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work that the public value:; and shows that
values by a willingness to pay for it. The word "job"
in politics has a bad meaning
it
describes a place
where the duties are planned solely with the idea of
keeping a man in the receipt of wages. The question of
the value of his work is a secondary matter.
of doing
it

the South BrookjLX. lyn supply base depot covered more than 250,000
net tons of coal for use during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1922. In all, sixty-four bids were received, and
the wide pread of prices shown may be taken as an
indication of the variety of opinion in the trade on
what coal is worth today and also of some unexampled
eagerness to 6btain tonnage.
The largest proposal,
which called for 27,000 net tons of Pool 9 coal, brought
bids ranging from $2.98 to $3.63, while on 12,420 net
tons of bituminous for the Aberdeen Proving Grounds
the range was from $2.10 to $4.25, which constituted
the low and high of all bids submitted.
When comparing these lower bids with those received
two years ago, it is interesting to note that prices are
on about the same level as in the beginning of the summer of 1919, despite subsequent wage increases, which
were added to the earlier army contracts during the life
of those agreements made for the fiscal year 1919-1920.
Anthracite bids, on the other hand, showed no tendency
to weaken, stove, chestnut and broken ranging in most
cases well over $8 per gross ton to a high of $9.15 for
1 at

—

:

stove.

British Strike

SOCIALISM

Ends

not justly a matter for acrimonious
debate but rather for patient discussion.
That
method of curing human ills fails only partly from our
moral defects.
larger fault to which it is subject
is that socialism does not test every action by the important question whether that action will benefit any
human beings sufficiently that they will be willing to
pay for it.
Under socialism men would be contented to work at
certain occupations long after their fellows had ceased
to show such a keen appreciation of the service rendered that they could be induced individually to pay
their good money for the product. The miners of Great
Britain sought a provision that would have kept all the
mines of the country working whether the production
cost in wage was $5 or $20 a ton.
They were ill
disposed to have the questions of operation or non-operation, of high pay or low pay, subjected to the touchstone
of economic advantage. Yet only by this measure can
the value of physical effort be tested.
"Is it worth
while?" is answered only when the other question
is

A

"Does it pay?" has been met.
Labor is not as mobile in Great Britain as in the
United States. When there is no w-ork in his own town
the British workingman is apt to think long before he
drifts to another. But this mobility from to\vn to town,
from employment to employment, or from job to job is
really the true basis of economic thrift, and it is well
that the idea should not get abroad that it is the business of government to wipe out the economic necessity

The same condition would have existed in the coal
mines of Great Britain had pooling been introduced.
Men would have had "jobs." Their work, not being
related to- profit, would have had no relation to service.
Half the joy of life is in the filling of an essential part
the world's economy, and it is one of the unfortunate

in

results of certain classes of political jobs that they give
opportunities for getting a salary without rendering
any commensurate service.
Public employment is a
bane or a blessing to its participants according to the
degree with which their office permits them to render a
service or gives no such opportunity.

Logomachy Beclouds

the Issue

EXTRAVAGANT .statements, wild charges and psuedo
arguments have characterized the quasi-debate between Senator Frelinghuysen and the most vociferous
of his opponents in the coal industry over the pending
coal industry stabilization legislation.
The Senator
says he is opposed to regulation of business and of coal
the coal men are likewise opposed to regulation.
The
Senator sa.vs that a'l he wants is to make information
about coal available to the consuming public; the coal
men say that they have no objection to giving the information, in fact many are strongly in favor of having
the data collected by the government.
The real point
at issue then is whether the coal industry stabilization
act as framed by the Senator from New Jersey is regulatory in its provisions.
The Senator says that it is
not; the coal men say that it is, and we agree that
inasmuch as it provides for compulsory reporting it is
regulation in

beginning.
to favor regulation, however, why
all this fuss, oratory and literary effort?
Why has it
not been possible for Senator Frelinghuysen and representatives of the coal industry to get together and
take the regulation out of his bill and thus make it
acceptable to those directly affected?
A conference
heralded in advance as having that for its purpose wa.s
held in Washington the first of last month, but no effort
was made to discuss the provision.^ of the bill. Instead
the coal men offered categorical opposition and the
Senator talked to the newspaper reporters, and the
friendly meeting broke up with a declaration of war.
A sample of the oratory delivered to the Senate follows:
"As this is a supremely important question,
indeed, the v/ ry
involving the happiness, the health
life
of the public, the country should understand w.iat
this fight means. If these bills are defeated, a tragedy
its

As none professes

—

—
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fall and winter, in the nature of a coal famine,
worse than ever experienced before, is inevitable. The
fact is, owing to existing conditions, I doubt if the
tragedy can be averted. But we can prevent a second

next

tragedy a year Liter."
If the Senator considers the literary "fusillades" of
George Gushing as containing an "atom of fact and a
ton of misrepresentation," what may not the coal man
think of this?
The Senator has gone as far in one
direction as Mr. Gushing has in the other. The fight in
the open is between these two personalities; Mr. Gushing, backed by wider exi>erience and deeper knowledge
of the industry, with his sharp and caustic pen and
Senator Frelinghuysen with his forceful personality
and outstanding presence. In the extremes to which
they have gone in invective we do not consider that the
one represents the sentiment of the majority of Gongress any more than the other echoes the sentiment of
the coal industry.
It is just as unjust to say that the proposed legislation is bolshevism as that the coal men desire to continue the "stranglehold on the necks and purses of the
coal buyers." It is as unreasonable to cha-rge the Sena-

tor with sinister motives as to charge that the operators
are not and never have been sincere in reporting their

There is so much of right and reason in what
both have said about coal that it is a pity that the fight
over this legislation has resolved itself into a contest
of extravagant words. There is considerable difference
between a "bitter-end" policy of obstinate opposition
to everything and an uncompromising opposition to
regulatory legislation. From a disposition to be sympathetically helpful a year ago. Senator Frelinghuysen
has veered or been forced to a position militantly critiprofits.

cal if not hostile to the coal industry.

—

Those who disclaim any public interest in coal and
there are such ^and demand only that they in their
business be not inquired into, who at once aver that
they are willing to furnish facts and argue that no one
can benefit from the knowledge thus obtained except
the seller of coal, are in as untenable position as Senator Frelinghuysen when he promises the consumer
plenty of coal at low prices, freedom from shortages
and all fuel troubles simply through the collection by
the government of these same facts. We are quite in
agreement with the central theme of George Gushing's
argument to the effect that the coal business cannot be
stabilized by law; that no one, not even the government,
can gain control or othenvise monopolize the soft-coal
industry and thus regulate in any way its seasonal
The consumers are
fluctuations in output and price.
The
the arbiters of the destiny of the coal industry.
business men who produce and distribute coal are primarily concerned in steady operation with a reasonable
profit, and they know that the better the consumer is
informed about the condition of the market, production, consumption and stocks, the more likely they are
to enjoy peaceful and profitable progress.
It is those
who live off the coal business by their wits alone, who
perform no continued useful service, that really oppose
a forward-looking program by which the government,
for the consumer, may ascertain the facts about coal,
not semi-occasionally but regularly. Because the Frelinghuysen plan "is not consistent with the liberty
which private business ordinarily expects" it is opposed
by the whole coal industry, but that does not mean that
the whole industry subscribes to the theory that what

—

is is right.
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Another Reason

WHO

willing to propose a law to protect the
from the buyer? There are only
some six or seven thousand producers and the number of
shippers probably is about the same and there are at
least 100,000 buyers of coal in carload lots; therefore it
would appear that the few thousand sellers could more
easily get together to control distribution and prices
than could so much larger a number of consumers. But
is

seller of soft coal

it

happens that buying

selling.

The

is

more concentrated than the

railroads, for instance, represent

buying

power in concentrated form.
Gonsuming 27 per cent of the annual output of
bituminous coal, the steam railroads are the largest coal
consumers in the country, their total yearly requirements ranging from 125,000,000 to 155,000.000 net
tons.
Something less than two hundred railroad purchasing agents control the buying of a quarter of
the soft coal of the United States. There were on Jan. 1
of this year 8,722 recognized shipping coal mines with
an average rated capacity of seven cars, or about 350
net tons each, per day. The Pennsylvania Railroad, for
instance, had on this date 1,476 rated mines with an
average capacity of 7.2 cars per day. This road consumes between ten and sixteen million tons of fuel coal
per year, equivalent to 2 per cent of the output of the
mines on the road.
Public

utilities

and central power plants consume

about 36,000,000 net tons of steam coal a year, a comparatively small percentage of the total produced but a
large poition in some markets, as Ghicago and New York.
Some 10 per cent of the total number of companies producing this power control at least 90 per cent of the
36,000,000 tons of steam coal used, and thirteen holding
companies with widespread interests control the purchase of the coal for about 25 per cent of the total
output. To a very large extent the 100,000,000 net tons
of coal normally required by the iron and steel industry
is supplied by mines owned and operated by the con-

sumers themselves.
The U. S. Government is a heavy purchaser of coal
The Shipping Board this
under centralized control.
year asked for bids on 2,500,000 net tons and the navy
Of the industrial plants, between
for 2,000,000 tons.
4 and 5 per cent consume 60 per cent of the bituminous
coal used by this class of users, and less than 30 per
cent of the total number of plants, controlled by an even
smaller percentage of companies, consume 90 per cent
Less than 1 per
of the soft coal going to industries.
cent of the buyers and consumers of bituminous coal
take at least 45 per cent of the coal that is produced and
.sold.

a pronounced tendency toward greater cenpower and the acquisition of
mining properties by consumers. There is likewise a
steady, progressive consolidation of producing mines
into larger units. Both operate to keep the price of coal
down and to decrease the possibility for development of
Hundreds if not thousands of
speculative markets.
small producers and a host of parasitic middlemen thrive
They want no
only when the market is unhealthly.
they have no desire that the buyer
stabilized market
know too much about coal and the reasons therefor
are obvious. On the other hand, producers and wholesalers who supply an honest product, perform an honest
service, and who outnumber the speculative element,
desire nothing more than an even tenor to business and

There

is

tralization of purchasing

—

a reasonable profit.

—
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Some

of the

Many Problems

in the Cleaning of

CoaF

Can Pick Lump for 22c, per Ton, Slack for $164— Six Tons of Water Wash
One Ton of Coal Water Loads Freight Car as Badly as Ash After
Week's Drying Water Retained by Fine Coal Adds 15 Per Cent to Weight

—

—

By Edward 0'Toole+
Gary.

COAL

a carbonaceous substance of variable comformed from vascular vegetation of past
geologic ages.
It is found stratified in beds between layers of I'ock of all eras from carboniferous to
quaternary, its age generally determining its character.
These beds are of variable composition and thickness,
and when broken into, or mined, the particles tend to
Sometimes,
cleave into cubical or prismatic blocks.
however, the cohesion between the particles is so feeble
that when struck they break into pieces along welldefined cleavage planes these particles are porous and
the pores contain hydro-carbon gases, water or air.
These peculiarities may vary considerably within a
small area of the same seam. The cleavage planes often
contain small films of other inorganic minerals and
generally some sulphur, either inorganically combined
or as iron pyrites, ranging from less than 4 per cent
up to 8 or 10 per cent. The specific gravity of coal
varies from 0.5 for the lightest of brown coals to 1.7
for the heaviest of anthracite, the density of the substance depending largely on the quantity of mineral matter contained.
The interstitial substances compose the
"ash," a term applied to the residue remaining after the
combustible matter has been consumed.
In quantity
this varies from 1 to 30 per cent, although a coal containing as much as 30 per cent of incombustible generally is considered worthless. The position of some of
the above-mentioned inorganic substances in the coal
is shown on the X-ray photograph, Fig. 1.
is

position,

;

Carbon Translucent to X-Ray: Ash Opaque
The spots in the photograph were not visible to the
naked eye until close scrutiny was given to those points
as revealed under the X-rays. This material was carefully dug out and it was found to analyze as follows:
Upper spot iron 9.94 per cent, sulphur 10.66 per cent,

—

20.50 per cent iron pyrites; lower
15.43 per cent, sulphur 17.93 per cent, rnapproximately 33.36 per cent iron pyrites.
When exposed to X-rays and viewed through the
fluoroscope, the carbon contained in the coal shown in
or approximately
spot

—iron

photograph is tran.?lucent, while the mineral matter
This highly interesting quality is quite disrevealed.
Some cofel beds are divided into
benches by bands of mineral matter of variable thickness and composition. The layers near the bottom and
those near the top, or on either side of a band of mineral
matter, generally carry a greater proportion of impurities than does the center of the bench.
Some seams of coal are banded by alternate bright
and dull layers, the brightness or dullness of these layers being due to variations in the admixture of organic
and mineral matter and to the different ways in which
this
is

opaque.

tinctly

•Prom a paper

entitled

"Dry Cleaning of Coal by Means of
Ameriran Iron and Steel Institute.

Tables." presented before the
New York Citv, May 27, 1921.

W.

Va.

and mineral are distributed. Usually the bright
bands of coal contain the least ash; they also are the
most porous and therefore contain the most moisture

coal

when saturated.
The producer and consumer have long

since recognized the advisability of producing and obtaining, respectively, coal that is as clean as possible. In the early
stages of the industry this was not diflScult to accomplish
the purer seams or portions of seams could be
selected and mined, for they were abundant at that
At present, when it is advisable to mine all portime.
tions of the bed and the less pure seams, for the good
ones are getting scarce, as may be judged from the
;

accompanying photographs,

it

is

difficult

to

produce

clean coal.

How

Coal May Be Cleaned at the Source

In the mining of the many beds of coal the miner
uses different methods of attack, the nature of the coal
determining which will be chosen. Some beds ai-e removed by hand tools, the miner hewing and breaking
dovra the coal in others a combination of hewing, drilling and blasting is employed others are simply drilled
and blasted; while in still others electric or air-driven
"mining machines" are used to undercut the coal before
it is shot down.
In some beds it is customary to leave unmined those
portions that are well known to be impure, such as the
In some
layer near the bottom or that near the top.
it is desirable to leave both a top and bottom bench,
although this hardly ever is necessai-y at the same place
;

;
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the miner, when loading his cars, to sort out the coal
from the impurities by hand. This means of separation usually is incomplete and unsatisfactory, as the
mine is poorly lighted and the miner's eye cannot distinguish a large percentage of the mineral or inorganic
matter from the coal, because both are of the same
color.

Furthermore the miner is seldom, if ever, directly
compensated for the removal of such impurities; he is
a contractor and his contract generally is on a "per ton"
basis, he being paid a stipulated price for what he sends
out of the mine. At times he is very careless, particularly when there is a great demand for coal and he
realizes that his services are indispensable.

OF COAL FROM "C
LYNCH, HARLAX COUXTY. KEXTITKY

X-1:aY IHiiTci'iKArH

.y,

wliirh

ai

As an example, in mining the Pittsin the same seam.
burgh bed of western Pennsylvania, in the "Pittsburgh
district"

proper,

the impurities

are generally

in

the

bottom bench and prior to the introduction of mining
machines it was the universal custom to leave from 10
to 20 in. of the bottom bench of coal unmined, because
its ash and sulphur content was in general excessive.
On the other hand in that portion of the same measure located in the "Connellsville region" the impurities
generally are in the top.
Here for the same reason it
is still the custom to leave 10 to 12 in. of coal unmined.
Some portions of the Pocahontas coal beds of West
Virginia are similarly affected, the dirt and sulphur
being in the top in the eastern section of the field, while
they are in the bottom in the western section. These
beds furnish a large percentage of the coal used for
metallurgical purposes throughout the United States.

dumped

When the coal is broken from the bed by the means
above mentioned, slate bands and portions of the overlying and underlying strata generally are broken loose
and mixed with it. As this mixture is loaded into mine
cars by hand, or by the aid of hand shovels, an attempt
is made to separate the dirt from the coal by requiring

into rail-

while
in still other cases
expendilarge
tures are made
for the purpose
of separating the
from the
good
road

cars,

bad material.

late

Separation Performed Often Unsatisfactory

Of

the
practice
general
at
d e r n 1 y-

years

m

mines
equipped
has been to separate the coal into

various

sizes,

pass those above
IJ-in. over steel
or rubber belts,

known

as

"pick-

ing tables," along
which men. or

boys (and
Europe,

FIG.

3.

ANOTHER X-RAY OF A BAND OF DIRT WITH COAL
ABOVE AND BELOW

Note how clear of impurity
band.

It is

is

the coal immediatob

almost perfectly translucent to the X-ray.

below

thf^

In pitch-

ing beds where the coal from the chambers is loaded
from chutes into the mine cars or where the seam is so
steep that the coal runs away from the miner, it is
impossible for him to separate the rock and refuse
from the coal, and the entire product is loaded together.
When the mine product reaches the surface the
treatment it receives varies with the kind of coal
mined. In some instances no cleaning is necessary; in
others no effort is made to clean the coal, although it
may require it;
in
others it is
cleaned by hand
being
it
is
as

in

FIG.
IS

4.

THIS X-R.\Y PHOTOGRAPH

OF A "BUILT-UP" SECTION

Two

pieces of coal and a piece of
slate from the "C" seam at Lynch.

women)

are stationed for the purpose of taking the dirt out of
the coal by hand as it is passed by them.
The speed of these tables is regulated according to
the amount of coal to be passed over them and to the
amount of deleterious matter the coal contains. The
"through li-in." coal cannot be treated in this manner,
Thus
as such treatment has been found too expensive.
it is practically impossible to make this separation by
the
with
hand. The amount of this small coal varies
different beds being worked. In the Pocahontas field of
West Virginia it represents about 50 per cent of the
total product of the mine and carries a higher percentage of mechanically-mixed dirt than does the larger
sizes, as it contains all the fine particles of rock, slate
and clay produced in the mining.
Results of twenty-three tests conducted at various
mines of the United States Coal & Coke Co. to deter-

July
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ANOTHER VIEW OF THE PITTSBURGH
THE CONNELLSVILLE REGION

5.

The

top 10 to 12 in. usually
frequentl\- left unniined.

is

COAL, IN

so full of impurity that

it

is

mine the actual amount of bone and slate in the various
comes from the mine as well as the
exact expense entailed in the complete removal of such
material by hand-picking show that the cost per ton of
hand cleaning the various sizes (including interest and
depreciation on the investment with labor at 55c. per
hour) is as follows:

sizes of coal as it

TABLE
Over

4-in..

.

COAL AGE
the St. Louis Coke & Chemical Co. at Granite City, 111.,
received carried a minimum moisture content of
12.7 and a maximum of 18.5 per cent.* W. D. Lansrtrj',
president of the Commercial Testing & Engineering
Co., of Chicago, advises that the delivered moisture in
Illinois unwashed coal averages from 6.5 to 11 per cent,
depending on the size of the material. Delivered mois-
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IGe

when

l&O
152

144
I3S

ture in unwashed Pocahontas coal is 2.32 per cent.
Laboratory tests made at Gary, W. Va., on the dewatering of the washed product show on No. 4 Pocahontas
coal the results indicated in Table II.
In winter the discharge at destination piers, etc., of
railroad cars carrying washed coal is frequently expensive and slow, as the wet material freezes, parSome
ticularly in colder parts of the United States.
railroad companies have provided sheds, where the
frozen coal is thawed by live steam before any attempt
The Norfolk & Western Railway
is made to dump it.
Co. has found it necessary to shatter frozen coal with
dynamite blasts before dumping cars at its Lamberts
Point pier, in Virginia, and this notwithstanding the
fact that during discharge it turns the railroad cars
Costs of such operations have been
completely over.
estimated at 10c. to 20c. per ton of coal thawed or
blasted. The expense usually is borne by the railroad

128
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104

88
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56

46
40
32

24
16

FIG.
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CHART SHO^^IXG TOT.\L, COST OF THOROUGH
REMOVAL OF SLATE AND BONE

The figures were obtained from experiments in cleaning Pocacoal.
The costs of maintenance, of depreciation and of
interest on the picking table as well as tlie labor of picking were
taken into consideration,
hontas

FIG.

The

5.

FACE OF

biggfcst

band

COAL. IN NO.

4

POCAHONTAS SEAM

that near the roof, as

is

eastern section of the

tlif

is

ruli'

in

the

field.
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companies or the consumers of the coal, but properly
should be added to the cost of washing.
The washing of coal has been under process of development during the last seventy-five years and has
been brought to the point where it is hardly to be exR.

A. Schott, chief engineer,

TABLE
Amount
Taken
Test

fo

pected that there will be any great improvement in
methods. Attempts have been made to separate a mixture of dirt and small coal by running it down spiral
chutes, the difference in the friction of the coal and slate
Separation
being relied on to make the segregation.
has been attempted by passing the coal through currents
of air where the heavier particles, such as the bone and
the
slate, would fall short and the lighter particles
coal
would be carried over. Breaking machines also
have been used machines that throw the coal containing dirt from side to side, thus shattering it, the theory
being that the coal, being softer, would break first and
pass off through the perforations in the sides of the
machine, and the slate, being harder, would be discharged at the end before it became broken fine enough
to pass through the perforations.

II.
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Experiment in the Use of Carbon Tetrachloride and
Foamite Firefoam for Extinguishing Mine Fires*
With Draft Entirely Closed Off Tetrachloride Developed Deadly Quantities
of Phosgene Chemical Is Efficient and, Where Ventilation Is Good, Is
Also Safe Desirable for Electric Fires Foamite Is Harmless and Effective

—

—

—

By

a. C. F1ELDNER+

experiments (Fieldner, A. C; Katz, S. H.;
Kinney, S. P.; and Longfellow, E.S. "Poisonous
Gases from Carbon Tetrachloride Fire Extinguishers," Journal of the Franklin Institute, October,
1920, pp. 543-565) by the Bureau of Mines have shown
that carbon-tetrachloride extinguisher liquids when applied to fires produce small quantities of irritating and
poisonous gases which may be dangerous in closely confined spaces where conditions are such that the user
cannot escape without breathing the fumes.
Tiie results of these experiments have been confirmed
in an independent investigation by the Undei-writers
Laboratories (Nuckolls, A. H.: "Corrosive Action and
Products Formed When Carbon-Tetrachloride Extinguisher Liquids Are Applied to Fires," National Fire
Protection Association Quarterly, vol. 14, January, 1921,
pp. 221-236), which conducted similar experiments for
the purpose of determining the corrosive action of these
fumes on metals. Both investigations showed that carbon-tetrachloride vapor,
hydrochloric-acid gas, and
phosgene were produced in addition to the ordinary
products of combustion, such as smoke, carbon monoxide
and carbon dioxide.
The Bureau of Mines' tests were made by applying
a one-quart extinguisher to a wood fire of excelsior

RECENT

:

,.

in a gastight room of 1,000 cu.ft.
glass and metal construction of this

capacity.
The
chamber limited

the experimental fire to small dimensions. It was, therefore, deemed desirable to make a test on a larger scale
in the entry of the bureau's experimental mine in order
to simulate more nearly the practical use o fcarbontetrachloride and other types of extinguishers in mines.
Two series of tests were made under identical conditions on different days.
Commercial carbon-tetrachloride extinguishers were used in the first series of
tests and "foamite firefoam" extinguishers in the second
series of tests.
The carbon-tetrachloride extinguishers were purchased on the open market, the extinguishing liquid
consisting mainly of carbon tetrachloride (Fieldner, A.
C, and others, work cited), with small quantities of
other substances contained as impurities or added to
prevent freezing of the liquid at low temperature.

Glue Extract of Licorice Toughens Bubbles
The "foamite firefoam" extinguishers were the portable 2i-gal. size, similar in appearance to the usual soda
and acid extinguishers. Foamite extinguishers differ
from soda and acid extinguishers in that they throw a
stream of frothy water or foam, having carbon dioxide

gas entrapped in the bubbles, instead of a solid stream
of clear water. Glue extract of licorice root, or other
•Reports of Investigations, U. S. Bureau of Mines. June. 1921.
TSupervising chemist, Pittsburgh e.xperiment station. Bureau of
Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
JrAssistant physical chemist, Pittsburgh experiment station. Bureau of Mines.

AND

S.

H. KATZt

organic compound is used to impart toughness to the
bubble films, making them resistant to heat, shock, and
strains, so that the froth often persists for hours.
The foam filled with carbon dioxide therefrom has a
blanketing effect in excluding air, which makes it particularly adapted to extinguishing fires in oil and other
inflammable liquids. (Bowie, C. P.: "Extinguishing and
Preventing Oil Fires," Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 170,
1918,

.50

pp.)

The "foamite firefoam" extinguishers used in the
tests contained two solutions in separate compartments

— aluminum-sulphate

solution in a central cylindrical
sodium-carbonate-licorice solution in the
annular space around this tube. The central tube is
closed with a stopper that falls out when the extinguisher is inverted for use, allowing the two solutions
to mix. Carbon dioxide gas is quickly generated according to the reaction:
tube,

and

+

^

a distance of 30 or 40

ft.

+

+

,Na-HCO,
Al(SO,),
*C0,
2A1(0H)3
SNa.SO.,
and in a few seconds produces sufficient pressure to eject
a stream of foamy liquid through the hose and nozzle to
Fire

One Hundred and Five Pounds of Wood

The tests were conducted at the Bureau's experimental
mine near Bruceton, Pa. Fig. 1 shows the general
arrangements, which were the same for both series of
tests.
The outer end of the return entry was bratticed
and 125 ft. inside, inclosing a total space
of 6,750 cu.ft.
The entry is about 6 ft. high and 9
ft. wide.
The sides and roof are coated with concrete.
Electric lights were placed along one side approximately
at the portal

15

ft.

apart.

Grate bars were laid 100 ft. from the portal. Upon
these approximately 5 lb. of excelsior was spread and
upon the excelsior 100 lb. of dry pine kindling about
1 in. X 1 in. x 12 to 18 in. was loosely piled. The pile
measured about 3 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 3 in. high
above the grate bars. This material was intended to
produce a fire which would kindle rapidly and one which
would be readily susceptible to the action of the small
portable type of fire extingusher.
The roof above the kindling was protected from direct
action of the flames and hot gases by a sheet-iron plate.
Vacuum tubes for taking gas samples of one liter or
more capacity were placed at points 5, 25, 45 and 75 ft.
outby the fire. The ventilating fan was stopped during
the test.

Out Fire

Six Extinguishers Used to Put

When

all

was ready,

six

men wearing goggles and

Gibbs oxygen-breathing apparatus and each carrying a
one-quart
points.
sides.

fire

extinguisher, lighted the

fire

at several

was allowed to burn for a minute or more
mass of kindling was burning freely on all
Then an attempt was made to e.xtinguish it with

until the

It

;
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used simultaneously and the fire was almost
extinguished on the near side. The fifth extinguisher
Flames on the far side
could now be used close up.
were subdued and the fire apparently was extinguished
except for a few sparks which showed when the pile
was knocked over. Later, however, it rekindled.

were

a single extinguisher. That had little effect, so another
Two were seen to be
was worketl simultaneously.
Difficulty was
insutVuieiU and two more were added.
exiierienced, then the six extinguishers were
still
operated.

After all the liquid had been used the fire seemed
extinguished. Dense yellow smoke rolled from the fire
when the carbon tetrachloride was played upon it. At
first the smoke stayed low, but soon all were enveloped
in a cloud so thick that it was impossible for one man
to see another standing immediately beside him or to
observe his operations in the subsequent work of

Foamite Causes Fire to Emit Dense Smoke
should be stated that the test does not show well
the action of a frothy mixture as a fire extinguisher
because, on account of the dense smoke, the operators
overshot the fire, as was shown by the thick layer of
foamite covering the floor and walls of the entry back
of the fire.
During the burning of the kindling but
little smoke was evolved.
When the extinguishers were
turned on the fire, however, dense white smoke "-as
evolved, which at first spread out over the lower part
of the entry and then some rose, filling the entire space
with smoke of such density that one could not see an
incandescent lamp at a distance of more than 2 ft. from
the observer's eyes.
When the fire was subdued, samples of the atmosphere
were taken for analysis at the same points and in the
It

sampling.
To take the samples one man picked up the vacuum
tubes and handed them to another to be opened. After
the samples had been taken two men attended to the
The sixth
sealing and another laid the tubes down.
man saw that the party was kept together. While the
third set of samples, 45 ft. from the grate, was being
taken, it was noticed by the light, cracking and increasThe
ing temperature that the fire was blazing again.
heat increased and undoubtedly subsequent samples contained additional gas from the rekindled fire.

The
in the carbon-tetrachloride tests.
results of the analyses are given in Table II.
On starting up the ventilating fan to clear out the

same manner as

Hydrogen Stings Their Faces and Hands
The presence of hydrogen was evident because of
the stinging of the exposed parts of the face and hands.
Two men who purposely abstained from wearing goggles
found their eyes so irritated that they found it necessary at intervals to keep them tightly closed to obtain
Some inflammation
relief from the stinging sensation.
of their eyes was noticed after they returned to fresh

dense clouds of yellow and dark smoke quite
similar to that of the carbon-tetrachloride tests rolled
out of the entry. The smoke was very irritating to the
No trace of sulphur
eyes and respiratory passages.
dioxide could be detected by odor or chemical tests.

entry,

table

air.

smoke from the wood alone would cause
this.
One man who removed his mouthpiece while passing through the brattice took a breath of the fumes
they were very irritating and choking. HydrochloricThe
acid gas and phosgene were easily recognized.
time of the experiment to this point was twenty minutes.
After the outer brattice was removed one of the
authors approached the portal w-ithout protection and
found that phosgene odor was strong there. The ventilating fan was started and black and yellow smoke
rolled from the mine.
The composition of the atmosphere is shown by Table
I, which indicates the position at which each sample
was taken and the result of its analysis.

Of

course, the

TABLE I. ANALYSES* OF GASES FROM FIRE EXTINGUISHED WITH
C.\RBON TETRACHLORIDE IN EXPERIMENTAL MINE
.

Position
of Sample

(Distanre

from Fire)
5

25
45
75

Analyses
Phosgene HydroCarbon
Parts
gen
Carbon
per
Chlor- Chlor- Dioxide, Oxygen, MonPer
oxide, Methane. Nitrogen,
Per
Milide,
ine.
lion P.P.M. P.P.M. Cent
Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
20.52
18
01
30
180
39
78 90

.

150

43

20 47

03

16

78.91

15
0.03
53
20 37
78 92
...
0.01
17.80
0.31
78 83
250
3.05
Methods of analyns are described in the paper, Fieldner, ,\.C., and others;
"Poisonous Gaaes from Carbon-tetrachloride Fire Extinguishers," Jmirmi/ <f (hr
Franklin InstituU, Vol. 190, October, 1920, pp. 543-565.

90
20

The
in the

Six

with foamite extinguishers were conducted
same manner as those with carbon tetrachloride.

tests

men equipped with oxygen-breathing apparatus and

carrj'ing

five

2A-gal.

foamite

firefoam

extinguishers

lighted the fire and permitted it to burn until it was
well kindled throughout. The heat kept the fire fighters
at a distance of about 10 ft. from the fire. First a single

extinguisher was played upon

it,

but

made

little

head-

way. \Vhen' it was largely exhausted another was used
with apparently little effect. Then two extinguishers

II.

July
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centage of this gas was found in the tests with carbon
tetrachloride.
The tetrachloride tests produced, in addition, carbontetrachloride vapor

(amount not determined), hydro-

chloric-acid gas (150 to 255 parts per million) and
phosgene (20 to 90 parts per million ). Military authorities consider 25 parts per million of phosgene sufficient
It is
on thirty minutes' exposure.
probable that 90 parts would be dangerous if inhaled
with the hydrochloric-acid gas, undecomposed carbontetrachloride vapor and carbon monoxide present for
five to ten minutes.

to produce death

Locomotives Should Have Tetrachloride

Gun

Care must, therefore, be observed in the use of fire
extinguishers of the carbon-tetrachloride type in underground fire fighting. Such extinguishers are in common
use for putting out fires in and around electrical equipment, for carbon-tetrachloride is a non-conductor of
electricity, and, indeed, such extinguishers should be a
The
part of the equipment of all mine locomotives.
operator need not inhale the fumes, as electric locomo-

3?

^Qsifionsybr fx^ikin^^as somples -^

T

I

i
i

- 25'- -

"rj^

Roccfwciy 6' hi^h

->i

45'

125'-

AREA BRATTICED OFF FOR TETRACHLORIDE AND
FOAMITE FIREFOAM EXPERIMENT..
Samples were taken at distances of 5, 25. 45 and 75 ft. respecfrom the front of the flre that was undergoing- extinguishto determine the percentage and nature of the gases libeiated by the extinguishers and the flre.
tively

ment

fives usually are in well-ventilated entries or haulage-

The ventilating current will at once dilute the
where there is no greater danger than
may be expected from the smoke itself.
It is in small closed rooms, where the operator cannot
ways.

fumes

to a point

avoid breathing the fumes, that dangerous conditions
are created.
There is, of course, no more effective
method of putting out ordinary fires than the liberal use
of water. Soda and acid portable extinguishers depend
on the more effective use of a limited amount of water.
Foamite extinguishers have an added advantage for
oil fires in that they place a blanket of carbon dioxide
on the oil surface, thus smothering the flame.
The
Bureau of Mines has made no experiments on the relative extinguishing efficiency of soda and acid extinguishers and foamite extinguishers for ordinary fires.
The experiments just described show that neither of
them adds any extra hazard due to evolved gases.
The following members of the staff of the Pittsburgh
experiment station assisted in can-ying out the tests:
J. W. Paul, coal-mining engineer; E. H. Denny and G.
S. McCaa, assistant mining engineers; H. C. Howarth,
J. H. Zorn and J. V. Berry, foreman miners; J. J.
Bloomfield, junior chemist.

Scraper with Gate to Scrape Coal on the
Advance and Trap It on the Retreat
type of shovel known as the Strange scraper

ANEW

bucket, invented by Charles H. Strange, superintendent Pine Hill Coal Co., Minersville, Pa., has been
developed and placed upon the market by the Co-operative Utilities Co., of Philadelphia, Pa. It differs both

THREE

V^ operation
STAiIES IN PROCESS OF SCRAPING— GATHERING.
LOADING AND DR.VWING OUT

In the first operation tlie endgate is lowered and working its
the coal. On the tightening of the rope to the left the

way under

gate is lifted, filling the scraper and closing it.
When the gate
is completely closed the drag of the rope on the left acts on the
scraper, drawing it away from the face and to the dumping point.

in construction and operation from those that have
preceded it.
As may be seen in the accompanying illustrations, it
is provided with a digging lip at one end that is hinged
at its lower edge.
The arrangement is such that when
the scraper is pulled forward into the room this lip lies
parallel with and close to the floor. After the pile of
coal has been penetrated to the desired amount, slack is
given the head rope and the tail rope is reeled in. The
latter rope first shuts or lifts the digging lip to such a
position that it closes the end of the scoop, then as
tension comes on the bail chains it pulls the scoop to
the discharge point.
This arrangement is believed to result in many advantages. The scoop moves in straight lines forward
and backward. The main rope leads direct to the sheave
on the jackpipe and thence to the engine drum or guide
pulley on the heading. After the product of the buster
shot has been cleaned away the jackpipe at the face can

THREE

ROOil!"

.SHOWING V.VRIOUS POSITIONS
OF JACK POST

In the third room the post has been securely set in the advance
position provided by a buster shot.
When the other shots arc
made, coal is broken down on either side and the machine can
start to load with the jack post in this place of advantage.

COAL AGE
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be set in position before the following shots are fired,
thus permitting operation immediately after firing.
Only one man is required at the face to set the jackpipes
and thus govern the movement of the scoop to the
various portions of the face.
By the methods above described the scoop is never
turned around either in loading or hauling the coal from
It simply shuttles back and forth from the
the face.

down to the dumping point. Thus much time
and labor are saved and operation speeded up accordingly. By using two or three jackpipes at the face also
much time may be saved, as one of these may be set
while another is being used. The coal at the face thus
may be removed with successive settings of the jackpipe.

coal shot

Portable Buildings of Fabricated Steel
Are Fireproof and Inexpensive
MATTER to what e.xpense a coal company may

NO

go in making its colliery modern and efficient, no
matter how permanently its main buildings may be
constructed, certain structures are necessarily of a temporary nature. These it would be folly to make of a
Brick, stone, concrete do not
permanent character.
lend themselves readily to removal and re-erection, to
say nothing of the cost of building them in the first
instance.

Buildings of a temporary nature include shelters for

i^EAii

I

.

-

':
<

:

.:.;.

vliii;.\

coal

CO.

Buildings -iro of nr. r. t. sf 1 and brirk, Thf building on the
extri'mc right is the boiler hou.se.
Xext to it on the lift is the
hoisting-engine house and the substation, and baek of the latter
is the fan house, one of the steel headframes being still further
in the rear.
At the lower corner of headframe is a portable steel
bulldlni; for the shaft tender.
.

.

PORTABLE STEEL BL.\CKS.MITH SHOP
Though the building Is portable a degree of permanence is afforded by the concrete foundation on which th<f building is erected.

percentage of amortization is high, and it
for this reason to keep down the first cost.

is

important

At the foot of the headframe the shaft tender's house
placed.
This is of steel of the type mentioned and
if for any reason it becomes desirable to alter the hoisting arrangements on the surface this structure can be
taken down readily and moved to a new position. No
damage would be done to the building in this operation.
In one of the accompanying illustrations is shown a
blacksmith shop. The location of this building probably will not be changed during its life and consequently
In a second
it has been placed on a concrete foundation.
is

illustration may be seen another building of similar
construction housing a hoisting engine that operates
two rope-haulage systems underground.
For temporary mine structures generally and especially for those of small size, the portable steel building possesses many advantages that those of other
Such a structure is fireproof
materials do not have.
and may be quickly erected or dismantled and moved to
a new location without injury. It is neat and attractive
even though not of ornamental design, and if properly
painted harmonizes well with the rest of the installation.

men on

the slate dump, shops at points where their usesoon ended, engine houses at slopes or other
openings where re-arrangements eventually will be
made or a larger machine finally will be installed.
Where such buildings are constructed of wood, if built
cheaply they are in most cases unsightly and in any
event cannot be torn down and moved without waste
of material.
Furthermore such buildings always are
liable to destruction by fire.
At the Peach Orchard colliery of the Glen Alden Coal
Co., near Wilkes-Barre, Pa., the main buildings are of
brick and concrete and are of attractive design. These
structures consist of a boiler house, engine house, substation and a steel headframe.
In addition to these,
however, it was necessary for the company to erect
several smaller units, which for sundry reason.s it was
not desirable to build of permanent materials.
As a
result small portable steel buildings were purchased
from the Truscon Steel Co. These have served their
purpose admirably. They are erected in places from
fulness

is

which

it vnW be necessary some day to remove them.
Others serve temporary purposes and their usefulness

will

end before that of the rest of the

plant.

Hence the

HOISTING ENGINE HOUSED IN PORTABLE STEEL SHED
This engine operates two haulage systems
the ropes passing down through borehole s.

in

the Kidn ?v vein.

July
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Plane Head

Where Hoistman

11

Places All Cars

C. Ash mead
Wilkes-Baric, Pa.

By Dever

ONE
the
The

of the handicaps of the anthracite region is
inability to obtain an intensive operation.
irregularity of the measures and the layouts which

has imposed on the present
to obtain a large output except
small
tonnages
of coal from many and
by marshaling
sometimes distant areas. As a result of this distributed
effort there are many sources of loss in anthracite mines
that are avoided in large bituminous operations, where
it is possible to obtain a large enough tonnage at all
times to keep every man busy or at least to keep him
at work a fair percentage of the time.
Many planes are employed in the hard-coal region
both under and above ground. Some are used for raising and some for lowering coal. Underground they are
sometimes used to transfer coal from one level to another or to lower the coal down the steep places in the
seam. On the surface they are built and operated to
In many places such
lift or lower coal to the breaker.
inclines have to handle only a few cars at a time
and a comparatively small aggregate number say from
Yet they are
twenty-five to one hundred per day.
frequently so arranged that from two to four or even
five men are needed to handle the cars at the head of
It is sometimes possible through arrangethe plane.
ment of the tracks, the position of the hoist or its control, or through a change in the type of machine
installed, to effect a decided saving in the number of
men necessary.
By dispensing with the services of one man at $5 per
day for 200 days a sum is saved equal to the interest
charges on an investment of $15,000. When added to
other economies similarly effected throughout the year
this amounts to a considerable sum, especially if at the
planes thus rearranged the services of more than one
man are saved.
At the plant of the Lytle Coal

an

earlier

often makes

generation

it difficult

—

—

Co.,

near Minersville,

Pa.,

it

was necessary to raise a small
amount of coal, mined about a

g

mile away, to such a height that
it could be taken to the bi'eaker
by locomotive.
This made it
necessary to install an engine
plane to raise loads and lower
empties.
The maximum number of cars to be handled during
any one shift was estimated at
one hundred.

SMALL ONE-TRACK PLANE AT LYTLE COLLIERY
One man hoists the cars, uncouples loads and couples empties,
yet one hundred cars aie handled daily.
His work is made less
onerous by placing him at the knuckle and not at the hoist
Bv
a. step-saving grouping
of control and the use ot switches and a
catch he is enalili'd to do s.v.ral men's work.

A single-track plane with an electric hoist at its head
accordingly was installed. Instead, however, of placing
the control

mechanism

at the hoist itself,

which natur-

was beyond the knuckle, this control
close to the knuckle or at the place where
ally

was placed

it would be
on an ordinary incline. The upper landing consists of
two storage tracks, one empty and one loaded, set almost
at right angles to the plane.
These are both connected
with the track up the incline by an automatic switch

which

is

shown

in

an accompanying illustration.

In operation, a footman attaches a loaded car to the
rope at the lower end of the plane. The engineer then
starts the hoist and hauls the car to the top.
As soon
as it passes the automatic switch he lowers it to the
loaded track, a dog preventing the car from moving

more than

5 ft. away from the plant track. The engileaves the control house, moves about 12 ft.
to the car, uncouples the rope and with his foot releases
the dog, or catch, whereupon the car moves by gravity
into the yard for loaded cars.

neer

now

Hoistman Couples Rope to Empty and Lowers

It

He

next walks a few feet to the empty track and releases the first car standing there, which then gravitates
to a point beyond the dog against which the loaded car
was lowered. Here he attaches the cable to it, after
which he returns to the control house and hoists the

empty clear of the switch, which
means of a lever, placed near the

engfh of

SWITCH FOR EMPTIES AND LOADS AT HEAD OP PLANE
„„9"/'"'' plane there is no knuckle, the cars being hoisted
the
switch and dropped into the switch with the end of the car to
which
was rearward on the incline at the forward end of the landing.

is

now

held open by

The car is
then lowered to the foot of the plane, after which the
whole cycle of operation is repeated.
It will be readily perceived that the success of this
whole arrangement at the head of the plane lies in
keeping the loaded and empty tracks, the dog, the switch
lever, and the engine control all in close proximity to
each other. The tracks also must be given proper grades
so that no pushing or hand movement of the cars is
necessary. Should an empty car attain such momentum
when moving to the plane as to pass the switch it cancontrol.

COAT.

12

not run down the incline, as the switch will return it
To permit a car to move liowii the plane.
to the (lop.
this switch must be thrown by hand, which can be done
only from the control house.
By this arrangement one headman handles regularly
100 cars per day and sometimes many more. If only a
few cars are to be hoisted per shift and the locomotive
bringing the cars to the foot of the plane is not too

busy for the motorman to wait for his trip, it will be
possible to dispense with the services of a footman, the
locomotive driver performing the footman's duties. At
the foot of this plane, however, on account of the number of cars hoisted, it has been found necessary to provide a man.
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Various details of construction eniliodied in, this
engine are worthy of notice. Thus the fuel tank is located in the sub-base, the fuel pump is submerged, the
level of kerosene in the mixer or reservoir is constant
and any excess pumped to this point drains back to the
tank, and ignition is by make-and-break mechanism

from a Webster

oscillating magneto. Other details are
great simplicity and ruggedness of design together with
ease and reliability of lubrication. The latter is secured
by means of sight-feed oil cups on the cylinder and its
contained parts, grease being used on the main bearings

and cam.

These Engines May Be Mounted on Trucks
The

overhung, as on a modern steam enminimizing stresses arising from expansion.
In all hut the largest of these machines the c.vlinder and
head are waterjacketed by means of a water hopper
cast integral with the cylinder. This, of course, is kept
full of water, the supply being replenished from time to
time as it boils away. The opening to this hopper is
placed at the end furthest from the head and thus
away from the point of greatest heat and most violent
ebullition.
On the large sizes continuous circulation is
obtained either from a city supply or by the aid of a
radiator and circulating pump. Any of these machines
may be mounted on trucks rendering them highly
c.vlinder is

pine, thus

Small Kerosene Engines Supply Power
Local or Temporary Purposes

for

mining man, particularly if his work lies on
the surface, has at some time or other wished that
he had available some small portable source of power
supply. Such power may be needed for driving a con-

EVERY

pump, a pipe-threading machine, the tools
wood saw. a small ventilating fan or for
some other purpose. Of course, many mines nowadays
crete mixer, a

of a shop, a

portable.

While no new principle is involved in the operation
of these machines much common sense and experience
are built into their details. It was the intention of the
designers to produce an engine sufficiently simple to be
operated by unskilled hands, rugged enough to successfully withstand the abuse and "punishment" to which
such a machine is invariably subjected and reliable
enough to be absolutely dependable. It is believed that
all these goals have been reached.

Don't Overload Your Electrical Wiring*
By W.
St,

KEROSENE ENGINE FOR TEMPORARY WORK
number of internal combustion engines are used at
or for isolated work at larger operation.-^. Tins engine
will use either gasolene or kerosene. Tlie machine can be mounted
on a truck and so is truly portable.

A

large

smaU mines

are so well supplied with power circuits and transmission lines that a motor may be quickly set up in most
places and current obtained from some nearby source
On the other hand, many
without serious difficulty.
are the more or less out-of-the-way places where power
is desired and to which current cannot easily be brought.

Equally Efficient

When Run with

Gasoline

need for a small easily-portable power unit
about the mines and elsewhere the Worthinglon Pump
& Machinery Corporation recently placed on the market
a line of internal-combustion engines fitted to operate
on kerosene. They will run with equal efficiency on gasoline and this fuel is used to start the engine. After it
has run a short time, however, change can be made to
kerosene without difficulty or interruption to service.
These engines, as may be seen from the accompanying illustration, are of the horizontal type, provided
with two flywheels. They are built with throttling governors in sizes ranging from 21 to 25 hp. Sizes smaller
than 2J hp. are made with hit-and-miss governors.

To

fill

this

L.

Murray

Louis.

-Mo.

WHENEVER a current

of electricity flows through
a conductor, heat is developed. With small currents the amount of heat generated may be so small that
If
it cannot be detected, but it is present nevertheless.
a relatively large current flows through a conductor,
the conductor will be heated excessively, and with extreme currents the heat developed may be so great that
the conductor will be melted.
The tables of safe current-carrying capacities that
that is,
are given in handbooks indicate the amperes
the volume of current that a conductor will carry
without becoming so hot as to damage its insulation or
any other object that may be near it. If a current
greater than the safe value specified in the tables flows
in the conductor, it will merely V)€come hotter than when
the safe current is passing through it. However, if the

—

—

safe value is too far exceeded the conductor may become
red or white hot or may even melt.
A current 10 or 15 per cent in excess of the safe
values given in the tables will, ordinarily, do no harm,
but as a general rule the tabulated capacities should
never be exceeded. Where the insulation does not contain rubber the wires may be permitted to carry greater

This is because a relatively slight increase in
temperature may permanently damage rubber insulation.

current.
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Have Mining Engineers Accepted All That Developments
In Machinery for Handling Coal Imply?*

—

Machinery Demands Concentration of Labor Forces -Is of Value
Only If Kept at Work Transfer Tables Suggested for Car Switching
Full Trips or a Conveyor Should Afford Service to Loading Machine

—

—

By

R.

Dawson HALLf

New York

THE

beginning of the last century "cottage
gave way to the factory system, and at
present manufacturing that once was performed in
homes is done wholly in factories. Division of labor
came into being at the same time. In earlier years
rarely more than a half-dozen men worked at the home
of the master workman. Each group performed all the
labor involved in changing crude material to the finished article, and many of the masters in a cottage
industry themselves took the raw material and converted it by their own efforts into a highly-specialized
product ready for the market.
Mining has in a degree moved in the same direction.
But for the most part every man still has his own
room. Pick miners in many places get their cars at
the room neck, push them to the face, undercut their
coal, drill their shotholes, load and fire them, complete
the breaking down of their coal, fill their cars, push

INindustry"

the entry and also test their roof for weak
examine for gas, timber their rooms, bail them
Mining is still in a
out and lay their own track.

them

City

ery, like the garrulous miner, is

working face

to

working

found traveling from

face, and, because this travel-

ing is necessary, we have been disposed to dispense
with machinery to a large extent, using only undercutting machines where shearing machines, electric
drills, loading machines and face conveyors might well
be employed.
We lose money by moving these machines from place
to place.
They hold up car distribution. Yet with
expensive machines it is important to keep cars moving
without delay. Of course, the work of cutting is frequently, almost usually, done at night, and this difficulty
is thus obviated, but if men are going to work at night
why not work twenty-four hours a day and get the
Why use cutters and
full worth of the machines?
scrapers only at night and let the machines do only an

eight-hour stunt?

Valuable Only

We

If

Keep Them at Work

to

spots,

way

a "cottage" industry, only the cottage is a room
mines instead of a home. The men who gather
the coal and take it to the tipple are in a measure like
the middlemen who went from cottage to cottage and
gathered the product of the owners or "masters," to
use the term then prevalent.
in the

Machinery Made Factory System Imperative
The change in ordinary industry from old methods
to new came with machinery.
The machines then introduced needed power for their operation, and distribution of power from house to house was too great
a task for those times.
Power could not readily be
taken to machinery where water power only was available.
It was necessary for the machinery and its
worker to go to the power.
Nor when steam was
its steam engine.
Compressed air and electricity had not arrived, and
consequently there was no transmission of power other
than by mechanical means.
Ropes and pulleys were
poor means of distributing energy for long distances.
Then again cottages could not accommodate the large
machinery and, as there were many machines, enough
people to keep the many large units operating could
not be crammed into the four walls of such a dwelling.
In the mining industry, as we have had only a
little machinery and as we have made that machinery
fairly portable and have introduced compressed air and
electricitj', we have been able to continue a cottage
system the room-and-pillar method. There is a large
loss in taking machinery from place to place.
Machin-

harnessed could every cottage have

—

The value of the electric drill, the loading machine,
and in low coal the face conveyor would be unquesIt is the
tioned if we could keep them hard at work.
fact that they must in the nature of things be peripatetic, wandering around from place to place, or else
must be idle much of the time, and sometimes that
they must be both peripatetic and idle, which makes
Give the drill,
their introduction slow and halting.
the loading machine and the face conveyor steady work,
and flesh and blood shall not prevail against them.
Machinery in farming has done away with the small
field and with the short furrow, and machinery in coal
mining similarly has made it imperative that we dispense with the room and the short undercut. Unfortunately, when we replace the room with advancing
longwall workings we save trouble at the face only to
encounter greater trouble in the broken area in the
The work
rear, and no great advantage is gained.
involved in building and maintaining gateways is so
considerable as to counteract the economy afforded in
cutting, shooting

Mining Institute

is

really

the only cure, and it is quite possible that even with
longwall retreating the gains will be frittered away
by a lack of determination to utilize the retreat to full
advantage. First of all, then, the longwall retreat must
be made possible by the use of heading machines.
These reduce the interest costs of an extensive development by shortening the time needed to attain the
desired results.
Carl Scholz is authority for saying
that a Jeffrey heading machine will drive 500 ft. a

week.

seems largely to be fixed by
keep the machine supplied
with cars. It would appear more than probable that
with a better car-deliver>' system even greater results

The

the

•Article presented at Rockv Mountain Coal
meeting. Salt Lake City, Utah. June 29. 1921.
tEditor. Coal Age.

and loading.

The longwall-retreating or "endwall" method

limit of progress

operator's

ability

to

—
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The coal would be cut with a longwall machine of
a size that would prove most desirable for that work
perhaps far larger than those now used. It would take
up little room because it is a longwall cutter. On it
could be mounted, or after it could follow, either an
electric drill or some other type of machine, thus providing for the breaking down of the coal if the fall of
the undermined material could not be effected by roof
pressure.
Following this would come the loading machine working at an angle and either loading on a track running
along the face or onto a face conveyor. Where height
was available the cars could be brought up by a fullsized locomotive and spotted as in steam-shovel practice.
There need be no delay, as one locomotive trip
could be followed by another at the necessary interval,
so that the undercutter and loader as well as their
respective crews would be kept working at full capacity.

PL.^X TO G1^'E

MAXIMUM OUTPUT FOR M.\CHIXERY.

This plan requires a minimum of narrow work, less than 8 per
cent of the coal being so extracte<l.
Consequently the pillars
can be made thin without fear that roadways will close. The
cuttine «nd the loading machines have a 500-ft. fairway and
should do a big day's work.

could be attained. If the heading machine were served
by two tracks laid as close as clearance between the
cars stationed on them would allow and a transfer
track were laid behind the machine, the cars could
be brought in by trips, spotted one by one under the
delivery, loaded and then shifted on the transfer carriage to the other track, after which the transfer
carriage could then be pushed back into place. Another
car could then be advanced and little or no time lost
by the heading machine. To shift each car, as loaded,
back one or two hundred feet and then bring up an
empty the same distance is a prodigious waste of time

and effort.
Chain pillars should be made
crosscuts too

much time

is

lost.

small.

In

driving

Making them

inter-

feres unduly with progress, and it is at least open to
question whether a single airway with a large sewerpipe return properly laid would not serve the purpose,
provided there was no gas and that entries were driven
500 ft. apart and crosscuts or should we say "headings"? constructed at, say, 500 ft. intervals as soon
The sewer-pipe return
as they could be completed.
would, however, have to be connected with a booster
fan. Of course no working place should ever be driven
more than 1,000 ft. without a regular airway for the
return air.
But if this is not permissible under the law it might
be feasible, when the amount of coal extracted in first
mining is less than 5 per cent, to leave only 20-ft.
pillars between intake and return entries and about
9 ft. in the headings which are driven between entries

—

—

and about 500

ft.

apart.

Advantages Obtainable from Longwall Face
These headings, whether they are driven single or
advanced in pairs with a 9-ft. pillar between them,
would serve with the entries to cut up the area to be
mined into blocks about 500 ft. square. These blocks
could be attacked by retreating longwall, or endwall,
methods, beginning at the far end of the entry which
The trunk entries
is
nearest the mine entrance.
should, of course, be provided with good side pillars and
fair chain pillars, the first about 200 ft. wide and
the second from 30 to 50 ft. in width, according to the
ability of the coal to resist slabbing.

The cost of such loading should be well below 8c.
per ton, which has been the rate attained with far less
effective operating methods. The cost of cutting should
be not more than 2c. per ton with an 8-ft. bed of coal.
In all, the expense involved in cutting and loading,
timbering and drainage should be about 15c. per ton.
Timbering, of course, is a difficult problem, as the
roof has to be carefully controlled over a long straight
face, but after a good fall has once been obtained the
roof is in the form of a cantilever and should break
readily on the line of timber support, thus preventing
excessive weight. Chocks of sawn timber set on slack
coal might be used, to be freed by the removal of the
slack and drawn out when it was desirable to extend
the caving of the roof, other chocks having been set
meanwhile

to protect the face.

Room-and-Pillar

Work Complicates Drainage

Or, again, it might be possible to devise some form
several propping units
of hydraulic propping machine
placed on a wheeled carriage which could be set in
operation by a pump and fitted with a weighted valve
which would prevent the water pressure from becomThe
ing unduly excessive through roof movement.

—

props, of course, would put their weight not on the car-

riage but on the main floor. When it was decided to
move the prop carriage it would be necessary only to
attach to it a cable from a room hoist, release the water
and draw the propping machine to the desired location,
where it would be under the protection of another
Such a system should comdevice of the same kind.
mend itself as one pre-eminently safe though not wholly
As the device should serve for several
inexpensive.
years, however, it should in the long run be cheaper

than timber.
trouble with the room-and-pillar method
that if the rooms go to the dip each room is a
The mine foreman, after a heavy
separate problem.
rain, may be importuned to provide for the draining
of many places and may find it impossible to care for
The tonnage immediately falls; there is
them all.

One great

is

much

dissatisfaction

all

around and no

little

expen.se.

by a single
pump or by ditching. With a longwall face as with
a strip-pit working it is quite easy to carry the water

Drainage

to

some

in a strip pit usually is handled

specific point

Some few mines are

and provide for

its

removal.

electrically lighted in all

work-

ing places. This should be much easier to arrange in
a mine that has only about ten or twelve faces than
There is no question
in one with several hundred.

:

:
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and makes for safety
should be far less prohibitive with longwall
Electrical distribution should be more
operation.
readily provided also, as there would be few-er machines to be operated and they would not be working
irregularly or moving about from place to place with
long cables to be abraded, run over and severed.
The
load factor during working hours should be almost
constant except in so far as the locomotives are con-

but that

and

facilitates operation

it

15

Low

its cost

cerned.

With such a system of working also a ventilation
plan could be adopted that would require a minimum
of power. The resistance to air travel would be greatly
reduced, and the number of places needing ventilation
would be few. The cost for timber also would be

Voltage Seriously Reduces Starting
Torque of an Induction Motor*

By

C.

St.

how

plan would adapt
such as heavilypitching or deep-seated workings, but it should first be
tried where the conditions are most favorable and
extended to those where they are most adverse, knowledge of the best methods being gained meantime. The
general plan of operation is not wholly new. The longwall-retreating method has been worked in the Pittsburgh region. Whether it is being used now I do not
know.
Mechanical loaders were not utilized at the
time, it is true, and the cover was not heavy.
Many
plans have been tried having for their justification
a desire to obtain long faces of operation.
In the
Logan and the Kanawha fields attempts are being made
to work on the ribs of rooms by longwall methods.
The disadvantage is that this kind of longwall or
"sidewall" gives a roof that is a built-in beam supported at both ends, and not a cantilever. That condition would not exist if the pillar thus removed were
extremely large, because the roof would break eventually so completely that a cantilever would be formed,
but as a rule the rib is not mined back so far as to
permit of such a break, and the necessity for maintaining roadways at one or both ends of the face makes
it necessary to support the roof at both ends of the
room and, in Carl Scholz's methods, even within the
It

itself

room

is

easy to question

to

peculiarly

difHcult

the starting torque of any inas the square of the voltage
impressed upon it. Consider an induction motor that
was designed for 220-volt operation, when the voltage
across the phases is 197 volts. What effect will this low
voltage have on the starting torque of the motor? It is
evident in this case that

Percent torque at applied voltage
Percent torque at normal voltage

_

Applied voltage'

Normal
we have:

voltage'

Percent torque at applied voltage
100

_
~

Where the

Work

in

will

use the

is

197'

Percent torque at applied voltage
Solving: Percent torque at applied voltage

= 0.802 =

80.2 per cent.

Thus,

evident that the starting torque of the
specified will be
about 80 per cent of its starting torque at normal
voltage. Consequently, if the motor has a normal fullload starting torque of 2.5 times full-load torque, its
starting torque under the conditions here assured will
be about: 0.80
2.5
twice the full-load torque. In
other words, the starting torque of the motor will be
only twice the normal full-load torque.
is

it

motor under the low-voltage condition

X
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thin,

batterv.

(2)

Hence

Only One Direction

conveyors will have to be
introduced.
Probably these will work wholly in one
direction.
The headings on which they will load will
be double-tracked with a transfer track at the loading
point on which cars when filled will be pushed over to
the loaded track and taken away by the locomotive as
soon as a trip is completed. When the entry is reached
the coal will be taken out just as in the workings
between entries, though some difficulties are apt to be
encountered where the bottom or top in the entry has
required blasting. Just before the entry was reached
it could be abandoned for haulage and props or cogs
erected, the coal being taken out by the entry 500 ft.
beyond.
For haulage service large storage-battery locomotives
so arranged that the entire accumulator readily may
be lifted off and be replaced by one fully charged will
be used for the entire work or else combination locomotives can be employed that on main and side entries
will use the trolley and in the headings and at the
coal

(1)

197'
220*

itself.

Conveyors May

faces

Substituting in the above

this

places,

Mo.

CAN be shown that
ITduction
motor varies

low.

Some Operators Favor Long Sidewall Faces

M. Roscoe

Louis.

FREDERICK

F.

SHAEPLESS

Newly Elected Secretary of the American Institute
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers
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Edited

by
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James T. Deord^
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Hoodwinking the Mine Inspector
Mine Inspectors More Capable Than Some Foremen
Seem To Think. The Laugh Is Often on the Fore-

man

Himself,

as

Finds Later to His Sorrow

He

WRITING on the "Mine
WRITING

Inspectors
Inspector's
Difficulties," John H. Wiley has
and
inspectors
mine
placed both the
mine foremen in an unenviable light.
He states, Coal Age, May 12, p. 865
that "seven out of every ten mine fore-

men watch for the inspector's coming
and prepare for that event."
Few inspectors would care to be regarded as having so little determination
and character as to be led about the
mine by a foreman who is anxious to
show him certain portions that he has
The picture reminds me of
beautified.
a boy leading a poodle dog, both men
'

being equally

inefficient

in

their

'

re-

As Mr. Wiley has

stated, our state

mine inspectors are placed under bond
for the proper performance of their
This being true, he must have
duties.
high regard for the character of inspectors who would not quickly detect
that purpose.
To my mind, our inspectors, taken
individually or as a whole, are much
too smart to be deceived by the wiles
foreof a foreman. The anxiety of the
pose and,

I

at once betray his real purbelieve, there are few innot quickly detect

who would

spectors
that purpose.

Wily Foreman Reprimanded by the
Superintendent
of the foreman congratulatInstead
^
ing himself" that he has deceived the
inspector and hidden from him the
true condition of the mine, in certain
respects, more often the laugh will be
turned on the foreman when he is called
to the superintendent's office and given
strict orders to make no further delay

improving the condition.
In my judgment, when an inspector
does not go through the entire mine,

in

in

making

his

visit,

it

is

because he

does not want to make a complete inspection at that time. It's not because
the mine foreman has him hypnotized
or is able to exert any other control
over his movements. When taking his
office, the inspector has declared on his
oath that he will discharge his duties

with

go where and when he
practical enough not to

impartiality

and

fidelity.

How

could he do this, if he permits himself
to be led about a mine at the will of a

foreman?
Being a foreman myself, I feel that
Mr. Wiley has not given to men occu16

likes.

listen

"hot air" from a foreman

He
to

is

any

who has

his

the training of

it

in

of

supposed "hoodwinking"

duced

if this
of inspectors

to continue, let me anwill attend to their
duties thoroughly there will be no need
an inspector,
deceive
try
to
for them to

swer:

If

is

foremen

James Thompson.

Higher Standard of Operation
Training of mine n'orkers advocated as
the best mea^is of viaking the mine
Discipline the most important
safe.

w

element.

"HILE

it is important to do everything to improve those conditions
that lead to disaster and to which Jame;
Ashworth has drawn attention in his
excellent letter. Coal Age, April 21, p.
716, there is yet one main feature,
which is the most important of all and
that is discipline.
We are prone to lay great stress on
dangerous practices, such as working
men on the return end of pillar sections; the need of using approved safety
lamps; the necessity of eliminating fire
hazards and risk of explosion in dry and
dusty mines.
These are all important factors and
yet, taking our coal fields as a general
proposition, there is an even greater
need of concentrated effort to impress
the rank and file of mine workers with
the idea of removing those causes of
individual failure to practice safety in
the daily routine of work.
All agree that the safety of coal
mining depends to a large extent on the
If
quality of the workmen employed.
the men are careless, shiftless and incompetent nothing can be expected but
that they will disregard instructions
and employ many unsafe methods. The
problem resolves itself into a question
of either getting a better class of workmen or developing the material at hand
so as to gain a higher standard.
But human nature is the same the
world over and, for this reason, the
wisest plan is to make good what we

from which to select and develop
workmen. It will help to prove that
men is a prime feature
making our mines safe.

lation

In answer to Mr. Wiley's question as
to how mine accidents are to be re-

to offer.

Mayport, Pa.

spective places.

man would

pying that position the credit that is
In this district, I am glad
their due.
to say we have an inspector who has
no need for a foreman to take him
He can and does
through the mine.

Nothing is to be gained by conhave.
stantly complaining of the indifference
of the workers in a particular mine. A
visit to the other fellow's plant will
show that he is up against the same
proposition.
Allow me here to make a brief reference to one instance showing how an
operator developed a number of large
producing mines, in an isolated coal
field where he had only a rural popu-

When opening that field the question
whether it was better to import
miners or develop, by training, the maat hand was finally decided in
As is cusfavor of the latter plan.
tomary, in such cases, it was argued
that farmers cannot be trained to make
competent miners; but this argument
was over-ruled and the work started.
After ten years of successful operation, the plan has never been changed,
as those mines employ none but native
American labor. Not a foreigner or
^ colored man has ever been employed.
At one of the mines there are fifty
men on the payroll having the same
family name.

terial

Practical Effect of Training

Some one asks, "What is the I'esult
and how is the accident list affected by
this course of training?" As far as the
list is concerned, it can be said
low and few operations putting out
the coal that these mines produce can
compare with their record for safety.
There has not been a fatality in the
mines for several years. The principal
trouble suffered by the miners is injury
to the eye caused by the flinty character
of the coal; but these injuries are sel-

accident
it is

dom serious.
Now, what has been accomplished

at

these operations can be done at other
mines; but it will require the same intensive training. In this case, the men
in charge underground devote their en^
-""^"""^
'^^'' company
"'"-''
^"" to
*^°' work.
'-'
*" that
The
tire time
insists on the frequent rigid inspection
of all working places and the close
supervision of the men in every detail
concerned in the production of coal.
Foremen show every respect to the
workers and receive in return the same
The high regard for
consideration.

mines was shown by
during the
in demand and
miners everywhere were inclined to do

discipline in these

the

condition that existed

war when

coal

was

things to suit themselves.
The use of profane language, or any
disrespect shown to a foreman by a
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miner, was sufficient to cause the
miner's dismissal. That happened once
and a thirty-day strike followed, which
was finally settled by the miners being
obliged to return to their work without
the man being reinstated.
In closing, let me say that the standard of safety attained in these mines
is wholly due to the careful training of
the men and the high-class supervision
given to every detail of the work. This,
together with the rigid enforcement of
the mining law and the elimination of
dangerous practices among the miners,
Like
has produced the result stated.
efforts will do the same for other mines.
George Edwards.
Pikeville, Ky.

Mine Workers

Few

Who

Think Have

Accidents

Most accidents occur through the failure of men to think. The ininer who
thinks is generally a safe miner and,
if honest and trained, he is efficient.
men will deny that the inability

FEW

or the failure of men to think is a
frequent cause of accidents. This quality in men has to be developed, however.
Many workers have never exercised
their thinking powers, but have been
content to have some one else think
for them.
The excellent letter of "Ben," Coal
Age, Apr. 14, p. 675, entitled "Honesty,
Safety, Efficiency," has suggested the
idea to me that undei'lying all of these
is the power to think.
The
constructive thinker realizes the importance of being honest, which is the
foundation on which to build character,
happiness and success. Such a man is
the greatest safety feature that ever
entered a coal mine.
The test of a man's power to think
is to ask him if he has ever thought of
this or that.
If he is not a thinker
his reply will generally be, "I don't like
to worry about it." The fact that thinking becomes a "worry" shows that another must do what he should do for
himself, in order to be a safe man.

qualities

Natural Conditions Favorable
Regarded

from the standpoint of
what is most to be desired in
the operation of a mine is natural conditions that are favorable and the employment of thoughtful miners.
The
safety,

manner in which workmen perform
their work is the chief quality that
regulates the accident record in a mine.
Under inefficient management, the
most favorable conditions in a mine will
generally show a high accident record.
Again, under careful management, unfavorable conditions do not prevent the
mine from having a low accident record.
The difference lies in the character of
the miners and their power to think.

Every one realizes that the three
words "honesty, safety and efficiency"
combine every element of success, provided a person has the ability to think
for himself and others.
Without that
ability, a man may be quite honest and
yet an unsafe and inefficient worker.

As illustrating these three words,
honesty, safety and efficiency, thei-e are

17

maxims that it is well to rememThey are:
"Treat people as you would be treated."
three
ber.

"A

stitch in time saves nine."

"Anything worth doing at

all is

worth

doing well."
If these three lines could be made the
working creed of every miner, it would
not be long before our coal mines would
be desirable places in which to work.

Unjust treatment of workers would be
eliminated; posts would be set when
and where needed, and the cap balanced
over each post; holes for blasting would
he properly located, tamped, charged
and fired. There would be no short
fuses or biting off the match of a squib;
no misfires and no going back to the
face before the smoke and gas have
been swept away, after firing a shot;
on the roads there would be splicebars
and bolts at all joints; the track well
ballasted and drained and cars in safe
condition. Happier, safer and more efficient workmen would be ours.
George Edwards.
Pikeville, Ky.
Qualified Men Wanted
Contempt for education in coal 'mining
often

expressed by the
fast giving place

unq^mlified

a realization of the necessity for understanding mining principles.
interest has attached to the
discussion, in Coal Age, regarding the "equally competent" mine foreman, whose employment has been legalized by the revised mining law in PennWhile some may regard the
sylvania.
subject from an envious standpoint, the
large majority are sincere in believing
that our lawmakers made a serious mistake when they set aside the need of
employing qualified mine officials.
It is common to hear disparaging remarks in reference to the examinations
by which certificates of competency are
granted successful candidates for the
positions of mine foreman, assistant
foreman and fireboss. A neighbor recently told me that his daughter had
worked out all of the questions asked
I learned from
in the last examination.
another man that a young man, the son
of a city merchant, had passed the examination and gotten a certificate.

man

is

to

MUCH

Candidate Quits Examination
One man of my acquaintance, after
through one session of the examination, left in disgust, stating that
not want a certificate gotten
did
he
under the conditions that prevailed. I
sitting

mention these incidents as showing the
attitude of a number of people toward
As a rule, the unofficial qualification.
qualified

man

is

envious of the

man

whose energy and ability have made it
possible for him to dtss an examination
and secure a certificate.
Some years ago, my daughter hunted
up my old certificate and, unbeknown to
me, had it framed. Today, as my eye
rests on that certificate with its black
frame, the thought comes to me, How
appropriate that the paper should be
dressed in mourning. I recall the hours
of burning the midnight oil hunting for

information; asking this friend or writing to another; and now those efforts
are snubbed and the certificate of which
I was once proud is in mourning.
The "equally competent" man has
gone into the mine and worked on the
other fellow's plan as long as he could
and then robbed pillars and stumps in
order to maintain production and keep
down costs. This has gone on until
many a company has found when too
They
late that their mine is ruined.
have paid dearly for this lesson taught
by experience. At present, I am glad
to say there are signs of a revival of
interest in securing qualified officials in
coal mining.
During the past year or so, the State
College has organized mine-extension
classes at a number of points in the
Pennsylvania coal fields. To show the
extent to which these efforts are appreciated, I may say that where there were
14 applicants taking the examination
before the State Examining Board a
short time ago, this Spring there were
be.57 men who took that examination
fore that board.
session
Winter
the
At the close of
this year, the Morrisdale and Winborne
classes

had a banquet and listened

to p

of enthusiastic speeches by
Joseph Knapper, district mine inspecMaxwell, superintendent
C. B.
tor;
M«rrisdale Coal Co.; Dean E. S. Moore,
and
State College; Professors Hubbell
and
H. E. Gray, Dr. W. G. Duncan,
emphasized
others. All of the speakers

number

knowing how and what
Osceola Mills, Pa.

Weight

of

S.

to do.

D. Hainlev'.

Oxygen Cylinder

in

Rescue Apparatus
improvements in design of
rescue apparatus reduces the weight,
use
but British regulations prevent
though
of the lighter construction,
weakness.
no
xhows
test
practical

Recent

MY ATTENTION
dii-ected

to

a

has been recently

letter

Boardman, which appeared

of

John

S.

in the issue

In his
of Coal Age, Apr. 21, p. 715.
a stateletter, Mr. Boardman alluded to
previous article, demade in

ment

my

appascribing the Briggs mine rescue
in Coal
ratus, and which was published
Age, Jan. 6, p. 3.
Mr. Boardman takes exception to my
statement that, in this type of rescue
the cylinder without valve
apparatus,
weighs only 7

He informs Coal Age
lb.
a
readers that he has found this to be
mistake, and that the cylinder actually
when
weighs 10 lb., adding further that
it
the valve is attached to the cylinder
will bring the weight of the cylinder
and valve up to about 14 pounds.
The weight given in my original
article, referred to above, is strictly
correct for the first two models of the
Briggs apparatus. One of these models
has been in use here in Edinburgh for
The fict that the
the past two years.

cylinder in this model still stands up
to its work is evidence, I should think,
that the apparatus is satisfactory.
Mr. Boardman, however, is correct in
his statement that the weight of the
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cylindur will be increased in the future.
This is not because the inventor considers that the original cylinder was too
weak, but because forthcoming British
regulations will prevent him from
using so light a cylinder.
Perhaps, in America, regulations
may be more elastic, so as to permit of
these lighter and yet adequately strong
cylinders being employed. In an appa-

ratus now being made in Edinburgh
for the American Government, the cylThe
inder with valve weighs 113 lb.
valve has been still further improved
since my article was written and it
alone weighs 2i pounds.

James Cooper,
Lecturer in Mining,
Heriot-Watt College.
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need for these charges that constantly
appear on the cost-sheet.
Again, if a miner works hard and

makes big wages the superintendent is
sure to ask the foreman to explain
how it is the man can draw so much
money. To do this to the superintendent's satisfaction, the foreman must
take time to go into much detail with
which the superintendent is wholly unacquainted.
In a mine where I was employed
some time since, the superintendent
thought the mine foreman could ventilate the mine without doors and overcasts.
He regarded these as entirely
unnecessary.

But, speaking of efficient ventilation,
me say that the coal miner is often
a most abused man. In many instances,
he is compelled to work in bad air and
smoke; sometimes his place is making
water, or the roof is bad and requires
constant watching to avoid accident.
In addition to these troubles, the life
of the miner is in danger from the
careless or reckless acts of many of
his fellow workers.
It was only a few
years ago (1891) that I helped to take
out 107 men from a mine where their
lives had been sacrificed in a gas explosion.
Good ventilation will go far
to improve all of these conditions.
Mine Foreman.
Pa.
let

,

Edinburgh, Scotland.

Inquiries

Superintendent. Foreman and
Ventilation

Of General

Efficient i<entilation depends largely on
the practical experience of the super-

intendent.

Othericise, the

handicapped in his
the mine properly.

REFERRING

to

foreman

is

efforts to ventilate

Pressure in
the

excellent

ter of Henry Bock, regarding the
a mine, Coal Age,
April 28, p. 755, I want to say this is
the most important question in the operation of a coal mine, as on it depend
not only the life and health of the men,
but the success and economy of the entire operation.

Mr. Bock states, "The efficient ventimine requires a ventilating
engineer," and I quite agree with him

lation of a

that regard.
My opinion is that
there should be a practical ventilating
engineer appointed by the head of the
in

Tank

to the Inverse

my

duty

to attend to the ventilation of a large

mine and I know from that experience
something of the trouble with which
the mine foreman must contend. While
it is true that many large mine owners and operators are striving for
greater efficiency in the ventilation of
their mines, the fact remains that many
of the small operators give this subject
attention.

Good ventilation and drainage in a
mine are the first steps toward production.
Men cannot work in bad air and
wet places. There is no efficiency possible when a foreman is compelled to
run a mine under unfavorable conditions in these respects.
Just here, I am reminded of the handicap to which a mine foreman is subjected when his superintendent has no
practical knowledge
and experience

under ground.

Every practical foreman knows that
is required to clean up air-

much work

courses, build stoppings,
and construct overcasts.

repair doors
But the superintendent who has little underground training fails to appreciate the

Volume Ratio

WE HAVE

at our mine a water
tank that we want to put under
pressure, for the purpose of forcing
water out of the tank into a service
The tank is
pipe for use as desired.
36 in. in diameter and 10 ft. long.
Assuming it is two-thirds full of water
and put under a pressure of 150 lb. per

want

what will be the
tank when the water

to ask,

pressure in the
has been forced out until

Good Ventilation Essential

is

Forced Out, the De-

I

it is

only one-

third full. Also, what will be the final
pi'essure in the tank when all the water
has been forced out and the tank is
empty.
I want to ask, in what proportion does the pressure fall as the
water is forced out of the tank.
Carlinville,
If

111.

we understand

Engineer.
correctly this tank

filled to two-thirds its capacity with
water, and air is then forced into the
tank under a pressure of 150 lb. per
sq.in.
The compressed air occupies onethird of the volume of the tank and the
water fills the remaining twO-thirds of
that volume.
At this point, the valve
controlling the air supply to the tanK
is closed tightly so that no more air can
is

enter.

Water

is

Above

In Other Words, the Pressure Ratio

Increases.

the duty of looking after the ventilating requirements and system in each
mine in the state or district.

was

Force Water

crease in Pressure Varying as the Air Space

sq.in.,

it

to

Pressure Decreases as Water

Department of Mines and charged with

Some seven years ago

Tank

let-

efficient ventilation of

little

Interest

now drawn from

the tank

until the latter is but one-third full.
In so doing the air in the tank ha>

expanded to twice its original volume
and now occupies two-thirds of the
volume of the tank, while the water
the remaining one-third of that
fills
volume. At this juncture, the air volume being doubled, its pressure will
be one-half the original pressure, or 75
Assuming a constant temlb. per sq.in.
perature, the pressure of air decreases
In other
as its volume increases.

of the Air

the

Water

is

Equal

Above the Water

pressure ratio is equal to
the inverse volume ratio.
Again, when all the water has been
drawn from the tank and air has expanded to three times its original volume and its pressure will be one-third
of the initial pressure or 50 lb. per
v/ords, the

sq.in.

We have assumed, in this reply, that
the tank lies in a horizontal position
and that the volume of the water is
first two-thirds and then one-third of
the entire volume of the tank. It may
be, however, that the inquirer means
that the depth of the water in the tank
is first two-thirds and then one-third of
the diameter of the tank lying in a
horizontal position, or two-thirds and
one-third of the height of the tank if
in a vertical position.
In the latter case, the tank being
vertical, the depth of the water will
vary as its volume and the solution just
given applies equally to that condition.
On the other hand, if the tank is horizontal and the depth of the water is
first two-thirds and then one-third of
the diameter of the tank, the ratio of
these depths of water will not express
the volume ratio of the water, which
must be calculated before the reduction
in pressure can be estimated.
In making that calculation, it is found
that when the water has been drawn
from the tank so that its depth has
decreased from two-thirds of the diameter to one-third of the diameter, the
original pressure has fallen to 62 lb.
per sq.in. Also when all the water has
been drawn from the tank, the original
pressure being 150 lb. per sq.in., the
final pressure of the air in the empty
tank is 43.95, say 44 lb. per sq.in.
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permit no room or entry to be
in advance of the air current.
week he must measure the air
ing at or near the main intake

Examination Questions
Answered

turned

Once a
travel-

and

in

the last cut-through, in the last room
turned on each entry, and in the last
breakthrough in the entry, and record
these measurements in a book kept for
that purpose.
In case of accident to the ventilator
or any cessation of ventilation in the
mine, the foreman must withdraw the
workmen at once and not permit them
to return until the ventilation has
been restored and the mine examined
(Concluded)
and reported safe for work. The foreman must see that every place is propQuestion State how you would de- lations of gas or dust; the roads must
erly
drained and timbered and the coal
be cleaned at regular frequent intervelop, arrange, equip and -manage a
properly mined before it is blasted.
system
An effective spraying
gaseous and dusty mine to insure free- vals.
He must see that all dangers reported
dom from the accumulation of gas and should be installed if the coal is highly to him are promptly removed and perdust and the dangers incident thereto, inflammable.
no men to work under unsafe conmit
keeping in view safety and economy.
Question What are the duties and ditions. He must employ a sufficient
A mine generating gas qimlifications of a shotfirer?
Answer
number of competent assistants to enand dust in quantity must be developed
A shotfirer must have a able him to carry out the requirements
ANSWins
laid
plan
according to a well designed
thorough knowledge of the principles of the mine law.
out to conform to the extent of the of mining and several years experiEach day, the foreman must enter
property and the physical conditions ence in the work of mining and blast- in a book kept for that purpose a true
Provision must be made ing coal in the presence of gas.
in the seam.
In report of the condition of the mine,
for ample ventilation, good drainage other words, he must be competent to stating any dangers that may exist
and the economical handling of the perform his work under dangerous therein.
He must instruct employees
For a large development, the conditions respecting gas and dust. He in regard to safe and unsafe practices,
coal.
four
driven
be
should
main headings
must be careful and conscientious in the observance of all rules and reguabreast, making the two center head- his work and have authority to refuse lations, use of proper tools in drilling
ings the main intake and haulage roads to fire any shots that, in his judgment, holes and tamping shots, also explain
for each respective side of the mine, are unsafe.
the meaning of danger signals and
and the two outer headings the main
The duties of a shotfirer are to forbid men to ride trips or to travel
The
return air-courses for the same.
main haulage roads and slopes. The
all
holes
that,
tamp
and
fire
charge,
method of working must be decided in upon examination, are deemed safe. law requires the foreman to report all
accordance with the character of the Before firing each shot, the shotfirer violations of the mine law to the mine
roof, floor and coal, thickness and inmust examine the place for gas and inspector and to prosecute such vioclination of the seam, depth of cover satisfy himself that the conditions are lators of the law.
and amount of water and gas to be safe. He must use permissible powder,
Question
In a nongaseous mine
Regard must be had to tamping the charge with incombustible
encountered.
worked with open lights,
hitherto
the kind of mining machines to be material
the shot

Pennsylvania Bituminous Mine Foremen's
Examination, April 5-8, 1921

—

—
—

—

—

employed and the

daily

coal

tonnage

Safe travelingways must be
provided for the men going to and from
their work.
The plan must be carried out in the
required.

mine by building substantial stoppings,
It
air bridges and brattices.
should provide for dividing the mine
into separate ventilating districts and
conducting the air around the working
faces.
The mine must be equipped
with the most modern appliances both
If
on the surface and underground.
safety lamps are required, they must
be used exclusively by miners and daymen; but motormen and drivers should
use electric cap lamps; or electric cap
lamps may be employed throughout the
mine. No naked lights can be allowed.
Strict rules and regulations must be
doors,

enforced by suitable penalties to insure safety in every branch of the
work.
In blasting, only permissible powder
should be used and competent shotfirers
should be employed to charge and fire
all shots after the men have left the
mine.
Careful firebosses and safety
inspectors must be employed to see
that no unsafe practices prevail and
that all miners are given needed instructions and keep their places safe
for work.
Special attention must be
given to see that there are no accumu-

and

electric

firing

battery,

using

with an
every precau-

tion to prevent a misfire and make his
work safe. The shotfirer must keep a
record of all shots he found unsafe and
refused to fire; also, any shots that
may misfire. In no case must a shotfirer allow his battery to go out of his

possession.

—

What are the lawful
Question
duties of a mine foreman and whet
instructions should be given the workmen on his round through the -mine?

—

Answer A mine foreman must devote the whole of his time to his duties
in the mine while it is in operation,
keeping a careful watch over the ventiapparatus and all airways,
lating
travelingways, timbering and drainage.
On reaching the mine in the morning,
he must receive, inspect carefully and
sign the reports of the firebosses, and
consult with them regarding the condition of the mine and the work necessary to be done. He must withhold the
checks of workmen whose places have

been found unsafe for work and not
allow them to proceed into the mine.
The law requires the mine foreman
to see that all working places, travelingways, I'oads and air-courses are safe
and kept in good condition. He must
proper breakthroughs are
see that
made in all room and entry pillars and

marsh gas has made

its

appearance in

What

quantity.

considerable

would you recommend

to

be

lam.p

used by

workmen?
Answer Under these conditions the
workmen should be equipped with electhe

—

cap lamps, or provided with locked
safety lamps of an approved type.
tric

Question

— //

volume

of air
the fan is
running at its full capacity, what
ivould you do under such a condition
to improi'c the ventilation?

proves

the

insufficient

when

—

Answer See that all air-courses are
thoroughly cleaned, removing any roof
falls or other obstructions to the

free

passage of the air. Enlarge all breakthroughs in room pillars and at the
head of each pair of entries. Repair
leaky stoppings, air bridges and doors
throughout the mine.

may

be considered practhe distance the air
must travel and split the current where
this can be done without reducing the
velocity below what is required to
sweep away the gas from the working
Sometimes, it will be possible
faces.
to eliminate sharp angles or projecting
timbers that partially obstruct the flow
If these measures do not imof air.
prove the situation, it may be necessary
to install a larger fan.

Wherever

ticable,

it

shorten
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Injurious Effects of Irreg^ilar Operation of the

Bituminous Coal Industry*
Operator, Miner, Transporter and Consumer Adversely Affected
Production Influenced by Business Depressions, Seasonal Demand and Variation

Car Supply
Per Week, The

in

Although Mine Capacity Is Estimated at 16,000,000 Tons
Produced in That Time Is 13,146,000 Tons

Maximum Ever
By

F. G.

BITUMINOUS

coal mines of the United States have a
developed capacity and a present labor force far in excess of that required to supply the demand.
In consequence the capital and labor engaged in the industry are
idle a large part of the time.
During the last thirty years
the mines have been idle an average of ninety-three working
days in every calendar year. Even in 1918, the year of
maximum production, they lost fifty-nine days, or 20 per
cent of the full working time. This condition apparently is
not improving, for it is estimated that in 1919 the mines
were idle 111 days, and the record for 1920 also will be un-

satisfactory.

This condition is no fault of the operator, who is aware
of its results but is powerless to prevent it. The causes are
rather the seasonal nature of the demand, irregularities in
the supply of cars and of labor, and, no less important, the
nature of the resource and the competitive conditions surrounding the industry. Strikes in ordinary years have been
only a minor cause of lost time. The loss of time is least
in the fields of the Appalachians and of the Southern Rocky
Mountains, and most acute in the Mississippi Valley. The
regions in which the losses are greatest have shown a ten

dency to become union

territor>'.

Effects of Irregular Operation Far Reachi.ng

The effects of irregular operation are injurious to all
concerned in producing, transporting or consuming coal.
To the miner it means loss of earning power; it begets in
him irregular habits, and it is a contributing cause to the
absenteeism and the large labor turnover complained of by
the operator. To the mine owner it means high costs per
ton, administrative difficulties, and mechanical trouble in
the mine resulting from cessation of work. To the railroads it means a seasonal load and loss of revenue in
spring and summer, when normally, as in 1919, large
numbers of coal cars are idle. To the public it means highcost coal, for the labor and capital engaged in the industry
must be paid for the ninety-three days on which they are
idle in each year as well as for the 215 days on which they
work. It also contributes to the waste of our underground
resources that results from the present regime of intense
competition.
Statistical analysis discloses three distinct types of fluctuations in production:
(1) Secular, (2) seasonal, and (3)
daily.
These will be discussed in turn.
The fluctuations that accom(1) Secular Fluctuations.
pany business depression, of which the severest have occurred in 1893-97, 1904, 1908, 1914 and 1919, are profound
while they last and are beyond remedy by the coal industry
itself.
Only a sixth of the time lost in the past thirty years
has been due to this cause, however. If the maximum
effect possible is allowed for these secular fluctuations there
is still a residue of lost time
on the average seventy-eight
days per year which must be due to other factors.
Differences in rates of con(2) Seasonal Fluctuatio-ns.
sumption in summer and winter give a distinct seasonal
rhythm to the demand for coal. In a normal year, such as
1913. the rate of production is lowest in April and highest
in November.
If the annual average rate be taken as 100,
the rate in April in a normal year is about 83 and the rate

—

—

—
—

•Published by permission of the director U. S. Geological Survey,
tin charge of coal statistics U. S. Geological Survey.

TRYONt
November about 115. The productive capacity required
during the month of maximum demand is thus from 35 to
40 per cent greater than in the month of minimum demand.
In the "even" years, when the biennial wage agreements
are negotiated, the normal April depression is accentuated
by labor disturbances, in anticipation of which a peak of
forced buying occurs in March.
The seasonal variation in demand was marked during the
pre-war years, 1913-1916. It was obscured in 1917 and
1918 by the artificial conditions of the war period, but it
recurred with heightened effect in 1919. The reason we
had no slump in demand in the spring and summer of 1920
was that we inherited a deficit of 26,000,000 tons from the
strike of November-December, 1919.
The seasonal variation, therefore, may be expected to reappear.
These statements are based on averages for the entire
country, from which the averages of individual districts
depart widely. In some fields of the northern Appalachians,
for example, shipments to the Northwest by way of the
Lakes, which must be made during the season of navigation,
flatten the curve of demand or even transform the summer
slump into a gentle peak. It is in the Middle West that
seasonal fluctuations are sharpest. In Illinois, for example, the production in November, even in years of no
wage negotiation, is twice as great as in April.
Even within the week, in times
(3) Daily Fluctuations.
of active demand, there is a distinct rhythm from day to
day.
Car supply is best on Monday and becomes less and
Production on
less satisfactory as the week progresses.
Saturday, therefore, is likely to be 15 per cent less than on
Monday. The daily fluctuations are not the least significant
of the irregularities which beset coal-mine operation, for
they indicate that even at times of maximum demand the
mines do not work full time.

in

—

Mine Capacity Inflated Beyond Maximum Week's Output

We have thus noted not only that there are years when
production is below that of the maximum year, seasons in
the year when it is below that of the maximum season,
and weeks in the maximum month when it is below that
of the maximum week, but even that there are days within
the maximum week when it is below that of the maximum
day. In fact, there probably has never been a day in recent
years when all the mines and all the miners were working
an once, although this perfect adjustment of operation to
capacity was nearly reached on the Monday of the last week
The best working
before the strike of November, 1919.
time ever attained in a six-day week was 86.8 per cent of
full time (forty-eight hours), in July, 1918.
Early in December, 1920. when production was very
heavy, the mines averaged less than 75 per cent of full
time. The estimated present capacity of the mines and
working force is at least 16,000,000 tons a week, yet the
maximum ever produced in a single week was 13,146,000
tons.
In other words, our mine capacity and labor force
are not only greater than the average need but they are
much greater than the inaximum need. To borrow a phrase
from power engineering, our mine plant not only has a
bad load factor but it is much larger than is needed to meet
the peak load.

So great an economic waste challenges attention. Before
considering, however, the measures which have been proposed to prevent it, the causes underlying the inflation of
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capacity beyond even

maximum

requirements must be under-

stood.

The area underlain by coal in the United States is enormous (458,000 square miles), and a great part of the coalbearing land east of the Rockies had been taken up in small
tracts for farming or for other purposes before its value
In the East it is becoming increasfor coal was known.
ingly difficult to find a block of unoccupied coal land at
once close to transportation facilities and big enough to
support a large modern operation, but until recently there
was room for all comers. To suppress competition by buying up the reserves has therefore been impossible. In fact,
the wide dissemination of ownership in itself has tended
to stimulate development, for each possessor of coal-bearing land wishes to realize on his holding.
The coal beds are generally thick, lie nearly flat and are
but little faulted. They are readily accessible from slopes,
Under such conditions, although
drifts or shallow shafts.
a large modern mine may involve an investment of capital
running into millions, it is possible to open up a small mine
The capital required may often be
at low initial expense.
raised locally, partly because of the "jingle fallacy," which
has deceived so many investors in mining enterprises the
fallacy of thinking that 6 per cent on a mining stock is the
same as 6 per cent on a mortgage and neglecting to write
The nature of the resource has thus enoff the depletion.
couraged overdevelopment. In addition, transportation no
has been guaranteed the new enterprise.
less important
The factor limiting output in a time of high prices usually
has been car supply; at such a time anybody with cars to
No matter how overburdened the railload could sell coal.
road serving the coal field might be, it has been obliged by
law to put in a siding and supply cars for the new operation.
The opening of the new mine does, indeed, dilute the car
supply of the entire region, but the operator can count on
his pro rata share of the cars available.

—

—

—

Incentive Required for

The factors necessary

to

New Development

new development

—

—coal

lands,

and transportation therefore have been easy to
bring together if a sufficient incentive was present. The incentive has been the periodic recurrence of high prices.
Coal is a necessary of life for which substitution on a significant scale is impossible. The demand for it, therefore, is
highly inelastic. Moreover, when a scarcity exists the bidding for emergency supplies is concentrated on the limited
margin of "free coal" that is, coal not under contract. No
one knows just how much of the output is under contract
and how much is available for spot purchase, but normally,
over the counti-y as a whole, the proportion of spot coal is
perhaps 25 per cent. The moment production is interfered
with, however, the margin of spot coal shrinks. At the same
time the number of persons who want to buy spot coal increases, for many who thought themselves protected by
contracts find their contract deliveries curtailed and have to
enter the spot market.
The interaction of these two principles the inelasticity
of demand and the conti-action of the spot tonnage in times
of scarcity brings it about that even a slight maladjustment between supply and requirements may produce a
spectacular rise in the spot price, such, for example, as
took place in the summer of 1920. These higher prices in
times of active demand apparently were the prune incentive
to the new development which has kept the mine capacity so
far in excess of possible requirements. Although in comparison with the war years prices before 1916 seem modest
mdeed, the spot price would rise almost every year to attractive levels during the limited period of brisk demand,
and occasionally, as after the anthracite strike of 1902, even
contract prices would rise well above the cost of produccapital

—

—

—

tion.

The inflation of mine capacity in times of high prices
has been strikingly demonstrated in the last five years.
Since 1915, when the spot price began to rise sharply in
response to the war-time demand, there has been an extraordinary increase in capacity. In 1915 the annual capacity
of the soft-coal mines was about 675,000,000 tons. Today it
is certainly 800,000,000 tons, and there is evidence pointing to a figure of 900,000,000 tons. The increase in five

21

years, therefore, has been between 125,000,000 and 225,000,000 tons, or between 19 and 33 per cent. The increase has
been particularly marked during the last twelve months. It

not due alone to the opening of new wagon mines or the
reopening of old mines long abandoned. It means also a
number of large new workings and heavy investments in
new development work, new equipment, and new mining
machines at properties already established. A significant
change has been the increase in the number and output of
steam-shovel strip pits. The aggregate efl'ect of these influences on capacity has been great, and the bituminous industry probably was never more heavily overdeveloped than
is

it is

today.

Factors That Combine to Inflate Mine Capacity

The lure of occasional high prices was what enticed new
companies to enter the field. When they were once in,
other forces compelled additional development. The necessity of pushing development in order to be able to meet
carrying charges on extensive investments in coal lands was
pointed out years ago by Walker. Either for speculative
purposes or to anticipate their competitors, many companies have acquired coal lands far in excess of the reserve
they needed for their mines. The recurring interest on
those investments must be paid in cash, and often the only
way to raise the cash is to open more mines and sell more
coal.
Every new mine means dilution of the demand and
of the car supply in times of shortage, and consequently a
slight decrease in the working time at the mines the company is already operating. But the company knows that
the new mine will be allotted its share of the available cars
and that most of the dilution will be passed on to its competitors.
Under these conditions the tendency to new development proceeds as inevitably as the physical process of
osmosis.
These factors combine to inflate mine capacity. At this
point another factor enters in which impels the owner to
operate his property as near to its capacity as he can, even
when the price is low. As Walker further pointed out, the
individual operator cannot curtail his output without increasing his costs, and when the margin of profit is small
he dare not increase his costs. The extra amount of coal
produced by him has "much less effect in depressing the
market price than in diminishing his own costs," and he is
therefore compelled to continue to sell coal on the narrowest margin, or perhaps at a loss.
The picture is not complete without a reference to the
evil results of overdevelopment and overproduction when
the price is deflated. The abounding prosperity enjoyed by
the coal industry during the war years and in 1920, when a
combination of circumstances kept prices high, is likely to
make us forget the conditions of 1914-1915. At that time
the market was depressed, and competition forced prices
down below the cost of production. Rather than abandon
his mine, many an operator sold coal at prices barely above
the immediate cost in labor and materials, and below cost

when reasonably computed. Coal-mine credit was poor
and many companies went into the hands of receivers. There
is abundant testimony that most of the time before the
war the industry was operating on a very narrow margin
of profit.
It is such competition as this that makes inevitable the wasteful methods of mining which in many of our
fields leave half the coal behind in the ground in a manner
that renders its ultimate recovery very unlikely.
Measures Proposed to Overcome Irregular Operation
To eliminate the waste involved in irregular opei-ation
is thus an economic problem of real importance.
Obviously
the magnitude of the loss cannot oe accurately determined,
but I would hazard the opinion that at present levels of
wages and costs it constitutes a tax on the consumer in the
neighborhood of a million dollars per working day. The
bituminous operators are not unmindful of their responsibility and may take heart from the fact that the anthracite
operators have successfully combatted the evil. In the
nineties and the first decade of the twentieth century, woi'king time in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania was even
less satisfactory than in the bituminous fields.
By off'ering
discounts in prices, by constructing storage yards, and by
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other devices the anthraoito operators have done much to
flatten the curve of demand and have raised their working
time to a point far above that reached by the bituminous
industry.
Various measures designed either to stabilize the demand
for bituminous coal or to regulate competition and overdevelopment have been proposed, and will be discussed in
I have no new solution to offer and no concern with
turn.
any of the measures advanced by others beyond a statement of their merits and defects.
The SO-Hour Week. One of the arguments advanced '.ty
the United Mine Workers in favor of the 6-hour day and
the 5-day week has been that this arrangement would limit
the amount of coal that could be produced in the season
of active demand, and so force greater activity in the slack
season. Although this might be the immediate result, it is
hard to see how the plan would in any way change the
demand. Its first effect would be to cause high prices at
the mines for coal for winter delivery. It would encourage
new development and so would tend to make worse the
very condition it is intended to improve.
More Cars.- To the operator marketing his coal in times
of high prices nothing is more disappointing than the "car
shortage" that is likely to prevail at such times. Dissatisfaction with existing transportation facilities takes two
forms: (1) Complaints of unequal distribution of the ear
supply, due to the practice of assigning cars, the use of
private cars, etc., and (2) complaints of general inadequacy
of the transportation system, either through lack of sufficient cars, sufficient motive power, yard and track facilities,
or any other cause which prevents cars from being placed
and removed as fast as the mines are able to load them.
With the first of these complaints we need not concern ourselves here.
The disagreement over the assigned-car practice is essentially a dispute between the operators and the
railroads, or between one operator who benefits by the
practice and another who is penalized by it. It has no
great influence on the working time of the industry as a
•whole, except indirectly as it may cause dissatisfaction
among the workers in certain mines and thereby may breed

—

—
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that is applied to hauling coal probably is greater than the
entire capital invested in mining both anthracite and bituminous coal. To ask the railroads to spend money enough
to give the mines a 100-per cent ear supply in times of
peak demand is to ask them to do the very thing the operators themselves are trying to avoid.
The statement that a great increase in the number of cars
and in transportation facilities will be of no benefit to the
industry applies only to the industry as a whole; it may not
apply in a particular locality. New cars under private
operation of the railroads will, of course, mean new cars on
particular lines, not on the railroad systems considered as
New cars on the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. may
a whole.
largely benefit the operators along that road, making it possible for them to participate in larger degree in supplying
the country's demand for coal, but what the Chesapeake &
Ohio operators gain other operators on other railroads lose.

Let no one suppose that by indiscriminately increasing the
number of cars and the carrying capacity of the railroads,
the problem of irregular operation in the coal industry will
be solved.
Dovetailivg Work u-ith Other Seasonal Industries. -It is
frequently urged that mine workers may find employment
in other occupations during periods of idleness, and in fact
there is a slight seasonal migration of men to and from
the mines. The evidence submitted to the Bituminous Coal
Commission on this point, however, failed to indicate that
the opportunities for such transfer of labor from mine to
farm or factory are extensive. The most promising field
for the practice would appear to be the Middle West, where
many of the mines are near farming regions. If the mines
were closed during the entire summer, the miners might
indeed seek other employment, but instead they continue
to work two or three days a week.

—

strikes.

Peak Demand for Cars Exceeds the Supply
With regard

to the second complaint it is clear that at
present the peak demand for cars is far in excess of the
supply. Whenever the market is active, transportation
tends to become the limiting factor in coal-mine operations,
which is simply another way of saying that the mines are
developed to a capacity far in excess of the car and track
capacity. The adequacy of the present railroad equipment
available for handling coal will be discussed by Mr. Gutheim.
No doubt we need more cars. The point will bear emphasis,
however, that merely increasing the transportation facilities
will not improve the working time at the mines over an
extended period. More transportation will have no effect on
the seasonal character of the demand for coal. In fact, unlimited transportation would tend to emphasize the inequality between spring and autumn demand.
Car shortage in time of active buying has been the sole
influence depressing the peak of seasonal demand, the only
thing that has kept us all from ordering our coal the week
before we wanted to bum it. While car shortages have
been of frequent occurrence, it is a curious fact that only
in a few instances have they curtailed the consumption of
coal.
In the winter of 1917-18 consumers actually went
without coal, the cause unmistakably being the failure of
the railroads to provide cars for loading coal at the mines,
or still more, to deliver coal already on wheels.
But for
the most part the effect of car shortages has been to limit
the quantity of coal which could be produced in the fall
and winter, thereby putting up the price and inducing many
consumers to lay in a reserve supply in the spring and

summer.
Furthermore, it is no less important to utilize the railroad plant steadily throughout the year than to provide
regular employment for the mine plant. The investment
in open-top cars alone is at least of the same order of
magnitude as the investment in coal mining, and the share
of the entire capital invested in the railroads of the country

Mining on an extensive scale, at least, is of necessity
a continuous operation.
Unless roof and bottom are unusually stable any long interruption to operation invites
disaster.
Furthermore, in the Appalachian region, where
the greater part of the coal is produced, most of the mining towns are far from other industries. The typical mining settlement of West Virginia is in a narrow mountain
valley, where space for even gardening around the houses
The proposal is suggestive
of the employees is scanty.
enough to deserve careful study, but it appears to offer
no adequate solution for intermittency of employment at
the mines.
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Failure to Readjust Central Pennsylvania

Improvements and

New Work;

BANQUET

held by the Patton Chamber of Comiiierce, Thursday evening, June 23, T. H. Watkins,
*• president of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corpora•'
tion, the guest of honor, delivered an address concerning
The
the welfare and prosperity of central Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, which Mr. Watkins
approximately
4,500
mine
his
workers,
and
employs
heads,
remarks therefore have pai'ticular significance on matters
affecting the welfare of mining communities.
Mr. Watkins said in part:
"What the people of this country are looking for is
cheaper coal. The unions are not showing them the way.
They do not want to carry any more government charges
in order to favor 600,000 men as against the millions of
workers on the farms and in the factories.
"There is no need for the 'snowbird' operator, who appears only in time of stress to make matters worse for all.
"Is it realized what a continuation of the pi'esent condition means to this district? I believe not. What happens
is this: The buyer takes his coal from the district that has
faced the facts and made the readjustment. The stand-pat
Thousands of men lie idle. Improvedistrict shuts down.
ments and new works cease. All new work will be stopped
short, all attempts to improve living and housing conditions
or even to keep up ordinary repairs will be prevented by
inability to make both ends meet. The hope of better markets and higher prices in the fall is gone. Instead of weeks
it now looks like months and years.
"The miner is entitled to a fair and liberal wage because
of the hazardous nature of his work and the intermittency
of demand; the operator to a fair return on his investment.
Any attempt to get cheaper coal through ignoring these
facts or by government ownership or regulations means
greater costs, less efficiency, loss of individual initiative,
disaster and increased taxation which the public will pay.

y»T A
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Collective Bargaining and Joint Agreements

"The theory

or principle of collective bargaining began
with the development of machinery, the growth of corporations and the gradual increase of large units employing
thousands of men. It became necessary for the workers
to organize in order to protect their claims against injustice
or oppi'ession. Out of this condition grew a system of joint
agreements made by representatives of each group covering
wages and working conditions. Twenty-one years ago wages
were terribly low, living conditions wei'e bad. Operators
faced bankruptcy. Those conditions must never return.
"The employer has learned that 'the laborer is worthy
of his hire' and the employer more than ever before understands his responsibility to society.
The prosperity and
contentment of the workers are a part of his problems.

The necessity for the professional labor leader is passed.
Men like John Mitchell, W. B. Wilson and Patrick Gilday
did good work. The Brophys and Alexander Howats would
destroy the structure they built on the foundation of recognition of each other's rights in collective bargaining and
the joint obligations owed to the public. The main object
of the professional labor leader today is to keep the employer
and the employee from conferring together.
"This district, through the dictation of the international
organization with headquarters in Indianapolis, has been
subordinated and its officers sustained and encouraged in
refusing to meet with the operators' association of the district on matters of policy for the purpose of discussing the
basis of a scale until what is known as the Central Competitive Field scale committees of operators and miners had
come to an agreement, the Central Competitive Field being
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and western Pennsylvania.
"There probably always will be something to discuss,
provided we continue to have conferences. I say provided
because some of us think that the principle of collective
bargaining has been thrown into the discard bv the officers

Wages Halts

Defers Trade Revival

of District No. 2 in refusing a request of the Central Coal
Association for a joint conference, which was asked for
the purpose of discussing the grave situation existing and
concerning the operators and miners, as well as the people,
of this district.
"It could very well have been discussed at that meeting
whether or not it was best for all interests to meet the
situation by a wage readjustment and it probably would
have been, but first and foremost was the idea that our
interests were more or less mutual and that when any
grave emergency or change in conditions occurred during
a scale agreement it was advisable to get together and
have a frank interchange of views. Such conferences have

been previously held.
"I confess my patience is about exhausted
not about
being fair, but in getting from the other side the same
spirit of co-operation and understanding.
I fear we have
come to the parting of the ways on collective bargaining
as the district officers of the United Mine Workers interpret it. I shall not ask for another (conference), or at
least I will not until conditions are materially altered.
"Mr. Brophy and his associate officers, I understand, are
Mr.
sponsors for what is called the 'miners' program.'
Brophy said in the pamphlet that after reading 'you will
run short of ideas.' I still have an idea left. When that
program is read by sane men and women there are millions

—

who

will have an idea left, and that is that these officers
had better join Big Bill Haywood in Russia. That is where
they are trying nationalization on a big scale.

"Miners' Program" Would Eliminate Operator
"This program proposes to do away with the operator.
So, these officers do not choose to meet us to discuss these
matters.
They want the 6-hour day 5 days a week.
They do not mention the Cleveland convention demand for
a 60-per cent increase. It would cost them nothing to speak
of, only to at once completely empty the pay envelope
throughout the district dealing with the union.
It is almost impossible to take those leaders seriously,
but we must. They represent an organization that in this
district collects, through the check-off system and with the
assistance of the operators, approximately $1,500,000 annually.
Of course if they put the operators out of business there will be no more check-off from them. It may be
that there will not be any more check-off in any case. Don't
misunderstand me. I am in sympathy with the miners.
"What I want to make clear is that we must all understand our duty to society and do our part in getting out
of the troubles the Kaiser brought on the world.
We. the
union operators, are paying a scale that results on full time
operation in a difference of about 78e. per ton, and on short
time more than $1 per ton higher labor costs than our
competitors.
We can buy coal from 50c. to $1 a ton less
than we can mine it.
Our company has lost customers
we have had for years; some for twenty years. The important part is not that we have lost it for the balance of
this year but that we lose that trade for another twelve
months at least after April 1, next.
"It is always the union and the union operator who suffer.
This is because the professional labor leader, through lack
of courage, ability or intelligence, fails to lead his followers
through a grave crisis such as this industry and this district
faces today.
"I believe the only solution is an immediate readjustment
of our present scale by mutual agreement with our miners.

Otherwise I see no work in the district. Miners will have
go to other mines at the lower wage rates or seek other
employment or go without employment. I do not want to
see the wage scale as low as before the war and hope it
will never be, but I do sincerely believe the 1917 scale is
fair as compared with other rates of labor, the nature of
the work and the present cost of living."
to
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News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

FOR THE most

part production and trade show continued hesimonthly survey of business conditions
by the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York. "In some localities,
however," the survey continues, "the volume of retail transactions,
allowance being made for the lower prices, equals or exceeds that
of the corresponding period last year.
Appreciable improvement is
found also in some lines of manufacturing. Those industries which
were among the first to undergo readjustment ai'e giving evidence
of increased activity.
"Nevertheless, it has become more clearly evident that the spurt
of activity in some lines of production in the Spring, was, as pointed
out in the April number of the survey, merely of a seasonal character.
The expectation of an early upturn in business based upon the belief
that the increased production in these industries would be sustained
was not well founded. It is doubtless a good omen that the scope of
the necessary industrial readjustment is now better understood.
"Improvement in underlying conditions upon which a sustained
revival of business must be based, however, continues.
Wages are
being further adjusted, price declines are less abrupt, and the bases
of credit are being further strengthened through reductions in socalled frozen loans and the strengthening of bank reserves.
Accumulated stocks of goods in many lines are being reduced, affording the
bases for larger production in the future.
"Unemployment in general continued to increase in May, according
to statistics compiled by the Department of Labor.
The net decrease
in the number of employees of representative firms last month, as compared with April, was approximately one-half of 1 per cent. Preliminary reports for the manufacturing industries of New York State
indicate a reduction of about 2 per cent in employment in May, as
compared with April. Strikes are responsible in part for the increase
tation, according to the

unemployment."

in

Hosiery Mills Reported Busy
Wisconsin hosiery manufacturers
are late this year in getting out
their fall and winter lines.
They
state they will hold down to fewer
lines, mostly wool and silk.
The
Phoenix,
Milwaukee,
Holeproof.
Luxite and other plants in Milwaukee are operating at full capacity,
with a large proportion of night
work, and report themselves unable
to catch up with orders.

the same percentage of orders as
has been the rule since the beginning of the year.
The rail mill,
which had been shut down for about
two months, has resumed operations.

One of the structural mills and the
plate mills also were operating. In
E'ddition, several of the bar mills
continued to operate on about the
same basis as they have been doing
for the last few months.
California

Cambria Rail

Operations in
Co.

plant

Working Again
the Cambria Steel

Mill

the Midvale Steel &
Co., at Johnstown, Pa.,
of

Ordnance
showed an improvement

last

week

over the past several months. While
no improvement is noticeable in the
number and quantity of orders being
continues to enjoy approximately
received,
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it

was

stated, the

company

Lumber

Mills Closed

Slow market conditions are blamed
for the closing down of two of the
largest
lumber mills in Fresno
(Cal.) district. The plants are those
of the Prescott Brick & Lumber Co.
and the Routt Lumber Co. The
owners stated it was uncertain
when they will resume operations,
though it was thought that it might
be several months, or when a more
active market permits.

Rubber Footwear Plant to Reopon
The Millville. Mass., plant of the
Woonsocket Rubber Co., footwear
division of the United States Rubber
Co.,

July

reopen

will

11

after

a

shutdown of six months, it was anAbout 400 of
nounced last week.
the 700 employees will be re-employed.

A

night shift of 300

men began

work at Fisk Rubber Co. plant at
Mass.,
Monday,
Chicopee
Falls,
June 27.
The company has increased its day force 250 or more in
the last few weeks and now has more
than

working.

2,000

Solvay

Plant

Shuts

Down

Operators of the Solvay Process
Co. in Detroit closed indefinitely on
July 1, according to an announcement made by E. L. Pierce, president of the corporation. More than
The
1,600 employees are affected.
announcement is in line with the
of
company.
the
economy program
Coincident with the statement on
the Detroit plans is a report that a
15 per cent reduction in the force
at the Syracuse, N. Y., plant will be
made. This is in addition to the al-

ready announced cuts.

Goodyear Cotton Mills Resume
The plant of the Goodyear Cotton
Mills, Inc.,

planned to reopen Tues-

day, July 5, with a force of about
150 persons and a schedule of forty
hours a week, according to an an-

nouncement
closed

down

between

600

last

ten

week. The mills
months ago, when
700 were em-

and

ployed.

Lehigh Valley Frog Shop Opens
.Announcement was made June 28
by the Lehigh Valley Railroad that
at Weatherly, near
its frog shcp
Hazleton, Pa., would resume operations July 5 after having been idle

The plant turns out
since April 8.
frogs for the entire system.
String of Cotton Mills for Texas
The Liberty Cotton Mills Co., of
Dallas, Texas, is planning to establish a string of cotton mills in Texas,
and has chosen Cameron as the location for one of its plants.

Paper Mill Strike Ended
Paper mill employees, who have
been on strike since May 1, agreed to
arbitration following a conference
with their employers in New York
All the
City, Wednesday, June 29.
mills in the United States and Canada, with the exception of the International Paper Co., were closed by
The mills will be operatthe strike.
ing again by July 5, according to
Burke,
president of the InterP.
John
national Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers.
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Anthracite Producers to

Furnish Guarantee of Quality of Coal
REPRESENTATIVE ROBERT

LUCE, of Massachusetts, introduced in the House of Representatives June
27 a bill intended to protect householders against inThe bill preferior quality in purchasing anthracite coal.
scribes standards of purity for the various sizes of domestic
coal and requires the operator to furnish with each car of
coal a certificate that the coal is within the prescribed
standard.
When the evil in present conditions came to the notice
of Eugene C. Hultman, Fuel Director of Massachusetts,
he sketched a bill that might serve as a basis for study
This served, with the help of criticism
of the problem.
from government experts, as the basis for Mr. Luce's bill.
working
off on the householder hard coal
"The blame for
containing an excessive amount of slate, bone and other
impurities does not fall on the half-dozen big companies
that in ordinary times supply nearly all the market," ac"Trouble comes in abnormal times
cording to Mr. Luce.
when for one reason or another there is occasion to resort
to the supplies furnished by what are known as 'the independents,' owning a considerable number of small mines
that ordinarily are not worked at full capacity, if at all.
Then it is that many an unlucky householder finds his coal
bin loaded up with fireless coal, producing clinkers galore
and failing to heat his house. He has just as much right
to be indignant as the man to whom a grocer delivers
adulterated food.
"The difficulty in meeting the situation comes from the
It would be a pity
fact that the evil is only occasional.
to apply any corrective which would entail a continuous
and heavy expense running through seasons when there is
All the costs of
little, if any, poor coal on the market.
inspection and analysis must in the end be borne by the
consumer, showing up in the increased price of coal to everybody.
The remedy, therefore, should be in the nature of
a deterrent, operating when needed. I have found this in
an inexpensive system that will hold a constant menace over
the head of the coal operator.
Certificate of

"The

Quauty Mvst Accompany Coal

standards of purity for the various
sizes of domestic coal.
The operator is to attach to the
bUl of lading that accompanies every coal car a certificate
that the coal therein is within the standard of purity.
Adequate penalty is provided for a false statement in this
certificate.
The inspectors of the Bureau of Mines may
take samples from any shipment, analyze them, and report
fraud to the U. S. District Attorney, who must then prosecute.
A shipper will never know when his output is to
be examined, and it is believed he will not often take the
chance of trouble.
"If the operator prefers, he may file with the Bureau of
Mines a statement of the standard of quality he is prepared
to maintain, and then the certificate shall vouch that the
coal is within this standard.
One purpose of this is to
let an inferior mine operate at times when the excess of
demand over supply is such that the public may prefer to
have poor coal rather than none at all, yet ought to be
able to know what it is buying.
"Also, the bill permits a consumer to make a special contract, regardless of quality, save that the quality must be
specified in the contract.
The practical result contemplated
in this is to let low grades of coal be used near the mines,
under special conditions, or even at a distance if the state
of the market should warrant.
"For the most part it [the bill] can affect the coal dealer
only as it requires him to keep for a year the certificate
that came with the coal and to show it to the buyer on
request."
Mr. Luce, who is a consistent opponent of government
interference with business, points out that this is in no
way an attempt to obstruct the operation of economic laws.
bill

sets forth

but goes no farther than punishment of the man who dethe man who takes money under false pretenses.
He is of the belief that on the whole the standards of business morality are as high in the coal trade as in any other,
and his purpose is not only to protect the pockets of the
public but also to protect the reputation of the many honorable men in the trade.
He also is of the opinion that in such matters control
should be exercised as far as possible by the states rather
than by the nation.
ceives,

I.

C. C. Urges Large Coal

Up

Build

Consumers

Reserves During

to

Summer

Interstate
THE
June 27

Commerce Commission issued an appeal
railroads, public utilities and other large
to build fuel reserves during the summer in order that the railroads may be utilized in coal
transportation when shipping activities are lessened and
to

consumers of coal

are less congested.
not practicable to store a full winter's supply," the commission said, "if a reasonable reserve is now
accumulated it will help out greatly when and if a period
of so-called car shortage occurs later which is in any respect comparable with that experienced last year."
Secretary of Commerce Hoover gave full support to the
recommendation of the commission.
Present bituminous
coal prices at the mines, he said, are not unreasonably
high and the large coal users of the country should contract fuel stocks during the summer in anticipation of
winter needs.
In its statement, addressed to T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman of the Association of Railway Executives, the commission declared:
"As you doubtless know, the production and transportation of bituminous coal has been disappointingly small this
summer and is now at a disappointingly low stage. The
commission requests that I write suggesting the importance, in the interest of the conditions which may exist
during the late summer and fall, of having the railroads
and other large users of coal acquire now, while conditions are easy, a reasonably liberal reserve supply.
"We suggest that this matter be brought to the attention of the members of your association, together with a
recommendation that in so far as it is practicable they act
thereon.
"We realize, of course, that it is not practicable to store
a full winter's supply, but if a reasonable reserve is now
accumulated it will help out greatly when and if a period
of so-called car shortage occurs later which is in any respects comparable with that which we experienced last year.
"We are taking this matter up with associations of public
utilities, etc., that use large quantities of coal and that
need a dependable supply."
rail facilities

While

"it is

Will Not Strike but Negotiate for Service

MINERS

Indiana believe the strike the universal
is coming when they vrill strike
if the farmer does not deliver the milk or if the rain does
not fall to moisten the ground. However, much against
the good will of many of the Indiana miners, it has been
decided that at present no strike will be called to compel
the Southeastern Railroad to provide enough coaches in
the morning for their accommodation. After a meeting
at which the fourteen or more mines in the field were represented three men were chosen who were instructed to meet
jointly with the train committee and take up consideration
of the train service with the Indiana Public Utilities
Commission.
Then if the commission does not do what it is
told, the mine workers will strike.
in

panacea.

The time

——
;

—
:
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on 273J76 Tons of Coal for
Brooklyn Army Depot; Quotations Vary Widely

Sixtv-four Bids Submitted

a quarter of
by the Quartermaster's
Army at the South Brooklyn

OPEXI.NG

more than

of bids recently for
a million tons of coal and coke

Department of the U. S.
supply base depot aroused considerable interest in the inThe amounts upon
dustry because of prices submitted.
which bids was asked were 145,346 tons of anthracite,
Three
126,555 tons of bituminous and 1,875 tons of coke.
separate days were set apart for opening the bids, the
major portion being received and opened on June 1. Other
openings took place on June 6 and 7.
There were 495 proposals sent out and sixty-four bids
were received from as many operators and dealers. The
points of delivery extended from Virginia to Maine and as
far inland as Pittsburgh. Deliveries are to be made, subject
to the call of the commanding officer, over the period July
It is the intention, however, to
1, 1921, to June 30, 1922.
call for as much of the coal as possible during July and
August. All contracts are to carry a clause in regard to
increases or decreases of railroad rates or miners' wages,
the prices to be adjusted in accordance with any increases
or decreases after the contract is awarded.
The largest individual tonnage asked for called for
27,000 tons of bituminous Pool 9 coal for the QuartermasThe bids i-eceived were:
ter's depot at South Brooklyn.
Majestic Coal Co., $3.72; Emmons Coal Mining Co., $3.63,
Pool 9; $3.53, $3.43, $3.18 and $2.98 other mines; W. B. W.
Haff, $7.35 and $6.56 f.o.b. destination; Haddock Fuel Co.,

Intermediate IJipot. .Mlddlelown, I'u.
470 tons
Coal & Iron Co., $3.91 H. P. Brydon &
Emmons Coal
Co.. $3.25
Mining Co., $3.08; Hall Bros. & Co., $3.35; George D. Harris &
Co.. $2.95
Henry T. Hidden. $2.75 and $3 HoUenback. $2.10
F. B. Jones. $3.98
Moore & Co., $3.50 and $2.75 Morgantown
Coal Co.. $2.78 Peerless Coal Co.. $2.90 Pittsburgh & Clarion
Coal Co., $3.60 Weston Dodson & Co.. $6.59 destination, or $4.05
mine: N. B. Wittman & Co.. $3.45 and $2.95.
Medical Field Service School, Carlisle Barracks, Pa. 5.500 tons
bituminous. Ainesworth Coal & Iron Co.. $3.91 H. P. Brydon &
Bro.. $2.75: Commercial Coal Mining Co.. $3.25; Victor Cushman
& Sons. $6.96 f.o.b. destination, or $4.25 mine; Dexter & Carpenter, $3.75 and $4; Emmons Coal Mining Co., $2.98 or $3.13:
Harris & Co., $3.05: Henry T. Hidden, $2.85; Iron Trade Products
Co.. $2.10 or $3; Lynch & Read. $3.15; Moore & Co., $J.50 or
$2.75: Morgantown Coal Co., $2.78: Peerless Coal Co., $2.90:
Weston Dodson & Co.. $6.74 or $5.95 Wittman & Co., $3.45 or $2.90.
$2.75

.\ir

— Aineswortli

:

:

Commercial Coal Mining

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

Curtis Bay Ordnance Reserve Depot, Curtis Bay, Md.
2.250
tons bituminous. Ainesworth Coal & Iron Co.. $3.91 or $2.50
Dexter & Carpenter. $3.10 and $2.85; Emmons Coal Mining Co.,
$2.98 and $3: Crescent Fuel Co., $2.60; Davis Coal & Coke Co.,
$3.75: Hall Bros. & Co., $3.30: Harris & Co., $2.35: Iron Trade
Products Co.. $2.10 or $2: Jenkins & McCaU Coal Co., $3.35:
F. B. Jones, $3.98 Monongah Fuel Co., $2.78 Peerless Coal Co.,
:

—

;

;

and $2.75 Wittman & Co., $2.90.
Penniman Ordnance Reserve Depot, Pennlman, Va. 1,100 tons
bituminous. Ainesworth Coal & Iron Co., $2.50; Canadian .Supply
$2.40

:

;

—

and $3.75

Emmons

Coal Mining Co., $3.25.
Watervliet Arsenal, N. T. 1.700 tons bituminous run-of-mine.
Dexter & Carpenter. $3. Pool 9 $2.85. Pool 10 W. H. Bradford.
$2.90, Pool 10: Lincoln Gas Coal Co.. $3.48: Peerless Coal Co..
$2.75, Pool 11
W. M. HoUenback. $2.75. Pool 10 F. B. Jones.
Emmons Coal Mining Co.. $3.13. Pool 10, and $3.20.
$3.74. Pool 4
Pool 9: Wright Gibson. $3.25, Pool 9: Morgantown Coal Co..
$2.73: Canadian Supply Co.. $3.60: Cherry Trading Co.. $3:
N. B. Wittman & Co.. $3.45, Pool 10 $2.95, Pool 11 H. P. Brydon
& Bro., $2.75 W. H. BUght, $2.87.
Picatinny Arsenal, N. J. 10.600 tons bituminous run-of-mine.
Dexter & Carpenter, $4, Pool 9 $3.75, Pool 10 Majestic Coal Co..
$2.97. Pool 15: $3.10. Pool 10; W. H. Bradford. $3.65. Pool 9;
Davis Coal & Coke Co., $3.75, Pool 9 Lincoln Gas Coal Co., $3.75
Peerless Coal Co., $3.30; W. M. HoUenback. $3.21; F. B. Jones.
$3.74; Emmons Coal Mining Co.. $3.13. $3.53. $3.63, choice of
mine; Wright Gibson, $3.40: Morgantown Coal Co.. $2.73; Jenkins
& McCall Coal Co., $3.65; Alden Coal Mining Co., $3.48; Garfield
& Proctor, $3.85 Canadian Supply Co.. $4 N. B. Wittman & Co.,
$2.90. $3.45 and $2.95. choice of mine: H. P. Brydon & Bro.. $2.75:
W. H. Blight. $2.87 Commercial Coal Mining Co.. $3.75, and
Crescent Fuel Co.. $2.60.
Frankford Arsenal. Pa.; 3,750 tons bituminous. Dexter &
Carpenter. $3.15, Pool 9; $3. Pool 10: W. H. Bradford, $2.90:
Peerless Coal Co., $2.80; W. M. HoUenback. $2.97: Frank B.
Emmons Coal Mining
Jones, $3.74 A. K. Althouse & Co., $3.24
Co., $3.38 and $3.43; Wright Gibson, $3.25: Jenkins & McCall
Coal Co., $3.65 Canadian Coal Supply Co., $3.75 Wittman & Co..
$3.45 and $2.95: H. P. Brydon & Bro., $2.75; Commercial Coal
Co., $2.90

;

;

;

;

$7.53 f.o.b. destination.

Makes Price Subject

Bidder

.MhMlitdwn

bituminous.

Bro..

to 10c. I.ncrease July

:

:

1

:

The bids received for anthracite

considerable of
which is to be delivered at destination, ranged from $8.02
to $8.95 f.o.b. mine for broken and egg; $7.60 to $9.15 for
stove; $7.70 to $8.84 for chestnut and from $6.01 to $6.75
for pea coal. One of the bidders submitted two prices, the
lower one subject to 10c. per ton increase after July 1.
For delivering 1,991 tons of buckwheat No. 1 to the
laundry, port of embarkation, Hoboken, N. J., Burns Bros,
bid $8.85 per ton and Jagel & Bellis, $7.80.
Other bids received included the following:
Air Service Depot, Long Island City 3,000 tons bituminous
Alnesworth Coal & Iron Co.. $3.91 f.o.b. mine: W. R. Blight, $2.71
Coramercial Coal Co., $3.25 Dexter, Carpenter. Inc., $4, Pool 9,
$3.75, Pool 10: Emmons Coal Mining Co., $2.98 and $3.13. individual mine: Garfield & Proctor, $3.85; Hall Bros. & Co., $3.35:
Iron Trade Products Co., $2.75: Frank B. Jones. $3.98: Monongah
Fuel Co., $2.65 Morgantown Coal Co.. $2.78 Peerless Coal Co.,
Norris Phelps, $3.60 Stern Coal Co., $2.75 Weston Dod$2.90
son & Co.. $3.75. Pool 10 and N. B. Wittman & Co., $3.45. $2.95
and $2.90, separate mines.
Pittsburgh Quartermaster Intermediate Depot, Pittsburgh, Pa.
268 tons chestnut and 484 tons bituminous.
Bituminous W. M.
HoUenback, $2.25 f.o.b. mine; Iron Trade Products Co., $3:
Moore & Co., $3.50 and $2.75 Morgantown Coal Co., $2.78. and
Pittsburgh & Clarion Coal Co., $3.60. Anthracite Weston Dodson
& Co., $11.81 at destination, or $8.46 fob. mine.
Fort Monroe. Va. 1,000 tons each of broken and egg. Smokeless Fuel Co. offered 1.000 tons of broken briquets at $5.60:
Weston Dodson & Co.. broken. $13.61 at destination, or $8.46 at
mine: egg, $13.71 at destination, or $8.02 at mine.
Camp Eustis, Va. 2.500 tons bituminous and 300 tons 72-hr.
coke.
Bituminous H. P. Brydon & Bro.. $2.75 Emmons Coal
Mining Co., $3.25: W. M. HoUenback, $2.95: Lake & Export Coal
Corporation. $2.85; Moore & Co., $3.50 and $2.75. Coke Cauley
Mountain Coal Co., $8.50. and Smokeless Fuel Co.. $5.60 for
coal,

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

—

—

:

—

—

:

—

—

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

—

:

;

:

:

Mining

Co.,

$3.75.
.Stove

900Tons

CampDix.X.I.
Haddock Fuel Co
Weston Dod.ion A- Co
W. M. HoUenback

$8 46

Hall Bros. & Co
Dexter & Carpenter, Inc

Emmons

Coal Mining Co.

riif'stn\it

1.500

Tons

$8 48
8 46
.

Bituminous
Smithing

200Ton3

Bitiiminou.<?
24 I-ump

24.0a0Tons

$3 50
5 00
3 35
3 50
4 00

$4 50
3 65

,

.

....

.

.

.

-

-

Valley

Camp

Coal

Co

N. B. Wittman & Co

.

3

.

80

,

i,

-3.43
I

:

—

;

;

:

3 08
2 95

'3 35

briquets.

Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Aberdeen, Md.
Weston Dodson & Co., $11.37 at destination.
;

12,420 tons bituminous
Brydon & Bro.. $2.50;

Davis

—Ainesworth Coal &

2.500 tons egg.
$8.02 f.o.b. mine.

Iron Co.. $3.91

H. P.
Canadian Coal Supply Co.. $3.85 and $3;
Coal & Coke Co.. $3.75 Emmons Coal Mining Co.. $2.98 and
HoUenback, $2.73: Iron Trade Products Co., $2.10 and $3:
Jones, $3.98 Lynch & Read, $3.15 Morgantown Coal Co..
Moore & Co.. $3.50 Peerless Coal Co.. $2.75 Valley Camp
:

:

$3.13:
F. B.
$2.78
:

;

:

;

:

Coal Co.. $2.75 George E. Warren. $3.15 Wittman
and $3.45 Dexter & Carpenter, $4.25 and $3.75.
;

:

;

&

Co.. $2.95

Dr. George Otis Smith, director of the U. S. Geological
Survey, will sail July 9 for London to attend a special
meeting on July 20 of the organization committee of the
The other delegate
International Geological Congress.
from this hemisphere is R. W. Brock, of the University of
is
the
chairman of the
Prof. Brock
British Columbia.
organization committee. The last session of the Geological
Congress was held in Canada in 1913. It is thought probable that the next meeting will be in Belgium in 1922.
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Recommittal Presages Death of Coal
Says

He Has

Just

Bills;

Begun

to

Frelinghuysen

Fight

By Paul Wooton
Washington Correspondent

THE

Frelinghuysen coal bilk are dead.
This seems
to be the opinion of practically everyone except SenaThe New Jersey Senator told
tor Frelinghuysen.
the cori-espondent of Coal Age. after the Senate had voted
to recommit his seasonal rate bill, that he has just begun
"The coal bills have been delayed, not defeated,"
to fight.

"By misrepresenting things
Senator Frelinghuysen.
generally and particularly by claiming that the bills are
regulatory, when they are not, the coal lobby scored a
temporary advantage. As a matter of fact, the coal men
have maneuvered themselves into an indefensible position.
When the consumers of coal awake to a full realization
of what has happened, it will be a serious thing for the
interests responsible for the delay to this legislation.
I
hope it will not take another coal famine to overcome the
indifference with which Congress is treating this legislaThe coal stabilization bill still is on the calendar.
tion.
I shall call it up at the first favorable opportunity."
Discussion of the seasonal rate bill was brought to
an abrupt termination by a motion by Senator Borah, of
Idaho, that the bill be recommitted.
This method frequently is used to kill legislation, particularly when no
instructions are given as to amendments. The vote on the
motion to recommit was 38 to 26. Most of the members of
the Committee on Interstate Commerce voted against the
motion to recommit in deference to the committee's action
in reporting out the bill.
The vote developed a number
of surprises. The first surprise was that Senator Borah
usually rampant in his attitude against the so-called vested
interests
made such a motion. Senator Lodge and Senator Ladd voted together in favor of the motion to recommit. Senator Capper, of Kansas, who was thought to
be one of the strong supporters of the measure, voted for
the motion. The Senators who voted with Senator Frelinghuysen, and who therefore may be judged as being particularly in favor of some federal supervision over coal, were
Cummins, Iowa; Dillingham, Vermont; Hale, Maine; Hitchcock, Nebraska; Kellogg, Minnesota; Kenyon, Iowa; King,
said

—

—

Utah; La
McKinley,

Follette,

Wisconsin; McCumber, North Dakota;

McNary, Oregon; Myers, Montana; NelNicholson, Colorado; Norris, Nebraska;
Oddie, Nevada; Phipps, Colorado: Robinson, Arkansas;
Shields, Tennessee; Shortridge, California; Stanley, Kentucky; Townsend, Michigan; Trammell, Florida; Walsh,
Massachusetts, and Walsh, Montana.
son,

Illinois;

Minnesota;

STABILIZ.4TI0N BILL

WOULD MEET LlKE FaTE NOW

Senator Frelinghuysen were to call
at this time, it would be recommitted in similar fashion without delay.
The National Coal Association takes exception to Senator Frelinghuysen's statement that it assisted in the defeat of the seasonal rate bill. J. D. A. Morrow, in charge
It is

evident that

up the stabilization

if

bill

of the association's Washington office, declared that the
association is absolutely neutral with regard to seasonal
rates.
Some of its members are strongly in favor of such
legislation.

Mr. Morrow expressed the opinion that the defeat of
the seasonal rate bill should remove the uncertainty that
evidently has been influencing many consumers to delay

Now that it is known definitely
that no such reductions are to be made in freight rates
buying of coal should be begun so that the mines can
operate on a scale necessary to meet the winter's requirements. Mr. Mori-ow called attention to the recent warning issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission, which
he interprets as being their notice to consumers that there
will be no priority orders covering fuel transportation
next winter. If New England and the Northwest do not
buy coal now, when empty coal cars are available by the
their purchases of coal.

mile and mine workers are suffering from lack of employment, they should not expect special favors later on
to make it possible for them to secure their fuel requirements.
In opening the debate, Tuesday, June 28, on the seasonal
coal freight bill Senator Frelinghuysen advocated pitiless
publicity so that the coal-buying and coal-consuming public
would know exactly to what length coal operators may go
in maintaining present high prices.
While previously feeling that the real profiteers were the middlemen and perhaps retailers, rather than operators, Senator Frelinghuysen said that in view of opposition of operators to
this legislation, he was persuaded they did not desire government co-operation and did not want to be interfered
with, no matter if coal prices should further advance.
Attacking the National Coal Association for opposing the
legislation, the Senator said that it did not speak for the
entire bituminous industry. He charged that the spasmodic
concern of the association for the welfare of the general
industry in times of pending legislation has been conspicuous by its absence in times of coal profiteering.

George H. Gushing Gets a Broadside
Attacking George H. Gushing, of the Wholesale Coal
Association, he said, "Mr. Gushing was violently absurd
and so absurdly violent and his language was so rampant
and rabid as to be deserving of only meager attention."
Senator McKellar of Tennessee said it was outrageous
for the coal industry to have a lobby in Washingrton and
produced correspondence between himself and Mr. Gushing in which he refused to receive registered letters of
protest against the coal bill.
During the debate Wednesday afternoon Senator Frelinghuysen said the propaganda against all coal legislation
was conducted by a remarkably well organized lobby of
coal operators and was so powerful that the bill would
be defeated. He charged that the Stanley amendment forbidding increased rates in winter had mutilated the bill,
making it inefl'ective and useless. He then proceeded to
deliver his "swan song" on the coal bill.
The people would not stand for some of the things that
have been going on in the coal business, Senator Kenyon
said, and they would not stand for seven or eight corporations in Pennsylvania controlling anthracite and fixing
the price. He predicted that anthracite would be regulated
for the benefit of the people.
He charged that coal operators had done as much as anything else to make bolshevists.
He did not think the Frelinghuysen bill would give relief,
though something stronger might.
Senator Stanley resented the inference of Mr. Frelinghuysen that as a representative of a coal state, he had
mutilated the coal bill. He said Mr. Frelinghuysen's charge
would be offensive if it was not amusing. Mr. Stanley
said he had sympathized and co-operated with Mr. Frelinghuysen in the hope of reducing the price of fuel to the consumer and stabilizing the industry, but he opposed legislation which was a skillful manipulation of freight rates for
the benefit of the railroads.

A

Reverberation of the Coal Men's
"Literary Fusillade" ?

LIGHTNING

struck a barn yesterday on Senator Joseph
-/ S.
Frelinghuysen's farm near Somerville, N. J., where
President Harding will spend the Fourth. Three men and
sixty cows were knocked down by the shock, but no one
was hurt and the damage was slight.
News item, Nexv

—

York- Herald,

June

26, 1921.
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Mine Owners'
Terms, Return to Work
PREMIER LLOYD GEORGE liRhtly adjudged the vote
British Miners, Accepting

of the British mine workers for a continuance of their
be a bluff made in the expectation that the rov-

strilie to

ernment would modify its terms if it found the mine
workers were in utter opposition to them. He called their
bluff by refusing to give them the £10,000,000 subsidy and
it brought them speedily to a point where they were willing
The mine leaders
to make terms at the figure once offered.
acquiesced in the settlement providing the offer of a subsidy
was restored; Lloyd George made the concession requested;
a vote was taken in the several districts which was overwhelmingly for a return, and the mine workers are now

back at their places.
The terms are as follows: Government aid shall be
the miners for a temporary period of three
month*. The permanent arrangement (or new wage scale)
shall be Dut into effect on Oct. 1, 1921, and shall last till
December, 1922. Three months' notice shall be given of
any proposed 'ihange in the arrangements. The guaranteed
wage shall be 20 per cent above the 1914 standard. The
^.xtended to

proportion of labor profits to capital profits after fixed
charges have been deducted the profit-sharing, in short
The
shall be about 5 to 1 (83 per cent to 17 per cent).
reduction in wages will not exceed 2s. (48.6c.) per shift
in July, a half crown (60.75c.) per shift in August and
A national wage board
3s. (72.9c.) per shift in September.
will be created, consisting of equal numbers of representatives of the employers and workmen.
Slacking by the miners has been deplorably evident. In
1920 there were 1,248,224 men employed, yet they produced
only 257,043,450 short tons, or 206 short tons per man.
The tonnage per man in the bituminous mines of the United
States in 1918 reached 942 short tons and in the anthracite
mines 672 short tons. "Less coal was raised [in Great
Britain] in 1920," says the Daily Telegraph, "than in any
other year except 1918, and in that year 239,000 fewer
persons were employed." The wages of the British workingmen would be greatly increased if they could be induced

—

to

work

steadily

on a small scale on the Fourth of
Unfortunately, many of the mines are in bad conand that will keep thousands of men idle for some
They will not be able to dig coal till the mines are

Some may be closed down permais being restored on the railroads
on the exportation of coal and coke have
been removed by the Board of Trade. It is estimated that
only about 60 per cent of the men will be able to work
during the present month.
put in working order.
nently.

and

Normal

1

buyers will have to pay what the market asks and this
year will get no sympathy. They are gambling on the
chance that if they make enough trouble Government intervention in some way will lower costs and prices. Experience has shown that Government intervention is of doubtful benefit, and if beneficial is too slow to cheapen this
year's supply.

Pennsylvania Coal Co. Strike Ends
AFTER a week's strike, having no clearly defined

cause

t\. other than, possibly, that it was time to strike again,
the mine w^orkers of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. on June 27
returned to work. The real discontent appears to be with
the variation in pay between colliery and colliery.
The officials of District No. 1 ended the strike by a
threat to revoke the charters of the locals if the suspension did not come to an immediate end. The matter should,
under the contract, come before the Anthracite Wage Commission.
The strike really lasted only a short time as
Pittston strikes go, showing that the Pennsylvania Coal
Co. employees are fast coming closer into line. It was expected that the order of Vice-President Morris forbidding
Alex. Campbell, the check weighman of No. 6 colliery,
from entering on the property of the company might make
much trouble. This order, made on June 25, however, did
not prevent a return to work on June 27.
Apparently
Campbell and Rinaldo Capallini are not as obediently fol-

lowed as they once were.

Jersey Central Seeks Bids on

More Than

Half Million Tons of Anthracite
will be received by the General Railroad of New
Jersey until noon on July 11 for the following quanof anthracite coal for locomotive fuel: 60,000 gross
tons broken, 420,000 gross tons buckwheat No. 1, 45,000
gross tons buckwheat No. 2, and 46,000 gross tons pea coal.
The deliveries are to be made up to and including March
1922,
at Ashley, Mauch Chunk,
Phillipsburg or
31,
Jersey City.

BIDS

tities

and energetically.

Work was resumed
July.
dition
time.

Vol. 20, No.

service

all restrictions

Next Winter's Coal
New York Times, June SO, 1921)
and Interstate Commissioner
Clark warn consumers of coal to stock up while they
can, or carry their own risks of shortage and higher costs.
That is cold comfort for hot days, but it is the situation
as it stands, and long has been evident.
Coal could have
been bought cheaper a month ago, and will probably cost
a little more in succeeding months.
There is a chance
that it may cost a great deal more if the official advice
is rejected, and there should be a buyers' panic during a
winter storm and interruption of supplies. The coal companies cannot mine coal for storage.
It ties up wage
money too fast, and the storage problem which is small
for individual consumers is unmanageable on a great scale.
It is a curious situation.
Anthracite has been produced
more abundantly than last year, and some small operators
are selling above the official price of the large producers.
Bituminous has been underproduced compared with recent
years, and buyers are indifferent.
They see that there
are plenty of cars and plenty of coal, in fact too much
coal for profit by high-cost producers, who are idle.
They
fail to consider that, nevertheless, a season's supply cannot
be mined and carried in a month or two, and that belated
(Editorial,

SECRETARY HOOVER

Twin

A

Cities

Ask Suspension of Increased

Freight Rates on Coal
PETITION has been presented to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission upon behalf of the cities of St.
Paul and Minneapolis, the Minneapolis Traffic Association
and the St. Paul Association, asking a suspension of the
increase of rates from $1.89 to $2.02i on soft coal from the
Several
docks to the Twin Cities, ordered for July 6.
reasons are given for this suspension, including a statement
points,
reducing
rates
various
that with the order
on coal to
there was no change ordered in the Twin Cities rate; that
the present rate is already more than is warranted under
present conditions, and any increase is wholly unjustified;
that no inquiry was made into traffic conditions to the
Twin Cities which would give any information upon which
The request is for a suspension of
to base an increase.
increases only, pending a further investigation. This would
permit the reductions to go into effect and allow the moving of coal tonnage which has be?n held back waiting for
the lower rates.

Northwest Dock Association to Continue;
Will Choose Successor to Groverman

THE
not

Northwest Coal Dock Operators' Association

will

was feared lately, but will continue its
Operators
according to information received.
who still belong to the association will meet at Chicago this
month, the date to be announced later, and will choose a
man to take the place of W. H. Groverman, who recently
One operator said, following the
resigned as manager.
announcement of Mr. Groverman's resignation, that there
was more need of the association now than ever before,
and he felt confident that all former members would soon
return to the organization.
die out, as

activities,

Produetion
and
the

E=:^r^;__

Moirkct
Weekly Review
PRODUCTION

of soft coal gained slightly in the.

week ended June 25, •mounting to 7,669,000 net
tons from 7,556,000 tons the next previous week.
Production on June 27 and 28 was heavier than on the
first two days of the previous week and this was further
evidence of a slight pre-holiday spurt at the mines.

In

view of the slackness of general demand, of the falling
off in loadings for up Lake movement and for shipment
to Tidewater for export, production of bituminous coal
in the next few weeks will be light. Some observers predict occasional drops this summer to 6,000,000 tons and
many anticipate an average in July and August well
under 8,000,000 tons, possibly little above 7,000,000 tons
per week.
The rate of production in the Middle West in the
first quarter of this year has been exceeded only by the
war years of 1917 and 1918, and by 1920. Illinois and
Indiana are ahead of 1916 and previous years. Pennsylvania, on the other hand, has been going at a rate
equivalent to 1903 and 1904, and West Virginia is hitting a pace no better than in 1910.
Prices continue to soften, CoaX Age Index of bituminous coal spot prices recording a drop of two points to
89 on July 5 from 91 on June 28. This is the eighth
consecutive week of decline in these prices. Pocahontas,
Alabama and Clearfield were the three coals suffering

notable declines in price, the market on smokeless
going to pieces in the Middle West with heavy offerings,
Alabama relapsing with summer heat and Clearfield

from oversaturation in the New England marSlight gains of 5c. and 10c. per ton were recorded

suffering
ket.

(Illinois) and western Kentucky coals in
West and Pittsburgh No. 8 in the East. The gain
in Ohio is attributed to the slowing up of loading for
Lake business, for with less coal being screened for
Lake cargoes, slack, which has been in oversupply, becomes more active. In the main all other coals held firm

by Standard
the

at the low levels quoted last week. As matters are now
progressing, prices are expected to shake down to a new
low level, beyond which slight variations up and down
may be experienced during the summer.

Best Outlets for Coal Are

The two

Z\.0

Closed

for maintaining production around the 8,000,000 ton
the Lake and foreign exin May and early June
port have now been closed, for the time being at least.

—

mark

—

Accumulations of coal loads at Lower Lake ports waiting
dumping for movement to the Northwest and Canada
are being drawn on for the continuation of record boat
loadings, and until the surplus at dumping ports is very
much reduced it was down to 17,000 cars last week

—

Dailv Average Production of Bituminous Coal*

\

Now

outlets for soft coal that are given credit

.. ...

.

.
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30

from

maximum

a

of 30,000 cars

— loading at

the mines

will he discouraged.

Although the Tidewater piers

at

Hampton Roads were

operated at record speed last week and many boats are
yet awaiting their turn at the piers, buying of coal
for e.xport has again receded to the slow and uninteresting condition preceding the spurt in May and June.
Anthracite is slowly losing ground. Production, estimated at 1,847,000 net tons in the week ended June 25,
was 90,000 tons below the weekly output obtaining for
several weeks.
A better inde.\ of what is happening,
however, is found in prices. With clocklike precision,
the "companies" added the customary 10c. on July 1
and an additional 15c. to cover the new Pennsylvania
State ta.x.
Independents made no changes in prices,
thus decreasing their lead over company coal.

Production

downward.

and

prices

Demand

everywhere

Low-Volatlle. Eastern
Pocahonta."

lump

Market
Quoted
Columbus.

-May
.

Pocahontas mine run
Pocahontaa screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahonta.** mine run
•SmokeIes.s mine run
Clearfield mine run
Cambria mine run
...
Somerset mine run
Pool
(Navy Standard)..
Pool
(Nav>- Standard)..
Pool MNavy Standard)
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.)

Columbus...

Pool 9 (Super. Low
Pool 9 (Super. Low
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low
Pool
(Low Vol.)
Pool
(Low Vol.)
Pool
(Low Vol.)

Philadelphia

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

\ol

)

Columbus.
Chicago
Chicago
.

Boston.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Boeton
Boston
Boston
New York.

1921

1921

$5 65

2 70
5 25

3 75
6 50
2 35

3

.

,

New York

Vol.). Baltimore..
Vol.). New York
Vol.). Philadelphi:
Vol.). Baltimore..

New York

.

Philadelphia
Baltimore..

June 2l,.Iunc28.
$5 50
3 40
2 40
5 65

Philadelphis

.

31.

1921

Baltimore..

95
95
45
35
30
75
95
00
60
60
45

2
2
3
2
2
2
2 15
2 35

2.25

3

6

15
15

Pitttburgh slack iga")

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run.
Kanawha screenings
Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
No.

Slump

New York

2 20
2 85

45
25
95
85
85
70

3 20
3 00
2 90
2 75

3
2
2
2
2

2
2

2
2
2
2

50
45
35
35
10

.

Columbus.
Columbus..
Columbus..
Columbus..
Columbus.

.

.

Columbus

00
85
75
2 50
85
60
3 45

.

Cleveland...

1

1

90

2 65
1

95

1

1
1

3 50
2 25
1

45

3 40
2 25

30
3 25
I

rm; ihd.sun

•

lASTLKN M:«

1921

Anthrneiti

3,030

3.143
3.478
3.578

3.571
3.301

irough the

*KiKurcs fu

y of the

<

3,432
3,255
2,164

.\m

iran

2,817
3,874
4,112

Kailwi

The only factor
according to

limiting production in a significant degree,
the Geological Survey, is lack of demand.

OOla.
?.5(*
50(ft
7.i(a
.7S(a,

1

2

95

•75

e.75
SO®, t SO
2.70
10® e io
.00® LS-i
.SO® 2. so
90® 2 00
.«5(S)

70

.1,0®)

40
2 30
2

15

M

2 iO
5 75

3.S5
6 00
.80(^ g.iO
SO&i 3.10
.70(f^ g.lO
00& S.SS
.75® g.Si

2 65
2 45

2

.1

1

2

15

1
20
3 15
2 15
1
20

3 25

Pitts.
Pitts.

(Quoted
Cleveland

No

8 mine run
No. 8 screenings.

.

.

.

95
85
70
2 50
85
60
3 45
2 20
20
3 15
I

1

1

2.U

90(a>

7o
l.70(a

1

2 40(S<

2 60

t

1

I

75(S

1

1

1

55(3,

1

1

2

10

1

20

3 25

95
90
65

S.HO
2.00® 2. So
1.10® 1.20
5,f.5(3<

3 00(5.
2 00(0.

3 30
2 25

00®

1.20

3.00(8.

3 50

1
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Cleveland..

.

.

Midwest
Franklin. 111. lump
Franklin. 111., mine run.
Franklin, 111. screenings.
Central. 111. lump
Central 111. mine run
Central 111. screenings
Ind. 4th Vein lump
Ind. 4th Vein mine run.
Ind, 4th Vein screenings...
Ind. 5th Vein lump
Ind. 5th 1'ein mine run.
Ind. 5th Vein screenings..

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

Standard lump
Standard mine run

St. Louis.
St. Louis.
St. Louis ....
Louisville.
Louisville.
Louisville.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Standard screenings

West Ky. lump
West Ky. mine run
West Ky. screenings
I

Mav

Market

5.

10

2

PhiladelphiE
Baltimore.
Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh..
Pittsburgh.

i;it

Anthracite

1921 +

6 00

2 25
2 85
2 10
3

JmH-

SOIa.JG 00

Hilih-Volat<le, Ea.ltern

Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pittsburgh sc'd. gas
Pittsburgh mine run(9team)

i-ou\v.\iu)i;i) <)\

— Spot Prices, Bituminous Coal—Net Tons, F. O. B. Mines

$5 75
3 50

2
2
3
3

OK C().\L

YORK AND .NKW ENG1..^ND»

operations are slowing up to keep pace with the poorer
market.
The decreases in operating time now center in the Northern and Middle Appalachians, and reflect a slowing up of
the Lake and Tidewater movements.
Coal has been de-

Current Quotations

1

the Western districts, Indiana and western Kentucky also
report a slump in demand.
In northern Ohio, Fairmont.
Pocahontas and northeastern Kentucky, as well as in certain
of the trans-Mississippi States, a slight improvement has
occurred.
The all-rail movement to New England changed but little
during the week ended June 25. Reports to the American
Railway Association show that .'5,301 cars of anthracite and
3,578 cars of bituminous coal were forwarded eastbound
over the Hudson.

coal are both moving
lacks life, and mine

soft

of

Vol. 20. No.

livered at the Lake Eric ports faster than it could bo unloaded, and in consequence diminished activity is reported
from the mines in western Pennsylvania and the Punhaiuilc
of West Virginia.
The same factor is important in decreasing running time in the high-volatile fields of southern
West Virginia. Decline in the tonnage moving to Tide was
reflected in le.ssened activity in the Cumberland-PiedmontSomerset region and in the New River field, .^niong

c.-VRS

BITUMINOUS

Pitts.

.

South

atid

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chicago.

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

.

.

Chicago.
(Chicago

Chicago
Chicago,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

Southwest

Big Seam lump
Big Seam mine run

Birmingham.
Birmingham.

Ky. lump
Ky. mine run
Ky. screenings
Kansas "lump
Kansas mine run
Kansas screenings

Louisville.
Louisville...,
Louisville.

S. E.
S. E.
S. E.

.

.

.

.

.

Kansas City.
Kansas City.
Kansas City.

Gross tons. f. o. b. vessel, Hampton Roads.
+ .-Vdvance over previous week shown in heaTy
*

type, declines

in italice.

July

7,
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The average loss of time ascribed to no market in the last
week of June was 51.7 per cent. All other factors were of
minor importance by comparison.
Conditions point to the conclusion that banking and
financial, rather than price considerations have been paramount in causing the slowness in the coal market. Both
the public and retailers feel that this is not the time to
have more money tied up in coal.
Final returns compiled by the statistician of the Massachusetts Fuel Administration show that April receipts of
anthracite in New England were heavy, but that receipts
of bituminous were much below normal. Cumulative receipts
of anthracite for the calendar year to April 30 were 4,181,000 net tons, increases of 48 per cent and 36 per cent over
the corresponding period of 1919 and 1920, respectively.
Cumulative receipts of bituminous were 5,477,000 net tons,
as against 5,119,000 tons in 1919, find 5,973,000 in 1920.

RECEIPTS OF .ANTHRACITE AND BITUMINOUS COAL IN

NEW ENGLAND

*

By Tide
.Anthracite
April, 1921
April, 1920
April, 1919

.

.

.-.

By

Rail

Total

306,000
224.000
210,000

599,000
573.000
572.000

905,000
797,000
782,000

604,000
710,000
718,000

586,000
684,000
729,000

1,190,000
1,394,000
1,447,000

Bituminous
April 1921
April 1920
April, 1919

*Compiled by Massachusetts Fuel .Administration.

The tonnage of soft coal dumped at lower Lake Erie
week ended July 4 was 1,145,517 net tons.

ports during the

Apr

May

June

Estimates of Production
From the Weekly Report of the Geolooical Survey
(NET TONS)

BITUMINOUS COAL
Including Coal Coked

Total Bituroii
1921

Calendar Year

Week
to Date
10,355,000
175,470,000
1.280,000
1,726,000
June 18')
10,095,000
183,026,000
Daily average
1,683,000
1.279,000
June 25c
10,556,000
190,695,000
Daily average
1,759,000
1,279,000
(a) Less one day's production during New Year's week to equalize
number of days covered for the last two years, (b) Revised from last
report,
(c) Subject to revision.
Week

June

\\h

Daily average

8,010,000
1,335.000
7.556,000
1,259,000
7,669,000
1,278.000
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l^ondon Coal Market Active

Termination of the British coal strike
and the anticipated resumption of production this week, according to cable
advices to Coal Age on Monday, July 4,
revived the London coal market in an
exceptional degree. Prices are expected
to remain comparatively high until the

Foreign Market

And Export News

market
Ilainplon Koads

I'rench Imports and Kxports

By Cable

Coat Age

to

Imports of coal into France in April
tons, a drop from
1,348,132 tons in March, and were the
Receipts
lowest for many months.
from Great Britain were 388,000 tons,
a slight grain over both February and
March, despite the fact that the British
mines had no production in April.
Receipts from the United States in
April were 55,000 tons, compared with
82,855 tons in March and 394,316 tons
in January.
Imports of coal to France during the
first quarter of 1921 were well under
the monthly average for 1920 of 2,021,800 tons, with the exception of January, when 2,116,527 tons were received.
Imports of coke and briquets show a
decline from the 1920 monthly figures
of 358,224 tons and 169,346 tons re-

were 1,156,000 metric

spectively.

FRENCH IMPORTS AND EXPORT.? OF
FIRST QUARTER.

CO.\L

1921

(In Metric Tons)

COAL
Imports from
Sarre
United Kingdom.

Februan,-

Januan,.

.

Belgium
United States

Germany
Other countries
Total

March

378.093
705.377
64,434
394,315
542.934
31,373

278,889
377,261
46,565
160,085
485.950
34,493

189.057
383,418
85,085
82,855
583,850
22,857

2,116.527

1,383,344

1,348.132

COKE
942

Sarre

United Kingdom.
Belgium

,

Germany
Other countries

559,192

890
2,939
62
304,656

4,812

1,991

2,319
77,714
300

578,598

310,538

81,970

12,568
1.084

1,028

600

Activity at the piers was marked as
June came to a close. Tonnage waiting
for cargo was heavy, as a result of the
temporary flurry of the week previous.
Ending of the British strike had not yet
curtailed dumpings, the June figure exceeding any month since July, 1920.
C.i.f. prices were reported as follows:
United Kingdom, including Queenstown,
Falmouth, and Scotland ports, $12.15;
and West Italy, $12.40;
Gibraltar,
Havre, Marseilles, and French Atlantic,
$11.90; Scandinavian ports, $13.40 and

Havana, $8.90.
The announcement that the British
miners have decided to return to work
has not had any effect here as yet,
except that charters of a few vessels
which were to load have been canceled.
Clearances last week were as fol(Ports given when of record.)
Tons
For Argentina:
6.463
Br. SS Trebartha
For Brazil:
504
Nor, SS Songelv, for Rio de .Janeiro
For Aleiers:
5,633
Br. SS Volga
For Arabia
2,505
Br. SS Sandon Hall
For Italy
Ital,
SS Montecristo. for Torre
5.3S5
Annunziata
For Denmark:
Dan. SS Gudrun Maersk, for Copen6,555
hagen
For Australia
Am. SS Sunewco. for Birkenhead.. 4,379
Am, SS Sutorpco. for Birkenhead,, 4,400
For United Kingdom:
Grk, SS Kalypso Verpotti, for Barry 7.390
Am. SS Winding Gulf, for Queenstown
7,053
.\m, SS Bellemina, for Queenstown 7,657
.\m. SS Tapalaga, for Queenstown. 6,731
Queenstown
Grk. SS .A.nna, for
7,420
Am, SS Hartford, for Queenstown, 7,473
.4m. SS Edgewood, for Queenstown S,021
Br. SS Niceto de Larrinaga, for
Queenstown
9,050
Br. SS Cape Ortegal, for Queenstown
6.992
Am, SS Innoko, for Falmouth
7,998
Jap. SS Kaikyu Maru, for Falmouth
10.611
Am. SS Eastern Traden, for Falmouth
10,498
Am, SS Nacatam, for Falmouth.. 7.022
Am. SS Coronado. for Liverpool.., 7,685
Nor. SS Alfred Noble, for Glasgow 7,313
.4m. SS Minnesotan, for Imming-

lows:

,

Total

BRIQUETS
Sarre

United Kingdom,
Belgium

,

3.055
42,702

3,843

2

20,594
815
49,810
2,000

170.878

77,062

5,481

Germany

119,628

Other countries
Total

4,266
11.032
3.872
19.148
5

38,323

COAL
Exports to
Belgium

Januar>-

Switzerland
Spain

Germany
Italy

Total

..

March

620

2,200

2,338
97

782
76

586

Luxemburg
Other countries..
Bunkers
French Ehips
Foreign ships

February'

836
4,650
76
3,359
1,448
32,271

1,065
1,003
10,779
11,655

3,479
2.775
12,018
19,605

15,595
2,143

19.275
7,835

15,508
2,347

51.154

54.577

59,890

242

40

559
4,568
40

137

944

5.281

2,438

6,211

11,408

ham

For Germany:
.4m. SS Fishkill, for Hamburg
For West Indies
Br. SS King City, for Tenneriffe
Br. SS Rothbym, for St. Vincent..
For Portugal
Dan. SS Eleanor Maersk, for Lisbon
Br. SS Lord Broughton, for Azores
For Uruguay:
Du. SS Costdijk, for Montevideo,,.
.

COKE
Switzerland
Italy

Luxemburg
Other countries
Total

995
1.255

Br.

161

390

55

Luxemburg

3,527
1,870

1.933

854

1.183
1,967

804
304

1,585
951

605
65

6.895

5.540

3.976

Total

mines,

2,432
2.772
3,991

Levant
3.172

SS Cerea. for Gibraltar
3,075
SS Agwistar, for Fort de
France
6.460
Am. SS Peter H. Crowell, for
Funchal
4.000
Am. SS Stephen R. Jones, for Las
Palmas
5,640

Demand

for the

is

reported.

Prices

how

ai-e off,

ever, from those in March, preceding
the strike. Best Admiralty large coal,
f.o.b. Cardiff, on July 2, was quoted at
per ton, against 57(S)58s. for
45s.
precedin,g
the
immediately
March,
strike.
On the same date Best Blyths

were quoted on Newcastle-on-Tyne 40
@42s. 6d. against 42s. 6d.@45s. in
March and Best Durham was quoted
35s.@37s. 6d., unchanged from March.
The Secretary of Mines stated in the
House of Commons on July 2, that the
total imports of American, French and
Belgian coal into the United Kingdom
in the three months, April 1 to June 30
totaled 1,410,000 net tons, of which
375,000 net tons were from the United
from France, and
481,000
States,
554,000 from Belgium. Imports in May
were 504,000 net tons at an average
declared value of 60s. 8d. per ton of
2,000 lb. (68s. 2d. per gross ton). The

government bought
and sold
sumption.

for

it

coal

this

public

abroad
con-

utility

Coal Unloaded in French Ports
(In Metric Tons)

Week Ended Week Ended

May

CHANNEL
Dunkirk
Boulogne
Dieppe
Le Havre

26

_

Rouen
Caen

,'

Saint-Malo.
Saiiit

600

3, 80
3,713
11.950
10,200

9,765
6,700

900

4,951

850

2,354
1,700

Cherbourg

Le L^gu^

June 2

PORT.'!
1

,

250

Brieuc

Honfleur

1,070
1.799

Trouville

426

Morlaix

ATLANTIC PORTS
3.535

Brest
Saint-Nazaire

4,351

900

Nantes

La Roehelle
705

Bordeaux
Bayonnc

2,302
5,500
1.000

Marseille*
Lorient
La Roehelle Ville

Tonnay-Charente
Nice*
52,483

Total

Mediterranean
4,404
5,586

Am.

156

Switzerland

Other countries
Bunkers
French ships
Foreignships

for

restocked.

port.

Bunker coal at Antwerp for delivery in the first half of July is now
quoted at 120 francs per ton. At Bombay, Indian coal is quoted for July
delivery at 40 rupees per ton, a decrease
of 4 rupees from the June quotations.

Ital.

5,885

BRIQLTETS
Italy

SS River Orontes,

Ports

.

8.337
6,983

is

earliest possible delivery of British
coal, after resumption of work at the

With the exception of gas coke,
kinds of fuel may now be imported

all

Switzerland from France, the Government embargo having just been
to

lifted.

Report No. 365 of the U. S. Shipping Board has just been received. The
subject of the report, which is dated
June 8, 1921, is "Shipping lines (showing nationality of companies) running
out of U. S. ports for foreign counJune 1921." Names of shippers
are listed under each port in which they
do business, further sub-divided as to
foreign destinations.
tries,

July
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premium when the ordinary output is
hard to move.
Shipments continue good,
Lake
though it is reported that coal is piling
docks on the Upper
receiving
on
the
up
Lakes, for if consumers will not buy
here they are not going to there. Loadings for the week ended June 25 were

a

—

tinue in large volume throughout June,
the last week in the month showed a
noticeable diminution in shipments to

New England

New

BOSTON

—

Central PennsylMarket Unchanged
vania Mines Hard Up for Orders
AnQuiet
Situation
Hampton Roads
in
thracite Domestic Sizes Shipped

—

—

Slightly Less Volume.

Bituminous— There

is

of manufacturers who are accustomed
to keeping reserves for three or four
months ahead. Aside from such scat-

tered requests, however, there is almost
nothing doing.
In some instances, if operators could
see their way clear to drop their price
level another 25c. or so it is possible
now that a certain amount of restricted
buying would follow. Certain operators
would do this if they could be assured

enough to run them full
time six days a week, but on anything
like present production the overhead
expense is, of coui'se, high. It will be
interesting to see developments in this
respect during the next fortnight.
The fact is that today the central
Pennsylvania distr-ict, in particular, is
Output in
hard pressed for orders.
most cases is on a 35 to 40 per cent
basis.
Strenuous efforts are made to
place spot coal, but so far as this
territory is concerned, most of them
are unavailing at the present range of
of tonnage

prices.

At Hampton Roads the

situation on

New River continues
ago dumping was on a
more favorable basis because of deliveries being made on purchases of a

Pocahontas and

A week

month ago, but

offshore business

is

now

Realmost as scarce as coastwise.
handling factors here are able to send
and
only light tonnages into the interior
for that reason are not making room
for additional cargoes. Prices on cars
at Boston, Providence, and Portland,
range $8@$8.25 per gross ton.
Receipts both all-rail and by water
continue relatively light. The railroads
here are shutting off many of their
sources of supply and there is small
chance of increased receipts during July

and August.

—

of the companies have
vanced prices, effective July 1, but
although others have marked up
pared sizes 25c., the 15c. extra

adlOc,
prepre-

sumably covering anticipated payment
of the

new Pennsylvania

State tax.

no preceptibk-

chang-e in the situation. Settlement of
the English strike has removed about
the last argument of selling agencies
here and for the next sixty days there
only slight prospect of anything
is
more than light current demand. Mill
buyers are keeping aloof from the
trade, for they themselves see almost
no sign or reaction in general business.
Now and then there is occasional
inquiry for small tonnages on the part

quiet.

England.

Certain

Anthracite While it was expected
shipments of domestic sizes would con-

—East

Tidewater

109,100 tons.
Freight rates continue dull at $1 to
the Sault; 65@70c. to Chicago, 65c. to
Waukegan, 60c. to Milwaukee, 55c. to
Sheboygan and Green Bay, 50c. to

Duluth, Fort William and Marquette.
Coke Furnaces are running quite as
slow as ever. Nobody feels like venturing on a policy for the future, so nothing can be done but lay in stock as it
Prices remain at $4.50 for
is needed.
72-hour foundry, $3.75 for 48-hour furnace and stock, with a little in domestic sizes moving- at $5@$5.25, to all of
which add $3.64 to cover freight.

—

BALTIMORE

BUFFALO

—

Nobody Wants Bituminous Going by
Lake to Get Rid of It Anthracite a
Slow Seller.
Bituminous The situation continues

—

—

as dull as formerly. Local shippers are
doing all sorts of things to fill in the
time, none of them seeing any improveit arrives
ment likely right away.
this fall they will be pleasantly sur-

U

prised.

sale for coal this
the Lakes, the shippers have
sent it forward by water at the rate
of about 1,000,000 tons a week, which
means much congestion before long.
This heavy movement is the reason for
so much slack on the market here.
Shippers are repoi-ting offers of good
slack as low as 90c. and are holding
off for a further decline.
Coal, like all other freight, moves
by rail at a rapid pace and that adds
Let the cars
to the decline in prices.
run a little short and prices would
The worst of it is
stiffen up at cnce.
that the coal consumer does not see
any early demand for his goods and
so he is running, if at all, one half
time or less.
Quotations remain at $3 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for Pittsbui-gh
and No. 8 steam lump, $2.25 for Alle-

Not finding a ready

side

of

gheny Valley mine run and $1.35 down
for slack; to which add $2.36 for Allegheny Valley and $2.51 for other coals
to cover freight to Buffalo.
Anthracite Demand continues light
in spite of advancing prices and the
assurance on the part of shipping
agents that there is no prospect of a
Some mines are shutting down
decline.
for lack of storage room. Some people
have no money to buy, but there are
plenty of others who can buy but are
afraid they will be beaten out of a few
dollars if they do so now.
Independent operators manage to
get considerable coal moved, though
more
say they should have
they
premium than they are getting. The
outlook is not easily told and it is no
easier to say that some coal sells at

—

Unusually Flat Bituminous Market

—

—

Low —.Competition Keen Grand
Jury Asked to Act Against Hard Coal

Prices

Men.
Bituminous

— The

soft

coal

market

has been smashing the low demand and

low price conditions for the period at
least since before the start of the worldwar. As to prices, while the best steam
coals have been making a valiant effort
to retain a basis of $2.60 and better,
there is an increasing tendency to drop
to $2.40@$2.50. Low grade steam coals
The gas coal range is
are $1.70@$2.
about the same, the best Pennsylvania
lump offering around $2.50@$2.60,
mine run demanding about $2.30, and

West Virginia lump running around
$2.30 and mine ran down to $1.70. The
demand is extremely light in the home
field.

Export business, however, continues
good, and the prospects look even better, at least for the immediate future.
The end of the English strike has left
that trade in such condition that shippers are figuring that American coals
will be needed in the United Kingdom
It is now
for many months to come.
figured that the official announcement
will show a total export loading at
Baltimore during June of about 240,000
cargo and 30,000 tons bunker. The
numbers of charters for loading here at
early date are large.
Anthracite Requested legal action
has come to further delay the operaState's
tions of the hard-coal trade.

—

Attorney Leach of Baltimore has requested the Grand Jury to take up the
question of an alleged illegal combination to fix pricts by members of the
Baltimore Coal Exchange. During the
the members of the Exchange,
under the direction of the Fuel Administration at Washington worked out an
average cost at wholesale on hard coal
delivered to dealers in this city, and
after adding freight rates were allowed
to add an additional $3 gross margin of

war

profit.

Since the war the dealers here have
been following individually this plan of
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operation and the exchange has been
issuing a schedule of such prices, which
is, of course, not binding upon its members as shown by the fact that some of
them have sold at other rates at times,
and without penalty from the Exchange. The states' attorney, however,
holds that any attempt at price fixing
is illegal.

The coal trade has not raised prices
How it will be
at retail since April.
possible to operate in the future on an
equitable basis should the Grand Jury
refuse to recognize the right of dealers, some of whom receive company
coal, some of whom receive independent coal and some of whom receive
combinations of both, to confer on
In
prices, will be a decided problem.
the meantime the Grand Jury agitation
is likely to further hold up deliveries to
cellars in this city and to cause additional congestion in the fall.

PHILADELPHIA

—
—
—
at Standstill — Further Price Recessions.
prices were
Anthracite— On July
Mine Prices Advanced
Tax Not Included Shipments Become
Steam Coals Inactive Bitiitni-

Ayithracite

Freer

—

Vol. 20, No. 1

up these sizes in storage, although it is
rumored at times that even they are
willing to consider lower prices on good

1,

.steam.

Retailers had felt that a considerable increase would become effective in
order to cover taxes imposed by the
It is just possible that the comstate.
panies are confident that the tax acts
will be declared unconstitutional and
are taking a chance accordingly. However, there is still a feeling that before
bills are rendered for July shipments,
the tax may be added as a separate
item.
Prior to the increase in mine prices
the retailers in most instances had
added 25c. to their quotations, except
This made the cost to the conpea.
sumer per gross ton delivered at the
curb, $14 for egg, $14.25 for stove and
However, there
nut, and $11 for pea.
is hardly a dealer who allows an order
to get away, should the consumer claim
to be able to get coal elsewhere for
from 25 to 50c. a ton less.
The only intimation of any independent price cutting has been confined to
pea coal and the lowest quotation heard
so far has been $5.50. The larger companies are now storing an increased
tonnage of this size.
Retailers are finding it increasingly
difficult to interest the consumer in buying and one important retailer has
given it as his opinion that only 40 per
cent of those who put by their coal in

Bituminou.s — \othing

new developed

week, and if anything, the ability
of the market to absorb coal has been
slightly more curtailed, due to the
holiday, as many plants took advantage
this

of the occasion to take vacations from
a couple of days to an entire week. As
indicative of present conditions it is
interesting to note that a salesman
whose territory covers plants with 150

furnaces has found during the
past two weeks only four furnaces in
operation.
There has been a tendency to a further
shading off in prices of the staple
blast

grades of coal in this district, the
changes being shown in the Weekly
Review. In addition Pool 71 has reached
the lowest level of the present movement, with an average of $2.60 and an

The various
occasional sale at $2.50.
gas coals sold here have also shaded
off, the range being as follows: Slack
$1.25@$1.60; mine run $1.60@$2.40,
and screened $2.50@$2.75.

former years have ordered to date. The
steam sizes are loggy, including buckwheat and even cut prices by the independents are losing their power to
move them. The companies are piling

NEW YORK

—

Demand
Domestic Price Advance
Dealers Have Difficulty to
Easier
Independents Make
Move Supplies
Bituminous Demand Slow
Coucessio7is
Quotatioirs Low.
and
—Movement Off
.Anthracite The usual monthly a<l
vance of 10c. per ton on the domestic
coals was put into effect on July 1 by
the majority of the large producers.
One company increased its mine prices

—

—
—

—

while one of the largest independproducing companies added 20c.
Nothing was said about the Pennsylvania State Tax which became effective
on July 1 and it was taken for granted
that the producers intend to absorb this

25c.,

ent

additional
present.

expense,

at

least

for

the

It is not expected that any definite
announcement will be made by the operators regarding the new tax until fall,
when it may be known what action the
courts will take as to the constitutionality of the law, which is likely to be

tested.

Demand
tions of
reported.

is

let

go for $2.65 alongside according to

report.

sized blocks.

notis

further advanced, although so far as
the independents are concerned it is not
as yet general. The highest individual
advance was 20c. on the family sizes.
With the exception of the one company,
which did not make a reduction on
April 1, the schedules of the big concerns went up 10c. on all sizes, except

Extremely low prices were heard for
some of this coal, one boat load being

at low ebb and cancella-

company coals are frequently
Buying has taken a tumble

reports are that many of the
operations are about to be
closed down for the time being.
Wholesale dealers are able to keep
stove and egg moving. However, it is
no easy task. The companies are send-

and

smaller

ing most of their output westward
while the independents are forcing
theirs on the market by making concessions.
The schedules of the independent companies are being maintained in hardly an instance.
Pea is a drug on the market. Here
there is almost no call for it and in
order to prevent it accumulating, heavy
concessions are necessary. The steam
The barley
coals continue to pile up.
lying in bottoms in this harbor a few
weeks ago has been nearly cleaned up.

dealers, as a rule

Retail

ad-

vanced their prices on July 1 by 10c.
to cover the increase of the operators.

Bituminous

— Buying

is

practically at

a standstill. Wholesale dealers are not
optimistic of the immediate future. In
some years Independence Day has been
termed the turning point but this is
Connot thought possible this year.
sumers are in most instances well
stocked up and with many factories and
other industries closing down for a
large part of the month it is more than
demand will take a further
likely
slump.
One ray of hope may be seen in the
suggestion of the I.C.C. that the railroads lay in a liberal supply of coal
against a possible shortage in the coming winter. The ending of the British
strike had no bad effect upon export
There were reports of indemand.
creased demand from abroad and it was
said that there had been some placements.
Steamers compelled to take on coal in
European ports are complaining of the
poor quality and in some instances are
anywhere from 24 to 48 hours late in

Whenever possible
this port.
steamers sailing from New York take
making
on

sufficient

coal

make the return

to

enable

them

to

trip.

There is comparatively little coal in
the local pools but a much heavier tonnage outside of the pools, some of
which is classed as distress coal. Low
quotations for stray cargoes were heard,
one boat loaded with Pool 10 being
quoted $5.60 alongside. Tidewater quotations f.o.b. piers ranged about as follows:
Pool, 1, $6.25@$6.50; Pool 9,
Pool 10, $5.40@$5.75; and
Quotations for
Pool 71, $6@$6.10.
Ligonier range $1.90@$2.15, f.o.b. mine
and for Shawmut and Punxsutawney,
$2.20@$2.40.

$5.85@$6;

HAMPTON ROADS

—

Record Dumpings for June
U. K.
Business Still Active Prices Soften.
Dumpings for June at the piers broke
all records for the year, and established
a figure which has not been approached
since the peak of overseas coal shipments in July, 1920. A total of approximately 2,300,000 gross tons passed

—

over the piers in June, as against 1,830,000 in May, the highest month of
the year up to that time.
Business fluctuated during the month,
but during the last week in June the
market took on strength, and while accumulations at Tide increased, the vessel tonnage waiting was also increased.
It is believed that

much

of the busi-

ness between this port and the United

Kingdom

will

continue.

Cargoes have

gone forward this week

in large numbers to the U. K., as well as to Arabia,
Algiers, and some to Petrograd, Russia.
Prices fell off somewhat. Pools 1 and

dropping to $6(S)$6.25, and other pools
approximately $1 less. The demand for
high-volatile has been great during the
2

.

I

1

—— —

July

7,
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week, while other pools have also been
active.

A
piers

X

compai-ison of the situation at the
is as follows:
Week ended Week ended
June 3U
June 23
A:

\\"

piers,

Lamberts Point

Cars on hand
Tons on hand

4.1S1

4.03.i

210,902

197,471'

146.294
Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting... 16.S50

175,68"
113, Smi

Virsinian Ry. piers, Sewalls Point
1,S1S
1,S96
Cars on hand
108.000
90,900
Tons on hand
144,196
S5.99S
Tons dumped
2S.4.i3
6.013
Tonnage waiting
C.

&

O. piers.

Newport News

Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped

Tonnage waiting.

.

.

.

2,300

2.042

114,660
168,837
87.250

102,100
230,41!)
224.05.".

Canada
TORONTO

—

ConTrade Quiet and Featureless
sumers Only Ordering for Present ReCoal Coming Forward
quirements

—

Freely.

Owing to hot weather and industrial
depression, present requirements are
small and orders for fall and winter
supply are coming in very slowly. Only
a small percentage of consumers have
so far laid in stocks or placed orders
and dealers anticipate a later rush of
business.
Coal is coming forward freely and
yards are well stocked. Prices are unchanged, but pn increase in hard coal
in the near future is expected.
Quotations are as follows:
Retail

Anthracite egg. stove,

nut

$15.50
and grate'
14.00
Pea
11.00(311.50
Bituminous steam
12.25
Domestic lump
Cannel
16.00
Wholesale f.o.b. cars at destination
3-in. lump
8.00@ 8.50

Slack

6.00(®

6.75

Northwest
MINNEAPOLIS

—

Heavy Lake Shipments Continue
Dock Business Stagnant Buyers Will
Not Take Hold Anthracite in Light

—

—

Receipt.

The Northwest is still without action
Although
regards the coal trade.
there has been a good bituminous tonnage moved to the docks, it has only
been because it pleased the producers
to ship it. The tonnage which moved
from the docks during May was but a
June
fraction of what it should be.
has sho\vn no material improvement.
There is very little hard coal moving
up.
All the docks handling hard coal
have some and are moving practically
none. The anthracite tonnage for May
off the docks would not average 4,000
tons each, or perhaps three or four
days' work.
The good total received thus far of
soft coal rather eases the situation
for the coming winter, although it is
far from sufficient.
The proposition
as

would be much simpler if there were a
better outgoing tonnage. But that the

arguments for early buying were made
ip good faith does not appeal to buyers
at

all.

while there is room for apprethat if buying is held back
until the end of the season, there will
be serious and even disastrous results,
yet it cannot be insisted upon as a cerConditions for the coming fall
tainty.
and winter may not require as much
coal as the prophets of evil are counting upon in their lugubrious predictions.
If the industrial situation remains as
dull as it has been there will be a much
It
reduced consumption of soft coal.
is all very well to anticipate a glowing
future business development, big requirements, heavy consumption of manufactured wares and all the rest of the
press-agent lines of circus announce-

And

hension

ment stuff.
In the Northwest it is
firmly hoped that there will be a bumper
crop of all grains, which will be marketed at prices sufficient to give farmers enough money to pay their bills
and have a surplus.
If this is done,
it will make a notable difference.
But
he would be a reckless prognosticator
who would assure this to be the case.
Yet the demands for heavy buying of
coal are practically based upon such
assurance, and they were made
before the crop was in and before there
was a chance in the world to assume
that there would be a good crop.

an

DULUTH

Youghiogheny, Hocking and Splint
selling at $6.2-5 with run
of pile at $5.75 and screenings $4. Even
at these prices there are no takers of

25c.

lump are now

importance.

MILWAUKEE

— Yards Are
— Anthracite Gets Usual
Increase — Other Prices Un-

Buying Continues Slow
Filling

Monthly

Up

changed.

Aside from the fact that anthracite
was not advanced on July 1, there is
little worthy of note in connection with
the coal business here. Receipts by Lake
continue heavy, but the outward move-

ment from the yards is very slow,
spite of every effort on the part
dock companies to stimulate buying
the present time.
Local consumers are not ordering

in

of
at

to
any extent, and the slim demand from
the interior reflects a similar condition.
Unless the situation changes soon, the
yards are bound to become gorged, to
the detriment of the winter sunnly.
Receipts of coal by Lake thus far
this season aggregate 1,475,924 tons, of
which 391,029 tons are anthracite, and

—

Market Stagnation Continues
Full
Adjustm,ents
Docks at Early Date

—

anthracite and increase them on bituminous. The late between Duluth and
St. Paul-Minneapolis on hard coal will
be reduced from $2.29 to $2.23 and on
soft coal the rate will increase from
$1.89 to $2.02.
Prices on bituminous are again on
the downward path and have dropped

—

Increase Freights to Some Points
Dock Prices Off.
Conditions developing throughout the
week point to the conclusion that banking and financial, rather than price con-

have been paramount in
causing the slowness in the coal marBoth the public and retailers feel
ket.
that this is not the time to have money
tied up in coal and consequently the
dock man has to carry the load of ever-

1,084,915 tons soft coal.
Last year's
record during the same period was 250,071 tons of anthracite, and 352,135 tons
of soft coal, or 602,206 tons in all.

Inland West

siderations,

ircreasing supplies.
Despite the laying up of many ships,
decrease in the influx of Lake
coal is noticeable. In the last week of
June fifty-four cargoes came in, of
which five were anthracite. The dock
situation grows more serious every
day, although early predictions of full
docks by the middle of this month will
However, at the
not be borne out.
present rate of receipts, several docks
will be full to capacity in two weeks
and the harbor will be tied up by the
first of August.
Just where the stagnant financial situation will bring the coal market is a
matter of much conjecture. Many cases
of selling activity have been sighted but
these have universally proven to be
mirages when the time came for them
little

to mature.
Banks will not back the efforts of
retailers to relieve the dock men of
some of their supply and the consumer
is sitting back and waiting for someone else to make the first move.
New freight rates went into effect
from Duluth to points in the Northwest

July

6,

which

reduce

the

rates

on

CHICAGO
Bargains in Eastern Coals Go Begging
Steam Market Seen Domestic Trading Hit by Persistejjt Belief
That Prices Will Drop.
The steam market is a little more
hopeful than it has been during the
last few weeks.
Beginning July 1, it
is reported that some of the railroads
which have been holding back purchasing coal or contracting for it, are going
to take coal a little more freely than

— Better

—

heretofore in the belief that the moving of crops will give them and their
motive power more to do. In addition,
some of these roads are going to stock
up considerable coal as they believe that
fuel is going to be far from plentiful
during the winter months.
The current market for fine coal is
weak although it is expected that there
will be some improvement during the
next ten days. Screenings are today a
drug on the market, but as the demand
for prepared coal is slumping very
seriously, the tonnage of screenings
offered from now on will be small compared to past records.
One or two of the packers have
placed contracts, but have not signed
up for anywhere near the amount nor-

by this method.
mally purchased
Screenings and steam coals today are

:

COAL AGE
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lower than they have been since the
first of the year, and the wise purchasing agent will do well to contract now
if he is planning on contracting at all.
The domestic market, so far as
Chicago is concerned, is practically
dead.

Unemployment

is

so

universal

and money so tight that there

is

very

stocking on the part of the small
householder.
smokeless
Lately Pocahontas and
coals, as well as some splint from West
Virginia and block from Kentucky,
have been sold in Chicago at bargain
counter prices, but the situation has
now reached such a point that it is almost impossible to sell coal at any
reasonable figure. The public is simply
rot interested.
little

CLEVELAND

—

Lake Movement Sloiving Down AnSmall Increase in
thracite Price Up
Domestic
look.

—
Inquiries— Better

R.R. Out-

—

Prospects of better
Bituminous
financial conditions for the railroads as
a result of improving traffic, the wage
cut, and the administration's plan to
fund the amounts due the Government
from the roads while paying cash to
them to meet the Government's current
obligations to the roads, are attracting
It is
attention in the coal trade here.
felt that the roads not only will be in
coal
their
with
proceed
a position to
purchases, but that the possibility of
steel and equipment buying by the
roads will stimulate the steel industry in this district.
This describes the single ray of sunshine seen by the coal trade. For the
moment the situation remains practically unchanged, save for smaller buying by retailers, whose yards are as
full as prudence will permit. Although
some plants are using less than a few
weeks ago, others are requiring more,
so that the volume of coal moving remains about the same as it has for the

past month. Prices of mine run, and
other grades of No. 8 coal have undergone no revision. Slack continues weak,
ranging $1.05@$1.25.
Pocahontas and Anthracite Inquiries
for domestic fuel have increased about
10 per cent in the last few weeks. This
is due to the intensive selling and advertising campaigns being conducted, to
the advance of the season, and to the
fear that prices may go higher. Sales
have not increased in the same proportion as inquiries. Dealers say that unemployment and the lack of purchasing
power is reacting forcefully upon the
retail coal trade and they fear some
stffering next winter unless conditions
change. Beginning with July 1 the
price of anthracite to the dealers advanced 20c. and this increase is expected to be reflected in the retail price
by the middle of the month. Pocahontas
prices are not expected to change soon.
Receipts of bituminous coal for the
week ended June 25 amounted to 933
cars; divided: 711 industrial and 222
retail; as compared with 1,138 cars the
preceding week, a decrease of 205 cars.

—
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Lake The next sixty days is expected to see a material tonnage shrinkage, due to the congestion of the ports
in the Northwest and failure of fuel
to move into consumptive channels. No
shortage of coal is foreseen for the
Northwest this season. In fact requirements are expected to be less than in
1920.
The movement of Northwest
coal into the interior is not expected
to begin on a large scale until the
grain movement starts to the Northwest ports around Sept. 1.

DETROIT
Steam and Domestic Bituminous Are in
Very Light Demand Buyers Manifest

—

Little

—

Interest

in

Offerings

—Prices

Lower Rate of Manufacturing.
There is seemingly no improvement
in market activity.
As some of the
manufacturing establishments are reported running on a lower production
basis, consumption of steam coal probably has been somewhat diminished at
these plants. Jobbers comment on the
fact that a very small number of buyers seem to have decided that with coal

Soft

selling at present prices
to place orders now.

it

advisable

is

The proportion of such buyers, however, is apparently very small, while a
larger number, owing to the uncertain
business conditions, are delaying buying until they feel they have obtained
a more definite knowledge of how their
affairs will shape themselves in the
later months of the year.

West Virginia lump

is quoted $3.25@
mine rune $2.25@$2.50, nut and
slack $1.90@$2.25.
Ohio lump is $3@
$3.25, mine run $2.15@$2.25, nut and
slack
$1.15@$1.25.
Smokeless lump
and egg is $5.25(S)$5.50. mine run $3.25
@$3.50 and nut and slack $2(S)$2.25.
There is a moderate supply of anthracite in retailers' yards and with demand
dull, distribution is far behind normal

$3.50,

at this time of the year.

CINCINNATI
Mine Closings Reported

—Duller

Mar-

kets as Tideivater Releases Additional
Tonnage Retail Prices Steady.

—

Additional

elements

of

depression

were injected into an already sick
market this week through the reflection
of the Tidewater situation, shut-downs
both in Kentucky and West Virginia,
and rejections of coal from many quarters.
Further cutting of prices has
failed to move any greater volume, but
has helped to aid the panicky condition
which the wholesalers are facing.
The first of the week southeastern
Kentucky 4-in. lump was quoted at
$3.25.
This was a cut of 25c.
Slack
evidently has hit bottom for no sales
below 75c. a ton were reported. Mine
run has been slipping again, the mines
quoting as low as $1.75@$1.80, while
a few odd lots in distress have been
sold around $1.50.
West Virginia bituminous mines
were asking $1 a ton for slack, $1.85
for mine run and $3.50 for lump.
Fewer cars are coming through this
gateway on consignment and this has

away with the heavy offerings of coal on demurrage.
While the larger smokeless companies profess to be sold up and give
$5.50 as their price for lump, $5.25 for
egg, and $4.75@$5 fur nut, $3.50 for
mine run and $3 for slack, there are
smaller concerns and "near-smokeless"
coals being offered at much lower figures. Some of the concerns have offered
mine run as low as $2.70 and slack at
$1.75, while some of the New River
operations have even cut on the price
of the prepared.
The first of the new month did not
see any material reductions in retail
almost done

Quotations on domestic were
lump,
Smokeless mine run, $7.50;
$10.25; bituminous lump, $7.25; steam
bituminous mine run, $6; slack, $5.50;
smokeless mine run, $7.25, and little
or no smokeless slack offered.
prices.

COLUMBUS
Little

Change

in

the

Market

— Steam

Grades Dull and Little Demand for
Domestic Prices Are Weaker.

—

With marked dullness in the coal
trade, every one is playing a waiting
game.

Lake trade

is still

the backbone

of the market. This is causing a number of mines to produce where otherwise they would be idle. Only a few

contracts have been made as
the greater part of the tonnage is going
to the larger concerns with their own
dock connections.
During the week ended June 25 the
Hocking Valley docks at Toledo loaded
189,077 tons as compared with 189,299
the previous week, making a total of
During
1,552,639 tons for the season.
the same week the T. & O. C. docks
loaded 55,811 tons as compared with
46,990 the previous week, making a
total of 387,874 tons.
Domestic trade is slow in every localThere is a widespread feeling
ity.
around that freight rates will be decreased and householders are therefore
slow in putting in their supply for the
winter. While it is thought this belief
is an error still the efl'ect is the same
and dealers are not moving much tonRetail stocks are fairly large.
nage.
Prices are steady at former levels.
Hocking lump sells at $6.50 delivered
while re-screened varieties are about
25c. higher.
West Virginia splints are
An$7.75 and Pocahontas lump $10.
thracite is coming in fairly well and

new Lake

around $15.
Little strength has developed in the
steam trade. Large users are still using their reserves or are buying sparsells

ingly.
Public utilities are about the
best customers at this time. The consumption of railroads is rather small.

ST.

LOUIS

—

Activity in Anything
Steam.
Prospects Poor Domestic Users Not
Storing.
Little

—

The market continues quiet and uncertain.
Steam and domestic are slow,
both locally and in the country. As a
matter of fact, steam is even harder
to move now than it has been and the
domestic is at a standstill.
There is

July
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nothing to indicate steam will show any
improvement, although there may be
some movement early this month on
domestic sizes. This refers practically
to Standard.
A little Mt. Olive domestic is moving
through to the West and Northwest,
but nothing in steam. Domestic buying in St. Louis has stopped on everything and the dealers' yards are pretty
well congested.
Country business picked up a little
a week or two ago, but it has fallen off.
There is a feeling that after the Fourth
the domestic buying will show improvement. Prices remain unchanged.

37

a prospect
lower due to the big
A 30c. cut per
breaks in crude oil.
barrel on June 28 brought prices in
Kentucky down to $1 a barrel for the
best grade, whereas the best grade sold
up to $4.50 plus premium offered by independents last fall.

ment appears
of its going

lighter, with

still

BIRMINGHAM
Market Very Quiet

—

— Quotations

Un-

Domestic Contract Deliveries
Being Restricted.
The local market continues vei-y dull
with scarcely any commercial demand.
The trade is following the same tactics
which have been in vogue for several
months past buying only for immediate needs. Consumers are refraining
from contract offerings for the reason

stable

—

Southwest

that they cannot figure their needs far

in the future and are also apparently
anticipating further price reductions.
Mine run quotations are shaded in
many instances: Cahaba and Black
Creek,
$3@$3.75; Pratt, $2.85@$3;
Carbon Hill, $2.75@$3; Corona, $2.50

@$3.
Domestic dealers report the retail
market very weak. Householders are
not placing orders for winter coal to
any extent and the yards ai-e heavily
Dealers are cutting down on
stocked.
mine deliveries on this account.
Mining operations have been somewhat further curtailed during the past
week by some of the furnace companies,
the iron market showing no signs
warranting the blowing in of stacks
which have been idle for several
months, the stock-piles of coal and coke
having reached large proportions.

KANSAS CITY
Howat's Trial the Occasion for MiniConditions
Trade
Idleness General
Bad Prices Unchanged.
Mines were idle all week, miners taking what they term a vacation to attend Howat's trial for violation of the
Industrial Court Act. Of 12,000 miners.

—

—

only about 400 attended the trial, notwithstanding that brass bands were out
were
force and barbecues
full
in
promised.
down
no
On account of mines being
shipments of domestic coal have been
made but enough steam coal was accumulated at the mines to supply everyGeneral conone with requirements.
ditions continue bad and this is one
year that it seems impossible to forecast the situation with any degree of
accuracy.
Arkansas lump is $6.50@$7, depending on the grade, mine run $4.50, slack
$2@$2.25; north Missouri lump is $4.50,

washed nut $4.50@$5, washed slack
$3.85, mine run $3.85 and raw slack $3

News

From

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian

moving at a pretty good clip and is the
bulwark which prevents a further
closing down of the mines. Dumpings

ANTHRACITE

have been heavier than receipts at
lower ports, and the railroads have
about 17,000 cars at the docks, and

—

Independents
Steam Sizes Weaken
Operate at Loiver Premiums.
All mines are operating. Steam sizes
are slow in moving, however, and prices
for the independent grades are weaker.
The strike at the mines of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. has been settled and
the men have returned to work.
Chestnut is moving slowly and the
companies are making their customers
take a certain proportion of this grade
with stove and egg shipments.

@$3.15.

EASTERN OHIO

—

South

General
Cuts on

LOUISVILLE
Demand Very Quiet

Screenings
ment Is Slowing.

General

demand

quiet

—Heavy
Movefor

all

grades, and prices are weak. The lightest market on screenings of many
months is recorded this week, with some
of the Hazard operators offering this
size at 80c. in quantities of from one
to fifty cars, their Lake orders resulting in overproduction which cannot
be disposed of except at low prices.

Domestic movement is quiet, some retailers reporting orders for about onethird of

normal stocking.

—

Shortage of

cash and hard times is held responsible
rather than a belief that prices will
be lower.
It is reported that some of the steel
companies and big private producing
companies are now offering large tonnages on the open markets from their
own mines, having stocked their own
light requirements.
Industrial move-

production increased to
400.000 tons in the week ended June 25.
The output was about 63 per cent of
total rated capacity and the daily average loading was a little under 67,000
tons, as compared with 63,485 tons the
Production for the
preceding week.
year to date has been 8,092,000 tons, or
53 per cent of the rated mine capacity
of the field for the period. Association
mines worked 57 per cent of possible
worktime, as compared with 55 per cent
the previous week.
Railroad fuel production has been
slightly increased, and at least 30 per
cent of the total output is going to this
Operators are optimistic by
trade.
reason of the recent urgent suggestion
to the carriers from the Interstate Commerce Commission, that a liberal fuel
reserve be laid by in view of low production and in anticipation of possible
conditions which may exist this late

summer and

fall.

The volume of Lake coal, while showing some signs of slowing down, is still

in transit.

Upper Lake

docks are fast becoming filled up and
movement from the latter continues
very slow. Some operators feel that an
improvement is due at the other end
very soon and this will assist somewhat
in maintaining a good volume of lake
shipping.

Industry continues laggard and consequently there is little, if any, change
in the general coal trade, both industrial and domestic demand remaining
at a minimum and contract and spot
inquiries as quiet as ever. The recently
reported surplus of slack has disappeared and as a result there has been

some

stiffening in the price.

Aggregate

—Domestic
is

—

Fuel
R.R.
Increases
Production
Heavier Lake Congestion Continues
Surplus Slack Disappearing.

some 4,000 cars

PITTSBURGH
Rumors

of Further Price Declines

Not

Credited—Consumption Prospects Uncertain

—No

Disposition to Stock.

While there are rumors that $1.50
has been done in Pittsburgh steam
mine run, these rumors are entirely
discredited, unless they refer to forced
sales. In the regular market $1.75 con-

be regarded as a very low
is strenuously argued that
at regular wage rates $1.75 means a
loss to the operator, even without
Steam slack recounting overhead.
mains $1.40@$1.50.
slightly,
have
decreased
Operations
chiefly on account of lower line demand. Shipments in the Lake trade
have experienced no further recession,
as there was a sufficient decrease recently to cut off the accumulating of
coal that was so conspicuous for awhile.
The steel industry is down to an operating rate of about 20 per cent. The
call for gas coal, outside the steel intinues
price.

to

It

COAL AGE
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proportions.
dustry, continues of fair
disposition
In no quarter is there any
restock against next winter's
to
quirements. Industries are in such conto
as
opinion
no
have
dition that they
whether they will need coal next winthat in
ter and the utilities do not see
to
such circumstances there is likely
inwould
that
congestion
railroad
be
terrupt their supplies.

be called early in July to lay the plans
before the association. Leading operators declare to have finished with the
officials of the United Mine Workers,
but just what action will be taken will
be decided when the association meets

CONNELLSVILLE
Prices Steadier Despite Continued Lack
Continues to
of Demand— Production
Decline— Outlook Poor.
While the coke market has not been
prices
aided by any increase in demand,
furfor spot or piompt shipment of
tendency
yielding
less
show
nace coke
than a week ago. This is probably due
or three
to the abandonment by two
operators of the hope that by cutting

For
they could force sales.
has
three or four months the market
operators,
few
been made by a very
enaloof
holding
majority
the great
attitude on
tirely, so that a change of
operathree
the part of only two or
tors may make a decided difference

prices

m

however,
the price situation. There is,
enough loaded coke awaiting a mardefinite advance.

ket to prevent any
The outlook of blast furnaces that
normally consume coke have not improved and if prospects are to be judged
the rate at which pig iron is ab-

by
sorbed from furnace stocks they have
grown even worse.
In foundry coke, one of the favorite
brands in the market has been reduced

from $4.50 to $4.25 net to dealers.
Some standard grade is obtainable at
would
$4.25, but prices below that
Dehardly cover standard selection.
extremely light.
The Courier reports production in
the week ended June 25 at 11,800 tons
by the furnace ovens and 16,380 tons

mand

is

by the merchant ovens, making a

Vol. 20, No.

total

tons.
of 28,180 tons, a decrease of 1,640

1

Middle V^estern
MIDWEST REVIEW

Altoona.
the meantime, operations are
In
greatly curtailed, as the market will
not absorb coal at prices which many
costs
present
that
feel
producers

Improved R.R. Situation Encourages
Domestic Demand Due
Coal Trade
Steam Coals Hard Hit Until
Soon
Industry Resumes.
The general tone of the market is

dictate.

better,

in

UNIONTOWN
Ex-port

of

Outlet

British

— Steam

Strike

—

Closes

and Domestic

Orders Lag.
Further reduction of output to meet

demand marked

the last
week of June in the Connellsville coke
The Rainey interest, practicregion.
independent operator
the only
ally
having any substantial number of ovens
in blast, curtailed their output sharply.
Settlement of the British strike has
ended a budding demand for export
During the past few weeks
tonnage.
there have been inquiries out for hard
structure gas coal classified as Pool 64
and sales have been closed for export at

a

slackening

$1.70.

domestic situation, either for
coke, has shown no change.
Under normal conditions it is about this
time of the year that negotiations are
commenced for fall deliveries but to
date there is not the slightest indica-

The

coal

or

tion of

any

fall

demand.

Although some coal orders have been
secured at $1.70, the highest price asked
being
is $2, very few sales, however,
Furnace coke
closed at that figure.
has a nominal quotation of $4.50 with
some operators asking $5.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Virtually
tion

No New
Soft.

Fairmont

UPPER POTOMAC

—

Business ProducOutlet Clos-

—Lake

Rate Is Louver

ing — Prices

although demand has not im-

The

proved.

Further Reduction of Coke Output
Settlettient

—

—

feeling

of

confidence

which now appears is caused by recent
developments in the railroad situation.
From present indications, there is going
to be practically no trouble in the way
of strikes, lockouts or resignations
caused by the new railroad wage scale.

Another factor is the proposition of
the Government to pay the railroads
$200,000,000— which is now held in the

—

settlement of various
in
claims, etc., which grew out of Government control. With labor reduced to

treasury

some extent and with some ready money
railroads should be in
make more purchases and
needed improvements.
badly
undertake

on

the

hand,

position to

A careful investigation reveals the
fact that the railroads are so certain
there will be no strike trouble that
they have

made no preparation toward

This confidence
probably justified in view of the
place earlier
took
which
developments
strike on
in the year when there was a
Birmingham
the rails of the Atlanta,

protecting themselves.
is

&

During this strike labor
Atlantic.
auso plentiful that the railroad

was

thorities

had no

difficulty

whatsoever

replacing their striking employees.
has
Since that time unemployment
grown by leaps and bounds, and it is
extremely
believed it would not be an
to operate
difficult matter to get men
insist
the railroads should the unions
in

on their men striking.
Dealers in Michigan, Indiana, and
healthier
Illinois appear to be in a
further
of mind than dealers

frame

two
Aside from a spurt in production in west in Minnesota, Iowa and the
to be
northern West Virginia, during the lat- Dakotas. The situation appears
Buyers' Prices.
Dakota
at Miniynum
ter part of the week ended June 25, particularly acute in South
Orders were more scarce and dull- general dullness prevailed with fully After a good start, the crops in South
durwholeever
than
and
pronounced
day.
reverses,
to
ness more
200 mines in idleness from day
Dakota met with
Only a There was virtually no spot business
Chicago report
ing the week ended June 25.
salers and operators in
Potoon
handful of mines in the Upper
and in that respect the situation was numerous cancellations, based solely
mac and a few producers in the really worse than during the preceding the ground of crop failure.
very
Georges Creek region were in opera- weeks. Export shipments from some
Nevertheless, the situation is
Demand was so dull that buyers of the larger plants, however, tended much better on domestic coals than it
tion.
Big
price;
tonnage
own
This usual
could almost set their
to hold up the production figures.
is on steam coals.
Vein Coal sold $3@$3.50, Pools 9 and
Lake movement declined toward the has not moved as yet and every week
10 around $2.75 and $2.50 respectively. end of the week.
Prices were low, which goes bv brings us nearer to the
start
slack ranging $1@$1.50, mine run $1.75 date when this coal will have to
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
and prepared sizes $2.75@$3. on its way to the consumer. The steam
@$2
Producers Await
Operators Curtail
Much of the output of some of the fields market, however, has no such prospects.
Possible Conference tcith U. M- W.
was being consigned to foreign rail- Factories are very uncertain as to thenunremains
future, and,
The mining situation
roads.
activities both present and
buying in very
are
changed although operators have not
consequently,
Panhandle
Northern
given up hope that there will be a break
quantities.
There was no improvement in con- meager
building
in the lines of the United Mine WorkThose engaged in producing
ditions as June came to a close. Northin better shape
ers in the near future, allowing negoto material are, perhaps,
continued
markets
Western
and
em
tiations which will permit operators in
any of the other industries but,
take a small amount of coal but Lake than
must be noted that
the organized districts to compete with
Spot sales were at the same time, it
dwindled.
shipments
other fields.
of brick and tile plants which
number
a
being
were
contracts
new
no
The executive committee of the Cen- few and
would have been in operaSlack was in least demand of ordinarily
still closed.
Association is working on made.
Dullness

More Pronounced

—

—Production

—

Coal
plans for the future and a meeting will

tral

all

the sizes.

tion since early spring, are

COAL AGE
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July

Public utilities are well supplied with
coal, as they have been picking bargains during the past six months.
Railroads are taking their minimum,
or less, on contract, and packing plants
are only buying in small quantities
and on a day-to-day basis.

INDIANA
.4//

Demands

Contiiuie Loiv

—Railrocida

Preparing for Heavier Transportation
—Coke Stocks Pile Up.
There has been virtually no change
Demand for
in the bituminous market.
steam coal shows no particular improvement and domestic grades are
The domestic conhaving no call.
sumer, just like the industrial buyer,
seems determined to wait and take a
chance for lower prices.
That the railroads figure there is a
possibility of a resumption in the coal
business may be deduced from the fact
that repair yards in the big trunk linos
are fairly busy getting bad-order cars
in shape for transportation.
Production remains at about the
same low figure that has been experienced since the first of the year. Gas
companies report that their stocks of
coke are continuing to pile up and it
is likely that never before in the history of the state were there such large
stocks of coke without a market. Officials say that offers of considerable
reductions bring no demand.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

—
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At several points screenings are being
ground and hundreds of
cars are tied up at various places to
the extent that some mines are unput

on the

able to work on account of the congestion of loads. Railroad tonnage has
been light and in a general way the
situation is a little bit worse than at
any time this year.
Independent operators are selling
domestic sizes $3@$3.'25, and screenings down to $1.25, with mine run at
$2.75.
Most of the association operators are holding to their domestic
prices, but have cut to steam users on
all

sizes.

In the Duquoin field the tonnage is
light and conditions may be rated as
worse than at any time this season.
The prices run about the same as the
independents in Carterville field. Steam
sizes are heavy.

The Mt. Olive

situation is about the
.same as it has been for several weeks,
one to two days a week, most of the
coal moving North and West and the
steam sizes on contracts. The St. Louis
price is unchanged at $3.25 and country price is $3.50 on domestic.
Railroad tonnage is fairly good.

The Standard field shows up somewhat worse than for several weeks past
both as to tonnage and prices. Steam
and domestic are equally hard to move.
Railroad tonnage continues light.

Middle Appalachian

Production Not Heavy
Prices Are
Maintained Trade Optiinistic Concern-

—

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

ing Fall Business.

Summer

Apathetic — Production
—Lake Movement Declines.Unim-

dullness has been more pronounced this year than for some years
past, due in part to the fact that western Kentucky has always made a drive
for prepared sizes, and the domestic
consumers this year are failing to
stock up.
However, the operators have not
made the mistake of trying to overproduce on a weak market, so have not
been giving their coal away. With the

Market

poor domestic demand there has been
no heavy tonnage of screenings that
had to be sold at a big loss, and which
would carry down the price of mine

proved.

run.

Some operators are planning to advance prices to $3.25 on lump coal,
which have been selling at around $.3.
Spot prices are shown in the Review.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—

No

July Increase on Domestic Market
Conditions Even Worse —-Heavy Overproduction of Screenings.

are that there will be
in the price of southern
for July.
few operators
announce an increase to $4.25 on domestic sizes and others have kept their
price at $4.05.
Steam sizes are next to impossible
to move.
Instead of a better showing
in the demand, it seems to be falling
off and there is nothing to indicate that
steam will show any improvement for
Indications

no increase
Illinois coal

some time

to come.

A

proved

Kanawha
Although there was an increase in
production during the week ended June
25, market apathy was just as pronounced as it has been recently. Production of prepared sizes was being held
back because of the inability to move
resultant coals, and prices were unim-

of the larger mines were working on a
part-time basis, producing a small tonnage of contract coal, but the spot market was lifeless. Not over 50 per cent
of capacity was produced during the

week.

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Production Declines as Der>iand Eases
New Business Is Scarce and Pi-ices

—

Soften.

New

River and the Gulf
River production diminishing
during the week ended June 25 as a
result of the dwindling demand not
averaging more than 25,000 tons daily.
The best markets were in the East and
at Tidewater. Lake movement was curtailed because of the accumulation of
cars at the lower ports.
During the

New

half of June dullness was moi-e
pronounced than at any time since the
last

of the year.
In the Winding Gulf field similar conditions prevailed.
There was little or
no spot demand and production dropped
to less than 50 per cent of potential
capacity.
first

Pocahontas and Tug River
Although Pocahontas production was
holding its own at about 300,000 tons
or more, yet the demand was slipping.
Much of the output went to Tidewater
terminals with a heavy tonnage being
exported on a contract basis.
There
was little or no spot buying and but
few new contracts were made. Prepared sizes held firm but mine run
prices were softer and slack was in
good demand.
Production in the Tug River field
was being well maintained with the
movement about evenly divided between Tidewater and the Lake. The
general demand, however, was not as
strong as during the earlier part of the
month.
A fairly large tonnage was
being exported. But few new contracts
were made during the latter part of
the month.
Slack was weak in price,
in

some instances

Logan and Thacker
Logan production was maintained
during the week with a daily output of
about 45,000 tons. "No market" losses
were as heavy as ever but large companies continued to store much of the
coal produced. Steam demand was particularly lifeless.

Thacker producers were busily engaged in getting ready for the senatorial investigation and there was a
lull in the trouble, which for the last
year has upset the entire region. A
considerable tonnage went to Western
markets, much of

it

on contract.

Northeastern Kentucky
Congestion at Lake piers has

down

to $2.

West
UTAH
No Improvement
tion

in

Slwmps — Heavy

Buying

—Produc-

Demand

Antici-

pated.

The

coal situation does not improve;
buyers seem as determined as ever not
to buy for storage at present prices.
Production for May was the lightest
for many m.onths.
The output was
259,433 tons, compared with 400,938
for May last year, a reduction of 141,-

505 tons.
closed

the best outlook for the mines in this
section and production as a result, has

slumped.
The output was not in excess of 30 per cent, two days being the
limit at many mines.

Virginia
Conditions remained unchanged.

selling

Some

Many operators are confident that
consumers will see the necessity of
storing coal by the middle of July, but
others think there will be no real
activity before August, if not later.
The D. & R. G. officials have orders to
rush repairs on all coal cars in order
that they be in readiness for the heavy
work that is expected.

]s1Ine:

Company News
ALABAMA
Co. has been incorporated in BirminRliam with a capital
stock of $5,000. J. W. Smith is president.
L B. Gambill. secretary and treasurer.

The Smlth-Gamblll Conl

ILLINOIS
The mine of the Kanawha Fu»l

Co.. at
Quoin, is now operating after being
idle for several weel<s during the oft period
of the year in the coal marltet.
The large plant of the Illinois Ice * Foe!
at Peoria, was recently completely
Co.
destroyed bv firo at a loss of $50,000. The
plant was only partly covered by insurance.

Zeigler. secretary-treasurer, to do a general
Mr. Snyder was formerly
coal business.
the manager of the Premier Coal Corporation.

E. 1.. Moon, publisher of a periodical
of Columbus. Ohio, has been elected president of the SuluniancB Coal Co.. which was
recently incorporated under the laws of New
Yorlt with headciuarters at Salamanca. The
capitalization is $100,000.

Du

The Plttsburc Mining
filed notice

has
under state laws.

Co.. Belleville,

of dissolution

INDIANA
E>fidence of a

production circles

renewed activity
is

seen

in

here in an

coal
an--

nouncement that the Knox Mine, one of the

largest

the western

in

Indiana

field,

will

resume work after a three months' shutdown. During the period of idleness, some
new machinery has been installed and the
mine will start with 2.tO men employed.
The American Coal and MlninB Co. is smkIng a new shaft two miles south of Bicknell and in the near future will open Mine
No. 3 at this point.
Senators Watson and New, of Indiana,
have received many protests against the
Frelinghuvsen bill. Objection is made that
the proposed law would tend to promote

empowering the government to
The
control and regulate private business.
legislation

Indiana Retail Coal Merchants' Association,
which has headquarters at Indianapolis,
sent a vigorous protest, as did the Commercial Credit Audit and Correct Weights
Bureau, of Indianapolis. Other remonstrators Included A. M. Ogle, of Indianapolis,
and W. J. Freeman, of Terre Haute.

KENTUCKY
The Peacock Coal Mining Co., Louisville,
$35,000. has been chartered by C.
H. Bostwick, John L. Gruber, R. F. Laffey
and others. The debt limit is the same
capital

amount as

the capital.

Coal in the Harlan field will be mined on
a large scale by the Slater Fork Coal Co.
chartered by John E. Brown and associwith $500,000 capital.
The Cab Mountain Coal Co., an Ohio
corporation with headquarters at Pikeville,
was given permission to operate in the
ates,

state.

MICHIGAN
Awards

Detroit's

b.v

purchasing depart-

ment covering about 50.000 tons of bituminous coal for use of the water-works and
public lighting plant during the coming
fiscal year, were cancelled by the city's
common council, following receipt of complaints from James P. Cummiskey. head of
the Ohio & Michigan Coal Co., who alleged
that unfair treatment had been accorded
unsuccessful bidders by the purchasing de-

The council's procedure Is in
partment.
line with a recommendation from the purchasing department which suggested that
the city might benefit from declining prices

while readvertising for bids.
The first
award was to the P. Koenig Coal Co., Detroit.
The Ohio & Michigan Coal Co. received the contract a year ago

NEW YORK
Cass J, Tiean Coal Co., of Brooklyn has
been incorporated, with a capital of $20,000.
The incorporators are given as C. J. and
K. J. Vieau and H. Johnson.
The A. E. Birdsall Coal & Coke Co. has
been organized in Buffalo, with Mr. Birdsail president
Frank X. Schwab, first vicepresident H. L. Snyder, second vice-president and general manager, and Joseph G.
;

;

40

OHIO
It is rumored that the Municipal Light
Plant, Citv of Cleveland, has just contracted for some 80.000 tons of Middle District Ohio coal covering their requirements
Grades were
for the next ten months.
mine run and nut and slack and prices
were said to average around $3.10.
The mining village of Lathrop in Berne
town.ship. Athens County, was almost completely wiped out recenty by a cloudburst.
The village is on the property of the Black
Diamond Co.. of Columbus of which J. H.

Karnshaw
ton.

is

general

Henry CharleThe village of

president and

manager.

a short distance

.Sharpsluirg.

away

in

the

same valley was also badly damaged.
The Middle States Coal Co., has been

chartered with a capital of $50,000 to mine
Incorporators are R. B.
coal.
sell
Hurst. A. R. Jones. R. McMurray, E. Hauck
and H. H. Orr. The incorporators are officials and employes of the Central Wesl
Coal & I^umber Co. and the operation will

and

be in Ohio.

The Kaven Coal Co., has been chartered
with a capital of $500,000 to operate in the
Among the incorporeastern Ohio field.
ators are M P. Bell and William Schafer.
The Silver Fox Coal Co.. h:is been chartered with a capital of $25,000 to mine coal
Among the incorporin the Hocking field.
ators are J. M. Bennett and W. H. Bennett.
Coal Production in Southern Ohio of 383
mines reporting for the first five months of
the year ending May 28 was 2.917.038 tons,
as compared with a full time capacity of
The shortage of 9.768.170
12.675.038 tons.
tons was due largely to no market which
contributed 8.549.117 tons to the shortage
Lack of cars and railroad disability caused
a loss of 261.493 tons; labor shortage. 340,945 tons; strikes. 73.259 tons; mine disabilities,
240.771 tons, and other causes
291,878 tons.

The .Allied Power Industries is the name
of a new concern, organized in the form
of a trust to provide power in all forms.
Headquarters are in Columbus with L. W.
Winchester at the head, Braman H. Loveless, secretary and treasurer and Robert S.
Fletcher, general manager and chairman of
the board of directors. The plan is to erect
a huge power house at the mouth of the
mines of the Gnaden-Goshen Coal Co., near
The
Uhrischsville in Tuscarawas County.
mines have Ijeen developed for the past
few years with this idea in view and the
proposition is to transport the electrical
current to cities, towns and commercial
users within a radius of 250 miles.
The
concern is a $10,000,000 trust estate and
was recently formed by a merger of the
Gnaden-Goshen Coal Co.; the Atomized Fuel
Industries and the Ohio Gas & Power Co.
The authorized capital of the Berth &
Rennie Coal Co., has been increased from
$50.1)00 to $75,000 by papers filed with the
secretary of state.

PENNSYLVANIA
A sinking fund of $1,500,000 a year will
he established bv the Glen Alden Coal Co.
for the purpo.se of retiring the $60,000,000
4 per cent bonds to be i.ssued by the company in payment to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R,R. in return for its
The sinking fund will be
coal properties.
established five years after the change in
title.

The Ea«t Cameron Coal Co.. of Shamokin,
has been chartered with a capital stock of
$25,000.
Louis Jacobson. 299 Broadway,
Xew York City, is treasurer, and the in-

corporators are Honur B. Helm. J. F. Vandevender and Charles Moran. all of Shamokin.
The purposes of the company have
not been defined, but it is apparently a
washery project. Cameron township, from
which it appa.-ently takes its name, liis
south of Shamokin. and for the most l^art
outside the coal measures, but it is
Is
traversed by Mahanoy Creek, along which
a number of dredging plants have been
installed.

Fire recently completely destroyed the
big plant of the Cherry Tree Machine Co.,
manufacturer of mining equipment at

The

Stlfflertown.

$50,000

and

loss
$60,000.

is

estimated between

The

entire

loss

is

covered l>y insurance. .\ temporary building
has been constructed to carry on the work
and the company is again building mine
cars and parts, being in position to continue
shipments, etc.

UTAH
C.
N. Strevel. former president and
general manager of the Independent Coal
and Coke Co.. Salt Lake City, has been
granted a lease on forty acres of coal
land up Gordon Creek.
Figures compiled from reports made to
the state officials show that coal .shipments
in Utah during the first five months of this
year decreased 36 per cent, as compared
with the figures for a like period In 19J0.
The total number of cars which were loaded
from the Carbon County coal fields during
the first five months of .1920. as compared
with the first five months of 1921. shows
the following: first five months of 1920,
42.377; same period in 1921, 26.744; decrease in present year, 15,633.
The I'tah Fuel * Iron Co. has an engineer laying out plans for the opening of a

mine in Horse Canyon near SunnyCarbon County.

coal
side.

VIRGINIA
The Kaven Red .\sh Coal Co., of Richlands. h.Ts awarded a contract to the Scnttdale Foundry & .Machine Co., Scottdale, Pa.,
for the enction nf a new tipple at its prop,
erties, with daily capacity of about 1.000
The company is also planning for
tons.
the installation of considerable machinery
at its plant, including the construction of
a new aerial railway line.
The Norfolk office of Coale tt Co. has

W, H. Marr. the former
general manager, has gone into business
there for himself, as coal broker.
The Eminence Coal Mining Co. has closed
its Norfolk office. R. M. Foster, the representative there, having gone to Percy Heilner & Sons.
been closed and

WEST VIRGINIA
There is being rapidly developed in
Greenbrier County a new smokeless field.
Tributary to this section is 175.000 acres
of coal belonging to the Gauley Land Co..
this land being under the control and management of J. G. Bradley, who was recently
of the National Coal
elected president
Railroad connections at the
Association.
present time are made via the C. & O, at
thence by the Sewell
and
Meadow Creek
.\t this point the
Valley R R. to Rainelle.
Greenbrier & p^astern has built a t€n-mile
extension into the heart of this field, and
there are five companies rapidly developing
and getting ready to sliip coal, as follows:
Greenbrier Smokeless Coal Co., of Bellwood,
of which H. H. Blackburn is general manager Meadow Creek Smokeless Coal Co..
of Willcrichton. of which W, G. Crichton is
general manager Imperial Smokeless Coal
Co.. of which J. Wade Bell is general manFrancis Coal Co. and Marguerite
ager
Coal Co., identified with the W. E. Deegans
interests of Huntington, of which S. E.
SchoU is general manager; Nelson Fuel Co.
of McClungs, of which H. S. Nelson is genProduction will be limited
eral manager.
until such time as the Greenbrier & Eastern
completes its line to Alderson. a distance of
about 25 miles.
;

;

:
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7,

in a coal deal
about 43.') acres
Cass districts of

The sum of $50,000 HgTired

involving- the purchase of
of coal land in Clay and

Monongalia County, by Henry A. Phillips
Negotiations had been in
of Pittsburgh.
progress for some time. In some quarters
tracts were purit is stated that the coal
chased for the Mellon and other interests
in

Pittsburgh.

Kbensburg and Nanty-Glo. Pa., men who
purchased the holdings of the Foy Splint
Coal Co. at Dorfee. '^^ Va.. have named
the new concern the Kanawha Wliite Ash
The mine has been placed in
Collier.T Co.
operation and is capable of putting out 600
tons of coal a day. The officers of the new
company are: President. E. M. Burns.
Ebensburg
Xantv-Glo

James

vice-president.

;

Dunn.

secretary. T. P. Burns, Nantytreasurer. William B. Smith. EbensGlo
burg superintendent. Matthew Facemyer,
The property includes twentyJvanty-Glo.
five dwelling houses, a good club house and
twenty-five houses under construction.
The fltvis Coal & Coke Co.. is arranging
:

;

:

for the construction of a new steel tipple at
A number
its coal properties at Thomas.
of plant improvements will be made and
fund of close
new equipment installed.
to $175,000 is being arranged to carry out
A. W. Galloway is president.
the work.

A

About 500 acres in the No. 3 Pocahontas
seam will be developed by the MicajahPocahontas Coal Co.. headed by L. R. Taysuperintendent of the Virginian
lor,
Associated with him. in part, in the

which

Ry.

new

has

a capitalization of
$300,000, are H. E. DeJarnette. of Prince-

company,
ton

;

Bray

W. W.
of

Boxley. L.

Roanoke. Va.

company

J. Boxley and J.
The general office

B.

of

Princeton, the
property being west of Clark's Gap on the
Virginian Ry.
pushed
on
the plant of
\Vork is being
the Woods Coal Co., between Rivesville and
Grant Town on the Paw Paw branch of the
33
& O.. construction work having been
At the present time
initiated last su.Timer.
the company is engaged in completing the
construction of an incline and tipple. Preparation is also being made for the instalthe

latioii

will

be

at

The incline under
of a side track.
is to be over 600 ft. in length.
is to be well equipped.

construction
Tlif

new mine
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Clarksburg ^apitalists have organized the
Jones-Koblegard Coal Co., with a capital
stock of $100,000 for the purpose of operActive in efating in Harrison County.
fecting a preliminary organization of the
Robert M. Jones. John
company were
Howard
Koblegard,
Koblegard, Jr.. E. H.
L. Robinson and E. A. Davis, of Clarks:

burg.

have recently surSeveral concerns
rendered their charters. They are: Standwhich W. S.
of
ard Gas
Coal
Co.,
the
"Wood, of Charleston, is president
Laurel Creek Coal Co., of which W. H.
the
president
Brvdon. of Grafton, is
Ritclile-Pocahontas Coal land Co., of which
George E Price, of Charleston, is president the St. Paul Coal Co.. of which Karl

News

The I. C. C. has ordered an investigation
of the failure of the Ohio railroad commission to put into effect on state business the
increased interstate rates on bituminous
coal in that state, and will conduct a hearing in the case at an early date.
An I. C. C. examiner recommends that
reparation be awarded the Excelsior KnittlnK Mills upon shipments of bituminous
coal from Appalachia and Dante districts
in Virginia to Union. S. C. on which charges
were paid prior to Dec. 31. 1915. at rates
found unreasonable in a previous report.
It is recommended that the Ganlt Manufacturing- Co., did not furnish proof to entitle
it to reparation.
In the complaint of the Southern Ohio
Coal Exchange the Harlan County Coal
Operators* Association, the Hazard Coal
Operators' Exchange and the Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association have
been authorized to intei^'ene. The case involves rates on bituminous coal from Ohio
groups to Central Freight Association territory as compared with rates from Crescent
groups.
Justice Hoehling of the District of Columbia Supreme Court, in the case of the Pittsburgh ft West Virginia By. against the
I. C. C. in the railways plea for an injunction in the Wa.yne Coal Co. suit, dismissed
the railways bill on motion of the commission, upholding the constitutionality of section 206 of the transportation act.
The act
provides that the period of Federal control shall not be computed as a part of the
periods of limitation in actions against the
carriers for causes arising prior to the taking over of the roads by the government.
In the complaint of the Slogo Coal Corporation and the Perry County Coal Corporation the Illinois Coal Traffic Bureau has
been allowed to intervene by the I. C. C.
The case involves rates on bituminous coal
from complainants' mines at Joimson City
and O'Fallon City. 111., to destinations in
Illinois and other states.
In the complaint of the Tallnlah Cotton
Oil Co.. the commission decides that the
rate on bituminous coal from southern Illinois mines to Tallulah. La., are not unreasonable.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

;

;

:

F.

Overstreet,

of Pittsburgh,

and the KLnKwood Coal

Co.,

president,
of Philadel-

is

phia.

About 800 acres of Sewicklcy coal land
were involved in a trade to which the
Fairmont and Monongahela Coal Co., controlled by Edward Hines. of Chicago, and

Thomas W.

'Whyel, of the Wliyel Coal Co.,
parties.
The tracts exchanged are
located at various points in Paw Paw district of Marion County and in Grant district of Monongahela County.
In connection with the sale of between
3.000 and 4.000 acres of coal land on the
west bank of Simpson Creek, in Pleasant
district of Harbour County, the building
of a railroad during the present summer
will make this land accessible for developArrangements have been perfected,
ment.
in fact, to have the Cole Brothers Construction Co., of Morgantown. build about
two miles of railroad, which will make it possible
to transport coal to the Simpson
Creek branch of the B. & O.. the short
piece of road to be a spur of the branch
mentioned. About $3,500,000 was the sum
Although
paid for the acreage acquired.
about 2.400 acres were acquired by the
Cambria Coal Co. at the same time B. P.
Porter, of Cleveland, secured about 1,000
acres.
The Morgantown Coal Co. secured
about 200 acres and Cole Brothers something over 100 acres.
It is estimated that
fully $1,000,000 will be expended in opening mines in the Bear Mountain territory
within the next year.
The Morgantown
company will expend about $75,000.

were

The latest reference to the I. C. C. decirevising interstate rates on coal to
various points in and out of Minnesota,
effective July 6. is that it results in an increase to the Twin Cities of 13c. This will
undoubtedly be added to the cost of coal,
if
it
is
maintained by the Commission.
This will reduce the saving under t"he Lake
and rail reduction of 28c. to 15c. net.
Work will soon be started on the extension
of
the
Murphysboro & Southern
sion

Traffic

Following the business sessions of the
twelfth annual meeting of the Jline Inspectors' Institute of .\merica, to be held
in Charleston at the Kanawha Hotel. July
12-14. the members will be treated with an
automobile ride to points of interest about
the city and an inspection of the Government's Armor Plate Plant at South CharlesAnnouncement of the program of the
ton.
Institute sessions has already been made.

Illinois electric road and when completed
will reach from Murphy.sboro in Jackson

County

to

Herrin

in

Williamson

County,

touching Carbondale. Cambria. Bush arid
other mining centers. The two counties are
full of coal mines and the extension of the
line will more than double the number of
mines which are now served by the service.
The improvement will be made on the road
at an approximate cost of $500,000.
Haulage rates charged the Southern Ohio
Power Co., by the H. V. Ry., for transporting coal from the mines of the New York

Coal production

Comox

South Wellington
Extension

Nanoose W^ellington Collieries
Granbv Consolidated M. S, & P.
Old Wellington (King & Foster)

Coalmont

is

not

unreasonable.

41.210
7,812
17,138
2,852
24.361

435

10,111

Total

Crow's Nest Pass District
Crow's Nest Pass Co..
Coal Creek
Michel
Corbin Coal & Coke Co
Total

27,690
17,074
5.482

50,246

Grand Total
In

5.554
3,072
1,485

Collieries

191.553

complaint of the

the

Paper Mills Co. an

ommends

I.

Charles Boldt

examiner rec-

C. C.

the rate on shipments of coal
from Harveytoa. Ky.. to Red Bank, Ohio,
be held to be unreasonable.
The Commission has vacated its investigation of coal rates from Cumberland railroad to Florida points, the carriers having
withdrawn the schedules suspended.
In the complaint of the Reeves Coal &

Dock

tliat

an

Co.,

I.

C. C.

examiner recommends

that rates on lump coal from Hillsboro. III.,
Elroy. Wis., reconsigned to Wausau,
Wis., were not unreasonable.
to

In the complaint of the Dewe.v Portland
Cement Co., an examiner recommends that
rates on slack coal moving intrastate during Federal control on and after March 25,
1918, from Broken Arrow. Dawson, Henryetta and Dewar to Dewey. Okla., were unreasonable but that the rate from Dawson
to Dewey prior to March 25. 1918. was not

unreasonable-

Personals
C.

S.

Snyder has been appointed AmerThe Modern Transport Co.,
to purchase American coals

ican agent for

London,

Co., spent a few days at
offices of W. A. Marshall

Mich.,

Tons
37.388

Nicola-Princeton District
Middlesboro Collieries
Fleming Coal Co

Ltd.. of

ling.

1921.

131,196

reasonable.
In the complaint of the National Fireprooflng Co., the Commission decides that
the rates on coal from points in the MercerButler and Pittsburgh districts of Pennsyl-

The Boston and Maine R.K.. at a recent
meeting of the board, deferred the matter
of declaring a dividend on the first preferred stock, due July 1.
The same conditions which made it necessary to defer
action on the dividends due Jan. 1 last
have continued and the deficit for the first
six months of 1921 is estimated at more
than $7,000,000.
The Chicago & Northwestern R.R. has
declared the regular semi-annual dividend
of 2* per cent on common stock and 3i
per cent on the preferred, both payable
July 15 to stock of record June 23.

Co..
....

Total

Clarkdale

vania to Perth Amboy, Natco and Port
Murray, N. J., are not unreasonable.
In the complaint of the Du Pont Co., the
Commission decides that the rate on bituminous coal from Midland. Ind.. to Gray-

Columbia for

OUTPUT OF COAL, FOR MAY.
Vancouver Island District
Mine
Canadian Western Fuel Co
Canadian Collieries (D) Ltd..

Coal Co., to Fleetwood have been ordered
reduced by the Ohio Utilities Commission.
The reduction is from 42 to 28c. per ton.
On rehearing of the complaint of the
Inited Verde Kxtension Mining Co., an

I.
C. C. examiner recommends that the
commission affirms its former decision that
the rate on coal from Dawson. N. M., to
and Jerome, Ariz., is not un-

British

in

month of May shows a decline in comparison with that of April of 17.599 tons,
the totals being: April, 209,152; May. 191,553. It is likely that the Crow's Nest Pass
will be put under a serious handicap during
the next few months if the recent 10 per
cent seasonal reduction in freight rates,
made by the Railway Board to the prairie
provinces, is not extended to include them.
the

for export and bunker.
Paul Schoff. of the

Maple Ridge Coal
the New York

&

Co. the middle

of the month.

general manager of the West Virginia Coal & Coke Co.,
and president of the West Virginia Mining
Institute, attended the semi-annual session
of the institute at Fairmont during the second week of June.
J.

W.

Bischoff.

of

Elkins.

Phillip E. Thomas, treasurer of the Imperial Coal Corporation, spent a few days
recently in the New York office of the com-

pany.
Several changes have occured in Twin
City companies lately. W. T. Hopkins, who
left the Minnesota Coal Co.. St. Paul, to
go with the Pursglove Co.. is succeeded byGeorge .\danis. formerly with the Northern
Coal & Dock Co. Mr. Bassford, city salesman for the Minnesota has gone with the
Carnegie Dock & Fuel Co. as city sales
agent and is replaced by Mr. Mueller who

comes from Montgomery. Ward & Co.

:

COAL AGE
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Milurtliy has been appointej
Junirit
sriTit.-iry of the National Helail Coal
MiTchants' .\ssociation. From July 6, 1!'18.
to March 1. 1920. Mr. McCarthy was emplovtil as inspector of the Property Profield

tection & Police Section. Division of Law.
U. S. Railroad Administration. Since April,

has bee nengaged in attending
to matters for clients before the several
Government departments at Washington.
1921),

In-
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O llofnmn. professor of metallurgy,
II
Ma.ssachusetts Jr.stilute of Technology, has
been made an honorary member of the
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.
Groprce Sneddon of the Peabody Coal Co.,
Springfield, III., has accepted the position
as general superintendent of the Kathleen
mine at Dowell. owned by the Union ColMr. Sneddon is a
liery Co., of St. Louis.
man of many years' experience in the mln."
ing g;ime and succeeds M. II. Uetweiler, as
Colliery mine.
the
Union
superintendent of
Announcement has been made that
Robert Mrdlll will be re-appolnted by
Governor Small of Illinois, to his present
occupation as Director of Mines and Min-

It has
co-operate in securing legislation.
always stood willing to furnish information
as to mining, distribution, transportation

und sale of -coal.
The object of the committee meeting was
data to present to the I. C. C. to
of the assigned car
in which the unreasonableness and the injustice of the policy were
citi'd and these will be collected and marhearing.
.\
shaled
for
the committee
questionnaire was distributed for various

to secure

amendments

secure

orders.

Cases

operators to enumerate their dilliculties under the assigned car orders.

Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'

erals for the state.

Association

The Dominion Coal

Co.. Ltd., announces
of A. 8. McNeill, as gen-

the appointment
This position is simeral superintendent.
ilar to that recently held by Mr. McNeil
at Sydney Mines, with the Nova Scotia
Steel and Coal Co., with which he has been
for the past few years.
The appointment
is
another important move toward consolidating the operations of the recently
merged companies and it is along the lines
of economies in managemtnt as announcefi
at the time the merger was being effected.
M. I>. Rowe. New York, manager of the
offices of the Buffalo Coal & Export Cor.'
poration. has just returned from a trip
through the South and the mines of the
Buffalo-Tliacktr Coal Co.. the parent organization and mining company of the
Buffalo Coal & Export Corporation.

j.\MEs
Newly appointed

s.

McCarthy

field secretary National
Retail Coal Merchants' Association

Association Activities

Cyrus E. Woods, formerly counsel of the
Pittsburgh Coal Co.. has been appointed by
the President as Ambassador to Spain.

W. W. Boyer and

E. M. .Spieker of the
Geological Survey have vmdertaken inves-

National Coal Association
The executive committee of the associaappointed June 1, 1921, is composed of
.

tion,

Wasatch Plateau,
Utah.
Charles F. Rand, former president of the
A. I. M. E. has been made an honorary
member of the Iron and Steel Institute of
England, of which there were up to the
time of this appointment only four honorary
members: the King of England, the King

the following:
Bradley, J. G. (Chairman). Elk River
Coal & Lumber Co.. Dundon. W. Va.
Bockus. C. E.. president. Clinchfleld Coal

of Belgium and two distinguished engineers.
Jnlin T. Davis, president of the Davis
Colliery Co., with headquarters at Elkins,
spent a few days in the New Y'ork market

A.

tigation of coal beds in the

recently.

W. H.

Greene, of Elkins, president of the

Greene Coal Co., attended the semi-annual
meeting of the West Virginia Mining Institute in Fairmont.

A. L,. Brunk. formerly identified with the
Elkhorn Collieries Co.. on the left Fork of
Beaver Creek in Kentucky will hereafter
be connected with the sales department of
the Sheridan Coal Co. at Dayton. Ohio.
A visitor in the Huntington market in
June was J. L. Phillips, general manager
of the Georges Creek Coal Co., with head-

quarters at Hetzel, W. Va.
E. S. Simpson, of Richmond, Va.. pres-ident of the West Virginia Coal Co.. was
a business visitor in the Huntington. W.
Va.. market during the second week of
June.
John M. WriKht, of Cincinnati, president
of the Raleigh Coal & Coke Co., is spending
the summer at his cottage at Watch Hill,

R

L

Flanagan of the Pocahontas Fuel
Co. has returned from a business trip to
L,.

J.

Chicago.

Rex L,. Tomb, who represents the Raleigh
Smokele.ss Fuel Co. at Detroit, was in the
field recently visiting friends and

Kanawha

former associates.

A

recent visitor in the Cincinnati market
of the
Winifrede Coal Co. with headquarters at
Winifrede, W. Va., in the Kanawha field.
George S. Wallace, a prominent attorney
of Huntington. 'W. Va., who is interested
in a large lease on Pidgeon Creek in Mingo
County, spent a day or so in Cincinnati
on business recently.
C. S. Paisley, identified with the Kelley's
Creek Colliery Co. at Charleston. W. Va.,
spent a few days at Cincinnati recently.
R. M. I^ambie, chief of the West Virginia
Department of Mines, was at Clarksburg
for a meeting with inspectors in the northem part of the state.

was W. W. Mason, purchasing agent

Brooks Fleming, Jr., of Fairmont, assist-'
ant to the president of the Consolidation
Coal Co.. has returned from a trip to the
Kentucky properties of the company.

Corp., 24

Broad

St.,

Brewster, T.
eral

&

T.,

New York City.
& Staunton

vice-president and gen-

manager. Mt. Olive

Co.. St. Louis.

1

Coal

Mo.

Gallagher. Michael, general manager, M.
Hanna & Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Guthrie, T. W., president, Hillman Coal
Coke Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Maloney, A. J., sales manager, Chicago,

Wilmington & Franklin Coal
mick Bldg., Chicago.

Co.,

The stand taken by members of the
association against the pr.aclicc of assigning cars and the agitation for legislation to
prevent the restoration of such a practice
even In case of emergency, has resulted in
the introiluition by Senator Sutherland of
West Virginia of a bill prohibiting the
Interstate Commerce Commission from assigning c.irs under any conditions.
A coi)y of the bill has been received by
the association at Fairmont. The Sutherland bill would require all coal cars to
be distributed proportionately. This bill is
in the form of an amendment to the Transportation Act and would deprive the I. C. C.
of any authority to resort to the use of
assigned cars in emergency. Tlie proposed
legislation is designed to correct the use of
assigned cars in what coal men characterize
as so-called "emergencies." it being the
opinion of northern West Virginia operators
that the emergency clause has not been
correctlv interpreted.
The text of the bill is as follows:
"Be it enacted by the .Senate and House
of Representatives assembled that sub-division 1 5 of Section 1 of the Act kn»wn as
an act to regulate commerce, approved Feb.
4, as amended and as further amended by
the act known as the Transportation Act
of 1920. approved Feb. 28. 1920, be and
the same is hereby amended by adding to
the end of said sub-division the following
"Provided, that nothing contained in the
foregoing sub-division shall autheirize the
commission at any time to suspend, modify,
cancel, alter or amend the provisions of
sub-division 12 of this section which requires proportionate distribution of cars to
coal mines."

Coming Meetings

McCor-

Reed, G. W.. vice-president. Peabody Coal
McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Taylor, H. N., vice-president. Central
Coal & Coke Co.. Kansas City. Mo.
Wal.sh. J. P.. vice-president. Pittsburgh
Coal Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Co.,

Watkins. T. H., president. Pennsylvania
Coal & Coke Corp., 910 Whitehall Bldg.,

New York

City.

Wentz, D. B.. president, Stonega Coke- &
Coal Co.. Philadelphia.
On the finance committee of the association, appointed June 1, 1921, are:
Tierney, J. J., (Chairman) vice-president
and general sales manager, Crozer Poca-

hontas Co.. Philadelphia.
Douglas. E. L., vice-president. First Creek
Mining Co.. 621 Dixie Terminal Bldg., Cincinnati.

Ohio.

Morrow, J. D. A., vice-president. National
Coal Association, Washington, D. C.
Morton, Quin, president. Wood-Morton
Fuel Co.. Charleston. W. Va.
Reed. G. W., vice-president, Peabody Coal
Co.. Chicago.
Walsh, J. P.. vice-president. Pittsburgh
Coal Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Watkins. T. H. Pennsylvania Coal & Coke

New York

Corp.,

City.

A

long conference of the railroad recommittee of the National Coal
Association was held at the Deshler Hotel,
Columbus. June 23, with a large part of
the committee present. Operators from ail
Ohio and many West Virginia mining dis-'
tricts were present to give their views on
the que.stion of assigned cars which was the
principal topic under consideration.
Chairlations

man

E.
presided.

C.

Mahan

of

Knoxville,

Tenn.,

Bradley strongly attacked the
Frelinghuysen "stabilization bill now in
congress" as but a search and seizure
measure which allows the auditors to go
into the books of any consumer of 100 tons
J.

G.

of coal annually.
W. D. McKinney. secretary of the Southern Ohio Coal Exchange told of the attitude
of his organization on the bill which was

contained in a telegram to Senator Frelinghuysen in which the organization offered to

The Huntington Coal and Industrial Ex'

will be held in the Chamber of
Building. Huntington. W. Va..
Sept. 19 to 24 incl. Chairman of committee,
Thomas A. Palmer. Huntington Cliamber
of Commerce. Huntington.
American Institute of Mining: and Metalurgical Engineers wMli meet at Wilkesland. Ohio. Sept. 14. 15 and 16.
Secretary.
Bradley Stoughton, 29 West 39th St.. NewYork City.
National Association of Cost Accountants
will hold its annual convention at Cleveland, Ohio. Sept. 14, 15 and 16.
Secretary.
S. C. McLeod. 130 West 4 2d St., New York.
Mine Inspectors' Institute of America w ill

position

Commerce

hold
ton,

its

W.

twelfth annual meeting at CharlesVa.. July 12 to 15.

Secretary

J.

W.

Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Illinois and Wisconsin Coal Dealers' .Association will meet at Chicago, 111., July 13.
and 14.
The American Mining Congress and NaMining
tional Exposition of Mines and
Kquipmcnt. The twenty-fourth annual conPaul,

vention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Assistant secretary. .John T.
Chicago. III.
Burns, Congress Hotel, Chicago, 111.
The West Virginia-Kentucky Associatiou

Mine Mechanical and Electrical Enwill hold its annual meeting at
W. Va.. on Sept. 20 to 23,
Secretarj'-treasurer, Herbert Smith. Huntington, W. Va.
The following flrst-ald meets will be held
The Davis Coal & Colve
during Ausnist:
and mine rescue meet at
first-aid
Co
Thomas. W. Va. on the 3rd. The State of
of

glncerB

Huntington.

Iowa will hold its annual first-aid and minerescue meet on the 6th at Albia. At Bir-

mingham. Ala., state first-aid and minerescue meet on the 6th. On the 20th a
state first-aid and mine-rescue meet will be
Under the
held at Charleston. W. Va.
auspices of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.

a local first-aid and mine-rescue meet will
be held at Pueblo, Col., on the 20th.

hAM
The Only National Paper Devoted
C.

LESHER

NEW
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Though
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Legislation Is Shelved,

BECAUSE

when driven to the wall in a losing fight
on his coal bills Senator Frelinghuysen used intemperate language in his denunciation of the associations
in the coal trade it must not be concluded that he wears
horns and seeks only destruction. His record since he
began the first hearing on the high prices of coal early
in 1919 shows that of all those who have interested
themselves in the subject he is the most reasonable,
moderate and considerate of the interests of the indusHostile at

try.

first,

believing that quite possibly the

a combination to fix prices, he
patiently inquired into the facts and gave everyone an
opportunity to tell his story. He came to be recognized
as the friend of the coal industry in Congress, as one
who had become sufficiently familiar with the facts

men had formed

to understand the problems of the
distributor and retailer and as one who would
out of trouble. When the Senate Committee
struction ducked behind coal last summer the

about coal

producer,
help them

on Reconhope was
expressed that Senator Frelinghuysen would come to
the rescue, and when the Calder bill was referred to the
La Follette committee instead of, as exptected, to that of
Frelinghuysen, regret was general. Defeat of the
Calder bill by default at the close of the last session gave
rise to the expressed hope that in this session Senator
Frelinghuysen would assume the initiative in coal
legislation and that nothing radical, therefore, would

come before the Senate.
The scandal in coal prices of 1920 was no dream it
was real. All through the summer the coal industry was
working to avoid the reinstatement of Federal control
of prices and last October the operators were told in
Cleveland by the president of their association that the
danger was then still imminent and that when Congress
assembled the coal question would be in the forefront.
At any time during the period of consideration of the
Calder bill the coal men would have welcomed a chance
to back the much milder measure of the Senator from
;

New

Jersey.

It

has been stated on competent authority

it was by the narrowest of margins that the Calder
was prevented from coming to a vote in the closing
days of the last session and that had it reached that
point it might have passed. We recite these facts only

that
bill

to illustrate the

truth of the declarations of

many

that

just as surely as the sun rises another flare-up in coal
prices will bring on another attempt to introduce Fed-

—

eral regulation
an attempt that because of the history
of the past year will have even greater chances of adop-

however, the unexpected happens and coal
become unduly prominent this year the industry
will have to turn elsewhere than to New Jersey for a
champion in the Senate.
tion.

If,

prices

We

can but give the Senator credit for having, in his
to find legislation "that would not

own words, sought
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Causes Remain

coal

to

DAWSON HALL.

Editor

14.

Xumber

1921

unduly embarass the coal trade and at the same time
would protect the interests of the government and of the
great body of consumers." But because his intentions
are of the best is no reason for concluding that his solution is of the best. He sought to find a middle ground
that would not provide regulation yet that would make
He did not succeed
coal cheaper to the consumer.
because, in the words of Senator Stanley, "the Coal
Industry Stabilization Act is not a bill to regulate the
coal business;

it

is

a

bill

to irritate the coal business.

forerunner of government regulation." According to the New York Times "The Frelinghuysen bill was
rejected because it regulated a private industry as
though it were public, and because it regulated sellers
without assuming control over buyers." Regulation by
any other name is still regulation, and it is on this rock
that the stabilization act is stranded.
Willingness to
co-operate with the government in fostering better conIt is a

ditions in the coal trade did not mean willingness to
accept even the mildest form of regulation, and as soon
as the possibilities along this line in pending bills were

scented by the coal men who have gone on record in
favor of some provision for more publicity to the facts
about coal, the bill was opposed.
Because the future may hold threats of more serious
portent is plainly no argument for accepting in advance
even a small dose of regulation. The Frelinghuysen bill
with every suggestion of compulsion and regulation left
out would have been fully as effective in promoting collection and promulgation of facts about coal, and with
these provisions in, it would be absolutely ineffective in
preventing high prices. Despite all that has been said
in the past month we are convinced that the substantial
element in the coal trade believes in stable rather than
speculative business and in the value of educating the
consumer as a means of reaching that goal. We agree
wholly with Senator Frelinghuysen that "the fundamental economic laws, such as those of supply and
demand," cannot "be successfully abrogated by statute."
It is for this reason that we opposed his stabilization bill.
We are convinced that the function of government in
our "coal problem" should be only that of agent in
assembling and interpreting in an impartial manner the
facts. We should not expect the government to become
the apologist for the coal or any other industi-y.
The
misconceptions of the consumer about coal should be
corrected by the industi-y through direct appeal to public opinion.
In building such an effort there is nothing
so potent as data for which the government stands
sponsor by reason of having collected and disseminated
it.
We would not have the government, however, reading conclusions into these facts, either for or against
the interest of the consumer or the producer. Good will
is a valuable asset but it is one that is not yet vouchsafed to coal and cannot be had without conscious costly
effort.

The same energy that was expended

in

advocating
43

COAL AGE
and opposing coal bills in the past eiRht months, if
directed toward obtaining appropriations for extension
of statistical work on coal by already existing Federal
agencies under statutes now on the books, would have
put us well along the way on the task of improving the
public relations of coal, a task at best that will require

It

is
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useles.s to

consumer
(/('/(/

i)ro

advocate a plan that calls on the coal
producing industry, unless he gets

to help the

quo.

Stabilization at a fligli Price

Mr. Ludlow's plan contemplates no advantages to the
railroads that are not already within reach. We cannot
perceive why grouping one-fourth of the roads under
one head would increase the urge to use uniform grades
of coal, eliminate cross hauls, promote co-operation or
seek any of the other advantages claimed. Mr. Ludlow has assembled a splendid line of arguments for sta-

1ET

bilization of the coal industry, long-time coal contracts,

years to accomplish.

the railroads stabilize the bituminous coal indus^try, is the scheme proposed by Edwin Ludlow
before the Committee on Interstate Commerce of
the Senate in the hearing on the railroad situation. The
plan is to have all coal-consuming roads grouped under
four super-purchasing agents who would so select the
coals to be used and direct the purchase, storage and
consumption that great economies would result. Among
the advantages expected are the allocation to each road
and division of a road of a uniform grade of coal, the
avoidance of cross hauls and unnecessarily long hauls,
placing the purchase on a scientific basis with inspectors to see that the operators furnish what is on contract, promotion of close co-operation between the pro-

ducer of the coal and the railroad, stabilization of the
soft-coal industry by reason of taking greater portions
of the year's requirements in the summer months, when
others do not want the coal, and finally the great advantage to the public of having the railroads the only
forehanded purchasers and storers of coal and thus
clearing the rails in the winter for the coal needed by
all

the other consumers.

The scheme sounds

in

Flushing by Water or by Air?
coal mines when flushed have
SOtheFAR
transporting medium, and not air.

we wonder

if it

can

our coal troubles is so
In looking over the plan we perceive
easily achieved.
that there are really two factors in the fueling of the
railroads, or any other consumer for that matter. One,
all

first, is the selection of the coal best suited to
the needs of the user, arrived at, of course, in a scientific manner by the mechanical engineers through boiler
tests and calculations involving pounds of water evaporated per pound of coal used and the relative cost.
There is nothing to prevent the fuel department of each
and every railroad making these determinations on its
own account. Many now do it without the overseeing
eye of a super-purchasing agent. Mechanical departments know what coal they prefer, and although their
choice may at times be predicated on fancy rather than
on facts, more often there is reason back of their preference. Choosing the best coal is a matter of engineer-

and the

ing plus road experience.
The other factor is buying the coal and getting deliveries of what has been purchased. It is here that policy
enters so largely. On the best managed road it is often
the policy of the purchasing department with respect to
price and form of contract that predetermines the coal
supplied the mechanical department. The purchaser of
coal for railroad fuel is first of all interested in keeping
down costs. If he can see lower costs and perhaps better coal by co-operating with the coal industry in a staotherwise not.
Nor
bilization program, he will join
can we blame him if, the rules permitting, he solves his
problems by going to the other extreme with assigned
cars.
Purchasing agents for the railroads are quite
generally in position to take full advantage of the size
of their orders when in the market, and it is nothing new
for them to demand lower price of the operator as compensation for better running time afforded the mines.

—

used water as
This involves

expense for the damming of the flushed material, for
draining off the water and for pumping out the sumps
As four times as much
into which the water flows.
water must be used as broken rock the pumping problem
is

so good that

be true that the solution of

"co-ordination and co-operation," but he has
no wise shown us why these ideas will be helped along
by concentrating the purchase of railroad coal in four
men rather than in some 200 as now.
Centralization of railroad coal purchases under the
Railroad Administration was an unhappy experience for
coal producers until the assigned car was abolished.
It
would be a sad day for the coal industry that again
saw such centralization of buying power, even though
it be in four men instead of one. Such indeed would be
a high price to pay for stabilization.
storage,

considerable.

would save building batteries of any
might well be possible to dispense with
them altogether. The deposits made would not have
to be drained, and the air would find its own way out
of the mine. The spread of the dust through the workings also would serve to immunize them against exploThe
sions and the gob possibly against mine fires.
filling used in bituminous mines should either be placed
when the mine or the part being filled is idle or should
be of non-siliceous material that would do no harm to

The use of

strength and

air

it

the men who are exposed to it.
In longwall retreating work pneumatic stowage would
be of great assistance, as it would distribute the
material and need no barrier to hold it in place, though
if the coal were broken down in quantity it might so
To
sprinkle it with dust as to render it less salable.
meet this the filling could be done when the mine was
not working or when so little loose coal was lying
exposed as to make the dust unobjectionable.
Air will carry extremely heavy objects through pipes.
In the experiments of the United States Coal and Coke
Co. at Gary, W. Va., into the possibility of removing
coal from the mine by a pneumatic system it was found
that not only coal but monkey wrenches and railroad
spikes would travel readily by the pneumatic route.
For some time the Champion Copper Co., in the
Michigan copper region, back-filled extensively with
waste from the concentrator, using air as the propulsive
medium. The object of the back filling was to raise the
working surface of the stopes so as to make it possible

for the workmen to reach the ore above. The practice
was quite successful, but when the Interstate Commerce
Commission decided that the transport of waste

material should be charged at a higher rate the cost at
the shaft became too high and the company was obliged,
much against its will, to change its plans.

I
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Elements of Design for Foundation Bolts of Machines—
Data Published Concerning the Design of Machinery Foundaand the Holding-Down Bolts Necessary This and a Succeeding Article Summarize Available Information on This Subject

Little

—

tions

By Terrell Croft
yt. I.ouis.

* NCHOR

machine foundations perform two
I\ functions: They hold the machine down firmly on
J. jL the foundation or mass of masonry on which it
rests or by which it is supported and they prevent the
machine from sliding laterally. It is apparent, then,
bolts in

that every anchor bolt is, theoretically at least, subjected to a tensile stress due to its clamping action upon
the machine and also to a shearing stress originated

any is present, of the machine to
sidewise or endwise along the top of the founda-

by the tendency,
slide

When

tion.

if

a foundation

is

properly installed, however,

the anchor bolt does not assume any considerable shearing stress, for the reason that if the machine bed plate
is grouted to its foundation, the grout bears all lateral
stresses.

The

duty of anchor bolts is. then, to bind the
machine, to which the bolts are applied, firmly to the
foundation upon which it rests, so that the machine and
its support will for all practical purjwses form a single
mass. Where bolts are properly designed and placed,
the machine cannot move from its position on the
foundation unless this also moves or unless something
breaks or fails.
Many types of anchor bolts are in use. In Fig. 1 A,
B and C show ordinary machine bolts adapted to this
purpose, and D, E, F and G threaded rods and deformed
bolts.
Each type of bolt depicted in Fig. 1 will be
real

treated hereinafter in detail, as will certain other relatively unimportant types, by which is meant those
which, though not ordinarily used, are nevertheless
highly desirable for certain specific applications or

where

special results are desired.

Who
Who

Should Supply the Anchor Bolts?

i.«!

a certain machine will vary in length, depending upon
the location in which the machine is to be installed. It
All rights reserved

by the author.

for this reason that no machine manufacturer
endeavors to keep in stock a line of anchor bolts.
Immediately upon receipt of an order for a machine
the manufacturer usually is able to furnish a drawing
showing the foundation bolts necessary, as well as their
locations.
Upon receipt of this drawing the buyer can,
without delay, obtain these bolts locally and build the

foundation.

Dimensions of the necessary anchor bolts are always
obtained from the manufacturer when a new machine is
being purchased. The builder will always specify the
diameters of the bolts required and usually their
approximate lengths.

Correct Clearance; Allowable for Anchor Bolts

Some

clearance should always be left between a bolt
the hole for its accommodation in a bedplate,
because if such clearance is not provided it may be
impossible to get the bolts which are built into a
foundation through the holes.
Such difficulties may
arise from the bolts being slightly bent or from small
inaccuracies in measurement in the placing of the holes
in the bedplate or of the bolts in the foundation.
Even if the clearance between the bolt and the side of
the hole in which it rests is appreciable, no harm, as a
rule, is done.
Every machine should, generally speaking, be grouted onto its foundation.
This grout prevents lateral movement, even if no bolts are used.
The clearance desirable between an anchor bolt and
the hole for its accommodation in a machine bedplate
cannot be determined by any set rules. A good practice
where such holes are machined is to allow i in. diametral
clearance for bolts up to I in. in diameter,
in. for bolts
from 1 in. to 24 in. in diameter, and ~ in. for bolts 2^ in.
in diameter and larger.
Where the holes for the bolts
are cored in the bedplate, clearances
in. to 1 in.
greater than those just specified should be adopted.
The tensile strength that an anchor bolt should possess is a quantity incapable of determination by mathematical analysis. Inasmuch as such bolts are ordinarily
subjected to tensile stresses only, shearing stresses
being eliminated by the use of grout, as indicated above,
the diameter of an anchor bolt, as determined from a
machine manufacturer's standpoint, must be sufficiently
great to safely sustain such tensile stresses as may be
imposed upon it. But, as suggested above, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine even with approximate accuracy what these stresses will be.
The total stress on any bolt is made up of two chief
components. It includes the initial stress arising from
screwing down the nut on the bedplates, plus the stress
that may be imposed if the machine tends to lift off its
foundation. In practice, anchor-bolt diameters are proportioned in accordance with "rule-of-thumb" methods
based on the experience of the designer.
When a designer is "working in the dark," as he is
in most cases, he must provide that the diameter of the

and

1

furnish the anchor bolts for a given
machine or prime mover, is a question that admits of
no general answer. If the machine is an old one, these
bolts must be furnished by the owner. Where it is purchased new, the anchor bolts may be furnished by either
the buyer, seller or manufacturer. JIachine builders
usually try to persuade the purchaser to furnish his
own foundation bolts. Where the manufacturer supplies
them, particularly if the machine or prime mover is an
expensive one. the bolts usually are included without
extra cost.
There are several good reasons, however, why it
desirable for the purchaser to furnish his own anchor
bolts.
The first is that they can in nearly all cases be
obtained locally and with little delay, whereas if they
come from the manufacturer, even though they may be
shipped well in advance of the machine, they are seldom
delivered promptly.
Furthermore, the length of an
anchor bolt for a given application is determined to a
large extent by local conditions.
Hence such bolts for
shall

•CoDvrighted.
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In determining the diameter of a foundation holt, the
manufacturer mu.st consider the stress that the bolt
probably will have to support, ami then, using his judgment as a guide and the diameters of anchor bolts in
succe.ssful existing installations as precedents, select
a size that assuredly will be safe.
When the user determines the diameters of the
foundation bolts for a machine where the sizes required
have not been specified by the manufacturer it is only
necessary for him to measure the diameter of the hole
in the bedplate and then .select a bolt of such diameter
that the clearance between it and the hole will be about
that named in one of the paragraphs in-eceding.

Bolt Must Break Rather Than Pull Out
The proper length for an anchor

bolt usually depends
upon only one factor. This is that the bolt should
extend down far enough into the foundation so that it
will

break rather than

pull out.

solidly into a foundation, as

shown

Where
in Fig.

a bolt
1

at

A

is

cast

and B,

enough masonry must be provided above its head in case
or above the anchor plate in B to prevent the bolt
being pulled out. If the masonry does not set compactly
around the shaft in either of these instances, any tension imposed on the upper threaded end will be transferred to the bolt and to the anchor plate.
This will

A

exert a shearing action on the foundation material.
Enough masonry must, therefore, exist between the
top of the foundation and the embedded head of the
bolt so that neither the bolt head nor the anchor plate
can shear out the masonrj' above and thus permit failure,
in case the bolt is stressed excessively.
If the masonry
sets up to the shaft of the bolt, some adhesive action
will exist between the two. which provides a certain
amount of resistance to withdrawal.
Anchor bolts that are built solidly into a concrete
foundation that is, with the concrete poured and
tamped directly around them will be considered in
detail later.
As a rule the lengths of anchor bolts are
made such that they may extend almost to the bottom of

—

Pipe Casirg

FIG.

1.

SEVEN TYPES OF FOUNDATION ANCHOR BOLTS

A, ordinary machine bolt, preferable for light work B, machine
bolt with anchor plate
C , same type of bolt with anchor plate
and wood casing, so arranged that the bolt will have play in
case slight errors are made in foundation-bolt setting or bidplate coring: D, rod bolt with nut and washer at lower end and
a pipe casing; E, same but with wood casing and a po<-l<»-t
which may be open or closed F, distorted machine bolt G,
straight-rod bolt without a head on the end.
;

:

;

;

bolt he specifie.s for a given condition be ample.
For
this reason the diameters of the anchor bolts in foundations probably are in many cases excessively large.

For general work the minimum diameter of any
anchor bolt should be 5 in. An able-bodied man with an
ordinary monkey wrench can twist asunder a bolt of a
diameter smaller than % in. Hence this size is used in

many

cases where the conditions are such that a
smaller bolt might safely sustain the tensile stresses
imposed by the machine itself.
The tension that safely may be placed upon ordinary
wrought iron or mild steel such as that used for foundation bolts, is about 7,000 lb. per square inch. Sometimes
material possessing a safe tensile strength of only 6,000
These values give a factor
lb. per square inch is used.
of safety somewhere around 8 to 12, the exact factor
being determined in any case by the composition of the
metal.
In figuring the tensile strength of an anchor
bolt it is, of course, necessary to consider the effective
diameter as that existing at the root of the threaded
portion.

—

the foundation.
Thus there will be every assurance
that the imass of masonry above the heads of the bolts
will be ample to prevent their withdrawal. One "practical" rule for the average masonry foundation is that
an anchor bolt should be embedded at least 40 diameters.
Where short bolts are used in a foiindation which is
green or otherwise weak, there is a tendency to crack off
an upper stratum. This is eliminated where the bolts
are carried almost to the bottom of the foundation.

In Concrete

Must Be Thirty Diameters Long

When

an anchor bolt is cast solidly into a concrete
foundation, the adhesion of the concrete will equal the
tensile strength of the bolt if its submergence in the
Howconcrete equals twenty-five times its diameter.
ever to provide a margin of safety such bolts should be
This matter will be
set in at least thirty diameters.
discussed in detail later.
Anchor bolts placed in casings should be long enough
Where a bolt is thus installed
to permit of deflection.
as .shown at C, D and E, Fig. 1, its length should be
such that its top can be deflected a trifle in any direction.
One function of the casing is to admit of a slight
shifting of the top of the bolt, so that it can be inserted
into its hole in the machine bedplate even if either it or
the bedplate hole has been mislocated slightly. Unless
the bolt is long enough so that it can be sprung or
deflected, the function of the casing will be defeated.
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In determining the over-all length cf an anchor bolt
for a given installation, such as that shown in Fig. 2,
several inches must be added to the nominal buried
length, P. At the upper end the additional length are:

A clearance of at least i in. above the nut, the thickness
of one nut, or even of two, if locknuts are employed,
the thickness of the machine bedplate or foot through
bolt passes, and at least 1 in. should be
At the lower end of the bolt the
allowed for grout.
following must be provided for: The thickness of the
anchor plate, the thickness of the nut, and a '-in.
extended end. These quantities added together will give
the total or over-all length of the rod required for
making the anchor bolt.
All anchor bolts may be divided into two general
classes, removable and non-removable, in accordance
Nonwith the method used for their installations.
removable bolts, such as those shown at -4, B, C, D, F,
taken
from
the foundation
and G in Fig. 1, cannot be
Removable bolts, like
after they are once installed.
and
that
depicted
E,
Fig.
in Fig. 3,
those shown at
1,
can be removed from their foundations at any time.

which the

Advantage of Making Anchor Bolts Removable
Removable

bolts are

desirable, particularly in large

The first is that where
the bolts are removable, if one cracks or breaks an
infrequent, but occasional, occurrence a new one can
be readily inserted. The other reason is that a machine
can be installed much more rapidly and at less expense
where the bolts are removable. If the bolts are nonremovable it is necessary in skidding the machine bedinstallations, for

two reasons.

—
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pocket is closed much work may be involved in making
repairs such as those just indicated.
In practice, however, nuts seldom strip or anchor plates break, hence
closed pockets are employed in many instances, particularly where the bolts with which they are associated
are well in toward the center of the foundation and

Top Face,

away from
FIG.

4.

its

edges.

Deep-Seated Bolts Should Have Closed Pockets

ANCHOR PLATE WITH KEOESS FOR NUT

With this device the love! of the top of the rod can be
justed to suit conditions after placing of machinery.

To convert such

Loviier.£nc/ofBolf

t)

111
'

"Oppir ind of^ Bolt

(Rounded End>

_,

FIG.

T-b'

J
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Upset

End

I

ROD ENLARGED, OR "UPSET." AT THREADED ENDS

5.

In order to make the heavier rods as light as possible those
parts which have to be threaded are made of such a diameter
that the base of the threads is of the same diameter as the body
of the rods. Thus in a sense the thread is cut in the excess metal.

Where anchor bolts are removable, pockets must be
provided under their ends as well as anchor plates, so
that the lower e.xtremity of each bolt can be inserted in
the anchor plate and nut from the top of the foundation.
An anchor-plate pocket in such a case is merely a
cavity built into a foundation to accommodate the lower
end of an anchor bolt where it is threaded through its
nut.

Two

of pockets are in general use, namely
open and closed. An open pocket is one (see Fig. 1, E)
that is accessible from the outside of the foundation.

A

classes

merely a cavity under the
anchor bolt and is, therefore, not accessible. The terms
"accessible" and "inaccessible" are sometimes used
instead of open and closed.
Open pockets are preferable to closed ones because
where the pocket is open, the lower nut always is accessible and can be renewed in case its thread strips.
Furthermore, the anchor plate for an open pocket can
be replaced with slight effort, if it breaks. Where the
closed pocket. Fig.

3,

is

— those well removed
— into open ones would

closed pockets

from the sides of the foundation

necessitate relatively long tunnels. Such tunnels sometimes are difficult to provide. Where iM)ckets are used at
the lower ends of foundation bolts a nut-pocket anchor

as

plate,

Fig.

shown
should

4,

in

be

used.
Such an
anchor plate is provided with a recess
for the reception of
the nut, by which
means it is retained
in position and pre-

from

vented

turn-

ing.

Where pockets are
provided the lower
ends of the anchor
bolts
should be
pointed as shown in
Fig. 3, so that they

readily engage
the nuts held in

will
in

the

anchor

Where

plates.

closed

pockets
are
used,
the nuts are placed
in the plates prior to

FIG.

7.
END ARE.A, INEFFECTIVE TO HOLD BOLT

Cavities form under the ends of
rod
they are incorporated in
increle, antl consequently only the
des of the bolts can be relied on
>
provide the needed adhesion.

their
insertion
in
the foundation.
If
the pocket is open,
the insertion of both nuts and plates can be deferred
until just prior to the installation of the bolts.

The nut

a recessed anchor plate does not fit tightly
because accuracy is impossible with
unmachined castings of this kind. Consequently such
a nut is free to shift from i in. to
in. in any direction
within its restricted cavity. If the lower end of the
anchor bolt is pointed the bolt will readily "find" the
threaded hole in the nut, which is thereby shifted to a
position concentric with the longitudinal center line of
the bolt. If the lower end of such a bolt is not pointed
some difficulty may be experienced in effecting an
engagement between it and the nut as it rests in its
anchor plate.
in

its

in

recess

1

When

FIG.

The

6.

DEFOR^TED, DISTORTED OR BEXT BOLTS

should be well below the top of the foundadepends on the length that
Any irregularity near the top of the foundavalue, especially if in the same plane as those
below. The multiple bend bolt. C, is like a bolt witli two "heads."
one at the end and the other part way of its length. The upper
distortion

tion, for the resistance of the concrete

has to be sheared.
tion

is

of

little

bend has small holding power.

Standard Machine Bolts May Be Used

Standard machine bolts used as anchors are shown
in Fig. 1 at A, B and C. These bolts can be conveniently
applied to the foundations of small machines because
they usually can be obtained from stock at any
machinery supply house or hardware store. Threads,
heads and nuts of machine bolts in the United States
are all proportioned in accordance with standard dimensions given in engineers' and machinists' handbooks.
Where the diameter of an anchor bolt is
in. or less,
standard machine bolts can, in most cases, be effectually
i'

employed.

July 14, 1921
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Threaded rods used as anchor bolts are shown in Fig.
and E. Most of the anchor bolts used in the
United States probably are of this type. These consist
merely of plain round-iron or mild-steel rods threaded
The diameter to be employed in any
at both ends.
given installation is determined in accordance with the
1 at I*

directions given in preceding paragraphs.
found as outlined.

The length

also can be

Only Large Anchor Bolts Should Be Upset
The ends

of anchor-bolt rods of large diameter should
be upset as shown in Fig. 5, so that the cross-sectional
area of the rod in its unthreaded portion will equal the
diameter of the rod at the root of the threads. It is not
economical to upset rods less than say 1 1 in. in diameter
because the cost of the upsetting operation in such cases
exceeds the value of the material saved by this process.
Obviously, the tensile strength of any threaded rod
shpuld be determined by the cross-sectional area at the
root of the thread.
Deformed bolts sometimes are used as anchors for
small machines, as shown in Fig. 1 at F and in Fig. 6.
Bolts of this type usually are applied in concrete foundations, although sometimes they are used in those built
of brick or stone laid in mortar. The bolt is deformed
to prevent its turning in the masonry when the nut is
being screwed on or off and to prevent the withdrawal
of the anchor. It frequently occurs that the depth of a
foundation is such that it does not permit the installation of a plain round bolt of such length that it will
adhere to the concrete with sufficient tenacity to withIn such cases the resistance
f-tand the stress imposed.
of the bolt to withdrawal may be greatly increased by
deformation in accordance with one of the methods

shown.
Excessive deformation of such a bolt is neither
desirable nor necessary.
Where a plain round rod is
used an elbow can be bent upon its lower end as shown
at A, Fig. 6. If the extending part of the elbow has
a length equal to five or six bolt diameters it will be

FIG.

9.

SKETCHES ILLUSTRATING FOUR PROBLEMS

Illustration C shows how by a ridiculous allowance of only 8
for the depth of the bolt it becomes necessary to make it
4 2 in. in diameter to obtain the required adhesion, which, of
course, is an immense waste of expensive material rod. nuts,
etc.
The large hole in the bedplate also would weaken it materially.
This shows why long bolts with ample washers are
needed and used.

—

Where a machine bolt is used it can be deformed
shown at B, Fig. 6, by bending in it a 90-deg. knee.
The apex should be offset about three or four diameters.
ample.

as

Deform Only Lower End of Anchor Bolt
Where any

bolt is deformed the knee or bend should
be quite close to its lower end. If such a bend is near
the upper end of the bolt
that is, if it lies in the
foundation near the top there is a possibility that
when a stress is imposed, the bend will straighten and
break out the masonry of the foundation. It is for this
reason that the bent bolt C, Fig. 6, is one of poor
design. One bend near the bottom of the bolt probably
will be ample to hold it in place.
The other two bends
near the top are unnecessary and may be the cause of

—
—

failure.

Some construction men prefer to make a semicircular
in a deformed bolt, as shown in Fig. 1 at F.
The

bend

advocates of this method maintain that the forming of
a 90-deg. bend (B, Fig. 6) in a rod is liable to greatly
reduce its strength. Deformed or bent bolts are widely
used in structural steel work for anchoring columns to
footings.

—

Headless bolts that is, those without anchor plates
or nuts at their lower extremities
can be effectively
used for relatively small machines where the foundations are of concrete. The adhesion of this material (as
'will be shown later), provided the bolt is embedded in
for a sufficient length, will be great enough to prevent
withdrawal.
Headless bolts should not be used in brick or stone
masonry foundations. The adhesion between the surface of the bolt and the foundation in practically every
case of this kind is so small in the aggregate that it
Even if a
offers but little resistance to withdrawal.
brick or stone foundation is laid in cement mortar, only
a small portion of the embedded surface of the bolt may
Practically no
be in contact with the mortar itself.
adhesion exists between brick or stone in such a foundait

FIG.

8.

ILLUSTRATING CALCULATIONS ON THE ADHESION
OF IRON BAR IN CONCRETE

to equal 250 lb. per sq.in. on all
areas except the end area, but with a fair factor of safety 75
lb. is the better figure to take.
No one can tell what the b""
to be resisted will measure, but there is no advantage in having
the adhesion greatly exceed the strength of tlie bolt against rupture.

The adhesion may be expected

—

—

:
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don and the surface of the bolt. For this reason an
anchor plate .should invariably be placed on the lower
end of a bolt when the.se materials are used to construct
a foundation.

Adhesion between iron or steel set
from about 250 to 400 lb. per square

in concrete varies

In practice

inch.

per square inch is assumed as
In reinforced concrete
the ultimate bonding: strength.
work it has been authoritatively recommended that the
safe adhesive strength between mild steel or iron rods
and the concrete in which they are embedded may be
taken as about 75 lb. per square inch of surface in

a value of about 250

lb.

contact.

This means that for every square inch of exposed
surface of a rod embedded in concrete tiiere will be an
adhesion that is, a resistance to withdrawal of
between 250 and 400 lb. per square inch, but, assuming
a factor of safety of about 3.3 to 5.3, the safe adhesion
These
will be 75 lb. per square inch, as above noted.
values are for plain round or square bars. In computing
the effective adhesion surface of a rod the area of the
end of the rod is neglected because, as shown in Fig. 7,
there is nearly always a cavity underneath the extremity
That part of the rod in
of every rod set in concrete.
contact with this cavity or air pocket is, of course,

—

—

ineffective as regards adhesion.
in

The adhesion between any iron rod and the concrete
which it is embedded can be computed from the

X

a

(3)

A

P

^

^ (square

^=

p
~

square inch;

r.

= 3.1416, a constant;

=

Again assuming an example: How many pounds pull
will be retiuired to withdraw the round rod of Fig. il.-l
from the concrete? This rod is 1 in. in diameter and

—

the concrete for a distance of 12 in. Solution
lb. per square inch as the adhesion of the
concrete to the steel, and substituting in formula (4)
P
A-d J
250
12
9,420 lb. There3.14
1
fore a pull of about 9,500 lb. would withdraw the rod.
Another example: If a pull of 16,328 lb. (Fig. 9, B)
withdraws a round steel rod 2 in. in diameter set in
concrete a distance of 10 in., what is the adhesion in
pounds per square inch of the concrete to the rod?
Solution
Substituting in fomiula (5)
is set in

Assuming 250

:

=

=

X

—

:

P
A = rdl _'

16,328
3.14 X 2

pull

is,

between the rod and the concrete, values for which are
given in a preceding paragraph.
As an example: How many pounds pull would be
x 2-in. iron
required to withdraw from the concrete a
bar (shown in Fig. 8) embedded for a distance of 16 in.?
l'

—

The area of the sides of the rod in contact
Solution
0.5
2
0.5)
(2
with the concrete is: 16
5
80 sq.in. Assuming from a preceding para16
graph that a unit adhesion of 250 lb. per square inch
exists between concrete and iron and substituting this

X

+

+

=

+

= aXA = 80X

value in formula (1) we have: p
250
20,000 lb.
The adhesion or resistance to withdrawal of a round
iron or steel rod set in concrete is given in the following
formulae: The superficial area of any cylinder
3.1416 d I (wherein d is the diameter and I the length
or TcdZ) from which it follows that

=

=

(4)

P

=

A-dl (pounds)

(5)

^

=

^dl

(7)

''

;

AA
P
A^d

lb.

Let us take still another example: It is desired to so
a rod in concrete that it will safely withstand a
Conditions are such that the rod can
pull of 5,000 lb.
be embedded only 8 in. What must be its diameter so
that the total adhesion between it and the concrete will
be sufficient to prevent the pull above assumed from
set

—

=

lb.

per square inch.

Now

P^

(pounds per square inch)

41.7

X

3.14

X

8

5,000
1,047.5

(inches)

=

4.78

in.

Let us take yet one more example: A 3 -in. diameter
mild steel rod has a probable breaking strength of about
14,000 lb. How far should such a rod be set in concrete
so that the adhesive strength between the concrete and
the metal surface will just equal its probable breaking
strength? Solution Assume that the unit adhesion of
Substituting in
250 lb. per square inch.
concrete
formula (7) we have:

—

=

= P_

14,000

14,000

= 24 in.
5.887
rod should be set in the concrete for a
distance of at least 24 in.
The tensile strength, or supporting power, of a round
iron or mild steel rod, assuming the elastic limit of this
material to be 25,000 lb. per square inch, is:
I

A^^ 250 X 3.14 X 0.75

Hence the

-in.

- —^ ,rdS(pounds)
= 25,000
T = 6,250-^" (pounds)
(9)
Wherein T = the supporting power,
_,

„
T

in pounds, of a
rod when stressed to the elastic
3.1416, a
limit, or to 25,000 lb. per square inch; -k
the diameter of the rod, in inches.
constant, and d
Mild bolt steel has an elastic limit of about 25,000 lb.
per square inch and will yield excessively if stressed
steel

=

=

=

=

to illustrate the principle.

round iron or

(inches)

_

5,000

AtI

Hence the rod should be 4.78 in., or, say, 4> in. in
diameter (as shown in Fig. 9. C) to provide sufficient
adhesion surface to prevent withdrawal under the conditions assumed. This is an e.xtreme case and one that
probably would not occur in practice. It is given merely

(8)

In the above P
the pull in pounds necesary to withdraw or the resistance to withdrawal exerted by
the
the round iron or steel rod set in concrete; A
adhesion of concrete to steel or iron in poun-'" per

—

62.8

10

= 260

inch.

d

steel

(6)

16,328

:

= the total adhesion of the concrete to the
necessary to withdraw
the
pounds, that
rod
rod from the concrete a = the area
the iron or
of the sides of the rod in contact with the concrete, and
A = the unit adhesion in pounds per square inch

,

X

=

Wherein p

=

_

per square inch.
Therefore the unit adhesion of the concrete to the iron,
with conditions assumed as above, is 260 lb. per square

I

X

=

X

X

41.7
then will be 250 ^- 6
substituting in formula (6)

inches)

(pounds per square inch)

in

-- the length in

/

inches, of the portion of the rod set in the concrete
and d
the diameter of the rod in inches.

withdrawing it? Solution Assume a factor of safety
of 6. The safe unit adhesion of the concrete to the rod

following formulae:
-4 (pounds)
p r= o
(1)
(2)
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beyond this amount.
The depth to which a rod should be
so that its supporting

power

is

set in concrete

just equal tT the adhesion
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surface and the concrete can be computed
For the condition just stated to be
satisfied it is obvious that the adhesion of the concrete
to the rod should be exactly equal to the strength of
the rod, that is:

between

its

as indicated below.

P=T

(10)

Taking 250 lb. per square inch as the adhesion between
concrete and steel
(11)

2507crfl

(12)
(13)

250/

= 6,250ud'
= 6,250rf

i

25rf

=

apparent that to insure against the withdrawal of a round iron anchor bar it should be set in
concrete a distance at least equal to 25 of its own
Theoretically such a rod would pull out
diameters.
when the stress upon it became equal to 25,000 lb. per
square inch of its cross-sectional area.
It should be noted, however, that in the above demonstration it was assumed that the rod was not threaded.
A threaded rod is obviously weaker than an unthreaded
one.
Foundation bolts always are threaded.
Consequently the quantity "25(/" is theoretically a liberal one.
the letter "d" in all of the above formula indicates the
outside diameter of the rod, not the diameter at the

Hence

it

is

root of the thread.
In practice the rule followed in setting round iron
rods in concrete when it is desired that their full
strengths may be developed is that the rod should be

embedded

diameters.
Inasmuch as the
strength of the bond between a rod and the concrete in
which it is embedded is a somewhat uncertain factor,
plain rods in order to develop their full strength should
for safety be embedded somewhat more than 25 di-

ameters

at

30

least

—the theoretical distance.

The value

of 30 diameters, given above, is believed to
be a conservative one. Where an anchor embedded in
concrete has a head on its lower end that is, where
a machine bolt is used
it probably is the best practice
to disregard the resistance of this head to withdrawal
when a tension is imposed on the bolt. Such a bolt
should be considered as being a plain rod without head.
An anchor rod that has been cast into a concrete
foundation a distance determined by the rules given
above is shown in Fig. 1 at G and in Fig. 9 at D.

—

—

Steel

Timbers Last
By

D. C.

as

Long

as the

Mine

Ashmead

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

SOMETIMES seems strange that the use of steel
ITmine
timber, particularly at shaft bottoms, has not
been more generally adopted. Seldom is the life of a
shaft less than ten years, while it may vary from this
up to one hundred years or even more. The use of
wood, especially if untreated, in a place of this kind
appears little short of folly. The average life of wooden
timbers underground is not more than five years, while
many cases it does not exceed three. Of course
may be found where its life will be longer than
the period named.
On the other hand, under certain
conditions its life may not reach one year.
in

places

To employ a material of construction of which the
span of useful life is short and that will consequently
require renewal several times during the life of tha
shaft hardly appeai-s to be good engineering. The cost
of a few replacements will exceed the expense involved
in a permanent installation.
After this each additional
replacement represents a total loss.

SHAFT STATION AT LYTLE COLLIERY

Take as an example a shaft that has an estimated life
of fifty years.
If the timbers in this shaft are untreated they will require renewal from ten to twelve
times before this opening

is

abandoned.

If

treated

wooden timbers are employed they require renewal,

say,

every ten years, or five times during the life of the
shaft.
If steel timbers were put in place at the start
it would not be necessary to replace them at all, provided, of course, that they were properly cared for

and periodically painted.

The shaft station serving the sixth level in the mine
of the Lytle Coal Co., a subsidiary of the Susquehanna
Collieries Co., near Minersville, Pa., has been remodeled
all wooden timber dispensed with.
The station
proper is about 75 ft. long and contains a double track
near the shaft. These tracks are then joined into one
which extends for a short distance to a point where
it branches into three headings.

and

In the main part of the station eleven three-piece sets
of steel timbers have been placed.
These have 8-in.
H-section legs and 20-in. I-beam cap pieces 20 ft. long.

Farther back or away from the shaft such heavy roof
supports are unnecessary.
Here 14-in. I-beam cap
pieces on 8-in. H-legs are installed.
These steel sets are placed on 5-ft. centers.
The
spaces between the H-section legs are filled with concrete, while over the I-beams pieces of old mine rail
have been placed with the space between them and the
roof filled with wood lagging. It is advisable to employ

wood against the

roof, as this acts more or less as a
cushion, taking the weight of the roof and transmitting
it uniformly to the steel timbers.
If wood lagging
were not thus used weight might be suddenly thrown
upon the timber locallv, causing it to bend and perhaps
fail.

Where the two tracks are merged together, much
smaller I-beams may be safely used to hold the roof,
these being here only 10 in. deep.
The span at this
point is 10 ft. and the legs of the sets are 6-in. H-sections.
In one of the headings serving this shaft 9-in.
I-beams supported on 6-in. H-section legs are employed.
In all eleven sets of steel timber with 20-in. I-beams
20 ft. long are used, giving 10 ft. of clear headroom;
five sets with 14-in. I-beams; fifty sets with 10-in.
I-beams
and twenty-eight sets with 9-in. I-beams,
making a total of 94 sets.
Installation of these steel timbers, if reasonable care
is bestowed in their preservation, practically assures
the safetv of the shaft station as long as the mine
remains in operation.
;
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Time-Study Watch That Records Number of
Ope
jerations Performed in One Hour

TO

MEET

the ever-increasing demand.* of various
for time- and motion-.study equipment,
a new instrument has been designed termed the duration time-.study watch.
This is intended to handle t'ntiminj:, analysis and observation of from one to ten
o))erations, up to and including five minutes of duration.
As illustrated, this instrument has three circles on
the face of the dial. The outer one is in red, the .second
circle is in black and the inner circle in blue.
The large
hand makes a complete revolution in 100 seconds, and
the small hand in the center moves over a red, black
and blue sector, thereby showing in which circle the
large hand is indicating.
All figures on the face of the dial denote production
per hour, based on the timing of ten operations. As an
illustration:
If ten operations were observed to have
been performed in 20 seconds, the figure under the large
hand in the red circle would show 1,800 operations per
hour, based on ten operations having been completed
in 20 seconds.
If instead of ten operations one were

Vol. 20, No. 2

analyze and cut costs it should prove a valuable adjunct
to every plant.
It is placed on the market by the Mortimer J. Silberberg Co., of 122 South Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

indu.-Jtries

observed
have
to
lasted 20 seconds, in
place

of

1,800

it

would be necessary
to
off
one
point
figure with a decimal
the result
thus would be 180
;

operations per hour,
based on one operation being completed
in 20 -seconds.
If an operation is
timed and its duration is 130 seconds
it will be noted that
the large hand will

have made one total
revolution and thirty

WATCH FOR TIME STUDY
This watch determines not only the
time which an operation taites but gives
the number of operation.s per hour that
can be performed at that rate.

seconds
additional,
while the small hand
in the center of the
dial will have passed

the first sector and
show in the second.
This is black and denotes that the number of operations
must be read in the black circle. Accordingly reading
under the 30-second mark in the black circle the figure
277 will be noted. However, this figure being based on
the observation of ten operations, and only one having
been timed in that period, it is necessary to point oft one
figure, and the result is then 27.7 operations per hour,
based on one operation timed in 130 seconds. The same
applies to work requiring longer periods; as the small
hand moves in the colored sector, showing in which
circle the large one is operating, it is easy to calculate
the elapsed time.
The instrument has the take-out time feature, which
allows the operator to start and stop the watch without
returning the large hand to "zero." When an operation
is entirely completed, pressing the crown down returns
both hands to the starting point. The dial is divided
into seconds and half seconds.
The instrument is of sturdy construction, designed
for industrial purposes.
With present endeavors to

Dynamite Tliat Will P^Jot Freeze
Even in Zero Weather
DU PONT OE NEMOURS & CO. has developed

Straight

EI.and

perfected a formula for the manufacture of
.
straight dynamite which results in that explosive being
proof against freezing even in zero weather. In consequence of this development the company has determined
to discontinue the manufacture of its former straight

dynamite and hereafter

explosives will be made by
The perfecting of the
formula is the result of years of experimentation in the
laboratory and in the field. Straight dynamite has for
years been the standard of the world and in nearly
every kind of open work, but a disadvantage has been

the

all

new low-freezing method.

freeze at temperatures below 50 deg. F.

its liability to

As any dynamite loses some part, if not all, of its efficiency when chilled or frozen, many attempts have been
made to make it low-freezing. The perfection of the
new "powder" by the Du Pont company makes it possible
dynamite the year round in industrial
Thawing, with its loss of time and attend-

to use straight

operations.

ant dangers, has practically been eliminated.

Which Equipment Should I Install

— A Motor

Generator or a Rotary Converter?*
By

C. a.

St.

Booth

Loui.s.

Mo.

necessaiy
ITwhen frequently
only alternating-current

to

is

supply direct current

power can be obtained
from the central-station mains. Either motor generators or rotary converters may he employed for changing
tne alternating to direct-current power.
A rotary converter probably is the most desirable equipment to use
for such service.

This statement might not have been true five years
ago before rotary converters were developed to their
present state of perfection. The synchronous or rotary
converter usually costs less and occupies less floor space
Howevei-,
than does an equivalent motor generator.
there is a fixed relation between the alternating-current

—

voltage delivered to a .synchronous converter and the
On the other
direct-current voltage delivered by it.
hand, with the motor generator, either the alternating
or the direct-current voltage may, within reasonable
limits, be varied independently of one another.
By the
aid of suitable equipment the direct-current voltage
furnished by a .synchronous converter can be increased
or
decreased by adjusting the alternating-current
potential.

One feature
that sometimes

of a

makes

synchronous motor-generator set

is that
the powerfactor of the alternating-current .system that serves it
may be improved.

its

installation desirable

by overexciting the synchronous motor,

("opyrigliled.

All rights re^

Gas Explosion Kills One and Injures Eight.
result of a gas explosion in the Knickerbocker

&

&

— As the

mine of the

Iron Co., near Pottsville,
Reading Coal
Philadelphia
Pa., in the afternoon of June 22 one man was killed and at
least eight injured. It was said to be the heaviest explosion
ever experienced in the mines of Schuylkill County. Many
miners were burned and the mine set on fire.
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by Air Jigging and the Advantages
Which the Absence of Water Affords*

Results Obtained

Ash and Phosphorus but Slightly Increases Sulphur,
Coal Tested Apparently Is Part of Coal Refuse Tailings So
High in Ash That to Outward Appearance They Are Entirely Free of Coal

Air Jig Reduces

Which

—

in

By Edward O'TooLEf
Gary, W. Va.

DIFFERENT

types of dry-concentrating and jigging machines have been tried for the separation of ore, seeds and cereals, one of which has
been adapted to coal separation during the past year.
This machine gives promise of satisfactorily solving
It applies the same
this seemingly hopeless problem.
principle to coal separation that is used for the separa-

and not grent enough to cause a
"boiling" or "blowing" of the particles. When so regulated the mass of particles becomes practically as fluid
as water, the heavier elements readily settling through
the mixture and the zones of segregated materials slipping easily, one from the other, to report at different
points along the delivery edge.

tion of the material

tion of seeds, cereals, beans, nuts, etc.

On

this

machine

air,

which

is

Weighs Each Particle, Sorting Accordingly

more than eight hun-

dred times lighter than water, is used as the flotation
medium. The material to be separated should first be
The process effects segregation by
properly sized.
taking advantage of the difference in the weight of the
\\Tien mixtures containing
materials to be separated.
materials differing in specific gravity are fed to the
deck of the machine each material is separated by
that difference in weight, and the segregated matter is
propelled across the deck surface to suitable discharge
spouts.

An

ordinary blower fan is built into a suitable base
frame, on which is mounted a running gear carrying
an air chest which receives the air delivered by the
fan. A perforated deck of steel, cloth or silk forms the
air chest cover and constitutes the separating mechanism of the machine. An air gate is built into the base
frame for regulating the quantity of air handled and a
speed-change device is incorporated into the operating
mechanism to regulate the number of vibrations of the
deck by which the material is propelled across its surface.

As a matter

of fact the machine is nothing but an
extremely sensitive and accurate weighing device, using

a film of air, under pressure, as a balance.
However,
it goes further and separates the particles which differ
in weight, collecting those of similar specific gravity
and discharging each class to a separate receptacle.
This machine originally was built for the separation
of ores and other minerals, with a view to using it
where there was a scarcity of water, the principal
installations being in Mexico.
Later it was adapted to
the cleaning of seeds, nuts, cereals, etc., throughout the
United States. To date more than four hundred machines have been installed for these purposes. In fact,
this process is adapted to the cleaning or separation
of all dry granular substances
that is, practically
everything dug from the earth or grown from the soil
as well as the numerous artificial mixtures which are
the result of combinations of such materials. Coals of
all kinds are readily cleaned on this machine, particularly the fine sizes of purer coal, because the purer
this material is the more readily does it separate from
mechanically-mixed mineral matter. An abundance of

—

—

Tiny Jets Lift Coal Above Cokrugations
The

air from the fan is lightly compressed within
the air chest, and passes through the apertures of the
perforated deck in a multiplicity of tiny jets.
These,
on expanding, create an air film on the upper surface
of the deck.
The air film supports the deckload of
material and causes the separation, the adjustments of

the deck and its oscillations, relegating each particle to
its own appropriate deliver\- point.
\Vlien the air film

is applied, as the material is fed
machine, the particles become stratified, the
heaviest sinking to the bottom nearest the deck surface, the lightest rising to the top, and the intermediateweight particles forming zones, or strata, between
these extremes. With this vertical zoning or stratification of the material at the feed corner the propulsion
across the deck surface causes the zones to separate

to

the

and report at different points.
The air used is regulated, or its pressure reduced to
the point where it is just suflScient to cause a stratifica'Second part of article entitled "Drv Cleaning by Means of
presented before the American Iron and Steel Institute
he preceding section of the article appeared last week and Was
"Some of the Many Problems in Cleaning of Coal."
tGeneral superintendent. United States Coal & Coke Co.

rabies,
I

entitled

FIG. 1. FRONT view op T.\BI>E FOR CLEANING COAL
This type of air table is designed to take off onK- two product!/,
jdean coal and clean refuse and no middlings. The lightness cf
'the slate, which looks gray because it is dry, is readily apparent.
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Eye

Bird's

View
Tlie slate c«n readil.v be detecteti here
also.

The air Utts
little and so
carried to one

it

but

it

is

coal

The

.side.

passes over the corrueations almost a.s
if they did not exist. It is a surprise
to all who observe
the table in action
Iiow .soon

and how

assuredly the slate
separates from the
(•oal

and
its

its

preference

the

.side

table on
to

warm

air of low humidity exists in the return of coal
mines that could be readily applied to the use of these

machines.

Best Coal for Metallurgical Purposes

Seams containing alternate thin layers of good coal
and sulphur, slate or boney coal can be iinely ground
them apart, then separated; the good fine coal

TABLE

re-

mainder could be disposed of as its quality would
warrant.
Or the fines from such seams, which are

now

considered

worthless,

can

be

separated,

then

marketed as their quality would justify. Many such
seams are found in the Middle West.
This method of coal cleaning was first used at the
plant of the McAlester-Edwards Coal Co., at McAlester,
Okla., the machinery installed being that used for the
cleaning of ores. Later, tests were made at the plant
of the manufacturers, in Dallas, Tex., under the
supervision of J. R. Campbell, chief chemist of the H.
C. Frick Coke Co., on a box-car load of Pocahontas coal
shipped from Gary, W. Va., for testing purposes.
In the meantime the manufacturers made arrangements with the Central Pocahontas Coal Co., at Welch,
W. Va., to install a .small demonstration plant at one
of its operations at Welch, where a number of demonstrations and tests are being conducted.
Table I
shows results of some of the tests run for a large coalmining company in the Pocahontas field, and also for
the St. Louis Coke & Chemical Co. on some of its
Illinois and Indiana coals.
Note the small carbon content in the refuse, also
the large reduction in phosphorus, and the slight increase in the sulphur, which would indicate that the
coal carries the sulphur and the refuse the phosphorus,
while the carbon is present as hydrocarbons, as no coal

be taken

for
the

of

which

it

Is

off.

substance is visible to the naked eye in the refuse.
Table II opposite gives the result of a table te.st
on one carload of seam No. 5 Indiana coal from mine
No. 8, of the Ayrshire Coal Co., Oakland City, Ind.,
made April 25, 1921:

to break

can be used for metallurgical purposes, while the

exhibits
lighter tint

by

!

in.

on

A

1.

TEST OV

11,702

LB.

I'i)(

AIIO.\TAS

.\0. 3

SEAM COAL

.
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TABLE

n.

TEST OF SEAM NO.

Crude Heads
i
j

I

i

in.
in.
in.
in.

J in.

Clean Coal

5

INDIANA COAL
Ref u.se Tails

Oz

Oz

Size of Coal

on Jin.,
on i in
on Jin
on J in
on A
.

.

.

.

16-niesn
mesli

.

Totals

oi

26-

.

2.152
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Sand Dried

By

the

]>y

Live Steam and Oil Heated

Same Means Are Piped
By Alphonse

F.

Into

Mine

Brosky

Pittsburgh. Pa.

unusual
TWO
Pittsburgh Terminal

features at the No. 3 mine of the
Railroad & Coal Co., four
miles southwest of Pittsburgh, Pa., are the arrangements for sand drying and for the supply of oil to
the bottom of the shaft for car lubrication.
The standard coal-fired sand drier provided with a
cone-shaped sand container is markedly inefficient, for
the following reasons
When using this type of
1 )
:

(

equipment someone must be employed

to do nothing
but dn,- sand; (2) coal mu.st be transported to the
sand house periodically; (3) the sand does not flowfreely and frequently clogs the lower opening through
which it is supposed to run. Other disadvantages in
the use of this old type of apparatus are the small
capacity of each drier and the difficulty encountered
in feeding fresh -sand and removing it when dried.
The dry sand falls in a semicircular ring about the
bottom of the drier and when a fresh supply is added

Advent ppe

Vol. 20, Xo. 2

Vent pipes lead from the top of the sand bed
through the roof to the atmosphere. These create
a
draft, withdrawing the entrapped water vapor
from
around the radiators.
A 1-in. steam pipe supplies steam from the boilers
tops.

to the

11-in. radiator sections.
The steam, after parcondensation, passes through a \-\n. drain pipe to
the atmosphere.
Upon drying the sand falls through
the .'screen to the two receiving bins beneath, from
which doors open to the outside of the building.
Through these the dried .sand is removed. Just outside these doors is a borehole with an 8-in. pipe e.xtending down to the underground wdikings.
Within this
casing are two smaller pipes, a ;?-in. pipe for sand and
a li-in. pipe for oil.
Around these but within the
8-in. casing, air is allowed to circulate freely.
tial

Large Covered Funnel Encloses Screen

The small
the working

(5) the

and
*

'vM)^ fi 'io'JjiwW

.';and drier .\ffordixg l.\rge capacity
radiator of pipes, each forming an inverted
furnishes the
The dried sand falls through a screen placed immediatelv
below the radiator. Vent pipes withdraw the moisture as fas"t
as it is liberated.
The sand is dropped bv a pipe line into the

A

heat.

W

,

some of it usually spills over the side and
mi.xes with that on the floor, resulting in a product not
as dry as it should be. In its essential details the sand

at the top

house at the plant mentioned consists of two compartments, A and B, which serve as a storage bin and a
drying compartment respectively. The bin is built of
concrete surmounted by a shed, the walls and roof of
which are of corrugated sheet iron. The capacity of
this bin is 400 tons and the slope of the floor is a
little greater than the angle of repose of sand.
This
insures gravity replacement as the sand at the bottom
is removed.
A new supply consequently may be easily
shoveled from a railroad car into the bin.
The drier itself consists of radiating pipes in the
form of an inverted W, directly beneath which are
located two sets of screens provided with truncated

as the casing, extend to
Fitted to the upper
a large covered funnel in

(4)

the

capacity of the plant is large;
for moving the sand is cheap

means employed

effective.

Gas Mask

THE
invented

first

1-s-

as well

underground.

end of the .sand pipe is
which is placed a screen. The dried sand is fed into
this receptacle and, dropping down through the pipe,
is delivered to a storage bin underground.
Oil for
use in the mine is emptied from a tank car into a
storage tank. Here, if necessary, it is heated by a submerged steam coil and made easy flowing. From this
reservoir it is drawn by a Bowser hand pump and delivered to the borehole, down which it travels to the bottom by gravity.
This system of sand-and-oil conveyance to the workings was devised by John Mahoney, general superintendent of the company. The merits of the sand drying
and distributing plant may be summed up as follows:
(1) Live steam from a near-by boiler house is utilized,
resulting in high thermal efficiency; (2) the drier
requires e.\tremely little attention; (3) dry sand moves
to the underground storage bin by gravitv and during
its passage does not become contaminated by foreign
substances;

^c-dppe
Section A^A

pipes,
level

for

Carbon Monoxide Perfected

public demonstration of a
to protect the

new gas mask

wearer against carbon mon-

was given in the afternoon of May 26, in the spesmoke room of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pitts-

o.xide
cial

burgh, Pa.

It utilizes

the special chemical mixture called

Hopcalite, developed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines and
the Chemical Warfare Service of the U. S. Army. The
bureau for its research into the value of various types

of gas masks, including those for the elimination of
carbon mono.xide, has a large smoke room especially
adapted for testing purposes and it was this room that

was used for the demonstration.
In this test two men entered the smoke room, the air
of which contained 1 per cent of carbon mono.xide. One
of the men carried a canary bird into the room in order
that its actions might indicate to the observers the poisonous nature of the atmosphere. The canary bird col-

lapsed in 45 seconds and was immediately removed to
fresh air, where it was revived with oxygen.
Frequent tests were made with the M. S. A. carbonmonoxide detector to show the observers the strength
of the gas. The wearers of the mask remained in the
atmosphere for 30 minutes doing vigorous work part
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of the time, and experienced no ill effects whatever from
the carbon monoxide. The gas masks gave perfect protection throughout the entire period of the test.
The new gas mask will afford protection in higher
percentages of carbon monoxide than 1 per cent, yet
if a man breathe that percentage it will kill him in a few
In about half an hour, however, 0.1
minutes' time.
per cent of carbon monoxide will seriously affect a man
who is working and is therefore breathing hard, and
0.2 per cent will affect him seriously in about ten
minutes. The mask is manufactured by the Mine Safety
Appliances Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.
FIG. I

Plank Platform Lifted and Lowered by Cage
Protects Men from Falling Into Shaft
By

R.

W. Mayer

KEEPS REINFORCING WIRE IN PLACE FOR GUNITE
As now built they rarely crush even when stepped on
by a man of ordinary weight. The Cement-Gun Construction Co. of Chicago,

111.,

has the patent rights.

California, Pa.

shafts are always a source of danger.
OPEN
men are recorded each year as falling down

Many
shafts

or being killed or injured by objects which become dislodged and fall on those below.
To obviate this danger the Canadian Collieries, Ltd.,
of Cumberland, B. C, has entirely covered its shaft

openings with platforms made of

2-in. plank.
These
built around the hoisting cable and
above
the
with
the
cage
when
it
rises
rise and
landing. In this movement the platforms are directed
by, or slide along, the cage guides.
The top of the cage is provided with extra timbers
designed to receive and support the platform or shaft

inclose

or

Cost of Preparing Pulverized Coal

DURING

1920 the cost of preparing

says

coal,

Power

1921, in the power plant of the Clarkdale
Smelter was as follows:
Unloading, storing and reclaiming coal, per ton
$0.07
Conveying and primary ci'ushing, per ton
0.09
Drying and disintegrating, per ton
0.30
of July

5,

Pulverizing

0..52

are

Total operating

$0.98

cost.s

fall

upward movement

the
When the
platform with it to the end of the hoist.
cage descends, the platform descends with it until the
There the shaft cover is
floor or landing is reached.
cover.

In

its

the

cage

lifts

caught and

it remains in that position, effectually covering the opening, until the platform is again lifted by
Near the end of the hoist when
the ascending cage.
the cage and platform come in contact the speed is so
reduced that the two meet without appreciable shock
and no damage is done to either. In descending the
cage has not had time to gain any great speed before
the platform is caught and comes to rest on its sup-

These figures include power, labor, supplies, repairs
and plant expense, but do not include depreciation and
other fixed charges. The installation costs of a pulverizing plant are as follows:
storage and reclaiming plant, per ton storage capacity.... $13.00
Primary crushing plant, pel- ton daily capacity
32.00
Diying and disintegiating plant, per ton, daily capacity... 286.00
Pulverizing plant, per ton daily capacity

With

day storage plant, would be around $243,000; if interest,
depreciation and taxes are assumed to equal 15 per cent,
then the fixed charges per ton total $100 per day, or 33c.
per ton. The entire pulverizing costs then become $1.31
per ton.

Coal Wage Costs Per Ton in Britain
VIEW
of the dispute in the British coal-mining areas
IVthe following
shows
table,

porting timbers.

per ton,

Device for Holding Reinforcement While
It Is Being Embedded in Gunite

WHEN

known

as a gunite furring post.
This device serves to support and at the same time
to secure the reinforcing material in such manner that
it may be thoroughly embedded in the layer of gunite.
illustrations below, is

When

is

this material is applied over a

wooden surface

an ordinary wire nail holds fabric, post and surface se(See
curely together and in their proper relation.
Fig. 1.)
When applied over a metallic surface, as in
roof or floor slabs, the post acts simply as a support,
as shown in Fig. 2.
At first these posts were made of light metal, but it
was found that when so constructed they were too easily crushed, and accordingly they were made heavier.

which

the rising

wage

costs

interesting:
September Quarter 1920
American
British

Money

District

Money

March

1921

British

American

Money

Money

Derby, Nottingham and
Leicester

the attempt was made some years ago to
apply reinforced gunite for the fireproofing of
mines and the building of walls difficulty was encountered in obtaining a device that would satisfactorily
hold the reinforcing wire or expanded metal away from
the surface to be coated until it could be embedded in
the gunite. The solution of this problem, shown in the

402.00

a 300-ton plant the investment, with a seven-

Yorkshire

20?. 8,45cl.
22?. 4,65d.

$5 05
5 45

21s. 6 9ld.
23s, 2 53d.

$5 26
5 66

9 68d.

80
6 23
6 38

25s. 2 52d.
268. 8 36d.
29s. 7.33d.
279.
25d.
34s, 4 79d.

+
6
6 51
7 21
6 61

I09d.

Stafford, Shropshire, Worcester

and Warwick

Durham
Northumberland
Scotland
Gloucester, Somerset and
Lancashire, Cheshire and

Kent

North Wales
South Wale.s
Cumberland and Westmorland

Thus

it

23s.
25s.
26s.
26s.
26s.

6 73(1.
2.1 7d.
8 35d.
4 65d.

29s. 6 53d.
32s. I 96d.
33s, 8 27d,

5

6 51
6 91

1

30s

1

8

38

20
7 84

40s. 4,l2d,

7 33
9 83

8 21

35s, 5

57d.

8,64

7

will be seen that in every district there has been

wage costs, especially in South Wales, Gloucester
and Northumberland, where the depression in the coalexporting districts has inflated the production costs. All
conversions from British to American money are at normal
rates of exchange and consequently do not show the real!
costs with which the exporter must contend.
a rise in

When
"One

Strikes Get Serious

result of the coal strike," says the Daily Express,
"will be a shortage of beer."
We have thought all along
that the miners' strike would sooner or later lead to something serious. Punch.

—

Edited

by

l^\

James T. Deard^

Gravity Plane to Serve

en

\j

Two Mines

Lengthening Haulage Rope Run Out the Cars from the
the Plane and Block Them There Ready To
Be Coupled to the Next Descending Trip from the Upper Mine

To Avoid

Lower Mine Onto

PROBLEMS

in gravity-plane haulage
have always interested me and I was
particularly taken with the one presented in Coal Age, June 2, page 999,
where a superintendent contemplates
serving two mines with a single gravity
plane 1,100 ft. in length, the lower mine
(No. 2) being a more recent opening

and located 100 ft. down the
from the old mine (No. 1).

incline

After studying carefully the suggestions offered by the editor, in replying to this inquiry, I am inclined to
think that there would be some difficulty
experienced in keeping the two ropes
from getting entangled should an extra
length of rope be provided to reach

fuom No.
2

No.
This

1 to

landing.
it

^h^„„„^
Meac^ shec^ves

was

rope,

stated, would lie
at the side of the

track till needed
to lower a trip
from No.-2 landing,

when

it

"With this preliminary, allow me
to give my idea
of the best method
to adopt, in order
to avoid the use
of an extra length
of rope, and pre-

clude

any

bility

of

we have been operating an

ar-

rangement similar to the one I have
mentioned and the scheme has proved
J.

successful.

^^^^

^^N

possibe-

its

coming entangled.
Referring to the figure, install a
switch on the incline at a point suitable
to make connection with the track on
No.-2 level, as indicated by the dotted
lines in the figui-e and already explained
Also, inin the reply to this inquiry.
stall a good safety block at a point on
the incline a sufficient distance below
the switch to hold the number of cars
it is desired to lower from No.-2 mine.
This being done, the cars from No. 2
are first lowered from that landing onto
the incline where they are held by the
block until the trip from No. 1 is lowered. The No. -2 cars are then coupled
to the trip and the engineer takes up
sufficient slack to permit the safety
block to be shifted, after which he
lowers the entire trip.
A similar switch can be installed on

58

iliary rope from that level and drawn
from the incline, by a runabout track
that passes under the plane, in the manner indicated and explained previously
by the editor.
The plane can be arranged, if desired, for the loads from No.-2 mine to
travel the right-hand track only, the
empties for that mine being hoisted on
This, however,
the left-hand track.
would necessitate serving No.-2 mine
only each alternate trip. For some time

past,

would

be coupled to the
main rope for
purpose.
that

the opposite track and a like safety
block provided that can be operated and
made to hold the empties for No. 2
when that trip has reached this point
of the incline.
Again, the engineer
slacks back enough to permit the
No. -2 empties to be uncoupled.
The empties for No. 2 having been
uncoupled from the trip, the latter is
hoisted to No.-l landing, after which
the No. -2 cars are coupled to the aux-

B. K.

Confluence, Pa.
[It should be stated here that, in adjusting the system proposed by this correspondent, which has some features
favoring its use, ample provision must
be made for sustaining the excess of
load on the engine when the additional
cars from No. -2 mine are coupled to
the trip, and the No. -2 empties are removed while the trip is still 100 ft.
above the foot of the incline.
It will be observed this causes a variable load to be controlled, and it will be
necessary to strike a suitable balance
When
between the two conditions.
No.-l cars are descending from that
landing to No. 2, a comparatively light
load is in counter-balance with a full
On the other hand,
load of empties.
when the No.-2 empties have been desystem
the full loaded
tached from the
trip is offset by the comparatively light
empty cars for No. 1 mine. Our correspondent has not mentioned this
point.
Editor.]

SECOND LETTER
question
THE plane
as

of arranging a gravto enable it to serve
(No. 2)
being 100 ft. down the incline from the
old mine (No. 1), appeals to me as a
ity

so

two mines, the new opening

r.mple propo.sitioii.
As has already
been stated in the reply to this inquiry,
a short length of rope sufficient to
reach from No. 1 to No. 2 landing
must be employed in order to handle
the coal and empties for the lower
opening.
Instead of a single one, I would use
two of these shorter ropes, however,
which may well be called "dead ropes,"
inasmuch as they are kept lying at the
side of the track when the system is
serving No. 1 mine.

Using a single rope, it will only be
to change the service from
1 to No. 2 mine when the end of
the main rope at the top of the plane
is on
the side where the dead rope
possible

No.

although it is possible, of course,
have the dead rope when idle lie
between the two tracks and in that
case but one rope would be necessary.

lies;

to

'C/e\/is

''Capping'

SHowiNc; c.xppiNc; of rope ends
The ends

of all the ropes must be
capped in a manner suitable for coupling, and a short length of coupling
chain shouhl be used to attach the rope
to the first car

when

ing a trip.
The operation
as follows: An
rived at No.-l
desired to lower
for No. -2 mine,

hoisting or lower-

of the system is about
trip having ar-

empty

landing and
coal

it

being

and hoist empties

the headman at No.-l
landing uncouples the short coupling
chain on the main rope and couples
its place the end of the dead rope lying
on the side of the track.

m

At the same time, the headman at
No.-2 landing couples the short chain
on the lower end of the dead rope to
the loaded trip, which has been previously run out onto the incline from
When all
No.-2 landing and blocked.
is ready and the signal is given from
No.-2 landing and the foot of the incline the system is started.
In my sketch, I have indicated how
the coupling of the two ropes together,
or the short chain to the end of either
rope is effected. The capping at each
rope end is arranged to hold a clevis
or a pin. A clevis is attached to each
end of the main rope and the lower end
The clevis pin is
of the dead rope.
made secure by a cotter pin or other
The clevis pin when inserted is
lock.
passed through the first link of the
chain or the hole in the capping of the
dead rope, which makes a simple and
safe method of coupling, either the
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This method of
chain or the rope.
coupling is the same as that used in
coupling ropes in main-and-tailrope

William Dickinson.

haulage.

Whipple,

W. Va.

In order to
No.-2 landing.
however, it will be necessary
lish a steeper grade from
No.-2 landing that will meet

for suggestions regarding the utilizing of
mine
and
serving
one
plane
a gravity
adapting it to handle the coal from
another opening lower down the slope.
permit me to offer the following plan:
Make one of the two tracks on the
incline the loaded and the other the
empty track. Connect these tracks by
switches in the manner shown in the
accompanying figure. It will be ob-

served that the
switch
from No.-2 landing is turned

empty
up the

incline,

while the loaded
crosses
switch
over the empty

track

and

is

turned down the
incline
on the
other side.
All
the switches are

automatic
and
require no attention.

Following

is

the method of
operation: Assuming that a loaded trip
is standing on each landing ready to
be lowered, No.-2 trip is first run out
onto the incline and lowered by suitable
means to the car-stop or block located
on the incline at A. There it is held
awaiting the lowering of Xo.-l trip to
that point. When this is done and the
two trips have been coupled together
the block is released and the double
trip allowed to descend the plane to the
foot of the incline, by gravity.
In the same time^ the empty trip has
been hauled up the incline and reached
the head of the plant at No.-l landing.
The empty cars for No.-2 mine are then
uncoupled and run by gravity down
the incline, and through the automatic
switch to No.-2 landing, which completes the cycle of operation.

Plan Must Conform to the
Local Conditions
This general idea may have to be
modified to suit local conditions. Without exact data regarding the inclination of the plane, weight of cars loaded
and empty, number of cars per trip,
etc., it is manifestly impossible to work
out the scheme in detail.
I will refer
briefly to some of these matters that
are essential to the success of the
proposition.
For example, starting again from
the beginning of the cycle and assuming that both mines are producing
equal quantities of coal and served by
cars of like weight and capacity, it is
evident that the loaded trip from Xo.-l
mine must be able to start and haul up
the grade twice its number of empties,
until the double trip is made up at

do

this,

to estab-

No.-l to
this con-

dition.

probable that an auxwill be required
to lower the loaded trip from No.-2
landing to the car-stop on the incline
to await the trip from No.-l mine.
probable that suitable
is
also
It
means must be employed to lower the
empties to No.-2 landing, after they
have been hauled to the head of the
plane and uncoupled from the main
trip.
Under some conditions, it may be
advisable not to haul these cars further
up the incline than is necessary to drop
them into the switch leading to No.-2
mine.

Again,

THIRD LETTER
REPLYING to the request
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it

is

drum and rope

iliary

Exact Data Necessary
All

of

these

details

can

only

be

worked out from a knowledge of the
situation and the necesssary data for
that purpose.
It should be mentioned
here that the strain on the rope when
handling a double trip from the two
mines will probably be such as to require using a stronger haulage rope.
It will also be necessary to increase
the brake power on the winding drum
or headsheaves, in order to suitably
control the movement of the cars on the
incline.
If this is not done, smaller
trips can be hauled so as to bring the
load within the capacity of the ropes

JOHN

in use.

S.

The middle point on an incline 1,100
long is 550 ft. below the head of the
plane.
As indicated in the diagram,
at the moment when the head end of
the ascending empty trip is opposite the
rear end of the descending loaded trip,
both trips should be on straight track
and clear of each other.
Now% assuming trips of ten cars are
ft.

to be handled,

occupying approximately

100 ft. of track, each, the head end of
the ascending trip and the rear end of
the descending trip being opposite each
other, are each 50 ft. above the midway
point on the incline, or 500 ft. below
Allowing anthe head of the plane.
other 100 ft. up the incline to the
switch where the two tracks join as
shown in the diagram, leaves 400 ft. of
single track reaching from this switch
to the head of the plane.
Viewing the situation from this
angle, it would seem practicable, in providing for the most economical construction, to take out the switch on
No.-l landing at the head of the plane,
and use but a single track on the first
400 ft. of the plane.

Advantage Gained in the Use of
Single Track
The use of a

To

us

I

mire

Watts,

Consulting Mechanical Engineer.
Glasgow, N. S.

FOURTH LETTER
of treating the problem

presented in

Coal Age, June

2,

999, in regard to making a single
incline serve two mines, one located
above the other on the same hillslope,
p.

will

probably differ from others that

may be offered, but it appeals to me as
practicable.
In order to illustrate this plan, I
have prepared a diagramatic sketch,
showing the length measured on the
incline between the two landings or
mine openings and the foot of the incline, and the relation of the descending and ascending loaded and empty
trips at the moment of clearing each
other, midway on the incline.

Reconstruct a Portion of Incline
to Rbhjuce

My

Track

idea of providing a construction
or arrangement that will be adapted '.o
serve both mines may not be strictly
applicable to the present case, as it involves the reconstruction of a portion
However, I beof the present incline.
lieve it will be of interest in this connection, and will describe it briefly.
The plan makes possible a considerable shortening of the track required
Instead of the 1,100
on the incline.
ft. of double track necessary in this
case, my scheme would call for but 700
ft. of double track on the lower end of
the plane, with 400 ft. of single track

above

it.

track

in the
will have

advantages.
Perhaps, the most important is that it will
greatly simplify the
proposition in respect
to switches and crossovers required at No.The plan
2 landing.
is more economical of
material and the cost
of upkeep will be less
than
when a full
double track incline is
In operating
used.
the system and handling coal from No.-2
mine, the extra length
of rope required to be
coupled to the main
rope can be used without danger of interfering with haulage
from No.-l mine.
When not in use this
rope will lie at the
several

New

MY PLAN

single

upper portion of the plane

side of the track.
P. M. Weigle.
Hooversville, Pa.
[In connection with this suggestion,
asked
by many,
the question will be
"Why not extend the same principle of
single tracking the incline to the lower
portion of the plane, leaving only
double track for the trips to pass each
other safely when hauling from either

mine?"
serving No.-2 mine, the length
ft. and the middle point
is then 500 ft. above the foot of the
At the moment the head end
incline.
of the descending loaded trip is opposite the rear end of the ascending
empty trip, they will be 450 ft. above
the foot of the incline; and, allowing
another 100 ft. to the lower switch of
the passing track will make this switch
350 ft. above the foot of the incline.

When

of haul is 1,000
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In this arranjfement the distance between the two switches of the passinjr
track is 3.50 ft., which is the total

dropped down the new incline to No.-2
landing.
This plan has proved very
satisfactory and enabled us to over-

landing back over the headsheaves at
the top of the plane and reached from
that point down the incline to the

length of double track required, leaving

come the trouble

tipple.

1,100 - 350 = 750 ft. of single track
throughout the incline. Editor.]

D. S. Allison.

FIFTH LETTER
plan referred
THE
quiry
Coal Age,

making

to in a recent inin
in respect to
a single incline plane serve two

openings at different elevations on a
hillside, reminds me of the many experiments we made in attempting a like
proposition at our plant, some time
since, and all without avail.
In the start, we extended our tipple
landing to accommodate longer trips
and the handling of more cars. Again,
we installed a car-haul, at a point a
short di-stance up the incline from the
tipple, for the purpose of hauling the
to that point where they
could be coupled to the end of the main
rope, whenever it was desired to handle
a trip from the lower mine.
Besides these attempts, we tried
other schemes too numerous to mention,
but finally gave them all up as being

empty cars up

impracticable and causing much delay
in putting out coal from the upper
mine, which was greatly hampered by
the new arrangement.
In most of
these attempts we had trouble with the
ropes at the cross-overs that were required to bring No.-2 coal out onto the
incline.

We are now working successfully an
entrely different scheme. This consists
in
establishing
a new hoist just
above No.-l
landing and on
one side of the

incline,

as

shown

the

in

at first experienced.

Lake City, Utah.

Salt

SIXTH LETTER
ANSWER to the inquiry

in

ref-

I.\
erence to handling the output from
two openings 100 ft. apart, measured
on the incline, and using the same

me to describe briefly a
certain rope haulage in use at a mine
where I was employed when a boy. If
I
am rightly informed, the mine is
still operating the same system.
The plan was what was known as a
modification of the endless-and-tailrope
systems of haulage, which was somet'iing
new at that time.
Since then, the
plane, permit

method has
employed

been
in

m

i

a number of
where
n e s

In

required to
bring the coal
is

fro m

different
a
of
out to the
In
road.

sections

applying this
system to handle
the

coal

two
over

from

openings
the

same

incline,

as shown

the

accom-

in

panying
it

figure,

was necessary

a separate pair of
headsheaves on both the upper and the
lower landings.
What I will call the
main rope passed from the upper
to

necting this landing with the track on
the incline.
At the branch switch on
the incline, there was a special coupling in the main rope.
After lowering a trip of cars from
the upper landing to the tipple, if it
was desired to have the next trip
handle the coal from the lower landing the main rope was uncoupled at the
branch switch and coupled to the
branch rope, the other end of which
was already attached to the loaded trip
standing on that landing. When everything was ready, this loaded trip was
started down the incline, while a trip
of empty cars was pulled up the plane
and through the switch onto the lower
landing, reaching that point just as
the loaded trip arrives at the tipple.

haulagv

branch

mine
main

.\t No.-2 landing a short length or
"branch rope" passed back over the
headsheaves at that place and was carried around rollers in the track con-

first

install

this

arrangement,

it

will

be nec-

essary to spike good guardrails to the
track on the curve leading to the lower
landing, in order to hold the cars *o
the rails and prevent derailment when
rounding that curve. Special couplings
should be used, made of plow steel to
give them the required strength.
In
each case, the headsheave should be
which
will
under
the
track,
have
placed
a tendency to hold the rope well down
on the rollers.
From the description I have given,
the operation of this system should be
In the figure, I
clearly understood.
have indicated by the dotted line the
position of the branch rope at the
lower landing when disconnected from
the main rope. WILLIAM D. ROBERTS.

Morgantown, W. Va.

mpanying
figure. The
a cco

empty

and

loaded

tram

Inquiries

tracks from No.2 mine are carried across the
incline

by

Of General

Interest

an

overhead bridge.
If conditions should require these tracks
could be carried under instead of over
the incline.
After crossing the incline, the two
tracks are brought together by a
switch, and No.-2 loads and empties are
handled from that point over a single
track, reaching to the new hoist above
No.-l landing. As shown in the figure,
this single track is connected by a
switchback with the main tramroad
from No.-l mine, at the head of the
incline.

This arrangement enables us to haul
the loaded cars from No.-2 landing up
to the point mentioned, above No. 1,
and drop them by gravity to the head
of the main incline, by which they are
then lowered to the tipple, either separately or in a combined trip of cars
from both mines.
Similarly, empty cars for No.-2 mine
are hoisted over the switchback and

Authority of Examining Board
Correspondent, Questioning the Authority of an Examining Board
to Omit the Oral Examination of Candidates Who Fail to Pass
Their Written Examination, Appeals to Coal Age and Readers

AT A RECENT examination of canl\. didates for the position of min»
inspector in the bituminous region of
Pennsylvania, the examining board sitting at Pittsburgh refused to give the
oral examination to any candidate who
required perfailed to receive the
centage in his written examination.
As I under.stand the mining law, it
requires the appointment of an examining board whose duty shall be to
conduct the examination of candidates
on a certain day giving to each applicant a written and an oral examination.

The question

I

want

to

ask

is,

Has

an examining board any authority to
set aside the oral examination of a
candidate as required by law? Granting that a candidate has failed to pass
his written examination and, on that
account, could not receive a certificate
from the board even if he passed the
oral

examination

with

flying

colors,

does that fact allow the board to omit
the oral examination of such a candidate?
Cannot the candidate claim the right
to be given the full examination, both
written and oral, required by law? To
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my mind, the act of this examiningboard, in refusing- to give a candidate
his oral examination, impairs the entire examination of other candidates
who cannot be legally appointed inspectors of mines.
I hope to see this question answered
If mine
and discussed in Coal Age.
workers are required to obey the law
and are to be prosecuted for its viola-

Examination Questions

Answered
Pennsylvania Bituminous Firebosses'
Examination, April 5-8, 1921

tion, must not officials who fail to do
Inquirer.
the same suffer likewise?
Johnstown, Pa.

our

In

opinion,

this

methods of ventilation and mine management."
In our judgment, the words "shall
also undergo" place the obligation on
the candidate and not on the examining board. The law does not state
that the applicant shall be given, but

undergo an oral examination.
In providing for the examination
and certification of candidates for
official
mining positions, the evident
intention of the lawmakers was that
the examining board should determine
the fitness of candidates by giving them
an examination.
The law distinctly
makes the written examination the
shall

principal one.
It

seems

logical

conclude that a
failed to pass the
to

candidate having
written examination to the satisfaction
of the board, nothing more is required
to determine that he is incompetent

and unqualified for the

position.

That

being the case, it should conclude the
matter and relieve the examining board
from going further in a vain attempt
to ascertain the candidate's fitness
If an examining board omit an oral
examination after a candidate has
failed in the written examination, having already determined that the candidate is unqualified, it has fulfilled the
purpose of its appointment.
It can be further stated that Sec.

2 of the article previously mentioned
authorizes the examining board
to
"formulate rules for conducting the
examination." We are advised by the

Department of Mines that, in" this
the chairman of the examining
board announced to the assembled candidates that the oral examination would
case,

not

be

given to those who failed
to make the percentage required in the
written examination, and no protest

was made by any of the candidates
present,
to abide

(Selected Questions)

correspondent

inadvertently read into the lawmore than the words convey. Art. 19.
Sec. 4, of the Bituminous Mine Law
of Pennsylvania, reads as follows:
"The principal examination shall be in
writing, and each applicant shall also
undergo an oral examination pertaining to explosive gas, safety lamps,

has

who thus

obligated themselves
by this ruling of the board.
conceded that an examination conducted in a manner that fails
to comply with the requirements of
the law would not be legal, nor would
any appointment made as the result
of such examination be legal. We shall
It is readily
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Question

— What

are
the
lawful
duties of a fireboss^ State briefly.
Answer The law requires a fireboss
to examine carefully every working
place in his district before the men
enter the mine for work. He must also
examine all places adjacent to live

—

workings and all roads, travelways and
unfenced roads leading to abandoned
places and falls. Before proceeding, he
must see that the air current is traveling in its proper course. He must use
no other light than that of an approved
safety lamp and start his examination
not more than thi-ee hours before the
time appointed for work.
He must
mark the date of the examination on
the face and side of each place examined as evidence of his work having
been done.
At the entrance of any
place where gas or other danger is discovered, he must place a danger signal
to

warn persons not

place.

enter such

to

On completing

his examination,

he must enter a report of the same in
a book kept for that purpose and
specify any danger he may have found,
stating its character and location. The
fireboss is required to make a second
examination of the working places in
his district during working hours.

Question

— When

and

n-here

would

you place a danger board and how and
by whom should the danger be removed?

—

The law requires a danger
be placed at the entrance of
the mine by the fireboss when he enters
to make his first examination in the
morning. He must also place a danger
board at the entrance to any place
where he may find danger. It is the
.\nswer

board

to

duty of the mine foreman or the fireboss by his direction, to see that all
dangers discovered are promptly re
moved by competent workmen under
their supervision.

Question

— Describe

of a safety

lamp for

the construction
use by a

official

fireboss ayid state with
are ynost familiar.

Answer

what lamp you

— A safety lamp designed for

the use of a fireboss consists of two
essential parts, the oil vessel and a

gauze chimney.
The common unbonneted Davy lamp has always been a
favorite with firebosses.

The brass

oil

lamp is equipped with a
round-wick burner and a pricker for
raising or lowering the wick.
The oil
burned is a good quality of sperm or
cottonseed oil. The gauze chimney surmounting and attached to the oil vesvessel of this

be glad to learn the opinions of others

sel is

regarding the matter.

having 28 wires (28 B.w.g.)

made

of standard, steel-wire mesh
to the inch,

or 784 openings per square inch. The
is cylindrical having a diameter of 1 9-16 in. and a height varying

chimney
from 4J

to 6 in., in different types of

The main gauze

this lamp.

is

"supple-

niented by a gauze cap that fits over the
top of the chimney.
The chimney is
held in place at the"top by a brass ring,
supported on three brass standards or
rods.
.\ brass shield or cap surmounts
the standards and to this a handle is
attached for carrying the lamp.
A
screw-plug secures the chimney to the
oil

vessel.

—

Question Name at least one dangerous practice that is freqttently indulged in by the following persons:
Miners, motormen, brakemen, rockmen,
timbermen, tracklayers and iciremen.

—X

Answer

miner

may

neglect to set

needed timber, mine his coal without
spragging, use too short a fuse, or bite
off the end of the match of a squib, in

A motorman may jump on or
motor to open a door or throw
switch, while the machine is running.
Brakemen may fail to properly
blasting.
off his

a

sprag or apply the necessary brakes on
a steep grade.
Bratticemen may fail
to set a sufficient number of
properly hang the canvas or
brattice to a s^ufficient distance
the gas from the face of a

heading.

posts or

extend a
to

sweep

place or
a

Rockmen may overcharge

hole, or fail to set temporary timbers
for their protection when taking down
loose rock.
Timbermen will often fail
to protect themselves in like manner
when replacing broken timbers. Trackmen may leave old rails and other material in an unsafe position at the side
of the road, or stow away the same
where it will obstruct the clearance
space or shelter holes along the road.
Wiremen may fail to shut off the
power, before attempting to make necessary changes in the wiring or other

electrical

installations.
first-aid

—

Question What
would you give to

a

treatment

workman whose

eye has been injured?

—

Answer Remove at once any speck
of coal or other foreign matter observed
on the eye.
If the injury is severe,
while waiting for the doctor apply
absorbent cotton or soft cloth soaked
in cool water, bandaging the same, not
too tightly, but sufficiently so to prevent movement of the eyelid.
Keep
the cloth and bandage constantly wet
with cool -water to prevent inflammation.
few drops of oli%'e oil in the
eye will help to allay irritation. Never
allow the injured one to rub his eye.
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Shall Irregular Operation of the Bituminous

Coal Imkistry Be Remedied?*
Suggested Correctives Include Storage, Summer Discount in Prices,
Sliding Wage Scale and Seasonal Freight Rates
Operators Propose
Rebate on Freight Charges Paid on Coal Actually Put in Storage
By

HAS

F. G. TBYo.Nt

been frequently pointed out that as long as con-

ITsumption

—

and in a climate like that of North
must always be seasonal the only way to
insure steady working time at the mine is to provide adequate storage facilities at some point between the coal in
the ground and the furnace of the consumer.
The extension of the practice of storage turns upon a
technical problem
the feasibility of storing coal on a large
scale without spontaneous combustion and undue losses

America

seasonal

is

—

it

—

through escape of volatile matter or physical degradation.
The coals of the Appalachian region can generally be stored
better than those of the Mississippi Valley.
As to the
feasibility of stocking the former there can be no doubt,
for they are stored by the Northwestern Coal Dock operators in enormous quantities under trying conditions.
There is a widespread belief that the coals of the Mississippi Valley
Illinois, Indiana, Western Kentucky and the
fields from Iowa to Texas
will not endure storage.
Careful investigation by the engineers who have devoted most
attention to this subject, however, indicates that with due

—

j

—
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Storage at Mine of Only Limited Value

—

Stoniye at the Miiie. It is frequently urged by those
who are unfamiliar with mining conditions in America that
stocks of coal should be maintained at the mouth of the
mines. This is, indeed, the prevailing practice in parts of
Belgium and other countries on the Continent, but under
the conditions that exist in the United States this practice
would be of value only in evening up the small irregularities in operation during a given week.
It would have no
influence on the seasonal movement of coal from mine
to consumer, and would therefore leave untouched one of
the most glaring ill effects of the present system the unequal load upon the railroads.
Neither would it furnish

—

of the consumer against a
transportation, and experience during the
that actual suffering and the closing down
of plants are due more to delays in the delivery of loaded
coal than to diminution in the rate of output at the mines.
So many consumers depend upon the mobile reserve of
coal in transit that any interruption to normal movement
on the railroads means a scarcity of coal. In addition to
these facts the extra cost of putting the coal in storage
and reclaiming it militates against storage at the mine.
As someone has aptly put it, the cheapest place to store
coal at the mine is underground in the bed.
Storage on Route. Accumulations of coal may sometimes be kept advantageously at points along the way from
mine to place of use. Examples of this practice are seen
in the great storage yards that were constructed years
ago by the producers of anthracite. These yards are used
as reservoirs to receive the excess production in summer
and to furnish, on the approach of winter, the additional
tonnage called for by the heavier demand at that season.
It is noteworthy that they were established near points
of greatest consumption close to New York City and to
the piers from which shipments were made by water to

a

reserve for the protection

breakdown in
war has shown

—

40,000,000

—

Maximum
needed

precautions these coals also many be stored.
Of course
the precautions necessary cost money, and to be economically practicable they must be offset by beneficial results.
The most convincing demonstration of the practicability
of storing Western coal in large quantities is seen in the
fact that on the day of the armistice consumers had on
hand 63,000,000 tons of soft coal, an amount sufficient for
six weeks and three days' supply.
Millions of tons of this
coal was mined in the Middle West.
In fact, Appalachian
coal had been zoned out of most of the Mississippi Valley
except for small quantities moving under permit.
Although the purchasers of this Western coal reported many
fires, only a small part of it burned up or blew away, and
the carry-over into 1919 was so heavy as to depress the
market for months thereafter.
Western coal has been
stored in quantities sufficient to stabilize the demand. What
was done during the war can be done again, if only the
necessary incentive is provided.

to be

New

stored

STORAGE COAL REQUIRED TO EQUALIZE OUTPUT
To overcome the seasonal swing

in profluction and transportaputting in storage between Marcti

tion of soft coal would require
and August about 21.000.000 tons over and above what is already
stored.
This would make the total quantity in storage no greater
than the actual stock on the day of the Armistice.

•The first part of this article, entitled "Injurious Effects of
Irregular Operation of the Bituminous Coal Industry." appeared in
Coal Age last week. Published by permission of the director, U. S.
Geological Survey.
tin charge of coal statistics, U. S. Geological Survey.
.

England.
Only one yard, and that of small capacity, was located

the anthracite region itself. To this type of storage belongs also the great system of docks at the head of Lakes
Superior and Michigan, designed to accommodate both
anthracite and bituminous coal, which constitutes probably
the greatest storage plant for coal in the world. The docks
are necessary because navigation on the Lakes must be
completed between April 1.5 and Dec. 10, and they exercise
a beneficial influence on working time in the fields of the
in

Julv

14,
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northern and middle Appalachians, which supply the Lake
trade.
To whatever extent similar storage facilities can
be constructed elsewhere, the working time in other disExperience suggests, however,
tricts will be equalized.
that such intermediate storage is feasible only at some
point.
To halt the loaded train half way
natural breaking

and later reload and transthe remainder of the journey would be so expensive that the stored coal could not compete with that sent

to its destination, store the coal,

port

it

by through-shipment.
The real objection to intermediate storage as a solution
of the problem of irregular operation is that it does not
guarantee a steady supply to the consumer because the
'

of transportation may fail at the
Thus, storage yards for bituminous coal
New York would have availed little to
supply New England during recent periods of shortage, for
the congestion in traffic through the gateways over the
Hudson has on many occasions been the limiting factor in
supplying New England. Not the least of the benefits of
storage is the security it confers upon the consumer, and
that security is not his until the coal is actually in his bin.
last link

critical

in the chain

moment.

the vicinity of

in

Storage at Place of Use Safeguards Consumer
Storage at Point of Consumption.

—

The true remedy for
the seasonal fluctuation in the demand for coal, therefore,
is storage at the place of use, which will insure the consumer against the menace of interruption to his line of
communication with the mine. The magnitude of the task
of storing enough coal to equalize the demand is not so
great as might at first be supposed. We already habitually
accumulate a considerable stock against winter requirements.
If in addition to the present normal stock, 20,000,000 tons
can be put in storage between March 1 and Aug. 1, the
task is done.
It is urged that the expense of constructing new storage
facilities would be prohibitive.
The experience of the war
indicates that the additional facilities required can somehow be found, for on the day the armistice was signed the
total quantity of bituminous coal in comniei'cial storage
was at least 63,000,000 tons, and it is improbable that
the normal stocks on Nov. 11 exceed 40,000,000 tons. Where
the extra 23,000,000 tons was accommodated is something
of a mystery to the coal fraternity.
Clearly much of it
was in emergency stock piles inadequately protected and
inconveniently placed.
The fact that it was accommodated somehow indicates, however, that the task of storing enough coal to equalize the demand is by no means
an impossible one. What was accomplished once by the
consumer can be accomplished again, provided only that
storage is made attractive to him.

Summer Discount Helps Anthracite Industry
Summer Discount in Prices. To interest the consumer

—

some inducement

in dollars and cents must be offered which
counterbalance the cost of storage.
The most successful inducement in actual practice has been the summer discount in the price of anthracite, which was introduced by the railroad companies in the anthracite region
in the year 1900.
The maximum discount offered amounted
to 50c. a ton in the month of April, and was progressively
reduced as the season advanced. It was some years after
the summer discount was first offered before the working
time in the anthracite region showed marked improvement,
but since about 1910 the number of days lost per year has
notably decreased, and the summer discount has no doubt
contributed to that improvement. Some of the leading producers in Oklahoma and Arkansas have followed the same
practice for years with beneficial results.
Summer discounts on gas and domestic coal also were made by the
Rhenish Westphalian Coal Syndicate of Germany. It should
be noted, however, that summer differentials in mine prices
are practicable only where competition is limited.
If applied generally to sales of steam coal in the United States,
the practice would involve the use of methods which probably would be construed to violate the anti-trust laws.
Sliding Wage Scale. One means of making seasonal differences in mine prices possible is a sliding wage scale
that varies with the season.
The sliding scale that was

will

—

Total

Worl<.in9

Do^s

308

HOW AMERICAN

SOFT COAL MINES HAVE SPENT THE
WORKING TEAR—AVERAGE FOR THE PAST

THREE DECADES
The records

of the U. S. Geological Survey show that in the
years 1S90 to 1919 the bituminous mines worked on the
average only 215 days, and lost 93 possible working days each
j'ear.
The diagram analyzes tiie general causes of this lost
time the apportionment between the several causes is estimated
from all available data. The losses due to seasonal demand and'
overdevelopment probably are fairly regular. Those due to business depressions are present in some years and absent in others,
the average for the 30-year period being about 15 days.

thirty

;

introduced into the anthracite region in 1902 by direction
of the Anthracite Coal Commission was not designed primarily to assist summer discounts in price, but it did in
fact facilitate them.
Under this scale the wage rate was
increased 1 per cent for every increase of 5c. a ton in the
price of anthracite at New York Harbor, and decreased
as the New York price declined, except that at no time was
the wage rate to fall below a prescribed minimum.
The
sliding wage scale was abandoned by agreement in 1912,
but during the decade it was in force it no doubt assisted
in maintaining the summer discounts in prices.
As the mine laborers will benefit more than anyone else
by a stabilization of working time it seems not unreasonable that part of the burden of that stabilization should be
borne by them.
Such a sliding scale would presuppose
premiums during winter as well as reductions in spring and
summer. The sliding wage scale has the further advantage
that it could be adopted, provided both parties were agreed,
by making it a feature of the wage conti'acts between the
unions and the operators. This course would avoid violations of the anti-trust laws and would offer a means of
regulating the seasonal demand that could be put into
operation by the industry itself without legislation.
Seasonal Freight Rate. The most promising measure to
induce summer storage by the consumer which has so far
been proposed in the United States is the establishment of
seasonal freight rates on coal. The bill introduced into Congress by Senator Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, provided
for graduated reductions in freight rates from February to
July, and graduated increases from August to January.
The maximum spread between the highest and lowest
months was 50c. a ton. It was to be expected that the universal application of any change in coal freight rates would
disturb established competitive relations between different
fields and different types, of coal, and this, it was shown,
would be the probable effect of the Frelinghuysen plan.
No one set of differentials can be devised which will fit
the business of all districts, for though in most fields there
is a seasonal demand, the type curves of demand in the
Appalachian region differ noticeably from those of the

—

—
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West. As drafted, the bill did not affect intrastate rates
on coal, and it was pointed out that unless intrastate rates
were swung into line with the differential rates on interAs
state business, the result would be confusion indeed.
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The annual working time can be raised only by deflating
"watered" mine capacity the overdevelopment and
overmanning of the mines. To what extent the evening up
of demand would contribute to this deflation is problemati-

—

the

ought

the coal moving in strictly intrastats business constitutes

cal.

37 per cent of the total, exclusive of shipments to tidewater and the Lakes, the necessity of working out a harmonious set of differentials on all coal traffic is obvious,

therefore remove the periodic high spot prices, which have
heretofore been one of the chief incentives to overdevelopment. Among its results should be fewer new mines and
slower development of old mines.
Its effect could at best
be but gradual and negative, and a single return of a
period of scarcity with its orgy of high prices, such as we
experienced in 1920, would undo the work of years.

if the idea is to be applied at all.
These difficulties suggest that legislation intended to
establish seasonal rates should be drawn only in the broadest terms and that large discretionary powers should be
vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission. If the application of the principle were made sufficiently elastic many
of the objections raised by operators in particular fields
could be avoided. The differentials proposed probably were
They
sufficient to offer a real inducement to store coal.
were at least much in excess of the normal seasonal swing
Altogether the principle
in spot prices in most districts.
of seasonal rates, when judiciously applied, appears to offer the greatest promise of affecting the seasonal demand
for coal. Its chief advantage lies in the fact that it can be
applied by statute without any fundamental change in the
regime of competition to which the bituminous industry is
at present committed.
A counter-proposal offered by the operators as a substitute for seasonal rates was a drawback or rebate on the
freight charges paid on coal actually put in storage.

Deflating "Watered" Mine Capacity
that most of the foregoing devices are
designed to overcome the seasonal demand. If successful,
their net effect would be to distribute the total annual
output in twelve equal monthly installments. This result,
desirable as it is from many points of view, would not of
itself remove the present discrepancy between annual capacity and annual requirements.
If an even distribution of
demand could be effected at once it would increase the
number of days worked in April only to decrease them in
November, and the total number of days worked in the
year would remain just the same. We should still have
an excess mine capacity of 2.50,000,000 tons and an excess
It

will be noted

labor force of 175,000 men.

It

to

minimize fluctuations

in

mine price and

Necessary to Curb Unlimited Competition
The truth is that the remedies so far proposed do not
touch the fundamental fact of unlimited competition. They
provide no positive way to check the growth of mine capacity.
So long as there is no limit to the opening of new
mines, our enormous reserves and our guarantee that a new
property shall get its share of the available transportation
constitute a standing invitation to new enterprises, an invitation that needs only a tempting rise in the price of
coal to find ready acceptance.
There will remain also the
pressure to open new mines in order to meet payments on
investments in coal lands and the pressure to increase output in order to lower unit costs.
The necessity of some check on new development is
shown by both of the two notable experiments in the stabilization of coal mining afforded by the history of the coalmining industry.
The anthracite operators of Pennsylvania, by means of summer discount and storage, did succeed in eliminating seasonal fluctuations in production. At
the same time, however, the small underground reserves
of anthracite had set a natural limit beyond which development could not well proceed. The retardation of development enabled production now equalized throughout the
year to overtake mine capacity.
In 1918 the anthracite
region averaged 29.3 working days, or almost theoretically
full time.
Even in 1919, a decidedly abnormal year, the
working time was 266 days.
In like manner the essential object of the German coal
syndicate of Essen was to limit competition and so avert
overdevelopment and overproduction. The conditions leading to the formation of the syndicate
rapid development,
overproduction, irregular demami and sharp fluctuations in
price
remind one strongly of the conditions in many coal
fields of the United States today.

—

—

—
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SEASONAL FLUCTU.ATIOX IN OUTPUT AT BRITISH AND
AMERICAN MINES
Columns represent the rate of output for the month, expressed
in terms of per cent of the average rate for the year. Year chosen
is
1913. the latest normal year for England.
From the even
height of the shaded columns it will be seen that in England
next to the United States the greatest producer of coal the seasonal depression in output has been practically overcome.
One
factor in this result is the export trade of Britain, a considerable part of which is with the Southern Hemisphere.
It is also
true, however, that British consumers have adjusted themselves
to a routine of steady purchasing, and this in spite of the fact
that coal for household use is a larger element in the British internal demand than it is in the internal bituminous market of
the United States.

—

Unification of Interest to Check Overdevelopment
How far the industry itself can go in checking overdevelopment, in view of our present anti-trust laws, is a
question. During the crowded four years from 1916 to 1920
forces have been at work which tend to a unification of
policy and of interest. We hear of consolidations of strong
companies within the same field; of acquisition by prosperous concerns in one field of properties in rival fields; of
heavy investments in captive mines by industrial consumers and railroads.
We have seen an increase in the number of operators' associations and in the work done by
them, which culminated in the formation of the National
Coal Association in 1917. The experience which the operators obtained during the war compelled them to get together and to adopt, for the time being at least, a national
viewpoint.
Not the least potent influence toward unification has been the prosperity attained during the war, which
lifted the industry from a condition of near-insolvency and
This prosperity alone has provided a
set it on its feet.
larger working capital and made possible the purchase of
machines, improvements in mining practice, and a general

improvement in technical efficiency.
But while these forces have been tending toward unified
operation, a set of opposing forces has been at work in
the other direction. The high prices and attractive profits
and the magnitude of the war-time demand have resulted
It is
in an extraordinary enlargement of mine capacity.
a question which of the opposing forces has made the
greater headway. One fact is fairly clear: The tendency
to combine has not gone far enough to squeeze out the
water.
The discrepancy between capacity and demand
probably is greater now than it was in August, 1914.

;

Fewer Idle Freight Cars
The number of idle freight cars

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

LIQUIDATION

has proceeded very far, and although stability has

not yet been established to the level of commodity prices, we have
-i approached a stable equilibrium that will encourage a renewal
of trade on the part of those who rebelled against the prices of last
year and Instituted the buyers' strike, according to the July bulletin
of business conditions issued by the Mechanics & Metals National

Bank of the City of New York. "The adjustment of prices to a scale
means much," the bulletin continues, "particularly with reference to
These interests found
the railroads and the agricultural interests.
themselves hitherto in a very unsatisfactory situation, the worst
feature of which was the fact that while the prices they received for
their sales were low, the prices they paid for their purchases were so
high as actually to forbid liberal buying. The railroads are the
greatest employers of labor and purchasers of material in the country
the farmers as a class purchase more manufactured products than any
But railroads and farmers must have a margin
other class of workers.
of income over expenses if they are to buy, and that margin can only
come out of a proper equalization of prices.
"Although it sounds like a paradox, in view of the existing depression, business is in a far healthier state than it was at this time a
year ago. when merchants were buying for the automatic rise in values
which came while their goods lay on the shelves. Lax business
methods have largely disappeared; that kind of speculative buying is
definitely ended and merchants are seeing to it that purchases are
Fundamental business is the keynote toclosely adjusted to demand.
day, with emphasis placed on careful planning and turnover, hard

work, service and salesmanship.

The

public

having turned toward

useful necessities, a considerable part of the boom material which
was produced simply to make sales is no longer being turned out.

"With lower commodity prices, the price of labor
normal. Railroad wages have been cut down, and

becoming more
steel workers are
is

facing adjustments, which, if carried through without difficulty, will
have an excellent effect. There is an insistent call upon the railroads
It is
to bring down their charges in line with reductions elsewhere.
maintained that the relatively low prices now prevailing for commodities make the cost of transportation so much more burdensome to
producers than when prices were high and when transportation charges
could readily be passed along to the consumers."

Mullins Body Co. Strike Ends

announced
that the strike of employees at the
It

has

been

officially

plants of the Mullins Body Co. at
Salem, Ohio, makers of automobile
bodies, has been ended, the workmen
returning to the plants on the company's terms.
The strike was in
force for about two weeks.

Lackawanna Cuts Force 12 Per Cent
The Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western R.R. announced July ~ a 12
per cent reduction

in

working: forces

at

its

tive

Scranton repair shops,

Monday, July

11.

It

effec-

also an-

nounced the placing of the shops on
a 44-hour week basis. The order, it
was said, would affect all other

continues to decline, according to
figures given out by the American
Railway Association. These showed
that there were 377,850 cars in excess of current freight requirements
on June 23, or a reduction of 3,896
cars compared with the total on June
15.
Surplus box cars, numbering
140,627, showed a decrease of 3,308
in approximately a week, and surplus coal cars numbered 163,982, an
increase of approximately 4,500 over
that reported for June 15.

B.

1,500

and 1,600 mechanics

returned to work at the Mount Clare
shops of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.
July 5 after a furlough of three
weeks. The Mount Clare plant now
is employing, roughly, two-thirds of
the normal force of about 3,000, it
was estimated at the company's
Including those at Mount
offices.
Clare 3,600 shop employees i-eturned
to work, the others going back to
shops at Cumberland, Md., where 450
were put on; Keyser, W. Va., and

Glenwood, Pa.

Unemployment Increased

in

June

A decrease in employment of 2.9
per cent in the country during June
as compared with May is indicated
by a survey made by the Department
of Labor of reports from 1,428 firms
employing normally

1,600,000 persince January in
situated
in
these
sixty-five principal industrial centers,
according to a statement issued July
All indus7, has been 6.2 per cent.

The decrease

sons.

establishments,

tries reported

decreased employment
products,

food

except

textiles,

leather, liquors and beverages, stone,
clay, glass and tobacco.

2,000 D.

&

H. Shopmen Return

About 2.000 shop employees of the
Delaware & Hudson R.R. in New
York State and Pennsylvania went
back to work July 5, when several
shops of the company were reopened
having

after

weeks.

closed for six
the road said
resumed on that date

been

Officials

of

that work was
at Colonic and Oneonta, N. Y., and
They estimated
Carbondale, Pa.
there were 1,500 men at work in the
Colonie shops, 250 at Oneonta and

250 at Carbondale.

It

4,.500 Idle

Four plants of the Greenfield Tap
Die
Corporation,
which employs
about 3,000, and the Goodell-Pratt
plant,
Co.
employing 1,500 closed
June 30 until Aug. 1. The two concerns are the principal industries of
Greenfield, Mass.

Work

O. Mechanics EJack at

N. Y. Navy Yard Makes More Cuts

shops of the railroad.

Five Mills Close;

&

Between

is

reported at the

New York

that 2,300 more workers
are to be dischi.rged by the end of

Navy Yard

One thousand were to
this month.
have been discharged by Saturday,
July 9. and the i-est are to be dispensed with when work has been
completed on the Brazilian battleship Minas Geraes.
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Hold Hearing on Readjustment of Coal
Rates to Syracuse: Decision x4waited

APPLICATION

having been made to the Interstate ComCommission by the coal railroals runninp into
Syracuse and covering that territory generally, for what
was called a readjustment of freight rates, a hearing was
held in that city on June 27 and 28 by Manual Garcia
de Quevede, examiner of the commission, and a large
amount of testimony taken for future consideration and
guidance in arriving at a decision.
The railroads concerned are the Lackawanna, which proposes to advance its rate 28c. to the Syracuse territory,
and the New York Central and the Lehigh Valley, the
latter reaching Syracuse over the Central, which propose
.

nieroe

to reduce their rates 14c. a ton.
As the Lackawanna is
the chief coal carrier, handling a great part of the anthracite used
concerned

in

the

district,

the

consumers were especially

opposing the changes. A leading part in the
opposition was taken by the Syracu.se Chamber of Commerce. The roads were liberally represented by attorneys.
Some, who are acquainted with the situation, are of the
in

opinion that the retail dealers did not feel like making
a very determined opposition to the advance, as the Lackaof erecting its
if
too much
antagonized by the trade it might be provoked to do so.

wanna road has been considering the plan
own local coal plants in Syracuse and

Dr. Zimmerman Reports on Marketability
of Beneficiated North Dakota Lignite
DR. ERICH W. ZIMMERMAN, consulting economist of

the U. S. Bureau of Mines, has submitted to Director
H. Foster Bain a preliminary report on the marketability
of beneficiated North Dakota lignite. The report analyzes
the conditions surrounding and the difficulties affecting the
fuel supply of North Dakota, South Dakota and contiguous
territory. The ultimate purpose of this study is to provide
the necessary economic data upon which an estimate of
the commercial possibilities of beneficiated North Dakota
lignite may be built up.
The report specifically deals with
production and consumption in the territory mentioned.
Northwestern fuel prices. Northwestern fuel imports with
special reference to their sources, the Lake coal trade to
the Northwest and the railroads and the Northwestern fuel
supply.

Union Colonizes the Mingo Tent Colonies
OLMSTED,
HARRY
of the

chairman of the Labor Committee
Operators' Association in the Williamson field,
makes the following statement:
"Law-enforcement officers at Williamson are aware that recruits for the forces
of the strikers have annved recently into the hills of Mingo
County. The idea of marching organized miners into the
Mingo field from the Kanawha region was abandoned, but
many of the men from that district have arrived in groups
either by train or in automobiles.
"It is the opinion of the operators that these recruits are
coming for another purpose than that of reopening the
warfare in the Williamson district. They believe that the
miners' organization wishes to make an impressive showing in numbers when the Senate committee an-ives.
"As evidence of the recruiting process, Major Davis,

who

is in charge of the district under Governor Morgan's
proclamation of martial law, recently detained forty men
living in the Lick Creek tent colony of strikers.
His examination of these men showed that fifteen of them were
not residents of Mingo County, and had not worked a single
day in the coal mines of the Williamson field."

Coal Mine a Feature of Mining Congress

AMODEL

coal mine built under the supervision of government experts and illustrating the latest form of laborsaving mining machinery will be an interesting feature of
tfre National Exposition of Mines and Mining Equipment
which the American Mining Congress is preparing for its
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twenty-fourth annual convention to be held

in

Chicago, Oct.

17-22.
From cutting machines to ventilating fans every
form of modern coal-mining machine will be seen operating
under actual working conditions.
When the Coliseum at Chicago opens its doors on Oct. 17
the visitor will have an opportunity of seeing an excellent
facsimile of a coal mine and of exploring its recesses. He
will come to an open shaft, enter a cage and descend to
the bottom.
Further on he will enter a chamber where he
can observe the cutting machines and loaders at work. An
electric locomotive will pull the cars to the conveyor, which
will lift the coal to the mouth of the mine.

Western Kentucky Towns and Coal Mines
Get Power and Light from I tilities Co.

THROUGH

a

deal

just

Utilities Co. takes over

closed

to

whereby the Kentucky

under a ten-year contract the

power plants of the two largest western Kentucky coal companies, the St. Bernard Coal Mining Co., at Earlington, and
the W. G. Duncan Coal Co., at Greenville, arrangements
are being made to supply power to a large number of
towns and coal companies which have neither light nor
power at the present time. It is planned to string 150
miles of transmission, which will cost around a half million
dollars and require probably a year to install, according
to L. B. Herrington, vice-president of the utilities company.
It is reported that there is 5,000 hp. available, produced in the two plants, which have coal in good producing mines at hand.
It is planned to distribute power
through large generating plants at these mines and furnish power to Central City, Madisonville, Providence, Clay,
Sturgis, Dawson, Greenville, Princeton, Morganfield and
Uniontown. This is the largest power contract ever made
in western Kentucky and the first looking toward hooking
up a number of coal operations. It will result in a saving
in the transportation of coal and materially aid in improving mine operation.

Big Explosion Wrecks German Mine, Killing
Eighty -Three Men Out of Hundreds

ADOUBLE

explosion that knocked men down a half mile
in the Mont Cenis mine near Heme in
Westphalia, Germany, on Sunday, .June 19, killing 83 men
out of hundreds who were working in the mine at the
time.
-A.
number of men were still entombed on June 21,
among them Herr Rocchling, a son of the owner, who was
engaged in the mine when the explosions occurred. One
hundred persons were injured. Methane is said to have
been the cause of the disaster and to have hindered the
rescuers.

away occurred

Tidewater Coal Exchange Issues Supplement
No. 3 to Mine Classification No. 1
Tidewater Coal
THE Supplement
No.

Exchange, Inc., issued as of June
3 to Classification of Mines No. 1.
This supplement will be mailed to each yearly subscriber.
Copies of Classification No. 1 and Supplement No. 3 are
available also to the coal-purchasin'jr public and all interested parties and w-ill be mailed on receipt of 25c. and extra
copies of Supplement No. 3 will be mailed on receipts of
10c. For $1 monthly supplements will be regularly supplied,
containing all changes, additions and eliminations.
22,

Try

to

CLAIMS

Mine Coal Before Law Can Act

are made that the Glen Aldcn Coal Co. is tripleshifting its operations in the surface beds at the Archbald, Sloan and Hyde Park collieries so as to obtain as
much coal as possible from them before the new laws come
into effect on Aug. 27, when it will be impossible to
mine the upper beds without violating the Kohler law or
accepting the Fowler law provisions. The lower measures
may be worked with less prospect of injury to the surface.
The Se-Rob Coal Co., with mines in West Scranton, also is
running two shifts, though formerly it worked only one.
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America's Foreign Trade of Improved

Production of Manufactured Goods in Europe*
By Herbert Hoover

THERE

a feeling of some uneasiness and even of
pessimism regarding the futui'e or our foreign trade,
The importance of our
in which I do not participate.
I may say in
foreign trade requires but little defense.
passing that our whole standard of living greatly depends
upon our imparts and that our exports are the great balance wheel for our production. Exports are vital to the
.stabilization of our industries, of price levels, of wages
is

and

of employment.
While our exports do cover but a small percentage of our
production, on the other hand they do comprise a

total

large percentage of the

production uf certain industries.

For instance, we genei'ally export 20 per cent of our wheat,
60 per cent of our cotton, 75 per cent of our copper, not to
mention others. Unless we find a market for the surplus
production of our great industries, we shall continue to keep
some twenty-five millions of our people in reduced buying
power.
We might even drive them into poverty during
the many years that would be required to shift the whole
basis of our internal production. Nor does a nation become
rich by its exports alone, but by its trade.
While many of the causes of the present depression lie
w'ithin our own borders, yet there may be no recovery
:from these hard times for many years to come if we neglect
our economic relations abroad. Even if we lower our vision
of civilization in this crisis solely to our own selfish economic interest, we are yet mightily concerned in the recuperation of the entire world. The hard times that knock
at very cottage door today came from Europe.
No tariffs,
no embargoes, no navies, no armies can ever defend us from
these invasions. Our sole defense is the prosperity of our
neighbors and our own commercial skill. The recovery of
our foreign trade can march only in company with the
"welfare and prosperity of our customers.
When we analyze the present foreign trade situation, we
find tremendous shifts in economic currents since 1914. Indeed, we find g^'eat changes still in progress. If we would
guide our policies of production and of trade aright we
must keep these great changes constantly in mind. These
profound alterations naturally fall into two divisions: The
shift in the world's production and markets and the shift in
the world's financial relations. They bear upon each other,
and they aflfect our three primary groups of food, raw
material and manufactured goods differently.

—

World Changes in Production and Markets

—

The United States. There have been great changes in
our own economic situation. We have not alone shifted
from a debtor to a creditor nation. Our capacity for surplus production in food and manufactures has grown enormously during the war until we have taken front rank of
the world in foreign trade. The direction of our trade has
shifted greatly. During the last year about one-half of our
whole foreign trade was with Europe, but of our exports
to them 80 per cent were foodstuffs and raw material; of
our exports to states outside of Europe about 75 per cent
were manufactured goods. Europe in turn is our serious
competitor in marketing our manufactured goods to the rest
of the world. We have enormously increased our imports
of tropical and other commodities that we do not produce.
The Noncmnbatant Countries. Since the great war began
the world outside the fighting states of Europe has gained
mightily in wealth, in standards of living, and in consuming
power. Even omitting the United States, it has gained son-tething Ifke forty millions in population. The countries not
directly affected by the war are indeed suffering from the
general depression, but this depression with them is only
the aftermath of the malevolent forces born of the past war

—

•Abstraot of an address before the National Shoe and Leather
Exposition and Style Show (Inc.) Boston, Mass., July 12, 1921.

They have none of the deep economic wounds of the
fighting states, and they will be quick to recover.
During
the war the productive capacity of these states, except possibly Japan, had no unusual increase because of their isolation through shortage of shipping.
Russia. One of the economic shifts that aflfects the whole
world profoundly is from Russia. Russia bore much the
same relation to western Europe before the war that the
Mississippi Valley bears to our Northeastern States. Russia
was one of the great food bases of the manufacturing
countries of western Europe, exchanging food for their
fabricated products.
The.se manufactured goods in turn
booms.

—

to some degree produced from our raw materials.
Even at best it will be many years before Russia will have

were

recovered. We are today the only great source of enlarged
food production.
Europe must and will draw from us a
great proportion of food supplies that she formerly drew
from Russia. I see no basic reason why we should not
continue to export approximately the same large volume
of foodstuffs that we have shipped abroad during the past
twelve months.
This item alone at even present prices
would be triple our pre-war food exports, and would represent the equal of more than 60 per cent of our whole pre-

war export

trade.

German Reparation Certain
Germany.

to Have Profound Effect

— Another

great but uncertain shift in world
forces will arise out of Germany. The reparation payments

must have a profound effect upon the whole economy of the
world. Germany is to pay outside her borders to the Allies
$500,000,000, plus 26 per cent export duty, or, say, a minimum of about $750,000,000 per annum. Germany is left
without much gold foreign property or foreign business
earnings of consequence; therefore these payments must be
made mostly by the sale of manufactured goods outside her
borders.
But beyond the reparation payments, she must
also sell goods abroad in the amounts necessary to buy her
imports of food and raw materials.
Any calculation based on the pre-war trade of Germany
implies an enormous increase
perhaps more than doubling
of her pre-war exports.
In view of the export duty and
other payments, she must produce these goods for about
one-half our production cost in order to take our markets.
Such an increase in exports must be manufactured goods,
and until the world consumption grows, the'se must be marketed in displacement of the goods of other industrial
nations.
We shall certainly feel the eflfects of this flow
of goods that must be produced if she is to make reparation payments.
On the other hand, Germany must take
more raw materials from us for this purpose. In any event,
the crowding in the market of German exports will affect
her immediate neighbors more than ourselves, for 80 per
cent of her market, pre-war as well as in the future, must

—

—

lie in

Europe

itself.

Effect Upon Us of Improved European Production

Any improvement in European production of manufactured
goods will favorably afl'ect our market for those raw matesuch as cotton and copper, where we possess the final
supplies.
In considering the demands for such raw materials,

we must remember that the manufacturing countries
Europe have lost for a long time to come any
great markets in Russia and Turkey; the population of
Europe as a whole has not the consuming capacity for
manufactured goods that it had before the war and, therefore, we must expect a less than pre-war consumption in the
confines of Europe for their remanufacture of our raw materials.
But on the other hand, they will find after this depression is passed that the markets of the rest of the world
are larger than before the war. I am confident they will
rials

of western
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gradually return to pre-war demand for our cotton, copper,
Fortunately, our proiluiers have realized this temporary situation and have vigorously reduced their production
so that they should eventually realize better prices than at

etc.

present.

As

our manufactures containing a large element of
in which we do not enjoy special advantages,
we must look out and take measures of our own. We can
no douht devise tariff measures that will protect our domestic market, but if we are to hold to our foreign markets in
this vast group of our manufactures, and thus to keep our
people employed, we have several things to attend to.
Fundamentally, we must get our production costs down.
That lies only along the road of increased efficiency in our
whole industrial machine. It means a willingness of our
working people to put forth every effort that is in them
consistent with health, proper family life and good citizenship.
The surest road to a continued high wage and the
surest safeguard against unemployment is to remove every
restriction on effort.
I am confident we can hold our markets, our higher standards of living and of wage if we will
all put our backs into it.
labor

to

io.<t,

Shift in Credits Overshadows Othehs Problems
Overriding all these questions of production and markets
is one of credits.
Our whole financial relation to the rest
of the world has greatly shifted.
From a nation owing
some five billions of dollars to the rest of the world for
moneys borrowed, the war has reversed our position so that
the world, principally Europe, owes us today from thirteen
to fifteen billions of dollars, of which about ten billions
Before the war we had to export a
is due our government.
surplus over our imports, and beyond this had to contribute
through remittances of immigrants, tourists, shipping, etc.,
great sums to pay interest upon our debts.
The reason for the piling up of this vast debt is, of
course, that we have not only loaned money to the Allies but
have also since the war vastly increased the surplus of our
exports, and the movement still continues to accumulate in
our favor. Unless we would cease a large part of our war
increased productivity with all the resulting unemployment
and losses of such a cessation, we must continue for some
time to export in excess of our imports. I may repeat that
if today we stop giving more credits and demand payment
of interest on debts due our government, our exports will
further decline, and the decline will find its interpretation in
more unemployment among our own people and more displacement of our industries.

Dollar at Premium All Over the World
The natural

our continued surplus of exports
(although we have as yet made no demand for payment of
interest on the government debt) is that our dollar is at a
premium over even the most stable currencies in the world.
Thus the cost of producing our commodities is higher than
in any other country.
This does not so materially affect
the export of those commodities of which we hold a final
supply, such as the food supplies and our raw materials, or
those articles in the manufacture of which we have unique
ability.
It does, however, partly blockade our exports of
manufactured goods in which we directly compete with
Europe.
Exchange itself is not the cause but the effect.
It bears the same relation to trade that the barometer does
to the weather.
It is but an indication of the movement of
commodities and credit. Our higher barometer means we
reed more credits outward or as an alternative we must
send less goods out or take more goods in.
Attempts to bring exchange to parity or to create international securities of any kind are open to the objection that
they involve an element of inflation and that they practically
open the gates of credit from the United States without
regard to risk, how its purpose affects us or whether it really
benefits the borrower.
Loans from our government direct
to foreign governments or foreign merchants have a hundred objections and disagreeable entanglements which we
learned well enough during the war.
In all this maze of
difficulty and the unsettlement over credits and debts I
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would sum up that wisdom consists in knowing what to do
next rather than debates upon perfection.
I believe all trading states of consequence in the world
can even now finance their imports of food supplies. The
stronger of them can finance their imports of raw materials.
We are, indeed, importing very much larger quantities of
tropical produce than before the war and our own consumption of these commodities will continue to grow. The
margin of credits needed beyond our imi)orts in order to
keep commerce alive for the present are, first, comparatively
short term amounts to cover part of our exports of raw
material.s and the distribution period of our manufactured
goods and, second, constant refinance of debts or interest
already owed to us.
In summary, on the production and marketing side of our
commei-ce we can say that our food exports should remain
on a greatly enlarged scale; that the demand for our raw
materials should slowly increase toward pre-war amounts;
that in respect to our manufactures we should be able to
hold special fields or repetitive production and ingenuity;
that we will need to make a fight to hold the markets for
manufactured goods where we come more directly into competition with the European manufacturer, but that we can do
i:
if we will work and apply our brains to it.
On the
financial side of our situation, I do not believe our world
credit situation is at all so unsurmountable or that it requires extraordinary solutions.
I may repeat that we need to realize above all
things
that, even if we lower our vision of civilization in this
crisis solely to that of our own selfish economic interest, we
are mightily concerned in the recuperation of the entire
world. There is an economic interdependence in the world
that recognizes no national boundaries.
The greatest jeopardy to the standard of living of our people is the lowered
standards of Europe. Now that we have become a great
debtor nation we must learn that this great debt must be
wisely directed so that we do not stifle both our own growth

and the growth of

others.

We

are not a nation of machines, and houses, factories
and railways. We are a nation of men, women and children.
Our industrial system and our commerce are simply implements for their comfort and happiness. When we deal with
those great problems of business and economics we must be
inspired by the knowledge that we are increasing and defending the standards of living of all our people. Upon this
soil grow those moral and intellectual forces that makeour nation great.

429 Coal Vessels Dock

Up

effect of

to

at

Duluth-Superior

June 30: 162 Last Year

\VESSELS

arriving with coal at Duluth-Superior for the
season up to June 30 totaled 429 as compared with 162
during the corresponding period last year.
Receipts of coal at the docks during June and for the
season to June 30, compared with 1920, are as follows, in
net tons:
.

1920

Anth.

Northwestern
Berwind

51.600

Pittsburgh

43.700

Carnegie

15.800

Hanna

20.200

Reeve.s
Bo..ton

8,300

Inland
Clarkson
.Northern
Zenith Furnace
Pniladelphia & Reading
U. S..Steel Corporation
Reig
Pursglove
Lehigh Valley

17,270

17,500

1921

.

.\ntn

Bit.

73.000
42,100
85.100
33.600
40,000

23.900
23.500
7.100
24.300
22.300
255.000
24,400
17.200

53.000
.

45.800
8,700
10.800
6.600
8,700
12.000

30.000
11,500

Bit.

335.800
209.800
401.500
216.900
104.000
5,800
74.500
77,200
118,800
123,200
47,500
60,000
188.400
106,700
39,900

43.200

GreatLake-;

11.100

7,800

45,200

TotaltoJunel

174,500

632,600
276.400

194.700
261.900

2.155.200
1.633.200

TotaUtoJunc30

392.070

959,000

456,600

3,788,400

Junereceipts

217,570

.\nthraoite receipte in excess of last year, 64,530 ton^Bituminous receipts in excess of last year. 2.829.400 tons.
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Pause in Coal Legislation; Stabilization a Constant
Menace; Regulation Believed to Be Inevitable
By Paul Wooton
Washineton Correspondent

A PPARENTLY

i\

there

is

to be an intermission in leg-

islative activities pertaining to coal.

becomX. JL ing increasingly evident that Senator Frelinghuywell
when
he put up the seasonal rate
sen played his hand
bill to be shot at by the Senate. By withholding the coal
now
is
able
to keep the opponents
he
stabilization bill
The
of that measure on the qui vive continually.
bill is on the calendar with the ever-present possibility
unexpectedly,
called
up
possibly
when
being
but
of its
few Senators are in the chamber. The more likely
course, however, is that Senator Frelinghuysen will be
content to allow the measure to remain on the calendar
until sentiment in the Senate toward such legislation
may undergo a change. Were there to be a repetition
next autumn of the conditions which prevailed last
year, it is recognized that there would be a chance to
pass the

It is

bill.

generally admitted that had the Calder comrecommended legislation no more drastic
mittee
than the Frelinghuysen bill, it could have been put
It

is

through Congress at that time. Many Senators opposed
to even as mild a form of regulation as is proposed in
the Frelinghuysen bill are of the opinion that regulation

Minnesota Property Owners Launch Propaganda for Government Coal Control
with head"Property Owners' Federation,
THE
quarters
now conducting a mail
Red Wing, Minn.,
Inc.,"

in

propagnda

in

is

the interests of coal nationalization.

While

is only a matter of time. The time
be greatly extended, they believe, if everything
runs smoothly in the production and distribution of
coal.
At any rate, it is evident that the public is not
going to insist upon punishment for the coal trade for

lor the coal industry

may

what happened

in 1920.

In a way, the coal industry has a new lease on unregulated life, but the length of the lease will depend
almost entirely upon what happens regardless of
whether or not coal producers or dealers are responsible.
In that respect the coal industry apparently is to be
favored by the absence this fall of a coal shortage.
Information reaching Washington, both through government and private sources, is to the effect that stocks
are being well maintained.
Current needs apparently
are being abundantly cared for by the present rate of
production, with little prospect that demand will increase at any time during the coming autumn or winter
beyond the point where adequate distribution is assured. In that connection it may be started that the hope
for increased buying of coal is based at this time more
largely on export than on increased activities on the
part of American industries.

—

ton.
The general tenor of the circular, and of the propaganda for that matter, according to a report from Philadel-

phia, is strongly reminiscent of the extra-official activities
of a former fuel administrator in the Northwest, who never
allowed the facts to disconcert him when he placed his fuel
theories before the public.

professed idea is to bring about "government regulation
of production, distribution and sale of coal, not for government ownership of mines," it is obvious what such a proits

Attorney General Grants Hearings to
Indicted Operators and Miners

gram would

lead to.
Circulars sent out by this organization bear the fac
simile signature of "K. Neuston, secretary."
The reading
matter asks for a constitutional pmendment, if needed, to
enable the government to control coal distribution, and
points to the records of state fuel administrators during the
war as a source of valuable information. It says that the
same sort of control is desired for coal as is being applied
to railroads and grain markets.
"Five efficient and reliable
leaders" in Washington who are listed as men who will
listen to a public appeal are named
President Harding,
Secretaries Hoover and Fall, and Senators Calder and

—

Frelinghuysen.
Recipients of the circulars are asked to send the names
substantial business acquaintances anj'where in the
United States. The Federation engages to send in return
"letters of one terse sentence urging prompt action" which
the recipient is to sign and mail. The Federation also says
it will mail at the same time "a wide-range array of facts
and data from which you can form your high pressure perof

sonal letters to the officials at Washington, whom we have
just mentioned."
It is requested that $5 accompany each

mailed to the headquarters. What this money will be
used for is not definitely stated, save that it "will finance
list

this issue to a successful finish."
Some of the Neuston circulars have already reached the
anthracite region.
Traces of this activity have been found
in New Jersey and elsewhere.
It is a propaganda which,
if it is at all successful, probably could be combated best
by means of protests from business organizations and individual citizens, addressed to proper persons in Washing-

compliance with a request of the Committee
INJudiciary
of the House of Representatives Attorney

on

GenDaugherty gave a hearing July 5 to representatives of
coal-mine owners indicted for alleged conspiracy in connection with the coal miners' strike last year.
The following
day the Attorney General gave a hearing, at the request of
Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of
Labor, to representatives of the mine workers who wei'e
eral

indicted.

The House also asked Mr. Daugherty to render an opinion
on the constitutionality of a bill introduced in the Senate by
Senator Nelson, chairman of the Judiciary Committee,
which was passed by the Senate and is now before the
House Committee on Judiciary. Under the terms of the bill
a person or corporation indicted under the Federal statutes
could be denied a preliminary hearing in the place of his
or its domicile and tried in a Federal court situated where
they reside or have their place of business. Both operators
and miners contend that the bill is unconstitutional in that
it denies them the right to a preliminary hearing and tria'
in the place of their domicile.
Th? purpose of the legislation is to enable the government to try the cases in the
U. S. Court at Indianapolis.
No. 1 District, United Mine Workers, will hold its nineteenth consecutive and fourth biennial convention at W<IkesBarre on July 18 and succeeding days. All local unions
between Mocanaqua and Forest City are included in the
district.
The meeting will be held in the Y. M. C. A. Building,

North Main Street.

.
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Bids Opened for Coal for New York Schools:
Onlv Three Bids for Full Amount
P.A.TRICK JONES, superintendent

of school supplies of
the Board of Education of Xew York City, opened bids
on .June 27 for the furnishing and delivering of more than
130.000 net tons of anthracite and bituminous coal for heatinjr the schools and buildings of the Board during the year
ending .A.pril 30, 1922. The bids received showed considerable variation. For furnishing and delivering the entire
tonnage for the Borough of Manhattan there were three
bidders.
The bids received together with the various tonnages were as follows:
Inler-Citv

W.FarrellctSon
Broken.' 5.000 tons
Egg. 1.000 tons
Stove, 400 tons
Pea. 2.000 tons
1

Buckwheat No.

Co

Fuel

Co

I'enn

Fuel Co.

$13 89

13 93
13 93

14
14

33
33
97

1

00

7 49

8

15

8 85

7 49

8

15

8 85

7

95

5 49

6 42

56

5

74

1

I

I

J7 95

I,*

14,500 tons

Buekwheat No.

A-

$13 13

1,

10.000 tons

Buekwheat No.

C. D. Naughton

JI2 39
12 39
12 39
10 39

3.t

10.750 tons

7

Semi-Bituminous.t
3.750tons
8 39
8 48
10 05
7 44
Semi-Bituminous
I.350ton8
8 39
8 48
9 55
7 94
Item* marked t. if awarded, to be awarded in conjunction with each other. If
item marked * is accepted, items marked t will not be awarded.

For delivering coal
were received:
Broken. 4.300 tons
Egg.200ton.s

Stephens

Inter-City

FuelCo.

Fuel Co.

$13

$13 94

10
10
10

13
13

.Stove. 100 tons

1130

00 tons
Buckwheat No. I, 4.000 tons
Buckwheat No. I. 5.500 tons
Buckwheat No. 3, 3.950 tons
Semi-bituminous, 1.550 tons
Pea,

No. 3 the following bids

in District

1.1

8
8
6
8

34
34

50
50

14
14
12
8
8
7
10

38
38
02

90
90

Weber-BunkeLange Coal Co
$12 50
12 50
12
10
7
7

50

00
50
50

61
10

For furnishing and delivering the tonnage required in the
in the Borough of the Bronx, the following bids were received:

Youngman Stephe
&Co.

V, H.

W.

,

Broken. 4.000 tons
Egg. 500 tons
Stove. 400 tons
Pea. 500 tons
Buckwheat No. 1. 3,800 ton.s..
Buckwheat No. 1. 8.600 tons..
Buckwheat No. 3. 6.000 tons..
Semi-Bituminous, 2.600 tons.

Farrell

&

$12 39
12.39
12 39
10 39
7 49
7 49
5 49
8 39

.
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Statistics the

Means

to

an End,

Not an End in Themselves
To Be Worth While, Facts Must Be Collected
Bureau of Mines Reports
First Hand

—

at

Often Basis of Technical Inquiries

By George Otis Smith*

AT BOTTOM,

the issue becomes one of grammatical
number: whether statistics is or itre? Is statistics a
separate branch of science, with a field peculiarly its own,
or are statistics simply facts stated by means of figures?
The scientific bureau is a fact finder; if successful, it finds
facts, it works out their interpretation, and it publishes the
truth.
Many of the facts thus gathered can be stated
quantitatively as well as qualitatively that is, numerals as
well as words can be used in describing the results of the
investigation. Tables of figures and graphic curves and
diagrams may help to set forth the facts exactly, but whatever may be the form or the means of their presentation
the facts are the things to be sought and found and published.
To the government official who is seeking to give
the public the results of scientific investigations made at
public expense statistics ore simply the means to an end,
not an end in themselves.
So, then, we can di'ess up facts for public appearance in
either words or numerals, or in both.
The U. S. Geological
Survey, for instance, gathers facts of many kinds and in
many different fields. Each year our engineers determine
the exact elevation or geographic position of a thousand or
more points on the earth's surface; and statistics of this
type are tabulated in books and are recorded on monuments,
commonly called bench marks. Other engineers determine
each year the amount of waier flowing in our principal
rivers and streams; figures are collected at 1,2.50 stations
and tabulated in an annual series of statistical volumes.
Another group of facts that are collected regularly relate
to the monthly output of electric current by more than
three-thousand public-utility power stations. Or the study
that expresses its results in long tables of figures may be
the work of the chemist and petrographer, as, for example,
the monumental Professional Paper 99, with its 8,602 chemical analyses, a kind of world census of the igneous rocks.

i^

—

Mineral Data of Survey Have WoRLDvnDE Repute
and better -known type, with which
the Geological Survey has been busy for forty years, are the
facts of mineral production in the tfnited States facts that
have been collected annually by one group of men along a
well-established line of precedents and policy. The mineral
statistics of the U. S. Geological Survey are not only its
best-known statistical product but they have a woi'ldwide
reputation, which puts them in a class by themselves as
compared with similar statistics collected by the French,
British, Belgian and German governments.
What are the
reasons for the difference?
To begin with, whether facts are to be expressed in
numerals or in words, they are best collected at first hand.
A field service is superior to an office force for gaining the
personal touch which gives life even to statistics. The
ideal collector of facts, moreover, is the field man who has
known his subject for years, and that subject is not merely
statistics but the reality behind the words and figures.
The
investigator who expresses some or all of his facts in tables
of figures is not thereby put in a separate class. He is
essentially an engineer, or a chemist, or a geologist not
necessarily a statistician.
It is the special training of the
fact collector in this or that science that makes him able to
give the highest value to his facts, for while the way in
which he presents his facts may bi'ing out that value and
add to their practical usefulness, neither words nor numerals
can create that value.
Statistical inquiries considered as a whole usually have
little in common except this word "statistics"; properly
Statistics of another

—

—

•Director, U.

S.

Geological Survey.
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define that word or use some synonym, and the need of coordination disappears. Cotton and copper are leading items
of export, and the facts as to production and stocks on hand
of both are of large commercial value, yet crop reports and
studies of ore reserves are best made un<lor different ausSpecialization yields the best results.
pices.
The issue of centralized statistics versus specialized service is likely to become the differei-.ce between a mechanical
assembling of figures, without interpretation, by office compilers who know little of their subject at first hand, and a
continued study in which numerical statements of facts
are interpreted by specialists who have lived with their
Statistics of themselves are only an
subjects for years.
adding-machine product, no more to be set up and worshiped
than the verbal output of the typewriter, and to segregate
the Federal adding machines would be no more rational than
It is the man
to assemble all the government typewriters.
behind the adding machine and its operator who counts, and
that man is likely to be a fact finder rather than a statistician.

Mere Adding Machine Statistics of Little Value
Moreover, the environment of this fact-finding activity
If the tie that binds this invesexerts a strong influence.
tigation and that study is nothing more than the adding
machine the whole product may be expected to show that
Specialization in a government bureau
it is machine-made.
means the association of specialists working on allied subjects, under a supervision that is both well informed on the
special subjects of inquiry and sympathetic with the aims
of the workers.
To revert to the illustration of cotton and
copper, subjects of study so diverse are not easily comsuper-statistician
in a centralized bureau of
Even
a
bined.
statistics might know no more about cotton than the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, nor as much about copper
as a bureau chief in the Department of Agriculture.
Finally, the collection of facts and their publication in
form is not the end of the government activity
on the subject. Just as the facts regarding cotton or copper
take on commercial meaning, so they also form the starting
point for scientific investigation in the specialized work of
the bureaus or departments. The activity of the Geological
Survey and the Bureau of Mines in their engineering work
on coal and oil affords the best instance of a comprehensive
program in which the collection of statistics of mineral
production or mine accidents is only one part, though an
important part, for these facts have from time to time been
In the
the point of departure for technical investigations.
Department of the Interior the investigations that touch
minerals have the threefold purpose of assuring supply,
decreasing cost, and increasing value as measured by useIn investigative effort of this type statistics are
fulness.
statistical

merely

tools.

is preparing a summary of its
April stock report. This is being done largely as a matter
The appropriations allowed the Survey for the
of record.
next fiscal year are insufficient to permit of the gathering
of any further reports on coal stocks.

The Geological Survey

The Alabama State Board of Examiners will hold its
next semi-annual session for the examination of applicants
for cei'tificates as first- and second-class mine foremen and
fireboss, in the offices of Chief Mine Inspector C. H. Nesbitt,
Chamber of Commerce Building, Birmingham, Ala., July
25-29 inclusive.

The Interstate Comme:rce Commission has been advised
by the Association of Railway Executives, the National
Electric Light Association and the National Committee on
Gas and Electric Service that they will aid in steps to
accumulate as much coal as possible at this time while
transportation

is

available.

The Directors of the National Coal Association
planned to meet in Chicago July

13.

The

secretaries of the

and individual operators were invited to
attend.
Important reports were expected to be submitted
by the government relations committee, the railroad relations committee and the committee on publicity.
local associations
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Bituminous Output. January-April. 1921. by
States, Estimated by Geological Survey

However, as Howat and Dorchy had filed an
established.
appeal the court ordered that they retain their liberty on
their present appearance bonds of $2,000. A new trial was

ESTIMATES

denied them.
The judge could have been mor? severe, as the full extent

of the production of bituminous coal by
states during the first four months of the present year
have been issued by the Geological Survey. As the estimates
are based upon records of cars of coal loaded by the principal carriers, they are subject to material revision. When
a railroad originates coal in more than one state its tonnage must be arbitrarily apportioned between the states in
question. While therefore the estimates for the country as
a whole are probably correct within 2 per cent, the estimates for individual states are subject to a much larger
margin of error.
Making due allowance for probable revisions, it is instructive to compare the production attained during the
first four months of the present year with that in earlier
years. In the first column of the following table the output
The second column
is shown by major groups of states.
shows what production for twelve months would amount
were
continued.
In the last three
4-month
rate
to if the
columns comparable data are given for the calendar years
from 1918 to 1920.
It will be seen that production from January to April,
1921, was at only 70 per cent of the 1920 rate, and even
only 85 per cent of the rate in 1919, a year of subnormal

production.

PRODUCTION' OF SOFT

CO.\L,

BY GROUPa OF

.-STATES,

1918-1921

of the law is a year in jail and a fine of $1,000.
Howat
addressed the court before sentence was passed, denouncing
his trial and declaring that he had not been given fair
treatment.
He asserted that he did not know he was
violating the law when he called a strike, and he complained
that the court did him a wrong when it denied to members
of the mine workers' union the right to sit on the jury.
Judge Boss in passing sentence declared that to have
allowed union miners to try the case would have been a
travesty of justice.
The jury chosen unquestionably sympathized with the
accused, all but one after the trial joining in an affidavit
declaring that they did not believe the officials of the union
just convicted guilty of "any wrong."
The defense used
the declaration as part of The claim for a new trial, but
Judge Boss paid no attention to it.
The jurors' affidavit declared that the jury did not believe
in the Industrial Court law and returned a verdict of guilty
solely because they had made oath that "they would be
governed by the law as set forth in the judge's instructions
and the evidence, and that, had it not been for said law
given them by the court in said instructions, not one of the
said jurors would have made a finding that the defendants
had done wrong."

(In thousands of net tons)

Year
First

Central Pennsylvania Coal Operators to Take

1921

Four at Same
of
Rate a*
Ut 4 Mo).

Months
1921

Northeast-!

Southern Appalachian

'.

Ea.stern Interior c
Western Interior d

Mountain States and
Northweste

1920

1919

1918

288,250
20,420
94.600
22.590

351,365
26,083
130.768
30.724

32.090

40.341

74,813

224,439

5.828
32,021
6.652

17.484

96.063
19.956

331,510
23,500
130,800
29.930

9.726

29.178

40.680

556.420
457.950
579.281
Totals
129.040
387.120
(fli Michigan. Pennsylvania. Ohio. W'est Virginia. Maryland. Eastern
Kentucky, and Virginia. (M Alabama. Georgia, and Tennes.see. tr) Illinois. Indiana,
and We-tern Kentucky. Id) Iowa. Kansas, Missouri. Oklhoma. Arkansas.
and Texas, (e) Colorado. New Mexico. Utah. Wyoming. Montana, North
Dakota and Washington. (.0 .Alaska, California, Idaho, North Carolina, Oregon
and South Dakota not included.

E-TIMATED PRODUCTION OF SOFT COAL. BY STATES. JANUARY
TO APRIL, 1921
(In thousands of net tons)

Year
.lanuary

Alabama

February

March

April

1.338
157
1.054

1.068
119

995

900

120

111

747

618

643

Indiana

7.074
2.243

5.100
1.720

4.580
1.240

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maryland
Michigan

2.568
231
125

5.313
1.834
506
399
2.028
228
98
310
283

Arkansas
Colorado
Illinois

610
508

Missouri

433
279
262

Montana

New Mexico
North Dakota
Ohio

56
2.963

Oklahoma

230

Pennsylvania
Tennessee

11,465

454
102
397
518
270

Texas
Utah
Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

6.229

Wyoming

694

Otherstatesa

10

Totalbituminous.
(a)

Includes

..

203
54
2,232
173

8.930
371
81

309
408
244
4.307
598
8

489
389
2.100
207
80
320

274
204
53
2,335
168
8.620
357
83
257
378

417
382
2.053
189
72
287
211
197
35
2.098
182
7.124

328
76
234
383

to
April 30

4301
507
3.062
22.067
7.037
2.022
1.676
8.749

855
375
1.350
1,047

866
198
9.628

753
36.139
1.510

342
1.197
1.687

265

169

948

4,670
576

5.091

14

II

20.297
2.408
43

540

30.851
30.392
27.553
129.066
40,270
Georgia, Idaho. North Carolina, Oregon and

.Ala-ska. California,

South Dakota.

Howat Given Jail Sentence and $500 Fine
ALEXANDER HOWAT and August Dorchy, district presiand vice president, respectively, of the United
Mine Workers of America in Kansas, convicted of a violation of the Kansas Industrial Relations Law, were sentenced
on July 8 to serve six months in jail and pay a fine of $500,
Judge Frank W. Boss, of the Cherokee County District
Court, delivering the judgment. The judge also ordered the
two men to give a bond of $2,000 each that they would not
violate again the law under which the Industrial Court was
.ii. dent

Strenuous Action Against Union

INDIVIDUAL

operators are strongly insisting that the
Central Pennsylvania Coal Operators Association take
some action upon the wage scale. Each day indicates more
clearly the necessity for some definite stand if the district
is to continue to do business.
Important developments are brewing and it is quite likely
that a definite stand will be taken within the coming week.
T. H. Watkins, president of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke
Corporation, will speak at a meeting of the Rotary Club at
Clearfield on July 14, at which time important announcements on the situation will be made. It is possible that a
policy of dealing with the officials of the United Mine
Workers will be announced.

Senator Walsh

Demands

Investigation of

Alleged Washington Coal Lobby

INVESTIGATION of the alleged coal lobby in Washington is demanded by Senator Walsh, of Montana, in a
minority report from the sub-committee of the Senate
Committee on Judiciary on the King resolution for investigation of dye and other alleged lobby interests in Washingrton.
The sub-committee majority, however, consisting
of Senators Cummins, of Iowa, and Sterling, of South
Dakota, recommend that the lobby investigation be confined to the dye interests, as specific charges were made
Senator
in the Senate as to its existence and activities.
Walsh in his minority report says: "Equally specific
charges have been made in the Senate touching the coal
lobby," and recommends that the investigation cover interests which have attempted to influence tariff, revenue
and other legislation pending in Congress "relating to the
coal-mining industry and the transportation of coal." The
Senator probably has in mind the charges of Senator Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, that the National Coal Association, American Wholesale Coal Association, anthracite
operators and Retail Coal Merchants' Association had
opposed his coal bills.
Dan Campbell, the checkweighman ordered off the
property of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. during the strike
which ended June 27, was reinstated on June 28 after a
conference between the officials of the company and John
Collins, district president, and Daniel McHugh, district
board manager.

Produetion
and
the

Moirket

^"h

H^eekly Review
of soft coal is now suffering from
Every year, no matter
the nationwide hot wave.
how strong the demand, in July and August there
is a slowing up in mining and movement of coal attribIn the week ended July 2 the
utable to hot weather.
output of soft coal, according to the Geological Survey,

PRODUCTION

was

7,591,000 net tons, a slight decline

from the

7,716,-

000 tons produced during the previous week. Production in the week of July 9, because of the holiday on
the Fourth, was, of course, low. The hot weather slump
is now upon us and as no field or market holds promise
of early gains the next few weeks will be dull indeed.

Far-Sighted Buyers Quietly Purchasing
Prices are such that canny buyers are being tempted
into purchases of storage coal on a scale few suspect.
There is much lamentation about the delinquency of
some are on the job
the consumer that is not justified

—

and are getting

coal at

what our

field

correspondents

describe as "ruinous" prices. CoaX Age index of spot
prices of bituminous coal went up one point to 90 on
July 11 from 89 the previous week. There is nothing
in prospect, however, to keep the price trend upward,
and with the conviction gaining ground that coal freight
rates are not to be reduced, the coal shippers who continue to pound away in their selling efforts are being

rewarded

would not otherrecently put forth an

in scattering business that

wise be in hand.

One house that

intelligent, serious advertising effort to interest a special line

of trade in storage coal has already felt the

effect in inquiries

and

in sales.

Exports and Lake Trade Fail to Bolster Output
Exports to Europe and the Lake business are no
longer holding the output even to early June levels, the
production in the Northern and Middle Appalachians
fluctuating with the strength of these two outlets and
the total production varying up and down from around
seven and a half million tons a week as these fields
respond to the only markets that have been active this

summer.
Commenting on the

fact that compared with the
average of eight years preceding, 1921 is forty-one
million tons behind in bituminous output up to June 30,
the Geological Survey says that before concluding that
this represents a shortage it should be remembered that
there has been a greatly decreased consumption attendant on the business depression and that cumulative
production is but little less than in 1914, a year of
depression, and is even slightly ahead of 1915, when
total output was 442,000,000 net tons.
Anthracite production is holding at a little better

Daily Average Production of Bituminous Coal"

CM

Feb.

From

— —
Mar.

CJ

—.CJT*>
Apr

—

CvJOJ

May

— cOtncvJC^if)oJC>*»t*>Qr^'

— —
July

Aug.

Sept.

weekly report of Geolosical Survey.
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than 1.800,000 net ton.s a week, from 90.000 to 100,000
below the level of the early summer months. The total
to date tor the year to July 2 is 46,477,000 net tons,
compared with 44,608,000 in the same period of 1920.

BITIMINOIS
In the face of poorer demand for soft coal, production
continues to decline.
During the week ended July 2, the
total output, as shown by the report of the GeoloRical Survey, declined 125,000 net tons to 7.591,000 tons.
Loadings
on Tuesday, July 5, reflect the holiday on the Fourth, being
about 6,000 cars less than for the preceding Tuesday, and
it is certain that observance of the holiday extended into
the week, further reducing output.
Hampton Roads dumpings for foreign account continued
heavy throughout the week ended July 2. According to the
Geological Survey loadings were 75 per cent greater than
<iuring the week preceding.
Total dumpings for the week
ended July 7 were 538,735 net tons compared with 616,329
the week before. The end of the British strike has caused
numerous cancellations of charters and softening of c.i.f.
prices, late quotations being off as much as $1 from the
figures of last week.
Inquiries coastwise continue almost nil.
few special
lines in New England are making a fair showing, but in
general industry sees no light ahead for some time to come.
Operators are making special concessions to move both

A
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water and rail coals, but although this practice has become widespread very little business has resulted, and the
market has only been weakened further.
June production was appro.ximately 33.852,000 net tons,
an increase over the May figure of 512,000 tons. However, June contained one more woi-king day than May and
the average daily production per working day declined from
1,325,000 to 1 302,000 tons. The following table shows the
June output for nine years and the cumulative production
in each year to June 30.
It will be seen that the output
in June, 1921, was smaller than in any June of recent years
save one.
In June, 1914, only 31,412 000 tons were produced. At that time, as now, a general business ticpression
existed, and a strike lasting from April to July closed
practically all the mines in Ohio.

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

37.405 000

1921

If the second half of the year 1921 shows no greater output than the first half the total for the year will be less
than 400,000,000 tons. The last year in which the country
required less than 400,000,000 tons was 1909.

COAL AGE

July 14, 1921

The distribution of cargo coal loaded at lower Lake Erie
ports has been similar to that of the past two years. Total
shipments to the end of May 4,630,000 tons were more
than three times as large as in 1920 and but 83,000 tons less
than the heavy tonnage shipped 'n 1919. The proportion
shipped to American ports was 79.6 per cent in 1921 against
82.7 per cent in 1919 and 76.2 in 1920.
Shipments to American ports on Lake Superior were
relatively as well as absolutely less than in 1919, while
those to Canadian points were proportionately higher. The
tonnage shipped to Lake Michigan ports was more than
100,000 tons greater than in 1919 and was 29.3 per cent
of the total, against 26.4 per cent two years ago.
Lake shipments through the Soo canals for June were
3,009,392 net tons of bituminous and 247,048 tons of hard
coal.
Receipts at the Duluth-Superior harbor in June were
2,125,453 tons of the former and 1^2,830 tons of the latter.
The total receipts exceeded those of May by nearly 35 per
Cumulative receipts for the season were 4,243,623
cent.
tons, an increase over the corresponding period in 1920 of

—

—

2 855,606 tons.

RECEIPTS OF CCUL AT DULUTH-SUPERIOR H.^RBOR DURING THE
SE.\SONOF 1921
(in net tons)

Month
April

May
June
Total to June 30

Hard

Soft

Total
203,270

83.058
173,190
192.830

120,212
1,548,880
2.125,453

2,318,283

449.078

3,794,545

4,243,623

1,722 070

Lake dumpings for the week ended July 11 declined
sharply. Cargo loadings were 783,360 net tons, vessel fuel
23.090 tons, making a total of 806,450 tons, as compared
with 1,145,517 the preceding week.
Total movement for
the vear to date is 11,067,735 tons as against 4,772,342 tons
in 1920.
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uf Saar coals which was actually in
excess of French requirements.
Stocks of coals in French depots in
metric tons on April .SO, 1921, were:

Foreign Market

Havre

And Export News

1.257,230
1.137,071
25,814
526,426
118.23!
1,935,060

Marseilles

Rouen
Strasbourg
Rocli.'fort

Horde.-iux

Xazaire

St.

Hampton Koads
In spite of the settlement of the
British strike, cargoes of coal have
gone forward steadily during the
week, and many dealers have contracts
for still further shipments to Great
Britain and her dependencies.
Several cargoes, however, consigned to
British
ports,
have been canceled,
which is thought to have had some
effect in reducing the market.
Other
cargoes have been purchased afloat
during the week, after they had
loaded preparatory to moving to the
British Isles.
C.i.f.
prices
have softened with
the ending of the British deadlock.
In some cases a drop of $1 per ton
has been recorded from the figures

quoted last week.
During June a total of 278 coal cargoes left this port for foreign shores,
which almost establishes a record for
one month's business. British vessels
lead, with .\merican ships next.
Clearances last week were as fol(Ports given when of record)
lows.
:

for exports from the United Kingdom
in June, the last month of the strike,
show but 7,502 gross tons.
Prices of best Admiralty large coal
f.o.b.
Cardiff were 47s. 6d.@50s. on
Monday of this week, a gain over 45s.
for the same coal a week ago.
Best
smalls for bunkers are now quoted at
Cardiff at 24@25s.
Prices of best
Durham at N'ewcastle-on-Tyne are now
40s. compared with 35s.@37s. 6d. a
week ago. No change is reported in

Tyne primes

It is reported that the rate on coal
freights from the United Kingdom to
the Plate has been fixed at 17s. 9d.

French Lessons from British Strike
Prin.i

cally nil, the recent British strike has

taught French buyers once for all that
it will not do to be dependent upon only
one source of supply for such portion
of their coal requirements as cannot be
filled by either home production, Ger-

7.000
7.358
6,

2,614

6.825
6.783
6.515
10 019
4.399
4.921
4.388
4 384
3.355
1.977

.

.

.

.

.

C.I.F.

28,

July

1921

Vnited Kingdom..
Italy

12 60
12 25

French Atlantic
Scandinavian

13 35

The

11.40

Plate

Rotterdam
Havana...

.

5,521

2,538
10.067
7.318

12 15
12 40

90
13 40
40
1

1

11

OOfoi

U. S. exporters. It is therefore to the
interest of American exporters to study
the French trade attentively, and try

they care for this trade at
1

La

Pallice

Brest
BoulORiif

Dunkirk
Chaniin;iy
Othoi-

ilopots

The

total
was 7,181,975 tons, of
in the various
ports (1,421 tons floating and 737,358
tons discharged) as against 1,037,730
tons in ports on March 31,

which 738,599 tons was

The total production of coal from
French mines in .•\pril was 2,257,444
tons and for the Saar district 693,083
tons.
Stocks at the French mines on
the same date' were 1,566,300 tons and
at Saar mines were 467,655 tons.
Stocks held by the railway companies
at the end of March were 2,312,390
tons compared with 2,183,778 tons at
the end of .April, a quantity sufficient
for 75
days operation.
Therefore,
taking into account the present low
home consumption and the fair stocks
of French and Saar coals which will
rapidly increase now that exports to the
U. K. have come to an end there is no
cause for immediate alarm.
Coal available for consumption in
France

in

1

1

1

1

OOffi

1

1

35

13 00
11

8

00
50

English Market Gains Strength
(By cable to Coal Age)
British coal mines are very slowly
getting back in the producing state.
Although no official figures of production are yet available for the first week
of work after the strike, unofficial reports indicate very small outputs, for
vhich there is heavy demand Inland
rnd for local bunkers, leaving almost
nothing for export. The official figures

April, 1921

coking
.

is

Metric tons

,

March

1.782,531
200.335
57.413
119,973

British

Bf'e'an

German

1,878,541
192.306
363.126
86,414
593.998
28.754

577,428
29.119

American

(not

fines)

.\pril

French
Saar

2.766.799

3.143.139

The item "French coals" includes production of the Lori-aine mines. Under
"Saar coals" is represented only coal
actually delivered to France, total production of this district having been
597,235 tons in April.
These figures
show a reduction of more than 370,000
tons over the March and February
available quantities, and nearly 500,000
tons as compared with the January
figures.
They also illustrate the present poor conditions of French Industry.

all.

Italian
35

1

90

March and

including coke and
shown as follows:

2.

1175(8 12 00

1140
8

tonnage which encumbered the market.
But what would be the position if,
admitting a general resumption of
trade and France's industry were fully
at work, there were to be another
miners' strike? It would be simply disastrous and, having realized this after
two nearly consecutive strikes, quite a
lot of French consumers are examining
how they can keep in touch with the
American market, even if they have to
pay more for such portion of their
requirements as would be placed with

Cherboiirp

1921

1921

1

8 60

July

5.

strike proved to be rather a boom than
otherwise to French coal interests, as
it permitted the sale of a fairly large

and meet this desire by entering French
business on really competitive lines, if

PRICES—AMERICAN" COAI,—
GROSS TONS
June

West

.

.

.

588

10 083

.

.

coals.

Under prevailing circumstances the
M6

7.

.

.

Corrrspondence

Although for the last seven or eight
months purchases of American coals
for French account have been practi-

man, or Saar
For France:
Bel S.S. Nervier, for Havre
For Greece;
Ger.SS. R. C. Rickmers. forPiraeu.<
Forltalv:
Ital.SS. LuigiRizjo.forCivitaVecchia..
Ital. SS. Tuscolo. for Palermo
For Spain:
Span. SS.CaboEspartel. for Seville
For United Kingdom:
for Falmouth.
Am. SS. Henri- Clav,
for Falmouth
Am. SS. We5t Galeta.
for Falmouth..
Am. SS. Nyanza,
Am. SS. Evergreen City, for Falmoutli
for Falmouth ,.
.\m. SS. In\-incible.
tor Falmouth
Am. SS. Sunelsco,
Am. SS. Eastern Breeze for Falmouth
for Falmouth.
Am. SS. Surailco.
for Falmouth.
Am. SS. Suholco,
for Falmouth.
Fr. SS. Sun.Hlle.
T!r S.-: Manlmtt.in, for Liverpool
Hr SS Trf-illiau, for Queenstown
Kor West liulies:
.\m. Schr. Elizabeth Freeman, for Teneriffe
For Gibraltar:
Am. SS. Virginian
Br. SS. Vestalia
.

at 40s.@42s. 6d.

252.205
49,470
391,819
94.839
1.093,419
50,939
14.520
119.579
115,353

liieppe

French Coal Market Liquidating
Spcciul Correspondence to Coal Age
Much nervousness prevails in French
industrial circles in view of the possibility of a resumption of business because of the present low level of stocks.
Many Chambers of Commerce and even
some members in Parliament have
officially suggested the prohibition of
exports of coal from France. It seems
that there is hardly any need for
this as such coals as were supplied
chiefly to Great Britain (11,000 tons in
April and 450,000 tons in May) really
represent only certain grades of coals
which the French mines could not dispose of Inland, and a certain quantity

Market Weak

(B\i rnhle In

Coal Age)
Limited demand for coal in Italy is
holding prices down, despite the small
imports in recent weeks.
At Genoa,

American steam
week at from 305

coal is selling this
to 320 lire per gross
free on truck, compared with as
high as 370 lire early in May.
ton,

Bunker Prices— F.O.B.

—Gross

Tons

(By cable to Coal Age, .July 8)
Welsh coal at:
C;ibraltar

Port Said
Singapore
Rio Janeiro

Genoa
Antwerp

70^.
84<.
95.h.
1

00s
73,.

trinuned

150® 160

fr.

trimmed

.American coal at:

New York

$5

65(3-

$6 00

.
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United States May Exports of Coal and
Coke by Customs Districts

Exports of coal and coke by customs
districts from the United States in May,
1921, as reported by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, were
as follows, in gross tons:
.

Customs
Vermont

Coal
BituAnthraminous.
cite.

Tons

Tons

Districts

435

2.081

Massachusetts

.

Coke
Tons
403

3

St.Lawrence

120. 9>l

Rochester

84,303
192.638
10.939

Buffalo

New York

118.504
37.117
189.629
6.724

885
215
5,132

302

42.855
234.884

Philadelphia

Maryland
Virgmia
South Carolina.
Georgia

77

.

1.056.601
19.745

.

Florida

BUNKER COAL SfPPLIED TO STEAMERS
IN"

Customs
New York

THE FOREIGN TRADE
Tons

Districts

273.944
33.857
46.846
335. 89

Philadelphia

Mobile
New Orleans
Galveston
San Antonio
El Paso
San Diego
Arizona
San Francisco

Maryland
Virginia

Washington
Dakota
Duluth and Superi*
Michigan
Ohio

7.212
1.744
100.411

668.888

TotaUorMav

434.308
368.534

Total for April

i

Spanish Production in 1919 was
5,920,491 metric tons. Of this amount
263,338 tons were anthracite, 552,866
tons lignite, and 5,104,287 tons pit coal.
It is pointed out that the total production falls about 1,000.000 tons short of
the amount required for Spanish industry.

now because of this so-called buyers'
strike with surplus stocks almost out
of the way, claim that the turn in the

New England
BOSTON

—

Dearth of Inquiry Operators Hard
Pressed to Find Orders AccumiikiAnthracite
tions at Hampton Roads
Retail Trade Extremely Dull.
Bituminous Inquiry is almost nil.
There are a few scattering requests

—
—

generally have not the money for
their usual purchases and there is
besides a certain warm weather indifference as to next winter's needs.
A result is that dealers are getting
stocked to the limit and practically all
shippers
are
looking
for
orders.
Chestnut, particularly, is getting increasingly hard to move.

—

for spot coal but these are from ultra
conservative mill buyers who wish to
carry into the winter their usual reserve.
For the most part, however,
steam coal is at a standstill.
An increased number of Shipping
Board bottoms actually in use has
been mentioned recently as a favorable
sign, but general business in
New
England shows no perceptible reaction.

A

few

special lines in textiles and in
shoes are making fair showing, but
industries here in general seen no light

ahead.

Operators in all districts find it
extremely hard to move coal. The few
who are so fortunate as to have export orders are able to run

four

days

from two

week.
Strenuous
efforts are made on behalf of July
coal but the response is in no way
encouraging.
In some instances, producers are
to

scaling

per

down prices to meet special
At the utmost not more

situations.

than a few thousand tons have been
placed in this way, although one would

from comment in the trade
that the practice is widespread.
Receipts as yet do not show any increased
movement, however, and are not likely
to for weeks to come.
Inquiry for Pocahontas and New
River shares the same slackness that
prevails on coal from other districts.
Spot inquiry coastwise amounts to
nothing, and off-shore there is only
light request.
gather

—

Anthracite Retail dealers throughout New England complain of exHouseholders
tremely dull business.

Tidewater

—East

NEW YORK
Demand

—
—

for Anthincite Lower hidependents Hustle for Business Bituminous Moves Slowly, But Quotations

Show

Change.

Little

provement
is

easier

if

—There

has been no imin the market.
Demand
anything, and there have

Anthracite

many

cancellations of orders.
been
Under existing conditions, the market
has not suffered because of the many
local labor troubles and suspensions
which have taken place in the coal
during the past few weeks.
fields
Demand along the line is reported as
being in better shape.
The independents are selling at
slight premiums for the most part and
considerably below their announced
schedules for July. While the average
price quoted for stove was around
$8.25, there were orders received as
high as $8.50 by some middle houses.
Pea is the hardest of the domestic
sizes to move and is being quoted at
considerably below the stated schedThe steam
ules of the independents.
sizes are unchanged so far as demand
goes.

Barley

some sent

is

to this

extremely slow and
market brought less

than the freight charges.
Bituminous The present condition
of the market is likened to the cleanSome dealers call
ing up of a wreck.

—

attention to

market conditions of the

past several weeks with scarcely any
buying except in emergency, although
the prices have been and are low, and

market is about due and should be
here about Sept, 1,
Then there is
the less optimistic dealer who refuses
to see a change in prospect unless
industrial conditions improve.
Locally, conditions are quiet.
Demand is slow but prices have been
maintained at about last week's level
because production has not been unloaded at this Tidewater.
On July
8 there were in the local pools 286
cars and outside of the pools 1,444
cars, as compared with 1,730 cars and
2,433 cars respectively on June 8.
Quotations f.o.b. piers differ slightly
from last week. Pool 1 was quoted
$6@$6,25; Pool 9, $5.75@$6.10; Pool
10, $o,45@$5.75 and Pool 11, $5.15@
$5.40.
Mine quotations appear in the
Weekly Review.

PHILADELPHIA

—

Anthracite Continues to Ease Off
Mines Likely to Curtail Work Steam
Coals Duller, ivith Occasional Price
Reductions Bituminous Unchanged
Light Buying No Early Revival Seen.
Anthracite Further easing off in
buying by the consumer is the feature

—

—

—

—

—

of

the

market and the point

is

fast

being reached where the retail trade
will be as quiet as it has ever been in
the most normal of years.
Most retailers have done their best
to keep the mines going by withholding cancellations until the last possible

moment.

However, the saturation
point is close to being reached and
the holding of orders is growing.
Stocks of nut and pea are close to
the record, at least for this time' of
the year.
There is no question but what the
companies will stand firm on their
price schedules, and the only chance of
a reduction is by the independents,
the ones who have always shaded
prices in the summer.
Due to changed
conditions, though, it can be said that
this is not at all probable.
To be sure
there are certain few of the lesser
individuals who this week have tried
the effect of cut prices.
These are
mostly the concerns who took the extreme top of the market in the days
of shortage, and as today finds them
with practically no regular customers
they are forced to this expedient to
keep going at

all.

•
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Some
tical of

dealers are becoming skepa particularly heavy fall and

winter trade, despite the number
have not taken coal in during

who
the

summer. Those of long experience reason that the buying power has been so
greatly curtailed that the householder
will economize this winter as he has
never done before.
Steam coals became particularly
lieavy recently and cuts as much as
75c. a ton have been heard on buckwheat, rice and barley, and while

moved some tonnage

it has made
impression on the amount
that has been produced.
Bituminous The
market
is
unchanged and very little coal is being
moved. Sales recently have been close

this

very

little

—

Vol. 20, No. 2

bination of illegal nature to

fix

prices,

policemen all over Baltimore are making a block canvas to find out just
how much coal purchasers have paid
for anthracite for several years back.
The state's attorney says he does this
to prove that the prices are always
the same and will show a combine.
All of which is entirely unnecessary
except as a play to the gallery. The
official records of the Maryland Fuel
Administration would give the attorney
all this information.
And meanwhile
some thinking men in the public are
beginning to realize how much more

may have

the public
strictions

of

coal

pay

to

if

all

moved.

The majority

of the dealers have
the retail cost of all
sizes with the exception of pea and
buckwheat. This was done as an individual matter, the dealers apparently
feeling that because of failure to ad-

market

Conditions Continue Uiifuvorable No
hidication of a Trade Stir Slack Coal
at
Any Price Anthracite
Offering
Moving Slowly.

is so close to a normal sumof six or seven years ago, that
those most interested are coming to
the belief that the summer will be

mer

more than spent before anything like
a revival will come and they will be
glad if it actually does happen then,
of which quite a few have some doubts.

BALTIMORE

—

Another Bad Break in Soft Coal
Export Movement Holds Up Political Piny to the Galleries on Hard Coal
"Combine" Inquiry.
Bituminous There has been a gen-

—

—

eral break in offerings in the spot
market. Some producers are refusing
to sell at the lowest figures, preferring
to lose a portion of business rather
than fall to the level of some competitive operations.

The home demand

is

extremely

flat

and even at the ridiculously low figures
present there is no rush to
Best grade steam
buy and store.
coals have actually passed hands on
the spot market here within the past
few days as low as $2.25. Pool 10
has sold as low as $2 and Pool 11
has been offered $1.70@'31.75. High-

of

the

grade

lump is offering around
some cases, and West Vir-

gas

$2.25 in
ginia mine run has appeared here at

S1.35@$1.50.
The export

movement, which continues fairly heavy despite some (Cancharters, is the only
cellations
of
bright feature. During June, due to a
big spurt at the end of the month,
the movement from Baltimore reached
a total of .332,419 tons cargo and 37,844 tons bunker. The July movement
so far is running up well.

—

Anthracite Following up the "camstarted by a Maryland conretail
coal
which
gi-essman
in
merchants were charged with a com-

paign"

added

25c.

to

vance retail costs in Baltimore in May
or June, while wholesale prices advanced May 1, June 1 and July 1, that
action

was necessary.

BUFFALO

—
—

—

—

Bituminous Movement is still slow,
with no promise of improvement right
away. All that the coal trade can do
is to wait.
It is merely an echo of
the state of business generally and it
will come back to its own when other
things move as they should.
The operator still complains of an
output that is greater than the state
of trade will warrant and he is easily
able to show that when the demand
does begin to increase the output will
go right along ahead of it and keep
the prices down. Still that is the only
way out and if there is profit now
there will be more then.
Prices continue unsteady at about $3
for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for
Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump,
$2.45 for Allegheny Valley mine run
and $1 for slack, to which add $2.36
to Allegheny Valley and $2.51 to other
coals, to cover freight.
Anthracite A city coal man remarks that it is a rarity to see a coal
wagon on the street at delivery work
and it is a fact that the movement is
decidedly
small.
The various changes in prices have
upset calculations somewhat.
Some
independents advanced as far as they
felt it safe to do so.
Some of them
have made a price of $8 on furnace
sizes.
In any case the demand is so
light that there is prospect of considerable shutting down unless orders
increase, which is not likely. Local re-

—

prices have advanced but slightly,
one circular making them at the curb
$12.70 for grate and egg, $12.95 for
stove and chestnut, $10.85 for pea and

tail

$8.75
sell

for

buckwheat.

It

chestnut at any price.

is

tons to July, as against 1,013,542 tons
to the same date last season.
For the
week ended July 2 the amount was
107,500 tons, of which 30,200 cleared
for Duluth, 24,400 for Milwaukee, 15,-

000 for Chicago, 10,.500 for Fort William, 7,500 for Port Arthur, 6,800 for

Waukegan, 7,500 for
5,600 for the Soo.

hard to

Sheboygan and

HAMPTON ROADS

re-

of a high-grade association
for fair dealing are re-

men

minimum, the consumer displaying more reluctance than ever to buy.
As there were some recessions in spot
prices over a week ago the buyer
seems to think that further cuts may
come.
Inasmuch as there has been no
definite
appeal for a reduction in
freight rates, the buyer is beginning to
believe that no effect from this source
will be felt for months, possibly not
during the present year. The present
to the

Lake loading is falling off a trifle
and it will decline more if the sales
from the Upper Lake docks do not
improve soon.
The season movement
has kept up well, being 1,200,288 net

—

—

Trading Less Active Prices Soften
Jwie Dumpings Heaviest on Record.

Business at the piers for the week
ended July 7 was somewhat less active, a total of approximately 100,000
tons less than the week before being
dumped. Dealers attribute the slump
in business to the settlement of the
British strike.
Prices also dropped. Pools 1 and 2
could be bought at the end of the week
for $5.75@$6.
Other pools were being
quoted at $5.25 for the lowest bids,
with many buyers at this price. The
high-volatile grades were more in demand at the end of the week.
Only about 145,000 tons of vessel
tonnage awaited cargoes at the end
of the week, as against approximately
350,000 tons the week before.
Accu-

mulations at Tidewater, however, remain at approximately the same figure.
Dumpings for the month of June,
reaching a total of 2,200,000 gross
tons broke all previous records for
coal dumpings at this port, the high
point of July, 1920, even being exceeded.
The N. & W. piers lead with
approximately 844,000 tons, the C. &
0. following with 833,000 tons, and
the Vii'ginian
piers
with approximately 533,000 tons.

A

comparison of the situation at the

piers

is

as follows:

Week

Week

Ended
N.

& W.

Piers,

Ended

June 30
Lamberts Point—

Carsonhand

4,035
197,470
175,680
113,800

Tons on hand
Tons dun] ijed
Tonnage waiting

Virginian R, R. Piers, SewaliaPoint
1,818
90,900
144,196
28.453
C. & O. Piers, New port News2,042
Cars on hand
Tonsonhand
102,100

.luly 7

—

Carsonhand

Tons on hand
Tonsdumped..
Tonnage waiting
.

Tonsdumped
Tonnage waiting

.'

230,418
224.055

3.568
180.532
206.228
38,207
2,105
105,250
106,842
8,989

2,136
106,760
167.944
100,375

Northwest
MINNEAPOLIS
No

Buying, Even in Face of RisingCosts Dock Stocks Growing Troublefreight Revisions Are Disapsom,e
pointment.

—
—

People in the coal trade are exerting every persuasion they know to
induce earlier buying, but so far without much success. The Pennsylvania
State Tax is expected to add 30@
50c. a ton to the cost of hard coal.

COAL AGE
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but
lieve

are
are

apparently people
it

refuse to bepossible for costs to go up, and
off.
Some of the trade

holding

disgusted with the whole
situation, and are inclined to simply
things
go until consumers are ready
let
to talk business, and then simply quote
the going price, whatever it may be,
for taking or leaving.
All the while, soft coal stocks are
piling up at the docks, but very little
Unless there
is moving to the interior.
is a quick change for a heavier tonnage to the interior, the docks will
be loaded to their limit by Aug. 1, and
their capacity is far from sufficient
to run the Northwest through a norThe docks should be
mal winter.
emptied once and filled a second time
in a season, to give a reasonable supThis in turn
ply to the Northwest.
must be augmented by the tonnage

about

79r

and that since that time the market
has taken such a slump that it would

severely oppressive

be unvrise to accept them.
It is understood that the bids averaged $6 per

coal

ton.

A comparison of receipts by Lake
during April, May and June for the
la.st four years, is as follows (in net
tons)

:

Vi-ar

H.ird

1921

400.481
265,671
263.572
164,889

1920
1919
1918

Soft
1,134.515

Total
1.534,996

354.035

619,906

1,269.892

1.533,464

827,438

992,327

July

for

DULUTH

—

Dock Congestion Growing Prices Unchanged June Shipments Heavier

—

—

Anthracite Receipts Continue Light.

buyers generally have simply refused
to listen.

period last year.

Revised coal freights on interstate
business from the docks to points in
Minnesota and the Dakotas, have
proved to be a general disappointment.
According to figures compiled by the
Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse
Commission, of 187 stations, there are
176 which will have increases on soft
coal ranging 13i@67ic., and 11 which
will have no change.
On hard coal,
there are 130 increases, 37 decreases
and 20 without change. Hard coal increases are 6c.@47c.
The state commission is opposing the rates and will
join the fight planned by the civic
associations of Minneapolis and St.
Paul.
Northwestern railroads are reported
to be about to place orders for coal,
as a result of the saving accruing
under the revised wage scale, which

Docks operating at Duluth are
counting on a substantial pick-up in
demand from country dealers if the
present bright prospects for ci-ops in
the Northwest are maintained.
Virtually no change has been recorded

for

certain

became

of

classes

effective

July

business.

But

1.

MILWAUKEE
Buying

at

a

—
—SupplyAnthracite
by Lake

Standstill

Advayice Looked for
Continues Good.

There

absolutely nothing doing at
the present time in the way of marketing coal.
Demand has ceased almost entirely, and loaded coal trucks
have become a rarity on the streets.
June prices still prevail. No reason has been assigned for the deviation from the customary practice of
advancing anthracite 10c. per ton until
September.
However, representatives
of mines forecast a slight increase in
price in the near future, as the result
of the Pennsylvania tax on hard coal.
Bids on 85,000 tons of bituminous
for state use have been rejected by
the State Engineer who claimed that
the bids were made up on May 18.
is

The very

limiteii

conceded

in

their torridity.
for steam

demand

primarily the
outgrowth of the generally unsatisfactory condition of business in manufacturing and industrial lines. With daily
consumption greatly curtailed by the
operation of factories and industrial
is

U<

be

plants on a reduced production basis,
buyers find it possible to work along
for some time on small orders.

A

tendency is observed among some
steam plants to avoid stocking-

of the

thus far have
averaged over 16,000 tons per day.
Receipts

While coal congestion continues to
steadily worse, a ray of hope for
relief has appeared in the report
that coal
shipments from DuluthSuperior docks during June were
larger than during any similar period
this year, amounting to 9,557 cars,
against 7,883 cars during May, and
10,401 cars in June last year.
For
the six months to June 30, however,
shipments were
only
47,288
cars,
against 116,632 cars during the same

which comes all-rail.
The dock trade has been working
hard to secure contracts for the winter, but aside from some railroad business and a little public service supply,
does not seem to have accomplished
much.
The prices which have been
made have been very close. Some very
low all-rail prices have also been made

continuance of temperature conditions-,

grow
some

in

prices.

whenever more fuel

is

needed they will be able to obtain

it

in

the

spot

market at favorable-

prices.

West Virginia lump is quoted $3.25@$3.50, mine run is $2@$2.50 and
nut and slack $1.90@$2. Lump from
Ohio mines is $3@$3.25, mine run $2'
@$2.25 and nut and slack $1.15@$1.25.
Smokeless lump and egg is $5.25(S)'
$5.50, mine run $3.25@$3.50, nut and
slack $2 to $2.25.

CINCINNATI
Market

—

Demoralized
No Price
Stronger Retail

Is

Stability — Screenings

—

Prices Off.

Holiday dullness seemed to have little
conditions
following the
on
Fourth.
There is little coal in disthere
are
operating
compatress, but
effect

who use a reduction in price to
their coal, and with these forcedreductions, all signs of stability seem
nies
sell

lost.
Slack was still lo-vv
some spots but gained a bit of

have been

to
in

strength.

Falling off in anthracite shipments
characterized the dock receipts
for the past week.
This is due to
the inability of dealers to finance purchases from dock men and the unwillingness of the consumer to buy. Last
week forty-nine cargoes arrived, of
which
only
two were anthracite.
Twenty-four cargoes are reported on
the way with the same number of
anthracite as was received last week.
Tonnage unloaded at the docks this
season up to June 30 aggregated
4,243,623 net tons, 3,794,545 of bituminous and 499,078 tons of anthraSoft coal receipts were 2,829,cite.
808 tons in excess of last year and
hard coal receipts were 25,798 tons
more than in 1921, up to the same
period.
Receipts during June aggregated 2.318.283 tons, including 192,830
tons of hard and 2,125,453 tons of

has

soft

in the belief that

coal.

in dis-

90c.@$1.50, depending upon quality and
mine orders for lump; mine run $1.75(3)
$2.25, and block $3(S)$3.50.
Logan, Kanawha and Kenova groups^
are asking $1@$1.50 for nut and slack
and are getting $1.75@J2.25 for mine
run,

some

for

in distress selling as

and $3 and upward

low

as-

is

being asked

lump with some actual

sales do\\Ti

$1.60,

to $2.75.

Smokeless has shown little change.
is still $5.50, but some of the
smaller companies report sales down to$5 and nut and egg is also off, ranging
Slack has all sorts of
?4.75@$5.
prices, smaller companies, it is said,

Lump

taking $1.75@$2.25, while the larger
operations are still quoting $3.
prices
Retail
on smokeless havedropped, lump being quoted $9.75@$10,
mine run $7.25@$7.50 and slack $6.75;
best bituminous block is held at $9,

—

COLUMBUS

—

Trade Shows No Life
Stronger Steam Demand
Quiet— Lake Market the Best

All Detruinds
Continue Dull Little
Distress
Coal
Stocking
Program

Screenings

Avoided.

Is Still

Offerings of bituminous seem to
have no attraction for consumers of
either steam or domestic sizes.
The
interest
domestic
of
buyers
has
reached the vanishing point with the

Feature.

—

is

lump $7.25@$7..50, mine run $6.75@$7
and slack $5@.'56.

Inland West
DETROIT

Some Kentucky mine run

tress at Latonia, otherwise the mine
prices generally obtain. Slack is quoted

Domestic

—

No appreciable increase in domestic
demand is reported in the central Ohio
Dealers are only placing
territory.
a few orders to fill in broken stocks

:
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while

consumers

are

still

playing

a

waiting: frame. The feeling that freight
rates will soon be reduced has not been
dispelled and consequently householders are waiting for lower prices. The
retail price list is well maintained at

former

levels.

activity has developed in the
While some plants resume others are curtailing and the net
result is about the same as formerly.
There is no increase in the demand
for railroad fuel.
About the best customers are public utilities. One of the
features of the steam trade is more
strength in screenings.
This is not
Little

steam trade.

caused
by
increased
demand but
rather by a still further curtailment

lump production.
The output in Ohio fields is still low.
the Hocking Valley the output is
less than 25 per cent and nearer to
of

In

per

normal.
Crooksville
report about the
same ratio of production.
A steady flow of coal to the lower
20

cent

of

and Cambridge

fields

ports for shipment to the Northwest is
reported.
The T. & O. C. docks during the week ended July 2, loaded
58,049 tons as compared with 55,811
the previous week, making a total of
445,923 for the season.
During the
same week the H. V. docks loaded
176,762 tons as compared with 189,072
the previous week, making 1,7.39,401
tons for the season.
This is far in
excess of the tonnage moved up to
.July 3, 1920.

CLEVELAND

—R.R.
— Retailers Raise AvPrices — Inditstrial
Demand

Lake Movement Sloiving Down
Outlook
thracite
Quiet.

Better

—

Bituminous The decrease of about
12 per cent in employment in Cleveland
during the last month, as reported by
the Department of Labor helps explain
some of the increased dullness which
the coal trade has been experiencing.
Industrial buying is extremely low and
there are no present indications of
improvement,
during
the
summer

months at least.
Agreement on a program for
cial

relief for the

railroads at

finan-

Wash-
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ers have followed the wholesale market in the prices of anthracite, an
increase effective this week being 25c.
a ton.
Egg is now quoted at $14 and
stove and chestnut at $14.25.
The
demand for both anthracite and Pocahontas is unprecedently dull, reflecting
the hope for lower prices, unemploy-

of consumers.
Receipts of

signed

bituminous coal,
Cleveland industries

to

in

recent weeks, although slack, which

was
ing

at an extremely low level, is showsome signs of stiffening.
It is

now

quoted
$1.20@$1.30, compared
with a low of around $1.10 recently.
The recovery is due to the smaller
supplies of slack occasioned by the
reduction in production of prepared

Lake trade.
Anthracite and Pocahontas

sizes

for the

— Retail-

care

of

the

everybody
will

it

when it starts, as
want coal at once and

call

will

be a

physical

impossibility

supply them. Quotations on
are the same as last week.

all

to

grades

and
ended

July

;

week.

—

Lake Although the dumpings during June averaged about 1,000,000
tons weekly, which was in excess of the
May movement, all indications point
to a slowing down.
This is due to the
congestion at the upper docks. At the
height of the Lake shipments in May,
operations
of
the
No.
district
8
reached nearly 70 per cent of capacity.
For the last few weeks production has
been around 63 per cent.

LOUIS

ST.

—

Domestic at Standstill No Improvement in Steam Prices Below Cost.
There is no improvement in the
local situation.
Domestic buying has
stopped.
With thousands out of employment the dealer is beginning to
realize that with cold weather the
demand will come, mostly from people
without ready money.
That is one

—

now why many dealers are not
ui'ging early buying.
Carterville is easy at buyers' prices
from either shipper or dealer. The Mt.
Olive price is stiff, but no tonnage.
reason

Standard has come to a dead stop.
There are no deliveries to speak of
either anthracite

or smokeless, alcoke is being put
in.
Steam is about as bad as domestic
locally.
In the country there is
a little dealer coal moving.
Oil is replacing coal in all of the
territory in southern
Missouri and
Arkansas.
In other places central
power plants are reaching out and getting away with the business.
in

thought a

little local

Southwest
KANSAS CITY
Howat's Trial Closes Kansas Mines

Low

Demand

Still

Exists

—

—Prices

Firm.

Very
worked

few
last

South

con-

dealers, for the week
2, amounted to 943 cars, divided
Industrial 747 and retail 196 as compared with 933 cars the preceding

retail

whereby they likely will get
around $500,000,000 from the Government in the next few months on
account of obligations due, is regarded
as a constructive development in the

industries in this district.
Prices have undergone little change

apparent and operators
have a hard tine to take

is

ment and reduced purchasing power

ington,

trade here. Railroads not only should
be enabled to buy a little more freely
themselves, but repairs and purchases
of equipment should stimulate, in some
degree, at least, the steel and allied

demand

feel they will

of the
Kansas mines
week on account of min-

ers waiting for the verdict of the
court
in
the
trial
of
Alexander
Howat, president of the Kansas District, U. M. W. of A.
On Friday,
July 8, the court sentenced Howat to
six months in jail and a $500 fine.
While the mines have not worked
since June 25, enough coal has accumulated to carry things over.
Some
of this coal still being held at the
mines.
Little or no change in the

LOUISVILLE

—

Lack of Domestic Orders Smaller
Burden of Screeni)i(/s Market Quiet.

—

Hard driving for business is not
getting much result at this time, as
large consumers are not using half of
their normal requirements, while refusal of domestic consumers to stock
early is resulting in low orders from
retailers.

Lowered
production
of
prepared
resulted in a smaller excess of
screenings.
Last week some screenings were quoted at 80c., but this week
the market is firm at around $1.
Quotations received show Hazard
and Harlan well together on prepared
coal, with Hazard quoting most of the
low prices on steam.
has

While production

ment slow,

is

light

and move-

held by a number of
operators that the output as a whole
this season has been surprisingly good,
considering conditions in the indusit

is

and commercial markets.

trial

Over

10,000 employees of the L. & N. R.R.
at Louisville received reductions effective Julv

1.

BIRMINGHAM

—

Dull
Market
Conditions
Prevail
Steam. Prices Very Unstable Produc-

—

Further Curtailed.

tion

Demand for commercial coal is very
and there is a surplus of steam
being thrown on the market by the
smaller producers who have no contracts.
This has resulted in priceslashing and sharp competition for the
small volume of spot business offering.
Consumers are taking coal only as
needed
and
are
refraining
from
light

making contracts.
Steam prices have been materially
reduced on basis of wage reductions
put into effect at the mines July 1
by practically all commercial and
domestic operators and a majority of
Quotations
the furnace companies.
on mine run are about as follows:
Pratt $2.40@$2.55, Big Seam $2(S)
2.25, Carbon Hill $2@$2.50, Cahaba
$3, Black Creek 2.75@.$3.25, Corona
$2.75.

Domestic movement on contract is
not as heavy as recently, due to the
fact that dealers are well stocked and
are moving little coal to the consumer.
On account of the gloomy outlook
in
the iron trade, several furnace
stacks which have been in operation
have blown out during the past week,

and

several

mines

of

furnace

com-

panies have been closed down. Operations are on a basis of about two days
per week at commercial mines.

COAL AGE
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and spot
consumers

News

From

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian
PITTSBURGH

brands are at $4.25 to the
and $4.50 to the consumer. We
quote the spot market $3@$3.25 for
furnace and $4@$4.50 for foundry.

choice
dealer

—

of Painesville recently closed for 5,000
tons of mine run and i-in. lump at
around $3@$3.25, to be delivered dur-

—

next twelve months.
reliable
are rumors from
sources that a big slack deal has been
consummated with a large consumer in
Cleveland involving 100,000 tons spot
sale for storage, delivery to be made
Spot
within the next four months.
prices on slack have stiffened during
the week by reason of smaller quanOther prices
tities now in the market.
are steady at former levels and are
shown in 'the Weekly Review.

ing

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Strike

Slumps

changed their tactics and charge $3.10
@$3.15 to the consumer.
For the best grades of byproduct
coal $1.80@$2 is obtainable whenever
there is any real demand, while Connellsville coal for steam purposes gen-

With such prices
erally brings $1.75.
ruling for coal it is considered strange
that coke should sell at even as low
as $3.

coke is easier by about
25c., ordinary brands being obtainable
at $4, while some
difficulty
without

Foundry

sustained.

Weak and Lake Tonnage

—Mine

—

British

Follou-

Lake

Tonnage

Idleness Increases.

Fairmont
Although June production was almost
equal to that of June, 1920, there was
Cana perceptible drop early in July.
cellation of Tidewater orders followed
and
strike
British
the
of
settlement
the
there was not so heavy a movement to
These
the Lake, as the month opened.
two outlets practically constituted the
only available spot mai-kets, and mine
idleness <s increasing very rapidly.

Northern Panhandle
other fields. Lake tonnage is
declining and the spot market is very
"There was no contract activity
poor.
and no coal was being exported early
production not being over
July,
in
10,000 "tons daily. The only market to
be found was for limited amounts of

As

in

screened coal.

EASTERN OHIO
Production

Cancellations
Settlement

Export

—

Holding — All

the

There

Up—

immediate shipment has
for
coke
cleaned up one operator's visible supwas $3 flat, and the
price
The
ply.
coke was taken because a furnace
wished to run a week longer than its
contract supply would take care of.
The disposition of other operators to
shade $3 in an eff'ort to create busidisappeared.
have
to
seems
ness
Brokers who a fortnight ago felt free
to sell to miscellaneous consumers at
$3 and then peddle the orders around
to operators at prices under $3, have

retail

maining summer months.
The City of Barberton has advertised for some 3,000 tons of Ohio steam
coal and it is reported that the City

—

UNIONTOWN

industrial

trade are
one hand, it is
negligible.
cargo
Lake
of
shipments
that
expected
coal must necessarily be diminished
because of lethargy in the Northwest,
but there is some hope that additional
support will be forthcoming from the
carriers in the direction of laying
aside some storage coal during the re-

The Courier reports production in
Coal
Impossible Gas
Sales
the week ended July 2, at 10,430 .tons
Holding— Slack Weaker—Lake Ton- by the furnace ovens, and 13,210 tons
nage Lighter.
by the merchant ovens, a total of 23,With further decreases in mine 640 tons, a decrease of 4,540 tons.
and
sellers
operations there are few
whether one can say
it is a question
there is a regular market at all. Such .inother Independent Wage Cut Some
market as can be found is quotable Plant Resumption— Market Still Quiet.
higher than formerly, but this is due
Another revision downward of wages
than any
to absence of sellers rather
10 per cent by the
Odd lots on track averaging about
pressure to buy.
W. J. Rainey, Inc. and the Washington
have been well cleaned up. Such conbecame effective
Co.
Coke
Coal and
sumptive demand as develops is being
The new scale, which problast week.
supplied chiefly from non-union disably will be followed by other indetricts, where costs are much lower.
pendent operators, is lower than the
In the trade at large doubt is expresent scale of the H. C. Frick Coke
pressed whether the mines are operCo., established May 6.
ating, by a strict accounting, at the
One independent has now closed a
rates reported, reports having shown
coal contract for 40 cars per day
above 60 per cent early in May, de- through the Great Lakes. In addition,
creasing to 42 per cent at the middle
140 of its 700 ovens are making foundry
of June. There is very little contract
coke.
business being carried out and Lake
Announcement of the resumption of
shipments have dropped to relatively the Isabella plants of the Hillman Coal
small proportions. Pittsburgh gas coal & Coke Co. was followed by a rush of
selling right along as consumers'
is
unemployed to the plants but none
requirements cannot well be filled other than furloughed employees living
from non-union districts.
there, about 600 in number, were given
With the competition of Connellsville work.
and West Virginia, Pittsburgh steam
While this plant resumption is an
coal is hardly salable at all and prices encouraging indication, both the coal
given, which are the lowest that can and coke markets continue inactive,
be done, are largely nominal.
Optimistic
with quotations nominal.
observers are pointing to the plant reCONNELLSVILLE
sumption as an indication that the turn
Market in readjustment has been passed while
Odd Lots of Coke Cleaned
suffer Coal Prices Relatively Better those of the more conservative type
Than Coke Production Very Light.
point to the dull market with predicA sale of about 3,500 tons of furnace tions that the resumption cannot be

Steam

from

inquiries
and the
On the

Deyyiands
Declines

—

Prices Unchanged.

continued sluggishness in
the trade, production for the week
July
2 kept pace pretty well
ended
with that of previous weeks, output
Total
amounting to 398,000 tons.
production for the year to date is
estimated at 8,500,000 tons or about
54 per cent of the capacity of the field
Despite

for the period.
At the present rate of production
the railroads are taking about 28 per
cent of the total output for fuel, and
about 40 per cent of capacity is being
lost on account of "no market."
It is the consensus of opinion that
production for Lake and the minimum
requirements of railroads for fuel con-

tinue to be the mainstay in supporting
mining operations, as both contract

UPPER POTOMAC
Mines

More

Closed

—Sales

Possible

Only on Best Coals.
Production was at a very low ebb
No
during fhe week ended July 2.
mines found it possible to operate along
the upper reaches of the Potomac and
but few in the Georges Creek field were
running. There was scarcely any call
except for the highest grades of coal,
and few buyers were to be found even
for these.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

—

June Production Exceeds May Business Going to Lower Wage, Non-Union
Mines.
Production figures for June show a
slight increase over May, being 55,964
cars for June as compared with 55,255
According to reports.
ears in May.
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business

is

largely to the mines

froingr

where adjustments have been made to
Under normal
the 1917 wajre scale.
conditions, the non-union mines produce
about 25 per cent of the coal in the
district but during June 50 per cent
was from the non-union mines.
Business is very dull in the unionized
districts and the operators contend that
thoy are unable to go on producing
when they cannot compete with those
using the 1917 scale.

Middle Western
WESTERN KENTUCKY

—

Business
Appears Prices
Contract
Well Maintained Feeling Is Rather

—

Optimistic.

report that while business is scattered over a large territory, there have been some fair steam
contracts
closed,
and shipment of
prepared sizes has been better. Movement of domestic sizes South is somewhat heavier than it has been, while

Operators

shipments

to

Louisville,

Nashville,

Memphis and other Southern markets
up surprisingly well, and
there is a fair tonnage moving into
Indiana and Illinois.
Operations continue at around two
days a week, although some of the

have held

larger operators with several mines,
are operating a part of their chain
with the other mines laid up
for the time being.
full time,

INDIANA
Steam and Domestic Markets Lag
Price

Concessions

Fail

to

—

Stimulate

Buying.

come down,

that the miners
and rates topple. The
steam situation is worst. Screenings
are at a standstill. It is understood
that the larger operators pooled an
order for several thousand tons for a
coal will

will take a cut,

large industrial or public utility plant

and that the price was $1.25@$1.35.
This is the price today although the
circular hangs out at near $3.
There promises to be within 45 to
60 days n scarcity of equipment in the
Middle West. Right now the caiTiers
are up against the greatest shortage
cars in history in the Kansas
of
wheat belt. It will be almost a parallel
w-hen coal begins to move.
Very little coal is selling at circular
prices.
It is reported that the "Big
Six" are holding pretty well in line, but
the little fellows are dropping along the
way and meeting the Independents'
prices of from $3 up for domestic, $1.25
for screenings and $2.75 for mine run,
with No. 1 and No. 2 nut as low
as $2.35
In the Duquoin field, it is with one
exception, a case of independent prices.
Two days a week and a hard time at
that,
wHh little, if any, railroad
Mt.
tonnage moving tells the tale.
Olive field continues unruffled with its

two days average per week and more
Some railthan half its mines idle.
road coal is moving and the bulk of
steam and domestic is going North and

West on contract.
The Standard field shows no improvement. One mine resumed, or tried
to, and a couple more went idle last
week.
It is hard to move anything.
But very little domestic is moving to
St. Loui.s.

exists

Considerable dissatisfaction

among miners and

nage continues

At the present time there
eral stagnation in both the

is
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railroad ton-

light.

.\OKTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Less coal was produced during the
opening days of July, with few mines
operatin:? two days a week.
Lake
shipments were fuilher curtailed and
both steam and prepared were in the
doldrums.
Virginia
Despite heavy losses because of "no
market," mines were producing at
mainly going on contract. Prices were
about on a par with those in the
Pocahontas field.

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Demand Holds

Tideivater

Markets

Inactive

—

—All

Production

Other
Stilt

Lotv.

New
A

River and the Gulf

Tidewater demand during
week ended July 2 stimulated New
River production to some extent. However, all other markets were rather
The tonnage going to Lakes
inactive.
was not heavy and there was little spot
buying and even less contracting.
During the latter part of June the
Virginian suffered some severe freight
wrecks which made it hard to furnish
empties to those few mines which
actually needed equipment.
With a
better Tidewater demand production
reached about 60 per cent of capacity
although there was no general improvebetter

the

ment

in

market conditions or

in prices.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas

production

declined

slightly during the week.
Very little
spot coal w'as moved and only contract

business enabled production to hold up
to the 300,000-ton mark.
Prepared
sizes held their owm but slack coal

a gen-

steam and

domestic markets. Hints that there is
likely to be a coal shortage are denied
by many coal men, though the public
is being urged to buy its coal early.
Some coal is being sold, but the volume
Because of the
is way below normal.
chaotic condition of the market, it is
nearly impossible to quote prices. Coal
is being sold for just about what it

the coal was moving on contract,
general mdrkets being unimproved.
of

weakened

Middle Appalachian

S2@$2.50.
in Tug River were similar
the Pocahontas regions.
There was a slight production curtailment because of the slowly dwindling
demand, yet so much of the output was
under contract, that 100,000 tons represented the week's output, much of the
coal going to Tide.
to

HIGH- VOLATILE FIELDS

—

LMke and Tide Movement Declines
Prices
Spot Buying at Standstill
Very Soft.

—

Kanawha

to

Conditions
those in

will bring.

contracts are being made. Gas
companies continue to pile up coke
After some reducwith no market.
price was brought
until the
tions
around $9 a ton, the companies have
shown no further inclination to reduce
However, there is no demand
prices.

Few

at

any

price.

Because of the dull demand, jobbers are doing virtually nothing. Retailers report some trade, but it is
of a desultory nature and cannot be
called indicative of a normal demand.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—Steain
— Better

to Slow Up
and Domestic Both Sluggish

Business Continues
Prospects Ahead.

Over the Fourth there was a lighter
Carterville movement than at any time
this season. The public still has it that

Production declined slowly through
the w-eek ended July 2 as there were
no new contracts being made to replace
those which expired on July 1. No coal
could be disposed of at Tide and the
Lake movement was slowing further.
was
In many
instances, production
being maintained more to keep organizations together and to absorb ovei-head than anything else.

LOGAM AND T HACKER
Not less than 50,000 tons daily was
being mined in the Logan region. However, this was limited to comparatively
few companies, those with dock facilities up the Lakes and on the Ohio.
Buying was largely at a standstill and
prices as a result were very soft.
Williamson mines continued to produce at the rate of about 60 per cent
of capacity.
A very large proportion

West
UTAH

—

Active Denmnd'
Market Unchanged
R.Rs. Prepare for Rush.
Inevitable

—

It is felt that the buyers' strike
cannot last much longer and railroads
are getting ready to take care of the
rush of business that is expected during
the next few months. One of the two
mines belonging to the Utah Fuel Co.
at Sunnyside in Carbon County is now
running full time. Comparatively fewof the miners have left as a result of
the shortage of work and when operations are resumed on the big scale
which is expected shortly there will be
plenty of men willing to work.

;.

;

Company News
The

COLORADO
T, . Arnffai fnal Co.. of

Siy'fefe^./S^^flrJSriof=\?oX£^
most mo.lern
«,roughout and one
in the Colorado field.

ot

St

Co., Earlington.

Bernard Mining

automatic
received a set of Nolan
cagers.
The F B. S. Coal Co., ot Island, recently
is perorganized with a capital of $250,000, of exfecting plans tor the development
The company has a
ten=\vl coal properties.
land^ and wil
U-act of aboSt t.500 acres of
Mor-

ha^

Denver has con-

the

Wilkes-Barre; Frank Kettle, NanticokeJ.
Dav-id
Toseph ,1. Walsh. Wilkes-Barre
HazleRoderick. Hazleton; J. J. Stickler
Isaac M. Davies, Lansford Evan G.
ton
PottsBrennan.
Evans. Coaldale Michael J.
;

;

;

;

equipment. W. C.
general manager.
created an
Government engineers recentlyOhio
Rn er
artificial wave in the upper
dam sysbv manipulation ot the lo'^k and
tc. cone
coal
of
tons
tem, to enable 50,000
Louisville.
and
south toward Cincinnati
between
There were nine towboats and waiting
125 barges and coal boats
install considerable

tenson

ILLINOIS

>nTi;^i^^dtta?^y:*^,^c^^s^jn'S

ArchiCity
Reid.
bald 'b. Lamb. Shenandoah; W^illiam
Centralia Benjamin I. Evans. Mt. Carmel

p

is

and
The PhUadelphia and Beading Coal newis taking the lead in oiwning
developments near Pottsville and is
preparing in several places to mine coal
above the water level. At the Rausoh Creek

new openings are being made
coal may be mined tor fifteen
above water level and 100 years
Creek exbelow water level. At Middle
and
tensive developments are in progress,
soon there will be seven drifts supplying
coal above w-ater level.
Colliery

wherebv
years

The new corporation has
on a
organized for the purpose ot carrying has
wholesale coal sales business. This step the
been taken to definitely segregate, will
and
retail
the
from
business
wholesale
give
permit William Farrell & Son. Inc., to

KENTUCKY

m

1.400
January
970
February...

Total.

.

.

23.106

Milw-aukeeans have purchased tour

ad-

Co..

south, one of the officers being
prominent coal dealer in Atlanta.

the

the orIt is learned in connection w-ith
ganization of the William Dempster Coal
lease ot
Co only recentlv organized, that aKanawrha
the
250 acres on Blue Creek in
being
district will be developed. Plans are
of
matured to drive entries for the purpose
What
mining coal in the No. 5 block seani.inclmled
Mine was
is known as the Shrader
established
be
will
Oflices
purchase.
in the
of Bay
in Charleston, with Duncan Reid
ol
Citv. Mich., having personal supervision

The Middle States Coal Co., chartered
several weeks ago with a capital of $50,000
has taken over two large operating mines
formerly
at lacksonville in Athens County,

by the Northern and Southern
Coal Co The combined output ot the mines
The product w-ill
is about 2.000 tons daily.
&
be sold through the Central West Coal
Dumber Co.. ot Columbus ot whicha consubcern the Middle States Coal Co. is
A. R. Jones is president and Rsidiary.
Hurst, secretary and treasurer ot the
B.

company.

PENNSYLVANIA

Kentuckv fields,
by the Standard
which has just been orThe
ganized w-ith $550,000 capital stock.
bulk ot the coal mined will be marketed
in

machinery was badly disabled.

OHIO

of
Mine Inspectors in flfty-five districts
bituminous and anthracite fields ot
Pennsylvania w-ere apointed by Governor
inregion
anthracite
The
recently.
Sproul

ditional coal mines in the
making six in all. owned

Harlan Coal

Acosta N'ichol of Spencer Trask & Co.,
Mor'itz Rosenthal ot Ladenburg Thalmann
Coal &
& Co John T. Sproull. president.
Iron National Bank Mervin W. Bricker of
Hon. Althe Coal & Iron National Bank
fred B. Smith, chairman of the board ot
the United States Trucking Corporation
Gardner Pattison, Louis J. Hunter, Preston
Davie and C. P. Morrell,

the

29.'

a

spectors serve four years in the districts,
according to the order named, as follows;
Benj. Maxey. Forest City; P. J. Moore.

Carbondale

T

Reese,

ton
Tohnson.
Pittston
•

;

L. M. Evans. Scranton

Scranton

Thomas

;

Pittston
;

J.

John

;

Edwin

B.

;

ScranRobert

Curtis.

C.

Corgan,

Williams, Kingston

Jenkin

;

Phillips.

J.

S.

;

David T. Williams.
Augustus McDade. Taylor

Scranton

;

West

Kingston

for

commost

has
Corporation
Coal
Puritan
The
lOU
aw-arded a contract tor the erection of
This company has a Dig
miners' homes.
Burch.
lease near
Much damage was done by a mine fire
at the Phoenix mine ot the Alpha-Portland
Cement Co. near Clarksburg recently. A
trap door was ignited by a short-circuit,
the flames finally becoming communicated
to the coal.
Fire believed to be of incendiary origin
destroyed the head-house of th» Fort Pitt
Coal Co. at Wilsonburg. Not only was the
structure burned to the ground but the

controlled

River movement slumped a little in May.
as compared with last year, and was far
below April of this year. Retailers stocked
river coal in April, but movement was
slow and there has not been much buying
Records of the year as compared
since.
with last year on River coal shows,
•
net tons:

Booth-

When
steel tipple.
pletedT this tipple will be one of the
modern in the Pocahontas Field.

;

Mining

Washer

Co. at Bramwell,

large modern

a

;

at Sullivan, has filed a final decree of
dissolution with the secretary of state.
Sullivan,
the corporation will be dissolved.

Pittsburgh Coal
contract with the

the'

a

Bowen Coal & Coke

;

The Coalmont Coal Co.. also of
has filed a preliminary notice that

May

officers

Co

•Co..

April

entire

;

600 men at one time.
Tlie Indiana Creek Coal Co., has bought
2.00O acres ot coal land five miles from
Petersburg, and will start sinking a newshaft tor a railroad mine early this fall.

1.035
14,533
5.16S

ginia side.
Recently,
Co. closed

attention to retail operations.
Gardiner Pattison
will be:
president; L. J. Hunter, vice-president and
treasurer Clarence P. Morrell and Preston
Davie vice-presidents; W. L. Whittlesey,
secretary and J. R. Edwards, assistant
The Board of Directors will
treasurer.
presinclude the following; Geo. F. Getz,
Corident of the United States Distributing
poration and ot the Globe Coal Co., Chicago Harvey D. Gibson, president of The
S. Peabody,
New 'York Trust Co. FrancisPeabody
Coal
chairman of the board of
ts

The

commodate

March

WEST VIRGINIA
Pittsburgh Coal Washer Co. has
Borderland
secured a contract from the
'heir No. 1
Coal Co. tor improvements to of
a modern
plant at Borderland, consisting
about S>00 ".
steel tipple w-ith a conveyor
KenThe coal will be brought from
long.
Virtucky across the Tug River to West

The

connected.

What is expected to be the most modern
free washhouse at any coal mine m the
countrv is under construction at the OliDhant-Johnson Mine near BruceviUe. The
tuilding. which is bfing equipped at a cost
•of more than $20,000. was designed by J.
A. Sehellenger. mine superintendent and
fireW. E. Buss, mine engineer. It will be feet,
proof, of reinforced concrete. 117 x 60
in dimensions and one story in height.
Shower liaths will be operated with an
automatic release, water to be supplied
from the mine lake. The building will ac-

and Charles H. Crocker, Johns-

coal

United States Distributing Corof tie
is also
noration. with which Mr. Pattison
been

$100,000.
report from Oakland City states that
the George A. Enos interests of Cleveland,
have bought the coal mines and properties
inof the C. R. Cummings Co. and plan
stallation of two miles of track, and improvements costing close to a million dollars.

1920

Price,

Iron Co.

Cunard Building. New York Citj. The
Announcement of the separation i^/ontained
jointly by Thomas
in a statement issued
Farrell
F Farrell president of William
& Soi?: Inc. and George F. Getz president

A

3,022
7.800
4,010
7.520
7.374

J.

;

Bowns
and the wholesale firm of P-^ttiso" &
has been sold to a new <^°'^P°f,^'"?,"
i?:„e?
Gardiner
known as Pattison St Bowns. Inc.former
firm
PaUi?on who was head of the president 9t
be
to
is
Bowns.
of Pattison &
located m
?he new concern which win be

to

1921

.

Charles

;

of William
The Pattison & Bowns Division
a few years
& Son. Inc.. formed several
retail
ago bv the consolidation of
Bronx
the
and
coal vards in Manhattan

INDIANA

and

;

FayDistrict 9. Silas S. Hall, Connellsville,
Greensette District 11, John J. McDonald.
District 12, T. J. Lewis, Pun^'SU"
burg
Thonias.
Ira
John
13.
District
tawney;
Johnstown; District 19, James J. Stoker^
Irwin; Districts 27, 2S, 29 and 30, Harry
Thomas H.
Vernon;
Belle
Phythyon,
Patriclc b. ,"-'"g'
Thompson, Kittannmg

Farrlll

The Consolidated Indiana Coal Co.. incorporated under the laws ot Maine, has
capital stock
filed notice of a decrease in

Wasliing

J

Shamokin

May 15,
Lykens. Inspectors who serve from follows
as
in the bituminous districts are
Richard Maize, Uniontown
5,
District

the

Coal

Frier,

Pittsburg,
town.

NEW YORK

stops for their cages.

Gonld

Mahanoy

;

m

The

C. Fenton,
;

100 and
for a boating stage.

P^ep^^^ t°T »^^
he next few months to hand and those
already on
".me jun^
;MueTpa?ed' With the Peabody =Pri"»"^'°
the
nins. all of the mmes
are lajSome
operation.
in
are
territory
from week to
in^ off for a day or two
radroads
^?fek°'lnt°?he flow of coal to the
on the
is
mme
The
is well mainta ned.
tonnage is
Chicago & .A.lton and a large
being applied to that road.
has
The Saneamon Coal Co.. Springfield,
cagers
received a set ot Nolan autoniatic
^olan block
for the bottom, and a set ot
^vinter order-!

P

ville

;

D. T. Davis.

development work. The company is headed
by William Dempster, of Bay City.
Four West Virginia coal companies disof
continued business about the middle
existJune and terminated their corporate
oi
Thev were the Lyons I oal vo..was
ence
Fairmont, 'of which A. J. McDaniel
president; Auto Coal Co., ot Wlieelmg of
which Nick Valentine was president Lick
:

Branch Coa
J

D

Co..

of

Wvgal was

Charleston, of which
Wh-eling's
president
;

Center cial Co. of Uniontown. Pa., of
was
which John T. Robinson of Uniontown, their
Two companies increased
president
They
time
«ip"ital stock about the same
were: Gilbert-Davis Co«l Co of Morganpresitown ot which Ernest H. Gilbert is;Northdent.' from $500,000 to $1.500 000;
J.
land Coal Co.. of Columbus, of which T. to
Hoffman is president, from $25,000
$300,000.
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Traffic

News

Tlip >Ii>rton Salt Co.. of Chicago, has coniplaineil iiKainst unr>asonable rates on coal

Wf.-it Virginia mines to Lake ports
trans-shipment by vessel beyond. It
readjustment of rates to all Lake
prrts in order that Ludington and Port
Huron. Mich., shall be protected in the

from

for

nsk.- for a

of the net rates to the ports.
An e.xaminer recommends that rates on
smithing coal from Douglas. W. Va to Iowa,
Nebraska and AVisconsin and on coke from
.Hpplication

.

Jamison. Pa., to Iowa and
not unreasonable.

Wyoming were

An examiner recommends

that rates during Federal control on intrastate shipments
of bituminous coal from mines in the Clinton district and from Ehrmandale. Ind., to
ilt.

Silica,

Ind.,

were unreasonable.

Complaint has been filed, as of Feb. 26,
1. C. C. by the Delaware, I^acka-

with the

wanna & Western R.K.

Co. against Director

General Payne, as agent. Docket No. 12854.
It is directed against unjust and unreasonable rates on anthracite from Avondale

to Woodward breaker, a distance of
The rate
4.4 miles, during Federal control.
was GOc. and exacted from the
railroad company as shipper.
Reparation
is asked.
In a complaint to the I. C. C. the Seneca
Iron & Steel Co., and others of Buffalo, allege as unreasonable the rates on coal
from the ConnellsvlUe, Pa., district to Buffalo and other destinations In New York,
because they exceed the rates from the

mine

challenged

Pittsburgh district.
The Conuneree Club of St. Joseph, Mo.,
complains against unreasonable rates on
coal from points in Illinois to St. Joseph.
John .4. Merrltt & Co.. of Pensacola, Fla.,
alleges unreasonable rates on coal from
Acmar. Fla.. to Pensacola when compared
with rates from Acmar to Mobile and New
Orleans; and also complains of discriminatory wharfage and handling charges of
40c. a ton.
The Detroit Coal Excliange alleges unreasonable rates on hard coal from origlnat.

ing points in Pennsylvania
Wyandotte. Mich.

to

Detroit and

Cincinnati shippers intend to continue
against the new L. & N. coal
rates,
from eastern Kentucky fields to
Cincinnati despite the fact that the I. C. C.
has refused to suspend the new rates. On
coal from the mine fields touched by the
L. & N. the new rates will mean an increase
of 25c. a ton to the Cincinnati consumer.
their fight

Personals

honeymoon

at Niagara Falls.

T. B. Bryan, general manager of the Elkhorn Steam Collieries Co. at Bramwell, W.
spent several days in Cincinnati, going over the trade situation.
J. B. Tates. of Eleanora Mines. Pa., with
the Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal & Iron
Co., has resigned to accept a position as
general superintendent with the Lumsted
Mining Co., at Echo, Pa.

Va..

Itaiiiiialer,

mining engineer of Pitts-

burgh, has been appointed manager of the
Northern West Virginia District by the
Mancha Storage Battery Locomotive Co.
-McCune has
been
appointed
.Vrtliur
central superintendent of the Henderson
Coal Co. at Canonsburg, Pa.
rnui Weir has recently been appointed
chief engineer for the Bell & Zoller Mining
Co. at Zlcgler. 111.
Carl Schoix, vice-president and general
manager of the Raleigh-Wyoming Coal Co.,
with headquarters at Charleston. W. Va.,
was a recent visitor at Parkersburg.
Kiiper Hood, sales manager for the Houston i^oal Co., has left Cincinnati for a trip
abroad.
Mrs. Hood accompanied him.
Patterson ScliolT, of the Johnstown office
of W. A. Marshall & Co., visited the New
York office of Marshall & Co. recently.
Howard W. ^Iiowalter, of the Diamond
Coal Co., accompanied by his wife, has
gone to the Trough Club in Hampshire
County, W. Va.
In the same party was
E. A. Kussell of the Fairmont & Cleveland
Coal Co.
A. W. Fatton, of the Patton Coal Co. of
Fairmont was In Parkersburg for a few
days in June visiting his mother.
.\ party of officials of the Jamison Coal
& Coke Co. from Greensburg, Pa., inspected
the properties of the company in the Fairmont region about the middle of June.
Members of the party included George B.
Taylor, general manager
R. E. JamiNon,
assistant sales manager
J.
C. Jamison,
general superintendent C. E. Cowan, chief
engineer.
;

;

:
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ment of facilities for niining coal, safety
and flrst-nld work, ami it takes no ofilclal
cognizance of wage matters or selling price«,
this being lift to be dealt with by the

members

as individuals.

Morgantown Coal Club
Members

the coal

club at

their last
meeting held in Morgantown signified their
intention of becoming members of the Morgantown Chamber of Commerce and of
ot

taking an active part In that organization,
such action being taken as the result of any
appeal made by Mr. Lyons of the Fuel
Corporation of America, who had been
asked by the Chamber of Commerce to enlist the cooperation of all coal men in building up the

Chamber

of

Commerce.

A report on what had happened at the
meeting of the American Wholesale Coal
Association at Washington and what the
association W'as doing to protect the industry from harmful legislation was made
by M. L. Taylor of the Morgantown Coal
Co., who had been elected a director of
the national organization.
Mr. Taylor laid
stress on the fact that whatever affected
the Industry also affected other lines of
business linked with the industry and he
for the cooperation of business

appealed

News

Industrial

—

BufTalo, X. Y, The Lake City Coal Co.,
of CleN'eland has opened a branch office
here, with J. II. Stacy from the home city
as agent
Offices are located in the Prudential Building.
PittHliiirich, I"B,
.\, F. Strouae, formerly
electrical i ngineer and mine superintendent
with the H. C. Frlek Coke Co., afterwards
in the Government service, has recently

—

opened a consulting
wealth Bklg.

office at

1603

Common-

—

WaxlilnKton, D. C,
The Inlted Slates
Civil .Service Coniniisiiion will hold an open
competitive examination on .Vug. 3, for coal
to
inspector and sampler,
fill
vacancies in
the Bureau of Mines. Department of the
Interior, for duty in Washington. D. ('., or
elsewhere, at entrance salaries ranging
from $1,200 to Jl.SOn per year and vacancies In position requiring similar qualifications may be filled from this examination.
Applicants should apply at once for Form
1312,
Lo
the Civil Service Commission.
Washington. D. C. or to the Secretary of
the United States Civil Service In principal
cities.

Obituary

Association Activities

men
Carl A. Wenilell, of New York, has been
appointed consulting engineer of the Bureau
of Mines in matters relating to coal washing and coal preparation.
Mr. Wendell will
visit several Eastern stations of the bureau,
and subsequentlv will advise with bureau
officials as to a program for further development work in investigation and improvement of coal preparation methods.
Arthur Appleyard, superintendent of the
mines of the Logan Coal Co. and president
of the People's IBank at Beaverdale, Cambria County. Pa., has gone to Mt. Clemens,
Mich., where he will remain a month in
the hope of benefitting his health, which has
not been good for some time.
Paul T. Bearer, comptroller of Cosgrove & Co.. Johnstown. Pa., has been
elected a director of the Columbia National
Fire Insurance Co., whose home office is
located In Lansing. Mich. Mr. Bearer succeeds the late Judge Francis J. O'Connor
of Cambria County.
.4. S. Learoyd. assistant to the president.
and E. M. Reynolds, comptroller, have been
elected vice presidents of the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co.
Percy E. Barbonr. assistant secretary of
the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, is temporarily Incapacitated for duty by sickness.
B. C. Hoard, secretary of the Hazard
Coal Operators' Association, is now* a
married man.
He has returned to headquarters in Lexington after spending a

II.

Benjamin Nieoil. head of the firm of B.
NIcoll. & Co., New York City, died suddenly after his return from the DempseyCarpentier fight.
The death, presumably
due to apoplexy, was entirely unexpected.
John Barnes, Jr., prominent coal ope-rator
of Philipsburg, Centre County. Pa., died
recently. He was 42 years of age and was
a member of the firm of .\therton &
Barnes, coal operators, and treasurer of the
Williams Grove Brick Co. of Bigler. His
father and uncle were prominent pioneer
coal operators in central Pennsylvania.
Caleb K. Long, of Philipsburg. Pa., and
an extensive coal operator and prospector,
died recently, death being caused by paralysis with which he was stricken a short
time before. He was born In England and

came
in

to

America when a

and settled

child

Philipsburg.

Denis .Mori Held, a member of the commission appointed by Governor Frank O.

Lowden

of Illinois, to investigate mining
conditions, died recently at a DuQuoin hosHe was well known in mining circles.

pital.

resisting legislation which sought
to single out the coal industry for government regulation.
in

Coming Meetings

Upper Potomac Coal Association
.\n effort Is being
ciation to secure the

made by

the Coal Assoopening of a road along

Potomac River from Bloomington, GarCounty. Md.. to Thomas. W. Va., and
with that object In view members held a

The Huntington Coal and Industrial Ex-

the

position

rett

Commerce

conference with the county commissioners
of Garrett County. If such a road were to
be constructed It would prove to be a great
developer, it is said. Inasmuch as it would
be necessary, in building such a road to

Thomas

the Potomac at several points and
enter West Virginia. It is also hoped to
enlist the aid ot the county authorities in
West Vi'rginia. Prior to the meeting with
the Garrett County commissioners, directors
of the association held a conference at
Cumberland with the representatives of the
association.
liridge

Northeast Kentucky Coal Operators'
Association

A meeting

of the board of directors of
association was held at Ashland reroutine business occupying much
of the attention of the directors, although
a number of executive matters were also
taken up for consideration by them. President Cadwalader Jones of Betsey Lane,
Ky.. ijresided at the meeting.
the

(•ently.

Alabama Coal Operators' Association
Frank H. Crockard, president of the
Iron Co., has been elected president of the Alabama Coal Operators' Association for the ensuing term, and Frank
Nelson, president of the Bryan Coal Corporation and owner and operator of other
coal properties, will serve as vice president.
The activities of the association are restricted to matters of efficiency and improve-

Woodward

will

lie

held

in

the

Chamber

of

lUiilding, Huntington. W. Va.,
Sept. 19 to 24 incl. Chairman of committee,

Palmer. Huntington
of Commerce. Huntington.
A.

American

Institute of

Chamber

Mining and Metal-

Engineers

will meet at Wilkes12 to 17.
Secretary
Bradley Stoughton, 29 West 39th St.. New
York City.
National .Association of Cost .Accountants

lurgical

Barre,

Pa.,

.Sept.

will hold its annual convention at Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 14, 15 and 16
.Secretary,
S. C. McLeod. 130 West 42d St.. New York.

The .American Mining Congress and NaExposition of Mines and Mining
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual convention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Chicago. 111.
Assistant secretary. John T.
Burns, Congress Hotel, Chicago. 111.
The West Virginia-Kentucky Association
of Mine, Meciianieal, and Electrical Engineers will hold Its annual meeting at
tional

Huntington,

W.

Va.,

on

Sept.

20

to

23,

Secretary-treasurer, Herbert Smith, Huntington. W. Va.
The following first-aid meets will be held
during .August:
The Davis Coal & Coke
Co.,
first-aid
and mine rescue meet at
Thomas. W. Va., on the 3rd. The State of
Iowa will hold Its annual first-aid and
mine-rescue meet on the 6th at Albia. At

Birmingham, Ala., state first-aid and minerescue meet on the 6th. On the 20th a
state first-aid and mine-rescue meet will be
Under the
held at Charleston. W. Va.
auspices of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.
a local first-aid and mlne-re.scue meet will
be held at Pueblo. Col., on the 2iith.
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NEW
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the trade has veered from prospects of regulation to prospects for business.
Nothing is doing in coal no orders, mines idle yet
production of soft coal is better than 7,000,000 net tons
per week and hard coal is crowding past high records.
Somebody is buying coal that 7,000,000 tons a week
A business that
is not being dumped by the roadside.
is producing each week 55 per cent of the highest
single week of its history and nearly 70 per cent of the
average for 1920 is not dead by any manner of means.
It has much for which to be thankful.
in

—

—

—

Everyone

theorizing and prophesying, and though
we are inclined to dodge both because both are somewhat in disrepute with the practical man, the weather
is hot and our venture here will be lazily read and
soon forgotten.
It is, of course, essentia! to resort
is

and they are hardy. Production of bituminous coal is behind schedule, as measured by the performance of recent years in fact, we
must go back to 1914 and 1915 to find as poor a
showing for the first six months. With but 196,000,000
tons in the first six months of this year we find 205,000,000 tons in the same period of 1914 and 193,000,000
tons in 1915. Compared with these figures are 226,000000 in 1913, 214,000,000 in 1919 (a poor year in the
early months) and 258,000,000 tons last year.
All of
which means that if we do not pick up speed, some
400,000,000 tons will be the year's total, than which
the country has used more every year since 1909.
It does not seem possible that the country has backslid so far, that the United States is in such a comatose
condition that the showers of another spring are needed
to revive it.
Most people prefer not to so believe.
On every hand we are told by eminent authorities that
the country has "turned the corner," "business is again
on the upgrade," "liquidation has practically been completed." Because before long the railroads are to have
$500,000,000 to spend (or pay their debts) some say
orders for steel and hence orders for coal will blossom
out in August. Others point to the seasonal fall and
winter demand for coal as an inevitable harbinger of
better prices, and in the meantime twiddle their thumbs.
Some consumers are loading up their storage pile-s
with coal that some producers are selling them at lesa
than cost of production, other consumers are burning
up last year's high-priced coal pile and playing a waiting game for lower-cost coal this year, which assuredly
will not come unless union miners' wages come down.
The country over, stocks of coal, both soft and hard,
are not less than three months ago, and in some sections, particularly New England and the Northwest, the
stocks are greater by considerable than earlier this
year or than ai this time last year. In view of this
can there be a coal shortage? and fancy prices? By
defining shortage as a condition under which the conto statistics; everyone does

;

—
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sumer demands more coal than the railroads can currently transport and the evidence of a shortage the
offering by the consumer of prices well above that
for which the shipper is now willing to sell coal, W3
find that there can
and will be a shortage of bituminous coal if and when business revives sufficiently to

—

—

forth an output greater than 10,000,000 tons a week.
does not appear that the months of July and
August will bring the total output for the calendar
year to more than 270,000,000 tons. Prophets are
all stuck when it comes to guessing what will be recall

It

quired to round out the year, but it may be observed
that with 270,000,000 tons behind, 10,000.000 tons a
Week for the eighteen weeks after Labor Day would
raise the figure to but 450,000,00 tons. The coal industry has been sitting on one leg so long that when it
starts to walk briskly again that sleepy leg will make
it limp for a while.
The railroads have so many rusty
joints from enforced idleness that there will be much
grief before the record movements of a year ago can
be approached. Business in coal will be good when we
get to 10,000,000 tons a week.

How

Alabama Coal Meets

the Public

year, when coal was in short supply and prices
-/ high, regulation was in the air.
At almost every
turn there were demands that laws be passed taking
control of prices and regulating distribution.
These

LAST

ideas were not confined to

Washington and the national

Congress and administration but were rampant in state
Legislatures and with state officials. Indiana passed a
law that caused much grief both to those who sought to
administer it and to the coal men in that state.
What happened in Alabama has been chronicled in
these columns before and we wou'd now but recall
that by co-operating with the Governor the coal producers in that state found a way to meet the public
clamor, to satisfy the state officials and to save the local
coal industry from regulation.
There is every reason to believe that both sides were
fully satisfied with the arrangement of last year because it is being continued this year. The coal industry of Alabama is in no danger of local regulation
because the industry is maintaining proper public relations. The largest element in such a program of proper
public relations is to recognize that what stirs public

clamor

is not high prices of coal per se but the belief
that the prices are extortionate.
Conditions in Ala-

bama this year have operated to make the prices on
many grades of domestic coal very high by comparison
with previous years and by comparison with prices of
steam coals from the same field now. It may readily
be appreciated that such a condition tends to produce
unrest among household buyers of coal.
Recognizing the public interest in the question and
the fairness of public opinion when fully informed, the
85
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Alabama this year took a leaf fioni
experience and have again gone before the
A year ago they met the
people with their story.
situation by working with the Governor and State Fuel
Administrator, giving facts as to costs and full publicity to the prices they were charging at the mines.
They went further and provided a means of taking
care of all emergency demands for coal, thus answer-

coal operators of
last year's

ing questions both as to prices and as to supply. They
have recently put before the Governor the facts of con-

That official has been shown that the
for steam coal this season has prevented
operation at more than about 40 per cent of normal
and that this has had a corresponding effect on the
output of domestic sizes, because steam and domestic
coals are produced and must be shipped simultaneously.

ditions this year.
slack

demand

It also has been explained to the Governor and,
through him, to the people of Alabama, that the producers of domestic sizes must necessarily sell the
resultant steam coal from their mines in competition
with the product of mines that is all steam coal and
that the steam-coal mines have a very much lower cost
Because of this the prices of domestic
of operation.
coals cannot be lowered as much in comparison with
This is
last year as have the prices of steam coals.
all elementary arithmetic to the coal man everywhere

Furthermore,
being charcjed a proper price for coal.
he will learn that coal can be had at prices ranging
from $3 to $7 per ton. He will learn that, as in purchasing meat or cloths, he can buy coal of varying
grades and qualities at prices to suit his family purse.
The $3 and $4 coal will keep him warm, but is of
ordinary grade for |6 or $7 a ton he can have a fancy
grade, a "luxury" brand, that is higher priced because
;

it

costs so

in.

Breakage

Coal

of

in

Mine

being
attention
MUCh
above ground and but
is

paid to breakage of coal

to breakage below.
one seems to be studying the matter of degrsKlation
No figures have been published
of coal underground.
perhaps none have been obtained as to the quantities of each size of coal derivable from wide or narrow
rooms or headings, from wide pillars or narrow. Yet
little

No

—

—

might be paid

needs consider-

the Governor has announced
compile and publish official data
showing the prices of coal f.o.b. cars at the mines,
freight rates to all the important towns and cities and,
furthermore, what in the opinion of the state constitutes a reasonable margin for the retail dealer. Even
margin the Govretailer's
in the matter of the
ernor is proceeding on figures given him by the
trade, for he has a volume of reports from the retail
dealers submitted last year and accepted by the state.
Thus each householder in the state who buys Alabama coal may satisfy himself as to whether he is
state

has already set

will

it

able elucidation.

the

that sooner or later this majority will find expression
to their desire to co-operate with the Government and
the public in meeting the demand for such facts as
there can be no warrant for withholding. The straightforward, commendable policy of the Alabama operators
is evidence that in the end a policy of reasonableness
will triumph over the bitter enders so far in the
ascendant in the trade during the recent FrelinghuySigns are not lacking that the reaction
sen episode.

situation

nary household buyer and con:;umer

To meet the

was not siioh a "meeting of the
minds" as it is evident has taken place in Birmingham. Nevertheless we l>elieve that a majority of the
men in the coal industry have no desire to deny the
public the information about coal that it wishes and
ington, however, there

surely this subject is worthy of consideration.
One of the principal reasons why cutting machines
have been installed is that they reduce breakage and
Wage
so decrease the production of the smaller sizes.
differentials rarely are sufficient to encourage their use
However, attention
without this further incentive.

a-.d part of the a b c of the business, but to the ordi-

that
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much more

to

mine.

The schedule of

prices,

freight rates and retailers' margins to be published
by the state will do something else, for it will give
The prices estabmine prices as scheduled ahead.
lished by the operators are higher for each succeeding
month in much the same way as anthracite prices are
graduated to encourage ear'.y buying. The widespread
publication of present and future prices will do much
to assist the householder in making up his mind to
buy early and avoid the fall rush.

Perhaps the reader who has followed us this far has
seen the similarity of the Alabama plan of forestalling
public criticism of coal and of meeting a tangled situation by a fair statement of facts with that of Mr.
Hoover for aiding the coal industry in a national way.
Senator Frelinghuysen had the same intent and so expressed himself at the second of the conferences with
In Washthe coal trade in Washington early in June.

to the loading machine, which, by being
larger lumps and by dropping the coal only
from the end of the conveyor into the car, saves the
mine-loader from having to break up the coal to load
it and averts the necessity for casting it across the

able to

lift

Some day we may find some
into the distant car.
of gently lowering the coal into the car from the
conveyor end.
The abolition of the room and pillar, the use of longwall undercutting, the complete control of shot-placing
and shotfiring, the utilization of the roof weight to
bring down the coal, the general introduction of the

room

way

loading machine will combine in the future to reduce
the amount of slack formed.
Another waste of large coal is on the roadways. The
cars are now topped with the bigger coal so as to permit of loading the car above the level of the sides. The
result if; that when the car is bumped in being coupled
or .switched it is the lumps that fall off and not the
small coal, which is invariably placed in the middle
Our roads
of the car, where it cannot be dislodged.
It
filled with the most marketable of our coal.
does not remain of that quality for long, for it is
Nevertheless at the
soon broken to the finest slack.
time it fell to the ground it was the best kind of coal

become

in the car.

Doing away with the uncoupling of cars underground
would end much of this loss. Replacing gathering by
through locomotives also would help. The use of solid
and the
cars would do little, as the bottom-dump car
through
end-gate car, in the main, spill only slack

many

openings.

However,

stiffer cars will

mean

less

There is a certain amount
breakage in transit.
the
degradation arising from car distortion and from
This probconsequent movement of lump on lump.
loss due
ably is small, however, as compared with the
of

to spillage of the larger coal.

NATALIE CLUBHOUSE. LUILT BY

.M

AI lEI KA-HILI,

INTERESTS FOR THE EMPLOYEES OF THEIR ANTHRACITE MIXES

Community Club House
For Employees and Public at the Natalie Mine

Madeira-Hill Interests

Open

a

Basing Their Plan on the Fact That You Can't Appreciate People
You Don't Know, the Colonial Colliery Co. Has Erected a Handsome
Building as a Community Center for Men, Women and Children
By Dever

C.

Ash mead

Kingston, Pa.

EVERY

business, no matter of what nature, two
must be met if it is to be successfully
operated. The more important of the two is loyalty

INeesentials

on the part of employees, but the square deal on the
part of
alty,

which, in large part, creates that loyThe square deal means
strict compliance with even the most

officials

must never be overlooked.

more than

a
elaborate of agreements as to wages and working conditions.
The management must show a keen personal
interest in the welfare of its men.
The rate of pay
often has less effect on the attitude of the employed than
do other considerations not so direct and tangible.
To obtain the desired results at the mines the living
conditions and the environment can never be neglected
with safety, for contentment is the chief ally of loyalty.
To this end dwellings must be fit to live in and not
such as to serve for a bare existence. Though luxury
may not be necessary in the construction of the homes,

comfort at least is essential.
Comfortable living quarters, how^ever. cover only one
pha?e of the situation, for unles.? the miners, particularly those of foreign e.xtraction, are taught how to

SOCIAL ROOM

—A

utilize the advantages provided, the expenditure incurred by the company in providing them is wasted.
This element in Americanization, as a rule, must be
accomplished imperceptibly, so that the recipient will
not realize that his tastes and habits are being schooled.
Next to comfortable living quai-ters probably comes
the opportunity for agreeable social life. Without suitable social relations aversion and distrust are likely to
take root, and these suspicions may soon turn to hatred.
A dislike which begins with the neighbors may end
by being visited on the company itself. The miner cannot of himself provide any place where social functions
may be held, except, of course, in his own home, and
he entertains a natural diffidence about including or
attempting to include within his circle of friends those
in authority in the company. Furthermore, local officials
feel that they should not become overly familiar with
their employees, as this may undermine discipline.
As a result various social strata become perceptible
at a coal operation.
The members of one stratum do
not feel at liberty to associate, at least intimately, with
those of any others.
The opportunity, therefore, of

LARGE APART.MEXT, FITTED ^VITH MISSION FURXITURE AND

The piano was furnished by the

profits of the

.A^

LARGE OPEX GRATE

canteen which has been established by the committee in charge of the club.
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the Boards of Edurntion are selected with
judgment, which, unfortunately, is not always the case,
but the hardest problem is the education of the parents.
Many of these wero born in foreign lands, their understanding of our language is limited, and they resent
Thus the best way to bring about a
direct approach.
mutual understanding is through a commingling of all
elements in some public place where all are in quest of
diversion. Various means are available for providing a
That adopted by
suitable place for social gatherings.
the Madeira-Hill Co. at the plant of its subsidiary,
the Colonial Colliery Co., at Natalie, Pa., has proved
highly efficacious and accordingly will be described.

l)rovided

Women Workers
\i:ka.\ I'A

w

11,1,

i)\i;i;i:n i;v

r.i-:

.Ml

lin

i-i

.i

muing vines

paitly across both
aii.l
.si.k'
building aru mainly of steel lath

..lu-

understanding each other is lost or is never preWhile no one would advocate that the superintendent of an operation bring his miners and laborers

fully

sented.

Source of Community Spirit

of the war this company obtained the services of Miss Colby, who had served in
France and been decorated with the Croix de Guerre.
She was assisted by Miss Francis, who had likewise
seen foreign service. Miss Francis has returned to the
Foreign Service and is now with the American troops
in Germany, and a Miss Howard who has also seen
At first the
foreign service, is taking up her work.
work of these women consisted in gaining the confidence

Soon after the

close

them as intimates and become
yet some means
Oafvanizecf'iron covtring and flashing
should be provided whereby all might meet
into

his

house, treat
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upon a common level, mingle together and
learn to understand and appreciate each
It
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higher making a
auditorium goes from the main floor through the second floor to a point more than six feet
room that
It is to accommodate this lofty
high room which will be irvsh and airy even on a hot day.
the building reaches

its

v

f.

i

TWO VIEWS OF THE

'

-'"^-"-r^

highest point to the right of the center.
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Second Floor
Plan
This floor consists
mainly of the nudltorium nnd flies of
the stage ami of
the rooms occupied
by the managing
staff
ing.

of

the

build-

The gallery
bleachers
afford
seats to those who
wish,
on the
as
to
opening
day.
view games of volley

given

ball

in

the auditorium below.
The accommodation for the
staff

include.s

bedrooms,

flv«-

one

liv-

and dining
room and two bathrooms.
Note the

ing

pergola whicli
covers most of th^'
porch in the lower
story, giving it ligltt
and,
when
furnished with vines,

beauty
ever,

also.

How-

a small part

of
the
porch
is
roofed
and thus
available In stormy

weather.

P

run by the men.

On

E P

u O

opposite .side of the main
rear of which is the boys'
gameroom, where all sorts of games are provided. In
the rear of the office also is the men's gameroom. The
main hall passes from the front entrance alongside the
auditorium, past the men's gameroom and leads to the
side entrance.
Across the hall from the men's gameroom is the large social parlor with its immense fireplace.
On the balcony floor is a sewing room and on
the right side of the auditorium upstairs is the apartment for the secretaries, while on the opposite side
are located several rooms for the accommodation of

entrance

is

the

office,

P t R

L

the

in

visitors.

Between the social parlor and the auditorium is a
large and complete kitchen equipped with a hotel range.
The arrangements are such that it is possible to pass
eatables and beverages directly from
the auditorium.
A billiard room is

the kitchen to
located in the
provided with four tables for

basement. This is now
pocket billiards.
Space in this room is also provided
for bowling alleys.
It occupies about one-half the
basement, the remainder being taken up by a children's
playroom and by shower baths and locker rooms for
both men and women. The children's room will later
he furnished with some gymnasium apparatus, at least
svith that portion of this equipment that can be fastened
to the wall.
The larger pieces of this apparatus will
be so arranged in the auditorium that they can be
quickly removed.
Throughout, the building interior is artistically dec-

&O

L A

orated and substantially but plainly furnished. As a
whole this structure is of better design and is better
equipped than many country clubs to be found near
large cities. A wide veranda e.xtends down one side of
the building and partly across both ends. The grounds
have not as yet been finished, but the work so far completed

indicates

that

they

will

be

highly

attractive.

Tennis courts soon will be provided, so that both outdoor and indoor recreation may be indulged in by club

members.

As the official opening in this building did not take
place until June 4 it is somewhat early to predict the
e.xact nature and scope of the results to be attained.
What has already transpired, however, seems to point
unmistakably in the right direction. Thus in the first
three days of the campaign for membership every
family in Natalie with the exception of three put in
its application to join tha club, and a large majority
had paid their dues for the coming year. Not only are
the people of Natalie joining the organization but also
those residing in Marion Heights, a mile away, are
seeking admission. The men in a spirit of good fellowship that shows that they are "good sportsmen" are
determined to do their part in making a success of the
new development in which the company has expended
so

much money.
The major part

will

of the effort to teach the foreigners
By teaching the children

be through the children.

and young people, cleanliness, neatness, their duties
to their neighbors, love of country and sportsmanship,

COAL AGE
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these children will carry home these thoughts to their
parents who cannot but see the advantages to be gained
by adopting them and thereby becoming better members of the community and country.
The vehicles by which the children will be reached
will be clubs of various kinds.
Some of these clubs
are already national in their scope such as the Girl
Scouts, and the Boy Scouts, the Brownies for the
little tots, the Natalie Marines for the boys; sewing
societies, and musical clubs.
The club house will also be used as a meeting place
for general organization meetings for the company and
the house and surrounding grounds will be used for
first-aid contests and company outings.
Efforts to establish this club are not altogether onesided.
Thus far the men themselves have purchased

already been noticed.
In the younger generation also
a marked change for the better is perceptible.
The
boys at play are much less prone to wrangle over their
games and more frequently accept without question the
decision of the umpire.
No lesson is harder to learn
than that no one can win all the time and that to
accept without bitterness a verdict or outcome that is
unfavorable is to acquit oneself as a good citizen. This
is the training of a well-conducted gameroom and one of
the assets which the Natalie club house should afford.

and paid

story shack with two or three
family of ten or twelve people.

for, or agreed to pay for, equipment costing
This covers the piano, which was purchased
outright, as well as various minor items procured in
the same manner. The only pieces of equipment that
have not been paid for in cash are the pool tables. To
purchase these, money was borrowed by the committee,
and in order to i-epay it the men have established the
canteen already referred to. This is open every evening
and dispenses ice cream, candy, cigars, cigarettes and
The profit obtained from the sale of these
the like.
items goee into the fund for the tables.
Although the c'ub is hardly under way yet a difference in the relations existing between the men has

$1,400.

Town Has Macadam Walks, Street Lighting
At Natalie can be seen the evolution of the mining
village.
In the beginning there was the old-time house
which now, fortunately, in most mining communities
is chiefly a memory.
It was nothing more than a onerooms but housing a

The next step in house construction was a roughboarded two-story building with extremely meager yard
room.
No conveniences, as we now understand that
term, were to be found in these houses. Today the main
street of the town lies between dwellings of two general types.
The first is a small clapboarded single
house of attractive design. The other is double with
a small front and large back yard.
All are provided
with electric lights, well-equipped kitchen, a bathroom
and running water, while some are heated by steam.
All in all these dwellings, which are kept well painted.

Basement Plan
gymna-

Showing

sium, bowling-aUey
and pool - table
space.
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Not
to those first mentioned.
only have better dwellings been built but a sewer system
has been installed, the streets have been macadamized,
sidewalks built, electric lights placed at every corner,
and the fences and houses alike are kept in good repair.
And what does all this mean? By rendering life in
a mining community worth while, by teaching the

show a decided contrast

Vol. 20, No. 3

a person they know well and understand thoroughly.
Many of the discords of the past, regardless of whether
they have been industrial, national or international, can
be traced directly or indirectly to a lack of understanding.
When employees and company officials mingle
together in the field of sport they learn to understand
and respect each other. The industrial imbroglios that

Natalie as It

Was

An unredeemed

stony batter with
slab and stump fences, huts and
two-story shacks rough-boarded
and unpainted. The roads are
trails and enough stone lies on
the top of the ground to put
foundations under a whole village.
The three-room huts represent the early construction.

Main Street of village. On the
two of the most recent
houses, which are clapboarded,
painted, electrically lighted and
furnished with baths. Some are
steam heated. All have picket
left are

The road is
macadamized and an
lamp lights the street.
fences.

being
electric

aliens there resident not accustomed to our manners
and usages the use and enjoyment of our conveniences;
by providing means for social intercourse between all
grades of society, not only is loyalty for the company

encouraged but the employee of foreign birth or extraction acquires a love and respect for the country of his
adoption.

Few indeed are the individuals who really dislike
who can long harbor an insurmountable antipathy

or
to

Doubt Thrown on Protection Coal Dust
Affords Against Tuberculosis
M.

WILSON,

addressing the "Industrial WelSociety" of Great Britain, an association of
doctors engaged in industry representing 6,000 or 7,000
firms, said that Dr. Haldane had suggested that as coal
dust was an immunizer against tuberculosis why not
take some coal dust and dust it over the rock dust in
mines that contain siliceous material. The plan thus
advocated had been tried and found successful. With
the coal dust in the lungs of the workers they were protected against the irritating siliceous dust.
Dr. E. L.
Collis, of Cardiff, in discussing the paper, said that
investigations did not justify that opinion. These investigations have not yet been made public, but they showed
that miners at the face were the men who were afflicted
by tuberculosis and that they were as unfortunate in

DR.fareR.

have characterized the past will thus be lacking

in

the

future.

The

Colonial Colliery Co. has been unusually success-

ful in creating the right spirit

between employer and

employee.
In three years it has had only one case
before the Board of Conciliation. This is a testimony
to the presence at its collieries of that square deal which
is the basis of good management and that loyalty which
flows from an adherence to this principle.

men. Silica had been found, he
an actual poison and its action was chemical

this respect as other
said, to be

and not mechanical.
President Harding's approv.al of the army bill carrying
appropriations for the year which began July 1 made those
funds available. Under the law the army is limited this
year to $5,250,000 for the purchase of fuel, but in addition
the West Point Military Academy is given $85,000 for fuel.
The bill also authorizes contracts for fuel in advance of
the appropriation for a single year in the following proviso:
"That hereafter when in the opinion of the Secretary of
War it is in the interest of the United States so to do, he
is authorized to enter into contracts and to incur obligations for fuel in sufficient quantities to meet the requirements for one year without regard to the current fiscal
year, and payments for supplies delivered under such contracts may be made from funds appropriated for the fiscal
year in which the contract is made or from funds appropriated or which may be appropriated for such supplies for
the ensuing fiscal year."
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Origin and Nature of the White Partings in Coal Seams

As

Illustrated

by the Coals of Lancashire, England*
—

Most of the Iron in American Coal Is Combined with Pyrite
What Little
Ash Is Found in Lancashire Coals Consists Largely of Knifeblades of Soluble
Carbonates Termed Ankerites These Oxidize and Break Up the Coal

—

By

F. S. Sinnatt, A.

Grounds and

THE

coals of Lancashire, England, usually contain
a low percentage of inherent ash. Of the coal in
twenty distinct seams recently examined none con-

tained more than 6 per cent of ash, and many had less
than 3 per cent. The Bickershaw Yard coal shows as
little

The coals greatly vary in their
practically non-caking and others
degrees of coking quality.
One, that

as 0.8 per cent.

properties,

some being

having varied

from the Mountain Mine, probably possesses the highest
caking power of any known coal. It yields a perfect
metallurgical

coke.

In

distinguishing the

coals

the

names in most common use have been adopted, but
must be recognized that other terms may be applied
the same seams in different localities.

it

to

In this paper only the natural inorga^iic constituents
of the seams have been considered.
In obtaining the
samples every care was taken to have them truly representative.
A solid columnar section was taken of the
whole seam, the cross-section of which was from 6 to
18 in., according to the ease with which the coal could
be handled. The piece of coal was packed in a box and
carried to the laboratory for examination.
The present investigation was conducted with the
following intent;
(1) To determine whether any relationship could be established between the composition of the white partings (ankerites) and the ash
produced when the coal is incinerated; (2) to trace, if
possible, the source of the carbon dioxide which is
evolved when coal is treated with mineral acids, and
(3) to investigate the manner in which iron is combined in the coal substance.

BAYLEYf

F.

The ankerites occur in the form of sheets varying in
thickness from J-in. to a mere film, at right angles to
the bedding plane and on the face of the coal, but also
frequently on the end of the coal.
The layer of material may be so thin as to be transparent, and its
presence can be detected only by the fact that after
being allowed to stand in the air the coal becomes covered with an opalescent film, consisting of oxidized
4ankerite. When ankerite occurs adjacent to a band of
vitrain it is frequently perfectly white in color, though
portions which are in contact with clarain or durain
are comparatively dark and impregnated with fine coal.
It has been observed that a band of ankerite frequently terminates at a point where a layer of fusain
begins.
The latter material is of a highly porous nature, and it would appear that the ankerites were
deposited from a liquid medium which travelled horizontally along the layer of fusain.
The ankerites form a distinct line of weakness in the
coal, and if the latter is treated with dilute mineral
acids the lumps disintegrate markedly, owing to the

decomposition of these compounds. All the specimens
examined contained varying percentages of iron, which
were almost entirely in the ferrous condition, and it
will be seen from the analyses that certain examples
contained a distinct percentage of manganese. Average
specimens of the ankerites from a number of seams
have been analyzed, and the results are given in Table I.

TABLE

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF THE
WHITE PARTINGS (ANKERITES)

I.

Lower

Moun-

The last subject is of interest in view of the fact
that according to the work of Powell and Parr (Bulletin
III., University of Illinois) most of the iron present in
certain American coals occurs in the form of pyrites.
From the experiments described in the present paper it
would appear that a proportion of the iron in Lancashire coals exists in the ferrous state, either in the
white partings (or ankerites) or in some other form of
combination.

seams contain a proportion of white inorganic partings, of which no study has been made as

Most

coal

far as we can find in the records. It will be seen later
that the material may be considered either as substituted calcium carbonate or as dolomitized siderite. The
term ankerite, which is the one generally accepted in
mineralogy for compounds having a similar constitution, has been used to designate the substance of the

white partings.
•Article entitled "The Inorganic Constituents of Coal with
Special Reference to Lancashire Seams." published as Bulletin S
by the T-ancashire and Cheshire Coal Research Association.
tLancashire and Cheshire Coal Research Association.

Mine

Arley

Calcium oiiJr

27 40

28 56

Magnesium oxide
Ferrous oxide

13 33
14 56

II

51

Manganese oxide
Carbon dioxide

9 81

82
45 21

Silica

Can30 08

16 15
4 80

41

II

13

OJ

14

88
70

44 58

28 75
8 74
16 23
59
42 46

76 41
66

53 70
23 48
22 82

I

41

225

I

23 46

17..

25

15 81

33

53 14
33 65
8 40
I

.

Ferricoxide

6 05
60

PjTites

Ill

Silica

...

2

80
44
25
25

21,68

30 84
5 76
18 42

0.31
42 03

245
63
09

II

00
24 07
51

I

18
16

II

44 35

48 93
28 30

King
Mine

Park

42 79

52

I

Rushy

nel

29 94

60

Pyrite'i

.

Hoo

li:.g

Mine

Mine

605

41

Ferric oxide

Equivalent to;
Calcium carbonate
Magnesium carbonate
Ferrous carbonate
Magne.sium carbonate
Calcium sulphate

Sap-

Ravine

tain

American Iron Pyritic; This Iron Ferrous

.

2

47

55 08

51 36
18 28
26 18

12

10

29.68
0.50

0,96
.

70

I

.

17

.

45
63
09

2

.

..

.

2

47

Specimens of ankerite obtained from the different
layers in certain seams differ considerably in composition, the analyses in Table II showing the greatest
variation yet encountered.

TABLE

ANKERITE FROM SEAM

11.

8

Top

FT.

15 In.,

per cent
91

Silica

Calcium carbonate

.'

Magnesium carbonate
Ferrous carbonate
Manganese carbonate
Ferricoxide
Calcium sulphate
.

Bottom

7 In.,

per cent
2.25

52 09
29 74

53 14

15

8 40

141

80
25
0,44

16

33
.

THICK

nil

33. 65
.

I

,

.
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The compounds undergo oxidation on exposure to air
and become covered with reddish-colored ferric compounds. The analyses in Table III show the change in
composition which occurred when a specimen of ankerite
was exposed to the air in contact with the coal. It
should be pointed out that the two specimens of ankerite
were of necessity obtained at a slight distance from each
other, and some small difference in chemical composition was detected.
T.^BLE
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found that the percentage of carbon dioxide evolved
in excess of that required to combine with the
whole of the bases occurring in the cojil as ankerites.
Table V shows the result obtained if the carbon
dioxide evolved is assumed to be derived solely from

was

ankerites.

TABLE
(Ash

v.

=

COAL FROM LOWER MOUNTAIN MINE

3.03 per cent.

Original
Analy.iis

Sample After
Mined.

Exposure to .\ir
for 2 Weeks,

Color— White

Color— Re<l

Sample Freshly

1

33

91

Silica

91

0.17

9 29
87
29 17
14 22
44 67

10.58
1-08
29 31
13 32

Kerrousoside

Manganese oxide
Calcium oxide

Magnesium oxide
Carbon dioxide

As might be

expected,
in water in the presencp,
resulting solution rapidly
presence of air, with the

(100 g).
40 20

Silica

Ferrous oxide
Ferric oxide

Magnesium oxide
Carbon dioxide

100 g

Analyaia

Coal

1

to

CO

in

of
g.

218

25 66
25 41

779
770

3 52

i66

314

1.98

059

2.02

061

21

036

H.AO

bin

13.33

263

45 20

Sulphur trioxide

44.74

compounds.

Ankerite

ufCoal

Ankerite
Equivalent

(MnO)

Calcium oxide.

the ankerites dissolve freely
of carbon dioxide, and the
undergoes oxidization in the
precipitation of basic ferric

"ro-w
Coii.itiluents
of Coal A.-h
in 100 g.

1456

Alumina
-Manganese oxide

Fcrriciron

0.57 per cent)
Igniteil

Coal Ash

SHOWING CHANGE IN ANKERITE MTER
THREE MONTHS

III.

Carbon dioxide -

From

the consideration of Table V it will be clear
that the amount of carbon dioxide evolved when coal
is treated with mineral acids is more than sufiicient
to combine with the bases found in the inorganic constituents of the coal, and must be derived from other
sources than ankerites.

Four-Tenths of Ash Was from Ankerite
Carbon-Dioxide Carbon Should Be Deducted

No

accurate method of determining the percentage
of ankerites in coal has been elaborated, but an approximate value was obtained for one sample of coal by
crushing about 1,000 g. until it would pass through a
4-mesh screen, and by picking out with forceps all the
The coal contained 4.2 per cent of
ankerites visible.
The equivalent
total ash and 3 per cent of ankerite.

—

weight of ignited ankerite was

1.7 per cent
i.e., 40.5
per cent of the ash was derived from the ankerite

present.

Samples of the coals from which the ankerites deabove were obtained were incinerated at a
temperature of 900 deg. C, and the ash resulting was
analyzed, with the results shown in Table IV.
scribed

TABLE

IV.

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF COAL ASH
Sap-

.Moun-

ling

.Mine

-Mine

ncl

P.irk

Mine

43 21
12 38
28 47

35 00
9 99
31 58

38 92
48 40

1163
2 45

2 02

36
4 30

25 49
38 80
20 61
7 08
3 22

29 45
26 32

12

32 98
23 34
26 86
6 88

1.21

2

3.03

3.20

40 20
25 66
25 41
3 52

Ferricoxide

Alumina
Calciumoxide
Magnesium oxide

198

Sulphur trioiide
AlkalU and loss
Percentage of

a.^h in

7
2

16

7
I

3

68

5

04

Rui^hy

King

29.53
5.96

68
67

16

3
3

125

Oil
198

3

30

3 80

3

55

6 65

20

4

00

24 40

2

40

4

50

10

04

the

coal

A

Can-

Ravine

Arky

tain
.Mine
Silica

Hoc

5

60

Table IV shows that
the proportion of the various constituents occurring
in the ash is not by any means parallel with that found

comparison of the results

in

in the ankerites.

The percentage of carbon dioxide evolved when the
were treated with mineral acids was determined
by a method described in Bulletin No. 7 of the Lancashire and Cheshire Coal Research Association, from
which the following results are extracted: Mountain
coals

Mine, 0.57 per cent carbon dioxide; Arley, 0.18 per cent;
Ravine 0.32 per cent; abnormal sample L, 6.85 per cent;
Pemberton Two Foot Seam, 0.72 per cent; Garswood
Nine Foot Seam, 0.44 per cent; Hoo Cannel, 1.85 per
cent; Rushy Park, 0.76 per cent; Lower King, 0.77 per
cent; Bickershaw Yard, 0.40 per cent.
It was thought that it might be possible to calculate
approximately the roroDortion of the ankerites in a jlarticular seam by the above determination, but it was

The source

of the carbon dioxide has not been traced

it will be shown later that not only
does some of the iron in the ankerites recur as ferrous
carbonate but some of the iron in the coal itself is of
that nature.
The percentage of carbon dioxide, however, is of some interest from an analytical point of
view. Unless the amount of carbon occurring as carboa
dioxide is deducted from that found by combustion of
the coal, the percentage of organic carbon will be too
high. The percentage of carbon dioxide should be deducted from the percentage of volatile organic matter,
as Dresumably the whole of the carbon dioxide is
evolved at a temperature of about 900 deg. C. In the
case of the abnormal sample, the volatile organic matter

with accuracy, but

determined was too high by 6.8 per cent.
N. Simpkin, in collaboration with one of us, is continuing certain phases of the work, and has treated
the coals with dilute hydrochloric acid and determined
the amount of iron which passes into solution; the total

amount of

iron present also

was found.

appeared desirable to ascertain what proportion of
this iron occurred in the ferrous state, and specimens
of the fresh coal were treated with hydrochloric acid
(10 per cent) in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. The
excess of coal was removed by filtration in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, and the amount of iron in
It was found that the liquid
the filtrate determined.
It

contained a neglibible quantity of iron in the ferric conThe iron in the ferrous condition was determined by oxidation and subsequent titration with a
As this
standardized solution of titanous chloride.
examination had to be performed on other samples of
coal, the results are not exactly parallel with those predition.

The preliminary

viously quoted.

s+rictly comparative,

TABLE

VI.

Coal

Ravine

results are, however,
in

Table VI.

FERROUS IRON IN ANCASHIRE CO.M.S

Ru?hy Park
Lower Mountain Mine.
Arley

and are given
I

Total Iron
per Cent
494
779
612
1
379
1

Ferrou*; Iron
Extracted by
H. CI.
per Ce it

176
535
047
205

Percentage of
Total Iron
35 5
29 7
7 7

14.9
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The results of the inquiries set forth in the paper
are of interest because they show that in coal a distinct
percentage of iron is found in the ankerites, the iron
being in the ferrous condition and in some other form
of combination. It does not necessarily follow that the
iron extracted by means of hydrochloric acid is present
in the coal in the ferrous condition, as it may have been
produced by the action of coal upon ferric compounds.
In certain cases distinct o.xidation of the ankerites
could be detected within a month from the day when
the coal was brought from the mine.
From a chemical standpoint it will be of interest to
obtain information as to the relative rates of oxidation
cf ankerites of different compositions, and the effect
of this oxidation upon the oxidation of the coal substance and of pyrites. It is not obvious which type will
most readily oxidize.
Oxidation obviously produces a change in volume or
thickness of the sheets of ankerites, and consequently
is a factor contributing toward the disintegration of
masses of coal. When coal has been allowed to stand
for extended periods, it has been noted that the oxidation of the ankerite sheets extends to a considerable
distance into the coal. To the present no direct evidence
has been obtained that will show whether the primary
heating of coal can be attributed to the presence of
ankerites, nor has the effect of manganese, etc., upon
the general action of the ankerites been ascertained.
However, seeing that ferrous and manganese carbonates

95

have a clearly recognized catalytic action the examination of this subject in the light of the information
contained in this paper would appear to be of much
interest.
It also would appear that carbon dioxide may
be an active agent in the oxidation of the compounds.
We have found that ankerites are freely soluble in
water containing carbon dioxide and that the resulting
solution rapidly undergoes oxidation, with precipitation
of the iron in the form of ferric compounds.
It is
known that coal in the mass evolves carbon dioxide
and in the presence of any excess of moisture the conditions are such as to bring about the oxidation of the
compounds, with carbon dioxide and water taking part
in the reaction.

When coal containing ankerites is burned, bands of
residue from the ankerites will remain separate from
the inherent ash of the coal, unless the temperature is
sufficiently high to fuse the whole mass.
The residual
material from the ankerites will consist of highly infusible oxides. It would follow that coal which has been
broken to a small size will contain the ankerites and
siliceous coal ash in more intimate contact than when
larger sizes are used.
Analysts make a practice of quoting the color of coal
ashes, and it is well known that such ashes consist of
a mixture of particles widely different in color. We
therefore make it a rule to pulverize coal ashes to a
powder (200 mesh), so as

fine

to obtain

an impression.

of the cclcr as a whole.

Elements of Design for Anchor Bolts of Machines*

—

II

—

Devices to InCi ease Holding Power of Anchor Bolts Relative Value of Neat
Cement, Sulphur and Lead Air Holes in Cemrnt Make Small Deformations of Bolts Useless Lengthening Anchors When Raising Foundations

—

—

By Terrell Croft
St.

Louis, Mo.

A N

angle-iron anchor plate into which two or more
some similar arrangement greatly
\. increases the equivalent adhesion of bolts when
they are solidly embedded in concrete. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. In this illustration one of the
holding-down units is a threaded rod and the other a

A*

bolts pass or

X

standard machine bolt. While in this case a steel angle
constitutes the anchor at their lower ends, any piece of
metal long enough to engage the lower extremities of
two or more bolts and of sufficient transverse strength
could be used instead.
This method is particularly
useful when foundations cannot be made deep.
It can
be applied to either concrete, brick or stone masonry,
and is used to a considerable extent in structural-steel
mill buildings for anchoring columns to their footings.
Cemented-in bolts, Fig. 2, are used where anchor bolts
must be set in an existing foundation. To place such a
bolt, a round hole, about three times the diameter of
the bolt that it receives, is drilled in the masonry at
the proper position.
Then the bolt is inserted centrally in the hole, and lead, sulphur or cement grout is

and preferably thirty times

at least twenty-five

Experiments

determine the relative effectiveness

to

ment

in holding a bolt in
place in a drillhole were

conducted (American

1h in. in diameter.

were 3 J

ft.

deep.

;

July

14. pp. 45-51.

Cojy-

(^
I

yi

All

Four-

teen bolts, plain at their

lower ends and bearing a
nut at the upper end,

were

fastened

holes as indicated in the
table. All the bolts were
ft.

at

their

rial

^

Uc<\ Sfeef

in the

cement grout, should be embedded to a depth equal to
•Previou.<i article appeared in issue of
all riirhts reserved by author.

'""-''*''

Seven were li in. in
diameter and seven were

lower ends.
All
were permitted to stand
until the holding mate-

.

(Qj

rooZJ^M

Architect, p. 105, Vol.
XXIV) as follows: Four^
teen holes were drilled in
a ledge of solid limestone.

"ragged" for 3i

'ighted

own

of sulphur, lead and ce-

poured around

it.
As shown in Table I, cement is the
best material for this purpose.
Such a bolt, placed in

its

diameter.

was two weeks

old.

FIG.

1.

EMBEDDED ANGLE

PL.VTE IXCREASES

RESISTANCE TO
TENSION
Threaded rods or machine bolts
an be used which are passed
h rough holes made in a steel
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They were then pulled with a
lever.
The results are shown
below

in

Table

I.

these experiments
do not indicate the adhesive
strengths of the various matepounds per
rials employed in
square inch, they show conclusively that cement is the best of
the three. It is the most reliable
and strongest and therefore
should be used wherever possible.
necessary that an
It
is not

Although

-'^'='

J

I

anchor bolt which is cemented
into place shall have a head as
has the one shown in Fig. 2. The
head greatly increases the resistance that the bolt offers to being

Vol. 20, No. 3

withdrawal, the grooves of the threads apparently
retaining air, and preventing the concrete or cement
from filling them. In fact, it seems altogether possible
that a slight deformation of a bolt may decrease its
resistance to withdrawal rather than increase it unless
the bolt can be deformed.
A .slight roughening of its
surface does not appear to increase its holding power.
Cutting "jags" or gashes in the lower end of a bolt,
or pounding depressions in it with a hammer apparently have little effect one way or the other.
Cotter anchor bolts sometimes are used, particularly
where the diameters involved are large. With such
bolts it is sometimes cheaper to cut a slot for a cotter
in the end of a rod, as shown in Fig. 3, and make the

pulled out, but, if the bolt be inserted into the concrete a dis-

tance of thirty diameters, more
than its full safe strength will be
developed.
Lead, sulphur or ceAnchor-bolt holes sometimes
ment can be used to All
but cement
the
hole,
are drilled after the machine is
gives the best results.
in position on the foundation. In
some of the mining plants in the West it is the practice
to build foundations for machines without anchor bolts
When the
or any provision for their insertion.
machine is received it is mounted on the foundation.
The holes for the bolts are then put down with an air
drill, the machine bedplate being used for a templet.
The holes having been drilled, the bolts are inserted
and grouted into place with portland-cement mortar.
It is asserted that where power drills are available this
and satisfactory method of
is a highly economical
anchoring a machine.
Threading the end of a plain rod bolt embedded in
concrete does not appreciably increase its resistance to

BOLT EMBEDDED IN COMPLETED

FUi.

J.

FOUXD.\TIOX

FIGS. 5 AND 6. SQUAKE-ROD BOLT FOR L.VRGE ENGINE
The head is rounded to receive thread, and the lower end is
expanded and slotted for the reception of a cotter.

than it
necessary nut.
kind complete
cotter,

to thread the rod and provide the
Fig. 4 shows an anchor bolt of this
in position in a foundation with its
is

anchor plate and cotter in place. The proportions of
a line of bolts and cotters that have given satisfactory
service in practice are shown in Table II.
Machine
Bed Plate

'^f^

As

to the strength, the cottered extremities of the

proportioned
as
having upset ends)
(not
indicated in Table II up to 2 in. in diameter will have
a tensile strength practically equal to that of the bolt
itself.
For diameters larger than 2 in., cottered ends
will have strengths from 10 to 20 per cent less than
those of the bolts. If the strength of the cottered end
bolts

TAHI.E

I.

KI^.SISTANCE TO WITH! )I{AWAL OFFERED BY BOLTS SET
IN' SlI.PHrR. LEAD AND PORTLAND CEMENT

Bolt^M-tin
Sulphur
1

;-in

1

2

Bolts in U-in. holes

Developed

I-in.

Boltsin

I

i-iii

holes

full strength.

6.000 lb.

Developed

full strength,

15,0001b.
3

Pulled out under

4

Developed
31.000

1

2,000

lb.

full strength,

lb.

Lead
1

Devclopetl

2

Developed

full

strength,

full

strength,

16,000 lb
16 0001b.
3

Pulled out under 13,0001b.

4

Developed

full strength,

31,0001b.
Ne.at

Cement
Cotter Anchor Bolt ond Cotter

l<-.->l
FIGS.

in

3

AND

4.

1

In

Position

Foundcition
FIS. 4

3

ILLUSTRATING TABLE OF SIZES OF
COTTER BOLTS

Preferable sizes tor

all lettered

parts are given in Table

2

II.

4
5

6

Broke without pulling out.
Broke without pulling out.
Broke without pulUng out.

Broke without pulling out.
Broke without pulling out.

Commenced

to yield at 26.000
but sustained load a few
seconds and then broke.

lb.
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of large bolts must be equal to that of the bolt, the
end must be upset accordingly. The reason that the
cottered ends of small-diameter bolts have practically
the same tensile strengths as the bolts themselves is
that the amount of metal removed from the cotter slot
is just about equivalent to that removed in cutting

are

threads at the top.
Cotter anchor bolts of square rod can be made a.*;
shown in Fig. 5. Anchor bolts of this type have been
used extensively in steel mills where only rods of
square section are rolled. A cotter like that shown in
Fig. 6 is used in the lower end of the bolt to bear
against the anchor plate. The original square section
of the rod is retained for the major diameter of the
bolt at its lower end, but a part of the upper end of the

anchors.
These are similar in
action to the wsdged end bolts
but may be set in a circular hole.
They consist of an ordinary rod

about those indicated in
Table III, it will develop its full
strength before it can be withdrawn.
Expanding end or "fox tail"
used as
bolts are sometimes

(ff..,
Eytbon

its upper and slit for
several inches at its lower end.
Into the slit end the point or tip

threaded at

of a suitable

The

bolt

wedge

thus

is

formed

inserted.
is

now

placed in the hole that has been
drilled for it until the end of the
wedge strikes the bottom. It is
'bor Anchor
then driven on down over the
wedge by means of a hammer FIG. 9. EYE OR STIRRUP BOLT
and block of wood or with a club,
from
maul or mallet either of wood, eyeA tobareye passed
of adjacent
bolts adds to their holdleather, rubber, lead, copper or
ing power.
other soft material. After it has
been driven down to place cement grout, lead or sulphur
is poured around it and allowed to harden or set.
This
T.\BLE

D

FIGS.

7

AND

8.

WEDGE ANCHOR BOLTS

After the bolt has been lowered into the hole with the greater
width of the wedge parallel to the greater length of the opening,
it is turned so as to rest in a position athwart the lesser dimension of the top of the hole.

rod

is

It is

then grouted into place.

forged to a round section so that

it

will pass

through the circular holes in the machine bedplate and
so that it can be threaded.
Wedge anchor bolts have been used to some extent
for fastening small machines to existing foundations
where no provision was originally made for anchoring.
These are applied only where the foundation is shallow,
and where sufficient strength cannot be obtained by
grouting a bolt

in

shows one of these
given in Table

III.

place as
bolts, the

shown

at

Fig.

2.

Fig. 7

dimensions for which are

In Fig. 8

is

indicated the

method

of installation.

These bolts are particularly useful where they must
be set in a capstone of granite or hard limestone. The
hole for each is cut wedgeshaped in the masonry, as
shown in Fig. 8, with a stone-mason's chisel. It has
a rectangular opening at the top which will admit the
flared end of the bolt when this is turned to the proper
position.
After the bolt is inserted in the hole it is
turned until the diverging surfaces of its enlarged end
are parallel with the slanting sides of the hole. Then
cement or sulphur is poured into the hole around the
bolt, completely filling it.
It is asserted that when a
bolt is installed in this way, provided its proportions

II.

DIMENSION.S OF COTTER
COTTER.S

ANCHOR BOLTS .WD

•
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TABLE

Stonaarcl Caoch
or LagscrtM

.Nominal

A

B Section

tlalleotle-fron f^pansion Snie/d
Bolt with Shield Expanded

of Stcindcird Shield

C Section of Improved Shield

FIG. 11. MALLEABLE-IRON EXPANSION SHIELD
The improved shield (C) permits lag screws of slightly varying pitch to be used satisfactorily.

type of bolt makes an anchor of great holding power
that may be inserted directly through the bedplate if
necessary.
Stirrup anchor bolts, Fig. 9, are in reality merely
a type of deformed bolts. They can be used to good
advantage under the same conditions as those to which
However, a bar anchor
deformed bolts are suited.
can be placed through the eyes of a series of stirrup
bolts that are set in line. This increases the resistance
Furtherto withdrawal of every bolt in the series.
more, the bar lying in the eyes of the bolts maintains
their lower ends in proper alignment and tends to keep
them all in a vertical position while the concrete is
being poured. The bar running through the eyes may
be of round or square iron, or it may be a length of
wrought iron pipe, a small T-rail or some other shape.
Expansion anchors, as shown in Fig. 10, are sometimes used where the bolts will not be subjected to
These are applied where it is necsevere stresses.
essary to secure a machine bedplate to existing
An expansion anchor consists, as shown in
masonrj'.
Fig. 11, of two shell-shaped castings with threads on
their inner surfaces so proportioned that a lag screw,
when turned down into the shells which previously
have been placed in the hole, will push them apart and
These
cause ihem to grip the sides of the hole.
anchors take a firm grip on soft masonry like brick
work, but for concrete or hard stone the expansion
bolts described later are preferable.
Two kinds of expansion shields are on the market,

shown in Fig. 11 at B and C. That of B will
engage accurately coach or lag screws of only one
Inasmuch as the various manufacturers of such
pitch.
screws have adopted pitches somewhat different (that
is, number of threads per inch) for the same diameter
of screw, shields made like that of Fig. IIB cannot
be depended upon to fit any lag screws that may be
purchased. If shields like those shown at C are used,
however, lag screws of any pitch ordinarily employed
It is desirable, of course, when
will engage them.
purchasing expansion shields, to obtain those that any
lag screw will actuate.
Expansion bolts (Figs. 12 and 13) are used to meet
as

a

3

Vo.. 20. Xo. 3
III.

DIMEXSIUNri ur WKIXiE

ANCHUK

Unl.T.-
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heavier at one end than at the other and so pivoted
as to be depressed by the car passing over it, to return
to normal position after its passage, are familiar

forms.

d

FIG.

The lag screw can
of the hole tightly.
assured.
strength

Expanded

SINGLE-SPREAD ANCHOR BOLT IN POSITION

14.

is

be turned till the shield giips the sides
When the &i-outing sets a firm hold is

The Diamond Coal & Coke Co. at its Diamond mine,
near Brownsville, on a short but steep grade up which
cars are drawn by a chain haul has installed a modification of the pivoted-beam stop.
The grade is here so
steep that should a car slip from the grip of the dog
it might cause appreciable damage if its movement
were not promptly arrested. A series of slanting iron
bars each 4 x 2 in. in section are pivoted in a frame
made by strap iron of the same size of stock. This
frame, as may be seen in the accompanying illustration,
is D-shaped, the front member of the D being bolted to
the floor.
The bars are so set that when standing in
normal position their tops wiH engage the car axles.
Cars moving up the slope depress these bars in succession, returning to normal or operating position after

to be attained, the hole for an anchor or

be of such a diameter that it will
Furthermore, if possible, the hole
should be slightly greater in diameter at the lower end
than at the orifice. Under these circumstances if a bolt
of the proper length is employed and is screv.-ed up
tight, experience has indicated that the masonry if of
the nature of brickwork will fail before the bolt will
break or be withdrawn.
In ordinary rubble such as that built from field stone,
the shield being set in the stone and not in the mortar
or cement and properly embedded as above suggested,
the weak member probably will be the nut on the bolt.
The threads on the nuts are apt to strip if extreme
tension be applied to the head of the bolt.
The same
conditions, of course, obtain in the case of any hard
stone, such as granite.
occurs,
however,
It frequently
that such an expansion bolt, anchor and all, will pull out
of a hole in hard stone before the threads strip. This
shield should alwaj's

just receive the shield.

condition arises from an improper setting of the bolt.

Pivoted Iron Bars Protect Cars on Grade
have
MANY
movement

been the devices to arrest or stop the

runaway cars upon inclined pieces
The drag on the end of the car and the beam

of track.

of

iWould

It Pay to Stock Screenings at the
Mine Until Market Improves?

THERE

is

much

interesting discussion just

now

relative

need for a better method of mining and marketingcoal in eastern Kentucky.
In producing prepai-ed sizes, the
operators frequently have trouble in disposing of screenings,
to a

especially
poor.

when

the industrial

demand

for steam

coal

is

During recent weeks Hazard screenings have been quoted
down to 80c. a ton at the mines, the producers having to
dispose of them at any prire to keep demuiTage from eating
up the value of the coal. Such conditions naturally force
down the market on all scree:^ings in that and neighboring
fields, even when the latter have no excess production of
screenings, and it also makes for a weak market on minerun.
It has been suggested that the producers, instead of
loading their screenings out on a weak market when there
no demand to speak of for steam coal, put in conveyors
and concrete bins with chutes, so that the fine coal be con-

is

Top iron

Bottom

iron^

MODIFIED PIVOTED-BEAXI STOP FOR RUNAWAY CARS
the car axle has gone by. As these hinged Lars are
placed one foot apart the greatest distance that a car
could travel backward, should it break away from the
chain dog, would be small. The safety of the equipment and the men working around it is thus assured.

veyed from tipple directly to these bins, from which it could
be later chuted into cars when there was a demand for
steam coal.
There are, of course, several objections to the idea first,
that it would take a good deal of money, to install the concrete work necessary, or if the coal was just dumped above
ground, it would mean an outlay of $15,000 to $20,000 for
a locomotive crane to again pick it up and load it, and additional expense for conveyors.
Of course, this would be
offset by a better market at time of selling, but another
drawback is that when there is a good market for coal,
there generally is a shortage of cars in which to load it,
and the mine has trouble enough in obtaining cars for its
daily output of higher grades or straight mine run.
Screenings sold for $8 to S9 a ton a year ago, and, while
there is not much prospect of another high market like that
of last year, there should be some more good markets for
screenings, when the present slump is past. It would seem,
therefore, that the larger producing companies could afford
to put in the necessary equipment for stocking screenings
as it would eventually yield paying returns on the investment.

—

en

James T. BeardJ[

What

a

^j

crime against their fellow workers,
their employers and the mining laws of
the state.
When one reflects on the awful toll
of human life demanded by a gas or
dust explosion in a mine the very
thought of men taking the chance of

Mine Superintendent Should Be

Know

and

The Mine Superintendent Should Be Four-Square,Know
Himself as Others Kno.v Him; Take Inventory of His
Qualities

WE HAVE

been reading much
the question of what
constitutes an efficient mine foreman.
It goes without saying that if over a
mine foreman is found who possesses
the multifarious qualifications that have
been described as his requirements he
would make a good subject for a dime

Coal

in

Age on

museum.
Be that as

it may, I have come to
that the honest, hard working
mine foreman has had his share of the
limelight and that the subject might
now well be changed and the question
asked. What constitutes an efficient
mine superintendent?
My appeal is to mine foremen, whose
weaknesses and shoi-tcomings have been
so profusely displayed and whose apt-

think

ness to imitate rather than to initiate,
ruthlessly held up to view, giving these
as reasons for the assumed failures of

foremen to make good; speak up now,
men, and let it be known what is your
estimate of a worthwhile mine superintendent.

The Foreman Knows His
Superintendent
one knows the superintendent of
a mine better than the foreman who
is in daily touch with his qualities and
achievements. He has come to underis
stand where the superintendent
weak and what are his shortcomings.

No

not strange, therefore, that the
picture many a mine foreman can draw
of his superintendent would cause the
latter to sit up and take notice.
A wise superintendent would at
once measure himself by the standards
of others, take inventory of his qualities and put them to the highest posIt is well known, if frankly
sible use.
It

is

admitted, that the efficiency or inefficiency of a foreman is the exact count'-rpart of the same qualities in his
superintendent.
After all, we must admit that our
largely at fault.
s" ate mining laws are
Triey compel a mine foreman to hold
a certificate of competency obtained by
pissing an examination before a comAt the
p,tent board of examiners.
SF.me time, the law makes no such reouirement regarding the mine superintendent, who directs and to a large
extent controls the work in charge of
t! e foreman.

100

smoking where gas is given off appears
as foolhardy.
The fact that miners

and Measure Himself by Others' Standards
This being true, it is clear that if
any man, other than the mine foreman
and fireboss in charge of mining operations,
needs efficient training and
education in the science and art of
mining surely it is the mine superinIn my opinion, every mine
tendent.
superintendent should be a certified
man who is able and willing to share
the burdens of his foremen.

The Superintendent "Four-Square"
To insure

successful operation, the
mine superintendent must be "foursquare," so to speak, facing as he does
the requirements of the management
and the men and handling as he must
the problems of the business as well as
the operating end of the organization.
His qualities must be such that he will
gain and hold the confidence of all
associated with him.
It is unnecessary to repeat here what
has been so often said by writers in
Coal Age, that a superintendent must
refrain from making promises that he
may be unable to keep. He must use
plain practical common sense in his

He must
arguments and decisions.
trust his men, that they may come to
have a

like trust in hi n.

What

Pope,

"Essay on Man," has said let us
all remember:
"Work Makes the Man, the Want of it,
in his

the Fellow."

me sum up by repeating vrith
emphasis that the worth while mine
superintendent is the man who, in
mandate,
the
ancient
obedience to
"Study to Know Thyself," takes daily
inventory of his qualities as viewed
Let

with the other fellow's eyes.

Edwin Husband.
Carbonado, Wash.

however, makes
important to adopt effective measures to stop them.
In most gaseous mines it is the practice to .search every man going into
the mine, to see that they have no
matches, pipes, tobacco or other like

will take these chances,
it

articles.
At some of the.se mines, the
rule is not put in force every day; but
the men are searched, from time to
time, as the management may consider

necessary.
Where the custom of search is thus
irregular men who are given to the
smoking habit are prone to take many
chances and carry with them into the
mine what they need for smoking, days
that they have reason to believe they
will not be searched. A man may carry
a supply of tobacco into the mine one
day, matches another day, and keep a
pipe safely stowed away in his working place.

Increase of Smoking Habit Calls
FOR Eftective Measures
Careful observation shows that the
smoking of cigarettes has been on the
increase since the return of our soldiers
It would seem that nine
out of every ten men who went over
have gained this habit, besides becoming case-hardened to danger. In addition to such, there is the class of old
miners who are wedded to their pipe
and tobacco. Under these conditions,
eternal vigihmce must be practiced by
all concerned.

from the war.

The mine law on this subject is
plain and all that is required is its enforcement. In order to secure greater
immunity from possible explosions due
to the practice of smoking in mines, my
thought is that Mine-Safety Committees should take this matter in hand.
For what purpose are these commit-

Smoking and the Duty of the
Safety Committee
Authority of the Safety Committee

tees appointed if it
unsafe practices

to

search fellow ivorkers in the mine,
uvdcr suspicion that they have in
f'pir prssession articles for smoking.

should be
THAT
bate the question

is

not to eliminate

among the men.
Allow me to suggest that, in every
gaseous mine, the safety committee

all

it
necessary to deof smoking pipes
or cigarettes in a mine generating gas,
shows how lightly this important matter is regarded by many miners who
should consider such an act as a grave

should be given authority to thoroughly
search any person in the mine whom
they may suspect of having about him
articles for smoking. If their suspicion
is proved correct they should be empowered to conduct the man at once
out of the mine and report him to
the mine superintendent or other authority.
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My

belief is that this would be a
effective means of putting a stop
to the practice of smoking among the

more

men, while they are in the mine, than
any other measure it is possible to
The smoker may succeed in
adopt.
smuggling into the mine what he needs
to satisfy his purpose; but it will seldom happen that he will be like success-

eluding

in

ful

the

watchful

eyes

of

members of the safety committee.
The prosecution of violators of

the
law in this respect would be greatly
assisted if men on the safety committee were called to witness against the
R- W. Lightbltin.
violator.

Gans, Pa.

Surrender to Discipline

A

hopeful

characteristic

of

the

un-

skilled miner is his ready surrender
to discipline. It explains largely why
accidents more frequently befall the
skilled miner.

DISCUSSING
in

mining

the question of skill

coal,

W. M. Chambers

emphasizes the value of the "years of
experience," which he seems to regard
as the particular safeguard of the
miner. Coal Age, May 19, p. 912.
quite true, as Mr. Chambers has
remarked at the close of his letter,
that "practical skill in the mining of
coal is fast disappearing from our
The reason for this is not
mines."
hard to find. In my opinion, it is due
chiefly to the increase of machine mining, which requires only unskilled labor
to load the coal after it has been shot
skilled

It is

down by

the shotfirer.
In stating that "the chief, if not the
only qualification of a miner, is strength
of back that will enable him to wield
the shovel all day," Mr. Chambers bears
mute testimony to the rapid growth of

machine mining.

My
to

purpose

in writing,

draw attention

however,

is

to that characteristic

of the so-called "unskilled miner," that

causes him to surrender to discipline
and makes him much less the victim of
accident than the man whose experience
in mines leads him to disregard all instructions and often omit to take the
simplest precaution for his

own

safety.

The BIan Who Gets Caught
In response to the foreman's request
to set a post under a doubtful piece of
top, the experienced man will generally
reply, "Yes, I'll do that when I finish

loading this wagon. I would have had
that post up some time ago had not the
driver set me in a car."
This is the type of man whom, we all
know, is the one who most frequently
gets caught. He considers himself as
good a judge of the condition of the
roof in his place as the foreman and,
indeed, better because he is there all
the time and the foreman visits the
place seldom more than once a day.
My own experience has convinced me
that the willingness of the unskilled
miner to do as he is told and to do it
without delay, is a most hopeful characteristic.
In the loading of coal, this
type of miner gives more evidence of

being mindful of his own safety and is
more careful to follow the instructions
given him than the experienced miner.
In preparing a charge of powder, the
unskilled man does as he has been
directed, taking every precaution without a thought of doing it his ovni way.
In other words, he surrenders himself
to discipline and is a better subject for
training, giving more promise of making a safe miner.
I much prefer to take the unskilled
man and teach him the safest and best
methods of doing his work, than to
attempt to look after the miner whose
long experience makes him a law unto
himself.
In his letter, Mr. Chambers
asked, "will a green man be able in a
short time to discern these conditions
that surround him in his work and to
know when he is in danger and must
take precaution to safeguard himself?"
My answer is, he will.
Observation shows that the miner
who submits to discipline seldom fails
to prove himself a safer man and will,

become skillful in the work of
mining coal safely and economically.
The fact that this type of miner is less
subject to accident speaks volumes for
the careful supervision and instruction
given him by his foreman.
On the
other hand, too often the foreman is
unjustly blamed when a skilled miner
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cent of carbon dioxide is present in
the air, which reduces the oxygen content from 20.9 to 19.6 per cent.
When air is passing through a mine,
it is rare for the oxygen content to fall
below this point. If the air becomes
stagnant in a poorly ventilated place,
however, the oxygen content may fall
to 18 per cent; but the miners working
there would know the bad condition of
the air and get out.
An oil lamp is
completely extinguished in otherwise
pure air containing but little more than
16 per cent of oxygen; but if carbon
dioxide is present the lamp goes out
with but 18 per cent of oxygen.
If the mining laws of Tennessee require the circulation of 100 cu.ft. of
air per minute, for each man, and 600
cu.ft. per min., for each mule in the
mine, 1 fail to see how a dangerous
condition can exist in those mines that
would argue against the use of the

Electric Cap Lamps SuPiaiiOR to

Locked Satety Lamps

in time,

is

injured or killed.

These facts prove my contention that
the chief element of safety, in the mining of coal,

the miner's surrender to
discipline, which is more characteristic
of the man who has everything to learn
than the one who knows it all and can
be told nothing.
R. W. Lightbcrn.
Gans, Pa.
is

Safe Practice in Gaseous Mines
Commenting on mimerous practices relating to safety in the use of lamps,
nuinner of conducting air currents,
character of mine gases and duties of
mine officials in matters not specified
in

the

mine law.

SPE.A.KING

of safety requirements
in Tennessee coal mines. Coal Age,
ilay 26, p. 956, Oscar H. James makes
certain references to which exception
may well be taken. One point that
attracted my attention was the preference he expresses for the use of locked
safety lamps, in a mine generating gas,
instead of choosing to equip the mine
with electric cap lamps, giving as his
reason that the electric lamp gives no
indication of the presence of noxious

gases.

Mr. James states that he has seen
men working to the dip overcome by
blackdamp before they were aware of
its presence, as their electric lamps
gave no warning of the danger.
'To
my mind, any experienced miner will

know when
tains

a

the air he

is

breathing con-

dangerous amount of black-

damp.
It is well known that blackdamp is
a mixture of carbon dioxide, nitrogen
and a percentage of oxygen below the

Men can work without serinormal.
ous difficulty when from 4 to 6 per

cap lamp.

electric

On the other
men in Colorado

hand, many mining
can name numerous

that occur in these mines
and render a locked safety lamp far
more dangerous for use than the electric lamp.
Many instances can be
named in which the lives of our men
have been saved by the use of the cap

conditions

lamp, where they would have been
fatally burned had they been working
with a locked safety lamp.

We

all

know

that the safety lamp

is

easily extinguished by being set dowm
too hard on the floor, or turned over on
its side; and the man must travel in
the dark until he can find a light.

While not questioning Mr. James' experience in gaseous mines, I feel that
a trip through some of our Colorado
mines would change his opinion in respect to the use of these lamps.
In the course of his remarks, Mr.
James refers to a previous writer who
discussed the question of whether a
fireboss violated the mine law when he
permitted the air returning from a
pair of entries generating gas and requiring the use of safety lamps, to pass
out through five rooms where open
lights

were

My own

in use.

opinion expressed
discussion, was that the law

in

that

was not

violated, Coal Age, Vol. 18, p. 1192, inasmuch as the reading of the law apparently allowed the use of open lights

rooms mentioned, notwithstanding the recognized danger of so doing.
My belief is that, in this particular
case, the gas generated at the head of
the entries was not sufficient to render
the air cuiTent explosive or dangerous;
but safety lamps were used at the faces
of those headings to prevent the men
from being burned by the ignition of
the gas before it was sufficiently diffused
in the current.
Mr. James takes exception to the idea
suggested by another wTiter, in the
same connection, Jan. 6, p. 22, that it
would have been better to have carried
the air by an overcast, across the return entry, directly into the five rooms
in the
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mentioned, thus giving them a fresh
supply of air and making them safe.
Let me say this is a wholly practical
The amount of air taken from
idea.
the main intake current will not materially affect the condition at the head
of the two entries.
Neither will the
of the overcast weaken the
In such a case a temporary
carried through the stopping and
e.xtended across the return airway into
the last room inby.
If Mr. James has reference to mines
generating noxious gases that are not
inflammable, the use of open lights
would be found preferable. But, for use
in explosive gas, the Bureau of Mines
has approved the electric cap lamp
as a safe means of lighting, basing this
conclusion on the analyses of mine air
taken from a hundred different coal
mines in this country.
In commenting on the uncertain
meaning of the bitumious mine law
relating to the use of open lights on
an air current returning from a section where locked safety lamps are in
use, Mr. James expresses the belief
that "where the state mining law does
not clearly specify the requirements
necessary to make a mine safe, it is
the duty of the mine officials, the superintendent, foreman and fireboss, to
make and enforce regulations that will
accomplish this end."
Let me say, that procedure has been
tried for fifty years past, in this country, with the result that it became

building
pillars.

box

is

necessary

to

have

our

mining

by mine officials will be effective.
The state enacts the mining laws for
the protection of its miners.
Mining
companies expect their officials to get
out the coal with due regard to safety,
but get it, they must. Mv comment is.
Don't ask any mine official to go beyond
what is required in the law, which is
thought to be complete and clear.
Farr, Col.
Robert A. Marshall.

Safe Refuge Holes
Mmiths of rooms do not make safe
refuge holes, though permitted to be
used as such hy some state viining
laws. Need of shelter holes between
rooms turned off haulage roads.

SPECIAL

interest attaches to the
matter of safe shelter holes on
haulage roads, discussed by Joseph

Northover, Coal Age,

May

5,

p.

tervals.

As stated by Mr. Northover, there is
considerable danger to a .man standing
in a room mouth to escape being run
down by a trip passing on the roadway.
It may chance that the cars may turn
into the room where he is standing or
a loaded car may get loose at the face
and run down to the entry.
I agree fully with the statement that
it would be a big step toward safety
to have a regular refuge hole cut in
the rib between each two successive
rooms, and not depend on the mouths
of the rooms being safe and unobstructed.
It is by giving attention to

little things like these, that the number of accidents on haulage roads will
be reduced.
One point that has not been mentioned in this connection, is the possibility of bad roof conditions in refuge
holes.
This is particularly apt to be
the case where it has been necessary to
brush the roof on the road to secure
the required headroom.
Taking dowm
the roof on the road leaves the roof in
the refuge holes weak.
I have known
some operators to require a post set
in every refuge hole to make the roof

secure.

Before closing, let me say, there
should be a manhole cut in the rib of
every branch entry switch, particularly
if the
practice of making a flying
switch is permitted. Also, a manhole
should be cut at every trapdoor. Every
refuge or manhole should be kept clear
of all obstruction and whitewashed so
that they can be readily found.

GEORGE Edwards.

Ky.

Pikeville,

Inquiries

Of General

Interest

Calculation of Corrected Course
Saving of Time and Effort, in This Case, by Calculating the Deflection of Each Separate Course, from an Assumed Meridian
That Approximates the Average Direction of the Given Course

BEING

desirous of a check on a
disputed course in a survey, may I
ask for its calculation and publication
in the Inquiry Department of Coal
Age? Following is a survey or random
line run between two corners, A and

B, and it is desired to calculate the
corrected course from the first corner
to the second.
The notes as taken from the surveyor's book are:
A-1, azimuth 69° 33',
distance 192.3 ft.; 1-2, 71° 25', 206.0 ft.;
70°
43', 352.6 ft.; 3-4, 70° 48', 168.1
2-3,
ft; 4-5, 70° 53', 470.9 ft.; 5-6, 71° 57',
476.2 ft.; 6-7, 70° 43', 386.2 ft.; 7-8,
70° 40', 717.1 ft.; 8-B, 70° 16', 1,108.3
Tu
t 1 1
Iti,
J- i
e this
tuft.
The total
length
or distance
of

«

4.

random
,

.

line is 4.077.7 ft.
.,

•

ii

J.

What
-1

is

de-

the azimuth of a single course
joining the two corners A and B.
Sired

IS

,

W. Va. Mine Surveyor.

observed that the azimuths of the several courses vary very little from each
other. In other words, the random line
run between the corners approximates
more or less closely the desired course,
That being the case, the work is much
simplified and shortened by basing the
calculation on an assumed meridian
whose azimuth is, say 70 deg.
The following table shows the given
courles,

azimuths

and

it

The monthly statement of the U. S.
Bureau of Mines shows that mine cars
and locomotives stand second only to
falls of roof in the classification of the
causes of accidents occurring in coal

mines. Considering the tendency to use
larger cars and employ meciianical
haulage, in the movement of coal from
the working face to the shaft bottom,
the matter of shelter holes on haulage
roads grows in importance each year.

to-

distances,

gether with the deflection of each
course to the left or right of the assumed meridian.
Courae
A-l

Arimuth

2-3
3-4
4-5
5.5
6-7

69°
71°
70°
70°
70°
710
70°

8-b

70°

1-2

33'
25'
43'
48'

Di.tnnce
192 3

Left
i

158

Right

509
5 092
4 411

206
352 6

2

I

347

470 9
476 2
385 2

7 261
16 205

43;
6'

1.108 3

5154

4.077 7

53 648
509

53'
57'

1

4

82.5,

relates to an item that stands
second in the classification of mine accidents.

since

Even assuming that accidents due to
the movement of cars are not increasing at the present time, it must be admitted that there is room for improveThe
ment in prevailing conditions.
mining laws of some states (Illinois
and Pennsylvania, bituminous) require
no refuge holes on haulage roads from
which rooms are turned at regular in-

laws

specify clearly every requirement necessary to make the mine safe. In my
opinion, where the law does not clearly
so specify, no rules or regulations made
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The regular method of calculation
would be to find the latitude and de-

„

,„

parture of each of the several courses
given.
Then, the sum of the departures divided by the sum of the latitudes,
these being all positive, will give the
tangent of the bearing, or the azimuth

deflection

to

of

the

line

.ioining

the

two corners,

Then, dividing the sum of the departures by the sign of this bearing will
give the length of the line.
The azimuth and distance thus found are those
of the required corrected course.
In this particular case, however, it is

Subtracting the single
the left of the assumed meridian, from
the sum of the deflections to the right,
gives the net deflection to the right of
that meridian, for the corrected course,
The angle this line
viz., 52.139 ft.
makes with the assumed meridian is
found, with close approximation, by
dividing the net deflection by the sum
of the several courses,
0.01258,
Thus, 52.139 -^ 4,077.7
which is the sign of the required anele.

=
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Therefore, -the angle that the line joining the two corners bears to the right
of the assumed meridian is 0° 44', and
the azimuth of the corrected course is
therefore 70° 44'.
The length of this
course, within the allowable error of
surveying,
is given by
measurement in
the sum of the lengths of the several
courses, 4,077.7

at

given temperatures estimated by the
heat units absorbed by the ivater in
passing into steam at the required
pressure.

KINDLY

inform me through the
columns of Coal Age the possible
evaporative ability of coal, per pound,
when the water has a temperature of
212 deg., if the same coal will evaporate seven pounds of water having a temStudent.
perature of 170 deg. F.
Chattanoogo. Tenn.

We

evaporated or steam generated, from
and at 212 deg. F., using a coal that
evaporate seven pounds of water,
per pound of coal, at atmospheric pressure, sea level, the temperature of the
water being 170 deg. F.
The heat required to raise the temperature of a pound of water from 170
will

—

ft.

Evaporative Power of Coal
Power of coal to evaporate ivater

ing
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understand this question as askof water will be

how many pounds

=

deg. to 212 deg. F. is 212
170
42 B.t.u. Also, the heat absorbed, per
pound of water, in generating steam
from and at 212 deg. is 970.4 B.t.u.
This makes the total heat absorbed in
converting a pound of water at 170 deg.
F., into steam at atmospheric pressure
(sea level) 42
970.4
1,012.4 B.t.u.
Since the coal in question evaporates
seven pounds of water per pound of
coal, under these conditions, the heat

=

+

absorbed, which

is

of this coal, is 7

1,012.4

=

7,086.8
weight of

per pound; and the
water the coal will evaporate, from and
at 212 deg. F., is 7,086.8 -^ 970.4 =
7.3 lb., per pound of coal.
It is assumed that all conditions relating to the burning of the coal and
the distribution of the heat remain
B.t.u.,

unchanged.

Examination, Foremen and Assistant Foremen,
Fifteenth Anthracite District
\Hazelton, Pa., April 19 and 20, 1921).

— What observations

should
a fireboss make on his second examination of the mine?
Answer The fireboss should see
that a place is properly ventilated,
drained and timbered, the coal spragged
and any loaded or empty cars standin,ij
in the place safely blocked.
He should
see that the miner is performing his
work in the best and safest manner.
He should see that no toolboxes or other
obstructions are placed in the brea.Kthroug'hs in rooms and entries.
When
traveling the roads he should observe
that there is a proper clearance space
at the side of the track and that this
space and all refuge holes are kept
clear and unobstructed. He should ascertain where a miner has stored his
powder and caps, and note what supplies of props and caps are on hand
ready for use when needed.

—

—

Question Hoiv many square feet of
rubbing surface would there be in an
airway 5 x 9 ft. and 1,200 ft. long?
If, having 15,000 cuft. of air in circulation, the lamp shows Ih per cent
of marsh gas in the return of this airway, how many cubic feet of gas is
given off?

Answer
airway

is

— The rubbing surface of

2(5

-f

9)1,200

=

this

33,600 sq.ft.

Since th3 return current contains
one-half of one per cent of gas or five
parts of gas in one thousand parts of
gas and air, there are 995 parts of air
to five parts of gas.
The proportion of
gas to air is therefore 5 995, or 1 199.
Therefore, the volume of gas given off,
in this case, is 15 000 -^- 199
75 -fcu.ft. per min.
:

:

=

Question

— What

instructions

would

you give a miner
falls of roof,

to secure hitn from
drawslate and coal?

— Instruct

Answer
his

work

working
in the

place

him
befoi'e

to

examine
beginning

morning and especially on

returning to his place after firing a
Also, to make no delay in taking

shot.

down any

—

—

latter has read same.

the heating capacity

x

Examination Questions
Answered

Question

ber needed is not on hand. Make him
understand that he must obey strictly
and promptly any orders given him by
an assistant foreman or fireboss.
Question What should your report
contain after completing your inspection of a mine?
Answer A fireboss' report must
show the date of the examination and
describe the character and location of
any dangers that may have been found.
The report must state clearly that
every working place in his section has
been examined and complies fully with
the requirements of the law.
The report must be signed by the fireboss
making the examination and later
countersigned by the foreman after the

loose top or setting the necessary timbers to make it secure. Also,
caution him to frequently sound the
roof above where he is working. When
working under drawslate, a miner must
not fail to keep this well supported
In mining his coal, he
with posts.
must set sprags to support the coal,
greater than 5 or 6 ft.
not
distances
at
apart, depending on the nature of the
Each miner should be instructed
coal.
to keep on hand a good supply of props
and caps, in his place, ready for use
when needed. He should be told that
he must not work his place if the tim-

Question

—How

would

you

render

from electric shock,
leg fracture?
electric shock, having

first-aid to a sufferer

powder burns, or
Answer For

—

released the person from contact with
the wire, lay him down in a safe place,
putting a coat or other garment under
his shoulders, to elevate the chest and
lower the head.
Proceed at once to
give artificial respiration if the person
is unconscious.
Keep the body warm
while awaiting the coming of the doctor, who should be summoned at once.'
Continue artificial respiration without
cessation until the return of life is
manifest. As soon as breathing is restored and the patient is able to swallow, a slight stimulant or a sup of hot
On recovcoffee should be given him.
ering from shock the person will be
nervous and should be kept quiet and
given absolute rest, until his recovery
On his return to life, the
is complete.
patient's limbs should be well rubbed
to induce circulation, rubbing both arms
and legs toward the heart, keeping
them covered with blankets for warmth.
For powder burns, apply picric-acid
gauze, in the form of a compress, bandaging it over the burned surface. If
this material is not available, apply a
paste of bicarbonate of soda made in
Starch or flour will
clean water.
Vaseline,
answer the same purpose.
ether carbolizsd or pure, olive or castor
oil, fresh lard or cream are all good
for protectino: the burned surface from
the air.
The application should be
covered over with a light cloth to exFor severe
clude the air and dirt.
burns a doctor should be summoned.
To treat a broken leg, hold the foot
carefully and make an effort to place
the leg in as comfortable a position as
possible. Be careful to avoid any quick
movement or rousrh handling of the injured member. The bones on bit'i s'des
"f the fracture should be supported bv
nlacing the hand benpath fie leg as it

Two well-padded splints,
moved.
reaching fro"i the •^idd'e of the thigh
to the sole of the foot should be bound
one on either si'^'e of the leg.
In all cases of serious 'niury to workmen there should be no delay in sending
First-aid treatment
for a physici'in.
to afford temporary
is only intended
relief and protection from further harm
or danger.
is
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Explosives Used in Mining During 1920

ACCORDING

preliminary reports made by the U. S.
Bureau of Mines on the amount of explosives used in
the United States daring 1920, with mining specially classified, the totals for all purposes are:
Black powder, 10,195. 193 kegs of 25 lb. each; permissible
explosives, 53,962,841 lb.; other high explosives, 229,112,084 lb.
In coal mining alone the consumption was: Black powder,
8,790,505 kegs; permissibles, 45,222,130 lb.; other high explosives, 37^73,255 lb.
Black
In anthracite mining alone the consumption was:
powder, 923,423 kegs; permissibles, 8,558,690 lb.; other high
tj

•

e.xplosives, 19,278,375 lb.
Based on the official anthracite production of 89,100 000
net tons for 1920, this meant a consumption of 0.5714 lb.
of explosives per net ton, e.quivalent to 10.24 oz. of explosive per gross ton of coal produced.
Based on the official records, the total production of
bituminous coal in 1920 was 556,563,000 net tons, in the
mining of which there was used 251,335,370 lb. of explosives of all sorts, equivalent to 0.4514 lb. per net ton, or
8.667 oz. per gross ton.
According to the tonnage figures used by the Bureau
of Mines, anthracite constituted 13.8 per cent of the total
American coal output in 1920.
In the same year the
anthracite industry consumed 105 per cent of all the black
powder used in coal mining, 18.04 par cent of the permissible explosives, and 51.7 per cent of the other high
explosives.
Based on quantity alone, without any weight being allowed for the variation in prices per pound for different
explosives, this single item in the cost of producing anthracite is more than 15 per cent greater per ton than it is in
producing bituminous coal. This difference would be much
greater if accurate calculation were made of the varying
prices of different classes of explosives.

Mine

Fatalities

Lower

in

March; Ratio of

Deaths to Output Higher Than Last Year

ACCORDING

to reports received by the U. S. Bureau of
Mines from the various state mine inspectors, 127 men
were killed during March, 1921, in and about the coal mines
of the United States, as compared with 181 killed in March,
1920. Thus the 1921 figures show a decrease of 54 fatalities,
or about 30 per cent, from the record of the corresponding
month of last year. The output of coal fell from 54,689,000
tons in March, 1920, to 37,342,000 tons during the corresponding month this year, a decrease of 17,347,000 tons, or
32 per cent; attributable almost entirely to lack of demand.
Based upon the production for March of last year, 3.31 lives
were lost for each million tons of coal produced, whereas
for March, 1921, the fatality rate was 3.40 per million tons

mined.

On March 9, 1921, five men were killed by a gas explosion due to open light, at the Rahn mine No. 11, at Seek, Pa.
The largest number of fatalities occurring in any state was
in Pennsylvania, where there were 47 fatal accidents in the
anthracite field and 8 in the bituminous districts.
There
were 17 fatalities in West Virginia, 10 in Illinois, 10 in
Ohio, 9 in Alabama and 7 in Kentucky.
The average number of lives lost during March of each
year from 1913 to 1920 has been 209. The production of
coal has averaged 49,324,125 tons, showing a fatality rate
of 4.24 per million tons as representative of the month of
March for the past eight years.

A

Meeting and Exposition for Mining

A

FEW

Men

years ago a number of sellers of equipment arranged a meeting in Charleston, W. Va., at which a
number of engineer salesmen dolivered addresses. The
meeting was exceptionally successful. The salesmen knew
which men could be depended on to talk on the subject vvdthout commending their own particular wares. A high standard of addresses was maintained.
Since then each year a convention has been held with
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an exposition for the sellers of coal-mine equipment. The
occasion is getting to be of interest beyond the State of
West V'irginia, as it has extended its scope already beyond
the Kanawha and Logan valleys. This year it has received
the endorsement of twelve coal operators' associations in
West Virginia, Kentucky and Virginia. The event, which
is known this year as the Huntington Coal and Industrial
Exposition, will be held in the Chamber of Commerce Building, Huntington, W. Va., during the week of Sept. 19 to 24.
The exposition has been placed in the hands of H. F.
Campbell, of the Chester I. Campbell organization of
Boston, to manage for the Chamber of Commerce.
The
Coal-Mining Electricians and Mechanics Institute, which
reorganized and changed its name to the West VirginiaKentucky Association of Mine Mechanical and Electrical
Engineers, April 23. 1921, will as usual hold its meeting
concurrently with the exposition on Sept. 20 to 23. Herbert Smith is secretary-treasurer of the technical association mentioned.

New

Inspectors in .Northern West Virginia

PRELIMINARY

steps were taken by the West Virginia
Department of Mines to carry out the provisions of a
recently enacted law increasing the mine-inspection force
of the state and the number of inspection districts when on
Thursday, June 11, a conference was held at Clarksburcr,
W. Va., between R. M. Lambie, head of the department,
mine inspectors and operators of northern West Virginia.
There are to be seven mininc: districts in northern West
Virginia as against six under the old law. Territory to constitute the new district will be taken from territory now in
the districts which have headquarters at Grafton, Charleston, Clarksburg and Thomas. M. E. Quenon, who has heretofore been located at Charleston, has been placed in charge
of the new district and will have his headquarters at
Weston, W. Va., the division headquarters of the Charleston
division of the Baltimore & Ohio.
Of course the addition
of a new district has necessitated an entire rearrangement
of territory in northern West Virginia, some inspectors
being relieved of some mines and taking on others.
Hereafter the following cities will be the headquarters
for the various district inspectors:
Thomas, Grafton,

Morgantown, Fairmont,
Moundsville
and
Inasmuch as one additional inspector has been
allotted to northern West Virginia, it is assumed that the
other two new inspectors will be added in southern West
Virginia territory. Districts in that part of the state have
not so far been rearranged.
Owing to the growth of the
mining industry between 1919 and 1921. the number of
Clarksburg,

Weston.

inspectors, fixed at nineteen by the Legislature of 1919, was
increased last winter to twenty-two.
One of the twentytwo inspectors will inspect sand mines and quarries, most of

which are

in the Eastern Panhandle.
Since the act of the Legislature increasing the inspection
force by three it is said that Chief Lambie of the Mine
Department has received fully 500 applications for appointment as mine inspectors. It will be several weeks before he
will make any appointment.
The head of the department
will not only be called upon to fill the positions created by
the Legislature but also the vacancy created by the resignation of William M. Chapman, of London, Kanawha
County, inspector of the 11th district, which is composed of
parts of Boone, Fayette, Kanawha and Nicholas counties.

The Export Trade Directory

1921-1922, the publication

American Exporter (Johnstown Export Publishing
Penn Terminal Bldg., New York City, $10, 1,036 pp.)

of the
Co.,

disappointing to one looking for information on companies
and corporations engaged in the export of coal. In all, three
pages of this book are devoted to coal exporters in New
York. For the most part, the names are unfamiliar, and

is

the list is decidedly incomplete.
It is interesting to note
that of the twenty-two firms listed six were established in
What this
1919, six in 1920, and but seven prior to 1914.
book lacks in completeness of detail it appears to have in
the wideness of the range of information of value to exporters. It is well arranged, well printed and indexed, and
the information is classified in almost every conceivable

manner.

Locomotive Works Perking

Up

The Baldwin Locomotive Works,

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

according

received

from

resumed

to information
Philadelphia,
has

opei-ations on a three-day-a-week
schedule.
This is similar to the
schedule which pi-evailed in the latter part of June, when the plant
closed down.
About 7,500 men are

now employed and new
coming

in

business

is

at the rate of $3,000,000

a month.

THE

recovery of business, for which everybody has been hoping
and waiting, according to the July review of business conditions
by the National City Bank of New York, has not yet materialized.
"No one's interest, the bulletin continues, will be furthered by an
ostrich-like attitude which buries its head in undue optimism, and
makes glowing predictions for the immediate future, predicated wholly
on a magnifying of the favorable symptoms. It is easy enough, and
pleasant enough, to lull anxiety by such a process of reasoning, but
what is wanted now is a general realization of the obstacles that
must be met and overcome, more than a light-hearted prevalence of
optimism founded only on half truths.
'On the other hand, an attitude of unwarranted pessimism can be
just as harmful, if not even more so.
We know that our banking
system is intrinsically sound, and that it has already proven its
capability to withstand the shock of a period of extraordinary strain,
and to emerge unscathed from the most difficult test imposed in many
years.
We know that our ability, as a nation, to pi-oduce the raw
materials which our people need, and which the world must buy from
us, has been in no wise dwarfed.
We know, finally, that our industrial
and business organization is geared for production not only ample for
our own needs, but on sufficiently large proportions to make export on
a considerable scale a vital necessity.
"Recovery is certain to be slow.
It is primarily a question
of adjustment between the various component parts in our economic
.

.

structure.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Brooks plant of the American Locomotive Co. is about to resume part-time operation to fill an
order for engines for the Mexican
National railroads.
Norfolk Navy Yard on Half Time
Lack of funds has made it necessary that the Norfolk Navy Yard
operate on half time, beginning
Monday, July 11. Two thousand men
were laid off for nine days, but the
lay off may be made indefinite unless the deficit at the navy yard is
made up within that period.
Rolling Mills Close; 750 Idle
Officials

of the

American Rolling

Co.,
Middletown, Ohio, announce that they have shut down
their sheet band jobbing mill department due to the failure of the sheet
and tin plate manufacturers and the

Mills

Amalgamated Association of Ii'on,
Steel and Tin Workers to agree at
their wage conferences which have
been in progress at Atlantic City
and Columbus. Seven hundred and
fifty men were thrown out of work.

.

"Although the process of bringing the price of farm products and
manufactured articles into equilibrium must be slow and even painful, the fact does not mean that everyone can sit down, fold their
hands, and wait for some mysterious set of economic forces to make
things normal again. The result will come most quickly through the
combined efforts of everyone, and the sooner every man and woman
in this country who either receives wages or pays wages realizes and
operates on the basis that the unbalanced state of industry as regards
compensations received by important bodies of people must be overcome, the sooner will the real, sound revival of business begin in
earnest.
It is important to think about the proposition, but it is
utterly essential to act upon it."

Erie Shops Reopen, 3,000

Go Back

Buffalo and
Hornell, which had been closed for
several months, reopened Monday,
July 11, on an order from the New
York headquarters of the road. The
Buffalo shops resumed with eight
hundred men and the Hornell shops
with one thousand. The road's shops
at Meadville, Pa.; Gallon, Cleveland
and Kent, Ohio, also resumed the
same day, about 1,200 men being af-

Erie

R.R.

shops

in

fected.

Lancaster Cotton Mills Running

Car Loadings Recede Slightly

A

decrease of 253 in the number
of cars loaded with revenue freight
on American railroads during the

week which ended on July

2,

com-

pared with the previous week, was

shown by reports received by the
Car Service Division of the AmeriRailway Association from the
rail carriers of the country.
The
total for the week was 774,808 cars,
which was a decrease of 116,813
cars, compared with the corresponding week last year, but an increase
of 31.582 cars, compared with the
corresponding week in 1919. Com-

parisons with tabulations for the
preceding week showed increases in
the number of cars loaded during
the week of July 2 with grain and
grain products, coal, ore and merchandise and miscellaneous freight,
but decreases in livestock, coke and
forest products.

can

Silk Hosiery Plant to Start

The Durham Hosiery Mills, Inc.,
Durham, N. C, today officially announced that the company will put

The Lancaster Cotton Mills, Lancaster, S. C, which closed several
weeks ago, resumed work Monday,
July 11, according to John Dean, organizer of the United Textile Workers of America. Mr. Dean said that
a committee representing the employees of the mills had come to him
with a proposition from the mill officials, which he advised them to ac-

The mill officials announced
few days ago that they would

cept.

a

start
cient

operation as soon as a

suffi-

its silk

number of operatives applied
for work on the basis of working

month.

conditions, wages, etc., existing
the time of the shutdown.

hosiery mill recently erected
in operation before the end of this

at

105

..
. ..

.
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Rockv Mountain Mine Chiefs Temper Their
Technieal Sessions
By

F.

witli (iavetv

W. Whiteside*
Denver, Col.

MONDAY

evening, June 27, twenty-four members of
the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute from
Colorado and New Mexico left Denver on the Union Pacific
R.R. for Rock Springs, Wyo., arriving there Tuesday morning, June 28.
The party was met by the local committee
and the Rock Springs members and were conveyed in automobiles to the central power plant of the Union Pacific
Coal Co. and to various coal mines in the district. During
the noon hour a delightful luncheon was served to the entii'e
party at the Reliance Mine of the Union Pacific Coal Co.
In the evening the members and friends of the institute
visited Rock Springs' leading movie house, after which the
evening was brought to a delightful conclusion with a dance
at the Masonic Temple. At 12:35 a.m. the party, augmented
by the Wyoming members, were en route for Salt Lake City,
arriving there at 8:25 a.m., Wednesday, June 29.
The first order of business was the registration of members from 10 to 11:45 a.m., at convention headquarters in
At noon, the convention, now numbering
the Hotel Utah.
eighty-five members, attended the Latter Day Saints' Tabernacle, in Temple Square, and listened to a recital upon
the famous organ.
At 2 p.m. the first session was called to order in the
banquet room of the Hotel Utah. As the summer meeting
is devoted entirely to the presentation of papers and the
visiting of various plants and points of interest, very little
in the way of regular business was transacted.
At this
session J. D. Forrester, chief engineer of the United States
Fuel Co., presented his paper, "A Few of the Adverse Conditions Encountered in Mining Coal in the Utah Fields";
following this paper A. C. Watts, chief engineer, and William Littlejohn, general superintendent of the Utah Fuel Co.,
delivered interesting talks upon the reopening of the Sunnyside Mine after the recent disastrous fire which necessitated
sealing it.
At 5:45 p.m.' the party adjourned to Saltair for a swim
in the lake and for dinner, which was served in the Ship
Cafe at 7:30 p.m. After dinner the party danced until
11:30 p.m.
Thursday morning, June 30, the meeting was called to
order in the supper room of the Hotel Utah, at which meeting papers were read by D. C. McKeehan, chief engineer
of the Union Pacific Coal Co., of Rock Springs, subject:
"Growth of the Electric-Power System of the Union Pacific
Ceal Co."; by Benedict Shubert of the Lindrooth-Shubart
Co. of Denver, subject: "Screening and Preparing Coal at
the Tipple," and by E. R. Gibson of Salt Lake City, subject:

"Coal-Mine Accounting."
The meeting adjourned at noon and again reconvened at
1:30 p.m., at which session the various papers read at this
meeting were discussed; proposals for membership balloted
upon and various other matters of business transacted. At
3 p.m. the meeting adjourned to the baseball grounds on
South Main Street, where Salt Lake City went down to
defeat at the hands of the Sacramento team of Sacramento,
Cal.
At 7 p.m. the members and their ladies sat down to
a banquet in the banquet hall of the Utah Hotel, where
the remainder of the evening was spent in feasting and
dancing. This concluded the thirteenth semi-annual meeting.

Operators Will Contest Anthracite Tax
AN AMICABLE suit— a bill in equity— probably will

that the case can be carried on appeal to the State Supreme
Court in time for a decision prior to the first of next year.
Those attending the conference were W. S. Jenny, general
counsel for the Glen Alden Coal Co,; R. H. Harris, Scranton;
H. F. Drinker, Jr., Philadelphia; John T. Brady, Harrisburg, and David Reese, Harrisburg.
Attorney-General Alter said that the details of the suit
have not been worked out. "We discussed practicable methods of promptly testing the validity of the anthracite tax,"
he said, "and are hopeful of finding a plan by which a final
decree can be obtained before Jan. 1."

Bidders on Coal for Long Island Hospital

Quote Prices Below Company Schedule

BIDS

submitted by many coal men on July 8 for furnishing 18,000 gross tons of rice coal to the State Hospital at Kings Park, Long Island, showed most proposals
to be below the company schedule of $2..")0 per ton f.o.b.
mine. Ten bids were submitted, the tonnage being divided
into two separate lots
7 000 tons to be delivered between
July 15 and Sept. 1, and the balance, 11,000 tons, to be
delivered up to June 30 of next year.
The bidders and

—

prices follow:
7.000

Coney Island Coal Co
Weston Dodson & Co

I

PattUon & Bowns, Inc
C. D. Norton & Co
John W. Pcalc

1.000

Ton<

J2 65

45
2 34
2

2 34
2 44

97
2 08
80
69

2.47
2 30

I

2 45

1

2

16

Two

bids were received for the entire 18,000 tons. They
were: Whiteley & Foedisch, $2.20, and John W. Peale, $1.97.

Ellery B. Gordon Appointed President of
Mid-State Coal Co.. a New Corporation
ELLERY B. GORDON, having presented his resignation
as secretary-manager of the National Retail Coal Merchants' Association at a meeting of the Executive Committee
of the organization held in New York, June 10, will take up
his new duties as president of the Mid-State Coal Co. Aug.
1.
The latter is a new corporation organized to operate on
a holding of bituminous coal lands in Jefferson County,
Pennsylvania.
The office of the corporation is in the
Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia. Mr. Gordon held the
office of secretary-manager of the retailers' association for
two and a half vears.

Production of Coal in Ohio, 1919 and 1920*
County
Athens
Belmont.

.

.

.

Carroll

Columbiana
Coshocton
Guernsey.
Harrison.

Hocking.

.

.

.

.

.

111')

1928

5,181.643
9.999,648
361,823
650,971
274,998

6,672,646
10.953,668
388,513
957,811
458.641
22,207
3.760.463
1.917,607
1,855,499
9.645

12.514
3,342,915
1,452.061
1,162.366
11.512

Gallia
.

.

Holmes

Perrv*

478,474
4.964,610
140.433
40.160
5,249
877,516
312
208 671
399,364
809.317
2,580,890

Pike
Portage

"Ysjio

Ja?k.son
Jefferson

.

.

Lawrence.

.

.

.

Morgan
Muskingum.

be

I

2 11
2 44
1

& Kemmercr

Wliitney

Tons

$2 60
2 45
2.45
99

Tuttle-Burger Coal Co
Whitelev & Foedisch
Phoenix Coal Co
Valley Camp Coal Co

Mahoning.
Medina
Meigs
Monroe

filed in the Dauphin County Court of Pennsylvania soon
to test the constitutionality of the Pennsylvania tax on the
anthracite output, effective the first of this month but not
collectible before Jan. 1 of next year.
This decision was
reached at Harrisburg, July 12 at a conference of representatives of the anthracite producers with Attorney-General George E. Alter, and prompt action will be taken so
-
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Noble

Stark

Summit

37.397
1.347
1.595.620
166 881
4,543

Trumbull...
Tuscawaras
Vinton
Washington.

Wayne

62,580

516
276,852
669,961
636,237
3,700,511

121,943
689
498,118
17,744
2,614
2,231.345
340.666
16.687
7.837

45.277,077

Totals

From

286.399
55,985
6,652
1.339,162

15

860
325,923

Scioto

*

841,314
6,713,531

report* of the Ohio Indu trial

Conn
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Watkins Says Mine Workers' Pamphlet
Notable for Misstatements and Omissions

T. H.

the course of an address on "The Coal Situation in
Pennsylvania," delivered before the Rotary Club
of Clearfield on Thursday, July 15, T. H. Watkins, president of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, replied
to certain press statements issued by the officers of district
No. 2, United Mine Workers of America, and circulated in
pamphlet form throughout the region.
Mr. Watkins' comments on the pamphlet were in part

INCentral

as follows:

"The officers of district No. 2 convey the impression that
the Central Coal Association asks the union to break the
asked for a conference to concontract now running.
Business men
sider its modification, not its abrogation.
frequently meet changed conditions through modifying contracts by mutual agreement, when it is to their mutual
advantage to do so; the miners' unions are the parties that
break running contracts when conditions favor such action.
"The miners' pamphlet states: The facts are these: The
mine workers are working under a scale of wages fixed by
These schedules
the U. S. Bituminous Coal Commission.
were written into an agreement between miners and operaterminate
until
March 31, 1922. This
tors which will not
is a contract and will not be broken by the mine workers.
"The foregoing statement is far from the truth," said
Mr. Watkins emphatically. "The real facts are that the
United Mine Workers of America threw the commission's
award into the scrap heap, along with former wage agreements, less than four months after it had been accepted by
them as the basis of a new wage scale. On Aug. 15, 1920,
as a result of illegal strikes and other unscrupulous
methods, they forced an advance of $1.50 per day to day and
monthly men over and above the scale of wages fixed by
the commission.
"We are, therefore, not working under the scale of wages
fixed by the U. S. Coal Commission. It appears to me that
the officers of district No. 2 have made and broken so
many contracts in the last five years that their memories
have grown hazy as to which scale they now want to pretend is valid.
If we ai-e working under the wage scale
fixed by the commission, then the operators are violating
it by paying $1.50 a day too much, and this should immediately come off.
"The pamphlet is conspicuous for two reasons," continued Mr. Watkins; "first, its misstatements; second, its
omissions.
For instance, they forgot to mention the iniquitous and damnable check-off system.
Of all American
business men, the coal operator is the only one to tolerate

Is

country, local labor leaders not being courageous or able
enough to act independently in this district's interest."
Mr. Watkins also scored the professional labor leaders of
district No. 2 for their intimate association with socialists
of the Foster, Fitzpatrick and Maurer type, and for the
adoption of the miners' program of industrial revolution.
He asserted that the miners' leaders of the central Pennsylvania district, by abandoning the old system of collective
bargaining in favor of a bolshevist social program, had
brought the operators and the union organization to the
parting of the ways.

We

Brophy Replies
REPLYING to Thomas

to Watkins'

Address

H. Watkins' address before the
Patton Chamber of Commerce, June 23, John Brophy,
president of District No. 2; James Mark, vice president;
Richard Gilbert, secretary-treasurer, and John Ghizzoni,
international board member, all of the United Mine Workers
of America, have published a statement to the effect that
the operators of central Pennsylvania have I'efused to say
what they want. If, however, they seek a wage reduction
the mine workers' leaders say: "Our answer is this
there
will be no reduction during the life of the contract."
The statement of the mine workers' leaders says: "Mr.
Watkins gives slack work and competition as reasons why
the district should break the wage contract.
But slack
work is not a local condition. It is nation-wide. When
district No. 2 is producing 40.1 per cent, Illinois is producing 37 per cent. When our district is producing 37.3
per cent, Indiana is producing 32.9 per cent of full-time
output. Mr. Watkins claims that the competition of nonunion fields working on lower wages is taking away business. But slack work affects Somerset County, which shows
41.4 and 45.2 per cent of production."
Mr. Brophy is quoting the U. S. Geological Report of the
weeks ended June 4 and June 11, but in doing so he says
nothing about Westemoreland County's production of 71.8
per cent in the week ended June 4. That week Winding
Gulf showed 68.9 per cent; New River, 53.6; Pocahontas,
52.9; Tug River, 74.2; and Logan, 55.6.
As a final shot the mine workers' leaders say: "Light
will be throwTi on Mr. Watkins' reaction by examining the
figures of his Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation.
His
company reports net earnings, which means profit, in 1916
of $181,675; in 1917 of $2,589,614; in 1918 of $2,232,371 and
in 1919 of $800,158.
.

—

such nonsense.

Tonnage Figures Ignore Wage Readjustment
"The tonnage figures of this district are correct," Mr.
Watkins admitted, "but ignore the fact that most of the
tonnage is from mines working on a readjusted wage basis.
Many union mines are not working at all; others about 20
per cent,
"The miners' pamphlet quoted some figures puiTsorting
to be the earnings of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation.
I wish the figures were correct, but instead of
being 'net' earnings, or 'profits,' as the pamphlet says, they
are in gross, from which a large proportion was paid in
Federal taxes. Cost of replacements is not deducted. The
net results of my company's operations show an average
profit from Jan. 1, 1916, to June 1, 1921, of 27hc. per ton,
or 85 per cent on actual capital invested.
We are now
operating at an actual loss."
Referring to the headquarters of the United Mine
Workers at Indianapolis, Mr. Watkins stated that the
miners, operators and merchants of the central Pennsylvania district are left subject to "the judgment of a faraway autocratic power, not acquainted or much concerned
with local conditions.
The consequence is that this district always suffers to benefit some other section of the

Desp ite Tumult Francisco Mine in Indiana
Again Ventures to Operate

FROM

June 10 until July 14 work was discontinued in the
Francisco mine, near Princeton, Ind., from which 150
foreigners were driven out by a vigilante body alleged to
be composed of miners. The superintendent, Edwai-d Cox,
also was driven out, but has returned. Work recommenced
July 14.
A special Grand Jury was impaneled by the
Gibson County Court. It made 119 indictments for offenses
in connection with the vigilante outbreak, 106 being for
rioting, 11 for riotous conspiracy and 2 for perjury.
Among the indicted are Frank Bolin, president of the
Princeton (Ind.) local of the United Mine Workers of
America. One man, Ancil Drew, tried to run when arrested
by the sheriff and received a shot in the left hand, the
wound being but slight.

Must Pay

OWNERS

of

as

Tax More Than Coal Brings

the

Woodward-Williamson

coal

tract

in

Edwardsville Borough and School District are endeavoring to have the valuation reduced from $1,000,000 to
$400,000.
A decree was made by the court permitting the
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to introduce testimony to prove that the coal was
more valuable than the sum fixed, and Jud^c Woodward on
the stand said that he would be more than tx^ad to sell his
interest at the sum fixed by the court.
R. V. Norris, who was formerly engaged by the Woodward-Williamson interests, made a report on the property
and recommended that the owners of the coal tract sell it to
the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western R.R., Coal Department, now the Glen Alden Coal Co.. for $675,000, but it is
asserted that at that time he was seeking a good price for

borough

his clients.

A
the
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lease at a low royalty was made on the property, and
agreement required that the owners pay the taxes.
is now practically a suburb of Scranton, and

Edwardsville

the taxes, in consequence, are so high that they exceed the
royalties, making the property a debit and not an asset.
The Borough of Edwardsville wants the money and
declares that it cannot be made to suffer by the terms of an
improvident lease, that the coal is worth more than the
valuation set on it and that by some method the lessees
should be compelled to pay an adequate return on the true
valuation.

Settlement Terms of British Coal Strike
ACCORDING

to the report issued by the British Board
of Trade, June 28, the terms of settlement of the
-coal dispute are as follows:
1. A national board shall be constituted forthwith, consisting of persons chosen by the Mining Association of
Great Britain and by the Miners' Federation of Great
Britain, equal members from each body sitting on the
board. In each district, boards shall be established consisting of pei-sons representing owners and workmen, each
class being represented equally.
The national and district
boards shall draw up their own rules of procedure, which
shall include a provision for the appointment of an independent chairman for each board.
2. The wages payable in each district shall be expressed
in the form of a percentage upon the basis rates prevailing in the district, and shall be periodically adjusted in
accordance with the proceeeds of the industry as ascertained
in such district.

payable

in July, 1914, for the equivalents in any district
in which there has been a subsequent merging into new
standards; plus, in the case of piece workers, the percentage additions which were made consequent upon the
reduction of hours from eight to seven.
8. In no district shall wages be paid at lower rates than
standard wages plus 20 per cent thereof.
9. The national board shall forthwith consider what items
of costs are to be included for the purposes of paragraph
4 (b) above, and in the event of agreement not being arrived
at by July 31, the matter shall be referred to the independent chairman for decision.
10. The wages payable by the oviTiers up to Aug. 31
inclusive shall be based upon the ascertained results of
the month of Mai'ch, and the wages payable during September shall be based upon the ascertained results of the
month of July. The periods of ascertainment thereafter
shall be decided by the national board.

Adjustment by Districts and Not Nationally
3.

trict

The amount of the percentage to be paid in each disduring any period shall be determined by the proceeds

of the industry in that district during a pi-evious period,
as ascertained by returns to be made by the owners,
checked by a joint test audit of the owners' books carried out
by independent accountants appointed by each side.
4. The sum to be applied in each district to the payment
of wages additional to the standard wages, as hereinafter
defined, shall be a sum equal to 83 per cent of the surplus
of such proceeds remaining after deduction therefrom of
the amounts of the following items during the pei-iod of
ascertainment: (a) The cost of the standard wages; (b)
the costs of production other than wages; (c) standard
profits equivalent to 17 per cent of the cost of the standard
wages.
The share of the surplus applicable to wages
shall be expressed as a percentage upon the basis rates
prevailing in the district.
If in any period the ascertained proceeds, after deduction
of costs other than wages and the cost of the standard
wages, prove to have been insufficient to meet the standard
profits, the deficiency shall be carried forward as a first
charge, to be met out of any surplus in subsequent periods,
the surplus being ascertained as above.

Living
5.

Wage

If the rates of

to

Be Determined and Provided

wages thus determined

in

any

district

do not provide a subsistence wage to low-paid day-wage
workers, such additions in the form of allowance per shift
worked shall be made for that period to the daily wages of
these workers as, in the opinion of the district board, or
in the event of failure to agree by the parties, in the
opinion of the independent chairman, may be necessary
for the purpose. Such allowances shall be treated as items
of cost in the district ascertainments.
6. For the purpose of these periodical adjustments
the
units shall be the districts set out in the schedule hereto,
and shall only be varied by the decision of the district board
or boards concerned, provded that no variation shall take
place prior to Feb. 1, 1922, in the grouping of any district
unless^ it is mutually agreed by the representatives
of both
sides in the district or districts concerned.
7. The standard wages shall be the district
basis rates
existing on March 31, 1921, plus the district
percentages

Lose Month's Profit

When Wage

Is

Reduced

During the "temporary period" as hereinafter defined
the following special arrangements shall apply in modification of the general scheme set out above:
(a) In calculating the proceeds for March the deduction
to be made for costs other than wages shall be the average
of such costs during January, February and March.
(b) In any district in which reductions in wages continue
11.

made after the first ascertainment, no part of the
surplus proceeds shall be assigned to profits if and in so
far as this would have the effect of reducing the wages
below the level in the preceding month.
When in any district there is a break in the continuity of
reductions in wages upon the periodical ascertainments at
that point and thereafter the general scheme shall apply
fully in regard to owners' surplus profits.
(c) The proviso to paragraph 4 regarding the carrying
forward of deficiencies in standard profits shall not apply,
but any net loses shall be so carried forward.
(d) The government will give a grant not exceeding £10,000,000 in subvention of wages.
(e) This subvention shall be available for making such
increases to the wages otherwise payable in any district
as may be necessary to prevent the reductions below the
March rates of wages being greater than the following
amounts: During July, 2s. a shift for persons of 16 years
of age and upward, and Is. a shift for persons under 16.
to be

During August, 2s. 6d. and Is. 3d. respectively. During
September, 3s. and Is. 6d. respectively, provided that the
balance of the subvention is sufficient for this purpose.

Further Pledge for September and October
any district in which in any month the proceeds
available for wages calculated in accordance with the terms
of this settlement are sufficient to admit of a rate of
wages equal to or higher than the rate payable under the
maximum reduction for that month, the wages payable by
the owners shall be calculated not in terms of basis plus
percentage but on the same basis as during March, less
flat-rate reductions uniform throughout the district for
persons of 16 years of age and upward and persons under
16 years of age respectively.
(g) In any district in which the wages calculated in
accordance with the terms of this settlement are less than
(f)

If
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the wages payable under the maximum reductions aforesaid,
the difference shall be met by the owners in that district
during September to the extent of the aggregate net profits
reahzed by them on the district ascertainment for July,
and during October to the extent of the aggregate net
profits realized by the on the district ascertainments for

July and August.
(h) The expression "temporary period" means the period
from the date of the resumption of work Sept. 30, 1921.
12. The period of duration of this agreemer.t shall be
from the date of the resumption of work until September
30, 1922, and thereafter until terminated by three months'
notice on either side.
13. It is agreed as a principle that every man shall be
entitled to return to his place when that place is available
for him, and that men temporarily occupying places during
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the stoppage shall give way to men working in those places
before the stoppage.
It is agreed, on the other hand, that there shall be no
victimization of men who have been keeping the collieries
open, not, however, in the sense that they are to remain
at the jobs they filled during the stoppage of work, but in
that they shall not be prevented from going back to their
own jobs or from working subsequently at the colliery at
which they formerly worked.
The schedule of districts to which reference has been
made contains the followin:j areas: Scotland, Northumberland, Durham, South Wales and Monmouth, Yorkshire,
Derbyshire,
Leicestershire,
Cannock
Nottinghamshire,
Chase and Warwickshire, Lancashire, North Staffordshire
and Cheshire, North Wales, South Staffordshire and Salop,
Cumberland, Bristol, Forest of Dean, Somerset, Kent.

Shipments Show That Domestic
Consumers Are Spreading Traffic Over Entire Year

April- June Anthracite

SHIPMENTS

of anthracite for Juna as reported to the
Bureau of Information at Philadelphia
6,031,937 gross tons, as compared with
5,793,895 tons in May, an increase of 238.042 tons.
Cumu,.
..
,
;,
,
ii
ii
r -1.
lative shipments for the c
first three montlis of the present
have
coal year,
beginning
April
amounted
1,
to
17,793,297
^
"
-A. -,„ r,r,n n,,- ^
l^.
17,290,04b tons r
gross tons, as comparedJ with
for the corresponding period in 1920, an increase of a little more than
~nrCnnn
500,000

Anthracite

amounted

Shipments by originating carriers were as follows,

,

4.

i.

•

j.

tons.

Production figures indicate that the anthracite industry
and the anthracite consuming public are doing their part
to spread traffic over the entire year and to prevent any

undue stress upon mines and railroads when cold weather

June. I92i
PhiLidelphia

.

,

Delaware

.j.

Thus domestic consumers of anthracite have in their
today one and a quarter millions tons more fu^l
than they had one year ago, and are in a correspondingly
better position so far as next winter is concerned. Tliis is
an important fact from a market and distribution standpoint.
Every additional ton of anthracite put in early is
more than an insurance for the purchaser; it is a direct
assistance to those purchasers who for one reason or
another are not in a position to stock up in advance, and
it is an assistance to miners and railroaders if it becomes
necessary later, through stress of weather, to concentrate supplies at points needing immediate help.
While shipment figures for steam sizes of anthracite
show a decline of more than thre>quarters of a million
tons for the first three months of this coal year, compared with last year, this coal has been produced. It is a
byproduct which the anthracite mines cannot help making, but with the present industrial conditions the market
is limited and much of this fuel is being dumped on stockpiles at the mines.
These steam sizes, which compete with
bituminous as industrial fuel, are always sold below the
cost of production, but there is very light demand just
now for industrial fuel of any sort.
The average monthly shipments for the present coal
year have been 5,931,000 tons, against 5,780,560 tons for
the coal year 1920-21 and 5,923,557 tons in the coal year
1919-20, and have exceeded the averages for any preceding years with the exception of the two war years 1917
and 1918, when washery coal recovered from the culm banks
furnished a temporary excess supply.
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Consumers' Stocks Greater Than a Year Ago
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The single item off increase, 500
000 ^tons, does
not cover
the situation fully, for while total shipments this year
exceed total shipments last year by th.^.t figure, shipments
of steam sizes for the first quarter of the current coal
year have declined a little more than 750,000 tons.
In
other words, the shipments of domestic sizes for the first
quarter of this coal year have exceeded shipments of domestic sizes for the first quarter of the coal year which began
April 1, 1920, by a little more than 1.255,000 tons.

in

gross tons:

to

•

Tf

•

HPHE Bureau of Efficiency, at the request of the Director
A of the Bureau of Mines, after the passage of resolutions
by the National Retail Coal Merchants' Association criticising the cost accounting system of the Government Fuil
Yard, has prepared a report on the methods of operation
and cost accounting employed by the Government Fuel
Yard at Washington, D. C.
"In our opinion," says the report, "the accounts of the

Government Fuel Yard are complete and comprehensive.
reflecting the investment in fixed and working capital and
the results of operation, including the cost of each depart-

ment.
The criticism which has been made from
time to time of the Government Fuel Yard to the effect
that its costs are not complete and that, in competition with
commercial yards on a commercial basis, its operation
would result in a loss, is not justified in our opinion, for
none of the published cost statements of commercial yards
that have come to our attention set forth handling costs per
ton that compare favorably with the costs estimated above
for the Government Fuel Yard, operating as a commercial
.

.

.

yard."
_

Miners Want Consolidation Coal Co.
rp,

Inem

to

Pay

/^
£
TVT-lllliree-yuartCrs
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T'l

/CHARGING that
\_i niine weights
three-quarters of a
other miners have

the Consolidation Coal Co. by improper
deprived them of approximately
million dollars, Roy Anderson and 110
entered suit against that company to
recover. Argument of the demurrer was heard before Judge
Robert R. Henderson in the Circuit Court. The company
contended that grounds for equity were not shown and tha't
if
the allegations of the plaintiff could be proved an
adequate remedy existed at law. Judge Henderson, declaring that the importance and the intricacy of the questions
at issue demanded most careful inquiry, said he would not
render a decision until Aug. 1 and instructed counsel to
file briefs with him before that date.
The time during
which the defendants are alleged to have made the alle^^ed
false weighings was October, 1902, and Oct. 7, 1917.

has
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National Coal Association Would Co-operate >\ itli Hoover;

Department Wants Data from Geological Survey
By Paul Wooton
AVashinglon Correspondent

THE

National Coal Association has given

its

president,

G. Bradley, full authority to use his own judgment
negotiating with the Secretary of Commerce as to
what statistics the associafon will furnish voluntarily in
the matter of production, distribution and average sales
J.

in

The only limitation placed on Mr. Bradley by
the Board of Directors was that he obtain assurance from
the government that these voluntary reports will not be
Acting under
conside-ed as violating the She-man Law.
the authority reposed in him, Jlr. Bradley and J. D. A.
Morrow, the vice-president of the association, plan to discuss the matter with Secretary Hoover in the near future.
Secretary Hoover stated on July 18 that he contemplates
making no request of the operators to furnish voluntary
statistics.
He said that the new coal commodity division
would get its figures as to production from the U. S. Geological Survey. As to price information, he stated that he
preferred obtaining it from sources other than the operators, as it would be regarded by the public as more authentic
when obtained from sources other than those who produce
the coal. Mr. Hoover made it clear that this was no reflection on the operators, as it is natural that pi'ices emanating
from them would not be given the same weight as would
those that could be collected otherwise.
In addition, Secretary Hoover expects to collect data as
to stocks, in which the operators could not be of assistance.
realizations.

Bradley and Morrow to Follow Legal, Guidance
their negotiations with Secretary Hoover, Messrs.
Bradley and Morrow will be guided by a detailed opinion on
the subject which was submitted to the Board of Directors
by the law firm of Butler, Lamb, Foster and Pope.
Extracts from that opinion are as follows:
"We understand that the method of carrying on this work
was as follows: The National Coal Association collected
from local producers' associations and trade bureaus
of
closed
transactions
concerning
statistical
leports
bituminous coal operators and members of said bureaus,
for
shipment
of
cars
sold
showing the aggregate number

In

into different consuming territores, the kinds of coal sold,
the prices per ton and the class of customers to whom
sold, and from the information so assembled the National
Coal Association prepared and distributed to those local
associations, bureaus and operators consolidated statistical
reports showing the number of cars of coal sold for shipment from the several producing districts into the several
consuming territories and the prices at which such coal
The information so assembled and dishad been sold.
tributed had to do exclusively with closed transactions which
had been consummated by the making of contracts, and none
of the information had to do with prices bid or offered or

with future or prospective transactions or future trade or
market conditions, and none of said information had to do
with shipments made on such sal2s, the amount of coal
produced by the different mines, or the name of the seller
or of the customer or consignee of such coal.
"The dissemination of such information among the local
and individual operators simply
associations, bureaus
advised those operators of market conditions such as are
readily available to those engaged in many oth3r lines of
business; for example, those dealing on the stock, grain or
This information was
other exchanges of the country.
currently published in trade journals and was available to
the public press and to all consumers who cared to ask
It is perhaps superfluous to add that there was
for it.
nothing whatever in the nature of an agre->ment to fix or
enhance pi-ices or restrain production through such reporting system or otherwise.
"Instead of resulting in any fixing or enhancing of prices,

the informaticn so collected and distributed by the National
Coal Association showed that there was great diversity
of prices prevailing at the time when such reports were
made, and that different carloads of coal moving on the
same day from the same producing district into the same
consuming territory were sold at various and substantially
different prices, and that there was nothing approaching
uniformity of prices realized for coal of the same quality
sold in the same places and at the same time.
"In discussing the question as to whether this practice
should be resumed at the present time your Board, as we
understand it, desires to be advised so far as possible as
to whether the practice as above outlined was legal."
After a comprehensive review of the legal aspects of
the ease, in which many opinions and decisions on like
matters are cited, including a discussion of the hardwood
case, the brief continues:

Likens Scheme to Agriculture Reports
difficult to see how the government could well
claim that the interchange of such information is, in and
of itself, illegal, in view of the fact that the Department of
Agriculture for years past has been collecting and publishing weekly in its Market Reporter information concerning
the supply and demand of agricultural products and all
pertinent trade information for the use of both producers
and consumers. It is apparently rcjognized by the government that it is legitimate and desirable that infomiatinn
concerning market conditions should be given wid? publicity
and it would certainly never be suggested that those producers who took advantage of the information thus
furnished by the government and asked for their products
the highest prices which the market conditions would
justify were in any way guilty of illegal or improper
practice, unless it could be shown that they entered into
some conspiracy or agreement artificially to enhance prices
or restrict production. In the same way, as it seems to us,
the producers of coal are entitled to receive and to take
advantage of infonnation concerning market conditions in

"It

it

their industry.
"In closing we would state our opinion that a fortunate
outcome of the present situation with regard to the
system of statistical reporting would be to work out in cooperation with the Secretary of Commerce some method of
collecting and disseminating reports which would be satisfactory to him and not in any way objectionable to the
Department of Justice. Whether the Secretary of Commerce would at this time be prepared to entertain a
proposition of this character and to countenance and
encourage the collection of such statistics, we are not
advised.
"It would from your point of view certainly be most
desirable that you should secure if possible such official
recognition of the legality and desirability of such statistical
If such
reporting system before the same is renewed.
official recognition cannot at this time be secured, it would,
in our opinion, be wise policy for your board to postpone
the resumption of your statistical reporting system until
the fall, when a decision from the Supreme Court in the
American Hardwood Lumber Co. case can be confidently
And in the meantime some more authoritative
expected.
declaration may be forthcoming from the Department of
Justice concerning its attitude toward such interchange of

.

trade information."

The Sunnyside Coal Mining Co. and the Spring Canyon
Coal Co., both of Colorado, have been admitted to membership in the National Coal Association.

;
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Hoover Advises Utilities to Buy Coal Now:
Priority Not Likely to Be Granted

HERBERT

HOOVER, Secretary of Commerce, made
public on July 18 the text of a letter which he has
addressed to all the public utility companies. The letter

111

select the third member, who shall be a
non-resident of this state. The board of arbitrators shall
meet with the commission, and any question that the commission is unable to settle shall be submitted to and decided
by the said board, which decision shall be final. The findings of the commission shall date from the time work is
resumed, and shall continue until April 1, 1922."

and these two to

reads:
"I would like to call the attention of your association to
the bituminous coal outlook. There is every indication that
there has been an undue slackness in the purchase of coal
which may accumulate to large demands in the autumn. I
am convinced that, due to the general depression, the prices
of bituminous coal at the mines is not too high at the presen
time.
This is, I think, proved by the fact that numbers
of operating coal companies are making- no profit whatIf there should be a recovery of business activities
ever.
in the autumn, taken in conjunction with the large increase
in pei'centage of disabled cars (from 5 per cent to 16 per
cent during the past six months) and the inability of the
railways to finance their maintenance, there are possibilities of development of a most serious situation as regards

coal movement.
"I cannot but feel that the Interstate Commerce Commission, in the face of warnings they have sent out in this
connection, would not be disposed to give any priority in
such an event. It seems to me, therefore, to be obvious
that the public utilities companies, both in their own interests and the protection of the public should make early
provision for stocks of coal sufficient to carry them over a
critical period."

N. Y. School Board Awards Coal Contracts;

$300,000 Less Than Last Year

THROUGH

acceptance of bids received on June 27 (Coal
Age, July 14, page 70) the Board of Education of New
York City has saved $300,000 as compared with the coal
bill for last year, the average saving per ton amounting to
$2.5.5, according to Arthur S. Somers, chairman of the Supplies Committee.
The awards were made by the Board
of Education at its meeting on. July 13.
William Farrell & Son obtained the contract for Manhattan Borough at a cost of $418,807.50 and the Borough
of the Bronx at a cost of $158,782. The Wyoming Valley
Coal Co. obtained the contracts for Brooklvn at $439,530;
Queens at $133,121 and Richmond at $42,553.75. For delivering alongside 3,500 tons of semi-bituminous coal for the
Parental School the contract was awarded to George D.
Harris & Co. for $24,500. The bids for fumishing 700 tons
of broken coal for the Rockaway schools were rejected and
ordered re-advertised.

Wage Cut Advocated

A

in State of

Washington

REPORT

submitted by the State Coal Commission to
the Director of Labor and Industry in the State of
Washington gives facts concerning the coal trade and advocates the lowering of retail prices on coal produced in the
state to meet the competition from outside fields.
The reduction should be from 50c. to $1 a ton on the steam grades
and from $1 to $2.50 on domestic Western-State grades.
The commission also suggests a wage cut. The present
scale of miners is $8.25 a day and the scale suggested is
As $8.25 per day was the
$6, that in 1919 being $5.89.
highest scale paid before the strike and the lowest is $4.82,
a return to a scale but slightly above that paid in 1919,

which ranged from $5.89

to $3.20, is

recommended.

Savs Proposed Duty on Fuel Oil

Would

Equal Tax on Coal of $1.50 Per Ton
As AN INCIDENT to the discussion of the proposed

tariff on fuel oil, the Governor of Massachusetts at
the expressed request of those opposing a duty on oil, telegraphed that this year there will be 500,000,000 gallons of
Mexican crude oil brought into Massachusetts. Ninety per
cent of that amount is fuel oil, which Governor Cox declares
to be equivalent to 2,750,000 net tons of bituminous coal.
-

The Massachusetts Chamber

of

Commerce

also

is

urging

the retention of oil on the free list.
The proposed duties
of 35c. per barrel on crude petro'eum and 25c. per barrel
on fuel oil will put an additional burden upon the industries
of Massachusetts, the State Chamber of Commerce declares,
which would be equivalent in coal to a tax of $1.50 a ton.
This would amount to "millions of dollars," says the Chamber, which "necessarily would be passed on to the consumer."
By a vote of 196 to 86 the House of Representatives on
July 18 rejected the proposal of its Ways and Means Committee to place an import duty on crude oil and fuel oil,
and adopted a motion of Representative Treadway, of Massachusetts, to place oils on the free list.

Pratt Is New Editor of Coal Review
the interest of economy the Board of Directors of
INNational
Coal Association has decided to combine

the
the
the director of publicity of the National Coal Association and the editorship of the association organ, Coal
Review, according to a report from the headquarters of the
association.
John Pratt, for more than a year director of
publicity of the association, has been selected for the new
position and will succeed William P. Helm, Jr., as editor
of Coal Revieiv.
offices of

Mingo Mine Workers Write Their Demands
FRANK KEENEY, president of district No. 17,

C

• United Mine Workers of America, has addressed a
Governor E. F. Morgan, of West Virginia, giving
demands of his organization. They are:
"That the Williamson Coal Operators' Association shall
agree
(1) that all employees may return to work and
that there shall be no discrimination against any employee
belonging to a labor union; (2) that the eight-hour day be
established and made applicable to all classes around the
mines; (3) that wages shall be paid semi-monthly; (4)
that the employees shall be allowed to trade where they

letter to

the

—

(5) that employees shall have the right to select
checkweighmen, as provided by law, and that 2,000 lb.
shall constitute a ton; (6) that there shall be a joint commission, consisting of five representatives from each side

please;

(each side to choose its own representatives), for the purpose of adjusting wages of all men working in and around
the mines, of determining equitable mining prices and
yardage and of providing rules and methods for adjusting
disputes between employers and employees.
"In order to avoid any failure to agree, a board of
arbitration consisting of three members shall be created,
one to be chosen by the operators and one by the employees,

National Coal Association Favors

Repeal of Excess Profits Tax
Board
Directors
THE
Association has made

of
of the National Coal
clear its position on taxaIn acting on the referendum of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, the board voted
that individuals, corporations and
partnerships
should be taxed alike. The board voted in favor of
the repeal cf the excess profits tax and the substitution therefor of a 1 per cent commodity turnover
tax and a corporation income tax of not to exceed
15 per cent.
tion.

ProduGtion
and
the

Mairkct
IVeekly Review

PRODUCTION

of bituminous coal continues on the
down-grade. Output in the week of July 9, small
because no mines worked on July 4, was 6,163,000
net tons, an average per working day of 1,233,000 tons,
compared with 1,273,000 the previous week and 1,277,000 tons for the year to date.
Indications are that
output in the week of July 16 was smaller than for any
full time week since early May.
With loadings for the
Lakes falling off and shipments to Atlantic Tidewater
ports on the decline, the rate of production has slumped
for several weeks. Now that domestic buying also has
ceased in the Middle West and industries are not active,
it appears that production is about down to bare neces-

it may be seen that there is room for a considerable
gain in this one locality.
Prices are practically unchanged, Coal Age Index
dropping one point to 89 on July 18, after having gone
up to 90 on July 12 for one week. Prices continue to be
largely nominal, with the volume of transactions in
spot coal very low.
In the Middle West there is a
decided feeing that business is gaining strength and
in the Rocky Mountain region the sentiment is strong
that as scon as this year's crops begin to move the
c(-al trade will pick up.
In fact, the far West is the
most hopeful of all and the far East the most pessi-

sities.

Anthracite is holding up in remarkable style. Production this year is 1,500,000 net tons ahead of last
year and for the first six months was 45,500,000 net
tons, a figure exceeded in the last eight years only by
1913 and the war years, 1917-1918.

Promises of prompt action by large consumers of
steam coal looking toward storage is contained in
the responses from railroads and public utilities to the
request of Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce
Commission for early buying. Utility plants in New
York City on June 20 had on hand 341,000 tons of
bituminous steam coal, compared with 357,000 tons on
May 2, and had 58,000 of anthracite steam sizes against
84,000 tons on May 2. In February these same plants
had as high as 484,000 tons of bituminous steam coal
and 131.000 tons of anthracite steam sizes on hand, so

mistic.

Large Proportion of Shipments for Domestic Use
further pointed out that shipments from the
sizes are really much greater than is
figures, for household coal has been
f much larger portion of the total this year than in any
recent year, because of the small demand for steam
It

is

mines of domestic
indicated by these

Daily Average Production of P>iiuniinous Coal*
zz

.

...,.
.......
.

.

.

does not appear that there can possibly be
year in the domestic supply of hard coal,
providing there is no labor trouble, as in August, 1920.
It

difficulty this

BITUMINOUS
Bituminous coal pi'oduction in the week of July 9 is reported by the Geological Survey as 6,163,000 net tons, a
decrease from 7,640,000 tons the preceding week, largely
due to the celebration of July 4, when no coal was loaded
Later information indicates that last week,
at the mines.
although containing no holiday, will show a decrease in output below recent full-time weeks.
Cumulative production through the first 161 working days
of 1921 was 204,527,000 tons compared with 225.132,000
tons in 1919 and 267,841,000 tons in 1920. Compared with
the average of 1917-1920. output to date in 1921 is 65,000,000 tons behind. The Geological Survey reports that little
change in the general situation was indicated by the mine
Decreases occurred
reports for the week ended July 2.
Lessened
chiefly in the low-volatile fields shipping to tide.
the
reported
from
Somerset-Cumberland-Piedwas
activity
mont region, and the New River and Pocahontas fields; also
in the Kanawha, Harlan and southwestern Virginia disThe change, however, was largely offset by an imtricts.
Illinois,
provement in Ohio and western Pennsylvania.
western Kentucky and Alabama also reported improvement.
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3 S5{q, t.iO
S-00(a, S.S5
2.00(31 2.35

40

2 40

2

S.OO

15

1.95
1

90

1

85

1.85(3,
1.75(3.

I

1

1

Columbus.

.

1.25
3.25

2 00(3.
40(3.

Columbus.

.

2

.

3.40
2.15

3 OOlu
l-~i(n

15

l,IO(<i
3 00(3.

15

2

Market
Quoted
New York

Philadelphia.

.

.

Broken

Chicago

Egg
Egg

Philadelphia.

*Egg

Chicago,

Stove
Stove

Philadelpha.

New York

,

,

.

.

New York

.

,

$2.61
2 66
5.62
2.61
2 66
5 62
2.61
2.66

12 60

15® 8.60
8.25® 8-70

8,

Stove

Chicago

5 62

Chestnut
Chestnut

New York

2.61

8

Philadelphia

Chestnut

Chicago

Pea
Pea

New

2.66
5.62
2.47
2 38
5 62

8.25(31 8,60
12 95
4 75® 5 00
5.50(8) 6.25
10 90

2 47

2.75® 3.25

.

.

Y'ork .
Philadelphia.

Chicago

Rice
Rice
Barlev
Barley
Birdseye
^

Price?

1

,

,

.

.

New York

.

.

.

Philadelphia.

2.38

New York

2 47

.

,

.

Philadelphia.

New York

.

Philadelphia.
Y'ork .

New

.

13

8 60

1.75® 2.25

2.38
2.47
2 38
2.47

and freight rates net tons; quotations f.o.b.

20

00®

2 90

3 55
3 15

I

15

2
.

90
2 65
2 40
65
2 90
2 50
1.70
2 75
2 40
70
2.25
1
75
0.85
2 75
2,10
45
1

15

50
60
3,15
2 60
1.75
3 00
2.45
I

1

,85

1921
1

1.30

20(^

.

75

0.95
2.55
1,90
50
1

3

00@ 4.05

2,50(31 S.50
1 2S'/i) 2 65

90

SOWS' S.OO

2 65
2 40

00(3

2,75

65

1 25^

2 25

2 90

Ola

1

2

50
70
2 75
2 40
70
2.25
1.75
0.85
2 70
2
1

1

2.15
1

1

1

2 25
2

2

10

1

40

3 25

00(11

2

75

2 10

1,35(11
2 00(31
:. 60(51

1

I

3 60
S 23
25

.

3a.s

I

lump

Ky. lump
Ky. mine run
Ky. screenings

50

?a3
:as

Birmingha
Birmingha

3 80
2 50

3 50

Loui3\-ille

3 65

1.75

0.85

3.00
2,55
1 15(3 2 00
2

50;a>
l,S0.-3i

45
2 25

LouisWUe.
Loui3\'ille.

lump

.

screenings

3

2.25
45
5.25
4.40
3.15

.

.

.

2 25

1.40

1

.

Kansas City.
Kansas City..
Kansas City.

mine run

25(iL, 4 OS
2 00® 2 25
3.S5@- S 50
3 00(a- i.So
1 251.1 1 75
5 50
4 25m 4 $0

3

2 25

5 40

4 25
3 25

3 25

3 25

* Gross tons, f. o. b. vessel, Hampton Roads.
t .\dvance over previous week shown in heavy type, declin

Company
40® $7

$7.

75

7.40®
7.55®

7 75
7 85
12 70
7,70(5i 8.10

8,25

12 95
7.70(3! 8 10
7.80® 8 25
12 95

5.95® 6.45
6.00® 6.20

$7

85(11

$8 15
20

8 00(.i 8
12 75
7 80(11 8
8 OOi.i 8
12 60
3 40(11 8
8 25(11 8
13 20
7 80(11 8
8 25(11 8
12 95
4 75.11 5
4 50(" 6
10 90
2 60(11 3
2 50(0 3

25
20
50
70

25
60

00
25

7 70(.i 8
7 90(11 8
12 95
70(11
8
80(5 8
12 95
5,95(11 6
6,00(11. 6

11.20
3 50
00
3.50
00
2,50
60'<i
2 00
2,50
75('i
2 00
1.50
60(u
25
1.50
75(3
25
2.50
t .\dvance3 over previous week shown

10
25
10

25
45
20

17, 75 :3«4 00
8

00(11.

8,20

12 75
7,75(3 8 00
8 OOCa 8,20
12 60
S OO'A, 8 So
8 40(3 8,50
13 20
7,65Ca} 7 90
8
8 60
12 95
i SOM' .0.00

$7 40(r $7 75
7 55(31 7 85
IS io
7.40® 7 75
7 55® 7 85
12. ^o

7.90W 8.25
IS. 70

80®

2,50111
60(11:

I

1

.

75(i(

II

3 00

3

00

2 00
2 00

0,60(11

1

75(2
in

heavy type,

95®

6 00(3.

3

declines in

8 10
8 25

12 70
5

4 50(ii
10, 'lO
1

8.10

7.70(a)

7 70(a»
7

25®

2 65

1

Company

Independent

$7 40(a $7 75
7 55(11 7 85
12 70
7.40(11
7 75
7 55(11 7 85
12 70

7
7

Mines

F. 0. B.

-July 12, 1921 1Independent
Company

7.55(a 7 85
12 70

7.90(3

—Gross Tons,

1

c

July I9,t

fl.l5®$S.g5

I

South and Southwest

1

0'75®i.50

I

55
00
00

3
3
2
3
2

.

Prices, Anthracite

July 5,
Independent
$7 85@J$8.15
8.00(S 8.20
12 75
7,85® 8.50
8 00® 8.20

Rates

Broken
Broken

.

— Spot

$2 25
25

.

3,50
2.00(3. 2,25
I ISgi 1 30
3.00(3, 3.50

15

1921

$2 20
20

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Central 111. mine run
Chicago
Central 111. screenings
Chicago
Ind. 4th Vein lump
Chicago
Chicago
Ind. 4th Vein mine run.
Ind. 4th Vein screenings... Chicago
Ind. 5th Vein lump
Chicago
Ind. 5th Vein mine run.
Chicago
Ind. 5th Vein screenings... Chicago
Standard lump
St. Louis. ...
Standard mine run
St. Louis. ...
Standard screenings
St. Louis
West Ky. lump
Louis\'ille. ...
W^est Ky. mine run
Loxiisville. ...
West Ky. screenings
Louisville....

1.80

1

Mines
July, 12,
• 1921

1921

.

.

.

14, Jul.v 5,

Cleveland... $2 10
Cleveland...
40

Franklin, III. lump..
Franklin, 111. mine r\in
Frantiin. 111. screenings.
Central, 111. lump

2.85@ 3.00
1

F. 0. B.
June

I

1.50

1

year

this

—

1.75

85
60

1

Current Quotations

1

2.00

I.5S(a.

Cleveland

.

10

2

1.75

1.75
65
2 95

for

total

compared
these two

The all-rail movement of coal to New England slowed
down during the first week of July. Reports show that
3,288 cars of anthracite and 2,647 cars of soft coal were
forwarded over the Hudson, against 3,846 and 3,057 cars,
respectively, in the preceding week, and compared with
1,169 of anthracite and 3,904 cars of bituminous coal the
corresponding week a year ago.
Last week was a very dull week at Hampton Roads.
Vessel tonnage awaiting cargo was negligible with little
change in the accumulations of cars on hand. Exports from
Hampton Roads declined sharply during the week ended
July 9, when 302,000 net tons were dumped for foreign
cargo and 72 000 tons for foreign bunker. The total 374,-

.

Columbus

Columbus

3 10
2 80
2 60
2 55

2 00

.

.

Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings

Pea

Lake dumpings have continued to drop, the
the week ended July 18 being 787,780 net tons,
with 835,616 tons the week ended July 10. In
weeks only have dumpings at Lake Erie ports
been less than the cori-esponding weeks of 1919.

25

1.75&- S.S5
2.35® 3.00
2-50(5j 2.10
i.75% S.OO
2 75(a 2.85

1.90
15

3

.

Baltimore..
Pittsburgh. ..
Pittsburgh..
Pittsburgh.

Columbus
Columbus

Buckwheat No
Buckwheat No.

33 per cent.

S 15

2 25:a 3 25
5.75(a. 5.90

90

2 05
2 70

Philadelphia..

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run
Kanawha screenings
Hocking lump
No. 8 lump

Eastern Kentucky, operating non-union mines, is working
to 60 per cent of full time and western Kentucky

from 52

—Net Tons,

$5 75
3.45

New

Hi4h-Volatlle. Eastern
Pool 54-64 (Gat and Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pittsburgh sc'd. gas
Pittsburgh mine run(steam)
Pittsburgh slack (gas) ....

Pitts.

men to maintain until April 1, 1922, the highest
rates of pay in the history of coal mining. Central Pennsylvania, a union field, is sore pressed by non-union coal
from Somerset, Westmoreland and Connellsville.
with the

Bituminous Coal

Columbus..
Columbus..
Columbus..
Chicago

Philadelphia.
Baltimore....

I
I

Prices,

Competition of lower-cost coal from non-union fields,
where satisfactory wage reductions have been accomplished,
is exerting heavy pressure on the union fields under contract

Market
Quoted

Smokeless
Clearfield

—Spot

113

Market
Quoted

Low-Volatile, Eastern
Pocahonta."

.
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. ..

italii

20
50

6 45
6 20
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Agr Index

Coal

Wrek

g9.

July
IH.
dlagrain

of

This

19SI.

shows weekly chansea
In

the spot prices of

bituminous coal In
me United States as
a whole.
All prices
are reduced to one
tipure

with

and compared
the

average

povernment price of
1918. taken as 100.
Actual
spot
prices
for
each coal are
irlven
In
the
In this review.

table

250

200

July

—

000 net tons was a little more than half the dumpings for
foreign account in the week preceding.
Tidewater movement increased during Jure. Total dumpings at the five Atlantic coal ports were 4,492,000 net tons,
an increase over May of 705,000 tons, and the heaviest since
November, 1920. The increase was largely due to the heavy
e.xport demand resulting from the British miners' strike.
Of the total foreign shipments— 2,040,000 net tons— 1,480,000 tons, or 74 per cent, went from Hampton Roads. This
was but 35,000 tons less than the record for that port set
in October, 1920. E.xports from other ports increased somewhat.

The tonnage for bunker increased from 861,000 in May
in June, and shipments to New England from

to 914,000

581,000 tons to 720,000 tons.

TIDEWATER BITUMINOUS COAL SHIPMENTS FOR MAY 4ND
JUNE,

1921

(In thousands of net

New
Destination
Coastwise to
New England.
Exports

York
.

Balti-

more

ton.s)

Hampton
Roads

Charleston

June

—

•

—May

99

.

Bunker

Philadelphia

408

Inside capes

Other tonnage.

.

.

June

May totals...

.

485

992

359

574

2.495

956

327

443

2.031

ANTHRACITE
Reports from

the anthracite consuming territory generally record a notable slackness to household consumer
buying of domestic sizes and pre.monitions that a larger
share of the output must find its way to producer storage
Bifuminous Coal Dumped at

C
[2

1.0

r

08

Apr

May

June

July
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received in all a little over seven million
tons of German coal, but as according
to the Spa arrangement France was
normally entitled to a little over fifteen
million tons, this item shows a deficit of
five million tons which certain French

Foreign Market

And Export News

want Germany

industrials

Mines Slow

to

—

—
—

Expectations of early resumption of
production of coal in South Wales are
proving to have been too optimistic, for,
although the men have gone back to
work, coal is coming forth in disappointing quantities. No official figures
of output in the first two weeks of July
have as yet been issued but cable advices to Coal Age from London are to
the effect that because of the lack of

production the principal companies have
withdrawn their quotations for July.
Next week the government will release
statistics of production for the entire
Production of coal in the
coal field.
United Kingdom from April 4 to July
2 that is, during the three months of
the strike was but 179,000 gross tons,
practically all of which came from outcrop workings where miners were able
to get out small quantities for local

—

—

use.

Prices have increased on some coals.
Best Admiralty large coal, f.o.b. Cardiff
is quoted at 47s. 6d.@50s., unchanged
from last week; but best Cardiff smalls
are in urgent demand for bunkering and

increased

prices

from

24s.@25s.,

as

quoted last week, to 2.5s. @30s. Tyne
primes were unchanged from last week
Quotations on best
at 40s.@42s. 6d.
steams, Newcastle, increased to 45s.
50s. from around 40s. a week ago.
Decreases in both production and
stocks of coal in France in May are
shown in official reports just given out
by the government and cabled to Coal
Age. Output in May, exclusive of the
Saar, was 2,108,000 metric tons of coal

and 54,000 tons of

lignite,

compared

with 2,258,000 tons of coal in April.
Stocks of coal at the mines at the end
of May were 1,363,000 tons, a decrease
from 1,556,306 tons at the end of April.
Production of coal in the Ruhr district of

Germany

in

June was 7,500,000

metric

tons.

The production of

this

in excess of 8,000,000 tons in
February of this year
but declined to about 6,000,000 tons in

field

was

January and

March because of labor troubles.
American coal is now (July 16)
quoted at Milan at 295@305 lire per
ton, compared with 305(5)315 lire per
ton for best Cardiff steam coal.

French Market Offered British Coal at

Low

Prices

(Paris Con-esi)ondcnt of Coal Age)-

nothing very important to
The British
report since last week.
strike having ended, coal exporters from
that country are turning all their efforts
to the resumption of the important
French coal trade, and the market here
is flooded with offers at surprisingly
low figures. For instance, coal briquets
are being offered at 30 fr. less than
the average French cost price, whereas
before the strike the South Wales manufacturers pretended not to be able to

There

is

manufacture

commodity at

this

less

than 60s. Newcastle first brands of
gas coals are offered for shipment during August and September at 42s. 6d.
and good seconds at 40s. f.o.b. Tyne
ports.

Foundry coke

quoted 50s. per

is

make

up.

a Dull

Exports of coal
Roads dropped off very noticeably this
past week, for which the settlement of

Resume

Production Disappointing as to Quantity Principal Companies
Withdraw Quotations Some Prices Stiffen French Output and
Stocks Decline Ruhr Conditions Have Not Improved Over April.

—

to

Month
through Hampton

Hampton Roads Faces

British

2

.

.

and gas coke 40s. For all this,
French buyers are still holding off on
industrial coals, some important dealers in house descriptions being the only
ones ready to buy now for the usual
ton

winter stocks.
Industi-ial conditions go on showing
some improvement, and as a consequence many claims are forthcoming
against the slackening of arrivals of
German coals; also against any possibility of their increase in price, which
seems to be the object of many officials
on the other side of the Rhine. From
October last to the end of April, France

the British strike is held responsible.
The greater portion of the coal shipped
last week went to the United Kingdom,
indicating that if the British mines are
again opened to their full capacity the
export trade will fall off more.
Accumulations at tidewater this week
remained at practically the same figures
of last week, although vessel tonnage
awaiting cargo at the end of the week
was negligible. All piers experienced a

very dull week.
Tons

For Africa:
Br. SS. Harlfield for Dakar
For Atlantic Islands:
Br. SS. Ayelsbury for Teneriffe
For Brazil:
Fr. SS. Hugo Stinnes for Rio de Janeiro

6,544
4,645
6,226

For Cuba:

Berwindvale— for Havana
Dan. SS. Brynhild— for Havana
For Denmark:
Am. SS. Winneconne for Copenhagen
Grk. SS. Eftichia Vergotti for Copenhagen.
For Egj-pt:

7,968
3,208

Br. SS.

.

3,754
4,891

.

Br. SS. Jesseric for Port Said

6,350

Bordeaux

5,948

for

'

dr.

nind Seimers for Piraeus
Grk SS. Kvigenie S. Embiricos for Piraeus.
Br.SS, Clan Macinnes for Piraeus
For Italy:
Am. SS. Citv of St. Jofeph for Genoa

.

8,027
8,337

.

6,161
1,196

SS. Filippo Artelli for Trieste
SS. Lilvada for Reggio Calabria
For Russia:
Nor. SS. Thorgcrd for Petrograd
Br. SS. Coatsworth for Petrograd
For Spain:
Span. SS. Cabo Espartel for Seville

7,753
5,623

Ital.
Ital.

3,645
3,4

For Turkey:
Nor. SS. Thomas Krag for Constantinople.
For United Kingdom:
Am. SS. Volunteer for Falmouth

4,766

.

—

Am.

SS. John Stevens— for Falmouth
for Land's End
Jap. SS. Yomei Maru
Br. SS. Apslev— for Manchester
Br. SS. Lena
for Queenstown
Span. SS. Upo Mendi for Queenstown
Br. SS. Great Citv— for Queenstown
Br. SS. Eastern City
for Queenstown
Nor. SS. Thordis— for Queenstown
Br. SS. Sudbury
for Queenstown
Br. SS. Glendhu— for Queenstown
Am. SS. Tenafiy for River Thames Port.
For Gibraltar:
Br. SS. Valdura
Ital. SS. Amista

10,250
6,991
8,387
5,382
5,722
5,493
9,997

—

—

—
—

—
—

,

SS. Joseph

C. I. F.

J.

Cuneo

—

TCNS JULY
United Kingdom

$11

.

Malmo

,

5,695
5,702
5,957
5,321

.

7,502
7,015

757

COAL—GROSS

16

Havana

ID

90 Santiago
2 00 Guantanamo
12.10 Hamburg
Atlantic.
10 French
11
12 75 Lisbon
13 00 Algiers
T
11

Copenhagen.
Stockholm

.

,

Antwerp
Alexandria
Constantinople...
Gibraltar
Rio de Janeiro.
.

Buenos

8,531

for Santiago..

PRICE.S— AMERICAN

Aire."

1

2,614

1

II

30
10 50

Marseilles
Piraeus

10 40

Port Said

$8.30
8.95
8.90
11.10
11.35
11.40
65
12.20
12.30
1

1

.

'.'12.80

Bunker Prices- -Gross Tons
(Foreign quotations

ht/ cab!*: to

Coat Age)

Welsh Coal:
Gibraltar
Port Said
Singapore
Rio Janeiro.

.

.

Genoa
Antwerp

95s, f.o.b.
100s. f.o.b.
73s. trimmed

150@160fr., trimmed

Belgian Coal:

I

8

15

a 29

Jan.

5

12 19

Feb.

?6 5

12

19

26 t 9

Moir.

lb

23 30 1

Apr.

14

a

Moi\/

25 2 9 16 2330 6 15 20 27

Jul.y

Aug.

3

10

n

24

Sept

1

8

15

2229 5

Oct

12

19

Nov.

2t

3

10

17

Dec.

24

Antwerp
American Coal:

H0(« 150fr.. trimmed

Baltimore
New York, Pool 9...
Pool 10,
Hampton Roads:
Pool 5, 6, 7
Pool I, 2

$6 I5(rii$6.40trimmed
$6 15(<r $6.30 f.o.b.
$5 90W $6. 10 f.o.b.

2

,
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Average Daily

Italian Coal Receipts in
Italian Controlled Vessels
(In .M« ric T.i.M

Port

.May. 1920

May,

Trieste

ADComk
Civitavecchia

1.0t>2

Lechorn

1

Genoa

127

1,066
1,060

Palenno
Brindia
Measina

970

Taranto
Savooa
Santo Stefano
Toire Annuiuiata

1.005

Austrian railroads have purchased
ton,'; from the mines of the Sarre,

90,000

this tonnage to be delivered in June,
July and August at a rate of 30,000 per
month.

During May,
only

through

1921, the Port of Rouen
33,329
of
coal
tons

Rotterdam,

Ghent and

.Australian

French

784

received

The

Government has

placed an embargo on the exportation
according to recent cable

1,032

Venice

On the other hand 99,103 tons of
coal and coke were exported largely to
the United Kingdom.

werp,

of coal,
advices.

988
960
958
9J4
858
824
637
615
508

8gt>

Spe«ia

Naples

1921

I.0J9
1.007
1.002
1.000

845

Ant-

Output

and

District

Arras

Douai
Saint-Etienne

Lyon
Clermont-Ferrand
Alais

Toulouse.

,

Marseille.

.

Nantes
Bordeaux

Nancy
Strasbourg

Total

.

.

.

1,830

1,296

423
55.500

1

1

8,283
267,304

2,257,444

415,992
358.669
249.725
155.233
72.597
103.235
89.103
4.310
10.879
11.408
8.653
86,502

6,840
6,

Stocks

strike.

Total Mined
Coal
LlRnite
690,107
392.045
275.437
211.554
106,615
156,692
135,225

Coal

April production and stocks of coal
in France are shown by the followinir
table, as published by the Journal des
CImrboiDiages, correcting the original
figures printed in Coal Age, (June 30,
The output, e.xilusive
1921, p. 1177).
of the Sarre, was 2,257,444 metric tons
as compared with 1,817,430 in April,
Total coal stocks at the mines
1920.
on hand April 30 were 2,033,961 tons
as against 4,500,000 on Jan. 1, 1921.
Recent Paris reports state that coal
stocks had decreased to approximately
700,000 tons at the end of the British

PRODUCTION AND STOCKS OF COAL IN FRANCE. APRIL.
(IN METRIC TONS)
,

Vol. 20, No. 3

117,401

1,566,306

1921

19 238
9 744

16.152

76

2,663
15.973
15.385
5.090

— —

.
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in adtries, and few will buy very far
vance of actual needs, especially during a season when they have been trying hard to liquidate reserves piled up
at high prices a year or so ago.
Anthracite— Under all the circum-

stances the trade feels that

demand

is

Shipso freely as

keeping up remarkably
ments have not been made
buyers expected, and among retail dealers there is still a tendency to be
about declining deliveries.
cautious
Conservative coal men here feel very
Strongly that when the household tiade
begins buying it will come with a lUsh,
and for that reason the average dealer
will take on all he can store and all
he can finance.
At retail there is no improvement.
well.

In the larger cities, especially, people
are not buiyng and the distributors are
tying up equipment.

Tidewater

—East

NEW YORK
Demand

—

Easier IndependConcessions Steam Coal
Stocks
Smaller Bituminous
Dull
ReQuotations Buyers
Strengthen
Anthracite
ents

Make

—

main Out

—
—

of Market.

—

Anthracite Market conditions are
Buying is lagging
not encouraging.
but so far the operating companies are
not experiencing any trouble in disposWhile the demand
ing of production.
in this market is easy shippers are
westward
heavy tonnages
sending
where conditions are brighter.
Independent operators are forced to
make concessions if they want business.
There has been a further decline
in quotations but in some cases sales
show slight premiums above the company schedules. This is particularly
true with regard to stove coal.
Pea is being sent to the stock piles.
Demand shows no improvement and
quotations are easy. Steam coals con-

Demand

tinue to move slowly.
and large quantities ^re being stored.
Quotations for buckwheat alongside
were around $5.25; rice $4.25 and barley in
some instances was quoted
slightly above the freight charges.
Bituminous There is a tendency to
better prices due chiefly to less coal
sent to this market, but this improvement is not general.
Demand from
New England showed a slight improvement and there was a belief among the
local houses that consumers were about
ready to enter the buyers market.
There was less coal on the local
piers on July 15 than on July 8, tabulations showing 290 cars in the pools
and 855 cars outside, as compared with
286 cars and 1,444 cars respectively
the previous week.
During the first
15 days of the present month there
were 4,972 cars dumped over the local
piers as compared with 5,353 cars in
the corresponding period of last month.
is

dull

—

The

export

market
One

quiries are fewer.

of 'creened gas coal

is

quiet.

In-

sale of a cargo
for Copenhagen

shi])ment

at

around

$12.65
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was

re-

poi-ted

With coal not in abundance at the
local piers quotations for Pool 1 ranged
?5.95@$6.15 and
While alongside bunker quotations ranged about
the same, plus 35c. water freight, there
were instances where loaded cargoes
were quoted at figures slightly lower.

$6.25@$G.50; Pool
Pool

10,

9,

HAMPTON ROADS

$5.65(5)85.85.

PHILADELPHIA

—

Anthracite Remains Quiet Consumers
obsti„ate-Capacity Stocks in Yards
5;,,,,„;„^,,,^.
Buying
^y„/ai-ora6Zf

Modern te

prices being sufficient to produce some
orders in that line and thus encourage
the purchase of coal in anticipation of
a renewal in that industry in the fall.

— Prices

-

—

Unchanged.
Anthracite Lack of retail demand
reached lower levels this week and
dealers are not working to more than

—

They are
20 per cent of capacity.
laying off help and carrying only a
minimum of men about the yards, and
the general belief is that there will be
no need to add to their forces until well
into the fall.
The trade is still endeavoring to convert dilatory customers to the necessity
of taking in their coal now, especially
those who have done so in other years.
Behind all the sluggishness is the belief
that coal must be lower in price,
despite all the arguments of the coal
man to the contrary.
Producing companies still claim to
be operating full time. It is a certainty that no size of coal larger than pea
is going- into the storage yards, and
the only explanation is that the West
continues to take a good percentage of
production. The only size really wanted
here is stove.
Steam sizes do not improve. A fair
tonnage of buckwheat is being taken on
contract, but the surplus is without a
market. Rice is even weaker, and barley is almost uncalled for.

—

Bituminous Trade at this time is
at least not worse than the preceding
period of ten days, but is really at a
standstill. It frequently happens when
the consumer does want coal, even only
two or three cars, he will invite quotations from a number of shippers in order to get the benefit of the lowest posThis method is responsible
sible price.
for some low prices recently on good
coals.

The best buyers at this time are the
railroads, although they are not taking
supplies in anything like the tonnage
of other years. Prices on this are even
lower than the market and for that
reason there are many shippers who
will not make any offers whatever for
and due to the further fact that
it,
payment is likely to be deferred.
Market prices have not changed during the week, yet some shippers still
feel that possibly lower figures might
prevail, and are still buying lightly.
There is nothing to the contract market, as the consumer seems utterly uninterested and the producer makes no
effort to tie him up.
There are some very optimistic
people in the trade who hope for a reThey
vival even before September.
base this on the recently lowered steel

Tonnage Declines

—

—

Prices Soften Accumulations Practically Unchanged

Coal business at the piers fell off
during the week very materially, a total
of only approximately 300,000 tons of
coal being dumped.
Coal dealers here
are feeling the pinch of this reduced
activity, especially, since the

month

of

June was the busiest

in the history of
the trade.
Pools 5, 6 and 7 are $5.10@$5.25,
Pools 1 and 2, $5.75@S6, f.o.b. piers.
A comparison of the situation at the
piers is as follows:

Week Ended Week Ended
July

Norfolk & We.stem
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting

July 14

7

piers.

Lamberts Point

3,568
180,532
206,228
38,207

3,450
162.774
135,316
54,375

Virginian Ry. piers, Sewalls Point

Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped

2,105

1,984

105,250
106,842

38,586
145,428
696

Tonnage waiting

&

C.

O. piers,

Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting

8,969

Newport News
2.136
106.760
167,944
100,375

2,224

111,200
144,230
40,605

BUFFALO

— Operations CurTonnage—Lake
—Anthracite
Consum-

Trade Not Improving
tailed

—Much

Distress

Shipping Actii^e
ers

Buy

Sparingly.

—

Bituminous The movement is perhaps lighter than it was. Consumers
will not stock and are allowing their
stocks to run down, to all appearance.
There have been depressions in the
trade, but this one exceeds any other
recent ones, nothing is appearing that
looks like a change for the better.
Ask any mine owner what his operations are and he will say that they
are mostly suspended.
He finds that
he can get coal enough floating about
en the market to meet his requirements
and most of it for less than it would
cost him to turn it out. The Canadian
bituminous trade is quite dull.
With matters as they are the prices
are as small as ever, being not more
than $3 for Youghiogheny gas lump,
$2.75 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam
lump, $2.50 for Allegheny Valley mine
i-un and $1.50@$1.75 for slack.
Anthracite Demand does not increase and it is not expected to do so
The warntill the hot spell is over.
ing is given out by shippers that if

—

is not laid in now it may not be
in winter, but no heed is paid to it.
Independents are trying to hold up
their premiums and at the same time
keep the consumers buying. They are
sending out their circulars to bituminous .jobbers, trying to keep up the interest, but it is not easy.
Lake Shipping agents complain that
they cannot get as much coal to handle
If the stocks continue
as they want.
to pile up on the upper docks it may
be hard to find room for coal there

coal

had

—

COAL AGE
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before the fall demand sets in. Loadings for the week ended July 9 were
128,600 net tons, of which 66,100 tons
cleared for Duluth and Superior, 25,700
for ChicBRO, 18,800 for Milwaukee, 8,500
for Fort William, 7,500 for Sheboygan.
1,200 for Racine, and 800 for Mackinaw. Freight rates continue easy.

— Demand

and
does not promise to improve right away.
The furnaces nre running at such a low
rate that most of the local coke plants

Coke

continues

selling $5(S)$5.25.

BALTIMORE

—

Soft Coal Market on \ew Low Level
Exports Continue Heavy Hard Coal
Officials Before Baltimore Grand Jury

—

—

An inquiry in the soft
trade shows that business is
traveling on new low levels. Prices are
below the spot quotations of a week
or so ago and in many cases are below the actual cost of production. The
effort of high grade steam producers to
hold such coals as run to Pool 9 at
$2.50 or better has proven a failure.
At this writing there is plenty of Pool
9 to be had around $2.25, and not a
little has sold at figures between $2
and $2.20 in cases of great disposal
Best grade gas coals,
emergency.
Pennsylvania screened, are offering
around $2.25, while West Virginia
screened can be had at about $2.10.
W^est Virginia mine run is having slow
sale at quotations all the way from
Bituminous

coal

$1.35 to $1.60.

The home

call

continues dreadfully

and there is no evidence whatever
manufacturing plants seeking to

dull,

of
The export
store in large quantities.
movement is excellent and for the first
nine days of July a movement of more
than 140,000 tons cargo and about 18,000 tons bunker was recorded.
Anthracite With business absolute-

—

ly at a standstill and the prospects poor
for ordering at this time because of a
false public impression that prices are
to be driven

downward, the

retail trade

combat.
Coal ExOfficials of the
change, following sensational attacks
in a particular newspaper, are this
week appearing before the Baltimore
Grand Jury and being questioned concerning price fixing. Desperate efforts
are being made in certain quarters to
make the trade a public "goat." Thinking men within the trade, who realize
on what a moderate margin of profit
the business is run in Baltimore, and
the futility of engendering the hope
that the legal action, no matter what
its outcome, will cut retail prices, are

has a most

problem
Baltimore

difficult

to

fearful of results this fall and winter.
Should the Grand Jury action force
the end of all restraint over the Coal
Exchange members, the temptation to
run prices up in a rush all market will
naturally be strong. The trade believes
that the most damaging thing to the
public interest at this time is the so-

reasonable amount

view of the

to aid the buying public
by hammering at members of the Ex-

a

change.

One of the causes for a holding back
of shipments was the anticipated reduction of freight rates on coal to numerous points in the Northwest.
The
change went into effect July 6, and has

called effort

Northwest

DULUTH

light

are entirely idle. Prices are apparently
at the bottom, on the basis of $4.50 for
foundry, $3.75 for furnace and $3.25 for
stock, with a little in domestic sizes
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—

Interior Shipments Slightly Increased
Prices
Heavy Receipts Continue

—

Quietly Shaded.

Shipments to the interior have improved Slightly, and in this coal men see
some hope for a resumption of trade to
such an extent before Aug. 1 that the
threatened tie-up of all docks here may
be averted.
The cause of the Inland movement is
the slackness of railroad shipments and
the fact that the roads feel that it is
now a good time to get coal supplies
stations.
several fueling
into their
Should a demand for cars come from
another source, it is probable that the

movement will suffer a setback.
There is also an indication that the
larger country dealers are taking on
coal, although this resumption of acticoal

vity is in but

minute quantities.

It is

encouraging, however, to see even the
slightest signs of life from sources
which have been dormant for so long.
Receipts improved last week and
Of
fifty-seven cargoes were received.
Reports
these, five were anthracite.
of
the
way
are
on
show that cargoes
which three are hard coal.
Prices remain about the same, with
indications of concessions made sub
rosa to some buyers, but no outward
sign of any further cuts. One company,
however, is reported as closing two
municipal contracts for screenings at
$3.85, which is 15c. below the market.
Anthracite demand is absolutely dead.
Prices hold firm with egg at $12.75;
stove and nut $12.80, pea $10.80 and
buckwheat $8.50. A shortage of hard
coal in mid-winter will undoubtedly be
experienced unless some means is taken
to move the stocks on hand here immediately.

MINNEAPOLIS

—

proved to be an increase to nearly all
Hard
points, especially on soft coal.
coal has had a few inconsequential reductions, but had 140 increases while
bituminous had 170.
The all-rail trade is not getting into
action to any great extent, although it
is picking off a little business now and
then.
Coal should be moving to the
country from all sources of supply more
Some of the large
freely than it has.
users, public utility concerns and municipal plants, have placed their orders

for the winter's needs.
In many cases,
the prices made were very close and
considerably below the price regarded
as list if such a thing exists.
The rail dealers feel that they are
sure to get their share of the business
when sales begin to stir. They say
that the dock trade is fighting tooth
and nail for business at a cost which
means a loss. The dock men retaliate
with a similar charge. From all appearances, the coming active season is
going to see some of the giddiest competition that has existed in some years.

—

MILWAUKEE

—

—

Market Continues Dull No Change in
Prices Receipts by Lake Liberal, a7id
Yards Accumulate Heavy Stocks.
There has been no change in the coal

—

Business could
situation at Milwaukee.
not be more dull. The demand is very
slow, with the result that coal continues
to pile up in the dock yards.
Receipts by Lake are liberal, but unless coal is moved out of the yards
faster than it is at present, storage
room will soon be exhausted. There
has been no change in prices, but dealers expect an advance in anthracite
Milwaukee has reabout .\ug. 1.
ceived 207 cargoes of coal thus far this
season, the receipts aggregating 450,781
tons of anthracite, and 1,308,448 tons
of soft coal, which is about double the
receipts for the same period last year.

Market Continues Freight
Adjustments a Disappointment AllHail Tonnage Low Strong Competition

Sluggish

—

Inland West

for Business.

The buyers' strike, both wholesale
and retail, continues without much
change. So far as the dock interests
pre concerned, they have done their bit
the way of forwarding a good tonnage of soft coal. Receipts so far are
better than 3,000,000 tons over the same
period for last year.
Dock companies are in a position to
offer a perfect defense if there is any
serious shortage of coal this year.
They have stocked the docks nearly to
their capacity, while the outgo has been
very small. It is not a esse of asking
the other fellow to take all the precaution nor to assume the whole burden.
May shipments from the docks were
very small and June was somewhat
better.
But neither has been equal to
in

in

possibilities.

CHICAGO
Domestic
forts

to

Market

Stagnant

Move Coal

— All Ef—Steam

Fruitless

Outlook Better.

A number
sales agents

of the most aggressive
have come to the conclu-

efforts to sell coal are
sion that
practically useless, and will continue to
be so until the public awakens to the
situation and decides to buy coal. This
state of affairs appears in both the
all

steam and domestic markets.
To give an idea of conditions confronting dealers, we know of one particular firm which has a large and
modern coal yard representing an investment of over $75,000. During the

COAL AGE
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two weeks, the total tonnage
moved through this yard to the domestic consumer was 4* tons. Another
dealer with a yard in one of the North
Shore suburbs moved only li tons dur-

CINCINNATI

last

There is
ing the last three weeks.
nothing wrong with the coal handled
by these gentlemen, or with their sales
methods, as they are both up-to-date
aggressive business men, representing
the highest type of retail dealer. Unemployment is very prevalent and the
public is certain that freight rates and
coal prices will be reduced before the
fall months and in plenty of time to
procure a winter's supply of coal. This
week the convention of the Illinois and
Wisconsin Coal Dealers' Association
brought a number of retailers to Chicago, but we have not heard as yet of
any operators or wholesalers profiting
by it so far as orders booked are concerned.

The outlook for steam coal
brighter.

a little

is

People are taking very

seri-

ously President Harding's recent state-

ment

to the effect that conditions are

not only becoming better, but will conRecent
tinue to improve very rapidly.
developments seem to indicate that this
interest
is
is so, so far as awakening
concerned, and there are evidences of
renewed interest on the part of manufacturers in the steam coal market.
Industries are not buying, but it looks
as if they were planning to in the near

future.

COLUMBUS

—

—

Retail prices are fairly strong at the
levels which have maintained for some
time. Hocking lump is $6.50, and West

Virginia splints are $7.50@$7.75; Pocahontas lump and egg is $10. Anthracite is strong around $15.
Steam business is quiet in every way.
Many of the larger users have rather
heavy reserves. Manufacturing is slow
in resuming and there is practically no
increase in
consumption of steam
grades. Requisitions of railroads are
not large.
Lake trade is fairly active. Some
congestion at the Upper Lake ports is
reported and it is the belief that there
will be a reduction in tonnage by the

During the week
the H. V. Docks loaded

latter pai't of July.

ended July

9

200,5.38 tons as

compared with

ITfi.TG?

tons the previous week, making a total
of 1,940,079 tons for the season.
During the same week the T. & 0. C. docks
loaded 52,ti32 tons as compared with
58.049 tons the previous week, making
498,555 tons for the season.

—

Domestic Coals Soften
Slack Coal
Market Very Sluggish
Strengthens ivith Production.
Smokeless

—

Smokeless, the king pin of Western
has at last been touched by the
The breach besoftness of the market.
tween West Virginia bituminous offerings and those of Kentucky has widened
There have
to a perceptible degree.
been some inquiries from the Lake, but
at prices that do not give much enthusiasm, and the slack market is stronger,
as there has been a decrease in the
making of lump and block with the falling domestic demand.
Pocahontas and New River are still
quoted $5.50 for lump and block but
actual sales have been made around $5.
Nut has been sluggish for some time at
$4.75@$5 and has been cut 25c. Mine
run can be had $3@$3.50 while slack
Off
is quoted at $3 for best grades.
grade stock is as low as $1.75.
West Virginia has been showing the
effect of large shipments which have
been gathered up for Tidewater. Most
quotations have been made $1.75@$2.25,
with $2 as the general run. Better
grades of lump are selling $3(S)$3.50
while others more friable are quoted
$2.50@$3.
Kentucky nut and slack turnovers
have been made at 90c.@$1.25. Mine
run is quoted $1.60@$2.20 and there
has been no material change in lump
and block at $3@$3.50. Retailers hold
to the prices established the first of the
month.
coals,

—

Steam
Stronger Domestic Demand
Signs of ReBusiness Still Drags
Moveyneyit Production
duced
Lake
Still Low.
Some slight improvement has developed in the demand for prepared
This is not sufficient to give
sizes.
much strength to the market, although
Retail stocks
it presages better things.
are not as large as formerly and dealers are trying to replenish them. There
is a fairly good demand for the better
grades, such as Pocahontas and Splints.
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DETROIT
'if Business Outstanding Features of Trade Receipts
Volu7ne.
Continue in Small

Inactivity

and Lack

—

Improvement in buying demand is of
slow development in the bituminous
market in Detroit. Jobbers and wholesalers report little

demand

the pi'obable extent of their requireBusiness in industrial and
ments.
lines is

now proceeding

haltingly, with production in most instances much short of normal and
with a corresponding lessening of consumptive requirements for fuel. This
has made it possible for many establishments to work along on reserves, or

buying only

in small lots.

Some users

of

steam coal

run,

$3.25@$3.50

and

nut

and

Owing to the extreme heat, domestic
buyers of anthracite are evincing little
interest in putting in a winter supply.
Lack of employment and unwillingness
to pay the prices asked also are deterrent factors. For prepared sizes retail
prices range from $14.25 to $14.75.
ST.

LOUIS

Local Situation Shows No Improvement
Steam- Outlook Very Dismal Railroads Fail to Store Coal.

—

—

There is little variance in the local
exception that one
or two places in the state show a picking up in domestic orders, occasioned by
newspaper publicity of the situation as
Generally speaking,
it actually exists.
there is no buying of domestic coal.
situation, with the

The steam

situation, if anything, is

a trifle worse than last week.
In the
country there is some demand from
flour mills and a little movement at
two or three places least expected.
No Carterville coal is moving in except a little on contract, for which the
dealers are being forced to rent addiMt. Olive is
tional space for storage.
coming in on much the same conditions.

A
less

few cars of West Virginia smokecame in during the past week.

Some

little tonnage of coke, both byproduct and gas house is being ordered
for domestic use on account of the low

prices.

An idea of how the situation compares with last year is indicated by
the coal orders sent in by members of
the Employees' Benefit Association of
the Union Electric Light & Power Co.,
at St. Louis. This year the orders are
for about 1,600 tons as against almost
7,000 tons last year. Offsetting this is
the fact that some of the coal delivered
last year may be left over.

for either

steam or domestic sizes. Consumers of
steam coal are manifesting little interest in offerings and retail dealers show
no inclination to add to stocks on hand.
In the steam trade the curtailment
of buying is ascribed to a continued uncertainty among consumers concerning

manufacturing

mine

slack, $2@2.25.

vinth small

requirements believe they will be able
to supply their needs this year by purchasing spot coal.
Quotations are at present more of a
nominal character than a reflection of
Lump from Ohio
the actual market.
mines is quoted at the mines at $3@
mine
run,
$3.25;
$2@$2.50; nut and
$l.]0(a)$1.25.
West Virginia
slack,

lump is $3.25f»$3..50; mine run, $2.25
@$2.50; nut and slack, $1.90@$2.25;
smokeless lump and egg, $5.25@$5.50;

CLEVELAND
Sentiment in Coal Trade Someiohat ImSlightly
proved—Activity
Gains
Large Slack Order Placed Stocks at
Dhninishing
Lower Lake Docks
The appearance of one or two large
inquiries and the closing of a number

—

—

of substantial contracts in the last few
days have served to bring about a
slightly better feeling in the coal trade
in this district.
It is true that largest
inquiries have

come from

public-utility

corporations and similar sources, and
that the demand from industrial users
continues, as it has for months, on a
Efforts of the
hand-to-mouth basis.
administration to finance the railroads
and place about $500,000,000 in their
hands are still looked upon as offering
a ray of hope. Such a large amount of
credit available for the roads would
help the industrial situation.
"The Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Co. has closed a contract for 100,000
tons of No. 8 slack with a northern
Ohio coal operator at a price said to
be $1 a ton. Coal dealers expect that
the Board of Education's requirements
for 40,000 tons of coal will be awarded
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in the trade is that brisk business
not to be expected before next spring.

Bids have been submitted. Resoon.
has been a slight
tail dealers say there
the repickinn up in demand for coal,
stiffening of
sult probahlv of the recent
prices and the failure of

ment

appear
lower freight rates on coal to
The stocks of coal at lower Lake

very

anthracite

fallinj
docks are declining. With the
the curtailed
off of production and
to the N'orthreceipts of coal at
dumpings.
the docks are less than the
Shipments up the Lake for the season
tons,
10,765,847
were
Julv
up to
with 4,428,105 tons for the

movement from the mines
we'^t

destinations,

U

compared

corresponding period of 1920, 10,497,tons m
770 tons in 1919 and 8,835,433
Less bunker co.il has been sold
1918.
seasons. This
this year than for three
curtailment of vesis due to the sharp

of the minimum
sel operation, the result
ore shipments now current.
Receipts of bituminous coal at Cl.n'elowest on
land for the week are the
direcord, amounting to some 398 cars,
and recars,
vided into industrial, 307
total
a
with
compared
as
tail, 91 cars,
cars the preceding week, or a
of

943
decrease of 545 cars.

is
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Mines are now being called upon to
shipments against domestic
restrict

much steam coal,
and employees of such industries are
not in any position for stocking coal
until it is actually needed.
Jobbers
are not consuming

contracts, as dealers are disposing of
little coal in the retail market and
most yards have stocked almost to the

report

limit of their capacity.
Labor in the coal fields

Railroads which have contracted for
tuel are not using even the pro rata of
the contract amount just now, and are
not in the market for fuel. A few of
the Southern roads have not closed
their contracts as yet, and apparently
are in no mood to do so. Public utili-

is

plentiful

and there has been comparatively

little

Wage adto other lines.
justments, which have been placed in
effect at the majority of mines have
been received with little or no complaint; in lact the reductions were petitioned for in most instances in order
that operators might be enabled to
book orders if possible, which would insure more regular work.
defection

LOUISVILLE

—

Lake Movement Slower General Demand Quiet Retail Tonnage Light.
It is said by some coal men that
business today is duller than at any

—

previous period since 1907. when the
panic resulted in general slow indusProducers claim that
trial conditions.
with industrial conditions slow, plants

that

^.olding

it

is

trade,

old

any price at

not a question
but of selling

of
at

all.

gas companies, etc.. are buying
small quantities as needed, and apparently are not worrying much about
a probable high market later on.
Reports recently compiled show that
in 1920 a total of 32,911 cars of coal,
consisting of 1,493,136 tons were stopped
off at Louisville, and 64,622 tons of
ties,

river coal,

making a

total of

1,545,088

tons, which is about the normal annual
consumption for Louisville.

Screenings
little
are
stronger
a
as a result of reduced production of
prepared, especially in movement to
Lakes.

Southwest
KANSAS CITY
Kansas Mines Resume—Domestic Call
No Steam Buying.
too Heavy
Mines in Kansas resumed work July
was
11 and production for the week

—

above the tonnage produced since the
middle of June. The demand for domestic grades exceeds the production.
Mines are working only about half-time
on account of no demand for stearn.
With the high cost of production, it

slack and
is out of the question to store
run the risk of spontaneous combustion.
wheat
the
Threshing throughout
is
belt is in full force and the yield
Only the exbetter than expected.

tremely high freight rstes will prevent
its prompt shipment to market.
Quotations are as follows: Arkansas
lump $7@?9.50, slack $2@2.50; north
Missouri lump $4.50, washed nut ?4.50
(S)$5, washed slack $3.85, mine run
$3.85,

and raw slack

Northern Appalachian
practically no change in
the anthracite situation this week over
is

last week.

The independents are not

working as well as
the fact

full time, apparently with
orders for domestic sizes.

PITTSBURGH

BIRMINGHAM

improved

in

any

Owing to the uncertainty as
respect.
to when business depression will begin
to lift, industrial demand is confined to
requirements of the immediate future,
which are provided for in the spot
market, and no interests seem willing
stock

ccal

against

that uncertain
will require

day when plant operation
a supply of storage coal.

The

senti-

in

the

Pittsburgh

defined in
— the district as
the trade — are at a very low rate, there
district

Steam Trade Dull and Demand for Domestic Lighter— Prices on Commercial
Coal Unchanged
General demand is light and trade

to

plenty of

Operations in Pittsburgh District Especially Light, on Account of Com/petition by Non-Union Districts.

Mine operations

not

might, due to

that they are unable to get

any premium over the company prices
and because of the difficulty of disposSteam coal is a
ing of steam sizes.
drug on the market and a considerable
amount of it is being stocked locally.
The large companies are all working

$3(5)$3.15.

South

conditions have

th'_>y

—

—

ANTHRACITE
There

sporadic wage reductions culminated in
a general reduction April 1, and at the
beginning of this month two interests
Rainey and Washington made additional reductions.
The steel industry has been down to
almost no operation in the past two or
three weeks, estimates being that the
rate in tonnage output is less than 20
per cent of capacity, and coal consumpOther
tion is correspondingly light.
industries are almost equally depressed,
and as there is no definite prospect of
any great improvement in the near
future there is practically no disposiDomestic coal is
tion to stock coal.
moving very slowly, there being little
tendency oa the part of householders to
lay in winter supplies.

it is

having been continued decreases since
the spurt in May due to Lake coal
movement.
The district suffers, as
does the coal industry generally, from
the lightness of consumptive demand,
but in particular it suffers from the
competition of non-union districts, including the Connellsville region and
parts of West Virginia. This is really
the outstanding feature of the situation
and there is speculation as to whether
anything will come of it by way of a
revision in the union mining scale. In
the Connellsville region a succession of

CONNELLSVILLE
One Inquiry for Contract Furnace
Production Still
Coke
Spot Easier

—

—

Smaller.

An inquiry has been before the trade
for a few days involving 15,000 tons
of furnace coke a month, August and
September, for the Wickwire-Spencer
Steel Co., Buffalo, which contemplates
blowing in a furnace if it can operate
This is the first init cheaply enough.
quiry for several months looking to the
blowing in of a blast furnace. Predictions are made that about $3 will be
quoted, although many operators with
idle plants state that they would not
contemplate resuming production unless they could get about $3.50.
The spot furnace coke market is

COAL AGE
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weaker, $3 being as high as is considered. Odd lots to miscellaneous consumers are generally sold at this figure
by brokers, who get a margin below
These are
that from the operator.
merely pick-up lots, as not more than
two or three operators would run on
such a price. While sales of coal are
far below the district's capacity, they
are at prices much better than is realized by turning the coal into coke
quotably
not
coke
is
Foundry
changed, but seems softer and sales
are of smaller volume. We quote spot
furnace coke easy at S3 and spot foundry at $4@$4.50, depending on brand,
per net ton at oven.
The Courier reports production in
the Connellsville and Lower Connellsville region in the week ended July 9
at 6,200 tons by the furnace ovens, a
decrease of 4,230 tons, and 12,200 tons
by the merchant ovens, a decrease of
1,010 tons, making a total of
tons, a decrease of 5,240 tons.

18,400

UNIONTOWN
Tight Market Prevails—Coke Prices
Soften Further Demand Quiet.

—

Classified mines in the coal and coke
region are undergoing inspection by
pier inspectors with a view to insure
proper classification of both the mine
and the coal tonnage shipped to the
various piers.
A substantial three months' contract
for furnace coke at about $3.25, ovens,
was placed this week through W. L.
Byers & Co. for the Robesonia furnace
at Robesonia, Pa.
The contract calls
for delivery of 7,000 tons per month
during July, August and September.
Delivery is being made from the Herbert Works of the Connellsville Central
Coal & Coke Co., which has resumed

operations.

While each week is now seeing a
slight improvement in the industrial
situation the resumption has not be-

come

so general as to find a reflection
in the fuel market.
Brands have much
to do in determining the price for the

coke tonnage being sold and prices
have a wide variance, the average for
furnace, however, being $2.75@$3. For
foundry coke there is a wider range
little

of $3.50@$4.50.
An order for 16 000 tons of Pittsburgh vein of coal was shipped this
week to piers for export to Holland.
The price of the order was not divulged.

EASTERN OHIO

—Lake Out—Industrial
Con-

Production Outlook Gloomy
let

Closing

Sloivly

sumption at Minimum.

The outstanding feature of the week
ended July 9 was a decided slovifing
dovTO in operations, attributed to the
July 4 holiday and curtailment in Lake
shipments. Aggregate production was
314,290 tons, or approximately 59.8 per
cent of the five-day rated capacity.
Based upon a full week's operation output was but 49.8 per cent of capacity
and some 83,000 tons under that of the
preceding week.
Association mines worked but 55 per
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cent, but produced 65 per cent of the
total rated capacity of the mines re-

Middle Western

Figures indicate that operathroughout the field were lower
than in some weeks, and there does not
seem to be any immediate prospect of

porting.
tions

INDIANA

impi'ovement.
Few Mines in Operation ayid Those but
With the Upper Lake docks rapidly Half Time Market Dead.
becoming filled to capacity, and no
Mines throughout Indiana continue
change in the attitude of railroads and
to close down and the depi-ession in
other consumers in that section toward
the mining districts grows more evi'ommitments, little hope is entertained
dent each day.
No mines in the disthat the volume of cargo shipping can
trict are operating at full time and a
possibly continue at anything like the
majority of the mines have been compresent rate; therefore restricted operThousands of
pletely closed down.
ations in eastern Ohio seem inevitable.
men are out of employment, many of
The railroads have some 14,000 cars
whom have been without work for sevat Lower Lake docks and the amount
eral months.
on hand is diminishing daily, as shipAppeals have been made to the pubments are less than dumpings.
lic to buy coal now before the demand
At least 40 per cent of capacity is grows greater than
production during
being lost weekly by reason of no marthe winter months.
Domestic users
ket and operators are simply marking
have complied with this request to some
time awaiting developments.
In the
extent but the industrial consumers
iron and steel industry, large consumhave not.
ers of Ohio coal, independents are reOf approximately 219 mines in the
ported operating at not more than 10
state only 97 are actually working and
per cent of capacity, while the corpothese 97 are operating 50 per cent of
ration mills are running about 30 per
full time. The situation has not changed
cent, and other lines are showing little,
much in the past week, and unless the
ii any improvement.
market opens the majority of these
mines will be compelled to curtail
operations.
The mines are operating
UPPER POTOMAC
Production Almost at Standstill Spot on an average of from three to four
days
a
week
and are producing coal
Prices too Lou- for Acceptance.
which was contracted for last summer.
Production was largely at a standstill

—

—

the Upper Potomac and Georges
Creek regions during the week ended
July 9, as a result of continued market
Operators as a rule were
dullness.
averse to mining coal under prevailing
prices, which were as low as $2.35@
Only a few mines
$2.45 for Pool 9.
were in operation at all in the Upper
Contract orders were the
Potomac.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

in

only ones in evidence,
being unattractive.

FAIRxMONT

spot

business

AND PANHANDLE

—

Lake and Tide
Movement Declines Railroad Coal the
Main Bolster Prices Soft.
Mine Idleness Grows

—

—

Fairmont
Production was on a much lower level
in northern West Virginia during the
week ended July 9. The difference in
the output amounted to about 75,000
tons, mine idleness jumping with the
noor demand and the holiday on July 4.
Tidewater markets reflected a sharp
decrease, following the settlement of
Lake shipments
the British strike.
have dropped off materially and it is
now difficult to dispose of any coal. A
large majority of the tonnage moving
is for railroad fuel purposes.

Northern Panhandle
Except for an occasional small order
for screened coal there is virtually no
demand on a spot basis and production
has declined further. Prices are so low
generally as to preclude acceptance of
A little coal was moving to
orders.
the Lake and Western markets but
toward the end of the week Lake shipments were being curtailed.

—

Operators
Avoid
Over-Production
Prices Well Maintained.
The majority of operators are playing safe in that they are making no
effort to mine coal at give-away prices.
There are a few who are cutting prices
somewhat, but as a whole the field is
sticking together, and working on the
basis of making a profit on coal mined.
Records for the field show that last
week's averages were 13c. a ton higher
on prepared than for the previous week,
and 15c. higher on mine run, but
screenings show a loss of 10c.
Western Kentucky screens dovsTi to
pea and slack, and fine screenings are
in demand as a result of many concerns not being able to handle fine coal
that contains nut sizes.
As a result of retailers being stocked
up on prepared sizes, and domestic consumers taking very little coal, production of sci-eenings is much below normal, which is aiding materially in maintaining prices.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Conditions

Steam

Show

Sizes

a

No Improvement
Serious

—

Menace

—
to

Future Working Time Railroad Tonnage Light Serious Break in Prices.
The Carterville situation in Williamson and Franklin County shows no improvement in the matter of tonnage

—

handled.

Railroads are not taking the

tonnage that was expected although the
Burlington is reported as having bought
250,000 tons for storage.
Screenings are an absolute menace
There is no market
to the situation.

COAL AGE
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and several operators have stored all
that they can afford to in the vicinity
of the mines and some of these are causing trouble from spontaneous combusThis is especially so in Franktion.
The "Big Six" are trying
lin County.
to hold to the circular price of S4.05
for domestic sizes. Mine run and screenThe balance of
ing prices are shot.
the association members are trying to
lun in competition with prices made by

would
the independents.
appear so from the quotations made.
Duquoin field conditions are extremely bad. Some mines get one day
a week, some three days, with several
of them idle, and railroad tonnage

At

least,

it

light.

The Mt. Olive situation shows little
change. Steam moves only on contract.
no change in prices, which
are a minimum of $3 for domestic in
the St. Louis territory and $3.25@$3.50

There

is

outside.

standing still.
Prices are as low as they can go and
working time cannot be much worse
without shutting down altogether. The
screenings in this field are causing some
There is no market at any
concern.
price, but even if screenings were movdemand
for other sizes would
ing the
not justify working.

The Standard

field

is

MIDWEST REVIEW
Markets Move Sluggish, but InLabor Situaquiries Are Increasing
Screenings
tion Causes Apprehension
Stronger tvith Poor Domestic Demand
All factors which go to make up a
good market appear to be canspiring
against the coal industry. The farmers
are not buying, industries are running
in a hand-to-mouth manner, if at all,
and the weather, even for this time of
All

the

—

year,

has been

—
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increased vulumo, and if these inquiries
are any indication of the situation, a
great many of the industries are planning on (ipening up within the next

few weeks.
Operators and wholesalers are beginning to give serious thought to the
labor problem.

Practically

all

put was larger than anticipated. Few
spot orders are being placed and almost
no new contracts have materialized.
Much of the output went to Tide although Lake shipments are still holding.
Slack coal was extremely hard to move.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

indus-

have taken a reduction in wages,
and it is felt by some that the coal industry must keep in line with the
Some of the non-union fields
others.
have already made reductions, and
these put the Eastern non-union fields
in a position to compate very seriously
with the Middle West, consequently,
tries

the latter coal fields must sustain a
serious loss, or else will have to make
some sort of an agreement with the

United Mine Workers which will bring
about a reduction in the cost of producing coal at the mines.
A very significant statement appeared in the Chicago press a few days
ago made by Charles S. Didge, treasurer of the Illinois and Wisconsin Coal
Dealers' Association. Mr. Dodge makes
no bones about predicting a very serious coal strike next April if not before:
"There must be a wairp I'lt from the
war-time peak. The other alternative
is unemployment.
The mine operators
are determined to cut and the unions
spv they vvnll accept no reductions. The
oT'lv outcome of such a situation possible is a strike.
It will probably be
the bitterest fought of any in the history of the country " The basis of Mr.
Dodge's argument is that the only way
to meet competition is through a wage
rut.

Middle Appalachian

Holiday Production Losses Insignificant

— Demand Unimproved—Lake
Less — More Mines
Kanawha
Depression was much in
during the week ended July 9,
more than the usual tonnage
duced on July 4, probably
miners were impressed by the

—

Foreign Tonnage Declining
Some
Mines Close Indefinitelii Holidctji Production Losses Smaller Than Antici-

a fairly satisfactory way since early
May. Dock operators have cut prices
down to the bone, but in spite of this,
In
the public remains uninterested.
the towns and cities of the Middle West
the situation is about the same as the
public has the idea firmly fixed in its
mind that coal is going to be cheaper.
So far no argument has been found
which will dislodge this idea.
The demand for steam coal has not
picked up although prices on screenings have strengthened to some extent,
principally on account of the fact that
lump coal is so hard to move, and there
has been no accumulation of screenings at the mines as many of the mines
have been idle. Running time of factories throughout the territory is not
showing any inclination toward improvement althnueh immediate prospects are brighter tV'an they have been
for some time. Inquiries on steam coal
are coming in to the central markets in

existing depression.
Many mines have
closed down since the Fourth for an
indefinite period. Curtailment of foreign
shipments has removed the last mainstay of production and prices have
softened.
In the Gulf region dullness was also
more pronoun'-ed, and there was a slim
output during the week ended .July 9.
General conditions are about the same
as those existing in the New River field.

—

pated.

Netw River and Gulf

New

River production declined further, due to the July 4 holidav and the

Pocahontas and Tug River
Despite the general apathetic market,
Pocahontas production was fairly well
maintained, although the holiday tended
to pull down the output.
Slack was in
very poor demand and was not selling
much above .$2, prepared coal ranged
$4..'J0@$.5

and mine run brought around

$2..50.

Tug River production was slightly
reduced, although taking general market
conditions into considoration, the out-

evidence
although

was probecause
fact that

opportunities to work were becoming
rather rare. The output was not above
30 or 40 per cent. Spot closings were
few because of the low prices offered.

Logan and Thacker
Neither the holiday nor market depression prevented a good production in
the Logan region. Operations, however,

were confined to a few mines and much
coal was going for storage.
More inquiries were in effect but prices offering were too low for producers consideration; $2@J2..50 on prepared si::es,
$1.75 for mine run and not more than
75c. for slack.

Williamson "no maiket" losses were
not far short of 90,000 tons with an
output of about 50 per cent. But little
spot business was in sight.

Northeastern Kentucky
Production remains at a low ebb because of the general absence of any
market. Screenings could scarcely be
moved at any price which precluded
the acceptance of any but meager
domestic orders.

LOW- VOLATILE FIELDS

unseasonably hot

and humid, having the most depressing
effect even on those ordinarily most
The Northwest docks are
buoyant.
crowded with coal, and have no more
cargoes. This will
additional
room for
prove to be a distinct blovif to the mines
in southeastern Kentucky and West
Virginia, which have been operating in

Tonnage

Idle.

Virginia

As

was

little or no spot market,
mines were limping along on contract
orders with about 60 per cent production.
Few of the smaller mines were
working as the state of the market
precluded a resumption of operations.

there

West
UTAH
Stoi-age Prices Off

—Demand

Listless

—

Cheaper Coal.
There is practically no change in the
Consumers are concoal situation.
vinced that prices will yet come down
and nothing but an elaborate campaign
on the part of some disinterested authority would convince them that they
will remain where they are.

Consumers Aivait

Still

One of the largest retail concerns in
Salt Lake City is stocking up but many
of the smaller agencies are not in a
The dealers have
position to do so.
raised the cash price to $10 again for
lump and $9.50 for nut, the time limit
on the special storage price being up.
The reduction made practically no difference.

,

\LABAMA

of

"With a view to placini; a clieck on prices
charged consumers for domestic coal in
Alabama. Governor Kilby has been supplied
with data showing the cost to the dealers
of the various grades, f.o.b. mines, and is
assembling information en freight rates,
cost of retail handling, to which will be
added a fair margin of profit, and a schedule of prices which consumers should pay
for their coal will be published for the
information of the public in the near future.

INDIANA
Negotiations to consolidate the OliphantJoiinson Coal Co.. controlling ten mines
Indiana and Illinois, and the Rowland

m

Power

Collieries

Co.,

controlling

thirteen

mines in Indiana, have failed. Independent
mining on a large scale has prevailed in

some time. Organization
of a large company, mining interests say.
would dominate the field. George- G. Rowland, president of the collieries company, a
Chicago man, is said to have offered $1,000,000 in cash and millions of dollars in securithis

vicinity for

for a controlling interest
phant-Johnson mines.

ties

in

the Oli-

The Enterprise Coal Mining Co. has been
organized at Sullivan, with a capital stock
The company will do a genof $50,000.
eral mining business and the organizers
are Robert Pickett. Sr.. Robert Bonham,
Arthur Ladson. Allen Zawyer. Axel Olsen.
Frank Davidson. Mart Crooks, Thomas
Scully and R. B. Squires.
The Bright Gem Mining Co., at Brazil,
has been incorporated under Indiana laws.
The company has been organized by A. L.
Allais, A. H. Stark. Kdward Allais. Jr.. T.
F. Grand and Edward .\llais. Sr., and has
a capital stock of $75,000.
The Atomized Products Co.. of Evansville. a company which makes a fuel out
of coal dust, has changed its name to the
Atomized Products Corporation.

KENTUCKY
The Newport Board

Education

of

let the coal contract for
liveries.
This was taken

has

the season's deby the Newport

Coal Co. at $6 a ton for bituminous mine
run.
The coal is to be stocked in July
and August.
The Berger Coal Mining Co., has secured
leases on the Cumberland River and will
put in a new operation. The company has
been chartered with a capital of $150,000.
by Guy Darst and C. E. Ralston, of Harlan
and C. H. Jarnagin, of Knoxville.
The Stevens Branch Coal Co., Prestonburg, a new $50,000 company, of which S.
C. Ferguson is manager, is planning to
produce 1.500 tons daily, when new operations are in.
The Kentwood Coal Co., Hazard, has let
contracts to Charles Wright (or erection of
twenty-one cottages, for miners homes.
The Carrs Fork Coal Co.. Hazard, H. E.
Bulloch, manager, has increased its capital
to $500,000 and plans enlarged operations.
The Eden Coal Co., G. D. Ison. Wliiteshurg, has recently increased its capital
;

from $60,000

to $100,000.
Frulinger, president of a new $250. noo
company at Island, is planning development of 1.700 acres of coal land.
The Burgess Coal Co.. Louisa, has been
chartered with a capital of $12,000. by M.
D. Daniel. J. H. Burgess and Elizabeth J.
Daniel.
I.

coal

NEW YORK
Beginning work on

Shallmar Coal
Classification. W. A. Marshall & Co. has
sent men throughout the coal fields to take
samples, so that all mines may be properly
classified.
Wesley Lieb. of the Marshall
organization, is in charge of this work.
All mines will be classified according to
their analyses.

the

M. G. Piener announces the organization
the Cleveland & Buffalo Coal Co.. of
be president and general

which he will
manager, with

offices

in

Buffalo.

He has

for some years vice-president and
Buffalo agent of the P. O. Mclntire Coal
Former trade relations
of Cleveland.
with the company will continue.

been
Co.

OHIO
Roy R. Smith, proprietor of the North
Columbas Ice & Coal Co., has purchased
the old plant of the Hoster-Columbus Breweries Co., Columbus, which will be converted into an ice manufacturing plant.
is the plan to open a large retail coal
yard on the same property.
.V new jobbing concern has been organized under the name of the Gibraltar Coal
& Coke Co.. with offices in Columbus. The
concern is a corporation, with F. S. Davidson, formerly .sales manager of the Packard Coal Mining Co., as president, and J.
W. Bresnahan. treasurer.

It

Fairmont people interested in the Belmont
and Fairmont Coal Co. which will operate
Belmont County.
Flushington
in

near

state that favorable progress is being made
in developing the company's property and
that a side-track is now being installed.
The estimated production of the new mines

about 500 tons a day.
The Columbus Board of Purchase has rejected all bids recently opened for approximately 11.000 tons of Hocking nut. pea and
The
slack for various city departments.
board will continue to purchase on the open
market.
will be

PENNSYLVANIA
The Shannopin Coal Co. is being organized by Robert N. Miller. Wilburt S. McKee
and Hiram Hill, to operate coal mines in
the Pennsylvania fields. Application will be
made for a state charter. Wilson & Elvans,
832 Oliver Building,
the company.

Pittsburgh,

represent

The six weeks' summer course in mining
at State College opened on June 28 and the
indications are that the enrollment will be
exceedingly large. Representatives are attending the classes from Brownsville. Rockwood, South Fork, Portage, Cresson, Beaverdale. Barnesboro. Hastings. Osceola Mills.
Winburne. Madera. Robertsdale. Dudley and
other places.
T. Stanton Davis and E. M. Burns of
El;ensburg and J. Edgar Long of Clarksburg. W. Va.. members of the Davis-Long
Coal Co., of Ebensburg. were in Pittsburgh
recently where they were defendants in
an equity suit in the United States Court
brouglit by Charles N. Blanchard of Binghamton. N. Y. The suit was brought against
the coal firm to recover money which he
paid on the purchase of the property and
also for the cancellation of the contract.
The trial was completed late in the week
and attorneys will argue the case this fell.
Work is now in progress for thirty-seven
additional houses to be built for the Ebensburg Coal Co., at Revloc. Cambria County.
Strayer & Co.. of Johnstown has the contract for the excavations and foundations.
The buildings will be rushed to completion
as they are needed for the miners.

UTAH
Judge Iverson of Salt Lake City in the
case of the U. S. Railroad Administration
vs. the Spring Canyon Coal Co., has de-elded in favor of the coal company. There
were two complaints and the court decided
both instances that the damage in
in
question was not due to any negligence on
the part of the company's employees.
Leading operators are enthusiastic over
the proposed power and light plant which
would consume from 75.000 to 100.000 tons
of slack per year, for which a market has
The plant, if it is
now to be found.
erected, will in all probability be placed
in Carbon County where there are a dozen
companies operating at the present time.

.A.

Mayes has acquired

.1.

title

under a

lease to 2.094 acres of coal land in Township 16 south and ranges 7 and S east.
The lease was granted through the local
U. S. land office, stipulating that Mr. Mayes
must spend a total of one-half million
dollars in developing the property within
the next three years, after which time the
government will receive a royalty of 10c.
a ton on all coal mined.
This makes a
total of five leases sold at the Salt Lake
City land office since the coal leasing bill
became a law last year.

WEST VIRGINIA
Favorable action was taken by the Cir-

cuit Court of Kanawha upon the application for the appointment of a receiver for
the Frencli Collieries Co., operating in Clay

County. Manager French of the property
was appointed receiver by the court.
Judgment in favor of the plaintiff for
$15,960.32 was rendered in the Circuit Court
of Kanawha County in connection with
the suit of the Old Dominion Coal Corporation against the Fort Dearborn Coal Co.,
which was instituted a short time ago. 'The
defendant filed a demurrer to the declaration of the plaintiff but this the court over-

awarding the judgment
named.

ruled,

Tlie

Wyoming Coal

in the

amount

Co.

through

Sales

Alex Vowles, sales manager has perfected
arrangements for the opening of offices in

The organization

Charleston.

company
SuUivan

for the
in

the sales

is

mining interests of

J.

C-

Wyoming, McDowell and Pike

counties.

Stockholders of the Federal Colliery Co.
having authorized a discompany, this concern has
its
charter and discontinued
C. Duncan was the president

of Huntington,
solution of the

surrendered
business.
H.

company.
In connection with the suit of KennaGentry against the Cora Coal & Coke Co.
for $25,000. claimed as the amount due
him for engineering the sale of the mine
and properties of the defendant company
operating in Logan County, to the Standard
Island Creek Coal Co., of Cleveland, a
jury in the Cabell Circuit Court returned
a verdict in favor of the defendant company. The property of the defendant company was located between Logan and
of the

Holden.

The Connellsville By-Products Coal Co..
of Morgantown. has contracted for a new
steel tipple at Scott's Run.
The equipment
will consist of an incline- apron conveyor,
together with the necessary machinery for
proper delivery of cars in the mine bottom
to the dump and feeder hopper and the
equipment in the tipple will consist of
Marcus screens, together with the necessary loading chutes.

The Carter Coal Co. of Coalwood, has
ordered a set of Nolan automatic cagers.
to be used at the shaft bottom. This comis making extensive mine improvements.

pany

BRITISH COLUMBIA
An amendment to the "Coal Mines Regulation Act" was passed at the last session
of the British Columbia Legislature providing that "no lamp or light other than
a locked safety-lamp of a pattern approved
by the Minister of Mines shall be allowed
Operaor used underground in any mine.
tors have been provided with a list of "approved" safety-lamps. There are included
in this the electric lamp manufactured by
the Edison Storage Battery Co.
the Concordia portable electric lamp, manufactured
by the Concordia Electric Co.. Pittsburgh
the ^Vico portable electric mine-lamp, manufactured by the Witherbee Igniter Co
the Pioneer portable
Springfield, Mass.
electric mine lamp, manufactured by the
Pioneer EHectric Mine Lamp Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
the Wheat portable electric
mine lamp, manufactured by the Hoehler
;

;

;

:

Manufacturing
five

Co.. Marlboro. Mass.
types of flame safety-lamps.

;

and
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Traffic

News

The I. C. C. has decided that the rate on
coal from Deerlng to Caney. K«in.,
durinK Federal control was iinrpasonnble.
slack

and has awarded the Weir Smelttnic Co..
which complained against the rate, reparaon certain shipments.

tion

That daniaees amounting

to not

le.ss

than

industrial plants alone the
right of way of the Indiana Coal Rallrnud.
now operated under lea.«e by the C. & E. 1.
railroad, will result if abandonment of this
road is permitted by the I. C. C. was asserted recently by R. B. Ccipstlck. traffic
manager and commerce attorney of the
Indiana
State
Chamber of Commerce'.
"There is no necissity whatever for the
abandonment of this road." said Mr. CoapJtii.ft00.fiO0

to

stick.
"The revenues now accruins from
traflic handled over the road amount to
about $2,000,000 annually, more than sufficient to pay operating costs and a reasonable net return.
However, much of the
traffic that should go over this road has
lately been diverted over the main road of
the C. & K. I. to Chicago, which ha's
lessened traffic over the division. The road,
which the petition now before the commission seeks to abandon, has a mileage of
about 175. including the main division from
Lacrosse to Brazil and the branch from
Percy Junction to Momence, III."
The Milwaukee IVestern Fuel Co.. has
compained to the I. C. C. against unreasonable rates on coal from points in Kentuckv
to the Hocking Valley and B. & O. docks
at Toledo, for trans-shipment by boats for

transportation beyond.
JeHse E. iKfrrreK and others of Clinton.
complain against unrea.sonable rates
on coal from mines in the Clinton district
Ind.,

to Clinton.

Moore & Moore.

Inc.,

Mason

City.

Iowa,

complain against unreasonable rates on coal
from Cincinnati. Iowa, to St. Benedict.
Iowa.
The Illinois Coal Traffic Bnrean at Chicago has complained against unreasonable
rates on coal from Fulton-Peoria, northern
Illinois,

I>anville.

Centralia.

Duquoin and

southern Illinois groups to Council Bluffs.
Iowa. Omaha. Nebraska and South Omaha.
The AVillard Coal Co.. Kentucky, complains against unreasonable rates on coal
from Willard to central freight association
territory during and since Federal control.
In the case of the Clinton Paving Brick
Co.. an I. C. C. e.xaminer recommends that
rates during Federal control on intrastate
shipments of bituminous coal from mines
in the Clinton district to Clinton and Logan.
Ind.. were unreasonable.
In the complaint of A. W. Hillebrand Co.,
an examiner recommends that the rate on
bituminous coal from Casselman. Md.. to
St. George. Staten Island.
N. Y.. is unreasonable that rates on bituminous from
points on the B. & O. in the Meyersdale,
Pa., district to an industry on the Erie
R.R. at Weehawken, N. J., are not unreasonable, and that charges on shipments
of bituminous from points on the Penns.vlvania in Pennsylvania to an industry
on the Erie at Weehawken, N. J., were in
excess of those lawfully applicable.
The .1. l. Mott Co. and others of Trenton, N. J., have complained against unreasonable rates on coal from points in
West Virginia to Trenton.
Hearing was given by the I. C. C. July
15. at Galesburg.
111.,
on the application
of railroads to continue rates on bituminous coal from Breeds, 111., to St Paul
which are lower than the rates on like
traffic from Rawalt. III., and other intermediate points.
:

Personals
A visitor in Cincinnati late in June was
W. R. J. Zimmermon, president of the Old
Dominion Coal Co. with headquarters in
W. Va.
Vowles, sales

Charleston.

Alex

Wyoming Coal
ton

Sales Co.

manager of the
was in Charles-

recently making arrangements
for
opening an office in that city.
After .spending several weeks at Battle
Creek. Mich., Charles Land, manager of
tiie Logan-Eagle Coal Co.
at Stowe. W. Va.
has returned home.
-^

eeent

visitor in the Logan field was
'-^nd. head of the Dickinson F^^el
o'
Charleston and also treasurer of
,v''t,t
•*-

me West
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Drum. Fairmont

coal broker,
was a visitor in Eastern nrarkets recently.
.Vlex R. WutsOD. of the C. L. & W. Coal
Co.. was a visitor in the Philadelphia market during the opening days of July.
II. r>. Kverelt, manager of sales of the
Iliirr.v

Virginia Coal Association.

I

.

Smokeless Fuel Co.. spent several days in
the Xew Tork market recently.
Operators and others prominent in the
coal trade of Cleveland taking heed of the
old adage that ".Ml work and no play makes

Jack a dull boy" have perfected arrangements for the second annual golf tournament of Clev-'land coal men. the mai<len
event being held at the Mayfleld Club, June
30.
Other games are to follow every two
weeks during the summer on the various

courses.
The following are team captains
in the tournament:
S. II. Robblns. president. Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co.
A. A.
.Augustus, president. Cambridge Collieries
Co. George Knos, president. George A. Enos
Coal Co.
J, L. Forepaugh, Northwestern
Fuel Co. Joseph MIcheltree, M. A. Hanna
& Co. I>. F. Ilurd, secretary of the Pittsburgh Vein Operators' .Association of Ohio,

National Coal .Association
Committee of

On the Cost Accounting
the association are
:

Brewster. T. T. (chairman), general manager, Mt. Olive & Staunton Coal Co.. St.
Louis, Mo.
Barker, G. H., vice-president. Mavnard
Coal Co.. Columbus, Ohio.
Barnum. Walter, treasurer. Pacific Coast
Co.. 50 Church St., New York City.

Heaps. George. Jr.. general manager
I'.oonc Coal Co., GOl Polk Bldg.. Dt« Moines.
lowaUrcnnen. E.. vice-president and general
m.-inager. Wist Virginia Coal & Coke Co..
Elkins, W, Va.
Ramsay. Ersklne, first vice-president
Pratt Consolidated Coal Co.. Birmingham.

Ala.

Randall,

;

:

solidated

Mich.

;

the official handicapper

is

and manager of

events.

Robert, general manager. ConCoal Co. of Saginaw. Saginaw

Sampson. W.

;

J.,

president.

Witch Hazel

Coal Co.. Youngstown. Ohio.
Reed, \\'. B. secretary. National Coal As.-

Washington. D. C.
Honnold. F. C. secretary. Coal Operators'

sociation.

Association, 2017 Fisher Bidg., Chicago, 111,
president, Victor-American
.^' ^\:
T,

"

Fuel Co.. Denver, Col.
Hornberger. J. B. L., comptroller. Pittsburgh Coal Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa
McKinne.y^ W. D.. secretary. Southern
Ohio Coal Exchange, Columbus. Ohio

Association Activities
Tidewater Coal Exchange, Inc.
At the quarterly meeting of the Board

of Directors of the exchange, held in New
York City on July 8. Commissioner R. A. C.
Magruder. who is also secretary-treasurer
of the exchange, submitted the financial and
tonnage reports for the first fiscal year
ended April .10. showing the exchange had
dumped 10.546.028 tons of bituminous coal
over the 14 piers operating through the
exchange at New Tork, Philadelphia and

Baltimore, as compared with 11.820.318 tons
dumped outside the exchange, the tonnage
being handled for the year at a cost of
2c.
per ton.
The following were elected to fill vacancies existing on the Board of Directors:
T. M. Dodson, Bethlehem, representing the
Upper Potomac Coal Association, Inc. A.
Lisle White. Clarksburg, W. Va.. representing
the
Northern West Virginia Coal
Operators' Association
J.
P.
Cameron
Pittsburgh,
representing
the
Pittsburgh
District, and N. C. Ashcom. of B. Nicoli &
Co.. of New York.
;

:

The proposed

revisinr.s.-

;..

»h„

regulations of the ex^i
but adoption was p..

rules and
liscussed
.luly 20

Immediately foliou:'
l,^- of the
Board of Directors a ,..,,,. m.-Mtig of the
Executive Committee and the Railroad Advisory Committee was held at which the
appointments of W. B. Walton, as deputy
commissioner at Philadelphia, and N H
WTialen, as deputy commissioner at Baltimore were confirmed. The appointments
which were made by Commissioner Ma.

"i

Industrial

Operators' Association
given over to the discussion and settlement of dead-work conditions
and general grievances in northern West
Virginia fields by the joint board of operators and miners whose territory is embraced w-ithin that covered by the association, the joint board being in session on
June 21 and 22. One of the first questions
taken up was that in connection with dead
work at the plant of the Century Coal Co.
at Century, W. Va.
After going into this
niatter thoroughly the board decided that
the question was one for settlement by the
ma.nagement of the company and the local
union, the belief being expressed that unless they were able to adjust matters, it
might be considered desirable to let conditions remain as they are now. A number
of cases involving the discharge of employees were passed upon by the board,

the decision of Commissioner E. S. McCuIlough made in
January, permits coal
companies to combine jobs in cases where
the mine is working on part time
or
^^'',,''3'^ slackness of work is such that
Til
™, " force of the mine is not needed
rhere were present at the meeting the
C.
^"o^'.'PS:
H. Tarleton. Fairmont;
Everett Drennen. Elkins A. Li.sle White, of
LiarKsburg. all of whom represented the
operator.s: Frank Keeney. Charleston, president of District 17: J. S. Fornasch. Graf;

ton
Ralph Aielio and Frank
representing the miners.
;

McCartney

News

—

—

Morrison & Risman Co.. jobbers in rails
and track accessories, has been moved to
25 Cortlandt St.
telephone Cortlandt 4405.
;

Coming Meetings
The Huntington Coal and Industrial Exposition

Two days were

Bank

—
—

be held in the Chamber of
Building. Huntington, W. Va.,
Chairman of conunittee,

will

Commerce
Northern West Virginia Coal

Natl.

Boston, Mass. The office of Percy Heilner & Son is now located in the Congress
Building, Water St. and Post Olfice Square.
Buffalo, N. Y. W. C. Blodgett. for several years local coal agent of Dickson &
Eddy, of New Y'ork, and who covered a
wide territory from Oswego to the upper
lakes for that firm, has reopened an office
at 406 Marine Trust BIdg.. after having
been out of business a year or more, and
will cover his old territory in the same
interest again.
Charleston, W. Va. The Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breaker Co. of Columbus
is opening an office at 110 Hale St.
Donald
J. Baker is in charge of this office.
Xew Tork, N. Y. The local office of the

gruder, became effective July 1
Mr. Walton succeeds F. "E. Clark who
was appointed assistant commissioner, and
Mr. Whalen succeeds J. A. Biddison. who
resigned.

Second

Rw^^lviL^SBldg.,
Wilkes-Barre.
Pa.
Allport. J. H., Barnesboro, Pa.
Johnson. W. L. A., secretary, Southwestern Interst.ite Coal Operators' Association
519 Keith & Perry BIdg,. Kansas
City, Mo.

Sept. 19 to 24 inel.

Thomas

Palmer. Huntington Chamber
Commerce. Huntington.
.American Institute of Mining and Metalliirgiral
Kngineers will meet at WilkesBarre. Pa.. Sept. 12 to 17.
Secretary F.
P. Sharpless. 29 West 39th St.. New York
A.

of

City.

National Association of Cost .Accountants
will hold its annual convention at Cleveland. Ohio. Sept. 14. 15 and 16. Secretary,

McLeod, 130 West 42d St. New York.
The American Mining Congress and NaExposition of Mines and Minng
Kquipment. The twenty-fourth annual con-

S. C.

tional

vention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum,
Chicago. 111.
Assistant secret.ary. John T.
Burns. Congress Hotel. Chicago. III.
The West Virginia-Kent ii.Uv Association
of Mine, Mechanical, nnil Klectrical Engineers will hold Its annual meeting at Huntington. W. Va,. on .Sept. 20 to 23. Secretary-trea.surer. Herbert Smith. Himtington,
W. Va.
The fallowing flrst-ald meets will be held
during August:
The Davis Coal & Coke
Co.,
first-aid and
mine rescue meet at
Thomas. W. Va.. on the 3d. The State of
Iowa will hold its annual first-aid and
mine-rescue meet on the Cth at ,\Ibia
At
Birmingham, Ala., state first-aid and minerescue meet on the 6th.
On the 20th a
state first-aid and mine-rescue meet will be
held at Charleston. W. Va.
Under the
auspices of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. a
local first-aid and mine-rescue meet will
be held at Pueblo, Col., on the 20th.

—
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Questionnaire

IS not often that a request for information or a
ITquestionnaire
reaches the official of a coal company
from his association with more real reason behind it
for the good of his particular business than that on reconsigning recently mailed out by the the American
Wholesale Coal Association to the jobbers. Reconsigning is to the middleman what car supply is to the producer, and the problems of each in maintaining a maximum of freedom in the use of cars, each peculiar to his
way of doing business, are indicative of the function of
the associations representing the respective branches of
the trade. Everything and more that the abolition of
the assigned car means to the producer is at stake with
the jobber in the extension of the reconsigning practice.
In sending out his questionnaire to the membership of
the wholesale association Mr. Gushing aptly points out
that to many jobbers, traffic means, mainly, reconsigning, and he asks for information from those who alone
can give it, regarding the extent and ramifications of
the practice. Just as the producers have for years been
opposing the assigned-car practice with general arguments but without specific facts, so has the argument
over reconsigning been conducted. No one is able to be
precise in his statements of value and importance to
the trade of this implement of business because no one
has heretofore collected the facts about it. Mr. Gushing
has listed under a few heads the data essential to a better understanding of the subject and quite properly tells
his membership that if he is to pursue the matter to advantage before the railroads and the others interested
in general traffic problems, he must be armed with more
than hackneyed generalizations.
It is being requested that the wholesalers report such
-simple facts as the total number of cars handled by
months the first of this year, the number reconsigned,
the number taken from other wholesalers, and of those
reconsigned, the number rebilled before arrival, after
arrival, both before and after expiration of free time,
and other similar details, all of which questions will
at once appeal to the jobber as pertinent to the proper
analysis of the problem.
Mr. Gushing recognizes that
his problem is not so much that of deciding what information he needs as it is getting the data from those
who can alone furnish it. He notes that last year he
made a request on the six hundred members of his association for certain essential data and that only seventysix members responded. Such a feeble response can but
be discouraging to an association oflicer, and it is no
wonder that Mr. Gushing says that he is asking for
these new data reluctantly, despite that fact that they
can easily be taken from the records of any shipper.

Commenting on the use

to

DAWSOX HALL.

Matthews
once noted that pie is the raison d'etre of New England indigestion, whereas pi is the sine qua non of
dialect stories.
To the middleman in the coal trade.
of words, Brander

Kdito

Number
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reconsigning is both, and any of the six hundred members of the American Wholesale Coal Association who
do not promptly and fully answer the questions that
Mr. Gushing has put to them are either reluctant that
the facts become known or are indifferent to the future
of their business.
We are insistent and consistent advocates of factfinding in coal. It is a pleasure to support the plea of
the wholesale association for data from its members,
because this branch of the trade needs a broader unaer-

standing and more sympathy with the modern principle
of doing business and going before the public with
fundamental facts as well as more experience in collaborating in such work.
Self-interest in this instance
would prompt self-education of the jobber. Mr. Gushing
need not be disappointed, however, if the returns fail
of 100 per cent, because, by making light of all efforts
and arguments of the government to gather information
from the trade, he has given his membership cause to
look with too little interest on his statistical requests.

Keeping Track

of Prices

search for landmarks
INwayourover
the troubled seas of

by which to chart the
uncertainty index num-

bers have almost become a fetish. Prices, wages, production, every measure of industrial and human progress is
tabulated, diagramed and studied.
There is no more

and sensible way of making comparisons than
the index number, but when one of our most cherished
and respected federal financial institutions sends a representative to our office for a record of our prices of
coal for one hundred years we are in turn flattered,

scientific

amused and moved

to expostulation.

appears that this institution is about to construct
an index number of prices from 1820 to date and that
coal as one of the basic commodities is to be included.
Furthermore it is proposed to use prices of Pittsburgh
coal as representative of this industry, notwithstanding
that the first record of production of bituminous coal
in Pennsylvania, as recorded by the United States
Geological Survey, was in the year 1840 and that the
first year for which there is a separate record of the
production of anthracite was 1821. For the first fifty
years of the 100-year period that is, until about 1870
more anthracite was produced than bituminous and hard
coal was the coal of industry as well as the fuel for
households. A proper selection for such an index for
the earlier period, therefore, would depend on anthracite, but in later years the production and price of soft
coal must be chosen to correctly portray conditions in
It

—

this country.

A

refinement sought in this study is monthly quotations on the price of coal throughout the 100 years. Unfortunately price records by years, not to think of

months, are not available except for isolated portions of
this period, and some of those that are of record are
125
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not worth consideration.

The Bureau

of Labor statis-

the Department of Labor, for instance, still carries as a basic commodity in its selected list of monthly
quotations of wholesale prices, the price of Pittsburgh
It appears that at one
coal f.o.b. cars at Cincinnati!
time, many years ago, Pittsburgh ( Youghiogheny) coal
was regularly quoted by the Chamber of Commerce of
that city in cents per bushel, floated down the river in
barges. We are unable to ascertain how the quotation
is obtained currently or why it should now be given
consideration by students of economics and prices.
After making inquirj- as to whether the government
considered including in its 100-year study of monthly
prices that of gasoline and possibly automobiles, we
closed the interview by referring the ambitious collector
We fear
cf facts to some octogenarian in the trade.
that getting prices of coal one hundred years back is
a« hopeless a task as knowing them one hundred days
tics of

ahead.

Scientific

Farming an Adjunct

THE addressstrongly

to

Mining

Rutledge at the IllinTis Mining
but apparently unintentionally
Institute
suggested to the hearer the advantage of combining
farming with mining in districts where both could be
pursued. If operators purchased their land in fee they
could take out all the coal and yet would sustain only
the loss that the damage done to the surface actually
caused, whereas where ownership of coal and surface
is divided, payment has to be made which greatly exceeds any actual damage.
Unfortunately coal operators have rarely been prudent
farmers.
They seldom organize their farm work as
skillfully as their mine work, and where farming pays
it is not profitable to hold farm lands and leave them
unworked or under yearly lease, as the value of the
land as a farm is likely to be even greater than its value
for mining.
It would be better to recognize them as
complementary and try to get the best results out of both.
A careful study might profitably be made into the
best use to which the surface could be put, the farm
superintendent being regarded as an official equally
important with the man in charge of the mine and the
selection of the agricultural machinery and methods as
much an object of care as the choice of mining machinery and of operating plans.
Large farms should be at an advantage in marketing
and immense areas of country which are now given
up to certain limited forms of farming could by an
enterprising farmer-operator be converted to farm better suited to the soil and market.
Methods of mining that would give a larger percentage of recovery, less cost for yardage, less expense for
production, less haulage expense and larger coal could
be planned if the surface belonged to the coal ov^ner
rather than to an avaricious farmer who was looking
eagerly for an opportunity to collect "damages" altogether out of proportion to the injury which mining
and subsidence might do to him.
Mr. Rutledge, speaking about complete recovery of
coal, views it solely as a matter of royalty and coal
More important by far is the ability to
conservation.
get coal of large size, to concentrate the work, to use
loading machines, to conserve the outlay on shaft sinking, heading driving and plant construction by increasing the tonnage obtainable from these operations
and to plan the work so that the locomotive can deliver
of J.

J.

its
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cars in unbroken trips, as could be done in thick

coal with panel longwall.

A saving in accidents would bo affected by drilling in
a more standard way. This could be assured by using
panel-longwall faces, when the holes could profitably be
drilled by one man who could be relied on not to extend
them to an excessive length or into the "solid." Longwall, moreover, does not require heavy shooting and presents conditions not favorable to the propagation of
dust explosions. With longwall, it is fair to say, shotfiring might be made safe to life and property.
Hydraulic shooting of the coal might even be introduced advantageously, as the longwall face favors its
introduction.
Pneumatic backfilling, of course, is a
possibility.
It would eliminate subsidence almost entirely.
Accidents would be reduced by having the locomotive always at the head of the trip and so removing
the need for uncoupling and recoupling underground.
It also would be possible to do away with a number of
switches and frogs which often cause derailments.
In no section of the country is panel longwall more
clearly indicated than in Illinois, and undoubtedly it
would pay even if the farms were purchased merely to
run wild. Still more profitable would it be if the surface were diligently cultivated and an intensive effort
made to find the best kind of product and the most desirable market for it.
The flooding of the surface by
subsidence would not be inevitable as it is so often
today if the proper means were taken to prevent it,
these means, however, being beyond the purse and engineering ability of the average farmer.

Anomalous Activity
indeed are the industries which work as steadily
FEW
as the anthracite mines.
Jett Lauck assured the
in the near past was no warThe present year has shown him
to be wrong. Mbre anthracite coal has been mined during the present coal year than in the same months of the

world that the steadiness
rant for the future.

previous year, and this despite the fact that the former
twelve months commenced in a boom period and the
present started when business had flagged grievously.
This steady work has given the mine workers money

The Neiv York Titnes in its section headed
"The Business World" informs us that "Word went

to spend.

forth a short time ago that while the rest of the country
was suffering from a business slump, the coal district

around Wilkes-Barre and
territory.

The

Scranton was fertile sales

result of this report, so salesmen say,

that section, is that the Pennsylvania towns mentioned have been flooded with representatives of every kind."
Unfortunately for the laboring people, numbers have
gone to the anthracite region hoping for work in other
lines than mining, and in that respect the coal region is
It is only the
little if any better than other districts.
mines and the stores which have work, and only the
The ancollieries and the trades people who can buy.
thracite region is a comparative oasis in the business
desert, but even there only the coal and mercantile
businesses are thriving. The anthracite mine workers
cannot allege irregular work, but such is human nature

who have returned from

and such the twist of the mine workers' minds that

it

they will feel that it is only right that they
shall be duly compensated for the irregular work of
their bituminous fellow craftsmen, with whom they are
combined to seek a new scale next April.
is likely
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SCOTT COLLIEKY 13REAKEK AT KULPMOXT, NEAR SHA.MOKIX, PA.

Box Chutes and Retarding Conveyors

Scott Breaker Greatly Reduces Degradation
Open Chutes, When Used, Are Short—Box Chutes Are Kept Full— Feed
Regulating Discharge Retarding Conveyors Used for Short Runs
Only Two Sizes Made at Each Shaker Fine Material Cushions Coarse

—

—

—

C. Ashmead
Kingston, Pa.

By Dever

ONE

of the most difficult problems encountered in
the preparation of anthracite coal is the transference of the material from one portion of the
breaker to another, as well as the final lowering of the
finished product to the pockets. Appreciable loss in the
amount of the prepared sizes results from improper
design of the equipment used for these purposes.
The problem is well illustrated by work that has
recently been done at the Scott Colliery breaker of the
Susquehanna Collieries Co.
Outstanding among the
changes has been the tearing out of a chute 350 ft.
long which formerly carried clean broken coal from the
top of the building to the loading pocket. The degradation of coal incurred in traversing so long a chute was
considerable.
Many schemes have been adopted to reduce the great

degradation losses which invariably result when coal
None of
is moved from point to point in the breaker.
the means yet tried seems to be entirely free of objectionable features; some reduce but little the amount of
breakage, some are too long, consume power unnecessarily or are too expensive in upkeep.
In the reconstruction of the Scott breaker some means
had to be devised for lowering the coal from the top of
the structure to the pockets at the bottom with minimum
abrasion.
In dispensing with chutes not only was

degradation of the coal largely reduced but the saving
of space was considerable.
Most of the interior in the
original building was occupied by chutes and it was

expedient to remedy this condition. Besides this the
first cost of the chutes and their upkeep was unduly
expensive.

The Larger the Coal the More

It Suffers

must be remembered that the larger the

coal the
greater the degradation in the chute. When the coal
is first crushed it is reduced to steamboat size.
As
this crushing is done near the top of the breaker this
coal has to be taken down the longest chute and has,
therefore, all the degradation due to its long travel
added to that arising from its large size. Being unmixed with smaller sizes, there is no fine coal to cushion
it in its travel.
Consequently it suffers severely when
it is caused to travel by any metiiod that is based on
the free movement of coal under gravity.
It is realized that gravitation, while a cheap force to
employ, is almost always the most expensive in the end.
The movement of coal by gravity is inexpensive, but that
cheapness is entirely fallacious economy when the debits
for degradation are considered as they rightly should be.
The Scott breaker was built several years ago. As
time passed methods of preparation were altered and
It
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the square corners of the vertical ho.\ were rounded
degradation would be still further lessened, as most of
the breakage apparently occurs in the corners. If these
were not pre.sent lumps would not stick in them to produce a grinding effect.
It also is possible that if the
angle at the bottom of the box were made more acute
there w^ould be less tendency for grinding due to the
weight of coal above pressing on that which is leaving
the box.

Another marked deviation from ordinary practice in
is the adoption of the jig setting, these machines being arranged in steps, as has been described in

this breaker

a previous issue of Coal Age.
(April 7, 1921, p. 618.)
This jig setting materially reduces the number and
length of the chutes employed in this breaker.

To understand the necessity for the adoption of better
methods of lowering coal a description will be given of
the passage of this material through the breaker. At
each point where special arrangements are employed in
the lowering process, the reasons for their adoption will
be set forth.
The numbers employed throughout the
text will refer to corresponding numbers on the
flow sheet.

Broken Passes to Pocket by Box Chute
From the surface the coal is hoisted to the top

LOWER EXD OF TWO BOX CHUTES SHOWING
FIXUEKED DOCK

adjusting the weight on tho arm by which the door is lifted
the latter will be dosed tight or opened to suit the load on the
pans or flaps. These box chutes are more than 36 ft. long.

By

improved so that it recently became necessary to make
Howradical changes in the preparation equipment.
extensive these changes have been can be understood
when the flow sheet of the past i.s compared with that
of the present. Only four years intervened between the
dates at which the two flow sheets appearing in this
article were respectively representative of the methods

of
the breaker in the mine cars on a self-dumping cage (1).
From this it is discharged onto the bull shaker (2).
This separates the coal into three sizes, lump (3),
steamboat (4) and fine (5). The lump passes onto a
picking table (6), where the large pieces of rock (9)
are separated from the coal (8).
The product thus
cleaned then goes to the No. 1 rolls (11).
Rock (9)
from picking table (6) also is hand-picked and whatever
coal is saved is sent through the No. 1 rolls (11). From
this crusher the coal passes to a shaker (19), where
steamboat (20), broken (21) and fine coal (22) are
made.
The steamboat goes to another picking table
(26) and is cleaned of rock (3.5").

employed.

Box Chute Like the Fuix-Battery System
first changes made were the installation of retarding dragline conveyors. As will be seen later, the
breaker has three of these still in use. Later the box
type of chute now employed for lowering coal through

The

excessive vertical distances was developed. One of the
accompanying illustrations shows two of these chutes
handling broken coal; one is for the product of the
Christ jigs and the other handles the material from the
clean-coal side of the building.
The basic idea employed in these chutes is the preservation of a continuous column of coal from the point of
discharge at the bottom to the point of entrance at the
top.
The vertical box is fed from an ordinary chute
provided with a pan control. When the vertical portion
is filled the material backs up in the inclined chute until
it pushes the pan downward.
This raises the door at
the bottom of the chute and allows coal to escape until
sufficient weight is removed from the pan, when it rises,
the discharge door closes and coal ceases to move in
the box. The action of this device may be seen in the
accompanying diagram. Of course, the vertical chute
is lined with sheet iron to reduce wear.
This type of chute does not entirely eliminate breakage, but reduces it appreciably.
It is believed that if

CROSS-SECTION OF

AN AUTOMATIC BOX CHUTE

The coal piles up in the box. and when the door is opened
moves slowly toward the opening. The door is normally closed
but is opened whenever coai begins to back up in the op*-n chute
at the top. thus loading the pans or flaps and causing a pull on a
wire by which the door

is

opened.
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The broken is sent through one of the box chutes
(100) already mentioned and through a telegraph chute
leading to the broken coal pocket (104). The box chute
(100) is installed at this point in order to avoid the
use of about 300 ft. of ordinary chuting. It immensely
decreases degradation.
Steamboat coal (4) from the bull shaker (2) joins
with that from the main shaker (19) and passes to a
picking table (26). The cleaned coal (34) from this
table then goes to a No. 2 roll (41). At this point the
coal goes to another shaker (53), on which four sizes,
steamboat (611, broken (62), egg (63) and finer (64),
are made. The steamboat coal then goes through a No.
3 roll (73) and thence passes to a shaker (80), on which
egg (81), stove (82), chestnut (83) and finer (84) are
prepared. The broken coal (62) from shaker (53) goes
to the box chute (100) on its way to the pocket (104).
Egg coal (63) from the same shaker (53) likewise
passes directly to its pocket (105).
Bypass Egg or Broken

if

4
J

Market Demands

When

orders for egg or broken are scarce these sizes
can be bypassed and sent through the No. 3 roll (73).
The egg (81), stove (82) and chestnut (83) sizes from
shaker (80) all go to their respective pockets without
further treatment. Finer coal that has passed through
this shaker goes to another (85) on which pea (92),
No. 1 buckwheat (93), rice (94), barley (95) and culm
(96) are made, after which each size passes to its
proper pocket. The culm goes to the culm bank.
The finer coal (22) from shaker (19) joins with that
coming from the No. 2 rolls (41) and passes through
The finer coal (64) made on this
the shaker (53).

RETARDING CONVEYOR LOWERS CHESTNUT FROiX
SHAKERS
The illustration also shows the tops of the chestnut jigs. This
retarding conveyor brings the coal from a considerable height
in the breaker and saves much degradation, is positive in action
and saves room.
(53) passes directly to shaker (80) and is
treated with the material from the No. 3 rolls (73).
The rock (15) and (35) which is separated from the

shaker

FLOW SHEET OF NEW ARRANGEMENT OF BRE_\KER AT SCOTT COLLIERY
It
be noted that onlv Uimp and
steamboat are taken off on the first shakei',
and after passing the first rolls, only the
steamboat and broken.
After the second
roils, broken and egg are taken off.
True,
a little steamboat still renoajiis. and it is

off as a third size but there is li.ttle
After the third rolls egg, stove and
of it.
chestnut are taken off. From the counter
shaker only broken and egg are taken and
from a second counter shaker only stove
and chestnut. Thus in general only two

taken

sizes are taken off at a time and the sizes
finer than those taken are left together so
that the finest sizes cushion those which
are coarser. When the prepared sizes have
been taken out the steam sizes are separated without any regard for this principle.
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rock is deposited by the rock conveyor in the pocket for
that material.
Thus far this description has been confined to the
treatment administered to the coal on the "clean" side
of the breaker.
It now becomes necessary, therefore,
to revert to the finer coal (,'5), which passes through
the lowest deck of the bull .shaker (2).
This coal i.s

discharged into hopper (7), from which it is fed by
an automatic feeder to the counter shaker (13). Here
the broken (16) and egg (17) sizes are separated from
the finer material.

The broken coal (16) is treated in two Christ jigs
(23), and the cleaned product (27) passes to a box
chute (101) on its way to the broken-coal pocket (104).
Rock (28) from these

jigs is hand-picked, and the coal
salvaged from it is thrown into the clean
coal (27) from the jigs.
Were it not for the box chute
employed to move the coal at this point it would be
necessary to use the old sloping chute, which in this
case probably would attain a length of 300 ft. The box
chute is about 35 ft. long vertically.
From the counter shaker (13) the egg coal (17)
receives exactly the same treatment as that administered
to the broken (16) except that washing is done on two
Wilmot jigs (24) instead of on jigs of the Christ type.
In place of using a box chute to convey the coal from
these jigs to the pocket a retarding conveyor (102) is
employed, saving a number of long chutes. Rock (30)
from these jigs is hand-picked (37) and then passed
to a shaker (54) to remove the fine coal (65) that may
come over with the slate.
The finer coal (18) from shaker (13) passes to another shaker (25), where three separations, stove (31),
chestnut (32), and finer (33), are made. As the jigs
(46) for the stove coal are located on the main floor of
the breaker just above the pockets, and the stove-coal
shaker (25) is high up in the building, it is necessary
to use a retarding conveyor between the shaker and the
jigs that treat the coal.
By so doing degradation is
greatly reduced.
Four Wilmot jigs (46) prepare the stove coal made

(42) that

SPACE r.ET.EASED BY RELIXQUISHING OPEN CHUTES
This large space was formerly taken up by innumerable chutes.
The cross
Box. chutes and retarding conveyors now do th^- work.
timbers at different heights show how the sloping floors of the
chutes were secured, but the floors themselves have been removed.

passed to a shaker
loosened and passes
through the screen to the condemned-coal conveyor. The
coal on this side of the breaker
Here adhering coal is
(97).

is

is

Flow Sheet
Discarded
This breaker required a
machinist boss, a carpenter,
a rope tender, two machinists, seven platform men, one
chute
platform
boss,
five
one man to clean
bosses,
slate
hopper,
thirty - seven
pickers, one jig boss, six jig
runners, two laborers, one

}.

No.

I

BUCKWHEAT I"
No.l

BUCKWHEAT I"

two shaker men,
one man on the rock line,
one on the rolls, one on the
chutes, one on boiler coal and
a breaker boss a total of 73
men.
The machinery consisted of one Mullen pump.
20x10x36 in. one two-cylinder
breaker engine, 18x30 in. one
single-cylinder conveyor -line
engine, 14x24 in., and one
two-cylinder breaker hoisting
engine, 16x30 in. There were
engineer,

—

;

;

in

all

fourteen

twenty-five shakers.
jigs, three spirals,

two 24x24-in. elevators, three
rolls and three screens.
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By Mixing Fine

Water and
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Grains of Oily Coal
Are Formed, with Elimination of Earthy Impurities*
Coal,

Oil,

In Trent Process Powdered Coal Is Mixed with 30 Per
Cent of Its Weight of Oil in Presence of Water Effects 95
Per Cent Combustible Recovery with Low Ash Content

—

By

INU.

CONNECTION
S.

Perrott+ and

coal-wasJiingr work the
makinp an investigation
separate mineral matter from coal

with

Bureau of Mines

of processes to

G. St. J.

which are based on the

its

is

This

selective action of oils.

article gives the results of one phase of the investigation,

namely,

the

application

methods of concentration

of

so-called

bulk

to the cleaning of coal.

oil

This

part of the genral inquiry has been carried out in
co-operation with the Trent Process Corporation, of
Washington, D. C.
When a mixture of pulverized coal and water is agitated with oil in an amount equal to 30 per cent of the
weight of the coal, a clean separation of a considerable
The carpart of the mineral matter is obtained.
bonaceous material forms with the oil a pasty agglomerate which is heavier than water, whereas the
mineral matter which was physically separated from
the carbonaceous material by the fine pulverization remains suspended and can be drawn off with the water."

Coal

Is

Washed

as Ore Is Concentrated

S. P.

Kinney^:

the form of dry 25-per-cent ash concentrate.
It was
found diflScult to remove pyrite by froth flotation.
Ernest Bury' and co-workers describe an investigation of froth flotation of coal carried out at the works
of the Skinningrove Iron Co., England.
These workers
were able to obtain concentrates analyzing 9 to 14 per
cent ash from washery wastes containing 40 to 75 per
cent ash. The tailings contained 76 to 89 per cent ash.
The authors of the article mentioned believe that a
considerable amount of pyrite may be I'emoved by the
process, although no sulphur analyses are given.
The
washed product, which forms as a thick heavy stable
scum on the water surface of the froth boxes, contains
about 50 per cent of moisture.
This concentrate is
discharged into revolving filters of the Oliver type, is
drained under suction and dischai-ged as a filter cake
containing 10 to 15 per cent of moisture.
The cost of cleaning coal by froth flotation is estimated as not greater than the cost of jig washing. In
regard to the scope of froth flotation in coal cleaning
the authors state as follows
"The flotation method
does not, of course, compete with washers which treat
nut coal for sale on the open market for boiler firing,
etc.; it can be employed only where the original coal
is fine or where crushing is part of the normal treatment that is, for coking, gas-making, briquetting,
:

The history of

coal

washing has been similar

to that

of ore concentration. Hand picking has been supplanted
by jigs, jigs have given way to tables in the treatment
of the finer sizes of coal, and of late much attention has
been given to the possibilities of froth flotation and
other methods making use of the selective action of oils.
Bacon and Hamor' in discussing the problem of the
utilization of fuels, describe experiments carried on at
the Mellon Institute by Dr. C. B. Carter on froth flotaHe found that the combustible matter
tion of coals.
contained in washer waste of all grades could be almost

completely removed by suitable oil flotation, with a
recovery of between 70 and 90 per cent of the combusThe best results were obtained with
tible matter.
washer waste crushed to pass a 48-me.sh screen. The
coal particles showed maximum floating properties
they were sharp, angular and lustrous. Grinding
machines of the disk type was found to destroy these
physical properties and to make the yield of recovered
coal from refuse ground in this manner small and its ash
content high. Estimates showed that a plant to handle
daily 500 tons of ordinary bituminous coal-washer waste
would cost $135,000. With such an installation it was

when
in

estimated that at a cost of $1.84 per ton 75 per cent
of the coal present could be obtained from refuse containing 65 to 70 per cent of ash, the product being in
•First part of article entitled "The Use of Oil in Cleaning Coal,"
Reports of Investigations. U. S. Bureau of Mines. A second installment will appear next week.
tAssociate physical chemist, V. S. Bureau of Mines.

tAssistant metallurgical chemist, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
'This is known as the Trent process and h.is been developed and
applied to coal cleaning by "Walter E. Trent, vit.-president of the
Trent Process Corporation, 1440 U. Street, W.ishington D, C. Patents on this process have been applied for by that company.
"Problems in
^Bacon, Raymond F., and Hamor, William A.
the Utilization of Fuels," Jour, Soc. Chem. Ind., Vol. 38, Juno 30,
1919, pp. 161-168.
:

—

coal-dust firing, colloidal fuel, etc."

Comparison of Coal and Ore Concentration
The mineral matter

in coal is classified, (1)

according

to its physical state of subdivision, as "intrinsic" and
"extraneous" and (2) according to its chemical com-

position as shale, clay, "slate," sand calcite and pyrite.
Intrinsic impurities are those which are present in a
very fine state of dissemination throughout the coal
substance and are not separated from the coal substance
even by very fine pulverization. This intrinsic mineral
matter is in part derived from the original material
and in part is material from external sources which was
deposited by sedimentation and precipitation during the

Extraneous impurities occur
laying down of the coal.
in the form of partings, veins and nodules or may be
impurities mechanically mixed with the coal during the
Part of this extraneous mineral
process of mining.
matter is removed by the standard methods of washing
coal, the amount removed depending on the fineness of
crushing necessary to physically separate mineral matter from coal substance, and on the size of crushed coal

which the washery can efliciently treat.
There are certain obvious differences between conIn ore concencentrating coal and concentrating ore.
tration the valuable material is heavier than the gangue
=Bury Ernest Broadbridge, Walter, and Hutchinson, Alfred
"Froth Flotation as Applied to the Washing of Industrial Coal,
Inst. Mining Engineers. Vol. 60, February, 1921, pp. -li-i;

Tran<;

;
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and constitutes a small percentage of the

total material
In coal concentration the valuable material is
lighter than the refuse and constitutes a large percentage of the total material treated.
Furthermore, there is a larger difference in specific
gravity between values and gangue in ore than in coal.
Gangue in ore varies in specific gravity from 2.5 to 3
and values vary from 4 to 8, whereas the mineral matwith the exception of pyrite) varies in
ter in coal
specific gravity from 2 to 2.7 and the clean coal concentrate from 1.2 to 1.7.
Again, coal contains extraneous mineral matter easily
separated by crushing and intrinsic mineral matter
none of which can be separated except by very fine pulThe crushed raw coal which is to be converization.
centrated may contain particles of coal of varying
gravities containing varying amounts of inseparable
ash, making a clean separation impossible at the degree of fineness employed with ordinary washing

treated.

(

methods.

Elmore Bulk Oil Process of Concentration
One

of

the

early

processes

of

concentrating

ores

which made use of selective wetting was the Elmore
Eimore mixed the ore with several
bulk oil process.
times its weight of water and an equal weight of oil in
a revolving drum. After gentle agitation the mixture
was run into a spitzkasten, where the water and gangue
settled to the bottom and were removed.
The ore was
separated from the oil by a centrifugal apparatus.
Froth flotation, employing an amount of oil equal to
about 1 lb. per ton of ore treated, or less than the
recovery losses in the bulk oil processes, has superseded
the Elmore process in the treatment of ore.
As the further history' of the coal concentrate is to be
different from that of the ore concentrate, it does not
necessarily follow that methods using relatively large
amounts of oil are impracticable for concentrating coal
even though such methods have been practically abandoned in ore-concentration practice.

Oil in Coal-and-Oil

The ore concentrate

Amalgam Can Be Used

is to

be passed through a metal-

lurgical operation for the recovery of the pure metal
the coal concentrate is to be used ultimately as a fuel
and in many cases is to be subjected to distillation for

the production of coke.
The mixture of coal and oil
be burned without further treatment or it may be
carbonized with the formation of coke and recovery of
the oil and byproducts from the coal.
If the oil employed contains a considerable percentage of pitch, it
may serve to make coherent coke from feebly coking

may

coals.

The work at the U. S. Bureau of Mines has been made
rather on the fundamentals of the bulk oil method than
on its economic aspects. Experiments on a laboratory
scale have been made to determine for a variety of coals
the ash and sulphur removal, combustible recovery, and
oil losses with different oils, different methods of agitation, and various degrees of fineness of pulverized coal.
The experimental procedure followed has aimed to
obtain data giving a complete balance sheet of the
process.

The recovery of

oil

from the

coal-oil

agglomerate

distillation

fuel Chemist,

determining the eflicency of the process in cleaning
on a laboratory scale and will summarize the re;ults obtained with typical coals of the country.
A
brief discussion on the subject of fineness of grinding
and its effect on separation of mineral matter from coal
will be included.
in

coal

Oil and Coal Agglomerate To Avoid

Water

The bulk oil method of cleaning coal depends upon
the same principles of selective wetting that have made
possible froth flotation of ores and have been voluminously discussed in the literature of flotation. When
oil is stirred into a suspension of coal in water, the
first tendency probably is the formation of a suspension
of droplets of oil in the mixture.

however, are so readily wet by

The

coal particles,

preference to water
that the globules rapidly become small agglomerates of
coal and oil. These agglomerates tend to adhere to one
another, entrapping water in the spaces between them
and forming the pasty mass which precedes the "breaking" of the mixture.
As a result of further agitation, the small agglomerates coalesce into larger granules and finally coalescence
reaches a point where a large amount of water is
released from between the particles, and the separate
granules are visible. With further agitation the granoil in

agglomerate into larger masses and, if suflScient
has been added, finally form a more or less homogeneous mass.
ules

oil

Three Conditions Favoring Large Recovery
The

best

conditions

for

rapid

formation

of

this

"amalgam"' are (1) low surface tension between coal
and oil, (2) a high surface tension between coal and
water, and (3) a high surface tension between oil and
water.
In other words, the reaction will take place
most readily (1) with a coal which is very readily wet
by oil, (2) with a coal which is not readily wet by
water, and (3) with an oil which does not readily form
emulsions with water.
From (1) and (2) we should
expect that the bituminous coals and graphite should
respond most readily to treatment and that the lignites
would be more resistant.
From (3) we should expect gasoline and the higher
paraffin oils to form an "amalgam" more readily than
benzol and the higher aromatics and that the presence
of substances in water or oil which tend to lower the
surface tension between water and oil would make the
formation of the amalgam more difficult.
Particles of refuse which have been physically separated fi-om the clean coal particles by the preliminary
pulverization, will be easily removed if they are readily
wet by water in preference to oil and removed with
difficulty if they have any tendency to be wet by oil.
Hence we should expect that shale, clay and gypsum
would be readily removed suspended in the water but
that pyrite might tend to remain in the amalgam.
Coal is pulverized to pass a 65-mesh screen in a
laboratory disk crusher. For finer meshes the coal is
then ground in a porcelain ball mill with an equal
weight of water for periods varying from four hours
to as long as sixty hours when extremely fine grinding
is desired
coal as fine as 800-mesh has been obtained
in this manner.
The coal is washed from the ball mill

—

D. Davis,

has been investigated by J.
Pittsburgh Station, Bureau of Mines. His
This
results will be set forth in a subsequent article.
article will include a description of methods employed

by

133

The term amalgam is used to designate the mixture of clean
coal and oil.
In ordinary technical usage, amalgam refers to an
alloy of metal with meVcuiy. but the term is correctly used,
according to Webster's dictionary, to refer to any "mixture compound, or union of different things."

a',
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into a settling jar, from which, after settling has taken
place and some of the water has been decanted, it is
transferred to a small electrically-stirred glass churn.

Three-hundred-gram samples of coal have been employed in most of our work and have been agitated in
A sufficient
the churn with about 900 cc. of water.
quantity of oil is added about 25 per cent of the
weight of the coal for a coal containing 25 per cent
removable refuse and the mixture is agitated until
the agglomerate of small egg-shaped granules known

—

—

as the

amalgam

formed.

is

Amalgam Sc

Solid

That

It

Can Be Washed

The amalgam and water and suspended refuse are
poured onto a 100-mesh screen and washed with water.
The amalgam is then placed in the churn and washed
with fresh water and the process repeated until no
further mineral matter is removed.
After the amalgam has been separated from the
refuse and the refuse filtered on a weighed paper, the
products for analysis are:
d) Amalgam consisting
(2)
of purified coal, oil, and 10-30 per cent water.
Refuse, consisting of mineral matter, a small amount
Refuse
(3)
of combustible matter, oil and water.
water, consisting of all the water used in the process
and
amalgam
with the exception of that retained in the
filtered refuse, a small amount of dissolved mineral
matter, and under certain conditions possibly emulsified
oil.

Before analysis can be made both amalgam and refuse must be freed of oil and water. This separation
must be done in a quantitative way, so that oil losses,
The obvious way of sepif any, may be determined.
arating the oil is extraction of amalgam or refuse with
a solvent which dissolves the oil but does not affect
amalgam or refuse. If this solvent boils at a higher

Vol. 20, No. 4

where C is the nercentage of combustible matter in
raw coal, c is the percentage of combustible matter
in the refuse, and r is the percentage of refuse by
weight of the raw coal.
the

Difference Betwee;n Ash and Mineral Matter

amount of combustible matter in
must be borne in mind that combustion of carbon is not the sole reason for loss in weight
when coal is ignited in the analytical method for
determination of ash. There is always a larger amount
In calculating the

coal or refuse

of mineral matter in coal or refuse than represented
by the percentage of ash as determined by the ordinary

For example, a refuse which shows
85 per cent ash remaining after ignition to constant
weight at 750 deg. C. does not contain 15 per cent
combustible matter.
Several factors contribute to this loss in weight: (1')
Combustion of carbonaceous material; (2) decomposition of carbonates; (3) oxidation of pyrite to Fe^.O, and
SO,, and combination of part of the SO, with oxides
formed from decomposed carbonates; (4) loss of water
of hydration from clay and shale.
Water of hydration varies from 2 to 12 per cent of
Calcium carbonate is present in small amounts
shale.
in the coals of the Appalachian fields, but may constitute as much as 50 per cent of the a.sh of some of
Parr has proposed the following
the Illinois coals.
formula for calculating the corrected ash:
analytical method.

Corrected ash

Water

where

of water in
of accurately

amount

amalgams and

sampling the
refuse and the difficulty
wet amalgam, it has been found more practicable to
subject the whole amalgam and refuse to a separate
distillation at 110 deg. C, in which water is caught
and measured. The dry material is then extracted with
benzol to determine the percentage of oil.
When a volatile liquid such as benzine is used in
making the amalgam, distillation determines the
amounts of both water and benzine and no extraction
Even when heavy petroleum oils are
is necessary.
used in making the amalgam it is best to dry in the
comes over
still because a small portion of the oil always
with the water. Drying in an open dish would thus give
oil, for which no account is given.
In calculating the efficiency of the process several
values are of interest, three of the most important
(1) Percentage of ash in the oil-and-waterbeing:
(3)
(2) percentage of ash reduction;
free cleaned coal
The first two
percentage of combustible recovery.
The
of
the
efficiency.
measures
values are qualitative
percentage of ash reduction equals the percentage of
ash in the raw coal minus the percentage of ash in the
cleaned coal all divided by the percentage of ash in the
raw coal. Percentage of combustible recovery is a quantitative measure of the efficiency of separation of comIt is equal to
bustible matter from mineral matter.

rise to a loss of

;

5S
3C,

-{-

g

O.OS [Ash,.

Ash,,-

= percentage

C,

= percentage

S

= percentage

-C^^-^+'-f)]

of ash as weighed after
ignition at 750 deg. C. with addi-

tion of H,SO,;

Distilled and Oil Removed by Benzol

to the large

= Ash,, —
+

temperature than water, the water may be condensed
and measured, thus determining amounts of oil and
water in one operation.

Due

it

of carbon occurring as
cai-bonate in the unburned coal;
of sulphur in

unburned

coal.

In our work, time has not been available for determination of carbonate in the refuse and the corrected
ash has been determined as follows;
21
1.08 ash
Ash corrected

— ^S

correction factor must of necessity be an approxicommation, the correctness varying according as the
made
position of the ash varies from the assumptions
water of hydrain deriving the formula. As stated, the
present in shales may vary from 2 to 12

Any

tion

which

is

Part of the sulphur is present as organic
per cent.
sulphur is
sulphur though the formula assumes the
As little organic sulphur is
all present as pyrite.
will be
removed with the refuse, the sulphur correction

found fairly accurate.
been
Drivers Object to Stabling Their Horses.— Having

their

stable
required to spend eight hours at work and to
the drivers at
horses, as is customery, in their own time,
No 12 colliery of the Dominion Coal Co., at New Waterford,
quitting time,
N S stayed at their work till the regularlanding,
leaving
the
3 p.m'., and then drove their horses to
the manthem there. They were immediately reported to
the
consequence
In
stopped.
agement and their lamps were
the stamine was idle on July 8. The drivers assert that
minutes.
bling of their horses would take twenty
Preliminary report of committee on coal analyjparr S W.
biS.
Jour. Jnd. and Eng. Chrm., vol. 5, June, 1913, p.
sis
:

:
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How

the Trent Process
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May Modify Our

Coal-

Preparing and Coal-Utilizing Practices*

—

Almost Ashless Fuel Obtained Can Be Stored, Under Water if Desired
—Oil or Product May Be Distilled— Non-Coking Coal May Be Coked— Distilled Product Will Briquet Without Added Material
Byproducts Increased

—

By

0. P. HooDt
Washington, D. C.

the war certain suggestions concerning
DURING
power production were made by Walter E. Trent
to the War Inventions Board, and at the request
of the War Department facilities for experimental work
were provided on the grounds of the Bureau of Stand-

ards.

The experiments were along the line of controlling
the conditions of combustion in a closed space.
In
order to reduce slag troubles, experiments were carried
out for removing ash from powdered coal. After the
war, work along this line was continued, resulting in
the Trent process, which agitates or beats together
powdered coal, water and oil.
Ore preparation has lately received a new technology
by the use of small quantities of oil in water for froth
flotation, and although the methods, results and mixtures of the Trent process were quite different, yet
the same physical phenomena of differential wetting
were used, and the possibility of interesting results
in fuel technology was evident.
A co-operative agreement was entered into whereby the Bureau of Mines
was to investigate the underlying physical and chemical
facts and make them public, and the Trent Corporation
was to pay the cost of the investigation.
The several reports as made have been available to
anyone interested and are now to be published. While
the Bureau of Mines felt justified in investigating the
physical phenomena so far as might be done in a labora-

tory and so

far as public interest might reach, no
attempt was made to discover the commercial possibilities which development might bring.
The question
of commercial possibilities must be left for commercial
enterprise to answer.

Ashless Plastic Fuel, Almost W.ater Free
Briefly,

powdered

the
coal,

process consists

water and

oil.

in agitating together
This produces a partly

de-ashed plastic fuel, called an amalgam, the oil selecting the coal particles and largely excluding the water
and ash. The amalgam can be freed from the water,
which is mechanically held by agitating much in the
same way as butter is worked. The amalgam can be
burned in several ways. For example, it may be shoveled, or forced through pipes by pressure; it also can
be stored, under water if, for fire prevention, such
storage is believed to be desirable.
The laboratory results immediately suggest many
interesting possible applications. For pulverizing fuel,
vvet grinding presents many advantages over dry grinding, provided the water can be eliminated afterward.

The

ability to reduce the ash in coal

may make

available

•Comment on an article entitled "Conditions Under Which BulkOil Concentration of Fine Coal Gives Best Results," appearing on
prect ding pages.
tChief mechanical engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines.

large quantities of low-grade coals and material
considered as waste at the mines.

May

Distill Oil

now

and Make Coke or Bciquets

an oil is used which can be distilled at a temperature below the distilling temperature of the coal, powdered fuel is reclaimed from the amalgam and the oil
may be reused. If a hea\T oil be used and distilled
to dryness, a coke product may be recovered, although
the coal used may have had no coking quality.
If the
If

distillation proceed only to a heaw pitch, a mass suitable for briquetting may be made.
In distilling oil mixed with a finely-powdered mate-

the

are similar to those obtained by
under pressure, so that the distillation of an
of coal and oil gives quantities often more
favorable than the sum of the separate distillations of
the coal and the oil.
The amalgam can be used for a gas-making fuel, and
gas-house tar emulsions can be dehydrated by mixing
with powdered coal, the amalgam being retorted for
further gas making.
Graphite ore can be separated
from its gangue, and coke can be separated fi-om flue
dust by using the Trent process. Clean coal in anthracite .sludge will make an amalgam if oil is added.
This brief sketch of possibilities revealed by smallrial

distillates

distilling

amalgam

work shows that the field for investigaand development is large.
The general results
show that real benefits are physically possible by treating coal in this manner.
The bureau has interested
itself more particularly in the ash-separation phenomscale laboratory

tion

ena or the cleaning of coal, as outlined in the foregoing paper, and in the distillation of the amalgam, which
will be discussed in a future article.

New Conveyor

Car Loader

Rate of a Ton in

MODIFICATION
Machinery

Cars at

made by

the Portable
renders its scoop
underground mine-car loading

recently

Co., of Passaic,

conveyor adaptable to

Fills

Two Minutes
N.

J.,

In the accompanying illustrations, Fig. 1
shows one type of this device. The machine has an
inclined portion and a horizontal extension.
Both the
inclined and horizontal parts of the conveyor are adjust-

conditions.

giving a variable discharge height. The carrying
is a rubber conveying belt, 16 in. wide, fitted with
cleats to keep the material from rolling back.
It
travels at a speed of 125 ft. per min.
The manufacturers give the loading capacity of the machine at one
ton in two minutes.
The distinctive feature of the scoop conveyor is the
feed end.
This can be pushed into and completely
buried under the material to be conveyed. This allows
able,

apron
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Mine Car
Loader
This is a coal conV. yor which raises

nnd transports the
coal but does not
cather it. A man can
load more material
onto the low and
hinily point of a
<

onveyor than into

car at a distance.
the coal
delivered
with
less breakage, which
is Ju.';t as Important
in the mine as out.1

Moreover
i.-i

side.

the material to be scraped onto the carrying belt instead
of it being necessary to lift it by shovel or fork, thus
saving much labor in loading.
The machine is of light weight but sturdy construction and is mounted on large-diameter wheels that can
be readily rolled over ties, rails or similar obstructions.
The wheels need not rest on the room track. This
allows moving the feed end of the loader over a large
area without swinging the discharge end away from
the car.
is fitted with suitable electric or air
meet the requirements of the mine in which

This device

motor

to

PIG.

2.

it is

The machine is built in regular, special
and special small sizes, the latter being shown in

employed.

large,

Fig.

L

Fig. 2 suggests the ordinary application of the standard size loader as well as the use of a removable-plank

platform that

feeding

where

it

is

possible

to

labor under conditions
throw down the material as

saves

shown.
When using the loading platform, a number
of planks are placed over the feed end of the loader.
The material is then brought down on the platform,
after which it may be fed readily to the conveyor by
removing one plank after another.

APPLICATIONS OP THE MINE-CAR LOADER TO DIFFERENT CLASSES OF

The upper left-hand corner shows the
loader straddling the mine track and loading
a oar immediately behind it. Note how
reaflily it reaches the end of the car which

hand loading has often to be tilled by the
miner who is trimming the load. In the
iijiper right-hand corner the conveyor is
.shown on the track and loading at an angle,

in

WORK

In the lower left corner a platform is shown
with heavy legs. The coal can be blown
down on this platform and scraped down
from the pile into the conveyor.
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Dump Which

Loaded Car Returns Empty

Clamps on Wheels;

to Original Position

—
—

Cars Fed by Action of Dump Without Help of Dumpman Car Turned
Through One and a Half Quadrants and Then Righted Rock Cars
Pass Through Dump Without Being Discharged Dashpot Regulates Speed

—

EACH

year the solid-body mine car grows in favor.
The advantages of this type of construction are
so well known that they need no enumeration
The chief objection to the use of these cars has
here.
been that means for their efficient discharge were not
Kickback and crossover dumps have given
available.
long and satisfactory service and now devices intended
for a similar purpose but adapted to handle solid-body
cars are coming into the field in appreciable numbers.

One of the latest devices of this kind, known as the
Twin Boy automatic dump, is shown in the accompanying illustrations. As may be seen, this is of the
semi-revolving or oscillating type and moves through
an angle of 135 deg. in dischai-ging each car instead
of turning completely over, as does the full revolving
machine. The dump frame is built upon triangular or,
rather, Y-shaped spiders through which a heavy shaft
passes.
At either end this shaft

is provided with a heavy
half -shrouded pinion meshing with a similarly shrouded
rack. The two shrouds are thus in contact at the common pitch line and the weight of the dump is supported
by and rolls back and forth upon these shrouds as cars
An oil-filled cylinder with a piston the
are dumped.

rod of which is connected to the main shaft and a
throttling bypass extending from end to end controls
the speed of dumping.

Automatic

Dump
The cars are held by
the wheels. MHiere
the equipment is of

various shapes but
has standard wheels
this kind of dump
has that fact as a
advantage
further
over others which
grasp the cars by
the sides.

The

oil

dashpot which regulates the speed of
dumping can
be
seen in the foreground.
A car is
being discharged on
the far side of the
dump, but it cannot
be seen in this view.

downward movement has just lifted
the empty car back
Its

into

track.

place

on

the

The two tracks are offset upon opposite sides of
the supporting shaft when in the normal position or
when I'eady to receive a loaded car. Thus one is offset
a certain distance to the right of the supporting shaft
while the other is offset an equal distance to the left.
As the track leading to and from the dump is fixed in
position the shaft of the dump must move sidewise
upon the discharge of each car a distance equal to
The length of the rack
twice the offset of the cars.
and the stroke of the piston are made of corresponding
length.

Rapidity of Discharge Regulated by Dashpot

it

The rack is surrounded by a box
and which is kept full or partly

cast integral with
full of oil.
Both

it and the pinion are protected by a tight sheet-iron
cover excluding dirt and coal dust. The valve in the
bypass connecting the two ends of tTie' cylinder may
be adjusted to throttle the flowing oil to any desired
degree, thus controlling the rapidity of lateral movement and consequently the operating speed of the dump.
Each of the two tracks upon the dump is provided
with a pair of holding-down angles gripping the car
wheels, a pair of horns and a latch. A length of rail
A
just in front of the dump is hinged at one end.
full car passing over this length of track depresses it,
throwing into action through a system of levers the
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Cars
Seesawing
The loaded tin- i.s
dcscLndlng. In doing so it brings *ip
empt.v
rar,
t h e
which can run off
ttio
dump and be
replaced by a load.
This new load by
.seesawing the apparatus In the opposite
direction

up

will

the

loaded

lift

original

car.

which

by this time will
have discharged its
contents

into

the

The speed
can be regulated to
suit the needs of
the mine. The cars
in dumping do not
actually revolve but
turn through 133
chute.

deg.

trip brake mechanism two "r three car lengths ahead
of the dump. This brake is an angle iron that engages
and presses dowTi upon the tops of the wheels of the
cars in the trip.
The construction of the trip brake
is such that its braking effect is the same regardless of
the condition of the wheels and rail. Thus, on a rainy
day when the track is wet, when a car tread is oily
or some similar abnormal condition prevails, the angle
rail above the wheels sets down upon them with a
pressure sufficiently great to counteract the effect of
the lubricant and a moving trip is brought to rest in
practically the same distance as would be traversed
if the wheels were dry.
Operation of this dump is controlled by means of
the hand lever shown in the side view. Normally this
hand lever stands in the central position. To start
operation the lever is moved backward or to the right
If left in this position the
to the limit of its travel.
operation of the dump will be entirely automatic and
uncoupled cars will pass to it, be discharged and move
on out again successively at the highest possible speed

Plan and Elevation
with Track Grades
6 per cent grade
on the dump assures a
speedy departure of
the unshackled empty.

The

Top

ofrail.

dumped. When the lever
the hinged length of rail is not
latched down during the I'otation of the dump, as is
normally the case, but the dump may be so adjusted as
to right itself and be in readiness to receive the next
car before it arrives.
If the lever is first depressed (to the right) and
immediately returned to a vertical position one car
until the entire trip has been

is

in

this

position

through the dump, but this apparatus may be so set as to discharge the cars very slowly,
the hinged rail being latched down until the dump
reaches its upright position.
If the lever is thrown to the left from the central
position as far as the first notch the brake i-emains
latched and dumping operations cease except that the
dump is free to move. If the lever is thrown to the
left to its extreme position or to the second notch the
entire mechanism is locked in place.
This renders it possible to pass cars across or through
Thus,
the dump without discharging their contents.
when a car of slate is in a trip the dump is operated
normally until such car is beyond the grip of the trip
at a time will pass

brake,

whereupon the lever

is

thrown

to

its

extreme

—
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This allows the slate-laden car to pass
through the dump and be shunted to the slate track
either before or after going through the kickback.

left position.

The only force

utilized in the operation of this

dump

gravity, the arrangement being such that the
is
descending loaded car raises the empty. The expense
for power of operation, therefore, is nothing and the
only cost involved after installation is that of maintenance and other fixed charges. The dump is sturdily
constructed and in those plants where it has been inThis
stalled it has given an excellent account of itself.
machine was designed by W. R. Coleman and is manufactured by the Anniston Electric Steel Corporation, of
Anniston, Ala.

Mining Losses in Middle West and Means
That May Be Taken to Eliminate Them

CLOSER

attention to the economics of coal mining
was urged by J. J. Rutledge, superintendent of the
Central Experiment Station of the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, Urbana, 111., in an address delivered before the
recent meeting of the Illinois Mining Institute.
"Coal is now selling with great difficulty," Mr. Rut-

ledge said. "I have been told that screenings in central
Illinois are being offered for sale as low as 50c. per ton,
which is certainly far below the cost of production.
Lump coal does not seem to have suffered as badly as
fine coal, but there has been some cutting of prices in
this

grade

also.

the mines in the Southwest have not
worked since last December. Others railroad-owned
mines or mines supplying railroad coal exclusively
are working only from two to three days a week. One

"Some

of

—

operator with thirty years' experience in the Southwest district told me he had never seen a condition like
the present one. He said there was no market for fine
coal, yet he could not help making some fine coal, if
he was to make lump coal, and the loss he was compelled
to suffer on the fine coal would compel him to charge
at least $15 per ton for his lump coal in order to come
One company had 56 'no-bill' cars of fine
out even.
coal on the tracks and the railroads were refusing to
furnish any more cars for the loading of fine coal."

Middle West Needs Greater Coal Recovery
Mr. Rutledge urged that there should be some
changes in the methods of working coal. Special attention

should be paid to greater

recovery.

In

many

mines at present worked by the pillar-and-room system
the maximum recovery varies from 45 to 55 per cent,
and the remainder of the coal is left in such a conit is almost impossible economically to recover it. In other words, Mr. Rutledge said, the coal
is irretrievably lost.
By improving mining methods,
such as panel longwall or pillar-and-room retreating,
the recovery can be increased from 45 to 55 per cent,
which is the present extraction, to 80 or 90 per cent,
with a considerable reduction in the cost of production.
"If by the expenditure of an equal amount of entry

dition that

driving and brushing from 25 to 35 per cent more coal
can be recovered, mining costs can certainly be reduced
by adopting the improved methods of mining," said
Mr. Rutledge.
"Estimates of the amount that it is
possible to reduce the

mining cost by improved meth-

ods of mining vary from 15c. to 25c. per ton. Moreover, the quality of the coal produced by these methods
will be better than that produced by the old method.

and

this
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will

be an additional amount on the right
When our coal is gone, it cannot

side of the ledger.

is gone forever."
Proper scientific study of subsidence would be of
great economic importance, Mr. Rutledge said. As an
example of the economic importance of such a study Mr.
Rutledge cited an important coal field where the pillarand-room method of mining prevails.
This field is
now producing an amount of coal which has a royalty
value of $300 per acre.
Under a proper system of
mining, involving good recovery, this amount should
be increased to at least $500 per acre, the surface and
coal being separately owned.
Is it not much better
to mine this coal exhaustively and to neglect the value
of the surface, when the difference between the coal
and surface value is so great? he asked.
Mr. Rutledge also spoke for more rigid inspection
of boilers, the use of improved devices for underground haulage to replace the slow, troublesome and
expensive animal haulage, and the use of improved
mining methods to decrease the necessity for coal
washing.
He also expressed the belief that underground loading machines will soon be found at work
in many coal mines, even as they are now in many

be replaced and

metal mines.

"One of the greatest defects

in the present system
the loading of slate and rock underground
and the transportation of them to the surface to be
deposited on the rock dump," he said. "Every car of
rock or slate hoisted to the surface at least takes the
place of one car of coal and possibly two cars.
In

of mining

is

other words, if the miners were not loading a car of
slate or rock they probably would be loading it with
The driver would be hauling coal, a revenueproducing load, instead of that which is only an expense
and a waste. Moreover, it is necessary to maintain
expensive dirt dumps on the surface, and this involves
an expense. The haulage of heavy slate or rock in
mine cars soon destroys them and tends to cause them
to be in poor repair at all times.

coal.

Heavy Shot Firing a Cause of Much Expense
"Mine accidents and disasters are among the greatest sources of expense in mining coal.
Under the dangerous method of blasting coal off the solid that is
followed in some states, fatal accidents to shotfirers
are frequent.
In one state, where blasting off the
solid is almost universally followed, some mines have
by successive shotfirers' explosions as many as
eight or ten shotfirers; that is to say, any one of sevlost

mines have had from eight to ten shotfirers killed
time varying from eight to fifteen years.
"One mine is said to have actually lost fifteen shotfirers in twenty years of operation, one or two shotfirers
having been killed at a time. The average amount
paid for a shotfirer's death claim alone, not including
damage to the mine and loss of output to the operator
and of wages to the miners and other employees, has
been from $3,000 to $3,500. Several recent shotfirers'
explosions have cost the mining companies concerned
amounts varying from $20,000 to $50,000, including
damages paid to heirs of deceased shotfirers and repairs to underground workings.
"Surely it would be cheaper, speaking only from a
cold, money-making standpoint, to abolish such a dangerous method of producing coal and endeavor to mine
the coal by use of mining machines and permissible
eral

in a period of

explosives."

Edited
'
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Foreman
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Mine Superintendent

position.

Opportunity Awaits the Deserving Worker. The AbiHty
to Fill Higher Positions Is Often Only Discovered When
the Emergency Arises for a Man to Show His Worth

NUMEROUS

letters in Coal Age
have referred to the disadvantage
under which a mine foreman works
when his superintendent has little pracIn readtical knowledge of mining.
ing these letters, I have asked myself:
appoint
men
operators
Why will coal
with little mining experience to the
position of superintendent?
There are doubtless many reasons
The man
for such appointments.
chosen may be a close friend of the
operator; or his knowledge of bookkeeping and accounting may have

In small
gotten him the position.
operations, it frequently happens that
superinas
acts
the store manager
tendent of the mine.
undertaking,
industrial
every
In
whether large or small, the expense of
operation, involving the necessary outlay for labor and material, is a dominant factor, and frequently blinds the
eyes of the operator to every other consideration. The fact remains, however,
that if affairs outside of the mine are

conducted with little regard to inside
requirements, things are badly disorganized.

The Business and the Operating End
OF

AN Organization

Whenever a mine operation becomes
large enough to have a separate business organization and operating department it is time to get away from
the combination official, whose authorin
ity is always more or less uncertain
one branch or the other of the organization.

Coal mining is a business proposition
and has its business side. It is likewise an operation requiring practical
mining knowledge and experience. The
man in charge of operations and the
handling of men must have, besides
his practical knowledge and experience,
considerable tact and a pleasing personality. His success will depend most
largely on his ability to surround himself with capable officials and workers.
Mine owners are frequently at a loss
to know whether it is better to place a
business man having little or no min-

ing experience in charge of their organization, or to choose a mining man who
has the necessary experience, but who
bas never interested himself enough to
i -quire
into the relative costs of the
<i;fferent supplies and material needed
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in

Both of these types of
the mine.
a one sided viewpoint that
undoubtedly affect the success of

men have
will

the undertaking.
Just here, I x-ecall a remarkable incident where the worth and ability of
an assistant foreman was brought to
light through circumstances that were
The incident shows how
unforeseen.
a short-sighted mine management is
prone to overlook the ability of some
humble worker and seek elsewhere for
men they need to fill positions of trust.

Selecting a Mine Superintendent

For a considerable time, a certain
mine owner had not been able to find
He
a capable mine superintendent.
had employed five men in that position
Three of the men,
in a single year.
though having mining experience, were
unable to get along with their men.

The other two, for lack of experience,
the
pleased.
It so
left

men

to

do largely

the mine, which he did, cIiuummk »ne
of his fellow assistant foremen for that

as

they

happened that when the last
superintendent resigned he took the
foreman with him, much to the regret
of the ovraer because the foreman was
one of the kind who expressed no amabove that position.
bition to rise
Some companies have a knack of making their foremen feel that way, being
prone to regard them as better fitted
for the positions they hold than for a
place higher up the ladder.
Automatically, the assistant foreman
then became acting foreman. The manager told him to do the best he could
until another man could be found.
Indeed, several weeks passed by, during which time the assistant foreman
performed the duties of both mine
superintendent and foreman.
In the meantime, several men were
had under consideration by the owner,
who had decided to get a man of known
The man
ability from another state.
sought had promised to come after giv-

ing suitable notice to his employer, but
failed to show up at the mine.
In this manner, a month or two
passed; things looked better and were
going more smoothly every day. The
result was that the former assistant
and now acting foreman was one day
called into the office and informed that
he had been appointed superintendent.
He was told to look around for a highclass foreman and give him charge of

The quality that entered into the new
superintendent's make-up was the trust
and confidence he placed in each man,
whom he regarded as capable of perHis
forming the work given him.
policy was to make every man feel that
he must be master of his position and
responsible for the work in his hands.
Every man felt that he was needed,
but not so badly that the job could not
get along without him.
Naturally, there were a few who took
advantage of the fair treatment given
them, regarding themselves as of so
much importance that the place would
These inclose down if they resigned.
competents were weeded out by turns
comworking
for
other
and are now
panies, but looking for the happy day
when the ex-assi.stant foreman will
send for them to return, to keep the
place from going to smash.
Pikeville,

Ky.

GEORGE Edwards.

Foremen's Work Made to Count
When v.;ork counts for nothivg in the
mine it is a sign of poor management.
A good mine foreman will make his
work count.
allow me to say a few
words on the subject introduced
by W. H. Luxton, Coal Age, May 26,
p. 955, in regard to a mine foreman's
work often counting for nothing. Where

KINDLY

that is the case it is my belief that
the foreman makes a poor manager or
organizer.
In his letter, Mr. Luxton named several causes that operate to make the
First
efforts of a foreman fruitless.
attention is drawn to the lack of suitable transportation facilities in the
Then, he mentions poor equipmine.
ment in the way of mine cars and tracks
being in bad condition, a poorly arranged system of haulage and insufficient power.

By referring to these important items,
the correspondent shows that he understands the necessity of having a wellequipped mine if coal is to be gotten
out and sent to the tipple at a low cost
and the mine worked successfully.
For some twenty years past I have
been a certified mine foreman in Kentucky and Tennessee. In both of these
states the mine law requires that the
foreman must devote his whole time to
his duties in the mine while it is in
operation, keeping a careful watch over
the ventilation and timbering.
The foreman must visit each and
every working place in the mine, see
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proper amount of air is in
and breakthroughs made at
distances apart in all room
required
the
and entry pillars. These are but a few
things to which a mine foreman must
attend daily. To satisfy the management he must keep the coal moving or
he will be asked to explain the reason
why, which is not always easy to do.

We

that the

•circulation

Foremen Must Employ NEEa)ED
Competent Assistants
Now,

clearly,

it is

a practical impos-

foreman, however active,
be everywhere in the mine at the
same time. In order to be efficient as
a foreman, he must employ competent
assistants and train them, each for their
sibility for a

to

something.

Mine Electrician Needed

When a mine is equipped for electric
haulage it is very important to employ
a competent electrician to take charge
of the work of wiring the mine and
bonding the rails. Another matter that
an efficient foreman will not omit is to
supply the men with good tools without which little can be expected to be
accomplished.

Throughout the mine there must be
strict
discipline.
Every man must
understand that he is expected to give
eight hours work for eight hours pay.
If there is one man on the job who is
a time-killer there Will soon be others
following his example. It is up to the
foreman to get rid of such men as
quickly as possible.
To my mind, a really efficient foreman will so organize his force and instruct his men that they will not require him to run after them and see
that they are doing their work.
The
work of such a foreman always counts.
Crawford, Tenn. Oscar H. Jones.

How

to

Americanize

Practice of American ideals the most
effective meaiis of impressing these
on the mind of the foreigner. Americans must live tip to the ideals on
which this counti~y is founded.

WITHreadmuch

interest

and enjoyment

Henry Bock,
2, p. 998, and feel that he has
expressed the truth in regard to Americanizing the large numbers of foreigners that are constantly coming to
I

June

this country.

the letter of

about American ideals and

the principles for which America stands,
but how many of us .Americans live up
to those standards and ideals of which
we are so proud ? Do not our actions
often belie our words and what is the
effect on the foreigner who is watching us?
My experience since coming to this
country some years ago is that its
form of government is the best in the
world.
No other country affords as
many opportunities to the working man
Speaking for myfor advancement.
self, I could not have hoped to have
done as well in the old country or to
have stood the same chance to succeed
thei-e as I have in coming here.

respective duties.

For example, every foreman should
have a good trackboss who understands
tracklaying; a head timberman to look
after the timbering of roads and erecting brattices where such are needed to
conduct the air to the working face,
and a good driverboss to look after
the drivers and keep the coal moving.
These several bosses must employ
practical men and train them for their
work.
When that has been accomplished the foreman has the mine under
By keeping in touch
his full control.
with his men there will be little cause
to complain that his efforts are fruitEverything he does will count for
less.

talk
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Living American Ideals

For

this reason,

it

has been

my

con-

endeavor to live up to what I
understand are American ideals. I resolved that if ever I had authority to
direct and influence foreign-boi-n workmen I would see to it that they, one and
all, got a square deal, and to this resolve I attribute what success has been
mine.
It is a pleasure to know that I enjoy
the respect and confidence of that class
of foreign labor with which I have been
associated, and I am glad to say my
treatment of them has met the approval of the coal companies who have
employed me. As a rule, the company
v.ants its foreign labor treated fairly
in every respect.
If I interpret Americanization correctly, the term means living up to the
principles of our American Constitution.
None can deny that the framers of the
Constitution had faith in God. If I am
stant

was their first consideration,
and time Americans must have the
same faith and practice the principles
right,

it

of the Golden Rule, in any attempt to
Americanize the foreigner.

How

is

Where We Fail
it possible, let me

American

ideals

or,

in

other words,

when we

drift

per-

Amendment;
from these

fundamental principles of our government on which this country was
founded.
is

Can we not see that

the Squire sold liquor around
the foreigners, and when they
were brought before him in a drunken
condition he imposed on them a fine.
In this manner he got revenue from

ago,

among

them going and coming. Through our
failure to live up to American ideals,

we

lose in the estimation of the foreigner and our influence counts for
Thomas Hogarth.
naught.
Indiana, Pa.

ANOTHER LETTER

WITHOUT

all this

un-American.

Not long ago a lady, sent from Washington, called on me to ask my help in
starting a night class for foreigners,
as an effort to further AmericanizaThe government was willing to
tion.
furnish the books, a teacher was to
be engaged whose pay was to come
from a small fee obtained from each

one in the class.
The first night our efforts were rewarded by a large attendance; books
were distributed, officers elected and the
work organized. Besides the American
Constitution, the book contained a few
questions on good citizenship, such
questions as a man must be able to answer when going before a judge to take
out citizen papers.

doubt,

Henry Bock

as

stated

by

in his interesting let-

Coal Age, June 2, p. 998, it is difficult for a foreigner to readily grasp
the true principle and meaning of our
form of government. The average foreigner labors under the mistaken idea
that here every man is a law unto him-

ter.

self.

Many foreigners come to this country with the intention of becoming good
They do the best they know
citizens.
how and, from this class, there is nothing to be feared. Another class, however, has no respect for any form of
government and the men seldom have
any intention of becoming citizens.
They are here to make money and return in a short time to their own counIt is this class that gives the
try.
trouble.

my

opiiiion, the most effective
of Americanizing foreigners is
to compel them to learn and speak the

In

to

mit the desecration of the American
Sabbath, and are willing to discredit
the provisions of the 18th

Speaking of the force of example,

what can we expect when, as occurred
in a mining town where I lived a while

most
ask,

bring the foreigner to a true conception of

The plan failed of its purpose, however, as at the next meeting night only
four men were present and the second
What the
night but two remained.
foreigner most needs is a true example
of the meaning of Americanization. He
must be taught to read and wTite the
English language. If I am rightly informed there are whole communities of
foreigners where not a word of English is spoken.

means

There are several
English language.
hundred periodicals now printed in foreign languages and published in this

Some of these, I regret to
say, have not been wholly loyal to our
country.

government and

its

institutions.

The

tendency of such is to keep alive the
foreign spirit, which is a great hindrance to the work of Americanization.

The Immigration Problem

We

boast much of our country, its
high ideals, institutions and democratic
But, unless we adopt a
government.
different policy toward foreign immigration,

we

shall

wake up some morn-

ing to the realization that the country is no longer truly American. The
question of immigration is one of greatest importance.
Richard Bowen has well remarked,
Coal Age, Feb. 17, p. 319, "The standard of our miners is measured by the
reputation of those
character and
charged with their supervision and inThat being true how imstruction."
portant it is that mine officials shall be
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men

of good

character and a strong

commanding personality.
The mine superintendent or foreman
who has no further thought or interest
in his miners than the number of tons
of coal they can load, or the manner
of work they perform, will never raise
the standard of character among citizen miners or make a good Americanizer among foreigners.
It requires a
noble-hearted Christian bearing, which
is the most valuable asset in the work
of Americanization.
Before we can succeed in the work of
elevating the standards and Americanizing other people, we must first return ourselves to the true American
ideals from which we have departed in
a great measure during the last few
years.
We must put in practice the
principles underlying those ideals.

The Golden Rule Will Bring Peace
There

always be those who will
idea of applying the
in attempting to assimilate the interests of operator and employee and adjust their differences. To
my mind, this can be done and it is
the only means by which peace and
harmony will be established between
will

discourage

the

Golden Rule,

these two elements in the industrial
world.
Instead of being friends with common interests at stake, capital and labor
are today arrayed against each other
in a death struggle, each viewing the
other through its own selfish glasses,
those of Capital being colored green,
while those of Labor are smoked with
hatred.
Is it any wonder that each
sees only wrong in the other.
If American operators and miners

"The mine foreSec. y, which reads:
shall direct that the coal is propmined before it is blasted. 'Propmined' shall mean that the coal
shall be undercut, centercut, topcut or

man
erly
erly

vihcared

by pick or machine, and

Does

the

Blasting Coal
Bituminous Mine Law

shot?

Assume, for example, that the
in a breast,

of

Pennsylvania make it illegal to blast
coal on a loose end, without first mining the shot, as the reading of the
laic would seem to imply?
ATTENTION was drawn, a short time
ago, by an inquirer in Coal Aye,
Apr. 14, p. 676, to a section of the
bituminous law in Pennsylvania, defining the manner in which coal must be
blasted.
A little later, June 2, p. 999,
the question was discussed by W. H.
Luxton, who argued for a clear understanding of the intended meaning.
Taking the law as it reads, it would
seem that the coal must always be
mined before it is blasted. A literal
interpretation would seem to forbid the
blasting of coal from a loose end, unless it is previously mined, which ever>practical miner knows is unnecessary.
-

The section referred

to

is

to Art.

4,

coal,

has been sheared or side-

After the shot has been fired
and the broken coal removed, the breast
will present somewhat the appearance
sidecut.

shown on the right
It

is

common

of the figure.
practice to continue,

now, shooting this breast by drilling a
second hole at B and firing the shot,
then a third and a fourth till the entire
breast is finiyhed.
But those do not
require to be mined in order to give
the powder an opportunity to perform
its work.
The coal removed by the
first shot has provide<l what is termed
a "loose end."
Frankly speaking, it would be a waste
of time and labor to mine any but the
first-shot in this brea.^t.
It cannot be
assumed that the law is intended to
forbid the blasting of coal under these
conditions, as that would be contrary
to

common

practice.

If it is considerei] that no additional
cutting or mining is needed in a breast
of coal after the first sidecut has been
made, all that the law should state is
:hat no blast shall -J fired without the
coal is first i med or sidecut, or there
exists a loose ind that will give the

charge an opportunity to perform its
work.
Such a construction of the law, in
reference to blasting coal, would cover
r.c-Jj.

release second shot
which has a free

end

BI.ASTIXG A BREAST OF COAL
cut on one rib. A hole is then drilled,
as shown at A on the left of the accompanying figure. In compliance with
the law, the depth of the hole must
not exceed the depth of the shearing or

the condition:; that exist in pillar work
and when mining an irregular breast of

where ample opportunity is afforded for the shot to free itself. As
every good mmer knows, a shot must
have a free end to be effective and
This is only another instance
safe.
where our lawmakers lacked the necessary practical knowledge that would
have avoided this ambiguity.
Holsopple, Pa.
I. C. Parfitt.
coal

Inquiries

Of General
Working
Main

in

any

in

case the undercutting shall be as deep
as the holes are laid."
In view of the fact that four separate locations are named in which the
coal must be cut, it is evident that the
term "undercutting" means a cut made
in the bottom of the seam or below the
coal and cannot bo used in a general
sense. Instead the word cutting should
be used in speaking of the depth to
which the coal is cut.
Since the law requires the mine foreman to "direct that the coal be properly mined before it is blasted," and
specifically defines the meaning of the
expression "properly mined," the question may naturally be asked. Does the
law forbid the blasting of coal on a
loose end without first mining the

would Americanize their ownselves by
taking into their hearts and lives some
of the Gospel grace that is an attribute
of American ideals, peace and prosperity would not be far away, and the effect would be to Americanize the stream
of foreign immigration now pouring in
upon us. Indeed, on so doing depends
the future welfare and safety of American institutions.
John Rose.
Dayton, Tenn.

Loose End

Vol. 20. No. 4

a Steep

Interest

Seam

Slope Driven on the Full Dip with

of Coal
Gangway

Levels

Turned to the Right and Left of the Slope Headings
and Rooms Driven to the Rise of Each Pair of Levels

KINDLY

permit me to present the
following proposition for discus-

the direction of the dip is at right
angles to the ratural face cleavages of

We

the coal.
In reply, we would suggest driving
the main slope headings, say three or
four abreast, depending on the nature
of the coal with respect to the presence
These headings
of gas and water.
should be driven on the full dip of
the seam and, as they advance, gangways or levels are turned to the right
and left of the slope headings, inclining
them slightly up the pitch from a right
angle, so as to provide a grade of about
one per cent in favor of the loaded cars.
The gangways should be driven in pairs,
making the upper entry of each pair
the haulage road and the lower one the
air-course, which is also used for drain-

sion in the columns of Coal Age:
are about to develop a seam of coal
on a thirty-three per cent grade, running at right angles with the face of
the coal. Whai I want to know is the
best method of opening and developing
the mine with a view to the economical
working out of the coal and having due
regard for safety; also I would like to
ask regarding the comparative cost
of working inclined and level seams.
R. E. Howe.

Vice-President and General Manager,
Shamrock, Ky.
Climax Coal Co.
We understand that this seam of coal
has a uniform dip corresponding to a
srade of thirty-three per cent, and that
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Here also, as the gangways are
age.
advanced, breasts are turned to the rise
at regular intervals.
Unless conditions require otherwise,
it will generally be preferable to drive
the gangways to the boundary line
The coal can
before turning breasts.
then be worked out on the retreating
system; but the adoption of this plan

the broken coal, which a.Tords sufiicient
support for the miner while he is at
work at the face.
What is called a "monkey" airway is
driven aci-oss and over the chutes in

A

strong battery is built at the head
of each loading chute by which the flow
of coal is controlled as required.
As
the coal is mined at the face of the
breast, it falls into the chute, C. This
portion of the breast is kept filled with

tilated.

Question

—

// a breast is driven a
ft. on a rising grade of
per cent, what should be the distance represented on the map of the
mine, and what height has the breast
attained above the gangway level?

distance of 500
10

—

vested.

breast.

and other places that are properly ven-

Answer In this case, the pitch distance is 500 ft. and, the grade being
10 per cent, the grade angle or angle of
inclination is that whose tangent is 0.1,
or 5° 43'. Then, since the cosine of this
angle is 0.995, the horizontal distance
corresponding to the length of the
breast is 500 x 0.995 = 497.5 ft., or
4.975 in., as measured on the map.
The total rise of the breast above the
gangway is 49.75 ft. In this calculation
the percentage of grade is estimated on
the horizontal distance, which is com-

depend chiefly on the demand for
coal and the amount of capital in-

will

The plan of working out the coal in
breasts driven to the rise is that known
as "Chute Mining." As shown in the
accompanying figure, loading chutes,
B, B, are driven up the pitch on, say
These are driven
forty-foot centers.
narrow, eight or nine feet in width for
a distance of from six to eight yards
where they are widened out on an angle
of forty-five degrees to the full width
of the breast. As shown in the figure
manways. A, A, are driven up between
the loading chutes to a point where
they are divided or branched to connect
with the manways on each side of each

143

mon

practice in seams of moderate in-

clination.

ILLUSTRATING CHUTE MINING
thick seams, its purpose being to maintain ventilation across any chute that
may become blocked. The proposition
is open for further discussion.
It is not possible to give any general
idea of the comparative cost of working
inclined and level seams, as this will
depend too largely on conditions.

Examination Questions
Answered

—
—

Question Shoiv by sketch what is
meant by an anticlinal and a synclinal.
Answer In geology, the term "anticlinal" refers to the ridge and the term
"synclinal" to the basin formed where
the strata have been upheaved and dedisturbance.
geological
pressed
by
Both the anticline and the syncline are
plainly marked in the accompanying
^njvc/.

IDEAL GEOLOGICAL, CROSS-SECTION
which also shows the relative
accumulation of water, oil and gas in
These accumulate in perthe strata.
meable strata in accordance with their
gravity, the water
specific
relative
being the heaviest, the oil next and the
gas the lightest of the three.
Question How would you proceed
figure,

Examination, Foreman and Assistant Foreman,
Fifteenth Anthracite District

—

(Hazleton, Pa., April 19, 20, 1921)

and consequent

are the dangers
results arising froin. not

having acnirate and complete surveys
of the workings of a mine?
Answer The principal danger consists in the live workings penetrating
any adjoining abandoned workings that
may contain accumulations of gas or
water. There is also danger of not taking needed precautions when the workings are driven under water courses,

—

lakes or ponds. Without a careful survey and map of the workings, these may
be extended beyond the property line,
or there may result the loss of much
coal by reason of a haphazard method
of mining that will generally induce
creep or squeeze in different portions
of the workings.

Question

—Explain

ings are plotted on the

mine workto what
lifts shown on

hoiv

map and

If between ttvo
a Tnap, there is a horizontal distance of
150 ft. and a vertical distance of 200
scale.

ft.

is

what is the pitch distance
the average pitch?

— Mine

Answer
as

if

prospect for coal? What ivould lead
you to think that there is coal in the
territory you were prospecting?
Answer The surest method of prosto

Question — What

and what

workings are plotted

projected on a horizontal plane.

except in cases where the seam is very
highly inclined and it is advisable to
make the projection on a vertical plane
or otherwise, giving the elevation at
numerous points throughout the mine.
The Anthracite Mine Law of Pennsylvania requires the mine map to be
drawn to a scale of 100 ft. per min.
The pitch distance corresponding to
a horizontal distance of 150 ft. and a
ft.
is
distance
of
200
vertical

V

150=

+

200'

=

250

ft.

—

pecting for coal is to sink drillholes
from the surface with a core drill. The
work should be in charge of a competent driller and all the cores brought to
the surface should be presei-\'ed and
numbered. These holes should be sunk
at numerous points on the property and
a true record kept of the depth of the
hole and the elevation of the surface and
the thickness of the coal at each hole.
In searching for coal, it is necessary
geological
to have a knowledge of the
formation and the coal measures. At
times these may be studied from the

Since the rise is 200 ft. in 150 ft.
horizontal distance, the average pitch
of this seam is 4 ft. of rise in 3 ft.
horizontal distance.
Question //, in a gaseous mine,
outcroppings exposed to view by reelectricity is used for motive and other
power ivould you consider it safe to moving the drift. Where the coal measextend the conducting wire beyond ures outcrop on streams and waterways,
ivhere the ventilating current has been there is generally to be observed a discoloration of the surface and the water
properly established?
Answer If a mine is generating ex- in the stream, due to the presence of
plosive gas there is always danger in
oxide of iron in the strata. More acextending a live wire or conductor into curate information of the quality of the
a place where the gas is liable to accu- coal and thickness of the seam is genSuch conductors should only erally to be obtained from adjoining
mulate.
be installed on roads, travelingways workings.

—

—

;

Union

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal
dustrial Activities

Pacific

Ke-employs 1,500

The Union Pacific R.R. announced
July 17 that it had taken on 1,.S00
workers, who were laid off with the
slump in business, on the Mountain
division.
The re-emplojTnent of the
men is taken to indicate the revival
of business, and it is expected more
will be taken back if economic conoitions continue to improve.
2,500 Laid Off at Fore River

of waiting for some mysterious set of forces to restore
good times, the people of the United States have settled down to
the grim and sober business of working out their own salvation,

INSTEAD

writes Archer Wall Douglas, chairman of the Committee on Statistics and Standards of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
in his monthly review of business conditions in the August number
of The S'ation's Biiftiness.
While the return to better times is certain to be slow, he says, there can be no doubt as to the final recovery.
"The story of the present business depression," says Mr. Douglas,
"is very similar to other depressions which have occurred during
the past half century. The beginning of the end of speculation and
overexpansion came with restriction of credit, which put a sudden
crimp in the volume of business and started prices downward on
their long journey of declines.
Then followed the slowing down in
industry, the incubus of much unemployment, and all the attendant
evils of hard times.
After the first shock there were a flood of forecasts of an early return to former conditions and the passing of those
ills which afflicted the country.
Invariably the prophecies came to
grief.

"One of the earmarks of past depressions was the fantastic schemes
advanced to prevent the return of such eras. These schemes included
the stabilization of prices and doing something to the currency so
that its purchasing power would always be the same. And there are
those among us who take these theories seriously today just as our
forbears did in their day. We have at least one consolation in this
generation that out of the welter of past misfortunes we have learned
the lesson of a sound financial system as embodied in the Federal
Reserve Bank.
"The chronicle in industrial life is one of better business in leather,
especially in boots and shoes; lower prices in an increasing number
of makes of automobiles, and of good business in automobile sundries
lower prices in oil, with the likelihood of consequent decreased production continued dullness in mining; some improvement in clothing;
production in steel and iron down to lower levels and with reduced
prices, yet with slight increase in sales of some of the finished products a generally good movement in summer seasonable goods slow
:

;

;

Yard

The Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation announced July 15 that
2,500 of its employees at the Fore
River yard would be laid off indefinitely. The 1,500 other workers will
be put on a part-time basis.
Locomotive Shop Reopens
The locomotive department of the
Chicago Great Western shops at
Oelwein, Iowa, reopened Monday,
July 18, after two months' idleness,
employing several hundred men.

Arms

Plant Closes for a Month

The Smith & Wesson Co., of
Springfield, Mass., firearms manufacturers, announces that its factory closed July 16 for one month,
part of which time will be devoted
to inventory.
The concern has been
running full time and with a
quota of employees.

full

Danbury Felt Mills Running Again
The Danbury Felt Mills, of Danbury, Conn., have resumed operations at nearly full capacity, after a
prolonged period of inactivity. This
company completed the erection of
its mills about a year ago.

Big Order for Canadian Car Co.

The Russian Soviet Government
has given the Canadian Car & Foundry Co., Ltd., a $2,000,000 order for
£00 50-ton tank cars. W. W. Butler,
president of the company, announced
July 19 on his arrival from Europe.

;

increase in construction as the costs of material and of labor decline
in different sections, more particularly in the large cities better wholesale trade in general but of smaller volume of retail business in the
large centers."

Buyers

Swarm

to

New York

;

Holiday Hurts Freight Loading
Railroad car loadings decreased
135,110 in the number of cars loaded
on the principal railroad systems
during the week ended July 9, as
compared with the total of the preceding week, the American Railway
Association announces. This reduction was attributed to the observance of the Fourth of July holiday
throughout the country.
Idle freight cars on the roads of
the United States numbered 369,92.5
on July 8, a decrease of 4,266 from
the previous week, according to Amer-

144

Railway Association figures.
latest statistics compiled by
American Railway Association
showed that the number of bad

ican

The
the

order cars in use on July 1 stood at
3.54,611, or 15.4 per cent of the total.
On June 15 the total was about 246,000 and on June 1 approximately
340,000 cars.
Some improvement,
however, is expected to be shown in
the figures since the first of the
month, as some repair work has been
started in the railroad shops since
the July 1 wage cut became effective.

More buyers for retail and jobbing establishments were registered
ir the wholesale textile and apparel
market in New York City July 23
than has been the case at any time
this year.
The buyers are coming
principally from the Middle West,
South and East.
Automobile Sales Increasing
by the Automobile Chamber of Commerce for companies producing about 75 per cent
Statistics compiled

output show that
shipments during June were about
8 per cent in excess of those of the
previous month and 60 per cent in
of the country's

excess of those of June last year.
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Gushing Asks Reconsignment Data of Wholesalers in Laying Traffic Foundation

certain number of cars are ordered 'held for reconsigning'
before they reach the first billed destination.
How many
of those cars are there?

"We want to know how many cars are reconsigned before
they reach the first billed destination; how many are reconsigned after reaching the first billed destina'tion and
before the expiration of twenty-four hours; how many are
reconsigned after the expiration of the free time; how
many are reconsigned after placement— rejected coal, this
means and other important items.
"In order to make it easy for you to supply these data,
a printed form is inserted in this bulletin.
All it wilU be
necessary for anyone to do is to take this form out, turn
it over to a clerk with instructions to fill in the report.
Let's see if we can't get more than 76 answers to this
appeal.
"The traffic meeting at Chicago was interesting but not
highly important. Two years ago we joined the National
Industrial Traffic League.
Last spring your managing director was appointed a member of the committee on reconsigning and diversion. The league committee was called to
meet in Chicago on Monday, July 11, and held a meeting
with the traffic men on Tuesday, July 12. We were not then
discussing any specific tariff's covering reconsigning coal and
coal coke, fruits and vegetables, grain, lumber or any other
specific tariffs.
We were discussing only the general principles of reconsigning.
Some minor concessions were
granted, the most important one of which was:

GEORGE

H. GUSHING, managing director of the
American Wholesale Coal Association, on his return
from the Chieapro nieetinfr (July 11 and 12) of the reconsigning committee of the National Industrial Trade League
issued a questionnaire on reconsigning to the trade, accomby the following statement to the membership
his association under the caption "Laying a Traffic

—

panied
of

Foundation," in which he explains

why

he

is

asking for

these data:
"At the convention in

June it was decided to organize a
traffic department.
Traffic, to some wholesalers, means,
mainly, reconsigning.
'•The managing director has just returned from a meeting of the reconsigning committee of the National Industrial Traffic League in Chicago, where the principles of reconsigning were discussed with the railroad men of the
nation.
To lay the foundation for the traffic department
and to assist in clarifying some matters which came up at
the Chicago meeting, some information is desired.
It is
really necessary.
"This information is asked reluctantly because it seems
to be burdensome upon the membership to supply data.
That is, we had 600 members last fall when we sent out a
questionnaire the returns on which were of vital importance
to the membership.
Out of 600 members, we got only 76
reports.

.

.

Seek Right to Change Destination on Each Road

.

"If a car is 'held for reconsigning,' the charge for holding
the car still has to be paid but the penalty charge does not
begin to run for twenty-four hours after the notice of
arrival has been given by the carrier.
A matter of some
importance is that the railroads now agree to notify the
shipper where the car is held, when he requests that a car
shall be held short of the first billed destination for reconsigning. We asked also that the rules be changed to allow
a change of destination on each road. Our theory was
and is that no railroad can file a reconsigning tariff for a
connecting carrier and that the fact of one charge of destination on one road does not bar us from a change of destination on a connecting road. The railroads would not pass
upon this question at once. It was put over for further
consideration.
"We asked for a general reduction in reconsigning
charges. Specifically we asked that the charges, which are
now $3 and $7, should, uniformly, in future be no more than
$2.50 and $6.50.
We asked this without prejudice to our
The railroads
rights to ask later for a further reduction.
We asked for a definition
this
advisement
also.
took
under
There was much discussion of
of what is a 'reshipment.'
this and it brought out the need for a general drafting of
definitions which it was recognized would take considerable
This also was deferred to a later
time and discussion.
meeting with the understanding that there should be a great
It is to
deal of correspondence on the matter meanwhile.
get ready to draw these definitions and to answer the questions raised in this discussion that the information herein-

w

"If you do not reconsixjn or if you do reconsign only coal
distress, at least that tvill tell us that the subject is not
vital to you.
That is something which we ought to know.

Wants Data

to

Make Reply

to Railroads
have some concrete figures to
answer some specific statements made by the railroad gentlemen. We want to know, first, how many cars of coal all
kinds you handled in the first six months of this year.
Then we want to know how many of those cars you reconsigned.
If we have those two figures, it will be easy to

"What

it is

Vol. 20, No. 4

desired to do

to

is

—

—

—

calculate what percentage of the coal business of the wholesaler is handled on reconsignment.
"If you could go further, we would like in the space
marked for 'remarks' to know how many of those cars
were bought from other wholesalers or sold to other wholesalers and hence were subject to a second reconsignment.
This other piece of information is not specifically requested,
but it would be mighty valuable if we could get it. How
many of the cars were bought on one railroad and consigned to another railroad; how many of the cars consigned
to the second railroad would probably have to have a second
change of destination before they could pass on to the ulti-

—

—

mate consumer.
"After we have this information about the relation between the reconsigned coal and the total movement by your

company whetlier the amount is very large or ivhether it
amounts to practically nothing— \t is desirable that we have
some further information which will help us to analyze the
reconsigning situation.
That is, the railroads say that a

before outlined

is

desired."

Bituminous Coal Loaded Into Vessels at Lake Erie Ports
During Season to End of June*
(In

;

Sandusky.

Huron

Wheeling

Lorain
Cleveland..

Fairport

.

/

& Lake

.

Erie.

Baltimore & Ohio
Pennsylvania

\

Conneaut.
/

\

Baltimore

& Ohio

New York

Central

Bessemer & Lake Erie.
Pennsylvania West
Pennsylvania East
.

.

.

.

.

Totals

*Compi:ed by Ore & Coal Exchange, Cleveland, Ohio; H.

9.460.976
.M. Griggs.

Total

42.441
12,487
26,178
14,594
19.403

1,703.751

7,460

244,281

24.347
38.013
5,887
12.183
9,459

Pennsj'lvania

—
—

Net Tons)
Fuel

Erie

.\bhtabula.

Erie

Railroads
Hof-king \'alley
Toledo & Ohio Central.
Baltimore & Ohio
Pennsylvania

288,712

Manager.

464,743
956,739
520,099
749,721

Cargo
430,429
273,447
166,456
205,543
538,335
746,049
85,741

204,936

—Fuel19206,306
18,074
7,924
3,791
39,157
71.306
26.972

Total
436,735
291,521
174,380
209,334
577,492
817,355
112.713
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Mingo Operators Allege Union Conspiracy of Violence

—

Mines Now Running 96 Per Cent Normal Twenty-Seven Men Killed Either for
Working at Mines, Maintaining Law or Protecting Workmen Keeney Alleged to

Have

the opening investigation of the disorders in the coal
fields of Mingo County, West Virginia, before the Senate
subcommittee of the Committee on Education and Labor,
Chairman Kenyon asked if unionism was not the real issue
in the dispute. Witnesses for the mine workers said that the
mine owners are determined to keep the mines idle forever
Fred Mooney, of the
rather than submit to unionization.
miners' union, denied that any part of the union's $2,400,000
relief fund had been spent in the purchase of arms and ammunition.
Neil Burkinshaw, attorney for the mine workers' union,
said that the union demanded its rights to public assembly
and union membership. Colonel Z. Tyler Vinson, of Huntington, presented the views of the mine owners. "We emphatically assert," he said, "that all the trouble, violence
and murder that have occurred in Mingo and Pike counties
for the past year have been dii'ectly caused by the activities
and criminal practices of the United Mine Workers' organization, which for years past has pursued a policy that
is criminal in its character, and under and in pursuance of
such policy this organization is attempting by means
criminal and unla^vful to substitute for law and orderly
government the policy and practices of that organization."

IN

Mines

Now Running

96 Per

Cent Normal

The further assertion is made that there is "no industrial
controversy and no strike involved between the mine owners
and their employees, for the reason that the mines are being
operated by men enough to produce all the coal that can be
sold, and are actually producing 96 per cent of the normal
output of the field, notwithstanding depressed market conditions. These men are working of their own free will and
accord, and desire to continue to work, as will be fully

A

Burn and Blast

The

real question at issue, according to his statement,
"Shall men be forced to join the union, contrary to
their wishes, before they are allowed to work in the mines?
Shall the mine owners be denied the right to employ such
men as desire to work for them, when such men are not
members of this union? Shall the right of individual contract be presei'ved?
"The production of coal, if all miners are organized in
one union," said Colonel Vinson, "is put at the mercy of
the officers of that union, as illustrated in the strike of 1919,
when the government and the people were forced to depend
on this and the few other unorganized fields for fuel."
is

Use State Line to Avoid Authorities
Attention was called to the physical situation of the coal
field in question, where the mines are located along a front
of some fifty miles on Tug River, a narrow stream which
divides West Virginia from Kentucky, some of the mines
being in one state and some in the other, thus rendering
law enforcement difficult. This field, it was declared, has
been for years the refuge of miners who, not wishing to
work under union rules and regulations, have come here

employment.

Colonel Vinson also charged that in furtherance of the
attempts to hinder the production of coal and destroy the
business of the mine owners, the union ad\'ised its members
"to retain possession of the company houses in which they
live," and to refuse to "vacate them upon the termination
of their employment," with the object of preventing the
mine owners from furnishing "their necessary employees

proper housing facilities."
It was pointed out that the houses owned by the mine
owners are for housing their employees and not for the purpose of renting to tenants; that they are incident to the
business of coal producing and that for non-workers to

Sham Battle

hold them is' to defeat the purpose for which they are provided and to prevent the operation of the mines.
It was averred that of the hundreds of houses occupied by
the miners who went on strike, only about a score were secured by the owners through evictions made without first
obtaining judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction,
and that these few evictions were made "without any remonstrance or resistance on the part of those evicted, and
without any breach of the peace."
short resume was given of the cases of "murder, arson,
dynamiting and shooting from ambush into defenseless mining camps occupied by women and children, and at passersby on public highways and at officers of the law, including
United States troops in uniform. West Virginia State police
and members of the Kentucky militia, as well as workers at
the mines. All but five of the victims of all these acts were
men either endeavoring to work or officials seeking to protect them in their right to work, and but five of them
were at the time members of the United Mine W^orkers of
America." The five persons members of the United Mine
Workers of America were killed while engaged in murderous assaults upon others.
He averred that the United Mine Workers of America
are responsible "for the death of twenty-seven persons in
Mingo County. Many of these deaths were cold-blooded
murder, the victims in several instances being shot in the
back by men concealed in the woods or hiding in ambush."
Two of the victims were important witnesses in the trial
of men for murders for which the organization was responsible. Three were state police, "all of whom were shot
in the back by means of this organization."
One was a
Kentucky militiaman. Ten of the deaths were in what is
known as the Matewan battle.

proven before this committee.

to find

—

Called Sixty-Three Strikes —Kirkpatrick Declares Operators Staged

Buildings, Attack

Workers

Charges were made by Colonel Vinson of the use of explosives and of incendiary fires in a dozen or so instances
in which tipples, headhouses, bridges and other property
at the coal mines was destroyed.
The union was charged
also with responsibility for scores of "vicious and cowardly
assaults committed by members of the organization upon
workers, the sole reason for these assaults being to intimidate, terrorize and punish men for working and not obeying the commands of that organization."
It was charged that the mine workers are responsible for
"firing at and into troops of the United States in uniform in
at least five separate instances," and that the mine workers
are responsible also for insulting, intimidating and annoying people in no wise connected with this controversy, "whose
sole offense consisted in being found on the highways and
trains in this field, and in being suspected by the miners'
organization of desiring to work at the mines, or of being
in sympathy with those working."
Fred Mooney, a mine-union official, and Frank Ingram, a
miner, gave details of disturbances which had occurred. Appearing as counsel for the operators in the hearing were
Captain S. B. Lewis, of Charleston; C. L. Greever, of Tazewell

;

Harry

Scheer,

Judge Damron, and Randolph Bias, of

Williamson.
Harry Olmsted, of the labor committee of the Williamson
Coal Operators Association, described on July 18 the diflSculties of mine operation since July, 1920, when the strike
began.
When Sid Hatfield, chief of police of Matewan, against
whom six charges of homicide are now pending, testified as
to the Matewan gun fight with Baldwin-Felts detectives in
the coal fields, his counsel, who also is counsel for the miners, waived immunity.
Hatfield said he sought to serve the
warrants of the Mayor of Matewan on the detectives, the
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purpose being to stop the eviction of

tlio

mine workers'

said that seven of the thirteen in the detective
party were killed in the pitched battle which ensued. Hathad
asked the Mayor to issue the warrants, as
field said he
families.

He

the detectives were violating the
ing weapons.

S. B. Avis, of the operators' counsel, asked Hatfield if he
in bringing rifies into Mingo, and

had been instrumental

Hatfield said he was operating a store which sold guns, alHe said the cost
though he did not pose as a gunman.
of his legal defense from the homicide charges was being
defrayed by the mine workers' union.
C. F. Keeney, mine union president in the district of
which Mingo is a part, denied, as had Fred Mooney before
him, that any of the two and a half million dollars spent
by the miners' union in connection with the strike was used
for procuring arms, the money being expended in the support of the tent colonies in which 11,000 miners and their
families lived.
Counsel Avis, for the operators, brought out the fact that
even when operators consented to deal with the mine workers' union that organization habitually broke its contracts.
He said that sixty-three strikes had been called by Keeney
in one field alone; Keeney declared, however, that "Your
figure probably is too high," and insisted that many of the
strikes were bred by the secret-service men of the operators, who were employed in the mines. Counsel pointed out
that the mine guards and volunteer state police were highclass citizens, such as dentists, doctors, bank officials and
merchants, and that most of them had been ex-service men,
but Keeney said they were gunmen and some thugs.
Senator Sterling, of South Dakota, asked if the union
men did not use violence, intimidation and threats to force
nonunion men into the union and Keeney denied the insinuation, saying that it was not the policy of the mine workers.
James Kilpatrick, a deputy sheriff, said he had received a
salary from the union as well as his official pay and named
half a dozen men he said the coal operators employed. He
said, however, that the system was no longer in effect.

Wants Miner

Pritchard of the Burnwell company as saying he would
Hutchinson
never permit the unionization of his mine.
testified that his furniture

and

is

now

was removed by armed
company .-tore."

detectives

"rotting against the

town ordinances by carry-

Hatfield Sells Guns in Mingo County

Keener-
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to Get Excess Profit

reply to questions from Chairman Kenyon, Mr.
Keeney said a miner should receive all the wealth he creates
after paying the running expenses, transportation and a
fair return to the men who own the property. He said this
did not mean taking the property away. He said the union
is endeavoring to get that method of compensation adopted
rather than the present system.
Albert Kirkpatrick, of Portsmouth, Ohio, charged that a
sham battle was staged by the coal operators in order to
force the declaration of martial law. As a mine foreman
for the Burnwell Coal Co., at Chattaroy and Sprigg, W. Va.,
he had plotted with mine officials to stage the sham battle
so that martial law could be declared. While he was working at the mouth of the mine Kirkpatrick said other men
went across the mountains and fired at him. There were
no casualties but the plot was successful and troops arrived
in thirty minutes.
Counsel for the operators endeavored to
disprove his story but Kirkpatrick said it was true.
He
said he told it because he had been treated "dirty" by Jake
Henry, the superintendent of the company.

Mingo's Martial

COUNSEL

for the

Law Recognized

in

Court

United Mine Workers of America

made an ineffectual effort at Charleston, W. Va., to
obtain the release of their mine leaders through writs of
habeas corpus, attacking at the same time the legality of
the Governor's proclamation of martial law, under which
David Robb and eight others had been takeri into custody.
The Supreme Court of West Virginia refused the application for writs of habeas corpus and the union men
were remanded without bail to the custody of the military
When the Supreme Court handed down its
authorities.
decisions attorneys for the petitioners gave notice of their
intention to appeal to the Supreme Court of the United
States. The court in its opinion held, by inference at least,
that the newly-organized militia in Mingo County constituted a, military force.
Confronted with the alternative of goin^ back to the jail
at Welch or of leaving the state permanently under deportation orders, four of those who had been arrested chose the
latter,

and

an

agreement was

reached

between

Major

Thomas

B. Davis, acting as the personal representative of
Governor Morgan and as head of the military forces in
Mingo County, and Angus W. Kerr, of Chicago, of counsel

for the United Mine Workers, that Robb and others of his
colleagues who were not residents of the state should depart as soon as they were able to turn over the administration of the union relief stations in Mingo County to resident
union men.
Those ordered to leave the state and who
agreed to do so were David Robb, international financial
agent; John Brown and Robert Gilmore, members of the
international board of organizers, all of whom were given
until Monday night, July 18, to make their preparations to
leave.
The fourth man ordered to leave the state will be
either Herbert Halls or Jasper Metzer, as Major Davis may
determine. Whether it be Halls or Metzer, however, he will
be given an additional week to perfect his arrangements.

In

Made Miners Buy Goods at Company Store
E. Hutchinson, a coal miner, said that miners who
refused to trade at m.ine stores were discriminated against
and given "scrubby" jobs in the mines.
He said the
prices charged at the mine stores were hi.Lcher than others
miners
received a wage inand were advanced when the
crease last November.
Hutchinson was one of the leaders of the movement to
unionize the mines in Mingo County and pave a history of
The organization of the men
the union movement there.
was accomplished in secret among employees of the Burnwell
company. When the company learned of the men joining
the union they were discharged and refused further use of
the houses provided by the company. He (luoted President

W.

West Virginia Mine Fatalities Increased In
May, Despite Reduced Operation

DESPITE
in

constant warnings on the part of the Department of Mines to observe greater care, the death rate
West Virginia mines during the month of May, 1921.

was much higher than

for the preceding month, although
ouerations were reduced in every part of the state. There
were thirty-six fatal accidents in May and all but six were
the result of mishaps inside the mines.
Eighteen mine
workers were killed in the most common form of accident
inside the mines
falling roof, timbering, coal and slate.
Mine-car accidents were more frequent than usual, there
being nine deaths from that cause. McDowell County led
all others in the number of accidents, thei-e being eleven in
that county alone. Six fatal accidents were charged against
Logan County and five against Raleigh. In the mines of Fayette County three were killed and in the mines of Wyoming
County two were killed. In the counties of Kanawha, Clay,
Mercer, Ohio, Monongalia, Marion and Brooke there was
Most of the casualties were in
one fatal accident each.
the southern part of the state. Among those killed during
Smith,
assistant superintendent of
Robert
month
the
was
the Panther Coal Co., who came in contact with a live wire,
33,000 volts passing through his body.

—

President Harding purposes doing everything possible
to arrange his affairs so as to permit his attendance at the
International First-Aid and Mine Rescue contest to be held
at St. Louis, Sept. 1 to 3. The President is not in a position
a definite promise at this time but has expressed
in the invitation extended him by H. Foster
Bain, Director of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

to

make

keen interest

July 28, 1921
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Central Penna. Operators Meet to Formulate Policy with

Mine Workers: Business Goes

THE

Central Coal Association, made up of coal operators in the Central Pennsylvania Bituminous coal field,
held a meeting in the rooms of the Central Pennsyl-

vania Coal Producers' Association on Wednesday afternoon,
July 20. Following the meeting, which was held behind
closed doors, the following statement was given out:
"At a meeting of the Central Coal Association held in
Altoona today and attended by about one hundred coal
operators, thei'e was several hours' discussion on an important resolution affecting their future policy with the United
Mine Workers of America. At the conclusion of the discusto the fact that a number of the operators
consult with their Board of Directors before
pledging themselves to support the resolution, the meeting
was adjourned to meet in the Lincoln Trust Building.
Altoona, Thursday, July 28, at which time final action will
be taken.
"The reports indicated that central Pennsylvania had lost
during the month of June of their normal share of the busision,

owing

desired

to

Colorado Coal Output Recedes 20 Per Cent

PRODUCTION

of coal in Colorado during May fell off
25 per cent fi'om the rate of Jan. 1 according to a report by James Dalrymple, state coal mine inspector. During the first five months of the current year only 3,743,966
tons were mined, as compared with 5,028,501 tons during
the same period last year, a decrease of 1,284,535 tons.
Of the nineteen coal-producing counties of the state only
three show an increase in production over 1920.
These
are Weld, Jefferson and Pitkin. Las Animas and Huerfano,
the chief coal counties of the state, show, between them,
a loss of more than 850,000 tons over last year.
Lack of orders is reflected by that part of the report
dealing with employment in the mines, which shows that
•out of 151 possible days the miners, on an average, worked
only 66.7 days, or about four days out of every ten. During May only 12,445 men were employed in and about the
mines, as compared with an average of 13,920 during the
entire first five months of the year.
Coal production during May by counties, total production
since Jan. 1, and the increases and deci'eases are as follows:
Counties
Boulder
Delta

ElPaso

to

Non-Union Fields

ness of the country, based upon the average they have maintained for the last five years, 3,000 carloads, or 150,000
This business has gone to districts outside of central
Pennsylvania that have made the wage adjustment. In
addition, it was disclosed by a survey of the union and nonunion mines operating within the district, that a shift in
the business had occurred whei-eby the non-union mines
operating in the district had taken 7,000 carloads more than
their normal average of the business during the month of
June, or 350,000 tons that the union operators lost, the total
loss of the union operators for the month of June of their
share of the business of the country being 500,000 tons.
"In Somerset County the operators producing about
6,000,000 tons reduced their wages to the 1917 scale, effective Saturday, July 16.
This additional tonnage on the
adjusted basis will be in competition with central Pennsylvania union mines henceforth, and the conditions in central
Pennsylvania union mines will steadily grow worse and the
result in July will be much worse than the result in June."
tons.
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Federal Board to Settle Mine
Disputes as Result of Minjio l^robe

May Form

FEDERAL board to adjust coal-mine labor disputes
may be recommended by the Senate sub-committee on
education and labor which has concluded the taking of
testimony in Washington on the strike in Mingo County
(W. Va.) coal fields. At the close of the ten-day hearing
when representatives of the operators and miners were
heard Chairman Kenyon of the investigating committee
indicated that such a recommendation would be made to
the Senate.
A summary of the testimony introduced shows that the
strike was the outcome of a bitter struggle against union
domination of the mines by organized labor, the operators
refusing to yield to the un'on because it would mean the
entering wedge for union control of the coal industry.
Charges that operators in other coal fields bad conspired with
the miners to check production in the Mingo field did not
Senator Shortridge, of
materially impress the committee.
California, said strong evidence would have to be presented
to convince him on that point. The committee will not make
its report to the Senate until it analyzes the testimony
already taken and determines whether to continue the
hearings in the strike-affected region or to close up the
case at this time.

A

Ohio

Commission

Utilities

On

to

Hold Hearing

Reasonableness of Freight Rates

THE

Ohio Utilities Commission has set Aug. 2 for a
hearing at Columbus on the question of the reasonableness of all freight rates in the State of Ohio. The action was
taken as a result of a widespread agitation against high
freight rates, especially on heavier commodities such as coal.
It is announced that the first part of the hearing will be
devoted to rates on road-building materials and later to
rates on all hea\'Y commodities.
The action of the Ohio Utilities Commission has no bearing on the hearing scheduled for Sept. 12 before an examiner
of the Interstate Commerce Commission at Columbus on
the question of the differential on coal freight rates from
Ohio fields as compared with the inner and the outer cresIt is expected that the two
cent fields of West Virginia.
hearings will run largely along the same lines, however.
The Southern Ohio Coal Exchange is backing the hearing
before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Henry Ford, who some time ago purchased the Detroit,
Toledo & Ironton R.R., announced a flat reduction of 20
per cent in freight rates, asserting that the time had come
for such reduction. While this is not a "coal road," the announcement threw a bombshell in the camp of traffic managers of various railroads.
A suit attacking coal-freight rates for 30-mile and shorter

Commerce
Cox Appointed

E. E. Clark Resigns from

Commission; F.

EDGAR

E.

I.

CLARK, chairman

of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, has resigned from that
It was announced at the White House that
body.
Chairman Clark feels he must forsake the govin order to recoup his private fortunes.
He is to enter business. Frederick I. Cox,
of New Jersey, was named July 22 to fill the
vacancy caused by Mr. Clark's resignation.
Mr. Clark entered the railway service in 1873

ernment service

in 1889 became Grand Senior Conductor of the
Railway Conductors of America, serving as Grand
Chief Conductor from 1890 to 1906.
President

and

Roosevelt appointed him to the Anthracite Strike
Commission in October, 1902, and on Aug. 28, 1906,
he joined the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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hauls in Ohio has been filed with the Ohio Utilities Commission by the New York Coal Co. against the Hocking
Valley Railway Co. While the suit has been filed by an
individual concern against an individual railroad, the complaint is of such a general nature that its determination
will have a general application in the Buckeye State.
Increases of as high as 425 per cent over the rates of 1917
are charged in the bill of complaint. The complaint avers
that for both local and remote hauls the rates are excessive, unreasonable and unlawfully discriniinatory and in
excess of rates charged on Eastern railroads.
It is asserted that the whole freight-rate system was
thrown out of joint when the Interstate Commerce Commission authorized an increase of 15c. on all rates in 1917.
Since that time an increase of 25 per cent and one of 40
per cent have been authorized. An instance is given where
a rate of 25c. for a two-mile haul in 1917 was increased to
40c. and then by the two other increases to 84c.

Charleston Section. A.I.M. E., Will Hold
Organization Session

A

MEETING

of a committee appointed to arrange for the
formation of the Charleston Section of the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers was held
at the office of Carl Scholz, chairman, Professional Building, Charleston, W. Va., Saturday, July 23, 1921, at 2 p.m.,
at which the following members of the institute were present:
Carl Scholz, J. S. Cunningham, E. M. Merrill, 0.
Cartlidge and J. M. Clark, resident members, and Thomas
H. Claggett, a member from Bluefield, W. Va.
At that meeting the committee decided to hold a meeting for the organization of the Charleston section, on Tuesday, Sept. 6, 1921, at which time officers for the balance of
the current year will be elected and bylaws adopted.
banquet is to be served at the close of the session.

A

Tidewater Coal Exchange,

AT

Inc.,

Makes

Changes in Pooling Rules
A MEETING of the members of the Tidewater

Coal
Exchange, Inc., held in New York July 21 several
changes in the rules were adopted.
Rule 1 was revised
to provide for an initiation fee of .$300 for shippers who
join on or after Sept. 1. Payment of this fee will be waived
in the case of those joining previous to that date.
Another
change in this rule gives the exchange broader control over
members' credit and makes possible the covering of any
losses to the exchange.
Rule 6 was recast and now provides substantially that
all bituminous coal for transshipment at tidewater ports
shall be graded and classified in designated pools by a
classification committee appointed by and under the direcLimits and tolei'ances
tion of the Executive Committee.
.

for -each pool will be established and published to members
at such times as the Executive Committee shall designate.
This change will be effective Aug. 1.
Rule 18, relating to the method of allocating demurrage
charges, was modified so that in the future detention will
be figured on the same basis as the railroads render bills,
allowing the benefit of the exchange on free time, but
charging members their exact detention. The change will

become

effective

Aug.

1.

As A PART OF A GENERAL PLAN the National Coal Association is giving increased attention to an effort to convey to
the public more information on the whole question of coal.
The association is anxious that other businesses understand
some of the problems of coal production and at the same
time is desirous of acquiring a better understanding of the
In furthering that plan,
problems of other businesses.
J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the association, has gone
In
to Evansville to address the Rotary Club of that city.
this same endeavor T. W. Guthrie recently addressed the
spoke
Brewster
Chamber of Commerce, Pittsburgh; T. T.
in St. Louis and T. W. Watkins has made a number of
addresses at Pennsylvania points.

—
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Despite Widespread Use of Coke and Cordwood for Fuel,

Sweden

Is

a Promising
By

Dr.

Market for American Coal
Henry M. Payne*

THE

coal situation in Sweden is of interest to American coal exporters not only because of the opportunities for supplying American coal but because the
efforts made there to burn coke and to utilize cordwood
as fuel on a large scale, and extensive hydro-electric developments have clearly defined the cost conditions to be
met. According to a recent report of Trade Commissioner
Klath to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
the average annual imports of coal into Sweden before the
war were about 5,000,000 tons, of which 300,000 tons were
consumed in the manufacture of illuminating gas.
Up to 1920 Great Britain controlled the Swedish market.
Subsequent to that time, due to the English strike
its corresponding increase in cost, together with uncertain deliveries, English coal has become less and less
a factor, 1,2-50,000 tons of coal and coke having been imported from the United States during the past year. At
the present time only light shipments are going to Svi'eden
from the United States, due to the slowing down of industry there and the large stocks still on hand.

and

The Swedish market is not dependent wholly on coal,
due to the vast forests in the northeastern part of the country.
During the war when coal prices were as high as 250
kroner per ton, many of the large industries used cordwood exclusively. In certain sections today firewood is
cheaper than coal, and some of the lesser lines of the
State Railways burn wood or combine coal with peat.
Sweden also is rapidly developing her water-power resources and constructing huge hydro-electric plants and
electrifying her railways.
To lessen the cost of gas, and
to increase the coke output, Pocahontas and New River
coals are mixed.
The Oxelbsund Jamerksaktb was established at Oxelbsund in 1913, with a capital of $2,750,000 to make coke,
having an annual capacity of 125,000 tons. The restriction of the iron and steel industry, however, caused a
heavy

deficit in 1920.

Large Lump Used for Both Gas and Steam Purposes
The trade has been accustomed to large lump coal for
both gas and steam purposes.
Much complaint is heard
about American coal breaking up in handling, and even
screened coal, for which premium prices were paid, has
contained much slack on aiTival. To meet this condition,
stoker grates are being introduced and in some cases
crushers are being installed.
During the war English export regulations required a
certain percentage of fines to be taken with screened coal,
which, coupled with the increased use of American slack,
would indicate a steady market for this grade of coal.
There seems to be little preference expressed as between
high- or low-volatile coal for steam purposes. Smoke consumers are practically unknown, and smoke ordinances
are rare.
The English coal formerly used for gas purposes ran
about 1.5 per cent sulphur.
The general equipment of
purifying boxes is ample, and there are no legal restrictions
on the amount of H; S which may exist in the gas furnished
by public utilities.
All types of retorts are used, the
horizontal retorts being hand-fired while the vertical and
The
inclined retorts usually are charged mechanically.
expected yield of gas is from 5 to 5i cu.ft. per pound of coal.
The manufacture and sale of all the usual byproducts is
prosecuted vigorously, with special reference to high-grade
coke, which is not only used in the steel industry but also
for domestic heating.
About 100,000 tons of coke are
imported annually. On account of this great demand for
coke, nothing but a good coking coal is acceptable.

Scientific studies also are being made into the effects of
the fusing point of ash, and in the near future, if indeed
not at present, it will be essential for the American exporter to know the definite characteristics of the particular
coal he proposes to ship to Sweden to obtain orders.
The State railways and a few of the larger industrials
The
charter their own ships and buy their coal direct.
smaller consumers buy through the various Swedish imDuring the war Great Britain required
porting houses.
cash against documents on all Swedish coal cargoes. Before
that time ninety days' credit was allowed, with a discount
for cash.
One of the criticisms repeatedly made of American coal
exporters is their unwillingness to supply less than cargo
lots.
English shipments of 400-500 tons are the rule rather
than the exception. Under the present fluctuating prices
for coal, a falling market with a large cargo en route may
mean serious loss. On account of ice which closes many
of the harbors from the middle of December to the beginning of May, the bulk of coal is imported during the
summer months. Storage facilities are excellent. Port
terminal equipment is ample for prompt discharge and
recent shiplittle demurrage difficulty is encountered.
ping bulletin gives the following port capacities for SwedMalmo, 1,000 tons per day; Copenish and Danish ports:
hagen, 1,000 tons per day; Stockholm, 800 tons per day;
Gothenburg, 1,000 tons per day.

A

Complementary Details

in Successful

Coal Trade

Coal trade with England was built up on the basis of
return cargoes, advantageous freight rates, less-than-cargolot shipments to individual consignees, and 90-day credits
with discount for cash. The United States was never a
normal source of supply for Swedish coal until war emergencies and English mine strikes made necessary the development of a new source.
One of the most plentiful return cargoes is timber and
pulpwood. Iron ore also is available but not in demand
here.
American cargo ships, therefore, usually obtain
cai'goes of timber from the Gulf of Bothnia, Finland or the
Baltic States for transportation to England or the Continent, and there take on other cargo for the United States,
making a triangular voyage.
The freight rates on coal from, and wood to, England
are governed by supply and demand. With no coal from
England and a decreased amount of mine timber being used
there, an entire readjustment of cargoes and rates is inevitable.
The future of the Swedish market for American coal depends upon (a) the future cost of English coal,
(b) American willingness to comply with the desires and
special requirements of Swedish customers, (c) credit terms
as favorable as those of competitors usually ninety days
from date of sailing, with discount for cash.
There appears no logical reason why any responsible
source of supply in America should not, \vith these facts
in mind, send his direct representative to Swedish purchasers of coal and enter into negotiations for shipments
of American coal of recognized quality, with Tidewater
Coal Exchange certificate of inspection and loading, and
in this way build up a permanent market for his product.

—

—

How It Looks to Some. The frantic effort of coal barons
CO prevent the publication of profit statistics indicates that
they are still making expenses. Providence Journal.

COAL AGE INDEX
"Coal Age" are furnished free to all ivho
ask for them. The index for the first lialf of 1921 will soon
he ready for distribution, and a copy can be had by addressing a postcard to the subscription departinent of "Coal Age."

The indexes

to

Production
and
the

Mairkct
M^eekly Rcvic

PRODUCTION

of bituminous coal, as forecast in
review two weeks ago, continued to decline
throughout the first half of July and promises to
Output in the week ended July
drop still further.
16 was 7,359,000 net tons, compared with 7,658,000 in
The decrease
the last full-time week, that of July 2.
This condition is
in two weeks has been 4 per cent.
attributable to the drop in Lake and Tidewater movements and is not indicative of further decrease in either
general industrial or domestic coal demand.
this

•

bottom

The

Than Most

Industries

the .summer dullness has not been
a gloomy view, if it be considered
by itself, the prospect is for the rate of production to
Our Boston
shrink still further before it starts up.
correspondent notes that even in the deadest of dead
felt

full effect of

and although

it is

summers before the war more
Other sections show conditions

coal

was

sold than now.

to be equally dull.

But,

outstanding lethargy, the soft-coal industry
is going at better than 40 per cent of full-time operation, and even though it drop to 7,000,000 tons a week
it will be doing nearly 60 per cent of its top-notch
record. Not many industries can boast of such a record
Prices continue largely nominal, representing rock-

Apr
report of Geological Survey.

May

June

The

level,

now stood at 89 for two consecutive weeks, is fixed
an almost irreducible minimum by production costs.
Of course, the cost of production is not the determining
factor in prices, and the average cost is a poorer measure, but it is certain that, just as one high-cost mine
after another has closed and the level of prices has
followed down with the cost of operation of those properties

still

going, so will prices inevitably

mount when

such as to call forth more tonnage than the
mines now at work can furnish. For any given field
there is a definite relation between output and price,
and even in such uncertain times as these this relationship still exists.
In other words, if demand should
drop to 6,000,000 tons the price will fall still more, buti
when demand is for eight, nine or ten million tons, as
it most certainly will be before snow comes, prices will
surely go up.
is

Good Omens Seen Outside Coal Trade

One turns outside the coal trade to find omens
The financial markets are reported
better times.
continually
more optimistic not in the way

—

of
as
of

whistling to keep up courage, but in a sound, reasoned,
way. Steel looks better the bottom on orders is said

—

Daily Average Production of Bituminous Coal*

•From weekly
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demand.

of spot prices, which

has

de.spite this

in these days.

Aye index

at

demand

Soft Coal More Active

levels at the present rate of

as indicated by Coal

July

Aug.

Sept.

. ..
....
....,
.

.
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The railroads

will soon have some
The improvement in
are moving.
business, when it comes, will slide in unannounced, and
be on the country unawares. The signs are accumulating, but when the pick-up will gain sufficient headway
to raise steam coal from the slough of despond, one can-

be at hand.

to

money.

Textiles

not say.

BITUMINOUS
Production from Jan. 1 to July 16 this year has been 211,928,000 tons, compared with 235,021.000 tons in the same
period of 1919 and 278,721,000 tons in 1920. In other words,
business has failed by 23,000,000 tons of demanding the
coal it took in 1919 during the worst of the post armistice
slump and by 67,000,000 tons the total bought last year.
Even with coal production at its present low level, the
margin of available cars is not great. If the plan looking to
the placing of road contracts in the fall, instead of in the
spring, should go through and there should be even a moderate revival of business this fall the point soon would be
reached where all the idle open-top cars would be in use.
In addition to 372,050 surplus cars, of which 173,617 were
coal cars, reports just published by the Car Service Division
of the American Railway Association show that on July 1
there were also 354,611 freight cars out of repair, or 15.4
per cent of the cars on line, an increase from 346,861 on

Current Quotations
Market
Quoted

Low-Volatile, Eastern
Pocahonta? lump
Pocahontas mine run
Pocahontas screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
•Smokele^a mine run
Clearfield mine run
Cambria mine run
Somerset mine run
Pool
(Navv Standard).,
(N'avy Standard).
Pool
Pool
(Na\T Standard).
1

I

1

,

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run
Kanawha screenings
Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
Pitts.

No. 8 lump

.

.

.

.

3

6
2
2
2
3

.

.

2
2

I
I

2

15(3.

4 75:»
3 00(«

40
S 50
3 25

5 60(a,

0.7S

Increase in Exports Due to British Strike

compared with June, 1920, in exports to
Cuba, Argentina, and Chile on this side, and to France,
Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland on the other
side.
The increase came in shipments to the United King-

stantial decreases
Italy,

1

2
1

bO@

S

2

75@

2

00
3 00^1 3 25
85

2,30(a 2 50
1-15® I S5

2 40

2
2
2
2
2
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2

1

I
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00
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2,60

2

10®

2 35

2

00®

2,35

2 00

1.80®
I
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I

75®
700
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Pitts.

No. 8 mine run
No. 8 screenings...
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2 95
I
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75

I
1
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1.50
2 95
I

I

1

I

e 00
2 00
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I

Columbus

2

1

00
20
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2

1

,

Philadelphia.

,

,

,

Philadelpha.

.

Chicago
,

,

Philadelphia,.

Chicago

$7
8

00(111

2 61
2 66
5 62

7

80(.i

2,61
2 66
5 62
2 61
2 66
5 62
2 38

5,62

Philadelphia,

2 47
2 38

New York

2

.

,

Philadelphia,

New York

.

.

,

Philadelphia,
,
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Independent

New York

New York

20® 1.35

$2 61
2 66
5 62

Chicago

,

50

I

Rates

2,47

.

Philadelphia.

.

$2,25

25

1.25

3.65
2 90

3,55
3.15
1,90
2 65
2 40
1.65
2 90
2 50
1,70
2 75

I

2
2
2
2

47
38
47
38
47

85® $8.
12

15

8 20

75
8 25

8 Omn. 8 20
12 60
8 40(0 8 50
8 25(a. 8,70
13 20
7 80(0 8 25
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10 90
2
2
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50®

00
3,00
3

60TO 2.00
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60®
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I
1
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freight rates net tons; quotations f.o.b. cars, Cbioago.

.lulv 26t,

1921
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25®

1 40

3 55
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2
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Midwest
Franklin.
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Chicago
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Chicago
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.. ..

Central 111. mine run
Central III. screenings
Ind. 4th Vein lump
Ind. 4th Vein mine run. ,.
Ind, 4th Vein screenings,.
Ind, 5th Vein lump
Ind, 5th Vein mine run.
Ind, 5th Vein screenings,..

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
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We«t Ky, lump
West Ky, mine run
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.

.
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2
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2
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I
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Ky, screenings
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lump

Kansas mine run
Kansas screenings

Birmingham,,
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.

.

,

,

,

,

Kansas City.
Kansas City..
Kansas City,
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3
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15
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3 40
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3.65

3
2
3
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1,45
5 25

1.40
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2

50
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3,15

3,25
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5 50
4 40
3,25

* Gross tons, f, o, b. vessel, Hamptoi
t Advance over previous week showc

— Spot Prices, Anthracite—Gross Tons, F. O. B. Mines

Freight
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3
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3 00
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2 00
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<
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1 00
2 50^1 3 30
2 OOu 2 65
i
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3 00

South and Southwest

2,00® 2,15

.

Cleveland.

70
75

1,35®

,Tune21. Julvl2. .Iulvl9,
1921
1921
1921

Cleveland..
Cleveland..

2

SiO&. S.50

.

Philadelphia.
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30
00
75
85
00
70
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.

Chicago

* Price?

3 25

.

Broken

I

00(11

I

Egg
Egg

Rice
Rice
Barley
Barley
Birdseye

3

2 60
2 50

2.40
2 25
2 20

SoinSS.SO

15

85
1.60
3.45

Columbus..
Columbus..
Columbus.
Columbus.
Columbus.

.

I

5
2

-S5

2,90
2 80

2.50

Broken
Broken

Chestnut

2

1

2 00

.

Philadelphia
Baltimore..
Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh..
Pittsburgh.

is

Exports of bituminous coal in June were 3,710,000 net
tons (3,314,513 gross tons), compared with 3,510,000 net
tons (3,132,253 gross tons) in June, 1920. There were sub-

West Ky, screenings

New York

Market
Quoted
New York

Pea
Pea
*Pea
Buckwheat No
Buckwheat No.

5

2

45

2,85
2 85
2 70
2 50
2 45
2 35
2 35

Philadelphia,
Baltimore..

2 05

10

New

New York

5 00
2 65
5 90

15
15

3 25
2 95

.

3
2

Current Quotations

Stove
Stove
•Stove
Chestnut
Chestnut

Another disquieting feature of the situation

Market
Quoted
$5 65

25
85

Philadelphia
Baltimore,.

Vol). Philadelphia
Vol.) Baltimore..

Hifth-Volatile, Eastern
Pool 54-64 (Ga& and Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and .Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pittsburgh sc'd. gas
Pittsburgh mine run(steam)
Pittsburgh slack (ga-)

15.

that 25 per cent of the locomotives of the country ai'e in
bad order.
Lake business is falling off. Loadings at the mines are
very much less now than three or four weeks ago and dumpings at lower Lake Erie ports have declined from the high
point of around 1,200,000 tons per week the first of July to
The total
little more than 700,000 tons three weeks later.
Lake coal dumped up to July 25 was 12,627,000 tons, approximately the same as in 1919 but more than twice that of last
Shippers are freely predicting that after Aug. 1,
year.
when the 28c. per ton seasonal freight reduction is applied
to points other than those now affected (Superior and
Michigan north of the Illinois-Wisconsin state line), there
Prewill be a belated revival in the Lake cargo business.
liminary figures for the week of July 25 show 695,285 tons
of cargo coal dumped and 24,429 tons of vessel fuel, a total
of 719,714 tons, the lowest since the second week of May.

— Spot Prices, Bituminous Coal—Net Tons, F. O. B. Mines

$5 50
3 40
2 40
5 65
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York..
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Vol.) Baltimore..
Vol.), New York

1
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Columbus,.
Columbus..
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Chicago.
Chicago.
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Boston
Boston
Boston
New York.

1

Pool 9 (Super. Low
Pool 9 (Super. Low
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Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low
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.
.
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S
I
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00®
75®
85®
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roiU Age

Week

uf

Indrx

80,

July

-ii.

lUii.
This dlaBram
shows wt-fkly chaneea

1.4

the spot prices of
bituminous coal In
the United States aa
a whole.
All prices
are reduced to one
Ufrure and compared
with the
government price of
1918, taken as 100.
Actual
spot
prices
for
each coal are
given In the table
In this review.
In

J.

12

1,0
r 08

average

c

250

Dec.

dom, England being the destination of 536,074 gross tons,
Scotland 7,019 gross tons, and Iroland 217,246 gross tons,
a total of 750,339 gross tons;

all

clear gain.

Exports through Hampton Roads declined during the
second week of July to 323,186 net tons (233,548 tons
of
cargo and 89,638 tons of bunker) from a total of 373,737
net tons the week ended July 9 and 616,869 tons
the week
of July 2. Save only for three weeks early in
April, bitu-

minous coal moving through Hudson River gateways was
the lowest (2,444 cars) during the week of July
16 of any
time in the past year and a half.

ANTHRACITE
Predictions have been rife for the past six
weeks that
anthracite was due for a fall at once. It is remarkable
how
w-hen folks are not taking the coal into their
cellars and
the retail yards are all full, the hard-coal
producers still
find places to put the large output they
are consistently
sending forward.
Coming back .strong from the holiday
week, production in the week of July 16 went
to 1,876 000
net tons, greater even than the 1,868,000
tons the week
before the celebration of the Fourth.
Reports from the anthracite consuming cities,
however
are more disquieting this week than at anv
time this year
and the pressure has begun to be felt at the
mines
Pro-
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Foreign Coal Shipnients Slump at

Hampton Roads

Foreign Market

Business at the Hampton Roads piers
during the week continued dull, dumpings remaining at approximately the
same figure as for the preceding week.
A total of approximately 375,000 tons
of coal passed over the piers, while vessel tonnage awaiting cargo increased
slightly during the week.
No appre-

And Export News
Continental Coal Markets Dull

—

—

(Si/

Cable

to

—

Pools

—

Coal Age)

the Department of Mines that it is not
yet possible to collect figures of weekly
output since the resumption of work by
the miners, the reason assigned being
the difficulty of getting the data from
the coal operators, who are disinclined
to divulge their figures.
Unofficial estimates place the production last week (July 18-23) at seventenths of normal, but it is obviously
necessary to discount this figure, which
would indicate something over 3,000,000
gross tons, because not covering operaNevertheless,
tions in outlying fields.
each day sees larger quantities available for export, for which, despite the
softness of the mai-ket, prices are firm.
Best Admiralty large coal, f.o.b. Cardiff, is unchanged from last week at
47s. 6d.@50s.; best Cardiff smalls unchanged at 25s.@3'0s.; best Durhams,
45s.@50s., but Tyne primes dropped

from 40s.@42s. 6d. last week to 38s. 9d.
@40s.
From Antwerp it is announced that
as a first sign of return to normal, the
exportation of Belgian coal to England
has ceased, and the importation of
British coal has begun.
American coal was quoted last week
at Rotterdam at 27 guldens per gross
ton compared with 25 guldens for
coal.

per ton,

of these coals, which are more and
more difficult to dispose of.
With the coming holiday period
things are rather quiet and only house
coal dealers are in the market for
rather important quantities, which the
mines cannot always supply fast

enough.

should not be overlooked
that the reason for these important
purchases of house coals in summer
months is that in order to avoid heavy
It

stocks the mines grant fairly important
reductions for coals lifted during July,
August and September. The coals are
loaded in barges which make a long
journey, and consequently the coals
thus cheaply bought and paid for on
a three months' basis are not burdening the yards of the big dealers too
early before the cold sets in.
English coals are being freely offered for shipment during August and

September, but very little business is
done, buyers here having become used
to seeing prices drop when they hold
off buying, which, under the present
circumstances, is rather easy.
French
buyers also think that British exporters hasten to book as much business as possible at present prices, feeling themselves that prices are bound
to

come down.

commodity should study the

—

(Pari* Correspondence of Coal Age)

Prices are very firm in the Nord
and Pas-de-Calais as well as in the
central districts, especially for bituminous and sized coals, for which there
The smaller
is a persistent inquiry.
sizes, however, are difficult to dispose
Exports to the United Kingdom
of.
are now at an end and it is expected
that prices for home-produced coal will
come down as soon as a few cargoes
of British coals reach French ports.
There also is much likelihood of wages
being reduced ei-e long in the French
mines.
reduction had been conten plated in the Loire district to operate
from July 15, this reduction being
necessary to permit reducing the price

possibility

of sending coals to France.
There has
been a heavy shortage of this muchused commodity for years. Coals should
not exceed 8 per cent maximum volatile

matter and keep around
cent ash.

E.xports to Britain at End French Coal
Prices Due to Drop

—

American Coais Anthracite operators who can produce a clean sized

Gh:rman

A

$6,

f.o.b.

the piers.

PIER .SITUATION

Unofficial reports show a considerable improvement in the production of
coal in Great Britain during the week
No official fignares of outof July 23.
put are available, it having been announced in London last Saturday by

Welsh

change in coal prices was noted.
1 and 2 being offered at $5.75@
and other pools from $5 to $5.25

ciable

Output Gaining Inland Consumers ReplenishExports Begin Outlook Not Favorable to
ing Stocks
Higher Prices Export of Belgian Coal to England Ceases
British

Coals

5

to

7

per

— Nothing

fresh to
Negotiations are going
report here.
on to hurry supplies up to the mark

Germany's compulsory deliveries,
which of late have not been anywhere
of

near attained.

C.LF. Prices, American Coal, Gross
Tons, July 23
River Plate, including Bueno? Aires. Hoaario and

Montevideo: Low volatile, $10 .40® $10, 60; high
volatile. $9. 55(3; $9 75.
West Italv. inchiding Genoa. Palermo and Xaple":
Low volatile, $10.90(a $1 1 10; high volatile. $10.05
(a>$10 25.
Eaat Italv ports, including Venice: Low volatile,
high
volatile.
$10 60fo $10, 75.
$11 40(S$11.60;
lii.tterdam: Low volatile. $10. 65(S $10.85; high
v.latile. $9.95® $10. 15.
.

French Atlantic ports, including Marseilles, Havre,
Low volatile, $10. 65@$10.80; high
$9.95(g$10.20.

and Bordeaux:
volatile.

.Scandinavian ports: Low volatile. $11. 90@$I2. 10;
10@$l .35.
high volatile, SI
Petrograd: Liw -olatile, $12. 65(3.$12. 85; high
1

volatile,

.

$n.856.n2.

1

Week Ended
July 14
Norfolk & Western Piers, Lamberts Point:
3,450
Cars on hand

Tonsonhand
Tonsdumped

162,774
135,315
54,375

Tonnage waiting
Virginian Rv.
Cars on hand

July 21
2.793
135.075
182,047
46,850

Piers, Sewall's Point:
1.984

Tonsonhand
Tonsdumped

2,111

105,550
59,039
5,673

99.200
38,586

Tonnage waiting
Chesapeake & Ohio
Cars on hand

696
Piers,

Newport News;
2,502
125,100
132,725
80,800

2.224
111,200
144,230
40,605

Tonsonhand
Tonsdumped
Tonnage waiting

The foreign shipments of coal
slumped appreciably during the week,
than twenty vessels having sailed
abroad with coal. This is in strict contrast to the business of June and early
less

July,
piers

when

all

berths at the three local

were practically filled all the time
and the piers were working three shifts

per day.
Freight

rates

during

the

last

weeks have declined considerably,
majority of cases having
per ton or more below the
obtained during the rush
Vessels
in May and June.
here appear eager to get

two

in the

dropped $1
rates which
of

business

on the spot
cargoes at
any reasonable figure to pay expenses
and to save demurrage.

CLEARANCES

—
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signed, the settlement of the British
strike having come too quickly for them
to load their cargoes.
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the mines are slowly but
decreasing and deliveries to
France under the treaty terms are considerably short of the mark set.
In view of the entangled situation
in Upper Silesia, the increase of production in the Ruhr district has become a very pressing problem. The
coal tribute to the Entente countries
causing increased difficulty, as a
is
sharp control is now exercised with
regard to the quality of the coal

Stocks

at

steadily

Ruhr Production Declining
Ruhr output in June, according to the
figures,
published last
official
In
week, was 7,753,000 metric tons.
the week ended July 9 output was
1,574,000 tons, a drop of about 200,000
tons from the weekly rate in June.

final

The truckloads of coal resupplied.
fused on the ground of deficient quality
are now averaging over one hundred
per day. The simple expedient to increase the production by extra shifts
which has worked quite satisfactorily,
had, at least for the time being, to be
discarded, the miners having by a
A new
large majority ruled it down.
agreement has come into force with the
miners of the Ruhr district, providing
a considerable increase of wages.

—

TidewatM"

—East

NEW YORK
Trade Conditions Shift in
Independent PreFavor of Buyers
Some Mines on Part
miums Vanish
Bituminous Denwnd Spotty
Time
Anthracite

New England
BOSTON

—
—

Acute Midsummer Dullness Prevails
Market Being Carefully Combed Over

Rumors

of

Lower Wage Scale

— Less

Pessimism Among Shippers of High
Hampton Roads Coals Aceu
Grades
mulate Anthracite Demand Falls Off

—

—

Sharply.

— There

Bituminous

is

no

life

what-

Shippers
ever to the present market.
make every move open to them and
still only a minimum tonnage is being
absorbed in any direction. A few sales
are made from day to day, but in the
deadest of summer seasons before the
war more coal was being placed than
Purchases
is going forward in 1921.
are confined, as for several weeks past,
team users
users,
to the more conservative steam
and even some of these who were buying a few weeks ago have found their
stocks accumulating much faster than
they expected. In other words, current
consumption continues on a very light
basis, due generally to slack industrial
conditions and partly to the unexpected
flow of water. A large number of the
textile mills particularly can rely upon
water power to move a fair share of
the machinery; many of them are using
barely 30 per cent of the fuel used a
year ago. To the trade it seems as if
every element in the present situation
were unfavorable.
This territory, however, is being canNot
vassed more closely than ever.
only are the established local houses
very active, but New York and Philadelphia agencies are sending men here
periodically in the effort to move coal.
The effect could not be more unfortunate, for long after the market improves buyers will lag all the more
because of the way they are being
pounded this summer. It is only the

minimum fixed by operator?
themselves that prevents prices from
dropping to much lower levels.
Rumors of a possible readjustment
irreducible

of wages in certain of the districts
served by the B. & O. have been received here recently with a great deal
of interest. Should similar efforts meet

with support in central Pennsylvania
and in the West Virginia smokeless
districts the trade would realize that
a return to more nearly normal condiThe 1917
tions would be on its way.
scale has been suggested and coal peo-

everywhere will watch developments with real concern. Buyers here
ple
,

,

^,

^

.

.

that spot

,..„„„

„„„, „„_

(.„„

""/,.

l^.^\
themselves
who are"^^^^^l*""
high and those^""^f
running mills almost solely to furnish
work for operatives are firm in their
prediction that steam coal will have to
sell for less next year, if not during
the present season.
Pocahontas and New River continue
The slump in offextremely quiet.
shore business has resulted in cargo
accumulations at the Hampton Roads
Many of the agencies have been
P'^rs.
embargoed, and this seems to have

more heavily upon those in less
touch with export and bunker
Coastwise there is next to no
trade.
business; when an inquiry turns up
there is the keenest kind of competition to land the order.
Marine freights from Norfolk, Va.,
to Boston are easy at $1.20@$1.25 on
bottoms down to 1,500 tons and when

ff "^n
^lose

moderate figure is added to $5.60@
per gross ton f.o.b. Hampton
Roads, it is easy to see that the old
Tidewater zone, within 25 to 50 miles
of rehandling plants at Providence,
Boston and Portland, is again susceptible to the smokeless coals, so far

this

$5.70

as differentials are concerned.
are
producers
The
Anthracite
rapidly finding themselves without orders. One unfailing sign of quiet times

—

is the effort of "independents" to in
terest retailers in their output at considerable concessions below company
Few distributors are in any
figures.
position to take advantage of such

but if they were, the tendency
is strong toward the factors who try
to stabilize conditions rather than disturb them without warrant or thought

offers,

{or the effect upon the public.
Retail trade is still in the doldrums.
Small householders continue to withhold
purchases, stocks have accumulated in
the yards, and there is little hope of
any sustained demand until after the

vacation season.

—

—

Prices

Sag

—

—

Steadily.

—

Anthracite In the anthracite trade
conditions are steadily changing in the
favor of buyers. On independent coal
premiums have practically disappeared,
even in the cases of sizes in best deua.c.^c of
^^ the list can
mv.- balance
wimc the
mand,
manu, while
be had at some concessions from cir

—

—

Individuals are cutting company
prices on pea coal and smaller all the
way from 50c. to $1 a ton.
In the domestic sizes stove coal is the
only size for which there are still a
good number of orders and even that

cular.

not universally wanted, for
dealers have practically all they
need at present in their yards. Many
.gneellations and requests for deferred
^hip^e^ts are being received, though
many in^j^^^^ ^^^ accounted for
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ f^.t that retail dealers
^^.y^^ ^^^jj ^^ pleased to take straight
gj^yg i,ave no room for other sizes
^j,ij.h they are obliged to accept in

size

is

many

m

gj^gj to get stove.

Egg j,as backed up rapidly during the
p^gt week or so and is becoming al^^gt as difficult to move as chestnut.
the principal difference being that egg
constitutes only about 15 per cent of the
production, while chestnut tonnage represents about 25 per cent. Most of the
companies have begun to stock the
latter size, though only on a small
It is doubtful if the companies
scale.
will put any great amount of any of
the domestic sizes on storage, for the
stocking places are well filled with
steam sizes.
There has been some improvement at
tide and the situation is in little better
shape as regards the number of distress lots being forced for sale,
Bituminous Some of the bituminous
coal shippers report that they have
been selling a little more coal lately,

—

while others say they have observed no
picking up in demand. In view of these
conflicting stories, it is rather difficult
to size up the situation, except to say
that spotty improvement of this sort
in the past has often turned out to be
the forerunner of a more general revival.

Contract asking prices have been lowered along with spot prices, although
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is being sold at least
than this. Despite this tendency to shade retail figures less coal has
~
been delivered in the last ten days than
at any time since the spring trade
opened, and the tendency is still downward.
The market is glutted with steam
coals and cut prices are no inducement
to the consumer.
All companies are

rate he

grades. With Pool 10 selling close to
$2 and Pool 9 around $2.35, Pool 11 has
been forced so far below the $2 mark
that most pi-oducers of that classification and lower have closed down.

fast filling their available storage space,
and some of the large producers are
now filling storage yards that have not
had any fresh-mined coal for five years.

views.

There appears to be more distress
coal in the regions than at Tidewater,
Shippers have sustained such heavy
losses by sending coal to the piers on
consignment that they have discon-

deliveries rule the market, with no signs
The producer
of an early improvement.
jg urging the consumer to take in fuel
and avoid a possible shortage in the
autumn, and while the former sees little

tinued the practice to a large extent,
but it is quite a fad with some operators
to load all cars their sidings will hold
and then send out a general S. O. S. to
the wholesale trade. This accounts for
some of the extremely low quotations

tangible results he is at least on record
should his predictions prove to be half

many operators are not keen about
entering into long-term obligations at
It is possible to buy Pool 10
this time.
coal on contract to April 1, 1922, at
$2.50, and Pool 9 at $3 and in some
This is about a dollar
below what producers were holding for
Low grades have
year.
in April this
been forced out of the market to a large
extent by the competition of higher
cases at $2.75.

heard

of.

PHILADELPHIA

—
•

Business.

Anthracite

—

—More

ground was

lost in

anthracite trade this week.
Any number of yards have reached the
point where they are not putting out
enough coal to meet expenses. Shippers
also received further cancellation of
orders and it is only a matter of days
now when some of the largest producers
This
will have to curtail production.
week several of the independents
skipped a day or so, and others are
finding it convenient to close down for

the retail

repairs to breakers.
Should closing down become general
the trade expects some criticism as to
the continuance of high prices, for it is
a foregone conclusion that two of the
larger companies who adopted the plan
of a 10c. increase will continue it. Even
now there is murmuring that the operators are trying to hold up prices by
cutting production. It is conjectured
that the independents will not make
any further increases, being satisfied to
hold present prices, which they are

doing only with greatest difficulty.
Some independent shippers have been
shading prices on all sizes from egg to
pea inclusive, but rarely going below
greatest recesThe
circulars.
"
sion is in pea coal, which all interests
Quite
moving.
difficulty
in
are having
a few cars of this size are standing on
demurrage at the mines and while heretofore the independents' lowest price
has been about $5.50 there is quite a
little good coal of this size coming out

company

and some of the low grades
are going at much less than that.
The highest quoted retail prices this

at $5.25,

month, per gross ton, with

50c.

'

Bituminous

added

for carry, are: Egg, $14; stove and nut,
It is reported how$14.25; pea, $11.50.

— Extremely

light

local

true.

tending more than ever
with most of the sales
being made on Pools 1 and 9 grades,
with Pool 10 being fairly well in demand, but Pool 11 coal is close to a

The market

is

to a quality basis,

minimum

—

Demand Recedes IndeAnthracite
fKiMte/nayi'- '"'-'
p^,Vp Rphia
Prices Slwhtlu VjJ fea fnce Dvuiy
Cnt Steam Sizes Dormant— BitumiNo Contract
nous Deliveries Light

—

that coal

ever,

25c. less

of orders.

Some consumers

to complain of slow deThis is due to their having
allowed themselves to almost run out,
i
i.
when
ana the producer operating only
he receives a sufficient run of orders

are

inclined

livery.

to

make it worth while.
Some producers with

contracts inti-

or nothing, believing that the eon^^_^^^^ continues to take advantage of
^^^
^^^t^^
ah„„t f^,,^
which i<,
is about
true, f„^
for
the market, .„V,i^V,
with contracts on a basis of $3.50@$4
there is much temptation to buy similar
coal at $3, and occasionally less than
This condition of low prices has
that.
persisted for so long that many consumers are less than ever interested in
contract figures, and it usually is these
concei-ns that are doing light stocking.
The prices on spot coal have changed
little from those recorded during the
past two weeks, and it is thought now
that the fall season will easily be
^ggched without further general reces
ittle

j,JQ„g
'

Dirr
ca n
BUttALO
Shippers Find Consumers Hard to
Please Volume of Business Seems to
Shrink Anthracite Trade Slowing Up.
Bituminous "The worst season that
the operator has ever seen," is the cornment of a shipper who acts in the capacHe
ity of both operator and jobber.
admitted that the jobbers were doing
something, for they would not handle

—

—

getting

it,

and at the same

Bituminous prices consequently are
Nobody quite
sagging and unsteady.
agrees with another as to what they
are, but a fair average is $3 for
Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for
Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump,
$2.60 for Allegheny Valley mine-run
and $1.75 for slack, adding $2.36 to
Allegheny Valley and $2.51 to other
coals to cover freight. Slack is not so
weak as it was on account of the falling off of Lake shipments, which cuts

down

the surplus.

—

Anthracite The movement is as slow
Coal-delivery trucks are a
as ever.
rarity on the street. Nobody pays any
attention to the warnings.
The holdcffs are of the sort who still look in
the almanac for their weather.
They
believe the stories that coal is coming
down, rather than the warning from
the authorities that it is risky to de-

Coal comes this way from the
in good quantity and the railline demand holds up pretty well.
Lake shipments are still good. The
amount for the week is 120.900 net tons,
of which 62,000 tons cleared for Duluth
and Superior, 19,500 tons for Milwaukee, 14,500 tons for Chicago, 11,000
tons for Fort William, 9,800 tons for
lay.

mines

mate that their customers are taking

'

is

time is decidedly better off than the
operator is. And they are now saying
that it probably will be spring before
trade is back to normal and maybe
before it begins to recover. It is pretty
generally agreed that the volume of
Jobcoal business is running down.
bers say so of their trade and reports
from the mining districts confirm their

—

Sheboygan, 2,900 tons for Marquette
and 1,200 tons for Marinette.
Freight rates are easy at $1 to
Marinette, 65@70c. to Chicago, 60c.
Milwaukee and 50c. to Duluth, Marquette and Fort William.

to

—

Coke Negotiations are on for quite
a big block of furnace coke, as one of
the idle iron factories is preparing to
start up soon temporarily, but otherwise the situation is not improved The
outlook is for no stir right away and
if there is a fall trade in either iron
ore or coke the carriers at least will be
surprised. It will be the first let-up of
the sort, though, in the history of the
lake trade. Coke prices remain at $4@
$4.50 for 72-hour Connellsville foundry,
$3@$3.25 for 48-hour furnace, and $2.75
for stock, with a little domestic, chestnut size, moving at $5@$5.25, to which
add $3.64 to cover freight.

BALTIMORE

unless there was at least some
margin of profit in it, while the operators have such a heavy overhead expense, as a rule, that they can some-

Unsatisfactory Conditions Still Reign
in Soft Coal
Boom in Exports First
Half of Month, Lighter at Present

times operate at a loss that is less
than the loss incurred while standing

cally

coal

—

—

Writing
Hard-Coal Buying PractiSuspended Pending Grand Jury

still.

Agitation.

The jobber, has to work very hard to
put his sales through, even after he
This is
thinks he has made them.
always the case in extremely dull times
and maybe it Js necessary to the proper
At any
seasoning of the middleman.

Bituminous The conditions in relation to bituminous coals remain practically unchanged in this section, which
means that they are entirely unsatisfactory to the trade.
If there is any
change to be noted it has to do withj

—
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increasing sales of coal below the
recognized market level. The unevenness of wage scales in some sections,
with one mine working along old lines
and the next-door neighbor working
along a new schedule, is in part reThere has been a failure in
sponsible.
many cases of the producers of bettergrade steam coals to hold them to $2,50
a net ton f.o.b. mines or better.
Considerable of Pool 9 coal is now
offering in this market at around $2.25
a net ton. and there have been not inPool 10
frequent sales as low as $2.
occasional
is offering widely at $2, with
Pool
11 is
and
cuts below that figure,
selling at a mine basis of $1.70@$1.80.
Gas coals are just as weak, best Pennthis
sylvania screened being offered in
basis
at $2.25 a net ton mine

market

cases.
generally and below in individual
Run-of-mine coals can be obtained down
around
run
general
to $1.35, with a
$1.60.

,

^
for
After a smashing big movement
there came
the first twenty days of July
moveforeign
in
lull
a curious sharp
date
ment from this port. Up to that
forty-two
there had cleared a total of
tons
262,039
coal,
ships with export
Then
cargo and 29,307 tons bunker.
complete colfor five days there was a
from this
lapse, not a ship clearing
At prescoal.
foreign-bound
port with
but
ent there is a gradual resumption,
The fact that sevenit is not marked.
for
destined
were
teen of the ships
and four for Ireland in the

England

opening days of the month, whereas
comthat movement has now stopped
condition.
pletely, explains part of the
Hard-coal buying at re-

Anthracite

tail

—

in this section

remains practically

suspended pending the action of the
Grand Jury which has been investigating the operations of the Baltimore
Coal Exchange. The extremely unfortunate impression seems firmly rooted
lower retail
in the public mind that
All the talk of coal
prices will result.
men in the world that now is the lowbuying period before winter does not
Some drastic educhange this view.
cation is needed, other\vise the buying
to a disastrous
treated
be
will
public

experience during the coming fall and
winter when the coal companies will be
un-ible to promptly move the needed
fU2l.

not happened this year, as inbound
shipments have either fallen off or outbound shipments have increased in time
present
\\.
to prevent a calamity.
more than 4,000,000 tons are piled high
on docks throughout the circle of the
harbor, more coal is coming from lower
Lake ports and outbound shipments are

virtually at a standstill. The maximum
capacity of the docks is 5,000,000 tons.
Railroads, of course, are taking some
coal, but on contracts made last year.
This outward shipment is merely a drop
in the bucket compared with the coal
which is coming in, and dealers both in
the city and throughout the Northwest
generally are unable to help out be-

cause of financial conditions.
Last week forty-eight cargoes were
received at this port, of which seven
were anthracite. Fourteen cargoes are
reported on the way, of which three
are anthracite, but these started late
last week and are nearing port, and no
new shipments are reported. Instead
of bettering, the industrial market here
some
is worse now than it has been in
months. Duluth did not feel the acute
time
same
the
at
depression
industrial
as did the remainder of the country,
and now, when other parts of the country are on the mend, Duluth is in the
trough.

MINNEAPOLIS
Local Advertising Being Used to Urge
Buying Receipts Lake Coal Fall Off
as Docks Fill Up.
It is a hopeful sign that there is

—

some increase in the tonnage moving
The inoff the Lake Superior docks.
orders at the docks, if conmake room for more cargoes from the lower Lakes.
Efforts are being made, locally, to
persuade consumers to buy. Last Sunday's papers, in both St. Paul and Minneapolis, contained lengthy articles describing the situation as to coal. While
the stories display the usual confusion

creased

tinued, will

DULUTH
Accumulations of Both Soft and Hard
Coal Grow on Docks Trade Extremely
Dull as Depression Has Finally Hit

—

Duluth.

Constantly increasing piles of coal on
the docks, with outward shipments
gi-owing daily less and less, is the
condition of the Duluth-Superior harbor, and dock men here frankly admit
that unless the "break" comes, docks
in the harbor will be filled in two weeks.
This has been predicted before, but has

fire.

calculated to help present the
matter of distributing delivery over a
wider period.
The soft-coal situation to the steam

are

shown a considerably better
with purchases being made at
not far from half of some of the 1920
Purchasing of soft coal is far
prices.
The buyers' strike is
from active.
working as well as ever, in both wholeThis is the point
sale and retail lines.
upon which emphasis must be laid when
Steam
urging the purchase of coal.
users are the ones who will mike trouand
autumn
coming
ble
during the
winter, if there should be any serious

user has

tie-up to the coal movement.
It is a question whether there will not
bt"
a kickback to the gloomy predictions, if the expected rush of business

does not materialize. People are overly
suspicious of coal trade predictions,
having been fed up for a number of
years on prognostications that missed

If

it

should develop this autumn,

as it has in the past, that there was no
serious danger to those who were
late in ordering, this situation will
strengthen the feeling, already widespread, that the whole cacophony of
early solicitation is merely propaganda
to help business.

-MILWAUKEE

—

Coal Trade at Standstill Hot Weather
Helps to Paralyze Business
Yards
Heavily Stocked
Receipts by Lake
Sloicing Up.

—

—

The coal business at Milwaukee continues at a standstill.
Extremely hot
weather has increased the backwardness of buyers, and very little coal is
moving out of the dock yards, which
are filled almost to capacity.
A concerted effort is being made in city and
country to induce consumers to put in
their winter supplies, as the yards must
be relieved of some of their present
loads to provide room for a normal
winter accumulation. The storage yards
of the coke plants likewise are glutted.
Solvay coke producers are circularizing
dealers urging them to press coke sales
with a guarantee against any decline
from the present price of $14 per ton
Coal prices
for range and chestnut.
continue unchanged.
An advance of
25c. per ton on anthracite is predicted
Aug. 1, 15c. on account of the Pennsylvania coal tax and 10c. being the
Lake reregular monthly advance.
ceipts have begun to slow up and the
receiving yards are not as busy as
Receipts during July thus
they were.
far aggregate 72,910 tons of anthracite
and 254,311 tons of soft coal, making
the season's receipts up to this writing
473,391 tons of anthracite and 1,388,826
tons of soft coal. Last year during the
same period the record was 339,063
tons of the former and 503,273 tons of
the latter.

Inland West

between hard and soft coal and assume
some things which may not develop
during the autumn, on the whole they

decline,

Northwest
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COLUMRUS
Slight Improveinent iti Demand for Domestic Sizes Reported As Lake Trade
Falh Of, Demand for Screenings Improves and Prices Rise Appreciably.
The best feature of the Ohio coal
trade is a slight increase in the demand

—

lump and other prepared sizes. This
does not amount to much, but is suffito
cient to give more encouragement
producers and distributors alike. It is
believed that the improvement would be
much more noticeable if it were not for

for

the

freight-reduction

agitation,

which

has the effect of holding up business to
The belief is still widea large degree.
spread that there will be substantial
rates, and consefreight
in
reduction
quently consumers and dealers are playRetail stocks are
ing a waiting game.
fairly good, as householders are slow
stocking up for the coming winter.
In some instances the consumer has not
the money to pay cash and dealers are

in
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insisting

cash

on

payment.

Despite

these bad features, trade shows some
signs of improvement and there is a
more optimistic feeling shown. Retail
prices are fairly steady at the levels
which have prevailed for some time.
Hocking lump is selling around $6.50
delivered, while west Virginia splints
sell

for about $7.50@$7.75.

The Hocking Valley docks at Toledo
during the week ending July 16 loaded
165,763 tons, as compared with 200,538
tons the previous week, making a total
This
of 2,105,842 tons for the season.
is far ahead of the record last year at
this time, when but 699,338 tons were
loaded up to July 17. During the same
week the T. & O. C. docks loaded 28,853
tons, as compared with 52,632 tons the
previous week, making a total of 527,408
tons for the season.
Steam trade is slow in every particular and there are no signs of immeMany of the larger
diate improvement.
consumers have full bunkers and adequate reserves. There is little if any

resumption in manufacturing and this
has had the affect of curtailing the demand for steam sizes. On the other
hand, a reduction in lump production
has had the effect of reducing the
supply of slack, which is reflected on
Railstronger prices for that grade.
roads are not taking much tonnage, as
little improvement in freight movement
is

reported.

CINCINNATI

—

Smokeless Prices Being Cut
Slack
Shmvs Signs
Life as Output Declines

of
— Retail Prices
Firm.

demand for block and
from all quarters has forced

Restricted

lump
down

coal

price for prepared sizes,
while steam users and others needing
nut, slack and screenings who have
been buying on the open market have
been forced to pay higher prices.
Smokeless coal continues soft and
spotty with most of the big companies
holding up the price and smaller concerns inclined to make concessions in

the

order to move
Big advertising
in local papers,
declaration of a

accumulated tonnage.
campaigns carried on

using Hoover's latest
possible car shortage
in the fall, have not resulted in any
great rush on the part of domestic or
other consumers to take on coal. River
business is still active, heavy rains in
the upper valley annulling need of an
artificial wave to bring down 25,000
tons of coal for four Cincinnati retail
concerns early in the week.
Kentucky slack showed a straight
advance of 10c. to 25c. a ton and is
quoted at $1.10@$1.35. West Virginia
slack is firmer and quoted $1.50@$1.75,
with mine run from both states at
Lack of lump orders and
$1.75@$2.
better call for slack resulted in a drop
on West Virginia lump to $2.75@$3
and on Kentucky lump to ?3 in some
sales, although most of the mines still
want and are getting $3.50 for better

companies there and in the Pocahontas
field want and are getting $5.50; egg
is quoted $5(5)5.25 with some spot sales
at $4.75; nut, very dull at $4.25@
$4.50; run-of-mine, $3@$3.50; slack,
$1.75@$3.
The retail market is steady despite
changes in mine prices.
July prices
are still maintained as follows: Smokeless,
lump, $9.50@$10; run-of-mine,
$7.25@$7.50; slack, $6.50; bituminous,
lump, $7.25@$7.75, with highly advertised grades up to $9; run-of-mine,
$6.25@$6.75; slack, $5.50@$6.

DETROIT
Demand Lacking

for Steam or DomesSizes of Bituminous Shipments of
Small Volume Little Free Coal in
tic

Lump and

block from

offered

at

$5,

District.

—

Bituminous Detroit consumers of
steam sizes of bituminous have not yet
cast off the lethargic attitude that has
been a prominent characteristic through
the greater part of the year. While
some purchases are made the buying
is
of small proportions compared to
what has been regarded as a normal
business in previous years.
Buyers

show no haste in acting on the advice
of government officials and others to
stock up now, if they would avoid a coal
shortage next winter.
West Virginia lump is given a nominal quotation of $3.25@$3.50 per net
ton; mine-run. $2.25(S)$2.50; nut and
slack, $1.75@$2; Ohio lump, $3@$3.25;
mine-run, $2@$2.25; nut and slack,

$1.15@$1.25; smokeless lump and egg,
$5.25@$5.50: mine-run $3@$3.50; nut
and slack. $2@$2.25. The quotations,
it is e.xplained, are not an accurate portrayal of the market situation.
Anthracite
Excessively high temperatures and reluctance of consumers
to pay what they regard as high prices
are factors in holding back sales of
anthracite prepared sizes to household
consumers. Distribution has been very
slow and retail dealers are warning
their customers that unless a larger
proportion stock up now, some may find
it difficult to get coal next winter.

—

shipments to the Frisco R.R. from
the Illinois fields.
Up to the present
cars have been furnished.
Now the
mines are permitted to load any kind
of cars because the Frisco hasn't the
equipment needed.
fuel

CLEVELAND
Trade Watching Signs of Improvement in Steel Industry Lower
Rates for Lake Coal Effective Aiig. 1.
Bituminous The best news that has

Coal

—

—

broken for the coal trade in this district
for some time is that which concerns
the signs of betterment in the iron and
steel industry.
While there has been

some demand for

coal

from public

utili-

public schools and municipal departments, I'eal activity at the mines
awaits renewal of industrial activity.
For some months the steel industry
has been running at about 25 per cent
ties,

of capacity.

Lower

prices,

more

active

competition and prospects of buying by
the railroads when the government
helps straighten out their financial difficulties are expected to combine to increase steel-mill operations to at least
50 per cent by autumn. This will be
significant for the coal industry in this
district.

Any

increase

in

industrial

activity

would certainly bring about some buying of coal, in the opinion of leading
operators. This is true because of the
general depletion of stock piles. During the period of excessive curtailment
and extreme uncertainty plants have
been buying entirely from hand to
mouth.
More steady operation and
better prospects will mean freer laying in of coal supplies, it is believed.
Not, however, until the freight rate
outcome becomes clearer will buying go
forward normally. In the last few days
industrial leaders in this district have
heard it whispered that some of the
most powerful railroad executives have
completely chsnged their attitude and
are now convinced that lower rates are
essential to a greater volume of traffic
and better earnings. This change of
sentiment among the railroads may

have some important consequences beST.

fore long.

LOUIS

Screenings Show a Little Im,provement
Domestic Buying at Standstill

—

—

Country Demand a Trifle Better.
Domestic buyers continue indifferent
in spite of evidence showing what the
future

likely to be both as to price

is

The country dealer finds
Those who have
money are ordering coal most of the

and supply.
it

a

little

different.

—

farmers are waiting for crop money
and the unemployed are without funds.
Such as is moving in soft coal
Carterville.
is
Apartment needs of
Standard coal are pretty well in. Mt.
Olive is slow. Some anthracite is moving and a little of gas and byproduct
Steam picked up on Standard
coke.
screenings, both local and for Chicago.

They moved up from around 85c. to over
No steam market to
$1 at the mines.

New

River are
though larger

—

—

speak of

grades.

being
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The
in

in the country.

first signs of a car shortage
the near future is noticeable in the

In the

meantime the

coal

market remains inactive and prices
have shown no material change.
With the diminishing operations by
reason of reduced shipments to Lake,
the volume of slack coal available in
the spot market has been considerably
reduced, accompanied by a decided stiffening in the price, it being stated that
some small quantities are being sold a*
$1.60 per ton, as compared with the low
price of $1@$1.10 a week or so ago.

However, industrial activity remains at
a low ebb and operators advise that
the general trade is quiet, with both
contract and spot inquiries negligible.
Receipts of bituminous coal at Cleveland for Cleveland industries and retailers for the week ended July 16
amounted to 688 cars; divided, industrial, 553; retail, 155 cars; as compared
with a total of 598 cars the preceding
week, thus showing an increase of 135
cars over the low record of the year
established last week.
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price, while Straight Creek and Jelare taking Harlan rates.
Retail prices in Louisville are being
niaintained regardless of the slump in
in

lico

South

prices at the .Tiines, as there has been
a freight-rate increase absorbed by the
retailers, and present prices are not expected to hold very long.

BIRMINGHAM
Little

Activity

Market

Steam or Dtrmestic

in

—Demand

News

Light for Steam atid

Quotations Unstable.
There is nothing to report

in the way
of improvement in trade conditions here,
as trade requirements are very light
and pi-ovided for in the spot market for
the most part, where the buyer can al-

most name

his

own

price.

Mine-Run
J2.00@»2 25

BifSeam

2.00(S

2 75

Pratt

2.50^2

Cahaba
BlackCreek
Corona

2.50@

2 85(S;
2 75(5

75
3.25

3 00
2 75

Woslicd
J2 25C<'$2.45
2.65fe, 2 75
3.00(5.

3.25

3.00(«;.

3 45

Although domestic quotations have
not changed since the first of the month
there is little inquiry and shipments
from the mines on contracts are being
held dowTi materially. Dealers report
little activity in the retail market and
most yards have taken very nearly all
Prices range
the coal they can stock.
as follows f.o.b. mines per net ton:
Lump and Nut
$3 00(5 $3 25
3 50(ai 4 05
4 05

Big Scam
Big Seam (Mt. Carmeli

Carbon HUl
BlackCreek
Cahaba

4 82(n
4 75(5
6 15(5

Montevallo

5

70

6 95

6.95

LOUISVILLE

—

Qxdet Much Complaint from Jobbers and Operators Concerning Slow Movement.
There has been a good deal of price
cutting reported in the past few days,
and some eastern Kentucky coals have
been reported as selling at very low
These sales do not represent
levels.
distress or demurrage coal, but are the
result of operators needing business
temporarily and being willing to mine
coal at no profit or even at a loss.
Some of the operators today are at a
point where they feel that there will
be a heavy and higher-priced demand
later, and that it is now necessary to
hold together their organizations while
awaiting this demand.
Railroad and industrial buying continues slow as a whole, while demand
for gas and byproduct coal as such is
Eastern Kentucky is quoting
still off.

General

Btcsiness

$3@$3.50 for prepared. S2(g)$2.50 for mine-run and $1.40
@?1.65 for screenings. The Hazard
district is asking $2.75@$3 for prepared, $1.85@$2.25 for mine-run and
Sl@$1.25 for screenings. Elkhom and
West Virginia are fairly close to Hazard
Harlan

district

at

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian

Consumers

are not anticipating their needs far
ahead, and there is no contract business
worth mentioning.
During the past week the Empire
Coal Co. closed a contract wnth the
Cotton Belt for its fuel requirements in
Texas territory for the year beginning
Aug. 1, shipments to be made at the
rate of 10,000 to 12,000 tons per month.
Quotations on steam coal f.o.b. mines
are reported as follows, but limited
quantities can be bought from 25c. to
50c. lower in the spot market:

CarbonHill

From

ANTHRACITE
Conditions Worse Than Any Time Since
Broken, Store and Egg Move
the War
More Readily Than Other Sizes.
Conditions in the anthracite fields are
at about the worst that they have been
Although only
since before the war.
a few of the independent companies are
not operating it is exceedingly difficult
to move the coal at the present time.
It does not even seem to be a matter
of price for it does not seem possible
to move it, no matter what the price.
Broken, egg, and stove coal move
more readily than do the other sizes.
One of the large coal companies has
approximately 350,000 tons of chestnut
Buckwheat No. 1
coal in one yard.
seems to move more readily than any
of the steam sizes.

—

PITTSBURGH
Pittsbnrgh Steam

Coal Undersold by
Pittsburgh Gas
Non-union
Coal Presents Fair Market.
The condition of there being scarcely
any market for Pittsburgh steam coal
continues on account of the competition
of non-union districts, particularly the
Districts

—

Connellsville region. With the additional reduction made July 1 by two of

the independent operators in the Connellsville region and followed soon after
by the other independents in the region,
there is a wide difference in the mining
costs.
Connellsville operators could
make a profit and still sell at less than
the cost to the Pittsburgh district.
Pittsburgh district gas coal still has
a fair market, as there is little if any
coal from non-union districts of comparable grade, and as Pittsburgh proaucers of gas coal would rather leave
the coal in the ground than sell at cost
or less they are making some profit,
although on a limited tonnage since
even for gas coal the demand is quite
restricted.

The steel industry's operations have
not decreased farther and in the Mahoning and Shenango valleys there has
been a slight increase in operations in
the past week or ten days. The average
operation for the whole steel industry,
however,

is hardly over 20 per cent.
mills are taking more coal from the
Connellsville region for steam purposes
jind are drawing but little on the Pitts-

The

burgh

district.

Prices for Pittsburgh coal are pracnominal for steam grades, as
there is hardly any buying, on account
tically

of competition

from non-union

districts,

but gas coal has an open market. Prices
are approximately as follows: Steam
mine-run, $2@$2.15; steam or gas slack,
$1.40@$1.50; gas mine-run, $2.30@
$2.50; screened gas, $2.85(p)$3, per net
ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

UNIONTOWN
Lack

of

Demand

Restricts

Output

Substantial Coke Market in
Unlikely Prices Re7)uiin at

—

—

August
Former

Level.

The Connellsville coke region is devoid of market features either for coal
or coke.
There continues to be no
demand and output therefore remains
restricted.
With the approach of
August it seems unlikely that there will
be any substantial coke market during
the last month of summer inasmuch as
furnaces, were they contemplating resuming operations, would have covered
their coke needs.
There is so little
business going that quotations are becoming difficult to obtain, not sufficient
tonnage moving to justify a quotable
market. Prices therefore remain at the
former level, scaling downward from
$2 for coal, with $3 and .?3.25 for furnace coke and $1 more for foundry coke.

CONNELLSVILLE
Furnace Coke Contract at Netv Lniv
Price
Low-Phosphorus Coke at Pre-

—

mium —

•

Prodiiction

Better,

but

Still

Very Light.
It is understood that the inquiry of
the Wickwire-Spencer Steel Co., Buf-

falo, for 15,000 tons of

furnace coke in
in Sep-

August and the same amount
tember, mentioned

in

the last report,

resulted in a purchase

from the largest

independent operator at $2.75 per net
ton at ovens. The price is, if anything,
below the lowest guess that had been
made as the probable price, but the furnace interest was in the position that
it would not blow in the furnace involved unless a very closs price was
made, and presumably there was, moreover, competition of by-product coke.
The Robesonia Iron Co., which makes
low-phosphorus pig iron, has bought 7,500 tons a month for a short period
from the Connellsville Central Coke Co.,
the reported price being $3.25.
Especially good coke, low in phosphorus,
is requisite, and it is said that only two
or three plants in the region can meet
the requirements, also that a contract
with this furnace made recently with
another operator had to be given up
because the requirements could not be
met. At the time that contract was
made it was understood the price was
about $3.60.
Spot furnace coke of standard grade

COAL AGE
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seems to be at about $3, there being
reason to believe that reports of $2.85

and $2.75 coke being available refer

One
to coke that is decidedly off.
operator is getting $2.75 for soft coke,
cullings in the manufacture of a highgrade foundry coke, this coke being low
in sulphur and ash, while some soft
coke is to be had at much less. Foundry
coke is in considerably better demand,
there having been practically no demand
early in July.
The market is quotable at $3 for spot
furnace, $2.75@$3 for contract furnace,
depending on length of contract, and
$4(a)$4.50 for spot foundry according to
brand, per net ton at ovens.
The Courier reports production in the
Connellsville and Lower Connellsville
region in the week ended July 16 at
7,900 tons by the furnace ovens, an
increase of 1,700 tons, and 13,500 tons
by the merchant ovens, an increase of
$1,380 tons, making a total of 21,480
tons, an increase of 3,080 tons.

EASTERN OHIO

—

Production Declines Spot Price of
Slack Stiffens— Tonnage at Lake Docks
Reduced.
A further decline in the volume of
tonnage mined and a stiffening in spot
prices on slack coal are the prominent
features in the eastern Ohio mining industry during the week ended July 16,
1921.
Production for the week was
365,170 tons, or 58.6 per cent of rated
capacity, a decrease of some 33,000
tons from the last full-time week, the
lowest of any week since early in May.
Figures given out by the Pittsburgh
Vein Operators' Association indicate
that mines worked 51 per cent of possible full time, compared with 55 per
cent the previous week, producing 56.4
per cent of rated capacity. The output for railroad fuel account continues
at a minimum, the percentage being
estimated at 35.
It is the consensus of opinion that
shipment of Lake cargo coal will show
decreases henceforth, at least for six
weeks, and that there will be no new
life in that trade before Sept. 1.
Stocks
on hand at the lower Lake docks are
now being reduced by reason of the
fact that clearances from the docks are
greater than arrivals from the mines.
Docks are dumping around 2,500 cars
per day, as compared with over 3,500
several weeks ago.
There are rumors that the railroads,
in order to stimulate the Lake trade,
will widen the destination territory to
which the 28c. per ton reduction applies on Lake cargo coal.

UPPER POTOMAC

—

Most Mines Closed Doiim
Buying in
Open Market Limited
Prices Remain

—

LOVK
Most mines in both the Upper Potomac and Georges Creek regions were
either closed down entirely or limited
to a few days' operation last week. Buying in the open market was also limited,
not much coal moving on such a basis.
Only a few large companies were operating and their mines were running
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only about half the time.
Prices in
consequence remained on their previously existing low level, with Pool 9
coal far off color in price, as it had
been sold as low as $2.35 and $2.45

may be purchased at from $1.80 to $2,
depending on just how badly the operator wants the order and the amount of
coal sought.
Railroad officials here are
discouraging all talk of lower rates and

a ton.

operators

are

betterment

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
No PronoHHced Recovery After Holidays Many Mines Idle and No Spot

—

Sales to Help Prices.

Fairmont
If

production

scale in northern

the

were

on any

larger

West Virginia during

weekly period

ended July 16 it
was only because there were but five
days in the preceding week.
Toward
the end of the week production was
speeded up to some extent, but in general mine idleness was very pronounced,
there being 238 mines out of commission on the 16th with only about 57 at
work. Although a few producers were
getting inquiries for coal to be shipped
on a three-months basis to the New
York market, no spot buying was in
evidence.
Tidewater shipments were
light and Lake shipments were even
lighter. Mine run was not commanding
more than from $1.75 to $2 and slack
was averaging between $1 and $1.10.

Northern Panhandle
Not more than 50,000 tons of coal
were produced in the Northern Panhandle region during the period ended
July 16, for no demand existed for any
There was a general
grade of coal.
slowing down of shipments to the Lakes
and many mines in the region were
being closed down. The range on prepared sizes was from $2.40@$2.60, with
mine run averaging not over $2.25 and
slack at about $1.25.

Middle West

first

of

not

looking

for

any

this respect

the

The general custom now on the part
of the operators seems to be to get the
best price possible, but move the coal.
Every mine track in Indiana is loaded
with coal, so that unless some is sold,
the mine cannot operate. Many sidings
also are stored with coal.
'The railroads are continuing to put back into
first class condition their coal cars in
preparation for some real business

when

does start.

it

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

m

Slight Improvement
Steam in All
Fields General Condition Not Satisfactory Indications Not Good for Im-

—

—

mediate General Improvement.
There was a slight change in the
Carterville field with the beginning of
the week in the movement of steam
sizes.
Otherwise there is nothing different from the situation of the past
few weeks. Of the mines that are
working some work one day a week
and others get as much as four. Railroad tonnage shows a slight improvement especially on the Burlington.
Domestic sizes are slow, and such as
is moving is going North and Northwest with a little to Indiana. The St.
Louis territory is not taking much.

A

Price conditions are peculiar.
few
of the big operators still maintain the
circular price of $4.05 on domestic sizes
but with steam coal the price is whatever the market will bring. The independents picked up a little on domestic

from $3@$3.25 on lump and egg, nut
is still $3, mine-run $2.75, and screen-

INDIANA

—

Cooler Weather Helps Retail Trade
Mines Affected Only Slightly PurchasTalk of Lower
ing Agents Active
Freight Rates Discouraged.

—

in

until after
year, and there are
many who do not believe a reduction
will be made then.

the

—

The cooler weather of the past week
has had a sort of psychological effect on
domestic consumer, and retail
the
dealers all over the state are reporting more sales. The retail sales, however, have had only a slight effect at
Operators are inclined to
the mines.
believe that if cooler weather continues
of weeks some increased
couple
for a
demand will be noticed. The very fact
that prices in steam coal are so low is
creating a little demand from those
utilities and industries who are buying
for future use.
There is a generally-accepted belief
in Indiana that industrial conditions are
due for a considerable improvement as
cold weather approaches and purchasing
agents are doing some buying and making a lot of inquiries. This source of
demand is so steady and the buying is
done so quietly that it is hardly noticeable in production and not noticeable at
Screenings still
all in market prices.

ings $1.50@$1.75.
In the Duquoin field prices are with
one exception about the same as Independent Carterville and working time
not as good. Mt. Olive district shows
no change in conditions or prices.
The Standard field developed a little
strength on screenings; not that there
is any more demand, just a matter of
sales strategy, strange as it may seem.
They moved up from 85c. to $1 and
better.
No change otherwise from last
week and nothing to indicate anything
soon.

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Larger Operators Hold Firmly for Advanced Prices on Prepared Coal--Movement Rather Quiet, with Operations
Averaging About Two Days a Week.
Western Kentucky operators in some
instances have not made much money
this year, and it is asserted that some
of the smaller ones have lost a little
money in their effort to hold organizations and keep going.
As a result a
number of the larger operators after
close figuring of costs have advanced
prices on lump coal to $3.25 a ton, and
are holding firmly for that figure,

—
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whether they ship much coal or not.
Some of the smaller concerns and beginners are shipping coal at $3 a ton,
but in some cases the quality is not of
the best.

Quotations on western Kentucky coal
show an average on prepared of $2.80,
ranging $2.50(S)f3.30; mine-run, average of $2.30, ranging $2(S)$2.65; screenings, average $1.60, ranging $1.05(S)$2.
It is held that more mine-run is selling
at around $2.40 than at any other price,
and a considerable amount of screenings are selling up to $1.50@$1.75.
Western Kentucky is doing business
en a real business basis this year, and
deser\'es much credit for its strong efforts to get a fair value for its product.

times during the week not more than
Some of
8,000 tons a day produced.
the old contracts have expired and that
made for further dullness and for the
shutting down of additional mines.
There was no market for coal at Tidewater or the Lakes. Prices on minerun ranged all the way from $1.50@
$2.10, with slack moving at about $1

Even prepared sizes were not
ton.
bringing more than $3 a ton.

a

Logan and Thacker
There was so little demand extant in
Logan
field that producers were not
the
making much of an effort to dispose of
any coal. In the first place, there was a
very light demand even for prepared
which have heretofore been
marketable, and mine-run could hardly
be sold at all at any prices. The market
sizes,

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—

Production About the Same Nut and
Slack Active Inquiries Increase Op-

—

—

erators Not Anxious to Make Contracts.
Production in the Pineville district
continues about the same, the mines running three to four days per week, with
several of the smaller ones down entirely.

Considerable activity has been noted
the nut and slack market during
the past two or three days, especially
for Straight Creek. Most of the operators report that they are sold up and
are not taking any business on prices
which have prevailed during the past
week or so. Block continues extremely
dull and hard to move.
Prices on Straight Creek for 4-in.
block are $3.75@$4;
round, $3.10
@$3.25; nut and slack, $1.60@$1.75;
mine-run, $2.40@$2.50 and No. 2 mine-

for prepared sizes was $2.75@$3.00 and
not more than $2.00 at the maximum
for mine run. Slack, however, was fluctuating between $1.15 and $1.50 a ton.
Many of the mines in the field were
closed down entirely because of no
market for their coal.
Conditions remained virtually unchanged in the Thacker field, there being about a 50 per tent output in that
section, the production of the field hovering between 85,000 and 90,000 tons
per week. All coal shipped, or nearly
all of it, was being moved on contract.

up their coal now at low

prices.

tinued to hover between 50 per cent and
60 per cent of capacity with many of
the mines in the field out of commission
Less
as the result of a poor demand.
coal than ever is being marketed on a
spot basis and yet prices remained fairly
firm, mine run commanding in the
neighborhood of $2.50 a ton. Only the
larger plants were in operation.

Northeastern Kentucky
Operations were greatly restricted in
Northeast Kentucky field during
the second week of June owing to poor
market conditions, there being a production of not more than from 25
to 30 per cent, with most of the
mines in the district closed down because of lack of orders. The only outin the

from this field was
through the Lakes and even Lake shipments were being greatly curtailed.
There was a feeble demand for domesPrepared
tic sizes but none for slack.
si'es were not commanding much more
run
about
mine
than $3.00 a ton and
let

at all for coal

$2.00 a ton.

Middle Appalachian

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

— Production Curtailed
— No New Contracts

Demand Feeble
— Prices Weak

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Stagnant Market and Midsummer Dullness Combine to Depress Output Lake
Shipments Provide Only Outlet.

—

Kanawha
Production in the

Kanawha

Coming

field

was

In.

New

River and the Gulf

Production was greatly reduced in the
River field during the week ending
Saturday, July 16, as the result of a
vory feeble demand. Business in slack
has absolutely gone to pieces and proliuctTs are literally giving it away when
they let go of it at all. It is selling as
low as $2@$2.25, with run-of-mine as

New

at a very low ebb the middle of July.
The combination of a stagnant market
and of the usual midsummer dullness
was such as to still further curtail
production in the region, there being at

I

not possible to ship much coal to Tidewater or to inland markets either for
that matter, and prices are weak, being
about on the same level as those in the
New River region.

Pocahontas and Tug River
in the Pocahontas region
was somewhat above that for the holiday week but was still far from normal
owing to heavy "no-market" losses.
Virtually all the mines in the region
were in operation but not on a full-time
basis.
About the only orders they had
to fill were being applied on contract
since spot orders were few and far between. A comparatively large volume
of coal was moving to Tidewater, some
of it for export. There was a feeble
demand for mine run at $2.50@$3.
Contract orders are enabling mines in

Production

the

Tug River

field to

continue in opera-

a fairly steady rate. There is
open market buying, however, and
no new contracts are coming in. Much
tion at
little

of the output of the field is being moved
to Tidewater points.
Prices were about
on a par with those in the Pocahontas
region.

West

In the Virginia field production con-

run, $2.

Several brokers and operators report
an increase in inquiries, especially from
the South for contract, indicating that
consumers are beginning to see that
coal is as low as it can be expected
during the winter, but the operators
are not jumping over themselves to
make contracts at this time, as they
have weathered the long months of dullness and are willing to take chances on
a better spot market rather than to tie

low as $2.50 a ton. Lump and egg have
dropped to $4 per ton.
The market for the coal produced in
he Winding Gulf region had vanished
almost completely by last week. It was

Virginia

in

2x4
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UTAH

—

Unchanged Prices to Go Up
Aug. 1 or 15 June Production Less
Than Half for That Month a Year Ago.
There is no improvement in the coal
situation here. One dealer thinks there
Situation

is

—

a slight tendency on the part of the

consumer to purchase winter

coal,

but

practically all the coal men here
dealers
as
well
as
producers—are
unanimous in saying the situation is

unchanged.
The Independent Coal & Coke Co. has
notified its customers that prices will
go up "either Aug. 1 or Aug. 15." The
prices will ber Lump, $5.50; stove,
$5.25; egg and nut, $5; mine-run, $4.50;
slack, $2.75. The circular contains no
particular argument for the increase,
merely observing that the company
recognizes its inability to take care of

new

the

abnormal

made upon

demand which

will

be

next winter if buying is
None of the other
longer postponed.
companies have agreed to change their
prices, but our correspondent had a
feeling, after calling on several of the
representative companies, that they
would do so.
Coal production in June amounted to
220,941 tons, or less than one-half that
The total producof June last year.
tion for the year is 1,729,456 tons, as
compared with 2,863,450 during the
it

months of 1920.
The labor situation is satisfactory
and men show a disposition to stay
first six

with their jobs, even though they are
working less than half time.

Company News
INDIANA

;

KENTUCKY
The Millers Creek Excelsior Coal Co..
with mines at Auxier, has been incorporated
with the following officers: H. W. Faught,
T. B. Lane, vice-president and
president
manager and Wheeler Boone,
genera!
:

treasurer.

The PittsburBh Fuel Co., is completing
work on installation of a new dumping pit
and third elevator at its River Yards in
Louisville, where it is now equipped for
The
fast handling of river or rail coal.
pit is for dumping cars, and a locomotive
crane has been installed.
It is reported that the HoUey mines of
the S. S. Porter interests, at Lackey, are
pushing development, with the idea of having much increased tonnage ready to move
when the market improves.
The Blue Diamond Coal Co.. on First
Creek, planning to enlarge its force when
business improves, is erecting additional
miners' homes, and getting things in firstclass shape for larger production.
The George B. Miller, Jr.. Coal Co. has
Clay County Coal
filed suit against the
Co. and Wilson Coal Co.. the latter having
been sold to the former by P. B. Moses,
who failed to pay claims for coal sold to
him before he sold the concern. The Miller
suit is for $192.53 and asks for a judgment voiding the sale of the Wilson company to the Clay County company. Another suit naming Moses as defendant, is
for $600 and was tiled bv the Joseph
Schildt Coal Co., in which it is alleged that

Moses

failed to pay for coal delivered him
prior to "nis leaving the coal business.

MINNESOTA
A

Contracts were awarded to several
in the McVlester and Lehigh
and the price averaged $4.06 a
ton f.o.b. shipping point.
Extensive development of coal deposits
in Craig County, is planned and several
new companies are preparing to carry forward the work in this newly discovered
coal section.
Large deposits have been
found at comparatively shallow depths,
and it is predicted that in a few years the
section will be one of the most important
coal mining districts of the Southwest.
The Central Coal and Lumber Co., a Texas
corporation, has recently purchased for
$400,000. large tracts of coal lands at
Welch. Centralia. Timber Hill and elsewhere in Craig Coimty. and is now preparing
to spend about $400,000 in mine equipment.

winter.

In announcing tax lists for this Vear the
County Board of Review has rated the
New Albany property of the River Coal
and that of
Supply Co., at $39,980
St
Finger Brothers' P. & K. Coal Co., at $27,These are the two largest coal cor000.
porations in the city.

consolidation has been effected of the

retail business of the Reeves Coal Co. Yards,
Inc. and of the City Fuel Co., of Minneapolis. Arch. Coleman, president and founder

companies

coal fields,

Modem

electrically-driven
be installed and several
opened at once.

the business

title

of

the

new

concern.

office, will

also be maintained.

T!ie general

offices will continue to be in tlie Lumber
Exchange Building, where they have been
for some years for the Reeves Coal Co.
Fred W. B. Coleman retired from active

connection with the business, although retaining his interest.
The City of St. Paul has awarded a contract to the C. Reiss Coal Co. to furnish

Youghiogheny lump and mine run and
Pocahontas screenings for various city
bureaus for the coming year. The contract
amounts to $70,000.
The M. A. Hanna
Coal & Dock Co. received a contract for
hard coal, amounting to $17,000.

of Pittsburgh.

The Spruks Construction Co. has been
awarded a $200,000 stripping contract by
the Hudson Coal Co. The stripping operation is to be opened at Greenwood, a short
distance south of the Scranton & Lacka-

wanna township

has been organized
at McAlester. for the purpose of engaging
in wholesale and retail coal business. The

company

is

Co.,

capitalized at

incorporators are: Peter

and Guy

Mullen

L.

I.

$50,000 and the
Olinger, W. P.
all of Mc-

Andrews,

.Alester.

The Hughes Coal Co

has been organized
a capital of $25,000.
Incorporators are: R. E. Jones and J. H.
Gordon, of Mc.\lester and L. T. Sammons of
at

Mc-\lester,

Oklahoma
in

a

City.

general

business.
The State

,

with

The company
retail

Board

and

will

engage

wholesale

coal

of AITairs of Oklahoma
has awarded contracts for 63.000 tons of
coal to supply the state's needs for next

line.

The Melcroft Coal Co. of Pittsburgh has
ordered a hand operated Nolan feeder for
the mine at Coxton. Ky.
Sixty-eight men were killed in and about
the coal mines of Pennsylvania during May.
This is shown in reports from state mine
inspectors filed with the Bureau of Mines.
The fatalities represent more than 43 per
cent of all that occurred in the United
States during May. there being 158 deaths
from mining accidents throughout the entire country during the month.
Forty-one
deaths occurred in anthracite mines of the
state, while tweny-seven were in the bituminous regions.

TEXAS
The Winfleld Lignite Coal Co. has been
organized at Winfleld. Titus County, for
the purpose of developing an extensive lignite bed that has been discovered In that
county. The company is capitalized at $20,000 and the incorporators are C. B. Richbqurg. G. W. Anderson and J. W. Rich:

iDourg.

Development of lignite beds that underlie
the country around Smithville. Is soon to
be undertaken by a company now being
The company will
organized in that city.
liave sufficient capital to install the most
modern equipment and it is planned to begin active mining at an early date.
'With the discovery of a vein of good
grade coal just under the surface of the
ground in Coleman County, plans for development are already under way.

Feed

and

F^el

Co.,

of

Rockwall, has been organized to engage in
a general retail coal business. The company Is capitalized at $5,000 and the incorporators are: W. M. Nickles. G. P. Holt

and

S.

S.

The comthe state that his title is clear.
pletion of the deed, it is believed, will mark
the end of a problem which has occupied
tlie attention of the State Board of Equalization for a long time.
For several years
the owners of these lands have protested
any assessment of value for taxation purposes on the ground that they were without
value.

WEST VIRGINIA
Thomas Love, prominent
coal circles has acquired

in Connellsville

all

the properties

formerly owned and operated by the Stone
& Scott Coal Co. in Eagle and Clay
Districts of Harrison Coimty. These properties embrace about five mining operations
on Bingamon Creek, together with much
estate.
The consideration is said to
have been about $70,000. The property acquired by Mr. Love will probably be transferred to a company which he' represents
and in which he is interested, for development and also for the purpose of operating
the mines now in existence.
Suit has been instituted by the New
River Collieries Co. of Sun against the
Sugar Creek Coal Co. for $200,000. it being
alleged by the plaintiff that the defendant
company mined coal from a barrier separating the mines of the two companies and
that the plaintiff's property has become
damaged by water. Suit has also been
instituted in the circuit court of Fayette
County by the Lynchburg Colliery Co.
against the Gauley & Eastern Rv. Co., the

real

Mining Co., of Washington, is opening up a new mine at Avella,
on the P. & W. V. R.R.
This mine will
have a capacity of 1.000 tons daily and together with the Knox mine at Studa will
give this company a daily output of about
2.000 tons.
The output of both mines will
be handled by die Blxler Coal & Coke Co.,

The Rockwall

OKLAHOMA
The Mullen Coal

be

Hill Coal

becomes president of
the new Reeves Coal Co. Yards, Inc. which

The McKnight Building office of the City
Fuel Co. will be the main city office of the
new company, but the West Hotel Lobby

will

PENNSYLVANIA
The Oak

of the City Fuel Co.
is

machinery
mines will

completed by the .^ttorney-Oeneral's Department. Tliis deed will mean that although the party making the transfer quits
ail title to the land he must guarantee to

plaintiff alleging that the defendant in
its road on the opposite side of
Gauley River permitted rock to be blasted

building

into the river in sufficient quantity to divert
the course of the stream and that during
high water the property at Vanetta was damaged and that several houses have been
washed away. The plaintiff asks for damasres to the extent of $50,000.
The Siler Coal * Land Co. has leased
seventeen tracts of coal land to tenants
living on the leases controlled Iiy the company.
The tenants are given the right,
under the leases, to mine coal for themselves or for other tenants under certain
conditions conforming to the mine laws
of the state.
The mines are to be kept
in good condition and no supnorts are to
bo removed.
The leases run for a period
of five years, renewable at the end of that
time by the month, and to expire upon a
notice of 30 days.
Uniontown business men who are the
prineinal owners of the Buckhnnnon River
Co. of Adrian, having the largest operation
in Upshur County, insnected the Adrian
property about the middle of June and at
the same time held a directors meeting.
Members of the party included
J
D
Lackey. J. B. Bute. Iden Vail. W. H. Binns
R. B. Otto. T. S. Dunn. Walter Williams.
Samuel McClain and J. G. Binns,
It has been found possible to resume operations at the plant of the Chesapeake
Coal Co., at Barrackville. which was put
out of commission several weeks ago during a storm when three transformers were
dismantled by a bolt of lightning.
Old
transformers are being used temporarily
until the receipt of n"w ones ordered.
:

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Dudney.

UTAH
Permission has been granted by the
State Securities Commission to the Castle
Dale Coal and Oil .4ssociatlon to sell 10,000
shares of treasury stock, on condition that
organization stock be escrowed properly
Owners of land in Iron County who desire to transfer mineral rights in their
property to the state that they may thus
avoid payment of taxes, can make such a
transfer only by warranty deed, according to
the terms of agreement which have been

At the annual meeting of the Crow's
Nest Pass Coal Co.. held recently at Fernie.

it
was shown that the net profits for 1920
all sources made a total of $497.165.03 and that four dividends had been
paid, making a total of 6 per cent for the
year and amounting to $372,688.50. During
the year the company spent $40,813.01 on

from

improvements and development work.

The

coal mined during the year amounted to
779.924 tons as against 536.543 tons produced in 1919 and the coke produced totaled
75.928 tons in 1920 compared to 63,915 tons
in the previous year.
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R. H. JelTcrs, manager of the Columbus
cif the West Virginia Coal & Coke Co.
was a recent visitor at the general otflces

office

Traffic

company at Elkins. W. Va.
c T. Denly, president of the SchroederKellv Coal Co.. of Cleveland, accompanie<l

News

of ihe

Tho complaint of the Hood Coal Co. has
been assitnied for hearing by the I. C. C.
at Columbus. Ohio, Sept. 7.
In the complaint of the Kalrmoni & ("leveliuid ConI Co. vg. the B. tt O. K.R.. the I.
C. C. dei-ides that the practice of the railroad in distributing cars to mines of complainant for coil loading are unreasonable
and prejudicial, and prescribes reasonable
and non-prejudieial rules for the future.
In the complaint of the Federal Valley
R.R. vs. the Toledo * Ohio Central, an I.
C. C. examiner recommends that the divisions accorded the complainant since Dec.
20. 1920. out of Joint rates on coal from
mines on its line to points in Illinois.

Indiana, Michigan. Missouri, New York.
Pennsylv:inia, West Virginia and
Ohio.

Wisconsin are not unreasonable.
In the complaint of the Empire Iron *
Steel Co. the tommission decides that the
maintenance by the Central R.R. of N. J.
of junction point rates on coal to points on
the Morristown and Erie R.R. while refusinK to maintain such rates to points on
the Mount Hope Mineral R.R. is not unduly prejudicial.
In the matter of intrastate rates on bituminous coal in Ohio the commission has

Soothconsolidated the following cases:
ern Ohio Coal Exchange, relating to rates
on bituminous from Ohio groups to Central
Freight Association territory, and the complaint of the -Michigan Paper Mills Traffic
.Association, relating to rates on coal from
Ohio and inner and outer Crescent fields
to Indiana and Michigan.
Redmond Stephens, receiver for the Chicago & Eastern Illinois RR. Co.. recently
filed a petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to abandon
the Chicago & Indiana coal railway division
of the C. & E. I. This division is usually
known in Indiana as "the coal road." It
runs from the state line near Morocco to
Brazil and from Percy Junction to Lacrosse.
The authority of the Hoosier commission
to take a hand in the proceedings is not
clear to the commission, but it is investigat.
ing and mav act to prevent the abandonment. The State Chamber of Commerce
may also oppose the proposal.
An announcement recently made in southeastern Kentucky was to the effect that
contracts have been placed by the Interstate R.R., for construction of a twentymile extension of this road, to connect the
Southern at Norton, Va., with the Carolina,
Clinchfield & Ohio, contract being let to
Brooks-Calloway Co.. Atlanta, and calling
for

some

real

mountain road building,

in-

cluding many fills, cuts, three tunnels and
seventeen bridges.
The Unit«I States Steel Corporation's
subsidiary, the U. S, Coal & Coke Co,, at

Lynch, has offered to pay for hilf of the
cost of a twenty-mile stretch of concrete
road from Lynch, to .\ppalachia, Va., which
will give a road outlet to Virginia and
also to Knoxville, Chattanooga and other
points. Indications point to the early building of the road.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has
suspended until Nov. 29 proposed reductions
on anthracite coal from points in Pennsylvania to destinations on the Buffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh R.R. and the Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern railway.
In the complaint of the Wertheim Coal &
Coke Co., the Interstate Commerce Commission has decided th-at rates on anthracite coal from the Lehigh and "Wyoming
regions of Pennsylvania to Jersey City from
1906 to 1911 were unreasonable.

Conrad W. Troll, president of the C. L.
Ayers Coal Co., iUid the Troll Coal Mining
Co, and also one of the most prominent
bankers in eastern Ohio, is suffering from
severe injuries as a result of having been
struck by an automobile on June 29. Mr.
Troll is also president of the Second National Bank, St. Clairsville, Ohio: the Belmont Stamping and Enameling Co., New
Philadelphia, Ohio, and the Belmont CasHe, however, mainket Co., of Columbus.
tains a residence in Cleveland.
Fred H, Strnmm, of the Carbon Coal &
Coke Co., at Great Falls, Mont., was a recent visitor in the Charleston. W. Va..
field.

E. S. McCuUough. Labor commissioner for
the Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'
Association, left Fairmont recently, accompanied bv his wife, for a visit as the guest
of his brother at Saginaw, Mich., where he
expects to spend some time.
Charles F. Sutherland, former mayor of
Morgantown, W. Va., and president of the
Sutherland Coal Co. of Morgantown, has
been elected city manager by the city council of Morgantown.
Robert A. Johnston, of the Crescent Fuel
Co. of Fairmont has recovered from an attack of acute indigestion which confined him
to his home for several days.
Samuel 1). Brady, head of the Bradv Coal
Corporation, with headquarters in Fairmont
attended the commencement exercises at
Cornell University. Samuel D. Brady, Jr.
being graduated from that school.
Benjamin Rissell of Baltimore, general
manager of the Century Coal Co., was a
recent visitor in the Fairmont region, also
paying a visit to the mines of the company
at Century. W. Va.
A recent visitor in the Fairmont region
was C. I.. Ball, of Pittsburgh, representing
the Pioneer Coal & Coke Co. of that city.
R. M. Lambie. chief of the West Virginia
Department of Mines has returned from
a visit to Washington, D. C. and to Cumber\STiile on this trip Chief Lambie
land, Md.
was accompanied by V. E. Sullivan, inspector for the 14th district.
Frank R, Lyon, vice president of the
Consolidation Coal Co. has left Fairmont
trip to Europe expecting_ to be absent
this country for about six weeks.
visitor in the Marion field during the
latter part of June was T, H. Johnson, of
Bellaire, Ohio, president of the Chesapeake

A. H. Land, president of the Dickinson
Fuel Co. and treasurer of the West Virginia Coal Association, was in California
on a vacation during the early part of July.
in
Mr. Land makes his headquarters
Charleston.
F. i. Kerner. manager of the export department of W. A. Marshall & Co., has returned from several months tour of Europe
during which time he made a special study
of the export situation.
Among visitors from the zone of operations who were in the Queen City were
John H, Castard, manager of the Bluefield
branch of Dexter & Carpenter and George
E. Merryman, sales manager of the Bob-lo
Coal and Sales Corporation of Charleston.

Coal Co,, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wilshore, F. \V„ vice-president, Con.=olidation Coal Co.. 67 Wall St., Newf York
Cilv.

News

Industrial
Cincinnati,

Ohio.

—

The National Coal

Mining News, successor to the West Virginia Mining News is now located at 834
Union Trust BIdg., instead of Charleston,

W. Va.

—

New York, N. Y. The Allied Machinery
of America, has been appointed the
foreign representative in all countries except the United States and Canada tor the
Univer.sal Crane Co. of Cleveland.
Wagliington, 1), C, In connection with the
propose<I electrification of industry between
Washington and Boston, through the development of wTiter power, the Census
Bureau has issued a report as to fuel consumption in this territory.
It shows that
9.5,984 manufacturing establi.shmenta, mines
and quarries in the area consumed 20,910,000 tons of anthracite, 34,669,000 tons of
bituminous and 5.661,000 tons of coke In
1920,
Co.,

—

Obituary
Harry J. Hnntiinger died recently at his
He was formerly an
in I'niontown.
engineer for the H. C. Frick Coke Co.,
later operating the Olive Coal Co. indesold
until
his interests about
pendently
he
five years ago, when he helped organize
and became general manager of the Liberty Coal Co., with mines at Newcomer,

home

Pa.

Coming Meetings

a
from
for

A

Coal Co. which has a plant at Barrackville,
W. Va.
Prof. H. H, Stoke of the mining department of the University of Illinois, is in the
East on his annual summer inspection trip.

The Huntington Coal and Indnstrial E.vwill be held in the Chamber of
Building, Huntington, W. Va.,
Sept, 19 to 24 incl. Chairman of committee.
Thomas A. Palmer, Huntington Chamber

position

Commerce
of

Commerce, Huntington.
American Institute of Mining and MetalEngineers will meet at Wilkes-

Inrgical

Barre. Pa., Sept. 12 to 17.
P. .Sharpless, 29 West 39th

Secretary F.
St.,

New York

City.

National Association of Cost .Accountants
will hold its annual convention at Cleve-

Association Activities

land. Ohio, Sept. 14. 15 and 16. Secretary,
S. C. McLcod, 130 West 42d St.. New York.

National Coal Association
The Foreign Trade Committee of
Association, appointed June
posed of the following:

1,

1921,

The American Mining Congress and Nathe

is coifi-

Watkins, T. H., (Chairman) Pennsylvania
Coal & Coke Corp., New York City.
Bockus, C. E., president, Clinchfield Coal

Broad St., New York City.
Barnum. Walter, treasurer, Pacific Coast
.50 Church St.. New York City.
Bonnyman, .Alex, president. Blue Diamond

Corp., 24
Co..

Coal Sales Co.. Knoxville, Tenn.
Burrows, L. B., Castner. Curran
1

Personals

Fairmont, W.

liis son. were visitors In
Va., early in July.

by

dent, Hutchinson Coal Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
W. M., president. Cabin Creek
Puck.-tt
Con,solldBtod Coal Co., Charleston, W, Va.
StelnbugKr. J. L„ secretary, Wm, C, Aiwat.r & Co. Inc.. New York City,
Sweet, K. .\., president. Standard Coal
Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Walsh, J. P. vice-president, Pittsburgh

Broadway,

New York

&

Bullitt,

City.

Caperton. G. H,, president. New River
Coal Co.. Charleston, W. Va.
Calloway, A. W., president, Davis Coal
& Coke Co., Baltimore, Md.
CoIem.Tn. G. Dawson. Nanty Glo Coal
Mining Co., Nanty Glo. Pa.

Cunningham,
W. H., vice-president,
Courtrlght-Dimmick & Cunningham, Inc.
11.5
Broadway, New York City.
Farrell,

T.

F..

Pocahontas Fuel

second

Co.. Inc.,

vice-president.
City.

New York

Grant. Robert, president. New England
Coal & Coke Co.. Boston. Mass.
Gross, R. H,, president, New River Co.,
Boston, Mass.
Heiner,
Moroni, vice-president. United
States Fuel Co.. Salt Lake City, Utah,
Hood, Kuper, general manager, Houston
Coal Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Jamison, R. H., president. New Alexandria Coke Co., Greensburg, Pa.
Knode, R. H., vice-president. Stonega
Coke & Coal Co., Philadelphia.
McCandlish, Lindsay, second vice-presi-

Exposition of Mines and Mining
The twf nty-fourth annual convention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Chicago. III.
Assistant secretary. John T.
Burns. Congress Hotel. Chicago, III.
The M'est Virginia-Kentucky Association
of Mine. Mechanical and Electrical Engineers will hold its annual meeting at Huntington, W. Va., on Sept. 20 to 23.
Secretary-treasurer, Herbert Smith, Huntington,
W, Va,
The following flrst-nld meets will be held
dnring August:
The Davis Coal & Coke
first-aid and mine
Co.,
rescue meet at
Thomas, W. Va., on the 3d. The State of
Iowa will hold its annual first-aid and
mine-rescue meet on the 6th at Albia. At
tional

Equipment.

Birmingham. Ala., state first-aid and minerescue meet on the 6th. Under the auspices
Colorado Fu.l & Iron Co. a local
and mine-ri'.scue meet will be held
at Pueblo, Col., on the 2iHh.
The Stonega
Coal Co. will hold its annual first-aid meet
at Stonega. Va. on .Aug. 8.
The Lehigh
of the

first.«id

Coal

&

Navigation Co..

aid meet on Aug.

13

day and firstGreenwood Park,

field

at

Hauto, Pa.

New York

State Coal Merchants .Associahold its annual convention
Springs, N. Y., on Sept. 8. 9
and 10.
Executive secretary, G. W. F.
Woodside, 250 Arkay Bldg., Albany, N. Y.
Canadian Institute of Mining and MetalInrgy will hold its annual Western meeting
at Edmonton. Alberta, Canada. Sept. 14. 15
and 16. Convention secretary, T. B Williams, 10,610 83d Ave., Edmonton, Canada.
tion,

Inc,

will

at Richfield
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Right

to

JOHN

L.

E.

I.ESHER AND

R.

The union can handle its affairs through citizens of
Mingo County as readily as by outsiders, and the court
does not want to interfere with the union but merely
to pi-event the invasion of Mingo County.
The officials
guarding that region believe that the best way to keep
order is to prevent persons coming in to reinforce the
union, which started the strike and has supported it.
They particularly oppose their meeting together for
united action.
Nothing is clearer than the right of the
government under martial law to exclude whom it will
and to regulate assembly, though the right to work and
to operate works has almost never been denied.
This,
however, was done in Colorado.

in Inaction

.

Based on False Security

through the mind of the men

inc'ustry there

is

Editors.

4,

in the coal

a lui-king suspicion that

amounts

almost to fear that the ghost of regulation has not been
permanently laid. By prodigious effort the Calder and
then the Frelinghuysen legislative proposals were
shelved, but no one really thinks that the matter has
been finally settled for all time, and the idea is current
that but the spark of another period of high prices for
coal is needed to start the train of powder that leads
to the magazine in Congress. The time to di<? a cyclone
cellar or build an ark is between storms.
The chances
of there being another flood at Dayton are remote,
mathematically speaking, but since 1913 the people in
the Miama Valley have been developing a series of dams
to protect them from a recurrence of that disaster.
Putting hobbles on business is not a normal procedure
for our national legislators. Congress, in the main, does
only those things that it is forced to do. Tremendous
pressure and, generally, years of persuasion are required
to accomplish those things that appear to many as
obviously proper, and drastic laws are adopted only
when they at least appear to represent the popular will.
To mention only some of the more prominent steps in

Number

1921

our legislative history

the mysterious workings of martial law. The union, of course,
has nothing against law of that kind, only it must work
When David Robb
for the union and not against it.
and other representatives of the international union,
River
region
ostensibly to
who had gone to the Tug
manage union funds but really to foment trouble, were
compelled to leave the State of West Virginia, John L.
Lewis naturally enough said, "It is brutal work,"
speaking, of course, of the action of the state authorities
and not of any union activity.
The union had nothing to say, however, when early
in 1914 Secretary of War Garrison during a reign of
martial law in Colorado forbade the hiring of any new
men at the mines or the opening of any plants that
were not in operation before the Ludlow battle.

Danger

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

Exclude and to Hire
LEWIS is much troubled about

RUNNING

to

DAWSON HALL,

it

is

5

only necessary to refer to

abolition of slavery, regulation of the railroads, prohibition,

woman

suffrage, the Federal Reserve system, to

Congress acts in large matters slowly.
Congress knows that the country is today reacting away
from the theory of regulation of business and therefore
Congress is not going to regulate business.
The danger to coal, however, is that the public has
set coal aside and apart from business and has put it
in a class with at least two other industries, the railroad and the packers. These the public have come to
view not as business but as particular enemies. It is very
realize

that

difficult for the coal man to appreciate this. You knowthat you are conducting your affairs according to the best
of your ability, that you have for years had a hard time to
make a profit in your undei'taking and that for some

years you have had the opportunity with other business
to make good profits, but that times are bad again. You
cannot see why coal should be one of the few lines of
effort singled out for chastisement, for you can name a
score of other lines of activity that have much the same
record as coal.
It is a condition, not a theory, that confronts the coal
industry. It is told that a debating society in the backwoods once considered the question, "Resolved, that
whereas the present ratio, 3.1416, between the diameter
and circumference of a circle is a cumbersome and
srkward figure, the ratio should be changed to 3." It is
It is
further related that the pros won the decision.
not necessary to argue the question of the public
attitude on coal, but to study it and seek to meet it by
education. Coal may dig fire trails, beat out sparks and
start backfires, but everyone who has seen a real forest
fire in action knows that the flam.es jump the trenches,
the sparks come to life and backfires fail at times. The
thing that saves the day is a change in the direction of
the wind.
Place no confidence in a calm.
A serious fii-e has swept over the coal industry. Some
of the underbrush is charred but the sound timber is
not hurt. The sparks are still glowing, though the wind
has fallen. Antagonisms have been engendered by the
viciousness of some of the backfires. Some people are
so busy turning over the embers trying to find the
incendiary who started the trouble that they cannot see
that they are treading on hot coals. Some are coming
out of the thicket with all the outer habiliments of a
chimney sweep and would like to rub some of the black

on others.
Weeks, if not months, must elapse before there

off

is

any

demand

for coal sufficient
to produce a car shortage and consumer bidding for coal
at high prices.
Quite possibly there will be no high
prices this winter such as will fan the sparks to flame.
possibility of a recurrence of

coal industry may not experience for another
generation such a period of runaway market as has been
recorded in recent years. There is danger, however, so
long as a single spark of the last fire glows. The wind
165
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can be trained to prevent the spread of the fire. Public
opinion can be veered and further trouble forestalled.
For one thing, the public cannot now see the big, sound
timber for the underbrush. Without underbrush a fire

makes little progress.
At this point we stand amended. Some one interjects
that a rain would quench the fire. Yes, particularly if it
were a rain of reason.
Now that the tumult and the shouting have subsided
we may hear the quiet voices of those who have more
moderate views, but who have been loath to wade into a
These men, a surprisingly large
of them, are not content to fight public opinion
with injunctions and with tactics that bear all outward
semblance of trying to keep the facts from the government and the public. Some men, you know, casting an
bitter battle of words.

number

eye over the balance sheet of the past ten or twenty
years, resent the idea that they are coal barons, and
would like the con.sumer to become better acquainted
with the facts. Permanent peace for coal lies along the
direction of meeting the public and not fighting

it.

It is

fundamental that the coal industry should recognize
that it is one of a few singled out by the common people

The coal industry
deserving special treatment.
must, therefore, meet the situation by special treatment
on its part.

as

Research Scholarships

^TOTING

how fortunate members of the United
States Bureau of Mines and research men at
universities have been in obtaining good places in the
coal industry and in the industries by which the coal
mines are equipped, it would seem strange that these
*

organizations find it difficult to keep well staffed, but
it is a fact that they are perpetually looking for men.
There is always room for men who know more about
any given subject than does the industry they serve.
The opportunity given to graduate engineers to experiat a well-fitted station, with most of their living
expenses paid by a scholarship, would seem exceedingly
attractive. It is certainly a better opportunity than they
The advancement
enjoyed when attending college.
undoubtedly will be faster, the information they will
get, though distributed free to the world, can be sold
at a higher figure, the opportunities for a thorough
grounding in one of the arts will be more numerous,
the acquaintance they will gain will be wider, their

ment

knowledge of research, in itself a valuable form of education, will be most advantageous and their general
tavoir faire will be increased.
The opportunity to obtain at such work a salary equal
to that awarded in commercial life is not likely to preMeantime
sent itself at universities for many years.
let the engineer write down the loss of the larger salary
as post-graduate expenses. It is indeed well worth the
The loss daring the one, two or three years will
cost.
be more than compensated during each of the years
that follow if the man who surrenders the time is really

worthy of advancement.
All-around engineers with nothing but ordinary pracrarely do as well financially as these abnormally
trained men, except after years of waiting for the
passing of engineers, who themselves lined up for advancement in the long queue many years before. Promotion comes but slowly where the well-trodden path is
chosen, for the man who would progress finds the road
blocked bv numbers.
tice
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Good Engineering and

Safety

No. 5

Are One

economical practice in engineering is synonymous with safety is the dictum of C. P. Tolman,
])resident of the National Safety Council. He holds that
almost every improvement in safety will be found a
source of revenue and that nearly every negligence in
the care of men's lives and limbs not only maims and
This dictum applies
kills but wastes material and time.
to protective electrical devices as forcibly as to any other
form of safeguard. Most mines have a circuit breaker
at the power house or substation and circuit breakers
or fuses at the various machines, but none to protect
any one of the many lines.
The circuit breaker at the generator is set to trip at
a slight overload above the normal current consumption
of the whole mine or the capacity of the generating
equipment. When the current demand is low, as, for
instance, at the noon hour, or at night, or as a result of
a stoppage on the railroad tracks that halts the locomotives in the mine, or again because of the closing

Tll.AT

down
force,

mine

of a heavy pump or the early quitting of the mine
an overload can occur in some one section of the
without tripping the circuit breaker.

This piece of equipment will, it is true, accomplish
that is, it will trip at
it
is designed to do
certain overloads
but all loads "look alike" to the circuit breaker. It matters not that the normal load is the
sum of a light load in one or many sections and an
abnormally heavy one in another; its arithmetical sum
alone is what the circuit breaker considers. Something
grievous may be happening as the result of a shortcircuit, but of this the circuit breaker is sublimely
unconscious. Of course, if the trouble is at a locomotive,
a motor-generator set or an undercutting machine the
circuit breakers or fuses of these various mechanisms
take care of the overload. But if it is the result of
trouble on the line and the grounding of the shortcircuit passes through coal the mine may catch fire and
the master circuit breaker and those at the machines
may be serenely indifferent.
Before long every section of our mines will have its
own circuit breaker, which will isolate it whenever the
current flow becomes excessive, yet will close automatically when the demand becomes normal or less than
normal. This is already the practice at the mines of the
Ford Collieries Co., the Consolidation Coal Co. and the
Wisconsin Steel Co., and there are many other mines
not so well known that are introducing this method of
protection, which is all the more necessary where top
coal furnishes an uncertain support for the trolley wire

what

—

—

and a fiery material should the roof fall.
At some of the smaller mines of the country there is
not a single circuit breaker, the owners of the property
being willing to rely on fuses, though devices of this
character change their reaction to current as oxidation
proceeds and are always likely to be fitted with
impromptu conductors or over-large fuse strips by some
Such a substitution effectually
too-zealous employee.
prevents the "fuse" from blowing, but it provides protection to neither line, generators nor power house.
Moreover it adds an appreciable and totally needless
hazard to mining. In the East the real fire hazard in
In the Middle
coal mines arises from short-circuits.
West the danger of lights may equal that of electricity.
But
In the West the main hazard probably is lights.
East and West where electricity is used it should be
closely guarded by circuit breakers.
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Company Reduces Subsidence
And Conserves Coal by Rock Filling and Silting
the Kingston Coal

All the

Wastes

Water Used

in

for

Together with

of Solid Material Silted

Oakum and Wood Wedges — Silt
By

—Four

Volumes of
Pipe Put
Walls Do Not Run

Mining Returned to Workings

Each Volume

D. C.

Ashmead

Kingston. Pa.

ONE

of the most difficult problems confronting
the anthracite mine operator is that of supportting the surface after the coal has been removed.
The need for such support becomes ever more pi-essing
as the years go by, for only by second mining can the
output of the older collieries be maintained.
In the so-called Upper Anthracite Region the coal lies

nearly

level

localities.

and

is

under

less

cover than

In consequence the surface

is

in

easily

other
dis-

turbed when the coal beneath it is removed. Throughout most of this region also the population has rapidly
increased, and the surface has almost everywhere been
covered by buildings. This surface is rarely supported
by solid coal. The pillars alone keep the roof from
entire collapse. Hence it is obligatory to find a substitute for these pillars if the surface and the structures
thereon are to be protected from subsidence.
How great is the magnitude of this problem may
be appreciated when it is considered that the thickness
If
of the beds of coal aggregates from 30 to 100 ft.
all
this is removed and the surface let down the
resulting subsidence doubtless will amount to many
feet. Where the coal beds are deep this subsidence may
be so controlled as to render it gradual and uniform,
and consequently small damage will be done.

Subsidence from Mining Deep Beds Harmless
That this can be accomplished has been repeatedly
proved, particularly in those localities where insufficient support has been left in the Red Ash bed and
great squeezes have been brought on, which in some
instances have caused the surface to settle as much
as two or three feet without perceptible damage being
done to either the surface or the structures thereon.
Where the coal beds lie near the surface, settlement
cannot be readily controlled, and local falls occur underground which in many instances break through to the
surface.
These may cause total destruction of any
building located where the break occurs.
Support may, of course, be provided by the use of
gob pack walls, by the building of cogs or the setting
of an unusual number of props.
The timber used in
such cogs and props, however, would require periodic
renewal, and as a result the cost would be unreasonably
heavy.
Material should be used that will last forever
and not be in any sense temporary.
At every anthracite mine large quantities of rock are
produced in the mining of the coal and its preparation.
This must be disposed of in some manner. At many
operations it has been dumped upon the surface in
great heaps or banks.
This material and the rock
obtained in brushing top and lifting bottom in the
driving of tunnels has been brought to the surface at
no little expense.
All this material is available for

supporting the roof in those areas where first mining
has been completed.
This I'ock may be disposed of underground in various
ways. The bottom, top and parting rock which a room
affords may be built into pack walls for the support of
its roof, and the rock from tunnels and headings
that cannot be gobbed may be loaded into cars and
dumped in worked-out chambers or elsewhere. Where
steep-pitching worked-out chambers are available a
horn dump may be installed at the upper end for the
Such cars may also be
discharge of rock-laden cars.
unloaded by hand in level chambers. This material aids
appreciably in filling part of the vacant spaces where
the roof is to be supported by entirely filling the
worked-out area.
An additional source of filling material is the rock
or refuse obtained in treating the coal in the breaker.
This must necessarily be brought to the surface with
the coal with which it is mingled or to which it adheres.
This material, being comparatively small in size, canThe most
not be disposed of by hand with economy.
efficacious method of transporting and stowing this
small rock is by means of water through pipes, the
process being variously known as "flushing," "slushing," "silting," "hydraulic filling" or "stowage." Where
sufficient fine rock for this process is not immediately
available, sand, gravel, ashes and clay have been used.
This last-named material, however, is difficult to handle
and does not yield as satisfactory results as are obtained
with rock or sand.
In order to convey a general idea of this process the
methods followed by the Kingston Coal Co. will be
described.
Whi!e these may differ in slight
from those pursued by other companies it is
believed that they are typical and representative. This
firm was one of the first to employ this method for
surface support and has worked out many of the probbriefly

details

lems

it

presents.

Waste Mixed with Four Volumes of Water
Rock obtained from the various jigs, picking tables
and mechanical cleaners is passed through Jeffrey
pulverizers and reduced so as to pass between screen
This pulverized material is next
volumes of
liquid to one of solid. This mixture of water and rock
is then sluiced or piped to boreholes which extend to
the workings underground.
These holes are 6 in. in
diameter and are cased as far as the solid rock with
bars

i

in.

apart.

mixed with water

in the proportion of four

terra-cotta pipe 14

A

in.

thick.

cemented into the borehole where
To the lower end
it enters the underground workings.
of this pipe another length is attached by means of
a bell-mouth joint.
This terminates in a long-radius
cast-ii-on pipe is
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elbow connecting to the main

line.

silt

The

cast-iron

pipes and fittings at this point are all of special design,
as those of standard or ordinary pattern are too light
to

endure the wear.

Wood Wedges and Oakum Used
The main

silt

in Pipe Joints

line is of extra heav.v cast-iron pipe

and spigot joints. When silting was first
customary lead joints were made, but they
were found to be expensive. Next cement was tried.
:Moreover it
This had the same drawback as lead.
rendered the joint hard to break, which was a decided

with

bell

tried the

disadvantage, as it was frequently necessary to take
lengths apart in order to clean or shift the line.
Accordingly, the joints are now made with wooden
wedges. These are one inch thick and driven as close
together as possible against a ring of oakum packing

Vol. 20. So. 5

When silt is turned
placed in the bottom of the bell.
any openings between the wedges soon become filled
with fine material which the swelling w-ood holds
securely in place, rendering the joint watertight.
When for any reason the pipe line or borehole becomes plugged it is necessary to clean out the obstrucIf the plugging is in the silt line itself its exact
tion.
location can be determined by tapping on the outside
When located the adjacent joints in the
of the pipe.
line are broken by knocking out the wedges and the
obstructing material is cleaned out by means of hoes or

on,

similar tools.
If the stoppage is in the borehole a ^-in. pipe in
lengths equal to about the thickness of the coal bed are
screwed together and pushed upward into the hole as
far as the obstruction. Water under pressure is then
turned on. This loosens and washes out the silt. In

'TTT^S^^W^
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These workings are under the borough of
Kingston, Pa., which, situated across the
Susquehanna River from Wilkes-Barre and
part of- its trolley area, usually is regarded
by the visiting stranger as no unimportant
Though the
part of that growing city.
•

-

•

•

has p.eex the silting at shaft no.

4

is over 700 ft. below the surface it is
thought well to give the further protection

sr-am

that silting affords. The advantage of siltiriK is that a roadway can be made through
ilH- silt without difflcultv.
Tet the artificial
ribs thus form 3d will stand up almost as

OF THE

Kixi;sT<>-\ cii.vL ro.

firmly as the coal thty replace. In the map
the round spots placed either on the blank
spaces which represent coal extracted or on
the areas covered by the hatched symbol
for silting denote heavy posts which support
the roof prior to the deposition of silt.
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by small-mesh wire screens. The silt pipe is led to
the upper end of the chamber and the silt turned on.
This material flows down the room with the water
and collects against the battery.
Gradually it rises
higher and higher, the surplus water flowing out
through the drain after reaching the first mesh-protected opening. Eventually the silt fills the room coml)letely from end to end and from floor to roof.
As
the water drains off this material packs solidly, so that
there is but little shrinkage and the silt, particularly
in places that pitch, even though the inclination be
only slight, bears firmly against the roof.
In building a silt battery 12-in. timbers
vertically

the

floor

are

set

and about 3 ft. apart. These are hitched into
and wedged against the roof.
About half

way from

floor to roof a transverse timber is placed
against the uprights. This is supported by posts from
the floor and braced by timbers set in hitches cut into
the roof. Usually three braces are thus placed. Twoinch hardwood planks are then fastened to the inner
face of the uprights.
All cracks are then stuffed
with hay. This acts as a filter, allowing the water
to run off but preventing escape of the silt.

Silt Is Fed

As soon

CRUSHER AT OLD SLOPE AND BOREHOLE FOR SILTING
WASHERY WASTE TO MIXES
All the waste from the washery is crushed to pass g-in. mesh
and, throug-h pipe boreholes, is passed down into the mine with
four times its volume of water. The boreholes are 6 in. in diameter and cased to solid rock with terra-cotta pipe IJ-in. thick.
The screen over the hole can be seen in the foi-eground at the
base of the illustration.

some instances the lower 400 ft. of the hole is cleaned
in this manner, after which water is turned on from
above and allowed to stand over night. This usuallv

as one

From Near One End of Room
chamber

is

filled

silting of the next

begun, and so on until aC have been treated.

is

Silt

leaving the pipe does not flow uniformly but is emitted
in gushes or pulsations that may shoot 20 to 30 ft.
down the room. It is supposed that this action is the
result of air in the silt column.
Ordinarily not more
than about one joint of pipe extends into a room being
flushed. If the room is level, however, it is often necessary to allow the pipe to extend inward for a third of
the room length or more.
In the Red Ash bed of the Kingston No. 4 mine

brings the desired results, but if not, the entire borehole is cleaned from the bottom, as above described.

Pipe Flushed with

Water Night and Morning

Every day twenty minutes before silting is begun
water is turned on and allowed to run down the borehole and through the pipe.
This is repeated after the
run of silt is finished at noon or evening. This washes
the pipe clean and keeps it from clogging.
Strange as it may seem, the greatest abrasion on
the silt line is at the top and periodically it is necessary to revolve the pipe through 90 deg., or one-quarter
It is
of a revolution, in order to equalize the wear.
interesting to note that it is possible to cause the silt
to flow uphill.
In one portion of one of the Kingston
Coal Co.'s mines the surface elevation of the top of
the silt hole is 1,128 ft., and the elevation of the point
this borehole enters the underground workings
591 ft. From the foot of the borehole the silt line
extends for 2,500 ft. and its discharge end is at an
elevation of 842 ft. Thus the point of silt efflux is 251
ft. above the bottom of the borehole.
Only small sections of the mine are silted at any
one time.
Suppose, for instance, that ten adjacent
chambers are to be flushed. Silt batteries are placed
at the lower ends of the rooms and necks leading to
the gangway.
If the room floors are level or nearly
so box troughs or drains are laid through the center

where
is

of the room. In the covers of these ho.xes, at intervals
of about 10 ft., openings are provided which are covered

I

\

>y

1

piIH

-ill
1(

K \T WORK IN KINGSTON NO. 4 COLLIEKV
uimg mto th< front of the crusher, delivers the water

which the broken rock

ihich protects the

is

fed to the workings.

workmen from being caught

Note the fence

in the belt.
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Where the pillars have been removed, however, the
roof has settled slightly, but nowhere to exceed 8 in.
In the pillars adjacent to this completely-mined area
an increased weight made itself evident by the spauling
of the coal.
Little powder was used in mining the
Some
pillars, as the weight alone broke the coal down.
explosive was needed, however, in the bottom bench, as
this coal is harder than that in the top of the bed.

May Finally Replace
now

It is

where the

how

the

filling

silt

FLUSH PIPE OF CAST IRON WITH WOOD-WEDGE JOIXTS
This shows a silt line on No. 3 Ross plane in No. 3 shaft. The
pipes are of extra-heavy cast iron with bell and spigot joints. At
first lead was tried, then cement, but cement Joints were hard to
Wood wedges are now used
break and lead was too expensive.
against an oakum ring.
They soon swell, and whatever leaks
develop are rapidly stopped by silt.

a heading has been driven crossing the silted rooms
In practically every case
at about their midlength.
where the silt was pierced it was found to be tight
against the roof. Silt thus cut stands in a vertical wall
and does not run as might be expected.
In the Orchard bed of No. 1 shaft of the same colliery the pillars of the silted rooms are being robbed.
The first pillar removed was that which was farthest
from the shaft and accessible from the lower entry,
The
that roadway being kept open for this purpose.
pillar, which was 36 ft. wide, was slabbed 16 ft. along

one side, a roadway 8 ft. wide being made by taking
up bottom. Rock thus made was built into a pack wall

and gobbed.

When

the end of the pillar was reached the remainof width of the pillars was taken on the
Cogs were built in the room every 20 ft. for
retreat.
roof support. Props also were set at regular intervals
The roof during
to protect the men while at work.
robbing was under tension and consequently no matter

ing 20

how

ft.

solid it

might have appeared

it

was

it is

by More Silt

all the workings
removed and observe
is taking the weight formerly supLater on when enough silt is avail-

coal has been entirely

ported by the
able

Pillars

possible to pass through

coal.

possible that even the space formerly occupied

by the coal pillars will be flushed. From present indications this hardly seems necessary, but the filling of
all voids might safeguard the upper beds.
A heading is now being driven through the old workThis passage cuts the
ings that have been flushed.
old pillars diagonally and clearly shows how thoroughly
The partial filling of the
the silting has been done.
rooms with mine rock and gob apparently materially
aids the silting, as not only is less fine material required
to completely fill a room but the silt fills the voids
in the coarser material and if this has been piled
properly it practically cements the individual pieces
together, thus giving better support to the roof.
Not only is silt an excellent roof support but it
may be advantageously used to stop a squeeze. If for
any reason a squeeze is brought on, prompt silting
Furthermore, by employof the rooms will stop it.
ing this method of roof support it is possible to obtain
practically 100 per cent extraction of the coal in roomand-pillar workings. The only coal lost in such a case
This, of
is the spillage from shovels and mine cars.
course, is only an exceedingly small proportion of the
total

bed content.

Silting

Makes Possible Complete Extraction

objection to silting is its expense.
Of
course it costs money to crush rock fine enough to be
used in this way and to flush it down boreholes through
pipe lines and into rooms. Against this expense, how-

The

chief

likely to scale

off.

Filling Found to Be Tigut Against Roof

When

the pillar was removed it was found that the
was tight against the roof. When all the coal
supporting the roof had been taken out, exposing the
silt pi!lar, small pieces of coal were found adherine
filling

to

it,

thus giving

largely of coal.

it

the appearance of being composed

The ordinary procedure followed

—

in

robbing was pursued in this case that is, when the
robbing of one pillar was well started, work on the
next was begun.
At the present time an area about 800 ft. long and
400 ft. wide has been completely robbed, the last pound
of coal having been taken out of the area.
The roof
is thus supported entirely by silt pillars and a few
cogs placed as the coal pillar was removed. No indications appear on the surface that settlement is taking
place.

BATTERY TO HOLD BACK SILT FILLING
Hay

is

used to

make

the barrier tight.

The crosspiece

is

held

by timbers which are secured against the roof by wedges
driven into holes prepared for them. A box drain with a screen
on top at intervals leads away the water toward the mine pumps.
in place

The timbers

in

the barrier are 12

in.

in diameter.
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Conditions Under \^liich Bulk-Oil Coiiceiitration of
Fine Coal Gives Best Results*
Ash Reduced

26 to 75 Per Cent

—

Sulphur Greatly Reduced in AnthraBituminous Coal Should Not Be Ground Finer Than
Treatment Usually Increases Softening Temperature of Ash

cite, Little in

200-Mesh

—

By
making the

INconcentration

G. St. Perrott+

and

S. P.

table

tests of coal washing by the bulk-oil
method of the Trent Process Corpora-

„

,

Designation
Process CorporTrent J""""'
ation.
Washington,

Culm

,

Grains of Oily Coal Are Formed with Elimination of
Earthy Impurities" the coals used were those which are
described in Table I. These coals will be referred to
in the paragraphs that follow under the names given
them in the column marked "Designation" in that

descuiption of coals test
thext process

i.

Mature of Coal

""''"'"

tion described in the article appearing in last week's
,.
^
i-ii J ,,r,
,
«,
andJ entitled
By Mixing Fine Coal, .,.
Water and Oil,

is.sue

KinneyJ

Feed to conccn-

R^'Se'lsiimT"""'"'''''' .\nthracite.

7

i

7nr

Rhode

Island.

r
From

plant. of Oliver

Bituminous.

i'.""

""d steel Co.,

Pittsburgh.

i

ippcrFrceport.

Run -of -mine Avcnuo"Minc

ippe>-Fre<^port.

Feed to washery

enndgc.

II gives

averages of results with a number of
typical coals of the United States.
The coals were
.^.,l,T„,.;r,-j i„ /puiveiizea to bo mesh and1 ground for si.x hours with
an equal weight of water in a laboratory ball mill before treatment by the Trent process. The oil employed
was in all cases a grade of navy fuel oil running 125
seconds on the Saybolt viscosimeter at 25 deg. C. The
specific gravity of the oil was 0.875 (30. deg. Baume)
at 20 deg
^* C
,

I

.

,.

,

'

of Aiie-

Bituminous.

results as set

I

^

pper Freeport,

.^

1

1

i

,

,

week

tAssociate physical chemist. U. S. Bureau of Mines.
t.\ssistant metallurgical chemist, U. S. Bureau of Mines.

TABLE

II.

— Raw Coal

Heriea

No. 5

Run-of-mine.

^°-^

Run-of-mine

*

R"n-of-n,.ne

Kind

of

.

5 "

Coal

.\nthracite culm I
.\nthracite culm II
-Vnthracite. Rhode Island

Bituminous. Pittsburgh
Bituminous. Upper Freeport
Bituminous, bone coal refuse
Bituminous, Illinois
Bituminous, Indiana
Bituminous, Oklahoma
Bituminous, Washington
Bituminous refuse. New Mexico.
Bituminous refuse, Tennessee. ...
Bituminous refuse, Alabama
Sub-bituminous. Washington

.

Lignite. California (a)
Lignite. Texas (o)

Bituminous. Brazil
111
Carbonized at 500 deg. C.

65
65
75
80

80
80
80
80
80
80
60
50
80
80
80
80
60

<

,

No."''i'

Harmar-

Co..

m\ne

Superior
'^'"'^p''''

lihnoi.f"'
.

.

NV7M'inc^BigMuddy
rinl'iiiino?"

''"^

nv_^.2 .Mine, Vandai^a
.

Lehigh...

Run-of-mine...
Run-of-mine...

IndiAim
No. 5 Mine

Folsom

Co^'Lchigrokia"'"*
Carsat'mm'iiof mine.

Bituminous.
Washington.

Co\ WiTkeson.lv-a-*Brazil coal.

.

Ti"en't"procc.,s

.

from

Biossburg

waste

^ .^
Soddy

t?*?*^",
Washer
refuse.

^^^'^ ^'^'^

Washer refuse..

.

Corpor-

Run-of-mine

..

Bituminous,
Brazil.

Dodge Co.. Bituminous refuse.
Dawson New Mexi™.
New Mexico.

PheV;;-

Durham Coal and

Iron

Co..Soddv.Tenn....

Bituminous refuse,
Tennessee.

Black Creek Coal Co.,

Bituminous refuse,
Alabama,
Bm^at^head^of_^wa,h^ Sub-bituminous.
Washington.
the picking tabic PaCoa.st C'oal Co..
iss.Kiuah, Washington

cific
•

Run-of-mine

.

.

Run-of-mme.

^J^-^;^^;-:^^
M=Kis«ck Cattie

Lignite,

Texas

Co..
Lignite, California.

and, particularly when in a fine state of subdivision,
tends to attach itself to the coal-oil agglomerates rather
than to remain suspended in the water. It is more
easily separated from anthracites than from bituminous

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OP TRENT PROCESS
,

II,

,

_c

•Second installment of an article entitled "The Use
of Oil in
CleaninK Coal, centained in Reports of Investipations.
Bureau of
">stallment appears on pages 132-134 in the issue

Bituminous.
Upper Freeport

„
,
J»,
Bone-coalrefu.se
Washery of,rr"7^1'
Inland Col-

down are

per cent. Sulphur reduction is fairly good in the case
of anthracite coals but low in the case of bituminous
coals.
With the.se latter coals just sufficient sulphur
f "•
:_ _„_„_,
,1.
t
is removed to
keep the sulphur content of the recovered
coal about the same as that of the raw coal.
Combustible recovery is with a few exceptions better
than
95 per cent.
T"!,
'Iffrom coal
ine lemoval of pyrite
by any process depending on the selective action of oils is considerably
more difficult than the removal of other mineral matter,
such as shale or slate. Pyrite is readily
wetted by oil

I.

Pii.

Minc^onn^am^Coifcr"'

,.

for the most part selfexplanatory.
It will be seen that ash reduction with
most of the coals tested is good, varying from 30 to 75

I

I.

Hud»n

wt"hc^y*^of

ghenv steel Co.. Brack- Upper Freeport

Table

of ^ast

culm

*.™.''"'^.';''''^'';

^p,i
Pulverized
coal.

pj,,
h„r.i.
1 ittsburgh

table.

The

.Anthracite,

Cleaned Coal

.

•

Refuse

Atigii.-<t

4,
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This difference is shown clearly in the following analyses showing the percentage of total sulphur,
sulphate sulphur, pyritic sulphur, and organic sulphur
in a bituminous and an anthracite coal before and after
treatment by the Trent pi-ocess. It will be seen that
in the treatment of anthracite coal, the pyritic sulphur
almost disappeared from the recovered coal, whereas
in treating the bituminous coal a considerable per-

coals.

centage of pyritic sulphur

still

remained

in

the cleaned

product.

TABLE
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EFFECT OF PROCESS OX SULPHTR PRESENT
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did not form an amalgam whon shaken in the bottle
were readily worked in the churn. A comparison of
values with churn and shaker for a typical coal follows

TABLK

GRANULES OF AMAI.C.A.M THAT FORM THEMSELVES
THE EMULSION OF OIL AND WATER

IX

and coal collect together and form these interesting granules
amalgam which are of great purity. The pyrite content, how-

Oil

of
ever, is not

much

affected.

first stage of the process, i.e., agitation and separaRecovery of oil from
tion of refuse, will be negligible.

the

the amalgam by distillation is another matter and one
outside the scope of the present article.

Little Water When Granules Are Large
An amalgam in granules i inch or larger usually
retains 10 to 15 per cent moisture, which will not drain
out of the mixture. This includes the hygroscopic
moisture of the coal. In an amalgam of very fine
granules the moisture content may be as high as 30
A large part of this moisture occurs
to 40 per cent.

The size of the
as a coating of the small particles.
granules depends upon the amount of oil used, the size
of the coal particles, the method of agitation and time
of agitation and to some extent on the character of
Certain sub-bituminous coals required more
the coal.
oil to produce granules of any given size than do the
bituminous coals or anthracite.
Brisk agitation of the kind given by rapidly-revolving paddle blades is most efficient in separating mineral
matter from coal and in securing rapid formation of
At the beginning of our work, oil, coal
the amalgam.
and water were shaken in a stoppered bottle on a shakThis method of agitation was first eming machine.
ployed because it gave conditions of agitation which
could be duplicated for a series of tests and permitted
of quantitative treatment of materials.
It was soon
found, however, that better ash reduction was obtained
by agitation in a small glass churn with paddle blade
revolving at 1,000 r.p.m. and that certain coals which

\I.
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RELATION BETWEEN FINENESS OF GRINDING AND ASH HEDVCTION.
"Efe:

rCent

Ash
Ash

in raw coal
in recovered coal

Ash

in refuse

Sulphur
Sulphur

in raw coal
in recovered coal.

Per cent asb reduction

,
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— III

Elements of Design for Anchor Bolts of Machines
Bolts for Prospective Installations Improvised Flush Bolt Anchor How to
Tighten Locknuts so That They Will Not Rattle Loose -Raising a Foundation
Drawings and Schedules for Specifying Anchor Bolts
to a Higher Level

By Terrell Croft
St.

I.oills.

HAS

sometimes been found desirable during the
erection of a structure to arrange for the installation
at some future time of foundation anchor bolts for a
A frequent additional requirement is
light machine.
that nothing in the meantime may extend above the

IT

surface of the masonry or foundation top.
If ordinary unpocketed anchor bolts are set in such a
foundation, their ends must project above its surface
and may be the cause of accidents or delays, the first
arising from persons tripping on them, and the second
from the fact that if machinery is to be installed it
must be raised before it can be skidded to place.
Furthermore, the projecting ends of such bolts are frequently bent if the machinery is not installed promptly.
Their threads may become battered also, rendering
them useless. Unless pockets are provided at the lower
ends of the bolts, their replacement is extremely difficult
and expensive.
Flush bolts may be advantageously used in such cases.
Fig. 15 shows on the left such an anchor in perspective
and on the right the anchor installed in a foundation.
This device, which is used for light machines, is merely
a casting with an extended base and a threaded hole in
its

it

'

^ o'\

=;

\

,\

Such

center.

anchors are
p 1 a c e d in the
concrete of the
foundation during construction,

and at any future

time

the

machine can be
clamped to them
by inserting the
necessary bolts.

As shown
iPec+i*

FIG.

15.

CAST-MET-\L,

BOLT ANCHOR

This lies flush with the top of the foundation when installed and, being made with
three separate threaded diameters, is adapted to bolts of as many different sizus.

accommodate

at Fig.

15 on the right,
some of the anchors on the market are drilled
and threaded to
so that one size
or three different

bolts of several sizes,
of anchor can be used for bolts of two
diameters.
The anchor shown in Fig. 16 is used for foundations subject to greater vibration. This device can be
procured on the market to accommodate bolts of diameters up to 2 in.
It consists of three parts, the top
casting, the cylindrical casing and the bottom casting.
The cylindrical casing is merely a piece of wroughtiron pipe or similar material so that the complete
anchor can be made as short or as long as is necessarj^
to satisfy existing conditions. This anchor is assembled
and set in the concrete with a bolt temporarily screwed
into it to hold the various parts together until after the

Previous articles appeared in issue of Julv 14. pp. 45-51 and
in issue of July 21. pp. 95-99.
Copyrighted: all rights reserved
oy author.

Mo

concrete is poured.
After the concrete sets, the bolt
can be removed and the open hole at the top of the
anchor plugged up with a stud until the time arrives
when the machine for which the holt hole was provided
is to be installed.
A home-made flush anchor can be arranged as shown
in Fig. 18.
This device consists of an ordinary machine
bolt provided with an anchor plate screwed into a sleeve
coupling.
This coupling can he made of machine .steel
and should have a length of at least four diameters of
the bolt upon which it is used.
In setting in the concrete, the bolt carry-

ing the anchor
plate

screwed

is

midway up

into the

coupling.

This
threaded

leaves

the

upper

half

of

the

coupling ready for
the
accommodation
of a stud bolt or cap

screw whenthe
machine

is

installed.

Lag

screws are
sometimes used for
holding
machinery
in

place.

cleats,

as

Fig.

19,

ded,

in

Wooden
shown
are

FIG.

provi-

The

MOORING ANCHOR
FOR CONCRETE
AA serves to knit bolt

16.

in

flange

and foundation together.

which such

screws may be driven. Though this method may hold
steady-running machines satisfactorily, it cannot be
depended upon if the device is subject to appreciable
vibration.
Vibration will soon loosen a lag screw and
render the attachment of the machine insecure. In
constructing concrete floors, where it is impossible
to predetermine where anchor bolts will in future be
needed, strips of wood of a wedge-shaped section are
inserted in the concrete during construction, as shown
in Fig. 19.
These strips are so placed that it probably
will be possible to attach a machine to them by the aid
of lag screws, no matter where the machine to be inThe holding power of lag screws
stalled must be bolted.
of various sizes is shown in Table IV.
These values
apply to bolts recently installed and one could not expect
such results for bolts that had been in the wood for
a long time, particularly if the machine that they carried

was subject to vibration.
Nuts used upon anchor

bolts

may

be either square or

_,. Top Cas'ng

.__r-j:'

d

U

^^___^,^J))||lllUllllUl|)lM
standard Mach.

<iiS^?~~~

Boff wffh Long Thread

Cylindn'cat

;

""^

~

p

Casing

FIG. 17. SAME ANCHOR AS IN FIG. 16
This being in section shows how the anchor is made out of two
castings and a piece of pipe casing.
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TABLK

IV.

HOLDING POWER UF LAG SCREWS.
made

(These data are from testa

washer

at the University of Iowa by A. J.

Cox

in the year 1891)

Diameter
Hole

of

Maximum

of

Screw

Resist-

Screw,
Inches

Bored.
Inches

in Wood.
Inche-s

ance.

Tests

Pounds

Made

or Size

Kind

of

Wood

Seasoned white oak. ..
Seasoned white oak. ..
Seasoned white oak. ..
Yellow pine
Unseasoned white cedar
.
.

.

J

A

A3

i

8.037
6.480
8,780
3.405
3.405

*i

i

i

4J

i

i

•»

I

J

4

No. of

3
i

2
2
2

hexagonal.
The dimensions of both types have been
thoroughly standardized in the United States; hence no
more will be said about them here. It is the practice
to use square nuts at the lower ends of anchor bolts,
particularly if the nut is to be retained in the cavity of
a recessed anchor plate. The reason for this is that a
square nut, because of its longer edge, cannot turn
readily in a properly proportioned cavity in an anchor
plate, whereas a hexagonal nut might so turn if the
casting were even slightly distorted.
On the other hand, the nut at the top of an anchor bolt
bearing against the machine bedplate should, as a rule,
The first is that the
be hexagonal, for two reasons.
hexagonal nut is neater in appearance, the second that
such a nut is
more "get - at able."
Six possible positions
exist in which a
wrench can be

made

to

engage

a hexagonal nut,

whereas with a
square nut there
are only four.
This considera-

a good method when seeking a
it possible to place another
machine on the same bedplate without drillThis

way

to

is

make

ing holes into the foundation.

20

Machine

is

Now

applied.

a locknut is
be provided,

if

to

usual procedure is to turn
the

the first nut
down as tightly
as

and

possible

then to apply the
locknut,
screwing it down still
harder.
It appears to be the

MACHINERY SECURED
BY LAG SCREWS

that this
increased
pressure will always
belief

If it is anticipated that it will

be desirable

later to place light machinery without it
known in advance exactly where the
machinery is to go, wood strips can be embedded in the concrete for the reception of

being

lock the nut.
This

Wood Strip
Imbedded in Concrete

Concrete
Foundation
FIG. 19. LIGHT

inference

lag screws.

incorrect,

is

however,

because the increased pressure tends to
force the upper face of the thread of the lower nut
away from the lower face of the bolt thread. This may
transfer the holding stress from the primary nut to the
locknut.
The illustration at Fig. 24 shows this condition in exaggerated form.

where the locknut

It is

evident from this that

put on as just decribed, the stress
may be wholly borne by the lower face of the bolt thread
and the upper face of the locknut thread, and the
threads of the lower nut will not have any stress upon
them.
In other words, the lower nut in this case is
merely a washer.
is

The correct method of putting on a locknut is shown
the two right-hand Figs. 24.
With this method

the conditions indicated in the figure on the left are
corrected by causing the nut to perform its proper
function and by making the locknut hold the primary

restricted. In in-

nut effectively in place.

stallations where

For a correct application the nut should be set to
place as follows
Turn the lower nut down on its bolt
until its lower face lies slightly above the upper surface
of the bedplate, next apply the locknut until (as shown
in center Fig. 24) its lower face rests firmly against the

appearance is a
factor, polished
nuts may be employed.

Where

they will be
manipulated frequently they should be case hardened.
Lock washers are sometimes applied (as shown in
Fig. 20) between nuts and machinery bedplates. They
are used in cases where the machine is subject to vibration that would soon "rattle" off a nut unless the washer
were inserted. A locknut can be employed in place of
a spring washer, but the time required for manipulating a second nut must in some cases be considered where
it is necessary to remove a machine and replace it with
another in a minimum length of time. This feature

must frequently be considered in various industrial installations. The ends of the lock washer shown in Fig.
(

21) normally flare out.
It is made of spring steel, so
that when the nut is turned down upon it it presses
the two ends until they lie in the same plane as shown
in Fig. 20.
The washer then acts like a compressed
spiral spring

Lagor Coach Screw

shown

be of
special importance in locations
where space is
tion

SLEEVE COUPLING PROVIDES
PLACE FOR BOLT

may

similar

that
Fig.

to
in

Length

Diameter

177

and presses constantly against the bedplate and the nut, thus preventing the latter from
working loose.
Locknuts (Figs. 22, 23 and 24) should be used on
practically all foundation anchor bolts unless a spring

in

:

upper face of the

first

nut.

Then turn down the

first

nut and the locknut
together until the first
nut rests quite tightly

'right

Fig.

24)

against the surface
to be held.
The locknut now may be given

another
more or
its
will

half

less,

turn,

whereby

effectiveness
be increased

somewhat. Why the
method just outlined
is the proper one to
follow is obvious.

When

the

locknut

is

turned down against
the lower nut (shown
in center Fig. 24), the
lower faces of the
threads of the primary

FIGS. 20

A

AND 21. SPRING
WASHER

cut and warped washer with
barbs at the two ends.
The barbs
cut into the nut and bedplate, the
nut being screwed tight against
the pressure of the spring washer.
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FIGS.

22. 23

AND

24.

II.I.USTRATING

shows nut as it should be and is,
when used alone. Only one thread is shown
Fig. 23

\\T%en used with a locl<nut it
down tight to the
24 shows what liappens

on the nut.
sliould

not be screwed

bedplate.

Fig.

Vol. 20,

THE BEST WAY OF SECIRING LOCKNUTS SO
NOT K.VTTLE OFF

when

the locknut is added.
Here on the
left the locknut is pushing the thread of
lower nut from the thread of the bolt.
locknut
When the
finally is tightened by
an extra half turn it thrusts the lower nut

nut bear on the upper faces of the bolt threads. This
relation between nut and bolt threads is due to the pressure imparted by the locknut. The pressure of the lower
nut reacts against that due to the locknut and the upper
faces of the locknut threads bear on the lower faces of
the bolt threads. The reaction between the locknut and
the primary nut serves, as it were, to bind the two. This
binding effect is preserved if the lower nut and the
locknut are turned down together on the bolt until the
lower face of the lower nut rests tightly upon the bedplate surface. Additional tightening of the locknut will,
because of the elasticity of iron, increase this binding

TH.VT

THEY

r.

WII.I,

downward so that the threads of tli.il luit
bear downward on the top of the threads of
Tlu- re.iction between the two nuts
them from turning. Extreme wrench

tlic bolt.

keep.";

pre.-*sure is

not necessary.

e.xtensions ordinarily can be made, however.

and

A'(..

Figs. 25

26, detailing a typical case, indicate the usual pro-

Fig. 25 shows, in dashed lines, an old founda-

cedure.

tion, the full lines indicating the

new foundation.

The

effect.

Extending the anchor bolts of an
involves

a

amount

certain

foundation

old

Such

reconstruction.

of

Foundation Boifs

.. P/ew

--^
New
JLint

i-

li-

).

-iJsteel Channel

LI••J

/-:

lEJI,

J
''Old

OO

OD

foundation

'xinr.-^^
OF CHANNEL

OF

DETAIL
IRON
FIG. 25
bolts while not in line are near enough to make the hold
secure.
The channel is stiff enough to prevent distortion, ami
such a twist
foundation
in
itself
makes
any
resistance
the
the
of
FIG.

26.

The

oo

improbable.

A shows the positions of the old anchor bolts,
The new
while B and D indicate the new positions.
foundation, as shown in elevation, extends only a relatively short distance above the floor line. This distance
was insufficient to accommodate anchor bolts for the
new machine of such lengths that they would provide
the requisite resistance to withdrawal, hence it was
letter

ion

-JI05T"

decided, in so far as possible, to tie the new bolts to the
making them act in conjunction. The old

old ones, thus

machine bedplate rested on a level with the floor; hence
the old anchor bolts CA") projected about 3 in. above
L°PJ

Plan

FIG.

25.

METHOD OF RAISING FOUNDATION

Steel channels are placed across foundation, and the nuts of the
old bolts bear on them.
Bolt holes are drilled in the channels,
and new bolts are passed through these to the proposed level of
the bedplate of the machine.

the floor line.
Over the projecting ends of each pair of old bolts a
length of properly-drilled channel was placed as shown
at Fig. 26, and the new holts were inserted through
The channels and bolt heads
holes in these channels.
were then grouted securely in place as indicated. Next
the new concrete foundation was cast around the new

a templet being provided to hold their upper
ends in correct position. The bolts (D) came outside

bolts,

August
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i'/,"
I

washers and anchor

plates,

and

in

fact

should indicate the complete anchor-bolt
equipment.
This drawing (Fig. 28) next should be
reduced to a schedule like that of Fig. 29,
which any clerk or man not familiar with
mechanical drawings can readily decipher
and understand. This schedule will indicate exactly how many pieces of each size
of. nuts, bolts, washers, anchors, etc., are
required.

Bolts

FIG.

Each

DRAWING SHOWING VARIETIES OF

BOLTS, ETC..

NEEDED

a different number, as has also each kind of washer, nut
the time comes to erect the machine it is more than humiliaUng
and annoying to find that one or more of the bolts needed is absent.
or pin.

bolt length has

When

try in specifying anchor bolts on drawings. Before the
bolts can be specified it is desirable to prepare a scale
drawing of the machine or prime mover on its foundation, as shown in Fig. 27.
An effort should be made to
so lay out the foundation that the fewest possible num-

ber of sizes of anchor bolts will be necessary. That is,
the ideal anchor-bolt specification would be one that
called for all bolts to be of the same diameter and
length.
It is seldom feasible to so lay out a large
foundation that such simplicity can be realized, but an
effort should be made in that direction.
The anchor bolts should be numbered on the foundation drawing as shown in Fig. 27.
For example, all of
the bolts of one length and diameter should be numbered
all those of another length and diameter, 2
and so
1
on.
This being done, a combination drawing (Fig. 28)
should be laid out as part of the foundation drawing
tracing.
This .shows dimensions of all of the anchor
bolts required.
It should show in addition the nuts.
;

;

etc.,

refers

specific
ITEM

part.

It may appear that the schedule of Fig.
29 is a duplication of the drawing Fig. 28.
This is true in a way, but on the other
hand the schedule summarizes all of the
information relative to material required
for anchor bolts, which summation cannot
be ascertained from the drawing itself
without the expenditure of an appreciable
amount of time. It is apparent from
a study of Figs. 27, 28 and 29 that
each of the reference numbers, 1, 2, 3,
in
each of the three instances to one

Edited

by

/l

James T.Deardjr

Certify the
It Is

XOfl

Mine Superintendent

Manifestly Unfair to a Certified Mine Foreman
to Obey Orders of an Uncertified

To Require Him

Mine Superintendent Contrary

ALLOW

me to say a word regarding
•il. the qualifications of mine superinAt the present time nothing
more seems to be required of that oftendents.
ficial

than that he possess a good edu-

cation, be honest and know something
of the business of coal mining.

On the other hand, the mine foreman,
who is hired and discharged at the will
of the superintendent, must hold a certificate of competency before he can
serve any length of time in the position of foreman of a mine.
In nine
cases out of ten the certified mine foreman hired by the superintendent will
be far superior to his boss in his knowledge of practical coal mining.

to His

Own Judgment

superintendent gets all the credit. On
the other hand, if things go wrong the
tonnage drops and the cost creeps
higher, the blame is sure to rest on the
foreman.
Were the truth known, however, it
would be seen that where unfavorable
conditions exist in a mine the work of
the foreman is made harder than ever,
and he should be credited for the efforts he must then put forth to overcome these difficulties. It is when conditions are thus unfavorable that an
experienced superintendent will be able
to co-operate with his foremen in securing the best possible results.
Crawford, Tenn.
Oscar H. Jones.

The mining laws of Tennessee (Sec.
18) provide that any person who shall
act as mine foreman, assistant mine
foreman or gas boss for a period of
more than thirty days without having
a certificate of competency shall be
fined $100 and costs and imprisoned not
less than sixty days at the discretion
of the court.

Firebosses as State Officials
An efficient fireboss will perform his
work vnth the same thoroughness
whether acting for a company or the
state. Mine examiners needed to look

Unfair Feature of Mining Law

in the columns of Coal Age, in regard to clothing the fireboss with state

Regarding Certification

No

one can deny that

it is

highly un-

fair to require the certification of
foremen, assistant foremen and

bosses

(gas

mine
fire-

bosses) and, then, place
them subject to the orders and under
the control of uncertified mine superintendents.
Because of a superintendent's lack
of knowledge in respect to mining matters underground, which is often the
case, his orders to the foreman may be
right or wrong.
The law, however,
makes no distinction and gives the foreman no right to follow his own judgment, but requires him to obey the directions of his superior officer.
In my opinion, every mine superintendent should hold a certificate of competency obtained in the same manner
as prescribed for foremen, assistant
foremen and firebosses. This would
only be a fair and safe proposition. A
mine foreman would not then be handicapped, as he often is at the present
time by having to serve under a superintendent who has little or no practical
knowledge of underground work.
It has been my experience that, as
long as everything is running smoothly
in the mine, the tonnage gaining and
the cost growing less each day, the
180

for that purpose, after completmg his
in the morning.
In my opinion, it would be far better
to appoint safety examiners to go about
the mine and examine each working
place while the men are at work. These
men should be in the mine the entire
shift to see that each man performs his
work safely and keep a careful watch
over the ventilation to see that no unsafe conditions arise.
If I understand correctly, the idea of
making the fireboss a state official is
that he would then act independently of
and
the foreman and the company
would not live and act in fear of displeasing them and possibly losing his
job when he felt obliged to report conditions in the mine as unsafe for work.
Let me state that I have been a fireboss myself and have never felt the
force of this argument.
On the other
hand, in every instance both the foreman in charge and the company offi-

examination

,

have co-oporated with me in making the mine safe and removing any
dangers that existed in the workings.
It is my belief, therefore, that there
is no need of changing the status of

cials

after the

SOME

men during

time ago

I

norkiyig hours.

raised a question,

authority. The same question was discussed later at the February meeting
of the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute, held in Denver.
The general opinion there expressed
seem to be that any fireboss who would
fail to perform his work thoroughly
and report the condition of the mine,
without fear or favor when working for
a company, could not be considered a

safe man if in the employ of the state.
In any case, the work of a fireboss must
comply with the requirements of the
law, and his duties are clearly explained in Section 73 of the Coal Mining Laws of Colorado.

When
My claim

Responsibiuty Ceases
has always been that a

fire-

boss' responsibility ceases when he has
finished his examination of the mine in

the

morning and made a true report of

its condition to the foreman, after writing out the same in the book kept for
that purpose.
.Although the law does require (Sec.
76) that a second examination shall be
made by the mine foreman, assistant
foreman or fireboss, during working
hours, when the men are at work in
their places, this does not mean that
the fireboss shall return into the mine

cur firebosses.
In the framing of the Colorado Mining Laws care has been taken to safe-

guard the work of firebossing by providing (Sec. 70) for the suspension and
prosecution of any fireboss found to
have neglected his duty or made a false
report regarding conditions in the mine.
The law has further recognized the
value of the fireboss by providing (Sec.
80) that, in emergency, a regularly employed fireboss can act as assistant
foreman. To my mind, there is nothing
to be gained by going further and making him a state official.
Farr, Col.
Robret A. Marshall.

Co-operation

Among Mine

Officials
Active, hearty co-operation essential
The mine superintendent
to success.
being the recognized head is responsible for what he pertnits being done.

THE discussion in Coal Age, relINative
to the duties and responsibilities
of mine officials, there appears to be a
in the attitude of foremen
conflict
toward their superintendents. Some
writers seem to think that the average

not capable to
Reference
has been made to his duties not being
sufficiently defined in our state mining

mine superintendent

manage

is

affairs in the mine.

laws.

As has been remarked, doubtless
superintendents have numerous shortcomi.igs. Since I obtained my

many mine

Aiiguat
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mine foreman's certificate in 1893, I
have served under seven different mine
superintendents. My experience is that,
with one exception, these have all been

men of ability and common sense.
At one time I filled the office

of

Certification of
Ci-rtifijinti

to

Mine

181

Officials

the conipete)}cy

mine
before a
of

examination
utatc board, viewed from the coal
operators' viewpoint. Casting reflections on the work of examination and
official,

by

superintendent myself, but gave it up
the value of the certificate.
feeling that I was not fitted for the
time to time, I have read with
work, which was not in my line.
deep interest the articles that have
Though having myself many shortcomin Coal Age, bearing on the
appeared
ings success has attended my efforts to
in the Bituminous
a larger degree when serving as mine change that was made
permitting
foreman than when attempting the Mining Law of Pennsylvania,
uncertified men
to
employ
larger duties and responsibilities of mine owners
who, in their judgment, were qualified
mine superintendent.
foreman,
True it is, the mine foreman has many to fill the positions of mine
He needs all the assistance assistant foreman, and fireboss.
troubles.
the
with
acquainted
well
Any
one
and co-operation that can be given him.
chance
As foreman, I would always take my coal-mining industry, who may
articles,
these
of
troubles directly to the superintendent, to have read some
coal-mining
and found much help in conferring with would be led to believe that
rule, have little if any
as
a
companies,
him in every situation.
the lives of
Some foremen much prefer to man- interest in safeguarding

FROM

age affairs underground in their own
v/ay and resent any interference on the
pai-t of the superintendent, whom they
would rather see stay out of the mine.
In my opinion, this is a wrong attitude
The presfor a foreman to assume.
ence of the superintendent in the mine
should be welcomed at every turn. His
relation to the work would then be
helpful.

Responsibility Rests Finally on

THE Mine Superintendent
Frequently, a mine foreman will think
that because his duties are laid down
by law, giving him direct charge of
operations in the mine, the superintendent should not interfere. He forgets that the superintendent is also
bound by law to oversee all the acts of
the foreman in charge and subscribe
to the same by signing his reports,
which makes him the lawful head and
responsible for what he permits.
The mine opeiator naturally holds the
superintendent responsible for whatever
is done in and around the mines.
He
is the logical agent of the operator. He
must sign for the payroll, authorize all
expenditures and endorse all bills for
supplies and material. How is it possible for him to do this properly if he
is not thoroughly informed of everything done even if the mine is subject to
his control?
In closing, let me urge that there
should be established at all mines a
system of consultation whereby the
superintendent would confer personally
with each worker in charge of a separate branch of the work.
This would
include talking frankly with the foreman,
foremen,
firebosses,
assistant
motormen, machine runners, timberm.en and trackmen, personally, as occasion may offer.
In addition to these personal talks,
the superintendent should hold weekly
or bi-weekly meetings with his men for
the sake of a general conference on all
In
matters pertaining to the work.
this way, true business would take the
place of false reports, and sincere
co-operation would be effected to the
great advantage of the undertaking.
Gans, Pa.
R. W. Lightburn.

their

men and

properties.

reading some of the statements made by writers one would think
legislation is necessary to
much
that
compel operators to employ men who

After

competent to fill the positions
named. They urge the repeal of this
clause in the state mining law, which
are

they believe has greatly increased the
hazards of coal mining.
From the general trend of the articles mentioned, I imagine many of these
writers believe that the mere matter
of going before an examining board
and answering a few simple questions,
which any one could learn with little
application, endows the individual so

and certified with certain
superior powers and faculties not possessed by persons less fortunate.

examined

Is Certification

Harmful?

During an experience of over 20 years
covering every coal field on this continent, I have come into intimate contact with many mine officials both cerMy conviction is
tified and uncertified.
a

that the granting of certificates
large number of men, certifying to their
competency to fill the positions named,
has the effect of doing more harm than
good. This conclusion is based on many
observed facts in connection with the
attitude of a certain type of men toward
their responsibilities both before and
to

after certification.
Let me say, here, that to many men
who have not had the opportunity of
early education an examination on the
principles and practice of coal mining
I have knowTi
is a very trying ordeal.
many men who would make splendid
mine officials, having the personality,
character, experience and mental equipment fitting them for these positions.
Notwithstanding the possession of these

however, they hold back from
taking the examination through a fear
that they lack the necessary education
that would enable them to pass the
qualities,

test required.

On the other hand. I have seen many
blustering, self-assertive men, who were
in nowise qualified by nature for any
Inposition of trust or responsibility.
variably, these men believe that, by

brushing up on the rudiments of mining
and passing the examination, they will
In
be amply fitted to fill any position.
their estimation all mining knowledge

centered in themselves.
observation leads me to state that
this latter class of men who usually
find fault with their superintendents
and delude themselves into the belief
that they could fill the same position
with far better success. Perhaps the
superintendent is a college man, or an
engineer who has spent years in acquiring a knowledge of coal mining that
renders him capable of handling the
larger problems in methods of working
and economic administration.
is

My

it is

Men Holding

Certificates Often
Boastful and Envious

said superintendent, however,
not happen to possess a certificate,
which he could readily get if he so
desired, our friend at once concludes
that his superior officer has no knowledge of coal mining, holding his position
as superintendent only through favor.
The type of man just described goes
through life deploring his lot and never
has a good word for any man higher up
He is constantly
in the organization.
boasting that he could do much better
if given the chance which, of course,
never comes to him, as his capabilities
are well known by the management,
who long have had his number.
Such a man has no conception of the
duties and responsibilities that rest on
a mine superintendent, nor the many
trials and difficulties that that official
must overcome. In his estimate, the
entire weight and success of the enterprise rests on his own shoulders and he
is the man who deserves the credit for
what is done.
Some of the correspondents have even
maintained that uncertified men are
If the

floes

more careless and reckless than men
hold certificates of competency.
my observation convinces me that
the opposite of this is true. The knowledge of having passed an examination
seems to give most men a very exalted
idea of their capability and they make
the great mistake of believing them-

who
But

selves infallible.

Equally Qualified But Uncertified
Men More Conservative

On

hand, the uncertified
his knowledge of mining
be amply sufficient to insure the successful operation of a mine,
is not generally so egotistical as the
man holding a certificate. The former
is more apt to carefully consider the
many difficult problems confronting
him before coming to a final decision
the

other

man, though
matters

may

on any of them.
In studying this question of certified

and uncertified men,

I

have examined

the papers of practically all the states
requiring the examination of candidates
for the positions of mine foreman, assisI consider
tant foreman and fireboss.
the average mining examination to be
perfunctory and of no great value in
determining the fitness of applicants for
these positions.

:
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The usual procedure of men who
fire to

fit

themselves for examination

to study up. for a time, previous to
going: before the board.
In nine cases
is

out of ten, the candidate who has passed
the e.xaniination and received his certificate ceases to study, the incentive for
which has gone. .A.s a result, it is not
long before the man has forgotten practically all that he had learned.
In this discussion, some writers have
maintained that the average coal operator is not a competent judge of the
qualifications of the men he employs,
unless the operator himself has taken
the examination and is a certified man.

Fountain Head of Mining Knowledge
That is as much as to say that the
fountain head of all mining knowledge
is in the examining board; and the man
who has not qualified under that board
does not possess the necessary knowledge to fit him for holding a responsible
position in the operation of a mine.
I presume it would follow that a certified man is one possessed of this necessary knowledge.

more competent

Who, may

Remedy

de-

ask, is
to judge of the qualiI

fications of employees, or who can be
in their ability to make

Hoof trouble

for

Vol. 20, No.

Roof Troubles

is iiiosfli/

due

to

>

maintain-

ing too large territories standing
open.
Inducing heavij falls of roof,
the remedy.

charge ?
It is only reasonable to assume that
the qualifications of the men an operator
employs are carefully weighed before
they are given any responsible position,
irasmuch as the safety of both the mine
and the men depend on the capabilities
of the one placed in charge.
Mining men agree, of course, that all

mine managers and superintendents
should be experienced in every detail of
coal-mining work. They must be thoroughly versed in safe and economical
mining methods. As mining of coal is
essentially an engineering proposition,
it is my belief that mine superintendents should possess an engineering
education and be capable of handling
the work from an engineering point
of view.
Knowledge of engineering is necessary to insure care and precision in the
laying out of workings underground,
and the adoption of suitable methods of
mining, haulage, drainage and ventilation.
Moreover, only by this means i.s
it possible to insure the adoption of all
necessary safety precautions.
In regard to compelling mine superintendents to pass the examination and
hold a certificate of competency, allow
me to say that any man who is at all
qualified to act as mine superintendent
would have no difficulty in passing this
test with a high rating.
Of course, it
is true that some
mine officials are
chosen to fill the office of superintendent
of mines through favoritism; but these
instances are comparatively rare and
the general run of these mine officials
throughout the country are men who
are competent, conscientious and
efficient.
Most of their shortcomings only
exist in the imagination of others.
Indiana, Pa.
W. A. G.

and giving greater support

to the roof
the first working.
.At the same time, I would push the
work rapidly forward in those sections
where the pillars are smaller and there
is
greater danger of a creep being
started. It has been my custom, at the
end of the week when the mine is to be
idle over Sunday, to give attention to
measures that will induce heavy roof
falls in areas that are standing open.
Generally, Monday morning will show
good results and the fireboss will report conditions mo.st improved.
in

SPEAKING

of the best method of
overcoming roof troubles, C. McManiman advi.ses working smaller areas
and using every means possible to induce good falls of roof when drawing
back the pillars.
His remarks. Coal
.ige, June 30, p. 1163, appeal to me as
striking the keynote of the situation.
Not infrequently when inspecting
mine workings the place appears as
though the territory had been gutted.
For one reason and another much of
the coal has not been taken out.
At
times, timbers are to be seen standing
back in the waste and preventing the
fall of roof that would otherwise occur.
.As a result of these conditions, the
roof pressure is carried over onto the
pillars that remain, crushing the coal

and making

it more difficult and danIt goes without saying
that the remedy lies, as has been stated,
in taking out the coal completely and
removing all standing timber.

gerous to mine.

more interested

good, than the mine manager whose
personal success depends on the successful operation of the mine in his

T)

the width of the rooms fn>m 2-1 ft. I
18 ft., or from 21 to Hi, and increase
the room centers a like amount, thereby increasing the width of the pillars

.May Be Necessary to Cause a Fall
it happens that the roof rock is
and does not break readily it
be necessary to place shots in the
roof to break the rock and cause a fall
that will relieve the pressure on the
pillars.
In no case, must a large area
be left standing open as it is a menace
to safety in more ways than one.
When working under conditions
where the roof fails to break readily,
the plan I usually adopt is to reduce

If

hard

may

Avoiding Creep or Squeeze
This plan may well be adopted in
mines where there are large standing
areas, and continued until the gutted
area is entirely abolished and the roof
pressure under control. In my experience, it is this practice that has avoided
creep or squeeze in many instances.
Roof troubles, however, are not confined to a weak and tender shale or
One cause of
slate overlying the coal.
trouble is gas existing in the roof,
which will sometimes cause the slate
to fall to a height of 16 or 18 ft. above
the floor.
Such a condition is dangerous at times, particularly if the ventilation should be suddenly cut off. The
inrush of gas following a fall of roof
may create an extremely dangerous
condition if the fall occurs inside of the
last breakthrough in a room or heading.
Holes must then be placed in the roof
at intervals to drain off the gas.
Gans, Pa.
R. W. Lightburn.

Inquiries

Of General
Wrong
The Center

Principle Applied

of Gravity cf a Plane Figure Only Corresponds

to Its Center of

Respect to

Any

Mass When

the Figure Is Symmetrical with

Axial Line

Drawn Through That Center

STUDYING

over the question of finding the depth of water in an airway
having the form of a trapezoid, when
the airway is half-full, which has been
solved in two different ways in Coal

Age, Apr. 1.5, p. 676, and June 23, p.
1125, it has occurred to me that a third
solution could be found by calculating
the distance of the center of gravity
of the ci'oss-section of the airway above
the floor.
Following the method of making this
calculation for a trapezoid having a
height h, the width of the bottom being
HI and that at the top n (Coal Miners'
I'orLethook, p. 155), and making h
C,
ft., TO
9 ft., n
6 ft., I find for

=

=

Interest

=

the

height

of

the

center

of

gravity

above the floor

hrm +

2n\

sK^^rTrT) =

6

3

/9 -f 2 X 6\
V"9T7>^ J =

„ ^

«
-^

This result, however, does not agree
with the previous answers, which gave
for the depth of the water 2.7 ft.

Allow me

to ask: Is it wrong to assume
that the center of gravity of this figure
is at the surface of the water when
the airway is half-full?
If the principle is correct, why do the results not
agree; or have I calculated the center
of gravity above the floor correctly?

Pikeville,

Ky.

STUDENT.

Aiujii.st

4,

1921

The correspondent has applied a
wrong principle in the solution of this
problem. The cross-section of the air-

way being a plain figure (trapezoid),
the center of mass, so to speak, will be
at the surface of the water when the
airway is half-full. But this is not the
center of gravity of the figure.
The center of gravity corresponds to
the center of mass of a plain figure
only when the figure is symmetrical
with respect to any axial line of the
figure, which is not true of the trapeA
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M. E. Will Have Sixteen Coal Papers

AFTER

much work in committee the American Institute
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers has completed
extremely interesting program.
It will meet Monday,
Sept. 12, at Irem Temple, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., the morning
being devoted to registration and the afternoon to a dis.

its

cussion of five coal papers, W. J. Richards, president of the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., presiding.

The papers being prepared are "Anthracite Preparation,"
by D. C. Ashmead, anthracite editor of Coal Age, giving a
history of the development of anthracite treatment, an
account of the rolls, mechanical pickers, spirals, jigs,
specific-gravity flotation devices, tables, etc., used in the
preparation of anthracite and an account of several representative breakers.
By the courtesy of all the operators
using devices of an unusual description Mr. Ashmead will
be able to present many tables showing their efficiency in
the cleaning of coal.
He also will present some data regarding the use of water and the personnel employed in
breaker operation.
H. D. Kynor will read a paper on the "Mechanical Mining of Anthracite" and Donald Markle in his paper on
"Anthracoal" will give an account of the coking of mixtures
of anthracite and bituminous coal.
"The Slush Problem"
will be treated

Ashley Planes"
H. N.

by John Griffen, of the Dorr Co., and "The
will be described by H. Stein.

Eavenson to Describe "The Lynch Pi^nt

'

In the evening, C. F. Huber, president of the Lehigh &
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., presiding, Howard N. Eavenson,
consulting engineer, of Pittsburgh, and former chief engineer of the United States Coal & Coke Co., will describe
"The Lynch Plant" in Kentucky, with an output of 8,000
tons a day and a daily capacity of 10,000 tons. The tipple
has many innovations, all the coal being handled on belts
and the sizing being performed on grizzlies with revolving
bars.
E. W. Parker, director of the Anthracite Bureau of
Information and former coal statistician of the U. S. Geological Survey, will give "A General Description of the
Anthracite Field" with maps and sections.
Concurrently
the Metal Section, with S. T. Nicholson presiding, will
present two papers.

The next day an automobile

trip will be made through
Valley, visiting breaker? and mine plants.
The International Correspondence Schools, of Scranton, will
be the host at noon and in the auditorium of these interesting schools, W. W. Inglis, president of the Glen Alden
Coal Co., presiding, Douglas Bunting, general superintend-

the

Wyoming

Lehigh Valley Coal Co., will discuss "Mine Fires."
This will be followed by the following papers: "Comparison
of Cost of Operation of Steam versus Electric Hoists," by
W. A. Thomas, assistant chief. Oxide West Department,
New Jersey Zinc Co.. Palmerton, Pa.; "The Determination
of the Proper Electrical Equipment for the Electric Hoist,"
by Graham Bright, engineer, Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.; "The Automatic
Substation for Mines," by R. J. Wensley, and "Application
of Pulverized Coal to Boilers," by J. M. Fuller. The party
will return on tlie Laurel Line.
With R. M. Catlin, mining engineer, New Jersey Zinc
Co., presiding, the evening will be given over to a technical
session, the papers to be presented being "The Hoisting
Plant of the Pittsburgh Terminal Railroad & Coal Co.—
Cloverdale Mine," by M. D. Kirk, chief engineer of that
company; "Power Installation at Cloverdale," by C. M.
Means, consulting engineer, of Pittsburgh, Pa., and "The
Sinking of the Butte Superior Shaft," by James Bruce,
manager, Davis-Daly Copper Co., Butte, Mont.
On Wednesday a session in mine accounting with R. V.
Norris, consulting engineer, presiding, a paper will be presented by J. B. Dilworth, mining engineer, of Philadelphia,
Pa., on "Capitalization and Valuation of Mine Development." This will be followed by a discussion.
At noon
the guests will be entertained at lunch by the Wyoming
Valley Shovel Works. The afternoon program will include
"Queen Mine Hearth Roaster," by J. Moore Samuel; "Flotation of Pyrite," by W. S. Morley; "Relation of Gypsum
Supplies to Milling," by D. H. Newland. This session will
ent,

—
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have Rufus J. Foster, chairman, executive committee, International Correspondence Schools, as chairman.
The Society of Economic Geologists will have a joint
session both morning and afternoon of Wednesday and in
the afternoon session there will Ix? two papers for coal
men: "Stratigraphy of the Anthracite Region." by .lames
P. Kemp, with discussion, and "Cnulogy of the Namma Coal
Field," by Edel Moldenke. In tho evening Irem Temple wiU
be the scene of the annual dinner and ball of the institute.
On Thursday the institute will take an all-day excursion
by automobile, with lunch en route, followed by adjournment, but the courtesy of the anthracite operators will not
end with Thursday. Any who wish to visit points not provided for in the program will be enabled to do so on Friday
by making tlieir desires known to the committee.

Anthracite Miners

Want More Pay Next Year

EXETER

Local, No. 1084, submitted to the convention
held in District No. 1 a wage-revision proposal for the
approval of the district executive board and of the Tridistrict convention of the anthracite region.
It demands:
A 40-per cent increase in wages and a .seven-hour day, payment to consideration miners of $S per shift and to their
laborers $7; carpenters' wage to be S.'ic. per hour; foremen's, 95c.; car repairers', 80c.; shop foremen's, 85c.; payment of 20c. per foot for laying wood or iron road; time
and one-half for all overtime and double time for Sundays
and holidays; granting of the chct koff and of the closed
shop including complete recognition by the operators of the
United Mine Workers of America; payment for coal on the
basis of 2,240 lb. to the ton; payment of $15 for opening
chambers, gangways or airways and of $2 for each prop set.
When these demands were presented several delegates
declared that the scale proposed was in conflict with a resolution previously adopted by the convention calling for a
wage increase of 60 per cent and the six-hour day.

D. T. & I. Makes 20 Per Cent Cut in
Freight Rates on Coal and Coke
HENRY FORD'S railroad, the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, filed new rate schedules Wednesday, July 27,
with the Interstate Commerce Commission proposing drastic
cuts in freight rates effective Aug. 29 on heavy traffic, including anthracite and bituminous coal and coke moving
from the Ohio River to Detroit and other points.
The new tariff's provide for a 20 per cent reduction on
grain and grain products, coke, anfl anthracite coal moving
from Temperance, where it is taken from other lines to
points in Michigan and on soft coal on a distance scale

basis.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton R.R.. which runs from Deon Lake Erie, to Ironton, on the Ohio River, crosses
has connections with such roads as the Pennsylvania,
New York Central, Michigan rentral, Baltimore & Ohio,
Canadian Pacific and other large systems.

The

troit,

or

Central Pennsylvania Operators Seek

Wage

Reduction; Again Ask Conference
SESSION
INPennsylvania

at Altoona, Pa., on July 28. the Central
Coal Producers' Association addressed a
president of district No. 2, asking
Brophy,
letter to John
for a joint conference on or before Aug. 5. The operators
Predefinitely stated that they desired a wage reduction.
vious requests, not making any mention of the reason for
seeking a conference, were refused for that alleged reason
by the Executive Committee of the district. The association says in the letter of July 28 that "Unless ways and
means can be devised of decreasing cost, the mines will be
able to work less and less days, and so it is manifest that the
present situation is one which seriously affects both miners

and operators."
In West Virginia the coal cars are shunted and held,
Washington
while the coal miners are hunted and shelled.
Post.

August

4,
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Senate Committee Informed as to Liberal Wages Paid to

Mingo Men and of

Practices of

Mine Workers' Union

Mingo Employees Enjoy Larger Wages than Men in Adjacent
Company Stores Charge Less Than IndependUnion Fields
Violence Used on Non-Union Men by Mine Workers
ent

—

—

AT THE session of the Senate Committee on Education
.iX and Labor in Washington, Captain J. R. Brockus, of
the West Virginia State police, testified that in the Mingo
County disorder and strilte members of the mine workers'
union were among the assailants of the state police, using
high-powered rifles, three oificials being shot in the back.
He denied that the police had acted in a high-handed manner or destroyed property or evicted miners. He said that
273 families were living in tents in Mingo County, including 284 women and 1,304 children. The men living in tents
were not all, as is commonly alleged, striking miners who
had been evicted from company houses and who consequently had nowhere else to go. Some of those living in
tents near Williamson had come from Kentucky at the instigation of union officials. He said that rifles and ammunition had been concealed in the houses of the mine workers.
Harry Olmsted compared the wages paid in the Mingo
field with those in the unionized sections of West Virginia.
He submitted a comparative statement of the wages paid
in October to the five miners at the twenty-six mines in
the Williamson field who earned the highest sums for the
month at each mine as compared with the five highestpaid miners at twenty-six mines in the Kanawha field, which
is

unionized.

According to Mr. Olmsted the average wage for the
month of October at twenty-six mines in the Williamson
field was $293.03.
The average deductions were $52.14 and
the average sum paid in cash to each miner was $240.89.
average
wages
The
paid to miners in the Williamson
field exceeded by $85.93 the average wages paid to the same
number of miners in the unionized mines in the Kanawha
field.
The average deduction from the miners' pay in
the Williamson field was only $1.77 greater than in the

Kanawha field, so that the average miner in the Williamson
received $85.93 more than the average Kanawha miner
after all deductions are considered.
field

Company Store Prices for Food Not Excessive
To prove that

prices at the company stores were not excessive Mr. Olmsted compared the cost of eighteen domestic
foods as obtained at two independent stores operating in
Williamson and seven company stores selected within the
field.
The two independent stores selected are the leading
grocery stores of Williamson.
The plant stores selected
were put upon the list without any previous investigation,
and were chosen as typical of the stoi-es throughout the
field.
He added that the company stores handled the highest grade of products that the market affords.
Table II
shows these figures.
Petitions have been presented to the committee, said Mr.
Olmsted, carrying the names of 4,931 workmen out of a
total of 5,200 men on the payrolls, June 30, 1921.
These
petitions set out "that the workmen are entirely satisfied
with the terms of their employment; that they do not wish

Companj
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Mr. Olmsted complained much of local law officers who
were in league with the United Mine Workers, saying:
"During the progress of the strike, particularly during
its earlier days, it became necessary for some of the coal
companies operating in the field to solicit workmen from
outside the territory and to transport them to the mines
within the field for the purpose of augmenting the number
of men within the field who wer3 gradually returning to

Upon the arrival of trains carrying workmen into
the field, the railway station at Williamson was jammed
with crowds of strikers, organizers and agitators. Banners
were paraded declaring the existence of the strike. Upon
alighting the men would be surrounded by dozens and perhaps hundreds of the strikers, who would seek first to induce
them to refuse to go further and to accept transportation
work.

back.

"Should this manner of persuasion fail, it was followed
by a system of abuse, scathing denunciation, vilification,

At times there
threats and, in frequent cases, assaults.
appeared among the strikers assisting in this enterprise
men who were officers of the law in Mingo County, who
let it be known that they were officers of the \a\v and sought
to impress upon the newcomers the idea that their mission
was illegal and would be opposed and was being opposed in
support of the law."
In the closing session C. E. Lively testified that while a
member of the union he served as a private detective for
Senator McKellar, a member of the inthe mine owners.
vestigating committee, scored this practice, alleging that
private detectives had no right to get in this way into
the confidences of the mine workers' union. S. E. Avis, of
counsel for the operators, defended the procedure, saying
that the agents of the Department of Justice resorted to
the practice of having its detectives join unions and other
organizations in order to obtain information.
A. M. Belcher for the operators and Thomas L. Lewis of
the New River Coal Operators' Association alleged that
the mine owners in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and western
Pennsylvania had conspired with the mine workers to unionize West Virginia and destroy the competition of West Virginia coal. Mr. Belcher declared the conspiracy dated back
twenty-three years. H. W. Houston asked that the miners
be given opportunity to reply to these charges.
Chairman Kenyon said it had not been determined whether
anything could be gained by conducting an investigation
on the spot. Counsel for the miners insisted that the committee could not secure a proper survey of the situation unless it visited the scene of the disorders.
The committee has concluded its hearings in Washington and has not yet decided whether to hold any meetings
in Mingo County, West Virginia.

seventy mines
OUT
seventeen are
in

in the Georges Creek region, only
operation, the lower wages paid in

Somerset County, Pennsylvania, being the cause of the
Somerset County has already recessation of operation.
duced wages, and now there is a rumor that a further
reduction of from 20c. to 25c. is to be made. Georges Creek
will then be wholly unable to compete, and consequently
the operators are asking a reduction in the wages now
paid by those companies that are still working. The Somerset County field lies just north of that along Georges Creek
and is a keen competitor with its southern rival.

Pennsylvania Coal Co. Damages Much Property
East SCRANTON. West Scranton is the mine-cave section

—
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Regulations Issued for Operation of Coal
Lands Under Land Leasing Law

REGULATIONS

under which the coal lands covered by
the so-called Land Leasing law are to be operated have
just been promulgated by Albert Bacon Fall, Secretary of
the Interior, and are to be administered by the Bureau of
Mines.

The purpose of these regulations, according to a statement
given out by the department, is to carry out the intention
of the Land Leasing law concerning conservation on public
lands and the protection of the government's interest in the
coal deposits. Under the terms of the Land Leasing law the
government becomes essentially a partner with the operator,
and it is, therefore, essential that its interest as a partner
should be safeguarded. These regulations will not be in
conflict with the state laws, as it is the intention of the department to co-operate fully with the states, in order to
give uniform conservation measures on both state and public
lands, but in addition to protecting the public welfare the
department must protect

its

own

interest

in

the

public

land.
It will be the endeavor of the department to institute the
most workable conservation measures on the public lands
and use its influence for unified and similar principles of

conservation within the states. As the interest of the government in this case lies in the production of the coal with
the highest possible extraction from the beds at the minimum expense, the interest of the Department of the Interior
as lessor and conservation agency will be essentially identical with those of the lessee who expects to make money on
long-continued production from these lands.
These regulations were drawn up after conferences with
many operators and it is expected that they can be applied
without difficulty.

Kentucky Worked Up Again Over Possibility of Tonnage Tax on Coal
TAYLOR,
JH.
• tucky Legislature

candidate for Representative in the Kenfrom the Harlan-Leslie district, has
made a declaration favoring a 10c. tonnage tax on coal
mined in that state. As this is one of the largest coalproducing sections of the state, a victory by Mr. Taylor
in the coming election may be fraught with interesting
I'esults in the session of the Legislature which begins in

January, 1922.
There is much discussion, as a consequence, of the whole
Such a tax, it is believed, would
subject of coal taxation.

mean a disturbance

of the equilibrium of competition be-

tween Kentucky and the Central Competitive field on northbound shipments and between Kentucky and Tennessee,
West Virginia and Virginia on southbound shipments.

Georges Creek Asks Wages Cut to Meet
Somerset County Competition
of

Vol. 20,

in-

of
the City of Scranton but, on July 7, subsidence affected the
eastern part of the city on Prescott Ave. and Ash St., about
eighteen acres being disturbed by the earth movement. The
Pennsylvania Coal Co., whose mines are under this section,
has undertaken to make all repairs to the streets which
have been necessitated by these caves. The company denies
that mining the third Dunmore bed was the cause of the
trouble and states that it resulted from a squeeze consequent
on mining the Third Vein. On July 9, only two days after
the cave, the repair of the injured buildings was started.

Northern West Virginia Wants Wage Cut;

Keeney Refuses
FINDING that the mines

to Initiate

Move

could work only 40 per cent
of full time by reason of competition from fields enjoying a lower wage scale, the E.xecutive Board of the Northern
West Virginia Coal Operators Association has been negotiating with that of the district organization of the United
Mine Workers of America to obtain a readjustment which
would give the miners of that section steadier work. On
July 3 District President Keeney said that his district would
follow any lead made by the Central Competitive District
but would not initiate any.

Anthracite Mine Inspectors Given Salary Increase;
Receive $4,800 a Year. Owing to legislation passed

Now

—

at the last session of the Pennsylvania Legislature the anthracite mine inspectors are receiving an increase in salary
month.
of $1,300 annually, making their pay $400 a calendar
Under the same law the position was made appointive and
All the former inspectors have been reapnot elective.
pointed for four-year terms.

Freight Loading Figures Rebound

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

United States is practically through the pei-iod of violent
business disturbance which began in Ma.v. 1920, according to a
review of business conditions by the National Bank of Com-

"We will from time to time have visible
merce in New York.
evidences of the distressing conditions through which the country has
been passing," the review continues, "but these occurrences should be
regarded not as indices to forward conditions but as relating to the
past.
The changes which have taken place have not as yet been recognized by the business public for two main reasons. The period of
normal midsummer dullness now at hand has obscured the certain
evidences of improvement and there has been lacking a thorough
comprehension of credit conditions.
"Failure to recognize the passing of the period of insufficient credit
has resulted from lack of recognition of the fact that for a long time
the credit shortage has been apparent rather than i-eal and due in large
part to the unsatisfactory character of some of the risks offered.
There is now no bank credit available for operations designed to hold
Orderly organized marketing, if fair, sucprices at fictitious levels.
ceeds, but attempts to hold prices above the levels determined by international supply and demand are certain eventually to fail.
American
business and government alike have thus far kept clear of entanglements of this character, but even so, American business cannot avoid
their indirect effects.

"The main requisite for a return toward normal conditions is the
will to try for business on a level where it can be had.
The period
of general liquidation of the raw material markets of the United States
has passed. Recent declines are due to conditions of supply and
demand in specific lines. This is a normal condition. Wholesale prices
of many classes of manufactures have been fully deflated.
This is not
true in all lines, but recent cuts in the price of steel and widespread
reductions in wages indicate that adjustment in wholesale prices will
not be long delayed. Retail prices show wide irregularities, and highPrice stabilization

is,

there-

fore, not far ahead."

Railroads

Add Men

at

Lower Wages

result of the recent wage reduction the railroads are employing

As a

more men, made necessary because
increased
work on maintenance and other repair woi'k. Pracdelayed
tically
the
carriers
all
work on additions and betterments
until they could take advantage of
the 12 per cent reduction in wages
which went into effect July 1, and
which v.'as estimated to mean an
annual saving for the I'oads of $400,of

000,000.
Substantial increases in
the number of men now employed
are reported by the New York Central,

Pennsylvania,

Line, Erie,
roads.

Seaboard

Air

Lackawanna and other

The New York Central employed
men on June 1. The figures

63,911

which ended on July 16, according
to reports received by the car service
division of the American Railway
Association.
This was an increase
136,554 cars over the preceding
week, when, however, the observance
of Fourth of July resulted in a drop
Comparisons show that
in the total.
the total for the week of July 16 was
166,599 cars less than were loaded
during the corresponding week in
1920 and 126,044 less than were
loaded during the corresponding
week in 1919, but it was approximately 1,400 cars more than were
loaded during the week which ended
on July 2 last and which consisted
of six full working days.
Due to reduction in demand for
coal cars in the Eastern district an
increase of 2,525 in the number of
surplus cars during the seven-day
period ended July 15 was shown by
reports to the car service division of
the American Railway Association.
The total number of surplus cars
July 15 was 372,050, compared with
369,525 July 8.
of

THE

cost stocks have been largely disposed of.

Loading of revenue freight on the
States
railroads
of
the
United
totaled 776,252 cars during the week

were 70,411 on July

1 and during
July the officials of the Central estimate that at least 2,500 additional
men have been taken on. The locomotive shops at Depew, N. Y., were
reopened July 26 after a shutdown
of two months, and more than 500
men re-employed at a reduced wage.
These shops formerly employed 900
men, while at West Albany the locomotive shops, which have been closed
for the last six months, reopened
July 25 with 600 men, or half the

normal working force.
The Pennsylvania system had a
working force on all its lines on the
last of May totaling 185,625, which

was increased to 188,144 in June.
The Seaboard Air Line showed increases of from 500 to 1,000 men
from June 1 to the present time.

Alabama
According

Mill on Full
to

an

Time

announcement

from Birmingham, Ala., the plant
Dwight Manufacturing Co.
has resumed on full time. This gives
employment to 1,500 men.

of the

Reading Iron Co. Mills Reopen
A puddle of the Reading Iron
Co., at Reading, Pa., and a plant

same concern at Danville, Pa.,
resumed operations Monday, July
The company's Universal Mill,
25.
at Reading, resumed Tuesday, July

of the

26.

286,025 Idle in Pennsylvania Cities

A total of 286,025 persons were
out of work in the principal cities
of Pennsylvania on July 15, according to figures compiled by the State
Bureau of Employment. The figures
indicate there were 116,000 men and
11,550 women idle in the Philadelphia district, 50,850 in the Pittsburgh district, 14,545 in Harrisburg,
20,850 in Altoona, 14,775 in Erie,
19,290 in Johnstown, 5,890 in McKeesport, 10,250 in New Kensington,
15,375 in Scranton and 6,650 in Williamsport.

Sheet Mill Operations Gain
Sheet mill operations in the Pittsburgh district are improving, several
of the independents running at the
rate of 30 per cent or more, although a few are still shut down enThe leading interest opertirely.
ated at about 35 per cent during the
week ended July 23, which was an
improvement of 5 per cent over the
preceding week.
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Consult Industries to Make (Jovririiiu'iit
Statistics of Maximum \ alue
opportunity for
ANEW
mental
and
statistics

industry to su(rKest how governresearch tan be of maximum value

them was afforded July 29 by the Secretary of Commerce
when, at his request, representatives of the principal industries assembled in Washington. The invitation was extended
through the National Manufacturers' .Association.
While
to

Vol. 20. No. 5

posite picture of any trade situation without some such point
of contact.
While government departments prior to the war regarded
it as unethical to encourage the formation of industrial associations, it became evident during the war that such organizations are essential if the government is to maintain close
contact with the industries of the country.
Recently there
has been some upgrowth of sentiment against trade organ-

the conference was called primarily to discuss matters pertaining to the census of nianufacturei-s, the whole subject
of the department's work came in for discussion during the
course of the day. After many angles of opinion had been
developed, a committee of nine was appointed to perfect
recommendations. W. B. Reed, secretary of the National
Coal Association, was made a member of the committee as
a representative of the coal indu.stry.
Secretary Hoover opened the meeting with the explanation that it has been determined to gather the next biennial
manufacturing census so as to show commodity units, as
well as monetary values. The department, he said, is anxious
to gather data which will be helpful without plaguing the
industries.

F. M.
told the

Feiker, assistant to the Secretary of

Commerce,

assembly that the department has been conferring
for a number of weeks with committees from the various
industries and trades and has received a large number of
suggestions as to how the department could be most helpful.
The plan now is to classify and apply these suggestions
that will be entirely practical. Among the sugthat the department is particularly anxious to
carry into effect are those indicating how waste in industry
can be eliminated and how figures can be made the basis of
prophecy rather than possess only historical interest. Mr.
Feiker stated that it has been developed that there are more
than 5,500 trade and industrial associations in the country
and that one of the efforts of the department will be to
bring into closer touch associations representing buyers
and those representative of sellers.
Julius Klein, chief of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, expressed the opinion that too much publicity
had been given in the past to the plans of the government
in its efforts to assist American industries to extend their
markets abroad. In the future, information which is of
value to foreign competitiors will be more carefully guarded
so that American business men may have the full value
of the government's work.
in a

way

gestions

J.

E. O'Toole Is New Secretarv of National
Retail Coal Merchants Association

E. O'TOOLE, of Wilmington, Del., but for the
past several years an assistant on the floor of the U. S.
Senate, has been selected by the National Retail Coal
Merchants' Association as its executive secretary. He is
a graduate of the Geoi'getown University law school, where
he specialized in matters pertaining to taxation. Since his
graduation he has continued his work as a member of the
Senate's secretarial staff but never has engaged in the
private practice of his profession. Mr. O'Toole states that
the offices of the association soon are to be moved to

JOSEPH

Washington.
The announcement that the offices of the association are
to be moved to Washington is gratifying to many interests
concerned with coal. This decision is an interesting development in that this is one of the associations which has
persisted heretofore in declining to make Washington its
national headquarters. The producers and the wholesalers
long have had representation in Washington, but the fact
that the retailers did not have representation there frequently was the cause of inconvenience in efforts to learn the
viewpoint of all elements engaged in the coal trade.
While some members of Congress are fond of hurling
unkind remarks at the so-called lobbyists, the real truth
of the matter is that most members of Congress are anxious
to obtain the views of representatives of the industries.
It
is manifestly impossible for legislators to obtain a com-

JOSEPH
Kxecutive Recretar:

E.

O'TOOLE

National Retail Coal Merchar

Association

izations.
This wave of opposition had its inception in a
report made by the Federal Trade Commission. The attitude
of the Department of Justice also has been interpreted as
being unfriendly to these organizations, but Secretary
Hoover has worked actively with them and has shown a
disposition to defend and to encourage them.
An important
development affecting trade associations is expected in the

near future.

Independent Anthracite Operators Will Not
Accept Fowler Bill Provisions

THE

Fowler

bill,

which provides for the payment of 2

per cent of the mine value of the anthracite produced,
probably will not be accepted by the Independent Anthracite
Operators' Association. The association is expected to make
a formal announcement to that effect in a few days, having
arrived at that conclusion informally at a meeting held in
Philadelphia.
The members are awaiting final word from
the counsel of the association before taking definite action.
There is plenty of time for that announcement, as the Fowler and Kohler bills do not become operative till Aug. 27.
The operators believe the mine-cave bills unconstitutional
and they will take legal action in order to have the matter
tested in the courts.

—

Frick Coke Co. Reduces Wages 10 Per Cent. On Saturday, July 30, the H. C. Frick Coke Co. announced that it
would cut the wages of its employees 10 per cent on Aug.
This is the second reduction this year. The mining rate
1.
Unskilled inside labor will receive
will be $2.38 per 100 bu.
Day labor
$4.15 a day; unskilled outside labor, $3 a day.
for skilled men inside will be $5 and $5.05.

August
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Government Regulation of Coal, Says Senator Reed.
As Unjust as Seizure of All Private Industries
AFTER

having withheld from publication for nearly a
the Senate on the Frebill, Senator Reed, of
Missouri, completed the revision of his address and allowed
its publication in the Congressional Record of July 26.
"The remedies for high coal prices," declared Senator
Reed in that address, "are not to be found within the provisions of this socialistic bill or its socialistic twin brother.
Neither are they to be found in other socialistic remedies.
The proposition is a plain one of providing cars and equipment to transport coal. The mines will produce it and the
people will buy it at such times and seasons as their wants
manifest.
These were the conditions under which the
country lived and prospered prior to 1914.
The war is
over and the interference of the government, which may
in part have been justified during that great struggle, should
also come to an end.
"The pending bill is but the forerunner of another bill
worse than this a thousandfold, a proposition of regulation.
Let me tell my friends something about this question
of regulation. Let me tell it to them in language so plain
it may seem brutal.
Continue this system of I'egulation a
few months longer and you will have established the fundamental principle of socialism in this country.
It has
been proposed here to control coal because it is a necessity
of life, a great primal necessity. I grant it is a great primal
necessity.
But if we are going to embark upon the policy
of regulating everything that is a necessity because it is a

/A month the address he made in
i -Vlinghuysen seasonal coal rate

necessity, whei'e will

Where Regulation

we

stop?

of Primal Necessities

Woild Lead

no more a primal necessity than clothing. Our
ancestors wore clothes of some kind for thousands of years
before they knew anything about the burning of coal. Coal
is no more a primal necessity than steel or iron, because
we must have the steel or iron to produce the coal, just
as we must have the coal to produce the steel or iron. Destroy the steel industry, destroy the knowledge of how to
produce iron and we would go back to barbai'ism. There
would be no plow to turn the soil.
Tliere would be no
reaper to harvest the crop. There would be no railroads
to carry their mighty burdens across the continent.
There
would be no great steamships plowing the ocean. There
would be no massive buildings lifting their I'oofs almost
to the very skies.
It would be barbarism.
"Coal

"If

we

is

should regulate coal, clearly

we should

regulate

steel and iron; and if steel and iron, why not copper? Why
not take over and own the copper mines, because copper
also is a great necessity?
After the minerals that God
Almighty made, then why not take under the beneficent
protection of the government the things which men produce?
Why not sheep that men raise and that pasture on a thousrnd hills? Why not go into the sheep business, because
the meat and the fleece of sheep are great necessities?
"Why not take over the cotton business, because cotton
is a great necessity?
Why not insist that the government
shall control that, for we could not get along today under
modern conditions without the wonderful crop of cotton
that is raised in the Southern States? Shoes are a necessity.
We could by the same process of reasoning take them
over. If we enter upon this scheme, if we permit the camel
to put its socialistic nose into the tent, its gross body will
follow, and it ought to follow.
We have no more right to
seize one private industry than we have to seize all private

industries.
"I think it can be fairly deduced from the evidence that
at many places in the United States the retailer charged

on coal in excess of anything which can be regarded
Indeed, it is difficult to understand how the prices
which were charged could be maintaini.-d in cei'tain cities
of the United States unless there was a combination, express
or implied, among the local dealers.
This question, howprofits

as fair.

was not sufficiently investigated so that a comprehensive statement can be made. It must be apparent that
combinations of the character referred to, if they exist, are
violative of the laws of substantially every state of the
Union, that such combinations can be speedily broken up
by the local authorities, and that the duty devolves upon
them to act with expedition and effect.
"If the local authorities cannot act with reference to conditions immediately concerning their respective communities, then it is certain that Federal intereference will be
ineffective.
Indeed, most of the transgressions are doubtless by men beyond the jurisdiction of the Federal Government.
"Bituminous coal, according to the evidence, has not been
monopolized.
And because of its wide distribution and
widely scattered ownership, it will be very difficult, if not
impossible, to ever bring it within monopolistic control.
We have, then, a condition which only demands that the
coal shall be taken from the ground and delivered to the
people. If that is done at a fair and reasonable price, the
problem is solved.
"It is alleged that coal prices have advanced enormously;
that this must be the result either of a combination among
the great coal operators to raise prices or of a practice by
these operators, without combination, of charging excessive
prices; in a word, of profiteering upon the public.
"The first part of the proposition stated is already answered. It remains to determine whether the advance in
the price of coal can be charged to the rapacity of the great
mine owners. As to the above charge, it is sufficient for
the present to say that the evidence shows that during the
war, while under government control, and later when under
private control, some of the large coal mines were operated
at profits somewhat higher than the profits during normal
times.
The evidence, however, does not demonstrate that
the profits were anything like as great as those gained in
many other industries. While these increased profits had
ever,

an

effect upon the price of coal, nevertheless it was shown
that the increase of profits was only one of the small eleto the enormous advance in the price
of coal."

ments contributing

Railroads of Northwest Take Precautions
To Avert Winter Coal Shortage

RAILROADS

covering the Northwest are taking a hand
in the coal situation by calling the attention of the
public to the danger of an embargo and coal shortage unless
a better movement from Duluth-Superior harbor over the
territory is brought about immediately.
The freight department of the Great Northern R.R. has
issued the following circular:
"Unless a better coal movement is brought about at once,
serious congestion and a car shortage will develop this
fall, when our traffic will be heavy.
On the present basis
of coal receipts from Lake Erie ports, and shipments from
the Head of the Lakes, the docks will be filled to capacity

by Aug. 1.
"The tonnage of coal required for commercial and industrial needs of the Northwest averages about the same one
year with another, and should anything happen to slow
down the movement via the lakes from Lake Erie ports,
we are apprehensive that privation and suffering will be
caused this coming winter.
"It is improbable that the Northwest will experience a
recurrence of the exceptionally mild winter of 1920-21, and
in order to properly take care of the situation the present
supply of coal on the docks should be moved to the country,
and the docks refilled before the close of navigation this

year."

Production
and
the

Market

J,

L

I.

Y.

JVeekly Review

PRODUCTION

of bituminous coal continues its
gradual decline. The total output for the week
ended July 23 was 7,369,000 net tons, compared
with 7.403,000 during the week preceding. The sluggishness of the export market and the lowered Lake
shipments are the responsible factors in the decline.
Close observation of all coal markets fails to disclose
any material improvement in the past week. Signs are
not lacking, however, that things are soon to be "on
the mend." While at present the coal trade is suffering
from the usual midsummer dullness, added to which
is the abnormally low rate of industrial consumption, a
better line of inquiry is developing. This is not resulting in the placing of much additional tonnage, but it
indicates that buyers are becoming alive to the fact
that when industry is again humming it will be necessary to look ahead for fuel requirements. Undoubtedly
fundamental conditions have been strengthened recently.
Sentiment in business has improved and it is only
natural to believe that these feelers on prices and tonnage are the forerunners of orders which have been
withheld until basic fuel requirements could be consistently determined.
Prices do not show any particular tendency to advance
or decline. Only in screenings is there a better figure,
and this of course has been the direct result of the con-

tinued lagging domestic market and the dwindling of
Lake tonnage. Coal Age index of spot prices rose one
point during the week and now .stands at 90.

The New England market remains featureless. Active
canvassing by Pocahontas and New River agencies is
hitting the Pennsylvania coals via all-rail.
Marine
freights continue steady at low levels, making for
further inland distribution of water coal.
Railroads
have had heavy supplies urged on them by contract
shippers and with the prevailing light traffic, hold orders
are inevitable in the near future.

Car Shortage

in

Northwest Seems Imminent

At the Head of the Lakes docks are becoming heavily
stocked with coal which has been sent up from the lower
ports, and while the movement to the interior has improved, the volume of orders received is far l)elow
normal and an embargo on up-bound coal-laden ships
looms as

all available storage space is being rapidly
Indications point to a heavy grain movement
and a car shortage in the Northwest appears more
imminent with each new day of the dilatory buying

filled.

program.

The labor situation continues to occupy the limelight.
In non-union fields wages have been cut to a point where
competition by union operators is becoming difficult

Daily Average Production of Bituminous Coal*
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H. C. Frick Coke Co. amounting to approximately 10
per cent.
The export market is quiet, mainly as a result of the
resumption of British operations. Tidewater accumulations at Hampton Roads are not increasing, as shippers
are now cautious in sending their tonnage forward, but
concessions are offered to move the coal already on hand
Price appears to be no
at piers to avoid demuri'age.
consideration, however, and these cuts are not moving
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Production for the year to July 23 now stands at 219,In the same period in 1919 the output
320,000 net tons.
in 1920 it was 289,191,000.
Production for this period is 10 per cent behind 1919, 32 per
cent behind 1918, and 25 per cent less than the average for
1917-20.
"No markets" continue to account for over 50 per cent of
production loss. There was a widespread decrease in work-

1

Six

Months

was 245,009,000 and

1

and Harlan County, Kentucky.

Soft-coal production, by groups of states, for the first
months of 1921 was 196,258,000 net tons, or one-half of
that for the same period in 1920.

six

BITUMINOUS

1

191

ing time in the fields shipping to the Lake, and the depression grew more acute in centra! Pennsylvaia, northern
West Virginia and most of southern West Virginia. The
only fields to report an improvement were the Somerset,
Cumberland-Piedmont region, the Panhandle of West Vir-

has given rise to the advisability of paring
the wage scales of the latter. However, union
officials are opposing possible moves in this direction
and refuse to consider any discussion of the matter. A
further wage reduction was put in effect Aug. 1 by the
this

down
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12 70
,

10

8 25

12.70
5 95® 6.45
6 00® 6 20
II 20
3 50
3 50
2
2

$8, 00(3. $8 25
8.00(3^ 8,20

7

30(11.

7

75

8.60
70
4 50® 5 00
8 25(3)
12'

4.50® 6.00
11.10

2.50® 3.25
2.50® 3 00
1.60® 2 00
I

75®
60®

0.75®

2.00
1.25
1.25

—

F. O. B.

i

Mines

25(11
35(11

5

50

4.40
3.25
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Coal

Week
l»^l.

Age Indrx
A UK.
of
This

Vol. 20, So. 5

roads are reported to be in the market and to have bought
heavily for future needs. No account of the coal contracted
for or the price paid has been given out so far.

90.
-i.

diatrram

shows we^^kly chancer
the spot prices of

In

bituminous coal In
me United States as

ANTHRACITE

All prices
a whole.
are reduced to one

Production of hard coal continues to hold up remarkably
well, despite the belief that the markets had nearly reached
the saturation point. The output for the week ended July
23 was 1,837,000 net tons, about 40,000 less than in the
last preceding week.
The larger companies put the usual
10c. monthly advance Aug. 1 on the domestic sizes, while
growing pressure to make sales has caused a softening of
independent prices. Retail prices were advanced to cover,
and in many cases an additional 150. per ton was put on to
cover the new Pennsylvania state tax.
A generally dull
anthracite market is now reported and more coal must go
into storage if production is to be maintained.

agure and compared
with the a V e r a K e

government price of
1918.

tal<en

aa

100.

Actual
spot
prices
for
each coal are
riven in the table
In this review.

250

COKE
Beehive coke output
the figure for the

39,000 net tons being
Connellsville foundry
on high-quality

off again,

fell

week ended July

demand has picked up a

little,

23.

esi)ecially

Spot Connellsville furnace is now quoted $2.90@$3;
coke.
contract, $3; spot foundry, $4@$4.50.

Estimates of Production
Dec.

869 tons for the first week of July. The only coal now
moving to Great Britain during the strike the mainstay
for American overseas tonnage is on contracts made some
time ago and where coal has been delayed in transit.
For both anthracite and bituminous coal an increase in
the rail movement to New England is reported by the
Geological Survey. During the week ended July 23 3,160
cars of hard coal and 3,018 of bituminous coal went
forward.

—

1920

1921
Antliracite
Bituminous

Week Ended
July 9
July 16
July 23

BITUMINOUS COAL

—

CARS OF COAL FORWARDED ONTR THE HUDSON TO NEW ENGLAND
Anthracite

2.647
2.444
3.018

3.228
3.090
3.160

1,159

Total Bituminous. Including Coal Cokcil

off.

July 9!<
Daily average.
July 166
Daily .werage.
July 23c
Daily average.

is

now

5.904
6.154
7.033

rolling.

For the season to Aug. 1, this year, nearly 14,000,000 net
tons have gone up the Lake, compared with 6,814,074 last
year and about the same as in 1919. Preliminary figures
for the week ended July 31 show 699,113 tons cargo and
25,574 of vessel fuel dumped, a total of 724,687 tons, less
than during any week since early in May.
Inability of
Northwestern dealers to finance the carrying of stocks and
refusal of industrial and domestic consumers to order their
coal are accountable for the slow movement off the docks.

Apr

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept

The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Navy Department,
Washington, D. C, has sent out proposals for bids, receipts
to be opened Aug. 23, 1921, covering approximately 600,000
tens of bituminous and semi-bituminous and 12,000 tons of
anthracite coal.

The Great Northern, Northern

Pacific

.

.

.

.

.

.

6.165.000
1.233.000
7.403.000
1,234,000
7,369,000
1,228,000

to

Calendar Vear

Week

Date

204.548.000
i. 278.000
211.951.000

9,659.000
1.932.000
I0.880.C00
1,813,000
10,470,000
1,745,000

1,276,000

219,320,000
1,274,000

to Datefd)
267.841.000

1.668,000

278,721,000
1,673,000
289,191,000
1,675,000

Less 2 days' production during New Year's week to equalize
of days covered for the last two years.
(6) Revised from ia.st
report,
(c) Subject to revision.

number

ANTHRACITE

at the lower ports for Lake shipments are fallMine loadings show the effect of the jam at the

Head-of-the-Lakes and much less tonnage

1920

Calendar Year

Dumpings
ing

-—

1921

Week

(a)

Bituminoua

2,066
2,377

Weekly Report of the Geological Survey
(NET TONS)

Fro.m the

and Soo Line

rail-

1921

•

1920

•

(a)

1,525.000
1,876.000
1,837,000

to Date
47,634,000
49,510,000
51,347,000

.

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Week
July 96
July 16
July 23

Week
1,541,000
1,840,000
1,819.000

to

Date

(n)

46,149,000
47.989.000
49,808,000

Less 2 days' production during New Y'ear's week to equalize
of days covered for the last two years. (6) Five-day week.

number

BEEHIVE COKE
July 23

@

:

Augiigt
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Quiet

Hampton Roads Market

Buying

is still
on the downgrade,
although prices are on the level of the
last few weeks.
Pools 1 and 2 have a
range of $5.75(a)$6 and in some instances have been cut to $5.50. Other
pools are quoted at $5 with only few

Foreign Market

And Export News
European Coal Situation
(By cable

Great Britain

to

Coal Age)

— Provisional

figures

by the British Government
place the output during the week ended
July 9 at 2,355,000 gross tons. The output during the week ended July 16 was
3,927,000 tons.
British quotations as of Aug. 1 are as
follows
Best Admiralty large, f .o.b.
Cardiff, 45s.@46s.; best Cardiff smalls,

households have not been reduced but
those for industrial briquets have been
lowered by 8 francs per ton.

ccmpiled

:

Newcastle-on-Tyne quotations are
Best steams 42s. 6d. best
gas, 38s. 9d.
Best bunker coal is
quoted, Newcastle-on-Tyne, at 35s.
37s. 6d. per ton, with prices weakening
with the increase in production.
Holland American coal is quoted at
Rotterdam, $8@$9 per ton; British coal
25s.@40s.
25s.@27s. 6d.

—

— No

supplies of British coal
are available on the Milan market.
American steam coal is selling 315@

320

lire

American Coal
Low

PIER situation

Vol.

River Plat,.
$10 15
French Atlantic, including Marseille.^ Havreand .St. Nazairc
II
15

West Italy, including Palermo
and Naples

High Vol.
$9 60

N.
iO 40

U

65
11.00
Scandinavian Ports
50
10,85
L". K. prices not quoted, due to practical ending of
coal shipments. Prices to the Far East also are not
sufficiently fixed to admit of authentic quotations.
1

1

OAL UNLOADED IN FRENCH POETS
(In Metric Tons)

— Antwerp price on Belgian
bunker coal
quoted at 135 francs.
Germany— Berlin reports the output
Belgium

Dunkirk
Boulogne
Dieppe
I.eH.ivre

Rouen
Caen
Cherbourg
Saint-Malo-Saint-.«ervan

Honfleur

returns are issued covering Upper Silesian production, owing to the disturbances in that district.

June 30

3,386

....

1.578

1,465
1.238
10.650
14.600
2.925
3,486

2,325
12.500
21.400
6.243
5.389
1.897
1,550

735
1,090

.\tlantic ports
Brest
Saint Nazaire

Nantes
Bordeaux

Bavonne
Marseille*
Lorient
Les Sables-d'Olnnne
La Rochelle-VUle

Total

French Coal Imports for May
(By cable to Coal Age)

Week Ended

June 23

1,122
1.388

Trouville

is

in the Ruhr region, during the week
ended July 16, as 1,760,000 tons. No

Week Ended

CHANNEL PORTS

Fecamp

per ton.

6,810
12,414
8,615
8,519
1.524
19,498
2,046

900

2.928
9.681

6.072
930
15,653
2,323

946
1,892

119.104

76,614

* Mediterranean port.

Metric Tons

United States

39.000
127.000
102.000
443.000
4S.000
19.000

Belgium
Great Britain

Germany

Sarre Region
Other countries

775.000

Total

Reduction of Belgian Coke Prices

A considerable reduction in the prices
of coke is officially announced, and
prices have been fixed as follows
Furnace coke
Half screened
Screened
Special coke..i

Prices

for

110
Fr. formerly 117)
112.50 " (formerly 120)
" (formerly 160)
145
•'
150
(formerly 165)
(

coal

to

industries

and

Dumpings declined during the week
ended July 28, only 340,504 gross tons
passing over the piers, as compared
with 373,811 tons the week preceding.

Gross Tons, July 30

;

:

It.\ly

C.I.F. Prices,

acceptances.
The lack of activity in
the market is not a question of price
but of general sluggish business.

Storage Space at Colombo is occupied and it is practically impossible to
store coal still arriving and to arrive.
So far as Ceylon is concerned, no more
Indian coal will be required till the
end of the year, as present stocks and
contracts to be filled are sufficient for
requirements.

& W. Piers. Lamberts Point.

—
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Great Britain's coal exports in
June amounted to but 8,000 tons. This
compares with 1.951,000 tons in June,
1920, and with 6,006,000 tons for the
same month in 1913. Exports of coal
for the first six months of the current
year amounted to 6,025,000 tons. This
compares with 14,432,000 tons for the
same period of last year and with
35,526,000 tons in the first half of 1913.

Seine

The

Mam,
coal

which

arrived

Vol. 20,

recently.

was shipped from Darien,

A SHIPMENT

OF ASIATIC

COAL,

the

to reach San Francisco in five
years, was aboard the Japanese S.S.

eign countries, previous contracts notwithstanding:
Lire.

Manchuria.

Westphallan steam coal

Reduced
Italian State railways have reduced
supplied
by them to
coal
the prices of
Italian Prices

private industries. In the case of coal
for ships the prices will be increased
by cost of transport, loading, customs,
etc.

first

No. 5

The following prices cover tonnage
delivered free on truck, on barges in the
ports, or delivered by trucks for for-

275

Helglan and Upper Slleslan steam coal 26u
For furnaci'S and gas
(Splint and ilie like) Westphallan.. 275
(Splint and the like) Uppor Sileslan 260

260
380
350

Belpian slack
Metallureic coke. Westphallan
Metallurglc coke. Upper Sllcstan

Suez Canal coal shipments up

to

1914 averaged about one million tons
annually, while in 1919 they amounted
to only 242,000 tons and decreased to
118,000 tons in 1920.

Tidewater

— East

NEW YORK

—

Yards
Anihracite Demand Thanes
Wage Reductions
Hcarily Stoched

—

was supposed. Early in the year they
made purchases based upon normal

New England
BOSTON

—

PennTrend Contimi.es Unfavorable
sylvania Grades in Very Light Request

— Railroads

Have Greater Reserves
Anthracite
Than SituatioH Warrants

Dull.

—

—

Bituminous If anything, the market
even weaker than previously reis
Steam-users are so besieged
ported.
with offers that they very naturally
conclude to wait further developments.
The whole trend for several weeks has
been toward lower prices, and at this
writing new low levels have been
touched by prrducers.
There has been a small amount of
buying on the part of plants using
5,000 tons or less per year, but even
those purchases have been for delivei-y extended through the fall and
cannot be called spot business. Moreover there is such activity on the part
of the smokeless agencies to market
their Pocahontas and New River that
a very considerable tonnage will probably be lost to Pennsylvania interests
who have come to depend upon certain
trade because of the relatively lower
cost of the all-rail route that prevailed
from 1915 until a few months ago.
There are signs that the pendulum will
swing back until the old-time two-

thirds of
will

New

England's requirements

come forward by the water

route.

so light that whole disCentral Pennsylvania are
scarcely turning a wheel. The fair to
medium grades have next to no outlet
in New England under present condiThe through tariff is so high
tions.
that buyers are inclined closely to examine the evaporative qualities of
coals offered, and any such comparison of course works to the advantage
of the low ash grades of high fusing
temperature. There are plenty of those
to meet the limited needs of the few
who are interested.
It develops that the railroads here
have on hand much larger stocks than

Inquiry

tricts

in

is

business and it is probable also that
the ability of producers to furnish full
In
quotas was somewhat discounted.
any case, the shippers have pressed
the railroads all along to take coal and
as a result there is more on hand than
In view of
the situation warrants.
continued light traffic it would be in
no wise surprising if the New England railroads should soon notify their
coal contractors to withhold deliveries
for the present.
At Tidewater the amount of coal

dumped has been reduced to relatively
small limits. It is a commentary on the
state of the market that notwithstanding the lowest water freights since

pre-war times there has been no improvement in tonnage by this route. At
Baltimore, Philadelphia, and at New
York the bulk of what coal is tranferred into boats is either for bunker
purposes or moves on over-sea contracts.
The volume coastwise is extremely light, with no better market
in sight.

There are stiil heavy accumulations
Many of the
Hampton Roads.
agencies have been embargoed and
there are observed the same hectic
efforts to place coal in any direction
where it can be absorbed. Prices have
receded still fui-ther f.o.b. vessel, as well
as on cars at points like Boston, ProviMarine freights
dence, and Portland.
continue easy on a $1.15(S)$1.25 basis,
thereby making possible sales of the
smokeless coals much farther inland
than has been the case for some years.
at

—

Anthracite All the domestic sizes,
with the possible exception of stove, are
now in ample supply with practically all
shippers. There is a dearth of orders,
even with the companies who are usu-

and August will see
either a suspension of mining or large
quantities going into stock piles in the
mining region. Retail trade is still almost unbelievably dull; dealers are at
their wits end to induce the public to
ally well supplied,

take on coal.

Ajfcct Bitmnitioiis Quotations, but Futures Stiffen.

—

Anthracite The let-up in consumer
demand is now being felt in full force.
The point has now been reached at

where a great many dealers are
stocked up to the limit and have had

last

to call a halt on shipments.
It is a noteworthy fact that, in spite

of all the talk about dullness, mining
operations continued on practically a
full-time basis right up to the end of
July. However, some of the individuals

have had to curtail during the past
fortnight.

Independent tonnage has been offered
in limited quantities this week as low
as $7.35 for egg and nut and $7.60 for
stove, but most of the small operators
seem disposed to close down rather than
sell below the circular, in view of the
low figures at which there are obliged
to dispose of their steam sizes.
Buckwheat is available as low as
$2.50 on ordinary grades, although the
better grades are commanding $2. 75(g)
The market
$3.25 in the line trade.
on independent rice is $1.75(S)$2.25, and
on barley 75c.@$1.25.
Bituminou.s The trade at the end of
July was in much the same position as
at the beginning of the month. There
have been times when it seemed as if
the demand was reviving, but no real
Some consumers
expansion occurred.
are taking a little more interest in
providing against next winter's requirements, either by stocking up or contracting, but thus far their activities
have been largely confined to feeling
out the market.
A factor which will tend to cause still
greater unsettlement is the wage reduction put into effect in Somerset County,
Pa., about the middle of July.
As the small operators have been
selling at prices based on the reduced
scale for some little time past, it may
be that quotations will not go any lower

—

away, but the latest cuts will
increased tonnage offering at
low
figures and eventually this is
the
apt to result in still further recessions.
In any event, the latest Somerset reducright

mean an

August
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tions have added to the troubles of the

been holding

operators in Cambria County and other
organized districts, whose labor costs
are above those of their non-union
competitors.
Coal from selected mines in the various classifications sometimes brings a
premium, and it is difficult to obtain
tonnage for shipment over a term of
weeks at the minimum prices quoted.
Producers are inclined to take a firmer
stand on business running beyond the
middle of August. Slack has stiffened
up considerably. Export demand shows
practically no sign of revival.
There has been a slight increase this
week in tonnage standing at the piers
outside of the pools. At the same time,
most of it appears to have been shipped
on orders and contracts, so that the
not
pressure
on the market has
increased.
Prices remain practically
unchanged, $.5.90@$6.15 f.o.b. piers for
Pool 9 and $.5..50@$o.70 for Pool 10.
The tidewater market has been a little

have gone into the market and bought

quieter.

PHILADELPHIA

—

Anthracite Demayid Quiet- Mines on
Short Time
August Prices Little
Changed
Tax Rumors
Reports of
Bituyninous Contract Adj^(stm^nts

—

Efforts at

—

TT'a^re

Anthracite

—

—

Reductions.

— The

low-water mark

in

deliveries seems to have been
passed, as last week was if anything
a shade better. However, with capacity
stocks
in
the
yards, retailers are
content to deliver from them and are
not at all inclined to take in additional
coal.
Their idea seems to be to get in
more money for the coal they have out
before they add to their stocks.
retail

This has resulted in much shutting
down at the mines. The greatest
amount of idleness is among the independent operators and most of them ai'e
now working on a three-day schedule.

As

to

August

prices,

some

of

the

independents have already announced
that they do not intend to make any
increase, although the companies in two
cases at least have decided on the
regular 10c. monthly advance.
Under
these conditions the retail dealers are
not at all likely to add to their delivered
price to the consumer, although it would
be no surprise should there be an
advance of 25c. after Sept. 1.
Dealers have lately been stirred by a
rumor that some of the big companies
intend uathin the next month or so to
bill their costumers for the tax, no

mention of which was made by any of
them when the law became effective
on July 1. Should this happen it would
not be much of a guess to say that
a few of the retailers would actually
resist payment, on the ground that they
have already sold much of the coal at
the prices as billed by the companies.
Bituminous The market seems to be
watching the calendar, as the impression grows that as we approach Sept. 1
the consuming interests will awake in
a moderate degree to the necessity of

—

storing some coal in excess of current
needs.
There are already a fewinstances where consumers who had

off

contract negotiations,

spot blocks for storage.

There has lately been a

little stir in

contract market by rumors that
some big shippers were adjusting their
prices downward.
In one instance it
was said that the contract figure of
$4.20 on good steam coal was brought
the

down

Should this prove to be
likely that the reduction

to $3.80.

correct
will

it

is

met by other shippers, with

be

adjustments

for all coal previously
believed this is being
done to cope with the practice of contract customers taking advantage of
the low spot prices.
There has been no appreciable change
in spot prices, and the tendency is
altogether
stationary.
Exceptionally
low prices are occasionally heard, and
these are usually on coals from nonunion regions where the operators have
succeeded in having their men accept a
wage adjustment. Some operations
under strict union schedule have been
pushed out of the market by mines able
to produce at a much lower rate.
It cannot be said that business conditions have greatly improved in this
district, but they certainly have not
gone backward.
We have personal
knowledge of iron furnaces getting
under way for short turns, and the
textile trade which only a few months
ago was anticipating summer dullness
gives every appearance of being able
to go right through to fall.

shipped.

It

is

BALTIMORE
Trade Encouraged by Better Line of
Demand Not Sufficient to
Overcome Low Price Conditions Hard

Inquiry

Coal

—

—

Still at Standstill.

—

Bituminous
whole seem a

Soft coal dealers as a
bit more optimistic as a
result of a better line of inquiry for deliveries in the near future. This line of
inquiry, which is coming into a fair proportion of the offices here, has not so
far been of such extent as to stiffen
prices, but it does give a hopeful tone
to the trading which has been woefully
lacking for some weeks past.
Best grade steam coals are still offering at prices below actual production
cost in spots, this being especially true
of those operations which have been unable to arrange a cut in mine wage
The tone of inquiry is possibly
scales.
stronger from some of the towns of
Western Maryland than from the Baltimore district, as yet, for the odd feature
of the expected business revival seems
to be that it is gradually working its
way eastward.
The export situation, which lagged
for some days in July is again showing
evidence of activity, although the late
heavy call from Great Britain is totally
The report for the first 28
lacking.
days of July shows a total loading on
46"ships of 289,185 tons cargo, while 31
of these took an additional 30,637 tons
bunker.
Anthracite The situation here is at
a complete standstill and coal men are
showing more and more signs of worry

—

over the jam that is sure to come in
September when everybody will want
coal at one time and the supply will be
impossible on a satisfactory basis. The
trade has hoped that the Grand Jury investigation would wind up rapidly and
that the public would come to realize
that by waiting they are not going to
get lower prices, but this hope has been
vain so far.
There is practically no
ordering and distribution at this time.
The dealers have held several meetings to discuss some method of educating the public away from the thoughts
created by false information fed to
them recently by a daily newspaper.

BUFFALO

—

Trade Lagging as Usual Factories All
on Short Time
Ayithracite by Lake
Brisk Slight Stir m Coke Trade.
Bituminous It is hard to find a

—

—

—

shipper

who

Everything
it promises

is

doing

much

business.

a listless condition and
remain so for a consider-

is in

to

able time yet. Not till genei-al business
begins to recover will coal sell at a
brisk rate again.
It is the operators who are faring
worst, for the trade is commonly in
such condition that most mines need to
run actively to make sure of a profit.
The sudden falling off of the export
demand and the slowing down of the
Lake trade have both hit the mines
hard and there is nothing to make up
for the decline, for the consumer wll
not buy more than is required for

present use.
Prices continue weak and unsteady,
being consumers' figures mostly, at $3
for Youghiogheny gas lump, .52.50(3)
$2.75 for Pittsburgh and Xo. 8 steam
lump, $2.25 for Allegheny Valley mine
run and $1.50@$1.75 for slack, which
is scarcer than sizes, on account of the
light Lake shipments.

—

The demand does not
The heat has been excessive

Anthracite
increase.
for about

six weeks, which is quite
unusual here and it has kept the consumer who was in doubt from buying.
It has been a task to keep consumers in
the market anyhow, for there have
been constant reports of the early
reduction of rail freights rates and
often of government interference on
account of what has been called excessive prices and as at least some of these

ideas

are

buying
Lake

likely still to pi-evail,
will continue to be slow.

— Shipments

the

are heavy, though

the present spurt is probably accidental.
Loadings for the week were 185,900
tons, of which 97,400 cleared for Duluth
and Superior, 42,400 for Milwaukee,
23,200 for Chicago, 9,400 for Port
Arthur, 7,000 for Marquette and 6,500
for Racine.
Freight rates continue easy at $1
to Racine, 65c.@70c. to Chicago, 60c.
to
Milwaukee and 50c. to Duluth,
Marquette and Port Ai-thur.

—

Coke One or two circumstances
favor at least a show of activity. The
purchase of quite a block of iron ore
is reported and the temporary starting
up in August of one of the Wickwire

COAL AGE
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steel mills here

obliged that

company

buy 21,000 tons of furnace coke.
Local prices remain $4@$4.35 for 72-hr.
foundry, $3(S)$3.25 for 48-hr. fumace,
to

$2.75 for stock with a trifle of domestic,
chestnut size at $5@$5.25, adding $3.64
a ton to cover freight.

Northwest

DULUTH
Coal

Embargo Looms

—

— Anthracite

Re-

Shortage Seeti ivith
ceipts Improve
Slow Inland Demand.
A coal embargo looms strongly as
the only method to stop coal shipments
and keep coal laden boats from filling

when the coal docks here
full to capacity, which will take
place in about a week or ten days,
unless some strong move comes to
Should the
loosen up the market.
embargo become a reality, operators
claim that a shortage of coal next
winter at the Head of the Lakes region
will be inevitable
The most conservative of estimators
place the amount of coal on the docks
now at more than 4,500,000 tons, and
as the docks have only a maximum
capacity of 5,000,000 tons a tie-up is
momentarily expected.
The increase movement in anthracite
last week has brought the hope that
more hard coal will be shipped here in
proportion than has been so far this
year.
A hard coal shortage has been
feared even more than a shortage in

the harbor,

become

bituminous.
Prices in soft coal are being held
more firmly by dock men, who are
reported to have refused $6.25 for

Youghiogheny, Hocking and Splint
lump, and to be demanding $6.50@$7.
This shows a general trend of prices
upward, which dealers claim will become more and more pronounced as the
season advances.
What is spoken of as one of the
heaviest movements of grain to the
Head of the Lakes in years will begin
about Aug. 15, and this will require
every available freight car in the
Northwest, and, in turn, will make
heavy coal shipments from the harbor
virtually impossible.

MILWAUKEE
Market Very Dull

— Dealers
—
—

Endeavor-

Trade Now
Loosen Up Deliveries
Guaranteeing Prices Receipts by Lake

to

Falling.

Dealers are out hustling for business
to house and as a consequence local deliveries may be said to
have improved slightly.
Dealers are
guaranteeing prices in order to assure
doubting consumers who have been
waiting for a decline in coal, especially
in anthracite. Guaranteeing prices was
popular before the war and it now looks
as if the practice has returned to stay.
Jobbers of Illinois and Indiana soft
coal are cutting car-lot rates in order to
stimulate business. Talk of an impend-

from house
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ing increase of 25c. per ton in anthracite
indulged in. Dealers argue that
the present price of anthracite is not
They say the Milwaukee
exorbitant.
price is based on the cost at the mines,
plus the freight rate by rail ($6.58 per
The
ton, plus a tax of 3 per cent).
difference between the all-rail rate and
the lake-and-rail rate which Milwaukee
enjoys, dealers hold is absorbed by dock
handling charges and degradation. Egg
is selling at $15.65, stove $15.90, chestnut $15.y0, pea $14.05 and buckwheat

after tonnage and cut prices sharply.

$12.10.

or bituminous and the
accumulation of coal in the yards has
taxed the storage capacity to the limit,
resulting in a decrease of mine ship-

is still

Receipts by Lake have fallen away
considerably, but there is promise of a
throughout the balance
inflow
fair
July's total will near
of the season.
The
the half-million mark, however.
season's receipts thus far aggregate
1,971,783 tons, of wtiich 509,515 tons
were anthracite and 1,462,268 tons
anthracite
year,
bituminous.
Last
receipts footed up 365,161 tons and
bituminous 583,344 tons, or 948,505 tons
in all.

MINNEAPOLIS

—

subject

the

in

local

papers,

all

of

It is true that in the last two
or three weeks, there has been a little
improvement noted, but it is not up to

interior.

still

leave

a

if

it

deficit

would

wei'e,

it

from

previous

months.

Around
theory

this time,

that

people

used to be the
should have coal
it

from the docks in box cars, thereby
moving the cars out for hauling grain
back. But so far there has been very

sent

little

done in this direction.

the outbound coal traffic

is

In fact
so light that

dock men are beginning to woiTy lest
they have to shut down on coal receipts.
The docks have sufficient capacity for
little better than half the usual requirements, hence if the docks are loaded
but once, it means a shortage of dock
coal of not far from 40 per cent of the
winter's needs.

The tonnage served the Northwest
from the docks is somewhat variable.
The all-rail trade at times sells a larger
tonnage than at others.
During the
past year or so, the dock business has
been cut into by the all-rail trade,
through the revised freight rates which
harder than
the all-rail. This has been adjusted by
an allowance of 28c. on lake-and-rail
hit the lake-and-rail trade

coal

since

May,

this

is

over.

in

Canada
TORONTO

—

Trade Very Quiet Large Yard Stocks
.Accumulated Shortage Probable When

—

Demaud
There

Set.s In.
is

little

current

demand

either

anthracite

for

ments. The public is still holding back
orders for fall and winter supplies, and
dealers are apprehensive that when the
cold weather sets in there will be a
rush of orders and probably a shortage
Meanwhile, the carryin the supply.
ing of large stocks, with limited storage
putting
the trade to much
facilities, is
inconvenience.
Quotations are as follow:
Anthracite CKK. atovo. nut and grate

Wholesale
i-in.

f.o.b.

to last until Oct. 31,
and the effect will be to extend the
dock zone and cut into the all-rail zone.
The all-rail people are quite aggressive
at times, and have been known to go

$15 50

.

I< 00
II. 00(8 1150
12 25

Pea
Bituminous steam
Domestic lump
Cannel

16 00

cars at destination:

lump

8 00C<i,8 50
6 Oncg 6 75

Slack

it

urging early buying.
Despite all efforts of those in the
trade and out, who feel an interest in
the spreading of information on the
situation, coal buyers persist in their
Usually at this time, there
strike.
has been a reasonable movement to the

normal, and even

do

Retail:

Docks
Inland Buying Still Delayed
Nearly Full Car Shortage Seen with
Graiti Rush.
There is still very little sign that the
coal buyers of the Northwest intend
Conto take hold until they have to.
siderable publicity has been given the

—

may conclude to
reprisal, before the season

They

Inland West

CLEVELAND
Slack Shortage Develops as Prices Rise

— Lake

Movement

Tending

to

Slow

— Slight Gain in Industrial
Bituminous — Something akin to the

Dmvn

De7nand.

market" has developed
week. A few
of lump coal
producers
of the largest
for Lake shipment have curtailed their
output sharply with the result that the
supply of slack is inadequate. The
demand for some months has been on a
hand-to-mouth basis and now that supplies have suddenly vanished may consumers are finding themselves in diffiold time "scarcity

in the slack situation this

culties.

A

slightly better

demand

is

begin-

ning to be apparent from industrial consumers, reflecting the somewhat more
confident feeling that is beginning to
be felt. No sharp revival is expected,
but coal men assert that the corner has
been turned and predict a gradually rising demand throughout August, with a
pronounced gain during the
moi-e
autumn months.
Lake While there is much talk about
curtailment of shipments to the lower

—

for the Northwest trade, and
many indications that this is being done,
yet the aggregate tonnage arriving at
the ports is still heavy. Arrivals at the

ports

the week were unusually large.
The sentiment among operators is that
the movement up the Lake will show a
decline in August unless efforts now being made in the Northwest to move
coal from the docks are successful. Ac-

first of

cording to reports reaching the trade

jLugiist 4,
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here, dealers at the Upper Lake ports
are engaging in a price war in an
endeavor to reduce their stocks.

$1.25@$1.40. Other steam grades are
not showing much strength with mine
run quoted $2@$2.25 in most of the

Pocahontas and Anthracite As the
season advances the retail is gathering

fields.

—

more confidence.

It is

realized that the

purchase of fuel for next winter cannot
be postponed indefinitely.
prices for coal delivered folegg $14, chestnut and
shoveled
Pocahontas
stove,
$14.25;
lump, $11.50, mine run $9.50; domestic bituminous. West Virginia Splint,

Retail

low: Anthracite

—

—

$9.25; No. 8 Pittsburgh, $7.75; Cannel
lump, $11.50; Steam coal. No. 6 and
No. 8 mine run, $5.50; No. 6 and No. 8
slack, $5; No. 8 i-in. lump $5.50.
Receipts of bituminous coal for the
week ended July 23, were 484 cars,
divided; industrial, 369, retail 115; as

compared with a

total of 688 cars the

previous week.

DETROIT
Little

— Industrial
— Anthracite

Demand Apparent

Conditions
Unimproved
Business Nil.

—

Bituminous There are as yet few indications of an early realization of
Both steam
better market conditions.
and domestic consumers are still delaying the releasing of orders for their
winter supply.
Buyers are being advised to place
their orders at once that they may have
the benefit of the favorable transportation conditions in obtaining prompt delivery of shipments.
little further
delay, in the opinion of jobbers, will result in uncertain movement of shipments owing to the pressure of crop
movement on railroad facilities.
Dealers are of the opinion that the
reduction in freight charges, announced
recently by the Interstate Commerce

A

Commission, on rail-lake shipments to
be moved by boat from Lake Erie ports,
is unlikely to produce any cheapening
of coal for Detroit consumers.
It is
thought the lower fi-eight rate may have
a tendency to stimulate shipments over
Lake routes, which have been diminishing during recent weeks.
West Virginia lump is quoted $3.25@
$3.50, mine run $2.25@$2.50, nut and
slack $2@$2.25; Ohio lump $3@$3.25,
mine run $2@$2.25, nut and slack, $1.15
@$1.25; smokeless lump and egg, $5.25
@$5.50, mine run $3@$3.50, nut and
slack, $2@$2.50.

—

Anthracite Little business in prepared sizes is being done by retail dealWhile the lack of oi'ders is due in
ers.
part to the public's unwillingness to
pay what it regards as high prices, lack
of employment, also is a factor in curtailing domestic buying.

COLUMBUS
Strength

iyt

Screenings

— Domestic De-

mand Weaker—Ixike Tonnage
— Production Suffers.

Declines

With the Lake trade waning and
demand for domestic sizes,
screenings are showing more strength
because of reduced production. ScreenJngs from all fields in Ohio are selling
little

The buying public feel more and more
that freight rates will be reduced and
are still holding oif on the purchase of
Retail prices
their winter fuel supply.
are steady at former levels with Hocking lump selling around $6.50, and West
PocaVirginia splints $7.50@$7.75.
hontas is not as strong and sells
is
Anthracite
around
$9.50@$9.75.
around $15.

The Lake trade is showing signs of
the expected let-up which was freely
predicted several weeks ago. The H. V.
docks at Toledo during the week ended
July 23 loaded 122,328 tons as compared
with 165,763 tons the previous week,
making a total of 2,228,170 tons for
the season. During the same week the
T. & 0. C. docks loaded 66,629 tons as
compared with 28,853 tons the previous
week, making 594,037 tons for the
season.

Production is being reduced to about
20 or 30 per cent. The Hocking Valley
is producing but 20 per cent of normal
while the same percentage is reported
from Crooksville, Cambridge and Jackson.

output

Pomeroy Bend

In the
is less

field

the

than 25 per cent.

CINCINNATI

—

Slack Coal Weakens Again Pocahontas Softer— Retail Prices Fairly Stable.
Slack prices which have shown a disposition to strengthen under the influence of a curtailment of the demand
for prepared sizes could not maintain
the advantage that they gained last
This
week and have sagged again.
with the prepared selling at the new
aggregate
low figures again places the
returns at a new low level. Pocahontas
lump has shown its first sign of weakness for the past two months. More
mines are reported closed in the southeastern Kentucky fields. New Lake business here is practically nil. Country
inquiries have sloughed off to the lowest

of the bituminous slack market.
sales this week have been made

fall

Some

Smokeless lump is
$4.35.
quoted $9.75@$10.25, mine run $7.50@
Bituminous
$8 and screenings $6.50.
as

low as

lump

$7.25,

and mine
ST.

i-un $5.75.

LOUIS

— Country

Domestic Still at St-andstill
Movemeyit Slightly Improved
ings

Show

— Screen-

.Activity.

Aside from a little hard coal there
are no domestic deliveries locally. What
inclination there was to buy on the part
of the consumer was smothered by the
Reports from
extreme hot weather.
country towns show some
in the

movement

little

of domestic.

activity
few-

A

apartments in St. Louis are finishing
up on their needs and the schools are
This contract calls for
about filled.
Standard coal which is coming, it is
understood, from a mine near Duquoin.
Screenings, in the steam sizes, is all
This start ought
that has picked up.
continue for the better unless
to
Some fewdomestic begins to move.
steam plants are getting a little coal
ahead.
Anthracite receipts at the St. Louis
gateway for this season to Aug. 1 will
approximate 60,000 tons. This would
indicate that the total to the end of
the year will be around 85,000 to
90,000 tons. The movement to date is
considered good in view of the headway being made by coke in the St.
Louis territory.

Southwest
KANSAS CITY
Market Quiet
Competition

— Steam

— Prices
•

There is little
market situation.

Coals Feel Oil

Firm.
or no change

Demand

in the
for domesoff a trifle

grades has slackened
and steam plants continue to change
from coal to oil, some of the large
packing companies having changed to
It seems, however, that
oil recently.
fuel oil production is about sold up, as
the market is stiffening and some
plants are unable to make long time
Prices f.o.b. mines reoil contracts.
main unchanged.
tic

ebb yet.
Lighter speculative business at Tidewater and lightening of the seaboard
demand is given as the cause for reducing the price of slack to $1.25@$1.50
once more from the West Virginia
Kentucky slack can be had from
fields.
$1@$1.25. Mine run is priced $1.50@
Kentucky operators still hold to
$1.75.
their price of $3.25@$3.50 for lump and
block and good West Virginia offerings
BIRMINGHAM
can be had for $2.75@$3.
Quiet Small Mines
Pocahontas and New River companies Market E.xtremehj
Trade ReGlutted
Market
Keep the
.^ihipping heavily on contract are holdquirements Shoiv No Increase.
ing egg and lump at $5.25@$5.50 though
Spot
Trade conditions are not such as to
they have reduced nut to $4.25.
better
offerings of smokeless lump of good afford much encouragement for
grade and quality have been made at buying in the near future. Industrial
hardly
and
slow
very
is
on
mine
recuperation
Circular
prices
run
$4.50@$5.
hold to $3.50 with sales from $2.75 up. noticeable and thus the demand from
Outside of
Slack is not being quoted but sales this source is negligible.
from smaller mines have a range of the railroads and utility companies very
little contracting has been done and the
$1.75@$2.50.
Retail prices are much on the same spot market is being depended on for
Spot
week,
though
some
supply
to meet current needs.
last
of
plane as
the firms are playing with the rise and buying is not sufficient to stimulate

South

—
—
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the trade to any extent but only suffices to enable consumers to get their
coal at almost their own price.
Quotations on mine run are reported

Carbon Hill |2@$2.40,
follows:
Cahaba $2.50(a$3, Black Creek $2.75@

as

$3. Pratt $2.50@$3, Corona $2.25@
$2.50, Nickle Plate $2.25@$2.50, and
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carried to retail markets, where a price
of $9 was asked on a mine basis of
Cheaper grades are retailing at
$3.75.

$6.35@$8.50.

Bituminous shipments have been slow,
but lignite demands have been even
fewer. Routt County lump is retailing
and southern Colorado
$11(5)$11.50,

Jefferson $2.25@$2.50.
Domestic coal is now being moved
with more or less difficulty on account
of the retail trade being practically at
a standstill as consumers decline to
Quotations for August
place orders.
show a slight advance over July in
accordance with the usual custom of
increases during the summer months.
Figures are as follows: Carbon Hill

ANTHRACITE

—

Dull Period Anticipated Independents
Cut Prices Steam Sizes Pile Up.
Operating conditions were not so
Woodward Iron Co. of its intention to
blow in another furnace early in satisfactory last week and producers
to be looking forward to a very
seemed
August.
dull period during the next thirty days.
The mines are all being operated, but
LOUISVILLE
while the tonnage produced shows no
Production Sho^ving Very Little Im- material deci-ease, no pick-up in the
Stronger In- market is looked for until after Sept. 1.
provemevt Screenings
dustrial Stocks Getting Lotv.
It is probable that all of the large
Markets are somewhat stronger than companies will continue to work fullthey have been as a result of slow time, although independents are being
movement of prepared sizes forcing forced to close down, despite the fact
West that they are shading their pi-ices.
higher prices on sci'eenings.
Virginia screenings, which have been
EASTERN OHIO
selling down to $1 and less are today
going at $1..50@$1.60. Hazard screen- Production Increases
Slack Stronger
ings are fairly firm at $1.25@$1.35,
Rate Cut
Heavier R.R. Tonnage
and Harlan is quoting $1.60@$1.75.
May Help Lake Bitsiyiess.
than
somewhat
better
All prices are
Production during the week ended
last week when there were quotations
July 23, ran counter to the recent downof $2.75 and under on some eastei-n
ward trend and registered an increase
Kentucky prepared, and when screenover the preceding week of some 31,000
ings were quoted as low as $1.
Aggregate tonnage mined was
tons.
Orders are coming a little better as
396,016 tons, or 63.4 per cent of the
a result of industrial consumers having
total rated capacity.
used up stocks in hand, and being forced
Production figures for the year to
to buy. Many of them have been runJuly 23, indicate a total of 9,564,890
ning their bunkers down to a very low
tons, or 53 per cent of rated capacity.
point.
This is at least a million tons ahead
There is no general improvement of last year when the output was
shown in any one class of industrial curtailed by an acute car shortage.
buying, and the retailer demand conThe Association mines worked 53.1
tinues slow as the domestic consumer per cent of possible worktime as comis putting off his buying.
pared with 51.1 per cent the preceding
week, and produced 63.6 per cent of

—

—

—

—

—

capacity.

There is a slight improvement being
in Ohio industry, and this with
continued fairly heavy shipping of Lake
coal and also some better demand from
the carriers, explains why production is
holding up in the face of many predicThe
tions that a slump was at hand.
railroads took at least 35 per cent of
continuance
and
a
week
production last
of this ratio may be expected because
of anticipated stocking-up and greater
fuel needs of the roads to handle fall

felt

DENVER
Prices

Increase,

Mines

Suffer

btif

Heavy

—

Demand Lags
"No Market"

Prices are looking up while produccompared with a year ago, shows
a weekly decrease of 80,000 tons. The
more optimistic business men believe
tion,

that

industrial

activities

will

recover

traffic.

shortly.

The great item going

to

make up

"lost production" is lack of orders, totaling 42 per cent of possible full-time

for the week ended July 16,
when 144,550 tons were mined.
Aug. 1 the mine price on lignite
increased 25c. and the increase was

output

50c.

13,500
approximately
are
There
minors on the payrolls the average
employed throughout the year but
companies in many places are unable
to do more than give them part time

—

—

week.

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian

Cahaba $5@$6, and Black Creek
$5@$6.
Production will be somewhat inand employment conditions
creased
improved by the announcement of the

West

is

News

From

$4.15,

—

grades $10.50@$11, while nut
cheaper.

The enlargement of the Lake destination territory to which the 28c. per ton
allowance applies, thereby resulting in
reduction in the rail rates Aug. 1 to
certain upper Lake ports not heretofore
enjoying it, may bolster the declining
Lake tonnage. The railroads have about

14,000

cars

at

some 3,000 cars

the

Lake

front,

with

in transit.

Operators say that the general industrial demand remains quiet and that
both spot and contract inquiries are
slow, with the latter rather negligible.
Spot prices remain much the same with
the exception of slack, which has
ened during the week.

stiff-

PITTSBURGH

—
—

Business
Detnand Extremely Light
Going to Non-Uyiion Fields Wage Subject May Be Reopened.

Demand continues extremely light
and has probably decreased further in
the past week or two. Lake shipments
have now dropped to relatively small
proportions. With a little general busican only
district
going, the
ness
occasionally sell coal, on account of the
competition of non-union fields nearby,
particularly the Connellsville region,
which has had such a large wage
reduction.

While one would probably have to
pay $2.10@$2.20 for Pittsburgh district
mine run steam he can easily get Connellsville coal at $1.80@$1.90 and there
are lots of Connellsville or other coal
to be picked up at lower prices, down

about $1.50.
There are no indications that demand
on the verge of increasing and there
is nothing definite to suggest that the
a lower
likely
to have
is
district
production cost in the near future.
Operators in central Pennsylvania have
addressed the union officials in that
field with a suggestion that the wage
matter be opened, to pave the way for
more activity. Nothing of this sort
can be seen to be brewing in the

to

is

Pittsburgh district.
Prices are largely nominal, there
being scarcely any transactions, and
are approximately as follows: Slack,
$1.60(a)$1.75;

steam mine run, $2@$2.15;

steam, $2.25; gas mine run, $2.20
@2.35; gas lump, $2 60@$2.80. Slack
has advanced on account of decreased
production of 3-in.
3-in.

CONNELLSVILLE

—

High Quality Coke Sold Little Room
Spot Foundry
for Further Decline

—

Demand Improved.
The report a week ago that a Buffalo
made a purchase of 15,000
tons of furnace coke each for August
and September at about $2.75 proves
The trade arrived at the
erroneous.
steel concern

August
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price by considering offers at $2.80@
It turns out
$2.85 that were refused.
that during the negotiations some strict
stipulations as to quality were introduced and the period was reduced from
the original two months, the outcome
being that the business was placed
with a dealer at $3 net to the consumer,
the dealer placing it with producers at
$2.8.5@$2.90. The Robesonia business,
previously reported as being at $3.25 to
the buyer, is learned to have been at $3
to the producer, though on account of

certain special conditions some middle
interests figured in the transaction. The
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the open market, at the prices ruling
from time to time.
A leading operator states that the
district is losing heavily as a result of
the United Mine Workers' failure to
This operator
consider a reduction.
states that his company must drop a
contract on Aug. 4, which amounts to
120,000 tons a month because non-

union mines can underbid his company
by 60c. Union miners refuse to consider a modification of the scale and
then, when a mine is forced to close
down, they go into the non-union fields
and work on the 1917 basis.

coke is under very strict specifications.
UNIONTOWN
Spot furnace coke usually brings
about $3 when sold by brokers, but Industrial Conditions Encouraging
operators have accepted less in many More Plants Resume Work
Steady
cases, and in one extreme instance a Improvement Seen.
lot of several thousand tons went direct
Connellsin
the
Industrial conditions
from producer to consumer at $2.75,
ville coke region during the past two
this being the lowest done.
weeks have assumed an encouraging
Recent transactions have been on the
aspect and the belief that the industry
basis of the further reduced wage scale
has seen the worst of the depi-ession is
of July 1, and it looks as though the
steadily attracting more advocates.
market has little if any room for furHere and there a number of the
ther decline.
smaller mines are getting back to an
Spot foundry coke has improved furoperating basis although the nature of
ther in demand, though the market is
the business they received which justistill distinctly light, and is quotable as
resumption has not yet been
fied
follows: Spot furnace, $2.90@$3; conestablished. In addition quite a few of
tract furnace, $3; spot foundry, $4@
independent coke plants are now en-

—

$4.50.

coal for shipment to

The Courier reports production in the
week ended July 23 at 7,900 tons by
the furnace ovens, and 13,620 tons by
the merchant ovens, making a total of
21,520 tons, an increase of 40 tons.

UPPER POTOMAC
Mines

—

Still

Marking Time

—Prices

—More Oper-

Very Soft.
Upper Potomac and Georges Creak
mines were still marking time to a
great extent during the week ended

ations Sttspended

July 23, there being no developments
production in either field.
anything, the output was even more
mines in larger number
shut down awaiting a change in the

to stimulate
If

restricted, with

market

situation.

gaged in mining
byproduct plants.
There is now basis for the opinion
held by any number of operatoi-s and
observers that conditions will gradually
become better until a complete resumption is again at hand. The improvement
of the past two weeks is sufficiently
indicative that business is slowly but
steadily returning.

Most operators are trimming their
sails for fairly good business during
the last quarter commencing Sept. 1.
There will be more business in August
than at any time this summer but the
expectation is that nothing worthwhile
will be accomplished before Sept. 1.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
R.R.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

—

Tonnage Improves

ments Continue

to

— Lake Ship—Spot Mar-

Decrease

Hand-to-Mouth Buying Mines Unable
U. M.
to Meet Non-Union Competition

ket Still Listless.

W.'s Refusal to Consider
Closes More Operations.

Production increased slightly during
the latter part of the week ended July
The output, or the bulk of it, was
23.
railroad fuel there being little general
demand. However, a few more inquiries
were being made and there was some
discussion of future contract requirements.
Export shipments were light and
comparatively little coal went to the
Lake. Prepared sizes ranged $2.60@$3,
mine ran about $1.75, and slack $1@

—

Redtiction

A

combination of circumstances seems
to present an impregnable front against
the efforts of the operators and an even
deeper slump characterized the output
during the month of July than up to
the end of the first six months of the
year.

There is no disposition on the part
of industrial or domestic consumers to
place orders for any considerable quantity of coal.
Operators seem to be
waiting, hoping for better prices or a
reduction of the scale so that they can

compete with non-union fields which
have gone back to the 1917 scale. It
felt that economic conditions thi'oughout the country demand cheaper coal
and the operators are not in position
to offer it.
Consumers are perfectly
satisfied to buy as they need coal, on

is

Fairmont

$1.25.

Northern Panhandle
More suspensions of operations ware
necessary as shipments to the Lake
continued to decrease and the general
spot demand remained very dull. There
was almost no contract inquiry. Prices
were only nominal, mine ran $2.25, prepared $2.40@$2.60 and slack not over
$1.25, with very little coal moving at
any price, however.

Middle West
INDIANA
Someivhat Better Feeling Prevails, but
InCurrent Demand Is Unimproved
Domestic
dusti-ial Inquiries Increase
Trade Sluggish.
Little change is recorded with the

—

—

that industries are making
more inquiries about prices. These have
held steady during the past week, but
this is attributed to the fact that they
are as low as they can go. Screenings
are still as low as $1.80 and some
prices have been shaded down below

exception

this figure.

Continued hot weather

is held responthe retailers for the poor
demand for domestic coal. Generally
in July there is some increase in the
call for the better domestic grades from
persons who are storing. So far this
year the demand from this source is
below normal. A rise has been predicted among retailers for Aug. 1, but
up to the present time it appears that
it will likely be Sept. 1 before such a
The demand does not
rise takes place.
justify it at the present time.
Some of the Indiana utilities are

sible

by

making

inquiries concerning prices. Litactual business has resulted, howRailroad reports in the state
show a few more cars moving and the
general business outlook is more encouraging than it has been for weeks.
tle

ever.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Noticeable Improvement Except on
Screened Sizes AccumuScreenings
No
Poorer Worki7ig Time
lating
Price Increase.

No

—

—

—

The screenings situation shows up
considerably better in the Carterville
field.
The 600 cars that were pooled
between the big shippers and which
went to Chicago packers and one other
large food corporation, has helped to
eliminate the screenings surplus. Some
of the screenings that have been on
the ground for many weeks past are
now being loaded. The prevailing
prices range from $1.25 upward, but on
current business the tendency is to ask
$2.85 and get as close to it as possible.
Some operators are shipping nut out as
screenings to relieve the situation when
a screening order carries a good price.
Domestic orders are few. This applies
to all territories, although more is moving northwest than elsewhere.
Independent prices range as low as
$3 for lump and egg. and nut from
$2.35 up. Mine run is $2.75 and screenThe independents
ings $1.25 upward.
are showing up perhaps a trifle better
in working time, but their coal cannot
at these prices mean other than a loss.
In the Duquoin field in PeiTy County
conditions are not as good. Prices are
in some instances lower. In Jackson

County a better showing is made on
At Murphysboro the
Big Muddy vein one mine worked
every day but one in June another
missed three days and July records are
almost as good to date. Mt. Olive shows
time and price.

—

—

—
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no change from the report of last week.
The Standard field reports improvement in screenings and here and there
a sliRht increase in movement of
screened sizes. Railroad coal is moving better.
On July 22, the following report of

"no bills" on hand will show why an
advance can be expected on screenings
unless the domestic tonnage begins to
move: Southern Illinois, screenings, all
sizes, 264 cars; prepared coal, all sizes,
2,161 cars; central Illinois, screenings,
all sizes, 262 ears; prepared coal, all
sizes, 684.
This shows slightly over

three cars of screenings and about
twenty-one cars of domestic coal per
mine on hand.
Up to the end of the month there was
no announcement of any increase in the
circular price of Carterville or Mt. Olive
coal.
Thus the top will be $4.05 for
domestic sizes.
Only a demand will

bring

an

field.

It

the Standard
that several
operators in the Springfield district
have announced an increase.

increase

is

in

understood

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Business

Slightly
—Prodziction
Not

Better

—Prices

Firm

Being Forced.
Operators are maintaining values and
slowly getting better prices, through
holding down production when the market cannot absorb it.
The result is
that the general situation is looking
promising in view of the fact that
operators are generally of the opinion that there will be an active fall
and winter trade.
It is patent that the domestic con
sumer is going to be a late buyer this
year, and some of the retailers are
under the impression that there will be
more coal bought in the dead of winter
than at any previous time since before
the war.
As western Kentucky ha.s

always been a prominent prepared-.size
producer the outlook is for a heavy fall
and winter business.
In the event of a heavy demand developing later for prepared sizes there is
some speculation as to just what can
be done with screenings if industrial

demand does not show material improvement over present consumption.

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Production Declines
Export Tonnage
Slumps Gulf Mines Hindered by Blast

—

—Prices

Soft.

New

River and the Gulf

New

River production fluctuated between 13,000 and 17,000 tons a day
during the week ended July 23. Conditions were becoming worse and more

mines were closing down for lack of
orders.
Neither at Tidewater, Lakes
nor Inland points had it been found
possible to secure any desirable business and some of the largest concern.s
Little coal
closed during the week.
was being exported and even government shipments had been curtailed.
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Very little Gulf coal was being produced as the main line of the Virginian
had not been cleared of the debris from
Hence,
the blast set otf at Maben.
during the greater part of the week,
mines were without transportation

However, there was literally
no market whatsoever at Tidewater or
elsewhere. Export shipments had come
facilities.

a

to

Tidewater prices

and

standstill

were as low as

at

any time during the

year.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Loss of export business cut down
Pocahontas production so that the output was not over 40 per cent, with
"no market" losses aggregating about
300,000 tons weekly, as against a production of about 235,000 tons. Although

few mines were closed down entirely,
most concerns were limiting opera-

yet

Contions to about one-half a week.
tract coal only was being moved, there
discernible.
being no spot demand
Under such conditions prices were not
as firm, prepared averaging $4.50@$5,
mine run $2.25@$2.75 and slack in slim
demand around $1.75@$2.25.
Poorer demand caused Tug River
production to reach new low levels, in
view of the fact that it was no longer
possible to send so large a tonnage to
Tidewater or the Lake. Prices, however, were being maintained, although
very little business was being closed
either on a spot or contract basis.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Steadili/

Waning Demand

— Tideirater

Closed
Poorer.

—

More Mines
and Lake Outlets

Kanawha
anything there was even less of
a spot market during the week ended
The domestic call had disJuly 23.
appeared almost entirely and contract
orders were being further curtailed.
Production did not reach more than
10,000 tons daily and more mines closed
down indefinitely. Whei-e mines were
running at all two days was the maximum. The best mine run price was
Pre$1.75, with slack $1.10@$1.25.
pared sizes were only bringing $2.50
If

@$3.

Logan and Thacker
Although Logan production was

still

on a larger scale than in other fields,
it represented coal for storage rather
than any general demand.
However,
"no bills" were on the increase. Lack
of a Tidewater outlet and the slowing

down

of

Lake shipments were affecting

production to a great extent.
In

the

Williamson

field

a

steadily

waning demand cut dowTi the production.
However, the output was somewhat strengthened by the fact that
more railroad fuel was being handled.
Xo market losses were increasing rather
than diminishing and prices were on
about the same level as in other highvolatile regions, although but few sales
were being made.

Northeastern Kentucky
Paralysis of production continued as
a result of even more pronounced dullness. Industrial concerns still withhold
.<team orders in the belief that better

may

prevail and the market for
is also in a slump.
Even
using only a small prousual tonnage required.
being prepared screenso plentiful and ranged
mine
run averaged about
around $1.25;
$2 and prepared sizes $2.75@$3.25.
prices

domestic coal

railroads were
portion of the
With less coal
ings were not

Virginia
Conditions remained virtually unchanged, there being a very poor market and production was curtailed to
about 50 per cent. Few new contracts
were being closed, and only those operations having live contracts were able
to
There was little
keep running.
demand for coke and scarcely any was

moving.

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—
—Fall Ricsh

Steam Market Shows Better Tone
Domestic

Demand

Sluggish

Seen.

While there appears to be a little
better tone to the steam market, the
situation remains unchanged.
Nut and slack and other steam sizes are
moving more readily than block, but so
far the Straight Creek operators have
been able to maintain a price of $3.50
@$3.75 for block, while good Harlan is
being sold 50c.@75c. less.
Nut and
slack is being sold $1.60@|1.75, 4-in.
steam $2 and straight mine run $2.25
@.$2.40.
It is plain that domestic buying is
far less than normal and operators are
preparing for an inevitable rush of
orders later on. Just what will become
of resultant coals may be a problem,
unless industrial consumption picks up
in the meantime.
general

West
UTAH
Slight Improvement Noted in Coal Situation
Coast Trade Holding Up Labor
Conditions E.ccdlcnt
No Industrial

—

Improvement.
There is a

—

little

improvement

coal situation, the first in
but this improvement is

marked.

—

in the

many months,
anything but

Dealers are of the opinion that
business will not really pick up before
the latter part of August. The head of
one of the largest retail coal yards in
Salt Lake City, with whom the correspondent of Coal Age discussed the situation, said he expects to see people glad
to csrry a few hundred pounds of coal
home in their automobiles during the
coming winter.
The Coast trade is holding up fairly
well and the labor situation continues
excellent. There is considerable coal in
the Salt Lake City yards and those
dealers who are in a position to do so
are putting in all they can hold. There
no improvement in the industrial
is
situation and no prospects of an immediate change.

:

MINE>
Company News
INDIANA

sion.

KENTUCKY
T C. Hughes, president of the Standard
Harlaii Coal Co., reports that his company
has taken over the Harlan Gem Coal Ci,..
located at Ages, in Harlan County, Ky.
The SI. Bernard Minins Co. and the W.
fi. Iiiiiiian Coal Co. power plants are being
put ill parallel with a common line between
the two stations. The excess power will be
taken .)Ver bv the Kentucky Utiliities Co.
This energy will be used in mines, industrial plants and community use.

NEW YORK
wholesalers. 300 Madison
.A.venue. New York, in a circular sent out to
retail coal dealers say
"It has been suggested to us that an annual 'clean-up week' would not be a bad
Collect all
idea for many a dealer's yard.
Wash
the oM scrap and call the junkman.
up the wagons and motor trucks, grease
lip all the wheels and machinery, oil and
Give your horses a run
polisih the harness.
in pasture, or a stand, on blue-clay, and
Paint up the
vour motors a renovation.
Take
entire plant, lock, stock and barrel.
Ginger
this opportunity to look prosperous.
up your confidence in your own business
breathe success. Talk, eat and sleep busiIt is as contagious as the
ness optimism.
me.asles.
It will reach your office and sales

&

Perrv

Snit.- ir....|,.|.; and county authorities are
til.- series of explosions which
:i
i>o.-tion of the Donald mine of
the <'on-.<ilidateil Coal & Coke Co.. near
.Masoiuriwn.
Mine officials said no authorization had been given for use of exi)losives
ill
the vicinitv of the mine where the blast
occurred.
There were ninet.v fewer fatal aeeidents
iluriiiK the first six months of this year
tiian during the same period in 1920 in the
hituniinnus mines of Pennsylvania, while
in the anthracite region during the same
period there were three more fatalities this
year than last year. The number of serious non-fatal accidents those incapacitatwas
ing workers for sixty days or more
rcducid materially in both fields, there being S-.'l fewer non-fatal accidents among
tile bituminous mine workers and 159 less
amdiig the anthracite mine workers in 1921
than in 1920.
Prom Jan. 1 to June 30, 1920. according
to figures tabulated by S. E. Button. Cliief
of Mines, there were 210 fatalities in the
bituminous field, while during the corresponding period of 1921 the number was
but 120. In 1920 there were 646 non-fatal
accidents in the bituminous region as compared with -25 this year for the first six

investiKatiiig

John E. Cox. judge of the Vigo Superior
Court. Terre Haute, has awarded Ross
Mace judgment for $873 against the VanMace asserted in a comdalia Coal <'o.
plaint
that the Vandalia Coal Co. had
taken 2.i,000 tons of mineral and sulphur
vuhstance from his farm in Lost Creek
ownship without his consent and permis-

Co..

datiKu;' :

—

—

months.

:

and

force,

filter

through

your

to

trade.

Fire broke out in the Gallatin Mine of
the PittsburBh Coal Co.. near Monongahela
The
City, on Tuesday morning. July 12.
cause of the fire is believed to have been
The
a short-circuit caused by a roof fall.
companv succeeded in sealing off the fire
on Thursday. July 14.

—burning
have no

:

OHIO
The Mnhlo Coal & Sfining

Co. with gen-

in Cincinnati
and
mines at McArthur, has passed into the
hands of Receivers Fred O. Valentine and
Arthur "W. Moore, under orders of the
Superior Court.
"This was caused
by a

and

eral

suit

of

retail

offices

president, Charles P. Malone.
for 'nu accounting.
Disagreeto management is also told in

its

who sued
ments as

the suit filed.
The Board of Education. City of Cleveland, has requested bids on 40.000 tons of
coal. \'arious grades, to take care of their
requirements the coming winter. It is expected bids will be opened and contracts
awarded in the near future.

PENNSYLVANIA
The Chartiers <reek Coal

for its

new

tipple at

The Clarksburg gas coal mine of the

Hillnian Coal & Coke Co. resumed operations on July .5. after being idle for several months.
The .\llianee Coal & Coke Co. plant at
Denbo. a short distance up the Mononga-

hela River from Brownsville, was recently
closed down indefinitely.
The Warnlte Coal Mining Co. has notified
the Secretary of the Commonwealth that it
has made an actual increase in its capital
stock from $75,000 to $100,000.
The com-

pany

Knick-

Co..

New York, of which W.
Fallon, is president, is planning to double
the output of its Buck Ridge colliery, at
Three new slopes are being
Shamokin.
driven to reach coal deposits not exploited
heretofore, and a 750-hp. boiler is being installed to provide more power.

UTAH
The Beehive Coal Co. is making application for a lease on 1.560 acres of coal
lands west of Helper. They propose 10c.
ton royalty and $200,000 improvements
a.
during the first three years of the lease.
Niel M. Madsen and R. T. Gibson hi»ve
been granted a government lea,se under the
royalty and improvement plan on a large
tract of coal lands between Schofield and
Clear Creek and adjacent to the Denver

& Rio Grande R.R.
.-Vccording to an opinion handed down by
Attorney General Cluff. title to coal discovered on leased grazing lands may be
passed to the state in instances where
owners do not desire to pay taxes on the
Cases have been brought to the
mineral.
attention of the State Board of Equalization in which persons acquiring land for
grazing purposes have reported that coal
deposits discovered on their land are of
such an inferior quality or are so far from
a railroad to give them little or no commercial value. In cases of this kind it is
contended that the payment of a tax on
the deposit makos the cost of grazing

of Pitts-

Midway.

oiieiates in Lackawanna County.
Alicia No. 1 coal and coke plant and Alicia
No, 2 coal mine, of the Pittsburgh Steel Co.,
closed down indefinitely on July 1.

production a short time ago. The operation is about two miles east of Weston on
the Pickens branch of the B. & OThe
company was formed late last year and in
the last few months has been engaged in
putting in a new plant.

B.

The Buck Kidse Coal Mining

prohihitivo.
Co..

A small tonnage of Redstone coal is being
loaded by the Brewer-Harrison Coal Co.
but such coal is being loaded in the course
of development as this company only began

erbocker Building.

burgh

has contracted with Roberts and
Schaefer Co.. for the reconstruction of the
tipple at Canonsburg.
The Midway Coal Co.. of Bridgeville. has
contracted with Roberts and Schaefer Co..
for the installation of machinery equipment

tipple.

J.

a lot of old stuff that you

fui-ther use for. and getting a new
slant at those old outstanding accounts.
It is all
(]ret after them and get the cashyou must b»
up to you. Mr. Proprietor
the first victim of the epideTnic."

;

A tract of Redstone coal is being developed by the Mudlick Coal Co. on the
Louis Bennett estate about one mile from
Weston. The Mudlick company has progressed to a point in the installation of a
new plant where it is now able to proluce
and load a little coal. Shipments are being
made over the Richwood branch of the

'Clean-up week means also cleaning up your

office

Chairman K.-iiyon. of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor, has appointed the following sub-committee to investigate disorders in the West VirginiaSenators Kenyon.
Kentucky coal fields:
Iowa; Phipps. Colorado; Shortridge. CaliMcKellar. Tennessee, and Walsh.
fornia
Massachusetts.
The miners and operators
are each allowed to present six witnesses
in Washington, beginning July 14.
Fairmont IMining !VIachiner.v Co.. Fairmont,
directs
attention
fact
to
the
that the statement in Coal Agi, page 1065,
issue of .Tune 9. 19 21. relating to the belt
conveyor in the mines of the Chesapeake
Coal Co.. should have stated that at this
mine there is a 300-ft. apron conveyor,
elevating the coal from 100 ft. below the
surface- to the tipple height, instead of
stating that the conveyor delivers coal
about 200 ft- from the top of the hill to the

WEST VIRGINIA
A deal has just been completed
the -Maine Collieries Co., backed

whereby

by Eastern capital, is to take over a portion of
the holdings of the Bear Mountain Coal Co.,
Barbour County. Tlie purchasers expect
ill
to produce coal in the late summer or fall.
Fairmont and Connellsville people are
in the newly organPeoria Coal Co.. of Fairmont which
just been formed for the purpose
oiierating in Marion County with a
Leading figures
capitalization of $125,000.
in the new concern are: Anthony Love. H.
A. J. ColT. Spiker. of Cccinellsville. Pa.
horn. Osm.-in K. .'Jwartz and Ada Moore, of

principallv interested
ized

has
of

;

Fairmont
The llamil Coal & Coke

Co., of Elaine,

has

contracted with Rolierts and Schaefer Co..
for the complete machinery equipment for
its

new

tipple to be installed

at Blaine.

&

O.

The Xastem Coal Co., a Cumberland
(Md.) concern has acquired the operation.;
of the Mary Coal Co.. located near Kingwood in Preston County, the consideration
being in the neighliorhood of $50,000.
Ii
purchasing the mine, the company also se
cured 125 acres of land in the Bakertown
seam. From what can he learned the Eastem Coal Co. has negotiations under way
for
the purchase
of
additional
mining
property.
Operations at the plant of the No. 2 mine
of the Irona Coal Co.. located on the Morgantown & Kingwood R.R. near Kingwood,
were resumed recently,

this

company hav-

ing secured a contract to furnish coal to
the P. & R. R.R.
The company is controlled By the J. H. Weaver interests of
Philadelphia,

Favorable
on

the

jirogress having been made
preliminary construction work for

a new plant of the McHale and Talbott
Coal Co.. the company has begun work on
the installation of a siding at its plant not
far from
Philippi
in
Barbour County.

Principal stockholders in the new concern
are E. T. McHale, Donald Talbott and
Brown Talbott. all of Elkins. at which point
the company's office is located.
This concern will be in readiness to begin operations

about Sept. 1.
Clay County

is to be the seat of operations of the newly organized Kanawha
H'hite Ash Collieries Co.. which is capitalized at $250,000.
This concern expects to
operate on a fairly large scale at Dorfee in
Clay County.
Pennsylvania people, in
large part, are behind the new concern,
among them being E. M. Burns, of Ebensburg P. J. Foye, J. J. CauUey of Brownsville
F. E. Williams, of Buckhannon and
:

;

:

A.

J.

Koran. Charleston.

WYOMING
The rnion Pacific Coal Co. notified
several Wyoming coal dealers that the
price of their coal would be increased 25c.
a ton July 1 and another 25c. on Aug. X.
The reason given for the raise is that mining costs and operating expenses are still
high.
It also is stated that orders for coal
have fallen off to such an extent that most
of the mines are working only two days
a week, and some only one. but overhead
expenses go on just the same.
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Hulletin 4S032
.oiady. N. Y.
pp. 12: S x
KoscribinK four main
lOJ in.: illustraU'll.
<livisioiis of synchronous motor control ap-

News

Traffic

the complaint of the nilipxpii- t'oiil
Co.. the I. C. C. decides thai the ral.s on
coal from complainant's mine at Gillespie.
to interstate destinations are not unIII.,
reasonable but are prejudicial, which prejudice the commission orders removed.
The I. C. C. has denied the applicaticm of
certain railroads to continue r;ites on coal
and coke from Illinois and Indiana to points
north -.iiid west without observing the lonKand-short-haul clause.
The I. C. C. has authorized the HuntinsrIn

Associatiou Activities

are:
Ogle. A. M. (Chairman) president. Vandalia Coal Co.. Terre Haute. Ind.
Bockus. C. E.. president, Clinchfield Coal
Corp.. New York City.
G.allagher. Michael, general tmanager, M.
A. Hanna & Co.. Cleveland.
Guthrie. T. \V.. president. Hillman Coal
& Coke Co.. Pittsburgh.
Kooi. Peter, president. Sheridan-Wyoming Coal Co.. Sheridan. Wyo.
Maloney. A. J., sales manager. Chicago,
Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co.. Chicago.
Houston. T. E.. Houston Coal Co.. LSie
Cnion Trust Bldg., Cincinnati.
Huff. Julian B.. president. Keystone Coal
& Coke Corp.. Greensburg. Pa.
Cunningham. \V. H.. secretary. West Virginia Coal Association. Huntington. W. "Va.
Barnum. Walter, treasurer. Pacific Coast

Railroad & ("oal
to assume obligation for $30".00il in
notes to procure locomotives and passenger
cars.
In the complaint of the lllinniN Sle»I Co..
the I. C. C. decides that rates on coke from
coke ovens to i)<>int.s in the company's plant
at Gary. Ind.. in ISl.S were unreasonable,
Co.

and awards reparation.

Personals
E. R. Thompson, secretary and treasurer
of the Federal Coal Co.. whose office is in
Chattanooga. Tenn.. was in Pineville recently.
He reports that business in his
section is still dull, but things are looking

Co..

better.

Coal

•.^tf-i

n

sa!es

manager

at

St.

Ih,

I>ouis

'

and

resort

ment, having been

some

in

I.

time.
.\.

has been made «s

yet.

Trade Catalogs

—Cutlcr-llaniPublication

Pp. 4; 8i X 11 in.: illustrated.
De873.
especially
adopted for
scribing design,
brakes, clutches, valves, etc.
Advertiser.

operating

Pennsylvania

Vacuum Fumps

Compressors
Air
and
Pump and
— Pennsylvania
Form 101;

Co.. Easton. Pa.
9 in.; illustrated.

—

6x9

in.
pp. 32
of compressed-air
;

forging drill-bits

—

;

;

Description

illustrated.

machines for hammer-

and shanks.

—Advertiser.

Synchronous Motor Control
and Exciters General Electric

—

vice-president.

first

made up

IS

of the following:
(Chairman) president.
Coke Co.. Knoxville. Tenn.
L.. vice-president. Consol-

C

E.

Southern Coal &
Andrews. W.
idation Coal Co., Baltimore. Md.

.4pparatas
Schen-

Co..

Canton.

1921.

Filed

(

April

11I2II

14.

How-

V.

1.374.547.

ihio,

F i-b.

12.

SoriHl

No.

:t:.S.673.

Mine Urlll.
George Juresisin. WllkesHarre. Pa.. 1.374.744. April 12. 1921. Filed
Sept. 19, 1919. Serial No. 324,794.
John H. D.
Conl-IIandlinir Appurutus.
Pt'tenson. Chicjigo. 111., assignor to the LinkBelt Co.. Chicago. III.. 1.375.1(15.
April 19.
921.
Fill.
Aug. 12. 191S.
Serial No.
249,46s.
Allarhnient for ConI Conveyors.
C. G
Walker.
I'.iamwell,
W. Va..
1,375.98S.
April 26, i;i21.
Filed Nov. 3. 1919,
Serial
No. 335. 41U.
Drilling Machine. O. T). Norman. Spencer,
W. Va
l.:!?fi.02.S.
April 26. 1921.
Filed
;•!•..
April 19,
Serial No. 291,245.

C.

D..

traffic

manager.

Hazard,

Harlan and Southern Appalachian Coal
Operators' Associations. 705 Republic Bldg..
Louisville.

Ky.

W.

Bufflngton.

burgh Coal
Francis.

J.

Creek Coal

P..

traffic

D..

vice-president.

Pitts-

Island

Huntington. W. Va.
Gunter. L. C. Stoney Fork Collieries Co.,
Knoxville. Tenn.
Hurd. D. F.. secretary Pittsburgh Vein
Operators' Association of Ohio, Cleveland.
Hutchinson.
S.
Pemberton,
president,
Westmoreland Coal Co.. Philadelphia.
Je-nkins. C. H.. secretary and treasurer,
Hutchinson Coal Co.. Fairmont. W. Va.
Jones. J. S.. president. Sunday Creek Coal
Co.. Outlook Bldg.. Columbus
Marion, A. M.. president. Chartiers Creek
Coal Co.. 92S Park Bldg.. Pittsliurgh.
Cb..

McEIwain. John, vice-president. \V. J.
Rainey. 52 Vanderbilt Ave.. New York City.
Moderwell.
C.
M..
general
manager,
O'Gara Coal Co., 910 Fi-sher Bldg.. Chicago.
Mouser.
Otis.
vice-president.
Stonega
Coke & Coal Co.. Big Stone Gap, Va.
Reed. G. W.. vice-president. Peabody Coal
Co.. .McCormick Bldg.. Chicago.
Taylor, C. W.. vice-president. W. G. Duncan Coal Co.. Greenville. Ky.
Waffle. Jonas, secretary. Indiana Coal
Trade Bureau, 1)09 Trust Bldg., Terre Haute,
Warner. C. E.. traffic manager. Southwestern Interstate Coal Operators' Associ-<
ation. Keith & Perry Bldg., Kansas City.
.Mo.

Yerkes. S. L.. vice-president and secretary.
Orider Coal Sales Agency, American Trust
Bldg..

Birmingham.

Callahan. John, traffic manager. National
Coal .Association. Washinerton. n. C.

Recent Patents
Self-Operating

.Mine

Door

for

La

Stanton, Lundale. West
April 12. 1921.
Filed Aug.
1920.
Serial No. 404,441.
Cool-Mining Machine.
John D. Pugh,
ITarrisburgh. Pa.. 1.374.525. April 12, 1921.
Filed June 30, 1915.
Serial No. 37,265.

tives.
Patrick
Va.. 1.374.478.
IS.

J.

1

Industrial

News

—

Wiishington, D. C. The Polom:ic Fl.-,tiic
Power Co.. of the District of Ccluinbi
Ii.is
reporti'd tliat although it has Im i, .,|,:. lo
efrect a small saving in the it.
..i.l .n
the pri-sent (ontiacl pri.-.. as .•..Mii..i
.1
Willi
the aver.-ig.- price of tli.- pr.'.i'iling .v.;ir. tli.total reduition in op.rating costs thee. from
i

.

,

r

i

amounts

about

.

or a reduccost of proiluction of one-forti.Mh

onl.v

to

$;i.s,(l(Mi,

tion in tile
of one cent per kilowatt

hour generated.
Washington. D. C. Secretary Dmby of
the Navy Department, as a precaution to
insure suffici.nt coal for the navy, has en<lorsed .a liill pending before tlie House
.Vaval Committee which would authorize
the comman.liering of coal for the navy
upon oidir of the President.

—

Coming Meetings
The Huntincton Coal and Indnstrial Exposition

will

be

held

Commerce

in

the

Chamber

of

Building, Huntington, W, Va.,
Sept. 19 to 21 incl. Chairman of committee,
Thomas A. Palmer. Huntington Chamber

of

Commerce, Huntington.
American Institute of Mining and MetalEngineers will meet at Wilkes-

Barre. Pa.. Sept. 12 to 17.
Secretary F.
P. Sharpless. 29 West 39th St., New York
City.

National Association of Cost .Iceounlants
hold its annual convention at Cleve-

will

manager.

Pittsburgh.

Co.,

.

Inrgicnl

Barger, D. H.. Shawsville. Va.

Describing

of air compressors and reciprocating
dry vacuum pumps. Advertiser.
Sullivan Drill Sharpeners
Sullivan MaBulletin 72-E
chinery Co.. Chicago. III.
line

Erskine>.

Ind.

C-H Iron Clad Solenoids
mer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. ^Vis.

Compressor
pp. 16; 6 X

1921,

Boyd,

T...von.

S.

district

Kemmerer, Wyo.

Mahan.

undergoing treatvery poor health for
is

supervisor of stations, and
Rice, chief mining engineer for
the Bureau of Mines, are now in .\Iaska on
a tour of inspection to determine in what
manner the Bureau of Mines can best assist
It is prothe territory's mining industry.
posc-d to divide tile territory into four disIricts.
each being in direct charge of a
Bureau of Mines engineer. District 1 has
been assigned to Bert W. l>.ver, who also
will continue to discharge his duties of
Federal Mine Inspector of .\la.ska.
This
district embraces the South coast, including the Matanuska, Kenai and IJering River
coal fie-Ids, the Copper River basin .ami. fur
the present, the Katalla oil fields and .Southeastern Alaska.
J. A. I>avis will continue
to serve as superintendent of the Fairi^anks
station and. in addition, will be in cliarge
of District 2. which consists of the territory
tributary to the government railroad from
Seward to Fairbanks. District 3 consists
of interior Alaska, comprising the Yukon
and Tanana basins. This district has been
assigned to K. T. Sparks, assistant mining
District 4 is the Sew.ard Peninengineer.
sula. No assignment of an engineer I't lii s
D.

(iflorge

Co..

Ramsay.

I

em summer

Co..

B..

Pratt Consolidated Coal Co.. Birmingham
Watson. C. W.. president. Consolidation
Coal Co.. New York City.
Arnold, Gohen C, Buckhannon. W. 'Va.
Heiner.
Moroni, vice-president. United
States Fuel Co., Salt Lake City. Utah.
Mahan, E. C. president. Southern Coal &
Coke Co.. Knoxville. Tenn.
Caperton. G. H.. president. New River
Coal Co.. Charleston. W. Va.
The Railroad Relations Committe" of the
^''Il!\'V''.*^°'*' Association, appointed June

,

li

City.

president. Qucmahoning
Somerset. Pa.
president. Island Creek Coal
Co.. 1 Broadway. New York Citv.
Quealy. P. J., president. Gufin-Quealy

sn

tl).

New York

St..

C.

J.

Davis. T.

K Coal Co.. has resigned and
li
lie is
at Medford. Ore.
\. W. Hamilton, formerly of
loal Co. of Chicago.
Colunel I,. E. Tierney. of Powhatan,
president of the Powhatan Coal & Coke
Co.. is spending the summer at a northf.i

Church

5(1

Brydon.
Creek Coal

Jesse H. Nuzum. of .Shinnston. superintendent of five mines of the Contsolidation
Coal Co.. located at Shinnston and at
Tjumberport. W. Va.. has tendered his resiSn.ation after having been connected with
the company for a period of twenty-four
years.
Mr. Nuzum desires to devote his
entire time to personal business.
W. S. Walker, for the past two years
soiitliw

man.

I

National Coal Association
On the Government Relations Committee
of the Association, appointed June 1. 1921,

& Broad Top Mountain

don

Nr

Antonialle Mi

:

compensators, panels and

panttus-i-.\citers.
rlic
A.lv

land,
S. C.

Ohio,

Sept.

14,

15

and

16.

Secretary,

McLeod, 130 West 4 2d St., New York.
The American Mining Congress and NaKxpositiun of Mines and Mining
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual contional

vention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Colisi^um.
Chicago. 111.
Assistant secretary. John T.
Burns, Congress Hotel, Chicago, 111.
The West Virginia-Kentucky Association
of Mine. Mechanical and Electrical Engineers will hold its annual meeting at Huntington, W. Va.. on Sept. 20 to 23.
Secretary-treasurer. Herbert Smith. Huntington.

The following flrst-aid meets will be held
The Davis Coal & Coke
first-aid
and mine rescue meet at
Thomas. W, Va., on the 3d. The State of
Iowa will hold its annual flrst-aid and
mine-rescue meet on the 6th at Albia. At
Birmingham. Ala., state first-aid and minerescue meet on the 6th. Under the auspices
of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co a local
first<iid and mine-rescue meet will be held
at Pueblo. Col., on the 20th.
The Stonega
Coal Co. will hold its annual first-aid meet
at Stonega. Va. on Aug. 8.
The Lehigh
Coal & Navigation Co.. field day and flrstaid meet on Aug.
3 at Greenwood Park.
durine .August:
Co..

1

Hauto, Pa.

New York

State Coal Merchants' Association. Inc. will hold its annual convention
at Richfield Springs. N. Y.. on Sept. 8. 9
and 10.
Executive secretary. G.
F,
Woodside, 250 Arkay Bldg., Albany, N. Y.
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy will hold its annual Western me.'ting
at Edmonton. Alberta. Canada. Sept. 14. 15
and 16. (Convention secritary. T. B. Williams, 10.610 S3d Ave., Edmonton, Canada.
.\nieriran "Manufacturers Export Association will hold its twelfti) annual convention
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,
Oct. 5 and 6.
Secretarv A. W. Willmann.
160 Broadway, New York City.
National Safety Council will hold its
annual congress at the State House. Boston, Mass., Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive.
Secretary, S. J. Williams. Chicago, 111.

W
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Mining Growth

CENSUS

returns for 1919 covering the entire mining
industi-y and separately that of bituminous coal,
published in this issue, provide an opportunity for some
interesting generalizations. Whereas ten years ago in
number of enterprises the soft-coal trade represented
but 17.6 per cent of the whole, in 1919 the figure was
In number of mines the proportionate increase
31.2.
was even more startling; soft coal mines were 33.1 per
cent of the total in 1909 and 60.4 in 1919.
Persons
engaged in the bituminous coal industry increased from
534,814 in 1909 to but 583,155 ten years later, and these
totals represented 51.2 per cent of all engaged in mining in 1909 against 54 per cent in 1919. In respect of
power used coal likewise recorded a relative gain, from
26.6 per cent of the total in 1909 to 32 per cent in 1919.
Here the apparent advantage ends, however, for capital investment shows a relative decrease, from 31.3 per
cent ten years ago to 27.3 per cent, the total of principal
operating and general expenses from 38.3 per cent to
39.3 per cent and value of product from 38 per cent in
1909 to 35.5 per cent in 1919. The mineral industry as
a whole recorded an increase of 160.7 per cent in value
of products in the ten-year period compared with which
the bituminous coal industry shows but 143.8 per cent
gain. The most significant feature of these returns is
that the bituminous coal industry is shown to have been
thinned out diluted, as it were. No great increase in
capital investment (79 per cent") or in persons engaged
(9 per cent) but in number of enterprises a gain of 89
per cent and of mines of 38 per cent. The business is
spread out to a greater extent and the risks and profits
are being divided among a greater number of pro-

—

prietors.

Bashful Coal

SOMEONE

has said that we learn some from observing the successes of others, a little more from the
failures of others, more from our own successes, but

most of all we learn from our own failures. Success
comes soonest and in largest measure to him who profits
most by the combined experiences of those who have
gone before, who takes the medicine fate hands him and
goes after each day's problems afresh.
Before the
fateful 1917 the coal industi-y was largely a heterogeneous mass of individuals, here and there seeking the
light collectively, but for the most part each plodding
his own way, seeking to make ends meet in a business
so highly competitive that the fittest who survived were
becoming fewer each year.
From the day this country entered the war, however,
and the coal industry, through the Peabody committee,
fii'st had a common and national expression, experience
has come in large doses. In the short space of four
years the coal industiy has passed through a trial by

Editors,

Number

11, 1921

6

such as the railroads and public utilities were each a
score or more of years in experiencing.
Dr. Garfield
in submitting his final report to the President noted
that, whatever the merits of the policy of war-time
regulation of coal, things were settled that needed settlement the principle of equal car supply, the knowledge on the part of the people that coal is a basic commodity, that the production of coal is essentially a
transportation proposition, and that there are enormous
wastes both in the production and distribution of fuel.
But vastly more important than these, he states, "was
perception of the fact that industrial enterprises producing or distributing basic necessities food, fuel,
shelter, clothing and transportation
are in a real and
practical sense charged with public interest; that
neither the men who labor nor the capital employed,
nor both of them together, can be permitted to settle
questions touching the adequate supply of these basic
necessities without consultation with the government,
representing the entire people."
fire

—

—

—

Above all, it seems to us, these four years have
brought to the coal industry a trade consciousness and
have developed a national viewpoint and called forth
national leadership. Where before the war there were
innumerable small antagonistic groups, there is now at
least the semblance of national expression for the industry. This growth has brought a train of responsibilities
and as well has focused popular attention on this industry. Whether coal is to tread the path of regulation or
is to go its way unfettered depends on the quality of
leadership in the next few years, if not in the next
Reciting the doleful history of the railroads. Will Payne, vsTiting in The Saturday Evening
Post recently, says that "Much of the public was then
[in 1905-1906, when the Hepburn Bill was passed] hearits

few months.

ing nothing of American railroads except to their disGovernment control of the railroads rode in
on the crest of the muckrakers' muddy wave."
The early history of the public utilities gas, electric
light and street cars
is characterized by franchisegrabbing and disregard of public rights and opinion.
Because people found it necessary to use trains and
trolleys, gas and electricity, and they could get these
services only from the railroads and public utilities,
the owners and operators of these monopolies chose to
disdain the feelings of their customers.
Regulation
credit.

—

—

followed.

The question before the

—

next in line,
coal industry
are told is whether the hard lessons of experience
by these predecessors will be taken home and studied,
whether this industry will profit by the successes and
the failures of others and by its own successes, or will
learn from its own failure too late. The public in turn
has made mistakes in its treatment of basic industries
and it too has opportunity to profit by these errors in
policy, but its attitude toward coal is going to be largely

we

—

2(»
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A

away

Food

satisfied.

is

asks "Why not cultivate
service?"

this

public

in

a

spirit

in a water gage falls, an electric
contact is closed and as a result an automatic siren
is blown, warning the whole countryside and those,
incidentally, whose duty it is to order by telephone
the vacation of the mines. Similar arrangements could
be made to protect a booster fan.
With such provisiois ventilation by a booster, in
the absence of an explosion, r;ight be in a slight degree
safer than by a single fan, though about this opinions
might differ. If a door were left open the booster at

fan stop the water

a

of

Manufacturers of equipment for burning coal are the
only ones so far to attempt in a large way to show conSome few shippers have
sumers how to use coal.
mechanical engineers to train the boiler-room force
how to get the most out of the furnace and a particular
But, mirabile
coal, and thus to cement the trade.
dictu, we have found one such, at least, who mixes this
tj'pe of progressivism with the belief that the practice
And
is a trade secret, and therefore to be hushed up.
so the manufacturers alone are advertising to the millions of consumers on the principles of combustion and
proper use of coal.
the railroads are carrying the message of
In an advertisement, a reproduction
of which appears on another page of this issue of Coal
Age, the New York Central tells a sane and timely story

And now

coal to the public.

about coal to people in every city and town of importance in this ceuntry, from coast to coast. The railroad
is doing this in no spirit of pulling the chestnut out of
the fire for the coal man, but because it is good business
It is helpful to
to cultivate trade, traffic and good will.
coal because of what will happen to that chestnut if
some one does not pull it out of the fire.
Verily, the public may well say, "Who is this bashful
boy. Coal? Why don't you speak for yourself, John?"

of

which the booster inevitably must
be exposed.
All other objections to such fans can be removed by
proper installation and care. The underground fan
can be so placed as to be in no danger of being fed on
stale air.
It can have an attendant; it can be an-anged
to show a light at any given point or points, thus
At the Inditestifying whether it is running or idle.
anola plant, near Pittsburgh, a red electric light flickers
as long as the mine fan is in operation, and should the

article of relatively high price

comes on our tables, desired and acquired because we
have been sold the idea that it is of particular quality.
The delivered cost is the first concern of the buyer, and
this varies so with each locality as to become a local
question, but with the proper viewpoint on coal the
consumer is more apt to reason correctly with respect
to the reasonableness of what he is called upon to pay.
From the e.Kperiences in meeting the public of the
vendors of food products and of such comforts and
luxuries as automobiles and electrical appliances the
Is it not better to
coal industry can learn much.
cultivate good will before the advent of paternalistic
control than afterward, as are the railroads and utiliThomas Robson Hay, in this issue of Coal Age,
ties?
discusses the value of publicity to the coal industry and

faculty

to the full violence of

for coal that it did for street cars.
Even for necessities price is a secondary consideration with the buyer when the merchandising of the
commodity is sound. The buyer is chiefly concerned
he
in getting a fair deal, and the .succes.sful merchant is

many an

unhappy

have a largei- place
in their equipment.
From a mathematical and sciencan
be taken to the
tific point of view no exception
booster fan, which has much to commend it economically.
Situated a mile or more underground, however, it is
hard indeed to rely on equipment of that kind for the
re-establishment of air circulation after an explosion

an attitude on the part of the seller of "Take it or leave
Persistence in this direction leads to the same end
it."

the purchaser
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coal mines did not have an
IFexploding,
booster fans might

—

necessity, but

E

Booster Ventilation Problems

determined by the strength of the idens of the respective .sides representing private industry on the one hand
and govermental or coinmunistic control on the other.
There is but one way in the.se times that these ideas can
through the printed word.
effectively reach the public
Have you ever stopped to consider those things about
coal that claim popular attention and the few attempts
made so far to carry the truth the length and breadth
of the land, and who it is that sd far have been the
For
spreaders of the gospel? Buyers want good coal.
four years the people had so much shoddy that they
now turn with eagerness to a merchant who promises
They wi'.l respond to the coal merold-time quality.
chant, big or little, who makes it clear that once again
Buyers want service.
coal is available without slate.
Coal is a necessity, but no good feeling is produced by

who sends

(".

a side heading would

-

still

keep air

in

circulation.

It

round
the second time, but even that is better than having
the air cut off entirely by an open door, for air which
stands in a gassy place soon becomes more dangerous
than that which travels over the same territory twice
and passes for much of its travel through districts that
Moving air,
are not gassy or make hardly any gas.
in short, usually is safer than dead air, though it may
fail to announce that it is stale and therefore dangerous
and so fail to give the warning that would bring the
men out. If, however, it becomes saturated to the
point of ignition the explosion resulting is more widespread than with dead air.
Boosters, however, are not much needed in shallow
workings, for in that event ravines usually give an
opportunity for the placing of shafts by which fresh
air can be fed to the workings. It is likely that boosters
will find an appropriate place in the West, where the
mountains are high and the beds pitch so that great
depths are attained and great distances are likely to

might do

it,

it

is

true, with air that is driven

be traversed to reach the more distant coal. They seem
also to have a place in those mines which go long distances under water, but they should not be installed
where these conditions do not exist unless one fan be
Both should
placed at the intake and one at the return.
be capable of affording the mine in time of disaster the
quantity of air needed for rescue work.
No wonder the mine inspector dreads the introducAs too often installed it merely
tion of the booster.
recirculates vitiated and devitalized air and frequently
air already having such a gas content as to be explosive or nearly explosive, especially in the presence
The booster undoubtedly has many faults,
of coal dust.
but an exception may well be made in cases, like those
at the Princess Colliery, where the air has to be delivered
to a point three and a half miles distant through
heading which probably leaks incurably.
',

^,
\f^-^
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PRINCESS COLLIERY BANKHBAD SHOWING WASHER!" ON I.EFT AND OLD TOWER OF CORNISH PUMP

&

Coal Co. Is Completely Removing
Coal Seam Under Ten Sqnare Miles of Sea Area*

Nova

Scotia Steel

—

Room-and-Pillar Methods Used Engine Plane About Ten Thousand
Feet Long Air Travels Seven Miles To Lower Water Gage of Fan
Would Use Low-Pressure Boosters in Series Little Water To Be Handled

—

—

—

By a.

S. McNEiLt
Sydn.-y Mines. N. S.

THE

IXRundall,
General

year 1825, Messrs. Rundall, Bridge and
of London, organized a company called the
Mining Association, Ltd., which acquired

coal beds known and
whole Province of Nova Scotia. The
that time held a 60-year lease by the royal
prerogative of George IV. This lease was executed in
1826, and Richard Brown, an eminent engineer and
geologist, came to Cape Breton as manager for the

from the Duke of York the

unknown
Duke at

In 1827 the company took formal possession of the
property, and from that time forward coal mining has
been carried on uninterruptedly at Sydney Mines. The
fir.st shaft was sunk in 1830 at what is known as the
Yard Pit, which was 200 ft. deep. The second shaft,
known as the Jacob Pit, was sunk in 1834, and was
320 ft. deep.
In 1838 the coal from what was then and is still
known as the "Old Sydney Main Seam" for the first

time was used for bunkering purposes. Its good name
was soon fully established and universally acknowledged
both at home and abroad. In 1849 the Crown released
to the Government of Nova Scotia all its interests in
the minerals of the province.
The third shaft, known as the Queen Pit, was sunk
on the Old Sydney Main Seam in 18-54. This shaft is
about 400 ft. deep. In 1857 the General Mining Association surrendered its claim to all mines- and minerals,
except coal, within certain defined limits, thus ending
the Duke of York's lease.
In 1864 Richard Brown retired and was succeeded by
'Paper read before a meeting of the Nova .Scotia Mining SoApril 5. 1921. entitled "Notes on Coal Mining in Submarine
Areas at Princess Colliery, Sydney Mines."
tSuperlntendent of mines. Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co.

Brown,

lately deceased.

Mr. Brown

continued to manage the affairs of the General Mining
Association and its successor, the Nova Scotia Steel &
Coal Co., Ltd., at Sydney Mines up to the year 1901.

in the

association.

f'ety.

his son, Richard H.

Princess Colliery Dates Back to 1868
1868 the sinking of the "New Winning" or
Princess mine was begun. This pit also is on the Old
Sydney Main Seam, and was not completed until 1876.
The coal was encountered at a depth of 680 ft. Some
years ago the sinking of this famous shaft, with its
attendant difficulties, formed the subject of an interesting paper read before the Nova Scotia Mining Society
by the late R. H. Brown.
It should be noted here that all the above-mentioned
operations by the General Mining Association were confined to what may be described as the peninsula between
Big Pond on the north and Sydney Harbor on the south,
The Princess Pit was
a comparatively limited area.
located as near the coast line at Cranberry Head as possible, for all the land area overlying the main seam in
In

this district was included in the workings allotted to the
previous sinkings and only by extensions into the measures under the sea could a new mine be opened.
This mine, therefore, was to be the outlet for a submarine lease of four square miles acquired in 1858 by
the General Mining Association and extending one mile
southerly into Sydney Harbor from Chapel Point and
two miles directly out to sea in a northeasterly direction, and having an outside boundary parallel to the

This submarine lease
1886 further extended parallel to the coast line
in a northwesterly direction, making a total outside
boundary three miles in length and coming ashore at
205

coast line two miles in length.

was

in

i
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Little Pond, or

making

in all

nbout four square

mile.s

of submarine territory.

The underground projection for the new mine
included two main haulageways or angle deeps,* one on
the north and the other on the south, evidently at the
least angle of dip at which an engine-plane haulage
could be operated. Later, at a point 2,000 ft. from the
pit bottom on the south angle deep, another heading
was begun on or approximately on the pitch, to win the
coal from the lower levels, as the distance between the
angle deeps was increasing rapidly and the haul on the
"in-between" level was becoming too long.
Underground operations of the Nova Scotia Steel &
foal Co. from the time it took over the holdings in
Sydney Mines in 1901 followed along the lines adopted
by the General Mining Association until about the year
1910, when practically all the deep workings had been
driven to the east boundary of the property. It then
became necessary to acquire additional territory for
In 1912 a sublease was granted the Nova
this colliery.
Scotia Steel & Coal Co.'s adjoining holdings. This sublease contains two square miles. It is one mile in width
and extends eastwardly two miles, w-here it in turn is
bounded by outside leases held by the Nova Scotia Steel
& Coal Co.

On the acquisition of this sublease a new haulageway
was projected from the shaft through the old workings
•Slopes al an anclf

till-

pitch

of

the bed
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into the outside territory in a direction best suited to
take the coal from the sublease and at the same time
enter the company's own outer holdings at a desirable
point.
This new haulageway was completed to the
barrier In 1915.
It is 6 x 10 ft. inside the timbering
and perfectly straight to the face, which is now 12,000
ft. from the pit bottom.
Under the land the General Mining Association used
the room-and-pillar method.
Rooms were about 18 ft.
wide and pillars 30 ft. This proportion of room to
pillar did not vary to any great extent.
In the new pit
the workings were laid out with 16-ft. rooms having
40-ft. pillars.
This proportion was maintained for a
distance of 2,000 ft. from the pit bottom, where the
cover was about 760 ft. thick. It appears that the pillars
were increased from 30 to 40 ft. so as to take care of the
additional weight which resulted from the increase in

cover.

Evidently, however, no difficulty of any kind was
experienced and eventually the policy was adopted of
making 30 ft. pillars and 16 ft. rooms, which proportion
was maintained for another 700 ft. to the dip. At this
point the pillar size suddenly jumps to 60 ft., with the
rooms 16 ft. wide, as before. Probably indications of
the bottom heaving and other troubles developing were
attributed to the smaller pillar in this section.
This
change from 30-ft. to 60-ft. pillars occui-red at a point
about 2,700 ft. from the pit bottom, where the cover
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Washery
A

roiiiforced-con-

building

crete

erected by Simonof
Ltd.,
Carves,
Manchester, E n gland,

and provided

with

Baum

jigs

wliich are air-operated, the influx and
release of tlie air

causing

the

to pulsate.

water

Washed

coal leaves the jigs
in

glass-lined

launders.

was about 830
boundary or to

ft.

thick.

Thereafter to the outside

a point about 7,000

ft.

from the shaft

and 18-ft. rooms were maintained.
Prior to this time the General Mining Association
commenced to extract pillars at about the 800-ft. cover
line, and a large section of the south side was left in
bad condition, as the pillars had been drawn back too
close to the haulage and traveling roads.
The effect of
this practice is still evident, and at many places on the
working deeps men are constantly employed retimbering
and lifting bottom. Evidences of "crush" are visible in
many localities on the new main haulageway through
the old workings, and the consequent necessary upkeep
of roads is a large item in the cost.
The new development from the old barrier into outside territory is reached by four deeps, driven parallel
v.'ith the new main haulageway, which is approximately
on the pitch. These deeps are 10 ft. wide inside the
timbering. Pillars; 100 ft. thick are left between them,
the crosscuts in deep pillars being 100 ft. apart.
A
300-ft. barrier pillar is left on each side of these deeps.
Levels are broken off north and south every 1,400 ft.
All pillars in working districts are 70 ft. and rooms
18 ft. v'ide.
As a further protection a barrier pillar
200 ft. thick is left on the low side of the low levels.
60-ft. pillars

Must Mine Pillars As Rooms Are Completed
Experience in

pillar

drawing

in this district proves

conclusively that under such conditions as obtain in the
Princess Colliery, with a cover of 1,000 ft. or more and
a roof of the nature so far encountered, some method
must be adopted whereby pillars can be removed simultaneously with the advance of the workings. In other
words, a panel system similar to that followed in some
of the large English collieries must be adopted.
It is quite possible that a longwall system could be
adopted that would give good results, and this may be
tried later.
There are, however, certain objections to
longwall, among which may be mentioned a lack of
available stowing material
of this mine.

and the nature of the roof

It might be mentioned in passing that practically
the entire roof throughout the area covered one year
ago by a certain district in this mine where the cover
is about 1,100 ft. is down completely today.
To recover
pillars in this area will cost as much now as it would
to reclaim them in much older workings.
In view of
the above it would be well at this point to mention the

At that mine, however, the cover is only
700 ft. thick.
This is not said to give the impression that the difference in cover alluded to is altogether responsible for the
difference in condition existing at these two mines.
Undoubtedly the roof in Princess Colliery, on the whole,
is not as good as it is at Florence.
miles north.

Plan for Rapid Drawing of Room Pillars
The experiment of drawing

pillars almost simultaneously with the advance of the rooms is now under
way in No. 10 district south. This will be done by the
following method: The lift is to be split that is,
another pair of levels will be driven 600 ft. to the rise
of No. 10. Headways or room entries will be carried up
every 200 ft., rooms to be 16 ft. and pillars 30 ft. wide.
When the upper rooms have been driven 200 ft. in both
directions, pillar extraction will begin and follow along
behind the rooms.
The inside head, of course, always will be a straight
line of crosscuts, and when the pillars have been
extracted up to the working headway, the track will be
shifted to some road further in, and so on. Of course,
the necessary pillars will be left to protect the level. If
this method can be successfully pursued the result will
be a great saving in day labor, with a maximum tonnage

—

from the ai-ea involved.
The words "successfully pursued" are used advisedly,
for it is difficult to foresee how an.y method of working
in the deep section of this colliery will make much difference to the action of the bottom and roof, particularly
the bottom. It is my understanding that a 70-ft. pillar
to an 18-ft. room is the greatest proportion of pillar to
room adopted in Cape Breton. Notwithstanding this
where cover is 1,000 ft. or over, the bottom (which is
fireclay weathering to a semi-plastic state) squeezes up,
and this seems to occur with almost any proportion of
pillar to room.
To lift this heaving bottom accelerates
its movement, and there are places completely filled by
this upheaval from bottom to top.
On the whole it is
best not to touch it, but to gain any required height by
brushing the roof.

Limit of Engine-Plane Haulage Reached

At present the

possibly, to say that a stick

coal is hauled from the new deep by
an engine-plane operating trips of forty cars to a point
about 9,400 ft. from the pit bottom. The coal from
the lower levels is brought to this point, a further distance of 3,000 ft., by an auxiliary plane operated by an

timber was used for each ton of coal, as against one
stick for three tons at Florence Colliery, though this
plant is mining the same coal bed and is distant only two

air-driven engine.
It is interesting to note here that an engine plane
can be operated over a distance of 9,400 ft. under the

timbering.
of

It is sufficient,
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conditions here obtaining, namely, 8,000 ft. of 8 per
cent, and 1.400 ft. of 6.5 per cent grade, the road being
believe this distance may serve as an
straight.
I
fxample of the "ultimate" that may be accomplished by
this system of haulage for similar conditions, and from
possible conclusions may be drawn by anyone who
contemplates installing an engine plane on haulageways
having a similar pitch.
In other words, the best that could be done with
such a plane in this case was to get forty empty mine
cars weighing 1,000 lb. each to drag a 1-in. rope for a
distance of 9,400 ft., the first 8.000 ft. falling 8 ft. per
100 and the last 1,400 ft. falling 6.5 ft. per 100. In
order to accomplish this result special care was exercised in providing rollers as wide as the road would
These
permit and spacing them at 50-ft. centers.
rollers are constantly watched in order that they may
function properly at all times. One of the most important essentials in a long engine plane is to keep the
rope from dragging on the roadbed.
Coal from the pillar sections is transported by an endless-haulage system operating on the old south deeps
and forming a loop about 3] miles in length. It is proposed to handle the coal from the new deep districts
from face to pit bottom by endless haulage on the new
The haulage engine will
road, a distance of 12.000 ft.
be motor-driven and installed in the pit at the head of
the deep and in line with the road.
it

Some of the Air

Tkax^els

About Seven Miles

Ventilating the Princess Pit forms an interesting
problem. The deep workings are almost 1\ miles from
the downcast shaft, and the fan is 3,600 ft. further to
At present two intakes and two returns are
the rise.
available with a total cross-sectional area of about 100
sq.ft. each way. The loss in air due to short-circuiting
is heavy, and the present workings have reached a point
where a change in the system of ventilation has become
necessary. Much of the loss due to short-circuiting of
the current cannot be avoided, for 8.000 ft. of the airways pass through the old workings, which have fallen
in, or are at various points in process of crushing.
The old stoppings of brick and stone faced with
mortar all the way from the pit to the barrier are intact
as far as they themselves are concerned, but innumerable falls have occurred both above and below them,
making it difficult, if not impossible, to prevent a leak-

No. 6
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In many places
impossible to find the stoppings, as they are hidden
by fallen material and by the stowing of the clay which
had to be gobbed when the bottom was lifted. Although
an examination of these blinded crosscuts and roomends, in which stoppings are built, does not reveal any
perceptible short-circuiting of air, undoubtedly loss
occurs in many such phaes. Under these circumstances
is an interesting problem, considering the expense
it
involved, to determine just how far to go in order to
remedy the difficulty.

age of air through the shattered roof.

it is

Loss OF Air Thirty-One Per Cent of Intake

Tonge in a paper read before the Manchester
Geological and Mining Society in 1906 speaks of a case
where 105,000 cu.ft. of air per minute delivered at the
fan resulted in only 73,000 cu.ft. per minute reaching
the working districts, thus showing a loss of 31 per
Nine thousand eight hundred cubic feet per
cent.
minute were accounted for as being unavoidably lost
at certain doors, but the balance of the loss, 23,000
cu.ft., could not be found, although, as he puts it, "a
Jlr.

diligent hunt

was made for

it."

He

does not state the water gage under which the
above discrepancy occurred but says that, assuming a
20-per cent air loss with a 1-in. water gage, one of 44
per cent could be expected with a 5-in. water gage.
Considering the unavoidable loss in Princess Colliery
arising from the abnormally high water gage required
to give the necessary air, it would seem advisable to
attempt to ventilate this colliery by means of underground booster fans in series, operated, of course, in
conjunction with a surface installation.
vVith workings situated as far from the airshafts
as are those at Princess and with intake and return
airways of limited cross section, no other remedy seems
feasible if the required volume is to be obtained at a
pressure sufficiently low to insure against abnormal
leakage and other consequent difficulties that doubtless
would appear. The nature of such an installation will
be more or less new to Cape Breton mines, but this
method has been resorted to elsewhere, as at the Hulton
Collieries, England, where three underground units,
operating in series through one downcast and one upcast, shaft supply air to the workings.
The pumping problem at Princess Colliery is comparatively simple. The old workings to the dip from the

Mine Shafts
On

the Kft arr; the
of the old

remain.*;

Cornish

pump

tower,

wliich

of

about one-third has
been removed. The
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pump was

of

tlie
ft.

in

diameter and 10

ft.

6

made
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and
12 complete strokes
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being 20
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COAL-CAR EQUIPMENT OF
These

Ciiis

fc^YDNEY & LOUISEURG R.R. IN VAl;
arc of the type foniieiiy used in the anthracite ref:

shaft are practically dry and what little water is made
from the pit to the face is handled by six small pumps,
lifting about fifty gallons per minute from one to the
other and discharging into the sump at the bottom. At
this point a Jeansville pump with a capacity of 500
gallons per minute

is

located.

This pump was installed in 1902, taking the place of
the original Cornish pumping plant erected when the

n-'

ri;ixi

-i-;;-.--

shaft was sunk.
It discharges about 300,000 gallons
during a 14-hour shift.
Most of the water comes
through the barrier from the Old Queen Pit workings,
but some, as stated, is pumped to the sump from the
workings below. A duplicate motor-driven installation is now under consideration to take the place of the
Jeansville pump, the cost of maintenance of which is
becoming heavy.

Outbursts of Methane and Carbon Dioxide in Coal Mines
And the Conditions Under Which They Occur*
Great Britain and Carbon Dioxide in Central France and
Cause Violent Outbursts — - Coal Adsorbs Large
Quantities of Gas and When Activated by Natural Causes Adsorbs More

Firedamp

in

Southern

Silesia

By Henry BRiGGsf
Edinburgh. .Scotland

AS
/-•

IS

GENERALLY KNOWN,

seams of the Mons basin

the highly-contorted

Belgium have been
JL JL for many years unusually liable to sudden outbursts of firedamp, which invariably come from the
solid coal, and have occasionally been of great magnitude.
During the thirty years from 1869 to 1898,
comprising 9,000 working days, Belgium had no less
than 237 of these outbursts.
In Great Britain firedamp has been the only gas these
outbursts have emitted; but in the Gard district of
France and in the area lying between Waldenberg and
Neurode, in Lower Silesia, numerous irruptions of
carbon dioxide have occurred. The largest outburst in
any mine was one of carbon dioxide; it occurred in
July, 1907, at the Nord d'Alais Colliery, Gard, during
the preliminary development of a thick seam.
James Ashworth has described a firedamp outburst
which, having regard to the amount of coal projected
from the face, was of magnitude but little inferior to
the instance just cited.
It took place in November,
1904, at the Morrissey Colliery, in British Columbia,
causing fourteen deaths and the closing of the mine.
Another large scale firedamp irruption occurred in 1879
in

•Abstract of article entitled "Characteristics of Outbursts in
Mines," read before Institution of Mininsr Engineers. London,

June

9, 1921.
tProfessor, mining: department, Heriot-TVatt College.

—

Agrappe Colliery, Belgium a mine notoriou.s for
sudden outbursts when more than 12,000,000 cu.ft. of
gas was discharged and 121 lives were lost. In a number of outbursts which occurred at the Besseges mines
prior to 1892 the firedamp was accompanied by sulphureted hydrogen an extremely unusual feature.
While sinking through Permian strata a great outrush
took place in Saxony, in 187.5, at a depth of 1.659 ft.;
the gas on that occasion was blackdamp (nitrogen plus
carbon dioxide) mixed with a small proportion of firedamp.
at the

—

—

With the exception of the last-mentioned instance,
those cited were all of the kind in which the gas bursts
out from the coal itself.
There is another kind of
irruption of an entirely different character, where large
volumes of firedamp are suddenly flung into the workings from the floor or roof. A typical example was the

Main Colliery,
in 1867, where the Silkstone seam,
was being worked at a depth of 720 ft.
There were similar outbursts in the same pit in 1870
and 1877. The stratum immediately under the seam,
and for 22 ft. below it, was of extremely hard rock.
Those below it were softer. A borehole sunk into the
floor of the mine did not meet gas until it had reached
outbur-sts that occurred at the Strafford

Barnsley, England,
6

a

ft.

thick,

depth of 35

ft.

;

below that several gassy beds were
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encountered.
W. H. Chambers described a series of
five outbursts in the same seam at the Thorncliffe Collierj-; in each case the blasts were accompanied by
hea\y weight on the coal, and for a distance of 60 yds.
the floor was thrust up at and parallel to a longwall face.
J. Willen and R. Miller also relate how, in 1876, at the
New Oaks Colliery a great outrush of gas occurred
from a large fracture in the floor. Another irruption
from the floor was that in 1889 which occurred between
a nip-out and a fault in the Haigh Moor seam, Whit
wood Colliery, and at a depth of 885 ft., the gas apparently coming from a thin seam below. Many cases are
on record where gas in large volume has blown out in
similar fashion from the roof, usually after exceptional
weight on the coal had been experienced.
The cause of an outburst from the floor or roof is
not far to seek. Given a stratum near the seam holding
great volumes of gas under pressure and separated
from the seam by an impervious bed which is not readily fractured, the conditions are suitable for such an
outburst.
The longwall method, especially when faces
are kept straight and packing material is scanty, is
apt to encourage the formation of these big "gas blisters."
The best known precautionary measure is to
prick the blister by boring into the pavement or roof,
Where gas is apt to collect in
as the case may be.
blisters in the roof, and the top coal is unmined, the
latter can be kept up only with great difficulty until the
gas is drained off by boreholes; then the roof becomes
sound.

EXPL.\NATI0N OF OUTBURSTS FROM SOLID COAL

A few of the greatest outbursts of this kind have
I propose in this section to
already been mentioned.
look more closely into the circumstances of these discharges, and, as immensity tends rather to paralyze
than to assist inquiry, it has been considered preferable
to devote attention to occurrences on a more moderate
Their characteristics are best dealt with under
scale.
heads, thus:
The Cavity Theory. It seems certain, despite allusions here and there to "cavities of gas in the coal" and
the old miner's e.xpression "bags of gas," that in no
British outburst from the solid of which we have
record has there been in the seam anything of the
nature of an open cavity holding gas under pressure;
the gas is contained in the coal. That open cavities may
possibly exist in shallow seams, however, is clear from
the observations of E. A. Simcock, who found open
pockets some 20 ft. in length, containing gas under
pressure in a thick seam in Upper Assam, British
India, at a depth of 120 ft.
In the kind of
Physical Character of Coal Ejected.
outburst now dealt with, coal is blown out with the gas.
ejected
coal
has
the
been found
In almost every case
to be in a fine state of division, a proportion of it being
No doubt where these outbursts
excessively fine dust.
occur the coal must be soft, and the particles must form
a loose aggregate, or, in other words, must be in a fine
state of division prior to and not merely as a result of
the outburst, the pulverization being, in fact, a cause
and not an effect of the irruption.
Where these outbursts occur the coal invariably is
very dry. What appeared at first sight to be an exception to this rule was the Bedford Colliery outburst of
March, 1918.* It occurred at a depth of 1,500 ft. in

—

—
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a heading that had been driven

in

the Trencherbone

seam. Water ^v•ith gas was first observed to issue from
the floor; then there was a violent blast from the
center of the face; 26 long cwt. of extremely fine coal
were shot out, leaving a cavity 8 ft. x 3 ft. x 3 ft. Gas
and water continued to pour out of the cavity for a
long time after the outburst.
The coal and dust discharged from the opening, however, were quite dry.
Geological
Conditions.
Another important characteristic of these occurrences is that they usually are
associated with faults or other disturbances of the
strata.
At Ponthenr>'t the irruptions occurred after
driving through a "want" and upon entering the thickened seam bordering the want. Geologically the circumstances were remarkable. There was a similar outburst in the same area of disturbed ground on Nov. 20,

—

1920.

Change

of Temperature.

—When compressed gas sud-

much external work, a drop
temperature inevitably results. The escaping gas in
an outburst has to overcome the resistance of the
atmosphere and give kinetic energy to the extruded
such a lowering of tempearture should be
coal, and
experienced.
This effect indeed has been recorded in
Lower Silesia, when sudden outrushes of carbon dioxide
occur, the temperature change being noticeable in the
surrounding coal.
At Ponthenry the ejected material was found during
The heating cannot
removal to be warm not cold.
have been a direct effect of the outburst, and although
the material was anthracite^appears to have been due
This view is supported by the fact that,
to oxidation.
according to the tests of C. A. Seyler, the gas subsequently found to be occluded in the soft material contained nearly 63 per cent of carbon dioxide, though that
extracted from the normal anthracite of the seam condenly expands, performing
in

—

—

tained only 6.4 per cent of that gas.

Outbursts Usually Occur in Narrower
Effect of Mode of Working.—-PAmost
tion, outbursts of gas from the solid
either when driving winning headings
or when "working in the whole" in

Work

without excephave occurred

(room entries)
bord-and-pillar

mines (extending rooms). Experience indicates that
the best precautionary measure in seams liable to these
accidents is to work advancing longwall and to avoid
pushing the faces forward too quickly. A wide, straight
face advancing slowly gives a chance for the gas to
drain quietly from the coal it goes a long way toward
obviating the creation of a dangerously steep pressure
gradient in the coal immediately in front of the face.
So far as this particular risk is concerned, handcutting becomes safer than machine-cutting, and in
some Continental mines prone to these outbursts coalcutting machines are prohibited; they can-y the face
forward too rapidly. A regular discharge of gas from
a face is a sign of safety, and a cessation of that discharge is an indication of danger.
As is generally known, advance boring is oftsn resorted to in seams of this kind, although there are
several cases in which that process has yielded disap;

pointing results; in faulty ground, however, it is advisable to riddle the face with boreholes.
Explosions FoUoiuing Upon Outbursts. Outbursts of
firedamp have seldom been followed by ignition of the
gas, especially since the ventilating furnace has become

—

Collieries.

tSee also "Notes on Outbursts of Gas and Dust at the Ponthenry Colliery" by George Robllngs (Proceedings of the South

tion of

Wales

•See also "Instantaneous Outbursts of Coal and Gas at Bedford
Leigh." by F. N. Siddall (Proceedings of the InstituMining Engineers. 1917-1918. vol. Iv., p. 210).

Institute of Engineers,

1921. vol. xxxvi..

p.

423).

.

.
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Paradoxically enough, the bigger outbursts
are safer in this respect than the smaller ones, because
with the former the expulsion of gas and dust is so
violent that all flame lamps in the district are at once
extinguished. At Ponthenry and in other cases every
lamp in the seam was put out by the concussion. In
the majority of the fatal accidents from gas outbursts
that have occurred in this country the victims have
either been smothered by fine coal or have succumbed
from lack of oxygen.
C. A. Seyler made utlimate analyses of the material
ejected at the first Ponthenry outburst (February,
1920) and of the normal anthracite of the seam.
Thanks to G. Roblings, I am able to quote the results,
which are as in Table I.
obsolete.

T.-iBLE

COMPARISON OF N"ORM.A.L AND OUTBURST COAL TAKEN"
AFTER FIRST OUTBURST

I.

Normal Anthracite Outburst Coal
Carbon
Hydrogen.
03v>'gen plus nitrogen

(Dried).

(Dried).

Per Cent
89.95
3.20

Per Cent
90.49

1

.

Mineral matter

3.18

82

2
3

5,03
100 00

The

difference

siderable.

A

between the two analyses

like result

comparison was made

in

72
61

100 00

is

incon-

was obtained when a similar
connection with the Shelton

Colliery outbursts.

Dr. R. Lessing has been kind enough to undertake,
for the purposes of this paper, the chemical examination of the material from the second (November) Ponthenry outburst. As the proximate analyses in Table II
show, the proportion of ash in the outburst material
was much greater than that from the normal anthracite
of the seam.

TABLE

II.

NORMAL AND OUTBURST COAL
TAKEN AFTER .SECOND OUTBUR.ST

COMP.\EISON OF

Normal
.\nthracite.

Per Cent
Moisture
Volatile matter (excluding moisture)

Nitrogen.

.

.

Color of ash.
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even at 30 deg. C, may adsorb at atmospheric
pressure more than three times its volume of methane.
Although not pursuing the inquiry at higher pressures,
he was, I believe, the first) to obtain definite quantitative
evidence of the immense capacity of dry coal for gas,
and especially for an easily condensible gas such as
carbon dio.\ide.
In the discussion of that paper Dr.
Haldane pointed out how this latter fact went a long
way toward e.xplaining the outbursts of carbonic acid
coal,

in

French
It

collieries.

was discovered during the war

—

that coal, like char-

can be "activated" that is to say, its adsorptive
power can be greatly increased by artificial means^
and toward the end of the year an activated Pennsylvania anthracite ("bachite") was produced, and was
one of the materials used for anti-gas purposes by the
In this country a briUnited States Government.

coal,

quetted mi.xture of a charcoal dust and a coal d.-\st was
manufactured for the same purpose. It is unnecessary

here to discuss the processes of activation

;

it

is

suf-

ficient to say that in the cases of charcoal or colloidal
silica they appear to do nothing more than disrupt the
elaborate polymers from which these substances are
built up, and so create a wider expanse of surface and
a greater development of passages of molar dimensions

available to the gas.*
The artificial activation of coal involves, in addition,

—

the driving off of all volatile ingredients -a process
which opens vents of micro.scopic and ultramicroscopic
size, and by so doing reduces the resistance to the passage of a gas into or out of the material. In this connection, however, it must be observed that the soft coal
from the second Ponthenry outbursts although, as will
soon be seen, showing signs of partial activation, does
not contain less volatile matter than the normal anthracite of the

seam.

Test Shows Gas Capacity of Outburst Coal

To study the problem experimentally, a steel gas cylinder of 1.2 liters water capacity was filled with dried
outburst coal, which was well shaken down within.
The weight of coal introduced was noted. A stop cock
was then screwed and soldered into the cylinder neck,
a small plug of asbestos wool being first placed in the
neck under the cock to prevent coal dust from being
blown out. The cylinder was then charged with compressed dry firedamp, so as to restore, as nearly as
possible, the material to the state in which it existed
before the outburst. The firedamp was obtained from
South Wales; its contents of methane (almost 98 per
cent) is much the same as that of the firedamp of the
Pumpquart seam at Ponthenry, which on analysis
showed 98.8 per cent of methane.
throttle valve provided with a pressure gage was
The latter was placed in a
screwed to the cylinder.

A

vessel of water to keep

it

C), and the gas was allowed to flow slowly out
through a meter. The gage and meter were carefully
From time to time the flow was
tested beforehand.
stopped, a short interval was allowed to elapse, and the
gage reading was taken.
It will be clear that gas discharged in this way will
come in part from the coal and in part from the interstices existing between the particles of coal; it also is
obvious that when the coal was in place in the mine no
such open interstices existed their influence had, there;

••'Adsorption of Gas by Charcoal, Silica and Other Substances,"
by H. Briggs Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, 1921 (in course
;

to

be eliminated.

were made of the

A number

of determinations

of the matevolume of the solid
material in the cylinder to he found, and the difference
between the volume of the cNlinder and that of solid
coal gave the interstitial sp;ne.
It proved to be 37 per
rial ;+

specific gravity

(

1.50)

this figure enabled the actual

cent of the total volume.
As the gas expanded from that space in accordance
with Boyle's law, it was an easy matter to correct the
volume of gas discharged for the amount extruded
from the interstitial space. The results were then set

down in graphical form (curve B in the accompanying
graph), so as to indicate the relationship between the
gage pressure in atmospheres and the volume of firedamp (at normal pressure and 15 deg. C.) discharged
by 1 cu.ft. of solid coal. The experiment was repeated,
using carbon dioxide (see curve C in the same graph).
A quantity of the normal anthracite was then ground
to a state resembling that of the outburst coal; it was
dried and placed in the cylinder, and the test again
carried out with firedamp (see curve A):
The line
D expresses the relation between pressure and volume
of gas discharged from an open space of 1 cu.ft.
Outburst Coal Proved to Have Been Activated

The graph shows the outburst coal to be, per unit
volume, a better adsorbent of firedamp than the normal
anthracite of the seam. Apparently for the first time
we meet here with a substance that has undergone a
natural process of activation to a .small though definite
extent.
Whether this feature is peculiar to the
Ponthenry coal or whether it is the rule with such
ejected material can be settled only by examining the
coal blown out in many other such outbursts.
Curve B also shows that with pressures up to seven
atmospheres the outburst coal held, ready for almost
instantaneous discharge when the pressure was relieved, a quantity of gas greater than would have been
held by an open cavity of the same volume.
Though, unfortunately, we do not know the pressure
at which gas exists in the solid coal at Ponthenry, a
rough estimate of the volume of gas blown out at the
first outburst may be made if we may assume that that
pressure probably lies somewhere between four and
This outburst threw out or diseight atmospheres.
turbed 280 tons of coal, which would have a volume of
about 7,200 cu.ft. in place. An open cavity of that size
would have released 57,600, 43,200 and 28,800 cu.ft. of
gage from eight,
gas on a fall of pressure to zero
Containing, as
six and four atmospheres respectively.
(

)

the pocket did, the soft coal of the outburst, it will
be found from line B of Fig. 1 that the gas volumes
shown in Table III would be emitted at the pressures
stated.

TABLE

III.

FIREDA.MP RELEASED FROM

280 TUN.S

OF

PONTHENRY COAL

uniform temperature (15

at

deg.

of publication).

fore,

Vol. 20. Xo. 6

Oage-Preasure, Atmospheres

*Measured

8
at 13 deg.

Volume

Rcleaaptl,* Cu.Ft.

40,320
48.390
53,570
('.

had been those of the French and
where carbon dioxide is discharged,
the coal would have held a much greater volume of
gas (see curve C), amounting, in fact, to about 107,000 cu.ft. at eight atmospheres and 77,800 cu.ft. at
If the conditions

Silesian collieries

tif the coal had been a more active ad.sorbent, the determination
of density by the usual method of water immersion would hsive
been liable to considerable error, owing to the fact that in that
in actual
case the water is intensely compressed in the thin layi
contact with the solid.

August

11.
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four atmospheres. The greater adsorption of carbon
dioxide is due mainly to its critical temperature being
above that of the mine, while that of methane is much
lower.
Hence the coal is able, by the pressure of
adsorption, to liquefy (and then still further compress)
the carbon dioxide in the thin films which lie in actual
contact with the molecules of the solid; but methane
at 15 deg. C. is incapable of liquefaction in this way.
It is important that the coal ejected by these outbursts from the solid be dry. The adsorptive power of
coal
or charcoal, for that matter is greatly reduced
by the presence of moisture; so much so. indeed, that
bursts of that kind are not to be feared in seams in
which water exudes with gas at the face. The entry
of water for the first time into a virgin seam containing gas adsorbed under pressure, an effect which may
result from the working of a neighboring seam, would
bring about an evolution of gas, and, unless there were
channels of relief, an increase in the pressure of gas in
the seam, a fact which may have a bearing upon

—

—

Circuit Breaker That Not

But Affords Safety
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the problem of sudden outbursts from floor and roof.
To sum up, sudden outburst* of gas and coal from
the solid are due to the co-existence of four factors,
namely: The presence of gas under considerable pres-

a mass of disintegrated coal
enough to move under a sudden relief
of pressure and to set free almost instantaneously the
sure,

which

the
is

presence of

loose

greater part of the gas adsorbed in it, the absence
of water in the soft coal, and the employment of a

method of working which affords little opportunity for
the gas to drain quietly from the soft coal: or, as an
alternative to the last, the presence in the seam, and
surrounding a soft zone, of ribs of low permeability
which prevent or interfere with that drainage.
It
also has been shown that in the instance closely studied

phenomenon of "activation" played a part in increasing the volume of gas adsorbed by the loose coal.
Activation, however, is not an essential factor, as
noiTnal coal can adsorb sufficient gas to cause outbursts if favoring conditions obtain.
the

Only Protects the Motor

to the Operator Also

—

Blowing Point of Fuses Is Lowered by Progressive Oxidation Circuit
Breakers Operate Under Time and Current Conditions for Which They
Are Set Switches Boxed It Can Be Closed Without Opening Box

—

—

years mining electrical engineers have indulged
talk and controversy concerning the relative merits of the knife switch and fuses on the
one hand and the circuit breaker on the other as a
means for protecting from overload not only the motor
but also the equipment driven by it. Though the fuse

FOR much
in

X-Ray View

of
Circuit Breaker

This unit is practically dual in that
it

ers.

em-

virtually

bodies

two

brealv-

The diamond-

shaped piece of

in-

sulating

material

attached
operating

to

the

handle

closes first one contact, then the other.
In reclosing if an
overload or short
exists on the cirserved,
the
cuit

contacts cannot be
closed
simultaneously and the one
first

closed will

come out as soon as
the
other
allows
the passage of cur-

unquestionably is cheaper in first cost, its frequent
with consequent loss of production while renewal
is being made, is a source of continued expense, the

failure,

magnitude of which often becomes large.
Furthermore, a fuse is liable to "age"
the current

it

normally carries

is

—that

is,

if

sufficiently large to
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The U-re-lite Senior is built in all sizes ranging from
5 to 200 amp. and is serviceable on the voltages mentioned above.
It may be equipped with special features,
Each of
.such as the time lag, no voltage or shunt trip.
the above instruments is in leality two single-pole inverse-lime-element, circuit breakers enclosed in a steel
bo.x so designed that it is imjios.sible to close both poles
simultaneously. This renders the device non-closable
on overload. Furthermore, it is impossible for any
unauthorized person to block this instrument or to

change

its

armature setting.

U-re-lite (Figs. S and 4) is designed for
3-phase alternating current work. It is a 3-pole breaker
so designed that all three poles may be closed simulShould an
taneously if no overload exists on the line.
overload be present, however, the instrument will
instantly trip independently of the handle. This breaker
may also be equipped with the special features mentioned in connection with the second circuit breaker

The Auto

described.

Safety is effected by mounting the circuit breaker
proper within a sheet-steel case and making the closing
mechanism operative from the front of the cover. This
construction, together with a suitable insulating element
embodied in the closing lever, renders it impossible for
anyone to come into contact with any of the live parts.
When the breaker trips out it may be closed by simply
All

is enclosed withm
It is impossible, therefore, for the opercontact with any live part.

mechanism except the operating handle

a substantial

steel box.

ator to

in

come

keep it hot, it oxidizes and as a result its blowing point
changes, lowering with the lapse of time.
Where a motor is protected by fuses, their frequent
blowing presents the temptation to substitute either
a fuse of larger capacity or to bridge the fuse block
with a piece of wire, a nail or some similar conductor.
Both practices are highly pernicious, the latter of course
more than the former, for in either case the motor or
circuit supposedly protected can draw more current

from the

line

than

it is

built to carry.

Not Really Costly and Made Entirely Safe
In the past the chief objection to the circuit breaker
has been its initial cost. As circuit breakers last indefinitely the first cost of such apparatus is its only expense.
Another objection, however, has been that the closing
of the ordinary exposed circuit breaker presents a hazard of the same character and magnitude as that involved
In other
in the throwing of an unenclosed knife switch.
words, manipulation of such a device is an operation
which though by no means dangerous to the continuously careful attendant requires at least a measure of
caution if shocks and the possibility of personal injury
are to be enti'rely avoided.
In order to remove all danger to the operator and to
give still better protection to the motor, the Cutter
Electrical

& Manufacturing

Co.,

of

Philadelphia, Pa.,

has developed and is now marketing the U-re-lite. This
is a circuit breaker enclosed in a steel case with an
especially designed insulated operating handle projecting from the front of the cover.
The U-re-lite Junior (Figs. 1 and 2) is equally efificient
on direct current not exceeding ?.50 volts and on singlephase alternating current. It is made in sizes ranging
from 2 to 60 amp. inclusive and can easily be adjusted
to operate at any tripping point over a wide range.
Thus, for instance, the 60-amp. instrument may be set
to trip at any current value between 40 and 90 amp.

FIG.

3.

THREE-PHASE BREAKER WITH BOX OPEN

Manual operation of this instrument is exactly
of the one designed for direct- or single-phase
phases aie. however, carried instead of one.
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turning the handle first to the left, then to the right.
Its manipulation is so simple and safe that even a child
can operate it with perfect impunity. Movement of the
handle as described closes successively the switch ele-
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it is this successive closure which the construction necessitates that renders it impossible to close
the instrument against an overload or short-circuit.
push upon the knob on the front of the operating handle

ments, and

A

of the Junior and Senior instruments opens the breaker
instantly. To open the Auto instrument, it is necessary
Thus any of the
only to turn the handle to the left.

devices

may

be

made

to take the place of a knife switch

and fuses.
Wiring connections to any of these instruments are
simply and quickly made.
Safety to everything and
everyone concerned has been the primary object sought
in the design of this breaker. It does not "age." Operation in response to overload is controlled by a scientifically proportioned electro-magnet, which when traversed
by a current of predetermined magnitude unfailingly
releases the locking mechanism.

The case may be fastened with a padlock, so that no
unauthorized persons can tamper with the mechanism
inside or alter its adjustment.
The same means may
be employed also to prevent manipulation of the lever
and consequently closure of the contacts when work is
being done upon the line which the instrument protects.
Practically foolproof in design and of sturdy construction, this instrument is admirably adapted for use
wherever air-brake circuit breakers, fuses or knife
switches are installed.

FIG. 4. EXTERIOR OF THREE-PH.V.SE BRE.VKER
The protecting box is similar to tliat employed on the sing:Iephase and direct-current instrument.
The operating handle in
this case is I,- instead of T-shaped.

Conditioning Renton Mine After Severe Gas Explosion
Apparatus
Shifts

of

Men Work

in

Four Hours

Plant for Operation

Two-Hour

Shifts,

Three Crews of

Rock

Preliminary Restoration Men in
Seventy Men Each Condition

Piles in Crosscuts

By Alphonse

F.

Faced with Cement Mortar

Brosky

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ON

THE morning of July 19,
mine of the Union Collieries

1920,

Renton No. 3

eighteen miles
northeast of Pittsburgh, Pa., was the scene of a
mine explosion. In this disaster nine men were killed. The
underground damage was enormous; in the shafts
guides and buntons were ripped loose, and with other
damage for a time made hoisting impossible; brattices,
overcasts and stoppings were demolished; timbers were
dislodged, resulting in serious roof falls, and some of
the tracks were torn up. The general conditions underground were in such a chaotic state that long-experienced operating men who viewed the scene said that a
clean-up would take from six months to one year.
Yet ten weeks after the explosion, coal was being
hoisted from the mine, and today the daily output is
greater than that of a year ago. As the company had
the full and unfailing confidence of the miners and had
all necessary supplies on hand, no unnecessary delays
occurred in the reconstruction of the mine.
Co.,

The relations between the company and its employees
have always been of the best. The houses are of good
design and are not crowded together, as in many of
our mining towns. The well-kept lawns and thriving
gardens exemplify the progress made in the Americanization of the foreigners of the mixed population of
Renton.
Every man is judged by his good qualities
and not by his nationality; be he Pole, Hungarian or
This determination
Italian, no discrimination is made.
to disregard ethnic differences

was

largely responsible

for the good faith of the people after the explosion.
Underground, all the ventilation guides excepting one
brattice and three stoppings were blown out
every
one of the overcasts was demolished.
The explosion

—

.M.\I.\

L.VXDIXG LOOKIXG

TOWARD

M.VIX

SHAFT

This brick lining was not damaged by the explosion, though a
large fall occurred directly behind this lining at the Junction of
the east and west turnouts.
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doors at the air compartment were .shattered. At one
place 50 ft. of curtain wall in the air compartment had
been blown out. Here and there, throughout the remaining length of this wall, holes had been punched through.
In order to restore ventilation, the coal-hoisting shaft
was used as a downcast, necessitating the sealing of
the smaller shaft. The fan, which fortunately was not
damaged, was used as an e.xhaust.
Air being provided, the next problem was that of
restoring the hoisting equipment. Xo. 1 cage of the
main shaft was lowered the first day to within 20 ft.
of the bottom, ladders being used temporarily in de-

scending the remaining distance, which was cumbered
by four loaded wagons, which were standing in the main
haulage at the time of the e.xplosion and had been shot
into the sump at the shaft bottom, filling up the fairway. When these were removed the cage was lowered
As only one cage was operated at this
to the bottom.
time, only 12 men were allowed to descend on it at one
time, the discovery being made that more than this

number overtaxed the hoisting engine. Two men were
Six weeks after
continually kept on the hand brake.
the explosion the shafts had been restored to use.
E.XPLORATORY AND PRELIMINARY

WORK

in advance of the restoration crew were
breathing-apparatus crews which traveled two
headings ahead. The advance crews consisted of five
men each, and the restoration crew contained twenty
men. including a foreman. The former carefully explored the roadways, examined conditions and advised
The apparatus men
the crew following accordingly.

Working

two

worked

in

two-hour

in four-hour shifts.
tices,

shifts, the restoration

Of the

latter, six

crew working
set up brat-

men

and the remaining men carried material.

As

all

Vol. 20. No. 6

the material had to be carried, the hazards of the work
difficulties were increased. All this time dangerous falls were occurring; these often took place a few
feet in advance or in the rear of the crews.
In spite
of the dangers encountered, not one man was injured
during the restoration work, although several men were
overcome by afterdamp. Four canaries died during the
exploration work.

and the

Over 200 Men Worked on Final Conditioning
After the ventilation was fairly well restored the
clean-up crew started to work. Three crews of seventy
men each worked in three eight-hour shifts. These
clean-up crews included muckers, trackmen, timbermen,
linemen and pumpers. Where breaks in the track were
found they were quickly repaired by the trackmen.
Timbermen replaced dislodged timbers, and were closely
followed by the linemen.
It was impossible to maintain this order of working at all times, however, as
conditions often made a change advisable.
These
well-organized crews working as by clock-work, together with the abundance of supplies on hand,
were largely responsible for such rapid progress. The
tracks were little damaged, except for a stretch of
four rail lengths in the main haulage, where the track
was completely sundered.

Rock Stoppings Faced by Cement and Sand
At first the fallen roof rock was removed to crosscuts
which had been originally sealed with stoppings. The
rock was tightly stowed in these places, in many
instances occupying sixty or more feet of their length.
In every instance where crosscuts were so filled, one end
of these fills was plastered with a rich cement-and-sand
mix. At other places stoppings were built of the same
material 6 ft. thick and plastered in the same manner.
Many expressed the opinion that this procedure was
unwise, thinking that these stoppings would settle and
But one year after their completion these stopsag.
pings show no signs of disintegration. What rock could
not be disposed of in the manner described was hoisted
to the surface, about 125 wagons of rock being removed
from the mine daily for a period of ten weeks. After
this time a smaller quantity of rock was hoisted, as
the mining of coal had now begun.
The most severe roof fall occurred on the south end
of the shaft bottom.

were removed from

Many thousands

of tons of slate

this place, leaving a void of 6 ft.

above the usual roof height. Ordinarily, this condition
v^ould be consideied safe, but as it was close to the cage
landing, it was thought advisable to support the roof.
Brick pillars 18 in. wide and 7 ft. high were built at
centers along the ribs of the affected region.
Twelve-inch I-beams w-ere then laid on these supports
and 2-in. lagging, capped with tie cribbing and reaching
to the roof, completed the work.
About 50 ft. of brick lining with an arched roof runs
4-ft.

north, at the end of which are located the east and west
This lining was not damaged by the blast,
turnouts.
though a severe fall took place at the turnout itself. On

each side of the main haulage, running parallel to it and
across the portals of the turnouts, were placed two 18-in.
steel I-beams, supported by massive brick pillars; surmounting and running perpendicular to these large

HEADFR-UIE OF MAIN SHAFT AT KEXTOX
To provide against delay owing to possible damage of the shaft
equipment an extra hoisting sheave and a Lepley cage are kept
at the head of the shaft.

beams were strung 12-in. steel I-beahis. The usual 2-in.
lagging and tie cribbing were used to support the roof.
In other places where the dislodging of timbers had
caused severe

falls,

the roof

is

now remarkably

safe, a
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RENTOX SURFACE PLANT AFTER THE DAJIAGE DONE BY EXPLOSION HAD BEEN REPAIRED
white sandstone having been exposed and the heading
being well arched. The motor barn was completely demolished, but has since been rebuilt.
Practically little damage was done to the surface
plant.
Material shot up through the shaft, pierced the
tile

roofing of the buildings in

machinery was not damaged.

many

places,

but the

The headframes required

a certain amount of adjustment, and the hoisting
sheaves, hoisting cable and the like had to be replaced.
It might be well to give a brief description of a few
of the features of the plant as it is today.
Coal is
hoisted 517 ft. to the surface in two Lepley self-dumping cages.- each making a round trip in one minute.
The 84-in. Freeport seam in which the mine is working

Switch
Panel
The

power plant
three 435-hp.
60-cycle 2.000-volt

has

synchronous motors
and the same number of 230-volt direct-current
g e nThe switch
panel shown is for
tlie direct current.
tile alternating-current
switcliboard
erators.

being immediately
behind it. The three
spiral

top

coils

center

illustration

at
of

the
the

are

lightning arresters.

has a small band of boney in the center. Great care is
exercised on the tipples to prevent any impurity from
passing to the cars.
Two Marcus screens are installed, only one of which
is in use at present, as the tonnage for which the plant
is laid out is not yet being produced.
The coal as it
leaves the hoppers and falls on the screen is sprayed
with water. This provision does away with much of
the dust usually present about tipples.
Five men are
employed at the picking table, so that the coal dumped
into the railroad cars compares favorably with any
unwashed coal in the field. The present daily output
of the mine is about 2,300 tons, although the tipple
capacity approaches 4,000.

Ope''

Edited

by

/^

James T. Beard_^

More Than

Safety Requires Doing

monly
Not What
gree

Specified in the

We

Preach but

of Safety

Every Danger.

What We

Practice Marks the DeMining Laws Cannot Specify
Practice of Safety Is Higher Than the Law

in respect to safety in mines.
Most astonishing of all, however, is the statement made by Robert A. Marshall, at
the close of his letter. Coal Age, July
21, p. 101, to the effect that no mine
official should be asked to go beyond
what is required in the law in making
the mine safe.

This statement concludes Mr. Marcomments on a previous letter
of Oscar H. Jones appearing in the
issue for May 26, p. 9,56, and expressing
the opinion that it is the duty of all
mine officials to make and enforce regulations that will insure safety in matshall's

ters not clearly specified in the law.

Preaching Safety of No Avail Unless
Practiced in the Mine
The question of making our mines
safer is an important one, in which
every employee should be interested.
Rules and regulations should be strictly
observed and violations promptly pun-

we

is

not

what we preach, but what

practice, that \vill make the mine
There is a wide difference between

safe.

the preaching and the practice of safety.

However widely we may differ on
other questions pertaining to mining,
there should be full agreement in
respect to matters of safety.
I heartily
agree with the statement of R.
W.
Lightburn (Jan. 6, p. 22), who says
"the question is more one of making
the mine safe, regardless of what the
mining law requires."
Doing

The

What

Safety Requires

.same truth

is expressed by my
neighbor, here in Tennessee, Mr.
Jones,
in the letter to which I have
already
referred. In my opinion, to do no more

toward making conditions in a mine
safe than what is specifically stated in
the mining law would not, in many

cases, be sufficient to insure the safe
operation of the mine.
In one instance that has been brought
to the attention of Coal Age readers,
through the discussion of a doubtful
clause in the Pennsylvania bituminous
law respecting the use of open lights
on the return current coming from a
place requiring the use of safety lamps
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ComMining Law
Is

Attained.

VI!''ITH deep interest I have read
V V more than one reference bearing
on the requirements of our mining laws

ished. It

^Gn

the question was raised of whether the
fireboss violated the law by permitting
the miners working in five rooms on the
return airway to use open lights when
safety lamps were in use at the face of
those headings, which were generating
gas in dangerous quantity.

Varying Opinions Show Laws Not
Specific Regarding All Dangers

A discussion of that question developed a difference of opinion regarding the violation of the law by the
although it was generally
agreed that it would have been safer
had he forbidden the miners to use
open lights in those rooms. My opinion
fireboss,

is

that, setting aside the question of the

law and its violation, if the headings
were dangerous from having struck gas
feeders the same condition would likely
occur at any time at the face of one of
those rooms.
Speaking of mining laws, specifying
clearly all dangers to be encountered in
the mine, as referred to by Mr. Marshall (July 21, p. 101), there is danger
of interpreting the law in so straight
a manner that, like the Indian's tree,
we shall lean over the other way and
make the law a menace rather than a
safeguard.
Practical common
sense
must be our guide to real safety.

Smoking in Mines Dangerous
Another question of mine safety that
was recently discussed in Coal Age related to the smoking of cigars and
cigarettes in mines generating gas.
Commenting on that question, James
Ashworth, mining engineer (Apr. 21,
p. 716), asked in substance the question as to whether it would not be
better to practice a little more pre-

vention of danger in coal mining, inof
continuing to
preach so
strongly "safety first" when we disregard its actual practice in the mine.
It may be true that a lighted cigarette will not ignite g?s; but if the
experiment is to be made in a body of
gas accumulated in the mine I am
going to let the other fellow do it and
ask him to wait till I get outside. In
this discussion, also, the general opinion
was expressed that no matches, tobacco,
pipes or other articles for smoking
should be permitted in a gassy mine.
.stead

Some years ago, while acting as rirevery gassy mine where locked
safety lamps were used exclusively and
the rules forbade the taking of matches
or other articles for smoking into the
mine, the superintendent came to me
one day, on the main entry, having a
lighted cigar in his mouth.
At my request, he put out his cigar, and I then
took the opportunity to impress on his
mind that it was impossible to make
employees obey the rules when these
were violated by mine officials.
.All practical mining men will agree,
I believe, that no law can be so framed
as to bo intelligently applied to meet
the manifold unsafe conditions that
continually arise in the mining of coal.
Bearing this fact in mind, the lawmakers, in Tennes.see, passed an enactment authorizing the chief mine inspector and his assistants, in conjuncbo.ss in a

tion

with

mine

officials,

to

formulate

rules and regulations that would bring
these varying conditions in mines under
better control and insure safety.

Classification of Tennessee Mines
Increases Safety

One broad and important provision
of the Tennessee Mining Law divides
the mines in this state into four classes,
having respect to the generation of
explosive gas and dust in dangerous
quantities and the number of persons
employed in said mines. .\\\ mines are
designated as belonging to one of these
classes and governed accordingly.
In addition to this classification, the
requirements of the law applying to
the mines in each class are such as
relate to the conditions known to exist
in such mines.
Also, the certificates
of competency granted by the examining board, and the examination of candidates for the positions of mine foreman, assistant foreman or fireboss, are
graded accordingly.
Even with this careful classification,
respecting mining conditions in the
Tennessee law, instances can be cited
to show that the law cannot go into
detail in every instance.
For example,
our law requires that breakthroughs on
entries shall be 60 ft. apart, in Class-A
mines. I have had experience in gassy
entries going to the rise that could not
be driven with safety that distance
ahead of the last breakthrough.
In all such instances, it is my conviction that the mine foreman, assistant
foreman and fireboss must act on the
side of safety regardless of the requirements of the mining law.

John
Former State Mine
Dayton, Tenn.

Roie,

Inspector.
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The slope has an

Gravity-Plane Problem
Nnrnerous suggestions made by

differ-

ent ivriters to e^iable a single gravity plane or incline to serve two
mines located at different elevations
071 a hUlslope.

ORDER to make possible an inINtelligent
study of the gravity-plane
problem presented by a Pennsylvania
superintendent, in Coal Age. June 2. p.
699, more data should have been submitted than is given in that inquiry.
For example, any conclusion to be of
value would have to be based on the
information derived from the following sources:
A profile should be prepared showing
the position of the knuckles at the two
upper landings and the tipple at the
bottom of the incline, together with the
location of all switches and headsheaves.
A plan should be given showing the
layout of the tracks on the tipple and
ihe connection of the tracks on each
landing with the incline.
The inquirer should state whether the
ropes are attached directly to the mine
cars, or whether dillies or monitor cars
If the mine cars are used
are used.
on the plane the number of cars run
in a trip should be given; also the average weight of a car empty and loaded.

Daily Tonnage of Each Mine
important to know, moreover,
whether the brake-sheaves are supplied
with any other power than gravity;
what daily production of coal is desired, and the proportion of output from
It may be intended that
each mine.
the new mine shall be developed only
fast enough to maintain a constant production of coal as the output from the
It

is

mine decreases.
In that case, it
should be stated how much more coal
the upper mine will put out before the
supply will be exhausted.
My experience with a number of different gravity systems enables me to
say that not one of them is satisfactorily serving two levels.
Inasmuch as
the two levels in the present instance
are but 100 ft. apart, my advice is to
deliver the old-mine coal to the newmine level, either by a switchback or a
separate gravity tram.
I would then
operate the main incline entirely from
the lower level.
As has already been suggested, it
may be possible, by the use of an extra
length of rope and proper couplings to
serve both levels.
However, this can
hardly be done without confusion, delay and danger, resulting in a higher
cost of production.
Bert Lloyd,
Mining Engineer.
Colorado Springs, Col.
old

Another Letter

WITH
problem

a desire to help to solve the
of a single gravity intwo mines located at different levels, 100 ft. apart, allow me
to describe briefly an arrangement that
is in successful operation on a slope,
at an up-to-date colliery in this locline serving

cality.
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inclination of 25 or
double -tracked its entire length.
A sufficient space has been
excavated at each landing from which
coal is hoisted.
I see no reason why
the same system would not apply to the
lowering of coal from openings on a
hillside to the tipple below.

30 deg. and

is

indicated

.A.S

figure,

in

the

accompanying

adopting the same plan, the

rails

HsodShc.:

DI.VGRAM SHOWING PROFILE
OF INCLINE
on the incline are made continuous from
the knuckle of the upper landing to the
tipple at the foot of the plane, except
that there is provided a movable section of bridge-rails at the lower level.
On each landing there is laid a steel
plate on which the cars can be run
and turned about ready to be lowered
Instead of this steel
on the incline.
plate, a turntable can be used, if so
desired, which may make the cars more
readily handled.
When the empty trip has arrived at
the upper landing and it is desired to
lower the next trip from the landing
at the new mine, an extra length of
rope is coupled to the end of the main
rope at the upper landing. As has already been explained in the reply to
this inquiry and referred to by other
writers, this extra length of rope lies
at the side of the track when not in
use and requires no explanation.
The lower end of this extra rope is
now coupled to the car that has been
run out from the lower landing, and
this is lowered to the tipple.
At the
same time, an empty car is drawn up
the plane to the level from which the
loaded car was taken.
It is understood, of course, that the
movable section of bridge-rails is taken
out whenever it is desired to serve the
Or, if desired, this seclower level.
tion can be hinged at its upper end
and raised sufficiently to permit the
passage of the car from the level onto
the incline, provided the construction
of the bridge is such as not to interfere with the haulage rope.
This arrangement works like clockwork in the mine and would undoubtedly give equal satisfaction above
ground. I have shown a detail of the
rope shackle used for coupling the extra
length of rope to the main rope.

Mac.
River Herbert West,
N. S.. Canada.

and operate two independent
build
planes.
In the present instance, however, I
reconstruct this double track
plane by tearing out one of the tracks
from the upper level down to the landing at the new mine. There will then
remain two lines of track, one extending from the upper level of the old
mine to the tipple and the other from
the lower level at the new mine to the
tipple, the first being 1.100 ft. in length
and the second 1.000 ft. in length.
At the middle point and on the outer
side of each of these tracks, I would
build a sidetrack or parting to enable
the descending and ascending cars to
pass each other on each incline. The
parting of the track leading from the
old mine would be 50 ft. above the one
on the track leading from the new
mine.
Both of these partings should be
equipped with latch switches. The
movement of the cars as they pass
through these switches will throw the
latches into position for the next car
In this way, the switches
returning.
are automatic, each car ascending or
descending setting the switch for the
next car returning.
Some will doubtless prefer that the
latches be equipped with double springs,
believing that the springs will close
If the
the latches moi-e completely.
track gage is properly arranged, however, and the latches are kept in good
condition, there should be no danger
that the movement of the cars will not
properly close the switch for the next
returning car.
Allow me to suggest that, in this
arrangement, the headsheave on each
landing will serve but a single track

would

Headsheaves

and it will be better to have the ropes
run on and off the sheaves on the inner
have indicated in the accompanying figure. This will have the advantage also of giving a full threequarter turn of the rope around each
sheave, and will bring both cables in
Of
line with the center of the track.
course, the brakes must act on both

side, as I

sheaves in order to utilize the total adhesion of the rope.
Gaston F. Libiez.
Peru, 111.

[The two preceding

Third Letter

REGARDING

the question of making
a single gravity incline serve two

mines situated at different elevations
above the tipple, my plan would be to

letters

suggest

radical changes in the present incline.
One requires the building of a separate
track system for serving No. -2 mine,
which would be contrary to the information desired in regard to utilizing
the present track for that purpose. The

—
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other proposes to lay plates on the incline at each landing:, apparently for
purpose of doing away with
the
switches
and crossovers at those
The idea of laying plates on
poinis.
which to turn the cars and run them
onto the sidetrack, at each landing,
could not be considered as practicable
in the operation of a gravity plane.
What was asked by this inquirer is
information that will enable him to
utilize the present track sj-stem to
In the letters preserve both mines.
sented, several good points have been
should prove
which
brought forward,
of great assistance in the solution of
Editor.]
this problem.

Fourth Letter

THERE

are two plans that I would
like to offer for the purpose of enabling a single gravity plane to serve
two mines one located above the other.
Both of these plans have been in operation for several years and are giving
excellent service at the present time.
It is not stated in the inquiry that
started this discussion, whether the
mine cars are run over the incline, or
a monitor car is in use. The plans I
am about to present relate to both of

these conditions, however, and
will be of interest.

I
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structed over the incline at the lower
level, the mine cars from that level
being dumped into a bin as before. The
cars from the upper level are the only
ones brought over the incline.
When it is desired to load coal from
the lower level, one or more empties
are attached to the loaded trip at the

upper

level.

The

trip

at the lower landing

is

then stopped

and these empties

are filled from the bin at that level,
after which the entire trip is lowered
to the foot of the incline. Or, an entire
empty trip can be lowered from the
upper landing and loaded at the lower
level if that is desired.
For the sake of illustration, we will
assume a six-car trip of empties is
ready to be hoisted at the foot of the
incline.
It is evident that to start this
trip and overbalance its weight and the
weight of the haulage rope on the incline, it will be necessary to lower a
larger number of empties for loading
at the lower level, or start with some
loads from the upper level.
In either of the cases here mentioned
there will be no extra incline to build,

or switches to install and the system
Should it
will require no extra room.
become necessary to increase the tonnage of the mine, all that will be required will be to install monitor cars of
larger capacity, or lower a larger number of mine cars in a trip.
I have assumed that the plane makes
twelve trii)s an hour, making the total
output from the two mines, in eight
When everything is
hours, 1920 tons.
in proper condition, however, it will be
possible to make fifteen trips per hour
and thus increase the tonnage 2,') per
cent and provide for a total output of
2,400 tons of coal from the two mines.
When the mine cars are to be loaded
on the incline at the lower level an
extra apron of sheet steel should be
provided and hung on hinges so as to
make it adjustable to the height of
the car and avoid waste of coal in
dumping.
Oscar H. Jones,
Brier Hill Collieries.

Crawford, Tenn.
[Practically the same two systems
described in a letter by .Tames
.Jones, Crawforii, Tenn.
Editor.]

are

—

Inquiries

hope

Of General

Interest

First Plan, Using Monitor Cars

we will assume that two monicars are used on the incline and
the mine cars are dumped into these at
will say that each
each landing.
monitor car has a capacity of ten tons
and will make an average of twelve
trips an hour, which would mean an
output of 120 tons per hour, or 960
tons in an eight-hour shift, making the
possible output from the two mines
i920 tons a day.
\ dumphouse or tiphouse should be
built over the incline at each landing,
and a bin or hopper having a capacity
of from 75 to 100 tons constructed just
below the tipple horns, but giving a
sufficient clearance for the monitor car
to pass under the bin.
The bin must be arranged with a
door operated by a lever. There should
be a door over each track of the incline so as to load either of the moniAt any time when it is detor cars.
sired, a monitor car can be half-loaded
at the upper landing and the loading
completed at the lower landing.
First,

tor

We

Wherever

has been installed and
used, this system has given good satshould have stated that
isfaction.
I
a signal-light system is employed to
signal between the two landings and
it

the tipple at the foot of the incline.
If properly arranged, such a signal
system will afford no opportunity for
misunderstanding and will insure safety
in operation.

Second Plan, Using Mine Cars
The second plan considers the case
where the mine cars are run over the
incline and dumped at the tipplehouse
In this case, as in the first in-

below.
stance mentioned, a dumphouse

is

con-

Recovering a Misfire in Blasting
i^No Attempt Should Be Made to Drill Out the Stemming or in Any
Way to Tamper with a Shot That Has Misfired Drill a Held About
a Foot or 18 In. from the First Hole and Blow Out the Charge

—

AT ONE

of our mines, a miner has
6 in. deep, in

This

practice,

however,

cannot

.^i. drilled a hole 5 ft.

recommended and the miner who

an extra hard sandstone at the face of
a heading, using a jackhamer drill for

lows

the purpose. The shot was intended to
lift or break a rock 3i ft. thick and 6
ft. wide.
The miner was working by
himself that day and charged the hole
with ten joints of 40 per cent dynamite,
which he tamped with clay to the mouth
of the hole.
The shot failed to explode and the

miner has now left and is working in
another coal field. For certain reasons,
we do not want to drill another shothole and desire to know how this hole
can be unloaded in the safest manner
possible. What makes the matter worse
is that we do not know in which joint
of the dynamite the exploder is inserted.
We hope that some one will be
able to help us solve this problem.

Crawford, Tenn.

Mine Foreman.

never safe to attempt to draw a
We
charge that has been misfired.
have known of cases where miners have
taken the exact measurement from the
mouth of the hole to the charge, before

be
fol-

sooner or later forfeit his
life as a result.
In the present instance, such a proceeding would be extremely dangerous, as the depth of the
it

will

stemming

is not known, neither the location of the primer in the charge.
The only safe method of proceeding
with a misfire is to drill a second hole,
say a foot to one side of the first,
taking every precaution to avoid the
risk of striking the charge when drillEven by this
ing the second hole.
method there is danger that some of the
dynamite of the first charge will re-

unexploded and extraordinary
must be used in removing the
broken rock, after the shot has been
It is customary, when firing a
fired.
second hole to blow out a charge that
has misfired, to make a careful search
for any unexploded cartridges that may
remain after the shot is fired.

main
care

It is

tamping the hole, so that in case the
shot would fail to explode, they could
drill out the stemming to within two
or three inches of the charge and insert a fresh primer that would enable
them to fire the hole successfully.

Profit

and Loss

in

Mining

Coiiditiovs in a certain mine cause a
Ions on one side and a profit on the
other side of the shaft, and it is required to determise the net profit or
loss.

ORDER to test my knowledge of
INarithmetic,
perhaps, a friend has
given

me

the

following

question,

re-

—
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garding the solution of which
at

all

I

am

not

certain:

In the development of a particular
mine, coal was produced on one side of
the shaft at a considerable loss, owing
On the other
to faults and bad roof.
side of the shaft, the conditions were
normal and the coal mined at a profit.
The selling price of the coal was $2.40
The cost-sheet shows that,
per ton.
while there was a loss of twenty-five per
cent in working the coal on the one side
ol the shaft, there was a gain of
twenty-five per cent in working that on
The question is asked.
the other side.
Was this development a paying or a
Student.
losing proposition?

McComas, W. Va.
If there was a loss of twenty-five per
cent in mining the coal on one side of

221

the shaft and all the coal sold for $2.40
per ton, the returns, here, are seventyfive per cent of the cost of production,
which is 2.40 -H 0.75 = $3.20 per ton,
on the faulty side of the mine.
Again, the coal mined at a profit of
twenty-five per cent and sold at $2.40
per ton shows the cost of production, in
that case, to be 2.40 -^ 1.25
$1.92
per ton.
The average cost of production is,
therefore (3.20 + 1.92) -^ 2
$2.56
per ton of coal mined.
Selling at a
price of $2.40 per ton, the net loss is
2.56
2.40 = 16c. per ton.
The development is therefore a losing proposition.
This is a question often asked
in the
study of "Profit and Loss,"
intended to catch the unwary. The percentage of gain or loss is always esti
mated on the cost price.

=
=

—

of the mine, together with its elevation
and the area of the section that may be
covered by the water.

— What one

Question

cause produces

the greatest

number

bituminous

mines
you. recotnmend to reduce
to a niiniinum?

what would

of accidents in the
of this state, and

such accidents

—

Answer The greatest number of
accidents in mines is caused by falls
of roof and coal at the working face.
To reduce these to a minimum safety
inspectors should be employed to make
frequent and careful inspections of the
working faces while the men are at
work.
plentiful supply of timber of
the proper kind should be kept constantly on hand, in each working place,
and a systematic method of timbering
should be adopted wherever this is
practicable.

A

Question

—An

airway passes 10,000
per minute; wliat must be
the increase in pressure in order to
pass the same amount through an airway whose cross-section has the same
area, but whose rubbing surface is 1.6
times as great?
Answer For the sj^me quantity of
cH.ft. of air

Examination Questions
Answered

—

air in circulation and the same sectional
area, the unit pressure varies directly

Bituminous Mine Inspectors' Examination
Pittsburgh, Pa., March, 1921

as the rubbing surface.
Therefore, to
pass the same quantity of air under
these conditions, the pressure must be
increased 1.6 times the original pres-

(Selected Questions)

—

sure.

Question What are the duties of a
mine inspector with respect to the follou'ing : (a) In case of a mine explosion? (h) What u'ould be your method

Whenever danger is known to
exist in a mine, the same must be reported at once, the inspector making a

of procedure when ^-iolations of the
mine laiv tvere reported to you? (c)
hi case a condition arises at a mhie
that endangers life and health, what
action would you take? (d) Hoiv often

withdrawing the men and closing the
mine until the danger is removed. Be-

would you examine a mine as an inspector and what report would you
make? (e) What maps are required
and what should, they show?
A.NSWER (a) Proceed at once to the
mine and take charge of the rescue
work that may be already in progress.
In the meantime, notify the nearest
available rescue teams and stations.
Having arrived at the mine and made
a hurried examination regarding the
situation, condition of the ventilating
apparatus, the means available for entering the mine, rescue appliances and
other supplies, call for volunteers, select the most experienced men, or-

ganize them under reliable leadership
and see that they are equipped with
safety lamps and the necessary tools
and supplies. Enter the mine with the
men, following the intake air, and do
everything possible to find and rescue
any survivors of the disaster.
(b) Investigate promptly any violation of the mine law reported and ascertain,
if
possible, where the responsibility rests.
It is the duty of

the inspector to see that every violation
of the law is suitably punished and, if
necessary, hale the transgressor before
a judge of the court of quarter-sessions
in the county.

(c)

written report and,

full

if

necessary,

fore permitting the men to return to
their places in the mine, the inspector
must make a thorough examination and
see that all requirements have been
complied with by the company and the
mine made safe for work.
(d)

The Anthracite Mine Law

re-

quires the inspector to examine and report the conditions of each working
each colliery every four
place in
months. If necessary, in the judgment
of the inspector, he should make more
fi'equent examinations of mines where
dangers are likely to develop. This report should be submitted to the company and a duplicate posted in a conspicuous place, in the mine opening, in
a glass covered case, where it will be
protected from the weather and can be
read by the miners working in the

mine.
(e)

rate

The law requires that an accu-

map

or plan of the workings of a

colliery shall be drawn to a scale of
100 ft. to the inch and show all the
workings or excavations in each and
every seam of coal, the tunnels, and

passages

connecting

them

and

give

also the inclination of the strata, in degrees, and the tidal elevation of the
shaft or slope bottom and at different
points throughout the mine, as required
by the inspector. The map must show
the boundary lines of the property, the
date of each survey and the location
of any dam built to prevent the flooding

Question

—How would you approach

the burning section of a m.ine; and, in
case the condition necessitated the sealing off of the burning section, ivhat
steps ivouid you take to insure the
safety of the workers and the success
of their tvork?

Answer — The burning

section

must

be approached from the intake side, in
order to avoid the danger of being
overcome by the gases produced by the
fire.

Should it be necessary to seal off the
burning section, the men should be
promptly withdrawn from the mine and
only such persons be permitted to enter
as are required for the work of building
the stoppings.
A danger signal must
be placed at the entrance of the mine
and the place carefully guarded to prevent any one from entering, except
those engaged in the work. In building
the stoppings, every precaution should
be taken to insure safety.
No open
lights may be used and the stoppings
should be built in such a manner and
order as will reduce the danger of an
explosive mixture forming in the enclosed area to a minimum.
In general, the first stopping should
be started at the return end and the
work proceed in regular order from
that point to the intake end. Some will
prefer to leave- a small opening in the
stopping at the return end and close
this at the same time that the intake
stopping is closed. All stoppings must
be well built and carefully sealed, and
pipes should be built in, at the floor and
the roof, to allow for drainage and the
inspection of the condition of the air
from time to time, as may be required.

;
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Public Service Co. Analyses at Variance with Dr. Payne's

Data on Tidewater Pool Coals
Actual Experience Shows Estimates of Volatile Too High on
Pools 11, 12, 14, 15 and 18— Higher Ash Found Except in
Pool 18 -Tables Agree in Showing High Quality of Pool 18

By

MY

G. a. de

EXPERIENCE with "pool" coal does not fully
bear out the average analyses given by Dr. H. M.
Payne in his article in Coal Age (.March 17.
1921), and for the information of others who may be
buying coal by the tidewater classifications and to add
to the published data on this important subject I have
put together some of the figures collected in the past
year in our laboratory.
The following table, showing in parallel columns the
averages for pools
0.6
10, 11, 12, 14, 15 and
0.4
18 as reported by Dr.
Payne and as shown

0.2

by careful averaging

3.0

more

0.8

of analyses of

than two hundred
samples
as
barge
received at our stations, indicates that

Dr.

Payne's

mates

actual

experience

with the particular
pools
that he is
from one to four per
cent low on ash in
;

instance ex-

cept that of pool 18
that on sulphur he is
too low on pools 10,
12, 14 and 15 and
too high on pools 11
and 18;
that his

averages
value

and

ifi2.0

«
cn

08

instance ex-

cept pool 10 are considerably above our

every

f-0.2

esti-

of volatile in

every

0.6

3 0.4

of heat
for pools 11
12 are below

what

I have found
by actual tests and
too high on pools 10,
It is
14, 15 and 18.

interesting to note
that as reported by
Dr. Payne the pools
considered in order
of low percentages
of ash are 12, 10, 11,
14, 15 and 18, while
our experience would
place the order as
18, 12, 11, 15, 10 and

So.4
bO.2
Q-

1.0

0.8
0.6

0.4

02

Graaf*

.

August

11,

1921
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Pool 14, which my figures show to be lowest of the six
heat value, doubtless because so high in ash. Dr.
Payne records as second highest. As between the highest and lowest in these pools I find less than 500 B.t.u.;
Dr. Payne shows nearly 1,300.
What to me is quite interesting is the good showing,
as disclosed by Dr. Payne's figures as well as mine, for
This pool, I understand, has the reputation
pool 18.
Neither of these
in the trade of being generally poor.
sets of average analyses bears this out, for I find pool
18 as good as 11, and superior to 10, while Dr. Payne
shows it higher in heat value than any of the other
six under discussion, but little inferior to 10 in sulphur
and generally superior to pool 11. Listed as "Fair Low
Volatile Steam.'" I do not understand why Dr. Payne
shows the volatile matter in this pool as 29 per cent, my
in

223
a low volatile, being under

experience showing that
24 per cent.
The wide variation in quality between barge lots of
coal in the same pool classification is almost astounding.
it is

this is due to faulty classification of mines
In
or actual variation in the preparation is not known.
the accompanying diagrams the relations of ash and sulphur are shown for lots of coal in pools 10, 11, 15 and

Whether

18,

sampled and tested by

.

—

us.

.WERAGE ANALYSES OF POOL COAL
Volatile

—
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connot casually employed. His living, housing and wage
ditions and hours of labor are generally more pleasant than

Because he is more or less
are those of the farm hand.
permanent as to place of work, the miner is capable of
organization and has his organs of publicity, which enable
him, collectively, to place his case aggressively and, too
often, unfairly, before the public.
From a psychological point of view it should be noted
that the farmer is almost universally an individual operating with small capital and on a relatively small scale.
To that extent his ease is personal. The coal operator,
on the other hand, usually is a capitalist, in name if not
His scale of operations, judged by the capital
in fact.
invested, is relatively and often actually large and his
relations with the public, as a whole, absolutely impersonal

and corporate.
The methods of publicity will consist mainly in public
and civic participation in muncipal, state and Government affairs, always with the idea of creating an intelligent
popular understanding of the fundamental conditions and
handicaps underlying the mining, distribution and sale
of coal and also with a view to contributing, in any manner
If
possible, to the public convenience, comfort and welfare.
the coal operator does not take the trouble to put his
business intelligently and fairly before the public he can
In this day of
certainly expect no one else to do it.
change and upheaval such a course is necessary if the coal
industry is to avoid falling into the hands of doctrinaire
and Governmental theorists for experiment and exploitation.

Coal, in one form or another, is at the bottom of our
In the operation of the
industrial and social structure.
railroads and traction systems, in the production of electric
heat, light and power, in the production of artificial gas,
of steel, heat, ice, and of many other commodities in everyday use it is the primary element. This being the case, why
not capitalize the fact and take advantage of the key
position of this important and far-reaching industrial

asset?

Educate Public in Coal Mining and Marketing
The form of this publicity will be varied, but for its
primary aim will have public education as to the difficulties and handicaps encountered in the mining and
First of all, it should be clearly pointed
coal.
out that the production price of coal will vary according
to the locality and physical conditions in the mines.
It is in the matter, primarily, of visible living conditions and environment, and only to a less extent of wages,
Let
that the coal miner makes his appeal to the public.
Who
us return to the comparison with the farm hand.
True, he works
will say that the miner's lot is as bad?
His appearance at the end of a day's work is
in dirt.
not as clean as that of the farm hand and his occupation
is somewhat more hazardous, but it is no dirtier or more
hazardous than that of the steel worker. In neither case
are the miner's hours as long or as physically tiring. His
work is essentially intermittent, with varying lengths of
His living conditions and environment are certainly
rest.
more pleasant than are those of the steel worker. His
food and living quarters are, or can be, more palatable and
cleanly than is the case with the casually employed farm
hand. The miner is certainly no more exploited than is
the farm hand and he has the advantage of being a skilled
worker.
Fundamentally, the miner's grievance is that though
he is ready and willing to work every day conditions
beyond his control, such as car shortage, lack of orders,
It is this condition that makes of him not a
etc., prevent.
casual laborer, in the strict sense of the word, but rather
causes him to be temporarily unemployed and, to a certain
A man may be said to be underextent, underemployed.
employed when his average daily wages, taken over an
appreciable period, are insufficient to afford adequate sub-

marketing of

The conditions of intermittent employment
etnerally characteristic of the coal industry is at the botsistence.

!cni of all

wage demands.

Seasonal fluctuations of demand, resulting in intermittent

employment, or of temporary unemployment,

if

you
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a question not of unemployment as such
point of view, no industry is self-supporting unless it jiays real wages sufficient
to keep men not only while thiy are at work, but also
while they must stand idle ami in reserve.
The connection between miners' wages and the question
Thf prevailing apparently high
of publicity is just this.
wage scale is fixed, under normal conditions, by the fact
of intermittent employment, due to the seasonal nature of
This seasonal
coal demand and of the mine operation.
demand, with resulting slack and busy periods of mine
operation, is due to the lack of any regularizing medium.
Inasmuch as the physical conditions affecting demand cannot be changed, any regularizing medium must be artiSeasonal freight rates, as mentioned, are only
ficial.
Practically, the
palliative and do not go far enough.
The present
only other available medium is storage.
obstacles to any comprehensive system of coal storage are
custom, public ignorance and indifference and lack of present easily available facilities.
please, really

but of wages.

is

From an economic

Regularization Woii.i) Benefit the Operator

The operator would benefit by regularization because
income would be more stable and certain. Instead of

his
be-

ing compelled to equip his mines for a maximum production
that may be required for only a relatively short period
of each year, his mine would be equipped to produce a
previously determined average tonnage month in and
month out. Regularization would not only make for a
more friendly spirit of co-operation between operator and
miner but would relieve the operator of much of the unjustified accusation and invective to which he is now subjected.

The miner would benefit because his employment and
income would be moi'e stable and dependable.
Because
of his resulting generally continuous employment, his day
wages in all probability would be reduced, but his annual
income would be increased, because of his practically continuous employment.
The public would benefit because the supply would tend
at all times to equal the demand and at a fair and more
Strikes and labor disputes would beor less stable price.
come less frequent.
Railroad and terminal congestion
would be reduced and the movement of other needed commodities not delayed.
Some have suggested nationalization as the only remedy
for the present admittedly bad situation.
Though theoretically a sound economic tenet, practically such administration and operation of any business on a large scale
has never been satisfactory, either in this country or
abroad. It is not evident how such a step, in the present
state of the coal industry, would be beneficial or advantageous to either the operator, the miner or the public.
The physical conditions affecting the production, transportation and distribution of coal would not be changed
simply by a change of ownership and control.
Why should not a constructive campaign of publicity
point out to the great consuming public the fallacies of
nationalization and show that, regardless of theory, its
practical effect would be to make the price of coal higher,
not lower, and its delivery more uncertain than has ever
been in the case under the present private management?
Our present highly inefficient and expensive Government
in Washington with its superfluous and unnecessary bureaus
and commissions, duplicating and bucking each other is
only an example of what can be expected if "Government
in business" rather than the reverse is to be continued.
As has been pointed out, the present state of the industry
requires that employment be irregular and intermittent.
Labor has learned neither to constructively attack nor to
combat irregularity of earning as it has low rates of pay.
Capital, by virtue of its position, must show the way and
lead the fight in any intelligent and constructive effort at
reform. The best and simplest and most readily available
weapon for the consummation of the desired end is publicity.
It is on the foundations of right knowledge and
fair dealing and understanding that any radical, and, at
the same time, beneficial departure from established practice

must

rest.

Idle Freight

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

Cars Reduced 10,000

Freight cars temporarily out of
service totaled 555,168 on July 23,
according lo reports received from
the railroads by the car service division of the American Railway AssoThis is a reduction of approximately 10,000 since July 15. In
reaching this total, the car service
division takes into account the total

ciation.

number of

THE

observers of business, according to a review of business conditions for August, issued by the National City Bank of New
York, are almost unanimous in their assurance that there is
a "better feeling" about business. "Just exactly what this recurring
phrase means is difficult to state," the review continues. "It might
be descriptive of any of a dozen psychological changes that could enter
into the situation.
If it means that people generally have begun to
realize the causes that have thrown industry out of balance, and to
appreciate the things that must be corrected before conditions come
into equilibrium again, then we should say that the reported 'better
feeling' constituted an important advance toward normalcy.
If, however, the 'better feeling' means simply that people are merely smiling
and waiting more patiently, rather than setting themselves seriously to
the task of wage and price reductions and other readjustments that are
necessary, then we fear that it signifies but little.
"There is fresh evidence constantly that the readjustments are
taking place. They are slow, but it takes time for a knowledge of
conditions to reach all classes and divisions of the population, and for
them to make up their minds to give the co-operation that is necessary
Meanwhile, it will aid in the
to bring industry back into balance.
cultivation of patience to realize that conditions are by no means so
bad as they might be, and that considering all the circumstances the
volume of business is really surprisingly large.
"The monthly letter of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
for August gives a table showing a calculation in percentage figures
of the production in this country of eleven important commodities.
These figures show a very uneven state of industry, but they do
not indicate anything like complete prostration. July is the midsummer month and normally not one of great activity, but business prospects in the commodities of common trade are considered good for a
maintenance of the present volume and perhaps some increase of
demand in the fall. It is now more than a year since dealers have
bought goods freely for stocks."
Steel Mills Increase Operations
Steel
district

plants

of

began Aug.

the
1,

Youngstown
a week of de-

cidedly increased operation, with
open-hearth steel production at about
50 per cent of capacity, considerably
A
better than for many weeks.
blast furnace idle since May 21 was
put in operation by the Sharon Steel

Hoop Co., and rolling mill and sheet
mill operations were increased at all
the large plants. The Carnegie Steel
Co.'s schedule for the week was for
85 per cent operation at its Ohio
and increases were made in
the schedules of the Republic Iron
& Steel Co. and the Brier Hill
v.-orks

Steel Co.

More men were at work in the
mills of the Shenango Valley, Pa.,
last week than for several months,
the Sharon Steel Hoop Co., the Petro-

leum Iron Works, the Standard Tank
Car Co. and the Sharon Pressed
Steel plant having increased their

The Pittsburgh Steel
American Sheet and Tin
at Monessen also resumed last week. About 3,000 men
are employed in the two plants.
operations.
Co. and the
Plate plant

Industrial Gain in Philadelphia

Industrial conditions in Philadelphia showed slight improvement for
July, according to a survey completed July 31 by the Chamber of
Commerce. In 72 per cent of the
city's business establishments employment has increased slightly,
while 8 per cent reported no change,
and the remaining 20 per cent reported slight cuts.
Predictions are
made for still greater decreases in
the ranks of unemployed for August.

cars now in excess of
current freight requirements as well
as the number of ears now awaiting
repairs above 7 per cent of the total.
Officials believe that this percentage,
while higher than the accepted maximum of the pi-e-war period, probably represents a better standard for
resent comparisons, due to the difI
ficult conditions respecting labor and
materials during the past three
vears.

More Rail Employees Return
The Chicago & Northwestern R.R.
announces that operations were resumed with a full force in the car
shops at Chicago Monday, Aug. 1.
At the same time the locomotive
shops re-employed 25 per cent of
the usual force.
About 1,200 men
got their jobs back.

The middle division officials of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Co. ordered
the return of 76 furloughed men, effective Aug. 1.
The Altoona works
has recalled 150 men. In all 300 men
were recalled last week in the shops
at Altoona, Pa.
One hundred men
were taken on at the Hollidaysburg
repair shops July 28.
Pottery Industry Slumps

The pottery industry of the United
States is operating on less than a
5C per cent basis, and the prospects
for increased production are not considered bright by members of the
United States Potters' Association,
in session at Atlantic City to discuss wage readjustments with the
National Brotherhood of Operative
Potters.
The potters have felt depression only in the last few months,
it was stated, being one of the last
industries hit.

More Go

to

Work

in

Michigan

Michigan industries have added
34,000 employees to their working
forces since April 1 and are now
operating on a basis of about threefifths of their peak time, according
to employment engineers' reports
given to the Employers' Association
of
the
Chambers of Commerce
of twenty-four leading cities of the
state.
The compilation shows there
are now 310,512 employees at work
in the factories of these twenty-four
cities,
compared with 276,500 at
work April 1, and a low ebb of 136,000 men when the industrial depression was at its worst.
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Baltimore Coal Excliaiigr Is Indicted as
Monopoly by Grand Jury

ALLEGING

a conspiracy to create a monopoly through the
manipulation and fixing of the price of anthracite coal
in Baltimore and the State of Maryland, the Grand Jury
brought indictments Tuesday, Aug. 2, against the officers,
directors and individual members of the Baltimore Coal Exchange. The men indicted, twenty-six in number, are said
to represent firms and individuals who handle 90 per cent
of the hard coal sold at retail in Baltimore.
There are eight counts in the indictment, which charges
that the Baltimore Coal Exchange is a corporation, without
capital stock and membership in which is voluntary, and
that the members and firms mentioned were parties to a
trust, agreement, combination, confederation and understanding under the name of the Baltimore Coal Exchange,
-

to create a monopoly in anthracite coal in Baltimore, contrary to the law.
Among those mentioned in the indictment were Hugh C.

Edward Waesche,

of the
Chesapeake Coal Co.; J. Harry West, Enterprise Coal Co.;
Charles N. Parkinson, American Ice Co.; Benjamin F.
Hill, president of the

exchange;

J.

Lucas. City Ice Co., and Bushrod M. Watts,
the better

known

dealers of the city.

all

being

among

The Carroll Inde-

pendent Coal Co. also was indicted as a corporation.
Robert F. Carman, U. S. District Attorney, in a statement
made Aug. 3, said that if the evidence of State's Attorney
Robert F. Leach. Jr., disclosed co-operation on the part of
coal operators with the plans and purposes of the Exchange
the Sherman Anti-Trust act would clearly apply, in which
event the Federal Government would take independent
action against the indicted officers and directors.
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the decade 1909 to 1919 is shown by increases in all the
principal data:
The number of enterprises nearly doubled;
the number of individual mines operated increased by more
than one-third. The statistics show small increase in the
total number of persons engaged, large increase in the
number of salaried employees, and slight increase in the
average number of wage earners. There also are shown
large increases in power used and in capital invested, and
very large increases in the principal expenses of operation
and in the value of products. Only moderate increase is
shown in the quantity of coal produced.

CdMl'AU.XTlVE .ST.\TISTICS. BITIMINOUS MINING,

1919

Prfxlucing Enterprii*cs
1919
1909

Number
Number
Pcr.-^ona

of enterprises

of mines
engaged

Meet

to

Be Held

at St.

Louis

Bureau of Mines, the
the auspices of the U.
UNDER
American Red Cross, the United Mine Workers, and
S.

coal operators' associations, the sixth annual International
First-.Aid and Mine-Rescue Meet will be held at St. Louis
Virtually every mining district in the
Sept. 1. 2 and 3.
country will be represented and several Canadian and Mexican mining regions are expected to participate. The British
and Belgian governments have announced their intention of

sending representatives.
Dr. E. R. Hunter, of the American Red Ci'oss first-aid
service, who served as chief judge at the Denver contest
In
last year, will act in a similar capacity at St. Louis.
addition to the prizes offered by the National Safety Council
and other organizations, the American Red Cross will present medals to the most proficient teams. To help carry on
its first-aid work throughout the country, the Red Cross
desires the support of the people generally, and it is hoped
that during the fifth annual Roll Call, Nov. 11-24. the membership will be greatly increased.

5.634
8.314
583.155

3,506
6.016
534.814

89.2

4.237

3.739

13 3

1.836

1.713
19.159

total

A

of the general results of the bituminous
coal industry in the United States covering the calendar year 1919 was issued July 30, 1921, by the Bureau of
the Census. Department of Commerce. It consists of a preliminary summary comparing the figures for 1909 and 1919,

and is subject to such change and correction as
may be found necessary on further examination of the reThe statistics cover mining of coal of all kinds exports.
cept Pennsylvania anthracite.
The word "enterprises" as used in the census reports may
mean more than one mine provided they are operated by a
single organization and located in the same state or producing district. The number of mines reported is the count
of individual mines or closely-related groups of mines oper-

by

totals,

ated as a unit. It does not include a very large number of
small coal mines producing for local consumption.
The growth of the bituminous coal-mining industry for

38 2
9

Number performing manuallabor
about the mines
Salaried employees
W'ase earners (average number)
in or

Wage

earners, Dec. 15, total

Above ground
Below ground
Power used (horsepower)
Capital
Principal expenses:
Salaries

Wages
Contract work.

and materials
Fuel and power
Royalties and rents

.Supplies

Ta
Products, total value*

33.562
545.356
616.947
108.685
508.262
2.154,517
$1,903,652,355

1.228.026
$1,062,411,843

68,644.930
681.937.911
2,855.966
142.308.281
37.155.089
22.242,440
34.571.558
1.144.656.425

21.811,710
294,344.24!
2.209.672
40.530.631
7,513.894
12.093,442
4.485.840
469.466.096

459,971.070
$1,143,001,507

376.952.534
$4bl.555,972

75 2
6 5
8 2

511.916
570.030
94.173
475.857

15 4

6 8

75 4
79 2
214
131

29
251

7
7
2.
I

394 5
63 9

670

7

143 8

CoalQuantity (tons, 2,000 pounds)
Value at mine

Includes $1,654,918, received in 1919
:ind mi-scellancous materials sold.
1

f

<»r

22
184 6

by-products, work done and power

is

shown

a preliminary statement of the general results of the
1920 census of mines, quarries, and wells of the United
It
States, covering the year 1919, also issued July 30,
consists of a comparative summary for the years 1909 and
The i-eturns were taken for the calendar
1919, by totals.
year ending Dec. 31, 1919, or the business year of the establishment most nearly conforming to that calendar year.
The statistics show slight increase in the number of enterprises, with moderate decrease in the number of individual
mines and quarries and large increase in the number of inOf the total number of
dividual wells operated by them.
enterprises shown, 11,466 in 1919 and 12,122 in 1909 were
engaged in mining and quarrying industries and 9,814 in
1919 and 7,793 in 1909 in the petroleum and natural-gas inThere is also shown very slight increase in the
dustry.
number of wage earners and the total number of persons
In contrast to these small
engaged in the industries.
changes, large increases are shown in power used, capital invested, principal expenses of operation, and the value of
products.
in

C(lMP.\K.\TIVE ST.VTISTICS, MINKS, (JIAUUIES
1919

AND

AND

WELl.S,

1909

1919

STATEMENT

1909

Proprietors and firm membcrt..

Producing Enterprises

Census Figures Show Growth of Bituminous
Mining Industry Between 1909 and 1919

.\NU

Per Cent
Increase

The growth of the mining industry as a whole

International First-Aid and Mine-Rescue

No. 6

nber of enterprises
nber of mines and quarries.
Ni nber of petroleum and natural_,

.

.

,

260.673

ells.

Number

21.280
13,766

.

1909
19,915
18,164

166.320

natural-gas-gasoUnc

of

2/

plants
Persons engaged

1.041,682

3 4

29,922

-26 8

Proprietors and firm members,
total

Number performing manuallabor
ur

III

about

the

mines.
5.257

;..,nri.-f,i,d wells
;•

\v

W:,nj

.

[,.;( :i\erage number)
:,ri,ri
I ], r
5, total
.

I'

-

1

.\bovc ground
Below ground
Power used (horsepower)
Principal expenses:
Salaries

Wages
Contract work.

.

.

._

Supplies and materials
Fuel and power
Royalties and rents

Taxes
Value of products
1 A minus sign(-) denotes
^

Not

available.

44.127
967.633
1.065.283

705.960
6.724.057
$6,955,466,831

Capital

.

149.328.985
1.285.928.275
81.418.289
555,222.936
122.095.769
174.393.730
140.998,714

$3,228,023,845
decrea.si

8.861

74.154
981.509
1.088.190
382.230

366.962
698.321
4,608.253
$3,380,525,841
53,393.551
586.774,079
28,887.898
202,729.754
45.136.550
63,873.585
17,796,763
$1,238,410,322

179 7
120 9
181 8
173 9
170 5
172 6

692

3

160

7
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Central Railroad Plans Sales Campaign to

Avert Winter Coal Shortage

Now

is

a

good time

York Central R.R.

to

buy coal, according to the New
The officials on this road have

sufficient confidence in the public to believe that a direct

appeal on the subject of coal will produce results.
Coal
represents an important part of the traffic on this railroad,
as it does on many others, and coal in plentiful supply is
equally or more essential to the continued and successful
operation of the industries and public utilities in the large
territory served by this important transportation system.
Instead of waiting for a possible coal-car shortage that
would interfere with the industries as well as the railroad,
these people are going before the traveling and coal-consuming public with a dii'ect and plain statement of fact regarding coal what it means to the carrier and what it means to
the consumer.
The essential and important feature about the New York
Central R.R. advertisement, which is appearing in newspapers throughout the country, East, West, North and
South Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco, New Orleans.
Denver, St. Paul in fact in every important city in the
country and many smaller towns east of the Mississippi is
that no effort is made to scare the public into buying coal.
The whole appeal is that of the salesman.
As representing the reasoning back of this and the feeling
of helpful co-operation toward the coal industry animating
the officials of this road, the following letter from G. N.
Snider, coal traffic manager of the New Y'ork Central Lines,
to C. H. B. Chapin, secretary, the Empire State Gas and
Electric Association, Grand Central Terminal. New York
City, will be interesting to readers of Coo? Age:

readily secui'ed,

we

believe that in the exercise of ordinary
utilities and other bitu-

prudence and foresight the public
minous coal consumers should by

all

means provide them-

selves now with a sufficient reserve of bituminous coal both
to carry them over any periods of interrupted winter service
and to remove the pressure of their necessities from the first
three months of next year if there is then in sight a considerable suspension of mining after April 1."

—

—

;

—

Quotes Authorities for "Buy-Now" Movement
"Noting your letter of July 20 and its enclosed bulletin.
No. 24, from the American Gas Association, quoting recent
letters from Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Secretary of Commerce to the American
Gas Association, urging the propriety of storing a winter
supply of bituminous coal this summer at present prices,
which, according to Secretary Hoover, are not too high.
"As very largely serving the gas and electi'ic public utilities in New Y'ork State represented by your association, permit me to say for the New Y'oi'k Central R.R. that at the
present time we have a very considerable unused surplus of
cars and other transportation facilities, as indeed have all
other railroads in this section of the country.
"At the present time we know that bituminous coal is
being offered for immediate shipment at less than its actual
cost of production and that as the wage scale contract prescribed by the L^. S. Bituminous Coal Commission will not
expire until March 31, 1922, there is almost no likelihood of
a prior general reduction in the cost of mining coal.
"In view of the time necessary to perform the mechanical
work of providing general increases or decreases in railroad
rates, and the fact that no general decreases on coal are now
in contemplation, according to the published announcement
of Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
tjiere is almost no possibility of any reduction in coal rates
before next April.
"For many years past the expiration of two-year wage
contracts on March .31 has almost invariably caused mining
in the bituminous coal regions to be suspended from one to
two months thereafter while new agreements were being
negotiated.

"Should we have very severe weather this coming winter
winter ha\nng been unusually mild) this railroad will,
as usual, do its utmost to move current coal shipments to
(last

public utilities

coal, but there may be
are practically insurmount-

Coal For The Winter
Not many months ago, factories, public utilities
and ottier large consumers of bituminous coal were
buying any coal tfiey could get. and paying any price
demanded. Railroads were congested with coal trains
moving from the mines, and long strings of "empties"
going back for more. Freight cars had to be rationed
for other commodities.
All business suffered.

Now

there

is

a surplus of both coal and transport.

But the country

is

when the movement
demand for cars.
Coai consumers

entering

harvest

the

of the crops creates a

who now

season

heavy

anticipate a portion of

their winter

needs by ordering fuel for early delivery
have the advantage of a "buyers' market," and the
certainty of prompt

now can

coal

rail

deliveries.

The buyer

of

obtain the precise grade of fuel best

suited for his use.

The Nevv- York Central Lines, consuming 12 to 15
million tons of coal a year for locomotive power, have
up

built

their

own

fuel reserves as insurance against

the uncertainties of the

coming winter.

At the present time, we have

ment

for

the

movement

facilities

our Lines that have not yet
vision for winter reserves.

made adequate

NEW YORK CENTRAL
i'STON

and equip-

of coal to industries along

ALBAN'^- - MICHIGAN CENTRALKANAU-KA & MICHIGAN -TOLEDO C'OHIO
NEWMORK CENTRAL-AND-S'

pro-

LINES

Ij^

-ITrrSBURGH&[AK£ ERIE

and other users of

times when weather

difficulties

able.

"In view of the various conditions outlined herein, and
while adequate transportation is available and the coal maris such that the grade and quality of coal desired may be

ket

PREMIERE OF THE FIRST BIG NATIONAL COAL
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
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Commerce Commission Decides Coal Cases
In Favor of Southern lUinoij^ Field
decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission
THE
In
the
coal cases was announced Aug.
in

Illinois

8.

these cases complaints were made assailing as unreasonable,
discriminatory and prejudicial the rates on bituminous coal
from mines in the Fulton-Peoria, Third Vein. Springfield
and Belleville districts and from the so-called inner group,
all in Illinois, to destinations in Illinois, Indiana. Iowa,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Kansas, the Dakotas and
Missouri. The commission rules as follows:
That the rates from the Third Vein, Springfield and
Belleville districts to the Northwest are unduly prejudicial
to the extent that they are less than 70 cents, 30 cents and
10 cents lower per ton, respectively than the rates from the
Southern Illinois district to the same destination territory.
That the rates from the Fulton-Peoria district to certain
points in Iowa are unduly prejudicial to the extent that
they are less than 70 cents and 40 cents lower per ton than
the rates from the southern Illinois and Springfield districts,
respectively, to the same destinations.
That the rates from mines in the inner group to St. Louis
and points in Missouri and southern Iowa, except Missouri
river cities, to which the traffic moves through St. Louis,
are unduly prejudicial to the extent that they are less than
22..T cents lower per ton than the rates from mines in the
southern Illinois group to the same destinations.
The commission also decided in the complaint of the Ohio
Chamber of Commerce that the rcconsignment rules and
charges on coal and coke in all cars and on freight in opentop cars, effective August 20 last, in territory west of the
Mississippi river on the lines of the C. B. & Q. are not
unreasonable.

Central Pennsylvania Mine Workers Refuse
To Consider Wage Decrease

RESPONSE to the communication from the
INCoal
Association at Altoona, dated July 28, John

Central

Brophy.
who has been asserting that he did not want a meeting
with the operators because they had not said what they
wanted to discuss, declares in a letter dated Aug. 4 that he
will not consent to a meeting because the object of such a
conference would be to discuss a wage reduction. He quotes
John L. Lewis in saying that "There will be no reduction of
wages in the organized sections of the coal-mining indus-

He

also quotes Lewis' declaration that the scale of
fixed by the U. S. Bituminous Commission
created by the President, which is not true, for the present
scale is a modification of that agreement resulting frim
continued strikes on the part of the mine workers.
Even
this agreement the mine workers of central Pennsylvania
would not accept, though when it was posted by the
operators the men went back to work.
Brophy declares that District No. 2 is in accord with
John L. Lewis in his declaration against any wage reduction
before April 1, 1922. Brophy further declares that Rule 26
of the present joint agreement reads "No agreement shall

try."

wages was

be made with any operator not a member of the association
on a lower scale of wages or which shall provide for a
reduction, under any circumstances, during the term thereof,
which shall not be less than two years." Finally, Mr.
Brophy says, there are matters that might be taken up with
advantage to both parties, but wage questions are not
among them. He would be glad to hold a conference to
settle such matters.

Operators Oppose Rate Reduction of Ford
FORD'S efforts
HENRY
Detroit, Toledo
Ironton

to effect freight reductions

on
R.R. have given rise to
a widespread belief that coal rates will be reduced generally.
The reduction proposed by Mr. Ford is being protested by
coal companies that would be discriminated against if the
requested reductions were put into effect. There is no basis
It is highly improbable that the Ford
for such a belief.
reductions will be granted and inquiry at the Interstate
his

&
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Commerce Commission brings forth the emphatic declarati'in that no development in the rate-reduction matter is
expected in the near future.
Referring to Henry Ford as "an over-zealous entrepreneur who should not be permitted" for purposes of his
own to break down freight rati's. "upon which a number of
railroads principally depended for their livelihood," the
Northern West Virginia Coal .Association pi'otested .Aug. 5
to the Interstate Commerce Commission against coal-rate
reductions proposed by Mr. Ford's road.
The association
was joined in its protest by other coal operators' organizations in the Harlan, Hazard and Southern Appalachian
districts.

The protest declared that the reductions proposed on
shipped from river points by the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton, as well as rates on coal originating at other points
on the road, would break down the entire rate structure in
the Ohio territory. The rate which it is proposed to reduce,
it was explained, is fundamentally based upon the Hocking
rate, which is the key tariff for the district.
coal

Tidewater Exchange Revises Working Rules
revised
THE
which were

rules of the Tidewater Coal Exchange, Inc.
sent to the members this week show many
changes, some of which are important. This work has been
under way for several weeks by the Rules Committee and
after several hearings with other committees representing
the Exchange and the Carriers, has been finally completed.
Nothing definite could be learned concerning the changes
but it was intimated that members may expect to see Rule

No. 18, otherwise

known

as the

Demurrage Rule greatly

This rule has been the bone of contention among
altered.
the members of the Exchange, but it is believed that proviSome rules,
sions of the new rule will obviate all trouble.
entirely eliminated, and changes
it was said, have been
have been made in others.
The schedules in bankruptcy of the old Tidewater Coal
Exchange filed in the United States District Court of the
Southern District of New York on August 8 show liabilities
of .$2,402,779, and assets, including debt due on open accounts
The liabilities include
and bank deposits of $2,.38.5,228.
$801,275 due the United States in taxes and other debts,
while the assets include $1,9.52,799 due on demurrage charges.

Detective Shoots

Down

who
CE. LIVELY,
United Mine Workers

Sid Hatfield

member of
later ran a
to gain the confidence of the strikers
as a detective became a

•

little

the

store in

Matewan

of

America and

and keep track of their doings, on Aug. 1 met Sid Hatfield
and Ed Chambers in the court-house yard in Welch, W. Va.
Bantering between Lively and Hatfield was followed by
quarreling, and shots are said to have been fired by Lively,
Hatfield and Chambers, in the course of which the two
latter were killed. Smiling Sid was twenty-four years of age.
He was born at Matewan, and worked in the mines. He became
chief of police under Mayor C. C. Testerman.
I-ively and four of his companions have been placed
under arrest. Witnesses say that of two guns carried by
Hatfield one had been discharged and that shells had been
fired from Chambers' gun.

Lehigh Valley, Faced by Strike, Closes Colliery for
On July 28 the Twin Shaft of the Seneca Colliery,
at Pittston, Pa., was shut down over a wage dispute. The
Lehigh Valley Coal Co., which owns the mine, decided that
it was a good time to make repairs and closed the mine
down.
The general grievance committee of the Lehigh
Repairs.

—

Valley Coal Co. has been considering several grievances
presented at the many collieries of that corporation, among
others that of No. 9 Colliery, Sugar Notch, where the men
struck twice with but one intervening day at work, the
dispute being about the seniority rights of a breaker boy.
Last reports are to the effect that eight out of thirteen
collieries in the northern field owned by the Lehigh Valley
are on strike.

August
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Governor's "Ad" Urges Alabama Domestic Coal Users

To Buy Now;

Fixes Sliding Margin

HAT there
certain to
1'^ during
the coming winter

be a serious coal shortage
unless domestic consumers
lay in a supply for winter use as soon as possible,
is the warning issued by Roy R. Cox, Acting State Fuel
Administrator of Alabama. Failure of domestic coal conis

sumers to buy when their needs can be easily supplied, together with the unusual laxness of the steam coal market,
it is stated, has created a situation equal in seriousness to
that with which the people of Alabama were confronted
last winter, as it is impossible for the railroads to handle
or the retailers to receive and deliver a full winter's supply
of coal during the winter months alone.
Realizing the seriousness of the situation, the Governor
and a committee of the domestic coal producers concluded
to advise citizens through advertisements, one of which is
reproduced on this page, as to prices of coal at the mines
and established freight rates, and at the same time Governor
Kilby, through the Fuel Administration, is endeavoring to
prescribe a reasonable gross margin of profit to be charged
by retailers. Owing to fixed overhead expenses which must
be met by the retailer throughout the year, the margin
determined is higher than it would be if the coal business
were normal or nearly so.
The margin is divided into four classes: First, the cities
of Birmingham, Montgomery and Mobile; second, all other
towns of 6,000 population and over; third, all towns of 3,000
and up to 6,000 population; fourth, all towns of less than
3,000 population, and all dealers who do not maintain a coal
yard but who deliver from the car to the consumer's bin,

by contract or otherwise. For the first class a margin of
$3.30 is considered fair, and in order that retailers in these
cities may be able to offer some inducement to consumers
to buy their coal at this time, the margin has been put on
a sliding scale, lower at the present time, and increasing
month by month, as follows: August, $3.10; September,
$3.20; October, $3.30; November, $3.40; December, $3.50.
For the second class, $2.80; for the third class, $2.50, and
for the fourth class, $1 plus the cost of unloading and
delivery.

i()\\ns,
Further information regai'ding itrices and freight
rates will be furnished by the Fuel Administration upon request
made to the Acting Fuel Administrator al Xlontgomery.
As thorough an investigation as is practical has been made
into the whole subject, and the Fuel Administration does not
see any hope of reduction in either mine prices or retail prices.
This department would not be able to state whether the prices
being charged at the mines are proper and reasonable without
first going into extensive and time-consuming audits of the books
of the operators, which has not been considered practicable for the
purposes of this investigation. It can safely be stated, however,
that the mines are operated on a fixed heavy overhead expense,
including pumping and ventilating plants, which is just the same
whether the mines operate full time, half time, or are shut down,
and with the mines running now only two days a week, and the
market such that steam coal, which comprises 65 per cent of the
whole output from the domestic producing mines, is necessarily
sold for less than the cost of production, the claim of the operators that they are running at a heavy loss on present domegtic
prices inusl be given full credence.
It looks to be a question of
real at high prices or no coal at all. for the operators cannot
be expected to run indefinitely and stand these heavy losses.
It
should be understood, however, that this department, in making
this statement, is of the opinion that if coal production and coal
sales were normal, ihe prices could and should be very much
cheaper.
The question of margin of profit of the retailer is affected by
the same condition thait confronts the operator, namely, the small
amount of business now being done as compared with a normal
summer season. The retailer has a fixed overhead expense that
runs on regardless of whether he is selling any coal or not, so
that any margin that would net him a fair profit in normal times
would not enable him to pay expenses at this time. The margin
that has been determined upon is higher, therefore, than would
be named if the coal business was normal, or nearly so.
The margin is divided into four classes: First, the cities of
Birmingham, Mobile and Montgomery second, all other towns of
fi.OOO population and over: third, all towns of 3,000 and up to

such

:

STATE OF ALABAMA
STATE FUEL ADMINISTRATION
Muntgomery, August

Text of Warning Issued by Acting Fuel .\d.ministrator
The complete text of the Fuel Administration's announcement, issued by Acting Fuel Administrator Cox, follows:

Due to the fact that domestic coal consunier.s are not laying in
a supply of coal agrainst the winter'.s needs, and to the further
fact of the unusual laxness in the steam-coal market a situation
confronts us of equal seriousness with that which we went
through last winter. Excepting the very few operators who are
fortunate enough to have railroad and other public utility consteam coal, no mine operators are working more than
two days a week, and some of those mines which are working
on a normal basis are steam-coal mines strictly, and produce
no domestic coal whatever, and at the same time the domestic
coal consumers are not buying in anything like normal summer
quantities.
The result of this latter condition is that the retail
dealers who are able to get coal at all on their contracts have
their yards stocked, and are unable to take more because of their
inability to make any sales.
Unless relief is obtained, these
conditions will certainly result in a serious coal shortage during
the winter, for it is impossible for the railroads to handle or the
retailers to receive and deliver a full winter's supply of coal during
the winter months alone.
Realizing the seriousness of the situation, and in an effort
to ward against the possible shortage, the Governor and a committee of the domestic coal producers concluded to advise the public
through advertisements in the newspapers of the state, of the
facts regarding prices of coal at the mines and the established
freight rates, and in addition the Governor, through the Fuel
Administration, is undertaking to name a reasonable gross margin
of profit to be charged by retailers.
On Sunday, July 31, and
Monday. Aug. 1. there will appear in the papers of Birmingham,
Mobile and Montgomery, a display advertisement showing the
prices at the mines for August, of domestic coal from 28 mines,
which includes all the domestic coal producing mines in the state.
This will be followed by advertisements showing prices for the
retailer in 11 towns in representative sections of the state, and
the established freight rate on each of the 28 coals to each of
tracts for

1,

1921

To The Domestic Coal Consumers of Alabama:
For several weeks the SUt# Fuel Adminiilration. unde* Ihc direction ot the Governor, has been githerirg
data for the purpose of furnishing mforrii^tion tp the public as to what pi icei they should have to pay for coal,
both at this tiroelAnd during the winleVmMilirt.<.Such inlormation isgivcn in the table below, and is as completeasit hasbeen'pos5ible to make it
All effort has been made to be farr to the public, to the retailers and to the coal operators. The Fuel AdTninistration believts there is no hope for any reduction in lhe=e prices and is convinced that it is the part of
wisdom to advise all coal consumers to place their orders now. Buying now by the consumers will enable the
relailffs to handle more coal during the summer months, thereby enabUng the mines to operate a greater
percentage of the time, which will insure a greater production for the winter's needs, and the railroads are
better able to transport the coal now than they will be later on

'

Thistableshowsthe Augu5tpii(e9atthelwenty-<i,'r^'
'
pricesare from ten to twenty-fiyccentshigher than

'

"

';•: domestic coal

"i

'

The

'
-i" to advance through
f profit for retailers
November. The table also shows what is consider- d
'n each of those coala
in eleven towns in representative sections of Alabatr,,!
,'
-.
hould charge for
toeachof such towns Any consumer may determir..'
:.:.-.
.i...i to (-..;:.
{ cvjnsumer at Montcoal throughout August, forex-.mple. the maximum pr^t,
gomery during August on a low price and a high puce gradt jic jirmJ .ii ..i fcUuws:
'

i

i

'

i

.

:

.

',[

-

'

»,..

'

-

.

i

Cunble
p.

i

0. B. mine price

J3.25
$2.06i
$0.06
$3.10

Freight rate
War tax on freight (3 per cent)
iletailer's gross margin

Mont.v«llo
$7.19
$1,871
$0.05J
$3.10

DELIVERED COST TO HOUSEHOLDERS

$1203
$8 371
Other advertisement will lie run at later dates, showing Ihe prices for the succeeding months
The Slile Fuel Administration will furnish information about prices of coal, and freight rales tj any po.nl
in

Alabama, upon

re<iuo9l to this office.

ROY

R COX, Aci.T.gFuel Ad

REPRODUCTION OF GOVERNOR KILBYS 10 x 14
TO ALABAMA DOMESTIC COAL TTSERS
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6.000 population, and fourth, all towns of less than 3.000 population and all dealers who do not maintain a coal yard but who
deliver from the car to the consumer's bin. by contract or otherwise.
For the first class, a margin of $3.30 Is considered fair,
but in order that the retailers in these cities may be enabled to
offer some inducement to consumers to buy tlieir coal at this
time the mar^n has been put on a sliding scale, lower now, and
increasing month by month.
The scale is as follows: August,
$3.10; September, $3.20; October. $3.30: November, $3.40; December, $3.50.
For the second class. $2.80: for the third class, $2.50,
and for the fourth class, $1.00. plus the cost of unloading and
delivery.
The freight rates quoted In the table to be published are the
present established rates, to which should be added in each instance 3 per cent for war tax. There has been a good deal of
publicity given to a supposed reduction in freight rates on coal at
some early date. The Fuel Administration, from its Investigation,
is convinced that no reduction whatever is to be expected sufflclently early to affect the prices of coal the coming winter.
On
June 16. Mr. Hoover. Secretary of Commerce, publicly stated that
the railroads and the representatives of the coal industry had been
unable to reach any conclusion as to the proposed reduction in
freight rates on coal, and that no voluntary agreement thereon
was to be expected. On June 22. Chairman Clark, of the Interstale Commerce Commission, publicly stated as follows:
"I regard it as extremely unfortunate that there should have
been so much agitation in regard to an early reduction In rates
on coal or other commodities, and. in some instances, on freight
traffic generally.
I thinl< that the result of these rumors, which
in the main have no real foundation, lias been to stagnate indusThere is not to my knowledge now pending
try and commerce.
before the commission any formal proceedings in which general
re<luotions of coal rates under Section 1 of the act are sought."

Daily Press of United States More Moderate
In Articles Relating to Coal

DAILY

newspapers of the United States, in the opinion
of a Philadelphia editor, are beginning to show gratifying growth of sanity in articles relating to coal. The change
is especially noticeable in the press of New England, from
which locality has emanated much wild talk concerning coal
since 1917.

The Boston Commercial Bulletin, in its issue of July 16,
has an unusually clear article on the steam sizes.
The
paper .says that although people complain that the price of
hard coal is increasing while other commodity costs are
decreasing, the coal companies are far from prosperous,
owing to high wages, inefficient labor, costly materials, and,
some cases, excessive royalties. It is laid down that one
to escape this is to make use of the steam sizes for
domestic purposes.
This, it is pointed out, will help the
consumer by giving a proportion of cheaper fuel, and it will
also help the operator by giving him a fair price, or something a little nearer a fair price, for these byproduct sizes.
This, the paper thinks, will check increases in the cost of
prepared sizes. There is given some good, simple advice on
the use of steam sizes, particularly by means of a simple
blower attachment, and the methods used in the firing of
river coal in Harrisburg are cited.
Equally sensible talk appears in the Springfield Union of
July 17, wherein a special article written by J. H. Fifield
recommends the purchasing of household fuel now. He says
that it is a fallacy to think coal will be any cheaper in the
autumn, and he gives it as his opinion not backed by facts,
to be sure
that coal will get dearer every month until next
April.
Mr. Fifield says that the proper course for New
England consumers is to buy at once. He does not think
it is necessary for consumers, who might be seriously inconvenienced, to put in the whole winter's supply, but he does
urge small-lot buying, and says that this will save the situation if it be generally applied.
He makes it clear that the
only considerable storage space available for household coal
is in the cellars of consumers.
His article is carefully written, and goes into much detail regarding new taxes, circular
in

way

—

—

market conditions which affect spot coal, etc. He
truly says that if demand is put off until the winter it becomes not so much a question of getting the coal as of

prices,

inability to handle
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into great length on the physical problems in anthracite mining and the effects of legislation and high wages on the cost
of production.
The effect of high royalties is set out, and

the disasters of government management, as exemplified in
England, are referred to. Heic is this paper's view:
"The solution of the coal situation is to get back to a
peace-time basis, step by step, along with the other types
of industry as to the wage rate; to educate some of the
United States Senators and Representatives and state Legislatures and impress them with the danger of tampering
with so staple an industry; to create an interest on the part
of the people generally so that they will study this great
question; to keep coal moving direct to the consumers'
storage, whether it be in their cellar bins for heating and
cooking purposes or their storage yards for steaming purposes." Otherwise, the paper thinks, bituminous coal, coke,
carbocoal and domestic grades of bituminous are going to
crowd anthracite from the market.

Coal-Mine Fatalities Decrease with
Curtailment of Production

REPORTS

to the U. S. Bureau of Mines from the various
mine inspectors show that 155 men were killed by
at coal mines in June, 1921, representing a
decrea.se of 64 fatalities, or about 29 per cent, from the
record for the same month last year. Based upon an estimated production of 42,106,000 net tons in June, 1921, the
fatality rate is 3.68 per million tons produced, as compared
with a rate of 4.22 for June a year ago. An interesting
feature of bituminous coal-mining operations in June was
the entire freedom from fatal accidents caused by explosions
of gas or coal dust. The anthracite industry was less fortunate, as several small explosions of gas resulted in the

state

accidents

loss of five lives.

At the anthracite mines in Pennsylvania 40 men were
while 115 men lost their lives at bituminous mines
throughout the country. West Virginia lost 32 men by accidents at bituminous mines, followed by Pennsylvania with
21, Illinois 17, Ohio and Kentucky 7 each, Indiana 6, and
5 each in Alabama and Colorado.
During the first half of the present year 970 men were
killed by accidents at coal mines, against 1,093 during the
first half of 1920, a decrease of 123, or about 11 per cent.
For the same months the output of coal was 242,000.000
tons for 1921 and 301,000,000 for 1920, a decrease of 59,000,000 tons, or nearly 20 per cent. These figures represent a
fatality rate of 4.01 per million tons mined in 1921 and 3.63
per million tons mined in 1920.

killed,

Drop

in Living Cost Less

Between June

1

Than

1

and July

Per Cent
1

THE
according

cost of living of wage earners in the United States,
to figures recently issued by the National Industrial Conference Board, decreased less than 1 per cent as
a whole between June 1 and July 1. As the record stands,
the cost of living July 1 was 61.6 per cent above the average
in July, 1914.
It is just one year since the Anthracite Commission concluded its hearings in Scranton, where the existing cost of
living was so stressed by the representatives of the mine

workers as a reason for an increased wage scale. The Conference Board's report shows that, compared with the cost
of living last July, this year (July 1) shows a decline of
21 per cent.
In detail, the changes, as of July 1, from living costs in
Food, 34.2 per cent decrease;
July, 1920, are as follows:
shelter, 8.2 per cent increase; clothing, 38.7 per cent decrease; fuel, 1 per cent decrease; light, 34.8 per cent increase; sundries, no change; weighted average all items,
21 per cent decrease.

it.

The Knickerbocker Press, of Albany, N. Y., says editorially that anthracite will not be cheaper this year.
It goes

All the coal dealers ask are high prices and low temperatures, and they'll do the rest of us. Brook'yn Eagle.

—

.
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Opposing Elimination of Cotton Exchanges, Senator
Ransdell Urges Formation of Coal Exchange
1EGISLATI0X

has been initiated by Senator Dial, of
South Carolina, which if enacted into law would
-' destroy the cotton exchanges.
He argues that the
price of cotton is depressed by the action of these exchanges.
In meeting that argument, Senator Ransdell, of Louisiana,
has information to the effect that there is sentiment in
the administration for a coal exchange as an important step
necessary to the stabilization of the coal industi-y. It is
known that this plan is regarded as being sound by
eminent engineers and economists. His information is to
the effect that a proposition to establish a coal exchange
will be brought forward in the near future in the hope that
it ultimately will be established, so as to reduce the fluctuations in the prices of coal and to contribute generally to the
stabilization of the industry.
His information is that producers of coal in general favor such a proposition. While
Senator Ransdell's interest in a coal exchange may be
ascribed largely to his desire to meet the attack being made
on cotton exchanges, it is expected that the use of that
example will have the effect of precipitating the discussion
of the merits to the coal industi-y of such an establishment.
In this connection it develops that the matter has been
the subject of some discussion within the American Wholesale Coal .Association, and its managing director, George

Say s Industrial Court Increased Kansas
Miners' Working Opportunities

AFTER

a year and a half of operation, the Kansas Court
^ of Industrial Relations has more than justified its organization, according to a statement by Governor Henry J.
Allen, issued July 25.
"Each of the twenty-eight oi'ders and judgments of the
court rendered thus far has been accepted by both sides
of the controversy excepting the last, which is now pending
on appeal before the State Supreme Court," Governor Allen
said.
"Employers and employees alike are coming to regard the court as an up-to-date method for settling industrial disputes.
"The result in the coal mining district has been most
striking.
Under conditions created by the Industrial Court
last year the miners were enabled to work 30 per cent more
than the year before, with the resultant increase in production of fuel for the public and wages to the miners."

Duluth-Superior Coal Receipts, July, 1921,
Nearly Double Those of July, 1920
receipts at Duluth
COAL
Aug.
as compared

and Superior from July 1 to
with the same period in 1920,

1,

were as follows,

in net tons:
.

I92C

Northwestern
Berw-ind
Pittsburgh
Carnegie.

.

Hanna
Reeves
Boston
Inland
Clarkson
Northern
Zenith Furnace
Philadelphia & Reading.
Corporation
Reiss
Pursglove.

Lehigh
Great Lakes
Julvreceipf^.

.

TotaltoJuly

1st.

TotaltoAug.

1st

603,770 L683.400
Anthracite receipts in excess of last year, 182,1 30t'»n?.

Bituminous receipts in excess of

last year, 3,737, 100 *"•

H. Cushing, has gone on record, in substance, as follows:
"I have been a firm believer for years in a coal exchange.
an ideal for which we should work, but its prompt
development hardly is possible. Before coal can be dealt in
on an exchange there must be a classification and a gradation of the coal. There must be a very thorough inspection
system. Coal is not a commodity that can be measured by
engineering work. Its value depends many times upon the
It varies in quality in different
use to which it is put.
parts of the same mine. It varies in quality between mines
Classification is difficult.
in the same field.
Schemes of
classification that have been developed hardly are pracThe double basis of classification presents a very
ticable.
difficult but perhaps not an insurmountable obstacle.
"Coal cannot be inspected as can grain and lumber.
Those commodities need be subjected only to an ocular test
In coal it is a matter of chemical
to prove their quality.
determination, which not only involves elaborate and costly
sampling, but which requires time.
The establishment of
an exchange must be predicated on the possibility of first
grading the coal, and then inspecting it. To work this out
will take time.
Any revolution within an industry requires
patient work, but the benefits which would come to the
industry will be such as to justify the effort."
It is

Production
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'
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of bituminous coal holds steadily at
the low rate of about one and a quarter million tons

a day or just over 7,300,000 tons a week. The output in July is tentatively estimated at 30,394,000 tons, a
decrease of 3,502,000 tons beknv June.
This record
for July was 4,000,000 tons below that of July, 1914, a
year of business depression, and shows the w'idespread
extent of the e.xisting industrial inactivity.
It
is
pointed out by the Geological Survey that at the rate
for the seven months to the end of July, the year 1921
will record an output of soft coal less than 400,000,000
tons. No year since 1909 has seen such a poor demand.
Compared with an average of eight preceding years,
production in 1921 is now 52,000,000 in arrears.
Production of anthracite has likewise begun to fall.
For the past si.x weeks the failure of demand for certain
of the domestic sizes has caused heaw accumulations
not only in retail yards but in producers' storage piles,
and the prices on these sizes from independent producers have been receding week by week. One after
another small operation has closed for lack of business
at prices offering not even a return of production costs,
and now local strikes have appeai-ed to close operations
of some of the larger companies.
It is exceedingly significant that in twenty-five bituminous coal-producing districts east of the Mississippi,

according to the reports of the Geological Survey for
the week ended July 23, hut nine were operating halftime or better and of the nine, one. Eastern Ohio, pays
tribute to the United Mine Workers, the others, Somerset, Cumberland, Piedmont, Tug River, Logan, Hazard,
Harlan, Southwestern \'irginia and Alabama, all being
either entirely non-union or bound to the check-off by
very loose ties, as the Maryland field. West of the Mississippi practically every state is reporting operating
time 50 per cent or better.

Screenings Show Comparative Price Strength
That there have been no serious declines in prices of
soft coal is due more to the relative strength of screen-

now in comparatively short supply because the
mines are not producing lump coal for retail trade or
for shipment up the Lakes, than to any other feature.
Coal Age index of spot prices for bituminous coal is
unchanged at 90, several s'Jght advances counterbalancings,

ing a decline in Pocahontas.
Anthracite shippers are taking advantage of the lull
in Eastern demand to increase the movement up Lakes,
shipments through Buffalo having been 185,900 tons in
the week of July 23, the greatest this year, exceeding
by 65,000 tons the week preceding. More than half the
total is going to Duluth-Superior.

Daily Average Production of Bituminous Coal*

— colr^cJC^u^c^JC^^''^CJ<5^^c^J<Slv£)^^o^_^_oo\J— coi^oJ<yitc>K^Oir>»<^or-hOO'^'^— cOiTicstc^incJOi^rOO'^^'"
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Feb.
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weekly report of Geological Survey.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec

—
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Despite the absence of any encouraging news in the
and distribution, there is
a general feeling, perhaps engendered by the cooler
weather with which- August opened, that soon very
soon business is coming back with some of the old time
vigor. Many say they have already visible evidence in
the form of definite inquiries. Some buying of bargain
lots is proceeding for fall and winter reserves, and here
and there buyers with short-term contracts are taking
more coal in anticipation of higher prices later.
statistics of production, price

—

—

BITUMINOUS
The output during the

week

of July was 7,361,000
the figures of the two pre-

last

week in August.
The railroads serving

New England report a decrease
quantity of anthracite forwarded over the Hudson
gateways, but no change in the movement of bituminous
coal.
A total of 2,543 cars of anthracite and 3.029 cars
of bituminous were forwarded as against 3,160 and 3,018
cars, respectively, during the week preceding. In the corresponding week of 1920 the anthracite amounted to 2,806
in the

Current Quotations
Market
Low-Volatile, Eastern
Quoted
Pocahontas lump
Columbus
Pocahontas mine run
Columbus
Pocahontas screenings
Columbus
Pocahontas lump
Chicago
Pocahontas mine run
Chicago
Boston
•Smokeless mine run
Clearfield mine run
Boston
Cambria mine run
Boston
Somerset mine run
Boston
1
I

.

.

.

1

1

1

1

1

Hifth-Volatlle, E;)stem
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and Steam)
Pittsburgh sc'd. gas
Pittsburgh mine nm(steam)
Pittsburgh slack (gas)

Kanawhalump

New

Julv
.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

York.

...

Philadelphia.
Baltimore....

.

.

New York.

.

.

Philadelphia.
Baltimore...,

New York

.

.

$5 25

«.5.00(a»5.e.i

3 25
2 35
5 65

3 15
2 40

2
5

.

.

.

.

50
90

1

90

1

15

3

15

1

1

75

3

15

2 80
2 45

2.50

2 85(1
2 Mil
2 .J,5(a

2 40

S 25{q

55
25
20
25
95
1.90

2.20

2.20

2 25

2 35
2 20

2.10

3 40

2
1

1

I

2 20
1

I

1

1

1

75

1.70
1.75
1.50
2,95

I

95
90
75

2 00
1

10

2.00(3

70

60(a
3 OOiS

2,90
2 00

35

3.090
3.160
2.543

Julv 23
.luly 30

.

2 00
1.75

40(a

1.60
2 80
2 15

1

1

2

OOf.i

1 35ia

1

75

3 50
2 25
1 60
3 25

2,25
1 to® 1 60
3.00(§ 3 50

1920

.

.Anthracite

2.444
3.018
3.029

Bituminous

2,065
2,377
2,806

6 154
7

033

6.368

In addition to the weekly record of cars of coal passing
eastbound through the Hudson gateways, which furnishes
a rough current index of the New England rail movement,

there are available in monthly

form from the Massachu-

much more accurate

New

the tonnage actually received at

records of

England.

RECEIPTS OF .ANTHRACITE AND BITU.MINOIS COAL IN

ENGLAND

NT;w
Anthracite
March. 1921

May.

1921

Year to
Year to
Year to

May
May
May

31. 1921
31. 1920
31. 1919

March. 192 L
.April. 1921

May, 1921
Year to May
Year to May
\ear to

May

31, 1921
31. 1920
31. 1919

—Net Tons,

Pitts. .No. 8 mine run
Pitts. No. 8 screenings...

By Tide

All-Rail

304.341
305.703
373.976
1.649,770
1.259.717
1.142,262

898.643
598.897
666,702
3.371.846
2,767.307
2.675.752

1.202,986
904.600
1.040.578
5.221,615
4.027 024
3.818,014

594,012
603.917
587,584
3.036.455

741,306
585.797
649.914
3.578.556

1.335.3J8
1.189.714
1.237.598

6715021

3.895.051
3.325.351

3.870.677
3,360.303

7.765.738
6.685,654

F. 0. B.

.

Total

Mines

July26.

Cleveland..
Cleveland...

Midwest
Franklin, 111. lump
Franklin, 111. mine run ..
Franklin, 111. screenings.
Central, 111. lump

Central
Central
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.

4th
4th
4th
5th
5th
5th

111.

mine run

111.

screenings..

Vein lump
Ve:
Ve:

1

mine run.

I

screenings..

.

V<
lump
Ve
mine run.
Vein screenings..
Standard lump
Standard mine run
Standard screenings
I

West Ky lump
West Ky. mine run
West Ky. screenings
.

2.60®

3 00(a
2 00(a.

.

So

1.70

1

1

Cleveland.

85®
6.5®

2

Columbus

Columbus
Columbus
Columbus

2 00
1

75
50
2 70

C)olumbus

2 15

1

l..W(a

1

3 00

2 SO
2 75
iO
2.25

90®

no®
I

S.OO
S.2a
5.25
S.OO

2 15(S.
2 15© 2.50
1

2 00

2.00
90
90

Kanawha

screenings

1921
.\nthrarite
Bituminous

Week Ended
.lulv 16

Market
Quoted

5 50® 5 55
1
65® 2 15
2 1.5® 2 85
1.50® 1 90
3 OOfa
3 25

2 55
2 40

Colimibus

.

.

1

2

2.75®
S.OO®
i.75@
3.50®

2 80
2 75

Baltimore..
Pittsburgh...
Pittsburgh..
Pittsbur^i.
.

40
00
60
90
2 70
5
3
5

5.70

3

00
75
85
2 50
1.85
50

.

Philadelpliia...

J

95
70
75

2 10
2 80

1

Philadelphia.
Baltimore..

New York

$5.75

5.

Kanawiia mine run

Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
Pitts. No. 8 lump

CARS OF CO.\L FORW ARDED 0\TR THE HUDSON TO XEW ENGL.\XD

Bituminous Coal

1921

.

.

Prices,

1921

.

York..

Philadelphia.
Baltimore...

— Spot

Aug. 9,
1921t

2
2
2
2

.

New

and the bituminous 6,368 cars, according to figures
furnished by the American Railway Association.
cars

.April. 1921

first

Pool
(Nav>- Standard)..
Pool
(Navy Standard)..
(Navj- Standard)
Pool
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.).
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.)
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.)
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.).
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.).
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.).
Pool
(Low Vol.)
Pool
(Low Vol.)
Pool 1 (Low Vol.)
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setts Fuel Administration

net tons, a slight decline from
Production has hovered around the 1,2.50,ceding weeks.
000-ton mark for the last three weeks and early reports
of loadings suggest but a slight decline in output for the

1

... . .

.

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

2 65
2 40

50
70
2 75
2 40
70
I

1

St. Louis. ...
St. Loxiis
St. Louis

2

Louisville.

2 75

.

.

.

.

.

25
75
85

1

.

Loui3\'ille.

.

.

55

I

2.90
2

Louisville..

E. Ky. mine run
E. Ky. screenings.

Kansas lump
Kansas mine run.
Kansas screenings.

90

1

South and Southwest
Big Seam lump
Birmingham..
Big Seam mine run
Birmingham..
S. E. Ky. lump
Louisville
S.
S.

80

3

2 90

Louisville
Louisville. ...

Kansas City.
Kansas C^ty..
Kansas (^ty.

45

1

3 50
2 25

3 45
2 25
1

,

25

5 40
4,25

3 25

* Gross tons, f. o. b. ves."sel, Hampton Roads,
t .Advance over previous week shown in heavy type, declines in italica.

—
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Meek

Index

90.

.\or.
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for business in that section is strong and Pocahontas and
New River agencies, aided by the low marine freights now
prevailing, are extending their territory further into the
New England all-rail markets for the Pennsylvania coals.
The sudden release of so much tonnage ordinarily destined
In
overseas has caused a lowering of smokeless prices.
the Western markets Pocahontas mine run was obtainable
This low
last week as low as $2.50 per Ion f.o.b. mines.
selling price is causing many contract consumers to demand a revision of their agreements made earlier in the
year, in some cases the request is for a reduction from
the contract price of $3.50 to a new figure of $2.75.

diaKram
shows wiT-kly changea
lU^i.

This

In

spot prices of

tlie

bUuminoiis

coe.1

b>

the I'ntteil States aa
All prices
a whole.
are reduced to one
tipure

with

and compared
the

averag*

government price of
taken

aa 100.
spot
Actual
prioaa
for
each coal ar«
Riven in the table
1918.
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In the Lake trade July shipments will show a big decrease compared with June. It is said shippers are having
trouble taking care of their contract tonnage and few wild
Some of the lower docks
carriers are getting cargoes.
have laid off night crews and no coal is being dumped on
Sunday. Reports from the upper docks indicate that coal
is going forward more freely, which is expected to have
The railroads are
a beneficial effect at the lower ports.
averaging around 13,000 cars on hand at lower ports awaiting dumping, as compared with 22,000 cars several weeks
ago.
Upbound Soo passages of coal in July amounted to
2,915,184 net tons, of which 2,469,430 were bituminous and
44.5,754 anthracite.

July shipments to the interior from the Head-of-theLakes docks were the heaviest of any month this year and
indicate a growing demand.
The Inland movement was
13,448 cars, nearly double the May figure and 3,891 cars
more than were shipped in June.
Lake dumpings for the week ended Aug. 7 were 698,781
net tons, divided; 673,310 tons cargo and 24,471 vessel
fuel.

tons.

Production took a slump in the last week of July. The
total output was 1,750,000 net tons, a decrease of 87,000
Much coal
tons when compared with the week of July 23.
is going in storage at the mine and it is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain the steady production of the
last month.
Uncertainty prevails regarding the outcome on anthracite
production of the application of the Kohler-Fowler mine
cave bills. These acts of the Pennsylvania State Legislature, it will be recalled, become effective Aug. 27, and provide that operators of anthracite mines either pay a tax to
the state of 2 per cent on value of output or stand the
consequences in the shape of a $5,000 fine and a year in
jail if a mine subsidence should cause property damage
or loss of life. It is understood that some producers have
adopted a determined attitude and expect to close their
collieries on Aug. 26, rather than meet the terms of the
law.
A bad situation may develop should it not be possible to find some compromise solution to this time-worn
and perplexing problem of the hard coal men and the
people in the northern anthracite region.

COKE
Production of beehive coke appears to have settled down
The total output
to a weekly rate of about 40,000 tons.
during the last week in July was 45,000 net tons, according
Survey.
to the Geological
There are some indications of renewed activity, but so
far the demand has been satisfied with offerings of byprodConnellsville quotations are unchanged.
uct coke.

Estimates of Production
From the Weekly Report of the Geolooical Survet
(Nia' TONS)

Dumpings for the week preceding totaled 745,173
Lake tonnage for the season to date now stands at
same period in 1920

BITUMINOUS COAL
Total Bituniinous, Includiug Coal Coked

14,117,600, nearly twice that of the
7,646,775 tons.

:alendar Yeai
to Date

Week
.hdv I6fc
Daily average.
July 235

..

.

average...

D.'iilv

7.401.000
1.233.000
7.383,000
1.231,000
7,361.000
1,227.000

21l.04'5,000
1.276.000

219.332,000
1.274.000

Week

to

•;

1.67V000
289.191,00(1
1,675,000

298,562,000

226.693.000
1.273.000
Daily average
during New
(n) Less 2 days' productic
ttie
la.^t two years,
number of days covered for
report, (c) Subject to revision.

Julv'30<-

Date

278,721.000

10,880.000
1.813.000
10.470.000
1.745.000
9,371.000
1,562,000

1,672,000
to e.iualize

c

sod frnni

la-t

ANTHRACITE
1920

Calendar Year
to

Apr

Moy

June

July

Aug.

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dumpings for foreign account at Hampton Roads during the week ended July 30 were 108,068 net tons cargo

Julv 16
July 23
July 30
(ii)
Lciw 2 days' prodi
umber of days covered for the last two years.

<i

k

to equalize

BEEHIVE COKE

and 74,189 bunkers, a total of 182,257 tons, barely 40 per
cent of the average in June when the demand accompanying the British strike was at its height.
During the week ended Aug. 4, the Hampton Roads piers
dumped 367,841 gross tons for all accounts as against
340,.504 tons during the week preceding.
In view of the
lighter export movement, it is apparent that New England
is now the target of the water coal shippers.
Canvassing

Date

47,989,000
49,808,000
51,720,000

Week Ended

.

.

July 23

1921a

19216

1920

45.000

41,000

395.000

1920

1921

July 31

Julv 30

to

Date

3,562,000

to

Date

c

12,411,000

Subject to revision, (6) Revised from last report, (c) Less twc
production during N'ew Years week to e(|uali7e number of dayovered for the last two years.

(o)
lays'
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mined in France have a weak
tendency, and the same situation is
developing in industrial coals. The war
(and especially since the armistice) has
taught French importers how to put
foreign suppliers in competition and
they are now also holding foreign prices
in the face of French operators to get
the latter to come to more reasonable
terms.

coals

Foreign Market

And Export News
British Prices Decline as

Output Increases

—

Pre-Strike Production Rate Finds Dull

Lower

Prices

— France

Market Buyers Wait
Urges Increased Reparations Tonnage

Once again after years of gover-nniental control, British coal is subject
to the old laws of supply and demand.
Slowly even yet, the factors that set
the price level are feeling their way
to a new understanding not controlled
by the hand of officialdom and many
are the shifts that are taking place.

For the first few weeks every tendency
was for prices to mount, as, coming off
a starvation diet, buyers flocked into a
Consumers
market bare of supplies.
were displeased thinking that as the
miners had been forced to accept a
lower wage and since the government
was subsidizing the operators, the price
Instead, the
of coal should go down.
demand exceeding the initial limited
supply, quotations mounted through the
first month of post-strike production,
but in the last ten days a reaction has
set in that has pulled prices for some
coals again downward and is making
the market hesitate on the others.
Best Admiralty large coal was quoted
f.o.b. Cardiff on Aug. 1, at 4.5s. @46s.,
but six days later the price as cabled to
Coal Age. was 40s.@42s. 6d.
Likewise best small steams declined in the
week just past from 2.5s.(a)27s. 6d. to
20s.@22s. 6d. Newcastle-on-Tyne quotations on Aug. 6, were for best steams,
37s. 6d.@40s., compared with 42s. 6d.
the week previous and best gas was
quoted at 37s. 6d., a drop from 38s. 9d.
Best bunkers were 3.5s. @37s. 6d., unchanged from the week before.
As production increased, it having
been 4,332,000 gross tons in the week
ended July 23, and a substantial gain
over the preceding weeks, supply overtook what was really a weak demand
and this accounts for the decline in
prices.
In the last half of July, considerable American coal started on its
way before the strike settlement, ar-

and its disposal has been a problem for the government.
It appears
that some of it has been sold in competition with Cardiff coal at Cardiff, but
at considerable loss to the government,
the cost having averaged around 65s.
because of vessel demurrage, and the
price of coal at which it was offered
being around 40s.

rived,

London reports considerable inquiry
for export from old customers, but that
the prices are as yet too high to induce
pui'chase.

French Coal Buyers Playing Market
for
ISp'

ciiil

Lower Prices
Co7-rcspondencc)

Owing

to the 14th of July, which this
year entailed a four days' holiday in

and the coming summer holiand trading are at a
standstill.
French mines now seem to
be in a hole again for a market for
certain
qualities
of low-grade coal
which the English readily book along
with good grades, but which the French
consumer, used to carefully screened
and cleaned coals when supplied by the
French mines, refuses to accept.
House coal dealers are pushing their
sales for next winter storage. Many of
them want to get through with their
contracts to hurry off to the seaside,
the abnormal heat prevailing being anything but conducive to work.
There is a great effort on the part of
the English coal exporters to book

all offices,

days, business

business at the present prices which,
however, are not considered very attractive by the French buyers.
In other
sections there is nothing to report,
except that every effort is made to get
Germany to increase her deliveries up
to the mark of her obligations.
Prices of various grades of domestic

1
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Summer Slump Gtrman Output RecoversCoal Tax to Aid Reparations Program

After Early

An

statement issued by the

official

German government and cabled to Coal
Age on Aug. 3, states that production

into the legal machincr>-, in spite of
the resistance of the mine owners. Another step which is in contemplation
is the intended increase of the coal tax.
This is now 20 per cent of the sales
price, and it will probably be raised to
25 or 30 per tent.
The government declares that an increase of the coal tax is absolutely necessary for raising the reparations payments. Another reason for this is the
coal tribute to the Entente countries,
for which Germany receives credit only
at the rate of domestic prices. By raising to the level of prices in Belgium
and France, it is hoped that their requirements of German coal would maMany stories are cirterially diminish.
culated of the damages wrought to German interests by the cheap reparations
coal.
The fact is not lost sight of that
by removing the difference between German and foreign coal prices, the desire
for the latter would become stronger.

of coal in Upper Silesia in the first
half of July was 891,000 metric tons,
which represents a pain over the average semi-monthly rate of 830,000 tons
in the first five months of this year.
Political troubles have interfered with
mining activity in this field for several
months, but the lack of output has not
greatly inconvenienced any except in
parts of South Germany.
A cable of the same date gives the
production of coal in the Ruhr in the
week ended July 23, as 1,779.000 metric
tens, approximately equal to the rate
in June, but some 200,000 tons in excess of the weekly rate early in July.
According to H. O. Herzog, correspondent of Coal Age in Berlin, the
absence of shipments from Upper Silesia and the decrease in production in
the Ruhr early in the summer, due
to the abolishment of extra shifts, no
shortage actually exists. The Ruhr outDutch Miners Strike; May Develop
put in June was 7,753,000 metric tons.
Emergency Demand for
In the week ended July 9, production
dropped to 1,.574,000 tons, about 200,000
American Coal
tons from the weekly rate in June. The
dispatch to Coal Age from the
only part of the country where a cerHague under date of Aug. 3, states that
tain stringency of supply is observed is
South Germany, due to the river trans- the coal miners in Holland are on strike
against
a reduction in wages demanded
portation having been handicapped by
low water, and to the fact that South by the Netherlands government. It is
Germany is to a certain extent supplied reported that the pumpers are still at
woi'k, stokers being partially supplied
from Upper Silesia.
The Netherlands Union
by students.
Railway and Tramway Workers have
Production Declined in May
declared
their
sympathy with and
Production of pit coal in May and in
the first five months of 1921 is shown
in metric tons by the following figures:

A

May
WeatphaUa
Upper Silesia
Lower Silesia
Rhineland
Clausthal

37.542.953
8.308.529

253.638
436.088
34,108

1,831.981
2.387.277
195.141
17,267

HaUe

2,675

Toi/il for

Prussia

7,681,116

BaTUia

4.271

Saxony
Smaller

fields

Total for

Germany

January
to .May

6.954,607

1,874,709
68,787

8.050,767

52.259,196

Daily production in the Ruhr district was less than in the preceding
months by about 4,000 tons, and remains
behind that of February by 37,000 tons.
In spite of the promises made by the
miners' association to balance the abolishment of extra shifts by higher individual production, no such increase has

although

in

1920

more than 70,000 tons a month of
American coal was imported into Holland.

Quotations to Coal Age by cable, from
Rotterdam under date of Aug. 5, are
market on American gas coal is
$8(5)$8.50 per gross ton, and British
steam coal 42s. per gross ton.
that the

Hampton Roads Clearance.s Week
Ended Aug. 4
For

Tons

.\tlantic Islands

.Am. Schr. Virginia Pendleton, for St.

Thomas

2.209

For .\rgentine
Du. S.S.

Wolsum

5.610

For Brazil
May Davenport,

.\m. Schr. ,\lice
Aires

Jap. S.S.

Yaye Maru,

for

for

Buenos
1,769
6,583

Rio de Janeiro

For Cuba
Dan. S.S. Nordamerika. for Havana
Nor. S.S. Joseph C'uneo, for .\ntilla
Br, S,S.
Norman Monarch, for Havana.
Am. S.S. West Catanaee, for San Diego
.\m, S.S.

Moosehausic, for Havana

Br. S.S.

Aldgate, for Piraeus

Ital. S,S.
Ital. S.S.
Ital, S.S.
Ital. S.S.

Atlantico. for

4,257

788
..

.

6,790
7,467
4,634

For Greece
5,229

For Italy
IrLx,

for

Genoa
Genoa

4.521

2,353
5.974
3,313

Labicum,

for Spezia
Lodovica. for Trieste

Nor. S.S.

Rovair, for Santiago

Am.S.S.

Manta,

for

99
2,390

San Juan

Reports

From

the Market Centers

New England
BOSTON
Market Very Quiet
Feature

— Rail
—

Increase
Active Anthracite

—

— "Distress"

Coal a

Movement Shows Small
Hampton Roads Agencies

Demand

Light.

—

taken place.

Bituminous There are practically no
buying developments in any direction,

Large quantities of coal could be exported, as the German industry is still
able to undercut foreign competition, but
as long as the coal tribute to Entente
countries is not definitely settled, exports
will have to be treated with great reProvision is, however, already
serve.
made for taking up extra shifts at a
given time, which can be seen from the
fact that a law regulating working time
a fundamental requireto seven hours
ment of the miners' unions for again
discussing extra shifts has been put

the market continuing as heretofore in
a state of extreme dullness. There are
almost no relieving factors; industrial
consumption remains light, with no
prospect of early change on production
that require heavy machinery.
A few special lines, like silk goods
and ginghams, are in demand, but the
manufacturing situation as a whole in
Certhis territory is extremely quiet.
tain of the mills in important centers
like Lowell and Lawrence, Mass., have
discharged 50 per cent of their helj)

—

many and Belgium,

50,283,148
32,552

353,087
12,293

—

offered their financial support to the
striking miners.
Production of coal in the Netherlands
is about 3.."i00.000 metric tons a year.
Imports available for domestic consumption, lliat is exclusive of I'e-exports
and of foreign bunkers, range normally
from 2,000,000 to 2,400,000 metric tons
a year. Imports are mainly from Ger-

and have advised them to look for employment in other trades. There are
few signs here of any industrial revival.
"Market cargoes" are still coming
forward, particularly from Hampton
Roads. Frequent efforts to force these
shipments upon unreceptive buyers
have resulted in new low levels for
Pocahontas and New River on board

A

cars for Inland delivery.
price of
$7.15 per gross ton has been quoted on
Such
"distress" coal on cars Boston.
coal is absorbed only with great difficulty, for those consumers who would
normally be disposed to buy on any
such range of price find themselves
well stocked with earlier purchases that
seemed "right" at the time.
Even shippers of the most favorably
knowTi grades of Pennsylvania coals
are being hard put to it to move
tonnage on current prices. Some of the
largest steam-using centers here are
near enough to Tidewater to be affected
by low offerings on the smokeless

August
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grades. Business which certain Pennsylvania shippers have been enjoying'
the first year of the war has,
much of it, shifted to the Pocahontas
and New River agencies; although the
aggregate is small, chiefly because so
little fuel is being used.
All the Hampton Roads shippers are
closely canvassing the territory they
can reach. Coal on cars at the loading
piers now runs up to high tonnages,
and none but sti'enuous measures are
since

employed

move

to

Off-shoi-e

it.

busi-

by no means broad
enough to include more than a few
interests, and in consequence the hunt
for a market in New England is all the
more keen. The low range of marine
freights is a very helpful factor to
these shippers, but at that the net
return to the mines must be even less
than on the fair grades in central

ness at present

is

Pennsylvania.
Anthracite

—

The old-line companies
appear to have orders for egg and stove
them
through August,
will
see
that
and here and there are retailers who
are interested to the extent of patching
out their quotas of those sizes in order
Meanto be ready for fall business.
while, most of the so-called "independents" are making most valiant
attempts to dispose of anything at all.

—East

Tidewater

Bituminous

—

—

Anthracite

—

—

— Numerous

demand has slumped and suspensions in
the collieries are becoming more frequent.

In addition to these enforced
shut-downs, the mine workers have become dissatisfied and there are numerous labor disturbances. Unless the publie wakes up soon, further curtailment
may be necessary.
Some surprise was occasioned this
week when one of the large producing
companies announced an increase of 10c.
per ton in its prices for broken coal
and 20c. per ton to the July price for
stove, but omitted any increase in the
prices for egg, chestnut and pea. Some
of the independents announced increases
over their July schedules, but many of
them are taking orders under the company price lists, while others are curtailing production because of the small

demand.

The suspension of mining had a tendency to strengthen the market for the
buckwheats. There is not so much of
these coals here, but quotations remain
low.
Alongside quotations for buckwheat were heard as low as .?>5.50; for
rice, $4.90, and for barley, about $1
lower.
The range of prices for company and independent coals is shown
in the Weekly Review.

to take in coal, and the variety of
and grades brought to their notice
causes them to take much time in placOften they are inclined
ing business.
to try out a small tonnage of a new

inquiries regarding September deliveries.
Taken altogether, the indications

grade

are that the turning point is about here
and that business will soon pick up.
Purchasing agents who have refused
or neglected all through the year to
make contracts and have been buying
their necessary requirements in the
open market, at prices much below what
they would have paid under contract,
are beginning to realize that if they
want to have full bins before snow flies
they must get busy. They are noticing
that the grain movement is under way
and that many cars have already been
taken out of the coal-carrying business.
They also realize that unless demand
increases shortly, there is danger of
production being further decreased by
the closing down of additional mines.
The movement of coal to this market
is increasing, but not in quantities sufficient to cause any congestion.
Demand for the cheaper grades is slow,
most buyers asking for either Pool 9
or 10 coals.
Individual coals are in
demand, some buyers, it is reported, being willing to pay small increases over
quotations for pool coals if assured of

Regardless of grade, it is generally remarked that coal is coming to hand in
better preparation than for years, and
is really top-notch in this respect.
The principal buying at this time is
by those consumers who can lay in a
winter's supply at one time, and there
have been a few orders of this kind
lately, running from 100 to 1,000 tons.

the grades they want.

An encouraging

sign in market conimprovement in the deA few weeks ago
quotations ranged around $1.50, while
present figures with some dealers are
is

low

off'ered at a

there

price,

much switching

is

and

in this

of custom.

These small consumers seem satisfied
that freight reductions are still far off
and that coal at present prices is a real
bargain.

With wage adjustments among nonunion men in the districts around Johnstown, Windber and Somerset estimated
to figure out 50c.@75c. a ton less than
Cambria and Clearfield scales, shippers
from the latter fields are placed at a
disadvantage, which has resulted in a
further lowering of prices, with the possible exception of Pool 1, which is inclined to be firm, and occasionally a bit
higher than recently.
The outlook at Tide is not particularly
good. There is only a fair bunker trade,
with prices unchanged, and oversea
shipments are really unimportant compared with a year ago.

BUFFALO

slack.

PHILADELPHIA

— Stove
—Anthracite
Dealers Strong Financially — Steam Sizes Weak—Bitumi-

Dealers

way

the

$1.75@$2.
Quotations for Pool 9, f.o.b. piers
ranged $.5.90@$6.10; Pool 10, $5.40@$5.75 and Pool 71, $5.90@$6.

appeals being

fi'om many sources that consumers lay in their winter coal have apparently fallen flat, with the result that the

made

feeling

prices

mand, for

NEW YORK

optimistic

prevalent in many lines of other business has invaded the coal offices, but
so far has not resulted in a rush of
orders. However, there have been many

ditions

Anthracite Demand Quiet Independent
BuckOperations Suspend in Part
wheats Stronger Bituminous Tximing
Point May Be Here
Improvem,ent
Looked For.

— The
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Buy

Little

Only Wanted Size

nous Prices Trifle Lotver

—-Light

—More Inquiries.
the
Anthracite— Early

Spot

Deliveries

in

week there

was

just the slightest semblance of better business in the retail trade, due to
two cold days, which impressed some

people with the idea that it would not
be long before they would need coal
With the recurrence of warmer
weather, this flash in the pan faded
away and retailers continue in their
attitude of waiting for something to
turn up.
Stove continues to be the only wanted
size, but not because there is not suffi-

again.

cient on hand to make deliveries. It is
simply a case of less of this coal being

on hand than any other size, and the
general purpose seems to be to get the
bins filled with this size. All companies
are keeping to prices as announced on
.A.ug. 1 and premiums are unheard of.
Some shippers are so badly in need of
pea orders that they are shading this
size much below their circulars, but are
moving very little at that.
Bituminous The trade remains quiet,
but with an occasional report of somewhat better business. Consumers are
being strongly urged from all directions

—

No Improvement
Lake

Felt in Coal Circles

—Hard

Unchanged

Prices

Coal

—

DM—

Shipping Active.

—

Bituminous Statements are becoming rather common in the daily papers
to the effect that business conditions
are improving. The Buffalo papers do
not care to be behind in the good work
and so are apparently looking for business men, especially manufacturers,
who are -willing to talk in the same way.
They are finding them.
We too often get bad business conditions because we predict them and do
not try hard enough to avoid them, but
at the same time a fictitious tone to afBusiness
fairs can do very little good.
must not be crowded into an activity
that will not hold. When the times are
ready for a revival, industries will be
the first to indicate it and will speak
with authority.
Prices are much as before, although
slack has firmed up at the expense of
the sizes: Quotations: $3 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for Pittsburgh
and No. 8 lump, $2.50 for Allegheny
Valley mine run and $2 for slack, to
which add $2.36 to Allegheny Valley
and $2.51 to other coals to cover
freight.

—

Some distributors think
a slight stir in the demand and
hope it will continue, for it will make
the late fall and winter rush less of
a riot.
What is not bought now will
Anthracite

there

is

have to be bought later. Reports from
Canada and the Upper Lakes agree
that the coal is still piling up in dealers' bins and on the docks.
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Retail prices went up 10c.
making coal to the curb
grate and egg, $13.05 for
chestnut, $10.95 for pea and

on Aug.

1,

$12.80 for
stove and
$8.75 (not

advanced) for buckwheat. Stove is
very scarce and seldom sold in quantity
unless the buyer will take a certain
proportion of other sizes.
Independent mines are running at a
Asking prices, f.o.b. mines,
.<low rate.

Vol. 20. No. 6

men have urged the public to
buy coal at once, pointing out that a
the coal

orders at this time in
the belief that lower prices will result
The
therefrom, is a distinct fallacy.
ti-ade points out that as fall approaches,
prices will of necessity be higher and
there will also be great difficulty in supplying customers who will all want coal
at one time.

withholding of

run from $8.15 to $7.45, but circulars
are of a somewhat urgent nature and
often close by asking for an offer. It
is hard for jobbers to keep up a steady

all

— Loading

is

beyond

all

The total for last week was
edent.
182,800 tons, a record breaker, of which
116,100 tons cleared for Duluth and
Superior, 27,500 for Milwaukee, 24,200
for Fort William, 7,800 for Chicago, and
7,200 for Waukegan.
Freight rates remain at 60c.(5)65c. to
Chicago, 65c. to Waukegan, 60c. to Milwaukee, and

50c.

to

Duluth and Fort

William.

—

Coke There is a rumor that furnace
owners are looking for a stir in the iron
trade soon and that some of them claim
The moment that
to feel it already.
comes the trade will jump. Meanwhile
prices remain at $4@$4.25 for 72-hr.
foundry, $3@$3.25 for 48-hr. furnace
and $2.75 for stock, with domestic sizes
$5@$5.25.

BALTIMORE
Better Line of Inquiry on Future Deliveries
Spot Market Extremely Dull
and Prices Soft Export Movement on
Hard Coal Men
More Natural Basis
in Trouble.

—

—

—

Bituminous— With the exception of a
better line of inquiry that is developing
in some offices as an apparent result of
the plans of business interests generally
of providing for possible resumption in
the early fall, the coal market remains
extremely flat and uninteresting as to
demand, with prices abnormally low.
Best grade steam and gas coals are
on the market at a net mine price from
$2@$2.40, and were there any material
number of bargain hunters for coal supplies for immediate and future delivery,
they would have their hearts gladdened
by the ease with which they can at this
time pick up the best of fuels at prices
below actual production costs, or so near
to such costs as to wipe out even a fair
margin of profit to the mine interest.
Export movement from Baltimore for
the month of July, totaled 289,185 tons
cargo and 30,637 tons bunker. For the
first two days of August, so far reported, there was loaded 10,674 tons
cargo, with no bunkers taken.

— There

Anthracite

is

MILWAUKEE

prec-

a complete ces-

sation of hard coal buying in this city,
apparently largely as a result of the
campaign of misrepresentation conducted in certain newspapers and political circles against the hard-coal merchants of Baltimore, which resulted last
week in the indictment of the Baltimore
dealers on a charge of conspiring to
fix prices.

Both before and after the indictment

Market Improved by Iticreasing Demand Full Yards Must Be Relieved

—

—

Anthracite Quotations Advanced.
Dealers report a betterment in local

and there is an increased
movement to the interior. However, the
number of consumers supplied is still
from 30 to 40 per cent below normal.
deliveries,

seems difficult to dissipate the idea
that prices are due for a drop. Yards
are almost full to overflowing.
The August price of anthracite has
It

However,
not been officially made.
dealers are quoting egg at $15.85, stove
and chestnut at $16.10, pea $14.35, and

buckwheat $12.10, an advance of

—

Dock Storaye Space Is Scarce Vessel
Unloadiyig Delayed Interior Movement

—

Picks

Up

—Anthracite Receipts Increase.

Slight increases in shipments from
Duluth docks, together with storage
space for some 200,000 tons of coal
which still remains to be filled, are

holding the docks at Duluth-Superior
harbor open so that some coal may still
be shipped in. The condition is growing more serious every day, however.
Last week several loaded ships were
held in the harbor until the particular
docks to which they were consigned

were emptied sufficiently by shipments
to permit unloading.
Receipts for July exceeded by 1,026,300 tons shipments during July last
year.
Last month 1,634,100 tons of
bituminous and 329,300 tons of anthra-

came to the docks, against 726,400
of bituminous and 211,700 of anthracite
the same month a year ago.
Receipts this year so far are 785,900
tons of hard and 5,422,500 of soft coal,
or a total of 6,208,400 tons.
Nearly half of the total supply of
anthracite received at the local docks
From
this year came in during July.
cite

ness.

Youghioghcny and Hocking gas

coals are offered at $7, with $7.25 quoted
Splint is $7.25 and
for steam coal.
run of pile in all classes is quoted at
75c. under the quotations for lump.

with

no

With the first of the month the regular 10c. increase in anthracite prices
went into effect. Egg stands at $12.65
at the dock, stove and nut at $12.90,
buckwheat $8.50 and pea $10.90. DealDuluth operate on a $2.50
ers in
margin.

Shipments of coal from the docks of
Duluth-Superior harbor for the month
of July were 13,448 cai-s, which is 3,891
cars more than in June.
Last month
scored the heaviest shipments of the
year.
In July, 1920, 15,052 cars left
the coal docks. The mark for this May
7,883 ears, showing that a healthy
increase has taken place in the last two

was

months.

10c.

It transpires
per ton on July prices.
that while the usuaj advance of 10c.
on July 1 was withheld for some reason by those controlling the anthracite
supply, most of the Milwaukee dealers
added the 10c. There is no change in
the price list of bituminous coal.
Receipts by Lake during July were
459,387 tons, of which 124,934 are anThe
thracite and 334,453 soft coal.
season's receipts are 1,994,383 tons,
against 985,055 tons during the same
The increase is diperiod last year.
Anthracite 154,854
vided as follows:
tons.
854,474
tons, bituminous

DULUTH

occur this year.
Dealers are holding more firmly to
anthracite prices and are refusing to
make any concessions to obtain busi-

Screenings are $3.85@$4,
chance of lowering.

Northwest

trade.

Lakes

this dealers are hoping that there will
be an increase in anthracite shipments
and that no shortage of hard coal will

Inland West
DETROIT
Steam Buying

Still

Confined

to

Bargain

— Domestic Market Sluggish— Anthracite Trading Unimproved.
Bituminous — Buyers are not yet

Lots

manifesting any interest in steam or
domestic sizes of bituminous in the
Detroit market, according to wholesalers and jobbers, who say that sales
of steam coal ai'e limited very largely
to bargain offerings.

Some of the steam plants are reported creating' small reserves by purchases of stock offered from time to
time at distress prices. Otherwise, the
amount of business transacted js discouragingly small.
Emphasis is placed on the fact that
those who do not buy now are running
a risk of being forced into the market
when far less favorable conditions will
be found in transportation matters and
with prices at a higher level than at
present.
is a tendency to ascribe
domestic business to the

While there
the

lack

of

unemployment of many household consumers, the jobbers place considerable
stress on the fact that if those who are
in a position to do so would make
their purchases now, a considerable
quantity of coal would be sold and the
retail dealers

would be enabled

to

renew

supplies in their yards to safeguard the
requirements of those who, though
unable to buy coal now, will be forced
to obtain a supply later in the year.

Smokeless lump and egg

is

quoted at

the mines at $5.25, mine run at $3 and
slack $1..50@.$2.
West Virginia 4-in.
$3.25. 2-in. lump $2.90@$3,
lump
egg $2.75, mine run $2.15, nut and slack
Ohio lump is $3.25, li-in. lump
$1.50.
i!5

August
$3,

egg

11,

$2.75,

slack $1.50.
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mine run

$2.50,

nut and

—

Anthracite Sales of household sizes
of anthracite are very light, unwillingness to buy at present prices being
given as the cause.

COLUMBUS

—

Gradual Increase in
Trade Falliny
Domestic Demand Screenings Showing
Marked Strength Production Still at

Low

—
—

Point.

Domestic trade is now attracting the
bulk of attention. Retailers are showing a tendency to buy more liberally as
they want to be in a position to take
care of current business. Householders
are coming into the market more and
more, although some are still waiting
for reduced freight rates which they
believe will be reflected in lower prices.
Retail stocks in Central Ohio are
rather spotty. Some dealers have large
stocks, while others have been staying
pretty close to the shore. Consequently,
these last dealers are the best customers at this time, when householders are
coming into the market. Retail prices
Hocking
are steady at former levels.
$6.50 and rescreened varieties $6.75.
Splints are
quoted $7.50, while Pocahontas is $9.50@$10. Anthracite is moving fairly well

lump

I'etails

around

around $14@$15.
The steam business

practically
outside of coal
moving.
Railis

dead.
Little tonnage,
for public utilities, is
roads are only taking a small tonnage,
while schools and public institutions are
now fairly well supplied. The demand
for screenings is holding up and prices
are advancing, due largely to reduced
production of lump.
With the Lake
trade dwindling, the output of screenings has been further curtailed, although
increased domestic production will soon
right the situation.
The Hocking Valley docks at Toledo
loaded 181,122 tons during the week
ended July 30, as compared with 122,328 tons the previous week. The total
loaded for the season is 2,409,292 tons.
During the same week the T. & O. C.
docks loaded 37,857 tons, as compared
with 66,629 tons the previous week,
making 631,880 tons for the season.

CLXCINNATI
Temporarii Market Flurry
eral

Improvement

—

with egg and lump $5@$5.50.
Nut is
quoted $4@$4.25 and mine run $2.50@
$3.50.
Slack is practically out of the
market, the quotations being mostly for
poorer grades at $1.85@$2.
Retail prices have shown no signs of
changing.
Retailers who ai'e heavy
handlers of smokeless say they cannot
see any prospect of a reduction until
lump reaches the $4 basis. Top grade

Pocahontas is held at $10.25 down to
$9.75, mine run $7.50@$7.75 and screenings
Bituminous lump, better
$6.
grades are $8.25@$8.75, average, $7.25
@$7.50; mine run $6.25, and screenings $4.45@$5.

—

Quotations Softening
F'ocahontas
Slack Still Strong Demand for IndusLake Shiptrial Coal Slighthj Better

—

—

ments Decline.
Bituminous Explanation of the remarkable stiffening of slack coal in
the last few weeks is to be found in
the report of Lake shipments for July.
The total movement up the Lake of
cargo fuel during the month was 3,554,686 tons, compared with 4,658,309 tons
in June, a reduction of more than 1,104,000 tons, or 23 per cent. This large
curtailment of shipments, caused by
the congestion of coal at lower ports
and the tardy distribution of the fuel
from upper docks into consuming channels, naturally has cut down the proFor the season to
duction of slack.
Aug. 1 the Lake movement has been
13,015,062 tons, compared with 6,253,-

—

738 tons for the
12,617,285

in

same period

1919,

and

GenRetail Prices Un-

First-of-the-raonth orders somewhat
bolstered up a lifeless market, but by
mid-week this flurry had passed and
things were back in the same old rut.
Lake business has sloughed off, buying
being practically nil.
Kentucky nut and slack is being held

with sales down to $1.
West Virginia offerings hold 25c. above
this with few sales over $1.50.
Mine
run is variously priced, good coal bring-

$1.20@$1.40

ing up to $2 and off-grades down to
Kentucky lump is $3.25@$3.50,
and West Virginia has a gamut of
prices running $2.75@$3.50.
Smokeless business picked up a little.

Receipts of bituminous coal at Cleveland for the week ended July 30
to 546 cars, divided; 402 industrial, 144 retail, representing an increase of si.xty-two cars over the previous week. The normal requirements
of Cleveland are said to be around 1,200
cars of bituminous coal per week.

amounted

ST.

LOUIS

Conditions Continue Quiet

—

—No Activity

Anywhere Car Shortage Forerunners
Appear No Price Changes.

—

There is nothing to break the monotony of the weary waiting days that the
trade puts in, until some rift in the
clouds will indicate a move in the right
direction.

CLEVELAND

in 1920;
11,305,995 in

Steam, which moved up a notch or
two since the middle of July, does not
keep on. It improved a little in price,
and that is all. Screenings demand has
been some better, but not enough to
cause any stir.
Locally, steam is easy. There is only
a slight call and this is mostly for a
little storage.
In the country, the steam
coals are in an extremely sluggish position.

Domestic shows no change. Carterdoing the best, but this is next
A few dealers have ordered
a little Mt. Olive and Standard, but it
ville is

to nothing.

so small that

is

No

cite receipts

it

does not count.

moving and anthraare light. Coke trading is

smokeless

is

There are no increases
Country domestic is picking
up some in western and northern Missouri.
In the South there is nothing
doing to speak of.
at a standstill.

in prices.

1918.

Although the demand for

slack,

South

due

the scarcity, is the largest of all
grades, compared with the supply, dealers report a slight increase in buying
of other kinds of industrial fuel. This
reflects the somewhat better plant operations in the iron and steel and some
Whether or not this
other industries.
to

is to expand into an unmistakeable buying movement remains
One dealer says that more
to be seen.
inquiries have been received for coal
in the last few days than for the same
length of time in months.

improvement

—

— No

changed.

$1.60.
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-Anthracite and Pocahontas
A development of interest in the Pocahontas
market has been the drop of spot mine
prices by about 75c. Most retailers are
preparing to revise their delivered

accordance. An interesting
in
angle of the situation is that all of the
large yards contracted for their Pocahontas mine run at the beginning of the
season at $3.50 a ton. It is now sellprice

ing

at

a

mine price

of

$2.75.

The

smaller dealers, who are without contracts, are able to buy this coal cheaper
than the large yards and to undersell
them on the retail market. As a rethe large dealers have served
sult
notice upon the operators that the contracts must be revised downward.
Refusal would mean that dealers could
order deliveries stopped and buy in the
open market.

BIRMINGHAM

—

Market Tone Slightly Better Supply
Much in E.rcess of Commercial Demand
State Program to Aid Domestic

—

Miyies.

While actual results of better trade
conditions are not in evidence at this
time, there is a feeling among coal men
that a change for the better is to be
expected in the near future, though of
course anything approaching a normal
market is not contemplated for some
time to come. There is a slight revival
in some industrial lines, but not sufficient activity as yet to affect the coal

market favorably.
Although the retail domestic trade

is

lagging badly there is a belief
expressed that as a result of the information given the public by the State
Fuel Administration in a statement
showing the prices of domestic lump for
the month of August, f.o.b. mines, the
still

freight rates to the principal points in
the State and a reasonable margin to
be charged by the retailer, consumers
will conclude that lower prices are not
to prevail and will beein to place orders
n'-coT-dingly. which will in turn enable
domestic mines to speed up production.
Acting Fuel Administrator Roy R.
Cox has issued an appeal to the public

COAL AGE
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no longer delay laying in their winter
prompt action only can forestall
a serious shortage during the coming
winter months. Lump quotations f.o.b.
mines with freight rates to Birmingham
ranging Slhc. to 5106i per ton. are as
follows: Big Seam $.3.25
$4.20, Carbon Hill $4.15, Black Creek $4.42
to

coal, as

@

@

$7.10,
$6.00, Cahaba $4.90
$4.95, Montevallo $6.30@$7.10.

@

Corona

The data compiled by the State Fuel

Vol. 20, No. 6

$6, if the city took up 2,560 acres in
northern Colorado, or several sections
of federal coal land in the north and

south.

Meantime, mines are working part
time and operators are wondering how
the consumer will wait
before getting in his winter supply.
The millennium for the consumer as
is
the latter has it pictured to him
a long way off.

much longer

—
—

Administration is only publi.'ihed for
the information of the public and as a
check against retail prices charged consumers by the dealers, the suggested

News

margin for the dealers in Montgomery.
Mobile and Birmingham being $3.10 per
ton and other points $2.50 to $2.80.

From

LOUISVILLE

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian

It
is
tinues very quiet.
occasionally that any coke

Market on Rebound from Loiv Denuind

—S(»ne

Jobbers Guaranteeing Prices
Screenings Show Further Strength.

—

ANTHRACITE

making numerous inquiries
for prices, especially for September dewhen the anticipated consumer
stocking of prepared should at last
start.

district.

the result of a hold-up in Lake
shipments, overproduction of screenings
has stopped, and the low price level on
screenings is now around $1.35. Lump
coal cannot be touched today for less

than $3@$3.50.
Mine run is a little
firmer, but average quotations do not

show much

increase.

Producers are loaded up with screenings orders for future delivery.
Retailers are
livery,

Some consumers who have played
for a lower market have closed orders
where prices have been guaranteed unJobbers do
til the close of the year.
not figure that they are taking any

guaranteeing present low
prices, in view of the fact that winter
demand is bound to be far more active
chances

in

for heating,

if

not for actual industrial

consumption.
Production is larger than at this
time last year, as smaller business is
finding a full car supply. Industrially
there is no marked improvement in any
one line.
However, the cement, lime,
brick and clay people are busier.

West

—

—

Some of the larger independent companies are operating only three days
a week and a number of the smaller
producers are closed down altogether.
One of the large companies is only
operating part time and nearly all producers are stocking coal at the mines.
Not much change is expected during
this month, and it will be Sept. 1 at the
earliest before any marked resumption
will take place.

CONNELLSVILLE
Byproduct Coke Purchased Instead of
Connellsville
Reduced Frick Scale
Prices Unchanged.
The first important development in
the
open market showing a trend
toward byproduct coke in this period of

—

close

DENVER
Production

—

Increases
Agitation
Lower Prices Demand Still Lags

—

for

Coal mining shows a tendency to increase despite the agitation going the
rounds for a whirl at the coal leasing
act of 1920. The city of Denver is just
getting out "from under" one municipal coal yard experience that was
hazardous and costly, but efforts are
being made to have the City Council
act again with probably like hazards.
Some newspapers are saying that
lignite can be put in the consumer's
cellar for $3.50, as against the present
price of $6.35@$8.50, and bituminous,
retailing at $11@$12, could be sold for

price

—

figuring

is

contract

the

between the Sharon Steel Hoop Co. and
the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.,
whereby the latter is to furnish byproduct to the former for operating the
Mary furnace at Lowellville, Ohio. The
furnace has just been started.
Prices
reported on the transaction are purely
conjectural, the only thing certain is
that the delivered cost is much below
what could have been done with Connellsville.
It is possible that coke now
in stock will be used quite largely.
There was a possibility that the Wickwire-Spencer Steel Co., Buffalo, would

buy

byproduct

coke

from

a

nearby

operation but, as reported a week ago,
Connellsville coke was brought at $3
net to the consumer.

The spot furnace coke market con-

only

very

sold for
for miscellaneous use, are of small lots, at $3
down to $2.75, the lower prices being
probably for coke under the blast furnace standard. Soft coke brings $2.75

furnace

Operations Hindered by Labor Troubles
Demand Is Weaker Heavy Storing
at Mines.
Operating conditions took a slump
There is a strike in the
last week.
Panther Valley and 6,000 men are out.
All of the mines of the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co. are closed. The Lehigh
& Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. has had some
trouble at one of the collieries and it
has been shut down, off and on, for
some time. The Lehigh Valley has
eight mines on strike out of thirteen
which it owns in the northern coal

As

Tonnage of a year ago has not been
maintained this summer, although the
week ended July 23 showed an increase
of 20,000 tons over the previous week,
when 160.000 tons were mined. The
output of a year ago was about 225,000 tons. Lavk of orders was responsible for most of this "lost tonnage,"
some little trouble being experienced by
inability to get the proper cars for
loading when wanted.

use.

Other

is

sales,

and less. Spot foundry coke continues
in moderate demand with the market
softer, though not quotably lower.

The Frick scale of -Aug. 1 represents
a reduction of a shade under 10 per
Per 100 bu. mining rates are
$2.38 for pick mining room and rib
coal, $2.63 for heading coal, $2.77 for
wet heading coal and for machine mining $1.50, the rates being equivalent to
63c., 69c., 715c. and 39Jc. respectively
per 2,000 lbs.
The rates in general
average fully 10 per cent above the
independent scale of July 1.

cent.

The market remains quotable as
follows:
Spot furnace, $2.90
$3;
contract furnace, $3; spot foundry, $4
$4.50, per net ton at ovens.

@

@

PITTSBURGH
Demand Continues Light Account Non-

—

Union Competition Prices Unchanged.
Demand from consumers normally
tributary to the district is light, and
even of that, little of it is expressed in
inquiry for Pittsburgh district coal, because it is possible to buy at materially
lower prices from nearby non-union districts,
particularly the
Connellsville
region. As good gas coal can rarely be
obtained thus, there is a moderate demand for Pittsburgh district gas coal.
There is not much contract business
in force, but shipments are fair against
such contracts as exist. Shipments in
the lake trade are now quite light, having been on the wane for several weeks.
Nothing definite has turned up yet as
to revision of the wage scale, though in
some quarters a reopening of the subject, upon the initiative of the miners,
regarded as far from improbable.
is
The further reductions recently made in
the Connellsville region increase the divergence in mining costs between the
Pittsburgh and the Connellsville regions.
Independent
Connellsville
operators
made a further wage reduction July 1,
while the H. C. Frick Coke Co. (Steel
Corporation) made a second reduction
Aug. 1. Present rates for pick mining

August

11,

room and
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rib coal per 100 bu. are $2.06

on the independent scale and $2.38 on
the Frick scale, equal to 54c. and 63c.
respectively per ton.
The steel industry has made a turn
for the

gain

is

better in operations, but the
small and it is doubtful whether

appreciate just what real competition
is.
A year ago there was the keenest
competition for coal tonnage on the
rising market. Today, dealers are literally lighting for every ton of coal they
sfll.
The operator who has built up his
business upon the basis of satisfaction

241
moi'eland
is

field

while

here

the

rate

83ic.
The results since April

1, when the
readjustments were made in the
competitive districts, are conclusive
proof of the serious condition in which
the central Pennsylvania operators find

first

themselves.
his customers is now beginning to
reap his returns.
It is not unusual in certain offices
FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
to receive an
order duplicating one
Mine Idleness General Tide aiid Lake
previously e.xecuted. In some instances
Tonnage Divindles Prices for Slack
these "repeat" orders can-y a price proStronger.
vision, but in others the buyer has sufFairmont
ficient confidence in the jobber to permit him to name his own price.
Mine idleness was general during the
There is some talk that in the near last week of July as a result of "no
EASTERN OHIO
future several large coal consumers will markets." .-^bout the only coal moving
Production Increases Lake Tontuige be in the market to place orders. It
was that supplied on contracts, I'ailSluvips, But Is Offset by Better Indus- is rumored that the coal will be purroad fuel taking about 40 per cent of
Slack Shows Strength.
trial Dentand
chased for storage purposes at the pres- the output. Tidewater shipments were
Despite predictions to the contrary, ent low prices in anticipation of needs almost nil and Lake tonnage was
production continues at a good clip which may arise in the near future.
dwindling. Slack was becoming scarce
and the week ended July 30 was the
Furnace coke continues exceedingly and prices were advancing.
largest since the last week in May. spotty, the price for what little is being
Northern Panhandle
Output aggregated 400,468 tons, or ap- moved being determined largely upon
pro.ximately 64 per cent of capacity. the brand. No additional contracts have
With the demand negligible, very
of
ahead
tons
Tonnage mined was 4,450
been signed, but jobbers report that little coal was being produced during
the previous week. Production for the spot inquiries are picking up. Average the week.
There was no Tidewater
year, to July 30, is approximately quotations are $3@$3.25, with some off- movement
and
Lake tonnage was
9,966,000 tons, or 53.5 per cent of total grade tonnage moving below that fig- smaller because of an accumulation at
rated capacity.
ure.
There is a luke-warm demand for the docks. Slack was firmer at $1.25@
Conditions in the general coal trade foundry, with the price ranging $4@- $1.40. Mine run ranged $2@$2.25 and
are at least no worse than during pre- $4.50.
Grades of coal range $1.75@- prepared $2.40@$2.65.
vious weeks, and by reason of lower $1.85 for steam and $2 for by-product.
volume to Lake and the aggregate tonnage mined continuing at a good rate
UPPER POTOMAC
Middle
concluded that
it may reasonably be
Industry Marks Time Prices Too Low
demand from a new quarter is enter- for Acceptance.
ing the market. Railroads are increasThe end of July found the industry
ing their orders and between 30 and 35
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
marking time, with comparatively fewper cent of all tonnage mined is going
Standing orders Car Shortage Indications Steam Shows
in operation.
mines
Industrial conditions
to the carriers.
General Operating Conalone permitted mines to run, spot Improvement
indicate a slight improvement, espeCarterville
orders offering being at such low prices ditions Not Satisfactory
cially in iron and steel, and the rubber
Circular Being Cut.
to preclude their acceptance. Even
as
industry.
better classified coals found a negThe only thing of note last week was
Inquiries are showing better tone, the
market. Tidewater business was the reported car shortage on the Illinois
although the majority of consumers ligible
virtuallv at a standstill.
Central
This was not so much
R.R.
seem content to supply their needs
a car shortage as it was failure to get
from day to day in the spot market.
quick movement and also to move the
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
One outstanding feature of the week
has been a constant rise in the spot Production Slumps Union Operations cars under load.
It is only a matter of a few weeks
prices on slack, with this grade sell- Seriously
Non-Union
Hindered
by
until the real thing will be with us.
ing freely at $1.80.
This is quite a Wage Cuts Early .Action Necessary.
The Baltimore & Ohio and Louisville &
contrast with the price of $1 several
July production totaled 51,000 cars, a Nashville are beginning to feel the comweeks ago, when it was reported that
tons
comcars,
or
295,000
loss of 5,964
ing trouble. It is reported that about
the largest order of the season, involvpared with June, when 56,964 cars 50 per cent of the cars sent to the
ing 100,000 tons, was closed with a
The Louisville & Nashville in July for
were shipped from the district.
public utility at that figure.
outlook for .August, in the union mines, Frisco loading were rejected account of
The reason given for the stiffening in
is less favorable, for the reason that
bad order.
slack prices is that a smaller quantity
the effect of the wage cut in Somerset
Screenings still show a little activity.
is now being produced because of Lake
County and in the Westmoreland-Con- In Franklin County, the huge piles of
shipments slowing up. This situation
nellsville field is beginning to be felt.
.At
screenings are being picked up.
is assisted by a slightly improved dePractically all the Somerset mines many mines they are the cause of idlemand on the part of industry.
are now back to the 1917 wage scale ness.
and will be .ible to produce coal at a
The Carterville field contifiues to hold
UNIONTOWN
labor cost of $1.40 per ton as against its own. It is by extreme effort, howDemand Slowly Returning Keen Com- a cost of $2.15 a ton in the unionized ever, as domestic egg and nut is hard
petition Furnace Coke Spotty.
portion of the central Pennsylvania to move.
Negotiations are expected to be com- field.
The big operators about six in numWestmoreland-Connellsville ber hold pretty well to the $4.05 price
the
In
pleted in the immediate future for the
reduction
of
10
per
cent
fui'ther
largest coal order to be placed in the field, a
The independents
on domestic coal.
Connellsville region for some time. Re- was effective on Aug. 1. These mines have dragged several association operports say that one consumer is nego- are now producing at a cost of 55c. ators to their level of from $3 up, the
tiating for the purchase of 400 cars, per ton for pick mining against $1.20 average being $3.50 for domestic coal.
200 of Pittsburgh vein and 200 of the in the central Pennsylvania field. Day Mine run is down to $2.75, and screenwages in the other fields average $4.50, ings from $1.35, up. Average working
Sewickley vein.
With the slowly returning business, while in this field the rate is $7.50. time varies from one to four days per
jobbers and operators are beginning to The outside wage is 33.3c. in the West- week. Railroad tonnage is light.

mill operations will average

more than

to

25 per cent for the month of August,
July having shown barely 20 per cent.
Prices are largely nominal, there being scarcely any transactions: Slack,
$1.60@$1.75; steam mine run, $2@
$2.15; i-in. steam, $2.25; gas mine run,
$2.20@$2.35; gas lump, $2.60@$2.80.

—

—

—

—

"

Western

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Conditions in the Duquoin field are
those of the independents in the
Carterville region.
Mt. Olive district shows no change,
except that the price has been increased
on country shipments of domestic from
$3.50 to $3.75.
St. Louis and Chicago
prices show no change.
Working time

Vol. 20, No. 6

like

averages two days per week.
Steam
coal is going mostly on contracts.
The Standard field is just what it has
been.
In some places there is a slight
increase in domestic movement.
Rail-

road

tonnage

shows some increase.
from one to three days
new mines resuming.
Prices range from $1 up on screenings, the average being $1.25.
Mine
run is $1.75, 2-in. lump $2 and upward;
6-in. lump. $2.50 up, and egg and nut,
from $2 up. Shipments are scattered

Working time

a

is

week, with no

and business

hard to

is

find.

LXDIANA
Demand

for domestic coal is only fair.
People apparently are delaying buying
their coal in hopes that there will be a
reduction in freight rates and a conse-

quent drop in price.
There does not
.seem to be much of a possibility of such
a reduction and the people are overlooking an e.xcellent opportunity to obtain prompt deliverj'.
Retail prices are somewhat

lower

than

last spring and dealers are getting ample supplies of domestic coals,
even the high-grade Eastern soft coals,
such as Pocahontas a situation that
did not prevail a year ago.
The sudden change for lower temperatures and the first hint of autumn has
caused an increase in domestic orders
and there is quite a tendency on the part
of the industrials to purchase. Jobbers
have had more inquiries during the past
week than for the two previous months
from industrials. Prices are unchanged,
but indications point to higher levels

—

late this

month.

There was very

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Tide Tonnage Declines as Pier AccumuGrows Production Suffers from
Slump in Demand Prices Weaker.

—

lation

New

—

River and the Gulf

River production ran down to as
low as 13,000 tons daily during the last
week of July, which was the dullest of

The falling demand exthe season.
erted a depressing effect on prices, prepared ranging $3.75@$4, mine run $2.50
@$3 and slack $2@.$2.25. Tidewater

movement was much reduced and Lake
shipments had also been cut down.
Dullness in the Winding Gulf region
was very marked, as buying on a spot
Tidewater shipbasis was negligible.
ments declined although some produc-

—

Operators are optimistic concerning
the outlook, and are slowly advancing
prices for prepared sizes.
Mine run is

moving a little better at slightly increased prices. Screenings are in good

demand

at better figures.

There is a fair tonnage of prepared
sizes, with much better movement anticipated, in view of the active inquiries
from retailers for September deliveries.
Consumers have not bought much coal
and retail prospects are beginning to
improve.

Western

Kentucky

is

little

spot buying owing

to general mrirket conditions.

Northeastern Kentucky

Owing

to a slim

demand the output

did not exceed 35 per cent of capacity.
Lake shipments were greatly curtailed
and were limited largely to companies
having their own docks in the Northwest.
Continued industrial inactivity
made for a very feeble steam demand.

Virginia
Production rate was
unimproved,
standing orders being the only ones in
This
precluded
effect.
more than .50
per cent production. Small mines with
free coal continued to mark time,
awaiting a revival of demand which did
not loom as imminent.

where

accumulations

were

growing.

Southern Appalachian

Prices were about on a par with those
in the New River region.

Pocahontas and Tug River
There was a sharp decrease in the
Pocahontas output, where "no market"
losses were in excess of 300,000 tons

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Alore Active Inquiry

—

especially

pleased with the prospects for through
rates to Georgia points, which will enable the field to open a new market,
from which it is now barred by combination rates.
A number of mines are
now running three days or better, instead of two.

—

Low Domestic
Coal
Screenings Price.

Little Distress

Demand Helps

While

It was necessary to scale down
Tidewater shipments because of the
poor foreign demand and inability to
market much coal in New England.
Domestic prices were lower, ranging
$3.75@$4 and slack was quoted $2@

sevei-al of the larger companies
Straight Creek-Harlan fields are
working on a reduced schedule and the
tonnage shipped is somewhat less than
during July, there seems to be more

$2.25.

run and .screenings.

a week.

Tug River production was holding
fairly well, being not far short of 80,-

000 tons during the week.

were

sufficient to

Contracts

keep mines in opera-

about four days, but spot sales
were few and much less coal went to
Tidewater than during the early part of
the month.
tion

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Stagnant Market Continues
Production Hard Hit
Resultant Coals Higher,
icith Loiver Domestic Call.

—

in the

mine
Several mines are
up several weeks ahead on screen-

activity in inquiries, especially for
sold

ings, but are unable to run full time
on account of the low demand for block.
Price cutting seems to have reached
an end and little coal is being sent out
on consignment to be sacrificed to an
indifferent buyer.
Best Harlan County block is bringing $3.25@$3.50, with Straight Creek
holding up to .$3..50(a)$3.75; mine run,
$2.15@$2.40; 2.\4 round, $2.90@$3.15,
and screenings, $1.50@$1.75.

Kanawha

More Optimistic Domestic
Denuind Better
Prices
Up Good
September Btisiness Predicted.

—

—

New

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Operators

figure than was observed in other highvolatile fielils.
Railroad fuel shipments
also helped to maintain the output.

ers continued to send coal to the piers

—

Buying Still Being Delayed Inquines
Are Picking Up Prices Unchanged.

—

Middle Appalachian

Little coal

West

was produced during the

last week of July as a result of the
insignificant demand and more mines
closed down for an indefinite period.
Domestic markets were so sluggish that
slack became more scarce and prices
increased somewhat, averaging $1.25@
$1.50.
There was no demand at Tidewater and Lake shipments also were
small.
No markets held production to
about 30 per cent of potential capacity.

Logan and Thacker
Logan production declined somewhat
because operators mining storage coal
were nearly stocked to capacity, and
little
coal
was being sold. Prices
descended to a lower level, which kept
operators from resuming work. Domestic grades were sluggish at $2.50@$3,
which caused the resultant sizes to increase slightly.

Tonnage mined for storage purposes
kept Thacker production at a higher

UTAH
Demand

Is

There

is

—

Car Shortage
Rush Expected.
a marked improvement in
Improving

Noticeable —Fall

This is believed to
the coal situation.
be due to the rumor that operators
had decided to add 50c. to the August
Car trouble has set in now
prices.
and threatens to become serious. Men
have already been laid off for lack
Railroad officials claim that
of cars.
producers, being short on orders and
long on output, have been utilizing
empty cars for storage of coal. The
D. & R. G., has increased its shop force
and cars are being put in good condition
as rapidly as possible.
Salt Lake City yards are filled, some
of the big retailers adding new yards
lor storage purposes, in anticipation of
the business which is expected to come
with a rush in the early fall.

;;
:
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Company News
COLORADO

The

$1,000 000

Colorailo Collieries Co.. a

'4

5.

KENTUCKY
The Amburgy Coal
in the Hazard

mines

Co..
field

with
Dalna. has

Lrouisville.

at

after being down
The mine has been electrified, a new power house built and shaker
screens installed. .4 number of new miners'
K. U.
homes have also been erected.
Meguire. of the Harlan Coal Co.. is head

started shipping
since March 15.

again,

retary of State,

Mining Co.. has
mining properties in the
near Hazard, and plans

Lotts Creek field,
extensions of operations, erection of more
miners' homes, and increasing the force.
The Kentnrk.r Block Fuel Co., W. A.
Bishop. Gen. Mgr. is remodeling its plant
at Elwood. Pike County.
Jacohsen horizontal picking-table screens loading boom
and chutes are being furnished by Jacobsen & Schraeder, Inc., of Chicago.
Fred K. Sackett. of Louisville who recently bought the controlling interest in
the Harlan Coal Co. has added to his
holdings through the purchase of 2.500
acres of unimproved coal lands which are
aoon to be developed.

MINNESOTA
An investigation into the coal situation
at the head of the Lakes and in Minnesota
will be conducted by the State Department
of .Agriculture, which is gathering data and
will begin to take evidence from dealers
and dock operators at an earlv date. The
investigation is expected to ascertain the
of coal in the hands of dealers in
Minnesota, the amount at Duluth available
for the state, estimates of the tonnage
needed for this year, and the reasons for
the disinclination on the part of the consumers to lay m their usual stocks of coal
early in the season.

amount

OHIO
Federal District .ludge Safer has granted
a temporary restraining order at the request
of the Faye Coal Co., of Columbus, stopping the Corning Mining Co.. of West Virginia from tran.sferring. endorsing or assigning notes given by the plaintiff in payment for 480 acres of coal land in Perfv
County. The plaintiff wants a contract of
purchase, made last September, rescinded
on the ground that the Corning company
induced the Faye company to purchase the
land by misrepresentations.
The Cambridge Collieries Co., headouarators

m

chased

Cam-

Kirby Bldg.. Cleveland, large operthe Cambridge District, have pur-

the property of the PittsburghSuperior Coal Co.. at Wegee. Belmont
County.
This mine, known as the Cook
Mine, has a capacity of 400 tons per day
and IS located on the Powhattan branch of
the Pennsylvania.
The consideration involved was not given out.
In addition to

recently.

PENNSYLVANIA
is

shaft

accidents

The above

The Darb Fork Coal

ters at

the

property,

being rushed on the Big Mounof the Philadelphia * R«adlnR
Coal and Iron Co.
Three shifts are on
duty.
Production will be considerably increased when the shaft is finished.
The Iron Trades Product Co.. Pittsburgh,
with branch offices at New York and Philadelphia, has been appointed exclusive sales
agent for the product of the Donley mine,
shipping from Johnetta, Armstrong County,
on the .Mlegheny Valley Branch of the
Pennsylvania.
Peale. Peacock & Kerr are installing a
set of Jacohsen horizontal picking table
screens at their Bald Hill Mine, Clearfield
County.
Fatalities in anthracite mining during
the first half of the calendar year show a
slight
increase over
the
corresponding
period of last year, although non-fatal accidents have decreased.
Here are the
figures for Pennsylvania mining for the
six-months period this year and last.
1920
1921
Total mining fatalities
481
393
Total anthracite fatalities..
271
273
Total non-fatal accidents...
1364
884
Total anthracite non-fatal

\Vork

tain

of the concern.

leased additional

acquired

company also operates the Majestic
Mine at Blairmont, on the 'Wheeling &
Lake Erie.
The authorized capital of the Tildesley
Coal Co., has been decreased from $250,000
to $100,000. by papers filed with the Secbridge

conc-rn, with headquarters in Denver, filed
articles of incorporation July 15 with SecThe company,
retary of State llilliken.
which will engage in a general business in
coal and its by-products, will have as directors H. n. Lawrence. F. H. Underwood,
D. E Deadrick. F J. Burbman and R. H.
Johnson, according to the articles of Incorporation.
The directors of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Co. have passed the dividend on the common stock. The last previous disbursement
of 1 per cent on May
on th(* issue was
The regular quarterly dividend
25 last.
of 2 per cent was declared on the preferred
stock, payable Aug. 20 to stock of record

Aug.

newly

this

area ot over 200.000 acres in Colorado
previously classified as coal land has been
restored to entry upon report of the Geological Survey and 100.000 acres in New
Mexico have been classified as non-coal.
The Survey has reported on 249 applications for coal prospecting: permits under the
leasing law; 64 await action and 78 reports
h-ave been made on applications for coal

An

figures,

718
559
as compiled by Chief

Button, of the State Department of Mines,
classify only the serious non-fatal accidents, incapacitating workers for sixty days

or more.

VIRGINIA
incorporated with a capitalization of $1.000.000. the Palmer-Bess Coal Corporation
will develop coal land in Keokee district.
John A. Palmer, of Reedville. has been
elected president with R. W. Palmer, Alta
Vista, secretary.
The executive committee ot the Cllnch-

Coal Corporation has authorized the
of the usual quarterly dividend of
f of 1 per cent on the common stock, payable Aug. 15 to stock of record Aug. 10.
Earnings for the first half of 1921 were
well in excess of the amount necessary for
the payment of the usual dividend on the
common stock, after setting aside all reserves, including federal taxes, and providing for the dividend and sinking fund on
the preferred stock and with the sinking
fund for the recent issue of 8 per cent
notes covered until August. 1922.
fleld

payment

in

The Hampton Roads

Port

Norfolk,

cited

session

Hampton

at

Roads'

Commission.

the fact of
in
coal
"selling points" to

preponderance

dumpings as one of the

be used in the State-wide effort to secure
proper development for the port. The mining regions will be visited this fall by a
of representative Hampton Roads
purpose of encouraging the
citizens of that section to aid in the port
development.

group

citizens, for the

WEST VIRGINIA
The McKeefrey Coal

Co.,

of 'West

Vir-

ginia has begun development on a tract of
coal land at McMillan Station. Marshall
County, five and a half miles south of
The E. M. 'Wichert Co.. of
Moundsville.
Pittsburgh, has been awarded the contract
for two concrete-lined shafts.
Organization of the Parsons Consolidiited
Coal Co.. with a capitalization of $750,000
was for the purpose of taking over several
companies in which A. F. Parsons and
others of Huntington were interested, the
companies so merged being the Chilton
Eagle Coal Co., the Peach Creek Coal Co..
and the Parsons Coal Co.. all of Logan
Included in the merger wa.; the
County.
Perry County Coal Co.. of Hazard Ky.

of the new company are
at Huntington. A. F. Parsons being the
C. ^'. Lloyd has been elected
president.
as secretary-treasurer.
Stoyer is to be the seat of operations of
the Potomac River Coal Co., where a new

The headquarters

plant is nearing completion. Only recently
the company finished putting in a siding
and building an incline, in addition to installing other equipment. Within the next
few weeks it will be possible to have the
new plant in shape for the beginning of
operations. This plant is under the superintendency of Ira Mercer.
In connection with recent mention made
of the installation of a plant by the Dean
Coal Co. on the Tygarts Valley River near
Philippi. it is now learntd that this com-

pany has completed work on a new tipple
and is engaged in putting in a set of boilers.
Rope haulage will be used as a means of
getting coal across the river to the line of
the B. & O.
The .Atlantic and Pacific Fuel Corporation, of Bluefleld. has filed a voluntary
petition in bankrujitcy, listing its liabilities
at $113,852.87. with assets of $137,691.84.

The

are mostly open accounts
companies mostly in southern

liabilities

owing

to coal

West Virginia fieUls.
The Gauley Mountain Coat Co., Robert
Morris, gen. mgr. of Ansted, have contracted with Jacobsen & Schraeder. Inc..
of Chicago, 111.,
their No. 3 mine.

for

tipple

equipment at

Jacobsen picking tables,
loading booms, weigh basket, chutes and
conveyors to bins are to be installed. Steel
storage bins having a capacity of 1,000
'.ons also are to be built.
Organization of the Cliff Coal Mining Co.
presages the mining of coal on a fairly

large scale in Sherman District of Boone
County, this company having just been
organized with a capitalization of $150,000.
Largely interested in the new concern are
L. J. Q. Dickinson. L. D. Burns, B. M.
Green. Frank Webb and U. G. Young, all
of Charleston.
The Genera! Coal Co.. of Huntington,
headed by W. J. Quinn. has increased its
capitalization from $50,000 to $100,000 and
the Export Coal Co., headed by A. O. B.
Hogue. of Export, has increased its capitalization from $50,000 to $150,000.
In the
list of companies recently dissolved were
the following:
Alcone Coal Co., of Wil-

liamson,

dent

;

of

which

Glendale

J.

Woolford was presi-

Coal Co., of ^\'heeling. of

which E. T. Hitchman was president
Mondale
Coal
Co.,
of
Charleston,
of
which F. S. Monahan was president
Wyoming Coal & Coke Co., of Huntington, of which
Thomas H. Harvey was
president
Clear
Creek
Coal
Co.,
of
which J. H. Murray of Huntington was
president Matewan Coal Co.. of Williamson,
of which C. M. Gates, was president
Decgans Eagle Coal Co.. of which W. E.
Deegans. of Huntington was president
Smith-McCue Coal Co.. of which J. C.
:

:

Smith, of Morgantown was president.
Several tracts of coal land changed hands
Grant District of Monongalia County
The Mhyel Coke Co. sold to
Thomas M. White, of Uniontown, three
tracts of coal in Grant District, this coal
bemg in the Sewickley seam. The three
tracts brought $28,642. Mr. 'nTiite also purchased from the WTivel company a tract of
100 acres of Sewickley coal in Grant District for the sum of $15,127.50. The 'Whyel
company secured from Harrv ^\^lyel and
wife 8S acres plus, paying for the same the
sum of $13,311.90.
in

late in June,

Owing to present market conditions a
decision has been reached by Hall Bros. &
Co. to close their Fairmont office. No statement was made as to whether this firm
would open

offices again following a recovery of industry from its present slump.
Work is being completed on the steel
bins and head frames of the Davis Coal &
Coke Co.'s tipple at Pierce, this being known
as the company's No. 39 operation. At the

Kempton mine
head-frame

is

of the

same company, the

being raised

in

height so as

to permit installation of a weigh-pan such
a3 has been installed at Pierce.
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Traffic INews

.\utoniiitlr Motor
(iiicinniiti. Ohio.
lOlectric Co
in.; illustratel— .Advertiser.

SrU-.SIarllnu

R.

T.

The Triumph
I'p.

S

X

.

11

—

C-H Brakes

Cutler-Hammer Mfg.

.Milwaukee, Wis.
X

In the
involving

mines at

.M.

the
Coal Co. to intervene.
In the complaint of the Illinois Coal
Trafflr Bureau, relating iii rates on coal
from various mines in Illinois to Council
Omaha and South Omaha, the
Bluffs,
Ontral Illinois Coal TrulHr llnrrau has
been permitted to intervene.
In the complaint of the Sllgo iriin store
Co.. the 1. C. C. decides that shipni.nts of
coal from Cokton. W. Va., to Lamar, Col.,
in 1919 were overcharged, a rate of $i'.2U
a ton being imposed, which it says should
not exceed t8.
The Duluth & Iron Ranee R.R. Co. report
for the year end.d Dec. 31 last shows gro.ss
income of $11,471,820; total deductions,
$8,721,491: net income, $2,750,329: applied
to sinking fund and other reserve funds,
$1,254,448. and a surplus of $1.4D5.881.
On recommendation of the board of directors stockholders have authorized an increase of $.")3.00n.noo in the capital stock
of the Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. and
authorized the board to apply to the Interstate Commerce Commission for permission
to distribute proceeds of the new issue as
Steps al.so were taken
a stock dividend.
to execute a blanket mortgage upon the
company's property as security for first
mortgage and refunding gold bonds to fund
as much as may be deemed necessary of
the debt of the road, which on December
31 last was $166,300,825.
Psiul.

In.:

11
1!-S,

^il

complaint of the Canton fonl To.
rates on bituminous coal from
Rawalt, near Canton. III., to St.
I. C. C. has authorized the Rawalt

and

;

317.

Wm. E. Hale, Fort WashPa., assignor to R. H. Beaumont
Philadelphia. Pa.. 1,377,830.
May 10.
Filed Feb. 7. 1920; serial No. 357.-

Drug Scraper.
ington.
Co..

1921.
096.

C. F. Oaka. Lovettville.
1.377,915.
May 10, 1921.
serial No. 377,632.
Mining Machine. Nils D. Levin. Columbus. Ohio, assignor to The Jeffrey Mfg. Co..
Columbus. Ohio, 1,377.842. May 10, 1921.
Filed March 8. 1917: serial No. 153,471.
Renewed April 2, 1921 serial No. 458,088.

Safety

—

Pp, 100 8J X 11 in. illustrated.
for water -works officials and enAdvertiser.
charts and tables.
Armco in Pictures and Facts The American Rolling Mill Co.. Middlctown. Ohio.
illustrated charts and
6 X 9 in.
Pp. 246
Following the process of Armco
tables.
ingot iron from the mine to the finished
product." Advertiser.

gineers

:

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

Power Plant Piping

— The

M. W. Kellogg

New York. N. Y. Pp. 30 7 x 1 n in.
De.scriliing instalillustrations and tables.
lations of piping of all types.

Co..

;

:

—

I.nnkenheiiner "Fierrenewo" Valves
The
Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Pp.
12; 3i X 6 in.; illustrations and tables.
Advertiser.
The Snllivan Turbine Hoint
Sullivan
Machinery Co.. Chicago. 111.
Bulletin 76
illustrated.
Pp. 4
6 X 9 in.
Description
of small hoist for numerous uses in mines,
AdvertiSfT.
etc.
The Jeffrey Pit-Car I.,oader The ,Ieffrcv
Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio. CataPp. 8; 7 X 10 in.; illustrated.
log 336.
Describing the new Jeffrey 38-.\ Pit-Car
Loader. Advertiser.

;

Flotation

Process.

Charles

Westmount, Quebec, Canada,
10, 1921.
246,126.

Filed July

22,

Spearman,

1,377.937.
serial

1918:

May
No.

%Vm. WTialey, KnoxTenn.. 1,379.427.
May 24. 1921. Filed
Nov. 26, 1917; .serial No. 204.032.

ville.

Tenn., 1.379,428.

W'm. Whaley, Knox-

May

Filed

24. 1921.

Sept 8, 1919; serial No. 322.263.
Mine-Car Tag-Holder.
K. F.

Begley,
Star, Ky., 1.379.314.
Mav 24, 1921. Filed
Sept. 23, 1921; serial No. 412,178.
Gravity Car Control for Mine Hoists.
Daniel F. Lepley. Connellsville, Penn., 1,379,870.
May 31. 1921. Filed Jan. 22,
1921 ; serial No. 439,204.
Mine-Car Coupling. Isaac Martin. Pittsburgh, Pa.. 1.380.301. May 31. 1921. Piled
Feb. 28, 1921
serial No. 448,704.
;

—

:,

1

11

I-

1

I'o..

of

which

iMcame a member
of till American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers in 1871 and was a
11'-

maiKiuer of tin Institute from ISSIi to 1S85.
In 1872 he married Grace Ross, of Bangor.
Maine, by whom he is survived, as well as
bv three children. Clifford R. Buck, of
Philadelphia: Mrs. Edward C. Sherman, of
Washington, and Miss Theda Buck, of
Bramwell, W. Va.

Pul)lications Received
Saicard's Annual for 1921. a statistical
review of the coal trade, edited and published by Frederick W. .Saward (1,t Park
N. Y., price $2.50). is now at hand.
This hook is always welcome at the desk,
because it brings together so much in the
way of statistical information that is otherwise scattered in government reports and
trade papers. The book would be just a.s useful, however, if much of trie text dealing
particularly with the trade reviews were
eliminated ami the volume- made more ot a
ready-reference handbook.

Row.

Coming Meetings
The Huntington Coal and Industrial Kxposition
Sept.

the Michigan Retail Coal
Dealers'
Grand Rapids.
Association
in
Mich., July 21. James S. McCarthy, of
Philadelphia, field secretary of the National
Retail Coal Merchant.s' ..\ssociation. placed
blame for present coal trade conditions on
the activities of federal "peeping Toms."
He asserted that attempts to nationalize

be held in the Chamber of
Building, Huntington, W. Va.,
24 incl. Chairman of commitA. Palmer. Huntington Cham-

will

Commerce

to

19

Thomas

tee.

ber of Coinmerce. Huntington.
.American Institute of .Mining and Metal-

Engineers

.

will

meet

Barre. Pa.. Sept. 12 to 17.
F. Sharpless. 29 West 39th

at WilkesSecretarv F.

New York

St.,

City.

National Association of Cost Acrountants
w-ill hold its annual convention at Cleveland. Ohio. Sept. 14, 15 and 16. Secretary,
S. C. W<-Leod, 130 West 42d St.. New York.
The .\nierican Mining Congress and National
Kxliosition of Mines and Mining

Kfiuipment. The twenty-ffiurth annual convention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum,
Chicago, 111. Assistant secretary, John T.
Burns, Congress. Hotel, Chicago, III.

The West Virginia-Kenturky
of

:tline,

neers

w-ill

.Mei'lianical

hold

its

.Association

and Electrical Kngiat Hunt-

annual meeting

ington, W. Va., on .Sept. 20 to 23.
Secretar>--treasurer, Herbert Smith, Huntington,

W

Association Activities

Va

The following flrst-aid meets will be held
during August: Under the auspices of the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. a local first-aid
and mine-rescue meet will be held at
Pueblo. Col., on the 20th. The Lehigh Coal
& Navigation Co., field day and first-aid
meet is on Aug. 13 at Greenwood Park.
Hauto, Pa.
New Vork State Coal Merchants' Association, Inc. will hold its annual convention
at Richfield Springs, N. Y.. on Sept, 8. 9
and 10.
Executive secretary, G. W. F.
Woodside. 250 Arkay Bldg.. Albany. N. Y.
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy will bold its aiiniKil W.si.rn meeting
Edmonton. Allien:,
and 16. Convention

i\,

Sept. 14. 15

industry have* proceeded for
regulation by (he govtrade lines seems imminent.
presented in Congress by Representative Rhodes, providing for the acquisition of land to be usrd as government
fuel
yards in Wa.shington, D. C. he
described as a step toward attainment of
the socialist aim and "an entering wedge
to the establishment of federal fuel yards

at

throughout the United States,"

Mass.. Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive.
Secretary. S. J. Williams, Chicago. III.
The Coal Mining Institute of .America
hold
its annual meeting at Pittsburgh.
will
Secretary, H. D
Pa.. Dec. 7. 8 and 9.

business and
thirty

ye.ar.s.

ernment of

The

until

all

hill

gineer, died at his home in Bramwell, W,
Va.. July 16, 1921, at the age of 79 years.

College

1864. after which he studied mining engineering at the Ma.s.sachu.setts Institute of
Technology and at the School of Mines in
Freiberg, Germany.
Mr. Buck was one of
in

160

.

Broadway,

New York

City.

National Safety Council will hold its
annual congress at the State House, Bos-

Mason,

Stuart Manwaring Bunk, consulting en-

He was graduated from Williams

,,,.,],,

.,iri.i,v, T. B. Willi:.lrii.inton, Canada.
10,610 83d .\v.
.American ^laniifactnrers Export Association will hold its twelfth annual convention
the Waldorf-Astoria. New York City.
at
Oct. 5 and 6.
Secretary A. W. Willmann.

iams.

ton.
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Coal Co. as enKin.ir and as lessor;
to 1888 was general manage
Hank Coal &
1888
was president
n'ral manager,
Norfolk Coal *c Coki
from 1900 to
111,- Dry Fork
1904 was general niai
In
ii.aned In couCoal Land Co
lee bill
business InI'.ioo

Sliotflrer.

Addressing

Ten Tears' Kxperience In Water Works
DeLaval Steam Turbine Co., Trtn-

the

it

to

Canada,

Association

Pumps

of

from 1877

ector.

Michigan Retail Coal Dealers'

A manual

lopment

;

Mayor of the City of Bowling Green. Ky..
subject to action of the primary on Aug. 6.

ton, N. J.

& Ohio

tere

Miners' Blectrlc Safet.v Lamp. Theodore
Stretton, Cardiff, Wales, assignor to Haa1am & Stretton, Ltd., Cardiff, Wales. 1,373,1920.
Serial No,
Filed May
10,
S42.
380.254.
Morris P. Holmes,
MIninir Machine.
(^laremont. N. H., assignor to the Jeffrey
Manufacturing Co., Columbus. Ohio. 1,377,Mav 3. 1921. Filed June 13, 19'16
132.
Renewed July 17. 1920;
serial No. 103.507.
serial No. 397.146.
Drag-Une Kxcavator. .Arthur S. RobinMay 10, 1921.
son, Dayton. Ohio, 1.377,278.
serial .No. 252,656,
Filed June 29, 1S18
Frank Billings and
Loadinic Machine.
Robert P. Greenleaf. Cleveland, Ohio, 1.377,303.
Mav 10. 1921. Filed April 25. 1918;
.serial No. 230,652.
Safety Device for Drills. Henry V. JohnMay 10,
son. St. Paul, Minn.. 1,377,487.
1921.
Filed April 12, 1920; serial No. 373,-

Shoveling Machine.

Trade Catalogs

<l<v.

1

Ueceiit Patents

Division.

General Thomas Coleman duFont. of
Wilmington, newly appointed senator from
Delaware, succeeding Senator Woleott for
the term ending March 4. 1923. has long
been interested in the coal business?, having engaged extensively in mining in Kentucky since 1896. He is now president of
the Central Coal & Iron Co., as well as the
McHenry Coal Co. and the Main Jellico
Mountain Coal Co, of Kentucky,
C. M. Means, con.sulting mining engineer
of Pittsburgh, Pa., has return.d from a tenday trip through western Kentucky. He
leaves in a few days for another extended
trip through the same region.
H. E. Stone, coal dealer, is one of three
candidates for the Democratic party for

—

the

in

of West Virginia.
Krom 1872 to
was connected with the Kanawha

flelils

1879 he

1

Filed April 29, 1920

Notice has been issued by the Lohigh
Valley Coal Co. and Coxe Brothers & Co.,
Inc.. that H. W. Montz, formerly division
superintendent at Hazlelon. has been appointed assistant general manager with
R.
A.
headquarters at Wilkes-Barre.
Kvans, formerly mining engineer, has been
appointed superintendent of the Hazleton

Co..

Publication 85li,
Pp. 16;
Dtscribing types
brakes.
Advertiser.

illustrated.
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Jr.,

Chamber

of

Commerce Bldg.

Pittsburgh. Pa.
An Industrial Relations Conference for
all industries in the State of Pennsylvania

has been arranged for Oct. 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg, Pa., by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry. C. B. Connelly.
The sixth annual convention of the National .Association of Purchasing Agents
will be held Oct 10-13 at Indianapolis, Ind,

toM^
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Coal's Place in Current Business

PUBLICATION

has been begun by Secretary Hoover
of a Survey of Current Business, compiled by the
bureaus of Census, Foreign and Domestic Commerce
In announcing the first issue Mr.
and Standards.
Hoover says that the figures included represent in a
large measure "those data which the Secretary and
executives of the Department find necessary to have at
hand for their own use" and that publication involves
but little additional expense. Examination of this interesting report which in 55 pages covers every thing
from banking and finance to automobile tires, shows
what a variety of data on business are already available
and how intelligent co-ordination of facts can assist the
business executive.
Just as each operator watches the relative costs at two
of his mines, just as he last year kept an eye on the
relative car supply afforded his and his neighbors'
mines, and as now he inspects the comparative figures
of running time of his and neighboring districts and
his and adjacent mines, so the coal industry, through
the new service of the Secretary of Commerce, can set
coal alongside other industries.
To the coal industry
many facts set forth in this survey of current business
are of unusual interest.
Everything is reduced to index numbers which means
that intelligent comparison can be made between such
unrelated items as bituminous coal production and business failures.
Using the average monthly production
in 1913 as 100, the index figure on production of bituminous coal in June is 85, of anthracite 105.
Compare this with 79 (in March, the latest figure)
for the total revenue freight carried by railroads, with
68 for exports of cotton, 72 for production of wheat
flour, 58 in March for production of condensed milk,
89 for cigars, 42 for pig iron production, 40 for steel
ingot production, 19 for copper, 62 for zinc. 55 for
actual production of knit underwear, 76 for production
of news print paper, and 81 for sole leather manufactured.
Indeed, one has to look to such commodities as
automobile tires, 323, and crude petroleum, 202, to find
branches of business that, compared with 1913 are
doing as well or better than coal.

Standardization an Aid in Merchandising

EFFORTS

18, 1921

Number

7

Arbitrary standards are necessary because Nature put
the coal in the ground with no greater regard for uniformity than is found in the linaments of the human
face.
Certain broad generalizations are possible the
Mongolian and the Caucasian; the bituminous and the
lignite
but within each general class are to be found a
profusion of minor gradations.

—

—

Dr. Ashley, the veteran student of coal, is working
on the problem from the standpoint of the scientist.
Nearl.v two years ago he submitted to the American
Institute of Mining Engineers a proposed general and
theoretical classification of all coal as it occurs in the
ground. As a result of the discussion provoked by this
presentation. Dr. Ashley has revised and simplified his
classification to the form shown on another page of this
issue of Coal Age. He invites further criticism.
As contrasted with this scientific grouping of coals
according to their inherent components and properties,
are the classifications emanating from the trade itself;
classifications that either group mines in accordance
with the character of run of mine coal, as the war
time tidewater pools, or that draw arbitrary lines
through the gamut of possibilities and set up specific
groups having definite properties and of given quality.

Of the latter the new classifications of the Sewall's
Point Exchange covering mines in the Smokeless field
on the Virginian Railway in southern West Virginia
is the best example.
Breaking away from the policy
of the other tidewater exchanges that still define pools
as containing the coal from a given list of mines but
without defining the limits of quality of coal from
those mines, this new system defines and guarantees
the analysis of coal in each pool without attempting to
specify the mines supplying that coal.
Recognition is
given the fact that the consumer is first of all interested
in the coal and not in its source.
Full advantage is taken of this factor by Wilbur A.
Marshall of New York in the development and use of
what he terms the "Shallmar" coal classification. This
classification consists of the grouping under some 80
heads, the high, medium and low volatile coals tributary to the northern Atlantic seaboard with reference
to use, preparation, and ash and sulphur content.
The
"Shallmar" coal classification is not scientific, its chief
claim to interest from that standpoint is that it is
probably the first published attempt to apply the Dewey

looking to the setting up of standards of
quality and grade of coal are meeting with a gratifying response. The largest undertaking in this direction, that of classifying the coals going to Atlantic
tidewater points was the product of a war necessity but

Decimal system to the description of coal. But as an
aid to merchandising coal it has great possibilities, and

has proved the value and importance to the trade of
definite standards.
So great is the variety of coals,
particularly in the East, that but very few consumers
are qualified or prepared to wisely select the one coal

private brands are the undefined tidewater classifications, there is a field for what may be described as
"simplified spelling" in coal nomenclature.
Instead of
mystifying the uninformed buyer of coal with a jargon
of technical terminology, Mr. Marshall, as it were, puts
his wares out on the shelf in plain sight and plainly

it

that
to

is

best suited to their needs, and

more

specifically,

designate the particular mine that produces that

coal.

it

for that purpose that it was designed and is used.
in the present highly competitive market and
a territory where the only standards aside from

is

Operating
in
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marked.

The consumer who knows what he wants can

look over the .stock and order anordinply and for the
user who i.< not informed on the proper coal for hi.<
plant, the

salesman has at hand a key from which to

a recomiendation and selection. As a practical,
easily workable system, it is obviously simpler to determine on and to specify "154" from the "Shallmar"
classification, than "Hivol A ZXZ" from Dr. Ashley's
layout, although the more complicated formula is the

make

more

definite.

Everyone is familiar with the standard advertisment
of "Mobiloil" an elaborate table listing every recognized make and model of automobile and truck and
showing in concise and understandable form the proper
grade of this oil to use in each car at each season of
the year. So widespread and persistent has been the
publication of this' advertisement that the motorist
has come to think of oil as "Mobiloil" as he thinks of
gasoline as fuel. He has been taught by the unremitting publicit.\- given this table that there are different
grades of oil and that he must select the right oil foi'
his car
and the selection of the right oil is made easy
if he specifies "Mobiloil."
This is making standardization an aid to merchandising.
The "Shallmar" coal
classification has possibilities of the same sort ahead
of it the final result will depend on how intensively and
intelligently it is kept before the coal buyer.

—

—

;

Ineffectiveness of

Timber Cribs

imposing of roof supports
a crib of timber,
MOST
and most inexorably does the roof dispose of
is

its

Mathematical calculation does the same
it is employed.
A crib made up of 8-in.
timbers 6 ft. long uses only the four corners, which
measure only 8 x 8 in. Thus the timber which bears
the weight is only 22.2 per cent of the whole timber
employed. With a chock using timbers of the same
length but only 6 in. square the efficiency falls to 16.7
per cent.
This coHclusion, however, is not based on all the
factors. Timber is so much more resistant to pressure
along the grain than to pressure across it that when
loaded on end it will bear three to five times as much
stress as when loaded across the grain. The ratio with
dried post oak is 3.5 and consequently the two efficiency
ratios studied above will fall to 6.34 and 4.76 per cent
pretensions.
as soon as

respectively.

Of course, when the design is to make the chock
permanent the holding power may be slightly increased
by filling the heart and the space between the timbers
with rock. This adds something to the strength and
gives a permanent value to the crib, the timbering in
reality serving only to keep the rock in place until the
weight has pinned it so tightly that it cannot move.
The rock adds but little to the strength of the chock on
first squeezing, for the corners which primarily hold
up the roof will be utterly crushed out of place by the
time the sides of the chock get into effective operation,
and both comers and sides will be in bad condition,
crushed almost beyond further resistance, before the
heart of the cog takes up its part in supporting the
roof, unless indeed the cog sinks into the bottom as is

where it is soft.
Timber posts, therefore, are much more efficient than
cogs when used for temporary support, and there will
be no true substitute for the prop as a temporary
possible

underpinning for the rock until the chock

is

replaced

Vol. 20, No. 7

by something better. A solid wood crib would be within
the bounds of reason from :ui economical point of view
where the use was purely temporary and concentration
of support desirable, but the unfortunate feature of
timber so set is that when ilie weight comes on it it cannot be removed even if oriKi'ially set on slack, for it is
too deep and wide to be readily undermined and thus
e.\tracted.

For temporary supports we may come therefore to
can be placed in position by water pressure and withdrawn by releasing the water, being moved from place
steel posts or to some form of hydraulic device which
to place by the use of a winch and a jack post.

Why

Waste

Dumps Burn

the mines
mysteries
ONE
dumps burn. The average roof rock
of the

of

is

why waste

looks entirely

incapable of starting into flame and yet when the pile
gets on fire it is almost impossible to extinguish it. It
seems to subsist on nothing.
Less astonishment will be felt, however, when consideration is given to the oil in bituminous shales. In
certain parts of the country these shales are extremely
rich in oil. Thus Ashley and Fettke discovered a cannel
shale above a cannel coal at the plant of the Wister Coal
Corporation at Cannelton, in Beaver County, Pennsylvania, that gave 44.2 gallons or 1.05 barrels of oil per
short ton.
At two other points nearby the shale was
not so rich, running only 15.6 and 33.2 barrels respectively.
It is quite usual to find figures like these last two for
shales labelled bituminous cannel. Bituminous shale is
not so rich or it would be given another name. On the
other hand, it is, of course, more common. The same

authors found a carbonaceous shale which was destitute
of oil in the upper Devonian measures, but all the
bituminous shales tested gave between 1.3 and 44.2
gallons per ton and not a few showed over a quarter of
a barrel. The lower figure is for a bed at the mines
of the Morris Run Coal Co., Morris Run. in Tioga
County, Pennsylvania, a section of the state where the
Another
oil has been driven out of both coal and shale.
low figure, 1.9 gallons, was found for a bituminous
cannel shale at Sterling No. 2 Mine, the reason being the
same as for the low yield of oil from Morris Run shale.
Around those parts of the coal field where the volatile
content of the coal is high, greater yields of oil are
obtained.
A bituminous shale on Purnam Run, in
Washington County, despite weathering still showed
12.4 gallons of oil per ton.
A company bringing to the dump 150 tons of rock a
day will have stored at the end of the year about 30,000
tons of this waste material, which at even an eighth of a
What
barrel of oil per ton will equal 4,000 barrels.
wonder that such a dump will burn? The thermal value
of that amount of oil would be, roughly, equal to that of
1,000 tons of coal.
Of course, it would refuse to burn on a grate where
it would be spread in a thin layer, but when in a big
body it is able to use nearly all the heat it generates
to maintain its combustion and to drive off what moisture it contains. What starts the burning is not so
easily determined, but the fact that the rock in many,
if not most, instances is dumped on rank vegetation may
have something to do with it, though most of the conflagrations of mine dumps can be traced to fires started
on the outside.

KATHLEEX MINE, OF THE UNION COLLIERY

Bad

CO.,

Fire at Kathleen

ONE OF THE MOST MODERN PLANTS IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

Mine

Is

Ra])idly Extinguished

Which Does Not Break When Top Coal Falls
Unbonded Track Bringing Wire with It, Is Apparent

Circuit Breaker,

On Piece

of

Cause of Accident

— Exceptional

Fire Seal

Hastens Recovery

By Eugene McAuliffe*
St.

ON

FEB.

Louis, Mo,

the Union Colliery Co., in
operating its Kathleen mine, located at Dowell,
Jackson County, 111., experienced a rather dis23,

1921,

astrous mine fire. As usual, many unwarranted statements as to the origin of the fire were circulated.
The explosion of a 150-kw. transformer, the presence
of a supply of lubricating oil on the main entry and
an accumulation of gas, each in turn was advanced
as the cause of the fire.
As every transformer underground was placed in
service without repairs when the mine was opened, as

no
it

oil was stored or used on the main entry, and as
was impossible for an accumulation of gas to gather

in
an air-swept haulageway, the hastily-concocted
theories as to the cause of the fire were set aside by
the mine officials and state inspectors, who were conThe
versant with the operation and its condition.
actual history of the accident and the subsequent
recovery of the mine, which may prove of value to

others,

is

substantially as follows:

About 11:50 a.m. on Feb. 23, 1921, the mine engineer and his assistant were making some measurements
in the third and fourth north hr.idings turned off the
main west haulage entries, these latter consisting of
three parallel passages. Leaving the faces of the third
and fourth headings where seven men were employed,
•President

and general manager. Union Colliery Co.

they proceeded outbye against the air and noticed signs
of smoke at a point about 1,900 ft. from the airshaft.
Thinking that possibly the trace of smoke came from
an overheated cutting-machine cable they hurried to
the end of the main entry where a gang was at work
cutting and loading coal.
Failing to locate the trouble at this point the engineer and his assistant started toward the airshaft on
the center or main haulage entry and encountered dense
smoke about 1.50 ft. from the point where the main
entry intersected the third and fourth north and south
entries.
Hastily returning to the machine gang the
engineer, accompanied by his helper and three miners,
ran back, going with the air toward where the seven

men were working, but were blocked by a dense accumulation of smoke when within about 200 ft. of the fourth
north entry. The engineer and his party turned and
again ran west against the air and, crossing over to the
intake or left-hand entry, they started toward the mine
bottom. They found the fire breaking through a wood
and fiber-plaster stopping at a point about 150 ft. south
of the intersection of the main haulage entry with the
third south entry.
An alarm was promptly given and a fire-fighting
force was quickly organized.
Orders were issued to
withdraw from the mine all men other than those composing the fire-fighting force. Simultaneously calls for
247
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help were made on the state rescue team located at
Diiquoin, five miles distant.
Likewise the neighboring
mines were uryod to send assistance in the form of

apparatus and skilled men.

The

consisting of the Duquoin
mine-rescue team composed of six men et|uipped with
breathing apparatus, reached the mine after about
three and one-half hours.
In the meantime vigorous
efforts were made to extinguish the fire with the aid of
chemical e.xtinguishers, scattering assistance coming
from every quarter. All the employees were accounted
for except the seven men who had been working at the
face of the third and fourth north entries.
After every effort to control the fire and reach the
seven imprisoned men was exhausted it was decided at
12:30 a.m., Feb. 24, thirteen hours after the fire was
discovered, that the only hope of gaining mastery over
it lay in sealing both shafts.
This work was completed
at 5:30 a.m.. Feb. 24.
The territory occupied by the seven men, comprising
a machine gang and two track layers, consisted of two
entries each about 600 ft. long, two panel entries
turned from them for a distance of less than 100 ft.
and a parting driven in about 70 ft. from the third
With the hope that the men might be
north entry.
able to brattice themselves off for a period at least, a
geophone was obtained and used for some days, but
relief

first

force,

without result.

Carbon Monoxide Came from Rescite Borehole
In the meantime a 6-in. borehole was driven to the
parting previously referred to. This hole entered the
parting at 8:05 p.m., March 1. A discharge of carbonmonoxide gas under a pressure of 2 or ^ oz. per square
foot ended all hope for the rescue of the imprisoned
men.
As showing the accuracy of both the underground and surface surveys and in support of the conclusions made as to the probable whereabouts of the
seven men it should be here mentioned that the borehole entered the parting exactly as anticipated and
when the mine was explored the bodies of the men
were found about 20 ft. inbye from its point of entry.
Immediately after the shafts were sealed a standard
"U" type of water gage was installed in the seal above
On March 1, which was six days after
both shafts.
the shaft had been sealed, the outside temperature stood
A self-recording thermometer located
at 65 deg. F.
at a point about 4 ft. below the top of the airshaft
A comparison of temperaseal registered 62 deg. F.
tures and the variation in w^ater-gage pressures shown
in the accompanying table evidences the general trend
of fire exhaustion.

TABLE

I.

Hour

Mar

1

Fair,
Fair,
Fair,
Fair,

rioar.
clear.
clear.
clear.

Cloudy

,

,

,

Fair, cool.
Fair, cool

2

RaiD a.n. .unn.v
arm and sunny
Kain am., sunny

p,i

Mar. 13

Vv

Mar
Mar
Mar

Blight and warm.

M

15
16

The Kathleen mine is a new property, located on the
what is known as the Duquoin anticlinal.
The coal bed rises at a grade aiipro.xiniating an average
east slope of

of 5.5 per cent from the shafts toward the west property line.
No marked variation in elevation between
the north and south developments has so far been
experienced. East of the shaft local disturbances which
temporarily give off an appreciable amount of methane

(CH.) have been encountered and gas
the

working

places,

as

is

usual

in

is

.

p.i
.

.

.

.

Cool and clear
Bright and warm.
Clear and windy

p.m.

Ip.m,
4 p m.
4 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
11 a.m.
I!

Hm.

Temp
Deg. F.

exhaled from

this

coal

area.

Nothing, however, of an extraordinary character has
been met with in the development of the property.
Top coal is left up for roof, as is customary in the
southern Illinois coal field.
This is a condition that
lends itself readily to the rapid spread of entry

fires.

Enter Mine Three Weeks After Fire Starts
Desiring to recover as quickly as possible the bodies
men still underground, early consideration was
given to the opening of the mine.
Although rather
extraordinary statements were made as to the rapid
spread of the fire, the high temperature encountered
in fighting it, and the like, it was decided, after careful study, that the mine could be successfully entered
by March 18, or twenty-two days after the shafts were
of the

sealed.

Preparatory

to

this

opening

five

state

mine-rescue

teams, equipped with oxygen breathing apparatus, each
team consisting of six trained men. were furnished
through their respective captains with a map showing
the underground development, the location of the fire
and the probable location of the bodies of the seven
victims.
An airtight lock was constructed over the
airshaft, its general dimensions being as follows:
Chamber over shaft, 9 ft. 1 in. wide, 9 ft. 4 in. long,
30 ft. high.
Immediately north of this chamber and separated
from it by an airtight door an air lock 21 ft. 5 in.
long, 6 ft. 3 in. wide and 6 ft. 9 in. high was constructed.
This was provided with an exterior airtight
door, affording ingress and egress.
The inner door was
located 5 ft. 2 in. from the shaft curb, the distance
betw-een the inner and outer doors being 15 ft. 3 in.,
which was suflicient to accommodate a timber car loaded
with the 12-ft. lumber used for temporary stoppings.
The framework of this temporary construction was
of 3 x 4-in. material, the sheeting consisting of 1 x 8-in.
shiplap laid double with one thickness of building paper
between.
The top was covered with one thickness of
byrkett lath made airtight with a thick coating of
wood-fiber plaster. Two ordinary house windows were
An accominserted in the wall for lighting purposes.

COMPARISON OF INSIDK AND OUTSIDE TEMPERATf RES WITH VARIATIONS IN W.\TER GAG
Outride

Feb. 26
Feb. 27
Feb. 28
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Feb. 24. 1921. air-shaft openedlMarch.
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right-hand or return entry was similarly caved for a
distance of 90 ft., and the center or main haulageway
was found to be heavfly caved lor a distance of 200 ft.
This entry showed evidence of having been subjected to
the most intense action of the fire, the two outside entries being less severely damaged.
With gas men in constant attendance the air movement through the fire area was continued throughout
the night of I\Iay 29, the temperature of the return
air current rising gradually until it reached 170 deg.
F. at 10 a.m., May 30.
At this point the doors were
closed and the concrete seals restored.
It was evident
that a hot coked or semi-coked mass at some point
within the fire area had retained ignition heat. With
the resealing of the place the temperature of the gas
sampled through a valve in the lower central seal
quickly dropped to 70 deg. F.
The fire area will be
kept sealed for a period sufficiently long to insure the
complete exhaustion of all inclosed air and the extinction of the fire.
A new roadway, developed to reach
the territory beyond the sealed area, is now being used.

f^:i

mi

Barometric PRESsimE Rises One-Half Inch
Only one alarming situation developed in connection
with the work of recovery. Until the seal was taken
off the airshaft an extremely uniform barometric pressui-e was experienced.
At 6 p.m. on March 20, however,
the barometer stood at 29 in., thereafter rising gradureached 29.50

in. after twenty-four hours,
maintained for sixteen hours. At
10 a.m. on March 22 the barometer stood at 29.51 in.
and thereafter gradually dropped for fifty hours, reaching its lowest point, 28.04 in., at noon of March 24.
The fall thus occurring in fifty hours amounted to 0.87
in., equal to 11.82 in. of water, or an air pressure of
In the twenty-four hours
61.5 lb. per square foot.
preceding 2 a.m., March 24, the barometer fell 0.52 in.,
equal to a water gage of approximately 7 in. or an
air pressure of 36.4 lb. per square foot, causing gas to
leak past the temporary stoppings, thus forcing the
men working without helmets outbye to withdraw from
This experience demonstrated the value of
the mine.
careful barometric studies in the conduct of recovery
work.

ally, until it

this pressure being

HOlsii-

:

-i:

,;

r

vr

kathliokx mine

Itie careful concnaing of lliu shaft and llit solid conci'fcte and
paving-brick construction in the fan house and air ducts made it
This was an important
possible to shut the air off completely.
factor in the mine recovery.

mine and, after removing the seal above the main shaft,
the fan was started on pressure that is, blowing
at normal speed. On March 28 the gas men entered the
mine and made a complete examination. It was found
to be free from explosive gas and the bodies of the
seven victims were located in the parting off the third

—

north entry, as before mentioned.
After the removal of the bodies on the morning of
March 29 an exploration of the west end of the fire
The fire area was found to be rezone was made.
stricted to the three main west entries, not reaching
into the third and fourth cross entries.
Although no
smoke or visible evidence of active combustion was
found at the west end of the fire zone the temperature
With the construcat this point stood at 85 deg. F.
tion of three stoppings above the fire line the burned
area, about 250 ft. in length, was completely isolated.
On April 6, with six concrete seals in place and surrounding the fire zone, the production of coal was
resumed.

Ascertain Main Haulageway Had Caved Most
On May 28 the two outside concrete seals at the lower
or eastern end of the fire zone were removed after
two doors had been constructed below them.
Then,
with all except two gas men withdrawn from the mine,
about 20,000 cu.ft. of air per minute was driven through
the fire area. The temperature at the time of unsealing was 80 deg. F.

On May 29 a

partial exploration of the caved entries

was made. This showed that the left-hand or intake
entry was heavily caved for 130 ft. of its length.
The

Top Coal Fell, Bringing Down Trolley Wire

Any study

of this accident would be incomplete without some conclusion being drawn as to the cause of
the fire. An empty trip had passed through the main
haulage entry about twenty minuses before the fire
was discovered. The entry was clean of all combustible
material other than coal, no oil or explosives were in
the vicinity, and no explosion of any kind occurred at
this point.

The conclusion may be reached, therefore, that the
wire supported from the top coal, which through-

trolley

out the entire southern Illinois field is left up to protect
the shale roof, became loosened and fell, bringing the
wire down onto a new section of track, laid with 40-lb.
rail and put in a place only a few hours before, after
Failure to replace immediately the
a derailment.
bonds, which it is the practice to arc-weld into position
on the return, made an arc of serious proportions possible,
the insufficient return preventing the circuit
breaker from operating to cut off the current. Under
such circumstances as these the fallen top coal would
offer a splendid vehicle for the quick spread of a fire.
The brief period intervening between the sealing of
the shaft and the reopening of the mine was made pos-
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sible to a large extent

by the character of the shaft

Concrete Drain and Vitrified-Pipe or

and top construction employed, the fan, fan house and
While it
air duct making airtight sealing a reality.
is not customary to anticipate the sealing of shafts in
advance, the engineer designing the top works tan
without expense readily give consideration to such a
contingency.
State Director of Mines and his staff
conducted the work of recovery throughout and were
ably assisted by the representatives of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines, which, as before stated made the necessary
analyses of gas shown in the accompanying table. This
work was thorough and painstaking. Extraordinary
pi-ecautions were taken to insure that all helmet men
were in perfect physical condition and a competent

The

Illinois

physician and surgeon

was

in

attendance at

all

times.

Gas Being Plentiful, Unusual Care Taken

man with

extensive experience in the
use and maintenance of helmet equipment scrutinized
every man and the condition of his breathing apparatus
Where it was
as he stepped into the lock chamber.
necessary to take down brick and tile stoppings these
were removed by digging the fireclay from beneath
them. No sledges were used in the explosive-gas area,
and the temporary stoppings constructed of timber
were put up with small nails driven with copper hamIn addition, a
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Precast-Cement Sumps for Mines
By

A

SIMPLE and

Well Equipped with
The

Fire Extinguishers

of the Kathleen mine is
equipped with a water line and portable chemical extinA
guishers are placed at every door and parting.
telephone service is maintained underground.
A firefoam engine is kept on the surface and a duplex
carbon-dioxide extinguisher holding eighty gallons of
chemical, quickly refillable from a water car, stands at
the bottom ready for movement anywhere within the
mine. In addition to these precautions a pressure tank
mounted on wheels which will hold about 350 gallons
of water undei-^ air pressure is being constructed for
use in the mine workings.
These two underground
extinguishers are. each equipped with 100 ft. of hose
and fire nozzles.
Permissible explosives are used for
shooting the coal, which is undercut by chain mining
machines.
No other fire trouble than the one just
related has ever been experienced in this mine.
Experience gained in subduing this mine fire is here
set forth in detail with the thought that it may be of
value ta mine managers and superintendents generally
and that as a result the occurrence of similar disasters

may

foot of the

be prevented.

airshaft

Hampsch

inexpensive side

drain

for

under-

ground roads may be built of concrete, as shown in
Fig. 1.
I have used such a drain along main entries
where considerable wash has occurred on the roadway.
This design is a modification of that used in highway
construction by the Department of Public Roads and
where conditions are favorable sei-ves its purpose well.
If properly constructed, these gutters will drain with a
grade of 24 to 3 in. per 100 ft. They may be placed
upon either or both sides of the roadway, as necessity
may require. A cross-section of an entry provided with
these drains is shown in Fig. 2.
A simple and convenient sump for a gathering pump
may be used in connection with the drains above
mentioned. A neat construction of this kind, as shown

mers.

Outstanding details in connection with the work
were:
(a) The careful analysis of gas samples taken
at frequent intervals, which showed a loss of oxygen
content in the mine atmosphere indicating the rapid
exhaustion of the fire, (b) The painstaking study and
planning of recovery operations done in advance, giving
every man connected with the work a full opportunity
to acquaint himself, through the medium of the mine
map, with the exact situation.
No suggestion from
whatever source was considered unworthy of careful
consideration,
(c) Though the helmet crews worked in
continuous shifts to accelerate recovery, no undue haste
was permitted, and no one was allowed to go an undue
distance ahead of fresh air. This made it possible to
carry out a man who might from sickness or accident
to his apparatus need a quick removal to fresh air.

O. H.

Nashville, Tenn.

't
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Device to Prevent Slack from Riding Over
Screen Holes on Lump Coal
By John
X,w

S.

GUisKnw.

run-of-mine
WHERE
centage
lump

Watt.s
.v.

S.

containing a fair perof
size is discharged into a shaking
.screen from the weighpan in batches of a ton or more
at a time much of the small material rides across the
In order to overcome
screen upon the larger pieces.
this ditTiculty and compel the small coal to pass through
and the lumps to go over, the bar screen shown in the

accompanying

illustration

coal

was

Vol. 20, No. 7

edges still unduUed from the slates of an old roof in a
Scotch house which had been in place possibly one
hundred years. Tested under ordinary conditions nothing happened, but broken up they oxidized rapidly.
Dr. Haldane declared that pressure and breakage are
what cause certain coals to catch fire underground.

The coal that oxidized first was not the coal that first
became hot. Given a crevice in the coal through which
the air can pass, the coal will heat near the surface and
pass through the crevice, steadily heating and oxidizing
the coal that lies beyond and nearer the heart of the
pillar.
It is this coal which first creates a "gob-stink."

devised.

Storing Compressed Air in

A

CHAMBER

Rock Reservoir

for the storage of compressed aii

has
been constructed at the Hasard-Fleron colliery, in
the Liege coal field of Belgium.
It is described by M.
Delbrouck in the Annates des Mines de Belgique. A
blind heading close to the hoisting shaft at a depth
of 702 ft. was closed at the open end by a reinforced-con-

The reservoii- thus made is 131 ft. 2; in. long
and has a capacity of 4,7()7 cu.ft., the air being admitted
at a pressure of 71.11 lb. per square inch, but this is to
crete wall.

Skis Elevottion

SCHKK.V B.\R -R-ITH liCCKNTKlC

.Mi

>T10.\-

Ti

>

Kcil.l,

COAL OVKR
The advantage of a shaker screen over a gravity screen is that
the fine coal cannot use the large as a sled over the holes in the
The revolving screen is the hest size segregator ot all
sereen.
The shaker illustrated gives a moif it were not for breakage.
tion which make it almost impossible for the fines to ride the
lumps and does it witliout breaking the coal.

Referring to the side elevation it may be seen that
the bars are supported movably at the rear end and
the forward ends of alternate bars move under the
The eccentric
action of eccentrics set 180 deg. apart.
rods, one pair if which is longer than the other pair,
are hung at points about two-thirds of their length
from the eccentric. The lower ends of alternate bars
thus i-eceive a similar but opposite elliptical motion, one
being depressed and drawn backward while the other
elevated and thrust forward.
a result coal resting upon the screen is first raised
are carried forward by one half the bars, then by the
other half. Lumps thus agitated of necessity spill oflf
any material that may be resting upon them. This
goes through the screen bars, the larger pieces passing
on over the end. Furthermore, the vertical movement
of the bars prevents any possibility of their becoming
is

be increased to 99.56 lb. per square inch.
To strengthen the walls rails were embedded in it.
An opening was left in the center to give access to the
reservoir.
This is normally closed by a manhole cover
taken from a disused boiler, the surrounding plate being
D). Two
embedded in the concrete see Section C
6-in. pipes were carried through the wall, one serving
for the admission and the other for the discharge of
compressed air. A 1-in. pipe (C) furnished with a
valve serves as a means of letting out the air into
the mine.
In constructing the dam an open space was left,
represented by a & c rf in the longitudinal section and
by e g h k in the section on KF, a pipe {D) 2 in. in
diameter giving admittance to this chamber. Though D
a slow-setting liquid cement was injected under a pressure of 198 J lb. per square inch so as to fill all the fissures
in the surrounding rock and the interstices left between

—

i

As

choked or clogged.

Ammonia Formed by Oxidation of Coal
TESTIFYING before the Committee on Spontaneous
British Mines Department,
the experiment station of
the Lancashire & Cheshire Coal Association, said that
experiments had shovra that when coal is exposed to
the air, ammonia is one of the earliest oxidation products.
The quantity of ammonia obtainable from coal
with mild oxidation will reduce the nitrogen content
In other words, the
in the coal 8 to 10 per cent.
nitrogen compounds may be the most liable of all to
oxidation, and the way in which the air acts on them

Combustion of the
Frank S. Sinnatt, head

may

1

r

-

of

predispose the coal to spontaneous combustion.
Dr. .T. S. Haldane declared that not only marcasite
but the cubical pyrite would oxidize freely when broken
He had taken a lot of bright cubes of pyrite with
up.

Section

A-B

Section C-D

Sdct on E-F

Se.ctiotjG-H

AIR RESERVOIR IN THE SOLID ROCK
The chamber will
Pressure will be aliout 100 lb inr scj. in.
liold 5.0110 cu.rt. measuring as it ilnis roughly 6 ft. x 6 ft. where
uiilinecl.
Pressure falls in chamber about IJ lb. in five hours.

and the retaining wall. The proportion of cement
mixture was gradually increased to 50 per cent.
The results have been most satisfactory. Air was

it

in the

admitted to this natural tank at a pressure of 99.56 lb.
per square inch, and five hours later the pressure had
fallen only 1.42 lb.
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HUTCHIXSOX CENTRAL I'OWER PI.AXT OF CONSOLIDATION' COAL CO.. WITH WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC LIGHTNING ARRESTERS OF ELECTROLYTIC TYPE

How

to

Guard

Electrical

Equipment by

.\

\

:

.i:i;.\L

Fuses, Starting

Devices, Independent and Tie Circuit Breakers*

—

Overload Relays Tested by Opening One Phase at a Time Substitutes for
Starting Devices Power Failure Causes Fuse to Blow Starters Should Not
Be Determined by Capacity of Motor Many Advantages of Circuit Breakers

—

—

By

B. F.

Fairmont,

^S IT i.s apparently impossible to procure electrical
devices that will maintain their accuracy, equipment of this kind should be given frequent inspections and careful tests.
In many instances the

AA

X

apparatus already installed may be caused to prove its
own condition and no additional testing instruments
will be needed.
In large operations it is not always
practicable for inspectors to make proper tests at all
mines.
the
It is always possible, however, to instruct
the men at the various operations how they can try
out and adjust the protective devices. Weekly reports
should be required showing that proper tests and
adjustments have been made.
A simple method of testing overload relays on threephase alternating-current induction motors is to open
one phase at a time. The machine should then draw a
heavy single-phase current, on which the relays should
It has
operate and trip the motor-starting device.
been found safe to open single-pole knife switches on
2,200-volt circuits feeding three-phase motors of capacities up to 150 hp.
By opening all three switches, one
at a time, but reclosing each before the next is pulled
out, a complete test will be made of all relays as well
as of the low-voltage release that is usually installed.
I have heard the statement made that three-phase
motors are safer without fuses than they are when pro•FiiM
Coal .\hr

of an article read before tlie \\ -t \'iitin.i:i
liiiitute at its Fairmont meeting, Jun.> 7. lul. nil
\ n
ii'ii of Electric Equipment in Coal-Mnnn. s
The s.. .111.1 installment, entitled "Guarding Transl..i lu.i s ii-.l
Rotaries from Overload and Entire Installation from Lightning
and Surges," will appear next week.

entitl.

il

iiiMilliii. nt
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Power and Mechanical Department, West VirThe Consolidation Coal Co.

tSuperintendent,
ginia Division,

—

GRIMM+
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vided with them.
Such impressions doubtless were
gained from installations where fuses were installed in
the main incoming line of sufficient capacity to carry
the starting currents.
With this arrangement, when
mishap would befall one of the fuses, the motor would
continue to operate on current drawn through the other
two.

These might be of a capacity three times the current rating of the motor.
If sufficient load were on
the machine it might then carry three times its rated

and as the heat generated in the windings
varies as the square of the current, it would then generate nine times its normal heat. This would be sure
to roast the windings in an extremely short period.
current,

Three motor-driven fan installations have lecently
been damaged or destroyed.
In two of these cases
alternating-current motors were completely roasted because the protective devices did not function properly,
and in the other instance proper overload protection
had not been provided. One of the three fan motors
was rated at 86 amp. and the current actually consumed
by this machine was 85 amp. This motor was installed
with an old type of starting compensator not furnished
with overload current coils. No fuses were provided.
The transformers serving this motor were fitted with
fuses, but it was necessary to select them with a capacity suited to a starting current approximately three
times as great as that required in running.
This

motor was belt-connected

to its fan.

One night a bearing burned out, and as a result
the motor and the three transformers were completely
roasted.
While another motor and new transformers

'
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10-amp. fuse is connected between the positive line and
the motor. The starter is connected between the motor

and the negative

F\N INSTALLATION' THAT WAS ROASTED
Motor had an old type of starting compensator not furnished
with overload current coils.
The motor was not supplied with
fuses, reliance being placed on the fuses Installed on the transformers, but they had to be of a capacity three times the running
current of So amp. As a result of a hot bearing the motor and
three transformers were completely roasted.

were being

installed the mine lost a day's tonnage.
the second machine was put into pcsition, three
fuses of proper rating were placed on the running
side of the starting compensator. It will be impossible
for burn-outs such as those just mentioned to occur
again so long as these fuses are in the circuit.
As has been stated, this motor normally takes 85
amp. Tests show that it will consume 181 amp. when
running single-phase. Sometimes one wire fails on the

When

transmission line to which this motor is connected and
the motor going on single phase takes 181 instead of
85 amp. As the present fuses are rated at 90 amp.
the fuse will blow and the motor stop as soon as this

wire

is out.

In order to be able to use fuses of proper size,
suitable starting devices should be provided either to
limit the starting current or to relieve the fuses from
carrying it. If the installation does not warrant the
purchase of a suitable starting device, a good makeshift
can be provided by installing a single-, double-, or
triple-pole switch, preferably one provided with a
spring suited to the conditions. This will bridge the
fuses during the starting period. The attendant should
be carefully impressed with the importance of opening
this switch as soon as the start has been made.

line.

When the knife switch is closed the starting current
traverses all of the starting resistance and No. 1
contactor coil.
The motor begins to revolve, and as
it gains speed the current flowing through the armature becomes smaller.
When the current is reduced
to a certain quantity, contactor No. 1 closes and shortcircuits part of the starting resistance.
The motor
continues to gain speed and the starting current continues to decrease until finally No. 2 contactor closes
and short-circuits all the starting resistance, also No.
1 and No. 2 contactor coils.
This allows No. 1 contactor to open, but No. 2 is held closed by a shunt coil
as long as there is as much as 35 per cent of normal
line voltage.
Good results have been obtained with
these starters and the mine superintendents and foremen are well pleased with them.

A

Power Failure Causes Blowing of Fuse
few of these devices have been found, however,

work with a 10-amp. fuse in the circuit.
because the second contactor i-emains closed
when the mine circuit fails. When power is restored
the motor starts with full line voltage, and suflicient
current is taken to blow a 10-amp. fuse. At first it was
thought that with some starters the reason why the
fuse failed to hold was because the shunt coil held the
second contactor closed, even when the mine voltage
was pulled very low by a heavily-loaded locomotive.
This permitted the motor, when the potential returned
to normal, to draw such an e.\cessive instantaneous
current that the fuse would be blown out.
Recent tests made on a 2-hp. 220-volt shunt-wound
pump motor with a 4i-amp. load at 250 volts showed
that if the line pressure dropped to 30 volts with No.
2 contactor remaining closed and then suddenly went
up to 250 volts the fuse would hold. By decreasing
the voltage still further to 25 and then suddenly restoring it to 250 the fuse would blow.
As a mine voltage below 100 on a 250-volt circuit is
rare, I do not believe that a fuse is likely to blow
because of any sudden fluctuations of potential even
if the last contactor remains closed.
that will not

This

is

Z,200V.Line

Much Trouble with Small Pump Motors
Large numbers of 2-hp. direct-current pump motors
in service in the mines have been completely burned
out because of insufficient protection.
Some of these
machines were equipped with hand-starting rheostats
and 10-amp. fuses. As the current rating of these
motors varies from 8 to 10 amp., this protection should
It was found, however, that the pumpers
be ample.
would tie the rheostats in the running position and
bridge the fuses, so that when anything happened to
cause an overload on the motor no protection would be
afforded and the motor accordingly would be burned

^1

Fuses insfal/ed ryf^
when motor
was rep/acedY'4"

K'
"

testing various automatic starters, it was
decided to install such devices on all 2-hp. pump
motors in the mines. These starters are of the current-limit type. They consist of two contactors mounted
on a slate base under which suitable starting resistance
is installed and the entire contrivance placed within
a steel cabinet box. A single-pole knife switch and a

After

to

^

out.
finally

ra

Sfcr'-f/nq-

compenscrw^

Tr^

connecf'ions - - - -

DIAGRAM OF WIRING FOR INSTALLATION IN UPPER
LEFT CORNER OF PAGE
Fuses have been provided for the motor as well as the transformers and these fuses are on the conductors through which the
These
current passes in normal running and not in starting.
give satisfactory service when of a capacity only 5 amp. above
running load.
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Two

other types of starters are on the market.
of these cuts out the starting resistance in definite
periods of time; the other cuts out this resistance as
the voltage across the armature increases.
As the

One

result desired is a limitation of the current,

most

logical to design the starter so that

it

it

seems

will oper-

ate as a direct result of variation in the value of the
starting current.

It

Furnish Starter to Suit Current Input
should be kept in mind when using automatic

starters of the current-limit type that the current and
voltage rating of the starters should correspond with

the actual operating conditions and not necessarily with
the name-plate rating of the motor.
Experiments
were conducted for some time with a 30-hp. automatic
starter on a 30-hp. mine-fan motor.
The starting resistance would burn out in a few days after being
installed, and it was impossible to adjust the contacts
to prevent this result.
Finally a 15-hp. automatic
starter was substituted. This gave perfect satisfaction.
The current input to the motor corresponded to a 12The trouble with the 30-hp. starter
to 13-hp. load.
evidently arose from lack of sufficient current to close
the contactors. This allowed the motor current to pass
through the starting resistance.

i

^t.^.

.ri-

Mine Fires Lessened by Circuit Breakers
Protection of line circuits from overloads and shorts
should receive careful consideration, especially in large
mines. Such protection is necessary in order to prevent the mine fires as well as avert the shutdowns
which short circuits may cause.
In the past many
serious mine fires have started from the short-circuiting of current. When by reason of falls of slate trolley
wires drop down or sag they are liable to come in
contact with mine cars thus starting fires.
It has been found that these troubles can be prevented by the use of automatic reclosing circuit breakers.
These instruments open instantly when the
current flovi' exceeds their setting.
If the excessive
current is due to a short circuit, the breaker will
remain open as long as the conditions causing the short
circuit are sustained.
The use of these breakers on branch headings often
saves many shutdowns to the entire mine.
With a
circuit breaker installed on the various branch headings
short circuits on one of them put out of service only
the feeder and trolley wires on this particular heading,
mining operations on the other headings continuing

without interference.
There are two general types of automatic reclosing
circuit breakers. The first is knowTi as the independent
feeder and the second as the tie feeder, or the sectionalizing type.
An independent feeder supplies all the
power to the load to which it is connected. It is the
only feeder to that load, and the breaker in such a line
controls the entire current input to the load circuit.
When a load circuit is supplied with power from more
than one source a tie feeder is used. Such a feeder
is in multiple with one or more similar connections
from the same or other sources of power, and is tied

in

with or joined to such other feeders through the

load circuit.

Open at Any Predetermined Current Value
Both these types of breakers can be adjusted to open
at any predetermined current value. They also can be
set to stay

open as long as a dead short or an excessive

SECTION OF MAP OF A CONSOLIDATION COAL

CO.

MINE

At A and B are independent feeders. When the cables at C can
be connected the automatic reclosing circuit breakers at B will be
converted to tie breakers so that current may pass through them
in either direction as need may arise.

demand remains connected
breaker.
They also may be

to

the

load

side

of

the

so set as to i-emain open

through a definite time interval varying between one
second and one minute or more. With this adjustment
the breaker will remain open until the time setting
has expired, even if the overload or short is removed
before that period has elapsed. An independent feeder
breaker should not be installed in place of the seetionalizing breaker, as under such circumstances its control coil would be burned out.
The Consolidation Coal Co. has had an independent
feeder breaker in service for several years at one of
its substations in Pennsylvania.
This substation is
several hundred yards from a tipple, which is the
closest point where men are on duty.
The instrament
gives better service than can be expected from a manually-operated circuit breaker with a substation attendant
always at hand.
No time is lost in reclosing the
circuit after the overload or short circuit has been
removed.
With a substation attendant appreciable
time may be wasted in this manner each day, especially
overloads or short circuits are of frequent occurThis would result in tonnage losses correspondingly large.
if

rence.

Hope to Cut Out Short-Circuits and Fires
Another independent feeder breaker has been in servone year in a substation in the West Virginia
This has given the company perfect satisfacAt the end of each day's shift the setting of the
tion.
breaker is made low, so that though only the mine
pump is being operated through the night, protection
ice about

division.

from
mine

light short-circuits or overloads

is

afforded to the

feeder.

Five automatic reclosing circuit breakei-s have been
and in service for several months. Nineteen

installed
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It is hoped to eliminate the shutting down
of entire mines because of "shorts" and also to forefire
hazards
stall
arising from this cause.
With ineffective track bonding a line wire might
conceivabl.v fall down on a mine car or on the rails

circuits.

Dump

Fire

No. 7

without drawing sufficient current to trip the ciiruit
breaker.
Frequent tests should be conducted to see
that the breaker is reail.v to function whenever its
action is needed.
Dead short-<ircuits should be made
purposely between the feeders or trolley wires and the
rails at places remote from the breakers.
If the bond-

additional breakers have been purchased for three other
operations, and they are being put in place on branch

Fighting a

Vo\. 20,

ing

is

insufficient,

this

test

will

reveal the fact.

Gunite and (Carbon Dioxide

vvitli

Dump Fire Under New Building is Quenched by Sodium Bicarbonate
and Foundation Solidified by Cement Gun Heat of Fire Changes Bicarbonate to Carbonate, Releasing a Dampening Cloud of Carbon Dioxide
By Alphonse

F.

Pittsburgh,

DUMP

fires are among the most difficult conflagrations to fight, and little improvement has been
made in the methods of coping with them, though

they are by no means rare and nearly every coal town
has one or more to contend with. In fighting dump
fires, as in extinguishing flames in coal-storage piles,
the main difficulty is in reaching the source.
Usually the fire does not manifest itself until it has
spread over a large area especially is this true where an
impervious blanket of clay or soil covers the dump. The

—

surest means of combating it is to remove the ignited
material and then provide means to prevent future outbreaks.
In many, cases the future security of the dump
from ignition cannot be provided for. Many dumps
contain wood and oil-bearing shales which provide excellent opportunities for spontaneous combustion and for
the support of the fire once it is started.

An interesting fire recently took place in a dump at
Wheeling, W. Va., which, while it was not a mine dump
and its burning did not jeopardize a mine building, gives
valuable suggestions as to methods of combating such
conflagrations.
This fire threatened at one time the
destruction of an addition to the Central Glass Works,
which addition was constructed only three years ago.
The older part of the plant rests on a white sandstone
formation, but it was necessary to extend the addition
over the dump, which consisted of cinder, slag, brickbats, soil, clay and many kinds of material which, like
those in the ordinary mine dump, seemed little likely
to permit or support combustion.
The dump at its maximum depth, as determined by
boreholes, is about 30 ft. deep, and it extends for several
Until it caught fii'e it showed no sign of settleacres.
ment or lateral movement. Without a doubt the high
compressive strength of the bulk of the material of
which it was composed, together with its good binding
qualities and the filling of the interstices with small
particles, formed a compact mass fully equal to the
task of supporting the building placed on it. Therefore
at the time the annex was built the dump was conThat this belief was justified has been
sidered safe.
proven by the true alignment maintained by the annex
during the three years of its existence.
In the spring the company built a large steel-ribbed
smokestack on the fill, placing it between the annex
and the creek. The stack was connected to the furnaces,

located

in

the

older building,

by means of a

subterranean firebrick flue which penetrated the dump.
In June, last, the company began to notice an increase
in the temperature about the plant.
The temperature

Brosky
P:i

gradually climbed until in spots the surface became so
warm that the bare hand could not be held on it.
It was then that actual damage to the building began.
The concrete floors commenced to buckle and heave,
settlement of the building was noticed, and cracks
appeared in the walls. At the time of my visit the
building had settled fully \] ft. at one place, the once
rectangular window openings had taken a pronounced
rhomboidal form, and many large cracks were visible.

Gunite Injected Into the Smoldering Mass
In order to check this settling, and at the same time
attempt to stop the fire, a cement gun was used to inject

a l-to-5 gunite at a pressure of 50 lb.
The hottest
spots were first determined by driving down solid metal
rods at various places and noting the comparative
temperatures over the region. The men in charge
approximated the affected area at one acre. Steel pipes
with a diameter of li in. were driven down into the
selected

points,

and gunite was discharged

into

the

dump.

The nozzle of the gun was fastened to the pipe by
means of an ordinary union. The holes in the water
ring of the nozzle body were drilled out to twice the
standard diameter to allow a larger amount of water
to be used than in ordinary gunite work with the purpose of providing a moi'e permeable mix. Where regions
under the annex were affected the concrete floor was
removed. In this manner 200 barrels of cement and
1,000 barrels of sand were used.
The gunite was found to have traveled many feet
from the point of entrance. Wherever the gunite
penetrated, satisfactory results were obtained.
At
such places a gradual decrease in the temperature was
noticed, and the injection of the gunite possibly prevented dangerous cavings of the burned out cavities.
It was not possible, however, to place the material
Evidently it was making
as fast as the fire spread.
rapid headway. The company then decided to abandon
temporarily the cement gun as a fire extinguisher,
intending to use it later to solidify the dump after
the fire had been quenched by quicker means. This
decision led to the trial of chemical fire-fighting
apparatus.
The method adopted is knovra as the Thomas system,
which de{>ends on the smothering effect of carbon dioxide. A sodium-bicarbonate (baking-soda) solution made
up of 20 lb. of the soda to 150 gallons of water is used,
which breaks up, on the application of enough heat,
into sodium carbonate and carbon dioxide.
The latter,
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sinks to the bottom of the fill,
cloud, thus choking the fire.
pumped at 50 lb. pressure through
long, at the rate of 150 gallons per

being heavier than

air,

and accumulates as a huge

The

solution

?-in. pipes

10

is
ft.

pump

being manufactured by the
Mich. It
is an internally-packed type, 10 x 16 in., the steam end
The .solution is made up in a
being compounded.
Thomas fire-control mixer, which is easily attached.
This device automatically proportions the correct
amounts of soda and water used. The claims made for
minute,

the

used

American Steam Pump

Co., of Battle Creek,

How Rank
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are: (1) It provides the quenching
which water when used alone will afford, with
the smothering effects due to the carbon dioxide liberated at the surface of the burning material.
(2) A
sealing and fii-eproofing effect is furnished by the carbon
dioxide.
(3) A chilling effect is caused by the heat
absorption necessary to break up the bicarbonate of
soda.
(4) With a limited supply of water the efficiency of the water is increased many times by the ad-

Thomas system

the

effects

dition of the soda.
pensive.

(5)

The bicarbonate

solution

is

inex-

of Eastern Coal Changes with Location'

Generally Speaking the Volatile Matter and Moisture Decrease as the East Is Approached, but the Decline in Volatile
Matter Starts Not Far From the Pennsylvania-Ohio Line

By

R.

Dawson HALLf

New York

City

THOUGH

coming with some authority the expression "coal rank" or "rank of coal" has not become
properly established in the coal industry which
still likes to speak in broad terms of "coal quality,"
using that word to cover four entirely different considerations:
(1) The freedom of the coal from ash and
sulphur, (2) the low percentage of volatile matter,
(3) the absence of weathering, and i4) the freedom
from clinkering.

Coal rank is an expression which has reference to
the degree of mineralization of the coal as expressed
by the ratio between the fixed carbon and the volatile
moisture-free coal, the moisture
below the boiling point not being considered as a true part of the coal. As it has often been
expressed, coal rank is based on the ratio of fixed carbon
to volatile matter "in the true coal substance," though
it cannot be said that the fixed carbon and the material
driven off in coking above the boi'.ing point constitute
all the material that is truly coal.
Much of the ash and
also of the sulphur is intrinsic and really part of the
coal,
No plant life can exist without ash-forming substances and the combustion of present-day wood or
plants does not give an ashless product. Nevertheless
in its brevity and popular appeal the expression "true
coal substance" is not without advantages.
constituents

in

which comes

off

the

•Part of an address .lelivfr.d be
it-ar. Chemical Society.
tEditor. Coal Age.

FIG.

1.

XORTHERX

Haven

Sectii

To

illustrate the relation

between the rank of coal and

location in the northern half of the eastern fields of

its

the United States, a map, three tables and thi-ee graphs
have been prepared. Fig. 1 shows a map of the region
referred to with three lines radiating from Gettysburg,
Pa. Fig. 2 shows the percentages of volatile matter in
the "true coal substance" (as commonly but erroneously
defined), as they occur along the long due-east line.
It will be noted how the percentage increases rapidly
at first as progress is made toward the West, which
in the graph is to the right.
After Bellaire, Ohio,
is reached, however, the change is small and before

some reduction in the vertical uplift of the
curve is to be noted. When Missouri is reached the
percentages of volatile matter are found to be extremely

Bellaire

irregular.

The small spots near the bottom of the diagram

showthe moisture percentage changes. In general that
percentage increases markedly toward the West. Note
the jump when Illinois is reached and the similarity
of its moisture percentage to that of the Missouri coal.

how

The moisture percentage though lower in Pennsylvania
is somewhat irregular, but too much stress must not be
put on this fact when the moisture is low as all chemists know this figure is quite erratic, some of the moisture being mechanically combined and not a real part
of the coal.
few of the points on the graphs are of coal found
at places somewhat off the lines drawn in Fig. 1, it

A

HAI>F OF COAL FIEI.DS IN

EASTERN HALF OF UNITED STATES

from Gettysburg are drawn. Along these lines on a reduced or increased scale
as the case may be, the three graphs in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are plotted.

Tliree lines radiating

.
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Smoke Run,

Marce/imf.
\Macon-.

Macon CountsjL
Greensboro-.

\

i

~"
A<^zcnesvi/I9

Pa., which may possibly be accounted for by
the mineralizing effect of the fault in the first basin,
which occurs in that neighborhood.
I.
VULATILE MATTLU AND .MOISTURE OF COAL ALONG
A LINE TE.V MILES SOUTH OF FORTIETH PARALLEL

TABl.i:

Dis- Volatile Moisturc
tance Matter

Locality

Penn9)tUania,

Doii

Adamt County

Gettysburg
Somerset County

Mncdonaldton

92
94
95
96

Berlin
Pinchill
Mcvpr.silnle

...

Conllucmo.

10

cPCnns^'v

—

—

-Mo.-

VOL.XTILE JIATTER AND MOISTURE ON
GETTYSBLRG-SPRINGFIELD LINE

FIG.

Percentages of volatile matter increase rapidly westward
Bellaire is reached, after which the figure
varies somewhat irregularly.

is

till

always high, but

get enough analyses along any given
The distances are figured radially from Gettysline.
burg and therefore practically as a projection on the

being

difficult to

basal line between Gettysburg and Springfield, 111.
Fig. 2 shows a line between Gettysburg and Massillon,

This line barely cuts the Broad Top field in which
Hopewell is found. The coal at that town has, however,
been introduced into the graph and it will be noted that
instead of being more mineralized than that at Winber
It will
it is less far advanced toward anthracitization.
be noted that from Hopewell to Winber is about seventyfive miles and for the most part between these two points
there is no coal, the Broad Top area being a carboninsula well removed from the main Appalachian field.
It will be observed here as in Fig. 2 that the coal in
the East is in general more completely mineralized than
that to the west of it, and that the moisture content
increases as the coal is traced westward. As the scale
of distance in the three graphs is not the same the
steepness of the slopes in the three cannot be compared.
In Fig. 4 is shown the line passing from Gettysburg
to Brockwayville, Pa.
It runs into and out of the coal
area.
A slight irregularity occurs near Houtzdale and

Ohio.

Pittsburgh

2 8

8

0.7
1.0

145
148
150
178

416
37 6

10
13

40

2 5

Pittsburgh
Sewirklcv
IMttsburgh

45 4

4

1

Pittsburgh

44 5

3

I

Meigs Creek

255

43

5

1

Upper Frecport

Dixie
State Line
Indiana, Parke County

268
406

45 2

7

6

Middle Kittanning

Diamond

543
548

44 7
43 4

13 7
13 9

Brazil Block
Brazil Block

556

46

5

16 2

No.

628
628

47
48 3
48 2

15 6
13 6
14 8

No. 6
No. 5

45 4

13 9

No

13
13
16
15
13

Bevier
Bevier
Bevier
Bevier

34

•East .Millsboro UayctteCouutv)...
Ohio State Line
Ohio Belmont County,
Bellaire and State Line
190
\obte County
Summerfield
220

Muskingum County
Zanesville
Perry County

Roscdale
Vemtilion County
State Line

m.

I'ituburgh

I

550

Vermilion County

Illinois.

2

Lower Frecport

,

•Mapletown
800

Little Pittsburgh

51

•(Jrocnsboro.

I

30
27

....

29.2

.

.

600
700
500
400
-xIndianCT >4<
Mlinois
Miles, from Gettysburg

3

116

•Uniontown
(IrecurCmnl

300
Ohio

I

21

1221
136

,.

h-nuHIr („„„,,
•Oliiopvle ..

e

24

Lower Kit tanning
Upper Frecport

2 6

18 2

20.4

S. of Wcstville

I

Sfini/amon County
Springfield

Stateline
Missouri,

660
745

.No. 5

797

514

1
m. S. of Bcvier
IS m. S. of Bevier
2 ni. S. of Bevier
2S m. S. of Bevier

801
801
801
801

48
44
44
45

Linn County
Marceline

821

Brookfield

828

49
47

8

90
74
4

Mulky
8
5
3

8

Tebo
Tebo

12 5

1

11.4

* Wliere analyses are marked with a star they arc from State Geological Reports
which, being made before methods of analysis were fully standardized, are subject
to correction.

TABLE

VOL.\TILE M.\TTER AND MOISTURE OF COAL
ALONG GETTYSBURG-FOSTORIA LINE

II,

Volatile Moisture

Di-s-

Bed

tance Matter

Locality

Pennsybania, Adams County
Gettysburg
Bedford County
35 m. S.E. of Hopewell
3 m. S.E. of Hopewell
2 m. S.E. of Hopewell

52)
53
54

19 3
18
18 8

13
17
12

54)

18 9

16

90
90
90
90
90

14 5
15 5

135

2.5
3.3
2.5
3.0

95

18 4

2 5

L,,« ,, K n inning
Im" ini""!;
Uim"
Lo».i Kilianning

25
26 9

2 6

„
Upper Frecport

m. E. of Hopewell

Barnott
Barnett
Upper Freeport or
Kclloy
Upper Frecport or
Kelley

Somerset County

Winber
Winber
Winber
Winber
Wiiber

'

Hollsopple
3

Westmoreland County
m. S.E.of Ligonier
...
..
m. N. of Ligonier

.,,,

4

.

,

.

I

1

Clinton
Beaver County
Frankfort
West Virginia State Line
West Virginia, Hancock County

50

75

100

Pennsylvanioi
Miles fro

ISO

FIG. 3. SAME DATA ON GETTYSBKRG-MASSILLON LINE
Hopewell which is a trifle north of this line has a somewhat
high percmtage of volatile matter for a point so tar east. The
rise is steady, from Winber westward, till after the PennsylvaniaWest Virginia Line is reached, when apparently a slight decrease
takes place.

Zalia
ZaMa.'.

Gettysburg

'.'.'.

'.'.'.

Ohio State Line, Virginia
Ohio Stark County
Massillon

'

54
172
1

i

36 6

2 8
2

38 8
42 8

3 5
3 4

Pittsbu.gh
Pittsburgh

3

09
27
28

35.4

....

.

180
84S

41

187
187
1 92}

'•('52
42 4

5

Pittsburgh

6 5
4 2

Rogers
.Mahoning

2

4

1

239!

pas.ses

I',,

;

I

.

.Sharon

6 95

36

!f
through Franklin, Fult-.n
AUeghenv and Beaver Counties in Pciin
Handle of West Virginia, Columbiana.
runs almost through Chamber.sburg,I.air..i.. Inabout N. 73°. 24' W. For meaning of :i<tiTi-k, -ce

Line

.

'

2 8

[344
,347

,„
13/

,

OaMFaChaven)".'"

L,™

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Upper Frecport
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

3

37 8

120
,,„
130

.'.,,.
m. No. of Grccnsburg

„
Hermime

I

5

"^M27l

Loyalhanna

.

13

Lower Kittanning
Lower Kittnruntig
r
KntMiTnne

2 4

14.0

HO

.

3

25

5

Macon County

Macon

2

—

6

Macon County
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified

,..1

-

rt,

,,,,,i

M

.:

I

<

Westmoreland,

.unty in the Pan
It
in Ohio.
Its course is
ilfin.

ur, ties

!

lunL'r,
1

able

.i-i
1.

I
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pose of taking his tools away in order to work for some
other employer. The referee reassembled the facts, as he
understood the testimony without further hearing, repeating his original findings.
The board merely affirmed the findings of fact and conclusions of law and then there was an appeal to the Court
of Common Pleas of Luzerne County.
The decision in the
case said in part:
"We do not believe that the compensation law was intended to cover, or should be construed to cover, such a
case.
It seems to us the relationship between the defendant and the deceased, as employee and employer, had
been clearly severed, notwithstanding his right to bring out
tools.
His act in so doing inured to his exclusive benefit,
not being in furtherance of his employer's business or in
the course of his employment. If this be so, the referee's
finding of fact is not supported by competent evidence, and
we have the power, under the amended Act of 1919, to reverse him and remit the record for further hearing on that

es from Ge+t^sburg

FIG.

4.

SAME DATA OX GETTTSBURG-BROCKWAYVILLB LINE

The Houlzdale coal appears to have a larger percentage of volamatter than Smoke Rim or Madera or even Gassam, which
are further to the West. But with this exception the general rule
of the eastern half of the United States is observed "More west,
more volatile matter."
tile

—

T.\BLE

111.

VOL.\TILE MATTER AND MOISTURE OF
ALONG GETTYSBURG-DUBOIS LINE.
Dis- Volatile Moktance ^Iatter ture

Locality

Adains County
Gettysburg
ClmrfiM County
Houtzdale
li

m.W.

35

m.

91

of Smoke Run
S. E. of Smoke Run

92|
93
95

.Madera

Gassam

1

02

26 3
23 5
22 2

2
3

3
2

3

4

22,5

24

25
26
34 8

19

CO.AL

Bed

BrookWlle
Miller or B
Miller or B
Brookville or

A

Lower Freeport
Lower Freeport
Lower Freeport

,110
4
m. W, of Grampian ...
120
2
m, S. of Du Bois
Jefferson County
19
Lower Freeport
130
39 4
m. W. of Brockwaj-i-ille
Upper Freeport
130
37
3 10
m. W. of Brockwa>-i-ille
19
Lower Kittanning
1 m. W. of BrockwajTilIe
130
39 3
34
.\bout end of coal
Line goes through Huntingdon. Tyrone, DuBois and Brockwa\'\-iUe, crossing
Cumberland. Huntingdon, Blair. Clearfield, Jefferson and Forest Counties. Its
i

35

1
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I

ground."

No further testimony was produced at the subsequent
hearing, and the record, the board says, is now exactly the
same as it was when before the Luzerne court upon appeal.
"In deference to the learned opinion of this able and distinguished court," writes Chairman Mackey, "we feel that
we have no other course than ro reverse the referee's con-.
elusions of law, and find that under the facts as stated, as
found by him, the relationship of employee and employer did
not exist between Louis Osika and the Hudson Coal Co.
upon the day of the accident, as described in the testimony;
that when he sought and gained permission to remove his
tools from the premises he was not furthering the interests
of his employer, that he was not in the course of his emplojanent, and that when he was injured he was only, as
far as the compensation law is concerned, a stranger to the
employer and not entitled to protection under the act."

1

1

direction

is

N. 42°. 37'

W.

Gets

Wet and Dies Compensation Awarded
;

TN AN

opinion on an appeal by the defendant from an
award of compensation by Referee Seidel, district No. 2,
in the case of Mrs. Katie O'Shute, against
the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., the Pennsylvania Work-

X

Returns to Mine for Tools and Is Killed;
Should Company Pay Compensation?
Pennsylvania Workmen's Compensation Board
THE
the appeal by
Scranton, from
Hudson Coal

in

the

award

Co.. of

of compensation by Referee Lewis, District No.
Apolonia Osika and others, has set aside the award
of the referee and has disallowed compensation. The opinion
was wTitten by Chairman Harry A. Mackey.
When the case first came before the referee he found that
Louis Osika, the deceased husband of the claimant, had been
an employee of the Hudson company and that on Feb. 14,
1920, the deceased had actually worked for the last time for
the defendant.
He also found that because Osika had received burns at his own home he could not return to the
premises of the defendant until March 10, 1920.
On that day he went to the Delaware mine of the company and asked permission of the assistant mine foreman
to go into the mine for his tool.s. This request was granted
and he arranged with a car runner to take his tools out
of the mine.
Following the route customary for men to
take who leave that part of the mine, Osika was struck
by a trip of mine cars and his death followed the same day.
The referee found that the right to go into the mines to
get his tools was part of his contract of hiring and that
the company reserved the right to inspect the tools before
they were removed.
The referee also found that the deceased had never been
discharged and that his absence from work was due to his
injury at home. He held that Osika before he had actually
quit the premises was in the course of his employment and
that "having met with an accident upon the employer's
premises, due to the operation of the emjiloyer's business,
his widow would be entitled to recover compensation."
The case then came before the board upon appeal and the
board returned it to the referee with the observation that
the deceased might have \-isited the mine merely for the pur-

the
9,

to

men's Compensation Board makes an award of $6,89.5.17 to
the claimant for herself and for four minor children, payments covering varying periods up to 300 weeks.
The claimant's deceased husband, Thomas O'Shute, was in
the employ of the defendant company at its Packer No. 4
Colliery on Feb. 26, 1920, as a contract miner.
With
another employee he was in a manway preparing to discharge a shot of dynamite when water "broke throu.gh from
another part of the mine and he was carried down the chute
into the gangway and his clothes were wet through.
He
walked to his home, a mile distant, and while on the way his
clothes became frozen. The next day he worked until noon,
when he complained of being ill and returned home. The
next day a physician diagnosed his case as that of influenza
pneumonia, of which he died March 5, 1920.

The opinion, written by Commissioner Benjamin Jarrett,
finds that death was due to the wet clothes, which reduced
the miner's vital resistance, and that the decedent met with
the accident while actually engaged in the furtherance of the
business of the defendent. The widow is awarded a total
of $.3,600 for the 300-week period and the remainder of the
award is for the children, with the exception of $100
allowed for funeral expenses.

Compensation for Loss of Usr: of Arm Does Not Prevent Reco\-ery for Subsequent Injury to Ar.\i —Commissioner Jarrett decides that Carlo Demuzio is entited to
compensation for injury to an arm, though he had previously
been awarded compensation when he lost the use of it in
another accident. The opinion of the commissioner quotes
the decision of Justice Trexler of the State Supreme Court
rendered July 14, 1921, which said:
"To illustrate, a man may have lost the permanent use
of his arm and nevertheless, if still able to work, be entitled
to receive compensation for the time lost due to an injury
subsequently occurring to the useless member."

The Advancing System of Working Coal Makes It Possible to Widen the Rooms on the Inby Side and Still Cut
The Pillars on the Straight Rib Protected by the Solid Coal

AFTER

reading the inquiry of

J.

D.

.
Rogers. Coal Age, April 28, p. 757,
and the discussion that followed later
in regard to cutting the pillars with

machines, allow

me

to describe briefly

method employed by the Lena Rue
Coal Co., in their mines at Lena Rue,

the

Kentucky.

The

mined on the advancing
working, which makes it
possible to widen the rooms inby. When
drawing the pillars the machines start
to cut on the rib side, which affords
coal

system

is

coal is now taken out through the cutoff
to the first pair of entries in the panel.
In this manner the work is advanced,
until all the coal in that panel is re-

when the entry pillars and
stumps on the first pair of entries are
drawn back. As far as possible, each
room is started so that it will be driven
up when the line of robbing crosses
covered,

of

the accompanying

ond pair of entries to the third, for the
purpose of cutting out the third entry
and allowing the entry pillars and
stumps to be drawn at the same time

when the room

pillars are

drawn back.

Robbing Back the Pillars

As soon

as the haulway cutting off a
portion of the third entry is completed,
the line of robbing is extended across
these rooms and entries and they are
closed, as indicated by the hatching in
the figure. The coal from the remaining rooms is then hauled out through
the cutoff to the second pair of entries.
This will require some of the coal coming from the rooms outby being backswitched to the cutoff.
Later, a similar cutoff is driven from
the first pair of entries in the panel
to the second pair; and, as the work
progresses still further, the line of robbing is extended across the second pair
of entries and these are closed. All the

260

Mine

Cost of haulage increased token locomotive is pushing a trip of cars.
Wheels hug the rails, spreading
them apart, causing derailments and
wrecks. More power is required than
the trip.
to the interesting ques-

asked by Mine Foreman S. A.
Bowes, Coal Age, .June 30, p. 116.5, my
experience in mine haulage convinces
me that the problem presented here
should receive the careful consideration
of all practical readers of Coal Age. It
is one that involves either success or
failure in the operation of the mine.
In general, let me say it is a decided
disadvantage and never practicable to

fig-

reaches its limit.
As the work advances, a hau'way or
cutoff is driven across from the sec-

vs. Pulling

Car Trips

tion

ure, the main headings are driven four
abreast, the two center headings being

made the haulage road and intake airway, respectively. The cross-entries are
driven on the butts and the rooms
turned on one side only and driven up
on the face of the coal.
A principal feature of this method
of working consists in three pairs of
cross-entries forming a panel. The first
rooms in this panel are turned off the
third entry, which is furthest inby.
Robbing is started as soon as each room

Pushing

REFERRING

General Plan ok Working
in

Fred Ross,
Mining Engineer.

Harlan, Ky.

when pulling

the men the protection of the solid coal
yet to be worked. In other words, the
cut is advanced in the direction toward
the gob.

As shown

of the first and second pair of
cross-entries to conduct the return air
over the haulage road, in each case.
There is no overcast built at the mouth
of the third pair of entries, because of
these entries being closed in so short a
time by the cutoff connecting them with
the second pair of entries.

mouth

Cutting Pillar With Machines

push a trip of loaded cars with a mine
locomotive.

I

W'ould

advise this mine
to follow such

foreman not to undertake
a practice.

thi;ee pairs of dutts form
the room.

pa.vel.

This allows the pillars to be

drawn back on the same
the rooms are driven.
As previously stated,
ment permits the rooms

steel

by which

this

arrange-

to be

widened

on the inby side and affords every advantage to start the machine en the
straight rib and work toward the gob.
This seems to give the workmen a
greater feeling of security than when
cutting
It is

from the gob side of the pillar.
up to the foreman to use suffi-

timber to properly control the
breakline and insure the complete exIt is customary
traction of the pillars.
in our mines for the engineering corps
to make frequent visits to the section,
and place a mark in each room as a
guide for the foreman to keep the line
of robbing straight.
In closing, let me say that the entire
mine is ventilated on the same plan as
that outlined in Cnal Age, June 9, p.
1043, where the main entries are shown
as driven four abreast. Each panel, consisting of three pairs of cross-entries,
in our mine, is ventilated by a single
split of air.
Overcasts are built at the

cient

In pushing a loaded trip of cars in a
mine with a locomotive, the car wheels
and flanges hug the rails more clo.sely
and bind, producing a much greater
friction and rail resistance than when

the locomotive is pulling the trip. The
result is that more power will be required in the former case than in the
latter; and more coal will be burned at
the powerhouse for the same service in
the mine.

Cost of Upkeep and Repairs
Increased
In addition to these facts, it can be
said that when a locomotive is pushing
the cars the service is much harder on
the machine, which means an increase in
Pushthe cost of upkeep and repairs.
ing a loaded trip has a tendency also to
spread the rails when rounding a curve
The strain opens the
in the track.
joints and tends to cause more frequent
derailment of cars, by reason of broken
It can also be assumed
rails and ties.
that the upkeep of the track will be
greater, for the same reason.
.^gain,

it

will generally be

found that

there will be more coal wasted by falling from the cars along the track when
the locomotive is pushing the trip than
when the trip is hauled out of the mine.

August
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Attention has already been called to
the fact that when a locomotive is pushing a trip of cars the triprider is riding
the front car and his signals cannot
be seen by the motornian when the trip
It may happen
is rounding a curve.
that slate has fallen on the track, or a
car may be derailed, or the trolley wire
may be down. In any ease, the triprider

he escapes alive.
All mining men will agree that a
wreck occm-ring when hauling a trip is
a very costly proposition in respect to
the loss of time, the expense of clearing the track and making the necessary repairs to the cars and perhaps
retimbering the entry. The delay will
is

lucky

if

cause the loss of several trips and, in
the meantime, the men at the shaft
bottom and on the tipple will be standing idle, which means a decrease in
tonnage and increased cost of operation.

Estimating Weight of Locomotive
Required To Handle Output

Making a few

figures on this proposi-

find that, in oi-der to handle an
output of 2,400 tons of coal, in a shift

tion.

I

of eight hours, with a single locomotive,
assuming it is possible to make four
trips an hour, it will be necessary to
This
7.5 tons.
(4 X 8)
haul 2,400
will require, say thirty-eight 2-ton cars
entire
and make the weight of the
loaded trip, including the weight of the

^

cars,

30
30

=

say 120 tons.

Now, allowing for a drawbar pull of
lb. per ton, makes this pull 120 X

Then, esti3,600 lb. or 1.8 tons.
mating the weight of the locomotive
resting on the drivers as 5 times the
drawbar pull, the weight of locomotive
required for this haulage would be .5 x
1.8 equals 9 tons.
In regard to the difficulty experienced
in attempting to shunt the cars into the
rotary dump when the locomotive is
pulling the trip, let me suggest there
~-

should be provided a run-a-round track
that would permit the locomotive to get
behind the trip and push the cars into
the dump. Or, perhaps the track can
be raised so as to give a grade that
would enable the cars to be run into the
Oscar H. Jones.
dump ly gravity.
Crawford, Tenn.

Working Under Surface Reserve
Where

the operator omis the coal
only, careftd study must be
made of the nature of the overlying
strata and a method of working employed that will avoid damage to the
surface.

rights

WORKING

coal under a surface
reserve demands the taking of
every precaution to prevent the roof
The possibreaking to the surface.
bility of such an occurrence increases
with a shallow cover and a compai'atively thick seam of coal to be extracted.
Like precautions must be
taken in the mining of two seams of
coal separated by a moderate thickness
of intervening strata.
My attention has been drawn to this
matter by the question discussed in
C'al Age, May 5, p. 825, relative to a

case whei'e the operator owned the coal
rights only.
It has always been my
practice, in such cases, to make a particular study of the nature of the over-

lying strata, before attempting mining
operations.
In one instance, the seam of coal
worked was overlaid with a good thickness of strong sandrock. My experience
to bi'eak this rock and
to the surface, would
require the complete extraction of the
coal over a very large area, unless effec-

me that
avoid damage
told

measures were adopted to create a

tive

fall of

roof as the face advanced.

Conditions That Control Mining
IN the Lower Seam of Coal

mining of a lower seam of
is separated from an overlying
seam by but a few feet of strata, there
is a limit to the extent to which operations can be pushed in the lower seam
if the mining of the coal in the upper
seam is considered from an economic
In

the
coal that

261
.\s the face advanced
port the roof.
the back row of cribs was taken out
and reset near the face of the coal.
The only trouble observed was that
the coal in the lower seam did not work
as freely as it should; the obstruction
in the upper seam appeared to rob the

coal of its life.
Owing to the thinness of the lower

seam, the working face advanced more
rapidly and was soon abreast of that
in the seam above. It was then decided
to change the plan and drive the developing entries in the lower seam on
the butts and work the rooms on the
face of the coal, which was the reverse
of the conditions in the seam above.
At given distances, new slopes were
put down, from the upper seam to the

lower one, for ventilation and haulage.
The entire plan was very successful and

few accidents occurred, practically all
of which were due to negligence or carelessness on the part of some workman.
R. W. Lightburn.
Cans, Pa.

standpoint

Every mining man knows that there
must be no excessive costs for timber
and deadwork, in the storing of refuse
or building of walls to prevent the undue settlement of the overlying strata
when the coal in a lower seam is being
taken out. In all such cases, the conditions must be carefully studied if the
cost of production is to be kept low.
Where the roof of the coal is of such
a nature that it will not fall beyond a
possible loose pothole the seam can be
mined to the limit if care is taken to
leave pillars of sufficient width to sup-

port the overburden in the first workCare must also be taken in the
ing.
later robbing of the pillars, in order
to preserve a uniform breakline and insure a gradual settlement of the roof

on the waste.

Study Conditions in the Strata
In any case, the method adopted must
be worked out by a careful study of the
conditions in the overlying strata, the
depth of cover, thickness and character
cf the coal and nature of the roof and
floor enclosing the seam. This is essential if the coal is to be worked on an

economical basis.
In the issue of Coal Age, Mar. 10,
455, a proposition was presented
regarding the working of two seams
of coal separated by 40 ft. of a hard
sandy shale. The discussion that followed recalled a somewhat similar circumstance, in the working of a coal
seam lying five fathoms (30 ft.) below
p.

a

seam that had been opened a few

years previously.
In that case, a slope was driven from
the upper seam to reach the lower coal.
While the coal in the upper seam was
8 ft. thick, that in the lower seam was
The intervenonly 3 ft. in thickness.
ing" strata I would describe as being a
strong blue-metal slate, after the naThe room-andture of a soapstone.
pillar method was used to work the

lower seam and bottom was taken up
on the roads for headroom and gobbed.
Chocks, or cribs, set 4 ft. apart each
way, in three rows, were used to sup-

Room

Guardrails in

Switches

Guardrails shojM be avoided in laying
a room switch, by using a No.-2 instead of a No.-l frog.

REFERRING

to

the

letter

of

an

Indiana trackman. Coal Age, June
1163, allow me to say that his
30,
suggestion of using guardrails in laying
a room switch is wrong, in my opinion.
The use of a No.-l frog gives a very
short turn. For a track gage of 3^ ft.
the length of the leadrail is only 7 ft.
when using a No.-l frog.
Let me say that wherever it is possible, a No.-2 frog should be used in
laying a room switch. This will give a
14-ft. leadrail and the turn will not be
When a guardrail is spiked
so short.
.

p.

the ties at the latch, as shown in
sketch (p. 1163) there is every
danger of its being torn out by the
motor and cars passing over the switch.
My practice, which is quite common
rail
in this field, is to raise the outer
the
of the track a few inches higher, at
is
there
this,
doing
point of switch. By
seldom any trouble with cars leaving
the rails. In no case would I use a frog
number less than No. IJ. I much prefer using a No.-2 frog and setting the
switch point 12 ft. back from the cento

the

ter of the room.
Bicknell. Ind.

TRACKMAN,
American No.

1

Mine.

Choosing a Rope-Haulage System
Choice of system will depend on grade
conof slope, length of haul and otlver
Examples of successful inditions.
stallations

now

in operation.

not sufficient data given,
THEREinquiry
of a general manager
is

in the

in Missouri, Coal .Age, June
1126, regarding the best system
of rope haulage to be adopted, in a certain slope opening, to enable a reliable
answer to be given to that question.
As stated in the reply to the inquiry,
the choice of a haulage system must be
guided by a careful consideration of all
conditions. The adoption of an engine-

of a

mine

23, p.

—
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plane haulage is dependent on the grade
being sufficient to enable the descending
empty cars to drag the rope back into
If the slope is too long and
the mine.
the grade too light such a system will
not

work

correctly.

My opinion is that either an endlessrope or an engine-plane system will
generally give better results than a
An endless-rope systailrope haulage.
tem can always be used on a moderate
grade, whei-e another system could not
be operated to advantage. As has been
explained, an endless-rope haulage is
well adapted to the handling of a large
and uniform output.

Large Quantities Hauled by Rope
In this connection, allow me to mention three mines that are hoisting from
four to five thousand tons of coal daily
with rope haulage. The Eleanora mine,
in Jefferson County, Pa., operating a
slope having a grade of 3 per cent, employs an endless-rope haulage, the cars
being attached to the rope by a simple
grip device that is easily adjusted.
The coal is brought to the slope bottom in trips carrying from 60 to 80
tons each. The cars, being attached to
the rope at intervals, are drawn up the
slope and over 1,000 ft. of outside tramway. Owing to the light grade, it is
necessary in this mine to operate a
small tailrope system in handling the

show him the safest way to perform his
This must be done, however,
task.
without increasing the burdens already
resting on the mine foreman and his
assistants, which is often given little
thought.
My suggeston is that each coal company appoint a safety committee
charged with the duty of investigating
all accidents, as soon after their occurrence as possible, with a view to placing
the blame on the person to whom it
This committee
rightfully belongs.
must report its findings to the superintendent, who should be authorized to
have it printed in the form of a bulletin
for distribution among the miners.
The bulletin should be written in a
clear and simple way, giving the name
of the unfortunate victim and explaining how, with proper care and caution,
he could have avoided the accident and
saved his life. If possible, the way in
which the accident occurred should be
illustrated in a manner that will bring
it clearly before the eye of the reader.

Such bulletins would cost a few
lars

it

is

true,

vented would pay for
printed in a year.

him

Editor.]

Accident Bulletins
Printed bulletins describing and

illus-

trating accidents, stating the cause
and explaining how the same might
have been avoided, are urged as a

ineans of preventing such happening
again.

VARIOUS

references to safety and

means of preventing mine

acci-

dents, which have appeared recently in
Coal Age, prompt me to offer a suggestion that I firmly believe will help
mine foremen and other officials in their
efforts to reduce the number of acci-

dents in their mines.
It is generally agreed that, in order
decrease the number of accidents
that occur almost daily, we must educate the worker in respect to the dangers surrounding him in his work and

to

all

the bulletins
effective, a

To be

to thinking.

No. 7

Indirectly, the bulletin will bring to
the mind of each man, accidents that
have happened to others and which

might have come to themselves. The
idea is not new, it having been tried
with various modifications, from time to
time, by different companies and often,
possibly, discontinued after a short
time.

My experience is that, no matter how
hard I tried to explain an accident to
men, there were always some who
failed to understand its meaning to
A bulletin would have been a
them.
great help to me in that respect and
would have saved considerable time and
effort and been better understood by
most of the men.
All mine workers are prone to take
chances, at one time or another. It is
my belief that publicity and education
my

many a man to be more careto avoid danger, both for his own
sake and that of his fellow workers and
If this is
for the sake of his family.
will cause
ful

the case, the company will profit and
lives will be saved.
Firmly believing that this idea if
carried out conscientiously will produce
good results, I hope to see it thrashed
out in Coal Age and learn the views of
others in reference to the practicability
of such a publicity scheme.
Johnstown, Pa.
Super.

Inquiries

tions, but are able to use an engineIt
plane haulage for hoisting cars.
should be stated, here, that when the
fail
empties
that
the
slope is so long
to drag the length of rope back to the

tioned.

dol-

but one accident pre-

copy of each bulletin should be given
to every mine worker and, if necessary,
explained to him in a way that will set

empty cars.
The Adrian and Florence mines of
the same company have similar condi-

bottom where the trips are made up the
trouble can be overcome by having a
small locomotive meet the trip at a
point a short distance up the incline
and haul it back to the bottom.
George Edwards.
Pikeville, Ky.
[In a brief letter, Oscar H. Jones,
Crawford, Tenn., expresses a decided
preference for the endless-rope system
of haulage, where the conditions are
favorable, but gives nothing new regarding the choice of a rope system
other than the points already men-
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Of General
Rock Slope

Interest

Fills

with Water

A

45-Degree Slope, 700 Feet Long, Filled with
Water When Within 100 Feet of Workings Below.
Plan to Drive Up From Bottom Is Proposed

KINDLY

permit me to ask the advice of Coal Age and its practical
readers in regard to the advisability
of adopting a plan that we have had
under consideration for a considerable
time, but have hesitated putting into
execution because of the difference of
opinion expressed regarding its absolute
safety.

The situation is this: For the purpose of handling the output of the mine
advantage in respect to shipping facilities, a rock slope was sunk
from the surface and had been driven
down 700 ft., on an inclination of 45
deg. when the work had to be temporarily abandoned owing to labor troubles.
In the meantime, the slope filled
to the surface with water.
When work was again to be resumed,
the company faced the problem of unwatering the slope. The place had been
driven 14 ft. wide and 7 ft. high, and
was estimated to hold, approximately,
51.3,000 gal. of water.
There being
ample pumps in the mine, it was
thought practicable to tap this body of
water from below and let the mine

pumps handle

it in the regular chanthrough a lower opening.
was proposed to start below and
drive up, on the line of the slope, as
far as would be safe. The rock is a hard,
solid slate.
But the question that has
been argued is what pressure does this
of
water
exert at the foot of the
weight
present slope and how close we could
approach with safety.
Superintendent.
Ky.

nel

It

,

to better

Our reply

to this question is that the
only safe plan to adopt, in this case,
is to bale or pump out the water from
the surface.
The pressure exerted by
the water on the face of the slope excavation is (0.707 X 700 X 7 X 14 X
62.5) -4- 2,000 = say 1,515 tons, or 215
lb. per sq.in., nearly, which is very unsafe to work under.
Assuming the slope track is in good
condition, a large sheet-iron skip, say
10 ft. long and 3 x 4 ft. in section,
should be constructed, having a clapvalve at its lower end, and mounted on
a truck.
Making an average of, say
10 trips an hour, this skip would empty

August

18,

COAL AGE
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the slope in less than eight 8-hr. shifts.
An 8- or 10-hp. engine would be ample
for this service, hauling at the rate of
6 mi. per hour.

with the chord AB, its length BO
twice the distance x, or 2.>;,- and, since
the cosine of 30 deg. is 0.86G the dis-

rieg.

powder burns? (d) suffering from

is

trick shock?

aE

Truss Problem

REFERRING

263

3«

accompanying
diagram, kindly show me how to
calculate the distancces m, n and x
to

the

when

the total length of the beam is
and the two tierods BO and
AO make an angle with the chord
of 30 deg. and 45 deg., respectively.
Hazleton, Pa.
Student.
15.5.7

ft.

AB

tance

X

2.1-

There are several methods of solving
probably the simplest

this problem, but

is the following:
The tierod AO, making an angle of
45 deg. with the chord AB, the distance
X is equal to the distance n. Again.
the tierod BO, making an angle of 30

Hi,

measured on the chord,

=

0.866

is

1.732X.

Then, since the sum of
ft., we write

m

and n

is

157.7

=

+ 1.732) = 157.7
= 157.7
- 57.7 ft.
Therefore, n = x = 57.7 ft., and m
= 157.7 - 57.7 = 100 ft.
X

+

1.732.r

a;(l

2.732X-

X

=

157.7/2.732

elec-

—

Answer (a) Remove the person
promptly lo fresh air if ihat can be
quickly done.
Loosen the clothing
about the neck and chest. Place the
on
back
man
his
on the ground with a
or
other
bundle
coat
under
his
shoulders to elevate the chest.
Turn
the head to one side and see that the
tongue is drawn forward so as not to
obstruct the air passages in the throat.
Proceed at once to give artificial respiration and continue this until there
are signs of returning life or the pei'son is pronounced dead by a physician.
Keep the person warm with a dry coat
or blanket to cover him. At the first
signs of returning life, assist the circulation by rubbing the limbs toward
the heart.
When br-?athing has been
restored put the patient to bed, giving
no food other than hot beef tea or a
drink of hot coffee.
(b) The same treatment applies also
by blackdamp.
Burns from powder, flaming gas
must be promptly treated

to asphyxiation

Examination Questions
Answered

(c)

or electricity

by applying a thin paste of bicarbonate
(baking soda), starch or flour
exclude the air.
Vaseline, lard,
cream, olive or castor oil are all good.
Deep burns require the prompt attenof soda

to

Bituminous Mine Inspectors' Examination
Pittsburgh, Pa., March, 1921
(Selected Questions)

—

Question In what seasons of the
year and ivhy are dangers from coal
dust to be expected, and to what extent
would you allow coal dtist to accumulate
or he deposited before considering it

dangerous?

Answer — The danger from

the ac-

cumulation of dust in a mine is
greater in the winter season when the
outside air has a lower temperature
than that of the mine. The result is
that cooler air entering the mine has
its capacity for absorbing moisture increased when its temperature is raised
in the mine workings.
This has the
effect to absorb large quantities of
moisture in the workings and dry out
the mine, making it dusty and dangerous to a greater extent than in tiie summer season when these conditions are
reversed.
An inspector or other mine official
should never permit an avoidable accumulation of dust at the working
faces or on the timbers, sides, roof
and floor of the roads and airways
throughout the mine.
Every means
should be adopted to avoid the dust being carried in suspension in the air
current passing through the mine.

Question

—

(a) Give the most essenfeatures of a good safety lamp; (b)
When and where would you consider
their use necessary? (c) Which do you
prefer and why?
Answer— (a) The essential features
of a good safety lamp, for working, are
the following: The lamp must give a
good light, diffused at a broad angle
upward on the roof and downward on
tial

the floor. The lamp must be simple in
construction, of few parts and strong
It should
to withstand rough usage.
be light and portable. The gauze chimney should be protected by a steel bonnet to exclude the dust and protect the
flame from any sudden rush of air.
The combustion chamber should be surrounded by a strong glass cylinder. Air
should enter the lamp at a point below
the flame to reduce the tendency to
smoke to a minimum. A good pricker
should be inserted in the lamp, or other
means provided to raise and lower the
wick and remove any crust that may
form on the wick and impair the light.
A good working lamp must not be too
sensitive to gas.

lamps should be required
whenever the condition of the mine air
in any working place becomes explosive
or inflammable, either from the pres(b) Safety

or gas.
Where safety
to be used in any
portion
section or
of a mine no open
lights should be permitted elsewhere,
except by the drivers on the main intake haulage road. Otherwise, the mine
should be worked exclusively with
safety lamps or equipped with electric
cap lamps.
(c) Several types of working lamps
have been approved by the Federal
Bureau of Mines and a preference for
one or the other will depend largely on
the user of the lamp.

ence

of

dust

lamps are required

Question

— Ho7v

would you

first-aid to a victim of (a)

from afterdamp;
from blackdnmp;

(b)
(c)

render
asphyxiation
asphyxiation

suffering

from

tion of a physician.
(d) For electric shock, if the person
is unconscious when removed from contact with the wire proceed to give artificial respiration and treat in the same

manner as for asphyxiation by gas.
Question A circular airway is
9,026 ft. in diameter and 1,000 ft. long;
wimt 'is the nibbing surface and sec-i

—

tional area?

—

Answer The perimeter
way is 9.026 X 3.1416 =
and the rubbing surface

of this air28.356 ft.;
is

therefore

=

28,356 sq.ft.
X 1,000
sectional area of the airway is
0.7854 X 9.026'
63.985, say 64 sq.ft.
28.356

The

=

Question

— Would

it be an advantage
or a disadvantage to connect the under-

ground workings of two or more mines
generating explosive gases? What dangers are most likely to occur?

Answer

— The

advantage of

chief

connecting adjoining workings is that
it provides another avenue of escape in
case of accident blocking other roads
and traveling ways. The opening between the workings of mines operated
by different companies affords an easy
way to connect the surveys and prevent
any error in establishing the boundary
between the properties and avoid dispute.
The disadvantages of such a plan ai'e
many. The ventilation is not under as
good control. One of the mines may be
drawing on the circulation in the other.

Each mine

is

subject to

accident

by

in the other workings.
The
opening between the two mines, unless
carefully guarded, permits access to

flooding

either, making it possible for the
to visit and affords opportunity

men

for
pilfering tools and other supplies, causing discord and trouble and interfering
with the discipline in each mine. Either
mine may suffer by reason of the gas
generated in the other workings.

—
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Edwin Liullow Defends Centralized
Purchase of Railway Fuel

THE Coal AgiIXunder
the caption

AG E

Vol. 20. N(.. 7

what can be done when the knowledge of how to do it is
possessed by the parties in control of the purchasing of fuel.
It would appear that a paper such as Coal Age, suppo.sed
to be dedicated to the best interests of the coal business,
would at least offer constructive criticism of a plan that
confessedly goes towards stabilization of the industry, and
against which the only objection advanced is the possibility
of too much power being placed in the hands of one man
in the purchasing of fuel for a group of roads rather than
for one line only. It eliminates the psychological fact that
large responsibilities bring almost automatically a wider
vision; and the very necessity of dealing in such large tonnages as would be required in the purchasing of fuel for a
large group of roads would in itself eliminate the methods
that have been only too often adopted by some of the purchasing agents who felt that their only responsibility was
in purchasing coal at a lower cost than anyone else, irrespective of the fuel cost of this coal when figured on the
basis of the number of B.T.Us. in the dollar delivered on the
locomotives.
During the year 1920 the fuel consumption by the railroads of bituminous coal amounted to 155,343,635 tons at
a cost of $641,224,469. This amounts to over 25 per cent of
the entire output of our bituminous mines. The railroads
are further interested in the coal industry from the fact
that they hauled 488,730,051 tons of coal and coke during the
same year, amounting to 39.57 per cent of their entire freight
business. The railroads as an industry are directly concerned
with the prosperity of the coal business, and it is certainly
the duty of the railroads, as well as to their financial advantage, to do everything in their power to stimulate the industry which produces the largest percentage of freight
traffic, and not consider only the cost of the coal to themselves as fuel.
All that is required to solve the problem is a broader
conception of the magnitude of the problem on the part of
the men who own and operate the railroads. With this, and
a desire to apply constructive remedies, much can be accomof

of July 14 there appears an editorial
of "Stabilization at a High Price," in
which the proposition for better co-operation between the
railroads and the coal miners was brushed aside on the sole
ground that centralization of railroad coal purchases would
be too high a price to pay for the stabilization.
In its opening sentence it says "Let the railroads stabilize
the bituminous coal industry, is the scheme proposed by
Edwin Ludlow before the Committee on Interstate Commerce
of the Senate, in the hearing on the railroad situation." It
would have been much fairer if this had read "Let the
railroads do their fair share towards stabilizing the coal
industry and reduce at the same time their own fuel costs."
The proposition that was brought before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce was made at the request of
the Board of Engineering and Economics appointed by Mr.
S. Davies Warfield, president of the National Association of
Owners of Railroad Securities, and the object was to show to
the Senate Committee the advantages and economies that
could accrue through the grouping of various railroad systems that are now more or less competitive. These advantages are not imaginary but are based upon the railroads as
a whole attaining the same economic results that certain
railroads now have, due to their scientific method of purchasing.
To approach the situation properly a broad conception
of the national fuel problem should be called into existence
and it must be considered that until 1917 fuel was so cheap
and apparently so plentiful that a scientific study of necessities of economies in its use was not considered as imperative
as it is now, when the cost of fuel is from two to three times
the pre-war price and with very little possibility of it ever
selling at the low price prevailing before 1917. It is recognized that we no longer have fuel reserves of cheap coal
and for the future must face a higher cost and, to do so, a
plished.
Edwin Ludlow,
scientific study should be made of the proper purchase of
New York, Aug. 9, 1921. Consulting Mining Engineer.
the coal for the most economical results.
Some railroads
have fuel agents that are carefully studying the subject but
in the majority of cases, the fuel purchases are handled
Coal Production 9.234
British
through the purchasing agent, who buys the coal as he buys
Less in
in
other supplies either taking what appears to him to be the
cheapest, or else buying some special quality of coal that his
coal
in British Columbia in June was
of
operating men consider essential for use on their di\'isions.
182,827 tons, compared with 192.061 tons in May, a deIt is necessary for the protection of the owners of railcrease of 9,234 tons. The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co. reroad securities that every possible economy should be put
corded
increases both at Coal Creek and at Michel, but a
into effect to avoid the taking over of the railroads by the
Government, as will undoubtedly occur if interest on their decrease at Corbin. On Vancouver Island there was a drop
the production of every colliery. In the Nicola-Princeton
bonds and stocks cannot be earned. The point emphasized
section there is little difference except in the case of the
in the statement was the possibilities for increased earnings
Coal Co., which has not been producing, having
Coalmont
to the railroads, and reduced fuel costs, by purchasing and
been engaged in completing the installation of a plant. Coal
storing during the summer at least 50 per cent of their connow
is being taken out on this property, however, and the
sumption during the winter months, when transportation
mine may be expected to figure as a shipper during the
costs are the highest and when there is a demand for domespresent month.
tic fuel that would keep all their equipment thus released
Seven mines on Vancouver Island reported the production
actively engaged in revenue producing freight.
Secretary
of 119,193 net tons, two mines in the Nicola-Princeton disHoover and Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce
trict, 9,957 tons, and three mines in the Crow's Nest Pass
Commission have both urged the railroads to stock coal in
summer and it was hoped that the railroad executives who field, 53,677 tons.
The Provincial Government reserve on the coal lands has
were present at the hearing would see the importance of cobeen removed, an order in council being passed to this effect
operation with the coal miners in their fuel purchasing.
in the course of the past few weeks. The withdrawal of reThe editorial gives the advantages enumerated, but states
strictions in respect to the staking of coal applies to all
that the plan contemplates "no advantage to the railroads
parts of British Columbia, with the exception of the east
that are not already within their reach." This is perfectly
coast of Vancouver Island and the Groundhog and Peace
true, but the fact is that with the exception of a very few
River districts. The action of the government is not exrailroads, those advantages, as enumerated, have never been
pected to have much effect on the coal situation. The east
reached by the railroads of the country. This the editorial
coast of the island already is well staked, the Groundhog
also accepts when it states that "many now do it without the
district in northwestern British Columbia is without transoverseeing eye of a super purchasing agent." This is also
portation, and the Peace River is similarly placed. The reperfectly true, and the object of presenting it before the
serve was criticised on the ground that it discouraged prosSenate Committee was to show that the advantages now
pecting. If its removal to the extent indicated has the effect
accruing to a few railroads and to the few coal mines with
of stimulating the search for new fields it will, in the
which they deal, could be extended all over the country if
opinion of mining men, prove a good thing.
the methods of purchasing the fuel were placed on the
.same scientific and co-operative basis that is now being emThe railroads can't obtain their objective merely by
ployed by these few railroads that are taken as an example
charging. Norfolk Virginiav-Pilot
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the British Department of Overseas

Trade Functions*
EVERY
evitably

having overseas trade interests inbrought face to face with three questions

nation
is

of policy:

Shall the collection of trade information and the
of trade promotion be handled by the Foreign Office
(diplomatic) so that the foreign policy shall be entirely
Or
in the hands of one department?
trade information and trade promotion be
(2) Shall
considered solely a matter of comnu'icial policy to be
placed in the charge of the Board of Trade (government commercial department) so that coinmercinl policii
abroad as well as at home shall be unified and dictated
(1)

work

one department?
Or
(3) Shall some compromise be effected whereby
both diplomatic and commercial interests are effectively served?

by

Those who have been

willing to pay for its continuance and expansion, as
by the following table
Yeai- ending
Year ending:
£124.688
March 31, 1919
£290.010
-March 31, 1920

shown

Approximately 50 per cent of the increase between 1919
and 1922 is due to the transference of funds when personnel and functions were taken over from other government
departments, thus concentrating all overseas trade activities
This year's appropriation proin this new department.
vides for a personnel of 766 including secretaries.
The British mind has a particular fancy for specialization in matters of government and business, with the
result
that this vigorous
young department has two
following with interest

—

bodies of

specialists
those
concentrating on a study of
the peculiarities of trade
The British Government
aid to industry will be interested in this
of individual countries and
has adopted a plan along
those promoting the overdescription of how the business men in Engthe lines of this last sugseas interests of each trade
gestion, and a coalition has
land have come together with their governthe
and
industry in this counbeen effected between
ment for the common purpose of promottry.
This effective form of
diplomatic and commercial
ing
the
trade
that
is
the
life
of
industrial
organization is comparable
departments resulting in
activity
and
the
first
essential
of
prosperity.
to a strong textile
the geothe Department of Overseas
graphic specialists constiTrade (Developmtnt and Intuting the warp and the
telligence). The new departtrade specialists the woof.
ment is like the electric wire
When well woven (as it is in this case) it should form
which carries several telegraph and several telephone
a very substantial scheme and be proof against leaks or
messages at the same time. It is a channel for the simultanebreaks.
ous flow of information on all commercial, diplomatic and
other foreign matters. A child of two parent organizations,
Effective contact with the business man has been especially
the Board of Trade (commercial) and the Foreign Office
stressed, and the trades specialists of the depai'tment have
(diplomatic), it is equally responsible to both, drawing its
been brought together specifically for this purpose.
This
commercial policy from one and foreign policy from the other,
group is composed of thii'ty-five technical experts and tradesthat is, the government.
men, each of whom has been selected on account of his
A joint memorandum by the Board of Trade and the knowledge of some particular industry. For example, this
division has a building materials expert, several textile
Foreign Office, on Jan. 24, 1917, described the control of
experts, a trades specialist on glass and pottery, another
the department and its relations to the two parent organon electrical machinery, etc., thus including all the princiizations in the following language providing, it will be noted,
pal industries.
for a unification of interests that have at times in the past
Periodic trips are made by these men to
the principal trade centers of each industry, so that they
worked at cross purposes.
are able to represent the views and wishes of their clients
"Parliamentary control over the department will be exerin the councils of the department and in giving more accurate
cised through a new Parliamentary Secretary at the Board
dii-ection to overseas activities.
of Trade, who is also additional Parliamentary Under-SecAnother division, called the foreign division, is divided
retary for Foreign Affairs. This Parliamentary Secretary
along geographical lines, each section making a special
will be responsible to the President of the Board of Trade
study
of the markets of one or more countries of similar
for all matters within the competence of that department,
characteristics.
There is a diplomatic division of the
and responsible to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
Foreign Office concentrating on diplomatic questions in
for all matters concerning the Foreign Office.
exactly
the
same countries as the commercial divisions of
"It is believed that these proposals afford a satisfactory
the Department of Overseas Trade, thereby providing the
solution of a problem which for some years past has been
basis for a most excellently organized liaison between the
urged on the attention of His Majesty's Government by
commercial and diplomatic corps.
the commercial and industrial community. Their criticisms
Thus there are three co-operating groups, the foreign
have been especially directed against the duality of the
commercial, the foreign diplomatic, and that of the domestic
existing system, under which, while the direction of the
trades,
the foreign departments concentrating on the overcommercial attache and consular services rests with the
seas markets and the trades section keeping thoroughly
Foreign Office, the utilization of the fruits of their composted as to the foreign trade requirements of each home
mercial work lies with the Board of Trade. Under the new
industry.
scheme the direction of the commercial work of the foreign
An inquiry comes in having to dc with the boot and shoe
services and the distribution of the intelligence collected by
trade in Argentina.
The Latin American division will
them will be dealt with by a single department, and as the
same department will also direct the Trade Commissioner handle it in case it is a matter of regular trade work, but
should
there
be
any
question
be
of a special or technical nature
service within the Empire, uniformity of policy will
the boot and shoe trade specialist is called in.
He may
secured in respect of overseas trade as a whole."
either simply advise or he may take over the matter and
This unique departure in foreign trade promotion has
handle
it.
Should
there
be any question of a diplomatic
now been operating for four years. The surest evidence
nature in connection with it the Latin American division
that it is popular with the government and business men
will send a man over informally to discuss the situation
is the increasing amounts which the government has been
with the Foreign Office. Frequent contracts of this kind
would naturally be essential in any satisfactory scheme of
•Fivom Anglo-American Trade, .July. 1921.

the efforts of Secretary Hoover
Department of Commerce and

to vitalize the

to

make

it

an

—
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co-operation between diplomatic and commercial departments, or any other government departments for that
matter.
With the exception of the diplomatic corps, all foreign
representatives of the British Government are under the
direction of the Departnient of Overseas Trade. These include commercial secretaries, consular officers, trade commissioners and trade correspondents. The commercial secretaries are accredited to all the principal foreign countries,
and are attached to the embassy or legation similarly as
are the diplomatic secretaries.
In order better to coordinate the commercial work abroad, the consular officers
have been placed under the supervision of the commercial
On
secretary in all matters of a commei-cial character.
other questions the consuls report direct to the Department of Overseas Trade in London. This arrangement
makes the commercial secretary the government officer
directly responsible for commercial work in that country,
subject, of course, to the direction of the ambassador or
minister.
The trade commissioners are engaged in the work of trade
intelligence and promotion within the confines of the Empire.
They are assisted in this work by trade correspondents who
are business men located in large commercial centers, and
who devote a part of their time to official commercial
currespondence.

as to make it possible for the government to send samples
or catalogs of the products of merchants and manufacturers of various competing countries to the commercial
centers in the United Kingdom particularly intei'ested, so

rapidly as received, of

that manufacturers and merchants may better understand
the competition abroad. As an example, there was recently
shown at Leicester a complete exhibit of boots and shoes
that are being sold in Scandinavian countries today.
Interest in the Department of Overseas Trade (development and intelligence) is redoubled at this time owing to
the commercial mission of the department, which has left
for Russia. This trade group is to be permanently located
in Moscow, and will seek to promote trade between the two
countries.
Instead of the usual procedure whereby the Foreign Office
carries on negotiations through diplomatic channels, the
Board of Trade handled the re-opening of relations with
Russia, thereby indicating the gi'owing recognition of the
exceptional
importance of economic relations between
nations.
With an eye to further building up contact with its business clients, the department has now formed an advisory
committee of twenty business men representing geographical
and trades sections of the community, which meets every
month to advise the department in its work.
During the four years of its life the Department of
Overseas Trade has thrived in most extraordinary times.
The war made 1918 an abnormal year for business, and the
succeeding years have been occupied with a sudden boom and
quick reaction, so that this new department has not as yet
had an opportunity to operate in a normal period of business

into its possession.

activity.

Distribution of Commercial Information

Apart from answering trade inquiries on specific subjects,
the department devotes special attention to the disseminaall commercial information
Information of a general and
non-confidential character is conveyed to the commercial
community through the medium of the Board of Trade

tion, as

coming
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Journal, which records the activities not only of the department but also those of the Board of Trade. Advance or
special trade reports are sometimes, however, of such a
nature that general publicity is undesirable, and for the
distribution of such information two channels have been
established, one known as the "Special Register" and the
other as "Form K."
Information too confidential in its nature for general
publicity

is

communicated directly

to

manufacturers and

exporters subscribing to the Special Register. This information includes specific openings for the sale of goods in
overseas markets, foreign competition, industrial developments and notes on general commercial conditions existing
in particular markets.
"Form K" covers the supply of the main preliminary
particulars which firms engaging in export business with
buyers abroad wish to know, communicated to the department by its overseas officers. It is intended that this scheme
shall cover all possible importers of goods of British manufacture in foreign countries whose financial standing
appears to be sound. Particulars are given of the goods
which the firm reported on imports, the general nature of
its business, and the name of its agent in the United Kingdom. This class of information is made available to the
trading community through the medium of the Association
of British Chambers of Commerce, the Federation of British
Industries and certain other trade associations.
Another division is concerned with the administration of
the Overseas Trade (Credits and Insurances) Act, 1920.
This act sanctions the allocation of a sum of £26,000,000
sterling to finance British trade with various European
countries. The act has now been extended to include certain
other countries within the British Empire.
The Exhibitions and Fairs Branch of the department is
well organized, and makes a specialty of the British Industries Fair, which is held annually. This branch also assists
in the promotion of the numerous fairs which are held at
home and abroad. The chiefs of the fairs section devote
their entire time to a study of this subject, and make it a
point to attend important exhibitions so as to be fully posted
on all new developments.
The Foreign Samples Exhibition, which is housed in
London, was developed during the war so as to post British
manufacturers on enemy pi-oducts which they might undertake to manufacture. This exhibition has been extended so

In a recently issued handbook the department briefly describes its policy and aims as follows: "To give British
firms, free of charge, the live information and the help
Its daily routine is
which they need in export trade.

moulded and stimulated by continuous contact with commercial men of every rank and class." In short, the Department of Overseas Trade exemplifies new British business; the new spirit in business; better business and more
business.

Twelve Mingo Mine Workers' Leaders Are
Arrested for Unlawful Assemble

HAVING

disregarded the warning of Major T. B. Davis,
acting adjutant general of West Virginia, in charge
of the enforcement of the first and supplemental martial
law proclamations of Governor E. F. Morgan in Mingo
County, Davis S. Robb, international financial agent of
United Mine Workers of America, who has had the attempted strike in the Mingo region under his direction for
a year or more, together with eleven other leaders of the
United Mine Workers of America were arrested on July 8
while in session at union headquarters in a hotel at Williamson, W. Va., and were placed in the Williamson city jail
but were later removed to the county court house.
The charge against them was that of unlawful assembly,
as forbidden in the Governor's proclmation of martial law.
Those taken into custody at the sa metime as Davis S. Robb
were: John W. Brown, Jasper Metzer, Herbert Halls,
Robert Gilmore, international organizers of the United
Mine Workers; Edward Dobbins, international board member; Henly Koop, Whitsell Hackney, J. B. Williams, Claude
Mahoun, Charles Lee and J. H. Reed.
Up until July 9 no special effort had been made so far
as could be learned to obtain the release of the union men,
but there was a nimor in circulation that an attempt would
be made to obtain writs of habeas corpus just as had been
done in the case of A. D. Lavinder who had been arrested
under the provisions of the Governor's first proclamation of
martial law.

The Executive Committee of the American Wholesale
Coal Association will meet in Chicago Aug. 24.
Among
other things a decision will be reached as to the details of
the conduct of the traffic department which the association
has decided to establish.

August

18.
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Proposed Classitication of Coals Consists
of 35 Types Divided Into 9 Grades

ATTEMPTS

to

pool coals during hte

war revealed

J^\.the lack of a satisfactory detailed classification.
To meet this need, George H. Ashley, then chief of the
Section of Eastern Coal Fields of the U. S. Geological
Survey, now State Geologist of Pennsylvania, began a
comprehensive study of the subject and presented a first
draft of a plan at Chicago in September, 1919, before
the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers. Constructive criticisms of the first paper
and continued study have led to a revised scheme, here
presented in skeleton form.
The scheme seeks to divide all known coals into
classes and types, so that coal of any given type and
grade from anywhere may be substituted in use for
any other coal of the same type and grade, and guaranteed to render essentially the same duty or sei*vice.
This involves, first, dividing all coals into kinds or
types, and second, dividing each type into as many
grades as the market demands. The scheme, which
avoids the use of ultimate analyses, divides all solid
fuels into thirty-five types, and each type into nine
315 in all. In dividing all coals into
possible grades
classes and types seven characters are considered which

—

the behavior of coal in handling and burning: (1)
Texture or structure; (2) fuel ratio (fixed carbon
divided by volatile matter)
(3) fixed carbon-moisture

26V

(fixed carbon divided by moisture as received) ;^
(4) caking or non-caking character; (5) xyloid (woody)

ratio

or canneloid character; (6) weather resisting or nonweather resisting character; (7) certain coals are distinguished because highly oxidized, as revealed in their
low heat value in the ash-, sulphur- and nitrogen-free

No previous classification has attempted to
consider all of these characteristics.
But the actual service of coal depends also in its
grade that is, on the mount of dead matter or ash it
carries, or (for certain uses) the amount of sulphur and
on the fusing point of the ash (which materially affects
the practical heat value). To express these differences
it is proposed to use X, Y, Z to designate best, medium
and poorest grades, as follows:
condition.

—

TABLE TO EXPRESS GRADES OF COAL

X—Less than 8 per cent
Y— 8 per cent— 16 per cent

Z—Over

per cent

16

Key

to

Texture

CLASSES

per cent
Less than
per cent— 2 per cent
Over 2 per cent
1

I

Fusing Point of Ash

Over

2.700=' F.

2.700°-2.400° F.
Inder 2,400° F.

proposed that the three letters be used in order
means less than 8 per
cent ash, less than 1 per cent sulphur, fusing point over
2,700° F., the first letter always standing for ash, the
second for sulphur, and so on.
For example, an open-hearth steel furnace may call
for Hivol A ZXZ coal, meaning a coal having a fuel ratio
It is

to express the grade, e.g.

afi'ect

;

Sulphur

Ash

:

XXX

—

•Recent work by the U. S. Bureau of Mines Technical Paper
No. 113 shows that hygroscopic differences of different kinds of
coal are fundamental.

—
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of between 1.4 and 1.85, a fi.\ed carbon-moisture ratio
of 10 or more, a sulphur content of le.s.s than 1 per cent,
but with indifference as to ash and fusing point of ash.
Criticisms and constructive suggestions are invited.

Anthracite Shipments Decrease in July
shipments of anthracite for July
THK
.\nthracite Bureau of Information

amounted

to 5,462.760 gross tons as

a.s

reported to the

in

Philadelphia,

compared with

6,031,-

937 tons in the preceding month, and with 6,389,100 tons
The falling off in shipments last month is
in July, 1920.
attributed principally to the continued slack demand for
pea and steam sizes which has caused the closing down of
a number of individual operations, and to a not inconsiderable idleness from petty strikes affecting chiefly the Lehigh and Wyoming regions.
Shipments in gross tons by originating carriers were as
follows:
lulv. 1921
P. i.
L. V.

R.R.w
R.R

,

C. R.R. of N. J

D
D

L.

i W. R.R

A H. Co
Pennu. R.R
Erie R.R
N.
L.

V O & W. R. W.
E. R.R

& N.

Viil.

20.

Xo. 7

August
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Non-Union Mines Paying 30 Per Cent Lower Wages
Strip Central Pennsylvania
Union Operators in Other Fields Hard Pressed by NonUnion Competition
Miners Meet on September 20
to Formulate Demands for Next Wage Conference

—

WAS

stated from the office of the Central Pennsylvania
Producers' Association that the business conditions
central Pennsylvania
affecting the mining industry
were growing worse daily and would continue to grow
worse until a readjustment was made which would place
the central Pennsylvania mines upon a proper competitive
basis with the great coal fields surrounding where the miners
are working at greatly reduced wage rates.
In analyzing the situation, the officers of the associa^
ii
„„ J-,
J ,,",,,
J,
tion stated that the loss of business Irom the union mines
to the non-union mines in central Pennsylvania, comparing
the month of December, 1920, with the month of July,
1921, discloses a large loss of business in the mines operating under the union scale. In a tabulation, the association shows that if the mines operating under the union
scale had maintained their ratio of production in the district they would have produced in the month of July 40,279
carloads instead of the 34,153 carloads thev actually produced, and the non-union mines would liave produced 16,237 carloads instead of the 22,363 they actually produced,
In ether words, the mines that have made the 'adjustment
in central Pennsylvania have taken 6,126 carloads of business from the mines that have not made the adjustment.
In addition, the field lost tonnage, from the average, 10.5
per cent, that has been maintained by central Pennsylvania
against the United States for the past five years. If that
average had been maintained during July, the district would
have produced 6,300 more carloads. The union mines have
stood the loss in their own district of 6,126 carloads and
/. o/ir,
a
j-u
1
r
ii.
J- i
J!
have suffered
another
loss from the district of 6,300 carloads, or for the month of July have lost a total ^f 12,426
carloads, or 621,300 tons as compared with a loss of 500,nnn +^r^^
.i,„.;„„ June.
t
v„
,
;ti
^
ii
^ ii
^
t
UOO
tons during
1 ou will note that the loss for July
\^j.„
4.1.
4.1.
i.-oc 121,300
101 inn *„„„
ii,
ii.
1
r
was
tons greater
than the
loss for the month ot
1
T„,,r>
TV>„
„^c^„;„t-:
j;
i-ii
r
June.
Ihe association predicts a still greater loss for 4.U
the

ITCoal

discuss wages, there is no advantage in holding any conference whatever. The letter was drafted at a session of
the executive committee of the association which assembled
in Altoona, Aug. 9.

m

,

,

1

,

•

I

i.

i

4-

i

4.

month of August
The reason for the

loss of business, which business this
1.
riiofviof
„„ go
™„ +to ™district !,„.
has oseen
mines 4.1.
that have made 1.1,
the wage
4.11
jr
!.rii.i<=(-mar,f^io „v,r,
1,
u
adjustments,
is
shown 1,
by tu
the J?
following
4.

1

•

Pick mining, net ton

Machine loading, net

CuUing and scraping,
netton..

°

909
"

hour

"" ""'
9375

^"'houl.'";'"**.'",''"''.'

Other inside labor,
hour
Dumpers, weighmen,

oi^e^'SXi^Tbor.

4.

•

1

tabulation of basic

that compete with this

Central Central WestConnellivillc
SomerPa.
Pa.Non-more- Greens- H,c. indeset
L nion
union
lantl
burg r nek Co, pendent Co.
11431 0O031
55
9031
57
626
542

*o 16

'"'
825

127

625

"'"

'""'

"

116

50

60

40

"''

° ''

45

30

__. ^-.

D ^^t^^
^

55

°

"'

"'"

'""

10

13

625

56

625

495

0.518

469

'"'

"

'"

""'

222

0.

3625

°

10

222

"

'"'

^ ^,

j_,

in

j

^

r

IZ

m Mingo county suggested some time ago by C. F
Keeney of District 17. The resolutions adopted also call
«P°" the Governor to convene the legislature in extra
s^^^'O" '" ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ "°* ^'^^ P°'^"' '° »''^™°^^ """^
^".£}

xr
The basis of settlement suggested by Keeney some time
"^^^ that (1) the coal operators agree that all em^P
P'o^f^^ ^etm-n to work without discrimination against any
employee belonging to a labor union; (2 the establishment
"^ ^" ^'ght hour day as applied to all classes; (3) the
semi-monthly pay day; (4) the right of employees to ti-ade
^^ere they please; (5) the right of employees to elect
check-weighmen; (6) weights to be stamped on mine cars;
(7) appointment of a joint committee of three persons from
.

.

.

,

,

,

,

,

^ach side for the pur pose of adjusting wages.

Northern WeSt Virginia Seeks Lower Wages
^-u
n
outlying sections of northern
*
u
lu
*
-j-i,
<-i,
with
the
broken
their
contracts
.f^
United
Mine Workers and are operating open shop at the
rate of wages paid in 1917. Some of the mines thus work'\,
,•
^^,
^ ^.u
t> ^^
p
mg
are on the Charleston division of the Baltimore & Ohio
_*^
„,
-j
l
u
tit
^
j
There
are said to be several between Weston and
By.
„•'
,
^
j
o
t>
n
Tygarts Junction and in the Scott s Run section as well
^^ '" Preston County
,.^
„
Md.,
The operators have held two meetings at Deer Park,
/, 22 and one on July
rru
t
or.
t
J
oue on July
29. The operators are afraid
,,
.
-,1
-n c
+u
n 4-1,
t^nd that
all the conthat when April
comes 4.u
they will

^ xTTTHTr>T-.r.

of mines
AA NUMBER
u
^estT Virg-inia have
t,,

n

t^-

•

.

,

*•

4.t

in the

•

m

•

.

4.-

j;

i

4.1.

•

4.

1

4.

4.-

4.4.1

,

.,.-,

.

,

4.

1

.

1-

1

1

tracts have gone to the non-union fields and that no matter
what wage reductions are then made, as the business will
have been placed, there will be no business for them. This
view was Set forth by T. W. Guthrie, president of the Hill4.—
-n
ma" 4-iip4-ti/-,
Coal & Coke Co. at4.4.1TV
the Deer Park meeting.
Union men, who will not work at less than union wages
'" ""'«" fields, migrate from such regions in periods of
1

slackness and enter non-union mines, accepting the wages
that are offered, thus building up these sections at the
c-xpense of those that are unionized.

Miners Will Meet
tQ ^

shown

^-™°'
r^

^

52

the above tabulation working on the
lower rates produce annually 85,000,000 tons. This vast
production of coal will have to be absorbed before central
Pennsylvania can expect to secure any business on contracts or compete in the spot market for current business.
It is the belief of those conversant with the situation that
this condition will continue to work a hardship on the
union miners and union operators until the United Mine
Workers of America see the mistake in their present policy,
or the miners in the individual towns take action on their
own initiative to work for lower wage rates.
The president of the association, G. Webb Shillingford,
has written a letter to John Brophy, pret ident of District
No. 2, saying that, as the mine workers' union refuses to
fields

.,-^

?tr'ke

* .Approximate

The

,

T'"'
voiced at
a mass meetmg
.southern ^t\'^r
West Virgmia was""""'"'^Z
on Sunday, Aug. 7. The resolummers i.ciu
held tii,
at Charleston
v^
of .nnicio
^,
^
r'
„
,,
j,
*«" also embodied the terms of settlement of the mine

•

•

wage rates in the different fields
district in the eastern market:

Miners Demand Govemor Remove Guards

at Indianapolis, Sept. 20,
i

t->

1

omiulate Demands

QTILL

expectant of the six-hour day and five-day week
and with a few delegates hopeful of the nationalizaof mines the United Mine Workers of America will
meet at Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 2C, for its biennial session,
L; will make demands on behalf of both anthracite and bituminous mining sections as to the wage scale to be paid and
the mining conditions to be observed after March 31, 1922.

O

tion

About

1,500 delegates will be present,

some frugal unions

combining with others to send but one delegate to represent them. Two years ago there were 2,044 delegates. This
year there will be less.
In other years the Indianapolis
convention has formulated the wage demands and the tridistrict convention in the anthracite region has met and
approved them. This year the anthracite delegates at the
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convention will submit their demands to the national body,
and these demands as approved or modified will be submitted to the tridistrict convention.
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Lack of Funds Prevents Many Railroads
from Buying Storage Coal

RECENTLY
Valley Strike, a Fight Within the

ON WEDNESDAY,
who had

Union

Lehiph Valley Coal Co.
strikers
closed eight of the company's colThere was no real grievance
lieries, went back to work.
with the company. The fight was really one between the
union and the general grievance committee of the locals
that are composed of Lehigh Valley men. When Denipsey
was president of No. 1 District he let the insurgents get
out of hand and aiTange for general grievance committees
for each company in the northern district. As was expected,
the heads of these great grievance committees proved
stronger than the union president and vice president.
.John Collins, who succeeded Dempsey as president, could
control the locals no better than he did. Collins gave way
to William J. Brennan of Scranton, Aug. 1, and a test to
see who was really in control immediately was made.
Finally,
Strikes were called for every imaginary reason.
w'hen the men were out on strike they agreed to declare that
they had been promised that the miners should in no case
make less than $7 per day and their helpers should be
guaranteed $6, though no such promise had been made.
Still the story that such a guarantee was given had caused
trouble for two months, and only the threat that the
charters of the striking locals would be annulled kept the

Aug.

10, the

insurgents in line.
The Lehigh Valley refused to treat with any other than
the duly recognized oflicials of the union, and these officials
could but acknowledge that the strike was a direct violation
of the contract.
After a few days' suspension, Aug. 4 to
Aug. 10, the union won out and the men returned to work.
Westmoreland went out Aug. 1 and Maltby, Exeter, Seneca,
William A., Heidelberg, Broadwell, and Henry went out

Aug.

4.

No Wage Reduction in
No Work

Texas

and

REPRESENTATIVES

of the Texas coal operators and
of the United Mine Workers in Texas have met in
conference at Fort Worth and have concluded their meeting
without any reduction in wages being arranged between

The mine workers were headed by John Wilkinson,
president of District 21, and other representatives were:
R. G. Sparling,' Lawrence Santi and Ed Patterson of
Thurber; W. M. Mumford of Strawn, Monroe Catchcart of
Lyra, Pete Harrison and Carlos Morino of Bridgeport and
Corner Jones of Newcastle.
The mine operators in the
conference were: W. K. Gordon and E. S. Britton, representing the Thurber mines; Judge E. B. Ritchie, those at
Strawn, and W. H. Ashton and W. H. John, the Bridgeport
mines.
The coal operators proposed a reduction from $7.50 to $-5
a day for underground labor as a basis from which all
other classes of mine labor could be figured. The operators
agreed to reopen the mines at once if the wage cut were
accepted.
It was declared during the conference that the
mines at Bridgeport are the only ones now in operation.
Those at Thurber, Strawn, Lyra and Newcastle have been
closed several months.

the Interstate

Commerce Commission

called

on the railroads to use every effort to speed up the
lagging soft coal production by taking in storage coal
Some of the railroads have
against next winter's needs.
replied to the commission, explaining their policy whether
Sufficient information has
it be to store, or not to store.
not been obtained, or released, to show in a conclusive way
whether the effort of the commission will be productive,
but such letters from the railroads as have been made public
indicate clearly the desire on tha part of many railroad
companies to store coal and their inability to do so because
of lack of money.
Some apparently are plain "broke,"
while others not only have a good stock pile of coal but
are going to buy more and pile it up.
The Pennsylvania Railroad System reports that it has
an 8-day supply, but does not intend to increase it because
of lack of funds and also because there is a sufficient car
supply which will probably be able to serve its needs later.
The New York Central has 779,000 tons which will last it
for 30 days and in addition expects 1.55,000 this month. The
Great Northern is also well provided for, having 340,000
tons on hand with orders placed for 28,000 tons a week and
400,000 to be delivered before November 1. The Erie Railroad has more than a month's supply and does not contemplate additional reserve.
The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad does not intend to increase its storage,
requiring funds for other purposes.
With 25,000 tons on
hand the Bangor and Aroostock Railroad plans to increase
its supply to over 40,000 tons before winter, giving it a 3
or 4 months' supply.
The Central of Georgia Railway
reports that it does not plan to increase its supply.
The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy is well stocked, having on hand 300.000 tons which it will add to at the rate of
20,000 tons a week this month. .Another road well supplied
is the Chicago and Northwestern which had 146,000 tons
on hand with contracts for 3.54,000 tons before Dec. 1.
The St. Louis and Southwestern Railroad says it has been
unable to store coal because of lack of funds but that if
the road secures money it will lay in supplies. The Union
Pacific has 88,000 tons which will last 15 days, and will
increase its resei-ve with 155,000 tons. The Illinois Central
Railroad which serves a coal region will make few purchases
for resei-ve.

them.

Mine Workers Willing to Urge Coal Buying
But Not to Take Wage Cut

AFTER

conferring with the Secretary of Labor on behalf of the Mine Workers of America, Walker J, James
stated that bituminous coal miners are averaging only two
days work a week and for that reason could not consider a
wage reduction. Mr. James stated that he had conferred
-

with Secretary Davis on general conditions in the industry.
stated that the mine workers are more than willing to
join with the government and the operators in an effort
to
start coal buying.

He

No Announcement

of Policy

on Trade

Associations Expected Until October

ANtrade

statement having to do with the activities of
associations will be issued in the latter part of

official

-

August. A promise to this effect was made by Commerce
Secretary Hoover after a conference on the subject between
Mr. Hoover and members of his staff, with the Attorney
General and members of the Department of Justice staff.
Pending the issuance of this statement, Mr. Hoover declines
The Attorney General stated that there are a
to comment.
great number of trade associations which are of much
benefit to business and that the activities of the great
majority of these organizations are not being questioned.
He said the Department of Justice simply is trjing to find
if there are not some cases in which illegal activities are
being carried forward under the guise of trade associations.
The probabilities are that the official statement which is
to be issued will not go very far toward illuminating the
twilight zone which covers a part of the field of some of
the existing associations. Since the Supreme Court of the
United States is expected to hand down during the October
term, an opinion in the hardwood lumber case, which may
define

some of the

tions,

it

limits of the fields of the trade associanot probable that any executive department
is going to declare any very definite policy before the rendition of that opinion.
The Department of Commerce has ascertained that there
are more than 5,800 trade and industrial organizations in
the country.
is

;;
;
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Rules and Contracts for Tidewater
Coal Exchange, Inc.

REVISED

rules of the Tidewater Coal Exchange, Inc.,
which the naembers received on Aug. 12 contain many
important changes, the most important of which has to do
with Rule 18 otherwise known as the Demurrage Rule. The
revised rule provides for billing members for the detention
accrued only on the tonnage released in the particular
month, instead of for the detention accrued in all credits
The new rule will, it is thought,
held during the month.
do away with considerable criticism.
This rule as revised and which, as with the other rules,
with the exception of Paragraph "E" of Rule 1, which does
not become effective until Sept. 1, have been in force as of
Aug. 1, reads as follows:

Each carrier will submit a bill to the i':xohange at the close
of each calendar month for each port or pirr. as required by its
the date of arrival
tariffs, with statement itemized to showand release of e-ach car, covering total demurrage billed against
the Exchange during the preceding month.
The exchange will compile daily demurrage accounts of each
member at each separate pier on a tonnage Vtasis. without a
separation of pools, and charge against each member the tonnage days detention accrued on tonnage as disposed of in the
particular month, whether such disposition is by actual dumping of physical coal or the transfer of tonnage to another member
the tonn-age so disposed of to release from demurrage the
earliest detained credit held by the member without regard to
At least five days free time per ton will be allowed at
pools.
the time of disposition of the coal, and such tonnage free time
will be used as a credit to the member's demurrage account in
the month.
All credits will operate to reduce the total detention in the particular month in which they accrue and no credits
;

succeeding month.
On tonnage transferred, each member involved will be charged
with the detention accruing during the time such member holds
the credit. Free tiine will be allowed the transferor at the time
of the transfer, but will not be allowed the transferee at the
time he dumps the tonnage or transfers it to a third party.
In the case of a dry pool all members hoUiing credits in that
pool will be automatically released from demurrage on their credits
in that pool, and all debit members in that pool will automatically
have their total net credit in all pools increased by the amount
of the debit in the dry pool. This will be accomplished by means
of credit and debit entries in an "adjustment column."
A pool
is not considered dry unless absolutely void of coal.
The Exchange will render statements to the members on this
basis immediately after the close of each month for checking
and verification, after which the total net tonnage detention of
all members will be u^ed on a pro rata basis for apportioning
the railroad bill for the particular month.
will be carried over to a

Rule No. 1 has been entirely revised to cover many new
It now provides for annual dues of $300 payable
quarterly in advance, the first day of May, August, November and February; to provide for the payment of an initiation fee of $.300 by all members elected on and after
Sept. 1, 1921; a new form of application giving more complete information regarding prospective members' financial
standing, and it also provides that all applications for
membership are to be passed upon by the Executive Committee before the applicant will be allowed the privileges
of the Exchange.
Rule 8, which has to do with rejections, has been augmented by the addition of a clause providing for the rejection of coal on the request of members.
Rule No. 24, having to do with the extension of credits,
has been revised to restrict the extension of credit by the
features.

Commissioner.
In addition to

calling

attention

to

the changes in the

Commissioner Magruder directs special attention to
new form of Members' Contract which gives the
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from the date of demand of the Commissioner of the
Exchange to replace such coal in the pool and at the pier
from which the coal was borrowed, and in case of failure
or refusal to replace borrowed coal within such time the
Commissioner is authorized and directed, irrevocably, to
purchase sufficient coal of the necessary grade or quality
to replace the borrowed coal at the market price thereof
and charge the cost of the same and the expense of acquiring and handling it to the member's account.

Pittsburgh Conference Decides to Change

Car Service Rules
A, B, C, D and I of the mine rating rules (C. S.
31 Revised) probably will be changed as a result of
in Pittsburgh, Aug. 11, 12 and 13, between
conference
a
the railroad relations committee of the National Coal AssoA
ciation and a special committee of railroad officials.
tentative agreement also was reached as to changes in the
Rule six also is
preamble of the car distribution rules.
A sub-committee was
to be changed in several particulars.
which
after
the proposed
details
the
appointed to work out
changes will be submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission for informal approval. The representatives of the
coal operators in attendance at the conference were:
W. L. Andrews, vice-president Consolidation Coal Co.,
Baltimore; C. D. Boyd, traffic manager Hazard, Harlan and
Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association, Louisville; W. P. Buffington, traffic manager Pittsburgh Coal Co.,
Pittsburgh; .John Callahan, traffic manager National Coal
Association; J. D. Battle, assistant traffic manager National
Coal Association; D. F. Hurd, secretary Pittsburgh Vein
Operators' Association of Ohio, Cleveland; C. H. Jenkins,
secretary-treasurer Hutchinson Coal Co., Farimont, W. Va.
Jonas Waffle, secretary Indiana Coal Trade Bureau, Terre
Haute, Ind.; W. D. McKinney, secretary Southern Ohio
Coal Exchange, Columbus; W. J. Manley, traffic manager
Logan County Coal Operators' Association, Logan, W. Va.;
W. B. Troxell, secretary Panhandle Coal Operators' Association, Pittsburgh; S. C. Higgins, traffic manager New
River Coal Operators' Association. Charleston, W. Va.;
C. J. Goodyear, traffic manager, Pittsburgh Coal Producers'
Association, Pittsburgh; J. 0. Caldwell. Northern West
Virginia Coal Operators' Association, Fairmont, W. Va.;
W. E. E. Koepler, secretary Pocahontas Operators' Association, Bluefield, W. Va.; W. Duggan, traffic manager,
and C. J. McCumisky, Peabody Coal Co., Chicago.

RULES

S. L. Yerkes acted as chairman of the coal section and
A. G. Gutheim acted as spokesman for the railroad officials,
of whom the following were in attendance: D. E. Spangler,
general superintendent transportation N. & W. Ry. H. J.
Gorman, vice-president Montour R.R. J. B. Fisher, general
superintendent of transportation Pa. R.R. J. F. Porterfield, general superintendent transportation. I. C. C. R.R.
W. L. Barnes, general superintendent C, B. & Q. R.R.
A. E. Fillmore, superintendent transportation L. & N. R.R.;
W. G. Curren, general superintendent transportation B. &
O. R.R.; John Neesner, B. & 0. R.R.; and R. R. Harris,
superintendent freight transportation Big Four.
;

;

;

rules.

the

Exchange the necessary authority to enforce members to
liquidate debits promptly and to release credits promptly;
and which it is believed when signed by each member will
thoroughly protect the interest of all members. The contract provides that the member is to pay all bills rendered
by the Exchange within ten days, that if such payment is
not made within the specified time the Exchange may
notify the member that if the bill rendered is not paid
within five days from date of such demand, the Exchange
may sell, after notice in writing to all members, at public
sale at the New York oflice of the Exchange, any or all
credits due the member as shown on the books of the
Exchange, the proceeds of such sale to be credited by
the Exchange on any obligation due by the member to it,
the balance, if any, to be turned over to the member.
The contract also provides that the member is to replace
all coal borrowed from each and all pools within ten days

Based on partial returns from a recent questionnaire
out by the American Wholesale Coal Association,
George H. Gushing, its mananging director states that 8 85
per cent of all cars shipped are reconsigned. Of the cars
sent

which are reconsigned, 94.5 per cent are reconsigned before
reaching the destination to which they are first billed. The
figui'es cover six months during which coal was abundant.
Mr. Gushing believes that this indicates that reconsignment
cannot be regarded as the badge of speculation.

The Winding Gulf operators will hold a meeting at the
Greenbriar, White Sulphur Springs, Thursday night, Aug.
25.
At 10 o'clock on Friday they will join with the operators of the New River field in a morning session with
W. J. Harahan, president of the C. & O. Ry., and discuss
traffic matters pertaining to their fields.
On Thursday night
Mr. Harahan will be the guest of the coal operators at a
banquet at the Greenbriar.

Production
and
the

Mgirket
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THATbituminous

approaching when consumers
must decide whether to put
in storage now or take chances on car shortage
this winter.
No one can foresee what the winter holds
forth in the way of increased demand for coal from
industries and railroads and bad weather such as ties
traffic in knots at critical times.
Users and buyers of steam and gas coal should
squarely face a few basic facts bearing on the soft
time

of

is

fast

coal

coal situation, take observations of their

own

individual

circumstances and act, if the results of putting two
and two together show that to be the course.
Considering the country as a whole the situation is
quickly appraised. Production this year to Aug. 6, has
been a little short of 234,000,000 tons. At the average
rate for the year, production by Dec. 31, will have been
around 380,000,000 tons.
Out of this production is
coming exports which were 3,700,000 net tons in June
alone.
The lowest point to which consumption not
production has gone in the past nine years was 408,000,000 tons in 1914, a well remembered year of business depression. Consumption in 1920 was 499,000,000
tons, out of a production of 556,000,000 tons, an output
better by 175,000,000 tons than is promised for this

—

—

year.

Now, the

significance of these figures

is

that, although

anything is possible it does not seem reasonable that
the country has turned its back on prosperity so far
that industry will burn less coal than in such a year
as 1914.

By the end of Labor Day week, that is by Sept. 10,
production may be expected to have reached about
280,000,000 tons.
In the remaining sixteen weeks of
1921 an average output of 10,000,000 tons would then
put the year's total at 430,000,000 tons, or midway
between 1914 and 1915.
Transportation Dikficulties Foreseen
But production is not going
from around 7,000,000 until a

1.8

L
f 1.0
08

0.6

go to 10,000,000 tons

of people want coal.
these people are going to want coal and wait,
not until early in September, but until late in October
or until November, no figures are necessary to indicate
the difficulty that will be encountered.
The railroads
cannot comfortably carry more than 11,000,000 tons
a week, at least until they get back in training again.
With these observations in mind the consumer who
needs, or is expecting to need this winter any quantity
of coal and who has not
as very many have^-one, two,
three or more months' supply on hand, the quantity
depending on distance from source of supply, would
do well to analyze his situation, cast up the chances

And

if

—
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pro and con and decide now to invest in some coal or
take a chance. Coal can be had now at extremely reasonable prices, it is possible to pick the very best
quality and to get deliveries from coal companies and
railroads anxious for the business.
For six weeks production of bituminous coal has
been uniformly just above 7,200,000 tons in the week of
Aug. 6, it w^as 7,296,000 tons and prices have shown
little change.
Coal Age Index of spot prices of bituminous coal rose 2 points as of Aug. 15, to 92, from 90 on
Aug. 8. The gain was the result of increases in the
prices of domestic sizes of soft coal in the central and
Middle West following a perceptible strengthening of
what for weeks has been a very sluggish demand. At
the moment the trade is hopeful, even expectant, that

is now 76 per cent of the August, 1913, rate; 84 per
cent of the 1914 rate, and 83 per cent of the 1915 rate. In
spite of the fact, therefore, that the country's requirements
normally increase from 15 to 20 million tons yearly, the
present rate of output is far below that dui'ing the business
depression of 1914-15.

tion

the better feeling of the past week
a real demand and better prices.

That the low point of the present decline in production
may have been touched is indicated by early reports of
loadings for the second week of August, during the first
two days of which 51,438 cars were loaded, as compared
with 49,240 the week before. Consumers of both steam and
domestic coals are now beginning to think of their fall requirements, and inquiries for tonnage to be delivered in
September are increasing, while more actual sales are also
being reported.
While the mid-summer trading has been subnormal in
the East, there has been a slight pick-up in demand, as
measured by the fact that although the Lake and export
tonnage has slumped materially, production as a whole is
only about 100,000 tons under that of four weeks ago. In
certain lines of industry further improvement is recorded,
and as conditions pick up, buyers appear more ready to
discuss fall business. In some markets there is already a
tendency to close contracts for high-grade coals and it is

a foi-evunner of

is

BITUMINOUS
The opening days of August saw a continuation

of the

gradual decline in soft coal production. During the week
ended Aug. 6, the output was 7,296,000 net tons, according
This represents a decrease of
to the Geological Survey.
56,000 tons from the figure of the preceding week. Produc-
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This diagram

shows weekly changiTi
in the spot prices of
bituminous coal In
the United Stales as
a whole.
All prices
are reduced to one

figure

with

and compared
the

average

sovemment

price of

191S. taken as 100
.\ciual
spot
prices
for
each coal are
given in the table
In this review.

July

needs is more responsible for the sluggish market than is
the question of price.
Reports on the all-rail movement to New England show
a decline in tonnage. During the week ended Ang. 6, 2,609
cars of anthracite and 2,780 cars of soft coal were forwarded,
compared with 2,.543 and 3,029 respectively in the preceding week.

Smokeless Coals at Attractive Prices
The export market

is in the doldrums and except for scattered small tonnages moving to Cuba, South America and
West Italy, but little business is being tran.sacted. Low
prices fail to make a sale as business, temporarily at least,
is entirely lacking.
Bunkers and coastwise coal to New England, therefore, occupy the Hampton Roads shippers, and
an increasing number of New England industries are taking advantage of the situation to procure smokeless coals
at attractive figures.

Tidewater movement fell off sharply during July, when
3,601,000 net tons of soft coal were dumped over the North
Atlantic piers. Compared with the total dumpings for May,
this was a decrease of 891,000 tons, or nearly 20 per cent.

TIDEWATKR BITlMI.\OUS COAL

SHIP.MEN'TS FOR JULY. (MI

Vol. 20, No. 7
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12,973,000 in 1920. Total production of all coke in July was
1,465,000 net tons, as compared with 1,642,000 in June. This
is less than the monthly average of any of the last four
years.
Some new inquiries are being received, but operators are
cautious in quoting prices, feeling that present figures are
too low to form a basis for future business. Connellsville

Spot furnace $2.90@$3;
quotations are purely nominal:
contract furnace $3 and foundry $4@$4..50.
The depression in the coke industry throws a flood of
It is estimated
light on the absence of demand for coal.
that the coal consumed in the manufacture of coke in the
month of July was 2,132,000 tons, of which 1,846,000 tons
were used in by-product ovens. The coke industi-y, which
normally takes 15 per cent of the coal supply of the coun-

Inspection Necessary to Maintain

Standards of Coal
Lack of Definitions in the Coal Trade Must be
Overcome Before a Coal Exchange Can Function

By Paul Wooton

THEthe

discussion on the floor of the Senate
of a coal exchange as a stabilizing element in the coal industry did not materialize due
to the fact that Senator Dial's amendment to the grain
futures bill was unexpectedly withdrawn. It had been the
South Carolina Senator's intention to insist on a vote on
the amendment which would have resulted in the destrucSenator Ransdell, of Louisiana,
tion of cotton exchanges.
in whose state is located the large New Orleans Cotton
Exchange, was prepared to oppose the amendment and
expected to shown that high government officials are at
this time engaged in urging a coal exchange for the coal
e.xpected

of

possibilities

industry.
The withdrawal of the Dial amendment means that the
discussion will be transferred to a sub-committee of the
Committee on Agriculture.
Senator Ransdell's public statement that the coal exchange
is being looked to as a stabilizing factor in the coal Indus
try brought to light the fact that the matter has been
under quiet discussion in government circles for the past
several weeks.
The idea has received stimulation in the
success of the Sewell's Point Coal Exchange. It also has
been learned that the American Wholesale Coal Association
has made a formal proposal to assist the Department of
Commerce and the Bureau of Mines in the study of the
matter and that the tender of assistance has been accepted
in each case.
It is admitted that the principal difliculty which must
The
be surmounted is the fixing of the grades of coal.
matter of sampling an analysis is not regarded as an
obstacle, as it is known definitely that this can be done
promptly and with sufficient accuracy to meet the requirements. At present, the grades of coal are hardly deservin.a:
of the name.
Such terms as steam coal, domestic coal,
It is
lump, and screenings may mean nearly anything.
recognized that no such generalities could be made if coa)
is to be dealt with on an exchange.
It also is recognized
that, in addition to such sampling and analyzing as may be
done, practice and experience must be utilized to a large
extent in such determinations.
The Sewell's Point Exchange is the first attempt to
classify coal on a rational basis and to publish the analytical
limits of these classifications. The plan has worked out so
well on the Virginian railroad that it is declared by a high
government official that a coal exchange could be put into
immediate operation to cover transactions on coal that is
shipped over Sewall's Point pier.
An absolute prerequisite to the plan is that there be an
inspection system which shall be impartial and which shall
be in operation at all times, in order to keep the coal up to
the standard.
In such a plan, the Bureau of Mines' function, as inter-
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coal at a rate of less than one-third
periods of greatest business

try, is

now consuming

of

requirements during

its

activity.

ESTIM.\TED

MONTHLY COX.SUMPTION OK VOAL FOR
M.\NUF.^CTL"RE OF COKE
(Net tons)

Consumed

in

By-product Ovens
1917
1918
1919
1920

Monthly average.
\lonthly average.
\lonthly average
Monthly average

,Iune 1921
July, 1921

.

...
..

.

.

.

...

2.625.000
3.072,000
2,988,000
3,685.000
2.026. OOOifc
1,846,000(1

Consumed

in

Beehive Ovens
4.354.000
4,014,000
2.583,000»
2,758.000.1

367,000n
286.000,1

Total Coal

Consumed
6.979,000
7,086,000
5,571,000
6,443,000
2,393,000
2,132,000

.\ssuming a yield in merchantable coke of 69 6 per cent of the coal charged
by-product ovens, and 63.4 per cent in beehive ovens, ib) Revised from last

(a)

in

report.

preted by Bureau officials, would not be to classify but to
gather facts on which the classification would be based.
itself would be required to do the classifying.

The industry

Glen Alden Will Lay Off

THOUGH W. W. Inglis, president of the

Men
Glen Alden Coal

denies that it is the intention to close down six
Aug. 27 when the Kohler and Fowler bills come
into operation, he is announced as declaring that any plant
that cannot be operated without violating the mine cave
laws will have to be closed. S. J. McDonald, president of
the Central Labor Union, has made the statement that the
Glen Alden Coal Co. will close six collieries rather than
face the possibility that the Kohler and Fowler bills are
Co.,

collieries on

constitutional.

Manufacturers Ask Congress to Speed
Railroad Financial Relief
"IT/'ITHOUT question the resumption of demand and of
V V production of bituminous coal hinges largely on the
and to
enter the market for such equipment and raw material as
they are reported to greatly need.
The feeling is well
grounded that prostrate railroads mean prostrate industry.
Manufacturers of railway equipment, material, and supplies
forming a group known as the Railway Business Association
have addressed a letter to Senator Cummins urging the
prompt consideration and passage of Senate Bill 2337, which
gives the railroads time in which to repay sums advanced
by the government during federal control for capital purposes and also releases for immediate use balances due the
roads from the government on other accounts.
Pointing out that hundreds of thousands of unemployed
men look for work to the employers represented in this association, the letter to Senator Cummins signed by A. B.
Johnson, president of the association, says: "Rather than
contribute even a half hour to the delay, the Railway Business Association refrains from offering testimony at your
hearings, and requests instead that this letter be inserted
in the record.
We urge
ability of the railroads to re-establish their credit

"(1) Prompt action.
The voluntary vacation for Congress without this enactment would mean an involuntary
vacation without pay for hundreds of thousands of industrial employees.
"(2) Separate action. We hope you will exclude serious
consideration of amendment not essential to clarify the primary purpose of the bill. Congress has no mandate of
ascertained public purpose to modify any essential principle
of the Transportation Act of 1920. If discussion of general
amendment is desired it can be conducted most advantageously on its merit free from confusion with the discharge
of plain governmental obligation, so recognized by the President of the United States, the Secretary of the Treasury and
the Director General of Railroads. If it shall be chosen that
Congress at this time abandon its established policy in order
to make railway rates by statute, instead of through an administrative tribunal created by it, such a reversal of Federal method and practice requires in safety to the public a
discussion So thorough that postponement of industrial
resumption through the debate is unthinkable."

1
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Stern Necessity for Export Trade Forces

Down
Improve — Continuation

of

Production Continues to
Mine Operation Depends on Getting Business French
and Italian Markets Dull— Large Order in Argentine

tons.

Under pressure from every

side the

British export prices are being forced

The London Coal ExAssociation has addressed a
letter to the Prime Minister, urging the
danger to the coal industry and to the
whole communitv of the continuance of
the present exorbitant prices, this being
against the spirit of the
entirely
settlement under which the Government
provided £10,000,000 to enable the
collieries to recover the former home
and export coal trades. The Association emphasizes that no time should be
lost in offering coals at much lower
prices for forward delivery, otherwise
stoppage of the pits must occur very
shortly. The cost of production in July
has no bearing on the probable cost in
August and September, when output
should be in full swing, and the price
must be cut now or trade cannot be
recovered.

downward.
porters'
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The drop in British prices is evident
from the following quotations cabled to
Coal Age:

Cardiff:

13

.\vig.
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5 90(n
6 00
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British Prices

Ad.. Large
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Pool 71, Philadelphia
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And Export News

CrRRENT

bu

PIERS

Foreign Market

British coal production continues its
climb back to the pre-strike level.
Cabled reports to Coal Age show the
output in the last week of July as
4,58T,:iO0 gross tons, a gain of more
than 200,000 tons over the preceding
week and above the tonnage of the corresponding weeks of both 1919 and
1920. Excepting only Northumberland,
every district recorded a gain in the
week of July 23 over preceding weeks,
despite the fact that fewer pits are
being worked. Yorkshire, South Wales
and Monmouth each passed the three
quarter million ton mark and Durham
and Derby for the second week each
produced in excess of 500,000 gross

Gross Tons

Prices,

lUiiiki-r

/(..M/.-i- tjiin! Ki.iFis

6<1.

.

WelshMadeira
Welsh. Teii.rilTe.
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M.
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Local,

,„

„

,

L

,
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Local, Wellington
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Ca.-'tle;
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35*. (a, 37s.
37s. 6d.
Best Gas
32s. 6d.
Bunkers, Specials
37s. 6d.
30-.
35s.
Bunkers, Best
.

.

6(1

Hampton Roads Inactive as Export
Demand Slumps

@

.

of coal from the United
in July were 810,000 gross
compared with which exports
from North Atlantic ports of the
United States were 1,29.5.000 gross
Hampton Roads alone loaded
tons.
more export cargo coal than all of the

Exports

Kingdom

tons,

United Kingdom in July.
It is stated on good authority that a
contract has just been concluded for
40,000 tons of Monmouth black vein
coal for the Argentine. The shipm?-.its,
which will be at the rate of 10,000 tons
per month, will begin in September.
The price is stated to be 35s. per ton
for large, and 20s. for small coal. This
is regarded as the opening of a British
campaign to regain the Argentine coal
trade.
In all, there are 131 mines that have
not as yet been reopened since the
strike.
These pits, of which 36 are in
South Wales and Monmouthshire, 21 in

Durham, 18 in Yorkshire and the others
in nine other fields, normally employed
25,629 men, which indicates that they
represent but a small portion of the
total.
In addition there were 93 mines
normally employing 29,000 men where
work on dewatering is in progress.

With export business continuing

to

pronounced slump, the coal
trade is coming to rely more and more
business and New England
bunker
on
movement. Neither of these are very
exhibit a

more important now than the oversea trade.
Even compared with March, the present
apathy of the market is unusual. Export clearances have grown so infrequent that there are now no more
in
a week than occurred every day
during the greater part of June.
active, but they are relatively

The

technical

position

of

the

spot

rendered more stable by the
shipments from the mines
have been promptly curtailed with the
shrinkage in dumpings.
As a result
there is no such overburdening accumulation of tonnage as forced the market
down during February and March.
Distress coal has been quoted at extremely low figures, but the real market price is hardly below $5.50 for

market

is

that

fact

Pools

1

and

2.

PIKH SlTtATION
.—— Week Ended
.Aug. 4

N. A- W. Piers. Lamberts
Carson nand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting
Virginian Ry.
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

Tonsdumped
Tonnage waiting
C.

&

.\ug.

1

Point:

2.633
124,849
212.282
7.400

2.100
103,655
128.912
3.600

Piers. Scwalls Point:

2.052
102.600
83.811
15,407

2.080
104.000
80.812
4,650

O. Piers,' Newport News:

Cars on hand

Tons on hard

Tonsdumped
Tonnage waiting

2.309
115.450
71.748
5,485

1,889

94.450
51.913
7,980

Only a little more than 300,000 tons
have been reported at the various terminals any time this month. In com-

;
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parison with the small amount of vessel tonnage registered for loading this
figure represents a heavy accumulation,
but early in the year the amount of coal
on the tracks here was often above
400,000 tons.
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Such inquiries as are received concern chiefly the low-volatile pools. There
practically no interest in high-volaSpot
tile coals in the oversea trade.
prices on such pools at $5 or under are
said to be considerably under cost of
production, but even at such figures,
there is no market.
is

Upper

Silesia Production

Below

Normal
Production of coal in the Ruhr in the
weelv ended July 30 was 1,761,000
metric tons, a slight decrease from
1,779,000 tons the week previous.
A
further cable to ConI Age gives the output in Upper Silesia in July as 1,998,797 tons, which exceeds the average per
month for the five months ended with
May (1,662,000 tons) but is much below
normal, the output in February, 1921,
for instance having been 2,811,904 tons.

Belgian Coal Prices Reduced

Advices to Coal Aye under date of
to the effect that on the
Belgian coal market there is an absence
of activity except in domestic descriptions.
A reduction of four francs has
been made on industrial sorts and 8 to
10 francs on otlier descriptions.
It is

Aug. 3 are

that the miners' unions will
on a reduction in the price of
domestic coals since the agreement
relating to the reduction in wages of
five per cent was made on condition
that the prices of all coals should be
brought down.
Quotations on domestic coals are
12:!. ,5 francs for large sizes, and f .r
industrial coals; run of mine 25 p^r
cent, 89 francs, 3.^ per cent, 93.5 francs,
40 per cent, 96 francs.
Briquets are
quoted at 100@116 francs and bunkers
at 135 francs.
American gas coal is quoted in Rotterdam under date of Aug. 12, at $7
per gi-oss ton, f.a.s. and British steam
coal is quoted at 39s., which is approximately $7.50 at current exchange.
asserted
insist

Italian Imports,

Mainly German Coal

Imports of coal into Italy the first
half of July were 174,000 metric tons,
uf which the United States sent 61,000
tons, Westphalia
(Reparations coal)
106,000 tons, and Upper Silesia, 2,000
tons.

Quotations by cable on Aug. 12 were
American steam coal at Milan, 310
lire, compared with which prices
were 315@320 lire on .-Vug. 1. Cardiff

for

@315
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coal
ton,

is

now quoted

or

higher

at

than

325@335 lire per
coal from this

country.

Export Clearances, Week Ended Aug. 11
FniiM Hiiltimorc

For Argoi

Br

Ton<

tine:

SS.Glendenon

For Italv:
Port SS. Faro
For Sweden:
Sw, SS. Lestri-s

5.450

5.152

3.737

From HiUiipton Koads
For

.Atlantic l.=lards:

Am. Schr.— Frank
Bermuda

A. .Morey. for Hamilton.

SS.Bratland, for Port of Spain
For Brazil:
Grk.SS. Ionia, tor Rio de Janeiro
Am. SS. Orient, for Rio de Janeiro
Du. SS. Wolsum, for Buenos .^ires
For Cuba
Am. SS, Moosehauic, for Havana
Cu. SS, Estrade Talma, for Havana
For Greece
Grk. SS. PokoE Vergottis, for Piraeus
For Italy
.Nor.

Br.

SS.

Thamesmede for Trieste

C.I.F.

Pr

828
2,731

6,032
5,693
5,610
4.634
5,363
7,960
5,049
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given out, but some consumers intimate
that they could get a fair tonnage for
the balance of the coal year at a favorable figure, and in fact a few have
closed.

There has been some real improvuof business

nient

conditions,

for iron

plants that wei-e not running at all
have now started up on a small scale.
Textiles also have improved, with the
ending of a strike of long standing in

the carpet trade.
Tide business is not even ordinary,
being principally a light bunker trade,
with a few coal charteis closed recently.

—

mil lid

—

—

awakening of business this fall
an undoubted jam will occur in transportation and the inability to supply
cided

coal at one time

all

wi'.l

be sharply felt

once more.

There is no doubt that the dearth of
is this time not so much due to
inability to grasp the idea that everybody cannot be supplied at once, or
because prices are not extremely low,
as it is to the fact that it is extremely
orders

difficult for the average business man
at this time to gauge his needs.
No
matter what the cause, however, a most
unfortunate situation is likely to result.
Best gi-ades of steam coals and of
lump gas are still on this market around
$2@$2.40, while lower grade coals can
be had at such prices that there can be
no question of the fact that business
men as a whole must know that now is
the low buying period.
Anthracite
There is little change

—

in

the

situation

here.

The public

is

unconvinced that it is not to get
coal at lower prices. Retail dealers are
in a quandary what to do to straighten
out public opinion and secure the
amount of ordering that is so necessary
in the next few weeks if there is not
to be a most unfortunate congestion
still

this fall

and early winter.

BUFFALO
Trying to See Improvement in SoftCoal Situation
Anthracite Inactive
Lake Shipments Heavy.
Bituminous At least one of the Buffalo operators and jobbers announces
that he can see an improvement in the
demand for coal and he claims that it
will be apparent to all before long.

—
—

This

sort

common.

of
It

report

report

That

no improvement.

is

yet.

is

more or

Lake receipts continued during the
much the same volume as

past week in

Forty cargoes arrived in all,
before.
furnaces in ttiis section shut down, it of which tight were anthracite. Twentycannot be expected that coal will move two are reported on the way of which
any faster tnan it has done. All that eight are hard coal. There is every
tan be done is to keep sales organiza- likelihood that shipments will continue
tion in good running order and wail in this volume or even greater as iron
for the stir. Meanwhile prices are dull ore shipments are picking up which
and weak, except slack, at $3 for gives down cargoes for the boats.
Dock men recently let it be known
Voughiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump, $2.50 that they would refuse to "hold the
for .Allegheny Valley mine run and bag" this year and did not intend to
$1.7.5@$2 for .slack, adding $2.36 to bring more coal to the Head-of-the.Allegheny Valley and $2.51 to all other Lakes than could be consumed. Several
of the larger companies have asserted
coals to cover freight.
Anthracite The trade drags, much as that when once their docks are full
formerly.
The consumer wno has no they will stop shipments and will not
coal will do nothing but complain of the continue them again, regardless of conhigh prices and claim that if he holds sequences.
It
has been estimated that the
off till fall they will come down. Every
coal shipper tells him that such a thing bituminous supply on docks, together
with the normal shipments coming in,
is not likely, but the daily press has
set the mark and the consumer believes will run this district through the winter
the report that is best suited to his without any danger of shortage.
Eight hundred thousand tons of
notions.
Meanwhile the Chamber of Commerce anthracite are still lacking to supply
the probable demand of this winter.
is becoming uneasy and a meeting of
anthracite interests has been called to Last month more than 300,000 tons
see what can be done.
Something of came to the Head-of-the-Lakes. Four
the sort was done last year, but it is months remain in which to get up the
hoped that more is possible now. The necessary tonnage, and dock men say
idea is that certain large consumers, that, barring accidents, the needed
such as churches, can be got out of amount will get here.
Prices remain firm as last quoted.
the way before the rush comes, as it
Sellers are making no sacrifices and
is sure to do before winter.
feel
that the market will not sag.
Shippers are sending much of their
coal up the Lakes, breaking the record, Anthracite is due for another 10c. inweek after week. The amount for the crease Sept. 1, which will be the last
week ending Aug. 9 was 199,600 tons, advance this vear.
iron

of which 90,200 cleared for Duluth and
Superior, 52,300 for Chicago, 18,500 for
Fort William, 17,300 for Milwaukee,
10,500 for Sheboygan, 6,700 for the
Sault, 3,000 for Racine and 1,100 for
Cheboygan, Mich.
Shipments for the
season to Aug. 1 are 1,964,886 net tons,
as against 1,.528,662 tons to the same
date last year.
Coke With practically all the local

—

byproduct ovens shut down, to the great
inconvenience of city gas plants, and
with the furnaces in this district as
nearly idle as they have been in many
years, the coke market maintains only

bottom

prices,

$4@4.25

for

72-hr.

foundry,

$3@$3.25 for 48-hr. furnace
and $2.75 for stock, with a little chestnut size for domestic use $5@$5.25,
adding $3.64 for freight to BuflFalo.

less

may mean something and

from the iron trade

is

Northwest

DULUTH

— Lake Re— Ore Trade

Inland Movem.ent Heavier
ceipts

in

Good

Volume

Shows Signs of Life
A boom in trade which promises

to
relieve the congestion and clear up the
stagnant coal situation has been experienced here. During the past week

dock

men

report

that

demand

-MILWAUKEE

—

Better Inferior Movement State Officials to Investigate Coal Prices
Lake
Receipts Longer Vacant Yards being
Stocked.

—

Because of intensive

—

solicitation, to-

gether with a guarantee that prices
go any lower than at present,

will not

is
a better movement of coal
in the city and to the country.
Prices continue undisturbed.
Reports
are current that one dealer is cutting
the schedule of Eastern soft coal, but
if this be true, it has had no effect on
the market.
The feeling that anthracite prices are

there

both

too high is so strong throughout the
state that Gov. John J. Blaine, Attorney-

General Morgan and the State uepartnient of Markets are making a sweeping
inquiry in regard thereto.
Milwaukee
dealers are seemingly little disturbed
by the announcement.

—

it may be merely an echo of the ardent
wishes of the coal man.
The fact is that here and there a
slight stir is appearing. It may broaden
into a general wave of business and
it may not.
The chances are that it
will not. at least right away.
The

latest

there

means that coal must wait awhile
With the greater part of the

—

BALTIMORE

Continues Poor Prices Extremely Lou— Hard Coal Trading Still
Off-Color Dealers See Fall Jam.
Demand for all grades
Bituminous
continues poor and there is so far an
utter lack of orders for the usual midAugust supplies by business houses
and factories. Should there be a de-

Di

that

Vol. 20, No. 7

has

improved even beyond their hopes, and
that the nrospect is bright for such a
revival of trade as will permit shipments to continue coming to the harbor.

Receipts by Lake thus far in August

aggregate 44,242 tons of anthracite, and
tons of soft coal, making the
total since the opening of navigation
2.120,356 tons, of which 569,657 were
anthracite and 1,.550,699 soft coal. Last
year's anthracite receipts during the
81,731

corresponding period were 406,068 tons,
and soft coal 693,788 tons. Indications
are that the movement of coal up the
Lakes will be more moderate as the
season advances. It is expected, however, that stocks at Milwaukee yards

August
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will be replenished at the rate of CO,UOO to 80,000 tons per week, to keep
pace with the outward movement. All
available river frontage is being utilized

for coal storage.
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DETROIT

—
—

Buying Continues Sluggish Shipments
Are of Small Volume Little Free
Coal Available
below Normal.

— Anthracite

Demand

—

Inland West

CLEVELAND
Indiixiriul Sit^iation

Improves—Demand

—

for Coal Not Affected Yet Lake Trade
Retail Demand Stronger.
SInck-ens

—

Business conditions in this district
have shown further perceptible improvement during the last week, with the
cautious advances being made toward
recovery from the extreme slump in
However,
the iron and steel industry.
sufficient progress has not yet been

made

to find any considerable reflection
the coal trade. Companies who have
felt the stimulus of bettering demand
are inclined to wait more definite assurances that the upturn is not merely
a temporary recovery before enlarging
their schedules of production.
In the
meantime, stocks of coal at plants are
at a point which will necessitate buying
if
trade activity continues to grow.
Experiences through which the business
community has passed in recent months,
have bred caution in a superlative
in

degree.

On the whole, however, underlying
sentiment is better and the feeling
pervades the coal trade that any
changes henceforth will be upward.
Coal men cite the evidence of strengthening commodity prices, and other
developments as lending color to this
view. Aside from the Lake trade, the
coal market in this district has been unusually dull this summer, due to the
wide-spread curtailment in steel. This
industry and its allied lines is of
supreme importance in and around
Cleveland.
A better feeling prevails in the retail
trade also, with the appearance of more
buying as the summer wanes.
The
city board of education has let contracts
for 2.5,000 tons of coal for school buildings.
This coal has been allocated to
nearly all of the dealers in the city.
Steam slack continues strong, being
quoted $1.70@$1.85 a ton.
Mine run
spot prices range $2.25@$2.,30 and
lump coal is selling $2.60@$3.00.
Due to lessened Lake coal shipments
the output of the Eastei-n Ohio mines
is lower.
Lake dumpings last week
were 698,781 tons.
The total movement for the season up the Lake to
date has been more than 14,000,000 tons,
nearly twice last year's total for the

same

or the domestic sections of the trade.
Buying is still of small volume.
Many of the large steam consumers
seem to be restricting their purchases
to quantities sufficient for satisfying
"Illy a few days' requirements.
As

fall approaches.
Dealers
are continuing to keep their yards
loaded, but buying is so limited that
they are unable to take in much addi-

tional coal.

Steam conditions are sho.ving some
improvement, but only in i. small degree so far.
A little storage coal is
coming in here and there.
Smokeless and anthracite is slow and
no Arkansas coal is moving at all. The
coke situation is showing a little activity.
Retail prices are as yet unchanged.

manufacturing plants in many instances are running on schedules which

make

possible

a

larsre

reduction

normal fuel consumption,
volume of sales is at a low level.
their

A number

establishments have
been able to accumulate small reserves.
It is believed that resumption of normal
industrial activity would clear away
these reserves speedily.
Jobbers feel
that such a development would be quite
likely

to

Detroit coal users confronted with a serious shortage in coal
supply and that the mines probably
would be unable to provide coal in sufficient quantity to prsvent troublesome
complications from ensuing.
The small volume of buying by household consumers provokes sharp criticism.
Many domestic consumers, now
out of employment, are perhaps unable
to stock up, but jobbers place stress on
the contention that were those who are
not so handicapped to place their orders now, it would aid materially in reducing stocks in yards of retailers. This
would relieve the pressure on distribution later in the year and would enable
the dealers to bring in additional supplies to provide for requirements of
those who by force of circumstances,
may be obliged to defer their buying to
find

s later date.

Smokeless lump and egg is quoted
$.5.25. mine run $3, slack $1.50@$2.
Ohio domestic lump is ?3.25, IJ-in. lump
$3, egg $2.75, mine run $2.50, nut and

West Vii-ginia 4-in. lump
lump $2.90@$3, egg

slack $1.50.
$3.25,

is

$2.75,

2-in.

mine run

$1.50.

of

—

$2.15,

nut and slack

Possibilities of a reduction in freight
rates and governmental activities that
tend toward that end have been seized
upon by the large buyers here as an

excuse against ordering any great stock
Busithat has been anticipated from
this source, therefore, has fallen flat.
Country dealers' orders have been a
of coal for early fall delivery.

ness

little better.

The recent

slight advance in slack
have failed to hold, and Kentucky again has a range of $1@$1.25
and West Virginia $1.25@$1.35.
Mine run has been a bit better in
demand. Most of the sales were around

prices

$1.75, a ten-cent advance.
West Virlump can be bought $2.75@$3,
with better grades and future deliveries going as high as 53.75.
Kentucky
block dropped to $3@$3.25.
The uncertainty of the smokeless
market has been reflected in the lump
prices which are now being quoted at
$5. Slack took another tumble to $1.50
@$2.25, and mine run to $2.50, with a

ginia

dollar range upward for coal that is
being held by old-line producers. Nut
is quoted $4@$4.25.

The retail market received a little
encouragement this week. Householdare showing some disposition to

ers

put coal

change

that fall

may

catch

There has been no

in the price si 'nation.

—

household consumers.
The
backwardness of buyers is ascribed to
the high retail prices, ranging $14.25@
$14.75, and the expectation that reduction in freight rates or some other
in existing conditions will result

lower prices.
ST.

Conditions

Show

Both Steam and
Business Picking

Very Heavy

A

away now

them unprepared.

COLUMBUS

to

change

—

Fall Purchases Delayed
Steam Sizes
Decline Smokeless Market Uncertain

.Xnthracite
Only a small proportion
the noiTnal distribution has been

made

in

CINCINNATI

in

the

of

period.

Bituminous coal receipts for industries and retailers at Cleveland, during
the week ended Aug. 6, amounted to
557 cars, divided; industrial 417, retail
140; as compared with a total of 546
cars the previous week.
This is only
about 40 per cent of Cleveland's
minimum requirements during normal
times.

Bituminous Efforts to stimulate inof consumers in offerings of
bituminous coal are not yet productive
of encouraging results in either steam
terest

that it has not yet become a factor.
Indications are that it will soon get

under way as

little

LOUIS
Slight Improvement,

Domestic

—

—Retail Country
Stocks

Up

— Prices

Unchanged.

better tone

to

the country

domestic market is about the only
change here. There has, however, been
some ordering on the part of the domestic consumer, but this is so small

Slightly

Better Domestic
Steam Bwiiness Still Slow
nage Dropping.

Demand

— Lake

—

Ton-

It is now the time for consumers to
secure their winter stocks and some are
following the usual rule.
But the
movement is not as general as in previous years. There is a prevailing feeling
that freight rates will be reduced and
that this will be reflected in the price.
Another reason is that many consumers
have not the money to pay for their
coal and the retailer is unable to extend
any further credit as he is growing
short of ready cash.
Retail prices are fairly steady at

former
around

levels.

$6.50,

Hocking
while

the

lump

sells

re-screened

COAL AGE
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varieties are about 25c. higher.
Virginia splints are ?7.50 and

West

PocaAnthracite

$9.50@?10.
is
hontas
ranges $lt.50@$15.
The Lake trade is gradually slowing
down although loadings at the docks
do not indicate such a falling off. But
the
as far as Ohio coal is concerned,
Lake outlet is plugged. Producers beand
lieve this will be only temporary
they are expecting a lively movement
in the fall.

Steam trade is extra slow and the
market is the weakest in months.
There is considerable distress mine run
Railroads
on th Columbus market.
are not taking much tonnage and
in reslow
are
concerns
manufacturing
suming operations.
Production is still at a low point and
little improvement is expected until th?
domestic trade shows more activity.
The Hocking Valley, Crooksville and
Cambridge fields report about 22 .per
cent output. In the Pomeroy Bend district the

output

is

about 25 per cent.

Vol. 20. No.

priced fuel, forcing the retailers back
into the market, in view of the fact
that prices have been advancing since
the low level was reached in July.
In filling retailers' requirements for
prepared sizes there may be some increased production of screenings, which
It is
will tend to lower the market.
claimed that mine run is at rock bot-

priated federal land, in accordance with
the act of Feb. 25, 1920.
An early adjustment of the claims
for back i)ay held by some of the
miners in the Big Six and Red Ash

tom, and opei-ators will close down
rather than sacrifice at a lower price.
There is a more optimistic spirit
shown in the coal trade, as it is held
that the turning point has been passed,
and from now on business will be better. Industrially, things are still quiet,

until Carl

but showing improvement.
Machine shops, metal working and
hardwood lumber industries are very
slow, with many plants down, but other
industries are fairly active. In Louisville, industry is greatly diversified, and
building operations nave been fairly
active, which has also aided in absorb-

^^^^^_^^^_^___^__^__^.^^^_^.^'
w/-

„|.

DENVER

—
—

on the increase the

first

part of the

week and the movement was a little
better than for some weeks past, but
the trade has again settled down and
There is a good
is quiet and listless.
deal of surplus coal in cars, which is
being disposed of slowly and with difOutside of the starting up of
ficulty.
a few oil mills, consuming sources have
augmented.
been
not
Mine run quotations f.o.b. mines are
Black Creek $2.7o@)S3,
as follows:
Cahaba $2.50@$3, Carbon Hill $2@
S2.40, Big Seam $2(g)$2.25, Pratt $2.50
@$3, Corona $2.25@?2.50, Jefferson

Markets Dull Production Loiv—Agitation for Municipal Retail Yard.

With the output still 60,000 tons a
week behind last year's record, and retail markets showing a corresponding
dullness, operators and retailers v,re
wondering just how the demand will be
supplied when the heavy trade begins,
facing
are
retailers
addition,
In
troubles in the issue of a proposed
here,
yard
retail
municipally operated
urged by those who think the coal users
are being treated unfairly.
.,
,-11
,-,
„.*.-„ .,1 ffrom „a
The city is still getting coal
mine under lease, but the service from
,,.

.

this

mine

buildings.
,

,

,

.

is

now

i_

.

2.

••!
municipal

^

restricted to

The new plan
„

-t

,

is

.

unappro-

From

mines are having to curtail operations
as dealers decline to take their regular
That dealers will be
contract quotas.
unable to supply the coal demanded
when winter weathei- arrives is the
unanimous opinion of coal men as the
necessary equipment for moving will
Domestic quotations
not be available.

Movement

— Conditions

Duller Markets Reflected in the Output
Labor Troubles Disturb Running
Time.

Grotving — Prices —

Imjyrove Slowly.

—Shipment

Supplies on

Hand

from Nova

Scotia.

Received

Although trade continues quiet there
a slight improvement and orders for
and winter supplies of anthi'acite
^^^ beginning to come in more freely.
Yards have large supplies on hand of
gn grades except stove of which there
g chronic shortage.
A shipment of 2,200 tons of Nova
Scotia coal recently arrived here by
water. This is regarded as exceptional
rather than as a forerunner of any
extensive trade, although large expenditures on improvements of the
harbor are making it accessible to
jg

ocean going vessels.
Quotations for short

tons

are

as

follows:

Ke al:
Anthracite, egg,
"**

.'^tove.

nut and ^
grate.

]>p„

Bituminous steam
Domestic lump
Cannel
Whole^ik- f.o.b. cars at destination:
,
i-m.

lump

$ 5 50

moo

oof.ill
1
12 25
16 00
1

7 75(o,
6 OOoi

slack

UNIONTOWN

ANTHRACITE

It is reported that ("emand for prepared sizes is somewhat better, orders
and inquiries being mf.re active, as retailers are buying with more confidence.
In the period from April through June,
retailers stocked a good deal of prepared coal, when the market ranged
$3.50@$4, and then saw it slump to
$3@$3.50, which destroyed confidence.
However, there was some summer stocking, which reduced holdings of higher-

Still

Quiet but Improring — Large

50

8 50
6 75

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian

are unchanged.

Retail

—

TORONTO

News

Consumers are not buying their winter
any extent as yet and domestic

coal to

Firm

up

to take
-

coal land on four sections of

$2.25@S2.50.

LOUISVILLE

Canada

fall

—

Temporary Improvenunt in Steam DeDomestic Mines Suffer- Shit/yisli
Market Quotations Stationary
Inquiry for steam coal was slightly

the

is

—

mand

closing down of the mines
Dc Lochte, state labor commissioner, recently addressed the men.
He told them that those who had legitimate claims would receive the amount
due them, but that any foreigners who
interfered with operation of the mines
would be turned over to the Federal
authorities for the institution of deportation proceedings.
force

Trade

ing labor.

South
BIRMINGHAM

mines in northern Colorado is likely,
pending which the mines will continue
There is an attempt to
operation.

A further reduction in output apLabor troubles are
pears inevitable.
developing and production is being further whittled down by the waning demand. A number of independents are
entirely closed down while others are
operating part time.
No improvement is expected during
this month and it may be the middle
of September before the demand picks
up.

—

Coke Market Shoivs Stability Slack
Other Sizes Sluggish
Coal ScarceReturning Busiyiess Will See Keen

—

—

Competition.

While the coal and coke trade continues to live on hope, the prospects
are accumulating each week that something more tangible will reward their
consistent policy of optimism. Returning business will see competition the
keenest in history but there will be few
reckless moves, as witnessed this week
by a firm quotation of $3 for furnace
coke. During the past several weeks a
number of odd-lot sales have been
closed at $2.75 but the interest created
in contracts recently made, together
with the budding inquiries which may
into
bloom
contracts,
has
caused

August

18,

COAL AGE
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operators to resist a jirice below $o.
Foundry coke is active at $4@$4.2o
with most of the spot tonnage being

bought by Western consumers.
A rather nebulous condition prevails
in the coal market as regards slack and
prepared sizes. While there is an active
slack demand by cement concerns there
As
is practically no call for the 3-in.
a

result,

quotations

of

slack

took

a

jump

fi-om a range of $1.50@$1.7-j
Lump on the other
to $1.6.5@$1.90.
hand took a slight drop, being quotable
$2.2.5.
There is practically no
at
demand for other grades handled in the

Connellsville region.

PITTSBURGH

—

Except in Gas Coal
Competition of Non-Union Districts
Steel Corporation Using Connellsvillc
Instead of Pittsburgh Coal.
Little Business

—

Competitive conditions between the
Pittsburgh and nearby non-union disCurtricts show no particular change.
rent market demand continues very
light and is going to the non-union
fields in most cases, the prominent exception being in gas coal, a market
that the Pittsburgh district can keep
largely to itself.
Production of slack is decreased farther by the decline in shipments in the

Lake

trade,

and

is

working up toward

the level at which mine run is held, a
difference being that the slack production is bought freely while there is
very little buying of mine run steam
coal, which presents a market that is
almost nominal.
Operations at the steel mills have
been increasing slightly, but the steel
industry is taking only a little more
coal from the Pittsburgh district. &mce
the termination some time ago of the
long-term contract between the Pittsburgh Coal Co. and the United States
Steel Corporation the latter seems to
be getting coal instead from the Connellsville region, chiefly from its own
mines there, attached to coking plants,
with some purchases from other operators.

Nothing new has developed in the
matter of wages. While the men are
very poorly employed they are making
no definite move to remove the disadvantage they are under by reason of
the competition of non-union districts.
Prices are largely nominal, there
beins: scarcely any transactions: Slack,
$1.65@$1.75: steam mine run. $2@
$2.1.5; 3-in. steam, $2.25; gas mine run,
$2.20@$2.35; gas lump, $2.60'?J$2.80
per net ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

CONNELLSVILLE
Market Very Dull Except for One hiavAry Prices No Lower Soft Coke

—

—

Brings Fair Figure.
Following the occasional transactions
in the past few weeks in furnace coke
there is nothina: few this week except
an inquiry for 10,000 tons for September
for a blast furnace at Columbus that
may possibly be started. The majority
of operators will not quote as they

281

expect a few sellers to name prices
they would not care to consider, i.e.,
prices of $3 or possibly a trifle less.
The actual limit of some operators
seems to be $3.25, while others are
talking of $3.50, although they might
split the difference between that and
$3 if they saw a chance of securing a
contract that would justify their blowing in some ovens.
Spot furnace coke business is confined
to small lots, chiefly carloads, for miscellaneous consumers, and this market
is
a shade stiffer, $3 being often
obtained from dealers, who add a
margin besides, but this is for particularly good coke.
On the other hand
first drawings and other soft coke are
sometimes sold at $2.75 or less and
are reported in some quarters as being
sales of standard furnace coke.
For a
good grade of soft heating coke $2.75
can be obtained.
Buying of spot foundry coke shows
a slight improvement, though the movement is still relatively light.
Sales
at less than $4 are believed to be offgrade material.
The market remains quotable as follows:
Spot furnace, $2.90@$3; contract furnace, $3; spot foundry, $4@
4.50. per net ton at ovens.

EASTERN OHIO
Production Off

— More

—Lake

Trade Dropping

Interest in Fall Deliveries
Doviesfic Market Active.

—

Notmnthstanding that Ohio's indusshowed a slight turn for
the better during the week, a slowing

trial situation

down

in

Lake shipping overbalanced

any improvement in the coal trade from
other directions and production declined
some 22.000 tons.
Aggregate output
amounted to 378.685 tons. Production
for the year to Aug. 6 is estimated at
10.344.043 tons, which is 54 per cent
of rated capacity for that period.
Railroads are taking a little better
than 35 per cent of the output for fuel
and there are indications that some
lines are doing a little stocking in anticipation of fall and winter requirements.
Reports are being received that interior buying in the Northwest, both
from indu3trials and railroads, is showHowever, the
ing some new life.
opinion is that unless the Noi-thwe-t
market takes coal from the docks, thus
relieving the congested storage situation.
Lake shipping must show an
abrupt falling for the balance of the

season.

Eastern Ohio producers, having West
Virginia operations supplying trade in
the East, state that inquiries from the
East are decidedly bettor than from the
]\Iiddle West, from which it may be
concluded that industrial revival in the
East is being felt more perceptibly
than throughout this section.
Operators say that contract and snot
inquiries are somewhat better than during previous weeks. There is more slack
available hut the price has held pretty

much near

the figure to which

centlv stiffened.

it

re-

While operators may not be said to
be optimistic, retailers are more hopeful and report domescic demand much
improved. The retailer's season is fast
approaching and the lecent unfavorable developments in the natural gas
controversy in Cleveland will no doubt
cause many domestic users of gas to
give more serious consideration to

burning

coal.

UPPER POTOMAC

—

Mine
Sluggislmess
Closings Increase No Business AvailUnprecedented

—

able.

Mine closings were even more comthe first week of August.

mon during

Competition of the non-union fields to
the north was being felt very keenly

and not even inquiries were being
Such a slack condition
ceived.
affairs

was almost

the history of the

re-

of

unprecedented

in

field.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDALE
"No Markets" Further Curtail Production Lake and Tide Shipynents Wane

—

—Prices

Soft.

Fairmont
during the week ended
Aug. 6 was lower than at any time
during the year, idleness growing
Shipments
week.
the
throughout
dropped from day to day with little or
no coal moving to Tidewater or Lake.
Production

Northern Panhandle
Diminishing demand tended to still
further curtail production during the
As shipments to
first week of August.
the Lake declined it was almost impossible to market any coal. Tidewater
shipments were at a standstill. Prices
offered, in most cases, were too low
for acceptance.

Middle Western
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—

Noted Domestic
Orders Increase Prices More Stable
Car Shortage Indications Appear.

Some

Improvement

—

—

There is a little improvement in the
Carterville field except on nut. Chicago
has picked us some on the movement
of screenings, and lump at many places
is scarce, being ovei'sold, while egg is
about even. Nut is a problem that has
not been solved.
The first indication of future car
shortage
appearing right now.
is
especially on the Illinois Central, and
if the movement of coal begins at all
early and the chances are that it will
get underway pretty well before the
end of the month by the first of
September car shortage will again be

—

—

a factor of production.

Prices seem to be more stable on
lump and egg. Independents are gradually drawing- closer to the '?4.05 price

many of them are holding
egg at that. The nut market, however,
is down below $3, with screenings $1.25
on lump and

COAL AGE
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.Mine
run prices are at
Railroad tonnage is showing
up fairly well. Independent prices on
lump are occasionally us low as $3.50.
(a)$1.50.

variance.

The situation in the Duquoin field
shows some improvement, while Jackson
County operating conditions are conPrices are
tinually growing better.
somewhat the same as those prevailing
in

the Carterville

field.

Some improvement was noted last
week in the Mt. Olive district but not
Wo cnanges
to any marked extent.
reported from last week in prices.
The Standard situation shows some
improvement, especially in the movement of coal to the country west of the
river.
Conditions, however are not as
satisfactory as they should be. Screenings are still around the dollar mark,
with 2-in. lump at S2 and up and
6-in. lump $2..50@$2.75, and getting
stronger.
Nut, however is a drug on
the market and steam egg somewhat
similar, both of them selling from $2

upward.
Mines are averging a little bit better
working time, although at many places
unbilled cars are causing trouble. Railroad tonnage shows some improvement
in

this district.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

—

Slightly Better Movement
Prepared
Sizes Improving
Good Outlook for
Fall

—

Movement has been better during the
past week, and prospects are for a
heavier demand as the fall advances.
Retailers are placing more orders and
making more inquiries for prices. Operators are having no difficulty in disposing of screenings, regardless of the
fact that general industrial demand is
not strong.
There is not much development activity just now as some of the larger
operators are not running all of their
mines, demand not ha\nng reached a
point as yet where they can market
full production.
Operations are averaging around two
days a week, some of the larger companies working full time at such of
their mines as are being operated at all.

than for months, although the indusfar from satisfactory.
Operators are rather inclined to the bebe
the middle of Seplief that it will
tember before any real demand begins.
There is considerable activity among
the railroad repair yards in an effort
to get sufficient coal cars in good order
to minimize the danger of a coal
famine.
trial situation is

Better Market Tone Developing

Consumption Improving

—lyidus-

Sloivlj/

Prices Unchanged.
There is a much more optimistic tone
to the market.
There appears to be a
decided increase in inquiries from industries and retailers report more domestic call.

Gas utilities are still piling up coke,
for which there is no call and this is
being sold as low as $8 on a contract

Most of the municipalities and
county units are taking bids for public
coal and this has created a new
demand.
This action is later than is
usual and some bargain bids are being
basis.

reported.

Many

of the industries throughout
the state are reporting more production

There had ceased to be any Tidewater
demand and it was equally as hard ta
dispose of coal in other markets.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Although there was a material decrease in the Pocahontas production,
operators felt they were doing better

Weak Markets Cat Production Lake
and Tide Demands Slump Some R.R.

in neighboring fi:'lds, with activity
per cent
about
40
of
at
listed
Producers oid not seem to
capacity.
be much concerned as to the prospect
There was
for business a little later.
a rather small Tidewater movement
and only very few spot sales.
Although a decline was registered in
the Tug River field, production held

Fuel Activities.

up

Middle Appalachian
HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

—

to a greater extent

anticipated.

Kanawha

It

was

than had been

believed that dull-

ness would continue through

Dullness was even more pronounced
during the first week of August, the
output being limited to about 30 per
cent of capacity. Tidowater movement
was difficult at any price and there was
little or no Lake demand.

Logan and Thacker
Logan Droduction likewise declined

when

some

improvement

August,
might be

looked for.

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—

Trade Reviving Southern
Market Relieved of Over Production.
A good deal more enthusiasm is be-

and was limited to a few companies,
most of the mines being shut down
Some coal
because ol! "no marki^ts."

Domestic

was still being stoi'ed hut in limited
Eastern and Lake
quantities only.
markets afforded no outlet and prices
were softening from former levels.
Reduction of Thacker production
kept pace with the other high-volatile
fields, although there was better output
proportionately because of the railroad
fuel tonnage needed. However, production did not exceed 40 per cent of capacity.

ing manifested among coal operators,
indications being that the worst is over
and that the fall demnnd will soon beAlready there is more activity,
gin.
especially in the domestic trade.
Prices remain about the same, good
being sold $3 50@$3.7.5
block
egg
S3.10@$3.2.5; mine run, $2.25@$2.40
and screenings $L.50@$L7.5.
It has been rumored that several of
the large operations in Harlan and Bell
counties, owned by consumers in the

Northeastern Kentucky
General market conditions were unimproved, domestic demand was at a
standstill, and industrial buying was
very irregular.
Operations were confined to not more than two days.
Screenings were comparatively firm
but lump and mine run prices softened
a trifle.

;

North and Northwest who have had
their coal on the Southern market, are
beginning to divert it to their own
plants, thereby relieving the already
overburdened market of this coal.

West

Virginia
losses

made

UTAH
impos-

it

which remained on a basis of three days per
week.
Smaller concerns without contracts found little encouragement in
the situation.
Coke production was
sible to increase production,

INDIANA

Inability to secure orders neces^itated a like suspension in the Gulf region.

than

"No market"

trial
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almost negligible.

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Sluggishness at Tide Affects Production
All
Demayids
Weaker
Dull

—

—

Month Predicted.

New

River and the Gulf

New

River production was further
curtailed in the first week of August,
as it was increasingly difficult to find

an outlet for coal. Tidewater prices
were not in excess of $.5.50 at Hampton
Roads and even at such low figures
little tonnage was being moved.

Storage Demand Groivs
Stocks on Hand.

Demand
improve

— Heavy

Retail

for storage coal continues to

slightly.

be convinced

now

Consumers seem

to

that prices are not

coming down, but so far they are not
crowding dealers with orders.
Last
year a vigorous campaign was carried
on, which succeeded in filling most of
the coal bins before co'.d weather came,
with the result, due to the mildness of
the season, that many consumers who
expected to have to place another order
in February had some coal on their
hands in May.
Coal on hand in the yards of Salt
Lake City is growing and now amounts
to approximately 100,000 tons.
The
car situation, which was reported last
week as likely to be serious, is showing signs of improvement.

;

,C3i

And^

Company News
ALABAMA

new 500-ft. extension of the Inland
and Dock Co.'s receiving dock at
now complete and coal is being

Tlie
'i>al

Figures compiled from available data on
coal production in Alabama for the first six
months of 1921. show an output of approximately 5,500.00(1 net tons, which is about
2.000.0"00 short of what it should be to attain the record of last year, of 15.306.440
net tons, the lowest production since 1915.
The poor showini; is due to the extremely
dull market which has prevailed throughout this year.

ILLINOIS
The

Consumers'

The Fuel Supply Co.. of Minneapolis, is
new corporation, formed for the purpose
handling fuel, and for prospecting for
res.
The capital stock is $50,000.
The Boston Coal Dock will have a 300I

class scales capacity when rebuilding
completed.
track scales, which will accommo-

Xew

ate loadings up to 300 tons, are being in;-alled at the Carnegie Dock and Fuel Co..
DuUUh. These will replace the present
:ales. which nave a capacity of 150 tons.

Co.,

Argo Stone
Co.. McCook
Co.. Argo
Illinois Stone Co.. Lemont
Universal Stone Co.. Racine Lake Shore Sand
and Gravel Co.. Algonquin Federal Sand
and Gravel Co.. Beloit Producers' Material
Co.. the Agricultural Brownstone Co.. the
Artesian Stone Co.. and the United States
Building Material Co.. all of Chicago.
Stone

;

;

;

:

:

;

NEW YORK
The Building Maniigers' and Owners' AsNew York has sent a circular
to its members advising them to buy coal
now. In its circular, the fuel committee of
sociation of

the association asks the members to give
the matter serious attention, saying: "We
can help the miner, the operator, the railroad carrier and ourselves by buying coal
now."
Cosgrove & Wynkoop Coal Co. has just
opened an office at 133 Fenchurch St.. London. England, with C. Brooman White as
resident manager.
Mr. White was interested in American & English coal companies
prior to the war. when he was one of the
British officers in charge of supplies at

Xew

York.

Wm.

H. Leland. vicf -president of the Consumers'
company, has vesiened to engage in other
business.
His successor is H. M. Hallock.
who up to now has been president of the
Cook County Supply Co., and its subsidiary
organizations.

INDIANA

OHIO
The C. D. Grimes Coal Co. has been
chartered with a capital of $25,000, to mine
and sell coal in the Tuscarawas district.
Among the incorporators are William Loveday and A. J. Loveday.
The Packard Coal Mining Co., of Columwhich had been in existence for several years, has been reorganized by combining the Packard Coal Co.. also a Columbus concern, in one corporation. The Packard Coal Co. was a mining company and the
Packard Coal Mining Co. a jobbing concern.
Under the reorganization the au-

I)us.

W.

D.

•

Curl,

of

Petersburg,

has

been

named state agent for the Enos Coal >IinCo., an Ohio corporation.
The company recently filetl papers with the secretary of state which wiH permit it to transact business in Indiana and it plans to
mine and deal in coal and coke.
Liabilities amounting to $43,326.36 and
insT

assets of $33,349.37 are listed in a voluntary petition in bankruptcy filed in the Federal Court by the Etnica Coal Co.. of Clinton.
The petition is signed by Vincent
Verde, president of the company.
The Robinson Brothers Coal Co.. of Linton, is operating a new mine on the Thur-

man

Jeffries farm, near Lvons.
The mine
equipped with modern machinery and
100 men are to be employed
is

KENTUCKY
the

coal

mining industrv at Windber.

Somerset County.

new

coal

Maginnis
Maginnis
Tlie

are interesed in a
recentlv organized in

Pa.,

company

Morganfield.

Union

Countv.

John

V

will be manager and Joseph B.
will serve as secretary-treasurer.

new company has been

incorporated
Morganfleld Coal and Coke Co.
They have taken over all the holdings of
the Morgan Coal & Mining Co.
Harlan Coal * Coke Co.. High
o
T"'? Harlan
Splint.
County, capital $2,i.000. has
filed amended articles increasing
the capital to $100,000. the debt limit being
of the
same amount.
as

the

mons, the former of the school of mines
and the latter of the department of geology
the University of Minnesota, have arrived in Yokohama, on their trip to Manthe

coal

deposits

of

;

F. Slatterv.

WEST VIRGINIA
The .Vbrani's Creek Coal & Coke Co., the
Osage CoiU Co. and the Monongalia Coal
Co. have been merged and have become a
of the Bra<l.y Coal Corporation of
Fairmont, the details of the consolidations
having been perfected at a meeting of the
boards of directors of the various companies held at Fairmont, when the capital stock of the Bradv Corporation was

part

from

increased

W. Va., treasurer.
IncorporHoward P. Brydon. Piedmont. A. B.
Wayne and Leighton P Stradlev.

Land

Title

Philadelphia.

Bui'.ding.

Stack-

house Coal and Feed Co.. Burmont. Delaware Countv. buying, selling and dealing in
coal. feed,

$10,000:

lime and cement

James

J.

McShane.

capital stock,
Oakview. treas:

Incorporators
James J. McShane.
John S. Roberts. Franklinville. N.
Slatter.v. Philadelphia.
J., and Thomas F.
Manayonk Coal Co.. Philadelphia, buying
and selling co.il. feed, lime and cement:
capital stock. $10,000: John D. Kelly. Wissahickon. Philadelphia, treasurer.
Incorporators: John D. Kelly. John S. Roberts,
Franklinville. X. J., and Thomas F. Slat.\ngora Coal and Supply
terv. Philadelphia,
Ci>.. Philadelphia, buying, selling and dealing in coal. feed, lime and cement capital
Cvril
A.
Slatterv.
$60,000
stock.
1008
South 46th St.. Philadelphia, treasurer. Incorporators: Cyril A. Slattery. Frank P.
Logan. 219 South 61st St.. Philadelphia, and
John S. Roberts. Franklinville. Gould Coal
Co.. Pittsburgh, mining, selling and preparing coal and coke: capital stock. $10,000;
<;.
F. Bauersmith. Pittsburgh, treasurer.
Incorporators: George C. Blackmorc, Edge.
urer.

Oakview

to

$6,000,000.

poration, in addition to the six mines of
the various co.npanies. about 9.000 acres of
coal, much of which is in the Pittsburgh
Offcers of this corporation are; S.
seam.
A. P. Brady, viceD. Brady, president
president
S. D. Brady. Jr., secretary and
treasurer
James Close, assistant to the
president.
Chartered by A. W. .Simpson, of Mount
Claire, and James A. Meredith, of Fairmont, the Helens Run Collieries Co. will
mine coal in the Fairmont district. The
capitalization is $250,000.
The Yorkville mine of the Ohio & Pennsylvania Coal Co.. located near \Mieeling.
:

:

;

is to be equipped with a new tipple and
shaker screen. A heavy type railroad car
retarder for a heavy grade is also being
installed, the rope being seven-eighths of
an inch thick.
Organization of the Swiss Bi-Product Coal
Co., of Charleston. presa.ges development of
coal lands at Swiss. Nicholas County, on
a large scale. This new concern being capiThis company's proptalized at $300 000.
erty is on the Kanawha & Michigan. Leading figures in the newlv organized concern

are: F. C. Fifer. F. Horace Fifer. of Charleston; M. I. Hill. Swiss; Joseph Waldman.
Xew York. X. Y. C. F. Hardesty, Hart;

ford,
T.

W. Va.

The Tag Valley Fuel Co.. of which W. P.
Varney of Williamson, is president, has

$100,000.

Piedmont.
ators:

Crane.

$2,000,000

Acting as chief counsel for the corporation,
former Governor Cornwell looked after the
legal phases of the consolidation, which
brings under the control of the Brad.v Cor-

capital stock from $50,000 to
The Thermal Coal Co.. on the

its

other hand, has decreased
from $600,000 to $5,000.

The Ever.son car shops of the H. C. Fri'ck
Coke Co. resumed operations Aug. 1 after
a suspension of two weeks.
The following Pennsylvania charters have
been approved by the Governor: BrydonCrane Coal and Coke Co.. Philadelphia, buying, selling and dealing in coal and coke
Howard P. Brydon.
capital stock. $50,000

The Turkey Gap

Co.-il

its

capital stock

* Coke

Co.. Dott.

has contracted for the complete installation
of a new steel tipple at their Wenonah
Xo. 1 mine, at Wenonah. This tipple will
be complete with Marcus screens, retarding
conveyors, and shaker loading booms, together with refuse disposal machinery.
The Wyatt Coal Co.. of Charleston, won
its suit against the McBard Coal Co., Cincinnati, in the Superior Court, Cincinnati,
for recovery of $6,000 for coal shipped.
A counter suit for $20,000. based on breach
of contract, was ignored by the jur.v. Defendant iiT the original suit has given
notice for a

new

trial.

:

.

:

of

delphia: capital stock. $100,000; Thomas F.
IncorPhiladelphia, treasurer.
Slatter.v.
John
porators, E. C. Kervin. Philadelphia
S Roberts. Fi'anklinville, N. J., and Thomas

increased

PENNSYLVANIA

:

MINNESOTA
Dean .Vppleby and Professor W. H. Em-

churia, investigating
that country.

thorized capital is $250,000 instead of $50.000.
Officers are M. L. Yuster. president:
C F. Bookman, secretary, and H. S. Reddel, treasurer.

:

The Maginnis Brothers, formerlv enaage-d
in

wood. John A. G.,ul,l and A. J. r.r.ulil.
Slattery Brothers. Inc.. mining,
Avalon.
tiansporting. buying and selling coal. Phila-

>n
1

1

the largest retail
dealer in coal in Chicago, has recently
formed a merger with the Cook County
.•Supply Co.. dealers exclusively in building
material.
It
is
said that from five to
seven million dollars are involved in the
deal.
The Constimers* company now practically controls the crushed stone and gravel
producing business in and about Chicago.
.\lso the Cook County Suppl.v Co. is almost
independent of railroad transportation, as
it operates its own docks together with a
boat line for handling the stone from the
nuarries to the main distributing points.
The subsidiary companies affected by the
merger are as follows: United States

Crushed

HiUith is
limped.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Statistics of production for the first half
of 1921 as compared with the same period
of the previous year are not satisfactory.
In 1920, the first half year's production totaled 1.367.502 tons.
This year's figures
are 1.231.406 tons.
The decline was not
peculiar to any particular Stction.

The White I>ake

Collieries

Ltd..

capital-

ized at $40*1.000. has been incorporated to
open up coal lands situated some fourteen
miles north of the town of Keremeos.
Xicola-Princeton Coal
Field.
Benjamin
Barlow has been appointed manager of

operations.

It

is

the

intention

to

install

the plant necessary to be.gin and to maintain
production on quite a substantial
scale.

28:J

COAL AGE

284

Traffic

News
(lull

lOll

,1.1.1

'-'i
Juaeph. rulatinu u> laus ..ii
in Illinois lo SI. Joseph. -MO.
Centrnl IIUiiuU Co*! Tr»fflc Burrau
interviue.
to
authorized
has bten
Tho Itah I'ublic L'tililles Commission has
orclerta the Utah Ry. to put Into effect
joint throuKh rates Sept. 1 lo all points
rtah reaeheil by the road and its connections from the coal mines of the three Spring
Canvon coal vompanies on the Utah Terminal Rv. The effect of the decision is to
give the coal companies two railroad connections with at least a portion of their
markets.
In the complaint of the Tuffll Bros. PIb
Iron and Coke Co., the I. C. C. decides
that the charges on smithing coal from
Douglas. W. Va., to Chicago, roconsigned
to Oakdale and Los Angeles, Cal., were
reasonable.
In the tax revision hearings before the

of

St.

<

from poiius
the

m

House Committee on Ways and Means,
representatives of the Committee of Manufacturers and Merchants on Federal Taxation of Chicago advocated the Keller
imposing a tax on land, which would

bill

in-

clude coal land.

The 1. C. C. has issued a report for class
one steam roads for May. lii;!!. showing
service, both
service, as follows:

road

coal consumption in
freight and passenger
Tons of coal consumed. New EngFreiBlit
land region. ITS'. 409: 165 pounds of coal per
thousand gross ton-miles Great Lakes region. 842.280 tons. 140 pounds of coal per
Ohio-Indianathousand gross ton-miles
.^Vllegheny region. 1,200.733 tons. 151 pounds
of coal per thousand gross ton-miles; Pocahontas region. 307,735 tons. 136 pounds of
Southcoal per thousand gross ton-miles
ern district. Sii9.463 tons. 163 pounds of
Xorthcoal per thousand gross ton-miles
wesiern refiicm 62S.S89 tons: 162 pounds
of coal per thousand gross ton-miles CenWestern region, 940 396 tons. 159
tral
pounds of coal per thousand gross tonmiles; Southwestern region. 462.631 tons,
153 pounds of coal per thousand gross tonmiles; total. 5.362.536 tons and 153 pounds
per thousand gross ton-miles.
of
coal
Passenger service New England. 148.615
tons and 99 pounds Great Lakes. 360.701
tons and 110 pounds; Ohio-Indiana-.\llegheny 538.306 tons and 109 pounds; Pocahontas. 66.206 tons and 12S pounds; SouthNorthern. 369.838 tons and 106 pounds
western. 361.243 tons and 108 pounds: Central Western. 449.170 tons and 101 pounds:
Southwestern region. 199.128 tons and 92
tons and 105
pounds
total.
2.493.207

—

:

;

:

:

;
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The Hudson Coal Co.. announces several
eluinges which became effective July 1. and
al.-io
the consolidation of the Lackawanna
R. II. Ituchnnan,
and Luzerne districts.
who was acting general superintendent of
l.uzerne district, has been appointed assistant general manager in charge of operR. Y. Williams, fornur general
ations.
superintendent of the Lackawanna district
was made assistant to the vice-president
and general manager, and J. F. Brown was
aiipointed assistant to the general manager
ill charge of engineering.
The position of general manager of the
West Virginia operations has been created
by the Consiolidation Coal l.^o. and C. H.
Turlelon. of Fairmont, manager of the West
Virginia division of the company, has been
This marks
to fill this position.
another step upward for Mr. Tarleton in
a service with the company ranging over

advanced

a period of 30 years.

The appointment has been announced of
John O. Brooks as acting superintendent
of mines Nos. 21 and 91 of the Consolidation

Coal Co., succeeding Jamrg H. Mozura.

resigned.

The appointment of John

T. Fallon as
superintendent of the Bower plant of the
West Virginia Coal & Coke Co. has been
announced. Mr. Fallon succeeding R. F.
tole, resigned.
J. G. Bradley, of Dundon, was in Chicago
during the latter part of July attending a
meeting of the directors of the National
Coal Association, of which he is president.
W. G. Lee, one of the district mine inspectors in southern West Virginia, is in
the northern part of the state, having joined

Inspector

S.

work he

E.

Hawkshaw

in

some of the

doing.
Mr. Lee was formerly
northern West Virginia.

is

located in

James W. Paul, of Pittsburgh, who was
for twelve years the chief of the West Virginia Department of Mines, and who is now
with the United States Bureau of Mines,
was a visitor in Charleston during the
meeting of the Mine Inspectors' Institute
of .\merica.
A recent visitor in the Huntington market was E. .Shein, a well-known Mingo
County operator, whose headquarters are at
Williamson.

pounds.

The Denver

Si

Rio Grande R.R. has asked

the Utah State Public Utilities Commission
for permission to reduce its rates on coke
from Sunnyside 25 per cent, same being the
increase which went into effect last fall.
The Utah Rv. is ordered to refund to the
I.ion Coal Co. Jl 5.054.83 collected in coal
shipments from the Wattis mines as switching charges between June 1. 1919. and May
31. 1921.
WTien the Wattis mines were
first opened a spur wa.s built by the mining
company to the Utah Ry. Co.'s tracks and
the carrier charged a switching service. In
an appeal to the I. C. C. the company was
upheld and the switching charges were declared illegal, insofar as they affected interstate commerce.
The order of the Utah
oornmi<jsion affects intrastate commerce and
upholds the same stand taken by the interstate commission favoring the coal compsiny.

Industrial
lati,

fields,

some time

in

has been postponed
September.

until

Personals
W. A. Marslial. of W. A. Marshal & Co..
was a visitor in the ilorgantown market
during the third week of July.
Carl Scholz, Thama« W. Clagett, J. S.
Ciinnineliam and C. E. Krebs have been
designated by President Edwin Ludlow, of
the American Institute of Mining Engineers
of New York, as an organization committee in connection with the organization of
a section of the institute at Charleston,
having a charter membership of twentyeight.
Mr. Scholz will act as the chairman of the organization committee.

Hazard Coal Operators' Association
The .semi-annual meeting of the Hazard
Coal Operators' Association was held in
Reports
Lexington. Thursday. July 21.
were ri'ceived from the traffic manager and
committees in regard to the rates Imposed
by the L. & N. to cities with river compeMatters pertaining lo wages being
tition.
paid to the miners in the Appalachia and
the
sion

Hazard fields were also under discusand plans made for meeting this ques-

tion d.^.-isively.

Illinois

and Wi.sfonsin Coal Dealers"
-Association

The

Illinois

and Wisconsin Coal

I)ealers'

Association met for their annual convention
at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago.
Speakers
on the program were: Chas. S. Dodge,
treasurer of the as.sociation Chas. H. Markham, president of the Illinois Central R.R..
and O. W. Timm. of Plymouth, Wis., who
is president of the association.
The meeting was very well attended and was a. decided success.
;

Coming Meetings
The Huntington Coal and Indostrial Exwill be held in the Chamber of
Building. Huntington. W. Va.,
Sept. 19 to 24 incl. Chairman of committee,

position

A. Palmer. Huntington Chamber
Commerce. Huntington.
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers will meet at Wilkes-

of

News

Ohio.

— Two
changes
place Aug.

of loca-

The
.Amherst Coal Co. moved from 2604 Union
Central BIdg.. to 815 Dixie Terminal BIdg.
and the Monarch Coal Co. from the eighth
to the tliird floor of the Union Trust BIdg.
The Emmons Coal Mining Co. has closed
tion

of

offices

took

its local office.

1.

—

New York. N. Y. W. S. Murray, who was
chairman of the Superpower Survey, and
Henry Flood. Jr.. his engineer-secretary
in this work, have recently formed a partnership, under the firm name of Murray &
Flood. Engineers,

Grand Central Terminal.

—

Washington, I). C. The Interior Department has approved and will shortly issue
regulations governing the lease ofl public
coal lands under the Leasing Law, which
will be administered by the Bureau of
Mines. They insure conservation of government coal lands and the protection of the
government's interest therein, the government to act as a partner with the operator.
Care has been taken not to conflict
with State laws.
The regulations were
drafted following conferences with coal
operators.

The hearing before a special examiner
of the I. C. C. on the complaint filed by
the Soutliem Ohio Coal Exchange, seeking
to change the differential on freight rates
between the inner and outer crescents of
West Virginia as compared with the rates
from Ohio

Association Activities

Commerce

;

;

Kentucky.

Thomas

—

:

years ago. In 1S95 he organized the Rogers
Coal and (?oke Co., and later was connected
with the Consolidation Coal Co.. and then
as manager of the Reliance Coal Co.
He
was elected to tho Ohio Legislature in
1892 and served two terms.
C. .V. Meyerulkin, one of the directors of
the Hlgnite Coal Mining Co., died at his
home in Covington suddenly. He was also
one of the leading politicians of Northern

Obituary
D. L. Tut,tle, whose death occurred Aug.
was held in high esteem by those who
knew him personally.
Even tho.=e who
knew him casually were attracted to him
by his kindly disposition.
He was the
Buffalo sales agent of the Philadelphia &
Heading Coal & Iron Co.
Wm. J. Hand, superintendent of the Margaret Mines of the Alabama Fuel & Iron
Co., and a member of the State Board of
I'^.xaminers. died recently of heart failure.
Mr. Hand was well known in mining circles
and was a very efficient executive, having
been connected with a number of the coal
companies in the district prior to going
with the Fuel & Iron Co. about a year
ago.
He was 49 years of age.
W. C. Rogers, 75 years of age, and for
thirty years prominently identified with
Cincinnati's coal trade, died recently at the
home of his daughter in Oakland. Cal. He
retired from active business about two
.").

Barre, Pa.. Sept. 12 to 17.
Secretary F.
F. Sharple^s. 29 West 39th St., New York
City.
National .Association of Cost .\cc0untant9
its annual convention . at CleveSept. 14. 15 and 16. Secretary,
McLeod, 130 West 42d St., New York.
The American Mining Congress and National Exposition of Mines and Mining
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual con-

will

hold

land. Ohio.
S. C.

vention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Chicago, III.
.\ssistant secretary. John T.
Burns. Congress Hotel. Chicago, III.
Tile West Virginia-Kentucky Association
of Mine. Mechanical and Electrical Engineers will hold its annual meeting at Huntington, W. Va.. on Sept. 20 to 23.
Secretary-treasurer, Herbert Smith, Huntington,
W. Va.
New York State Coal Merchants' Association. Inc. will hold its annual convention
at Richfield Springs. N. Y.. on Sept. 8. 9

and 10.
Executive secretary, G. W. F.
Woodside, 250 Arkay BIdg., Albany, N. Y.
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurg.v will hold its annual Western meeting
at Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Sept. 14. 15
and 16. Convention secretary. T. B. Williams. 10.610 S3d Ave.. Edmonton. Canada.
American Manufacturers Export Association will bold its twelfth annual convention
at the Waldorf-Astoria. New York City,
Secretary A. W. Willmann,
Oct. 5 and 6.
160 Broadway. New York City.
National Safet.v Council will hold its
annual congress at the State House. Boston. Mass., Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive
Secretar.v. S. J. Williams. Chicago, III.
Tlip Coal Mining Institute rtf America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh.
Secretary, H. D.
Pa.. Dec 7. S. and 9.
Mason. Jr., Chamber of Commerce BIdg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
An Industrial Relations Conference for
industries in the State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for Oct. 24 to 27 at
Harrlsburg. Pa., by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C. B. Connelly.
The sixth annual convention of the National Association of Purchasing Agents
will be held Oct. 10-13 at Indianapolis. Ind.
International First-Aid and Mine Rescue
Sixth annual event will be held at
Meet.
and 3. under the
St. Louis, Mo.. Sept. 1. 2
auspices of the U. S. Bureau of Mines
and the Red Cross.
all

—
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POPULAR

conception of the coal operators and
the men who mine the coal has the coal "barons"
constantly seeking to oppress the workingman, laboring in the dark and dirt of the mine at constant risk
the
of his life, and has the miner, through his union
strongest in the country fighting for his life at every
turn. As a matter of fact the men who own and manage the coal mines are individually just as close to
their men as the employers in any other large industry, where the paid officials of the unions do not
prohibit, and are in closer touch than many others
where operations are in larger units. In their everyday relations and behind the closed doors of the

—

—

scaie-cr.imittee meetings it is "Jack" and "Tom,"
"Will" and "John," even with the leaders of the union.
A vast number of the operators have risen from the
ranks of the coal diggers and many of the miners
have definite ambitions to be officials of coal companies, if not actual owners of mines. There is ample
opportunity for understanding between the capital
and labor interests in t^e coal industry.
Since the early 90's tne operators and miners in the
organized Central Competitive coal fields have been
bargaining collectively with respect to wages. It is
important to appreciate fully that in this period of
more than twenty years the result of every meeting,
save only that of 1904, has been advances to mine
labor, in most instances general increases in wages.
Not once have the miners been obliged to recede
and in this may be found the reason for the progress
and strength of the United Mine Workers of America.
That the miners since 1896 have each time gained in
their bargaining with capital is no evidence of the
weakness of the operators or of the public. From
1896 to 1920 was a period of gradual but continuous
rise in commodity prices, and labor, whether or not
a commodity, has followed the line of other prices.
But times have changed. The world is now entering a period of indeterminate length in which the
general level of prices and of wages is falling. No
hokus pokus of man-made unionism can withstand the

downward

pressure.

No

beneficent

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing
HALL., Editors.

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

Mhte Wages and Economic Readjustment

A

to

DAWSON

desires

of

coal

operators to maintain wages at or near present levels
will serve to prevent the onward push of economic
forces.
The leaders of the miners' union are extremely able and intelligent men, or they would not
have attained their present positions. At the head of
an organization of labor that has attained strength
through years of winning, these men see possibility
of disaster or disintegration in the prospect of losing,
for it will be losing for them to take a reduction after
their t ositive declarations for increases next spring.
The diplomacy and generalship of these men is even
now and will be taxed in the months and years to come,
in a new era where by no chance can they fatten on

25,

Number

1921

8

but in which their constituents, the coal
miners, may nevertheless live happily and comfortably on less than the present rates of pay.
The operators, on the other hand, having through a
score of j^ears become habituated to granting advances, are looking forward to the necessity of forcing a downward revision of wages. That the retreat
in rates will be considerable is evident, but there will
be no disposition to make it more than necessity requires.
What equipment, what preparations have or
are the operators likely to make looking to a proper
adjudication when the time comes?
Theirs
is the
burden of proof for the first time in twenty-odd years.
The public is feverishly interested in coal miners'
wages and earnings. The public is interested in the
price of coal and is learning the intimate relationship
between wages and the minimum price of coal. For
four years there has not been a coal-mine wage contract negotiated except the public through the government has sat in as a third party. Has the old way
passed out? And if the new way has or has not come,
can we imagine the next wage negotiation being settled
behind closed doors? The next decision will be reached
by feeling out public opinion, and it takes a lot of
ammunition to get results that way.
The operators have a Bureau of Coal Economics in
their national association that can prepare the kind of
data needed or can supervise its collection, but it is
a bureau all dressed up but with no place to go.
Most
of the local operators' associations are equipped for
this sort of work, but they, too, are tied to the post.
After the big strike in 1919 one group of operators
came to bat with a semblance of big-league regalia,
and Illinois is again ready in characteristic Western
style for the ne.xt combat.
It is all well and good to
know "Tom" and "Bill" by their first names but it is
well also to take a leaf from the immediate past in
getting ready for the inevitable next open meeting on
the question of coal miners' wages.
The Illinois
operators have recently adopted a .standard form of
record on which individual records will be kept of
every mine employee with respect to such matters as
rates of pay, semi-monthly earnings, payments to the
union through the check-off, other deductions, and
compensations.
Such comprehensive and detailed
data are costly, but the operators are determined to
match .strength with strength.
gains,

The Art

of Simplicity

EARLY

one morning the special train of the American Institute of Mining Engineers the Institute
bore that title, we believe, in that earlier day pulled

up

at a

of the

—

Kansas stripping.
ears

into

the

tall

—

The guests clambered out
grass,

many

leaving their

morning meal in the diner to grow cold in their
absence.
A walk of a quarter of a mile through the
285
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-swampy meadow, and the crowd rlimheri up onto the

All-A round Edticntion

berm of a strip pit.
The vi.sitors lonked down on one of those huge shovels
which were making Kansas in that day a wonder and
an inspiration to visitors from all parts of the United
Lazily the big excavating machine was taking
States.

VITUPERATION

a shovel load such as a thousand men alone could lift
with their puny hand shovels, was turning slowly round
it and dropping it 90 ft. away with a leisurely
swing that suggested power and indifference.
A Japanese engineer one of the many foreigners
from Japan and China always to be found at such
gatherings, who by their courtesy and willingness to
be pleased and interested make themselves agreeable

with

—

—

even despite their broken English clambered with the
others over the rude bank and remarked "How wonderfully simple are these American devices!"
He did our
American mining methods perhaps too much honor, for
his hearers could not help thinking of our subterranean mines with their interminable gangways and
multiplicity of rooms, with a man or two in each place
in fact with only one, as a rule, in the Middle West.
Surely these give but little evidence of the presence
of the virtues of simplicity and system
mines full of
man-power working perhaps a third of the shift, at
best one-half, and waiting around the rest of the time
wondering if the mine cars are coming or if a wreck,
derailment or merely a piece of mismanagement was
going to delay matters so much that it were best to
hide the tools in the gob, put the oil or carbide in the
box, pick up the dinner pail and go home.
One might
have recalled the places uncut and the loaders quitting,
or the coal not loaded out, and cutters and scrapers
deciding that there was no more work that day, or
again the little crowd around the mine foreman waiting
for him to provide for the bailing of a chamber or
to view a clay spar and fix a price for its loading out.
Truly not all is simple around a coal bank.
The
simplicity of the strip pit, the system regulating its
methods, the overwhelming power of a steam shovel are
models for the underground mine where machinery has
been so ineffectively u.sed that it has too often added
complication rather than simplified a task that in its
nature is by no means involved. Some day we are going
to earn for our underground mines the praise:
"How
wonderfully simple are these American devices!" Cutting machines will be followed by loading equipment
along an extended face, and cars will come in trips to
be loaded, and when filled will travel without stop to
the tipple. Till then we shall continue to debate, What

—

the best size of hand shovel for loading coal, What
the bonum load, and How high should the car be
for the most efficient hand shoveling?
Motion studies
will be made to ameliorate a bad system, whei'eas real
progress can be attained only by a radical change in
is
is

our methods. Eventually we shall make our mines
frankly mechanical and use on the coal only large,
simple and leisurely machinery. In our present mines
we use American hustle and all to little purpose. All
we can say is that at the mines of other countries they
do not do even as well.
Many have hailed the prospect of loading all coal by
machinery but the practice can be made a striking success only by operating these machines as are railroad
excavators, namely, by continuously presenting them
with trips or trains of empty cars or by letting them
dump into a conveyor that will achieve a like result.
all

—
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has been the lot of the coal man
years and the first outbreaks are on the heads of the retail merchants because
they are the direct and intimate contact with the ultiin

most

localities in recent

mate consumer

of coal in greatest

number.

It

is

not

much because

the retail dealers have in most towns
and cities their associations for mutual advantage that
they are publicly condemned.
It is by the fruits of
these organizations they are .judged.
When the price
of coal goes up the obvious inference is that the dealers
so

have combined to put it there.
Indictment by the Grand Jury of Baltimore of members and officers of the Baltimore Coal Exchange, a body
formed to regulate trade questions of inter-relations
between retailers dealing in hard coal, appears to be
the result of a campaign of misstatement in the local
press.
Charges of unfair prices and improper methods
on the part of the members of the Exchange have
figured largely in the situation.
The attorney for one
of the indicted coal men charges that the State's Attorney who directed the action before the Grand Jury
repeatedly showed by his prior statements in the public
press that he had prejudged the case. The indictment
was brought under the common law providing against
combinations in restraint of trade, because there is no
city ordinance or state statute which prevented the
operations of such an organization as the Baltimore
Coal Exchange. Julius Hellweg, the veteran secretary
of the Coal Exchange, appeared before the Grand Jury
and laid the full operations of the body before the
inquest, saying that the exchange had nothing to hide.
He was exempted from indictment by the Grand Jury.
As a matter of fact the whole affair looks like more or
less of a tempest in a teapot, although the State's
Attorney refused to waive the ordinary bail of $500 per
accused because he stated "the charges are so serious."
We do not gather that the indicted men in Baltimore
have or had an association that operates more closely
to the profit and loss account of its members than that
described by the Indianapolis men before the annual
convention of the National Retail Coal Merchants' Association at Richmond this spring, but we have not heard
of the Indianapolis association getting into trouble.
Perhaps the reason is that in the Western city the
association does more than watch the trade practices of
its members; it advertises its service to the consumer.
It has sold the public the idea that this is one association concerned with giving the public a square deal.
Putting a medal on the caps of the truck drivers and
on the equipment not only tells the passing public that
the owner of the truck believes in a square deal, but
it acts as reminder to the employee, just as plastering "CIVILITY" on the sides of the Fifth Avenue
buses in New York promotes that thought in the conductor and chauffeur.
Retail coal merchants are an essential part of the
business organization of every community, but they are
too generally blind to the quasi-public nature of their
business. In so far as they fail to establi.sh proper relations with the public it is incumbent on the producer
and distributor to go over their heads to the people.
The Baltimore dealers may be victims of circumstance,
but more likely their predicament is the result of their
failure to lay their cards on the table before the public before they were called on to show them to the
Grand Jur>^

—
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Lining a Shaft with Concrete and Gunite Without
Interfering with Operation
Concrete Machine-Mixed and Lowered on Cage in Wheelbarrows
During Part of Guniting Operation Gun Was Located on the Surface
And During the Rest of the Work Operated in the Upper Coal Bed
By

R. H. Gillespie*
Vllentown. Pa.

SOMEWHAT

unusual methods were employed

re-

the construction of a permanent selfsupporting lining in the hoisting shaft of No. 1
mine of the Lake Superior Coal Co. at Superior, W. Va.
The sinking of this shaft began in 1906 and was completed, including the placing of the timber lining, as far
185 ft. below the surface
as the Pocahontas No. 4 bed
—in December of that year. Early in the autumn of
1910 it became desirable to increase the depth of the
shaft so that the Pocahontas No. 3 seam of coal, lying
240 ft. below the surface at this point, might be available for mining.
Although the Lake Superior Coal Co. still has a large
acreage of coal in the upper measure, little mining has
been done in the No. 4 bed for a number of years, all
operations being confined to the lower measure. However, in lining the shaft throughout its entire length
with concrete, it was necessary to make ample provision
for the future mining of the upper bed.
cently

in

—

Landslide Discharges Rock Into Shaft

terruptions arising from slow delivery of materials. It
was completed early in January of 1920 the work was
performed without interfering at any time with the
operation of the mine. The new construction work was
done at night, the shaft being utilized for hoisting during the day.
The concrete lining in the upper section of the shaft
was placed first. A shelf was excavated in the solid
rock at a depth of 55 ft. to form the foundation for
the concrete side walls. The work was attacked in sections, the advance being limited in each case to the
distance between a pair of range timbers.
All the
old timber lagging and vertical posts in that section
were removed and trench braces were employed temporarily to take the place of the posts withdrawn.
Steel reinforcement consisting of -4-in. square corrugated bars was then placed.
The horizontal bars were spaced on 6-in. centers,
while those extending vertically and serving merely as
a means for spacing the horizontal members, were
placed on 2-ft. centers. One-inch rough boards function-

For a distance of 45 ft. from the surface the shaft
was sunk through earth, clay and loose rock, the remaining distance to the bottom being through hard rock
bearing a considerable amount of water.
In March,
1914, a serious landslide occurred, coming from the
north, or uphill, side of the shaft.
This closed down
the mine for more than a month.
During this time
the material that slid into the shaft opening was re-

moved and the timber

lining repaired.

One

of the chief

items of repair consisted in filling up in the rear of the
shaft a large cavity made by the moving earth. This
opening extended northward into the hillside a distance
of 20 ft. from the shaft collar and was approximately
35 ft. in depth. More than three carloads of green round
timber were used in the building of cribs adjacent to
the shaft lining on the north side. This structure was
then packed and the remainder of the cavity filled with
loose earth.

The inside dimensions of the original shaft with its
timber lining were 14 x 20 ft., space being provided
for two cage compartments and a pipe gallery. During
the summer of 1919 the condition of the old timber
lining became such as to make extensive repairs,
or the substitution of a new lining, imperative. The
Superior company accordingly entered into a contract
with the Traylor-Dewey Contracting Co., of Allentown,
Pa for the installation of a reinforced-concrete lining
in the upper potion of the shaft and a self-spporting
and reinforced gunite lining from the concrete to the
shaft bottom.
Work on relining the shaft was begun about Oct. 1,
1919, and carried on continuously, except for a few in,

•President, Traylor-Dewey Contracting Co.

FIG.

1.

.SHAFT lining OF

CONCRETE AND GUNITE

On the left i.s shown the lower 185 ft. which is gunited. The
J-m. square bars in the gunite shelf, or ring, are bent alternately
up and down. The section on the right shows the concrete lining
in the upper part of the shaft where support of the sides is
needed.
It also shows at the bottom some of the gunite lining.
\\here the space permits a board is set as backing to the concrete,
and the vacuity back of the board is filled with rock fragments
or other imperishable material as shown in the upper part of the
section on the right.
Where the concreting ended a footing was
cut
the rock to support the lining above.

m
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North Portal
Om

sk\c of shaft
looking noitli from sh;ift
:it

norlli

180-ft.

li-vel.

footings

riou.'i

The
and

viithi'

door slab were cast each

a slnglf opiiatlon. Pier
-<t>»el .ind foi-ins were tllen
in

placed,

each

pier

oonsll-

tuting a monolith. Form.'*
;ind steel were then placed
for roof sliih. wliiili wn.<
1

ri.-it

integrally.

N^^»1^
ing as face forms were then attached to the range
timbers and the concrete compcsed of a mixture of 1
part cement, 2h parts sand and 5 parts broken stone
was lowered in barrows from a Ransome mixer at the
In this hitter operation
top of the shaft and poured.
care was taken to work the concrete well back into
all the irregularities of the rock.

—

Concrete Built up in Five-Foot Sections
In this

manner

the concrete walls were carried up in

range timbers being removed
to them.
In order
that the bottom of the face forms on succeeding sections
might be held more fiiTnly in position, heavy wires were
cast into the upper portion of each concrete slab.
Rectangular wrought-iron plates, i in. thick, were
bent to special shape and cast into the east wall at 5-ft.
intervals to serve as supports for the cage guides. Back
of each a hand-hole recess was formed in the concrete
to permit of easy access when renewal of the guides
became necessary. Each end of the bunton timbers
was fitted with a 6 x 12-in. steel plate, 3 ft. long, bent
and bolted to these members so as to form a 6 x 42-in.
projection which rested in the recesses provided in the
concrete walls. The new buntons were installed as the
walls were carried upward; being placed as a rule about
12 in. below the old buntons.
Throughout the portion of the shaft driven through
the earth and loose rock all the old timber cribbing
and packing that had been placed after the landslide
.sections 5 ft. in height, the

was brought up

as the concrete

Openinq
to olrvin

was removed

to serve as a footing to the hill slope

in

advance by the men constructing the new walls. In its
stead other material mostly ashe.s was used to fill the
void.
The removal of the old timber proved to be a
particularly dirty, tedious and dangerous operation, as
every kind of wood refuse was encountered, including
many green logs and in some instances stumps of trees.
As soon as the concrete walls had risen above the firm
rock rough back forms were provided so as to make
When
the thickness of the walls not less than 10 in.
these walls were poured all space back of them was comA coating of gunite, about
pactly filled with ashes.

—

—

1-in. in thickness, was then shot over the inner concrete
surface for the purpose of filling any voids that existed.
In this manner the surface was thoroughly sealed and
made waterproof.

Gunite Shelves at Ten-Foot Intervals
As has been already mentioned, the

section of the
shaft that had been sunk through the rock was lined
The methods
with self-supporting reinforced gunite.
employed in this construction consisted of building at
10-ft. intervals, or immediately above every second
range timber, a gunite shelf approximately 10-in. in
thickness. This ledge was constructed on all four sides

The work was accomplished by drilling
of the shaft.
in the rock at horizontal intervals of about
1 j-in. holes
1-ft.,

into

which were grouted

,'-in.

bars, bent and hooked in such a
ciently to take up the tension and

square corrugated

manner

as most effiengage the reinforce-

—

for

South Portal
At ISO-tt. level, on
south side of shaft
looking south from
.shaft.

On

left

is

shown

appearance
whore rock permits
square construction
and the concreting

method where the
rock

follows

the

heavy dotted line.
For cross - sections
and erection methods see Fig.

2.

Reinf. gunift slab a/orfg
of shaft coverec/
rvanhote for access

.v^est stole
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spaced from 6 to 12 in. apart and covered with tar
No. 13 expanded metal or ".steelcrete," which
formed the reinforcing for the slabs, was then put in
place and i^ecurely fastened to the bar or bolt anchors
already mentioned.
The gunite slabs then were shot to a finished thickness
of 3 in. with the cement gun operating under an air
pressure of from 30 to 50 lb. per square inch.
The
gunite was composed of one part cement and three
parts of well-screened sand. As in the case of the concrete lining, recesses were formed in the gunite for
all bunton supports, as well as hand holes at all guide
fastenings along the east side of the shaft.

^U bars to ex*rnc(

from top of floor ^n. ,. ,
,.
shb and pro,ed- '<-"W'" ofpartinq mlk<\

paper.

Footing Piers Built Out From No. 4 Bed

Where the

FIG.

4.

Thi.« illustration

SECTION B-B IX Fl<^^
A.V!l
shows how the portals Jir. brought out

to thi-

edge of the shaft and are bedded with antliors

to the rock at tluthe gunite of that part of the shaft below
the 180-ft. level is hung as a curtain from the portal and is sustaincil by a gunite ring or shelf.

side

sliaft

ment

:

also

how

in the gunite slabs

that

were

to

—

shaft intersected the No. 4 bed
180 ft.
below the surface four concrete footing piers, each 14
in. wide and extending from 4 to 7 ft. from the shaft
line into the heading, were constructed on each side of
the shaft.
As these piers had to be cantilevered beyond the edges of the rock in order to reach the shaft
lines, they were heavily reinforced in their top sections
and anchored to the floor with steel bars set deep in

be constructed

later.

—

the rock. On these piers a reinforced-concrete landing
slab 8 in. thick was constructed.
Superimposed on the
slab and directly over the cantilevered footing piers,

concrete piers 10 in. in thickness and extending from
the shaft line into the heading from 4 to 6-ft. were
built.

Rough shooting forms were then

placed

and the

with a cement gun.
The faces of the
shelves were left rough and about 2u in. in rear of that
In providing for drainage, an
of the finished lining.
opening was formed in each shelf on each of the four
sides of the shaft by casting in a short piece of 3-in.
shelves

shot

The

piers

support

a

reinforced-concrete roof slab
up the roof at the shaft and
the gunite lining at the top of the portals.
In order
that this type of construction might be the more easily

which serves both

to hold

pipe or a wooden box 4-in. square.

Where Rock Was Broken Brackets Were Built
When rock was encountered that had been shattei-ed
from the finished lining as to make this tj-pe
of shelf construction impractical, heavy brackets were

so far back

cast.
These were generally of concrete and thoroughly
anchored to the rock by means of f-in. corrugated bars
that had been previously grouted into holes drilled for
that purpose.
From bracket to bracket a reinforcedgunite beam was formed. This, as a rule, was about
10-in. wide and of varying depth, depending on the

length of the span.
Into the inner face of the beam
A X 5-in. machine bolts were cast with heads projecting
1

in. to

permit of fastening the reinforcement of the

lining slab.
All wooden posts were then removed so that the range
timbers were supported by the 1-in. material used for
backing during the shooting operation.
Forms were
placed for gunite posts at the bunton ends and at the

center of the east side of the shaft the latter to provide a body of gunite within which the iron guide supports could be embedded. Where the posts intersected
the range timbers 4 in. was cut away from their back
so that the posts would be continuous from shelf to
shelf.
The thinner sections of the posts or the points
where they crossed the range timbers were reinforced
;

with

;-in. steel

bars.

OVERCAST KECEIVINU AIR FRO.M HEADING ON
RIGHT AND DELIVERING IT TO SH.\FT
ABOVE PORTAL

E.XPANDED Metal Reinforces Gunite Lining

Backing or shooting forms were made of rough 1-in.
lumber nailed to cleats attached to the range timbers or
wedged against the gunite shelving. These boards were

-Vll columns are 12 in. square and e.\t.-nd from tiuck to roof
xcept those numbered
and 6, whicli extend to gunite Boor onlv.
bars in the columns extend 6 in. into tli.- rock bottom.
."j

Th
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} x 5-in. anchor bolts were cast in place
with heads projecting, to which was fastened the exThis means of
panded-metal lining reinforcement.
support for the lining likewise is providea in the face
Cut-off walls
of the end piers and the landing slabs.
were constructed at the back of the landing slabs;
these extended down to the rock floor to prevent mine
waste from falling down the shaft and behind the
lining.
Upon removing the forms from the reinforced
concrete, all accessible surfaces were sealed off with a
thin coating of gunite.
Where the shaft intersected the No. 3 bed 240 ft. below the surface concrete was built from the mine floor
In this instance, howto the roof as in the bed above.
ever, the gunite shaft lining terminated 10 ft. above
the roof, as the last 10 ft. of the shaft was lined with a
concrete wall.
This lower section was constructed in
the same manner as the wall near the surface, e.xcept
that the reinforcing rods which were used in the
upper sections were in this case ommitted.

carried out,

—

—

Water Conducted Freely Behind Lining
When the relining work was started the shaft was
wet, particularly the upper 50 ft. of its
After the work had been completed no water
was to be found inside the lining excepting that resulting from leaking steam pipes and from condensaAll the water reaching the shaft was drained
tion.
from shelf to shelf and finally led from the lowest shelf
through a pipe to a sump where pumps were located.
The intake air current of this mine passes down an
airshaft and after circulating through the workings
returns through a crosscut leading directly to the hoist.
In the past no definite steps had been taken to prevent
this flow of gas-laden air from coming in contract with
the wires serving the electric locomotives. At the bottom of the shaft an overcast was constructed to permit the return air to pass to and up the hoist shaft
in such a way as to avoid touching the electric wires
furnishing power for the operation of the mine.
At the north side of the shaft bottom and opposite
the entrance of the crosscut mentioned, six concrete
columns each 12-in. square were constructed in such
locations as not to interfere with the mine tracks and
On these columns, together with the
car clearances.
piers supporting the north side of the shaft lining,
These in turn
reinforced-gunite beams were built.
supported a reinforced-gunite floor 3-in. in thickness at
such a height above the floor of the mine as to give a
clearance of 6 ft. 6 in. over the tracks, leaving a height
of from 3i to 5 ft. between overcast floor slab and
e.xtremely
length.

mine roof.
The lower half of the crosscut was shut off by the
construction of a concrete wall extending from the track
level to the floor of the overcast, so that

the space above

that floor could be utilized for the admission of the air.
An opening was left in the wall for access; this was
The balance of the overfitted with a large plate door.

was then enclosed by gunite walls extending from
the floor to the roof, with the single exception of the
shaft side. Thus the gas-laden air passes by way of
an overcast to the hoisting shaft.

cast

Lined 135 Lineal Ft. With Gun o.n Surface
While sinking to a depth of 135 ft. from the ground
level the cement gun was located on the surface, only
the nozzle being in the shaft.
For the remainder of
the work the gun was moved down to the landing at

Vol. 20, No. 8

the Xo. 4 bed, being supplied with cement and sand
lowered on the cage.
It is believed that the old range timbers left in place
will rot and in time fall to the shelf below.
As this
distance, however, will in no case be as great as 10 ft.,
no damage is e.xpected. Because of the nature of the
work and the difficulties and hazard encountered, progress was necessarily slow.
F'ractically all of the wcrk
had to be done from the cage and as its floor dimensions
were but 7 x 12 ft., it was only in rare instances that
more than four men could be employed to advantage
simultaneouslv.

Bureau of Mines and Carnegie Tech. Studv
Constitution of Coal and Corrosion

UNDER

a co-operative agreement with the U. S.
Bureau of Mines, work on fellowship problems on
the "Constitution of Coal" and "Acid-Resisting Equipment for Use in Coal Mines" has just been begun at the

Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitt.sburgh, Pa.
The research work on the constitution of coal

will

consist especially of the microscopic study of the Freeport coal bed with a view to the economic utilization
of the bone and canne! coal constituents. This problem

undertaken by A. W. Voorhees, who holds the
degrees of B. Sc. from Rutgers College and M. S. in
geology from Princeton University. Mr. Voorhees, as
a research fellow at the Idaho School of Mines in 1920,
worked on flotation problems in the Coeur d'Alene
region.
In his collegiate work he specialized in chemistry, economic geology and petrology, and did special
work on the preparation of thin sections.
The problem on acid-resisting equipment for use in
coal mines will include the collection of samples of
mine water from various bituminous coal mines and
the determination of the degree of acidity; a survey
of the acid-resisting materials available for use in coal
mines, and tests on the acid-i-esisting materials selected
on the basis of this survey. This problem will be undertaken by George M. Enos, who holds the degree of
B. S. in metallurgical engineering from the South
Dakota School of Mines. Mr. Enos acted as analytical
assistant at the mining experiment station of the_South
Dakota School of Mines in 1920, and has contributed a
paper on "A Volumetric Method for the Determination
of Tungsten" to the technical press.
will be

Suffolk Quicksand Menaces a

Dunmore Mine

of Mines Seward E. Button, of the Department
of Mines, Pennsylvania, acting upon the complaint of
the Pennsylvania Coal Co., Dunmore. that the mining methods of the Suffolk Coal Co., whose property adjoins that
of the complainant, will result in letting water and quicksand into the workings of the Pennsylvania company, has
appointed a commission to investigate and make a report.
On the commission are Inspectors Augustus McDade, 7th
Frank
district, in which the two companies are located:
Kittle, 13th district, and Joseph Walsh, 14th district.
preliminary inspection has been completed and the inspectors have within the past week held a conference with
Chief Button, who sent the commission back to the mines
for a further investigation. A report is also expected soon
from the commission which was named to investigate
eonditions at Lansford.

CHIEF

A

A second edition of the reprints of three articles by
Dr. H. M. Payne on Tidewater Coal Pools, appearing in
Coal Age in March of this yeur, is vow ready for distribution.
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Guarding Transfoiniers and Rotaries from Overload and
Entire Installation from Lightning and Surges*
—

—

Fuses on Transformers Where to Place Fuse Cutouts Bad Rail Bonds
Cause Armature Burnouts How to Test Bonds Testing Overspeed
Devices Four Lightning and Surge Arresters and Their Advantages

—

—

—

By

B. F.

Faiitiioiit,

MANY

instances transformer fuses of improper
It is often argued by those
installations that when fuses of
proper size are put in place they will not hold and
consequently are no good. In many instances the capacity of the fuses is so much increased that when shortcircuits occur on the load side of the transformer the
fuses do not blow, and as a result this piece of equip-

IN

size

are

installed.

who make such

ment

is

burned

out.

always possible to employ
the current rating of the trans-

It is not

fuses corresponding to
formers, but those of the lowest rating capable of carrying the load under normal conditions should be used.
Where motors and other equipment requiring high
starting current are connected to the load side of a
transformer it is necessary to use fuses rated higher
than would be employed for plain lighting service. If
at all possible fuses rated according to the recommendations of the transformer manufacturers should be
employed. In installing pole-type transformers it has
been found convenient to place the porcelain fuse cut•Seooiul installment of article rcnii before the West Virginia
Coal ilining Institute at its Fairmont meeting, Jime 7. 19:;i, and
entitled "Protection of Electric Equipment in Coal Mining Service."
The first installment appeared last week and was entitled
"How to Cruard Electric Equipment by Fuses, Starting Devices.
Independent and Tie Circuit Breakers,"
i-Superintendept, Power and "Mechanical Department. W^est Virginia Division, The Consolidation Coal Co.

Lightning
Arresters at

Shaft Station
These are horn-gap
arresters which in
this
case
protect
three 250 kva. transformers
stationed

below them, which
step down the current from 22,000 to
2.200 volts and fuinish
to a

power

motor-generator set
supplying direct
current for a 1.400
hp., direct - current
hoist motoi-.
This
is one of the plants
of the Consolidation
Coal Co.

GRiMMf
W. Va.
the end of the bottom cross arm, making
of the same length as the one at the top. With
this arrangement fuses can be replaced without danger.
Choke coils are made and suspended between the bottom
and top cross arms, and lightning arresters are installed on the top arm.

outs

on

this

arm

Copper Fuses Better

Than

Le.^d or

Aluminum

Where open wire fuses are used on horn gaps

it has
been found that copper wire gives better service than
those made of either lead or aluminum, with either of
which an electrolytic action is set up between the dissimilar metals.
When tightening down the setscrews
either lead or aluminum wii-es ai-e damaged more easily
than copper. One large copper wire is better than two
small ones, as it has more mechanical strength. There
are now on the market fuse wires inclosed in glass
tubes to protect them from impurities in the atmosphere; heavy copper terminals are provided. My company has tried out a few of these and they have been
found to yield highly satisfactory results.
A frequent cause of armature burnouts is low voltage as the result of inadequate track bonding and poor
joints in feeder wires.
Frequent voltage readings
should be taken at all working places in the mine. A
convenient and rapid method of locating lengths of
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upon the overspeed switch of the rotary converter or
upon iho diri'ct-current circuit breaker.
To prevent bearing burnouts use an oil of proper
grade, which should be changed often enough to suit
the operating conditions.
Bearing thermostat relays
are considered a good investment.
To prevent the
possibility that the rotary converter will run on single
phase owing to line trouble, and that it may continue
to run for a length of time sufficient to overheat the
armature, inverse time or thermal rela.vs should be

installed.

Four Lightning anu Surge Arresters
To protect the insulation of machinery and transmission lines from damage by lightning, arresters
must be provided. These should be capable of conducting to the ground the excessive energy arising from
lightning or surges. Space will not permit a complete
descrijition of all types of these devices, but a brief
delineation will be given of some of the best-known
varieties now in use.
These include the electrolytic,
oxide-film, horn-gap and liquid-rheostat types.
Electrolytic lightning arresters consist of a series of
aluminum trays stacked up inside an iron tank. Each
tray is partly filled with the electrolyte, the remaining
space being filled with oil to prevent evaporation. One
cell is i)rovided for each 250 to 280 volts of normal
line potential.
Each single-phase set of trays is con-

HOKN-GAF

AKRK.STEK.'< T'liOTECT l;.\XK OF
22,000/2,200 VOLT TRANSFORMERS
alternating current passfi.i through
to a rotary convf-rter installed inside the mine.
Thi-

2,2fln-volt

:>U

:i

KVA.
Ijornhole

improperiy or inadequately bonded track is to mea.sure
the voltage drop on 1,000 joints of track, u.sing suitable
portable resistance or other equipment which will draw
sufficient current to cause an appreciable voltage drop
on the section of track being tested.
The method employed by the Consolidation Coal Co.
in making this test is to use a haulage locomotive to
draw the desired current. Either a loaded trip can be
coupled to this machine or the brakes can be set so
that the desired current will be consumed.
Simultaneous voltage and current readings are taken. If a
voltage drop on the track is discovered arising from
other loads in the mine such as mining machines, pumps
and the like, this voltage reading is deducted from that
taken while the locomotive is in motion.

Rotary Converter Must Be Well Protected
Three causes of serious burnouts of rotary converter
Failure of overspeed devices,
armatures have been
bearing burnouts and operation on single phase.
To
:

lessen

the likelihood of

failure

of

overspeed devices

weekly tests should be made upon them.

Of course,
these devices are required only at installations where
two or more rotary converters operate simultaneously.
The necessary test can be easily made by tripping the
oil circuit breaker on the alternating-current side of
the machine and letting it continue to run from the
direct-cui-rent side, weakening the field if necessary
to cause overspeeding.
Such devices usually are arranged to operate at 15
If the overspeed device fails
per cent above normal.
to trip the direct-current circuit breakers at the proper
speed, the necessary adjustments should be made either

TOWER CONTAINING TRANSFORMER.S PROTECTED
ET HORN-GAP SWITCH AND LIGHTNING ARRESTER

STEEL,

tran.sformer.'! are of the indoor type ind eonsequently are
The .secondaries
covered by sheet iron at the .^iides and .above.
of the tran.sforniers are connected to a three-conductor leadcovered .steel-ai-niored cable leading through a borehole to a pump
inside the mine, tlie disrliarge pipe of which can be .seen under

Thp

the towef.
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nected to a line wire through an air pap.
This gap
should be shorted every few days, causing the arresters
to discharge and build up an insulating film on each
tray. When high voltage occurs on the line the air gap
is jumped and the current breaks through the insulat\\Tien normal potential is
ing film on the trays.
restored, the insulating film prevents further di-scharge
of current.
Arresters should be thoroughly overhauled once each
year. Experience shows that a certain amount of rust
accumulates on the inside of the iron tanks even though
Some of this rust has been
they be filled with oil.
found in the trays. The Consolidation Coal Co., when
it made its spring overhauling, painted the inside of
the tanks with shellac. It is hoped that this will prevent further rusting.

Horn-Gap Arresters Cheap But Efficient
The cheapest form

of lightning arrester is the horn
yet the results it gives are quite satisfactory.
The arresters consist of an air horn gap connected
to the ground.
A suitable resistance in series with the
This allows current to be
air gap often is provided.
discharged to the ground when high voltages come upon
When normal line voltage is restored the
the line.
resistance is sufficient to help cut down the flow of
current. The discharge is interrupted also by the arc
following up the horns of the air gap.
An auxiliarj' air horn gap often is provided which
allows discharge to go to the ground in case the resistance becomes broken or in case of insufficient capacity
The air gaps connected to
of the resistance elements.
the lines should be made small. In fact they should be
just large enough to prevent discharges from being
Frequent inspections should be made
too numerous.
of the resistance elements.
The Bennett surge arrester consists of a tank filled
with water with a tube extending fi-om the top down
through the middle to a point near the bottom. An

gap,

293

electrode extends through the cover aJid makes contact
The
with the surface of the water within the tube.
line wire connects to an air gap in series with the top
electrode.

In case of high voltage on the line, due either to a
switching surge or to lightning, the current jumps
across the air gap and discharges into the water in the
tank.
As a result st^eam is generated, and the level
of the liquid in the middle tube is forced down until
the water is separated from the top electrode a sufficient distance to extinguish the arc.
Discharge is interrupted also by an arc following
up the horns of the air gap connected to the line wire.
The conductivity of the water should be sufficient to
draw enough current to cause an arc to travel up the
air gap horns a distance of three or four inches
when they are "shorted" with normal line voltage.
If necessary a small quantity of salt may be added to
The width of the horn gaps should be
the water.
adjusted to the lowest value that will prevent slight
surges from causing a discharge but should be made
such as will allow all dangerous surges to arc over.
Provision must be made to prevent the water from
freezing in cold weather, and to this end heating coils
can be furnished with these arresters. It is necessary
that suitable voltage be provided for the energizing
In some instances additional transof these coils.
foi-mers must be installed to supply energ>- of the correct potential to the heating coils.

Protect Oil Circuit Breaker Bushings

At the Hutchinson central substation of the Consolidation

Coal

Co.

much

from the breakage

trouble

has

been

experienced

of oil circuit breaker bushings dur-

ing line disturbances on its four main circuits. When
a "short" would occur on one line and the oil circuit
breaker would trip out, a switching surge on the common high-tension bus would cause a bushing failure on
the bus side of one of the oil circuit breakers connected

Two Banks

of

Transformers
lioth

have hom-gap

lightning arresters.

One bank
formers

of tran.ssteps the

down

for
u.^e of rotary converters,
the other

current

bank

reduces the
voltage of the current to supply a
2,200

The

-

volt

service.

transformers
are of the outdoor
type.
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common bus. This would .sometimes happen to
the breaker that opened and sometimes to one adjoinAfter a careful study of the causes of the
ing it.
bushing failures, it was decided to try out Bennett
surge arresters. These were connected to the common
22,000-volt bus to which the four oil circuit breakers
to the

are connected.
A short time after

these

arresters

were

installed

another bushing failed on the bus side of one of the

The connections were traced out
and it was found that this hushing was connected to
a high-tension bus which was in turn connected to
a Bennett surge arrester element having a weak salt
solution.
This arrester element was directly under the
22.000-volt buses, and the solution had been left weak
while the arresters were being tried out, as it was
feared that this element might draw such a heavy arc

oil

circuit breakers.

that

it

would hold on long enough

to

be carried into

the 22,000-volt buses.

After this bushing failure the strength of the soluSince that time there have been
tion was increased.
no more bushing failures, although several highly electrical storms have occurred accompanied by heavy line
disturbances.
The arresters were installed Feb. 20,
1921, and the first bu.shing failure occurred about April
Although during the present trial period
16, 1921.
heavy line disturbances have been experienced, the test
has not been of suflRcient duration to prove that the
devices installed are adequate to i)revent further bushing failures. The arresters are placed inside a brick
building, where there is little danger that the water
It is the intention, however, to install
will freeze.
electric heating elements before next winter.
Oxide-film arresters consist of stacks of flat wafershaped elements, each of which were rated at 300 volts.
Each element consists of an annular porcelain ring
A metal plate is clamped to
filled with lead oxide.
each side of the ring, its inner surface coming in contact with the lead oxide, while its outer surface is
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coated with an insulating material.
In series with
each stack of elements is a sphere air gap connected
to

the line.

When high

voltage breaks down the sphere gaps, the
stacks of wafer-shaped elements have full line voltage
impressed upon them. The insulating coating on the
metal disks is punctured and current flows through the
lead oxide.
Red lead and litharge are formed and deposited on the surface of the metal plates. As red lead
and litharge possess insulating qualities, the discharge
is arrested by the time normal line voltage is restored.
\ew punctures are made upon the next discharge. The

arresters are fit for service so long as the surfaces of
the disks have not, everywhere, been punctured.
The manufacturers state that this type of arrester
has been in constant ser\'ice for six years without any
It will be necesnoticeable change in its effectiveness.
sary, of course, to renew the disks in time, and a test-

ing device

is

furnished with these arresters.

Relative Advantages of Fotm Arrester Types

The approximate relative prices of the above-mentioned lightning arresters for 22,000-volt three-phase
service, which is the standard in the Fairmont fields,
Electrolytic, 100; oxide film, 95i;
are as follows:
Bennett liquid type, 63; air horn gap with choke
coils,

12.

requires practically no
could be used in more
installations than can the electrolytic type. These, however, should be tested after each lightning season. This
The
is a simple operation, requiring but little time.
oxide-film arrester should require less attention than the
Bennett liquid type, which is subject to freezing. It is
also necessary to inspect the water level of the latter
type occasionally. A film of oil is kept on the surface

As the

attention

oxide-film

it

arrester

would seem that

it

of the water to prevent evaporation, but as steam is
generated each time the arrester discharges, the water
levpl is Viound to fall

even though slowly.

High -Tension

Room
iln the left wiU be
seen three Bennett

Sure

i;
Anester.s.
by
manufactured
the Electro .Service
Marietta.
of
Co..
The arrester
Ga.
farthest in the reaiground i.s directly
under the 22,000-

volt

bu.'i.

Oil circuit

breakers with curtransformer.^
rent
two outgoing
for
circuits are to be
seen in the rear of
the room.

.
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Death Rate Per Coal-Mine Employee Lower
Than Ever in Great Britain

Sfo+ior.ary horn-

Vcpor

vcnf-

Ekcf-rode rod

Bushing

cc»/7

A COMPARISON

•-

—

•

"JL

Bushing. .-.J

^

^'•Locknut

\

^'Elecfrode

/'

rlc^mp

Caije glass'

'Carbon eleclrodc
'Wafer solution-

felMtS
Drain pivq-..

,

^•Ground connection

-^:^^-^
CROSS-SECTION" OF

of the following table with statistics
of American accidents shows that accidents in Great
Britain kill a low percentagre of its mine workers, but as the
British produce only a small quantity of coal per person
employed the blood toll of the production is higher than
ours 4.11 per million short tons against 3.50.
The statistics relating to the number of coal-mine workers
in the United States in 1920 and in fact in 1919 have not yet
been received, but the U. S. Geological Survey estimates the
number at 77.S,000 persons. Estimating that 21.5762 per
cent were surface workers, as in 1918, there should be
167,216 surface workers and 607,784 persons engaged underground. Taking these figures, the ratio of fatal accidents
from firedamp and coal dust to 1,000 underground workers
would be 0.2698; the ratio from falls of ground would be
1.8543; that from shaft accidents 0.0921; that from miscellaneous underground accidents 1.1846.
The number of
fatal accidents per one thousand underground workers
would be 3.4008. The same fatalities for surface workers
would be 1.1542 and for underground and surface workers
conjointly 2.9161. All these numbers exceed those in Great
Britain, as may be seen by comparing them with the bottom
line of the table.

—

Bushing flc^n^cA
Tank cover-—
Oil film--"

BEXXETT LIQUID SURGE ARRESTER

Th.' current passing down the electrode rod to tlif carbon electrode reaches the water which it evaporates, thus cutting off the
flow of current soon after its establishment.
The condensation
of tlie steam causes the water to return to its formi-r level ready
for any new surge of current.

THOUSAND PERSONS
EMPLOYED AND PER MILLION TONS MINED,
AS COMPARED WITM AMERICAN FIGURES
— Death-Rate from Accidents per 1,000 Employees —

BRITISH F.\TAL ACCIDENTS PER

As the air horn gap arrester is so much cheaper than
any of the other types mentioned, it seems logical to use
installations.
This arrester
this variety on most
should be inspected at least once a week during the
The Consolidation Coal
season of electrical storms.
Co. has

one substation attendant

who

inspects

.

.

5 c.^

after

each lightning storm all arresters of this type installed
New rein the substation of which he has charge.
sistance tubes are installed when necessary. The setting
of the air gaps on these arresters gets out of adjustment occasionally, and the spacing of the gaps accordingly should be checked up at least once ever>' year.

Mine Tracks Improper Ground for Arresters
Ground

connections for all types of lightning
arresters should receive careful attention. The ground
wire should lead to the earth plate in the most direct
path possible. The importance of having an adequate
and permanent ground should not be overlooked. It is
not considered safe to connect the ground side of a
lightning arrester to mine tracks.
Lightning discharges through such tracks might start serious fires.
In conclusion I wish to emphasize the importance of
frequent inspections and tests of all protective devices.
As stated above, it is often possible to create the conditions that the protective devices are intended to guard
against.
By imposing such conditions upon these deIt
vices their reliability of operation can be tested.
is much cheaper to try out the pi-otective devices than
it is to pay repair bills for electrical equipment and
sustain heavy losses resulting from unnecessary shutdowns. Serious injuries to life may also be prevented
by making proper inspections and adjustments to protective devices and equipment.
In practically all cases it is better for the mine electrician to occupy himself inspecting protective devices
and the condition of equipment in general than to spend

time on actual repair work. By putting in the time
on inspection that is usually spent in making repairs the
cost of enough supplies to pay the elect ician's salary
can be saved. In addition to this there would be a big
economy, for the equipment can be kept running.
his
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A New Domestic and MetalliirfiicalFuel Made

Cokinir Aiilhracile Fines with Coal-Tar Pitch'
Heavier, Denser, Tougher, Stronger and Slower to Burn than Coke
Can Be Made Low in Ash and Sulphur
Is Superior to Anthracite
Seventeen Per Cent of Pitch Used -Coking Period is Seventeen Hours

—

By Donald Markle
llazli-ton.

AXTHRACOAL

anconsists of small
thracite in a matrix of practically pure carbon,
derived from the distillation of coal-tar pitch
JL
It is a hard, dense, homoor' other suitable bitumen.
geneous mass, with a silvery luster and its color varies
from silvery to grayish black. When pushed from the
oven, it develops only partly the fingerlike structure
particles

of

fX

X

Fi

services of

him

W. H.

Blauvelt,
Co.

Semet-Solvay
experiments.
the

were obtained and through
became interested in the

ular fracture, similar to anthracite, but with very little
fines.. Due to its density, anthracoal is harder, tougher,

Inasmuch as the success of anthracoal will depend
not only on the large scale upon which it is manufactured but also on its salability, the tests at Syracuse
were made to duplicate, as far as possible, actual comAlthough the apparatus was not
mercial conditions.
designed for this purpose and the ovens were rather
obsolete, sufficient anthracoal was made on a large scale
to indicate that the process is practicable and that the
only difliculties are of a mechanical nature that can

and stronger than coke.

be remedied.

of coke; but. unlike coke,
When
in blocky -masses.

passed through crushing

has a tendency to remain
struck with a hammer or

it

rolls,

it

breaks with an irreg-

made by

the blast-furnace department, of the Bethlehem Steel Co., on two barrels
of anthracoal are given in Table I.
Both the shatter tests and the hardness number
indicate that anthracoal is an extremely tough, hard

The

results of a test

material that is eminently fitted to resist rough hanAnthracoal can be made
dling, crushing, and abrasion.
in a coke oven upon the same large scale as bituminous
coke and can be produced with little greater expense;
therefore it should prove a tremendous factor in utilizIts coming the anthracite culm now going to waste.
mercial development is the outcome of experiments,
in 1914, in the chemistry laboratory at Lehigh
University. In the development of the process, the

made

Anthracoal has
lAHLK

I.

by tests and actual

demonstrated,

ON ANTHUACl)AI,

UKSUI.TS OF SH.\TTER TESTS

\ND COKE

—

Anthruconi
Sorond

Good nlast-Furnm-u
Coke

yir.--t

Te?t
Moisture, per cent

Barrel

Barrel

77

76

I'nder 5, variiition
over 3 points

iiol

Sieve Test:

Through
Through

per cent.
screen, per rent.
screen, per cent

Over

2-in. screen, per
Shatter Te.st:
Through 2-in. screen,

.\sh,

-

.

cent

per cent.
Tlirough 1-in. screen, per cent.
Through 5-in. screen, per cent.
Over 2-in. srreen. per cent

Hardne.'iS
.Analysis:

7

2-in. screen,

I-in.
'I'lirougli }-in.

number

percent

Sulphur, per cent
Volatile matter, percent
t..

.

71

29

7

137

156

93
92 29

08
92 71

10 06

12

40

2.66
1.80

2

06
26

86 40

86

I

1

64

1

17

77
82 59

I'ndcr 8

Under

16

-

,

16

Inder 40
Over 60

10

16 48
10
27
85 25
1

OverSI
Under
Under
i

1

0.95

ivi- 87

Anthracoal
The

new

for anthracite
by cokinpr a

ground

rival

made
well-

mixture of

anthracite fines and

Kxas
here
pushed from oven.

coal-t-ar pitch.

hibited

Though byproduct.s
can be recovered
hardly
will
they
pay for the expense of ri-covi-ry.
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Several
use, its excellent qualities as a domestic fuel.
carloads of anthracoal were shipped to different retail
dealers, who reported that the customers were satisfied

with the product and had no difiiculty in burning it.
Also, anthracoal commanded the same price as the best
anthracite, and the customers to whom it was sold
asked for more.

TABLE

II.

.\N.4LYSIS

OF ANTHRACOAL IN COKE 0\'ENS AT
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Krouiui with
Its analysis

TABLE

the
is
IV.

2

2bO

Melting point. di-Krirs F..
Fixed carbon, per cent
Volatile matter, per cent
.\»b. per cent

26S

Oil
44 55
54 il
95

.\N.\LYSES

M.vn'.lU.M.

Klake PiUh, No.

I

per cent
Fiiedcarbon. per cent...
Volatile matter, per cent.
per
cent
.\sh.
V.

i)rei)ariition.

OF CIL.M LSKl)
ANTIlRACnM

, nj
5} U8
in

J

MANTFAnriii; nK

IN

55

'.51
74 22
19 27

6 52
77 85
15 63

7 42
69 6
22 98

100 00

100 00

100 00
tl
26

100 00

6 06

Volatile ninttiT, per cent
Filed carbon, per cent

7i4'»

Ash percent

19

.Sulphur, per rent

'9*

culm used from the
Loree breaker ran 18.96 per cent ash; the volatile matThe sulphur
ter ranged from 7.42 to 6.52 per cent.
All the culm used
varied from 1.26 to 2..5 per cent.
passed through a ..\-in. round-mesh screen and was
taken from the fresh-mined side of Loree breaker,
hence it was lower in ash than the regular run of culm,

The average ash content

of the

which contains about 35 to 40 per cent ash.
Many tests were made, both in the laljoratuiy and
in the ovens on a large scale, to learn the proper fineness of the pitch-culm mi.xture that would produce the
The first ovens pushed were made
best anthracoal.
from a mi.xture of culm-pitch that had not been ground.
That is, the culm was in the same state of fineness as
when received from the mines. The anthracoal produced
was hard, coarse, and had a bright silvery luster.
Each separate particle of culm could be readily seen;
the anthracoal, however, had a decided tendency to
scale and particles of culm would easily rub off, showing that if this material were to be .shipped much fine
material would result, which would prove most unBy grindsatisfactory to both dealer and consumer.
ing the pitch and culm together, so as to reduce the
larger particles of culm, a dense, homogeneous, strong
anthracoal was made that gave no signs of attrition
and withstood the roughest handling. Besides, the
grinding gave a much better mixing of the materials
than could be accomplished otherwise and resulted in
A screen test of the culm as
a very uniform product.
received from the mines is as in Table VL
TAnLE
Culm

VI.

Mix

Pitch-Culni

Before Grinding

Per

111

60-meah
8&-mc9b

\j,.

:0->.ric.sh

)a

7 57

48 15
28 40
6 15
3 60

O"

4 45

200-mesh
Througl. 200 nicsh

1

58

On
On
On
On
On
On

After Clrinding
Per
Per

Per

Cent

Cent

Cent

20-nie?li

2 73
31.11
28 76

2 30
23 20
26 93
10 00
6 90

3 20
24 40
27 06
9 65
5 61

10

19 23
10 85

40-me9h
60-nie..,h

80-niesh
lOO-nie.sh

200-rucsh.

.

.

Through 200-ine4.

7

32

3

71

22 04
4

33

15
15

07

A comparison of these tests shows that little grinding is required to get the mixture to the proper fineThe fineness necessary for pulverness for charging.
ized fuel is not desired.
of bituminous coal, prior to
being charged into the oven, was 43.5 lb., the weight
of 1 cu.ft. of the pitch-culm mixture containing 83 per
cent culm and 17 per cent pitch prior to charging was

The weight of

1

cu.ft.

That is, the same
volume of pitch-culm mixture weighs 35 per cent more
than the same volume of bituminous coal; therefore,
a little over 7 tons of pitch-culm mixture could be
charged into the same oven as 5.3 tons of bituminous
59

lb.,

depending on the quality of the coal. In practice,
the volatile matter is not driven off, a certain small
percentage being precipitated as free carbon, which
passes into the coke, thereby increasing the weight of
the coke about 2 or 3 per cent; thus, a 32 per cent

cent.,

or a difference of 15.5

volatile coal,

coke,

instead of giving a yield of 68 per cent

would give 70 or 71 per

cent.

When

using the pitch-culm mixture similar results
arc obtained.
The mixture containing 17 per cent pitch
and 83 per cent culm has 15 per cent volatile matter;
therefore the theoretical yield of anthracoal should be
85 per cent. But as some of the volatile matter is
precipitated as carbon the actual yield is 87 per cent.
An oven was charged with a mixture of 23 per cent
pitch and 77 per cent culm, which contained 18 per
cent volatile matter; after the oven was coked and
pushed, the anthracoal was carefully weighed and
showed a yield of 84 per cent.
Another mixture of 17 per cent pitch and 83 per
cent culm was prepared, and weighed carefully in the
laboratory, then charged into a lionil) and all the volatile
matter driven off; the yield of anthracoal was carefully
weighed and was found to lie 87 per cent exactly; so
that the figures have been checked by both actual tests
on a large scale and by check runs in the laboratory.

Oven Will Yield Twelve More Tons Daily
The

fact that more of the pitch-culm mixture than
bituminous coal can be charged into an oven is most
important.
For instance, the coking time of bituminous coal is 18 hr. Therefore if an oven will hold 16
tons, 21.28 tons will be charged in 24 hr.
If the coal
contains 30 per cent volatile matter, the yield in coke
will be 72 per cent, or 15.32 tons.
As the same oven
can be charged with 21.12 tons of the pitch-culm mixture and as the coking time is only 16 hr., in 24 hr.
31.68 tons will be charged.
As the mixture contains
15 per cent volatile matter, the yield will be 87 per
cent of 31.68 tons, or 27.56 tons, a difference of 12.24
tons in favor of anthracoal.

Naturally, the byproducts resulting from the culmpitch mixture used in making anthracoal are not present
in as great quantities as in the manufacture of coke
Also, a smaller amount of gas is given
soft coal.
by the mixture when heated. Bituminous coking
coal contains from 28 to 35 per cent volatile matter,
while a mixture of 17 per cent pitch and 83 per cent
off

.Screen

Cent

On 20-mesh
'n 4C-mcsli

No. 8

from

TESTS OF CUI.M AND ClKorXU
PITCH-Cn-M MIX

SCRKF.N'

Screen

20,

all

PITCH ISKI) KoK lUNOlNO

Pitcli,

Moi'<turi-.

T.\BLE

previous

as follows:

No.
Mcltinft point, druri-MF
Flske

culm without

\>

lb.

coal.

In modern coke-oven practice, the yield of coke per
ton of bituminous coal charged is about 70 to 72 per

culm contains only 13.73 per cent, showing that the
bituminous coal will give off more than twice as much
gas and byproducts as the anthracoal mixture.

From

the byproduct results obtained in the various
the data in Table VII as to average yields
per ton of anthracoal charged have been obtained.
tests

made

TABLE

VII.

YIELDS OF BYPRODUCTS IN COKINO
PROCES.S

Ammonia

sulphate, lb. per ton
Light oil, gal. per ton
Tar (above 170 deg. C.I, gal. per ton

Oaa (from oven test), cu.ft. per ton
Gas (from bomb test), cu.ft. per ton
Heating value of gas (determmed) B.t.u. per cu.ft
Heating value of gas (calculated), B.t.u. per cu.ft
,

Anthr:icoil yield, per cent

9.9
6
5 07
4.080
5.910
330
336

87.0

These tests and data show that the light oil is not
present in sufficient quantities to make it worth while
recovering; therefore the only possible byproducts are
Whether or not the
gas, ammonium sulphate and tar.
installation of the apparatus necessary to recover the
two last is worth while is a matter for future study.
At the present time, I would say that no money should
be spent on a byproduct-recovery plant for making an-
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lABLE

ANALYSIS OF GAS FORMED IX C0K1N(;

Vlll.

Per Cent

Per

10

C'l-nt

Ethylene (C2H4)

monoxide (CO)
Methane (CH4)
HydroEiu (H.)

73

•«

Oxygen

Nitrogen (No)

12

5

Tarbon dioxide (COj)
Bensene (CsHe)

t;»';l>''"

(Oj)

TABLE

IX,

MATERIAL

r.SED IN BllMB

TESTS
1

Washed Culm,

I..r

6 36
8 03

TABLE
X'ulalile

X.

Cent

7 per

Cent

per Cent

36 2

MATERIAL USED

IN

Pit. h-

83perCentCuln,

I'Uili,

per Cent

9

.

15 73

COKE OVEN
Per Cent
13 03
16 20

matter.

I would use the non-recovery type of oven,
which eliminates the byproduct-recovery apparatus and
burns the gas evolved from the charge directly in the
flues, which is not only less expensive, but will generate greater heat than where the byproducts are recovered. This oven should not only sustain combustion

thracoal.

without outside heat but should be able to coke the
anthracoal in less time than the recovery type of oven.
The gas results are based on two series of tests, one
of which was made in the byproduct apparatus on a
full oven charge and the other by the standard SemetSolvay bomb test method. The bomb test indicated a
greater yield of gas than the oven test for the following
reasons
1. The bomb tests were made on low-ash
(8.05 per
cent^ slush prepared on a concentrating table to approximate the slush that is to be used on a commercial
scale, and the oven tests were made on the high-ash
(18 per cent) slush.
This fact accounts for the bomb
giving 11.2 per cent more gas than the oven tests shovi',
which may be expected on a commercial scale.
2. There is some leakage in the gas apparatus at
the ovens, which also makes the gas yield low on the
oven test, while the bomb test allows no leakage and
records

all

gas.

The bomb

test records all the gas obtained in the
charge, while the oven test does not, as some of the
gas is left in the charge as unvolatilized matter.
4. The oven temperatures on the oven test were below
normal.
Taking the above facts into consideration and calculating the oven-test results to low-ash slush, gives
the summary of low gas vields and heating values in

Table

XL

TABLE

XI,

TESTS OF

CIAS

FORMED

IX

MANIFACTrRE OV

ANTHRACOAL
Total Heating

OasperTon
Cubic Feet

Bomb
Oven

test
te?t

Heating Value,
B.t.u. per

5,910
4.370
5 240

.\verage

Cu

Ft

H

t

\alue.
per Toii

u.

3^6

1,

nn

1,308,100

!-l

l,746.')30

985,760

These results indicate that with a non-recovery type
oven there would be sufficient gas for operation but
that with a byproduct recovery oven the self-sustaining operation would be doubtful.

The

basis of this conclusion

as follows

is

Average gn^ \-ield from bituminous coking operati
Average heating value of ga.s, B.t.u. per cu.ft
Total heating value per ton of bituminous coal. B
Average gas used for coking, per cent
Heating value in gas to coke I ton bituminous, B.t
.

10,000

500
5,000.000

21 tons of anthracoal charge coked in 16 hr. >
by fal
1 6 tons of bituminous coal coked in
1 8 hr.
/
3L5 tons of anthracoal an '
mount of heat
okcd in 24 lit
2L6 tons of bituminous cc
1.46 tons of anthracoal or
coked bv 2,500,000 H !
I ton bituminous coal
2,300.000
I ton of anthracoal charge would reijuiii1,712,000 B.t.u.
i

I

The bomb test results indicate an excess of gas while
the oven test results indicate a deficiency; the average
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shows a slight excess. With a non-recovery oven, the
margin would be considerably greater, as all the sensible heat in the gases, besides the byproducts, would
go back info the heating of the ovens.
A direct comparison between the chestnut size of
anthracoal and the same size of anthracite coal was
made by an eight-day test of each in a kitchen range.
The range pei-formed the same service in each test,
cooking three meals a day, heating water in the boiler,
and, in fact, doing exactly the same work in each case.
Observations were made as to amount of fuel fired each
day, the amount of ashes produced, and the position of
the draft during each run.
The fire was started with
wood at the beginning of each test and allowed to burn
completely out at the end of the eight days. With both
anthracoal and anthracite the fire was dampened at
night and between meals with equal ease.
The total fuel consumption in each eight-day test
was 288.5 lb. of anthracoal and 346.52 lb. of anthracite,
or 20.1 per cent more anthracite than anfhracoal.
As
exactly the same service was obtained from each fuel,
the results show that in this range the chestnut anthracite was 20 per cent less efficient than the anthracoal of
the

same

size.

TABLE NIL TESTS OF ANTHRACOAL IN DOMESTIC
Fuel

fired, lb
.\she3 removed, lb
Number of daj-s burned.

Number of

Chestnut
.-\nthracite

.

39 5
8

i

hours burned
192
Fuel burned, lb. per hour
150
Relative efficiencies, antlira<oal

= lOOperccnt

346 52

288 50
..
.

.

100

F.SE

Che-tnut
.\nthracoal
20.6 per cent)

61

9

(

17.9 per cent)

8
192
I

80

RO

These tests were made on commercial anthracite prepared by the Hudson Coal Co. at Marvine colliery and
should be representative of the anthracite placed on the
market at the present time.
The evidence and data submitted thus far appear to
point to a plant of regenerative non-recovery ovens.
The reasons for preferring this are as follows
1.
If the gas is cooled first the sensible heat will be
lost.
2.
Removal of the byproducts will lessen the
heating value of the gas. 3 The byproducts in the
anthracoal gas are about one-third to one-half those in
the bituminous gas, so that it is doubtful, with the
uncertain and changing market, whether the recovery
of the byproduct would be worth the expense of the
byproduct apparatus which represents one-half the cost
of the ovens. 4. A non-recovery oven of the regenerative type will burn the gas direct, have the benefit of
the sensible heat in the gas as it comes off the charge,
and also have the additional heat value of the byproducts which are not removed. 5. The non-recovery type
ovens should prove to be self-sustaining and have ample
gas for an exceptionally hot retort and quick coking.
6. A non-recovery type oven operating with anthracoal
should produce 79 per cent more anthracoal in 24 hr.
than the same type of recovery oven. As the cost of
manufacture in each case is almost the same, with
perhaps a little greater expense involved in the preparation of the anthracoal mix, the 79 per cent greater production of anthracoal than coke in 24 hr. more than
offsets the loss of the byproducts.
7. A non-recovery
type oven should prove more adaptable to the anthracite
region.
Its cost will be less to construct than the recovery type, and it will not require a skilled staff of
chemists and workmen.
8.
No market need be developed or additional sales force required, as would be
necessary if byproducts were produced.

Inalienable Right of the

Agencies before he can get a job of
chunking coal. There are laws enough

Worker

in the

Every Worker Has the Right To Work, Which Cannot Be
Taken from Him by an Unjust Law, Provided the Exercise
cf That Right Does Not Impair the Equal Right of Another

THERE
quently,

is

no

doubt

and,

conse-

there is no room for argument that certain laws are required to
forbid dangerous practices of workmen,

whereby, through the ignorance, carelessness or

recklessness of one, other

workers would be injured or perhaps
lose their lives.

On the other hand, every worker has
certain rights that the law cannot take
from him. An act of legislature becomes unconstitutional when it discriminates between industries or individuals
in a manner that is unfair or unjust to
either party.
Again, a court will always rule that
a law cannot be construed in a manner to benefit an interested party to the
detriment of another, or for the purpose of securing the selfish ends of a
It is evicertain individual or class.
dent that such an interpretation of the
law would be unjust and, if such is
possible, there is need that the law be
Advantage Taken of Miners' Certificate Law in Indiana
in

Indiana,

we have many good

to coal mining, but. at
times, certain requirements of the law
have been employed to the unfair disadvantage of men seeking work in the
mines.
For that reason, I think it is
time to put the foot on the soft pedal
and consider the effect produced by
those who abuse our laws.
For example, the Indiana mine law.
Chap. 27G, Sec. 9, requires every miner
to hold a certificate granted him by a

laws relating

duly authorized examining board. Having this certificate he can generally
obtain a job, provided he can get a
certified miner to sign a statement that
he will look after him in the mine.
To all appearances this is an excellent law, as it protects the man and
his fellow
of danger

workmen from

the possibility

by reason of the new man's

ignorance in respect to unsafe practices
But, let us look a little
in mining.
further and see the unfair advantage
that is taken of this requirement of
the law, by the organization known as
the "Miners' Union."
Suppose, for instance, the union decides that there are too many coal
miners in the district and means must
be taken to secure a shortage of labor,
having in view a certain wage increase.
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under the provision of this law,
an easy matter for the union to
its influence to produce the desired shortage of men.
How is it done? The members of
the union are instructed to refuse to
sign the permit of new men, except
such privilege may possibly bo extended
.\cling
it

is

exert

in the case of

this

method

a particular friend. That
being used, in Indiana,

is

can be proved by investigation.

Working of the Law
Bearing these facts
tion

that

is.

in

mind, the ques-

What remedy can

will

improve

the

be

applied

situation.

It

a matter that
would seem that here
should be corrected in our mining law,
since it places in the power of the
Miners' Union the means of controlling
the amount of labor available in the
In other words, the
state or district.
law makes possible a discrimination
that deprives a worker of a constituis

Looking further into the law, we find
that every mine boss (foreman), in
Indiana, must be a certified miner and,
in addition, must hold a certificate of
competency enabling him to act as mine
The
boss and have charge of a mine.
law requires, Chap. 258, Sec. 21, that
he shall pass an examination before the
state mine inspector and prove his
qualifications and fitness to take charge
of a mine.
Believe me, he must show that he is
a safety engineer, ventilation expert
and a mechanical and electrical wizard,
all combined in one.
I leave it to the
vote of readers to say if such a man
is not qualified to judge of the ability
and competency of any miner who comes

Why
him seeking employment.
should not our mine bosses be authorized by law to decide the qualifications

to

of miners?

Miners Unjustly Taxed
But the worst

Indiana code, but what we need

more common sense

in their

applica-

tion.

tional right.

revised.

Now,

is

is
yet to come, the
niine boss has been justly condemned
for demanding a small fee when giving
a man a job.
The state, however,
charges the man a dollar when he is
given a certificate allowing him to
work as a miner.
Again, the union
charges the poor fellow $25 before permitting him to start to work in a mine.
Truly, if we keep on a man will have
to be listed in the Dun and Bradstreet

In closing, let me say it is not my
claim that the world owes any man a
living.
I do claim, however, that every
man has a constitutional right to work
without being taxed at
living,
for his
Justice.
every turn.
Vinccnnes, Ind.

Right of Examining Board to
Refuse Oral Examination
Uiulev

the

BitioiihiaHs

Mine Law of

Pennsylvania, quention is raised as to
right of examining board to refuse
oral examination to a candidate tvho
has failed to answer the written questions to the satisfaction of the board

REFERRING

to the reply given to
the inquiry entitled "Authority of

Examining Board," Coal Age, July

14,

allow me to take exception to the
interpretation of the law set forth in
p. 60,

this reply.
The position is taken, by the editor,
that the words, "shall also undergo" an
oral examination, place the obligation
on the candidate and not on the examining board. It is argued that "the law
does not state that the applicant shall
be given, but shall undergo an oral examination."
It is further stated that the evident
intention of the lawmakers was that
the examining board should determine
to their satisfaction the fitness of a
candidate to fill the required position;
and the fact is emphasized that the
law "distinctly makes the written examination the principal one."

Examining Board Authorized to
Make Its Own Rules
The reply concludes that when a
candidate has failed to answer the written questions to the satisfaction of the
board it is logical to assume that he is
unfit and "nothing further is required."
Attention is drawn to the fact that the
law (Art. 19, Sec. 2) authorizes the
examining board to "formulate rules
for conducting the examination."
In my opinion, this reply very fluently tries to exonerate the examining
board in its refusal to give a candidalje
the full written and oral examination
required by law and on which his rating must be based, in accordance with
the reading of Sec. 4 of the same
article,

The

which states as follows:
que.stions

and answers

thereto,

in

the oral exaniinatirm, shall be reported verbatim, by an expert ste-nographer. and
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typewritten fully to assist thf board in the
work of rating the qualifioations of the
candidates.
I

want

assist."

to

emphasize the words "to

The same

section continues:

shall make a general
average of at least 9n per cent shall be

Any candidate who

deemed

successful.

Marie the words "general average."
My contention is that, regardless of a
candidate's failing to answer the written questions to the satisfaction of the
board, his rating must be a "general
average" based on both the written and
the oral examinations, the latter being
given "to assist the board in the work
of rating the qualifications of the
candidate."
Let me strengthen this conclusion
further, by reference to the concluding
paragraph of said Sec. 4, which reads:
The fxamining' board shall, as soon as
practical after the examination, furnish
to each applicant, on printed slips of paper,
a copy of all questions (oral and written)
given at the examination, marked "right,"

may

"imperfect," or "wrong," as the case
be.

The question in my mind is How can
an examining board comply with this
requirement of the law when it refuses
to give a candidate the oral examination on the ground that he has failed
to give satisfactory answers to the
written questions asked him? This is
a question I would like to see discussed
in Coal Age, and learn the opinion of
:

_

others.

Fredericktown^ Pa.

Large Piuars

Fairplay.

DiflBcult to

Work

Roof control in mining, a factor determined by co7iditions and not to be
assumed.
Difficulty increases when
Retreating
working large pillars.
system advocated.

KINDLY

me to offer a few
relative to the size of
pillars suggested in the article of R.
Dawson Hall, Coal Age, July 7, p. 13.
The article has reference to adopting a
plan of working most suitable for the
use of improved machinery for handling
the coal mined at the face.
all recognize that, in view of the
recent improvements in machinery for
permit

comments

We

mining and loading

coal,

changes must

be made in the old established methods
of working, in order to give these machines a fair trial and derive the benefit
that is possible by their use.
This is
the only way to show the merits of these

machines and the rapid progress made
in mining.

However, it is my humble opinion
that the writer of the article to which
I have referred, has allowed his enthusiasm to lead him too far, in an effort
to adapt the working face of the coal
to these improvements in mining and
loading machines. I verily believe many
experienced mine foremen will hesitate
a long time before choosing to work a
500-ft. coal pillar, as suggested by Mr.
Hall.

fancy that such a plan would hardly
work successfully in mining a soft,
I
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gassy seam of coal under heavy cover.
With these conditions, the proper control of the roof is an item that cannot
Roof control
be assumed beforehand.
depends wholly on conditions such as
the nature of the roof, floor and coal,
depth of cover and other things that
must be accurately judged by the man
in charge of the undertaking.

Proper Roof Control Determines

Method of Working
Before attempting to work large coal
pillars, there are two things to be considered chiefly; namely, the kind of roof
and the amount of gas given off by the
I mention these particularly because, in my experience, they are factors that give much trouble if not carefully studied beforehand.
Assuming a compact and uniform
roof overlying the coal, 1 would consider a 200-ft. face large enough for

coal.

successful working.

It

is

doubtful in

fouled by passing over old workings, in
the retreating system, and the haulage
roads are better protected.
In closing, let me say that every coal
seam presents a separate problem that
must be studied and no hard-and-fast
rule can be laid down that will apply
to every case.
If it is possible to work
a 500-ft. pillar, as suggested by Mr.
Hall, it would seem that a larger car
should be used but that would be possible only in a drift mine or where the
coal is hoisted in skips. In a drift mine
at Rodange (Luxembourg) I have seen
a full size locomotive enter the mine
drift with railroad cars.
It goes without saying that the mining of coal must keep pace with im;

proved mining equipment. What would
think of a farmer plowing his field
with oxen, or reaping his wheat with a
scythe, and trying to hold his own in
the market?
Ga.^tox F. Libiez.
Peru, 111.

we

my mind whether

even this length of
face will afford a proper control of the
loof where slips or faults exist.
My idea would be to form a panel
1,000 ft. long by 600 ft. wide and divide
this into five pillars, 200 x 600 ft. in
area by driving narrow roads through
the panel.
I would make the middle
read 10 ft. wide and use that as an
intake for the air, dividing the current
right and left at the face of the panel.
The coal in this panel should be
worked out on the retreating plan, the
This will afford
pillars being stepped.
a better roof control and avoid the
cutter and loader working on the same
It is my
pillar at the same time.
opinion that the retreating system of
mining has not been given the attention
it deserves, because of undue haste to

produce

coal.

In his article, Mr. Hall has well
referred to tha use of heading machines
These machines not
in driving entries.
only afford a more rapid development,
necessity
of paying yardthe
but avoid
The
age for di'iving the headings.
heading machine is a decided advantage
working
of
large
coal
out
areas.
in the

Surface Damage in Illinois Mines
In

Illinois,

damage

in the

port.Tnt one.

the

question of surface

mining of coal is an imIn most cases, here, the

filling the space previously
occupied by the coal is out of the quesThe remedy generally prescribed,
tion.
when it is necessary to avoid surface
damage, is to remove only 50 per cent
of the coal, which means a waste too
Just here let
great to be considered.
me ask, would there not be a greater
subsidence of roof, in the working of
small pillars at a slower rate, than
when larger pillars are taken out more
rapidly? It is a question, in my mind,
which would tend to produce the gre".ter
damage on the surface, under like con-

matter of

Advocating Large

Pillars

Large mine

pil'ars increase the life of
a mire, reduce the e.vpense of operation and prevent the great loss of coal
that occurs when the pillars are too

small

to

support the roof pressure.

READING

the excellent article of R.
Hall, entitled "Have MinAll that Developments in Machinery for Handling

Dawson

ing Engineers Accepted

Goal Imply?" Coal Age, July 7, p. 13,
I
was impressed with one prominent
feature in the article; namely, the advocating of large pillars for the support
of the roof.
If I recall rightly, the same feature
has been frequently set forth in previous articles in Coal Age, by Garl Scholz,
F. A. Pocock and others, and the resulting advantages cannot be gainsaid.
Large pillars are referred to by Mr.
Hall as better adapting the method of
working to the improved types of machines now being used for cutting and
loading the coal.
That the successful laying out of a
mine involves choosing a plan that is
best adapted to the use of these improved types of mining machines cannot be doubted.
It is my firm conviction that large mines will be planned
in the future in this regard and, as a
result, the life of the mine will be
greatly increased.

Future Requirements in Mining
As time goes on, mining operations

sible to

must be extended to greater depths and
the workings will generally prove more
gaseous.
To maintain operations at a
reasonable expense, under these conditions, means must be adopted by which
the coal can be mined and handled at
a less cost of time and labor, and this
must be accomplished largely by the
proper planning of the mine.
In the future, larger areas will be
allotted to a single shaft opening. That
being the case, greater attention must

Moreover, the

be given to maintaining good haulage
roads, good ventilation and good drainage, all of which are necessary to reduce the cost of operation to a minimum.

ditions.

The retreating system makes it poswork large areas and the settlement that results lessens the liability
which so often comes when
squeeze,
to a
mining coal by the advancing system.
air

current

cannot be
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Nothing will accomplish these ends
more surely than layinp out the mine
with large pillars that will afford ample
support of the overburden and prevent
the crushing of timbers and coal and
the heaving of the bottom on the roads.
There are many examples with which
we are all familiar showing how expensive the operation of a mine becomes after it has been worked, say,
With due consideration to
ten years.
the points here mentioned, however, the
increase in expense of operation after
twenty years should only be that due
to the increased length of haulage roads

and airways.

Large Pillars Lessen Loss of Coal
Another item that urges the use of
large pillars is the great loss of coal
that results when the pillars are made
too small.
Consider for a moment the
heavy losses sustained by coal operators when whole sections of their mines
are closed by a squeeze or creep and
must be abandoned together with machines, cars, pumps, tracking, timbers,
pipes and other supplies that cannot be
recovered.
Frequently, the cost of recovering an
e.xpensive machine that has been caught
by a heavy fall of roof will almost equal
the value of the machine, to say nothing
of the final abandonment of work in
that section, by reason of the conditions
making it unsafe for further working.
All of this may result if the pillars left
for the support of the roof are too small.
The remedy for these conditions is
obviously the leaving of larger pillars.
In other words, thoi-e must be a lesser
extraction of coal in the first working.
which means a larger proportion of pillar coal left for the robbing, or to be
taken out when retreating.
For the most economical and efficient
mining of coal, then, let the motto be,
Plan the mine with a larger percentage
of pillar coal. There will result a larger
total extraction and the plan will afford
a better opportunity for the installation
of improved mining machines.
Linton, Ind.
W. H. I.ixto.v.

Shooting Coal Off the Solid
What is the meaning of the expressimi
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Incidentally, however, this question
leads to another, which is of even
greater importance. I refer to the matter of shooting off the solid. The question as to whether this practice is safe
is "age old," as the meaning of the expression has never been clearly explained.
In the same article (Art. 4, Sec. 9),
the bituminous law, after specifying
that coal must be mined before it is
blasted, distinctly permits shooting off
the solid, in the following words: "Provided, however, that in districts in
which it has been the common practice to
blast coal from the solid, said practice
or method may be continued, notwithstanding anything to the contrary
herein contained."
As the meaning of the expression
"shooting off the solid" is commonly understood to mean shooting coal that has
not been mined or sidecut, it would seem
that this latter clause ;\nnuls the preceding requirement of the law.
The
same article (Sec. 14) states, "In all
mines in which coal is blasted from the
solid, all holes shall be fired when all
the workmen are out of the mine except
the shotfirers and other persons delegated by the mine foreman to safe-

guard property."
This added reference makes it doubly
sure that the law specifically permits
the practice of shooting off the solid, in
direct contradiction to the requirement
that the coal must be properly mined
before it is blasted.
We all know that the practice of
Masting coal from the solid icciuires

considerably more powder to perform
the same work and is more dangerous
to the man firing the shot, as there is
every chance of a misfire or a windy or
blownout shot occurring.
Practically,
in many cases, the effect is the same as
when a hole is drilled a little deeper
than the coal is mined.
From the standpoint of safety this
law should be amended in a manner to
prohibit the practice of shooting coal off
the solid.
The life of one miner is of
more value than all the coal mined.
With the present reading of the law,
it will always happen that some careless
or reckless miner will fire a shot that
will be fatal to him.self or another
worker.
An instance of this kind happened
about a year ago in one of the mines
region. Two miners were working adjoining rooms.
One of them,
thinking that a charge of powder would
do the work easier than mining the
coal, prepared and fired a shot that blew
through and killed the man in the next
room.
The victim was a careful and
efficient man. but lost his life through
the lack of thought or the recklessness
(if his fellow worker.
In closing, let me ask how long it will
be before this provision of the bituminous law will be wiped from the statute.
We should be thankful that all coal companies do not take advantage of the provision of the law allowing shooting of
the coal from the solid. I hope this discussion will draw attention to these
iioints of the law needing correction.
.Johnstown. Pa.
F. W. S.
in this

Inquiries

Of General

Interest

Laying Out Mine Track Curve
Method by Tangent and Chord Deflections Most PracCaretical For Laying Out Track Curves in Mines.
ful Alignment of Points Necessary To Insure Success

"Shooting off the solid?" While specilearn the simplest and
fying that coal vittst be properly I.A.M anxious to
most practical way of laying out a
mined before it is blasted, the Pennit is desired to
where
mine,
curve
in
a
sylvania bituvdnoiis law excepts the
run in a curve or cutoff connecting two
practice of shooting off the solid.
entries, and thereby avoid sharp angles
attention
has
been
in haulage roads, as for example, where
called to that clause of the Bitumia pair of cross-entries are turned off a
nous Mine Law of Pennsylvania that
main heading, at an angle of 90 deg.
specifies how coal is to be blasted.
The Assuming
a radius of curvature of 60
law requires that the coal must be
ft., how is such a curve to be laid out,
"undercut, centercut, topcut, or sheared
using 20-ft. choi-ds for that purpose?
by pick or machines," befoi'e shooting
Another problem is how to run in a
and states that the hole must not be laid
semi-circular curve between two paraldeeper than the cutting.
lel headings that are driven on 60-ft.
In commenting on this point, Coal
centers. Any information you can give
Age, July 28, p. 142, I. C. Parfitt disthat will enable me to lay out such
cusses, in a practical way, whether the
curves, will be much appreciated.
law is intended to prohibit the blasting
, Pa.
Mine Engineer.
of coal on a loose end. I agree fully with
the conclusion of Mr. Parfitt that the
The simplest way of laying out a
law does not forbid the shooting of coal curve in a mine is to employ the method
having a loose end, which is very com- known as "tangent and chord deflectmon practice.
tions." Referring to the accompanying

RECENTLY

8

figure, which illustrates a cross-entry
driven at right angles to a main heading, the first step is to establish the
center line in each entry. Then, starttheir
intersection
at
ing from
0,
measui'e off, on each center line, a distance equal to the desired radius of
curvature, which in this case is 60 ft.,
and mark che PC and PT points on each
The PC point
of the two entries.
(point of curve) is where the curve
starts on the main heading, and the PT
point (point of tangency) is where the
curve ends on the cross-entry.
The next step is to calculate the
tangent deflection (d) for any length of
chord (c) and any radius (R). In this
case, c = 20 ft. "and R - 60 ft, and
we have for the tangent deflection

This

tangent deflection

is

the

dis-
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figure, and ab is the
Observe that the tangent

in the

6a;,

20-ft. chord.

bx

measured

at right
angles to the center line of the entry, ao.
To start the work, the end of the
tape is held at a, the PC point, and a
distance of 20 ft. is measured in the
deflection

is

nua.sured at right angles to

303
bi/.

The

chord deflection is always twice the
tangent deflection.
In the same manner, having established the second point of curve c,
proceed to establish a third point of
the curve d, by extending the chord be
to a point z and measuring another
20-ft. chord ed, making the distance
dz, or the chord deflection, 80 in., as
before. Observe in extending the chord
in each case, the lines aby and bcz are
straight lines.
Great care is required
in the alignment of these points, in
every case, in order to insure success.
It is important to observe that the
first point on the curve is always determined by the tangent deflection, while
all other points on the curve are determined by the chord deflection, which
is twice the tangent deflection.
In order to run a semi-circular curve
connecting the center lines of two parallel entries that are driven on 60-ft.
centers,

METHOD BY TANGEXT AXD CHORD
DEFLECTIONS
direction of the chord ab, nuirkbig the
40 in.,
point 6 at a distance bx
measured at right angles to the center
line of the entry.
Having established the first point of
curve 6, extend the chord a 6 to a point

=

Now measure

the chord be, 20 ft.,
making the chord deflection cy twice
or
80
in.,
the
tangent deflection
!l.

it
is
evident the radius of
curvature will be one-half that distance
or 30 ft.
In that case, using a choi-d
14,14 ft. long, instead of a 20-ft. chord
the same tangent and chord deflections
can be used as before. The method of
running out the curve is the same as
that just explained, the length of chord
used being the only difference.
However, greater care, if possible, must be
used in running this sharper curve, and
success depends on the accurate align-

ment of the successive points.

in

this
(b)

each

x

4

is

30-lb.

X 300

H-

=

2,641

30

rails

weigh 300

will

weight of the

total

352

case

Using

rail

lb.,

10,564.
long,

ft.

and the

is, therefore,
52.8 tons.

rails

=

2,000

Question — Assuming

80 lb. is the
cuff, of bituminous coal,
thick, and buff entries
turned off to the right, every 300 ft.,
are 2,000 ft. long, if 2 ft. of roof is
taken down to make height, at $2 per
yard, what is the cost per ton.^yard?
Answer The meaning of this question is not entirely clear. However, assuming the entry is driven 10 ft. wide,
in coal 4 ft. thick and weighing 80 lb.
per cu.ft., the weight of coal in a yard
of entry is 80(3 x 4 x 10) -=- 2,000 =
4.8 tons.
Then, taking- down top at a
price of $2 per yd., the cost per tonyard is 200 -:- 4.8 = 41 ic. per ton-yard.
The distance apart of the butt entries
and their length do not enter the solution, but it is necessary to assume the
width the entries are driven.

weight of

in a

1

scam 4

ft-

—

Question
o

— What,

in

miner's first duty

your opinion, is
on reaching his

li-orking place?

Answer— The

miner's

first

duty on

entering his place is to carefully examine the roof as he proceeds, in order to
detect any bad top.
He must look for
gas, fallen timbers or other dangers
that may be present. Before proceeding to load coal, the miner must reset
any timbers that may have been discharged by the shots of the previous
shift.
He must observe that there is

no loose coal standing and ready to
later when he is at work.

Examination Questions

—

Question

With

should stoppings

Answered

•mines?

be

u'hat
built

in

fall

material
gaseous

—

Answer All stoppings must be
of incombustible material, such
as stone, shale or slate, brick or conbuilt

Examination, Mine Foremeti and Firebosses,
Lexington, Ky.,

May

1921

30,

—

coal being 1.26, how many tons of the
coal call be gotten out of this seam, al-

lowing for a loss in working of
vent?

— An

Answer
43,560

sq.ft.

J4.

per

acre of land contains

Assuming a

level

4-ft.

seam of

coal underlying 1,000 acres,
the cubic contents of the seam is 1,000
43,.560
X
X 4 = 174,240,000 cu.ft. The
coal having a specific gravity of 1.26,
its weight per cubic foot is 1.26 X 62.5
78.75 lb.
Then, al!ow-ing for a loss
of 14 per cent in working, ',he available
coal being 86 per cent, the weight of
coal to be taken out is 0.86(174,240,000
X 78.75) H- 2,000
5,900,202 tons.

=

=

Question

— What

drift 7noufh
fop,

10

ft.

is

—

the

with timbers 8

at the bottoia

area
ft.

and 6

ft.

of

a

at the
high?

Answer Assuming the dimensions
given represent the size of the clear
sectional area inside the timbers, the

is found by multiplying the average width of the airway by its height.
The average width, in this case, is half
the sum of the top and bottom widths,
The sectional
ft.
or 1(8 + 10)
area is therefore 6 X 9 = 54 sq.ft.

area

=9

—

Question (a) How many rails, ties,
and fishplates ^vill be necessary
build one mile of track, assuming
raits SO ft. long and ties spaced ^ ft,
center to center? (b) Hoio many tons
of rails will be necessary, assuming SO
lb. to the yard?
•'pikcs
to

— (a)

Answer
X

quires 2

The

rails

One mile

5,280

being 30

—

10,560

ft.

—

Question State the different methods of timbering bad roof and soft
bottom, and hard top and soft bottom.
Answer When the bottom is soft,
the timbers are liable to be forced into
the floor by the weight resting on them.
Under these conditions, it is often
necessary to stand the timbers on footboards that will distribute the pressure over a greater area of the floor.
When the roof is bad, particularly if
the bottom is soft, the posts or timber
frames require to be set closer together
and lagging must often be used above
the collars to give greater support and
prevent the roof from falling between
the timbers.
In post timbering under
bad roof, good cap-pieces must be used
over each post.
Where the roof is hard, little timber
may be required, further than an occasional crossbar hitched into the rib
on each side of the road, or supported
on short legs set into the solid coal.
Under these conditio;' s, better results
are obtained by providing larger pillars
that serve to distribute the pressure
exerted by the hard roof, over a greater
area of the bottom. This is more effective than any method of timbering
that can be used.

—

(Selected Qiustious)

Question A seimi iiaving an average thickness of U ft. v.nderlies a thousand acres. The specific gravity of the

crete.

of track reft. of rails.

long, the

number

=

352 rails,
required is 10,560 -^ 30
or 176 rails on each side of the track.
There are 350 joints requiring this
number of pairs of fishplates. Spacing the ties 2 ft., center to center, one
mile of track will require 5,280 -^ 2
2,640 and one additional tie, making
2fiil ties in all. Counting four spikes
to the tie, the number of spikes required

=

'

—
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express ash; the second, sulphur; and the third, fusing point

Readers Views and Comment!^
Clas.-iiiratiiin ol

«

ical

have read with interest Mr. de Graaf's comparison (Coal
Age, August 11, p. 222), of analyses of tidewater pool
coals with those I published in your paper some time ago.
I would suggest that some differences may arise because
he is basing his statements on some 200 analyses, whereas
I assume
I used 17,000 in making up my tables of averages.
that Mr. de Graaf had few samples of coal delivered at
I

Dr. Ashley AIak.cs Sonic Practical Sug 'cstion? on

Coal Classification
in Coal Age, August 11
(p. 222), has brought me back again to a consideration of
the classification indicated by Dr. Payne's article in your
Let me call your attention to a very
issue of March 17.
few items as illustrating what I had in mind: For example,
Pool No. 1 is quoted as showing an average B.t.u. of 15,000.
As it was my privilege to sample many of the Navy accepted mines and to have access to the heat determination
and analyses of the others, while I have not the figuies
at hand, I do not now recall one of them reaching 14,900
and as I remember, most of them ran between 14,500 and

article

by Mr. de Graaf

14,800.

Comparing the analyses

of Pools 1 and 2 in Dr. Payne's
not evident why there should be a difference
Indeed, comparing Pools 1, 2
in heat value of 500 B.t.u.
and 3, the analyses do not show any real reason for their
separation, unless No. 2 were pointed off because of slightly
higher volatile ratio.
I
have sometimes thought that since we have in this
country very few coals with a fuel ratio of more than
5, it might be well in my classification (Coal Age, August
18, 1921, p. 267), to reduce the lower limit of what I have
called Lovol A to 4.5. If that were done, Pools Nos. 1 and
3 would fall within type Lovol A, or using the numbers,
in Class No. 3, while No. 2 would fall in type Lovol B, or
Coal No. 4.
At2 n, comparing Pools 12 and 14: Pool 12 is quoted
as high grade, medium volatile, and Pool 14 as medium grade,
medium volatile. The difference shows in the higher percentage of ash in Pool 14, but for the life of me I cannot
figure out how coal from Pool 14 with the analysis given
should average over 1,200 B.t.u. higher than coal from
Pool No. 12.
Indeed, Mr. de Graaf's figures for B.t.u. reverse the comparison given by Dr. Payne and are in accord with what
might be expected from the analyses
table,

My

it

is

point

is

this:

It

would seem possible and desirable

draw up certain definite limits along the four lines of
(1) fuel ratio; (2) ash; (3) sulphur; (4) fusing point of
ash, giving definite names or numbers or anything else
to these types, and then let coals fall where they will.
Alonp this line I have b?en tending to revert to the use
of three letters to express the different grades of ash,
sulphur and fusing point of ash rather than the decimal
point, the advantage being that the letters would show
at once exactly the limits within which those three eleAs A, B, C, etc., have be;'n used in designating
n-.ents fall.
the types of coal, I would suggest the possible use of
X,
and Z X to express the highest grade;
the medium
and Z the lowest grade. The first letter used, in all cases to
to

Y

I would suggest, after a re-study, that X stand for less
than 8 per cent ash; Y for 8 per cent to less than 16 per
cent ash; Z for 16 per cent or more of ash.
That X in
the "second" place stand for less than 1 per cent sulphur;
Y for 1 per cent to less than 2 per cent of sulphur; Z for
2 per cent or more of sulphur.
That the "third" letter expressing the fusing point of ash be X, 2,600 deg. F. or more;
Y, 2,300 deg. F. or less than 2,600 deg. F.; Z, less than
2,300 deg. F.
Geo. H. Ashley,
Harrisburg, Pa.
State Geologist.

Poor Coal

Baltimore.
It is significant that he and I practically agree in percentage of volatile in pools 10, 11 and 14, and in percentage
of ash in pools 11, 15 and 18; on percentage of sulphur in
pools 10, 12, 14, 15 and 18, and in heat value in pools 10,
He agrees with me in regard to pool 18, that if
12 and 4.
properly prepared many mines in 18 would go into pools
10 and 11, and that many now in 9, 10 and 11, would be in
care in preparation.
pool 18, except for extraordinary
"
H. M. Payne,
New York.
Consulting Engineer.

The

of ash.

—

Y

The recent

Sainjiling Spoils

Good Laboratory

\\

Ork

by Mr. de Graaf, in the Aug. 11, 1921,
issue of Coal Age, "Public Service Co. Analyses at Variance
with Dr. Payne's," is quite interesting in view of the fact
that many industrial users and public utilities find the same
differences in the results of their analyses and those of
the coal companies.
This variance can be attributed to many causes. It may
be due to the conditions under which the samples are taken;
whether at the mines or in the cars or barges at the consumer's plant, or perhaps to the sample being taken after
In some cases
the coal has been stored for some time.
the difference in the results obtained may be traced to the
negligence of the man taking the sample.
It is natural to suppose that everyone interested in the
analysis and sampling of coal is conversant with the best
methods of taking a representative sample.
As a rule
the methods suggested by the Bureau of Mines are used,
but more often the sample is taken by a laborer or some
one who really has no conception of the importance of
what he is doing and cares less.
article

Prior to the war I was employed by a large steel company to check up at the mines all coal that was shipped to
them for by-product purposes. I was stationed at Indiana,
Pa., which happened to be centrally located to the mines
from which most of our coal was shipped. My duties were
to take samples from each car as it was shipped and
analyze them for sulphur and ash content.
My assistants
were stationed at the various mines and at the end of the
day they would bring the various samples to the chemical

laboratory for analysis.

At the steel company's yards other samples were taken
.vhen the cars arrived, and the analyses at the mines were
checked. At the beginning the two tests tallied fairly well,
but there were periods when the difTerence between the
two sets of figui'es were startling. Investigations disclosed
the difficulty to be in sampling and showed various methods
which should )iof be employed in taking a sample.
For instance, we found one man who was getting tired of
taking a shovelful from the cars at regular intervals and
decided that it was a silly thing to do anyway, so he simply
took one shovelful from the gondola and that became the
Another man who was supposed to have taken
sample.
three samples in the yards from three different shipments
found he only had two samples. Thinking he would please
the chemist he proceeded to a storage pile and made up
another.

In another instance a few shovelfuls of coal were taken
from the top of a 600-ton barge, and that was passed through
as being a representative sample.
I have had the same experiences at industrial plants and
public utility power plants where the sampling was left to
men who did not know what it was all about. At one time
I was employed by a large public utility company as a fuel
inspector.
Part of my duties consisted of instructions to
the men doing the unloading, in the proper method of
sampling.
While some one was on the job supervising the sampling,
everything was done the right way, but as soon as the
men were left to themselves the samples were not always
In most instances the men could not be made
reliable.
to realize how important it was to get a sample representative of the coal contained in the barge or shipment of cars.
To many it meant merely a few pounds of coal which the
boss wanted.

—
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An example of how little it means to some of them is
the following: At one plant where they were burning both
anthracite and bituminous coal a sample was sent to the
laboratory, marked as representing a good grade of bituminous coal. When it arrived at the laboratory it was found
It had apparently changed
to contain No. 4 buckwheat.
from bituminous to anthracite en route. Upon investigating it was found that the man had mislaid the sample he
had taken and in a hurry had gone to the anthracite storage pile and taken another sample.
Of course, these are extreme cases. I am merely trying
to bring out the fact that costly laboratory equipment may
mean just so much apparatus, nothing more, unless a careful supervision is maintained over the coal sampling.
This should not in any way reflect on the methods used
by Dr. Payne or Mr. G. A. de Graaf. Both are authorities
on fuel analyses and are combustion experts, but the difference in the results obtained by them, brought back some of
my experiences as a fuel inspector.
I have always maintained that unless the sample is abA
solutely reliable the laboratory work is for naught.
laboratory test can be checked, but once a sample is taken
there is no way of checking it, particularly if the coal is
being unloaded when the sample is taken and is then
dumped on the storage pile or conveyed into the hoppers
in the boiler room, and mixed with other coals.
Sampling should not be left entirely to the laborers
unloading the coal or to anyone who is not in some degree
aware of the importance of taking a representative sample.
It should be done under the supervision of a laboratory man
It is not at all necessary that such a man
or engineer.
devote his whole time to that work. An occasional ti-ip to
the various plants and unloading places is necessary however.

Coal samples taken at the mines are often more reliable,
because the laboratory man or chemist usually takes his
own sample and makes certain that the quartering down to
the laboratory size is done in the proper way.
The methods employed in reducing the large sample to a
laboratory sample is another part of the work which can
I have often found
be spoiled if great care is not taken.
cases of neglect in this step even after the sample was
taken in accordance with approved methods.
New York.
J. JIehr.

Advertising Coal
There is not a single force in the world that can do more
good for the coal operators, jobbers, and retailers of the
United States than national and retail advertising at the
present time. You are, of course thoroughly aware of the
You know
seasonal nature of the coal mining industry.
that thousands of miners are unemployed because of this
seasonal and negative factor.
Advertising will help to straighten out the sag in the
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If the coal operators, jobbers, and retailers would come
out in the open and give the facts to the public, I do not
believe that our legislative body down at Washington would
Personally, I believe
get very far in enacting new laws.
that it is a collossal crime to let the government representative decide the pros and cons of problems in the coal industry, when he does not know as much about the industry
as some of the humblest retailers in any state.
Some day the coal people will wake up. Some day some
one is going to drive it into their heads that it would pay
every coal man to contribute a few pennies toward imparting specific information on the coal situation to the people
of the country.
I could write you several pages on this subject, but I
know that you are fully versed in regard to the foregoing
problems. We are facing a perilous situation, and with the
termination of the wage agreement on March 31, 1922, every
industry in this country may be jeopardized to some extent,
and may stand a big loss in production, because of want of
fuel, if the workers and mine operators do not get together
on a harmonious basis. If the people of the country would
face facts, and would do their part toward purchasing at a
proper period in order to eliminate as much as possible the
seasonal market in the coal industry, the miners would be
in a position to work steadily, and would doubtless be satisfied with lower wages after March 31, 1922 (assuming, of
course, that our food, clothing, etc., is being sold at reasonable prices at that time). The mine operators, jobbers, and
retailers have a big problem to solve.
The public at large
can help them solve the problem. Advertising is the basic
force which should carry the message of the operators, jobbers, and retailers to the public. Is the coal industry as big
as the problems which they are now facing? If they are not
big enough to solve this problem, the United States government is going to enter the arena and see what it can do.
Frankly, I believe that most coal operators, jobbers, and
retailers are honest. Tell the honest facts to the public, and
let them do the deciding.
Advertising is the solution.

Detroit.

E. J. Poag,

Campbell-Ewald Co.

Railroads Report Decline in Car Loadings

A

REDUCTION of 11,789 cars in the number loaded with
revenue freight during the week ended Aug. 6, compared with the preceding week, is shown by reports received from the railroads by the Car Service Division of

Not at all. Very few people know anything at all
about it. When I prepared my speech for the convention of
the Michigan Retail Coal Merchants' Association at Grand
Rapids, I found many facts, of course, that I knew nothing
about, because I am not a coal man, but an advertising man.
I sold myself on the idea, however, of tellins" everybody I
meet that they should play safe and put their coal in at the
present time. Two men have already accepted my advice,
and they told me they did not realize the seriousness of the

the American Railway Association.
The total was 784,781 cars, which was a decrease of 150,949 cars compared
with the corresponding week last year and 87,292 cars
under that for the corresponding week in 1919.
The decrease was due principally to a falling off in the
loading of grain and grain products, together with a reduction in the number of cars loaded with coal and merchandise and miscellaneous freight which includes manufactured products.
A reduction of 3,816 cars was reported in the number
loaded with coal, compared with the week before, the total
being 147,273 cars. This was .51,456 cars less than were
loaded during the coiTesponding week last year. Loadings
of merchandise and miscellaneous freight were 472,540 cars,
or 2,241 cars less than were loaded during the previous week
and 49,693 cars below the total for the same week in 1920.
An increase of 1,252 cars was reported in the loading of
live stock, which totaled 26,610 cars while coke loadings
were 4,218 cars, an increase of 107 cars over the week
before.
Reports showed 32,058 cars loaded with ore which
was an increase within a week of 1,955 cars. A total of
43,460 cars were loaded with forest products, which was a
decrease of 1,252 cars compared with the week before.
The Pocahontas and Northwestern districts were the only
ones to show an increase in the loading of all commodities
compared with the previous week, while the Southwestern
was the only district to show an increase over the corresponding week last year.

On the other hand, no distinctive line has
ever been drawn between anthracite coal and bituminous coal
in this country.
The public has only a vatrue impression
of the magnitude of the two industries.

The slack in buying is not due to a consum.ers' strike
but to the growing number of people who have stopped
paying more than they can afford. Houston Post.

labor curve, and will give the miners, in my opinion, a
steadier employment.
Just as soon as the people of the
United States fully realize the e.xact status of the coal situation, you can bet your life that they will be considerably
shrewder in purchasing their coal in midsummer as well as
winter. Do you think for a moment that the people of the
country know that transportation and labor are the principal
items of cost in the coal business? Do you think that they
know that the government has guaranteed the wages of
labor until February, 1922, in the coal mining industry? Do
you believe that they are versed relative to the large percentage of transportation cost in every ton of coal that they

buy?

coal situation.
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Charleston Entertains Mine Inspectors in Twelfth
Annual Conclave
Addresses of Welcome by Governor Morgan and Bonner H. Hill, Manager
of the City of Charleston, W. Va. Many Practical Subjects on Mining
Discussed by the Inspectors. Election of Officers for the Coming Year
By James

THE

Twelfth Annual MCGtinj: of the Mine Inspectors'

Institute of
July 12-14. 1921.

America was held at Charleston, W. Va.,
The First Vice President, Charles H. Nes-

Mr. Nesbitt consratulated
in the chair.
present on the privilege of coming to Charleston,
previously
(1911) and then
years
where they had met ten
introduced E. F. Morgan, governor of the State of West
Virginia as the first speaker.
Governor Morgan opened his remarks by welcoming the
visiting members of the Institute to Charleston and extending to them the freedom of the city. He then spoke of the
wonderful development in mining coal, particularly in the
State of West Virginia, which he was proud to say had become the second coal-producing state in the Union. He
alluded to the efforts put forth by coal operators in making
bitt

(Alabama)

those

the mining towns and camps in the state attractive to their
employees. In many cases, he stated the operators were
paying for school teachers out of their own pockets. Speaking of the mines and the efforts of operators to make them
safe and healthful places in which to work and the many
improvements that had been made in the equipment and
methods of working, the governor deplored the accident rate,
which he believed was largely due to the carelessness of
many miners who had come to disregard danger and were
prone to neglect the simplest precautions to insure their

own

safety.

The chairman then introduced City Manager, Bonner H.
who was formerly a chief mine inspector in the state.
In his remarks, Mr. Hill assumed a reminiscent attitude
comparing the past with the present and calling attention to
the improvements that had been made in the methods of
mining and loading the coal. In a happy way Mr. Hill
Hill,

alluded to the co-operation of a large class of the miners
and hoped that this would continue to grow and increase as
time went on. which would mean greater safety and fewer
accidents.

Following these addresses of welcome on behalf of the
chairman Nesbitt called on Dr. J. J. Rutledge (Illinois) and J. T. Beard (New York), who responded, in turn,
on behalf of the Institute. Dr. Rutledge, speaking from his
experience in the employ of the Federal Bureau of Mines,
city,

^^^^M I^^^B ^^^V

^^-J^^^l

^m^t

^^^V^^l

T.

Beard

referred to mine inspectors a.; standing between the coal
operators, on the one hand, whose interest lay in the economical extraction of the coal, the commonwealth, including the
public who were the consumers and the mine workers who
He emphasized the fact that the first
produced the coal.
duty of the mine inspector was to safeguard life and property.

Mr. Beard referred to the work that had been accomplished by the Institute since its organization, in 1908. at
Indianapolis. He spoke particularly on the continued efforts
put forth each year by the Institute, in co-operation with the
Federal Department of Mines and other mining organizations, to secure and tstablish greater uniformity in the mining laws of the several coal-producing states. He emphasized the fact that there were certain features, in the work
of mining, that were common to all mining states and urged
that, in respect to these features, the mining laws of all
states should be uniform, in the interest of safety and the
conservation of the coal.
Before adjournment was taken for the noon recess, Chairman Nesbit appointed the following as a membership committee:

J. J.

(Alabama)

When

;

Rutledge

(Illinois),

chairman; Frank Hillman

James Sherwood (Kansas).

the afternoon session convened, at 2 o'clock, the

Committee on Membership reported favorably the following
names and the persons so reported were elected members of
the Institute:
K. M. L.-imbio, Chief, Dcpt. of Mines. Charleston, West Virginia.
Ij. Blenkinsopp, Chief Inspector of Mines. L.e.xinKton, Kentucky.
<;.
Chester Blown. Chief Mine Inspectoi-, San Francisco. Califoi-nia.

Lilly, Dist. Mine Inspector. Mt. Hope. "West Virginia.
V. E. .Sullivan. Dist. .Mine Inspei tor. Beekley. West Virginia.
M. E. Quenon. Dist. Mine Inspector, Charleston. West Virginia.
Thomas Stockdale. Dist. Jfine Inspector. Bramwell, West Virginia.
William D. Lee. Dist. Mine Inspector. laegcr. West Virginia.
M. B. Coulter. Dist. -Mini; Inspector, Moundsville, West Virginia.
S. E. TTawk.fhaw. Dist. .Mine Inspector. Thomas. West Virginia.
W. B. Riggleman. Dist. Xline Inspector. Fairmont. West Virginia.
Lance B. HoUiday. Dist. .Mine Inspector, Mulllns, West Virginia.
Harrv M. Black. Directoi- .Mine Ri-scuc Station. Charleston. West

Robert

Virginia.

W. H. Sandridgo, Dist. Mine Inspector. Grafton. West Virginia.
W. r. St. Clair, Dist. Mine Inspector. Williamson. West
.1.
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Zach Evans, Dist. Mine Inspector, Handley,
A.

Hurdiss.

I'.

Evan

L.

Uit^l.

Griffiths.

WiM

Virginia.

\V,sl

Virsinia

Mine Inspector. Beckley. West Virginia
Mine Inspector. ClarksbiirK. West Vii-

Uist.

ginia

Pete McLinden. Dist.

Jlin.^

Inspecto

A. Porter. Dist. .Min.- Inspector. C,
Eli J. Mason. Dist. Mine Inpector, f
J. F. White. Dist. .Mine inspectoi. I.
James Golden. Dist, Mine Inspector.

J.

.r.

R.

S.
i:.

iV.li

li,

U. y Ilridgc. \v,-st Virgi
i.l.sti.n. W.sl Virginia.

Jlorgantown, West Virginia.

Rogers. Inspector. Associated Companies. Piltstmrg. Kansas.
Cobb, E.Y. Dist. iMine Inspector. Charleston. West Virginia.

A paper entitled "Interchangeable Certificates for Mine
Foremen and Firebosses Between the States." was read by
R. M. Lambie, chief of the Department of Mines of West
Virginia, Messrs. Sherwood, Rutledge, Cartlidge, Sullivan.
Beard, Paul and Vaughn leadin.g the discussion.
Informal discussion of a paper entitled "How Best to
Secure Co-operation of the Miners and Operators in a Full
Compliance with the Mining Laws," by President Watson
followed by Oscar Cartlidge, Hillman, Paul and Sherwood.
An informal Smoker, in the evening provided entertainment for the guests. C. E. Krebs, assistant State Geologist
gave a lecture on the "Geology of the Coal Measures in the
Kanawha Valley."
When the Institute convened the following morning (Wednesday, July 13) the chairman announced the appointment of
the following as a committee on resolutions: .J, T. Beard,
chairman; R. M. Lambie and Oscar Cartlidge. The following were appointed as auditing committee; James Sherwood;
Frank Hillman and V. E. Sullivan. Secretary Paul then
read his report, including a statement of the financial condition of the treasury, which was referred to the auditing

committee.
Next on the program was a discussion of the question
"Should Flame Safety Lamps Be Discarded for Electric
Lamps, Except for Testing Purposes?" The discussion was
opened by Secretary Paul who was followed by Rutledge,
Lambie,
Beard, Griffiths, Hillman, Sherwood, Sullivan.
Vaughn and Cartlidge. The views expressed in the debate
of this question showed a variety of opinions and gave much
food for thought. The afternoon session was devoted to the
discussion of "How Accidents at the Working Face May Be
Reduced." The subject had been assigned to Lawson Blenkinsopp, chief inspector of mines for the State of Kentucky,
who was unable to attend the meeting, owin.g to illness in
his family.
In his absence, the discussion was opened by
J. F. White, who was followed by Sherwood, Hillman, Sul-

McLinden, St. Clair, Mason, Absalom, Stockdale and
Vaughn.
The final subject for discussion was then announced as
"The Technical and Practical Qualifications of an Ideal Mine
Inspector," which was opened by Secretary Paul who outlined two or three essential qualities that every mine inspector should possess. He was followed by Messrs. Beard.
White and Vaughn, each of whom contributed some new and
important quality that marks the successful and efficient inlivan,

spector of mines.
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At
45 the meeting adjourned, for the day, to accept the
invitation of the Entertainment Committee and enjoy a
boat-ride on the beautiful Kanawha River. The barge "Sunbeam" had been chartered by the committee, and the mine
inspectors and their friends were taken a distance of ten
Hiiles up the river, returning by 8 o'clock in the evening.
Music and ample refreshments were furnished on board the
boat, and the occasion was one much enjoyed by all present.
The following morning (Thursday, July 14), the Institute
listened to the report of the committee appointed a year
ago to consider the question of "Standardization of Mine
Inspection."
Owing to the death of H. M. Wilson, chairman of the committee, and the sickness of W. E. Holland,
it had been necessary to re-oi"ganize the committee, which
now consisted of J. J. Rutledge, chairman, James Sherwood
and J. F. Rogers, who acted for Mr. Holland.
Much work had been done by the original committee and
the report now presented include a tentative form of inspection routine recommended by the committee for the use
of inspectors in coal mines.
After a brief discussion by
Sullivan, Sherwood, Paul and Carl Scholz the report was
adopted tentatively, and the committee asked to continue its
v.ork and report further if it was deemed advisable.
Officers for the coming year are:
C. H. Nesbitt (Alabama), president; R. M. Lambie (West Virginia), first vice
president; W. E. Holland (Iowa), second vice president;
James Sherwood (Kansas), third vice president; J. W. Paul
(Pennsylvania), secretary; V. E. Sullivan (West Virginia),
assistant secretary; J. F. Rogers (Kansas), treasurer; J. T.
Beard (New York), editor in chief. Next years meeting of
the Institute will be held in Chicago.
":

WHEREAS,

RESOLUTIONS

since oin- last meeting at Cleveland, Ohio, God In
wisdom has removed from our number a devoted and
earnest fellow-worker and honored member of the In.stitute there-

his infinite

:

fore be

it

RESOLVED

HERBERT

that in the death of
M. WILSON, which
occurred November 25, 1920, the Mine Inspectors' Institute of
American has lost a valued and helpful co-worker, one who was
experienced in all that pertains to the safe operation of mines and
gladly gave of his test efforts to the work.
The Institute extends to the bereaved family and friends of the
departed one Its heartfelt sympathy.

Recognizing the need of certain essential requirements to insure
greater safety in the mining of coal, and believing that these requirements apply to all coal mines alike, it is the sense of the Mine
Inspectors' assembled at the Charleston (1921) meeting that thesiparticular requirements should be incorporated in a uniform CoalMining Code to be submitted for endorsement by the mining departments and recommended to be incorporated in the mining laws
of each several coal producing state.
Be it therefore
RESOLVED, That a uniform code of mining coal may well inhide the following requirements looking to providing a greater
degree of safety in the mines
1. A clear and practical classification of the mines of the state,
with respect to the generation of gas that makes it necessary
c
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precautions. In the operation of cvrtain mines, that are
not requlreil In other mines of the state.
2. Providing for the sole use of permissible powders. In blasting the lOHl.
3. Providing for the
emplo>Tnent of shotflrers, who shall examine elmrge and Are all holes drilled b.v the mlner.s. in mines
of a given class to be specified b.v the state law in its classifica-

used, except for the purpose of testing fur gas
and. inst.ail. ,l,.,-.
trie lamps approved by the Federal
Bureau of Mines should
he Installed and used as working lamps, in all mines, provided the
regular and frequent inspection of the working places Is made, by
competent safety inspectors, by means of gauze safety lamps.

tion.

tute of

Forbidding the use of mixed lights in mines.
J. Providing for a s.vstom of ventilation based on a standard
quality of air and spccif.ving such a distribution of the air currents
that shall afford a sufllclont and safe velocity at the working

means

to

ii<lo|ii

I.

faces.
6. Prohibiting the practice of "shooting oft the solid."
in the
mining of coals other than anthracite, and requiring the mining
or sidecutting of all shots to a depth at least equal to the depth
of the hole to be fired, except in the case of a "grip shot" in an
irregular face of coal, and in pillar worl\, or when shooting a loose
end.
7. Providing for the examination and certification of all persons
who are in charge of worlt undergi'ound. or who control and direct such work as relates to the safety of employees. This means
that no uncertified superintendent shall assume control of operations in charge of the mine foreman.
WHERE.XS, following a practical discussion of the relative
merits of the mine safety lamp and the electric cap lamp now being introduced so largely into the mines, the Mine Inspectors attending the Charleston (1921) meeting offer the following as
their conclusion and belief regarding the use of these lamps in
mines generating explosive gas
that the flame safety lamp, which is still in use as

:

WHEREAS,
mining

realizing the value of the Mine Inspectoi\s' InstiAmerica to the mining department of every state, as a
of securing needed information relating to the safety of

be it hereby
RE.'^OLVED that the government of every state engaged in
mining should send a suitable delegation to the annual mtetings
of the Institute, and make po.sslble their attendance by providing
for their necessary exi>enses. The Information gained through such
representation will pay for the time and money spent.
RESOLVED, further, that the director of the Federal Bureau of
Mines. H. FOSTER B.M.N, be urged by our secretary to use his
good offices to bring this matter effectively before the governing
authorities of all mining states, in behalf of the Institute.
:

Having enjoyed a most pleasing and profitable session, wc, the
members of the Mine Inspectors' Institute of America, In
its Twelfth Annual Meeting, held at Charleston and
now drawing to a close, desire to express to the Mine Inspectors'
Association of West Virginia. Victor E. Sullivan, president, and to
R. M. Lambie, chief of the Department of Mines, and others whr
visiting

attendance at

have lent their aid, our hearty appreciation of the generous anJ'
delightful entertainment they have afforded, and to say the occiTslon will long be remembered by all present.
T. BE.\RD, Chairman
OSC.XR CARTLIDGE,

J.

;

RESOLVED

a working lamp

in

many

mines, should be discarded and no longer

R.

-M,

L.V.MBIE.

Iowa Shippers Offer Home Product at Low Freight
To Cut Householders' Fuel Cost
By H.

S.

Drake

Des Moines,

DURIN'G

war and

particularly during the period
when the Fuel Administration functioned so splendidly
to conserve and utilize all of the potential coal supply
of the country, when, there were other restrictions than
the Eighteenth Amendment on the "do as you please" dispositions of the people, there were many in the coal trade
who predicted that the demand for shipment of soft coal
from Eastern fields to and beyond other producing localities would never again be revived to a great extent, at least
not for domestic use. In short, it then seemed that the consumer had learned the extravagance of going beyond his
own neighborhood mines for household coal. However, the
experience of the past two years indicates that many people
are again following their old habits, as a result perhaps of
the intensive advertising by the producers of certain coals
specially prepared, and now prefer coal from a particular
state or of a certain trade name, because they have come to
believe that such coal is better suited to their needs.
The thought presents itself as to whether the consumer
who demands such brands and trade names knows what he
is getting in heat value for his money.
If not, what is the
producer in the areas nearer by doing to correct the mistaken belief, if there is one, and to show his product to the
buyer in a true dollars and cents comparison?

the

Coal Cost Per Thermal Unit

Is

Best Test

With this in mind, Iowa suggests itself as a locality where
such a campaign of education might be productive of results.
Based on present market prices for Iowa and Illinois coal, in
which the Iowa price at the mine is higher than Illinois,
and on present freight rates, there is no Illinois coal yielding as many B.t.u. for one cent at Des Moines, Iowa, as
will coal from any locality in that state.
The advantage
in favor of Iowa coal ranges from 200 to 8,200 B.t.u. for
one cent, with an advantage over the Illinois field most favored by users of 4,5.50 B.t.u. per penny of cost.
A number of operators and jobbers in Iowa were asked
whether they realized these facts and, if so, what was being
done to inform the retail dealers and, through them, the

la.

Replies indicate that only a few are making any
particular effort in this direction, some seeming content to
take for granted that the public knows that the product of
Iowa mines is "really about as good as that of other nearby

consumers.

states."

One operator and a jobber, who have studied the situation
and are convinced that the general public will burn something cheap

—cheap

in the

sense that the cost

is

low

— to keep

them warm during the coming winter, have sent letters to
dealers over the state suggesting this and driving home the
oft repeated message that a portion of the winter's coal must
be moved during the summer. These men felt that a short
snappy letter, which would attract the dealer's attention by
suggesting the facts, would produce results in orders better
than a longer statement involving the recitation of statistics.
One of the letters started with the statement that when
the first snow covers up the chips and corn cobs in the back
yards, there will be a rush for coal, and followed with the
suggestion that the farmer, as well as city and small town
consumer, will not buy the long haul, high freight rate stuff,
but the coal he can get at the lowest price per ton.

Play Up Long Haul to

Illinois'

Another wholesaler addressed a

Disadvantage

letter to dealers, request-

ing a reply, asking if it was not their opinion that the people
would buy low priced coal, not high priced freight, this year.
The psychology of his argument being that if he could suggest the text and induce the dealer to write the letter, he
would have an opportunity to come back with a compliment
on the dealer's judgment and presentation of the facts. This,
in the
it seems, would create a more lasting impression
dealer's mind, which he would gradually impart to his customers, and thus a permanent preference would be estabThat is the way
lished for the low freight rate product.
the present preference for high freight, trade named coals
was established; by constantly telling the dealer and his
customer that such coals are better.
Both of these letters got results, orders and replies, which
will miitiply into more orders.
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One retail dealei* sold a considerable amount of summer
coal through a letter with which was enclosed a copy of a
by Churchill, reprinted from (\ial Scoop, which
vividly pictures the apathy of the consumer waiting for
freight rates to be reduced and urges him to heed the pleas
of retailers, railroads and operators to buy the winter's supply of coal during the summer months, when the retailer has
it, the railroads can haul it and while prices are low.
The
compani'.n picture shows the same consumer, when the first
cold snap comes, now greatly agitated and crying for govcartoon

ernment regulation of the

coal business, at sight of notices
that "prices are higher on account of scarcity" and "no
reduction in freight rates." In the accompanying letter attention is directed to the customary last-minute rush for

coal, with the attendant shortage and increased price, and
the suggestion that at least part of next winter's supply be

put in now.

Program Could Be Used in Other Localities
Perhaps some such concrete program, more properly called
educational than propaganda, might be adopted and followed
by the trade in other localities, varying the argument to
suit the local conditions.
In Iowa the car situation

is usually not so much a problem
as in most other fields. The mines have smaller individual
capacities and three-day delivery is the average all over the
state, allowing almost weekly return trips for cars from
mines to delivery and back to be loaded again. There are
not many industries in the state calling for open top cars
for shipment out of the state and such cars as are routed
away are usually replaced by those coming in with coal from
other fields and some returning empty from points farther
west and northwest, where they wei'e shipped from Eastern
markets with coal of particular kinds and grades; gas coal,
for instance.

Gulf Between Digging Cost and Cost-on-Cars
The price of a ton of coal to the consumer, as compared
with the contract mining rate is one subject that, it seems,
should be explained more fully and frequently to the buyer.
There is an attitude on the part of certain miners' union
oflicials to discredit the operators at every opportunity by
stating in interviews that increases in the price of coal to
the retail trade are not justified by the increases given the
diggers of the coal. The public should be made to understand what the contract rate is and that it represents only
about one-half the direct cost of coal at the mines. In Iowa
the diggers or contract miners represent but 48 per cent of
the men employed at the mines, while in Illinois it is understood that this percentage is somewhat higher.
The items
making up overhead and indirect costs should also be explained and definite statement made showing why these costs
cannot be eliminated from the price to the ultimate consumer.
Average per ton costs showing where the money really goes
might well be published frequently.
Good Results Believed to Be Inevitable

Can

better use be

made

of the information regularly col-

and tabulated by the various associations in the trade
than to distribute it in an understandable form and stripped, so far as possible, of all technical terms? An educated
general public will do almost as much to forestall regulation
of the trade that has been threatened for more than a
year, as will expensive and uncertain lobbies.
The conclusion seems almost unavoidable that only good
for the trade can result from a campaign of education for
the users of coal to the end that they buy the coal which will
best serve their needs at the least outlay of money.
The individual who finds his winter's coal bill a hundred
dollars less than last year will not be one of those condemning the whole coal trade as robbers, but it is probable that
the one who has tried to keep his family warm with a last
lected

portion of high-priced freight included in his bill will not
take the trouble to analyze the situation to learn why his
outlay was so much more than his neighbor who was just
as warm. The consumer can only measure the freight he
burns by his bank account.
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Operators in State of Washington Sever
All Relations with Union

WASHINGTON

conimercial-coa! operators have issued
notices to the public and to their employees declaring

that they will no longer run union mines and that they will
pay a scale of wages proposed by the neutral member of
the coal commission which is as follows: Contract miners

under piece-work rates, between $7 and $14 per day; day
men (underground), $6; common labor (underground),
$5.25; day men (above ground), $6; common labor, (above
The operators declare that these wages
ground), $4.50.
compare favorably with those in other industries and
promise to cut prices as much as the wage reduction will
permit.
The operators of commercial mines declare that the union
has disregarded the principle of collective bargaining for
that of dictation, that it has refused to bargain with the
employees for a new wage scale or to consider any reduction of wages despite the need for a new scale as shown by
the report of the joint commission appointed by the Director
of Labor and Industries of the State.
They add that the
union has refused to permit the men employed by the idle
mines a chance to vote on the question of returning to work
at the wage scale just given, which, as stated, was proposed
by the neutral member of the coal commission.
The operators declare that the United Mine Workers of
America have admitted that the refusal to permit of a readjustment of the wage scale is actuated by a desire to
protect the interests of the organization in other states
v/hich would be asked to grant reductions in those sections
if decreases in wages were allowed in the State of Washington.
"It has," they say, "become increasingly evident,
not only in connection with the present controversy but by
reason of accumulative experience over a number of years
that the policy of the United Mine Workers of America is
not one of consideration for the interests of the industry
and of its members in this district, but one under which
those interests are sacrificed to the interests of that organization in remote districts."
As stated by the operators efforts were made in January
and February to induce the national and district officers of
the United Mine Workers to enter into negotiations for a
new wage scale. After 60 days' effort the attempt failed.
In a circular dated Feb. 28 the operators proposed that
the wage scale of October, 1919, be made effective, saying
that the mines must be closed down if the proposition was
not accepted. As no favorable action was taken the mines
were closed on Mar. 15.

Miners Report Coal Situation Discouraging
In April at the request of Edward Clifford, Director of
Labor and Industries of the State of Washington, the operators consented to the formation of a commission composed of two representatives of the operators and two of
the mine workers and a representative of the Department
of Labor and Industries. After a full investigation the commissioners submitted a unanimous report of facts which
fully justified the previous contentions of the operators
showing that the situation was a critical one, the mineworker members in their communication of June 30 to Mr.
Clifford saying that "our investigation has revealed a condition of affairs which we are frank to state is more discouraging than we had anticipated."
Based on this report the member of the commission representing the Department of Labor and Industries recommended a wage scale under which it would be possible to
operate.
The operators accepted the scale but the United
Mine Workers of America for five weeks delayed its acceptance.
Finally a convention by refusing to recommend
the acceptance of the proposed scale and also by refusing
to consider any reduction in wages whatsoever finally closed
the door to any possible settlement with the organization.
The operators say that at an appropriate time and as
soon as possible after I'esumption of operations their employees will be invited to select representatives to meet the
operators and work out a plan of organization which will
embody the principle of collective bargaining and assure
them a voice in the discussion of mutual problems.

:
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Repeal of Excess-Profits Tax Would Attract Capital
Necessary for Industrial Rehabilitation
By Paul Wooton
WashinKton

WHILE

opposition of considerable proportions has
arisen apainst the proposed repeal of the excessprofits tax, most students of tax problems, regardless
of political party, ajrree that the repeal of this tax will do
more to bring about a return of indu.strial prosperity than
would nearly any other one thinir that could be done at this
The debate in the House brouKht out many facts
time.
and figures with regard to the working of the excess-profits
tax, all of which tend to the conclusion that it was a war
tax, justified only by the stress of the time, and in no way
The revelations which
adapted to peace-time conditions.
have come as a result of the recent concentration of thought
should have been
tax
the
on this subject indicate that
repealed long ago and supplanted by a more scientific form
of taxation.
There is concrete evidence that the excess-profits tax
has led to great extravagance in business and it is blamed
for the period of intense speculation which followed the
war.
One of its good effects, however, is that in their
effort to avoid having excess profits, industries have entered
upon improvements and betterments such as never would
have been undertaken otherwise.

Capital Driven from Industry to Tax-Free Bonds
Big business does pay a considerable portion of the money
collected under the excess-profits tax, but as the tax was
tending more and more to drive capital away from industry
and into tax-free bonds, the public at large has suffered
because of the great reduction in industry which has come
from lack of capital. Witnesses before the Committee on
Ways and Means declared that the excess-profits tax and
the high surtaxes on individual incomes had removed every
incentive for the holders of accumulated capital to continue
to put their money in businesses.
It is estimated that nearly $1.5,000,000,000 now is invested
in

tax-free securities.

A

considerable portion of that

amount

now has been withdrawn from active industrial enterprises.
Capital for investment is commanding almost prohibitive
rates of interest. An example of the inducement to invest
tax-exempt securities is had by citing the fact that a
man of large means would have to invest his money so as
to earn 16.67 per cent in order to yield him the return
that a 41 per cent municipal bond would mean to him.
Any business venture which would yield 16 per cent on
the investment necessarily would carry with it great risks,
while the municipal bond possesses no element of risk.
While there is no disputing that large organizations pay

Porrpspondent

"A debt of J24,000,000,0()0 is a reminder of the war that
must be met and explains the absolute necessity of levying
unusual and sufficient taxes in peace times for years to
come in order to meet unusual obligations. Unexampled
business activity and enormous business profits enjoyed
during and after the war under existing law contradict the
argument offered for tax reduction in order to help busiDepressed business conditions are found throughout
ness.
the world to-<iay, an aftermath of war, although Germany
with a $.^5,000,000,000 debt and unprecedented taxes has
practically resumed prewar business activities according to
report. Present business conditions are not caused by taxes
but are due to a variety of well-known contributing causes,
including world-wide business depression and deflation.
"Everybody desires to reduce or remit taxes wherever
possible to do so, and a heroic effort to please people generally has been made, but repeal of the excess-profit tax
and other taxes has been opposed in the committee, first,
because the excess-profits corporation tax is imposed only
after 8 per cent profits and other exemptions have been
deducted. It is based on taxation of excess profits on the
same principle governing personal income surtaxes ability
to pay; second, if the excess-profits tax is repealed, then
it ought not to occur before Jan. 1, 1922.
"The demand for its repeal has universally been based
on the claim, whether real or mistaken, that the excessprofits tax is always passed on to the ultimate consumer.
If true, in whole or in part, on what theory can Congress
repeal a tax that will have been collected from consumers
throughout the entire year of 1921 only to be retained as a
gratuity from Congress ? In other words, if a 1921 excessprofits tax of $450,000,000 has been passed on the consumer this year, then by repealing that law as of Jan. 1,
1921, we will make an enormous gift to the corporations,
based on the actual proportion of taxes collected by them
from consumers prior to passage of the bill.
"The significance of this proposal as embodied in the bill
presents a political and economic liability well woi^h con-

—

sidering."

in

a considerable portion of the excess-profits tax, the figures
show that this is due to the high earning power of certain
of the great low-cost organizations, as a larger percentage
of the smaller corporations make very high profits.

Discrimination Against Firms with Small Capital

Another objectionable feature

to the excess-profits tax is
the uncertainty as to what it will amount to at the end of
the year. Since these corporations do not know how much
they will have to pay out under this tax, the tendency is
to overestimate probable assessments.
The inequalities of
the tax and its discrimination against the corporation with a
small invested capital has been the source of much discontent.
The abandoning of "invested capital" as a basis
for computing tax deductions will simplify the corporation
tax statements and will remove a prolific source of tax
discrimination.
Nevertheless there are two sides to the question.
The
other side of the proposition was set forth with particular
Frear,
of Wisconsin, during the
clearness by Representative
debate in the House. A part of Mr. Frear's argument is as
follows

Provisions of Revenue Bill Interest Coal

Men

was expected that a vote would be taken by Saturday,
Aug. 20, in the House on the revenue bill. Some of the
main provisions of interest to coal producers as individuals
It

and as corporation investors or managers, aside from the
proposed repeal of the excess-profits tax, are:
Reducing the surtax on individuals to a maximum of .S2
per cent upon amounts by which net income exceeds $()f),000.
Increasing from $2,000 to $2,.500 exemption of married
persons or heads of families whose net income is below
$5,000, and increasing from $200 to $400 the exemption for
each dependent.
Providing for deduction of a net loss from the net income
of the succeeding taxable year, and whei-e such loss is in
excess of net income for such succeeding year providing
for carrying forward such excess as a credit against succeeding taxable year.
Repealing transportation tax as of Jan. 1, 1922.
Reducing time limit for determination and assessment of
taxes to three years

in

the future.

Providing for an agreement in writing between taxpayer
and revenue commissioner to have effect of final and conclusive settlement.
Clarifying provisions

relating to determination of gain
deductions and credits, etc.
Increasing the normal tax on corporations to 15 per cent
for the calendar year 1921 and each year thereafter.
Providing for a tax simplification board which is to simplify forms and procedure of the Revenue Bureau.

and

loss,
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600 Connellsville Miners Quit When Wages
Are Cut to $3 a Day

to trial in the Circuit Court at Sullivan. The mine workers
are planning to make a demonstration when the trial is
held.
In the disorder of the week befoi-e last, for which

the three

hundred mine workers laid down their tools Friday,
Aug. 19, in the first strike in the Connellsville coal region since 1902, when employees of the Allison plant of
the W. J. Rainey Co., Inc., refused to accept another wage
reduction. The strikers called meetings at both the Mount
Braddock and Rainey plants and expected to decide by Saturday night whether or not they would join in the walkout.
The new scale allows skilled miners slightly above $3 a
day for ten hours. During war times these men were receiving from $8 to $10 a day for eight hours.
Officials of the company said that if the strike were prolonged they would close their plants in Fayette County, including Revere, Paull, Blount Braddock, Allison, Elm Grove
and Royal, and thi-ow 2,500 men out of work.

SIX

Wages of Two Million Workers Reduced
20 Per Cent Since Sept. 1, 1920
National Industrial Conference Board has recorded
THE
instances from about
more than
wage reductions
in

Sept.

1.

1920, to

Aug.

1, 1921.
affected is

.500

The number
about

of

commercially
more than

750, with
important plants
2,000,000 employees.
The average of the reductions is estimated
cent, ranging from as little as 5 per cent to a.s

at 20 per
much as 30
per cent. The wave seems to have begun in the Middle
West, spreading rapidly to the East and less rapidly to the
West. The reductions, so far as the Board has observed
them, seem to have affected all workers, skilled and
unskilled, by about the same percentages.

Army

mine workers were so determined to maintain wage levels
that it was not worth while to continue the overtures which
began late in June and have been persevered in ever since.
The answer in West Virginia, as in Washington State and
central Pennsylvania, is: Wage reductions are against the
policy of the International organization and it is useless
to try in any way to induce the Indianapolis officials to
concede a separate scale to suit the needs of any special
is

no way out save abrogation of the present con-

tract, but

there is a sentiment that what has ever been
sacred to the union should be sacred to the operator. He
must not break a contract even though it be one made under
compulsion and to replace a contract which had not run out.
George S. Brackett, the secretary of the Northern West
Virginia Operators' Association, has made a statement to
the effect that a sub-committee of three men from the
thick-vein district and three men from the thin-vein district
has been appointed, to be known as the wage-adjustment
committee, which has been insti-ucted to prepare data and
thoroughly familiarize itself with the mining conditions
and wages paid in Ohio and western Pennsylvania, as well
as in the non-union districts which surround and directly
compete with northern West Virginia. The sub-committee
consists of Tarleton (chairman), Ryan, Bischoff, Sandridge,

of Miners

district.

Would Descend on Mingo

ASSEMBLING from Paint Creek and Cabin Creek, 600
mine workers at Marmet prepared on Aug. 20, as in
ex-Governor Cornwell's administration, to march on Mingo
County through Boone and Logan counties. Theye were
reinforced on Sunday, Aug. 21, by 400 men from the Cedar
Grove region, who crossed the Kanawha River and improvised rafts. AiTned guards are keeping the roads leading to the point of assembly, which is a hollow about a
mile below the station at Marmet, and a correspondent
who passed the guard was told to leave and was accompanied by two armed guards to the station.
This march is said to be a protest against martial law
and the arrest of agitators. The mai-ch two years ago was
started to stop alleged murders of women and children by
the mine guards, rumors having been purposely floated to
foster the movement. C. F. Keeney, president of the United
Mine Workers in that district. No. 17. declares he has
nothing to do with the proposed invasion and that he has
not even been invited to attend at the -rendezvous.
He
refuses to concern himself and will not stop this march
as he did that on the previous occasion, though he doubts
if the men can march the eighty miles before them without
a commissariat.
Sheriff Don Chafin, of Logan County, is said to have five
hundred deputy sheriffs armed with army i-ifles and machine
guns.
He has stationed them near a divide at Sharpies,
Logan County, where two years ago a similar invasion was
headed off.

American Wholesale Coal Association
Meeting Postponed

THE

meeting in Chicago of the executive committee of
the American Wholesale Coal Association, called for
Aug. 24, has been postponed until Aug. 30 and 31. This
was done so that a meeting of the board of directors could

the same time.
Due to the increased importance being attached to the coal exchange proposition,
it was decided that both bodies should meet at this time to
discuss that and other important matters.

be called for

section.

There

mine bosses and

are to be tried, several

.iV.

WHEN
Md.,

men

employees were driven out of the

Fairmont-Clarksburg Region Getting Ready
For Future Wage Conference
the Advisory Board of the Northern West
Virginia Opei-ators' Association met at Deer Park,
on Aug. 9, they decided that the officials of the
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Because of the umit.a.tions in GovEaiNMENT salaries
is understood Secretary Hoover is having difficulty in

finding a capable man with proper qualifications for the
position of chief of the fuel export division in the reorganized Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. It is
understood that this division will cover both coal and petroleuni at first but may later be subdivided.

LocHRiE Advised Sticking to Present

Wage.— Among

the non-union operations in the central Pennsylvania field
are those of the Loehrie and Berwind- White interests of

Windber. Somerset County. They both pay the scale which
current in the union mines nearby. John Loehrie advises
whether work remains slow or amends, the scale be
maintained until April 1 of next year, when the agreement
in the Central Competitive Field expires.
is

that,

Brady and Montgomery.

Indiana to Meet Disorder by Force of

UNLIKE

Law

some sections, Indiana has, at least in Sullivan
County, officials who are not disposed to allow disorder
to get beyond control.
The Sullivan County Board Commissioners have sworn in forty special deputies who will
keep the peace under the orders of Sheriff Douthitt and
have announced that they will swear in more when the
three men who have been arrested for rioting are brought

Frelinghuysen Fails to Bring CoalStabilization Bill

Back

SENATOR FRELINGHUYSEN

to Life
made an

inef-

fectual attempt on Monday, Aug. 22, to call up
his coal-stabilization bill in the Senate.
He insisted
upon a vote, and the proposal was overwhelmingly

defeated.

The vote was taken without

roll call.

—

Production
and
the

Mairkct
U^eekly Review

PRODUCTION

of both hard and soft coal has hit
the upgrade at last. Anthracite has not been in a
serious slump, the let-up of early August having
been but short-lived and small in proportion to the
total.
Without question, however, the worst of the midsummer bituminous coal depression is over. With an
output the second week of August of 7,726,000 tons, a
gain of almost half a million tons over the average of
the preceding five weeks, and with unmistakable evidence of quickening of inquii-j' and of buying, the turn
may be said to have been passed. Each week hereafter
may not show a greater output than the one before, but
the general trend will be up from now on just as from
the middle of May to the first half of August it was

downward.
not yet possible to point definitely to each influence that is marking up demand for soft coal.
P.sychologj', as usual, is called in to account for the attitude
of buyers. Just now there is being felt the effect of
the steady pressure of the advice to buy recently voiced
by Secretary Hoover and the chairman of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, as well as that of the large
coal-carrying railroads. As September approaches and
cooler weather is in prospect, thoughts are turning to
Railway fuel purchases are increasing and some
coal.
improvement in demand from the steel industry is
It is

noted, with prospects for more.
Cement mills in the
East are buying more coal.
Business observers are
advising that conditions generally confirm the belief
that genuine business improvement is under way. Caution on the part of buyers is the part of good business
as matters now stand.
It is being pointed out that
faiAire to observe caution a year ago was in a large

measure responsible for the collapse and that any new
buying now is positive indication of better times. Increased availability of credit and marked declines in
money rates not only herald betterment in fundamental
conditions but make possible the purchase of storage
coal by industry.

Prices Fail to Reflect

Change

in

Sentiment

Prices do not as yet reflect the change in feeling
that is, coal is not being marked up on expectations.
Coal Age index of spot prices of bituminous coal stood
at 90 on Aug. 22, a drop of 2 points from 92 on Aug. 15.
Local conditions account for this change. In New England al'.-rail coals from central Pennsylvania are down
because of the flood of water-borne coal now available,
both because the ocean freights from Hampton Roads
are the lowest in years and because New England is the
only market by water for coals from this port since
In the Midwest, where a few
export demand ceased.

Daily Average Production of Bituminous Coal''

—
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weeks ago screenings were at a premium because in
small production, demand is now waiting for the usual
fall rush for domestic sizes to produce a superabundance
of fine coal at bargain prices; in conse(,uenee prices are
off

now.

Movement

off the docks at the head of the Great
gaining and all reports indicate that that terrihave abundant coal, both hard and soft, this
New England likewise appears to be very well
year.
stocked and continues to receive somewhat better than
current needs.

Lakes

is

tory will

BITUMINOUS
As stated last week in this review, it is apparent that
the low point of the mid-summer production decline has
been passed. The output for the week ended Aug. 13 was
7,726,000 net tons, one-half million tons in excess of the
figui-e for the last preceding week and the largest since
the week ended June 11. The present rate of production,
however, is far below that in other recent years.
Even
in the dull year of 1914 the August output averaged 8,700,slight decrease was reported in load000 tons per week.
ings for Monday and Tuesday of the third week in August.
Undoubtedly the depressed condition of industry is responsible for the subnormal rate of production, according

to
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the Geological

— Spot

Prices,

May

is

the

latest

month for

tone.
Despite the decrease in Lake tonnage,
production has even gained, showing that the industrial
is absorbing considerably more coal.
All-rail movement to New England continues to decline,
as shown in the following table.
Low marine freights are
aiding shippers of water coal, who are making further inroads on the territory which for some time has been served

optimistic

market

by the
C.\RS

all-rail

central Pennsylvania coals.

OF COAh FORW.\RDED OVER THE HUDSON TO

E.'i.'^TERN'

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND

A

Current Quotations

Survey.

which consumption data are available. Fuel consumption
by railroads in that month was about 81 per cent of the
1920 average; by electric utilities, 78 per cent, and for coke
manufacture, only 38 per cent. "No-market" losses are still
exacting a toll of more than 50 per cent of production capacity of min operations.
Domestic demand appears to be awakening with the approach of autumn. Retailers find an increase of business,
although it is still far below normal. A better line of inquiry is developing along the seaboard, which has had a
tendency to stiffen prices. Cleveland reports show a more

Week Ended
July 30
.\ug. 6.
Aug. 13

.

Bituminous Coal

1921
ithruciff
Bituiiiinou

2.543
2,609
2.313

—Net Tons,

.\iithracit

3.029
2.780
2.560

F. O. B.

2.806
1,863

2.230

Mines

6,368
6.732
6,124

COAL AGE
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Aro Indev

90

This di:iErram

1921.

shr)«-s weekly changes
in the spot prices of
bituminous coal In

the United States as
All prices
a whole.

are

reduced

figure

with

to

one

and compared
the

aver«Bo

government price of
191 S. taken as 100.
Actual
spot
prices
each coal are
Riven in the table

lor

in this review.

250

Dec.

Cumulative receipts of bituminous coal in New England,
totaling 8,273,000 tons lor the first half year of 1921, compared less favorably with former years. In the first half
of 1916, for example, 12,400,000 tons of soft coal were delivered.
In 1920, a year when New England consumers had
difficulty in obtaining coal, the half-year receipts were
The decrease during the present year is
9,428,000 tons.
if not entirely due to the effect of the business
depression in curtailing consumption.

principally

RECEIPTS

Ol'

I'.riTMINOlS
In

.\pril. 1921.

Mav.

1921.

June, 1921.

iic-t
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Foreign Market

And

Elxport

News

Glut of Small Fuels Forces British Pits To
Operate on Short-Time Basis
Production During Week Ended Aug. 6 Receded 968,000
Tons from Preceding Week— Price Reduction Fails to

Move Smalls^Export
Many

Restrictions Aggravate Conditions

have

been compelled to operate on a short-time basis,
owing to the rapid accumulation at the
pitmouth of unsalable small fuels. Production in the week of Aug. 6, as cabled
to Coal Age was 3,619,000 gross tons,
a decrease of 968,000 from the precedBritish

pits

ing week

and the smallest since the
week after work was resumed.
In spite of the fact that some of these
fuels, which were disposed of at 30s.
per ton at the beginning of the year,
are now offered for 20s. or less, there
are no customers, and the market glut
rru-J
IIS increasing.
This rapid
accumulation
is aggravated by the prevailing restrietion in export business.
It is likely, in
this connection, that the owners will
take up with the miners the question
of loading at the coal face with riddles
and forks. Should this practice be reverted to, the surplus of small fuels
would be greatly reduced, and the situation
would rapidly become normal
again.
The output of coal in Great Britain
for the week ended July 30, shows an
increase over the preceding week of
253,100 tons, and over the corresponding week of last year of 22,100 tons,
Production
in
the
larger
districts
showed consistent gains over the prefirst

.

I

'

ceding weeks. The Durham output increased to 625,500 tons; Yorkshire, 809,600; Derby, Nottingham and Leicester,
to 631,600; South Wales and Monmouth,
843,000, and Scotland, 519,400.
In spite of the fact that there are
„

fewer

.,

,.

,,

working than

,

.

.,

before the
strike the British output continues to
,
,.
,
\.,
T,
J J
rise.
Production for the week ended
pits

,

5,0

July 23

is comparable with the correspending week in 1920.

^-eekly BRITISH PRODUCTION-. IX
gross TONS
Mariii 26, July I6

D'strut

Tona

si°fforT''"!rropahire;

'"'"^

'

Tins
^^''''*"'

July 23i

Tone

'

"^^°°

Warwick and WorLai^^tLre,- Cheshire
and .\. Wales..". ..

'"•""'

"'"""'

'"^''°

336.000
*"-^'"'

416.300

427.800

"''"''

"''"'°

482,980

520,500

585,600

584,200
610,300
78,800
617,200

633.000
744,600
82,100
432,600

781, 700

'

.

Bert^-

Xot.ingi>an;

and Leicester
""
..°""

'moutr

.

Yorkshire
other English districts
Scotland

794!600
96,100
479 500

~-— -^^
j;^^^

The British ironmakers and coke producers have been conferring in an endeavor to fix a price for coke which
^'•'°^^'^ ^e satisfactory to all concerned,
Up to now no agreement has been
reached, the ironmakers stating that
blast furnaces cannot possibly resume
work until the price of coke is in the
neighborhood of 20s.
Coke producers
see no immediate possibility of attain'"^ t^'s figure, especially since the
Prices of residuals have fallen so considerably since March.
British prices, as cabled to Coal Age,
show a continued decline, with the exteption of Best Steam Smalls, Cardiff,
which stood firm:

riRREXT quot.\tioxs, British coals,
F.O.B.
Cardiff

PORT. GROSS TONS
.\ug. 13

Admiralty Large
Steam.Snialls

383.

Newcastle:
Best Steams
Best Gas
Best Bunkers

U'36s.
30s.

.\ug. 20

&

19s. 6d.

^
3d.

36s.
37a. 6d.
19s. fe 20s.

*''
?''•
'"^-jf 'A'31s. (S 329. 6d.
32s 6d.
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French Kailways Buy Wel.sh CoalComplaints on German Coals
According to a cable to Coal Age
from Paris, Aug. 19, the French State
Railways have contracted for 20,000
tons of Welsh steam coal at appro.ximately 30s. per ton. It is believed that
this will not meet the full requirements
of the railways.
Satisfactory progress is being made
warrehabilitation
the
the
of
in
damaped coal mines in the Nord and

Pas de Calais.

Twelve companies

in

these fields that in the first six months
of 1920 produced but 750,000 metric
tons, raised 3,263,000 tons the first six
months of this year, having produced
449,000 tons in June.
Mines to the
west of Pas de Calais, not daniapcd in
the war, had an output of 698,000 tons
in June compared with 617,000 tons in
May. The total production of these two
districts, January to June inclusive,

this year, has been 7,344,000 tons, compared to which was an output of 3,810,000 tons the same period of 1920 and
14,946,000 tons the first half of 1913.
There is hardly any inquiry for coal
in France now on account of the industrial slackness, the heat and the holidays. Prices are little changed so far,
but there is no doubt that with the
poor demand added to competition from
abroad, prices are bound to come down.
It is expected that as soon as British
exporters really enter the market again,
the French mines will have to cut their
prices by at least 10 francs per ton.
The labor situation is very satisfactory and while it is still difficult to
enforce wage reductions in the Northern districts on account of the high
cost of li%nng there, in the Central and
Southern areas this has been done without any difficulty.
There are stiil complaints about the

irregularity and insufficiency of supplies of German coals, and more attention is also given to quality which,
although improved of late, is not yet
satisfactory when one compares the
coals shipped to France with the wellprepared and clean fuel supplied to
German industry.

Pier and Bunker

Prices,

Gross Tons
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Liverpool.

Eight days were consumed

in the process, although

much

publicity

has been given the statement that the
owners saved $3 per ton.

—

Anthracite The proximity of another
monthly advance has caused a mild renewal of interest in domestic shipments.
This, however, seems to be true only of
the larger retailers; the smaller distributors are now so well stocked for
the most part that they are inclined
first to turn some of their coal into

money before purchasing more.

Tidewater

—East

NEW YORK

—

Anthracite Steam Develops Strength
Turning Point for Bituminous Believed
Near Local Dumpings Increase.
Conditions
show imAnthracite
Demand is somewhat
provement.
stronger, owing to the cut in production.
Stove coal leads in the call and
aids in the movement of egg and chest-

—

—

Both dealers and consumers are
showing more interest, which seems to
be the vanguard of an active fall.
The efforts of the operators to put
nut.

before the public "everything about the
anthracite industry that the public as
consumers of coal, want to know, and
ought to know," is already being noIt
ticed by those who use anthracite.
is also expected that the retail dealers
will soon begin a campaign urging consumers to lay in their coal for the
winter.
The trade believes that better days
are close by. With many mines closed
and the West and New England taking
their share of the output, demand is
making big inroads on the tonnage produced.
Some of the better grades of independent stove were quoted as high as
$8.50, but these instances are said to
have been few, the average quotation
being from 15c. to 20c. lower. Egg and
chestnut were from 10c. to 45c. below

company's circular.
Pea continues to move slowly, but
quotations ranged $4.50@$5.75.
The feature of the trade was the
strength

shown

in

the

While there has been

smaller coals.

little

change

in

the situation regarding buckwheat No.
1, rice and barley developed strength
and the better grades were hard to ob-

tain.

—

Bituminous There is a better feeling
in the market, although the order books

show any greater activity. However, the trade believes that by the middle of September the turn for the better
will have taken place and orders will
begin to come in. On the other hand,
a canvass made of more than a score
of large consumers showed that most
of them had contracted for their year's
coal; some would not be in the market
until the middle of September; others

fail to

had several months' coa'. on hand, while
some said they were usi'">^ electricity
or fuel oil instead of coal.
Pier statistics show that

317

were dumped over the local
docks 876 cars of pool coal and 6,743
cars outside the pool, as compared with
361 cars of pool coal and 4,600 cars of
coal outside the pool dumped from July
1 to 18.
On Aug. 19, there were 144
cars in the pools and 1,313 cars outside
the pools at the local piers, as compared with 328 cars in the pool and
1,581 cars outside the pools on Aug. 12.
Operators contend the outlook depends much upon the labor situation.
This is particularly true in the central
Pennsylvania fields where the mine
workers will not consider a wage reduction.
Many mines producing the lower
grades are idle and therefore there is
comparatively small tonnages of these
coals available.
Gas slack continues strong, quotations
ranging $1.75@$1.90.
Quotations for
coal at the local piers show comparato 18, there

tively small

change from

last

week.

hnproves — Bottom
— Tax Question Tempo—
Disposed Of
Bituminous InacAnthracite

Believed Passed
rarily
tive

—Prices

Anthracite

Unchanged.

—Better conditions

are in-

from the retail standpoint.
While some attribute this to the belief
that the buyer is convinced coal will
dicated

not be cheaper, others think it indicates an early start of the usual seasonal buying.
Retailers are also ordering from the
shippers somewhat more actively, and
a good deal of this is traceable to the
expected increase in mine prices on
Sept. 1, as it is felt that all companies
will then make their final price announcements for the winter season.
It would seem that any increase in
prices due to the coal tax is at least
disposed of until Jan. 1. The companies
have not officially announced this, but
the news has gone broadcast that they
expect final court decisions by that
time, and should it be favorable to the
state the tax will be imposed by the
operators on that date, although they
will not levy any retroactive impost.
There is a tendency to a more uniform price schedule among the dealers
and at this time some of the so-called
cut-price men are asking $13.75 for
egg, $14 for stove and nut, and $11 for
pea coal, which is only from 25c.@50c.
less than some of the larger and more
conservative dealers.
Steam coals are still unduly quiet, although the independents have been
somewhat less hampered with their surplus, as with curtailed working time
Buckwheat is
they have less to sell.
the only size being moved, but the companies still insist on $3.50 for this, although the independents will still take
offers of 50c.@7.5c. less.

Bituminous
but if it

—-Nothing happens

in soft

true that a calm always
jivesages a storm, there is bound to be
soon.
Surely, the
disturbance
a real
producers never tried harder to get the
big consumers to take in coal, yet outside of the utility plants, they seem to
coal,

from Aug. 1 accomplish

is

little.

starts.

Probably the only scarce coal at this
time is slack, as there are certain industries here who use heavy heavy tonnages, who have lately added to their
working time. Quotations for gas slack
are around $1.50, and not especially
free at that figure.

There is no change in Tide business,
the activity being confined mostly to
bunkers, although a few fair-sized cargoes have departed this week for overseas.

BUFFALO

—

Bituminous Slightly More Active No
Real Stir Looked for Anthracite Buying Slov Lake Shipments Heavy.
shippers
local
Bituminous Many
see a slight improvement. All that the
present situation seems to teach is that
when business pays well the thing to do
This applies
is to make the most of it.

—

—

PHILADELPHIA
Retail

The talk about lowered contract
prices persists and there are indications
of some good coals being closed $2.50@
$2.90, yet most producers are holding
to the policy of keeping a big tonnage
for the market when the real buying

—

especially to the shipper who was accused of being a profiteer last fall.
Meanwhile, those who tried to hold
prices down when they went soaring
are wondering if they did the right
thing.

One of the reasons for the slow movement is the failure of Canada to buy.
That country is trying hard to put out
enough coal of its own to meet the entire demand and as it ordinarily produces about half of

its

consumption

it

now able to meet that much more
nearly than it has in a long time. The
factories are quite as inactive as ours
and they do not show any disposition
is

will

have to be infer-

to start up, so

it

red

same cause that

that

the

them shut here

iceeps

operation there.
Prices do not change. Quotations are
$3 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75
for Pittsburgh and No. 8 lump, $2.50
for Allegheny Valley mine run and
$1.85@$2 for slack.
Anthracite "Coal is too high!" That
is about all the non-coal man will say
It
in regard to the anthracite trade.
happens that hard coal is not only much
higher than it used to be, but it refuses
to come down, as a good many other
The worst of it is
things are doing.
that it is not likely to come down right
is in

—

away.

At the same time, independent mines,
which go into the open market and sell
for what they can get, are about half
idle,
because they cannot run at a
profit.
A Buffalo jobber, who has contracts to sell this coal states that only
one or two of the big independents are
running at even half capacity and one
of

them
There

is
is

at present stocking coal.
a little improvement in the

demand and

it

is

expected to keep up

The fall clouds are
this time on.
here and coal must be had anyhow.
from

—

Lakes Heavy shipments continue.
The amount for the week ended Aug.
17 was 172,900 net tons, of which 93,100

—
COAL ACE

318
tons cleaved for Duluth and Superior,
36.900 for Milwaukee, 15,500 for Chicago. 12,400 for Fort William, 7,500 for
Manitowoi-, 4,500 for Green Bay and
Freight rates re.3.000 for Hancock.
main quiet, 65(a)70c. to Chicago, COc.

Wilwaukee, 55c. to Manitowoc and
Green Bay, 65c. to Hancock and 50c.
to Duluth and Fort William.
Coke Furnaces do not need much
iuul are not willing to stock up on the
present outlook. This holding back is
also shown by the failure of the ironore movement by Lake to pick up.
Prices remain at $4 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry, $3 for 48-hr. furnace and
$2.75 for stock, adding $3.64 to cover
to

—

freight.

—

Better Line
to Market
of In/juinj and More Closings Prices
Inclined to Stiffen
Hard Coal Men
Also Getting More Orders.

—

—

Bituminous \ brighter tone is noted
.\ trip around
in the soft coal market.
the trade brought out the fact that the
majority of offices are reporting not
only a better line of inquiry, but more
closings on both spot and contract than
have been noted for some weeks past.
Prices, too, while still abnormally low,
are showing an inclination to stiffen.
This is particularly true of best grade
steam coals and some of the more exclusive lines of J-in. Pennsylvania production. The trade is now quite hopeful that the month of September will
see a sharp betterment in all matters
The
relating to soft coal handling.
e.xport situation shows the following
results for the week ended Aug. 19:
cargo loading, 9,447 tons; bunkers, 1,100
tons.

—

now

a somewhat better line of ordering reported. Some of the dealers are
finding, without any rush, however, that
they have enough of immediate orders
on hand to make a fair delivery.
This does not mean that the trade is
not far back in its seasonal delivery as
a result of the mis-education of the
public through the prosecution of the
coal dealers, and the constant statements in the daily press that prices
would be driven downward if action
was taken against the Retail Coal Ex-

change.

Northwest

MILWAUKEE

—
—
—
for Another Raise Lake Receipts Fall-

Demand Slowly Improving Coal and
Coke Stocks Piling Up Anthracite in
ing.

Demand

10c.

addition

the

of

the

amount

of

the

Pennsylvania tax, which is put at
Some dealers hold
about 25c. or 30c.
that it would not be advisable to add
anything like that amount to the present prices under the prevailing public
sentiment.
The anthracite

causing
some apprehension because the slow
<lemand thus far has kept the docks
filled and there is no room to store
necessary additional receipts before
navigation closes. It is estimated that
less than 50 per cent of Milwaukee's
anthracite consumers have laid in their
situation

is

supplies.
state agency is making an investigation of coal prices, but Gov. Blaine
the department
declines
to divulge

through which it is being conducted.
Gov. Blaine, who is invited to a conference of governors in regard to coal
conditions, is of the opinin that any
undue charges on coal are the result of
influences outside of the state.
The City of Milwaukee is preparing
to market coal at cost to small consumers during the coming winter, by
establishing yards in every ward.
Receipts by Lake for the first half
of August are 71,921 tons of anthracite,
and 156,891 tons of soft coal, making
a total of 597,336 tons of the former
and 1,625,859 tons of the latter. Last
year the receipts to this time were
442,217 and 813,309 tons, respectively.

DULUTH
Bituminous Stocks Adequate, with Reduced Industrial Consumption AnthraReceipts Increase
.More Active.
cite

Anthracite Whether purchasers are
beginning to realize that they cannot
expect to get fuel lower than existing
rates, or whether, due to the natural
inclination to buy as the colder weather
approaches, the fact remains that there
is

There
is going to be cheaper.
be an increase on anthracite of
per ton Sept. 1, with possibly

that coal

may

A

BALTIMORE
Brighter Tone
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—
—Dock Business

Sufficient bituminous coal has arrived
to take care of the winter's needs, according to an estimate made by dock

This means that the feared
here.
shortage of soft coal has passed and
that a reduced estimate of necessary
consumption has shown that the coal
now on the docks will take care of the
wants of that portion of the Northwest

men

which draws from this center.

A

noticeable slackening in soft coal

shipments has become evident and at
the same time a picking up in anthraLast
cite receipts has been recorded.
week thirty-four cargoes arrived at the
harbor, of which twelve were anthracite
iind twenty cargoes are reported on the
way, of which six are hard coal.
Approximately 600,000 tons of hard
coal are needed to fulfill the requireThis amount
ments as estimated.
should come into the docks, provided
that ore shipments do not take an unexpected sag, and cause many boats to
be laid up. Vessels are arriving in the
harbor daily, without cargoes, because
of the shortage of shipments of soft
coal.

Shipments off the docks are gaining
August bids fair to pass the
set in July and the trade looks

daily.
is

slowly improving.

Per-

sistent solicitation and guaranteeing of
price is slowly wearing down the idea

mark

for a spurt of business in September.

The dealers are carrying some of the

burden and the whole weight of maintaining huge stocks of coal will not fall
upon the dock men. The consumer is
not purchasing to any marked extent as
yet.

Prices remain

much

the same, with a

toward
growing
firmer.
Youghiogheny and Hocking steam lump
tendency

Screenings
are at $7, with gas $7.25.
are firmer at $4 and run of pile remains the same.

MINNEAPOLIS

—

Dock
Industrial Cotisumption Low
Supplies May Be Ample Retail Deviand is Stronger
a Rig Factor.

—

—

.-Ill-Rail

Tnnnuge

The coal trade is watching prospects
and conditions with some apprehension.
Thei'e is reasonable ground for antiOn the one
cipating almost anything.
hand there is a better supply on the
docks than for several years. On the
other, the tonnage moved forward this
year is not equal to any season's consumption.
However, the fear of a severe shortage early in the season is pretty well
It is clear that with 6,000,000
past.
tons of soft coal moved so far this
season, there is a reasonable working
basis for a fair start into the winter.
The steel corporation's tonnage shows a
decrease of 25 per cent, undoubtedly
because its requirements will be that
much reduced, if not more. This means
that with soft coal tonnage more than
three times what it was a year ago,
there is some excess beyond the comparison of commercial coal.
But it is still a question as to whether
industrials will need as much as usual.
Industry is still in a state of inaction.
The chances are that there will not be
any sudden increase in the demands
from manufacturers, but instead a

gradual change.

If

such shall prove to

be the case, the needs of the Northwest
will have a reasonable supply in the
tonnage now on the docks, plus whatever may still be received.
Another phase of the situation which
does not receive
the
consideration
which it should, in reviewing the
needs of the Northwest, is the all-rail
supply.
This trade has been an energetic factor in seeking business, and
has served a good portion of the more
southern and central areas of the
Northwest with a large tonnage. There
is no reason to suppose that this will
be entirely cut off.
A somewhat encouraging fact is the
steady increase of retail orders. There
is no doubt that consumers have held
out on their strike just as long as they
felt that they could.
But they are
reluctantly coming to the conclusion
that they must buy some coal at least,
at the current prices.
Deliveries are
increasing steadily in the Twin Cities.
One thing which has served to hold
back business right along, still continues.
The latest is the report that
President Harding favors a reduction in
the freight charges on coal to the
.Northwest. This recommendation should
have been made three or four months

August

25.

ago, when,
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successful,

if

given an opportunity to

it

would have

move

coal

at

What the
the most opportune time.
Northwest needs now is a stable situation, so people will buy coal and have
it moved in an orderly manner, rather
than have them thrown into an expectancy of cheaper prices by delaying,
with a probability of congesting shipments with the first touch of cold
weather.

319
tions

autumn trade activities.
The steel industry continues

mine run,

to regis-

and the spurt there has shown
no signs of abatement.
Prices of the various grades have
shown no change in the last week.
The demand for slack continues strong.
Consideiable improvement has appeared
in the domestic situation, with householders coming into the market in increasing numbers. Most consumers apInland
parently have given up the hope held
early in the summer, that prices at
Mayor Fitzgerald,
letail would drop.
CHICAGO
who is a candidate for re-election, has
Buyers Deaf to Warnings of Impeiid- announced that a city coal yard will be
Domestic Trade Gets
ing Shortage
established at w^hich fuel will be sold at
Under Way Outlook Uncertain.
around $1 a ton cheaper than dealers.
No less than three of the newspapers
Bituminous coal receipts during the
circulating in and about Chicago have week ended Aug. 13, show increases
gone to the trouble of writing spe- both for industries and retailers, the
cial articles wai-ning the public relative
total being 732 cars divided; industrial
t» an impending coal shortage, but. as .518. retail 214; as compared with 557
usual, the public looks upon these arti- cars the preceding week.
cles
as "propaganda from the coal
Lake Loadings at the lower ports
trust." which the newspapers are glad are declining steadily, the decrease last
to publish for a price.
week having been nearly 40,000 tons.
The market on steam coal, especially
screenings, had a very bad setback
ST. LOUIS
One of the largest
early last week.
ter gains

West

—

—

—

producing companies operating mines in
Illinois and Indiana, had a majority of
larger conti'acts expire. The result
was cut prices to the trade and a condition more disorganized and illogical
than any we have seen in the coal mar-

Sliylit

— Full

Some little coal is moving to the reThis is because the vacation
tailers.
season is nearly over and people returning from their trips through force of
habit realize that the end of the summer is approaching and winter will
soon be here. Consequently, purchases
of domestic coal have been stimulated
to some mild extent.
It is almost impossible to get a forecase from any producer or wholesaler.
The better informed operators are the
ones from whom it is hardest to get
They claim they have
a prediction.
been fooled by the market so often they
have given up making predictions and
are awaiting developments with what
It is also worthy
patience they have.
of note, that the percentage of pessimists has increased, and the number
of optimists decreased.
As we have
been fooled so often, it may be now
that the general tone is pessimistic, better days and better times may be nearer
to us than we perhaps realize.

in Country
Orders Picking Up

Improvement Noted

—Domestic

Demand

its

ket this year.

Rush Indicated.

There has been some

little

improve-

ment in the number of domestic orders
coming in. This, however, is for the
Anthracite and
coal.
middle-grade
smokeless seem to have very little call,
The forwhile coke shows up better.
mer users of Carterville are now going
to Mt. Olive and the present consumers
are those who used coke, smokeless and
The result is that Mt.
anthracite.
is beginning to move fairly well
and Standard is also showring a little

Olive

activity.

Steam business locally shows a little
improvement here and there. Country
business is picking up unusually well
on domestic, especially in the western
Some business is
section of the state.
also noted in the northern part. Counand the tonis
slow
business
steam
try
i/age is falling considerably under that
There is no change
of a year ago.
locally in prices.

DETROIT

—Sales Remain
— Anthracite Buyingof

Increase in Inquiries

Small

Volume

Bituminous

—With

coal

consumers

available
fail to

Trade

Outlook Better

buying interWhile incoming shipments are not
est.
large, they include a good proportion
of the various sizes of steam and do-

fest an active degree of

—

—

—

—

been going on

in

this

district for the

of

inquii-ies.

There

is

not,

however,

few weeks is beginning to be re- a proportionate expansion of buying
flected in a somewhat improved demand and the theory is advanced that some
for industrial fuel.
There has been no >)t those making inquiries are in search
last

widespread gains, but sentiment among

prices

West

as

of

support for

controversial

negotia-

Smokeless

Virginia.

is $5.25; mine run, $3 and
nut and slack, $1.50(S)$2.
Anthracite Low temperatures have
imparted a slight stimulus to buying of
household sizes. Retail dealers are endeavoring to encourage action by urging the public to put in at least one ton
to make sure of having fuel to start
Distribution is far behind
the winter.
previous years.

lump and egg

—

CINCINNATI
Some
Prices

Market

Activity

Decline

Strengthens

—

—

Domestic

Smokeless

Demand

—Steam Inquiries Increase.

Greater activity has been shown in
the past three or four days than for
many months previous. Country buying has been better, with some inquiries
Further
being made for contracts.

shutdown

many

in

Kentucky

of

mines,

with

Kanawha and Logan, has had

in strengthening the steam
and likewise edging the price a
higher.
Smokeless coals have shown signs of
Lump was being jobbed
reductions.
about at extreme figures of $4..50@
$4.75 while egg from the same source
was offered $4@$4.25. Larger corporations still hold to the $5.50 quotations
but admit they are selling around $5
for lump. Mine run can be had around
its

effect

sizes

little

$2.75 while both Pocahontas and New
River steam coal can be had $1.75@
$2.25, with some Dry Fork going as

low as $1.50.
Bituminous prices have been up one
day and down the next. Some highgrade West Virginia gas slack sold up
to $1."75 and low grade Kentucky splints
commanded $1.10. Mine run from both
sections

is

selling $1.75@$2.25.

Virginia lump

is

West

$2.75@$3 on the spot

market and up to $3.50 on contract.
Because of the betterment in demand,
Kentucky operators have gone back to
their quoted price of $3.50 for lump
and block.
Retail prices show no change with
the exception of slack, which had been
quoted as low as $4.35 in some quarters.
Dealers are now asking $4.50 a ton.

COLUMBUS

in

mani-

Expanding
Industrial
Lake Dumpings Decrease R. R. Buying Stimulated.
mestic coal.
Some of the jobbers and wholesalers
Bituminous The gradual
enlargement of industrial activities which has say they are receiving a larger number
Retail

$3.25; 2-in. lump, $3; egg, $2.75;
$2.15, and nut and slack $1.50.
Four-inch West Virginia lump is $3.25;
2-in. $3; egg, $2.75; mine run, $2.25,
Kentucky
and nut and slack, $1.65.
coal is obtainable at about the same
at

Slightly Better.
liberal supply,

CLEVELAND

aiming at forcing concessions
from other dealers.
Three-inch lump from Ohio is offered

manufacturers is distinctly more cheerful and the coal trade believes that the
few weeks should bring the start
of an upturn in buying based upon

iK'xt

Stronger
Sizes

Demand

—Steam

for Domestic

Are Weak With

Screenings
Change.

—

the Exception of
Prcduction Shows Little

Domestic trade is now attracting the
bulk of the attention of producers, as
that is about the only hopeful sign on
the horizon.
Steam business is slow
and Lake trade is gradually tapering
off.
Retailers are buying to a limited
extent as they are compelled to replenish supplies.
Householders are coming
in better, although quite a number are

—
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holding off in the belief that prices
be lower.
Retail prices are fairly steady at former levels. Hocking lump retails at
$6.50, while re-screened varieties are
quoted at $6.75. Splints sell at $7.50
and White Ash at $7.75. Pocahontas
Anthrais fairly active around $9.50.
cite is quoted at $15 and coke at $11.50
for all sizes.
During the week ended Aug. 13, the
H. V. docks at Toledo loaded 159,167
tons, as compared with 124,501 tons
the previous week, making a total of
This is
2,692,960 tons for the season.
far ahead of the shipments last year,
when 1.340.292 tons were loaded up to
Aug. 14. During the same week the
T. & O. C. (locks loaded 34.677 tons, as
compared with 15,144 tons the previous
week, making a total of 691.721 tons
for the season.
It will require a considerable awakening of industrial activity before the
steam busine.ss will be affected to any
great degree. Railroads are not taking
much tonnage. Steam plants w^hich are
still

may
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ing the policy of buying for immediate
needs in the spot market and much of
this coal is picked up here and there
where it is under load and must be
Regular quotations are
disposed of.
materially shaded to move it. The ton-

nage moving shows
crease

over

the

little,

record

any, inprevious

if

for

weeks.

Improvement in the domestic demand
depends for the most part on a reaction
in

the retail line,

where business

LOUISVILLE
More

Interest in Fall

this

now

ings

Weaker

—Some

—

Tonnage ScreenContracting Being

Done.

week show

little

although screenings are a

trifle

Prices this
as

a

result

of

industrial

change,
weaker,
consumers

in operation generally have adequate
reserves or are buying from hand to
Public utilities are the best
mouth.

customers at

is

extremely quiet.
Yards are stocked
heavily and are not taking deliveries
the
mines
accordance
with confrom
in
tract stipulations and little new business is being taken on. Current quotations are shown in the Weekly Review.

playing for a weaker stocking market
in September and October, when demand for prepared sizes results in
larger production of screenings. However, the reverse may prove the case if
car supply runs low, or if movement of
lump is not as heavy as anticipated.
All hands figure that there will be
an active demand in the next two
Retailers are buying a little
months.
coal,
and there is some movement
through jobbers, and to public utilities.
The cotton mills may start buying before long. Some of the iron companies,
and the cement, brick and gas companies are buying better.
A few fair
contracts have been signed up in the
past few days, but most of the trading
is confined to small lots.
Inquiries as a whole are much better,
and the general situation is looking
more promising, although actual operations are about the same as they have
been.
Current prices are shown in the
Weekly Review. Lump is very firm,
mine run is steady, and screenings have
only lost a few points.

News

time.

From

the Coal Fields

\^est

DENVER

—

selling a somewhat inferior grade for
$6.35 a ton.

Bituminous markets are quiet. For
the week ended July 30, a total of
160.708 tons were mined of a possible
full-time output of 290,714 tons, 60,000
tons less than a year ago.
The Nen-s, published in Denver,
makes the following editorial comment:
"Relief to the consumer can only come
through change of ba.<ic conditions
wages and freight. The railroads can
do little for us as long as they are
hampered in control of their property.
As to the miners, it appears obvious
that a noble per diem may approximate
starvation per annum.
It is futile to
maintain a scale that brings home no
bacon through the year."

South
BIRMINGHAM

—

Better Line of Steam Inquiry DomesQuotations Practic Unusually Quiet

—

tically

Unchanged.

The only encouraging feature seen
in the trade the past week or so is an
increase in inquiry for the steam grades
and the hope that such feelers will

result in the placing of some new busiConsumers are continuness shortly.

has

production
very well.

Northern Appalachian

—

Bituminous
Lignite Price Advances
Quiet Production at Low Ebb.
The price of lignite is advancing.
The latest increase was oOc, effective
Aug. 10, making the retail price $9.25
for the best grade. A newspaper with
a leased coal mine as a side venture is

been

holding

While reports from the

ANTHRACITE

— Heavier

Strikes Settled

its

own

steel industry

somewhat more favorable, there is
very little increase in the actual operation of steel mills and the industry is
Prices
still consuming but little coal.
are largely nominal.
are

—

Production

Demand

Still Weak.
During the past week practically all
the strikes have been settled and
the large companies have resumed full

of

time so that this week will show inOn Monday, Aug.
creased production.
15, there was a religious holiday which
to some extent affected the production
at some of the mines. The independent
companies are not as yet any better
off than they have been for some time.

PITTSBURGH
Distinct Increase in Inqnh'y, hut Little
in

Consumption

— Prodwition

Very

versy

F;'lt

— Demand

Despite Labor ControIncreases.

the controversy which
is on between the Central Pennsylvania
Coal Producers' Association and the
Central
Coal Association with the
United Mine Workers of District No.
2, a spirit of optimism pervades part
Cambria
of the field and northern
County operators report an increase in
production with additional forces at
In

spite

of

work.

Light.

While there

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
Optimism

any, increase
in transactions, there is a noticeable increase in interest on the part of consumers, who are sounding out producers
as to terms on which they can secure
protection for future deliveries.
Apparently consumers, while having no
greater need of coal, expect their business to improve in the near future.
Some of this inquiry comes from byproduct coking interests. On account of
price differences, the Connellsville region is more likely to get business, as
prices made on the basis of production
cost are above what can be done in
is

little,

if

non-union fields like Connellsville.
Mine operations are almost entirely
confined to production of Lake and gas
coal.
Lake coal has been decreasing almost continuously since about July 1,
and is now rather light, but gas coal

The Rich Hill mines at Hastings are
operating full capacity while the Navy
Smokeless mines at Logan are running
full with a daily output of 700 tons.
At Bakerton, there is a noticeable
increase in the demand and the outlook
for business is better now than for

some time.

CONNELLSVILLE
Byproduct

Coke Hampers

Immediate
Fair

—

Production of Connellsville Coke
Business Done in Coal.

Not a few

steel interests as well as

byproduct coking plants are taking a
larger proportion of their coal from the
Connellsville
region
and a smaller
amount from the Pittsburgh district,
the change being due, of course, to the
difference in production cost.
Coke operators believe they have not

August

-^,
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felt the full effects of byproduct coke
competition as yet, it being known that
stocks of byproduct coke have accumulated. The Geological Survey report of
coke production in July shows, for the
country at large, seven tons of byproduct coke made to one of beehive,
and as some of the byproduct has accumulated the competition will be felt
as demand for coke increases.
The region, however, has had a better demand for coal than would otherwise have been the case, and in the past
few days there has been an increase
in inquiry from byproduct interests,
who seem to wish to secure protection
for the future on coal, instead of buying from hand to mouth. Best grades
of Connellsville byproduct coal command $2 for mine run, without any
difficulty, although there is much coal
of one sort or another than can be had
for less, even for less than $1.75.
Spot demand remains as formerly,
there being a run of small orders for
furnace and heating coke from miscellaneous consumers and the usual business in foundry coke. The market remains quotable as follows: Spot furnace, $2.90@$3; contract furnace, $3;
spot foundry, $4@$4..50.

EASTERN OHIO
Tone

— Lake

—

Better Market
Outlook Improving Slowly

Prodnction. Increases

—Prices Firyn.

Total output for the week ended Aug.
was 410,000 tons or approximately
per cent of rated capacity, which
latter figure is placed at 625,000 tons.
This is some 33,000 tons in excess of
the previous week. Aggregate production of the field for the year to date is
10,753,793 tons, or 54 per cent of rated
13,

66
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Lake docks. Volume of Lake coal at
lower docks is averaging around 13,000
;us per day.
Spot prices remain about the same
as reported last week, with the possible exception of slack and screenings

I

which have stiffened slightly. Domestic consumers are beginning to lay in
their winter's supply at prices lower
than those existing during the past
year or so.

UNIONTOWN
Coal

in

—

Improvement Noted Slack
Good Call Coke Market Dull.

Onltj Slight

—

Continued dullness is trying the
of operators who believed that
something approaching normal business
would make its appearance by September. While an improvement is noted in
comparison with a month ago, the
change is not as great as had been exfaith

pected.

With the exception of an active de-

mand

for slack coal, understood to be
mills, the coal market
is virtually inactive, save for spasmodic
sales of odd lots which are extremely
spotty in character. The slack demand
is offset to a large degree by the inability to move prepared sizes and the
operator accepting a slack order has his
choice of shipping the 5-in. size as
steam coal or waiting for a market.
The coke market likewise is dull, although prices are firm. There are few
indications of new business, although
some inquiries are out for furnace coke,
which however, appear to be of the
bubble variety. Standard furnace coke
has a firm quotation of $3 with a .$2.90
Foundry has a
figure for off-grades.
wider range of $3.75@$4.25, with very

from the cement

little

new business being

closed.

.•apacity.

Figures given out by the Pittsburgh
Vein Operators' Association indicate
tliat their mines worked 54 per cent
of possible worktime during the week,
as compared with 49 per cent the preceding week.
The main factors bolstering up oper-

Mine Idleness Continues Spot Market
Dormant Prices Unchanged.
There was no recovery from the prevailing mine idleness during the week

ations are increased production for the
railroads, which has taken on larger
proportions during the past few weeks,
and a continuation of Lake shipping
from many of the mines. The output
for railroad fuel account is running
around 35 per cent of the total tonnage
mined at this time.
There is greater activity in spot inquiries, especially from retail dealers
and industries which have reached an
improved point of convalescence in
their recovery from the depression.
Reports from Ohio industrial centers
during the past week showed improve-

Production Unimproved but Inquiries
Increase Lake Tonnage Still Dropping
—Tide Slow.

ment

in

many

lines

and no doubt this

is being reflected in a better demand
for coal.
In the Lake cargo coal trade the
situation is about the same as it has
been for the past two weeks and it is
not expected there will be much change
during the balance of the month.
Boats are more plentiful than Lake
cargoes and shippers say coal will not
be sent forward any faster until there
is a better movement from the Upper

UPPER POTOMAC

—

—

ended Aug. 13, except along the upper
Potomac at Thomas and Douglas. Even
the better grades were not moving in
any material volume and prices were at
a very low level.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

negligible.

Dwindling Lake shipments

further cut the week's production, the
output being placed at about 50,000
tons.

Middle West
MIDWEST REVIEW
Domestic Market Shou:s Improvement
—-Steam Business Still Lagging Industrial Future Uncertain.
In the late spring, even the most pessimistic in touch with the coal market
believed that conditions would be vastly
improved by this time, but unfortunately this has not proved to be the
Manufacturing continues at an
case.
exceedingly low ebb, and the genera!
public, losing all thought of domestic
coal, is going blandly on with no idea

—

of a coal shortage this fall.
It appears, from first-hand reports
from Iowa, Wisconsin, the Dakotas, and
the Northwest in general, that the
steam coal market is in as bad shape as
it has been since the first of the year,
and that is saying a great deal when
one realizes that the great majority
of steam coal sales since January have
been at cost or below. The feeling of
uncertainty as to the immediate future
is more marked than it has been for
some time.
The domestic trade in the Northwest
has shown a little improvement, and we
hear of a number of orders coming in
from the agricultural section of that
tei-ritory. Whether the recent cold snap

has forced the public to think seriously
of its coal supply, or whether the approaching fall has accomplished this.
we do not know; but the fact remains
that more domestic coal is moving and
will probably move in greater volume

from now on.
The industrial situation at the Headof-the-Lakes is not particularly pleasant, as the iron mines are running only
from six to eight days per month and
having to put in storage most of the
As the mining of
ore they produce.
iron ore and lumbering operations are
the main industries in that section, it
can very readily be seen that coal in
these districts will only be purchased
through absolute necessity.

—

Fairmont
Mine idleness increased during the
week ended Aug. 13,

latter part of the

and production was

limited to about
Increased in25 per cent of capacity.
coal
was evident in
domestic
terest in

and Western markets, but little
change was reported from Eastern
Tidewater shipments were
points.
small as was the case with Lake tonDomestic prices stiffened to as
nage.
high as $4@$4.25, but mine run sold off
$L40@$1.65.
local

Northern Panhandle
Aside from a few more inquiries for
domestic sizes the spot demand was

INDIANA
Spot Buying

Still

quiries Increase

—Prices

Sluggish,

—Some

but

In-

Labor Trouble

Firm.

Inquiries continue to be received, but
the volume of actual orders is small.
In the midst of a ti-ying period the
operators now are being confronted
with much labor trouble. Most of th's
appears to be originating from a sma'l
group of radicals who are disgruntled
at recent elections.
It is inPrices remain unchanged.
significant to note that some of the iron
works which have been closed for some
time are reopening, a very few at capacity production.
The utility companies
report less consumption than is usual
at this period even under normal times.
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Some of these have been building up
reserves during the entire summer, but
the treneral opinion is that they will
attempt to operate on a shorter mar>;in
of coal than is usual.
Cooler weather has had some effect
on the retail demand, but the summer
prices have been unchanged and likely
will not be until Sept. 1, or later.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

—

Screenhigs Drop ax Snpplji Groivs
Domestic Prices Stronger Production

—

Still

Low.

Operators are having more trouble
disposing of their screenings, which
have been in larger production as a
result of increased domestic demand.
Some screenings have been quoted at
$1 during the week, but mine i-un and
lump are somewhat better, the highest
market of the year being quoted on

The St. Louis price on
on contract.
domestic sizes is $3, and countrv figures
are $:5.50@$3.75.
The Standard situation shows little
improvement.
Screenings
ai-e
still
around $1; 2-in. lump is $2; 6-in lump
is $2.50 up, with an average of $2.75;
nut is $2.50@$2.75; steam egg is $2.40
@$2.60, and mine run $1.75@$1.90.
Working time is from one to four
days.
Railroad tonnage showed some
improvement the past week, but there
are indications of car shortage in the
very near future. St. Louis tonnage is
light, the principal shipments going to
country.

in

lump at

$3.75.

Pro<luction is not much better than
two days a week due to the lack of
demand for mine mn. There is a little
demand from retailers and jobbers as

Some Improiement in All Sizes Except
Nut and Screenirjgs
Car Shortage
Coming Price Condition Still Bad.
A better demand for Carterville lump
and egg has developed recently. Nut

—

—

and screenings are not moving

in pro-

portion to these sizes.
The condition
Some mines are
is
a peculiar one.
oversold on lump and are long on everything else, while other mines are sold
up on egg and screenings, being long

on nut and lump.

Working time averages one co four
days. The railroad tonnage sho <!s some
increase.
Car shortage is beginning to
make itself felt in minor ways, and the
number of foreign cars throughout the
field has increased.
The larger operators are maintaining
a price of $4.0.5 on lump, egg and nut
and others have cut the nut price. The
market represents the independent
which range $3. .50 and upward
on lump and egg, $3 up on nut and
from $1.25 up on screenings, with slow
movement of the latter. Mine run is
not much in demand.
The Duquoin and Jackson County
fields reflect the conditions in the Carexcept
that
Jackson
field,
terville
prices,

County shows
working time,

some

improvement

in

also better prices than
Duquoin.
The Mt. Olive field continues about
the same. There is a little better movement of coal west and north, although
steam is heavy and hard to move except

Logan and Thacker
slight stiffening in demand in tlie
Logan region did not materially change
.\

was not imThis was due to the fact that
Logan companies which had been ship-

conditions and production
(iruveil.

ping heavily for storage had about
reached the limit of those facilities.
Williamson jiroduction continued at
the rate of about 40 per cent but with
little coal being moved on spot orders.
The N. & W. was taking a fairly large
tonnage. There were no industrial disturbances during the week to retard

Northeastern Kentucky

LOW- VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Loic Tideirater Prices Production Not
Yet Stimnlated Fall Inciiiiries Increase
Lake Market Slnggisli.

—

—

New
parent,
field

production

was

especially

lilentiful,

Lake

ers.

curtailed by
lower docks.

in

the New River
50 per cent of

still

under

13.

coal

was

sizes

were
some

soft as yet, as low as $4 in
instances, mine run did not range over
$2.25@$2.50 and slack averaged S1.75

among

the retail-

shipments were seriously
the accumulation at the

River and thk Gulf

Although some improvement was ap-

expected to be
probably result

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

Lake or

There appeared to be a turn for the
better during the week, inquiries being

Very little Tidewater
moved. Prices on prepared

fields in this district.

points, little going to

Tidewater.

production.

capacity during the week ended Aug.

heavy, but this will
over production of
screenings, unless industrial activity
shows a marked improvement. In the
North and East consumption is not
picking up ma'erially, resulting in
hard competition from all supplying

Western

Middle Appalachian

well as public utilities, but as a whole
the market is quiet.
Fall business on prepared sizes is
in

No. 8

Vol. 20.

Virginia
Production was on about the same
level as during the preceding weeks,
with little coal being mined except on
contract orders.
Companies dependent
on stray spot orders were not justified
in

vesuming operations.

Southern Appalachian

@$2.25.

Lack of Tidewater and Eastern markets were not conducive to much activity in the Gulf region.
Because of the
slim demand, prices were very low,
especially at Tide, where coal delivered
at the piers was not bringing over $5.50
per gross ton.

Pocahontas and Tig River
Pocahontas production showed signs
of picking up with a better demand in
evidence, the output being at the rate
of about 50 per cent.
Tidewater markets were still slow as the price was
not sufficient to justify shipment. Requests for prepared quotations were
growing in volume. There was no demand for slack worth mentioning.
Production declined during the week,
the output not being greater than 55,-

SOUTHE.VSTERN KENTUCKY
.Murkel 1 III piit ring. E.'<peci<illi/
mestic Steam Prices Holding.

—

tons.
With both Tidewater and
Lakes outlets practically closed it was

West

necessary to curtail the output, mines
being reduced to about half-time oper-

UT.\H

ation.

Demand Only

—

Rush Seen

—

who thought the middle of
would see a big demand for
have set another date for this

.\ugust

the Stronger

loal

—-Tideivater

Trading Dull.

desirable state of affairs.

Kanawha

—

Slighfly Improves
Fall
Production at Low Ehh.

Those

Better Line af Inquiry Devehips Production Still Low
We.^teni Markets

—

Do-

of all grades continues to
impi-ove and operators and wholesalers
are confident that a turn for the better
has been reached.
Domestic coal, of
course, is moving more readily than
steam, but so far prices are not being
leduced further on steam.
Prices on block remain about the
same, with a firmer tone. A deal has
just been closed by one of the large
operators for 30,000 tons of block for
prompt shipment and other large deals
are pending.

000

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

mi

Movement

Dealers are

storing to capacity and -.dding new
There appeared to be a quickening of yards to offset the certain winter rush.
the spot market during the week ended Prices remain firm.
Production figures for the first seven
Aug. 13, not only as to domestic coal
but also for steam sizes and inquiries months of 1921 show that 2,007,548 tons
were on a larger scale. However, these were mined in Utah. The figures for
did not produce much additional ton- the same period last year were 3,363,In
nage.
Little prepared coal was being 450 tons and for 1919, 2,308,592.
In
marketed and the stronger demand for July 278,092 tons were produced.
slack was only because it was scarce. Tuly of 1920 the figures were a rounrl

Most of the output was consigned

to

half-million tons.

;

,

]VlINE>
And^

Company News
ALABAMA
A

synopsis of Chief Jline Inspector Nesbitfs "official report for 19211. on coal and
coke production in Alabama, sliows that the
output of coal was 17.391.437 net tons,

A total
witli 15.928.196 for 1919.
3. 982. 472 tons of coke was made against
the 1919 output of 3.397,748. thus showingan increase of 1.463.241 tons of coal and
584.724 tons of coke over the 1919 record.
There were seventy-eight fatal accidents in
the coal mines during the year, thirteen of
which were due to a gas explosion. The
tonnage per life lost was 227.967 and one
There were
for every 352 men employed.
295 mines in active operation for more
or less of the time in 1920, against 178 in
compared

of

1919.

ILLINOIS

and

OHIO
The Fox Cool &

Cla.v Co.,

has been char-

tered with a capital of $100,000. by W. B.
Decker. S. H. Carrick and others.
The
concern will operate coal mines in the
Crooksville district.
The Hartsoueh Mining Co., of East Palestine, has been chartered to mine coal in
the Tuscawaras field.
The incorporators
are T. C. Hartsough, Roy T. Hartsough,

Elizalieth Hartsough, Mary Hartsough and
John Moon.
The Warwick Coal Co.. of Coshocton, has
contracted for one Marcus screen and
shaker loading boom, together with refuse
disposal machinery.
The Scott Coal Co., of Midvale. have
contracted with Jacobsen & Schraeder,
Inc.. of Chicago, for tipple equipment for
their mine.
Jacobsen picking tables, "weigh
basket, loading boom and conveyors will be
installed.

The plan

of dredging Big

Muddy River

UT> as far as Murphysboro and thence excavating canals over into Williamson and
Franklin counties is again being agitated.

C

T. Russel. of Murphysboro. a coal operator, is backing the plan, and if it goes
through will be one of the most beneficial

projects the coal mining industry of southern Illinois has ever known. With the increased river barge traffic during the last
two years, it would be easy to ship coal
from the mines via barges to the Mississippi, to St. I^ouis, New Orleans, Alton,
Quincy, and to the many industrial districts in northf-rn Illinois and Indiana, thus
avoiding- the trip by rail.

INDIANA
County Circuit Court at Evansville. and
taken on a change of venue to the Spencer
Circuit Court at Rockport, a verdict was
returned in favor of the plaintiff.
C. C.
Mason was appointed receiver for the company. The defendants' attorneys have announced they -will appeal the case to the

Supreme Court.

m

PENNSYLVANIA
Wliile the coal shipments down the MonRiver for the month of July
showed a slight decrease over the month
previous, there is every indication that
August will see the tonnage figures again
on the upgrade.
Shipments of coke are
now going forward regularly to the tin
plate plant at Port Vue and the Monessen
mills of the Pittsburgh Steel company.
.Six boats of the Carnegie Steel Co. are
making regular trips towing byi>roduct
coal to Clairton. The coal shipments for
July were 791.345 tons, a decrease of 42,000 tons over the month previous.
The following coal companies have been
granted charters by the Secretary of the

Commonwealth,

The Northern

Harrisburg:

The

Harris-

Denl.v Coal Co., Exeter, capital $30,000;
purpose, mining -and preparing, buying and
selling coal.
Incorporators;
Charles T.
Denly. Cleveland. Ohio, treasurer
William
Harris and Isabella Harris. Forty Fort.
Perry & Co., Scranton. $25,000
mining
:

and preparing coal. Incorporators: Homer
Nicholson. Scranton. treasurer
David R.
Perrv and E. M. Marshall. New York City
The Scranton Fuel Co., Scranton. $10,000
mining- and preparing coal.
Incorporators:
M. J. Murray. Jr., Dunmore. treasurer
James J. Powell. Minooka and S. C. Vesey,
Scranton.
Fidelity Fuel Co., Philadelphia.
?50.000 buying, selling and dealing in coal.
Incorporators: Robert S. Feeney. Orange.
N. .7., treasurer
Samuel K. RHiite. Narberth. and Sara G. Scanlan. Philadelphia
Crescent Coal 4 Supply Co.. Philadelphia,
$25,000
buying, selling and dealing in
coal, feed, lime and cement. Incorporators;
Francis J. Kelly. Philadelphia, treasurer
;

;

;

:

Thomas

F. Slattery. Philadelphia, and John
S. Roberts. Franklinville. N. J.
Two tracts of coal land in Green County
have been sold to the Piedmont Coal Co
of Pittsburgh for $295,5S6.50 by Miss Maria

Live-ngood

MINNESOTA

and

her

sister.

Mrs.

Lynch.

A

Coal Co.. of Minneapolis, has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $100,000 by John F. Irwin of
Minneapolis James O. Lund, of Mankato
E. B. Plocher. of Victoria and Chester H.
Carpenter.
Docks of the Pittsbureh Coal & Dock Co.
are reported in the best condition of any
at Duluth-Superior Harbor.
These docks
imve 3.-) per cent of the storage space left
open, owing to the fact that thev were entirely
cleared
before
spring
shipments
.States

Since the

which

is

now nearing com-

Kanawha White Ash

Collieries

headed by E. M. Burns, of Ebensburg.
was organized and took over a plant
in Clay County, it has begun to
make numerous improvements and -will be

;

Robert B. Williams, manager of the Indiana Tie Co., with headquarters in Evansville.
has completed the work of taking
up 1.300 acres of coal land just east of
« mslow, in Pike County, situated along
the Southern Ry.. where Evansville capitalists,
with -n-hom he is affiliated, already
own 2.000 acres of land. Williams
will
build a railway through the propertv and
open one of the biggest stripping coal "mines
Pike County.

new tipple,
pletion.
Co.,

;

In the suit of David Ellison against the
Coal Co., filed in the Vanderburg

I,ineoln

;

;

at Dorfee

ongahela

tion.

WEST VIRGINIA
Jld. and Piedmont. W. Va.,
the territor.v adjacent thereto, are to
be the seats of operation of the R. J, Ross
Coal Mines. Inc., this comi>any being capitalized at $100,000.
Interested in the new
company are R. J. Ross. Sheridan Evans.
Joseph P. Guy. of Westernport. Md. L. R.
Kight of Piedmont. W. Va. Grant Harshbarger of Bloomington. Md.
A new conveyor. SOO feet in length, is
to be installed by the Pond Creek Byproduct Co., of Williamson. This company
is owned by the Norfolk & Western. th"e
fuel from its mines being used to coal N. &
W. locomotives.
Production has commenced at the plant
of the Belle Coal & land Co., in the
vicinity of Belle, recently completed, this
operation being served by the K. & M. Ry.
Among improvements being made at the
Sharon plant of the Wyatt Coal Co. during
the summer season is the construction of a

Bloomington.

Pa.,

modern

mines in Perry
County. Thomas Horn, one of the officials
of the company, has charge of the construc-

most

The Utah State Securities Commission is
taking steps to extradite \V. A. Williams,
reported to be in Ne\-ada. who is accused
of misappropriation of funds in connection
with the sale of stock of the Mutual Coal
Williams was first authorized to sell
Co.
stock last April and he is charged with not
remitting money collected.

or

^

Among the mines located in the southern
part of the state which have recently resumed operations are; The St. Clair mine,
George
Superintendent
Belleville.
near
Orainger announcing that the niain shaft
has been retimbered, and that the mine
of six
neighborhood
will operate in the
davs per week after being idle for from five
to six weeks.
The Beatty mine, at Mascoutah. has been opened, being idle since
Feb 22. The Peabod.v Coal Co. mine, near
Springfield, has also been started once
more.
The new mine of the Southern Gem Coal
Co.. of Chicago, which is being rapidly completed, will be when finished one of the
best

.A.
ili'cr.a.siassessment value* was
in
maiie recently to the city council of Duluth
by the Curnceie Dock & Fuel Co. The company contended that it had been overassessed to the amount of about $16,000.
on the coal on docks.
The total assessed
valuation is about $64,000.
The reason
for the over-assessment was that coal
was valued at too high a figure, the
company claimed.
The city council denied the request for a reduction.
It is
thought that court action will follow.

settling

Rachel

surface fourteen feet
in diameter and about eight or nine feet
deep occurred over workings of the Gibbons
Coal Co., in Scranton. recently.
of

the

;

;

UTAH
The partnership existing between "W D
MacLean and T. G. Mays, as coal broker.si
under the firm name of MacLean & Ma.vs

has been dissolved. Mr. MacLean has been
appointxl general sales agent for the Standard Coal Co. Mr. Mays will be the Idaho
representative of the company.

able

materially increase the present
of 40ii tons a dav. much new
now being installed.
Announcement is made that the Goodman Manufacturing- Co. will open a general
re'pair shop in Charleston and it is stated
that L. H. Harrison will act as the representative of the company in West Virginia.
W. P. Tarns. Jr. and associates have
purchased the holdings of J. T. Morris of
the Morris Smokeless Coal Co. and have
changed the name to the Covel Smokeless
Coal Co. The post office of this company
will be known as Morco, W. Va.
The Northern Pan Handle of West Virginia will be the seat of operations of the
newly organized Wills-St. Claire Coal Co
\vith general offices at Wheeling, this company having a capital stock of $50,000.
Having an active part in the formation
of this company were: Wright Hugus. P.
B.
Lantz.
George Cameron. Mabel E.
Cameron and H. B. Scott, all of Wheeling.
The Richland-Marshall Coal Co, is driving a slope entry on a 25 degree grade
(called the Mound slope) to connect up
with the old workings of the Mound shaft
mine at Moundsville. .\ six car trip rope
haulage system with a six car rotarv
dump will be installed to handle 4.000 tons
per day.
For a consideration of $1,500,000 the
Penn .\merican Coal Co. has purchased
i.noo acres of coal in Brooke and Ohio
counties, from James A. Paisley, of Cleveland, according to announcement by the
to

capacity

equipment

West Penn Power Co. The Penn American
company is owned jointlv by the West
Penn system and the American Gas &
Electric Co., of West Virginia.
The coal
will be used to supply the power company's
\\ mdsor plant.
The Vireinia Bie Vein Coal Co. is the
name of a new concern organized under
the

laws of the State of AVest Virginia,
although the company, for the time being
at least, will have its headquarters at
Cumberland. This companv has a capitalization of $50,000.
Principals are ^V. S.
Davenport. S. B. Jeffries. C. A. McDowell

of Thomas W. S. Cunningham and C. E.
Hetzer. of Cumberland. Md.
The Nordlau- Coal Co. has been organized with a capital of $25,000. with a view
to operating in Harrison County. Clarksburg
to be the general office of the companv.
Active in effecting the preliminarv organization of this company were
Charles Waldron. Jr.
J. H. Starr. O. V. Oliver
J S
Reid, Guy H. Burnside. all of Clarksburg.
all

:

:

;
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Co.,

Hazard,

T. U. Jurk, of the l>eflance Coal Co..
ufiancc.
.\ visitor In the Huntington market during the first part of .\uguat was \V. K.
Thurmond, president of the Logan Coal
Operators' Association, Mr. Thurmond giving his attention to association urfalrB
while at Huntington.
J. \V. White, sales manager of the Cleveland Cliff Iron Co., has returned to his
ofHce it Cleveland. Mr. White having been
in the Logan field during the l-atter part
of July visiting the mines of this company
at Ethel.
The Twin States Fuel Co. was represented
in the Carolinas during the latter part of
July by Turn llidtr.man. assistant sales manager of the company.
R. P. Moloney, general manager of the
Davis Coal & Coke Co., was in Charleston.
W. \'a., recently.
J.
R. Evans is now representing the

and
I

Traffic Ne>vs
Iniliiina latt la.s.-. thi- coiiiniis.sion
till'
thi- ividi-iici- on furtluT hearint,- iloos
lot warrant nmillflcalion of Its pnvious
rates on coal iniraslnto
InvolvinK
jrilor
Indiana for (llstancts of les.s tlian 30
in

In
lays

niiks.
OfHrinlpt of tlir ClirHUpruke & Ohio. BiK
Four anil BiiHimore & Ohio railroads havibiM-n insptcting branch lines in the Louisville district.

The Interstate Commerce Commission
has decided that the increased interstate
rates on coal shall apply to the Stat- of

Kansas, in decidinK the Kansas rate case
in which the Kansas authorities refused
rates to
to applv the increased iiiterstat
In consideration of the case
State hauls.
the followinK coal companies appeared:

nttsbureh « Midway Coal

Co.. rlrriimnns

Co.. Sheridan foal Co.. Domenllo Fuel
Terrv Coal Co.. V. S. Coal Co.. WeRlern
real *• Mininc Co., the Weir Coal Co. and
the Southwestern IntrrHtale Coal Operators'
The Kan.sas Court of IndusAnHut'iation.
trial Rc-lations allowed the following increases in coal rates: 1.5c. a ton where the
rate was not above Jl. 2flc. where the rate
was from $1.01 to $1.50. 25c. where the

Coal
Co..

rate was from $1.51 to $2. 30c. where the
rate was from $2.01 to $2.50. 35c. where the
rate w:is from $2.51 to $3 and 40c. where
the rate was $3.01 or higher, instead of
the I'cit uercentage increase authorized by
In
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
its decision, the Commission says that one
of the most serious instances of disparity
produced
which
is
found
in
coal
in rates is
in southwestern Missouri and southeastern
Kansas. Some years ago there was a slight

differential in favor of the Kansas mines,
which in 1915 was increased by failure of
the Kansas authorities to grant the same
increases as the I. C. C. had granted, but

since 1918 mines on both sides of the -State
line have been treated as a unit from a
that is. to a given point
rate standpoint
in Kansas, the same rate applied from
Kansas mines as from Missouri mines but
since the 1920 I. C. C. rate increase Kansas
advantage of
operators have had a rat
12.5c'ii ".">c. a ton. dependent upon dfstination, due to failure of the Stale to apply
coal
from Pittsthe increased rates. On
burgh to Hutchinson. Kan., th.,- Commission says there is an intrastate rate of
$2.40 a ton, yielding 11.1 mills per ton
mile, which is cited in comi)arison with
the rate of $2.16 from Henrietta. Okla..
to Xeodasha. Kan.. 230 miles, yielding 9.4
mills per ton mile. A rate of $1.85 per ton
on coal from Springfield to Chicago. 185
miles, yielding 10 mills per ton mile is
compared with the rate of $2.05 per ton
for a similar haul from PitLshurgh to Wichita, yielding 10.7 mills per ton mile.
;

•

.Announcement was made on July 29
following a two-day meeting of traffic exec-jtives of Ea.stern roads, that a reduction
of .Sc. per hundred pounds would be made
bv Kast -rn railroads in export rates for
wheat, corn and rye from Buffalo. Erie and
A reFairport to Eastern export points.
d action of 3c. per hundred in export rates
on barley and oats was agreed upon at the
same time. The reduction in wheat, corn
and rve rates amounts to about 25 per
cent. Present export rates from Lalte points
to New York are: wheat. 20.17c.: corn and
rve.

19.79c.:

oats.

19.63c.:

barley.

20.08c.

per hundred pounds. The roads will preserve the usual port differentials.
In the complaint of the Slogo Coal Corporation and the Perry County Coal Corporation, involving rates on coal from
Johnson City and O'Fallon City, 111., to
Illinois and other destinations, the I.
has authorized the Central Illinois
Traffic Bureau to intervene

C C

Cnal

Personals
A business visitor in the Pittsburgh field
during the latter part of the month was
George Rodgers, of the Mon-Scott F^iel Co.
Stephen F. Klkins, of the Elkins Fuel Co.,
with headquarters at Morgantown. made
Pittsburgh and Uniontown. Pa., his Mecca
during the latter part of July.
Alex G. Bonnyman, president of the Blue
Diamond Coal Co.. of Tennessee, has left
for a two months' vacation in Europe
.

Kentucky visitors to the Cincinnati market recently were: T. C. Hughes, Kentucky
Collieries

Co.,

Pineville

;

C.

L. togan, of

American Export and Inland Coal CorporaMr. Evans was fortion of Huntington.
merly an operator on Coal River.
Ro.v II. Cunningham, general sales agent
of the Twin Stat.s Fuel Co., has l)een in
Western markets for several weeks.
Bovd Smith, of Elkins, traveling representa'tive of tlie West Virginia Coal & Coke

has been confined to a Battle Creek
sanitarium for several weeks, suffering
with nervous trouble.
C. M. I>oeser. traffic manager of the Eikhorn-Piney Coal Mining Co.. with headquarters at HuiUington. was a recent visitor in
the Cincinnati market.
Kvereft Prennen. president of tlie West
Virginia Coal & Coke Co.. spent part of the
second week of July at White Sulphur, enjoying the golf linits there.
C. C. Beury, one of the prominent operators of the 'New River field, with headquarters in Charleston, was at White Sulphur Springs, attending a meeting of the
Smokeless Coal Association of \Vest VirCo..

ginia.

—

Terre Hnute, Ind, The Sullivan -MacliinCo. announces the establlshmiiit of a
supply depot and .service station for coal
niinlng machlii'rv supplies and re|>nir parts
at 7th .\ve. and 13th St., with II. T. Wiley,
formerly of the Engineering Department at
the Claremont. New Hampshire Works, in

er.v

Obituary

company.
4. R. Blackburn, who has an important
executive post with W. H. Bradford & Co..
.spent several days in the Somerset field
toward the end of July.

Altoona, on Aug
was a brother of

Frank Brown died

J.

I;i21.

5.

.Mr.

in

lirown

ll.iirv C,. and Medford J. Brown, of the
Maryland Coal & Coke Co. and was in
chargi' of tile coiiiiKiny's field work In
Pennsylvania and of mining operations in

County.
Cochrane, statistician, for many
the United States Bur.'au of
Mr.
Cleveland, .\ug. 3.
in
Nlines, died
Cochmn'e death came suddenly, following
app.artiit recuperation frnni a
iiis gradual
paralytic stroke which occurred in January.
The deceased had lieeii in the l''.-.ler:il s.rvice in Washington for about fourlei'ii years,
lir.st
with the Technologic Branch of the
United Statts Geological Survey, and later

Cli-arlield

John

viars

I,.

of

the Bureau of Mines.
.lames B. Corrigan. prominent and widely
coal man, died recently at his home
in Chicago.
At the time of his death he
was with the Reeves Coal and Dock Co.. but
had worked for the la.st nine years with the
W. P. Rend Co., of Chicago.

Willi

known

Coming Meetings
The Huntington Cual and Industrial Expo>.ition

C. K. Cownn, chief engineer of the Jamison Coal & Coke Co., with h.ad<|uarters at
Greensburg. Pa., was a visitor in the Fairmont region on July 19. spending the day
there looking over the mines operated as a
part of the West Virginia division of the

clKirge.

iiiini.-.lial.-

be held in the Chamber of
Building. Huntington, W. Va..

will

C.nini.rce

1''
Chairman of
to
ini-lusive.
24
conuiiiilee. Thomas .\. Palmer, Huntington
Chamber of Commerce, Huntington,

Si pt.

American Institute
lurgical

Engineers

of
will

Mining and Metalmeet at Wllkv'S-

Barre, Pa., Sept. 12 to 15.
Sharpless, 29 West 39th

Secretary F.
St.,

F.

New York

City.

National Association of Cost Accountants
hold its annual convention at Clev-.-

will

I'and.

Ohio. Sept.

14.

I

.'.

and

1

fi.

Secretary,

McLeod, 13U West 42d St., New York.
The American Mining Congress and Na-

S. C.

Industrial

—

Boston, Mass. The Cochrane Steam Spehas been organized to represent
>few England a number of well-known
manufacturers of power plant equipment.

cialty Co.
in

The

office,
is

which

is

in

charge

of

Elliott

located at 1045 Oliver Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio The Harl«n Coal Co..

Greene,

Exposition of .Mines and .Minin::
Eiiuipment. Tile twenl>'-fourth annual cynvention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Chicago. Ill,
.Assistant secretary, John T.
Burns, Congress Hotel, Chicago. 111.
The West Virginia-Kentucky Assoeintinn
.Mine. Mechanical and Electrical Engiiif
neers « ill hold its annual meeting at Hunt-

tional

News

—

at Louisville, has opened a
in the Union Central Building.

Si'crcington. W. Va.. on Sept. 2" to 23.
tarv-lreasiirer. Herbert Smilli. Huntington

W. Va.

New Tork

State ConI Merchants' Associahold its annual convention
Springs. N. Y.. on Sept. 8, 9
Executive secretary. G. W. F.
and 10.
Woodside, 250 Arkay Bldg., Albany, N. Y.
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy will hold its annual Wi-stern meeting
at Edmonton. Alberta. Canada Sept. 14. 15

headquarters

lion.

local office

at

—

Cincinnati, Ohio J. M. Humphrey, who
with the Walter Bledsoe Co. of
Indianapolis, as manager of the Cincinnati
office, has branched out for himself under
the firm stvle of J. M. Humphrey Coal Co.,
with offices at 2511 Union Central Build-

was

ing.

— The
Co. has been

Cleveland, Ohio

office

of the Sulli-

moved to Room
van Machinery
Ralph T. Stone is
824. Kirby Building.
manager.
Milwaukee. Wis. An Industrial Advertising Conference is planned at the annual
meeting of the Associated Clubs in MilThe Engineering ,\dverlauki-e in 1922.
ii.-ers' .\ssociation of Chicago, led by Keith
J. Evans, of the Jos. T. Ryerson Sons Co..
has already adopted resolutions and outlined a tentative program and W. A. Wolff,
of the Western Electric Co.. president of

—

the Technical Publicity Association of New
York, also plans to call a special meeting
soon for the purpose of taking action on
Both organizations
the conference idea.
have a large membership representing the
leading industrial advertisers and a.ssociated
Leaders
interests in their respective cities.
in other large cities are also taking an
active interest, and it is probable that additional groups will be organized in the near
future.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Luria Brothers Co.. with
main office in Reading. Pa., has added a
rail department to the Pittsburgh branch,
under management of E. Davidson.

—

Inc..

will

Richfield

and

Conv.-ntioji secretar.v, T.
16.
liams, 10,610 83d Ave., Edmonton,

B.

Wil-

Canada.
American Manufacturers Export Association will hold its twelfth annual conventicjn
at the Waldorf-Astoria. New York Citv.
Secretary A. W. Wiilmann.
Oct. 5 and 6.
160 Broadway, New York City.
National Safety Council will hold its
annual congress at the State House. BosMass.. Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive.
Secretary, S. J. Williams, Chicago. 111.
The Coal Mining Institute of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh.
Secretary H. D.
Pa.. Dec, 7. 8. and 9.
Mason. Jr.. Chami.)er of Commerce Bldg..
Pittsburgh, Pa.
.\n Industrial Relations Conference for
all industries in the State of Pennsylvania
iias been arranged f(jr October 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg. Pa. by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C. B. Connelly.
The sixth annual convention of the National Association of Purchasing .Agents
will be held Oct. 10-13 at Indianapolis, Ind.
International First-.\id and Mine Rescue
Sixth annual event will lie held at
Meet.
1. 2. and 3. under the
.St. Louis. Mo.. .Sept,
auspices of the U. .S. Bureau of Mines and
the Red Cross.
Ion.

The Only National Paper Devoted
E,

NEW
Coal Industry Lags

in

LESHER

AND

R.

Merchandising

TRADE

in bituminous coal and the steam sizes of
anthracite is highly competitive. As between mines
there is the interminable variety of grades and kinds of
coal and the wide spread in costs of production which,
coupled with different ideas as to margin and profit,
permit, even encourage and generally reward intense
selling efforts.
Each shipper of coal, whether producer
or wholesaler, with a few years of past has a back log
of permanent business represented by a limited number
of consumers, usually among the larger users, on whose
trade year in and year out there is a measure of certainty. Eveiy shipper is looking for more of just such
customers as few there are who thus have their total
output spoken for. Railroad and public utili.ties represent the classes of business of this character in which
there is the largest element of permanence and for which
there is keen competition.
As between fields the competition for business is as
marked as between individuals and is more easily
obsei-vable.
For instance, in 1920, while the Eastern
fields wei-e engaged in trying to fill Europe with coal
and were temporarily neglectful of their trade in the
West and Northwest, ship'^ers in Illinois a'<d Indiana
rose to the occasion and filled many a bin in that far
country that had never before held coal save that
had come by way of the Lakes. Thei-e is no let-up in the
rivalry of the East and the West for the Northwestern
market and in like degree the all-rail and water-borne
coals contend for the lion's share of the business in New
England. From the time boat rates rose to unheard-of
heights in 1917 until quite recently all-rail coal had the

advantage in New England over that from Hampton
Roads, but now that other outlets for sea-borne coal
from the Southern fields are constricted and water rates
are again low, even though not yet to pre-war levels,
shippers of central Pennsylvania and Fairmont coal are
meeting opposition of stern sort.
of the distribution of coal

is

a series of

such illustrations of the general truism that of steam
and general-purpose coal this country has abundance and
that many seek a share of the trade. Alabama competes
with western Kentucky on the one side and with eastern
Kentucky and Virginia on the other. The coal producers
of Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas compete in their sales with producers of coal in Wyoming,
Texas, Illinois and even eastern Kentucky and find in
addition that the fuel-oil companies are actively engaged
in the markets of the same field.
Southern West Virginia coal, carrjing a higher freight rate and more heat
units, is offei-ed in lower

Michigan

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing
Editors.
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Knowledge

The story

to

DAWSON HALL.

again.st

Ohio coal and

the steam sizes of anthracite have hard sledding when
the price of bituminous coal is low.
That the quantity of coal consumed each season is
fixed by factors beyond the control of the sellers of coal

1,

1921

Number

9

This is
is accepted by the trade almost as axiomatic.
not entirely true inasmuch as a plethora of dirty coal
such as was had in the war years called forth a greater
tonnage than would otherwise have been required, and
lack of confidence in the
it is more than likely that
present price level is backing up consumption of coal
even more than of any other commodity. Nevertheless
it is not far amiss to say that the consumption of coal
is inelastic.
It is for this veiy reason that many mines
make for much competition and why the field is open

—

of
for advanced methods of selling and marketing coal
meeting competition, in other words.
Whether seeking to invade new markets or to repel
invaders, whether protecting business built up near
home or going after more tonnage in a recognized
market territory, shippere in general, but more particularly in the East, have built up and now maintain
their permanent trade in the good old-fashioned way of

—

The producerpersonal relationships.
distributor can give assurances of uniform quality and
steady supply, the wholesaler-distributor stresses the
factor of service in meeting the changing requirements
of the consumer and of being able to obtain coal in
older business

periods of emergency.
But in reaching for new business they both have depended on the shopworn argument of the "best coal at the best price," and have
fcurd no different way of reaching the buyer than the

spoken word. What chance has one such when he is
greeted by the sign "No Coal Salesmen Inten'iewed
Today," such as hung in certain offices this summer?

John Lloyd, a successful merchant of coal and other
things and for three years the president of the retailers'
national association, has said that no real effort has
ever been made to create a market or to show the consumer how to burn coal. Coals for which there is now
no taker can be sold if the "operators are willing to use
modern, up-to-date merchandising methods, but so far
nothing practical has been done." Exceptions to these
generalizations but prove their worth. In the mechanics
and engineering of mining we are at the top of the list
but in marketing and merchandising we have as yet
just

begun

to learn.

An International Issue
these days of self-determination we suppose
INeverj'
nation should design its coal tipples as

it

that
will.

So elementary a right must in no way be denied.
Equally there must be a right of free speech, and we
hope that we may not be censured if we come out
boldly and express a somewhat narrow preference for
what is now the accepted United States way of handling
cars at the surface when hoisting coal from a shaft.
True the anthracite region with its shafts located
so often far from the breaker which they serve adheres
to the past in this respect, rarely using self-dumping
cages unless there is a chance to discharge their con-
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tents directly into the breaker. But in this, as in many
other ways, the antracite region is a law unto itself.
Almost universally cars at the shafts in the United

States are automatically discharged by self-dumping
cages as soon as they reach the surface, e.\cept where
they do not come at all to the daylight but discharge
their contents into bins at the bottom, to be brought
to the surface in self-dumping skips.
So far are we committed to confining the sei-vice of
cars to the underground that at three mines at least
whei-e the seam is shallow the coal is dumped into a
bin, fed to an apron conveyor and brought to the surface by that instrumentality.
On the whole the mining public of the United States
believes in the self-dumping cage, the self-dumping skip
or the apron conveyor so much so that the argument
is now regarded as beyond controversy.
It holds firmly
that this method makes it possible to increase the
capacity of a mine by speedy transportation in the
one place where cars must be handled in units or not
at all, that it relieves congestion at the foot of the

—

shaft,

that

it

make

the
shaft as

lessens

number

of

men employed

economical as a drift or
a
saves much expense in the erecting of surface work, that it eases the workman of much hard labor
and that it transfers the function of speeding up operations to the engineer, who naturally takes delight in
letting the steam or the electric current do all that
its power or its controls will allow it to do.
It believes in these principles as surely as it does
in the Bill of Rights, as a matter without argument
to which all must agree. It wonders that the Gordian
Knot of large production for so the mining public
regards it has not long ere this been cut in Great
Britain and Canada. Engineers will declare that with
self-dumping cages, a plant costing as much as the
Jubilee bankhead, described in an article in this issue,
could handle, if its cars were larger and its underground workings well developed, not merely 2,000 but
5,000 tons per eight-hour day, and will add that by
not handling the cars on the surface by hand one
great objection to large and cumbersome cars is removed. To the engineers of the United States no need
would appear for the long, high steel trestle that the
Jubilee bankhead contains.
Mining in Nova Scotia is beset with many difficulties,
among which are the steepness of the measures and
the long distances between shaft and workings which
are the outcome of submarine mining and the operation
of old mines. For these reasons the mines should, it
would seem, be worked by large equipment. Just as
our great transcontinental hauls and those of Canada
demand big railroad cars and large locomotives so the
Nova Scotia conditions require, if economy is to be
attained, large mine cars and heavy hoists capable
of moving lengthy trips. The solution of problems such
as these is found in the mammoth equipment
at least it
would be by such means that the engineers of the United
States would seek to solve them, wherever like, or even
less severe, conditions are to be met in this country.
The thickness of Novia Scotia coal is favorable to
large units and would not stand in the way of such
changes. The operating concerns have shown themselves progressive in the many years of their operation,
for it must not be forgotten that their mines predate
ours by many, many years. They have been willing
to modify much of their practice as time has passed
»nd invention has offered new opportunities. Conseso

as to

slope, that

it

—

—

—
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4uentl\- before long they will scrap the small car and
the decaging headframe, at least ic seems so to mining

engineers across the international line.
But this is a United States view of a Canadian
problem a long-distance view, it is true. Doubtless if
we knew the Canadian situation as well as we know our
own we would be less positive that the best methods
have not been chosen. For our part with our conditions
of operation we believe that the adoption of the selfdumping cage and still more of the skip is one of
the greatest advances made in the art of coal handling.
Long experience and great technical ability have
equipped the engineers of Great Britain and Canada
to meet their problems, and for this reason it may
be surmised that they have good reason for standing
staunchly to methods which in our case have proved
less advantageous than those by which they have been
superseded.

—

Curing Coal for Market

MUCH
combustion

interest has been developed in the spontaneous

of coal, but no consideration has been
taken of the question of curing it so that it will not fire
The process might be performed as follows:
in storage.
Store the coal in piles of a height calculated to heat it to,
say, 160 deg. F., more or less, as proves best, and when it
reaches that temperature and has consequently become
extensively oxidized, cool it by moving it to another
place.
It is quite possible that having taken up at the
high temperature a large percentage of the oxygen
needed for saturation it will not heat again but will
continue its process of oxidation slowly and without
danger till it reaches a fully saturated state.
This rehandling, however, would be expensive, and
the price of coal is so low that it seems impractical
to put it through any such process merely to obtain
the advantage of having a coal that can be stocked.
Yet it is being found profitable to stock small sizes
in the summer so as to continue the production of
domestic coal when steam coal is in small demand.
In such an event it could be piled so as to generate
the required temperature naturally so that when it
would be loaded it would be already cured and the
loading might cool it enough that it would be free of
the possibility of further heating.
Perhaps stocking at the mines affords a degree of
safety from heating that coal that has not been stocked
does not possess. Especially would that be the case if
the coal were moved in cool weather or in the winter.
Interesting questions might be propounded: Is prestocked coal safer than coal that is stocked for the first
time? and how long should coal be stocked and how, to
give thereafter the needed immunity from dangerous
heating?
The same question arises with regard to powdered
coal. Will coal powdered at the mine, exposed to the air
for a few hours in a bin and then loaded into a tank car
and again loaded into a tank motor truck and further
dumped into the purchaser's bin be, by that time, so far
oxidized as to be less likely to heat spontaneously than
coal

which

is

pulverized at a power plant and

dumped

some hours undisturbed?
The coal might be moved even more often and so given
even further opportunities to oxidize and cool off. These
are mere surmises. Experimentation may develop that
the immunity given by tkese processes would be inconsiderable and hence valueless.
directly into a bin to heat for
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Sydney Mines Will Introduce
Many Innovations in That Type of Structure*
Each Seam Will Have Separate Hoist — Slack Will Be Loaded
Mechanically Into Box Cars — Will Build Around Present Bankhead and

Jubilee Steel

at

Replace Backstay by Tension Members
By

a.

—Each Cage Carries Two Cars

DAWEst

Syillu-y Mines, X. S.

THE

Jubilee Colliery has two shafts, one being
used for the hoisting of men and material and
the other for the hoisting of coal. The former,
locally known as Jubilee "A," was sunk some years ago,
to tap two beds of coal approximately 560 and 740 ft.
below the surface. The latter, known as Jubilee "B,"
was sunk between 1914 and 1916.
Installed at the "A" shaft is a large venti'ating fan
and a man-hoisting engine, both electrically-driven. The
ducts and housings of the fan are of concrete, and the
hoisting engine and fan motor are contained in a substantial concrete building.
A steel headframe sur-

hoisting facilities was considered early last year, the
inadequacy of the existing equipment then beginning
When, later, large contracts for
to be seriously felt.
coal from this co'liery were obtained, which it would
be impossible to fill unless additional equipment was
installed, the company authorized the investment neces-

mounts the

building, and a main dump screen and pickingbuilding provided with the necessary machines,
electric motors, and other appliances which make up a
surface equipment of this nature. It also involves the
construction of a railway assembling and distributing
yard, a blacksmith and car-repair shop, a warehouse

In contrast, the surface plant erected at the "B"
shaft on its completion consisted of a wooden headframe
and bankhead building, with dump, screen and picking
belts, taken from the discard of various other collieries,
some boilers, second-hand hoisting engines and an antiquated box-car loader.
A few shacks were scattered
here and there at random as she'ters for the balance of
the various pieces of equipment required for operating

a colliery.
All this was hardly in keeping with the equipment at
the "A" shaft or commensurate with the importance of
the "sinking" then just completed. This entire equipment, however, was assembled merely to serve until

such time as the coal mined from the colliery would
warrant a larger monetary investment for better equipment.
Increasing development of the mine underground
made necessary in 1918 the purchase of a 3,000-cu.ft.
electrically-driven air compressor.
This was erected
and housed in a temporary building and placed in such
position that the engine house of the future would contain both the compressor and the coal hoist.
This

machine is the only redeeming feature of the surface
equipment at the "B" shaft.

Output

Is

Now

now under

construction, in-

cludes two electrically-driven hoisting engines (one for
each seam) housed in a substantial building, a structural-steel headframe 90 ft. high, a steel and concrete

bankhead, consisting of connecting bridges, an auxiliary

dump

shaft.

The output

sary for this purpose.
The new surface plant,

belt

and an

office.

When

Complete Will Handle 2,000 Tons a Day

In the consideration of the general scheme, the size
of hoisting engines, of all other machinery and of the

various structures had to be based on not only immediate prospects but on future possibilities.
For this
purpose the future maximum output of the colliery was
assumed as being 2,000 tons, or 1,000 tons from each
bed.
The attainment of this output, either from a
mine-development or a market standpoint, probably is
a matter of a few years' time, whereas a maximum of
1,000 tons is expected in the immediate future.
The
hoisting engines and house over them, the pit headframe and other elements had, therefore, to be arranged
accordingly and equipment of sufficient size obtained to
accommodate the larger output. In order to cut down
initial cost, however, only half of the eventual main
tipple, screen and picking-belt building, and half the

Seven Hundred Tons Daily

mine has steadily increased until
tons per day, and the bankhead,
hoisting facilities and
mechanical equipment are
all being severely taxed in handling this quantity of
coal.
Every part requires constant attention and conit

at this

now averages 700

The
repairs to keep it in running condition.
of men employed in the various operations involved in handling the coal from the pit bank to railroad
cars is excessive and the all-round mechanical efficiency
is extremely low.
These conditions make the cost of
tinual

number

producing coal unduly high.
Provision of a new bankhead with adequate coal•Article entitled "The New Coal Raisiag and Screening Arrangetrents at Jubilee Colliery. Sydney Mines, N. S.," read before the
Scotia, Halifax, April, 1921.
tDivisional engineer. Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co.

Mining Society of Nova

FOUR TRACKS TO BE GIVEN UP TO BOX C.\R LOADERS
Two conveyor-belt loaders of the type shown have been installed
by the Ottumwa Box Car Loader Co. One loads run-of-mine or
screened coal and has a steel conveying belt, and the other, loading slack, has a rubber belt for that purpose.
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eventual equipment, or enough to handle only 1,000 tons
per day, is now being constructed. Arrangements, however, are such that duplication of the present half can
be readily accomplished when required.
The hoisting and bankhead facilities have been designed so as to provide, as far as possib'.e, the best of

equipment for handling the coal from pit bottom to
bank, its classification and cleaning, and, of especial
importance, its loading as desired into either hopper
or box cars.
Provision also has been made for the
mechanical loading of slack into bo.\ cars, and facilities
have been provided for readily bunkering the company's
locomotives, supplying coal from bins for local purposes, and the disposal of "stone" or "material other
than coal" from the mine and from the picking belts.

Work Now
From

in Progress to Cost $385,000

new hoisting, screening,
cleaning and loading plant, when completed, probably
will have cost more money than usually is expended on
Emphasis is
similar equipment of the same capacity.
laid on this consideration, inasmuch as the larger monetary outlay necessitated by the adoption of these special
this

it

follows that the

features may be criticised. In order to be prepared to
sell all the coal produced from this colliery, however,
whether screened sizes, run-of-mine or slack, and to
dispose of it readily, either loading it into box or hopper
cars, it was essential to provide present facilities as
flexible as possible, so as to be ready for the time when
these might become indispensable.
Work at present in progress involves an estimated
expenditure of $385,000. Excavations for foundations
were commenced in October last. It was expected that
the bankhead and other structures would be completed
by April, but owing to various causes, such as promised
deliveries not being fulfilled, the completion of the work
has been unavoidably delayed.
The work of building is being carried on while the
present bankhead is in operation. It is hoped that no
stoppage of the colliery or reduction of coal output will
The change
occur while construction is proceeding.
over from old to new equipment will be made during a

week-end.

Production Cost to Be Lowered One-Fourth

When

in operation the

new equipment

will allow of

the number of men employed being reduced by twenty
as compared with the present force. It will overcome
existing expensive upkeep of the old equipment and
will considerably reduce the operating power cost. The
present cost for labor, repairs, supplies and power in
handling the coal from pit bottom to coal car should
be reduced 25 per cent by the new equipment. This,
it is estimated, will save $36,000 per year.
Furthermore, as the number of men required for
operating the new bankhead for an output up to 1,000
tons will be no more than are necessary for 700 tons,
and as the electric-power charge for operating at the
greater output obviously will not increase proportionate'y, the cost per ton of coal with 1,000 tons of
output should be reduced by an amount equal to 35 per
cent of the present cost of handling the coal from pit

bottom

to railroad car.
In order that this saving, or reduction in cost, may
become a reality it is essential that every mine official
conscientiously strive to carry out the intentions of

the designers and dispense with any unnecessary labor,
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not merely transferring the workman to some other
point, except it be to the working face.
The various elements making up this installation can
The coalbe classed under three heads, namely
hoisting equipment and building, the structural-steel
headframe, and the bankhead, which includes the bank
around the headframe, the connecting bridges, auxiliary
dump building, and the main tipple, screen and pickiiigbelt building, together with the equipment contained
therein.
:

Half the Coal to Come From Each Seam
coal-hoisting equipment consists of two singlegeared hoists built by the Vulcan Iron Works, of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., each designed so as to be capable
of raising 1,000 tons of coal per day from its respecThese machines are duplicates except as to
tive seam.
the size of the motors and as to the gear ratios, and the
fact that one is arranged right- and the other leftEach is driven by Westinghouse alternatinghand.
current motors of the wound-rotor type, built for hoist

The

working from a 2,200-voIt three-phase 60-cycle
The sizes of the motors serving
the lower and upper seams are 550 hp. and 350 hp.
respectively.
The gears are machine-cut, of the herringbone type, and as they work in an oil bath, they
The drums are cylindrowill be practically noiseless.
conical, having a small diameter of 7 ft. and a large

service,

electric-power supply.

diameter of 10

ft.

In addition to a powerful main brake of the post
type, each hoist is provided with an auxiliary band
brake operating on the motor-pinion shaft. The function of this device is to absorb the inertia of the
rotating parts of the motor and relieve the gears of
unnecessary stresses. The two devices are so interconnected that when the main brake is applied, the
one on the pinion shaft comes into action also. The
latter is arranged for independent application as well.

Release of Air Causes Setting of Brakes
the release of air within the cylinder of an
auxiliary engine the main brakes are applied through
The force with which these
the action of weights.
brakes operate is proportional to the degree of exhaus-

Upon

The auxiliary engine also is provided
with a device which automatically applies the brake in
case of power failure, overspeed or overwind.
Speed of the hoist motor is controlled by varying
This is accomthe resistance in the rotor circuit.
plished by the operation of a small master controller
mounted on the hoist platform. The master controller
actuates the motor through magnetic contactors, which
Autoare governed by suitable current-limit relays.
matic acceleration is thus provided, which to a certain
extent is independent of the hoisting engineer.
The safety features of these machines are such that
tion of the air.

wrong way or overtravel
The brake will not be suddenly

the hoist cannot start the
in

either direction.

applied on power failure, but it will allow a full application of braking effect if required, when limits of travel
The brake cannot fail because of worn
are reached.
shoes or the failure of the air supply to the auxiliary
engine, or on account of grounded control circuits; the
men will be hoisted or lowered at reduced speed.

As there are few levers to handle, an inexperienced
operator cannot injure the hoist by improper manipulation, neither is it necessary for him to call for assist-
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ance or leave his station to reset the safety devices.
These details tend to give the operator complete confidence in the hoi^t under his control and to afford a
maximum of safety to the men being hoisted or lowered
and to the winding apparatus. It will thus more than
fulfill any mine law yet enacted covering such equipment.

Compressor

.^nd Hoist

The brick building

Under One Roof

which this apparatus is being
It has
installed is 97 ft. 6 in. long and 39 ft. wide.
been made sufficiently large to accommodate not only
the present electrically-driven air compressor of 3,000in

future unit of the same size. The
building is of substantial construction, well lighted
and not unpleasing in appearance. Considering that
this whole construction program was carried out in
An
winter, the result attained is highly satisfactory.
overhead traveling crane is being built for erection
purposes and for the handling of heavy machine parts

shaft compartments, in which the coal cages are guided
and hoisted to the banking floor.
In the design of headframes the main difficulty is
not to determine the strength of columns, struts and
stays for resisting the bending, compression and tensile stresses, but to obtain the necessary stiffness and
rigidity as well as the reciuisite stability of the whole
structure with the least weight of material which will

withstand the heavy loads suddenly applied, and as
suddenly removed. All these considerations are affected
by the loads, rapidity of acceleration and the height
of structure.

Tensile Members Replace Backstays

cu.ft. capacity but a

when this becomes necessary.
The structural-steel headframe

consists

built-up plate and ang'e columns,
support a platform whereon are

essentially

the tops of
mounted the
which
The columns are so placed about
four head pulleys.
the mouth of the shaft as to form together with their
framing and connecting bracing.* enclosures that are
virtually continuations of the upper- and lower-seam

of

si.x

I

Section ^'K

9'-4'\<^
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is

the

practice

in

embody backstays to resist the
between the drum and head sheave.
to

age needed to afford the necessary stability.
This departure from type was made in order not only
to afford an uninterrupted passageway for the empty
pit cars returning to the bank, but also to avoid complications arising from the fact that one of the present

>
o>

Side

PLAN AND

common

building headframes
pull of the ropes
In the headframe
under construction, however, "front" stays take their
place.
The lower portion of these members serve as
building columns of the bankhead structure, and are
anchored to solid concrete foundations. As a result
the weight of this portion of the bank structure reduces
to some extent the Quantity of concrete in the anchorIt

ELEV.-VTIOX

Elevation

WITH SECTIONS OF POWER HOUSE AND SHAFT HOUSE AT JUBILEE B.\NKHE.\D

This headframe does not have a backslav but depends on tension to resist the pull of the hoist. It will be noted that
the trestle is about 38 ft. above the ground. Only by providing runways at that elevation can sufficient height
be obtained for dumpinR. .scieening and loading purposes. The headframe is 90 ft, high.
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steam-driven hoisting engines was in such position as
to preclude placing the backstay feet at the most advanThis form of construction made it
tageous point.
possible to reduce the total height of headframe, and,
as tension members obviously may be made lighter in
construction than compression members, it also made
it feasible to reduce appreciably the weight and cost
of the steelwork.
A system of beams has been installed for supporting
Anthe "safety" detaching hooks against overwind.
other set of beams also has been provided for the chairs
or keps supporting the cages at the banking floor.
A substantial stairway will be built leading from this
floor to the upper platform which supports the head
pulleys.

Build Steel Structure Round Timber Frame
the new steel structure is being built around the
present timber headframe and bankhead, erection will
be none too easy. To facilitate construction each column
The total height of the headis being made in sections.
frame from surface to center line of head sheaves is 90
ft. and the estimated weight of the steelwork, including
front stays, is 110 tons.
On being hoisted to the banking floor, which is 40
ft. above the ground, the two loaded coal cars contained
in the cage move by gravity along a connecting bridge
and through the "auxiliary dump building" to the
"main dump house." The coal is here discharged by
means of an automatic power-driven revolving tipple
The
into two weigh tanks situated below the floor.
empties then continue their journey, moving down
grade into a dip, from which a creeper, or car hoist,
hauls them up a grade sufficiently high to allow of
their return by gravity to the bank, thus making a
complete circuit.
The weigh tanks into which the coal is dumped are
each equipped with gates operated by air cylinders.
After being weighed the coal is fed onto a horizontal
This is
screen of the reciprocating-conveyor type.
supported on rollers and receives a slow forward and
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a rapid return motion by means of a special driving
gear.

This screen is built with three decks. The plates
of the upper deck are provided with perforations of
sufficient size to allow the nut and slack coal to fall

through to the middle deck.

This in turn

is fitted

with

plates similarly perforated, except that the holes are
smaller, allowing the slack coal to fall through to the

lower deck.

Screened,

Thus the

Nut and Slack Coal Are Made

coal

is

classified

into

"screened" on the

upper, "nuts" on the middle, and slack on the bottom
The screen is provided with the usual dead
deck.
plates for run-of-mine coal and with suitable gates so
that slack and nut may be diverted onto conveying
belts or into chutes, as desired, thus giving flexibility
in disposal of the products.
At the outer end of the screen a breeches chute
diverts the run-of-mine or screened coal onto two pick-

ing be'.ts equipped with the usual movable jibs. These
are so arranged that when in the "up" position they
discharge into a bin preparatory to their being loaded
into box cars by means of a mechanical loader, and
when "down," into hopper cars. Slack coal for loading
into box cars, for which a mechanical loader is provided, is conveyed from under the screen on a rubber
This is so arranged that hopper
belt to a feeding bin.
cars can be loaded when necessary.
As a market for nut coal is moi-e or less a matter
for the future, the conveying belt provided for this
eventual purpose, for the present will serve for conveying small-size lump, nut or slack into a large bin

Thence it
located under the auxiliary tipple floor.
can be drawn off for locomotive bunkering or for
domestic and local use.
The revolving dump, located in the auxiliary building, is primarily intended for the disposal of rock

from

the mine, which is brought up the shaft in coal cars.
This rock will be dumped into a special bin under the
floor, whence it will be discharged into hopper cars
On occasion
for disposal on the colliery waste heap.
this dump can be used also as an auxiliary for the
discharge of coal, because, by means of a suitable gate
in the dump chute, coal may be diverted into the large

under the floor.
Refuse taken from the picking belts will be delivered
bv means of a bucket convevor into the rock bin under
coal bin located

Isometric View, Jubilee

Bankhead
Showing: the new instaUations.
with all the old wood structures,
with which it was operated, removed.
The long building on
the left houses the hoists and
compressor the sloping shed on
trestles in the rear covers the
car hoist, the two buildings in
line with it to the right being
the main tipple shed containing
the weigh cabin, and the preparator in whioh are installed
:

Marcus

screens.

—
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dump-house

Except the picking
floor.
both be driven by one motor, all parts
of the mechanical equipment are to have their own
individual drives.
The motor actuating the screen
mechanism is of 25 hp., that for the two picking belts
25 hp., each conveyor being driven by a 5-hp. motor.
The countershafting is being arranged so that when
the other half of the equipment is added, the picking
belts and screen of the present half may be driven by
the motor of the other.
For the mechanical loading of coal into box cars,
two conveyor-belt loaders have been purchased from
the Ottumwa Box Car Loader Co. These machines are
practically identical except that the one for loading
run-of-mine or screened coal is equipped with a steel
conveying belt, whereas the other for s!ack coal is being
furnished with a rubber belt. These two machines will
each be operated by a 25-hp. alternating-current slipring motor.
the

auxiliary

belts,

which

wi!l

Point of Loading Can Be Changed at Will
machines will be operated entirely by mechanism.
They will permit of the loading of the coal
near the center of the car, or out toward the extreme
ends, and because they are able to deliver either close
to the floor or high above it, coal may be p"aced in
any desired position within the car. All the motions
are power-actuated, only one man being necessary for
loading the cars. These machines are each guaranteed
to load at the rate of 150 long tons per hour.
The structural steelwork of the bankhead and headframe is being fabricated by the Canadian Bridge Co.
All columns, of plate and angle section, are supported
on substantial concrete foundations. The floor system
is composed of I-beams or channels.
The trusses, purlins, bracing and girts are of angles, no thickness of
metal being less than r;,-in. The total weight of the
steelwork will be approximately 450 tons.
All these

Who

and Was Hit by
Passing Car Must Be Compensated
APPEAL by the company from an award of com-

Trapper

ANpensation

Fell Asleep

in the case of John Saydock, of WilkesBarre, Pa., against the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
R.R. Co. has been dismissed in an opinion by Commissioner
Paul W. Houck. The award was made by Referee Lewis,
District No. 9, and his findings of fact and conclusions of
law have been affirmed. The claimant in this case was a
door tender. On Dec. 1, 1919, he opened the doors for a
trip of cars, and after closing them he lay down near the
tracks and fell asleep. Half an hour later the cars passed
that way again and an oil box of one of the cars struck
the claimant and injured him.
The basis of the appeal was that the claimant was not
in the course of his employment at the time of the accident.
The board holds, however, that the referee did not err in
awarding compensation.
The Compensation Act, it is
pointed out, defines the term "injury by an accident in the
course of his employment" to include any injury sustained
while the employee is actually engaged in the furtherance
of the business or affairs of the employer, or, even though
the employee is not so engaged, any injury caused by the
operation of the employer's business on the premises when
the injury happens upon the premises occupied by the
employer, the employee's presence thereon being required
by the nature of his employment.
"Under this definition," the opinion concludes, "the claimant is entitled to compensation because it is not disputed
.
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floors are to be of reinforced concrete

minimum

thickness of 4

in.,

with a
triangular-mesh reinforce-

ment being used. That portion of the floor under the
driving mechanism of the screen will be about 14 in.
thick, in order to present a solid mass against the
inertia of the reciprocating parts.

Plenty of Ventilation Will Be Provided
The buildings

will be covered on roofs and sides with
20- and 22-gage galvanized corrugated sheeting. Plenty
of windows are to be provided, which as a rule will be

made

to slide

opening at

back so as

to give a full or part

window

In addition to this, in those portions
of the buildings where most coal dust is encountered
that is, over the main dump and the picking belts
will.

Robertson patent roof ventilators will be fixed. Thus
good ventilation is expected during the summer
weather.
As the bankhead is built entirely of steel and concrete, and is therefore fireproof, no insurance on either
buildings or equipment will be needed. This not only
means a considerable saving in yearly premiums but
insures against that loss in output which invariably
takes place when a fire occurs on a bankhead constructed of wood.
It goes without saying that colliery bankheads are
not usually pleasing sights. They may, however, be so
made as not to be unsightly. Ruskin asserted that
man has no more right to disfigure landscapes with
unsightly buildings than he has to pollute the atmosphere with obnoxious smells.
Bearing this well-known pronouncement duly 4n mind,
as well as the fact that Jubilee colliery is situated in
the middle of the town of Sydney Mines, it has been

the aim to erect an equipment that will be the equal
of the best of its kind, not unsightly in appearance,
and one in which both town and the owning company
may, with reason, entertain pride.

that he was injured on the premises of the employer, and
the injury was caused by the operation of the employer's
business thereon and the employee's presence on the
premises was required by the nature of his employment.
It was the duty of the employee to remain at the place
where he was injured to open and shut the door and the
act of falling asleep was nothing more than an act of
negligence on the part of the employee, which, by the very
terms of the act does not defeat his right to compensation."

Want Breaker Silt Collected to Save Park
WILKES-BARRE complaining about the damage to
is

trees and vegetation caused by the culm which is
deposited on it at high water by Mill Creek into which flows
the waste from the breakers of the Hudson Coal Co., the
Lehigh Valley Coal Co., the individual coal firms known as
the Healey Coal Co. and the Wolf Collieries Co., and an
individual operator, John Conlon.
R. H. Buchanan, district superintendent of the Hudson
Coal Co., suggests that the stream be straightened to wash
away the culm, but this the city does not want to do as it
would mar the beauty of the park and destroy many imUrged that the washeries close during the
provements.
floods, he said that this would not remedy the situation much
for the low lands above the park were full of culm and the
flooding of these lands would bring this culm down stream.
Silt retention is as important a problem as silt utilization,
and the silt may have to be prepared for market as the
cheapest means of getting rid of it.
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HAULING UNUSUALLY HEAVILY BUILT-UP CARS TO THE WEIGH SCALES AT AN OHIO MINE

Bureau of Standards

Is

Testing Scales at Mines'

—

More Are Found to Give Overweight than Underweight Testing Squad
Has Automobiles Each with One Ton of 50-lb. Standard Weights Duty of
Government to Fix Standards of Weight Involves Duty to Inspect Them

—

By

L. a. FisHERf
AVashington, D. C.

THE

Bureau of Standards commenced to
mine scales in August, 1917, in
response to a request from the authorities in
Maryland who were confronted with the prospect of
an immediate general strike as a result of a dispute
The
as to the correctness of certain mine scales.
nation, at that time, had great need for all the coal
that could be mined and the local authorities were
naturally alarmed at the possibility of a prolonged
shut-down of the mines. It appeared that the miners
had lost all faith in the ability of the State to correct conditions existing and insisted upon tests by the
Federal Government which they held would be free
from local influences and fair to both sides in the controversy.
In this emergency the State authorities
turned to the Bureau of Standards. While there were
U.

S.

investigate

no funds available for this special purpose, the case
was of sufficient importance to warrant the use of our
reserve funds, and one of the best men in Bureau was
detailed to the work.
The result of this particular investigation made with
a ton of 50-lb. test weights showed that the miners

had just cause for their complaints, as many of the
However,
scales gave readings which were too low.
•Abstract of paper presented at Weights and Measures Conference held at the Bureau of Standards this spring and entitled
"Mine Scale Work of the Bureau of Standards."
tFormer Chief of Weights and Measures Division, Bureau of
.Standards, recently deceased.

as soon as the scales were declared by the Bureau to
be in order, and operating correctly, the miners forgot
their grievances, those who had ceased work returned
to the mines, and the incident was closed.
Subsequently complaints were received from other
sections of the soft-coal regions and to meet these

demands the Bureau asked for and received from Congress an appropriation of $15,000 to carry on minescale investigations.

As soon as the funds were available, the Bureau
purchased two motor trucks equipped with special features necessary for the sure and rapid transportation
of the field party, test weights, and other apparatus.
The trucks were obtained from the War Department,
and were built on a contract for the Aviation Service.

They are of the so-called "Light Aviation" type, now
commonly seen in the Public Roads Service, as Congress
has since then authorized the transfer of a large number of these trucks to this service. They are designed
built to obtain a combination of speed, power, and
endurance.
Special features embodied are a two-ton
Continental Motor, on a one-ton G. M. C. chassis, solid
disk front and rear wheels, double pneumatic tires
on each rear wheel and special hubs and extra wheels
designed to minimize road delays on account of tire
Bodies were built to afford convenient means
trouble.
of hauling and handling 2,400 lb, of test weights in
50-lb. units, sealers' kit, other necessary testing appa-

and
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errors in deficiency, from which it appears that on the
whole little or no attempt is made to short-weigh.
Since April 1 our trucks have been working in the
State of Indiana.

As

a result of the accumulation of information, the

Bureau has drawn up tentative specifications for coaltipple scales and their installatiim, but they are not yet
ready for publication.
The purpose of the Bureau in this as in all testing
work is to improve the accuracy of the scales, their

and general weighing condition. It desires
and the miner.
The Government should not permit false weights, be
they intentional or accidental, any more than it should
permit the counterfeiting of money.
False weights
should be penalized by laws comparable in their severNothing
could conity to those relating to coinage.
ceivably give the thousands of foreigners working in
English
the mines who cannot speak
so false an impression of our institutions as to find themselves at the
superintendent.
mercy -of some dishonest mine
In the mining industry where the wages are directly
determined by weighing the output of the miners, all
doubt as to their correctness should be removed. With
this source of misunderstanding and suspicion removed,
there are still enough sources of misunderstanding left
to satisfy the most contentious individual.
The annual appropriation for this work is $15,000.
installation

to do this for the benefit of the operator

Kl

UEAL OF -STANDARDS MINE-SCALE TESTING CAR

Car carries two men, one the ongrinoer in charge and the otiier a
driver and mechanician who assists in the testing work. Room is
provided for weights, sealers' kits and other testing apparatus
with tlie baggage of the two men.
ratus, and the baggage of the field party who make the
truck their chief means of transportation.
The field party of two consists of an inspector or
engineer in charge, and an assistant who acts as drivermechanician, assists in the testing work, and performs
The inspector selects
other duties in his spare time.

and directs details of tests, makes
adjustments when practicable, and advises regarding
weighing conditions and features of installation. He
must play a ticklish role in a situation fraught with
territory, arranges

continual discontent.

The method of test is not widely different from that
of testing an ordinary platform or wagon scale. Coal
tipple scales are usually of 3, 5 or 10 tons capacity.

A

by applying test weights is impracimpossible to transport and handle
more than one ton of test weights with efficiency.
Loads of one-fourth, one-half, and one ton are applied
and the errors and multiplication at those loads determined. The actual weight of an empty car is determined by the method of substitution and the weights
test to capacity

ticable,

as

it

is

then loaded into this car.
This gives a test load usually in the neighborhood of
two tons, depending of course upon the weight of the
car full of coal is then applied and weighed
car.
at each end and in the center of the deck to develop
sectional errors. Sufficient test weights, usually 500 or
1,000 lb., are added to determine the multiplication,
from which the actual weight of the car of coal is computed and compared with the weight indicated by the
normal operation. The car is then dumped and weighed
empty. The weight of coal thus obtained is compared
with the weight which would normally be credited to
the miner on the tipp'.e sheet.
The procedure is similar for a hopper scale, except,
of course, the necessary' manipulation to determine the
weight of empty cars. By simply passing the coal into
the hopper a test load can be built up by the method of
substitution to any desired value.
Up to April 1 of the present year, about 450 scales
had been tested at different coal tipples in Maryland,
West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Georgia.
Of this number about 63 per cent failed to pass a
tolerance of 0.40 per cent of the applied load of 4 lb.
per thousand, which will be recognized as being twice
the tolerance applied to railroad-track scales and other
commercial scales. Seven per cent had errors of 50 lb.,
48 per cent had errors in excess and 52 per cent had

The number of employees is not definitely fixed but
varies from time to time as the exigencies of the work
and of the funds warrant.
There can hardly be any difference of opinion as to
the advisability and desirability of the Federal Government taking up duties prescribed to it by the Constitution of the United States, which gives it authority to
This makes
fix the standard of weights and measures.
it the solemn duty of the Government not only to adopt
standards but to see that the adopted standards are
used in trade. Nothing less than this could constitute
But this does not mean that the
fixing the standards.
Federal Government should be the exclusive agency in
enforcing the use of the standards.

A

TRACK CURVES

IN CROSSING MINE SCALES

Conditions such as these, as also unsteady foundations, are not
conductive to satisfactory weighing.
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Local Power

Springs, Wyo.*

Energy Has Been Used in Mining in This District for Almost
Generating Equipment Has Steadily Increased in Capacity Until the Main Power Plant Is Now Practically a Central Station

Electric

Thirty Years

—

By

D. C. McKEEHANt
Roik Springs, Wyo.

ELECTRIC

power was introduced into the Rock
the year 1892. The initial instalwas an engine-driven generator and a 9-ton

Springs
lation

field in

haulage locomotive using 500-volt direct current. Reference to this locomotive, which is still in use, was
made in the issue of Coal Age for Feb. 24, 1921. Taking into consideration the size of the field the conversion to electric operation has been notably complete,
there being no compressed-air machines in primary
service and but one steam-driven hoist, that at No. 10
Mine. This machine is located within 50 ft. of the
boiler

Two

room of the present power

plant.

8-ton haulage locomotives were installed in 1896.
still in use.
These mines used the pioneer

They are

In 1913 new mines were being developed in Reliance,
seven miles distant. Accordingly the main power plant
was enlarged to accommodate a 750-kw. low-pressure
condensing turbine, utilizing the exhaust steam from
the cross-compound engines and the 300-kw. turbine.
Transformers were installed for supplying Reliance

with power at 13,200 volts.
In the course of time the old engines began to dismantle themselves by throwing various pieces, such as
cylinder heads, about the building, damaging walls and

—

switchboards, thus creating a general feeling of unrest
among those who were engaged in power production.
The limitations of the old engines, which had given
admirable service for ten years, were therefore recog-

The
types of electric cutting and drilling machines.
extensive use of electric power began in 1900, when
four 400-kw. 500-volt direct-current engine-driven generators were installed.
These were cross-compound
machines and operated non-condensing.
By 1910 the mines had developed main haulage entries several miles in length, and the working territory
had increased to about six square miles in area. In
order to transmit adequate power to the working face
it was necessary in various parts of the mine to supply

nized.

energy from motor-generator sets which supplemented
the power furnished by the engine-driven generators.
Power for these motor-generator sets was supplied by a
300-kw. high-pressure non-condensing turbo-generator
delivering 2,300-volt 60-cycle three-phase current. This
marks the beginning of the use of alternating current
for mining purposes.

sidered sufficient capacity for some time to come.
At Superior, twenty miles from Rock Springs, five
mines were opened about 1910. The power was supplied from a local plant containing four 300-kw. 2,300volt alternating-current generators and two 300-kw. 250-

•Article entitled "Growth of the Electric Power System of the
Union Pacific Coal Co., Rock Springs. Wyo.." presented at the
June 30 session of the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute.
tChief engineer, Union Pacific Coal Co.

With these engines removed it became questionable
whether enough exhaust steam could be obtained, and
in 1915 a 1,000-kw. high-pressure condensing turbine
was installed in order that more general use might be

made

sets for the direct-current
that time contained units of
1,000 kw., 750 kw. and 300 kw., in alternating current,
supplemented by three of the 400-kw. engine-driven
generators (one having been scrapped). This was con-

of motor-generator

supply.

The

plant

at

By 1917 this plant was
adequate to carry the load, but bad water caused
an excessive expense in the boiler room, and it was
decided to abandon the Superior plant and transmit

volt direct-current generators.
still

power from Rock Springs.
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AND

BOILER HOUSE OF UNION PACIFIC COAL CO.
COOLING TOWER, TURBINE ROOM, NO. 10 TIPPLE
1.
In the foreground are the sprays for the condensing water, for the reception of which a concrete reservoir has
been provided. The cooling tower was built many years ago. The climate being extremely dry,
as can be imagined from the absence of vegetation, there should be rapid
evaporation with speedy and efficient cooling of the water
To take care

of this additional load a 2,500-kw. tur-

This
had to be installed at the latter point.
machine was installed in 1918, its installation making
The old
necessary a revamping of the whole plant.
engines and generators were junked, the 300-kw. turbine was transferred to the Cumberland mines, and the
7o0-kw. turbine was sold. The old frame building was
razed, and one of steel and hollow tile erected.
Fig. 1 is an exterior view showing the present turbine plant, concrete spray pond, cooling tower, boiler
room and No. 10 mine tipple. Fig. 2 is an interior
Alteration
view, showing turbines and switchboard.
of certain machines to electric drive and an increasing
load -soon required another 2,.500-kw. turbine, so that
today the plant contains the following turbo-generators:
One 1,000-kw. unit installed in 1915, one of 2,500 kw.
installed in 1918 and one of 2,500 kw. installed in 1920.
bine

FIG.

2.

The above generators are

2,300-volt 3-phase 60-cycle
machines, and the entire plant is rated at 7,500 kva.
Jet condensers are employed in conjunction with
steam-driven reciprocating vacuum pumps. Two of the
circulating-water pumps are driven by 2,300-volt synchronous motors and one pump by a 2,300-volt induction
motor. One of the 2,500-kw. machines is fitted with a
direct-connected e.xciter for starting, two 40-kw. 2,300volt synchronous motor-generator exciters serving for
noiTnal running. A General Electric type F-8 regulator

keeps the voltage constant.
Aluminum-cell lightning arresters are connected
A 12-volt storage battery prodirectly to the buses.
vides emergency lighting. The connected load is 16,000
hp.
The largest hoists at these mines are a 600-hp., a
In addition
500-hp., a 400-hp. and a 250-hp. machine.
to these are eight hoists ranging from 100 to 150 hp.

INTERIOR OF TURBINE ROOM SHOWING TURBINES AND SWITCHBOARD

One I.OOn-kw, and two 2.500-kw. turbo-generators are installed in this plant. They generate 2,300-volt 3-phase
60-cycle current. The entire plant is rated at 7.500 kva. One of the 2.500-kw. machines is fitted
with a direct-connected exciter for starting. Two 40-kw. 2,300-volt synchronous
motors serve as exciters for normal running.
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may

be seen

demands for short

tliat

the plant

intervals.

Two

sub-

is

of the

250-hp. hoists operate cages in vertical shafts, all the
others serving on slopes. The larger hoists are operated under either contactor or liquid-rheostat control.
In all seventeen mines are supplied with energy.
The sustained peakload on the plant is 5,000 kw. the
hourly output for the day load varies from 3,400 to
;

3,900 kw.-hr. For the past year this load has been carried by the 2,500-kw. and the 1,000-kw. generators.
Besides carrying a 50-per cent overload on peaks, the
machines at times deliver more kilowatt-hours per hour
than their nominal rating. They can do this because
the power factor of the plant is kept close to unity.
Many of the motor-generator sets are driven by synchronous motors, carrying leading current at light load
and so adjusted that they receive current at unity power
factor at full load.
Current for local distribution as well as that for
mines in the vicinity of the p'ant is supplied at 2,300
One 13,200-volt line serves Reliance, E. Plane,
volts.
and a remote part of Rock Springs mines as well as the
33,000-volt line supplies Dines,
development at Gunn.
Winton and Superior. At the mines the distribution
beyond the step-down transformers is at 2,300 volts.
The boiler room contains twelve Babcock & Wilcox
boilers with a total rated capacity of 3,384 hp., fitted

A

Steel

Mine Car Desioned
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with chain-grate and type E stokers and induced-draft
fans.
Before long all the boilers will be supplied with
Slack
superheaters providing 100 deg. of super-heat.
coal is burned exclusively, a conveyor delivering the
coal from No. 10 mine tipple direct to storage bins in
the boiler room.
Fans are both motor- and steam-driven. One turbinedriven and one motor-driven centrifugal pump, supplemented by duplex machines held in reserve, supply the
feed water. Boiler feed and in fact all water for operating the plant is secured from a series of wells, located
about one mile from the plant. An air lift is used to
raise the water about 200 ft. to the surface, after which
it is forced into tanks by motor-driven plunger pumps.
This well w-ater is quite "hard," but the mud and
scale it forms in the boilers is easily removed without
Feed water is taken from the
the use of compound.
coo'Jlng pond and introduced into the boilers without
softening treatment. Usually the "make-up" water for
the system is introduced into the condensers in order to
obtain the slight benefit of its lower temperature.
Five turbo-generators have been installed in a period
of ten years and it is doubtful if even yet the plant has
sufficient capacity to take care of the field's requirements for more than another year. This installation
has furnished the necessary power to mine 4,000,000
tons of coal in one year.

to Suit Anthracite Conditions

Mine Car May Be Loaded Underground by Hand or
or on the Surface by a Shovel
Such a Car
Must Be Unusually Strong and of Large Capacity

—

By Chutes

By Dever

C.

Ashmead

King-ston, Pa.

CONDITIONS

under which a mine car must work
should determine its size and details of construc_^^^ tion. In the anthracite field these governing factors vary widely from those encountered in the bituminous region and as a result the general conformation of
cars used in the two localities shows equal divergence.
The anthracite car is as a rule higher than that found
in the bituminous fields, as the beds in which it is called
upon to operate are comparatively thick. The capacity
is, of course, other things being equal, proportional to
the height.
Conditions of loading in the two regions may be entirely different, for in the anthracite field if steep-

Mine and
Powder Car
fsed at operations
of the Locust Mountain Coal Co. Mini-

car

TV-ill

cu.ft.,

hold

level

though gage
36

in.

only a
Ti

ft.

134
full,

only
Its height is
trifle

i.s

under

pitching beds are being worked the cars may be run
under chutes. In the bituminous fields as a gener
rule mine cars are loaded only by hand and are not subjected to heavy loading stresses. As much stripping is
being done in the anthracite region mine cars are frequently employed above ground either for removing
coal from the strip pit or in hauling away spoil.
In
either case they may be loaded by steam shovel which
is, of course, much more severe on the car than hand
loading.

At the Locust Mountain Coal Co."s operation near
Shenandoah, Pa., conditions vary so much that the cars
are loaded by hand in rert.-iiii nmti.uK nf thp mine and
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tend to cause
Steel

Mine Car

Anthracite
Spring

from
terial

wheels and excessin

to

strains

climb the rail, and conseciuently the
car that it supports is liable to de-

which the maand build of the

railment.
Two different types of trucks are

(Jraft

saves the car

rac-kinp

against
cars

flat

wear upon the flanges so that
time a wheel thus worn will tend
ive

for

afford

further

pro-

These use the HyattFleming and the American Car &
Foundry roller-bearing wheels, reBoth types have given
spectively.
The use of
excellent satisfaction.
either reduces rolling friction which
employed.

tection.

Furthermore, rolling friction must be reduced as far as
To lessen wear and tear also, it is advisable
to provide such a car with brakes instead of depending
upon spragging as is customary in many anthracite

highly necessary in a car of this
The cars themand weight.
selves were built by the American
Car & Foundry Co.
An extremely simple yet effective
device is employed for holding the
car door closed. This consists of a
steel locking bar working vertically
along the endgate and fitting into a
suitable hole in the bumper. To open the door it is only
necessary to raise this bar about two inches. The dump
in the breaker is so arranged that a hook on the end of
the vertical locking bar engages a crane, which in this
case is merely a horizontal bar, and as the car tilts forward to discharge its contents the endgate is first
unlocked and then raised.
All in all this car satisfies the conditions imposed
by the operation where it is used. It is of rugged construction, and consequently the repairs are low.
It
may be used effectively in any one of the many diverse
workings, so that several distinct types of car are not
required.
Rolling friction and consequently draw-bar
pull is reduced to a minimum. Its large capacity lessens
the number of car loads necessary to transport a given
output. It is exceptionally easy riding and consequently
holds the track much better than the ordinary rigid or
semi-rigid car. And, lastly, the brakes obviate the wear
to which cars are subjected when sprags are used

collieries.

exclusively.

is

size

in others are filled from chutes.
This company also
operates extensive strippings. It would, of course, be
inconvenient to provide a different type of car for each
variety of service and it is necessary as a result to
build the cars of such a design that they will meet all
conditions encountered.
But though there is room in
the underground workings for a high car, yet it must
not be so high as to render hand loading difficult.
It
must be strong enough to withstand the shock of coal
falling from a chute, as well as the rough usage to
which it is subjected in the strip pits when loaded by

steam shovel.

.

In order that it may possess the necessary strength
such a car is unavoidably heavy and as a result must
be so designed that it will not readily leave the track.
possible.

At the operation above mentioned the car employed
has a capacity, level full, of 134 cu.ft. The inside dimensions are:— Length, 9 ft. 9 in.; width, 5 ft. 6 in.,
and depth, 2 ft. 6 in. The over-all dimensions are:
Length, outside to outside of bumpers, 11 ft. 7 in.;
width, 6 ft. 2 in.; height, 4 ft. ll.V in. The height of
the top of the side boards is, however, only 4 ft. 6 in.
The wheel base is 4 ft. and the track gage is 36 in.

Drawheads Are Furnished With Springs
In external appearance this car is strongly suggestive
of railroad equipment of the gondola type. The framework is entirely of steel, the sides and bottom being

strengthened and braced with angle iron. The drawheads are spring-mounted, .stress upon the body of the
car being thus reduced.
Springs also are employed
above the journal box to reduce the jolting which rough
track will cause and the stresses incident thereto. The
springs on the drawhead and journal boxes, as well as
the long wheel base render the car not only easy riding
but enable it to hold the track much better than if these
springs were omitted and the wheel base made short.
Brakes are rather unusual in the anthracite field, but
their employment on a car of this size and weight
renders the wear and tear much less than it would be
if sprags only were employed.
Furthermore, sprags

Thirty Millions in Compensation Paid
Workmen in Pennsylvania

SINCE

the Workmen's Compensation Board has been in
operation in Pennsylvania, a period of five years, $28,712,768 of compensation has been paid out, according to figures
just tabulated by the board. During a portion of 19K5 and
the year 1917, $7,247,196 was paid through the board; in
1918, the payments were $4,412,881; in 1919, $6,039,076; in
1920, $7,001,197, and during the first six months of 1921,
$4,012,412.
During the five-year period the awards of compensation
for fatal injuries have aggregated $30,075,76.5. The amount
actually paid out for such compensation has been $8,448,859
and the disability compensation paid, $20,263,903.
The total amount awarded for permanent injuries during
the five years was $9,154,075 and the amount already paid,
During this period the board has awarded for
$5,314,880.
the loss of legs, $936,576; the lo.?s of arms, $745,345; loss
of hands, $2,071,955; loss of feet, $976,227; loss of eyes,
These awards are
$3,983,868 and miscellaneous, $440,104.
for the loss of 501 legs, 386 arms, 1,286 hands, 671 feet,
3,210 eyes and there were 112 miscellaneous accidents.
There were 15,212 fatal accidents reported, 3,067 of permanent disability, 1,048,119 of temporary disability, making
a total of 1,066,398 accidents.
Agreements were approved
in 11,824 fatal ca.ses, 6,009 of permanent disability, 337,478
of temporary disability, or a total of 355,311.
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number of the cottages, rooming houses, etc., for the
new town site, shown in the upper left-hand corner of

Erecting Plant with

Skip Hoist and Overturning Cages

the picture, have been completed and others are under

the construction of
progress has been made
MUCH
the new mine of the Gallup-American Coal

way.

McKinley County, N. M. On Aug. 1
the main shaft had been sunk to a depth of approximately

&

in

The plant has been designed throughout by the Allen

Co.,

located near Gallup,

500 ft.
This shaft is concrete-lined, rectangular
section and measures approximately 9 x 20 ft. 8
The coal at this shaft is 764 ft. from the surface.

The auxiliary shaft has been sunk to
same depth, is concrete-lined throughout,

in
in.

practically the
is

rectangular

and measures approximately 10 ft. 6 in. x 25
ft. 3 in. The main shaft will be equipped for skip hoisting and two overturning cages in balance will be used
at the auxiliary shaft during the development period
in section

and for the hoisting of men and material at all times.
The main-shaft tipple is equipped with pendulumhung shaker screens, loading booms, picking tables,
etc., and all small coal will be sent by belt conveyor
to a bin for loading in railroad cars or into hoppers
of the power plant. The hoists at both shafts are to
be electrically-operated by power furnished from the
new power plant now under construction, as shown in
the foreground of the illustration.
The steel for the auxiliary tipple has been erected
and that for the main tipple is being fabricated, and
the schedule provides for its erection in the early
autumn. All the buildings are fireproof, of brick and
concrete, with steel sash and steel trusses, pui'lins, etc.,
in the roof. The brick work has been completed on
the shop building, and brick are now being laid for
the wash and hoist houses.

Four 400-hp. Heine water-tube boilers which will
generate the steam for the engines have been delivered.
Alternating current at 2,300 volts will be generated to
furnish power for the new as well as the existing
operations, and small coal and crushed refuse will be
burned under the boilers on Harrington-type stokers.
The smokestack, now under construction, will be of
concrete, 259 ft. high above foundations and 10 ft.
in diameter.
A spur has been constructed to the Santa Fe at
Gallup, and work is progressing on storage tracks. A

New

Gallup-

American Plant
Now under conOn the
the village and

struction.
left is

in the center rear-

wash

ground the
house
and

shop

building, the auxiliary - shaft
head -

frame
turning

with overcages and

the hoist house for
this shaft.
In the
foreground is the
power house, con-

veyor to boiler bins,
tipple

shaft
and

On

and

niain-

headf rame

hoist house.
the right in the
its

foreground

is

the

pond for the condensing water.
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Garcia Co., engineers, Chicago, for an expected output of approximately 5,000 tons per 8-hour day. It
is hoped that coal can be hoisted from the auxiliary
shaft before Jan. 1 of next year, and the schedule
provides that the entire surface installation and bottom
loading stations will be completed in the spring of 1922.

Fish Warden Wants Mine Water Purified
drainage
MINE
River
blamed

into the tributaries of the Susquehanna
for the killing of fish, according to
J. P. Albert, chief warden of the State Department of
Fisheries of Pennsylvania. He has just completed an investigation of the river and its tributaries from Harrisburg
northward, and filed a report with N. R. Buller, State Fish
is

Commissioner.
Oil and tar were discovered coming from sewers at Williamsport, and industrial plants both at that city and at
Lock Haven discharge pollution into the stream, but much
of the waste heretofore poured into the river by powder
plants at Emporium and by tanneries
is
now filtered.
Streams along which mines were opened during the past
few years were found to be filled with sulphur water and
the warden says that many fish have been killed in consequence.
The report regrets that the department does not have the
advantage of stronger legislation against the pollution of
streams. According to court decisions, the department has
no control over mine water, Mr. Albert adds, and in conclusion he says that unless some method is found to eliminate drainage of mine water direct into the streams, little
progress in the saving of fish can be expected. Most of the
pollution comes from bituminous mines along the West

Branch.

Falling Prop Caused Cancer and Compensation

—

Is

Granted. Commissioner Jarrett in the appeal by the
defendant from an award in the case of ,Iohn Grobuskie
against the Shipman Coal Co., Shamokin, awards the claimant $12 a week from April 29, 1920, to June 7, 1920, with
an additional award for medicine and hospital services.
The claimant in this case on .\pril 10, 1920, was employed
by the defendant at its Colbert Colliery, Coal Run, Pa., at
timbering.
A prop fell over and struck him on the face.
A cancer quickly developed and this was later removed at
a hospital.
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James T. Beard^

Applying

New Methods

in the

Gn

J^'

Mining of Coal

Systems of Mining Involve Great Financial Risk
and Must Be Viewed from Every Possible Angle. Slabbing of Long Rooms While Adapted to Improved Ma-

New

chinery Presents Difficulties in the Extraction of Pillars

HAVING
the

read with much interest
by Carl Scholz, Coal

article

p. 661, and the letter
merits, by W. H. Luxton,
June 16, p. 1083, I de.^ire to add a few
thoughts that they suggest.
The aim in each of these articles is
to provide long working faces, while
affording ample protection to the men,
maximum recovery of coal and facilities for handling cars and machines
In addition to
at the working face.
these items, also, there must be considered ventilation, drainage and practical grades for handling cars and

Age, Apr.
discussing

14,

its

of the

narily

room is increase'.l to 25 ft. Ordiwould consider this a safer
I

width than to take another slab cut of
6 ft., which would increase the width
to 31 ft.
It is stated that these 12-ft. rooms
are driven in pairs and on such centers
that when a slab cut is taken from
each size of the pillar between them

'///////./'//////,

Out New Schemes Apt

at least limited to seams of moderate
depth and affording a fair height of
coal.

While ventilation and drainage may
offer no particular drawback, in this
method, there is more doubt regarding
the

protection

afforded

against

roof

which may prove a serious problem. While Mr. Scholz has given no
dimensions further than to state the

falls,

size of the panel, 500 x 1,200

rooms driven 12
the slabbing
61 ft.

is

ft.

wide,

done

in

I

ft.,

with

may assume

widths of 6 to

Let us suppose that, after slabbing
each side of a 12-ft. room, the width

340

While possibly being mistaken in my
conclusions. I fail to see how this system will work out satisfactorily, but
would be glad to have it shown under
actual working conditions.
It will be
readily appreciated that the trackwork

numerous

difficulties

and,

is split in the manner previously mentioned.
It may be that the plan contemplates
removing the remaining 6- or 8-ft. pillars by the pick.
Otherwise it would
be necessary to shift the line of track
in one room to where the machine
could mine this pillar, but that would
be a questionable undertaking to say
the least.

to

is

Practical Working of the System

60-ft. pillar

Prove Expensive
Untried methods and systems must
be viewed from every angle before they
can be put to the practical test in the
mine, or the tryout may be a costly
It is for this reason that I am
one.
taking the liberty of offering a fewcomments on the methods suggested in
the articles mentioned.
First, referring to the plan proposed
by Mr. Scholz, it is apparent that the
method of slabbing the coal from the
ribs of long rooms 500 ft. in length

unminablc.

though these are not insurmountable,
they increase the expense of operation.
For convenience of explanation, I
have marked the rooms shown in the
accompanying figure as No. 1, 2, 3
and 4. Having taking a right-slab cut
in No. 1 room and a left-slab cut in
No. 2 room, we will be compelled to
shift two switches on the heading to
where they can be used when the larger

recognize the value of a system that will attain the objects just
Coal men are often acmentioned.
cused, however, of bein'.r over-conservative in the matter of adopting new systems and methods of mining. In their
defense, it should be remembered that
the trial of most new methods involves
a certain financial risk that must be
assumed by the operator who makes
the attempt.
all

Tryi.ng

It is evident to the practical
before.
mind that we will soon reach a condition where the pillars will not support
the overburden, as we have not provided a sufficient area to break the
roof and relieve the pressure on the
pillars.
The result is that these remaining narrow pillars will be crushed
and a large portion of the coal rendered

presents

hauling coal.

We

For the purpose of utilizing the improved machines for which this method
is designed, these pillars must be attacked by splitting them with additional
rooms and slabbing these as
12-ft.

Slabbing the Coal Face
^///////////////////,///////////////////////////////////>^.

SHOWING TWO PAIRS OF ROOMS
rROCES.'^

IX

OF SL.VBBIXG

the latter will be almost cut through.
Judging from this description, we have
as a result of two slab cuts, one in
each room, say, a series of two parallel
rooms driven in pairs, 500 ft. long, the
rooms in each pair being separated by
a chain pillar 6 or 8 ft. wide.
We
will assume that these rooms are separated by larger pillars, perhaps 60 ft.
wide.
Let me ask here, How-^s it proposed
to recover these narrow pillars?
We
have a 1,200-ft. panel from which, perhaps, 40 per cent of the coal has been
recovered in the entire panel, the remaining 60 per cent of the panel is

now standing on

60-ft. pillars.

i.\

a Panel

Turning now to the plan suggested
by Mr. Luxton, which appears to be
a more practical suggestion, it does not
appear from the figure accompanying

how the loads are to be hauled
away and the empties supplied to the
his letter

loader as they are iieeded.
In the
Scholz plan there is a double-track system for that purpose.
The Luxton plan (p. 1083) does not
show any track system. The text mentions, however, a double row of chocks
at the working face, and it is possible
the empty track is intended to be laid
between these two rows of chocks,
which would be all that is required to
serve the loading machines successfully.

Allow me to suggest that where the
grades are not excessive two longwall
faces could be established in each panel,
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working away from each other and
toward each of the flanking haulage

what just above and below this landing.
The track on the landing should have a

roads.
In the development of these panels,
the problem of getting air to the face
may involve difficulties, in a gaseous
mine, particularly in blocking out the
200-ft.
square barrier pillars mentioned.
It will be necessary to either
split these pillars or make use of small
blowers to ventilate the place until
through connection can be established.
In closing, permit nie to say that the
discussion of new methods of mining
extremely interesting and should
is
lead to valuable advances in the industry. I hope this will continue. Mining
men realize the limitations of the older
methods of mining and, despite the
frequent charges made that they are
bound to precedent, I believe every
proposition that promises real advancement will receive favorable consideration at their hands.
proposed system,
however, must be reasonably sure of
success to justify its undertaking.

2

A

M.

O'Keale,
Consulting Mining Engineer.
L.

Morgantown, W. Va.

different elevations ovtpitt of 7tpper mine lowered
in two stages. Another suggests use

two ropes icinding on a double

drum having diameters proportioned
to the length of haul.
late,

want

I

add

to

a

to those that have already
Coal .Age, July 14, p. 58
11, p. 219, relative to adapting a single gravity plane to serve two
mines at different elevations.
My suggestion is to construct a suitable landing at the lower-mine level,
by excavation and fill, as indicated in

in

=^
Plan

N?

IJII'

N5EMINE
Fill -•j

^J^'_'".'^

,

Ele\

"

MINE

^^--""n?^

^s>^

\

N? 2

Landing

I

fieodshec^vejk

Z%,yracie

ti^l^^^

Landing

''Excavation

'heacisheave

tion

PLAX AXD ELEV.\TION OF GRAVITY
PL.\NE
the accompanying figure, showing a
plan and elevation of the upper portion
of the plane.

While

the tipple.

When both mines are running, as I
output from the upper mine is
lowered in two stages, the cars reaching
the lower level in the first stage and
waiting there to be lowered to the tipple
in the second stage.
In each stage, a
corresponding number of empties is
drawn up the incline. To save tracking, passing tracks are constructed at
the middle point on each respective porsaid, the

accompanying

To serve two mines at

appeared
and Aug.

OR Jointly, .\s Desired

This system permits independent
operation from either mine, or trips
may be lowered from both mines simultaneously.
If desired to serve the
upper mine only, at a time when the
lower mine is not running, the end of
the lower rope can be coupled to that of
the upper rope, making one continuous
rope reaching from the upper level to

This description, together with the

Haulage

NOT too
IFsuggestion

Both Mine5 Operated Independently

tion of the incline.

Suggestions in Gravity-Plane

of

per cent grade, as indicated in the
figure, to facilitate the movement of
cars on reaching this landing. Also, a
second headsheave will be required at
the landing.

this plan will require

some

al-

teration of the present incline, it will
afford practical satisfaction in handling
the output from each mine.
The coal

from the upper mine will be lowered in
two stages, making the system what I
would call a "tandem gravity plane."
There must be room provided on the
lower landing to hold a trip from the
upper mine, the switch for the lower
mine connecting with the incline just
above the knuckle.
This
arrangement will naturally
steepen the grade of the incline some-

figure,

will,

I

believe,

make the operation of the system clear.
It is understood, of course, that suitable
brakes must be provided on each headsheave in order to control the movement
of the trips on the incline.
The plane
should also be equipped with the usual
safety devices and a good signal system
provided to insure successful operation.
Stephen Davies.
Midlandvale, Alta., Canada.

ANOTHER LETTER
having been able
NOT
gestion that occurred

to offer a sugto

me

at the

time the gravity plane for serving two
mines at different elevations was discussed in Coal Age, I may be permitted to do so now, as it seems to me to
be worthy of consideration.
My idea is to use a double drum, inof a single headsheave, at the
landing of the upper mine. This drum
should be in two parts, having different diameters but mounted on the same
shaft and firmly connected together.
The diameter of each half of the drum
must correspond to the length of haul,
which is 1,100 ft. to the upper mine and
1,000 ft. to the lower mine.
In other
words, the ratio of the diameter of the
two halves of the drums should be, in

stead

this case, 11 :10.

Separate Rope for Each Mine

For example,

if the diameter of the
larger half of the drum, which serves
the upper mine is 5J ft., that of the
smaller half serving the lower mine
should be 5 ft. The idea is to have a
separate rope for each mine, these
ropes winding on the same drum.
Each mine will use one track of the
incline altogether, the same track serving for the descending loads and the
ascending empties.
The loaded trip,
descending from the upper mine, will

pull the empty trip up to the landing
at the low-er mine; and, vice versa, the
loaded trip from the lower mine will
pull the empty trip up to the landing
at the upper mine.
Of course, each respective half of the
drum, having a different diameter, pi'esents a different leverage and, to preserve the balance in the operation of
the claim, either the capacity of the
cars or the number of cars lowered in a
trip from the upper mine, as compared
with the same items for the lower mine,
must be in the inverse ratio of the
diameters of the drums, or as 10:11,
assuming the weights of the cars for
each mine are equal.
The system, however, assumes the
same ratio of output for the two mines
and their continuous operation simultaneously.
H. H. Cameron.
Thorburn, Pictoo County, N. S.

THIRD LETTER
REFERRING to the question

of
adapting a gravity incline to the
service of two mines, one a hundred
feet below the other, my plan would be
to convert this incline into an engine
plane, by placing an engine at the top

and using a single rope to lower the
loaded and hoist the empty cars.
This plan would do away with any
trouble caused by having two ropes, or
branches of the same rope, as in the
gravity system.
There would be but
a single track on the entire incline.
On each landing and on the tipple at
the foot of the plane, there will be the
usual loaded and empty tracks con-

nected by an automatic spring switch
that would be always set for the empty
track and require no attention.
At the lower landing the switch connecting with the incline must turn up
the plane, after the manner of a backswitch.
The empties for this mine,
being hoisted to a point where they can
be dropped in onto the landing.
The
rope is then changed and the loads
drawn out and lowered on the plane.

Throw Switch on Incline
This backswitch at the lower landing
is the only switch on the incline and
must be thrown when cars are to be
run in or out at this landing. It cannot be automatic like the switches on
the two landings and the tipple.
If desired the engine can be located
at the foot of the plane, or at any convenient point on the incline, and the
rope carried up to and over a bullwheel
at the head of the plane. In that case,
however, the switches connecting both
landings with the plane would need to
be backswitches; and the rope leading
from the engine up to the bullwheel
should be carried on the offside of the
plane, so as not to interfere with the

switches.
In the

operation

of the

plane,

as-

suming the mine cars hold 30 cwt. of
coal
and ten-car trips are run, it
will be possible to make a round trip in
10 minutes, thus handling 60 cars or

90 tons of coal per hour, making the
output of the two mines 720 tons.

Forty

Fort,

Pa.
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Certification of All
Officials

tendent is an office clerk or store manager and a mere figurehead in reference

Mine

Needed

The lair a>i injustice to certified mine
foremen iiifiicted by the provision
permitting employment of uncertified
men. Its effect on young men, is to
take aicay their ambition to study.

LIKE
'

many

others, I have followed
interest the discussion re-

with

Vol. 20, No.

garding; the change that was made in
the Pennsylvania mining law, which
permits the employment of uncertified
men as foremen, assistant foremen and
firebosses.
My opinion is that this provision of the law inflicts a great injustice on certified men seeking these posi-

to operations in the mine.

When

that

is the case the daily tonnage and costsheet are matters of the first consideration with the company, and needed
supplies are lacking to make the mine
sanitary and safe.
In additon to what has been said, one
cannot fail to observe the effect that
this change in the mining law is having
on young men who are losnig their de-

9

sire for study.
.-^ like effect is observed
in certified
foremen who should be
studying to fit themselves for the position of superintendent of mines.
The
result has been a general lowering of
the standard of competency in all official mine po.sitions.
Men in seeking

now trust more to
favor than to their
ability and fitness for the places they
desire to fill.
Samuel A. Jones.
these positions
friendship and

Colver, Pa.

Inquiries

tions.

no wonder, of course, that the
large majority of coal companies mani-

Of General

It is

fest

little

desire

to

hold no certificates, recognizing that the
health and safety of their employees
are at stake, and they assume a great
responsibility when taking on a man
who has not prepared himself by study
and training to assume the duties

Revised Law Affects the
Selection of Men

Notwithstanding all this, the change
in the mining law has its bearing on the
employment of men in an official capacity in the

mine.

In the selection of

men

to act as assistants or as firebosses, a

mine foreman

inclined to consider
the expense of hiring a certified man
and will often decide to run the risk of
appointing a miner whom he may think
is capable of filling the place, regardless of what knowledge the man has of
the principles of mining.
Not long since I saw, with much regret, a first-grade mine foreman removed in order that the superintendent
might give his place to a relative.
There was absolutely no reason, other
making this
than favoritism, for
is

change. The foreman he removed was
both practical and had a good educaIn that case, as in many others,
must be given work,
though there may be serious doubt as
to whether he can handle the job.
In this particular case, the man
proved a failure and, after a few
months, was asked to resign and given
Instances of replacing
another job.

tion.

relative

the

good men

with incompetent relatives
or friends are numerous but, almost
without exception, the trial is of short
duration as the increase in the costsheet quickly proves the incompetency
of the man.

Certify Mine Superintendents

my opinion, our mining laws
should require not only the certification
of mine foremen, assistant foremen and
superintendents
firebosses, but mine
should also be compelled to pass an examination. Indeed, all men holding oflicial positions and in charge of underground work involving the safety of
men should be subject to the rule.
Too often it happens that, while a
company requires the services of certified underoflicials, the mine superinIn

Remedving Troubles

in Concrete

Foundations

Boltholes Fornning Encasements for Anchor Bolts, in Concrete

Foundations,

involved.

How

Interest

employ men whu

May

edied by Grouting.

Cause Cracks from Freezing. Trouble RemHow Oil Stains May Be Removed or Effaced

WE

have experienced trouble, from
time to time, by the cracking of
small foundations supporting a trestle,
or forming the base of a small machine.
The cause for this is not apparent, but
perhaps can be explained and its remThe concrete was well
edy given.
mixed and given ample opportunity to
set before being subjected to its load.
The cracking of these foundations
was mostly observed under trestle
bents supporting the tipple where it
has proved a considerable annoyance,
owing to the need of replacing them
from time to time to insure the safety
of the structure.

Another difficulty is frequently manifested in the unsightly appearance of
the concrete foundations of engines and
other machinery, caused by the oil
In the hope of
used for lubrication.
effacing the stain on the surface of
the concrete we have painted these
foundations, but when the paint dried
the stain would appear as badly as
ever.
If Coal Age or its readers can
suggest the proper remedies for these
troubles, the information will be greatly
appreciated.
Foreman.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Replying to the first inquiry, we
would suggest that the cracking of
concrete machine foundations, or those
used for the support of a trestle, may
often be due to the freezing of water
accumulated in the encasement of the
anchor bolts used to secure the machine
or superstructure to the foundation on
which it rests.
The bolthole or encasement for the
bolt is generally made a little larger
than the bolt, in order to admit of some
adjustment of the baseplate of the machine or superstructure. When the bolt
is
in place it should be thoroughly
grouted with cement or melted pitch,
to prevent water finding its way into

the hole and freezing.

When

it is

pos-

occur to such extent
crack the foundation the work
has been improperly done.
All anchor-bolts in such foundations
should be fixed in position by the use
of an accurate templet corresponding
to the baseplate that is to set on the
foundation.
Before the baseplate is
added, each anchor-bolt is firmly fixed
in position with melted sulphur, cement
or other material.
A thin layer of
cement is then applied and the baseplate imbedded in it, which affoi'ds a
solid bearing that distributes the weight
evenly over the foundation.
When this work has been properly
executed any ci-acks observed in a concrete foundation are generally the result of uneven settlement in the subsoil, insufficient size of strength of the
foundation, or improper design of the
superstructure in making no allowance
for cross-strains due to expansion of
sible for this to

as

to

the members.
To avoid cracking, all concrete foundations must stand on a hardpan or
good bed of dry sand below the frost
line and well drained.
The concrete
must be allowed to stand a month before applying the load and care must
be taken to avoid possible cross-strains
due to expansion in the superstructure.

Removino Stains from Concrete
Regarding the stain mentioned as
appearing on engine foundations and
ascribed to the

oil or grease used for
it
is
probable that the
coloration arises either through the
disintegration of the oil and deposit of
a fine sediment that impregnates the
surface of the concrete, or to chemical
action taking place between an acid
lubricant and one or more of the ingredients of the concrete, chiefly iron

lubrication,

oxide.
To efface this stain the surface should

thoroughly cleansed and scraped.
The new surface thus exposed must

be
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then be washed with gasoline, a scrubbrush being used for the purpose. The
gasoline is intended to dissolve and
remove the oily impregnation. It mayhappen that the oil has penetrated the
concrete to a considerable extent, in
which case it will be necessary to employ hammer and chisel to cut out the
discolored surface, after which fresh
concrete must be applied to form a new-

34S

surface. This, however, should only be weight of 100 cu.ft. of pure dry
done after repeated trials have been is calculated thus:
made to wash out the stain with gaso-

W=

line.

Before a concrete surface is painted
it should be thoroughly dried out, to
enable the paint to take a firm hold
on the surface through its absorption
into the pores of the concrete. Otherwise the paint will peal off when dry.

/L3273Jli9\ _
~

100

)

7.547

lb.

— The

pressure producing
8.7 lb. per sq.ft., what is

ventilation is
the water gage?

Answer— Each

inch of water gage

corresponds to a pressure of 5.2 lb.
per sq.ft.
Therefore, the water gage
corresponding to a pressure of 8.7 lb.
per sq.ft. is 8.7 -=- 5.2 := 1.67 in.

Question

Examination Questions
Answered

510

\

Question

air

cu

—An air

ev.rreyic of

10,000

per mill., is passing along an airway of 20 ft area and having a total
rubbing surface of 2i.000 sq ft
; what
would be the water gage in this case?
ft.

Answer—

Examination. Mine Foremen and Firebosses,
Lexington, Ky., May 30, 1921

,4n air volume of 10,000
cu.ft. per min., passing through
an area
of 20 sq.ft. gives a velocity of 10,000 -j-

=

20
500 ft. per min. The water gage
corresponding to this velocity in the
given airway is
.00000002

(Selected Qitestio7is)

Question

— (a)

What

the principle
of the laiderground ventilating furnace,
in the ventilation of '< coal mine? (b)
Which is the most economical, furnace
or fan, in a deep shaft?
is

—

Answer (a) The principle of a
mine ventilating furnace is to heat the
air in the upcast shaft, near the bottom of which the furnace is located.
This rarefies the air in that shaft and
makes it lighter than the outside air
The
entering the downcast shaft.
greater weight of the dow-ncast column
overbalances that of the upcast column
and causes the ventilating pressure that
produces the circulation of air through

the mine airways.
(b) In a very deep shaft, in a mine
generating no gas, a mine furnace may
prove more ecenomical though less reliable than a ventilating fan.
The
reason is that, in furnace ventilation,
the ventilating pressure increases with
the depth of the shaft; and a comparatively slight difference in the temperatures of the downcast and upcast

columns is sufficient to produce a good
circulation throughout the mine.
Question Describe ivhat syste^n of
ventilation and gen-eral Tnanageinent
you would adopt in a gaseous mine, in
order to keep the mine in safe condition, both as to explosion and other
causes.

—

Answer — An

exhaust

system of
provided by
fan properly
designed and proportioned to its work.
In a very gassy mine, duplicate fans
should be provided to guard against
possible accident and stoppage of the
circulation of the mine.
The mine
should be divided into separate ventilating districts, each district being
ventilated by a separate air split. The
quantity of air passing in each split
should be proportioned to its need, and
the velocity of the air at the working
face should not exceed 6 or 8 ft. per
ventilation
should
be
means of a centrifugal

second.
In the

management

of the mine,
strict rules and regulations should be

enforced to prevent any accumulations
of gas or dust in the working places
and on the roads and travelingw-ays.
No mixed lights should be allowed. The
mine may be preferably equipped with
electric cap lamps.
Safety inspectors,
shotfirers and firebosses should carry,
besides, an approved type of safety
lamp, for testing for gas. The safety
inspectors should visit every working
place in the mine, at frequent intervals,
while the men are at work.
Question (a) For what purpose
are regulators %ised?
(b) How is a
regulator constructed and where should

—

he located?
Answer (a) Regulators are used
for the purpose of dividing the air, in
it

—

any desired proportion, between the
several splits in the mine, according to
the conditions that exist in each split.
(b) There are two types of regulators in use known as the box regulator
and the door regulator.
These are
shown in the accompany figure. The
box regulator, shown on the left, is
constructed by building a partition or
brattice across the airway and arranging a slide opening with an adjustable
shutter, by which the amount of air
passing is regulated or controlled. This
form of regulator is generally placed
near the mouth of the back entry where
it will not interfere with the hauling of
the coal.
The door regulator, shown on the
right of the figure, consists of a large
door swung in such a manner, at the
mouth of an entry, as to divide the air
entering any split, in the desired proportion.
The door is provided with a
set-lock or stop that determines its position at the mouth of the entry.

—

Question What is the weight of
100 cu ft. of air tvhen the barometer
stands at 39 in. and the thermometer
marks 10 deg. C?
•

Answ-er

—A

temperature of 10 deg.

C. corresponds to 10 X 9/5 + 32 =
50 deg. F. Then, assuming a barometer,
29 in., and an absolute temperature, r
460 + 50 = 510 deg., the

B =

=

X

24,000

x

5:21^^0

500=

=

1-15-f

m.

Question— TTe have 2.50,000 cu.ft.
of air per minute passing with a water
gage of 3 in ; tvhat is th^e horsepoiver
represented?

Answer— A

water gage of 3

in.

cor-

=

responds to a pressure of 3 x 5.2
15.6 lb. per sq.ft. The horsepower producing this circulation is found by multiplying the air volume (cu.ft. per" min.)
by the unit pressure (lb. per sq.ft.) and
dividing by 33,000; thus

„ _

" ~

250.000 x 15.6
33:000

,,,

= 118+

,

>>P-

Question— Two

shafts, are each 500
ft in diameter; what
extent of rubbing surfaces exposed to the nir in each shaft?
Answer— The perimeter of each
shaft is 3.1416 x 16
50.2656 ft. The
rubbing surface in ea.-h shaft is, therefore, 3 x 500 X 50.2656
75,398.4

yd deep and 16
IS

the

=

=

sq.ft.

Question— TFrt/( a
gage, we hove 100.000

one-inch tvater
cu.ft. of air probe the quantity if we

duced; what tvill
have a two-inch water gage?
Answer— For the same airway, the
Quantity of air in circulation varies as
the square root of the pressure
or

water gage.

In this case, the gage being doubled, the volume of air is
increased as the square root of 2, or
1.414 times, which gives 100,000
x
1.414 =z 141,400 cu.ft. per min.
Question— ^/icf are the principal
causes of mine explosions?
Answer A mine explosion is caused
by the ignition of gas or dust accumulated in the mine or fouling the air
current to an extent that the air is inflammable or explosive. Anything that
may cause the ignition of gas or dust in
a mine, as for example, the use of open
lights where gas is generated, or the
careless use of a safety lamp; a defective lamp in presence of gas, or the
flame of a blownout shot in the presence
of dust or gas, or the sparking of electric wires will give rise to an explosion,

—

in

mines generating gas and dust.

.

.
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moreland was producing at the rate of 43 per cent and Somerset at the rate of 31 per cent", and he contends that it
does not appear from these figures that the trade in central

Million and a Quarter Persons Produce
Coal in Great Britain

Pennsylvania has been any worse than in the two non-union
Westmoreland County and Somerset County.
He overlooks the fact that it is a phenomenon for Westmoreland to be producing so much as 43 per cent with the
ovens shut down which have been, for years, the background
In 1917, 45 per cent of
of the greater part of its industry.
tne Westmoreland coal was made into coke and now with
its coke business flat it is i-emarkable that Westmoreland
should run 43 per cent strong. It is getting new business
from somewhere. The central Pennsylvania operators contend it is taking it away from that region.
Brophy has nothing to say as to the records of the Winding Gulf region of 50.4 per cent; the Tug River, of 60.5 per
cent, the Logan of 55.3 per cent; the Hazard, of 55.6 per
cent; the Harlan, of 55.2 per cent and the Alabama, of 63.2
per cent. The non-union regions are distinctly busier than
the union districts and are on a better economic basis.
In 'their reply the operators say that the non-union mines
are busier now than when "everybody had business and was
loading to capacity." They add, "The lower volatile coals
of central Pennsylvania are now pr.ictically out of the market except in a few cases where they are being used for
railroad fuel, while the higher grades of low-volatile coal
are now feeling the full effect of the competitive advantage
enjoyed by the Quemahoning coal of Somerset County, where
wages were reduced on Aug. 1."

the persons who work on spur tracks to the
mines and handle railroad cars at the tipple (or "heapstead") and those who are employed at the washeries the
number of persons who were employed at the mines of
Great Britain in 1920, inside and outside, was 1,248,224, just
This
slightly under a million and a quarter persons.

IN'CLUDIXG

areas

The
includes 956 persons who work in the Irish mines.
Yorkshire and North Midland district is the biRKCst single
South Wales
region.
It has 286,858 employees at work.
comes ne.xt with 271,516 persons. The number employed in
the mines of the United States is about 775,000 according
to the estimate of the U. S. Bureau of Mines for 1920.
M'.MBER OF .MINK WdKKKK.S IN GREAT BRITAIN

i>
I.Scotland
Northern

2.

3.

f

land
Lancashire and

North Wales.

.

.

(Ireland
5
t.

121.650
200.316

32.843
57.927

154,493
258.243

147.039
246.201

518
469

512
439

225.149

61.709

286.858

275,058

47>

483

108.001

27.956

135.957

129.357

296

748
226.214

956
271.516

886

13

16

140.201

257.613
135.159

614

108.281

208
45.302
31.920

^466

576
3l8

990,359

257.865

1.248,224

1.191.313

2.851

2,843

York and North Mid-

4.

SouthWales
Midland and South'n
Totals
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SECTION of the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers, embracing all members in West
Virginia and the Big Sandy Branch of the Chesapeake &
Ohio in Kentucky but not the Fairmont-Clarksburg Field
of northwestern West Virginia, will hold a meeting at
Charleston Sept. 6 and 7, at which members and nonmembers of the institute are alike invited to be present.
At least one representative of each coal company should

—

of quarries at

work was

—

Charleston Section, A. I.M. E., Issues Invitation for Meeting. Sept. 6 and 7

Below ground 53,893 boys below the age of 16 were
employed; and above ground, 4,677 boys under 14, 18,436
boys from 14 to 16, 15 females under 14, 443 females from
14 to 16 and 7,860 females above 16,
The relative unimportance of other mining operations is
shown by the following facts: In mines under the Metalliferous Mines Act there were 21,323 persons employed in
1920 12,291 below and 9,032 above ground. There were
498 mines at work, as against 495 in 1919, when 21,661
Under the Quarries Act 67,750
persons were employed.
persons were employed, as compared with 57,076 in 1919.

The number

Vol. 20, No. 9

participate in the session.
On Sept. 6 technical discussions will be held and on the
following day visits will be made to the government plant
and the glass works. It is hoped that Herbert Hoover and
Will Hays will be present.

5,479 as against 5,135

in 1919.

Brophy and Operators Exchange Hot Letters
PRESIDENT BROPHY, of District No. 2, of the United

Reports reaching Washington are to the effect that
a number of the larger railroads have adopted the policy
of expending the amount saved by the 12 per cent wage

United Mine Workers of America, replied recently to
the letter of the Central Coal Producers' Association declaring that its "statements are so worded as to convey tne
impression that slack work is a local condition for which the
wage scale is to blame." He declares that "Government
reports on the contrary make it very plain that slack work
is, at present, a national condition, affecting both union and
non-union fields." He then quotes the U. S. Geological Survey reports for the week ending July 16, when "central Pennsylvania was producing at the rate of 35 per cent, West-

reduction to employ more shop men and concentrate them
on the repair of equipment. Preference is being given to
open-top equipment in an effort to have as much of that
type of rolling stock available as is possible, since it is
believed that the coal movement this fall will increase to
the point that there will be loading available for all opentop cars.

Bituminous Coal Loaded Into Vessels at Lake Erie Ports
During Season to End of July*
(In

Net Tons)

Fuel

Hocking Valley
Toledo 4- Ohio Trntral
.

Toledo
[

Sandusky

Huron

Baltimore & Ohio.
Pennsj'lvania
Wheeling & Lake Erie
.

Baltimore

Lorain
Cleveland

J

Fairport

\Erie
Baltimore
f

..\shtabula

\

Conneaut
Eric

,'

1

& Ohio

Penn5>'lvania

&

Ohio

New York

Compiled by Ore

.

—
—

2.41 1,074

33.595
48,159
7,443

850 635

36
15.523

20,

.

13.015,61

&

;il

61,521
18,206
38 589
22,079
26,182
58,398
44,878
8.448

664.623
1.404,286

822,344
1,046.294
1.653.194
1,357,382

284,609

Cargo

el

Total
999.757
500.973
310,256
404,968
857,566

1,125.146
170 644
19.903

17,619
25,843
11.733
4,802
50,894
99,181
57.028
1,955

392.526
405,559
1,104.633
40.219
32.479

108,069
40.375
17,936
2,579
37.157

500,595
445.934
1.122.569
42.798
69,636

6.253.738

475,171

6,728,909

982.138
475.130
298,523
400.166
806,672

,224.327

227,672
21,858

....

Central
Pennsylvania
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Pennsylvania West
Pennsylvania East

Totals
*

.

-1919

I92D

-1921
Railroad-^

Ports

Coal Exchange, Cleveland. Ohio:

1

403,157

H M.

1,577,596

599,563
620.728
126,491

13.418.819

Griggs, Manage!

Cargo
2,405,550
730.336
1,347,207
731,157
942,322
1,711,704

Fuel
71,532
21,761
30,452
20,742
30,797
88,591

712,094
429,929
133,104

134,220
3,114
12,954
78,680
46,356
3.492
20.772
7.275

12,617,285

570,738

1,276,761

97,188
16,692
1,038,634
1,044,607

Total
2.477,082
752,097
1,377,659
751,899
973,119
1.800,295
1,410,981

100,302
29,646
1.117,314
1.090,963

715.586
450,701
140.379
13,188,023
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American Coals Helped British Gas Plants to Operate
Despite Shutdown of Collieries During Strike
*T THE

outset of the recent British strike

many

in-

/-% dustries using gas coals were forced to purchase their
^ -*-supply in foreign markets, much of it at inflated
Interesting particulars showing how the gas inprices.
dustry met and survived the stoppage through the use of
foreign gas coals are shown in this article.
Many consumers reported satisfactory results from the
use of American coal, although others were quick to condemn it for poor quality. This gives rise to the thought
that in some instances inferior coals were "put over," as
was the case last year during the period of strong deNearly every purchaser bewailed the high cost of
n:and.
fuel, indicating that it is not easily salable in
Great Britain except in an emergency, for quality consumption, or where some special concession is made.
The Gas Light & Coke Co. got through the trouble partly
by using oil gas and partly by purchasing foreign coal.
From America it obtained 72,000 tons, from France 109,000 tons, and from Belgium 4,000 tons. The supply from
France included what is known as "Reparation" coal. The
total loss sustained by the company, including that due to
the inferiority of foreign coal, was about £480,000.
The South Metropolitan Gas Co., with the prolongation
of the stoppage, was forced to purchase coal from abroad.
Considerable quantities were obtained from France, the
United States and Canada. The American coal proved excellent in quality, but the French coal varied very much.

American

The Tottenham District Light, Heat & Power Co.

set

about augmenting coal stocks by ordering samples from
Supplies were obtained from
collieries all over the country.
about sixty different collieries, in quantities of from 200 to

300 tons from each, and in nearly all cases the coal was
Alof the best quality that the collieries could supply.
though no additional supplies had yet been used, 4,000 tons
of American coal were ordered at the end of June.

Finds American Coal Better

varied considerably in quality. A noticeable feature
Continental coals was the low sulphur content.
American coal was a decided improvement on Continental
coal.
It tested, volatile matter 32 per cent and ash 7 per
cent, and gave 9,000 cu.ft. of gas.
The coke was of fair
quality, giving an immediate improvement in the furnaces.
of

it

the

The South Suburban Gas Co. purchased some French coal
which was indiff"erent in quality, but the coal procured from
Germany was very good and came out well except as to
price, which was higher than it should have been.
Arrangements were made by the Maidstone Gas Co. to
bring French and Reparation coals from Dunkirk by sailing barges. Saar Valley coal was used later, but this was
found to be very dirty.
During June the gas supplied by the Hastings & St.
Leonards Gas Co. was practically entirely maintained with
foreign coal in conjunction with oil.
The worst coal was
the most expensive, and this was the Reparation coal, which
by itself probably would have resulted in a failure of supply,

—

but

other coal

arriving

was much

better,

especially

the

American.
Early in June the stocks of coal at the Birmingham Corporation Gas Department had diminished to such an extent that it became necessary to obtain coal from abroad.
Five cargoes of American gas coal, amounting in all to
approximately 20,700 tens, were then purchased, the cost
being exceedingly high about two and a half times that
charged for good gas-making coal before the strike. This
American coal, although not un to the standard of the
coals usually carbonized in Birmingham, proved to be fairly

—

Department from Canada on May 24, and further cargoes
of Canadian and American coal, amountina; in all to about
60,000 tons, were received (average price 63s. 9d. per ton
Very satisfactory results were obtained. It
at docks).
was rich in gas and the coke produced was quite as good
as can be obtained from the best Scotch coals.
Belgian and American Coal Give Good Results

The Dundee Corporation Gas Department obtained 7,391
tons of imported coal at an average rate of £3 17s. 6d.,
besides 2,185 tons of coal from home collieries at an average rate of £3 lis. 6d. The average price for coal delivered from April 1 to June 30 was £3 16s.
The average
price for coal delivered in March was £2 2s. 8d.
The results obtained from both the Belgian and American coal
were very good. The local coal used gave endless trouble,
both from the volume of gas produced and the heating
value of the coke.
The Liverpool Gas Co. reports that the quality of the
coal from the different sources varied greatly.
Some of
the American coal was quite satisfactory, while other coal
said to be from the same source was anything but good.
The German coal from the Saar Valley gave good results,
but this was not the experience with Belgian coal.
Imported coal was not purchased by the Exeter Gas Co.
to any extent until the latter part of June, and then this
was blended with the stock coal, with fair results. Some
of the imported coal was tried alone, and the results were
anything but favorable.

Than Continental

The Cambridge Gas Co. brought Belgian coal by barge
from King's LjTin. This coal, fairly good at first, later
became poorer in quality, and the company ceased buying
it when
The company had
other supplies were assured.
Belgian, German Reparation, French and American coal,
and

satisfactory. The yield was equivalent to the poorer quality
of English gas-making coals, but the coke was particularly
dense and gave considerable trouble in the carbonizing
plants.
The chief difficulty experienced probably was due
to the fusible nature of the ash (about 8 per cent), which
caused severe clinker troubles in the water-gas generators.
The first cargo arrived for the Glasgow Corporation Gas

Could Make Gas from Imported Coal Only at Loss
The Portsea Island Gas Light

Co. (Portsmouth) was
able to obtain, in spite of considerable competition, about
10,500 tons of French, German and American coal.
This
imported coal was expensive and on the eve of the strike
settlement had attained a cast which would result in gas
being made only at a substantia! loss. Some of the foreign
coal gave very poor results, only from 6,000 to 8,000 cu.ft.
per ton, as compared with more than 11,000 cu.ft. under
normal conditions, and no coke was obtained from it. The
total quantity imported was as follows:
6,000 tons of
French coal, at 63s. 6d., alongside the company's wharf;
2,000 tons of American coal at 80s., alongside the company's wharf; 2,500 tons of German Saar Valley coal, at
90s., plus H.M. dockyard charge for unloading.
The French
and American coals gave the following analysis: Average
thermal value, 4,866,000 to 5,200,000 B.t.u. per ton volatile
matter, 23 to 24 per cent on the dry basis. The coal was
found to be very unsatisfactory in vertical retorts, and
the maximum throughout was reduced by 20 per cent as
compared with the usual coals. The Saar Valley coal gave
excellent results in both vertical retorts and horizontals,
as also did the coke produced from it in the company's
;

water-gas plant.
The Colchester Gas Co. reported the following results
obtained from the use of foreign coal: The gas yield varied
between 11.200 and 8,000 cu.ft. per ton with a calorific
power of 450 to 420 B.t.u. The Belgian and French coke
came out of the retort in huge blocks, difficult to break,
and contained a high percentage of ash.
The Edinburgh Corporation Gas Department purchased
a little over 14,000 tons of American coal. This proved to
be of first-class quality, giving gas-making results fully
ecjual to the best local coals, being of a coking nature
and producing superior coke and heavier weight per ton.

H.

&

\. l{c|>air Shops Keopen

.VnnouncenioiU was

The Weather Vane of Industry

that

tlie

Boston

made Aug. 20

& .Mbany

R.R. Ux'O-

Springfield,
been closed, or

niotive repair shops, at

Chronicling the Trend of In-

Mass., which had
partly closed, since June 15, would
reopen with a full force Monday

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

morning, Aug. 22. Employment, it
was said, would be given to between
200 and 300 men.

News Notes

dustrial Activities

Typewriter Plant on Full Time
Remington Typewriter Co.
plant at Syracuse, which had been
operating on a part-time basis, is
expected to operate at capacity with
850 men on the payroll on Aug. 29.
One hundred more portable typewriters will be produced per day
than at any time since the new
machine was placed on the market

The

MORE

active buying by retail dealers in some sections of the
country during July indicates a slight improvement in the business situation, according to Archer Wall Douglas, chairman
of the Committee on Statistics and Standards of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, in his monthly review of businTess conditions in the September number of The Nation's Business.
"A study of their orders," he says, "reveals the vital fact that they
are actually buying goods for their needs instead of having them sold
altogether by the traveling salesman, and the difference is as deep
as a well and as wide as a church door.
For it means the gradual
return to usual ways and methods, both of thought and action, and
the slow effacement of fear and apprehension."
Another hopeful sign, according to Mr. Douglas, is "an increase in
the working forces of some railroads, both in the number of trainmen
and shop workers to take care of the added tonnage and to repair
cars that were urgently needed.
"While these promising signs have appeared on the business horizon,
it is not quite time to 'holler,' for we are not yet out of the woods.
There are still readjustments to be made, financial wrecks to be disposed of, many problems to be solved.
But we seem to be headed
definitely toward better conditions, even though they are still afar off.
We are apparently in the initial stages of emergence from the present
business depression and entering upon a period when each particular
business will be governed more by the natural laws pertaining to it
and less by those abnormal forces which turned the world upside down.
"One of the serious handicaps of business is the difficulty in obtaining a living profit because the cost of doing business has not yet been
adjusted to the still high prices of necessary supplies and the expense
Moreover, the prime need is to
of many of the operating methods.
make sales so as to preserve some reasonable relation between the
values of output and the cost of operation. In order to do this, care
must always be taken that the prices made are not out of line and
apparently too high, and any attempt to make sales beyond the immediate wants of the purchaser must only too frequently be accompanied
by some inducement in price. For the consumer is much of the persuasion that 'profiteering' is still in vogue and he is scarcely open to
argument on that score."

normally engaged

I'pturn in Business in East

The turn in general business and
employment has come and the sit-

now

one to be faced with
optimism, according to the belief expressed by officials of Chambers of
Commerce along the Eastern seaboard in at least 100 cities, ranging
uation

is

to Virginia, who replied
questionnaire
submitted to
them by the Philadelphia Chamber
These
replies
record
of Commerce.
the normal and present employment
conditions, and in virtually every
instance it was said that employment was taking a slight upward

from Maine
to

a

trend.
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The

total

number

of

men

in industries in
the various centers mentioned in the
compilation was 1,592,923. The unemployment figures showed that
This
539,937 were out of work.
total, it was explained, represented
virtually the peak of unemployment,
a decrease taking place since.

American Woolen

at Capacity

The American Woolen Co.

is

re-

ported to be running full in all lines
with as large a force of employees
as was ever on the company's lists.
With the exception of the early
months of the year the plants have
been operating at capacity.

Organize §10,000,000 Cotton Co.
The organization, at Austin, Texas,
of the Planters and Merchants' Mills,
with capital stock of $10,000,000, to

number of mills for the manufacture of cotton goods is announced

build a

by Major

S.

M. Ransopher, formerly

director of trade and industrial education at the University of Texas.

$7,000,000

Lumber Order Placed

An

order for 150,000,000 ft. of
pine lumber, costing between $6,000,000 and $7,000,000, has been accepted from the French Government
by a syndicate of forty sawmills in
Louisiana, Texas and south Mississippi.
As soon as financial arrangements are completed the mills will
begin cutting. This order will put
most of the mills on full time and
offer

employment

to

many

additional

men.
Cotton Mills Expected to Resume

The reopening of all cotton mills
C, is expected soon,

at Charlotte, N.

following resumption of operations
Concord, Kannapolis and
the

at

Brancord plants.
Repairing More Freight Cars
Another order for repairing 1,000
freight cars for the Lackawanna
Railroad has been received by the
Berwick plant of the American Car
& Foundry Co.

To Build Maine Road Next Year
Announcement was made Aug. 23
that the proposed Eastern Maine
Ry., giving the Canadian National
Ry. direct connection with the New
England States via the St. John and

Quebec railway route, would be built
next year. Canadian interests plan
to build the part of the connecting
link from the present St. John valley line near Pohick to the Maine
border,
are to

whence American
build

to

connect

interests

with

the

Maine Central Railway near Danforth, Me.
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Coal Situation Discussed by Authorities in Industry
evidence of a growing disposition on the part
FURTHER
the daily press of the country to enlist the advice of
of

authorities in the industry when treating of coal affairs
is seen in a series of articles on the coal situation recently
published by the Neiv York CommctcUtl. The men whose
services were obtained included H. Foster Bain, director of
the U. S. Bureau of Mines; T. H. Watkins, president of the
Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation; George H. Gushing,
managing director of the American Wholesale Goal Association; J. G. Bradley, president of the National Coal Association; Edward W. Parker, director of the Anthracite Bureau
of Information, and Dr. Henry M. Payne, consulting mining
engineer, New York City.
Under the caption "What's the Matter with the Coal
Industry ? Lack of Stabilization Hurts Trade," H. Foster
Bain writes in part as follows:
"If the real facts as to the industry were widely known
it would be much less easy to get the money used in overbuilding, and if no part of the public could rely on this excess mine capacity to care for an artificial peak load, steady
iTjnning would be possible. If also the buyer of coal could
know at all times how much of the price to which he objects was due to the cupidity or inefficiency of his local
dealer, how much reflected the railroad rate, and how much
was chargeable to the 'Coal Baron,' the cartoonist's picture,
it would be easier to fix responsibility, and having done so
Unless we are prepared
to get rid of the excess charge.
boldly to attempt to limit the opportunity to enter the coal
business, there is no remedy except publicity, and to be
effective this must be official, for trade publicity is justly
or unjustly considered by the public to be tainted with self-

—

interest."

Watkins Would Curb Speculators and Labor
Watkins, on the subject "Curb Speculators and Labor, and Improve Sales Methods as Aid to Coal Trade,"
writes, in part:
"Looking into the future, one of the greatest hindrances
to the continuation of the production of reasonably cheap
bituminous coal of different grades is the tendency on the
part of the United Mine Workers of America to interfere
with the management of the mines through an effort to
nationalize and control the industry.
Propaganda, which
includes misrepresentation as to the operators' profits, and a
steady effort to convey to the miners that the operator is
their chief obstacle in the way of better living conditions,
results in constant friction, breaking out in national and
local strikes, which prevents the operator from securing
the good will of the working force necessary for all round
T. H.

reasonable efficiency.
"Coal is a commodity that goes up the chimney; it cannot
be worn, like a coat, a second time. The public is loath to
realize that it takes a large amount of capital to develop
the coal mines; a large amount of labor, which must be
fairly paid to mine the coal; and that it costs money to
transport and deliver it. The general public will not accept
the statements of an operator as to costs or conditions surrounding the production of coal; neither is it sympathetic
to organized labor, which causes costly strikes, and it is
for that reason that we get the clamor for government regulation of the industry.
"However, I believe the public is entitled through
government agencies,
to
know more about costs,
more about the returns to capital, and more about
the rates of wages paid to the miners and their working conditions. I believe the public would be astonished to
find that the miner is not only well paid but that his living
and working conditions are far better, far more wholesome
than in most any industi-y in this country where labor is
largely employed, and also would be surprised at the low
average return upon capital invested in the business. The
securing of this information for the public, through government agencies, ought not to be harmful to either the operator or the miner, and should tend to stabilize the business,
l>oth as to production and prices, but the fear on the part
of the operator, the wholesaler and the retailer is that

acquiring such information by government agencies through
inquisitorial methods would lead to further confusion
through the facts being distorted, or to further attempts
These fears prevent the operator
at unwise regulation.

from

acquiescing

in

any government

policy

by

which

is forced to furnish information not required in other
industries."
Demanding fair play for the coal industry from legislators
who would regulate the industry, George H. Gushing writes:
"The coal industry has no power over the i-ailroads. It
cannot build their facilities up to the point where they equal
The railroads themselves cannot exall needs at all times.
pand their facilities without money. They can get the
necessary money only by earning or borrowing it. They can
do neither under present laws and conditions of business.
In fact, if the railroads had the money and wanted to expand, they could not do so without a certificate of public
necessity and convenience. Those who have tried to do a
little pioneering in the matter of railroad building have
been plainly told by the Interstate Commerce Commission
that we want no 'unnecessary' railroads in this country.
The railroad situation, under such conditions, is impossible

he

of

much improvement.

A

Heroic Remedy for the "Goal Situation"

"The only apparent solution of the

make

'coal situation' is to

a national habit to rush coal to the market on each
This is
lull in the movement of other commodities by rail.
next to impossible because of the attitude of the buyers.
"There seems to be but one solution. That is to allow
the recent fluctuation in coal prices to continue until the
public has become sufficiently convinced of the essential
fault in our handling of the transportation question to induce them to order a radical change. This sounds like
and is a heroic remedy. The only alternative, however, is
to whittle all business down to the size of the crippled transportation system. That spells national industrial suicide.
"Not being able to recommend the latter course, the former is the only one which, to me, seems wide open."
J. G. Bradley has the following to say on the subject
"Wages Held Only Remaining Item of Inflation in Bituminous Industry":
"In the bituminous coal market the lack of demand has
driven down the price below the average cost of production
of most of the mines. The bituminous coal operators have
met the market price of coal as the price has receded along
with the price of other commodities until their profit has
disappeared, and in many cases not even a new dollar is
being obtained for an old one, but still the price has not
gone low enough to stimulate an increased demand. During the existence of the Fuel Administration careful studies
were made to ascertain the price that would be fair to the
coal producers in the various bituminous districts.
it

—

Doubts Wisdom of Bituminous Commission's Award

who were familiar with the bituminous coal situation, the award of the Bituminous Coal
Commission of 1920 was of more than doubtful wisdom
because it approved the increase of wages in a basic indus"In the opinion of some

try for a fixed time without reference to the general industrial situation, and regardless of the fact that the country
was on the threshold of a general deflation of commodity
prices.

"There is a question "as to whether this award has not
caused the coal industi-y to lag behind others in the
price deflation process and was not the first step in the
creation of the unfortunate coal panic of the autumn of
1920, the more obvious and preponderating cause, after it
in part

had been

being the failure of transportation fathe inability of the railroads to supply
to the mines to cai-ry the coal
to be carried to the consumers.
"If the price of bituminous coal is not to continue at
present levels mine labor and railroad labor must join with
other wage earners of the country and assume part of the
burden. If there are to be further reductions in the price
cilities

initiated,

— that

is,

enough empty coal cars
which was there, waiting

—

:
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of bituminous coal, the mine workers must take a reduction in wages to cut the cost of production and the railroad
workers must submit to a wage reduction to cut the cost of
transportation.
Otherwise these two privileged classes of
wage earners will fail to bear their part of the cost of the
re-establishment of American industry, and their day of
lies before them."
Regarding conditions in the anthracite industry Edward
W. Parker writes in part as follows under the caption "Anthracie Industry Today Held to Approximate Normal Con-

reckoning with the great American public

ditions":

ANTHR.ACITE I.VPISTRY

NOW

PRACTICALLY XORMAL

"So far as the anthracite industry is concerned, the coal
situation today approximates somewhat what were regarded
Ever since the coal
as normal conditions prior to 1917.
year began, .April 1, the mines have been working steadily
and the output of domestic sizes has been shipped to market, but since July 1 there has been a noticeable decline in
the consumers' demand. The present weakened demand for
household supplies is probably, however, nothing more than
was to have been e.\pected during the vacation period, which
covers most of July and August.
"Considering it from a general business standpoint, it
must be pointed out that the anthracite industry is one of
the few basic industries which is now at the peak of wartime cost inflation. Wages and costs are now at the highest
points ever known. By order of a Federal commission, appointed by President Wilson, the anthracite mine workers
received a substantial increase in wages effective April 1,
1920, and the wage agreement entered into by operators
and miners stands until March 31, 1922. Official announcement has been made by officers of the miners' union that
no modification of this agreement, during its term, would be
considered by the miners.
"In other respects, operating costs are still at war peak.
Taxation has been vastly increased, and two new anthracite
taxes, to become effective this year, were levied by the
Pennsylvania Legislature last spring.
Mine supplies, in
which timber, steel and cement bulk largely, have come
down somewhat so far as wholesale quotations at the point
of production are concerned, but so far as delivered prices
at the mines are concerned, they remain at old high levels.
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tween the coal trade and the consumer and a corresponding
confidence which cannot result in other than more stable
market conditions."
Forecasting a larger demand for bituminous coal and
narrow price fluctuations, W. R. Coyle, vice-president,
Weston Dodson & Co., Inc., writes:
"Preliminary production figures indicate a total production from April 1 to July 15 of this year as being 111,989,000
tens as against a production in the same period last year
of 147,268,000 tons of bituminous coal.
"The writer's conclusion is that daily production very
nearly marks at all times the amount consumed in that day,
and if we have produced less this year, when transportation
has been free from interruption, it has been because less
has been used, and the increasing demand when it comes
will be due not so much to desire to store as to increase in
immediate needs.
"The mine capacity to produce has never been taxed in
this counti-y for a long period.
On the other hand, the
capacity of the railroads to transport has very often been
taxed. Today the railroads claim to have capacity to move
nearly twice as much coal as is being produced and it is
fairly safe to assume that as long as the buyer does not
demand that they shall move more than their capacity,
there will be no scramble for coal with consequent enhancement of the price.
"Barring a stampede, against which there is no insurance^
the likely trend for the next six months is increasing
volume within the range of prices marked by the low prices
of today and the somewhat higher prices of last April. It
in possible to buy good coal today clieaper than at any time
in the last few years.
It is not likely that good coal will
go below these present low prices in the next six months.
It is likely that they will go somewhat higher.
Purchases
for use within six months at present market cannot possibly
be a mistake.
It is a rare thing when it is ever bought
for early delivery and used at a further deferred date."

Freight-Car Loadings Increase 24.184 in
Week; Coal Movement Gains Heavily

THERE

"In buying an automobile or a mining machine, a pump
or a generator, the purchaser usually exhausts the possimake under consideration, and because of the
lump sum cost gives rigid instructions regarding the intelligent operation of the machine.
In the purchase of fuel,
whose cost is no less, and usually many times greater, only
extended over a continuous period, a corresponding investigation and regular supervision will bring even higher re-

was an increase of 24,184 in the number of cars
loaded with revenue freight during the week which
ended Aug. 13, compared with the previous week, according
to reports by the car service division of the American Railway Association.
Total loadings for the week were 808,965 cars, which was,
however, 162 304 cars less than were loaded during the corresponding week in 1920 and 23,474 cars below the total
for the corresponding week in 1919.
Increases in the loading of all commodities were reported.
The principal gain was in the loading of coal, the total
for the week being 158,260 cars, which was an increase of
It was,
10,987 cars over that for the preceding week.
however, 63,500 cars less than were loaded during the corresponding week last year.
Due principally to the increased demand for transportation facilities, a further decrease of 13,446 was reported in
the number of freight cars temporarily out of service on
Aug. 15, because of business conditions, compared with the
The number idle on Aug. 15 was 499,594,
total on Aug. 8.
compared with 513 040 the week before.
Tabulations showed that of the total, 284,338 were serviceable freight cars, while the remaining 215,256 needed
repairs.
Surplus box cars in good order totaled 84,522 on
Aug. 15, which was a decrease within a week of 4,071, while
surplus coal cars which could be placed immediately in
service, if freight conditions warranted, numbered 145,072,
or 7,702 less than were reported on Aug. 8.
A reduction in the car shortage which has been reported
On Aug. 15,
at certain points was shown by the reports.
this shortage was 2,125, or 1,239 below what it was on

turns.

Aug.

"The principal classifications of our Eastern coals are now
being more and more rigidly drawn by the tidewater coal
exchanges operating at the various ports. If this work be
supplemented by the consumer along the lines indicated, and
with the proffered co-operation of the producer, the logical
outcome will be closer and more inti- '^ relations be-

On Aug. 22 the United Mine
Workers' International Executive Board authorized the
continuance of the strike in Mingo County, West Virginia,
and promised support to the mine workers who are resisting a reduction in wage in western Washington.

"Without going

perhaps sufficient to say
that in a general way, anthracite producers find that such
decreases as there have been in the quotations on supplies
are just about balanced by the increased rates on freight,
so that supplies when delivered maintain their old war-time
into detail,

it

is

levels."

Study of Fuel Values Saves 25 Per Cent
Dr.

Henry M. Payne writes on "The Analysis of Coal

Factors That Enter Into Fuel Coal Selections"

in

part as

follows
"It has been a surprise to a great many managers and
purchasing agents to learn that a study of fuel values,
made at each individual plant, has resulted in a saving as
great as 25 per cent in fuel consumption, with correspondingly decreased cost of freight, handling of ash and plant
efficiency.

"In all these matters the average reputable coal company
or wholesaler is glad to co-operate with the consumer and
to render such service as will make for permanent trade relations.

bilities of the

8.

Will Help Mine Strikers.

—

—
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Federal Control of Coal Industry

Provided in Newton
Measure Introduced in the

Bill

House by Representative

from Minnesota Is Composite of Calder
and LaFollette Coal Bills

eration "views with regret the failure of the government
to introduce legislation for the purpose of nationalizing the
mining industry, and reiterates its conviction that the industry will never be placed upon a satisfactory basis in the
interests of the community until it is publicly owned and
worked between the representatives of the state and the
technical and manual workers engaged in it, and resolves
to contmue to educate and organize working-class opinion
until the

prior to the adjournment of Congress for a four
weeks' recess, Representative Newton, of Minnesota,
introduced a bill (H. R. 8405) pi'oviding for federal conThe bill is a combination of the
trol of the coal industry.
original Calder bill and the La Follette bill which took
the place of the Calder bill after the Senate hearings on
that measure. Earlier in the session Representative Newton introduced the La Follette bill in identically the same
form that it was reported out by the Senate Committee
on Manufactures. In his present bill he picks up, with
certain alterations, those sections of the original Calder
bill which provide for the licensing of every operator and
dealer in coal, the section empowering the Federal Trade
Commission to determine when an emergency exists, the
brokerage tax and the assignment of various duties to
the Secretary of Labor, the Bureau of Mines, the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the Geological Survey.
The bi'okerage-tax feature of the original Calder bill
carried a proviso that no such taxes are to be paid by any
dealer whose gross annual sales aggregate less than
Mr. Newton has changed that proviso so that
$500,000.
the tax shall not apply "to those transactions in coal in
which the coal is physically handled by the seller." Mr.
Newton then departs from the text of the Calder bill to
insert a section making it unlawful for any person or
corporation, delinquent for more than ten days in the
shipment of contract coal, to offer spot coal for sale or
to deal in options on spot coal at a higher price than the
price specified in the contract on which there is a delinquency.
Mr. Newton's bill was referred to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commeixe. Under present conditions it is certain that the committee would give no
consideration to any bill of this character but it is recognized that if there were to be a serious shortage of coal
this winter there would be considerable, demand in the
House for the reporting out of some type of coal regulation bill.
It can be stated, however, that the ti-eatment

JUST

accorded comparatively mild Frelinghuysen bills is regarded
as positive evidence that no such radical legislation as is
proposed by Mr. Newton has any chance to proceed further
than the committee's pigeonhole.

British

SOilE

Miner

Still

Wants

to

Work

Less

of the items down for discussion at the annual
conference of the Miners' Federation of Gi-eat Britain
are causing concern in the more moderate labor circles.
The three districts, Leicester, Nottingham and Scotland, will
all put forward proposals for a working week maximum of
five shifts, and the Midland Federation will press for the
realization of a six-hour working day for miners, which,
it will be remembered, was one of the conditional recommendations of the Sankey Commission.
There are other proposals which tend to show that the
miners will attempt to lower the production per man in a
mistaken endeavor to provide work for unemployed miners.
Thus Durham is to propose that a "ballot of all pieceworkers
be taken for the purpose of ascertaining whether they are
in favor of abolishing all piecework in and about the mines."
Again, the Northumberland district will put forward a
resolution condemning "the present system of payment by
results." and striving "for a national weekly wage for all
mine workers." South Wales also will endeavor to do away
with piecework in a resolution to "take the first opportunity
available for the abolition of the piecework system for the
payment of workmen in the mining industry."
The Midland Federation's resolution probably will be
carried unanimously; this resolution states that the Fed-
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government

mental change

in

is

compelled to bring about this funda-

the ownership and

management

of the

industries."

The general trend of these resolutions makes it apparent
that the economic lessons of the strike were entirely lost on
the miners.

Op inion

of Coal Producers Divided on

Proposal to Organize Coal Exchange

AGITATION

of the coal-exchange proposal has resulted

.il. in the National Coal Association's receiving numerous
No
inquiries from its members in regard to the matter.
recent consideration has been given this problem by the
are
that
coal
producers
known
It
is
National Association.

very much divided in their views on this subject.
It is from the ranks of the producers that the principal
opposition against grain and cotton exchanges has sprung.
Producers of those commodities tend to the belief that the
bear influence on the exchange is more potent in the aggregate than is the bull influence. The result is a depression
of price below the level that would have been attained had
the exchange not existed. Such a contention is emphatically
contradicted by many other interests and the gi'eat weight
of opinion among disinterested students of marketing problems is that the exchanges are invaluable assets in the
handling of any commodity.
Tabulating the probable advantages and disadvantages
of the proposed exchange, George H. Gushing, managing
director of the American Wholesale Coal Association, lists
the advantages as follows:
1.

establishes, daily and by actual transactions, the
commonly charged over a considerable territory.
By establishing prices, it gives, automatically, publicity
It

prices
2.

on coal over the whole territory influenced by

to the prices

the exchange.
3. Prices, on an exchange, cannot be intelligent without
Therefore, the exchange
a statement of "visible supply."
must have daily a statement of production, of shipments
and of storage within the zone of influence of that exchange.
4. By open trading, it prevents the pyramiding of sales
on a single lot of coal.
5. By careful grading, it assures the buyer the quality
of coal he specifies.
6. By an inspection system, it prevents the rejection of
coal, on an assumption of inferior quality, when the purpose is solely to break the price.
7. By policing the members of the exchange, it establishes a code of ethics in the industry and automatically
eliminates many objectionable elements in the trade.
8. By laying, daily, all the facts of the coal industry
even as to future tendencies before the public, it promises
to avoid any need for legislation calling for information
which is believed to lead, with a degree of sureness, to regulatory legislation.
9. By coupling pooling with open trading, it allows the
coal industry to ship on open consignment to the pool and

—

thus to avoid both demurrage and reconsigning charges
without delaying the equipment of the carriers and without loading the industry with prohibitive charges.
This
would be accomplished without, necessarily, returning to
the old practice of glutting the market with consignment
coal.

The demerits and disadvantages of the exchange, as
stated by Mr. Gushing, are:
1. The mere cost of administration must be at least oc.
a ton. If the inspection system is elaborate, it may cost
more.
2.

The tendency

—

vided against

is

—

of pooling of coal
unless carefully proto destrov the good will of a coal com-

—
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pany by subordinating,
trade-marked brands.
3. The
tendency of
against

—

is

if

not eliminating, trade

names and

— unless

guarded
carefully
to abolish differentials as to price between cerpools

tain coals, thus giving an artificial advantage to some and
an artificial disadvantage to others.
4. It must remain optional with traders whether they
The perdeal through or independent of the exchange.
centage in or out of the exchange at any time will determine its success or failure. And the cost of doing business
through the exchange measured against the benefits
must determine which way a trader will trade.
5. It provides, at all times, an organization which can be

—

reached by the officers of the government who may take
it over, in emergencies, to carry out their ideas as to distribution.
6. Since the government is already regulating the grain
exchange and is talking of either regulating or suppressing the exchanges in other commodities, the coal industry
by forming an exchange may automatically fall under the
very regulation it is trying to avoid.

\^
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Rainey's Miners

J.

.

Still

ON

SOME

co.\ipAK.vri\K

mining scales
Roinej-'.?

Ilighc.-it

to

Work

Scale

Mavl7.
1917

WHEN

on Strike

.AUG. 18 W. J. Rainey, Inc., posted a notice of
another wage reduction etTcctive next day. The result
was that the men at their Allison plant did not go to work
that day, the men at Mt. Braddock came out next day,.
Saturday, and on Monday the men at Revere and Royal
plants did not work.
The present scale with a few exceptions is the same as
the wage scale adopted in the coke region generally May
For comparison the following wage scales are17, 1917.
given: The scale generally adopted in the region May 17,.
1917, the highest scale reached in the region which was
generally adopted on Sept. 1, 1920, the last previous scale
adopted by Rainey on July 1, 1921, which was also put inforce by many of the other independent companies, the
scale of Aug. 19, 1921, which caused the strike, and the
scale now being paid by the H. C. Frick Coke Co., and;
which' w-as adopted by them Aug. 1, 1921:

General

Union Orders Kansas Miners Back

9'

Gi-neral
Rainey
New
Scale
Scale
Scale
Sept. I. Julv I,
Auk. 19.
1920
192!
1921

H.C.Frick
Coke Co.
Scale

Aug.

I.

1921

Pick Mining and Loading,
per lOObu.

the men of the Dean Milling Co. and the Reliance Coal Co., both of which comjianies operate a
mine, went on strike no effort was made by the mine workers
to avoid the suspension by prior negotiation such as the
union agreement requires. The union officials at Indianapolis desired Alex. Howat, president of the district, to go
to headquarters to discuss matters, and he arrived Aug. 16.
As a result of the deliberations the strike was outlawed,
and the men were told to go back to work Aug. 22.
The Industrial Court of Kansas on the same day held a
conference with Charles I. Martin, Adjutant General, to
determine what should be done if Alex. Howat should go
to jail Sept. 8, as he has stated he will.
A strike of mine
workers probably would follow, and the Industrial Court
is alert to prevent such a violation of the Industrial Relations Law of the State.
In a statement issued Aug. 25 Alex. Howat affirmed
reports that he would refuse to give bond restraining him
from calling a strike as a condition to avoid being committed

other independent companies has as yet
followed Rainey's last lead, as they probably are waiting
to see the outcome of the Rainey strike and what the Frick
company wilU do as a result of the announcement that
appeared in the press a few days ago that on Aug. 29 the
Steel Corporation would make a wage reduction reverting
back to the scale of wages that became effective May 1, 1917.
If the Frick company takes this action on Aug. 29 or Sept. 1,
it will bring the wages pa'id by that company down to about
the same scale as that just adopted by the Rainey company.
Late reports show all the eight Rainey-Connellsville region
plants on strike. It is said that the Frick company will not

to jail on Sept.

reduce wages at this time.

8.

Howat will further refuse, according to his statement, to
order back to work the striking miners of the Dean and
Reliance strip mines, as demanded by the International
Executive Board of the mine workers at Indianapolis.
"My position is unchanged," he said. "District 14 may
be suspended from the organization or I may be kicked out
of office, but the only way I would consent to put the men
back to work would be under the customs and conditions
that prevailed when the men quit work.
In spite of the
operators and our international organization, I do not propose for them to take away the working conditions for which
the miners have sacrificed and struggled for years."

The National Coal Association expects to call a meeting during the latter part of September of the secretaries
of local coal associations.
The date and place of meeting
have not been set. J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the
national association, states that conditions in the coal industry have reached the point where only efficient producers
can survive.
Under these conditions, there is the most
imperative need, he says, for the greatest accuracy in all
details of cost accounting.
The sole object of calling the
secretaries together is to discuss the cost-accounting matter
and to point out that it is the local secretary who must
bear a considerable portion of the blame if one of his members meet disaster through lack of knowledge as to costs.

—

Another West Virginia Wage Readjustment. The
wage adjustment reported from the New River dis-

only

recently has been at the Lookout mine, under the
management of D. W. Boone. This is a non-union operation, and the men have accepted a decrease per ton of 50c.
in the mining of coal and $2 per day where paid by that
method of reckoning.
trict

Room and rib coal
Headingcoal
Wet nciding coal
Loading machine
Per day
Drivers, tracklayer.s, etc

$2 00
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Navy Defers Until

On

Sept. 6 Opening of BidsSix Months' Bituminous Supply

BIDS which were to have been opened by the Navy
Department Aug. 23 for a six months' supply of bituminous coal for delivery beginning in October, were returned
to bidders and the opening deferred until Sept. 6. This was
due to the action of the department in eliminating the clause
in the specifications making the bids subject to increases or
decreases in wage scales. The department says there have
been wage adjustments in some bituminous fields and there
is

a possibility of changes in other fields effective prior

to-

October.

The Navy clause as to wages stipulated that the prices
would be subject to increase or decrease in the wage scale
in the fields from which obtained, and under this bids would
have been based on wage schedules in force Aug. 23, when
the bids were to have been opened. The department points
out that where reduction of wages has already become
effective operators in such fields would enjoy an undue
advantage over those in other fields where no reduction in
wages has been made although one may be contemplated.
To place all operators on a fair and equal footing the bids
were postponed and the wage clause eliminated.
The department, however, received bids on Aug. 23 for
anthracite from the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co., the Newport (R. I.) Coal Co., the Nottingham & Wrenn
Co., of Norfolk; the Weston Dodson & Co., Bethlehem, Pa.,
and the H. W. B. Haff Co., New York, on small quantities
for delivery at Washington, D. C; Hampton Roads, Newport, Submarine Base, Lake Denmark, Norfolk, Philadelphia,
Fort Mifl[lin, Lakehurst and White Plains.
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Mine Workers' March on Mingo Stopped
BAND of West Virginia mine workers, variously esti-

A

mated between 4,000 and 6,000, many of them with
arms, started from Marmet in the morning of Aug. 25 for
Mingo County. Marmet is only twelve miles from Charleston and on the south shore of the Kanawha River, where
the West Virginia & Southern R.R. joins the Chesapeake
& Ohio Ry. "Mother Jones" was a visitor to the Marmet
camp and had the men ready to do anything to end martial
law and all laws in Mingo County.
Williamson is fifty-seven miles as the crow flies from
Marmet and is about eighty miles by the road. As the trip
was sure to take several days the marchers looted stores.
traveled in automobiles, others in wagons and many
on foot. Before the invading host many of the women and
old men fled to the towns and the men of fighting age joined
either the marchers or the defenders.
The invaders bought some of the rifles they carried.
There is a story that two miners in automobile trucks purchased $5,000 of rifles in a Huntington hardware store.
Other rifles were obtained by looting. Josiah Keely, manager of the Cabin Creek Consolidated Coal Co., and his store
manager, George Baker, were held up by fifty masked men
and compelled to surrender twelve high-powered rifles and
a large quantity of shells. A store at Edwight, in Raleigh

Some

County, was robbed of two machine guns and all ammuniAt Maxine, Sharlow, Cedar Grove, Acme, Red Warrior, Quarrier and other places all rifles and ammunition
Freight trains had been commandeered on
w-ere taken.
the Cabin Creek and Coal River divisions to take the mine
workers to the rendezvous.

tion.

Marching Mine Workers
The mine workers crossed

—on

Inv.^de
into

Enemy Country

Boone County

— "enemy

the first day, reaching Racine on Coal Creek
and Rock Creek on Little Coal Creek without interference.
man
was
One
killed for spying on the mine workers' army,
but this probably was before it started. He was a union
miner at Eastbank, upstream from Marmet on the Kanawha
River.
His head was blown off because he gave information to officials and newspapermen.
It also is stated that
another man was shot for the same offense.
Two planes owned by coal operators which followed the
movements of the "army" were fired on near Madison, in
Boone County. The deputy sheriffs in the planes did not
return the fire though the wings of the machine were
pierced by bullets.
During the night of Aug. 26 and the
whole of Aug. 27 the deputies of Sheriff Don Chafin of
Logan County fought at intervals with the invaders. He
sent out for help, and it was said that McDowell County
sent 500 men by automobiles and that 125 special state
police, militiamen and deputies left Mingo County at daybreak for the scene. A band of 1,200 men crossed the line
at Sharpies, seized a special train sent to carry them home
and ran it to the Coal River terminal branch near Blair.
All this time Governor Morgan was endeavoring to obtain
1,000 Federal troops from Washington, but the government
declared itself unwilling to do anything without investigation.
In Ohio and Kentucky, however, troops were held
ready for quick dispatch. Brigadier General H. H. Bandholtz, former provost marshal general of the American
Expeditionary Force and now commander of the Washington (D. C.) district, and Lieutenant Colonel Stanley H. Ford
were sent to Charleston to ascertain the facts.
These officers appear to have done little scouting around.
They summoned C. E. Keeney, president of district 17, and
Fred Mooney, the vice-president, on Aug. 26, and told them
that it was useless to say they did not care what the mine
workers did; they had organized them and if martial law
were declared they would have to control them or stand the
consequences.
Xo excuses that they had not authorized
the unlawful acts would serve. They were responsible and
would be so held. This made the officers of the union active.
Accordingly Keeney left Charleston for Madison and induced most of the mine workers to return. They could not
hold all the men, but they held enough to make the advance
more or less of a fiasco. A train at Racine took a number
of the marchers back to their homes.

country"

351

On Aug. 28 there was a clash between deputy sheriffs
and mine workers at Sharpies, across the Logan County line
from Boone. Five miners were shot and three deputies
and a justice of the peace were captui'ed. John H. Charnock, new Adjutant General of the West Virginia National
Guard, and three union officials left Charleston late on Aug.
28 to induce these irreconcilables to return, like the others,
to their homes.

Hoover Has

Difficulty in

Qualified for Coal

Finding

Man

Commodity Chief

HERBERT

HOOVER, Secretary of Commerce, is having great difficulty in finding a properly qualified man
The $5,000 salary
to serve as his coal commodity chief.
which goes with the position fails to interest the type of
man for which Mr. Hoover is looking. It is developing that
comparatively few coal men in the United States have given
specialized attention to the export end of the business.
Despite the fact that a chief for the coal division has not
been found, there has been no delay in the general plans
A co-operative arfor carrying forward the coal work.
rangement with the Bureau of Mines is under consideration,
in which it is proposed that the bureau work out some of
the technical matters which must be solved before the
Department of Commerce can carry out fully the program
Under such a co-operative arrangement
it is arranging.
the idea is to learn more definitely why certain coals will
or will not stoi-e. There are a number of engineering problems which must be worked out in connection with the
storage of coal. There is also the matter as to what extent
It is recogit is feasible to establish grades of quality.
nized that systematic steps must be taken to build up a
good name for American coals in foreign markets.

Labor Department Seeks Data on Cost-ofLiving Figures in Fixing

Wage

Scales

Labor
Bureau
Labor, through
THE Department
adjusting
methods
making study

the
of
of
of
of the
a
scales and concluding collective wage agreements
where cost-of-living figures enter into the wage adjustment.
To that end, the Bureau of Labor Statistics wishes to communicate with the various companies, members of arbitration
Statistics, is

wage

boards, labor managers or others

who

are using cost-of-

living figures in the determination of wage awards.
If any reader of Coal Age, who has not already communicated with the Bureau, is using cost-of-living figures in the
adjustment of wages, it will be appreciated by the bureau
if he will write to the Commissioner of Labor Statistics.
Washington, D. C, and inform him of that fact.

W.

R. Coyle Elected Trustee in Bankruptcy
Of Old Tidewater Coal Exchange

MAJOR
son

W.

R.

Co., Inc.,

New York

City,

COYLE,
with

was

vice-president of Weston Dodthe Woolworth Building,
bankruptcy by the

offices in

elected trustee in

creditors of the old Tidewater Coal Exchange on Aug. 25.
The meeting of creditors was held in the office of Peter B.
Olney, referee in bankruptcy, 68 William St., and was
largely attended. It is understood that the representatives
of the railroads favored Frank E. Wright, of Boston, for
the trusteeship. If no objections are filed within ten days,
the name of Major Coyle will be submitted to the court for
final action.

The Senate Committee on Education and Labor

pi-ob-

ably will take testimony at Mingo, W. Va., soon in its
investigation of the mine troubles that have existed thei-e
for some time.
The committee recently conducted an investigation in Washington, but Chairman Kenyon intimates
that it W'ill be necessary for the committee to take evidence
at Mingo in order to obtain information necessary to complete its report, which will be presented to the Senate later.

Production
and
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general but relatively small increases
production of bituminous coal in the past three
weeks, over the corresponding weeks of July have
only tantalized the market.
In the Middle West there
has been a real stimulus to the domestic demand for
lump and prepared coals, but the output of sized product
to meet the demand has again thrown a surplus of
screenings on the market and distress sales are quite
common in Chicago territory. This condition e.xtends
east into Ohio and south into Kentucky.
In the Appalachians, particularly in Pennsylvania, some improvement in demand for run-of-mine steam bolstered prices
slightly, but not sufficient to affect the Coal Age
weekly index of spot prices of bituminous coal, which
on Aug. 29 was 90, unchanged from the previous week.
A year ago the output of soft coal was 11,813,000 tons
in the second week of August this year it was 7,756,000
tons, or 70 per cent as much.
A year ago Illinois and
Indiana mines were reporting operation at 60 to 68
per cent of full time; this year it is 40 per cent of full
time that is to say, the country as a whole is producing 70 per cent of last year's tonnage of bituminous coal
and the largest fields in the Middle West are doing
around 66 per cent of last year's record. By the same
standards, southern Ohio is doing half as well as last
year, eastern Ohio 8.5 per cent, Pittsburgh less than onein

;

—

Somerset County, the large non-union disworking better time now than last year. The
Pocahontas field is working 75 per cent of last year's
rate, the high-volatile fields in southern West Vii-ginia
at about half last .\ear's feverish speed. The important
point to bear in mind, in comparing this year with 1920,
is that lack of orders now dominates the market; a
year ago it was lack of cars in which to load the coal.
third as well.

trict,

is

CoAi,

Movement

—

of general observance of a religious holiday to 1,529,000
net tons, is not in as steady demand as earlier in the

season and as it will be with cold weather.
The mine-cave tax bills of the State of Pennsylvania
having become effective last Saturday, Aug. 27, it is reported that the Glen Alden Mining Co. closed three collieries and the Price Pancoast Coal Co., one mine, that,
in the opinion of these companies cannot be operated
under the law. It is too earlv vet to determine whether

Daily Average Production of Bituminous

2.0

1.8

Incre.ases Encour.\gingi,y

Encouraging signs are found in the better movement
off upper Lake docks to interior points, more cars of coal
going into New England and more railroad buying.
Dumpings for up Lake are easing off but exports through
Hampton Roads have picked up not, however, as a result of any new business.
Anthracite, dropping in the week of Aug. 20 because

Coal''
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the operation of this law will seriously affect anthracite
production.
Labor troubles in Indiana, West Virginia and Pennsylvania have had no effect on production nor have they
The West Virginia trouble is
influenced the market.
a continuation of the effort to unionize the KenovaThacker field the Indiana disturbance is reported as
due to some radicals getting out of hand. The Governor of Indiana has called a conference to settle the
;

matter.

slight decline in production marked the week ended
Aug. 20. According to the Geological Survey, 7,704,000 net
tons were produced, as compared with 7,756,000 the last
preceding week. Preliminary reports for the last week of
August indicate an increasing output for that period.

Domestic demand has picked up considerably of

Re-

late.

tailers report a better call from small consumers, although
deliveries from the yards are still far from normal, as
compared with other seasons. Dealers are replenishing their
yard stocks and the call on the mines for more domestic
has, of course, thrown a larger tonnage of steam sizes on
the market. That industrial consumption in general is now
keeping pace with this increased tonnage is apparent from

— Spot

Current Quotations
Market
Quoted
Low-Volatile. Eastern
Columbus.
Pocahontas lump
Columbus.
Pocahontas mine run
Columbus.
Pocahontas screenings
Chicago.
Pocahontas lump
Chicago.
Pocahontas mine run
Boston.
Smokeless mine run
,

.

mine run

.

.

1

I

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

,

.

.

,

Baltimore...

)

New York
Philadelphia
Baltimore..

High-Volatile. Eastern
Pool 54-64 (Gas and St.).
Pool 54-64 (Gaa and St.)..
Pool 54-64 (Gas and St.).
Pittsburgh sc'd gas. ...
Pittsburgh mine run (St.).
Pittsburgh slack (Gas)
.

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run
Kanawha screenings
Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
Pitts.

No.

Slump

.

2 55

2 45

1

3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

I

I

I

I

New York...
.

1

60

I

Columbus

1

1

60

.

.

2
5

2 05
2 15
2 05
I

80

Philadelphia

*EEg

Chicago

New York

Stove

Chicago

Chestnut
Chestnut

New York

5
2
2
5
2
2

15

30®
60®
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7 75

8 20

40

25(27
75® 8

2 38
5

8 25
8 35

12 70
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00

12 75
4 50(3 5 25
4
5 50

50®
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47
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2 38
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20

40

7
7

2 47
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New York

50® $8
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7
7

61

Philadelphia

2
2
2

$7.

80®
00®

1

.

00®

.\ug.

7

New York
New York

I

Independent

8

Chicago

Philadelphia...

3

66
52

I

Philadelphia..

60
25

2 30

65«i.
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3 25(5l 3 70
2 00("- 2 25
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1 So
;
3 00(u 3 40
2 ooca 2,25
1 25® 1 iO

61

66
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2 47

New York

-,o® 1.70
2 75

..5.5(1

1

62

5

New York

!

$261
2 66
5 62
2 61
2 66

Philadelphia

;

2 20(n

2

13

Movement

II

2
2
I

1

50®
50®
50®
75®
90(3

75®

10
3 25
3 00
2 25

2 00
1.25
I

25

Prices and freight rates. net tons: quotations f.o.b. cars, Chicago.
tAdvances over previous week shown in heavy type, declines in iuilics.

Bituminous

Anthracite

2,780
2.560
2,982

6.732
6.124
5,369

1.86}

2.230
2,976

of coal into that part of the

Northwest served

by the Head-of-the-Lakes docks is increasing rapidly, as
shown in the following table. During July 13,448 cars were
shipped inland, as compared with 9,557 cars in June. The
year's movement, however, is much less than any in the
Lake receipts are still heavier than the
last six years.
outgo and docks are nearly filled to capacity. It is appar-

—Net Tons,

F. O. B.

Mines
Aug.

Julv26, Aug.l6, Aug.23.

30,

I92lt

1921

1921

1921

$2 20
Cleveland...
Cleveland..,.
35
I

$2 30
80

$2 30

$2

25®$2.35

1

I

85

1

65(3) i

3 80
3 30

3

55

3

25®
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Midwest
Franklin, 111, lump
Franklin, 111. mine run..
Franklin, 111. screenings.
Central, 111. lump
Central, 111. mine run.
Central, lU. screenings.
Ind. 4th Vein lump
Ind, 4th Vein mine run.,
Ind. 4th Vein screenings.
Ind. 5th Vein lump
Ind. 5th Vein mine run.,
Ind, 5th Vein screenings..
.

,

.

Standard lump
Standard mine run
Standard screenings
West. Ky. lump
West Ky, mine run
West Ky. screenings

,

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago. ...
St, Louis
St, Louis
St, Louis
Louisville, ...
Louisville. ...
Louis\nlle.
.

South and Southwest
Big .Seam lump
Birmingham
Big Seam mine run
Birmingham
Big Seam (washed)
Birmingham
S, E. Ky, lump
Louisville,
S.

E. Ky. mine run

Louisviiie.

,

.

,

.

Ky, screenings
Kansas lump

Kansas City

Kansas Bcreenings

Kansas City

S. E.

Louis^-ille.

.

.

3 55

3.15
1.90
2 50

25
1.60
65

2.

3.

3.05
2,15
2. 90
2 60
I
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2 25
1
70
00
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2 30
.

I

1
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2 15
1
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2 45
1
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I
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1
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I
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2 15
2 35
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2 40
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I

1
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1
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2

40
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1
2 95
2 50
1

60

2

1

I

1
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2 15
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1921
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—

1

2
I

SO®
00®
35®
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75®
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2 25
3 50
2 75

2.15
3.25
2.75
2 15
75
1.90

2.

0.90® 1 00
2.75® S iO
2.15® S.7s
1

00®

2.0q

3

25®

4 20

2 40

2.00® 2. SO
2.25® 2 iO

3 65

3

2.35
55
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I

5 65
4 40

3.25

heavy type,

25®

2 35(3.
2 25(51
1 25(3.

2

Roads.

3.50

2 00(u

1

40
75
2 65
85
1
00
3 25
2 65
2

4.05

2 25(ni 3.50
1 25(a 2 65
2 40(u> 3 00

2 75

di

— Spot Prices, Anthracite—Gross Tons, F. O. B. Mines
Rates

Chicago

.

1.75

Freight

Philadelphia

75^

I

2 00
1
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1.85
2 00

1

Philadelphia

90(a 2. 15
S 00

I

1.75®

60(?.

1
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^—

1920;

Bituminous

2,609
2,313
2,460

.
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1

3
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.

Chicago
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I

,
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1
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I
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3
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Stove
Stove

Rice
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Barley
Barley
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.
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I

1

Pittsburgh.
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Egg

Buckwheat No.
Buckwheat No.
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05

3
2
5
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Pittsburgh...

Market
Quoted
New York

Chestnut
Pea
Pea

70
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Current Quotations
Broken
Broken
•Broken

25

1

1

,

9 (Super. Low Vol.).. New York
Philadelphis
9 (Super. Low Vol.)
9 (Super. Low Vol.)... Baltimore..
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.) New York
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.) Philadelphia

IO(H.Gr. Low Vol
n (Low Vol.)
II (Low Vol.)
II (Low Vol.)

5.60
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5

1

2
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5-00® 5.S5
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I

3

S
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40

mines.

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND

Week Ended

I92lt

10

2
5

f.o.b.

OF COAL FORW.\RDED OVER THE HUDSON TO E.\.STERN

10@$5 50
00@ 3.25
SS@ S.So

$5

45
00

5 70

.

.

.

$5 25

C.\RS

Market
Quoted

2 75

,

.

Tight buying all around has
central Pennsylvania fuels.
resulted. The cuts of central Pennsylvania shippers are almost fruitless, however, as to compete with the Hampton
Roads shippers would mean a price in the neighborhood of

30,

3 00

,

.

the larger number of distress coal offerings in those sections
using domestic bituminous.
Bargain prices, however, only cause the buyer to feel more
uncertain as to the future, in the belief that quotations
may even be forced down another peg. This is especially
true in New England, where water-borne coal from the
Pocahontas and New River region, because of the low marine
freight rates, has caused slashing reductions in the all-rail

Bituminous Coal

Aug.

1921

$5 20
3 00

Boston.
Boston.
Boston.
New York.

Cambria mine run
Somerset mine run
Pool
(Na\T Standard)...
(Navy Standard)...
Pool
(Navv Standard)...
Pool

Prices,
Aug. 23,

.
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$1 per gross ton,
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ance extended to Lower Silesia with the
loss of some tonnage when discontented
miners struck for higher wages.
Estimating the Upper Silesian output at 1,500,000 metric tons, the following table shows the June production

Foreign Market

And Export News

of the chief districts:
Metric Terns

District

Ruhr
Upper

British Industry Unable to

Absorb Rapidly

7,753.350
1,500,000
294,307
382,763
181.762

Silesia

Lower .Silesia
Saxonv
Aachen

Increasing Output of Coal

—

—

As cabled to Coal Age, production in
the United Kingdom for the week ended
Aug 13 was 4,537,000 gross tons, an
increase of 900,000 tons over the preceding week and within 80.000 tons of
the figure for the week ended July 30,
which was the heaviest since the strike.
The industry is recovering rapidly fi'om
the effects of the strike and production
is as heavy as it was a year ago.
With many iron and steel foundries
shut down, England has much coal
seeking a market, which is being obtained at
shippers.

the

expense

of

American

present cost of the
Amercian dollar in foreign exchange is
playing directly into the hands of
British exporters. Cardiff coal expoi'ts
for the week ended Aug. 20 were 213,000
tons, the largest during the present
The total includes 16,000 tons
year.
to Argentine, and 7,000 tons to Karachi
and South Wales.
The market is quiet, and buyers are
holding off. Exporters believe that the
present selling prices approximate production cost and although quotations
may weaken with the sluggish demand,
not much decline is looked for.
There is a general opinion among
miners,
railwaymen and transport
workers that the Triple Alliance will be
dissolved as a result of its failure to
organize a national strike in support of
the miners. The actual breaking up of
the Alliance will be deferred until the
prospects have been ascertained of the
formation of a Labor Council, comprising the men's unions in the labor movement.
There is a good deal of distress
among miners in Scotland, especially in
Lanarkshire, due to the- difficulties ex:>D

Tne

—

perienced in reopening some of the pits.
In Fifeshire there are about 8,000 miners unemployed, and in the Lothians
about 2,000.
To aid the families of
these unemployed miners a fund is being raised.
While the fall in the price of blast
furnace coke throughout Great Britain
has greatly improved the prospects for
an early resumption of the industry,
pig-iron smelters state that a further
reduction is necessary before they can
produce iron on an economic basis. In
the Midlands the price of coke recently
Several
fell from 45s. to 30s. per ton.
plants are putting their blast furnaces
in order with the view of resuming

work.

German Production Increases

A

10,112,182

June
were practically nil. The pit reserves
were again decreased 34,000 tons, to
231,000 tons at the end of the month.
Lignite production
in
June was
metric tons and briquets
6,952,000
Transportation

Export Market Sought by Great Britain French to Deliver
Ruhr Output Gaining Hampton
Saar Coal to Germany
Roads Activit es Confined Largely to Bunker Account

cable to Coal Age on Aug. 27 shows
the output of the Ruhr district for the
week ended Aug. 13 as 1,741,844 metric
tons as compared with 1,736,182 tons
for the preceding week.
Production of coal for the first six
months of this year was 60,947,000 tons
as compared with 61,890,000 in the
The
corresponding period of 1920.
omission of Upper Silesian figures for
three months of this year indicates that
the output was really considerably in
excess of the period in 1920.
June production in the chief German
coal districts improved slightly as compared with May, according to H. O.
Herzog, correspondent for Coal Age,
Although no official figures
in Berlin.
for May and June are as yet available
for Upper Silesia, where the output was
affected by the unrest, returns were received in July, as shown in Coal Age,
This disturbissue of Aug. 11, 1921.

difficulties

in

In spite of the reduced
1,755,000 tons.
demand, the production of lignite in
Central Germany increased in comparison to May by 7.1 per cent, and the production of briquets by nearly 11 per
cent. This is due to the expectation of
a brisk demand in view of the impending coal tax.

@
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for a reduction of wages. The ininei-s
in their notices to terminate the present agreement which ex-

.Vugust 25

FKOM HAMPTON

November, 1921.

pires in

Coal and Coke Exports from the I'nited
States During July-

Exports

of bituminous coal were
nearly a million tons less in July, 1921,
than they were in July, 1920. The
United Kingdom, as a result of the
strike in England, took 406,525 tons of
American coal during July, 1921. Italy
took an increased tonnage. The 1920
revised figures of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce follow:
July, 1920

July. 1921

659.095
3,555.802

388.041
2.649.989

261,555
126.069
134.212

2.866
20.621
110.648
239.187
83,221

Bituminous
Exported to:
Belgium

Denmark
France
Italy

Netherlands

Norway
Sweden

281.418
60.297

Switzerland

Canada

1,684.722
9.899
16.683
14,156

Panama
Mexico
Br.

West Indies

Cuba

94,019
9.179
130.393
83.468
53.767
25,158

Other West Indies
Argentina
Braril
Chile

Uruguay
Egypt
Umted Kingdom

12.219

Other countries

569.588
80,112

Coke..-

UO.VD.S

Tons
For

.\nthracite

Week Ended

Export Clearances,

have handed
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Br.
Br.

.\frica:

S.S, Hartfield. for Dakar
S.S.Stentor, for Port Said

ForBraiil:
Orinoco, for Buenos

-Vni. S.S.
.\ni. S.S.

1,523

24.333
36,994
406.525
201,102
19,129

...

.\ire8

Robin Hood, for Rio de Janeiro.
For Peru:

Br.

S.S. Bogota, for Callao

Br.
Br.

Munnrden, for Fort dc France
S.S. Capclhall, for Las Palmas
Schr. G.J. Cherry, for Nassau
S.S. Telemachus, for Singapore

Am.
Br.

.

5,776
8,283

985

.S.S.

5,036
2.806

588
4.157

FROM BALTIMORE:
For Italy:

MilaMO

Ital. S.S.

6.597
4.984

Ital. S.S. Oliropeo
.\m.S.S. West Lashaway

7,671

For Sweden:
Dan. S.S. Frcdericksborg

2.923

FROM PHILADELPHlX
For Bermuda:
S.S. Irma
For Braril:
Dan. S.S. Florida, for Rio de Janeiro
For Cuba:
Nor. S.S. Trafalgar, for Ncuvitas
For Italy:

Am.

Ital. S.S.

8.759
1.308.973
18.149
14.499
6.478
33.282
7.792
97.512
27,525

6.757
4,054

Adriatico

988

months.
5.248

I'lER SITr.\TIOX
3,

1

95

Week Ended
6,266

Hampton Roads Export Outlook ExPoor;

tremely

Prices

Decline;

Bunkers Are the Mainstay
no

export business has
been noted in the past week, and shippers are not optimistic over the foreign
situation.
The number of ships sailing for foreign ports is steadily declinPractically

ing.
Only nine vessels cleared for
oversea during the week.
Pools 1 and 2 are being offered freely
for $5.
Reductions in price, however,
have failed to stimulate the market to
any appreciable extent. Pools 5, 6 and
7 have been reduced as low as $4.50,
although the average quotations last
week were $4.75. The bunker business
continues somewhat active, although
the number of vessels engaged in
all
phases of trade are said to be
gradually declining.
Railroads entering Hampton Roads have announced
slight reductions in freight rates on
coal from certain fields, but this has
not stimulated the trade. The accumulations at Tidewater are steadily decreasing,
while the vessel tonnage
awaiting cargo is the lowest in many

Aug. 18
N. & W. Piers. Lamberts Point:
Cars on hand
2.641

Aug. 25
2,303
122,427
134,173
4.200

Tonsonhnnd
Tons dumped

134,502
102.738
Tonnage waiting
7.300
Virgmian Rv. Piers, Sewalls Point:

Cars on hand
Tonsonh.ind
Ton8dumpi>d
Tonnage waiting

&

C.

1,808

1,848

90.400
70.094
6,857

92,400
79,296
2,380

1,961

2.233
99,050
56.056
2.500

O. Piers. Newport News:

Carsonhand
Tons on hand

98,050
36,991
6,550

'.

Tonsdumpcd
Tonnage waiting

On Long

offered.

Island

Sound

the

New Bedford is easy at 70c.
with Providence perhaps 5c. less.
Charters from New York to Boston
have been closed at $1. The fact is that
the vessel owner, along with the biturate to
75c.,

Reports

From

the Market Centers

minous operator, is at a loss to know
whether the bottom has been reached.

—

there would be

New England

prices.

Further

Depressed

—

Hampton Roads Shippers Set the Pace
Marine
Low Prices for Slack
Freights Weak Anthi-acite in Better

—

—

be

studied

next fortwith much in-

the

terest.

BOSTON
Still

less confidence in

Developments

night will

Market

much

—

Request.

—

Bituminous The dovmward trend of
Several of
prices continues unabated.
the Pennsylvania interests have come to
competimaking
a full stop as far as
tive prices is concerned, but there are
enough left in the open market to show
how really desperate is the situation
Refrom the producers' standpoint.
ceipts both all-rail and by water and
rail from central Pennsylvania are relatively light, and it would be difficult
to figure out any improvement for

September
There are representative factors

in

the trade who feel that the low point
in prices has now been reached, but
there are many others who are not so
sanguine. Coal classified as "Pool 10"

now openly quoted at $2, while fair
medium grades on the B. & O. have
Should the
receded to $1.40 or less.
slump continue through the early part
that
buying in
of September it is likely

is

to

this territory' will practically cease, for

New River agendominate the whole of the zone
water
coal.
For any point
accessible to
paying less than $1.7o@$2 freight inland from the re-handling centres the
grades from central Pennsylvania are
The Pocahontas and

cies still

r.ow practically out of the question. The
bunker trade has slumped materially,
$5.15@$5.35, plus trimming, being now
The Shipping
the average price level.
Board made a contract recently at $5.20,
Alongside Boston
also plus trimming.
as low as $6.15 per gross ton has been

named, and purchases have been made
at $6.40 on cars, Boston or Providence.
The comparatively high prices on
screened coal for western territory are
reflected in the extraordinary efforts to

place smokeless slack; $1.12 has been
rumored as a selling price, and a few
large consumers here are negotiating
for this cheap fuel. At most points, for
Pennsylvania coal to compete all-rail
would necessitate a price level of less

than $1 per gross ton.
Not only are marine freights easy at
$1, Hampton Roads to Boston, but the
same rate has been extended to points
farther East. There have been rumors
the past few days that 90c. had been

Anthracite
Toward the close of
August the domestic sizes w-ere in
active demand, largely to take advantage of the August circular.
Independent shippers are combing the territory with some success. The low range
of vessel freights is of much assistance
Stove and egg are the sizes
to them.
in

most

demand;

chestnut

much

particularly pea, are

and
less

pea,
called

for.

Tidewater

— East

NEW YORK

—
—

IndeDomestic Coals Sho^v Strength
pendent Quotations Stronger BitumiPrices Slightly
nous Demand Slow
Lower.

—

Anthracite
strengthening

—
in

There

has

the market.

show more strength which
will

it is

been

a

All sizes
believed

continue as the season advances.

The closing down of many small mines
has shortened the tonnage available to
such an extent that egg and chestnut
which were long on the market for some
time have tightened and independent
coals are now being quoted at or near

company

schedules.
There are many rumors as to what
the trade may expect in the way of

September
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1,

increases in the

mine prices of domestic

the general
opinion that not more than the usual
monthly advance of 10c. would be made.
It is not believed the operators would
at this time increase prices to include
the Pennsylvania State Tax until after
the new laws have been finally passed
upon by the courts.
The retail trade is picking up. Dealers are ordering more freely, some of
which can be traced to the expected
increase on Sept. 1. Movement of comcoals on Sept.

1,

but

it

is

coal has been active. Independents
report greater demand for all sizes.
Egg and
Stove coal heads the list.
chestnut have stiffened considerably

pany

because, of western orders.

The buckwheats continue

to gi-ow in

three coals are tighter
and some shippers of independent coals
orders
for immediate shipare refusing
ment. Barley is the strongest of the
All

strength.

three sizes.

Bituminous— The trade is complaining once more of the lack of business.
Inquiries have fallen off and quotations
Reports received
are slightly lower.
from Canada indicate an increase in
demand. At Tidewater there is little
urgent call while the line trade is not
taking its full quota.
It is apparent that buyers are not
considering the low prices at which the
better grades are now being quoted and
mine o\vners cannot see much encouragement from present indications. Railroads are not taking much coal, as they
have an average of about five weeks'
supply on hand and many of them have
orders placed to insure a sufficient supply throughout the winter.
On Aug. 25 there were reported at
the local piers outside of the pools 1,251
cars of coal and in the pools 105 cars,
as compared with 1,313 and 144 respectively on

Aug.

19.

Many mines remain
paratively

idle

and com-

of the lower grades of
into this market. Low-

little

coal is coming
volatile slack was quoted $1.60@$1.85;
low-sulphur slack around $2, and Fairmont slack $1.75@$2.

— Anthracite
Normal — Export

Soft Coal Trade Very Flat

Below
Movement Comparatively
Bituminous

in

the soft coal line fails to

Light.

— Business

remains flat in
this section.
Best steam coals are offering to the trade as low as $2.10
although the range for average is
closer to $2.20@$2.25.
Lower grade
steam coals are still generally below
the $2-mark, while such fuels as run
to Pool 34 are to be had $1.50@$1.75.
It is a market in which few mines without good contracts are able to run on
a profitable basis.
The export movement continues comparatively light and August will fall
far behind the good record made in
July.
For the period from August 18
to 26, inclusive, only four ships cleared
from Baltimore with export coal cargoes.
The amount of bunker taken is
very light. The entire situation at this

show

any particular bright spot.
Below-normal buying
Anthracite
and delivering to both homes and coal
yards is the order of the day. Baltimore
takes ordinarily around 60,000 tons of
coal per month, or 720,000 tons per year
but for the period from April 1 to date
has fallen considerably below this level.

—

It is estimated that the receipts for
August are likely to fall to less than
30,000 tons. The big fall-off in buying
is showni in the fact that despite this
drop in movement there is still a total
of more than 35,000 tons on reserve at
this point.
There is now sure to be a
real pinch when cold weather comes, as

thousands of cellars are still without
The coal men are blaming the
grand jury indictment and the failure
of the public to understand that such a
movement cannot bring lower prices.

It would appear
share of spot coal.
that some concerns are overanxious for
business, if price offers which have
been heard are bona fide, such as a
contract at $2.15 on a high-grade coal,
but with the understanding that the
name of the fuel will not be mentioned

when shipments come

out.

The lowest spot figures of the coal
year have been effective for the past
month, and there has been no change
during the last week.

PHILADELPHIA
Anthracite Holding Its Own—Consumer

—Steam Coals Unchanged — Bituminous Market Disappointing — No Activtiy in Sight.
at
trade
Anthracite — The

Shows More Interest

retail

is

holding the improvement in evidence during the last few weeks. All
yards are working with reduced forces
and there are times when deliveries
have not been as prompt as some
As usual, after
customers desired.
waiting this long to make up their
minds about laying in their winter supplies, the buyers want coal right away.
The strongest demand is still for
stove, but both egg and chestnut are
also being asked for in a greater proAll dealers
portion than formerly.
have heavy stocks of pea and are hopeful that the small order business this
winter will be for pea, as it used to be.
It seems altogether likely that the difference of $3 a ton in its favor will be
a big factor when coal consuming beleast

gins.

Mines

have

made

better

time

re-

cently, although the increased production must be going to distant markets,
as local retailers are a trifle hesitant

gaps

thought that the companies will
complete their advances with their final
increase on Sept. 1. It looks as though
a few independents at least will add
10c. to preserve their ratio over company coal, although should business pick
up it is quite likely that some others
may even put on an extra 25c.
It is

Bituminous

— Demand

a disappointment. There
that by this time the

continues to be

had been hope
market would

show some

real sign of strength, but
It cannot be said
this is still missing.
that inquiries have increased, principally for the reason that the ti'ade
is so actively solicited that the consumer
hardly needs to ask prices, as he has
them given to him in person almost
daily.

There continues
ing

in

the

to be much jockeysituation, as the

contract

market prices are so attractive that the
consumer is at least taking a fair

One thing

is

certain and that is if there should be
a scarcity of coal there will be an
enormous free tonnage to take the market price.

BUFFALO

—

fuel.

at this time about filling in the
made in their stocks.

BALTIMORE
Deliveries

time
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Change in the Situation Both
Anthracite and Bituminous Sell Slowly
Ixdce Shipments Heavy.
Little

—

—

Bituminous Demand is still small.
While it is a fact that some jobbers are
doing considerable business, they are
getting prices that do not afford the
producer any profit, and often sell on
a margin that gives them little above
expenses. The consumer is in full control of the situation, and he uses his
power just as if it was certain to last
always.
Every effort is made on the part of
manufacturers and the public generally
to discover an improvement in business,
but the stir is not very near. Jobbers
say the consumer is so over-solicited
that he needs to be careful or he will
buy more coal than he can take care
of. Jobbers have scarcely seen a Montreal coal man this year, and as for
going there to solicit orders, the expenses are doubled and the result would
mostly be nothing.
So all that can be
done is to watch for the small business
offering and wait till it is better.
Prices are not showing any improvement. Quotations are: $3 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump, $2.50
for Allegheny Valley mine run and
$1.75(a)$2 for slack, adding $2.36 to
Allegheny Valley and $2.51 to other
coals to cover freight to Buffalo.

—

Anthracite The cool August has
done something to stimulate buying.
Sellers are making what effort they
can to show the foolishness of holding
off, for when people get ready to buy
they will all want coal at the same time,
and then up goes the premium. Given
also a good car shortage and the demand will run up to a panic. As it is,
the independents are more or less
closed, and the larger mines could do
more business if they had the orders
to

fill.

—

Lake
The companies are getting
what revenge they can by keeping up
a heavy tonnage.
Never have they
shipped so much Lake coal at this time
of the year. They apparently will go
on till the Upper Lake docks are full
Water shipments for the week ended
Aug. 22 tctaled 172,400 net ton
of
which 76,300 tons cleared for Duluth
;,

or

Superior

(shipper's

option

after
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leaving), 50,200 for Milwaukee, 41,400
for Chicago and 4,500 for Green Bay.
Freight rates are still quiet.
Business is as slow as ever.
t'oke
There is no real stir in the furnaces
Of the fifteen or so in this disyet.
trict only four or five are running.
Jobbers can get only now and then an
order, their prices being about as be-

—

fore.

Northwest
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Dock
keeping up with the receipts.
men state that no shortage can occur
this year as sufficient bituminous is
now on the docks to handle the wants
of that part of the Northwest supplied

from Duluth.
Prices on all grades remain the same,
No decrease is
with sellers still firm.
looked for on the incoming tide of busiCoal men are optimistic and feel
ness.
that the winter will see sufficient coal
of all kinds delivered to dealers to
handle needs.

deliveries

and

if

is

cold

past.

weather starts early.

—

Increasing Moveme7it Better Feeling
In the Trade Soni-e Dealers Shading
Hard Coal Prices Lake Receipts Are
Falling Off.
Movement of coal, both by rail to
the interior and to local consumers, is
greatly improved since last week's reis
port, and the feeling in the trade
correspondingly better. Prices of both
hard and soft cjal continue unchanged.
For some unaccouniable reason, the
Lehigh Valley agencies are selling hard
coal 10c under the schedule maintained
by all other dealers for a month or

—

past.

price of that product will be SI higher,
or $15 per ton, delivered.
Receipts by Lake have fallen off, and
the August record promises to be less
than that of any full month since naviThe receipts thus far
gation opened.
for August aggregate 71,921 tons of
anthracite and 131,382 tons of soft
coal, making the season's receipts up
to date 597,336 tons of the former and
1,600,350 of the latter.

DULUTH

—

Movement Increases Rapidly
Bituminous Docks Stored to Capacity
Prices Firm.
Shipments from the docks are increasing rapidly, and it is thought that
dealers throughout the Northwest are
fearing lest the rapidly approaching
winter catch them with no coal on
hand to satisfy the demands of cusEvery dock concern reports
tomers.
Interior

—

that business is better.
Receipts at the docks increased last
week when 38 cargoes were received, of
which 11 were anthracite. This surpasses the number brought into docks
Seventeen cargoes
the week before.
are reported on the way, of which six

are of hard coal.
Docks are practically filled, and again
there is talk of curtailing shipments to
some extent to pei-mit of handling the
amount of coal piled. Close to 5,000,000 tons are on the docks, which leaves
little room for handling.
Out-bound shipment;-: are helping to
relieve the situation, but these are not

—

Still

— AllDETROIT

Rail Business Sti-ongir.

—

The September advance
It is
has not been announced as yet.
sure to be 10c per ton, and there is a
possibility that the amount of the
Pennsylvania tax may be added. Coke
dealers advertise that the September
more

Lags

Inland West

—

Busy Itidjtstrial Buying
Dock Supplies Adequate

Retailers

in

The fear

fall

MINNEAPOLIS

MILWAUKEE

from those who are always

urgent need of fuel.
of a severe shortage in the
No one anticipates any
troulile with a shortage for several
Hut there is always a chance
months.
of people hfiiig caught unprepared and
needing coal quicker than it is possible
How many of these
to get it moved.
there will be rests largely with whether
long
drawn
out, and mild, or
the fall is
late

Things
better

There

working around

are

the

for

.promise

been

has

retail

a
trade.
to

tonnage

sufficient

to the docks to avert any early
As to whether there will
shortage.
be any shortage at all in dock coal
remains with the consumers and dealers of the Northwest.
The docks are practically loaded to
capacity. If they are to receive their
u.sual tonnage there must be a much
greater movement to the interior than
In the last sevhas yet been the case.
ei-al weeks there has been a distinct

moved

improvement

this

in

movement.

If

it

keeps up and increases as it should,
there will be ample room for the needed
dock coal to be moved up and dumped
before the close of navigation.
The turn of circumstances has favored the Northwest.
If there were
the usual rush from other districts, it
might even now be difficult to get all
the tonnage desired for this section.

But coal is sufficient for all requirements at present, and buyers will do
well to recall that this condition may
not last.
On the other hand, the extreme price of coal will cause many
to use wood, which is abundant in the
northern part of the State.
Present indications are that requirements will be reduced by reason of lessened industrial needs, and also because
of the tendency to economize in domestic

A

consumption.

money

to

it

cannot

last

would pay

indefinitely,

and

to be thrifty again.

The all-rail business is picking up
some extent, and promises to be

quite active

a

little

Local

later on.

of all-rail companies
have been active in seeking business,
and as the buying spirit revives they
will undoubtedly score in the struggle

representatives

for orders.
Retailers report a distinct improvement in the demand. They have been
making deliveries as fast as possible,
and have made good progress. They
have had no handicap.*, as the rail situation has been free from delay.
It has
been possible to get coal from any
source as rapidly as could be expected.
If

this

greatly

buying keeps up
to

escape

gain Coal Sales Only
Activity.

—Some

—

BarDomestic

—

Bituminous Buyers are adhering to
their attitude of aloofness.
The few
sales made are said to be largely of
stock put on the market at distress
Notwithstanding the limited
prices.
volume of business, several of the large
steam users are reported to have small
reserves.
Curtailed consumption enables buyers to place reliance on filling their
in the spot market. Under
existing conditions, steam buyers appear reluctant to tie up money in coal
or other supplies beyond the extent
necessary to provide for current re-

requirements

quirements.
Four-inch West Virginia lump is
quoted $3.25, 2-in. lump at $3, egg $2.75,
mine run $2.25, slack $1.60. Three-inch

lump from Ohio is $3.25, 2-in. lupip $3,
egg $2.75, mine run $2.15, nut and
Smokeless lump
slack $1.50@$1.60.
and egg is $5.25, mine run $3, nut and
slack $1.65@$1.75.

—

has
weather
Cooler
Anthracite
brought home the advisability of making provision for winter fuel needs,
resulting in a slightly more active inDealers are
quiry for prepared sizes.
endeavoring to stimulate the market
by advising their customers to put in
at least one ton, as a precautionary

measure.

year ago this was

not in evidence, but some have since
learned that high wages and easy
that

Steam Buying Continues Light

the

it

usual

will

help

rush of

MIDWEST REVIEW

—

—

Better Market Tone Prices Steady
Seasonal Inquiries Bring Orders Labor
Unsettled.
The tone of the market is much better
today than it has been since the month
of June when there was some little
At
activity in the purchase of coal.
last the people are beginning to realize
inand
position
of
their
danger
the
Where
quiries have been coming in.
an aggressive sales force has been
these
found
that
it
has
been
available,
inquiries have resulted in some orders.
We do not know of a single corporation fortunate enough to have broken
even on coal sales this season. Operators in Franklin County have kept their
prices very steady, especially on domestic sizes, but there have been some substantial sacrifices
coal.

made

—

to

move steam
is shown

In other districts, a loss

September

1,
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on domestic as well as steam sizes. We
do not remember another summer in the
history of the coal industry so disastrous as this one.

There have been some labor disturbances in southern Indiana, and especThe men in
ially in Sullivan County.
a great many cases have definitely
broken with the unions and have become so radical that the United Mine
Workers have revoked a number of
charters. The Indiana fields during the
past month seem to be entirely under
the influence of the I. W. W. and other
The situabodies even more radical.
tion reached a head last week when men
who had been on a strike attacked the
superintendents and bosses of a few
mines, ran them out of town with warnings never to return. The proper authorities in Sullivan County have not
been able at this writing to get a good
In the Linton
hold on the situation.
district, just next door, the local county
authorities, by quick and decisive action, have kept the situation well in
hand.
It is the consensus of opinion that the
miners will be in no frame of mind next
April to take a reduction. It is thought
that the mines will be idle at least sixty
This
to ninety days from April 1.
opinion seems to be pi'etty generally
shared, and it may be that this has
something to do with the demand for
steam coals which has lately sprung up.
The number of contracts entered into
has been unsually few. and the tonnage
required on these has been much below
normal. Until recently, most purchasing agents absolutely refused to entertain the idea of a contract, preferring
rather to take their chance on the open
market; lately, however, the situation
has changed slightly.

One or two mines in Illinois and Indiana report "no run" on account of
no cars, and it is considered that this
is a very ominous sign, coming, as it
does,

when

the

demand for

coal is ex-

tremely slack.

CLEVELAND
Domestic Demand Increases Approximately 60 Per Cent Prices Remain
Firm Less Lake Tonnage.
Domestic demand has shown improve-

—

ment

within

buying
for domestic consumption in a volume
approximately equal to that of the corresponding period of last year. This
is
coupled with a buying impetus
brought about by slightly improved
industrial conditions.

the movement for the season will be
about that of last year.
Retail prices are quoted as follows:
••Anthracite egg and grate, $14; chestnut, $14.15; stove, $14.20. Pocahontas
shoveled lump, $11.25; mine run, $9.50.
Domestic bituminous: West Virginia
splint, $10; No. 8 Pittsburgh, $8.15;
cannel lump, $12.15. No. 6 and No. 8
steam slack, $5.75; No. 6 and No. 8
mine run, $6; No. 8 3-in. lump, $6.

CINCINNATI

Steam purchases,

however, are still for hand-to-mouth
needs and reflect the uncertainty and
caution of consumers. One retail concern has placed a special grade of eastem Ohio No. 8 lump on the market at
$6.90, which is about 60c. cheaper than
this grade has been sold at retail for
a long time.
For the week ended Aug. 20, vessels
loaded 625,809 tons of cargo coal at
Lake Erie ports. According to statements of the Ore and Coal Exchange,
shipments for the season to date are
14,962,79.3 tons.
Indications are that

—

Trade More Active Steam
Market Drags Smokeless Coals Firm
Cp.
Domestic

—

\ general betterment in the domestic
trade is the outstanding feature of the
market this week.
West Virginia
splints have benefited materially; Kentucky lump and West Virginia gas
coals, while steady, have not seen price
advances.
The steam market has been a bit
draggy due to the increased production
of

lump and

block.

Consumption about

keeps pace, and there has been little
or no accumulation.
Kentucky screenings sell $1.15(S)$1.35; West Virginia
S1.35; Kentucky mine run is $1.75
@S2, gas $1.85@$2.
Country buyers

is

are in evidence so far as the movement
of lump is concerned, while city dealers

have been working down the accumulation in their yards and show a greater
disposition to buy.

Smokeless lump is still obtainable
around $5, while some New River is
being offered at a trifle lower.
Nut
sells uncertainly around $4.
Mine run
is variously quoted from $2.75 to the
circular price of $3.50, and screenings
can be had down to $1.50.
About the only change in the retail
situation is the stiffening of the steam

Those dealers who were selling
under $5 have withdrawn their figures
and little is being sold under that mark.
Cool nights experienced during the past
week have been responsible for a belated rush for household coals.
coals.

ing up the bulk of the shipments. The
H. V. docks at Toledo during the week
ended Aug. 20, loaded 127,062 tons as
compared with 159,167 the previous
week, making a total of 2,820,022 tons
for the season.
The T. & O. C. docks
loaded 48,842 tons during the same
week, which makes 740,563 tons for
the season.
Steam trade is slow and practically
none except to public utilities is moving.
Railroads are taking only a small
tonnage. On the whole little improvement is expected during the next fewweeks. Screenings which were strong
earlier in August have receded to about
the levels which prevailed during the
greater part of the summer.

ST.

LOUIS

Domestic Business Beginning To Pick
Up Country Situation Shows Improvement Steam Demand Sloic and

—

—

Prices Unsteady.

The

local situation as far as domesconcerned is showing some life.
on all grades, and is not yet in
volume on any one grade.
Local steam business is slow.
Some
coal is going into storage, but this is
not a factor. Country call for domestic
is the only stimulant in the entire market. This is going chiefly to western
parts of the State, although some coal
is moving north and northwest.
The
steam call outside is better, and a good
tonnage is moving north into Chicago.
Domestic business on anthracite coal
and coke is almost at a standstill. Indications are that there will be an
increase in mine prices on Franklin
County in September, and an advance
in domestic coal can also be
expected.
tic

is

This

is

CHICAGO

~ Domestic Trade
Up—Nearer Coals Favored.

.More Active Market

Picks

There is more activity in the market.
Opinion is divided, however, on whether
it is caused by more demand
or by the
return of a number of sales agents

from

—

to a considerable e.xtent
the last week. Retailers report
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COLUMBUS
Good Demand for Domestic

—

— Steam

Business Is Still Shw
Lake Slump
Curtails Production
Prices Unchanged.

—

There is a larger movement of prepared sizes to consumers and this is
reflected in orders from retailers. Dealers' stocks are pretty well depleted
and this is causing a better i-un of
orders from all sections.
City dealers
are the best customers at this time.
The retail price list is well maintained
at

former

levels.

Hocking

lump

is

while

re-screened varieties are
West Virginia splints are $7.50.
S6.75.
Pocahontas is getting stronger. Lump
retails around $9.50. Anthracite is firm
at $15 while coke is selling at $11.50 for
S6.50

all sizes.

The Lake trade is still fairly active
as far as loadings at the lower docks
are concerned, but less of the tonnage
is
coming from Ohio mines. West
Virginia and Kentucky coals are mak-

their vacations.
The vacation
season, so far as the coal man is concerned, has been a long one this year,
as it has been almost impossible to sell
coal except at prices away below cost.
There has been a far better domestic
demand during the last week. The orders that are coming in to the retailer,
however, are small, as the public has
not yet gotten over the idea that freight
rates and prices are going to be reduced
to still lower levels. Retailers are buying in a hand-to-mouth way, and, as
their bins have been filled all summer,
they are only replacing the slight inroads made by the fall demand.
In Chicago proper there is but little
steam demand, and what coal is purchased is on a very narrow margin. The
screenings market has not yet recovered
from the blow it received recently,
when one of the larger operators whose
contracts nearly all expired at the same
time, dumped a large tonnage on the

market.
Eastern bituminous

is

very sluggish.
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The Chicago public seems to be favoring Franklin County as a domestic coal
instead of Pocahontas, and the dealers
all the Pocahontas they can conConsequently, what
veniently handle.

have

smokless has been coming

little

in

has

been on consignment and sold at a very
close price. Block from West Virginia
or Kentucky is also in but little demand.
Anthracite, however, is moving in fairly
satisfactory quantities.
The dealers
are keeping their bins loaded with this
as they feel they are

in

for transporta-

and they want all the
anthracite on hand they can take care
tion

difficulties

of before winter sets

in.

South
LOUISVILLE
Steam Buying Delayed
Increase in Domestic
Virginia Border.

—Small Seasonal

— Unrest

on West

local

market

siderable surplus coal being thrown on
the market by the smaller operations,
buyers have been able to secure the
limited tonnage taken at figures somewhat below the spot market.
Some improvement is reported in the
retail domestic trade outside of the
Birmingham district, but locally conditions have taken no turn for the better and dealers are doing practically
As a result, little new businothing.
ness is being taken on. Domestic coal
make the customary advance
will
Sept. 1.
The indications are that several furnaces which have been idle will go into
blast again within the next few weeks.
Raw material rates on intrastate movement of coal, coke and iron ores for

been revived and

is

taking orders at

$6.50.

many

places are working
only half-time or less.
For the week
ended Aug. 6, 148,147 tons of a possible
full-time output of 319,939 tons were
mined.
For the week ended Aug. 13
the tonnage was 145,961.
Retail dealers have their storage bins
filled to capacity, or have expended
their financial ability to place more advance order.^ at the mines.
With local
private storage bins empty, the first
cold snap will start a rush of orders
which will swamp the retailers, exceed
the carrying capacity of the railroads
and the outiiut of the mines.

Mines

in

furnace use have been ordered reduced
from 20 to 25 per cent, effective not
later than Oct. 1, which will mean a
saving of 75c.@$1.25 per ton on pig
iron manufacture.

Canada
TORONTO
Some Improvement

but Orders Much
Holding Back Orders
Later Shortage.

—

Belozv Nornial

not showing any
material improvement, although consumers are using a fair volume of fuel.
Producers claim that the troubles on
the West Virginia border in the Mingo
section are resulting in some lost time
in eastern Kentucky, as such strife is
causing unsettled conditions. However,
production as a whole is holding up
very well.
Retailers are chiefly holding their
yard stocks for later use, and buying
about as much coal as they are selling
The average
present time.
at the
domestic as well as steam consumer is
that there
himself
convince
trying to
will be no coal or car shortage this
year, and that prices will not be higher.
Movement of prepared sizes is inScreenings are in
creasing a little.
better supply, but with industry more
active, prices are being maintained at
$1.25 and better in eastern Kentucky,
a little stock from western Kentucky
being quoted at $1. Mine run is moving

The
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May Cause

is

West
DENVER

—

Production Still Loxv Retail Stocks
Heavy Municipal Fw.'l Yard Revived.

—

Colorado production for July showed
an increase of about 100,000 tons over
Thus far only 75,the June tonnage.
000 tons have been bought for storage
with 250,000
compared
in Denver, as
tons last summer.

Storage prices, set at the minimum in
have now advanced approximately 50c, and may go higher before
winter. Retail prices on domestic lump
are $10.75 for southern Colorado coal,
$11.50 for Routt County, and a little
Best ligmore for top-notch grades.
nite is retailing at $9.25, although the
city municipal fuel department has
April,

Since the setting in of cooler weather,
orders for anthracite have been freer.
Dealers have large stocks on hand and
a fair amount is coming forward.
It
is feared
that the unusual delay in
laying in winter supplies may result
in a shortage later on, as the allotment
of coal to Canada was to be taken in
evenly distributed shipments throughout the season, and when shipments are
curtailed from lack of orders, the total
allotment is liable to be cut down.
There is no change in the situation as
regards bituminous, the demand for

which

is very light.
Quotations are as follows:

Retail:

Anthracite, egg. stove,

Pea
Bituminous ste.im
Domestic lump
Cannel
Wholesale
J-in.

Tint

aud grate.

.

f.o.b. cars

$15 50
14 00
II

D0(«

12

25

I

I

50

16.00
:it

de.sluiation:

lump

75^

8 50

6.00®

6 75

7

Slack

slowly.

Railroad consumption

is said to be a
as freight movements are
heavier. Shops of the Illinois

News

little better,

somewhat

From

Central as Paducah, Southern Railway
at Somerset, and others are taking on
more shopmen, as a result of increased

the Coal Fields

repairs.

BIRMINGHAM

Northern Appalachian

—

Conditions Improve Industrially BuyPrices Undising Continues Sluggish
Furnace Interests Expect to
turbed

—

Resume.
While the demand

—

continues poor,
business conditions are looking better.
There is as yet no effort on the part of
consumers to care for more than their
needs for a few weeks ahead, hence the
trade is confined to the spot market.
One of the leading companies catering
to the bunker trade has been making
heavier shipments within the last week
to Pensacola and New Orleans, but the
movement for commercial use has
otherwise shown little change.
Steam quotations have not changed
in the past week, but as there is con-

ANTHRACITE

—

Interest in Kohler Bill Better
Strike Fear Has Abated.

—

The problem of

interest

is

second mining in the Northern district,
business may take renewed heart in
the sections where mining can be pursued without danger of mine caves and
risk of penalization.

Demand

PITTSBURGH
whether

the companies will file maps of their
mines under the provisions of the
Kohler bill which prescribe that maps
be filed ten days prior to operation.
In Scranton some companies filed early
and other were reported as preparing
to file, but at Wilkes Barre the filing
of maps by companies of any size is
being delayed so long that it would
rather look as if they intended to seek
an injunction in the courts against the
enforcement of the law.
If the Kohler-Fowler bills prevent

—

Scarcely Any
Higher Asking Prices
Demand Production Extremely Light
Lake Shipment Slumps Further.
In the face of an extremely light
demand prices are higher by 10c.@20c.
a ton on mine run, while domestic lump
The explanation may
is up still more.
be that the more highly competitive
production has ceased, not enough business being developed by low prices. At
any rate, the great majority of mines

—

—

are closed.

Open market demand is as light as
formerly, except that there is a little

September

1,

COAL AGE
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seasonal inquiry for domestic.

Dealers

show no disposition to take hold to any
extent, and at best buy only in limited
Lake tonnage continues to
quantities.
dwindle.
But few contracts for gas
and steam are operative.
While the distinct has lost some business to Connellsville and other nonunion fields, it appears that the main
cause of the idleness

buying

is

the

lack

of

in general.

which are largely nominal,
are now as follows:
Slack, $1.65@
$1.75; steam mine run, $2.20@$2.30;
Prices,

steam, $2.75;
15-in.
domestic,
gas mine run, $2.25@$2.35;
$3.25;
Mn. gas, $2.55@?2.75.
S-in.

CENTRAL PENNSYL\ ANL\
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reflected by some new life in spot sales
and inquiries.
Domestic mines are running full
time to meet the requirements of retailers.
The domestic trade has picked
up materially and is no doubt stimulated by the cool weather which has pre-

vailed in this section for the past ten
days.
However, the improved situation with
respect to both industrial and domestic
demand is not sufficient to offset the
decreased output for Lake and many in
the coal trade therefore feel that maxioperations have passed, for the

mum

time being at least. Some weakening
has been noted in the price of slack,
but with that exception there is little

change

in spot quotations.

—

Production Improi'ed Wage Scale Adjustment Held to Be Vital.
Some improvement in production has
been reported from various sections
and operators are still hoping that an
adjustment of the wage scale will permit the full operation of the mines before the opening of winter.

One

of the leading operators of the

central Pennsylvania field is authority
for the statement that the Central
Competitive producers are as much to
blame for conditions in not adjusting
wage scales as the United Mine Workers.
Little hope is held out that a
downward revision will be effected with
the officials of District No. 2.
Production figures for August have
not been completed but will show a
Mines in
decided increase over July.
the northern Cambria field are getting

back to normal gradually and are now
running five and six days a week, with
assurance that if the proper wage adjustments were made, the output would
soon reach normal.

EASTERN OHIO
Lake Sluinp Causes Production Decline
Steatn and Domestic Demand

—

—

Slack Weakens.
Production during the week ended
Aug. 20, amounted to 357,000 tons or
approximately 57 per cent of rated
Is Stronger

This represents a decrease
tons under the preceding
week when operations were at about
66 per cent of capacity and is the
lowest output since the latter part of
April.
Production figures for the
year to date indicate a total output
of 11,110,589 tons or 54 per cent of
rated capacity. Association mines also
report a decided falling off, producing
about 55 per cent of capacity and
working 42 per cent of possible worktime.
Railroads are taking an increased tonnage for fuel and with the
decided decrease in mining operations
this is not far below 35 or 40 per cent
of the aggregate output.
Looking to
a heavier traffic on the roads this fall
and the approach of the winter season, it is expected that this demand
will show considerable improvement.
There is a better tone in the industrial market, caused by resumed operations in the steel mills and other
manufacturing plants. This is being
capacity.
of 53,000

CONNELLSVILLE
Byproduct Offerings Stand in Way of
Wage Scale VncerConnellsville Coke
Production Remains Light.
tainties
Offerings of accumulated byproduct

—

—

coke continue to stand in the way of
Connellsville production, against the
occasional inquiries that are now coming out in connection with the possible
resumption of a few blast furnaces.
It is understood that some of the byproduct interests are prepared to quote

on

production

in

competition

with

Connellsville.

the theory that the wage reduction, announced by the Steel Corpora-

On

tion to

become

effective

Aug.

29,

ducting any campaign at this time.
There are no recognized leaders of the
Raineymen, the walkout at all of the
plants being a spontaneous protest
against further wage reductions.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
More
Still

Inquiries

Other independents made no
move to reduce wages, their scale being
lower than the Frick scale would be if
22.

reduced 10 per cent.
Coal demand is not good, although
byproduct has improved somewhat in
the past week or two, and sometimes
brings as high as $2.

The coke market

is quotable
$2.90
for spot furnace, $3@$3.25 for
contract furnace and $4@$4.50 for spot

@$3

The Courier reports producthe week ended Aug. 20, at
12,700 tons by the furnace ovens, and
24,250 tons by the merchant ovens, a
total of 36,950 tons, an increase of

Appear

— Production

Low — Tide and Lake

Shipvt.ents

Decline.

Fairmont
unpractically
were
changed during the week ended Aug.
Mine idleness was still very ap20.
parent, production not running over 25
per cent. About the only grade manifesting any strength was slack, which
was selling as high as $2. Tidewater
shipments were slim and comparatively
Unconlittle Lake coal was moving.
signed loads were on the inci-ease.
Conditions

Northern Panhandle

A

few more inquiries were being received, but little new business had materialized,

production being about 60,-

Lake shipments had virtually
ceased, and there is no indication of a
resumption of buying for this trade.
000 tons.

UPPER POTOMAC

would

involve a new P>ick scale to replace
that of Aug. 1, the Rainey interest announced another reduction at its plants,
a strike resulting at four of the mines

Aug.

which until that time had been working.
There is no union phase to the Rainey
Organizer John O'Leary, of
strike.
Charleroi, being quoted as saying that
the United Mine Workers was not con-

—

Non-Union
Production at Standstill
Competitors Get the Spot Orders.
Production was

still

largely

at

a

in the Upper Potomac and
Georges Creek regions in the week
No coal other than
ended Aug. 20.
that to be applied on contract, princistandstill

pally for railroad fuel purposes, was
being mined. There was no spot business available, all orders of that nature
going to the competitive non-union fields
in Pennsylvania,

where producers were

able to undersell local operators.

foundry.
tion

Middle West

in

INDIANA

—

Due.

UNIONTOWN
Strike at Rainey Plants
fuse Further Reduction

—

Domestic
Consumption Low
Price Advance
Demand Unimproved

Steam

1,190 tons.

— Workers Re— Market

Still

Quiet.

complete suspension of
Virtually
operations at six plants of the W. J.
Rainey, Inc., following refusal of employees to accept a further reduction of
10 per cent in wages, was the outstanding feature in the Connellsville coke
region during the week. Approximately
2,000 men are idle and Rainey officials
claim the company is prepared for an
indefinite suspension.
No disorder has resulted from the
strike although Sheriff I. I. Shaw early
Friday morning stopped a delegation
of workers approaching the Paul mine.

Demand for domestic coal, which
usually shows a good increase during
the closing days of August, continues
at a low ebb. The retail dealer, because
of the uncertain situation, is not carryHe received such a
ing large stocks.
bumping during the last year that he
large supplies at
in
hesitates to lay
What will come with the
this time.
advent of the first cold spell is only a
guess.
Any price advance would be due more
than anything else to a growing scarcity of lump.
The demand for steam
coal, because of the industrial depression, continues light and the production
of prepared sizes depends upon the finding of an outlet for this steam coal.
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Right at present the consumer can
obtain domestic coal of high quality and
prompt delivery, a situation which in
other years at this time was almost

unknown.

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Oi-ders Increase

— Domestic

Higher

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Tideicater

Outlet

gains

— Contract
New

—

Domestic
Closed
Coal at Bar-

Demand Stronger— Slack

Movement

Screenings are a bit weak, some overproduction selling down to $1, but lump
firm and higher.

L. & N. is publishing through
rates on coal from its western Kentucky mines connecting with the B. & O.
at Louisville to points in Indiana and
Ohio. The recent granting of through
rates to Missouri and north Arkansas
points at 25c. a ton over the southern

The

Illinois group mines, and the status of
the through rate protest to Georgia
points, are all having their effect in an
increased outlet for production.

SOUTHERN

ILLINOIS

All Coals in Better Position, Especiallu
Domestic Prices Steadier Signs of
Car Shortage.

—

—

A

steadier tone has developed in the
Carterfield field, although screenings
They are still
are not doing much.
around $1.25, but are moving a trifle

Nut coal still hangs heavy,
but egg is commencing to move. Many
mines are way behind on their lump
shipments.
Everything indicates that the domesThere
tic trade is beginning to buy.
Railhas been no change in prices.
road tonnage was heavier the past week
concar
shortage
and the matter of
tinues to show its near approach. Working time shows up a trifle better, but
many mines are still idle.
In the Duquoin and Jackson County
fields conditions show a slight improvement, both in working time and prices,
which are stronger on domestic sizes
and range the same as Carterville.
In the Mt. Olive field a slight improvement was noted in the demand
Egg is slow and nut and
for lump.
screenings are going mostly on contracts.
Country price on Mt. Olive
lump and egg is $3.75, with St. Louis
and Chicago prices about $3. Working
time is better than two days a week.
In the Standard field some slight improvement is noted in the demand for
domestic lump.
Egg is slow and hard
to move, also nut, bringing prices equal
to 2-in. lump, which range $2.10@$2.3.5,
while 6-in. is about $2.75, with screenRailroad tonings averaging 90c@$l.

during

the

corresponding

period

in

was necessary to curt-iii
shipments for storage, which for some
months had constituted the bulk of
.\lthough orders were no
production,
more plentiful, operators were beginJuly, as

it

ning to receive a better line of inquiries.
Williamson mines were producing
about on tlic same basis as during preceding weeks. Production losses from
"no markets," while heavy, were not
such as to force very many mines into
There was no interference
idleness.
with operations at any point owing to
industrial trouble.

Better.

Northeastern Kentucky

River and the Gulf

There was a very poor market for
River coal during the week ended
Aug. 20, and production remained in

New

same rut, with prices still on the
downgrade. The Tidewater market was
extremely sluggish, and it was difficult
to secure more than $5 f.o.b. Hampton
Roads. In short, little other than contract coal was being mined and moved.
the

tucky.

better.

nage is heavier, but the bulk of the
steam coal is moving to the north, while
domestic sizes are moving out in the
country west of the river. Working
time ranges from two to four days,
with many mines idle altogether.

—

Neic Rates Developing More Markets.
Orders are cominp in increasing numbers and inquiries are more numerous.
Due to the comparatively small retail
stocking this year, and light buying the
past two months, it is believed that
September business will be active.
Retailers are demanding shipments
in flat bottom cars, but this type is
scarce.
A 20 per cent increase in demand will result in all cars being scarce
on some of the producing lines in Ken-

is
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Similar conditions prevailed in the
Winding Gulf district, with mines running less than half-time.
Inland buying was very slow and hence contracts
alone stood between the mines and complete idleness.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas production was on a
somewhat larger scale, reaching about
60 per cent as compared with 40 per

A

demand for lump
was apparent, as retailers were
to add to their fall stocks
Although some classes of incoal.
slightly heavier

coal

beginning
of

dustry were taking on additional reserves, consumption was low and sales
of gas and byproduct coals vi-ere few.

Virginia

The output amounted

to 47 per cent
of capacity, "no markets'* representing
a loss of 52.7 per cent. Production was

heavier on the Interstate R.R. than on
any other lines serving southwest Virginia.
Production was mainly on contract, operations being limited to the
larger tipple mines.
Prices remained
virtually unchanged.

West

earlier in the month, with "no
market" losses not far short of 200,000
Tidewater shipments were greatly

cent

tons.

UTAH

curtailed as the result of a very poor

The western movement was
fairly large, and domestic was selling
more favorably. Slack, however, was
demand.

dispose of.
As was anticipated, there was a slight
increase in Tug River production, the
gain over preceding weeks amounting
to about 30,000 tons.
There was a
little more acti\nty in the open market,
but only a small propoi-tion of the output was moving to Tidewater.
The
bulk of the coal was being applied on

Some

Improvement — Retail
—Industrml Demand

Buying

Stocks Heavy

Still

Loiv.

difficult to

contracts.

The situation continues to improve,
though dealers are not experiencing
anything like a rush on the part of conIndustrials
sumers to place orders.
are slow to pick up.
The general pubcontinues to grumble at the prices
prevail, and the winter will
doubtless be upon many householders
before they decide to fill their coal

lic

w'hich

bins.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Labor Diaturhanae Affects Production
Steam Demand Lhiimproved Domes-

—

tic

—

Belying Is Better.

Kanawha
Production during the week ended
Aug. 20 was seriously interrupted at
the few mines operating on Cabin and
Paint creeks by the assembling of men
near Marmet for the purpose of marching into Mingo County. It is estimated
that on Aug. 24 more than 5,000 men

were gathered at this point.
Sales were almost at a standstill,
little other than contract coal being
moved, although slack was in better
shape, owing to the growing scarcity.

Logan and Thacker
In the Logan region only about half
as much coal was being shipped as

Retailers are still piling up coal in
the yards, but with present facilities
it will be impossible to adequately care
for the winter trade unless consumers
order the greater part of their supplies
during the next few weeks.

July Loadings on the C. & O. system
were 671,930 tons lighter than during
June and were 396,770 tons less than
Of the entire 2,016,406
in July, about one half
tons originated in t^e
Logan field. Production in net tons in
the various fields as reported by the
C. & O. was as follows:

in July, 1920.

tons, handled

or

1,018,970

.III-

1921

Kanawha,
Coal River

Logan
Kentucky

.lulv.

.liil-

1920

370 990
289.910
186,610

1,195,780
160,040

594.810
525.670
217.270
799,230
276.250

1,018,970
149,986

2,688,390

2.413.230

2,016,400

582.130
390,040
260,400
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gantown Coal Co.,
Morgantown. was

Traffic

rietroit

News

The commission has denied a rehearlnsr
Uttle Fork Coal Co. vs.

in the case of the

the Eastern Kontuclty Ry. Co.

The commission has denied a

petition of

the Connalidattan Coal Co., for permission
.amend its complaint in order to include
rates on siiipments of coal from mines on
the Millers Creek R.R
to destinations In
to

,

Central FreiKht .-Association territory, western classification territory and the Dominion of Canada, during the period from Dec.
2S.

191.-,

to

Oct.

6.

1917.

In the complaint of the naterstown
Chamber of Commerce, involving ratrs on
bituminous coal from Pittsburgh-Youchiogheny. Connells\nlle. West Virginia. Cumberland and Piedmont districts to Hagerstown as compared with Xlartinsburg. «".
Va.. the I. C. C. has authorized the Security
Cement and Limestone Co. to intervene.
The commission has authorized the
Pennsylvania to continue rates on bituminous and cannel coal from points In Ohio,
to
and Alpena. Mich., to Thornton, 111.
:

Porter.

Springville

and Machler,

same as rates on like
lines
and to continue
;

tratflc

higher

Ind.. the
via direct
rates to

intermediate points.
In the case of the Chlcaeo Sewer Pipe
Co.. an examiner recommends that the
rates between certain mines and tlie complainants plant, in the Brazil. Ind.. coal
district, in effect from June 2'k 1918. to
Feb. 29. 1920. were unreasonalile.
Application has been made to the I. C. C.
by head of the Lakes railroads to put into
effect a differential of 19c. on soft coal

screenings from Puluth-Superior harbor to
Minneapolis and St. Paul to meet Illinois
competition in that territory.
On the ground that sufficient justification therefor was not shown, the commission has denied, effective Dec. 1. the application of the LehiKh Valley R.R. Co., for
authority to continue a rate of $4 41 per
gross ton on prepared sizes of anthracite
and $4.41 per gross ton on pea and smaller
sizes of anthracite from collieries, washeries and stations in the Lehigh. Schuylkill and Wyoming regions to Cleveland.
Ohio, without observing the long and short
haul clause.
In the case of the West Kentucky Coal
Bnreau, a tentative report of an I. C. C.
examiner recommends: That the rates on

bituminous coal from western Kentucky
mines on the L. & N. to Chattanooga.
Tenn. and the northern half of Georgia,
are unreasonable because they exceed by
more than .50c. the rates from the JelliooMidrtleshoro group on the L. & N. to same
destinations.

Also that the routing to Atlanta over
the L. & X. through Birmingham is unreasonably long as compared with another
practical through route.
Also that the maintenance of rates from
Alabama, eastern Tennessee and southeastem Kentucky mines to Savannah and Port
Wentworth. Ga.. for export, while maintaming no export rates to these points
from Western Kentucky mines, is prejudicial, which is ordered removed.

Personals
W. B. Reed, secretary of the National
Coal Association, expects to visit the local
coal associations in the fifth and the ninth
Illinois districts to discuss cost accounting.
E. A. Holbrook, assistant director of the
U. S. Bureau of Mines, has returned from
an official visit to the Bureau's stations
at Pittsburgh and Urbana, 111.
C.
B. Ebert, sales manager for the
White Oak Coal Co., has returned to the
United States after an extended visit in
Europe.
A. W. Johnson, Duluth, assistant superintendent of the Berwind coal docks, has returned from a vacation, which he passed
in a trip on the lakes.
A. H. Willett of the National Coal Association has been appointed on a committee
on industry to co-operate with the Census
Bureau in the determination of schedules
to be used in the manufacturing census for
1921 and future years.
J. C. Evans, secretary and sales manager
of

the

Fairmont

Mining Machinery

Co..

with headquarters at Fairmont, spent the
latter part of the week ended July 23 in

Uniontown
al.

L,.

and

with headquarters at
in
the Cleveland and
markets during the latter part of

July.

Pittsburgh. Pa.
Taylor, vice-president of the Mor-

Rex L,. Tomb, who represents the Raleigh
Smokeless Fuel Co.. Beckley. W. Va.. was
enjoying a brief outing at Detroit, during
the latter part of July and spent a part

of his vacation in the Kanawha field.
Luis G. Jlmenei, a mining engineer on
the staff of the Department of Mines of
the Republic of Mexico, as the Statt Secretary of Industry and Commerce, Is making
an extended tour of Inspection of the coal
fields of the United States. He is making
a study of the methods and practices used
in the mining of coal in this country for
application to the mine-operating problems of Mexico.
W. W. Odell, fuel engineer of the Bureau
of Mines, is now in North Dakota, where
ho will co-operate with Prof. Babcock of
the University I'f North Dakota on an extended series of tests of lignite carbonization.

Dr. Harry A. Curtis, who has been with
the International Coal Products Corporation, as chief chemist, is now general manager of one of the subsidiaries of this company, known Is the Clinchfieid Carbo-coal
Corporation, South Clinchfieid, Va.

W. E. Tytns, who has been purchasing
agent for the Sunday Creek Coal Co., of
Columbus, has been promoted to general
sales agent, taking the place made vacant
b.v the resignation of J. R. Fitzer, because
of ill health. At the same time, R. W.
Drake was made assistant general sales
agent.
E. V. Albert, general superintendent of
the L>-nch mines, owned by the U. S. Steel
Corporation, was a recent visitor in the
Straight Creek district of Kentucky.
D. !S. Riddle, of the Riddle Coal Co., of
Chattanooga, Tenn., was in Kentucky recently.
Mr. Riddle states that he finds
business reviving in the South.
J. O. Watson, of Huntington. W. Va., was
in
southeastern Kentucky recently and
made a hurried trip to look over some business properties on the Harlan road.
J. T. Bradley, of the Jewett, Bigelow &

Brooks Co., is enjoying an automobile trip
through the North and East.
He is accompanied by Mrs. Bradley and his young-

est daughter.
Horry .4. Lawrence, well-known throughout the Middle West, and formerly with,
the Union Colliery Co.. has become sales
manager of the Ne%vsam Coal Co., of
Peoria. 111., with ofl^ces in the Fisher Building. Chicago.
George H. Bridges, formerly with the Old
Ben Coal Corporation and the Chicago, Wilmington & FVanklin Coal Co., both of Chicago, has been made sales manager of the
Lake and Export Corporation of Illinois,
Old Colony Building, Chicago.

Obituary
William James Parshall. 54 years old, one
of the most prominent independent coal and
coke operators in Fayette County, Pa., died
at his home recently, after a lingering illness of a year.
AngDst B. Trum, 51 years old. better
known to coal men as "Gus" Trum and
who for many years was head of the Trum
Coal Co., Cincinnati, died recently of heart
disease and kidney trouble.
Mr. Trum
resigned from active participation in the
coal business about five years ago and since
had been residing at one of the Cincinnati
hotels.

Industrial
Cincinnati,

Cutler-Hammer

News

— The
Manufacturing

Ohio

local office of the
Co.,
Mil-

waukee, has been moved from the Gwynne
Bldg., to the Dixie Terminal Bldg.
A. R.
Maujer, formerly of the sales engineering
force of the Pittsburgh office, is now in
charge.
Cincinnati.

—

Ohio
The Humphrey Coal
handling smokeless and southeastern
Kentucky coals has opened an office at 2209
Union Central Bldg.
Columbns, Ohio. J. R. Fitzer. formerly
general sales agent of the Sunday Creek
Coal Co.. has opened a wholesale office
on the fifth floor of the Citizens Bank
Building and will conduct the business
under his own name.
Detroit, Mich.
Oflices of the Bertha Coal
Co. and the Wholesale Coal Co. have been
removed from the Majestic Bldg., to the
General Motors Bldg.
Co..

—

—
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New York, N. V.—Bradley Stoughton has
than eight years'
resigned after more
s«-rvice as secretary of the .\merican Institute of Mining and Metallurgical E^igineers and will resume his practice as
engineer.
Otllces
consulting
In
a
the
Engineering Societies' Bldg., 29 West 39th St.

Association Activities
National Coal Association

The

Statistical Committee of the Asso-.uipointed June 1, 1921, is composed of the following:
T.
W. Guthrie (Chairman) president,
Illllman Coal & Coke Co., First National
Bank Bldg.. Pittsburgh.
F. C. llonnold. secretary, Coal Operators'
.Associations. 2017 Fisher Bldg., Chicago.
R. T. Price, president. Interstate Coal
ciation,

Muskogee. Okla.
Brophy, president and general manPiedmont & George's Creek Coal Co.,
Frostburg. Md.
L. C. Crewe, president, LaFollette Coal
& Iron Co.. LaFollette, Tenn.
Ira Clemens, president, Clemens Coal Co.,
Pittsburg, Kan.
C. H. Jenkins, secretary and treasurer,
Hutchinson Coal Co.. Fairmont, W. Va.
J. C. I.ayne. Jr., manager of sales, Eaton
Rhodes & Co., First National Bank Bldg.,
Co.,

J. S.

ager.

Cincinnati.
S. H. Bobbins, president. Youghiogheny
Ohio Coal Co., Hanna Bldg., Cleveland.
T. T. Brewster, vice-president and general
manager. Mt. Olive & Staunton Coal Co..
1012 Federal Reserve Bank Bldg.. St. Louis.

&

Coming Meetings
The Huntington Coal and Industrial Exwill be held in the Chamber of

position

Commerce

Building, Huntington, W. Va..
Sept. 19 to 24 incl. Chairman of committee,
Thomas A. Palmer, Huntington Chamber
of Commerce. Huntington.
Amerirnn Institute of Mining and MetalInrgical Engineers will meet at WilkesBarre. Pa.. Sept. 12 to 15.
Seoretarv F. F.
F. Sharpless. 29 West 39th St., New York
City.
National .Association of Cost Accoantiuits

hold its annual convention at CleveOhio. Sept. 14. 15 and 16. Secretary,
McLtod. 130 West 42d St., New York.
The .American Mining Congress and National E,vpositiun
of Mines and Mining
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual convention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum,
Chicago, 111.
E.
C.
Porter, Convention
Manager, Congress Hotel, Chicago, 111.
The West Virginia-Kentucky Association
of Mine. Mechanical and Electrical Engineers will hold its annual meeting at Huntington, W. Va., on Sept. 20 to 23.
Secretary-treasurer, Herbert Smith, Huntington,
W. Va.
New York State Coal Merchants' Association. Inc. will hold its annual convention
at Richfield Springs, N. Y.. on Sept. 8. 9
and 10.
E.^cecutive secretary. G. W. F.
Woodside, 2.50 .Arkay Bldg., Albany, N. Y.
will

land,

S. C.

Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy will hold its annual Western meeting
Edmonton. Alberta, Canada. Sept. 14. 15
and 16. Convention secretary. T. B. Williams, 10.610 S3d Ave., Edmonton, Canada.
American Manufacturers Export Association will hold its twelfth annual convention
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,
Oct. 5 and 6.
Secretary A. W. Willmann.
160 Broadway. New York City.
National Safety Council will hold its
annual congress at the State House, Boston, Mass., Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive.
Secretary, S. J. Williams. Chicago. 111.
The Coal Mining Institute of .America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
Pa., Dec 7, 8. and 9.
Secretary, H. D.
at

Mason.

Jr.,

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.
An Industrial Relations Conference for
industries in the State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for Oct. 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg. Pa., by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C. B. Connelly.
The sixth annual convention of the National .Association of Purchasing Agents
will be held Oct. 10-13 at Indianapolis, Ind.
International First-Aid and Mine Rescue
Meet.
Sixth annual event will be held at
St Louis. Mo.. Sept. 1. 2 and 3, under the
auspices of the U. S. Bureau of Mines
and the Red Cross.

all

//
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Anthracite

Ways

LESHKR AND

K.

for Bituminous Operators

anthracite is not free-buniing and is hard
to break it has been necessary to size it carefully
and to provide that none of the coal shall be of such
large size that it cannot be burned, seeing it is so hard
It will be noted from
that it is not readily broken.
Mr. Ashmead's interesting article in this week's issue
that formerly lump, steamboat and broken three large
sizes
were in demand. Today even egg is regarded
as too large a size, and the tendency is not to buy it
and consequently not to prepare it.
The preference seems to be toward smaller sizes, even
in domestic use.
Strange to say, the bituminous operator still finds many persons who want the largest coal
and are willing to pay more for it than for smaller,
preferring to have a coal they can break up even though
the resulting product is full of fines, from which egg
or nut coal would be almost free.
The time probably
will come when the bituminous-coal burning public will
demand coal of even grade and not too large, and then
all the large lumps will be put through a crusher as in
the anthracite breaker.
Large bituminous coal is not
An even size that can
desirable nor is run-of-mine.
be stoked as received will burn with less waste.
Many are the hints to bituminous operators to be
derived from an inquiry into anthracite practice.
Mr.
Ashmead, in today's excerpt from his paper before the
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, covers a period when it may appear that the
industry was more progressive than in the quarter

—

past.
Yet in that later time many changes
have taken place and the anthracite operator has not
been idle. Underground he has accepted roller bearings, pneumatic drills,
undercutting machines and
scraper loaders. Between ground and surface he has
introduced the self-dumping cage and the water hoist.
He has electrified his plants. He is about to introduce
tables, classifiers, thickeners, gravity separators and
other devices to clean his fine coal. He is preparing

centui-y

make his strippings not only the deepest but among
the most efficient.
At the coming meeting of the American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers the bituminous
operator will at least hear and see many things that
will interest him in the anthracite region.
As stated,
he will find no large coal going to market and he will
see better sizing and preparation than is customary at
soft-coal mines.
He will note the relative absence of
the human picker, who is a perpetual expense in the
bituminous tipple wherever picking tables are installed.
He will note the care with which large coal is kept
with small to prevent degradation a practice, however, that the bituminous operators do not forget in
their conveyors, where the fine coal is fed below the
to

—

large

and

He

will

Mining and

so the large coal has the slack to ride on.
see how some anthracite railroad operators
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have met their railroad problems with gigantic standard-gage planes. West Virginia is not unlike the anthracite region and perhaps it would have been better
if some of its steeper roads had been gravity planes,
and not railroads built on the grades of the steep
streams with which West Virginia abounds.

Strictly Business

WHAT
That

the matter with the price of anthracite?
the question uppermost in the minds of
literally thousands of householders of the East.
Government reports show that the prices of about everyis

is

—

thing else have tumbled many have dropped to
pre-war levels and some have even gone below. Prices
of domestic sizes of anthracite, instead of going down,
however, have steadily climbed for years. There is no
war peak in the price curve of this commodity of common use. On every hand consumers are told that delay
in purchase of next winter's fuel means no saving in
dollars, but rather the contrary.
The country has its
mind set on having prices go down, but here is one
thing many of us use that is not going down, but tends

upward

this winter.

How can this be true, unless the country is in the
grasp of some terrible, iniquitous coal trust?
Why
isn't .something done about it by the government?
Too
bad that some of those coal-regulation bills could not
have been passed by the Senate!
These and similar
thoughts are in the minds of many who cannot understand and in large part have never been told the whys
and wherefores of the hard-coal business. It is understood that the anthracite operators are going to tell
their story to the public very soon. Just how far they
will go in such an educational campaign has not as yet
been disclosed, but it is assumed that they will stress
the facts that bear on the relation of costs of production
to selling prices

and

to profits.

spring we sat across the desk from an
executive of one of the large hard-coal producing companies. Spring discounts were being discussed, and we
told this man that as far as we personally were concerned, an April reduction of the usual 50c would be no
temptation whatsoever to make an early investment in
our next winter's coal. Half a dollar per ton when the
delivered price was $7 was one thing but that amount
with the delivered price $14 was another. It barely represented interest on the investment. "The spirit of the
times demands not half a dollar but a dollar and a half,"

Early

we

last

said.

Opening a large book

filled with figures of costs covering every detail of operation, overhead, taxes, depletion, depreciation, royalty and inofit of this company
for several years back, this official said:
"Last year,
had it not been for the good prices we obtained for
steam sizes, we would have made no money, and prob-
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Thi.s year, with such
ably would have gone info red.
low price.s for steam si/res and with the large increase
in wages, despite the advance in prices of last year, we
cannot afford to make any such spring discount as you
suggest. In fact we will do well to come out with any
This company is
profit with but the usual 50c. cut.
We are
neither a high-cost nor a low-cost operation.

about in the middle and represent the average."
For an hour we pored over the figures for that
.•ompany.
We compared its costs with those of all
other companies as contained in the report of the Federal Ti-ade Commission. We came away convinced that
the anthracite industry could not afford to take a big
slice out of our coal bill.
And our knowledge of the
trade showed us, without being told, that the hardcoal operators did not have to put the prices where they
would net a loss for the largest part of the tonnage.
The prices of domestic sizes of anthracite at the
mines are justified V)y the costs of production; they represent a good profit to a few companies, a fair profit to
more and no profit and even a loss to others. To reduce
the prices to where the consumers would like to see
them at or near pre-war levels as delivered at their
curb would mean practically giving the coal away at
the mine mouth, so great are the increases in recent
years in the freight rates and retail dealer's margins.
The producing industry can afford to make no such
To
reduction and, furthermore, it does not have to.
conjure up a fancied hard-coal trust and berate it for
this condition is but demagogy.
The buying public, however, has a stubborn streak.
It has had a taste of victory in the struggle with old
H. C. L., and by striking at high prices has had the
satisfaction of at least reading that the cost of living
is going down, even though tangible evidence is net
always at hand. The public has been acting lai-gely
on the theory that if it refused to buy, then the vendor
Fortunately for
would of necessity lower his price.
the orderly progress of readjustment, this medicine has

—
—

worked

fairly well in

some

lines.

The

textile

manufac-

turers were among the first to bow the knee; iron and
labor here and there has met the
steel have followed
situation by accepting lower wages.
;

In every case, however, there has been a compelling
reason for the lowering of price. First and foremost
has been the abilit.>' of the consumer to stay out of the
market. If it was daily bread, he had to buy; but if it
was a suit of clothes or an automobile, he shook his
head until the price came down. In the progress of
events during the past few months many a Vjusiness has
written off a money loss in lower-priced inventories,
started afresh with a determination to meet the market
and passed a few dividends because it had to, or close

—

up shop.
Good, sound

and policy have
been strictly business.
Without question much of the paper wealth of 1920 has
disappeared in this manner. Bituminous coal has followed this course to a very large extent, but not as far
as some other industries. Producers of bituminous coal
have liquidated profits either by curtailing or ceasing
operations or by selling their coal for what it would
bring, even below what it cost them.
Now, the domestic sizes of anthracite are the product
of an industry that is not competitive because the deposits of this fuel in the ground, and the mines and
miners available are but sufficient to meet the requiredictated

this

business

course.

It

principles

has
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ments of our hard-coal burning population each twelve
months by working through those twelve months.
Whatever can be produced in any twelve months will be
burned. The household consumer may get as mad as
a March hare over "the outrageous price" of his winter anthracite, but so long as he must have it or
hesitates over trying a substitute, if one may peivhance
be available, the miners, the producers and retail dealers have no compelling reason for pricing their product
and services below that which returns a profit.
From the standpoint of cold-blooded business policy^
and no business, big or little, is operated as a philanthropy we see no reason for either producer or laborer
in the hard-coal field to cut a price that is economically
Anthracite
justified by the law of supply and demand.
is a natural monopoly, with demand equal to supply
each year, good times and bad. These facts should be
fairly faced.
No apologies are necessary.

—

An

Opportunity jor Constructive Planning

UNDER

"

Prosperity " the
inviting the coal
operators of the United States to join in the twentyfourth annual convention to be held in Chicago in the
week of Oct. 17-22. Stating that collective thought
and co-operative effort are essential and that at this
convention there will be assembled the best minds and
the most influential representatives of all the varied
the

headline

Plan

American Mining Congress

for
is

branches of the mining industry, the announcement
says that the coal sessions are to be a special feature
of the meeting.
Pointing out that the coal industry has been the
target for public, press and politician, and that tomorrow it may again be the target for conditions over
which the operators have no control, it is suggested
that the three factors in the industry most worthy of
consideration are the relationships between the coal
operator and labor, the extent to which co-operative
effort without government interference would prevent
wasteful production and benefit both the operator and
the public, and the methods by which the railroads
can assist the coal operator to effect a more stable and
continuous movement of coal throughout the year.
The promoters of this meeting have invited as
speakers, among others, J. G. Bradley, T. H. Watkins,
T. T. Brewster, H. N. Taylor, C. E. Maurer and Phil
Penna. F. S. Peabody is chairman of the Illinois committee on arrangements, which insures not only a good
beginning but a successful ending. The government
will be represented by Herbert Hoover, Senators Reed
and Nicholson, and George Otis Smith. In other words
it is evident that a real effort is to be made to have
some expressions of opinion on the coal question, whatever each speaker may conceive that problem to be.
It is perhaps well that this opportunity for expression
is to be had.
It is an excellent time for more from
It will be recalled that at
the men in the industry.
the conventions both of the National Coal Association
and of the American Wholesale Coal A.ssociation this
year, although the occasion for discussion of such matters was at hand, the subjects uppermost in the minds
of all were not those discussed on the convention floor.
Perhaps meeting under the auspices of a gathering
of representatives of all the mining industry, with past
trouble more or less in retrospect, there will be a general airing of causes and effects and some constructive
planning for the period of prosperity that is coming.
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OLD DODSON BREAKER. BUILT IX 18G9 AXD BURXED IN 1S97. HAD MAXY XOTABLE nrPROVE.XJEXT.S
did not
It
This bitaker. locat.-d at Plymomh. Pa., had rolls, two revolving sci cms and extf-nsivr- poclcet.s.
save any coal smaller than chestnut. It may also be noted that at that day the trad.seemed ready to accept larger sizes than it is today.

were dumped upon a perforated cast-iron plate. Here
men with hammers and picks broke the large lumps of

down

commercial size. It is possible that the
through the plate perforations was
passed over bar screens to remove the .smaller sizes,
which at that time had no commercial value.
About this time also the hand rake Fig. 1 vras
After the coal was mined and before it
introduced.
was loaded it was pulled over with a rake made of

coal

369

to

coal after falling

—

—

set as to give a
This permitted the miner to separate all coal smaller than stove from the larger pieces.
This larger coal was loaded into mine cars and taken
outside, and that which was smaller was left behind.
Thus part of the separation was done inside and part
outside the mine.
The rake was in use in places in the coal fields to
as late a date as 1850, for it was not until 1869 that
it was found possible to use pea coal, and when the
preparation of this size came to be a commercial posIn
sibility it is probable that the rake was discarded.
some operations the rake was superseded by the slotted
scoop shovel. Unfortunately it is impossible to obtain
exact information on certain details, and it has been
As a result the
possible to get relative data only.
dates here given are merely approximate.
In 1844 the crushing roll was invented by Messrs.
used in

wrought iron and having the teeth so
l3-in. clear opening.

named.

—— — — —
1

i

I

FIG.

4.

,

'

_

I

'

'

'

-—

LONGITUDINAL CROSS-SECTION OF OLD DODSON, BREAKER, SHOWING LONG CHUTES
for'lump and STEAMB0.\T

The railroad track was laid parallel to this cross-section. The coal must have been badly broken by
it had traveled these long chutes and dropped into the bins at the bottom
Degradation, however, was little studied at that early date.

the time
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During

this

.same

year

the

first

coal

breaker
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with

was erected by Gideon Bast on Wolf
Creek near Minersville, Pa. A 12-hp. engine was used
circular screens

machinery, and the equipment had a capacbreaking and cleaning 200 tons of coal per day.
The success of this building led to the construction of
thirteen additional breakers in the same field the following year.
Although steam was used to drive the preparation
machinery in the first breaker, this was not usual,
for in many places horses for a long time furnished
the necessary power.
In the smaller plants where
coal crushers were not used even man power was
utilized to turn the revolving screens by which the coal
to drive the
ity for

was sized. These hand-power screens in some cases
were only 8 ft. long but sometimes they were as much
as 12 ft. in length.
They could easily be turned by
hand.

One

of the earliest breakers of which a description is
be found was the predecessor of the present Pine
B."ook breaker
Fig. 2 at Scranton. The information
from which the drawing here presented was made was
obtained in the testimony given at a royalty trial.
Although this drawing is of the breaker as it stood
in 1855 it is evident from the information available
that it was built a number of years prior to that time,
for in 1855 rolls were generally used for the reduction
of the large sizes of coal.
til

—

BRE.AK

—

Down Large Coal with a Hand Hammer

After the coal was broken down in the mine it was
raked over and the large pieces or those over 1 1 in. in
size were loaded into the mine cars and hauled to the
outside.
Here the mine cars were run onto a trestle
and discharged by the aid of a horn dump onto an
incline.
The coal was then pushed by hand or a rake
onto a cast-iron plate which was so perforated that
grate coal would pass through. On this plate the large
lumps of coal were broken dow-n to smaller sizes, the
lump and steamboat being pushed across the plate to
a pocket.
The smaller sizes fell through into a hopper, from which they were fed to a revolving screen
12 ft. long.
The "grate," or what is now known a'-,
broken coal, passed out of the end of this screen and

FIG.

Z.

.SIDE CROSS-SECTIO.VAI.

ELEVATION OF OLD

DODSON' BRE.VKER
This shows that the hoist
shaft so that the rope had to
the head sheave.
Note that
an elevation of about 100 ft.

was

pl.iced close up to the
pass abnost a full half circle round
the headframe liad already reached
and it was due to go much higher.

engin.-

the rest of the material was separated into egg, stove
and chestnut. The coal finer than chestnut was run to
a waste pocket and thence to the culm bank.
This screen was revolved by man-power, no mechanical energy of any kind being used in the preparation
of the coal.
The only impurities that were removed
were those that the men took out when they broke the
coal down through the cast-iron plate.
It was not
necessary to remove impurities, as they were few and
far between. It is probable that this breaker was built
some time about 1845 and was ten years old at the time
it

was described.
Probably the greatest improvement of this period was

Old Reynolds
Breaker
breaker, alsn
as the Washington breaker, was
Plymat
located
outh. Pa. Note with
wh;it frugality the
sides were strutted
and how tlie roof
picking
the
over
Ifeft
was
chutes
open, so that the

This

known

otiiiTwise ill-lighted

might

structure
s.ivf for the pickin

ij

of

coal.

Was

needed

even

more

today, but
lights
sive.

Light
then
than

window

were expen-

I
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BREAKER TO WHICH

IS
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SENT THE COAL FORMERLY SENT TO THE REYNOLDS BRKAKEI:

This structure belongs to the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
considerable contrast between this and the breaker in Fig. 6.
Coal Co. It will be noted that some progress has been made in this breaker toward adequate lighting,
though not so much light is provided as in some of the more recent breakers.

This permitted
the introduction of mechanical power.
the use of larger screens as well as the breaking down
This greatly inof the lump coal by means of rolls.
creased the capacity of breakers over those employing
The introduction of steam
the older hand methods.
power did not mean, however, that hand-operated
breakers were superseded, for up until about 1860 there
were still some of them in existence. Tn fact, I have
a record stating that in 1876 the old cast-iron plate
was still in use for breaking the coal and that the small
This
revolving screens were driven by man-power.
was thirty-two years after the introduction of steam

power into breaker operation.
The first rolls were made
integral teeth.

About 1876 a

cast

of

roll

iron

with cast

was introduced having

a cast-iron shell into which steel teeth were driven.
In addition to
In some places a fluted roll was tried.
these during the early period of preparation and some
time prior to 1865 a fluke roll was used. The teeth of
the roll In passing through slots in a cast-iron plate

tTG.

8.

crushed the coal in a manner exactly similar to that
employed in breaking the coal with a hammer through
This
cast-iron plates, as already has been described.
method of crushing created as much waste but was
more rapid than the hand method it replaced.
In 1864 J. Lykens, of Pottsville, invented a crusher
that was supposed to operate in a manner similar to a
man with a hammer or a pick working over the old
cast-iron plate. This machine had a plate like the one
used for hand crushing upon which a pick was operated
somewhat in the same manner as a steam hammer,
The plate was circular
thus breaking down the coal.
in shape and fed from a chute and revolved, always
bringing a fresh surface with unbroken coal for the
The coal was discharged
pick or hammer to act upon.
through the plate. As far as is known, only one of
these crushers was ever made, this one being built at
Tamaqua. Of where and when it was used, if at all,.
have no knowledge.
This brings us to the late sixties. It is interesting to

OLD ALEXANDER GRAY BREAKER. WILKES-BARRE, WHICH STOOD NEAR HOLLENBACK BREAKER

Built in 1860
coal,

it

was torn down

in

1S74,

It

had a

set of revolving screens

small and large stove coal egg and No.

1

broken.

The

2l

ft.

lars-e .sizes

10 in. long and made culm-bank
were separated by hand.
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separated in the breaker was only what was made in
the crushing down of the larger sizes. It is regrettable
that in those days all sizes were not brought to the
surface, and the fines placed in the culm pile.
As it
is, millions of tons of marketable coal now lie buried
in the mine.<< and never will l)e recovered.
Another interesting breaker of the same period is
the old Washington or Reynolds breaker of Plymouth
This structure was reported as being in a
(Fig. 6).
dilapidated condition in 18G9 but was braced and repaired so that it was used for many years afterward.
It is interesting to note in connection with the accompanying illustration that a hundred persons were required to handle the output of this breaker. Of course
most of these employees were boys hired to
pick the slate and other impurities out of
the coal. It did not seem to be the custom
f>\'5l'
in those days to provide many windows to
rrr-'^-zrr
give light. Accordingly it was necessary to
remove the roof over the picking chutes and
, ^ nii rollconhins
<i 3O0 large teeth
leave the boys unprotected so that they
'3 300 small n
/^ Dis fane e be Iwttt
could see to pick the slate. Fig. 7 shows the

note the design of a breaker that was built in 1869.
This was the old Dodson breaker at Plymouth (Figs.
Here the lump coal was separated from
3, 4 and 5).
the smaller sizes and run directly to the lump pocket.
Ne.xt the coal that was large and not very clean, together with the fine sizes, was passed to a pair of rolls
and crushed. After passing these rolls the coal was
separated into two equal parts, each part going to a
separate screen.
In these screens only the steamboat
coa" was taken out, the finer sizes being sent to a
second set of rotary screens.
It is probable that the

1.
1

;.trge

I

<|

..'/j'=t

' Ji

'

I

points of large
teeth on the

.*S Ictiagonal of
/! .the roll '21"

IE

D
Upper, or Main Rolls

Lower,

o'-

Saconrt Rolls

new Nottingham breaker, to which the coal
that was treated formerly in the Washington breaker now goes.
Still another structure of the same period
is the old Alexand'er Gray breaker
Fig. 8),
which stood near the present Hollenback
breaker.
This was built in 1860 and was
torn down in 1874.
This breaker was
(

equipped with one set of revolving screens
having a total length of 21 ft. 10 in. and
making culm-bank coal, small and large
stove coal, egg and No. ] broken. Evidently
the larger sizes were separated by hand.
It is interesting to note the type of rolls
COLLIERY
FIG. 3. Or,U ROLLS USED AT BREAKER OF NO.
LEHIGH & WILKES-BARRE COAL CO.
that were in use at this period.
Fig. 9
Xotr- the largi
Til.oil.-; w.-re used prior to 1874, when they were discarded.
shows two old rolls that were discarded at
;irnl .<niaU teeth whieii were used in each type of roll.
some time prior to 1874. They were lying
in a scrap heap when Mr. Dodge, a consulting engineer
steamboat coal was hand-picked before being deposited
of Wilkes-Barre, made measurements of them and drew
in its pocket.
the original from which this cut is copied.
The finer sizes of coal that were separated in the
The long plane ran down to the bank of the canal
second set of revolving screens were likewise handon what is now Pennsylvania Ave.
picked by boys before going to their respective pockets.
This plane emNo coal smaller than chestnut was saved, all smaller ployed a barney, and the engineer who operated it had
the idea that if he put large wheels on the back end of
sizes together with the rock being sent to the dirt
the barney it would require no power to pull the device
pocket, ultimately finding their way to the culm bank.
back uphill. He had a pair of barneys constructed in
It should be remembered that the mine rake was still
accordance with this idea but, as well may be imagined,
in use and all coal smaller than chestnut produced
the power consumption was not materially changed.
underground was left in the mine, so that fine coal
1

_

Bureau of Mines Co-operates in Study and
Solution of Coal Problems

STUDY

of a number of coal problema is involved in work
now being conducted by the Bureau of Mines in cooperation with various industries and State organization!.
Coal and coke in the South is bcire; investigated in cooperation with the University of .Alabama. The possibility
of using Illinois coal instead of Eastern coal in the producticn of gas is being investigated at the University of
Illinois.
The washing of Alaskan and Washington coal ia
being studied at the University of Washington. In cooperation with the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, a study is being made of efficient and economic heating, ventilation and related subjects.
At Pittsburgh, in co-operation with the Carnegie Institute
of Technology, investigations are being conducted to interest
mine operators, engin.^ers and others in the coal industry
in better training and education in coal-mine engineering.

A

study of combustion of powdered fuels is being made in
co-operation with the Combustion Engineering Corporation of New York.
Means of improving and treating coaU
of Oregon are being studied at the Oregon Bureau of Mines.
In co-operation with the Pennsylvania Geological Survey the
Bureau is sampling and analyzing Pennsylvania coal ai to
heat values.
In co-operation with the Tidewater Coal Exchange of New
York r.nd the Sewalls Point Coal Exchange of Norfolk investigations are being made concerning the preparation of
coal to increase efficiency in its use and the economic development of the industry by improving the grading and classification of coal shipped to Tidewater pools.
"Nokol," a
liquid fuel designed for domestic use, is being investigated
in co-operation with the Steam Corporation of Chicago.
The
bureau also is investigating the Trent process for cleaning
fuel proposed by the Trent Process Corporation of Washington, D. C.
The smokeless combustion of bituminous coal
is being studied in co-operation with the General Boilers
Co., of Waukegan, 111.
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Development of Ingenious Methods by Which Anthracite
Is Cleaned of Impurities and Sized for Market*

—

Lumps of Anthracite, Being Unsalable, Have to Be Crushed
Rakes and Slotted Scoop Shovels Formerly Separated Coarse from Fine
Fines Left in Mine
Coal
Coal Broken on Cast-Iron Gridded Plate
Large

-

—

-

—

By Dever

C.

Ashmead

Kingston, Pa.

A NTHRACITE coal has
L\ hundred years and

been used for the past one
more, and its preparation
jL. must date back equally far, for without some
degree of sizing it could not have been burned. Two
vital factors have determined to a large extent the

X

amount and the method

of anthracite preparation.
character of the beds mined
together with the methods of mining employed, and,
second, the means and methods used in burning the

These

are,

first,

the

coal.
I do not intend to go deeply into the above phases
of preparation, as a paper could be prepared on the
history of either that would be of no mean length.
Rather it will be the intention to point out in as few
words as possible the main considerations and to show
the influence they have exerted on the preparation of
•

anthracite coal.
In the beginning of the nineteenth century the coal
beds were entirely unworked with the possible exception of some outcroppings that had been mined to a
slight extent by the Indians.
It is known that the
American aborigines had a knowledge of the use of this
fuel, for when the Wyoming Valley was purchased
from them they mentioned the fact that by selling the
This was in the year
land they would lose their coal.
1754.

Fell First White

Man

to

Burn Anthracite

Real mining of anthracite began about 1808, when
Judge Jesse Fell, of Wilkes-Barre, discovered that the
"common stone coal of the valley" could be burned in
an open grate. For years mining was conducted near
the surface. The working places were driven narrow

and only the best of the

coal was selected, the remainder
being left in the ground. Only the lumps could be used,
as no market existed for any other sizes.
As time passed, however, it became necessary either
to go farther into the ground or to widen out the
working places. WTien the places were widened, falls
of roof occurred moi-e frequently.
Consequently it
was necessary that rock be removed from the coal.
This was particularly true of the Schuylkill region,

large part of the first mining had been completed in all
the beds, in order to keep the output up to the demand
it became necessary to commence second
mining, or
the robbing of the pillars.
When this was attempted
more dirt in the form of rock became mixed with the
coal because of falls of roof.
This still further complicated the methods of preparation.
In the lower regions, where steep-pitch mining
occurs and the coal is run out of the breasts into the
mine cars by gravity, there is practically no way to
keep the roof from falling and mixing with the mined
coal.
Here in many instances the proportions of coal
and rock in a mine car will be equal, and it is a common occurrence for mined material to run steadily for
some time at one-third coal and t-«vo-thirds rock.

Thin Beds and Second Mining Increase Rock
In the upper region, where the coal lies comparatively
flat and the mine cars can enter the working chambers,
the larger pieces of rock can be separated from the
coal and a greater percentage of the latter loaded into
the mine car than in the lower region.
In the upper
field, however, there is more second mining or robbing going on than in the lower, and the rock and bone
that are now being produced from the thin beds to some
extent compensate for the rock unavoidably brought
down in the breasts of the lower regions.
It thus readily can be perceived that because of the
changes in the methods of mining and the exhaustion
of the thicker beds the preparation of anthracite coal
has become progressively more and more complicated.
If the same method of burning coal were followed
today that was in vogue a hundred years ago, it is
probable that changes in the methods of preparation
fd'iiwed would be less pronounced than they now are

where the measures pitch steeply.
At first only the best beds were mined, the smaller
measures being considered worthless. As time passed
the thick measures were worked out, and as a result
the thinner beds had to be mined.
These measures
carried a higher percentage of rock partings and bony
coal, which had to be removed before the coal could be
marketed.
This further complicated the methods of
preparation.
Later, particularly

in

the

Wyoming

field,

when

a

•Introductory part of article entitled "Advances in the Preparation of Anthracite," to be read at the ^Vilk.-s-I'.nrre meeting of the
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, Sept.
12, 1921.

FIG.

1.

RAKE FOR

SEP.^RATlNc; l.AKiiE FRO.M

FINE COAL
As the coal finer than 13 in. in diameter was not desired, it
became the practice to use a rake to turn over the coal before
shoveling.
Later it was thought well to screen and shovel coincidentally and the slotted scoop shovel was introduced.
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of using the coal, however, have advanced
Boiler furnaces have changed greatly in
type, and the coal has to be prepared so that it will
meet the new conditions.
When Judge Jesse Fell in 1808 conducted his experiments on coal burning he employed, as he said, "the
common stone coal of the valley" in a grate placed
within an ordinary fireplace. The inference, however,
could hardly be drawn that the fuel was practically
run-of-mine coal. It is known that only two years later
lump coal on'.y was used. It is almost certain that
natural draft was employed. Ignition may or may not
have been effected by the aid of the small hand bellows
that formed one of the fire tools that reposed upon,
or beside, many if not most of the hearths of that day.

The methods
materially.

Modify

Dr.a.ft

So Fine Coal C.\n Be Burned

Utilization of the finer sizes of anthracite was and
In
still is largely a matter of support and drafting.
the early days grates were crude and of a wide opening.

The volume of the

interstitial spaces is

much greater

with the result that whereas air
will circulate freely through a thick bed of large-size
fuel such as "grate," it moves only with difficulty
through even a much thinner bed of, say, No. 3 buckwheat. When attempts were made to burn the buckwheats, it was found that the air would not pass
through the fire, where ordinary natural draft was
employed, in sufficient volume to enable combustion to
Industrial
take place with the desired rapidity.
plants, therefore, resorted to forced or induced draft
of some sort. The steam-jet blower doubtless was the
first, the simplest and probably the cheapest of these
means for creating artificial draft. This was successful in a degree but was soon succeeded by fans.
in the larger grates,

Finally Even Silt

Is

Caused to Burn

The draft has been further perfected by placing the
and passing it successively
compartments with adjusted draft pressures.
These are so arranged as to furnish the amount of
fuel on a traveling grate

over

air best suited to the fire conditions existing above
them and to yield complete combustion of the fuel
before the refuse is discharged over the end of the

Already this arrangement is
grate into the ashpit.
making present-day silt or coal passing a t^i-in. circular opening and containing probably at least 10 per
cent of moisture a usable commercial fuel for power
production.
Two other means of utilizing anthracite fines are
These are briquetting and
used to a limited extent.
The first,
the burning of such fines in suspension.
though employed extensively in Europe, has never
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found great favor at the mines of this country. The
product of the process is sold in direct competition with
the domestic sizes of freshlv-mined coal.
While perfectly successful, this process

has never attained the
it a few

magnitude that some enthusiasts predicted for
years back.
The second

— namely, burning in suspension

—has

powdered state

in a

measure at

or in the

least passed the

experimental stage and is just entering that of commercial application.
Time alone will determine the
scope and possibilities of this

means of anthracite con-

sumption.

From

the foregoing

it

may be

seen that originally

lump coal was the only size that could be sold. As
improvements in the methods of burning came into being, however, smaller and smaller grades were utilized
until at present coal passing a 200-mesh screen, or even
Naturally this means that much
finer, can be burned.
change in preparation has taken place, the number of
marketable sizes increasing from one to ten. Further,
it has been found that much coal which was considered
worthless in the past is now an excellent fuel provided
The cause for the
it is cleaned and prepared properly.
utilization of this material probably has arisen largely
fi-om the increased costs of mining i-ather than from
any other rea.son.

Preparation of Coal in the Early Days

Thus mining itself has affected preparation. Simu'.taneously methods of combustion have likewise had
their bearing upon the preparation processes.
tion itself therefore will be briefly outlined
earliest days to" the present time.

Prepara-

from the

—

From about 1808 to 18.30 preparation what little
the coal received took place in the mine itself. Here,
after mining, the miner selected the larger lumps and
loaded them onto a wheelbarrow and either dumped
them directly into a canal boat or into a long chute
which in turn delivered the coal to the same vessel.
All the sizes finer than lump were left in the mine,
being considered worthless. No power of any kind was
used at the colliery. All the work had to be to the

—

as no pumps were employed.
In 1830 the first attempt was made to prepare the
As before, only
coal at a scaflFold outside the mine.
These
the large lumps were removed to the surface.
rise,

Hammer.^ ^.p,„^
Pockef for grade
smaller sizes-

N^Hv^f'c*

Hake leaves eheitniff an(t smolfer
(/oubtfvt cool
cina rvked mc^trial sizes with some
=
left in mine 25f« eqg and stove.

'"Ircaiablc tone.

ctr^d

sfecmbosrf

^

Teeth of rake

pocket—

FIG.

spaced 1} "apart'

2.

DIAGRAM.MATIC ELEVATION OF OLD PINE BROOK COLLIERY

.\T

SCRANTON,

SHOWING PREPARATION METHODS

a

regard-

B.ised on testimony
ing the payment of royalties.
breaker was in operation in 1855.
in

trial

The
The

drawing was prepared by Mr. Dodge,
a consulting engineer, of VVilkes-Barre.

The coal was dumped on a horn
dump and fell on a gridded plate. The
larger coal was broken and the finer
Pa.

coal

fell

through the

lump or steamboat

size

grid.

Coal

of

was pushed on

till

it

fell in

a pocket.

PA.

The

finer ?izes

were screened into grate, egg. stove,
chestnut and smaller, the latter gomC
The grate leaves
to the culm bank.
by the end of the screen.
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Detailed Description of Fight Against

Two Mine

Fires'

Both Were Caused by Open Lights Igniting Timber
and Were Extinguished Only by Sealing and Consequent Smothering of the Fire -Intake Closed Off First
By Douglas Bunting
\Vilk.'s-P.ui<-.

THE

anthracite fields of Pennsylvania, mine fires
occur with more or less regularity, their existence
being an ever-present hazard. In all probability 90
per cent of the mine fires can be ascribed directly or
indirectly to the ordinary miner's open lamp.
Other
causes may be smoking, electrical installations, gas
explosions, gas feeders and the communication of fire
to the outcrops from ash dumps, culm banks, timber

IN

and brush

materials.

Smoking

of

pipes,

cigars,

and cigarettes

should be prohibited in the mines, and too much care
cannot be exercised in preventing fires by enforcing all
rules designed for that purpose.
Mine fires that involve underground fighting are invariably dangerous,
and all fires, irrespective of the method pursued in
extinguishing them, involve property loss and expense.

Seven Systems of Extinguishing Mine Fires
fire presents a more or less original
problem, dependent on the particular conditions.
In
general mine fires may be divided into two classes.
depending on whether they occur in inaccessible or
accessible workings.
The methods pursued in extinguishing or controlling mine fires are as follows:
(1)
Direct attack, (2) smothering by sealing, (3) flushing
with silt or other solids, (4) flooding with water, (5)
cutting off, (6) surrounding with incombustible materials, (7) digging out by stripping from the surface.
Most fires in their incipiency may' be extinguished
l:y direct attack, and failure to extinguish them by this

Almost every

method

is

fires occur in accessible locations, they are
naturally fought direct in their incipiency and in most
But the extinguishing of
cases are so extinguished.
fires by direct attack has not been confined to small
fires or fires in their incipiency, as fires have been
extinguished by this method after months of work.
However, the direct fighting of fires over long periods

where practicable is generally practiced.
The speed of travel of a mine fire is dependent on

of sealing

fires.

Fires in pump rooms, engine rooms, and barns have
been largely eliminated as a result of the Act of
Assembly, approved June 15, 1911, which provides that
all
inside buildings, including engine rooms, pump
rooms, barns, etc., shall be constructed of incombustible

Pa.

As most

in the immediate vicinity of the fire.
With dry timber and a strong ventilating current, a
fire will make rapid progress; while in coal, the progress
is extremely slow, except where there is communication with an overlying vein through caves and broken

the conditions

ground.

The most practical, and probably the most efficient,
means of direct fighting is with water directed in hose
streams of good pressure and capacity, which can only
be secured by providing pipe lines of adequate diameter.
system of water pipes, standardized as far as possible, should be maintained for immediate use in mines
liable to fires, and maps giving the location of these
lines should be provided periodically to the colliery oflScials.
Pipe, hose, connections, valves, wrenches, noz-

A

lack of water and
improper procedure in the
Should the method first pursued be un-

due to

late

discovery,

facilities for fighting or to
initial attack.

successful,

careful

consideration

should

given

be

in

determining next the method to be adopted then the
work should be carried on as rapidly as possible and
under the supervision of the most competent persons.
Materials and supplies should be furnished without
delay and in sufficient quantities for the work to be
;

accomplished.
Following the discovery of fire, the foreman or superintendent should organize the men available at the location of the fire and, if necessary, send for others
experienced in fire fighting. The ventilation should be
promptly regulated by the foreman or his qualified
assistants. The quantity of air supplied to the fire area
is of prime importance as too much air will in general
increase the extent of fire and too little will increase
the liability of explosion.
'Article to be presented to the American Institute of Mining
llctallurgical Engineers at it Wilkes-Barre meeting, Sept. 12.
tGeneral superintendent, Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.

and

FIG.

1.

WORKINGS IN BOTTOM BALTIMORE BED AROUND

SEAT OF FIRE IN SOUTH WILKES-BARRE,
NO. G COLLIERY

X

nre started at
on No. 13 Slope.
The ventilation was
that time traveling as shown bv the arrows and passing up
burnmg slope and leaving the workings at R. a rock plane to
tlie Top Baltimore Bed.
The numbers refer to stoppings erected
after the fire started for the purpose of smothering the burning
material.
A stopping marked bv a
at 6 also was erected in the
third west gangwav.
TiK-

at

the

V
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etc.,
^e maintained at definite points of
convenience.
the
.sealing
In
of fires, the conditions favorable to
this method are:
Limited area of workings to be
sealed and minimum number of seals required.
The
unfavorable conditions are extensive and caved workings with connections through cracks and crevices to
overlying veins or the surface.
The principal danger
is the liability of explosion, which prompts the tiuestion
as to whether the intake or return stoppings should be
erected first.
The question has always been a matter
of dispute; in 1912 the editors of Coal Age invited
discussion which resulted in thirty-three opinions being
given.
Of these sixteen would close the intake first,
ten would close the return, six would close the intake
and the return simultaneou.sly, and one would close
either intake or return first.

.-ihould

zles,

Confined Air Holds W.\ter from Anticlines
There have been many failures to extinguish fires
by flooding the areas with water because anticlines
and pockets in the workings prevented the water submerging the fire, the water being excluded from the
burning area by the compression of the mine air.
The fire in the South Wilkes-Barre No. 5 colliery
originated on No. 13 slope close to the third west
gangway at point A', Fig. 1. A workman had repaired
a roof pulley at this place during the night of Feb. 20,
1919, and it is presumed that the timber was ignited
by his lamp about 10 p.m. It was discovered at 4:45
the next morning by a fireboss, who found several sets
of timber on fire.

Streams from Hose Fail to Put Out Fire

He immediately went

to the surface and reported to
the inside foreman, while the other firebosses proceeded
to fight the fire with two hose streams of water. When
the foreman and superintendent arrived, two sets of
timber had burned through and some top rock had
The fighting of the fire with hose streams was
fallen.
continued at this location until 10 o'clock, when it was
found that the fire had traveled up the slope to the
No. 23 tunnel west gangway, as there was considerable timber and falls of roof made the work of fighting

slow.

The men were then moved to the No. 23 tunnel west
gangway and continued fighting direct with two hose
streams until 10 p.m. that night, when it was found that
the fire had passed the secona west gangway. The men

AGE
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were then moved to this gangway and the fire fought
from there until the next noon, when it was decided
to

seal

the

area.

fire

During the thirty-one hours of direct fighting the
ventilation was regulated to give only sufl!icient air
in the immediate vicinity of the fire to avoid accumulation of smoke and gases, which would seriouslv interfere with the work; also the water sujiply was
augmented by utilizing a compressed-air pipe line from
the surface to the No. 23 tunnel east gangway.

The ventilation of these workings, previous to the
starting of this fire, is shown by ari-ows.
It will he
observed that the intake passed up No. 13 slope and
slope airway

and returned to the face of the third west
it passed through a regulator R' located
Top Baltimore vein.

gangway where

in a rock plane to the

The quantity
slope

to

No.

of air passing near the top of No. IS
slope workings was approximately

18

14,000
per min. and the quantity returning
through the regulator R' to the Top Baltimore was
approximately 20,000 cu.ft.
There was a small split
of air passing in the third west airway and through
cu.ft.

the regulator R', where

it

joined the split from the

fire area.

Fire Finally Exti.nguished by Smothering

The hoisting shaft

at this colliery has a depth of
1,040 ft. and the distance from the foot of shaft to
the origin of the fire is 6,500 ft. The origin of the fire
is 1,300 ft. below the surface.

To seal the fire, all materials were transported on
the third west gangway from No. 2 slope to the foot
of No. 10 plane and to No. 25 tunnel and carried by
men from these points to the locations of the seals.
The seals were located at points 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and
were constructed by first securely setting between roof
and bottom

6-in.

props spaced about 4

ft.

apart.

To these props brattice boards were nailed and the
stoppings made reasonably tight by fitting small pieces
of brattice boards into the

irregularities of the

ribs

and roof and nailing them to the brattice boards. The
ci-acks in the brattice were then covered with battens
having the top edge beveled to permit sealing, which
was done by applying lime mortar to the edges of the
battens and along the roof and ribs.
Seal 2, on the second west gangway, was built with
a 5 x 5-ft. opening, but seals 3, 4, 5 and 6 were erected
Seals 2, 3 and 5 were comwithout any openings.
pleted first, and immediately upon completion of seals

Pressures and

Percentages
During
i-ess

the

of the

No. 13

.slop«?.

progfire

in

South

Wilkes-Barre No.

5

pressures

Colliery,

measured and
chiniiial tests were

wi-i'e

made

at seals Nos.
the graph
2
what pres.Slires and gas percentages' were obtained.

and
shows
1

:
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DIMENSIONS OF SEALS SOUTH WILKES-BARRE NO.
COLLIERY
Tliicknes

FIG.

3.

WORKINGS

IN

NOTTINGHAM

NO. 15

WHERE FIRE OCCURRED

COLLIERY

started at X, where No. 1 Basin GangTvay. an intake,
crosses Room 61.
Seals 1. 2 and 3 were placed first and seal 4
later.
Seal 5 was made to close a leak belatedly discovered.

The

flre

4 and 6 a door was put over the 5 x 5-ft. opening in
seal 2. This door was made of two thicknesses of brattice boards with canvas between and a sealing strip
It was erected at 3 20 a.m., Feb. 23,
at the bottom.
and all men were immediately withdrawn.
The fire area was now closed on the intake side, for
the headings (crosscuts) 7 to 12 on the third west
gangway were already stopped by old walls. Where
No. 13 slope passes through the rock from the Bottom
Baltimore, in which the fire occurred, to the Top Baltimore, at the location of seal 1, there was an extra
main door, which was closed at 7 a.m., Feb. 24, covered with canvas and banked with dirt along the bottom. A concrete seal 8 in. thick was built against the
door and completed the same day. On the following
day concrete seals 2, 3 and 5 were built against the
brattice stoppings put in on Feb. 22, and on Feb. 26
concrete seals 4 and 6 were built against the brattice
stoppings previously constructed. On Feb. 27 the work
of building concrete seals 7 to 12 against the old walls
was begun. After the completion of the seals, the
third west gangway was closed between chambers 70
to 71 at 4 p.m., March 1, after some difficulty because
of escaping gases.
:

'

Method of Constructing Concrete Seals
All the concrete seals,

were

with the exception of No.

built against stoppings previously constructed

13,

by

standing wooden mine rails about 2 ft. apart and
approximately 12 in. from the original stopping. Boards
were then put on the inside edge of the vertical wooden
mine rails and concrete placed between these and the
original stoppings.
At the time of putting in these
concrete seals, pipes were put in seals 1, 2, 3 and 4
for the purpose of taking samples of the enclosed air
first

for analysis.

The analyses of mine-air samples from seals 1 and 2
are shown graphically in Fig. 2.
The dimensions of
the seals are given in Table I.
The quantity of concrete placed in the thirteen seals was 37 cu.yd.
The area thus sealed covered 32.8 acres and the
volume of the mine workings thus isolated was approxi-

5
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off

the

the incrustation, and loft immediately .<o as to catch
man trip up the slope. At 6:20 p.m., a fireboss

found the box ablaze, also the platform on which it
He went for help,
stood, and some old ties near by.
and on his return found that the fire had reached the
A fall of top
brattice and the timber in the chamber.
coal had occurred during his absence, and there was
evidence of fire under the debris.
\\Tiile the fire was being fought with water carried
in powder kegs from the ditch on the thirteenth east
gangway, hose was being secured and word sent to the
assistant foreman.
About 9 o'clock hose had been
obtained, and a stream was played upon the fire until
10 a.m.. May 4, when two additional hose streams were
secured by utilizing a 3-in. high-pressure air pipe on
the eleventh east gangway and extending with 2J-in.
pipe and hose down chamber 56 to the twelfth east
gangway, thence in the gangway to the fire.
During the fighting of the fire, which had extended
to the fallen top coal, forty-one cars of coal were loaded,
their removal being completed by 8 a.m.. May 3. However, in performing this work many of the men were
overcome by the gases of combustion. At this time
the organization fighting the fire was disrupted by
in another section of the mine, so the fire
gained considerable headway.
Fighting continued, however, until 2 p.m., May 4,
when it was decided to seal the fire area. During the
sixty-five hours of direct fighting, the ventilation was
regulated to give sufficient air in the immediate vicinity of the fire to prevent serious accumulations of smoke

trouble

and gases.
Conditions Under

The

Which Sealing Was Done

ventilation of these workings

previous to the
be observed
that the intake entered from the eleventh and twelfth
east gangways and returned on the twelfth east airway. The quantity of air in the return was approximately 20,000 cu.ft. per min. The hoistii% shaft has
a depth of 365 ft. and the distance from the foot of
The depth from the
shaft to the fire was 12,100 ft.
surface to the origin of the fire is 950 ft. The materials used in the construction of the seals were transported on the eleventh and twelfth east gangways to
within 100 ft. of the seal locations. The locations of
fire is

shown,

in Fig. 3,

by arrows.

It will

the seals are indicated by numbers 1 to 5. They were
constructed by the setting of two rows of wooden mine
The rails in
rails between the roof and the bottom.
any given row were spaced about 3 ft. apart, and the
rows were separated by 14 to 26 in., depending on the
To the inside edges of
thickness of seal to be built.
these rail props, sheathing boards were nailed, and
the space between the boards filled with concrete.
The construction of sea's 1 and 2 was started at 2 30
Seal 1 was
p.m.. May 4, and seal 3 at 6 p.m.. May 5.
built without an opening, but seal 2 had a 4 x 4-ft.
Seal 1 was
opening and seal 3 a 6 x 6-ft. opening.
:

completed at 2 45 p.m.. May 6, and seals 2 and 3 were
completed about the same time, except for the closing
These were filled with concrete durof the openings.
ing the hour following. The fire area was thus closed
on the intake side, and all men immediately withdrawn.
Immediately after seal 3 was closed, the doors in the
two headings outside of the seal were throvra open,
thereby short-circuiting the air to the twelfth east airway.
:

Vol. 20, No. 10

At 9: 15 p.m.. May 7, after an examination was made,
with the use of oxygen helmets, the location for seal
4 was chosen and work started; this seal was completed at 2:30 the next morning, and all men were
withdrawn.
On May 10, a small opening, between
chamber 48 from the thirteenth east gangway and the
twelfth east airway was found and immediately closed
with seal 5.

When seals 1 to 4 were built, pipes were put in so
that samples of the enclosed air could be taken for
analysis; also an 8-in. cast-iron pipe, with an elbow to
form a trap, was placed in the bottom of seal 3 for
the discharge of the water flowing in the ditch of this
gangway.

The hose line connected with the regular
gangway water line was also arranged so
that samples of the mine air could be taken through it
from a point as near the fire as possible. The analyses
of samples from seals 2 and 3 are shown graphically
twelfth east

in Fig. 4.
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11

VAl.l.KV rciAL

Make Three Tours Over
Description of the Trips,

Which

I'lJ.,

11

AZI.l

;Ti >X.

PA.

Anthracite Fields

Will Cover

Much

—

and Lehigh Regions The Last of
the Excursions Will Be Over a Distance of 117 Miles
of the Northern

ON

Sept. 13 the American Institute of Mining
and Metallurgical Engineers will tour past the
Dorrance, Prospect and Henry collieries, No. 14
colliei->- of the Pennsylvania Coal Co., the Hoyt shaft
and the Ewing breaker by Fort Griffiths to Pittston.
It will then visit the Pittston shaft of the Seneca colliery, where mining is being done under the Susquehanna River and its extensive flats. The Twin Shaft
of the same colliery, the breaker of the Barnum colliery,
the washery of the Phoeni.x Mining Co. will be passed
on the road to Duryea.
The road then runs past the Hallstead breaker and
the William A. colliery to the borough of Old Forge
with No. 2 shaft of the Old Forge colliery, the breaker
where the coal from that coUien- is prepared, and the
Jerm>Ti colliery. Reaching Taylor the party will pass
the breaker of the Scranton Anthracite Co the Greenwood colliery and a public school which was started but
never finished because mine caves stopped the builders.
,

The concrete breaker

of the Tavlor col'.ierv

TAMAQUA BREAKER

I

iF

is

the

THE EEHIGH

first

breaker that the trippers will pass that has been shut
down to avoid the provisions of the Kohler law which
make penal the damaging of houses by mine caves without any regard to the contract rights of the coal owner.
The Pine colliery follows, and then the National and
Dodge collieries, which also have closed down as a result
The latter colliery is working by
of the Kohler law.
a semi-longwall method and using electric undercutting
machines and belt conveyors along the working face.
The automobiles also will tour the Hyde Park section
of Scranton, where the caves have occurred of which
so much has been printed in the newspapers.
The first
point is the Oxford breaker of the Peoples Coal Co.
The mine has been closed dowii, and the company has
passed out of existence, but some of the officials of the
company have been tried and found guilty of a violation of an -injunction of the court, but they have appealed the case to a higher court.
Passing over the cave area, Mt. Pleasant and the
Diamond and the Tripp collieries will be reached. Then

(UAl- & XA^l'^ATKlX Cd,.

XEAR TAMAQUA.

PA.

;
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in the same building, returning to \\'ilkes-Barre thereafter by the Pine Brook, Dodge, National and other
shafts visited in the morning.
The road taken will be

and No. 9 colliery of the Pennsylvania Coal
No. 4 shaft of the Ewing colliery and Nos. 6,
5 and 11 collieries of the Pennsylvania Coal Co., also

different,
Co.,

the Laflin colliery, the Delawaie shaft, and a breaker

the old breaker of the Bulls Head Coal Co., the West
Ridge, Van Storch, Richmond and Legitts Creek collieries will be visited.
Arriving at No. 1 shaft of the
Marvine colliery, a Hudson Coal Co. plant, the party
will leave the cars and inspect the plant and re-embark
at No. 2 shaft.
The Price-Pancoast shaft at Throop
and the Richmond shaft on the outskirts of Scranton

C. F.

Chairman
ident.

the Wilkes-Barre Anthracite Coal Co. will be on
the itinerary.
Other points of interest will be the Pine Ridge
colliery of the Hudson Coal Co., the beautiful Mineral
Spring colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., the
substantial buildings of the Peach Orchard colliery
of the Glen Alden Coal Co., and the ill-fated Baltimore
No. 5 colliery, where nearly 100 men were killed by an
explosion of powder as the trip was being taken into
the mine.
No. 2 shaft of the Hudson Coal Co. is the
last coal-operating point to be passed on the way to
of

HUBER

of Finance Committee presLehigh & Will<es-Barre Coal Co.
;

be passed on the way to North Park, a section of
Scranton, where the top bed, which is 20 to 30 ft. below
the surface and which in the name of conservation
should be worked, must lie unrecovered because the
mining of this bed has been forbidden by permanent

will

injunction.

The party will then take lunch at the International
Correspondence Schools and hold a technical session

J.

Chairman

M. HUMPHREY
Automobile Committee

president, Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
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and the celebrated Eckley breaker and arrive at Jeddo
and Japan Village, where coal is reclaimed from the
piles by passing it through boreholes into the mines
and loading it into mine cars, which bring it to the
Passing Jeddo No. 4, some "Mammoth Vein"
surface.
strippings, the Basin shaft, the Jeddo drainage canal,
built to protect the mines from the creek, and G. B.
Markle & Co. strippings will in turn be reached, also
Harleigh No. 7 and the Hazleton shaft. Beaver Meadow
and the breaker named after it, Coleraine and the Evans
Colliery Coal Co.'s plant will next be passed on the
way to the Hudsondale storage plant of the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co.

Nesquehoning, with the
and the Hauto washLuncheon will be served at Greenery and power plant.
wood Park, and the party, having traveled sixty miles,
Passing the Lansford
will commence the trip home.
colliery and the Coaldale breaker, now rising to take

The

visitors will then reach

bi-eaker

named

after that village,

1-1 PC 'T .ii
-i-j-. IMP A,--Hi.i;v i;aii,k<iaI' i'l.xxi:
Tlu' AshKy pUtnes, which look for all the world like the inclines
built for mine cars but are used for standard-gage equipment, are
the subject of an Interesting paper read before tlie institute. This
The planes are
is the steepest of the planes, being 14.65 per cent.
This one is 3,000 ft long
close to one another but not in line.
and 422 ft. high. The Ashley inclines are operated by the Central R.R. of Xew Jersey.

The whole trip is short, covering
the starting point.
but forty-six miles, but, as may be noted, it is well
equipped with coal-producing equipment.
A shorter trip will be made on the next day, where
the plants on the road not already visited will be the
Pettebone, Haddock, Harry E., Forty Fort, Mount
Lookout and Maltby collieries and the Cortright slope.
The visitors will be entertained by the Wyoming Shovel
Co. at luncheon.
Starting at 9.30 a. m. the Institute will on Sept. 15
tour by way of Ashley and Ashley planes to White
Haven, passing Stanton, Buttonwood, Inman and
Maxwell collieries an their way. Entering the Lehigh
region at White Haven the automobile party v.'ill proceed
to the Drifton breaker, passing the ruins of the old
Pond Creek breaker, which was commenced in 1879,
the breaker of the East Point Coal Co., Highland No. 2
colliery and that of the Upper Lehigh Coal Co., also
Markle No. 5 and Highland breaker No.

2.

Skirting Freeland the party will pass Highland No. 5

OLD SPRING BROOK STRIPPING IX MIDDLE COAL FIELD
This stripping

is

located not far from the Cranberry Breaker
and the Harwood Colliery.

the
place of that just burned down, the party will
enter Coaldale and will then travel by way of the Greenwood, Rahn and Tamaqua breakers, passing on the way
an 800-ft. water shaft having one of the largest reduction-motor hoists in the world.
The motor is a 1,200-hp. machine. It hoists twentyseven tons at each trip. Crossing the Schuylkill River,
the automobiles take the road to Silver Brook washery,
Audenreid and the Beaver Brook breaker of Charles
M. Dodson & Co. Other points of interest will be the

Spring Brook washery. Cranberry colliery and Harcollierj' and electric plant.
Hazleton will then
be reached. Harleigh No. 7 and Lattimer collieries
next will be passed. The Pardee headframe, which

wood

discharges the coal at right angles to the direction of
hoisting, and the old Milnesville strippings with their
interesting rock folds will next be noted, and then the

party will make for home by Fairview and Ashley, a
run by the speedometer, from start to finish, of
117 miles.

total

May Use Trolley Locomotive

in

Lansford Mine

—A

special commission, consisting of anthracite mine inspectors
A. B. Lamb, M. J. Brennan and E. G. Evans, has sustained

H.A.UTO

POWER PLANT. LEHIGH

CO.\L & NAVIG.\TION CO.

This plant has three alternating-current General Electric Co.
totaling 37. .500 kw The 3-phase 6ii-cycle current is distributed at 11,000 volts. The Babcock & Wilcox boilers
generate 8.392 hp.
turbo-generator.<;

Mine Inspector Isaac M. Davies, who gave permission to
the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. to operate a trolley
locomotive in No. 6 shaft of the Lansford Colliery.
Employees complained of the action of Inspector Davies to the
State Department of Mines and Seward Button, chief of
the department, named the commission to investigate, which
found that the mine is ventilated by an exhaust fan and the
locomotive operates in the intake air.
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Problem Becomes a Market Problem

British Coal

PubliL Attitude Strikingly Similar to That of the United States

— Despite Wage Reduction and Government
Are

2

to

5s.

Higher

Subsidy, Coal Prices
Operators Optimistic Regarding Mine Labor

By George Otis Smith"
England must note
between the methods of mining and
transporting coal there and here in the United
casual observer in

the
E\'EN
differences

The

10-ton coal car on the railways, for example, seems so futile as a unit in a great industry,
when we think of our own 50-ton cars or the new 120States.

ton cars that represent the most up-to-date practice,
but the points of similarity between coal conditions in
Great Britain and in the United States are equally

more significant.
"No market," which last week was responsible for 52
per cent of the lost time in our own coal mines, has
noticeable and possibly

become the outstanding trouble in England. In six
weeks after the mines were reopened supply had outstripped demand and miles of loaded coal cars were
reported on sidings in both Scotland and England cars
of "unwanted coal."

—

However striking

the difference in the "look" of the

coal cars, the psychology of coal

The
England as

both sides of the Atlantic.
coal

is

the

same

in

consumers

is

alike on

public attitude toward
in

America

—

coal

mer-

chants complain of the lack of orders; consumers are
waiting for a fall in prices the coal men say that a rush
of buying after the August holidays, with the consequent special demand at the "pitheads," will send prices
up there, and prices to the public will then be higher.
In the meantime prices are not so low as was expected,
and the average householder fails to discover his own
benefit in wage reduction and big government subsidy if
he has to pay 2 to os. a ton more for his coal. The answer
is in part the same that has had to be made in the
United States the public fails to understand that there
are different kinds and sizes of coal, each with its own
market, and that these markets react on one another.
;

—

Basis for Optimism in

Discouraging as

Wage Settlement

the present outlook for the Britand his foreign
market, he can perhaps find some basis for optimism
All that I heard directly
in the new wage settlement.
or indirectly from the mine owners' side indicated a
hopeful attitude and labor leaders like Mr. Smillie and
Mr. Thomas are giving good advice to their audiences,
urging larger production and promising that the settlement will bring about a greater improvement in the
conditions of the mine workers in the next ten years
than has occurred in the past fifty years. The atmosphere has cleared.
Naturally, Utopian conditions were not reached simply by both sides signing an agreement; thousands
of miners are still out of work; disputes and bad feeling over wage reductions and cutting off allowances
have locally resulted in low output; even where the
collieries are running full time, complaint has been
made that a man is to be paid only what he earns.
Moreover, unless the now rapidly-accumulating surplus
is

ish coal operator in both his domestic

•Director U.

S.

Geological Survey.

of coal finds a market, there must soon be some reduction of working hours or of woi-king force, with the

consequent likelihood of further dissatisfaction.
The principles worked out in the terms of settlement
appear good in both theory and practice. While avoiding by temporary expedients too radical or abrupt a
change in the daily wage, the settlement above all puts
the emphasis upon what ought to be the obvious rule in
all industry
that of gaging wages by results. The war
arrangement of giving the miner a minimum wage to
which was added a flat increase, as was explained to
me by Secretary Lee of the Mining Association of Great
Britain, in effect turned the pieceworker into a day
worker, and I suspect not much of a worker at that.
For instance, in Lancaster the minimum plus the flat
increase worked out to 16s. a day regardless of the
tonnage of the miner's output, and so the Lancaster
miner would say: "16 bob for goin' down to pit if
want more had to work for it."
When fully effective, after the "temporary period"
of readjustment, the terms of settlement provide for
standard wages based upon former district rates and
"periodically adjusted in accordance with the proceeds
of the industry as ascertained in such district."
This
is universal profit-sharing in a great nation's most important industry. Net profits are figured by coal-mining districts, of which there are thirteen, and 83 per
cent of such surplus proceeds goes to increase wages.
Several details of this scheme strike me as indicating
enlightened economics, logical and helpful to clear
thinking in this problem of fair division of respon-

—

—

sibility

and returns.

Deficiency a First Charge on Future Surplus
First of all, there is no talk about proceeds of the
industry until capital has been paid its "standard
profits" as well as labor its "standard wages" and the
other costs of production met. These standard profits
are figured in terms of the standard wages, the basic
return to capital being 17 per cent of the basic return
to labor, and if these profits are not earned in one
period, the deficiency is carried forward as a first
charge against a surplus in any subsequent period.
In short, the invested capital is granted its determined
wage before any surplus exists to be divided.
In the second place, the division of any surplus is
again a definite one, 83 per cent to labor and 17 per
cent to capital, which of course is a slightly larger proportion for capital than that assigned in the division
of costs.
This equitable division of net returns is a
practical working out of the principle of profit-sharing,
and the inherent justice of the arrangement ought to
be more and more apparent to both mine owner and
mine worker. The realization that his wage depends
in large degree upon the company's success and upon
his own effort in increasing the profits of the business
makes the miner very much of a partner in the business.
Too often it has been true that the workman

—
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realized that he was
ployer only after he

in the same boat with his emhad rocked the boat, but under

this plan it is when the sailing is best that labor finds
that he shares most largely in the material benefits.
By this wise provision, then, the sliding wage-scale
does not slide directly with market prices but with net
The miner thus becomes interested not so
returns.
much in market quotations as in the economy and efficiency attained in his own and other mines of his
He has a personal interest in the common
district.
weal of the industry.
Of course it is too early to judge of the settlement
by its working. The spirit of the mine operators, from
what I heard and read in England, is more optimistic
regarding mine labor than regarding the coal market.
Already the miner appears to be working harder, possibly to recoup the earnings he lost during the "stoppage." The operators also hope to attain cheaper proLower-cost
duction through larger individual output.
coal seems absolutely necessary if English coal is to
extent
both
its
home
and
foreign
the
full
regain to

Output Declined but Wages More
Than Meet Advances in Living Costs

British

THE

British Engineers' Association puts out the following; interesting figures on British production prior to the
recent strike and reduction in wage, which shows how the
output of coal increased till 1913 and has decreased
markedly since especially per inhabitant, and per employee:

TABLE

I.

COAL CONSUMPTION PER INHABITANT AND
OUTPUT PER EMPLOYEE
Output per
Employee

In Millions
of
1

Tons

period

1865—187-4

1115

1875—1884
1885— 18')4
1895—1904
1905-1914

214
263

5

287
265
253
256
227
229
229

4
6
2

144.5
172 5

Year—
1913
1914
1915
1916
1918
1919
1920
Jan.-Mar.,

1921,

3
1.008.867
1.191.313
1.204.300

75
78
295

at annual

rateof
Mar.. 1921. atannualrateof

215 132
208 896

..

4 67

1,213,700
1.197.765

177 2
174 36

Another interesting comparison is made in Table II.
Despite the slacking and shortened time, earnings increased
more than cost of living but only by multiplying the wage
cost per ton by almost four.

TABLE

II.

ANNUAL

E.^^RNINGS,

WAGES PER TON AND

COST OF LIVING

1013
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The revival of all the other industries in
industrial England is waiting on cheaper coal. As one
"Without cheap coal we cannot
company report put it
markets.

:

have the industries England has been accustomed to
for a hundred years; without cheap steel and iron, no
shipbuilding, engineering, and allied trades."
To two of the very best-informed men on the subject
to me—
I put a question that Secretary Hoover had put

What

will be the future cost of British coal?

One an-

swer was that costs might be expected to reach 50 per
cent above the pre-war costs within twelve to eighteen months. The other answer was "eventually 20 per
To realize either
cent above the pre-war level."
prophecy both partners in the British coal business
must pull together as never before. The extension of
this wage settlement beyond September of next year
will doubtless depend upon success in selling coal as
well as in mining it; indeed the recovery in tonnage
mined has been so prompt that it may be said that the
British coal problem within six weeks resolved itself
into a market problem.

TABLE

III.

INDEXES OF OUTPUT AND EMPLOYEESEARNINGS

James T. Deard^

en

\j

and applied themselves to uetting
just enough knowledge to enable them
to answer the questions that they expected would be asked. In other words,

Standard in Mine Legislation
For

Mine

of

many
FOR
been the
It

state.

Years Pennsylvania Set the Standard in Mine Legisbut the Enactment of the Certificate Law and Election

Many

lation,

Inspectors

Have Robbed Her

years Pennsylvania has
leading coal-producing

was the never-to-be-forgotten

Avondale disaster, Sept. 6, 1869, that
lead to the enactment the following
year, 1870. of what was then known as
the "Ventilation Act," which reduced
the death rate, per million tons of coal
mined, nearly one-third in five years.
It was in the year 1885 that the first

law was enacted in Pennsylvania, and four years later (1889)

certification

the act

was passed requiring

a miner's

These and other
examining board.
prominent features of the Pennsylvania
law set the pace for mine legislation in
other states.

Following her lead, the principal
coal-producing states enacted certification laws similar to those of Pennsylvania.
In no single instance, however,
has any state found it necessary or
advisable to revise this law requiring
the certification of mine foremen, assistant foremen and firebosses, or to follow
Pennsylvania in the enactment in that
state, in 1901, of a law requiring the
election of mine inspectors in the anthracite region.

Reasons fob Change in the Law
the cause for the
Reflecting on
in the certification law of Pennsylvania, one is led to think that the
question had arisen in the minds of
some men as to whether that law operated for the best interests of either the
It
coal companies or their employees.
has been argued that there are plenty
of men capable of managing a coal mine
successfully, but who have not the education that would enable them to pass

change

an examination in mining.
Strange as it may seem, there are

men

holding

official

positions

in

our

mines who can neither read nor write.
In one instance, I recall a mine foreman
who was obliged to have his timebook
made up each night by one of his assistants.
He could not figure an ordinary example in arithmetic. There is
no excuse for an operator placing such
a man in charge of a mine, as long as
there are good certified men available.
In reviewing this subject, it must be
admitted that coal operators have just
grounds for doubting the fitness and
capability of many certified men.
Indeed, they are not alone in this conclusion.
Many intelligent miners have
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that

of

their express purpose in studying
to get the certificate.

Prestige

contempt certain
charge of mines
whose mismanagement has proved their
incompetency.

to regard with
certificated men in

come

In this connection, allow

me

to refer

charges made in a stateUnited Mine
workers of America, in the form of a

to the recent

These were strong charges, particuwere accompanied by the

larly as they

statement that there was plenty of
proof to substantiate them. The governor was asked to order an investigaSuch facts as these cause us to
tion.
wonder what an honest investigation
reveal

and whether

cause a radical change to be
the present system.

it

would

made

in

Whatever is the result in this particular case, little doubt exists in the
mind but that there are far too many
vi'orthless certificates floating around.

One

is
not surprised that operators
claim the right of deciding for themselves on the capability of the men they
employ. Do not understand that I am
condemning certification by a State
Board of Examiners, I am only voicing
a common sentiment for greater honesty in certification.

Renewal
I

Be of Value
Must Be Just

Criticism to

to

cates.

would

to all mine officials to keep
themselves posted on matters pertaining to safe and efficient mining.
W. M. Chambers.
Staunton, 111.

officers of the

the governor, which was
printed in the daily papers throughout
the great State of Illinois.
The letter drew attention to certain
alleged irregularities in the granting of
certificates by the State Board of Examiners. It was charged that prospective candidates had received copies of
the questions to be asked, several days
before the examination took place. It
was claimed, further, that the state
was flooded with incompetent certifiletter

My thought is that if the law required the mining department in each
state to review these certificates each
five years, to prove that the men are
still competent and worthy, it would be
an incentive

Charges Irregularities

ment by the

was

of Certificates

Before closing, let me express what
have advocated for several years, to

that certificates of competency
should be reviewed every five years by
The knowledge
competent board.
that his certificate would be reviewed
after, say five years, would warn every
certified man to continue his study and
keep himself up-to-date.
Under the present system many men
cease to study and to read when they
have once secured their certificate, to
obtain which thev took a few lessons

Presenting another view of the certificate law relating to mine officials.
In criticising this law, statements
mtist be stich as can be verified, or
they are i-alueless.

from the letters that have
appeared criticising that provision in
mine law permitting
Pennsylvania
the

JUDGING

employment of uncertified men as
mine foremen, assistant foremen and
firebosses, it would seem that most of
the writers are either mine foremen or
the

aspirants to that position.
The tone of many of the letters would
lead one to think that each man had a
good thing and wanted to keep it to
It is
him.self, which is human nature.
to be hoped that the eff'ect of this discussion will be to make all uncertified
men get down to business and make
whatever effort is necessary to get
their papers.

Statements That Discredit Good

Men

My

idea regarding the matter is that
we who hold certificates and are filling
these positions-, so much coveted by
others, would be doing far more good
by giving our common sense greater
control and being more cautious in
the statements we make, which are
often such as to discredit many capable
practical men, both certified and uncertified, who have shown their ability by

what they have accomplished.
Because some uncertified men have
made failures it must not be taken for

wit,

granted that

a

failures.
unjust to

all

uncertified

men

are

Such a conclusion would be

many practical foremen who
have made good, perhaps in a place
where a certified man had failed.
Believing as I do in the certification
of mine officials who have direct charge
of work in mines, I would welcome the
old status of the law being restored, to
the end that only certified men may be
employed in an official capacity.
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One writer has expressed the opinion
that mine superintendents should be examined and certified the same as the
foremen who act under their instructions.

That

is

good; but another wants

have the certificates limited to four
years, when another examination would
Another
be required to renew them.
stigmatizes uncertified mine bosses as
"leeches" who cling to their jobs for
what they can get out of them.
to

Candidly, I wonder if the last stateis not true of all of us, certified

ment

and uncertified men alike. For thirty
years, I have been trying to get enough
out of the jobs I have held to lay by a
against

little

the

proverbial

"rainy

day" or when we must give place to
younger men.
It has been said that the revised law
has had the effect of lowering the standard of mining, and men of less ability
vacancies in
responsible positions in our mines.
I
am not convinced that the law has had
that effect as yet.
My observation is
that when a company is looking for a
mine boss the best available man is
given the place and. almost without exception, he is a certified man.

are being chosen to

fill

Effect on Students of Mining
In reference to the claim of the revised law having the effect to prevent
young men from studying the principles
of mining and taking the examination
for

certificate,

I

was

skeptical.

But

myself of the
statement, last
I walked into the room where the
was being conducted.
examination
What did I find? There were 76 men
packed in that room where only 40 had
been expected.
The inspector in charge of the examination informed me that it was the
largest class he had ever had.
Moreover, by what I could learn, the same
condition prevailed in other centers
where the examination was being held.
It does not look as if any number of
young men, today, were losing their
ambition to study and secure a certificate of competency for any of these
positions in mines.
Indiana. Pa.
Thomas Hogarth.
in

order to convince
truth of such

actual
April,

Inspector a Welcome Visitor
Foremen have much to learn from the
district mine inspectors who
insit
their mines and whose suggestions
are always helpful.
Nothing is
gained by a foreman attempting to
hide any unsafe condition when the
inspector

is

around.

WITH much

satisfaction, I read the
excellent letter of James Thomp-

son,

Coal Age,

July

7,

p.

16.

His

comments on the suggestion made by a
previous wTiter, that some foremen attempt, at times, to "hoodwink the inspector," expressed my ideas exactly.
When reading the article containing
that suggestion, I was puzzled to understand how such a thought could enter
a foreman's head, and was inclined to
regard the suggestion with some suspicion, as not being an honest opinion.

In

my

mine
have always looked forward
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Eliminate Mine Doors

thirty years of service as

foreman,

I

the visit of the district inspector
with pleasure. This was not for any social reason, as giving me an opportunity to converse with the visitor; but
rather for the benefit that I was sure

a^id expenhindrance to ventilation;' an
expense to set up and keep in repair
and taxed in the compensation law.

Mine doors both dangerous

to

his visit

would prove.

When the Foreman
Inspector's

Needs the

Help

Frequently have I bumped up against
some difficult problem or condition,
which the inspector was able to solve
for me in a satisfactory way. This has
occurred on more than one or two occasions and I hold that if more of our
mine foremen would make a clean
breast of their troubles and difficulties,
at the time the inspector was around,
they would realize the same benefit
and help that has come to me.
There may be a class of foremen
who have got it into their heads that
they are it, and are able to go alone
in the work of managing a mine.
It
generally happens, however, that such
men find, when too late, that they have
bungled.
Eventually, they appeal to
the inspector to get them out of their
difficulties, which is not always an easy
thing to do, because the matter has
been allowed to go too long without
proper attention.

High Regard for the Inspector
Like Mr. Thompson, I feel that the
suggestion mentioned under-rates the
large majority of our mine foremen.
To my mind, this is deplorable when we
consider the arduous duties foremen
The very thought
have to perform.
had me guessing as to how a foreman
would dare to attempt to hoodwink his
inspector.

An honorable foreman will hold the
high regard. Why
The man is a bonded
should he not?
officer of the law and responsible to the
state for the faithful performance of
He is the guardian of the
his duties.
lives and property in his entire district;
and the responsibility resting on his
judgment and action is far greater
than that of any foreman whose responsibility extends no further than to the
mine in his charge.
district inspector in

Penalty for Deception

My opinion is that if it is possible
for a foreman to hoodwink his inspector
the act would be culpable and worthy of
severe reproof. If proved against him
he should be relieved of his charge at
once, as he is not to be trusted in the
management of a mine and disaster is
sure to follow in his wake.
There are, at least, three classes of
inspectors now visiting our mines.
There is the state inspector, the company inspector and the insurance or
compensation inspector. My advice to
foremen is to practice honesty with al'
these men, which is by far the best
policy. Let every foreman acquaint his
district inspector fully with every conIt is
dition and difficulty in the mine.
the only true and safe way.
Gans, Pa.
R. W. Lightburn.

sive,

a

NOT

many

years ago, like myself,

most mining men thought a good
mine door, strongly built and having
no air leaks, was the only thing reThe idea of going to the exquired.
pense of building an overcast to take
the place of a door was not to be considered.
In his article, Coal Age, June 30,
1160, W. E. Dickson has happily
called attention to the danger and expense of mine doors from many points
of view.
I am always glad to see this
subject brought to the attention of
p.

mining men. We should all be made
to realize the growing need of cutting
out the mine door.
As Mr. Dickson has stated, the doorframe will generally cut down the clearance of 30 in., at the side of the track,
so that there is only 12 in. of clearance
between the frame of the door and the
moving cars. Many a driver or triprider will forget about the door and
be caught and perhaps killed.
Again, there is always danger of a
driver or motorman dashing into a door
that he supposed would be opened by
the trapper. When that happens, it is
a chance if both the driver and the
trapperboy are not killed or severely
injured, perhaps crippled for life.
In
addition to that, the door is broken
down and the ventilation cut off from
a section of the mine.

Why

Doors Are Objectionable

One of the chief objections to ventilating a mine by doors is the constant
danger of the door being set open by
some careless driver or miner. It is a

common practice for a drivei, in order
to save himself the trouble of opening
the door again, on his return from the
face of a section, to prop the door back
and then forget to close it.
Unless a mine door is well built and
kept in good order, there will always
be a leakage of air through the door.
As a result, the miners working in the
face of that section do not get their
due allowance of air. They lose much
time waiting for the smoke to clear
after firing a shot.
Often, they will
come out early or, perhaps, work only
half a day, because the air is bad.
Compare these conditions with those
resulting when the door is taken out
and an overcast carries fresh air to the
face of each section of the mine. There
is no need of a trapperboy, no danger of
accidents to drivers, motormen or tripriders, no stoppage of the ventilation
by reason of a door being set open, and
the only expense is the first cost of the
overcast.
In closing, let

me say that a mine
door is only a makeshift and should
never be considered as permanent, but
should be replaced by an air bridge at
the first opportunity when the development of a section warrants so doing.
Crawford, Tenn. Oscar H. Jones.
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The weight of a loaded
26

fore.

Inquiries

+

trip

is,

=

there-

46.4 tons
10.4 -f 10
empty trip 20.4 tons.

and

that of an
The
of the track and grade resistance
being 30 + 5 x 20
130 lb. per ton
and allowing 15 lb. per ton for the iniirnal friction of the locomotive, or
10 X 15 - 150 lb., the tractive effort of
a locomotive hauling a loaded trip up a
5 per cent grade is (46.4 x 130) -1150 = 6,182 lb.
Again, the tractive effort required to
haul a loaded trip on level track is
150
1,.542
(46.4 X 30)
lb.
For
-t
hauling an empty trip on level track,
the tractive effort required is (20.4 x
150 = 762 lb.
30)
Multiplying twice the tractive effort
of the locomotive by the speed of hauling (mi. per hr.) gives the estimated
electrical input in watts.
Thus,
Loaded trip on grade,
=
2 x 6,182 X 8
98,912 watts; 132.6 hp.
Loaded trip, level track,
2 X 1,542 X 8
24,672 watts; 33.0 hp.
Empty trip, level track,
16.3 hp.
2 X 762 X 8 - 12,192 watts;

sum

=

Of General

Interest

Electric Locomotive Haulage

Problem

Question Asked in Mine Inspectors' Examination. A 200Kw. Generator Producing 2,300 Volts, A. C. Current, Required to
Haul an Output of 2,500 Tons of Coal Two Miles in Eight Hours
Difficult

FOLLOWING

is one of the questions
asked at the last mine inspectors'
examination, held at Pittsburgh, Pa.
The proposition presented has caused
so much discussion, here, and there is
such a difference of opinion regarding
the correct answer that I am taking
the liberty of sending it to Coal Age
for solution.

QUESTION—A

coal field of 3.000 acres

opened by a shaft 300 ft. deep. The coal
There is a maximum
4ft. 6 in. high.
grade of 5 per cent on the haulage road,
which is two miles long.
The output is
2.500 tons in 8 hours.
Make a sketch or
explain fully how you would wire the mine
for haulage and mining machines, giving
is
is

the voltage, size of wire, rails, switches,
mine cars and generators, keeping in mind
the efficiency of the mine and safety of the

workmen.

JOSEPH SHAFFER.

Windber, Pa.

The question is indeed a difficult one,
calling for a far greater knowledge of
transmission and haulage in
mines than a mine inspector should be

electric

required to possess. The question does
not state the length of the 5 per cent
grade or its location in the mine. In
reply, however, we will assume that
this grade is against the loads and is
located on that portion of the haulage
road nearest to the shaft bottom.
The first step is to decide on the
speed of hauling, say 8 miles per hour
(700 ft. per min.) and estimate the

sum

of the track and grade resistances
lb. per ton) and 15 lb. per ton for
internal resistance in the locomotive
itself.
This makes the net tractive
force or drawbar pull 600
145 = 455
lb. per ton resting on the drivers.
Now, if the weight of the loaded trip
is 218 tons, its resistance on the grade
is
130 X 218
say 28,000 lb.
This
would require for the weight of a locomotive capable of hauling such a trip
say, 60 tons.
28,000 -4- 455
Instead,
however, we will use six 10-ton locomotives for this service.
Each locomotive
will then haul 156.^i
6
say 26 tons
of coal per trip, or 16 x 26
416 tons
of coal per day, making the total output
for the six locomotives 6 x 416
say
2,500 tons.
The accompanying figure shows the
relative position of the six locomotives.

(130

—

=

=

=

^

=

=

^

=

+

=

Referring to the figure, it will be
observed that we have divided the haulage road into two sections, by locating
a synchronous converter at the center
of each mile of the road for converting
the A.C. to D.C. current, for use in the
mine. We have allowed 360 ft. to extend the conductor from the generator
in the powerhouse
shaft to the bottom.

Feeder B 2iWvolts 21Zamp.,No. 7 wire 8280 f'f.
Feeder A,2300YOlis,60amp.. 3000 ff A.C.Currenf
No. 8 Wire
J„
,

.

1

m

Generator

1

Trans
\_±- Synchronous
\T converter

the

300-ft.

This makes the

currenf

A.C.

,

down

:

.Circuit
brealrer

500volts.74<"np.,No.lw!re
SO0mlh,Z2iarnfimmmiis00vvlhJ4amp.,Vo.lwirt\500mlH.y^mii.Hoh'
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^"^ *"
D.C.' current
Trolley Mire
5% grade
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of power tr.vxsmisston on a two-mile haul in a .mine

number

of trips and weight of coal required to be hauled per trip, in order
to put out 2,500 tons of coal in eight
hours, a round trip being four miles

long.

Running at an average speed of eight
miles

per

hour,

a

single

locomotive

would make sixteen round trips a day
and would have to haul 2,.500 -^ IG ^
156J tons of coal per trip. Adding 40
per cent for the cars would make the
total weight of a loaded trip, in that
case, say 218 tons.
In estimating the

weight of locomorequired, the maximum condition
be assumed and the estimate
based on the 5 per cent grade. Taking
the track resistance as 30 lb. per ton,
the grade resistance being 20 lb. per
ton for each per cent of grade, or
5 X 20
100 lb. per ton for a 5 per
cent grade, the total resistance is 130
lb. per ton of moving load.
Sanding the rails on the grade gives
an adhesion of 30 per cent of the
weight of the locomotive resting on the
drivers, or 0.30 x 2,000
600 lb. per
ton, from which must be subtracted the
tive

must

=

=

loaded trips and three
the mine, the arrows
indicating the direction in which these
are moving.
Beside the trackroom on
the tipple to accommodate the empty
and loaded trips and at the inby end of
the haulage road, there are five passing
tracks or partings, a, b, c, d, e, distributed so as to give equal time for
each run and allow five minutes for
changing trips both at the tipple and
the inby end.
While No. 1 trip goes to the tipple,
changes ropes and returns to parting
(a) No. 4 does the same at the inby end
of the line, No. 2 loaded trip passes No.
6 empty trip at parting (b), and No. 3
loaded trip passes No. 5 empty trip at
parting (c).
The next step is to estimate the current required for three conditions; viz.,
a loaded trip on the 5 per cent grade,
a loaded trip on the level, and an empty
trip on the level. For that purpose, we
have the following weights: Coal per
trip, 26 tons; cars per trip, 26 X 0.40
= 10.4 tons; locomotive, 10 tons.

hauling

empty

,

three

trips

in

length of Feeder A, extending to the
first synchronous converter at the center of Section A, 3,000 ft.
From the center of Section A, power
is distributed one-half mile each way.
The maximum condition in this section
occurs when a loaded trip is on the
grade, another on the level track and an
empty on the level track. However,
there will he a saving in copper by
estimatinj: each half-mile separately.
Thus, in the first half of Section A,
a loaded trip is on the grade, going
out; and an empty trip, say on the
level, returning, which will consume a
power of 111,104 watts. Assuming a
500-volt circuit, this power will call for
a current of 111,104 -f- 500 = 222 amp.
Using a OOOO-wire on this half-mile,
will give a linedrop of 30.5 volts, while
the rail return estimated for the entire
current from inby sections will cause
an additional 12.5 volts, making a total
drop of 43 volts, or 8.6 per cent.
The maximum condition that can occur on the second half-mile, in Section
A, is one loaded and one empty trip
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both on level tracks. This will consume
36,864 watts and, on a 500-volt circuit,
will require a current of, say, 74 amp.
Allowing, say 5 per cent, or a drop in

this half-mile of wire 0.05

X 500 =

volts the required area of copper

A =

10-8

X

2

640JO4 ^

25

Examination Questions
Answered

25

is

^^^ g^ ^^^
circ.

viiU

a No. 1 trolley wire.
In order to estimate the size of feed-

which

calls for

Examination, Foremen and Firebosses,

er required for Section A, we will assume a 2,300-volt. circuit, requiring
3,000 ft. of wire and the same return.
The maximum condition that can occur,
in Section A, is one loaded trip on the

grade, and one loaded and one empty
trip on a level track, making three trips
in all and consuming 135,776 watts. For
a 2,300-volt circuit, this w-ill require a
current of 135,776 ^ 2,300 = 59, say 60
amp. Allowing a ten per cent linedrop,
the area of copper required will be

A =

10.8

X

0.10

which

6,000

X

60
X;_^
=

16,120 cir.mils.

2,300

will require a No. 8 wire, 6,000

To find the size of wire required for
Feeder B (8,280 ft.), the maximum condition that can occur in Section B, is
two loaded and one empty trip on level
track, which will consume 62,528 watts,
and require a current of 62,528 -^ 2,300

=

27.2

Assuming

a wire return
10 per cent linedrop, the area

amp.

and a
of copper necessary
^

^

X

20.6

= -

8,280

Is

X 27.2„.,_. '""""
20'^'°
.

.,

0.10X2,300

which corresponds to a No. 7 wire.

Each half of the second

in.,

—

is,

therefore, 1.85 x 5.2
or 9.62 -^ 144

=

sq.in.

per
per

passing in the sa^ne airway?
Answer For the same airway, the
pressure or water gage varies as the
square of the quantity of air in circulation.
In this case, the quantity of air
being doubled the water gage must be
increased as the square of 2, which is 4.
The required water gage is therefore

1921

30,

a pressure of 13 lb. per sq.ft., when the
temperature of the upcast air is 150
deg. F. and that of the doivncast air

iO deg. F.?

—

Answer The height
umn (M), in terms of

of motive colthe upcast air,
—
temperature
is T
upcast
when the
150 deg. F., and the downcast temperature is f = 40 deg. F., the depth of the
shaft being D = say 100 ft., is given
by the formula

4

X

1

=

4 in.

Question

— (a)

There are 360 men in

What volume

of air should be
measured to comply with the Kentucky
ynining law and provide for these men
and 20 tnules, allowing 300 cu.ft. per
(b) How many splits should
mule?
there be to comply with the law?

— (a)

Answer

The mining laws

of

require 100
per minute. To
comply with this requirement of the
law, the volume of air supplied to 360
men and 20 mules, allowing 300 cu.ft.
per mule per minute, is 360 x 100 +
20 x 300 = 42,000 cu.ft. per min.
(b) The Kentucky law, in the same
section, authorizes the mine inspector
to require that not more than 60 men
shall be employed on a single air split,
and to comply with this condition there
must be 360 h- 60 = 6 splits of air in
this mine.
Question // there is 85,000 cu.ft.
of air entering a mine per minute and
2,500 cu.ft. of gas is given off in the
workings, what will be the percentage
of gas in the return air current?
Answer Disregarding the change of
volume due to any difference of temperature between the intake and return
airways and decrease of pressure due

Kentucky (Art.

of air per

8,

Sec. 1)

man

—

—

to mine resistance, the total volume of
air and gas passing on the return is
87,500 cu.ft. per min. The percentage
of gas in this current is therefore
2.85 per
(2,500 x 100) 4- 87,500

=

cent.

Question
in

—Find

terms of upcast

the
air,

motive column
corresponding to

T-

M

460

t

150-40

^

,

"
-I-

460

t

X

110

100

=

22

-f

40

X

100

ft.

500

—

The calculation of a
B.
return for these inby sections, however, shows a total drop of 48 volts at
the inby end of the haulage road, including the linedrop from the converter,
which is 9.6 per cent.
The rail return has been estimated
for both rails of the track, which is
cross-bonded, the bonds of the rails being 24-in., 0000-bonds.
The rails are
30-lb. rails, 30 ft. long and are estimated as having a resistance of 560
microhms, for each double-rail length.
One other point remains to be mentioned; namely, the supply of power to
the cutting machines.
For that purpose, the power line is tapped between
the inby transformer and the converter
at the inby end of Feeder B.
For use
in the machines A.C. current may be
used after reducing the voltage from
2,300 to 230 volts, but D.C. current is
employed to operate the locomotives.
It may be necessary, also, to use a No.
6 wire for Feeder B, which will caiTy
a current of 35.4 amp.
This would
make 35.4
27.2
8.2 amp. available
for the machines, or 8.2 x 2,300 =
18,861 watts (25 hp.). which will probably be ample for that purpose.

=

lb.
lb.

—

cu.ft.

—

9.62

0.0668

ing per minute; tvhat will be the ivater
gage if we have 200,000 cu.ft. of air

a mine.

rail

=

Question With a one-inch ivater
gage we have 100,000 cu.ft. of air pass-

mile, or Sec-

is

from Section

—

When the water gage is
tvhat pressure per square inch
does it indicate?
Answer Each inch of water-gage
reading corresponds to a pressure of
The pressure corre5.2 lb. per sq.ft.
sponding to a gage reading of 1.85 in.,
Question

1.85

estimated in the same manner
as the second half of Section A; and
a No. 1 trolley wire, in each of these
sections, will carry a current of 74 amp.,
at 500 volts, one-half mile either way
from the converters located at the center of each mile section.
A circuit breaker divides Section A
tion B,

May

(Selected Questions;

sq.ft.,

long.

ft.

Lexington, Ky.,

The height of the

motive

column

varies with the depth of shaft.
Question (a).A fan at a shaft mine,
under ordinary conditions, shoivs a
water gage of one inch. If, on a par-

—

ticular

morning, you find a

water gage, wliat

may

two-inch

be the cause of

increase in the gage reading?
(b) If you find the water-gage reading
only i inch, what may be the cause of

this
is

this dec7-ease?

—

Answer (a) In ordinary mining
practice, an observed increase in the
water-gage reading may be assumed to
be caused by some unusual obstruction
This
of the air current in the mine.
may

be owing to a fall of roof blocking
air-course or choking a breakthrough, at some point in the mine.
(b) On the other hand, an observed
decrease in the water-gage reading
when the fan is running at its usual
speed is probably owing to a short-circuiting of the air current by the sudden opening of a door at some point in
the mine. A door set open on the shaft
bottom, cuts out the mine resistance,
which might easily cause a fall of
water gage from one inch to a half-inch.
It would be quite unusual, however, for
any obstruction in the mine airways to
cause a rise of water-gage reading from
one inch to two inches, as that would
mean double the usual mine resistance
and is hardly probable.
Question What are the dangers of
black i>on-der in dry and dusty mines?
Answer The use of black powder,
in blasting in mines, always produces
much flame, which is projected from the
shothole with great force. If the mine
is dry and dusty the dust is blown into
the air and ignited, causing a local explosion of dust that may be propagated
to other portions of the mine, producing
a mine explosion with loss of life and
destruction of property.
the

—
—

—
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International Geological Congress Will
Consider Reorganization at Brussels

GEORGE

OTIS SMITH, Director of the U. S. Geological
Survey, has returned to Washington from London. The
primary object of his visit to England was to serve as a
member of the Organization Committee of the International Geological Congress, the next meeting of which is
being arranged for August, 1922, at Brussels. Dr. Smith
visited various government scientific institutions in England
whose work corresponds to that of the U. S. Geological
Survey. It is interesting to note, he remarked, that such
official bureaus and commissions number not less than half
a dozen, operating under nearly as many different government departments. Apparently the logical arrangement
and consolidation of such investigation work has not yet
gone far in the British government.
In speaking of his calls upon the British scientists Dr.
Smith said
"It was most gratifying to hear on every
side the expressions of appreciation by the British officials
of the scientific work of our own American government,
and even more satisfactory is the apparent universal desire
to pool information and thus to co-operate in working out
the industrial and economic questions that are much the
same in both countries.
"The international committee which met in London on
July 20 outlined a policy for reorganization which will be
the subject of discussion at the congress in Brussels next
August. This committee was appointed for this purpose
in 191.3 at the Canadian session of the congress and was
expected to report three years later at the congress which
was to have convened in Brussels. The 1922 congress will
be noteworthy as a belated acceptance of the hospitality
of the Belgians, which is even more highly appreciated
at the present time.
The reorganization policy recommended, and in fact unanimou.sly favored by the Englishspeaking members of the committee, seeks national sessions
with a minimum of administrative machinery, which is
regarded as expensive and inimical to the scientific spirit.
On both sides of the Atlantic 'bureaucratic' is a word to
be expurgated."
:

Unrest Prevalent in Anthracite Region

COALBROOK

mine workers on Aug. 5 decided to continue
on strike till the Hudson Coal Co. can be induced to grant
the electric-locomotive runners the arrangement regarding
hours which they demanded.
The mine workers at the
Underwood Colliery of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. at Throop
went out on strike Aug. 11 because they claim the company
has cars of two sizes and they should be paid extra for
loading the cars of the larger size.
The company denies
that there is any difference in their capacity.
The Glen Alden Coal Co. discharged two footmen at the
Taylor mine for refusing to work after the completion of
their eight-hour shift. The employees went on strike Aug.
2 but returned to work the next day. Also, on Aug. 2, the
mine workers at Mount Lookout Colliery in West Pittston
and Westmcor Colliery of the Hillside Coal & Iron Co.
went on strike, alleging that the company had suggested
a reduction in wage.
Again on July 30 the Mt. Lookout Colliery of the Temple
Iron & Coal Co., Wyoming, Pa., went on strike because
two men having completed their places could not get breasts
to their liking.
Just when work begins to decline the anthracite mine workers seem less willing than ever to embrace the opportunity presented them.

a means of solving the problem.
Representatives of the
union who have recently conferred with Secretary Davis
say the proposition to reduce wages is ridiculous.
The
miners hope the government ami operators will inaugurate
a campaign which will insure at least four working days a
week in summer and five in winter as at present the bituminous mine worker is only afforded opportunity to work
for two days in each week.

By Striking Pennsylvania Miners Lose in Six
Months One and a Half Million Dollars
OVERLOOKING the inevitable lack of employment, especially in the bituminous regions, the mine workers of
Pennsylvania lost by strikes during the first six months of
year 250,349 days, according to the bureau of mediation
and arbitration of the State Department of Labor and
Industry. These lost days represented $1,473,749 in wages.
The three principal anthracite counties had 31 strikes,
with 21 in Luzerne, 7 in Lackawanna and 3 in Schuylkill.
The Luzerne County strikes resulted in 188,185 days being
lost, equivalent to $857,914 lost in wages; in Lackawanna
County 12,984 days were lost and $62,805 in wages and in
Schuylkill 128,208 days were lost and $575,518 in wages.
this

Mingo Martial Law

to

Speed Buying

IS reported that the Secretaries of Commerce and of
Labor, Hoover and Davis, are planning for a conference
of coal operators and mine workers to consider the present
unsatisfactory conditions in the coal industry resulting
from the lack of demand for coal.
Such a conference
might find a way to stimulate coal purchases. Representatives of the miners are understood to be willing to confer,
but are opposed to any proposal to reduce miners' wages as

IT

Is

Sustained by Court

1"'HE West

Virginia Supreme Court on Aug. 16 denied
the application for writs of habeas corpus filed by
thirty-six persons of Mingo County, who asserted that they
were being unlawfully detained in the county jail at Williamson.
In the list of those who sought release were
many whose names have been frequently mentioned in the
Mingo County industrial strife in recent months, including
A. D. Lavinder, who following a previous arrest obtained
his release upon a writ of habeas corpus on the ground
that there was no military occupancy to enforce martial
law.

As he was charged with a violation of the terms of the
martial law proclamation, he was arrested again and is
In refusing to grant a writ of habeas
still in confinement.
corpus the Supreme Court held that the petitioners did not
show that conditions differed any from those stated in
It was
previous applications passed upon by the court.
asserted by Attorneys Houston and Van Fleet, representing
the
case
the United Mine Workers, that they would carry
to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Eight of the prisoners were arrested in a raid conducted
by JIajor T. B. Davis and members of the state police and
Crossing the mountains near
the Mingo enrolled militia.
Williamson before daylight Saturday, Aug. 13, the raiding
party swooped down in a surprise attack on the hidden body
of fugitive idle miners, charged with various crimes, arrested eight men and brought them to Williamson. Among
those arrested are several charged with the burning of the
tipple at War Eagle in May, before Major Davis took command under the martial law proclamation.

Receivers Appointed for Coal

Company

ELIAS McCLELLAN PASTON

and John B. Johnston
were appointed receivers, on Aug. 11, by Judge Martin
Coal
Dock Co., a Wisconsin
&
Interstate
T. Manton, of the
corporation with New York offices at 32 Broadway, in a
suit in equity brought by the Luhring Collieries Co., New

York Coal
Co.,

Hoover Wants Conference

Vol. 20, No. 10

Co., Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., Bob-Lo Coal Sales
Co., as creditors, with claims amount-

and the Ajax Coal

ing to $800,000.
the business.

The receivers were authorized to carry on

The complainants state the defendant corporation's liabilities amount to about $2,300,000, while the assets include
large stock interests in coal mining properties, docks and
apparatus. The complaint says the assets are sufficient to
pay the liabilities if properly administered.

The slack in buying is not due to a consumers' strike
but to the growing number of people who have stopped
paying more than they can afford. Houston Post

New Output Record
The production of cars and trucks
at American plants of the Ford
Motor Co. for May, June and July
exceeded that for any similar period
Ford Makes

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

the company's history, according to an announcement by the company.
The total output for the
quarter reached 317,587 cars and
trucks, a monthly average of 105,862.
The output for July was 107,149 cars and trucks, which was
in

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

TWO-thirds

of the year 1921 having gone into history, business
and financial leaders, according to a review of business condi-

September by the Mechanics & Metals National Bank
York, are counting hopefully, for the remaining
months of the year, on the benefits of the sweeping adjustments that
tions for

of the City of

New

the elapsed portion of the year brought about.
"Deflation," the bulletin continues, "has now become very much of an actuality, and so
far as our domestic situation is concerned we may be said to have
obtained a fair start in the attempt to put our house in order.
"That the industrial depression has spent its force and that the
ebb tide will be followed by a gradual turn is the general belief, and
there would seem to be sound reason for this belief. Close observers
of the situation become increasingly cautious in attempting to stipulate

any

definite time

when

'revival' will set in,

and

it

is

widely

felt

But there are some
that any improvement this fall will be mild.
unmistakably cheerful signs on the horizon. During July, for the
first month in a year and a half, the index numbers of average commodity prices compiled by Bradstreet's and Dun's agreed in showing
an advance. Even the steel trade, long regarded as the 'key industry,'
though in the present cycle its readjustment has lagged behind every
other, has shown substantial improvement in activity in recent weeks.
"Net railway earnings in June, the last month to be compiled, were
the largest since November; and the attitude of the Administration
in urging and effecting railroad relief measures has created a better
feeling as to the future of the railroads than has existed since the
Financial relief to the railroads will
period of Federal operation.
indirectly thaw out hitherto frozen banking loans and make possible
steel and equipment buying that may help to turn the course of busiBrighter tax prospects are ahead in the present
ness generally.
program of Congress, and the forthcoming disarmament conference in

November may have

somewhat lower than was anticipated at an early date, but July 4,

when the Highland Park

plant and
Ford plants throughout the country
were closed, meant a loss to the
month's record of somewhat more
than 4,000 cars and trucks. It was

expected

that
June's
record
of
building, 108,962, would be eclipsed
August.
June was the highest
month in production the company
has so far experienced. The schedule
for August called for 109,700 cars
and trucks.
Business of the Cadillac Motor
Car Co. is so favorable, says a statement issued by the general office of
the corporation, that the new Clark
in

Ave. plant has been opened.
The
says the statement, has
reached 70 per cent of normal production and is employing 70 per

company,

working force.
than 1,000 men have been
added recently, bringing the number up to more than 4,000. Almost
every department is operating full

cent of the normal

More

time.

Car Shops Taking on Men
The New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad Co.
creasing

the

is

steadily in-

working force at

its

East Hartford (Conn.) car shops.
Last week the plant had 400 men on
the payroll.

the most far-reaching results in reducing this

burden on business.
commodities, the decline in wholesale prices slowed down
some time ago, and that we are not threatened with further drastic
general declines has been indicated in the recent movment in staple
commodities. There remains a great deal of unevenness in price levels,
and there are not a few articles which are still in the stages of deflation.
But the stabilizing process is well under way, and where prices fell
too much they are now beginning to ascend to their rightful level."

"Among

Resumes on Half Basis
The plant of the Weirton Steel
at Steubenville, Ohio, resumed
operations in part Monday, Aug.
29.
Approximately 1,000 men are
Steel Mill
Co.,

employed normally at the plant,
which has been idle since last January.
It started at about 50 per
cent of normal.

Sharon Steel Plant Speeds Up
The Sharon Pressed Steel Co.,
Sharon, Pa., manufacturer of automobile frames, has increased the

operating rate of its plant at WheatThe outland, Pa., to 40 per cent.
look

for

company

business,

officials

of

the

state, are favorable.

Paper Mills Reopen
Mittineague and Woronoco
plants of the Strathmore Paper Co.,
which were closed Aug. 15, reopened
with a full force of employees
Thursday, Sept. 1, according to reports from Springfield, Mass.
Officials announced that the outlook is

The

somewhat brighter.

Freight-Car Loadings Gain
There was an increase of 7,471
loaded freight cars during the week
ended Aug. 20 over the previous
week, the car service division of
the American Railway Association
of
number
reports.
total
The
cars loaded during the week was
This, however, was a de816,436.
crease of 151,667 cars compared
with the total for the same week in
1920, and 96,773 cars under the total
for the corresponding week in 1919.

The

principal

increase,

compared

with the week before, was in the
loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which included manufactured products, although there

was a sustant-al increase in shipLoadings of
ments of livestock.
grain and grain products were under
Coal loadings,
the previous week.
which during the week of Aug. 13

dropped back to
This was 50,000 under the
corresponding week last year.

went up

to 158,260,

154,140.
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Minnesota Dealers, in State Survey, Admit That Coal
Prices Are Too High; No Recommendations Made
MINNESOTA

is not depending on the government at
Washington or Senators Calder and Frelinghuysen

information about coal through legislation.
Governor Preus directed J. H. Hay, Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture, to investigate the coal situation
as it stands today, for the benefit and information of the
citizens of the state.
The report, composing fifty pages,
has just been filed with the Governor. It is considered to
be an accurate survey of facts on supply and prices.
It
contains no recommendations. The Minneapolis correspondent of Coal Age in transmitting the following survey of
the report notes that some may misapprehend the purport
of the information contained in the survey and infer that
national legislation looking to control of the coal industry
is the conclusion to be drawn.
It will be well for the coal trade, according to our correspondent, to give heed to the statements made, for this
sort of information is bound to register sooner or later in
the way of restrictive legislation in Congress. The longer
action is delayed, the surer will be the outcome.
While
the subjects are different, the prohibition and suffrage
amendments are examples of how public sentiment grows
and forces legislation from bodies at heart hostile to the
subjects under consideration.
to give

it

'

Official Report Summarizes Findings of Survey

The following

a

summary

of the findings of the survey,
report:
1.
The 1921 production of bituminous coal in the United States
will fall far below that of 1920, a-s is indicated by tables submitted
in this report.
-M the current rate of production, the 1921 tonnasre will approximate 70 per cent of the 1920 production.
2.
The 1921 production of anthracite coal promises to exceed
that of 1920. and will be ample for all requirements if transportais

as embodied in the

official

—

—

tion facilities are available.
3.

—The

capacity.

coal docks at the

Head

Lakes are loaded to
This capacity approximately measures one-half the
of the

annual requirements for the territory served therefrom. .\. trifle
over ninety days remains of this season in which to remove
coal on hand and again to fill the docks with the supply necessary to carry the Northwest through the approaching winter.
4.
Practically no coal supplies were carried over from last
winter by Minnesota consumers or retailers.
5.
Consumers in Minnesota and, in fact, throughout the whole
country, are refusing to buy coal, and retailers are buying very

—
—

sparingly.

—

6.
The reasons advanced for non-buying are: (a) That these
two classes consider the current coal prices too high; (b) the
scarcity of money with which to buy.
7.
Industry is slowed down in the Northwest from 40 to 60
per cent of normal, thus materially reducing the sale of steam

—

coal.

—

8.
Illinois coal is gradually increasing in use in the Northwest.
It is a strong competitor of dock bituminous.
Coal from
states west of Minnesota does not move in quantity to this state.
Dry wood for fuel is available in Minnesota only in limited quantities.
Railroad rates for shipping same are so high that wood
is practically out of consideration even if a supply could
be
procured.
Oil and peat are not as yet considered commercially
for fuel purposes in Minnesota.
9.
Coal dealers examined by the Department of Agriculture
admitted that current coal prices are too high, hut they offered no
solution of the high-cost problem. On the other hand, two dealers
declared that prices were not high enough to guarantee them
profits such as their business demanded.
10.
The co-ordinated and interlocked string of interests in the
coal business, reaching from the mines in the East to the docks
and retail yards in Minnesota, and described by one dock representative as an "economic evolution" are, in effect, and according
to the testimony of independent ret.iilers, a real menace to the
existence of these independents. This "economic evolution" points
the way in its development features to a possible monopolistic
control of Minnesota's Eastern coal supply, and particularly
anthracite in its movement to Northwestern consumers.
11.
Independents and dealers examined in this investigation
and operating in a small way in Minnesota are compelled by the
logic of the coal situation to accept the retail prices set by the
dock companies having retail yards.

—

—

—

—

12.
Independent retail dealers have, at various times, been
refused coal by dock companies even when the financial standing
of such retailers was not in question,
13.
Approximately half the anthracite supply for Minnesota
is controlled by one mine operator, represented by one man in this
state, who at
intervals announces selling prices of anthracite
coal, thus virtually controlling, to a certain extent, the anthracite
price in Minnesota.
H. Current costs of some forms of labor in Minnesota coal
yards, wagons, delivery trucks, horses, gasoline and oil for motortruck use, hay and feed for horses, are lower than 1920 costs.
.Ul witnesses declared these reductions in cost of operation were
reflected in lower prices to consumers, but no estimates of the
amount of such reduction were supplied the department. For
instance, common labor, which receives 40c. an hour in 1921,
received 60c. per hour in 1920.
15.
The practice of the trade is to increase the price of coal
from 10c. to 25c. per ton per month from May to September.
This practice in the coal trade has no counterpart elsewhere in
the business world, despite the fact that dealers in other commodities may exercise the privilege of taking this form of profit
if
they .see fit.
The e.xcuse offered by the coal trade is to
"persuade" the buyer to purchase early in the season.
The
refusal of buyers to comply with this practice in 1921 establishes
its
fallacy and clearly exposes its unfairness.
Decreases in
costs, as announced in No. 13. ought to be as quickly and clearly
indicated and felt by the buyer as are these usual monthly
increases.
The mere fact that it is a practice in the coal trade
is no justification that it is a fair trade practice.
16.
Dealers appearing as witnesses declared that 25c. to 50c
per ton on all coal handled was a fair and reasonable retail
profit.
Some dealers declared 25c. an ample retail profit, while
one dealer declared that 10c. net per ton for all coal handled
would be satisfactory. It was evident that dealers handling a
very small volume refiuired a broader margin in order to meet
cost requirements.

—

—

—

—

Citizens' Health, Security and Happiness at Stake

—

The supplying of coal as fuel to homes, hospitals, lighting
and power plants is more than a mere business enterprise to be
maintained solely for financial profit. The activities engaged in
the coal trade affect the health, security and happiness of citizens
of Minnesota and other states.
AVith the exception of the organized coal trade and certain persons and civic bodies especially
17.

interested therein, the public strongly favors such regulatory
supervision of the production and distribution of coal as will
protect consifmers against exorbitant prices and limited supplies
of coal.

—

Current prices of coal are forcing consumers in Minnesota
organize co-operative coal-purchasing agencies, which propose
in quantity at the mines.
19.
Investigation developed the fact that trade practices at
the mines and costs involved therein would not be available to
any representatives sent by this depai-tment on an investigational
errand. As indicated elsewhere in this report, the Federal Trade
Commission was permanently enjoined from collecting cost information.
20..
Congress and several State Legislatures, including that
of Minnesota, have, during the past two years, sought to adopt
such measures as would protect the public against unreasonablecoal prices, and at the same time to insure consumers a steady
18.

to

buying

—

—

and ample flow of coal to their bin.s. Legislation now pending
at Washington includes measures which seek to stabilize coal
prices and secure such seasonal railroad rates as will stimulate
Certain measures relating to coal trade praccoal movement.
tices, which were introduced in the Minnesota Legislature during
In thethe session of 1921. failed of favorable consideration.
larger field at "Washington, the proponents of coal-trade regulation are experiencing strong opposition to their legislative efforts.
Groups of citizens in Minnesota and throughout the country are
organizing to support legislative action relating to the coal industry as is described above.
21.
Minnesota's annual coal requirements are approximately
1.500,000 tons of anthracite, 8,000,000 tons of dock bituminous
and 1,000,000 tons of Illinois bituminous.

—

The report gives detailed figures from dealers, by numbers instead of by names, showing what makes up the cost
A typical statement, by
to the consumer of a ton of coal.
"Dealer No. 6," shows anthracite costs of Aug. 1, 1916, and
Aug. 1, 1921, as follows:
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mines
J3.66
and tax. mines to f.o.b. vessel
:i.01
30
Lake freieht and tax to Dulutli
Dockage, degradation, shortage, interest, insur1.03
ance and taxes at dock
Price,

t.o.b.

Freight

,

rail

Wholesale

price,

f.o.b.

cars.

Duluth

Rail freight and tax. Duluth to

Cost

f.o.b.

cars.

Twin

Cartage for delivery
Selling

to

Twin

7.00

Cities.

..

.

Cities

consumers' bins

Yardage, degradation, shortage, interest,
surance and profit at retail yard
Retail domestic delivered price.

Twin

Cities.

1.727

1.20

12.90
2.2969

8.20

15.1969

45

costs

keep
$7,053
3.605
.515

1.00

1987

.5173

1.1513

1.135S

in-

.

10.00

17.85

Up

to July 31, the report shows, soft-coal receipts at the
Head of the Lakes were 3,762,256 tons in excess of the
same time last year, and hard-coal receipts 12.5,799 tons in
excess. But docks are full and very little coal moving, it is
stated.
As the docks need to be filled and emptied twice

Northwestern demand, the report warns that
"the movement from the docks must be immediately accelerated in order to afford storage space for the full supply."

to supply the

Washington State Mines Use Non-Union Men
AFTER lying idle for over five months the coal mines of

reopen, also.
The miners' unions still assert that they are standing
firm and declare in some districts that they will remain out
until March, 1922, at which time they say their wage contract with the operators will expire.

Blame Central Competitive Operators Also
For Failure to Readjust Mine Wages
PROMINENT coal operators in the central Pennsylvania
district with whom a representative of Coal Age has
talked recently are disposed to hold the operators of the
Competitive field, as well as the United Mine
Workers of America, responsible for the failure to bring
about a downward readjustment of the wage scale in keeping
with the action that has been taken by other basic industries.
To all requests that have been submitted to the United
Mine Workers for such action, the reply invariably has
been, these central Pennsylvania operators assert, that the
policy of the international organization has been that
nothing along this line could be done without united action
by the entire Central Competitive field. The failure of the
latter to take any action is causing people to ask, why this
inactivity on the part of the Central Competitive field ? The
fact that they are under indictment in Judge Anderson's
court in Indianapolis may have something to do with this
lack of initiative. But this, in the opinion of local opei-ators.
is a good excuse and not a reason.
The dominant position in wage-making affairs so Ions
enjoyed by operators and miners in the Central Competitive
field was being seriously attacked during the period which
led up to the strike in November, 1919, it is pointed out.
But the weakness of this group that has pretended to dominate for so many years never was so glaringly apparent
as it is today.
Local operators contend that the coal industry should proceed to do its share toward deflation and

Central

with other industries.

line

The delivered cost of

coal today compared with pre-war times is absolutely ridiculous, compared with other basic commodities, such as steel

and farm products. This is due in part to high freight
rates, but other commodities also have this difficulty.
The coal men, it is contended, have an obligation to perform to the public in bringing about a proper cost of coal.
The excuse that they are tied up by a scale agreement to
next April, it is asserted, is not true. The wage agreement
made by the U. S. Coal Commission was knocked into a
cocked hat in August, 1920, less than five months after it
was in operation, and a supplementary "voluntary" agreement, after wildcat strikes had closed down many mines in
Indiana and Illinois, added $1 to $1.50 to the day scale.
This agreement is now in operation. Time after time, it
is pointed out, the United Mine Workers have obtained wage
advances, using as an excuse the "high cost of living," and
now that living costs have come down and all other industries have made reductions, the opei-ators refuse to get together and ask a reduction in wages, which would benefit
the public and the miners, as well as the operators.
Summing up the sentiment among central Pennsylvania
operators, it is not the fault of the United Mine Workers
alone that there has not been a reduction in wages. It is
the fault in part of the dominating group of operators in
the Central Competitive field who do not sense their obligation to the public and the industry.

l\. King and Pierce counties in the state of Washington are
again in operation. The work is being done with non-union
crews following the failure of the union miners to accept
Some of these
the wage scale offered by the operators.
mines are the Newcastle, the Franklin and the Black Diamond in King County and the Carbonado, Wilkeson and Burnett mines in Pierce County.
Men are being sent out from Tacoma and Seattle to be
gradually made acquainted with the work. More than one
hundred miners are reported as employed in the Issaquah
mines, two-thirds of them under ground. At other places
men are being received in numbers, and it is expected that
before many days all the workings will be open again, .^t
Renton the Black Diamond briquet plant is preparing to

in
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Coal Mine Explosion

at Harrisburg, 111..

Asphyxiates Eleven

A

Men

SHOT

of dynamite penetrating into old workings filled
with fire damp is said to have been the cause of an
explosion at the Harco mine of the Harrisburg Colliery Co.,

Harrisburg,

111.,

on Aug.

31.

The mine has normally 400

men working it but at the time the shot was exploded only
few men were in the mine. Eleven men were killed and
seven men escaped, but not without suffering from the

a

effects

U.

S.

of the black damp.
D. J. Parker arrived with a
rescue car only an hour after the accident.

Rainey

Men March

STRIKERS

at the

to Stop

mines of the W.

J.

Working Mines
Rainey Coal & Coke

Co. marched into Allison, Pa., on Aug. 31 to bring out
the miners of the Superior Coal & Coke Co.
Sheriff I. J.
Shaw, of Fayette County, and Deputy Edward Brady set
out in ail. automobile to meet them with a light machine gun

stowed away

in the car.
The Sheriff on meeting them
ordered them to disperse and go home. When they refused
he began to prepare his machine gun for action. The men
retired but did not leave the village. Sergeant Freeman of
the state police coming on the sheriff's call, the men were
searched, and being found without arms were allowed to
proceed.
At Brier Hill they took charge of the hoisting
engineer, shutting dowr the mine till the Sheriff appeared.
The Rainey men are unorgani2.ed.

Tfat the Pittsburgh Coal

Co. would make a reduction of
wages of between 3,000 and 4.000 memstaff" on Sept. 1, was announced Aug. 29
by Edward J. Walsh, Eastern manager. According to Mr.
Walsh the company made two pay advances during the
15 per cent in the
bers of its salaried

period of rising prices and the high cost of living, one of
25 per cent and another of 15 per cent. Therefore, the readjustment which became effctive the first of this month
leaves the concern's employees 25 per cent ahead of the prewar normal. The reduction, which is participated in by all
workers throughout the country, the largest portion of
which, of course, are in the Pittsburgh district, will not
affect the thousands of miners of the company, since it is
party to the wage agreement until the end of the present
coal year, March 31, 1922.

IK A Senate debate on the Shipping Board Senator
!• letcher,
of Florida, said the operating expenses of a vessel
per year include $13.81 per deadweight ton for fuel.

:
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Warfare in Logan County

FEDERAL

Now

at

an End

troops soon quieteil the turmoil in southern

West Virginia. Their arrival in the principal centers,
1, was the sijjnal for "cease firing" along the line held
by the volunteer army defending Logan. A summary of
events from Aug. 28 to Sept. 6 follows:
On Sumlay, Aug. 28, a clash witli the state police under CapSept.

tain J. 15- Brookus, who with deputy sheriffs were defending the
Logran County line, occurred at Sharpies, a little union mining
town across the Logan County line which adjoins Boone County.
The defenders numbered twelve in all. The.v met five mine
workers who. on a command to surrender, replied with a volley
of shots.
Of these, four are believed to have been killed by the
fusillade which the police and the dei)uty sheriffs fired in reply.
Others who came up were reported wounded.
As the state jwlice were accompanied by un-unitormed men.
Captain Brockus retired, not being able to distinguish friend from
foe in the darkness.
The fight was at close quarters, the two
parties being eight or ten feet apart.
It appears that the Captain had taken eleven prisoners.
Four escaped during the engagement, and one is believed to have been killed.
Had the
force of police and deputies not retired tliey might all have
been massacred, as 1,500 to 2,000 mine workers are asserted
to have been awaiting their advance into the trap.
Later reports
show that seven persons were killed and thirteen men and one
woman wounded in the encounter.

Work Continued

at Mines Despite I.nvasion

On the same day three deputy sheriffs and a justice o£ the
peace were captured and mine workers from Blair, Madison and
Danville were mobilizing to cross the defenses near the BooneLogan line, assembling at Blasia and Sharpies. By the following day three more deputies had been captured and it was difBcult
for the authorities to prevent citizens of Logan from marching
to certain death to attempt their rescue.
The mines continued
to work despite the invasion, but the men who worked were
armed and took up their positions wlienever danger threatened.
It waa noted on Aug. 29 that armed men from Paint Creek
and Cabin Creek were reassembling in large numbers at Marmet
and at other points along the creek between the Kanawha River
and Madison.
.\djutant-General Charnock returned from Danville with the report that his mission had failed, the letters
which he carried from President C. F. Keeney of district No. 17
and other union men being of no avail. Neither argument nor
the 100 state police and 240 deputy sheriffs could convince the
mine workers that the attempted march was futile. The men
appeared to be led by two Illinois men. Frank Buts and W. L.
Goodman two from Ohio, Ben Ackley and Mike Casgrove Lewis
.\dams. from Indiana, and Ed Secore. from Kentucky.
The
presence of these men suggested to Governor E. F. Morgan that
International President John L. Lewis was willing to shut his
eyes to the villainy of certain of the mine workers in his organ:

;

ization.

Danger also threatened from another quarter on Aug. 29.
Men were gathering at Mullens, Wyoming County, to march
across McDowell County into Logan and thence to Mingo.
For
this reason SherifT William Hatfield sent half his 250 deputies
back to 'Welch to keep order in his own county.
Meantime
Washington was employing "watchful waiting" tactics and blaming Governor Morgan for not doing more.
The authorities at
the Capitol are convinced that West Virginia has been negligent
in dispensing with the National Guard.
But at last on .\ug. 30
President Harding issued a proclamation to the mine workers
ordering them to disperse and retire peacefully to their homes
before noon. Sept. ]. or troop.'! would be despatcherl .Tnd martial
law declared.

Troops in Readiness for Immediate Movement
This was issued after the President had received a delegation
sent by Governor Morgan comprising Senator Sutherland, of
West Virginia George W. A. McCorkle. former Governor H. G.
Young, Secretary of State Charles W. Swisher, former Secretary of State John L. Dicldnson and Fred W. Staunton, bankers
and business men of Charleston. The 2Gth regiment of Infantry,
comprising l.OdO officers and men. at Camp Dix. X. J., and the
19th regiment of infantry at Camp Sherman were kept ready for
immediate movement to the scene of action.
On the same day, Aug. 30, C. F. Keeney, district president:
Fred Mooney, district secretary, and David Robb. International
financial agent, and a score of others were indicted for murder
the first two were charged with complicity in the killing of two
men in Mingo County on May 13 and the third in connection with
the slaying of a state trooper.
Two deputy sheriffs also were
;

;

;

;

indicted.
On .A.ug. 31 more fighting occurred at Blair. The mine workers
tried to charge up a mountain and were repulsed.
A deputy
The number of men in the attacking force
sheriff was killed.
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was 3.500. but the relnforcenient of the forces of order was as
significant as the strength of the mine workers.
lOx-servlce men,
miners, business men, school teachti's and even ministers were
flocking In from all the countryside, women occupying the working places left vacant by the men or driving automobile trucks
with provisions and equipment toward the scene of action.
The
attacking mine workers, however, seemed In no way disheartened.
The.v shrugged their shoulders and passed on when told about
the President's proclamation, and copies of the document .scattered from an airplane met with no response.
On Sept. 1 the fighting became mole fierce than ever and at
midnight General Bandholtz sent for troops, which arrived on the
evening of the following night, and the mine workers speedly
ceased fighting and surrendered, being sent back to their homes.
Some of them, it Is believed, hid their rifles before giving themselves up, as four hundred men who surrendered at Shauples and
Madison Sept. 3 turned In only eighty rifles. The Invading mine
workers have almost without exception returned to tlie mines.

Proposed Tariff

Vt oiild

Shut Out

Cohimhia Coal

British

trade of British Columbia collieries,
ISfartheasexport
the adjacent states are concerned, to receive
in

so
a

There is no exaggeration in the statement
death blow?
that, if the suggested tariff bill as reported to the House
of Representatives of the United States is endorsed as it
reads, such will be the effect. This bill provides "that when
any country, dependency or other subdivision of government imposes a duty on such articles imported from the
United States, an equal duty shall be imposed on such
articles coming into the United States from such country."
It will be noted that the word "shall" and not "may" is
used. As Canada's duty on coal imported from the United
States now is .53c. a ton, it may be expected, always providing that the bill goes through as it stands, that a similar
duty will be collected on coal going from the Dominion to
And, as this duty will be figured in
the United States.
American currency no doubt, the exchange in its favor
as against Canadian currency -will put Canadian exporters
at a further disadvantage.

To obtain a general idea of the effect of the proposed
duty on the British Columbia coal-mining companies it is
only necessary to scan the records for 1920 as disclosed by
The total
the annual report of the Minister of Mines.
production for the year was 2,696,774 tons, of which about
63 per cent was consumed in British Columbia, the remainder
being exported to the United States and Alaska. Of the
year's coke output of 67,792 tons some 60 per cent was
utilized in the province and the remaining 40 per cent went
to the United States.
;

East Kootenay Collieries Likely to Be Hard Hit
It
statistics give the broad view of the situation.
interesting to look into the matter a little more closely,
collieries
for by so doing it is found that, although the coast
will be sharply hit by the contemplated duty, it is the
collieries of East Kootenay that will be most seriously

These

is

concerned.

The coast district in 1920 produced 1,849,385 tons, of
which 20 per cent was exported to the United States.
East Kootenay last year produced 847,389 tons am^ 70 per
cent of the coal sold was shipped to the United States.
Little further is necessary to prove the nature, and to
suggest the probable consequences, of the blow that amendments now before the House of Representatives hold suspended above the heads of those engaged in one of the
most important of British Columbia industries.
What the outcome would be in the Crow's Nesc Pass it
to predict because the product of that field must,
under present conditions, find its greatest outlet in the
United States. An effort has been made of late to rnd a
market for the high-class coal of East Kootenay on the
Canadian prairies, and success is being achieved. But such
eastern Canadian shipments, from the reports available
up to date, have not reached really substantial proportions,
whatever the future may hold. The building up of trado
Further, it is to
of this kind, it obvious, must take time.
be remembered that the Crow's Nest collieries in these
is difficult

;
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markets must meet and defeat, under adverse conditions
as to transportation, the coals of the large Alberta coalmine operators.
On this point the annual report of the Minister of Mines
contains the followinR observations:
"The market of the East Kootenay field is provided primarily by the railways of the southeastern part of the
province and of the northern parts of the adjoining States
of Montana and Washington, approximately three-quarters
of the coal, sold as such, being exported to those states,
while the remainder went to supply the demands of the
southeastern part of the province its domestic needs, its
railways, steamboats, mines and smelters.
Coke, a
product of the coal mines, is sold in the same markets,
with the difference that the local consumption, chiefly by the
smelter at Trail, took about 53 per cent of the product,
while the remaining 47 per cent was exported to the states

—

.

.

Traffic

Bureau of American Wholesale Coal

Association Adopts Impartial Policy

THE

policy to be followed by the new traffic department
the American Wholesale Coal Association was
threshed out at the meeting of its Board of Directors in

of

Chicago Aug. 30 and 31. The department will handle only
such traffic matters which are general in their scope and
apply alike to all members. Where sectional or individual
cases must be taken up the national association will lend
its traffic manager to the members concerned, with the
understanding that they are to pay his salary and all ex-

.

mentioned."

The mine operators of the State of Washington do not
They argue that the
relish this Canadian competition.
coal that finds its way into Washington, Montana, Oregon
and Idaho from the coast and the interior of British Columbia makes it impossible for them to produce coal, pay
present wages and other costs, and make a profit. Therefore they have asked the Federal Government not for the
53c. a ton duty that apparently has been recommended but
for 75c. a ton impost "on all imports of coal."

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. Reduces Wages;
1,200 Miners Idle Since Sept. 1

TWELVE HUNDRED

men of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Co. in Southern Colorado have been idle since Sept. 1,
when the company made a wage reduction said to average
approximately $2.50 per day for coal diggers. Ten mines with
a tonnage of twenty-five thousand are affected, although
union officials claim fifteen mines and assert that the men
were not given the required thirty days' notice. W. I. Reilly,
of the Industrial Commission, asserted, however, that the
company filed notice of a wage reduction thirty days ago.
Company officials declare that a majority of the men
have agreed to reduction equivalent to the scale prior to
Nov. 30, 1919, so that large orders for storage coal for
railroads could be obtained, giving them more days' work.
Officials of District 15, United Mine Workers of America,
assert that a majority of the miners could not work. Conditions are quiet.
The State Industrial Commission has
assumed jurisdictien and will hold a hearing in Walsenburg
Sept. 9.
The present contract does not expire until next
March.

The American Smelting & Refining Co. in the spring of
this year reduced wages 20 per cent, including all employees
at its Cokedale coal mine and coking plant.
The miners
refused to accept the reduction and the mine was closed
for a period of several weeks, but later on resumed operation under the reduced wage scale, w'ith production of upward of 1,000 tons of coal per day. It is understood that
with the lower cost of production due to the decreased wage
scale the Cokedale mine was able to underbid other Colorado
companies on certain contracts, thus entering the commercial business on an extensive scale in competition with other
mines.
Coal prices are announced for the fall and early winter
as follows: Lump, $6; nut, $5.50; slack, $2.75.
There is
little or no coal being stored except by some of the raih'oads,
and the prospects for the coal business the coming winter
seem to be anything but bright.
The newspapers convey a hint that there will be a demand
made to abandon the Moffat railroad into Routt County,
which would cut off several large producing coal mines.
The Moffat road apparently has not been a money maker
since its installation. It is thought, however, that some arrangement finally may be perfected by which the road will
continue to operate.

Bradley, president of the National Coal Association,
underwent an operation for appendicitis Aug. 31 at Harrisburg. Pa. The latest reports from the hospital indicate
that his recovery will be prompt.
J. G.
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The traffic manager of the national
penses of the case.
association is to take no part in any traffic case where there
is a clash of interest between members of the association.
The Board of Directors authorized George H. Gushing,
managing director of the association, to employ the traffic
manager, who will have his offices in Washington and will

report to Mr. Gushing.
Acting on that authority Mr. Gushing has employed Ira
The operations of the new
Cochran, of Pittsburgh.
Mr. Cochran
traffic department will be begun Sept. 15.
the
employ of the Pennsylvania
was for fifteen years in
During the last four years of his service
Railroad Co.
with that company he was employed in the coal traffic deMore recently Mr. Cochran has been in the
partment.
service of Weston Dodson Co., Inc.
In traffic cases there are three essential stages. The first
is the collection of the facts and the preparation of the
case.
The second is the presentation of the case with these
The third is preparation of an appeal,
facts as its basis.
Mr. Cochran will follow that proif it should be necessary.
cedure in all matters which apply to the wholesale industry
In addition he will gather data on all transgenerally.
portation matters which have a bearing on coal.
The Board of Directors and the Executive Committee
engaged, in an extended discussion of the coal exchange
question but reached the conclusion that no decision could
be made as to the attitude of the association until more
In order to obtain this additional
facts were available.
information a committee of three will be appointed to make
This committee will be
a special study of the subject.
instructed to report to the Board of Directors, when it is
expected that the association's policy will be determined.
C. L. Dering, of Chicago; H. J. Haywood, of Toledo, and
G. H. Merrj-weather, of Chicago, were designated as members of a Budget Committee to arrange for the financing
The Board of
of the association during the ensuing year.
Directors also authorized the appointment of a legal committee.
It was revealed at the meeting that the members of the
association handle 90 per cent of the entire bituminous
tonnage wholesaled. The members of the association handle 44 per cent of the entire bituminous production of the
Nearly 6,000 mines depend entirely on members
country.
Members of the
of the association to market their output.
American Wholesale Coal Association purchased more than
the
calendar
year of 1920.
$800,000,000 worth of coal during
C.

N. Y. Wholesale Coal Trade Assn. Suspends

Allen Resigns Secretaryship

AT

a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Wholesale
Coal Trade Association of New York, Inc., held on
Aug. 24, 1921, Charles S. Allen, who has been the secretary
since the formation of the association, tendered his resignation, to take effect Sept. 30.
At the same meeting the
Board, having accepted Mr. Allen's resignation, determined
.

to discontinue the activities of the association for the presThe charter and equipment of the association will
ent.
be i-etained and activities will be resumed when the need

for the

same presents

itself.

Mr. Allen will resume the work in which he was engaged at the time he became secretary, representing shippers before the Interstate Commerce Commission and
other Federal and State regulatory bodies. His office will
be at 90

West

Street.

Produetion
and
the

-==^;;___

Market
hzr.

JVeekly Review

1AB0R DAY

has the effect on coal of any holiday in
that demand is increased in anticipation and lags
-V subsequently.
Production, save for this minor

waiting on demand. All
over the country the only market with any sign of life is
in domestic sizes, and even in these there is no prospect
of excitement to come.
Output of bituminous coal during the week of Aug.
27 is reported by the Geological Survey as 7,755,000
net tons, a gain of 42,000 net tons over the preceding
week.
There is nothing in the news this week to
indicate a sudden revival of industry and consequently
Meantime the seasonal
of demand for steam coal.
increase in buying of household coal is resulting in the
production of even more of the steam sizes of both
hard and soft coal than can be marketed, as a consequence of which the prices on slack are down and
on sizes are up, with mine-run about on a level, the
net result of the whole thing being that the Coal Age
index of spot prices for bituminous coal advanced to
91 on Sept. 6, from 90 for the week preceding.
In New England the steam-coal market is under
heavy pressure, and buyers there, as elsewhere, seem
to doubt the stability of prices, rather holding to the
hope if not belief that something is sure to break
before winter. The all-rail movement holds up as well
influence, is

still

hanging

fire,

as

it

has in the face of continued low price offering of
coal only because fully one-third is

Hampton Roads

El.o

In

Upturn

in Steel

May Bolster Coal Demand

Production is low in the Pittsburgh district but signs
of gains in the steel market are expected to help the
demand for coal, while in eastern Ohio the slump in
Lake business that kept wheels turning a month ago
The
is now nearly offset by better steam demand.
labor trouble in West Virginia has deflected business
to eastern Kentucky and rumors of a strike on the
railroads have given some stimulus to the Chicago
market, where Pocahontas, desperate for an outlet, is
pushing local coals in the domestic and apartment-house
trade to such an extent that bituminous prices of
Illinois coals are likely to suffer.

Daily Average Production of Bituminous Coal*

V

New York

and .some
and west inquiries
for October delivei-y are di.sclosing an encouraging
firmness, with prices advanced over present levels.
Purchasing agents are said to favor covering their
requirements by contracts for the remainder of the
coal year.
Dumpings over the piers at Hampton Roads
are the lowest in months, having been but 183,000
gross tons in the week ended Sept. 1, compared with
269,525 tons the week previous.
railroad fuel under contracts.

of the other markets further south

..
.
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Anthracite, being largely a domestic fuel, is gaining
Dealers along the coast are
as winter approaches.
quite generally absoi-bing the i-egular small additions
to circular prices, fearing to frighten off hesitant pur-

Meanwhile they have filled their yards to
overflowing with coal at summer prices, on which they
will realize the advance later, after the householder has
In other words, the coal has been
lost his oppoi'tunity.
available, if the consumer wanted it, at summer prices.
But those who did not elect to carry the coal over until
winter will pay the retailer for having done so, and
there can be no criticism of the dealer who marks up
his coal when demand gets brisk.
chasers.

BITUMINOUS
Production of soft coal appears to have found a level
for the time being at about seven and three-quarters million
tons a week. According to the Geologrical Survey, the total
output during the week ended .\ug:. 27 was 7,755,000 net
tons, as compared with 7,713,000 the week before.
Usually
at this time of the year production is on the upturn, but
it is apparent that even for domestic sizes there is not the
normal activity which marks the approach of autumn. Preliminary reports indicate no great change during the following week, Aug. 29 to SepJ:. 3 loadings on Monday and

—

Current Quotations
Market
Low-Volatile, Eastern
Pocahontas lunap
Pocahonta.s mine run
Pocahontas screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
Smokeless mine run
Clearheld mine run
Cambria mine run
Somerset mine run
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

1
I

1

(Navy Standard)..
(Navv Standard)...
iNaxT Standard)...

9 (Super.
9 (Super.

Low

Vol.)..

Low Vol.)
9 (Super. Low Vol.)...
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
11 (Low Vol.)
II (Low Vol.)
11 (Low Vol.)

High-Volatile. Eastern
Pool 54-64 (Gas and St.).
Pool 54-64 (Gas and St.).
Pool 54-64 (Ga.s and St.)..
Pittsburgh sc'd gas
Pittsburgh mine run (St.).
Pittsburgh slack (Gas)

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run
Kanawha screenings
Hocking lump
Hocking mine run

— Spot

Prices,
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Tuesday were 52,154 cars, a decrease of 622 cars when
compared with the corresponding days of the week preceding.
The movement of soft coal to New England via all-rail
declined during the week ended .\ug. 27. A total of 2,670
cars were forwarded over the Hudson compared with 2,982
cars the week before.

fVS? OF CDAL FORWARDED OVER THE HIDS ON TO

E.\,STERN

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND

1920

1921

W>ck Ended:
Aug. 13
Aug. 20
Aug. 27

Anthracite
.

.

2.313
2.460
2,475

'

Bituminous

.\nthracite

Bituminous

2.560
2.982
2.670

2.230
2.976
3,435

6.124
5,369
5,792

coal through the canals at Sault
Marie, Mich., and Ontario for the month of August,
tons
of bituminous and 489,142 tons
net
1921. was 1,698,068
of anthracite. As the movement to the interior increases,
the upper docks are enabled to discharge more rapidly the
cargoes sent up the Lakes, although lack of space has
necessitated a curtailment of shipments from ths heavier
volume which prevailed earlier in the season. Total dumpings at the lower ports during the week ended Sept. 3
increased slightly to 585,577 net tons— 564,847 cargo coal
and 20,730 vessel fuel as compared with 712,064 tons the
week preceding. Cumulative movement for the season to
date is 16,735,687 net tons, which is in excess of 1919 and
1920 but, owing to the slump during August, 1921, is now
nearly three-quarters of a million tons behind 1918.

Westbound movement of

Ste.

Bituminous Coal

—

—Net Tons,

F. O. B.

Mines

1
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C'oul

Wrrk

.Age
of

Index
Mrpt.

91.
6.

This iliapram

l»SI.

shows
changes

1.4

weekly

In

the

spot

prices of bituminous
coal In the United

as

States
All

a

<-

prices
to

ment price

of

c

1918.

504

taken as 100. Actual
spot prices for each
coal are given in the
table

In

this review.

With the recent decline in Lake and export movements
has come a proportionate decline of the bituminous output
contributed by the Northern and Middle Appalachians,
from 65 per cent in the last week of June to 57 per cent
in the third week of August, which is only 68 per cent of
the weekly average in 1920.

WEEKLY PRODrCTION BITUMINOUS COAL. l.NCLUDING COAL
COKED, I.\ THE NORTHERN AND MIDDLE .\PPALACHI.\NS
Current Output. 192

Weekly .\verage. Past Years
Net Tons

Week Ended:

NetTon.><

Calendar Year;

Aug. 6
Aug. 13
Aug. 20

4.221.000
4.601,000
4,401,000

1918
1919
1920

6,815.000
5.600,000
6,456.000

ANTHRACITE
Production of anthracite during the week ended Aug. 27
was 1,893,000 net tons, according to the Geological Survey.
This is a recovery of over 300,000 tons as compared with
the preceding week's figure, whch was low because of a
religious holiday, and was more than 100,000 tons in excess
of the most recent week of full-time operation.
Sept. 1 saw the last seasonal monthly advance of the

companies, varying from 10c. to 25c. per ton. Independent
producers are again obtaining a better premium with the
increasing demand for household sizes.
Movement from
Buffalo was lighter
135,900 net tons during the week ended
Aug. 30, as compared with 172,400 the week preceding.
Pea coal is weak and some distress prices were quoted in
the New York market last week. The steam trade is picking

—

up a

trifle.

10

Iq8

one figure
and compared with
the average govern-

duced

1-2

c
|2

whole.
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Roads Quiet; No Export
Business; Price Cuts on Large

Hampton

Continental Coal Markets at a Standstill
Production
Sufficient

erally

of
for

Weaker

Tonnage

Great Britain, France and Ruhr
All Europe's Needs— Prices Gen-

— Hampton Roads Dumpings Decline

Production of coal in Great Britain
appears to be going forward on an even
keel at around 4,500,000 tons a week,
or at a level for this time of year just
above that of 1919 and below that of
1920. In the week of Aug. 20 the output was 4,334,000 gross tons, a decrease
of 203,000 tons from the previous week.
Prices are generally weak. The export
market is dull, notwithstanding some
show of strength in Cardiff prices,
where quotations on Admii'alty coal, as
cabled to Coal Age, are slightly up.
Newcastle prices are either unchanged
or down.
A striking evidence of the world trend
in coal prices is found in the September bunker prices on Welsh coal as
cabled to Coal A(ie and shown in these
columns this week. Everywhere prices
Even bunker prices at
are down.

situation has arisen through the members' objection to dictation from the

miners, and, in the event of another
stoppage, they wish to be free themselves to decide on what policy they
shall adopt.

Pier and Bunker Prices, Gross Tons
(Ftfreign

Bnnktr Quotations by Cable

to

dal

Ai:e)

PIERS
Aug. 27
Pool
Pool

9,

10,

Pool
P'ol
Pool
Pool

New
New

York... $5.75@$5 90
York.
5 40® 5 60

Philadelphia.
10, Philadelphia
71. Philadelphia.

80®
40®
00®

5
5

9.

6

Hampton

I,

Sppt. 3t
$5 75(5 $5 90
5 50(3 5 65
6 00
5 80(2
5 40® 5 70
6 00® 6 25

Roads

Hampton Roads.

6 00
5 70
6 25

5.00® 5.25

4.90®

5. 1.J

4.50® 4.75

i-W®

i 75

.

BUNKERS

American poi'ts are declining, though it
had been supposed the bottom had long
ago been reached.

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

1

P

1

9,

10,
9,

.fl

0,

on Roads

Gibraltar
Port Said

Singapore ...
Rio Janeiro

. .

ilalta

Lisbon

La Plata
Madeira
Teneriffe

Genoa
Durham. Newcastle
Belgian, .Antwerp.

5
55s. f.o.b.
74s. f.o.b.
102s. 6d. f.o.b
90s. f.o.b.
55s. f.o.b.
67s. 6d. f.o.b.
85s. f.o.b.
SOs. f.o.b.
65s. f.a.s.
65s. f .a.s.
69s. t.i.b.
35s.
37s.

.

lOlci.

this feature of the trade.

PIER SITUATION

—Week Ended—

5 25

643. f.o.b,
102s. 6d. f.o.b.
758. f.o.b.
.50s. f.o.b.

N. & W. Piers, Lamberts Point:
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

SOs. f.o.b.
6d. f.o.b.

Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting

.57s.

70s.
57s.
47s.
o«s.

135fr.

.

down

cut

Ocean freight rates remain at approximately the same figures as have
obtained during the last few months,
only slight deviations being made

.50s. f.o.b.

®

..

Vessel tonnage awaiting cargo at the
end of the week was somewhat larger,
although not sufficient to justify expectations of a revival of the export
business to any considerable extent.
Only seven vessels cleared from
Hampton Roads this week with coal
for foreign ports.
Bunker business is
steady, although the falling off in general shipping has had a tendency to

575® 600

.

W-elsh, .Algiers

Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,

$6 20(n $S 30
5 95(" 6 05
6 IO(n 6 30

.

Hamo

Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,

British exporters are offering freely
on the Continent, especially in France,
but demand is so slight that little
Production of
business can be done.
coal in Germany is holding up, the
Ruhr having an output of 1,791,579
metric tons in the week of Aug. 20, a
gain over the weeks immediately preFrance is subsisting on repceding.
aration coal and home production. As
shown in the report from our Paris

New York... $6 OOO $6 20
.New York.,
5 70(« 5 90
Philadelphia.
6 10(.i 6 30
Philadelphia
570® 600

Practically no coal was moving at
the end of August, a total of 1,119,389
tons having been dumped during the
entire month.
Prices of coal, however, remain at
the same figure as last week.
Pools
1 and 2 are selling $4.90@$5.15, although lower prices can be obtained
in many instances for substantial cargoes.

f.o.b.

6d. f.a.s.
6d. f.a.s.
t.i.b.

Cars on hand
Tons on hand

35s.@37s.

Tonsdumped
Tonnage waiting
C.

&

Tons on hand

in another column, imports of coal into France in June were
less than a million tons, mainly from

correspondent

'

Germany and Belgium.

(In Gross

—

River Plate
French .4tlantie
United Kingdom

It
is
reported that many of the
smaller unions of employees engaged
in and about the mines will break away
altogether from the Miners' Federation
of Great Britain.
Such an instance is
afforded by the National Federation of
Colliery
Enginemen and Boilermen.
This union will take a ballot on the
question of a break-away from the
miners. According to the union's secretary the result of this ballot is a
foregone conclusion, the only matter
left for settlement being whether or
not they will come to some working
arrangement with the miners.
This

Tonsdumped

American Coal

Prices,

Tons)

.\ug. 27t

—

Tonnage waiting

Sept. 3t

Low

High

Low

High

Vol.

Vol.

Vol.

Vol.

$11 40 $10 90 S70 SS fiO.25
ID 10
9 75
8.75
9.S5
10 15
9 60
9 7a
S SO
1170 10 50 iO.J.5
9.65
10 70
10 35
10. 30
9 93
9 40
9 90
7 25
7 00

West Italv
ScandinaWa
Rotterdam

Cuba

.\dmiraltv Large
.-;t<.:im.

.

.

Smalls

Coal

-inthra-

Bitu-

cite

minous

.

.

32,«. 6rf.

17s. 6d.

l«s.6d.®Ms.6d.

St.

@
®

type, declines in

italics.

2.181
109 050
37.086
9.000

Coke

Customs Distncts:

Vermont

.Vewcastle:

2.233
99,050
56.056
2.500

Exports of coal and coke by customs
from the United States in

f.o.b.

30s.
B.-t Steams
27i.6d.@S0i.
338.
30s.
2«s.
Best Gas.
27s.
28«.
27.s.®28=.
Best Bunkers
t .\dvances over previous week shown in heavy

1776
104.200
73,202
6,000

districts

Sept. 3t
J2«.6d.@.33;.Sd.

.\ug. 27

1,848

July, 1921, as reported by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
were as follow^s in gross tons:

Maine&N.H
Cardiff

1,350

1

United States July Exports of Coal and
Coke by Customs Districts

•

Current Quotations British Coals
Port, Gross Tons

1

2.105
115,449
72.802

92,400
79,296
2,380

Newport News;

O. Piers,

Carsonhand
C.I.F.

Sept.

2.3P3
122 247
134.173
4,200

Virginian Ry, Piers, Sewalls
Point:

iiO

fr.

-iug. 25

170
1,786

Massachusetts

32

25

290

34

3

Lawrence

96,195
51,395
202,555
25,788
3.312

Rochester
Buffalo

New York
Philadelphia

40,982
200.614

Vu-ginia

2,614

South Carolina
'

New Orleans
Sabine
San.\ntonio

5.063
621
534

4,011

57.315
330.559
850.760
59,833
26!737
90

Maryland
Florida
Jlob-lf,

976

r33.45l

2 614
108

99
75
||g
55

951
9
1,073
2

1,279
12.956
8

90

51

ElPaso
San Diego
Arizona
San Francisco

5

3

3

57

230

....

Washington
Alaska
Hawaii

249

656

*

5

'

'

[

10

Dakota
Duluth & Superior.
Michigan
Ohio
Porto Rico
Total

.

.

252

2.140

27

1,212

51

80,232
845,818

2,714

'

\\i
4,655
182

4

388,041

2,649,989

19,129

BUNKER COAL SUPPLIED TO STEAMERS
(In the foreign trade)

Customs

Districts:

New York
I

8 I5H23 5 1113 26 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 330 1
Apr.
Join.
Feb.
M(jr.

14

El

Moi^

J8

4

11

18

Z5 2 9

June.

162530 6

Jul\/

1520^3 lOna
Aug.

Sept

I

8 15 n?95 12 19 JfiJ 10 ne*
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Philadelphia

Maryland
Virginia

Tons
287,141
30,202
44,427
292,521

—

:
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Kingdom and

Market Dull
German Coals in Abundance
and French Mines Are Stocking Heavily
No American or British Coal Being Bought
{Si„cial

—

Corn sitoiid-

conditions in France are
as depressed as ever, and the unexpected outcome of the Paris conference
as a result of which it was hoped
that the near future would come out a
little brighter on the so-clouded backKround of the present general situation
has done away with any reasonable chance of immediate revival.
Only the domestic section, as a result
of the passing of the abnormal heat,
shows some activity, but not to the
extent prevailing at this time in past
years.
The market is flooded with offers
emanating from British exporters, but
on account of the summer holidays and
the lack of inducement to be present
in Pans, there is no real business done.
French production gees on satisfactorily as far as output is concerned, but
the mines ai-e again heavily stocking
coal for which there is no demand.
The German situation is unchanged.
Seme prices have been fixed on a new
basis, particularly for industrial coke,
and it is expected that this will have
a helpful influence on metallurgical
production.
Imports of coal into France in June
were 957,000 metric tons, compared
with 775,000 tons in May and more
than 2,000,000 tons in January.
The
figures for June as cabled to Coal Age,
with those for May, are as follows:
Industrial

—

—

iH>

In Cinil

Am)

Durihg the

first

IMPORTS OF CO.\L IXTO FRANCE
(In metric tons)

Belgium
t'nited States

Germanv

Sarre district

other countries

June

May

44.000
173 000
25.000
606.000
65.000
44.000

102,000
127.000
39.000

957.000

775.000

shown

this

ceived in May.
Of the total imports,
Germany supplied 1,432,000 tons from
January to May, of which 227,000 tons
were received in May. Imports of pat
ent fuel (briquets) for the first five
months were 405,000 tons, of which
74,000 were delivered in May.
Belgium supplied 25,000 tons and Germany
45,000 tons.
Exports were only about
"
5,000 tons.
German deliveries in May were 443,000 tons of coal and 227,000 tons of
coke.
Figuring the coke in tons of
crude coal this represents a total of
717,000 tons of coal. The Reparations
Commission had put the amount of coal
to be supplied by Germany during each
of the first five months of the year at
2,200,000 tons, of which France was to
get four-fifths, or approximately 1,760,-

000 tons.
Mr. Grosclaude, about whom much
-i-j-AAmerican papers ati
has been printed
the time of his visit to the United
States to study the coal question, still
goes on advocating the purchase of
American coals, at least to an extent
sufficient to permit French buyers to
keep in touch with the market to be
able to call for larger supplies in case
of an emergency.
He mentions the
probability of future insufficient production of the British coal mines. He
also calls attention to the possibility of

m

strike

the

in

German

the

United

districts at

present supplying coals to France, and
questions what the country's situation
would be should this happen.
A new ag:reenient has just been made
un<ier the terms of which Fi-ance will
deliver .'5,500,000 tons of Saar coal annually to Germany,

American Coal Quotations are Firm

in

Holland and Italy

Cable advices to Coal Age show that
American and British coal quotations
are unchanged in Holland and Itily.
I" Rotterdam, American gas coal is
firm at $7 and British steam at 38s.
When the higher c.i.f. prices quoted this
week by American exporters are considered, it is apparent that this $7 fig"'e '""st be on "distress" coal,
Cardiff steam firsts are unchanged
o" the Genoa market at 270@280 lire,
f"-''-

wagons; American steam

@-o"

"re.

Week Ended
TROm Hampton hoads:

E^p^^j Clearances,

is

250

Sept.

1

ForAfrira:
Br. ss. HcathficW. for

Dakar

7.P40

Dan^VVc/iVm'forTrmidad

3

For Brazil:
Dut. SS. Colai-no. for Buenos Aires
Grk. S)S. Nsofiglu. for Rio dc Janeiro

'1,759

ft
.ss.

I64

5,374

d
Hilton, for Three Rivers (Que,)

Br. .Sehr. Nettie

C,

for Livingston

4,41

650

FRO.M PHILADKI.PHIA:
For .-Vtlantic Islands;
Nor. SS. Banan, for King.ton

FROM BALTIMORE

For Cuba

3^'

SS.

Tons

Blackheatli

For France;
Yayoi Maru
For Sweden

Jap. SS.

4.523
7,587

;

S\v,

SS.

iniiljiwalch

6.727

443,0rio

Reports

45.000
19.000

From

During the first five months of 1921
France imported 5,908,000 tons of coal,
as

months of

imports of coke were 1,471,000
tons, of which 233,000 tons were reyear

iiif-jtii uu

Source
Oreat Britain

five

simultaneous

a

French Coal Imports Gained in June

,.

1

the Market Centers

in the following table:

FRENCH IMPORTS OF COAL.
MAT,

JANl" ART-

New England

1921

(Metric Tons)
Imports from
Sarre
K.
U.
;

Belgium
IT.
S

Germany

254.000
1,886.000
435.000
716.000
2,549,000

During these five months exports
were 464,000 tons, of which 254,000
were shipped in May. Of this total,
Great Britain received 88,000 tons, as
against 225 tons for the first four
months. Belgium absorbed 55,000 tons
of French coal, of which nearly 50,000
tons were shipped in May, Italy receiving 13,500 tons and Luxemburg 73,000 tons.
May production of coal and lignite
was 2,162,000 tons. Adding imports
during the same month 775,000 tons
and deducting exports 245,000 tons
it will be seen that French consumers
received 2,692,000 tons during May.

—
—

BOSTON

—

No Material Chavge Pocahontas a7id
New River Agencies Dominate Market

— Pennsylvania

Shippers Resigned to
Anthracite

—

Certain
Busiiiess
Sizes in Fair Demand.
Dn'l

— This

week there are few
The market continues under the same extraordinary pressure to move coal that has
Bituminous

new developments

to report.

been characteristic since mid-July.

In
certain industries there is a better line
on future business, but the average
manufacturer does not yet feel war-

ranted in producing more goods than
market can readily absorb under
present conditions.
There is nothing
to indicate any faith in current prices,
except on the narrow ground that the
the

bottom may have been reached. Few
consumers have much confidence that
offerings will turn out to be sufficiently
'ow to ju.stify purchases. It may be a
wrong attitude but it is the only one
most buyeis seem to have.

—

shippers of Hampton Roads
ccals continue to be the chief factors
in the territory that is now accessible
via re-handling piers at Boston, Portland and Providence.
The low range
of marine freights, especally in large
sailing vessels, has materially enlarged
the scope of the smokeless coals, for at
prints like Manchester, N. H., where
the inland freight from Boston is $1.68
per gross ton, the combined charges by
rail and water from the Pocahontas
in
district
West Virginia are only
slightly in excess of the $5,70 rate allrail from central
Pennsylvania.
At
Lowell and Lawrence, Mass., the differential is very much in favor of the
Southern coals. With smokeless slack

The

September

COAL AGE

1921

8,

being offered at prices well down toward $1 per net ton at the mines in
West Virginia it is easy to see how
restricted

the

is

opening for fair

medium grades from

Clearfield

to

and

Cambria.

Hudson
Receipts all-rail via the
River gateways continue on a very
average.
Even more than the
usual one-third is for locomotive supply, although the railroads here are
liolding down most of their contractors

light

to

minimum monthly

active mining but a given
of cars per day is produced,
these to be absorbed when and where
the selling agents are able to place
them. Off-shore inquiry is reduced to
is

number

small volume, and bunker business
also light.

Whole

fleets of

is

barges are

up because of the lack of orders,
and it remains to be seen whether the
pendulum will swing back to any extent
tied

At Hampton Roads,
it is recognized that whatever
opening there is for spot coal is in New
England, and there is still a tendency
to force cargoes on the market rather
than pay car service at the piers.
Undeniably, the marine freight market is easy at a low level as compared
with rates that have prevailed since
Sailing vessels and barges are
1915.
during Septemoer.
certainly,

not offering quite so frequently, however, at $1 flat, Hampton Roads to
Boston, and the occasonal charterer
finds it somewhat more difficult to cover
on shoi't notice than was the case a
fortnight ago.

—

Anthracite For stove size, particuand to a less extent egg, are in
s^omewhat better request than' early in
August.
There is beginning to be a
better realization on the part of retailers that producers cannot furnish
the more desirable sizes in unlimited
quantities, and it is expected that with
cooler weather later in the month there
will be less difficulty over moving chestnut.
Buyers have seen, too, that purchases cannot be deferred too long
without taking the risk of unlooked-for
delay.
The usual monthly advance of
10c. per ton on the domestic sizes was
announced by the old-line companies,
larly,

effective Sept.

1.

Tidewater

real adjustment, a bringing

about the same
level, is still delayed.
When that happens the buyer will spend his money
of all

down

costs

to

and other things and business will be normal again.
Prices are not very steady.
Quotations are; $3 for Youghiogheny gas
lump, .$2.75 for Pittsburgh and No. 8
steam lump, $2.50 for Allegheny Valley
mine run and $1.75@$2 for slack, adding $2.36 to Allegheny Valley and $2.51
for building

— East

—

Demand

improves
slowly.
Retailers say that they have
sold as much as usual, but they are
very anxious to do more business and
save themselves the expensive work of
delivering coal in snow.
Prices are due to advance, but the
Anthracite

move in that direction is not at all
uniform. Some companies have ordered
an advance of lOc, according to former
practices, others have no advices on the
subject, while some independents announce that no advance at all will be
made. There is an added uncertainty
on account of the various Pennsylvania
special taxes. One retailer reports that
he was charged a 40c. advance for a
load of coal at the trestle.

—

Lake Shipments are not quite as
heavy but are keeping up well. Clearances for the week ended Aug. 30 were
135,900 tons, of which 45,900 cleared
for Chicago, 26,400 for Duluth and
Superior, 17,800 for Milwaukee, 11,000
for Fort William, 9,500 for Escanaba,
7.500 for Green Bay, 7,300 for Port
Arthur, 6.500 for Ash!and and 4,000
tons for Marquette.
Freight rates remain unchanged.

—

Coke Jobbers find it hard to make
sales of any amount. When the furnaces want coke they can buy of the
evens direct at about their own price,
as has been done of late. There is talk
of some of the local byproduct furnaces
starting up soon.
Prices continue at
$4.25 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry,
$3.25 for 48-hr. furnace and $2.75 for
stock, to

which add $3.64 for freight

to

Buffalo.

NEW YORK
Anthracite Domestic

Demand

Increases

— Companies and Independents AdMarket
Prices — Bituminous
vance
Quiet — Inquiries for Future Increase.
—

There has been a noticeDeimprovement in conditions.

Anthracite
£ble

mand

BUFFALO
Slight Increase in

Demand

—

— Not

Much

Real Improvement
Seasonal Demand
Aids Anthracite Lake Clearances Still

—
Heavti—Coke Dull.
Bituminous — Shippers

a
report
small increase of orders and think the
better demand will go on.
It is too
small however, to be of much account.
The effort to force a resumption of business continues, but it will hardly come
to much while things remain as they
are.
It is reported that the Lackawanna Steel Co. will soon open full

panies did not
price of pea.

make any change

for all sizes is on the increase
and an active fall is looked for. The
big producers are getting full circular
for all coals and the independents are
quoting, and in most instances receiving, premiums for their egg, stove and
chestnut. Pea coal is the lame duck in

the market.
The attention of the trade was centered on the announcement of the companies as to prices for September.
With one exception, the usual advance
of 10c. per ton for broken, egg, stove

and chestnut was made. One company
deferred their announcement until after
Labor Day, while one or two of the com-

in the

The effect of the closing down of
several collieries in the Scranton district, because of the workings of the
Kohler mine cave law, has not yet been
felt here.
Considerable of the coal produced by this company comes to this
market.
Stove coal continues most in demand,
but egg and chestnut are moving easily
because of the willingness of I'etail
dealers to take these coals

to other coals to cover freight.

quotas.

Whole groups of operations in Pennsylvania are closed dowm, and where
there

The

force.
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if

given the

named.
Pea coal is the trouble
maker.
There is considerable around
and some shippers have difficulty in
moving it.
Some distressed cargoes
were quoted at $4, but the quotations
for
fresh
mined independent coal
ranged $5@$5.35 at the mine.
Bai'ley is the strongest of the steam
Quotations showed considerable
coals.
first

variation, but there is comparatively
little of it being quoted below $1.10.
The independents are trying to bolster
the market for buckwheat and rice, the
latter holding its own and being quoted
at about the company circular for the
better grades.
Current quotations for
company and independent coals are
reported in the Weekly Review.

—

There are indications
Bituminous
that the market is on the climb. Operators are already receiving inquiries
for October shipment and some, are
showing their optimism by quoting 20c.
These inabove the present market.
quiries are, of course, for the better
coals.

Purchasing agents appear in the field
more often, but principally for inquiry.
While some orders ai'e being placed for
immediate delivery there is a tendency
to contract for the balance of the coal

year.

shows little
Locally the demand
change.
The market is spotty. Call
for the better coals is fairly strong,
while the cheaper grades, of which
there is little here, move slowly. Early
in the week there was a tendency to
stronger prices, but this was shortlived.

This month promises to show more
business than last. Operators and shippers look for mere activity especially
after the middle of the month and some
say they have already booked more
business than they had in August.
Slack continues to show strength,
but this is attributed in most circles
to its scarcity.
The quotations range
$1.85@$2.10. Current prices are given
in the Weekly Review.

PHILADELPHIA
.Anthracite Prices

—

Advanced

—

Retail

Buckwheat
Trifle
Fair
Trade
Stronger Bituminous Gives Some InPrices Undication of Betterment
changed.
Anthracite New prices were issued
by all companies Sept. 1. The compamonthly advances
nies making 10c.
continued this, with what is expected
season. One comthe
to be the last of
pany, which had made no spring reductions, but had intimated to their

—

—

—
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customers an increase would be

likely

on Sept. 1, failed to make this inAn important independent recrease.
duced prices 10c. on every size including pea; of the remainder, a couple
made no increase, while others raised
from 10c. to 2.'5c. The new wholesale
prices have had little effect at retail,
as the yards carry heavy stocks bought
at the lower prices.
There continues to be a fair conAs the warm spell
sumer demand.
cannot be of long duration this time
of year, the general expectation is that
September will be a good coal month.

At
more

time shippers are showing
anxiety about outstanding acRetailers were known to be

this

counts.

giving heavy credits, and now with
the active coal buying season not far
away the producers are taking advantage of the occasion to remind their
customers that they must be in good
standing to get shipments later when
the rush arrives.

Buckwheat, at least, is a trifle better
taken, although not to the point where
Rice
there is any difficulty to get it.
and barley are unchanged.
Bituminous

—There seems

to be some
at least in

measure of improvement,
the matter of inquiries, and a few
houses report slightly heavier sales.
There is unquestionably some new buying for storage. The consumer is more
than reluctant to tie up much money
in coal, even though some of the best
grades can be had at bargain prices.
It is when the buyer figures up the
total outlay, including freight, which
latter item is now such a big factor
that he finally decides to rely on his
policy of minimum outlay for material.

Prices

changed.

on the
There

remain una moderate

whole
is

still

distress tonnage on the marfair coals of this kind rebeing offered around $1.50.

amount of
ket, some
cently

Railroads

are

not

taking

anything

like their habit of other years.

They

have some coal in storage, yet the fact
that they do not take more would seem
to imply a belief by them that they
are not going to need anything like
they formerly did in winter.
Tide business is not satisfactory,
with an extremely small number of
Interests
clearing.
cargoes
foreign
consulted see little chance for improvement in the near future, probably not
during the entire winter season.
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chestnut, or the fuel of the masses, is
in slow demand, due to the unemployment situation and the universal judgThe
ment that coal is too high.
September advance of 10c. in anthracite
and $1 in coke will go far toward convincing consumers that they can not
expect lower prices before the coming
spring.

has been a spurt in Lake
and the dock yards are reasonably busy again. Receipts for August

There

receipts,

thus far aggi-egate 121,502 tons of anthracite and 287,886 tons of soft coal,
making 646,917 tons of the former, and
1,756,854 tons of the latter, since navigation opened.
The district is in no danger of a
shortage for next winter. Fires have
developed here and there among the
dock piles. The coal is being shipped
as fast as possible, which seems to be
the only remedy, as water has little
effect on smouldering coal.

MINNEAPOLIS
Steady

Buying

Supplies Pile

Improvement

Up—State Urges

— Dock
Radical

Legislation.

From the coal man's standpoint,
things have been gradually but steadily
The docks have received
improving.
constant tonnage during the season of
navigation until now they are fairly
well filled. In fact, some of them are so
well stocked that cargoes have had to
be delayed in unloading until room
could be made for them.
While the deliveries from the docks
interior could be a great deal
heavier without breaking any records,
the movement is fairly constant, and
indicates that the trade is finally accepting the inevitable as to prices. It would
be better for all concerned, if the movement had started a month or so earlier,
since the situation now is that an early
fall will surely find some sections withThe "strike" has
out adequate fuel.
to the

been between consumer and retailer,
between retailer and vv'holesaler. Hence
the stock going out to the retail trade
No
is steadily going out to consumer.
one is stocking to any extent, except the
dock companies.

While buying has been resumed to a
degree, it has been under protest, and
with a feeling that the ruling prices are
too high.
This feeling is accentuated
from time to time, by various pro-

from different sources.
latest is the report to the governor
of Minnesota, upon the coal situation
as regards the consumers of Minnesota
for the coming winter. It is reassuring
in that it anticipates no serious short-

nouncements

10

receipts to Aug. 1 were 266 per cent of
the totals for U»20, when all the various
intermediaries were in action if not in
evidence.
With the improved demand from the
interior, the all-rail trade is selling
more Illinois and Indiana coal in the

The

Northwest.

all-rail

business

is

largely a matter of immediate consumption, for almost none of it can be stored.
In fact some of the large steam users
find difficulty in carrying some of it for
even a reasonable length of time, because of the danger of spontaneous
combustion. So this trade will not pick
up materially until colder weather is
at hand.

DULUTH

—

Inland Morement Inci-eases Lake ReAnthracite Price
Lower
ceipts
Changes Higher Boat Rates Seen.

—

—

Generally increasing business is the
feature of the market, with indications
that coal will move in even larger
quantities as soon as the money sitFinancial reasons are
uation loosens.
given by dock men and dealers as the
only ones for the absence of a flood
of business, as dealers cannot afford
to carry their customers who are in

monetary

difficulties.

An

increase of 10c. a ton went into
on anthracite Sept. 1, but no
increases in bituminous have been recorded.
Prices all along the line are
firmer, however, with lump at $7, run
of pile at $6.25 and screenings at $4.
The advance in hard coal is the last
regular increase of the season. A cut
of $1 a ton in the price of buckwheat
is the only change of note in the anthracite field.
This was necessitated by
the lack of demand and a healthy supBuckwheat is now at $7.50 a ton
ply.
from the docks, stove and nut is $13,
effect

pea $11, and egg $12.75.
A cutting down of bottoms, due to
the shortage of ore cargoes, seems
imminent.
Thirty-three cargoes came
into the harbor last week, of which
eleven were anthracite.
of an
for carrying from
These seem unfounded at
is
possible that an in-

Rumors have been prevalent
increase

in

lower ports.

rates

It
present.
crease may be

named

October, to
of navigaThe outward movement has protion.
vided space on the docks for cargoes
arriving and all fear of a dock tie-up
has faded away.
continue until

the

in

closing

The

Northwest

MILWAUKEE

—

Deliveries
Market Tone Improving
Lake Receipts
Approaching Normal

—

age, but it implies extravagant charges
for coal, and urges supporting radical
legislation to control coal selling.

The

Increase.

itself

The market is steadily improving in
tone, and before September is over deliveries will have reached a normal
stage for the season. There is a temporary shortage of anthracite stove, but

made

coal trade

may

well congratulate

upon the showing that has been

this season in the furnishing of
dock coal for the Northwest. Without
the intervention of fuel administrators,
either official or ex-official, without the
stimulus of any outsider, the dock

Inland West
CHICAGO
Domestic
Coals in

—

Demand Keeps Up Eastern
High Favor—R.R. Strike Talk

—

Temporarily Bolsters Steam Market
Heavy Anthracite Stocking.
Demand for domestic coal is not only

Eastern
improving.
have taken a prominent place in the Chicago market. This
A
especially refers to Pocahontas.
keeping up, but

coals, quite lately

September
high grade

8,
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Illinois

lump

coal will cost

the dealer approximately $6.25 per ton
Chicago. It is no trick at all to

f.o.b.

Duy good Pocahontas mine run on a
basis of $6.40, Chicago, and as Pocahontas is primarily a higher grade coal
than the Illinois product, it can be seen
that Eastern producers are coming into
our own markets and cutting us out.
It is expected, however, that prices
on Illinois and Indiana coals will be
reduced further. Chicago operators are
putting up a strong fight and basing
their argument almost entii'ely on service, as they claim they can take care of
the retail dealer during the winter
months, when coal is very hard to get,
far better than can an operator with
mines in the East.
The steam market is lamentably
weak, although there was some little
improvement brought about during the
week, caused probably by the threatened
strike on the part of some of the railroad brotherhoods. An Eastern operator offered some very high grade Elkhorn mine run as low as $1.90 a ton,
but was unable to find any takers at
this figure, which, by the way, represents a selling price considerably below
cost.
Unemployment is as general as
ever, if not on the increase, and it is
not expected that the situation will

show any signs

of radical

improvement

during the winter months.
Some dealers look upon the prediction
as a certainty that there will be a
long strike in the anthracite fields next
spring, and are picking up all the good
hard coal they can on the open market.
They are particularly interested in bargain coal, and are able to buy small
tonnages from time to time at prices
below the list.

CLEVELAND
Domestic Buying Exceeds That of Correspondivg Period Last Year Shipments to Lake Decrease
Little Gain
Seen in Industi-ial Demand.

—

—

Buying for domestic purposes
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in 1919, and 16,111,105 tons in 1918.
Retail dealers announce the following prices for delivered coal: Anthracite,
egg, and grate, $14; chestnut,

$14.15;
stove,
Pocahontas,
$14.20.
shoveled lump, $11.25; mine run, $9.50.
Domestic bituminous, West Virginia
splint, $10; No. 8, Pittsburgh, $8.15;
canne! lump, $12.15.
Steam coal. No.
6 and No. 8 slack, $5.75; No. 6 and No.
8 mine run, $6, and No. 83-in. lump, $6.
Bituminous receipts for the week
ended Aug. 27 were 660 cars, of which
433 went to Cleveland industries and
227 to retailers.
These figures represent a decrease of ninety cars to industries and sixty-two cars to dealers
under receipts for the pi:evious week.

DETROIT
Domestic

Showing

Coal

Improvement

— Steam

tinues Inactive

Only

Demand

— Shipments

Are

Slight

ConSynall.

—

Bituminous Users of steam coal are
not manifesting the interest that should
be apparent at this time of the year, if
an adequate fuel supply is to be provided.
Much of the business is made
up of offerings at distress prices. Because of the lessened consumption, it
has been possible for steam plants to
supply current requirements by purchases in the spot market of smaller
lots
than would be required under
normal conditions.
This has encouraged a belief among certain users that
they will be able to get coal at any time
as it is needed, without the necessity
of placing orders for direct shipment.
Although the volume of domestic business is not large, it is regarded as an
encouraging development.
Ohio 3-in. lump is quoted at $3.25,
2-in. at $3, egg, $2.75, mine run $2.15,
nut and slack $1.50; West Virginia

lump is $2.25, 2-in. lump $3, egg
mine run $2.25, nut and slack
$1.50@$1.60. Smokeless lump and egg
is $5.25, mine run $3, nut and slack

a

better rate than during the corresponding period a year ago, when it
restricted because of priority Lake
shipments.
The improved demand for
domestic coal does little to stimulate
production.
A number of Ohio mines
have cut down or ceased operations
within the last week.
There is little increased industrial
activity in Ohio.
Sentiment, however,
among manufacturers is decidedly more
cheerful and the coal trade believes
that the next few weeks should see

somewhat of a revival in the demand
for industrial coal.
Operators see a silver lining in the
clouds.
Sales forces which have been
in the background for the last few
months have been producing results
in orders, although prices are so low
as to leave little margin for profit.
There has been a decided slowing up
of shipments to the lower Lake ports.
The movement for the season up to
Aug. 29 was 15,649,413 tons, compared
with 10,282,873 tons for the corresponding period in 1920, 15,111,200 tons

CINCINNATI
Better

—

Line

of Inquiry Developing
Heavier Output Depresses Bituminous

Prices —Retail Advance Seen.

The

loss of

tation

the

in

production and the agiMingo mine war zone

during the past week has shown a reflection here, not so much in price but
as a disturbing element. A better flow
of inquiries have been received and some
offers to contract, not for a couple
of months but up to April. This, however, is not locked upon favorably as
most of such offers are naming spot
prices.

Some good quality mine run has been
offered at $1.50 as well as some of the
poorer grades from both West Virginia
and southeastern Kentucky. Top grades
ran all the way up to $1.85. Kentucky
slack ranged $1.10@$1.25, West Virginia, $1.25@$1.50.
Block sold $3@
$3.25 from both states.
Smokeless was practically featureless
with last week's prices quoted. Certain
signs indicate a slight advance for

September deliveries.
There has been no change

in the
market. Some dealers are talking of advances that may be necessary
should the rush for coal that comes
about mid-month develop.
Somkeless
retail

lump

is

$7.75;

quoted $9.50@$10.25; mine run
slack

Bituminous lump
mine run $6.75, and

$6.25.

$7.75@$8.25;

is

slack $5.

$2.75,

at

was

Steam demand locally is unusually
slow.
Country steam call is better,
especially to Chicago and the Northwest.

4-in.

$1.65.
is

Shippers are insisting that lump orders
be accompanied in most instances with
orders for egg and nut and rather than
do that the dealers are using their
storage lump.

—

Anthracite So far, retail dealers
have distributed only a small portion
of the normal winter requirements of
household users.
Despite reiterated
warnings, many consumers are apparently still looking for a price reduction
on prepared sizes.
ST.

LOUIS

Domestic Activity Noted in Some
Grades Country Demand Fairly Good
Higher Grades Move Sloivly.

—

—

The domestic trade is buying the
middle-grade coal to some extent, although purchasing has not been resumed generally. Anthracite, coke and
smokeless is moving slowly, with coke
in the lead on account of extensive
advertising.
Carterville is in light receipt, with
very little demand. Mt. Olive is taking on fairly well, with Standard trail-

COLUMBUS

—

Better Domestic Demand Steam Business Continues Quiet
Lake Trade Is
Slowing Production Slightly Increased.

—

—

The better domestic demand is surely
a lifesaver as there is practically no
steam trade.
Householders are now
putting in their winter stocks and the
movement is gradually expanding. The
principal

demand

is

for

the

better

grades as New River and Pocahontas,
but there is also a fair run of orders
for Ohio-mined coals.
Retail

stocks

are

fairly

good,

al-

though some have been depleted and
dealers are ordering for replenishment.
No change has taken place in retail
prices.

The Lake trade

is rather quiet. Some
being shipped from eastern Ohio
and a small quantity from Pomeroy
Bend. Congestion on the Upper Lake
docks is increasing rather than diminishing and this presages an early

coal

is

closing.

ing behind.

The steam trade is slow in every
way, although some shippers profess to

There was an advance of 25c. per
ton on Sept. 1 on Carterville lump
because this was taken out of storage.

see a little more activity.
The best
customer at this time is the public
utility which is using a considerable

COAL AGE
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tonnage of screenings. With a better
production of lump, screenings are increasing and consequently' prices have
fallen from the high points which prevailed in August.
Production in Ohio fields is slowing,
although some better records have been
made in the Hocking Valley and
Pomeroy Bend fields, which are pi-oducing slightly better than 25 per cent of
Crooksville and Cambridge
normal.
are credited with 23 to 25 per cent.
Other fields are not showing up much
better than fomierly.

eastern
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Kentucky are reported

to

be

charging extra for shipping coal in flat
bottom cars over shipments in hoppers,
in view of the shortage of flat bottoms,
which are being demanded by retailers
Some
and small industrial concerns.
of the jobbers and all buyers are decidedly disgusted with this extra chai-ge
idea, as it is considered to be a case
advantage.
taking a downright
of
Some producers are ignoring this idea,
and will probably profit by so doing,
as a lot of buyers claim that they will
not pay it.

dealers to accept full deliveries against
Quotations for September
contracts.
have not been announced so far, but
most mines will carry an increase of
10c. to 15c. over the figures for August.
Operations continue on a basis of
two days per week as an average, but
it is expected that market developments
within the next few weeks will enable
an improvement in working schedules.

Southwest

BIRMINGHAM

West

.More Active Inquiry and Sotne Increase
Business
Domestic Improves, but
i)i

—

Still

DENVER

—

Production at Lou- Ebb Winter Shortage Feared Prices Close to Production

—

Cost.

With Colorado's decrease 2,003,068
tons to Aug. 1, over a corresponding
period last year, operators are going
along at an uncertain measure. Production in the first seven months this year
totaled 6,962;577 tons, against 4,959,509
There can be no surplus coal
in 1920.
under such conditions to catch up with
the winter demands later on.
Prices allow but a narrow margin
for handling. Lump bituminous at the
mines sells at an average of $6 in the
The lowest unskilled
southern field.
worker on the surface at the mines gets
$6.65 for eight hours, and some properties have a minimum wage of $6.75.
Mule drivers, track layers, and others
working underground, are receiving a
minimum of $7.75; hoist engineers, $S,
and diggers are ab!e to make $300 to
$400 a month if they can get in full

Blocked by Dull Demand.

Fill

The volume and extent of inquiry for
steam coal is more encouraging than it
was a week ago, although buying has
not gone beyond the needs for immeThere has been
diate consumption.
some improvement in the industrial
as plants in operation are
gradually increasing working time, and
tiiere has been i-esumpticn at a number
of industries in the territory which
have been idle for some months. Bunker trade has been better than usual
the past ten days and shipments to the
ports of Mobile, New Orleans and Pensaco'a were heavier than for some time
channels,

Quotations on steam coal have

past.

not changed materially.
Inquiry for domestic

coal

is

KANSAS CITY

some-

what improved. The retail market has
not loosened up enough as yet to allow

—Impossible
— Oil Competition

Steam Market Dormant

Lump

Orders

to

Keen.

Because of the light consumption of
steam sizes the market is practically at
Operators have orders
a standstill.
for lump coal which they are unable to
because of inability to dispose of
fill
the fine coals.
Mines are working approximately 35
per cent of capacity. Oil is still making inroads on the steam business but
since the prices on Kansas steam sizes

have been reduced to $2.50@$2.75, coal
men feel that they will be able to hold
future business
Prospects for the immediate future
are not encouraging.
Operators are
urging consumers to take mine run in
lieu cf lump as they fear a rush domestic market if the steam trade continues in its present sluggish state.

time.

Production for' the week ended Aug.
20 was 147.598 tons of a possible fulltime output of 326,032 tons. Of a 55
per cent loss of tonnage from all causes,
more than 36 per cent is charged to lack

Northern Appalachian

of orders.

ANTHRACITE

— Kohler
— Companies

Operating Conditions Better

South

Law

Closes

Some Mines

Protest.

Operating conditions have improved

LOUISVILLE
considerably and mines are running
Dotnestic De- regu'arly. When the Kohler mine cave
Steam Market Weak
mand Stronger— West Virginia Situa- law went into eflFect several mines were

—

Making for Better Market for
Kentucky Coals.
With just a slight increase in domestic demand and production, the
screenings market has weakened, as the
industrial demand is not improving
rapidly enough to take up even a small
Railroad consumption
gain in output.
tion

is slightly better, but not over contract allotments of the roads.
The West Virginia situation is such

that some of the jobbers have been
unable to get any coal from Logan or
Kanawha for some time. This should
result in somewhat better demand on
the mines in eastern Kentucky and adIt
joining fields, which are operating.
is said that already a little buying is
being diverted to Kentucky.

A

number

of

mining companies

in

forced to close down. All of the companies, with the exception of the Hudson Coal Co., have filed maps as required under the provisions of the act.
The companies, however, in most cases
filed

them under

protest.

UNIONTOWN
.Market Quiet, but Firmer Tone Seen
Wage Scale Adjustment Made.

—

A wage increase of appi'oximately 10
per cent has been granted 1,200 employees of the Superior Connellsville
Coke Co. The increase brings the scale
up to the present Frick scale.
The increase in wages was announced
a few days after striking employees of
the W. J. Rainey, Inc.. had made an
effort to invade the Superior plant.
The men were turned back by Sheriff

I. I. Shaw and a force of deputies without any disorder.
There are no developments in the
Rainey situation, the plants remaining
closed following refusal of employees
to accept the recent wage reduction.
The Marion plant of the Southern
Connellsville Coke Co. resumed operations this week, having secured a coke
contract for a thirty-day period, but it
was announced that operations at the
plant would bo continued indefinitely.
Neither the destination nor the price

was announced.
There is a firmer tone in the furnace market, but sa'es pontinue small.
are of a more
Inquiries, however,
definite nature and there is no doubt
that the market is now more active
than at any time during the summer.
The coal market presents no change,
Prices are
there being little demand.
individual
largely
dependent
upon
transactions, and range $1.60@$2.

PITTSBURGH
Demand

Scarcely Improved, but Prospects Distinctly Better Miners Indisposed to Consider Wage Scale Revision.
Operators are adhering to the higher
asking prices noted in last report, although there has been little actual in-

—

;

September

8,
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crease in demand. Prospects, however,
have become distinctly more favorable.
Industries are reviving to an extent,
and the steel industry in particular,
while still operating at a very low
i-ate, is now turning out nearly onehalf more tonnage than at its low
point at the middle of July.
There has been a distinct improvement in tonnage in the nearby nonunion fields, which have been able to
undersell the Pittsbui-gh district right
along, so that there is a chance of the
becoming fairly well
other districts
filled with business, allowing some to
flow back to the Pittsburgh district.
Opex'ators who expected the union
miners to propose a reopening of the
wage subject in order to get employment have largely abandoned that exThe theory of the miners'
pectation.
leaders seems to be that business will
so revive by next April as to justify
rates not far from those in the present scale, ignoring the fact that if
businsss revives it will be due largely
to wage rates in general having come

down.

FAIRxMONT AND PANHANDLE

—

Better BiiiiiConditions Unchanged
Export and Lake
ness iv Prospect

—

Orders Nil.

Fairmont
Not much change in conditions
occurred during the week ended Aug.
Tidewater shipments were light
and Lake tonnage little better. Less
railroad fuel than usual was being
moved. Inquiries were fewer in number and producers were unable to take
in many orders as they could not meet
the prices of non-union fields.
27.

Northern Panhandle
Production remained at about 55 000
tons for the week, additional inquiries
not yet being productive of much new
business.
Export and Lake shipments
were a thing of the past and contract

railroads at the lower ports now have
coal on hand than at any time
since the movement started in good
shape, the figure being less than 10,less

000 cars.

While reports from various induscenters throughout the state are
optimistic, especially in iron and steel,
the improvement has not been reflected
trial

any appreciable extent in the steam
demand.
However, the railroads are
increasing their fuel requirements and
a larger percentage of the output is
now being taken by them.
There is a better tone in the retail
market and dealers report more orders
and commitments from their domestic
consumers. Aside from a tendency to
slightly lower figures on slack, the
range of spot prices remains the same.

to

—R.R.

Ton-

Production for the week ended Aug.
27 was 363,845 tons or a little better

than 58 per cent of rated capacity. This
represents a slight increase over the
output of the preceding week, but reveals a rather wide variation in daily
operations when compared with the
peak period in May at which time
daily production was running over 70,000 tons. Tonnage mined for the year
to date is 11,474,923, which is 54 per
cent of capacity.
Operating time lost
account "no market" is running around
55 per cent.

Demand from other avenues of consumption is not sufficient to offset the
abrupt cessation of Lake shipping. No
improvement is looked for until there
is greater activity at the upper docks
in

shipping coal to the interior.

The

—

precluding producers from securing any spot business. Very little coal
was mined except a light tonnage on

fields

L'. M.
Scale Developments
W. Meeting Expected to Disclose Min-

Middle West

ers' Intentions.

MIDWEST REVIEW

Nothing further has been done about
the proposed conference between operators and miners, I'elative to wage
scale conditions.
According to John
Brophy, pi'esident of District No. 2,
U. M. W., if the miners were to discuss
the scale it would upset the contract
situation all over the country.
So far as the operators are concei'ned,
it is not likely that any effort will be
to meet with the U. M. W.
Everything indicates that the attempt

made

to secure a conference on the wage scale
is a closed incident.
The national con-

vention of the U. M. W. meets in Indianapolis on Sept. 20, and will decide a
policy for the union miners all over the
country, and the convention of District
No. 2 meets at Du Bois on Oct. 18 and,
of course, will ratify the action of the
national convention.
The operators of
central Pennsylvania have not indicated any movement to break with the
U. M. W.

—

—

Inquiries Received
nage Heavier.

Resumption of Work
Contract Orders
Holding Fairly Well.
There was nothing encouraging about
the situation in the Upper Potomac and
Georges Creek regions, with no orders
in sight and with the prevailing low
prices in the non-union Pennsylvania

—

No Wage

CONNELLSVILLE

Spot Market Quiet
Industrial Improvement Fails to Bolster the Market

UPPER POTOMAC
Non-Union Co)npetition Prevents

contracts.

—

Prices Slightlij Higher Prospects ImRainey Strike Aids Market.
jircvcd

EASTERN OHIO

Spot furnace is $3@$3.25; spot
foundry, $4@$4.50.
The Courier repoi'ts production in
the week ended Aug. 27 at 12,700 tons
by the furnace ovens, and 21,160 tons
by the merchant ovens, making a total
of 33,860 tons, a decrease of 3,090 tons.

ness.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

order? were few.

—Mare
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The coke market is distinctly stiffer
as to prices, and prospects are improved.
It is learned positively that the American Rolling Mill Co.'s contract went to
the Hillman Coal & Coke Co. at $3.10,
the contract covering 9,000 tons a
month for September, October and
November.
By the same token, a
month's supply could pi'obably
be
at
picked up
$3, while a contract to
the end of the year would take a price
of about $3.25.
All spot prices below $3 have disappeared, partly on account of the
strike at Rainey plants aga^'nst a wage
reduction not contemplated by other
producers, and partly from improved
prospects, since the trend now is for
furnaces to get into blast instead of
furnaces
blowing
active
out.
The
Shenango Furnace Co. will blow in one
fui-nace at Sharpsville about Sept. 9
and is in the market for a coke supply,
its regular source being filled with busi-

—

Domestic Demand Improving Glut of
Steam Sizes Feared Non-Union Coal
Taking Trade Labor Upset Seen.

—

—

The domestic market continues
show signs of strength, in fact, it

now

impossible

to

get

good

to
is

southern

lump at any price off the
list.
Day by day the demand for
domestic coal improves and will conIllinois 6-in.

tinue to improve as the fall advances.
All-rail coal from the East to points in
the Northwest and Middle West has
had some little setback, particularly on
account of the reduced rates in effect
on coal from the docks at Duluth and
Superior to points in Minnesota, the
Dakotas, and some stations in Iowa.
Operators and wholesalers are beginning to wonder what effect the

renewed domestic demand
have on the steam market.

is going to
The steam
market, in spite of low production all
summer, has not been strong enough
to absorb what little tonnage has been
produced, and now that the demand for
domestic coals has picked up, it is
expected that steam coals will suffer a
d' cline
to even lower levels.
Some
operators are holding firm and are
refusing to be influenced by the numercus predictions that the steam market
The basis of their
will be glutted.
opinion is the fact that the car supply
is going to prove inadequate as soon as
the demand gets anywhere near normal
with the car supply in bad shape and
with winter coming on, they believe that
industry will easily absorb what steam
coal is produced, and at a good price.
It
appears that a great deal of
Eastern coal is now moving in through
this territory at considerably below the
which
must necessarily be
prices
obtained for Illinois and Indiana coals.
Eastern operators in non-union fields
can afford to sell their coal cheaper as
they have already reduced wages. By
those closely in touch with labor it is
predicted that the United Mine Workers
are planning on making a very strong
effort to unionize all non-union districts.
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This will tend to restore the old differenbetween Eastern and Western coals.
.•\s it is today, Pocahontas can be purchased f.o.b. an inland Illinois town at
about 25c. ov?r the price obtained on a
car of high prade .southern Illinois coal.
In Illinois, labor conditions are fairly
settled, although there is an underlying
spirit of unrest which will have to be
reckoned with some time, even if not
before April 1 ne.\t year.
The labor
difficulties which have been in existence
time
in
for some
the southern part of
Indiana have now been smoothed over
to some extent although the situation
in the affected districts is far from
normal.
tial

WESTERN KENTUCKY

—

—

Screenings Weak Mine Run Steady
Production Holding
Domestic Moi-e-

—

vient Guins.

Production

holding up fairly well,
the demand for prepared sizes being a
little better than it has been, but still
much below expectations. Retailers
really have more coal in stock than is
generally thought.
Screenings are weak, selling do%\Ti to
$1 per ton, although nut and slack is
quoted $1.35@$1.50. While some operators are asking 2oc. a ton extra for
coal shipped in flat bottom cars, due
to a shortage of such equipment, the
western Kentucky operators have not
started that idea as yet, feeling that
it is taking an unfair advantage of the
buyer. However, there is no doubt that
many buyers would accept coal in
hoppers if they had to pay a premium
for flat bottom equipment.
is

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—

General Conditions Improving Steam
Still
Weak
Car Shortage in
Evidence Prices Shwv Strength.

Sizes

—

—

Carterville

conditions

are considerably
improved
on domestic
sizes.
Screenings, however, have gone backward. Ranging $1.25@$1.35, last week,
they are down to $1@.$1.10.
Some
mines are several weeks behind on lump
shipments. The independents are gradually getting to the association prices
on lump, but not on other sizes. Many
foreign cars on the trunk lines indicate
a shortage of local equipment. Rail-

road tonnage shows some improvement

The Duquoin

situation continues to
improve both as to price and working
time, and this also applies to the Jackson County field.
These prices range
about the same as independent prices in
the Carterville district.
In the Big

Muddy

field

around

Murphysbnro

domestic sizes are $4.25@$4.55, while
screenings are down to $1@$1.25.
Mt. Olive shows increased tonnage.
Considerable of this is moving to the
Northwest, some to St. Louis, and Chicago is getting a fairly good proportion.
All steam is going to Chicago and on
contract.
Domestic sizes range from
$3 in St. Louis to $3.75 in the country.

Standard working time and tonnage
somewhat improved. Here and there
a mine resumes operation that has been
idle for several months.
This, however.
is
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just throws that much more steam coal
on the market and screenings are down
Nut coal is $2 and up and 2-in.
to 85c.

lump

A

is

$2.25, with

good tonnajre

is

6-in. $2.50@$2.75.
going to the country

and railroad movement

is

fairly active.

Middle Appidacliian
HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Logan Invasion Causes Idleness
Market Dull, but Inquiries Increase
tide and Lake Inactive.

—
—

Kanawha
Kanawha

almost ceased
during the week ended Aug. 27, owing
to the large number of miners who left
production

to participate in the armed invasion of
Logan County. Mine idleness, growing
out of a dull market, was therefore very
much aggravated by labor trouble.

shortage losses were somewhat
although not materially affecting the output. Slack was still weak in
price and hard lo move.
Tug River mines were working little
more than half-time with a prospect of
some improvement because of the
resumption of activities in the steel
trade.
Much of the output went to
Western markets, only a small portion
being sent to Tidewater.
Spot buying
was on a slightly larger scale.
labor

larfrer,

New River and the Gulf
Poor Tidewater conditions precluded
operations in the New River
field.
It was almost impossible to dispose of slack coal. Production was also
affected by some of the miners joining
the march on Logan and Mingo.
Idleness was very marked in the
Winding Gulf field owing to a general
absence of spot business.
There was
no demand at Tide and contract orders
only kept some of the mines running.
larger

Although inquiries were becoming more
numerous spot buying was not on a
much larger scale than during the pre-

Southern Appalachian

ceding weeks.

Logan and Thacker
The threatened invasion of Logan
County failed to effect production to
any extent. Although much of the output was produced for storage, some was
moving to Detroit and other markets.
Very little coal was being shipped to
Tidewater or the Lake, and market conditions remained unchanged.
There was little spot business available in the Williamson field and much
of the production was either for railroad fuel account or for storage. However, inquiries were increasing and
more orders appeared to be in sight.

Northeastern Kentucky
Although orders were not as numerous as inquiries, nevertheless it was
apparent that buyers were showing
more interest in the market.
Retail
buying was on a slightly larger scale.

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—

Domestic Tonnage Increases
Steam
Drags Southern Industrial Conditions
Improving.

—

Little or no change is reported in
the situation during the past week, but
inquiries seem to be on the increase

and the outlook for fall is much improved.
Domestic coal continues to
move better, with mine run and screenings dragging.
Southern cotton mills are taking
more coal and demand from fertilizer
and brick plants in the South is better.
Of all the "hard hits," cotton seems to
have fared worst and a minimum of
coal has been shipped into that territory this season.
Prices are shown in
the Weekly Review.

There was a distinctly better tone to
the industry and more gas and byproduct coals were being moved than
had been the case for some time.

West

Virginia

Retail Reductions Fail to Bring Business Steam Demand Unimproved.
Quite a stir was caused in Salt Lake
City recently when one of the large retail agencies came out with a cut of
$1.25 a ton on a mixture called "Domes-

Lack of market was responsible for
losses aggregating about 125,000 tons.
No coal was moved except on contract,
there being no spot buying worth mentioning, although inquiries were picking
up, leading to the belief that business
might soon be on a larger scale.

UTAH

—

tic

Lump."

reduced
grades.

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

— WestSlump — Car

Pocahontas Outlook Brightens
ern Markets Offset Tide
Shortage Appears.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas operating conditions were
somewhat better during the week ended
Aug. 27 than they had been during the
early part of the month.
With but
little coal destined to Tide except for
bunkerage, larger tonnages were going
to Western markets.
Both car and

Competitors

immediately

their prices 50c.
for pure
Business, which had been im-

proving up to this time was immediately shot to pieces, as there was a belief that further reductions would soon
be made.
Within three or four days
prices went back to normal, i.e., $10 for
lump and $9.50 for nut. Dealers are
having not a little trouble in explaining
the situation to their customers.
The industrial condition is still unsatisfactory and demand for steam coal
is far from normal.
The coast trade is
holding its own and is expected to increase with the construction of special
coaling barges in San Francisco Bay.

GompanyNews
ALABAMA
some development work going
on in the coal fields, which will enable increased production when demanded, the
There

is

Central of Georgia Ry. having under way
a long spur track to the proposed new mine
of the Alabama Fuel & Iron Co. in the
Cahaba River basin. This line will also
serve the County Coal Co., which is now
handling its product bv truck. It is understood that the Brilliant Coal Co. will open
a new mine near Calumet, Walker County,
and that a spur track from the Northern
Alabama Ry. will be constructed to reach
this operation.
The coal bins at the Port of Cordova, on

the Warrior River, which were constructed
for the Mississippi-Warrior River service of
the Federal Government, have been completed and accepted by the engineers in
charge of waterway traffic. The bins are
of 2.000 tons' capacity, the coal being unloaded into them from railroad cars by a
The new improvements will
belt conveyor.
greatly expedite the handling of coal and
loading of barges at this point and a much
heavier movement of coal will result when
the trade again becomes active.
The Fourth Alabama First .4id Contest
was held at Woodrow Wilson Park, Aug.
6. and was participated in by thirty-eight
teams from industries in the district. The
meet was held under the auspices of the
local station of the Bureau of Mines. Alabama Coal Operators' .\ssociation and the
Alabama Safety Association.

COLORADO
Directors of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Co., recently declared the regular dividend
of 2 per cent on preferred stock, but
passed the dividend on common. The board
authorized a reduction of about 10 per cent
in the compensation of all employees working on a "weekly or monthly salary basis.
Employees of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Co. at the Pueblo plant, who lost their
homes or furnishings in rented houses as a
result of the recent flood, will have an opportunity to buy new homes at cost.
The
residences will be erected by the company.

ILLINOIS
The lUinois Coal & Coke

Co.,

operating at

Virden. recently purchased two more new
mining machines. This makes a total of
eight machines now in operation at the
mine. Another large electric generator was
also put in service.
At the present time
the mine is working practically every day.
A contest has just closed at Glen Carbon
to see who could make their home most
attractive in the mining town.
The contest
was originated by the Madison Coal Corporation of St. Louis, operating mines
throughout the Standard field.
The company offered cash prizes for the most attractive and beautiful surroundings of the
miners' homes.
The tipple of the London mine operated
by the London Coal Co.. at Pincknevville.
was recently destroyed by fire. It is the
general belief the sparks from a switch
engine caused the fire, which was not discovered until it had gained much headway.
The mine is an old one and is pretty well
worked out. It is not known if the tipple
will be rebuilt.
Extensive explorations are being made
in the vicinity of Carpenter, northeast of
Edwardsville, and there are prospects that
the Mount Olive and Staunton Coal Co., of
St. Louis will open another large mine in
that vicinity. It is said that the company
has taken options on a tract of 5,000

of

the

mine.
The St.
jobbing coal,

in

INDIANA
Plans for the development of industrial
and agricultural electrification of Indiana
to a point where more than a million people
will

be served with electricity generated

in

the coal fields and transmitted over hightension lines became public recently with
the filing of articles of incorporation by
Simulthe Indiana Electric Corporation.
taneously a petition was filed with the
Public Service Commission for permission
to consolidate the Merchants Heat & Light
the Indiana Railways
Co., of Indianapolis
& Light Co., of Kokomo the Elkhart Gas
& Fuel Co., of Elkhart Valparaiso LightWabash Valley
ing Co., of Valparaiso
Putnam Electric
Electric Co., of Clinton
Cayuga Electric Co.,
Co., of Greencastle
The incorporation of the Indiof Cayuga.
ana Electric Corporation and the movement
to consolidate all these Indiana companies
marks the first step in the plan of Joseph
H. Brewer, utility operator, to link up a
hundred towns and cities in the state on
one power loop over which electricity generated at the coal mines will be transmitted hundreds of miles and laid down
at the meters of industrial plants with all
the savings that are possible from the
economies of large operations. Most of the
properties to be consolidated are already
either conne-cted or within a few miles of
each other, and the most important im;

;

;

;

OHIO
The Dixie Flour, Feed & Fuel

Co., is the
of a ?150.000 retail concern chartered
recently in Hamilton. The incorporators
are L. C. Seward, Charles Lamm, B. L.
Vinnedge, W. W. Vinnedge and M. P.
Lintner.

name

The Warren Cartage and Coal Co., of
Warren, has been chartered with a capital
of $30,000 to do a retail business by John
C. Mederer. Carter C. Christiancy, William A. MacRea and others.
The Chestnut Hill Coal Co., of Nelsonhas been chartered with a capital of
The incor$30,000 to mine and sell coal.
porators are T. H. Wilson, C. F. Stratton.
E. R. Tucker, P. Shough and Eliza Hellyer.

ville.

The Cannon Elliott Coal Co.. is the name
new retail concern in Columbus, which
has taken over the yard of the Cosgrove
The concern is a partnership
Coal Co.
composed of M. J. Cannon and P. J. Elliott.

of a

;

;

mediate transmission link is to be built
between Greencastle and Danville, thereby
making .1 direct transmission line from
Clinton, in the heart of the coal fields, to
Indianapolis.

The .J. K. Derinc Coal Co., of Chicago,
has purchased a set of Nolan Automatic
Cagers to be installed in the No. 8 mine at
This is the fifth set to be installed
I'linton.
by this company.

PENNSYLVANIA
Oil. Gas & Coal Co. has
State Department at Harrisburg of an increase in its capital stock
from $25,000 to $50,000. Charles E. Jones.
Northumberland County, is treasurer.
The Maher Coal & Coke Co. has made an
actual increase in its capital from $75. "im
Thomas Maher, Allegheny
$225,000,
to

The Anthracite

notified

the

County, being treasurer.
The Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. has
awarded a contract to the Windber Lumber
Co. to erect forty double frame dwelling
houses at Erneka mines No. 36. 37. 40 and
These homes will have concrete cellars,
42.

bathrooms and

fitted for electricity.

The C. A. Hughes Coal Co. plans to erect
new houses west of Lilly for the accommodation of miners. Mr. Hughes, with
offices in Philadelphia, owns two mines up
ten

the Lilly branch and one at Cresson.

KENTUCKY
Fred M. Sackett. of the Bell Jellico Coal
and the Pioneer Coal Companies, became
interested in a transaction a few weeks
ago whereby he and his associates acquired
fi.OOO acres of coal land and also the Black
Mountain R.R.
Several of the mining plants of the ElkEshorn field are resuming operations.
pecially is this true of the Southeast Coal
It is said that
Co. at Seco and Millstone.
these mines are now working every day
in the week for the first time in several
resuming
full
time is the
Another
months.
Logan Elkhorn Coal Corporation at Parsons and Whitaker. The Imperial Elkliorn
Coal Co. at Sergent is making steady imThe .4mburgy Coal Co. at
IMovemrnts.
Halna. is resuming after being idle for
months undergoing repairs and tipple construction.
The Coldwell-BIythe Coal Co. has been
organized at Terkes. Perry County, by S.
C.'Coldwell. M. W. Blythe. both of Terkes.
and J. W. Craft, of Hazard. Leases have
been closed and plans practically completed
for the beginning of a new- coal develon-

The development will be
ment. it is said.
on the main line of the L. & N.

MARYLAND

Louis
states

P.

Owners of the Utchfleld Coal Mining Co.,
have a proposition before them from a St.
Louis firm which may lead to the reorganization of the company and the recompany, engaged

opening of the mine.

Coal land in the Cumberland section will
be developed by John F. Sommerville.
Duke W. Berger and William S. Berger.
who have chartered the Berger Smokeless
Coal Co., with a capitalization of $500,000.
Coal land development in the Bloomington district is planned by the K. J.
Ross Coal Mines Co., chartered by Grant
Harshbarger. of Bloomington, and Joseph

acres.

habilitation

that it will rebuild the mine and resume
opi'rations it 5.000 tons of coal can be sold
in Litchfield.
Every possible effort will be
made by Litchfield people to provide for the

Guy, of Western Port.

A petition was filed in court in Uniontown
recently for the dissolution of the Domestic
James Dunn is president of the
company and Marshall D. Brooke is sec-

Coke Co.
retary.

WEST VIRGINIA
Glenola Coal Co., of Philadelphia,
has just been organized for the purpose of
developing coal lands in West Virgmia.
Closely identified with the new company
are: George H. Grone. H. B. Grone, Charles
Tlie

Grone and M. E. Patterson, of Philadelphia,
and L. O. Knipp, of Glenside. Pa.

been received in Morgantown
purchase of 1.500 acres of coal land
the Pittsburgh seam, in Dunkard town-ship of Greene County, the ptirchase price
This property was
being about $901,000.
sold at public sale to satisfy a creditor's
lien against the estate of the late J. M.
Hustead. The property was secured by the
Piedmont Coal Co.

Word has

of the
in

The Alpha Coal & land Co. has been
organized with a view to developing coal
property in the neighborhood of Branchland in Lincoln County, general offices of
It is capthe concern to be at that point.
The following coal
italized at $200,000.
Hohm A. Broaddus.
people are interested
James R. Branch. M.
of
Branchland
E. C.
Lillian Branch, of Jupiter, Fla.
Curry and D. A. Curry, of White Sulphur
:

;

;

Springs.

Plans are progressing for the developof coal lands at three different points,
following the completion of the organization of the Huntington Coal St Mining Co.
C. N. Morrison has just be^n elected president of this company which will develop
a coal tract at Ferguson in Wayne County.

ment
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Traffic

In the complaint of the SJoKH-ShrlHrld
steel & Iron Co., an examiner recommends
that the rate on coal from Dora. Ala., to
Sloss. Ala., Is not unreasonable, but that
the rate from Dora to Ruffner. .\la.. is

News

comjilninl
.Mc.vrr»tliilr
of
the
Smokrlriis Conl Co., the commission diciilis
that the refusal of the B. & (>. from M;i.v
1917. to Dec. 28. 191". anil of the di1.
rector General of Railroads from Deo. 28.
1917. to Aug. 1. 1918. to furnish, upon
reasonable request, cars to complainant at
Casselman, Pa., for tran.sportation of coal
while furnishing cars to other shippers
similarly situated, was an undue prejudice
to the complainant.
In the complaint of the Northern Went
111

the

unreasonable.
complaint of the I.ehlgli &
the
In
Wilkes Uarre Coal Co.. the I. C. C. decides
that the rates on mine props from points in

1.

C.

AV. Va., and WestMd.. making applicable instead combination of locals via these routes, and
establish instead, in connection with the
present through rates, specific routing via
Cumberland and Bellington. W. Va.
In the complaint of the .\merican .Smelting anil Refining Co., the commission decides that the demurrage charge and average free lime at Baltimore on carload
shipments of coke for export, moved on
domestic bills of lading, between Feb. in
and Dec. 31. 1918. was not unreasonable.

port.

of the new Illinois Central
in Clinton. 111., means a vast change
the routing of coal shipments from the

The opening
yards
in

southern Illinois into Northern
Iowa. Wisconsin. Minnesota anti
the Northwest.
In the past coal has been
shipped very largely from the Southern
Illinois fields on the Illinois Central through
Champaign and Kankakee to Chicago and
thence distributed to the Northwest through
the various bell lines surrounding Cliicago.
The opening of the larger Clinton yards
means that coal will be routed more direct
and in such a manner as to miss the ('hicago belt lines. The new route also means
quicker an<l cheaper coal distribution to
scores of towns and cities throughout the
Northwest.
The traffic bureau of the Indiana Public
Service Commission has received a requ,est
from the I. C. C. asking that the hearmg
on the proposed abandonment of the "coal
road" of the Chicago & BaHtern Illinois
R.R. Co. be postponed until September. The
comi)any is seeking to abandon service on
the line, which runs between Morocco and
fields of
Illinois,

Brazil.

The

company

operation of the road

is

alleges that
unprofitable.

the

In the complaint of the Green Rock Coal
Co., an examiner recommends that the rates
on bituminous coal from Riceville. Ky., are
unreasonable, because they exceed rates
from group five district of the C. & O.
An examiner recommends that the rates
on coke from Mt.
Pleasant. Garwood
Works, and Newell Scales. Pa., to California points are unreasonable, in the complaint of the Tuffli Bros. Pig Iron &
Coke Co.

the

ell.

the FairnicH
the first p:i

Virginia
Delaware
and
to
Plymouth. Pa., are unreasonable because
exceed 14.5c. from points north of
Church, Va., and 17c. from all points
on the New York. Philadelphia and .Norfolk
R.R. in Virginia, New Church to
Cape Charles inclusive.

of Fairmont, secretary of

and Cleveland Coal
<ir

.VUKUSl at

Co.. spent

Potomac Beach.

Association Activities

New

National .\ssociatioii of Cost
.\ccountants
the .-Second Inl.rnaliunal Cost Conference under ilu' auspices of the National
Association of Cost Accountants, to be held
.\t

Coal

through Cherry Run.

men connected with

Wistern Fuel Company, viz.,
Kdw. .\. llirlg, Alexander li. I'lirlg, £dw.
I', Drnimrr and Jon. W. Simpson.

.Maryland.

Personals

C.

to Jan. 1. 1921. in the distribution of coal
cars to mines on the Monongahela Ry. and
the Morgantown and WTieeling Ry.. were
not unreasonable.
A special train carrying oBicials of the
I.oulHvlllr & NashviUe R.R.. including B. M.
Starks. general manager, made a recent
trip through the eastern Kentucky sections
of the road, inspecting improvements that
are being made in several coal field sections, where larger yards, sidings, roundhouses, etc., are being installed.
In the complaint of the Cellar Knpids
Gas Co., the commission decides that the
rates for transportation of bituminous coal
from Jenkins and McRoberts. Ky., to Cedar
Rapids, were not unreasonable.
In the complaint of the Old Ben Coal
Corporation, an I. C. C. examintr recommends that the rate of $1 per ton on rock
or shale dust from West Frankfort. 111., to
Christopher and Sesscr. 111., is unreasonable.
In the complaint of .(itetson. Cutler & Co..
an examiner recommends that the rate from
Van Buren. lie., to Griswold. Me., on bituminous coal, originating at St. John. New
Brunswick, was unreasonable.
In the case of the Wm. E. Dee Clay Mfg.
Co., an examiner recommends that certain
intrastate rates during Federal control on
between Indiana points were uncoal
reasonable.
The commission has suspended until Dec.
proposal
of the railroads to eliminate
2
the present rates on coal from Western
Maryland Uy. mines to points on the R. &
connections ovtr the route
O. and
its

10

Mllw-.iukee

they

Operatorn' .AHitorlation. an
examiner recommends that the
practice of the Pennsylvania and the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie from March 1. 192*>.
VirKlnIa

bear the names of
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Cleveland .Seiit. 14. 15 and 16. one SfSon Thursday morning. Sept. 15 is to

sion

Frank E. Herrlnian,

president. Clearfield

Bituminous Coa' Corporation. Grand Central Terminal. New York, has been elected
president of the Chicago & Harrisburg Coal
Co.. succeeding Bertrand Walker.
Charles Beuglet, sales agent for the
.Northwestern Coal docks at Duluth, has
returned from his vacation, which he spent
at

Lake Vermillion.

H. E. Smith of St Paul,
of the M. A. Hanna Coal &
in Duluth recently.

vice-president

Dock

Co..

was

W. H. Groverman, who

recently resigned
Dock Operators' As-

«s secretary of the
sociation, in Minneapolis is now connected
His wide exwith the Berwind Fuel Co.
perience in coal will be found -a valuable
asset

in

his

new

connection.

McQueen, formerly with W. A.
Co. and later identified with
other coal firms, is now making his head<tuarters with the- Industri.il Coal & Coke
<^^orporation. New York City.
.\. I). Thompson has joined the forces of
Pattison & Downs. Inc.. New York City.
Mr. Thompson was general manager of
the Majestic Coal Co. and during the existence of the old Tidewater Coal Exchange
was the Deputy Commissioner.
.\t
one

W. B.
Marshall

&

—

—

be devoted to a discussion of uniform cost
liy the Trade .\ssociations.
This subject has received a great ileal of
attention during th? past few months as
a result of the \arious investigations which
have been made of the activities of the
Trade .Associations. There is a great deal
of popular misapprehension as to the purposes and methods of uniform costing.
It
will be the olijeet of this session to thoroughly discuss all pha.ses of the subject.
It is hoped that as a result of this discussion
some of the imcertainty as to liow far it is
legally possible to go in the matter of
uniform accounting methods will he re-

methods as used

moved.

American business men who have been
following the development of the Trade
Association movement during tlie past few
years will be interested in the resuls of
No previous attempt has been
this -session.
made on such a large sc;vle to actually get
l.taineil from
at the results whieh may
these systems.
I

Coming Meetings

The Huntington Coal and Industrial Exposition will be held in the Chamber of
Commerce Building. Huntington. W. Va..
the coal trade.
19 to 24
inclusive.
Chairman of
Sept.
H. A. MeCo.v. superintendent of the mines 'committee. Thomas A. Palmer. Huntington
of the Dexcar Pocahontas Coal Co., at Twin Chamber of Commerce. Huntington.
Branch. W. Va.. has been spending his
American Inslitnle of Mining and .Metalvacation at Virginia Beach.
Mrs. McCoy lurgir^l Engineers will meet at WilkiSaccompanied him. J. H. Custard, Bluefield Rarre, Pa.. .Sept. 12 to 15. Secretary F. F.
manager for the same company, has been Sharpless. 29 West 39th St.. New York
in
Norfolk recently.
City.
Professor William Peterson, geologist,
National .Association of Cost Accountants
employed by the Utah State Board of Equal- will hold its annual convention at Clev?ization in a coal capacity, has returned from land. Ohio. Sept. 14. 15 and 16.
Secretary.
an inspection trip In Uinta, Duchesne and S. C. McLeod. 130 West 42d St.. New York.
Carbon counties.
The American .Mining Congress and Nawas
Frank Hol.voke, who
manager of the tional Exposition of Mines and Mining
Cincinnati office of the Holley Stover Co..
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual conuntil it was closed recently, is now with
vention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
the Raleigh Smokeless Coal Co. aa Its CinChicago. III.
.\.ssistant secretary. John T.
cinnati sales manager.
Burns, Congress Hotel. Chicago, III.
Charles V. Mclnttre has resigned his posiThe West Virginia-Kentucky Assoriatinn
tion as chief engineer of the International
of .Mine. Meehaniral and Electrical EngiCoal Products Corp.. to enter the field of
neers will hold its annual meeting at HuntSecreconsulting engineering in association with
ington. W. Va.. on Sept. 20 to 23.
tary-treasurer. Herbert Smith. Huntington.
A. Stephen Knowles. 66 Broadway. New
York City, to specialize in byproduct coke W. Va.
oven work, low temperature distillation of
New York State Coal Merchants' .Associacoal processes and other systems pertaintion, Inc., will hold its annual convention
ing to the preparation and treatment of
at Richfield Springs, .N. Y.. on Sept. 8. 9
coal.
Executive secretary. U. W. F.
and 10.
The Tidewater Coal Exchange, Inc.. an- Woodside. 250 Arkay Hldg.. Albany. N. Y.
nounces the appointment of C. Tracy Ryan
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metalas deputy commissioner for the Port of liirg.v will hold its annual Western me -ting
New York, with offices in the Central Square at Edmonton. Alherta. Canada Sept. 14. 15
Bldg.. New York City.
and 16. Convention secretary. T. B. Williams, 10.610 83d Ave.. Edmonton. Canada.
F. M. .Sackett, of the Byrne & Speed Coal
Co.. Louisville. Ky.. and head of several
American Manufacturers Export .Associaoperating companies, has gone to Wash- tion will hold its twelfth annual convention
ington on business.
at the Waldorf-Astoria. New York City,
Secretary .-V. W. Willmann.
Oct.
5 and 6.
M. S. Barker and A. O. Stith. of Louis160 Broadway. New York City.
ville, large holders in the Liberty Coal and
Coke Co. were recent visitors at the mines
National Safety Council will hold its
in Straight Creek.
annual congress at the State House. Boston. Mass.. Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive.
Martin Bolt, Springfield, III., has b^en
Secretary. S. J. Williams, Chicago, III.
selected for reappointment as assistant director of mines and minerals.
The Coal Mining Institute of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
.Arthur 4. Hoskin, Denver. Col., has been
Secretary H. D.
Pa., Dec. 7, 8, and 9.
appointed research assistant professor of
Jr., Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
Mason.
mining engineering at the experiment staPittsburgh. Pa.
tion of the University of Illinois.
Mr. Hoskin is a graduate of the University of WisAn Industrial Relations Conference for
consin and has had several years practical
all industries in the State of Pennsylvania
experience in mining engineering.
has been arranged for Octol)er 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg.
Pa., by the Commissioner of
Jos. W. Simpson, vice-president of the
Labor and Industry. C. B. Connelly.
Milwaukee Western Fuel Co.. has been
honored by having a steamer named for
The sixth annual convention of the Nahim.
The steamer was formerly th? Man- tional .Association of I*urcliasing .Agents
chester.
This makes four steamers which
will be held Oct. 10-13 at Indianapolis, Ind.
time he was connected with tlie Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation and is well-

known throughout

^)i

The Only National Paper Devoted
E.

NEW
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The Importance

TRAINING

in

LESHER

AND
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Cost-Keeping

control,

tempered by
peculiarities and
if

an adequate appreciation of local
not carried to an extreme which substitutes statistics for judgment instead of using them as aids to
judgment, should equip the coal operator the better to
Certain fundamental prinmeet his local problems.
Certainly
ciples should have application universally.
nothing is more fundamentally important than an accuif

rate knowledge of facts.
The above, save that the

words coal operator have
been substituted for railroad manager, are those of
William J. Cunningham, of Harvard University, writing in the New York Evening Post on the J. J. Hill
system of cost-keeping as the basis for control of railroad operations. Practically everything he says with
respect to the use of knowledge in operating railroads
applies with equal force to operating coal mines.
Our
attention recently has been focused on this subject by
a communication from a coal operator who says that
too few companies have a supply account to which
supplies are charged when pui'chased and by means
of credits to which the supplies are charged out to
operating costs as they are used.
It is argued that
heavy purchases last year were carried into current
costs although not used at once, with the result that
costs were inflated, and that today, using those materials, costs are figured too low, thereby impairing the
judgment of the operator in the matter of what he
should be getting for his coal.
Operators, basing contract prices on such cost figures, will find themselves at a disadvantage when they
again have to restock.
Those who have kept books
to show actual supplies sent below are not being fooled
although they may be quoting just as low prices as
the other fellow. Without question, the general practice prior to 1916-1917 was to charge a great many
items of equipment and supplies to capital account
which now, under Treasury rulings, are charged to
current operation, because they "do not reduce cost
or increase output." Business men, in the coal industry and in other lines as well, quite generally made
liberal investment in supplies and equipment during
the periods of high prices for their product, both
because they considered the possible need of the material and because the tax policy of the government
encourages such a course.
Professor Cunningham lays emphasis on the importance Mr. Hill gave to details and ascribes much of
his

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing
Editors.
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of Details in

statistical

to

DAWSON HALL.

success as a railroader to his ability to inspire
every oflficial and employee to respect the little things
that go to make up the big whole.
It may be that
the purchase of hay for mine mules, for instance, is
a small detail of costs, but if the payment for three
months' requirements is charged into one month, costs
are at once thrown out of line. We do not argue that

a

15.

Number

1921

producer of coal should never

what

costs

him

— the

point

sell

his

coal

not

11

below

—

debatable but
we do stand with those who contend for better costkeeping even in such appai-ently small matters as material accounts, for if one sells with a full knowledge
of book costs as well as actual out-of-pocket costs, he
is a progressive, modern business man.
it

is

The Coal Industry Might Be Worse Off
STATISTICS of employment in selected industries
June,
Statistics,

in

recently

published by the Bureau of Labor
show that ninety-four bituminous coal min-

ing companies employing 24,654 men in June, 1920,
had 23,462 men on the payrolls in June, 1921, a

decrease of 4.8 per cent. Of the fourteen industries for
which similar data are shown, all but four made a
worse showing. Cigar manufacturing recorded a decrease of less than 1 per cent, and three branches of
the textile business, cotton manufacturing and cotton
finishing had decreases of less than 1 per cent, while
the woolen industry showed an increase of nearly 4
per cent in employees on the payrolls.
Metal, leather
and paper lines reported declines in employment, compared with a year ago, ranging from 13 to 41 per cent.
The same companies that reported a decrease of less
than 5 per cent in number of men employed .showed during June of this year as compared with the same month
of last year a decrease in total payroll of 21.6 per cent,
from $1,861,533 for the half month to $1,460,027. Since
but three of the ninety-four coal companies reported
wage reductions, the decrease in per capita earnings of
the coal-mine employees of 17 per cent was due to
shorter working hours, the result of lessened demand
for coal.

Comparing June with May, bituminous

coal

showed

the largest increase in dollars paid, from $1,249,629 to
21,390 men in May to $1,396,982 to 22,467 men in June,
a gain of 5 per cent in number of men and 11.8 per cent
in payroll cost.
Men's ready-made clothing and leather
were the only industries to show larger gains in men at

work. 7he per-capita earnings in June were 6.4 per
cent greater than in May, despite the fact that the
entire forces at two of the mines included in these
figures had wage reductions of 20 and 15 per cent.
In
the iron and steel industry wages from May 15 to June
15, 1921, were reduced from 10 to 21 per cent; some of
the automobile plants reported wage decreases of 7 to
10 per cent.
As the evidence accumulates iv is becoming more

apparent that the coal industry, taken as a whole, has
suffered no worse in thi.s business depression than the
average, and in

many respects has fared better. The
unfortunate aspect, however, is that mine labor which
has taken wage reductions in step with the requirements of readjustment is working while those who
refu.se to even consider the matter are idle.
405
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and as picking must be more carefully performed,
must be cleaned, picking by machine, by water
or by air becomes more and more necessary. This is
the really significant matter about this year's meeting
of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers in Wilkes-Barre and the presence of bituminous operators at its sessions.
coals,

Hard-Coal Methods

Soft vs.

Vol. 20, No. 11

the bituminou.s operators who this
week visited the hard-coal resrions expressed many
fervent thanks that condition.^ did not make it neces-

PRESUMABLY

sary or advisable at present to erect such formidable
structures as breakers for the preparation of their coal.
A bituminous coal preparator, producing a comparatively
umprepared product, is a relatively simple contrivance
compared with the stupendous structures that deliver

The bituanthracite to market in ten different sizes.
minous operator experiences difficulty enough in keeping a balance with three or four sizes which at different
In
periods of the year have such a variant demand.
fact many wish that they were back to the old ruii-ofmine days, when an order for coal meant an order for
the whole product coming to the surface and not an
order for part and too often little or no sale for the
rest.
To them the fact that slack is in slow demand

all

sizes

Dknying that Henry Fori< has wrought a miracle
management of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton R.R.,
Railivaji Age summarizes the facts about the road in

in the

part as follows:

"From September to December, 1920, inclusive, after
the present railway freight rates were fixed, the D. T. & I.
handled an average of 49,246,000 ton-miles of revenue
freight per month and had freight earnings averaging
$493,800 a month. In the months of April, May and
June, 1921, the road handled an average freight busi-

brings sad memories of the good times when coal was
and they had no call for special sizes which their
mines could only produce by virtue of bringing out a
lot of coal of the no-market variety.
Certain it is, however, that the manufacture of sizes
brings a better price for the sizes more greatly desired
and so pays for the breaker that prepares them and

ness of 37,093,000 ton-miles a month and earned from
In other words,
it an average of $694,203 a month.
its average freight business in these three months was
almost 25 per cent less than in the last four months of
1920, while its average monthly freight earnings were
over iO per cent greater. In the last four months of
1920 its average rate was Ic. per ton per mile. The

for the storage. The public wants its hard
and meticulously cleaned and has to pay for
soon
it whether it will or no, and perhaps it may
demand that its bituminous coal undergo the same
Should it do so the price
discriminating treatment.
will have to be made so that the operation of such

average rate per ton per mile in
June, 1921, was 1.88c., 88 per cent
September, October, November and
The average rate of all the railways

coal

intei-est

coal sized

preparation equipment will be profitable.
Economical burning requires .standardization of prodExti-emely fine coal mixed with coarse, under
uct.
forced draft is blown out of the stack, as can be seen
by the most negligent obsei-ver who travels on a train
hauled by a locomotive burning run-of-mine coal. The
draft need not be as heavy when a sized product is
used and much coal and acres of forest land will be
saved.
Large lumps are not desirable for use in a
furnace even when hand-stoked, and it is cheaper and
easier to crush them in a pair of rolls than to do it
with a sledge. Large lumps of soft coal will burn and
will break, but still the fact remains that they do not
burn efficiently or break automatically, and it would
be better to deliver what the consumer needs rather
than what he can put up with. Slack will burn in an
ordinary fire but it does not give either maximum
efficiency or maximum capacity when mixed with lump
coal.
In short, soft coal does not have to be sized, but
in almost all cases it would do better work if it were
reduced to a product of uniform size. Hard coal must
be graded but for best results soft coal shovM be

graded

also.

Time was when bituminous operators looked askance
at the picking table, viewing it as a new and
sary device loaded on them by the exigencies
petition.
But the public had to be pleased,
picking table stayed and prospered, especially

unnecesof comand the
in times

when, because buyers were few and sellei's many, the
buyer was master. Quality of product is going to count
more and more, and it is useless to be the last to seek
to satisfy the public need.

Freight rates are high and

it is becoming more and
pay for freight more than for coal.
Consequently slate and bone are being thrust out of
commerce. As it becomes more essential to clean the

more necessary

to

April,

May and

greater than in

December,

1920.

in the country

is

only 1.23c.
"If no change whatever had occurred on the D. T. & I.
except this enormous increase in its average rate per
ton per mile its financial results would have been revolutionized.
To what was this remarkable increase
Chiefly to
in the average rate per ton per mile due?
two things: First, to a great change in the character
giving
his railMr. Ford began
of the traflfc handled.
way practically all of his freight business; and the
freight handled directly and indirectly for his motor
works consist largely of relatively high-grade commodities which pay a rate much higher than the average.
Meantime, the amount of coal handled by the railroad
greatly decreased. Coal being a bulky and cheap commodity, it pays a rate much smaller than the average.
This change in the character of the traflSc alone would
have caused a large increase in the railway's average
rate.

"Secondly, the D. T. & I. has been able to use the large
traflic originated by the Ford interests to
secure larger divisions of the through rates on all
traffic hauled partly over its line and partly over other
railways, and the great bulk of the D. T. & I.'s busi-

volume of

ness consists of this through traffic.
"Furthermore, the management of the D. T. & I.,
in common with all the other railways, was able, partly
because of the smaller traffic handled by it and partly
owing to other causes, to make large reductions in its

operating expenses.
"The only really great change which had been made
on the D. T. & I. up to July 1 was in the conditions
which determined its average rate per ton per mile.
But how about the reduction of 20 per cent in its local
rates and the advance in the wages of its employees
which have been so widely advertised? Neither of
these went into effect until July 1 or later, and therefore neither of them had anything whatever to do with
the increases of the railway's net earnings."

September

15,
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Automatic Substations Save Labor, Act Promptly and
Insure Equipment Against Roasting*
Placing Substations Near
station

Pumps

or Hoists Saves

and Often Copper Waste or Voltage Loss

Labor but Causes Neglect of Sub-

— Use Automatic Reclosing Circuit

Breaker in Place of Several Contactors, Each Cutting Out Part of Resistance
By

R. J. WENSLEYt
East Pittsburgh. Pa.

THE

Use of small substations for tne supplying of
energy to the locomotive and cutting
machines in coal mines is a well-established practice.
A few years ago, when labor costs were lower,
these substations were located as near to the load as
possible, and an operator was provided for each station.
This practice has now become so expensive that substations are being located with reference to other mining machinery, such as hoists or pumps, so that one
operator can look after both.
Sometimes the substation is operated by one whose
duties make him traverse quite a large area. In such
cases the interruption of alternating-current supply
may produce a long interruption in the direct current,
as the station cannot resume service until this man
reaches it. Such interruptions interfere seriously with
production and may easily counterbalance the supposed
saving gained by such operating methods.
275-volt

Grouping of Service May Cause Copper Loss

The grouping of substations for convenience in operating may also result in excessive copper loss and conse-

than an outside one, and vice versa.
The most economical method of getting current into the mine is by
the use of overhead lines and drill holes directly above
the desired point of feed. If the substation is installed
in the mine, there will be a triplex cable in the drillhole,
usually working at 2,200 volts, although a few mines
use higher voltages. If the substation is installed on
the surface, the direct-current cable is placed in the
hole

The surface location has many advantages, one being
the lower installation cost. Inside installations usually
require concrete and steel work and in many cases
considerable excavation of rock. The substation location must be such as to receive an ample supply of
cool, fresh air.
The control wiring must be carefully
done and usually with lead-covered cable, for sulphur
water often is present. The installation of the machine
is frequently difficult as it must be dismantled so that
the largest piece can be handled by the hoist or to pass
through the available openings. If the substation be
placed on the surface, an inexpensive house may be
used and the machine may be set on the floor just as

quently poor trolley voltage with its attendant evils of
low locomotive speeds and increased locomotive motor
maintenance. The speed of the coal-cutting machines
also will be reduced. By relieving the substation of its
burden of the operating labor cost, the most economical
location, from an electrical standpoint, may be chosen.
The matter of machine insurance also should be considered. If an attendant is caring for several kinds of
equipment, he cannot watch the machine continually for
signs of trouble; therefore continued overload, phase
failure, low alternating-current voltage, bearing trouble,
etc. may result. Some partly automatic equipments have
been installed; these have protection against low voltage, reverse current and bearing trouble and are provided with automatic reclosing circuit breakers. This
is a step in the right direction but it does not go far
enough to give first-class machine insurance.
The saving in maintenance costs often is the smallest
item, when considering the automatic substation as
machine insurance. In most instances when the coils
in a machine are roasted out, due to continued overload
or to operation under abnormal alternating-current conditions, the cost of the loss in pi-oduction will easily
exceed the repair bill. Where the mine is not too deep,
automatic control allows the substation to be installed
above ground, but the location depends largely on local
conditions.

In some cases the topography of the country is such
that an inside station would be much more accessible
Article entitled "Automatic Substations Used in Coal Mining,"
read before the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers at the Wilkes-Barre meeting. Sept. 12 to 15.
tSwitchboard Engineering Department. Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing

Co.

FIG.

1.

FRONT OF COXTROL EQL'IP.MENT AT THE
AUTOMATIC SUBSTATION'

Equipment is not large or costlv that replaces an attendant,
and it has the advantage that it is screwed into the switchboard.
where its duty lies, and can't wander away from the point of duty.
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or complicated equipment that, in a relatively few years,
must l)e moved to a new location or scrapped.
At first the tendency of the manufacturers was to
offer an elaborate eciuipment of the railway type, modi-

only as to voltage; later, as the operating conditions

fied

were not as severe and the standard of service was not
as high as in the railway field, a special line of automatic control was developed for mining service.
For the control of a 200-kw. synchronous motor-

generator set this equipment is on two panels. The
wiring is self-contained so as to avoid the necessity
of complex control circuits apart from the panels. The
only wiring, apart from the main motor and generator
leads, is the control circuit from the control transformer and the bearing thermostat connections. The
panels are wired at the factory so as to reduce the
installation cost to a minimum and to avoid errors.

Reclosing Circuit Breaker Protects Line
is designed to operate on an individual high-tension feeder; it starts whenever alternating-current is thrown on the line and is shut down by
opening the alternating-current feeder.
The directcurrent generator is connected to the line through an
automatic reclosing circuit breaker, which opens on
short-circuit or excessive overload and recloses when
as, for instance,
the cause of the trouble is removed

This equipment

—

HEAR OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT AT THK
AUTOMATIC SUHSTATION

no dampness
to cause deterioration of the equipment, and no ventilation difficulties; also expensive runs of high-tension
cable are avoided, as the lines may be run overhead.
The most convenient method of automatic operation
is by remote control through the high-tension feeder.
For the most reliable operation, it is necessary that
each substation have an independent feeder. Then the
stations may be started by closing the oil switch at the
it

comes from the factory.

There

will be

point of origin of the feeder; an ammeter installed at
this point will show the attendant what is happening
at the substation.
If to reduce the first cost it is necessary to put more
than one station on one feeder, a series of time-element
relays can be used to start the machines at short intervals, so as to avoid the surge othei-wise caused by
simultaneously closing the starting switches of several
The stations may be started also by voltage
sets.
relays connected to the trolleys and shut down by under-

current relays in the machine circuits. This is a more
expensive method and is warranted only when the power
cost

is

high.

may be used

to start the
Control may
be had from pilot wires run to convenient points where
attendants are always available. The simplest method
is the use of a starting button at the door of the substation, to be operated by the first man in and shut
down by the last man out. This method, while inexpensive, is cumbersome, and not to be recommended
If desired, time switches

stations according to a definite schedule.

except in special ca.ses.
In designing automatic equipment for mining service, the manufacturer must take into account the usual
lack of technical training in the maintenance crew and
must seek extreme simplicity. The installation of a
mining substation usually is of a semi-permanent character and operators are reluctant to install expensive

when

a broken trolley wire is picked up or removed
from the rails or the locomotive operators throw off
their controllers.

It is possible to substitute for this breaker the standard railway equipment, consisting of a number of contactors each short-circuiting a portion of a currentThese contactors are arranged to
limiting resistance.
open one at a time until the overload is limited to within
By using
the commutating capacity of the machine.
this scheme, the locomotives are kept in motion at reduced speed until the current drops below the setting
of the overload relays, when the contactors will again
This
close, thus cutting the resistors out of circuit.
equipment costs somewhat more than the type using
the automatic reclosing breaker and therefore will not
be in as great demand.

Special Feeders for Coal-Cutting Machines
large operations, the best service insurance is
obtained by the use of a series of automatic section
switches to isolate portions of the trolley, thus allowing
Where
the remainder of the operation to proceed.
feasible, additional reliability may be insured by runIn

ning separate direct-current feeders from the substaThis will prevent
tions for the coal-cutting machines.
stoppage of the actual mining operations in any given
section in case of trouble with the trolley.
There is a feeling among coal operators that automatically-controlled substations are too expensive for
the average mine. This is not at all true. A 200-kw.
set with 2,200-volt 60-cycle synchronous motor and
275-volt direct-current generator with manual switching would sell at the present time for approximately
The same machine with the simplest type of
$6,150.

automatic control will sell for approximately $8,350.
This difference of $2,200 capitalized at 20 per cent per
year will give an annual charge of $440, which is far less
than the wages of a man to operate the station for even
one shift per day. If the operating labor is kept below
this point by giving only occasional attention to the
station, serious interruptions are invited, as previously

September

15,
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started by the first locomotive runner in the morning and is shut down by the last man trip out at night.
This is accomplished by a single small knife switch.
It operates continually during the day.
If alternating
current should fail, it will shut down, but immediately
after the alternating-current service is restored, the
station will start and go on the line in a few seconds.
This one feature alone, in a busy mine, warrants the
slight extra investment in the automatic equipment.
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the front and rear of the control equipment of an automatic substation installed
is

also due to the fact that the automatic station does the

right thing at the right time much better than could
possibly be done by manual operation.

The first coal mine to adopt automatic control for
substation equipment is that of the Lincoln Coal Co.
at Nanty GIo, Cambria County, Pa. This is a 200-kw.
synchronous motor-generator set located in a room
about two miles from the mouth of the drift and about
500 ft. under the surface. The 2,200-volt three-phase
power is supplied from the surface through a 5-in. drillThe station
hole in -.vhich a triplex cable is installed.

during the summer of 1921.

Development of Ingenious Methods by Which Anthracite
Is Cleaned of Impurities and Sized for Market
IF

—

Have Been Supplemented by Mechanical
Pickers, Which Are Chutes with Gaps Into Which the Slower-Moving
Slate Falls, and Steeply- Inclined Belts Down Which the Coal Rolls
Picking Tables and Jigs

By Dever

Ash mead

C.

Kingston,

A BOUT 1870 the picking table was introduced, being
l\ first used at the Hill & Harris colliery at Mahanoy
J.

\.

City, Schuylkill County.

The introduction of these
was the result of a

tables for use in coal preparation

After
series of experiments by the firm above named.
a thorough trial of the old methods and many new

r;i.

vania Coal Co. built the Old Forge breaker, this plant
being one of the most modem of its day. Fig. 10 shows
the old breaker as it was originally designed.
In this breaker the coal without sepai-ation was
passed first through the rolls, going thence to two sets
of

revolving

screens.

These screens were 5

ft.

in

The exact type of tab!e
reliable means they could find.
selected is not stated, although it is probable that it
had some positive movement and was driven by machin-

diameter and 16 ft. long. It is presumed that in these
screens lump, steamboat and broken coals were separated, the fine material passing through to the
pentagonal screens below, which had the same diam-

ery.

eter

The next important improvement in the preparation
of coal was the introduction of the mechanical picker.
This was a jig and was introduced in 1871 or 1872.
The jig did not force its way into the Wyoming field
until a much later date.
This was because the coal in
the upper region was much cleaner and drier than that
produced in the middle and lower fields.
The oper-

prepared stove, nut- and pea coal, the fine coal going
to the bank.
This breaker is the first in which I have
been able to find the use of the pentagonal screen,
although it is possible that they were used before this
period. This type of screen did not prove satisfactoi-y,
as it broke the coal overmuch.
Even now, however,
there is one set of these screens operating in a breaker
near Wilkes-Barre.
As may be seen, little difference exists between the

ones, they adopted the table as the

most perfect and

ators did not look with favor upon the wetting of their
for they fe'.t that boys could satisfactorily remove
what little dirt it contained. Labor was comparatively
cheap, so they could not see why they should install
coal,

as

the

first

set

and were

10

ft.

long.

They

expensive machinery that might or might not prove
satisfactoi-y.

In the lower region conditions were entirely different.
Here the coal came from the working places wet and
covered with fine mud, so that it was almost impossible
to tell which was coal and which slate without washing
off the fine material.
As long as this had to be done in
any case, it was determined that if possible it would
be better to separate the coal from the slate at the
same time that the coal was cleansed by water. This
accounts for the development of the jig in those portions of the field where the measures pitch steeply.
From 1872 until some time in the 80's no inventions
Howof merit modified the methods of preparing coal.
ever, the existing types of machinery were improved,
and better results were obtained. In 1884 the Pennsyl•Second installment of article presented before the Institute of
Sllning and Metallurgical Engineers, Sept 12, at Wilkes-Barre,
and entitled "Advances in the Preparation of Anthracite."

FIG.

10.

SECTION OLD FORGE BREAKER OF

PENNSYLVANIA CO.\L CO.
Coal without separation went to the rolls and thence to two
round revolving screens and thence to two of pentagonal shai>e.
It is surmised that on the first screens, lump, steamboat and
broken were separated and in the second stove, nut and pea, the
fine coal going to the culm bank.
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of this breaker and that of the old Dodson
breaker which was built in 1869 and which has already
been described.
One detail, however, mipht be mentioned, namely, that an elevator was installed to raise
the broken coal to the upper revolving screen after
it had been prepared.
It will be noted in Fig. 10 that
all the machinery was gear-driven, with the exception
of the rolls, which were provided with a belt drive.
desigrn

Coal Screened

The

When

ne.xt Ijfeaker to

Receu'ed at Breaker

be considered was built in 1889.

This is the old No. 8 breaker at Dunmore and is owned
by the Pennsylvania Coal Co. This breaker (Fig. 11)

embodied some new features. The coal in mine cars
was brought over a trestle to the top of the structure
and dumped directly onto a set of bar screens. Two
sizes were separated from the rest of the coal, preThe finer coals fell
sumably lump and steamboat.
set of revolving screens below.
Unfortunately, what sizes were prepared is not known,
but whatever they were some of the coal was taken in
an elevator to the top and front of the breaker and
there prepared.
The lump and the steamboat coals were passed over

through the bars to a
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picking chutes, where the rock was removed, being sent
The lump coal went either to the
lump pocket or to the main rolls and was there crushed;
thence it passed to a set of revolving screens for further sizing.
The coal from the screens was passed
through chutes, where the slate was removed by boys.

to the rock chute.

The steamboat

coal

seems

to

have gone to a set of pony

be recrushed, as there appears to have been no
pocket provided for it.
From the pony rolls the coal
went to a revolving .screen and was sized. At this
breaker the following sizes were made in 1889: Lump,
broken, egg, stove, chestnut, pea, buckwheat and bird'sIt is probable that the bird's-eye coal, as it was
eye.
called at that time, was the same as present-day rice
or No. 2 buckwheat.
All coal finer than the bird's-eye
went to the culm bank.
By this time the mine rake had been entirely superseded, and its functions performed by other equipment.
As a matter of fact the rake went out of existence
about 1875 or 1880. For a time the coal as it came
from the mine was fed directly to the main rolls without previous separation of sizes. In the No. 8 breaker
we see the same effect achieved as that obtained by raking in the mine. The fine sizes that needed no crushing
rolls to

Old No. 8 Breaker of the Pennsylvania Coal Co.
L.ocatPd at Dunmore. Pa. At this breaker the coal was sized
before being sent to the rolls, and as a result the coal that
did not need crushing was not crushed, nor was it degraded
by the fall through the crusher. The sizing was dor»e by bar
.screens.
The revolving screens were driven by gears and the
rori.s by belts

Cle vati on
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were removed from the coal as soon as it was dumped
and only the large sizes were sent to the rolls to be
crushed. In this breaker as at Old Forge we find that
all the revolving screens were driven by gears and the
Here also the pentagonal
rolls were driven by belts.
screen was employed. In all, fourteen revolving screens
were installed as well as two rolls and one set of
elevators.

No provision was made to store coal at the head
of the breaker so that there would be a regular supply, neither was any attempt made to feed the coal to
The coal came
the screen bars in a regular manner.
in jerks and spurts that greatly interfered with its
preparation.
Although this breaker was built at a
time when shaker screens were making their appearance they were not used at this operation, showing
that they were not then considered to be sufficiently
perfected to warrant their installation.
CoxE Screen Has Capacity and Efficiency
Just previous to the introduction of the shaker
screen Eckley B. Coxe, of Co.xe Bros., Inc., of Hazleton,
invented the gyratory screen, which this firm used in
its preparation plants for a number of years.
These
screens proved satisfactory as to sizing and capacity
but their maintenance cost was high owing to their
unbalanced vibration.
The Anthony shaker screen was among the first built
but this was preceded by a shaker that was supported
on rollers and operated at an extremely high speed.
The Anthony shaker was hung by wrought-iron rods
as are present-day shakers, but the suspension members
were fastened to the shaker by a pin and the top connection was a ball-and-socket joint.
In the Parrish shaker, which is the one in common use

Devers Picker
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a rigid attachment is used. The
present type of shaker was not fully developed until
at the present day,

1907.

About the same time that the shaker was introduced
the mechanical picker was invented, and a revolution
The object sought by the
in bi-eaker design occurred.
mechanical picker was to obviate hand-picking. Many
The Ziegler
types of these machines were invented.
picker, built about 1890, was the first to make its appearance.
It was the forerunner of all the "jump"
pickers, and from it the many other designs involving
the same principle have been evolved. In order to cause
the slate to fall through the slot in the picker and
allow the coal to pass over, a revolving roller was first
used.

Thomas Picker Uses a Slab

Pickers ore 5'wi<^e insio/e of sills.
The clearance from outside of pici<er '^11 next
to LOls. +0 C.L of cols, shoulol not be less than
When pickers are set side by side the
clearance, between the outside of picker sills
should not be less than ?'-6."
21'.

This machine

is

a

slot-type of piclter.
dependent on the
principle that in
sliding down an incline,

material
slowly and

flat

goes
rounded

material,
rolling
over
and
over, goes with
greater rapidity. An
irregular body of

nearly

circular

shape will

roll quite

when once
begins to revolve
and yet may refuse
readily

it

to

budge when put

carefully on an incline.
The peculiarity of this picker
is in the method of
operation, the feed
being raised or lowered by means of

a cam.

The angle

of the slate slabs
likewise is adjustable.

of Slate

This device was followed by the Thomas picker,
which used a slab of slate over which the mine product
had to pass. Friction between the slate slab and the
slate in the coal, of course, was greater than between
The slate accordingly was rethe slab and the coal.
tarded as it passed through the picker and fell through
the slot, whereas the coal, not being retarded as much,
leaped over it. The Thomas picker had only one slot
and probably was introduced into the industry about
It was followed in the next year by the Emery
1895.
picker, which worked on the same principle but was a
This device has been improved
multiple-slot machine.
from time to time and now can be regulated to handle
wi dele-varying materials.
Other inventors have worked out pickers operating
on the same principle as the Emery but embodying
Among these is the Devers
various improvements.
Mason and Allen in 1911
picker, shown in Fig. 12.
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invented a picker of the Emery tj'pe a.s did also a Mr.
Farr.
Many devices have been invented that will remove
flat

slate

from

now

coal.

Amonjr

them

is

the

Mowry,

use at the Kingston Coal Co.'s No. 4
The botbreaker. This picker operates as a shaker.
tom plate is cut in a number of places, the cuts extending about half way across the shaker. The edges of
these cuts are turned down, making slots. As the coal
and slate pass over this plate the pieces of coal, being
thick and rounded, do not pass through the slots but
roll over them.
The slate, however, when it reaches
these slots tips up and slides through them, being
thinner than the width of the opening. Of course any
flat pieces of coal natui-ally pass through the slots along
with the slate. It is necessary, therefore, to pass the
flat and the rounded product of the Mowry picker over
one of some other type. This machine was invented
in 1905.
In 1910 another flat-slate picker was invented

which

is

in

by Colvin.
The Norman

flat-slate picker differs

from any so far

Vol. 20, No. 11

has been described.
This device consists of a
of rollers so spaced as to permit the flat particles of slate to pass through while denying passage
to the rounded coal.
Each roller revolves in the
opposite direction to that adjoining it.
The slate is
thus caused to tilt and drop through the openings. The
rollers are sufhciently inclined to cause the coal to move
across them endwise.
These pickers are still used to
some extent, but as all mechanical pickers seem to be
going out of use they also are passing away.
One other device of this kind deserves mention,
namely, the Ayers picker. This consists essentially of
a tilted traveling belt onto one side of which the unpicked material is fed, the belt traveling in an upward
direction.
Meanwhile the slate, being heavier than the
coal and having a greater frictional resistance upon the
belt, is carried up and discharged at the top.
The
coal rolls down the belt and leaves it at the bottom.
This picker is still being used in a few places. Probably the be?t known of all pickers is the anthnicite
spiral. This came into extensive use about 1904.
that

number

Hungarians Successfully Conduct Co-operative Mine In
Kentucky, Having Two Million Dollars Invested

—

Had to Be Built Over Tug River Coal Is Dumped
Mine and Is Brought Out by Conveyor EmployeeShareholders Unanimously Accept 30 Per Cent Wage Reduction

Bridge
Inside

By

J.

R. H.'v.woRTH

Hiinlinston, \V. Vm.

ORGANIZERS,

officers, directors and employees
Himler Coal Co., operating in Martin
County, Kentucky, agree with one voice that

of

the

that company has solved the labor problem.
With the
coal-producing industry distraught in its struggle for
years with this question, with this plan and that
e.xpedient, this theory and that system attempted and
abandoned as impractical and unavailing one after the
other in an impressive ari-ay of failures in final solution of the labor question, the cheerful pi'onouncement
of the Himler company that the answer has been found
is

intriguing, at least.

The company claims for

itself

the

distinction

be found at this time for an experiment in labor problems than Himlerville, Ky., the home of the Himler Coal
Co.
Himlerville is being built in the hollow formed by
Buck Creek, which flows into Tug River at Warfield,
Warfield is a
Ky., about two miles from Himlerville.
village on Tug River opposite Kermit, W. Va., and Kerniit is on the selvage of the Williamson coal field, about
twenty miles from the town of Williamson itself.
There are windows in the village of Kermit shattered
from recent volleys from the hills on the opposite side
of Tug River, a phase of the fierce industrial struggle
which has torn the Williamson field for the past two

of

being the only co-operative coal-mining company in
America.
To prove that the company has solved its
labor difficulties it points to its history covering a
period of two years, and recites the difficulties already
overcome.

Stockholders Vote for Lower Wage Scale

The history

of industry is littered with the wreckage of co-operative schemes of various sorts which
have failed and have been forgotten. Yet the Himler
plan, its sponsors say, has been a success for two years
a recent stockholders' meeting, in fact, voted unanimously for a 30-per-cent reduction in wages following
submission of a report of the treasurer, and the company continues not only to mine coal at the low market
price but has increased its capital to $2,000,000 for

—

operations.
less promising places in the United States. could

extension of

Few

its

HIMLER COAL

CO.

TIPPLE WITH ITS 45-DEG. SLOPE

This shows the tipple before it
slope is so steep and short as to be
ren would calUaniinoIined-shaft.

was entirely completed. Tho
what our metal-mining breth-

September

15,
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which lay the Warfield, or No. 2 gas, seam was under
lease.
An opening was started; contracts were let for
houses attention was turned to
bridging the river. Difficulties encountered in this project included the discovery of beds of quicksand where
The original estimated
solid rock should have been.
The structure was
cost of the bridge was $25,000.
finally completed at a total cost of about $300,000.
First shipments of coal were hauled over the new structure on July 1.
Meanwhile the new tipple was being built. Erected
by the Link-Belt Co., it contains novel features, among
these being the installation of a scraper-type conveyor
running on a 45-deg. slope to the loading pit in the mine
The company declares no other successful inentrJ^
stallation of a scraper-type conveyor has yet been made
on such a steep slope.
The novel features, however, are not confined to the
physical equipment of the company. Its organization is
unique.
ei-ection of forty-five

HOARD OF

PIREc-Tl)RS

OF THE HI.MLER

I'OAl. CU.

TJie president, ilartin Himler, is the third from the right in the
rear row. He has a black tie and white shirt. Martin Himler as
editor of a Hungarian newspaper in New York, the Magyar Munkaslap, was greatly attracted by mining men, capitalist and nilne
worker alike, and was much interested in tlie efforts of his
This experiment in
fellow countrymen to better their condition.
co-operative mining is the result.

In the intense fight for unionization on the one
hand and resistance to unionization on the other, the
Himler operation has been untroubled. The story is
not uninteresting.
little more than two years ago Martin Himler,
a naturalized Hungarian, conceived the plan of organizing a co-operative coal-mining company. Following up
this idea, he formed the Himler Coal Co., capitalized at
$50,000. Stock was sold to men of his own native land.
A small mine in Mingo County, West Virginia, was purchased, and operations were begun. The mine had been
a failure for previous owners. The seam was thin and
working conditions were difficult. Yet the new company, employing its own stockholders, made money from
it, and ultimately sold it at a profit.
Seeking larger fields, the company invaded Martin
County, Kentucky.
That count\- therefore had been
a veritable wilderness. Tug River blocks its only outlet
to a railroad.
The obvious thing to do was to bridge
the river. The new co-operative company, the laughing
stock of coal operators throughout the Williamson field,
faced its problems with optimism.
A reorganization
increased the capital stock of the company from $50,000
to $500,000, and the new stock was promptly subscribed
by nearly fifteen hundred stockholders in the United
States and in Europe.
years.

A

A

tract of approximately twelve hundred acres,

in

;

Stockholders All Citizens or Naturalized
Stock in the company is sold only to Hungarians,
native or naturalized. One of the bylaws of the company provides, however, that no stockholder may seek
employment with the company until he has undertaken
According to
naturalization as an American citizen.
Jlartin Himler, president of the company, no stockholder in the company has yet arrived in America without a firm resolution to become an American citizen as
promptly as the laws will permit.
Employment by the company is not limited to stockholders, but the non-stock-holding employees must not
exceed one-third the number of stockholding employees.
The employment of non-stockholding employees, Himler
explains, has been agreed upon by the company to take
care of the resident labor.

A

portion of the work of the company is- devoted to
Americanization, and to this end a night school has been
established with a competent instructor in which the
English language and the theory of American government, with a study of the Constitution of the United
States, are taught employees of the

company.
Himler's rules of conduct are strict, and in these his
hands are upheld by his associates. On a recent tour
of the property of the company, two employees were
found "shooting craps." The men were promptly discharged and their stock purchased by the company. On
a subsequent tour an employee who owned a small store

Stockholders'

Meeting
Martin Himler in a
miner's cap explaining

the

$1,000

in-

surance policies
being distributed
among
men.
the

workEugen Lang,
the

the
the extreme

seci'etary,

man on

in the preceding figure, may be
seen in this illtisleft

tration behind and
on the left hand of
Mr. Himler. policies
Nearly
in hand.
every other man is
a coal miner-stockholder.

—
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on the company's land was found to have in his possession certain jars of contraband whiskey. He was discharged from the employ of the company, required to
leave the neighborhood, and his store and home were
purchased by the company and resold.
The company declares its plans for the company tovm
The
will be a model for mining towns in America.
houses will be so constructed as to avoid the appearance
of sameness, and hot and cold running water, sanitary
plumbing of modem design and electric wiring are
being provided for in each. In each deed or contract
for a company house the owner or lessor is required to
maintain flower and vegetable gardens.
At the annual meeting of stockholders the entire
directorate, with one exception, was re-elected to office.
The vote is regarded by the directors as an expression
of approval and confidence. With the increased capitalization, arrangements for new mine openings and new
tipples will be made promptly, the directors say, and the
policy of the company in Americanization, education and
production of coal at whatever price the market may

Plans Made for Some Rooms 60

Wide

ft.

the Warfield, or No. 2 gas, seam,
ft., fairly level, with an excellent

Some difficulty is
sandstone roof and fireclay floor.
encountered in keeping the rooms dry. Entering by a
45-deg. slope, lined on floor and walls with concrete, a
descent of about 60 ft. is made to the loading point.
The cars arrive from the mine workings linked by
swivel couplings and hauled by storage-battery locomotives.
These latter will be used for main-haulage purposes until the territory opened makes it advisable to
use trolley locomotives, when the storage-battery
machines will be used for gathering purposes. The coal
is dumped on a rotarj- dump in a hopper, where it is
automatically weighed. Thence it falls into a bin 40 ft.
deep with a storage capacity of twenty-five tons. Here
it is fed to a scraper conveyor which raises it to the
tipple, where it screens to 50 per cent lump, 20 per cent
nut and egg and 30 per cent slack. Because of the
excellence of the roof, the engineers' layouts for future
development provide for some rooms 60 ft. wide.
Himler, president of the company, takes a fatherly
interest in his men. "If the mine profits, the profit will
"No employee wastes a
go to the men," he says.
penny's worth of material, and none will steal from the
company either in money, material or time.
"1 think we have found the cure for radicalism, for
bolshevism, for Marxism. We have opened the way for
the miner to become a mine owner himself, and I am
confident that this will soon be true in every industry.
I do not see how it is possible now to fail.
I cannot see
how any benefit can come from an everlasting struggle
between labor and capital, nor can I see the necessity'
for such a fight.
"With our present limited resources the company is

THOSE

who visit the tipple of the Merkle Coal Co.,
at Belt, Mont., almost invariably are impressed with
the small size yet great efficiency and adaptability of
Versatility is not
the screening plant there installed.
altogether uncommon in large tipples, but small ones
The installapossessing this characteristic are rare.
tion at Belt belongs to this latter class.
When decision was made to make this installation, a
tipple salesman, not himself an experienced designer,
was called into consultation. To him the president and
general manager of the coal company explained what
was to be accomplished, insisting that mere'.y a "simple

the time.

I

believe in

my

plan.

I

believe in

fail."

was

desired.

is not as complicated as it looks.
the accompanying illustration, pit
cars are discharged by a kickback or goose-neck dump
into a hopper from which the coal is fed uniformly by a
reciprocating plate feeder to a chute containing a
grizzly. The bars of this screen are spaced 6 in. apart.
The grizzly is hinged so that it may be raised, letting

and the resulting plant
in

the coal go through unscreened. Hinged veil plates also
are provided to cover the grizzly when desired.
From the feeder chute, coal can be discharged to
No. 2 of a 60-in. double pickingeither the far side
The near side
table conveyor or onto both sides.
No. 1 of this picking table discharges into a chute
equipped with two flygates in serias; one opens to the
shaker screen and the other to the run-of-mine hopper;
the end of the chute discharges to the elevator menNo. 2 of the picking table
tioned later. The far side
discharges over a third flygate opening to the screen.
The elevator previously mentioned raises the locomotive

—

—

—

—

—

and discharges it into a 3-ton weigh box, which in
turn delivers to the coaling bin.
When it is desired to load picked run-of-mine on the

coal

[mine car]

i

hopper

i
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Design of this "simple little tipple" at first appeared
impossible. In due time, however, it was accomplished,

coal

America; we cannot

was

tipple"

little

now sending two boys

lege

C. M. Schloss
LVnviT. ('ill

By

IelevatobI

to college.
One of these was a
miner until he was eighteen years old. He will be
graduated from Columbia University in two years. As
our company grows we hope to have fifty boys in col-

n

Plant to Prepare Small-Size Locomotive
Fuel and Coal for Domestic Purposes

As may be seen

dictate will be continued.

The company mines
running from 44 to 5i
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FLOW SHEET OF MERKLE TIPPLE
In a recent signed article in the Washington Herald,
Representative Florian Lampert, of Wisconsin, advocated
government ownership of coal mines.

The Merkle tipple is one of the few bituminous coal tipples that
(rushes its product, in this case for locomotive use. Note the use
of the grizzly or stationary screen, which In this case Is used only
for the larger coal.
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the veil plates in the feeder chute are used
The coal flow in the first
covering the grizzly bars.
case is from dump hopper to feeder chute, to both sides
of the picking-cable conveyor, through gates to run-ofmine hopper and thence to cars. If the run-of-mine
thus picked is to be screened, the path of the coal is
similar except that the gates are opened and the conveyor discharges onto the shaker .screen.
Lump coal, as a rule, is salable when the smaller
grades are not. To take out the lumps and make locomotive coal of the remainder the veil plates are removed
from the grizzly section. The lumps ride over the bars
to one side of the conveyor; the smaller sizes fall
through to the 26 x 30 in. crusher, are crushed and
discharged onto the other side of the conveyor, at the
upper end of which the gates are arranged so that the
lump falls on the shaker and the small product goes to
the elevator and thence to the weigh box.
When the demand for locomotive coal is particularly
heavy the grizzly section is raised out of the feeder
chute. The whole output then passes into the crusher,
falls onto the conveyor, and is passed to the elevator.
The crusher is driven by an individual motor. A
jackshaft furnishes power for the remainder of the

first track,

415

This shaft is driven by a silent chain
machinery.
encased within a dust-tight and oil-retaining casing,
running at all times in a bath of oil. Clutches are provided so that when all coal is being screened the elevator is not operated. When all coal is delivered to the
run-of-mine hopper it will not be necessary to operate
the elevator or screens when all coal is being raised to
the coaling bin the screens wi'.l not be operated.
This installation was made on an old structure. The
narrow track centers and low height made the design
Yet this "vestdifficult, as these could not be changed.
pocket edition" of a preparation plant is producing
;

The
sized coal efficiently and satisfactorily.
machinery installed was furnished by the Link-Belt Co.

clean

—

Fell in a Hole on Road Home and Is Compensated.
Commissioner Jarrett has made an award of $12 a week
to James Snyder, R. D., Dubois, claimant in a compensation case against the Rochester and Pittsburgh Coal and
Iron Co., Punxsutawney, for the period from Oct. 30, 1920,
Snyder at the time at which he was
to May 15, 1921.
injured was employed at the defendant's mine at Helvetia,
He was hurt by falling into an offPa.
Clearfield County,
set when on his way home from work, but while still on
the company's premises.

Elovoi+ion

PLAN AND ELEVATION. JIERKLE COAL
By flygates and double picking tables all
kinds of combinations and separations of
product can be worked out.
Thus in the
feeder chute on the right the coal may be
separated on a grizzly, or it may be passed

CO.

TIPPLE AT BUTTE, MONT.

on without separation over veil plates, or
again the grizzly may be raised and the
coal dropping through may be passed to a
crusher.
At th» far end there are three
gates, two of which lead to a shaker screen,

the other to the run-of-mine hopper, and if
all are closed the coal goes to an elevator
finds itself in the locomotiveBy such deft contriving a Uttle
tipple can adapt itself to many needs.

and presently
coaling bin.
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W.G. Duncan Coal Co. Will Exchange Power, Sell Current
And Operate on Coal Mined in Bed Below It
Coal from Tipple Is Hauled Through a Seam Underlying Power Plant to
Foot of a Small Shaft, Where It Is Hoisted and Discharged to Bunkers
Ashes Are Lowered Through Same Shaft and Taken to Slate Dump

—

By Alphonse

F.

Brosky

Pittsburgh. Pa.

AT GREENVILLE,

KY., in the western end of the
the W. G. Duncan Coal Co. owns a large
\. coal property. This firm is at present working
two operations namely, the Luzerne and Graham
Both are developing what is known in that
mines.
region as the No. 9 seam, and the two have a combined
output at present of about 4,000 tons per day. The
power station together with the substations now
installed are of sufficient size to supply energy for an
output w-hich some day will be much larger than that at
present produced. The central power station is located

l\

.<tatc.

X

—

at the Graham mine in Muhlenburg County, and is one
of the most up-to-date installations of its kind in the

country.
The foundations of the buildings and equipment are
of concrete, and the power house itself is of red-face
brick.
The window sashes are of steel and the roof of
gypsum with a three-ply waterproof covering. This
building was so designed as to save a large amount of

excavation and concrete work, which would have been

necessary had the generator- and the Ijoiler-room floors
been placed on the same level. Ample space is provided
under the turbine room for the condenser apparatus, as
well as for a switchroom, storeroom and washroom.
Two turbo-generators are installed at present, one
being a 1,000-kw. Westinghouse machine with a Le
Blanc jet condenser, and the other a 2,000-kw. General
Electric unit with a Wheeler low-level jet condenser.
At present the smaller machine is able to handle the load
at all times. As the output increases the larger unit will
be used during times of peak load and the smaller one
will be operated when the station is under lower load
and as a spare. By this arrangement the station as now
equipped will be able to supply power till the mines are
more fully developed. The generated potential is 2,200
volts.

Seven-Panel Switchboard Regulates Current
The switchboard is located in the generator room. It
was built by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. and is a seven-panel set with black oil finish. It
is placed on the same floor level as the generators and
directly over the switchroom in which are located the
oil circuit breakers, disconnecting switches, lightning
arresters and other high-tension equipment.
The oil

from the switchboard by
mechanism.
An overhead crane
installed in the generator room is of ample capacity to
handle any component part of the turbines or genera-

circuit breakers are operated

means

of

a

lever

tors.

Boiler Plant Embodies Best Standards
No. 22
In the boiler room three 552-hp. class
Stirling boilers are installed. These are equipped with
superheaters, Williams automatic feed-water controllers,

PLANT OF W.

G.

DUNCAN COAL

CO..

GRAHAM. KT.

left receive their coal by the track
in tlie center of the building, being elevated from the mine
at the top of the illustration.
One
below by the elevator shaft turbo-generator
are installed in the
and one 2.000-kw.
1 000
Dotted lines from the elevator show course of
"enerator room.

Three oS'-hp boilers on the

shown

kw

tipple.
the mine heading leading toward the

Williams water columns and Diamond soot cleaners. A
The
Cochrane feed-water heater also is employed.
boiler-feed pumps comprise two 10 x 6 x 12 in. WorthThe
ington horizontal duplex pressure-pattern units.
water used in both boilers and condensers is obtained
from a dam near the station. Owing to the quality of
the coal that will be burned in this power plant it was
decided to raise the boilers 4 ft. higher than the regular
This alteration was made in order to procure
setting.
greater efficiency, coal having an unusually long flame
being used.
Under the boilers Westinghouse six-retort underfeed
These are so connected
stoker furnaces are installed.
as to be driven either by a steam engine or motor, one
machine of each kind being provided. The working
steam pressure is 180 lb., and approximately 75 deg. of
superheat is maintained at the boiler nozzle. Three selfsupporting steel stacks have been built, each extending
125 ft. above the damper plate. Forced draft is used,
being furnished by a No. 6 Buffalo Forge Co. fan
driven either by a small steam turbine or a motor.
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The method employed at this plant for the handling of
and ashes is unusual. The No. 9 bed of coal lies

coal

beneath the station at a depth of 20

ft.

and outcrops 150

from the building. The tipple is about one-fourth of
An entry has been
a mile from the power station.
driven from the outcrop to a shaft at the power plant,
and a track laid from this shaft to the tipple.

ft.

No. 9 Seam

At present

May Be Mined

coal is brought

for Boiler Use

from the

tipple to the
station through this entry and is raised to the bunker
level by a single-drum semi-magnetic control type of
elevator manufactured by the Ohio Elevator & Machine
all

The hoist is driven by a slipCo., of Columbus, Ohio.
ring induction motor. A little later a crusher may be
seam
mined for use under the
installed, and the No. 9
The ashes are emptied from the furnace
boilers.
which
is
lowered
by the shaft elevator
into
a
car
hoppers
to the entry and is thence taken out to the pit mouth and
the dump.
This central station is being connected in parallel
•with that of the St. Bernard Mining Co. by means of a

Section A-A

ELEVATION OF GRAHAM POWER PLANT
The coal direct from the mine enters the V-shaped bunker and
runs down to the stokers of the Stirling boilers. The boilers are
set much liigher above the grates than is usual as the coal is
longr-flaming.

Excess power will be
line extending between the two.
taken over by the Kentucky Utilities Co. This energy
will be used at all mines within reach, as well as for
town lighting and in manufacturing plants. Charles M.
Means, consulting engineer, of Pittsburgh, Pa., was
entrusted with the design and engineering of this

power

plant.

Many Houses

Injured by Mine Caves

caves are occurring
MINE
Five
ern anthracite

quite frequently in the north-

properties, four of them
Old Forge, a town located about half
way between Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, and one at Taylor,
a village between Old Forge and Scranton, were wrecked on
Aug. 8. The first four were over mines of the Pennsylvania
Coal Co. The cave is 150 ft. long and extends from the
region.

in the Sibley section of

center of the street to the rear of the damaged houses.
The witer mains parted and let water into the workings,
cutting off the water supply to the houses beyond. The foundations settled in places 6 ft., and the houses will have to be
The resipractically rebuilt before they are re-occupied.
dents had been notified and had moved out, so no one was
hurt. The Sibley mine in which the cave occurred is a part
of the Old Forge Colliery, the mine having been recently
taken over by the Pennsylvania Coal Co. It had formerly
been controlled by an independent company.
The Taylor property, in Taylor, is over a mine of the same
name owned by the Glen Alden Coal Co. The front of the
house dropped several feet, and the dwelling tipped forward
toward the cave.
Only a few days before this event a cave occurred at
Larks\'ille, a suburb of Wilkes-Barre near Edwardsville.
This cave, which involved three double dwellings and one
single house, occurred over the mine of the Hudson Coal Co.
The company has stated that no further disturbance will
occur, and the occupants have returned to their dwellings.
The company is repairing them and will fill in the depression.
The cave was unexpected, being ascribed by the company to a slide in the abandoned Five-Foot bed. Water
mains, asphalt roads and sidewalks were damaged, and the
street cars suspended operation temporarily.
Sectioncil Elevation

B-B

HEAD OP ELEVATOR SHAFT
Immediately under the penthouse is the bay
from which the coal cars are pushed out over
the coal bunker. There are tracks also at the
floor level and at the level of the bottom of the
ashpit.

—

The Ohio
Compensation Rates Are Lowered in Ohio
Board of Awards, which has now been merged into the
Department of Industrial Relations of the State of Ohio,
under the reorganization plan of the state government, has
reduced the basic rate on workmen's compensation insurance for coal operators, beginning July 1 from $4.25 to
$3.95.

This

is

a reduction of approximately 7 per cent.
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Fixed-Carbon Gradients in West Virginia as Indicated
By Analysis of Lowest Coals in Any Given Location
Gradient, while Relatively Flat in Northeastern West Virginia, Where the FixedCarbon Percentage is Low, Increases Rapidly Toward the Pocahontas Region
Oil

and Gas Mostly Found Where Fixed-Carbon Content

is

at a

Minimum

one given fixed-carbon percentage on the "pure coal
basis" is to be found. Thus, a'ong the line marked 80
the percentage of fixed carbon in the coal is that of the
The term "isocarb" has been suggested
figure named.
The line might be viewed as an
by David White.
"isovol," its value being based on the volatile conIt would
stituent per cent of "pure coal substance."
then be marked 20 instead of 80 and it would, of course,

Many thousands of these have been made by the West
Virginia Geological Survey, covering every county in
which coal is found. Many others have been made by
the U. S. Geological Survey and the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, but as uniformity of methods of analysis can
alone produce comparable results the best plan is to
adhere to one set of analyses. For this reason the tests
of the West Virginia Survey have been used exclusively.
In preparing the map, it has been necessary to use
analyses ranging from the Dunkard (Permo-Carboniferous) coal down to, and including, the Pocahontas
Group of the Pottsville (Pennsylvanian) as, with certain exceptions, there is a progressive rise of strata
from the Appalachian geosyncline southeastward to the
Allegheny Mountains where the coals disappear above

follow the same course.

the summits.

A

Reger, of MorgantowTi,
assistant geologist of the West Virginia
Coal Survey, entitled "Carbon Ratios of Coals in
West Virginia Oil Fields" and read before the Amer-

INW.

paper by David B.

Va.,

Mining and Metallurgical Engineers
map showing "isocarb"
These lines delineate the points at which any

ican Institute of
is

contained the accompanying

lines.

The term "carbon

ratio," as used by Dr. Reger, is

applied to the percentage of carbon in pure coal after
the water evaporated below 100 deg. C. and the ash
have been eliminated. As a comparatively small number
of analyses have been made on this basis, it is usually

necessary to compute the ratio by dividing the fixed
carbon by the sum of the fixed carbon and volatile
matter, using the figures of the proximate analysis.

The Dunkard

coals,

being much different from those

of the Pennsylvanian, have been used only in one county
(Tyler). With certain minor exceptions, in each county

analyses from the oldest coal seams have been employed,
in order to secure the nearest possible approach to
In following this rule two
underground conditions.
or more seams have been used for different portions of
counties where the measurss nitch more or less heavily.

Isocarbs of

West

Virginia

Lines figured and
broken show where
the "pure coal substance" is of any
given flxed-carbon

percentage.

^rSm
I

V TUCKER 'A

.?

Of

<ourse. where, as In
the extreme northcast of West Virginia, coal Is absent
the lines had to be
This
is
omitted.
also true in Monroe
and parts of .Sum-

mers

and

Green-

Counties In
brier
the extreme southeast of the state.

The
fields

gas and oil
shown
are
it is found

because

that
these
earth
products are usually
if not always associated with
highvolatile coal if coal
be present. Perhaps

most

the
ciiange
content

in

rapid
volatile

tound in
Greenbrier County.
is

...
.

.
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TABLE OF ANALYSES AND CARBON RATIOS OF CERTAIN
WEST VIRGINIA COALS

counties, the southwestern limit of which
defined, and in certain pools in eastern

Sa.

County
Hancock
Brooke
Ohio

Locality

Coal Seam andlGroup
L. Kittanning (Ca.)

Uniontown (Cm)
Washington (Cd)

-<o

I

53
56
55
50
53

3

3427

4792

5

38
39
40
39
38
37
33
37
39
30
36
33
36

7
...

<:u

37 91
34 20
35 92
38 40
37 07

3
15
6

Pittsburgh (Cm)
Pittsburgh (Cm)
Pittsburgh (Cm)

Marshall
Wetzel
Tyler

=

^

419

+ £.
zo

00
08

58
62

17

60

97
07

57
59
58

is

not yet fully

Kanawha and

Clay counties. There are some other exceptions besides
these to which Dr. Reger makes reference.
Irregular as the isocarbs are they show clearly the
gradient in fixed-carbon percentage from northwest to
southeast, from Ohio toward "Virginia, the frontiers of
which states with regard to West Virginia are roughly
parallel.

Pleasants

Wood

Book

Cabell

Pittsburgh (Cm)
Little Pittsljurgh(Ccm)

WajTie

No.2Ga9(Ck)

Mason.;.'!'.''.

No. 2 Gas (Ck)
Pittsburgh (Cm)

Lincoln

Putnam
Roane

1

6

Wirt

Brush Creek (Ccm)
Bakerstown (Ccm)...

Ritchie

Pittsburgh (Cm)

Doddridge

Uniontown (Cm)

I

.

Monongalia...

East

Wast
East

Marion

West
Harrison

West
East

Wyoming....
Raleigh

West

Upshur
Barbour

East
Preston

West

Tucker

East
North
South

Randolph
Webster
Greenbrier....

.

.

.

.

.

SewelUCnr)

West

Taylor

2

Eagle (Ck)
Fire Creek (Cnr). ..
Eagle (Ck)
Fire Creek (Cnr) ...
L. Kittanning (Ca)
Eagle (Ck)

East
North
Central...
South
North
South
North
South
Northwest.
Southeast.

Braxton

4
8
.

We=t
West

Nicholas

L. Kittanning (Ca).
Pittsburgh (Cm)
L. Kittanning (Ca).
Pittsburgh (Cm)

East
East
Fayette

3

,

Harlem (Ccm)

Logan
Mingo
McDowell....

.

.

Pittsburgh (Cm)
Pittsburgh (Cm)
L. Kittanning (Ca).
Pittsburgh (Cm)
Pittsburgh (Cm)
Coalburg (Ck)
Pittsburgh (Cm)
Eagle (Ck)
No. 5 Block (Ca)
Eagle (Ck)
Campbell Creek (Ck)
Eagle (Ck)
Eagle (Ck)
No. 3 Pocahontas..
(Cp)
Gilbert (Ck)

Northwest.
Southeast.
Northwest.
Southeast.

Boone

,

East

Gilmer
Calhoun
Clay

Kanawha

I

I

West
North
South

Lewis

1
1

43
45
56
2

8

5

.

.

.

.

.

M. & L. Kittannbg(Ca)

Central....

SewelKCnr)

Sewell (Cnr)

North

L. Kittanning (Ca)

Central....

Eagle (Ck)

South

SewelKCnr)

West

Sewell (Cnr)

.

.

62
67
66
80

61

69

76
02
37

75

53 97

59.74
65 73

5178

56

36
36

56 02
54 35
51 78
55 63
56 85
55 19
58 96
62 52
59 42
70 20
68 18
55 63

60

38
35
36
30
37
29
27
29
22
24
32

30 33
26 59
32 47
35 45
30 07
26 96

6180

67
69
62

1

19.85
29 73
18 46

66 48
56 21
68 64

4

1550

7346

1

Northwest.
Southeast.

59
61

43

12
6

.

90

62
56
66

33
29
39
37

5

.

17

61

35 33

43

.

48
63 09
55 73
57 55
59 27
63(16
62 44
76 13
51

56
54
58
58
57
54
56
57
53
65
60
59
60
58
58
55
60
54

70
79
70
79
60
64
69

5

,

56 95
56 10

7542

10
18
10

.

86
83
73
70
53
51 08
53 41
49 49

1929

12

.

12

75
50
29
53

63
72
65
77
66

7
3

.

Pitt=burgh (Cm)
L. Kittanning (Ca)
Pittsburgh (Cm)
L. Kittanning (Ca)
U. Freeport (Ca)
L. Kittanning (Ca).
U. Freeport (Ca) ..
Sewell(Cnr)

40

81

27 84
23 31
29 29
20 56
28 25

24
29

.

Redstone (Cmi
L. Kittanning (Ca).

34 05
40 06
31 22
37 31
34 98
34 92
30 45

51

44
42
52
45
57
54
49
55
49
53

4

5

SewelKCnr)
Pittsburgh (Cm)
L. Kittanning (Ca).

34 99

33
83
42

3129

16
18
17

.

92

34 52

49
46
55
55

3
14

5

.

35 81
38 24
41

4184
2
6
14
7
13
6
9

23

.

79
82
02
29
53
20
43
45
36
47
47
90
62

8
15
9
7
6
17
1

10

68
02

90
77
01

90
25
49
05
81
14

61

60 84
54 08
54 04
62 08
66 77

58

59
60
64
59
66
69
66
76
73
63

60
67
71

Summers
Mercer

No.

Pocahontas...

"
Mineral

West

Grant

'

.

NOTE. —Group
iferous);

Pocahontas(Cp)
Gilbert (Ck)
U. Freeport (Ca)
U. Freeport (Ca) ...
3

abbre\'iations are as follows:
(last six

1

77
65
78
82

Cd-Dunkard (Permo-Carbo

Cm, Monongahela; Ccm. Conemaugh: Ca.

Cni. New River and Cp, Pocahontas
middle and U = upper.

17

.Allegheny. Ck. Kanawh
L = lower:

Pennsylvania!.

M

for Candidates for

Mine Inspector

may
ONE
books"

be permitted to question whether "cram
of various kinds have any legitimate place
whether, indeed, at mining
in technical literature;
examinations, for instance, men should not be so
saturated with the facts of mining as to make it
unnecessary for them to plug upon the questions, and
those only, that have already been asked and on the
answers to them. But whether the practice is approved

makes

little

The books always exist side by
which cover the whole field, and
looking for a book that will help some

difference.

side with other books

if the operator is
poor fellow who has entered himself unsuccessfully
year after year for examination to scrape through and

some bright fellow to brilliantly surmount all obstacles
and pass the examination with flying colors then "Penr
sylvania Bituminous Mine Inspector's Examination
Questions and Answers," by 'William G. Duncan, is the
It is published by the Mine Safety Appliances
book.
Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cursory examination shows it to be quite reliable.
The only statement the reviewer has found to question
"This dust [coal-dust in suspension in the mine
is:
being acted upon by the flame of the explosion
carbonic oxide gas (CO), which is itself comPerhaps some
bustible," and even that may be true.
carbon monoxide is distilled, but, as a matter of fact,
the amount of carbon monoxide gas distilled is not as
important as the amount that is formed by the burning of the carbon, and the progress of the explosion
is not dependent on the distillation but on the combustion of the coal particles. A dust explosion is just what
its name implies and not an explosion of distilled gas,
No reason exists
either carbon monoxide or methane.
for terming carbon monoxide "carbon monoxide gas,"
for no solid or liquid carbon monoxide can exist except
under immense pressures or extremely low temper-

air]

distills

atures.

5x8

The book contains 200 pages and measures
and is bound in cloth. It is well indexed. It answers
the questions submitted to candidates for mine inspector
by the State of Pennsylvania during the years 1901,
1902, 1905, 1908, 1909, 1913 and 1917.
in.

The

table shows in detail the various coals usecJ in
preparing the map. Few analyses of coals above the
Pittsburgh have been employe(3.
The purpose of the author is to show that the gas
an(i oil fields are all to be found in those areas where
the fixed-carbon percentage is low and where conversely
the volatile percentage is high, it being found in general
that where the coal is devolatilized the shales are similarly freed of their bituminous content and that the oil
and gas have likewise been driven off and lost. For
this reason the oil- and gas-producing areas have
been placed on the map, and they quite fairly substantiate the theory just enunciated.
As Mr. Reger points out, the main oil pools lie west
of the isocarb 60 where the fixed carbon percentage is
60 or lower but, as he states, there are notable e.xceptions in the Cabin Creek pool of Kanawha and Boone

SIGNIFICANT DBTVELOPMENT of the week ended Sept. 3
the fact that a sHght car shortage developed in western
Reports to the NaIllinois and northwestern Kentucky.
tional Coal Association simply indicate that there was a
shortage at certain points and it is admitted that it may
be temporary. Nevertheless significance is attached to the
report, because even a temporary car shortage with coal
production at its present low point and before the expected

A

was

heavy movement of lumber and load materials sets in,
gives an indication of the possibilities of the situation later
in the year.

Henry Ford
Street Journal.

aspires to be an

uncommon

carrier.
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Depreciation as a Deduction for Tncome-Ta\ Pur])oses
Allowance Should Represent Actual Deterioration of Property Subject to
Wear and Tear
Computation by Equal Installments or by Apportionment of Capital Over Units of Production Urged for Coal Companies
By Frederick Schwkrtner*

DEPRECIATION

is a subject of vital importance
to every coal operator in the countrj*.
It is a

factor which has a direct bearing in the determination of his net income. When high rates of tax
prevail, it is important that ample allowances be made
for depreciation of coal properties in order to arrive
at the correct amount of taxable net income.
In view
of the fact that the rate of tax on the net income of
corporations for the taxable year 1922 probably will
be 12i per cent, as provided in the new revenue bill,
the subject becomes more significant.
In the past the
tendency has been to charge off an insufficient rather
than an excessive amount of depreciation.
In charging off an insufficient amount, the true net income is
not reflected, and this is opposed to sound accounting
principles.

Section 214 of the Revenue Act of 1918 allows as a
deduction "a reasonable allowance for the
exhaustion, wear and tear of property used in the trade
or business, including a reasonable allowance for
obsolescence." The new revenue bill makes no change

proper

on this subject.
The deduction for depreciation should represent as
accurately as possible the actual deterioration or loss
of useful life of such physical properties as are susceptible of wear and tear.
In a broad sense depreciation means a decline in value and the amount of the
deduction for depreciation should be measured by the
decline in value of the depreciable property as a result
of the use of such property in the trade or business.

Note Cost of Improvements and Additions
capital sum to be returned by the deduction

charged to capital account retoverable through depreciation
while the mine is in the development stage.
Thereafter
the cost of major items of plant and equipment shall be
capitalized but the cost of minor items of equipment and
plant necessary to maintain the normal output, and the cost
of replacement may be charged to current expenses of
operation.

The main object

of charging off depreciation is not
fund out of which to make repairs but to
provide for the replacement of the depreciated property
after its usefulness has ended.
The capital sum to be returned by the deduction for
depreciation may be charged off over the useful life of
the property either in equal annual instaKments or in
accordance with any other recognized trade practice,
such as an apportionment of the capital sum over units
of production.
The law does not prescribe rates of
depreciation, because these depend upon the kind and
class of property and upon the conditions under which
the property is used, but merely provides that the
allowance shall be "reasonable."
There are several methods of computing the amount
of depreciation, but the methods most adaptable for
coal properties are (1) by equal installments and (2)
by apportionment of the capital sum over units of proto provide a

duction.

Under the equal-installment method the

capital

sum

divided by the estimated life of the
depreciable property, and the result is the annual
depreciation to be deducted.
The rate of depreciation
under the installment method is, of course, affected by
the life of the coal mine, as the deposit may become
exhausted before the expiration of the normal life of

returned

to be

is

The

for
depreciation is the difference between the cost of the
depreciable property (or the March 1, 1913, value if
acquired prior to this date) and the salvage value.
There should be added to this sum the cost of improvements, additions and betterments, the cost of which is
not deducted as an expense, and from this sum there
should be deducted the amount of any definite loss
or damage sustained by the property through casualty.
In case capital assets are sold during the taxable year,
the cost of the property should also be deducted.
The cost of incidental repairs, which merely keep
the property in operating condition, should be charged
to expense and deducted from gross income.
As bearing on this subject, special attention should be called
to Article 222 of Regulations 45 (revised Jan. 28,
1921), which reads as follows:
Allowable capital additions in case of mines.
(a) All expenditures for development, rent, and royalty in
excess of receipts from minerals sold, shall be charged to
capital account recoverable through depletion while the mine
is in the development stage.
Thereafter any development
which adds value to the mineral deposit beyond the current
year shall be carried as a deferred charge and apportioned
and deducted as operating expense in the years to which it
Art. 222.

is

applicable.
(b) All expenditures for plant

•Of the Washington (D. C.) Bar.

DEPRECIATION RATES ON COAL-MINE EQUIPMENT
EXPRESSED IN YEARS OF LIFE
Geographic Divisions

Equipment

b

c

6

f

j

Beeiiive ovens

10

10

10

10

10

Byproduct ovens
Cables and haulage
Electric equipment
Furniture and fixtures

12

15

15

15

10

Hand

(

Houses

-j
(

10

10

1

1

2

2

2

5

10
10

10

I

7

11

Life of property

Frame
10

4

cars

Mining machines
Motors
Mules and horses
Power plant

7

10

4

Rails

10
4

10

10

10

4

4

4

7

5

S

8

10

10
4

10

10
4

4

4

7

7
5

7

7

8

5

10

Life of property 6

6

10
6

10

5

10

7

.

Timbers

10
4
8
10
4

7
7

Pumps

7

7

5

10
10

5

7

Life of property

\^^^^

Tipple

2

10

Life of Property

Brick
Concrete

Locomotives

Mine

2

7
10

15
2
7

,1

tools

Headframe

I

Life of property

Washeries
Wires and trolleys

7

10

7

Pennsylvania bituminous. West Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Ohio, Indiana, d Missouri,
Kansas, Iowa, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Alabama, e Texas, North
Dakota, South Dakota. / Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah and Washington.
a

Anthracite.

Illinois, c

and equipment shall be

a

/;
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Under such circumthe buildings, machinery, etc.
stances the rate of depreciation should be measured in
such a way as will bring the property to its true
salvage value when no longer useful for the purpose
for which such property

The preceding

been underestimated, the rate of depreciation should
be adjusted, and the balance of the cost of the depreciable property, or its fair mai-ket value as of

was acquired.

of depreciation shows rates
applicable to coal equipment in various parts of the
United States. These rates are regarded by the Bureau

maximum

ciation will

minimum

overestimated.
Under the unit-of-production method the amount of
the deduction for depreciation depends upon the tonIt is first
nage extracted during the taxable year.
necessary to determine the aggregate recoverable tonnage at the beginning of the taxable year. The capital
sum to be returned should be divided by the aggregate
recoverable tonnage at the beginning of the taxable
year. The quotient is the unit of depreciation per ton.
This figui-e should be multiplied by the number of tons
of coal extracted during the taxable year. This method
is simple and is very advantageous under certain cir-

They are neither

and the rate of deprenecessarily depend upon the circumstances

nor

rates,

and conditions of each particular

case.

The allowance for depreciation should be computed
and charged off with express reference to specific items,
units or groups of property, each item or unit being
considered separately or specifically included in a group
with others to which the same factors apply. While
it is not essential, it is deemed advisable to keep a
separate reserve account for each class of assets, such
as Reserve for Depreciation of Pow'er Plant, Reserve
for Depreciation of Buildings, Reserve for Depreciation of
If

it

cumstances.
It is important that the amount of depreciation deducted for any taxable year should be charged off on
the books of the company in order to constitute a

Mine Cars, etc.
develop that the useful life of the property has

deduction.

ployed underground, most of them directly engaged in
getting out coal. In the anthracite mines there are 110,000
employees engaged in preparing and handling coal, against
42.000 actually mining coal.
The cost of labor in producing anthracite is about 70 per
cent of the total mining cost. The cost of supplies used
per ton produced is about 80c. The total supply bill of the
anthracite mines runs about $60,000,000 a year.
The U. S. Government found that in 1918 there was about
$8 invested in the anthracite industry for every ton of
coal produced.
The interest on this investment at 6 per
cent would be about 48c. a ton. A U. S. Senate committee
report shows in testimony presented that the "margin" per

P. C. Madeira Compiles Ek;onomic Facts

About Anthracite for Consumers

FACTS

anthracite, probably little known
of anthracite, from a statement compresident, Anthracite Coal
Operators' Association, are as follows:
Highest royalties in the anthracite field are paid to the
Estate of Stephen Girard (City of Philadelphia, trustee),
One operation pays
the average being above $1.10 a ton.
$2.40 a ten on stove and chestnut coal. Average royalty
of Girard Estate in 1914 was about 42c. a ton.
Cost of mining coal varies at different collieries. At
some it costs twice as much as at others. The output of
all the mines is needed every year.
The number of highcost mines must increase as the deeper and thinner seams
are worked.
More than 85 per cent of the total production of bituminous coal is shipped to the market in the condition in which
it leaves the mine.
All anthracite must go through a
manufacturing process in a costly breaker, which produces
nine sizes simultaneously, and in about the same proportion
every year.
There is no difference in the cost of mining the large
sizes of coal and the small sizes, but the small (steam)
sizes must be sold at a loss in competition with bituminous
coal.
Some collieries produce as much as 60 per cent steam
coal, against only 40 per cent domestic sizes.
For every ton of coal marketed in the anthracite industry
about eighteen tons of water are hoisted and one-quarter
of a ton of air must be pumped into the mine.
For every
ton of anthracite produced, 11 oz. of explosives and about
seven board feet of lumber are used. In many mines, for
every ton of coal hoisted, one-half ton of rock and other
refuse is hoisted.
Pumps in anthi-acite mines have a hoisting capacity of
823,641,120 gallons of water every twenty-four hours. This
is equal to the water consumption of Philadelphia every two
and one-half days. It is enough water to fill the tank of
every locomotive in the United States twice a day.
One careful estimate of the excavation in anthracite
mines every year in new workings is 195 miles of timbered
gangways and tunnels. This is equivalent to a subway from
Philadelphia to New York and back. Every three years the
anthracite miners remove more material than the United
States Government handled in ten years at the Panama
Canal.
In bituminous mines four-fifths of the employees are em-

concerning

among consumers

piled

by Percy

C.

March

1913, should be spread over the estimated remaining
This principle applies equally in
life of the property.
the case where the useful life of the property has been
1,

table

of Internal Revenue as satisfactory.
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Madeira,

•

ton of anthracite from April, 1920, to October. 1920, was
48.1c. per ton.
Out of this margin not profit must come
Federal taxes, cost of improvements, interest on borrowed
money, selling expenses, and reserves for non-insurable
risks, before the net profit available for dividends can be
determined.

—

—

—

Union Men Will Not Work Without Charter. New
miners at mine No. 3 of the Queen Coal Co., at Jasonville,
Ind., where a faction of the old employees is objecting to
the employment of men from outside the' community, reported for work recently, but decided after a short conference to wait until their new local charter had been
received from the international headquarters of the United
Mine Workei-s at Indianapolis. It is expected soon. It is
said that this is not an indication of dissatisfaction among
They are merely trying to avert the criticism that
the men.
without a charter they could not be union men.

Record Price for Indiana County (Pennsylvania)
Coal. A two-thirds interest in the coal under the Harvey
Boyer farm in Indiana County, Pennsylvania, near the
village of Elderton, was sold recently to Benjamin Clark

—

for $21,000. As there are 211 acres the rate paid is about
$148 for the whole interest.
The other third interest is
The price
held by the Cowanshannock Coal & Coke Co.
Coal in
is regarded as unusually high for that vicinity.
the neighborhood was bought from the farmers at $60
per acre.

Illinois mine workers have purchased a fine six-story
building in the center of the city of Springfield, which will
be used as their union headquarters. The purchase price
is announced as $275,000.

Edited

by

/^\

James T. BeardJ[

on

j|^i

Run-of-Mine Coal Agreement a Wasteful Measure.
Caused Operators Expense to Change Tipples.
No Incentive to Miners to Produce Large Coal

BRE.A.KAGE

of coal in the mine is an
important item in economical pro-

duction.

I

was pleased

to see attention

drawn

to this matter in the editorial,
Coal Age, July 21, p. 86. It has a bearing on the good of the coal industry
that is far reaching and I hope its discussion will benefit us all.
It is now about eight years since the
fight was on between the coal miner's
organization and the operators, regarding the price paid the miners for coal
sent out of the mine. As we all know,
the result was that an agreement was
entered into to pay one price, for "runof-mine coal."

Practical Effect of Run-of-Mine

Agreement on the Miner
Under

this agreement it soon appeared that the miner was not interested in producing large coal. Less attention was given to the mining of shots
and more powder was used to blow

down

the coal. It made little difference
to the miner if the coal was shattered
into fragments.
Indeed, the smaller
sizes were loaded more readily into the

mine

cars.

No argument

is

needed

to

show that

this agreement was far from being an
economical one.
Not only did it put
the operators to large expense to re-

arrange their tipples in accordance with
the new basis of payment, but a large
amount of coal was ground to powder
and lost or rendered unmarketable at a
suitable price.

Effect in the Mine
In the mine, the effect was to produce much fine dust on the roads and at
the working faces. To the honest miner,
the agreement was an injustice. In my
own case, I estimated that my earnings
were cut down $1 or $1.50 a day, by
reason of the run-of-mine agreement,
under which the miner was now to be
paid.

The man who wanted

load good coal found

hard

to

mine and

maintain
earning capacity unless he laid aside
and used more powder.
It was seldom that a miner produced
more large coal than was necessary to
build up his car, and even these large
pieces would scarcely hold together
while being carried from the face to the
it

to

his

his pick

tipple.

in the

The fine coal was all loaded
body of the car and the larger

pieces used for "topping."
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Now, I am wondering what will be
the next fight. To my mind, it will be
on a demand that cars be only "bedloaded." We have had a little of this
already. There would then be scarcely
any large coal produced and the operators would have on their hands a lowpriced or unmarketable product.
Need of Greater Economy
The present industrial depression
It should
should teach us very much.
impress on our minds the importance
of adopting the most efficient and economical methods and agreements regarding the production and marketing
Every agreement should conof coal.
sider, on an equal basis, the miner as
the producer, the public as the consumer and the operator who is the "go-between" in the handling and marketing
of the coal.

One important factor in agreements
between the miners and the operators is
the size of territory or the zone covered
by the agreement. In most cases, the
proper zoning is a difficult problem in
an agreement. The zones are generally
too large. It were better if they covered less area and the agreements
adapted to the particular conditions in

the areas covered.

Individual Agreements
There are mines, where the environis such as to warrant an individual agreement covering that mine only.
In other words, the operator of a mine
should be able to make such an agreement with his miners as will satisfy
them and make it possible for him to
produce coal at a cost that will enable
him to enter the market in competition
with other mines more favorably lo-

ment

cated.
In the

editorial

I

working in rooms, l:3i.
This was necessary, in that case, in order to keep the development work ahead
It shows, however, the
of the miners.
need of more improved methods and
machinery for that purpose.
Linton, Ind.
W. H. Luxton.
ers to miners

Breakage of Coal in Mines

have mentioned,

there are a number of things named
that would help to reduce the breakage
and loss of coal in the mine. There is
nothing of greater importance, in this
respect, than the adoption of the longwall, panel method of mining to which
attention has been called in numerous
instances in Coal Age.
Development
work should be kept ahead by the use
of improved coal-cutting machinery.
In this connection, let me say, that I
visited a mine recently where 36 miners were employed, 8 of whom were entrymen, making the ratio of entry driv-

Experience
Experience

in

vs.

Safety

mining coal a factor in

New men

required by
law to n-ork under supervision of an
miner.
experienced
much surprise, I read the letter of R. W. Lightburn, Coal Age,
July 21, p. 101, in which he favors the
employment of unskilled men in mines,
claiming that they are more subject to
discipline, obey orders better and are
therefore safer than the average expe-

mine safety.

WITH

rienced miner.
For the safety of mining operations,
I hope there are not many who endorse
It
these statements of Mr. Lightburn.
true that a miner who will
is quite
rot attend at once to a dangerous condition he knows to exist is not only endangering his own life but is a menace
On this point
to his fellow workmen.
we can all agree; but it does not follow
that an experienced miner will be unmindful of (jr disregard such dangerous
condition exi.sting in his place.

Experience Always the Miner's
Chief Safeguard
Surely, in this twentieth century, no
one in a serious mind will disparage or
discredit experience in a mine worker,

or claim that it makes the man less
careful in the performance of his work.
The man who has learned by experience
how to detect a dangerous condition of
roof, does not have to rely on the judgment of others to tell him when he is
in danger.
His experience tells him
that.

Now, it is not always possible for
the mine foreman or one of his assistants to be around where men are workFor
ing under dangerous conditions.
this reason, the mining law in many
states requires that new men employed
in the mines work under the watchcare
of an experienced miner, who is made
responsible for their safety.
In one instance that I observed, a
single experienced miner had charge of
several places, tiring all the shots and
being responsible for the safety of the
men working therein. It was his duty
to see that each place was properly timbered and that the men worked under
safe conditions.
My opinion is that it is not the experienced man who is most frequently

September

15,
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caught and injured or
as

so often claimed.

is

killed in a mine,

Of course, no-

attempt to claim that the experienced miner is immune from accident. The facts would not support such
My contention is, however,
a claim.

body

will

that experience teaches a man lessons
he does not forget; and he is a safer
workman than the man who has yet to

learn those lessons.

Make Each Miner Responsible

for

His Own Safety
Speaking of avoiding danger, the
most important thing is to adopt safe
In the matter
rules and follow them.
of timbering, one good rule is to practice systematic timbering at the working face, setting the posts in rows, at
a specified distance apart. The manner
of standing the posts and the distance
apart should be agreed on between the
superintendent and the mine foreman.
When such a system is adopted woe
betide the miner who fails to post his
place as required.
Each miner should
be made responsible for his work and
keeping his place safe. He should be
taught not to depend on another, but to

own safety.
Making every miner responsible for

look after his

his o'wn safety does not,

however, re-

the mine officials of their duties
Every man employed
in that matter.
in the mine is in charge of the mine
foreman and his assistants. Failure on
the part of an official to look after the
safety of his men, or failure on the part
of miners to regard their own safety
are alike liable to prosecution.
In the
interest of safety, any such failure
should be promptly reported to the dislieve

mine inspector, whose duty it
would be to see that proper measures
are taken to punish the aggressor and

trict

insure future safety.

.\NDREw

0. Bain.

McKeesport, Pa.

Superintendent vs. Foreman
Proper

organization gives no opportunity for conflict between a superintendent and his foreman.
A wise
superintendent, lacking practical undergrmnid experience, .oill depend on
the

judgment and

e.vperience of his

foreman.

READERS

uf the columns in Coal
Age, under the title "Problems of
Operating Men," have undoubtedly noticed that many complaints are being
registered by mine foremen, regarding
the lack of experience on the part of

superintendents whose instructions they are supposed to follow.
While it is quite likely that many of
these complaints are unfounded, it is
nevertheless true that the position of
mine superintendent is often filled

numerous

through favoritism.
One cannot but sympathize with a
competent and conscientious foi-eman
who is compelled to take orders from
a superior in office who is not qualified
by either education or experience to
realize the dangers incident to underground operation, and who is too willing to take chances while he himself is
safe on the surface.
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There are many such men now in
charge of important mining operations.
It goes without saying that they should
depend on and act according to the
advice of their more experienced foremen. In most cases, I regret to say,
this is not done and the average foreman is not given a free hand in the
operation of the mine.
Too often it happens that a green
superintendent will go about the mine,
giving orders to the workmen without
first consulting the foreman, much to
the disgust and annoyance of the latter.
Such a practice on the part of a superintendent destroys the discipline of the
mine, as it detracts from the authority
of the foreman and gives rise to trouble.

Superintendent's Rightful
-Authority in the Mine
One effect of this practice on the part
of the superintendent is that the workmen quickly form the habit of going
directly to him with their complaints,
instead of taking them to the foreman.
The superintendent listens to the complaint and promises to take the matter
up with the foreman at the first opportunity. It is clear that no real harmony can exist between the superintendent and the foreman when this
is

done.

Where an operation is well organized,
there is plenty of work for both the
superintendent and the foreman, without either interfering with the duties
Naturally, the superinof the other.
tendent is the one in authority over
the entire operation. If he is wise his
position will enable him to exert a
powerful influence for good.
On the other hand, if he is indiscreet,
domineering and meddlesome, his

in-

will
create discord, as his
personality and conduct will, to a large
extent, influence every man in the organization. The habits and appearance
of the superintendent will be reflected
in the general appearance of the camp
and about the work.
The mine superintendent, by reason
of his position, exei'ts a great influence
over the camp life and places his stamp
on both the social and religious activities, which go so far to make the
miner's life enjoyable. To be successful, he must be absolutely honest and
fair in all his dealings, both with the

fluence

company and

his

men,

showing

favoritism but giving every
and square deal.

man

no

a fair

Superintendent in Consultation
With His Foreman
While the superintendent must plan
and decide the general layout of the
mine, if there is no regular engineering department to take charge of that
work, he should do this in consultation
The superwith the mine foreman.
intendent should make frequent visits
to every working place in the mine and
be familiar with all details of haulage,
ventilation and drainage, which will
enable him to discuss intelligently the
many problems that confront the fore-

man.

To sum up briefly, there should be
complete harmony between these two

if each is to have confidence
the other and order and discipline
Where the superinare to prevail.
tendent shows a keen interest in the
health, happiness and welfare of all
the employees it will have its effect to

officials,

in

make them

loyal

and industrious.

Many have the idea that the work of
a mine superintendent is not difficult;
but let me say, speaking from an experience of fifteen years, if a superintendent's duties are rightly performed
he has a man's job and one requiring
patience, energy and tact if the operations in his charge are to be brought
to a high degree of efficiency. For that
reason, operating companies should use
extraordinary care in the selection of
men for the important position of mine
superintendent.
W. A. G.
Indiana, Pa.

ANOTHER LETTER
NUMEROUS opinions have

been

given, by different writers, in
discussing the question of the superintendent of a mine and his relation
I would like to
to the mine foreman.
offer a few comments along the same
line.

In the first place, let me say that
before a man can be thought capable
of supervising the operations of a mine
as superintendent, he must be well fitWhile he must be
ted for the task.
thoroughly familiar with the practical
side of mining, it is equally important
that he understand thoroughly the
theory and principles of mining.
In my opinion, a mine superintendent
should have passed an examination at
least as thorough and difficult as that
required of the mine foreman under
him. Like the foreman, he should be
required to have had a number of years'
practical experience underground before
being permitted trv assume the duties
of the office of mine superintendent.

Mining Success Depends on
Co-operation
thing a wise superintendent
will do when taking charge of a mine
is
to get in touch with the several
branches of the work and the men in
charge of the same, all of whom come
under his direct supervision. In doing
this he must seek to gain their hearty
co-opsration, on which the success of
the undertaking depends.
The old saying has it that "A house
divided against itself will fall," and in
nothing is this more true than in the
management of a coal mine. There
must be harmony and unity of purpose
and action on the part of all concerned;
and the superintendent is the man in
a better position to bring this about
than any other person.
When a mine superintendent has
caused his foreman and others to feel
that he is ready at all times to listen
to their suggestions and confer with
them regarding any needed improvements or change of methods, he has
taken a long step toward establishing
good feeling among his men, and causing them to have a high regard for

The

first

himself.

—
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A superintendent must be an active
man, never asking others to do what
he would not care to do himself. He
must keep his promises; his word to
his men must be as good as his bond.
Many fail in this respect and have lost
the confidence of their men.
This reminds me of an incident that
illustrates the difference between
a
superintendent who has the confidence
of his men and another who has lost
that regard.
The superintendent of a
certain mine had been laid by for a
considerable time, owing to an accident
that had befallen him.
In the meantime, a man had been appointed in his
place, as acting superintendent.
On recovery from his accident, this
superintendent accompanied
by the
operator walked down to the mine.
Arriving at the shaft, they found the
acting superintendent in an altercation
wnth one of the miners, who flatly
refused to return to his work until he
was paid what had been promised him.

Confidence i.v a Superinte.vdent
Sends Miner Back to Work
RecogTiizing the man as one who had
long worked in the mine, the old superintendent called to him and asked him
what was the matter. In reply to the
miner's complaint, the superintendent

Vol. 20, No. 11

mine foremen now in charge of mines
hold no certificates and are little

experience, having taken charge of a
mine formerly presided over by an un-

if any, than the class of superintendents I have just described. It is
sad to think that thousands of lives are
daily in charge of such men.
Replying to the question of why such
and such a foreman has not taken the
examination and gotten a certificate,
the answer usually given is, "Oh, the
certificate won't make me any better.
I could pass if I took the examination,
but have been too busy to go before
the board." Another will claim that he
"was sick at the time." Perhaps, he

certified

who

better,

go next year.
These answers do not inspire any
one with an idea that the man is capawill

Take my word for

it, the man is
subject to play a bass horn in a
band, but not to take charge of a mine.
As a fact, he is hiding behind that
provision in the law that makes the
judgment of the operator equal to that
of an examining board.
No one doubts but that the operator
who hires such a superintendent or
foi-oman pays the price in the end.
However, the worst of it all is the
trouble that comes to the man who succeeds such a one in office. I speak from

ble.

a

fit

"Ed, you go to work and I will
look at your place as soon as I can get
around; but that may be a week."
Without a moment's hesitation, the
miner said, "I will go in in the morning and go to work."
By past experience, the old miner
knew that the superintendent would be
as good as his word.
He no longer

foreman.

My conclusion is that the man without a certificate holds a job down just
as long as he can satisfy his employer
with his gift of gab, or, in other words,
can hoodwink him to believe that he is
capable. When he leaves, it will be up
to some man to try to make a mine out
of a chopped up gobhole.
In my opinion, every mine official in
charge of underground work should
hold a certificate showing that he is
The result would be fewer
qualified.
accidents, more complete extraction of
the coal at a lower cost of production,
better discipline in the mine, fewer
prosecutions and a higher esteem for
the work of the state examining board.
Let us continue to hope that the time
hand when the law that
is close at
places the judgment of one individual
operator
on a par with a coma coal
petent examining board, will be wiped
To this end,
ifrom the statute books.
If
mine officials must pull together.
either the superintendent or the mine
foreman is incapable the only thing to
do is change or quit.
Mayport, Pa.
James Thompson.

—

said,

refused to go to work, but was willing
on a mere promise to again take up
his tools in his place.
The operator
then went to the acting superintendent
and told him how much he deprecated
the treatment extended to the man,
stating further that he hoped it would
be a lesson to him in the future.
McKeesport, Pa.
Inspector.

THIRD LETTER
some time past,
FOR
reading the various

I

have been

letters regarding superintendents, many of whom, it
is claimed, do not possess the necessary
ability and practical knowledge of mining to fill such a position.
Unfortunately, these men have not been
required to pass an examination like
mine foremen and other officials.
In my judgment, our lawmakers are
largely responsible for this lack of
capability in mine superintendents. We
do not have to go outside of Pennsylvania to find more than one "Silly
Willie" or "Hill Billie," holding a position as superintendent of a mine. It is
needless to say that these men have
neither certificates, experience nor judgment that would enable them to successfully operate a coal mine, and yet they
are supposed to supervise the mine
foreman and instruct him regarding
the work.
Since the change was made in the
bituminous mine law of this state, it
must be admitted that there are many

Inquiries

Of General

Interest

Depth of Water

Airway

in

Ingenious Solution of the Problem to Find the
in an Airway Having a Trape-

Depth of Water

zoidal Cross-section, the

KIXDLY

permit

me

to

present a

third solution to the problem of
finding the depth of water in an airway whose cross-section is in the form
of a trapezoid and the airway half-filled
with the water. The two previous solutions of this problem were given in

Airway Being Half-full
The depth of the water is then found
by substituting this value of x in the
following equation

^ ^
I

h(a- X) ^ 6(9- 7.648) ^
a — b
9 — 6

would

like to ask if

correct.

2.104 ft.

this solution
A. D.

is

Knoxville, la.

The solution

CROSS-SECTION OF AIRWAY
Coal Age, April
p. 1125.

My

15, p. 676,

solution

is

and June

23,

as follows:

Denote the bottom and top widths of
the airway by a and b, respectively, and
the width at the surface of the water
by x; and call the height of the airway
h and the depth of the water d. Then,

off'ered

by

this

corre-

both correct and ingenious.
Its simplicity recommends its use in
preference to either of the two solutions
The correspondent
given previously.
should, however, have shown the develhe has used,
formulas
opment of the
which is as follows:
Referring to the accompanying figure, let A S C D be the trapezoid in
question, the surface of the water
when this section is half-filled being indicated by the line FH.
and FG perNow, draw the lines
pendicular to AB, forming two similar
and AED. It is evident
triangles
and
that AG is equal to h{a — x)

spondent

is

DE

AGF

;

AE =
DE =

i(a

—

b).

Also,

FG =

d and

h.

Substituting these values,

we

have,

from the similar triangles mentioned.
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d

difference

of

their

—

b'
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squares,

we

have,

a^

Again, since the water
section, the area ABCD
area ABHF, and we have

half-fills the
is

twice the

—

—

2(ffl'

3.

^=>PP'
1,

we have

for

the depth of the water in the airway

d =

Now,

substituting for h its value in
Equation 1, simplifying and remembering that the product of the sum and
difference of two factors is equal to the

a')

a

—

X

h

'b

Examination, Mine Foremen and Firebosses,
Lexington, Ky., May 30, 1921
are

the

causes of
effect does

blownout shots and what
such a shot have in a dusty mine?
Answer Several things may cause a
shot to blow its tamping, which occurs
whenever the line of least resistance
corresponds to the axis of the hole. In
that case the shothole has not been
properly located so as to give the powder an opportunity to perform its work
If too
in breaking down the coal.
quick a powder is used or the hole is
result
may hapovercharged the same
pen.
The latter condition, however, is
more apt to cause what is known as a

—

"windy shot." The same effect is produced when a shot seams out through a
soft stratum of the coal. In either case,
much of the force of the blast is expended on the mine air instead of being
absorbed in the breaking down of the
coal.
If the diameter of a shothole is
too large, it may result in too great a
concentration of the charge.
In that
case, if the hole is not deep or not sufficiently tamped *^he shot may blow the
tamping from the hole. A windy shot
may result from using two grades of
powder in the same hole, or from firing
two shots at the same time, in a close
place.
The gases produced by the first
shot, in a close place, will be fired by
the flame of the second blast, thereby
causing a local explosion. The effect is
similar to an overcharge of powder.
Question State fully the dangers
arising from coal dust and what you
would do to prevent accidents from the

—

same.

—

Answer Where

allowed to
accumulate at the working face or on
the roads and traveling ways in a mine,
there is always danger of a dust explosion by reason of the dust being
raised and carried in the air current to
such an extent that the air becomes explosive.
In order to prevent accidents
under such conditions, no accumulations
of dust should be permitted at the
-working face, and all roads, traveling
dust

is

ways and airways should be cleaned at
regular short inteiwals.
Only permissible powder should be used and strict
rules enforced in regard to the firing
of shots.
The danger of dust is in-

creased

gas is present even in small
There should be a regular
and ample supply of air in circulation,
and the mine should be examined and
inspected by competent firebosses and
safety inspectors, whose duty it is to
inspect every working place while the
men are at work and prevent any unif

quantities.

safe practices.

Question

— With

a pressure, at sea
level, of lU-7 lb. per sq.in., and a barometer of 30 in., lioiv far can you set a
pump from water, vertical measurement, and not use rods?

— Assuming

Answer

the

pump

is lo-

and subject to a
barometric pressure of 30 in., a common rule is to limit the suction head of
the pump, in feet, to ^ of the barocated

at

sea

level

metric pressure in inches. Thus, for a
barometric pressure of 30 in., a pump
should not be located more than 0.9 x
30 = 27 ft. above the water level in the

sump, measured vertically.
Question (a) Assumiiig a sump 20
ft. long, 10 ft. tvide and 10 ft. deep is

—

full of water,

how many

gallons will it
long will it take a
pump, with a cylinder i in. in diameter
and a 6 -in. stroke, making 60 strokes
a minute, 100 lb. pressure, to pump the

hold?

(b)

sump dry?
Answer
this sump

How

— (a)

cu.ft.

is

20

The cubic capacity of

X

10

X

10

Then, estimating 7.48

the capacity of the
2,000
14,960 gal.

cu.ft.,

X

=

2,000

gal.

sump

is

per
7.48

=

A pump making

60 strokes per
minute, the length of stroke being 6 in.
or 0.5 ft., has a piston speed of 60 x
0..5 = 30 ft. per min.
The piston displacement of a 4-in. pump running at
this speed is 30(0.7854 x 4=) h- 144 =
2.618 cu.ft. per min.
Assuming a
water-end efficiency of 85 per cent, the
(b)

—

Question
(a)
What precaution
would you take as a mine foreman, in
mines ivhere electric power is used, to
protect the employees from accident?

What

voltage

is

the safest, 250 or

500 volt?

Answer— (a)

Assuming

that

the

electrical installations

have been made
by a competent electrical engineer who
is fully acquainted with mining
conditions, and that the wires have been
properly hung and safeguarded in accordance with the mining laws and so
as to afford the needed protection of
workmen against contact with live
wires where it is necessary for men
and animals to pass under or near the
wires, it is the duty of a mine foreman
to see that proper danger signals
are
used and notices posted at all points

where danger exists
see

that

in the mine,

and

workmen are forbidden

to

to

tamper with the wires or employ any

(Selected Questiojis)

— What

say 900 min., or 15 hr.

(b)

observed that Equations 3
and 4 are the ones used by the correspondent in the foregoing solution.
It will be

Examination Questions
Answered

Question

pump is 0.85 X 2.618
X 7.48
16.64 gal. per min.
Therefore, the time required for this pump
to empty the sump is 14,960 h- 16.64

=

and

Again, from Equation
2.

discharge of this

—

finally,

Hence,

unsafe practices in connection with
the
operation of electrical machines, such
as coal cutters, drills, pumps, fans
and
other machinery.
Any violations of
these rules should be promptly and
suit-

ably punished.
(b) It is often claimed that fewer accidents occur in the use of a 500-volt
circuit

than where 250 volts are em-

ployed, it being argued that men are
more careful to avoid contact with a
wire charged with the higher voltage.
It cannot be denied, however, that
a 500volt circuit is

more

fatal to life

when

contact is made with a live wire than a
250-volt circuit, which is therefore generally safer for use in mines. Where it
is necessary to employ a high
potential
for transmission of the current long
distances in mines, the conductor should
be either canied on the surface to a
point directly over where the power is
to be used in the mine, or the wires
should be hung in the air-course and
kept off from roads and travelingways.
Question— H7/iof precautions would
you take in approaching old and aban-

doned workings?

—

Answer Old abandoned workings
are liable to be filled with gas or water
and become dangerous if an entry or
room should break into the old works,
or the water or gas be tapped with a
drill.
No reliance should be placed on
the supposed accuracy of maps and
surveys, which may prove inaccurate.

When

approaching old workings, a
single entry not exceeding 8 or 10 ft.
in width should be driven.
drillhole

A

should be kept five or six yards in advance of the face of the heading and
flank holes should be drilled at regular
short intervals in each rib, making an
angle of about 45 deg. with the heading.
Only safety lamps should be used by
the men driving the heading. A sharp
watch should be kept for the first appearance of gas or water seeping
through the strata, and small wooden
plugs should be ready for instant use
in case a drill hole tapped water or gas.

Southern Roads Take on Men
railroad companies with
hcadiiuarters in the South Atlantic
I'iftetn

The Weather Yane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

ENCOURAGING

features in the industrial situation as emphaS. Employment Service
are the generally bountiful harvest, indications of improvement
in iron and steel, marked re-employment in railroad occupations and
the continued strength of textiles, particularly of cottons.
A marked increase in industrial optimism is noted, business men
generally inclining to the belief that the worst part of the depression
is over and that the future will witness improvement of a healthy
and lasting character, even though it be somewhat slow in developing.
Industrial classifications showing increases in employment are food
and kindred products, textiles and their products, iron and steel and
their products, leather and its finished products; stone, clay and glass
products; metals and metal products other than iron and steel; tobacco
manufactures, and railroad repair shops.
month by special agents in
gathered each
Statistics
are
sixty-five principal industrial centers and transmitted by telegraph.
In all, 1,428 firms each usually employing more than 500 workers,
or a total of 1,600.000, are comprised in the survey. On Aug. 31 these
1,428 firms had 16,269 more employees on their payrolls than they
carried on July 31, an increase of 1.08 per cent.
Below are given in tabular form the figures by industries, and, on
the map, the locations of decreases and increases in August employsized by the

August survey of the U.

ment as compared with that

in July.

Mid-Atlantic District Optimistic

Reports from thirty cities in the
Middle Atlantic district indicate a
more general feeling of optimism
several
for
prevailed
than has
Here and there signs of
months.
the steel industry
Building construction
is fairly under way in all parts of
Railroads are re-emthe district.
ploying men laid off several months
ago and are beginning to repair

improvement

in

are evident.

Textiles,
shoes,
equipment.
clothing are fairly active.

New England
England district texhave shown a decided improve-

Textiles Gain in

In the
tiles

New

prospects for
winter.
increase in building operations

ment, with bright
woolens during the

An

entire

IN EMPI.OY.MENT IN AUGUST.
Amt.

Lumber and

6.604
701

2.4

1.4
17.5

1.4

3.2

644

9

4.5

facture

Miscellaneous

Paper and printing
Ctemlcals and allied

09
11.4

2S

products

14.238

Total

INDUSTRIES REPORTING AN INCREASE
IN EMPLOYMENT IN AUGUST. 1921
Amt.
Inf

Food and
ucts
Stone,

tilndred prod.

glass
Railroad repair shop..

.

Metals and metal products other than Iron
andsteel
I

«ather and
products

Its

of
_

P.c.
Inc.

Weight*

660

_ „
7 6
5 9

3,423

5.7

8.7
0.77
4.2

3,877

0.4

4.9

2.336
1.238
6.726
2.797

4.4
4.0
2.2
1.07

,„

9.450

..

nay and

finished

Tobacco manufacture...
Iron and steel products.
Textiles and products.
.

3.6
2.1
20.1
17.2

30,507
Total
• Per cent employed .\ugu8t 31 to total reported

employed

426

In 14 groups.

Industry in general continues below normal in the Pacific division,
though
unemployment has been
slightly relieved by increased seasonal activities. Lumber is operating
65 per cent of normal, with many
mills
and logging camps closed.
Some food-preserving plants are
operating on a restricted basis, due
market conditions.
to
Increased
building activities are observable in

e-xpected to require extra help.

Weight*

3.06

Industry Below Normal in Far West

per cent.

1921

639

manu-

Its

Up

Better business conditions noted
in the North Central districts are directly traceable to the harvest and
the movement of crops. Flour mills
are operating at practically full
capacity, railroad repair shops continue to increase their forces, packing plants are busy and retail sales
have improved. The work-clothing
industry has shown marked improvement, and boots and shoes have been
increasingly busy since early spring.
Some of the larger manufacturers
of low-priced automobiles are operating at full capacity, but with considerably fewer men than they had
January and February, 1920.
in
Furniture has picked up and is now
operating at about 80 per cent. On
hand, implement and
the
other
equipment lines are much curtailed.

some cities. Farm labor demand
everywhere
is
below
seasonable
average, though fruit harvesting is

P.c.

Dec.
8.4

North Central Districts Speed

is indicated by reports.
Shoes and
leather are on a basis of about 70

IXnnSTRIES REPORTING A DECREASE
of Dec.
Industry
130
Liquors and bcveraBCS
Vehicles for land trans5.520
portation

and

district report a total of 225,912
employees July 31, compared with
205,644 June 30. a gain of 20,268.
Three hundred and ten textile mills
in Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Georgia, which had
96,134 employees July 15, reported
a total of 99,005 Aug. 15, an increase of 2,871.

August compared with July

+ lncrease employment
oDecrease employment

:

September

15,

::

:

COAL AGE
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For delivery
Philadelphia—Bid

f.o.b. vessels or barges under chutes at piers,
bid 20, $6.63 (no tax)
15, $6.49
bid 26, 2,000
tons, $6.72; bid 36, $7.93; bid 38, $6.56; bid 54. $6.43; bid 61
$6.15.
B. For delivery f.o.b. suitable ligliteis or barges alongside ves-

BIDS

on bituminous steam coal were opened by tbe NavyDepartment on Sept. 6, after the original offers made
Aug. 23 had been returned to the bidders because of the

•

—

;

—

;

$6.39; bid 54,

alongside vesbid

:

54,

Class 261, 240,000 tons steaming coal:
A. For delivery f.o.b. vessels or barges under chutes at respective piers, Hampton Roads, Va.. and or into navy storage at naval
fuel depot, Sewall's Point, in such quantities and at such times as
called for
Bid 3, $6.16 for 60,000 tons only; bid 5, 60.000 tons at
$5.18 gross ton, $90,000 tons at $5.23 and 9.000 tons at $5.28
bid 10, 25,000 tons, $5.60 and 70,000 tons at $6
bid 18, 60,000
tons, $5.88, f.o.b., Lamberts Point; bid 20, $5.84, f.o.b. Lamberts
Point (no tax): bid 27, 120.000 tons $5.43; bid 26, 16.000 tons,
$7.29 bid 47, $5.03 (no tax)
bid 21. 50.000 tons, $5.60, for Newport News only: bid 9, $5.04; bid 12, 7,500 tons, $5.88, Sewall's
Point or Newport News.
B. For additional charges on all work done, if required, on
reasonable notice, in coaling from navy barges, trimming and

—

:

:

:

:

stowing into bunkers of government-owned vessels not in position
to handle their own coal, as follows
In Hampton Roads, Va., in regular bunkers or side bunkers, in
Newport News harbor, Va., in regular bunkers or side bunkers, in
Norfolk harbor. Va., in regular bunkers or side bunkers -Bid 26,
$1.65 straight time and $2,475 overtime.
Schedule 8432 Cla.ss 262. for delivery f.o.b. hopper bottom
cars at the submarine base. Submarine Base, Connecticut
A. Three hundred tons run-of-mine coal
Bid 17. $8
bid 22,
:

—

—

—

For delivery

in the

harbor of

New York

City, in lighters to

be placed alongside ships of the Navy, coal to be unloaded, stowed
and trimmed in their bunkers with use of ships' winches Bid 15,

—

$7.84: bid 51, $7.75: bid 54, $8.63.
Class 259, 9,000 tons of steaming coal:

:

$7.87; bid 30, $3.35, f.o.b. net: bid 33. $8.44; bid 26. $7.55, $7.88.
$8.15, $8.62. $7.70 and $7.98
bid 42, $7.67. $8.38. $8.18, $7.68. $8.10,
$9.78 and $7.57: bid 56, $8.75: bid 62, $7.61: bid 63, $8.60.
Class 263. for delivery f.o.b. bins (truck delivery) to Naval
Hospital, Chelsea. Mass.
A. Five thousand tons run-of-mine coal
Bid 22, $7,87, f.o.b.
bid 30, $3.35, f.o.b. net: bid 41, $9.97; bid 56, $11.75; trimming
25 cents additional.
Class 266, for delivery f.o.b. hopper bottom cars to naval ammunition depot. lona Island, N. Y.
A. Eighteen hundred tons run-of-mine coal
Bid 6, $5.85 bid
17. $6.91; bid 15. $7.26: bid 20. $6.36 and $6.66, no tax; bid 22,
$6.75: bid 30, $3.35 net, f.o.b.; bid, 33, $7.29: bid 26. $6.71, $6.87.
$7.11. $7.47, $7.76 and $6.99: bid 42, $6.60, $6.69, $7.26, $7.04.
$6.70, $6.98. $8.66 and $6.59; bid 23. $6.72; bid 56, $7.60: bid 59,
bid 61, $6.56 bid 58. $3 bid 62, $6.71 bid 63, $7.60.
$3.25, f.o.b.
Class 267. for delivery in suitable 600-ton lighters without
hatch covers alongside at the Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y.
.\. Forty thousand tons run-of-mine coal
Bid 1, $7.50 bid 2,
$7.25; bid 15, $6.47; bid 20, $6.39 and $6.73 (no tax); bid 22,
$6.26 and $5.81: bid 30, 20,000 tons. $7.25 net: bid 37, October,
November to March 31, $7.37 bid 26, $6.51. $6.69, $6.93.
$6.69
$7.63, $6.51 and $6.80: bid 25, $6.54: bid 51, $6.75: bid 53, $6.59;
bid 54. $7.23; bid 56, $7.50: bid 57, $6.28: bid 58, $6.50; bid 63,
:

—

:

—

:

;

:

:

;

—

:

$7.15.

B.

;

;

One thousand tons nut and

slack coal

—Bid

56,

$8.50: bid

61, $6.25.

Class 268. for delivery f.o.b. hopper-bottom cars at navy supply depot. South Brooklyn, N. T.
A. Ten thousand tons, run-of-mine coal
Bid 6, $5.85 bid 17,
bid 22.
$6.61; bid, 15, $7.24; bid 20, $6.48 and $6.82 (no tax)
$6.75: bid 30. $3.45 net f.o.b.: bid 33, $7.54: bid 38. $7.40, $6.84
and $6.94: bid 26, $6.83, $7.01, $7.23. S.8 and $7.15: bid 48, $6.95;
bid 42, $6.41, $6.31, $8.66, $6.98, $7.26, $6.42 and $7.04; bid 25,
$6.95: bid 53, $7.05; bid 54, $7.51; bid 56. $7.86: bid 59, $3.19
f.o.b.; bid 58, $7.15: bid 53, 5,000 tons, $3.00 f.o.b.
Class 269 for delivery f.o.b. hopper-bottom cars to naval airsliip construction and experiment station, Lakehurst, N. J. (government siding)
thousand five hundred tons run-of-mine coal Bid 6.
.\. Ten
$6.13: bid 8, $7.50: bid 17, $7.20; bid 19, $6.85 and $7.65; bid 15,
bid 22, $7.03 and $6.50;
$7.29: bid 20, $6.64 and $6.94 (no tax)
bid 30, $3.50 net f.o.b.; bid 33, $7.57; bid 31, $6.93: bid 26, $6.69;
$6.87, $7.09, $7.76 and $6.97; bid 48, $6.98; bid 42, $6.59, $7.54.

—

:

;

:

C.

:

—

:

15, $6.89

;

;

& Co., Chicago.
Crescent Fuel Co., New York City.
18. Crozer-Pocahontas Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
19. Davis Coal & Coke Co., Baltimore, Md.
20. Dexter c& Carpenter, Inc., New York City.
21. Eastern Coal & Export Corp., Richmond, Va.
22. Eastern Fuel Co., New York City.
23. Ehrlich-Pierce Coal Co., Chicago.
24. Ender Coal & Coke Co., Chicago.
25. Eyre Fuel Co., New York City.
26. Iron Trade Products, Pittsburgh, Pa.
27. Fayette Smokeless BMel Co., Mt. Hope, W. Va.
28. Flat-Top Fuel Co., Inc., Bluefleld, W. Va.
29. Gauley Mountain Coal Co., Richmond, Va.
30. H. B. W. Haff, New York City.
31. Hall Bros., Baltimore, Md.
3 2. Hedstrom-Schenck Coal Co., Chicago.
33. International Coal Corp.. Philadelphia.
34. Jenkins & McCall Coal Co., Baltimore, Md.
35. Lake & Export Coal Sales Corp. of 111., Chicago.
36. Logan Coal Co., Philadelphia.
37. Majestic Coal Co., New York City.
38. W. A. Marshall Co., New York City.
39. Maryland Coal & Coke Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
40. Wassen Coal Co., Chicago.
41. Metropolitan Coal Co., Boston.
42. Morgantown Coal Co., Morgantowni W. Va.
43. Nottingham & Wren Co., Norfolk, Va.
44. O'Gara Coal Co., Chicago.
45. Old Ben Coal Corp., Chicago.
46. Peabody Coal Co., Chicago.
47. Pocahontas Fuel Co., New York City.
48. Producers Fuel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
49. Sangamon County Mining Co., Chicago, III.
50. L. A. Snead Co., Washington, D. C.
51. Standard Coal Sales Co.. Inc., New York City.
52. Sterling-Midland oal Co., Chicago.
53. Thorne, Neale & Co., Philadelphia.
54. J. H. Weaver & Co., Philadelphia.
55. West Kentucky Coal Co., Paducah, Ky.
56. Weston Dodson & Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
57. Whitley & Foedisch, Philadelphia.
58. Morrisdale Coal Co., Philadelphia.
59. Georges Creek & Phoenix Mining Corp.. Philadelphia.
60. Great Lakes Coal & Coke Co., Chicago, 111.
61. Imperial Coal Corporation, New York City.
62. Roberta Coal Co., Johnstown, Pa.
63. Quemahoning Coal Co., Somerset, Pa.
Schedule 8431 Class 258, 30,000 tons steaming coal, as follows
A. For delivery f.o.b. vessels or barges under chutes at piers,
N. Y. Harbor Bid 20, $7.14 (no tax) bid 30. 15,000 tons, $7.86;

$6.69;

;

—

Crerar, Clinch

—Bid

;

in the harbor of Philadelphia or at the Navy Yard, Philabid 20. $6.83 (no tax)
15, $6.89
bid 26', $7.26
bid 38, $6.81: bid 54, $6.59; bid 61, $6.40.
C. For delivery f.o.b. cars at Navy Yard, Philadelphia
Bid 15,
?6.59: bid 20, $7.21 (no tax)
bid 26, $7.32: bid 36, $8.18.
D. For delivery in the harbor of Philadelphia, in lighters to be
placed alongside ships of the Navy, coal to be unloaded, stowed
and trimmed in their bunkers with u.se of ships' winches Bid 15
$7.69: bid 54. $7.39.
Class 260, 900 tons steaming coal;
A. For delivery f.o.b. U. S. naval barges, Baltimore, for shops
at the Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
Bid 20, $6.56 (no tax)
bid 26, $6.65.
B. For delivery in supplier's barges alongside ships or alongside
wharf at the Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. Bid 20, $7.16 (no
bid 26, $7.81.
tax)

delphia—Bid

17.

bid 36, 15,000 tons, $8.11: bid 38, $7.12; bid 51,
$7; bid 61. 15,000 tons, $6.33.
B. For delivery f.o.b. suitable lighters or barges
sel, N. Y. Harbor, or at the Navy Yard Brooklyn
bid 20, $7.54 (no tax): bid 38, $7.38: bid 51,

;

sel

elimination of a clause making the bids subject to increases
or decreases in wage scales. The list of bidders given below
are referred to in the text by number.
1. Alden Coal Mining Co., New York City.
2. Berwind-White Coal Mining Co., New York City.
3. C. G. Blake Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
4. "Walter Bledsoe & Co., Teire Haute, Ind.
5. Wm. C. Atwater & Co., Inc., New York City.
6. W. H. Blight, Elmira, N. Y.
7. Boehmer Coal Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
8. W. H. Bradford & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
9. Castner. Curran & Bullitt. New York City.
10. Chesapeake & Ohio Coal .\gency, Boston, Mass.
11. Chicago, Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co., Chicago.
12. Chesapeake & Ohio Coal & Coke Co., New York City.
13. Chicago-Springfleld Coal Co., Springfield, 111.
14. Coalfield Fuel Co., Boncar, W. Va.
15. Commercial Coal Co., New York City.

—
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A.

63 Companies Submit Bids on Bituminous
Steam Coal for Navv Department

16.

:

—

;

:

:

——

:

COAL AGE
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U. S. Fuel Co. Wins National First-Aid Cups;
New River Co. Mine Rescue Contest

J7.32. $6.70. $7.26. $8.91. $6.59 and $6.69: bid 25. $6.98: bid 54.
bid 58. $3 bid
bid 56. $7.89 : bid 59, $3.25 bid 61. $6.84
$7.56
bid 63. 5.000 tons $6.85.
62. $7.15
bid
Bid
eoiil
6. $5.88
B. Five hundred tons nut and slack
56. $8.89: bid 69, $6.67.
and
$5.75
Bid
22,
coal
Class 272. 74.000 tons run-ot-mlne
;

:

:

:

—

:

;

THE

International First-Aid anil Mine-Rescue Meet,
at the Coliseum, St. Louis, Mo., ended Sept. 3 with a
banquet at the Coliseum and with the bestowal of awards
and prizes in the first-aid and mine-rescue contests conducted in the Coliseum Sept. 2 and 3.
The first prii;es in the first-aid contest, a bronze cup, a
silver cup and a gold medal, were awarded to the United
States Fuel Co. team of Westville, 111., Stephen Shaffer,
captain. The second prizes, a silver cup and silver medal,
were won by the team of the Clinchfield Coal Corporation,
of Wilder, Va., William E. Wolfe, captain. Third prizes, a
silver cup and a bronze medal, were won by the Superior
Coal Co. team of Gillespie, 111., Charles Miller, captain.
In the International Mine-Rescue contest, the first prizes,
three cups and a gold medal, were won by the New River
Co. team of McDonald, W. Va., Fred Lamb, captain. Second prizes, a silver cup and a silver medal, were won by
the H. C. Frick Co. team, Leisenring, Pa., Stanley J. Comiskey, captain. Third prizes, a silver cup and a bronze medal,
went to the Benton district team, Benton, 111., Robert Weir,

—

$5.30.
la.

For delivery In lighters, t.a.s. wharf at the Navy Yard.
Philadelphia— Bid 19. $6.01 and $6.82; bid 15. $6.79: bid 20.
bid 22 plus 8 pt.r cent: bid 38. $6.21.
$5.89 and $6.24 (no tax)
$6.31 and $6.67: bid 26. $5.86, $6.05. $6.26. $6.93 and $6.15; bid
:

25. $6.19: bid 53, $6.26; bid 56. $7.11: bid 57. $5.69 at coal piers;

bid 58. 30.000 tons, $5.75 bid 63. 50,000 tons $6.45.
2a. For delivery f.o.b. hopper bottom cars, navy yard Philadelpliia— Bid 17. $6.35; bid 19. $6.93; bid 15. $6.59; bid 20, $5.94
and $6.24, no tax; bid 33, $6.85: bid 36, 30,000 tons $7.68;
bid 26. $7.04; bid 48. $6.28; bid 42. $6.17. $6.84. $6.62, $6. $6.56.
$8.24 $5.89 and $5.99; bid 25 $6.27: bid 53. $6.35; bid 56,
bid 58, 30.000 tons.
bid 57, $5.94
bid 59, $3.36 f.o.b.
$7.17
;

:

;

;

$7.23.

—

chutes, Philadelphia Bid 19, $5.86
and $6.67: bid 15. $6.49: bid 22, plus 3 per cent; bid 36, $7.43:
and $5.65; bid 25. $6: bid 56.
$6.45
$5.77,
bid 26, $5.37, $5.55.
$6.91: bid 61. $6.14 and $5.89; bid 58, 30,000 tons 5.23; bid 63.
3a. F.o.b.

barges

under

$6.30.

—

Class 273. 36.000 tons run-of-mine coal Bid 22, $5.75 and $5.30.
la. For delivery f.a.s. Navy Yard, Washington, In suitable canal
boats or barges Bid 22, plus 8 per cent
2a. For delivery f.o.b. dump-bottom cars on tracks in the Navy
bid
Yard, Washington— Bid 17. $6.35 bid 19, $6.12 and $6.93
and
27. $5.98: bid 33, $6.85; bid 31. $6.23; bid 38. $7.12, $6.56
$6.66;. bid 39. $7; bid 26, $6.15; $6.37. $7.04, $7.16, $5.97 and
$6.24; bid 48, $6.28; bid 42. $5.94 and $6.30; bid 25, $6.27: bid
tax)
21. $5.98; bid 9, $5.42; bid 12. $6.64 (with tax), $6.54 (no
bid 56. $7.17; bid 57, $5.94; bid 69, $3.47 f.o.b.; bid 61, 12,000

captain.

—

;

:

tons, $6.14; bid 62, $6.53.
(A). 900 tons run-ot-mlne coal Bid 20. $7.29 and
Class 274.
$7.59 (no tax); bid 34, $8.48; bid 31, $7.64; bid 26. $7.36:
bid 56, $10.89.
$7.54. $7.78, $8.43 and $7.66
Class 275. for delivery f.o.b. barge alongside sea wall. Naval

—

;

Academy, Annapolis, Md.. where directed to be discharged by the
government
A. Nineteen thousand eight hundred tons run-of-mlne coal
Bid 19, $6.46 and $7.27; bid 20, $6.40 and $6.75 (no tax) bid 34,
S7.48: bid 31. $6.58; bid 38. $7.12. $6.56 and $6.66: bid 26, $6.33,
tons,
S6..il. $6.75. $7.40 and $6.63; bid 56, $10.89; bid 63, 10,000
;

57.25.

Class 276, for delivery f.o.b., hopper-bottom cars at the Naval
Hospital, Norfolk (Portsmouth), Va.
A. Two thousand tons run-of-mine coal Bid 5. 2,000 tons,
bid 28. $6.37
$i.~3: bid 18, $3.08 f.o.b.; bid 20, $6.43 (no tax)
(no tax); bid 26. $7.26; bid 42, $8.80, $9.08, $8.86 and $10.48:
bid 21. $6.09 and $5.81
bid 47, $5.52 (no tax)
hid 43, $6.60
bid 62, $8.58.
bid 9. $5.53 bid 56, $7.28
liid 50. $6.14
Class 277. for delivery at the navy yard, Noifolk (Ports-

—

:

;

:

;

;

;

mouth). Va.
A. 25.000 tons run-of-mlne coal:
Bid 5, 12,500 tons at
la. For delivery f.o.b. cars In Navy Yard
and 12.500 tons at $5.73 ; bid 18, $3.08 f.o.b. bid 20, $6.43
bid
28. $6.37 (no tax)
bid 27, $5.93; bid 29, $5.94;
(no tax)
bid
bid 42, $8.83, $9.08, $8.86. $8.80 and $10.48
bid 26. $7.26
bid
43. $6.35: bid 47. 5.52 (no tax): bid 21, $6.09 and $5.81;
5o! $6.14; bid 9, $5.53; bid 56, $7.28.
front
2a. For delivery f.o.b. barge at Navy Yard water

—

$5.68

;

;

:

;

:

26. $7.66; bid 43, $6.35.
3a. For delivery, stored, piled and trimmed in bins at the
X:ivy Yard at the contractor's expense Bid 5, 12,500 tons, $6.58,
and 12,500 tons $6.63; bid 43, $7.10.
Class 278. for delivery f.o.b. hopper-bottom cars at the naval
operating base, Hampton Roads. Va.
Bid 5, 12,500
A. Twcnty-flve thousand tons run-of-mine coal
bid 14.
bid 18. $3.08 f.o.b.
tons $5.68 and 12.500 tons, $5.73
tax)
bid
(no
39,
$3.80, f.o.b.;
$6.37
bid
28.
$6.39: bid 27, $5.93;
t)id 26. $7.26; bid 42. $9.18, $8.96. $8.90 and $10.58: bid 43, $6.60;
bid n. $6.09 and $5.81; bid 50. $6.14; bid 9. $5.53: bid 56. $7.28.
Bid 28, $6.37 (no
B. Five hundred tons nut and slack coal
bid 39. $2.40 f.o.b.; bid 43, $5.85; bid 50. $6.14; bid 56.
tax)

Bid

—

—

;

;

;

—

:

?6.74.

Class 278J, for delivery f.o.b. mines for shipment to naval
training station, Great Lakes. 111., under government bills of
lading
bid 13.
B. Sixteen thousand tons of screenings Bid 4, $2.25
S2.S0: bid 11. $2.24 f.o.b. mines; bid 16. $2,128; bid 24, $2.13;
b[d 23, $2.44 gross ton and $2.18 net; bid 32, $4.32 and $4.23;
bid 35.' date to Jan. 1. $1,568, Jan. 1 to March 31. $2.24 bid 40,
net; bid 45. $2.35; bid 46.
S9 89; bid 49. $150; bid 44, $1.85
S2.02; bid 52, $2.52 and $2.24; bid 7. $2.18; bid 60. $2.51: bid

—

;

:

55. !(1.(0.

In the combination mine-rescue and first-aid contest the
First, Independent Coal & Coke
J. R. Roaf, captain; second, Benton district team, Illinois; third, Owl Creek Coal Co. team,
Gebo, Wyo., William Knowles, captain.
Seventeen state awards in first-aid contests were made.
The Illinois championship was held by the Westville team,
which also won the general championship. The Missouri
award was won by the team of the Pierce-Hess Coal Co.,
Bevier. There were six state awards in mine-rescue championships, the Benton district team receiving the Illinois

teams winning cups were:
Co. team, Salt Lake City,

;

;
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award.

At
Ryan

the banquet the speakers were Mayor Kiel, W. D.
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines; Frank Farrington,
president of the Illinois district of the United Mine Workers
of America; Lieutenant-Governor Lloyd, who said he began
life as a mine worker; and Representative M. E. Rhodes
of the Thirteenth Missouri district.
Representative Rhodes, speaking of the West Virginia
mine warfare, said that "unless there is an improvement,
the Federal Government sooner or later, in order to protect the public, will be forced to take a hand in the settlement of disputes between labor and capital."
In the course of the mine-rescue contest, Sept. 3, a member of one of the teams was overcome by fumes, and was
revived by genuine rescue work. He later went back into
the contest.
It was said that his mask slipped, exposing
him to the fumes.
Director Bain, of the Bureau of Mines, in the course
of his address, made use of a particularly happy figure in
explaining the function of the Bureau of Mines in safety
work. He explained the steps of a process in the making
of sulphuric acid. He likened the Bureau of Mines to the
catalyzer and the operators and the mine workers to the
reagents. When the reagent.s are brought together in the
presence of the catalyzer, the results desired are obtained.
One of the impressive features of the meet was the ceremonial in which a formal oath to universal safety was
pledged.
An indication of the widespread interest in the
safety movement was the presence in the contest of representative of Mexican and British Columbian miners.
The address of T. T. Brewster, in which he explained
what the mine operator can do for safety and health in and
about mines, and the address of D. A. Frampton, the official
representative of the United Mine Workers of America,
were of particular interest. Others who delivered formal
addresses were the Lieutenant Governor of Missouri; the
Mayor of St. Louis; G. W. Traer, of Chicago; Colonel
J. A. S. Ritson, Department of Mines of Great Britain;
George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines; J. W. Paul, U. S. Bureau of Mines; Robert
Strachen, representing the Minister of Mines of British

Columbia; Robert M. Medill, director Department of Mines
and Minerals of Illinois; A. J. Moorshead, of Chicago.
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Glen Alden Explains Why It Cannot Work Shallow Mines
Under Kohler Law or Accept Fowler Provisions
REPLY

to criticism that the Glen Alden Coal Co.
accept the provisions of the Fowler bill, under
would pay $1,500,000 yearly and mine under the
direction of three commissioners, that company, through
William W. Inglis, its president, made on Sept. 5 the following statement:

INshould
which

it

It seems to be seriously contended that if this company were
to accept the terms and provisions of the so-called Fowler bill
it would not be necessary for us to close down any of our opera-

tions.

With

this

we cannot

agree.

From

a business standpoint

is out of the question for this company to accept the terms
of the Fowler bill, for it is impractical of application to our
conditions.
it

The Fowler

should not have been so drawn as to apply
to the collieries the operation of which cause no surface damage.
At present, if accepted by us, it would apply to all of our operations and we would have to pay the tax on all the coal we
produce, although the mining of most of it will not result in any
such damage. We now pay taxes on our coal properties of upward of $2,500,000 a year, and this tax provided by the Fowler
bill applied to all coal produced by us would amount to approximately $1,500,000 per year more.
If limited to operations causing surface damage, the tax would
not exceed one-fourth of this sum.
Xone of the other large companies will accept the bill because
they can continue most of their operations without violating the
Kohler bill. We would, tlierefore, pay practically the entire tax.
all of which would have to be absorbed in our cost of production.
It could not, in competition with the coal of otlier companies
who do not pay such taxes, be added to the price of the coal.
bill

Beueve Kohler Bill to Be Unconstitutional
Kohler bill is unconstitutional
will be held so by the courts. In that event rve having alone
accepted the bill xeould alone be required to pay the tax, and
It is confidently believed that the

and

for all time.

The fund to be raised by this tax is to be applied to the payimnt of damages wherever they occur in the anthracite region,
the substantial effect of which would be that this company would
have to assume the payment of practically all the damage done
by all the companies. It would also mean that the large damage
done by other companies during the past six years would be paid
for by us. although, as is so well known, during such time we have
been repairing properties affected by subsidence due to our mining.
Moreover, there is notliing in the Fowler bill which would
warrant us in believing that an acceptance of tlie bill and the
payment of the tax imposed would give us the right to continue
second mining in this city [Scranton] and vicinity. Whether or
not it could be done would depend upon the arbitrary decision
of a commission composed of three men who are relatively unacquainted with our coal mining operations, and who could, if their
judgment so indicated, decline to allow any second mining to be
done by us except under prohibitive conditions. In other words,
it takes the management of the properties largely from the officials of the company, and puts it in the hands of the commission.
There is again no assurance that acceptance of the Fowler bill
would relieve us of the penalties of the Kohler bill. Under Section
Si.xteen of the former, the owner or operator is only relieved
from penal action if the mining operations, in pursuance of the
order of the commission, are done in a careful and skillful manner.
In almost any instance of surface subsidence a claim that
the mining which caused the same was done in a careless and
unskillful manner might be maintained if an arrest of the officials
was made therefor. In other words, it is highly probable that
to do second mining under the provisions of the Fowler bill, even
with the assent of the commission, would subject the officials of
the company to the same penalty as if the bill were not accepted.
Our predecessor, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co., at the time of the hearing on these bills, through its
stated to those who were most interested and most enthuurging the passage of the bills and the signing thereof
by the Governor, that all damage done by its miyiing would be
repaired.
It has reiterated its position at every proper occasion.
It was through our knowledge of the conditions peculiar to our
operations that we clearly foresaw that the passage of these
bills would result in shutting down part of our mines, the loss
of production caused thereby, the unemployment of a large number of mine workers, and the loss to the community of a pay roll
of $800,000 per month.
When these facts were called to t:i
officials,

siastic in

movement for the passage of the
they seemed eitiier to doubt our sincerity or
such a result was preferable to a voluntary agreement between the company and the representatives of the public
We deeply regret the necessity of closing some of our mines,
but can find no practical method by the adoption of which we
can avoid doing so.
We believe that we should not pay for damage done by other
coal companies, either during the past six years or in the future.
We are willing to pay for the damage done by our mining.
We do not believe that all of the coal which we mine should
be subjected to the tax. but only that portion of it in the area
attention of the leaders in the

"Mine Cave

Bills,"

to believe that

affected by mine caves.
"We believe that our officials should not be subjected to arrest
on a charge of careless or unskillful mining when we are mining
in strict compliance with orders of the commission.

believe that we ought not allow the operation and manageof a portion of our property to be placed in the hands of a
political body known as the Mine Cave Commission.
believe that we should not be called upon to pay a substanare
tial tax on all the coal we mine when our chief competitors

We

ment

We

not required to do so.
We will not accept the Fowler bill until the question of the
constitutionality of the Koliler bill is determined.
We believe that no business man would do other than we are
doing, and, for the reasons stated, we ought not, and cannot,
accept the provisions of the Fowler bill.

Equipment Engineers Meet

at

Huntington

separate classes of officials can be found around
the coal mines, though in practice they are not entirely
separated and many cover all three— personnel officials, locating and designing engineers and equipment users. The
latter will meet at Huntington, W. Va., Sept. 20 to 23 as
guests, or as members, of the West Virginia-Kentucky Association of Mine, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers at
their first annual convention.
On Tuesday, Sept. 20, reports will be made by a committee on practical methods of reducing kilowatt-hours per
ton of coal mined, Roscoe Woltz, chairman, and by a committee on depreciation of mine equipment, J. J. Fluck, chairman. On the same session, which will occupy only the forenoon, R. J. Wensley will read a paper entitled "The Automatic Substation for Coal Mines."
On Wednesday, Sept. 21, reports will be made by the
committee on power plants, R. R. Webster, chairman, by
the committee on care and operation of the nickel-iron type
of mine-locomotive battery, C. A. Hornell, chairman, and
by the committee on mine-locomotive headlights, George
Donelson, chairman.
W. P. Bovard will deliver an
address on "Bonding Track in Coal Mines." On the day
following reports will be made by the committee on care and
operation of the lead type of mine-locomotive battery, R. A.
Whetstone, Jr., chairman; by the committee on repair-shop
equipment and methods, C. J. Fuetter, chairman; by the

THREE

belt, chain, gear and directdrive for stationary equipment such as mine
pumps and fans, J. B. Pennman, chairman, and by the committee on tests and testing instruments, A. M. Rosenblatt,
F. Auld will deliver an address on the elechairman.
mentary principles of electricity.
On Friday, Sept. 23, E. Wanamaker, electrical engineer
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Paeifi'^ Railway Co., will
describe the electric arc-welding process and its commercial
application and the committee on specification of equipment
including a discussion of 40-deg. vs. 50-deg. ratings of electric motors, J. S. Shepherd chairman, will report, after
which a business meeting will be held. The afternoons of
all the three days will be occupied by visiting the Coal
and Industrial Exposition, which will have seventy-five exShould time be available the following subjects
hibitors.
viil be discussed: "How often should transformer oil be renewed or filtered?" "Combination vs. straight storage for

committee on comparison of

connection

:
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grathering locomotives"; "Flat vs. concemric; rubber vs.
tape or braid for machine or locomotive cable."
The address of the secretary is Room 212. Robson-Prichard Buildinp. Huntington, \V. Va. The fee for active membership in Class A is $.i. Class A men are those in charge
of electrical or mechanical work of a niininjr company.
Active membership in Class B calls for a fee of $4 a year.
Those in Class B are men who are enKaged in, but not in
charge of, electrical work for a mining company. Associates
are persons representing a company manufacturing or selling mining supplies, mine superintendents, genera! superintendents, managers or other mine officials, technical-publication editors and technical graduates of colleges and correspondence schools. The fees for these are $3 a year.

Freight-Car Loadings During

Week Ended

Aug. 27 Made New Reconl for 1920
INCREASE of 13,273 in the number of cars loaded

ANwith

revenue freight during the week ended Aug. 27,
is shown by a report of

compared with the previcus week,
the American Railway Association.

was 829,709

The

total for the

week

This is the largest week's loading since
1920, but as compared with the corresponding week
cars.

Dec. 11,
of 1920 it shows a loss of 171,599 cars.
The principal increases as compared with the week before
were in the loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight
and in coal. The total number of cars loaded with merchandise and miscellaneous freight wa> 499,421, an increase of
nearly 8,000 as compared with the week of Aug. 20, but
35,000 less than for the corresponding week of last year.
Loading of grain and grain products was 59,505 cars,
a decrease as compared with the week before of 370, but
13,000 cars more than for the same week of 1920. The loading of live stock amounted to 28,070 cars, or a decrease of
1,040 from the preceding week and slightly less than for
.
the corresponding week of 1920.
Coal loading amounted to 161,012 cars, an increase of
7,472 as compared with the week before but 50,000 cars
The loading
less than for the corresponding week of 1920.
of forest products was 46,460 cars, an increase of 1,877
over the week before, but about 1,000 cars less than the
loading for the corresponding weeK of 1920. The ore loading was 30,035 cars, a decrease as compared with the previous week of 2,355, while the loading of coke was 4,606
cars, an increase of 170.
Compared by districts, there were increases as compared
with the week before in all except the Pocahontas and
Northwestern districts, but in all districts the loading was
below that for the corresponding week of 1920.

Colorado Industrial Board Sets Aside Wage
Cut, Pending Further Investigation
Colorado State Industrial Commission, after holding
THE
aside Sept.
a wage
a hearing at Walsenburg,
set

10

reduction inaugurated in coal mines of the Colorado Fuel
& Iron Co. in Huerfane and Las Animas counties. It placed
the old wage scale in effect pending further investigation
of the controversy which had tied up many mines since
Sept. 1.
A majority of the mine workers of the Colorado Fuel &
Iron Co., according to the statement of that company, had
agreed to restore the scale in effect from Nov. 1, 1917, to
Nov. 30, 1919, under which the company men would get
$5.25 per day instead of $7.75, coal miners 78c. per ton
instead of $1.02, machine miners 15c. instead of 20c. a ton
and loaders 58c. instead of 77c.
In Colorado the law requires thirty days' notice where
employers desire to change a wage scale as a counterbalance
to the requirement that miners must give a thirty-day
notice before entering on a strike.
The notice was posted

Aug. 31. The new scale would affect 1,200 to 1,500 men.
John McLennan, president of District No. 15, United Mine
Workers, points out that under the Rockefeller plan of employment wages may not be reduced until similar reductions have been made in the Central Competitive Field.
As the scale in the area mentioned is fixed by agreement
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.March 31. he expressed himself as confident that Colorado could not have a new scale till that time, and declared
himself willing to accept the decision of the commission,
which decision is not binding unless the parties so announce
in advance.
McLennan regards the action of the company
as a repudiation of the Rockefeller plan, but the men
seemed anxious to have it repudiated if doing so would
restore their work. The company promised that the reduction would be passed on to the consumer.
till

Hoover Reorganize-; Foreign Trade Service

On
HEREAFTER

a Coiiinioditv Basis
Ccmmerce Reports, issued by

the

Bu-

reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, will be pubweekly instead of daily, beginning Monday, Sept. 5.
This change is made as part of the general reorganization
plan of the foreign-trade service.
It is proposed to place information with regard to foreign
trade before American business men in more intelligible
and constructive form, according to an announcement of
Herbert Hoover.
Heretofore a vast amount of material
which comes in from a staff of 600 foreign agents, including
commercial attaches, consular agents, trade commissioners
and special agents, has been presented in a daily mass of
reports,
unsystematized excepting for arrangement to
some extent on a purely geographical basis.
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce is being
reorganized on a commodity basis, the object of which is
lished

threefold
(1) That specialists in the different great industrial divisions shall be incorporated in the bureau for the purpose
of giving expert direction to these many foreign agents as
to the investigations and services that will be of importance
and most useful to their particular branch of industry.
(2) That they may, by maintaining close communication
with trade associations in different industries, keep in touch
with the character of service, information, and investigation
needed in these industries.
(3) That the material coming in may be edited and prepared in such a manner as to be of the most practicable
service.
The following divisions have so far been established:
Fuels

Iron and steel

Lumber
Industrial machinery
Electrical equipment

Textiles

and sup

Shoes and leather products
implements
.\sfricultural

Foodstuffs

and

vehicles

plies

Rubber products.

Automotive equipment

The men in charge of these divisions have been chosen
from the industries themselves and in most instances have
been selected in co-operation with their trade associations,
so that they may bring to the department not only specialized knowledge and sympathetic understanding of the problems of these particular industrial groups but in turn may
interpret to the foreign staff the needs of these industries
and, as stated above, develop the material received in such
form as may be of the greatest use in the industry to which
related.
In the above sense the weekly

it is

form

will be

departmental-

In
crder that there may be the widest distribution and no delay
will
special
material
be
released
information,
in important
to the press immediately upon its arrival, ir. advance of the
ized over the different industries as far as practicable.

weekly publication.
1

The present form of the weekly is not final, and it is exected that changes and improvements will be made in suc-

ceeding numbers. The department will wek-ome suggestions
and criticisms that will lead to making the Commerce Reports in this new form move useful to subscribers.

There is much interest in Washington in the action
which the nominating committee of the American Institute
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers probably will take
There is
at the Wilkes-Barre meeting of that organization.
a general desire among the mining engineers of the govfield
Western
committee
select
a
the
that
ernment service
man rather thah a New York engineer for this post.
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Three Separate Wage Scales Cause Strikes
In Connellsville Region

WAGE
by

increases of 10 per cent were granted Sept. 10
the following companies in the Connellsville region
The American Coke Corporation, the Republic Iron & Steel
Co. and the Tower Hill Connellsville Coke Co. The inci'ease
brings the wage scale up to the present Frick base. It is
considered quite probable that all other independent operators with the possible exception of W. J. Rainey, Inc., will
grant similar advances. There is no change in the Rainey
situation.

The labor situation

in the Connellsville coke

been somewhat complicated for some time.

region has

Three distinct

wage scales are in effect in the region. First there is what
is known as the Frick scale, adopted by the H. C. Frick
Coke Co. Aug. 1, 1921, under which pick mining is paid
for at the rate of $2.38 per 100 bu., loading after machines $1.50 per 100 bu., drivers, tracklayers, etc., $5 per
day, common inside labor $4.1.5, and outside labor $3. Then
there is what is known as the old Rainey scale, adopted by
W. J. Rainey, Inc., July 1, 1921, under which the same
classes of work are paid respectively $2.06, $1.48, $4.50,
$3.75 and $3.
Then there is the new Rainey scale, adopted by Rainey
Aug. 19, 1921, under which the prices are $2, $1.40, $3.80,
$3 and $2.55. The Frick scale is paid by the Frick company, and now by the Whyel interests (including the Consolidated Coke Co., Superior Coal Co. and some other small
operations) and also by the Reliance Coke Co. and a few
small independent companies. The old Rainey scale is paid
by most of the independent companies except Rainey and
the new Rainey scale is paid only by the Rainey company,
and all their men are on strike except at one small operation.
The striking Rainey employees are continually trying to mai'ch to other opei-ations in the district to induce
the men to stop work and it is having some effect, though
the sheriff and state police are preserving very good order.

On Friday Sept. 2, the employees of the Brier Hill Coke
Co., where the old Rainey scale is being paid, struck and
demanded the Frick scale, but they started to return to
work without any change on Monday, Sept. 5, and by
Wednesday they were all back at work and so continue.
On the day the Brier Hill men struck, Sept. 2, the Whyel
interests posted notices at all their plants except Superior
that they would advance wages from the old Rainey scale
and closed down Superior.

to the Frick scale,

Many Workers

Strike for the Frick Scale

The Warwick mine of the Diamond Coal & Coke Co., up
the Monongahela River, a new mine being developed, also
is on strike.
This mine being in the early stages of development work, all men were being- paid by the day; but on
Wednesday, Aug. 31, they demanded payment by the car for
•
mining and next day went on strike and are still out.
On Wednesday, Sept. 7, the men at the Republic Iron

& Steel Co. coal and coke plant at Republic sti-uck for the
Frick scale instead of the old Rainey scale, which the company was paying. They wei'e sti 1 out the next day and
this plant has been indefinitely shut down.
On the same
day the men at the Martin plant of the American Coke
Corporation struck for the same wage, and this plant has
been closed down. The next day the men at the Orient
and Linn plants of the same company struck for the same
concession and these plants are still idle. On Tuesday morning, Sept. 6, some of the strikers from the Mt. Braddock
plant of the Rainey

company marched to the plant of the
& Coke Co., a small operation near by, and
induced these men to strike for the Frick scale.
On the
same day the Superior Coal Co. resumed operations in full
on the Frick scale.
On Sept. 8 the Redstone Coal & Coke Co., a subsidiary
of the Weirton Steel Co., operating Thompson No. 1 coal
and coke plant near Republic, where the old Rainey scale
has been in effect, posted a notice advancing wages to the
Frick scale.
The Reliance Coke Co., another subsidiai-y of the Weirton
Steel Co. operating at Denbo, a short distance up the river
Evans Coal
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from Brownsville, has not gone below the Frick scale, probably due to its proximity to the H. C. Frick Coke Co. Bridgeport mine and the further fact that it lies between two
union mines operated by the Vesta Coal Co.

Food Prices Increase 1 to 8 Per Cent
Between July 15 and August 15

THE

U. S. Department of Labor, through the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, has completed compilations showing changes in the retail cost of food in August in fifteen
During the month
principal cities of the United States.
from July 15 to Aug. 15, 1921, there was an increase in
In Rochester there was an increase of
all of these cities.
8 per cent; in Buffalo, 7 per cent; in Baltimore and New
York, 6 per cent; in Milwaukee, Newark and Norfolk, 5
per cent; in Charleston, S. C; Louisville, Manchester and
Portland, Me., 4 per cent; in Houston, 3 per cent; in Butte
and Dallas, 2 per cent, and in Minneapolis, 1 per cent.
For the year period Aug. 15, 1920, to Aug. 15, 1921, there
was a decrease of 30 per cent in Butte; 28 per cent in
Louisville; 26 per cent in Baltimore, Charleston, S. C,
Dallas, Milwaukee and Minneapolis; 25 per cent in Buffalo,
Manchester and Norfolk; 24 per cent in Houston, Newark,
Portland, Me., and Rochester, and 22 per cent in New
York.

As compared with

the average cost in the year 1913, the

retail cost of food on Aug. 15, 1921, showed an increase of
62 per cent in Manchester, 60 per cent in Buffalo and MilYork, 58 per cent in Baltiv/aukee, 59 per cent in

New

more and Charleston,
Newark, 47 per cent

S.

C;

50 per cent in Minneapolis and
and 43 per cent in Louis-

in Dallas

ville.

Lewis Denies Wage Cut Asked by Northern
West Virginia Operators

HAVING

made no progress in effecting a modification
wage scale in their negotiations with
Keeney, president of District 17, the Northern West

of the existing
C. F.

Virginia Coal Operators' Association through its advisory
board made another effort in that direction on Sept. 7 by
submitting their case direct to John L. Lewis, pi'esident
The conference with
of the international organization.
Lewis was no more satisfactory than that with Keeney,
the advisory board being told point blank that there would
be no reduction in miners' wages, because it would disrupt
the entire industry.
Among other things Lewis told the
West Virginia committee that all unionized fields were
suffering either from freight differentials or non-union competition.

In the tax revision debate in the House Representative
Arkansas, advocated a 20-per cent tax on stock
dividends, but the House took no action in the mattei-. Mr.
OMfield read a list of corporations which had declared dividends in the last two years, which he said had been furnished
him by the Treasury Department, and which included the following: The Burnrite Coal Briquette Co., D., L. & W. Coal
Co., Texas Pacific Coal & Oil Co., Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke
Co., Lig.-Mar. Coal Mining Co., and United Fuel & Gas Co.
As the House only had time, under its special rule, for
committee amendments. Representative Keller, of Minnesota, had no opportunity to present his land-tax amendment.
He urged the tax, however, in a speech in the general deOldfield, of

bate on the bill, saying the high price of fuel was one of
the chief items in the cost of railroads and that coal was
high because a few monopolies hold great areas of undeveloped coal fields and by keeping down production maintain high prices.
Taxation of land values would force the
mining of these coal fields and cheapen the cost of fuel and
railroad rates.

The Geological Survey
cite of

coal.

Virginia

is

reports that the so-called anthranot really anthracite but is a much softer
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Tidewater Coal Exchange. Inc., to Dissolve
A MEETING of the members of the Tidewater Coal
ATExchange,
Inc., held in New York City Friday, Sept.
9, a resolution was adopted to dissolve the exchange and
the executive committee was authorized to appoint a trustee.
The meeting was attended by about twenty-five members
of the exchange, and although no official statement was
issued, it was learned that the above action was taken.
It
also was learned that Gibbs L. Baker, counsel for the
exchange, was authorized to take whatever action was
necessai-y to proceed on the bonds of the various transshippers for the payment of any demurrage charges or
debits in the pool.
It was said that objection to the dissolution of the exchange was made by representatives of the railroads present at the meeting and that some plan might be decided
upon for a continuance of the organization. The chief
bone of contention appears to be in the matter of demurSome coal men believe that with this eliminated the
rage.
exchange could be operated successfully. An official statement was promised some time this week.

National Safety Council Will Convene in
Boston State House. Sept. 26 to 30

A

BIG

coal and metals program has been prepared by
B. F. Tillson, chairman of the section, and D. E. A.
Charlton, chairman of the program committee for the
National Safety Council meeting in the State House at
Boston, Sept. 26 to 30.
Safety in underground transport
will be discussed by several authorities.
As regards storage-battery locomotives, Charles E. Stuart, consulting engineer, of New York City, and E. V. Davellar and R. E.
Renz, of the Butte & Superior Mining Co., Butte, Mont.,
will address the meeting.
Trolley-locomotive accidents will
be discussed by F. W. Whiteside, chief engineer, Victor-

American Fuel

Co., Denver, Col.
The dangers connected
with animal haulage will be discussed by E. L. Solomon, of
the Kingston Coal Co., Kingston, Pa.
Rope haulage will
fall into the hands of R. M. Magraw, general superintendent. United States Fuel Co., Hiawatha, Utah.
Block-signal
and dispatching systems are allotted to R. T. Murrill, safety
engineer. Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co., Miami, Ariz.,
and compressed-air haulage to Guy J. Johnson, safety engineer, Homestake Mining Co., Lead, S. D.
Another subject that will be discussed is mine-fire prevention and fire fighting. Joseph W. Reed, safety engineer.
Consolidation Coal Co., will speak for the bituminous mines;
G. M. Gillette, of the same company, will relate "Experiences in a Coal-Mine Fire," illustrating it with slides, and
H. M. Wolflin, formerly of the U. S. Bureau of Mines and
now at the head of the California Industrial Commission,
San Francisco, Cal., will present an instance of the use of
carbon dioxide in a metal-mine fire.
A symposium on maintaining interest in safety will
occupy a tkird session; W. H. Moulton, superintendent, and
William Connibeer, safety engineer, Cleveland-Cliffs Iron
Co., Ishpeming, Mich., will show how to sell safety properly
and irrevocably to executives. Thomas Copperswaite, safety
engineer, Calumet & Arizona Mining Co., Bisbee, Ariz.,
will inform the assembly as to the manner in which to
make firemen and shift bosses root for safety, and J. T.
Bradley, safety engineer, W. J. Rainey, Inc., of Uniontovra,
Pa., wUl show how to inoculate the miner with similar
enthusiasm. G. L. Colbum, mining engineer, U. S. Bureau
of Mines, and safety engineer, National Safety Council,
will enlighten the session with an account of his observations in various coal and metal camps of the United States.
The final sitting on Friday morning, Sept. 30, will cover
a paper on "First-Aid Stations Underground," by R. R.
Sayers, chief surgeon. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C;
another on "Provision for Drinking Water," by B. C. Yates,
superintendent, Homestake Mining Co., Lead, S. D., and
"Traveling Ways and Signs," by R. H. Seip, safety engineer, New Jersey Zinc Co., Franklin, N. J.
A report will be made by the Committee on Standardization and Major M. J. Shields, of the Red Cross, will present
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a report on first-aid methods and contests, including lists
of qualified judges.
The Mining Section's first meeting will be held on Tuesday but on Monday an annual meeting of members will be
held, at which business of interest to all members will be
transacted. The treasurer's annual report shows that last
year's revenues were $284,337.35.

Urges Organization of Coal Transportation
Companies Under Shipping Board

ORGANIZATION

of commodity transportation companies under the Shipping Board similar to corporaunder the Webb Act for extension of foreign and
domestic commerce in coal and other commodities is recommended by a railroad man, whose name is withheld, in a
letter to Senator Jones of Wa.shington, chairman of the
Senate Committee on Commerce, which has been forwarded
to the Shipping Board for consideration.
The letter specifically recommends the creation of such a company to take
control over all of the major export and import sea-borne
groups of commodities such as coal, and the co-ordination
of these groups into a general commodity transportation
company with representatives from the Shipping Board,
the individual transportation companies, the Interstate
Commerce Commission, American steamship and railroad
lines and the Department of Commerce.
tions

Senate Committee Resumes Mingo Inquiry

THE

sub-committee of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor planned to meet at Washington Wednesday, Sept. 14, to take up the West Virginia coal situation,
into which it inquired last July.
The committee will see
the President to be informed as to latest developments following the sending of the army into the region, after which
it is expected the committee will take testimony at Huntington, W. Va., in the first of a series of hearings to seek
remedies for the mine disorders which have existed for
more than a year. The West Virginia hearings probably
will begin Sept. 19.

Former Judge Van

Fleet of Indiana

Named

To Federal Trade Commission
PRESIDENT HARDING

has chosen J. W. Van Fleet, of
a member of the Federal Trade
John
Commission to succeed
G. Pollard, of Richmond, Va.,
whose term expires on Sept. 25. Mr. Van Fleet, who is
said to have the backing of Senator Watson, is a former
circuit judge, a Republican county chairman and was state
manager for Mr. Harding during the Presidential campaign.
South Bend,

Ind., as

Erskine Ramshtv, of Birmingham, prominent in the
Alabama coal mining industry, attended the Wilkes-Barre
meeting of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers and paid a business visit to Washington.
Mr. Ramsey is chairman of the financial committee
of the Birmingham organization which is staging an elaborate semi-centennial celebration to take place Oct.
President Harding will attend Oct. 26. A feature
celebration will be a pageant, a part of which will
allegorical depiction of the development of the coal
try in Alabama.

24-29.
of the

be an
indus-

W. R. COYLE, president of the American Wholesale Coal
Association, has appointed the following committee to investigate and report on the matter of classification of coal
and the possibility of the establishment of standards:
Messrs. Corey, Taylor, Evans and Gushing. Mr. Coyle also
has appointed a legal committee to consist of L. S. Evans,
John J. Sheehan and W. R. Coyle. The new budget committee of the association is to be composed of C. L. Dering,
G. H.

An

Merryweather and H.

J.

Heywood.

effort will be made by the Navy Department to
curtail by one-half the amount of fuel it will use during
the current fiscal year, as compared with the fiscal year
ended June 30.

—

production
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IMPETUS,

such as a month ago it was surely
thought that September would bring the coal
trade, has yet been recorded in either production or prices. Optimism tempered by past disappointments has brought the sellers of coal to a state of mind
where they accept the inevitable present as a necessary
condition and refuse to enthuse over the cei-tain signs
of improvement in the general situation. Production of
pig iron touched bottom in August and is now on the
upgrade, although yet far below the lowest point of
1914.
The total output in August, according to the
Iron Age, was less than a million tons, but yet nearly
100,000 tons abo%'e July. Railroad consumption of coal
is gaining slowly and although buying for fuel is now
taking more tonnage than in August, the financial condition of the railroads is not yet such as would permit
of their acquiring normal stocks.
None of the reports from the market centers or the
coal fields this week conveys intimation of a fall rush
for coal. In the Middle West and beyond the demand
from retailers for domestic sizes is about the only business that is being done. The rush on Lake coal is over
and sales for export have practically ceased. So great
is the available supply over present demand in the
Eastern fields that each slight spurt in buying calls
forth such a tonnage in offerings that spot prices record
no permanent gain.

Expect Increase in Industrial Buying Power

Age Index of spot prices on Sept. 13 was 91
unchanged from the week before. In many of the markets quotations are purely nominal and represent asking
Coal

prices, so infrequent are spot sales.

The most hopeful signs indicating better business in
the ofiing are the expected increase in purchasing power
in the South because of the increase in cotton prices and
the probable gain in purchasing power by the Northern
and Western farmers because of the better market at

home and abroad for their wheat. The stress laid on
the program for helping the railroads by the administration in Washington beyond doubt will have a belated
effect on the sale of coal.
All things considered, it is apparent that quite several weeks must elapse before requirements of the
country for coal will increase sufficiently to have any
effect on current prices. Anthracite production and the
sales of domestic sizes are going ahead steadily, in
accordance with the normal autumn demand, although
the movement beyond retail dealers needs a stimulus
that the advertising campaign of the anthracite operators

is

expected to furnish.

BITUMINOUS
Production of soft coal declined slightly during the week
ended Sept. 3. The total output was 7,571,000 net tons,
according to the Geological Survey, a decrease of neaply
200,000 tons from the week preceding. Labor disturbances
in West Virginia and the declining movement of Lake coal
were the main factors in the decrease. The output for
the week ended Sept. 10 was cut into sharply by the Labor
Day holiday, as indicated by the total loadings for the first
two days of that week, which were but 31,350 cars, as
compared with 52,289 during the corresponding period of
the week preceding.
August production was 34,538,000 net tons less than the
output of any corresponding month in the last nine years.
The cumulative production to Aug. 31 is 261,000,000 tons,
which also is less than the output during the first eight
months of any of the last nine years. Compared with the
average of the eight years preceding, 1921 is 62,000 tons
in arrears and is steadily falling further behind.
The all-rail movement to New England during the first

week

of September was 2,580 cars, as compared vrith 2,670
in the preceding week.
Prices in that section are under
the pressure of shippers to move coal, particularly via

Hampton Roads.

The smokeless shippers are

still

favored

by the low range of marine freights and there is only a
very scattering demand for the Pennsylvania coals all-rail.
In the Middle West, where bituminous coal is sold for
domestic purposes, the demand for lump has grown

so
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heavy that many mines are at least two weeks behind in
Screenings are in heavy oversupply and
filling orders.
have been softening rapidly.
Lake shipments arc dwindling rapidly. Dumpings during
the week ended Sept. 10 were 451,595 net tons 430,415
cargo and 21,180 vessel fuel and while the interior markets served by the Head-of-the-Lake docks are taking more
coal, the volume so shipped is not sufficient to provide dock
storage space for the tonnage which has been going up the
Lakes weekly. Total Lake dumpings for the season are
17,190,948 net tons, as compared with 12,918,876 tons for

—

—

the

same period

in 1920.

RKCKIPTS OF COAI.

.\T

DrLUTH-Sl'I'ElUOH

SEASON OF

HARBOR DURING THE

1921

Hard

Mav
June
Julv

August

TotaltoAug.

31. 1921

Corresponding period. 1920
Correspondingperiod. 1919
Corresponding period. 1918

Unionized

Soft

Total

173.190
192.830
339,383
418.238

1.548.880
2.125.453
1.650.629
1.068.555

1.722,070
2.318,283
1.990.012
1,486.793

1,206,699

6.513,729
3.079,418
5,142,156
4.510.656

7.720,428
3.998.846
5.909,974

919.488
767.818
754.405

5.265.081

adjacent to the Connellsville region are
still feeling the competitive effects of the recent non-union
wage reduction, although as yet nothing has come of any
move to drop the union wages proportionately. While the
Pittsburgh operators are not disposed to discuss matters
fields
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of policy publicly, the opinion of outside observers is that
they have concluded that they can obtain a more substantial reduction in the wage scale by allowing the matter to
rest until time for the regular biennial settlement than by
attempting to make a reiduction at this time and another
for the new scale to become effective April 1, 1922.

eoo
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accounts were 216,740 gross tons, an increase of 33,000
tons over the preceding week, accounted for by the tonnage which is being urged on New England and the desire of shippers to clear up Tidewater accumulations on
all

demurrage.

TIDEW.\TER BITl'.MIXOUS COAL SHIPMENTS FOR .\IGUST,

1921

(In net tons)

Hampton
Destination
Coastwise to

England

York

Charles-

Totals

.N'ew

117,000

Exports

Bunker

313,000

Insidecapes
Other tonnage

563,000

435

49,000
81,000
51,000
157,000

82.000
82,000
30.000
91,000

650,000
252,000
280,000
21.000
58.000

898,000
438,000
675,000
269,000
621,000

r--

'^-

—
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regard to Saar coals is flatly repudiated
by the French Premier.
French coal production for June,

Foreign Coal Markets Are Oversupplied
British

Home Market

Imperative

Glut Makes Export Outlet

Lower Quotations Appear but
Production in the United Kingdom for
week ended Aug. 27 was 4,102,300
gross tons, according to cable advices
to Coal Age.
The market is lifeless
and producers are experiencing diffiin
disposing of the output.
culty
Britain's home trade is showing the
eflfects of heavy stocks, which have been
accumulated and also of curtailment in
fuel consumption.
It is quite natural that strenuous
efforts are being made to use the export
market as an outlet for this production
in CXC3SS of consumption, as evidenced
by the fact that August coal exports
from the United Kingdom amounted to
3,103,000 tons. In July they were S16.000 tons, although of course they were
somewhat hampered in that period by
Durthe strike, which ended July 2.
ing the strike months of April, May.
June and also in July, the United King
dom imported 1.486,180 tons of American coal, of which 1,005,144 went to
England, 406,640 to Ireland and 74,396
the

to Scotland.

Eastern markets are said to show
life, and the hardening of the
rupee exchange has been welcomed as
a sign of confidence, caused by the fact
that Indian native merchants were beginning to pay the debts on which they
had defaulted during the great break

The depression

in the coal trade is
attributed in part to the -stocks of foreign coal, which were in hand o- on
order when the strike ended. At that
time some 500,000 tons were in hand
Having no
on Government account.
storage, and not wishing to pay high
demurrage charges the Government
sold at a great sacrifice. Another 500,000 tons was left in private importers'
hands at the end of the dispute, and
they, too, have had to clear it.
Other coal merchants bought the first
coal raised after the strike, paying
high prices, expecting a rush to buy.
They have been disappointed for the
public held off, waiting for prices to
fall, and practically no household coal
has yet been bought for winter use.
When the merchants have cleared off
.

Fail to Bring Orders

those stocks prices will fall.
Already
manufacturers are being offered consignments at greatly reduced prices,
and as industry revives the factories
must begin to buy steam coal; but the
prices are likely to be reduced consider-

Lignite out-

1,762,160 tons.

put was 48,301 tons and the Saar furnished 728,197 tons. In July the total
production in France, including the
Saar region, was 3,217,632 tons.
A
cablegram to the Department of Com-

merce states that French coal mines are

Bunker trade is now reviving, and
20,000 tons were recently exported from
South Wales to France. Thus there is
a prospect of employment at collieries

increasing their production at a rate
considerably higher than expected.
Production of coal in the Ruhr district for the week ended Aug. 27 was
1,787,085 tons acording to cable advices
to Coal Age, as compared with 1,791,579
tons in the week of Aug. 20.
Production in Upper Silesia for the month

becoming brisker.

of

French Production Equals Consumption
The slight improvement of the indus-

Export Clearances,

ably.

situation has not so far affected
the coal business materially, as available coal is still greatly in excess of
demand. It is quite evident that buyers
are only covering their most urgent
needs in order to have the benefit of
an inevitable drop in home-produced
coal which is being at present heavily
stocked.
British coals are still being
actively offered at further reductions,
but
apparently
without
attracting

August was 2,074,132

is

possibilities

being
of

written

Saar

coal

on

by

the
those

who are bent on

freeing France from
any dependency on foreign coals. It is
put forward that production could be
enormously increased, in fact to an extent sufficient to enable France to cease
buying foreign coals altogether.
The Interallied Financial Conference
terminated their work on Aug. 14 and

came

to

an agreement

in

which

it

is

stipulated "that all coal received from
Germany up to Aug. 31, 1922, via Rottei'dam and Antwerp, and which as
being invoiced at the British expor;
price, will be reckoned on the basis of
the German inland price." This is the
question of the f.o.b. price which has
always caused so much comment all

round;

its

settlement represents to
saving of 140,000,000 gold

France a
marks.
However, the general agreement has
yet to be approved by the governments,
and the balance of same is far from
being satisfactory to France. For instance, what has been arrived at in

Week Ended

Sept. 8

RO.\DS

For Atlantic Islands:
Nor.SS.Bratland.forCuracoo
Nor. SS Gran, for Kineston
For Argentina:
Br.SS-.^hannonmeade

2,500
3.032

Br. SS. Torrent

3,826

Todb

6,011

For Cuba:

Am. SS.Callabasaa, for Santiago

1,364

Forltalv:
SS. Belvedere, for Trieste

It.

2,817

FROM PHILADELPHIA:
For Canada:
Schr. Pri^cilla Aldcn, for St. Stephen'a

Dan. SS.Bomhold.

French buyers.

Much

tons.

FROM H.\MPTON

trial

signs of

in values.

was

1921,

— French Production Gains Rapidly

for St. John's

Pier and Bunker Prices, Gross Tons
{Foreign

Bunker Quolatimt hy Cable

to

Cual Aue)

PIERS
Sept. 3

Pool

9.
10.
9,

Pool
Pool
Puol
Pool
Pool

1

0,

71.
1,

New
New

York...
York.

5

Philadelphia.
Philadelphia
Philadelphia.

50®

5 65

S.SOCS 6 00
5 70

5 40CS
6 00(5

6 25

Hampton

Roads
Pools

Sept. lot
$5.75(ai$6 00
S SOCm S 85
5 80((i. 6 00
5 40(<j
5 70
6 00(" 6 25

$5.75(a$5.90

.

4

90@5.I5

4

80@

Hampton Roads.

.

4.50@ 4.75

.

1,50

BUNKERS
Pool 9, New York.
$6 20@$6 30
Pool 10, New York.
5 95(3, 6 05
Pool 9, Philadelphia.
6 10(5, 6.30
Pool 10. Philadelphia.
5 75(3i 6 00
Pool I Hampton Roa.ls 5 lOlm 5 25
Pool 5, 6. 7. Hamp. Rds
Welsh, Gibraltar
50s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Port Said
64s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Singapore
102s. 6d. f.o.b.
Welsh, Rio Janeiro
75s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Algiers
508. f.o.b.
Welsh, Malta
60s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Lisbon
57s. 6d. f.o.b.
Welsh, La Plata
70s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Madeira
57,s. 6d. f.a.s.
Welsh, Teneriffe
579. 6d. f.a.s.
Welsh, Genoa
583. t.i.b.
Durham, Newcastle.
359.(Si379.

$6 20@)$6 30
5 95(ff 6 05
6 10(S 6 30
5 75(<i 6 00

.

.

.

5. 10("

1 1

C.I.F. Prices,

f

fr

1

1

Sept. 3

Vol.

—

Sept. 101"^

High " Low
Vol.1

7 25 - 7 00

.

7 25

Current Quotations British Coals
Port, Gross Tons

Apr

May

June

9

16ZJ3C6lja)n3l0nJ4

Julji

Aug.

Sept

I

8I5?2?95 12 19 E6 3 10 n
Oct
Nov.
Dec

24

Best Steams.'
Best Gas
Best Bunkers
t

y pe,

Sept. 3
33a.
19s.

288.9d.

Vol.

HO

SO

9.30
9.30
9 60

,

6 SS

f.o.b.

Sept. lOf

32s.6d.(^335.6d.

189.6d.@I93.6d.

273.6d.@309.

28a.

ereAdilSa.

278.6d.

28s.rt 29».

Advances over previous week shown
declines in italics.

High

Vol.

River Plate
|I0 85 (10 25 %10.75
French Atlantic
9.75
9 25
9.75
Inited Kingdom...
9 75
9.30
9. OS
West Italy
10 15
9 65 10 05
Scandinaria
10.30
9.95]

Cardiff

f r.

American Coal

—Low

Admiralty Large
Steam, Smalb

25

ob

f.o.b.
f.o.b.
f.o.b.
f o.b.
f.o.b.
57s 6d. f.o.b.
70s. f.o.b.
57?. 6d. f.a.a.
579. 6d. f.a.s.
58s. t.i.b.
35". (5- 37s.

.

Belgian, Antwerp. ...

5

4 65
50s.
64s.
75s.
75s.
50s.
609.

.

(In Gross Tons)

inS55KI9»Z 9*E33(nHaZ84lll8Z52

5 25

5-6-7,

in

heavy

September

15,
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while others are working scarcely half
time. Boatmen are looking for business
but are holding their prices for harbor

Reports

From

work

at around 35c.
On Sept. 9 there were reported outside the pools 1,3.59 cars and 39 cars in

the Market Centers

the pools.

PHILADELPHIA

JNew England

BOSTON

—

Market Saturated Prices Contbme on
Low Level Cheap Coal at Hampton
Extremely Dull
Roads
All-Rail
Anthracite Domestic Moving More

—

—

—

Easily.

—

Bituminous Careful canvass of the
current market discloses no significant
developments.
Prices are still under

— Retail
—

movement from Philadelphia and are

Anthracite

inclined to ask a higher rate to compensate for loss of time and certain
charges that are incident to movement
on the Delaware. For these and other

Prices Tend

reasons there

Anthracite The weather bo far this
month has been so unseasonably warm
that the pep is out of the late August
retail market.
Home-coming vacation-

nothing like the movement of Pennsylvania coals from New
York and Philadelphia that might be
looked for during a period of such low
coastwise freights.
Anthracite
are having

is

—

much

The

large

companies

less difficulty

moving

prepared sizes.
Even chestnut is in
the pressure of shippers to move coal,
better demand, and by the end of the
particularly via Hampton Roads, and
month there may easily be a fairly
what sales are reported are on the. active market. Certain cities in this
lowest basis heard thus far this season. territory show a better retail demand,
No reaction has as yet set in, so far and without much doubt this will
as we are advised, and in none of the
spread when cooler weather prevails.
industries is there any likelihood of
such an early increase in business that
would mean greater fuel consumption
East
than at present. There are instances
of oil supplanting coal, but these are
now scattered over different parts of
YORK
New England and seem not so significant as the genei-al shift from coal to Anthracite Sittuition Continues to Improve
Demand
More
Evenly Divided
oil in the district about Providence,
Steam Coals Stronger Bituminous
R. I., a few years ago.
Stronger
Pocahontas and New River shippers Market i)i Better Shape
are still favored by the range of Market Indicated.
Anthracite
The
situation
is
gradumarine freights, and through a widenWith demand on the
ing belt, widening as prices recede, ally improving.
there is a certain volume of smokeless increase some of the smaller operations
on short time or closed are now making
coal being placed on the spot market
from day to day. A price of $4.80 per preparation for reopening.
The demand from retail dealers,
gross ton f.o.b. vessel at Norfolk, was
which has been centered on stove, has
freely quoted on Pool 2 last week, and
now spread over egg, stove and chestat the rate market cargoes are coming
forward it is to be expected that the nut, although not evenly. Locally there
price level will drop still further, at is a better call for egg than for chestnut, while from New England and the
least until certain accumulations at the
Hampton Roads piers are worked off. West the latter size is mostly wanted.
Independent coal is moving easily,
The quiet state of prepared coal West,
along with the weak market on coke some being quoted above company
and slack, and the lack of any urgent schedules. Pea coal is up, the better
demand either cargo or bunker for off- grades being held around $6. Buckshore leaves New England one of the wheat is not as strong as rice, while
barley is the longest of the three coals.
very few openings.
For the Pennsylvania coals all-rail
Bituminous ^The trend to improvethere is only a very scattering demand. ment continues. Inquiries are increasPrices on the better grades from the ing and more business is being placed.
central district are not low enough to Some shippers report more business
compete with Pocahontas and New already booked for September delivery
River under present conditions, and than they had during the entire month
there is hesitancy on the part of con- of August, while the deliveries for Octosumers to buy the medium coals that ber will, it is believed, exceed those for
run rather high in ash and sulphur. the present month. For future busiSales agents are keeping in close touch ness there is a tendency to stronger
with buyers, but the response so far is quotations.
slow and faltering.
The demand has been spotty, much
The daily average of steam coal depending on how badly the buyer
received through the Hudson River wants the coal and on how much coal
gateways remains extremely low as the seller has available. One promicompared with recent years.
nent operator who recently made a tour
The New York and Philadelphia of some of the adjoining states where
piers are still suffering from extremely bituminous is used largely in induslight business.
The barge lines that trial plants exoressed surprise at the
regularly operate from Hampton Roads small amount of coal in storage. Many
find it difficult to fit in very much
of the mines continue to be closed down.

Tidewater

—

NEW

—

—

—
—

—

—

Denmnd Eases
Higher—Steam

Coals In-

active—Bituminous Unchanged Market Prices Continue Low
Some Contract Changes.

—

—

ists

have not bought as usual.

Retail

men

are inclined to pass the Sept. 1
general increase in mine price on to
the buyer.
Some quite sizable retail
men are asking $14 for egg and $14.25
for stove and nut, although most all
still cling to $11 for pea.
An increased
price schedule by some of the largest
dealers is expected about the 20th of
the month.
Shippers report coal moving in better

volume and distribution in good shape.
Nut and pea are piling up. We recently heard of a distress sale of pea
as low as $4.25, with considerable at
$4.75, and plenty to be had at $5 to
$5.25.
Dealers are taking this coal on
as a speculation.

Some

dealers report

better collections.

There is little improvement to record
in steam coals, although some interests
reported a slightly better demand for
while buckwheat and rice re-

barley,

main only

in

Bituminous

moderate demand.
market shows

—The

no

change.
We have heard of some big
users who have signed agreements for
coal sufficient to carry them for the
balance of the coal year, and while
neither the shipper nor consumer considers this an ordinary contract, yet it
amounts to the same thing, with the
price 50 per cent lower than so-called
contract prices for good coals.
More
than one shipper has reduced his prices
on contracts to meet the spot market.
Spot prices continue at the level of
the past six weeks. The trade is somewhat inclined to feel that September
will not witness the beginning of the
upward climb that has been so much
looked forward to.

BALTIMORE
Bituminous

—

Business
Tightening
Anthracite Consumers Hold Back
Hard Coal Movement

Prices Advance

Far

—

—
—

Beloir Normal.
Bituminous Whether under the impulse of the general news from over the
country that business is picking up or
due to the slightly better return of

ordering in the local field, the soft-coal
business is showing decided signs of
tightening.
The best grades of steam
coal are now going under contract in
a way that is sure to tighten still further the situation on the spot market.
Pool 1 is now so thoroughly covered
that the offerings of this coal in the
open market are getting rather scarce.
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The result has been that while some
has been offering this week at $2.75 a
net ton f.o.b. mines, which in itself is
an advance over the week previous, the
majority of free No. 1 is now boinn
Pool 9 is quoted around
held at $3.
$2.50; in some cases a little lower and
Lower-grade
in some a little higher.
steam coals for which there is any
market run from $2 to $2.25. There is
practically no demand for either Pool
18 at quotations around $1.84 or Pool
Best grade Pennsyl34 around $1.50.
vania gas lump is selling around $2.75
mine basis with West Virginia lump
Pool 61 is
at from $2.25 to $2.50.
The export
offering here at $2.25.
situation is far from brisk.

advance

has been 40c. to 50c..
Independent
10c. here.
asking $8.75 for stove
a full dollar over cir-

operators are

which

is

few takers.
The movement from

cular, with

Lake

—

this port

has suddenly declined sharply, but that
is supposed to be due to the holiday

an accidental slacking off of clearances, loading being about as usual.
For the week ending Sept. 7, clearances
were 87,500 net tons, of which 49,500
tons were for Duluth and Superior
(shipper's option, after sailing), 25,100
tons for Milwaukee and 15,100 tons for
Chicago. Freight rates remain at 50c.
jind

to

Duluth.

Milwaukee

to

60c.

and

65-70c. to Chicago.

—

Anthracite Continued warm weather
and the unshaken belief of the public
that lower prices at retail

may

despite the fact that cooler
weather is ..Imost at hand. During the
month of August a total of 721 cars
of hard coal were received in the Baltimore district over the Pennsylvania,
plies,

Baltimore & Ohio and Western Maryland railroads, or about 28,000 tons.
This is less than half the normal moveFrom April 1 to Sept. 1 the
ment.
receipts here were actually about 90,000
tons short of the usual 360,000 tons.

Bit^lmiu(n^s

Prices

Wages Refuse

to

Sagging

Come Down

Again —
— Anthra-

—

Bituminous Shippers do not speak
in an encouraging way of the trade,
some saying that prices are not as high
as they were. The shipper looks at the
report of more coal mined with anything but pleasant feelings. He knows
that so long as mining jumps up to
slight increase of demand it
is useless to expect much improvement
As to wages it is not exin prices.

meet any

pected that the miners will give up
present figures, so that it is likely to
be April before anything can be done.
Some of the mining districts usually
considered too far away to get into this
market are now offering their output
here. Latrobe coal sells at a low price,
due to cheap mining, but local consumers are not used to it and do not buy it
Xow and then a shipment of
readily.
West Virginia coal is offered at a cut

The tendency is to weaken the
price.
market. General bituminous quotations
remain at $3 for Youghiogheny gas
lump, $2.75 for Pittsburgh and No. 8
steam lump, $2.50 for Allegheny Valley
mine run and $1.75 to $2 for all slack,
adding $2.36 to Allegheny Valley and
$2.51 to other coals for freight.

—

come

tion

which has been confirmed up to

this time.

Steam users are very backward about
taking hold, and this has affected the
demand for Illinois coal, which usually

Many
by this time.
are buying only as they
looking
for
a
substill
are
need it, and
stantial reduction in prices beyond the
figures already made. Retail orders are
active

fairly

is

large

users

MILWAUKEE
DULLTH

Demand Improving

Lake Receipts Decrease as Shipments
Steadily Increase
ers

Expected

It is

to

— Supplies

Be

for Deal-

Plentiful.

not expected that September re-

approximate the 1,106,756
ceipts
tons of bituminous and 412,305 tons of
anthracite received here in August.
Receipts for the season have reached
6,529,256 tons of soft coal and 1,198,205
will

tons of anthracite, a gain for both over
last year.

Shipments from the docks are steadincreasing in volume and dock men

ily

cite Sliij>ments Lighter.

Anthracite The demand increases
but it will take some pretty
cool nights to set consumers to buying.
Lack of work is going to oblige more
people than usual to buy a litt'e at a
time, and that, with the idea still prevailing that prices are to decline, will
cut down the demand more or less. In
many parts of Canada the September
slowly,

have

in

Baltimore against retail coal dealers
apparently are enough causes to prevent
any considerable ordering of coal sup-

BUFFALO

members

its

through the summer in first-class
shape. They have proceeded to handle
their business to their own best judgment. They have urged a better distribution of orders, and they have
stated that there was no chance of any
lower prices on domestic coal —a predic-

coming along very well, and retailers
are moving out coal as fast as they can
do so conveniently.

Northwest

result

from the action of the Grand Jury

predictions,

in prices

compared with
size,

Vol. 20, No. 11

feel safe in predicting that dealers will
all have plentiful supplies on hand by

makes the genbuying market take a jump.
Two boats arriving for a Duluth dock
this week were unable to discharge
their cargoes and now are standing
alongside waiting for sufficient coal to
the time cold weather

eral

be moved out to accommodate their
Thirty-two cargoes arrived at
Duluth-Superior harbor last week, of
which seven were anthracite, and it is
reported that nine are on the way, one
of which is hard coal.
loads.

MINNEAPOLIS
in

additional supplies. There was a slight
flurry the first of the month because
of a report that anthracite was to be
advanced 40c. to cover a Pennsylvania
State tax, but the report was promptly
discredited.
As it stands,

anthracite

There has been a general admission
in the last few weeks that the chances
of any real coal shortage for the Northwest were exceedingly remote. It has
been apparent for many weeks that
this would be the case, unless there
should be a sudden and inexplicable reversal of form. For three months coal
has been coming to the docks on Lake
Superior in large quantities.
For a
month or so it has been something of
a question at times whether the cargoes could be unloaded, and considerable delay has been caused by the quan-

The exploitation

of the possible coal shortage does not
seem to have done the slightest good
toward inducing anyone to buy coal
earlier.

Aside from the innuendo which will
attach to the trade from the shortage

was

ad-

vanced lOc, with the exception of buckThree dock companies, reprewheat.
senting the Philadelphia and Reading,
and Lehigh Valley interests, are selling at 10c. under the figures, however,
due to the fact that they failed to exact
the customary 10c. advance in July.
Receipts by Lake are holding up
somewhat better than was predicted.
The record for the season at the close
of

August was as follows:
A.NTIIIi.\CITE

.A.pril

^fay

June

—

—

on the docks.

—

Anthracite Stove.
Dealers are urging industries to
stock up with soft coal in order to relieve the docks and make room for
ill

Inciease

1921

1920

43,100
204.246
153,135
124.934
141,071

17.500
109,600
138.771
104.690
126,206

666,486

496,767

169,719

BITUMIXOU.S

iness Good.

tities

but Not Sufficiently
Dock Congestion Shortage

July
.August

Northwest Unlikely
Shyness of Steam Users Depresses
Demand for Illinois Coal Retail BusCoal Shortage

Relieve

to

1921

1920

154,583
486.967
492,965
334,453
330,886

26.000
136.462
192.573

259,459
401,554

1,799,854

1,016,048

.\pril

Mav
.lunc

July

August

783,806

Increase

Inland West
ST.

LOUIS

show Sliylit Improvevunt Steam Business Still Quiet
Higher Priced Domestic Coals Fail
to Move.
General

—

('onditions

—

The general public as yet has not
Some tonnage of
buying.
cheaper coals is moving, but the
Dealers are
better grades are slow.
started

September
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15,

loading up their yards, anticipatingSeveral thousand tons
the demand.
of Pennsylvania anthracite are in storage in yards since last spring and it
is

a question whether

it

will all

move

out.
in a bad way.
Just
going on seems to be
buyer and it is a good
one for him, for prices keep slipping
down. There are fairly good storage
supplies at many plants. Country steam
is from bad to worse and in time this
business will only be a memory in many

Locally steam

is

to keep
the idea of the

enough

sections.

Movements through this gateway are
good for Omaha and St. Joseph, and
Chicago is coming in now for the larger
Retail prices
sizes of cheaper coals.
are unchanged.

DETROIT
Sales

in

Divisio7is

Both Steam and Domestic
Continue Light
Incoming
Little Free Coal in

—

—

Shipments Small

439

Out

of town buyers have been cominj:
Chicago in larger numbers. While
but few purchases have been made, the
buyer who is away from the big central
market is showing some anxiety about
the future, and is coming to size up
the situation for himself. These out-oftown purchasing agents, as a general
into

represent only the retail dealer,
as purchasers of steam coal who have
plants outside of Chicago have been
conspicuous by their absence.
Pocahontas and Eastern coal receipts
continue in large volume, especially the
smokeless variety. Smokeless coal is a
little stronger than it has been as the
lowest figure at which it is now possible
to buy mine run is in the vicinity of
$2.65 a ton, which shows a gain of
about 25c. over the last few weeks.
-Anthracite is coming in fairly normal
volume although not in as great quantities as is generally the case at this
time of the year. It is possible, however, to pick up anthi-acite at prices
considerablv below the circular.

rule,

Sight.

—

Bituminous Despite the lateness of
the season, wholesalers and jobbers aie
Consumers of
steam coal are still buying on a hand-

making slow progress.
to-mouth basis.

The

disinclination to increase stocks
credited to a desire to watch the
progress toward restoration of usual
conditions in business and industrial
There is also a feeling on the
lines.
part of the buyers that the present
situation makes it desirable to retain
all working capital as far as possible
is

rather than have it
invested in raw material or commodities
used in operations but not immediately
in

liquid

form

required.

The domestic

division

is

largely

a

weather market. Several days of low
temperature bring an increase of buying
from householders. The buying is in
small lots generally.
Anthracite Only a small volume of
business is being done.
Dealers have
been informed that certain independent
producers are advancing prices beyond
the seasonal basis.

—

CHICAGO

—

General Market Improvement Felt
Roads Purchase Spot Coal Heavy Line

—

cf Inquiries.

companies report many more
steam and domestic
and some noteworthy sales have
recently been made.
Those who have
been putting off storing their winter
supply until the last minute have now
come into the market, probably having
been influenced by the many editorials
and warnings issued by the press concerning an anticipated shortage.
Considerable steam coal has been purchased lately.
The buyers, however,
have all been of one class, namely, the
railroads, who, on account of the inSales

inquiries on both

sizes,

formation at their disposal realize there
is going to be a coal shortage.
In spite
of their poor financial condition they
are buying coal on the open market
above contract requirements.

Trading

—

Smokeless
Prices Drop
Better Buying Noted.
Labor Day dulled the edge of trade

—

Howhere to a considerable extent.
ever, the volume of the movement is
greater than for some time past with
the bulk of the tonnage going to fill
contract requirements and quite a little extra for the Lake.
The spot bituminous market has been
fairly even, although West Virginia
slack is again on a basis of competition
with the Kentucky producers,
ranging $1@$1.45 while the
prices
offerings
are
Kentucky
$l@$1.2o.
West Virginia lump and block is $2.75
Kentucky
holds
firm
at $3@
@$3..50;
$3.50 and mine run $1.60@$1.70, while
that from West Virginia is $1.60@
$1.75.

Considerable adverse comment is
heard on the drop in smokeless to $4.50

@$5

for
the

lump and egg and

$3.50 for

country dealers who had
stocked up being the chief critics.
Mine run can be had in the open marSlack is $1.50@$2.50.
ket for $2.75.
Retail prices have not shown any
great disposition to change and one
dealer gave it as his opinion that even
though the prepared sizes of smokeless had fallen off the market would
have to reach a $4 level before there
could be any great change.
nut,

CLEVELAND
Demand Improving

freight rates will drop and bring prices
down with them. On the whole, consumers are feeling their way cautiously,
many of them asking for bids on re-

quirements which they expect to cover
just as soon as conditions in their
respective lines justify definite manufacturing schedules.
In the meantime
such coal as is moving represents
immediate needs.
The railroads are buying more freeiy.
With the exception of slack, which has
reacted from the peak of around $2
touched a few weeks ago, all grades of
steam coal continue firm with stiffening
tendencies appearing here and there.
Retailers report perceptible gains in
buying from domestic users in the last

week or

so.
There is no rush and r.orie
expected before cool weather actually
arrives, but the volume of orders received daily is gradually swelling. An
advance of 15c. for anthracite stove
brings the retail price to $4.40 and has
been the only change of retail quota
is

tions.

CINCINNATI
Cut

Holidays

more interest in the market. Many of
them are still clinging to the hope that

— Retail

Bituminous receipts show an increase
for the week ended Sept. 3, both in
industrial coal has not been sufficient
dustrial 563 cars, retail 263 cars, total
826 cars; as compared with 660 cars
the week preceding.

COLUMBUS
Domestic Demand Fair

—

Steam Trade
Event Locality Screenings
Firm Lake Trade Tapering Off
Prices Unchanged.
The domestic demand is still the

DnU

iv

—

chief feature
a few cold

of the

nights
householders to the
winter is not far off.
Retail

prices

—

—

Ohio coal trade,
having brought
realization

that

strong at former
smokeless in the lead.
ai-e

with
Pocahontas lump

levels

retails from $9.50 to
$10. while anthracite is quoted at $15.

Coke

sells

around

$11.50

West Virginia splints are
$7.50 while Hocking lump

to $11.75.
delivered at
quoted at

is

$6..50.

Tonnage
Northwest

from Ohio mines to the
is very much reduced.
During the week ending Sept. 3 the Hocking Valley docks at Toledo loaded 116,020 tons, as compared with 148,611 the
previous week, making 3,084,6.53 tons
for the season, a gain over last year of
1,000,000 tons.
The T. & O. C". docks
during the same week loaded 29,635
tons as compared with 48,028 tons the
previous week, making a total of 808,226 tons for the season.

Lake MoveTrade Shoirs More Life
Prices
Recover
Lags
Still
ment

Steam coal demand is slow in resuming; railroads are taking only a limited
tonnage, while there is a steady de-

Slightly.

mand

steel mills operating at the
highest rate in months, and with paint,

ities.

Industrial

—

—

With

textile and a few other industries experiencing what is believed to be the
beginning of a recovery in trade, there
is a decidedly more cheerful sentiment
spreading in the coal markets. SufEcent
inquiries are appearing to indicate that
industrial consumers are taking much

for screenings from public utilAll colleges and public instituhave been supplied with fuel.
Small sizes show a little strength as a
result of these conditions.
Output in
the Hocking Valley, Cambridge and
Crooksville fields is estimated at 28 per
cent of normal, in Eastern Ohio at 30
per cent and in Pomeroy Bend at 30
tions

per cent.
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on a steadier stride and the demand
will become stronger and more depend-

Southwest

able.

KANSAS CITY

—

Steam Coal in
Mines on Short Time
Advance in Price of
Small Demand

—

Fif.l Oil

ing

Up

Deters Industrials

From

Giv-

Sales are now practically confined to
the spot market, and contracts are
nor solicited.
neither being offered

Quotations have become practically
stable and are shown in the Weekly
Review.

Coal.
little change
Mines are on

This week has brought
in the local coal market.

short time, steam coal being in small
demand and the domestic trade not
having improved sufficiently to warrant
increasing output. A slight advance in
fuel-oil prices in several districts has
served to deter more industrials from
converting from coal to oil fuel.
Mine-run coal is not meeting \vith
much favor as a domestic fuel, but the
indications are that consumers will have
to fall back on this size in the winter
because of inadequate stocking this
summer. Prices of Kansas lump are

mine-run ?4.25, slack, $2.50.
Missouri lump from Bevier is $4.75,
mine-run, $3.85 and worked slack $3.65.
Arkansas lump is quoted at $7.50, minerun $4.50 and slack $2.50.
$4.75,

News

From

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian
UNIONTOWN
Move Tonnage—Movement Is Mostly on Contract Prices at
Old Levels.
Although there has been a complete
lack of disorder throughout the Connellsville coke region due to the strike
situation which had its origin with the
Still Difficidt to

—

suspension of operations at the plants
W. J. Rainey, Inc., the strikers

of the

have made encroachments at plants of
other independent operations adjoin(The situation
ing the Rainey plants.

South
LOUISVILLE
Better Cotton Prices Expected
Coal Biisiness Railroad and
Consumption Improves.

—

tion in the South looks

much

Help

Utility
19c. a
situa-

brighter,

and the operators are encouraged. So
far textile mills or other consumers
have not increased orders, but the outlook from the standpoint of general
consumption is better, due to the fact
that the South will have money.
Railroad consumption is picking up,
and gas and utility production is
somewhat
report
Retailers
better.
business.

Local

yards contain

more coal than in years past and are
buying coal for replacement about as
fast as they deliver.
Shippers of coal are afraid that in
the event of any material increase in
demand the railroads will be unable to
supply cars, especially if equipment is
not in first-class shape. Reports show
that time lost in the Kentucky fields
due to shortage of orders, has been
decreased by about 4 to 5 per cent in
the past two or three weeks.

BIRMINGHAM

—

Some

prices remain at old levels, steam coal
being quoted at $1.55 to $1.75 and byproduct at $1.85 and $2.

EASTERN OHIO
Production Lowest Since Last Week in
.April
Utility and Railroads Place
Large Contracts
Healthy Retail De-

—

—

mand.

—

Trade Quiet but Improving Slightly
Production
Prices Practically Stable
Shou-ing

covered in the news columns.)
Despite the curtailment in operations
there has been no reaction in the
market and there is as much difficulty
as ever in disposing of tonnage produced. Most tonnage is moving on contracts but there is some finding its way
to the open market; in those transactions, however, operators are meeting
with price resistance consumers seeking to shade a $3 dead-line figure,
which has been fairly well established
for standard furnace quality. Off-grade
coke is offered at $2.75 and $2.85 but
standard furnace is commanding $3
and $3.25 and operators are holding
firmly to those figures. Foundry coke
likewise is firm at $4 and $4.25, but
sales are limited.
There is no demand for coal despite
the approach of cooler weather and
is

to

With prices for cotton up to
pound and better on futures the

better

Domestic coal is not moving in a
The market is
satisfactory manner.
I*rices f.o.b.
dull and discouraging.
mines for the month of September
show increases of 10c.@25c. per ton
in most cases on the better grades,
though some producers maintained the
August schedule and Corona lump
shows a reduction of 20c. per ton.

Gain.

Trade conditions are gradually growing better, but the elements of steadiness and permanency in the upward
trend are not thoroughly established as
yet. Increased inquiry, has not resulted
in a steady buying movement, but
improvement in sales has been of a
rather intermittent character. Consuming sources are being gradually added,
however, as industrial plants are taking

I*roduction during the week ended
Sept. 3 was 346,408 tons, or 55.5
per cent of rated capacity, and 16,000

tons below the previous week; in fact,
the lowest since the last week in April.
Cessation of Lake shipping accounts
for the falling off in production with no
prospect of change for thirty days.
The number of loads at lower Lake
docks is averaging around 9,000 cars,
receipts a little over 1,000 cars, and
dumpings 1,600 cars, daily.
While industrial inquiries are said to
be sagging somewhat, it is reported

that the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., a large public utility, has just
closed for another hundred thousand
tons for storage, to be delivered during
the next few months, and also that the
Michigan Central and Baltimore & Ohio
railroads have recently contracted for
some largo quantities of fuel in this
field.
The railroads are understood to
be taking around 40 per cent of the
present output of this field.
Lake shippers are now either curtailing or closing down, while domestic coal
shippers are increasing operations. Retail dealers report a healthy demand
and Ohio's industrial situation apparently is slowly improving.
Spot inquiries are not so active and there has
been a consequent shading of prices.

PITTSBURGH

—

Market Stagnant Asking Prices Unchanged Business Going to Non-Union

—

Fields.

The labor troubles

in the Connellsregion have not affected the Pittsburgh district coal market, which continues altogether inactive, with not
enough turnover in the open market to
actual prices, so that the
disclose
market is quotable as of late on the
basis of asking prices.
While coal
demand in general is light there is no
question
that
considerable
but
a
volume of business normally tributary
to the Pittsburgh district has been
going to non-union fields, particularly
ville

Connellsville.

no change in the wage
operators showing no signs
to open up the
matter with the United Mine Workers.
It is asserted that many union men
have gone from the Pittsburgh district
to Connellsville and other non-union
where they have obtained
districts
employment at such wages as are

There

is

situation,

of

making a move

obtainable.

CONNELLSVILLE
Labor Situation Dominates Coke MarHigher Production
25c.
ket Pricea

—

—

Increases.

The Connellsville coke market has
been dominated by the labor situation,
and is up 25c. in the week. (The labor
situation is covered in the news columns
As a result of the blowing
this week.)
in of two or three furnaces and the
buying caused by strikes the cokemarket has advanced sharply 25c. and

September

15,
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there is a distinct possibility that
The
further advances will occur.
market is now quotable strong at
$3.25 for furnace coke, either spot or
contract, and at $4.2.5 as minimum for
spot foundry, some brands as formerly
commanding $4.50, all prices being per
net ton at ovens.
The Courier reports production in
the Connellsville and lower Connellsville region in the week ended Sept. 3
at 14,120 tons by the furnace ovens, an
increase of 1,420 tons, and at 25,240
tons by the merchant ovens, an increase
of 4,080 tons, making a total of 39,360
tons, an increase of 5,500 tons.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
August Loadings Gain
Suffering

— Operators

— U7iion

Fields

Favw

Early

Break With U. M. W.

A

gain of 5,200 cars

was made

in

August over July, the loadings being
While the gain is slight, the
56,300.
producers accept

it

with a feeling of

cptimism and believe that the increase
will be maintained to some extent.
Quotations are now at their lowest ebb
and in the union fields of central Pennsylvania the spot price on all grades
is below the cost of production.
The United Mine Workers are sitting
tight on their policy of no reduction.
This is working great hardship among
the miners in portions of the field. It
is the general belief among operators
that this attitude will bring about a
strike next spring and that the only
thing left is to break with the union.
Many are in favor of breaking now as
it would cost the miners, operators and
Some operators
the public the least.
stand ready to wait until the result in
the

central

competitive

field

is

made

known.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

—

Inquiries for Future Tonnage Encourage Operators
Steel Mill Resumption Significant.

Production Declines

—

Fairmont
Although production was less during the week ended Sept. 3, there were
undoubtedly more inquiries for tonnage.

The

belief

prevails

that

demand

he better in the near future.
orders, however, were few,

will

Current

contract
business still constituting the bulk of
Dullness was not strange
production.
in view of the small demand for coal at
Tidewater and the Lakes.

erating

conditions.

Virtually
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all

the

mines on the Western Maryland were
out of commission and similar conditions prevailed in the Georges Creek
region.
Aside from a few contract
orders, high mining rates made it seem
unlikely that an early production recovery for spot account could be looked

avoid future

difficulties.

INDIANA
Cojisumers Tardy in Laying in Coal
Adva7ice of 25c. a Ton on
Supplies
Coke and Anthracite the Outstanding
Feature.
At this time of year from 25 to 35
per cent of the domestic winter supply
of coal should be in the bins, whereas
it is estimated that not more than 12
to 18 per cent has been purchased.
Even the railroads are buying slowly
and without much spirit in Indiana.
Retailers say a recent advance of
about 25c. a ton on coke and anthracite
is the only important change in prices
in recent weeks. Pocahontas lump coal,
selling at the mines at $5 a ton, to
which is added $3 for freight and war

—

for.

Middle West
MIDWEST REVIEW

—

Domestic
Signs
Improvement
of
Better but Far from Normal
Labor
Unrest Grows.
If one searches carefully it is not
difficult to find unmistakable signs of
improvement. Professional economists
returning from St. Paul and Minneapolis
report improvement in that

—

Goverment reports from SeatPortland, etc., advice that the raw
products
from the Northwest, for
instance, lumber and fruit, are moving
east in a satisfactory manner. In the
South the cotton business has taken a
new lease on life; and in the Middle
West proper, it appears that the steel
industry is improving.
These signs of better conditions have
not affected the steam market as yet
although it is expected that demand
will show some signs of improvement
during the next two weeks. The railroads are buying more coal in order to
prepare themselves for the winter
months; and practically all industries
who see any gleams of hope for future
business are gambling on putting in a
small supply of coal at bargain prices.
It is expected that improvement will
come very gradually, so gradually that
it will be hard to notice until it is well

vicinity.
tle,

under way.
While the domestic situation is much
better than it has been in a long time,
The rural popuit is far from normal.
lation of the Middle West on account
of the decrease in the demand for farm
produce, are feeling very poor, and are
economizing in every way possible.
The average user in the Middle West
sizes up coal only by what it costs
in his bins, and he knows that coal
costs him more today than it did in
the pre-war period, consequently, he

feels he is being imposed upon and is
going to buy just as little as he can.
As we ventured to predict a few
weeks ago, trouble can be expected
the Illinois and Indiana fields.
from
NoRTHtniN Panhandle
It seems there are some mines proInquiries were somewhat more plentidown in Hardin
fluorspar
ducing
ful, although having no sequence in
County. The operators of these mines
increased orders, owing to a decided,
trouble with their men ever
had
have
A gradual relull in Lake buying.
last November, and the miners
sumption of operations at steel mills since
of this mineral have enlisted the symin the district was relied upon to help
pathies of the coal miners in the
matters in the near future.
neighboring field. Several mobs of coal
miners from Eldorado and other adjaUPPER POTOMAC
cent points started to march into the
Operating Conditions Unchanged Spot fluorspar district, and serious trouble
Market Barred by High Mine Wage was barely averted. In fact, the situaScales.
These
tion today is far from settled.
At the outset of September there disturbances, coupled with the recent
was comparatively little change in op- trouble in Sullivan County in Indiana

—

and in the West Virginia fields show
that the coal miners are in an aggressive state of mind and will have to be
handled very carefully in order to

Indianapolis at
West Virginia
grades;
the best,
lump comes in several
for $3.50
mines
the
sells
at
said,
is
it
to $3.75 a ton, and the freight and
war tax add another $2.90, making the
tax,

in

retailing

is

about $11.25

a

ton.

price here, laid down,

$6.40

to

$6.65,

while the retail price is approximately
$9.50. Indiana lump, which dealers say
may be used more extensively this winter, sells at the mines for about $3.50
The shorter haul, for which
a ton.
the freight rate is only $1.26 with war
tax, it is understood, makes the chief
item of difference in the price of Indiana lump and West Virginia lump.
Indiana lump retails here at from $7
to

$7.50.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

— One-third Ship— Difficulty in
Moving Screeni;igs —Lump in Fair
Demand—Mine Run Somewhat Slow.
Situation Improving

ments

on

Contract

Inquiry is somewhat better, and
September business has not
while
picked up as rapidly as had been
showing
is
situation
the
expected,
improvement. One-third the shipments
are on contract.
Western Kentucky reports some
trouble in disposing of screenings, but

lump

coal

is

in

fair

run is a little slow.
have been offered at

demand.

Mine-

Some screenings

85c. a ton during
the past few days, but very little is
quoted under $1.10 a ton, the price
ranging in some instances as high

as $3.

Middle Appalachian
HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Better
Production Fails to Increase
Labor Disturbances
Market Outlook
Are
Inquiries
Cause Tonnage Loss
Heavier.

—

—

Kanawha
Partial paralysis of production was
the inevitable outcome of the civil war
waged by union miners of the region in
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the week ended Sept. 3.
Durinj; the
greater part of the week in the Coal
River territory railroad service was inoperative so that coal shipments were
literally at a standstill and producers
were not able to take advantage of the
increase in inquiries.

ders although mine run was
firmer on the spot market.

Logan and Thacker
Despite the fact that the Logan field
was upset by the invasion, production

New River and the Gulf
Not only market conditions but the
uprising in the Kanawha and Coal

averaged about 22,000 tons daily. Inquiries were increasing and more orders were received. The increase was
largely of an industrial nature, there
being no e.xport business whatsoever.
Williamson production did not reach
over 40 per cent of capacity. Mai'ket
rather than industrial conditions or labor disturbances was affecting production although better railroad fuel orders

helped somewhat. Producers as a rule
were optimistic of an early betterment

a

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

trifle

went

—

Strife Affects Production.

XORTHHIASTERN KENTUCKY

30 per cent.

Virginia
Although inquiries were more numei'ous and orders were beginning to appear, yet upon the whole, there was
little change as compared with recent

River regions, causing wholesale desertions from the mines, retarded New
River production in the week ended
Tidewater demand was exSept. 3.
tremely dull, not even much bunkering
coal being shipped.
Poor demand held Winding Gulf production down to less than 50 per cent
Tidewater
of
capacity.
shipments
were next to nothing, and the low prices
prevailing prohibited a large movement
even to Western markets.

preceding weeks, the output being not
far below 50 per cent of capacity. The
bulk of production was on contract or-

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas production was less during the week ended Sept. 3, "no market" losses aggregating over 235,000
tons.
There was no demand at Tidewater either for commercial or bunkerage purposes and while the bulk of
the output went to Western markets,
the demand was not as strong as it
might have been. There was an extremely poor market for slack, while
mine run was soft.

A

revival

of

activity

the

output

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

in conditions.

Steam buying showed more activity
than the domestic end.
It was very
hard, however, to move much mine run
and, as there was comparatively little
slack available, it was in fair demand.
Production on the Big Sandy and its
tributaries was not much in excess of

of

West.

the

to

Southern Appalachian

Poor Market Co>iditioti.i Continue Demand Not Yet Stimulated
Miners'

—

Much

maximum.

the

11

in

the

steel

and iron trade exerted a beneficial effect on Tug River production, which

was being retained

at a little less than
80,000 tons a week.
Few mines were
down entirely but half-time was about

Little

Change

Business

in

Volume

of

Shipments

Plentiful— Not
—Car Shortage Past.Much

—Inquiries

New

So far as actual shipments are concerned, the first week of September
brought little or no change. Inquiries
are more plentiful but result in little
new business. Retail yards are taking
a minimum of domestic coal and steam
sizes continue to drag.
Cars are more plentiful on the Louisville & Nashville R.R. than for the
past week or so and the fear of an
immediate car shortage, which was apparent a week ago, seems to be over
for the present.

West
UTAH
Bztsiness Picking
Pi-ices

to

— Good

—

Up Uncertainty as
Operatiyig Conditions.

Although business is considerably
better, dealers have not experienced
Many of
the rush that was expected.
the producing companies report 65 per
cent running time.

The Independent announced an

in-

crease in price at the mine some weeks
ago, but the company does not appear
to be insisting upon it.

The Kineston Coal .Mininj; Co.. at MorGap, has amended its artic'es of in-

ton's

corporation to extend the
poration scv<nty-nvc years.

News Items

From

life

of the cor-

The Linton Collieries Co.. of which E.
M. Mogg, of Indianapolis, is president, is
reported to plan development of 100,000

Field and Trade

acres of coal land.

The Fayette-Jfellico Coal Co., Anchor,
?100,000. has been chartered by
Lee Congleton. Mary F. Conglelon. Claude
capital

ILLINOIS
Announcement has been made by

Illinois

State Director of Mines anti Minerals
Robert Medill, of the appointment ot .J.
Mulligan as member of the state mining
board, to succeed William Turner, who died
recently.
Mr. Mulligan is a resident of
Decatur.
C. E. Oleson. formerly of the Old B?n
Coal Corporation and the Interstate Coal

& Dock

Co.. has been made salesman for
northern Illinois of the Lake & Export Coal
Sales Corporation.
Development work in the new No. 12
mine of the Madison Coal Corporation, in
Williamson County, continues steadily, and
it is predicted that by the first of the year
this mine will be producing^ 2.000 tons

daily.

A

party of mining men from Great
Britain. France, Belgium, Italy and South
American countries, have been in Franklin

County
of

recently,

making an inspection tour
They were accom-

ready to begin hoisting.
This company
has
recently
leased
mines at Cutler.
Tamaroa and Pinckneyville, in Perry
County, also operating mines in Franklin
County.

INDIANA
Fire of undetermined origin ' destroyed
the general store of the Coal Blnff Mining
Co.. at Coal Bluff.
The entire stock of
goods also was lost.
The loss was estimated by Terre Haute officials of the
$25.00n,
company at about
all of which was
covered by insurance.
Lex Sherwood, formerly engineer for the
Vandalia Coal Co., at Sullivan, Ind., has
withdrawn from the company and has gone
in Terre Haute, where he will engage in the
engineering business with Willard Rentzes.
The Pike County Coal Co., operating the
Atlas mine, has resumed operations on a
normal basis.
Additional miners are being added to the working force.

the mining plants.

panied by H. Foster Bain, Director of the
United States Bureau of Mines and Minerals.
Thomas Moses, general superintendent of the United States Fuel Co. and
Boy I.,. Adams, chief engineer of the Old
Ben Coal Corporation. Among those visited
w-as the Middlefork mine and washer at
Benton, Old Ben mines at West Frankfort

and Zeigler and the Orient mine of the C.
W. & F. Coal Co. The visitors were impressed with the modern collieries and improved methods of production in Franklin
County.

The new shaft
Coal

Corporation,

re.iched

coal,

and

the Southern
at Pinckneyville,
the company is

of

Gem
has

now

Congleton.

all

of Lexington.

The Black Mountain Coal Corporation, of
Virginia, has been authorized to operate at
Keavir, Harlan County, as a foreign corporation.
The new Alex Y. Malcolmson Coal Co., recently incorporated in Louisville: is headed
by some very able interests, the firm having
as its head -\k'X Y. Malcolmson. of Detroit,
formerly secretary of the Ford Motor Co.
His brother. Oeorge W. Malcolmson, is
vice-president, and M. J. Campbell, secretary-treasurer, is also a, Detroit man. The
sales manager is Louis A. Powell, formerly
sales manager for the H. L. Cory Coal
"The company will be
Co., of Chattanooga.
agent for the Harlan Gas Coal Co.. operating in Harlan, with an output of 25 cars
daily.

The Kentucky Diamond Coal Co., of CoryHenderson County, capital $100,000.
has been incorjjorated by Alfred G. Merritt.
•V. E. Chappell and Paul Eldridge. the former two of Corydon. and the latter of Nash.
don.

ville.

A. G. Funk, of the Funk Coal Co.. PikeKy.. and with several operations on
the Big .Sandy, has returned home after
several we'eks spent at French Lick, Ind.,
where he went for his health.

ville,

KENTUCKY
In the involuntary petition in bankruptcy
against the Sun Coal Co., of Louisville,
is claimed that the company preferred
W. McCulloch and P. R. Lancaster over
other creditors in .luly, 1920, when a mortgage was executed on the company's propertV for $25,000 to McCulloch and Lancaster but not filed or recorded until July,
filed

it

MARYLAND

.r.

1920.

among

McCulloch

and

Lancaster

were

the organizers of the company, later
their interests to C. F. Lowther,
still president.
J. O. Beubauer is
treasurer.
Lowther. with Lancaster and
McCulloch, originally formed the company.
selling

who

is

Floyd J. Paftin, of the Patton Coal Co..
Fairmont. W. Va., was in Baltimore, recently on a business trip. Mr. Patton made
the trip by automobile.
The Big Vein Coal Co. has been formed
by Lonaconing men with a capital of
$100,000. The incorporators are John L.
Casey. Robert T. Love and Hugh A.

McMulIan,

Jr.

September

15,
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C. H. J<*nkins of Fairmont, secretary and
treasurer of the Hutchinson Coal Co., spent
the first few daj-s of September at Deer
Park, Md.

MINNESOTA
The Superior foal & Dock Co. has announced that the remodeling of its Duluth
dock will be completed early in September.
The dock will then be ready to take coal
for the winter supply.
J. w. McWllUams, of the Winnett Coal
Co., Pittsburgh, was a visitor to the Twin
Cities

recently.

W

H. Godwin, sales manager of the Carnegie Coal & Dock Co.. made a recent inspection tour of the company's docks at Duluth-Superior harbor. Mr. Godwin was ojitimistie over the possibilities of a good
trade this winter despite the late start in
selling.

MISSOURI
The

Farmers

&

Merchants

Bank

of

sponsoring a movement of citizens in the sinking of a shaft near there
The shaft is down 84 ft. and
for a mine.
40
more to go.
about
has
The Charitan Coal & Coke Co., of Marceline. has preliminary plans under way for

Spickard

is

the construction of a
is president.

new

tipple.

George

Green

NEW YORK
Strond & Co. has removed to 43 Exchange
Place,

New York

City.

Colonel E. O. Dana, head of the Campbell's Creek Coal Co., Cincinnati, is spending a vacation at Lake Placid in the Adirondacks.
George M. Dexter, of Dexter & Carpenter,
12 Broadway, New York, and Mrs. Dexter
sailed recently for a sojourn in Europe.
E. H. Zimmerman, Xew York sales manager of the Imperial Coal Corporation.
Whiteha'l Building, is back at his desk
after a two weeks' vacation spent in New

England and Canada.

—

York. N. T. J. "^'orner & Co., of
handlers
of
maHungary,
Budapest.
chinery, are interested in coal pulverizing
specifications
Catalogs,
and
equipment.
prices, as packed for export are wanted
on this product. Their selling field on their
own products covers Hungary, the Balkan

New

Until Sept. 20. inand Russia.
formation can be sent to L. J. Caldor, 348
Madison Ave.. New Y'ork after that to the
headquarters at Budapest
John P. Crelghton, secretary and treasurer of the Johnstown Coal & Coke Co., was
in New York City several days recently.
Dr. Henry M. Payne, who is now in Mex-

States

;

on consulting work, advises that he is
having an interesting trip, having covered
twelve states of Mexico. He has traveled
over 200 miles on muleback through Jalisco
and the new slate of Nyarit, formerly Tepic.
He will return to New York on Sept. 26. on
the SS Orizaba via Vera Cruz.
ico

OHIO
After a trial lasting three weeks in SupeCourt at Cincinnati, a jury returned
a verdict in favor of the Wyatt Coal Co..
Cincinnati, for ?6.441.57 against the McBard Coal Co. The Wyatt companv sued
a year ago for $5,991.57 damages in connection with a coal contract with the McBard company. The latter filed a cross
J>etition in which it claimed $24,000 damages
against the plaintiff upon a coal contract in
1918. when the Fuel Administration had
charge of the coal industry.
The juryallowed nothing on this cross petition, giving judgment to the plaintiff for the
amount claimed, with interest.
F. w. Braggins, president of the Lorain
Coal & Dock Co.. was a recent visitor in
Cleveland.
J. C. Helnlein, Bridgeport, Ohio, president
of the Belmont County Bar Association and
also prominently identified with the coal industry of Eastern Ohio, entertained members of the Bar Association at an outing
held on his estate east of St. Clairsville.
The Landreth Bros. Coal Co., of 'West
Park, near Cleveland, has been chartered
with a capital of S25.000 bv T. R. Landreth,
Jr., Harry E. Landreth. A. R. Landreth.
Alma F. Landreth, and Florence M. Lanrior

dreth.

G. H. Marting, of the Logan-Pocahontas
Co.. was in Cincinnati recently.
W. E. Darnaby is now associated with
the Southeastern Coal Co., of Cincinnati,
as vice-president in charge of sales
Mr.
Darnaby has been connected with the R.
O. Campbell Co., of Atlanta for manv years.

Fuel
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W. «. Kiibv. secretary of the Ches.ipeake
and Virginian Coal Co.. was in Cincinnati
recently attending the funeral of his father.
W. K. Tytns has been made general sales
agent for the Sunday Cre<?k Coal Co.. of
Columbus, succeeding J. K. Fitzer, who was
compelled to resign because of ill health.
Mr. Tvtus has been connected with the company in the capacity of purchasing agent.
William Robinett, Of Jacksonville, Athens
Countv, Ohio, has been named chief state
mine inspector by the newly appomted
Director of Industrial Relations Tetlow. He
succeeds Jerome Watson, of Belmont County.
Mr. Robinett is president of the Hocking Valley District of the United Mine

Workers.

Sunnv.side No. 2 mine of the rtah Fuel
The
Co is ready to resume production.
mine caught fire a year ago and the companv has had to contend with one of the
worst coal mine fires in the history of the
state.

VIRGINIA
Stephens, of Charleston, sales
of the Colcord Coal Co., spent a
few days at his old home in Virgmia on
his annual vacation.
The Norfo'k office of the Weston Dodson
Co. is closed as of Sept. 1. J. Luther Neel.
former manager of this office, died in Norfolk recently, leaving the firm without a
the
The decline
local representative.
coal business is given as the reason for the
company's suspended operations.

W.

H.

manager

m

PENNSYLVANIA
The Bird Coal Co.. has put into operation
its new tipple at the Kelso mines along
the Windber line. This tipple cost between
$40,000 and JdO.OOO.
The Clearfield BLtnmlnons Corporation,

mining interests in Indiana County,
is making living conditions for the miners
Commodore, the new mining town, very
comfortable and convenient, at a minimum
with

Virginia coal will be mined on an extenby the Superior Coal CorporaUon,
which has been chartered at Roanoke. This
is
a $2,000,000 company, with Clyde E.
Smith, of Pulaski, president, and R. L.
Loger. secretary. Roanoke.

sive scale

WEST VIRGINIA

at

cost.

The town was named Commodore

in

of New York, head of a
firm of testing engineers, was
the Fairmont region during
the early days of September.
S. Gav, general superintendent of the

\

honor of Commodore Vanderbilt. the founder

well

of the

a

New York

Central, whose interests
are backing the building of the town. Substantial houses are being erected and these
will be rented to the miners at a rate of
$14 per month.
Central City. Somerset County, the new
town being developed by John Lochrie, the
Windber coal operator, is fast becommg
a modern city. The mines are being operated by the Keitz Coal Co., one of Mr.
Loehrie's several interests. In building the
model town, houses of the most modern
types are being constructed and recreation
centers and a swimming pool are included
in the plans.
No excuse is being spared
in making Central City an ideal home town
for the miners.

The H.
operations

C.

at

Frick Coke Co., has resumed
its Lambert Mine, between

Uniontown and Connellsville. The Hlllman
Coal & Coke Co., is preparing to resume
operations at the Thompson No. 2 and
Tower Hill Connellsville No. 2 mines, between Brownsville and Uniontown.
All
these mines have been idle for several
months.
Effective Aug. 15, George J. Kelly, formerly general manager of the Consolidated
Fuel Co.. the Ohio subsidiary of the Bertha
Coal Co.. became manager of the Fuel
Inspection Department of [the Standard
Coal Sales Co., of Pittsburgh. Pa.
Mr.
Kelly began his coal career in the mines
the old Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co.. studied
engineeinng. later becoming superintendent
and general manager of the Consolidated
In his various capacities. Mr.
company.
Kelly has planned and installed several of
the mines now operated by the Bertha inof

terests.

The Schuylkill Valley Coal Co., through
A. B. Benesch. president. Schuylkill County,
has notified the office of the Secretary ot
the Commonwealth of an increase in indebtedness from nothing to $150,000.
It
has also increased its capital stock from
$5,000 to $500,000.
The Silver lake Coal Co., has increased
its indebtedness from nothing to $200,000,
Jesse W. Powell, treasurer. Philadelphia.
The Rainev-Wood Coke Co.. has increased
its capital stock from $3,800,000 to $3,950.OOS. Scott Stewart, treasurer. New York
City.

W. K. Field, president of the Pittsburgh
Co., and John A. Donaldson, connected
the same company, returned from
Europe on the Olympic recently.
Wilbur A. Marshall, of W. A. Marshall
& Co.. inspected his mines near Johnstown.
Coal
with

Pa.,

Pleasant.

Pa.,

recently.

Effingham P. Humphrey, oldest son of
John M. Humphrey, president of the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co.. has been made general
superintendent of the five collieries of the
Wentz Coal Co., with headquarters in

J. P.

Hazleton.

Knowles

visitor

in

H

Gav Coal & Coke

Co..

operating in Logan

Countv. has returned to his headquarters
after a business trip to Baltimore.
H. P. Wolfbnrg, in charge of the sales
department of the Lake & Export Coal
Corporation of Huntington has returned to
his Huntington headquarters after a trip

Chicago and other Western markets.
Following his graduation from Yale,
Austin King. Jr.. has been appointed purchasing agent for the numerous companies
in which his father, A. J. King, of Huntmg-

to

ton.

is

interested.

Work having been completed on the new
of the Seminole Gas Coal Co., at
Havwood Junction. Harrison County, affiliated with the Jewett. Bigelow & Brooks
plant

interests,

the

first

coal

was mined and

shipped from this plant recently. This comwill operate in a tract of about 400
The company
acres of low-sulphur coal.
has put in a belt convej'or which has a
capacity ot between 2.000 and 2.500 tons
An alternating current arcwall
a day.
A. D.
machine has also been installed.
Carr of Cincinnati is chief engineer and
R. G. Douglas, also of Cincinnati, is general

panv

manager.
The Turkey Gap Coal * Coke Co., of
Dott. has contracted for the installation of
shaker loading booms and refuse disposal
machinery at the Wenonah No. 2 Mine at

Wenonah.
The ownership of the Smith Coal Co.,
operating a mine at Levi, on the K. & M.,

just above Charleston, has changed hands,
assets of this concern having been
taken over by the Powels Mountain Coal
Alining Corporation, a Baltimore concern.
New equipment is to be installed at the
Levi plant with a view to increasing the
production of coal.
Preparations are being made by the Cascade Coal Co., with mines at Cascade in

the

the Kingwood section, to resume operations,
the companv having been engaged in cleaning up its mines during recent weeks In
preparation for such resumption.
General improvements are being made
at the plant of the Leevale Coal Co., of
which D. H. Morton, of Charleston is general manager. This plant is at Leevale and
at that point in connection with the remodeling of the tipple, shaker screens and
a loading boom are being installed.

recently.

Stephen Arkwright. of the Arkwright
Coal Co., was visiting relatives at Mt.

S.

known

WISCONSIN
The Central Coal Co.. of Milwaukee, who
received very little Lake coal during the
period of the war and up to this year, has
unloaded a num.ber of cargoes and the
Kanawha Fuel Co., who has not docked a
cargo of Lake coal for the past two years
is preparing to receive a number of cargoes between now and the close of navigation.

UTAH
The Pleasant Valley Coal Co.. has been
gi-anted a lease of 1.560 acres of coal land
in Carbon County under the provisions of
the Mineral and Leasing Act. bidding $50,-

The successful bidder Is
100 as a bonus.
required to expend at least $200,000 on the
property in the next three years.
The
will
receive
a royalty of 10
Government
per cent in addition to the bonus.

Safe crackers robbed the office of the
Flatlev Brothers Coal Co. of Green Bay,
and $300.00 in Liberty

of S44"0.00 in cash,

Bonds.
The Great Lakes Coal and Dock Company,

at Superior, has erected about 50 per cent
of the structural steel of the new 10-ton
The contractors are
man-trollev bridge.
working on the new 500-ft. extension, which
when completed will give the dock a total
length of 2,000 ft. and width of 55d ft.

—
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TraflSc

News

Freight rates on coal from Utah mines to
Cherokee. Cal., have been reduced from
$7.87i to J7.25 effective Sept 15. accordlnK
to an announcement o( the Western Pacilic
road.

The 1. C. C. decides that the rate of »o
to $5.75 per ton on soft coal from Walsenberg, Col., to Billings, Oltla., was unreasonable in that it exceeded $4.4u.
Officials of the B. & O. commercial de-

velopment department have just completed
an analysis showing there are more than
1.000 coal mines on its lines in 54 counties
in seven of the states tlirough which It
operates and 40 seams of coal are ralnable
with a coal reserve of 25,000,000,000 tons.

In West Virginia alone, eighteen billion
tons of coal are available for steam and
technical use. in mines adjacent to the
company's right of way.
Representative N.wton, Missouri, in a
House speech urging improvement of waterways for transportation, referred to the
improvement of the Monongahela River.
Pittsburgh, over which 50 million tons of
coal have been carried during the past
three years, of which 21 million tons were
transported last year at 15c. a ton as compared with $1.25 the rail rate.
Reduction in the freight rate on shipments from the northern coal fields to Boulder, from fl.21J to 90c. a ton. on the Unfon
Pacmc and the Colorado & Southern railroads in Colorado, has been ordered by the
state public utilities commission.
report and order was made recently
by the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission in the case of the New York and
Pennsylvania Co. against the Xew York
Central and the Pennsylvania, relative to
the rate on bituminous coal in carloads,
from the Munson district and the Hawk

A

Run

district in Central Pennsylvania on
the Xew York Central to I^ock Haven, on
the Pennsylvania.
The commission holds
that a reasonable through rate of $1.40
should be established and issued an order
directing the railroads to file a tariff providing for such a rate.
The Newport Chamber of Commerce is
co-operaling with the Northern Kentuckv
Manufacturers' Association and the Cincinnati purchasing agents' organization in protesting against an advance in freight rates
on coal by the L. & X. The road increased
Its rates on June 16, the coal rates
to Newport and Covington being raised from $1 56*
to $1.90 a ton and to Cincinnati from $1.75

The

has suspended until .Tan. 1
proposed reduction in rates on coal from
mines on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton R
R. in the Jackson County and Ironton. Ohio
districts to Detroit and other destinations
on that line in Ohio and Michigan.
The
proposed reductions were: From the Ironton District to Detroit from $2.57 to $2.08
per ton; to Toledo from $2.36 to $1.91to
Lima, Ohio, from $2.11 to $1.71.
From
Jackson County to Detroit from $2.47 to
fl98: to Toledo $2.26 to $1.81: to Lima
from $2.01 to $1.61. The commission savs
the present rates on coal from mines in the
Jackson County and Ironton districts
to
Detroit, and other points on the Detroit
I.
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Although it has denied the proposal of
railroads to Increase rates on authraclte
from the Wyoming, Lehigh and Schuylkill
regions of Pennsylvania to points In NewYork, the I. C. C. has requested the roads
to devise another plan of revision to bring
greater uniformity in the rates.

The JavkHon. SItch.. Chamber of Commerce, in a complaint to the I. C. C. alleges unreasonable rates on bituminous coal
from the Ohio and Inner and Outer Crescent fields to Jackson, Chelsea, Cement
City,
Coldwater, .Albion, Fenton. Union
City, Xewaygo and Petoskey, Mich.
In the case of the Procter ti Gamble
MfK- Co., involWng rates on coal from Mt
Olive and Staunton, III., to Kansas City,
Kan., the Consolidated Coal Co. of St.
Louis has been authorized to intervene.
In the complaint of the Cittiena Coal
Mining Co., of Illinois, the I. C. C. decides
that the rates on soft coal from complainant's mines A and B, near Springfield, 111.,
to Springfield during Federal control were
unreasonable and awards the company
reparation.
In the case of the

Bureau versus the
the

Co.,

C.

I.

West Kentucky Coal

Illinois

Central Railroad

has ruled that the rates

C.

on coal, in carloads, from western Kentucky to points in southeastern Missouri
and nortlieastern Arkansas are prejudicial
to the members of the bureau and unduly
preferential to mine operators in southern
Illinois.

Final surveys have been completed for a
of the Illinois Central B.B.
extending south from Mulkeylown to Royand thence east to Zeigler.
This
branch will open up to the Illinois Central
coal fields in the east part of Jackson
County and in southwestern Franklin
County, together with some recently developed fields in the northwestern part of
Williamson County, which in the past has
been served by the Missouri Pacific.
The commission has assigned the complaint of the Lebish Valley Coal Co. and
the I.ehi|:h Coal & Navigation Co., for oral
argument at Washington. Oct. 26, and the
complaint of the Ball Coal Co. for hearing
at Xew York on Oct. 5 instead of Sept. 21.
In the complaint of the Canton Chamber
of Conunerce, the commission denies on
further hearing, reparation on coal shipped
from the Pittsburgh and Connellsville districts in Pennsylvania to Canton, Ohio, on
rates found in the original proceeding to
have been prejudicial to Canton and prefer-

new branch
alton

ential of

Youngstown and Cleveland.

Obituary

nected

a mining operation

with

Warren

Barber,

C.

man

in

& I. Railroad.
In a complaint to the I. C. C. the Central
Wisconsin Supply Co. of Beaver Dam, Wis.,
alleges unreasonable rates on bituminous
coal from H>-mera, Ind.. to Milwaukee.
In the complaint of the Pittsburgh Terminal BailToad and Coal Co. the I. C C. decides that freight rates on bituminous from
points In Pennsylvania on the West Belt
R. to interstate destinations east of HarT.

R

Tisburg are not unreasonable.
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Coming Meetings
The Huntington Coal and Industrial Ex-

position

be held in the Chamber of
Building. Huntington, W. Va
24 inclusive.
Chairman of

will

Commerce
Sept.

.

19

to

committee, Thom.i3 A. Palmer. Huntingdon
Chamber of Commerce. Huntington.

Miners' Electric Safety Lamp. John W.
Jones, Cannock, England, assignor to Has1am & Stretton. Ltd., Cardill. Wales. 1,373,820.
April 5, 1921.
Filed May 10, 1920
Serial Xo. 380,328.

conducting an investigation in the matter of interstate rates
on
bituminous coal in Ohio and in the matter
of differentials from Ohio districts with
relation to other regions and districts
in
Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennessee Virginia and West Virginia, and assigned
the
^se for hearing recently at Columbus,
together with the suspended schedules in order that the relationship between the
rates
irom the Ohio mines and mines in other
regions and districts may be determined.
The commission has declined to suspend
the proposed rate of $1.85 per ton on coal
trom Ironton. Ohio, applicable on shipments
reaching Ironton via the Ohio River to
Detroit and intermediate points on the D

National Coal Association
The Membership Committee of the Assoappointed June I. 1921, Is com-

ciation,

known as "the grand

of the New York coal trade."
recently at his home in Brooklyn.
In
he joined the selling staff of the .41den
Mining Co., and remained with that
cern until his death.
old

Recent Patents

is

Association Activities

tucky.

—

Car-Dumping Platform C. C. Smith
Wheeling, W. Va., 1,380,745. June 7, 1921.
Filed Aug. 26, 1919; serial Xo. 319.945.
.\lr-Shaft For Mines
A. S. Richardson.
Butte,
Mont.,
1,381,017.
June 7, 1921.
Filed Dec. 24, 1919; serial Xo. 347 058.
Combined Screen and Picking Table R.

—

Lawry, Chicago.

Ci.

&

Schaefer

June
Xo.

111., assignor to Roberts
Chicago, 111., 1,381,204.
Filed April 30, 1920; serial

Co.,

1921.
377,836.
14,

—

Coal-Trinuning Device G. B. Holbert,
Xew York, N. Y.. 1,382,359. June 21, 1921.
Filed April 20. 1918 serial Xo. 229,734.
Elevating Coal Truck Anton Kukielski,
Jersey City, N. J., 1,382,428.
June 21,
1921.
Filed Nov. 26. 1919
serial No.
340,806.

—

;

;

Hoisting

W.

and

—

Conveying Machinery
111., 1 382,614.
June

.Avellng, Elgin,
1021.
Filed

May

24,

1'36,302.

1918;

—

serial

C.

28,

No.

Burning Pulverized Fuel H. G. BarnAUentown, Pa., assignor to Fuller
Engineering Co., 1.382,712. June 28, 1921.
Filed June 26, 1918 serial Xo. 242,099.
hurst,

;

The American .Hlning Congress and NaExposition of .Mines and Mining
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual convention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum,
Chicago. 111.
-Assistant secretary, John T
Burns, Congress Hotel, Chicago. 111.
The West Virginia-Kentucky Association
of Mine, Mecluinical and Electrical Engineers will hold its annual meeting at Huntington, W. \'a.. on Sept. 20 to 23.
Secretary-treasurer. Herbert Smith, Huntington.
tional

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennes-

The commission

—

;

,,.E: E.

Philip Bealy, 23 years of age, son of J.
Healy, superintendent of the Main Island
Creek Coal Co., Omar, W. Va., died recently.
Since the war he had been con-

see Virginia and West Virginia based
upon
certain differentials fixed by the Commis-

in

;

New York

C. C.

loledo & Ironton bear a relationship to
rates on coal from other regions and the
districts

—

Coke Oven E. Johnson and A. Nordqulst,
June 28, 1921. OrigiInd., 1,382.917
nal application tlleil July 18, 1919
serial
Divided and this application
No. 311,824.
filed May 17, 1920; serial No. 382,112.
Mtnlng-Drlll Device
L. F. Verdy, Pleasantvllle,
1,3M3.041.
Ind.,
June 28. 1921.
Filed May 24. 1920 serial No. 383,716.
Gary,

W.

Va.
-American MaiiufactnrerB Export Associaannual convention
the Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,
Oct. 5 and 6.
Secretary A. W. Willmann,
tion will hold its twelfth

at

160 Broadway, .N'ew

York

City.

National .Safety Council will hold its
annual congress at the State House, BosMass.. Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive.
Secretary, S. J. Williams, Chicago, III.
The Coal Mining Institute of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
Pa.. Dec. 7, 8, and 9.
Secretary H. D.
Mason, Jr., Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
An Industrial Relations Conference for
all industries in the State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for October 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg, Pa., by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C. B. Connelly.
The sixth annual convention of the National Association of Purchasing Agents
will be held Oct. 10-13 at Indianapolis, Ind.
ton,

hM^
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Even the Squeal

GREATER

to

efficiency in use is the impelling force

behind the studies in the use of powdered

coal.

The coal-producing industry itself is one of the largest users of coal and it is but natural, therefore, that
here, where there is the fullest appreciation of its
value, the art of getting the most power out of coal
should be given first attention.
As a natural consequence of having always used the unmarketable portion of the mine output for the power plant, the mine
operator has sought improved equipment and methods
of converting this lowest-grade fuel into energy at
the least cost.
The mine management has ordered
the cars of dirty product marked for the mine power
house and the mechanical engineer has of necessity
sought better ways of utilizing it.
In the anthracite region the problem has become
one of using extremely fine coal, as distinguished
from the utilization of the unmarketable high-ash
product at the soft-coal mines. So long as the power
industry can get steam coal suitable for standard
equipment the chief incentive for developing the art
of burning refuse must come from those who would
turn an expense into an income. The hard-coal producers, though having an output but 15 per cent of
the total for the country, require for their operations
a quantity of coal for fuel as great as the whole bituminous industry and they furthermore have as a
commercially unmarketable product at least 10 per
cent of their output. The "slush" that is, the anthracite passing through screens with openings onethirty second of an inch in diameter is fuel, the cost
of producing which is no less than that of stove coal,
but which is as yet largely consigned to refuse piles,
saved only because of possible future use.
Quite appropriately, therefore, one of the sessions
of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers at Wilkes-Barre last week was devoted
to the subject of the application of powdered fuel in
boilers. The paper on this subject by J. M. Fuller, of
the Fuller Engineering Works, and the discussion that
followed brought out the progress that has been made
in saving the least valuable of the byproducts of the
anthracite industry the "squeal" of the pig, as it

—
—

—

were.
It was asserted that pulverized anthracite can be
burned under boilers with an efficiency apparently
greater than in the combustion of larger sizes in other
types of furnaces, that no inherent difficulties have
developed in the process of burning, and that the
problem as yet not completely solved is the pulverizIn other
ing of the coal preparatory to burning.
words, the hardness of anthracite (and lack of volatile matter) has not acted as a bar to combustion in
this process but has advanced the problem of fine
grinding.
Comminution to 100 mesh and finer is a

j-j^i.
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prerequisite to burning as a powder, and the reported
cost of 20 kw.-hr. per ton of product ground for the
softer varieties of anthracite, together with the fixed
charges on the grinding equipment, do not encourage
the belief that powdered anthracite will at once replace the larger sizes, or bituminous coal, in steam
plants generally outside the anthracite region.
It is not necessary, however, to go outside the hardcoal region to find market for all the power that can
be developed from the combustion of "slush" and fine
The power requirements of this region
anthracite.
are now some .3,000,000,000 kw.-hr. and studies made
by the superpower survey have shown that this power
can be developed from the byproduct steam sizes
without greatly affecting the supply of fine coal required by outside markets, providing the smaller
isolated steam plants in the region are replaced by
large economic units. So definite is the trend in the
direction of large central power plants and so promising is the utilization of fine sizes of anthracite, both
as pulverized fuel and on stokers, that no one can
hold that the engineers and managers of this industry

are not fully alive to their possibilities.

—

Progress is slow culm banks piled up in the first
years of the industry have not all been converted
into fuel in the second half century. Slush is accumuIt is encouraging
lated now faster than it is used.

fifty

that the direction of greatest effort is now toward
making each portion of the product of the anthracite
mines pay its share of the cost, to the end that the
may be
cost of the principal product domestic fuel
cheapened for the household consumer.

—

—

The Seriousness of Unemployment Among
Bituminous Miners

UNEMPLOYMENT

among coal miners will constimajor subjects of discussion at the
forthcoming conference which will meet in Washington in response to a call by Herbert Hoover, Secretary
of Commerce. Unemployment at coal mines during the
It
first eight months of 1921 set a new low record.
was even greater than during the period following the
panic of 1893, which previously held the low record.
Twenty-six per cent less work was performed in coal
mines during the first eight months of 1921 than during
tute one of the

Enough informathe corresponding period of 1920.
tion already has been gathered, in anticipation of the
conference, to indicate that approximately 150,000 men
who are coal miners by trade are not now engaged in
that activity.
No figures are at present available to indicate how
many of these men have been absorbed by other employment.
In some of the coal-mining districts there
is

other work to which miners may turn, but in most
A great many
is not the case.

of the districts this
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miners have been and are now idle living on their
savings or on their credit and awaiting an improvement
in the demand for coal.
We are informed that figures to the end of August
show 68,000.000 man-days of work performed in 1921
as compared with 91,500,000 man-days during the same
period of 1920. The record for 1921 is but slightly in
excess of that for 1919, when lack of work sowed the
seed for the great industrial disturbance which followed
the refusal of the demands of the United Mine Workers.
During the peak of war activities 615,000 men were
employed in mining bituminous coal, increasing in 1920
to about 640,000.
At the present time it is believed
that as few as 500,000 men are employed in bituminous
coal mines.
Due to the seasonal character of the demand and the
practice of carrying little coal in storage, unemployment
in the coal industry constitutes a special problem.
Plans for the unemployment conference have gone far
enough to indicate that the coal-mining industry is to
receive special attention. One of the interesting developments of the preliminary study being made of the
situation in the bituminous branch is the tendency of
working mines to approximate capacity production.
Unlike manufacturing plants, the returns indicate that
mines, for the most part, run full tilt or close down
entirely.
The situation in the anthracite district is
much different. Production is practically as large as
ever with the figures indicating increased employment
this year, even as compared with the boom year of
1920.

A Story About Snowbirds
EARLY last spring, when felt
de

trap,

hats were becoming
Peters began the
buildings in a thriving Ohio city,

two disciples of

rounds of the

office

.Jeff

showing a fine line of genuine Panama hats. These
hats were in the rough, just as they are shipped from
the tropics of Central America and were offered to
the victims of this particular episode, two enterprising
young business men, partners in the real estate game,
for $25 each. The idea of getting something real fine,
direct from the source of supply, as it were, and without paying a retailer's profit, appealed to these gentlemen, and after much bickering the hats were knocked
down to both for the price of one and the sale consummated.
The next scene reveals the proud purchasers of hats
in the store of the leading hatter in their city.

confidential tone of voice he

In a

asked to step into the
back of the store and is asked if he can be trusted to
block real Panama hats without making a substitution or injuring the fiber.
On being assured of his
integrity, the real estate men bring forth their purchases,

carefully

wrapped

is

in

tissue

paper.

The hat

specialist looks the goods over

and asks whether these
for genuine Panamas, for he

were purchased
wishes them to know that they are
hats

in fact made of
paper, a clever Japanese imitation, now quite common
and cheap. To demonstrate, he picked out a small section of the "straw" from the inside of one hat and unrolled it to a strip an inch wide.
The story of the

purchase was then told.
It later developed that the two peddlers did a thriving business in these hats and that many otherwise
intelligent business men were taken in, for it was one

of

the

oflfice

Vol. 20. No.

principles of

the

without making a

salesman
sale.
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never to leave an

All efforts of the legit-

imate dealers in that city to catch the shysters and run
them out were unavailing, even with the help of the
police.
Perhaps they were "snowbird" coal dealers
temporarily out of work, it having been early in the
w^arm season when they were following the game we
have described.
As autumn approaches we are hearing much about
snowbird coal dealers, particularly in the Middle West.
One is said to be causing much concern to the trade
because of the successful use he is making of the mailorder plan of getting business. Some of his literature
has come to our desk, and we digress for the moment
from our theme to note that his copy is good and his
follow-up system according to the best practice.
We
cannot fail to wonder why, if such methods produce
business for the quack, they should not be worth
imitating by the regular dealer.
That is, we wonder
until we cogitate on the story of the hats and the
gullibility of people who think they can beat the middleman out of a profit. It is a trite saying that human
nature is the same everywhere. The irresponsible element is to be found in every line of human endeavor
coal has no monopoly on the snowbird.
What is to be done with the intruder, whether he be
in the guise of a retail coal dealer, a jobber or a
producer? Every winter shippers of coal are regularly
warned not to send coal to this and that name, because
he is not a regular dealer and will hurt the trade. Last
year producers were advised that they could help hold
the price of coal within reason by refusing to let the
mushroom jobbers have coal for speculation, and the
railroads were importuned to refuse cars to the wagon
mines, who were in the game only while prices were
extremely profitable. There is no anaesthetic for this
type of coal man, who at most is but an irritant to the
"legitimate" trade.
We quote the word because its
meaning, though sanctioned by law and custom, does not
always bar from its scope the snowbird, who is really to
be defined as the irresponsible, whether producer, jobber or retailer.
It would seem to be the saner philosophy to appreciate
that the snowbird of today may be the responsible coal
man of tomorrow and to seek to beat his game by
better merchandising. Satisfied customers will not turn
their trade to unknown channels.
Dissatisfaction on the subject of coal engendered by
the conditions of recent years can but cause many to
seek novel ways of getting supplies apart from the
dealer they have known too intimately for so long.

Fraudulent

schemes

of

short-circuiting

the

dealer

should be given the publicity and treatment they deserve, but those that are merely outside the normal
course of trade, whether fly-by-night peddlers or factory
salesmen, are better treated as evidences of shortcomings in the trade itself seasonal and in part temporarj'
and altogether susceptible of reduction to a negligible
minimum by proper selling on the part of the permanent trade. Some folks always will take a chance
on buying from a street hawker, but most of us prefer
the established store, where we feel we have some assurance of quality and value received for our money.
Where snowbird coal retailers flourish, look for weakness in the merchandising and publicity methods of the
Where the retailer has the conestablished trade.
fidence of his public, snowbirds will find scant fodder.

—

'

—
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How to Recover Four Million Tons
The Slush Made

of Usable Coal from

at Anthracite Breakers*

Million Tons of Fine Culm Is Run Into the Streams, Into the
Mines or Is Stored Methods of Recovery, Past and Present Eight
Tables Expected to Deliver Two Hundred Tons of Clean Coal Per Day

Ten

—

By John GRiFFENt
Scranton. Pa.

THE

modern anthracite breaker or washery uses
almost exclusively a wet method of preparation,
which requires, roughly, one gallon of water per
minute for every ton of coal produced per daj'. The
entire anthracite industry uses about 320,000 gallons of
water per minute for this purpose, or 800,000 tons of
water per day. As this water leaves the breakers it

—

—

contains fine solids coal, slate, pyrite and clay and
as slush is the term most
is then called silt or slush
commonly used, it will be employed throughout this
paper. The solid content of the slush will be referred
to as solids.
In the earlier days of anthracite mining little coal
was washed, less crushing was employed and virgin
coal was mined exclusively.
These conditions caused
the quantity of solids to be relatively small and made
such as there were comparatively coarse.
For this
reason the slush problem was not acute.
Such slush
as was produced usually could be easily impounded and
retained or could be discharged into the streams without
any pollution being apparent.
The character of the fine waste from the breakers
changed materially as its quantity increased until now
about 40,000 tons of slush solids are produced daily.
Second mining and robbing operations materially increased the quantity of fine solids delivered to the
breaker in the mine car.
The demand for chestnut,
stove and egg sizes, to the exclusion of grate, steamboat and lump sizes, requires finer crushing of the minerun coal with a consequent increase of fine solids in
the slush.
The use of rice and barley sizes removed
a considerable tonnage of coarser solids but left great
quantities of fine solids, difficult to retain completely
and store and long considered of no possible fuel value.
;

probably has not increased, but the character of the
material that does reach them has changed. Due to the

war demand for steam coal, less of these sizes was lost
from the breakers and many of the banks that could
be washed into the streams by heavy rainfall and freshets were prepared for use and shipped.
As a result,
probable that far less coal of the buckwheat sizes
finding its way into the streams.
The recovery of coal from the rivers increased enormously during the war period, but the coal was largely
obtained from deposits formed by the waste of earlier
years. W. C. Webbert," in an address before the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, said
"The total output
of coal for the Lehigh River for 1919 was 120,000
tons; adding to this 235,000 tons for the Schuylkill and
1,580,000 tons for the Susquehanna and its tributaries,
the total output of river coal in eastern Pennsylvania
for the year 1919 can be estimated at 1,935,000 tons.
Approximately the same amount of coal was reclaimed
in 1918, but prior to that year the output was much
it

is

is

now

:

less."

now discharged from the breakers, contains
no solids larger than :A in. diameter and
often passes through a round mesh of -k or A in.
Slush, as

practically

diameter.
It carries from 4 to 15 per cent, of solids
by weight, and in isolated cases an even higher percentage. The solids will range in size down to particles
that are colloidal and, under certain conditions, settle

very slowly.
Analyses of the various sizes of solids in slush generally show that the ash content
that is, impurities
increase with decrease in size.
Table I is a typical

—

screen analysis which illustrates this condition.

TABLE

I.

SIZES OF

MATERIAL IN SLUSH WITH THEIR ASH
FERCENT.'^GES

Slush Solids Cause Pollution of Streams

Per Cent Sizes

Despite the efforts of the coal operators, the slush
solids have found their way into the streams, causing in
some cases serious pollution. The Water Supply Commission of Pennsylvania published in 1916 a report on

Cuim

in the

Streams of the Anthracite Region,' from

which the following

is

taken

About 40,000.000.000 gallons of water carr.ving 10.000.000 tons
of fine culm are discharged into the water-courses direct, flushed
into the mines, or disposed ot by various means on the surface.
The extent to which the very small sizes of anthracite have been
deposited in the rivers draining the coal fields is made evident by
the fact that over a quarter of a million tons are recovered
nualUy from the river beds by coal-washing operations.
The contamination of the streams has been in progress
more than fifty years and it is estimated that there are now
miles of creeks and small streams which should be available
water supply but which are rendered useless for domestic

anfor

660
for

and
manufacturing purposes by the culm and sulphur water from the
mines.

Since 1914 the quantity of solids reaching the streams
•First part of article read before the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers at Wilkes-Barre. Pa., Sept. 12.
tManager, anthracite territory. The Dorr Co.
*Water Resources Inventory Report, part X.

On

3/32-in.

Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through

round screen

3/32-in.round screen on
20-mesh on 35-iijf.>li
35-mesh on 4S-ni. -h
48-me.sh on 65-nii-l,
65-mesh on 100 im-sh
100-mesh on 200-mcsh
200-mesh

20-ni(-.-l.

.

Per Cent Ash

Each

Cumu- Each Cun

Size

lative

5 3
21 7
15
6 4
4 7
5

1

6 8
35

5

3

27
42
38 4
53
58 2
65
100
I

Size
27
30
34
34
34
36
38
59

u-

lative

10
10

27 38
29 70
31 40
31 80
32 00
32 40

84
40

33 10
42 30

38
26

40
80

100

The granular

remain on a 200-mesh
screen are reasonably low in ash and consist of grains
of fairly pure coal mixed with grains of slate, sand,
pyrite and, occasionally, calcite and gypsum. The slimes,
which will pass a 200-mesh screen, consist largely of
fine slate and fine clay and show a high ash content.
The quantity of solids in slush and their character
varies greatly from breaker to breaker.
A fairly extensive investigation permits the following generalizations: (1) Steep-pitch mining produces a greater quantity of slush solids and genei-ally causes a large quansolids that will
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tity of slimes as well as considerable impurities in the
plus 200-mesh solids.
(2) Second-mining and robbing
operations, where crushing has taken place, have the

same

effect as steep-pitch mining and generally produce
a colloidal slime, which settles with difficulty.
(.3) A
coal of soft and friable nature increases the amount
of solids, but these are relatively low in ash, this being
true not only of the larger slush but even of the

slimes.

An

accurate determination of the tonnage of slush
made annually is quite difficult but a close approximation can be obtained by making careful tests
at breakers representing the various fields throughout
the region and by applying these figures to the total
production of the fields.
In figuring the tonnage of recoverable coal, no solids
passing through a 200-mesh screen are included and
the amount of refuse larger than 200-mesh that must
be removed to reduce the ash content to 15 per cent
has been deducted. A summary of the determinations
of the three anthracite fields is given in Table II.
solids

TABLE II. SOLIDS .\ND RECOVERABLE COAL IN' SI.U.^H OF
ANTHRACITE FIELD PER CENT SHIPMENT
Wyoming
Totalsolids

Recoverable coal with

1

5

per cent aah

Lehigh

Fi.ld,

Field,

Percent

Per Cent

7.2
3.5

Schuylkill
Field,

Per Cent

22 4

22 3

8.8

9 5

The Anthracite Bureau of Information

TABLE III. ANTHRACITE SHIPMENTS FOR THREE YEARS
Wyoming
Year
1918

1919
1920
Average, 1919-1920

Lehigh

IV.

SOLIDS

Field.

Field.

Long Tons

Long Tons

Long Tons

42.382.793
36,689,313
37,249,303
36,969,308

11.511,760
10,266,479
9,860,611
10.063,545

22.755,365
19,899,519
21.517,211
20,708,365

76,649,918
66,855,31!
68,627.125
67,741.218

AND RECOVERABLE COAL
ANTHRACITE FIELDS
Wyoming
Field,

Lehigh

Total,

IN

SLUSH OF
Total,

Field,

Long Tons

Field,

2,661,000

2,254.000

4,618,000

9,533,000

1,294,000

956,000

1,822,000

4,072,000

15 per

This indicates that 4,000,000 tons of coal can be recovered from the slush at present produced, leaving
5,.500,000 tons of solids, a large part of

than 200-mesh, which must be retained

way

in

which
some

is

finer

efficient

serious pollution is to be prevented. It must be
noted that the trend in mining anthracite indicates that
the tonnage of solids in slush and recoverable therefrom
if

than decrease, for more and more
being resorted to and much of the reserves
from which future production must come lie in the

will increase rather

robbing

is

Schuylkill

field.

probable that the first efforts to retain the
solids in slush consisted in allowing the solids to settle back of retaining dams, and were planned for the
purpose of preventing stream pollution. As the size of
the dams increased, it became necessary to find other
places for storage or a method that would hold a greater
tonnage on a given ground area. Slush is now disposed of in the following ways: Run to slush dams;
used for hydraulic mine filling; delivered to settling
tanks of various types where the solids are removed
and stocked, burned in mine-boiler plants, or shipped.
It

is

passageways so that slush solids will
not pass.
After these passages are sealed, however,
the dam will deliver fairly clean water.
The ashes
finally become clogged with slush solids, so that the
filtering operation stops; the dam walls must then be
i-aised to offer new ashes for the filtering process.

Where the slush can be run to the basin by gravity,
dams afford a fairly low-cost method of retaining slush
is kept from polluting the
not available for burning. The
retained solids invariably are .so permeated with slimes
and fireclay that they cannot be utilized for fuel with-

solids,

rivers

Schuylkill

Long Tons Long Tons Long Tons
Totalsolids
Recoverable coal with
cent aah

Boiler Ashes Used as Filtering Medium
Slush dams that clarify by filtering usually are constructed of a core of mine rock and breaker slate.
Boiler ashes are dumped along the inside of this wall
and act as a filtering medium. It often is difficult to
seal all the large

Schuylkill

Field,

Long Tons

Applying the field averages for total solids and recoverable coal to the average shipments gives the following annual tonnages in the slush:

TABLE

of the slush produced is still delivered to
dams, which effect a more or less complete
removal of solids. These dams are constructed in two
ways: Either the slush is impounded to form a pond
and the clarified water is allowed to overflow the top
or the retaining dam is constructed of porous material
and the water is filtered in its passage through the
dam. Either type, if given proper care, can be made
very efficient and an almost complete removal of solids
obtained, so that the clarified water contains less than
0.1 per cent solids.
Where the slush is impounded and clarified by sedimentation, a large dam must be constructed so as to
give plenty of settling area, and a depth of several
feet of water should be maintained. This requires the
labor of several men and often large quantities of lumber.
Unless the men are carefully watched, the dam
will not be properly maintained and only the coarsest
solids will be retained.
When the water is several feet
deep it is difficult to keep the slush and water from
breaking through unless the dam is heavily reinforced
with breaker slate, mine rock, ash or lumber. At many
collieries, slush dams must be located on territory that
is broken and caved from mining operations, and much
of the water, and often slush solids, finds its way into
the workings and seriously increases the pumping load.
JSIuch

settling

states that

the shipments for the past three years are as in Table
III.
The shipments during 1918 were at an unusually
high rate, but those of 1019 and 1920 are more nearly
representative.
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but while the slush

and streams,

it is

out further preparation.
Slush was used as early as 1884 to extinguish a
serious mine fire. It was early realized that such flushing, in addition to serving other purposes, gave a possible means of disposing of slush and preventing stream
It is seldom, however, that mine flushing of
pollution.
slush can be applied solely for the prevention of polluIf, however, fires
tion, as the cost generally is high.
are to be extinguished, surface is to be supported or
filling

required to enable further extraction of pillar

mine flushing of slush may be economic. Tests
made by Prof. F. B. McKibben and W. H. Conklin, at
the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh University show that slush solids, when confined so as to prevent lateral expansion, will support heavy pressures
per square foot. The use of slush for hydraulic mine
filling creates many problems where the coal measures
are steeply pitching, owing to the difficulty of holding
the solids in place while the water is drained away.
Charles Enzian' gives the cost of hydraulic mine
filling with slush as from 9c. to 33c. per cubic yard
coal,

when operating
^U.

S.

Bureau

at a rate of at least 400 cu.yd. daily.

of Mines, Bulletin 60.

—
September
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These costs are based on prices in force during 1911
and 1912 and should be corrected for present-day conThey do not include anything for the value
ditions.
When there is a method of
of the coal in the slush.
utilizing this material that will return a greater rev-

enue than the m.ine coal
this

method of disposal

won by

flushing with slush,
but exceptional

will cease in all

cases.

Settling tanks of various tj-pes were developed to
recover as much of the solids as possible in a relatively
dry condition, so that a large tonnage could be stocked
on limited areas. Such tanks also enabled the recovery of a crude product for shipment, for which there
has been a small demand for certain special uses
mainly in the metallurgical industries.
The earliest settling tanks installed worked intermittently and consist of a series of hoppers or tanks
with gates at the bottom. The slush is delivered into
one tank until it is filled with solids and is then diverted
into a second, while the solids in the first are discharged from the bottom into cars or a conveyor line
by which they are delivered to the bank. These tanks
remove plus 100-mesh solids rather completely, if made
large enough and given proper attenThe solids recovered contain
tion.
layers of fireclay

and

slime,
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that the speed of the slush through the tank will be
the same as the speed of the flight, so that the agitation caused by the flight will be reduced to a minimum.

The slush

fed near the tail wheel of the conveyor
is taken off toward the discharge end.
Some of these tanks make a good recovery of solids.
One tank, with the horizontal part of the convej'or 60
ft. in length, using 6 x 18-in. flights, spaced 18 in.
apart and running 50 ft. per minute in a tank 2 ft. 8
in. inside width, handled 800 gallons of slush per minute through is-in. round mesh, carrying about 13.5 per
cent by weight of solids and reduced the solids in the
overflow to 1.2 per cent, or a 91 per cent recovery of
is

and the overflow

solids.

No data are available as to the size of the solids in
overflow and recovered product, but it is probable that
practically all solids larger than 200-mesh were recovered. This is the best performance record obtainable, and tests were made shortly after the settling
tank was first operated. Experience shows that the
efficiency decreases after these tanks have been in servThe efficiency of this tank falls off if
ice some time.
the slush feed is subject to heavy rushes, such as occur

which

render them unfit for boiler fuel. One
man's time is required to regulate
the flow of slush and to discharge
each tank when filled. No power is
taken for tank operation, but installations can be made only where the
necessary headroom is available. The
cost of repairs on these tanks is low,
as no machineiY is employed, but, due
to the attention required, they have
given way to tanks where the operation is continuous.
Various arrangements of bucket
Ii.
line, feed and oveiilow are used.
some cases buckets with perforated
sides are employed while in others a
solid bucket is used; but the bucket
is slightly tilted after leaving the
water, in order to decant off' the excess water. Unless the bucket line is
DORR THICKENERS XT A BITUiIIXOU.-5 WASHERT
Such machines rid the water of solids to an extent sufficient to permit its reuse tor
quite large and is operated at a low
ny and all coal-washing purposes. The discharge from the tank is approximately
speed, only the coarsest solids will be
per cent water and 50 per cent coaL
removed. Many of these tanks lose
when a number of jigs in the breaker are slushed simulsome solids larger than si-in. mesh, while at the same
taneously.
time some solids as fine as 100-mesh are removed. Due
The coal recovered usually contains all the plus 100to the agitation of the bucket line, little slime and firemesh solids in the slush, but it also contains sufficient
clay are found with the recovered solids, which can be
finer solids to make its utilization uneconomic withused as fuel in properly designed boiler plants. The
out further preparation.
attention required is confined mostly to lubrication and
It is usual to assign one
man to the operation of these tanks, but he generally
repairs, but the construction costs are fairly high and
As has time for additional duties.
repairs to the elevator are difficult and expensive.
The construction costs are moderate; one tank dethe buckets and chain are submerged in the slush for
much of the time, wear is heavj'. At one colliery, where signed to handle 2,000 gallons of slush per minute cost
acid water is used, buckets last about six months and
$9,000, including the cost of the pipe line erected to
take the water to the tank and the product to the stockthe chain a year.
ing conveyor. An installation erected during 1920-21,
In the drag-flight type a conveyor is installed in a
shallow horizontal tank of some length.
At the dis- consisting of 8 x 18-in. flights spaced 18 in. apart,
charge end the conveyor is carried out of the tank on
120 ft. long center to center of sprockets, in a tank 4
a pitch that allows some drainage of the removed solids
ft. wide, 4 ft. deep and 100 ft. long, with a stacking
and returns over the top of the tank. The conveyor conveyor 65 ft. center to center on a 6-in. pitch and
the same flights spaced 3 ft. apart, cost $10,253.
flight is operated at a speed not greater than 50 ft. per
Repairs on this type of tank cost less than on the
minute; the sectional area of the tank should be such

;
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bucket-elevator type but, owing to the wear on chain
and flights, they amount to a considerable sum where
acid water

is

employed.

During the past two years several slush recovery
plants, containing Dorr thickeners and classifiers, have
been installed; they have shown the following advantages

:

Operation can be controlled so as to produce a
product of given specification; (2) recovery of over
90 per cent of the slush solids can be obtained or any
lower percentage, as desired; (3) maintenance costs
are reduced to a minimum; (4) power and attendance
costs are extremely low; (5) additional equipment can
(1)

be conveniently included in the plant to remove slate,
sand and other impurities from the recovered coal,
giving a product analyzing 15 per cent ash or less.
The equipment operates continuously and is so designed that no bearings are submerged in the material
being treated. Because of the prevalence of acid water,
wooden-stave tanks are used for thickeners up to 40
ft. in diameter, while for the larger sizes concrete
tanks or tanks with wooden-stave sides and clay bottom built in the ground are used. The plows rotate so
Suffislowly that no swirl or agitation is produced.
cient tank area can be provided to cause the settlement of all suspended solids, giving a practically clear
In case only the coarser solids are to be
overflow.
removed, a tank of smaller area is provided, so that
the finer solids are carried into the overflow with the
water. A thickener operating under this condition is
termed a hydroseparator. Rough separations can be
made at any desired mesh.

Utility of Classifiers in Slush Treatment

On

anthracite slush, the classifiers can be operated
is practically all larger than

to recover a product that

48-mesh, or any part of the solids between 48-mesh and
200-mesh can be included in the recovered product.
Where solids smaller than 200-mesh must be completely
recovered, a thickener is required. Slush treatment generally is practiced to obtain the recovery of fine coal,
prevention of pollution and the recovery of clarified

water for breaker

use.

In the recovery of fine coal it sometimes happens
that all the solids are sufficiently low in ash for use
at the mines or for shipment; in other cases the slimes
are too high in ash for present use or the granular
solids also carry so many non-carbonaceous particles
that to produce a usable product these impurities must

be removed.
yet Dorr equipment has not been used at any
where all the solids are sufficiently low in ash
for use at the mines or for shipment, because this condition is rare except in the Lykens Valley district.
Several plants have been installed to recover the
granular coal and more are in course of erection. The
first plant of any size for this purpose was installed in
the Wyoming field at a breaker producing 5,000 to 6,000
tons per day, and was designed to recover the solids

As

place

A Dorr hydroseparator 26 ft.
larger than 60-mesh.
in diameter and 8 ft. deep and three Dorr classifiers
were installed. A plan and an elevation of the installation was shown in the issue of Coal Age of Feb. 19,
1920, page 351. The slush amounts to about 4,000 gallons per minute, contains about 5 per cent total solids,
and is made through a s'l-in. round-mesh screen. The
plus 60-mesh solids form about 40 per cent of the total
solids, and the solids between 60- and 100-mesh amount
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to 20 per cent additional.
This installation is recovering the plus 60-mesh coal, with 15 to 20 per cent
undersize and with 40 per cent moisture.
On delivery to the stock pile, the product quickly drains to 18
per cent moisture.
With breaker shipments averaging 5,000 tons per day, 200 dry tons daily are recovered from the slush. On a nunilier of days the breaker
has shipped well over 6,000 tons without taxing the
Dorr equipment. The hydroseparator easily takes care
of the material when a number of jigs in the breaker
are slushed out. At such times the slush will amount
to 6,000 gallons per minute for several minutes.

The installation was made in the summer of 1919,
and the cost, e.xclusive of the stacking conveyor line,
was as in Table V.
TABLE V. COST OF A\ INSTAI.I.ATION TO RECOVKH .Sl.lsn
Foundations
Equipnicnt

$1,800
9,225
746
4,965

Erection of equipniCDt
Building erected

Total cost

.

00
32
92
76

$16,738 00

operated by one man and a 10-hp. motor.
During two years of operatic!) no parts of the hydroseparator or classifiers have required replacement and
now show little signs of wear. Total operating costs,
including 10 per cent of plant cost for fixed charges
and 10 per cent for amortization, have been from 9c.
to 10c. per dry ton of product.
A slush plant to recover a low-ash granular coal, now
being installed in the Wyoming field, consists of a Dorr
hydroseparator, 32 ft. in diameter and 8 ft. in depth
eight Deister-Overstrom coal-washing tables, and four
Dorr classifiers. It is designed to treat 4,000 gallons
per minute of slush made through ,i'i-in. round-mesh
screen and recover the plus 200-mesh coal with an ash
content of 15 per cent or less. The breaker ships from
4,000 to 5,000 tons of coal per day.

The

plant

is

Refuse Removed from Eight Tables

The slush will be delivered to the Dorr hydroseparator, where the bulk of the water and minus 200-mesh
will be separated and discharged to waste in
the overflow.
All the plus 200-mesh solids will flow
by gravity from the bottom of the hydroseparator to
a distributing launder for feed to the eight tables.
On the tables the refuse will be removed, and the washed
coal will flow by gravity with the water used on the
tables to four Dorr classifiers, where the coal will be
recovered and dewatered. It is expected that the plant

solids

will recover per

day about 200 dry tons of coal between

A-in. mesh and 200-mesh analyzing less than 15 per
cent ash.
This equipment is being installed in a separate building of steel construction and at present construction
costs are not available.

The power consumption

will

Probably one rnan, and certainly not more than two, will operate the plant. Operating costs, excluding fixed charges and amortization, should amount to less than 10c. per ton of product.
Plants to prevent stream pollution may be of various
types, depending on the amount and size of solids that
One plant installed in 1920 in
must be retained.
the Lehigh field consists of a Dorr hydroseparator 30
ft. in diameter and 7 ft. in depth, and two Dorr classifiers.
It is recovering the granular solids from 2,200
gallons per minute of slu.sh made through a ^-in. roundmesh screen. The purpo.se of the plant is to remove
all the solids that would block the stream into which
the breaker slush water must discharge.

amount

to about 25 hp.

..
.

September
Prior

22,

the

to

settling tanks
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of

installation

of the bucket

Dorr equipment two

elevator and drag-flight

conveyor type had been used in series, but the stream
could not be kept free of slush solids. After the Dorr
plant had been in operation only a tew weeks, the stream
bed for several miles below the breaker had become
freed from the solids already deposited, and after seven
months' operation no signs of deposit in the stream
are apparent.
The construction costs of this installation, which was
placed in a separate building one-half mile below the
breaker, in order to get plenty of stacking room, were
as in Table VI.

TABLE

VI.

COST OF A PLANT TO PREVENT STREAM POLLUTION
$530 00

Foundation.^

Dorr equipment
BuUding

Wooden pipe line

to plant

Stacking conveyor
Electrical equipment, including tranamieaion line and transformers.

,

L.ibor

Total

.

6,856
2.602
2.800
4,576
2,620
6,479

00

00
00
00
00
00

the question of pollution is rather serious and an almost complete removal of solids is necessary. A Dorr
thickener 90 ft. in diameter will be installed in a tank
with wooden stave sides and clay bottom.
The feed
will amount to 2,200 gallons per minute of slu^ made
through a A-in. round-mesh screen and containing
about 320 tons of solids per 8-hr. day. The thickener
should remove about 300 tons per day, leaving nothing
in the water but the finest slimes.
The recovered
solids, with about 50 per cent moisture, will be delivered
to a conveyor line installed in a concrete tunnel under
the thickener for delivery to the storage pile. The recovery of total solids in the slush will amount to more
than 93 per cent.
This thickener will produce a clarified water that
will be suitable for all washing processes in the breaker.
The accompanying illustration shows three thickeners
installed in the bituminous field for a similar purpose.

$26,463 00

The construction cost of
because of the wooden pipe

rather high
line, transmission line and
substation required. In many cases the equipment could
be installed in the breaker. If this could have been
done in this instance it would have saved at least
this plant
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Utilize Liquid

is

Oxygen in Mine-Rescue
as Mine Explosive

Apparatus and

oxygen —for use
ANEW
mine-rescue breathing apparatus — attracting the
application

of

liquid

in

is

attention of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

This innova-

$10,000.

tion has already been tried out in Europe,

and Dr. F. G.

This plant is operated by two men, who also look
after the disposition of the product on the stock pile,
to which it is delivered by an 8 x 18-in. conveyor 120
A 15-hp. motor drives the Dorr equipment and
ft. long.
a 30-hp. motor the stacking conveyor. Although the

Cottrell, of the National Research Council, formerly
director of the Bureau of Mines, is now investigating
for the bureau the use of the apparatus in England and

slush water comes from the mines and is quite acid,
the maintenance costs have been quite low. One casting on the hydroseparator, weighing not over 200 lb.,
wore out in four months and was replaced by a bronze
casting; otherwise the equipment shows no signs of
wear from the acid water and abrasive action of the
solids.
It is too early to figure accurately the costs
of operation but operation to date indicates that the
cost, exclusive of fixed charges and amortization, is
about 7c. per ton of recovered coal. Based on breaker
shipments, the cost of preventing pollution is slightly
under Ic. per ton shipped, if the recovered coal is considered of no value. If the recovered coal is valued at
18c. per ton, the value of the coal will be equal to the
cost of preventing pollution.
Dorr plant of a different type is planned for a
breaker in the Schuylkill field; it probably will be
erected during the summer of 1922.
At this colliery

A

OR the Continent. The new apparatus weighs no more
than one-half that of the present type, while it may be
used by the wearer at one charging of the regenerator
for double the time of the present standard type.
The Bureau of Mines is conducting experiments at
its Pittsburgh (Pa.) station with a view to making the
use of liquid oxygen explosives practicable in certain
mining and quarrying operations. The increasing cost
of dynamite and permissible explosives at the time the
United States entered the world war caused the Bureau
of Mines to investigate all possible substitutes. It was
found that the Germans used liquid oxygen e.xplosives

extensively in non-gaseous coal mines, in quarries and
in iron mines, as well as for destructive purposes in
French steel plants. As eminent physicists ai-e promising great improvements in liquefying apparatus that
can be used for the production of cheap oxygen, it is
possible that the explosive will become so cheap that it
will displace dynamite and other e.xplosives where conditions permit its use.

Bituminous Coal Loaded Into Vessels at Lake Erie Ports
During Season to End of August*
1921

[

Sandusky

Huron
Lorain
Cleveland
Fairporj-

Ashtabula.

Conneaut
Erie

Cargo

Railroads

Ports

Toledo

Hocking Valley
Toledo & Ohio Central
Baltimore & Ohio

Pennsylvania
Wheeling & Lake Erie
Baltimore & Ohio
(Pennsylvania
\Erie
Baltimore & Ohio
York Central
\ Pennsylvania
Bessemer & Lake Erie
West
| Pennsylvania
^East
I Pennsylvania
'

Totals
* Compiled by Ore

—
—

&

-

.

Coal Exchange, Cleveland,

2.964,611

8n.064
1,684.130
1.022.312
1,265,489
1,980,137

L577,958
310,858
901,755
1,732,874

836,695
740,278

Fuel

3,043,534
833.489
1,732.721
1,051,311
1,299,201
2,055,329
1,635,707
321,260

43.633
55,739
11,396
25.400

945,389

119,601

19,347

15,947,763

511,508

Oliio:

Total

78,923
22,425
48,591
28,999
33,712
75,192
57.749
10,402

1.788,613
848.091

765,678
138,948
16,459,271

H. M. Griggs, manager.

Cargo
1,811.256

854.755
644,643
723,938
1,123,653
1,723,662

445,663
140,609

'"698,814
820,404
1,478,112
110,116
86,901

Total
34,760
35,862
20,507
9,312
61.928
131.549
80,582
10,617

148,576

1,846,016

890,617
665,150
733.250
1,185.581
1,855,211

526,245
151,226

i

.
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PANORAMA OF EAST CEXTRAL rORTIOX OF
By Howard N. EAVENSONf

EARLY

it is also called, by the Kentucky Geological
Survey, the Kellioka seam of the western portion of
Harlan County. This seam avei-ages, in this property,
about 5 ft. in thickness, though local rolls i-educe this
thickness considerably over small areas, and at the
extreme western end of the property the seam splits. It
is usually clean, although occasionally a small parting
occurs within a few inches of the bottom of the seam,
and it is one of the best coking and gas coals in the
United States. Its average analysis is given in Table I.

Excerpt from article read before the American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers at its Wilkea-Barre meeting,
Sept. 12-15, entitled "Lynch Plant of United States Coal and
Co."

8,000-Toii Tipple with a

in

Roda;

Colce

I.YNTII. KY.. SlIOWIXi

An

Pittsburgh, Pa.

1917 the United States Coal & Coke
Co. obtained options on several tracts in Harlan
County, Kentucky, aggregating about 19,000 acres
in area, and after careful prospecting by outcrop openings and diamond drilling, completed the purchase late
This property is situated in
in July of that year.
the eastern end of Harlan County, south of the Poor
Fork of Cumberland River, and extending across Big
Black Mountain to the Clover Fork of Cumberland
River, a distance of about seven miles.
It reaches from the Kentucky-Virginia line westward for about six miles. Looney Creek, which empties
into Poor Fork, crosses the property for about four
miles, and as several of the seams within the property
outcrop along this stream, it afforded an easy and,
therefore, the logical place for development.
The property is on the northern side of the geological
trough formed by the uplifting of Stone Mountain, on
the southern, and Pine Mountain, on the northern side;
the northern boundaiy along Poor Fork is practically
This area has been
at the base of Pine Mountain.
described in various geological reports.
The main seam on this property is the one known
variously as the "C," Benham, Keokee, Taggart, and

12

This excerpt

gathers

about the boiler plant and tipple.
will be described in other articles,

together

all

the

information

The mine and the dwellings

tConsulting engineer.
tPhilip N. Moore: Report on Iron Ores in Vicinity of Cumberland Gap, Geol. Survey of Kentucky [2] 4. Pt. 5.
Black Mountain Coal District, Kentucky. Trtnis
J. B. Dilworth
(1912) 43. 129; Kentucky Geol, Survey: Upper Cumberland Coal
Supplementary Report on the Coals of
Bull. 13 (1912),
Field,
Clover Fork and Poor Fork in Harlan Count v (1916).
:

Coking Coal Erected
Lynch Plant

of United States Coal
Cent Sulphur and Under 5 Per Cent
Above Tipple Belt Conveyors Used

—

TABLE

I,

ANALYSES OK COALS FROM "C

Number of sample,s
Volatile matter, per cent,
Fixed carbon, per cent
Ash, per cent
Sulphur, per cent
Phosphoruf, per cent

.

.

...

24

Coke.

35 09

Ammonium

60-47
4,44
0.59
0,005

Beniol, lb
Tar. gal
Ga.'^,

70

,

cu,ft

sulphate, lb

I

25

29.2
7

5

11,448

The purchase negotiations were completed late in
July and about Aug. 4 the decision was made to start
the development of the tract at once and to push it with
all possible speed, as the g<ivt>rnment wanted an additional supply of high-grade high-volatile byproduct
coal from which the production of benzol and toluol
could be increased.
Actual possession of the property
was given about three weeks later and on Aug. 26
construction work was started and pushed with all
possible speed until after the armistice was signed.
A good survey of the property lines was available,,
but nothing that showed any topography or the relation
of the coal outcrops to the property lines, and the only
time available for obtaining these data was three weeks
between the two dates mentioned above. A topographic
party was organized, and the work of getting the
necessary information for the town site layout was
pushed as rapidly as possible, using a transit survey
for the base lines, and filling in the topography by
plane tables.
100 ft., and the contour
The scale used was 1 in.
interval was 10 ft.
The site available for the town,
all of which will ultimately have to be used, covered
an area about two and half miles long, and in places
about 2,000 ft. wide.
The topography for the plant
site layout was not complete until the early part of
November, 1917, and the layout map was finished a few

=

days thereafter.

When directions to begin the construction of the
plant were issued, the output wanted was 2,500,000 net
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OF THE GROUP. AND SEVERAL OF THE DWELLINGS AND THE HOTEL ON THK LEFT

5,000-Ton Storage Bin for
at

Lynch, Kentucky*

8b Coke Co. Has Coal with 0.6 Per
Ash Capacity for 240 Railroad Cars

—

Exclusively

—Two Rotary Dump Pits

The property could not be attacked,
tons per year.
except from the Looney Creek site, without much railroad construction, and as this site was approximately
in the center of the tract, and all the coal could be
reached from it with a maximum haul of four and
half miles, and an average haul of about two miles, it
was decided to construct at this point a plant that would
have a capacity of not less than 8,000 tons per day.
For this output two mines were projected, one on
each side of Looney Creek, pit mouths being placed a
short distance above high-water mark, so that as much
of the coal as possible would drain to them.
The coal
from both mines was to be taken to one tipple, at which
the entire output would be loaded.
It was realized
that such a plant would be the largest single loading
plant in the United States, perhaps in the world, and its
construction gave opportunities for concentration in
the line of shops, wash houses, tipples, amusement
buildings, housing facilities, etc., that were unique and
which enabled the company to build units and facilities
of a size that are ordinarily unheard of in the usual
coal-mining community.
was

prompt development,
necessary and three
second-hand 150-kw. engine-driven direct-current generators were installed with the necessary boilers just
as soon as the materials could be assembled
later a
fourth unit was added, although ordinarily only three
were operated.
This temporary power plant was
replaced by the permanent plant in August, 1919.
The only public-utility company within reaching
distance of this plant had two small power stations,
but a substation at Lynch would have had to depend
on a single transmission line eight miles long over
the top of Big Black Mountain, which it would cross
It

electric

realized that, to obtain

power was

absolutely

;

This line
in the state.
probably would be frequently out of order and yet
It might be
comparatively inaccessible for repairs.
years before a loop line could be constructed and, as
the power company required the coal company to
finance the necessary extensions, the latter company
decided to install its own plant in order to have a
reliable source of power at all times.
A careful study showed that alternating current to
inside substations, for the mine transmission, would
result in large savings.
On account of the distance
that ultimately would have to be reached and of the
possibility of the acquisition of property three or four
miles west of the power plant (which property has since
been acquired) it was decided to generate at 6,600
at one of the highest points

volts.

Plant Arrangement Compact and Accessible
The new plant accordingly was

laid out for two 1,875three-phase 60-cycle 6,600-volt turbo-generators
with the necessary switchboard and control apparatus.

kva.

Each machine is mounted on a heavy steel framework,
under which is placed the surface condenser; directly
under the condenser is placed the Radojet air pump
and the centrifugal circulating pump.
The arrangement is compact and accessible. The foundations of
the pumps and condensers are built on the ground floor
and the floor between the turbo-generators is covered
with an open steel grating, which allows the air to
ascend from the condenser floor and also permits the
use of the crane for any repairs to the condensers,
as the building is entirely open after the gratings are
removed.
The general layout of the plant is shown in Fig. 1..
The cold well is under the floor of the main turbine
room and the circulating pumps discharge into a steelpipe line which feeds the water into a spray pond
built as a part of Looney Creek, which is outside of
the power plant.
Sufficient room has been left in the
building to install an additional turbine as large as
10,000 kva., should the demand warrant it, and the
crane is large enough to handle a machine of this size.
The switchboard is on the same elevation as the
turbo-generators and the control apparatus is in a room
immediately back of it. On top of this room are the
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lightning arresters and the disconnecting switches on
the outgoing lines; in the room immediately below it
are the necessarj' current and power transformers for
the switchboard instruments and the 6,000-400 volt
power transformers for the fan and tipple motors.

Adjoining the turbine room is the pump room, in
which are installed two centrifugal boiler-feed pumps,
each with a capacity of 600 gallons per minute, two
centrifugal pumps for the town water supply, each with
a capacity of 800 gallons per minute against a 500-ft.
head, two centrifugal pumps for circulating the hot
water through the central heating system, and two fans
All
for the forced draft for the underfeed stokers.
of these machines are driven by steam turbines, the
pumps by direct connection and the fans through gear
reductions.
Two steam engine-driven compressors
supply air for pumping the wells, operating the rotary
dumps in the tipple, greasing mine cars, operating the
loading gates under the bin, cleaning motors and shop
tools, etc.
These machines have a combined capacity
of 2,200 cu.ft. free air per minute to 110 lb. pressure.
Immediately adjoining the pump room is the boiler
room, in which are installed three 750-hp. Stirling
watertube boilers, operating at 175 lb. steam pressure
and 100 deg. superheat. There is ample room inside
the building for a fourth unit and provision has been
made outside for the installation of three similar units
should such an increase in power become necessary.
These boilers are equipped with Taylor underfeed
stokers, an underground ash-cleaning system, and an
overhead steel coal bin with a capacity of about 250
tons, from which the coal flows by gravity to the stoker

FIG.

1.

Vol. 20, No. 12

hoppers. This overhead bin is filled with sliick coal and
with the mine refuse, if any, delivered by a belt conveyor from the tipple. The boilers are connected by a
steel breaching to a reinforced-concrete chimney of
9 ft. internal diameter and a height of 205 ft.
The ashes are taken from a small storage pit under
the back of the boiler settings, by roller-bearing cars,
to a point outside the building, where they are dumped
into a skip hoist (Fig. 2), which delivers them to the
slate conveyor, by which they are carried to a bin on
the mountain side.
The skip hoist is also arranged
so that any garbage or refuse of any kind collected
around the town can be dumped into it and disposed
of with the ashes and the mine waste.

No Wood Used Anywhere
The steam

lines

are

all

of

in

the Building

extra-heavy steel pipe,

flanged, with Van-Stone joints, built in a loop entirely
around the plant, and provided with the necessary
e.xpansion joints, so that any unit can be operated from
any one of the boilers. The entire building is made
of reinforced concrete; sash and doors are all of steel;

are of concrete with steel-plate coverings over
the pipe trenches; no wood is used in the building.
For a long distance above the power plant, masonry
walls have been built along both sides of Looney Creek,
to confine it within a definite channel, and part of this
area has been utilized for a spray pond, the water being
kept in it by a movable steel dam at the lower end of
the power plant.
When there is ample water in the
creek the condensing water is drawn directly from it
through movable screens, to keep out leaves, etc. when
floors

;

GENERAL LAYOUT OF POWDER HOUSE WITH DETAIL OF PIPING

On the right are two 1,875 kva. 6.600-volt
turbo-generators. Directly under each rnachine Is placed its surface condenser and
below that its air pump. The floor between
the generators is covered with an open steel

grating for ventilation and for a crane
opening. The pump room in the center has
two boiler-fuel and two town-supply centrifugal pumps and two pumps to supply
hot water for central heating. On one side

of the pump room are two force-draft fans
for the underfeed stokers and on the other
side two air compressors for well pumping,
for dumping cars, and for other odd jobs
about the plant.
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LOADING TRACKS

MAIN TIPPLE

SECTION

SECTION X-X

W-\N
I

SECTION' OF

WW

THAT TART OF THE LYXCH TIPPLE DEVOTED TO STORAGE AND TRANSPORT OF MINE
REFUSE. BOILER ASHES AND GARBAGE

The section
Indicated in Fig.

is taken at tiie point
One 24-in. bone-coal
4.
and one 24-in. slack conveyor
carry the fuel to the 250-ton steel coalbin

conveyor

above the

boilers.
The ashes go to a small
storage pit at the back of the boiler settings where they are loaded to cars, run
to a skip hoist and taken in the slate con-

the supply is scarce, the dam is raised and the spray
pipes put in operation.
As already stated, the output for which the plant
was designed is 2,500,000 tons per year, or, roughly,
8,000 tons per working day; and as it was expected
that this output would eventually be increased, and
because any tipple should be designed so that it will
handle the coal easily at the greatest rate at which it

can be delivered to it, which usually is during one of
the morning hours, the tipple was planned for a mine
capacitj' from each side of 1,000 tons per hour, or a
total capacity of 2,000 tons per hour, which is 16,000
tons per 8-hr. day.
As all the coal was to be shipped for coking purposes, no preparation, so far as sizing was concerned.
was necessary but as it was probable that the coal
from more than one seam might be brought to the
tipple and also because of occasional impurities in the
bed, it was decided to equip the tipple with picking
tables so that the coal could be cleaned by hand.

veyor to a bin on the mountain

Into
side.
the same hoist is dumped any garbage or
refuse collected around the town.
Figs. 4
and 5 show more of these details.

end of the storage yard and dropped into the tipple
tracks.
Below the tipple the cars are dropped over a
railroad scale and weighed and then into the storage
yard with tracks of sufficient length for 90-car trains.
All the tracks are laid with 80-lb. steel rails.
Even with this provision it was felt that the operation of the plant often would be hindered by the
shortage of cars and that on more than one occasion
when cars would be expected during the morning, the
men would not enter the mine because they could not
see them, and for that reason the run would be stopped
because what cars were on hand already had been
loaded.
It was thought advisable, therefore, to provide
a 5,000-ton storage bin.

Three Loading Tracks Beneath Bin

;

Two Picking Tables
The experience

for

Each

Size

Pocahontas mines had showTi
that it is not feasible commercially to pick coal less
than 1^-in. in size, so the screens were designed to
make coal over 6 in., between 6 in. and 3 in., and between
3 in. and' If in.; all the coal under 11 in. goes directly
at the

to the bin.

Picking tables were installed capable of handling the
output of each size at a speed of 60 ft. per minute
and at a depth on the table of not more than the larger
limit of the size handled, or, in other words, in the size
from II to 3 in. the coal while completely covering the
picking table would be not more than 3 in. deep. Two
tables were installed for each of the three sizes, making
a total of six picking tables.
Owing to the location of the plant, at the end of a
single-track railroad, on a 2-per cent grade and about
five miles from the nearest railroad yard, a number
of trains are needed to keep it supplied with cai-s. For
this reason the track system, both above and below the
tipple, was laid out for a capacity of 240 cars, or
12,000 tons per day, thus allowing for some margin
over the day's run and also for a future increase in
capacity.

The empty tracks were designed for 60-car trains,
and the incoming train is pulled through to the upper

The coal is of a hai'd, splinty nature and comes from
the mine in large slabs. As coal passing over the 6-in.
screen was likely to be entirely too large to load through
a hopper, the tipple was designed to deliver this large
coal to the lower end of the bin, where chutes convey
it separately to the cars.
After a careful study of
the most economical shape of bin for the desired
capacity and the space necessary for the picking tables,
screens, etc., three loading tracks were decided upon,
the bin being placed directly above these.
The coal
is loaded from the bin into the cars through openings
approximately about 2 ft. 6-in. x 3 ft. These are closed
by steel plates, operated by air cylinders.
The use of a bin made it necessary to place the
picking tables some distance above the ground; and as
it was advisable in order to reduce the average haul
of the coal and to drain as much of the seam as possible, that the pit mouth be placed as close to the flood
level as was practicable, conveyors were installed for
raising the coal from the ground to the top of tipple.
Several plants having been inspected it was decided
on account of the extremely large capacity desired to
use rotary grizzly screens for the smaller sizes and bar
screens for the larger sizes.
Shaking screens would
have required very large units, which would have occasioned much vibration.
The rotary grizzly screens
revolve at slow speed, consume little power and screen

efficiently.

The use of steel-pan conveyors was carefully conand plans and specifications for a steel tipple
with such equipment and shaking screens were presidered,
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LYXCH TIPPLE HORIZONTALLY OVER PICKING TABLE AND OVER STORAGE BIX AND ALSO
VERTICALLY THROUGH THE CONVEYOR FROM THE NORTH-SIDE DU.MP

The large bin holds 5,000 tons and has a
section at the far end for lump coal 6 in. in
diameter and over.
Three loading trades
"
'""
"
"
"
pass under the
illushuge
bin.
lower
The

"

pared.

tration shows the long belt conveyors by
hich coal and slate are carried from the

north-side dump under the roadway and
over the creelc to the preparation plant.

After the inspection of other plants, however,

was decided

use rubber-belt conveyors, the only
objection to their use being that the tipple would be
removed farther from the dump.
Even though an
increased quantity of steel would be involved in the
longer conveyor ways the rubber-belt conveyors are
much cheaper than the steep-pan conveyors would have
been and their size was well within good practice.
Roller-bearing idlers of heavy design were specified
throughout and the top and bottom pulleys and the
gear drives are unusually heavy and rugged, all gears
being of cast steel. The use of as few sizes of shafts
as possible throughout the tipple was specified, even
if some were a little large, in order to reduce the
number of boxes and repair pai;ts to be carried in stock.
it

to

Ample Provision for Disposal of Mine Refuse
Around the usual

coal mine, the slate and mine
encountered, is disposed of with great
difficulty.
In my opinion, in most mines not enough
attention has been paid in the design of the plant
to handling this material, the disposal of which is
therefore unnecessarily e-xpensive.
On account of the
thinness of the coal in -some places and as draw slate
probably would be encountered in some headings, provision was made for handling 400 tons per hour through
the tipple and to the slate dump by the ordinary tipple
crew.
As the cars used were of the solid-end type, the use
of rotarj' dumps was necessary; and so in order to get
the capacity desired, it would be necessary to dump
two cars at once. For this reason the equipment was
designed so that two cars of coal, two cars of slate,
or a car of slate and one of coal could be dumped at
the same time. The handling of such a volume of coal
and slate at each dump meant the use of a separate belt
for handling the slate.
The rotary dump Fig. 3) discharges the contents
of the cars into hoppers under the dump, these being
so arranged and so covered by hinj'ed gates that coal
falls into one bin and slate into another, and, by air-

refuse, if

any

is

(

Slate cars can be discharged on either dump
of
„ either of
__ two tracks.
For location of
__
sections
and ZZ see Fig. 4, and for
" " see Fig. 5.
'
section 1-1

YT

operated valves, the contents of any car can be easily
diverted into either bin.
From these bins the coal
passes by short apron feeders of very heavy rubber
belts to the coal conveyor, and the slate to the slate
conveyor (Fig. 4). The two main conveyors are carried
in the same galleries to the tipple, the coal conveyors
in each case being over the slate conveyors.
Rotary dumps ultimately are to be installed in duplicate in each dump house but at present one of them
has only one dump. The dumps are operated by compressed-air cylinders and revolve 135 deg. and back to
the starting point, there being a positive stop so that
the rails in the dump come at each revolution exactly
to the same elevation as those leading to the dump.
The dumps are guaranteed to have a capacity of four
dumps per minute, or, as the cars hold about three net
tons, a capacity of twenty-four net tons per minute.
This easily can be maintained over long stretches of
time and for short periods can be considerably exceeded.

Storage Tracks Hold About 100 Mine Cars
For each mine, storage tracks above the dumps hold
about 100 mine cars, which are automatically fed into
the
the

dumping apparatus by car feeders. After leaving
dumps the empty cars are handled by trip makers,

which also are used

to raise the cars to a higher level,
order to save excavation. The height from the dump
to the conveyor feeder is regulated entirely by the
arrangement of chutes, and as this was designed so
that either car could go into either dump, it required
a considerable excavation below the dumps, the deeper
of the two conveyor pits being about 54 ft.
The conveyer pits, as well as the lining of the conveyor galleries
from the dump pits to the surface of the ground, are
in

made

of reinforced concrete, the outside of which in
each case was water-proofed with tar and felt paper.
The supports for the floors in the dump hoppers are
of heavy steel girders.

From the dump pit in
cany the coal to the top

each case, the coal conveyors
of the tipple,

over a bar grizzly having a

6-in.

where

it

pa.sses

opening (Fig. 3).

The
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coal passing over the bar grizzly

is

carried by chutes

lump picking tables, and is then dumped into
the lump coal bin at the end of the tipple.
The coal passing through the bar grizzly goes over
a 23-in. revolving disk screen (Fig. 3) which takes
to the

out all material larger than 3 in.; this material goes
through to the picking tables, and then to the main
bin or through a chute to the domestic and locomotiveThe material passing through this screen
coal bin.
goes to an 18-in. rotary disk screen, which separates
the material larger than II in.; this goes through picking tables, thence into the bin.
In the morning the first coal loaded out of the
mine is the "bug dust," or machine cuttings. In certain
parts of the mine a small parting about 3 in. above
the bottom, which occasionally is 1 in. thick, and is

considerably higher in ash than the rest of the coal is
Occasionally, also, the
cut out by the machines.
machines dig into the fii-eclay bottom, which is mixed
with the bug dust.
As this bug dust is loaded into
separate cars, it is easily seen on the conveyors and
thus by the opening of a flap gate at the end of each conveyor it is sent direct to a bug-dust hopper (Fig. 8),
whence a conveyor takes it to another conveyor, by
which it is transported to the boiler house.
The material from the picking tables, if of a combustible nature, is dropped to the floor, and, at suitable
intei'vals when the work is slack is deposited on the
conveyor under the picking-table floor, which dumps
it into a crusher in which it is reduced to a nut-coal
size; here it drops to a conveyor and goes to the boilerhouse coal bin. The 3- to 6-in. lump coal can be handled
this same way, if desired.
The other material from
the picking tables is wheeled to the side of the bin and
dropped through suitable refuse chutes to the belt conThe
veyor, which deposits it on the slate conveyor.
locomotive coaling bin is used for coaling locomotives
on the railroad, which is done through a gate where
the coal is weighed the coal from this same bin also
;

;
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drops by a chute to a point along the road, whence it
can be taken to the houses by truck or wagon.
The slate from the north-side dump (Fig. 5) is taken
by a slate conveyor to the junction tower, where it is
dumped upon a conveyor (Fig. 4) which finally deposits
The
it in the slate bin on the side of the mountain.
slate from the south-side dump is taken on a conveyor
to the junction tower at the end of the bin, where it
is also placed on a slate conveyor for final disposition.
The slate bin on the mountain side has a capacity
of about 400 tons, and the slate is drawn from it
through air-operated bin slides into a steel stacking
larry, which is so arranged that the slate is drawn
from the bottom of the larry by a conveyor that can
discharge to either side or in front, thus doing away
with the necessity of moving tracks at frequent intervals.
This larry can build its own track directly ahead
of it or it can make a fill from 30 to 40 ft. wide on
Pieces of slate weighing as much as 200 lb. are
top.
handled by this larry and are discharged at a distance
of from 15 to 20 ft. from the center of the track.

Nine Cars Can Be Loaded at One Time
The

coal is

drawn from the main bin through
embedded in the concrete

iron bo.xes, which are

castfloor

and are closed by heavy steel plates, sliding in cast-iron
grooves.
These gates are operated by air cylinders
having a stroke equal to the opening of the gate and
measure about 30 x 36 in. They are spaced approximately 12 ft. apart and the cylinders are operated by
three-way cocks, which are turned by the loader walking along the platform, from which he can estimate
the proper loading of the cars.
Three cars can be loaded on each track, or a total
of nine cars, at one time, and it is possible, if the bin
is kept full of coal, to load 500 tons of coal in three

minutes.

The lump

coal at the

end of the bin

is

loaded

thi-ough chutes, which are raised or lowered, to shut
off the coal supply, by electric windlasses (Figs. 3 and

The main bin is built of reinforced concrete and
was calculated to have a working stress of 500 lb. per
sq.in. for the concrete and 10,000 lb. per sq.in. for the
steel.
So far as I have been able to ascertain, it is
the largest reinforced-concrete bin in the world.
The
4).
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Lynch Tipple and of
Slate-Ashes-and-Garbage Conveyor

Section of

The south dump liouse is on the other side of
the creek from the one in Fig, 4, but tlie arrangements are quite similar. Note the length of tlie
It can deliver 500 tons in three
slate bin holds 400 tons, and the
distributed by a steel stacking larry
with a conveyor which will throw 200-lb. pieces
of slate 15 to 20 ft. from the center of the track.

coal bin.
utes.

slate

The

is
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General Plant

Layout
This

illustration

does not, however,

show

thf tracltape
for tlie storage of
90-car r a 1 1 r o a d
trains or tliat above

rotary dumps
tlic
mine cars.
The property is op-

for 100

t_U"-

erated by two mines,
one on eacli side of

Looncy

superstructure on top of the bin, the conveyor galleries,
and the junction towers are of steel, covered by corrugated galvanized sheets. An idea of the size of the
tipple may perhaps be obtained from the fact that there
are 1,100 tons of structural steel in these structures and

dump

in the

pits.

realized that much dust would be forced
through the openings in the picking-table floor by the
coal dropped into the bin below, four large steel ventila-

As

it

was

So-Called Anthracite of Virginia Really
Is a

Much

Softer Coal

THE

so-called anthracite of Virginia is not really anthracite but is a much softer coal, according to the U. S. Geological Survey.
The coal mined in some parts of this field

compares favorably, except that its ash content is greater,
with the coal from the Pocahontas field, but that from
other parts is harder, contains less volatile matter, and consequently approaches anthracite more nearly in general
composition.

The
and

is

coal

is

of lower Carboniferous (Mississippian) Age
many places in the ridges of the Appalach-

found at

from the Potomac River nearly to the Tennessee
line.
It is best developed, however, in Montgomery, Pulaski
and Wythe Counties. It occurs in what has been called the
Price sandstone, which outcrops in a naiTow belt, dipping
south at angles ranging from 20 to 30 deg., at the southern
foot of Brush and Little Walker mountains, from a point
ian Valley

six or eight miles northeast of Blacksburg to a place almost
due north of Pulaski. At that place the outcrop turns to
the south, and it pursues a zigzag course around anticlinal
and synclinal points to Pulaski, where it passes beneath and

concealed by the Shenandoah ("Valley") limestone.
coal also occurs in Price Mountain, southeast of
Blacksburg, where it lies in an anticlinal fold and dips
under the Shenandoah limestone in all directions. In Wythe
County the coal and associated rocks form an overturned
syncline just north of Max Meadows, but its outcrop is
largely concealed by a tongue of the Shenandoah limestone
that has been thrust over upon it. The coal also reappears
at the foot of Little Walker Mountain, northwest of Wytheville, and extends westward nearly to Marion, in Smythe

is

The

County.

Two

beds of coal have been mined in this field, known
as the Big or Merrimac bed and the Little or Langhorne
bed.
The Merrimac bed seems to be present throughout
the part of the field mentioned above, with a thickness rang-

Crcel\.

extending from the top of the bin through the
It was not thought
top of the building were built.
that the coal would be dusty enough to cause any
inconvenience in the rest of the structure, but it has
been found that both at the dump pits and in the tipple
house the dust furnishes a serious problem. For this
All
reason a ventilating system is being provided.
machinery is electrically driven, using 440-volt induction motors and spur-gear speed reducers.
tors

ing from 5 to 11 ft., but in every mine the bed contains many
shale partings that can be separated from the coal only with
difliculty, and consequently the coal as it is put upon the
market contains a large percentage of ash. The Langhorne
bed also is generally present throughout the field, but so far
as known it is thick enough for commercial mining only
west of New River and north of Pulaski, where it ranges
In that part of the field west
in thickness from 3 to 5 ft.
of Wythcville the coal beds are generally thinner and more
impure than they are farther east.
The chemical composition of the coal is shown by the accompanying analyses. All the analyses represent the Merrimac bed, except that from Little Walker Mountain north
of Pulaski, which is from the Langhorne bed. The analyses
show that the most objectionable feature of this coal is its
large percentage of ash.
The analyses also show that the coal ranges in rank from
semi-bituminous to semi-anthracite, but that none of it approaches the composition of Pennsylvania anthracite. According to U. S. Geological Survey standards, bituminous
coal has a fuel ratio of less than -S; semi-bituminous, 3 to 6;
semi-anthracite, 6 to 10; and anthracite, 10 or more. Those
whose fuel ratio is less than 6 should be sold as semi-bituminous or "smokeless" coals, and those whose fuel ratio is more
than 6 should be sold as semi-anthracite. The present practice of putting them all on the market as Virginia anthracite should not be permitted, as the term is misleading.
AX.'iLYSES

OF COAL FROM MONTGOMERY. PULASKI AND WYTHE
COUNTIES, VIRGINIA
Volatile

Location
Price Mountain:
Soutliside
Nortliside..
Brusli Mountain:
NearBlacltsburg.

Poverty Gap,

New River....
Little Wallser

Moisture
3.6
3

1.9

16

Mountain, north
ofPula.ski

4 6

Syncline northeast
of

Max .Meadows

3.8

Matter

Plain- vs. Roller-Bearing Tests
Comparative Tests of Plain- and Roller-Bearing Equipment of
Cars, at Carbondale, Pa., Conducted with Absolute Fairness
Witness Corrects Certain'Statements'Reflecting on Said Tests

Mine

—

GLANCING

through some back
numbers of Coal Age, my attention
was arrested by certain statements
made by W. H. Noone, in his letter,
Coal Age, Vol.

18, p. 449,

to discredit the tests
dale. Pa.,

Nov.

which tended

made

at Cai'bon-

19, 1916.

These tests were made by the Hyatt
Roller Bearing Co., in the presence of a
large number of mining engineers and
mine officials. The object of the tests
was to demonstrate the superiority of
roller-bearing equipment for mine cars.
Having been present, myself when these
tests were made I feel competent to
speak regarding them.
Personally, I was deeply interested in
the tests, having been engaged for more
than a year previous in the design and
construction of a dynamometer car to
In
be used in making similar tests.
that work I was associated with the
Engineering Department of the UniThe design of the
versity of Illinois.
Illinois

car had been completed in June,

and it was not until June, 1916,
we had any knowledge of the same
class of work being undertaken by the
Hyatt Company.
At the Carbondale tests, I was giv1915,

that

en every opportunity to inspect the
equipment of the cars and became thoroughly familiar with every detail of
each test. The result was that I had
an intimate knowledge regarding the
preparation that had been made to render the results reliable as a means of
comparing these two types of bearings
for mine-car wheels.

Type of Ba\RiNG Used in Tests

On
which
"It

the issue of Coal Age to
have referred, Mr. Noone says,

p. 450, in
I

my

belief that the poorest type of
plain-bearing equipment was used, at
the time of making that test."
This
statement is far from being correct. As
a fact, the cars were mounted on one of
the best tjTDes of plain bearings, known
as the Fleming self-aligning type.
is

Care had been taken

in the selection

whose bearings had been well
and were in the best of condition

of cars

run

in

for giving favorable results in the tests.
I wish it could be said that the roller
bearings used in the tests were in equally good condition.
Had that been the
ease, I believe a less value than 13 lb.
per ton would have been found for the
drawbar pull on the roller-bearing cars.

It so happened that axles of a somewhat higher carbon content had been ordered for this test and had only reached
the mine a day and a half before the
test was to be made. No flat-nosed finishing tool had been used after the

turning; and it could be readily imagined that the axles were in no condition
to give the best results in a test of roller bearings.
Owing to the shortness of the time,
there was only opportunity for making
one trip into the mine and return, so
that it can be truthfully said the rollerbearing cars used in the test had not
been run in, as the distance they had
traveled would not exceed six miles at
the most.

Rate of Acceleration in Starting
THE Two Trips
Again, Mr. Noone refers to the pull
required to start the plain-bearing trip,
as being twice that needed to start the
roller-bearing cars. His remarks on this
point seem to imply that the whole truth
has not been told. He says, "No mention

is

made

.

.

.

that the trip mounted

on roller bearings was started slowly
and gradually, while the trip mounted
on plain bearings was started off at
two miles per hour, that speed being
picked up at the beginning."
Evidently Mr. Noone did not know
that an electric type of speed indicator
was used, which had to attain a certain
speed before the pen would indicate correctly.
As a result, the speed curve
follows the zero line, on the chart, a
short distance before rising.
No! The plain bearing trip did not
start off at two miles an hour, as Mr.
Noone supposes, although it accelerated
more rapidly than the roller-bearing
It is true, as he states, however,
trip.
that the roller-bearing cars covered
twice the distance the plain-bearing trip
was hauled, before they attained the
same speed.
In order to complete the discussion of
this point, let me say the initial pull required to start a trip must overcome the
static friction and be sufficient, besides,
to accelerate the mass until the desired
speed is attained.
Taking the data from the blueprint,
as closely as possible, I estimate that it
took the plain-bearing trip about 13.5
sec. to reach a speed of two miles per
hour, while the roller-bearing trip re-

quired about 20 sec. to attain the same
speed. The first estimate is equivalent
to an acceleration of 0.15 mi. per hr.
per second, while the second shows the
acceleration of the roller-bearing trip
was 0.10 mi. per hr., per sec.
Converting these into feet per second,
per second, and finding the force required to accelerate a ton at that rate,
shows that the plain-bearing trip required an accelerating force of 13.8 lb.
per ton, while the roller-bearing trip
needed only 9.2 lb. per ton, owing to
the acceleration being more gradual.

Computing the Starting Force
The

total starting force for plain
bearings, computed from chart and
weight of trip, was 178.6 lb. per ton
The same for roller-bearings was 90.6
Subtracting from these
lb.
per ton.
total values the force, per ton, required
for acceleration gives for the force, per
ton, required to overcome static friction
alone, 164.8 lb. for the plain-bearing
trip and 81.4 lb. for the roller-bearing
trip.

Thus, after making full allowance for
the fact that the plain-bearing trip was
started at a 50 per cent greater speed
we see that it took more than twice the
pull to overcome static friction only, in
plain-bearing ears, as compared with
roller-bearing equipment.
In closing, let me say, I have no reason to question the absolute good faith
in which Mr. Noone made the statements to which reference has been
made. I am confident he was sincere
and had no desire to cast any reflections
on the development that science has
made possible in mine-car equipment.

A. C. Callen,
Professor Mining Engineering.
West Virginia University,
Morgantown, W. Va.

Workin? Pitching Seams
Chute mining limited

an

inclination
degrees.

not

to

seams lutving

less

than thirty

REFERRING

to the inquiry regarding the working of a steep seam of
coal, and the reply suggesting the method
known as "chute mining," Coal Age.
July 28, p. 142, it would seem that the
reference here vas to a seam having
an inclination of 33 deg., instead of 33
per cent.
The angle of repose of bituminous
coal on sheet iron when both are dry is
26 deg. Then, assuming the chutes are
lined with sheet iron, the angle of inclination should not be less than 30 deg.
to enable the coal to slide freely down
the chute, and it seems probable, thei-e-
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this reply assumes a pitch
of 33 deg.
A 33 per cent pitch corresponds to
an angle of inclination slightly more
than 18 deg. referred to horizontal
measurement, or 19 deg. referred to in-

fore, that

measurement.

clined

In

either

case,

adopting chute mining would necessitate pushing the coal do\vn the chute
even if they were lined with sheet iron,
which would be both expensive and dangerous.

Rooms Turned on the Strike
Seam Pitching 20 Dec.

i.\

a

The Owl Creek Coal Co., at Gebo,
Wyo., are mining on a 20-deg. pitch.

The main haulage slope is driven on the
full dip of the seam and cross-entries
or strike levels are turned
angles to the main slope.

at right
From the
cross-entries or levels, stub slopes are
driven on the full dip of the seam and
rooms are turned to the right and left
of these on the strike of the seam.
The miners push their coal to the
mouths of their rooms, from which point
it is drawn up to the levels above by a
small hoist located at the head of each
stub slope. On the levels, locomotives
haul the coal to the main slope where
it is hoisted to the surface.
It may be of interest to know that
the coal is cut, in this mine, by standard
Goodman shortwall machines, which
are also used in drawing back the pillars.

No

difficulty

is

experienced in

making

these machines cut up the pitch.
In drawing back the pillars, the
rooms are widened on the high side and
the machines are operated successfully
-cutting along the rib.
For driving the
slopes, the company's mechanics have
mounted a breast machine on a truck.
It is aiTanged in such a manner as to
allow of its being swung from side to
side, in order to cut the full width of the
slope or entry.

Charles M. Schloss.
Denver, Colo.

Model Room Switches
Safety and security of operation assured by attention to details in laying
a mine switch.

^'OIDING

danger of derailment of
.i~V cars at mine switches brings the
suggestion, from an Indiana trackman,
that the use of guardrails, at switch
points and frogs, will be effectual. Coal
Age, June 30, p. 1163.
It is unnecessary to enlarge on the
necessity of avoiding the derailment of
mine cars, at room switches. Not only
is this important, in order to prevent
loss of time and the expense of putting
the ear back on the track, but there is
every possibility of some one getting
hurt when a car weighing anywhere
from 1 to 3 tons is derailed and must
be replaced on the track.
There is one objection to having too
many guardrails, however, especially
in machine mining whtre the machine
cable is attached to the trolley, or
power line, located on the opposite side
of the track from that on which the
rooms are turned.
There is always
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danger of the cable being caught or
fouled in one of these guardrails when
the machine is proceeding toward the
face of a room to cut the coal.
I>et me suggest the importance of
giving attention to a few essential
points when laying a room switch or
parting, as we call it, if we are to lessen the risk of accident by derailment.
The points I have in mind are:
First, where locomotives or cutting

machines must pass over a switch and
enter the room, or where cars of large
dimensions and capacity are employed,
never use less than a No. -2 frog, in
laying a room switch. This will give a
good length of lead rail that will allow
the locomotive or cutting machine to
pass in and out of the room with the
utmost freedom.

Choice of Latches or Rail Points

Now, a word about latches and switch
From my own experience, I do
not favor the use of latches, for iron
under 30 lb. per yd., or where animal
power is used in hauling. The latches
are hard to keep clean and in repair
and there is danger from the common
practice of drivers to kick the latch
when riding on the front end of a car,
which is a dangerous habit.
In the use of rail points, under the
conditions just mentioned, there need be
little danger of derailment if the switch
is properly laid and a No. -2 frog employed. The point rails should be nicely
pointed and made just a trifle higher
than the rails they parallel. Care must
be taken to lay all rails to a true gage.
In locomotive haulage, using 6-, 8svritches
or
10-ton
locomotives, all
should be of the latch type and made of
heavier iron than in animal haulage.
The switch should be thrown by a lever,
parallel to and 36 in. from the rail, so
that there will be no danger of a snapper or driver tripping over it and fallpoints.

ing.
While writing this, I have wished
that I could always have these arrangements, which would go far toward making a model mine in respect to haulage.
Cans, Pa.
R. W. LiGHTBURN.

Cut Mine Timbers to Measure
Mine accidents largely due to the dull
axes and saws of miners. Timbermen
as

important

as

LOOKING

safety

inspectors.

examination
over
the
J questions of the last bituminous
inspectors'
examination,
held at
mine
Pittsburgh, Pa., as published in Coal
Age, Aug. 11, p. 221, my attention was
arrested by one question in particular,
which asked for the cause of the greatest number of accidents in mines.
The answer stated very properly that
the chief cause of these accidents were
falls of roof and coal at the working
face; and recommended, as a means of
reducing the number of such accidents,
the employment of safety inspectors to
look after the men a plentiful supply
of timber of the proper kind to be kept
constantly on hand, in each working
place; and, lastly, a systematic method
of timbering wherever that is prac;

ticable.

I agree fully with these suggestions,
Is it not
but do they go far enough?
true that with the employment of
safety inspectors in our mines, the number of accidents still continues high in
comparison with the death rate in some
other countries?
Now, what I have to say, is not to be
that
recommending
as
understood
safety inspectors should be eliminatetl
or their employment discontinued. Instead, my ide'i is that not sufficient attention is given to the matter of sending timber into the mine already cut to
the required length.
We all know that the majority of
miners do not keep their axes and saws
When the posts sent in
in condition.
to them are not the right length most
miners will throw them aside, for the
present, rather than take the time to
cut them to the proper length with a
The miner continues
dull axe or saw.
loading his coal and the needed posts
are not set in time to avoid the accident that is almost sure to follow.
Allow me to suggest, here, that good
timbermen are as important, at the
working face of the mine, as safety inspectors.
In a large percentage of the
mines of this country, the timber sent
to the working face for the miners'
use is not cut to the proper length and,
as just mentioned, is not available for
instant use.

Cutting Timber in Mine the Cause
OF Many Accidents

The conditions just described have a
tendency to make miners careless in respect to the timbering of their places,
which we all know must be done
promptly when needed and not put off
for a more convenient time.
I am not
classifying every miner on the same
level; but I honestly think the sending
of timber into the mine, before it is cut
to the right length, is the underlying
cause of a great number of accidents.
It may be argued that it is the duty
of the safety in?pector to see that the
miners keep their tools in good condition and cut and set timbers promptly
in their places.
This is no doubt true;
but the delay in the work of loading
when timbers must be cut is the miners'
excuse for not setting his posts till he
has finished loading his coal.

My

thought recurs to a mine where

the timbermen are each assigned to a
certain section of the workings and
charged with the duty of measuring the
length of timber required in each place,
in that parti'-ular section.
A timberman notes his measurements in a book,
together with the number of posts and
cap-pieces on hand in each place, after
which he proceeds to the timber yard,
cuts what posts are needed and loads
them into cars to be taken, by the
driver, to where they are wanted.
It is needless to say that when each
working place is thus supplied with
props of the right length and cappieces, the miner has no excuse for not
setting his timbers promptly, as required; and, as a result, the accident
list in that mine is greatly reduced.
Poston, Ohio.
J. H. Taylor.
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which was an error, as the altitude
readings taken did not correspond to
the

Inquiries

Of General

As

Interest

Determining Hydrostatic Pressures in a Mine
With the Aneroid
Aneroid Readings Converted Into Equivalent
Inches of Mercury or Atmospheric Pressure (lb. per sq.in.)
Difference in Altitude Approximate Difference in Elevation

Altitude

—

ONLY

recently I oame across the
an Oklahoma mining eninquiring into the use of the
determinig hydrostatic
aneroid
for
pressures in the mine. The inquiry apletter of

gineer,

peared in Coal Age, June 16, p. 1084,
and the reply of the editor drew attention to points that must be observed
taking such readings, but did not
to calculate the hydrostatic
pressure on the air from the readings
in

show how
taken.

Some time ago I had occasion to determine, if possible, the pi'essure on the
air at different points in our mine, by
the use of the aneroid.
My technical
knowledge of the subject will not permit me to go further than to present a
few figures taken from my notebook,
which I believe will be of interest in
this connection.
The accompanying sketch or diagram
(Fig. 1) shows, relatively, the downAneroid
reading

Exhaust fan
'^»^''?»S';4^^
IdSSif.

Surface

/^SSj

level

As previously stated, however, the
seam is practically level and its elevation we understand is about sea level.
Thei'efore, the difference in the two
altitude readings taken in this level
seam must represent the pressure, in
feet of air column, due to the resistance
met by the air current in passing from
the foot of the downcast to the foot of
the upcast shaft.
From tables giving the barometric
height, for different elevations above
sea level, I find that there is a difference of 29.925
29.39
0.535 in.,
for the first 500 ft. above tide.
Then,
to find the difference for 134 ft., I used
the proportion
500
134
0.535
x
0.143 in.
Multiplying this by the specific gravity of mercury (13.6) gives the corresponding water-gage reading, as 13.6
1.94 in. This does not inX 0.143
clude the resistances of the two shafts,
but only represents the resistance of
the mine airways.
Finally, for the purpose of checking
the readings of the aneroid, I took a
water-gage reading at the intake orifice
of the fan and found it to be 2.1 in.,
which is slightly greater than the water
gage estimated as due to the resistance
If there is a
of the mine airways.
formula or method of calculating hydrostatic pressures, from aneroid readings,
it would be of interest in this connec-

-

:

:

:

1.

DIAGRAM. SHAFT MINE

-

=

—

:

of

the

points

=

M(NE Engineer.
,

FIG.

=

elevations

level.

well known, the density of the
atmosphere decreases as the elevation
above sea level increases.
For this
reason, 500 ft., on the altitude scale of
an aneroid, corresponds to a less difference in pressure at the higher altitudes than at lower elevations.
The correspondent states that the
seam of coal is practically at sea level,
which makes the elevation at the surface about 535 ft. above tide. The readings observed from the altitude scale
showed a difference of 537 ft., or 2 ft.
greater than the measured depth of
the shaft.
This result should have shown, at
once, that something was wrong, as the
difference in reading should have been
much less than the depth of the shaft,
taking into consideration the resistance
that the shaft offers to the passage of
the air current. This resistance acts to
counterbalance and desti'oy the lesser
effect of the weight of the air column in
the shaft and decrease the difference of
pressure.
As shown in Fig. 2, mining aneroids
have two scales, the outer or altitude
is

-

tion.

cast and upcast shaft, the position of
the exhaust fan, depth of shafts, the
surface line and the seam below, these
being each practically level.
On the
diagram, also, I have indicated the
aneroid readings taken at the surface
and at the foot of each shaft. These
readings were taken from the altitude
scale of the aneroid and represent, more
or less closely, the height in feet above
sea-level or tidewater.
It will be observed that the difference
of the readings taken at the surface
and at the foot of the downcast shaft,
1,88.5
1,348
537 ft, checks the
actual depth of the shaft within 2 ft.
But the reading taken at the foot of
the upcast shaft (1,482 ft.) would indicate a difference of 1,482
1,348 =
134 ft. between the elevations at the
foot of these two shafts.

actual

above sea

W. Va.

We are glad this correspondent has
again drawn attention to the inquiry
regarding the use of the aneroid barometer for ascertaining mine pressures.
As he states, the reply made in Coal
Age June
,

necessary
case

16, p. 1084, did not give the

calculations,

was mentioned.

as

no

specific

MIXING ANEROID
scale being adjustable, which permits
it to be shifted so thar, its graduation
will correspond to any observed baro-

metric reading.
The best results are obtained when
the known elevation of the point of
observation above tide on the altitude
scale is shifted to correspond to the
observed reading of the mercurial barometer, at the time of observation.
.

Referring now to Fig. 1, which is
a diagramatic representation of the
points in question as prepared from

Many

engineers have used the ane- the correspondent's sketch, the first
roid to determine elevations and presstep is to find the respective atmossures underground, but generally with pheric pressures corresponding to the
unsatisfactory results.
In most cases, ob.served altitude readings at the surthe difficulty has arisen from a lack of face and the bottom of each shaft.
understanding of the instrument.
For this purpose we assume a height
The use of the aneroid, in mines, is or altitude h = 1,885 ft. and an abso-- 520
complicated by reason of the readings lute temperature T = 460 -|being taken at different elevations and deg. F., in the following equation (see
being variously affected by the venti- Mine Gases & Ventilation, Beard, p.
lating pressure due to the resistance of
16):
h
the airways.
log P, = 1.1672 In the present instance, the corre^^3 gg y
spondent has taken the readings from
The pressure corresponding to an
the altitude scale of his instrument. altitude reading of 1,885 ft., as found

W
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to estimate the resistance of the shaft

equation, is p = 13.73 lb.
In like manner the pressure
for the altitude readinp 1,348 ft., taken
at the bottom of the downcast shaft, is
p = 14.00 lb. per sq.in.; and that for
the reading 1,482 ft., taken at the bottom of the upcast shaft, is 13.93 lb.
per sq.in.
Now, subtracting the calculated pressure at the surface (13.73) from that
at the bottom of the downcast shaft
(14.00) gives for the difference of pressure 14.00 - 13.73 = 0.27 lb. per sq.in.
More exactly, by the use of seven- or
ten-place logarithms, this difference is
0.269 lb. p^r sq.in.
Since the elevation of the seam is
said to be practically sea level, the normal atmospheric pressure is 14.696 lb.
Subtracting from this the
per sq.in.
calculated difference of pressure between the top and the bottom of the
shaft, gives for the normal pressure at
269 = 14.427 lb.
the surface 14.696
per sq.in.
Having thus found the respective
normal pressures for the top and the
bottom of the downcast shaft, we substitute these in the equation previously
But log 14.696
given and solve for h.
1.16720; and log 14.427 = l.l.i918,
which substituted in the equation gives,
for the estimated depth of the shaft,
h = 511.6 ft.
It is clear that the observed difference of pressures between the top and
bottom of the shaft would have been
greater but for the resistance of the
shaft to the air current. In all aneroid
work in mines, for tho purpose of determining pressure on the air, it is
necessary to know the elevations of the
several points of observation, in order

from
per
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this

or airway.

sq.in.

For example, to determine the shaft
resistance in this case, substitute the
measured depth, h = 535 ft., in the
equation previously given, and find for
the atmospheric pressure at the surface
14.415 lb. per sq.in. Then, subp
tracting this from normal sea level
pressure at the bottom of the shaft
0.281 as the
14.415
gives 14.696
difference of pressure due to the depth

-

=

=

—

=

bearing, which gives 180 -f 15 = 195
deg. Then, the angle between the two
107i deg.
87i
bearings is 195

of the shaft.

The difference of pressure calculated
from the observed reading was 0.269 lb.
per sq.in. Therefore, the shaft resist0.269 =
ance in this case is 0.281
0.012 lb. per sq.in., or 1.728 lb. per
water
to
a
corresponds
sq.ft., which

-

gage of 1.728

5.2

-i-

-

=

it

0.33.

But it will be necessary
all safety lamps out of the
where the air is travair-course
main
eling at such a high velocity.
However, the fact that a rapid current of air is passing in the main airway is not of itself proof that the mine
the
is well ventilated, particularly if

be made for difference in elevation.
In this case, therefore, the resistance
of the airways between these two
0.07 (exactly,
13.93
points is 14.00
0.067) lb. per sq.in., or 9.648 lb. per

-

-

Is

ventilation at the working face, where
the current velocity must be low, say
not exceeding 4 or 5 ft. per second, in
order to avoid the danger of the flame
being blown through the gauze of the

Again, each of the readings taken at
the foot of the downcast and upcast
shafts, respectively, being practically
sea-level readings, no allowance has to

=

safety lamps.

keep

to

area of the airway is very
Good ventilation will depend
small.
on the velocity of the air at the working face and the gaseous condition of

sectional

the mine atmosphere.

corresponding to a water gage

sq.ft.,

—

proof of good ventilation, in a gaseous mine, when a very
rapid current of air is iMSsing through
Give reasom.
a small airway?
Answer— The rapid air current may
of air, which
quantity
good
furnish a
several
if properly distributed in the
districts of the mine would give good

Question

=

1.85 in.
of 9.648 -=- 5.2
Finally, assuming the resistance of
0.66 in.
the two shafts is 2 X 0.33
water gage, the total water gage read1.85
would
be
ing in the fan drift
It is hardly possible
2.51 in.
0.66

=

+

=

water-gage reading
at the intake orifice of a fan, which
The water-gage
in.
2.1
to
be
was said
reading should always be taken on the
to obtain a correct

air drift, at a sufficient distance from
the ventilator to afford a steady uni-

form readine.

Question

— How

many

cubic yards
from a

of earth Imve been excavated
shaft 37 ft. long, 12 ft. wide
ft.

and 750

deep?

Answer — The sectional area
is 12 X 37 = 444 sq.ft.,

shaft

=

of
or
of
yd.

this

444

the
9
the
250
shaft being 750 -=- 3
number of yards of earth removed is
12,333J cu.yd.
49i X 250
Question What conditions zvould
guide you in determining the widths of
-;-

The depth

494 sq.yd.

=

=

—

entries

and rooms?

mines

is

Answer — The width

of entries in
considering,
conditions, such as

determined

by

the physical
the nature of the roof, floor, and coal,
depth of cover and thickness of seam;
and, second, the practical conditions
relating to the kind of haulage employed, size and capacity of mine cars

first,

Examination Questions
Answered

and necessary clearance. Entries leading toward old abandoned works should
not be more than 8

Mine Managers' Examination,
Springfield, May 2, 3, 1921

Illinois

—

Question— H'lf/i a ?,S-hp. fan we are
producing 100,000 cn.ft. of air per
minute; how inany cubic feet will we

Question (a) Hoiv many degrees
are there in a circle, and (6) wjiat,
angle is included between the bearings

get from a SO-hp. fan, in the same air-

N81i°

way?

Answer— Assuming

the

same

effi-

ciency for each fan and no change in
the circulation of air in the mine, the
quantity of air passins will vary with
the cube root of the power on the air.
In other words, the quantity ratio is
equal to the cube root of the power
ratio, which gives in this case

Q

=[30

100,000

The quantity

Q

=

of air produced is then
92,422

100,000 X 0.92422
cuft. per mill.

=

E and SIB'W?
Answer— (a) There

are 360 deg. in

a full circle.
(b) The angle included between the
two bearings given is found by subtracting the azimuth of the first bearThe aziing from that of the sei-ond.
muth of a bearing is the angle measured from the north point of the
Thus
meridian around to the right.
the azimuth of the first bearing is equal
to the angle of the bearing, that being
in the northeast quadrant.
The angle of the second bearing lyin the southwest quadrant is found
by adding 180 deg. to the angle of

ing

wide.

seam, presence of gas or water

in

the

strata, fault lines or slips in the roof;
and, practically, by the method of

(Selected Questions)

.

ft.

of rooms is determined by
the physical conditions, such as nature
of the roof, floor, and coal, thickness of

The width

working employed, manner of cutting
the coal and length of time the rooms
must be kept open.
Question A slope dips 1 ft in 8 /*.,
for a distance of 504 jt measured on

—

,

What

the differoiee in.
elevation between the mouth of the
what is the
and
its
face;
and
slope
these
between
distance
horizontal
points?
inclinathe
case,
this
Answer In
tion being 1 in 8, measured on the slope,
the total dip or the vertical height of
the mouth of the slope above its face
the

slope.

is

—

8 = 63 ft.
504
Since the slope, the vertical height
and the horizontal distance form a right
triangle, the horizontal length of the
63'
500 ft.
slope is V504'

is

^

-
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Engineers from Country Over Visit Anthracite Region
I. M.E. Attended by About Five Hundred Persons
Wyoming and Lehigh Regions Inspect Marvine Breaker,
Plant and Large Strippings — Much Progress Outlined in Papers

Wilkes-Barre Meeting of A.

— Guests
Hauto

Visit

Electric

—

By

WITH

W.

R.

Dawson Hall

Richards, president of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., in the chair,
the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers opened Sept. 12 its 124th meeting,
at which it celebrated its fiftieth year of existence. On
May 16, 1871, the Institute wa.s founded in WilkesBarre, and this year in memory of that fact it held its
summer meeting in that town.
The first paper presented was one by H. D. Kynor.
assistant to the general manager of the Hudson Coal
The presentation was accompanied by large line
Co.
drawings and the paper was discussed by Cadwallader
Evans, Sidney J. Jennings, W. J. Richards and George
Speaking of the marked decline in mechanS. Rice.
ically-mined anthracite
1,508,634 tons being so produced in 1920 and 2,021,161 tons in 1918— Mr. Kynor
said the falling off was largely in the production of the
Pennsylvania Coal Co., which in the year 1920 had been
faced with many labor troubles which resulted in
lowered production. It should be noted, however, that
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Coal
Department also reduced its tonnage in 1920 to one-half
J.

—

that of 1918. The Hudson Coal Co. and the Scranton
Coal Co., to say nothing of the Temple Coal Co., made
large gains.

Ashley Planes Still Better Than Railroad
C. H. Stein on "The Ashley Planes for
Freight Traffic" was presented in brief by

The paper by
Handling

Douglas Bunting spoke
Secretary F. F. Sharpless.
favorably of the planes and declared that while a back
track was in existence and coal could be, and had been,
hauled by that connection, it had not been found possible
The track was
to operate loaded cars on it profitably.
used solely for the return of empty cars. Sidney J.
Jennings said that in South Africa planes had been
abandoned as more expensive to operate than heavy
adverse grades, as more skilled workmen had to be
employed. Edwin Ludlow declared that when a Western
manager took charge of the Philadelphia & Reading
R. R. some time ago he put the Mahanoy plane out of

Griffith questioned if anthracoal and chestnut
anthracite were really comparable, unless the ash conMr. Markle said
tent of the anthracite were known.
that anthracite had 16 per cent of ash and anthracoal
18 per cent and so the coal chosen for comparison with
anthracoal was not unduly ashy; in fact, it was a coal
which might be expected to give good results.

William

Carbocoal Cannot Be Made Out of Anthracite
E. M. Chance asked in what way anthracoal differed
from carbocoal. Charles Dorrance said that while there
might be some resemblances in the two products, carbocoal could not be made out of anthracite and that the
In
processes and products were essentially different.
reply to E. W. Parker, the author said that he had not
coked anthracite and coal-tar pitch in non-recovery
ovens and therefore could not say with certainty if the
coking process really would be self-sustaining when the
carbonizing was done in such ovens. Asked by George
H. Ashley if anthi-acoal would take anthracite out of
the steam market, Charles Dorrance declared that
anthracoal was superior to any briquet ever manufactured and that 500 or 600 tons of the product have been
made and tested. It remained however, to be seen if
anthracoal could be produced at a price that would
enable it to compete with rival fuels. In particular the
developers of the process do not

know

if it will

generate

enough to continue the carbonization of the pitch.
William Griffith's fear was of a shortage of coal tar
and Edwin Ludlow wanted to know if a low-grade oil
of asphaltic base could be used in
This material, Mr. Markle
stance.
tried but without favorable result.
S. Rice, Mr. Markle said that slush

place of that subdeclared, had been

In reply to George
and coal tar could
be carbonized into anthracoal without grinding but as

commission, alleging that it was not a profitable way of
conducting railroading.
After a month's experience
he decided that the plane was more profitable to operate
than the ordinary road over which he was attempting
to raise the cars.

Graham Bright declared that the planes expressed
up-to-date practice of twenty years ago but today it
would seem that they should be electrified. There were
three separate power houses to be maintained and an
extremely bad load factor. It would be better to use
electricity. A common generating station would greatly
reduce costs or, better yet, power could be purchased.

He could not see how hoists of 1,200 hp. could handle
It appeared to him
the load at thirty miles an hour.
that a 5,000- or 7,000-hp. hoist would be required
Donald Markle's paper on "Anthracoal" followed, and
•Editor, Coal Affe.

R. A.

QUIN

General Manager. Susquehanna Collieries Co..
whose hearty co-operation assisted in making
the meeting a success.
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the particles of slush passed through the process without losing their indentity the coarse particles were apt
to rub off in storage and give the purchaser much
trouble with the powder thus liberated from the product.
John Griffen then read his paper "Slush Problem in

Anthracite Preparation" and Mr. Blood of

New York

in a written paper discussed the po.^sibility of using
fine anthracite for the generation of power for the

super-power project. He said that in the anthracite
region power could be generated at 5.7 mills per kilowatt-hour whereas at New York the cost is 7.4 mills
and in Philadelphia 7.3 mills. The power from the
anthracite region could be transmitted to the seaboard
for 6.5 mills.

Anthracite Field Produces

15

Per Cent of U.

S.

Coal

In the evening of Monday, with C. F. Huber in the chair,
E. W. Parker delivered his lecture on the anthracite region,
with the aid of lantern slides, explaining that 15 per cent
of the present output of coal in the United States comes
from the anthracite field, occupying less than 500 square
miles and a little more than one-tenth of 1 per cent of the

whole coal area of the United States, which aggregates
about 400,000 square miles. Speaking about the antiquity
of the anthracite industry R. A. Quin informed the meeting
that the firm of A. B. Cochran mined and shipped coal from

The figures usually
Schuylkill County as early as 1786.
given for the early production of the anthracite field are exsources of that
many
were
so
there
tremely misleading;
early production and so many of them were earlier than the
first statistically-recorded output that it is somewhat misleading to say with Mr. Parker that "as an industry anthracite is considered to have begun in 1820, when the
Lehigh Navigation & Coal Co. (now the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co.) shipped 365 tons, one ton for each day of
a normal 365-day year, down the Lehigh and Delaware
rivers to Philadelphia."
The trade was established, as Mr. Parker showed in his
paper, during or before the Revolutionary War, and his de-

regard its commencement in 1820 is somewhat
arbitrary and was disputed by William Griffith and later by
Mr. Quin.
Following the article of E. W. Parker came that by H. N.
Eavenson on the "Lynch Plant of the United States Coal &
Coke Co." He stated that the cover over the mine was
1,500 ft. in the deepest part in the workings on the right
bank of Looney Creek and 1,000 ft. on the left bank and
that before the mine was completed 2,200 to 2,400 ft. of
overburden would be reached in places. In reply to E. V.
D'Invilliers' query as regards the summer water supply he
said that there had been a considerable shortage and that
the company was arranging a reservoir inside the mines.
A drillhole about 70 ft. deep or thereabout was being drilled
down to the coal in the bottom of Gap Branch. The water
was to be run into rooms in the flood periods and held
there by substantial dams so as to be available during dry
cision

to

periods.

Lynch Plant to Extract

250.000,000

Tons of Coal

In reply to Mr. Evans, who seemed to doubt the advantage
of such a large expenditure as has been made on this plant,
Mr. Eavenson declared that it was intended to extract 250,000,000 tons of coal from that area, which at 2,500,000 tons
a year or upward would last 70 to 100 years. There were
four seams above water level and one below. He added that
one large central plant surely was more economical than
several small plants, each requiring its quota of surface

men.

Graham Bright commended the dimensions of the cars
which have the wheel base as long as the gage is wide.
He questioned, however, why the cars should be so low. Mr.
Eavenson declared that the seam being worked often fell in
"rolls" well below the regular height and made a low car
desirable, and he stated that one reason for the use of these
low cars was so as to be prepared to meet conditions in a
seam located 20 ft. below the one now being worked. This
seam

is 3 ft.

6 in. thick.

Vol. 20, No.
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George S. Rice urged that reliance on topping cars wth
coal to obtain car capacity should be avoided as it results
in an excessive quantity of dust being deposited in the roadways and in consequent dust explosions. Mr. Eavenson said
most of the spillage along roadways came not from the
overbuilding of cars but from leaky aiul loose endgate.s. As
the Lynch car had solid ends this scattering of coal was
avoided.
In reply to C. E. Holder, Mr. Eavenson said an allowance of 50 gallons per day per person was sufficient to
supply the employees with water. An allowance had been
made of two rooms per employee. There were no tubs in
the wash house, as the sanitarj' advisers of the Steel Corporation would have none of them, but there were seventyone showers.
To C. T. Starr, who asked what the tonnage per man
averaged, Mr. Eavenson said that the production was four
tons per man when all employees even the store men were

—

—

considered.

The morning following, Tuesday, Sept. 13, a trip was
in automobiles through the Wyoming Valley to Scranton along the course already dcs.vibeil in Coal Aye.
Tliis
trip was broken by a visit to the Marvine Colliery at Plymouth, which was described in D. C. Ashmead's paper, but
with all the superlatives left out. It is truly the latest
word in breaker construction. Its cleanly factory-like appearance and solid fireproof constnjction make it look like
a big Western copper mill. As its contents are not of a
combustible character the building is doubtless as fireproof
as it appears, which is more than can be said even of up-todate factories.
At this plant were shown graphic charts, one for each
working bed, drawn on a scale of 100 ft. to the inch. These
showed by buttons the places being worked and the numbers of the men to whom they are apportioned, day-shift
and night-shift men being denominated by buttons of different colors. Mules and locomotives also are represented
by pins. These working maps are brought to date once a

made

—

week.

Make Five-Year Forecast

of Development

Charts also show the fatalities from different causes by
months. The forecast atlas contains maps and data showing a five-year forecast of development and projection. A
glass-plate model shows the relative location of the workings in the various beds and the surface improvements
above them. A large working model of the Loree breaker

was exhibited.
The visitors took an elevator to the top of the breaker
and, passing down back and forth across the various floors,
closely inspected the machinery, including the DeisterOverstrom tables and the Dorr classifiers. This installation
is no longer experimental and certain it is that an air of
permanence is as apparent here as elsewhere, and the results
attained in the operation justify the confidence which the
management reposes in its efficiency and expediency. Like
all the newer wet breakers this structure is absolutely
clean.
There is no dust of any sort and as the water is
well controlled no stray sprays make progress through the
breaker unpleasant.
The trip ended at the International Correspondence
Schools, where a generous lunch was sei-ved and the schools
inspected. Two sessions were held, one on coal mining and
the other on Americanization. At the first Douglas Bunting
presented his paper on "Mine Fires." George S. Rice pointed
out that the results obtained in sampling the gases in the
sealed areas were at variance with those obtained from
similar areas in bituminous mines.
In soft-coal mines, after sealing the air rapidly loses its
free oxygen, the percentage of which may fall to zero. In
the cases described by Mr. Bunting the oxygen percentage
He said he would like to know
fell and then rose again.
the reason for this rise if the sealing was really tight. He
wanted to know what indication led the officials to believe
the fire was out. In bituminous mines the dropping of the
carbon monoxide to zero was not found to be evidence that
the fire was extinguished.
Mr. Bunting stated in reply that the company officials,
while in doubt as to the results of their efforts, ventured
also
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Beaver Meadow
Breaker

A Lehigh Valley
Coal Co. operation,
located near Hazleton. Pa.

frame

The

is

Iiead-

2 2 5

ft.

being one of
the highest in the
hlgti,

anthi'acite

field.

in each case to proceed on the supposition that the fire was
It was impossible to ascertain whether it was extinguished without entering: the fire area, and fortunately in
each instance the assumption proved entirely correct. The
absence of carbon monoxide was regarded as an indication
but not one on which any positive reliance could be placed.
He could not explain why the oxygen content increased,

out.

for the seals

were

tight.

Mr. Rice questioned whether the

was

in the coal or
extinguished, and
Mr. Bunting replied that in each case there must be coal
consumed. In the Nottingham fire little timber was burned
but in the South Wilkes-Ban'e conflagration timber took a
larger part.
In both cases, however, the fire fed on coal
as well as on wood. Breathing apparatus was not used in
the sealing of the intake but was used when closing up the
return.
H. H. Otto read a paper by J. D. Warriner on the peculiar
conditions in the Panther Creek Valley, where the heavy
slopes made extinction unusually difficult and where the
fires cost sums of money reaching up to $180,000. Of course,
the great Summit Hill fire had cost many times that sum.
E. M. Chance said that the presence of carbon monoxide
in itself indicates fire except where it arises from the imperfect combustion of explosives.
in

timbers,

in

that

it

was

so

fire

easily

Brisk Fires Rapidly Generate Carbon Monoxide
.Absence of carbon monoxide, however, does not show that
the fire is out, but only that it is not brisk. Carbon mono.xide is not readily formed at low temperatures.
With
brisk fires it is rapidly generated.
Finally the carbondio.xide percentage ceases to increase as the fire dies down.
Than, at last, it may be said that combustion has ceased,
but still the fire may not be out. The coal may be so hot
that as soon as air reaches it it will blaze up again.
Mr. Warriner said that some of these mine fires occurred
in places that had not been worked for some years, and there
was a disposition to ascribe them to spontaneous combustion,
gas ignition by sparks from falling rock and like mysterious
causes.
Whatever their origin they were stubborn and expensive to subdue.
Edwin Ludlow discussed the fire on Summit Hill, which
is still burning and has been active since 1759.
It is now
cut off, however.
It was thought that the cut-off was
ineffectual, heated areas being found above the coal beyond
the isolated section.
But by boring the roof above the
coal beyond the cut-off and by flushing it with culm, giving it large quantites of water, the crevices were successfully closed and the fire stayed.
The Midlothian mine of the Richmond coal field of Virginia had, according to H. M. Chance, a fire at about the
300-ft. level.
The measure dipped at an angle of 30 to
35 deg. There was no fire below the 300-ft. level. It was
decided to flood the mine, and as the water supply was
insufficient it took two months to seal off the fire with

There were unfortunately no holes to the crop, and
though the water rose to within 20 ft. of the curbing of
the shaft, it could not fill the 300-ft. level, for as soon as
the rising water sealed off the area it ceased to be able
to drive the air out and consequently could not rise as far
as the fire, the compressed air preventing the water from
penetrating all portions of the workings.
Had boreholes
been made to let the air out, the water possibly would have
risen and done its work.
However, after an eighteen
months' wait the officials of the company pumped out the
water and entered the mine, to find it still far from extin-*
guished.

water.

Put Out British Mine Fires Before They Start
A. C. Ritson, who is representing
in this country, having been
appointed to attend the International First-Aid and MineRescue competition at St. Louis, spoke on British mine
fires.
He said that in South Yorkshire all the mines were
dry, gaseous and from 2,400 to 3,300 ft. deep.
There are
fires at these mines at all times.
The method of fighting
them is, to use an Irish bull, to put them out before they

Lieutenant Colonel

the

British

J.

Government

start.

Attempts have been made to ascertain the prospect of
by analyses of mine gases, but apparently the nose
is the best guide.
The gob stink is more readily determined
than a change in the composition of the air. When the
gob stink is noted the men are withdrawn and rock dust
is spread over the area, which is then built off with packvvfalls.
These in turn are coated with loose sand which is
driven into the cracks. Loose dirt stoppings or brick walls
are erected, and then sand is piled outside to prevent air
seeping through any crack that might have developed. The
fires

is regulated on the return so as to reduce to the correct
quantity the ventilation current in the area being scaled.
The air is shut off on the return last, but the work of
blocking the return airway is not left entirely till after
the intake is shut off. The bulk of this work is done before
the intake is entirely closed, and the last work on the
return is done after the last w«rk on the intake.
In non-gaseous mines, which usually are damp, the fire,
if in the middle of a pillar, usually is dug out and so
removed. Some fire areas in Scotland have been unsealed
after forty years and were found still burning.
It i.«
believed that they received air from the surface.
Mr. Ritson said that the old open-flame lamp must soon
be done away with in Great Britain, as it has been the
cause of only too many mine fires.
R. V. Norris called
attention to the fact that the National Colliery fire was
e.xtinguished by making an extremely deep and wide ditch
around the shaft. The expense was enormous but was well
justified by the outcome.
George S. Rice mentioned the
success at Butte achieved in the shutting off burning areas
by the use of brattice cloth, chicken wire and the cement
gun.

air

.More Steel Furnaces Start

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of Inon Which Depends the

dustrial Activities

Immediate and Future Market

for

Coal

Up

Recent improvement in the iron
and steel industry has been maintained and there are further signs
of a moderate broadening in demand. The current month is more
than holding its own compared with
August, says The Iron Trade Review, in its weekly summary as of

volume of orders
lines was the best of the
Pro<luction was described as
undergoing a slow but sustained increase, best illustrated by the blowing
of additional blast furnaces.
No less than half a dozen furnaces
have resumed since the first of this
month, following an increase of
more than 41 per cent in August.
Structural steel orders made a favorable showing during the week,
totaling
placed
15,000
contracts
Sept. 15, and the
in

some

year.

THE

general situation in business has changed little, according
September bulletin of business conditions issued by the
National City Bank of New York.
"The textile industries as a group," the bulletin states, "are an
exception to the general situation. This is particularly true in cotton
goods, which have blossomed out into something resembling a real
boom. The mills are well sold up for the immediate future and in
some lines until next spring, while prices have recovered on some
goods up to 20 per cent. Foreign orders have been received in suffito the

cient quantities to help the revival."
Under the caption "the situation waits," the bulletin continues, in

part:
"It

is

not

difficult to

see what

is

the matter with industry in the

United States and over the world. The situation is practically the
same everywhere. The demoralization and poverty of Europe, resulting from the war, is of course a factor in it, but the chief cause
even in Europe is not the losses of the war, but the unbalanced state
of industry as between the producers of primary products on the one
hand and the producers of manufactured products and the groups
engaged in trading and tran.sportation on the other hand.
"There seems to be nothing to do but allow the economic forces to
work things out in their own relentless way. The workers in each
industry have the privilege of saying that they will not come down
until everybody else does, and perhaps not then. Nobody has authority
to say who shall come down first, or that anybody shall come down.
will have to settle it among themselves.
"Notwithstanding the many discouraging factors in the situation,
reports from over the country indicate that pessimism is less intense
than earlier in the year. The crop has been made upon very low
expenditures. The farmer has gone resolutely at the task of reducing
production costs, and in so doing has set an example to all the

They

tons.

Railroad buying

again in-

is

creasing.

Has Less Unemployment
Survey of the unemployment situation in Buffalo by officials of the
New York State Employment Department show a material increase
in the number of workers who have
taken jobs in August and the first
two weeks of September. The investigation
shows
about
37,000
workers are now unemployed a decrease of 2,600 from June.
Buffalo

—

Fewer

Idle

Now Than

in

1914

Those who are disturbed over the
.5,73.5,000 unemployed of today overlook that in 1914 "there were 7,000.000 out of work, a larger percentage of whom were men and actual
breadwinners than in the present
unemployed, Secretary of Labor
Davis said recently in a statement.
Declaring that the country had just
passed throuRh a period when every
effort

was made

to

induce

women

industries.

and others who had not worked for

of real progress is not by the efforts of each group or
class to get the better of others by methods which embarrass and curtail the production of wealth, but by intelligent efforts to increase

before to "work
and save starving Europe," Mr.
said
present
unemployment
Davis
figures included great numbers of
persons upon whose earnings no one
actually was dependent.

"The way

production."
Freight Loadings

Still

Increasing

increase of 892 in the number of cars loaded with revenue
freight during the week ended Sept.
3, compared with the previous week,
is shown by reports received by the
Car Service Division of the American Railway Association. The total
for the week was 830,601 cars.
This is the largest week's loading
since Dec. 11, 1920, and represents
the fifth consecutive week of inAs compared with the corcrease.
responding week of 1920 it shows a

An
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m

according to a report issued Sept.
14.
Sales so far this month are only
20 per cent below September sales
indications
year, with good
last
from present daily reports that the
percentage of decreases will be materially reduced during the remainder of September.

Repairing Cars for Erie R.R.

The Greenville

Steel

Car

wages or

salaries

Four Tin Plate Mills Start Work
Four additional tin plate mills
were put on at the Laughlin works
at

Martins

Ferry,

Ohio,

of

the

& Tin Plate Co. on
Sept. 1, according to the Iron Age.
Of the twenty-three mills at this
plant sixteen now are under power.
American Sheet

Co., the

Iron Age reports, has secured new
business that will keep the plant in
steady operation for the next three

Auto Parts Makers Resume
The Willys-Morrow Co., Elmira,
N. Y., which manufactures parts for

loss of 131,032 cars.

months at practically

Sears-Roebuck Sales Gaining
Co.,
of Sears-Roebuck
Officials
Chicago, say business is improved,

President F. L. Fay closed in New
York recently a contract for repairing or rebuilding .500 steel cars for
the Erie R.R.

the Willys-Overland automobiles, issued a call Sept. 9 for 2,000 former
employees to return to work. The
plant had been closed for several

full

capacity.

2,000

weeks.
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Resuscitation of Business and the Railroads Awaits

Reasonable Period of Stable Price Conditions*
Expeditious Tracing of Coal and Other Freight a Notable Feature of
Handling of
Carriers' Service
Reconsignment Troubles Lightened
Claims Improves N. Y. Cent'-al Campaign Helps to Move Winter Coal

—

—

By

G. N. Snider +

we railroads produce cannot be stored
times to be sold in active times, we are a
"service" rather than an "industry," and "service"
should be as it generally is our motto and our creed. The
that which

SIN'CE
in

dull

—

—

we

believe in is that which conies from an intelligent
appreciation of the needs of our patrons, balanced by and
tested against those economic laws and forces which govern
all successful business enterprises.
Contrary to a belief which sometimes seems amazingly
prevalent, and which seems to have grown like a mushroom
during the war, the railroads have no inexhaustible reservoir of riches upon which they can draw without regard to
the consequences, but are dependent for their continued
existence upon the profits they are able to make, and must
oppose the theories of such people in view of the disagreeable facts the railroads must face.
With general resumption in business and a general reduction in labor and material costs, which are bound to come,
the railroads would eventually make so much money if the
present rates were continued that an orderly reduction in
rates would be proper. Many unfair adjustments of rates
are being remedied, largely by reductions, but the struggle
between industries and sections for general reductions that
will give them a preference over other industries and sections in the return to prosperity will soon have everybody
in a turmoil.

service

Difficult for Railroads to Cut Maintenance Cost

The railroads have better reason than any others for
wishing a resumption of business. Their constant expense
of maintenance is tremendous, whether or not their traffic
is heavy, and they cannot reduce it proportionately to their
Coal consumers who think that
traffic except temporarily.
possibly there will be a reduction in rates on coal in the
autumn will certainly be averse to storing their coal in
the spring, and a retail dealer figuring along the same lines
will surely hesitate and defer taking in in the spring any
more coal than he can immediately deliver.
In my judgment the proper thing to do is for the rail-

—

roads, or the Interstate Commerce Commission
there seems
some conflict as to where the decision lies to say very
positively either that the rates will not be changed for the
next seven months or a year and that if they are then to
be changed they will be reduced by approximately so much
on or about such and such a time. Business is adaptable.
All it needs for profitable volume is some assurance of
stable cost conditions for a reasonable time.
In giving sei-vice to the retailers the most recent constructive development on some of the railroads including

—

—

—

our own has been the devising of a plan to expedite the
tracing of coal and other freight.
You all probably know how car records were made up
in the past.
On a large system it was frequently seventytwo hours or more from the time of the movement before
a record of it appeared on the record books, so when
any tracing was necessary for current shipments the record
books were found to be of little service and records could
be obtained only by a great deal of telephoning and telegraphing to the junction or yards.
Then some budding genius, whose name unfortunately
has not been preserved for the Railroad Hall of Fame,
•Abstract of address
Retail Coal Merchants'
Sept. 8. 1921.

TCoal

traffic

manager.

before convention of
Association, Richfield

New York

Central

New York

lines.

Springs,

State
N. T..

He took a
devised a plan so simple as to be wonderful.
large sheet of paper and divided it into 100 squares, numand at
to
consecutively
from
99,
bering those squares
the top of the sheet provided numerous symbol letters
and spaces to record the movements of trains. Now the
conductor's train sheet is transcribed at the yard on this
large report, which is called a passing report. On symbol
line "A," for instance, the train reference and movement
is shown.
Then all the cars in that train are marked in the
appropriate squares according to the last two numerals
of the car number, and opposite the car number in its
appropriate square is shown the train symbol number from
About 500 cars are shown on each
the top of the sheet.
sheet. These sheets are manifolded by a hektograph process
and copies sent to the various general traffic officers, division traffic officers and the more important off-line traffic
agencies and are usually there the next morning after
train movement has transpired.
Now, if a retailer or anybody else wants to trace a car
that is currently in transit he calls up the nearest traffic
office, that office looks on the appropriate passing report,
has only to look at four or five numbers in the square bearing the last two numerals of the car to be traced and, in
nine cases out of ten, a record of that car can be given
within two minutes from the time the retailer's request is
received.
It is a tremendous step in advance.
The other burdens of the retailers, so far as the railroads
are concerned, are largely claims and reconsigning rules.
The stringent coal-reconsigning rules which were required
of the railroads by the Interstate Commerce Commission last
September are no longer with us normalcy has been

—

restored.

Defective Equipment a Prolific Source of Loss

The handling of claims is now progressing much more
rapidly than last year, for then the tremendous volume
of work made it impracticable to expeditiously investigate
still have some old ones left
and settle coal claims.
We are interested, construcbut are settling them fast.
Aside from pilfertively, in the prevention of coal losses.
age, the chief cause of loss is defective equipment.
were so great
equipment
demands
open-top
The war
on
and it was so impossible to meet the country's demand for
transportation and at the same time keep cars fully repaired while the business and financial situation precluded
our buying new cars, that many of our present cars are in
poor shape. However, as business improves and we have
more money to spend we will be rapidly putting these cars
in shape so that loss will again be at a minimum.
For many years the bill-of-lading rule as to amount of
railroad's liability for loss in transit was expressed as the
invoice value of the commodity at the place and time of
shipment. That rule worked with substantial fairness during the years when we had no violent fluctuations in business.
Now, because of a Supreme Court decision, railroad
liability is for the fair market value as of the time shipment would ordinarily have reached destination, less, of
course, transportation and other charges which could not
be collected and were not assumed on the portion of the
shipment that had been lost. This was hailed as a remarkable victory by the shipping interests while prices were
rising, but has caused a great deal of grief since prices
began to fall, for they have fallen faster than they rose.
The railroad in relation to the retail coal dealer should
continue to supplement the eff'orts of the retailer to have
the consumers take in their winter's coal in the spring and

We

.
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early summer. We have preached this in season and out of
season alonp our lines for many years and have just recently promulgated the advertisement which you have all
seen, called "Coal For The Winter."
We most sincerely
hope that advertising of this kind, given the wide publicity
that this advertisement has received, will be a helpful factor
in securing timely storage of coal, for we know it will
relieve the consumer of distress and anxiety, will help the
retailer and producer in the matter of their costs by evening up their distribution, will keep mine labor better satisfied because of evenness of working time and will help the
railroads by increasing their summer load and lessening
their winter load.
In the course of their 1912 investigation of all practices,
etc., concerning anthracite coal the Interstate Commerce
Commission, without any complaint before it, so far as I
am aware, in 1916 ordered the reduction of one-line rates
to the larger stations in New York running from Albany
on the east to Rochester on the west. During the war and
the coal shortage since, these differences in rates have not

had a great deal of effect, but with the coming of normal
business conditions they have worked a great advantage in
favor of the communities and dealers having low rates and
to the disadvantage of the communities and dealers having
higher rates.

The railroad men, producers and retailers worked out
a plan of advancing the low and reducing the high rates
so as to restore substantial parity of rates between dealers,
producers, communities and railroads that existed so many
years prior to 1916 without complaint, and, having published the tariffs, submitted them to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The tariffs were first suspended by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, which entered upon a
hearing as to the reasonableness of the plan proposed, and
at the hearing a great number of witnesses appeared in
favor of the adjustment while the opposition to it was
entirely professional in nature.
Nevertheless the commission has just decided that although an equalization is desirable, the method proposed cannot be permitted to go into
effect,

satisfactory though

the railroads, to the
are the three interwho have their money in the proposition. They have
given us no idea what sort of an adjustment will be approved by them, but leave us to find some other method.
Conditions in the coal trade and with the railroads are not
of the brightest but I feel confident that hard work, straight
thinking and a cool-headed appreciation by the public of
what these problems really are will in the end bring us
to the top of the hill and the fair land of prosperity "flowit

is

producers and to the coal dealers,

to

who

ests

ing with milk and honey."

Cost of Mining Anthracite Totals $6,953
Per Gross Ton Loaded on Cars

COST of mining anthracite during the

months of January,
February and March, 1921, has been compiled by

the Anthracite Coal Operators' -Association.
These figures represent eighteen collieries producing approximately
five and one-half millions of tons of coal annually
and embracing operations located in the upper and lower mining
fields, and thereby giving a fair example of the
individual
operator's expenditures.
It was found that the total cost
loaded on cars at the mines during these three months was
$6,953 per gross ton on a production of 1,113,627 tons of
all sizes of coal, of which 67.77 per cent
was chestnut and
larger, and the balance, 32.23 per cent, was pea, buckwheat,
rice and barley.
Broken, egg, stove and chestnut total 67.77 per cent of
production; pea coal, 8.83 per cent, and buckwheat and
smaller, 23.40 per cent.
The realization on broken, egg,
stove and chestnut averaged $8,821 per ton, the realization
on pea coal was $6,377, while the average realization of
buckwheat, rice, barley, birdseye and culm was $3,366. On
the total production of 1,113,627 tons the realization was
$7,329. The difference between the realization and the total
mining cost was 37.6c., or an amount obviously insufficient
to pay selling expense, interest and Federal taxes and
leave

any

!

profit whatever.

If the

smaller sizes had been sold at the prices quoted

COST
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.M.ARCH 31, 1921

THREE .MONTHS

Xumber companies reporting
Number collieries reporting.

18
1.113,627

.

Tonnaffe

Cost per

Ton
Labor

$4 937
99
.184

supplies
Uoyaltj- Current and advanced..!
Depletion on conl land
.Vmortiiation o( cost of leasehold
Depreciation
Suspended co.-*t of strippins
Contract ftripping and loading
Tftxeji
other than income and exce^w profits
In.'iurance
general
Insurance-—-liability or workmen's compensation
Office ».i1aries, legal expcnaea and miacAlanenu'*

—

—

,

074

,

284

01

32
038
097
20S

—

Total mining

.

1

$6 953

co.'^t.

l'EKCENT.\GE OF SIZES .\ND REAl.lZ.\TION ON COMMERCI.AL
TONN.'VGK
Per Cent
of Sijtes

Broken

1071

Egg

12 79
17 73

Stove
Chestnut
Pea

26 54
8 83

Buckwheat
Rice
Barley
Birdseye or boiler

13 53
5 66
4 15

:

02
04

Culm

Realization
per Ton

$9 174
8 648
8 829
8 757
6 377
4 052
2

860

1857
I

068
640

$7 329

Total

under date of Aug. 20, 1921, which were as follows: pea,
$4.50 to $6; buckwheat, $2.75 to $3.50; rice, $1.75 to $2.50.
and barley, $1 to $1.25, it would have made it necessary
for the broken, egg, stove and chestnut to be marketed at
$9.36 per ton, using the low price quoted above, and at
$8.48 per ton on the basis of the higher price, in order
to cover merely the cost of j/rodartion.
Out of whatever
margin there may be between the figure of $9.36 or $8.48
(quoted above) and the actual selling price there must
be provided (according to the report of the Federal Trade
Commission, part 2, page 20):
"Reserves for uninsurable hazards, such as mine fires,
floods, cave-ins, squeezes, strikes or other similar causes
contributing to destruction of property and idleness at the
mines (especially as revealed in greater overhead per ton
increased risk in the recoverby reason of lessened output
ing of the capital involved in extra cost of development
work under a normal regime of prices of coal; selling expense, where a selling organization, other than the mine
office force, is maintained in order to market the product;
interest on the investment, including borrowed capital; allowance for income and exce.ss profits taxes; gross or net
profit on the investment."
The Federal Trade Commission further explains "margin"
as follows:
"The difference between the sales realization per ton and
the f.o.b. mine cost per ton is the 'margin.' This 'margin'
must not be confused with what is often called profit.
Selling expense, interest, income and excess profits taxes,
as well as other items, must be deducted from it before
the net profit available for dividends or surplus from the
operation can be determined."
whatever remains after these charges have been applied
against the margin is the profit available for distribution to
stockholders or owners of the property. The cost figures
quoted are not theoretical figures but are those actually
arrived at under the accounting system of the Federal Trade
Commission, the U. S. Fuel Administration and the Treasury
Department of the United States for the purpose of an-iving at income and excess profits taxes, so that they are not
open to question. These collieries are all considered to be
well-operated and well-managed mining properties.
The U. S. Fuel Administration, after a thorough investigation, stated that there is for each ton of annual production an investment of from $7.50 to $8.
It would be
difficult to persuade investors to put money into an industry
where their prospective distribution and dividends were less
than 10 per cent, owing to the hazards and risks of the
business and because money in many much safer investments can earn 8 per cent today.
On this basis the "margin" above referred to should be
)

;

.
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sufficient to cover all the charges to be paid out of it as
referred to in the Federal Trade Commission's explanation
and leave the operator a reasonable net profit.

The U. S. Fuel Administration allowed brokers and commission men 20c. per ton for selling anthracite in the East
30c. per ton in the West, an average of 25c. per ton.
Assuming that half of the investment in anthracite properties is borrowed money, interest charges would amount to
approximately 24c. Improvements would add another 18c.,
or a total of 67c. to come out of "margin." To this total
of 67c. there must be added an allowance for income or
excess-profits taxes and for reserves for uninsurable hazards. If any balance then remains it is net profit.
It must be borne in mind that anthracite sizes smaller
than chestnut are sold at less than cost of production. The
entire profit, therefore, must be obtained from the chestnut
and larger sizes, the selling prices of which would have to
be considerably higher than the figures which have been
quoted as being necessary to cover merely the cost of
and

prodiietioii.

August Coal Receipts at Duluth-Superior
Dropped Below Last Year's Rate

COMPARATIVE receipts of coal by docks at DuluthSuperior for August and for the same period last year
were as follows, as compiled by the Tomlinson company.
Duluth vessel agents:
Northwei-tpni

Berwind
Pittsburgh
Carnegie
,

Hanna
Reeves
Boston
Inland
Clarkson

.

.

.

,
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Bituiiiiiious

Mines Closing Entire Week Gain

Those Workinj>; Full
IS a familiar fact that from 50 to 60 per cent of the
capacity of the country's soft-coal mines has been
closed down during recent months on account of lack of
ilemand. In the week ended Auk. -0, for cxaniiile, the average running time was only 42.8 per cent of full time. It
has been clear that the average did not reflect the condition
at every mine, for into it went many mines entirely idle
as well as some which by reason of low costs or fortunate
contracts were able to work full time.
Account of the 2,519 mine reports made to the Geological
Survey for the week ended March 26, 1921, showed that
710 mines were idle during the entire week.
There are
always a few mines closed through local strikes or mine
disability, but in times of active demand the number
entirely idle is small.
sample count in August, 1920,
for instance, showed only 96 mines entirely idle, and the
Mingo strike alone accounted for half of these. From
the following table it will be seen that the number of
mines closed down during an entire week has steadily
increased since last March.
At that time it was 28 per
cent of the total number reporting to the Geological Survey;
at present it is around 36 per cent. This fact is the more
remarkable because the trend of production during the same
period has been upward rather than down.
It indicates
that as the depression is prolonged more and more mines
are closed pending a revival of business.

ITrated

A

.\U.MBER OF IDLE, FL"LI.-TI.ME

.\.\D

P.\RT-TIME .MINES

REPORTING WEEKLY TO THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY a
Week Ended
Aug.

21. 1920
26. 1921

Closed
Entire

Working
Part

Full

Number

Week

Time

Time

Reporting

337

2.8406
2,519
2.678
2,697

96
2,407
710
1.687
874
1.633
970
1.547
(n) Includes only commercial operations of some
appended to succeeding table.

March

July

16.

1921

Aug. 20. 1921

25

•

Working

122
171

180
s-ize.

(fc)

Total

See note

(a)
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Four Coal Men Named for Unemployment
Conference; To Convene Sept. 26

ident of the international union, has declaimed against wage
reductions, and the convention probably will be asked to
Present wage agreements between
indorse this policy.

AMONG

miners and operators expire next March 31, and meanwhile
new scales must be negotiated by both the bituminous and

the delegates to the unemployment conference
appointed Sept. 20 by President Harding are several
representatives of the coal industry.
The conference will
convene Sept. 26. Secretary of Commerce Hoover will be
chairman, but it is expected that the body will be separated
into groups to consider the problems relating to the various
industries.
The coal men include John T. Connery, of
Chicago, president of the Miami Coal Co.; W. K. Field, of
Pittsburgh, president of the Pittsburgh Coal Co.; E. M.
Posten. of Columbus, Ohio, president of the New York
Coal Co. Edgar E. Clark, who was a member of President
Roosevelt's anthracite commission of 1902 and formerly
.

anthracite miners.
No time for the convention's adjournment has been set,
but the international officers expect that sessions will continue at least two weeks, with most of the real convention
work getting under way late the first week.

Few Men

chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission; Harry
S. Robinson, of Los Angeles, who was chairman of the 1920
Bituminous Coal Commission, and John L. Lewis, president
of the United Mine Workers, were also named as delegates,
as was predicted in earlier advices, printed on page 469.

Railroads Pay 64c. Per Freight-Train Mile

For Fuel; 57.5c. in 1920
A REPORT on freight-train service for
INmonths
of 1921 the Interstate Commerce

Iron Mines.

—Aceofdfng

One Mine Closed for Repairs, Rest Go on Strike.
Because the G. M. Jones Co.'s No. 209 mine, near Athens,
was shut down for repairs the men considered they
were discriminated against and induced the men at Mines
Nos. 210 and 211 of the same company to go on strike for
the purpose of having Mine No. 29 placed in operation.
The controversy, which involved 250 men, was settled Sept.
The mines are operated by the Ohio Collieries Co.
14.

the first six

Ohio,

Commission

states that the cost of fuel per freight-train mile was $0,640
The cost of coal per
as compared with $0,575 in 1920.
net ton, invoice plus freight, for both freight-and passengerwas
per
ton
as
against
train service
$4.33
$3.72 in 1920.
The cost per 1,000 gross ton miles, excluding locomotive
and tender, for fuel was $0,455 as against $0,411 in 1920.
The net tons of coal charged to account 394 was 45,611,000
as against 55,662,000 in 1920. For the passenger-train service the cost per passenger train mile of fuel in the 1921 sixmonths period was $0,288 as against $0,266 in 1920.

The Retail Food Index issued by the U. S. Department
of Labor through the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows
that there was an increase of 4.3 per cent in the retail
cost of food to the average family in August as compared
with July. Prices of forty-three food articles are reported
to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics each month by retail dealers
in fifty-one important cities.
From these prices average
prices are made for each article.
These average prices

United Mine Workers, in Convention, to
Take Up Wage Question

are

THE
America

biennial convention of the United Mine Workers of
began its sessions in Indianapolis Tuesday,
Sept. 20, with the wage question the topic of paramount
interest in the minds of the delegates. John L. Lewis, pres-

&

at Colorado Fuel

General Manager Wertzel only 1,332 men are now em-ployed at the mines of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. asagainst 3,375 working at normal times. On Sept. 10 theColorado Industrial Commission commenced to investigatethe reduction in wage and hearings were commenced atWalsenburg and will be continued in the various district?;
in which the company has mines.
No disturbances have
occurred, but Governor Shoup has ordered a number of
State Rangers to the affected districts with strict orders
to repress any movement leading to disorder.
to

then "weighted" according to the quantity of each
consumed in the average workingman's family

article

From January,

1913, to

December, 1920, twenty-two

articles

of food were used in this index, but from January,
1921,
forty-three articles are included in the index number.

Coal Produced in the United States During 1919'
(In

State

Alabama
Alaska
-A-rkansas

California and Idaho

Colorado
Georgia
Illinois

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Man-land
Michigan
Missouri

Montana

New Mexico
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon

Used at
Sold to
Loaded .at Local Trade Mil sfor
Mines for and Used by
Steam
Shipment
Employees and Heat
13,869,680
57,676
1,351.266
2.448
9,438.120
15.028
55,540,051
19,423,744
4,849,636
4,919.654
27.907,773
2,899.931
901,263
3.414,223
2,887.620
2,583,097
3.229
607.634
33,054.103
3,462,294
10.917
120,704.245

200.535
733
22.984
3,591

412.986
679
3,374,410
804,624
610,937
136,202
978,857
75.374
11,458

422,479
185,356
38,615
387
217.902
2,161.716
125,312

541.149
2.265
54,770
515
287,199
4,600

Net Tons)

Made into
Coke at
Mines
925,357

683,920
164,119
168.868
677,227
46,381

83.824
143,096
163,393

4.744.543
1.629,795
4,051,464
7,558.507
2.681.244
73,672.527
6.906,592

3,103
5,141,075
13,939
128,420
3.920
101,233
165,433
79.150
2,548,896
98,263

409,148,754
76,128,970

18,068.578
2.360,821

11.061,571
9.602,410

27,581,155

PennsyKania anthracite

Grand

485,277,724

20,429,399

20.663,981

27,581,155

Pennsylvania (bit.)
South Dakota.

Texas
Utah
Virginia

Washington..

West Virginia.

Wyoming
Total bituminous
totals

* Preliminarj-

450

summary- issued by the V.

21,607,070

28
146,631
46.941
81.706
117.577

15,536,721

60,674
1.429,020
6,554
10.323,420
53.337
60.862,608
20.912,288
5,624,692
5,224.724
30,036,061
3,021,686
996,545
3,979,798
3,236,369
3,138,756
6,989

1,948,138

44.011
3,373
15,423
659,571
178,995
4,719
3,305,764

•—

Total
Quantity

r93.6ii

396,920
1.485,313
54,800
1,717,898

S. Geological .Survey, Sept. 17, 1921.

840,959
35,876.682
3.802,113
18,739
150,758,154
14,417
5.213.205
1,680,656
4.631,323
9,326,830
2,990,447
79,036.553
7.219,738

Total
Value

.\ver.ige

Number of Employees—* Number

Underground

$45,937,681
343.547
5,288,844
22.174
28,748,534
198,033
140,075,969
46,345,750
17,352,620
15,917,053
73.891.049
8.255.984
3.864,228
12,766,366
8,644,344
9,750,833
26.871
2.100,303
79,496,301

$2 96

20.660

5 66

103

3 70
3 38
2 78

3,096

14,544.901

3 83

63,794
365,430.504
45,707
14,448,168
4.527,640
12.760.613
23,774,941
10,691,222
196,551,015
18,751.024

3 40
2 42
3 17
2 77

465,860,058
88.092,201
553,952,259

per

Ton

$1,525,542,963

54
8,931
1C_

3 71
2 30
2 22

75.013
25,316

3 09
3 05

10,873
8.173

2 46

35,530
4,422

2 73

Surface
6,214
63
718
23
2,898
10,007
4,671
1,493
1,753
10,068

972

of Day."

Total

Worked

26,874
166
3,814
77
11,829

239
280
136
59

85,020
29,987
12.366

9.926
45,598
5,394
2,104
9.314
4,123
3,745
49

88

1.851

253

3 21
2 67

7.235
3.318
2,918
37

2,079
805

758
41,336
6,996

314

143,838
43
8,976
3,018
2,709

30,712

174,550

2,547

9.471
3.801

2.115

11,523
3,644
3,857
11.586
5,036
94.705
7,286

3

3 11
3 84
2 50
2 22

2

69

2 76
2 55
3 58
2 49
2 60

827
12

1.072

49,624
8,448

46
626
1,148
1.235

227
239
247
217
200

74.350
5,815

20.355

$2 49
4 14

508,801
107.829

113.197
46,742

621,998

195

154,751

266

$2 75

616.630

159,939

776,569

1,471
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of bituminous coal is at a rate but
above that in August, when, except during
the first week, it was from 7,500,000 to 7,750,000
As an indicator of general business activity,
slightly

tons.

bituminous-coal production is unequalled, but, unfortunately for the coal producer, there is no positive indicator to show in advance how demand will be next week
or next month. A stiffening in coal prices is, of course,

demand, but we may have
an increase in production and a drop in prices, such as
has happened in several market centers recently. A small
increase in the call for coal revealed such a general
desire to share in the business that the quantity of coal
shipped on consignment broke even the low price.
Now, there is nothing in the course of either production or prices in recent weeks such as would indicate
any change in the near future. The interest of buyers
in the possibility,' of an upturn in the coal market is
equally as great as that of the producer, because a
mistake on the part of the buyer in changing his business from spot to contract at the proper time means
positive evidence of better

much

as

to

him as

to the producer.

Indications Are Encouraging to Coal Industry
It is outside the coal market, therefore, that we must
turn to for signs of encouragement. Such signs are not
Financial observers say that every sign now
lacking.
is a sign of promise and point out that the mercantile
community is about convinced that prices will be no
lower this winter or next spring than now, and, acting
on this feeling, they may be expected to begin buying
for consumption and, what is more important, to fill
depleted stocks of merchandise.
It is significant that
car loadings of manufactured goods, as shown by the
railroad figures, are increasing somewhat faster than
If nothing else vdll do
loadings of other material.
it, the seasonal requirements for coal for what industry
is going, coupled with household demand, in the terri-

'^

tory west of where hard coal is burned, will strengthen
the coal business by the time frost comes, but it is
for evidence of real improvement in basic conditions,
that we are seeking.
The Dep-artment of Commerce
Survey of Current Business for August, published this
week, shows among other things that the consumption
of wool is rapidly increasing; of cotton is halting; that
the news print mills are heavily stocked (with paper)
and production and sales have been curtailed since the
first of the year; that in the building industry-, residential and business building activity e.xceeds greatly
that for industrial purposes; that steel-ingot production and exports have declined together; that grain
exfKJrts particularly of corn) and meat exports (particularly hog products) are very large, and that shipments
of automobiles from factories are declining from the
high point this year in June.
On the whole, the above-ground supply of steam coal
is considered sufficient to alxsorb the shock of any
increase in demand that the most optimistic can foresee,
save only that attendent on the exjiected strike of coal
mines next spring, and that is still some distance off.
Coal Age index of spot prices for Sept. 20 is
unchanged at 91. This is the third consecutive week
(

of firm quotations which go to make up this index.
While some steam prices have been depressed by the
heavier volume of resultant coals made because of the
increased domestic demand, the fact that industry in
general is absorbing this steam tonnage with no great

price concessions

is

indicative of a better outlook.

BITUMINOUS
expected, the Labor Day holiday cut into production
during the week ended Sept. 10.
The total output was
7,035,000 net tons as against 7,615,000 in the latest fullThe production rate per working day, howtime week.
ever, increased during the shorter week and further improvement is shown in the reports for the first two days
of the following week (Sept. 12-17), when loadings totaled
55,134 cars.

As

September

22, 1921
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Industries, while in an improved position, are still cautious about their fuel orders and are buying on the spot
market only. The market fails to reflect favorable influences.
At the same time, especially in the Middle West,

inquiries for tonnage thirty days hence are rapidly increasing, accompanied by a request that the buyers be
protected on the quotation for two or three weeks.

At present steam coals are in increasing oversupply. The
seasonal demand for domestic has forced much resultant
coal on the bargain counter and the wise purchasing agent
is availing himself of the offers of choice coals at attracRetail stocks of household coal are growing,
tive figures.
as the ultimate consumer is buying only in small lots, due
to a desire to economize as well as to the hope that something may yet force down mine prices or freight rates.
Loadings
The foreign market is absolutely stagnant.
at Hampton Roads during the week ended Sept. 16 were
Total dumpings for all accounts
the lowest in five years.
during that period were 190,211 gross tons, as compared
with 216,740 the week preceding. Coastwise bargains and
bunker business constitute present activities at the piers,
although the New England contract movement is being
maintained at the rate which has prevailed for the last
thirty days.
The all-rail movement to New England declined to 2,470
cars during the week ended Sept. 10 from 2,580 cars the
week before. This compares with 5,054 cars during the
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corresponding week of 1920. Pennsylvania grades all-rail
are difficult to sell because of the close competition of waterborne coal.
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Upper Lake docks are well supplied and no shortheavier
age is feared this winter. The Northwest is taking
shipments from the docks and it appears that this movement will soon reach normal. The dock space made available by this movement is being filled promptly by the ardurrival of cargoes from the lower ports. Lake dumpings
ing the week ended Sept. 17 were 477,371 net tons-^55,387
tons cargo and 21,984 tons vessel fuel— as compared with
Movement for
453,927 tons during the preceding week.

trade.

the season to date now stands at 17,670,651 tons as against
13,945.709 tons in 1920.

ANTHRACITE
Production of hard coal during the week ended Sept.
10 was 1,508,000 net tons as against 1,800,000 tons in
the week preceding, according to the Geological Survey.
The decrease was almost entirely caused by the observance of Labor Day.
Domestic sizes are moving more easily but demand is
Independent producers are obstill below expectations.
taining a premium on the larger sizes although pea and
the smaller coals are frequently in distress.
Lake dumpings are declining. During the week ended
Sept. 14 the Buffalo piers moved 101,400 net tons, as
compared with recent weekly dumpings of around 175,000
Rail shipments to New England were 1,806 cars
tons.
during the week ended Sept. 10, as compared with 2,479

tons during the preceding week.
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Storm Foreign Markets

—

French Buyers Get Low Quotations American
Exporters Find Competition too Stiff British
Mines Must Secure Outlet for Surplus Coal
Production in the United Kingdom
for the week ended Sept. 3 was 4.143,900 gross tons, according to cabled adThis represents a
vices to Co(d Age.
slight increase over the preceding week.
Newcastle shippers express considerable satisfaction over the purchase by
the Turin gas works of 10,000 tons of
gas coal and by the Milan gas works
of 40,000 tons, for September and DeThe price on the
cember delivery.
smaller tonnage was reported as 26s.
9d., much below current quotations.
The serious effect of wages on the
cost of production is shown by the closIn the last
ing down of several pits.
of the pits shut down, coal was costing
30s. per ton to raise.
On the other hand, the general opinion in Cardiff, is that the British export coal trade is in satisfactory position
in spite of the high railroad rates and
the cost of production. Producers feel
that they have reached the stage where
they can now practically eliminate the
Amei'ican exporter on the basis of present costs.
As a result, they feel that
foreign purchasers will undoubtedly
prefer Welsh coal to American. Foreign
purchasers are withholding orders,
hoping for a still further price reduction.
This action is only having the
effect of increasing the British quotations.
The opinion prevails that pressure must be brought to bear to bring
about a reduction in railway and dock
rates, which would enable British producers to reopen the mines that are now

Unprecedentedly

Low

British Coal

Demand

Prices Quoted
at

On

Rouen

is extraordinarily weak, whereas on account of
the Hearing winter the house coal demand increases slightly. With the production of French mines, existing stocks
and the German coal deliveries, even on
the basis of the present reduced quantities, France has more coal available
than is needed.
Belgian competition
has already compelled the Nord and
Pas de Calais mines to reduce their
prices on briquetes and ovoids.

for industrial coal

British Regaining Export Stride
During the period of the British
strike, American exporters were quick

English exporters, who are overburdened with coals are quoting incredibly
low prices.
To illustrate this, Newcastle prime large coals are offered at
10.5 francs delivered on wagon or barge
at Rouen.
Freight on the Seine being
5 francs per ton, this gives a total of
110 fi-ancs c.i.f., Paris, whereas from
the Pas de Calais, an equivalent fuel
cannot at present be supplied at less
than 130 francs.
In other sections,
Welsh smalls are quoted delivered,

to take advantage of the inability to
continue the exportation of British

Paris, at the equivalent of the cost at
mines in the Nord and Pas de Calais.
This position is becoming alarming
for the French producers who, if British exporters can go on quoting the
above prices, will have to turn to the
miners for a reduction in wages, in
order to be able to stand this competi-

June

tion.

The French State Rys. have placed
London for 20,000 tons of
best Monmouthshire large coals on the
basis of 83 francs c.i.f., immediate deconti'acts in

livery.

Stocks of coal in France at the end
July were estimated at 4,491,645
according to Commerce Reports.
These were distributed as follows:
1,350,350 tons at the French mines,
269,179 tons in the Saar Basin mines,
536,130 tons at the French ports, and
1,663,200 tons with the railroads.
Imports, including British, German
and American coals, via French ports
were 274,000 tons in the week ended
.Aug. 11, compared vdth 236,000 tons

of

tons,

in the

closed.

—

the present year the Gi'eat Norwegian
Coal Mining Co. will be able to ship
100,000 tons.

week of Aug.

18.

Great fear is expressed in regard to
supplying Paris with coals next winter.
Owing to the long abnormal draught,
which has considerably reduced the
draft on canals, and extensive repair
work on the Northern canal system
which is not proceeding as fast as was
expected, more than 600 barges loaded
with coal and bound for Paris have now
been idle for weeks.

The Great Norwegian

Spitzberg

Coal Mining Co. is at present making
extensive developments on the Island of
It is expected that during
Spitzberg.

coals.
lieries

With the resumption of the
in

col-

Great Britain, much of this

trade has deserted American shippers,
as shown in the following table of
exports
U.

S.

Tons
January
February

March
April

May
July

August

2.248,448
1.258.670
1,1.51,840

1.453,027
2,500,374
3.314,513
2,649,989

Britain

Tons
1.700.000
1, 728.000
1.986.000

*607.000
*14,000
'S.OOO
'816.000
3,103.000
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as well supplied with coal as it was
expected they would be after a summer
of low prices, but it is believed the first
touch of cool weather will drive in

many new

orders.

Loaded boats are not numerous in
harbor and quotations for them do
not vary much from the mine price
The cheaper coals are scarce.
basis.
Because of this there is comparatively

this

is desire on the part of vessel
and barge owners to place their tonnage on any basis that could reasonably
be offered under present conditions.
Domestic sizes are im.\nthracite
proving steadily. Stove is actually in
short supply with most of the companies, and chestnut and pea are nowbeing moved with very little difficulty,
except on the part of certain of the

as there

New England
BOSTON

—

—

Slight Improvement in Prices Marine
Freights Unchanged All-Rail Movement Light Anthracite in Better Re-

—

—

quest

—Steam

Moves

irif/i

Less

Diffi-

independents.

culty.

—

Bituminous While the current level
of prices remains unchanged, there are
instances of slightly firmer quotations
than were reported a week ago. They
would hardly be mentioned were it not
for the extremely dull period we have
been passing through for many weeks.
it betrays slightly
the part of certain
apparent also that
ihe Hampton Roads agencies are less
disposed to sell slack at the $1 per net
ton basis that was so freely quoted
three weeks ago.
Pocahontas and New River shippers

.\t

Somewhat

the surprise of the
also a better demand for

to

trade there is
It is felt
certain of the steam sizes.
there will be a renewal of interest in
the buckwheats if the all-rail tariffs
on these sizes can be somewhat reduced.

the same time

iriore

interest on

small buyers.

It is

are still very actively canvassing this
territory. Practically all the smokeless
interests are engaged in the drive to
place coal, and there is noticed a steady
increase in the volume shipped coastwise. With dullness along the line of
the railroads and in the West, only in

New England is there
any encouragement whatever for new
There is still a tendency to
business.
send coal forward unsold, but it should
be said that most of the agencies are
the direction of

less

brash about naming low figures.

Several factors here seem at last to
have discovered that mere price-cutting
will not of itself move coal in a market
that is under such heavy pressure to
sell.

As yet there is disclosed no tendency
Detoward higher marine freights.
pending on

size,

sels continue to

Hampton Roads

barges and sailing vesbe quoted 90c.@$l.l.i,
to Boston.

It is quite

however, that freights will not
in the near future, leaving it to the coal shippers themselves
to make the first move upward, when
the way seems open.
Movement all-rail remains on a light
The railroads are taking coal
basis.
only sparingly, and the territory as a
whole has been so flooded by offers of
the smokeless coals from rehandling
plants at New Haven, Providence, Boston, and Portland that buyers take only
the remotest kind of interest in the
Pennsylvania grades.
At the New York and Philadelphia
piers dumpings are at a low ebb. The
marine differentials operate so much
in favor of movement from Hampton
Roads that there is apparently as little
request for tonnage to move bituminous
from Philadelphia and from New York

likely,

be marked up

—East

Tidewater

NEW YORK

—

Domestic Moves Easily
Steam Demand Improved Bituminous
Market Spotty Local Trade Not Affected by Dissolution of Tidewater Coal
Anthracite

—

—

Exchange.

Anthracite— There are further indications that the situation has improved.
Demand from the wholesaler and the
retail dealer is stronger and all domestic
Even though
coals are moving easily.
production is slower plenty of coal is
being shipped to market to take care
of all requirements. Salesmen are kept
constantly in the field to prevent acThey report most of the
cumulation.
yards well supplied with small prospect of much increase in business until
the cooler weather drives customers to
the market.
Stove coal continues to lead. ChestAn occanut is moving easier here.
sional quotation of $8.60 is heard for
around
been
has
average
the
stove but
Sg.fiO.
Pea still lags with quotations

varying considerably and according to
the amount of coal on hand.
The steam sizes are in a healthy
condition. Demand is regular and quotations for the better coals are

company

up

to

circular.

—

Bituminous Blarket conditions are
disappointing. The bright features of
the early part of the week later disappeared and demand seemed to be at
The trade is anxiously
a standstill.
awaiting the increased business which
they believe ought to be here soon.
The discontinuance of the Tidewater
Coal Exchange is not expected to cause
any inconvenience here. For the past
several weeks more coal has been consigned to interests outside the pools
than otherwise.
Demand is spotty with not much
change in prices. Consumers are not

of Pool 11 to be had.
Local houses report many inquiries
some new business but it
There is
not up to expectations.
is
little or no export activity and practimarket.
this
from
fixtures
cally no
Bunkering demand has been quiet.

little

received and

BUFFALO

—

Other Soft Coal Coming This Way
Shadow of Car Shortage Anthracite

—

Sluggish.

Bituminous

— Considerable

effort

is

introduce certain coals
into this market that were formerly
distance and high
long
kept out by
It is becoming common
freight rates.
for this or that section to reduce the
cost of mining until, so far as actual
cost is concerned, the coal could easily
compete with those that come in reguNot so very long ago there was
larly.
little or no No. 8 coal selling here, but

being

made

to

a few freight adjustments brought it in.
Until the labor problem is settled in
some uniform way there will be more
or less special trouble in coal, as well as
other industries directly affected by it.
Until it is smoothed out there is going
to be slow business generally.
The car supply is still good, but certain shippers look for a shortage of
The
large proportions before winter.

leading railroads appear to be looking
for it also and are doing considerable
advertising in an effort to induce the
shippers to buy coal early. Prices are
slack enough to provoke delay, being
$3 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.7.5
for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump,
$2.50 for Allegheny Valley mine run
and $1.75@$2 for slack.
Anthracite— The idea that prices are
the
to come down still prevails and

they
local papers help it on although
accept the money that the operators are
that
show
spending in advertising to
This may not
their profits are small.
be exactly misrepresenting the people,
but it is surely misguiding them.
The fact that profits are not high is
shown by the dullness of the independent trade. These min^^s are now offer$8, which is lower than
ing coal $7.75
slow.
the line prices, yet business is
The local demand has improved a little
continue
of late and it will of necessity
busy
in that way until retailers are

@

again.

Lake

— Shipments have fallen

off,

be-

Duluth
ing for the week 35,400 tons for
and Superior, 21,200 for Milwaukee,
Port
16,000 for Chicago, 10,000 for
9,500 for Sheboygan, 6,800 for
Arthur,

Waukeganand

2,500 for Hancock; total,

101,400 tons.

Coke—Demand

is

still

light,

though

—
@
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September

troubles in the Conhave reduced the supFurnaces have not increased their
ply.
activity materially, though some of
them are taking an increased amount

labor

continued

nellsville region

niove their production, with pea, of
Despite this condicourse, excepted.
tion, the lowest price on pea coal recently has been around $5, and this

Then again there are Pennsylvania
operations which are offering the highThis is exest class at $2.25@$2.40.
plained by the fact that these operamaintain
a worktions are required to
ing force and are able to sell even at
a slight loss because it helps to defray
actual necessity operation cost.
In such times of keen competition as
this there is naturally a line of individual selling that is way off -color. For
instance, one shipper caught at Tide
with considerable Pool 34 was being
charged with a demurrage cost of
about S2 per car per day, was hawking
the same around the trade as low as
50c. a ton and freight rate.

even though it usually covers
a doubtful grade of coal, has given
an opportunity to
certain retailers
quote publicly a low delivered price,
seme being as low as $10.25. This has
led some dealers to shade prices 25c.
50c. on stove and nut.
Steam coal cannot be reported as
improved, as the size in best demand
buckwheat is only being taken moderately, with rice and barley almost uncalled for.
The big storage yards of
the companies are showing heavier piles
each week of all steam sizes.
Bituminous It can at least be said
that with the middle of the month
passed the outlook is somewhat better.
Numerous shippers report greatly
increased inquiries and the percentage
of business accruing therefrom is conConsumers seem to
siderably higher.
be trying to get under cover for a fair
portion of their winter requirements,
and it has not been unusual of late to
find a buyer who asks for a price to
be protected over a period of two or
three weeks. These previously had contracts and as they have not stocked up
are now endeavoring to get ahead.
Recent buying has been confined to
the best grades and while quotations
have not raised very much, and in some
cases not at all, yet it has a tendency
to firm up the ruling market prices
and would seem to indicate an increase
by the first of October.
Industrial conditions seem to be better, as all of the furnaces under way
are still operating and while they report light business in sight, they admit the receipt of occasional new

The situation continues
grow more and more unsatisfactory.
buy and the

The Tide trade is almost only a
memory. Bunker business is also very

of iron ore.

BALTIMORE
Stronger Tone

to

Bituminous Market

—

—

Conditions Still Unprofitable Anthracite Co7isumers Being Fed u'ith Misin-

jomwtion.

—

Bituminous Trading which for the
past ten days has shown a stronger
tone is still operating on a more or less
unnatural and demoralized basis. Some
of the operations having headquarters
here report that they are unable to
market their product, largely because
they are in a high wage scale district,
and are buying for distribution in the
open market while keeping their own

The situation as a
operations closed.
whole means that Pennsylvania R.R.
coal for the most part is higher than
either B. & O. or Western Maryland
fuel.

Anthracite
to

—

Householders refuse to
flow of coal to Baltimore
to such an extent that
here will soon be around

has dwindled
the shortage

120,000 tons,
or two months normal supply.
Meanwhile the paper which stii'red
up the trouble for the retail coal men
and caused purchasers to hold off buying because they thought they were to
get lower priced coal this winter, is
printing a lot of bunk about the possibility of a great rush about "river coal
dredged from the bed of the Susquehanna" and which is supposed to get
on the market through a newly organized concern at prices that will
knock the spots out of things.

figure,

—

—

orders.

light,
all

with considerable competition for

that offers.

Nothing has developed in the contract situation, and the consumer without agreement still is of the opinion
that a contract for the balance of the
season at present quotations is of no
particular advantage.

PHILADELPHIA

—

—

—

—

the

first

frost as the next mile-post to-

ward real business.
Yards continue

to

maintain

their

capacity stocks and producers actually
are having less difficulty than usual to

Wholesale
5-m.

f.o.b.

—

most domestic consumers are still
holding back and buying only for presDealers are carryent requirements.
ing large stocks of all grades except
stove, which is the kind most in demand
and is increasingly scarce.
Bituminous is selling slowly as most
of the coal-using industries are very
quiet, but there is a slightly increased
demand for slack, though not sufficient
as yet to affect the price. Quotations
are as follows:

1

50

1

cars at destination:

lump

7

6

75®
00®

8 50
6 75

Northwest
MINNEAPOLIS

—

Weather Stimulates Business
Dock Trade in Better Shape All-Rail
Chilly

Hard

—

Hit.

A

touch of chilly weather has been
sufficient to start retail orders coming
in a little faster and has served to stim-

from

ulate orders

nage

is

now

dealers.

A

good ton-

mo%-ing from the docks into

the interior.

With this movement, conies a relief
at the docks, since it makes room for
the coal still to arrive. The movement
has already begun to decline, due to
being taken off the coal busifor various reasons.
It seems
quite probable that there will be a sufficient tonnage on the docks, even with
reduced movement for the remainder of
vessels

ness

the period of navigation. The requirements of the season are unlikely to be
as heavy as in more active years.
The all-rail supply, while slow in

moving forward, is likely to be of a
considerable tonnage. It will probably
be cut dowTi somewhat from the fact
that some of the business of past years
which went to all-rail shippers, has this
year been closed by contract to dock
concerns.
Just now, things are proceeding in
something of a routine manner. There
is little difficulty in transportation circles.
Cars are in ample supply and
there is no heavy rush of traffic to

make any

trouble.

Railroad men have been grumbling
about the reduced wage schedule and
have been voting on a strike order. In
local railroad circles, it is understood
that the vote has been strongly for a
strike.
But unless this does occur, the
weather is likely to be the sole cause of
activity or othei-wise in the coal

game

Northwest.

MILWAUKEE

for Slack.

as

.

00(d,

12 25
16 00

Demand

—Coke

Supply, but Strongly Held

Business Continues Quiet Anthracite
Stove Scarce Soyne Improvement in

—

1

14.00
11

Slack

Improved

TORONTO

$ 5 50

Pea
Bituminous steam
Domestic lump
Cannel

Canada

Ti-ade continues light for the season,

—

Retail:

Anthracite egg, stove, nut and grate.

in the

Demand
Moderate Anthracite Buying Some
Cut on Pea Steam Coals Dull Bituminous Displays Some Betterment
Prices More Firm.
Anthracite September business thus
far accomplished is far below the hopes
of retailers. They now anxiously await

477

in

Liberal

—Lake

Re-

ceipts Decline.

There

is

a decided betterment in the

demand for fuel from all sources. A
much heralded cold wave caused a general survey of empty bins, and a consequent mild rush to cover. The situation was aided by the receipt of a
goodly amount of stove size anthracite,
the scarcity of which has been hamperHowever, being retail deliveries.
cause of the high price of coal and the
unemployment situation, there will be
more "hand-to-mouth" deliveries in the
coming winter than ever before.
Shipments to the interior show a
There was
satisfactory improvement.
never as much coke on hand in Mil-

—

COAL AGE
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Nev-

waukee as at the present time.

ertheless, the Solvay people hold their

product at $15 per ton for domestic
Gas coke is bcinjr advertised at
sizes.
$12.50 for nut sizes and $11 for small
nut.

Lake receipts thus far during September have slackened up considerably.
Seventeen cargoes

have been

in all

so quickly at sidings for loading, and
been hauled out so soon after loading.
.An increase of 50c. in Pocahontas has
been made. General hardening of soft
Screenings are
coal prices is evident.
$4 with no sellers below that figure
and lump and run of pile are firm at
$7 and $6.25. Pocohontas is now $10.

re-

ceived, aggregating 55,000 tons of anthracite and 80,938 tons of soft coal.
September prices of anthracite and

bituminous, prevailing in Milwaukee,
are show-n in the following table, compared with those for the same date last
These prices are subject to an
year.
additional 75c. carrying charge where
The striking
the coal is carried in.
feature of the yearly comparison of
quotaanthracite
that
is
prices
these
tions,

which cover the

retail

domestic

trade, are uniformly higher this year
than last while the bituminous steam

prices are materially lower than those
prevailing in September, 1920.
,t.

17,

$14.80

Egg

15 05
15 05

Stove
Chestnut

Pea
Buckwheat

1

Bituminous, steam trade
Yough. and splint lump...
Yough and splint mine run
Yough. and splint screen-

Hock, and Pitt. lump
Hock, an Pitt, pile run...
Hock, and Pitt, screenings
Poca.lump. eggand nut..

Poca.mincrun
Poca. screenings

and

11

$l5.85(a.$l5.95
16.10(^1 16 20
16 IOCS. 16 20
14 35(a, 14 45
12

10

8 00

50

10 00

inis

HI.

50

1

12 50

17

>21

1920

.Anthracite

Ind.

12.50
1
50
10 00
15.25
12 00
00
1

1

lump

1

^.

13 00

Smithing

DULUTH
Better Interior Movement Makes Room
for Continued Receipts Prices Firm
Transportation Conditions Are Ex-

—

—

cellent.

Despite indications of decreased shipports, coal continues
to arrive here in a volume which is
only slightly less than heretofore. Last
week twenty-eight cargoes came into
port of which eight were anthracite and
ten are reported on the way of which
three are hard coal.
The needs for the winter in bituminous have been filled several weeks ago
and anthracite would be sufficient if it
continued coming in the quantities
vi'hich have been recorded in the past
two months. It is felt that docks with
mine connections are sending coal to
the Head-of-the-Lakes so as to have
a supply on hand in the emergency of
a possible strike of miners next April.
Shipments from the docks here to
points throughout the Northwest have
gained appreciably in the last week and
are now promising to more than take
care of the inflow to the harbor. Officials of one dock claim that anthracite is going off their dock as fast as
general report
in, but the
it comes
is that hard coal is still slow although
picking up. The movement in bituminous is encouraging.
Railroads are in excellent condition
to handle a large volume of coal and
shippers report that never within the
past six years have cars been received

ments from lower
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has improved to a certain extent and
it is now believed that the worst of the
Retail prices are holdis over.
ing firm in all sections.

slump

There is little demand for steam and
this is one of the drawbacks to a more
active domestic trade.
Public utilities
are about the only big buyers for the
small sizes and these are not sufficient
to absorb the increasing supply. Manufacturing is slow in resuming and
is expected from that source for

Inland West

little

Indttstries

CHICAGO
Hammer Steam

Seasonal Domestic Call

some time.
Lake trade

Prices

—Smokeless

—
In

Distress.
.AH spring and summer the big buyers of steam coal have had bargains
offered to them, in short, they have
These buyers bebeen pampered.

now that there is a better domestic demand, they will be able to buy
steam coal at even lower levels than

is
not brisk and Ohio
mines are about stopped on their orShipments from the lower ports

ders.

are gradually being reduced.
It is believed that not a great deal
of tonnage will be shipped from Ohio
to the Northwest during the remainder
of the season.

lieve,

heretofore; consequently, they are holding back and letting the operators bid
against each other. In Chicago proper
prices on screenings have slumped very
badly.
What little mine run has been
coming has also been sold at a sacrifice.
Most of the industries have
enough coal on hand to take care of
immediate needs, but should there be
a general revival of business they would
find themselves short of coal.
There is a seasonable demand for
fi-in. lump coal.
Chicago dealers are
getting a little foretaste of what is to
come, as practically all of the operators are oversold on the lump size.
They have, however, plenty of furnace
and small eg? to offer, but the dea'ers
do not want this size, and will not take
it unless forced to.
The fact that any
coal is scarce at this time is proving
to be considerable of a surprise to the
retail trade.
There was some price cutting on
smokeless this week as it was quite
possible to buy high grade Pocahontas
lump as low as $4.50 at the mines.
Smokeless mine run is being sold as
low as $2.40. This price, however, does
not apply to "distress coal" which has
had to be moved at lower figures.
Some of the best informed sales
agents are openly predicting that the
demand for domestic coal will be extremely short this year; in fact it
has been said that the retailers will
have on hand all the coal they want
for the winter months by Nov. 1.
It
must be borne in mind, however, that
the retailer has been buying very little
coal .all summer and so far this fall.

COLUMBUS

—

ket.

This

especially true in the city
still too busy
but better buying from agricultural sections
is expected soon.
The tone of the trade
districts.

LOUIS

—

Steam CondiNo Improvement Lii-mp
Arc Advuncinij.
Activity

Shoio

tions

Prices

There

is

a

little

—

domestic intprove-

ment priiuipally on the cheaper grades
of coal.

Mt. Olive

is

in the lead.

week a large tonnage of

Last

coke, approxi-

mately 100 tons a day, was being delivered to customers who in the past
had been using Carterville coal for the
most part.
Locally steam is slow.
There is no
activity and nothing to indicate that
conditions will show any improvement
as yet.
Here and there a little coal
moves in storage, but it is small.
Country domestic orders show improvement.
Country steam conditions
are not promising except to the e.\'tent
that there will be a good demand later
and coal may be hard to get.
On account of the inability to move
steam, lump coal is a little bit scarce
and operators are inclined to advance
prices.
Some operators are accepting
lump orders only when accompanied by
orders for nut and egg.
An advance of 25c. per ton has been
announced by one or two of the larger
retail dealers, effective Sept. 20.

CINCINNATI

—

Distress Fall Business
Prices Firm and Mine
Quotations Hold.

Smokeless

Grows

in

—Retail

The steady grind of fall business was
apparent this week with few price
changes but a much better flow of orders and inquiries. River business also
has been picking up. Though smokeless
prices have fallen in the wholesale
market no effort has been made byretailers to re<luce their quotations.

—

Domestic
Demand
Steam
Trade Still Slow and Screenings Extremely Weak Prices Are Unchanged.
Retailers have been having a good
run of business and with low stocks
have been compelled to enter the marBetter

ST.

Some Domestic

is

Farmers are

to look after their fuel supply,

Bituminous mine run business was
Prices still remained $1.60@
$1.75 for spot Kentucky offerings and
$1.75@$1.85 for West Virginia. Slack
sagged with the re-entry of Logan
County and other West Virginia trouble centers resuming. A price of $1@
$1.25 ruled on southeastern Kentucky
and $1.25@$1.35 for West Virginia.
Lump and block went forward in fair
volume at $3@$3.50 for Kentucky and
better.

West Virginia

selling

down

to $2.75 for

September
spot and
brands.
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up

to

$3.50

for well-known

The slump in smokeless prices still
continues, some No. 3 Pocahontas going as low as $4.40, although quotaegg can be
tions range $4.50@$5,
bought around $4 and nut $3.25@$3..50.
and can
priced
variously
Mine run is
be bought at $2.75 or a trifle lower.
Slack ranges $1.50@$2.25.
Warmer weather of the past few days
has again cut into the retail business,
bringing it back in the ruck. Smokeless lump is quoted at $9.50, mine run
Bituat $7.75 and slack $6@$6.50.
minous lump is $7.7o@$8.25, mine run
.$G.75

and slack

$5.

DETROIT
Little Demand for Steam or Domestic
Anthracite
Receipts Are Small
Trading Slow.
Bituminous Neither steam nor domestic bituminous is in active demand.
Some say steam inquiries are more frequent but the volume of sales shows
no material improvement.
Among some of the buyers there is
apparently an expectation that coal will
be obtainable at a further price reduction after the close of the Lake seaDevelopments so far fail to supson.
port this theory. Shipments to Detroit
have not increased, and instead of attempting to force their output on an
unreceptive market, the mines are said
to be offsetting reduced Lake shipments
by curtailing production.
Three-inch lump from Ohio mines is
quoted $3.25, 2-in. is $3, egg is $2.50,
mine run is $2, and nut and slack $1.35.
Four-inch splint lump from West Virginia is offered at $3.25, 2-in. at $3, egg
at $2.50, mine run at $2, nut and slack
at $1.50. Pittsburgh No. 8 three-quarter lump brings $2.40, mine run $2.10,
Smokeless lump
nut and slack $1.65.
and egg is $5, mine run $2.90, nut and

—

—

•

—

slack $1.60.

Anthracite

consumers

— Buying

is

by household
not proceeding in a way

to impress dealers with a feeling that
winter requirements of their customers will be supplied. While demand is
strengthened by a few days of chilly
^veather, intei-est immediately lags when

temperatures

become warmer.

CLEVELAND
Lake Shipments Tumble
Consumers Still Cautious
ceipts

The
keen

—Industrial
— Coal Re-

Lower.
coal trade continues to take a
interest in industrial develop-

Buying has imin this district.
it has not measured
up to expectations which were based
upon reports of more activity in the
Some steel
steel mills and other lines.
mills and various other plants have
moderate stocks, due to the many weeks

ments

proved slightly but

Interests thus
of curtailed operations.
situated are not in the mood to buy
beyond present needs to any great extent until future developments in their
lespective lines become more clearly
defined.

While not making any positive pre-
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dictions a number of leaders believe
that a coal famine is not impossible, in
the event buyers suddenly decide to
rush into the market. They cite as a
precedent the recent violent advance of
the cotton market, that came when
buyers realized the crop was short and
hat stocks were low. No price changes
the last week,
have been announced
1

m

although slack
tendencies.

is

showing weakening

now shipped to the Northwest, the
movement has taken a drastic slump.
coal

This business

mained stationary.

The domestic

With more than 17,000,000 tons of

last year

succeeding days, there being no
semblance of a steady demand as yet.
The completion of the reserve oil
stations of the Government at Mobile
has perhaps served to cut off part of
the requirements of this port, as vessels with provisions for both oil and
coal fuel have chosen the former at
Quotations rethe present low cost.
eral

is in

sharp contrast with

when every energy was

being-

strained to prevent a coal famine in
the Northwest. Since it is not expected
that more than 20,000,000 tons will be
sent to the upper docks this season, it
is seen that less than 3,000,000 tons remain to be moved. As a result, the

season will drag to a normal close with
dwindling shipments each week.
Bituminous receipts for industrials
and dealers for the week ended Sept.
10 were 727 cars divided; industrial
504, retail 223 cars. This represents a
decrease of 100 cars under receipts of
the previous week.

mines

is

movement from the
by the slack demand

restricted

from dealers. Inquiry from without the
immediate district is said to be slightly
better, but trade conditions as a

whole

are very unsatisfactory. Wagon mines
are placing considerable domestic coal
direct to cellars of the consumers in
vicinity of Birmingham and coal is
also being purchased in car lots by consumers to a greater extent than heretlie

tofore.

Production is now perhaps 65 per
Several furnaces are
cent of normal.
due to be placed in blast in the next
are being
preparations
and
weeks
few
made to resume operations at some of
the larger mines of the furnace companies.

Southwest

South
KANSAS CITY
EnOperators
c'eavoring to Raise Domestic Prices
Demand for Steam Coal Slow— Very
Eastern

Kentucky

—

Improvement Shoivn.
Eastern Kentucky is endeavoring

Little

to

increase prices 25c., due to near approach of larger business, and ti'ouble
in securing the kind of cars that are
needed for shipping prepared coal to
retailers and general grades to consumers who have no unloading equipcars. The slow
is also having
something to do with the effort to advance the price on prepared.
It is reported that the L. & N. is en-

ment for hopper bottom
demand for screenings

forcing more rigidly its rule relative
and not billed out, counting such cars against the next day's
mine supply. It is claimed that this is
an injustice in view of the fact that
the road fails to supply the class of
equipment asked for, with the result
that the operator is not able to bill out
to cars loaded

all

in

Better Outlook.

Light demand for screenings holds
back production of domestic sizes and
working time has not been materially
Local conincreased the past week.
sumers are buying more freely and
country dealer trade is sending in orders for prepared sizes which necessarily have to take their turn in being
filled.

Reduction of 28|c. in freight rates

from southern Kansas fields promises
seme additional business. There is a

better outlook for screenings ahead
due to early expiration of oil contracts
which cannot be renewed on the basis
of original

oil

loads immediately.
slack is very draggy due
demand for prepared.

Nut and

in price,

West

mine

run having held up, but screenings are
quoted 15c.@25c. lower. Western Kentucky fuels are rather steady in price.

BIRMINGHAM
Steam

Market

—

Domestic
Unstable
Move Production Due

Sizes Hard to
to Increase With

—

prices.

No immediate changes in prices on
Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas or Oklahoma are likely but another 30 days
promises an advance in all these fields
furif pressure of orders necessitates
ther sacrifice on screenings.

to slightly better

Steam grades are weak

—

Sluggish
Good Call
Steam Market Hampers Production^

Domestic

LOUISVILLE

Resumption of Furnace Companies.
There is little or no change for the
better in market conditions. There is
some intermittent buying in the spot
market, sales being fairly active one
day followed by a dull trade for sev-

DENVER
Off— Operations Resume
—Investigation of Wage Conditions.
Strike Called

Operation of the mines of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. located in southern Colorado has been resumed. The
1,000 miners who walked out Sept. 1
in protest of a contemplated wage reduction, amounting to about 30 per
Colocent, returned Sept. 12 after the

rado State Industrial Commission held
a preliminary hearin;r and ordered a
restoration of the old wages pending a

CO AL AGE
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whole matter.
requires a 30-day
The state
uotice where wages are affected or in
The miners'
<-ase the men go on strike.
union claimed a violation of this clause,
company contending that the
the
miners agreed to the proposed cut in
order to get more days' work.
E. H. Weitzel, manager of the com-

full investipation of the

law

pany, declared that tho proposed wage
reductions would permit the company's
that it would
steel plant to reopen
make the cost of coal lower for the pubfor
lic, and would make more earnings
the miners, who, he said, would be able
regwork
more
to
reductions
under the
ularly, as coal production would be
;

stimulated.

Vol.

-20.

No.

1'2

ping facilities to the Clairton byproduct plant.

The need of the corporation now for
tonnage apparently has increased to
the extent that the mines further in
the interior are to be called upon and
the announcement of the Leisenring resumption was quickly followed by reports that other mines shortly would
be put into operation.

market is backward in reoptimism of the coke trade.
Sales continue to be sluggish and the
market is faced with a persistent price
Sales are few although
resistance.
there is a demand for slack which can-

The

coal

flecting the

Northern Appalachian
PITTSBURGH
Fails to Reflect Fav&rable InTraffic Troubles Feared— Gas
fltiences

Demand

—

Slack Higher.

The market shows practically no response to several influences that should
be considered distinctly favorable, including greater activity in the steel
industry, some increase in other industries, and the progress of the season,
which normally would bring a decided
increase in demand for domestic coal
at this time. Nor can it be said that
there is a decided increase in demand
without the Pittsburgh district feeling
it on account of demand going to the
non-union districts, for the Connellsville region has seen little improvement in coal demand, and any considerable increase would cause an overflow
into the Pittsburgh district.
There continues to be a fair demand
for gas coal, and prices are a shade
better, particularly in slack, while recently there was a surplus of gas slack,
causing it to go practically at steam
slack prices, say at $1.75, when steam
Gas slack
slack brought about $1.65.
now easily commands $2 and some sales
have been made at $2.25.
Prices on steam coal are largely nominal or asking prices, while in gas coal
thpve is a definite market.

Labor

—

With Most

InSlight-

dependents Advanced Demand
Production Vnchanged.
ly Better

—

coke and also made a short-term contract, at about $3 in each case, but
such a price could not be duplicated
now. Some small lots of furnace coke
have been sold to jobbers at $3.25, the
jobber adding his margin. The A. M.
Byers Co. is negotiating for coke to
start its furnace.
Prices have been trending upward
in the past week, but with a clearer
labor situation may not go much far-

We

ther.

quote: Spot furnace, $3.25@
spot
$3.25(a)$3.50;
contract,

$3.40;

foundry, $4.25@$4.50.
The Courier reports production in
the week ended Sept. 10, at 12,100 tons
by the furnace ovens, and 26,170 tons
by the merchant ovens, making a total
of 40,270 tons, an increase of 910 tons.

UNIONTOWN
Coke Industry Shows Decided Betterment Prices Up and Operations Resumed Coal Market Still Backward.

—

—

Conditions in the Connellsville coke
region took a decided change for the
The outstanding debetter last week.

velopments were: Acceptance by all
independent operators of the Frick
scale of November, 1917, having a base
of $2.29 per 100 bushels of pick mined
coal.
A decided stiffening in the market price of coke with quotations firm
at $3.25@$3.50 and the possibility that
of $3.50@$3.75 will appear
Resumption of operations at
the Garwood plant of the Aetna Connellsville Coke Co. following the re-

a range
shortly.

CONNELLSVILLE
Sitnatioyi Cleared,

prompt at $3.25. Recently the Shenango Furnace Co. bought some prompt

ceipt of a contract of 5,000 tons of furnace coke for the remainder of the year

not be satisfied because of the difficulty in disposing of the three-quarter
Steam coal is quoted $1..50@$1.60
size.
with byproduct at $2.

UPPER POTOMAC
Demand
Grows

Fails to Revive

— Operators Ont

—Mitie Idleness

of

Spot Market.

No new market developments were
observed during the week ended Sept.
Most of the mines along the Upper
10.
Potomac have been shut down since the
beginning of the year and as a result
of the protracted idleness, there is now
some suffering- among the miners. No
spot business was available because
producers were unable to meet the
prices of nearby non-union fields with
their lower production costs.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Outlook Poor As Orders Fail to .Materialize
Spot Market Sluggish Lake

—

—

Demand

Subsides.

Fairmont
With the Labor Day
the

little

idleness and
demand, production touched

lowest point for the year during the
period ended Sept. 10. Only 76 mines
out of 301 in the Fairmont region were
operating even part-time. The outlook
for September was gloomy as inquiries
were being reduced and orders were
Little or no
almost entirely lackmg
its

was moving to Tidewater.
Northern Panhandle
Under the pressure of poor demand
the output was being forced downward.

coal

Only a minority of mines were in operation producing a small tonnage for
Northern and Western markets. The
Lake demand had entirely subsided and
spot business was extremely scarce. No

The labor situation among the inde- at a price around $3.25 per ton. Re- satisfactory progress was being made
pendent operators is now fairly well sumption of operations at the Leisen- in closing contracts.
ring No. 1 plant of the H. C. Frick
"The majority have advanced
cleared.
in
EASTERN OHIO
to the Frick scale of Aug. 1 and the Coke Co., one of the largest plants
The the region, after a suspension through- Holiday Affects Production Lakes in
remainder will probably do so.
Rainey interest, which had undertaken out the summer.
Continued Slump Industrial Situation
Posting of notices by the W. J.
a reduction from the July 1 scale has
Improving Very Sloirly.
advanced at several coal mines, which Rainey, Inc., that the Prick scale would
Production for the week ended Sept.
resumption
the
with
effect
into
be
put
byproduct
Rainey-Wood
supply the
;Zrin the East t; th: Fric^k^ scaTe 1} limited" ;pe;;;ionVe;d;d the labor cent of the -"JV^r^kcitvtf^S
mines
rated capacity of the 'mire:
and it is understood will shortly do the trouble in the region which had its
soueht ior the five-day week. Owing to Labor
:r„„
1,= whose
„,>,„=. r.r.r.A„r.t
nri^in when
whpn the Rainey
Rainev company
eomnanv sought
product V,,=
has origin
at coke works
same „<.„„!,
tons
50,000
some
was
output
the
Day,
been sold. The understanding: is that to reduce wages another ten per cent,
week, but the
The resumption of the Leisenring less than the preceding
the Steel Corporation has no intention
was over 1,000 tons
No. 1 plant is considered more than daily production
of touching the Frick scale this year.
Throughout the in excess. The field has produced durMarket demand for coke has in- usually significant.
12,116,000 tons,
year,
calendar
the
ing
The Wiekwire- period of depression the corporation has
somewhat.
creased
which is approximately 53 per tent of
Spencer Steel Co., Buffalo, is under- operated its mines fronting the Mononcapacity.
stood to have bought 10,000 tons of gahela River because of the easy ship-

—

1%-^,?

—
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September

Railroads are taking more coal, both
for immediate requirements and for
storage, and reports indicate that at
the present rate of production at least
40 per cent is going to the carriers for
The public utilities are also storfuel.
ing coal in anticipation of their needs
during the winter.
Shipments of Lake coal continue to

and operators teel that the dishave difficulty in maintaining
production on the same scale as during
the past few months, as the demand
from other quarters is not of sufficient
magnitude to offset it. The daily accumulation at the lower docks is running less than 8,000 ears, and dumpings
around 1,600 cars.
While Ohio's industrial situation is

decline

trict will
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The steam market continues in the
doldrums.
The industrial outlook is
much brighter than it has been at any
time this year, but, at the same time,
the improvement which has taken place
has been so recent that the effect of it
has not been felt as yet in the coal market.
Owing to the increase in the demand for domestic, the steam tonnage
has increased, and there has been some
One
slight weakening of the market.
or two spot sales of good southern Illinois coal were made on the basis of
In the Indiana fields prices
$1 a ton.
have been holding a little better as the
lowest price we have heard quoted this
past week on Indiana fourth vein
screenings has been in the vicinity of
$1.25 with some operators holding firm

cannot be said that it is
reflected to any considerable degree in

at $1.50.

the demand for steam coal, as the market continues very dull and both spot
and contract inquiries are negligible.
Likewise, there has been some softening in prices.

large quantities of Eastern coal, but
the bulk is of the smokeless variety.
Block coal from West Virginia and
Kentucky has been holding firm. This
or two of the larger
is because one
dock companies who have been holding
back all summer, have decided at this
late hour to come into the market and
These have
purchase a few cargoes.
been of such magnitude that they have
absorbed the lump co.-il for the past
few days from some of the better
known producing fields in both West
Virginia and Kentucky, especially the

improving,

it

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
Production Slightly Heavier
quiries

—Some

—More

In-

Mines Resume.

But little gain has been made in production during September over August,
the first five days' production being
10,797 cars, as compared with the same
This
period in August of 10,002 cars.
small gain has been maintained up to
the present time. Operators are receiving more inquiries now than at any
time since the depression set in.
For the first time since April 1
Stineman No. 2 mine at South Fork,
one of the largest operations in the
district resumed operations, on Sept.
No. 4 resumed two weeks earlier.
Argyle Nos. 1 and 2 and the Riverside,
Sunshine and J. C. Stineman mines
have all resumed on part time and the
miners are confident that better times
are ahead. The South Fork district has
been exceptionally hard hit.
T. H. Watkins, chairman of the board
12.

Central Pennsylvania Coal Producers' Association, will
be one of the speakers at the Ameriof

directors

of

the

can Mining Congress in Chicago on
This will be an important
meeting and will deal with the problems growing out of the meeting of
the U. M. W. at the convention which
convened in Cleveland Sept. 20.

The Middle West

is

still

receiving

latter.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Domestic
Lagging

Much

Demand Good

—

— Steam

Still

Conditions Not
Prices
Unsatisfac-

General

Improved

—

—

of the continued warm
weather, there has been a mild decrease in the demand for domestic coal.
This does not mean that there is no
call, but the demand today is not as
strong as it was a week ago although

brought egg and nut with it.
In the Duquoin field, as well as Jacksome improvement is
son County,
noticeable in working time. Prices are
closer
to
the association figures
coming
in the Carterville field, but steam is
very hard to move and railroad tonnage is light. Average working time

MIDWEST REVIEW

Demand Not So Actii'e
Market Quiet but Outlook Im-

Domestic
Steayyi

—Labor Situation

proved

Better.

On account

is much stronger than it was back
around the middle of August.
it

demand

for

lump

it

would necessitate

a higher price and the dumping of
screenings
Most of the tonnage moving now is
going to the country for domestic.

Railroad coal shows

Movement

little

improvement.

of loads an.i empties

is

slow-

ing up.

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Production Is Light, but Prices Fairly
Well Maintained Industrial Concerns
Behind on Contract Consu)n})tiov.
Mines are maintaining prices in spite
of the fact that many are running less
than two days a week, and the only
full-time mines are shipping railroad

—

where heavy contracts
Screenings are a little weak,
and some stock sold as low as 95c.
during the past week. Some industrial
concerns are far behind in taking contract fuel, resulting in mines having to
go out in the open market in search
are held.

of business to take care of this slump.
Although the coal traffic bureau since
1917 has added through rates to 7,784
points, the members have not developed
their selling organizations to take care
of the newly opened districts as yet,

resulting in no great improvement in
business traceable to the larger sales
field.

However, it
more coal

that

is

is

noted

with

now moving

interest
to the

Northwest, while Southern business has
been fair. Arkansas movement under
the new rates should be good, and
prospects are for very fair late fall
business in Central Freight Association territory.

tory.

The Carterville field pi'esents a
peculiar condition at the present time.
There is an unusually good demand for
lump coal, with nothing at all for the
other sizes, with the eyception of egg.
In other years when the demand for
lump became good, it correspondingly

Middle West

The city price
on domestic is $3.75.
Screenings on the open market
is $3.
range about $1. The railroad tonnage
is good from this district.
The Standard field is still working
along on the ragged edge of production
Screenings are down to 60c., 2cost.
in. lump is selling $2.10@$2.25 and 6in. lump $2.75@$3, with steam nut as
low as $1.75 and egg from $2 up.
The steam market seems to hold
back everywhere. There is no movement and if there were an increased

coal, or in cases

The labor situation is a little more
favorable than it has been during the
In Indiana where some
past month.
?erious disturbances were experienced
a few weeks ago, the situation has completely cleared up, as the last mines affected by the labor trouble have been
reported as working since Monday. In
Hardin County where fluorspar is produced, the diff'erences between the operators and the miners have been adjusted for the time being. During the
early part of the disturbances, in view
of the fact that the fluorspar miners
had very aggressive support from the
coal miners from the Harrisburg field,
it was thought that disturbances might
spread; but all danger of this has
passed away.

Oct. 17-22.

There is, however, more working time
and a stronger demand for domestic
There is very little steam busicoal.
Country price
ness in any direction.

is

three days.

Mt. Olive shows very

little

change.

Middle Appalachian
LOW- VOLATILE FIELDS
Dullness Prevails — No

General

Tide

Movement and Western Markets Hardly
Absorb Offerings— Lake Trading Quiet.

New River .4ND the Gulf
New River mines suffered the

usual
production because of Labor
Day during the week ended Sept. 10.
Tidewater buying was almost completely at a standstill, with prices
around $5 per gross ton, f.o.b. piers.
Spot shipments to Western markets
were heavier but were limited for the
most part to prepared sizes.
loss

of
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Slim production at Winding Gulf operations was due to the general dullness
px-evailing at Tidewater.
Few spot
sales were made and contract business
had to be relied upon in order to run.

to work, but the week's output was
small because of the Labor Day idleness.
Market conditions did not make for a
large production, although steam demand was increasing encouragingly.

However, more Tidewater tonnage was
going from this region than from N'ew
River.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas

production reached the
lowest point for the year during the
early part of September, not being over
30 per cent with no market losses
reaching almost 340,000 tons. Contract
shipments were materially curtailed
and little or no Tidewater coal was
moving. Slack was a drug on the market and dropped to as low as $1, while

prepared sizes were also weaker.
Instead of improving, Tug River
production declined even further. There
was virtually no market for spot coal
except in the lump sizes and slack could
hardly be moved at any price.
Tidewater business was at a standstill and
a minimum was going to the Lake.
Companies experienced difficulty in securing equipment even for the small
amount of coal they had on orders.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Labor Day

Idlettesf: Fails to Cause Loss
Marketable
of
Production Western
Domestic Business Improves Outlook

—
—

Slightly Better.

Kanawha
During the week ended Sept. 10 most
of the miners who had joined the army
of invasion against Mingo had returned

Vol. 20, No. 12

Logan and Thacker
Considering what the Logan region
had been through during the preceding
week and because of the holiday, an
excellent showing was made by Logan
Industrial and domestic sales
mines.
were gradually increasing, which enabled several producers to resume work
after a long suspension. Western shipments were in fairly large volume but
there was no Tidewater movement.
Poor markets precluded larger operations in the Thacker field, but production was not under 40 per cent with
much of the coal going to the railroads.
There was an undercurrent of optimism
in evidence with the belief that business
would be materially improved before

Southern Ajtpalachiaii
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

— Domestic Heavier
Closin(/s
Bring
—
Orders Prices Firm.

Steam Market Quiet
Mine
Tennessee

—

While there seems to be little change
in the steam market, except, perhaps,
more strength in nut and slack, block
is moving better than at any time during the depression and not a few of
the larger operations are sold up for
the balance of the month.
The present spurt in the market may
be due in part to the closing down of
a number of mines in eastern Tennessee, the trade ordinarily furnished from
these shifting their business to eastern Kentucky.
It is understood that
these mines will start up again Oct. 1.

October.

Northeastern Kentucky
There was no perceptible change in
market conditions, prepared sizes being
the only coal in demand.
This, of
course, weakened the demand for .steam
coals and it was becoming increasingly
difficult to market them.

West
UTAH
Business Lacks Usual Full Snap

— In-

dustries Barclji Stirriti!/.

prospects are for a further reduction
in output because of the poor market.

The volume of business being done
nothing like that which was expected
by this time.
The price disturbance
of a few weeks ago is believed to be
largely responsible for consumers withholding their storage orders. The gen-

was more marked along the
mines on the Interstate and the C. C. &
O. than on other roads in the region.

eral public still believes that prices are
going to fall before the cold weather
sets in.

Virginia

is

Approximately 80 per cent of the
mines are not being operated and the

.\ctivity

ILLINOIS

News Items
From Field and Trade

.\lexander KisenHtein, president of the
Fidelity Coal Co. of Chicago, who has been
through Pokind distributing relief funds,
returned on the Savoie, recently.
new coal company has been organized
and a mine has opened north of KeIt is called the Eagle Coal Co.
wanee.
and is operated by Carlson, Reiff and
Sons. Dumjjs and all mine equipment have

A

been installed.

ALABAMA
The Bonnie Coal Co. has been incorporated in Biljb County witli a capital stock
of $15.0(10 and has opened a slope mine near
the
Bibb-Jefferson
County line between
Eoline and Blocton.
William Jones, of
Tuscaloosa, is the principal promoter of
the new deve'opment.
G. St. i. Perrott, associate physical chemist of the United States Bureau of Mines
E.xperiment Station. Pittsburgh. Pa., is to
be sent to Birmingham, Ala., to study the
physical properties of coke in relation to
its production and use in the blast furnace.
The Daniel-DulTee ("oal Co., recently organized, will operate coal properties in the
Birmingham section. Robert L. Daniel is
president and C. C. Duffy, secretary and
treasurer.

The .Alabama Fuel * Iron Co. of Overton,
are reported b.v the American Machinist to
be in the market for coal mine hoists and
piimps.
The Woodward Iron Co. of Birmingham, are contemplating the purchase
of two electric mining locomotives, storage
battery type.

ALASKA
Reports to the Interior
licate that the Navy Coal

Depart mcnt inCommission has
been doing considerable development work
in mining coal in the Chickaloon field during the year.

A number

of buildings have

been constructed in the establishment o£ a
permanent mining camp, including a hotel,
a power house, an office, a hospital, a flrst.'tid
building and cottages for employees.
Prospecting for coal has been carried on
at Coal Creek, Gravel Creek and Kings

Paver in the same general field. Developntent. however, has been difficult on account
of extensive faultings and foldings of beds
and the presence of intrusive rocks.
At
Rska the Alaskan Engineering Commission
lias produced about 200 tons a day for
railroad use this year. In the Xenana lignite field between Seward and Fairbanks
on the government railroad under government leases the Healy River Coal Company
has been mining 50 tons a day for domestic
use in the vicinity of Fairbanks.
Two
.small mines were operated in the Broad
Pass District under government leases,
about 1.000 tons having been produced
from each mine, most of the coal being
used for domestic purposes.

COLORADO
W.

Ream has

A.

manager
rp.«;sors

been appointed general

of the Colorado Collieries Co., sucthe Western Collieries Co. with

to

Denver.
Coal mining on a limited scale on leased
e:overnment Iflnds by community organizations and small developers has been made
possible through Chief M. I>. McEniry of
the Denver field division of the United
States general land office in Denver in obtaining a reduction of the bonds required
by the government of coal mining operators.
The bond for $15,000 formerly required
was termed excessive and prohibited small•^cale mining.
A new amendment to the
coal mining regulations pertaining to government lands provides a bond equal in
amount to one-half of the investment for
development when that investment is less
than $10,000, but in no case shall the bond
be less than $1,000.
offices

in

The Williamson County Board of Review
of .\ssessments has increased the total assessed valu.ation of the mines in that
county approximately 30 per cent.
The
most notable cliaiige made was the reduction of tile Saiiford Coal Co. from an
assessed valuation of .$400,000 to $100,000.
However, the others were all given a boost.
.M. T. Anderson, of the Logan Coal Co
and formerly of the Chicago. Wilmington &
Franklin Coal Co.. has accepted a position
with the Union Colliery Co.. and will be
located in Chicago.
The Taylor Coal Co. is making extensive
improvements at its mine at Freeman in
Williamson County.
The company is expending about $200,000 in various improvements.
A suit has been filed in the circuit court
at Benton, in Fmnklin County, against the
Southern Gem Cojil Corporation, which operates what is known .as tlte "west" mine at
West Frankfort, asking that an injunction
be issued restraining the company from operating its mine in its accustomed manner.
The suit is brought by a school district, the
Union Hospital and about fifty residents in
the vicinity of the mine, alleging that the
huge volume of smoke and offensive gases
issuing from the mine cause much annoyance and jeopardizes the health of the
citizens and the children attending the
.

school.

The WillisTille Coal & Mining Co.. of St.
Louis, operating seven mines in Illinois,
recently completed the concreting and enlarging of the main shaft of the Gulf mine
operated at Sparta.
Construction of a
large concrete tipple over the main shaft
is also being completed.

September

22,
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The City of JIurphysboro has notified the
Gartside i oal Co. that the coal company
will be held for damages that may occur
to the subsiding of the surface on North
Fourteenth St.. and also for any other damConsidages that may result therefrom.
erable private property in Murphysboro Is

Walkers Branch Fuel

Co., of Hazard, and
recover $100,000 and interest,
due on notes, the suit involving
to three tracts of coal land in Perry

seeking to
alleged
title

County near Hazard.

Judge A. M. J. Cochran granted the request for a receiver, and

named

INDIANA

of the B. & O.
The Hiereins

Martin Coal Co. at Terre
Haute, has filed a certificate of preliminary
dissolution with the secretary of state.
State Mine Inspector George
DeputjSteveLv has announced that an examinamine and fire bosses and hoisting
engineers will be held in the Wiley high
school building. Terre Haute. Oct. 1. Stevely will conduct the examinations.
tion for

Bullard.

C. E.

also showing signs of sinking.
The Ridge Coal Mining Co. has decreased
its capital from $300,000 to $150,000.

Fire of undetermined origin partly destroyed the largest washhouse at the American No. 1 coal mine, two miles south of
Workmen repaired the
Bicknell, recently.
damage and the miners are at work again.
The Atlas Mine, owned by the Pike CounPetersburg,
has resumed
Coal Co.,
ty
operations, giving employment to 400 men.
The Atlas mine is the biggest mine south

MICHIGAN
W. L. Hpsse.v and W. H. Hyre, formerly
of the general office of the Hooper-Mankin
Fuel Co., at Huntington, have been placed
charge of a newly established district
office at Battle Creek, Mich.
Detroit's common council has approved
the purchase of 15.000 tons of nut, pea
and slack bituminous for use of the city
waterworks from Charles F. Sweeney,
Detroit wholesaler, at a price of $5.04i
delivered in the pumping station bins. The
coal comes from West Virginia and will
cost $1.55 a ton at the mines.
With 15.000

m

tons previously purchased, this completes
the supply for the waterworks for the

coming winter.

MINNESOTA
H.

S. Harmon, of the Pittsburgh office of
Carnegie Dock and Fuel Co., visited
Duluth recently on a tour of inspection of

the

the company's docks.
The new scales of
the company, at Duluth. went into service
early
September. The scales have a capacity to weigh up to 300 tons,

m

IOWA
Coal fields, recently discovered at Farmington. have attracted the attention of several Illinois men who have been preparing
to enter this particular Iowa field.
They
have purchased the mining equipment from
a defunct mine at Cuba. 111. The men are
William Street, -lames Street and Ora Burbridge, all of Peoria. 111., and Orin and
Charles Pitcher, all of Hanna City, III.
The Capital City Coal Co. of Pella has
struck a 6-foot vein west of this town.
Tlie coal is of excellent quality. A switch
will be laid to the Rock Island tracks and
the mine w'ill be de-veloped on a large
scale.

W. H. Forbes, treasurer of the Northwestern Fuel Co.. of St. Paul has passed his
^acatlon by an automobile trip along the
north shore of
the

Lake Superior.

Co. has filed amended
articles increasing its capital stock from
$150,000 to $200,000.

D. Faulkner, field representative of
the Harlan Coal Co., jobbers of Louisville,
has moved into new quarters in the Post
Oflice Building, Harlan.
The Sunlight Mining Co., of Sunlight, has
incorporated with a capital of $300,000 T
W. Crow, Nashville, Tenn., and J. B.
Ramsey and J. B. Boddis. Madisonville.
being the incorporators. This organization
for a year or more has been developing a
coal stripping operation near Madisonville.
which represents one of the few and by far
the largest project of its kind in the state.
Notice has been filed of the dissolution of
the Harlan Coal .Mining Co.. Louisville,
which sold its mining operations in Harlan
County, at Coxton and Kayu. to the Koppers interests of Pittsburgh last year
The
same interests operate the Harlan Coal Co
which is 'a septirate and distinct concern'
and which handles a jobbing business Botli
companies were formed by K. U. Meguire
The production of coal in Kentucky for
the first SIX months of 1921. as compared
with the corresponding period last year.
^ decrease of 5.663.150 tons. or.
ViP^^^
.i3.23
per cent, according to the official
report of the chief inspector of mines. The
proportionate decrease in working time was
much greater, indicating higher labor efficiency
Eight coal mining districts are
covered in the report and all of them show
a diminished output.
According to reports from Whitesburg
there is a noticeable improvement
the
Elkhorn and Hazard fields. Several in
mines
that have been practically at a
standstill

have
fullAmong these are citedresumed
the Elkhorn
Thornton Creek, the Apex
CoLV Co.,
loal
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OHIO
Word has been

received at the Sub-DisMiners headquarters that Mine RescJe
5. from Washington. D. C
will be
l)rought to Bellaire in October for
exhibi^'^Pected that the car will be
i-T"; in Bellaire
1,'f,
kept
about a week in order that
all miners m the district may
have an ooportunity
trict

car No.

to see the exhibit.
A movement
be started in Bellaire soon to get
funds
for the purpose of erecting a
building on
the north side of the Miners'
temple for
housing a Mine Rescue Station
...The
breach of contract suit of the

may

Migarb Mining

Co., a West Virginia corporation, against the Tildeslcr Coal
Co of
Cincinnati, was dismissed in the Ilnitert
District
Court in CincinnaU

States

^^""'

by

"P°" application of the
iY^S.tJplaintiff. ^;
It was stated that this
was without prejudice and that the costs
were assessed the defendant.

John

Sf irnkorb,

sales manager for the
Cincinnati, has returnfed
^S-. vacation
from ".''•^wn"^'
a two weeks'
Canfnin i„k^
HatfleM, president of the company
is in

Reclosing Circuit Breaker
Po'^^^f"^;^''?'"''!"^
CO.
ot Columbus, announces that
has
engaged the services of Ralph R it Rue
heimer, who will be responsible for
'its activities
the coal fields of eastern Ken-

m

rj?/'

Ji;,""Sinia

and southeastern Ohio

The T:icon Engineering Co. is the name
new concern which has opened offices

of a

Columbus, with E. S. Hetrick as president and general manager.
The company
IS doing a general contracting and
engineering business, specializing in elevating and
conveying equipment for handling coinmodin

ities,

The Troy Hill Coal Co. is being organized by John
P.
Uuftner and John R.
Fulton to operate coal properties in the
western part of the state. The company is
represented by Horace F. Baker, 1711
Oliver Building. Pittsburgh.
The Maple Grove Coal Co. has been incorporated under state laws to operate
properties in the Johnstown section, with
capital of $160,000.
H. R. Miller, Johnstown, is treasurer.
C. O. Norris and H. J. Thompson, who
constitute the Cassidy Coal Co., of Curwensville. Clearfield County, have closed a
deal whereby they became the owners of
the Samuel Smeal farm in Pike township.
It IS said it will require twelve years
to remove the coal from the new tract. The
Cassidy mines have been operating six
days a week and the operators expect to
continue at a largely increased output.
The Albany Coal Co.. a small operation
on the Monongahela River, near Brownsville, which has in the past
worked union
right on the edge of the non-union
coke
region field, has started up, open-shop, on
a reduced wage scale.

American Coke Corporation, which
hoT^f
has
been working steadily shipping coal
three plants at Orient. Martin and Linn, at
is
°^'" '° °"® o"" '^^o days a week at
"n"'.u
all three.

A

charter has been Lssued to the FairCo.. ot Philadelphia, to deal in
coal,
.sand
lime and cement.
Capital
is $125 000 and the treasurer
is John
f. T. Lewis, ot Broomall.
The other incorporators are George D. Van Sciver and
J. B. ^an Sciver, Philadelphia.
Strouse, formerly of the Industrial
vJi'iJj
Eng neering Co. a,nd recently with the H. C.
Fnck Coke Co., has. established offices in
Pittsburgh, for the practice of industrial
engineering, specializing in power costs,

lamb
coke,

stock

economics

T. H. Watkins. president of
the
vania Coal & Coke Corporation, willPennsylbe one

W.

;?^»
time

He

company's docks at Duluth whi'e

?

KENTUCKY
The Scuddy Coal

®'"\"""'''

483

especially coal.

PENNSYLVANIA
The Silver Lake Coal Co. has notified the
Secretary of the Commonwealth that its
capital stock has been increased from S5 500
to $300,000.
Twenty-three deeds h^'e been
placed on record in Schuylkill County in a
transaction which conveyed to the "Silver
Lake Company 3,328 acres in Barrv and
Foster townships. A mortgage of $200 000
was placed on record at the same time!
The Big Four Coal Mining Co. has been
formed with a capital of $200 OOn to operate properties in the anthracite field
Michael J. Kelly, Curwenville, is treasurer

purchased power problems and

electrification of industrial plants
Clay F. Lynch, of Greensburg.
eral superintendent of the H. C.

Pa genFrick Coke
has been named president of the Union
trust Co of Greensburg which expects
open Its doors for business about Oct. 15 to
thief of Mines. Seward E. Button,
the
Department of Mines. Pennsylvania, of
acting
upon the complaint of the Pennsylvania
Coal Co Dunmore, that the mining methods of the Suffolk Coal Co.. whose property
adjoins that of the complainant, will result
''"'^
quicksand into the
w^rtii'"^off^\V-'"r.
workings
the Pennsylvania company, has
appointed a commission to investigate and
composed of Inspectors
T,^i® .^ '">'',P?r'Augustus
McDade, 7th District, in
the two companies are located Frankwhich
Kit^"d -^"sPh Walsh. 14th
""''^''
ofst
t
Co..

:

•

TENNESSEE
The Etna Coal Co. has been acquired by
interests, headed by R. F. Riddle
&
tions. Chattanooga.
The new owners are
planning for the development of the company.s holdings and are said to be con-

new

sidering the installation of

new machinery.
The Kentucky Fuel Co. of Cincinnati has
opened an office in Knoxville with T J
Gilbert, former secretary and treasurer
of
the Furnace Gap Coal Mining Co, of
Man-

chester. Ky.. in charge.
The Stanb Coal Co., Tracy Citv, has acquired property in the vicinitv of Daisy and
plans for the establishment of a new plant
with initial daily capacity of about 500

A

tons.

list

of equipment for installation

being arranged.

IS

UTAH
Mutual Coal Co. has ordered its third
undercutting machine as well as
^" drill equipment for sinking a new
at the company's coal mines near

'The
.^u

ivan

K f
.«haft

Rains.
Construction

of

special

coaling

barges
and a mammoth storage dock at Alameda.
$700,000

will

more Utah

make

possible the use of
coal for trans-Pacific liners and

coastwise vessels, according to Frederick
A. Sweet, president of the Standard Coal
Co., recently returned from the coast
The Great Western Coal .Mines recently
filed

a plat of their
\Vestern.
The new
offices at Helper.

new town of Great
company has opened

VIRGINIA
As result of the pronounced falling off of
business, coal offices in Norfolk are
down their forces very noticeably, cutting
in
some instances are preparing to close.andThe
Kentenia Coal

m

Co.'s

office,

which has been

charge of E. M. Robinson, closed Sept 1
"^'^ removed to the Bluel"S. "4r''i"^'"'''^^
neld,
W. Va., branch.
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». « I'OKlen of the Greenmar Coal Co..
of Ivlkins. was absent from his otflee for
a few days during the tarly part of September on a huntiuk' trip

AiuiUarN r.«-ivers havo boon appointfl
for the lMtorstaI.> I'oal & Pock Co.s holilInRS lit Norfolk as r<.siilt of tlio siill instiLurliiic
tuted in N.w York iintlfr thf title
rolUrrir* Co., et al tk. Intrnitatr Toal &
Dock Co.. it bfins alleRcil the latt.r owt.l
ISOii.OOO in unpaiil bills to ihi- plaintiffs
Preston and John

tlis McCItllan

.

has been announced by tli<- Consolidatinn Coal Co. that J. O. Ilrookii is appointed superintendent of Mine No. 25 at
PInnickinnick. He had been acting as superintendent of Mine 21 'at Gypsy.
B. O.
.\«li. superintendent of Mine 2.i has been
It

B John-

ston are the receivers named, with a restraining order to accompany them sivinK
them full and iminterriipted authority in
disposing of thf assets of tlie comi)any.

transferred to Mine 21.
T. n. JoltnRon, of Bellaire. Oliio, T7ho
lieads the Chesapeake Coal Co., was a recent business visitor in the Fairmont field.

WEST \nRGINlA
of

office

new

"Sharon mine and on n
Wake Forest mine.

The

capital

stock

lier.v Co.. of which
ton, is president,

stock

from

the

of

at

tippK-

llurtlnnd

.\
L",

Deimur Coiif Co.. at its Huth mint- not far
from Hilderbrand. and is rated as proliably
the larcest conveyor of its kind in the rebetter time was madi in inconveyor than hail generally
bun anticipated.

The West Virginia and Ken<urk.T ByI'ruducts Coal Co.. of Huntington, has been
organized with a view to operating in both
Kentucky and

cipally

$."inn.000

to

spent

a few days

during

the

early

in

part

The general

office building and company
Empire Fuel Co., at
between Cedar Grove and Montgomer.v. in the Kanawha field, were destroyed by fire recently. It is believed that
the fire was of incendiary origin. The mine
had been operating on a non-union basis
for the last year, about 2ii0 men being

store building of the

Fairmont

Col-

This

employed.
I.ouin T. KrebN. inanagi r W. A. Marshall
Co.. Morgantown. has returned to the New
office after a v:ic:ition and business
trip in Montreal and Quebec.
He reports

&

York

that conditions in tlie Dominion are a litmore brisk than tlu-y were a month ago.

field

September.

tle

and hard coal from Siiringfield to Armory. Mass., from 42c. to 80c. per gross ton.
The Utah Fuel Co. is seeking to recover
.soft

Trafl&c

News

$4S.iiOO, alleged excessive charges when the
I'.
S. Government was in control of the
n.
R. G..
The increase is said to have
amounted to $7 a car. The case is being

&

On

Sept, 26 the Illinois Central will pubnew tariff on coal from western Kentucky mines on its road to points on a number of lines in Central Freight Association
lish

heard by H. C.

Keene. examiner for the
Commerce Commission.
Preliminary surveys have been completed
lAiuisville 4; Nashville R.B. on al
proposed extension from Betty ville, Lee
'"ounty. Ky.. across sections of Lee Countv
and through Clay and Bell counties to
Loyal. Harlan County.
If the construction

a

Interstate

by the

Connecting lines which will be
include the B. & O. Big Four.
Wabash. Grand Trunk. Michigan Central.
New York Central. Pennsylvania. PanHandle and Toledo. St. Louis & Western

territory.

affected

This will open a large territory.
Press reports are to the effect that the
Henry Ford interests, operating the D. T.
& I. R.R,, Ford motor interests, and mines
in
Kentucky, are planning terminal fawith a bridge
cilities
at Ashland, K.v..
across the Ohio River at that point, with
the idea of eventually extending a line
down into the coal fields of the state.
This is an old plan which has been commented on at some length. However, it is
reported in the Latest dispatches that official
announcement has been made concerning the plans for securing necessary
terminal sites.
Three important rate cases as they relate to the transportation of coal in tlie
Buckeye State were recently scheduled to
start at Columbus.
The first to be taken
up is what is known as the "Ohio Case."
which is the echo of a decision of the

Ohio Utilities Commission last January in
which the railroads were jirohibitid from
making their full advances as per tariffs

filed.
In these tariffs carriers sought to
make the Inner Crescent the base bv allowing the 40 per cent increase and Ijy
maintaining the old differential give Ohio
mines an advance of .So and more ppi cent
and the outer crescent about 36 per cent.
The next scheduled is the Henry Ford case
of the D. T. & I. where he .seeks to make a
reduction of 20 per cent on all coal freight
rates.
This is challengwl by other carriers
The third case is that of the Southern Ohio
Coal Exchange in which the differential
between Ohio districts as compared with
the Inner and Outer Crescents is chal-

lenged.

Ofnrials of the Chesapeake & Ohio. Ble
Four and Baltimore & Ohio railroads have
been in.specting branch lines in the Louisville district.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western K.R.
has purchased 700 new Western Pacific coal
cars for use in Utah and will take 1.000
more later.
The New York. New Haven & Hartford
proposes an

increase in

the

rate

on both

olhce.
J. K. JonrK has been appolnti>d superintendent of tile Sliamrock Fuel Co.. siiceecdlng CliarleK I prhurcU.
J. *. MrSweene.v. of Baltimore, who Is the

vlce-preHl<liiit

&

the

••(

Transportation

Co.

New Kngland
spent a few

Fuel
davs

recently in the Fairmont region on a visit
to
the properties of the New Fiigland

company.
coal cliarter h.is been granted to tli.
Klliiihelli ConI Co. of Huntington
H. II. Morris, John H. Holt, W. K
William.s. Homer K. HoH,
C. S
Huntington. incorporalorR.
.\

Mury

;

Cowden,

BRITl.SH
The

v

I

COLUMBIA

Mine of the WeHteni Fuel

Corpiinitiiiii uf Caiiiida. .Vanainio, has been
reopeiieil.
The eoni|)any is reported to liave
secured contracts that necessit.ite an In-

creased output.

Consequently, not only the

Harewood, but the Wakesiah. Reserve, and
N». 1 mines must be worked to their capacity.

Six of the latest t>T>e of Paul Breathing
-Vpoaratus have been purchased by the
British Coluniliia Department of Mines for
the Cumberl:inil (V, 1.) Mine Rescue Station.
This is one of the coal mine centers
of the Canadian Colli, ries
O). Ltd.
(

Huston,

its

into

the
of

I.

W. Van Valkenliurgh, Frank Hess, all
Huntington, and L. J. Kidd of Richmond,

i.f

in.ooo shares
and Ifl.i'Oii shares of preferred
.stock, having a par value of $100 per share.
V. B. HayPH. of the sales force of the
Jamison Coal & Coke Co.. Pitlsburgli,

be divide<l

issue is to
of common

Virginia.
Those printhe new coiu-.rn howVaught. Dr. G. L. Howard.

\\"est
interested in

ever are: R.
J.

capital

its

$2.iinn.000.

|i"i

conveyor, cap.nble of handling
tons a day, has bein inst:iiled bv the

.Teffrey

gion.
.Much
stalling tile

John B. Hart, of Charleshas increased

Mr. Krel.s will assume ilu> <luiii's ,.f ib,.
Fairmont odlce as well as the Morgantown

$.10(1,000.

ceneral manacer of the
Eklhorn Piney Coal Minint Co.. made
vacant by the resignation of Uiirlnnd
Fletcher, will not be filled until late in the
.Meanwhile. E. R. rhllllpx. of Huntfall.
ington. W. Va. will remain in the HuntMost
ington office nominally in charge
of the mines of this company are not
shipping coal at present.
In connection with th< driving of a new
entry at its plant at Balir in the Coal
River field, the Holdred <'nllierle» Co. is
engaged in building a new tipple which
will be equipped with shaker screens, picking tables and all otht-r equipment for getThis coniir.iny is
ting out prepared sizes.
under the management of D. O. Wing.
In the Cabin Creek region, the Wyatt
Coal Co.. with general offices at rh:irleston. is pushing work on a new tipple at its

The
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this route is held feasible, work will
begin at once.
In the complaint of the Uuquesne Coal &
Coke Co. the commission holds that interstate rates on" bituminous coel from mines
west of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania and
West Virginia on the Pittsburgh and West
Virginia Ry. to points north and east arc

of

,

unduly prejudicial.
In the complaint of tl»e .MieliiKun Builders Supply Co. the I. C. C. decides that
rates from June 25 to Nov. 12, 1318, on
anthracite coal from Carbondale, Jessup,
Scranton and Winton, Pa., to Detroit were
unreasonable because thev exceeded $3.70

a ton.
In the complaint of the Endicott-.Iohnson
Corporation, an I. C. C. examiner recommends that the rate on bituminous coal
from Morris Run. Pa., to Endicott and
Johnson City. N. Y., was not unreasonable.
The complaint of the Wayne Coal Co.
Iius been assigned for hearing before an
examiner at Pittsburgh. Sept. .'iO.
The Northwestern Tratlie and Service
itureaii of .Minneapolis complains to the
I.
C. C.
against unreasonable rates on
hard and soft coal from various mines in
the United States to destinations in the
Northwest states by reason of the increase

under General Order Xo.

28.

William Baxter Myers, treasurer of the
Bethlehem Fabricator.s. Inc.. died recently
in Bethlehem. Pa.
William H. Buelirig, formerly a wellknown coal operator and also banker of
Minier, III., dieel recently at his home in
that city.
Ray HickerKon, coal mine operator of
Rushville. 111., lost his life recently in an attempt to rescue his ten year old son who
fallen

into an

abandoned mine

F.

Brown,

cliief

mineral

in-

when

damp immediately overcame

black

him.

John S. Field, chairman of the board of
directors of tlie Consumers Co.. died recently at his home in Chicago, at the age of 74
years. He was a director of several subsirliary lines of the New Yorli Ce-ntral and was
active in clnirch and charitable work.
Edniuiid I.. Penrudflocke, age 52, a wellknown mechanical tlr.aftsnian. died recently
at his resilience in Birmingham.
Mr. Penruddoclve was connected with the Tennessee (\ial. Iron & Railroad Co. at the time
of his death, and had previously be^n in
the empl...\ of the Sloss-Sheltieid Steel d
Iron Co, iiir a number of years.
Michael White, general superintendent of
the Springfield District Coal Mining Co..
died recently at his home in Springfield.
He was also for five years superin111.
tendent for the Peaboely Coal Co.. at Sherman, unil was well known in mining circles.

Coming Meetings
The annual

Institute

hamu

Meeting of the

.\ln-

Coal Operators' AsHOciatton is schedlie held at the lOmpire Mines of tin
Empire Coal Co., at Empire. Walker CounThis is the first meeting to lie
ty. Oct. I.
held by the Institute in several years, the
sessions having been dispensed with during
the war.
The .American Mining Congress and NaMining
tional Fxpnxitian of Mines and
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual convention on Oct 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Chicago. III.
Assistant secretary, John T.
Burns. Congress Hotel, Chicago, III.
.American Manufacturers Export Association will hold its twelfth annual convention
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,
Secretary A. W. Willmann,
Oct. 5 and 6.
160 Broadway, New York City.
National Safety Council will hold its
annual congress at the State House. Bosuled to

Mass., Sept. 26 to Sept. 30 inclusive
Secretary. S. .1. Williams. Chicago. 111.
The Coal Mining Institute oif America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
7.
and 9.
Secretary H. D.
Pa.. Dec
S.
ton.

Obituary

had

NOVA SCOTIA
Westgnrth

spector of woods and forests in C.reat P.ritain. is inspecting the Nova Scotia mines
of the British li;mpire Steel Corp. in tlie
capacity of an expert on submarine mining. He will probably also examine the iron
ore mines at Wavana. Newfoundland, and
will consult with the mining staff of tiH'
corporation as to sulimarine mining practice in r'ape Breton.

shaft.

Mason.

Jr..

Chamber

Pittsburgh, Pa.
An Industrial

of

Commerce

Bldg..

Relations Conference for
the State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for Oct. 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg. Pa., by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C, B. Connellv.
The sixth annual convention of the National Association of Purchasing Agents
will be held Oct, IO-13 at Indianapolis, Ind.

all industries

in

The Only National Paper Devoted
C.

XEW

Volume 20

E.

LESHER

and

R.

PRESS

reports indicate that the United !Mine Workers will withhold the formulation of their "demands"
until after the first of the year, and not, as has been
customary, outline their program at their annual convention, now in session.
So much of what transpires
in union circles now may be defined as internal politics

that failure to announce whether they are willing to
strike for a 20-per cent raise or one of 60 per cent
need cause no surprise. The present officers will make
their stand for retention on an aggressive program of
radical demands.

The consumer of coal, both hard and soft, should
not overlook the almost certainty of protracted coalmine suspension beginning next April. No one can
afford not to protect himself by storing in the next
six months whatever he needs for a protracted period
from April 1 possibly to July 1, 1922.
The coal
miners will not accept the inevitable reduction without
a long struggle.

—

Advertising Authracite Ethics

THREE

of a projected series of twelve large newspaper advertisements of the anthracite producers
have appeared in 100 daily papers in the territory
served by hard coal. A huge expenditure is thus indicated. Is it a necessary expenditure? Is it wise? Will
it accomplish its purpose?
These are questions that

the coal trade is asking.
Whatever the series as a
whole may develop it is clear from those that have appeared that the purpose behind this campaign is to
explain prices. Reproductions of these advertisements

found on pages 509 and 510 of this issue.
campaign it is well
to have in mind that it is not a campaign to sell
anthracite coal that commodity sells itself in time. It
is a campaign to explain to consumers why prices of
hard coal have not been reduced, why alone of things
used by the ordinary citizen it is going up instead of
declining.
The public, reasoning by analogy, thinks
that as a matter of course the price of hard coal must
be due for a drop and to an undetermined but doubtless considerable extent, and for that reason has not
purchased as usual the past summer against this winter's needs.
In the sense that oveixoming this belief
will promote the purchase of the tardily moving
domestic sizes, the advertising campaign, one for which
there is great need and which offers great opportunities
for the advancement of the coal industry as a whole,
is warranted and advisable.
The scope of the prejudice to be overcome must be
fully appreciated by the coal operators, or they would
not have abandoned their traditional policy of silence.
will be

In watching the unfolding of this

—

lack of spontaneity in the copy so far released
the seriousness of the effort.
It is evident
also that operators are assuming only to explain mine
testifies to

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing
Editors.

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Dramatic Suspense?

The

to

DAWSON HALL,

29.

Number

1921

IS

They obviously are steering clear of the freightand the matters of retail-dealer margins
and profits. The part of the jobber in the distribution
of anthracite and his share of the margin apparently
prices.

rate question

are to be ignored.
This form of advertising can be defended on the
ground of economy, at least economy in the long run,
according to L.D.H. Weld in a discussion of the packing
industry in the American Economic Review of last
March. He says "Willful misrepresentation of an industry, with the resulting prejudice that is built up in
the minds of many people, results in an ill will (instead
of good will). Such an ill will makes it harder to sell
products, makes it easy for federal and state governments to pass harmful and uneconomic laws, and
threatens the very stability of the business.
If advertising designed to overcome such ill will should fail
of its purpose, then it would have been wasted ;iif it
succeeds, the benefits to the corporation and to the
public cannot be measured in dollars and cents."
Just so the possibility for good to the coal industry
as a whole that lies in this co-operative effort of the
anthracite operators can never be measured in money
value.
Appearance of the third piece of copy has done
much to allay the criticism provoked by the fii-st two
pieces.
Neither of the first two was calculated to
answer the suspicion of the consumer that profits are
unreasonable, for in neither did the operators frankly
tell their complete story in figures.
Happily the third
is

more

definite.

Should the operators succeed, as we trust and hope
that

they will, in satisfying the consumer of the
squareness of their position there yet remains the
necessity of explaining the delivered price.
Wliat we
pay for coal at the curb is the important figure. If
the producer is not gouging, then who is? will be the
next question. The railroads have but to say that the
government, thi-ough the Interstate Commerce Commission, has fixed their rates.
The retail dealers are
alive to the situation thrust upon them and, as stated
elsewhere in this issue, have launched an advertising
campaign of their own.
We have one suggestion to make. The number of
cities in which the producers are publishing their
advertisements is limited to perhaps seventy-five or
eighty. There is, therefore, no great bar to using a1
least one advertisement in each city to give the cost of
coal f.o.b. cars, taking care to show the cost of coal
plus freight and war tax in the kind of tons in which
it

is

sold at retail

After

all

is

said,

in

that city.
it not develop that the con-

may

sumer will rise up and say "granted that costs, from
mine to curb, are what you say, that profits are reasonable, nevertheless the price is too high?
Reduce costs,
for I will not pay such prices for coal.
If mine labor
is getting the profit,
mine
labor
take less
then let
wages, but in any event give us our coal cheaper."
485
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Selling

—an Infant Art in

Coal

IS decidedly unusual in our experience to have
ITselling and salesmanship discussed so clearly and
intelligently by a coal man as was done by D. F. Williams, vice president and general sales manager of the
Hudson Coal Co., in his address before the recent
convention of the retail dealers of New York State,
which we publish in full in this issue. Selling is not
a lost art in coal; it is an art that has never been
developed.
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have made such elementary use of their own figures
as to reduce their annual tonnage to a daily basis and
use that as a constant mark at which to shoot.
Beyond a high sense of integrity, a knowledge of the
goods sold, a knowledge of existing conditions and of
a desire to serve, backed up by an energetic application of common sense, there is no secret to salesmanship, we are told.
Confidence is declared to be the
keystone of success; to gain the confidence of the public requires a one-price short-credit and an open advertising policy.

Although coal is distributed in a highly competitive
market, it has not been necessary until recent years
for the vendor to spend time and effort in a study of
It is true that a few, a
the art of salesmanship.
very few, have followed this course, and for them it has
proven profitable. But there has been no general recognition by the coal trade of the ba.sic theory of modern
trade practice that in dealing with the vast multitude
of the public the vendor, particularly of necessary commodities, must build trade on confidence and good-will.
It is not fair to indict the coal trade alone in this
respect, but rather to note that otiier industries have
progressed far in meeting this requirement, whereas
the coal industry has only begun.
Before commenting on Mr. Williams' address we

The dealer is told that he can never succeed until he
knows his product coal. He must know grades and
quality, how coal is mined and prepared.
He should

would point out that advancement in selling and merchandising any product that reaches a multitude of
consumers has -in every instance been the result of the
The
efforts of large-scale producers and distributors.
retailer, except in few individual cases and those only
of outstanding size and influence, has never been a
source of inspiration to trade; he has not translated
thought into action in meeting the problems of dealing
with a consuming public, problems that he faces at

ideas and homely sense.

their inception because of -his front-line position.

With
to the

this 'thought in mind it is refreshing to turn
words of one who oversees the distribution of

several million tons of domestic coal through dealers
and find that "the time is here when

to householders

we must

carefully question our salesmanship abilities,

must inquire into our local reputations for integrity
and fairness and must give some thought to our temperament."

And

again, "Since the beginning of the

war there has been

practically no coal selling in this

country. There has been a great deal of order taking;
During the
by order takers, not salesmen.
past few years in the coal trade we have told the buyer
what he could have and at what price."
That times have changed is recognized, for the dealer
is vadvised to acquaint himself with "actual conditions
as they exist today" and to put into his business "that
courage, optimism and resourcefulness that are so
.

.

.

necessary for present-day selling." A coal merchant,
one of six in a town, who said he was disappointed
with the possibilities for expansion, was pointed out as
one who had laid down on the job, and who, if he could
not wake up sufficiently to use modern methods of
encouraging trade, had best consider that he was a failure of his own making.
Mr. Williams did not confine himself to generalities;
he talked in terms of constructive details and his
arguments for, and examples of, good practice have a
far wider application than in the realm of the retail
For instance, he says: "How many
coal merchant.
really appreciate the value of the figures that are
Statistics are of
prepared and placed before you?"
value only as they are used, and he asks how many

—

visit the

mines and otherwise familiarize himself with

phases of the business.
Stress is properly laid on the environment of the
dealer the appearance of his place of doing business.
How true it is that if your "environment is such that
it breeds carelessness and inattention to detail; if it
is such that it creates in you, a dealer, a feeling of
smallness, of inferiority, you are working under a
handicap that no amount of personal energy may overcome." It is urged that a good setting is a part of good

all

—

selling.

Mr. Williams' address

is shot through with sound
Every one who reads it and

—

—

every man in the coal game should read it will be
impressed with the thought that in talking "Salesmanship" to a convention of coal dealers Mr. Williams was
doing a first-rate job of selling.
He "sold" the idea
that his company believes the things he said and that
such a company is one to tie to. He must fiave created
an added feeling of confidence in himself and his concern by such a frank survey of the coal business.
This cataloging of the ways to do business better,
each of us knows, is really a statement of the essential
items in which the retail coal trade has fallen short
of meeting modern requirements. And if these things
should be observed by the coal merchant how can the
producer help supply the incentive to the one man
the retailer who represents his contact with that allimportant public?
The sales managers of every coal company in the
country can talk until doomsday and they will never
convert 50,000 retail dealers to the proper ideas of
selling and service. There is just one way for the coal
industry to reach that high estate of public confidence
and that is to tell the public what it should expect
from the merchant from whom it buys its coal. The
average retailer will reform his methods and practices
in those essential particulars outlined by Mr. Williams
only when his customers, the household consumers
that great body of American people whose good opinion
demand better treatment.
is so valued
The coal industry could well afford to spend a million
dollars a year for as many years as are necessary to
educate the public into an appreciation not of the
intricacies of the industry in which it has but a curios-

—

—

ity but rather of what is good coal, how to bum it and
the kind of retailer service to which the buyer is

entitled.

National standards of service can be set up and in
the respective areas of hard- and soft-coal burning
separate standards of quality and methods of use can
be established. The retail trade can never be expected
to do this; it is the duty and responsibility of the
producer.

—
September

29,

Indianola
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Pumps Water from Allegheny River Wells

Treats

Its

Sewage by Bacteria and Chlorination

—

Sewage Fed to
Is Raised Against Static Head of 355 Ft.
Imhoff Tank by Pumps, Which Start Automatically as Required
Liquid Goes to Dosing Tank, Sprinkling Filter and Settling Tanks

Water

By Alphonse

F.

Brosky

Pittsburgh, Pa.

UNFORTUNATELY coal-mining

plants, and therefore the towns housing their employees, must be
brought to the coal. They are not like factories,
In
to which the material for manipulation is brought.
the early days the problem was simple. Ramshackle
houses were thrown together to protect the people from
the elements, and a group of such houses was called a
The evolution of the present-day mining comtown.
munity has been gradual, possibly more progress having
been made within the last ten years than in all those
prior to that time. The model mining town of today,
in order to be complete in its appointments, must have
an adequate water supply and sewerage system.
The Inland Collieries Co. found difficulty in obtaining
sufficient potable water at its Indianola mine, which is
located about twelve miles northeast of Pittsburgh, Pa.

An exhaustive study of the geology of the region precluded all possibility of obtaining locally a supply that
would be both ample and inexpensive. The decision was
then made to drill wells on the bank of the Allegheny
River just above Harmarville, at a point nearly three
miles distant. Here a pumping station was located to
force the water to Indianola.
Three wells were drilled extending 44 ft. below the
These were
level of the river when the "pool" is full.
connected to two 350-gallon Deane motor-driven triplex
pumps, one machine serving as a spare. These pumps

Pumping
Station

This

Harmarville

pumping

station is
located at such a
level that the water
table in the walls is
always at no great
distance above the

stream.

Water

travels through the
ground adjacent to
the
river and
is
usually found but
Mttle below the level
of the stream itself.
In this station two
350-gal.

motor-

driven triplex
pumps, one of which
is a spare, are
placed in a dry concrete cir'tular Jjit.
The wells extend
below the pool level
of the stream.

are installed in a dry concrete pit of circular foi-m,
housed within a brick superstructure of plain, but not
unpleasing, design.
From the pumping station the water passes to the
town through an 8-in. cast-iron pipe. Here it is distributed to the consumers through 12,000 ft. of 4- to
6-in. cast-iron water-mains, connected to the houses
by means of smaller service lines. Fire hydrants ai-e
A steel tank having a
installed throughout the town.
capacity of approximately 420,000 gallons is located at
a sufficient height to give the necessary head to the fire
system; it also serves as an oveiilow outlet for the distribution system and a storage for fire protection.
The entire water system as built is complete in detail
and represents the highest type of construction, embodying quantity, quality and safety, in both potability
and fire protection. A pump operator, who resides on
the property adjoining the pumping station, takes care
of the pumping during the day. It has not been found
necessaiy as yet to pump throughout the whole twentyfour hours.
The water as taken from the well is sparkling, cool
and abundant. Frequent analyses are made to safeguard its purity. Only two of the three wells are now
used, the third being kept in reserve to augment the
present supply, should this become necessary. The Inland company constructed the pump station, force main
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By

this

means

an appreciable saving in cost was effected.
Deer Creek, which becomes quite low during the summer months, flows through the company's property.
Because of water shortage during the hot season the
raw sewage from the town could not be discharged
into this stream without jeopardizing the health of the
community. It became necessary therefore to furnish
some other means of sewage disposal, and a solution of
the problem was found in the present plant, which is

y

located on the bank of Deer (reek, the effluent being
(lisfharged into that stream.

The works were designed

to handle the sewage from
the quantity to be treated being estimated
at 100 gallons per day per person. The plant is in operation continuously and is automatic in action, but the
flow of sewage usually is confined to about sixteen hours
out of each day. The installation itself consists of a
pump station, roughing screen, Imhoff tank, sprinkling
filter, chlorination plant, sludge bed and resettling tank.
l,2r)0 people,

y//^///

VILLAGE OF INDTANOI.A SHOWIXG W.3.TER AND SEWER LINES AND THE SEW.VGE DISFOS.VL PLANT
isliown by heavy lines aie those used for water-suppiv piirpo-ses. while those dotted are s-wer lines.
illustration shows in dotted lines the extensions of the si-wage disposal plant which will b.- made
when the village of Indianola so develops as to need them.

Till; pipp-s

Tlie

September

29,
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Owing

to the surface conditions

install

a

ment

pump

to lift the

it

became necessary

incoming sewage

to

to the treat-

plant.

Bros, centrifugal pumps manufactured
by the Davidson Gas Burner Co. and having a capacity
of 300 gallons per minute are installed in this station
and operate automatically by means of floats. When the

Two Yeomans

sewage rises in the well, one float at a predetermined
level throws a switch, thus putting one of the pumps in
operation. Should the flow continue to gain on the first
pump, a second float 15 in. higher than the first starts
the second machine to work, consequently there is little
danger of sewage flooding the pump station.

A third pump has been installed. This is a centrifugal unit driven by a small Novo gasoline engine. It is
used as an emergency pump in case something happens
to the electrically-driven units. The roughing screens are
located in the well, within the pump station, and serve
to catch any sticks, rags, paper or other indestructible
material which might happen to accompany the sewage.
These screenings are removed periodically by means of
a bucket which is lifted from the well by the aid of a
hoist.
To avoid infection the screenings are buried.

489

is discharged by the pumps into an Imtwo-story concrete settling and digesting
container. The clarified liquid pas.ses on from the upper
compartment for further treatment.
The solids or
sludge reach the lower chamber through a slot in the
inclined bottom of the upper one, and are retained for
reduction in volume through anaerobic bacterial action
which liquefies and gasifies some of the organic matter
and leaves a residue of humus and other harmless solids.
The clarified sewage or Imhofl" tank effluent passes
to a dosing tank where it receives hypochlorite of lime
for disinfection and then is siphoned automatically and
at frequent intervals to the sprinkling filter. This consists of a filter bed of broken slag over which the sewage
is sprinkled by spray nozzles attached to vertical risers
connected with horizontal pipes laid in or beneath the
The spraying and filtration lead to aerobic bacbed.
terial action, or oxidation, which reduces the organic
matter remaining in the Imhoff-tank effluent to a nonThe sprinkler-filter efl!luent is
putrefactive condition.
collected by underdrains from which it is conveyed to
the secondary or final settling tanks for the removal of
any remaining settleable solids. The final tank effluent.

The sewage

hoff"

tank

—

PLAN'

Ol'

—

—

^Soffom of

The sewage comes to the plant by a 15-in.
ttrra-cotta sewer and passes direct to the
ImhofE tank. The cUuifled liquid then goes
to the dosing tank and is siphoned autoniatKally to the sprinkling filter which

^a

slope

SEWAGE DISPOSAL WORKS AT INDIANOLA

impregnates the liquid with ox.vgen, oxidizits impurities by the action of aerobic
bacteria. The efllueiit is coUected by underdrains, where a dose of hypochlorite of lime
is added.
The fluid is now harmless and
ing

is discharged into Deer Creek.' The sludge
tank receives the solids from the ImhofC
tank periodically, the liquid accompanying
them being passed to the final settling
tanks and thence to the creek.

COAL AGE
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after receiving another dose of hypochlorite, is dischargred into the creek as a relatively clear colorless
liquid.

The digested sludge is removed from the Imhoff
tanks several times each year, being forced out automatically by the weight of the water above, the discharge being effected through a gate-controlled sludge
pipe.
It is deposited on a sludge bed 8 to 12 in. in
It is
depth, and there allowed to drain and dr>' out.
then removed for use either as filling or as fertilizer.
The sewage plant is unusually thorough in its treatment and was designed to yield a truly non-putrescible
effluent, as is desirable where sewage must be discharged
into a stream having as low a flow as Deer Creek. No
offensive odors can be detected at the disposal works.
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This plant requires little attention, as it is entirely
automatic.
The company plumber spends but a short
time each day removing the screenings and refilling the
chlorination tanks.
Lubrication and periodic:)! adjustments, of course, are necessary in any plant.
These,
however, in this case require but little time
The
attendant spends most of the day in performing duties
elsewhere.

The sewer system

consists of approximately 21,000
of 4-in. to 15-in. terra-cotta pipe, together with house
connections and other appurtenances necessary for
housing development and mine buildings. The designers of the sewage-disposal system were the .J. N. Chester
ft.

Engineers of Pittsburgh, Pa.

was Thomas Starrett

The general contractor

Co., also of Pittsburgh.

Seven Methods of Utilizing Anthracite Shisli and What
Success Has Been Attained with Each Method*

— Anthracoal— Hand-Firing
— Stoker Firing— Firing with Admixture
Bird's-eye or Bituminous Coal — Pulverization

Manufacture ot Briquets
to Furnaces
of

By .John Griffen

OUR

opinion that all anthracite shipped should,
and eventually will be. converted into a form that
can be used as a domestic fuel. The gradual exhaustion of the anthracite reserve tonnage and the increased
cost of extraction will gradually force the conversion
of the buckwheat sizes and the coal now lost in the
slush into some form of fuel satisfactory for domestic
The time will come when practically the only
use.
anthracite tonnage used for the generation of power
will be that required for mine fuel.
During the past
few years considerable work has been done toward
the utilization of the finer sizes of anthracite. It is the
purpose of this paper simply to summarize the accomplishments to date.
Considerable progress has been made in the briquetting of anthracite; in 1920 nine plants were in operation and produced 330,125 short tons. This production
was .50 per cent higher than the output of any previous
year. According to reports to the government, the average price received during 1920 for all briquets, whether
of anthracite or other coals, was $7.50 per short ton.
Operating costs during 1918 for one plant of 50,000
to 75,000 tons annual capacity, using the Dutch oil
process were, per gross ton, as in Table I.

IT

IS

T.\BLE

I.

OPERATING COST -OF BRIQUET PLANT PEE TON
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briquet that in all respects can be substituted for
anthracite.
The main difficulty has been to produce a
briquet that could be fired like anthracite without producing smoke, soot and odor. Conversion of the 4,000,-

000 tons of recoverable low-ash coal in the slush into
briquets would add approximately 9 per cent to present
shipment of domestic anthracite.
Anthracoal During the last few years a new fuel
hasf been developed by heating in a coking oven a
mixture of fine anthracite and coal-tar pitch, or similar
bituminous materials. This fuel has much the appearance of coke, but greater hardness, density and strength,
Its volatile matter averages from 2.5 to 3 per cent and

—

exhibits all the burning qualities of anthracite,
Several carloads have been manufactured, shipped and
burned as a domestic fuel with most satisfactory reTests made on a semi-commercial scale of operasuits.
tion show that the cost of manufacture will not exceed
it

that of fumace COke.
As the fine anthracite used as raw material can be
cleaned so as to show an ash content less than is per
cent, anthracoal can easily be produced carrying less
ash than average domestic anthracite. As the domestic
,

$1

v. '.'.'.'//.
....
'.V.y.!! !'.!;!;!;!!!!'.!!'/. !!!!!!!
Intere.t on investment

M^tlMn'ce'

age cost of 30c. per ton and delivered to the briquetting
plant and dried for a total of 7.5c. per ton, the above
costs indicate an attractive margin of profit, provided
a market for the tonnage can be obtained at prices
approaching those of stove and chestnut.
So far,
trouble had been experienced in producing an anthracite

10

lo

^^ 33

Tais amount^ to $3 per short ton.

As 4,000,000 gross tons of fine coal carrying under
15 per cent ash can be recovered from slush at an aver•ciosing half of article presented before the American Institute
of Mining and MetaUurgical Engineers. Sept. 12. at its meeting
at wiikei-Barre. Pa., and entitled "Slush Problem in Anthracite
Preparation."
The early half of the same article appeared in
last week's Coal Age and was entitled "How to Recover Four
Million Tons of Usable Coal from the Slush Made at Anthracite
Breakers."

.

,

,

,
x
„
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user IS required to make no changes from his method
of burning anthracite, one of the most .serious marketing obstacles will not arise and prices should be received
for anthracoal at least equal to those paid for domestic
.
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r er anthracit
com P anies have
nui"tT^^'^T'th
er o
g
done much experimental work to develop the most economic method of burning anthracite smaller than barley
•„ „t„ \,„,,„
m.
^ Conducted
„„ ,i.,„* a along
„i«„™ !,.%
have u
the
been
Size.
These experiments
'

,

.
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tSee Coal Agt. Aug. 25. 1921

— "Anthracoal:

A New

and Metallurgical Fuel Made by Coking Anthracite
Coal-Tar Pitch," by Donald .Markle.
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Hand Firing One of the large companies in the
Wyoming field has experimented extensively with hand
from slush but has abandoned the idea

firing of coal

in

favor of stoker firing because of the labor problem
Stationary grates of the pinhole type and
involved.
about 4 per cent space were used.
Mixing the coal from slush with barley size reduces
the labor problem somewhat and increases the capacity
The tests recorded in
and economy of the boiler.
Table II were run on a mixture of one-third barley
and two-thirds coal of ,?(-in. mesh.

TABLE

II.

SIZE OF

-j\

in.

round mesh
round meah

2

Horsepower developed
Per cent, r-iting developed
Actual evaporation per pound dry coal fired, lb.
Equiwilent evaporation pel Dound dry coal fired, lb.
,

Heatingvalueperlb.drycoal,B.t.u.".

Boiler No. 8

3107
1150

3139
1163

3 95
4 20

.

4 09
4 35
12,133

12,133

The

results are about 60 per cent of the performance usual on similar boilers burning barley size hand-

TABLE VL RE.SULTS OF TBSTS WITH BIRD'S-EYE AND SLUSH
Half Bird's-

Builders' rating developed, per cent
Equivalent evaporation per pound dry coal, lb.
Over-al' efficiency, per cent.
Efficiency of boiler and furnace, per cent
Efficiency of grate, per cent
Combustible in ashes and refuse, per cent
Coal size test, on
in. round screen, per cent
On
in. round screen, per cent
Through
in. round screen, per cent
Moisture in coal as fired, per cent
Ash in dry coal, per cent

A

The

Per

Per

Cent

Size

lO-mesh ( ,'i-ii
20-me3h (A-iJ
On 30-mesh
On 60-mesn
On 100-mesh
Through 00-mesh
1

I)...
I)...

18 30

69
85
94
98
2

50
20
95
00
00

Cent

Analysis as Fired

Moisture
Volatile combustible
Fixed carbon

67

Ash

17

10
5

5
2
3

100
11,010 B.t.u.

Heating value

During the year 1920 394,000 tons of No. 2 barley
were used by this company for mine fuel. Two of this
company's plants use No. 2 barley exclusively and their
average performance for the year 1920 was as in
Table IV.

TABLE

IV.

EVAPORATION SECURED FROM NO.

Actual evaporation per pound coal, as fired
Equiv.alent evaporation per pound coal, as fired
Equivalent evaporation per pound dry coal

2

BARLEY

PK^nt A,

Plant B,

Pounds

rounds

4 74

4 32
....
....

5

36

595

These boiler plants are operated with ease at 150
per cent rating for the day period of eight hours. This
company used but 8.35 per cent of its total production
in 1920 for mine fuel. Coal recovered from slush, No. 2
barley, amounted to 4.10 per cent, leaving a net consumption of commercial sizes for mine fuel of only
4.25 per cent of total production.
Recently tests were made on Coxe stoker-fired twodrum Stirling boilers using fuel recovered from the
slush of a breaker situated in the Wyoming field. The
fuel was recovered from the slush by Dorr equipment
and ran in size from s'i-in. round to 100 mesh, or considerably finer in size than No. 2 barley. The results
of tests were as in Table V.
Tests with coal of the same size that had been cleaned
on a Diester-Overstrom concentrating table to 17.4
per cent ash failed, as the moisture content was too

..

Bird's-Eye

139 4
6 19
52 16
62 74
83 14

.

.

A

Dorr

83

21 47
6 6
92 8

I

48.9
9, 60
21

61

9187

2.8
51

I

7

61

67 37

17.51

^

quality of the

180

7.2
9

12

18 26

12

mixture was

coal used in the

as in Table VII.

TABLE

CHARACTER OF SLUSH

VII.

Per Cent
2,6
9.4
69.2

On A in. round mesn
On A in. round mesh
On 60-me3h
On 200-mesh

—

Stoker Firing A fairly large tonnage of coal finer
than barley is used as fuel for Coxe stoker-fired boilers
One of the large companies in
in the Wyoming field.
the field uses coal recovered from slush to the extent
The
of nearly 50 per cent of its boiler-plant fuel.
character of this slush, which it terms No. 2 barley, is
shown in Table III.
TABLE III. SIZES AND ANALYSIS OF COAL FIRED BY
COXE STOKERS
On

2

2

1

28 80
10.224
44 8

high for proper combustion. The high moLsture can
be eliminated when the concentrated coal should show
better performance than the high-ash coal.
The te.sts
on Dorr coal were only preliminary. Tests run during
1918 on a 463-hp. four-drum Stirling boiler equipped
with Coxe stoker using bird's-eye and a mixture of
half bird's-eye and half Dorr coal gave the results shown
in Table VI.

-

25
33
67
Boiler No. 7

52 6
4 74

1

Coal

17

'>!' A >" rouna mesh
Through ^ in. round mesh

WITH SLUSH

Eye and Dorr

Per Cent

Or ^ in,
O j^ in rounc' mesh

fired.

TABLE v. RESULTS OF TESTS
Builders' rating developed, per cent
Equivalent evaporation per pbund of dry coal, lb
Moisture in fuel as fired, per cent
.\sh in dry fuel, average, per cent
Heating value of dry fuel, average. B.t.u
Over-all efficiency, per cent

FUEL HAND-FIRED AND RESULTS

Size
Ot»

491

94, 8
5 2

Through 200-mesh
Ash in dry coal

25.0

—

Slush Coal Mixed tvith Bituminous Coal During the
war period large tonnages of anthracite culm and slush
were shipped to industrial plants for mixing with soft
coal.
As the anthracite usually contained considerable
refuse and mud and the mixing often was not well
done, the best results were not obtained.
However, a
number of plants operated fairly satisfactorily with

The results of tests on hand-fired fourStirling boilers of 400-hp. rating using various
mixtures of slush and soft coal were as in Table VIII.

this mi.xture.

drum

TABLE

VIII.

PERCENTAGES OF SOFT COAL,

SIZE

OF SLUSH

AND RESULTS
107

189
9,0

73

8

48 4

58 2

47 4
52 6

1178

1186

127 5

Proportion of soft coal, per cent
Size of slush, on
in. round mesh, per cent. ...
(-)n A in. round mesh, per cent
Through A in. round mesh, per cent
Builders' rating developed, per cent
Equivalent evaporation per pound dry coal, lb..
Ash in dry coal, per cent
Fuel cost per 1,000 lb. equivalent steam, cents..

48

^

41

6 95
23 45
13 94

7 57
16 99
13 51

26 2

516
7

95

18 65
13 48

—

Pulverized Slush
Burning of slush in a pulverized
engaged the attention of a number of investigators and at least two of the important anthracite
companies have made extended tests on a commercial
scale.
The most successful work has teen done by the
Susquehanna Collieries Co., which has been operating
two plants one at Lykens and the other near Minersville
for some time.
The installation at Lykens has
been quite successful, as shown by the results reported
by J. R. Wyllie, Jr.," Table IX
TABLE IX. ANALYSIS OF PULVERIZED SLUSH AND RESULTS
Average
Maximum
state has

—

—

Moisture, per cent
Volatile matter, per cent

Fixed carbon, per cent
per cent
Heating value per pound, dr,v, I3.t.u
Pulverized through 100-mesh. per cent
Pulverized through 200-mesh. per cent
Builuera! rating developed, per cent
Equivalent evaporation per pound of dry
Over -all efficiency, per cent

8

53

78

61

9 34
79 85

78 70

.\sh,

,

^
fuel, lb.

.

.

12

16

13,270
95
82
143
9

8
12

66

27
78

7

47
13.509.0
97 00
86.73
228,6
10 5C
77 7
13

Mr. Wyllie points oat that improvements made while
the tests were being run added greatly to the efficiency
*

Journal Engineers Club of Philadelphia (Feb., 19211.
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and capacity obtained, so that the

maximum

results

shown are more nearly representative of the results
they are now regularly gettinp.
Lykens slush is peculiarly adapted to burning pulverized because of its high volatile content, low ash and
friable nature. Most anthracite slush, however, carries

cne-half the volatile matter, is much harder, and, unless
puritied by concentration, carries over double the ash
content. The slush at the Su.squehanna's Lytle colliery,
near ^linersville, is a good example of the average
anthracite slush, and here difficulty was at first experienced. After some experimentation all combustion and
boiler-operating difficulties were overcome, but the pulverizing problem proved less ea.sy of solution.
Recent operation with a Hardinge mill indicates that
the pulverization of anthracite slush has been put on
a practical and economical basis. Good capacity has

obtained and power, supplies and maintenance
As an
costs are well within the margin allowable.
additional improvement in the preparation of the slush
for pulverized use Deister-Overstrom concentrating
tables have been installed at Lytle colliery to remove

been

the refuse and so reduce pulverizing costs.
It is estimated that about 12 per cent of total anthracite production, or approximately 9,500,000 tons, is
It is probable that the
used yearly for mine fuel.
average efficiency of the boilers in use is 50 per cent.
With the use of pulverized coal this efficiency can be
raised to 70 per cent, and thus reduce the tonnage
of steam coal required to 6,800,000 tons annually.
Nearly two-thirds of thic tonnage, or 4,000.000 tons.

Vol. 20, No.
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can l)e recovered from ..lush, so that a total annual saving of 6,700,000 tons is possible. The coal saved would
be mostly barley and rice sizes and would have an
average value of about $1.75 per ton. making the money
saving more than $10,000,000 annually.
With the
return of normal industrial conditions and because of
the better demand for rice and barley sizes that have
been concentrated to a uniformly low-ash content, little
difficulty should be experienced in selling this extra

tonnage of steam

sizes.

— (1)

Anthracite breaker slush aggregates annually about 9,.500,000 tons of total solids of
Coyicliisions

which 4,000,000 tons are recoverable with an ash content of 15 per cent.
(2) Cost of recovering the usable
coal in slush will average 15c. to 20c. per ton of the
dry product.
(3) If the recoverable coal in .slush is
converted into domestic fuel it will add 9 per cent to

present domestic shipments of anthracite.
(4) If the
recoverable coal in slush is used pulverized in mine
boiler plants it will produce 59 per cent of the power
required to operate the mines and make available for
other purposes about 5,600,000 tons annually of barley
and rice coal now so used.
(5) Complete prevention
of pollution can be accomplished at a cost, except under
usual conditions, of from Ic. to 2c. per ton of breaker
shipments, provided no value is placed on the recovered
6) If the recoverable coal in slush is valued at
coal.
not more than 35c. per ton, such value will pay the cost
of recovery and also the cost of preventing stream
pollution by the remaining slush solids that at present
I

have no commercial value.

Heavy Cover and Need for Quick Tonnage Determine
Underground Methods at Lynch Mine*
Half the Rooms Will Be Driven Advancing, Half RetreatMine Car,
Cover in Places Already Over 1,500 Ft.
ing
22 In. High, Clear of Rail and Yet Holds Three Tons

—

—

By Howard N. EAVENSONt
Pitt.sbur»rh. Pa.

TO

DEVELOP

the mines quickly and to permit
of the production of coal while the permanent
plant was under construction, headings (Fig. 1)
were started from the outcrop and temporary tramroads were built along the hillsides connecting them,

allowing the shipment of coal from three temporary
dumping platforms. As the capacity grew a large
wooden tipple was built across the hollow just below the
and
site where the permanent tipple now stands,
gradually the shipment of coal, with the exception of
that from two of the headings, was concentrated at
that point. Before the permanent tipple was completed,
shipments over this temporary structure exceeded
100,000 tons per month.
The permanent mine mouths were the last openings
that were started, and in each case a slide was encountered, which necessitated some heavy steam-shovel
Coal from both drifts, however, was
excavation
•Stc'ond part of article on "Lynch Plant of the United States
& Coke Co.," read before the American Institute of Miainc
lletnllurRical Engineers at itis AVilk(-,?-Barre meeting, Sept.
12-15. The first part of the article appeared la.«t Tv-eek under tintitle "An S.OOO-Ton Tipple with a 3.000-Ton Storage Bin for Cok-

Coal

and

ing Con I Krected at Lynch, Ky."
tConsulting engineer.

shipped over the large temporary tipple, and before
the permanent structure was completed the haulage
roads had been made ready for operation, so that coal
from all parts of the mine could reach the two main

mine mouths.
The mines are laid out on a compromise between the
advancing robbing system and operation on the retreat.
Principal headings are driven so far apart that between
them there is room for four rooms end to end. These
headings have an empty and a loaded track and two
airways and they will be driven up to the boundary
They will be flanked by
without turning a room.
barrier pillars so wide that a full-length room may he
driven in the distance across them, but the heading
pillars will be left unworked till the boundary is
reached, when rooms will be driven into them and the
In the drawing
pillars brought back on the retreat.
these pillars are noted as the barrier section.
Between two principal headings are, of course, two
barrier sections, leaving two other sections each as
wide as a room is long. These are used to maintain
tonnage till the barrier is reached. Two room headings
are driven and each removes what is marked as a room

September
section.

The
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coal

from these sections

is

won

entirely

on the advance.

Some of the principal headings will be three miles
By the system described a uniform output can

long.

be maintained from any section till it is about to be
abandoned. Each section will give at least 1,000 tons
per day, and five of them are intended to be under
development in each mine at the same time, to maintain
the desired output and to be ready for a reasonable
increase.

Headings are driven about 12 ft. wide, with ample
clearance on each side of the car for safety, and on
60 ft. centers. Airways usually are 18 to 20 ft. wide.
Rooms usually are 36 ft. from rib to rib, and their distance, center to center, varies from 80 ft. under light
It will be
cover to 120 ft. under the main mountain.
noted in Fig. 1 that mining is now being done under
1,500

ft.

of cover.

machines cut the coal on the bottom.
Gathering is done partly by ponies and, where the coal
by storage-battery locomotives.
is too low for this,
In the early workings many local dips were encountered and a large number of electric room hoists are
used to pull the cars from such places.
Within the mines four inside substations, each of
200-kw. capacity, have been installed.
On account of
the heav>' cover and the expense of boreholes from
mines
and
of
the
the
difficult
and expenthe surface to
sive pole-line construction it was found cheaper to
transmit the current in the mine by cables. The size
of wires depends, of course, on the load and distance,
and they are installed as three-conductor cables with
heavy rubber and braid insulation,
designed for a working pressure of
Shortwall
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return current. Xo separate manways are provided, as
the haulage roads have at least 3 ft. clearance between
the side of the heading and the side of the cars, have
ample headroom, and are lighted by 40-watt lamps at
intervals not exceeding 125 ft.
The track gage in all the company's mines in the
Pocahontas field is 48 in., and as this has given satisfaction there was no reason to change it in the Lynch
mine, especially as some of the mine cars from the
Gary mines were to be used there until permanent

equipment was installed. Much thought was given to
the mine car to be used, as it was desired that this
should have a capacity of at least three net tons and
should be as low as possible.
Experience has shown
that a solid-end car is much more serviceable and has
much less cost of upkeep than an end-gate car, for
which reason rotary dumps were installed. Some years
previous, in some mines in which several of the officials
had been interested, a steel car having the bottom of
the car under the axles had been fairly satisfactory.
The weaknesses in this design were studied and the
style of the car changed to adapt it for roller bearings,
which were placed in self-aligning cast-steel boxes.
The car shown in Fig. 2 is the result. It stands about
22 in. above the top of the rail and the motion required to throw the coal into the car is sufficient to
I'aise it over the side, so that no actual lifting of the
coal beyond this is necessary.
The wheel base was
made 48 in. in order to prevent the long overhang
usual in mine cars and to insure a steadier running
car. and the change has afforded that result.
As is usual with steel cars when first put on the

13,000 volts.
These cables are placed in 3- or
4-in. fiber conduits which are laid
along the side of the heading and are
surrounded by concrete with a minimum thickness of 3 in. The telephone lines are laid in a smaller conduit placed near the power line and
embedded in the same block of concrete.
The substation rooms are of
fireproof construction
of reinforced
concrete and steel and are placed at
the side of a main heading and with
a connection to an air course, so that

—

—

a circulation of air can be maintained
through them. They are all equipped
with automatic
reclosing
circuit
breakers. The direct current is transmitted from the rotary converters by
500, 000-circ.mil. bare feeders and
0000 trolley wires, the feed cables
being of such length that the voltage
will not drop more than 50 volts
when the locomotives operating in
that section are taking a full load.
All haulage headings have at least

clearance from the top of the
]\Iain headings are laid with
60-lb. rails, room headings with 40Ib.
20-lb. rails are used in the rooms.
On all haulage tracks both rails
are electrically welded at the joint to
make a good conducting path for the
5

ft.

rail.

;

Tin.

1.

MAP SHOWIXG MIXING METHOD? AMD
SURFACE CONTOI-RS

I.TXCH MINE

In order to make speedy progress a great number nf headings were driven Into
the hill and connected in conformity with the general plan of development. The mines
are laid out with principal entries more than four room-lengtiis apart.
Two entries
are driven in between and rooms driven on both, tlie pillars being robbed as the rooms
are completed. These interior entries are so disposed that the principal entries have
an undeveloped pillar on either side as wide as a room is long. On the boundary
being reached these pillars can be worked by driving rooms in tliem, starting at the
far end and drawing tlie pillars on the retreat.
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track, they were quite stiff and gave much trouble,
as they were apt to jump the track, but after the first
week's run this trouble disappeared and the cars have

been very satisfactory. The first axles were made of
nickel steel with a hardness of 250 Brinnell, but the
later ones were made of open-hearth steel forgings,
heat-treated to give the same hardness.
The wheels
are pressed on the axle; cast-iron rolled-steel and caststeel wheels have been used, depending on the material
available at various times during the war, and both
have given satisfaction.
The boxes are greased every six months, a slow
semi-fluid grease being used for this purpose. Greasing
is best accomplished by connecting a compressed-air
hose to the end of the grease gun. When the end of
the gun has been inserted in the bearing, the air pressure is turned on, the old grease is forced out and the
new put in place instantly. The bodies for the first
500 cars were purchased, the trucks being assembled
at the works, but the remaining 1,200 cars were built
complete at the shop at Lynch.
On account of the isolated location of the plant,
ample repair facilities for all types of machinery used
were absolutely imperative. The repair shop was the
first building designed and built.
It is of steel and
glass construction, with structolite roof slabs covered

2.

E(liled

by

n\

James T. Beord^

Ventilating Engineer
Efficient Ventilation Chief

Mine Operation

vs.

Among

Mine Foreman

Three Essentials

in Successful

Charge and

Direction of All Matters Pertaining to the Ventilation of a

AFTER

issue July 7, p. 18, both of whom urge
ventilation of mines, I am
forced to take exception to their suggestion of the need of a ventilating engineer.
We all agree that the ventilation of
a mine is a most important factor in its
successful operation.
In my opinion,
there are three essential factors in this
regard, namely, ventilation, drainage
and haulage; but ventilation I regard
as the most impoi^tant of the three.
My experience as a mine foreman
convinces me that the foreman should
have the full control of everything pertaining to the ventilation of the mine.
I can see no need of a ventilating engineer; but consider that he would be an
obstruction rather than a help, in making the mine healthful and safe.
The mine foreman who is not capable
of arranging the ventilating system and
directing the air current throughout the
mine, in a manner to give the best results, is not a capable man and is practically unfit for the position he holds.
Let me assume that a foreman is in
charge of a Class-A mine, here in Tennessee.
Such a mine is generating
efficient

marsh

gas, which forms firedamp when
has mixed with the air current. We
say that the company has employed
a ventilating engineer charged with the
duty of arranging the ventilating sysit

will

tem and distributing the air at the
working faces throughout the mine.

Where Does

When an

Accident Occurs

Suppose, now, an explosion occurs in
that mine and several men are killed
and others are burned. Who is the responsible party and the one to be
blamed for the occurrence? Is it the
mine foreman, who was in the mine at
the time and in charge of the work?
Or, is the ventilating engineer, who was
at work on plans in his office, the one
to be held responsible for the disaster?
Few will deny that there is every
chance for argument, in such an event.
The ventilating engineer will contend
that the mine foreman, perhaps, failed
to follow his instructions,

be hard to prbve.
the

foreman

On

which would

the other hand,
will dispute the claims of

Mine

the engineer and say that proper provision was not made for conditions
over which he had no personal control.
Had the mine foreman, in the case
just mentioned, not been handicapped
by the authority of the ventilating engineer, he could probably have taken
measures to improve the ventilation to
meet the conditions that arose suddenly
in one section of the mine.
Although
the foreman took every precaution and,
perhaps, notified the engineer of approaching danger, the remedy came too

tendent makes his first great mistake.
My conviction is that all mine superintendents should be experienced mining
men and hold first-class mine-foreman
certificates.
Their knowledge of underground work should be even gr-eater
than that of the foreman with whom
they must co-operate, in making the
mine healthful and safe.
Crawford, Ten".. Oscar H. Jones.

Miner

must be admitted that the man
who is constantly on the ground is in
a better position to combat danger and

in

Twenty-Seven Days

Skillful mining of coal requires experi-

ence—Must

work as laborer before
one can mine coal Strength, muscle
and skill required Good miners
physically fit.

late.

—

—

It

provide against possible disaster, than
the man who makes only occasional
visits to the mine. If the foreman must
ask the permission of an engineer, before he can make any necessai'y changes
to improve a condition that has developed in a certain section, the delay
caused may be fatal. At the time, he
may not be able to locate the engineer
or the desired permission may not be
granted at once.

Another Handicap to a Practical
Foreman
named, page 18, reference was made to the handicap of
a foreman who is obliged to work under

SOME

time ago I remember reading
[Coal Age, vol. 18, p. 856] a letter
which the writer stated that on visiting a certain mine he entered a miner's
place that was better kept and better
timbered than he had seen for a long
time and yet the man had only been a
miner for twenty-seven days.
It is no wonder the writer was surprsied, as he might well be on learning
this fact. In Canada, a man is not permitted to have chai-ge of a place or
work as a miner, until he has been employed as a mine laborer underground
in

for at least a year.

No man coming from

the

farm or the

who has no

shop can go into a mine and dig coal
safely or well. Before he can mine or
shoot coal he must learn how to handle
a pick, set a boring machine, drill and
charge a hole, set timbers and do other

ground.

work required of the miner.

In the letter last

instructions of a superintendent
practical experience underThis reminds me of such an
instance that occurred not long ago in
the

a

mine

in this locality.

foreman was a pracman who understood mining in all

In that mine the
tical

Responsibility Rest

Speaking of superintendents and
mine foremen, it is my opinion that any
foreman who accepts a position under an inexperienced superincertified

—Mine Foreman Should Have Full

reading with care the inter-i*. esting letters of Henry Bock, Coal
Afie, Apr. 28, p. 755, and that of a
Pennsylvania mine foreman, in the

en

^1

its

branches, while the superintendent

had no mining experience. The day for
measuring up yai'dage in the mine came
and the foreman went to the superintendent's office and asked for a tape for
that purpose. This was refused and he
was told to get a yardstick from the
store.
The foreman went out remarking that he would get a grapevine from
the woods and make his measurements
with that.
No practical miner will deny that a
man having charge of underground
work must understand what it means
to clean up airways, rebuild stoppings,
repair doors and overcasts and timber
airways and travelingrways, besides

many
in

other things requiring attention
the mine.

On

this side of the Atlantic,

it

would

seem that a man can become a premier,
president or other high official in little
or no time. But, let me say, the foreman who would give a man charge of a
place and allow him to dig coal when
he has had but twenty-seven days' experience in mines is not a fit foreman.
The honorable calling of a miner is
brought pretty low when a miner of
twenty-seven days' experience is said
to have the best kept place in the mine.
It is a mistake to regard the work of
mining coal as a mean occupation when,
in truth, it requires intelligence and
skill.
Seldom do we hear a miner
praised for his work.
As a class,
miners are more generous in their opinions of their bosses than the bosses are
of them.
It is not often that a good
miner speaks ill of his boss.
In my estimation, miners are as good
as their bosses and the bosses, likewise,
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as good as the miners who work under
them. It is true that some miners have
a lot to learn, while it is also true
that some bosses do not know as much
as they think they know. We used to
say of a boss whom I worked under
some time ago, "Archie was a poor
miner, but he makes no a bad boss."
On another occasion some time since,
was continually plagued by a boss
I
who blamed me. saying, my load was
The fact of the matter
not straight.
was, none of the roads in that mine
were straight, as no sights were given
and each miner was obliged to trail the
next adjoining place to keep the right
pillar.

If a man starts work in a mine where
the coal is cut by machine and shotfirers are employed to blast it down,
he has little difficulty in making a good
record at loading, even though he has
had no previous experience in mining
It does not follow, however, that
coal.
the man is a miner he may never have
been in a mine before in his life.
At the present time, many men are
entering our mines direct fi-om the
If they chance to get a good
farm.
place where the roof is good and the
;

coal mines easily everything may go
well for a time. But, put such a green
hand in a place where skill is required
is more important even than brute
strength, and his limited knowledge of
mining is at once apparent.
As a class, miners are the most physBeing
ically-fit men in any industry.
from my youth, I would say it
miner
a
is not much of a trade, but the work
After
requires skill and experience.
mining coal in Pennsylvania, Missouri,
Iowa, Kansas and other places, my conviction is that the man who has not
learned the trade does not know the

and

to dull a pick. That knowledge comes only from experience.

right

way

"Mac."

River Herbert West,
N. S. Canada.

ized to pass on the qualifications of
those they employ.
Before an operator or a superintendent can properly judge of the fitness of a man whom it is desired to
place in charge of a mine as foreman,
he must himself possess the practical
knowledge that would enable him to
plan and lay out a mine under the many
varied conditions of hard top and soft
bottom, steep pitches, slips and faults
and the presence of gas and water,
which often make the mining of coal
a difficult and dangerous problem.

Graduate Mining Engineer as
Mine Superintendent
It is not my intention to belittle the
college man, or to underestimate the
value of a theoretical knowledge of coal

Men

as Mine

Superintendents
College men must have practical experience to make capable mine superintendents Should pass examination
and hold certificate, before they are

—

fitted

to

judge the qualifications of

mine foremeyi.

ATTENTION

is

drawn by one

writer,

£\-

in a discussion regarding the certification of mine officials, Coal Age,

Aug.

the capability of college men to take charge of mines.
Reference is made to college men as having spent years in acquiring a knowledge of coal mining that '•snders them
capable of handling the larger problems that confront mine superintend4, p. 181, to

ents.

In this discussion, writers have referred to that change in the Penhsylvania law that permits the superintendent or operator of a mine to employ
uncertified

mine foremen and assistant

foremen. In my opinion, if that law is
to remain, another law should be passed
requiring the examination and certification of the men who are thus author-

In closing, let me say again that a
knowledge of the theory and principles
of mining is important; but practical
experience, gained through good old
hard knocks in the mine, is necessary
for the making of a mine superintendent. The man chosen for that position
should be required to prove his knowledge and fitness by going before an
examining board. There is no better
man than the college man, after he has
gained this practical knowledge, and he

a

should not think himself too big to sub-

mit to examination and certification by
Griff Griffith.
a board.
Stoyestown. Pa.

mining.

But, the fact that one

The man blamed nobudy but himself.
stated his present work was bringing him into close contact with practical men and he was learning much
that he never knew before. Since then
I have lost track of the man; but I
believe he was of that type that would
eventually make good.

He

college man does not signify that he is
qualified for the position of mine superHe may have a thorough
intendent.
knowledge of the principles of mining
and yet know nothing of the practical

is

That he must learn by actual
experience underground.
To illustrate the meaning of my remarks, let me cite an instance of my
own observation that occurred some ten
years ago. At that time, a gentleman
visiting the mine of which I had charge
narrated to me his own experience on
assuming a position as mine superintendent after leaving college.
He stated frankly that he was a
graduate mining engineer, having spent
seven years of his life and more than
At
.$7,000 in acquiring his education.
the time he took charge as superintendent of the mine, he had been employed
as mine engineer, for six months previous to being promoted to the higher
side.

First Act as Superintendent

He stated that his first act as superintendent was to issue orders to the
foreman

Self-Examinaton

in

Foremen

Mine foremen not behind bosses in other

indust7-ies — Qualities that make men
leaders —Handicap of early training
— Questions for self-examination.

DISCUSSION

in Coal Age of the
personality of the ideal mine foreman has shown that everything depends
on the intelllR-ence and untiring efforts
Although I beof the man in charge.
lieve there are as many good mine
bosses as there are bosses in other industries, it would seem hard at times
to pick ten, from a hundred of these

men, who

ai'e

thoroughly competent in

their line.

This remark should make mine forefeel that they are not the only

men

official positions who lack
the qualities and training that fit them
highest
results.
obtaining
for
the
Neither does it excuse any mine foreman from making every possible effort
to increase his capability and efficiency.
One can readily understand why some
writers are inclined to say that too
much is expected of the man in charge.
To my mind, however, there is hardly

ones holding

position.

mine

College

Vol. 20, No. 13

and

master

mechanic

that they were to do nothing except on
orders from himself, adding that he
wished to assume complete control and
be responsible for all that was done in
and around the mine. From that time,
the orders of the new superintendent
were carried out to the letter and nothing was done except by his direction.
In telling his story, the gentleman
stated that the mine had always had a
splendid output, but this decreased,
month by month, after he had taken
charge. At the end of the third month,
the falling off in tonnage had become
so great that he became alarmed and,
calling to his office the mine foreman
and master mechanic, he told them that,
hereafter, they were to go ahead and
run the mine as they had done before he
took charge.
It was not long after this that he,
realizing his own unfitness for the position he held, resigned his office and accepted another position in which he
traveled about, visiting coal mines in
many districts. He said, shortly after
he left the company, operations at the
mine became normal and the place resumed its former tonnage record.

limit to what can be accomplished
by a mine foreman, or any other boss,
who is enthusiastic concerning his work.
It is remarkable to observe the quantity
and quality of work that can be produced by the proper training of one's

any

self for increased efficiency.

Qualities

That Make Leaders

Numerous qualities mark the man
who is capable of leadership; but probably the greatest of these qualities
are the ability to not worry over what
cannot be helped and the ease with
which one receives criticisms of his
Another important quality is
doings.
a calm, deliberate judgment that enables one to reach right conclusions.
A man's early training often proves
At home, he
a handicap in later life.
was made to believe there never was
or ever could be anything quite so perfect as "mother's boy." When one has
once put from him that false idea and
stepped out into the great unknown fu-
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ture, he has

taken the
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first step

toward

knowing himself and is ready for doing
something worth while.

By way

of illustration, let

me

refer to

a certain really big man in the coal
business, who employs 300 foremen and
It was only the other day
assistants.
I heard him remark that, from a hundred foremen", he could never pick more
than ten men whom he could not replace
without diflficulty; and not more than
five of the ten would be capable of making mine superintendents.

Something to Think About
this is but one man's opinion,
gives us something to think about.
We realize that until we can make the

While

it

man who

is to judge our capabilities
believe that w-e have qualities not to be
found in other men, we had better get
busy and do something that will develop
in us the qualities that are sought after

and desired in every mine official and
which make for the building up of a
strong organization.

Does any foreman doubt for a moment that a little self-inspection of his
own stock-in-trade; in other words an
honest self-examination of one's own
qualities will be of greater assistance
in enabling him to classify himself
properly in the list of mine foremen

who are eligible for promotion.
Let every foreman ask himself such
questions as the following and see if he
can give an affirmative answer to each:
Self-Examination

Can I get a satisfactory air measurement at every last breakthrough in the

497

mine?

Are the working places properly
posted and inspected regularly, while
the men are at work? Is my daily examination of the workings such as to
discover unsafe practices of miners?
I doing everything possible to bring
the men to a better understanding of
their duties and responsibilities in the
loading of clean coal and upkeep of
their places?
Do I assume my own share of the
blame for accidente or mistakes made
in the mine, or has it been my habit
to pass the buck over onto other shoulders? Do I make promises that I know
cannot be kept? Is my treatment of the
men and my assistants such as to secure
their respect and confidence?
What is
my record as a tonnage producer, as
compared with providing better working conditions?
What is the condition of the mine,
in respect to the upkeep of haulage

Am

issuing from the pores of the coal rises
and flows along the roof in more or
less definite stream lines, while fresh
air indicated by the arrows flows in
along the floor.
As diffusion takes place and the air
mixes with the gas, there are formed
layers of gas-charged air, the percentage of gas increasing as it approaches
the roof, while a body of more or less
pure gas may exist in the far upper
corner close to the roof and the face
of coal.
It is evident that the custom of estimating the volume of gas present by
the distance a flame cap is observed
below the roof must give very uncertain

roads,
travelingways and airways?
Has this work been put off for the purpose of reducing the daily cost-sheet,

without due regard to future developments and the safety of employees?
Does the safety of each mine worker
appeal to me as strongly as that of my
own son?
Finally, do I look forward with expectancy to the coming of my weekly
mining journal? Do I desire to educate
and keep myself up-to-date in mining
methods and equipment? Am I doing
all in that line I can for the education
of the men?
The foreman that can
answer such questions as these with an
honest "Yes" is ready for promotion.
Pikeville, Ky.
George Edwards.

Inquiries

Of General

Interest

GAS AT FACE OF HEADING
for the reasons previously
stated and because different firebosses
do not have the same ability to detect
a flame cap in their lamp.
Moreover,
the observed depth of the gas below the
roof wall decrease rapidly as one recedes from tho face, owing chiefly to its
diffusion into the air current.
The question asked in this inquiry is
one that is frequently given in a firebosses, examination.
It is
of little
practical value, its answer giving only
a suggestion of the relative amount of
gas in the place. For instance, if a
fireboss reports 3 ft. of gas, as in this
ease, it is known there is a larger volresults,

ume

present than

if

he reported but a

few inches.
Regarding the correct answer

to be
given to the question asked, the prob-

Measuring Gas at Face of Heading
Common Practice of Estimating Amount'of Gas'in^Feet"or''Inches
Below the Roof Gives Wrong Idea of Actual Conditions. Volume
of Gas Accumulated in a Place Not to Be Measured in That Way

—

WE

HAVE been ha\'ing an argument in regard to the correct
answer to be given to a question asking
for the volume of gas found in a heading 12 ft. wide and rising on a grade of
6 per cent.
A test with the lamp
showed gas at a depth of 3 ft. below the
roof, a few feet from the face. Not being able to agree in this matter, we
have decided to submit the question to
Coal Age and ask for its solution.
Zeigler, 111.
Firb30SS.

The common

practice

among

fire-

bosses of estimating the volume of gas
present at the face of a bearding or
room, by measuring the depth below the
roof at which the first appearance of a
cap is observed is very misleading and
far from giving any reliable result as

i

volume of gas in the place.
First, the approach of a fireboss to
the face of a heading or other working
place, however cautiously made, cannot
fail to disturb the gas accumulated
there and streaming out along the roof
test may then show
in a thin layer.
a gas cap anywhere from a few inches
to two or three feet below the roof -line,
according to the distance from the face
where the test is made, the quantity of
to the actual

A

gas generated and the extent to which
it has been disturbed.
In order to make the situation more
clear, we have prepared the accompanying figure, which shows the face of a
heading rising on a slight grade and in
which gas is being given off from the
exposed surface of the coal. As indicated by the light dotted lines, the gas

able intention is to calculate the volume of a wedge, 12 ft. wide and 3 ft.
thick at its base, and having a length
estimated from the six per cent grade
of the seam, assuming for that purpose
that the lower surface of the gas, or the
gas line is level and the gas tails out
in the shape of a wedge.
On this basis, the volume of gas present, calculated as being the volume of a
wedge whose base is 3 x 12 ft. and its
length 3 X 100 -^ 6
50 ft, is
900 cu.ft.
J (3 X 12 X 50)

=

=

Physical Defect in Mine Official
Failure to detect odors in mines a hindrance to a mine official. Attention
to such defect in a candidate should
be given by all examining boards.
some time past,
FOR
wondering whether a

I

have been

man

is

fit

to

serve in an official capacity in a mine
if, through a physical defect, he is unFor instance, I
able to detect odors.
once knew a man who could not tell a
perfume bottle from a rotten egg placed
under his nose when he was blindfolded.
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The question in my mind is, Would
such a defect debar a man from obtainintr a certificate of competency to act
as fireboss in a mine; or, for that matter, would such a person be fit to serve
as a mine foreman or assistant foreman ? I have never heard of an examining board applying such a test to
candidates, however.

Inquirer.

Thompson, Pa.
There is great need of a man who acts
an official capacity underground being able to detect an odor. \ man who
cannot smell would be unable to detect
the peculiar odor given off by a gob
in

Vol. 20, No. 13

Neither would he be warned of
more active combustion taking place
some portion of the mine from which
the odor is borne to him on the air
fire.

a

in

current.

There is every need for a foreman or
an assistant foreman and, more particularly, a fireboss having the faculty of
In our opinion,
smelling unimpaired.
attention should be given to this matter in the examination of men who are
to have charge of work underground.
.\ man who does not possess the ability
to smell faint odors is hardly fit to act
in an official capacity in the mine, and
this would be sufficient reason for withholding a certificate from him.

be required, in the first section of the
mine, 15,000 cu.ft. of air per min., and
in the second section 14,500 cu.ft. per
min.
But, since the longer airway
requires the most air, a regulator must
be placed in the second section and ad-

justed to give the desired proportion
of air.
The law also requires that
not more than 100 men shall be employed on a single air split. Therefore,
it will be necessary to split the air in
the second section where 110 men are

employed.

— To find

Question

mine gases given

the percentage of
mine, the air

off in a

at the inlet iras meas}ired

and found

to

he 137,500 cu.ft. per min., at a tentperatnre of 51 deg. F.
The air at the ontlit measured 150,200 cit ft. per min
at
(I
temperature of 76 deg. F. What is
the percentage of mine pases present in
the air leaving the mine?
,

Examination Questions
Answered

—

Answer Disregarding the increase
volume on the return airway, by
reason of the decrease of pi'essure due
to mine resistance and estimating the
increase of volume on the return as
only due to the increasn in temperature,
the increase in volume will be in the
ratio of the absolute temperatures. In
other words, the volume ratio is equal
to the absolute-temperature ratio:
III"

Mine Managers' Examination,
Springfield May 2, 3, 1921

Illinoi;

(Selected Questions)

Question

—A

mine car

is

9

ft.

long,

If 6 in. of
ft. wide and 2 ft. high.
topping is allowed, how Tnavy cubic feet
of coal will it carry?

4h

Answer— Allowing

for 6 in. of topping makes the depth cf the coal in the
car 2J ft. Then, assuming the given
length and width are inside measurements, the cubic contents of this car
when fully loaded is 9 X 4i x 2i

=

lOli cu.ft.

Question

— The

pump

cohitnn,

in a

400 ft. long; the pipe is 12 in
in diameter and full of water. What is
the total weight of ivater, in tons of
2,000 lb.; also, find the pressure of the
ivater, in pounds per square inch, at
shaft,

is

the base of the pipe?
Answer Since the diameter of the
pipe is 12 in., or 1 ft., its sectional
0.78.54 sq.ft. Its
area is 0.7854 x 1'
cubic contents is then 400 X 0.7854
Taking the weight of
314.16 cu.ft.
-water as 62.5 lb. per cu.ft., the total
weight of water in the pipe when full
9.8175
is (314.16 X 62.5) -=- 2,000

—

=

=

=

tons.

Assuming a static condition, or that
the pump is not working, the pressure
at the bottom of the pipe is 400 X
173.6 lb. per sq.in.0.434
Question In case of accident in
which a miner has received a wound
severing an artery, what would you do
to prevent heynorrhage before a physican arrives?
Answer Apply a bandage or tourni-

=

—

—

quet over the severed artery between
the wound and the heart. A smooth
round stone should be placed over the
^rtery under the bandage so that when
the latter is tightened the stone will
compress the artery and stop the bleeding. Having done this and having sent
{ov a physician, keep the patient in a
reclining posture with the head low.
See that he is kept warm and quiet

and that he has good air. Give no
stimulant unless a very weak condition
makes this necessary. A half-teaspoonful of aromatic spirits of ammonia, in
a tablespoonful of water, may then be
given if the bleeding has been checked.
Question // 20,000 cu.ft. of air and
ijUR, at its 7H0st e.rplosii'e point, is passing through the mine, what is the quantity of gas given off and what quantity
of air should be added to render the
m'xture non-explosive?
Answer An air current charged
with gas to its most explosive point
The
contains 9.46 per cent of gas.
quantity of gas present is, therefore,
in this case, 0.0946 x 20,000 = 1,892
cu.ft. per min.
The lower explosive point of pui"e
methane and air is reached when the
mixture contains 7.14 per cent of gas.
Therefore, if 1,892 cu.ft. of gas is 7.14
per cent of the total mixture, the volume
of air and gas when explosion ceases, in
this case, is 1,892 .4- 0.0714 = say
26,500 cu.ft. per min. The quantity of
air required to be added to produce
this condition is therefore 26,500 —
20,000 = 6,500 cu.ft. per min.
Question In a certain mine there
are two sections ventilated by separate
air airrents.
The combined length
of the intake and return airways, in
one of these sections, is 6,000 /*.,• the
nutnber of men employed is 100 and
the number of mules is 10.
In the
other division the length of the airway

—

—

—

the number of men em110 and the 7iumber of mules
will be a proper distribution
of the air surging through the mine,
and what steps viust bj taken to secure
such a distribution?
is

3,000 ft.;

ployed
7.

is

What

Answer

— The

Illinois

mining law

re-

quires at least 100 cu.ft. of air, per
man, per min., and 500 cu.ft., per mule,
per min.
On this basis, there would

_^Q
137,500

Q =

_ 460
" 460

-t-

76

-t-

51

^

536

511

(137,500 x 536) -^ 511
144,227 cu ft. per min

=

Since the volume of air measured on
the return is 150,200 cu.ft. per min.,
the gas given off in this mine is 150,200
144,227
5,973 cu.ft. per min. The
percentage of gas in the return current
is, therefore, (5,973 X 100) ~ 1.50,200

—
=

=

3.97,

say 4 per cent.
When do you consider the

Question

—

quantity of air entering the downcast
shaft sufficient for the ventilation of
the ivorki)ig.s?

—

Answer
When the quantity of air
passing into a mine is sufficient to comply with the mining law and, assuming
that this quantity is properly distributed and conducted throughout the
mine, it is sufficient to prevent any
accumulations of gas and render the
workings healthful and safe.

— (a)

What is the proporgas and air ?« a firetliat will develop the
explosive force?
(b)Wliat

Question

tion of Tnarsh

damp mixture

maximum

are the lirniting proportions that determine an explosive mixture of these
gases?
Answer (a) The proportion of pure
marsh gas and air under normal conditions that will develop the maximum
force, in explosion, occurs when one
volume of gas is mixed with 9.57 volumes of air.
The mixture then contains 9.46 per cent of gas.
The lower explosive limit of
(b)
pure marsh gas and air is reached when
the proportion of gas to air is 1:13.
The mixture then contains 7.14 per
cent of gas. The highor explosive limit

—

of this gas and air is reached when
the proportion of gas to air is about
1
5, or when the mixture contains
16.67 per cent of the gas.
:
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Success or Failure of the Retail Coal Merchant

Now Dependent Upon

Salesmanship*

Coal Salesman, to Be Competent, Should Be Conversant with Origin,
Preparation, Transportation and Character of His Merchandise
to Sell

When Consumer

Is

By

COAL

is

the basis of

all

energy and

power, the prime mover of the
wheels of industiT- With coal we have
light, strength, power, wealth and civilWithout coal we have darkization.
ness, weakness, poverty and barbarism.
The most civilized nations of the world
are those consuming the most coal; at
the head of these stands the United
States.

A

study of the history of coal brings
to us the fact that in the eai'ly
stages the coal man was confronted by
the same problems of development,
operation and salesmanship as today.
In 1306 we find record of the smoke
ordinance promulgated by King Edward I, at the request of Parliament,
prohibiting the use of coal in the City
of London; and during the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries we find record
of the development of the wheelbarrow
and the ban'ow track, the precursor of
the present day railroad; of leases requiring that pillars be left in the mines
to prevent subsidence of roof; of the
transportation of coal from Scotland to

home

and

London

of

its

expoi-tation

to

of deeds containing royalty
provisions similar to those in the coal
of governmental investiof
today;
deed
gation of pi'ice and restriction of product, and in the sixteenth century, under
Queen Elizabeth, a record indicating
the awakening of the government to
the value of coal for taxation purposes.

France;

Charles

We

I

the record of the first
I,
not being
with the returns of taxation,
exercising the right of pre-emption in
the year 1638, took over the sale of all
coal, paying to the producer for his
product at the rate of lis. per chalfind

monopoly when Charles

dron.

What

apparently is the first record of
government-fixed price and of summer
discounts is given in this same transaction

when the price of coal in London
set at 17s. per chaldron during the

summer and 19s. duiing the winter.
The first coal salesman of whom I
can find record is King Henry VIII,
who arranged for the sale of 3,000 chaldrons of coal to be foi'warded to Boulogne, in France. The period from the
time of King Henry VIII to the present
day is characterized by increased population,

by the concentration of people

in

•Address delivered at the convention of
the Xew York State Retail Coal Merchants
.Association, Richfield
1921.

Springs, N. Y., Sept.

9,

fVice president and general sales agent,

Hudson Coal

Co.

D. F.

Buy

Is

and towns, by the depletion of the
of

Throughout these centuries history
indicates that coal has maintained the
position which it then established for
itself.
It still is a necessity, is taxed to
its limit, is the subject of governmental
inquiry. It still requii'es the seiwices of
the salesman to ai'range its transport
from the point of origin to the point of
consumption, and it is to the retail
dealers of today, the successors of King
Henry VIII, that I desire to address the
following remarks.
The entire production of anthracite
being required to meet the demand.

Belief
that salesmen are
born, not made, declared to be
an error. Success in the retail coal field attainable only

through constant study and
Careful perusal of
elTort.
trade magazines, including
advertising, and application
of information thus gained
business
experience
with
materially promote progress.

movement to point of consumpthe mark of efficiency for the
sales organization, and when production
is stopped through lack of orders, when
it is necessarj' for the producing companies to store large quantities of coal
at the mines, when it is necessary for
the retailer to store in such quantity
and such manner as to involve addiregular
is

tional expense, breakage and wastage,
there is need for study of the sales organization.
is here when we all must
question our salesmanship
abilities, must inquire into our local
reputations for integrity and fairness
and must give some thought to our
temperament. The industi-y, itself, does
not want, and cannot afford, to produce
business failures, nor can it afford to
encourage a business success that is
attained through methods derogatory
to others engaged in the industry. The
anthracite industry does not want, nor
can it afford, to rear and encourage
weaklings. Weaklings and failures do
not contribute to progress.
There is general error in the belief
that the salesman is bom, not made.
Let me bring home to you the thought

The time

carefully

—Ability

Test of Efficiency

WiLLlAMSt

wood supply and by the displacing
man-power by machinery.

tion

a Coal Monopolist

satisfied

was

cities

Reluctant to

that

all

salesmen started

in like posi-

tion

as

men

is

babies.

It

true

that

some, because of temperament, of home
surroundings, of advantages obtained
through wealth or education and refinement of people with whom they were
thrown earlier into contact, would seem,
when they chose selling as their field in
life, to have been born salesmen, and
early in their careers their advance was
rapid.

Hard Work

vs.

Natural Advantages

Others from lowly surroundings, with
no advantages of wealth, home surroundings or education, must, of necessity, work hard to absorb the details of
The contrast between
salesmanship.
these two is marked at the start, but
the usual result is that the man of
natural advantages who has early made
great progress soon becomes lazy and
slows up, while the man who has
struggled to attain the position which
he has selected for himself in life, continues to struggle, and sooner or later
passes the man of natural ability.
The successful salesman is not bom
he becomes what he is through constant study and effort. He reads carefully the trade magazines, even to the
advertising, he purchases and studies
every book or magazine article that can
be found relating to his chosen field,
and he applies to his own business the
knowledge thus gained, year by year
reporting progress.
During the past three or four years
our people seem to have forgotten that

—

the object of salesmanship is to sell,
and that it is the natural thing for the
consumer not to want to buy not to
want to part with his money.

—

Era of Order Taking Began with War
Since the beginning of the war there
has been practically no coal selling in
There has been a great
deal of order taking but by orderThe order-taker
takers, not salesmen.
performs his work like a machine. He
coal asked for
of
sizes
only
those
sells
by his patrons and his chief thought is
to get rid of his customer as quickly as
possible.
He has no suggestions to
make and no advice to give. He knows
little
about the origin, preparation,
transportation or character of the coal
he has to sell; in fact, he knows nothing about coal other than price.
During the last few years in the coal
trade we have told the buyer what he
Many
could have and at what price.
coal salesmen passed out during the
period because the firm could not see

this countr>\

—
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the need of paying salaries at a time
when the books reflected more orders
than tonnage.
Others were retained,
but, because of their failure to realize
unusual conditions, did not keep infonned as to the changes in the industry and became soft.

The new men taken on since the peof depression came have never
known hard selling, so that now, when
riod

is hard to sell, when selling is on a
nonnal basis, when there is need for a
it

display of true salesmanship, the old
to adjust themselves and the inexperienced man is
content to say "There is no business."

men do not know how

Mist Organize Selling Force
Every

retailer is supposedly a saleseach has the opportunity to control a selling organization. Every clerk,

man

—

eveiy yardman, every driver in your
employ and, I hope, every customer, is
a potential salesman he can aid in
pushing up or pulling down your business, and your success is dependent
upon your ability to organize this force.
It is time for you to acquaint yourself
with actual conditions as they exist today and to put into your selling organization that courage, optimism and resourcefulness that are so necessaiy for
present day selling.
We hear people say "I don't know
where I am going, but I am on my
way." It's high time we found out our
destination found out where we are
going. No matter what your direction
all people are ready to add
momentum
to your movement.
If you are going
up, you will find the populace ready
to
push— they won't put oilon the upward
track.
But if you are standing still or
if you are going backward,
you will find
that everyone is willing to give you
a
push everj'thing will be greased for
the occasion.
Human beings are akin
to bees in that they have no
place, no
patience with drones or failures.
How many of you having a business
of .5,000 tons or more per annum
personally view your orders each and
every day and have knowledge of or
acquaintanceship with the people doing
business through your office?
You
probably receive a statement showing

—

—

—

the number of orders received, the
number of deliveries made yesterday,
but

more than

likely do not enter into the
personal side of the business in which

you are connected.
Ret.\iles Overlooked Opportunities

Recently I had a retail dealer say to
me he had made a mistake in purchasing a business in what he regarded
to
be a small comnuinity. He felt that his
activities had been restricted through
this mistake.
Inquiry developed the
fact that in his community were five
other retail dealers, all doing a fair
business, and that the possibilities of
the community were five times his ton-

nage.
It is
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are not patrons of li)21 and that he
does not know the names or the tonnages of patrons of 1921 who never before were on his books. He has never
made a systematic study of the prospective customers who never had purchased from him, nor has ho outlined
nor does he follow any definite policy
to obtain their business.
That man
does not recognize his opportunities
and usually when you hear such a
statement made you can mark it down
that the dealer has arrived at his
place that
proper
Providence
has
placed him where he belongs with due
regard to his ability, energy and
finance. Before reaching out for larger
fields, he must first get out of his present opportunity all there is in it.
At your former conventions great
stress has been laid upon the need of
the knowledge of the cost of doing
business. The knowledge of the cost of
doing business involves statistics. How
many really appreciate the value of the
figures that are prepared and put beThis information is only of
fore you ?
value to you, as it is placed before you
compared with
in comparative form
last month, last year the average of
the last five years and then its value

—

—

is

entirely dependent

—
—

upon your

appli-

cation.

The Puepo.se of Trade Statistics
Figures of themselves will grant to
you no benefit, but if, as you look over
these cost sheets, you find some feature
of your business has increased in its
cost and you make the necessary adjustment
I'esultant
from
increased
mine, freight and wage cost, you get
down to individual performance and are
then in a position where you can apply
the power of the executive. But has it
occurred to you that similar statistics
can easily well be prepared that will
give to you the full story of the presence or absence of salesmanship in your
organization ?
In a small business these statistics
must be in detail, in a larger business
your comparison can be in total, but the
result is identically the same. Day by
day it is possible for the executive to
have before him information which tells
whether or not his organization is
"standing up" or "falling down."
How many of you, knowing your annual tonnages, have reduced them to a
daily basis?
How many days in the year do you
know whether or not your inbound
orders and outbound deliveries are up
to or in excess of the schedule ?

How many

really

know why when

your daily schedule is not reached ? Is
it not easier and is it not a fact that
instead of knowing you
cuss the
weathei-, damn the administration and
lay the blame on industrial conditions,
while, in point of fact, the industrial
situation in your town may perhaps be

more healthy than ever?
beyond conception

to realize the

make-up of the man who will "laydown" under such circumstances. It is
a safe bet that this man does not know
the names of his patrons of 1920 who

This brings home to me a peculiar
fact developed a few years ago while
visiting a retail friend. On our way to
ths office in the morning he asked me to
stop with him while he solicited the coal

order of a large department store. We
saw the proprietor and my friend was
told that while tliiy would like, very
much, to give him the order, it was
their practice to place the business with
patrons of the store.
My friend insisted that his family
were good buyers in that store, but
when we were shown the books his
name was not there. That evening
upon questioning his wife, he obtained
from her receipts showing cash purchases for a year which totaled more
than any of the credit accounts that
had been sho^vn us, and through them
he secured this business.

Kept No Data on Cash Customers
At that time my one thought was
that the man who pays cash loses his
credit. Just a few weeks ago I saw in
a retail coal office another and more
striking instance of the scant considei-ation accorded to the cash customer.

Wonderful records had been developed
and numerous clerks w'ere engaged on
the telephone in the solicitation of
orders.
I looked over the records and
noticed that they covered only charge
accounts.
I asked the president of
they did not solicit their
with equal energy, and his
"No, we do not have record
customers."

the firm if
cash trade
reply was,
of our cash

Think

it over!
yet almost every day some retailer says collections are not as good
as they should be. Certainly not; your
cash trade is getting away from you
for the reason that you do not give it
the same attention, the same careful
thought that is given to accounts bearing risks of collection. Just put that
cash customer in the same class as
"the bird in hand."
We have just completed a study in
one of our wholesale territories.
We
have not found that the people have
moved away because of industrial depression; they are still there and those
families must have coal. Strange as it
may seem, the towns suffering least
from depression were those doing the
decreased retail business, while in other
cities where all factories were on short
time or wholly closed, a normal tonnage
was being moved.

And

The answer

is

SALESMANSHIP.

Requisites for Good Salesmanship
In the short time at our disposal it
would be impossible to cover all that
might be said on Salesmanship. A review of the many books that have been
written on the subject leads one into a

maze

of approach, prospect, introducselling talk and psychology, but
these
publications bring home to
of
all
you the thought that selling is really
made up of a high sense of integrity, a
knowledge of your goods, a knowledge
of existing conditions and of a desire to
serve, backed up by an energetic application of common sense.
Beyond this
there is no secret to salesmanship.
The high sense of integrity you must
have, as only through it can the confidence of your buyers be acquired, and
tion,
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the confidence which others have in you
To instill
is your keystone to success.
confidence you must place your busi-

on a sound foundation through
adherence to a fixed policy
founded upon a square deal for everyThe moment you deviate from
body.
that method your credit at your bank is
impaired. You may not think so, but if
you are not thinking so you are thinking wrong.
When you find out the cost to you of
your commodity and add to that base
cost your legitimate expense for handling, and to that total cost a just and
fair margin of profit to ai-rive at a
reasonable selling price stick to it! To
deviate from it indicates that you were
either wrong in arriving at that selling
price or that you are a merchant who is
playing favorites and playing favorites is a dangerous practice, either on
the race track or in business.
If you are a believer in a square deal
for ever>'one stand by that belief and
"fight it out on those lines if it takes all
summer."
The "square deal" the
gaining of confidence of the bujnng
ness

strict

—

—

—

—

—

public really
short-credit

involves

and

a

"one-price,"

open-advertising

policy.

Why

Prices Should Be Consistent

The mine price of the prepared sizes
of coal views impersonally all dealers
and all markets. The published tariff
and the war tax charge are equally inconsiderate of the large dealer and the
small; of the dealer with antiquated
equipment and the one that is modem
and up-to-date. When, therefore, the
retail dealer makes an arbitrary distinction in favor of the consumer who
buys ten tons as against the consumer
who buys in smaller quantities, he does
not impress either customer that he is
receiving impartial treatment.
When the retail dealer makes the
same price for egg, stove and chestnut
to his customers, he is not giving a convincing demonstration to the mines
that co-operation in distribution of
sizes is being encouraged or developed;
neither does it impress the customer
favorably when he learns from the public press that egg, stove and chestnut
do not take the same mine price.
Credit Causes Unnecessary Losses

When for any other reason or lack of
reason any two customers appear in
the dealer's office to inquire the price
of coal and the dealer is forced, because of "local custom" or "peculiar
conditions," to give different prices for
a similar ser\'ice, the reputation of the
dealer suffers with both customers.
One of the most fruitful causes of
unnecessary^ expense in business, of unnecessary losses and of disputes over
accounts is the matter of credit. Not a
little depends upon the clearness of the
understanding established between the
dealer and the customer as to the part
that each is to perform and ivhen.
When the one-price policy has been

should reflect every charge
of mine price, or
freight rate, or local labor schedule.
adopted,

upward

it

or

downward
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The public should be advised of the
nature of the change, of the amount
and the new prices that are established
as a result. If the dealer does or does
not expect to fill the orders on file with
him at the lower price, it should be so
stated.

requisite to your success
a knowledge of coal. The successful
in our business today are those
have, at the cost of time and expense to themselves frequently visited
the mines and who keep acquainted
with the processes of coal production
Because of
and their development.
their knowledge these men do not ask
questions similar to those put to us at
the convention last year, when, you
"Do not
will recall, we were asked:
the anthracite producing companies
deliberately inject rock and slate into
the coal in order to increase tonnage?"

The second

is

men
who

For some unexplained reamany coal companies
in compiling voluminous rec-

son,

ords for use in obtaining
future orders, ignore cash

customers
constant

Environment's Be.4Ring on Success
Environment is an important conIf your environtributor to success.
ment is such that it breeds carelessness
if it is such
detail,
inattention
to
and
that it creates in you, a dealer, a feeling of smallness, of inferiority, you are
working under a handicap that no
amount of personal energy may overcome. There are many dealers in coal
who are keeping offices or places of
business not consistent with the times
—not in keeping with the dignity of
the

making

about
collec-

tions from charge accounts.
An attractive business place
does much to create a favorable impression in the contest for business.

And, again, "Do not the anthracite companies store prepared coal at the mines
in order to bring about an increased
price?"
The company with which I am connected, and I am quite sure all other
companies as
anthracite producing
well, will very gladly extend to each of
you an invitation to visit us at the
mines. We will see that opportunities
are afforded for you to visit the various breakers and witness the process
of manufacture and that you are made
acquainted with the details of inspecWe will glad'y exchange what we
tion.
know about coal for your time. After
such a visit you should be able to go
home with a new enthusiasm based
upon the knowledge that the coal which
you are selling is the BEST which you
can possibly obtain for your people.
Dealers who visit the mines usually
go home with an understanding of the
difficulties confronting the producing
company. They see the raw product as
mines they gain
it comes from the
some idea of the magnitude of the
enterprise. They see the expensive machinery required for its manufacture;
they are impressed by the spirit of cooperation that exists in the producing
personnel; they observe the care exercised by the companies to see that
their product is right for the market;
they note the pride of individual employees in being connected with com-

—

business

which they

despite

entirely,

complaints

difficulties in

panies of long life and high standing
and note how each of those employees
tries so to do his job as to continue
through time that reputation.
An observing man cannot avoid acquiring through such a visit a new
enthusiasm, a new idea, a new incentive, which will produce results upon
his return home. Such a visit gives to
him faith in the article he sells, confidence in the organization from which
he obtains it, a knowledge that will
make possible for him replies to practically all questions that may come
from his customers.

nor

the

community

in

sell.

Successful selling

is

largely a state

mind, and if you are surrounded
with conditions which do not bring out
the best that is in you, how can you
hope to compete with others who are
running the race without such drawbacks? What I wish to recommend to
each and every one of you is to make
your place of business as attractive as
your conditions will permit.
You are influenced by appearance
When you came
and surroundings.
into this hotel, there was registered in
your brain, involuntarily, a criticism or
an approval. You either said to yourself, this looks like ready money, or the
opposite, and so with one of your cusHe
tomers coming into your place.
does not go into detail in his analysis,
but there is at once photographed on
his brain a picture of your surroundings, and that picture measures your
capacity in his estimation. No matter
how much you endeavor to explain to
him why you continue to sell coal from
a poorly kept office, no amount of argument will efface this mental picture.
of

Cultivate Powers of Observation

One of the old rules of the opera
was: "Get a good stage setting and the

part will play itself." One of my rules
for successful coal selling is "Get a
good stage setting"— that in itself wll
You may
help you to play the part.
come back at me and say: "My busi-

ness won't warrant

it,"

and

my

answer

"If your statement is corto you is:
rect you haven't got a business; the

business has got you."
Cultivation of the power of observation is another great asset in business.
The successful surgeon or lawyer maintains his position of prominence only
through constant study. To advance,
even to presei-\'e his present position,
the coal man must constantly keep alive
to ever changing conditions. He should
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study his trade journals for word of
rejrulation, discovery or

any new law,

practice that affects his article at its
source of production, in transit or at
its point of destination.
A close watch of your daily press will
open to you n>any avenues for tonnage.
Some of you, reading the local morning
paper might not attach any particular
the
inipoi-tance
to
fact,
announced
therein, that John Smith was going to
move from a neighboring town to the
Jones' house in your town, but an observing coal dealer would immediately
say:
"There is an opportunity for a
sale." The glove factory may be advertising for twenty-five additional hands.

The employment for twenty- five additional hands would mean more wages,
more cooking, more coal. You read
that the Chamber of Commerce takes
credit for bringing a new industiy to
town, and that fact should, to the active
dealer, stimulate thinking about the
fuel supply of its employees, and so on
down the list.
.\ fundamental principle in all good
salesmanship is that the idea of service
to the customer should be kept fore-

most. Permanent success can come no
other way, for thus are customei-s
gained and kept a dealer's best advertisement is a satisfied customer. We
benefit ourselves only as we benefit

—

other?, and

it is recognition of this fact
has placed the successful dealer
whore he is today.
of course, goes without saying
It,
that a large part of the salesman's
equipment is the firm behind him.
Courtesy in all personal contact, care in
delivery and consideration and appreciation of the customer's interests back

that

up all his arguments in a most effective
The up-to-date dealer sells not
way.
only coal but heat satisfaction, and his
services should always be at the com-

mand of his clients when they fail to
pet such satisfaction.
Energetic application and common
sense close my chapter. The meaning
of these four words is so potent that
they require no e.xplanation. There are
none of you but who look with interest
upon the man of energy, the man who
applies himself to his task, who presents himself to the community in a
straightforward businesslike manner,
without frills or the use of superlatives.
Courtesy and kindness produce goodly
Some are naturally courtedividends.
ous and have a peculiar faculty of making friends. They continually cultivate
that faculty to make it more valuable.
Others are indifferent and give little
heed to the individual, once the sale is
made.

A few

years ago, R. S. Rodie and a

Washington State Work?, Renouncing Union
Washington
C^'OMMERCI.A.L coal mines in the Sute
J which have been closed since last March, when the
miners refused to accept a reduction in wages, were reopened Aug. 22 with labor independent of the United Mine
Workers of America. Coal is now being shipped from
several of the mines and work is under way in most of
of

the large producing mines.

A

ready response met the

of the mine operators
the mines under the wage
scale recommended by the State Coal Commission, which
recently completed an exhaustive investigation into the
coal-mining industry. The new scale, known as the Allport
scale, was submitted by the neutral member of the commission, James H. Allport, of Barnesboro, Pa., and was
at once accepted by the operators, while the local and
national officials of the miners' union refused to permit
the men even to vote upon its acceptance.
It was this act
which precipitated the breaking off of all relations betwe 'n the Washington Coal Producers' Association and
the United Mine Workers of America.
Wages paid under the Allport scale provide a contract
rate for coal miners which makes possible earnings from
$7 to $14 per eight-hour day, while $6 per day is paid dayscale men both above and underground, $.5.2.5 per day for
common labor underground and $4..50 per day for common
labor above ground.
Washington mine operators did not sign a contract with
the unions requiring them to pay the scale in effect in
Eastern mines, though in September, 1920, upon threat of
a strike the demands of the miners were met, at which time
the operators issued this statement:
"We have met your
demand for this large increase even though it will cost us
many times more than any other mines in the country and
though it very probably means the beginning of the end
of many of the mines."
In February of this year the operators announced that
a return to the wage scale of Oct. 31, 1919, would be put
into effect, inasmuch as the mines were being operated at
a loss and as no contract had been signed binding them to
pay the scale then in effect until March, 1922. As a re-

for

men who would work

in

call
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were traveling from Bluff Point
The trartic at that time was
particularly heavy and when the train
friend

to Albany.

pulled in Mr. Rodie asked the porter for
The colored gentleman re-

two chairs.

plied, "Sorry, Bess; dcy all done gone."
Mr. Rodie stepped a little closer to him
and said very distinctly, "Porter, kindwant
two
ness
makes friends I
chairs." "Yas. suh." replied the porter,
"but dey ain't no chairs lef." Mr. Rodie
took hold of his sleeve and repeated,
"Porter, you don't seem to understand
me; kindness makes friends." "Yas, suh;
I gets you, boss; you jes' stick aroun'

—

when

I may fin' jes'
And kindness in

the train starts, an'

two chairs."
business

may

He

did.

find

"jes'

two chairs"

also.

During the year a dealer has scores

make friends
to
act of kindness or
some courtesy that brings him into
greater favor than pages of advertisof

opportunities

through some

little

ing.

In conclusion let me give you this
thought to take home with you:
The

man who knows exactly what he is
driving at and has a definite plan for
getting there can be interrupted and
bothered, but he always sticks to the
main line and co?iies out of every difficulty with his face toward the straight
course. HE WINS.

mines were closed on March 15, when the men refused to accept the reduction.
The investigations of the State Coal Commission showed
that from October, 1920, to the end of February, 1921, there
had been an average loss to the operators of 26c. on each
ton of coal produced, while as far back as May, 1920, the
loss had averaged 15c. per ton.
It was this situation which
brought about the necessity of a wage reduction.
Acting independently of the unions, the operators have
reopened the mines with the announcement that a plan of
organization embodying the principle of collective bargaining will be worked out between the operators and the
men in which they will be given a voice in the discussion
of their mutual problems.
Under normal conditions the direct payroll of the coal
industry in Washington is $11,000,000 per annum, while
approximately 30,000 people are dependent upon the mines
for their living.
The Pacific Coast Coal Co. has been denied a permanent
injunction by Judge A. E. Griffiths in the Superior Court
of King County, restraining strikers from picketing the
mines. Counsel for the coal company has appealed the case
to the Supreme Court of the state, stating that it has more
than once been decided that picketing was unlawful.
sult the

Indict

A

Men of Army That Marched on Mingo

LOGAN COUNTY

(West Virginia) Special Grand Jury
on Sept. 17 returned a blanket indictment against 325
persons, charging them with murder.
This indictment
follows an investigation of the recent disturbances on the

Logan-Boone County border.
Among the names are those of C. F. Keeney and Fred
Mooney, president and secretary, respectively, of District
17, United Mine Workers of America, and H. W. Blizzard,
also a United Mine Workers' official.
In addition, 200 indictments charging insurrection and "pistol toting" were
returned.

Keeney and Mooney were arrested Sunday, Sept. 18, in
Charleston, Kanawha County, W. Va., and on Tuesday,
Sept. 20, were incarcerated in the jail at Williamson.
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Engineers Present Interesting Papers and Discussions

At Meeting in Wilkes-Barre*
By

AT
his

R.

Dawson Hall!

Tuesday evening (Sept. 13) meeting of the
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, R. A. Quin presiding, C. M. Means read
paper on "The Installation at the Coverdale Mine." In
the

the absence of the author, J. R. Bruce's paper on the "Octagonal Ventilation Shaft of the Davis-Daly Copper Co."
over. H. A. Reichenback then made the illustrated
address on the "Application of Pulverized Coal to Boilers,"
which was to have been presented by J. M. Fuller, of the
Fuller Engineering Co.
On being questioned the author said that 19 to 20 kw.-hr.
per ton were used in pulverizing anthracite and 16 to 18
kw.-hr. per ton for pulverizing soft coal.
Robert Klotz
later declared that 20 kw.-hr. were sufficient to pulverize
some anthracite but that the average would be nearer 40
to 50 kw.-hr. per ton.
H. M. Chance gave some interesting facts relative to
the strength of anthracite. When the Antracite Mine Cave
Commission endeavored to determine the strength of anthracite pillars they found that cubes of anthracite would
withstand a compressive force of from 2,000 to 3,000 lb.
per square inch and that some would reach 5,000 or even
6,000 lb. per square in.
As these pieces all failed along
cleavage planes he thought that it would be instructive to
And out what the strength would be if pieces were taken
so small as to be traversed by no cleavage planes or by
l)lanes less well marked than those in the larger cubes.
He therefore made i-in. cubes and got a strength of
12,000 to 15,000 lb. per squai-e inch and i-in. cubes, which
would withstand 19,000 to 20,000 lb. per square inch, and
he supposed that had he obtained small enough cubes he
could have proved them capable of withstanding 30,000 lb.
per square inch.
That would suggest that the inherent
strength of the material, where not checked by cleavage
would
found
planes,
be
equal to that of granite.
Mr. Klotz said that the practice of burning anthracite
by pr-ojecting it in a vertical downward stream from the
top of the furnace chamber so that, being deflected upward, it would follow a V course, lengthened the path that
the flame had to traverse before it impinged on coolingboiler tubes. This method of burning made the combustion
the more complete.

was passed

Favors Cylindrical Drums for Deep Hoists
Graham Bright then gave a brief of his paper on "The
Determination of Electrical Equipment for a Mine Hoist."
it Mr. Stone said that there were objections
using anything but cylindrical drums for deep hoists,
the difficulty arising from the structural needs of the drum.
Freak drums were necessarily heavy. The inertia of a
heavy cylindro-conical drum on a deep hoist would largely
overbalance the reduction in the peak loads which changes
in diameter would otherwise afford.
Three hundred feet
of a lift was well suited to the cylindro-conical drum.
L. F. Mitten said that the paper had taken no account of
the fact that with self-dumping cages balance was not
provided at the beginning of the hoist, and Mr. Bright
replied that the time during which this additional strain
acted was so short that it would not heat the motor excessively and that in consequence it was not necessary to
take it into account in designing the electrical equipment.
In the morning of Wednesday the economic geologists
held a technical session and another session was held to
consider mine accounting and finish the discussion of those
papers the presentation of which had been delayed. Accordingly, the first paper at this second session, which was
presided over by R. V. Norris, was "Capitalization and
Valuation of Mine Development," by J. B. Dilworth.
In discussing

to

tEditor, Coal Age.

Mr. Dilworth stated that some believed that capital account should be charged with all items until normal production was reached, others until the production was 50
per cent of normal and others again until the cost of extraction and preparation equalled the selling price that
is, in accounting parlance, until the operation broke even.
He said that the capital charges for development should
be divided into two parts
A and B of which A would be
permanent development, which should include those items
which were to be permanently used until the mine was
abandoned, and B temporary development, those items
which were to be continually replaced during the life of
the plant.
The first should be written off year by year
but the amortization should be delayed on the second until
there was to be no more development and work was to be
commenced on the mineral adjacent to old galleries and
headings. Reductions should, of course, be made for mineral
obtained during the development period.
Mr. Clark, for Mr. Johnson, of the Lehigh & WilkesBarre Coal Co., read a discussion on the peculiar accounting needs of the anthracite region. H. B. Fernald, chairman of the committee of the institute on accounting, spoke
on the importance of making a distinction between cost and
valuation.
He said that two sets of books might well be
kept when good judgment would suggest it one in accordance with the rulings of the Internal Revenue Department
and one for what seemed better in accordance with the

—

—

—

—

demands

of practical accounting.

Variety of Systf.ms Used by Revenue Department
.James H. Allport said that his experience at Washington
was that no two valuation accounts were kept according to
the same system.
R. D. Hall stated that some provision

made to take care of the overdevelopment practiced in certain seasons and to write off this cost at times
of underdevelopment during other seasons when output
should be

was the main consideration. R. V. Norris said this overdevelopment should not be put into capital account.
Edwin Ludlow propounded the following question: A
slope has been driven so far that the hoist which has
hitherto handled the cars can no longer do so.
A new
hoist must be purchased and installed.
Are the costs of
the change that cannot be met by transferring or selling
the old hoist chargeable to capital account or to operation?
Mr. Allport said that the costs should be distributed over
the period during which the new hoist would serve the
purposes of installation with due regard to the value of
the hoist after its work in that place is done.
D. C. Ashmead, having at last received the reprint of
his paper, read a brief abstract of it, outlining its principal
features.
In discussing it, Sidney J. Jennings, referring
to E. W. Parker's reference to his Monday's paper to anthracite as a "luxury fuel," declared that after seeing the
methods of preparation he thought the coal consumer ought
to find some way of being less luxurious.
Why prepai-e
coal so meticulously?
The operation internst and depreciation costs of the Marvine breaker must add $1.20 or more
per ton to the cost of the coal. Could not some of that
cost be saved by working the breakers, as the metal men
worked their mills, twenty-four hours instead of eight
hours a day, reducing the expense to about 60c per ton?
Mr. Jennings said that if the mines were to be worked for
eight hours only and the breaker for three shifts, or even
'wo, why not provide a storage bin that would hold enough
for continuous or nearly continuous running of the breaker?
C. E. Lesher said that metallui'gical men were agreed
that for proper separation of impurities close sizing was
absolutely necessary.
Therefore, the sizing must be done
carefully even though the public might be willing to accept
a product in which the sizes are mixed.
Surely Mr. Jennings did not mean that the public should invite the oper-
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ators to be less careful as to their cleaning of the coal.
C. H. Strange said that he believed that a better economy
would be attained by introducing the time clock, so that
the men would not be leaving the mine at all hours.
C. W. Starr wanted to know in what way Mr. Jennings
would limit preparation; surely not so as to reduce the freedom of the product from slate and bone? H. L. Davis
declared that in the mine each man had a place of his own.
If there were two or three shifts, each man would have to
perform a specified stint and receive a specified part of the
pay given for the product of tha place. With tonnage
workers it would be difficult to divide the output except,
perhaps, by arranging the labor so that the work of the
least industrious in the place would be the measure of the
return to output of every man working in it.
Arthur Thacher urged that men should be paid by the day
and not by contract or by tonnage or yardage. It might not
be possible to adopt the day-rate plan at once but it was a
good plan to aim at looking to ultimate adoption. It was
fairer to the men.
R. V. Norris also laid stress on the
difficulty of providing for a division of labor when men were
working in three shifts or in two.
W. A. Thomas, consulting engineer, of Scranton, Pa., then
presented a synopsis of his paper "Electric Power, a Factor
in the Anthracite Field."
Mr. Thomas mentioned a plant
where through the expenditure of $12,000 for electrification
a saving of $11,000 a year will be made.
He pointed out
how by the grouping of collieries and the combining of their
power production and use great economies might be effected.
B. H. Stockett said that while the Beaver Brook colliery
had only three years or so to run it had been decided to
electrify the plant.
The steam costs were about 50c. a ton
and the electricity costs about 30c. The saving would more
than return the capital in three years. C. H. Strange complained that a number of companies had been induced to
enter into contracts on the understanding that they would
be able to get the "off-peak rating," but they found to their
regret that their peak was at 11 a.m. Consequently they
were "on peak" and would have to pay the full rate.

Installation Expense Saved in Nine Months
James H. Allport quoted a case where at an expense of
$80,000 a mining plant switched from steam to electricity
and from a cost of 80c. a ton for power to 24c. In nine
months the savings had paid for the plant installation.
W. A. Thomas said that R. E. Hobart had shown that the
Rahn colliery, of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., used
12.818 kw.-hr. per ton though the pumping and ventilating
charges falling on the plant were comparatively light.
R. L. Wensley then gave a brief review of his paper on
"The Automatic Substation for Coal Mines." Someone

remarked that there were more failures of the substation
than under mechanical supervision. The equipment was to
be

preferred to the college-trained substation operator.
Graham Bright said that automaticity would soon be extended to embrace far more than the substation. For instance, fans were being run with automatic regulation.
Edwin Ludlow said that at the plant of the Bessemer
Limestone Co., at Johnstown, Pa., one man in a tower regulated the movement of the cars in the quarry from a single
point. He was stationed in this tower overlooking the whole
operation and from that point he directed all transportation
to the dump of the 1,400 tons per day that the quarry
produced.
The institute members were guests of the Wyoming Shovel
Works at Wyoming, Pa., for lunch, whither they went by
automobiles. Caterers had been brought from Philadelphia
and the lunch served was quite elaborate. For souvenirs
trenching shovels, made for army use, were distributed.
After a rapid return to Wilkes-Barre, the institute members went either to the plant of the Vulcan Iron Works,
to that of the Hazard Wire Rope Co., to the General Technical Session or to the Economic Geology Session. The last,
which was conducted under the chairmanship of H. M.
Chance, was interesting to coal-mining engineers by reason
of James F. Kemp's account of the "Stratigraphy of the
Anthracite Region."
Three of the anthracite companies
had presented cross-sections of their most disturbed coal
properties, showing that the old concentric sections of early
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geologists

represented but indifferently the true state of
affairs in the anthracite region where the local weakness of
the stronger measures had crumpled them irregularly, pushing the strata of shale, coal and clay into many highly
erratic forms having no similarity to the folds of the beds

above and below them.
H. M. Chance remarked that at the time of the secondary
geological survey of Pennsylvania, the companies had not
so completely developed and explored the areas in which
they
were operating.
Particularly
was this true
of those places where rolls like those shown by Professor
Kemp existed. The irregular pitch and thickness and the
weakness of the roof made it extremely expensive to extract the coal and it was accordingly left entirely uncharted.
H. H. Ashley remarked that the similar, but minor,
actions of the clays in western Pennsylvania had gone
without chronicler. All the clay beds in that region had
been buckled unmercifully, as might be believed by those
who noted the slickensides which it repeatedly and almost
universally exhibited.
The smokeless coals had also been
buckled and broken. Houtzdalo coal has hundreds of small
faults.
There was no give in the sandstone. It made the
clay and coal give way to its movement.
On the Juniata,
Mr. Ashley said he had photographed erratic folds that were
more peculiar even than those shown by Professor Kemp.
David White wanted to know which, at the time of the
great Appalachian movement was the most plastic, the clays
or the coals. He said that these two elements in the geological structure had to compensate for much of the mechanical
movement of the measures. The Pottsville Conglomerate
was quite thick and resistant and it often squeezed out the
more fluid beds with its nut-cracker action, the coal being
perhaps more plastic than the underclay.
William Griffith called attention to the frequency with
which slickensided lenticular coal made its appearance in
the anthracite region, showing the intense shearing actions
to which it had been subjected when superior and inferior
measures pushed it from place to place to permit of their
movements.
David White said that he believed that the time had come
when anthracite coal-company engineers and geologists
could estimate the shortening of the arc that had taken
place by reason of the bucklings caused by the pushing
action of the uplifted Appalachians.

Edwin Ludlow Honored by British Mining Society
At

the banquet in the evening the speakers were: R. V.
Norris, chaii-man; Professor James F. Kemp, toastmaster;
Doctor Henry S. Drinker, one of the founders of the society;
Edwin Ludlow, president of the Institute; Arthur S. Dwight,
who reported on the visit of the representatives of the
founder societies to Great Britain and France, where they
were greeted, toasted and honored by the engineers of those
countries.
Mr. Dwight presented an honorary membership
in Great Bi'itain's national mining society to Mr. Ludlow,
as instructed in a letter from the secretary of that organization. Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Ritson, who has been sent
over to investigate our first-aid methods, to find out why we
mine so much coal per man and compete so strenuously for
the coal trade of Europe, made an interesting speech.
On Thursday a long automobile trip was taken. The
weather was perfect until on the return home, when at
Hazleton, almost a cloudburst occurred, a storm which was
quite local and left much of the ro.ads between Hazleton and
Wilkes-Barre as dust-laden as ever.
On the way out the Hauto plant was inspected. It is
The original plant delivered
being doubled in capacity.
25-cycle current. The new plant will generate at 60 cycles
and later the old plant will be remodelled to accord with
it.
An excellent lunch was furnished by the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co. at Greenwood Park. Turned disks of "Navigation Coal" were presented as souvenirs of the visit. The
party lined up for a photograph and the teams which won
the first three prizes in the company's annual first-aid contest gave an exhibition of their skill.
On the way home the visitors left the automobiles to visit
the Tamaqua water shaft and the electric and steam hoists
by which it is operated; the Lattimer stripping and the old
Milnesville and Hollywood strippings.
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West Virginia-Kentucky Mine, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineers Meet Conjointly with Coal Exhibit —

—

Condemnation of Use of Separate Circuits Inquiry by Electrician as
to Wasteful Use of Power Advocated
Dispute as to Bond Testers
Predicament of Companies with Large Units and Light Loads

—

By

A

LARGE

R.

Dawson Hall*

attendance greeted the efforts of the equip-

ment men and the Huntington Chamber

of

Commerce

in establishing a Coal and Industrial Exposition in
Huntington, W. Va., Sept. 19 to 25. A goodly number of
engineers also attended the sessions of the West VirginiaKentucky Association of Mine, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineers in its first annual meeting, which began Sept. 20
and ended Sept. 24.
Among the exhibitions were a two-ton monolith of coal
from the mines of the Main Island Creek Coal Co., at
Omar, W. Va.; an arch of solid coal blocks built by the Solvay Products Co., an industrial moving picture of the Ottumwa Box-Car Loader Co., a new equalizing device just
patented by the Goodman Mfg. Co., and a new cable-reel
splice recently put on the market by the Huntington CableSplicing Co. The strength of this splice was demonstrated
by attaching one end of the cable to a block anchored to
one of the steel posts of the building, the other end of the
cable being held by another post. On the block being operated the cable was pulled apart, but not at the splice,
which, simple as it was, still held firm.

Low Car Has

120 Cu.Ft. Capacity Untoppbd

Another exhibit was a new mine car built for Carl Scholz,
general manager of the Raleigh-Wyoming Coal Co., by the
American Car & Foundry Co., of Huntington. This car is
37 in. in the clear above the rail. Its capacity is 120 cu.ft.
without topping.

Its inside length is 10 ft.; its inside width,
6 ft.; its inside depth, 2 ft., and its weight, 4,280 lb.
It
resembles a gondola rather than a mine car and is intended
for mechanical loading and handling.
The wheels project
into housings in the bottom of the car box, which has absolutely no flares.
It is made with solid ends and will be
discharged in a rotary dump. The Bermico fiber pipe is
another exhibit of merit and interest. It occupied the stall
of the Fiber Pipe Co., of Indianapolis.
A large model of a steel tipple with Morrow cleaning,
sizing and loading devices, exhibited by the Morrow Mfg.
Co., was one of the most striking features in the show.
There were many other interesting exhibits but these particularly caught the eye and the attention.
In all there
were eighty-eight stalls and an even greater number of

exhibitors.

Passing over the mining show somewhat cursorily, atnow be given to the meeting of the West Virginia-Kentucky Association of Mine, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers.
This convention held its meeting solely
in the mornings, giving the attendants at the mining show
an opportunity to view the exhibits in a leisurely manner in
the afternoon and evening, and to visit with one another.
The meeting being called to order by the President, J. H.
Edwards, mechanical engineer of the Elkhom-Piney Coal
Mining Co., Roscoe Woltz read a long and carefully detailed
"Report of the Committee on Practical Methods of Reducing Kilowatt Hours Per Ton of Coal Mined."
Mr. Woltz
said that most of the engineers accepted what had been
customary without due consideration, just as, for instance,
they had accepted copper as a conductor without any inquiry as to whether it was the metal best suited to their
needs.
The report's primary consideration was given to
power supply, Mr. Woltz saying that 50 per cent of the
electrical trouble in the mine was due to low voltage.
Realizing the inadequacy of direct-current distribution,
tention will

'Editor, Codi Age.

with the limitations caused by the high cost of conducting
materials, he said that the only cure was to provide alternating current for that purpose. He urged that the allowable loss of voltage in the mine be determined by the management. It should run between 10 and 15 per cent, depending on conditions. Then efforts should be made to
provide such a distribution that not less than 85 or 90 per
cent of the voltage of the generators should be available at
the working face.
He spoke unfavorably of the practice of using three
separate circuits, one for haulage, one for coal cutting and
a third for pumping. Less copper would suffice when all
three were on one circuit, for the peaks of one form of
power use would be unlikely to come at the same time as
the peaks of the others. Mr. Woltz's report declared that
the electrically-welded bond if not made expertly, was not
as good as a compressed terminal bond where the latter was
properly installed.

Electrician Should Suggest Pov^r Savings

Speaking of haulage and cutting losses, he began to trespass on the domain of the mine foreman, who contended,
and indeed still contends, that it is the electrician's duty
to supply the "juice" and the foreman's duty to use it, or
misuse it, at his pleasure. He said that motormen wasted
power by failing to provide themselves with sand and using
the brake excessively, by turning the controller handle so
rapidly as to cause the wheels to slip, and by running on
resistance. The motorman by care can greatly reduce the

number

of kilowatt-hours necessary for the operation of
In view of the fact that 25 per cent of car repairs are due to wrecks it seems futile to try to interest
the powers that be in the savings in energy which good
roads without excessive curves will invariably afl'ord. A
straight, substantial roadbed will x'educe materially the
running and repair costs of electric locomotives. Another
saving is in proper car lubrication.
Two cars, one properly lubricated and the other unlubricated, were made subjects of a comparative test. The resistance of the latter was 44 per cent higher than that of
the former. It is easy to see that economy in power could
not be obtained with unlubricated or ill-lubricated equipment. As for roller bearings they did much to reduce friction, provided only, however, that they were not used on
his motor.

soft axles, into

which they soon wore bad spots.

Losses in Cables and in Ill-Shaped Bits

Again in cutting coal, if chisel bits were not used in beds
with sulphur balls the machines would consume an excessive
quantity of power. It was not impossible to find a potential drop of 100 volts on a feed cable, this ai-ising from the
cable being too small, inefficiently and excessively heated
and improperly spliced, especially if the coal is hard to cut.
The cable resistance also will be increased by heat. A
cable reel once well heated will remain hot all day, as it gets
more heat constantly and is so surrounded by insulation that
it cannot cool.
This heat eventually will ruin any insulation.

Again in the matter of the use of power for drainage, a
forethought may save power, and that thought should
be given by the electrician if the foreman fail to supply it.
Most electricians will put the pump just where the foreman
wants to place it, and will let it pump water just where the
foreman would have it. It may pump the water into old
workings, which will lead it back to where it came from,
little
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with the result that it may have to be pumi)e<l over and
iver a^ain.
If possible water should be pumped but once.
I'umpinK water from sump to sump is rarely irood practice.
Once started over a summit in a pine line it quite frequently
will (JO by gravity over lesser summits to the surface.
The ventilation load often is 25 per cent of the total
power consumption. It must be remembered that bip: savings in power can be made if excessive ventilation be not
provided.
If the quantity of air delivered at the fan be
Exdoubled, the power used will be multiplied by eiprht.
If this macessive fan speed is greatly to be condemned.
chine can be run at half speed at night and on idle days
large economies can be effected.
.Again a fan built for either one of the two forms of ventilation should be operated accordingly.
pressure fan
.A
should not be run exhausting or vice versa. By so doing
the power used may be increased as much as 15 per cent.
The last advice contained in the report related to such
a use of power as will make the load as even as possible.
Cutting that is, where possible and pumping at night and
using storage-battery locomotives were described as methods of reducing power consumption. Where the town lighting is separately metered, it will be noted that the demand
is low in the summer.
By figuring this use of this power
separately, it will be possible to note with assurance whether
power is really being economized.

—

—

Should Each Bond Be Separately Tested?
N. A. Johnson questioned Mr. Woltz's inclusion of the
bond tester in the equipment needed to determine the efficiency of the return circuit. He said that with a thousand
bonds, more or less, to test, how could the bond tester be
effectively used ?
He believed with Mr. Woltz that the best
method of testing bonds was by short-circuiting near the
face of the workings, determining the whole drop in voltage, subtracting from it the proper drop for the trolley and
feeder lines and so getting a figure that would closely approximate the current drop in the return circuit.
Mr. Edwards, the president, agreed with Mr. Johnson,
saying the bond tester was all very well for a bond or two.
Having proved that a few were defective, one could go to
the superintendent and declare there must be many more.
He then might believe the electrician's analysis of the conditions or he might and probably would, declare the bonds
in question e.xceptional.
He believed the voltage drop test
to be the better method, though it failed to inform the superintendent just where the defect lay.
Another remarked that the main work before the engineer is to test not the bonds in all the roads, gathering and
main alike, but those in the main roads where the current
is larger and the losses most significant.
Following that
consideration to its conclusion the work of bond testing
might be greatly reduced. C. E. Rogers was in favor of a
most rigid examination of bonding. He would have all the
lails numbered so that a report could be made as to poor
bonds once or twice a year after a careful proving of them
with a bond tester. The advantage of numbering bonds is
that when any get into such poor condition that their failure
as conductors is revealed by arcing, the number of the bad
bond can be readily recorded and the condition remedied.
This is less conveniently possible when there is no system
of accurate identification.

Using a Cak for Testing of Rail Bonds
of the members suggested that a good bond be made
and the drop across it recorded, this serving as a guide as
to what can be expected and furnishing a standard for all
The presiding officer remarked that it
the other bonding.
was his practice to establish a standard of perfection. As
conditions ran, he found in his mines bonds running from
30 to 95 per cent of that standard.
R. J. Wensley remarked that in railroad work he had used
a car for testing rail bonds, the current entering by the
front wheels and leaving by the back.
A millivolt meter
recorded the drop in voltage on both sides of the rail joint.
The bad bonds were marked before the car proceeded to
the next bond. To this the president of the association interposed the objection that few road-repair men could use a
millivolt meter half a day without burning it out.

One
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The recommendation that storage-battery locomotives be
used for gathering, despite the fact that their performance
was somewhat lower than that of the reel types, occasioned
animated discussion. What, asked one, is the relative output of the two types ?
Mr. Woltz declare<l that in one instance, where both types
were operated successively in the same place, it was found
that the storage-battery locomotive hauled seventy-six coal
cars and the rock cars that naturally went with them, while
the reel locomotive handled 106 coal cars and their normal
quota of rock cars. The partings were later advanced so
as to make the number of ears gathered by the storagebattery locomotives about equal to the number gathered
by the reel type. Comparisons such as these, without details as to the equipment and conditions, are, however,

hardy

conclusive.
true that locomotives of equal weight gave equal
power source, but, unfortunately, the
batteries of the storage-battery locomotive ran down prematurely or were injured permanently if they were required
to pull all that the weight of the locomotive would in itself
It

is

pull regardless of the

permit.
Mr. Wensley said that the depreciation of the battery
should not be overlooked as a count against the accumulator locomotive, but a member called attention to the fact
that the breakage of cables was an even greater source of
operating loss.
Mr. Edwards remarked that the use of over-large motors
was a prolific cause of waste of power. He knew of a mine
repair shop, designed by an architect rather than an electrician, which had a 24-hp. motor.
In this shcp 4 to (i hp.
was all that was used. A large loss in power was incurred
in running so large a motor for so small a demand. Some
time later a fan motor was needed and the shop motor was
pressed into service, the 24-hp. motor being replaced by
one giving only 10 hp.

Wasteful to Crack Nut With Sledge Hammer
this idea, E. D. Knight, of the Cabin Creek
Consolidated Coal Co., called attention to the losses sustimes
like
these from the use of large generating
tained in
machinery. When the load is small and generators are large
the kilowatt-hours.
He had
it
is difficult to keep down
seen cases when the load on the generator took less power
than the exciter. With such relatively large units it was
difficult to bring the power generated down to accord with
Mr. Edwards said that at three
the tonnage produced.
mines with no production the power consumption had been
reduced to 20, 23 and 35 per cent of normal, respectively.
Mr. Rogers urged that the return circuit be bonded to
available pipe lines and said that he had been using such
water lines for the return current and had found no signs
of injury to the pipes.
R. J. Wensley then made an extemporaneous address with
the "Automatic Substation for Coal Mines" as his theme.
He said that the railroads had been supplied with such
equipment for years and that some time ago the electric
companies prepared to sell like equipment to coal companies,
but as the companies' engineers were misled by railroad
practice, which differed materially from mine practice, they
designed controlling devices that cost four times as much as
the machinery to be controlled, and hardly any attempt was

Following up

made

to sell

it.

Railroads had at times, and frequently, sections with ab-

Consequently it was arranged that the
solutely no load.
substation close down automatically when there was no
load on the line, but this condition did not exist in mines,
and accordingly no self-acting devices were needed to shut
down the substation during no-load periods. The substation
is

closed down only by manually-operated equipment which
or may not be remotely controlled. At the Mt. Olive

may

mine of the Consolidated Coal Co., in Illinois, ten stations
are handled by a single electrician, and this man does not
even start the main station, that being done at the power
house at a distance.
Mr. Wensley said that there was always a danger of an
open phase. An induction relay is provided in the automatic
substation that will not let the machine start unless it is
provided with polyphase current. The relay coils are built
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so as to conduct the single-phase current without burningout.

The "Report of the Committee on Depreciation of Mine
Equipment" was not made. As explained by E. D. Knight,
one of the committeemen, J. J. Fluck, who had collected
most of the data and was chairman, was being operated on
for appendicitis and was unable to assemble his material or
be present. Consequently nothing could be done but report
progress.
At the meeting of Sept. 21 the "Report of the Committee
on Power Plants" was read by R. R. Webster, the chairman.
Mr. Webster said that direct current at 2.50 volts, the most
desirable voltage for safety, was well suited to a plant
miles.
where the transmission distance did not exceed
.\
With a
lighting circuit could be carried two miles.
limit to distance such as that mentioned the direct-current
plant was really preferable, for it saved in transformer
costs and in cost of maintenance.
The location of the power house should, be determined by
the following considerations, which in but few cases could
The power house should be
all be satisfied concurrently:
ciose to the mine; it should be supplied with coal direct
from the mine cars; it should have a good water supply;
where no condensers are used it should be placed where
the exhaust steam can be used for heating the commissary,
the office and adjacent buildings; it should be located near
However, as the report stated, it
the center of the load.
is quite easy to bring in the coal by railroad cars with
satisfactory cost, and the station could do well, even where
remote from t.e center of the load, if alternating current
were used.

H

Over-Large Estimates Hamper Operation

The power needs should be carefully estimated, but when
estimates are being made it should be remembered that too
high an estimate is as fatal as one that is too low. Except
in a small plant, power should not all be concentrated in
one unit, for at times the load will be so light that only
part of the equipment should be running, and if there is
but one unit it will be running too light. The night load
is in general quite low.
A 500-kw. plant may use 300
kw. during the day and only 100 kw. at night. In an actual
case while the power use dropped, as stated, from 300 kw.
to 100 kw. the coal used dropped only to 87 per cent of the
normal consumption.
Reciprocating engines have the advantage that the parts
are relatively visible and are therefore understood by the
average engine runner better than are the parts of the steam
turbine.
The reciprocating engine uses a large quantity
of oil, and the oil that goes into the steam gives the boilers
much trouble. These engines are ill-adapted to the higher
steam pressures. On the other hand, the turbine gives less
trouble, saves space in the power house and though most
mysterious in its operation is essentially more economical.
The jet type of condenser is to be preferred, as it uses less
water than other types and gives greater economy.
Fire arches may be either sprung or suspended. If the
former they will last long if well built, but if the ordinary
brick mason found around the mines erects them they will
soon sag or fall. The suspended arch is more expensive
but it will last longer and does not require the services of a
really competent man for its erection.
The report declared that a feed-water meter and a curvedrawing watt-meter are the two instruments that should
be purchased in preference to any others, if only two are to
be bought. The first shows what water is really delivered.
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month, then it is fairly safe to put in a central station
of your own, for it will be large enough to justify the employment of good engineering talent to run it, and the best
equipment, instruments and devices to make it really efficient. Asked what the cost of power was with the elaborate
plant described in the report, the chairman of the committee
said it was 2 to 3c. per kw.-hr., but that it would be lower
if the plant were run to capacity.
Discussing this statement someone asked: "Why pay 2
or 3c. for your own power when you could buy it of a
power plant for ISc?" Mr. Woltz said his company purchased a million and more kilowatt hours per month. It
used 3,500 kw. normally and up to 5,000 kw. at peak loads.
So far the company had not seen fit to put in its o^vn plant,
though failure to sell "bug dust" and "rash" might change
the company's policy.
M. A. Maxwell said he had been salesman for purchased
power but was now a consumer, but his leaving the powerplant business had not changed his ideas. He still believed
Most companies, he said, grow from
in purchased power.
Their first mine is operated by a directyear to year.
current plant. Some time later they will open another plant
some six miles or thereabouts further up the creek. To put
in a direct-current plant at that point would be an undesirable expense, as one alternating-current plant would
serve both places.
They could have erected this in the first instance, but it
would have been running at half capacity and would have
been wasteful. A lot of money would have been tied up
without commensurate result. Purchased power would be
a fle.xible arrangement that would run the first and both
plants with a maximum efficiency and minimum cost.
Mr. Maxwell further said that a coal company usually
finds it quite difficult to finance a really good central-station
plant, and when it has been financed, unless it is assured of
a near-capacity load from the first, the costs of power production are loaded with an immense overhead.
Most coal
companies omit depreciation and interest in calculating
power costs. They can produce power under those circumstances almost as low as they can buy it, but what of
it?
The depreciation and interest charges have inevitably
to be met.
E. D. Knight said that the converting ratio at the purchased-power plant was closer than in the private plant.
Josiah Keeley, general manager of the Cabin Creek Consolidated Coal Co., said that his company paid normally
54,000 to $5,000 a month for purchased power.
Yet the
cost was barely $1,000 a month less when the mines stood
idle.
It looked like a poor contract to him.
C. E. Rogers,
however, showed that conditions were little better in the
private plant and put the accompanying table on the blackboard.

relation of power per ton and power cost
TO coal output a.n'd power generated
,„,

,^
,
Month,
1921
January
February

March
April

J'ay

June
'ulv

August

One

of the

Tons
Produced

Kw.-Hr.
Producod

18,488
14,104
?3,465
38,665
69,709
69,456
59,807
66,762

104.940
109,290
121,660
140.610
183,770
181,560
189.145
184,630

Kw.-Hr.
per Ton
5.11
7.75

5.18
3.64
2.64
2.60
3.16
2.77

members declared that when

Cost per
Ton, Cents
9 80
12.70
9.20
6 4C
4.30
4.60
5

00

4.93

the coal

pro-

duced was cut one-half, the power bill dropped to nine-tenths
of that which was normally for full tonnage.

The number of feed-pump strokes can be counted, but there

may

be a heavy leakage

in

the valves.

good practice to compare the water according to
the water meter with tha product of the pumping time in
minutes, the number of strokes the pump makes per minute
and the net capacity of the pump barrel. The difference will
be leakage. Some interesting facts may be learned from
the difference, which may set the engineer to grinding his
It is a

valves or ordering new ones.
In discussing the paper the president said that if 200,000
kw.-hr. are used per month, it is well to consider the possibility of an isolated station being more economical than
purchased power.
If 500,000 kw.-hr. are consumed per

Thirty-Three Men Indicted for Willis Branch Shooting.— Five officials of District No. 29 of the United Mine
Workers of America and twenty-eight others were indicted
Sept. 22 for "attempt to commit murder and conspiracy"
in connection with the "shooting up" of the Willis Branch
plant several months ago. This has nothing to do with the
Mingo troubles except that its success in driving everyone
away from the mine emboldened the Mingo strikers to try
the same tactics along the Tug River.
The men indicted
are John Sprouse, president of District 29; James Gilmore,
board member and former president; Frank Williams,
George Barrett and Tony Stafford.

70 Steel Mills Start in Ohio

men were back
work during one of the most active weeks in six months in the
steel mills in the vicinity of Warren,
Ohio, beginning Monday, Sept. 19.
By the end of the week seventy mills
were in operation. Six sheet mills
were started by the Trumbull Steel
Co.
Monday morning and the reSeveral thousand

The Weather Vane of Indvistry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of Inon Which Depends the

dustrial Activities

Immediate and Future Market for Coal

thus far made in industrial activity are real, and there
steady progress toward better business, according to a bulletin re%-ie\ving current market conditions issued Sept. 21 by the
National Bank of Commerce in New York. "With the exception of cotton," the bulletin continues, "the crops are reasonably good, and their

G

AINS
is

at

Sixteen tin
maining six Tuesday.
mills also were operated at this
plant, six starting Sept. 19 and ten
on the following day. At the Western Reserve Plant six of the eight
hot mills were started Tuesday. At

Newton Falls the Newton Steel Co.
in full, operating ten hot mills.
In Niles twenty-six mills were in
movement is being reflected in an improved banking position as far-" operation, while sixteen remained
mers' obligations are liquidated. Cotton mills, the wool manufacture, idle. The Falcon Steel Co. started
five of its eight sheet mills Monday
and the boot and shoe industry are all holding their improvement of
morning. All of the Thomas twelve
Although the steel industry is operating at about steel mills were in operation for the
recent months.
one-third of capacity, production of both pig iron and steel made fair first time this year, and nine of the
gains in August. Orders are small, but they have come from widely ten hot mills at the Republic Iron
diversified sources, both geographically and as to consuming industries. & Steel Co. plant were running.
other industries report slight betterment, and building activity
being remarkably well maintained throughout the country.
"Because of uncertainty as to what the consumer can and will buy,
retailers generally are ordering with great caution, while many wholesalers in turn are refraining from placing advance orders. The adoption, at any stage from manufacturer to consumer, of a policy directed
toward generally higher price.s to the consumer will not only curtail
buying but will result in slowing down the gratifying progress already

ran

Many
is

made.
"Large classes of labor have taken their losses by severe wage cuts.
Among those which have accepted them have been many skilled crafts
which have seen that in the long run wages on the new basis will have
a purchasing power equivalent to that when wages were higher.
"Certain classes of labor contrast unfavorably, however, with labor
as a whole. The time is not far distant when not only that uncertain
group known as the 'general public' but those sections of it consisting
of other classes of workers and farmei-s will have come to a realization
that labor pays its own wages, which are ultimately measured not in
money but in goods."
Clothiers Predict Trade Revival

In his address at the opening of
the eighth annual convention of the
National Association of Retail Clothiers, Sept. 20, at Rochester, N. Y.,
Andreas Burkhardt, of Cincinnati,
president of the association, expressed the belief that American
business had turned the comer to
The press was
the upward grade.
charged with fostering the so-called
buyers' strike and the protective
tariff was said to favor the large
manufacturer at the expense of the

consumer.

Car Loadings Fall, Due to Holiday
Observance of Labor Day throughout the country resulted in a reduction in the number of cars loaded
with revenue freight during the

week which ended on

Sept. 10, com-

pared with the previous week, according to reports received from the

American Railway Association.
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The

total for the week of Sept. 10 was
748,118 cars, or 82,483 less than the
preceding week and 135,297 cars under that for the corresponding week

was 198,852

cars
less than were loaded during the
corresponding week in 1919.

last year.

It also

Trade Slump Ended, Credit

Men Say

Directors of the National Association of Credit Men, meeting at Atlantic City, Sept. 20, expressed the
belief that the bottom of business
depression has been reached, but declared that everyone must put his
shoulder to the wheel before the
nation begins to see a rising tendency
in business.
A resolution laid down
principles for business credit, and
the association will be asked to adopt
them.
These declare that idleness
accentuates the business trouble and
that everyone must work, live substantially and thriftily and get back
to prosperity.

New York

Industrial Outlook Poor
Reports made public by Henry D.

Sayer, State Industrial Commissioner of New York, indicate no promise
of a revival in manufacturing this
fall.
No consistent improvement in
industrial activity for August was
noted, while employment conditions
in 1,600 factories, carrying a total
of 400,000 workers on the payroll,
were said to be at a standstill. Increased activity in August occurred
chiefly in the preparation of food
products, in textiles, paper manufacturing and in the shoe and leather
goods industries. Employment conpaper
ditions
were
in
better

manufacturing, textile, shoe and
leather, supar refining, confectionery
Reand food products industries.
ductions in employment were made
in the clothing industries and in the
manufacturing of beverages, metal
goods, cement, chemicals and drugs.

Cotton Mills Ready to Resume
After a suspension of nine months,
the Pocahontas and the Matoaca cotton mills, Petersburg, Va., two of
the largest textile plants in that
section of the state, were prepared
Sept. 12 to resume operations as
soon as there was sufficient water
in the Appomattox River to supply
Orders are being received
power.
in increasing

and full-time

it

was

said,

operations

are

con-

numbers,

templated.

Ford Plant Cuts

Ofif

a

Work Day

Effective immediately, the Highland Park (Detroit) plant of the
Ford Motor Co., will operate on a
five-day basis, according to a statement issued Sept. 17. No announcement was forthcoming as to reasons
for the curtailment.

—
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Anthracite Operators' Advertising Campaign to

That Producers'
UNDER

Brooklyn, N. Y., has been made chairman. That committee
has made a report and it is printed herewith.
"As soon as the suggestions, in forms of advertisements,
which the committee recommends for use in various localities, are received, all the members of our association will
receive a copy of each of them.
These advertisements
should be printed in the local papers by either the local
association or individual dealers.
"It is necessary that the retail coal merchant do some
advertising, even though it be small, so as to explain to
his customer exactly what his profit is.
He should get in

It's

if
TS the

Your Right

Are Modest

Profits

the caption "Advertising a Necessity" the September issue of the Coal Merchant, the organ of
the National Retail Coal Merchants' Association,
Philadelphia, states:
"By the time this issue of the Coal Merchant reaches
you, you will have probably noticed in the press the advertisements of the anthracite operators.
"The General Policies Committee of the Anthracite Operators has started a campaign which will run in the press
for twelve weeks. It is their intention to inform the public that the profit of the anthracite operators on the sale of
This will mean that the
a ton of coal is very small.
retailer will have to explain to the public the increase in the
It will be necessary for the retail
cost to the consumer.
coal dealers to follow up the campaign of the anthracite
operators, or the public will think that the retailers are
getting huge profits, when, as a matter of fact, today 75
per cent of them are operating in red figures.
"The Board of Directors of our association has authorized the appointment of a committee, known as the Committee on Public Information, of which R. J. Wulff, of

advertising campaign which will cover a period of twelve
weeks. We understand that it is their purpose to give the
public information as to the cost of producing coal, which,
of course, will tell the public what coal costs the retail distributor at the mines.
"It will be necessary for the retail distributor to place
information before the public showing the necessity for the
margin existing between the price of coal at the mines and
the price charged the consumer delivered at his house door
or in his bins.
"Different conditions prevail in every locality. Different
costs of distribution are effective so that no set plan can
be suggested by the 'Committee on Public Information'
generally throughout the anthracite-burning territory.
"It is the purpose of the committee, however, to have distributed to every individual member of the organizations
afliliated with the National Retail Coal Merchants' Association suggestions and forms of advertisements, which, with
modifications, we hope will enable the individual dealer to
work out this problem according to the necessities of the
section in which he is doing business.
"State associations cannot outline a fixed plan which
would be suitable at the same time for New York, Albany,
Syracuse, Buffalo, etc., nor can the national association outline a plan which would be suitable at the same time for
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, New York, Philadelphia, etc.
"Local organizations can perhaps work out some plan
which will cover their own particular territories, but in the
final analysis the individual dealer must be able to so an-
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Wrong

Coal Prices are

The public is entitled to all the facts.
as they relate to the price of anthracite at the mine.

price of anthracite coal unfair?

*• Here
are some of them
Others will follow.

FOR MINE MAINTENANCE
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The report of the Committee on Public Information of
the National Retail Coal Merchants' Association is as follows:
"The Board of Directors of the National Retail Coal
Merchants' Association has authorized the appointment of
a committee known as the 'Committee on Public Informa-

50.000.000 pounds of explosives

blast out the 195 miles of tunnels

and gang

This tunneling, equal to the building of a
double-track subway between New York and
Philadelphia, is necessary in order to get at
new supplies of coal.

For
set

On the average 18 tons of water are raised
to the surface for each ton of coal produced
1.620.000.000 tons of water annually.
.

daily.

ways driven annually.

Report of Committee on Public Information

Through-

Water which gathers constantly in the mi^es
must be kept down. This means costly pumping every hour in the 24.

operation of a

print your side of the story."

—

delivery cart— these are only a few of the links in the anthracite chain.
its length, outlays of money and laboi are required.

out

top has

touch with the editors of the various local papers, and show
exactly what the retail profit is on a ton of coal. In most
every case, you will find the local editor is fair and will

demands such

Obstacles must be overcome
progress from rock-ribbed fastnesses underground to our homes
The miner's pick the waiting railroad car your local dealer's
effort to reclaim as anthracite coal ?

its

Even tlte ton of material coming up in the
mine car often contains 33 per cent of slate ai\d
other refuse.

Of

is too
always sold at a

the remainder one-thircl of the coal
1

homes, and

i^

As a result there is often less than 14 **>" ^^
coal-bin anthracite out of each ton of material
mined and handled.

of

elaborate fan and blower systems.

The cost of supplies and of the v?«te removed
additional to the cost of labor and the exin the breakers the crude

Supporting props must be changed constantly.
More than 300 feet of lumber Is used tor

is

e^'ery carload of coal.

coal into domestic anthracite.

pense of converting

tion.'

"The anthracite operators' association

is

projecting an

THIS
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THE SECOND OPERATORS' ADVERTISEMENT

.
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alyze the gross margin which he adds to the cost alongside
his plant as to leave no question in the minds of the consumers buyinK from him that the margin that he is charg-

ing

is

justified."

In a circular to memb.'rs dated Sept. 22, J. E. O'Toole,
e.xecutive secretary, sent out suggestions for copy to be
used by the dealers in local papers as follow-up on the
national campaign of the anthracite operators. In his letter
Mr. O'Toole says:
"Advertising by the retailer is essential, and our Committee on Public Information, of which R. J. Wulflf of
Brooklyn, N. Y., is chairman, has suggested that the specimens enclos.'d be used.
would also suggest that where
possible the retail coal dealer get in touch with the editor

We

of his home paper, and show him that the retailer's margin
is not his profit.
We find that in the various investigations

Here's the Mine Part
Of Your Anthracite Bill
HARD

IS
for the anthracite user to believe that somebody is not
IT
making a big profit on coal at say $14 a ton. (It costs more in sorrfe
parts of the country). But show him an itemized bill of mining costs
and he is able to judge for himself concerning mine owners' profits.
Here are the facts:

THE AVERAGE RECEIVED BY THE
PRODUCER AT THE MINE FOR HIS TOTAL
TONNAGE IS 56 IS
Oal, .b<»i eo

i>er

unl

o(

.11

.mhr.clu

Subtr.cllriir lh«

.vcr.ge cost of production ($5,55)

from

Vol. 20, No.
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definitely until the attitude of the men becomes more clearly
developed. In the meantime it is understood that fuel needs

are being covered by open-market purchases.
The present wage scale at the manganese plants is approximately 30 per cent below that paid by other operators.
The scale was put into effect last July 1 after conferences
with plant officials, representatives of the men and merAt that time the men accepted the
chants at Dunbar.
present scale and merchants reduced retail prices proporOther
tionately and company-house rents were reduced.
departments of the manganese plant are operating.

Indiana to Settle

Its

Disputes According

To Joint Wage Agreement
DIFFERENCES between miners and mine operators

of
the Glendora, Peerless and Star City mines in the
"are
of
such
nature
Indiana
a
Sullivan County coal fields of
as to permit of their consideration and adjustment according to the usual and proper procedures set forth in the
joint wage agreement between mine workers and operators," according to a report submitted to Governor McCray
by John Hessler, president of district No. 11, United Mine
Workers of America, and P. H. Penna, secretary and treasurer of the Indiana Bituminous Coal Operators' Association, members of the Governor's arbitration committee.
Mr. Hessler and Mr. Penna constitute an arbitration committee to make a "full and final settlement" of the disputes.
Despite the foregoing report, the Glendora coal mine,
near Sullivan, Ind., which had been working about one
week, is idle again, following the visitation to the mine of
a vigilance committee, which oixlered the night force to
quit work.
The force complied with the request, and although the mine whistle sounded for work in the morning,
not a man appeared.

lh<? average pnce at the mines J6.15), leaves a
nrnigm of 60 cents to the tnine owner
Federal

„f ,h„

(

M cents before any

prufit

can be made.

Southeastern Retail Coal Merchants
Organization in Atlanta

Form

as its purpose "the promotin of a closer relationship between oparators, distributors and consumers," the Southeastern Coal Merchants' Association was
organized Sept. 22 at a meeting held at Atlanta, Ga., and
attended by retail coal merch:uits from six Southern states.
J. A. Yarbrough, of Charlotte, N. C, was elected president
of the newly-formed association and R. R. Johnson and
Thomas F. Stocks, of Atlanta, were elected members of
Other officers elected were C. M.
the board of directors.
Farrar, Augusta, Ga.; W. T. C. Berlin, of Memphis, Tenn.;
Ala.; B. Elias, of Asheville, N.
Anniston,
of
Mallory,
J. E.
C, and H. R. Turner, of Greenville, S. C, vice-presidents,
and J. G. Hancock, of Marietta, Ga., treasurer. Members of
the board of directors elected were R. R. Johnson, of Atlanta; W. W. Comer, of Knoxville, Tenn.; B. R. Bobbs, of
Athens, Ga.; Thomas F. Stocks, of Atlanta, Ga.; H. C.
Duckett, of Greenwood, S. C; S. R. Moore, of Charlotte,
N. C, and W. J. Bramer, of Savannah, Ga.
Under the constitution the board of directors is empowered to elect a secretary of the association to devote his
entire time to the work of the organization, at a salary
of $7, .500 a year. A man thoroughly familiar with the coal
trade in the Southern states will be chosen for the position,
James S. McCarthy, of Philadelphia; Fred Gore,
i'.
is said.
of Atlanta, and Grover Meinert, of Atlanta, were appointed
by President Yarbrough to engage a suitable secretary.
A drive to increase the membership of the association to
1..500 merchants, headed by the secretary and other officers
and directors of the association, is to be started soon. The
initial membership of the organization comprises fifty-nine
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THE THIRD IN THE OPERATORS'
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RELEASED

conducted the press gets the impression that the
margin of two or three dollars, as the case may bs,

retailer's
is

his profit."

The copy suggestions, three in number, stress the inability
of the dealers to lower prices because of labor and transportation costs and urge early purchase as a household
economy. Waiting on lower prices for anthracite is termed
speculation with household funds.
The buyer is told that
neither producers nor coal dealers are making any more
money than they made when prices were lower. Other
suggestiors are to follow and it is intended to stir the 'ocal
dealers to keep paci with the advertising of the producers.

Much Vaunted Dunbar Wage-Cut

THE
situation

Plan Fails

so-called "Dunbar plan" of meeting the industrial
by community action had its first setback
week, when 180 coal miners employed by the American
Manganese Co. in the Connellsville region \va Iked out after
a demand for the Frick wage scale had been refused.
The
mines are idle but it is stated that they will not be closed
last

companies.

A prediction that within the next thirty days a convention of 1,.500 coal men, representing all branches of the
coal industry, will meet in Atlanta was made by Grover
Meinert, a coal merchant. A resolution authorizing affiliation with the National Retail Merchants' Association was
adopted by the association.
West

Virginia's miner troubles appear to be major ones.

— Norfolk

V irghiian-Pilot

September

29,
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Miners' Convention Spends

Time

in Strife:

May Delay Scale Demand Till February
\T7HEN the International Convention of the United
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nery, of Chicago; W. K. Field, of Pittsburgh, and E. M.
Posten, of Columbus, Ohio, operators, and John T. Lewis,
president of the United Mine Workers of America, having
previously been named.

VV

Mine Workers of America met on Tuesday, Sept. 20,
were present and all the dispresidents except Ben Farrimond, of Washington, the
state which as far as coal mining- is concerned has just gone
open shop. In his report President John L. Lewis attacked
conditions in West Virginia and the indictment of 325 miners
on murder charges, saying that the conditions in that state
made it "obvious that justice cannot preva'il."
He declared that no reduction in wage could be permitted,
but recommended that the definite wage demands be formulated by a scale committee and be presented for adoption
next February, to receive which the convention will assemMr. Lewis asked that Robert H. Harlin,
ble at that time.
of Seattle, Wash., and Frank FaiTington, president of the
Illinois district, who had, as Lewis alleged, issued false
statements about the union, be rebuked by the convention.
He also asked the convention to endorse the Internationa!
Board's action in requiring Alexander Howat to tell the
Kansas strikers to return to work. Mr. Lewis requested the
convention to reaffimi its declaration of two years ago in
favor of nationalization of coal mines, and desired it to
declare that a full test should be made as to the constitutionality of the Kansas Industrial Court.
The report of Secretary-Treasurer Green showed that the
membership had reached 515,243 the greatest number ever
He declared that
reached by the United Mine Workers.
the union had in cash $486,820, or $0^94 per member, or
$0.65 per mine worker, figuring the number of mine-workers
at 750,000.
Philip Murray, international vice-president, and Lee Hall,
of Columbus, chairman of the Scale Committee, both declared
that wage reductions were unthinkable, but the constant reiteration seemed to spell out the fateful word "inevitable."
International President Lewis won his victory over District President Farrington when the convention ordered,
Sept. 23. that an account be made of the $27,000 expended
in an unauthorized strike two years ago.
On Sept. 24 the convention was stirred into fury by the
action of the Borderland Coal Co., which filed suit against
the mine workers and operators. It was readily understood
that the Clayton Act defended the mine workers against
conspiracy when acting alone, but how when conspiring
with operators ? Was the check-off such a conspii-acy and
was it a conspiracy to say: We cannot pay such a wage so
long as you accept a lower wage elsewhere? Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor, who was
present, said to Mr. Lewis: "John, in defence of that principle I would like to visit you in jail," which prospect for
Brother John seemed to please the delegates, who shouted
in approval.
John L. Lewis is using the declaration of the Borderland
Coal Co. in its suit, that the mine workers' union will not
keep its promises, as a means of compelling the delegates to
line up behind the international officers in ordering the Kansas workmen back to work in fulfillment of their contract.
The meeting of Monday, Sept. 26, discussed the Howat
issue, the Howat men being desirous of a vote, and VicePresident Murray, presiding officer, refused to permit the
meeting to be stampeded with a final decision.
at Indianapolis 1,500 delegates
trict

—

J.

B. Neale, Coal Operator.

Among Ten More

Named to Unemployment Conference
SECRETARY HOOVER announced Sept. 22 the addition
of ten names to the list of conferees chosen to meet in
Washington, Monday, Sept. 26, to discuss means of relieving unemployment.
Among this latest group of delegat?s

invited to take part in the conference is James B. Neale,
president of the Buck Run Coal Co., Minersville, Pa., and
vice-president of Thorne, Neale & Co., New York and
Philadelphia.
Mr. Neale is the fifth representative of the coal industry
to be asked to the unemplojTnent conference, John T. Can-

Unemployment Conference On; Committee
On Emergency Measures in Mining Named

THE

efforts of the unemployment conference
initial
at Washington are being directed to meeting the
emergency needs of the unemployment situation. Simultaneously with this an exhaustive study will be made in order
to bring out the exact facts concerning unemployment.
Estimates of the number of unemployed vary from three
million to five and one-half million and it is felt that

reliable data as to the extent, geographical distribution
industrial distribution are imperative before relief
measui-es can be put into effect.
Harry S. Robinson, of Los Angeles, who was chairman
of the Bituminous Coal Commission of 1920, was appointed
chairman of the important Committee on Organization of
One of the principal comthe unemployment conference.
mittees appointed in the organization of the conference was
one on "emergency measures in mining." At the time of
this writing the chairman had not been selected, but the
membership of the committee is as follows: John T. Connery, W. K. Field, John L. Lewis, J. Moore, James B. Neale,
E. M. Posten, John D. Ryan, Miss Mary Van Kleeck, John
P. White, Samuel A. Lewisohn and David L. Wing, the last
named being appointed executive seci"etary.
After the emergency measures and the collection of
statistics are completed the conference will be regrouped
into committees whose function will be to recommend permanent measures whereby unemployment can be held at a
minimum. Public hearings will be held every day this
week at the same time that the work of the small specialThese hearings are exized committees is progressing.
pected to result in a clear sizing up of the unemployment
situation as it exists.
It may throw an interesting light
on the accuracy of previously accepted estimates.
The first public hearing was held Tuesday morning on
the statistics of unemplojTiient. F. I. Jones, of the employment service; Ethelbert Steuart, of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and other witnesses were examined.

and

Developments in Colorado Coal Mines
Unfavorable to Miners' Union

DEVELOPMENTS

in connection with the idleness of
union miners for twelve days in the mines of the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. and their subsequent return
pending a complete investigation show a tendency unfavorable to the union.
The 1,000 miners refused to accept a
30 per cent reduction in wages, and failed to return to
work.
Since then the Victor-American Fuel Co., one of
the largest in Colorado and the largest company having a
union contract, has declared its intention to seek a reduc-

tion in wages if the present case is settled in a manner
favorable to the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.

Two coal companies of Colorado Springs have filed
notices of wage reductions, and the State Industrial Commission is considering the feasibility of a "blanket hearing"
to cover all of the wage-reduction petitions.
Statements purporting to come from John

McLennan,

president of the district miners' union, that the men would
not be governed by the findings of the State Industrial
Commission, and that a W'alk-out vould be ordered in every
mine where reduced wages were posted may give the union
an avenue of escape.
The announcement coming at this
time is to impress upon the public an accepted version of
the law that the commission's decision cannot be binding
unless both sides agree to it beforehand. This would narrow the investigation of the commission. Wages would be
eliminated.
The only question remaining is whether the
thirty-day notice clause was violated by the company, and
whether the miners, in refusing to work, likewise disobeyed
the law by failing to give the required notice.

^^A

Produetion
and
the

Market
Weekly Review
AN INCREASE in the production of bituminous coal
/\

from 7,606,000 tons the first week of September
to 8,139,000 tons the week of Sept. 17 marks the
first sign of improvement in the trade since early summer. The gain in output had no corresponding effect

X

X

on prices, Coal Age index of spot prices recording a decline of one point to 90 on Sept. 26, from 91 for the
three previous weeks. A gain of a half million tons a
week ordinarily would be a matter for special comment,
but it has caused no stir either among sellers or buyers.
Careful analysis of the situation on every side shows
that one particular and one general condition have contributed to this gain in output.
Throughout the large Eastern industrial region thousands of consumers, using one, two and three cars for a
winter's supply, mainly for plant heating, are now buying because this is the time of year they normally buy.
In other words, this type of buyer, individually and even
in the aggregate of no great moment, represents the
seasonal buying that has now begun.

Iron and Stfel Industry Consumes More Coal

As

against this general, to-be-expected autumn buying of coal in the East and the September rush for domestic sizes of soft coal in the West is the gaining
strength of the iron and steel industry. Data published
by the U. S. Geological Survey this week covering coal

consumed in the manufacturing of coke, both beehive
and byproduct, through August, confirm the figures of
the Iron

Age

as to the gain in pig-iron production in
brought out that the present
idleness of the iron industry means in round numbers
a million tons of coal a week not required and therefore

August.

It is strikingly

not produced.

For some time producers of high-grade byproduct
coking coal have been watching the dwindling piles of
coke at the byproduct ovens, accentuated during the period last winter and this spring when oven operators

were reluctantly facing a shut-down.

These stock piles
are not yet gone, but are believed to be very much lower
than they were two month.s ago. With the revival in the
pig-iron industry the byproduct oven I'epresents an opening market for good coal. The oven operators are not
generally covered by contracts.

production of anthracifc coc^l years
(From roporh of the Gootogicafi

Veekly

Survey

^

Apr.

May

Jl'hc

JuIu

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

f

Feb.

Mar.

needed to put the coal- industry back on
a normal basis is the resumption of average production
by the steel industry." This is the opinion of one of the
best posted coal traffic men in the country. His analysis
of coal loadings during the week ended Sept. 24 shows
with all the exactness of carefully checked figures that
coal movement would be in excess of 10,000,000 tons if
the steel industry were taking its normal requirements.
Plans being made for greatly increased production of
iron ore, and the increased orders for steel being received, are regarded as propitious indications that the
steel industry shortly will come into the matket for
"All that

is

increased coal supplies.

BITUMINOUS
With a 500,000-ton increase in production during the
week ended Sept. 17 over the last preceding full-time week
in preliminary reports of the
present week (Sept. 19-24) it is to be hoped that the coal
industry has passed the bottom of the long decline in pro-

and a further increase noted

duction.
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Steam demand is unable to absorb the heavy offerings in
the Middle West, where the production of resultant sizes
has been greatly increased by the making of domestic coal
High-grade southern Illinois screeninge have
for trade.
been going at 90c., with the end not yet in sight.

Z

lIMIIllLUjILPi!!^
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Steam

sizes are steadier and independent quotations in
cases are approaching circular prices.
Movement of
hard coal up the Lakes is declining, as shown by the dumpings of 72,400 net tons for the third week of September.

26 were 593,187 net tons 568,955 cariio and 24,232 vessel
as compared with a total of 476,390 tons during the
preceding week. Movement for the season to date is 18,362,857 tons, as against 14,838,993 last year.
Conl Aicr Index 80,
400
fuel

«

—

crk

19S1.

of

Sept.

many

COKE

S",

This diagram

weekly

showB
changes

In

Production of beehive coke improved slightly during the
week ended Sept. 17, when an output of 63,000 net tons was
reported by the Geological Survey.
The total production of coke in the United States in
August reached 1,650,000 net tons, according to the Geological Survey.

the spot

prices of bituminous
coal In the United

States as a whole.
reprices are

All

to one figure
compared with
average govern-

duced

and
the
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ment price o(

1918.

MdNTHI.V

taken «s 100. Actual

(II

spot prices for each
coal are given in the
table In this review.

Tin T or HY-l>KODUCT AND BEEllIVK
UNITED STATE.S (r.)

COKE

IN

THE

(Net tons)
liv-pr(«luct

Coke
1917 monthly average.
1918 monthly average
9
monthly average
920 monthly average
June. 1921

1.870,000
2,166.000
2,095,000
2,505.000
1.410,000
1,285.000
1,402,000

1

1

1

Julv. 1921
.\ugust, 1921
((it

Excludej*

.scr

Beehive

Coke

Total

2.764.000
2.540,000
1,638.000
1,748,000
232,000
181,000
248,000

4,634.000
4,706,000
3,733,000
4,313,000
1.642,000
1,465,000
1,650.000

cnings and breeze.

In producing the August output of coke, it is estimated
that 2,406,000 net tons of coal were consumed. Of the total,
2,015,000 tons were used in byproduct plants and 391,000
tons in beehive ovens.
E.STIM.\TED

MONTHLY CON.SIMPTION OV COM. FOK
M.-iNUFACTURE OF COKE
(Net tons)
Con.sumed

Julv
1917 montlily average
19 8 monthly average
9
monthly average
920 monthly average
June. 1921

ANTHRACITE

in

Consumed

i,

072, 000

2,026,000,1
1,846,000,1

July, 1921
August. 1921

Assuming a

Total
Coal

Ovens

2.988,000
3,685.000

1

1

(a)

in

Beehive

Ovens
2.625.000

1

1

Production of hard coal during the week ended Sept. 17
was 1,837,000 net tons, indicating a prompt recovery from
the slump during the preceding week, caused by Labor Day.
There is more snap to the trade as autumn days approach
and producers are well supplied with orders for family sizes.

Consumed

in

B\'produet

2,015.000a

4.354.000
4,014,000

6.979,00n

2.583,000,1
2,758,000./
367.000,1

286,00*7

5,57l,OOn
6,443,00n
2,393.00o
2,l32,00n

391,000,1

2,406,00(5

yield in merchantable coke of 69. 6 per cent of

byproduct ovens, and 63.4 per cent

tlie

7,086, OOn

coal chargetl

in beehive ovens.

Coal and Coke Exports from the United
States During August

Foreign Market

And Export News
Coal Paragraph.* from Foreign Lands

Spain
done on

— Very

little

business

being
market;
is

the Asturian coal
sales are confined almost exclusively to
screened and large descriptions. Unsold stocks are heavy and the smaller
concerns are obliged to agree to imprice.
Best
in
portant concessions
quality coal is selling at the following
rates f.o.b. Gijon: Screened 80 pesetas,
large 78 pesetas, small gas 52 pesetas,
small steam 50 pesetas. For Barcelona,
3,000 tons have been accepted at 17
pesetas freight. The prices of Asturian
coal are prevented from falling more
quickly by the deamess of labor.

—

Production in the Ruhr
Germany
region for the week ended Sept. 10 was
1,751,215 metric tons, according to
cable advices to Coal Age. This is a
slight increase as compared with the
output of 1,741,810 tons for the week
preceding.

—

Australia Industrial trouble at the
mines, with recent dislocation of transportat'cn, so reduced the output of com-

coal that production for the
rest of this year at least will not be
moi-e than equal to the home demand.
It was in pursuance of the Government's protective policy that an embargo was imposed prohibiting the ex-

mercial

porting of coal, according to
Reports.

Commerce

—

Japan The coal market shows signs
of recovery, due largely to diminution
in stocks, according to a report to Coal
Because of the
Age from Tokio.
attempt of many industries to economize in fuel consumption the demand
for cheaper grades, coal dust especially,
has great'y increased. At the end of
July, stocks in Wakamatsu amounted to
212,600 tons of lump, 42,400 tons of uncleaned coal and 68,700 tons of coal
dust.
As compared with the preceding
month, lump coal increased by 9.100
tons and coal dust decreased 9,800 tons.

—

A crisis has arisen
the coal industry owing to the inability of the collieries to compete with
We'sh coal prices at East African, Indian, and South American ports.
South Afhica

in

Exports of bituiTiinous coal were
nearly two and one-half million tons
less in Au.irust, 1921, than they were in
August, iy20.
The slump applies to
Shipments
every country on the list.
to Canada were more than one-half
million tons loss than they were in

Movement of
August of last year.
American coal to the United Kingdom
The detailed
has practically ceased.
figures as rejiorted by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, are
as follows, in gross tons:

:
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Weak Demand Makes British Operators Uneasy
Sharp Decline
dom Reported

in

Coal Output

in

United King-

— French Mines Unable to Match
British Prices — Hampton Roads Exports Dwindle
A cable to Coal Age states that production in the United Kingdom during
the week ended Sept. 10 was 3,940,000
gross tons, a rather sharp decrease of
203,500 tons from the output for the
The decreasing dspreceding- week.
mand is causing operators much uneasiness and several Welsh owners say they
will close down when the subsidy ceases
on Sept.

30.

Prices have shown a decided drooping
tendency, and the coal market remains
quiet, according to Commerce Reports.
Accumulation of stocks at pit sidings is
responsible for much short time in the
Tonnage exported
mining districts.
shows a steady increase, with shading
prices
and declining freight rates.
Within the past week the low freight of
15s. 6d. per ton was reported to have
been accepted on a cargo of South
Wales coal to Singapore. Some business is being placed for Norwegian and
Swedish account.
The remarkable fall in the price of
coal is intimately connected ivith BriBlast-tumace coke
tish traue revival.
'n its downward movement is rapidly
approximating a figure that will enable
•'ronmasters to restart their furnaces.
Export prices have been cut to the
uttermost farthing to regain markets
tost to American competition.
The extension of the Government's
export credit scheme to Italy should undoubtedly stimulate the exportation of
British coal to that country. It is estimated that the export trade is ah'eady
back to about two-thirds of its pre-war
volume.

French Mines Unable
British

The

to

Meet Price

of

Imports; Reparation Coal

French

Reduced
Admiralty

is

inviting-

bids for the supply of 50,000 to 60,000
tons of large and small coals, delivery
to be made over the next three months,
according- to cable advices to Coal Age.
The general position is still unchanged. There is hardly any business
except in the household section where
the demand is still rather brisk. The

50

position with regard to the inland navigation has slightly improved this week;
a few barges were able to proceed to
Paris and consequently less anxiety
prevails with regard to coal supplies
for next winter.
The Office des Houilleres Sinistrees,
which is the Government distributer
for German Reparation coal, has reduced prices for coals shipped via Rotterdam, Antwerp and Ghent.
These
are now on an f.o.b. basis:
Mine run
20@25 per cent large, 60 frs.; mine
run 30@40 per cent large, 70 frs.;
mine run 50 per cent large, 80 frs.
These prices show a reduction of 10@
15 frs. per ton.
An increase in imports is especially
marked in the English section on account of the very low prices quoted;
most of the French mines, particularly
in the Nord and Pas de Calais districts
which still have vei'y high wages to
pay on account of the abnormally high
cost of living there, are at present unable to compete against these low offers.
The French State Railways are
i-eported

to

have purchased

amount

large

of

Cardiff

steams at as low as 90

a

fairly

first-class

frs.

per ton

which, taking the quality into ac-

c.i.f.

is much better than any French
mine could do at the present time.

count,

Hampton

Road

Exports

Continue

to

Decline; Bunker and Coastwise

Trade Steady
Export business continues to dwindle,
only two vessels taking coal for export,
one of them with only part cargo for
Trieste. Dumpings, however, this week
were practically on a par with the pi'e-

vious week, due to the bunker business
and the steady demand for coastwise
coal.

Prices are vai-ying more than usual.
Pool 1 being bought in considerable
quantities during the week for $4.95.
The Shipping Board bought a large
quantity of Pool 2 for $4.67, which is,
however, somewhat below the ordinary
cut rates, and being quoted in this instance for an unusually large order.

Coal trimming charges at the Hampton Roads piers may be reduced, as result of a conference hare this week.
Local interests contend that the trimming charges are too high, in comparison with neighboring ports, and ask the
raih'oads to put Hampton Roads on a
better co-operative basis. The railroads
will make their decision when the new
labor contracts are signed Oct. 1.

PIER SITIWTION
-— "Week
8ppt. 15

N.

& W.

Piers,

Ended

—

Sept. 2Z

Lamberts Point

Cars on hand
Tons on hand

1,323

1,217

67,680
84.787
13,500
Virginian Rv. Piers, SewalLs Point:

69,024
93,486
11.850

Tons dumped during week
Tonnage waiting

Carsonhand."
Tons on hand
Tons dumped during week
Tonnage waiting
C. & O. Piers, Newport News:

Carsonhand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped during week
Tonnage waiting

1,647

1,164

82,350

83,200

52,601
2,000

54,421
8,200

1,945

1,165

97,000
52,823
00

83,250
49,290
2,845

1

,

1
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ity in the local market.
Demand along
the line is reported as slightly better.

The general trend of opinion seems to
be dullness for the next few weeks.
There was a slight increase in quotations for Pools
and 10 last week. This
was accounted for by a fluctuation in
the demand for these coals and the
S)

New England
BOSTON
No

Sustained Improvement in Demand
All-Rail Coal Rather Spotty
Low
Quotations at Tideicater Continue
Anthracite Demand Strengthens.

—

—

—

—

Bituminous We are unable to report any very encouraging features of
trade in this territory.
Certainly
there is nothing even approaching a
horizontal improvement, for in most
instances recent quotations have been
on the same low levels that were characteristic early in the month.
A few
special grades, originating on the allrail route, have been sold in small lots
at prices that are slightly firmer, but
these do not point to any significant development in the market as a whole.
Certain industries, mostly small consumers, make a somewhat better showing, but the heavy users are eating into
their reserve piles very slowly. There
is no likelihood yet of any broad or sustained improvement in demand.
The railroads are so well stocked that
effort is made to slow up rather than
increase the flow of supply coal, and
while there is a slight increase in general traffic it is so gradual that not yet
has there been any effect upon consumption.
With all the locomotive
coals offering in such volume at low
prices, and the railroad exchequers
still in a state of depletion, it is small
wonder that 60 to 90 days supply at
the current rate of consumption is considered
entirely
adequate for the
present.
In certain of the all-rail territory,
well removed from the low prices prevailing in the district near Tidewater,
there is a better request for spot shipment as well as for delivery extended
over several months, but both as to
price and locality the demand is spotty.
Movement through the Hudson River
junction points averages about the
same as for the past thirty days, and
no material increase is expected.
It
is proving a long, slow season for the
Pennsylvania producers, but not yet is
there any ground for more hopeful calculations that involve October output.
The Hampton Roads agencies are
most assiduous in their attentions to
buyers throughout what is now a rather
broad Tidewater zone, and to a moderate degree they are getting results.
Sales are reported from day to day,
but the transactions are mostly for
relatively small tonnages. Cargoes are
being divided at the various railroad
terminals, and more than a few reluctant buyers are being pressed to take

on coal at the low prices ruling. Marine
freights continue on an easy basis, 90c.
@$1.25, Hampton Roads to Boston, depending upon capacity, and apparently
most of the factors are as free to offer
deliveries some weeks ahead as they

were

in

August.

of Pool 1 Navy
acceptable coal have been made lately
per
gross
ton
f.o.b. vessel
at $4.96@$5
at Norfolk or Newport News, and mixtures of Pools 1 and 2 have netted as
low as $4.75. The recent bids to the

Numerous purchases

Navy Department show how little expectation there is of much higher levels
during the next few months, for offshore the British shippers are again
in position vigorously to contest European markets.

—

scarcity of Pool
part of the week.

11

during the early

Consumers seem to be buying only
their immediate requirements and then
they want quick shipments.
They do
not appear to be stocking up though
quotations are about down to rock bottom.
Careful watch is being kept of the
car situation and any indication of
trouble is expected to result in a rush
of orders to be followed, very likely by
the reopening of many mines that have
been idle for some months.
Reports received at a prominent local
house toward the end of the week indicates a revival of business in some industries near New York which if carried out to any great extent should
increase the demand here. Inquiries are
being received from consumers in nearby states who buy through local houses.
The export situation is quiet, while the

Anthracite The way orders for domestic sizes have come in only confirms
the feeling a week ago that the marbunker demand has not been active.
ket has made a definite turn for the
Not only are the companies
better.
with requisitions for
well supplied
PHILADELPHIA
October, but stove and chestnut are not
being mined in sufficient volume to meet Anthracite Demand Strengthens Irregular Sales Bother Retailers Steam
the spot demand.
Unchanged
Retail trade is picking up in most di- Coals
Bituminous DeLight Better Grades Slowly
rections, especially in the larger cities mand
and to the eastward where cooler nights Gaining.
have been making themselves felt, and
Anthracite In the city proper there
broken, egg and pea, are the only sizes seems to be some strengthening
in the
that can be shipped with reasonable demand and all
dealers are doing an inpi-omptness.
creasing amount of business. Yet with
this slight improvement there is a feeling of disappointment that the trade
Tidewater East
has not picked up much faster than it
has, and on this account there is a continuation of price shading.
YORK
Pea coal has fallen off woefully in deAnthracite Market Active Busy Fall mand in sections where it used to be in
Expected Barley Scarce— Bituminous much favor. Stove of course is the
Quiet hut Quotations Show Strength.
lone size that dealers urge, while egg is
Anthracite Demand for the domes- fast loosing in demand. This scarcity
There of one large size as against a plentitude
tic sizes is steadily increasing.
of another frequently brings forth the
is a better feeling all around and the
trade looks for a brisk market this fall. oft expressed wish of some dealers that
Increase in orders has driven the deal- the companies would adopt the two-size
ers into the market although their plan.
At this time there is much annoyance
yards are well stocked. The heaviest
increase has been in the call for chest- caused the retail trade by the increasnut. Some independent shippers are re- ing number of irregular shipments being made by smaller producers, both to
fusing orders for immediate delivery.
Independent quotations for stove industrial plants who endeavor to suphave varied considerably. Some as high ply their employees with family sizes
as $9 were reported but the general and deliveries from public sidings by
This has become particuteamsters.
high quotation was about 30c. lower.
The steam coals are in fair demand lerly prevalent in the towns outside of
with rice and barley moving easier than the city.
Mine prices of both company and inbuckwheat. Barley is scarce in some
quarters and the better grades of inde- dependents continue firm, except in ocpendent coals are bringing full com- casional instances of individual pea;
pany circular. Independent buckwheat and while company f'gures are unand rice are much easier and only in oc- likely to be changed for October many
casional instances are being quoted at look for substantial increases in inde-

—

—

—

—

—

—

NEW

—

—

—

company

pendent

circular.

Bituminous

—There

is

not

much

activ-

Steam

coal.
is

unchanged

in all

respects.
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with company buckwheat plentiful but
firm at $3.50, and independent coal $3.
There has recently been some tendency
to better sales of rice, but barley is in
exceptionally free supply.

—

Bituminous There is no tone whatever to the trade, yet all interests continue hopeful that a demand will
finally

believe

We
its appearance soon.
can be said that there has

make
it

been an increase in inquiries of late and
while orders are slow coming, it is
really felt that there is some slight improvement.
The present low prices seem to be the
very bottom and any increased buying
in even small volume will move them
upward. Even now the high-grade coals
are better able to hold fast to current
market quotations, with an occasional
move forward on certain special grades.
Most of the business closed has been
from small users, although a few of the
larger iron plants, having depleted
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pared with past seasons, despite the
small run of coal to Baltimore. Most
of the dealers are up with orders now
and are merely waiting for cold
weather to force purchasing.
Meanwhile the shortage here from
normal continues to grow. The trade
is somewhat puzzled by the continued
hold-off, but cannot see, even if the
public holds down purchasing to the
extreme, how the shortage of around
120,000 tons is to be made up in time
if a really cold winter sets in.

BUFFALO

BALTIMORE
General Business Improvement not ReAnthracite Imflected in Coal Trade
proves a Little but Shortage Is Large.
Bituminous The trade is in an un-

—

—

certain state.
In some cases there is
a line of inquiry that seems to promise
better results shortly, but this is offset again by absolute dullness in other
lines.
Everybody seems to be expecting things to happen now that fall is
really here and business generally is
reported as picking up a bit, but the
concrete evidence of improvement is
scarce.
Competition is so keen for all classes
of business by those who have decided
to keep up mine organization at any
cost that even the best grades are selling at figures that should not be quoted.
The export movement here is nil, the
first half of September having recorded
only three loadings, a total of 17,720
tons cargo and 2,455 tons bunker.
From the mining regions where the
higher wage scales exist, come further
reports of curtailment, a strange story
at this season of the year when everything should be booming.
The real
trouble with the entire situation is that
general business lacks confidence; and
coal men say that should confidence return suddenly, or even fairly so, the
demand for coal will far outstrip any
possibility of immediate supply.
All
that is needed apparently is for a
match of optimism to be set to the
business world.

—

Decidedly

Dull

—

—

—

Another
only middle afternoon then.
found in the interior of the state from
one to four salesmen ahead of him,
waiting for an interview with the
manager. The salesman is being staved
off if not killed off and the buying is
kept at the bottom, both as to quantity
and price.
There is a rumor that some of the
larger operators are considering shutting down and waiting for the miners
to offer a reduction of wages on their
own account. This might be construed
as not being a violation of the wage

agreement.
Prices continue unsettled at $3 for
Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for
Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump, $2.50

Allegheny Valley mine run and
S1.7o@?2 for slack, with $2.36 added
and $2.51 to other

for

— Receipts

are considerthey were, but the sitserious and besides it
just a year from the
strikes of 1920, so that the output is

really much more than it was then.
Nobody appears to be disturbed over

the state of things. Canadian consumers are not coming into the trade to
any extent and it is said that there is
quite a concerted effort being made
to cut down consumption on account
of the price.

—

Coal comes in so slowly that
impossible to keep up to earlier
The week's loadings total
records.
72,400 net tons, of which 27,000 cleared
for Duluth and Superior, 17,400 for
Milwaukee, 10,500 for Port Arthur,
7.500 for Fort William, 7,500 for Ashland and 2.500 for Menominee (first
of the season). Freight rates continue
slack on account of a big surplus of
tonnage at 65@70c. to Chicago, 65c. to

Lakes

it

is

60c. to Milwaukee, and 50c.
Duluth, Ashland, Port Arthur and
Fort William.

Menominee,
to

Anthracite There is a little better
tone of ordering reported. This is being reflected in a diminishing, to some

Coke The disturbed state of the
market continues on account of labor

extent,

difficulties in

of

the

supplies in the local
yards, which were over-large as com-

nace and $3 for stock, with a small
amount of chestnut selling for domesat $4, all subject to an additional
$3.64, to cover freight.

Northwest

MILWAUKEE
Market

Still

—Stove

—

the Connellsville district.
Prices are a trifle higher from light

Devoid of Seasoiiable
Anthracite Scarce

—

Lake Receipts Falling Off.
advent
of
Notwithstanding
the
autumn, the coal market is devoid of
activity.
Business is growing better,
but buyers seem to have lost the sense
of preparedness, and are letting things
There is bound to be a
drift along.
sudden awakening with the first sharp
frost.

Business

now being done

is

mainly

in

Stove is still scarce and
many orders are unfilled. Dealers say
there will be enough stove coal received
^o supply the demand before navigatio"
anthracite.

The

closes.

soft coal

market

is

dead,

probably remain so until Octothe hotels and apartment
houses begin to operate their heating
plants to something like normal capacIndustrial demand shows a slight
ity.
improvement.
There is little danger of a coal or
coke shortage during the coming winter.
Receipts by Lake thus far during September aggregate 75,900 tons of an-

and

ber,

will

when

and 109,238 tons of soft coal,
making the season's receipts to date

thracite,

743,426 tons of anthracite, and 1,909,-

092 tons of soft coal, or 2,652,518 tons
combined. This is 680,201 tons greater
than during the same period last year.

to Allegheny Valley
coals for freight.

Anthracite
ably less than
uation is not
happens to be

Con-

tic

.Activity

Bituminous Market
High Wages in the Way Anthracite
Moving More Slowly.
Bituminous The situation does not
improve. Road salesmen tell sad tales
One of them says
as to conditions.
he was told lately that he was the
fourteenth one who had called on a
have certain concern that day and it was

stocks of certain special coals,
placed a few- fair-sized orders, especially
of the better g:rade of gas coals.
The buyer certainly is seeking all
kinds of advantage under present conditions and recently it has become the
practice for the larger buyers with
little or no contract engagements, to request the buyer to make a price for the
current month.

supply, at $4.25@$4.50 for 72-hr.

nellsville foundry, $3.35 for 48-hr. fur-

DULUTH
Interior Market Improves as Lake RePrices Firm Sliortage
ceipts Decline
of Anthracite Stove.

—

—

Coal is now being shipped out from
the majority of the docks here in as
great or greater quantities than are
being brought in by boat from Lake
Erie ports, according to dock operators.
During the last week shipments to
country dealers have increased in an
even greater ratio than selling agents
Many municipalities
here had hoped.
have also been ordering for electric and
house-heating plants.
An appreciable decrease in the number of cargoes received was recorded
last week when only sixteen ships arrived in the harbor, of w-hich five carThis is a falling oflf
ried anthracite.
from last week when twenty-six cargoes arrived. The decrease is due to
the shortage of bottoms because of the
scarcity of down cargoes.
Bituminous prices are firm throughout the territory and operators foresee
a strong market next spring. They are
preparing to conserve stocks and are
not sacrificing as they believe it possible that labor difiiculties may cut
down the supply here by the time winter

is

over.
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A

shortage has occurred

in anthracite

of
stove, due to a delay in shipments
Sales are much larger, as
this size.
the
convinced
has
snap
a recent cold
public that the time has come to lay
Country dealers are orin a supply.
dering freely and are disposing of

stocks as fast as they receive them.

MINNEAPOLIS
Lfisnrely

Buyers
Orders

—

Interior Movement Steam
Domestic
Continues
Strike

—

Smaller Lots

in

— Outlook

Im-

proves.

Coal continues to move to the inAs there is
terior in fair quantities.
a good stock at the Head-of-the-Lakes,
the Northwest is free from the worry
which prevailed a year ago. But it is
far from a guarantee that this winter
will have another easy fall to precede
and allow a gradual distribution of
be no serious
coal to serve. There
shortage. But unless there is a larger
distribution to the interior, it may rewill

sult

many

when

that

will be

cold

weather

unprepared.

strikes,

Despite that

situation, consumers are yielding
reluctantly.

most

Steam buyers are holding back as

much

as ever.

Their success a year

ago encourages them to hope for another this fall. Coal men say that there
are sales being made now at prices
which do not cover all expenses involved, and that it is simply impossible for costs to go any lower.
A year ago there were some extreme
prices which had developed under the
As the shortstress of the shortage.
age was overcome, these undue prices

But everyone in
yielded and declined.
the coal trade in the Northwest insists
that there are no such extremes of cost
now prevailing and so there is nothing on which a decline can occur, unless at a loss to someone.
In portions of the interior, there
will be considerable reduction of domesconsumption through people turning
wood. It will not be feasible to use
wood which has to be shipped for any
distance, as freights would make the
But where it can be
price too high.
obtained by team, and where farmers
have wood available, there will be a
greater wood consumption than for a
tic

to

long time.

Inland West
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done by the railroads ,and more cars
are proving faulty from the standpoint
Admissions
cf equipment every (h»y.

from

the

railroad

nun

interviewed

bring to light the fact that the equipment on some of the Eastern roads doing business in the Middle West is in
very much poorer shape than that of
the roads operating only in the Middle
West.
Instead of having seasonably cold
weather, we have been experiencing a
number of hot days. Coal which the
retail trade ordered in the last of
.A.ugust and early September has arrived, bins are full, and the coal is not
moving out to the householder. In addition, orders which were placed early
the month for shipment late in
The
September, are being canceled.
number of these experienced by operaanyexceeds
tors in the Middle West
thing they have been up against since
in

January when the market broke.
Some of the best steam coals from

last

southern Illinois experienced a very
severe break this week. Two or three
weeks ago the level for high grade
Southern Illinois screenings was somewhere in the vicinity of $1.2.5 a ton.
During the past few days it has been
no difficult feat at all to pick up this
same coal around 90c. Some operators
are maintaining their prices on domestic, but owing to the huge storage
supplies of screenings on hand, they

have cut their steam prices to a level
which they believe will move the coal.
steam coal
It is openly predicted that
may go to lower figures.
Some of the cleverest sales agents
have refused to take on contracts for
screenings calling for shipments between now and the first of April. The
a
best price that can be obtained on
contract at the present time is someand
dollar
of
a
vicinity
the
where in
ton.
seventy-five cents to two dollars a
sellThis price is not attractive to the
the
of
cost
represent
ers as it does not
agents
coal at the mines. These sales
debelieve there will be a very strong
for steam coal around Jan. 1,

mand
when

disthe manufacturers begin to
difficover there is going to be serious
Workers
culty with the United Mine
believed a
is
It
around April 1.
scramble for steam coal will develop,
that
and it has been freely predicted
will
good southern Illinois screenings
bring from $3.50 to $4 Jan. 1.5.

COLUMBUS
MIDWEST REVIEW
Domestic Cancellations Folloiv Milder

—

Tumble —

Weather Screenings Prices
Car Shortage Improving.
During the past few weeks we have
interviewed a number of railroad of-

regard to the probabilities of
a car shortage in the Middle West durThe
fall and winter.
coming
ing the
opinion of these gentlemen is identical,
namely, they believe when the domestic
demand starts it will bring about a

ficials in

very decided car shortage, principally
because so many cars are in bad order.
Practically no repair work has been

Fair Domestic

Trade—Steam

Business

Extremely Slow— Prices WeakerLake Shipments Show Increase.
The domestic branch of the trade is
On
a weather proposition.
purely
numerous
colder days orders are more
Redays.
warm
extreme
than on the
Is

tailers are preparing for a

demand with the

first

more

cold

active

spell

and

are stocking up as a consequence.
The trade is showing a decided prefas
erence for the fancy grades such

Pocahontas,

New

River and splints. Re-

prices are firm at former levels.
Lake trade is showing increased ac-

tail

after

tivity

a

lull

of

several

weeks.

The large portion of Lake shipments
are now coming from West Virginia.
The H. V. docks at Toledo during the
week ended Sept. 17 loaded 114,944
tons, as coniparuil with 74,090 tons the
of
total
previous week, making a

This is
the season.
far ahead of the records of last year,
when 2,306,570 tons were handled by
The T. & O. C. docks durSept. 18.
ing the same week loaded 35,615 tons
as compared with 10,267 tons the previous week, making a total of 854,108
tons for the season.
Steam business shows no improveResultant sizes are becoming
ment.
a drug on the market. Outside of public utilities there is little demand for
of
Requisitions
smaller sizes.
the
Many manurailroads are still small.
facturing concerns are still provided
3,263,C>87 tons for

with fairly large stocks.
The output in the Hocking Valley is
varying between 22 to 27 per cent of
normal. In the Pomeroy Bend field it
Crooksville and
is close to 30 per cent.
Cambridge are producing about 25 per
cent.

CINCINNATI
Spotty

—Smokeless Coals at
— Domestic Market Re-

Market

Lower Prices
viving.

A
last

greater price variance was noted
week than for some time past. A

in orders for domestic coal, but this demand was soon
filled and the edge of a slight increase
There was
in prices was soon worn off.
much price cutting to effect sales,
smokeless suffering just a degree worse
Lake business
than the bituminous.
was featureless and so far as industrial
requirements go, orders were few and
far between.
Smokeless operators, with slack Tidewater business staring them in the
face, turned their attention to the Inland market. Quotations, at the mines,
were $4.25((t $4..")0 for lump; $4@$4.50
for egg; $3.50 for nut and $2.25@$2.75
An accumulation of
for mine run.
slack has been showing and some of
this sold as low as $1.25, although the
bulk of it was moving at $1.50@$1.75.
Bituminous slack also took a tumble,

few cool nights sent

Kentucky
ginia,

selling $1@$1.10,

$1.20@$1..30;

West

Vir-

mine run $1.50@

Kentucky lump and block was
$1.75.
.$3@$3.25 and West Virginia, $2.75@$3.
Retail business has been on the upgrade. Deliveries made were double this
week over the first week of the month.

There has been no corresponding drop
prices to parallel the wholesale
in
slump and no change in prices since the
last quotations in this column.

CHICAGO

—

Heavy Retail
Business Very Dull
Stocks Market Saturated ivith SmokeLabor Trouble Looms.
less

—

—

Old timers with many years expei'ience in the Chicago trade venture the
opinion that times have never been so
dull as they are now. The steam marThe only
ket is extremely sluggish.

September
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have been sales that
forced aggressively.
The domestic market is in no better shape as
the little flurry of business vifhich we
experiencetl a few weeks ago has come
to a definite stop.
Retailers report
their yards full of coal with no demand.
Pi-edictions of a serious coal shortage
activities repoi-ted

were

now becoming more prevalent. Redealers are at last coming to their
senses, and there is a inovement on foot
in Chicago to start an extensive publicity
campaign advising the public
exactly what the situation is and what
the prospects are for domestic coal during the winter months.
Coal men are giving more and more
thought as to what is going to happen
on the first of April. It looks today as
if the mine workers wi'.l absolutely refuse to take any reduction on the present scale. Another factor in the situation is the fight which is being staged
between President John L. Lewis of
the United Mine Workers, and Frank
Farrington, president of the Illinois
District of the United Mine Workers.
The hard feeling between these two
labor leaders has arisen over the expenditure of $27,000 wliich Farrington
authorized two years ago during the
strike. The fact that some of the union
officials are fighting among themselves
is not going to help matters.
Prices on smokeless coals are holding
Eastern
firm in the wholesale trade.
producers have found that the market
has reached the point of saturation, and
that further price cutting fails to stimA great deal of Pocaulate sales.
hontas coal has been moving into our
market during the past thirty days
with the result that practically all the
Anretailers are well provided for.
thracite is moving in a satisfactory
way, and prices are iiolding firm at

are

tail

circular.

Optimistic

Prices

Unchanged

FecUng

—

Sjiot

Prevails —

Buying

In-

Sentiment in the coal trade conto improve, as signs of industrial betterment grow more pronounced,
but actual closing of contracts for
future needs is an infrequent occurrence as yet.
Industrials are manifesting

considerable

interest

in

the

market, while stocks are sufficiently
low to compel increased hand-to-mouth
buying.
Large consumers ai'e obtaining prices on coal for stocking purposes
during the winter.
The coal trade is watching the general

situation anxiously.

The

definite

passing of the money tension and the
declaration of Chairman D. C. Wills, of
the Cleveland federal reserve bank, that
banks should now loosen the credit reins

and permit borrowers to abandon their
policy of hand-to-mouth buying has
given comfort to the trade.
Dealers in bituminous coal, believe
that prices have struck bottom on the
basis of present freight rates and
wages.
Receipts of bituminous coal
during the week ended Sept. 17 were

West

lump, $3; egg, $2.50; mine i-un, $2; nut
and slack, $1.50. Smokeless lump and
egg is $5, mine run, $2.90 and nut and

slow up.

The Lake movement continues to
The distribution of fuel into
consuming channels in the Northwest,
howevei-, leads some to forecast that
more coal may be sent to that quarter.
In the meantime the slackened movement is resulting in curtailed mine

Anthracite
Household
consumers
are still holding oflp on stocking up. Retailers find that many of their customers who usually have their bins filled
early in the summer are still without
coal.
The high prices are held re-

operations in the Ohio district.

sponsible.

ST.

Virginia splint

slack, $1.60.

—

South

—

BIRMINGHAM

Becoming Scarce.
Domestic business has started to pick
up on some coals, and as a result the
price of lump went up at the mine and
the dealers had to raise their figures accordingly.
The retail price, however,
has only advanced 25c., but Standard
2-in. lump went up from $2 to $2.50 and
6-in. lump from $2.50 to $.3@$3.25, while
Mt. Olive and Carterville mine prices
will change on Oct. 1.
Most of the demand, however, is occasioned by country business for Standard coal. A faii-ly good tonnage of coke
is being delivered to consumers.
The steam situation is bad everywhere. Standard screenings are down,
with no takers in this market, and
Carterville screenings are reported as
low as 75c., but are generally held at
about 90c. @$1, with no demand.

week several miscellane-

In the last

ous orders, principally railroad, have
been placed for mine run in the Standard district. These prices range $1.65@
The Wabash bought 600 cars
$1.75.
with a low price of $1.65@$1.75 for
Standard, and it is understood that
about 150 cars were placed in the Mt.
Olive district for mine run that netted
Retail prices are:

Carterville, $7.75;

Mt. Olive, $6.50; Standard, $5.75; side-

walk delivery.

DETROIT
Meither Steam Nor Domestic. Trade
Receipts
Shoivs Seasonal Activity
Continue Light Anthracite Distribution Also Sluggish.

—

—

—

Bituminous Buyers are still holding
back on either steam or domestic. Some
of the wholesalers and jobbers are I'eceiving a larger number of steam inquiries, but orders have not yet de-

A

considerable part of the
veloped.
business seems to be in the way of offerings of bargain lots.
There is now in Detroit sufficient coal
to provide for requirements, under normal conditions, for about 30 days. To
guard against the depletion of retailers" stocks by a rush of buyei's with
the coming of the first winter weather,
dealers are urging their customers to
purchase some coal now, even if the

order is not to exceed one ton.
Four-inch lump from Ohio is quoted
$3.25, 2-in. lump, $3; egg, $2.50; mine
Threei-un, $2 and nut and slack $1.35.

is $3.25, 2-in.

—

LOUIS

Domestic Buying Starts Prices np
Steam off, with No Demand Domestic

creases.

tinues

inch

1,159 cars, divided; industrial 792, retail
367.
This is a decided increase over
receipts of the previous week of 727
cars.

$2.50.

CLEVELAND
More
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Market Conditions Weak and Unstable
Qtwtation3
Remain Unchanged

—

—

Sotne Increase in Production to Follow

Resumption of Coke-Making.
There

marked

is
still an
absence of any
activity in coal buying in the

commercial

field.

Demand

is

reported

light for all grades of steam fuel. Sales
are still on a basis of immediate requirements and the deviiand is of an ir-

regular and unstable character.
Weather conditions have been extremely unfavorable for an active domestic market, the heat for the month
of September being the most oppressive
for the same period in the last twentyfour years.
Dealers consequently are
taking on a minimum of contract
quotas from the mines. Wagon mines
in the environs of Birmingham are
working steadily and supplying a large
tonnage of domestic direct to consumers, which, in the majority of cases
is medium or low-quality fuel and is
sold somewhat under dealers' quotations
for better grades.
Several mines that have been idle for
months will again commence producing
for coke-makiiig at byproduct plants,
some of which are scheduled to resume
operations about Oct. 1. There will be
considerable impetus given to miningoperations with the beginning of another month, as iron-making will be
more active with the placing in blast
of four or five stacks which are now
out of commission.

Prepared
Shortage
Weaker.

LOUISVILLE
Demand Increasing
Indicated

—

Reports of 70,000 fewer

— Car

Screenings

idle coal cars

last week would indicate that industrial
demand is picking up. More promising

reports are being heard from the steel,
gas and byproduct consumer's, and utilities are beginning to buy a little better.
Increased demand for prepared sizes,
however, has not been off'set by industrial demand for screenings, with the
result that fine coal is weaker.
Prepared coals are a little firmer,
operators working to get 25c: a ton
more for prepared, to off'set weakness
in sci-eenings.

That a car shortage is impending is
the general belief. Cars are generally
in bad repair, and flat bottoms are hard

COAL AGE
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although operators are not so
asking a premium on flat
shipments
as they were.
bottom

according to predictions. Routt
is $6 at the

to secure,

sales,

generally

County bituminous lump
mine and $11.75 retail.

Canada

West

TORONTO

DENVER

—Stasoiial DeDomestic—Slack Coal in

Production
mand for

Still

Low

Digtresa Position.

—

Anthracite Moving More Freely Large
Stocks on Hand No Reduction in Canadian Freight Rates Bititminous Con-

—

—

tinues Quiet.

Seasonal buying has caused a slight
production.
In August
increase
twenty-three counties in Colorado produced 777,329 tons. The output for the
period, Jan. 1 to Sept. 1, however, still
shows a decrease of more than 2,500,000 tons, in comparison with last year.
Slack coal is still weak, although the
pickup in domestic trade and the first
cool days of autumn are bringing hope
Slack is selling for
of steadier sales.
75c. in some instances.
Louisville lignite lump trade is increasing.
The mine price of $5.75 is
within 25c. of the price of bituminous
in

lump.

Vol. 20, No. 18

Demand, however, is spasmodic,
is some doubt as to whether

and there

lignite will continue to retail at $9.75

and bituminous lump at $10.75 for any
length of time. The latter price must
rise in order to keep up the lignite

Dealers report an appreciable increase in anthracite orders, although
business is not nearly as active as usual
at this season. Yards have large stocks
on hand and a rush is anticipated as
soon as cold weather sets in. The expectations entertained by some of a
drop in price due to lessened freight
rates have not been realized, the Canadian Railway Commission having decided to make no reduction at present.
Conditions as regards bituminous show

no change, demand still very
Quotations are as follows:
Retail
.\nthracite egg, stove, nut

light.

$15 50
14 80
$11 00(a$ll 50
12 25
16 00

Wholesale f .o.b. cars at destination
i-in.lump
Slack

7 75(a

8.50

6.00@

6 75

with coal conditions generally, is of
course the competition of non-union disAll the independents in the Connells-

—

Demand

Weather Increases
to Reopen Mines Closed by
Kohler Law.

Men Seek

With the advent of chilly weather
there has been an increase in demand
companies have been working

In a few cases in the lower
there has been a water shortage,
due to the drought that is now ended.
The Glen .A.lden Coal Co. may reopen
six of its mines that were closed under
the Kohler act, following the efforts of
various committees during the week,
if it can be assured that it is not liable
to prosecution. This week the friendly
full time.

field

suit to test this

law comes up

in court.

region have recently advanced
from the independent scale of July 1 to
the Frick scale of Aug. 1, but they are
ville

with a strong competitive advantage. Connellsville coal prices have not
advanced materially.
Pittsburgh district ^as coal contiiraes
in fair demand, perhaps with a slight
iniproveriient.
Prices are fair but not
particularly remunerative. Demand on
retailers for domsstic
coal
is
very
small, although there has been some improvement in the past week or i;wo.
Prices are not quotably changed from
those of a week age. figures on steam
coal being chiefly asking prices, with
little business done, while in gas coal
there is a definite market. Quotations
are shown in the Weekly Review.
left

PITTSBLRGH

—Slight InDemand —Retail

Market Remains Stagnant
crease

in

Industrial

Movement Abnormally
The market remains

Light.
in

a

CONNELLSVILLE
Byproduct Ovens Take Business FormMarerly Tributary to Connellsville
ket Merely Steady.

—

The coke trade is feeling the competition of steel interests having byproduct
coking plants which their own requirements now fall far short of engaging in

At least one furnace coke conand perhaps one or two others,
have been lost to the Connellsville industry in the past ten days, by the
underbidding of byproduct ovens. Operators suggest that consumers who have

the Coal Fields

ANTHRACITE

all

The labor disturbance is held to
be the principal cause for the increase
in coke prices, but inability to get tonnage by consumers when they actually
needed it for the first time in a year
also contributed to the new price range.
ders.

full.

tricts.

and

It is believed the change in the coke
situation means the end of the worst
and longest period of depression which
the industry has seen in its history.
Since Sept. 1 there has been an almost
daily change in the situation as consumers came into the region with or-

tract,

Northern Appalachian

Chilly

ovens.

and

grate

Pea
Bituminous neam
Domestic lump
Cannel

News

From

The price of both furnace and foundry coke has stitToned considerably and
furnace is now quoted firmly $3.35@
$3.40 with some operators asking $3.50
and even $3.75. Foundry coke has a
wide quotation of $4.25@$4.75.
The Rainey interest is now operating
all of its plants on a limited basis supplying coal only for its byproduct plant
at Swedeland. The Nellie and Clarissa
mines of the Corrado interests have resumed operations on a foundry coke
order.
These plants have a hundred

stagnant

condition, despite the progress of the
season and the slight improvement in
industrial operations. Such increase as

there may have been in shipments to
the industries is nearly balanced by the
The
decrease in the Lake movement.
key to the particular stagnation that
obtains in the district, as compared

UNIONTOWN

—

Coal Market Inactive Resumption of
Coke Plants Folloivs Better Call.

While there has been a decided improvement in the coke market, resulting in plants resuming here and there,
coal remains inactive with prices stationary and demand not much better.
There is a little more byproduct coal
moving but the price remains at $2.
Other grades carry prices from $1.50
up.

left the

region

may

be inconvenienced

later if the iron and steel industry picks
up, for the b\-product ovens could not
continue to serve them if it became necessarj' to opprate the attached furnaces.

No

steel works has a surplus of byproduct coking rapacity over the requirements of its own fui-naces, and most of
them are underbalanced in this respect.
The quotable market is not changed
from a week ago, but it does not look
altogether as strong and there is no disA point
tinct upward trend to be seen.
that may be sianificant is that the last
two fourth-quarter contracts made were
at $3.40 and !fo.25 respectively, and the
$3.25 contract was the later of the two.
It i? held that the wage advance by
independents means about 25c. per ton
of coke, and thus should support a price
of $3.25, since before the advance the
market had gotten down only to $3 or

$2.90.

The Courier reports production in
week ended Sept. 17 at 14,400 tons

the

by the furnace ovens and 26,970 tons by
the merchant ovens, a total of 26,970
tons,

an increase of 1,100 tons.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
Better

Production

Rate

—

Predicted

Non-Union Mine Cost Enables Lower
Quotations.
If the production of coal for the re-

maining months of 1921

is at the same
rate as for the first eight months, the

September

29,
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central Pennsylvania field will produce
a little in excess of 38,000,000 tons.
This will be the lowest production since
1908.

Tabulations showing monthly production of union and non-union mines from
December, 1920, to August, 1921, inclusive, discloses heavier losses by mines

operating under the present wage scale.
In other words, mines that have made
the wage adjustment have taken about
5,963 carloads of businpss from the
mines that have not made the adjustment.
Central Pennsylvania, for the year
1921, from January to September, has
lost a total of 68,227 cars or 3,411,000
tons,

from

expected

all

to

sources.
increase

The general

there was a
quotations.

—

Unchanged
Lakes Still
Conditions
Sluggish Some Inquiries but Little
Actual Closing.

—

Fairmont
Operating conditions were little improved during the week ended Sept. 17
and only about 25 per cent of the mines
were in operation, such mines being enin filling contract orders.
The
spot tonnage was very small although
some coal was being consigned to CanaAside from a better
dian railroads.
line of inquiries, the spot market re-

gaged

slight

Lake movement

is

softening in spot
a little

more

lib-

but many steamers are compelled
make two ports to fill out loads, as
well as a number going up light. Howeral,

to

ever, it is expected, in view of the fact
that the reduced rail rates from mines
to lower ports expii-e on Oct. 31, that
there will be a flurry in this movement
during October.

UPPER POTOMAC
Demand

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

situation re-

mains unchanged, as gains in one
branch were offset by losses in another.
The market is quiet, and competition is
keen for such business as is offering.
Due to the continued apathy in demand,

Fall demand is
the production

i-ate.

industrial

b21

—

at Complete Standstill Prices
Non-Union Fields.

Comparatively few mines were in
operation during the week ended Sept.
17, the situation being unchanged as
compared with the preceding week.
Lower prices prevailing in non-union
fields have brought the general demand
to a complete standstill.
With buying
at such a lovi^ ebb, prices naturally remained at an unprofitable level, with
mine run $1.75 a ton and even low er.

Middle West

cant.

EASTERN OHIO

—

Production Drops Mines Hard Hit by
Lake Slump, Which Is Passing Iruius-

—

Lowers Prices.
Mines are just about holding their
own, even though properties which were
operating rather exclusively on the
production of Lake coal have either
trial Stag7iatio7i

closed or are curtailing output because
of the continued slowing down in the
Lake trade and lack of suflBcient demand from other quarters. Tonnage
mined during the week ended Sept. 17
amounted to 342,115 tons, or approximately 55 per cent of capacity. Accumulated figures indicate an aggregate production for the current year of
12,458,115 tons as against the total
rated capacity for that period of 23,150,000 tons, based on railroad ratings.
Association mines operated 42 per
cent of possible worktime during the

week and produced approximately 50
per cent of capacity.
Statistics show
that "no market" conditions have increased, now being estimated at about
58 per cent.
Railroad fuel is conservatively estimated to be about 35 per cent of the
total output.
It is expected that the
requirements of the carriers will be
increased with the approach of cold

weather and heavier

traffic.

and there has been an increase in
of inquiries for steam coal,

number

mand. In view of the attitude of the
public, there is not likely to be any demand until cold weather comes and then
it will be such that it will be diflicult
to
fill.

—

So7ne Unexpected Activity
Heavy
Railroad Buying Standard Lump Goes
Up .4// Steam Sizes Doivn.

—

—

WESTERN KENTUCKY

Carterville domestic lump is far oversold at $4.05@54.25 and orders must

be accompanied by those for egg and
nut.
Nut is almost as hard to move
as screenings, which size has been offered at as low as 75c. Railroad orders
are heavier than usual. A slowing up
in car supply is reported.

shows

up

more

sumed domestic activity. Heavy buying of mine run is helping several
This is railroad coal, low
price, but it covers cost and will soon
congested
screening situation.
help the
Prices on all kinds of Standard lump
will probably continue to show steady
advances.
St.
Louis shipments are
fairly good; Chicago likewise, but the
country west of the river is drawing
heavily.
Working time shows up
better, averaging three to four days
per week.
mines.

—

Sales Few, but Inquiries Increasing
Domestic Market Is Backivard Working Time Improves.
While the coal situation is becoming
easier, it is far from satisfactory from
the operator's point of view. There is a
tendency toward more factory produc-

—

Little

Change

—

better

movement

tonnage
weather

to the South, and fair
the Northwest.
Chilly
resulting in some little in-

to
is

crease in retailers inquiries.
Screenings have been very weak, and
some pea and slack has been shipped
South at as low as 50c. a ton during the
week. Fifteen cars of screenings went

one Louisville buyer at 60c. Nut and
is stiffer, and low quotations are
around 90@95c.
However,
there is no large tonnage moving at
these low prices, as a number of mines
are quoting pea and slack at $1.25 and
nut and slack at $1.50.
Operators are optimistic, and feel
slack

running

satisfied that business will pick up
rapidly with colder weather, although
increased industrial demand is needed

more than domestic business.

Middle Appalachian
HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

active.

are unchanged, but working
time is better and prospects brighter.
The Standard field apparently has rePrices

INDIANA

—

Screenings Weaker No Industrial Improvement.
Mines are working on an average of
two days a week, and there is a slightly

In the Duquoin and Jackson County
fields similar conditions prevail as to
prices.
The heaviest tonnage from
any of the fields is moving North and

Northwest.
Mt. Olive

Shows

Situation

to

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

Conditions remained practically unchanged with inquiries being circulated
but no new business developing as a reNorthern and Inland West marsult.
kets were securing the bulk of production and the Lake outlet was insignifi-

the

out of Line with

mained sluggish.

Northern Panhandle

tion

but the volume of direct sales is far below normal. Some of the mines in the
western and particularly the southern
part of the state are working more
hours a week, but for this season of the
year the days of operation are disappointing.
Mine run is selling at about
what can be secured for it. Most of the
quotations range around $2.
Retail dealers are not advancing
prices.
The public does not appear to
be taking advantage of present figures
and for this reason there is little de-

Signs of Stronger Market
Still

Better

—

Logan
—Low
Quotations

—

Production
Labor Situation
Shoiv More Firrri/-

ness.

Kanawha
Production failed to reflect any larger
run of business during the week ended
Sept. 17, the output averaging from
14,000 to 17,000 tons daily.

Inquiries

were undoubtedly more numerous but
prices quoted were not such as to secure
much new business.
slight improvement in the demand was limited to
steam grades, the domestic market re-

A

maining stagnant.

Logan and Thacker
Steam and domestic coals were in
better demand in the Logan region.
This gave impetus to production and
the output at no time during the week
was less than 700 cars daily. The labor
scarcity, caused by the "seige," was
gradually being overcome.

Williamson mines worked on a 40 per
There were signs of an

cent basis.

COAL AGE
awakening demand and sales were
somewhat improved. Contract ordei-s,
however, for the mo^t part sustained
produetion with railroad fuel constitutinK the bulk of such business.

Northeastern Kentucky
Only a few of the larger companies,
having their own dock facilities, were
operating in the Big Sandy territory.
Marketing conditions remained virtually unchanged. Domestic demand was
only fair. A few operators resumed for
the purpose of getting out more cnking
coal.

Production
reaching about

improved
.54

somewhat,

per cent of capacity,

The output was
or 110,000 tons.
heaviest on the C. C. & O. and the InHowever, no market losses
terstate.
were not far short of 100,000 tons.
Larger plants were still working on a
half-time basis, and there was little or
no spot business offering.

similar to those in New River, in fact
the output was not over 150 per cent of
The feeble demand at Tidenormal.
water made the dullness even more pronounced and prices on Inland coal were
also low.

— Markets Quiet
— Car Shortage

Producers Cut Prices
Output Declines
Loss Appears Tide

and

—

excess of that for the preceding
in
week, although not reaching more than
Failure to
40 per cent of capacity.
return empties from Western points,
where a heavy tonnage has been flowing, caused a car shortage loss of about
7,000 tons. The Tide market was quiet;
even bunker shipments were at a minimum and aside from the regular contract i-un much of the coal was going
West at extremely low figures.
There was a slight spurt in Tug
River production, the output increasing
Production was
to about 80,000 tons.
somewhat retarded by a shortage of
equipment, the same as in the Pocahonreflect

The spot market failed to
any increased activity during the

week.

Southern Appalachian

proved.

New

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Domestic Prices Stim^ukited by Seasonal

—

Demand

Steam Market
Movement of domestic

good.

Screenings

are

Inactive.

coal continues
better de-

in

Mine
mand, but prices remain low.
run lags with practically no call and
not a few of the smaller mine run oper-

en-

tirely.

With conditions in the South very
materially improved, a better feeling
exists

among

and

oi)i-rators

fairly

a

expected soon.
long hoped-for freight reduction is

good

market

is

is

The
still
still

Prices on Harlan and Straight Creek
block are $3..50@$:{.7.'); egg $2..'J0@$.3;
nut and slack $1.40@$1.60; mine run,

52@$2.25.

West
UTAH
Retail

Price

Cut Made

Readjusted — Trading

Another

was

stir

—

Mine Sizes
Below Normal.

caused

recently

when one of the largest retail agencies
in Utah announced that it would sell
furnace lump at $8.25. Business resulting has been very fair, but even now is
not what it should be at this time of
Production continues at about 65
per cent of capacity.
Some trouble has been caused by the
insufficient demand for the smaller sizes
and a new size scale, as follows, has been
announced by the operators. Straight
lump will be over 3 in.; domestic lump
over I'i in.; stove over I'i to 6 in.; nut
over Ig to 3 in.; screened slack over J
to 12 in.; straight slack over 13 in. The
prices at the mines will be $5, $4.75,

and $1.75 respectively.
The Coast trade continues satisfactory
and is likely to increase somewhat.
$4.75, $4, $2.25,

H. M. FerKuson. president of the Clinton
Coal Co. and the Ferguson-Spears Coal Co..
Clinton, has siKned a pledge for $in.00n
to the Vermillion County hospital fund.
He is pre.sid.-nt of the county hospital board
which is making a campaign to rai.se money.

News Items

From

down

13

year.

Demand Unim-

River and the Gulf
Lack of demand for export, bunker
or coastwise coal kept down prices and
production in the New River field during the week ended Sept. 17. The daily
output varied around 16,000 tons daily.
Prepared coal was down in price and
slack was still going to New England at
bargain figures.
Conditions in the Gulf region wei-e

ations are reducing or closing

Pocahontas and Tug River
having its efl'ect and buying
Pocahontas production was slightly on a hand-to-mouth basis.

tas region.

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
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Field and Trade

KENTUCKY
.Mining Co., with operaat Varilla, on the Harlan road, has
closed with th, Jeftery Mfg. Co.. of Columbus, for what is to be the longest retarding
It will bring the
convevor in Lh. world.
coal from two seams, the highest of which
will be 1,500 ft. above the railroad.
E. M. Sackett spent several days in Pineville recently in connection with the purchase of the eight miles of railroad on
Pucketts Creek, known as the Black Mountain R. R. and his purchase of the Frost
interest in coal land comprising 4.000 acres
at the head of Pucketts Creek.
The Kentucky Hlock Fuel Co. has commenced the erection of a new steel tipple at
its properties at Pikeville. estimated to cost
.\ number of other extenabout $30,000.
sions and improvements will be made at
the properties.

The Asher Coal

tion

ALABAMA
Park has been appointed assomine inspector for Alabama, with

(Jeorge

ciate
jurisdiction over the second mining district.
Mr. Parks succeeds David Kelso, resigned.
The Alabama Fuel and Iron Co. has a
large force of men working at Overton on
the slopes and drifts of its new mine. From
McCombs Switch, the Central of Georgia
R.R. is building a spur track to the new
This mine will have an ultimate daily
site.
capacity of 2 500 tons of washed steam and

domestic coal.
A. F. HUIeke. formerly superintendent of
the operations of the Semet-Solvay Co, in
the Birmingham district and now general
manager of the coke department of the
corporation, with headquarters in Syracuse. X.Y.. was in the- district on a trip

of inspection recently and also visited the
works of the company at Holt, where the
byproduct ovens will soon resume operations after idleness of several months.

ILLINOIS
St.

Clair

County coal

companies have

been awarded the contracts to furnish the
City of St. Louis with coal for the coming
year, contracts having been signed for 184.000 tons, with more to be filled later. The
Eeyptian Coal and Minine Co. of Marissa
has received the contract to furnish 87,000
tons of screenings for the w-aterworks and
46,000 tons for the Koch Hospital, at $1.65
The price last year was $2.87
per ton.
per ton. The West A'irginia Cool and Mlning Co. has secured the contract to furnish
15.000 tons of mine run coal for the water-

works and 37.000 tons

tor the

workhouse

at $2.29 per ton.
The price last year was
$3.95 per ton.
The total amount contracted for is $110,000 less than the figures
for last year.

E. S. White of Chicago has succeeded E.
Weimer as chief engineer of the Kathmine of the Union Colliery Co., at
Uowell.
Charles E. Crouch, formerly vice-president and general manager of the March
Coal and Fuel Co., has severed his relations
with that company and has organized a
new firm to be known as the C. E. Crouch
Coal and Fuel Co.. Mr. Crouch has taken
over a mine near Peoria.
J.

leen

INDIANA
Chicago capitalists are said to be negotiating for the sale of the mine of the
Bosse Coal Co., at Buckskin, on the Big
Four R.R. Benjamin Bosse of Evansville is
president of the comirany.
E. I,. Reed, vice-president of the Walter
Bledsoe Co., returns to Indianapolis after
being in charge of the company's office in
Cincinnati.
H. L. Jump, in charge of dock
operation at Indiana Harbor, succeeds him.
Notices of an examination for mine
bosses, fire bosses and hoisting engineers
for District No. 11, United Mine Workers
of America, have been sent out by the
Indiana State Mine Inspector.
The work
will be open to all United States citizens
wiio are engaged in the coal mining industry. The first examination will be held
at
Terre Haute on Oct. 2, and another
meeting will be held for the .southern district at Evansville. on Oct. 3.
Registrations for entering in the examination will
close at 9 o'clock in the morning, and all
names should be in by that time.

The Commercial Coal Mining

Co..

Lexing-

recently organized, is arranging for
the operation of coal properties. The company has a tract consisting of over 300
acres of land, and proposes to install a
plant and equipment for a daily output of
close to 300 tons.
W. H. Hoover is president; and J. H. Hall, secretary and manager in charge.
ton,

The
traffic

Western

Kentucky

organization

coal operators, has

Coal

for western

moved

from the Intersouthern

Bureau,

Kentucky

headquarters
Building to 613
its

Starks Building, Louisville.

The St. Bernard Mining Co.. Louisville,
has moved into the Flexner Building, formerly the Masonic Temple.

W. B. Gathright. manager of the Louisville division of the St. Bernard Coal Mining Co., is making a trip to Cincinnati,
Cleveland. Pittsburgh and other cities on
combined business and pleasure, one of
his plans being to investigate methods in
use in some of the larger retail companies
in coal handling and accounting.

September

COAL AGE

29, 1921

.Malvn Coal Co. and the Hughes CoaJ Co..
two operations on Horse Creek in Clay
County, Ky,
Colonel Charles R, Moriarty, of Cincinnati,
western sales manager for the Cabin Creek
Consolidated Coal Co. is away on a vacation in the Adirondacks.
T. V, Bush, formerly general traffic manager of the Raleigh Coal & Coke Co.. has
accepted the position of coal service agent
of the C. & O. Ry. Co., headquarters at Cin-

H. H. Alpers, Pineville. manager for the
Co., has been transferred to
company at Chattaoffice will be in charge
Settle,
who is also a Straight Creek
E.
of i.

RkUUe Coal

the head office of the

nooga. The Pineville

operator.
T. C. Thompsan, of the Federal Coal Co..
a large operator in the Straight Creek field,
is

Xew

in

York.
of the White
liouisville recently.

White t. Moss,
Co.,

was

in

523

Moss Coal

cinnati.

The Cincinnati Trattio Department of
the Raleigh Coal & Coke Co., by reason of
has been tran.sferred to the
traffic
manager's office at Ra eigh, the
treasurer's office at Cincinnati absorbing
the sales duties that formerly came over
that desk.
The Murray City Coal Co., Columbus, has
just completed the installation of large
overhead bins with a capacity of 1.500 tons

MARYLAND

con.solidation,

Judge Robert R. Henderson sustained the
demurrer of the Consolidation Coal Co. in
the equity suit filed two years ago by 116
former employees for back wages alleged to
be due them for shortages of weights from
October, 1902. to October, 1917. The suit
The court
involves more than $l,000,Onn.
held no allegation was made in the original
suit that the weighmaster intended to give
short weight. Leave to amend in ten days,
to conform to the views of the court, was

daily.

They motored
from St. Paul.
Peppard & Fulton have completed the
pouring of th« foundation for the machine
shop and office building of the Superior
ConI & Dock Co. at Duluth.
,J. H. Macouvray, secretary of the Northwestern Fuel Co., whose main office is in
St. Paul, has been in Duluth recently on a
tour of inspection of the company's docks.
The Long Branch Coal Sales Co., Minnehere-

apolis, is a new incorporation, with a capital stocli of $50,000.
Incorporators are
O. W. Miller, L. L. Benjamin. G. C. Bor-

cliard

and G. A. Anderson.

NEW YORK
slioeniaker, formerly for a year
Marquette Coal Co., Inc., as assistant general sales manager, has been
made vice-president of the company, in
charge of sales.
The Dooley-Weston-Shulcr Coal Co. has
filed notice of change of name to th.; D. S.
Weston Coal Co.
W. A. Reed has been appointed Buffalo
sales agent of the Philadelphia & Reading
Coal & Iron Co., to succeed D. L. Tuttle,
deceased. He has been promoted from the
management of the Detroit agency of the
company and was formerly its Western
traveling
agent,
with
headquarters
at

Ira

with

H.

ttie

Elyria, Ohio.
P. O. Mclntire. of Cleveland, w-ho lately
took a position in the Buffalo office of the
Lake City Coal Co., of Cleveland, his been
elected vice-president of the company. He
has Ohio mining operations, but will remain in Buffalo for the present.
Bids were opened on Sept. 7 for furnishing the Department of Plants and Structures of the City of New York with 4,000
tons of Buckwheat No. 1 and 1,000 tons
of bituminous.
The lowest bidders were

the Conunonwealth Fuel Co., who submitted
a price of $3.59. gross ton, on the buckwheat, and George D. Harris & Co., on a,
basis of $2.34, net ton, f.o.b. mine, on the
bituminous.

OHIO
W.

K. Tuttle. of the Tuttle Coal Corporahas returned to his Cincinnati office
after a two weeks' vacation at his old home
in Hasting.s, Minn.
While in the northwest
Mr. Tuttle paid a visit to the docks on
tion,

Lake Superior.
Kuper Hood,

manager

for the Houston Coal Co. has returned to his office in
Cincinnati after six weeks spent abroad.
B.
L.
Hutchinson. Frank B. Stewart,
Brooks Hutchinson of Fairmont and Gorin
Arnold of Charleston were present at a
directors meeting of the Central Fuel Co,
held in Cincinnati recently to outline the
further policies to be pursued now that the
Charleston and New York offices of the
concern have been closed. The Cincinnati
and Detroit offices will be continued.
The Kentuck.T Fuel Co., of Cincinnati,
has been appointed sales agent for the
sales

C.

H.

PENNSYLVANIA
Tlif i. Ed Lee Coal Co., Philipsburg, is
erecting a new concrete and tile building at
the No. 9 mine, to be used as first aid and

MINNESOTA
Duluth with Mrs. Gorham.

managed by

sociation.

F. Stein, Jr.

B. Gorliani, second vice-president of the
Northwestern Fuel Co.. recently visited

is

Va.. president of the Imperial Coal Association, was in Cincinnati recently attending the sessions of the American Bar As-

granted.

The Marva Coal Co., Baltimore, has been
organized with a capital of $50,000 to
The
operate coal properties in the state.
company is headed by James P. Wilcox.
Frederick H. Henninghausen and Charles

This concern

Boardman. Jr.
Judge Frank E. Christian of Lynchburg,

charging room for storage batteries.
H. w. Montz has been appointed assistant general manager, Lehigh Valley Coal
Co., Wilkes-Barre.
The Public Service Commission has dismissed the complaint of the St. Clair Coal
Co. against the rates of the Eastern Pennsylvania Light. Heat and Power Co. Objections were made to increased power rates
effective in 1919 and 1920 but the commission found that the wholesale rates were
not unreasonable nor unjustly discriminatory.

Bruce Payne, vice-president of the Alden
Coal Mining Co.. of New York City, has
severed his connection with that concern
to become head of the Payne Coal Co. with
headquarters at Wilkes-Barre, Pa. He will
have as his associate C. E. Banker, now
representative of the Alden Co. at WilkesBarre.
Mr. Payne was at one time a

member

of

the coal firm of

Haddock and

at Wilkes-Barre, and later served
throughout the late war. Mr. Banker was
one time connecteel with the Lehigh &
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. and with the Central Coal Co.
In addition to handling anthracite the new concern will deal in bituminous.
The Clearhill Coal Mining Co., Burnside,
has been organized with a capital of $150,000. to operate properties in that section.
William G. Browne is treasurer.
Coal Co. has filed
Tlie Mount Airie

Paj'ne,

at

notice of change of name to the Mount
Airie Coal Mining Co., at the same time
increasing its capital from $80,000 to $150,000 for proposed expansion.
State charters recently issued to coal
companies are: Reliable Coal Co., Philadelphia capital stock, $50,000 treasurer, Max
B. Shubin, who is an incorporator with Joseph I. Isaacman and Harry Polish. Philadelphia. James C. Stineman Coal Co., South
Fork, mining of coal and purchasing of
coal lands capital, $50,000 treasurer, I. E.
Lewis, Ebensburg, who with James C. Stine:

;

;

;

man. Ebensburg and Leroy Mahan, South
Fork, incorporated the company.
The Jefferson Gas Coal Co. has notified

the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth that the capital stock of the company has been increased from $200,000 to
$240,500.
Tlie Schuylkill Valley Coal Co.. through its
president. A. B. Benesch, has notified the
Serr.-tarv of the Commonwealth of an increase in capital stock from $5,000 to $500,IMHI, and an increase in indebtedness from
nothing to $150,000.

Mines,
C. A. .41len. State Inspector
who has returned to Salt Lake City after
an inspection trip in the southern part of
the state, reports he found huge coal fields
stretching from Escalante to the ArizonaUtah line.
Mr. Allen says the seams run
On
as high as twenty feet in thickness.
account of the distance from a railroad,
and the nature of the country lying between, the coal is probably of only local
economic value as yet.
The mine rescue team of the Independent
Coal and Coke Co. at Kenilworth won first
place in the international contest staged
It is said that the
at St. Louis recently.
Utah team easily took first place in both
the first-aid and mine rescue tests.
Bonds belonging to the Cameron Coal Co.
which were taken from the office of the
company in October, 191S, have been found
in Chicago.
of

VIRGINIA
The Superior Red .\sh Fuel Co.. recently
incorporated, is to start development at
once, according to D. C. Yates, president
of the company. The company is incorporated for $200,000 and has acquired a
very valuable lease of 754 acres of Raven
Red Ash coal at Red Ash.

Howard Loeb, Norfolk manager

George

of the Central Pocahontas Coal Co.. is in
the West on his honeymoon. He was married recently to Miss Beatrice Morris, of

Norfolk.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Recent revenue rulings of interest to
coal producers, are:
Deductions allowed:
Section 214 (a) S
Depreciation.
Depreciation.
Section 214 (a) Art. 161:
life"
as used in Article
The term "useful
161. Regulations 45, is interpreted to mean
the period of time over which an asset
may be used for the purpose for which it
was acquired. In the case of a new building, this period
starts at the time the
building is completer! and capable of being
Buildings under construction are not
used.
subject to a depreciation allowance for in-

—

come tax purposes.
Section 214 (a) 10
Deductions allowed:
Depletion.
Section 214 (a) 10 Art. 208: Determination of mineral contents of mine.
Held
that when materia] error has been made
in an estimate of mineral contents of a
mine, a new estimate 'may be made, and
the
capital
remaining to be' recovered
should be recovered thereafter through depletion in the year or years of continued
operation.
Dr. George Otis Smith, director of the
Geological Survey, will address the annual
neeting of the New York State Oil Producers' Association at Olean. on Sept. 31.
His subject will be "The Real Value of
Oil." Dr. Smith has accepted an invitation
to address the General Staff college of the
Army on Oct. 5 on the "Strategy of Minerals." Later in the course, he- will address
the class on "Superpower."

—

WEST VIRGINIA
The deal for the purchase of the ho'dings
of the winters Coal Co., a Pittsburgh concern, to the Parkersburg Dr.v Dock Transportation Co. of Parkersburg has finally
been consummated.
A. Spates Brad.v, coal operator, has moved
his offices

from Fairmont

Capitalized

at

$25,000.

to Elkins.

Cobun

the

Hill

Coal Co. has been organized w-ith a view to
Preston
operating
near
Tunnelton
in
County.
Active in forming this company
were:
H. C. Miller. A. L. Sidw^ell, L. W.
Dawson. E. L. Wolfe and A. C. Bolyard,
all of Tunnelton.
Offices of the Blair Parke Coal Co. of
Philadelphia, in Fairmont, have been re-

moved from

the

front

suite

of

the

third

Home Savings Bank Building
and 15 of the same building.
Although many other coal brokerage con-

floor of the
to rooms 14

have closed their branch offices in
Fairmont in recent months, this is one of
the comiJanies whose' office has been recerns

UTAH
Fe-deral Land Office has sold about
acres of coal land in the Castlegate
which the State of Utah was claiming as its property under the state school
grant. Protest was immediately made in a
letter sent out from the office of the state
land commissioner on learning of the sale.
'The letter announces tliat the state will
insist on its right to be granted a hearing
of a former protest filed against the sale
The government has sold the
of this land.
The Utah atland to the Utah Fuel Co.
torney-general is preparing the case for
the state.

The

1

611

district,

tained,

Kenna

manager.
Uniontown

Clark

capital

is

being

the

local

principally

interCoal Co.

Bear srountain Gas
which has just been organized with a view
to operating in the Bear Mountain territory near Flemington. The capital stock
has been fixed at $200,000. the general
offices of the company being at Uniontown.
Pa.
Closely identified with the new coal
ested in the

corporation are A. Q. Davis. F. B. Hess.
E. Hess and E. L. Zearley. all of Unioriand AV. A. Gadd, of Morgan-

J.

town. Pa.,
town, Pa.

COAL AGE
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Interests afllllated with the Percy Helliicr ^l Sons corporation of PhlUidelphia have
aliout completed arransements for shipping
ooal from the Thacker field over a branch
which runs from Lenora.
of the X. &
Four to five cars a week are moving from
the temporary tipple which will give way

W

to a

.

in the next few months.
Kodcer* of Cleveland, has purof an undivided in-

modern plant

Neliion

chased
terest

K. II. Arnold, president of the Randolph
Colliery Co., located at Elklns, returned
about the middle of September from a trip

Fr.ince. having been among the memlurs of the American Legion who visited
the battlefields during August.
Georice Woddrli and .Vlex Waddell, of
rhilippi, who control the Waddell Coal Co,,
were recent visitors at Elkins.
to

three-elEhths
six

In

tracts

coal

of

the
and Buffalo

kind

Wagner

and,

field

vestment

Frank St^wort,

was one
mines

Virginia

WISCONSIN

COAL OUTPUT FOR AUGUST,

inspection of the company's dock construction work at Superior,
C".
S. WIlllaniBon, of Chicago. Western
man.iger of the Mead-Morrison Mfg. Co.,
visited the Superior dock of the Great
Lakes Coal & Dock Co. recently.

In

the

Vicr-PrrHident William O'TonIr of the
Central Pocahontas Coal Co., made a roundabout return to Welch, after a stay in New
York, by visiting Cincinnati while en route.
Carl F. Keek, formerly superintendent
for the Summit Connellsville Coal & Coke
Co.. Pleasant Unity, Pa., is now general superintendent of the Woodland Coal Co.,
Capltan.

Traffic

Minneapolis complained that the increase
was ordered without their being allowed
The increase was 13Jc. on
to be heard.
soft coal.
In the complaint of the Hillsboro Coal
Co.. the I. C. C. decides that the failure of
the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago anel St.

Louis and other railways to make arrangements wherel)y the coal company's mine on
the Big Four at Hiiishoro. III., would he
enabled to avail Itself of the service, facilities anel rates of the ChicTeo & Eastern
Illinois in connection with the Interstate
transportation of coal.

deu'S

not

result

undue prejudice or disadvange.
In the complaint of the Benton Coal

in

;>Iln-

Ing

Co., the ceJmmission elecides that the
failure of the C. B. & Q. to extend to the
coal company's mines near Benton. III., tlie
services, rates and facilities of the C. B.
& Q. through trackage or other agreements does not subject the coal company to
undue preiudice or elisadvantage, and dismisses the complaint.
The M. E. Case Coal Co. and others of
Peoria. III., have complained to the I. C. C.
against unreasonable rates on bituminous
coal from La Marsh, III., to Galesburg.
111., because the rate was not the same as

.

C

Detroit,

between

June

was unreasonable

J3.70 a ton.

25.

and

bejcause

it

Nov. 12,
exceeded

3,''',888

Cc'Cassldv
(King

Old Wellington

&

7,496
17,876
3,865

.

23,802

Fos481

ter)

157.886

Total

Mlddiesboro Collieries
Fleming Coal Co

Coalmont

5,663
3,178
9,607

Collieries

Total

18,348

Crow's Xest Pass District
Crow's Nest Pass Co.,
Coal Creek
44,318

action was taken on behalf of
twenty men whose wages were not paid
within the time limit defined by legislation.
.Tu<igment w.as secured and the company
fined
respect of each employee
$2.1
in
named.
It
is t-aid tlrat
the case will tie
appealed.

Michel
Corbin Coal
Corbin

cently

to

Seven Mile Road yard

in

the city of Detroit were illegal.
In the matter of intrastate rates on bituminous coal in Ohio, the West A'Irginia Coal
.Association has been permitted by the I. C.
C. to intervene.
In the complaint of the Mutliieson Alkali
Works, the Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke
Co., intervenor. asks that the oonxmission
find that the rates on coal from the Pocahontas, Va., group to stations on the N. &
W.. between Bristol and Roanoke, are unreasonable and that they be reduceel. The
railroad contenels that tlie complaint should
be dismis.sed and that a readjustment of
all rates in this territory be made.
In the complaint of the Fairmont &

Cleveland Coal Co.. request has been made
that the commission refuse to reconsider its
opinion which provides for proper car distribution at their mines in West Virgini,a,
the railroads having asked for a reconsideration.

The Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern
Traction Co., in a brief to tlie commission,
says that the commission should decide
that the rates on bituminous coal from
points in Indiana to Terre Haute were unreasonable between June 25, 1918, and Aug.
1920.

31,

26,923

& Coke

Co.,

3,936

Total
r;,:inil

75,177

Total

251,361

years ago with the Smokeless Fuel Co., and
for the last ten years with the Darby Coal
Sales Co., died in Covington, Ky., recently.
Death recently ended the career of
Clarence Ivan Lantz, general manager of
the Rosedale Coal Co.. and one of the leading busine'ss men of Morgantown. W. Va.,
at the West Penn Hospital at Pittsburgh,
following an operation.
Not only was Mr.
Lantz eminently successful as a co,al man
l)ut lie was widely known as a bridge engineer.
Tie was one of the pioneers in the
Scott's Run field and in 1917 aided in the
organization of the Rosedale company. He
was general manager of the Mapletown
Coal Co. and sales manager of the Blue
Flame Fuel Co.
Warren C. Barber, since 1916 connected
with the .Mden Coal Mining Co., died at

home in Brooklyn on Sept. 5. The
funeral service, which took place on Sept.
S, and was attended by many coal men.
J, Lntlier Neel, Norfolk manager for the
Weston Dodson Co., and one of the best
known coal men of that section of the State,
died at the Norfolk Protestant Hospital reHe had been in declining health for
cently.
several months. He was associated with the
Pocahonta.>i Fuel Co. early in his career, anel
with other in-ominent coal concerns.
Wtllium a. Ilnlbert, one of the pioneers In
the coal industry in I'iinois died recently at
his home in rianvilie.
In 1805 he organized
and developed the Haibert Coal Co.
his

The Consolidation Coal Co

of Baltimore
against unreasonable combinarates on bituminous coal from points
on the Millers Creek R.R. in Kentuckv to
various destinations and Canadian points.

complains
tion

that from Peoria to Galesburg.
The SlosH-Sheflleld Steel & Iron Co.. of
Birmingham. Ala., allffes unrcpsonable
rates on coal between points in .Alabama
because of the increase under General
Order No. 28 being applied to separate
factors of combination rates.
The Standard Portland Cement Co., of
Charleston. S. C, complains against unr«asonable rates on coal from Carbon Hill,
Dora, Empire and Townley. Ala., to Leeds,
Ala.
In the complaint of the- Minnesota Steel
Co., the Dir.ctor General of Railroads has
filed a brief contending that f-e rate of
$15 per car on coal shipped between June
25 and Xov. 15. 1918, from Miss.abe Junction, Minn
to Steelton. Minn., was not
unreasonable and that no reparation should
be awarded.
In the complaint of the Reeves Coal tk
Dock Co., the commission decides tli-^t demurrage charges on coal held at Minneapolis were illegally a.ssessed and awards
the company reparation.
The I. C.
in the case of the Michigan
Ruilders Supply Co., has decided that the
rate on anthracite from Oarbondaie, Jessup.
Scranton. and Winton. in Pennsylvania, to

68,430

South Wellington
Kxtenslon
Nanoose Wellington Collieries.
Granbv Consolidated MS&P

Island, which ceased work some months
financial
dinioulties,
was
-ago owing to
Reguilty of a breach of this statute.

Pennsylvania

Commerce

Commission
has set a hearing for Oct. 17 in Washington on the matter of increased freight on
coal to the Twin Cities under the Holmes
& Hallowell case. Trade organizations of
Interstate

Tons

Nicola-Pkinceton District

BRITISH COLUMBIA
I'nder the laws of British Columbia the
collieries are rc<iuired to pay wages in
fortnightly periods. The Pacific CoaBt Coat
operating
on
Vancouver
MineH,
Ltd..

In the complaint of the P. KoeniK Coal
Co., the I. C. C.
decides that the rate
charged on shipments of coal from points
in
Ohio, Kentucky, W>st Virginia, and

News

1921

Vanoolvkr Island District

Comox

manager of the
Great Lakes Coal and Dock Co., made an
C. G, Watts. Minneapolis

pre.sldent of the Wlnifrede
of the executives of West

who was caught

armed demonstration of the miners in their
recent advance on I^ogan.
He endeavored
to stave off tiie robbery of the company's
store but was unsuccessful.

to make the InIf warranted,
necessary tor further develop-

ment.

tract.

Coal Co.

10 IS.

Diamond drilling Is In progress on the
Chu Chua coal deposits near Kamloops.
The punwse Is to thoroughly explore the

Mine
Canadian Western Fuel Co
Canadian Collieries, Ltd.,

In

Pittsburgh seam on Sycamore
creeks In the Harrison County field from
the trustees of Isaac Semans. bankrupt,
the purchase price bi-ing close to $58,000.
Trustees who joined in making a final conveyance of the property were C. E. Lenhart. W. W. Parshall and Frederick G.
Kay. These tracts comprise the ooal under
the .A.ndri-ws farm, the Curtis .\llen tract,
the A. A. Post tract, the Hiram Post tract,
the George T. Post tract and the Robert

The
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Coming Meetings
The annual Institute meeting of the Ala-

bama

Obituary
.\d\'ices

received

in

Birmingham

an-

nounce the death of

J. H, L,ord, a wellelectrical engineer, which occurred
Bengal. Indi^, where he was connectetl

with the Tata Iron W^orks.
in

Mr. Lord was
charge of tRe installation of the elec-

trical

eeiuipment

the big Fairfield plant
of the Tennessee Coal. Iron & R.R. Co.
Oscar Horton Chellhnrg died at his home
in New Rochelle, N. Y., on Sept. 14.
He
w.as 62 years old and for many years connected with the coal firm of Robinson. Haydon & Co.
He was a graduate of the
College of the City of New York
charter
mr-mber of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club
.and for many years a member of the New
Rochelle Yacht Club, and a former chairman of the regatta commitee- of that organization.
in

:

Cassias C. Thomas, former resident of
Evansville, Ind., and who for years operated large coal mines in IJi-ansville and
at Morganfield, Ky., died recently at Silver

Palm, Fla.

W.

Lace.v Kirtley,

be- iielel

at the

is

Empire Mines

schedof the

Empire

known
in

Coal Operiitors* .-Issociation

uled to

long a figure in the

Cmcinnati coal trade, having started many

Coal Co..
Empire, Walker
at
County. Oct. 4.
This is the first meeting
to be held by the Institute in several years,
the sessions having been dispensed with
during the war.

The American Mining Congress and National

Exposition

of

Mines

and

Mining

The twenty-fourth annual convention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Chicago. III.
Assistant secretary. John T.
Burns, Congress Hotel. Chicago, III.
American Manufacturers Ex-i)ort Association will holel its twelfth annual convention
at the Waldorf-Astoria. New York City,
Secretary A. W. Wlllmann.
Oct. 5 and 6.
160 Broadway. New York City.
The Coal .'Mining Institute of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh.
Pa., Dec. 7, 8. and 9.
Secretary H. D.
Mason. Jr., Chamber of Commerce Bldg..
Pittsburgh, Pa.
An Industrial Relations Conference for
all industries in the State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for October 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg. Pa, by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C. B. Connelly.
The sixth annual convention of the National Association of 1*urchasing Agents
will be held Oct. 10-13 at Indianapolis. Ind.
Equipment.

—
ir-»i'

The Only National Paper Devoted
C.

E.

NEW
Unemployment

in

LESHER

AND R.

Coal

HALL,. Editors.

DRAMATIC

possible stone removed from their i:ath in the pursuit of
their objective
emergency and then permanent meas-

—

ures to relieve the plague of idleness.
The great
things that such a gathering of citizens of the highest
type, under such auspices, could hope to accomplish are
not finding jobs for the unemployed but awakening the
national consciousness to the magnitude of the problem and setting every one, from lowly village mayor to

highest executive in industry, to the task. The problem
is so big, so elusive and so impossible of direct solution
that everyone must admire the courage and vision as
well as the faith in the ultimate good sense and i-esourcefulness of the American people of the men who
dared make the undertaking.

Unemployment and employment are relative terms.
At no time is everyone at work. Demand for materials
and goods creates demand for labor and diminishes idlebusiness closes the avenues of
is no panacea for the great
ailment of the world toaay except to resuscitate buying'.
In other words, the problem of unemployment is
primarily a matter of commerce and not one of labor
hence we find the Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Hoover,
and not the Secretary of Labor, Mr. Davis, the leader of
the national conference on unemployment at Washington.
Coal bulks large in the problem, for two reasons:
A large part of the idle men the country would put
to work are at the coal mines and the high price of
coal is held to be a contributing cause in the hesitation
of other business to resume and to employ more men.
in

Hence there

Unemployment in the coal industry cannot be entirely
charged to the obstinate policy of the United Mine
Workers

in refusing even to consider a reduction in
wages, because a fair-sized and growing portion of
mine labor is non-union and has accepted lower wages
and is working. The conference in Washington has
concluded its preliminary canvass of the situation, but
the committee on mining will not report until Oct. 10.
There is no intimation as this is written as to the
angle the conclusions of these men, representative of

the coal industry, will take.
They must, however, have taken cognizance of the
accepted fact that the union coal miners, with the building trades labor, have refused wage reductions and that
railroad labor has been reduced but a small portion of
what must come if high freight rates are no longer
to bar the revival of business.
It must also have come
to their attention that in the anthracite region, with
wages the highest in history and coal prices at the

Number

1921

6,

highest recorded
this year as in

ployment at Washington. Opened by the Pi-esident of
the United States, presided over and under the leadership of Herbert Hoover, the conferees have found every

ness; a depression

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing
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indeed was the setting that had been
staged for the delegates to the conference on unem-

employment.

to

DAWSON

level,

14

labor has been as fully employed

any normal year.

This has been true because the operators have been
willing to produce and store what they could not sell
and the retail dealers have been willing to buy and
store what they could not induce customers to put in

The miners in the anthracite region have
not been given work at better than war-time wages
because they were entitled to such wages by the high
cost of living but because the country must have the
coal.
Public condemnation of hard-coal prices has been
continuous and strenuous.
But there has been no
unemployment problem in the hard-coal region.
their cellars.

Bituminous Coal a Special Problem

WITH
ment

soft coal the case is different.

Unemploy-

has been rife since early in the year and
the prospect for more work is not promising.
The
bituminous industry, therefore, presents a special
problem to the conferees on unemployment.
As we
noted in these columns two weeks ago, out of the
maximum of 640,000 employed in 1920, some 150.000
men are now idle or at least are not mining bituminous
coal.
Of those at work the portion afforded the opportunity for full-time employment is reduced from last
year by one-half and the percentage of opportunity
to work three days or more has dwindled on the average from 60 to 42.
Mine labor does not generally fully avail itself of
its opportunity to work.
From 60 to 75 per cent is a
fair average of the number of men who work threefourths or more of the hours in which they have the
opportunity to labor, according to extensive studies
made by the Bureau of Coal Economics of the National
Coal Association and introduced as evidence before the
Bituminous Coal Commission in 1920. This appears to
be true whether the opportunity to work, as represented
by days of mine operation per month, is 10 or 20 and
is a condition in the industry that cannot be classed
as unemployment.

But aside from the habits of work and non-work of
the individual miner in good times and bad and its
effect on the apparent unemployment of this class of
labor is the fact that the year 1921 inherited some
640,000 to mine soft coal and work has been available,
either part or whole time, for only 500.000.
To what
extent has high cost of coal necessitated by high union
wages militated against the greater employment of
these men?
Is the price of coa! for industry holding
back the tide of prosperity?
There can be but one
answer. The cost of coal is a factor contributing to
the hesitation of industry, but to a lesser degree than
many suppose. Non-union mine operators have reduced
wages and the buyers of coal have been getting the
advantage of lower costs in cheaper coal. The average

52^
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price of smokeless coal, the best

steam coal

this country

produces, was $1.30 per net ton in the twelve months
prior to July. 1914.
The navy has just closed a large
contract for smokeless coal at $1.92 per net ton, an
increase over the pre-war figure of G2c., or less than
50 per cent. Wages have been materially reduced at
the mines where this coal is produced.
Somerset (Pa.) coal is now to be had at $2 per net
Wages of
ton, compared with $1.30 before the war.

Eastern
non-union miners have been reduced here.
(a non-union field) mine-run coal is now
quoted at $1.60 per net ton, compared with a pre-war
average of $1.52 per ton.
Turning to the union fields, however, we find Clearfield now $2.20 per ton, about double the pre-war price
of $1.12; Pittsburgh steam coal at $2.25 against the
1913-1914 average of $1.26; Kanawha now $2.25 compared with $1.16 and southern Illinois mine-run from
S2.25 to $3.50 compared with a pre-war average of $1.16.
Connellsville, the home of beehive coke, is now a coal
producer and with wages nearly to pre-war levels and
with coke ovens idle is finding a wide market for coal.
Comparative figures of operating time in the coal
region as published by the Geological Survey show that
It
is the union fields that are suffering the most.
it
is reported that one of the emergency measures that
will be proposed for unemployment will be to divide up
what work there is. The union miners cannot share
more generously in the labor there is until they accept
There is no other answer to the unema bwer wage.
ployment problem for these men.
Non-union fields cannot, however, produce the coal
that will be required for even a moderate revival in
business.
The responsibility of the coal industry in
helping the country return to normal is great. Lower
freight rates hinge in part on cheaper union coal and
lower freight rates with more cheap coal and coke from
coal are needed to give the iron and steel industi-y a
If, as now appears probable,
feeling of stabilization.
the program of the United Mine Workers be to refuse
consideration of wage changes until next spring and
settlement then only to be affected after a strike, the
solution of unemployment not only in coal but other industry will be interminably and inexcusably delayed,
though the eventual outcome be assured.

Kentucky

A

Revival

in

Cost Accounting

PROMOTING cost accounting at the coal mines the
INNational
Coal Association is again entering a field
is at once non-controversial and that is constructive.
So much of the time, money and effort of the national
association has been spent on the firing line that the
everyday needs of the rank and file of the membership have suffered. In Cincinnati last week there were
assembled some 100 coal operators, auditors and secretaries to spend the day in a discussion of uniform cost
accounting, the first meeting of the kind in two years.
Teaching cost accounting for cost accounting's sake

that

alone

The subject is
many, and one soon tires. But

is

unproductive.

intricate,

the

to teach cost
accounting and the collection of field costs as a means
And if that end be the
to an end can produce good.
illumination of the facts of the industry there is opporFor
tunity to arouse some enthusiasm on the subject.
instance, between now and the signing of a new wage
Workers
Mine
there
will be occascale v/ith the United
sion for the operators to go before the people of the
details
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The next, as was
stoi-y.
negotiation will be fought over in the
press, and cost data will be invaluable in that contest.
There should, however, be no such impelling reason
required to induce every coal operator to adopt and
follow a uniform cost accounting system.
Not all the
experts will agree that the system of the National Coal
Association is perfect, but all can and do, it appears,
agree that it is good and that it should be univer.sally
followed.
That being true there remains the greater
task of getting it introduced. Here again the national
body, by holding sectional meeting and by energetic
teaching, can be of great help to the local organizations.

country with their side of the
the last,

The

A

wage

New

Connellsville Region

BEEHIVE-OVEN

region has its peculiarities. It
does not seek to obtain maximum coal tonnage
unless it is selling raw coal.
When it sells its coal
uncoked it misuses the product which is needed to get
service out of the ovens. As the ovens cost more than
the mine and the number of ovens has been so regulated
as to use the coal of the field apportioned to it during
their life, it would not do to rob them of the coal.
Hence, in a beehive-oven region raw coal is not sold.
When enough coal is mined to fill the ovens that are
ready to be filled the mine is closed down till another
batch of ovens becomes ready.
For this reason the Connellsville region has not kept
pace with some other localities in the matter of coal
output per plant. The original installations were laid
out with their restrictions in full view. Now, with the
departure of the beehive oven, a new day has arrived.
It no longer matters what mine produces the coal, as
However, it ceases to be
it is not coked at the mine.
desirable to operate as many plants as in the past. One
big mine would seem moi-e economical than several
smaller ones if the coal is to be shipped. A consolidation of mining areas now seems probable, and nothing
will hamper the largest of development except the fact
that the region is already quite generally despoiled of
its coal, and virgin tracts are no more.
There is still room for concentration in some places,
We are learning from time to time that
however.
proposals for larger plants arc under way, and the Connellsville region, the home of an enforced conservatism,
may yet show the stuff out of which its engineers are
made. The region has been in the past a leader in
From now
social experiments and coal conservation.
on it may exhibit once again its pre-eminence in transportation and hoisting methods. It will be well worth
watching. The subsidiaries of the United States Steel
Corporation have given proof of their mining enterprise in Gary, Westville, Benton and Lynch. They will
hardly be less active under the new conditions in FayThe promise of a
ette and We.stmoreland counties.
marvelous rubber-belt conveyor, miles in length, seems
to be a forerunner of such activity.

The beehive and Belgian ovens have not by any means
shipped their last ton of coke. They may have their
periods of revival but faith in them is so greatly shaken
that no longer will it be desirable to conserve coal for
their operation, so irregular is that operation likely to
be and so sure is it that before long the last day of the
For this reason we
last beehive oven will be celebrated.
may look for an increase of coal production in the Connellsville region, not all of which will by any means go
into bjTJroduct coke.

>
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and Chutes Greatly Reduce

Degradation in Anthracite Breakers*

—

Performance and Design of Rolls Feeders Which Give Even
Flow of Coal Chutes with Irregular Delivery Box and Other
Automatic Chutes Screen Areas for Coal of Different Sizes

—

—

—

By DEVER

C.

ASHMEADt

Kingston. Pa.

UPON

the kind of rolls used in the preparation of
anthracite and how they are operated depends in
large measure the quantity of prepared sizes that
can be obtained. Any excess production of the smaller
sizes reduces the profit realized from the operation of
a mine. Many types of rolls are now on the open market, and there are others which the coal companies have
designed for their own use. A roll should crush or,
rather, break the coal of a given larger size to a given
smaller one, producing, in so doing, a minimum of overor under-sizes.
All roll tests show the percentages of
the prepared sizes of coal together with those of the
unprepared sizes (if indeed today any sizes may be
It is more correct to call
regarded as unprepared).
these small coals steam fuels than unprepared sizes, for
in many places the smaller grades receive as careful
preparation as the larger ones.

About Ten per Cent Loss in Each Breakage
The accompanying set of curves. Fig. 1, were made
from data obtained in a long series of tests by the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. The rolls upon which
these trials were made are of a special design worked
out in this firm's own mechanical engineering department and are particularly suited to its conditions. It
will be noted from the line marked "Steamboat" that
the quantity of prepared sizes made in breaking coal
from lump to steamboat is 93.4 per cent. In breaking
steamboat to broken it is 91 per cent and in breaking
broken to egg it is 88.8 per cent.
Table I shows a long series of roll tests made in different parts of the anthracite fields. Here is given the
name or make of the roll, the locality where the test was
made and the results obtained, also any special feature
which the roll may embody.
In this table mention is made of the Johnson hollow-

sides of the tooth present an unbroken surface to the
coal.
This has resulted in a grinding instead of a cutIt also is asserted that the w^ear on this
ting action.
type of tooth is such that the cutting edge is maintained
through the entire length of its period of service.
Referring to Table I it will be noted that tests 26 and
27 were made with Johnson teeth and that the percentage of the prepared sizes obtained exceeds that shown in
tests 24 and 25, made at the same colliery with the other
type of tooth. Furthermore the percentage of the larger
sizes of coal are greater for the Johnson teeth than for
those of other types.
Tests 30 and 31 of the same table show that with no
steamboat in the second test and a smaller percentage
of broken coal, the proportion of prepared sizes was
greater than in the first trial.
In test 35 it will be seen that the Johnson tooth made
practically no broken coal, yet the percentage of prepared sizes was greater than in test 34 when 36.4 per
cent of broken coal was produced.
Probably the greatest recent departure from ordinary
roll construction is the new roll invented by Frank Pardee and now in daily service in the Colerain breaker.
This is not really a roll but it does the work of one.
Referring to Figs. 5 and 6 it will be noted that the
machine consists of two shafts revolved toward each
other by means of gearing. On one shaft is mounted a
steel plate carrying cutter teeth on its periphery. These
are similar to the teeth on a circular saw, but the
distance between the adjacent cutters is equal to about
the diameter of the pieces to which it is desired to
break the coal. Thus an egg crusher would have teeth
2? in. apart.
On the other shaft are plain steel disks. The cutter
and the disks revolve in the same plane, their tops moving toward each other. The coal is fed to this device

ground tooth. This element of roll design differs from
the old-style spear tooth in that it has four cutting edges
spaced equidistantly around its periphery, as shown in
Fig. 2. Here also is shown the old type of spear tooth.
In Fig. 3 will be found the "hawk-bill" tooth, which
is composed of manganese steel.
In Fig. 4 is shown an
older type of tooth, which also is made from manganese

steel.

In the Johnson tooth the areas between the four cutting edges, which converge to a point, are concaved
to a depth of 1 in., allowing the edges to stand out prominently.
This constitutes the distinctive characteristic
of this tooth, in that the only part of it which comes in
contact with the coal is the cutting edge, whereas with
the older types, possessing only two cutting edges, the

•Excerpt from article, entitled "Preparation of Anthracite."
presented at the Wilkes-Barre meeting of the American Institute
of Mmmir and Metallurgical E^ngineers
fAnthracite Field Editor, Coal Age.

(lirt4wJ.ta4^.Nut---»t<— Stov«—>|<—

FIG.

1.

Each

-Egg—

->!<

Broken—

"Stecimboorf'-

GRAPH OF PERFORMANCE OF ROLLS AT LEHIGH
& WILKES-BARRE COLLIERIES
line

in

the graph

is

denominated by the size desired.

Thus the line marked "stpamboat" shows the quantity of each
prepared size obtained when 100 per cent lump is reduced to
steamboat. It will be noted that in crushing, the aggregate percentage of sizes rated as pea and under is about 6.6 hence the
total percentage of prepared sizes is 93.4.
The line marked
'•broken" shows the prepared and "unprepared" sizes resulting
from the breaking of 100 per cent steamboat to broken.
;

.

.
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at right angles to the plane in

which the cutters revolve.

The feeder and the cutter are synchronized,

so that

delivered in front of a tooth, which
carries the coal forward and against the opposite disk.
This acts as a fulcrum, against which the cutter breaks
the coal. Between adjacent cuttei"s as well as between
the disk wheels is placed a spring spacer.
Any coal
that lodges between either the cutters or the disks will
push the spring back, thus preventing the coal from
being crushed.

each piece of coal

Table

II is

of these

rolls.

the result of a test that

TABLE
Over

IJ

is

TEST OF PARDEE ROLLS

n.

Per
and through

in.

5/16 in

2

Over
IJ

and

Per

Ct.

Over 3/16
Over 1/16

through
21.42

in

in
in.

Smaller
It is

interesting to note that the material

directly
size,

from broken

giving a total of 92.84 per cent of prepared sizes.

With the common

Johnson Crvshcr Tooth

FIG.

t^

^

Sp€ar-Head Tooih

roll

is

it

generally e.xpected that the

highest yield of prepared coal will occur when 15 to 20
per cent of oversize is made by the roll.
Little need be said as to the design of shaker screens,
as these have become so nearly standardized that few
improvements have been made during the past several
years.
Commencing with page 277, Vol. 42, Transactions American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers, Paul Sterling describes fully the revolving
and the shaker screen. What Mr. Sterling has already
discussed will not be considered here but a few details
of current practice at certain breakers will be recorded.
In the new Wanamie breaker of the Lehigh & WilkesBarre Coal Co., the areas in square feet of screening
surface per hour all'wed for one ton of coal were fixed
as in Table III.

JOHNSON HOLLOW-GROUND TOOTH AND THE OLDFASHIONED SPEAR-HEAD TOOTH

2.

was crushed
any over-

coal without

egg

into

The letter "f" appearing in many parts of the illustration desigIt will
nates that the part thus characterized is tool-finished.
be noted that the purpose of the roll is to break, not crush, the

TABLE

III.

.^RE.XS ALLOWED AT WAN.V.MIE
BREAKER PER TON-HOVR

SCREEN

coal.

Sd-Ft.

Broken

by a new and ingenious
that each piece of coal

manner

spiral feeder in such a

delivered with

is

T.ABLE

I.

its

Stove
Chestnut

major axis

Sq.Ft.

Pea

2.4
1.9
2.3
2.3

6.4
4.2

Buckwheat

No. 1
Rice

Barley

RESULTS OF ROLL TESTS AT VARIOtTS BREAKERS

SO eK
*§ -53
Z:

Z
Short Mountain

.

,

Wllnanwtown
Willlamstown

WlUiamstotfn

...

Willtani^on-n

Wm- Penn
Cameron
Luke Fldler
Slott

Pennsylvania

Wm

£2

Penn

Cameriin
Luke ruHer
Scolt

PennsylvaniaRichards

Cameron
Luke Fldler..
Richards
Jeddo Xo. 4

Jeddo No. 4
Highland No. S
Highland No. 5

.

r^

Teeth diagonal Broken
and alternate
No. 2 Teeth .Alternate Broken

Solid cast

No. 2
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Detail of Tooth

FIG. 3. HAWK-BILL TOOTH AND ITS SETTING
This form of tooth is extensively used in the anthracite region
for breaking clown ooal.

These large screen areas are provided because, for a
short period in the morning, the tonnage is unusually
heavy and if there were not sufficient screen area it
would be impossible to handle the coal and screen it
properly.
The Susquehanna Collieries Co. uses different multiples for screen areas per ton capacity per hour.
These
are recorded in Table IV.

TABLE

IV.

CO.

Egg-

0.75
0.75

Stove
Chestnut

0.875

Pea

1.25

The more common method, however,

is to

em-

ploy an automatic feeder.
This opens and closes the
pocket gate at predetermined intervals and admits to
treatment a certain quantity of coal at each opening.
The number of openings and the quantity of coal admitted can be regulated to suit the conditions existing
at the plant.

Sq.Ft.

No. 1 Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

1.50
1.75
2.00

In the first table both the broken and egg coal are
screened dry and in the second the egg only. The other
sizes are screened wet.
When the breaker begins operations in the morning
there is, under ordinary conditions of mining, an abundance of coal which possibly has been produced by the
night shift or which may have been left over from the
preceding day. This means that during the first few
working hours there possibly may be more coal than the
breaker can handle properly. Later on the rate at which
the coal arrives decreases, and consequently the breaker
may not receive its capacity supply. At times during
the day the coal may come in spurts or unsteadily, so
that at one moment the preparation equipment may be
overtaxed though a few moments later it may not have
suflScient coal to operate properly.
To meet these abnormal conditions the breaker may
be made of so large a capacity that no matter how rapidly the coal is brought to it it will be handled without
difficulty.
This method is extremely expensive as it
requires the construction and equipment of a building
far beyond the average needs.
Another and better
method is to provide storage hoppers to bridge over
the peaks. When this plan is adopted the breaker can

/ "S chipping piece

—

''

i"

Vr---

-

FIG.
Illustration

pockets.

PER TON-HOUR

Sq.Ft.

segments.

be so designed that the cost of construction and operation may be reduced to a minimum. In most cases these
hoppers are placed at the top of the breaker.
They
may be so located, however, that both the coal passing
through the bull shakers and that leaving the main rolls
goes to the hopper. In addition to this storage many
companies have arranged storage pockets in front of,
and feeding the jrgs.=--H-the- coal comes too rapidly for
the jigs to handle it, the coal is placed in these storage
pockets, so that it may be fed evenly.
To accommodate a temporary excess of coal and assure its being fed properly from the hoppers or storage
pockets to the breaker equipment, feeders are used. In
some places these are operated by hand, the tender using
his judgment as when to open or close the gates to the

.SCREEN AREAS PROVIDED BY SU.SQUEHA.XX.A.

COLLIERIES

<
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OLD-FASHIONED SPEAR TOOTH
shows how the teeth are arranged on the

FIG.

5,

NEW PARDEE ANTHRACITE FEED AND

ROLLS

This is a radical departure from the present roll practice. The
coal is fed to the teeth liv a spiral feeder synchronized with the
teeth of the roll.«.

Feeders are of many types. The most primitive is
the ordinary gate feeder that raises and lowers a gate
at suitable intervals.
This is objectionable, as coal is
likely to get under the gate and be crushed.
The coal
also may interfere seriously with the movement of the
gate. A second type operates like a door, opening outward and then closing. The objection to this device is
that a large lump of coal may prevent the door from
closing properly.
A third type is a gate feeder that
raises through the coal to shut it off and sinks below the
pocket or chute floor to allow the material to flow. This
feeder does not break the coal.
A fourth type is the reciprocating feeder. Many modifications of this excellent type of regulated discharge
have been introduced, but they all have the same principles.
The device is driven by an eccentric which

COAL AGE
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Fig. 7. This type of chute is advantageous in that it
takes up little space and the coal is passed around
curves so designed that breakage is reduced'to a minimum. On the other hand, the acid water corrodes the
lining rapidly.

The

bo.\

FIG.

6.

PLJiS

VIEW OF PARDEE ROLLS NOW OPERATING
AT THE COLERATN BREAKER

One roll has plain disks and the other cutter teeth. These are
cutters spaced to accord with the diameter of the size desired.

pushes a plate backward and forward. It usually opThe coal slides
erates at the bottom of the pocket.
gently down to the feeder, which takes a measured quantity of it and pushes it forward onto the shaking screens
or other preparation equipment and then returns for
another load. The fifth type is the revolving feeder. It
resembles a shrouded gear or pinion, bearing, say, four
teeth, but instead of teeth are a corresponding number
of feeding compartments, into which the coal runs, and
The rate of feed
it is discharged as the feeder revolves.
depends entirely on the size of the feeder and the number of revolutions per minute.

Shaker to
The three

C.\r

Chute Ten per Cent Breakage

shown

in

Fig.

rapidly coming

is

8,

It is a

used.

Shaking Chute Works on Slight Pitch

many

places a shaking chute is employed to convey
the coal from one point to another. The advantage of
this construction is that the chute can be operated on
only a slight pitch and the vertical space taken up by
Conveyors
this type of chute is reduced to a minimum.
similar to the retarding conveyor are in common use
for raising coal but are seldom employed for lowering
it.
When they are used breakage is reduced greatly.
In

Atk^^

^yi

X = Broken cc<r/.in$/a^ive^v'oofS'-^''*''^&'

pieces of equipment employed in the prep-

aration of coal where most degradation occurs are the
A general manager
rolls, the chutes and the pockets.
of one of the larger companies says: "It is difficult to
give figures on chute tests because of the varying conditions, but it is probably safe to say that the total
breakage in handling coal from the shakers to the lip
screen at the loading pocket would be from 10 to 12
per cent." This loss due to degradation figured over a
year's time can become something enormous, for the prepared sizes of coal are worth at the mine from $7.50
io $8 per ton, whereas the steam sizes are worth only

from 11.50

chute,

square box built of wood and lined
with sheet iron. The coal passes down an inclined chute
leading to the top of the box, in which is placed a pan
that rises and falls in accordance with the amount of
coal upon it. This pan is connected by a lever and wire
rope to a door in the bottom of the vertical chute. When
the pan ascends the door closes and when the pan is
forced down by the weight of coal upon it the door opens.
The vertical box is constantly filled to the top but as
the coal backs up the slant chute the pan is depressed
and the bottom door is opened, allowing the coal to pass
When the weight of coal on the pan is not suffiout.
cient to weight it down it rises auTomatically and the
door closes. In this way the box is kept full of coal.
Because the box used is square there is some breakage
in the corners, but in the new chutes now being built
the corners are rounded. One disadvantage of the box
chute is the difficulty experienced in relining it when
the lining is worn out. In place of the present type of
box it is probable that round vitrified clay pipe can be
into favor.
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chute 28'

Built-Up Spiral

types of chutes.

When

coal is prepared near the top of the breaker
provision must be made for transporting this coal

In the past this was done by means of
long inclined chutes. In one breaker I have in mind
one of these slides was 350 ft. in length. The friction
of the coal on the chute lining and against the sides together with poorly-designed curves has caused much
to the pocket.

unnecessary coal breakage.

Today instead

of these long chutes shorter ones of
designs are provided for lowering the coal.
Among these are the spiral cast-iron chute, the spiral
steel ciiute, and lastly, the spiral built-up chute shown in
different

-

to $3.50.

In order that breakage may be decreased, space economized and a longer life obtained from the chute linings
anthracite companies are experimenting with many

some

;

V'Broften coot, 3i"p'*c'r

Chute
This chulf

is

made

wood and covsheetered
with
iron and serves to
lower the coal to
the pockets from a
point hith in the
breaker.

of
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From the stationary chute the coal is fed onto a movable one which discharges close to the sloping bottom
of the pocket, down which the coal runs. As the pocket
the coal pushes the traveling chute back to offset
By actual tests it
the friction in the traveling chute.
has been found that this type of chute reduced the
breakage in the pockets 5 per cent.
fills,

What Percentage of Carbon Monoxide May
Coal Gas Be Allowed to Contain?

DOUBT

having arisen as to the safety of using coal
gas with large percentages of carbon monoxide,
a departmental committee on that gas has been
appointed by the Board of Trade of Great Britain, which
has now presented a report that in the interest of cheap
gas an important desideratum in a country which has
been much troubled with the smoke from half-burned
coal and the fog arising therefrom
no limitations shall
be put on the percentage of carbon monoxide.
The
committee says that in view of the warning conveyed
by the "distinctive pungent smell of coal gas" it should
be made an offense to furnish gas that does not have

—

—

that characteristic.

FIG.

8.

Lowers

BOX CHUTE OF SUSQUEHANNA COLLIERIES
coal

in

the breaker and reduces breakage.

CO.

Regulation

;'Ven

feed or to

Still one other type of chute should be mentioned,
namely, the White chute, which is used to deliver coal
to pockets. This chute is shown in Fig. 9. Here the coal
is fed through a spiral chute provided with a control
regulating the quantity that can pass. This arrangement is similar to the box chute already described, except that it works in an opposite manner. In this case
the coal passes under the pan and operates the gate in
the chute.

Fii;;.

There is no law regulating the percentage of carbon
monoxide in the gas supplied, but the Ministry of
Health, following the practice of the Local Government
Board when sanctioning loans for municipal undertak-

made it a condition that "in ordinary circumstances the total percentage of carbon monoxide in the
gas supplied shall not exceed 15 per cent. Dr. Haldane
advocated a restriction of the percentage to 20, holding
that such a percentage was permissible because the
ings,

improved gas burners, both incandescent and flat-flame,
now constructed pass much less gas in a given time
than in 1898. This would allow 33 per cent of blue water
gas or about 50 per cent of carbureted water gas to be
mixed with the coal gas. The report constitutes White
Paper Cmd. 1422.

3

White Chute
For sending coal to
the
pockets
and
controlling' its \'elocity so as to re-

duce breakage. This
control can be used
on any and all the
chutes
in
the
breaker.
The lowleft-hand illu.stratlon
exhibits
method of handling

er

box chute by movement of float H.
The other illustrations show how the
sliding chute regulates delivery to a

pocket so that, full
or empty, coal will
be broken as little
as possible.
The
new material is al-

ways

deposited
without an appreciable drop on the
talus of the coal
already
in
the
pocket.

General arrangement and mefhool
controlling gate 6, locafect in
vertical telegraph, to keep chute
ana telegraph full of coal.

Note:

^.

0,

Rod

N

ac/justect

position, before

„
hole

^/le

trial, so

^lil.
to
12

by moving F to any
finally nailing to place

Position of gate "6"acfjustect to suit condition
by moving lever C to any desired position and
holding with set screw

K

locaM for rod bv
that float H balances
"" '^'^<"'«. ^i^d back from

'""'?""'

3 off bottom, according to size

of coal

to

be controlled
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THE

section in which Lynch is located is entirely
isolated from any large community; in fact the
only town of any size is the neighboring village

of Benham, which contains perhaps 2,000 people. There
is no other town having more than a few people within
twenty miles by rail or nine miles across a steep
mountain trail. Everything required for comfortable
living in the ordinary large town would have to be furnished by the United States Coal & Coke Co., so it was
fortunate that all the property was owned in fee simple
and that there were no outside lots or owners to create
embarrassment in laying out the town.

It

I;.\>1-;i;ai,I.

No. 14

How Probable Popltlation Was Estimated
was estimated that to produce the capacity required

the average daily output by employees of all classes
would be about four tons; so for the desired production
of 8,000 tons per day 2,000 men would be required for
all purposes.
At the older plants of the United States
Coal & Coke Co., in the Pocahontas field, a careful
census, taken at various times, had shown that
ordinarily there were two people on the plant for each
man on the payroll. It was thought that at Lynch,
partly because of its location and partly because so
many of the foreign miners had left the country, this
small proportion would not hold, but that the probable
population would be about 6,000 to 7,000.
The number of rooms per man employed in coal-mining communities in isolated situations of this kind has
been steadily rising for some years. In the Pocahontas
region, at the older plants, the number of rooms has risen
within six years from 0.99 to 1.85 rooms per man so it
was decided that two rooms per man should be built, or
a total of 4,000 rooms. As the most popular type of
house averages four rooms, this meant a total of 1,000
;

houses.
•Third installment of an article entitled "Lynch Plant of United
States Coal & Coke Co.," presented at the September meeting of
the American Institute of Mining and .Metallurgical Engineers.
The two prior installments were "An S.ODO-Ton Tipple with a
5.000-Ton Storage Bin for Coking Coal Erected at Lynch. Kentucky," which appeared Sept. 22 on pages 4.52-458, and "Heavy
Cover and Need for Quick Tonnage Determine Underground
Methods at Lynch Jlines," which appeared Sept. 29 on pages
492-494.

Population of 7,000
Two Rooms Provided for Every Man
with One Room for Every Twenty
Inadequate, Has 133 Rooms
Fifty

—

The amount

of space available for various purposes,

though larger than

was not adequate
houses

;

is usual in this mountainous region,
for a town of this size, using single

even with double houses

it

was necessary

to

place the houses closer together than would otherwise
be desirable. The final decision was to construct 400
double houses and 200 single ones, and to place the
houses at a minimum distance of 30 ft. apart.

Company Hotel Found to Be Too Small
At many of the older plants the need of a large clubfelt many times. Prior to
starting the Lynch plant it had been the custom at
many of the large plants to provide a fair-sized building
in which the clerks, engineers, store employees and some
of the unmarried mine officials could find suitable living
accommodations. After a careful study of the conditions and requirements at the older plants of the company it was decided that a building having at least 100
bedrooms with the necessary dining rooms, parlors,
toilet rooms, etc., would be required for the Lynch plant.
The building erected contains 133 rooms, of which 108
are bedrooms, in addition to a large basement and attic;
the remainder are the usual service rooms. The size of
this building has been much criticized, but at practically
no time since it was completed have there been any
unoccupied rooms. In fact, during much of this time it
has been necessary to provide sleeping quarters in the
The basement was utilized for a shoe shop, clothattic.
ing store, jewelry shop, soda-water fountain and cigar
store; four bowling alleys and three pool tables also
were installed. In addition, five large boarding houses
were built for the accommodation of the unmarried
miners. Table I shows how many houses were erected.

house or hotel has been badly
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CONSTITUTE DWEELINOS lOK TWO FAMILIES

Dwelling Town for a Mine
at Lynch. Kentucky*

—

Employed In Addition a Hotel
Hotel,
Employees
Already
Houses Heated with Hot Water
TAIil.U

I.

—

SCHEDULE OF HOUSES ERECTED

IN LYNCH. KY.
Total

Number
Number

Number

Number

Number
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FIG.

2.

The porches

ONE OF Ttt'O TYPES OF FOUR-RPOM DOUBLE, TWO STORY HOISIOS
in the front

are not

made continuous but are separated

other, thus keeping the families

ft. wide is excavated, a
road and sidewalk being placed at the bottom of the
slope, just back of the house.
The lots used allow
gardens as large as the ordinary family cares to cultivate, although they would have been made larger had
space allowed. All houses are fenced with a standard
steel-wire fence. In this climate this type of fence has
proved durable and satisfactory.
The town layout was made so that none of the street
grades exceeded 10 per cent at any place; on the main
street none over 5 per cent was allowed.
The main
street throughout the town is a part of the state highway
system and a roadway width of 22 ft. with a 4-ft. walk
on each side was provided. On the side streets the roadway was made 16 ft. wide with the same sidewalks.
Alleys were made 10 ft. wide.
All sidewalks, curbs,
gutters, walks from the sidewalk to the front and rear
porches of each house, and the entire roadway of the
main road were made of concrete; all are one-course
work, 1:2:4 mix, and built in accordance with standard
specifications of the Portland Cement Association. It is
the intention to macadamize only side streets, as the
traffic on them will be comparatively light.

slightly sloping bench about 43

Allowance of

50 Gal. per Person Adequate

Experience at the older mines had shown that a water
supply of 50 gal. per person per day would be sufficient
for town purposes, so a steel tank with a capacity of
300,000 gal., or about one day's supply, was installed on
the hillside above the power house, at an elevation sufficient to supply pressure for two standard fire streams
at the highest fire hydrant in the town.
The supply
mains are 8 in. in diameter, and the distributing lines
have a diameter of 8, 6 and 4 in., and are so interconnected that water can be furnished practically anywhere
in the town through two lines.
All pipes are steel.

several feet from each

apart

asphalt-coated, with sleeve joints.
All fittings are
flanged; flanges are also put on all lines at intervals of

about 200

Every

ft.

has a valve where it leaves the main, and
blow-out valves are provided at dead ends. The house
supply lines are all 1-in. asphalt-coated pipes, and in
each kitchen a cast-iron sink about 20 x 30 in. is
installed. Each service pipe is provided with a stop and
waste cock underground with a handle extending into
the kitchen; between the ground and the floor it is
boxed and surrounded by manure.
Fire plugs are
placed at intervals so that no house is more than 200 ft.
from at least one plug, and waxed canvas fire hose, 2J
in. in diameter, with 1-in. nozzles in 250-ft. lengths, on
reels, is provided at suitable intervals.
Water is procured from deep wells, located near and
above the power plant. These ai-e blown by compressed
air, and the water flows to a concrete sump at the power
plant, from which centrifugal pumps, having a capacity
of 800 gal. per minute, lift it to the tank.
The pumps
are in duplicate, but only one is used at a time. The
well supply has not been sufficient, so lines have been
laid up Gap Branch and Looney Creek to points well
above the town, from which the creek water will flow to
the sump, where it will be chlorinated before being
pumped to the tank. In exceptionally dry periods the
creek supply also is quite limited, so provision is being
made for a storage supply by driving some rooms in the
mine under Gap Branch, which will be filled through a
borehole in the run and the water be retained by a dam
until needed, when it will flow by gravity to the sump
line

power plant.
The town is lighted by

at the

electricity, the main distributing lines to transformers being at 6,600 volts, and from
the transformers on the three-wire system at 230-115
volts.
All houses have at least one light in each room

•
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ARRAXGEJIENT OF DOUBLE FIVE-ROOM TWO-STORY HOUSE, OF WHICH THERE
The porches are

set in

on either side of the building and

in the rear.
sheltering in all sixty families

IS

BUT ONE TYPE

There are only thirty of these houses,
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and one on the porch. Where the houses are close to
the streets, the porch lights give enough illumination;
in other places street lights on poles are used.
Except the main buildings and houses having inside
toilets all houses have outside closets equipped with concrete septic tanks which are constantly kept filled with
water. The fecal matter in these liquefies and escapes
through 4 or 6 in. sewer pipes, to which also the kitchen
The entire town is
sinks drain, into the main sewer.
sewered and at its lower end the sewage flows into a
which
centrifugal
concrete sump, from
pumps lift it
to a treating plant on the hillside (Fig. 7).
Here the sewage passes through septic tanks,
settling basin and a chlorination tank, from which

a
it

Provision has been made for a sand
filter after the chlorination treatment, but this has not
been built, as it is felt that for the present this treatment is unnecessary. The sewage treatment plant was
designed by L. D. Tracy, of Pittsburgh, Pa. The pipe
lines were designed for a flow of 250 gal. per house per
day, with allowance for 300 additional houses, and for
an infiltration of 40,000 gal. per mile of sewer per day.
The surface drainage from the various ravines exfiov.-s

to the creek.

31^'-

riRiT FLOOR

PLAN

FIG. 5. DOUBLE FOUR-ROOM HOUSE
This is of type different from that in Fig. 2. This plan has
depth rather than breadth, whicli is tlie characteristic of the
other double four-room house.

and a barber shop; on the third

floor is a large dance
with the necessary retiring rooms, and a lodge
hall for the fraternal organizations.
The theater seats
about 450 persons, and has a stage and dressing rooms
where the usual program can be varied by occasional
vaudeville shows.
A similar but larger building has been designed for
the upper part of the town, but has not yet been built.
This theater will have about 900 seats. It is to be built
hall

of stone. Dances are held in the hotel at intervals.
With the exception of a few small stores operated by

.

DOUBLE

k13

the kitchen, leaving the living room
The porches abut both front and back.

fi-oni

ft.

tending through the town

masonry

WITH TWO STORIES

SIX-ROOII HOUSE
-VXD ATTIC

stairway ascends

taken care of by openwhich are calculated by

site is

culverts, the sizes of

the formula

Area in square feet =; "A'Area in acres'
which gives results suited to this mountainous country
with its steep slopes and quick runoff. The open culverts
are more easily cleaned and cared for than closed ones.
As the town is entirely isolated from any sources of
amusement it was necessary to provide everything required to keep the inhabitants amused.
A ball park
laid out at the lower end of town, and during the
season the ball team furnished one of the main attractions.
The ground is also made for carnivals, circuses
and such attractions; an additional park may some
time be built above the upper end of town on space
reserved for the purpose.
In the lower end of the town a large frame building
for community purposes has been erected and is always
well patronized.
On the ground floor (Fig. 8) are
located a restaurant, where both white and colored
are served in separate rooms, from one kitchen, and a
movie theater; on the second floor is the gallery of the
theater, which is used by colored people, the ground
floor being reserved for the whites and a room containing four bowling alleys, one billiard and two pool tables,

was

;

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
FIG. 6. gUPERINTENDEXT'S EIGHT-ROOM HOUSE
This house has two bathrooms, a hall and plenty of closet
room. The porch also is quite spacious.
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PLAN OF UNITS

FIG.

7.

SEWAGE-DISPOSAL PLANT SET ON EDGE OF TOWN BY BASEBALL PARK

All the houses not having inside toilets have outside closets with concrete septic tanks which are kept constantly
full of water.
The fecal matter liquifies and escapes to the main sewer. Reaching a contrit<- sump it
is lifted by centrifugal pumps to the treating plant on the hillside

were drawn for a store building
wide by 100 ft. deep, three stories high with a
basement as long and as wide as the building. The
outside walls of the store are of native sandstone, and
the columns, floors and roof beams are of reinforced
concrete.
The roof is of structolite blocks, which are
covered by prepared asbestos r''..;fing.

some of the tenants in the houses, where soft drinks
and a few staples are sold, the store business in the
town is handled by the United Supply Co. After a
careful study of the requirements by James W. Ana-

wait, president, plans

160

D D D

OIHINO ROOM

ft.

FOR COlOnCB^

12-ToN Refriger.tor Plant Installed
In the basement one 7- and one 5-ton machine manufacture ice and refrigerate two cooling rooms, each
with a capacity of a carload of meat, and the main
refrigerator and the refrigerated counters in the meat
shop in the main store room. A bakery also is located
in the basement; this has a continuous type of oven
with a large daily capacity of bread, cakes, pies, etc.
The basement is arranged so that a truck can be driven
through it and loaded goods kept in storage can be
unloaded directly into it from cars on a siding back of
;

the store.

On the first floor the main storeroom, a drug store,
meat shop and supply room are located and on a mezzanine are located a ladies' and children's dress and shoe
department, a storeroom and ice-cream room for the
drug store. On the floor above are one five-room and
one six-room flat with bath, six bedrooms with bath
for the male help and large storage rooms for furniture,
carpets and other household goods.
The main storeroom and the drug store are floored
with linotile; the meat room is floored with white vitrified tile and wainscoted with opaque glass, and the
;

refrigerated counters have a display of meats, butter,
etc., and a large refrigerator for the meats
actually being handled. The entire room is well screened
and is thoroughly sanitary in every respect. So far
as is known, this is the largest and most complete store
for this purpose in this country and compares well with
department stores in many of the cities.
cheese,

FIG. 8. AMUSEMENT OR COMMUNITY BUILDING
This is shown on the frontispiece. The floor of the auditorium
reserved for whites and the gallery for colored people. On the
second floor are four bowling alleys, one billiard and two pool
tables and a barber shop.
A large dance and lodge hall occupies
the third floor.
is

'
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West Virginia-Kentucky Mine, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineers Meet Conjointly with Coal Exhibit II

—

Conditions Under Which Bond on Ball of Rail Can Be Made to
Work Reversing Polarity of Track and Trolley Headlighting

—

Locomotives

— Method

—

of Replacing Material in Tire Grooves

By

R.

Dawson Hall*

ONE

of the interesting addresses of Wednesday, Sept.
21, was that by C. A. Hornell, chairman of the
Committee on Cars and Operation of the NickelIron Type of Mine-Locomotive Battery.
R. R. Webster
wanted to know if holes in the battery casing could be
electrically welded with satisfaction and without injury to
Mr. Hornell believed that this would be a
the battery.
satisfactory solution, every attempt to solder such holes
having hitherto failed. The solder would not remain in
place.

W. P. Bovard then reported on the bonding of track in
coal mines, saying: "Basically, rail bonds in any return
circuit must furnish a continuous path of low electrical
resistance for all of the current to flow from joint to
joint.
In a mine-haulage circuit of any appreciable length
it is often found that the voltage between trolley wire and
rail at some distance back from the mouth of the mine is
extremely low, often as low as 90 volts under peak-load
conditions. With this prevailing condition it is difficult for
the

power equipment

overheated and in

to

many

handle the loads. Armatures are
cases frequent burnouts occur.

Where Good Bonding Eliminated

Repairs

know of an actual incident in which an armature
repair company was receiving a steady flow of business
"I

from one of its mine customers on rewinding of armatures
and repair of commutators. This business suddenly stopped
and upon inquiry by the repair company it was found that
the mine operator had seen the error of his ways and had
completely rebonded his mine, the result being that the
loads were more easily handled, with greater speed, and
armature failures were only a small percentage of what
they had been with the poor bonding.
"Dim lighting both along the entries and from headlights on motors is another result of a poor return circuit,
and is dangerous, as all the advantage of an otherwise
efficient lighting system is lost owing to the low brilliancy
of the lamps."
J. H. Edwards asked Mr. Bovard whether any bond attached to the ball of the rail had been found satisfactory
for mine use and received as a reply a statement that he
did not know of a single instance.
E. D. Knight asked
what was the minimum weight of rail to which such a bond
might be applied, and Mr. Bovard answered: 40 lb., but the
weight would depend much on the standard of operation
maintained.
Explaining that this has reference to the
flanging of the wheel he said he regarded even s in. as

an excessive flanging for this method of bonding:.
Mr. Knight wanted to know if the false flanging did as
much harm where the wheels, being new when the bonds
were installed, gradually flanged in service. Would not
the bonds wear down as the wheels flanged whereas with a
false-flanged wheel and a new bond there would be a bad
shock?
Mr. Bovard agreed that the bonds might give satisfaction
under those conditions. In fact the locomotive could bump
over upstanding welds if the welds had been well made.
Mr. Wesley said that the degree of interference of the
bonds with the passage of locomotives along the track much
depended on the degree to which the welder had built up
metal in making his weld. Many put the bonds too high.
The fishplates should ba tightened up well before the bonds
are put on. One member was disposed to believe that no
•Editor, Coal Age.

attempt should be made to bond rails to the ball of the
with a rail weighing less than 60 lb. per yard, for
movement of the joints would break the bond.
Mr. Tyler advocated attaching the rail to the positive
terminal of the generator instead of to the negative. He
favored this arrangement because with it better welds would
be obtained. The heat would be on the work and not on
the electrode, which was the end desired. Mr. Bovard said
the polarity could be changed at night for night welding,
but Mr. Tyler said: "Why change back again?"
rail

the least

Will Reversed Polarity Cause Electrolysis?
Mr. Bovard was a little afraid of electrolysis if the
bonding was bad and urged that with the rails positive the
current might do more harm to the pipes near the track.
Mr. Tyler replied that it would seem to him that the electrolytic action would be less severe if the rail were positive,
for though metal might be removed from the rail by the
current leaving the track it would not remove it from the
pipe into which the current went.
Mr. Edwards said that there would be electrolysis, however, where the current left the pipe. Nevertheless, he believed that coal mines would soon break away from railroad
practice (which was planned to save the pipe lines of gas,
electric and steam-heating companies) and would take up
with the positive rail and negative trolley. He declared
himself ready to modify his practice by introducing the
positive rail.
It was pointed out that where the rail was positive the
point at which the current left the pipe and exposed it to
electrolysis was near the locomotive.
This was a moving
point, so that electrolysis would be scattered.
Where the
rail is negative, the current leaves tlie track near the locomotive and the pipe lines are not subjected to electrolysis
except near the mouth of the mine, where the current begins to leave the pipe for the generator.
The generator is fixed, so this point is somewhat definite;
at any rate far more fixed than the point at which the
current when the rail is positive will leave the pipes for
the locomotive when reversed polarity is used. As this is
so in the case of the standard polarity it is easy to bond
the pipe line to the rail near the power house and drain off
the stray current without electrolysis, thus confining that
action to the rail in the neighborhood of the locomotive.

Difference of View as to Positive Rail
M. Reigher said that with the use of the positive rail
there would be greater corrosion in the bonds; that they
would be destroyed in five years. The life would be taken
from the copper and it would break off. The electric current would not leave by the rail alone. It would leave at
the bonds also and they would suffer by electrolysis. He
said he had not had any experience with reversed polarity
but that was how he viewed the matter theoretically.
E. D. Knight said that a mine had run with reversed
polarity for two years before it was discovered and another
said his had run for a year that way and neither had
experienced any bad results. Those present in general did
not seem to fear the electrolysis of pipes, especially as in
F.

many

of the cases the piping paralleled the rail for only
a short distance and then made off at a considerable angle.
One member declared he had bonded his pipes to his rail
and had had no bad effects.
Roscoe Woltz said that he had found that electricallywelded bonds had given him unfavorable results, which he

.
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ascribed to the inexperience of the welders employed and
An incompetent welder does not
the rust on the rail.
trouble himself about a little rust.
had
found
his welding arc was blown
Webster
R. R.
out when the locomotives were working close by. He presumed that this was due to the magnetism in the rail. Mr.
Bovard said that was one of the causes but the instability
of the current under those conditions was another.
George Donelson, chairman of the Committee on MineLocomotive Headlights, was not present to report. George
E. Suiter, however, made a short statement expressing his
preference in favor of a 115-volt incandescent lamp in series
with the resistance and mounted on an Edison base.

Double-Contact Base for Lamps Preferred
Lewis Dawson, another member of the committee, said
that he preferred the double-contact base because the screw
lamp could be stolen for house use and the single-contact
base lamp for the automobile. The lamps at the two ends
of the locomotive should not be in series, for then if one
went out the other did also, and the motorman had to come
J.

out in the dark.
He preferred the mirror reflector because of its permanency. He did not believe in mounting the headlight
above the locomotive, as in many places curtains were hung
to divert the air current into the rooms and the curtain
often caught in the headlight as the locomotive passed.
The discussion then drifted to theft. Mr. Woltz wanted
a lock on the lamp, but the question arose as to who should
have a key. If every motorman had one, the -number of
keys that would be abroad would be legion. At many mines

everyone

seemed

have one, and lamps were always

to

missing.
If only one

man had a key, motormen would be found
going around in the dark, with great danger to the mine
workers and to the annoyance of inspectors. One member
wanted the company initial stamped on the glass of each
lamp and said it could be done for one cent.
Unfortunately, lamps such as were used for headlights
were for sale at stores and if found in the houses of
workmen could not be proved to have been stolen, and if
stolen they might have been taken from some other company that was using them. However, it was possible in
a degree to circumvent the declaration that the lamps were
not stolen by saying that the company furnished house
current with the understanding that 50-volt lamps and under
were to be used. All lamps of larger capacity when discovered could be ordered out, but that was a provision
almost impossible of enforcement. One man spoke favorably of the arc-lamp headlight with the Crouse-Hinds
reflector, believing this combination to be the best.
Automatic Taper, or Even Potential, Charge
R. A. Whetstone, Jr., chairman of the Committee on Care and Operation of Lead-Type Mine-Locomo-

On Thursday

tive Batteries, introduced Mr. Tierney, who read a report on
the charging of lead-type batteries, emphasizing the importance of distilled water and clean batteries. He advocated the automatic taper charge at constant potential.

The generator delivers current at 126 volts.
Suppose the battery has been discharged to such an
extent that it vdll generate only 100 volts. The current at
126 volts is passed through the cells, gradually raising the
With the finishing
voltage of the battery to 120 volts.
current 24 amperes and the final voltage drop 6 volts, the

„

resistance R,

=

voltage difference

f^^^

E

= 7 =

6
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=

Taking this resistance and the starting voltage
as 26 volts, then the starting amperage,
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=

voltage difference
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=
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=
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=
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or
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diflference

, .

104 amperes.

Thus the charge has tapered from 104 amperes at the
This is also termed
start to 24 amperes at the finish.
For this purpose a motorthe constant potential charge.
generator set delivering current at 126 volts should be provided.

The other method of charging

is

by the two-step charge.

Vol. 20, No. 14

of the charge is given rapidly by a relatively large current and the finishing charge by one which
The small quantity of lead sulphate in the
is smaller.
negative plate when the charging is nearly complete is

The early part

not able to consume all the current by chemical change and
if the current is not reduced the rest of the current is taken
up in the dissociation of the oxys-n n and hydrogen in the
water, causing gassing.
The members of the Committee on Repair Shop Equipment and Methods being absent the report was read by
Herbert Smith. Roscoe Woltz felt that the report did not
contemplate such a repair shop as he thought a good mine
plant should possess. The committee favored omitting any
machine tools in the electric room. Mr. Woltz believed a
lathe should be provided for electrical work. He also would
have a foundry in connection with a plant of that character
with an expert pattern maker and foundry man.
Mr. Rogers remarked that an electrical engineer had said
to him that no mine ought to manufacture electricity, as its
proper business was digging coal, not running a power
Yet this same engineer had an elaborate repair
plant.
shop and did not only repair work but built machinery also.
He thought the electro-mechanician at a mine should spend
his time below ground avoiding the need for repairs rather
than above ground neglecting his equipment and specializing on its repair.
Mr. Woltz did not agree with Mr.
Rogers and gave an example where a foundry had saved
much delay which, had it occurred, would have severely

hampered operation.
F. Auld then gave an address on "Elementary Principles
of Electricity," introducing an interesting model elucidating
the principles of the two-phase current. The mechanics of
this model were too complicated to make it possible to
extend the principle to cover three-phase operation.

What Kind

of Drive Should

We Provide?

Pennman read

the report of the Committee on Comparison of Belt, Chain, Gear and Direct-Connection Drive
for Stationary Equipment, such as mine pumps and fans.
Mr. Pennman pointed out that the chain could be modified
to suit a change in the fixed centers and so could accommodate itself to conditions better than the gear drive. It
also takes up shock, which the gears would transmit unimpaired.
The committee believed that the chain drive was
preferable for fans.
R. R. Webster said that after about six months' experience he had gone back to the belt from the silent chain
drive. The chains invariably would climb on the sprockets.
Another declared that he had been using two Link-Belt
silent chains side by side since 1918, and had experienced
no trouble. They were driving a fan which required 200 hp.
by day and 60 hp. by night. The chain had about 18 in.
of slack. He complained that with a belt drive when there
was a surge on the fan the stitches of the belt frequently
tore loose.
N. A. Johnson said that he had used a silent chain drive
for picking bands at a tipple with excellent results.
It
had been in operation two years and despite the dirt to
which it was exposed it had given no trouble. A little
J. B.

it going steadily.
Thus assured he had
installed some eight or nine months ago a chain drive for
a fan. This had more favorable conditions but destroyed

grease had kept

from overdrive.

The chains were of identical
the conditions would have led one to expect
failure where there was success, and success where there
was failure. He said it was cheaper to buy pins than to
purchase new belts. Mr. Edwards said that he had found
so much trouble with direct-connected motors that he had
thrown practically all of them out.
In the afternoon some of the members visited the plant
of the Ironton Engine Co., where an 8-ton duplex locomotive
of the same model exhibited at the Huntington Coal & Industrial Exposition was being manufactured.
This type
of locomotive has motors on either end of the car which
drive through a single direct-connected shaft and worm
gear.
By this means it is possible to run the locomotive
either with power from the trolley wire or from the storage
batteries which the locomotive carries with it.
By the arrangement provided, the motors can be, and
the sprockets

make and

all
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are, designed respectively for the circuit from which they
operate. Thus each motor is suited to the voltage which is
supplied to it 250 volts or thereabout from the trolley line,
or 80 volts from the storage batteries. The motor consequently works under conditions most favorable to economAll the wheels are drivers with the axles
ical operation.
connected to obtain maximum tractive effort.
If the weight comes more on one pair of drivers than
on another, as is invariably the case in starting a trip, the
locomotive gets the full advantage of the motor power.
That would not be the case were one motor independently
geared to each axle. Speed from the battery operation is
approximately Zi miles per hour at rated draw-bar pull.
This, of course, is used on the temporary track in rooms
where a greater speed would be likely to result in derail-

—

ments.

When running from the trolley line the speed is approximately six miles per hour at rated draw-bar pull. Thus
the locomotive performs its duties like an ordinary storagebattery locomotive when on poor rail and is able to make
the speed of a trolley locomotive, which, indeed, it is, when
In this manner it is
traveling on the more solid roads.
arranged that both motors are constantly revolving, and
when one is in operation the other is being cooled by virtue
of its rotation, that rotation being off-load.

Electric Arc Welding Pays Big Dividends

On

Friday, Sept. 23, E. Wanamaker, electrical engineer,
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co., gave a most
valuable and interesting address on the "Electric Arc Welding Process and Its Commercial Application." Mr. Wanamaker described the early development of the process in
railroad shops.
He said he had found that the welder
should not be asked to do hard work such as lifting, as it
binds the muscles so as to destroy the wrist action. The
skillful penman, the artist and the telegraph operator using
the Morse key should all avoid muscular strain, and what
was true of them was equally true of the welder.
Mr. Wanamaker had abandoned the graphite or carbon
electrode.
The good welding engineer should know what
heat to employ at the point being welded, the correct polarity to be employed in doing the work, how to control the
heat, how to protect the weld from oxidation, at what
angle to hold the electrode and the direction of working the
weld.
Different welds needed different methods of operation.
He should also learn how to inspect a weld. He
should be able to judge whether the metal had flowed
smoothly, whether there are inclusions of slag or air bubbles.
A good method of examination was by the use of
kerosene, which would go through a poor weld that had air
bubbles.
He said that his company had expended $50,000 in the
preliminary experiments, not enough knowledge of the art
being available to guard against expensive mistakes. With
117 outfits valued at some $150,000 the company was saving
300 per cent of that amount annually on its repair bills.
He hoped soon to have 150 outfits but he was about to tackle
jobs which were not as profitable as those performed in
the past and on these he expected tf^ save only about 40 per
cent per annum.

How

TO Re.movate a

Mr. Bovard asked

how

Worn

Locomotive Tire

up a locomotive tire. Mr.
Wanamaker said that before the flange had reached such
to build

thinness to justify its being discarded a coating of metal
reaching from the point of the flange to the tread of the
wheel was added by welding all around the wheel. He used
a medium-carbon steel electrode of about 0.5 per cent
carbon. Later he tried a high-carbon steel and finally an
electrode of manganese steel with 12 per cent manganese.
This was put on circumferentially in lengths of 8 to 14
in. and not by weaving to and fro radially.
He said that
with a large wheel there was no risk that overheat would
cause a necking or nicking effect where the tangent of the
flange and the tread meet.
Asked specifically as to the
manner of correcting false flanging, he said he would use
manganese steel with 12 per cent manganese and would
apply it in the same way as he had described in the case
of the improvement of the flange.
Mr. Wanamaker said
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that with a weld of this type the wheels should, he believed, give better service than ever and would show less
false flanging than before.
report was then read written by J. S. Shepherd, chairman of the Committee on Specification of Equipment, in
which the other members of the committee had not had
an opportunity to collaborate. Mr. Shepherd said that the
demands on motors were more constant at coal mines than
at steel mills, and that consequently a motor that would
stand a 25 per cent overload without rising in temperature
over 50 deg. F. in two hours would be perfectly well suited

A

to

mine conditions.

Make Motor Conforming

to Foreign Standards

Wanamaker remarked

that the reason for changing
from a specification calling for an increase of temperature
less than 40 deg. F. for a two-hour period of 25 per cent
overload to one requiring a rise of less than 50 deg. irs
that length of time was that the American manufacturers
desired to standardize on a motor that would meet European specifications in export trade. He did not believe that
we were getting any too good a motor as it was. In fact
he believed the motor manufacturers were not providing
for sufficient natural ventilation of their motors and were
calling on the purchaser to use fans at an expenditure of
power to make up for this defect. He added that manufacturers said that if it was desired to obtain the results now
obtained with the 40-deg. motor the purchaser should buy
a 50-deg. motor of the next size larger, but he could see
no reason for this.
Roscoe Woltz said that he had had difficulty in getting
present motors to stand up under working conditions and
had specified specially impregnated wirings, and since these

Mr.

had been provided he had had no trouble.
E. D. Knight explained that by using a size larger than
now used it would be possible with a 50-deg. motor to get
the same results as with a 40 deg. motor such as now specified.
This 50-deg. motor operating at normal load would
run indefinitely and not for two hours only without excessive heating, so that the slightly increased price possibly would be justifiable. He was not clear what was the
right course to pursue.
Mr. Edwards said he had favored the change in rating
but was now in some doubt. It was finally agreed to form
a committee to study the matter in detail.
The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers has a committee with Mr.
Wanamaker as chairman studying tfie matter of specifications for motors.
The American Railway Association also
is interested.

OmcEajs to Take Charge in the Coming Year
In the business meeting J. H. Edwards, of Huntington,
the retiring president, was re-elected.
E. D. Knight, of
Kayford, was made vice-president.
M. A. Maxwell was
made a member of the executive committee in place of
Louis Hill, of Winding Gulf, whose term had expired. The
executive committee will consist of J. H. Edwards, Huntington, W. Va.; E. D. Knight, Kayford, W. Va.; W. R. Harler,
Eccles, W. Va.; J. J. Pluck, Huntington, W. Va.; J. S.
Shepherd, Omar, W. Va.; C. H. Tyler, Sharpies, W. Va.;
J. B. Pennman, Deegans, W. Va.; R. R. Webster, Weeksbury, Ky., and M. A. Maxwell, Huntington, W. Va. Herbert Smith was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
With this
the meeting adjourned to assemble in Huntington again
next autumn.

Reduce Compensation Rates in Pennsylvania
REDUCTION of compensation insurance rates as they
affect coal mining companies is announced by the State
Insurance Department of Pennsylvania as a result of the
recent statistical survey made by E. H. Dovmey and other
Pennsylvania rate experts.
Investigation by the department shows improved conditions and a much better experience in the insured mines,
compared with 1916. In that year the insurance rate of
the State Bureau for workmen's compensation was $3.83
for bituminous mines and $4.64 for anthracite mines. The
1922 rates will be $2.25 for soft and $3.25 for hard coal.
-
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Use and Abuse of Booster Fans

—

Booster Fans a Proper Resort in Cases of Emergency
Present Abuse of the Practice Will Make Necessary the
Enactment of Laws Restricting Their Use in Mines
have been
MANYmythoughts
reading
mind, by

aroused,

of
the editorial entitled "Booster Ventilation Problems," Coal Age. Aug. 11,
To my way of thinking, it is
p. 204.
strange that the use of a booster fan
in a mine should be advocated or recommended under any conditions except as

the

in

a last resort.
The suggestion that the booster, in
ventilation, has much to commend
use from an economical standpoint
may be admissible in certain extreme
cases where the ventilation is poor in
a mine or section of a mine that is
about to be abandoned, and installing
a booster for temporary use will avoid
incurring the expense of a larger fan
at the surface.
Aside from such extreme cases, however, the intimation that, with proper
safeguards against the intermittant action of a booster, located as it is in
a mine where it is unattended, the ventilation by that means may be safer
than by a single fan is unthinkable.
1 am not surprised that the editor adds,
"though about this, opinions may dif-

mine
its

fer."

Personally, I am opposed to the use
of underground fans of any description
and have often heard it remarked that
if operators continue the present practice

of

installing
as a dire

boosters

in

mines,

emergency, it will
except
result in the enactment of laws restricting and defining their use.

Conditions the

War

Imposed

no doubt that, under prewar
conditions and the extraordinary demand for coal, many mines were opened
and worked under inadequate equipment, in order to supply a public necesIt goes without saying that our
sity.
laws should make proper provision for
these cases, in order that no injustice
may be done to operators who acted
in the public need, at a time of danger.
Mining men will not deny that an
underground installation, particularly
that of a booster fan, will seldom receive proper attention. Experience has
shown that, owing to one cause or

There

is

another, the continuous action of a
booster is very uncertain. For that reason, some boosters have been equipped
with automatic starters that enable
these fans to start again, after a brief

period of idleness.
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Xo argument is required to show
that a booster equipped with a selfstarter is dangerous. During the short
period in which the fan is idle for lack
of current, gas may accumulate and be
ignited at the commutator when the
current is again turned on and the machine starts.
have heard of an instance where
I
the gas had to be brushed from around
a booster fan, before it was safe to
What would such
start the machine.
a condition develop if the booster was
equippea with a self-starter and the
current turned on when it was necessary to operate the fan, but without
taking the precaution to first examine
the place and see that it was safe to
turn on the current.
Five Boosters in

One Mine

In a mine where I was employed,
there were five booster fans. As the
mine worked three shifts, the proper
attention to these boosters would require fifteen attendants to devote much
of their time in looking after them, the
fans being located in different sections
of the mine. Under normal conditions,
this added expense would soon decide
the fate of such a mine and the scheme
would be pronounced impracticable.
Different scheme.s have been devised
to warn the mine officials of any failure
of a booster fan to operate, and thus
avoid the expense of its continuous
attendance.
Such warnings, however,
have often passed unnoticed as the
ticking of a clock and, in fifteen minutes
time or less, there is trouble.
In some instances, I have known
booster fans to be displaced and even
wrecked by the firing of shots. What
might be expected to be their condition
following an explosion in the mine? Of
what service would these fan be in the
subsequent attempts to restore ventilation in the sections they control?

The

editorial

to

which I have rementioned the

properly

ferred, very
dread of mine inspectors for this type of
installation in mines in their districts.
This dread is not limited to the mine
inspectors, but is shared to a large
extent by every one concerned and
whose fears are not unfounded.

A

full

discussion

of

this

subject

would occupy more space than is available.
It will be asked, what is the

remedy for conditions that

invite the

My
use of a booster fan in a mine?
answer is, plan the mine for a good
system of ventilation, giving to each
district a separate air split and its full
Most important of all
quota of air.
is the buildintr of stoppings, doors, overcasts and brattices that do not leak
but conduct practically the entire air
volume to the working faces.
Linton.

W. H. LuxTON.

Iiid.

Safety in Electric

Lamps

of seven
explodes in a mine
Weight of baftei-y a hindrance in use
lamp Sjiggested improvethe
of
ments.

Electric lavijix

fiare

six

out

—

men when nas

—

REGARDING

safe

practices

in

gaseous mines, Robert A. Marshall
refers to the use of electric mine lamps,
in reply to the objections offered by a
previous writer, who claimed that the
lamp will not detect the presence of
noxious gases in mines. The letter of
Mr. Marsha]!, which appeared in Coal
Age, Ju'.y 21, p. 101, interested me
deeply and recalled an experience that
I shall never forget.
While the electric lamp has some disadvantages, these are much outweighed
by its many points of superiority over
That is not to
the gauze safety lamp.
say, however, that the gauze lamp must
electric lamp,
wholly
to
the
give place
in the operation of a gaseous mine,
where its presence is still necessary for
use of firebosses and safety inspectors.

Electric Lamps Save Six

Men

Only last summer (1920) I was called
upon to assist in restoring the ventilation in a mine where much damage had
been done by an explosion of gas on the
main haulage road. The explosion was
caused by the sparking of the trolley
of the mine locomotive.
The blast killed the motorman and
seriously burned the night foreman,
who was nearby at the time. Had it
not been for the fact that the men, including the foreman, all used electric
cap lamps, none of the seven at work
in the mine at the time would have

As it was, six of these
able to find their way out.
instance, the electric lamp
proved a good friend. It was not extinguished, as a gauze lamp would have
been, by the force of the explosion.

escaped

alive.

men were
In

this

After this occurred

it

would have been

suicidal or impossible to have attempted
to relight an extinguished lamp, and

the foreman would have found himself
in the dark and helpless.
Although he was seriously burned
and the flesh hung loose from his hands

October
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and arms, the night foreman realized
that he had five men working inside
and in peril of their lives. With great
fortitude he rushed forward and succeeded in reaching the places where
they were working at the extreme end
of the mine.
All of these men owe their lives, not
only to the bravery of the foreman,
but to the fact that he and they were
using electric cap lamps, which continued to give light on their way out of
The place is knoviai as one
the mine.
of the most hazardous operations, I
believe, in the state and it is the general opinion that the use of electric
lamps in this mine has rendered its
operation safer.

Dangerous Practice Permitted
While the mine is equipped throughout with electric lamps and careful experienced foremen and firebosses are
employed, the gauze safety lamp is still
in use by these officials in their examinaThe ventilation is
tion of the mine.
good and while the men are permitted
to use the carbide lamp, if they choose
on reaching their working places, they

travel in and out of the mine by the
light of their electric lamps only.

The last statement may seem strange
to any one unacquainted with the parSome
ticular conditions in this mine.
of the men employed there prefer to
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often experienced
of electric lamps is the
gradual failing of the light toward the
end of a shift. This may be due to defective batteries or the fact that they
are not sufficiently charged to enable
them to give a good light up to the end
of the shift. Working with a poor light

Another

in

the

difficulty

use

both dangerous and costly.
Another point worthy of consideraAt
tion is the weight of the battery.
present, some of these are bulky and
cumbersome. A short time ago I overheard a remark made by a man who
had put in a hard shift mixing cement,
and said that he thought his battery
weighed at least 20 pounds.
I have often wondered if it would not
be better to use smaller batteries and
more of them. Then, each man could
take with him into the mine, in the
morning, two or three of these batteries and use them to replenish his light
as needed, much as a miner refills his
This would relieve the
carbide lamp.
worker of the extra weight.
Linton. Ind.
W. H. LUXTON.
is

DnHc/rf stalha irhere heomotive 13 pushing a loaded or empty trip. In safe
practice locomotive operated to pull
all trips.

REFERRING

inquiry of
to
the
A. Bowes, Coal Age. June 30, p.
116.5,
allow me to advise that he
should arrange to pull all trips, as a
general working proposition, if this can

difference of opinion.

be done by

There

are,

I admit, some things about
lamp that give rise to a

preference for the carbide light v\ath
some men. I would not like to repeat
the profane language I have heard used
the lamphouse when miners were
trying to hitch up a suitable cable and
battery for their use, before going into
the mine.
There are perhaps twenty or thirty
cables and batteries in a rack.
The
man who gets there first has his choice
of these; but the late comer who has
to take what is left often expresses himself in a manner that is not calculated
to recommend the use of the electric
lamp to one who has not experienced its
many advantages.
in

Individual Electric Lamps
TO Avoid Difficulty
In this connection, let me suggest
that it would be a great improvement
if each lamp and cable was numbered
and each miner had his own outfit and
was made responsible for its proper
use.
Any fault to be found with the
lamp, cable or battery would then be
pi'omptly reported to the pi'oper authorities and the trouble remedied.
Much of the trouble in the use of the
electric lamp is due to the ignorance or
carelessness of the woi-kman who uses
it.
To overcome these difficulties requires greater system in the handling
of the lamps and their distribution to
Naturally, a man will take
the men.
better care of a lamp that he knows he
must use again the following day.

the largest mines in western Pennsylvania, I fully realize the danger involved when a haulage system is ai'langed for the locomotive to push the
Sooner
trips, either loaded or empty.
or later the unavoidable will happen
and the mine will be thrown idle, or a
worse accident result.

Wreck Occurs When Locomotive
Pushes Loaded Trip
instance last mentioned, a
ninety-wagon, loaded trip was being
pushed out of the mine by a steam enThe wreck completely closed the
gine.
passageway and the engine being on
the inby side there was no power available for disent.ingling the cars, except
The mine was generata bull chain.
ing gas and, under normal conditions,
was ventilated by a current of 90,000
cu.ft. per min., circulating under a
In

the

water gage.
The lesson taught by that accident

2J-in.

Locomotive Should Pull the Trip

use the carbide lamp in their work and
have been permitted to do so, the pracRetice not being thought dangerous.
garding that matter, there may be some

the electric

of the ventilation on the main airway
and haulage road will quickly create a
dangerous situation in the workings.
Having- been caught in just such a
trap myself, in what was then one of

S.

any reasonable

possibility.

Saying nothing about the wear and
tear on tracks, wagons and motor when
the latter is made to push loaded or
empty trips, in a mine, my experience
has taught me that such practice is a
most blindfolded system and should
never be employed where it is possible
to do

anything

else.

white lights, clanging
gongs and other alarms will form no
accident when the
against
safeguard
motor is operated at the tail end of a
trip and the cars are pushed ahead of
the machine.
Any kind of obstruction, such as a
chunk of coal, a broken rail or a mis-

Red

I

never forget. It will explain why
favor a haulage system in which the
locomotive pulls but never pushes a
trip, whether going out of or into the
It will not be thought strange
mine.
that no arguments can persuade me to
employ any other system than one
where a mine locomotive is operated to
shall
1

pull all trips.

This statement, of course, applies
only to a general working proposition,
in the arrangement of a haulage system, in a mine. Conditions out of the
ordinary may often require that a locomotive push a trip of cars for a short
distance or for a brief period of time.
In such cases, however, extra precautions should be taken to avoid accident.
R. W. Lightbukn.
Gans, Pa.

lights,

placed switch will cause a wreck that
may put the entire working system out
of commission, and nothing will prevent this from happening when the
motorman is where he can have no
knowledge as to the track being clear
ahead of him.
Imagine what will take place when a
locomotive is pushing a thirty-wagon
trip, empty or loaded, and a single car
jumps the track. It may be the head
car in the trip or one a short distance
The speed is probably six or
back.
eight miles an hour and, before the
motorman is aware, the cars are piled
up so as to practically choke the entry.
Timbers are torn out, much roof
falls and the ventilation is cut off.
To make matters worse the locomotive
is on the inby side of the wreck, and it
may be the on'y machine available in
Perhaps the mine is generthe mine.
ating some gas and, if so, the stoppage

ANOTHER LETTER
to add a few
KINDLY al'ow mealready
been said

words to what has
in reply to the question of a locomotive
pulling or pushing a trip of cars in a

mine. From my own experience, I am
convinced that no system of mine-locomotive haulage can be conducted successfully whare the locomotive is required to push either the loaded or the

empty trips.
Some may claim

that,

theoretically,

the resistance to traction is the same
whether the locomotive is pushing or
pulling the trip; but in actual practice
When a trip of cars
this is not true.
is pushed ahead of the locomotive the

carwheels do not adjust themselves
readily to any irregularity of the
track, which creates a tendency to derailment of the cars.
Many times, I have watched the effect
of the locomotive pushing a trip, and
observed that there is always a sluing
action that tends to swing the cars

The result is that,
across the track.
especially when rounding a curve, the
forward right-hand or inner carwheel
and the hind left-hand or outer car-
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wheel both hug the

rails closely.

Under

this condition the forward wheel tends
to mount the rail at any irre^arity
caused by a loose joint or a lack of

alignment.
This condition is greatly aggravated
when the cars are equipped with side
bumpers.
In that case, the force is
applied wholly to the inner bumper
when rounding a curve. The same is
true, but to a less extent, on a straight
track when a wide gage or a worn
axle gives rise to a greater sluing of the
car.
There may even result the interlocking of the bumpers.
Should it become necessary to stop a
hea^'y trip, on a more-or-less sharp
curve, when the locomotive is about to
enter the curve the strain on the drawbars is almost sure to derail one or
more cars, especially if the weight of a
long trip is out of proportion to the

weight of a single car.

Calculating Weight of Locomotive

One correspondent, writing on this
subject in Coal Age, Aug. 18, p. 261,
has attempted a calculation to determine the size of locomotive required
for the output in question (2,400 tons,
in an 8-hr. shift).
In this calculation,
he assumes a track resistance of 30 lb.
per ton and estimates a drawbar pull
or push, at the locomotive, when hauling a trip of 120 tons, to be 120 X 30
3,600 lb., or 1.8 tons. He concludes
that the weight of locomotive required
would then be 5 X 1.8
9 tons.
It is a question in my mind whether
such a calculation would meet the conditions in practice, unless it is known
that the track resistance does not exIf
ceed the estimated 30 lb. per ton.
there arc gr.ides to be overcome and
short curves, this resistance may be
much increased and a heavier locomotive will be required.
Referring to the difficulty mentioned
in the original inquiry, where it is required to push the cars into a rotary
dump in order to avoid running the
locomotive through the dump, allow me

=

Hulin.^: of

Vol. 20, No. 14

Kxamining Board

Conflict with

in

Law

The law authorizes examining boards
to fonmtlate rules governing the examination, but reqtiires rating candidates on both oral and written work.

RECENTLY

a

correspondent,

who

signs himself "Fairplay," Coa/.4(7t',
Aug. 25, p. 300, questions the right of
the examining board in charge of the

examination, held a short
time since, in Pittsburgh, Pa., to make
ruling that candidates who should
fail in the written examination would
not be given the oral questions, which
the law distinctly specifies.
Reading the paragraphs he has quoted
as taken from the Bituminous Mine
Law of Pennsylvania, one is led to believe that the lawmakers contemplated
giving to each candidate both a written
and an oral examination, inasmuch as
it is stated that the oral examination
shall be reported, verbatim and typewritten to assist the board in its rating
of the candidate.
In my opinion, the board took an unfair advantage in availing themselves
inspectors'

a

of the privilege granted them by law to
formulate their own rules for conductIn ruling that a
ing the examination.
candidate who should fail in his written
work would not be given af\ oral examination, the board deprived such a candidate from any advantage he might
have in the oral test.

It is well known there are many men
who can answir questions verbally and
would make good mine inspectors, yet

they are unablo to put their ideas in
writing so as to ])ass a satisfactory examination on paper. If the same questions were asked in an oral examination, they would probably be able to explain their nuaning fully to the satisfaction of the board.
Again, inasmuch as the ruling of the
board, in this case, affected only those
candidates who should fail in the written examination, it discriminated between the candidates in the final rating.
In order to treat all candidates equally

my opinion that there should
be no discrimination and each man
should be given the full test required by

fair, it is

the law.

Judging from an unprejudiced standit would seem that the lawmakers
in mind the rating of a candidate's

point,

had

oii the results of both a
written and an oral test. But setting
this aside, the board decided to pass on
each man's qualifications prematurely,
by examining his written work before
applying the oral test.
My conclusion is that where the law
specifies both an oral and written test,
as it does in this instance, the oral examination should be given before the
written work is examined, particularly
where the rating is to be based, as in
this case, on the results of each test.
Farr. Colo.
Robert \. Marshall.

qualifications

=

suggest making arrangements to
shunt the locomotive to the end of the
trip, so that the cars can be pushed
onto the dump, as required.
In a mine where I have worked there
was a run-around track provided for
shunting the locomotive, so as to allow
the locomotive to pull the empties back
into the mine, after having pulled the
loaded cars to the shaft bottom. Where
there is not sufficient grade to feed the
dump by gravity, two locomotives
should be employed, so that one can
feed the dump while the other is making a trip into the mine.
In closing, allow me to refer to a
safety rule of at least one large coal
mining eomp-iny in .\labama, where
keen interest has always been taken in
the safety of mine employees. The rule
reads as follows: "No motorman shall
push cars, unless with the permission
of the mine foreman." This rule was
made soon after the death of a triprider, who was killed in a wreck that
occurred while a trip was being pushed.
to

Bayview, Ala.

John Walls,

Sr.

Inquiries

Of General

Interest

Two Seams by

a Single Fan
Difficulty ExpTiencsd in Ventilating Two Seams of Coal When Start-

Ventilating

—

Shaft
Development Work in the Upper or Overlying Seam
Sunk Connecting the Two Seams Gives Unsatisfactory Results
ing

WHEN

starting operations on our
property it was decided to work
the lower of the two seams underlying
the tract, before opening the upper
seam.
Having in contemplation the
working of that seam at a later period,
however, we installed a reversible fan
capable of producing 150,000 cu.ft. of
air per minute.

Work

progressed well in the lower

seam and some time ago

it

was decided

to begin operations in the seam above.
Everything went well until the develop-

ment had progressed to that stage that
the upper mine demanded more attention in respect to its ventilation.
After some investigation, we con-

cluded to sink a shaft to connect the
two seams, for the sole purpose of ventilation.
The size of this shaft was
5 X 10 ft., in section, and it was sunk
to a depth of 260 ft.
We confidently
expected that the completion of this
shaft would enable us to ventilate the
two seams by means of the large fan

already installed and in operation, which
would avoid the expense of setting up
another ventilator.
Much to our dismay, however, the

We

results were far from satisfactory.
first tried running the fan as an exhaust, as formerly; but this proving
the
circulation
was
unsatisfactory
changed and the fan operated as a
blower. Again we were doomed to dis-

appointment as the change showed no
improvement in the circulation of the
air in the two mines.
As far as we were able to judge,
there appeared to be an air column,
or a certain atmospheric condition, that
controlled the direction and the course
of the air, which we desired to circulate in each of the mines.
Further
than this, however, we were unable to
determine what the difficulty was or its
proper remedy.
I want to ask, here, what would be
the effect of installing a small fan in
the upper seam and operate it either
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as a blower or as an exhaust fan. The
idea would be to have this smaller fan
work in conjunction with the main fan
and assist in diverting some of the air
into the upper seam.

Master Mechanic.
Salt

Lake

City, Utah.

This correspondent has not given sufficient data to enable us to reply intelligently.
It is not stated whether the
shaft sunk to a depth of 260 ft. was
started from the surface, or only sunk
from the upper to the lower seam. We
will assume, however, that this second
shaft was started from the surface and
sunk through to the lower seam.
Again, it is not clear how the lower
seam was ventilated before this extra
shaft was sunk.
Very much will depend on these arrangements, as well
as on the relative depths of the two
seams below the surface, the amount
each seam is developed and the means
taken to direct the air current and distribute the air proportionately between
the two mines.
In attempting to ventilate two seams
by a single fan located at the top of
a shaft connecting the seams, there
being a second shaft sunk from the
surface, which also connects the seams,
it is quite possible, if the upper seam
lies at a comparatively shallow depth
and the lower one is much deeper, that

543

an air column in the upcast shaft would
cause most of the air to circulate
through the lower seam.
On the other hand, conditions may
favor the circulation through the upper
mine, owing to a lesser development
in that seam providing shorter aircourses and a less resistance to the
flow of air, than in the larger development below. Again, the relative size
of the ai?-courses in the two mines,
owing to one of the seams being thicker
than the other, or to any obstruction
in the airways, or to the possible presence of gob fires heating the air current these will each and all have their
effect on the desired distribution of the
air between the two mines.
Certain it is, however, that if this
fan is capable of producing an air volume of 150,000 cu.ft. per min., say
against a IJ- or a 2-in. water gage,
there should be experienced no diffi-

—

cylinder surrounds the flame, forming
the combustion chamber, which is surThe
mounted by a gauze chimney.
chimney and the lamp are connected
or
having
a
cap
by brass standards
shield at the top to which the handle
of the lamp is attached.
Question What maximum, height
should there be betiveen a pump and
the surface of the ivater in the sump,
the barometer being 30 in ?
Answer A common rule is to allow
a maximum height, !A feet, equal to
0.9 of the barometric height, in inches.
For a barometer reading of 30 in., the
suction head of a pump should not ex27 ft. Where the
ceed 0.9 X 30
suction line is inclintd and of considerable length, or contains elbows
that obstruct the flow, the suction
height must be much less than this

—

—

=

amount.
V

practical experience in handling air currents in mines, under varying conditions, such as we have suggested.
cannot endorse the idea of installing
a small booster fan in the upper seam,
as mentioned by this correspondent. On
general principles no fan should be permanently installed underground where

Answer Water causes a fireclay
bottom to swell and heave, which not

We

it

cannot be reached in emergency.

—

only raises the track and reduces the
headroom on the roads, making it necessary to brush the roof or lift bottom,
but renders the mining of coal more difficult. The soft bottom will often Induce
a squeeze, to avoid which a greater
width of entry and room pillars is required and the cost of yardage for
driving crosscuts and breakthroughs is
increased.

Question How would you determine when the coal dust in a mine re-

Answered

quires more moisture in order to render
safe from explosion hazard?
Answtir Experiments on the inflammability of fine coal dust, by the
Federal Bureau of Mines, have shown
that to remove the danger of the dust
being blown into the air by a concussion it must be so wet as to be plastic
when molded in the hand. In that condition the dust will contain 30 per cent
of its own weight of water. The practical test, therefore, to ascertain if the
dust in a mine is a hazard in respect to
it

(Answei-ed by Request)

—A

long, 25

ft.

ft.

sump

in

a mine

wide and 12

ft.

is

72

deep;

How long will it
of water.
take a 6-in. pump to empty this sum,p,

it is full

running at a speed of 100
if the efficiency of the

ft.

pump

per min.,
80 per

is

cent?

— The

Answer

cubic contents of the
X 25 X 12 = 21,600 cu.ft.
Allowing a water-end efficiency of 80
per cent, the discharge of this pump,
Tunning at a speed of 100 ft. per min.,
is 0.80 X 100(0.7854 x 0.5') = 15.7
cu.ft. per min.
The time required to
empty the sump is, therefore 21,600 -i15.7 = 1,375-1- min., or 22 hrs. 55 min.

sump

72

is

—Name the different means
used for producing ventilation in mines.
Answer— The circulation of air
Question

in

mines
ferent

—

Examination Questions

Miscellaneous Questions
Question

—

Question What danger is there to
mine having a fireclay bottom, when
a large quantity of water is allowed to
accumulate in the workings?

culty in ventilating the two mines by
means of the same ventilator.
To do this, however, will require

produced, mechanically, by diftypes of centrifugal fans; or

is

by disk fans, which act by propelling
the air by the force of the inclined
blades; and by different forms of steam
jets. Air currents are also created by
artificially heating the air, by means of
a furnace located at or near the bottom
of the upcast shaft.
Natural ventilation results from the natural heat of

the air, producing an air column in a
At other times, use is
shaft or slope.
made of a waterfall in a shaft, or a
wind cowl erected at the surface to
direct surface winds into the mine.

Question

— (a)

How many

apera-

tures are there in a square inch of the
standard safety-lamp gauze? (5) What
is a safety lamp and how is it made or

constructed?

Answer— (a) The

standard mesh of

safety-lamp gauze, in this country, contains 784 openings to the square inch.
The mesh is formed by 28 steel wires.

No. 28 B.w.g.
(b) A safety lamp, for use in the
mine, is one in which the flame is isolated from the air surrounding the
lamp, by means of a chimney and all
openings to the lamp are protected by
wire gauze through which the air must
It is conenter and leave the lamp.
structed by surmounting the oil vessel
with
chimney
that
lamp
a
comof the
pletely isolates the flame from the outside atmosphere.
The Davy lamp has a chimney
In the Clanny
wholly of wire gauze.
and other types of safety lamps a glass

—

is to wet
plastic in the hand.

explosion

it

till

it

becomes

—

more
two
or
Question Name
methods of applying m.oisture to coal
dust in a mine.
Answer Probably the most effective
method of moistening the dust accumulated on the roads and timbers in
a mine is to install a pipe sprinkling or
spraying system, and use it to keep the
dust wet enough so that it will not be
Another
raised and float in the air.
less effective method is to introduce
steam into the intake air current in

—

quantity to fully saturate the
current, which will reduce to some
extent the absorption of moisture by
the ventilating current and the consequent drying out of the mine. The
amount of water thus carried into the
mine and deposited will depend on the
relative temperatures of the outside
and the mine air. Still another method
is to sprinkle the roads and working
places wdth water from a watering car,
at regular brief intervals.
sufficient
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Coal Consumption

Utilities Stationary:

l>v

Use of Oil Fuel Gaining
C^OXSUMPTION of coal by electric utility plants

has been
> around :2,4O0,O0O net tons per month since last March,
it was 2.641,588 tons.
It is sitrnilicant, perhaps, that
\vhi!e the volume of coal consumed by these utilities has remained practically stationary since .April, the consumption
of fuel oil by the same plants has increased from 848,866
bbl. in March, 843,193 bbl. in April, 85;?,.519 bbl. in May to
918,768 bbl. in June and 1,029,251 bbl. in July, or a gain of
21 per cent in five months for the chief competitor of coal.
whi-ii

CO.A.L

CONSUMED BY PUBLIC

UTILITY TOWER PLANTS.

MARCH-JILY,

1921

NetTon»)
March
May

(In

States

Alsbuaa

8,050

Ariiona

12.324
28.654
50.438
7.895

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of

Columbia

Florida

Georgia
IlUnoU
Indiana

Iowa
Kaa'as

19.572
1.926
6.549
334.651
158.590
75,141
30.836

Kentuckj-

39.950

LouHana

11,917
104
16,586
103,130
111,136

Maine
Marj-land
Mafsachusetta

Michigan
Minnesota

40,437

MiiKissippi

10,785

Missouri

95,948
3,799
35,186

Montana
Nebra.oka

Nevada
Newllampshire
NewJerscy

176
2.314
96,130
3,664
360.255
7.493
14,716

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

284,825

Oklahoma

5.172
120

Oregon
Penn.s>lvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

409,437
11.546
9,288
6.690
21,136
20,034

SouthDakota
Tenne.s.sce

Texa.»

48.382
6.657
18.768
2,003
5.943

Washington
Wcit Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming
TotaU

July
20.734

9,874
22,587
56.829
6.173
18.067

10,298
28.018
53,615
6.238
18.948
1.902
6,971

1,806

7.325
302,094
142.337
62.420
20.329
38.712
9.818
233
27.789
104.135
114.679
23.884
9.969
84,327
3,500
33,315
127
4.146
89.786
2.186
332.044
7.214

304.535
144.864
64.381

2L441
38.438
9.338
198
18,210
93.453
106.917
23,914
9,312
87,260
3.556
31,808
117
2.682
92.715
2.406
338,960
6,827
12,099
244,065
3,968
65
384.664
9.607

306.562
144.274
63,399
18.221

38.725
10.178

318

248,698
3,743

26.112
99.426
118.915
31.956
9.850
79.596
3.787
35.432
130
3,100
97,273
2.123
345,496
8,722
13.092
257.710
2.904

367.976
8.323
7,545
6,413

344.727
8.447
7.768
7.383

11,792

6.581
5.542
18.234
18.458

89.425
46.334
6.732

19.745
18,426
216
36.764
2,199
89.217
43.103
6.398

2,641,588

2.415,009

2,434,061

14
32.111
2.542

181

Virginia

June
27.798

32,932
3.219
81.675
58,504
7,902

Vermont

New

13,335
150
11,344
26.654

575

Arkan«a.i

England and the South show increases

18.884
19.304

580
40,540
2.180
86.721

49,558
6.523
2,453,640

in fuel-oil

consumption.

This is especially true in Kansas, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Nebraska and New Mexico. The latter are in
or near the Western oil belt and coal men in that section
have for several months been experiencing the sharpest
kind of competition from the oil trade.

FUEL OIL CONSUMED BY PUBLIC UTILITY POWER PLANTS
IN NEW ENGLAND, ^L\RCH-JULY, 1921
(In Barrels)

March

States

Connecticut

Maine
Massachusetts

Rhodelsland
Vermont

April

993

May

June

July

1.929
1.263

3,196
2,095
25,990

00

2,734
2.250
25.731
76.123
2.029

123,772

108,867

1,094
1,188

1.327

29.764
48,294

23.039
43.763

25.848
53,941

91.391

80,340

69,122

82,981

1 . 1

Total?

FUEL OIL CONSUMED BY PUBLIC UTILITY POWER PLANT.S
IN

THE SOUTH, MARCH-JULY,
(In

States

Alabama

April

May

June

July

8,630

8,283
17.009
55.879

6,293
18,496
52.865
22,742

7,158
14.984
51,506
22.416

285
41.602

273
42.833

10,786
8.075
140

10,656
24.615
146

31,600

270

9,192
22.437
55.495
20,082
297
46.652
9,006
7,289
190

166,021

170.640

171,267

177,700

181,343

Arizona

16,001

Florida

61.717
24,100
225
39.872
7,217
7,989

Georgia

Kentucky
Louisiana
Mis-sissippi

Missouri
North Carolina

Totals

1921

Barrels)

March

24,310
290
46,495

10.455
118

The decrease in coal consumption in July as compared
with March 188,000 tons is more than offset by the in-

—

—
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—

crease in the amount of fuel oil used —180,000 bbls. on the
basis of 34 tons of coal as the equivalent of 1 bbl. of oil.
This would indicate a lesser degree of fuel efficiency during
July than was obtained in March, as the rate of production of electric power during those two months was practically unchanged, amounting to 2,049,480 thousands of
kilowatt-hours in March and 2,043,197 in July.

Frelinghuysen's Views on Coal Legislation

Unchanged; Newton Bill Too Drastic
SENATOR FRELINGHUYSEN returned to Washington
after the congressional recess without having determined
upon any change in his policy as to coal legislation. He
expects to watch developments closely and be in readiness
to call up his coal-stabilization bill at any time likely to be
opportune for its passage or when its discussion might tend
to correct any trend of the coal situation against the public

interest.

Statements that the bill of Representative Newton, of
Minnesota, will be given consideration in the near future
could not be substantiated at the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, to which the bill was referred. The
Newton bill, a composite of the Calder and the LaFoUette
bills, is drastically regulatory and members of the committee expressed the opinion that the measure is not being
seriously considered.

Manufacturers Endorse W. Va. Operators'
Refusal to Deal with Miners' Union

THE

National

Association

of

Manufacturers issued a

bulletin on Sept. 22 upholding the coal operators of
in their refusal to deal with the United Mine
After presenting statistics to show that nonWorkers.
union miners in West Virginia receive higher wages than

West Virginia

in

the

Kanawha union

field in

West Virginia

the manufac-

turers' bulletin says of the activities of the United Mine
Workers: "The present effort is not for the raising of
wages.
It has another and more sinister purpose, the
suppression of West Virginia coal output to enable operators of the Middle West to retain Western markets and
thus insure the retention of closed shop control of their

mines."
Operators of the Middle Western states and officials of
the United Mine Workers are quoted to support the claim
that "the United Mine Workers had guaranteed to the operators that competition from West Virginia mines able to
produce and sell for less would be removed."
Past efforts of the United Mine Workers to establish the
closed shop in the principal West Virginia fields, however,
have proved unavailing, it is declared. The Middle Western
operators are said to have continually complained that the
United Mine Workei's was not removing West Virginia competition, as it had agreed. "Faced with loss of trade or with
bankruptcy the unionized operators have threatened abolition of closed-shop union agreements unless the United Mihe
Workers can eliminate the competition from West Virginia."
The National Association of Manufacturers then declares
that "the United Mine Workers now attempts to forcibly
unionize the West Virginia mines in order to raise their
cost of operation and save its ebbing control in the mines
of the Middle West." The manufacturers also charge that
"the United Mine Workers does not observe contracts where
made." In support of this statement it quotes John R.
Lawson, a union official; Governor Kilby of Alabama and
Woodrow Wilson.
It is further alleged that "violence and disregard of the
law is condoned by the United Mine Workers." Several
specific instances are mentioned in support of this allega"Eleven Arkansas members of the United Mine
tion.
Workers pleaded guilty to various offenses against the
state and national laws, one of them having gone so far
as to threaten the life of a federal judge if he did not
The union paid the fines of
decide as the miner desired.
all these men and rewarded most of them by elections or
appointments to union offices."
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National Industrial Traffic League

Demands

Reduction of Freight Rates
AT

largely attended meeting held in
a
Chicago,
23, the Executive Committee of the National
-^Industrial Traffic League adopted resolutions demanding a reduction in freight rates as indispensable to a return
to normal business conditions. The association has sent out
a circular to its membership stating that it is the hope of
the executive committee that all commercial organizations
and individual members will endorse the action taken by
the league and take such steps as they can to bring about
public sentiment in favor of these recommendations. It is
especially desirable, the circular states, that commercial
oi-ganizations adopt similar resolutions and transmit them
to the officials of the carriers serving their respective communities.

/-% Sept.

-^

The

resolutions were as follows:
"It is a matter of common knowledge that there exists
at the present time a very general depression in almost all
lines of business.
Purchases are restricted to a hand-to-

mouth

basis.

Most manufacturers

time.

Many

industries

throughout the country
there

is

is

ai'e

running on part
closed.
Labor
many communities

completely

are
idle,

and

in

actual suffering as a result of this business depres-

sion.

"A study of readjustment processes indicates that the
price of practically every commodity has been heavily reduced. Freight rates, which are such a large factor in our
industrial fabric, have not been readjusted, but remain at
Manifestly, there can be no
the highest level in history.
return to normal business conditions until the price of
transportation bears a proper relation to commodity values.
The business of this country has been developed and a wide
distribution of comnu>dities encouraged under freight rates
that bore a proper relation to the price of the commodities,
and until rates are readjusted so as to approximate such
a level it is obvious that business confidence cannot be
restored.
Expenses Increase Moke Rapidly Than Revenues
"In 1920 the operating revenues of all railroads in the
United States were one billion dollars greater than in 1919,
and the operating expenses were one and one-half billion
dollars greater.
In 1920 the net railway operating income
of all roads, i. e., the entire amount available for the payment of interest and dividends, was only sixty-two million
dollars as compared with an average of nine hundred
million dollars for each of the five preceding years.
"In addition to large increases made in wages and the
number of employees during the period of Federal control,
so-called national agreements were adopted, which are responsible for a large part of the increase in operating
expenses, since they restrict employees in the discharge of
their duties and require the employment of skilled labor
in the performance of work previously performed by unskilled labor.

"The national agreements are
abrogation

is

uncertain.

On

still

in

effect,

and their

April 14, 1921, the Railroad

Labor Board announced that these agreements would be
abrogated on July 1; but subsequently the board reversed
its decision.
"The failure of the railroads to reduce their operating
costs is one of the principal factors in the present economic
situation.
The carriers ai-e hampered by the policy and
slowness of action of the Railroad Labor Board.
Any
condition which prevents the employer and employee from
dealing directly with each other is bad and is a fertile
field for dissensions.
It is not fair to the carriers nor to
the public that the railroad employee should be given preference over other employees performing work of a similar
nature in private industries, and until the railway employees are placed upon a corresponding basis with those
of private industries it cannot be said that the railroads
are efficiently or economically operated.

"The executive committee of the National Industrial
Traffic League, after careful consideration of the transportation problem and the present business and economic
situation, is of the belief that the return to normal business conditions requires:
"First: Recognition of the fact that efficient and economical operation of the raih-oad-^ depends primarily on
the payment of wages by the railroads no higher than
prevail in other lines of industry for similar work.
"Second: A general reduction in freight rates equal at
least to a decrease in operating expenses brought about
by a readjustment of wages on a just and equitable basis.
"Third: That the carriers should immediately proceed
to readjust both wages and rates so that such reductions
may take effect simultaneously.
"RESOLVED, therefore, by the executive committee of
the National Industrial Traffic Leagnje, that it demand of
the railway executives that they abrogate immediately the
so-called national agreements, made effective during the
period of Federal control, and which, in its opinion, expired with the return of the railways to private management; and be it further
"RESOLVED, That it demand of the railway executives
that wages of railway employees be adjusted upon the basis
of wages paid to similar classes of labor in private employment and simultaneously with such adjustment, a
horizontal reduction in rates at least equivalent to the
amount of wage reductions be established; and be it further
"RESOLVED, That a copy of these resolution be sent
to the Association of Railway Executives, members of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, and given to the public
through the medium of the press."

Destination of Lake Cargo Coal During
Season to End of August

DISTRIBUTION

of bituminous

Lake cargo

coal during

the present season and the coiTesponding periods in
1919 and 1920 is showTi in the accompanying table, compiled
by the Geological Survey. For comparative purposes, the
year 1919 offers the better standard. Shipments during 1921
to Aug. 31 totaled 15,841,000 net tons, of which 78.4 per cent
went to American ports and 21.6 per cent to Canadian
destinations.
Of the total, 12,412,000 tons were forwarded
to American points, an increase when compared with the
record for 1919 of 133,000 tons, but relatively a smaller proportion than in the earlier year.
Shipments to Canadian
ports were 3,429,000 tons, an increase over 1919 of 387,000
tons.

DESTINATION OF CARGO COAL DUMPED AT LAKE ERIE PORTS
FROM OPENING OF SE.\SON TO AUG. 31.
-

The Weatlier Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

PERHAPS

the one most immediately effective measure which the
Government could take to ameliorate the unemployment situa-

according to the Guaranty Survey, a review of business and
conditions published Sept. 26 by the Guaranty Trust
Company of New York, would be the funding of the existing indebtedness of the railroad companies on account of capital expenditures
while the roads were under its control. "That would place at the disposal of the roads $500,000,000," the Survey continues, "and would
materially improve their financial position and hasten the time when
they could make much needed expenditures for maintenance, improvements and expansion.
"Some relief is being provided through the recent sale by the Government of railroad equipment trust certificates, but the amount involved is as yet comparatively small, and this does not obviate the
necessity for the funding of the indebtedness.
To delay that action
is to retard our economic recovery and prolong, if not increase, untion,

financial-

employment.

"The best construction that can reasonably be placed on the improvement which has lately been effected in the financial position of the
that their comparatively favorably showing under adverse
a hopeful sign."
During the week which ended on September 17, 853,762 cars were
loaded with revenue freight on the railroads of the United States,
according to reports by the American Railway Association. This is
the largest number loaded during any one week, records show, since
the week of Dec. 4, 1920. The total for the week was 105,644 cars
greater than that for the previous week when, however, the observance of Labor Day resulted in a falling off in traffic. It was, however, 137,404 cars less than were loaded during the corresponding
period last year and 141,229 less than during the corresponding period
in 1919.
carriers

is

conditions

is

"
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National Coal Association Adopts Recommendation of

Standard Cost Accounting System for Producers
cogent reasons for the adoption of a standard sysSUCH
tem of cost accounting in the operating end of the
coal trade were advanced at a meeting held on Tuesday, Sept. 24, at the Hotel Gibson in Cincinnati under the
auspices of the committee delegated by the National Coal
Association to consider the problem that the recommendation of the committee was adopted.
So many persons crowded into the small room on the
mezzanine floor at the morning session that larger quarters were obtained for the afternoon sessions. In addition
to the accountants and others of various coal firms and
associations who had been invited to attend the meeting,
some thirty-five secretaries of coal operators' associations
from all parts of the country also were present.
Thomas T. Brewster, who has served on the committee
since its formation at the meeting of the association held
in Chicago in May, 1919, acted as chairman, with W. B.
Reed as secretary. Prior to the discussion printed pamphlets
setting forth the need of uniform cost accounting were
passed about as well as the five forms which have been
advocated as a solution to the cost-keeping problems.
Mr. Brewster briefly recounted the history of the committee's work and the effort that had been made to arrive
at a comprehensible solution of the problem. He declared
that until the necessity of keeping track of costs was
thoroughly recognized coal men would plunge on in the
dark, to their own loss and to the detriment of the rest
of the trade.

Overhead-Expense Account Should Overlook Nothing

He was followed by W. D. McKinney, of Columbus, who
•went into the matter thoroughly and declared that there
were so many matters entering into the "overhead expense"
of mines nowadays that nothing should be overlooked in
arriving at the actual cost of producing coal.
He took
occasion to say that some of the operating concerns were
not as keen to go into the matter of cost sheets as they
might be because of certain uses that had been made of
them by officials in Washington. This drew from Mr.
Brewster the statement that "What we are after is a sys-

tem

of cost accounting that will give actual operating ex-

penses. We are not concerned with what the Bureau of
Economics may do with them nor the deductions which they

may draw."
R. W. Gardiner, of Pittsburgh, informed those present
that a lot of work would be saved for companies that would
base their scale to miners on production and said that
cost sheets that would provide a detailed analysis were
bound to be of profit to those that kept them. He also
pointed out the value of keeping a check upon supplies
and said that a cost system would be a means of keeping
a check upon many items that escape the attention of most
of the producers.
J. H. Alport, formerly connected with the Fuel Administration, said that a uniform system of accounting was in
a great sense a paradox, for "the more I know, the less I
know about it." He said that he had examined more than
20,000 reports that had been made to the Fuel Administration, and in all of these no operator had reckoned in the
depreciation upon his mine or mines the years that he had
made

nothing.

Why

Depleton Should Be Careptjlly Considered

"In Washington," he said, "You have a bunch of department sharps to deal with and you must follow what
they suggest unless you have son-.ething better to offer."
Mr. Alport then pointed out that the matter of depletion
alone was worthy of careful consideration and illustrated
this point by an instance wherein a company had been
basing its costs upon 100 years of life for its mine, while
"As an actual
the department figm-ed it at forty years.
fact the mine had but eighteen years to run, and this figback to
coming
ures a matter of $52,000 which should be

—

"those people.

"In the Revenue Department they will accept any avermay be paid to them but if you don't know all
of the costs that enter into your production, you lose it."
Tom Lewis, secretary of the New River Operators' Association, was the next speaker. He went back to the days
of the Fuel Administration and related the mad scramble
that there was to fix the price of coal for the various districts, "which the Administration did to the best of its
judgment. We found in the New River field that ninetenths of our mines would have to shut up shop under the
A meeting was called and the point considprices fixed.
ered was how to get out of the muddle.
"The men who did the most complaining were the men
who knew the least on the cost of producing coal. We
finally believed that our only solution was in getting an
That
expert accountant to go over the whole situation.
cost money and we figured that all concerned would have
to pay 3c. to 4c. a ton for it for a number of months on
every ton of coal that was mined. Some of them said that
they were not going to be robbed. In the end, however,
we got at the matter of cost, and with the figures that we
obtained we were able to go to Washington, and an increase of 25c. on the ton was granted us as a result."

age which

Less

Than

2

Per Cent Income in 1910

Mr. Norris drew the attention of those present to the
fact that in 1910 the bituminous coal mines of this country did not pay 2 per cent upon the investment. Producers
kept on working, though their profits fell and their costs
rose, with the hope that there might be a change in the
next month.
The small operator, according to Mr. Norris, is in greatest need of the results obtained by keeping track of costs.
"There are many instances," said he, "where the president
of an operating company is the general manager, superintendent or storekeeper, but he does not take into consideration that he should have both pay for his labor and return for the money that he has invested. This vdth other
points I pointed out to President Van Hise, who is the dean
of economics in the University of Wisconsin, while I was
on the Fuel Administration in Washington. 'But, man,'
he said to me, 'you are violating every law of economics
in making such allowances. You are establishing new principles.
Where did you gentlemen ever study economics?'
"

'I

didn't,' I confessed.

"The
thought

professor

sagely

shook

his

head

and

said,

'I

so.'

Coal Knowledge NEEaJEo in Revenue Department
Mr. Norris advanced the theory that much might be
accomplished for the benefit of the coal men if at some
time there were men at the head of bureaus in the Revenue Department of the government who were familiar
with the problems of the coal operator, "and spoke their
language."
Acting upon a suggestion made by Mr. Lewis that the
five forms that have been worked out by the cost accounting committee be adopted and approved, Chairman Brewster then took up this matter and appointed a committee
composed of Messrs. Alport, Reed and Norris to consider
any elaborations or suggestions that might be made. A
few minor suggestions cropped out before the morning session adjourned.
During the afternoon session W. L. A. Johnson, of Kansas
City, secretary of the Southwestern Operators' Association,
asked whether any of those present had delved into the
matter of keeping costs on stripping operations. He said
that some of the operators in the Southwest were puzzled
over ,the fact that in using their shovels for stripping for
a certain period they showed nothing but a loss and then
when they struck coal and became producers they usually
were profit producers for a proportionate length of time.
Mr. Johnson seemed to believe that this would not be under-
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stood by those who did not know or who were not familiar
with such work.
Someone replied that the monthly cost sheets in such instances would po for little but that the yearly sheets would
tell the tale.
The discussion then drifted into the legality of gathering
cost sheets and Mr. Brewster explained to the secretaries
and others that this matter had been taken up with the
legal advisers of the National Coal Association, and that
they could see no possible objection to such procedure. Mr.
Brewster also quoted from an opinion rendered by Justice
Taft a few years ago which would tend to show that the
collection of cost sheets would not ir\ any way infringe
upon the Sherman Act nor be in restraint of trade.
J. E. McCoy, of Knoxville, secretary of the Appalachian
Coal Operators' Association, then detailed the workings of
a credit bureau which is maintained by his organization in
which tab is kept upon firms and others who are slow pay
In concluding his talk Mr. McCoy in search
or no good.
of information— requested that those who were meeting
with success in the collection of cost sheets hold up their
hands.
One secretary declared that all but three of the
ninety operators that he represented were sending them
in, and with him came five others with this report.

—

Raid Causes Discontinuance of Cost Data

The preponderance of the representation admitted that
they were getting no return of cost sheets at all. As an
explanation of this it was said that most of the operators
stopped sending in the data when the raid was made upon
the offices of the National Coal Association in WashThis with the ruling of a Memphis jurist against
ington.
collection of trade information had been a deterrent it

seemed.
Several persons present were of the opinion that the
coal trade should be awakened to the necessity of gathering
cost data even though lawsuits result, lest the benefits
that had accrued during the period when reports were made
be lost.
Adoption of the committee's recommendation upon the
changes in the form of the cost sheets brought the meeting
to a close.

to Enjoin U.M.W. A.;
Indiana Producers Also Named

Mingo Operator Sues

OPERATORS

in the

Thacker and Williamson coal

fields

Virginia, the scene of the Mingo
disturbances and all that has followed of trouble and bloodshed in the eff'orts of the United Mine Workers to unionize
this field, on Sept. 23, 1921, brought action in the U. S.
District Court to enjoin the United Mine Workers from
further efforts to organize their operations. The suit was
brought in the name of the Borderland Coal Corporation of
Virginia but it is understood that sixty-two coal companies
of Southern

West

in West Virginia and Pike County, Kentucky, are behind
the action.
Besides the union officials and members it is reported
that there are named as defendants the Jackson Hill Coal
& Coke Co., Rowlands Power Consolidated Colliery Co., and
the Lower Vein Coal Co., all producers in Indiana, and
others with operations in the Central Competitive Field.
The suit charges conspiracy by operators of the Central
Competitive Field and the miners' union to eliminate nonunion competition.

Wholesale Prices of Foodstuffs Advanced
13.5 Per Cent During August

ment of Labor through the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
\mong articles showing decided price advances were butter,
cheese, milk, eggs, rice, meats, sugar, fruits and potatoes.
Meat animals, including cattle and hogs, also averaged
higher in August than in July.

As measured by the bureau's weighted index number,

2(1.

No.

14

food articles in the aggregate were nearly l.'5i per cent
higher in August than in the month before. Farm products, including many food items in the raw state, were 2i
per cent higher. In all other grou|)s, except that of cloths
and clothing, decreases took place, r;mging from 1 per cent
in the case of building materials to 4 per cent in the case
Cloths and clothing articles showed no change
of metals.
in the general price level.
All commodities, considered as
a whole, were approximately 2il per cent higher than in
July.

Of 327 commodities, or series of quotations, for which
comparable data for July and August were obtained, increases were found to have occurred for 99 commodities
and decreases for 123 commodities. In 105 cases no change
in price took place in the two months.

Nine Industries Employed More Help. Five
Less, in August Than in July
through the
FROMthedataU. received
Department of

Bureau

o<"

Labor Statis-

L.-'iior issued Sept. 20 tabuS.
lated reports concerning the volume of employment in August, 1921, in representative establishments in thirteen
manufacturing industries and in bituminous coal mining.
Comparing the figures of August, 1921, with those of
identical establishments for August, 1920, it appears that
in six industries there were increases in the number of
persons employed, while in eight there were decreases. The
largest increase, 114 per cent, is shown in the woolen inThe great increase reported for the woolen industry.
dustry for August, 1921, over August, 1920, is due to the
recovery from a period of idleness. The most important
decreases are 43.1 per cent in ii'on and steel, 3(5.1 per
cent in car-building and repairing, 35.8 per cent in automobiles, and 33.8 per cent in paper.
Eleven of the fourteen industries show decreases in thetotal amount of the payroll for -August, 1921, as compared
The most
with August, 1920, and three show increases.
important percentage increase, 82.8, appears in woolen.
The largest decreases appearing during this period are 68.6
per cent in iron and steel, 47.1 per cent in car building and
repairing, 46.9 per cent in paper, and 39.2 per cent in
automobiles.
Comparative data for July, 1921, and August, 1921. show
that in nine industries there were increases in the number
of persons on the payroll in August as compared with July,,
and in five a decrease. The largest increases .'5.5 per cent,
are shown in
5.3 per cent, 4.9 per cent and 4.8 per cent
hosiery and underwear, men's ready-made clothing, iron
decrease
and steel, and boots and shoes, respectively.
of 5.9 per cent appears in automobiles and one of l.G per
cent in bituminous coal mining.
In comparing August, 1921, with July, 1921, eleven industries show decreases in the amount of money paid to
employees and three show decreases. The most important
increases are 15.4 per cent in iron and steel, 12.7 per cent
in men's ready-made clothing, 12.5 per cent in hosiery and
underwear, and 11.9 per cent in bituminous coal mining.
decrease of 3.7 per cent is found in automobiles, 2.2 per
cent in cotton manufacturing, and 1.3 per cent in the
woolen industry.
In the bituminous coal mining industry a 20-per cent decrease in rates of wages was reported by five mines affecting 41 per cent, 15.4 per cent, 4.8 per cent, 2.6 per cent,
and 2.3 per cent of the forces, respectively. The entire
force in one mine was cut 10 per cent in wages. Due to
more time being worked in the mines, the per capita earnings for August are 13.6 per cent higher than for July.

tics,

—
—

A

A

WHOLESALE

prices of many important foodstuffs
showed a strong upward tendency during August,
according to information gathered by the U. S. Depart-

Vol.

Must Pay Dependents Though They No Longer
IN

United States.

— The

Reside

Workmen's Compensation Board

of Pennsylvania dismissed the appeal of the Idamar Coal
Co. in the plea of the Royal Consul General of Italy for
dependents of Girolamo Anton Bellomo. The coal company
contended that these dependents were not entitled to com-

pensation because they were no longer residents of the
United States but of Italy, but the board held that they
were entitled to compensation nevertheless.
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Unemployment Conference Makes Rapid
Committee

Progress; Coal

Report Oct. 10

Silent; Will
By Paul Wooton

Wa-fhington Correspondent

tfp^UNDAMENTALLY

sound, financially strong, indusunimpaired, commen-iaily consistent and politought to be work for everybody
in the United States who chooses to work, and our condiin the world depend on everyour
place
home
and
tion at
body going to work and pursuing it with that patriotism
and devotion which make for a fortunate and happy
With these words President Harding opened the
people."
National Conference on Unemployment in Washington last
week. The opening sessions were impressive both because
of the character of the leadership and the high standing of
the fifty-two delegates selected and by reason of the national
importance of the subject of the conference.
On Friday, Sept. 30, the work of the general conference
had progressed to such an extent that a general summary
of conclusions was presented and adjournment taken until
Oct. 10, when the final reports of the committees will be
Conclusions of the mining comoffered for consideration.
Prior to that
mittee are to be presented at that time.
presentation, no announcement is to be made of the conIt
is
understood,
howcommittee.
clusions reached by the
ever, that the committee had little to recommend affecting

ri

-

to restore our commerce and employment
normal or, to put it in another way, what obstacles need
be removed to promote business recovery the only i-eal
and lasting remedy for unemployment is employment.
"It seems to me we can on this occasion well give consideration to and expression of the measures that would tend
to prevent the acute reactions of economic tides in the
future. A crystallization of much valuable public thought
on this matter would have lasting value in education of
our people.
"The remedies for these matters must in the largest
degree lie outside of the range of legislation. It is not
consonant with the spirit of institutions of the American
people that a demand should be made upon the public

must be taken

trially

to

ieally unafraid, there

to

emergency unemployment and that the recommendations
deal almost entirely with suggestions for permanent relief
and general stabilization of the industry.
The committee held its first session on Sept. 27, immediately following the general conference meeting that made
The committee, as selected
the committee assignments.
by the conference, consists of John D. Ryan, Samuel A.
Lewisohn, W. K. Field, E. M. Poston, John T. Connery,
James B. Neale, John Moore, John L. Lewis, John P. White
and Miss Mary Van Kleeck. John D. Ryan was chosen chairman of the committee and David L. Wing, its executive
secretary.

Sub-Committees on Coal and Metal Mining Formed
After holding sessions on the afternoon of Sept. 27 and
the morning of Sept. 28, at which the unemployment data
were discussed thoroughly, it was decided, in order to expeOne of the subdite matters, to form two sub-committees.
committees has been dealing with coal matters and the
other with metal mining. The sub-committees have gone
over the various plans put foi-ward for the relief of unemployment and as this is written the conclusions of the
committees are in process of formation.
The sub-committee on coal mining has gone over a large
volume of data. It has been in almost constant session
since its formation.
In a formal statement given out by
the sub-committee it is said that "the present emergency
is connected so intimately with fundament-il conditions in
the industry that the problem of practical relief nieasures
presents very great difficulties."
Mr. Ryan was unable to remain in Washington and Mr.
Poston was made the acting chairman of the committee.
Herbert Hoover, in his opening remarks, summarized the
situation in the following words: "There is no economic
failure so terrible in its import as that of a country possessing a surplus of every necessity of life in which numbers,
willing and anxious to work, are deprived of these necessities.
It simply cannot be if our moral and economic
system is to survive. It is the duty of this conference
to find definite and organized I'emedy for this emergency
and I hope also that you may be able to outline for public
consideration such plans as will in the long view tend to
mitigate its recurrence.
"We need a determination of what emergency measures
should be undertaken to provide employment and to mitigate the suffering that may arise during tfie next winter,
and the method of organization for their application. We
need a consideration and a statement of what measures

—

treasury for the solution of every difficulty. The administration has felt that a large degree of solution could be
expected through the mobilization of the fine co-operative
action of our manufacturers and employers, of our public
bodies and local authorities, and that if solution could be
found in these directions we would have accomplished even
more than the care of our unemployed, that we will have
again demonstrated that independence and ability of action
amongst our own people that saves our government from
that ultimate paternalism that would undermine our whole
political system.
"What our people wish is the opportunity to earn their
daily bread, and surely in a country with its warehouses
bursting with surpluses of food and clothing, with its mines
capable of indefinite production of fuel, with sufficient housing for comfort and health, we possess the intelligence to
.

find

solution.

Without

it

serious charges of failure.

our whole system
.

.

is

open to

.

"Those economic movements which have presently reached
the phase of unemployment, the exact measure of which
is yet to be deteniiined by the fa;ts, can be modified
and
possibly controlled by practical remedies available through
co-operative service on the part of those abundantly able
and doubtless eager to render it.
"This crisis in some respects is fraught with hardships
quite as grave as those wTiich confronted the country during
the period of its participation in the Great War.
The
generous response then made by men and women in all
walks of life to appeals for service will be repeated in this

emergency

if a practical plan is devised for the mobilization
of this conquering force of service."

Preliminary Recommendations of General Conference
The preliminary recommendations of the general conference as related to the whole subject of unemployment
as an emergency are as follows:
(1) The conference finds that there are variously estimated
from 3,500.000 to 5, .500, 000 unemployed, and there is a much
greater number dependent upon them.
There has been an Im-

provement, but pending- general trade revival this

employment cannot be met without

definite

and

crisis in unpositive organ-

ization of the country.

The

problem of meeting the emergency of unemployprimarily a community problem.
The responsibility
is with the Mayor and should be immediately assumed by him.
(2)

ment

is

for leadership

(3) The basis of organization should be an emergency committee representing the various elements in the community.
This committee should develop and carry through a community
plan for meeting the emergency, using existing agencies and
local groups as far as practicable.
One immediate step should
be to co-ordinate and establish efficient public employment
agencies and to register all those desiring work.
It should coordinate the work of the various charitable institutions.
Registration for relief should be entirely separate from that for

employment.
(4) The personnel of the employment agencies should be
selected with consideration to fitness only and should be directed

:
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to find the right Job for the right man and should actively
canvass and organize tlie community for opportunities for employment.
The registry for employment should be surrounded
with safeguards and should give priority In employment to residents.
Employers should give preference to the emergency em-

ployment agencies.
Tlie emergency committee should regularly publish the num( 5 )
bers dependent upon them for employment and relief that the
community may be apprised of Us responsibility. Begging ^nd
unco-ordinated solicitation of funds should be prevented.
(6) Private houses, hotels, offices, etc., can contribute to the
situation by doing their repairs, cleaning and alterations during
the winter Instead of waiting until spring, when employment will
be more plentiful.
(7) Public construction Is better than relief. The municipalities
should expand their school, street, sewage, repair work and public
buildings to the fullest possible volume compatible with the existing circumstances. That existing circumstances are favorable Is Indicated by the fact that over $700,000,000 of municipal bonds, the
Of these,
largest amount in history, have been sold in 1921.
$106,000,000 were sold by 333 municipalities in August Municipalities should give short-time employment the same as other
employers.
(8) The Governor should unite all state agencies for support
of the Mayors and, as the superior officer, should insist upon the
responsibility of city ofllclals
should do everything compatible
with circumstances in expedition of construction of roads, state
:

buildings, etc.

(9) The Federal authorities, including the Federal Reserve
banks, should expedite the construction of public buildings and
public works covered by existing appropriations.
(10) A congressional appropriation for roads, together with
state appropriations amounting to many tens of millions of dollars
already made in expectation of and dependence on Federal aid,
would make available a large amount of employment. The conference under existing circumstances, notwitlistanding various
opinions as to the character of the legislation and the necessity for
economy, recommends congressional action at tlie present session
in order that work may go forward.
(11) The greatest area for immediate relief of unemployment
is in the construction industry, which has been artiflcially reWe are short more than a
stricted during and since the war.
million homes all kinds of building and construction are far behind national necessity. The Senate Committee on Reconstruction
and Production, in March of this year, estimated the total construction shortage in the country at between ten and twenty
Considering all branches of the construction indusbillion dollars.
tries more than two million people could be employed if construcUndue cost and malignant combinations have
tion were resumed.
made proper expansion Impossible and contributed largely to this
unemployment situation. In some places these matters have been
cleaned up. In other places they have not and are an affront to
In some places these things have not existed.
public decency.
Some materials have been
In others costs have been adjusted.
reduced in price as much as can be expected. Where conditions
have been righted, construction should proceed, but there is still
a need of community action in provision of capital on terms that
will encourage home building. Where the costs are still .above the
ether economic levels of the community there should be searching
inquiry and action in the situation. We recommend that the Governors summon representative committees, with the co-operation
of the Mayors or otherwise as they may determine, to (a) determine facts; (b) to organize community action in securing adjustments in cost, including removal of freight discriminations, and
clean-out campaigns against combinations, restrictions of effort,
and unsound practices where they exist to the end that building
may be fully resumed.
(12) Manufacturers can contribute to relieve the present acute
;

unemplojTnent situation by
(a) Part-time work, through reduced time or rotation of jobs.
(b) As far as possible, manufacturing for stock.
(c) Taking advantage of the present opportunity to do as much
plant construction, repairs and cleaning up as is possible, with
the consequent transfer of many employees to other than their
regular work.
(d) Reduction of the number of hours of labor per day.
(e) The reduction of the work week to a lower number of
days during the present period of industrial depression.
(f)- That employees and employers co-operate in putting these
recommendations into effect.
A large number of employers have already, in whole or in part,
inaugurated the recommendations herein set forth, and for this
they are to be commended, and it is earnestly urged upon those
employers who have not done so to put same into use, wherever
practicable, at the earliest possible opportunity.
our economic problems will
(g) Specific methods for solution of
be effective only in so far as they are applied in a spirit of
our
people.
of
all
part
the
patriotic patience on
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During the period of drastic economic readjustment, through
which we are now passing, the continued efforts of anyone to
profit beyond the requirements of -xafc business practice or
economic consistency should be condemmil. One of the Important
obstacles to a resumption of normal bu.slncss activity will be removed as prices reach replacement values In terms of efBclent
producing and distributing cost plus re;i.>;nnablo profit.
We, therefore, strongly urge all maniif:uturors and wholesalers
who may not yet have adopted this poll< y to do so, but It Is essential to the success of those measures wlun put Into effect that
retail prices shall promptly and fairly rcfiect the price adjustment of the producer, manufacturer, and the wholesaler.
AVhen tliese principles have been nrognlzcd and the recommendations complied with we are confiiient that the public will
increase their purchases, thereby Incrca.sing the operations of the
factories and transportation companies, and consequently
reducing the number of unemployed.

mills,

Exporters Organize to Force

Down

Rail

Freight Rates on Coal for Export

RESPONSE to requests from several coal
INfirms,
a meeting was called at the Harvard Club, New
exporting

York City, on Friday, Sept. 30, at 2 p.m., for the purpose
C. Anof discussing inland freight rates on export coal.
drade, Jr., was made chairman and Dr. Henry Mace Payne
secretary of the meeting. Among the New York companies
represented at the meeting were: Gano Moore & Co., Deegans Export Coal Co., New River Consolidated Coal Co.,
Lookout Coal

Co.,

Astor Collieries

Co.,

Eyre Fuel

Co.,

Lake

& Export

Corporation, Fort Dearborn Coal Co., Imperial
Coal Co., New England Coal & Coke Co., Dexter & Carpenter, Metropolitan Shipping Corporation, Archibald McNeil
& Sons Co. and a number of Philadelphia and Baltimore
firms by proxy.
It was the sense of the meeting that efforts should be
concentrated toward obtaining a $1 per ton reduction in
railroad freight rates on coal destined to Europe and South
America, no attempt being made to alter existing differentials or affect rates now in operation to New England,
Canada, Cuba, the West Indies, Mexico or Panama.
A committee consisting of Messrs. Matlack, Ellicott,
Campbell, Payne and Sinims was appointed to draft plans
for the organization, and after the conference the committee
recomiiiended the employment of Mr. Andrade to prepare
and submit the case to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The recommendation was carried unanimously. A finance
committee composed of Messrs. Matlack, Ellicott and Campbell was then appointed to devise ways and means to carry
the plan to execution.
The meeting adjourned to reconvene at 2 p.m., Friday,
Oct. 7, at the Harvard Club, New York City.

Senator Smoot Submits 3 Per Cent Sales
Tax Amendment; Coal Affected

SENATOR

Smoot, of Utah, a member of the Senate
Finance Committee, who is dissatisfied with the comrevised tax bill, submitted amendments in the
nature of substitutes on Friday, Sept. 30, including a .'i-per
cent sales tax which would apply to the coal industry. The
tax would be upon every commodity manufactured or produced when sold, leased or licensed for consumption or use
without further process of manufacture. The tax would
be equivalent to 3 per cent of the price for which the commodity is sold, leased or licensed, and would be paid by the
manufacturer or producer.
In a statement explaining the tax, the Senator says that
as the tax is imposed only when articles are "for consumption or use without further process of manufacture" the
tax will not be cumulative, to meet objections advanced
against his original sales tax announced last spring. "For
example, coal sold for consumption in a boiler will be taxable but coal sold for the manufacture of coke will not, the
coke bearing a tax when sold," explained the Senator. The
tax is to be paid monthly, beginning January next, but an
exemption on sales up to $6,000 a year is allowed. Computations were made in co-operation with the Census
Bureau based on 1919 business, including the estimated pro-

mittee's

duction of coal.

October

6,
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Navy Awards Contracts

Tons of

for 375,000

Coal for Ships and Navy Yards

COMPLETE

figures on awards of coal contracts have
been announced by the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts of the Navy Department as a result of the bids
which were opened on Sept. 21. The largest award was
made to Castner, Curran & Bullitt, for delivery of 185,000
yross tons of Pocahontas or New River coal at Hampton
Roads or Sewalls Point during the period October, 1921,
to March, 1922, at a delivered price of S5.04 per gross ton.
The total awards cover 375,000 tons for use of ships and
navy yards. Smaller awards also were made for anthracite,
ranging from $11 to $15 for delivery at various points on
the Atlantic. Navy officials are pleased with the result of
the bids.
The principal awards are as follows:

AWARDS CO\'ERING BITUMINOUS COAL FOR
SCHEDULE

54.845

Class 258
5,000 tons

H. Weaver

&

New

Navy Yard,
Wash., D.C.
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Price
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A-Pier delivery
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AWARDS COVERING ANTHRACITE CO.AI^—SCHEDULE
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.
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1
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Ash.
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Moisture,
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54 847
Castner. Curran 276-Norfolk
Class 276
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Class 274
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Pier delivery
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Delivery
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Castner, Curran
Bulhtt, Inc.,
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A-N. Y. Harbor

Co.,

Phila., Pa.

Period of deliver^' January
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Tonnage
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Contractor
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Contract

54,847
Class 273
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8431

Point of
Delivery

Contract

and
Tonnage
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Navy

Class 289
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Yard (barge delivery

Co.,
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& Schuylkill
Navy Yard,
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$8.05 $3.78
.1134 $11.9434
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Period of delivery October
54.846
Class 260
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Inc.
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York.
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Miners Will Delay Demands Till February

Pool mines
on accept1
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list.
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B-Barge delivery
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900 tons
Period of delivery October
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1
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& A -Pier

54,847
Class 261
185,000
tons
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Secretary of Commerce Herbevt Hoover favors a wage
mine workers, the delegates of the United Mine
Workers of America, on Oct. 1, .being assembled in Indian-
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list.

Pocahontas
and /or New River.

for storage.
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Oppose Cuts Now; Want Raise in April
CONCURRENTLY with reports from Washington that
rediiction for

dehvery,

Hampton Roads

Period of deUverj- Oct.

including

Annapolis.
to March 31,1922.

B.t.u.,

14,700 $5.94

Ash,
Sulphur,

7.50
50
28.00
3.00

Volatile,

Moisture,

1

.

apolis,

at

their

biennial

international

convention,

voted

approve
the
report
of
Vice-President
Murray,
wherein he declared that the agreements to be made after
March 31 next should be more favorable to the mine workers that any that had preceded them.
Furthermore, by
pledging the convention to support the Colorado and Washington mine workers, who are now idle and are endeavoring
to resist a wage reduction, they signified their approval of
the international board in opposing lowering of wage scales.
On that same eventful day they voted to approve President Lewis' proposal that the demands of the mine workers
should not be published till February, when a report will
be made to another convention by the scale committee.
The de'egates appointed J. B. Wiggins, of Spriggs, W.
Va.; F. C. CliflFord, of Clifford, III., and E. J. Giles, of
Chariton, Iowa, a committee to confer with President
Harding as to the safety of C. F. Keeney, president of that
district in West Virginia of which the Kanawha, New River,
Logan and Mingo regions are a part; Fred Mooney, secretary of that district, and about 136 others
These men
are in Logan and Williamson jails charged with conspiracy
against the peace of the state and with other offenses reto

march from the Kanawha region into Logan
County of some thousands of mine workers and the fighting
that resulted. The convention also authorized taking a test
case against the Kansas Industrial Court to the Supreme
Court, in an attempt to prove its very existence illegal.
On the whole the administration comes out with flying
colors, winning against Frank Frrrington, of Illinois, in
reference to an audit of the expenditures in an unauthorized strike, against A'ex Howat, in Kansas, in regard to
the irregular strike which he supported in that state, and
also in the matter of the delay in a decision on the wage
scale.
Still there were bad moments.
The union voted to
disapprove salary increases of approximately 60 per cent
which officers of the United Mine Workers had been receiving, and for a while it looked as if the excess might
have to be repaid but the motion for the return of the money
was killed when a vote was taken.
lating to the

Produetion
—
and
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_
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hope has made its appearance
the coal market this week. There is nothing

in the coal

not

all

market

itself to justify this state of

but other business is looking good and it is
other business that gives the coal man the orders. Production of coal, for one thing, is going steadily upward.

mind as

yet,

From

8,000,000 tons to 8,500,000 tons the week of Sept.
the latest jump. Prices are not following suit, however; Coal Age index of spot prices of bituminous coal
from 90
at the mines this week dropped two points
on Sept. 27 to 88 on Oct. 3. Domestic sizes are moving
fairly well and the trade is slashing screenings as a
24,

is

—

result in order to

move them. "No bills" are in plentiWest and the buyer is play-

ful evidence in the Central

ing the market for all he is worth, in possession of
full knowledge that on steam coal he still has the long
end of it. Mine-run is feeling the pressure on screenings.
The next week or two hold no prospect of any
but purely minor price changes in the coal used by
industry and the railroads.

two weeks the fourth reduction has been made in
the Federal Reserve's discount rate, which now stands
at the lowest level since January, 1920, and money is
easier. That may help some buyers of coal to come into
last

the market for winter storage.
The South is enjoying a good autumn trade in everything but coal, which will surely follow. The progress
of cotton has been in the public eye, but other staples

have been moving though accompanied by less publicity.
Orders for lumber have been picking up and twice
during the past month the record of the last three years
has been broken by Southern mills.
Rice and sugar
also have improved their condition.

From

Cleveland,

phia and
optimistic

Minneapolis,

Baltimore,

New York

Philadel-

the reports are
much the same
— "encouraging
vein
industrial resumption;
in

not much increase in current orders but more interest
showTi in quotations for October delivery."

Seasonal Autumn Buying Gathers Momentum
The Pittsburgh district, in particular, reflects the
better tone in iron and steel, and the resumption of
more than seventy mills in Ohio has helped the feeling
Seasonal autumn buying of coal is slowly gaththere.
ering momentum and contracts that were not closed last
In other words,
spring are now being reconsidered.
the buyer clung to the spwt market all summer and he
may be expected to change over soon.
The tonnage of railroad fuel is increasing, both because of increased traffic and because of increases in
storage preparatory to winter. Lake shippers are due
for a temporary spurt because the improved upper dock
trade has made room for additional cargoes and the
fact that reduced tariffs from the mines to lower ports
Demands for crop moving and busiwill end Oct. 31.
ness expansion ordinarily combine at this .season to make
inroads on the country's financial reserves, but in the

Apr.

May June

Julu

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar

Warmer
Anthracite production continues strong.
weather has slowed up the distribution of family sizes
but orders in hand provide shippers with adequate
Steam sizes are in
business for some time to come.
better seasonal call.
The coke market has strengthened with the improvement in iron and steel. Beehive production is heavier.

..

.

October

... .-........

...
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BITUMINOUS
Production of bituminous coal continued to improve during the week ended Sept. 24. The total output for the week,
according to the Geological Survey, was 8,506,000 net tons,
as compared with 8,193,000 in the preceding week. Further
is

shown

in reports for the first

when

the following week,

553

small tonnage in cellars, it is felt that cold weather may
devolop some strenuous times for the retailer this winter.
Retail stocks of prepared sizes are growing topheavy, as
evidenced by some cutting of prices at the mines to move
prepared coal.
Interests serving the New England market apparently are
detennined to stop the bargain business that has prevailed
This attitude is producing firmer
there for some time.
prices, although the volume of business closed is smaller,
through
Hampton Roads. The all-rail
and
all-rail
both
movement during the week ended Sept. 24 was 2,894 cars,
as compared with 2,530 cars in the week preceding.

although far below normal. Byproduct coke is still a
deterrent to heavier beehive production but stocks of
the former have decreased rapidly with the better call.

improvement

.

,
.

two days of

loadings increased 1,570 cars.

BITUMINOUS RECEIPT.?

IN"

NEW ENGLAND,

January
February
-March.
.\pril

May
June

JANUARY-JULY.

.'

July

Total.

Tide

Rail

707,000
544,000
594.000
604,000
588,000
759.000
612,000

981,000
721,000
741,000
586,000
650,000
799,000
634,000

4,408,000

5,112,000

ftTotal
1,688,000
1,265,000
1,335.000
1,190,000
1,238,000

L558,000
1,246,000

9,520,000
15,879,000
9,986,000
11,853.000

Total for 1918

Totalforl919
Total for 1920

Hoy

Apr

June

July

Sept

Aug.

Oct

Expoi'ting is now practically a memory. During the week
ended Sept. 24 there were dumped at Hampton Roads only
27,860 net tons for foreign cargoes and 27,173 for bunkers.
Shipments were less than one-tenth of the weekly June av-

Nov.

Domestic production is still heavy, although retail distribution is retarded by unseasonable weather and the poor
buying power of householders. In view of the comparatively

— Spot

Current Quotations
Market
Quoted
Low-Volatile. Eastern
Columbus.
Pocahontas lump
Columbus..
Pocahontas mine run

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

(Ilolumbus.
C^hicago

1

(Na^-> Standard)...
9 (Super. Low Vol.)..
9 (Super. Low Vol.)..
9 (Super. Low Vol.)...
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
(H. Gr. Low Vol.)

I

Baltimore..

New York

1

II
I

(Low
(Low
(Low

.

.

.

.

.

.

Philadelphia.
Baltimore..
.

New York

.

Philadelphia.
Baltimore..

1

1

.

Chicago
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston

1

1

,

.

New

Vol.)
Vol.)
Vol.)

$4.90
2.75
2.20
4.75
2.95
5.05

$5.30
3.15
2.40
5 00
2.75
5.15
80
2.45

(Navy Standard)... New York.
<Na\T Standard)... Philadelphia.

1

Bituminous Coal

York...

Philadelphia.
Baltimore..
.

.

1.70
3.25
2.95
2.50
2.50
2.35
2.25
2.15
2.05
2.00
1.90
1.80
1.80

$4.90
2.65
2.10
4 75

2.85
4.90

1.95

1.90

2.35

2

1.75

3.25
3.10
2.75
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.20
2.05
2.15
1.90

35
75
3 25
1

3.10
2.80
2.55
2.40
2.60
2.30
2 05
2 30

1.80

1.90
80

2.00

2. 10

1

s-ha

(Ga« and
(Gas and
(Gas and
se*d gas
mine run

(St.).
slack (Gas) ....

lump

Ka s-hai
Kanawha screenings.
Hocking lump
Hocking mine run.
Hocking screenings.

.

Pitts.

St.)..
St.)..
St.)..

No. 8 lump

New

York.

Philadelphia..
Baltimore..
Pittsburgh.
.

,

.

PittsburghPittsburgh...
.

1.90
1.70
1.60
2.65
2.25
1.70
3.50

1.85
70
I

1.70
2.65
2.20
2.15
3.45

2.6S(a> 2

90

1.90f<i
2 30
4.50(5, 5.00
2.25(8. .i.OO

4,75«i
1 70W
2 00(«
1 SOiu
3 00@
2.90®
2.75®

2.2.5®

2.25®

CO®

2

Z.00@
1.90(5.

2 <0.i
75(5

1

75w

1

2 lS(d

5.00
2 IS

2.70
2 10
3.50
3.25
2.85
3.60
2.50
2 70
S.35
2.15
2 EG
2,00
1.90
2 20

I

90
75

l.75(g,
1

.

65®

ITS®

I

85

2 00

3.35
2.00

J.

00®

S.50
2-15

1.25

J-iO®

1.2S

3

2-15

2-15

2

15

.

Cleyeland...

No. 8 mine run
No. 8 screenings.

Mines

.

.

00®

Oct.

.

Franklin. III. lump
Franklin, III. mine run.
Franklin. III. screenings.
Central. III. lump
Central, III. mine run.
Central. III. screenings.
Ind. 4th Vein lump
Ind. 4th Vein mine run...
Ind. 4th Vein screenings..
Ind. 5th Vein lump
Ind. 5th Vein mine run...
Ind. 5th Vein -screenings..

Chicago.
Chicago
-Chicago
Chicago-- -Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
-.
Chicago
Chicago-Chicago
Chicago
Chicago. ...

Standard lump
Standard mine run
Standard screenings
West. Ky. lump
West Ky. mine run
West Ky. screenings

St. Louis..
St. Louis..
St- Louis..
Louis^-ille.
Louisville.
Louisville.

.

$2.30

$2.15

1.70

1-55

3.65
2.90

2.90

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

E. Ky. screenings.
KansELS lump

-

,

.

.

.

.

Loui-sv-ille-

Kansas mine run..
Kansas screenings.

.

*Gro3s tons, f.o.b.
t.Advances over previous

2-70
2 40

1-75

1.60
2.95
2-40

1.70

1-65

1-60
2-95
2 40
60

2.90
2.40

2.90
2.40

2-90
2-40

1

.75

1.65

1-55

2-45
1.85

2 75

3 15

1.95

1.95

0.95

0.60

0.50
2-90

1

1-25

Kansas City.
Kansas CityKansas City.

.

1.90

2.70
2.40

2-75
2-25

S.

.

3.65

1.95

2.50

3.75

Birmingham-.
Birmingham..

3-50

$2 10
50

2.70
2-40
2.95

-

Louisville.
Louisville.

1.90® 2.10
1.00® 1.15
3.00® 3.50

4,

I92lt

Cleveland.
Cleveland.

il.00@$2.1i

1-50® 1.55

Midwest

2.55® 2,75
2.20® 2,25
2.00® 2 25

.

Columbus

Pitts.
Pitts.

South and Southwest
Big Seam lump
Birmingham-

2.00

.

Columbus....
Columbus..
Columbus..
Columbus....

Columbus..

1

1.70
2.65

F. 0. B.

Market
Quoted

High- Volatile. Eastern
Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

—Net Tons,

-\ug.30, Sept. 20, Sept. 27,
1921
1921
1921

.

Pocahontas screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
•Smokeless mine run
Clearfield mine run
Cambria mine run
Somerset mine run

Prices,

1921

Net Tens)

(In

.

3.75

3.S5@
e.oo@
0.80®
2.00®
1.75®
0.60®
i.S5@
2.30®
1.00®
2.15®
2.25@
0.70®

i.05
s.50
S.65
S.OO
2.76
«.«5
S.50
2. 75

2.15
S.t5
2.75

2 15
3 25
1.65® 2.00
O.S.j® O.iO

2.75® 3.S

00®

2.50

2 25
I. 15

2

3-75

3-25® 4.25

0-80® 1.50

2. 15

2.40
3-65

2.35
3.65
2.30

2 20.

1.55

.

1-50

1-50

5-75
4-25
2.50

5-75
4-00
2-40

5-75
4-00
2-40

\

— Spot Prices, Anthracite—Gross Tons, F. O. B. Mines

Current Quotations
Market
Quoted

New

York.

-Sept. 20, !92

Independent
.

.

$2 61
2 66
5 62

.

Broken
"Broken

Chicago

Egg
Egg

New York

2 61

Philadelphia..

2 66
5 62
2 61

Philadelphia..

Egg

Chicago
New York.

Stove
Stove

.

.

2 66
5 62
2 61
2 66
5 62

Philadelphia..

Stove

Chicago

Chestnut
Chestnut

Philadelphia...

New York

Chestnut

Chicago
New York.

Pea
Pea

Philadelphia...

Pea

Chicago

2 38
5 62

I.

New York

2 47

I

Philadelphia..

Buckwheat No.
Buckwheat No.

.

2 47

.

2 38

New York

Rice
Rice

Philadelphia-

Barlej

New

Barley
Birdseve

Philadelphia.

York.

2

.

47

2.38
2 47

.

2 38
2 47

New York
'

27, 1921

Company
60® $7. 75
7.75® 7.85

$7

60® $8^26
12.75

12.65

8,25
8-35
80
8.25(5) 8-51
8 25(g) 8-60
I3-10
7 75® 8-25
a 20® 8-75
13-10
5 00® 6.00
4 50® 5.50
11.10
2-75® 3 50
2 50® 3-00
2 00® 2-50
1.75® 2.00
1.25® 1.50
1.00® 1.25

7.60® 7 75
7.75® 7.85

7 75(ai
8, 10®

o-b- cars, Chicago.
type, declines in it

7,90®

8- 10

00(9^

8-35

5

12^90
8

7,75(5
8, 10(<J

40
8 25
8 35

13,40
8,25(" 8,60
8,25(5 8.60
13,40

10

8.00(('

8 25

8.05® 3-25

8.20(5

12-90
6.05® 6.45
6 !5® 6,25
11,00
3 50
3.50

13
5.00(ri

8.75
40

7.90(ffl

2-50
2-50
1.50
1.50

2-50

$7.75
7.85
12 80
7.75
7 60(a
7.75(.>
7,85
12,80
8,10
7 90(5

Independent

$7, 60(1'

$7^60(5 $8^20
13

12-65

12

Company

Indepencient

$7

4.50(5

5
5

75
50

40
2-75(5, 3-00
2-50(5- 3,00
12

1.80® 2- 15
1-75® 2-00
1-25® 1.50
1.00® 1.25

75(.i

7

,

8 00(5!

8

35

12,90
7 90(5
8.05((i

8,10

8,25
12,90
6,05(M 6,45
6. 15(a; 6,25
11,15
3.50
3.50
2.50

$7

60® $8 '26

Company
$7.60®$7.75
7-75® 7-85

13.40

12-80

7.75® 8.00
8.10® 8.35

7-60® 7.75
7.75® 7-85

40
8 75
8 7S
40

7.90(51 8.10
8,00(5! 8.35

13
8 25(n
8 25(5
13
8.00(5.

8 50

8.20® 8.75
13.40

12-80

12.90
7-90(51 8.10
8 05® 8-25
1

2

-

90

5-00® 5-.50
4-50® 5-50

6-05® 6.45
6.15® 6.25

40
2,75® 3.00
2 50®, 3-00
1-80® 2.15
1.75® 2-00
1-25® 1-50

11-15
3-50
3.50

12

1-00®

I

25

2.50
2.50
1-50
1.50

2-50
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erage in overseas movement. Total dumpings for all accounts during the week ended Sept. 29 were 217,223 gross
tons, nearly 20,000 increase over the week preceding, showing to what extent the coastwise market is being utilized.
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British Producers Cutting Export Quotations

—

France Flooded with Low British Offers England
Considers Extension of Export Credits Controversy
Over Interpretation of British Minesj Subsidy

—

Production in the United Kingdom
during the week ended Sept. 17 was
4,161,500 gross tons, according to a
cable to Coal Age. This compares with
an output of 3,940,000 tons in the week
preceding.
Plans for enlarging the export credit
project are under consideration by the
Government. Prior to this time these
credits have been confined to the countries of Eastern Kurope whose financial
state was such that it was difficult to
do business with them. South America
and Far East points are being considered in this plan, which would
foreign
British
strengthen
greatly
trade.

Exporters are actively canvassing for
business and are making more inroads
markets of the French mines.
in
Scandinavian countries have been productive of recent business and price
reductions have strengthened the de-

mand.
The Cardiff Mines Department has
decided that operators are liable for
over 97 per cent of the September
wages paid instead of 46 per cent as
estimated by producers. Several companies have withdrawn their quotations
and there is a possibility of many

Notwithstanding this, it is felt that to
consumers
especially
the
French industry in a favorable posiplace

—

—

prices must be still further reduced.
Buying of house coal is still
slow, owing to the continued mild

tion,

weather.

The

Government has again issued
regulations in regard to industrial
coke. The price will be 125 fr. at the
works for all classes of consumers, but
in the ease of blast furnaces, this price

new

will be reduced

by about 30@40

fr., in

the shape of an equivalent compensaby the Government.
Much nervousness still prevails on
account of the uncertainty in regard to
the question of prices on coal supplied
by Germany under the Reparation Act.
Certain conclusions of the Financial
Conference, last held in Paris, not having been approved by the French Government, it looks as if the question will
have to be opened again. No one knows
at present whether the arrangements
arrived at, and which gave France full
satisfaction, vrill again be agreed upon.
tion paid

The market

fooded with low
British offers.
However, it is likely
that the recent sharp rise of British
currency on this market will deter
workings being closed.
The Govern- some buyers who had been seriously
ment, according to the statement issued, negotiating for the purchase of British
will only pay about 6d. per day toward coals.
the men's September wages and the
French production for July is about
owners are unwilling to face losses 70,000 metric tons short of the figures
which would follow a continuation of for June, while the Saar output inproduction.

Welsh quotations, as cabled to Coal
3, ranged 250@300 fr.,

Age, on Oct.

delivered at Marseilles.
There are no
stocks of American coal at that port.
There are still numerous complaints
about the dearth of home-produced
coal.
Wages at the mines have been
lowered by three francs per day, and
this was immediately followed by a reduction in prices of ten francs per ton.

Coal and

Week Ended

Export Clearances,

Sept. 29

FROM HAMPTON ROADS:
For

Ton»

Brazil:

SS. Liberty Glo, for Pemambuco
Br. SS. Tresillian, for Buenos Aires

Am.

3,470
4,690

For Canada:

Am.

Schr.

Mary Manson

Gruener, for Bath943

urst,N.B
Nor. SS. Gaute, for Bathurst, N. B
Am. SS. Hilton, for Three Rivers

2,803
4,366

SS. Annetta for Cave Mambi
Du. SS. Samarinda, for Sabang, Java
SS. Kenwood, for St. Georges

5,

Am.

550

Am.

lignite
at mines

Consumed

France

Saar

2,327,9761
315,7251

889,656
119,019

71,902
Supplied to mines' coke plants.
187,790
Supplied to briquet works
1,256,272
Mine stocks, July 31
1,190,035
Mine Stocks, June 30

15,835
2,067
!242,165

269,229

FRENCH IMPORTS IN JIXY
Metric

Tons

From
Great Britain
Belgium
United States

1

Germany

49,000
98,000
60,000

1,503,000
7,000
28,000

Sarre region
All others

Total

1

Oct.lt
Sept. 24
$5.75@$5.85^ $5.75@$5.85
Pool 9. New York
5.50(a 5.60
5.50@5.60
Pool 10, New York....
5.80@ 6.00
Pool 9. Philadelphia.
5.80(51 6.00
5.40@5.70
Pool 10, Philadelphia.
5.40® 5.70
6.00® 6.25
Pool 71, Philadelphia.
6.00@6.25
4.90(a5.00
4.90® 5.00
Pool l.Hamp. Rds...
Pools5-6-7Hamp.Rds.. 4.40® 4.30
i.2S@ i.iO

BUNKERS
Pool 9, New Y'ork.
Pool 10, New York...
Pool 9. Philadelphia.
Pool 10, Philadelphia.
Pool l.Hamp. Rds...
Pool 2, Han p. Rds...
Welsh, Gibraltar
Welsh. Port Said
Welsh, Singapore
Welsh, Rio de Janeiro
Welsh, Algiers
Welsh, Malta
Welsh, Lisbon
Welsh, La Plata
Welsh, Madeira
Welsh, Teneriffe
Welsh, Genoa
.

Durham, Newcastle..
Antwerp

6.10®
5.85®
6.10®
5.75®
5.00®
4.80®

.

^.^6&^.86
47s. 'd. f.o.b.
56s. 6d. f.o.b.
70s. ex. wharf
65?. f.o.b.
iSs. f.o.b.
50s. f.o.b.
57s. 6d.f.o.b
608. f.o.b.
BSs. 6d. f.a.8.
BSs. 6d. f.a.s.
55s. t.i.b.
35s.(o 37s

1

C.I.F. Prices,

fr.

1

fr.

1 1

—

—

Oct.

.

Low

High

Low

Vol.

Vol.

Vol.

Current Quotations British Coals
Port, Gross Tons

Feb.

Mar

Apr

14

a?84

Moc^

n I8Z52 9I6J330 6 l3a)?7

June

Jul^i

Aug.

3IOnZ4
Sept.

1

8

15

r2?9 5 tzrazfcj

Oct

Nov.

10

1174

Dec.

Sept. 24

It;

High

,.

Vol.

$9.90 $10.30
9.10
9.45 tS.75
9.10
9.45
8. SO
West Italy
g.90
9.30
9.70
10.85
11.20
9.70
Scandinavia
6.10
7.40
Cuba
These quotations are pxirely nominal and as
can be learned, no business is being done in
markets.

6 I2I3J6 5I2 1926 2 9 162530 1

5.95
6.30
6.00
5.10

American Coal

(In Gross Tons)
Sept. 24

Cardiff

6.20

50s. f.o.b.
64s. f.o.b.
75s. ex. wharf
75s. f.o.b.
50s. f.o.b.
60s. f.o.b.
57s. 6d. f.o.b.
70s. f.o.b.
57s. 6d. f.a.s.
57s. 6d. f.a.s.
58s. t.i.b,
3 5s. (a 37s

Belgian,

,845,000

6.10®
5.85®
6.10®
5.75®
5.00®

6.20
5.95
6.30
6.00
5.10
4.90

.

River Plate
French .Atlantic
United Kingdom

l5nZ9

1

Pier and Bunker Prices, Gross Tons
(Foreign Bunker Quotationa by Cable to C al Age)
PIERS

.

8

1

1,271

is still

creased about 40,000 tons, as shown in
the following table:

French Mine Costs Lowered; Reparation Coal Again Under Discussion;
Industrial Coke Prices Reduced

Japanese Coal Production
Total production of bituminous coal
in the Government mines of Rukicoga,
Yamaguchi, Saga and Nagasaki in the
southwestern part of Japan were 18,578,000 tons in 1920 as against 19,613,000 in the previous year. Of this total
the respective shares were as follows:
Rukicoga 14,544,000 tons (15,457,000 in
1919), Yamaguchi 1,186,000 tons (1,206,000 in 1919), Saga 1,617,000 tons
(1,852,000 in 1919), and Nagaski 1,231,000 tons (1,098.000 in 1919). During
the second part of the year several
mines had to be shut down altogether,
which is responsible for the smaller output in 1920. At the beginning of 1921
an additional number of Government
collieries had to shut down.

tS.60
S.SO
S.SO
9.

to

far as

these

f.o.b.

Oct. It

@32s 6d
17s.6d@i9s.

Admiralty Large
Steam, Smalls

31s. 3d.
193. 3d.

308.

Newcastle:
Best Steams
Best Gas
Best Bunkers

29a.
28s.
27s. 6d.

«7a. od.
era(g.S83.
STs.

tAdvance over previous week shown^in heavy
tvpe, declines in italics.
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were

using these grades instead of
anthracite. Rice was not much stronger.
Some shippers were refusing orders for
these coals for shipments extending a
couple of months ahead.

Reports

From

—

the Market Centers

The market seems
Bituminous
There is no activity and nearly
everybody acts as if waiting for something to happen. Were it not for the
demand along the line it does not
appear as if it would be necessary for
the mines to work as steadily as they
do.
There is no large amount of coal
here, due to the refusal of shippers
to have coal sent to Tidewater unless
there is a strong possibility of it being
asleep.

coals offering at $4.75@$5 f.o.b. vessel
at the Roads, it is clear that the new
rates on Reading barges will hardly
result in much increase of tonnage via
the Philadelphia piers.

Mew England
BOSTON
No Real Improvement in Demaiid Barge Freights
Reduced on Bituminous
CoTisuvicrg
Buy Only Sparingly
Anthracite in
Better Request
Bituminous
Representative men in
Better Market Tone, but

—
—
—

—

the trade talk somewhat more hopefully of the outlook for steam grades,
but this is based chiefly on the fact

that fewer low quotations on all-rail
coal are heard now than was the case
To the extent that
a fortnight ago.
less "distress" coal is offering at Tidewater there is also a slight improvement in that direction, although the
number of recent purchases limits very
materially the volume of coal that can
now be absorbed even at bargain prices.
There has been no such increase in production of manufactured goods to warrant any broader market than would be
represented by consumption during the
same period.
At points so far inland as the Connecticut River there have been shipments of Hampton Roads coals that
were rehandlwi at Boston, and this will
show graphically the expanse of territory over which the Southern coals
have spread this season. At Bangor,
Maine, for instance, where the minimum Clearfield tariff is $6.82, there
have been quotations of $6.15 alongside (gross tons) for Pocahontas and
New River. This is an extreme case,
but it is easy to see that with mining
costs so much less in West Virginia
than in most sections of Pennsylvania
the average .shipper of Cambria, Somerset, and Clearfield coals may as well
bow himself out until the situation is
radically changed.
In territory that continues to be regarded as strictly an all-rail preserve
there is only the same light scattering
demand. Numbers of small buyers are
entering their orders, the signs of
cooler weather having persuaded them
there is small hope of lower prices.
More and more the operating interests
are adopting the policy of a fixed minimum price below which they will not
quote and what faith there is in the
current market is due to that practice.

Momentary

interest

was aroused by

the announcement of the P. & R. Ry.
that effective Oct. 1, temporarily, the
rates on bituminous in company barges,
Philadelphia to Eastern points, would
be reduced 50c., making the new rate
to Boston $1.10, instead of $1.60 as
formerly. With outside marine freights

from Norfolk and Newport News

still

quotable at 85c. @$1 on barges of 2,000
to 4,000 tons, and Navy acceptable

Even at the low range of quotations
on Pocahontas and New River, the tonnage absorbed begins to show a decline.
Most of the sales are of smaller tonnage than a fortnight ago. Then, too,
there has been widespread complaint
of preparation, due doubtless to the
effort of smokeless operators to concentrate mining in two to three heavy
In other words, many
of the larger consumers are a bit weary
of being pressed to buy, and are disposed now to go light on purchases.

days per week.

Anthracite

— Domestic

sizes are

now

although egg and
pea with several of the shippers are
hard to move.
For the first time in the present
calendar year retail prices in Boston
were advanced 50c. per net ton on sizes
from broken to chestnut, making the
new figures $15.50 for stove and chestnut and $15.25 for broken and egg. Pea
size remains unchanged at $13.
all

in fair request,

Tidewater

—East

NEW YORK
Wa7'm Weather Retards Anthracite
Bitum,inous
Market
Barley Scarce
Trade Conference on
Market Quiet

—

—
Export SittMtion.
Anthracite — With

sold at once.

While spot business has not become
there have been many insome small tonnages have
been booked for shipment a couple of
months ahead. The efforts to introduce
bituminous for household consumption
in the nearby cities and towns are being continued and some success is
stronger

quiries and

reported.

There is a strong belief that consumers will go short of fuel this winter
unless they soon begin to stock up.
Public utilities are reported as taking
in heavy supplies but the industrial
user is not heeding the warnings of the
railroads and producers.
There has been no change in the
export market but hopes are expressed
that freight rates can be reduced sufficiently to put the American trade on
a competing basis again with English
producers.
Quotations for various coals were
heard as follows: Ligonier, around
$1.70; Miller Vein "B," $2.10; Westmoreland gas i-'in., $2.75@$3; slack, $2
@$2.25, and Kentucky cannel, $6@$6.25.

—

the exception of
stove and chestnut, the demand for
anthracite is not as strong as it should
Stove
be at this time of the year.
coal at times is only sold by some
shippers when taken in conjunction
with other sizes. Chestnut is gaining
strength steadily and is in heavy demand by the line trade.
Outside of pea coal, egg is the weakest of the domestic grades.
There is
plenty available, even the companies
finding it the hardest to move. It was
reported that considerable was being
sent to the storage piles.
Pea coal is accumulating rapidly.
Some distressed pea was quoted $4.50@
$5, although the average quotations
were about 50c. higher.
Other independent and company quotations are
shown in the Weekly Review.
The steam coals, with the exception
of barley, remained quiet. Barley was
scarce and the quotations for the

independent product remained close to
company schedule. The low prices
asked for the cheaper grades of bituminous coals was given as one reason
for the slow movement of buckwheat,
it being
stated that some consumers

PHILADELPHIA
Demand Checked by Warm
Riniwrs of Stove Price InWeather
Steam Improves Bituiminoris

Anthracite
crease

—

—

Demand Light

—
— Railroads

Storing

—

Market Prices Firm.

—

Anthracite Unusually warm weather
has sapped much of the demand. The
changed conditions in the city were soon
felt by the shippers and they have
lately been hard pressed to take care
of production, as dealer after dealer
was compelled to hold orders.
The trade has been quite anxious as
to prices for October, but as usual the
companies have delayed announcing

While it is believed
schedules.
that no radical changes would be made
in company coal, there is, however,
a persistent rumor that one of them
at least intends to make a considerable advance on stove in order to relieve
the pressure which has been on that
The same report has
size all season.
it also that pea coal would be reduced.
seem that the time has
It would
arrived when a better call for steam
their

coal has set in. Buckwheat is in good
demand; in fact independent buckwheat
is being sold close to the circular price
While rice has improved, it
of $3.50.
is believed that barley has done even
better. There has recently been a great

October

6,
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Some interests consulted
set in.
are actually fearful of a sudden demand that will be of no benefit to any

The indebeen lacking since April.
pendent operators, who used to get $3
or more premium and will no doubt
get it again next winter, are in great
part idle now, because they cannot I'un
at a profit. They are selling at about
30c. under the old-line prices and getting a slow trade at that. The regular
supply has run down some, but is still
fair, and in the absence of the strike
of a year ago, shows an increase of

one.

production.

increase in the installation of improved
stoking devices using this size and good

shipments to meet tlie demand have
recently been coming into the city.
With Oct. 1 reached
Bituminous
and passed with no pronounced improvement, the soft coal people are
wondering just when the real demand

—

will

The trade

is

certainly

undergoing

changes that no one had
We know of producing houses
pated.
with mines ?hut down who are buying coal from other producers at a
price less than the purchaser could
mine it. One thing is certain and that
is the strictly brokerage house, with
no mining overhead, is the only factor
ever antici-

in the trade making any money these
days.
Railroads i-ecently have been storing
up on high-volatiles in anticipation of
a possible rail strike. They claim they
do not expect any trouble, but they
are taking advantage of conditions to
lay by some stock. Most of this coal
is being taken at contract prices rang-

ing $2.60@$2.75.
The spot market shows no changes
of note, although the good grades gain
Most
in firmness from week to week.
of the trading, at least 80 per cent,
is of Pool 9 and 10 fuels.

tributed as follows: Duluth or Superior
(shipper's option after sailing), 42,400;
Chicago, 21,600; Milwaukee, 16,200;
Fort William, 10,500; Racine, 8,000;

Hancock, 1,620. Excess tonnage caused
by the big rush of grain keeps freight
rates easy at $1 to Racine, 75c. to
Hancock, 65c.@70c. to Chicago, 60c. to
Milwaukee, 50c. to Duluth and Ft.
William.

—The

Coke

disturbed

market is still somewhat
by conditions in the Con-

nellsville district,

but demand has not

Asking prices are a trifle
more than formerly, being $4.50@$4.75
for 72-hr. foundry," $3.75@$4 for 48-hr.
furnaces, §3.25 for stock and $4 for
increased.

chestnut-size domestic, adding $3.64 for

BALTIMORE

—
—
—
Bituminous — Demand does

— Soft Coal
—Anthracite

Some Better
Stronger DeConditions
mand for Iron Anthrax:ite Slow with
Warmer Weather.

Export Situatwn Poor
Trading Slightly Increased

not increase. As a rule, the shippers report
September to have been less active
than recent months. There are plenty
of daily paper notices of this or that
plant starting up, but nothing is said
of the cause of activity.
It is probable that more iron will
be turned out here in the next three
months than has been during the last
three, but it also appears that stocks
have run down pretty badly. Everybody is hopeful, but no one is predicting
activity to any great extent right away.
Meanwhile the average business man
will keep going at such a pace that he
will be ready to take advantage of the

not only unsatisfactory but it is indicative of the general trend of the marDuring September, there was
ket.
shipped from Baltimore a total of
25,443 tons cargo on five ships and 2,895
tons bunker on four ships. The American flag was missing in this movement, as three of the ships were British,
one Japanese, and one, a bark, BrazilThe coal went to the following
ian.
countries: Argentina, 12,106 tons; Italy,
5,614 tons; France, 7,207 tons; and
Brazil, 506 tons.
In the local market there is a slight
Prices for best steam
stimulation.
coals still hang around $2.50@$2.75,
while the best grade gas lump is on
the market around $2.35@$2.50. Lower

stir.

It is hard to size up an industry
that is so devoid of new points as is
the case with coal.
The fact is that
the report of six months ago would
answer in almost every respect for
today.
Bituminous prices continue at $3 for
Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.75 for

Pittsburgh

and

No.

8,

steam

lump

$2.50 for Allegheny Valley and other
slack, adding
$2.36 to Allegheny Valley and $2.51
to other coals for freight.

mine run, $1.75@$2 for

—

Anthracite
The unusually warm
September has no doubt shut off buying considerably, although the disposition to purchase at all liberally has

trouble.

Northwest

BUFFALO
Industrial

lead to one and two ton purchasing,
however, and this will have a tendency
stretch buying over the winter
to
months. Even this, however, will not
prove a complete panacea for the

—

Lake The movement is not what it
was a month ago, but it may have been
found that the amount already forwarded was too much in excess of last
season.
Loadings for the week ended
Sept. 28 were 100,320 net tons, dis-

freight.

No Real Improvement

to supply demand if everybody wants
coal at one time. The fact that money
is not free in many homes is likely to

Movement Declines Further.
Bituminous The export situation

—

is

grade coals, both steam and gas, but
still of desirable variety, range $2@
Lowest grade steam and gas is
$2.40.
$1..50@$1.75.

Anthracite

—The

householder

not
buying in the quantities which should
mark this season, even if there were no
shortage of supplies in cellars. When
considered, however, that the
is
it
Baltimore district is now short by more
than 120,000 tons of normal in cellars
and yards for the start of October,
the seriousness of the situation can be
realized if a hard winter comes on.
September receipts fell off from those
of August, instead of increasing. Dealers cannot figure how they will be able
is

DULUTH

—

Smaller Coals Break in Price
Good
Country Movement
Cargo Receipts
Lighter Iron Range Trade Slow.
Increased shipments from the docks
together with sharp and somewhat
demoralizing breaks in buckwheat and

—

—

screenings

featured

the

Head-of-the-

Lakes market this week.
Decreased
receipts and absolute inactivity among
large
consumers
the
of the Mesaba
iron range were also noted. Dockmen,
however, predict that any surplus supplies left on the docks next spring will
be needed as a stop-gap to a possible
shortage and late shipments.
Screenings dropped from $4 to $3.50
and buckwheat from $7.50 to $6. All
other coal prices are remaining firm
with no indication of a break, and
tendencies are towai-d a strengthening

market.

An increase in shipments is most
noticeable and September will see the
August record of 20,000 cars smashed.
Country buyers generally are taking
all the coal possible and are showing
a disposition to co-operate in the movement to clear the dock congestion. They
are handicapped, however, by a lack of
funds and a curtailment of bank
credits.

Discouraging reports have been heard
from sales agents who have toured the
iron ranges recently.
But few companies are operating and those who
are moving ore are buying their coal
from the surplus stocks of the companies who have closed down.
Last week
twenty - four cargoes
arrived here, of which five were anthracite, and twelve are reported on the
way, four being hard coal. Docks are
being kept open by this shut-off and
it is not necessary to tie boats up in
the harbor
unload.

waiting for a

chance

to

MEVNEAPOLIS
Domestic Buying Restricted to Small
Lots Steam Users Secure Bargains

—

Industrial
Heavier.

—

Consumption

Slightly

Killing frost has not struck the Twin
Cities at this writing, and until it
does, there will be no real rush of
retail orders.
It appears as though
the ultimate consumer is as obstinate
in his coal buying as in anything else
that he will or will not do. He is buying
as he sees fit.
This has resulted In
smaller orders right through and will
extend the distribution of tonnage over
a broader field. So long as this keeps
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up, and the round of deliveries is uninterrupted, it will mean less complaint,
perhaps, than when larger loads were
sent to one address. And if the mild
weather is prolonged long enough, the
retailers will get through the rush
period with little trouble.

Steam

buyers

simply holding
back until the last minute and are
shopping for cheap coal in every way
More than that, they are
possible.
getting frequent purchases at bargain
figures. Between keen competition and
some demurrage coal, they are scoring
rather often.
So far there has been but a limited
•pickup

in

are

industrial

operations.

The

general tendency is to delay buying of
"commodities of all kinds, and this
means that manufacturing is held back
It is far from assured
accordingly.
that there will be any material increase
in manufucturing in the near future.
The deflation period in costs has taken
away all incentive to buy until it has
become imperative. And under the
commercial conditions now prevailing,
it takes quite a while for buying of
commodities to become necessary.
There is not even the incentive of a
threatened shortage left to urge early
buying. The only lugubrious possibility left is a car shortage, and that is
being brought out and dusted off in
some quarters. But it will take a considerable increase in rail traffic before
this

luland West
C1>'CINNATI
More

movement

—

there

is

in

that

direction

has been on contract.
Some smokeless dealers have been
inclined to follow the Western marSpot sal^s
kets, which were weaker.
have quite a range but the general
price seems to be $4.25@$4.50 for
lump, nut $3@$3.50, mine run $2.25 up,

and slack $1.25 up.
Slack was about the only gi-ade that
changed price in the bituminous market, spot sales being $1@$1.10 and mine
quotations $1.15@$1.35; mine run could
be had freely at $1.50 for Kentucky and
up to $1.75 for West Virginia. Southeastern Kentucky lump and block still
holds around $3@$3.50, while West Virginia splint and gas can be had around
$2.75, with better grades bringing up
Retail

—

—

prices are:

mine

$e.75,

SurModerately Increasing Demarid
vey Allays Fear of Coal Famine
Municipalities Going Into Coal Busi-

run

Retail Yards Fvll

age situation.

there

As a result of a survey of the coal
situation, state officials announce that
there is no danger of a coal famine
during the coming winter. The survey
developed the fact that the price of
anthracite is considered too high by
dealers, but that they are powerless
to remedy the condition, inasmuch as
the price is dictated by Eastern producers. Coal companies at Milwaukee,
Racine, Superior and Ashland average
35c. per ton net profit. The larger the
concern, according to the survey, the

smaller its profit.
The City of Superior, Wis., is offering
hard coal at $14.50 for chestnut, and
$12.50 for pea size, deliveied, the price
being $1 under that set by retailers.
Soft coal will also be sold by the municipality.

September receipts by Lake thus far
aggregate 102,492 tons of anthracite,
and 158,892 tons of soft coal, making
the season's receipts 747,722 tons of
the former, and 2,005,072 tons of the

lump

$9.50(5)

$7.25,

mine

CHICAGO

a moderate increase,
but it will take a spell of sharp
inject
real life into the
weather to
An announcement by the
market.
State Division of Markets that no decrease in the price of anthracite can
be expected, will, no doubt, have a
good influence in stimulating a proper
demand and relieving the dock stor-

Demand shows

Smokeless slack

$7.50,

bituminous, lump
run $6 and slack $5.50.
$10.25;

ness.

latter.

—

in Domestic Market
Smokeless Shows Wide Raiii/c lictail
Prices Vary.
Southeastern
Kentucky
operators,
who have on several occasions been
leaders in price cutting, were again
active this week, and as a result of increased orders for prepared coal and
the figures they named, slack could be
bought under $1. Lake buyers are
practically out of the market and what

Activity

to $3.50.

becomes imminent.

MILWAUKEE

Vol. 20, No. 14

dicted—Steam

Gets

Bargain

Prices.

The opening of the fall season finds
the average householder in Chicago
The
practically unsupplied with coal.
retail dealer has his bins full, but
should there be a rush for coal, as is
it will be found that
not three weeks' supply on hand.
This is a fairly radical statement, but
it is made only after a very careful
Experience has shown
investigation.
when a retail dealer once gets his yard
emptied in the face of a great demand,
it is very hard to fill his bins once
more.

bound to come,
is

situation is no different
throughout the country; in
short, there is so little manufacturing
activity that steam coals are a drug
on the market. Very close prices on
2-in. screenings and on smaller size
screenings have been made this week.
Operators in Illinois, especially, who
have been storing their screenings all
summer, have now reached the point
where they have to move these great
quantities and competition has been extremely severe. It is a noteworthy fact,
however, that a great deal of the coal
sold at low prices has proved upon
inspection to be freshly mined.
"The Chicago trade is once more being
swamped with circulars offering smokeThis has
less coal at bargain prices.

The steam

than

it

is

CLEVELAND
Cojiditioux J'diiit to Buying Impetun
Retail Trade Gradually Improving
Lake Tonnage E.rpected to Increase.

—

—

It is predicted that by the middle of
October a fair degree of industrial
buying will begin. This is based upon
such considerations as the perceptible
improvement in various lines of manufacture, the excessively low stocks at
industrial plants, and the nearness of
cold weather. Another influence which
is expected to give some impetus to
buying is the possibility of a railroad
strike. Such an eventuality would cause
a coal shortage to develop almost overnight because of the lack of surplus

stocks in Cleveland.
Industrials are continuing to inquire
for coal, but hand-to-month buying is
the order of the day. One dealer says
that some of his customers are running
so close to the margin that if a car of
coal happens to be twelve hours late in
delivery a call is sent out to hurry it
up.
Slack coal is somewhat weaker.

Other grades remain unchanged.
September Lake shipments dropped
about 750,000 tons from the August
total, the aggregate movement being
2,250,000 tons.
An increase is expected to develop this month and the
season probably will be ended by

Nov.

—Domestic Rush Pre-

Trade

brought very little business as the
trade has as much coal on hand as it
can stand. Some enterprising dealers,
however, have leased ground along their
sidings and arc taking advantjige of
cheap prices, baying coal at a bargain
and storing it on the ground.

1.

Receipts of bituminous coal during
the week ended Sept. 24 were 1,014
cars, divided: Industrial 686, retail 328;
as compared vidth the total of 1,159 cars
the preceding week, a decline of 145
cars.

Retail delivered prices follow:
Anthracite egg and grate $14.20, chestnut
$14.15, stove $14.20@14.40, Pocahontas
shoveled lump $11.2.5, mine run $9@
$9.25; domestic bituminous. West Virginia splint $9.25 No. 8 Pittsburgh $7,
cannel lump $11.50; steam coal. No. 6
and No. 8 slack $4.25@$4.50, No. 6 and
No. 8 mine run $5.50, No. 8 3-in. lump,
;

$5.75.

ST.

Sudden

LOUIS

Domestic Demand
— PricesStiffening
Advance — Steam Market at
in

Standstill.

The past week with its talk of a railsti-ike and an advance in retail
prices has caused a demand for domestic fuel.
Carterville is moving fairly
well, but many former users are going
road

to cheaper coals.

This has favored Mt.
Olive and Standard.
Business is just
slowly approaching what it should be.
Anthracite is quiet.
There is no
smokeless moving, but coke, both gas
and byproduct, is doing well.
This
fuel is taking the place of Carterville
coal to a large extent.
There is so little steam business that
it does not count much.
No storage

October
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going in to any extent anywhere.
slowing up in equipment is notice-

•coal is

A

*ible at certain points.

advanced on Sept. 20 around
Another increase is expected on
some grades shortly if Standard and
J\lt. Olive are raised at the mine, and
Present reStandard must advance.
Coal

25c.

Carterville, $7.75; Mt.
tail prices are:
Olive, $6.50; Standard, $5.50.

DETROIT

—

Hand-to-Moiith Steam Buying DomesAll Receipts Are
tic Moveinent Better
Light Anthracite Demand Stronger.
Offerings
of high grade
Bituminous
bituminous are not arousing the interest among Detroit buyers that whole-

—

—

factor.

Prices for screenings have been
reduced to low levels.
Lake trade ?'s still slow. Some coal
is still being shipped although indica-

tions point to an early closing of the
season.
The H. V. docks at Toledo
during the week ended Sept. 24 loaded
91,790 tons as compared with 114,944
tons the previous week, making 3,365,471 tons for the season.
During the
same week the T. & 0. C. docks loaded
31,152 tons as compared with 35,605
tons the previous week, making a total
of 885,260 tons for the season.

it

is

tion facilities.
West Virginia 4-in. lump is quoted
:$3.25, 2-in. lump at $3, egg at $2.50,
mine run at $2, nut and slack at $1.50.

Three-inch Ohio lump is $3.25, 2-in. $3,
•egg, $2.50, mine run $2, nut and slack
$1.35.
Pittsburgh No. 8 three-quarter
lump is $2.40, mine run $2.10, nut and
slack $1.65.
Smokeless lump and egg
is $5.25, mine run $2.90 and nut and
slack $1.60.

—

Anthracite
Orders from domestic
consumers are coming to retail dealers
very slowly. Yard stocks are at pres-

LOUISVILLE

The past week has bi ought little but
gloom to Kentucky operators and jobCooler weather has resulted in

BIRMINGHAM

—

—

The trade continues
on

hope

of

better

—More Dis—Slower

Prices

bers.

Demand Sluggish for All Grades
Slight Price Changes
Operating Conditions Somewhat Improved.
when
ment

field.

market.
Operations are somewhat improved
by the demand from furnaces and coke
operations which have been resumed to
some extent. Commercial mines and
domestic plants, however, are working
on short and irregular schedules.

Coal Depresses
Domestic Movement.

South

in

that coal w^ill be available in the spot
market whenever they find purchases
necessary.
Some of the steam plants are buying in small lots and only when bargains are offered.
Jobbers say it is
^lnreasonable to expect continuance of
the present free movement of coal
after winter interferes with transporta-

from the commercial

are shown in the Weekly Review. The domestic situation is without change, there being little wholesale
demand due to the stagnant retail
Pi-ices

tress

reasonable to ex-

view of the limited volume
of buying throughout the greater part
of the year. While some have a moderate reserve accumulation others are
seemingly proceeding on the assumption

tively light

Market Generally Weaker

—

salers believe
pect,
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to subsist mostly
conditions,
but

comes to material improvelittle change is to be found In
the status of the market.
Consumers
it

continue to hold off except to provide
for needs as they can forecast them in
the immediate future, partly because
they have no urgent requirements for
large tonnage, and also because the belief prevails in
some quarters that
there will be a reduction in freight
rates later on as a result of the order
issued to the railroads by the Alabama
Utility Commission to appear and show
why reductions should not be made in
various transportation charges, including coal. However, coal men are sure
that no relief will be afforded in this
direction for some time to come.
Buying is all of a spot character and
tonnage requirements are compara-

a much better demand on the retailers,
but most of these have fair stocks, and
are not buying.
Industrial demand is
very poor, and all steam grades are
weaker.
Efforts made recently to increase
prices of prepared sizes to $3.75 for the
best grades, were followed by reductions dovni to $3.50 as the top price.
Hazard screenings have slumped to as
low as 75c.(S)80c., and Harlan screenings to $1.25, while mine run from
eastern Kentucky, which has been
holding well above $2, is quoted down
as low as $1.75 for Hazard.
Conditions in the South are looking
better, but there has been no material
improvement in actual shipments or
sales.
Cotton mills and cotton-oil
plants are expected to soon start buying more freely.
Consumers realize that the coal
trade is in the dumps, and this is shown
vividly, where when the consumer refuses a price, the salesman says. "Well,
make us an offer."

ent

of fair proportions, but should
cold weather bring a rush of buyers,
available supply may disappear
speedily.

News

the

From

COLUMBUS
Domestic Is Somewhat Spotty, Although Imp)-oved in Cities
Steam
Trade Quite Prices Fairly Steady.
Domestic demand is rather unsteady.
Operators and jobbers report a good
•call for a few days and then a reaction,
with business slowing up considerably.

—

—

Eetail

trade

is

fairly

good,

although

weather conditions have been unfavorable. Householders are buying actively,
however, and many are asking for the
higher grades such as Pocahontas and
New River. Hocking and Pomeroy
grades are also moving fairly well. Retail prices are firm.
Hocking lump retails at $6.50,

West Virginia

splints at

Pocahontas at $9.50, and anthraat $15.
Coke is quoted around

$7.50,
cite

the Coal Fields

$11.50 for all sizes.
Steam business continues slow and
screenings are a drag on the market.
Railroads are not doing much toward
buying and the same is true of large
steam plants, with the exception of
public utilities.
Some reserve stocks
are still held and this is a disturbing

Northern Appalachian
EASTERN OHIO

—

Outlook Improves
Productioyi Declines
as Iron and Steel Industry Picks Up
Temporary Lake Spurt Seen.

—

Production amounted to 326,056 tons
during the week ended Sept. 24, which
is 52.2 per cent of the rated capacity,
thus registering a decrease of 16,000
Actons under the preceding week.
cumulated figures for the year show
an aggregate production of 12,784,171
tons which reveal that the mines have
produced nearly 54 per cent of capacity.
Spot prices are firm. The railroads
are not taking any less volume of coal,
and if anything their requirements are
increasing, as reports indicate that
somewhere around 35 per cent of the
production at the present rate is going
carriers.
More encouraging
the
to

signs as to industry were in evidence
during the week. The iron and steel
mills,
and especially those in the
Mahoning Valley, embracing Niles,
Warren, Youngstown, etc., are speeding up.
While the majority of coal
operators do not expect any unusual
favorable developments within the next
few months, they are, however, quite
sanguine in the opinion that there will
be a gradual and steady improvement,
predicated upon a similar improvement
in all lines of industry.
Lake coal loading is running along
at about the same mediocre clip and
some cut has been made in stocks on
hand. The railroads are averagings less
than 9,000 cars of cargo coal daily at
the Lake front;
dumpings average
from 1,600 to 1,800 cars per day. Some
dock operators feel that, in view of
the recent relief in the congestion at
the Upper Lakes, and the further fact
that under present tariffs the reduced
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rate on cargo coal from the mines to
the lower docks expires at midnight
on Oct. 31, a spurt in the movement
is not \inlikely during October.

CONNELLSVILLE

—

Operators More Anxious to Sell Furnace Inq-uiry Light Foundry Coke Dtnmnd Slowly Improving.
Operators are more anxious than
formerly to do business, several being
desirous of getting ovens started even
though little profit is involved, and thus
there has been quite a change in sentiment in the past few weeks, since recently the almost universal disposition
was to sit still and wait for demand
to come back in volume.
In spot furnace coke there has been
very little business, but there has been
an improvement in the demand for
small lots for outside uses, with slightly better prices paid particularly on
single carloads, which have not infrequently brought $3.50 to dealers, who
closed with operators at $3.35.
In contract furnace coke inquiries recently said to be in the market have
disappeared. In one or two cases purchases of byproduct coke were made
from steel works, while in others the
furnaces involved have probably postponed the contemplated blowing-ln.
Demand for foundry coke for prompt
grow
to
continued
has
shipment
steadily and there is now a rather fair
movement for a spot market, but the
tonnage is small when one considers
that there are scarcely any contracts
in force so that nearly all the foundry
coke consumed has to be bought in the
open market.
We quote spot and contract furnace
coke at $3.25@$3.50 and spot and
prompt foundry at $4.25@$4.75. The
Courier reports production in the week
ended Sept. 24 at 14,400 tons by the
furnace ovens, and 29,360 tons by the

—

merchant ovens, a total of 43,760
an increase of 2,390 tons.

tons,

PITTSBURGH
Production under One-Third Capacity
Demand Chiefly for Gas Coal Some
Im.provement in Industry.
Production has been averaging between 25 and 35 per cent of capacity.
The majority of the mines are closed
Competitive prices made by
entirely.
nearby non-union fields is such that
there is production in the Pittsburgh

—

—

only from specific reasons.
There is the local domestic demand,
supplied by river and short rail hauls.
In gas coal the district has much trade
that cannot go elsewhere, by reason of
There are some contract
quality.
shipments in steam coal but the tonnage is small relative to normal, and
finally there is still some Lake busidistrict

ness.

Operators have been expecting a
large increase in demand this fall and
the
disappointed
at
are somewhat
small improvement that has occurred
thus far. There is nothing new in tho
wage situation and little prospect that
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miners will make any concessions so
as to put the district on a really com-

company's byproduct plant at Swedeland,
I'a.
That the i-ompany has

petitive basis.
The industrial

returned to coke making is considered
significant of the returning demand.

situation
has distinctly improved in the past few weeks,
hut there is little reflection of this in
increased demand. Quotable prices are
the same as a week ago, being regular
market prices on gas coal, but hardly
more than asking prices on steam coal.

proved

—

—

Increases
Outlook
Injunction
Checkoff

Watched with Interest.
During the week ended Sept.

ImSuit

24, pro-

duction averaged 2,340 cars per day,
which is the highest since July 1. Indications point to a further increase.
Prices remain unchanged.
Operators are watching with considerable interest the outcome of the
injunction suits in the West Virginia
field, instituted to restrain the operators from collecting the checkoff from
miners. If the injunctions are granted
bring producers face to face
it will
with the issue of stopping the collection of the checkoff, or facing damage
In this field, it is a part of the
suits.
contract with the miner's union to collect the checkoff and failure to collect
it will doubtless mean a walkout.
It is evident that if the miners' naadjourns without
convention
tional
adopting a scale, the district convention on Oct. 18 will follow suit and the
scale question will be deferred until

some time

in

February.

UNIONTOWN
Pronounced Improvement in Coke InCondustry
Coal Market Steadies

—

—

Ready Market

tract Inquiries Increase.

Further indications were given this
in
the Connellsville region of
return of the coal and coke industry
to "normalcy." While the improvement
is more pronounced in coke, the coal
trade is also shovring signs or recovery, a number of the smaller mines
being placed on a productive basis.

Independent

The

coal

market improvement has

vantageous prices.
The coke market has definitely sought
a higher level, the base for furnace
coke now being $3.50. Supporting the
increased prices is a fairly live demand.
Three large Frick plants, Trotter,
Continental No. 1 and York Run have
resumed operations, shipping raw coal
to
U. S. Steel subsidiaries.
Those
plants, together with Leisenring No. 1,
are to be placed on a six-day basis.
No Frick plants are making coke but
a number of ovens were fired at plants
of the W. J. Rainey, which after being
idle for several weeks because of labor
trouble, started mining coal for the

are moving
and the demand
and sizes under

operators
sizes,

all

chestnut
is
greater than the supis a good
call for other

buckwheat
There

ply.

grades but this demand

is

somewhat

intermittent.

As each week

passes, operating conditions continue to improve. Of course,
the closing of the Glen Alden mines

and other smaller companies has had
a tendency to decrease the supply, while
the demand is increasing.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

—

Markets Shoir No Improvement
Heavier Distress Tonnage Slack Hard
to Move.

—

Fairmont
Market conditions showed no improvement during the week ended Sept. 24.
Even inquiries were rather scarce
There was much distress coal offering
This was especially true as to slack
and unconsigned loads were accumulating rapidly in the northern part of the
state.

Northern P.\nuandle
Aside from the small tonnage shipped to Northern and Inland West markets producers had little business to
keep them going.
Spot buying was
almost at a standstill and slack coal
was especially hard to move. The contract market was dormant.

week

not yet affected spot quotations, the
basis remaining at $1.50 for steam and
$2 for byproduct, most of the mines
being opened having secured contract
orders.
There are yet no operators
who are willing to resume operations
upon the hope that the spot market
will absorb tonnage produced at ad-

—Independents Find
— Operating Conditions

Improve.
practically
for stove,

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
rrodiiction

ANTHRACITE
Demand Groning

UPPER POTOMAC
Operutiiifj

Conditions

—Prices Low

Still

Unfavor-

and Outlook Poor.
Nearly all the mines remained out
of commission during the week ended
Sept. 24, owing to their inability to secure orders. With the prevailing nonunion and lower mining rates effective
<n competitive fields, operators were not

able

in position to secure even the small lots
of spot business that were offered.

Middle Appalachian
LOW- VOLATILE FIELDS
Smokeless Fields Hard Hit by Tidewater Slump Western Domestic Market the Main Spot Outlet Slack Coal

—

—

in Distress.

New

River and the Gulf

Dullness was even more pronounced
in the New River field during the week
ended Sept. 24 and production did not
exceed 40 per cent of capacity. Mines
were not working more than two days
a week. The surplus of cars was materially reduced as a result of the continued Western movement. With spot
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buying curtailed, it was contract orders
that ke])t mines going.
Gulf production averaged only 35
per cent of capacity. Operators were
handicapped by a poorer Tidewater demand and prices were about as low as
those prevailing throughout September.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Although the Pocahontas output was
little larger than during the earlier
part of September, inability to find a
market for the tonnage usually sent to
Tidewater was hampering production
The only spot marto a great extent.
ket was in the West, consisting lai-gely
Slack was off
of prepared orders.
badly and retained its distressed position. Production was largely limited to
filling contract orders.
Tug River producers held the output
to about 80,000 tons, but there was litThe best
tle spot business available.

movement was

to

Western

points,

which

shortage of cars at some
There was, of course, no mai'ket at Tidewater, and prices remained

caused
mines.

a

soft.

HIGH- VOLATILE FIELDS

—
—

Logan and Thacker Sales Improve
Warm Weather Halts Domestic Call
Railroad Fuel Loading Increases.

Kanawha
Unconsigned coal flooded the market
last week to such an extent that it prevented any improvement in conditions.
Unseasonably warm weather had curtailed the demand for prepared sizes
and there was a like recession in the
call for slack coal.

Logan and Thacker
Logan sales were on a larger scale
during the week ended Sept. 24. This
additional industrial demand made it
possible for more operations to resume
work. Prices, although not advancing,
showed more firmness than in the past
three weeks.
In the Thacker region conditions appeared a little better, although the output was not over 40 per cent of capacity.
Open-market buying was still
very limited and there was little if any
coal shipped East.
The best market
was in the West, although railroad fuel
loading was an important item. Labor
troubles failed to interfere in any way

with the production, mines having
the

men

all

needed.

Northeastern Kentucky
Most of the mines remained shut
dovTTi.
There was a slight increase in
domestic demand but this was offset by
a sluggish slack market, and the week's
output did not reach 40 per cent of
capacity.

Virginia
It

was impossible

Middle West
MIDWEST REVIEW

to get production

above 50 per cent of capacity because
of heavy "no market" losses.
Producers were just about holding their
contract orders, as there was practically no spot business to be had.

—

Domestic Stimulated Slightly Heavy
Competition from Eastern Coals

Steam

a

561

tress

Market

Among

Unsatisfactoi-y

—
— Dis-

fact that their incomes have been so
seriously curtailed.
It can be easily
understood they are going to put up a
serious fight next April in order to
maintain their present scale. Actual
disturbances on the part of miners,
engineered and put over by radicals in
the ranks of the United Mine Workers,
have been growing less and no serious
difficulties

Miners.

are

expected

in

the

near

future.

More seasonable weather has

suc-

ceeded in stimulating to a very mild
extent the demand for domestic coal.
However, conditions do not compare at
all favorably with the same season in
Under
almost any pre-\yar year.
ordinary circumstances, this time of the
year sees a big domestic demand,
which even in dull years cannot be
taken care of promptly. This year the
natural and usual demand is conspicuous by its absence.
Franklin County operators are holdIn
ing their domestic coal at $4.05.
doing this they are laying themselves
open to very keen competition from
West Virginia and Kentucky operators
who are selling their coals freely in the
Northwest at lower prices. The difference in the cost at the mines just
about wipes out the differential in the
freight rate between the coals from the
two competitive fields. As Eastern
coal is generally of a higher grade than
the Illinois or Indiana products, it can
be very readily seen that the Middle
West operators are suffering from this
competition.
The steam coal market continues very
Operators producing
unsatisfactory.
coal from the southern Illinois districts
which are now favored by the steam
buyers, have had to cut their prices on
screenings as low as 70e. in order to
The rather alarming
find a buyer.
desire for a strike on the part of some
brotherhoods
has made
of the railway
absolutely no diffei'ence in the demand

Those in a position
for steam coals.
to buy coal in large quantities feel
very strongly that the men cannot
afford to call a strike at this time, taking into consideration the fact that
there is so much unemployment in
the country. Furthermore, pui-chasing
agents are discounting all talk of a
They claim the
sti'ike next spring.
condition of the country is such that
everyone, including the United Mine
Workers, must take a reduction in
wages. They figure that a great many
mines have already taken a reduction,
and it is only right and fair for the
United Mine Workers to shoulder their
share of the burden.
all

Many mines which have been down
summer are still idle while those

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—

Sudden Activity in Domestic
Steam
Lagging Kentucky and Alabama Com-

—

petition Narroivs Market.

There

is

a diminishing market in the

Carterville field for steam coal.
How
long it can go on is the question.
Carterville screenings are well below
Cars are just a trifle slow at
$1.
places, the first touch of the coming
shortage.
Coal in storage may be a big winner
within. nine months, for the most elaborate fight to a finish that has ever happened is likely to be the one that opens
up on April 1. The public seem to be
in the dark on this issue as yet and

when it does dawn on them it will, by
its own action, cause a price condition
that will perhaps compensate the operator for these summer months of leanness.

The Duquoin and Jackson County sitis somewhat similar in every

uation
detail

to that of the Carterville field.

understood that for the first ten
days in October the price will not inIn the Bigcrease on lump and egg.
Muddy field at Murphysboro good
working time prevails, although screenIt is

ings

are

in

the

way

here,

as

else-

where.
Mt. Olive working time averages four
Steam moves mostly
days or better.
on contracts, but open market screen
Country prices on
ings bring $1.
domestic are about $3.75, city prices $3.
The Standard field is coming along
Some mines have been idle
in places.
for a week at a time on account of congestion of screenings, which are down
Railroad tonnage shows up
to 25c.
Average working time is two
well.
to five days. Shipments are pretty well
The southern market of
scattered.
Louisiana, Ar'-ansas, east Texas, Mis
sissippi, west Tennessee, and Kentucky,
as well as southeast Missouri is about
lost to Illinois coal on account of high
rates and higher prices than those of
higher quality Kentucky and Alabama
This with the oil burners has
coals.
almost eliminated Illinois from one of
its

former strongholds.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

have been working on an
average of only two or three days a
week. One interesting angle from the
point of the United Mine Workers is the
fact that in spite of the high wage
scale, the average miner is not being
given an opportunity to earn anywhere
near as much money as was made last

There is some little improvement in
demand for prepared coal but the industrial call is weaker if anything, and

year.

screenings

Miners are having great difficulty in
making both ends meet in view of the

low prices.

in operation

Demand at Steady
Distress
in
Coals
Business Shotving No Material Improvement.

Fair

Domestic

Prices— Steam

—

are selling at ridiculously
This weakness has also resulted in some cutting on mine run.

COAL AGE
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Pea and slack have moved as low as
This is distress coal, as the genis
$1.35,
eral average on screenings
based on quantity business moving at
While the mine run market
85c.(a'$2.
is quoted at an average of $2.45, based
on a range of $2.20@$2.75, some mine
Competition
run is quoted at $1.95.
from southern Indiana, Illinois and
eastern Kentucky has forced a lower
market.
Operations are at about a two day
average. Retailers have fair stocks in
hand, and are holding back in buying

many

as

are

supplies,

stocked to

cover any normal demand

until Jan.

1.

industrial concerns are burning only a small percentage of normal
requirements, have fair stocks in hand,
and are setting levels at which they
This is well below the
will buy coal.
market and figured to catch distress

Many

J»oiithern Aj)|)aliU'liian

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Domestic Prices
Coals Sluggish

—

Steam
Advanced
Trade Subsid-

—Retail

ing.

More coal was produced in Harlan
and Bell counties during August and
September than in any previous two
months in the field's history, but while
many mines have a good number of
for October, the best posted
dealers are not so optimistic over
prospects as they were ten days ago.
Prices on best domestic coal have
been firm and an advance of 25@50c.
is being asked by most operators for
October. Resultant grades seem to be
holding up, but mine run continues to

orders

drag and

this

week has experienced

the lowest prices of the year.

shipments.

INDIANA

West

Slow Domestic Buying Retards ProHas Been
Troiible
duction Labor

—

Adjttsted.

Production as a whole is more than
The public
per cent of normal.
quanis not yet buying coal in large
tities for winter consumption and until
this trade picks up operators agree
there will be but little improvement.
Mines in the vicinity of Terre Haute
are working two and three days a week.
50

The Bicknell

field

is

working better

than any other portion of the district.
Trouble in Sullivan County has been
adjusted and all the mines affected are
at work.

UTAH

—

Production on Increase Retail Trade
Sluggish Prices Unstable.
Production continues around 65 per
cent of capacity with a slight tendency
The following figures are
to increase.
given on production: First six months,

—

1,729,456; first six months last year,
Retail business is un2,863,450 tons.
steady.
Consumers in a great many cases
seem unable to make up their
still

minds

to

fill

their bins for winter use

News Items

From

Field and Trade

ALABAMA
Responding to the turn made in the iron
market. The Central Iron and Coal Co..
operating a blast furnace at Holt, in Tuscaloosa County, has begun preparations to
It will
resume manufacture of pig iron.
also put 40 of its 60 byproduct ovens In
commission and reopen the Kellerman
mines.

The White Coal & Iron

Co.,

owned by

capitalists, has filed trust deeds
for record in DeKalb and Marshall counties
covering several thousand acres of mineral
lands to secure a bond issue of $1,500.000. which it is reported will be used in
development work. W. L. Smith, of Gadsden, is the Alabama representative of the

Chicago

company.

ILLINOIS
Co. has incapital stock from $75,000 to

The Spoon
creased

its

River

Colliery

$200, non.

The Illinois Coal and Coke Corporation.
which now owns about 25.000 acres of coal
land in Jefferson County, is planning for
the beginning of work on the developmrnt
of what is said will be the largest coal
mine in the state. This mine will he onr;
of four big units to be constructed by th
corporation in developing the coal field
which has been acquired in the vicinity of
Waltonville.
A tract of about 4.000 acres
lying north of Waltonville will be the first
unit developed.
A. J. Nason. head of the
company, is president of two other coal
companies besides the Illinois Coal and
Coke Corporation.
They are the Nason
Coal Co. and the Nokomis Coal Co.

it is estimated that less than 20
per cent of the winter coal has been
ordered so far. The price situation remains unsettled and becomes more bewildering to the public every day, which
no doubt accounts for so many consumers withholding their orders.

and

>0o.

additional
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The Hamilton-Lester Coal Co., Marion,
has been organized to operate coal prop'Tties. The company is headed by C. F.
Hamilton and W. S. Burkhart.
The Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co. of
West Frankfort are contemplating development work, consisting of two shafts and two
steel

tipples.

William B. Jess, president of the SpringDistrict Coal Mining Co. and head of
the Peabody interests around Springfield,
has been made a vice-president of the Peahody Coal Co.
Mr. Jess will retain his
headquarters in Springfield.
The American Atomized Fnel Co. Was
sued recently by the Hooton Lumber Co.
of Terre Haute. Ind. Payment of $372.13
and attachment was asked in the suit filed
in Superioi- Court No. 2.
Labor of a numfield

ber of men were the main items in the
account submitted by the plaintiff.
•lames E. Anderson. Farmington. has been
named special investigator of mines and
minerals by the governor. Mr. Anderson is
a graduate of Edinburgh University in
Scotland and is a mining engineer by proffssion.
He succeeds. James Taylor of
1 Voria.

KENTUCKY
Henry Crice and Wm. J. Moore have affirmed ownership of the Square Deal Coal
Co.. Louisville

The nark Fork Coal Co., of Catlettsburg
has amended its charter as held under the
Kentucky laws so that an indebtedness of
$100,000 can be incurred instead of the
original $50,000 allowed.

WASHINGTON
Resumption with Non-Union Labor Reduces Prices Trading Bri.<ik and Out-

—

look Satisfactory.

Production in the commercial mines
is steadily increasing, the output in the
past week more than doubling that of
the previous seven days. Following the
resumption of work in the mines vdth
non-union labor late in August, after
most of the mines had been closed for
five months or longer by a strike, the
operators express entire satisfaction
with the progress made to date.
In keeping with the promise made
by producers that retail prices would
be reduced with the inauguration of a
lower wage scale, Seattle prices were
recently cut from $1.60(5)$2.80 per ton.
A brisk demand for Washington coal
has been noted following the price cut
and the operators are confident they
will be able to supply the domestic demand with little possibility of a shortage arising during the winter.

The directors of the Burns Bros. Coal
Co., New York, have called a special meeting of stockholders for Oct. 31 to consider
a plan to merge the business of the William Farrell Sons Co. with their corporaThe now Burns Brothers "B" stock,
tion.
which is expected to be exchanged for
the shares of the Farrell stock, was traded
in on the Curb Market recently on a whenissued basis.

Two suits have been filed against the
Four In One Coal Co., Louisville, which
One of
add to several already pending.
these is by Eli H. Brown, for a balance of
The other
$3,500 due on a note of $11,000.
for
$360 for
is by the Ohio River Sand Co..
rental on property at Thirtieth and Broadway.
Dr. W. B. Jillson, Kentucky Geologist,
has arranged to supply maps and materials,
showing mineral products of the state,

etc., for exhibit in the home
the Kentucky Historical Society, for
reference use.
The Secretary of State has granted the

where located,
of

Miami Mntnal Coal

Co.,

with headquarters

Willard. the right to do business in the
as an outside corporation.
Amended articles of incorporation have
l)een filed by the Kingston Coal Mining
Co.. Morton's Gap, giving names and addresses of incorporators, and extending the
corporation's life to seventy-five years.
L. P. Yoone, formerly manager of the
,at

state

Scanlon
sold

by

Coal Co., Louisville, which was
his father T. L. Young, to Brpwn

& Hannah,
Kentucky

Shelby County, has been made
sales

manager for the Harlan

Coal Co., Louisville.

Mining Co. has been organized at Sunlight and has filed incorporation
articles fixing the capital stock of the companv at $300,000. The incorporators are
T. W. Crow. J. B. Ramsey and J. B. Boddie.
The Eagle Coal Co. has moved its headquarters from Flat Rock to Barren Fork,

The

in

Snnllglit

McCreary County.

The PIke-Floyrt Coal Co., a subsidiary
of the rittsburgh Coal Co., is making rapid
development of its property at Betsy Layne,
where a tract of about 12,000 acres is conTlie erection of a permanent tipple
trolled.
lias been started.

MARYLAND
The Miners' Coal Co., Steyer. recently
organized with a capital of $500,000, is
planning for the development of about 2,000
acres of coal property and will install a
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plant to provide a capacity of about 500
tons daily. A list of equipment to be installed is being arranged, including elecapparatus,
pumping
machinery,
trical
power plant equipment, etc. G. J. Lee is
president, and Ira Mercer, treasurer and

manager.

MINNESOTA
at Duluth-Superior will
co-operate to obtain a reduction of the present freiglit rates and thus decrease the cost
of making deliveries of coal throughout the
Northwest, according to a decision at a
Present freight rates
recent conference.
were declared to be so high that a handicap is imposed upon the commercial and
industrial condition of towns throughout
the Northwest that are supplied with coal
from the docks.
Charles Benslet, head sales agent for the
Northwestern Fuel Co., recently celebrated
the thirtieth anniversary of his connection
with the company.
Letters of congratulation on his long service record were received by him from the main office of his

Dock companies

Whitney Warner, vice-president of the
Collieries Co., headquarters Cleveland, spent a recent vacation in Massachu-

Warner

NEW YORK
George B. Johnson, a coal merchant doing
business as Johnson & Co., at 90 West St.,
New York City, pleaded guilty recently in
the Federal Court to an indictment charging him with violation of the Interstate

Commerce Act

relation to priority shipments of coal to tidewater. Judge William
B. Sheppard accepted the plea of the defendant and imposed a fine of $1,500 which
Johnson paid.
W. L. Bryant has been appointed receiver for the Clearfield Connty Coal Co.,
Inc., of 24 State Street, New York City, by
Judge Hough of the Federal Court for the
petition
Southern District of New York.
in bankruptcy was filed against the company on Sept. 13 by three creditors. It Is
stated the liabilities are about $100,000
:ind assets $5,000.
Robert T. Magee, formerly secretary of
the Knickerbocker Fuel Co. and manager
of the Philadelphia office of that concern,
has resigned to become sales manager of
the Madeira Hill Co., New England and
New York territory. J. E. DeB«rgh, formerly assistant general manager of the
Eyre Fuel Co.. has resigned to take a position in the New York sales office of the
Madeira Hill Co. C. B. jUerhel, who has
in

A

been
Fuel

connected

with the Knickerbocker
in the sales office of the
Madeira Hill Co., and will cover the New
Jersey territory.
Co.,

is

now

W. K. Woodford, president of the Rail
River Coal Co., Cleveland, spent a week
at Char'.evoix. Mich., where his family has

OHIO

:

tain sales offices in Cincinnati witli executive offices in Ashland. Ky.
The officers
are Ben Tate, president, Sidnev D. Moss,
vice-president. L. C. Byrne, secretary and
R. D. Davis, treasurer.
The B. C. Tucker Coal Co. has been
chartered with a capital of $100,000 to mine
and sell coal.
Incorporators are H. D.
Palmer. J. S. Riggs, John A. Hadden, R.
Froelich and John H. Kapp.
The Hocking Power Co., of Athens, which
supplies a large number of mines with current, has announced a reduction in the
effective
Sept.
rate
1.
The reduction
amounts to approximately 12 per cent.
T, S. Crockett, Columbus, president of
the Leckie Coal Co., who was seriously ill
for a number of months, has completelv
recovered and is now able to do his full
share of work.
For a time he was in a
dangerous condition.
The Wolford Coal Co., Coshocton, has
been chartered with a capital of $50,000 to
mine coal in the Coshocton field. The incorporators are M. S. Wolford. W. Edgar
Wolford. John Wolford, J. W. Thomson and

Harry

L. Balch.

TENNESSEE

&

been vacationing.
-Application has been made by Warren B.
Ferris tor the appointment of a receiver
for the Mt. Cherry Coal Co., which operThe
ates a large mine at Frederickburg.
complainant alleges that he holds $9,000
worth of bonds of the company on which
the interest has been defaulted.
The Foster-KUng Co., Cleveland, has been
chartered with a capital of $150,000 to buy
and sell coal among other things. The incorporators are David E. Green, J. A.
Haddin, John H. Kopp, Herbert S. Palmer

and R. Froelich.
Papers have been

filed with the secretary
state increasing the capital of the Mlnslewood Coal Co,, Wooster, from JSO.OOO to
if

.n^oo.ooo.

PENNSYLVANIA
The Antomatlo Reclosing

Circuit

Breaker

O., is opening a Philadelphia office at 1613 Chestnut Street, with
H. A. Van Dyke in charge.

Columbus,

of

Co.

The tecoe & Shlffer Coal Co.. Luzerne
County, has decreased its capital stock
from $40,000 to $20,000.
The Equitable Coal and Coke Co., Allegheny County, has increased the capital

The Knoxville
been

has
Building
Co.

to

offices of the

moved

from

Holston

the

Harlan Coal
Robbins

the

National

Bank

Building.

The Stanb Coal

Tracy

City, Tenn.,
is planning for the development of over
1,000 acres of coal property and will install
a plant to provide for a daily production
B. M. Jones,
of approximately 500 tons.
Chattanooga, consulting engineer, will be
in charge of the installation.
C. E. Wisner
is

Co.,

president.

UTAH
Prominent members of the Utah Federaof Club W'omen were guests of the

tion

Utah Fuel

Co., at Castlegate, following the
closing of a three-day convention of the
Association, at Price. After luncheon they
were taken through one of the large mines
of the company.
Tlie Lion Coal Co. of Ogden has been
awarded a contract for 20,000 tons of egg
by the Ogden Board of Education. The bid
was $6.11 a ton. Twelve other dealers

competed.

Damage estimated at between $15,000
and $20,000 was done by a fire in the storeiiouse of the Pleasant Green Coal & Ice Co.
at Magna.

stock, $905,000 to $1,205,000.

A list of anthracite coal companies that
have suspended operation because of the
alleged effect of the enforcement of the
Ivohler mine cave law is being compiled
the chief of the

liy

Department

of Mines.

X reduction of rates for coal mining insurance, affecting many hundreds of contracts for insurance of compensation liability, has been announced by the State
The reduction Is
Insurance Department.
one of the results of a recent statistical
survey made by E. H. Downey and other
Pennsylvania rate experts. The new rate
for 1922 will be $2.25 for bituminous and
These reduc$.".2.T for anthracite mining.
tions reflect the improvements made by
in.spections and scheduled rating of Insured
mines and the effect of payroll increases
The general
during the past five years.
rates for compensation insurance will be
announced during the next few weeks as
the experience of the past two years is
tabulated.
Six men are in the county jail charged
witli the theft of explosives from the West
Leisenring plant of the H. C. Frick Coke
Co., after an investigation that entailed a
period of weeks. Some weeks ago the plant
was entered. Explosives, estimated to be
worth

$5,000.

were taken and removed

to

various points.

Hamilton County coal contracts for the
coming year have been awarded to the following Cincinnati firms. UUand Coal Co.,
Armory and Memorial Hall, smokeless
$6.S3
courthouse, bituminous steam $5.17,
Liggett Bros; County Home. Reliance Coal
and Coke Co. nut and slack $4.46.
James Albert Green, head of the Matthew
Addy Co. of Cincinnati has returned from
a six months hunting trip in Canada.
The United Collieries Co. with a capitalization of $100,000 has been incorporated
under the laws of Kentucky and will main-

is really prompted
by some other cause than an unwillingness
Fowler Act.

idleness of the collieries
to accept that

setts.

company

Docks of the Northwestern Fuel Co. and
the Carnegrie Coal & Dock Co. are at present the only ones in the Duluth-Superlor
•harbor that are not jammed to the water's
edge.
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of Dr. W. F. Beck
of Altoona, has been elected vice-president
and sales manager of the Jefferson Ridge
located
mines
in the PhilCoal Co., with
C.

CampbeU Beck, son

He has been identified
ipsburg district.
with the coal business in central Pennsylvania for a number of years.
Inc., of

The Haese Electric Co.

Punxsu-

tawnev. has opened an electric and repair
shop at Tyrone, where it is prepared to
take care of all armature winding and motor repair
trade.

work

for

coal

Caves recently occurred

and

in

industrial

North Scran-

ton ascribed to the operations of the Von
Storch Colliery and it is said that they are
the result of mining done after the Kohler
Law came into operation Aug. 27. In fact
the propertv owners declare the mining was
Mayor Alex T.
done early 'in September.
Connell has agreed that if possible a suit
would be started, with the City of Scranton
ns an intervener. A test case is now pending in the courts of Luzerne County, but

this action, brought by Harold J. Mahon,
a Pittstown lawyer, against the Pennsylvania Coal Co., is regarded by some people
as an amicable action and it is charged
that it has been selected for its weakness
The petitions of
rather than its strength.
the city and the Scranton Surface Protective A.ssociation, asking permission to inwere refused by the Luzerne
tervene,

court. The Big bed. in which occurred this new cave that is to be the cause
The
of this new test case, is 125 ft. deep.
"enera! grievance committee of the Glen
Alden Coal Co.'s men on Sept. 14 voted to
name a committee of six to confer with W.
Inglis, president of the Glen Alden Coal
Co.. in order to induce that corporation to
start operations under the protection of the
The men suggest that the
Fowler Act.

County

W

VIRGINIA
The Norfolk office of the Imperial Coal
Corporation, under the management of J.
J. W'aldeck, was closed Oct. 1.
The Norfolk office of the Matlack Coal
and Iron Corporation, of New York was
closed Oct. 1.
O. E. Wilkins has been in
cltarge

of

this

office.

The Newport News

offices of the Kinsengaged exclusively In
the foreign coal trade, particularly to the
Far East, has been closed, the business
being transferred to the Norfolk office.
C. B. Koontz, for two years connected
with the West Virginia Coal Co., has opened
offices for himself as independent custom
house broker, Norfolk.
le.v

Steamship

Co.,

The Norfolk & Western is taking advantage of the lull in dumpings to dredge
the slips to coal pier No.

depth 36

4.

making the

feet.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
of the Senate Comon Education and Labor who with
Senator Shortridge, of California, returned
to Washington recently from an inspection
of conditions in the West Virginia coal
Chairman Kenyon

mltte

fields, stated that the committee had made
a tliorough investigation, and had "gotten
into the bed rock of facts."
The committee
obtained knowledge of real facts in the

^^est Virginia situation, the solution of
whicli will be of value in applying a remedy
to all industrial troubles.
Senator Kenyon
will lay the facts before an early meeting
of the full committee, when decision will
be reached as to further hearings.
The American Farm Bureau of Federation is compiling for the Congressional
Commission which is investigating conditions and prices in agricultural and related
industries, a report showing the prices paid

by farmers from 1913

to

1921 on

many

articles, including coal.

W. Wallace, executive secretary of the
Federated American Engineering Societies,
L.

addressed the Cleveland meeting of the
National Association of Cost Accountants
on the general subject of elimination of
waste.
He also addressed the Milwaukee
section of the Society of Industrial EnHe attended
gineers on the same subject.
the hearing given by the licensing committee of American Engineering Council
on Sept 19 and 20. He returned to Washington Sept. 23.

WEST VIRGINIA
The Masteller Coal Co., of Kiser, has Inan Ironton Locomotive at the Hamp-

stalled

shire Mine.
Colonel C. W. Watson, president of the
Consolidation Coal Co., who recently returned from Europe, was a visitor In the

Fairmont field about Sept. 10.
K. A. Johnson of the Crescent Fuel Co.
of Fairmont spent a few days in Parkersburg during the early part of September.

:
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r. \V. Snnilrlilse, who ts Interested In
several operations In the neighborhood of
Junior, w-ns a recent visitor at Elklns.
One of the larsest companies formed In
West Virginia In recent months Is authorized to deal in coal, timber and mineral
lands and to construct roads, tramroads.
It will be known as the Armaraoln
etc.
Corporallon and Is capitalized at ta.UUO.llavinK an active part In the orK.an000.
ization of this company wer»* John M.
.\kers. e'harleston J. Elliott Hall and N. L..
Hall of Columbus, Ohio. J. E. MeClay and
E. G. .\nderson. also of Charleston.
branch and serx'Ice* station has been
.V
estulilisheil by the JeflTrey Manufacturlns:
Co. of Columbus, in the Fairmont Hotel at
;

Fairmont. Ernest Hutton. who repre.-ivnts
having
the company In West Vlrgini-.i.
charge of this sor\'ice station. It Is planned
to keep on hand hero sundry supplies and
.spare parts so that the company can supply the needs of its customers without delay.

;

The

new

service

station

will

be

opened for business about Oct. 1.
The Srminole Gag Coal Co. has installed
an fronton Duplex Locomotive at the new

mine at Ha>'\vood Junction.
The Klectra Enjrineering and ConHt rucis .1 new concern which has opened
an odice in Wheeling. The company is doing a general engineering and contracting
tion Co.

business, specializing
for coal mines.

in

electrical

equip-

ment

The Urooke C'uunly foul and

t'ok«. Co.
Wollsburg. capitalized at $45(i.ii»u. with
liamsey. J. R. Elson, W. L. Wilklns,
L,.
Hedges. Wellsburg and C. M. Warden
of lieech Bottom, as incorporators, has been
chartered by the secretary of state.
What Is expected to be one of the largest
Independent coal operations in Monongalia
County is being contemplated by the P. V.
and K. Coal Co.. a. Pennsylvania operating
compsiny which has just secured a large
.Sewickley
coal
along Indian
track of
Crifk In tin- vicinity of the holdings of
the New England Fuel and Transportation
Co. and is planning to In.^tall mining
The company has acquired 795
e(|uipment.
.leres of what is considered a good grade
of steam coal in the Sewickley vein, running an average of six feet to the vein.
The consideration was $250,000.
The Deaker Hill Coal Co. of Akron,
Ohio, was granted a cortiflcate authorizing
its withdrawal from business in this state.
.•V new railroad along the Ijittle Kanawha
River from Gilmer station to Glenville Is a
jiossibility and a $100,000 bond issue for
the preliminary work will be voted on at
an election authorized by the Gilmer
County Court.
Oeneral Superintendent H. S. Gay, of the
Gay Coal and Coke Co., operating in Logan
County, has returned to his West Virginia
headquarters after a business trip to Bal
Ill'

i;

S

-S.

timore.

and seven years
meyer comjrany.

Traffic
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News

On account of the great increase in coal
business which passes through the yards at
Centralia, 111., the Chlcagro, Borlinrrton &
QDincy R.B. is spending approximately
$500,000 in improvements on equipment at
that place.
The Baltimore & Ohio has appliid for
the Interstate Commerce Commission for
authority to purchase the Indian Creek &
Northern Ky. in West Virginia. The company asks approval of the purchase by it
of the entire capital stock of the Indian
Creek company, amounting to SO'i shares
of the par value of $100 each.
According
to the application, the Baltimore & Ohio
will pay $850,000 for the property.
The commission has authorized the Minneapolbi, St. Paul & Sault Salnte Marie
By., to issue ten million dollars of securities to make delayed payments of current
liabilities for fuel and other supplies.
A meeting attended by prominent members of the export trade, was recently held
in New York for the purpose of organizing
to seek lower freight rates on exi)ort coal.
Mr. C. Andrade, Jr., will represent the coal
men before the International Commerce
Commission, which will be asked to allow
a reduce<i rate. Without this, the American
producers can hardly expect to compete,
in the opinion of the men attending the
meeting.
In the complaint of the Northern West
Viri^inia Coal Operators' AHSOciation, the
T. C. C. has denied the petition of the coal
operators for modified findings.
The commission originally found that the practices of the Director General of Railroads
during the period from July 1919 to March
1920 in the distribution of coal cars to
mines on the Monongahela Ry., and the
Morgantown and Wheeling Ry. were prejudicial to operators of coal mines on those
roads.
The case has now l)een held open
for further hearing as to the extent of
damages suffered by the operators as the
result of this prejudice.
In the complaint of the Cameron Coal
Co., the commission decides that public
convenience and necessity do not require
the Illinois Central to permit the Marion
and Eastern R.R, to use its tracks from
Marion, 111., to the point where the C. B. &
Q. crosses the Illinois Central overhead, two
miles west of Marion.
It holds that the
Marion and Eastern is not a lateral
branch line under Paragraph 9 of Section
1 of the Commerce Act.

Obituary

C.

oinclals.

Harold P. TonipklnH, manager of the
Charleston ollice of the- Elk Coal & Coke
Co., with his brother, B. W. Tompkins, expects to leave for Franco early In October,
lo be gone three or four weeks.
of

Twenty-one per.^ons were killed In mines
West Virginia during August, according
monthly report issued by R. M. Lumthe state department of mines.

to the

hle, chief of

NOVA SCOTIA
Operators state that about 600.0iJ(i tons
of Nova Scotia coal have been brought up
the St. Lawrence this year, or 300,000 tone
less than in the years before the war. Both
the Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific
railways have practically stored sulflcient
coal to tide them over the winter months.
The IKimlnion Coal Co. continues to bring
up Nova Scotia coal in its steamers to
supply bunkering requirements and to some
extent to store coal at its discharging
plants.

Technical Paper 246. Pp. 28 6 X
charts and tables.
Prea. cooperative agreement
with
the Illinois State Geological Survey and the
Engineering Exiieriment Station of the
University of Illinois, through its departin.

;

illustrated

;

A meeting of far-reaching importance
industry of northern West Virginia was that of the directors of the
association at Fairmont on Sept. 22, when
among otiier subjects given consideration
was that of the widening of the differential
for which Ohio operators have applied.
This question was discussed at considerable
length and further steps were taken to defend the territory against the effort to zone
out West Virginia coal from certain Western markets, as it is claimed will be the
result of any increase in differentials.
At
the meeting of the directors reports as to
trade conditions and mining conditions were
submitted.
The meeting was held at the Fairmont
Country Club, where a luncheon was served
the eighteen coal operators and representatives of coal companies in attendance, the
following being included
A. Lisle White, Clarksburg, president of
the association
C. H. Jenkins, Fairmont
.r.
A. Clark, Jr., Fairmont
E. L. Spraker,
J. A. Jemkins, Clarksburg
A. Spates Brady,
KIkins
William H. Green, Elkins C. J.
Ryan, Hepzibah A. C. Beeson, Annabelle
J.
P. Keeley. Clarksburg; F. P. Dunbar,
;

;

;

:

;

;

Pittsburgh

Thomas

;

N. M. Montgomery, Tunnelton
Robey, Fairmont
J.
B. Gibson,
;

;

;

Frank R. Lyon, Fairmont W. Clark Dobhie. Fairmont; George S.
Brackett. Fair;

mont, secretary of the association.

Publications Received
Coal-Mine Fatalities in the United States.
1920
Department of the Interior. Bureau
of Mines.
Technical Paper 288. Pp. 112:
6 X 9 in.
charts and tables. Includes coal
mine statistics supplementing those publishtd in Bulletin 115, and a list of permissible explosive. lamps and motors tested
ITior to Jan. 31, 1921.
Water-Gas Apparatas and the Use of
< entral
Digtriet Coal as Generator Fuel
l>epartment of the Interior, Bureau of

—

;

ment of mining engineering.
Petroleum I.,awH of All America^— Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.
Pp. 645 6 x 9
the petroleum
the several

Bulletin 206.
letin

States,

states,

Canada.

This bullaws of the
producing

in.

;

includes

United

oil

Mexico and the republics
and South America.

of Central

Trade Catalogs
Dry Vacuam Pumps

Sallivan

to the coal

deliveries

Mines.

W-G-6)

—

— Sullivan

Co., Chicago, 111.
Bulletin 78-A.
9 in,; illustrated.
Describing

Pp. 12; G X
the Sullivan

Virginia Coal Operator.s'
Association

that

pared under

Machinery

Xorthem West

anticipated

is

It

will slow down and that all Nova Scotia
coal will be stored in Montreal by Oct. 15,
a montli earlier than usual.

9

Association Activities

;

Charles A. Zettelmeyer, president of the
Zettelmeyer Coal Co. and vice-president of
the Drake Coal Co.. both of Cleveland, died
recently. Mr. Zettelmeyer was bom in Rahway, N. J., 58 years ago and came to
Cleveland at the age of 10 years.
He
started in the coal business 35 years ago

later organized the Zettel-

Muckermann,

55 years old, president
of the Polar Wave Ice & Fuel Co. of St.
Louis, died suddenly at his home in that
city. He had been with this firm since his
father organized it in 1903.
For the past
five years he was president.
Henry J. Klmman, since 1902 manager
of the Cleveland plant of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Co., died recently in Cleveland.
He became associated with the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. in the consolidation of pneumatic tool interests in 1901.
at which time he became manager of the
Cleveland plant of the Chicago company
and remained in active charge of the plant
until his death.
I.

Witit Virginia coal mines were in.spected
recently by Colonel Ultson. of the British
Department of Mines, who Is Interested in
He
.Vmerican methods of coal production.
Bureau of Mines
also
conferred
with

W-A-16

steam driven and
cylinder
vacuum

driven

belt

pumps. Advertiser.
Polyphase Indaction Motors, ContinDOus
Rated
AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis. Bulletin 1118. Pp. 12 8 X
tOJ in.
illustrated.
Describing the new
lines of continuous rated
Polyphase induction motors Advertiser.

—

;

;

—

Coming Meetings
The National Industrial Truffle Leaene
meeting Nov. 9 and 10
Execuat the Sherman Hotel. Chicago, III.
tive secretary. J. H. Beek, Conway Buildwill hold its -annual

ing,

Chicago,

111.

Kanawha
will

Coal

Operators*

Association

meet on Oct. 20 at Charleston, West
Secretary, D. C. Kennedy, Kanawha

Va.
Valley
Va.

Bank

Building,

Charleston,

West

Harlan County Coal Operators' Association will hold its next meeting on or about
Oct. 19 at Harlan. Ky.
Secretary, E. R.
Clayton, Harlan, Ky.
The American Mining Congrens and National Dxposltion of Mines and Minine
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual convention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Chicago, III.
Assistant secretary. John T.
Burns, Congress Hotel, Chicago. HI.
The Coal Mlnini; Institute of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsl)urgh,
Pa.. Dec. 7, 8 and 9.
Secretary H. D.

Mason,

.Jr.,

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
An IndDBtrial Relations Conference for
all industries in the State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for October 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg, Pa., by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C. D. Connelly,
The sixth annual convention of the National AsHOclation of Purchaglng Agents
will be held Oct. 10-13 at Indian apoli.s, Ind.
American Gas .AHsociation. Annual convention Nov. 7 to 12 at Congress and Auditorium Hotels, Chicago. 111. Secretary, O.
H. Fogg, 130 E. 15th St., New York City.

tel^
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Better Mining

industry to ways and means of better mining and marFrom 1896 to 1920 was a period of rising
prices and of intense development in the coal-mining
and coal-consuming industry. The next decade at least
holds the prospect of business on a gradually declining price level with coal and other industries seeking
the fuller and better employment of the huge productive capacities reached during and immediately after
the war.
With this thought in mind the editors of Coal Age seek
by devoting this issue to "Better Mining and Marketing" to concentrate attention on some of the outstandMining and marketing go hand
ing features of both.
Better mining means safer, cheaper and
in hand.
more efficient production of coal, that the sales department may have a clean, low-cost product to market.
Better marketing means finding the consumer whose
needs are best met with that coal, getting the right
price on proper term"., delivering it even under adverse
conditions of transportation, collecting the money and
leaving the buyer in a mood to buy again.
Without a market there would be no coal produced,
and sorry indeed would be the plight of the United
States even today were there no coal production.
The
subject is so broad that no one issue of a paper could
hope to touch every angle. We are satisfied if we plant
the germ of the idea that mining and marketing are
interdependent parts of your industry, each indispensable one to the other, and if we create within you the
desire to seek broader knowledge of the coal industry.
keting.

Ero. in

Business

A

economic laboratory best deLooking back
the world today.
a few years you may recall that our political outlook was our ward, business vision
vast

scribes

was bounded by freight rates, and our
knowledge of the accomplishments and problems of our
neighbor operator or salesman was nil. Today we think
in terms of the world. We readily reason from the day's
orders for coal through the railroad's problem and the
farmer's predicament to the lack of buying power of
foreign peoples, back to the effect of each on the demand and market for coal.
vast upheaval of the war may be likened to that
which in prehistoric times created the Rocky Mountains.
High peaks, some of rugged rock, some of softer mate-

The

rial,

were thrown

up, while

chasms were opened and

strata upturned and exposed to the elements. Out
of the cataclysm of the war our country rises as
Some
the richest and strongest nation of the earth.
Th:
peoples have literally been lost in the chasms.

new
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Subsidence of the abnormal conditions
This Issue
of production and prices that reached
their culmination in 1920 and resumption of competitive conditions have turned the thoughts of the coal

The New

to

5'^/

Editors.

13,

Number

1H21

15

and Marketing
chaos happily is almost ended and the world now faces
a long period in which the quiet work of erosion of
mountain peaks and filling of valleys proceeds.
In industry and business new heads have risen; some
of the old are lost. New industries have come, as the
development for peaceful pursuits of the airplane and
the manufacture of dyes.
As inexorably as the falling, rushing waters erode the mountain tops so are
economic processes now operating to level off the peaks
in the commercial world.
The direct manifestation of
the working of this leveling off is, of course, the gradual
lowering of prices and the increase in the real worth
of money and therefore of wages.
In the end there
will be reached another and opposite state of unequilibrium and another upheaval, economic or geologic, and
the world begins another period or cycle of business,
in the words of the economist.
Coal

What
Means
Coal

It

to

is

relation

must

so fundamental, so basic in its
to modern civilization, that it

every play of
be the baromcoal certainly is the

feel the full effect of

economic force.
eter of business

Steel
;

may

thermometer. The curve of consumption of coal tells
but one thing: what has transpired. The demand for
coal follows the need for power and heat.
The productive capacity of our soft-coal mines is
40 per cent above normal requirements and nearly 100
per cent above this year's needs.
Costs and prices
of coal, in common with other basic commodities, will
diminish rapidly perhaps for awhile and then gradually for a jjeriod of years.
Competition in the sale of
coal will be as keen in the next decade as it was even
in pre-war times.
The best coals will sell the easiest;
the best salesmen will sell the most coal.
coal the new era means starting afresh to level
the inequalities in wages, prices and profits resulting from the stresses of the war and the artificial
restraints of government. Quality of coal, character of
service and, last of all, price will determine who is

For

off

fittest to survive.

Better

Mining

Winning the coal from the ground and
putting it on the surface ready for market
is mining.
The best mining is that which
makes the largest percentage of recovery

at the least cost in

money and

in life

and limb.

Increasing output and the effectiveness of labor,
lessening power losses and wear, tear and decay on
plant and equipment, lowering the cost of accidents
and improving the quality of the product are some cf
the features of better mining to which special attenFor every
tion is directed in the pages of this issue.
set of natural conditions
that is, thickness of coal,
character of bed as to partings, impurities and friabil565

—
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kind of roof and floor, and inclination there must
From that
be developed the best system of mining
point forward the best mining flows from the proper
use of machinery and equipment and the square and

customers whose requirements as to tonnage and quality of coal match up with the production at hand and

intelligent handling of labor.

Better

That nearly 60 per cent of the bituminous coal produced in this country is undercut by machines is evi-

Marketing

ity,

dence of the progress that is being made in the use
But underof mechanical equipment underground.
cutting the coal is but a part of the work of mining.
Loading the coal into mine cars after it is shot down
from the face requires more energy than cutting, and
in mechanical loading we have only begun to make progress.
Eugene McAulifTe regards the possibilities of mechanical loading of coal underground as limited only
by the reluctance and even active open opposition of
union labor.
If, as he suggests, the pre.sent outlook
is for the opposition of union labor to hold back this
obvious avenue of advancement for nearly a decade,
then here is a tremendous field for intensive development of better mining by intelligent and wise co-ordination of mechanical engineering and human engineering.

Although we can only speculate what the next twentyor fifty years will show in safer, surer, quicker,
cheaper mining of coal through greater and more intelligent use of mechanical equipment and the application of electricity we can actually see from week to
week and year to year positive evidence of progress.
five

A
.

_.

_

.

.

Uehnition

Marketing
^^^

.^^^

coal

is

mechanical

the

summation of

and

commercial

processes from the mine mouth to the point of consumption by which the coal is sold and delivered. Getting the signature on an order is but one small part
of marketing
the final step.
Production even is a
part of marketing, in the sense that a marketable product must be had before it can be sold.
Mining engineers could quite easily open and develop a large, wellequipped mine with low cost of operation in the lignite
fields of North Dakota.
Every canon of good mining
could be observed, but the concept of good marketing,
the production of a marketable product, would be violated and the endeavor be for naught.
The phenomenal
development of coal production in eastern Kentucky in
the last ten years was the outcome of a vision as to
market possibilities.
Transportation and storage are two factors inextricably tied up in the problem of marketing of coal,

—

so obvious after the experiences of the past five years
and so acutely before the trade today as to require but
little

comment and no emphasis.

of the coal producer

Here the problem
the reverse of that of the farmer.
seasonal production of food prodis

Nature prescribes
ucts and uniform consumption, but, though it permits
uniform production of coal it requires seasonal consumption.

a part of marketing, a part that calls for
in the collection and study of informaThe credit probtion and the exercise of judgment.
lem may involve only the decision as to whether still
another car should be shipped to a small consumer or a
retail dealer
a matter perhaps of a few hundred dollars
or it may be a decision with regard to shipments
Credit

is

infinite detail

—

—

to a railroad already in debt for coal to the extent of
a million dollars, but in either instance, and for every

gradation between, credit is a marketing problem.
And last but not the least is merchandising finding

—

getting the orders and contracts.

The price of

coal is not the governing factor in selling it, and the cost
of production is not the determining
factor in making the price. Save in the

few instances where

coal is delivered, accepted and paid
for as a result of personal or financial relationship, it
sold
is
on the basis of quality and service. The range
in grades, rank and quality of coal is matched only by
the varying tlegrees of service the distributers of coal
give their customers. G. B. Gould, whose engineering

experience of

many years

as consultant between buyer
words the weight of authority, says in this issue that the "immaturity of the
coal industry can be demonstrated in no better way
than by the utter lack of relation between individual
coal prices and the relative value of the various coals
to the buyer." This lack of relation, he notes, is found
in the market for no other basic commodity.
Buyers
are not discriminating and the coal trade itself is none
too well informed. "If the consuming public," he says,

and

seller of coal, gives his

"is not well enough informed to discriminate intelligently and accurately in matters of value, why should
the producer spend his good time and money to inform
himself?" Why prepare coal better if the buyer will
not appreciate it?

Here

the big opportunity for better marketing of
the old, old story, followed by so many other
lines of trade, of elevating the consumer's standards
How
to the point where he is highly discriminating.
can this be done, and what follows?
In the first place the buyer must know of the multitude of variations in the quality of coal. His education today has not progressed much beyond the point
where he recognizes two kinds of coal, good and bad.
It is not always the highest "quality" that is best for

coal.

is

It is

a particular user, and this

is the saving grace of the
producer of lower-grade coil. Finding a use for every
coal and a coel for each use is better marketing, but
still better is educating a clientele to demand your coal.

In

Consolidation
Coal Advertising

this

connection

we would

bring together and reproduce every one of the advertisements of the Consolidation Coal Co. that have appeared the past year in two
If you know coal men at
popular national weeklies.
all you know that the copy for these ads was conceived
and written by advertising experts. It is good copy,
written with a faith in its efficacy foreign to the coal
trade.
But if persistently followed up it will promote
interest in quality and service, to be followed by conSuch adverfidence in the product of the advertiser.
tising of coal is too new to have power to close sales,
but that will follow. To make the prospective buyer believe that he should have a certain brand of coal and
a certain measure of service is to create a demand for
like to

And the more discriminating the buyer becomes the better it is for the coal

that coal and that service.
trade.

the aim of every distributor of coal to establish
market and for specific uses. Everyone is familiar with the concern that has made its
name synonymous with quality and perfect service in
New York Harbor. Another producing company has
It is

his coal in a given

October

13,
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such a firm hold on the gas business in New England
that others have not yet been able to break into this
market with coal probably equally good for that service.
Other instances of fiiTnly-rooted trade could be cited,
all those in the old conservative East built up largely
through personal selling efforts. The coal distributors
in the East with the largest business, whether producers or middlemen, secured their hold on their trade
before the day of display advertising as a factor in
They have never sold coal any way except
selling.
through personal contact and have kept up the contact with direct-mail methods.

There is in every line of endeavor a younger generation with
what it likes to call advanced
VS. the
ideas, against which are opposed
conceptions
the
of the older generation the men who
the
business
and who are inclined to believe
built up
that what was good enough for them is good enough
for their sons. This conflict of minds is going on in

The Old School

New

—

the coal trade as well.
Centering in Chicago, in a coal market as fiercely
competitive as any in the world and with a tonnage
second to none, is a thriving development of a new
school in coal.
It was there that the statistical trade
bureau was first developed and where it still functions
the nearest to perfect.
It is there that advertising
coal has made its furthest advances in this country,
and that means anywhere. Some ten years ago two
men in Chicago set out to put their coal in a retail
yard in every city and hamlet in the dozen states that
could be reached with southern Illinois coal.
They
sought to make the trade name of their coal familiar
to every user in this territory.
They backed up their
salesmen with advertising without stint. As late as
1916 the wiseacres in the trade were shaking their
heads over such a wild course and predicting failure
and bankruptcy. But the system worked and the company, now greatly expanded, is a great success. That
way of selling to retail dealers is now accepted by the
Midwest trade as the only way.
Some of the younger generation in the effete East,
backed by liberal-minded older men, are looking on the
problem of marketing coal as being at bottom a marketing problem and are using all the tools with which to
sell that other trades have sharpened to advantage. The
exceptions stand out so prominently as but to emphasize
the generalizations in this regard.

A

commentator

of

agricultural

on the marketing
products recently
summed up the position of the
middleman and the farmer with this
quotation from a North Dakota farmer: "Damn those
middlemen! I wish I were one!" The coal jobber is
in much the same enviable position.
Mr. Cushing, in
response to our request for his explanation of the
"Why" of the middleman in coal, has given us an admirable paper. You will find it elsewhere in this issue
and you should read it. As we have always suspected, the
coal jobber
we just can't avoid using the word, it is
so convenient
is with us because he makes his own
way; he performs a service and collects pay for it.
Many producers hold to the view that it is the jobber

"Cherchez
Jobber"

—

who

la

—

is to blame for whatever ails their business. When
prices are so low that you have to reach up to touch
bottom, the jobber is responsible; when prices are out
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of hand, it is the jobber who raised them. No one has
proven either theorem as yet. It takes a lot of factors
to make a coal market and the middleman in coal is
just one of them.
Mr. Cushing concludes that the free-lance wholesaler
of coal is the fittest and declares that what is needed
is more study and research into the art of marketing
as he practices it. We really need a better understanding of the marketing of coal in all its aspects. Maybe
Cushing is right and he who buys coal outright and
then sells it is the keenest distributor, but that conclusion does not follow. As one of our contributors in
this issue says "smartness" has no place in the coal

business today.
A thinking jobber recently summed up his position
somewhat in these words: "What I do as a jobber is
to act as a buyer for the coal consumer.
I study the
combustion problem at his plant, decide what kind and
grade of coal will give him the best service, and then
I go out and buy that coal for him.
I am working for
the consumer.
If he hired me, or someone else who
knew where to buy the different kinds of coal, and how
to buy coal, he would have no use for me as a coal jobber.
He would deal directly with the producer. When
the coal consumers learn coal, if they ever do, we jobbers will be out of jobs."

To those who say

that there is no
such thing as marketing science in
the coal industry we emphatically say
Maps Show
that the lack is not in the absence of
selling acumen in the coal trade but in that it has
never been uncovered. Words without end have been
printed about the science of mining coal but almost
nothing about marketing it.
We produce coal better
than we sell it only because we know more in a collective way about mining than about marketing.
A few simple maps accompanying this text serve to
illustrate a point.
These little pictures show the market territory- reached by three large coal-producing companies.
The Consolidation Coal Co., for instance, has
mines in five fields, has sales offices in thirteen cities
and in this country distributes coal over twenty-four
states and part of Canada.
The territory embraced
represents 75 per cent of the bituminous coal consumed
in the United States for all uses.
The story of how
this coal is mined and prepared, what it analyzes and
what it is good for, is an open book to anyone. These
things have been described in print, but who has
ever read how the Consolidation Coal Co. markets is

WTiat the

pi'oduct?

The Central Coal & Coke Co. has mines in four states,
has sales oflices in six states and sells coal in seventeen states. These simple facts are shovra graphically
in three small maps.
The West Kentucky Coal Co. has
mines in one field, eight sales offices and distributes
coal in eighteen states.
These are but three samples,
selected at random, demonstrating the wide areas over
which in highly competitive markets individual distributors can and do spread their product. Each overlaps the others.
What is good practice in selling the
coal of one company may not be wholly good for another. It is a long stretch from Omaha to Los Angeles
and the Central Coal & Coke Co. doubtless has found
the best way to cover that territory, and it probably
is quite different from the way their Missouri coal,
with a limited field of usefulness, is distributed. Even
the Consolidation Coal Co. must find parallel problems
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prevents no one from putting forth ma.\imum effort to
improve mining methods. The hazard to life and limb
is the only serious problem of the industry, outside of
relations with the unions, that is purely on the mining
side. The other so-called ills flow from maladjustment in
the distribution of coal
that is, are subject to correition through better marketing.
Elimination of seasonal production and transportation, for which seasonal
freight rates are proposed as an artificial remedy, is
an example.
Without the help of seasonal rates, and despite industrial depression, some coal operators have kept their

—

X

O
"^;

Soles office
Producing nrtfies

Market

territora

MARKKT TERRITORY REACHED HY

TIIIO I'ON'SOI-ID.VTIOX

OOAI. CO.
in its distant markets of the Central West as compare!
with the more highly developed industrial region of

the East.
We look forward to the day when the general sales
managers will be less self-conscious and as eager and
willing to advance their art by interchange of ideas

and methods as the engineers have become. When tha*
happens in larger measure than today each will find that
he has nothing on the other fellow, that all have certain
^rARI:r:T

mines

territory reached by the central coal &
co::- CO. with coal from mixes in
.MISSOFRT AND KANS.\S

X

Sales offi

O Producing mines
S^ Marltet territory

MARKET TERRITORY REACHED BY THE CENTRAL COAL &
COKE CO. WITH COAL, FROM MINES IX WYOMING
fundamentals and that

it

is

in

details of

Their testimony is that supehas been responsible for this exceptional

in full operation.

rior selling

performance. Some ascribe their ability to move coal
this year to the fact that they did not take advantage
of their customers during the period of high prices
last year.
One sales agent who has kept a number of
mines supplied with orders for full operation all year
has described his system to us as predicated on the
practice of being heavily oversold during the boom
.vears, buying outside to fill orders, and thus coming
into a period of reduced buying with sufficient business for his

cwn

output.

method and

organization that selling differs as between companies.

There is a tradition in the coal trade
that just so much coal will be bought

Why
Better

and

Marketing?

v/hy

burned

each

year;

consequently

make a fuss over trying
more? The same argument

to

sell

applies

with equal force to mining, but, strange to say, that

X
O

Soles offic.

Producing mines
<<vMarl<et territory
.\

AKKET TERRITORY REACHED BY THE WEST
KENTUCKY CO.VL CO.

Ill better marketing, in broader knowledge of finance
and business, wider acquaintance with the problems of
men in other industries, and more intimate understand-

.m.vkket

coke

territory reached by the central co.vl &
CO. with coal from mines in ARKANSAS

ing of their own industry, the coal men of the next
decade are going to be more representative business
citizens of the United States. The day has pas.sed when
a coal operator is merely a mine manager, and a wholesaler a

mere trader.
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Development of Better Selling Methods Dependent Upon
Education of Consumer in Coal Values
Lack of Information of Relative Worth of Coals, and Consequently
Lack of Discrimination on Consumer's Part, Responsible for
Waste and Inadequate Prepai ation Trade Misses Opportunities

—

By

G. B. Gould'-

important economic question creates a conEVERYbetween
two schools of thought, the regutest

lators

and the advocates of a

laifisez-faire policy.

The extreme regulators seem to believe that legislative
bodies can amend or repeal economic laws, but Mr.
Lenine seems

to

have successfully demonstrated the

fallacy of that extreme.

The extreme advocates

of laissez-faire insist that leg-

nothing but a throwing

islative regulation of business is

monkey wrenches,

of

working out

which

retards

of economic progress.

the

beneficent

American experi-

ence with regulation has demonstrated by its successes
and failures that there is a middle road which can be
safely and profitably followed.

Quack Remedies Numerous, as Usual
The coal trade is one of great public importance, and
the war conditions served to focus public attention by
accentuating the symptoms of a condition which existed
all the time.
The result has been the usual ofl'ering of
patent medicines to cure the symptoms instead of the
disease, and in some quarters there is a great cry for
In this situation
"regulation of the coal industry."
it
is worth while, perhaps, to give some thought to
The fever and high blood
fundamental conditions.
pressure have subsided. The convulsions, except those
artificially created by labor troubles, probably are over
for some time, at least in their most violent form.
Many who were the loudest in calling for heroic treatment when the fever was running high are now equally
sure the disease has disappeared. If the coal trade and
American industry are to profit by the lessons of the
war, we should give some thought to the patient himself
and his history.
If we are to see the situation straight, we must consider the consumer a part of the coal trade. What the
consumer does and what he thinks are just as important
as what the coal operator or jobber does and thinks.

of the proposed remedies have been suggested by persons who could see only
the producer or the consume)-, and all of the medicine

The trouble has been that most

was

to be taken

by one of them.

Introduction of Coal Reduced Power Costs
Let us go back and sketch very briefly the history of
coal in America. The discovery of coal, combined with
the discoveries which made possible the application of
mechanical power to industry, came rather suddenly.
An industrial revolution was the result.
No matter how much coal cost, business found that
power produced from coal was tremendously cheap as
compared with man power in manufacturing. There
was literally a scramble to put more coal to work. That
'Vice-president of

tlie

Fuel Engineering

Factories, railall the consumer thought about.
Apparently there
roads, steamships multiplied rapidly.
supply
of
cheap
coal,
and very little
was an endless

was

was known or thought about the qualities of coal or its
Burning coal to make steam
economical utilization.
seemed like such a simple process. Engineers in the
That
meantime were improving our prime movers.
development began to approach its ultimate economy,
and progress slowed up. Competition between steampropelled factories produced an era of intense study
of ways to improve upon the economy of machines and
men in using power. The waste of man-power in using
mechanical power was found to be appalling, and anything like the final solution of that problem in all its
ramifications

War

not yet.

is

Directs Serious

Thought

to Coal Trade

Just before the war, however, thoughtful attention
to the significance of coal quality

and economy

in the

use of coal itself was in its infancy. The better production of coal and its marketing were just beginning
to be seriously thought of as important factors in manufacturing cost. The coal trade really was not thought
of at all until the war made us conscious of its place
in American industry.
It was like a man's lungs, which
are practically unthought of by their owner until an
attack of pneumonia makes their presence and function
painfully noticeable.
The coal trade and this includes the consuming part
of it
is twenty years behind every other basic industry in its development. It is only a youngster among
full-grown men. And the youngster's final development
to maturity is mighty important to the men he works
with.
If the economic doctor tries to treat him for a
disease when the trouble is only immaturity, we will
create a disease instead of curing one.

—

—

Beginnings of Summer Stocking
of seasonal demand for coal. Before
the public became conscious of the
need of stabilizing the demand for coal economic
processes had already set in motion Vjy natural development a protective reaction, which was to some extent
acting as a stabilizer.
The summer months normally
were the months of low coal prices. It is possible that,
if our freight rates had not already been crystalized

Take the matter

the

—before

war

—

by a system of rigid regulation, the railroads would
have long since adopted seasonal freight rates to stimuAfter a coal
late the movement of coal in the summer.
shortage, of course, the consumer suddenly saw the advisability of summer storage.
But in normal times
you can hardly e.xpect coal consumers to lay in coal during the summer unless some adequate financial advantage is offered. The element of protection against
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a .shortage which

not even threatened is not a suffiSeasonal freight rates would be a
sound constructive step for our legislators and regulators to take.
It would be in line with economic law
rather than an attempt to short-cut normal economic
development.
Price regulation, on the other hand, is comparable to
regulating a steam engine by hand instead of using
an automatic governor. The price level in an industry
is

cient inducement.

where it is not subject to private
arbitrary manipulation by either the producers or consumers, is a most delicate automatic governor not perfect in its operation, perhaps, but certainly superior to
hand regulation by an all-wise bureau.
like the coal trade,

—

Arbitrary Limitatio.n Set on Coal Prices

During the war our

politicians picked out coal prices

limit.
Low coal prices would not hurt
the enemy, but plenty of coal at the right place and
at the right time would.
We tried to limit prices,
and then by e.\hortation and edict increase production.
We set up two diametrically opposed forces, and one

to arbitrarily

had to yield. If we had not been such a patriotic and
essentially law-abiding people, price fi.xing would have
been more of a fizzle than it was. Payments of higher
than government prices, notwithstanding, were notorious, until production equalled demand.
War conditions, too, accentuated a latent interest in
coal quality.
Again the symptom of a fundamental
condition became so obvious that it could not be ignored.
The consumer suddenly was awakened to the
need of discrimination in buying coal, at a time when
discrimination was, for the average buyer, impossible.
The immaturity of the coal industry can be demonstrated in no better way than by the utter lack of
relation between individual coal prices and the relative
value of the various coals to the buyer. It is like the
weather something that everybody talks about but
nobody does anything about.
Unlike the weather,
though, something can be done to correct it. It is a
condition which is gradually being corrected, but there
is a long way to go yet.

—

Demand Lacking for Better Coal Preparation
Everybody knows what a wide variety in both character and quality of coal is produced in the Northern
Appalachian fields. Most of these coals have a legitimate market, at a price. Much of our coal would be
better prepared if there were any strong economic
Take any lot of
reason for that better preparation.
coal bids made simultaneously anywhere in the New
England or the Middle Atlantic States to the same consumer.
are studied in the light of the relavalue of the different coals offered, the prices
In a recent case of twenty-two bids
will be a jumble.
the prices quoted for coals of substantially the same
value and of the highest grade ranged from $2.40 to
For the other coals, known
$4.15 a ton at the mine.
to be lower grade, the prices varied from $2.45 to $3.40,
the poorest coal of the whole lot being quoted at $3.40.
If this were an isolated case it would prove nothing,
but this situation is typical of normal conditions, either
Some of this variation, of
before the war or since.
course, is due tc individual differences in the internal
conditions of the producing companies, somewhat to the
standing of those producers, and to the extent to which
their reputation and that of their coals is knovra. That
If these bids

tive
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difference will always exist and is a legitimate factor in
price making for any product.
It is not this lack of relation itself but the fact that
it exists which is important.
Such a condition does

not exist in the market for any other basic commodity.

Who

is to blame for it?
It is the result of the evoluof the coal industry, and natural to its pre.sent
stage of relative youth. The consumer is generally uninformed as to values, and conseciuently is indiscriminating.
If this were not true the producer of an in-

tion

ferior grade at a relatively high price would soon go
out of business.
The very fact that such a condition
exists generally proves that he does get away with it
often enough to stay in business.
And the coal trade, taken as a whole, is not any too

And why

well informed as to actual values.

consuming public as
enough informed to discriminate
be?

If the

a

whole

is

intelligently

should

it

not well

and

ac-

why should the producer
spend his good time and money to inform himself?
Why should he spend his good money to prepare his
product better, when his customers are not discriminatcurately in matters of value,

ing enough to appreciate it?

E.xcEPTioNS Prove Industry

Is

Making Progress

Perhaps, you answer, "Oh, but this is not so." You
can name a number of coal producers who have been
conspicuously successful by producing uniformly high
grade coal, and get consistently prices above the market.
"Somebody must appreciate their efforts to produce better than average coal." That is true, too, but
here you are offering as an example a very small part
of the coal industry, which in turn supplies the smallest
and most discriminating section of the buying public.
The very fact that there are such exceptional cases
shows that the industry as a whole is making progress.
The consuming public is, without doubt, becoming gradually better informed and more discriminating, and coal
production is being influenced by it. But the fact remains that the coal market today is still dominated by
the indiscriminating buyer.
There are some who advocate standardizing coal qualWhen one considers the infinite variety of
ity by law.
factors which in the long run determine both the average level of prices and relative prices, and when one
considers the almost infinite variety of coals, such an
attempt will, in the opinion of the writer, result merely
in another case of economic meddling, or muddling, as

you choose.

Adjustment Quickly Follows Public Demand
The individual consumer can become informed and
As a larger and larger part of the
discriminating.
buying public awakens to the importance of it, the
coal producer will adjust himself to the more discrimThose who have
inating demand. That is inevitable.
been in a position to observe this development can see
a distinct measure of progress during the last fifteen
years, in spite of the interruption to it caused by
the war.

For a healthy coal trade we need not more regulamore education, most of it self-education, both
in the ranks of those who produce and sell coal and
those who buy and use it. Anyone who advances the
cause of more reliable information about coal, more
tion but

widely distributed, promotes the best interests of the
coal trade as a whole and those of American industrial
success.
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Will Reformation of the Coal Industry Proceed

From

Forces Within or Without?

Control by Mine Labor Affects Mine Costs and Sales as
Well as Quality -Progress at Mine Through Labor-Saving
Appliances Fails to Keep Pace with That of Coal Consumer
By Eugene McAuliffe-

BIOLOGISTS

say that our physical bodies undergo
a complete change every seven years. The forces
of nature work silently, continuously; we barely
sense the change that takes place.
In worldly affairs
similar changes take place; natural forces work unceasingly for change. The old order goes a new one
takes its place.
The coal industry is no exception.
Together with all other lines of business endeavor it
was caught up and whirled over, under and about in the
cataclysm of the world's war.
Prior to the war the industry occupied a relatively
modest place in our affairs; coal was plentiful and
cheap, a shortage was unknown, transportation charges
were low, an 80-per cent coal stood with many consumers
in the same social atmosphere as that occupied by the
95-per cent article. Then came famine lack of transportation, shortage of fuel, banked fires, fuel rationed
to thousands, who learned for the first time that King
Coal was a star of the first magnitude. Coupled with
shortage came mounting wages and transportation costs,
labor for handling coal and ashes was scarce and high,
and out of all this is coming, slowly, a new and broader
conception of the magnitude of the industry.
Today
the nation's thinkers its writers are giving thought
to the coal industry; the columns of magazines, never
before opened to coal the Atlantic Monthly and World's
Work, recent examples contain papers, essays, studies
bearing on this now important subject; Atlantis-like it
is being treated as a newly discovered continent.
The
industry is changing; the question is. will it change
from forces within or from forces without ?
;

—

—

—
—
—

Railroads and Coal Industry Closely Related
There is a very close relation between the railroads
and the coal industry; the.v are, in fact, insolubly related.
The railroads have felt the pressure of outside
forces for twenty-five years. Will the same forces envelop the coal industry or will it put its own house in
order? Keep the fact before you that the old order is
constantly shifting.
The Constitution of the United States stood unchallenged for many years then came amendments, some
of which spoke in a minor key, others, like the thirteenth, which abolished slavery, roared out in deep
diapason, a voice that overwhelmed the theory of property rights that opposition to slavery was based upon.
Then came that other great amendment, the eighteenth,
which likewise struck at the reintrenched theory of
;

property rights, and millions invested in distilleries and
breweries were compelled to seek new fields of endeavor
in a night and the highest court of the land restated
the age-old principle that the rights of the individual
must yield to the welfare of the many. Another great
•President, Union Colliery Co.,

St.

LouL«. Mo.

change, one that came in quietly, was the nineteenth
amendment, which enfranchised the womanhood of the
nation, and so I again ask: Will the coal industry change
itself from inside or will it be changed from without?
What should be done to improve the existing status?
Get the facts. They must come from an authoritative
source.

Public Fed on Misstatements About Coal

The true province

of government is to educate, not
alone the youth but the mature.
If the government
will get the true facts regarding any industry before
the men in control of that industry these men will move
in the right direction.
The public is saturated with
misstatements regarding coal a new avalanche of partisan untruths will be spilled out while the new wage
contracts are being worked out after Jan. 1.
Today
the papers are full of the West Virginia situation.
Union leaders have hurled tons of high explosives at
the men who operate the mines in that section, charging
everything from starvation and peonage to murder.
The operators in reply assert truthfully that their loyal
labor saved the country from freezing during the great

—

strike in

wages

November and December,
individual miners

1919.

They show

non-union fields
and in substance attribute
the West Virginia war to the frantic desire of paid
union leaders to perpetuate their meal tickets. It does
not, however, seem to occur to che West Virginia coal
men that the facts once obtained and published would
dissipate the fog of crimination and recrimination that
obscures and will continue to obscure the atmosphere.
To obtain and make known the facts would do the turn
as effectively as the presence of U. S. troops.
to

in

these

as high as $500 per month,

Mine Labor the Overshadowing Difficulty
This leads to the thought that back of all the difficulties that beset the coal producer and coal consumer
is that overshadowing one, mine labor.
Outside of a
few restricted areas it controls and dominates the coal
properties. That control reaches into the very vitals of
mine operation, mine costs and sales, together with quality.
The installation of mining machinery to reduce
costs and improve quality has been fought by union
labor from the beginning. For example, shortwall mining machines have been kept out of mines for years
because of the failure to agree on a tonnage rate; so
it has been with permissible explosives.
Seldom are
these problems approached in an open-minded manner,
but rather with the antipathy shown by English farm
laborers to the threshing machine when it came as a
successor to the flail.
The coal industry of this country is now ripe for loading machines, but at the present rate of progress it will
be twenty years before they come into use. While the
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consumers of coal have perfected and

—

installed

fuel-

saving appliances the automatic ^itoker. superheater,
economizer, the condensing turbine thus reducing the
unit of consumption of coal, mine labor is loading a
poorer grade of coal than it did twenty years ago, and
poor coal means loss loss compounded with each move-

—

—

undergoes from the mine face to its final resting
Tests recently made by a large
place in the ash heap.
public utility where the delivered cost of coal is S6 per

ment

it

ton showed the following comparison of values:
:eutngp

l).livirc<J

I.o.-^.

per
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Not the Governing Factor

Independent Wholesaler Thrives Despite Unfavorable Conditions
Salesman Prone to Measure
Salaried
and Public Obloquy
Energy by His Income— Better Marketing Must Be Based on Service
By George H. Gushing"

PRODUCTION

methods in coal have been studied
two major methods. Each is
good, has its adherents and is improving monthly in
detail.
However, we know so little about what is the
best way to market coal that we have hardly a starting
point. And yet it is through the marketing of coal that
we make the contact with the public and form public
until there are only

opinion.

This makes

it

the biggest subject before the

trade.
I

will not indulge in definitions even

draw

There are in the
no brokers and no jobbers.

though

I

must

trade no
scalpers,
Those terms,
which apply accurately to dealings in theater tickets,
in stocks and bonds and in many other industries, have
no meaning in the coal business. In coal we have the
producer and three groups of distributors distinguished
from each other only by their methods of collecting their
distinctions.

coal

compensation.
The real producer knows that he cannot be in two
places at once.
He cannot be at the mines and in the
market. If he tries both he must sacrifice effectiveness
in both directions.
Therefore the real producer does
not try to market his own coal.
He hires someone to
do his marketing.
That gives us the three groups of
distributors
those who hire out on a salary to the
producer, those who hire out on a commission and those
who buy coal outright and take a chance on getting
more than they pay. I call these three distributors
the controlled sales force, the agency and the wholesale

—

merchant.

Three Agencies Distribute Equal Tonnage
next to impossible to compile any figures which
relative importance of these three
forces to the coal trade.
The figures
I have tried it.
are practically worthless.
Such inquiries as I have
made and they have been quite extensive lead me to
believe that each of these organizations distributes
about one-third of the coal. On a tonnage basis I believe they stand about equal.
In what follows I want it understood that I am
merely reciting facts which I have observed. I am not
pleading the cause of any one group.
I
am .nerely
searching for the truth in the light of those facts
which are available. Certainly, I want it understood
that this is not association propaganda. The membership of our association comprises all three classes of
It is

will

measure even the

—

selling organization

the war machinery, the opinion was that the independent
wholesaler was a parasite. He was allowed to function
only if he could collect a higher price than was being
charged by every other coal salesman. Yet never did
the independent wholesaler do so much business.
In 1920, when prices were the highest on record, the
independent wholesaler was accused of withholding coal
from sale for speculative purposes and he was openly
accused by the government of indulging in frequent
resales of coal for the sole purpose of advancing prices.
Yet in 1920 the volume of business done by the independent wholesaler was far greater with a smaller
than it was even in 1918.
total tonnage

Independents Got Most Foreign Trade
In 1920 the coal industry did a big business abroad.
Orders were being sought by all three groups of disMany producers have told me and the figtributors.
ures confirm the statement that the independent
wholesaler got the bulk of the foreign business and the

and we hope

to ha\-e

more mem-

-Mjtnaging: director, American "UTioIesale Coal Association,

—

—

best prices.
This record goes directly contrary to popular beliefs
and public ideals. If one judged by what the news-

papers and the government officials are always preaching, he would say that "everyone wants to buy direct
from the producer, therefore the controlled sales force
must do the most business. When the controlled sales
force is 'cleaned out' the overflow business must go to
the sales agency which directly represents some mines.
\\Tiat business is left probably would go to the independent wholesaler. One would judge that the latter's
share would be small."
When one finds that the facts are exactly contrary
to this interesting and logical hypothesis he has to .stop
and revise his theories as to what is the best method
of mai-keting coal.

—

bers of each kind. Our association, as a matter of fact,
accepts anyone who is a merchant regardless of how he
is compensated for his services.
The character of the
man is the standard of measurement with us. We pay
no attention to his method of compensating himself.
Looking at the matter squarely as an abstract problem. I have been struck by these facts:
In 1918, when the coal industry was controlled by

—

—

Obtain

15c.

Per Ton Above Government Price

—

was amazed to learn
after having
believed to the contrary for years
that the price of coal
However, that
is not the governing factor in selling it.
I

admit that

I

—

was proved beyond a peradventure in 1918 and
again in 1920. The mine price in 1918 was advertised
broadcast by the government.
Everybody knew what
it was and that he could get coal at that price at the
mines.
Dr. Garfield even went so far as to establish
public distributing agencies at the offices of which the
people could buy coal at the established mine price.
In that year, and despite direct government competition the independent merchant did the biggest business
in his history and got 15c. a ton more than the government's mine price.
In 1920 the newspapers and government officials advertised to the world their belief that the independent
wholesaler was making a profit of $2 a ton or even more.
Yet, despite this adverse advertising, he did more business than in 1918. This peculiar success must be explained or we will never get at the best method of marpoint

•
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keting our coal.
of this success
distributor.

I

am coming

lies

If that

in
is

the

to believe that the secret

method compensatinc/ the

the deciding: factor in getting:

good marketing system, we can well afford to study
that matter carefully.
So long as potential production is so much greater
than actual demand, the producer of coal is up against
the keenest kind of competition.
To sell his coal, he
niu.'*t put every ounce of energy into his solicitation of
a

orders.

What system of compensation will give the salesman
the most energy and the producer the largest volume of
orders?
S.ALESMAN Prone to Rely on "Regular Trade"

The

controlled sales force gives, of course, the lowest

cost of sales.
But human nature is inclined to "sleep
on a contract." Also the salaried man is likely to measure his energy by his income.
If his salary is small,
his efforts are likely to be weak. Besides, the controlled
sales force is disposed to act today in a way to make
sales easy tomorrow.
That policy may "hold customers" but it does not e.xpand much.
This method of
marketing coal tends to make the salesman rely too
much on his "regular trade." It fails to give the controlled salesman the necessary resource when part of
his safe and sane market fails him.
The controlled
sales force has, therefore, elemental weaknesses.
Th^ sales agency is in a far stronger position. Its
outstanding virtue is the fact that the more business
it does, the more money it makes.
That inclines to add
"punch" to its selling efforts. Also, the higher price it
gets for the mine, the more money it makes for itself.
That tends to make the sales agency fight for good
prices. Another virtue to the producer is that the sales
agent is "his man."
The ethics of the trade understood but never expressed provide that when an agency
undertakes the sale of the output of a mine, that mine
shall get the first call upon its energies and upon the
order which it receives.
If we were considering this question of marketing
from the standpoint of the coal man alone, it would, on
the face of these returns, be decided that the sales
agency was the ideal form. However, the sales agent is,
himself, not satisfied with the 8 per cent or the 10
per cent commission when prices are going up. And,
the operator is not satisfied to pay the 8 per cent or
the 10 per cent as a sure margin to the agency when
prices at the market are less than the cost of production at the mines. That is a defect in the system which
makes it necessary to revise the terms of the agency
agreement if we are to keep the other virtues which are
inherent in it.

—

Independent Coal
There

Man Takes

—
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his profit.
He must, somehow, contrive to
prove to that customer that he earns that money.
In 19'8 the independent wholesaler earned his bit by
taking the place of the buyer in the struggling line
before the office of the producer and by getting the
much-coveted coal. In 1920 he did the same thing and
then added a definite service he fought the government and the railroads to keep them from confiscating
his coal.
If the coal got away from him after all, he
plunged back into the struggling line again and got
more.
In normal times he does less spectacular but equally
valuable things for the buyer.
Always, however, the
independent wholesaler must give a service which convinces the buyer that it is worth the money he pays
for it.
The virtue to the producer in this arrangement is that he sells the coal at the mines. From that
minute all uncertainty has gone. He is left free to do
his job of producing. Often he even gets his money in
advance.
The demerit of the independent wholesaler viewed
from the standpoint of the producer is that when buying he is inclined to be a "bear" on the market. He is
shrewd. He knows the market. He is persuasive, for
that is the way he makes his living.
He can talk a
monkey off a grapevine. If you turn that sort of a
glib animal loose upon an unsophisticated operator, the
latter is likely to suffer injury to his pocketbook nerve.
In fact, the whole objection to the independent merchant is that he is too good as a buyer.
We do not as yet know anything much about good
marketing methods. But, on points, it looks as- if the
controlled sales force has the least to recommend it.
The agency if its commission is revised is good, 'fhe
If that
independent merchant has a striking appeal.
rests on the fact that he gives what the buyer wants
and is willing to pay for service we are not going to
get better marketing methods until we have all taken
a post-graduate course in that branch of selling.

measure

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Federal Reserve Board's Foreign Trade Index
Reflects

Advance in Prices

THE

Federal Reserve Board's index of the value of
August exports and imports of selected commodities at
1913 prices follows. This index is designed to reflect the
movement of foreign trade with fluctuations due to price
changes eliminated. The list of commodities used includes
29 of the most important exports, the value of which in
191.3 formed 56.3 per cent of the total export values, and
25 of the most important imports, the value of which in
1913 formed 47.7 per cent of the total import values. Both
exports and imports have been further classified into raw
Index
materials, producers' goods and consumers' goods.
numbers for July are shown for purposes of comparison.

Gambler's Chance

something in the frankness and the bok'ness
of the independent merchant in coal which gives him
a special appeal to the American people. He buys coal
outright at the mine, and then tries to sell it at a profit.
Everyone knows that he has a big chance to lose heav-

Coiwumers*

Goods

is

ily.
It is equally well known that he has a gambler's
chance to make a handsome profit. Whether he wins
or loses must depend solely upon his individual efforts.
The fierce struggle to win against heavy odds adds a
mysterious something to his appeal to the customer.
Certainly it adds a veiy material something to the
service which he gives the buyer. From that buyer he
is going to get the pennies or the dollars which must

7

mmoditif
68

1921...
August, 1921.

.Tulv,

Commodities

C'omniodities

131.8
164.1

3

Commodities
114.9
126.3

99.3
Julv. 1921
.Wust, 1921.... 116.7
(Index numbers:

monthly average values, 1913=

112.5
140.9

Commoditit
111.4
135 7

100)

citizen looks at the Mingo situaThere's always something to make coal cost more.

The way the average
tion:

Commoditiea

New York

Sun.

—

—
October
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Sale Mutually Advantageous to

Buyer

Should Be Goal of Coal Distributors
By One of Them

THIS
more

the moulting season for coal men.
The
far-sighted are casting off the thick cuticle
of "war jears" and are taking a fresh start, for
the year 1922 is certain to provide a broad field for
thoroughly-equipped distributors. With readjustments
continuing to face us and the pressure to restore the
old equilibrium between different routes, the wholesaler especially will be obliged to keep closely advised
of traffic changes that may have vital effect on established practices of the trade.
Much more than in the
years prior to 1917 coal will call for resilient and teachis

is more quick than the trained
buyer to discover where is the dependable service and
advice he needs, if he is to compete with rivals in the
same bailiwick. In a word, the distribution of coal has
become a specialized and technical calling which is not
mastered in a few months, and the prudently kinetic
salesman is the one who everlastingly keeps informed.

able minds, for none

Interest of Buyer Must Be Considered

From

a broaa viewpoint no sale amounts to a copper
unless there is a servunless the advantage is mutual
ice to the buyer as well as to the interest the seller
There is less and less room for just
represents.
"smartness" and the young man who takes a really long
shot for the future will offer market opinions only after
mature examination of current conditions and due

—

;

thought also for his customer's special situation. The
need only be a "good mixer" lapsed
long ago; the beckoning is to those who "take pains"
along with their transactive ability and genuinely
perform the service for which they are employed. If
every member of an organization, from office boy and
stenographer to manager and president, could regard
himself as "salesman," due regard, of course, being
paid by each to his routine duties, it is easy to see howthere could be a straightening up; a "heads-up, eyesfront" attitude, all along the line.
There is diffidence
where there ought to be alert interest.
Customers are born to be catered to, as we all understand, but in his own best interest each can be made
to fit into his proper place in the co-operative chain
old notion that one

mine worker and consumer alike, and
sales manager will be niggardly about

that should bind

no intelligent
items of expense that are at all in proportion to the
desired end.
Telephones and mileage charges are
trifling when there is yearly tonnage to be obtained
and kept! There is virtue in continuity.
Not only should the buyer be led to consult his
"supply agent" at each significant change in his local
situation, but the agent in his turn ought to be unremitting in furnishing bits of pertinent information,
Individual and personal
and furnishing them first.

and judiciously written, are
A good
abundantly worth the energy expended.
stenographer, given the right kind of dictation, is worth
more than all the cyclostyle mimeograph impediments
that could be bought for several times her annual
stipend.
They have their uses, but not in selling coal
where there is any individual relation with the cus-

letters,

tomer.

well

expressed

Clear, readily accessible and complete records of
orders and deliveries are of much value. Never must
there be omitted any pertinent detail, for the prompt
answer will often mean an order. Tariffs also must
be at hand for instant use, for there again is a factor
often vital in making sales.
And not to be neglected
is a certain i-elationship with representative officials of
the carrying lines, based on mutual desire to be of
service.

A

really painstaking coal man does more than this.
keeps in personal contact with each process and step
in mining and shipping, and, further, he keeps in touch
with trade served by his competitors. He can never
be sure some emergency may not arise when he can
be of such assistance to a buyer as may earn for him
a lifelong customer. No matter how strong is the vital
organization there may always be recalled the dictum
of Theodore N. Vail, the record of whose career Albert
Bigelow Paine is now putting through the press.
It
was characteristic of Vail, we are told, to resolve his
rivals "into individual units
each a faulty and none
too resolute human being; it was a policy he never sawreason to abandon."
Besides these incidental and minor attributes of
"marketing" there are certain cardinal and fundamental, if old-fashioned, obligations of integrity that no
coal man can ever afford to ignore.
If he would serve
his customer with a view to continuing that sei-vice it
would be desirable to tell the truth when he speaks and
to be possessed of a lively appreciation of moral values.

He

—

When

Mr. Hoover

tells

the world that marketing of
and a breeder of calamity

coal is unscientific, wasteful

season for a downright, determined effort
The coal trade needs a tonic
before the public will share our belief in it as an
honorable calling.
isn't this the

to

improve methods?

Coal-Mine Fatalities Drop During August
With Lower Output This Year

REPORTS

Bureau of Mines show that 141
and about the coal mines of the
country during August as compared with 203 killed in the
corresponding month in 1920, a decrease of approximately
31 per cent from the fatality record of August of last year.
Based upon an estimated output of 42,191,000 net tons in
August, 1921, the fatality rate is 3.34 per million tons produced. The rate during August last year was 3.57 and the
by the U.

men were

killed

S.

in

production of coal was 56,935,000 tons.

The average number

of lives lost during

August from

of coal has
averaged 52,209,000 tons, showing a fatality rate of 4.19
during
the past
million
tons
for
the
August
per
month of

1913 to 1920 has been 219.

The production

eight years.
During the first eight

months of the present year 1,290
killed by accidents at coal mines, against
during the corresponding months of 1920, a
decrease of 13 per cent. The output of coal for the same

men have been
1,489

killed

months was 322,060,000 net tons

in 1921 and 412,109,000
tons in 1920, a decrease during the present year of 21.9 per
cent.
These figures represent a fatality rate of 4.01 per
million tons mined in 1921 and 3.61 per million tons mined

in 1920.
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Form

of Rind in «: Contract a

Framiiio; of a Serviceable

Vexing Prol)lem of the Coal Industry
Demand and Energy Charge

Clauses of Electric-Power Contracts Sug-

Models Adaptable to Coal Industry Honest Buyers Protected Against Losses Incurred on Shipments to Unscrupulous Purchasers
gested as

By Carl Scholz*
Cliarli-sli'ii.

MANY

coal contracts which were entered into in
Kood faith by both sides during the last eighteen
months have proved to be mere scraps of paper.

The theory of contracts is that both parties thereto
are acting in good faith and that mutual advantage
will result therefrom.
Some contracts, however, are
broken the moment it develops that they are not as
advantageous as had been expected, or when because
of changed conditions they have become a distinct disadvantage. Very few people will make a bad contract
twice, and this may be the reason that there are, perhaps, less contracts for coal today than last year. This
argues for a revision of the basis of making contracts.
The right kind of a contract is a distinct advantage
to the mine operator, because it insures a dependable
market, as well as to the purchaser, because it furnishes
a dependable source of supply.
As a whole, the coal
contracts of today contain very much the same features
that existed a decade and more ago. If the contract is
made during a sellers' market, conditions are imposed
to which the buyer would not consent if the tables were
reversed.

Peculiar Complications Beset Coal Business

The marketing of coal presents complications which
in very few other lines of business, and on
that account it may be practical to search for a manexist

ner of contract which will

fit

the particular conditions

existing, because in the end that seller will prevail

who

makes an equitable and fair contract and carries it out
and the bargain-driving sharpster will sooner or later
find himself out of business.
The coal market is
affected by conditions which at times impose a distinct hardship upon the operator who has contracted
all or a part of his output, conditions for which he
is not responsible and which he cannot obviate, such
as car shortage or labor troubles.
Similar situations
may beset the buyer and the plan suggested herewith
may work out in perfect equity to both sides on a coal
contract because it has proven fair to the purchaser
and consumer in other lines. Reference is made to
the form of power contracts entered into between the

manufacturers

of electrical energy and purchasers
great many coal companies buy power and
are familiar with the form used, but, perhaps, not
many have considered that this contract form may be
applied to the coal industry.

thereof.

A

Charges Divided Into

Tv.'o

Classes

Power contracts provide for two separate charges:
the demand charge and the energy charge.
The
primary, or connected load, charge covers interest on
the power plant overhead, depreciation, sales expenses
Vice-presideni and general manager, Raltigh-Wyoming foal

C:o.

W

.

\;,.

and other fixed charges.

This primary charge, once

established, represents a part of the monthly bill which

rendered, whether power is consumed or not.
The
second item, commonly known as the energy charge,
covers the current actually furnished.
The items
entering into this charge are supposedly the cost of fuel,
wages and actual operating expenses. In a well-operated
is

;iik1

properly-installeil

power

plant,

normal conditions, the l)iimary chai-ge

power
The advantages

of the total

working
is

under

about one-lialf

bill.

o^ such a form of contract governing the sale of coal appear obvious, and the plan seems
quite feasible in this business.
Assuming that both
sides to a coal contract desire to make the best possible working arrangement, let us consider the possibilities of a demand charge in coal contracts.

The same items which enter into the operation of a
power plant are found in coal mining. Those items
of the cost of maintaining a mine in temporai-y idleness, depreciation of plant and equipment, maintenance
of roadways and haulage systems, pumping, taxes, insurance and a multitude of other items are in che
aggregate quitt la.-ge.
In fact, they often represent
a figure so large th;;t many times the operators of
coal mines choose rather to operate the mine at a substantial loss than to leave it idle.

Adapting Power-Contract Features to Coal
It is possible from an accounting and engineering
standpoint to evaluate this cost in each case and to fix
it at so much per ton for a given full-time capacity.
This item, let us say, is found to be 75c. per ton.
Let us further assume that the contract price agreed
upon is $4 per ton and that deliveries are to be 10,000
tons per month, which we will further assume is the
The buyer would accordtotal output of the mine.
ingly pay the first of each month 75c. per ton on
10,000 tons, of $7,500, and as the coal is .shipped he
is either credited with 75c. a ton and billed at $4, or
If, however,
simply billed for the tonnage at $3.25.
for some reason the buyer elects to have shipped to
him but 5,000 tons, or even none at all, the producer
is protected in his fixed charges and loses but the profit
on the coal not shipped.
It is obvious that such a contract mu.st provide
equal protection to the buyer or it is not equitable,
and hence not a contract. It must be provided that
the buyer can get his 10,000 tons each month, and
presumably the shipper must be allowed to furnish
other coal of like grade and quality if his supply fails.
Provision might be made to protect the consumer, in
the event of failure to ship the coal, by the payment

of commensurate damages.

Manv

details

remain

to

be woiked out and objection.s

October
to

13,
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be overcome, but

I

believe that the idea is sound
to the mutual advantage of

and can be worked out

both parties to coal contracts.
Many changes have been made in the past in the
manner in which other commodities are sold. Lumber,
steel and food, for instance, are all shipped draft attached to bill of lading, and in some of the Southwestern
states the entire output of many coal mines is sold
When this practice was inaugurated
on this basis.
everyone discouraged the possibility of putting it into
effect, but the practice has prevailed for many years,
and has proven of advantage to the honest buyers.
Under the method of selling coal on open accounts, so
many losses were incurred that the operators felt they
had to charge those who paid their bills for the losses
incurred on shipments made to dishonest or unscrupulous buyers.

The application of this form of coal contract presented itself to me quite forcibly during the winter of
1920-21, when inactivity resulted in the closing of many
Some mine operators who had felt
industrial plants.
secure for several months to come, suddenly found
themselves without any contracts, because consumers'
businesses were either curtailed or entirely closed
down. In one instance, I recall, a coal operator who had
60 per cent of his coal covered by contract with a r3sponHe took
sible concern was asked to curtail shipments.
the position that the coal was sold under a bona fide
contract and must therefore be accepted.
The buyer, however, finding that he could not use
the coal, asked the ope'-ator to sell his contracted quantities on the market and charge the consumer with the
difference between the revenue obtained and the conThe coal ope'-ator soon
tract price, and this was done.
discovered that in throwing this coal on the market,
thouTh but about 10 per cent of his output, he promptly
established a price for the remaining 90 per cent which
he mined, and that the price was lower than he considered the coal to be worth. Unconsciously this operator had entered into an arrangement of "dumping,"
which is most detrimental in any sales policy.
Times will come again when the operator will be
asked to curtail shipments because the contracted quantities are not being absorbed.
I would like therefore
to advance this idea in selling coal because now is the
time when it can be discussed without hurry or passion.
Better marketing demands a better form of coal contract.
Will this form be an advance?

Purchasing Agents Question Feasibility of
Contract Advocated by Carl Scholz
By

C

O:\LMEXTING

R. S.

on

Scholz's

article

entitled

"Framing of a Serviceable Form of Binding
Contract a Vexing Problem in the Coal Industry," I
will say that the proposed form of rate does not in
my opinion furnish the answer to the "vexing problem."
As I understand it, the problem is to make your contracts so that they will, throughout their term, prove
satisfactory to both parties.

The price stipulated is not the only essential element
of a satisfactory contract.
Many other factors enter
into such a contract.
The fact that a customer has
agreed to Day to the operator a fixed sum per month
•Vice-president
Peoria. lU.

plus an additional sum, based upon the amount of coal
supplied to him, will not, in my opinion, make a contract satisfactory to both parties or insure its being
carried out. A contract in which the price is stipulated
in the manner described by the author may prove just

as unsatisfactory to either party as would a contract
in which the price is based entirely upon tonnage.
While the character of the coal-mining business may
be such as to justify a coal price or rate based upon

demand

as well as tonnage, it is in fact quite similar to
operations, all of which are essentially different from the public-utility business, in that
none of them is a natural monopoly. They are not like

many manufacturing

the public utilities, confined to a definite territory.
The coal mine ordinarily has no physical connection

The customer's demand on the coal
its customer.
mine is within control of the operator, while his demand
utility
is entirely within his own control
upon the public
and requires only the closing of a switch to make it
effective.
The utility is a regulated monopoly which is
required by law t^o furnish service to all within its
with

and general manager. Central

Illinois I^ight Co..

without

discrimination, at the
free to deal with whom
he pleases, at prices that may be mutually satisfactory regardless of prices or conditions controlling his
transactions with others. While the coal business remains competitive, the operator's prices, rates, terms,
etc., will be largely governed by those of his competitor.
I cannot see that the "demand rate" as the basis of a
coal contract will be of any considerable assistance in
making coal contracts mutually satisfactory.

prescribed

territory,

legal rate.

The

coal operator

is

Graham

Davies, purchasing agent of the Louisville
Co.. Louisville, Ky.. believes that "from
the coal operators' standpoint the form of contract proposed by Mr. Scholz would be very advantageous but
if contracts under the old form were not complied with
and were considered, as he says, "mere scraps of paper"
when it was to his advantage to repudiate it. we do
not believe that even this new form would be lived up

Gas & Electric

to

by either party.

"Of course, legal proceedings might be resorted to,
but were this done there would be as much probabilitj'
of the old form of contract being upheld as this proposed form.
We do not believe that many operators
would take a breach of this contract into court owing
to the effect such actions would have upon their business in future."

A New England Buyer

of gas coal writes this opin-

ion of coal contracts:

very easy to comment, also very easy to
but from the writer's experience in past years
with both buyers' and sellers' markets, conditions seem
to be the factor that governs, and it is the writer's
opinion it would be next to impossible to di'aw up a
contract that could not be broken, provided one of
the parties were inclined to break it.
"The writer's judgment would be to deal with the
best people to be found and then it matters very little
what you have for a contract. To be frank with you, I
have very little faith in contracts with the majority
of coal shippers. I formed this opinion from the experience I had during the war period, but if some contract
could be drawn up that would bind both the seller and
the buyer alike, and we were sure it would hold, it
certainly would be a fine thing, but, as stated above,
I have some doubts."
"It

is

criticise,

Wallace-'

Mr.
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Accurate Information on Coal-Production Costs of
Prime Importance to Operating Department*

—

Expensive Mining Division a Fruitful Field for Cost Cuts Sales
Department Must Know Price Required to Avoid Loss-Finance
Reports Indicate Use Made of Data by Foregoing Sections
By

R. \V. GARDINER+

UNTIL

a few years ago the accounting systems
majority of the coal operators of this
country were extremely crude, and in many cases
Very few of the smaller operpractically worthless.
They
ators knew what it cost them to produce coal.
did not know whether they were making money or losing money until the end of the year, and then only by
the increase or deci-ease in assets over liabilities. Unfortunately, in a great number of instances the liabilities were greater than the assets, and as a result a
large proportion of the coal companies of this country
have gone through some form of financial reorganization.
Up to about 1916 the majority of them were
practically in the hands of their bankers. They had to
have money to meet payrolls, and in order to get
money they had to sell coal. As a result, the buyer
in many cases got the coal at his own price and on his

Up

of the

own

terms.

Another idea prevalent among the operators in those
days was that it was cheaper to run at any price than
It unquestionably is true that there is
to shut down.
a certain amount of expense in connection with closing

down a mine. This expense depends largely on the
amount of pumping that has to be done, the amount of
physical conditions such as bad roof, the
supports of which must be looked after constantly, and
If this expense of closing down the
similar items.

ventilation,

mine temporarily, which has been estimated to vary
from 10c. to 40c. per ton on the average daily output,
is greater than the loss per ton incurred by running
and selling at a low price, then it is less costly to run
than to close down. The class of operators referred
to above, however, had no means of knowing which was
They did not
the less expensive course to pursue.
know what their goods cost them and in quite a number
There
of cases they could not even make an estimate.
have been operators whose only method of figuring cost
was to take the mining rate, add 50 per cent to it and
the result cost. This method, of course, was ridiculous then, and is still more so now, but, fortunately, I
do not believe that any operator today is so shortsighted as to follow such a method.

call

Departmental Uses of Cost Data
In the management of a coal-producing business
there are three departments which need and should use
the information supplied by a proper accounting system, and the needs and uses of the two departments of
lesser importance must give way to the needs and uses
To my mind the
of the one of prime importance.
department of prime importance is the operating deAn operating department which does not
partment.

•From an article based upon a paper read 'before the Pittst'urgh Chapter of the Xational Association of Cost Accountants.
Copyrighted by National Association of Cost Accountants.
tCommissioner. Pittsburgh Coal Producers' Association. Pittsburgh, Pa.

have the proper information is absolutely at sea. The
head of the operating department may know that his
product is costing too much money but he cannot put
his finger on the leak. The only way that he can gather
any information is through conversation with his foremen, or possibly the mine superintendent.
These men are nearly all practical men, and as a
result of their training and experience are prone to
discredit figures and to rely on personal observation
when they have to make decisions. Moreover, superintendents and foremen are not alone in taking this view.
Many operators in this country are practical men who
have come up from the ranks and who know the
operating game from start to finish. It is always hard
to convince such men that figures are more reliable
There have been many inthan their own judgments
stances when practical men have positively refused to
believe figures which were presented to them, although
But, as stated
the figures were susceptible of proof.
before, conditions have changed and the operating men
of today are depending more and more on statistics
to guide them, with beneficial results not only to themselves but to the whole industry.

Sales Department Must Be Apprised of Costs

The second department that needs the information
which is supplied by a proper accounting and cost system is the sales department. No matter how efficient
the operating department may be, all its good work will
be for naught if the sales department does not Know
the price that it must obtain for coal in order to avoid
It is true that coal is a commodity the price
a loss.
of which is governed by the law of supply and demand
to a greater extent than almost any other commodity.

When industry needs coal it will have coal regardless
of price, and when it does not need coal it will not
purchase, no matter how low the price or how advanWhen the supply is largely in
tageous the terms.
excess of demand, prices are bound to drop. There is,
however, a wall which should prevent prices from going
too low, and that wall is the knowledge of the cost of
production. In fixing sales prices the sales department
may sometimes, as mentioned above, make a low price
even though they may lose a little money, on the ground
that it is cheaper to sell at a small loss than to shut
But such prices ought to be made with a full
down.
knowledge of what the actual loss is. To make them on
any other basis is pure guess work and may lead to
serious consequences.
The third department which needs the assistance of
a proper accounting system is the financial departm«it.
However, this department does not need the information
as promptly as the other two, and the old method of

ascertaining the financial status of the business at intervals, sometimes of a year, answered the purpose
satisfactorily.

—
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Entirely too much stress has been laid on the importance of the purely financial uses of accounting systems.
It is a very nice thing for the treasurer to prepare
statements for the directors and stockholders showing
the entire operation of the company, and how much
money they have made, but this does not help to make
The operating department, by reducing costs
more.
when it knows what the items are, can save. The sales
department, by refusing to make prices which are too
It is these two departments combined
low, can save.
that can enable the financial department to make statements which will meet with the approval of the directors and stockholders.

Payroll Expenditures First to Be Analyzed
To get down to details, the first analysis of expendiHere the
tures that must be made is the payroll.
accountant is confronted with a stumbling block, in
Years ago, probably
the form of traditional practice.
because inside men and outside men drew different
rates of pay, the only subdivision of labor was between
In the light of modern
inside labor and outside labor.
accounting methods this practice appears rather ridiculous.
A coal-mining operation is very much like any
manufacturing business, with the exception that the
operator must buy all of his raw material at one time,
whereas the ordinary manufacturer can buy his I'aw
material as he needs it, and can renew his stocks from

should be a part of the third division of labor, maintenance and repairs.
In considering the use of figures from a distribution
of labor? such as outlined, it readily will be seen that
the superintendent or head of the operating department
has no control over the cost per ton of the first division
of labor, mining cost, because the miners are paid at
a certain specified rate per ton which remains the same
However, he has
irrespective of the quantity mined.
a very decided control over the second and third
:|:

divisions.

The second division, or indirect labor, is the item
where in most business concerns the greatest leaks
occur.

pay.

Mine Workers Comprise Main Labor Division
first main division of labor in a mining plant,
as in any other plant, is direct or productive labor.
In mining operations the direct laborer is the man at
the face, who is paid on a tonnage basis.
He is the

The

real producer in the mine and all other labor is incidental to his work.
Consequently the first division of
labor is mining.
The second main division of labor,
which is called indirect labor, is that which is necessary to enable the direct laborer to do his work. The
operator can have as many subdivisions of his indirect

labor as he sees fit.
For example, he may subdivide
it into timbering, track laying, drainage, ventilation,
haulage, hoisting, dumping, tallying, preparation, and
into as many other subdivisions as he wants.
The third main division of labor is that engaged in
maintenance and repair work. This division is com-

men who maintain the mine in working
Under this heading should be included development work, and to a great extent yardage and dead
work.
In some mines, of course, a large proportion
of yardage and dead work is incidental to mining
that is, if there is a thin vein and the miner is required to take down a certain amount of roof, that labor
constitutes part of the mining cost. But where yardage
or dead work is done in connection with development
posed of the
condition.

work,

it

should not be included in the mining cost, but

In this respect the coal-mining industry is not
The total of this division does not bear

an exception.

a direct relation to the amount of production. It varies
to some extent with production, because the more
direct labor you have, the more indirect labor must
necessarily be done. But in some operations an increase
of 25 per cent can be made in the production without
any appreciable difference in the cost of indirect labor.
The indirect laborer must be ready to do his work when
the coal comes up, and if sufficient coal is not coming
This
up he waits until the coal is ready to move.
condition applies to practically all of the men grouped
under indirect labor.

Do Higher Wages Lessen Efficiency?
contention of many well-known statisticians

If the

time to time.

The principles of accounting for mining are exactly
the same as in any other business, and the distribution
of labor in mining should be arranged along exactly the
same lines as the distribution of labor in a manufacturOperators must abandon the idea that the
ing plant.
place where a man works has any bearing on the
The
account to which his salaiy should be charged.
purpose for which the man is employed and the effect of
his work on the general operation of the business should
be the determining factors in the distribution of his
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that increases in wages frequently result in lessened
because they either do
efl!iciency on the part of the men
not work as hard or they do not work as steadily is
true, then the direct labor, which is paid on a tonnage
basis, will not reflect this feature, but the indirect labor
Irregular work on the part of
unquestionably will.

—

—

dii-ect labor is shown by an increase in the tonnage cost
of indirect labor, because indirect labor, which is paid
by the day, must be on the job at all times ready to do
its

work.

Irregular work on the part of the direct labor means
the production of a smaller number of tons per day.
If production is reduced and the indirect labor cost
remains the same per day, the cost per ton will necessarily increase.
Inefficiency on the part of indirect
labor will also cause an increase in the cost of this
it«em per day, because it takes more inefficient men to do
the same amount of work. The superintendent when he
gets his payroll analysis on this basis is at once put
on notice when his costs are getting too high.
There are several other forms of labor which appear on the payroll and which are more or less fixed;
in fact, they practically do not fluctuate at all with
production.
These items are the salaries of the mine
superintendent, the mine office and the power department. These items are really indirect labor, but they
should be kept separate because fhey cannot be conIt is advisable to know what it costs to produce
power, and for this reason the labor cost of power
employees should be grouped separately.

trolled.

IThe foUowing statement in regard to dead work appears in
uniform cost system of tlie National Coal Association "As
every mine presents physical conditions peculiar to itself, no two
mines being alike, and as the physical conditions fluctuate as the
work progresses, in order to work out comparable statements and
records, dead work .should be classified in accordance with its
nature, such as yardage, premium tor narrow work, shooting
reck, lifting bottom, taking down top, stowing and dumping gob,
cleaning up falls and retimbering after them, handling squeezes,
mine fires, or any other work imposed by adverse physical

t!iH

:

conditions."

§The system of the National Coal Association

is

by a suggested form for distribution of mine labor
with the principles advanced in the system.

supplemented
conformity

in
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System Enables Small Force to
Keep Trai'k of Large Clientele and Heavy Tonnage

Efficient Sales-Record

Good Workable Scheme

of Sales Records Is Factor in Effective
Marketing, Eliminating the Mistakes That Anger Customers Specimen Cards That Feature a Plan Now in Successful Operation

NOT

important of the work of a coal
the method of keeping records in
the sales office, though the routine is often something that, being uninteresting to many officials, has
The
not reached a very high state of development.
system described here is that developed by H. W. Henry,
vice-president of Peale, Peacock & Kerr, and is used to
handle the distribution of between 3,500,000 and 4,000,000 tons of coal per year to 750 accounts from about
thirty mines in central Pennsylvania. This description
the

least

company

is

covers only the records of the sales office in New York
and, it is believed, will be of interest because of its
simplicity.
A good system of sales records, simple in
operation, is a factor in good marketing, for a few
mistakes through faulty records will go far toward

rousing the wrath of a customer.

The

shipper, date line and, if a shipment on contract, the
words "subject to the terms and conditions of our contract with you, we acknowledge receipt of your" order
A serial file number,
to ship so many cars of coal.

""'•^''^

r,,^"""'^"''

clerk acknowledging the order makes out
duplicate an order slip giving full particulars for
the guidance of the shipping and billing clerks at the
headquarters distribution office at St. Benedict, Pa., in
the mining region, to which the original is mailed, the

carbon being kept in the New York office. The order
slip, which is on a "4 x 6" form is reproduced here:
Order

No

Date

how

small,

is

19

Coiisii;:ne6

Df.stinjUion

Route No
Makf no shipments on

Freight I'repaid

—

c:'oUect

this order after
(
(

record, of course, is the contract, or if spot
The acknowledgment is made on a
sale, the order.
standard form, on half letter size, with the name of

Cons.gnees Lnload|^"

The same

in

Quantity

first

assigned to every customei% no matter

placed on the acknowledgment of the oi-der and on every
record and item of correspondence pertaining to that
customer.

Combined weight of car and lading
must not exceed
pounds

)

(

—

Quality
Consignees unload through bottoms over side of car
Price $
per gross ton RO.B. car at mines
Copies of this order mailed to
Invoice to
i'-il.-

.Vo

PEAl.E, I'KACOCK

& KKKK

Immediately the car or cars on each order are shipped
from the mine a postal card notice is sent the consignee

:
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on which under the date is the line "shipped for your
account following cars of bituminous coal," together
with notation of date of shipment, car numbers and
initials and consignee and destination, with a final note
stating that the coal will be invoiced under date on
which it passes the railroad scales.
At the end of each day the distribution office makes
out a report for each mine showing for that day the
following information on each car loaded and billed
Waybill, car initial and number, railroad scale weight
(when available that day) and consignee and destination.
The reports are mailed to the New York office
and are the basis for the shipment-ledger records at
fieadquartero.

In this record Mr. Heniy has provided a compact,
comprehensive picture of the business for one year
with each customer. The outline of the form on which
the year's record of orders and shipments is kept is
reproduced here in reduced form. The sheet as it is
used measures 11 x 14.5 in. with 2.5 in. for binding in
loose-leaf holders.

From

the daily mine

reports

are posted the

ship-

on the line and under the column corresponding respectively to the month and date
The space allowed for each day's record
of shipment.
in.) is sufficient to permit showing by pencils of
(i X
different color the shipments from several mines to the
same consignee on the same day.
At the end of each month the total immber of cars
shipped is obtained by adding horizontally across the
page. This total can be compared with the number of
cars ordered and the number over or under is noted
Month by
in the columns provided for this purpose.
month these figures of orders and shipments are carried forward down the sheet and at the end of the coal
year the record is complete. These sheets are filed each

ments

'

in units of cars
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Consumers Requires
Educated Salesmen of Highest Type
Entirely Different Methods Pursued with Retail Dealers — Letters with

Selling Coal to Industrial

Personal Touch Prove Useful Adjuncts— Many Operators Maintain Their
Own Selling Organizations in Preference to Marketing Through Jobbers
Ky Haven A. Requa*

GREAT many

operators who formerly sold their
output through jobbers have come to the conL elusion that their best interest is served by mainRoughly speaktaining their own sales organizations.
ing, an operator producing twenty cars per day can

A

Larger
afford to hire a man to look after the sales.
tonnages, of course, require larger sales forces. Operators who have tried both ways decided that they obtain

much better results when selling their own coal. On
a weak market the tendency to cut prices is not so
great, for very often a wholesaler shades his price more
than is necessary. Recent history shows that more and
more operators are selling their own product, in the
belief that they can serve their own interests better
than anyone else. Then, of course, there is an unmistakable tendency of the public to eliminate the middleman and deal direct with the producer.
Tactics Vary

With Different Lines

of Trade

steam coal require
the road
who has worked up a nice trade with the retail dealers
is seldom a great success as a salesman of steam coal,
and, on the other hand, the man who is extraordinarily
successful with the steam trade is often a complete
failure when it comes to soliciting orders for the
domestic sizes. The reason for this is found in the
difference between the mentality of the average purchasing agent for a factory and the average retail coal
Selling domestic coal

entirely

and

different tactics.

selling

The salesman on

dealer.

The industrial purchasing agent is a very busy man
whose purpose is to make a saving for his company,
and in order to sell him it is necessary to show him
quickly where your particular coal will produce more
heat for a cent than the coal of your competitor. The
retail dealer, however, is generally an easy-going and
friendly individual with plenty of time to talk with a
visiting salesman and who has to be worked up just
Should he be apright before he will place an order.
proached quickly, he would, nine times out of ten,
refuse to book an order. The purchasing agent would
throw any salesman out of his office who displayed a
tendency to sit down and talk politics half an hour or
so before getting down to business.
Some coals are particularly adapted for domestic use,
while others can be marketed only for industrial purposes.
More salesmen are required to move a given
tonnage of domestic coal than of steam coal. As a
rule, though, a good domestic coal is more profitable
to produce and sell than is industrial fuel.
Selling
domestic coal under such circumstances as existed during the past summer is a complicated and trying process.
A good conscientious salesman, if he is equipped with

an automobile, can average about six medium-sized
towns per day. After calling on all of his prospects
Sales manager, Columbus Mining

Co..

Chicago. HI.

and his customers, he sends a report evei*>' night to
home office. If these reports, covering his daily
activities, are made out in a thorough manner, they are
invaluable to the sales manager and his office.
Well organized distributors of domestic coal have
elaborate and efficient "follow-up" systems.
After a
salesman calls on a dealer for the first lime and the
record of the call has been forwarded to the home office,
the dealer receives a typewritten letter mentioning the
salesman's call and, incidentally, one or two pertinent
facts relative to the coal sold by the firm.
These letters
appear to be typewritten, but as a matter of fact they
are printed in quantities with spaces left for the address,
in such a way as to have every appearance of being
personal letters. Great care must be taken to make
these letters appear individual, for if a retailer knows
he is receiving a routine circular, the value of the appeal
his

is

lost.

After the

has been sent, the dealer's name
came up automatically for another
The second follow-up letter ther

first letter

so that

is filed

letter after

it will

two weeks.

goes out. This letter should be less than a page and
should discuss the quality of the coal.
A week later;
if no reply has been received from the dealer, a third
letter should be sent.
This letter can be on preparation,
and ought to carry considerable detailed information.
After another two weeks the fourth "personal" letter
will go out, this time dwelling on the "service" angle.
If it is deemed wise, other letters can follow, all containing facts about the coal which will prove of interest
to the dealer.

Salesman's Task Made Easy by Letters
meantime the salesman has, in all probability,
a second personal call, and he generally will find
that the way is made easy for an order if one has not
already been mailed in to the home office direct by the
dealer.
The retail dealer generally is interested in letters of this type because they give him information for
which he pays nothing and which prove valuable to him
in his contact with buyers.
Where an accurate record of
In the

made

work has been made, it has been
found that the effort more than justified the expense,
as one competent stenographer can easily handle the
routine work.
this kind of "follow-up"

Circular letters, of course, are a help although, unless
they quote attractive prices, but few orders result and
Circular
their primary value will be as advertising.
letters, if consistently used, give salesmen a certain
standing with the trade, often serving as an introducLetters can be used in another way.
tion to the trade.
A letter to a dealer who has bought his first carload
of your coal on the date he is due to receive his coal
from the railroad, inquiring if the coal is satisfactory
and soliciting another order, nearly always brings good
results.

It

plea.ses

the dealer to

know you

are

in-
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terested in him and want to keep his business. Letters
of this nature can also be printed in bulk and used when
It has been found in this, too, that a second
needed.

or even a third letter is worth while sending. It naturally pleases a dealer to know that his business is
sought. Letters are playing a more important part in
the sale of coal than ever before.
Selling coal for industrial purposes is almost a proIn the good old days the chief refession in itself.
quirements of a good salesman of steam coal were
primarily a likable disposition, a well-developed gift
of gab, a limited knowledge of coal and some informaSome years ago, according to a
tion on competitors.
current story, an enterprising young capitalist had in-

To
vested a fortune in new developments in Illinois.
speed up sales and to stimulate his salesmen, this young
man decided to call on the steam trade himself. His
first call was on an up-to-date and keen buyer for one
The aggressive young mine owner
of the packers.
was asked many questions which were more or less
Finally the purchasing agent
satisfactorily answered.
asked how many B.t.u.'s there were in the coal. The
young man got indignant, pounded the table, and answered, "I'll have you understand there are no imThose were the good
purities whatsoever in my coal."
old days, when coal was bought very largely on the
basis of whether or not it pleased the boys in the fire
room.

Combustion Experts Sell to Large Consumers
The men who are selling coal
is changed.
buyers are the specialists who have a knowledge of chemistry, combustion and engineering, and,
talking the language of the purchasing agents, can
demonstrate that their coal delivers more heat units
These specialists
for a cent than that of their rivals.
are only good in getting business from the big buyers,
and in large quantities. Send a man like this to a
small creamery or factory and he probably would be
useless, as this type of buyer would look upon him as
a highbrow, or, worse still, as a theorist. As a general
rule the big buyer is looking for advice, and is glad
to listen to anybody if he thinks he is going to learn
something in regard to reducing his costs. Not so with
this other type, who resents suggestions and believes
he is an authority on all coal. This type of small buyer
of steam coal will respond to the same tactics as the
retailer.
The steam coal experts, or, as they are now
designated, "combustion engineers," have come to
stay, and more and more the larger companies employ
them regularly. Some companies producing byproduct
coal go even further and have salaried gas engineers
who travel about the country giving advice and the
benefit of their e.xperience
both valuable to the customers of the firm.
During the spring and summer months of this year
there developed an epidemic of refusing cars of coal.
Both the retailers and steam users did it at every pos-

Now

all

to the big

—

—

sible turn.
If a car of coal was the slightest bit off,
either on account of faulty preparation or poor quality,
the producer promptly heard about it in no uncertain

terms.
This "refusal" evil, after getting a good start
early in the spring, grew to such alarming proportions
that by midsummer it had engaged the attention of a
number of operators' associations and others interested
in raarketing coal.
Nothing of much benefit to the trade
was accomplished. The only successful way to combat

an abuse

like this lies in

avoiding

it

by carefully pick-
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If a man has the reputation for
ing your customers.
being arbitrary and for making unjust deductions, it
is far better not to sell him coal.
When a car of coal is refused by a reliable concern
it generally means that the coal is at fault in some
way, and the best way to settle the matter is to
make an adjustment. If a salesman is delegated to go
and inspect the car, vei->' frequently he will take the
side of his customer and demand from the house a
This is only
larger reduction in price than necessary.
natural, as a salesman is generally an.xious to retain the
good will of his customer. The sales manager, on the
other hand, generally leans to the other extreme and
wants to make a reduction so small that it does not
actually cover the loss and inconvenience the customer
has been put to. Be sure your customer is on the square,
Satisfied customers are an
then be liberal with him.
asset no company can afford to overlook.

Industrial Depression Provides Training
This year has certainly been a hard one, especially
for those connected in any way with the coal industry;
but in spite of this, perhaps our present misfortunes
are going to prove to be of lasting benefit to us. For
one thing, they have put us all in fine shape to tackle
cur sales problems once business gets back to normal.
All the fat gained through the easy selling of coal during war years has been worked off and once more we
are trained down and in fine condition to tackle with
confidence and enthusiasm even the hardest sales problem.
Competition is healthy when it isn't carried to
extremes, and competition makes us go out of our way
to be of real service to the public.
Serving the public
is about the most important thing we have to do, and
we are better fitted for this work now than we ever
were before. This "Serving the Public" idea may
sound vague and impractical and perhaps a bit philanthropic but put yourself in the other man's shoes and
see how it works out. Are you going to buy coal from
the firm that just sells you coal, or are you going to
buy from the firm which takes an intelligent interest
in you and your problems, and always tries to accommodate? And what's that but service?

Retail Prices of
Cities,

Food Recede in Nine Large
Gain in Richmond

CHANGES

in the retail cost of food in September, in 10
principal cities of the United States, are shown in compilations by the U. S. Department of Labor, through the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
During the month from Aug. 15 to Sept. 15, 1921, there

was a decrease in all but one of these cities. In Richmond
there was an increase of 2 per cent.
In Baltimore and
Chicago there was a decrease of 3 per cent; in Manchester,
2 per cent; in Bridgeport Butte, New York and Providence,
1 per cent.
In Peoria and Washington, D. C, there was a
decrease of four-tenths of 1 per cent.
For the year period Sept. 15, 1920, to Sept. 15, 1921, there
was a decrease of 27 per cent in Butte, 26 per cent in
Baltimore, 25 per cent in Chicago, Manchester and Peoria;
23 per cent in Bridgeport, New York and Providence; 22
per cent in Richmond, and 21 per cent in Washington, D. C.
As compared with the average cost in the year 1913 the
retail cost of food on Sept. 15, 1921, showed an increase
of 67 per cent in Richm^ond; 65 per cent in Washington,
D. C; 63 per cent in Providence; 58 per cent in Manchester;
57 per cent in New York; 55 per cent in Chicago, and 54
per cent in Baltimore.
Prices were not obtained from
Bridgeport, Butte or Peoria in 1913, hence no comparison
for the 8-year period can be given for these cities.
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Coal Custom of Public Utilities Sought
Wlien Spot Market Is Low

PUBLIC
is

utilitie.s are the most regular customers of
This
the coal shipper of any of the important users.
true because, considering the business as a whole,

the largest part of their power output is used for lighting and traction, uses that are more constant than the
power load of industrial plants. When business is dull,
manufacturing ceases, but the houses and streets must
be lighted and street cars must operate.
It has been the unfortunate experience of the utilities
to be undesirable and unpopular when the spot market is
high, as in 1917 and again in 1920, but in 1919 the
coal distributor courted the business of the utility and
again this year he seeks it.
Limitations on revenue imposed by regulations prevent the utilities from paying the highest prices and
their troubles are great during periods of car shortage

0 200,000

z

UELATIVK CONSUMPTION OF COAL BY PUBLIC UTILITIES
IN IJIFKKRENT PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
Each of the solid blaclt .squares is proportional to (he iiuantity
of coal burned by central power plant.'* in the corresponiiint; suhidivision of the United States, based on tlic figures for 1920.

Central and Northeastern United States bring out two
things about the power demand and hence the consumption of coal by this class of users.
These curves show
a general bulge upward representing the boom in business in 1920 preceded by the post-armistice slump of
1919 and followed by the world wide depression of
1921.
The curve is modified, however, by the seasonal
factor, that part of the curves covering the winter of
1919-20 picturing this more clearly than that covering
the winter of 1920-21.
The decline in business began
to be felt in December, 1920, and the decrease in demand
for power for industrials more than overcame the usual
winter peak in the lighting and traction load.
The curves for the Central West and New England
disclose somewhat the same tendencies.
Despite varying competition of fuel oil and water power, the West
shows a curve more nearly straight than any other
section.
The Northwest and the South present the best
examples of purely seasonal fluctuation.

250,000

1919

19?0

\9ei

CONSUMPTION OF COAL BY PUBLIC UTILITIES BY
MONTHS, BY GROUPS OI ST.\TES
The numbers conx-spon*] to the groups shown on the accomp.inying map.
Note that the vertical scale of the lower diagram
is five times that of the upper and that the quantities in ttiese
subdivisions are much smaller than in the groups shown in the
upper diagiam.

and curtailed deliveries on contracts. Like railroad
business, however, this class of trade is sought by large
producers because of its dependability, even though it
is not always the source of greatest profit.
The accom-

panying map, showing the distribution of consumption
of coal by utilities and the relative importance of this
class of user in the East, is based on data published by
the Geological Survey.

Another diagram compares the total production of
bituminous coal, month by month, with coal consumed
by electric utilities. This diagram clearly shows the
comparative stability of utility coal consumption and
the proportion

The curves

represents to all soft coal produced.
for the large industrial areas of the

it
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,

Consumption by

\SZ()

Public Utilities

^
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TOTAL PRODUCTION OF BITUMINOUS COAL COMPARED
WITH CONSUMPTlO>J OF COAL BY PUBLIC
UTILITIES, BY MONTHS, 1919-1921
Although representing but an average of from 6 to S per cent
of the total consumption of soft coal, the rate of use from niojith
to month is remarkably constant, as compared with the fluctuathis
tions in both total consumption and production, as shown
diagi'am.
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Concentration Essential to Better Mining
Economic Extraction of Coal Depends PrimaEffective Disporily Upon Method Employed

—

sition of

Producing Factors Likewise Important

THEand labor

principle of economy of time
is universally recognized
being essential to the successful
operation of any business or industry.
The principle involves the choice of a
scientific method of working, in order
to be most effective in production. Conservatism in management will avail

as

this principle is ignored.
In the mining of coal, the most essen-

little

if

tial
and characteristic feature of a
scientific method of working, is the
concentration of the largest number of
producing' factors. I am referring now
to the men and the machinery employed
in mining, transporting and loading the
The.se must be disposed in a
coal.

manner

to

make

their

work most

ef-

fective.

Where concentration

is

carried

out

increased
intelligently
there results
production at a less cost of operation,
even though the method of working is
not the best adapted to the physical

On
conditions in the particular field.
the other hand, the adoption of a good
working
will
bring
poor
remethod of
sults when the pi-oducing factors are
widely scattered about the mine.
Planning and Developing a Mine
FOB Efficient Production
In considering the most effective
production of coal, my first thought is
to plan and develop the mine in a manner that will permit of working the
largest number of men and machines
in a minimum space, consistent with
the full productive eflficiency of each
of these elements, and having due re
gard to the physical conditions surExpressed in a
rounding the work.
few words, this means the operation of
a continuous v.-orking face as far as
that is practicable.
The system of coal extraction most
commonly practised in the United
States is that known as the room-andThe development is
pillar system.
generally on the advancing plan. This
system of mining does not present conditions that are ideal for the most effective concentration of the work, however.

While it is not my purpose to discuss the relative merits and demerits
of the different systems of mining, I
want to say that the longwall advancing method so largely employed in
England and on the Continent, lends

itself naturally to the most effective
concentration of work, and is particularly advantageous in reducing the cost
of operation to a minimum.
Where a mine is being worked on
the room-and-pillar system, the principle of concentration can be applied

to a limited extent, however, and will
have an economic value. This is best
accomplished when the coal is worked
en the retreating plan, in which the
headings are driven to the boundary,
or any desired limit, before any rooms

are turned.

Adva.ncing Syste.m Not Efficient

At

present, the almost universal practice is to open and drive rooms as
rapidly as the developing entries advance.
Under those conditions, unless
the entries are double-shifted, the development in the rooms will be too
rapid for the development of the
entries, and the result will be a limited
producing area.
In such a case, it
will be necessary to distribute the several factors, machines and men, over a
more or less widely separated area.
This condition is particularly observable in the working of low seams of
It becomes then a matter of
coal.
economy to extract the pillars in the
rooms as quickly as the latter are finished; and the entry practically ceases
to be a producer of any consequence

when

it

has once reached

its

boundary

or limit.

The rooms being worked out on the
advancing plan, there only remain the
room stumps, the chain pillar and the
barrier pillar to be extracted

when the

boundary is reached. It will generally
be necessary to take these out with a
In that work but a limited numpick.
ber of men can be employed, under the
most favorable conditions.

Concentration in Retreating Plan
In the retreating system, on the
other hand, the process is reversed. No
rooms are developed until the entries
Then,
reach the boundary or limit.
any desired number of rooms can be
turned at once, which affords a greater
concentration of men and machinery.
The possibility of a squeeze is practically eliminated, ventilation is better
and more easily maintained and the expense of operation generally reduced,
while greater safety is secured.

My experience is that the longwallretreating method of mining, or some
modification of that method in the form
of a panel system in which the coal is
worked out on the retreating plan, affords the best means for the concentration of the work, a maximum degree
of safety and reduces the cost of operThis, of course,
ation to a minimum.
assumes that the natural conditions are
favorable to the plan adopted.
The practical economic features of a
retreating method of coal extraction is
generally conceded by authorities on
While most operators becoal mining.
lieve this to be true, they still continue
the more wasteful and expensive methods, because of the demand for quick
Let me
returns on the investment.
close by saying that more economic coal
extraction can be established only by
adopting a method that \vi\\ permit of
the greatest saving of time and labor.
I. C. Pakfitt.
Maple Ridge, Pa.

Situation

Today

in

Mining Coal

Primitive viefhods of viiniiig coal with
chief
the
pick and shovel Coal,
source of energy Improved methods
demanded by present serious indusLarger pillars adtrial depression
vocated in mining.

—
—
—

THE early history of coal mining
INlittle
thought was given to the necessity for

improved methods.

The

coal

pick and loaded
Today,
the cars with a shovel.
these primitive methods have given
cutting
maof
different
types
place to
chines and much of our coal is loaded

was taken out with a
into

by mechanical loaders.

No one ever thinks now of mining coal
by what was then known as the "bellFor many reasons, but
pit" system.
because of the greater depth to
which we must go to reach the coal,
such a system has long since been abandoned as impracticable.
chiefly

Improved Methods Required
In order to provide for the greater
cost of shaft sinking and the expensive

mechanical equipment now employed, to
say nothing of the higher cost of labor,
if we are to realize on the investment
in a coal proposition today,

it

is

neces-

sary to adopt improved methods, both
This
in the mine and on the surface.
demand is greater now than ever.
the
consider
that
coal
is
When we
thief source of energy and, indeed, the
main factor in the industrial life of
a nation the necessity is more than
ever apparent of finding means and
methods by which to conserve this energy and use it to the best advantage.
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This means that our coal must he
put into the hands of the consumer, or
delivered at the place of consumption,
best possible condition and of
Such are the conditions
prevailing in the industry today, however, that producers have been prone
to disregard these essential factors and
there has resulted a large waste in the
production of coal.
At present we are facing a serious
industrial depression. Every one, from
the miner to the operator, dealer and
consumer, is affected.
The situation
demands not only retrenchment but the
giving of careful thought to the means
and methods employed in the production and use of coal.
in

the

good quality.

;

Advantages Derived from Leaving
Larger Pillars

Speaking in reference to mining, attention has been drawn many times, in
Coal Age, to the fact that greater efficiency is made possible by planning the

work

underground so as to provide
larger pillars, whereby a greater length
of working face is presented and there
is less risk of the roof pressure crushing the coal and rendering the work of
mining unsafe.
In the adoption of such a plan, a
larger territory can be reached from a
single shaft and the life of the mine is
The cost of production is
extended.
decreased by reason of more efficient
ventilation,
drainage,
facilities
for
haulage and timbering. There is also
a greater concentration of the work in
the mine, which is a large factor in successful operation.
It is not necessary to more than
refer, here, to these items in successful mining, as they have been fully exdiscussed
plained and
by different
writers in Coal Age.
It is enough to
say that the present situation calls for
their careful consideration and adoption wherever conditions will permit. In
a previous letter, Coal Age, Aug. 2.5,
p. 301, I have explained these conditions

more

fully.

Linton, Ind.

W. H. Luxton.

More Lump, Less Screenings
Producing lurgc coal a big prohlen*—
Actual experience of greater value
than ass^imed opinions
Charging

—

and favifnng holes in

blasting.

DEMAND

for lump and the larger
of coal is now and always
has been one of the coal operators'
big problems. It is taken for granted
that any suggestion tending to decrease
the amount of screenings, in the output of mines, will be gladly welcomed
sizes

by the producer.
In arguing this question,

it

may

be

assumed that every effort has been
made to work all rooms on the face of
the coal, wherever this was practicable;
also, that the coal is properly mined
by being undercut, topcut, center cut
or sheared.
The production of large
coal, in any particular mine, then depends on the practice prevailing in that
mine in respect to the blasting, loading ard transportation of the coal.

Opinions,

however

practical,

Vol. 20, No.

are

never of the same value as the actual
experience of men in the work of minFor this reason, I propose
ing coal.
now to recite, more or less briefly, the
experience of one of the largest producers of don\estic coal in this country.

Close Inspection Unavailing To
Reduce Amoi'nt of Screenings
Without mentioning the name of the
mine or its location, let me say that
the closest inspection of the working
faces had always been maintained in
that mine, for the purpose of seeing
that every shot was prop.'rly mined
and the place made safe before the
In addition to this,
blast was fired.
special efforts were made to secure the
honest co-operation of the miners in
loading clean coal.
Notwithstanding, however, there was
still an oversupply of the smaller sizes
of coal, and the tonnage of lump fell
short of the demand. In view of these
conditions it was then decided to secure the advice of manufacturers of
explosives, all of whom claimed to b3
able to increase the lump tonnage in a
mine.
As a results of the correspondence
that followed different manufacturers
sent their experts to the mine to investigate the -conditions and advise regarding the weight and kind of explosive to be ^sed and the manner of
shooting the coal. These explosive experts, of course,,c.ame at different times
and worked separately, each demonstrating the kind of explosives manulacturecT

by

his

firm.

Demonstrating Proper Use of Powder
Brings Results
Previous to the coming of the exit had been the practice of our
miners to use road dirt and coal slack
perts,

stemming when tamping their
All three of the experts who
came to the mine, however, would use
nothing but clay for stemming and
this had to be about the consistency
of putty. They all tamped the charge
to the mouth of the hole with clay,
and the result was they could always
tell just what a shot would do before

for the
holes.

it

was

fired.

We

employed only thoroughly comminers and, at times, it was
amusing to watch these old-timers when
an expert tried to show them how they
should shoot their coal. But it did not
take long to makcus one and all understand that we had much to learn.
While each expert used a different
explosive, the results were in every inpetent

stance the* same. Each used the same
care in preparing the shot, and a big
pile of lump coal would be shaken
loose and not scattered along the road,
20 or .30 ft. back from the face.
We observed, as was explained by
the experts, that the clay when well
lamped held the explosive charge right

where
that

was wanted. The result was
the coal was not shattered or
it

broken into fine fragments and dust.
Neither was a shot left standing to be
dug out with a pick, which every miner

lii

knows is the hardest work done in a
mine and produces much fine coal.
The same practice was tried, a little
later, at a new mine where the coal
was being shot off the solid. Here also
it was found that the best results were
obtained in using the clay stemming to
tamp the hole, which became the gencoal

eral practice in both mines.
The results in blasting proved so
good that the company lost no time in
having clay delivered to every third

room, where it would be handy for the
On their part, the
use of the men.
miners were so well pleased with the
results of this change that they would
not shoot a hole without first tamping
Everyone observed that,
it with clay.
not only was the amount of lump coal
greatly increased, but there were no
blownout shots and the labor of mining the coal was far less than pre-

George Edwards.

viously.
Pikeville, Ky.

Thoughts on Locomotive Haulage
Practical suggestions in regard to proriding surplus of power on a 2-mile
hanl in a mine having an output of
2,1)00 tons per day and nsivg electric
coal cutters.

WAS with
ITread
the reply

keen interest that I
given to a correspondent who asked for the correct answer
to an examination question on electric
My opinion
mine-locomotive haulage.
is that while the question is a difficult
knowledge
such
for
only
it
calls
one,
as a mine inspector should possess.
My belief is that any man who
aspires to the responsible position of
state mine inspector should have acquired, in his mining experience, a
knowledge of electric-power transmission and locomotive haulage that would
enable him to answer this question in
Perhaps, he would
a practical way.
rely more on his practical tjudgment
and constructive ingenuity than on the
technical formulas required to solve
such a problem.

Helpful Suggestions
Although the readers of Coal Age
have not been invited to discuss or
criticise the answer given by the editor,
it
I

being a question of general interest
be pardoned for offering a few

may

comments and suggestions.
Appreciating as I do the helpful spirit
that prompted the editor to work out
the solution to this problem, in detail,
I hope that what I have to say will be
understood as offered with a desire to
be likewise helpful.
In the first place, I wish to say that
the diagra.n of power transmission, on
a 2-mile .laul in a mine, as given in the
reply to this inquiry, is concise, modern
practical

and

first-class

in

every respect, show-

ing the necessai-y transformers and converters required to effect the greatest
saving.
It would seem that, while careful attention has been given to every detail
regarding the necessary power for
haulage and transmission into the
mines, the reply appears to overlook
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the power required to operate the mining- machines for cutting the coal. Assuming that all of the 2,500 tons output of coal is cut by machines, I find
that the power required to run these
machines is even greater than that
consumed in the haulage.
For example, assuming a daily average of 200 tons of coal cut by each
machine, we will say an output of
2,500 tons a day will require 13 maSeveral inakes
chines to cut the coal.
of electric, chain machines are rated
at 30 hp.
Although it would seldom, if ever,
occur that all of these machines are
operating at full capacity at one time.
it will be well to estimate on the maximum condition. In that case, the power
required to run the thii'teen machines
would be 13 X 30 X 0.746 = 300 k\v.
Now, the editorial reply has estimated that a maximum condition, in
haulage, will require a 200-kw. genei'ator in the powerhouse, which is correct.
It is stated, however, that by
using a No. 6 wire for Feeder B there
will be a surplus of 18.861 kw. (25 hp.)
available for the machines.
It is possible that this reply assumed
that practically all of the coal will be
cut at night, leaving the loaders free
to break up and load their coal in the
dayshift. which is the only reasonable
explanation of why the power for the
machines was not calculated.

PowEK Required for Machines
Assuming that the

coal is to be cut
during the day, however, allow me to
suggest
that
300-kw.
generator
a
should be installed as a separate unit
in the powerhouse and operated exclusively for supplying power to the
mining machines.
This power should
be transmitted to some central point In
the mine, say a distance of 10,000 ft.,
and there transformed to a working
pressure suitable for AC machines.
Again, assuming the same voltage
(2,300 volts) and a wire return, the
size of wire required for this transmission will be, for a 10 per cent line
drop (0.10 X 2,300 = 230 volts) and a
current of 300,000 -^ 2,300 = 130 amp.,
.

^

21.6

X

10,000

X

130

^

230

122,000 ci re mils.
which is a 00 wire B and S gage.
Before closing, allow me to refer to
one or two other points relating to
safety and efficiency in working and
which seem worthy of consideration
from a practical standpoint.
These
concern the use of a 500-volt cii'cuit in
this low seam (4J ft. thick), and 30-lb.
rails for this haulage.
In my opinion, a 250-volt circuit, as
required by the state mining law. in
Alabama, would be safer. It is ti'ue it

would require more copper for the DC
current used in haulage in the mine.
The current for the same power would
be approximately doubled, requiring a
000, instead of a No. 1 wire on the
inside three seotions of the haul.

Disregarding the larger first cost,
however, the heavier wire would give
a greater rigidity, which would enable
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This mine will operate, in a field of
3,000 acres; and assuming an 80 per
cent I'ecovery and 250 working days
per year, say for 20 years, it will be a
paying proposition to provide a good
haulage road having a well balanced
track of 60-lb. rails, which I have often
seen laid on shorter hauls than this.
The cost of upkeep i » less and the
danger of derailment of cars and con-

the trolley wheels to follow the wire
better and cause less sparking.
Finally, although the old formulas
in common use for finding the weight
of rails on locomotive haulage require
10 lb. per yard, for each ton on the
individual drivers, which calls for a
weight of rail 10(10 -^ 4)
25 lb.
per yard, for 10-ton locomotives and the
reply suggests the use of 30-lb. rails,
even this I consider far too light for the

-

sequent delay

much

Bayview, Ala.

pi'oposition in hand.

less.

John Walls,

Sr.

Inquiries

Of General

Interest

Building Brattice in Rise Headings

To Remove Gas
Practical Points in Building Brattice

Gas

From Rib

WE

ARE

—

— Set

Headings
Nail Boards

in Rise

anxious to learn the best

and most practical way to build
brattice in a pair of headings driven to
the rise and which have been allowed to
fill with firedamp formed by gas generated at the face of the headings.
In one section of our mine where the
rooms are driven to the rise, we have
been experiencing more and more difficulty in keeping the faces clear of gas.
It has been necessary to use canvas
nailed to posts set along the rib in each
room, in order to conduct the air to
the face.
Unless this is done thei'e is not force
enough in the air reaching the faces
of the rooms to sweep away the gas.
In an idle time, a while ago, some of
these rooms filled with gas that gave
us much trouble to remove.
At that time, there was considerable
difference of opinion as to the right
way to build a bi'attice in a room. Most
of the old timers, however claimed that
the air should be cari-ied up on the
small side and returned on the larger
side of the brattice.
Any information that Coal Age or its
practical readers can give us in regard
to the building of brattices in rooms
will be much appreciated and may
assist others who are like situatad.
Brattueman.
Pa.

m

To Remove

Posts Two Fe:t
Intake Side of Posts

or an entry, by first setting a line of
poots parallel to the rib of the opening
and about two feet from it. Canvas or
boards are nailed to these posts on the
rib or intake side.
By carrying the air up behind the
line of brattice, the velocity of the current is much increased and is made
more effective for removing the gas
from its lodgment. The area of open-

REJIOVIXG GAS FROM RISE

HEADINGS

,

The removal of gas from rise headings is always more difficult than where
headings i-un to the dip or are
The gas being lighter than the
air tends to rise and hang at the face
of a pitch.
In order to overcome this natural
tendency of the gas and sweep it from
the face a strong current of air is reIn other words, the velocity
quired.
of the current must be surficiint to disturb and carry off the gas.
As shown in the accompanying figure, a brattice is constructed, in a room

the

level.

ing behind the brattice or the intake
side, should be from one-fifth to onefourth of that on the other side, which
is the return.
The figure illustrates the manner of
removing a firedamp mixture from a
rise heading that has been permitted
to fill with gas down to the gangway.
The arrows indicate the direction of
the air current and the dotted lines
show the position of the brattice.
Before taking any steps to disturb
or remove this gas, notify and withdraw all the men working on the return of the air passing the headings.

;

COAL
'

•iiulitions

may

even make

it

ad%isable

withdraw the men from adjoininK
scttions or from the entire mine.
Employ only reliable and experienced men equipped with approved
Safeguard every apsafety lamps.
to

Now,
proach to the return current.
proceed to increase the air volume and
a
to
erect
intake,
start
the
followinp
line of brattice reachinjr

from the

rib

of the gangway, at A, a short distance
into the first heading.
E.xtend this brattice gradually, giving the air passing around it plenty of
time to remove the gas, as shown by
frequent tests with the safety lamp.
The brattice boards or canvas are
nailed on the intake side of the posts,
which are set two feet from the righthand rib of the heading.

AG E
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When

the brattice finally reaches the
crosscut, B, that portion on the
gangway, at A, is moved forward to C,
so that the air now passes up this heading on both sides of the remaining
brattice and, flowing through the open
last

irosscut

heading

down the second
gangway.

returns

/>,

to the

brattice left standing in the first
is now removed and work beto deflect the air to the face of the

The

heading

gun
first

heading, by building a

new

line

of brattice, starting from the outby rib
of the crosscut /? and extending gradually to the face of that heading.
When the face of the first heading
is clear, the same method is employed
to drive the gas from the face of the
second heading, arranging the brattice as indicated in the fiuure.

Examination Questions

Miouclianeous Questions

—

Question (a) What is a siphon^
(b) Under what conditionn can it be
(c) In case a shaft, say 60 ft.
is
located on a high mountain
could a siphon he used to drain
the shaft of water and, if not, why not?
Answer (a) A siphon is a pipe line

iixed?

deep,
side,

—

having two branches of unequal rises
united at the crown or highest point in
the line, and forming a continuous conduit extending from an upper to a
lower basin or pool.
(b) The conditions essential to the
successful operation of a siphon are:
1. All joints must be air-tight and an
air-trap must be arranged to remove
air that accumulates at the crown.
2.
Preferably both ends of the pipe
must be submerged in the water. ?,.
The atmospheric pressure on the water
in the upper basin must be sufficient to
overcome the suction head, or vertical
rise to the crown, and the resistance to
the flow in that ann of the siphon. 4.
The relative diameters of the pipe in
the two branches must be such that
flow in the intake branch, under atmospheric pressure, will be at least equal
to the flow in the other branch under
Otherwise, the
the discharge head.
siphon will shortly run dry.
(c) \ siphon could not be used to
drain water from a shaft 60 ft. deep,
because atmospheric pressure, even at
sea level, normally, is only equal to
that of a water column of 14.7 -=Practically, the
0.434 = say 34 ft.
suction head of a siphon, or vertical
rise from the surface of the water in
the supply basin to the crown of the
pipe line, in feet, must not exceed ninetenths of the barometric pressure, in
inches. Thus, for a barometer of 30 in.,
the suction head of a pump or; siphon
27 ft.
should not exceed 0.9 X 30

=

hij

man

«

full that

was injured
has broken some

nn each side and also the
is unconscious,

I'f his ribs
collar bone

and the )nan
what nould you do?

Answer — Lose

no

time

in

sending

for a physician. Then, with great care,
lift the broken slate from the fallen
body of the man and place him as carefully as possible on a stretcher, or
otherwise remove him to a safer place

where he

will have good air.
This
being done, try to restore the victim to
sprinkling
consciousness by
cold water
in his face and applying smelling salts
or spirits of ammonia to his nostrils.
Keep the body warm and avoid any unnecessary movement of the injured one
that would cause him pain and possibly start bleeding, by reason of the
broken bones tearing the flesh or
nmscles. While waiting for the doctor
it may be possible to apply a large triangular bandage about the chest to'help
support the broken ribs and prevent

their movement.
The collar bone being broken, place
a pad made of a large handkerchief, in
the arm pit on the oide of the injury,
and bind the arm in a sling to give support to the broken bone, as far as this
is possible.
See that the patient has
good air and is k«pt warm and make
every effort to prevent collapse.

Answered

(Ansirered

— //

Question
from n slate

15

Ritinent)

—

Question («) The course of the
main entry in a mine is N 12° 30'
vhat is the course of a cross-entry
tui-ned at an angle of 87° SO' to the
right? (b) Whnt vould be the course
of rooms turned to the right off the

W

cross-entry, at an angle of 78° 00'?
Answer (a) The course of the
main entry lying in the northwest
quarter, subtract the angle of its bearings from the angle at which the cross-

—

—

Question Why is alternating current more dangerous to use in a mine
than direct current?
Answer Contact with a live wire
carrying alternating current is generally more fatal because of the rapidly
recurring shocks produced on the nervous system, which is the nature of that
kind of electricity. On the other hand,
contact with a wire carrying direct
current causes a single shock to the
system, after which the current continues to flow steadily until the contact
in broken.

—

Question

— What

precautions should

be taken v:hen transporting powder or
permissible explosives into a mine in
ichich electricity is 7ispd?
Answbhs. All explosives should be
taken from the powder magazine by a

—

competent

OF M.VIN A-ND CROSSK.VTRIES A.XU ROO.MS

.'^KKLKTON' I'LAX

is
turned to the right, which
gives for the angle of bearing of the
12° 30'
7.5 deg.
cross-entry 87° 30'
Therefore, the course of the cross-entry
7.5°
is N
E.
(b) To find the course of the rooms
turned to the right of the cross-entry,
add the angle at which these rooms are
turned, to the angle of bearing of the
cross-entry, which gives 75 -f 78
153 deg.
This is the azimuth of the
Since it lies in
course of the rooms.
the southeast quadrant, in order to find
the bearing of the rooms, subtract the
azimuth from 180 deg., which gives the
153
angle of the bearing as 180
27 deg.
Therefore, the course of the
27°
rooms is S
E.

entry

—

=

=

—

=

person in charge.
This
should be conveyed into the mine, in a
special car or cars properly padded or
otherwise protected against shock or
possible electric charge due to accident
All detonating caps or
on the road.
electric fuses should be carried in a
separate container and kept away from
the powder and other explosives. The
powder car or cars should not be attached to a mantrip or one carrying
timber and other supplies into the mine.
Preferably, the powder car should be
taken in alone.
Where the miners are permitted to
fire their own shots only sufficient caps
and explosives should be given to each
miner for his day's work and these
should be placed at once where they
Better pracwill be safe until used.
tice, however, is to employ competent
shotfirers who are authorized to charge
and fire all holes that, in their judgThis work should be
ment, are safe.
done after the men have left t*-" mine.
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Increasing OutpuU

ofCoal
Loading Machine and Method of Operating It So
Move a Four-Hundred Foot Slab in a Day

as to

Rooms Slabbed Repeatedly Till 150-Ft. Pillar Is
Coal, Moves It to Conveyor,
Which Deposits It in Car In One Hour 1 50 Tons Have Been Loaded
Sides of Adjacent

Drawn

— Cutter Bar Enters Loosened

By M. Martin*
Huntington,

ROOM-AKD-PILLAR

have
militated greatly against the loading of coal by
machines. This system at its best affords but a
short working face, and to obtain as near 100 per cent
efficiency as it is possible to get with any type of loading machine it is vitally necessary to provide a long
working face on which the machine can load contin-

methods

of

mining

.

ously over the side of the car. This will eliminate the
two greatest time wasters machine loading has to contend with, namely, that of moving from one working
place to another and of shifting the mine cars, with the

Mdu
FIG.

W.

Va.

Mining, as shown in Fig. 1, should relieve any doubt
about the simplicity of the change and the time required

make it.
The system has its greatest economy in laying out
a new mine, reducing the initial e.xpenditure to a
marked degree, the principal savings being on track,
to

timber, ventilation and the concentration of the work,
in turn eff'ects a saving in superintendence costs,
as it requires a minimum number of men for that work.
This system produces a much larger tonnage and a
greater percentage of recovery than is possible with a
larger area of development under the old system.

which

en fry

LAYOUT FOR SIDE-WALL MINING

Two roadway.-i are driven about 15 ft. apart and, including the
approaches, oUO ft. long. When these are completed a 75-tt. slab
is taken oft the flank of each in 11 or 12 cuts.
As the slabs on
adjacent pairs of rooms meet the whole l.TO-ft. pillar which was
left between room couples is mined out.
The cutter then starts
to slab the 15-ft. pillar between the twin rooms.
attendant shutdown of the loader, while this change is
being effected.
Most operators would say on first thought that the
amount of money required to change their system of
mining would be too great and the time required too
valuable.
A little study of the American System of

FIG.

2.

PL.\.N

OF ROOAt TN ^ "
O VI 1=; BEING
B'i eoNTINUObb METHOD.^
-T

LOADED

Coal is mined from a long side wall the loading machine then
loads this coal into a trip of cars spotted by a locomotive.
Cars
can enter by one opening to the room and leave by the other.
;

c.in

Loading:

Ma-
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in this article and as illustrated
involves the driving of parallel entries of
regular width, leaving a small room pillar approximately
15 ft. wide between the two entries. This pillar should
be pierced as often as is required by the mining law.

The plan as outlined

in

Fig.

1

A

block of coal 150 ft. thick (to vary according to local
conditions) is left on either side of these entries.
Slabs are taken from these two blocks of coal in the
manner illustrated in Fig. 2, the loading track being
moved over each time to bring it within easy reach
of the loading machine.
Upon reaching the centers of the 150-ft. blocks a

return is made to the room pillar and a slab taken from
The steel is then removed and the room
either side.
entries at either end are bratticed and work started
It undoubtedly is true that but
on the next room.
few companies are willing to develop the entire terriIn this event it is
tory before drawing the coal.
suggested that every other two blocks be worked, the
alternate two being left for recovery upon return.

Speed

Is

of the Essence of Such a Plan

This work must of necessity be done with great
speed, and can be done in the manner described only
by the aid of mechanical loaders. A shortwall machine
can slab a 400-ft. face in most coals in from three to
four hours. After being undercut or topcut, as the case
may be, the coal should be shot though not in the
manner usual when the coal is loaded by hand. A light
charge of power should be used sufficient to disintegrate and separate the coal from the roof, leaving the
coal in the position of a tight or standing shot.
After this is done the loader, shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
is brought in, unloaded from its truck, sumped and
fed in the same manner as is a shortwall mining
machine.
Cars are then brought in and continuous
It is admitted that
loading on a 400-ft. face begins.
lack of continuity in the operation of a loading machine
With this machine
is one of its most serious drawbacks.
a cut on a 400-ft. face can be loaded out in less than
a union working day.
This machine is a compai-atively new one, the one
shown in the illustrations being the first of this tj-pe
built.
This loader was conceived and built in a coal
mine by a practical minex', who has been in charge of
mining at one of the large mines in West Virginia for
fifteen years.
In the forepart of Fig. 3 will be noted
a horizontal bar 7 ft. long. Chisel-point bits are set in

—

lit;.

1.

VIEW OF .MACHINE

.\S

SEEN' FRO.M UKllI.VD

The ooal when lifted by the horizontal bar with the chi.xel points
sliown in Fig. 3 is thrown on the belt and kept from going further
by the guard, which can be seen in this illustration as also In that
just referred to.
lugs around the periphery of the bar, which rotates at
a speed of 240 revolutions per minute up and toward
the conveyor, which will be seen running up and over
the motor, whence it discharges into the mine car on
the track parallel with the face.
The propelling power of the original machine was an

This has now
been changed to a new and improved design, eliminating
a number of superfluous gears and shafts as well as some
unnecessary weight, but retaining the shortwall-propel-

old type of standard shortwall machine.

The operation is similar to that of a
ling principle.
shortwall mining machine. The loader is sumped and
fed as if it were to be used for cutting.
The height of the coal governs the loading capacity
The machine moves along the floor
of the machine.
at a varied speed of from 1 to 48 in. per minute
while loading; it is quite easy, therefore, to figure its
The speed with which
capacity in any seam of coal.
the machine loads is controlled by friction in the same

manner

as the shortwall machine.

Machine Scrapes up Bottom Coal Clean
After the first cut in a i-oom or entry has been loaded
out it is necessary to scrape the bottom; after that
the machine makes its own bottom by scraping it for
a depth of from one to three inches, according to the
manner in which the bits are set. This does not require
any special adjustment nor does the machine consume
any more power in performing the work of scraping
the bottom, which generally is conceived to be one of
the most annoying problems to be met in a mine which
undercuts the coal.
The loader shown in the illustrations has been in
operation at the mines of the Buffalo Eagle Colliery
The later type of machine,
Co., Braeholm, W. Va.
embodying all the principles of the one shown in this
illustration but somewhat different in design, will be
put upon the market soon. The new machine will be
able to load successfully in a coal bed less than 30 in.
in thickness.

FIG.

3.

.\.MERIC.A.N

Thp horizontal bar
ing: i-apidly

towai

i

forces

the belt by

its

7 ft.

LO.\DIXG iI.\CHIXE AT

which

WORK

long and covered with chisel bits rotat-

way under

loo^'-ned coal and
it is carried to the mine car.
tlie

moves

i*

Briefly summing up, this machine is operated like
a shortwall mining machine, will load any coal cut
by one of these machines, travels from place to place
on a truck, is loaded and unloaded by its own power,
requiring no special operator; it scrapes the bottom
and has in a 6-ft. seam loaded coal at the rate of 150
This machine is now be%g manutons per hour.
factured by the American Coal Loading Machine
Corporation, Huntington, W. Va.
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Making Pile Sixty Feet Wid^, Much
Reduces Labor of Dumping and Track Shifting

Refiise-Stacking Car,

A Larry and a Rapidly Moving Conveyor Mounted on
a Turntable Truck Make It Possible for One Man to
Dispose of All the Rock Coming from a Large Mine
By

a. F. Brosky
IMttsbuigh, Pu.

4 MONG

the many costs in and around mines that
can be greatly reduced is that of refuse stackingWhen much slate has to be
JL \. or slate dumping.
disposed of, several men and a few mules are constantly
employed at this work, and many coal cars lie idle
awaiting the disposal of tVie slate which they contain,
making it necessary to have more mine cars that would
otherwise be required.
A refuse-stacking car or larry is being manufactured
that is capable of handling a large amount of refuse
at a low cost.
This device strongly resemb'.es an ordinary coke larry, except that it is provided with a
conveyor beneath the hopper and a turntable between
the truck and the superstructure.
The hopper has a
capacity of seven tons and the turntable is power-actuated through a clutch from the motor by which the
conveyor is driven.

l\

Rock Spread by Rapidly Running Conveyor
The material

is delivered from the hopper to the discharge apron through a suitable gating arrangement.
The discharge conveyor, made of manganese steel,
travels at a speed sufficient to throw the material 20
to 30 ft. beyond the conveyor end.
It discharges at the
rate of five tons per minute. All four wheels are drivers, power being furnished by a 30-hp. 230-volt directcurrent motor. This car will discharge refuse to either
side or to the front.
When loaded, it has, on straight
track with a 6-per cent adverse grade, a speed of 400 ft.
per minute.
All operations are controlled from a platform that is installed at the rear end of the car.
Small mines especially, but a few large ones as well,
continue the old-fashioned method of stacking refuse;
the material is brought to the dump in cars and is
discharged by tipping the ends of the wagons by means

Nor do the disadvantages
dump track must be

of this method end here,
This
shifted frequently.
last item is perhaps the most costly of the entire operation.
To stack a pile 60 ft. wide at the top by the old
system would necessitate at least six shifts of the spur

for the

whereas this refuse-stacking car will at one track
set-up make a fill of this width.
In order to dispose
of the greatest amount of rock with the least amount
of track shifting it is necessary first to build up a high
narrow pile. Fig. 1 shows a refuse pile stacked by the
old and by the new systems, using a one-track set-up.
For purposes of calculation the angle of repose of
track,

may

be considered as being 45 deg., this being
accurate for all practical purposes.
The
cross-hatched portion of the trapezoid of Fig. 1 represents a section through a refuse pile as made b.v the old
system. This is superimposed upon a cross-section of
a pile made by the new mechanical method. A simple
mathematical calculation, using the dimensions indicated, shows that the mechanical method gives a crosssectional area of 2,700 sq.ft., whereas the old method
yields an area of only 1,200 sq.ft.
Thus from a single
stationary track the refuse-stacking car can 'dump more
than twice as much material as can be dumped <by the
old method.
To discharge as much refuse by the old
scheme as may be discharged by the new would require
the track to occupy successively, in >the first instance,
six different positions, figuring a width of 10 ft. for
each track set-up at the top of the pile.
In the Pittsburgh district mine refuse may be piled
slate

sufficiently

of a small crane.
To dispose of, say, 150 tons of slate
each day in this manner may require from ten to twelve

many

cases a mule and a driver are necessary
dump. Thus the dumping of the rock requires about the same number of men
as are employed on the tipple to dump and prepare the
coal, although ttiis is many times the volume of the slate

men.

In

to transport the pit cars to the

that the

same mine

will stack.

DUMP

CROSS-SECTION, OLD

AND NEW METHOD

The cross-hatched area shows the old form of dump, where
g^Uows frame is used and the dump is hand-trimmed in
spare moments.
The large area shows the new dump, which
tliough more saving of labor in low rock piles is a large source
of eoonomy in all, high or low.
the
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any convenient depth without any great liability to
In some places, however, as, for instance, in
Cambria and Indiana counties, of central Pennsylvania,
where refuse-pile fires are common occurrences, good
judgment must be used in determining the depth to
which a pile may safely be carried. In such localities
as few things are more annoying than the smoke from
dump fires, the town must be so situated as to be out of
the path of the wind that prevails over the dump.
Handling the refuse by means of a stacking car ento

firing.

ables the rock to be well spread, thus
to

build low

dumps and

making

to reduce the

it

possible

risk that such

the exact cause of which has not been
It does not at first seem likely
that these fires originate from spontaneous combustion,
because to a casual observer they seem comparativelxfree of inflammable material. However, there is always
a certain amount of coal and bone which reaches the
dump, and most shales in the coal measures contain an
fires will occur,

definitely determined.

Moreover, broken timbers
appreciable quantity of oil.
frequently are placed in slate cars and removed to tht
surface.
In places where such fires start, whether
originating from spontaneous combustion or from forest fires, blacksmiths' ashes, dumpmen's stoves, discarded wicks, or some other cause, there is always sufficient inflammable material, frequently including pyrite, to

sustain them.

Shallow Piles Less Likely to Catch Fire
In order to decrease the probability that these fires

be started, supposing that th«.y are caused by spontaneous combustion, the piles should be shallow and
wide rather than deep and narrow. In high piles but
little radiating surface is provided and a comparatively
heavy load is imposed on the material at the bottom of
the pile. This may intensify the heat which the oxidation of the inflammable constituents generates.
It has been found in Indiana County that if shallow
piles are made and allowed to weather and disintegrate
for one year, a second layer of the same depth as the
If the slate
first may be placed upon it with safety.
stacker is used in such a case it will be necessary to
shift the track, at the oftenest, only once a year.
The Valley Camp Coal Co. has one of these refusestacking cars at its Soudan mine at Van Voorhis, Pa.
will

OWX

.MAKING
FIG. 2. KUCK STACKEK OX KOAD ol- ITS
Stacker holds seven tons and on a straight track up a 6 per
Note the width
cent grade has a speed of 400 ft. per minute.
of the till and the evenness of the road. A narrow fill is difficult
to maintain.

In this case ihe work ig oenis douo by iwO men, one irranging the feed and another driving the car.
The throw i.s dcpendinl on the speed of the traveling apron

This machine has been in operation for more than four
and one-half years and has given excellent service. The
length of haul from the refuse hopper on the tipple to
the dump is somewhat more than 3,000 ft. In that distance adverse grades as steep as 4 per cent are negotiated by the stacking car without apparent difficulty.
An average of four round trips are made every hour,
or thirty-two trips in an eight-hour workday.
As the
hopper capacity is seven net tons, 160 tons of refuse
can be stacked during a single shift.
Although 70-lb.
rail is recommended for greatest efficiency, this company uses a 50-lb. rail for its track and it has neverthe-

less not

experienced a single derailment.

Side-Dump Trailer Will Be Addp^h
That

machine haa an appreciable drawbar pull
at this mine when the slate stacker, being
a railroad car half filled with coal, pulled it

this

was evidenced

coupled to
The refor a considerable distance over level track.
sults of this test suggested an idea to the officials of
There are times when more than the usual
the mine.
amount of refuse must be disposed of in one day. To
meet such emergencies the company is obtaining an
ordinary contractors' side-dump car, which will be atThe exact
tached to the stacking car as a trailer.
capacity of this trailer has not been decided upon as
As the stacker is not required to yield its greatest
yet.
output now, when disposing of ]()0 tons in eight hours,
the company believes that the machine with the trailer
will be enabled, when occasion demands, to dispose of
nearly 275 tons of refuse daily.
Advantages possessed b.v this refuse-stacking car may

d) One man loads and
be summed up as follows:
unloads all slate; (2) the rock can be discharged 30 ft.
from the center of the car, and thus it builds up its
own fill; (3) the refuse may be deposited ahead or
upon either side of the car; (4) it builds a dump 60 ft.
wide from a single track position. The machine as here
described is manufactured and sold by the Heyl &
Patterson Co., Inc., of Pittsburgh, Pa.
The ease with which the dumping is done is greatly
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favor.
It is difRcult today to obtain and retain
labor where the old strong-arm methods in the
glare of the sun are still pursued.
Finding men for
this job when some of those on regular duty have laid
off or left is one of the most vexatious duties of the
mine foreman. Where there has been a heavy run of
rock over night the shortage of men and the overplus
of cars to be dumped may almost lay a mine idle in the
in

its

dump

and most productive hours of the day. The
slogan used to be "Do it yourself if you would have it
done," but a better motto is "Make it easy and there
will be men enough to do it, and they won't want
watching."
earliest

Waughoist, Driven by Rotary Engine,

Though Light, Is Powerful
\S EVERY mining man knows, a light yet

Ix engine

powerful

or motor capable of exerting a strong pull
on a rope or cable always is convenient and sometimes
well nigh indispensable about a mine.
The uses to

which such a machine may be put are many, a few of
them being as follows: Hoisting (or lowering) cars to
or from the working face in a mine room, replacing cars
off the track, pulling cars up or lowering them down a
grade on a heading or gangway, dragging timbers up
slopes where no track is laid or through break-throughs
or other narrow passages, hoisting timbers in manways
or chambers opened in steeply pitching coal, thus greatly
enhancing the effectiveness of mine labor and enabling
one or more men to do the work of many. Where cars
leave the track the replacing of them promptly may
save a half hour's time for the whole mine day force
and prevent the miners from going home on short time.
The few men at the wreck can quickly rerail the good
cars and derail those which should be left for later
attention.
The machine may also be used in pulling
props or other timbers, the operator being in safety
from falling roof while actual withdrawal takes place.

To meet these and similar uses both under and above
ground the machine shown in the accompanying illustrations has been placed upon the market.
The
principle upon which the engine operates is essentially
identical with that of any ordinary single-acting steam

HOIST IN PARTIAL, CROSS-SECTION
The cylinder block is composed dT foiTT cylinders cast integral
and spaced 90 deg. apart. These are mounted on a hollow shaft
through which compressed air is led and exhausted from the
machine.

or air engine, except that many inversions have been
made. In order to obtain compactness and simplicity all
connecting rods and crossheads have been eliminated
and their functions performed by other means. Two
elements only rotate. These are the cylinder block containing the pistons and the spider together with its
shaft. The cylinder block is composed of four cylinders,
cast integral, and equally spaced 90 deg. apart. This is
mounted on a stationary hollow shaft through which
compressed air is led to and exhausted from the
machine, the air being controlled by suitable ports.
Thus the cylinder block is free to revolve around an
axis perpendicular to the plane in which reciprocation
of the pistons takes place.

Enclosing this element and revolving in synchronism
with it is the spider, which really is the inverted crank
of the ordinary engine.
Essentially the spider is a
hollow box with four flats equispaced about its internal
perimeter.
These flats take the thrust of the engine
pistons.
Integral with the spider is a shaft supported
in suitable bearings.
This forms the axis about which
the spider revolves. It is parallel with but eccentric to
the axis of rotation of the cylinder block.
When the opening, or port, in the bottom of one of the
piston cylinders registers with the live-air port in the
axle, air enters the cylinder and the piston exerts pressure against the flat surface of the spider against which
its outer end bears.
Because of the eccentricity of these
parts, as above mentioned, rotary motion of the spider
carrying the cylinder block with it is produced. After
rotating through an angle of about 180 deg. the cylinder
uncovers the exhaust port in the axle and the air is
released.
In the meantime the opposite cylinder has
rotated to the point where it begins to receive air and
exert power.
Thus turning effort of the machine is
practically uniform.

Instead of connecting rods the pistons are provided at
their outer extremities with rollers, permitting easy

WATGHOLST IIOUXTED
Tt

can,

ON'

A PIPK POST

howevtr, be attached to either a wood post or other
be available.
This hoist has the advantage that
no oom and can readily be moved from place to

timbfi-. if such
it takes .-ilmost
Pla.e.

transverse motion between the piston and spider flat
against which it bears. To keep the rollers and pistons
from dropping away from contact with the spider a
plate is employed that engages with a tongue along the
lower edge of the piston, holding these parts together.
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addition to the advantages of compactness
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and

simplicity, the construction above described lends itself
admirably to the splash system of lubrication. It also
permits of high speed without objectionable vibration.
All engine parts run in a bath of oil and reciprocating
and revolving members are carefully balanced.
This engine, known as the "Waughoist" and built and
sold by the Denver Rock Drill Manufacturing Co., of
Denver, Col., is so designed as to be fastened readily
to a post or timber either under or above ground.
When so mounted it may be effectively used to perform
the many operations of hoisting and pulling encountered
in and about the mines. Of course, back gears are interposed between the engine shaft and winding drum, as
may be seen in one of the illustrations.

Combination Steam Trenching Hoe. Shovel
And Locomotive Crane

AFTER

nearly five years of study, experiment and
upon a patented device for trench excavation,
a machine called the steam hoe has been perfected.
This might be described, in a homely way. as a "backacting steam shovel," for the dipper moves toward the
machine in digging, and fills with a "hoe" motion,
instead of being hoisted upward and outward.
This difference in digging motion is important in
L

test

many

kinds of excavation, particularly trenching. As
the dipper is loaded by pulling in toward the machine,
the steam hoe backs away from the ditch it digs. Thus
it always remains on solid ground, instead of being
supported upon a platform over the excavated trench,
as a steam shovel must necessarily be supported. This
ability to work on solid ground is of particular advanWhen e.xcavating in
tage in soft or sandy material.
such ground, a steam shovel, its weight carried by the
sides of the trench, is delayed by many cave-ins.
This
machine not only obviates most of the caving but
eliminates much trench bracing.

While this machine

is

especially adapted to soft

and

W01;l.

!

I

l,V

:

.\1ATKH1AL

Acting by a pull u.. u ...: ,,! .. :.
terial and, ifsting well buck uf t
dency to cause the sides to cave.

sandy

soils, it is capable of the hardest kind of trench
excavation, such as cutting through stiff shale or large
boulders.
This work re(iuires all the strength and
power of a steam shovel, which the steam hoe possesses.
It is equipped with a 22-i't. dipper handle, and digs a
trench as deep as 14 ft. When operating to this depth
it is wise to carry the boom at 40 deg. with the horizontal.
At this angle the machine with the length of
dipper handle above mentioned can dump material 13 ft.

9 in. above grade and 33

ft.

from the

pivot shaft.

When

operating in ordinary materials such as earth
or gravel this machine easily gives an output of 200 to
It is ([uick300 cu.yd. per day in trench excavation.
acting and is provided with the same simple control
It
that has proved its efficiency on the steam shovel.
may be furnished with either traction wheels or caterpillar type of mounting, the two being interchangeable
on the same truck frame.
Another valuable feature of this machine is its ready
convertibility to either a steam shovel or a locomotive
Each of these machines can be quickly and
crane.
easily changed over to a steam shovel, or in less than
half a day's time it can be converted into a locomotive
crane handling a clamshell bucket for such work as
loading or unloading cars, deep excavation, etc. As a
crane it gives excellent results with either a dragline
or orange-peel bucket. This machine is built and marketed by the Ball Engine Co., ot Erie, Pa.

Vacuum Used

to

Suck Coal out of Barges

THE

vacuum process has recently been applied to
the unloading of coal, barges at the City of London
Electric Supply Co.'s Bankside depot being discharged
On the
in that manner, says the Colliery Guardian.
wharf a tower 65 ft. high has been erected with platforms at various levels. On the uppermost of these a
receiver is placed, from which flexible piping extends

down into the hold of the boat to be unloaded.
One section of the receiver is connected with a vacuum
exhau.sts the air, thus sucking up the coal
from the barge to the receiver. Only filtered air reaches
From the receiver the coal drops
the suction pumps.
through a double compartment airtight box into an endless belt which conveys it to the storage bunker or to
trucks. Coal up to 4 in. in diameter can be raised and 60
tons per hour are dealt with by each of the two plants

pump which

MACHINE IN USE AS TREXCHIXG HOE
it and so dors not have to straddle the
moves It backward as the cut is completed.

Pulls the diit toward
ditch.

The

caterpillar

Dipper stock

is

24 ft long.

at work.
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Lowerina Power
Losses
During a Momentary Peak Load the Feed-Water Supply
of a Boiler Should Be Automatically Curtailed
Carrying the Water in a Boiler at a Uniform Level Does Not Result in the Greatest
A Suitable Automatic Feed Regulator May Be Made to Control the Rate of Feeding so That Dry Steam and Best Results Are Obtained

Efficiency

—

By Roland Moeller

BOILER-FEED

regulation originally aimed at keeping the water level in the steam generator as
nearly constant as possible. Later, about the year
1912, it was realized that keeping the water at a uniform
Prior to
level at all times had marked disadvantages.
that time, automatic boiler-feed regulation gave an
which,
far
in so
as its
irregular, intermittent feed,
effect on the generation of steam was concerned, was
not much of an improvement over hand regulation.
While a mechanical device that is absolutely reliable has
never been built, many automatic mechanical contrivances ai-e far more reliable than a human being,
especially where the apparatus is given a reasonable
amount of care and attention. It is for this reason that

a water regulator properly designed will add much to
the safety of operating a plant.
Rate of feed-water flow into a boiler has a notable
effect upon its steaming capacity.
A full opening of the
feed-water valve may pass enough cold feed water into
the boiler to absorb all the heat evolved in its furnace
Interwithout generating any steam whatsoever.
mediate rates of feed, of course, reduce the steaming
capacity of a boiler in proportion to the feedvi^ater flow.

At Peak -Load Period Feed Should Be Reduced
frequent periods occur
it would be desirable
to reduce the rate at which water is fed so as to make
This is
possible the maximum generation of steam.
particularly true after a period of low load when a
sudden peak comes on.
Under these conditions the
furnace must be given time to catch up with the new
peak load, and if, meanwhile, the rate of feeding is
temporarily reduced, the boiler has a far better chance
It is evident, therefore, that

in the operation of a boiler

fewer units can be made to do the work if
feed-water regulation is employed. With such
regulation all the boilers deliver their maximum output,
the rate of feed-water flow being reduced to a minimum
in all of them at the same time to make this possible.
togethei-,
scientific

Under Normal Load Feed Should Be Steady

An

automatic feed regulator should, then, feed continuously as long as there is a steady load on the boiler.
It should temporarily reduce the rate of feed flow when
a sudden increase in load occurs and temporarily
increase that rate when the load suddenly decreases. It
should keep the water level high under low loads and low
under high loads. During periods of steady steaming
it should maintain a constant water level by maintaining a constant rate of feed proportionate to the load.
During gradual changes in demand it should adjust the
rate of feed in proportion to the changes in the load.
device which functions on these principles acts as
It supplies
a kind of compensating boiler governor.
the means of absorbing the excess heat generated by the
furnace during the brief period following a sudden
decrease of load when the furnace has not yet had time
to adjust itself to the new conditions, and prevents
absorption of heat by the feed water when the furnace
has not had time to catch up with a sudden increase in

A

when

meet the sudden increased demand for steam if little
heat is being consumed in bringing the feed water to
the boiling point.
On the other hand, should the load suddenly drop off,
it takes some time for the furnace to slow down its
operation until it generates heat at a rate commensurate with the new load conditions. It is then desirable
to increase the rate of feeding temporarily so as to
absorb the extra heat generated by the furnace during

steam Temperature

to

this brief period.

Again, where

a

number

of

boilers

are

operated

regulator for supply of "WATER TO BOILER
The level of the water in the long- inclined tube on the right
rises and falls with the height of the water in the boiler.
tiie level of the watei" falls by reason of low demand for steam

When

the part of the tube exposed to steam heat is lengthened and the
tube expands, operating the valve so that it admits a little more
than the normal quantity of water. Whenever the level of the
water in the tube rises because the height of water in boiler is
raised by an increase in steam demand, the length of the steam
section of the tube is decreased and the tube contracts closing the
valve through which the boiler is being fed. Thus water is supplied to the boiler most freely during periods of small steam
demand and not at points of peak load.
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and when all the heat generated ia required for
steam making. It utilize.^ the volume represented by the
difference between high- and low-water marks as a kind
of neat reservoir, and so regulates the water level as to
insure dry steam at all times. It guards also against
damage arising from too high or too low a water level.

load,

Water Level Changed by Rate ok Steaming
has been conclusively demonstrated that the water
steaming boiler undergoes pronounced fluctuations which bear a direct relation to the rate at which
This is because of the
steam is being produced.
increased number and volume of steam bubbles present
This variain the water when the boiler output is high.
tion of water level according to load is one of the
characteristics of steam boilers utilized in the type of
regulator shown diagramatically in the accompanying
It

level in a

A

regulator of this construction is extremely simple,
consisting merely of a straight inclined tube, a lever, a
heavy iron base, and a rugged, balanced, practically
frictionless regulating valve.
Such a device is easily
adjusted to maintain the water level between any desired
limits.
The connections to the boiler, as may be seen,
are extremely simple.
The metal tube mentioned has a large coefficient of
expansion and is connected to the boiler in such a way
that the level of the water in this tube varies with that
existing in the boiler. The water in the lower end of the
lube not being exposed to any source of heat, becomes
comparatively cool, and the upper end or that portion
above the water is kept hot by steam from the boiler.
As steam slowly condenses in the upper part of the tube,
it is returned to the boiler through the lower connection.

Feed Change for High Load Only Temporary
water

Vol. 20, No.

level in the boiler

suddenly rises because

of an increase in load, the level of the water in the tube
also rises and the length above the water containing hot

steam

is reduced.
If, on the other hand, the water level
the boiler falls because of a decrease in load, the
length of the tube exposed to hot steam is increased by
the amount that the water recedes. The portion of the
tube that is exposed to the hot steam is increased by
the amount that the water falls.
That portion of the
tube expands owing to the heat of the steam and to the

in

greater length that is thus exposed. This increases the
over-all length of the tube.
This difference in length
between high and low water is utilized to operate a valve
which controls the rate of flow of the feed water.
When a .sudden increase occurs in the demand for
steam, the water level in the boiler rises. The length of
the tube exposed to steam is decreased and that exposed
Consequently there is a contracto water is increased.
tion and the over-all length of the tube is lessened. This
in turn reduces the opening of the feed-water valve.
If
the high load continues, the height of the water in the
boiler will, of course, gradually drop off until the water
level in the tube comes to a point where the feed-water
valve again begins to open.
The opening increa.ses gradually until a uniform rate
of feed is reached which is equivalent to the rate at
which the water is evaported in making steam. If the
demand for steam is high, the demand for feed water is
high, and the valve mu.st have a wide opening. In order
to obtain this, the tube must be expanded.
This in turn
can be brought about only by a lower water level, which
is exactly what is desired under high'-load conditions.

i;

on the other hand, the demand for steam suddenly
off after a continued heavy load, the water level in
the boiler falls immediately, and with it the level of the
water in the tube. The length of the tube exposed to
hot live steam is thus increased, causing an increase in
its over-all length.
This in turn opens the feed valve so
as to admit water to the boiler at an increased rate until
a level is reached higher than that existing under highload conditions.
To reduce the flow of feed water to
conform to the lessened demand for steam the opening
of the feed-water valve must be decreased to less than
it was when the demand for steam was high.
To accomplish this the thermostatic tube must contract.
It does
this only with a rise in the water level.
Higher water
level during periods of low load is desirable for heatstorage purposes and is entirely permissible with light
If,

drops

loads.

Typical

illustration.

If the

AG K

time-temperature

charts

before

and

after

installation of these automatic thermostatic boiler-feed

regulators have shown an average feed-water temperature under hand regulation of 178 deg. F., which was
about the best obtainable, while automatic regulation
resulted in an average feed-water temperature of 210
deg. F. The avei-age feed-water temperature was therefore increased 32 deg. F., which is equivalent to a saving
of 3 per cent in fuel.

Power Saved by Automatically Stopping
Compressor When Air Is Not Needed
usual method by which constant pressure
THE
maintained
a compressed-air system
by "un-

is

in

is

—

loading" the compressor that is, by allowing it to run
idle (without delivering compressed air) during those
periods when the air required is less than the compressor can deliver.
Where machines are driven by
electric motors, much power is wasted during such times
of resultless operation. This can be saved by providing
the machine with an automatic electric starting and
stopping device so arranged that the motor will stop
immediately the load is thiown off the compressor and
start again when the demand for air increases.
Such an automatic control can now be furnished for
It takes the
belted, motor-driven air compressors.
shape of a self-startei and pressure regulator, working
This appain connection with a differential unloader.

PORTABLE COMPRESSED AIR OUTFIT WITH AUTOMATIC
STARTING AND STOPPING DEVICE

Sni.all
the-

tmits

power

instoacl

lioiise

of large

have made

it

one.'s

and

difficult

lo

tlioir

remoteness from

.-Ldjiist

compre.-i.fed-air

output to meet varying demand and to find men who will tunThe
scientiously shut down a compressor wlien it is not needed.
irregularity of demand cannot be cured where units are small but
by tlie device described in this article the delivery can be balanced
to meet demand and the power hitherto wasted may be saved.
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ratus automat it-ally shuts off current from the motor
the instant after the compressor has been '"unloaded,"
and automatically starts it again when the pressure in
the air system falls to a predetermined level. The consuch a manner that the motor in starting attains full speed before load is thrown on the compressor. Thus all danger of burning out the windings
or other electrical connections is eliminated.
The entire apparatus is of rugged construction and
built to withstand long and severe operating service.
trol operates in

The adjustment for pressure

is accurate and reliable.
Pressures either above or below that of the atmosphere
•can be accommodated.
The self starter employed with direct current is made
for use either with or without a knife switch and fuses.
It is of the magnetic lockout type, consisting of a series
of ruggedly constructed clapper-type contactors with
series coils, so designed that each accelerating contactor
is magnetically prevented from closing until the motor
current has fallen to a predetermined value. A main
contactor of the clapper type, equipped with a powerful
magnetic blowout, is provided for opening the motor
•circuit.
The resistor material consists of flat cemented
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machine cutter is delayed and he is subject to shock.
To meet this the Newberry cable splice or, rather,
connector, has been devised and is being made by the
Huntington Cable Splicing Co., of Huntington, W. Va.

A

short length of cable is cleared of insulation on
The two free ends, being
either side of the break.
freed of twist by a few light blows, are pushed together
as are the bristles of two brushes, so that the wires
of the two ends are brought in close proximity.
The
splice or clip is slipped sideways over the wires thus
bunched and is closed by a few blows of a hammer
where the number on the splice appears, the rail being

By this
cut in the splicer.

used as an anvil.
the

V

iltHID'Hi^

FIG.

means the tongue enters
the cable and

By turning

I

units in the small sizes, and cast-metal grids in the
large sizes.

The alternating-current self-s!arter is of the primai-yresistor type and can be supplied with either open or
enclosed panel. It has time-limit acceleration and low-

il7X

L-:

voltage protection.
Two double-pole contactors and a
solenoid-operated, dash-pot timing relay are provided.
One contactor connects the motor and starting resistor
to the supply lines, the other short circuits this resistor
after the lapse of a definite time interval determined by
the relay.

The

is controlled by a pressure regulator
be of either the diaphragm or the gage type.
The former is suitable for pressures above that of the
atmosphere only, while the latter can be used under
either pressure or vacuum. Both types can be employed
with either alternating or direct current.
The diaphragm type has a quick-break switch, its current-carrying parts are covered and the diaphragm is of rubber.
It operates at pressures from 1' to 175 lb. per squai-e

that

self-starter

may

inch.

The gage type has

silver contacts

pilot circuit of a relay

which

which handle the

in turn carries the pilot

circuit of the automatic starter.

Adjustment can be

made

for a pressure range fbetween starting and stop_ping) as low as 5 lb. per square inch in a 100-lb. air
system. The regulator operates at pressui-es ranging
from a 30-in. vacuum to 1,000 lb. per square inch above
the atmosphere. This automatic control can be provided

by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

New York

Co., of 6

East 44th

St.,

City, with its compressor equipment.

Strength of Cable Splice

Made by Hammer

Exceeds That of Cable

CABLE-REEL

locomotives and cutting machines
have one weak spot the cable. They would get better service if only the cable were more rugged and if
the splicing, when necessary, as it so frequently is, were
electrically more perfect, more easily made and stronger
when made. The locomotives and cutting machines
approach perfection but the cable as often supplied needs
improvement.
The result is that the locomotive and
cutting machine get low voltage, the work of the

—

FIG. 6

A FEW BLOWS OF HAMMER ilAKB CABLE SPLICH
At an exhibit

Huntington recently a cable
thus repaired -was pulled apart and it broke at a point remote
Crom the splice, showing that the repaired part had a strenjrth
greater than that of the original cable.
in the exposition at

striking the connector the splice is made perfect.
that is then needed is a piece of insulating tape.

All

The same arrangement can be used with a concentric cable and with terminal bonds, only here steel
is used instead of copper, so that the splice can be
welded to the rail.
In splicing concentric or duplex
mining-machine cables care must be taken to cut the
cable so that the two splices will not come opposite
each other. Care must, of course, be taken to see that
in removing the insulation the wire is not cut.
The
connector used must be of a size suited to the cable.
By slipping in a few extra wires an over-large connector
can be used but it is better to procure one of the
proper size.
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Five-Step Control Adjusting

Prevents Power

W aste

in

Vol. 20, No. 15

\\ ork to Load
Compressors

THE COURSE
INpre.ssed air varies

of a day the demand for comconsiderably and with any given
invariable clearance, speed and stroke the output of the
compressor remains constant, causing an immense
waste of power at low-load or no-load. The stroke cannot readily be varied, but by regulating the clearance
the stroke can be made with a reduced consumption of

power by reason of the reduction

in the discharge.

The

time is past when compressors must be so built that
they can run only at full or no-load when the demand
for air fluctuates.
Clearance control has been employed with entire
success in the larger sizes of direct-connected electrically-driven compressors built by the Ingersoll-Rand
Many of these
Co., of 11 Broadway, New York City.

larger machines have been installed where more than
600 cu.ft. of free air are required per minute and direct
motor drive is employed. This control assures efficient

operation at partial loads.
With this clearance control the compressor is automatically loaded or unloaded in five successive steps,
these being obtained by suitable reductions or increases
The comin the clearance space of the air cylinders.
pressor will accordingly operate at full, three-quarters,
The design is such
one-half, one-quarter or no-load.
as to obtain effiicent operation at any partial capacity,
the input in power required being appro.ximately proporThis control is entional to the output demanded.

machine

operating at fullload and the demand falls off, the control unloads the
compressor, causing it to run at a partial or no-load
point until the demand for air becomes lai-ger, when
the control automatically increases the load in the
tirely automatic.

If the

is

proper successive steps.
One extremely valuable detail of this type of control
is the fact that the clearance pockets are made integral
with the compressor cylinder and the entire regulation
is obtained by varying the amount of free air drawn
By this means no
into the cylinder for compression.
loss of power arises from wastage of air or leakage.
The clearance pockets at the ends of each cylinder are
automatically thrown into communication with the
cylinder in proper succession, the process being controlled in accordance with predetermined variations in
When the compressor operates
the receiver pressure.
at partial capacity a portion of the air is compressed

COMPRESSOR WITH CONTROL TO ECONOMIZE POW'ER
the clearance to suit the demand for air the
reduce«l considerably at partial or no-load.

By varying
input

is

powf

CROSS-SECTION OF CO.Mr'HESSOR
is placed below
on the cylinders are simil;

nt(i( ooler
(•o!ilrols

O.NTHOl.
Note that

into an added clearance space instead of being forced

through the discharge valves.
On the return stroke
this air expands, giving up its energy to the piston.
During this process the inlet valves remain closed
until the pressure within the cylinder falls to that

the intake.

When

of

reached the valves open,
into the cylinder during the

this point

is

and free air is drawn
Thus the amount of air
remainder of the stroke.
taken into the machine is lessened without reduction in
two-stage
machines clearance space
its pressure.
On
is added in proper proportion to both high- and lowpressure cylinders, giving a constant ratio of compression and maintaining conditions conducive to the
highest efficiency throughout the entire load range.
Another excellent feature embodied in these miachines
is the maximum-demand stop, which prevents the compressor from being operated at any greater load than
This stop can be adjusted so that the
is desired.
machine cannot be loaded above a predetermined
amount. Under conditions where the load factor is low
this reduces the maximum demand and permits a saving
to be made in the purchase of electric energy.
With clearance control the reduction in power requirements will be in proportion to the reduction in output
All regulating mechanism is independent of
capacity.
the running gear. Loading and unloading is performed
in steps the size of which is small enough to preclude
any undue fluctuation in current demand.
Belt-driven compressors of this type can be furnished
either single- or double-stage. The piston displacement
capacity for a discharge pressure of 100 lb. ranges from
Such
610 to 1,505 cu.ft. of free air per minute.
machines may al.so be had arranged either with the
ordinary or the short-belt drive with floating idler. This
latter arrangement saves both floor space and belting
and permits a greater arc of belt contact. Among the
improvements are plate valves for both intake and discharge and a five-step clearance control for regulating
the output of the compressor. Valves of the plate type
as employed on this machine have been perfected after
a complete analysis of their design and operation. The
most important details are support in perfect alignment
throughout the entire operation and without a wearing

guide of any kind.
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Reducing Weai: Tbar
and Decay

.,^^

'^-

Will Neither Corrode Nor

Wear Away*

fully equal to that of chilled iron.

It is

so hard that

cannot be surfaced by ordinary machine tools.
Experience with these chutes would tend to corroboThose installed at Loree breaker
rate these claims.
approximately two years ago show no appreciable wear
or deterioration apart from the fact that the inner surfaces have become smoothed and brightened by the
passage of material. Installations made more recently
It should be noted that
have given similar results.
when these chutes are first installed they, of course,
have a i-ough cast finish on the inside, as no practicable
method has been devised for making them any smoother
at this point than can be accomplished by extreme care
in facing the mold in which they ai'e cast.
As a consequence when the chutes are first installed ordinary
pitches are not quite sufficient to carrj' the material over
them. After they have been in service several months,
however, the inside surface of the chutes becomes
smooth and bright, and the pitch required is only that
ordinarily employed for sheet steel under good conditions.
When installing these chutes it probably is best
to place them on such a pitch as is ordinarily required
for the operation of smooth-iron or sheet-steel chutes,
and line them with iron sheets. Then this lining should
be removed, one sheet at a time from the bottom upward, thus exposing, successively, say each day, a new
section of Corros iron to the wear of the material passing down the chute.
The cost of Corros-iron chutes depends largely on the
it

By

D. C.

Ashmead

Kingston, Pa.

RENEWAL

of chute linings always

is an important
expense of operating anthracite breakers.
For years nothing but blue annealed sheet iron
was used. Because of the effect of the acid water
upon this material it was soon eaten away and the life
of a sheet was seldom more than three or four months.
Experiments have been made from time to time on
other types of linings and some of them are now being
employed.
A number of companies are still using
chutes of the old type but are lining them with galvanized sheet iron instead of with blue sheets. This
resists the acid action of the water and also permits
the coal to slide on an easier slope.
Vitrified clay pipe makes an e.xcellent lining for coal
chutes and appears to resist wear indefinitely.
Some
chutes so fitted have now been in active service for
more than three years and show only slight signs of
wear. Great care must be taken in installing the lining to see that the ends of the pieces of pipe exactly
match, as otherwise they will wear out more rapidly
than if set properly. Glass has been tried by some companies but has been found too brittle.
Monel metal
also has been used in a few places and to a slight ex.

item

in the

tent.

Sheet Iron Being Replaced in Breakers
The Hudson Coal Co. has made many experiments
with chute linings, and during the past two years has
installed many breaker chutes made of what is known
as "Corros iron." The first trial of these chutes started
about two years ago with a half dozen experimental
sections installed in the Loree breaker.
Since then
sheet-iron chutes have been replaced to a limited ex-

k

Varies Z'anclS'

si

.'rsic^e

st/rfirce

je en-'

.

I

of chafe

1^" i'er^icr

cored belts for^''bolH

^rpovfh. t Jf /ff corz^ ^otzs in ends, l^
:n of.'.cr enc/.

horzc

.

tent in two other breakers. The Marvine breaker, built
during the past year, has been fitted almost entirely
with Corros iron chutes.

A

typical straight section of one of these chutes is

shown

as well as a typical curved, or spiral,
be noted that in design and appearance
these chutes closely resemble those made of cast iron,
and, broadly speaking, this is what they really are, as
they differ from the ordinary cast-iron chute only in
the composition of the metal from which they are made.
This material, known by the trade name of "Corros
iron," is in reality a high-silicon cast iron, containing
approximately 12 per cent of silicon. The properties
claimed for it are immunity from corrosion by acid
water, comparative freedom from oxidation and extreme
resistance to abrasion, as the hardness of the metal is
section.

in Fig.

1

It will

I cored noles n s

pfes

for

I d:fm eoffs

5«>

StctTon

Excerpt from article entitled "Advances in the Preparation of
Anthracite," read before the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers at the September session, held at WilkesHarre. Pa.

FIG.

1.

SECTIONS OF CORROS-METAL CHUTIN'G

This illustration shows not only the straight but the spiral chute
sections.
The metal contains about 12 per cent silicon.
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Chutes in
Loree Breaker

A

plant of the

son Co«l Co.

HudTIio

advantage of these
chutes Is that they
do not obstruct the
light
or take up
much room. It Is
useless to provide
wlndo<\s In a breaker It chutes are to
be erected within It
which prevent U^ht

from

pas.sine

through the building after It has penthe
outer
walls.
It Is largely
these neat suspended
chutes that make
the Loree and Marvine breakers such
bright and efficient
places for opera-

etrated

tion.

Almost every
Mar-

point In the
vine breaker

Is

Il-

luminated by sunlight from all four
Miiarters.

ot tlie ca.-;ting, as the chief e.xpen.'^e incurred is
Straight
that of handling the metal in the foundry.
sections of 18-in. chutes, 3 ft. long, cost approximately
$24 per linear foot. The ordinary breaker chute lined
with sheet steel costs approximately $3 per fpot. Just
how long Corros-iron chutes will last ha.s not been determined, but none has as yet shown appreciable signs
of wear. It has been demonstrated that in certain locations Corros iron has already outlasted at least ten
renewals of No. 10 sheet-steel chute lirting, and bids fair
to last indefinitely. The erection of Corros-iron chutes
requires care, as they are necessarily made in flanged
sections of definite size; moreover, this metal is rather

nature

brittle,

iron,

.so

being only about half as strong as ordinai-y cast
that adequate supports must be provided.

Fiber Pipe Does Not Corrode in Acid Water

And

A

Is

Unaffected by Electrolysis

has been made of fiber on which sulphuric,
hydrochloric, acetic and other acid.* have no
The
effect and which chlorine gas will not injure.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology has shown that
43,000 volts are required to puncture t^ of an inch
of it. All of which might be entirely without interest
if the pipe did not have other physical qualities fitting
As for weight, however,
it for the workaday world.

PIPE

it is one-quarter that of iron or steel pipe; as for
strength it has stood 4,124 lb. per square inch of crosssectional area applied externally and 782 lb. applied
internally.
It is recommended by the manufactui-ers
for use under a pressure not exceeding 600 lb. per
square inch, as they assert that it is capable of withstanding much greater pressures under actual working

conditions.

The Massachusetts

Institute of Technology- has

shown

it expands only twenty-six ten-millionths of an inch
Sudden changes of temperaper degree Fahrenheit.
ture do not affect it, but it is not recommended for use
in conveying steam or hot water at over 180 deg. F.
Being light, 25,000 ft. or more of 3-in. pipe can be
carried in a single carload. Two-inch pipe weighs IJ
lb. per ft., 2*-in. pipe, 2 lb.; 3-in. pipe 2.5 lb.; 4-in.
pipe 4.5 lb., and 6-in. 7 lb. The threads are well formed
and can be made with hand-threading machines furEven 6-in. pipe can be
nished by the manufacturer.
threaded by hand. The pipe has been used by several
Illinois coal companies for carrying the most acidulous
of water and by Bell and Zoller for casing a hole carrying a cable from the surface into their mines.
Its strength, unlike that of wood pipe, is not dependent on iron bands but is inherent in the pipe itself. A
little paint scratched off wood-stave pipe and the bands
will corrode, leaving it no longer watertight. The joints
of this pipe are, moreover, screwed and therefore

that

reliable.

present made in only 7-ft. lengths or shorter
cannot be provided with fittings of like material.
Lead-lined iron ells and tees are furnished to go with
the pipe, also combination couplings for connecting it
The fiber pipe can be
with iron pipe and pumps.
leaded into cast-iron fittings. The cost is unexpectedly
low and it can be installed for half as much as metal
A coating
pipe, because it is light and easy to handle.
of a specially-prepared paint makes the joints airtight.
No tools are needed to lay it.
It is manufactured by the Fiber Pipe Co., 421 Board
of Trade Building, Indianapolis, Ind., under the name
It seems likely to solve
of the Bennico Fiber Pipe.
completely the water troubles in straight-line pipe under
and above ground and to serve most acceptably in many
other wavs around the mine.
It is at

and

it
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Telescopic Props Can

SCHWARZ

Be Used and Re-Used*

telescopic props have been

satisfactorily

used in the No. 3 Prosper colliery in Germany since
March, 1919, and their use has recently been extended
The prop itself lias been
to the timbering of roads.
improved from its earlier form by replacing the upper
T-shaped portion, which the original design embodied,
by a square channel section which fits into the lower
portion, which is a channel of large dimensions (Figs.
1-3)
This modification enables the prop to offer
greatly increased resistance to bending and buckling

ripped

601
if

the post

is to

be retained in place, but by that

time, in most cases, the pressure has been taken up by
The place is then retimbered with
the packwalls.
pointed-wooden props and thick bottom pieces, the iron

props now recovered being used again near the face.

Cable Exterior Being of Rubber, Not Braid,
Greatly Extends Life of Conductor

.

stresses.

lock (Fig. 3) also has been simplified,

consists of a strong

strap

closed

many cables to cutting machines
locomotives is a considerable and
continuing expense. Like all decay wear and tear, the
expense of replacement is not the only cost. A cable
the insulation of which has been injured wastes current, makes the handling of the cable dangerous and
might even cause a mine fire. Where the splicing is
inadequate the voltage is lowered, the cutting or hauling abilities of the machine are impaired and there is
a risk of burning the armatui'e by excessive use of
of the

cable-reel

The wedge

now

upkeep
THE
and

of

flat

malleable

bow

and

instead of the former
iron, the bow being

cast

by a square-headed wrought-iron bolt with
collar and cotter.
The props used in the roads, espesecured

cially those for the face conveyors, are substantially
of the same type but of larger section, and the two
adjustable wedge locks are flat bows riveted on the
lower member of the prop instead of being fitted with
eccentric bolts. The wedge surface of the upper member is 18 in. long, and the two fixed bows are arranged
at such a distance apart that when the upper member
has sunk to the level of the lower edge of the bottom
bow at which moment the wooden wedge should be
driven into the latter the tapered surface of the upper
member has just passed the upper bow.
See Figs.
This tj'pe of the prop has a flat, unexpanded
4 and 5)

—

—

(

.

and unrounded base.

The props are constructed
to telescope so that in a road
ft. high the roof may sink
28 in. before the height is
such that the prop is too long
to use and the roof must be

7

1

;

j
'

Wedge, lock

current.
Single- or multiple-conductor cables with an exterior
covering of rubber in place of the ordinary braid are
by no means new. Recognizing the remarkable wearresisting qualities of the rubber used in the manufacture of ordinary pneumatic tires, builders of electrical
cables have long sought to obtain this qualitj' in the
It can hardly be concovering for such conductors.
ceived that a tire subjected to the road abrasion and
the stresses it receives would long endure if its exterior wearing surface were composed of cotton fabric
In tire building, as is well known, cord or
or braid.
fabric is used as reinforcement only, the rubber on the
tire exterior receiving the actual wear.
In developing Super-Service cable the Rome Wire
Co., of Rome, N. Y., followed the same general proceInstead of
dure as that pursued by tire builders.
using a braid covering, a loose hard braid is embedded
in the rubber coating of the conductors and, like automobile tires, the cable is vulcanized in molds under
great pressure, making the insulation extremely dense
and thus impervious to oils, grease, gasoline and alkalies
and resistant to the ill effects of high temperatures.
The rubber employed is of the same quality as that
used in tires guaranteed for 6,000 miles or more.
A piece of this cable was placed across a factory
driveway and allowed to remain there for forty-five
days. During this time it was crossed by all vehicles
entering the yard.
These were of almost endless
variety.
Five-ton trucks, ordinary pleasure automobiles, horses and wagons, wheelbarrows, bicycles and
the feet of pedestrians all tended to pound and grind
this cable into the pavement.
At the conclusion of the
test, however, the cable appeared to be entirely unin-

When
except that it was somewhat dusty.
pounded under a trip hammer the cable was not permanently flattened nor was the rubber broken.
Placed under the tension of 200 lb. a piece of No. 16

jured

FIG.I

F1G.2

F1G.3

FIG.5

FIG.

PROPS THAT HOLD SLATE AS HOOF LOWERS
The upper part of the post wedges its way
half as the roof descends.
In Figs. 4 and
wedges

is

•From

shown.
GJilckauf.

down
5

into the lower
a prop with two

two-conductor cord 6 in. long stretches about -fe in.
This size of cord will take a pull of 350 lb. without
breaking.
Not only have tests like these conducted at
the manufacturers' plant indicated extreme tenacity of
the product but cords and cables in use for many months
throughout various parts of the country have demonstrated their long life and excellent wear-resisting
qualities.
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Does Not Corrode or Become Air-Round

HANDLING mine
INrosive,
the mcst

water, particularly if
serious problem presented

obtaining

.satisfactory

pumping

it

be cor-

is

that of

gathering
from the workings to the central sump, where a highpressure pump can void the water to the surface. Such
gathering pumps must be compact, as they have to be
located where space is an important consideration.
They must be rugged and simple in construction and,
above all else, they must be reliable.
In theorj- the centrifugal pump would be ideal for
this work were it not for one operating condition.
Gathering pumps are placed above the liquid level and
although the suction lift is small, the flow of water is
variable. Thus, even if such a machine be fitted with a
foot valve there is always danger not only of valve
units

for

trouble but that in addition the foot of the suction pipe
may be actually uncovered. In this case air would be
admitted to the pump and the "prime" would be lost.
This would necessitate shutting down the unit.
The absence of satisfactory means for preventing
these troubles has resulted in the almost universal
adoption of direct-acting pumps for gathering service.

These

water from a level lower than their
are not seriously affected by admission of air
to the suction.
They often have, however, only relatively short life because of the structural necessity of
using materials insufficiently resistant to corrosion.
will lift

own and

A type of centrifugal pump is now being marketed
that combines extreme simplicity in construction with
an ability to retain prime, even though air be drawn
into the suction.
This pump originally was developed
for the handling of highly corrosive liquids in chemical plants but the design readily lent itself to the
employment of a variety of corrosion-resisting materials.
The design of the pump is so unusual that a brief
Fig. 1 shows a motordescription will be of interest.
driven pump with priming connections removed and
with suction head unbolted so as to show the pump
It immediately will be noted that the pump
does not have the usual discharge chamber, or volute.
The impeller has a multiplicity of short blades which
extend practically to the casing wall. These blades are
supported on the shaft by a spider. It should be noted
here that the central or spider portion of the impeller
does no pumping and indeed is not shaped to fit the casing.
The shape of the casing prevents impact of the
incoming liquid against the impeller, and as all work

interior.
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Lessenina Costm
ofAccidentsr^

How Journal-Box

fVline-Car Truck Retains Its

Alignment,

Thus Reducing Track Accidents
Car Wheel Revolving on an Axle When Rounding Curves Receives
Side Thrust and Wears Excessively, Soon Becoming Dangerous
Much cf This Can Be Obviated by Attaching Wheel to Axle

—

By

F. C. Barks-Louis, Mo.

St,

THE

ccst of transporting coal underground from
the face to the shaft or other opening is an item
of mining- expense that depends largely upon the
mine-car trucks employed.
This item becomes large
if truck failures are frequent, for in addition to the
cost of repairing breakdo-wn there may be the added
expense of wrecks and the consequent loss of production.
Minimum transportation cost is attained only -when
trucks are built sufficiently durable to render long and
continuous service under all conditions.
The above
being true, the building of a mine-car truck is a matter
which
to
serious thought and study may well be devoted,
for to produce a truck that is durable and will give
service under the most severe conditions requires both
careful design and the employment of suitable materials.

Even good axles, wheels and bearings will not produce a good truck if incorporated in a poor design.
Accordingly the matter of design may be called a consideration of first importance. Generally speaking there
are only two types of trucks from which to choose,
these are (1) those in which the wheel turns on the
axle, and (2) those wherein the wheel does not revolve
upon, but with the axle, which in turn rotates within a
journal box.
These two classes can be subdivided, the first to
include plain-bore, self-oiling and roller-bearing wheels,
latter to include both the rigid and the selfaligning journal box.
So far as the basic principle is

no movement takes place between the wheel and the
is, if the wheel and the axle revolve togsther
this force is merely a static pressure of metal against
metal, and cannot produce wear. However, if the wheel
revolves on the axle, motion is combined with pressure,
and wear results. There can be no wear of either a
wheel or axle where there is no motion between the
two, but the instant that motion is inti-oduced wear
If

axles

—

—that

begins.
It is highly desirable in a mine-car truck that the
wheel shall fit the axle closely, so that there be no
chance for the wheel to wobble. If this be desirable
in a new truck it is equally so in one that has had
several years of service. The surest way to maintain a
close fit between these members is to design the truck
so that the wheel does not turn on but with the axle.
The effect of pressure when combined with motion,
as well illustrated in Fig. 1. has proven disastrous,
having been the cause of much truck trouble and expense.
This destructive factor applies to every truck
wherein the wheel turns on the axle, regardless of
whether it be fitted with plain or with roller bearings.
In the one there is sliding friction and the other rolling
friction between the wheel hub and the axle.
Sliding friction is perhaps the more destructive, as
it is more difficult to lubricate,
but rolling friction,
particularly where excessive pressure is involved, is

and the

concerned,

however, there are only the two general

types.

In everj' truck made, regardless of the type, one constant relation between the wheel and the axle exists
all loads and side stresses received by the wheel are

(See Figs. 1 and 2.)
Pressures Set Up Wear in Axles

carried to the axle.

When Flange

Whenever the wheel flange comes

in contact with
the case either in rounding curves or or.
uneven track, pressure upon the flange develops and is
transmitted directly to the axle at the end of the wheel
hub, as indicated by the arrow "A." Another pressure,
"B," is set up also on the outer end of the wheel hub.

the

rail,

as

is

•President. Lincoln Steel

and Forge Co.

FIG.

1.
SHOWING THRUST (A) .\ND COUXTERBALANCING
FORCE (Bl ON WHEEL WHEN ROUNDING CURVE

The
is the condition when the -nheel is loose on the axle.
thrust and counter-thrust result in uneven wear either on the roller
bearing, as in the left, or on the plain bearing, as on the right.
This
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four-ton load at twelve miles per hour, but might
quickly fail if the speed were increased to sixteen miles
per hour.

Many examples

of failures from the above causes are
be found in the scrap piles.
Plain-bore and selfoiling wheels wear large and out of round at the hub
ends (Fig. 2), while the rollers in wheels employing
to

them wearing away

at the extremities, become cigarthe axles being scored by the movement of
the bearings.
With any of the above conditions the
operator does not get the service that he should get
from his equipment, and mining costs are increased.

shaped;

Cure for Wear
The surest cure
is

—

—

2.

ULTIMATE CONDITION OF BEARING AS RESULT
OP THRUST

Hub

ends wear large and out of round, rollers wear cigar-shape
and axles are scored where plain-bored and self-oiling wheels are
used.

Use of Journal Boxes

is to remove the cause.
purely a matter of design, the cause being entirely eliminated in the journal-box type of truck
the
one in which the wheel and axle turn together, the
latter revolving within a journal box.
Of the two types of journal boxes the rigid and
the self-aligning the latter is unquestionably to be
preferred, as its value has been repeatedly proven by
railroad experience.
In these boxes the bearing is
held in position by a "wedge" placed directly over the
journal (Fig. 3). In this position it carries the same
weight as the bearing. When first used by the railroads this wedge was flat on top. Now it is crowTied
With the flat
that is, made higher in the center.
wedge the weight could not be equally distributed over

This

FIG.

Is

for these evils

—

—

points of roller contact, and the
a groove in the axle, point the
inner surface of the wheel hub
bushing, or all of these combined.
Every manufacturer knows that these conditions exist
ha-s
and
partly succeeded in overcoming the wear by
extending the rear end of the hub, thus reducing the
pressure.
The hardening of the axles and rollers by
heat treatment also helps materially, as the harder these

concentrated at the
tendency is to wear
rollers, or wear the
or the roller-bearing

members are made (up

to a certain point)

the longer

will they resist wear.

Correcting the fault in this way is only a temporary
expedient, however, as the forces that cause the wear
depend upon the load carried and the speed.
truck
of this type might give good results when carrying a

A

WHEEL

FIG. 4. METHOD OF GREASING CAR
A giease gun is inserted between the spokes of the wheel, where
a self-closing spring oiler with a beveled face is located. This
guides the gun to the right place. The grease passes to a storage
and distributing chamber, from which it is slowly delivered, completely coating the roller bearings.

FIG.

3.

MINE-CAR WHEEL WITH JOURNAL BOX

A wedge is placed
crowned on top so as
wear even.

directly over the journal, which wedge is
to distribute the weight and make the axle

the bearing, and the result was that the axle wore
unevenly, and "hot boxes" were common.
This was corrected by making the wedge higher in
the center. As this distributed the weight on the bearing so that it bore on every point of it equally, the
axle wear became uniform.
This detail was worked
out by the railroads at a time when loads were light
and speeds low. If any attempts were made now by
the common carriers to use flat-topped wedges with present-day heavy loads and high speeds, the results would
be disastrous.
In mine-car trucks roller bearings are generally conceded to be more efficient than plain bearings. They
hold grease better, give longer service and produce an
easier-running car, provided, of course, they are properly placed and cared for.

—
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Truck Frame
Rigidity in conframe

is

the

in

struction

of primary

importance.
c a r truck

A mineshould

its

shape

regardless

of the

keep

many

impacts to

which

it

s.ub-

is

jected.

It is of the greatest importance, even when used in
a journal box, that these bearings be placed in such a
manner that the weight carried will be equally distributed over their entire length. This is easily accomplished by crowning the upper surface of the journal
box that is, making it highest at a point directly over
the center of the bearing.
The weight of the car, of
course, rests on the high point of the journal box, and
is therefore naturally distributed evenly along the bear-

—

ing.

Mere employment of the self-aligning journal box
does not by any means insure that the truck upon which
durable and will stand up under severe
only that the manufacturer has
started in the right direction.
There ai-e still many adverse conditions to contend
with, and the success with which he surmounts these
In
obstacles determines the real value of his truck.
order that a truck may give satisfaction it should last
for many years without undue or excessive' wear on
any of its parts that would render it unsafe to operate.
it

is

placed

service;

it

is

signifies

shows that the truck in question can be greased from
the side by inserting the gun between the wheel spokes.
To facilitate this operation a self-closing spring oiler
This guides the
with a beveled face is provided.
end of the grease gun into the oil hole and consequents^
the operation of greasing is accomplished quickly.
The interior of the journal box is so designed as tc
divert part of the grease to the roller bearing and part
It is within
to the shroud surrounding the wheel hub.
the lubricated area of this shroud that the wheel hub.
bearing against a steel wearing washei-, takes the side
The importance of a shroud for keeping the
thrust.
end of the wheel hub lubricated cannot be overestimated,

and many sad experiences have resulted from inattention to this detail.

Enables Grease to Travel to Wheel Hub
The shroud also enables the grease to travel along the
axle into the wheel hub, providing the amount of lubricant necessary for the loose wheel when rounding curves
or

when spragged.

Other Qualities a Truck Should Have
Some of the more important factors that a manufacturer must incorporate in his truck are as follows:
(a) Strength, (b) ease of greasing, (c) a simple and
safe wheel fastening, (d) provision for side thrust,
(e) provision for quickly replacing any broken or worn
parts, (f) provision for maintaining a fixed wheelbase.
Yet while he provides all these factors the height of the
car must not be raised over that of other types of
trucks having the same wheel diameter.
To illustrate how these features can be built into a
journal-box truck, reference may be made to certain
details of the Lincoln truck, which is of the self-aligning

journal-box type. This truck is an individual unit of
the mine car that is, it embodies a complete frame to
which the car body is attached, and on which it is

—

carried.

Frame

Is

Pressed From Heavy Flat Bars

is pressed or forged from heavy flat steel
bars and channels, so that it can withstand corrosion
for many years and still maintain adequate strength.
The pockets on the sides receive the journal boxes, this
construction positively maintaining a fixed wheelbase.
The ease with which a truck of this kind can be
greased is of great importance because adequate lubrication is absolutely essential to the long life of any
journal, and the more easily the lubricant can be ap-

The frame

plied, the

more certain

is

the box to receive

it.

Fig. 4

Little lubricant is required at this

amount

highly desirable.
is generally accepted
should, however, be
protected against wear. This can be easily accomplished
by using a washer with projecting lugs, thus preventing
motion between the washer and cotter.

point, yet a certain

is

As a wheel fastening a cotter pin
as being the most efficient, but it

Grease Trolley Wire to Prevent Sparking
By W. H. Hunt*
Central City. Ky.

GREASING

the trolley wire with a hard conducting oil of a cheap grade the trolley wheel may be
caused to operate without sparks or flashing yet without

BY

Sparking and
involving any considerable expenditure.
flashing at the trolley are annoying and injurious to
the motorman. The singing of the trolley wheel cannot be heard when grease is used.
The practice also saves the wear on the trolley wheel.
It is said that one new wheel on greased wire will outFurthermore it gives perfect
last a dozen on dry wire.
contact and so saves power, especially on a heavy grade.
One greasing will serve under ordinary use for five or
sLx

months.

A

number

of

mine

officials in

my

district

are greasing their trolleys, and they are so well satisfied
with the results that they vdll never again use a diy
wire.-|-

Assistant State Mine Inspector, Second District, Kentucky.
tThe practice is followed also on street railroads for the purpose of preventing sleet from accumulating on the trolley wire.
Editor.
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Locomotive Hradlioilit with Separate Hinged
Grid Door and (ireen Mirror Kellector
avoidance of accident a headlight should be clear
FOR
and bright yet
Formerly mine-loco-

not dazzling.
motive headlights were built with the glass fitted into
a grid door. This, while protecting the glass from
breakage, rendered its proper cleaning difficult if not
impossible of accomplishment.
In a new type of headlight recently placed on the market the grid door is
separated from the one carrying the glass, both being
hinged at the side and fastened by the same locking
device.
This enables the motorman to maintain his
headlights at maximum efficiency.
These headlights are equipped with yellowish green
mirrored glass reflectors molded and ground to a true
parabola and then polished and silvered.
In the process

m
of reflection many of the violet and blue rays are
absorbed and a beam of golden yellow non-dazzling light
capable of penetrating fog or dust much more deeply
than white light, is projected.
Glass reflectors such as these ai-e not only highly
eflScient but are also durable, permanent, non-tarnishable, are easily cleaned and never require polishing.
Reflector and lamp socket are flexibly mounted in the
case so as to prevent the vibration of the locomotive
from breaking the lamp filament. The case is made of
cast iron and provided with a rear door, permitting
adju.stment of the socket so as to bring the filament
to the focus of the reflector.
All parts may be removed
through the front door, making inspection and repair
easy.
This lamp was designed especially for use on
mine locomotives and is placed on the market by the
Electric Service Supplies Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.

as

Practiced in Great Britain
the

National Safety Council, through
first-aid and mine-rescue meets, international and
local, as well as through the U. S. Bureau of Mines and
the technical journals, a fair knowledge of American
practice in mine-rescue work and organization has been
obtained.
Our readers will welcome, however, the opportunity to become acquainted with British methods
which is afforded by the new book on "Mine Rescue
Work and Organization," published by Crosby Lockwood & Son, of 7 Stationers Hall Court, London,"E. C. 4,
and obtainable of the D. Van Nostrand Co., 8 Warren

New York

City.

This book of 171
illustrated

—the

practical suggestion that a bicycle mounted on a stand
with the front wheel removed and the back wheel sub-

jected to a braking device, giving a definite retarding
effect, be used as a means of testing the ability of

men

to do hard work without excessive pulse
rapid breathing and trembling.
This machine
is known as an ergometer and was invented by Professor Martin, of the Lister Institute.
It seems a
severer, surer test than can be obtained by requiring
the man whose heart is to be tested to run around a
room before examination. Only by having men physically reliable can any assurance be felt as to their abilA graph
ity to meet the supreme test in safety work.
has been drav\Ti which shows the amount of carbon
monoxide in the exhalations after various outputs of
energy in foot pounds both when breathing oxygen and

rescue

action,

air.

The percentage

rises at first

and

The book gives a full description of the training
course for rescue men and sample daily reports, medical
and other certificates as to their experience and capa-

the right is the headlight with grid and glas.s front, which
are separately hinged so that the latter may be cleaned. On the
left is the light as it appear.s when approaching the observer.
The reflector and socket are flexibly suspended to prevent Jar of
the lamp filament.

St.,

and Ficrlerick P. Mills, chief oflicer of the Durham and
Northumberland Collieries Fire and Rescue Brigade, a
foreword being written by Colonel W. C. Bleckett, president of the Institution of Mining Engineers.
At the very opening of the book is the exceedingly

falls thereafter.

LOCOMOTIVK HKAULIGHT THAT LIGHTS WITHOUT
DAZZLING TASSERBT

THROUGH

—

understanding of the text is written by H. F.
Bullman. author of "Coal Mining and the Coal Miner,"

to the

when breathing

On

Mine-Rescue Work and Organization

Vol. 20, No. 16

pages, well but not excessively
cuts are all well chosen and essential

It details a drill for smoke-helmet men, who
have a telephone attachment added to the helmet. An
interesting chapter on the bearing which physiological
data have on breathing apparatus and mine-rescue work
Various types of breathing apparatus are defollows.
scribed the Aerophor, Proto, Tissot, Gibbs, Paul and

bilities.

—

Briggs. Smoke helmets, the antipoys apparatus, respirators (gas masks, we would term them), the respirator
hood, reviving apparatus and accessory material are
treated in several pages. Several American devices such
as the Mine Safety Appliances Co.'s carbon-monoxide
A headdetector and gas mask are briefly described.
light rescue lamp and the Geophone also receive attention.
A few pages are devoted to the equipment of
rescue stations and brigades and others to the rescuework regulations of the British Government.

Overfusing and Blocking Circuit Breakers
Is Apt to Cause Much Loss

WALTER

GREENWOOD, safety engineer of the
Carnegie Steel Co., at the meeting of the Metals
Section of the National Safety Council at Boston said:
"Bad results do not always follow the use of fuses
of excessive capacity or the blocking of circuit breakers.

For this reason operatives who wish overloads to be
carried are encouraged to indulge in these bad pracEven when distant
tices in disregard of instructions.
control is employed the contact points of the blades of

Damage,
operating controllers can be made to stick.
however, frequently results before other means that
may have been provided will break the circuit. If
operators could only be made to realize that overfusing or blocking circuit breakers is the same in effect
as rendering inoperative a safety valve or an open
throttle valve on an engine the practice would not be
followed.
The damage it can do is limited in extent
only by the protection, if any, provided in the branch
system and sometimes it extends back to the generators,
with consequent opportunity for accidents.

October
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Improvimj Quality^

of Output
Horizontal Screens Offer Many Advantages Over Gravity
In the Screening of Bitnminous Coal
Bar Screens and the Inclined Shaker Rely on Gravity as Modified
by Friction With the Horizontal Screen, Height Is Saved, Picking
Is Easier and More Effective and Screening More Complete

—

By Wesley

S. Harris*
Bicknoll. Ind.

attempts at the separation of screenings
FIRST
from mine-run bituminous coal probably were made

on bar screens. The bars in this case were placed
on an incline and were variously spaced to effect separation of any desired size from the larger coal.
This
method of screening became quite general, and is still
in extensive use.
However, bar screens soon were
found to make only an appro.ximate separation of the
sizes because of the various inherent difficulties in
their operation. With bars sufficiently steep to insure
sliding of the coal under all conditions, it was found
that the material moved across the screen at such a
rapid rate that a large percentage of the finer pieces
would remain entrained in the mass, to be deposited
with the lump.

Gravity Screens Give Uncertain Operation
It also was discovered that a slight amount of rust
forming on the screens would interfere with coal movement. This condition would improve as the rust wore
off until the material would again be sliding across

the bars at too high a rate for even appro.ximate separation.
The velocity at which coal passed over the bar
screen was affected also by the moisture as well as by
the fireclay or other impurities contained.
Even the
natural fracture of the material was found to have
much to do with the rate at which it would travel
across the screens.
Suitable inspection of the coal or
the removal of the impurities by picking when employed
in conjunction with the bar-screen system was, of
course, not possible except at those mines having a
small tonnage.

type were progressively improved
high-grade balanced screens was
developed giving preparation of varying sizes and with
facilities for mixing practically any of the grades

Devices of this

until

a

series

of

desired.

In developing inclined screen.';, engineers found that
there was no practical method of determining the
proper inclination of the screening surfaces, stroke of
the screens and speed at which they should be oscillated.
In each case these had to be detei-mined by trial or
judged from experience, and when once established for
any given installation they were quantities which did
not change
If

Coal

from day
Is

to day.

Not Uniform Screen Works Badly

With inclined as
across the surfaces

with

bar

screens

was again found

the

resistance

be variable,
whether dry or
to

depending upon weather conditions,
wet coal was being handled, the amount of fireclay
present and the nature of the fracture.
Coal which
would flow slowly over the inclined shaker would screen
more thoroughly than that which had a lower frictional
resistance.

If

the

charac-

teristics of the screen

one kind of coal
so as to obtain the most
.,,
a^
t,
emcient results with minimum degradation, with those
of other physical characteristics the separation would
fixed

,

were

,,--T

for

.

.

.

f

'

-•,_
"j

^'pp'^ buiung for
inclinet^ screens \
;

Perforated Sheets Replace Screen Bars
In an effort to improve the quality of the screened
product, resort was made to flat perforated plates
mounted on a slope, with the result that when the

angle of inclination was low enough to obtain even an
approximate separation of sizes, it was found that the
coal would clog and refuse to pass freely over the
screen. In order to effect movement of material across
such plates, agitation of the screen surface was necessary. Herein lay the germ of the inclined shaking screen.
•General superintendent. Panhandle Coal Co.

'vTTfm^/
<---- 14-0

X

14'.!)!'...-^.

-l4iQ:l,..^..-

.ijiQ'i

i\^

CROSS-SECTION OF TIPPLE WriTH HORIZONTAL SCREENS
Dotted lines show how much larger must be the tipple and how
much higher the head frame
instead of horizontal screens.

when

gravity

screening

is

used
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either be less refined or there would be an increased
breakage due to unnecessai->- wear between the coal and

screen surfaces.
From a careful consideration of all of the above I
believe that it is safe to state as a general rule that
where gravity is resorted to either wholly or in part for
passing coal over screening plates the quality of the
preparation will be variable.
With the general introduction of inclined shaking
screens and with further demands for clean coal, pick-

These are the Marcus and the Jacobsen
which are manufactured by several firms under
the above trade names. A general drawing of a Jacob-

market.

screens,

is

shown herewith.

Better Sizing Where Gravity

Is

Not Used

These screens are mounted in a horizontal position
in the tipple and in no wise depend upon gravity for
conveying the coal over their surfaces. They are so
designed that the horizontal motion of the screen moves
the coal at an approximately uniform speed of 45 to
50 ft. per minute. Such speeds, I have found, are satisfactory for the removal of impurities by hand picking while the coal is on the screen.
These screens give perfect sizing, as the force of
gravity tending to pull the smaller coal through the
perforations always acts at right angles to the screen
surface. With inclined screens, on the other hand, the
action of gravity is reduced in the ratio of the projected
area of the perforations to their actual area. There
is no tendency for the coal to avalanche across the
perforations because the motion of the screen and coal

are both in the same plane, the location of which is
not changed, as is the case with the inclined shaker.
Action also is of equal intensity on both foi-ward
and backward strokes of the screen while with the
inclined separator effective motion is possible only on
Horizontal screens
the major portion of one stroke.
also afford an opportunity for the direct removal of
impurities from the coal while they are on the screening surface without necessitating additional picking
This is so because the screens are not only
tables.
horizontal in position but are arranged at a convenient
height so that pickers may stand on a level floor and
work as easily as if picking fi'om a table. Screens
of this kind give a slight agitation to the coal so that
impurities are more readily detected by the pickers than
is possible on a continuously moving belt or table.
Should it be desired temporarily to stop the movement of a large lump of coal for the purpose of strip_
.,
...
,
;i
K„
done
be ^^v,^
ping off a piece of impurity this can easily
on the horizontal screen. The lump it is desired to
.

.

,

readily held back until the impurity is broken
necessary to lift the lump out of the
mass. With the picking belt this cannot be done because of the friction between the lump of coal and the

clean

is

loose.

It is not

rubber or corrugated

iron

pans

forming the

15

other kind. The Marcus and the Jacobsen screens are
both of the balanced type and operate without in any
way subjecting the tipple to vibration.
Horizontal screens, on account of the low headroom
required, in many cases can be installed in existing
In the
tipple structures with a minimum of expense.
accompanying illustration I have indicated in dotted
lines the outline of the tipple building required for the
The saving in
installation of inclined shaker screens.
building material made possible by the use of horizontal

ing tables or belts were introduced, permitting of hand
removal of the impurities after the material had been
A further refinement was added in some of the
sized.
large mines by the introduction of degradation screens
which extracted the breakage from the prepared sizes
just prior to their being placed in the car
The latest development in sizing equipment is the
horizontal screen, two makes of which are on the

sen screen

Vol. 20, No.

table

bottom.

Horizontal screens have a greater capacity for a
given area than have inclined screens or those of any

screens is readily apparent from this drawing.
Horizontal screens may be mounted so low that the
distance from the dump to the car is reduced to a
minimum.
This materially reduces the amount of
This
bi'eakage, especially in the nut and egg sizes.
low tipple height also results in a lower hoisting height.
with consequent increased capacity of the hoist and a
considerably lessened cost of the tipple structure.
Refuse and degradation conveyors may be installed'
at slight additional cost, as they consist simply of
horizontal sheet-iron troughs fastened rigidly to the
screens.
They partake naturally of the same motion
as the screen to which they are attached. This results
in the elimination of much extra gearing, shafting and
the electric equipment necessary for driving such
devices.
Such conveyors entail small maintenance
charges, as they embody no moving machinery.
Mounting all machinery and screens on one horizontal floor renders this type of screen highly convenient to repair and also facilitates the inspection of
coal as it comes from the mine.
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cons.s^ts of a

J" which separates the plus 60-niesh so ids
tank
those which are smaller. Separation of finer solids
^ould be effected with a^largei^ank, but as the finer coa^
contains more ash no more complete recovery from the
waste water is provided. The product goes to three
Dorr classifiers pnd the following results are obtained:
Total solids in slush feed to hydro-separator, 49.8 short tons
per hour.
.\verage size of total solids in feed (cumulative)
Size
Per Cent
44.50
Plus 60-mesh
:

57.60
Plus 100-mesh
72.10
Plus 200-mesh
Average ash content of total solids in feed, 32.9 per cent.
Total solid.'i recovered by hydro-separator and classifier, 22.71
short tons per liour.
Average size of recovered solids (cumulative)
:

Per Cent

Size

89-00

Plus 60-mesh
Plus 100-mesh
Plus 200-mesh

il-9^

S^aO

•

Per Cent
solids recovered
solids recovered by

Average ash content of
Proportion of total
Proportion
Proportion
Proportion
Proportion

of
of
of
of

24.85
liydro-.separator

total' solids lost ijy hydro"-separator
total solids lost by classifiers
.

•

•

plus 60-mesh solids recovered by plant
plus 100-mesh solids recovered by plant
—^^;.j;- ^f -,-3 roo-meih solids recovered by plant.
Proportion of total combustible recovered by plant
Proportion of water eliminated by plant

39.10
15.30
91.00
^6.^)
51.. i)
9>.A'>

plant .shows a direct operating cost of 5..3c. per
a
ton covering labor, power, supplies and repairs, and
8.8c. per
total operating cost of 14.3c. per ton, including
ton to cover interest, insurance, taxes and depreciation
building
at 20 per cent on an investment of .$17,500 for
and equipment. This cost covers delivery of finished
product to a conveyor either for stocking or for loading
cars for shipment. The additional cost of operation

The

on

for this conveyor will vary with local conditions.
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:^ Providing Market
i.3-
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Air-Dump Cars Carry to Storage Pile Small Coal for
Which Old Ben Coal Corporation Has No Market
Is Dumped from 12-Ft. Trestles, 100 Ft. Apart, and Handled In and
Out of Storage by Clamshell Buckets Six Air-Dump Cars Receive and
Dump a Thousand Tons of Slack and Boiler-Furnace Coal in a Day

Coal

—

C

OAL

companies which during the car shortage

found

when

it

profitable to

cars were

more

store coal ready to load
plentiful have found that

storage in the bituminous region has its advantages at
times of unbalanced demand, when for instance domestic sizes of coal can be sold and slack cannot.
With
no market for fine sizes it does not pay to run the risk
of shipping coal of that description without consignee.
It may be necessary, should that be done, to sell the
coal for less
izes the

Nor

than the freight, a practice that demoi-al-

market for

and a force of
to

all

the small-sized coal produced.

when monthly men have to be paid
daymen and miners has to be kept intact,
domestic-coal orders till a demand arises

is it profitable,

wait to

fill

When the market for slack is extremely
bad it might be difficult to operate at all if no place
or equipment for the storage of coal were available.
So there is an advantage in storing in the slackest of
times if it can be done cheaply and safely. The anthracite region long ago learned that this is a fact.
It
rarely has a car shortage, but owing to the unbalanced
demand it almost always keeps large quantities of fine
coal on hand.
This practice is so reasonable that it is
sure to grow from now onward.
for fine coal.

The Old Ben Coal Corporation owns several mines in
Franklin County, Illinois, and during the war, when the
car shortage was acute, utilized a number of standard
Western 30-yd. air-drum cars at its Buckner operation
to supplement the supply of railroad equipment. The
dump cars were discharged in a storage yard, and, whenever railroad cars were available, the material was
rehandled for shipment.
This e.xpedient proved so successful that the same
plan was put into effect recently on a much more
elaboi-ate scale at Christopher, Johnston City, Sesser
and possibly at other Old Ben operations, in an effort
to stabilize production and keep the mines running
throughout the working day.
In each installation the storage yard is laid out in
such manner as to involve a haul of about one-quarter
mile.
One high track is placed in the middle of the
storage yard. This is built on a strong trestle about
1,320 ft. long and 12 ft. high.
On each side of this
trestle is a switching track, the distance between
centers of the elevated and the switching tracks being
50 ft.
Instead of using the ordinary contractors' dump car
the Old Ben company had Western standard steel 30-yd.

STORAGE TRESTLE AT JOHNSTON CITY.
BACH HOLDING FORTY TONS

ILL..

SHOWING

TR.\IN OF CARS,

WHEN FULLY LOADED

not really used for storage but for the purpose of placing coal where it can be transferred by a clamshell crane which travels along the track In the foreground of the illustration. The trestle is petticoated with
plank so that no coal goes under the roadway. In this way the coal is made readily accessible.

'.This trestle is
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Storage Pile
Almost as fast
coal

tlie

trestle

by a

Is

sti'iim

the

to

it

u.-

dumped

Is

over thosldi's

pile

•<( t'

moved
shovel

on the

Note how llutrestle is shrouded
left.

with plank, so that

none of the coal
can get beyond the
reach of the shovel.

air-dump cars

built, provided with steel side-e.xtensions
each affording a capacity of 45 cu.yd. and holding about
forty tons of coal.
These cars are used under the

tipples

in

the

same manner

as

railroad

equipment
and

e.xcept that the storing is confined to screening.s

boiler-furnace sizes. Only six dump cars are required
at each mine.
It takes about thirty minutes to fill one
dump car with furnace coal and two with screenings,
the two sizes beinj: loaded .'simultaneously.

One Locomotive Handles All Dump Cars
requires from fifteen to twenty minutes to make
the round trip to the storage yard with these three
cars of coal, including the time taken in dumping.
While this is being done three other cars are under the
tipple taking on their loads.
This enables a single
locomotive to handle the dump-car trains, of three cars
each, continuously and efficiently.
Six air-dump cars
It

thus keep the mine in operation.
The cars are dumped upon both sides of the trestle.

and the coal is moved back into .storage piles by a
clamshell bucket that also reloads it for .shipment. The
piles thus formed are about 100 ft. apart and the
capacity of the storage yard is approximately 70,000
tons.
This, of course, could he increased, by further
rehandling.
At Old Ben mine No. IG, at Sesser, 111., 1,084 tons

way by air-dump cars on Jan. 27
on Jan. 28, 1,039 tons on Jan. 29, 2,000
tons on Jan. 31, and so on. The larger sizes of coal are
not included in these figures.
They were, of course,
The cost
loaded into the regular railroad equipment.
of storage and reclamation has been about 15c. per ton.
One of the accompanying photographs was taken at
Johnston City, III., where the Old Ben company recently
bought a mine, and is now equipping it for' storage and
greater production. This picture was made before much
coal had been dumped in the storage yard and conveys
were handled

in this

last; 1,013 tons

a good

idea

of

the

track-layout

and the trestle-con-

struction.

Sesser Tipple
this tipple, as
at those located at
a n d
("hristopher
lohnston <"it.v. the
.\t

of

sizes

coal

for

which there is no
immediate market
are taken in airrhimp cars to a
12 ft. high
there
deposto be stocked
and ultimately ''laimed by a steam
trestle

iind

ited,

1

a clambucket.

shovl with
shell
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Can Be Promoted
By Showing How It May Be Burned
INSTEAD of complaining that the public wants coal
Sale of Small-Size Coal

that is wrapped in tissue paper and tinfoil it would
be better to let the public know that the sizes of
degradation have their advantages and that they are
The message has been carnot few or unimportant.
ried most successfully to the big producers of power
for public or private consumption.
However, these people could be readily appealed to,
for they read their technical journals carefully and
make a study of their costs. The generality of coal
consumers who use coal for domestic purposes make
They are their
no such effort to become informed.
owTi worst enemies when they go in the market year
by year for domestic sizes of anthracite or bituminous,
not knowing that with the proper type of furnace the
finer sizes can be burned with greater satisfaction than
the larger sizes, provided that the quality of the coal
by analysis and heat value in each case is the same.
Fortunately the furnace which will burn small coal

shows an

ability to

fit

itself to

lower-grade fuels such

as lignite and so in every way sei'ves to make itself
the basis on which to push a successful campaign for
the domestic use of fine coal.

Will Be No Need for Coal to Be Large
The advantage of bringing the public

to a realization

of the value of fine coal is that there will then be no
need for any coal to be large. It cannot be made large
at will but it can always be made small if the public

demands it, and coal can be prepared more readily
for the market if the public is not particular as to how
small the coal is.
As ordinarily built and handled the domestic househeating furnace is extravagant in its fuel consump-

611

Firing a charge of green coal directly upon an
fire is by no means an economical or scientific
method of burning fuel. Such a charge deadens the fire
and makes the heat generated irregular at least for
Furthermore, the highly irregular attention
a time.
that a house furnace ordinarily receives is conducive
The ideal house
to neither economy nor efficiency.
furnace would be one wherein fuel of small, inferior
or cheap grade would be fed automatically and in small
quantities to the fire when and as needed, and where
the intensity or rapidity of combustion would be controlled in accordance with the predetermined temperature desired throughout the house.
Many schemes have been tried in the attempt to
obtain the results mentioned. Putting the draft under
control of a diaphragm responsive to the steam pressure or a thermostat mounted in the living room or
elsewhere are familiar examples. In the furnace shown
in the accompanying illustration a means is employed
for automatically feeding the fuel to the fire in accordance with its requirements.
Essentially this furnace differs from others in that
The
it contains a coal magazine and a sloping grate.
magazine is water-jacketed to keep the coal therein
below the temperature of ignition or even that at
which, with bituminous coal, coking commences.
The
grates are placed at approximately the angle of repose
of the coal so that an even and uniform thickness of
fire will be continuously maintained.
This arrangement
keeps the fire always bright and clean on top, permitting
continuous absorption of radiant heat. Small sizes of
this furnace are made with a single sloping grate and
side magazine while the larger sizes are built with
double sloping grates and a central magazine.
The double grate makes a unit that is highly flexible.
In severe weather both grates are used; in mild weather
the ashes are allowed to accumulate on one side until
they become so thick that fuel from the magazine

tion.

existing

—

refuses to flow to that side of the furnace.
It is
cheaper, more efficient, and requires less fuel to burn
one side at normal capacity than to burn both sides of
the grate at a greatly reduced capacity.

Can Be Used to Burn Inferior Fuels

A FURNACE THAT WILL BURN SMALL SIZES OF COAL
The furnace feeds

itself

from a magazine,

tlie

coal

running

or both sides of the pile of ash and partly-burned fuel
of the grate and so being added to the Are in a thin
In moderate
accordingly is completely consumed.
wi-.iili.is by letting one side remain ash-bound the capacity of the
furnace can be halved with advantage.
The quantity of coal
burned can be regulated also by varying the amount of ash on

lown

(in.,

..M
iilM
si.l.l:i>.i
wliiili
.

the

T

-^rate.

Small and what are usually termed inferior grades
of fuel may be successfully burned in this furnace.
It will operate on anthracite of buckwheat size as efficiently as upon chestnut.
In the West it is fired with
and successfully burns lignite slack. Of course lump
coal cannot be used in this furnace because large pieces
will not pass through the discharge opening of the
magazine.
The grate bars employed are of the rocking type and
the fingers are curved in circular arcs.
These fingers
are longer near the "peak" of the grate than they are
adjacent to the sides of the lining.
As a result any
clinker that may form will naturally be projected to the
lower portion of the grate. Here upon shaking, which
is merely a rocking of the bars, they are caught by the
short fingers and broken up or reduced in size so that
they will pass readily to the ashpit.
The furnace as above described is built in twentyseven sizes for steam and in fourteen sizes for hotwater heat. It is the product of the Spencer Heater
Co., of Scranton, Pa.
Not only does it burn coal effectively but for house heating it renders available cheap
fuels that heretofore have been considered fit only for
.steam generation for power purposes.
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U.

S. Eno:ineer"s Office

For Dredges

BIDS

Opens Bids
New York

for Coal

at

were opened Sept. 27 at the U.

S.

Engineer's

OflBce,

New York

City, for furnishing o.OOO tons of coal for
the sea-Roing dredges Raritan and .Atlantic, the coal to be
delivered in lots of 450 tons a week at the following places:
Pier 18; Port Liberty and Greenville piers, f.o.b. barge or
lighter.
The coal was to be classified in Pools 9, 4, 10, 54
or 64, or the equal. Bids were also received for stevedoring.
bids received were:

The
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United Mine Workers to Form Political Party

WHEN

the United Mine Workers of America c-oncludeil
their sessions at Indianapolis on Oct. 5 they had resolved by vote to form a new political party to include
organized labor, as represented by the American Federation
of Labor, and the organized farmers. Samuel Gompers was
requested to call a conference of all the officers of the
unions affiliated with his federation to accomplish this end.

The vote was almost unanimous and was not prefaced by
any discussion.
As a preamble to the resolution a committee i-eport indorsed the Nonpartisan League government of North Dakota, declaring that "to say that labor and the farmer cannot organize politically will not belie the fact that North
Dakota has already accomplished this and is the banner
state and advance guard of what we hope to be a nationwide accomplishment."

"We realize that the formation of a labor party proper,"
added the report, "can be made a reality, but in doing so
we should not incur the enmity of those of the already well
In other
political parties who are our friends.
words, we must not destroy any structure that now affords
a semblance of protection until such time as a new structure
can be built."

defined

New

Wage Scale to Be Formulated Feb 14

The conference also resolved to hold its next convention at
In
Indianapolis on the fourth Tuesday in January, 1924.
view of their previously adverse vote requiring the Kansas
strikers to go back to work contrary to the wish of Alex.
Howat, president of the Kansas district, it was strange
indeed that they elected him to represent them as a delegate to the International Mining Congress that meets next
year in England. With him they associated William Mitch,
secretary of the Indiana district.' It seems as if the appointment of Howat was the outcome of a political deal made
between the administration and the more lukewarm Howat
men at the time when the international officials were striving mightily to have the conference back them in breaking
the Kansas strike.
It was decided on Oct. 4 that the demands of the mine
workers for a new scale would be formulated not later than
next Feb. 14, when the convention will meet again in Indianapolis to receive the scale committee's report.
The conference was informed that Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, had proposed to John Mooie, representative of the mine workers at the Unemplojnnent Conference in Washington, that the mine workers pledge themselves to arbitrate their controversies with the operators

next spring.
John L. Lewis, international president, said the union
would make no such pledge but would retain the right to
strike.
He asserted that no one would have the power to
agree to arbitration of wage disputes or to make any other
agreement concerning the wage scales to be proposed next
March until the special convention had been held in February, 1922, to receive the report of the committee on wage
scales.

The convention authorized the

collection of a special as-

sessment of $3 for each of the membership of approximately 300,000. The International treasury of the organization has about $1,000,000. According to the official financial
report, the organization owes sums aggregating $500,000.
In an effort to discredit President John Lewis and his administration Local Union No. 1, of Braidwood, 111., obtained
the indorsement of about three hundred other locals to a
resolution divesting the scale committee and international

power to negotiate a wage contract unless it
carries the full demands of the membership.
The convention voted this resolution down and thus retained to the
officers and the committee their power to meet the operators
officers of the

conference next March.
also upheld the union executive board in
fixing the salaries of international officers.
This action
maintains the salary of President Lewis at $8,000, the salaries of other officers ranging downward according to their
position.
Provision was made to make the next meeting
in

The convention

smaller and less unwieldy by amending to the constitution
so as to permit no local union to have more than one deleThe convengate unless it has more than .500 members.
tion adopted a number of other resolutions on recommenone
included
These
committee.
dation of the resolutions
asking the American Legion to "set its house in order," but
avoiding any criticism of the legion as a whole.
Other resolutions declared for the nationalization of
mines, for self-determination for Ireland and Russia, de-

manding that the election of officers for the American Federation of Labor be by referendum, protesting against the
confinement of Tom Mooney and Wan-en K. Billings in San
Francisco, recommending that district organizations use
every effort to have laws enacted to protect employees
from eviction from company houses, demanding the release
of political prisoners, declaring for unemployment and
health insurance, pledging moral and financial support to
the Mingo strikers, asking that President Harding bring
about an investigation of the West Virginia situation, and
asking for the enactment of legislation to make unlawful
The convention
the employment of guards by operators.
refused to go on record on the subject of light wines and
beer, holding that prohibition is neither an industrial nor
an economic question, and therefore had no place in the
convention. The delegates refused to concur in a resolution

favoring the One Big Union idea.
A ban was placed on miners joining the Ku-Klux Klan.
The proposition was voted down that the union expend
$500,000 at the discretion of the Kansas district officials in
fighting the Industrial Court law. The convention voted for
a vigorous prosecution of the attempt to unionize the West
Virginia fields and condemned the West Virginia officials
for their alleged aid to the operators.
On Oct. 4 the committee specially appointed for that purpose requested President Harding to extend protection to
the coal miners held in jail by the West Virginia authorities.

Thirty-Eight Industrial Centers Report

More Employees at Work
IMPROVEMENT in the unemployment situation,

indica-

the
tions that "the industrial pendulum is definitely on
upward trend," and "marked increased industrial optimism
the
in
announced
are
country"
the
of
section
from every

report of the U. S. Employment Service for September.
The report is based on statistics collected from the paycentres,
rolls of 1,428 firms in sixty-five principal industrial
On
each of which usually employs more than 500 workers.
their
on
Sept. 30 these firms had 18,050 more employees
1.2
of
increase
an
Aug.
31,
payrolls than they carried on

per cent.
Thirty-eight cities reported employment increases during
September, Toledo, Ohio, leading with an increase of 24.1
per cent, as compared with August. Twenty-six cities reported decreases of employment. The greatest decrease, 5.4
per cent, was reported by Providence, R. I. New York City
reported a decrease in employment of 2.2 per cent. The
Columbus, Ohio was unchanged.
situation in one city
"The greatest change reported is in the Western and
of
the country," says the report, "obSouthern sections
viously due to agricultural activities and the advance in the
The industrial areas in the East not only
price "of cotton.
held their own but slightly increased their forces in many
and
lines, leading with textiles, and including iron and steel
.

—

—

the railroads.
"These favorable trends, however, should not obscure the
fact that within the next thirty days thousands of agricultural seasonal workers will return to the industrial
centers and join the multitude of unemployed unless buffer
employment is furnished until they can be absorbed by their

previous occupations.
"The marked increased industrial optimism reported from
every section of the country seems to be based largely on
the improved conditions in the wholesale and retail business,
which has been partly stimulated by the change of season.""

;
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Senator Lenroot Attacks Smoot Sales Tax
As Almost Impossible to ('ollect

SENATOR LENROOT,

of Wisconsin, attacked the Smoot
^ sales tax on coal in the Senate on Thursday last, arguins that the collection of the tax would be difficult if not
Referrinf; to
impossible of ascertainment and collection.
Senator Smoot's reference to the application of the tax on
coal.

Senator Lenroot said:

"He says

coal sold for consumption in a boiler will be
taxable but coal sold for coke will not be taxable, but the
coke will bear the tax when sold. Let us see where the
Treasury would be in administering this law upon coal.
Remember, the manufacturer or producer must pay the tax.
Much of the coal is sold by the producer to wholesalers of
coal.
We have heard something of the .-Xmerican Wholesale
Coal Association of late.
The wholesaler buys from the
pi'oducer.
He sells to whoever will purchase. The producer
does not know, when he makes his sale, whether it will be
used for boilers or made into coke. The wholesaler does not
know. How then is the tax to be determined and when is
it to be paid ?
Must producers follow their coal to see what
becomes of it after they have sold it, or will the government have agents to ascertain what becomes of every ton
of coal sold by the producer?
It is an absolute impossibility."

Senator Smoot replied that the tax could be administered
but said he would explain it later, but Senator McCumber,
of North Dakota, said he should explain it while the matter
was fresh, and "explain away, if he can, the observations
that have just been made with reference to coal."
Senator Smoot said he would give a detailed explanation
this week, but in passing said the government would hold
the manufacturer responsible for the tax on every sale to
a wholesaler, but if the goods were to enter into further
process of manufacture the wholesaler would give the manufacturer a certificate and the manufacturer would not
be required to pay the tax.
Senator Lenroot also stated that if the tax could be
determined and applied it would add from 40c. to 50c. a ton
to the price of hard coal, now controlled by a virtual monopoly, and wherever the tax can be shifted at least 40
per cent will be added to the amount which the government
receives, to be paid by the consumer. Where the tax cannot
be passed on it will add to the already heavy burdens of
manufacturers now operating without profit in order to
give employment to labor.

Scranton Officials to Enforce Cave
Strike Planned in District No.
on Oct.
was announced
WHEN,
mittee
Scranton which
3, it

in

had

to the

Law
1

Labor Com-

been appointed

to

ascertain the facts, that Alex. Connell, Mayor, and Harold
A. Scragg, attorney, of the city of Scranton, intended to
require entire compliance with the terms of the Kohler
cave law, the mine workers who were out of work because
of the closing of the collieries at which they formerly
labored determined that a strike was the only solution of
the difficulty and to make it large enough meditated on
bringing in the whole of the northern coal area, or what
is known as District No. 1.
They hope that if a general
strike of the district is called, in violation though it be of
the mining contract, the Glen .\lden Coal Co. will be
importuned by the other operators to reopen its closed
mines and protect itself by placing its operations under
the provisions of the Fowler Law.
In refusing to allow violations of the Kohler Law, Mayor
Connell said:
"After more than ten years of hard, sturdy, uphill fighting for relief from mine caves the people of this city
were successful at the last session of the Legislature in
having two laws passed known as the Fowler and Kohler
Acts. The provisions of these two laws may appear to the
coal operators drastic and a hardship on the coal companies,
but really they are not.
"The Fowler Act, creating an anthracite mine-cave commission and providing for a tax on anthracite coal, is the

Vol. 20. No. 15

law for which we have been fighting for years, ami we
know from sorry past experience that the courts would
not allow us to tax anthracite coal without also Uixing
bituminous coal, and to get around this difficulty our lawyers made the acceptance of the tax bill 'voluntary' with
the coal companies, and as a littk- pressure to show them
how to accept the Fowler Bill we drafted the Kohler Bill."
Mr. Connell continues with the statement that the act
provides for a review of all actions taken by the officials
und'r the Kohler Act and so would not afford them an
opportunity "to shake the plum tree," as the mining companies had alleged. The Mayor went on to say that the
sentiment toward a loose enforcement of the Kohler Law
was not as wid?spread as the mine workers semed to think
and in evidence of that fact he declared that he had
recently been accused of slackness in its enforcement by
former Congressman John R. Farr.

B.

&

THE

O. Spends $2,200,000 for
Baltimore

New

Cars

& Ohio

tracts for 2,000

new

Railroad Co has awarded confreight cars, of which 1,000 will

be bo.x cars and the remaining number steel hopper cars.
The purchase will mean an expenditure of $2,200,000, which
will be raised by financing arranged some time ago through
the National Railway Service Corporation.
The Standard Steel Car Co. has been awarded a contract
for 500 box cars and 500 hopper cars, with the understanding that these cars are to be built at the Baltimore plant
of the company, located at Curtis Bay.
The American Car & Foundry Co. will build 500 box cars
at its plant at Madison, III., and the Cambria Steel Co. will
turn cut the remain n'.' 500 hopper cars at .Iohnsti)wn, Pa.

President Confers With Lewis to Prevent
Interruption of Coal Production

AN effort to prevent interruption of coal production
INafter
the miners' national agreements have expired next
March, President Harding, Secretary of Commerce Hoover
and Secretary of Labor Davis held a four-hour conference
in the White House, Saturday, Oct. 8, with John L. Lewis,
president of the United Mine Workers of America, but no
agreement was reached. Mr. Lewis was firm in his stand
that the miners could not commit themselves to any prior
understanding before they meet next February to consider
the new agreements.
Following the conference Mr. Hoover stated that the
conference with the miners' representatives was in sequence
of discussions carried on during the preceding week with
representatives of coal operators under the auspices of the

unemployment conference.
"The desire of the conference," he

said,

"was

to

determine

the steps to be taken now that would minimize the danger
of stoppage in coal production at the expiration of the
national agreements at the end of March by a prior undertaking to arbitrate any ultimate differences.
"Owing to the situation of the miners' leaders as the
result of the decision of the Indianapolis convention to
defer discussion of the new agreement until after the Feb-

naary meeting, it has become impossible to come to any immediate agreement."

Freight-Car Loadings Gain 19.54.3 During

Week Ended

Sept.

24

of revenue freight increased 19,543 cars dunng
J the week ended Sept. 24, compared with the previous
week, according to reports by the Car Service Division
of the American Railway Associaton from the railroads of
the United States. The total for the week was 873,305 cars,
which was the largest number loaded during any similar
period since Nov. 20, 1920, but 134,804 cars below the total
for the corresponding week last year and 122,596 less than
-ncreases compared with
the corresponding week in 1919.
the week before were reported in the loading of all commodities in all districts but all were below the corresponding
week last year except the Southwestern, which gained.

LOADING
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Senator

Kenyon Presents Two Coal Bills— To Regulate
The Industry and to Curb Profiteering

KENYON, of Iowa,
SEXATOR
Senate Saturday, Oct.

introduced two coal bills
8, one intended to regulate
the
the industry itself and the other aimed to curb profiteerBoth measures were referred to the Committee on
ing.
in

Manufactures.

The coal I'egulation bill, which is a modification of the
Xewton bill, introduced in the House in August, declares
the ownership, production and distribution of coal to be
charged with publ c inteiest and use, and directs the Federal
Trade Commission to compile reports respecting the ownership, production, distribution, investments, sales, margins,
profits, etc., in the coal industi-ies, the information necessaiT
in the compilation of such reports to be obtained from corporations and persons interested in the industry. The commission also is to have the authority to investigate the
"organization, business, conduct, practices and management"
of such persons or corporations, including any corporation
acting as a holding company for or guarantor of the stock
of any coal corporation, or any partnership acting in a
capacity analogous to that of such a holding company.

The Kenyon bill eliminates section 10 of the Newton bill,
which required licensing of operators and dealers. A newprovision, however, authorizes the Secretary of Labor to
investigate wages for miners and other employees by

Fight for

615

Open Shop

Started in Texas Mines

classes, miners' wages to be shown less operating
such as blasting, blacksmithing, etc.

expenses

The anti-profiteering bill makes it unlawful for any person, firm, partnership, association or corporation engaged in
For the first
interstate commerce to profiteer in coal.
offense a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $10,000
offense
the minimum
succeeding
for
each
while
is provided,
fine is $1,000. while the violator may be sent to prison for
from ninety days to five years, in the discretion of the
Court.

The measure

defines profiteering as charging or exacting

It provides that
e.xcessive or unreasonable prices for coal.
sales yielding margins in excess of the following rates
sales of oper-shall be considered evidence of profiteering:

ators of not more than 1 000 tons per month, 50c. per ton;
sales up to 5,000 tons a month, 50c. per ton on the first
1,000 and 35c. per ton in excess thereof; sales over 5,000
tons, 35c. per ton up to 5,000 tons and 30c. over that
amount; sales of less than 12,000 tons a year, 40c. per ton;
sales of less than 60,000 tons a year, 40c. per ton up to
12,000 tons and 30c. over that amount; sales over 60,000

tons a year, 25c. per ton.
Senator Kenyon announced that he would urge the earliest
possible action on both measures.

last

May.

The charge against Keeney

in

Boone County

is

pistol toting.

OPEN-SHOP fight v.hich bids fair to be a "fight to
the finish" is on at Thurber, Texas, between the Texas
Pacific Coal & Oil Co. and the coal miners it has employed.
The open-shop declaration by the coal mining company came
after two unsuccessful attempts to adjust wage controversies between it and the miners so that it would be possible to open some of the mines that have been shut down
for several months.
The coal company first announced, after several attempts
to compromise with its miners in their wage demands, that
il would open Mine No. 10 on Sept. 12 on the wage basis of
191 S, which was $5 a day for day labor and S2 a ton for
tonnage. The miners had been demanding $7.50 a day for
day labor and $2.65 for tonnage. The company's move to
open the mine was an open-shop move, according to the
miners, and they called on the hoisting engineers to leave
their jobs. This the engineers did, and the fight was on.
W. K. Gordon, general manager of the Texas Pacific Coal
& Oil Co., has said the company will stand firm in 'ts determination not to pay the wage scale demanded. "We have
explained to the men," he said, "that the wages they ask
will put the cost of pi-oduction $1.50 a ton more than the
market price of coal, and that under the wages we offer
we can expect to sell our coal only at actual cost of production.
Two attempts have been made to adjust wages, and
We have taken the only course open.
both have failed.
There are now several hundred idle men in Thurber, all
needing employment. If the men will accept our proposition, there will be employment for all."

AN

Boone County Grand Jury Indicts
Three Hundred Marchers
OCT.
ONWest

1 the special grand jury of Boone County,
Virginia, completed its work of investigating

march through Boone County and into
which hundreds of members of the United
participated, and upon the completion if its
labors the jury returned a total of 302 indictments, covering
Among
treason, pistol toting, stealing and other crimes.
the 302 indicted was C. F. Keeney, president of District 17,
in
present
United Mine Workers of America, who is at
jail at Williamson awaiting trial there on the charge of
having been implicated in the death of two men in Mingo
the recent armed

Logan County
Mine Workers

in

The Logan County Grand Jury only a few weeks ago
indictments against participants in the armed
march, and the Kanawha County Grand Jury also is exreturned

pected to return indictments against those implicated in the

march.

Treason against the state is punishable by death. The
other offenses carry, on conviction, imprisonment in the
Deaths occurred in Logan County,
penitentiary or jails.
where President Keeney, Secretary Mooney and Blizzard,
another official of District 17, are under indictment for
murder, but no murder indictments were returned by the
Boone County Grand Jury because, so far as can be learned,
there were no deaths in that county. More than five hundred witnesses were examined by the grand jury.
When it became apparent that indictments were to be
returned, there was a general exodus of miners from the
Boone County coal field in order to escape arrest and U'ial
for participation in the march.

Coal Committee Report Ready for Unemployment Conference; Interested in Wages

AFTER

nearly two weeks of daily sessions the bituminous

mining committee of the unemployment conferpnce has completed its report. This report deals
with emergency relief of existing unemployment
among bituminous coal miners. No consideration was given
the matter of employment in anthracite mines, as the figures show that more men are employed in that industrjthan usual and that no emergency exists.
The committee expects to make a more elaborate report
on permanent measures intended to prevent unemployment
Thomas T. Brewsin the bituminous coal mining industry.
ter, Michael Gallagher and Phil H. Penna, coal operators,
have besn appointed by the President as advisers to the
unemployment conference. The coal committee expected
.

coal section of the

entii'ely

Tuesday, Oct. 11.
Secretary of Commerce Hoover says that the unemployconference may take an active interest in the matter of
wage awards in the coal fields, which expire March 31, 1922.
John L. Lewis, head of the United Mine Workers, a member of the conference, has not been able to attend the
conference, having been delayed by his pi-esence at the
mine union convention. In the meantime he has been represented bv J. Moore.
to report to the conference

Production
and
the

,

Mairkct
IVeekly Review

WITH

production gaining its seamajority of the coal
operators are sitting by watching the business
barometer slowly climb, but some coal men are out
tying up large pieces of winter business at low figures lower than the prices quoted, but how low is not
yet known or appreciated. Demand for coal is uneven.
New England reports industrial buyers surfeited with
bargain coal from West Virginia, Canada dull, Chicago
pessimistic, with large buyers in control of prices;
Cincinnati with wide price range and buyers hesitant;
Cleveland reports better steam demand as iron and steel
pick up; Birmingham shows no increase in industrial
coal requirements, and the Northwest has sufficient coal
to meet all needs even with the more active call as winter
sonal

bituminous

autumn

stride, the

—

closes in.

In the coal fields the non-union mines are busy. Many
operators in southeast Kentucky, Logan and both highand low-volatile along the Norfolk & Western in southem West Virginia are actually setting new production
records. The union fields are producing only the highest grades and the business these operations can get is
the spill-over from the non-union districts. Pittsburgh,
for instance, reports that asking prices on steam are
being obtained on sales as demand picks up.

Shipping Board to Aid American Exporters
British competition in the export market may receive
a setback by the Shipping Board's offer to lease idle
boats to American exporters at $1 per month. The proposal is now being considered by the exporters.

Domestic sizes are the prop holding up soft-coal business everywhere west of Pittsburgh. Save when Pocahontas is being pushed under pressure and at new low
figures, as at Chicago and Cincinnati, the trade in household coal is steady and prices are even up. Coal Age
Index of spot bituminous prices rose to 89 on Oct. 10,
from 88 on Oct. 3.
A coal bill for the regulation of the industry itself

and another intended to curb profiteering were introduced in the Senate last week. The Coal Regulation
bill is not unlike the Newton and Calder measures introduced in the previous Congress although more drastic
than either; the Anti-Profiteering bill is one of the most
stringent measures for the suppression of coal profiteering ever introduced in Congress.
Cooler weather has quickened the anthracite domestic
trading.
The family sizes are almost in seasonal call,
although orders as a rule are for smaller lots than usual.
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strenuous efforts made to move coal. The
is absorbing an unchanged volume of tonnage
South American and Mediterat somewhat lower prices.
ranean markets are being exploited as much as possible
trade at present.
export
only
the
constitute
and

average. In the eight years preceding, however, the lowest
output for September was in 1914, yet even that month
showed 39,019 tons. Cumulative production to Oct. 1, 1921,
is 296,000,000 tons, or less than during the same period
in any of the last nine years.

PRODUCTION OF SOFT

CO.VL BY GEOUPSIOF .ST.^TES,
(In Net Tons)

617

ing,

despite

bunker trade

1918^ I92l|

First Eight Year 1921
Months of at Same Rate
1921
as First 8 Mos.

1920
1919
Region
156.723,000 235,084.000 331,510.000 300,420,275
Northeast (a)
16,556,000 23.500.000 20.803.263
11,037,000
Southern Appalachian (W
130.800.000
62.256,000
93.384.000
90.407,132
Interior
(c>
Eastern
12,805,000
19,208,000 29,950.000 21.741,003
Western Interior (d)
Mountain States and North18.365.000 27,548,000 40.680,000 32,381,012
west (e)

Total

261,186,000 391,780,000 556,420,000 465,752,685

(/)

(a) Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio, W>st Virginia, Marj'land, Eastern Kentucky and Virginia. (6) Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee, (c) Illinois, Indiana
and Western Kentucky, (rf) Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Tesas. (e) Colorado, New Mexico. Utah, Wyoming, Montana, North Dakota
and Washington. (/) Alaska, California, Idaho, North Carolina, Oregon and
South Dakota not included.

New

River and Pocahontas coals are being sold under
pressure along Long Island Sound at $6@$6.25, f.a,s. The
all-rail movement to New England and eastern New York
changed but little during the week ended Oct. 1. According
to the Geological Survey, 2,876 cars were forwarded, compared with 2,894 cars the week before and 5,016 during the

same week

last year.

Accumulations at the Hampton Roads piers are increas-

Current Quotations
Low-Volatile, Eastern
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
Pocahontas screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine rxm
•Smokeless mine run
Cleartield mine run
Cambria mine run
Somerset mine rim
Pool I (Navy Standard)...
Pool
(Na\'y Standard)...
(Navy Standard)...
Pool
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.).
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.).
I
I

Pool
Pool
Poo!
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

9 (Super. Low Vol.)...
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
10(H. Gr. Low Vol.)
(Low Vol.)
1 1
II (Low Vol.)
II (Low Vol.)

,

Columbus..

Columbus
Columbus..
Chicago
Chicago
Boston.

.

.

.

-

.

Boston
Boston
Boston
New York.

.

.

.

New York

.

Philadelphia..
Baltimore..
.

York.

.

.

Philadelphia..

Baltimore..

.

New York

.

.

Philadelphia..

Baltimore..

.

New Y'ork
Philadelphia..
Baltimore...
Pittsburgh. ..
Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh.

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run
Kanawha screenings

Columbus...
Columbus..
Columbus....

Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
Pitts. No. Slump

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

$4.90
2.65
2.10
4.75
2.85
4.90

1.95

1.90
2.35
1.75
3.25
3.10
2.80
2.55
2.40
2.60
2.30
2.05
2.30
1.90
1.80
2.10

1.75
.

Philadelphia..
Baltimore..

New

$5.35
3.15
2.30
5.15
2.50
5.15

2.40

Hleh-Volatlle, Eastern
Pool 54-64 (Gas and St.)
Pool 54-64 (Gas and St.).
Pool 54-64 (Gas and St.).
Pittsburgh sc'd gas
Pittsburgh mine run (St.).
Pittsburgh slack (Gas)
.

Prices,

Market
Quoted

3.25
2.95
2.50
2.45
2.35
2.20
2.20
2.05
2.00
2.05
1.80
1.80

1.90
1.75
1.70
2.65

1.80
1.70
1.60
2.65
2.25
1.70
3.45
2.15

2.20
2.15
3.35
2.00
1.25
3.25

Columbus
Columbus
(Dolumbua.
Cleveland.

.

.

.

.

.

Oct. 4,
1921

$4.75
2.80
2.10
4.75
2.65
4.90

lit2!96D20Z15l)nS 8 15229 5 E8!62 9 IbOMl
>i<-U.il >:< Moy >fJune->i<July-- ->{<Aug.>i<-Sept.I

-,^ ..«.. -7-->„.v-

-j

Lake dumpings were 724,305 net tons in the week ended
Oct. 3—700,297 cargo and 24,008 vessel fuel— as compared
Cumulative tonnage for
with 971,262 tons a year ago.
the season now stands at 19,553,863.
Duluth-Superior
Harbor declined
Receipts of coal at
sharply in September. According to reports from the U. S.
Engineer Officer. 207,901 net tons of anthracite and 647,095

Bituminous Coal

—Net Tons,
Market
Quoted

Oct. 10,

1921t
$4.50(01 $5. 00

S.60@$s.S5

Mines

F. O. B.

Sept. 6, Sept. 27, Oct. 4,
1921
1921
1921

Cleveland...
Cleveland,...

$2.30

$2.10

$2.05

1.65

1.50

1.55

Chicago.
Chicago.. ..
Chicago.. ..
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago. ...
Chicago.. ..
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago. ...
St. Louis
St. Louis
St. Louis

3.65
2.95

3.80
2.95

Oct.

10.

192lt
$2.1S(S!$2.2S
50@ 1.60
1

.

1.85@ S.25
4.50(3,

S.S5&

1.95

J.75(if.
.70(&^
1

2.35

2 lOuV

1.80
3.25
3.10
2.80
2.45
2.40
2.65
2.15
2.05
2.45
1.90
1.85
2.20

1

55«i
S.OOis2.90(3.

5.00
S.OO
i.90
2.15
2 70
2.10
S.So
3.25

S.7o

2.so@
2.25©
S.S5@
2.05@

e.oo
2.50
i.BO
2.25
1.90@t 2.15
2.S5® Z.So
1.65® J. SO
1.75(g:.

1.90

e.oo® B.la

1.90
1.75

l.Bo® 1.85

1.90
2.65
2 20
2.15
3.25
2.00
1.20
3.25
2.00
1.10
3.25

J.

1.65® 1.85

75® 1.90

2.55®
2.20®
2.00®
S.OO®
1 75®
1.10®
.

2.75
2.25
2.25
S.iO
S.lo
1.25
S.iO
2.15
1.10

Midwest
Franklin, 111, lump
Franklin, 111. mine run.
Franklin, 111. screenings.
Central. 111. lump
Central. 111. mine run.
Central. 111. screenings.
Ind. 4th Vein lump
Ind. 4th Vein mine run..
Ind. 4th Vein screenings..
Ind. 5th Vein lump
Ind. 5th Vein mine run..
Ind. 5th Vein screenings..
.

.

.

.

.

.

Standard lump
Standard mine run
Standard screenings
West. Ky. lump
West Ky. mine run
West Ky. screenings

.

.

1.85

1.75

2.70
2.40

2.70
2.40
1.60
2.95
2.40
1.60
2.90
2.40

1

.

75

2.95
2. 55

1.70

2.90
2.50

1.55

2.70
2.50

.75

1.55

1.45

2.50

3.15

3.25

1.85

1.95

1.85

0.85
3 05
2.35

0.50
2.90

0.35
3.00
2.25

Louisville. ...
Louisville.. ,
Louisville. ...

1

.

1

.

50@ 4. OS
S.iO® S.OO
O.SO® S.OO
2.00® 3.00
3

2.75
1.70
2.50
2.25

2.25

25

1.75® 2.75

0.60®
2.35®
2.30®
0.90®
2.15®
2.25®
0.70®
3.25®

2.25

3.50

2.75
2.15
3.25
2.75
2.15
3.50
1.65® 2.0O

0.50®
2.60®
2.00®
0.80®

0.60

1.15

3.75
2.15
2.30
3.55
2.10

3.25®
2.00®
2.15®
3.50®
2.15®

4.25
2.30
2.40
3.75

S.S5

2.50
1.75

South and Southwest
Big Seam lump
Big Seam mine run
Big Seam (washed)..
S. E. Kv. lump
S. E. Ky. mine run.
S. E. Ky. screenings,

Louisville
Louisville.Louisville. ...

Kansas lump
Kansas mine run..
Kansas screenings

Kansae City
Kansaa City
Kansas City

.

.

.

.

.

Birmingham..
Birmingham..
Birmingham..
.

.

3.85
2.15
2.40
3 50
2.35
.

1.55

3.75
2.15
2.40
3.65
2.20

2.25

1.25

1.25

1.50
5.75

5.75
4.00
2.40

4.00
2.40

type, declines in

italics.

— Spot Prices, Anthracite—Gross Tons, F. O. B. Mines

Current Quotations
Market
Quoted

New

Broken
Broken

York.

Freight

Rates
.

Philadelphia..

Broken

Chicago
New York.

Egg
Egg

Egg
Stove
Stove

.

$2 61
2 66

Independent

Company
60® $7. 75

Independent

7.75® 7.85

$7!66®$8!26

$7.

$7!66@$8'.2b

7.75® 7.85

7.75® 8.00
8.10® 8.35

7.60® 7.75
7.75® 7.85

13.40

12.80

13.40

12.80

2.61

7.75® 8.25
8.10® 8.35

7.60® 7.75
7.75® 7.85

7.75® 8.00
8.10® 8.35

7.60® 7.75
7.75® 7.85

2 66

Chicago
New York.

5.62

13.40

12.80

13.40

2 61

8.25® 8.60
8.25® 8.60

7.90® 8.10
8.00® 8.35

8.25® 8.75
8.25® 8.75

.

Independent
$7;66(a$8'.20
13.40

5.62

Philadelphia..

Compft&y

Company
60® $7. 75

7.75® 7.85

$7.

$7.

12 80

7.90(3

8.10

8.00® 8.35

60® $7.

73

12.80

13.40

12.80

8.50® 8.75
8.25® 8.75

7.90®8.10
8.00® 8.35

Philadelphia..

2 66

Chicago
New York.

5.62

13.40

12.90

13.40

12.90

13.40

12.90

Chestnut

2 61

(Chestnut

Philadelphia..

2 66

8.00® 8.25
8.20® 8.75

7.90® 8.10
8.05® 8.25

8.00® 8.50
8.20® 8.75

7.90® 8.10
8.05® 8.25

8.25® 8.50
8.00® 8.50

7.90® 8.10
8.05® 8.25

•Chestnut

Chicago
New York.

5.62

13.40
5.00® 5.75
4.50® 5.50
12.40
2.75® 3.00
2.50® 3.00
1.80® 2.15
1.75® 2.00
1.25® 1.50
1.00® 1.25

12.90
6.05® 6.45
6.15® 6.25
11.15
3.50
3.50
2.50
2.50
1.50
1.50
2.50

13.40
5.00® 5.50
4.50® 5.50
12.40
2.75® 3.00
2.50® 3.00
1.80® 2.15
1.75® 2.00
1.25® 1.50

12.90
6.05® 6.45
6.15® 6.25
11.15
3.50
3.50
2.50
2.50
1.50
1.50
2.50

13.40
5.00® 5.50
4.50® 3.50
12.40
3.00(3 3.25
2.75(5. 3.00
2.00® 2.25
1.75® 2.00
1.25® 1.50
25
1.00®

13.80
6.05® 6.45
6.15® 6.25

Stove

Pea
Pea

.

Philadelphia..

Pea
Buckwheat No.
Buckwheat No.

.

I

Chicago
New York.

I

Philadelphia..

Rice
Rice
Barley
Barley
Birdseye

Prloes and freight rates,
tAdvanoes over previous

New

York.

5 62
.

.

.

Philadelphia..

New

York.

.

.

Philadelphia..

New

York.

2 47
2 38

.

2.47
2.38
2 47
2.38
2 47
2 38
2 47
f.o.b. cars.

type, dec

1.00® 1.25

1

11.15
3.50
3.50

2.50
2.50
1.50
1.50

2.50
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When
tons of soft coal were unloaded during the month.
compared with receipts in August, decreases of 201,337 and
421,460 tons, respectively, are shown.

OF

June

ToUl

Soft

192.830
!39.383
418.238
207,901

2,125,453
1,650.629
1.068.555
647,095

2.318,283
1.990.012
1.486.793
854,996

30, 1921

1.414,600

7,160,824

8,575,424

Comqwnding period,

1,048,650

4,127,491
5,665,757
6,228.244

5,176.141
6,589.944
7.204,664

July

Ausuat
September
TotaltoSept.

1920
Coiregpondiix period, 1919

Conspondins

924,187
976,420

period. 1918

Apr

Agr lndr\

Xtf.

October 10.
This diasrain

of

ahowb

weekly

in the spot
prices of bituminous
coal In the United

States

1921

Hard

Week
19!1.

changes

RECEIPTS OF COAL AT DULUTH-SUPERIOH a.\RBOR DURING TlIE
SE.\SON

Cuill

Vol. 20. No. 15

All

as

pilces

a

whole.
are re-

duced to one flgure
and compared with
the average govern-

ment price

of

1918.

taken as 100. Actual
spot prices for each
coal are given In the
table In this rerlew.

Hoy

ANTHRACITE

July

Production of hard coal durinj? the week ended Oct. 1
amounted to 1,832,000 net tons, according to the Geological
Survey, or an increase of 78,000 tons when compared with
the preceding week. The steam coals are in better position
and prices for the independent product are nearing the
circular figures of the old-line companies.
Lake dumpings of anthracite are decreasing. Loadings
for the last week were 70,400 net tons compared with
Movement up
100,320 tons for the week ended Sept. 28.

the Lakes to Oct. I, I92I,
was 2,406,661 tons.

— Production

the Ruhr
region during the week ended Sept. 24,
was 1,798,866 metric tons, according to
a cable to Coal Age. This is a slight
increase, as compared with 1,768,718
tons in the week preceding.
in

— Latest

cabled quotations
are: American gas, unchanged at $7, British steam 28s., c.i.f.
Rotterdam. This is a drop of 4s. on
British coal from last week's quotation.

Holland
to Coal Age

Spain

— Coal

production in 1920 was

5,973,129 metric tons, or 53,000 tons in
Of the
excess of the 1919 figure.
total output, 491,715 tons were anthracite, 4,928,989 bituminous and 552,425
lignite.

Demands have been made by the
Spanish Coal Owners' Association that
a customs duty of li pesetas a ton be
maintained on coal imported to Spain.
The

association also asks that coal used

on Spanish warships shall be produced
in Spain and that railway and steamship companies receiving Government
assistance must use Spanish coal.

tons; in

1920

it

Production of beehive coke continued to increase during
The total output was estimated
the week ended Oct. 1.
at 82,000 net tons, 12,000 tons in excess of that for the
preceding week and the largest since the last week in

March.

the coastwise trade is brisk. E.xploitation of the Mediterranean ports as well
as some of the South American fields
is also going forward,
and shippers

And Export News

Germany

2,680,651

COKE

Foreign Market

Coal Paragraphs from Foreign Lands

Dec

was

—

Brazil .\niericans are taking an increasing interest in the possibilities for
marketing coal in Brazil, according to
Commerce Reports. Competition with
Great Britain, however, is keen, for
that Government subsidizes vessels carrying coal and British industries and
British-owned public utilities, especially
railways, favor British coal. The British have invested large sums in bunkering facilities, and know from long experience how to handle the business, a
knowledge which gives the Brazilians
confidence in dealing w'th those firms.
;

hope
in

to

open new and fruitful markets

those sections.

During the week ended Oct. 6 accumulations at Tide increased somewhat,
shippers apparently looking forward to
better business during the late fall.
Prices, in the meantime, remain where
they have been for the last few weeks,
with little reason for change in sight.
Shippers

do

Hampton Roads

not believe that the
coal business will suffer

daring the winter, although they do not
hope for a revival of export trade at
any time within the near future. Revision in certain port practices, they
believe, will increase the bunker business.
During the first week in October
the general feeling in the market was
optimistic; more so, in fact, than at
any time within the last six weeks.

Hampton Roads Continues To Mark
Time; Mediterranean Markets
Being Exploited

few days of October
the trend of the market has followed
the dull pace set by September, when
only 900,000 gross tons were dumped
During the

first

new low record
nearly reached. The market is steady,
however, and shippers believe conditions are bringing it to a more solid
foundation.
Export business continues dull, but
for all purposes, and a

I'lKH .-^riTATION

— Week

.

X. & W, Piers. Lamberts
Cal^ on hand
Tons on hand

Sept. 29

Ended

—

Oct. 6

I'nint:

1,353

1,316

25.355
99,741
25,000
Mrginian Ry. Piers, Sewalls Point;
Cars on hand
1,386

76,803
53.653
7.000

Tons on hand
Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting
C. & (>. Piers. Newport News:
Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting

32.659
83.750
6,700

Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting

69.300
76.000
11,605

1,675

1,401

1.432

70,000
41.482
2,300

67.000
60,038
2.255

—
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Grave Problem Faces British Coal Industry

Exports of coal and coke, by customs
from the United States in

South Wales Subsidy Dispute Closes Some Pits
Export Orders Dwindle French Mine Stocks
No Demand from Any Quarter
Increase

districts,

August, 1921,

—

During the week ended Sept. 24 the
the United Kingdom was

trolled

by

ing table:

the Office des Houilleres
with the German
direct

output of

Sinistrees

4,273,900 gross tons, according to a
cable to Coal Age. This is an increase
of 112,400 tons as compared with the

Kohlensyndikat. It is hoped that this
will enable a better regulation of the
supplies according to actual requirements, and that France will no longer
have to take enormous quantities of
fuel for which there is no call, and
which at present is encumbering many

preceding week.

September coal exports from Great
Britain were 3,407,000 tons, compared
In Septemin August.
ber, 1920, 1,476,000 tons were exported
and in September, 1913, 6,197,000 tons.

with 3,103,000

interests have purchased
One
11,000 tons of South Wales coal.
Oct.
10, and the other is
cargo left
scheduled for Oct. 28. Few orders are

Honolulu

being booked and both buyers and
are refraining from futures
because of the uncertainty of the situasellers
tion.

The coal industry in Durham is looking up momentarily as a result of an order from the Norwegian State Railways
for 15,000 tons of screened steam to be
shipped during October. In Wales the
position is so bad that the Welsh Navigation Steam Coal Co., Ltd., has given
24 hours' notice to 1,.500 men and
executives. The pumps and ponies will
be withdrawn from the shafts, and the
length of the stoppage is indefinite.
Generally employment in the British
coal mining districts declined during
August, with the exception of South
Wales

and

Monmouth where

it

was

better than in July. On July 29, 8.1 per
cent miners were unemployed, on Aug.
26. this had increased to 8.7.

concerns.
In the face of menacing British competition, operators in the Northern districts have informed their men that
some means must be found to reduce
the pi'ices.
A further discussion will
he held on Nov. 12, when the question of wages will be definitely touched.
English offers still flood the market
but very little new business is being
transacted.

Budapest gas works have completed
arrangements whereby French mines
The
supply them with fuel.
will
arrangement permits the works to buy
coal 10 per cent lower in price than
was demanded by mines in Czechoslovakia and Upper Silesia.
French and Saar production for July,
after deducting coal used at the mines,
Adding
amounted to 2,012,000 tons.
the imports during the same month
(660,000 tons) and deducting exports
(321,000 tons), total quantity available
was 2,351,000 tons, or hardly 40 per
cent of the normal consumption. During July, French plants produced 56,000
tons of coke. Adding imports (279,000
tons, chiefly

French Market

Is

Overstocked

The

position as regards available
quite satisfactory, in fact too
much so, chiefly due to the lack of demand, and in regard to railway stocks,
to the fact that these concerns had at
certain times to take delivery of huge
quantities of German coals. Consumers
can go for a fairly long time without
buying, as available stocks added to the
production and imports under existing

coal

is

contracts are more than ample to meet
even an unexpected brisk demand.

German

coal deliveries

will

be con-

from Germany under the

Reparation Act) and deducting exports
(74,000 tons), this leaves for actual use
261,000 tons.

However, existing stocks at the
French mines and elsewhere have to
be taken into account, and
end of July were:

same at the
Tons

At

the

mines

various ports
Railway depots
Paris District gasworks
In

Other

gasworks

Paris Electricity group

Total

United States August Exports of Coal
and Coke, by Customs Districts

1.256.00U
600.000
1.347,000
136.000
250,000
51.000
3.640.000

ai'e

shown

in the follow-
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There is a better feeling, however,
and it is believed the turning point is
about here.
Inquiries are gaining in
i.umbor and indications point to the
early booking of actual business.
With the growing tendency
to
use the old district designations and

Reports

From

the Market Centers
heard of coal being sent forward
either by rail or water without definite
consignment.
With marine freights at a low ebb,
85c. being the rate on barges, 2,000
tons and upward, Hampton Roads to
Boston, stocks on hand are noticeably
large.
Consumers of all degrees have
tried to take advantage of bargains,
but "bargains" have held right through
is

New Eugluud
BOSTON

—

Slack Market Hampton Roads Agencies Have Clear Sweep Through Most
Operators Hold to
of the Territory
Consumers' Stocks
Minimum Prices
Large Anthracite Fairly Active.

—
—

—

—

Bituminous The current market presents every opportunity for improved
Continued pressure
selling methods.
upon the Pocahontas and New River
shippers to move accumulations at the
loading piers has resulted in the lowest
offerings of the season, not only lower
than the same coals were offered during the late summer but needlessly low
if there were a more intelligent grasp
of conditions than most of the Hampton
Roads factors seem to show. The record is one of steady forcing brought to
bear on the buyer, and since a dozen
or more different interests are participating in this dog-eat-dog policy the
price level is more or less demoralized.
Well back to points considerably more
than midway from Tidewater here to
the Hudson River the cost of the smokeless coals is less than the quality grades
all-rail from Pennsylvania, this being
due chiefly to the rivalry between shipThe current market, therefore,
pers.
continues to be dominated by Pocahontas and New River, practically to
the exclusion of Pennsylvania coals. The
effect is also evident upon the smokeless shippers themselves, for in many
instances they have been obliged either
to scale down prices on contracts taken
early in the year, or lose the tonnage.
This seems poor preparation for another season, for in all likelihood buyers
will defer purchases, in view of this
year's experience.
The daily average receipts at the
Hudson gateways bears out the general
result of low prices at Tidewater. And
at Philadelphia and New York piers
the dumpings from day to day continue

extremely light. There seems no encouragement whatever for Clearfield,
Cambria and Somerset shippers, although doubtless a way will be found
later on to increase shipments from
these districts. A few operations have
been able to work four to five days
weekly, but these are cases where there
are certain contracts on hand to provide a nucleus, the coal is of the highest
reputation, and the sales staff is unflag-

ging and vigilant.
Pennsylvania operators, for the most
part, are adhering to their now well
settled policy of selling at a price somewhat over cost, and no less. It is observed that there
of prices to

move

much less slashing
output, and less, too.

is

to the fall,

and now when .$6.15@$6.25

freely offered on cars Boston for New
River coal, the territory can absorb
only a relatively small tonnage.
is

—

.\nthracite Both companies and individuals have no trouble now in disposing of all domestic sizes, except
possibly egg and pea. Once more there
is a seasonal demand from the householder.
In most cities and towns the
retail dealers are active, in some cases
for the first time in several months.
Shipments of stove and chestnut are
notably slow, and the "independents"
are once more asking premiums that

approach

15

analyses in selling the various coals,
operators and shippers are giving more
attention to the marketing end of the
business and are taking care to see
that their salesmen become better acquainted with the qualities of the coals
they are handling.
The better grades, such as Pools 9
and 10, are a little more active. Pool
10 is more prominent than a week ago.
Some effort has been made to ship

—

Southern coals Pocahontas and New
River into this market, because of the
dullness prevailing at Hampton Roads,
and it is reported that quotations made
to local consumers generally depend
upon coals handled here, for Pools 1
and 2 have ranged $6@$6.25 alongside.
Considerable of these Southern coals
have been shipped to points along Long
Island
Sound at prices comparing

—

favorably with those quoted by local
houses for good grades handled at the
local

piers.

PHILADELPHIA

75c.@90c.

Anthracite Quickened by Cool Weather
—
Prices Unchanged—Steam, Coals
Moderate Movement —Bitum.inous Unstable — Railroads Best Buyers — Tide

in

Tidewater

—East

Trade Negligible.

NEW YORK

—

—

Deinand for Domestic Coals Growing
Pea Coal Sluggish Local Bituminous
Market Quiet but Deynand Better In-

—

to

nd.

—

Anthracite
There is a growing
domestic demand and present indications are that consumers are not going
to
be caught napping this winter.
Operators and wholesalers report a
continued heavy call for stove and
chestnut. Egg is sluggish in this market but shippers say there is a better
demand along the line.

The lack of demand for egg

coal,

at the present time, is attributed to the heavy tonnage of this size
put in consumers' bins in the past
spring and early summer. However, it
is estimated that not more than about
80 per cent of the usual winter fuel
has been put in cellars. There is practically no market for pea and large
tonnages are being placed in storage.

locally,

Anthracite Thanks to some seasonable weather the city has seen the lighting of many new coal fires and retailers
have received much new business. Usually the orders have been for single
tons, but there have been many for
smaller

lots.

The big companies already announce
that nut is fast getting into the same
position as stove as regards their ability to ship promptly.
The individuals
still take some orders for nut, but
their situation is also much improved.
Pea of course remains a slow seller.
It is egg that is making trouble for
every operator.
There have been no price changes,
and September circulars are still in
effect for all companies.
There is no
doubt that the independents would have
at least increased stove, but conditions
were not right, with the warm weather
and falling demand prevailing at the
beginning of the month.
It can be
taken for granted, however, that they
will get their prices at least 75c. above
company coal some time during the
winter.
Steam coals are in moderate demand.
Orders for buckwheat are coming in
better volume, but rice is still burden-

can

There has ieen no improvement in
steam coal situation.
Buckwheat
some weaker. Rice is accumulating
rapidly and some distress tonnages
were reported as having been offered
here at around $4 alongside.
Barley some.
Barley maintains its improveis holding its own.
ment and seems to gain some.
Bituminous The Inland demand is
Bituminous There is nothing stable
the one redeeming feature of the sit- about the market, for at the times when
uation. Tidewater call is slow and has the demand seems to flare up in one
fluctuated considerably the past week. section it dies down in others.
The
Consequently, the amount of coal on consumer continues to use the strictest
the local piers is small.
caution in purchases and is prone to
the
is

—

—

October
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many sources
before actually placing orders.
Outside of the railroads themselves,
little attention was paid to the threat
of the railway strike, and while considerable railroad coal is going into
stock at this time, it is believed that
the coming of winter and short supplies have as much to do with it as
anything.
Prices have remained firm during the
past three or four weeks. Of course
with so many new operators in the
market there are wide fluctuations, but
the average, as quoted in the Weekly
Review, has been well maintained.
Tide shippers report a few inquiries
recently, but these are so far below
normal that little hope of an old-time
resumption is hoped for in the near
future.
There are frequently entire
weeks when there are no clearances of
coal cargoes from this port.
wait for quotations from

621

goes into the market he will pay it if
from the usual source fails to
come forward promptly.
Lake Shipments are not up to last
coal

Canada

—

month, but are as good as last season
this time.
Loadings for the week
were 70,400 tons, of which 24,300 tons
cleared for Duluth and Superior, 16,200
for Milwaukee, 11,800 for Racine, 10,500 for Fort William and 7,600 for
Sheboygan. September shipments were
388,874 tons as against 385,700 for September, 1920, and for the season, 2,680,651 tons, as against 2,406,661 tons last

TORONTO

—

at

year.

Coke

— The

trade goes along slowly.
A big local furnace lately asked prices
for the delivery of 45,000 tons of furnace coke, but it has now withdrawn the
inquiry.
The inference is that it will

up its byproduct ovens and hopes
be able to keep them going. Quota$4.50@$4.75 for foundry, $3.75@
$4 for furnace, $3.25 for stock and $4
for chestnut size domestic, adding $3.64
start

Business Active
.A.nthracite Orders
Keep Dealers Busy^Bitiiminous Coming

from Nova

Scotia.

Anthracite business has been quite
with the advent of cool
weather. Dealers are busy making deliveries and anticipate a rush trade for
some time as many have delayed their
active lately

orders until late in the season.
Coal is coming forward freely from
the mines and dealers have enough on
hand to supply the demand for some
time.
Arrangements have been made
for regular consignments
of
Nova
Scotia coal by water.

Current quotations follow:

to

tions:

BUFFALO
Demand—

Signs of Better Bituminous
No Great Immediate Activity Anticipated Canadian Trade Dull Anthracite Slotvly Improving.

—

—

Bituminous

—The

shipper

is

keeping

his ear close to the ground in expectation of the stir in business that is bound
to come before long.
He does not look
for much of a boom, for the old-time

export trade
for

some

has

now

is

not likely to come back

time, as British competition
returned. But there are some
signs of greater activity in various
branches of trade and though locally
the demand has not felt it much it is
sure to do so before long.
Canal-boat lines report the offering
of an unusual amount of pig iron for
Tidewater, but grain is moving so fast
that the iron is mostly declined, for
boats can handle grain much more
rapidly.
One reason for the light bituminous
movement of late is the lack of business in Canada and the effort to make
Canadian coal meet the reduced demand in that territory. Canadians are
so indifferent to our coal that they do
not %nsit this market and our jobbers
are not able to interest them to any
great extent.
Prices are much the
same as formerly, with no particular
improvement in the movement. Still a
better showing is looked for this month.

Anthracite

—Demand

continues light.

The amount coming in has been less
than it was a month ago. It seems that
more coal has been shipped West than
East, mostly to take care of the sum-

mer surplus, but now, as the Eastern
demand improves it is best to turn
more of it in that direction. That the
local movement is not satisfactory is
shown by the cutting of some city retail
Independents are selling at
about 30c. under the line companies and
it will
take some severe weather to
bring prices up to that level.
It has been common during the winter months to get a dollar or more for
this coal than is asked regularly and
as soon as the consumer with money
prices.

for freight.

—

|-in

Keen ComSoft Coal Trading Dull
AnPrices Low
petition Continues
thracite Demand Spurred by Colder
Weather.

—

lump

1

1

.

$15.50
14,00
00 to 1 1 50
12 25
ij^qO
.

$7.75 to $8.50
6.00 to 6.75

Slack

Northwest

—

With a tang in the air
portends the near approach of
winter the trade has failed to show
Busiseasonal interest.
the usual
ness conditions are reported as in a
more hopeful state, but if there is anything like a boom imminent it is not
Bituminous

and

„Kiat«
Pea ••.
Bituminous steam
Domestic lump
Cannel
Wholesale f.o.b. care at destination:

BALTIMORE

—

Retail:

Anthracite, egg, stove, nut

that

reflected in

immediate trading.

continues and
this is especially marked in bunkers.
Pools 9 and 71 sold here during the
week $5.85(S)$5.95, trimmed in bunkers.
This means a net price f.o.b. mines of
$2.09@$2.19. There are still sharp bargains being offered even in best grades
of soft coal and, while they are not
anything like the bunker prices quoted,
it is not unusual to hear of sales of
Pool 9 around $2.35 and Pool 71 at
Best lump gas coals also range
$2.50.
$2.35@$2.50.
A most discouraging feature has to
do with exports. So far there has been
but one loading on export account during October. Bunker trading has also
fallen off to a great extent. The situation, as in all the other Atlantic coast
harbors, looks like a typical Sunday.
Buying continues light,
.\nthracite
although thei'e is some sign of revival
as the colder weather gets nearer. In
the less affluential sections, in direct
contrast to conditions a year or so ago,
ordering has gone back to the ton and
half-ton basis.
Because of the light ordering, no
retail advances of much size are noted
to take care of the wholesale price
increases, both company and independent, that have been made in the past
two or three months. It would not be
at all surprising, however, if there
were an advance at any time, as many
of the dealers feel that they are now
traveling on too small a margin of net

Ruinous

competition

—

profit.

MINNEAPOLIS

—

Baying Becomes Active
Orders for
Small Quantities Coal Shortage Unlikely

—Keen

—

Competition for Business.

The first killing frost of the fall
started active domestic ordering, though
confined to smaller orders than common.

Dealers are not encouraging
larger orders than the buyer can readily pay for.
From the financial standpoint, the present plan is preferable.
Small orders which can be paid for
within the succeeding month are much
better than larger ones for whose set-

tlement more time must elapse.

There is the customary complaint
which comes in times like these, of
ruinous low prices made, and how disrupting it is to business.
This is a
part of the trade ritual when things are
dull and there is the usual keen conpetition for business.
It is difficult to
say how seriously it may be taken.
Many firms which have been accused
by competitors of taking business in
at figures below cost seem
display
distressing
commercial
health in view of that fatal action.
Receipts at the docks have been declining, but the totals are the largest
in the last four years, so the stocks
are at least not discouraging, with two
more months of navigation left. It
would be much better for the trade, if
the outward movement from the docks
had been freer for the last month or
more, so that there were a better space
available for further receipts.
But
with the start of fall, the movement to
the interior has been distinctly better.
The uncertainty as to requirements
makes it impossible to figure very
quantities

to
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whether the present stocks
are sadly short or are approximately
Assuming a vigorous winsufficient.
ter and a good demand for industrial
consumption, and the present season
threatened with a shortage. But
is
presaging a moderate or a niila winclosely as to

ter

and

less

iiuirement,

than average industrial reand the stocks will serve

nicely.

MILWAUKEE

—

Market Dull Consumers Indifferent in
Winter
the Face of Assured Supplji
of Rush Deliveries Predicted.
With frosty weather only a few weeks
away, and with less than 60 per cent

—

from normal. It is becoming more and
more evident that the masses will buy
coal only as actually needed during the

coming winter.
Consumers have become

indifferent,

especially now that they have been assured that there will be no coal famine.
Coke shares with coal in the dullness
of the market.
Coal has gravitated to the bargain
counter.
A department store is offering anthracite at |1 per ton under the
prevailing rates at regular sources.
Egg size sells at $14.9.5, chestnut
pea ? 13.4.5, and buckwheat
SI 5.20,
charge of 7.5c. is added where
$11.10.
No less than two
coal is carried in.
tens, nor more than six tons are sold

A

A Milwaukee dock company is a party to the innovation.
The crowded condition of the docks

to a customer.

reflected in the record of September's
receipts, which were the smallest
since navigation opened, the totals beis

Lake

ing 102,492 tons of anthracite, and
Revised fig193,892 tons of soft coal.
ures show the season's receipts to Oct.
1 were 747,722 tons of anthracite, and
2,040,072 tons of soft coal, against
.573,707 and 1,053,805 tons respectively
in 1920, a gain of 174,015 tons of anthracite, and of 986,267 tons of soft
xoal.

DULUTH
I'etter

jage

in excess of the same period last
year. Hard coal receipts were 1,414,600
tons, or 365,950 more than last year.
Prices remain much the same with

333

screenings down to $3.50, but there are
No
signs of a strengthening market.
further troubles are anticipated from
dock fires, as stocks have been lowered
by the price reductions on screenings
and buckwheat. For the latter, prices

have again returned to $7@$7.50 from
a drop to 56 which was brought about
by an excess of supply.

Inland West

home

bins filled, d.'livery facilities
ought to be taxed to their utmost, but
the outward flow from the yards is far
of

VM.

Movement Provides More

Space

—

— September

Receipts

Stor-

Are

lighter Few Price Changes.
Coal men are working to the utmost
to keep the local docks clear so that
cargoes may continue to come and the
lane be kept clear as far back as the
mines.
Increased orders, both from
country dealers and their customers are
being recorded every day, and with a
falling off in receipts during September, it is not thought that any blockade of traffic will come.
September receipts at Duluth-Superior harbor aggregated 854,996 tons,
,as compared with 1,486,793 tons during
August. Of soft coal, 647,095 tons were
received, as compared with 1,068,555
Anthratons in the preceding month.
cite re-eipts were 207,901 tons, com
pared with 418,238 tons during August.
For the season to Sept. 30, bituminous
receipts were 7,160,824 tons, or 3,033,-

ST.

LOUIS

—

Improvement Noted
Steayn
Non-Union Coals
Market Still Quiet
C lit Domestic Movement.
The first touch of autumn weather
has brought a fairly good demand.
General

—

high
People who formerly bought
grades are going to the cheaper fuels.
Standard and Mt. Olive are going to
be the strongest in St. Louis this winter.
The country call for domestic is
unusually good.
There is no domestic business from
southeast Missouri nor below the Ohio
River on either side of the Mississippi
on account of Alabama and west Kentucky coming in on non-union prices,

advantageous freight rates.
Country steam business is light. A
fairly good movement of steam and
domestic is noted to Omaha and some
to the Kansas City market and a good
through movement of all grades to Chicago and Northern territory.
v>-ith

Louis has improved,
mostly, however, for storage purposes.
Movem-'nt of hard coal and smokeless
is slow.
Gas house and byproduct coke

Steam

is

in

St.

selling fairly well.

CHICAGO

—

Doldrums Domestic Market
Less Distress
Quiet Before the Storm
Trada

in

—

Tonnage.

A number of operators were in attendance at the meeting of the Illinois
Coal Operators' Association in Chicago
These men spent much of
last week.
their time at the offices of their sales
or
agents,
in calling on the trade themselves.

They received some

first-hand

market information and it was difficult
to find a more pessimistic lot of men.
The coal trade, on account of the
colder weather, is trying hard to look
up, but conditions do not justify an
Steam coals are
optimistic outlook.
still weak although there has been a
slight improvement during the last few
Some of the cement plants in
days.
the Middle West, which have been oper-

ating fairly well all summer, are now
planning on closing down for the winter months in view of the fact that
the road building season is nearly over.
Thes- companies have stoppad taking
coal, and this has thrown an extra tonnage on the open market.
Retailers have succeeded in selling

20.

No. 15

a few tons on account of the colder
weather, and consequently some scattered replacement orders have been
made, but there has been no real domestic business this year when one compares the volume of tonnage with other
years.
The time is drawing near when the
Chicago public will have to consider
the coal question. When that time arrives, it is our prediction that there
will be a pretty severe scramble for
coal.
Some of the more hopeful sales
agents claim the demand will be good
all winter as we are so far behind on
requirements that it will be impossible to make up for lost time; others
who have been sadly disillusioned all
season claim that the domestic demands
can be taken care of adequately in at
least six weeks.
The smokeless market is holding
fairly firm at $2.50 for mine run and

$4.25@$4.75 on prepared sizes. Kentucky block as well as West Virginia
splint
is
being
sold
$3.25@$3.75.
Anthracite is moving slowly for this
time of the year at prices strictly circular in nearly all cases.

CLEVELAND
District
dustrial

— Hard

Improvement Appears in InMarket Retail Demand Better

—

Coal Advances.

A

distinctly better tone has appeared
the coal market as a result of sonu'
improvement in the industrial situation and in the domestic demand. The
in

most pronounced
place

in

the

iron

recovery has taken
and steel industry

both in Cleveland and

in the Youngstown district.
In the steel industry,
operations are on a basis of 50 per
cent.
This represents a gain of more
than 100 per cent over the rate touched
at the low point in July and August.
In Youngstown, independent sheet
mills have booked sufficient orders to
maintain production for from seven to
ten weeks and operations are now at
about 70 per cent of capacity in that
district.
In the steel industry, which
overshadows all others in manufacturing importance in this district, the
feeling prevails that the present rate
of production will be continued or increased throughout the winter.
Some iniiuiries are being received for
the future, but in the main the demand
continues on a hand-to-mouth basis.
This is due to the uncertainty as to
the extent of the present revival togeth.^r with the widespread belief that
lower freight rates will become a fact
in the near future.
Railroads are taking only about two-thirds of the coal
contracted for. Mine prices for Indus
trial coal

remain unchanged.

The recent chilly spell caused a sharp
increase in retail deirand in this city.
One strong selling point which the retailers have this year is the pre-war
quality of coal which is now available
During the rush the
for distribution.
quality of coal deteriorated sharply.
This was especially true of PocaRetail prices on anthracite
hontas.

October
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have been revised upward 25c. a ton,
making stove and chestnut $14.50 and
egg and grate $14.25. The advance vras
due to increases at wholesale.
Receipts of bituminous coal during
the week ended Oct. 1 were 959 cars;
divided,

industrial

compared with a

707,

retail

252,

as

total of 1,014 cars the

However, the receipts
for dealers show an increase of 76 cars
preceding week.

over the preceding week.

CINCINNATI

—

Wide Price Spreads Hamper Buying
ScreenSmokeless Quotations Break

—

i.igs

in Distress.

only

when they

coal

at

623

a chance to get
while others
are apparently successful in providing
for requirements by irregular purchases
in the spot market.
Low temperatures have given a
stimulus to the retail market. Dealers
are receiving inquiries and orders in
greater number than for many weeks
and are making a strenuous effort to
handle distribution that should have
been under way during the summer

supply

months.
Pittsburgh No. 8 l-in. lump is quoted
at the mines at $2.40, mine run $2.10,
slack $1.65, Ohio 3-in. lump is $3.25,
2-in. lump $3, egg $2.50, mine run $2,

very fair movement of western Kentucky lump into Louisville.
Western
Kentucky with a freight rate of $1.40

find

sacrifice

prices,

time in weeks the marFor the
ket seems to have found a working
level without a see-saw of divergent
values and spreads in prices that were
For
confusing, to say the least.
weeks those who have studied the situation have been struck by the tenacious effort on the part of some of the

tucky 4-in.
$2.50, mine run $2, slack $1.50.
Smokeless lump and egg is $5.25, mine
run $2.90@$3 and slack $1.60.
Anthracite
Supplies in retailers'
yards are still adequate, with buying
demand improving as the result of

companies

colder weather.

first

to hold fast to top prices in
Sales
the face of a falling market.
agents say they have been hampered
by the process of dropping the price to
get business and then raising it as soon
as a few orders showed in the wake.
In consequence of this there was an immediate stoppage of business as soon
as the price went up once more and
In the
a resumption when it fell.
meantime, the jobber found the spot
where the cheap coal could be had, and
with a buyer's market to play, a steady
stream of business was nearly impossible.

Producers of smokeless have been the
most persistent in their attempts to
hold to the high values, but without
much avail, for slack is selling very
close to the mark set by bituminous.
The drop in price of the prepared coal
still goes on
without being hindered
in the least by those who advance their
prices as soon as a small flow of business is produced.
The descent in price, however, is
looked upon in some quarters as being
a bone for future contention, for, with
the advertising campaigns of "buy coal
now" that have been industriously carried on for months, it is feared that
the public will hold off for some time
to come.
Sales agents are inclined to
criticize the retailers for holding prices
at the same level they were three and
four months ago in the face of a drop
in the spot prices.

slack

—

Demand

—

—

[Utter Domestic Demand Lake Market
Quiet Steam Business Is Slotv Prices

—

—

Aic Unchanged.

With

the
thermometer
ranging
around the freezing mark, dealers in
all
sections have been buying more
actively.
Retail stocks are only fair.
Rural dealers are still holding off to
a large extent but city retailers ari?

buying briskly. A canvass in Columbus shows that about the usual amount
of winter fuel has been stored in comparison with former years.
Retail
prices are unchanged.

The Lake trade

is

becoming

quiet,

although a considerable tonnage was
shipped from Ohio ports during the
week ended Oct. 1. A large part of
this tonnage came from West Virginia
and Kentucky mines.
Steam business continues slow in
every respect. Railroads are not taking much tonnage and miscellaneous
demands are not increasing to any e-^cPublic utilities are about the only
tent.
Because
big customers at this time.
the larger production of lump,
of
screenings are still weak, ranging $l(a>
$1.20 and in some instances even lower.
Reserves in the hands of manufacturing plants are

still

rather large.

South

—

Improves.

Bituminous Steam consumers are
not showing the interest that should be
developing to assure a satisfactory supInquiries are
ply for the winter.
rather more numerous, but buyers still
seem to be holding off, or making purchases in small quantities and at irregular intervals.
Some of the steam users are buying

showing no price im-

are

provement over

last week.
Retailers
there being
small purchases, and a fair
sprinkling of good stocking orders.
Jobbers and producers are anticipating a stiffer market for block, and it
is believed that fall prices will be steady
shortly at $3.75 or better on coal from
eastern Kentucky.
There has been a

report

better

business,

many

for

all

sizes as against a rate of $1.90

@$2 from

eastern Kentucky has some
advantage, but has maintained values
better than eastern Kentucky this year.

LOUISVILLE
Increased Production of Prepared Sizes
Screenings Sluggish Retail Distribution Growing.
With colder weather there has been
an increased movement of prepared
Prosizes, and the market is stiffer.
duction is increasing and mines are
averaging three to four days a week,
with many running full time.
The market is unable to absorb the

—

—

BIRMINGHAM

—

Steam Slow and Weak
Current Buying Only
Cooler Weather Stimulates

—

lUiail Trade— Commercial Production
I 'nimproved.

no

COLUMBUS

DETROIT

cite

screenings

egg

Falling Temperatures Stimulate DoSteam Inquiries More
mestic Market
Frequent, but Buying Is Slow Anthra-

—

West Virginia or Kenlump is $3.25, 2-in. lump $3,

$1.35.

of screenings without heavier
industrial buying, with the result that

The steam market is very weak with
material improvement noted in

either the source or volume of demand.
All buying that is being done at this
time is in the spot market and there
is no disposition to take on more coal

than is necessary for immediate use.
Railroads and other contract interests
are
taking around their minimum
quotas and are doing little stocking.
Steam quotations have varied only a
little in the past few months.
Several
days of cooler weather has stimulated
the retail trade and if the lower temperatures continue, retailers will be
to cut their stocks and resume
shipments from the mines against contracts.
At present, however, domestic
operations are running irregularly and
the output is net moved without trouble.
Domestic mine prices for October are
as follows: Cahaba and Black Creek,
$5@$6; Corona, $4@$4.50; Montevallo.
$7.25@$7.50; Carbon Hill, $4.25@$4.50;
Big Seam, $3.25@$4.25.
able

West
DENVER
No Market

—

DeLosses Disappearing
cision Awaited on Wage Reduction.

Lack of market is gradually disappearing and activities show a favorable
tendency toward a stable market. Pro
duction for the week ended Sept. 17

was 185,727

tons of a possible fulltime output of 281,900 tons, while the
week ended Aug. 20 showed an output
of 147,598 tons of a possible production of 326,032 tons.

Operators are awaiting the decision
of the state industrial commission in
the matter of the proposed 30 pL>r cent
cut in wages inaugurated by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., but which wa^
fought by the miners and resulted in
a shutdown of some mines for ten o'twelve days. The men are now working at the old wages.
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tons of furnace coke per month for the
remainder of the year. That inquiry
has centered interest on the contract

Northern Appalachian
PITTSBURGH

—

Demand

Increased But Little Outlook
Disappointing, Considering Season of
Year Iron and Steel Improvement Not
Yet a Factor.

—

A slight increase in demand is reported, but on the whole the situation
at the beginning of October was distinctly
poorer than anticipated. In
many quarters it was predicted three
months ago there would be insufficient
transportation as soon
weather
as
came that was unfavorable to railroad
operation.
However, there are many
idle cars and the railroads are handling the traffic so easily that they
seem to have a good margin of safety
against the time when the weather
will make their operations more difficult.

Line
slightly.

demand has increased only
The iron and steel industry,

which has been increasing in activity
almost continuously since the middle
of July, is still at a very low rate of
operation compared with pre-war times
and there is little if any improvement
in progress at present.
Lake shipments
have continued to dwindle until they

Demand
are relatively unimportant.
for domestic coal, while improved, is
distinctly disappointing.
Asking prices that have prevailed in
the past few weeks are supported by
actual market transactions, but there
is no large volume of business, production being largely against contracts.
Prices remain:
Steam, slack, $1.6.5;
mine run, $2.20@$2.25; 3-in., $2.75; liin.
domestic, $3.2.5; gas, slack, $2@
mine run, $2:25@$2.35; J-in.,
$2.25;
$2.55@$2.75.

CONNELLSVILLE

—

Operators' Price Ideas Advanced Furnaces Cautimts about Contracting
Merchant Production Increased.

The coke market has

—

stiffened very

Some operators state
Aire involved.
they will not sell on contract under
$3.75, while one or two name $4 as
On the other hand,
their objective.
some might shade $3.50, which is the
asking
price
at present, and
minimum
a great deal of productive capacity
might have to be engaged before consumers were faced with a $4 price.
Several furnace interests have been
definitely or tentatively in the market
for furnace coke to the end of the
year, but they seem to be quite patient,
and not anxious to blow in their stacks
unless under very favorable conditions.
Spot foundry coke, while not quotably
higher, is stiffer, with a somewhat
broader demand. We quote: Spot furnace, $3.35(a)$3.50; contract furnace,
spot foundry,
$3.50@$3.75;
$4.25@
$4.75.

The Courier reports production in
week ended Oct. 1 at 14,400 tons

the

by the furnace ovens, and 37,900 tons
by the merchant ovens, a total of 52,-

—

for Better Grades
^Vage Controversy Closes Some Mi^ies
--September Production Lighter.

September loadings were 55,405 cars
or 3,175,650 tons, as against August
production of .56,636 cars, or 3,247,130
tons.
Only two months in the year
had a lower production, April with 48,015 carloads and May with 55,225.
September, 1920, had a production of
93,015 carloads.
Because of a reduction in wages, 150
miners employed by the Charles Coal
Mining Co., east of Seward, along the
main line of the Pennsylvania, failed
to appear for work although no strike
was formally declared.
Mines at
Marion Center, Indiana County, are
also closed because of a refusal of the
miners to accept a cut in wages. In
Somerset County mining is showing
some gains, and in sections mines that
had been closed since
started operations.

spring

have

Productive activity at coke plants
continued to make gains, stimulated by
the firm market tone and increased demands made by blast furnace interests.
More than 600 ovens were added
to the active list during the week.
In the market phase the principal
development of the week was the
receipt by operators of an inquiry by

anxious

the

UNIONTOWN

much on account

to

run

even

if

little

profit

—

—

More Ovens Fired
Furnace Coke
Firms Up With Better Inquiries De-

mand

Fairmont

—

though inquiries were becoming more
numerous.
Contract shipments w'ere
limited, but railroad fuel was moving
better; Lake tonnage was off and export business was at a low ebb. Mine
run i-anged $1.50@$1.75, slack was
soft, $1@$1.40, and lump was $3(§>
$3.50.

Northern Panhandle
Commercial mines worked on a 25
Prepared sizes were
per cent basis.
in better call but the steam market
was lifeless. Contract inquiries were
stronger, but for the most part, did
not bring closings.

UPPER-POTOMAC

— Non-Union

Steel

Co.

for

15,000

—

Yet Many Mines Idle
Competition too Stiff.

No Improvement

This first week of October brought
no improvement in operating conditions.
Production was almost at a standstill
except in the case of a few larger com-

Western Maryland coal could
panies.
not be sold in competition with the
Mine run ranged
non-union fields.
$1.50@$1.75.

for Coal Is Heavier.

Lackawanna

—

Production was not much heavier
during the first week of October, al-

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
Demand Stronger

the

in

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
R.R.
More Buying Interest Shown
Spot Sales Few.
Fuel Moving Better

300 tons, an increase of 8,540 tons.

past week, not so
of increased buying,
but rather because of consumption
prospects having improved and the
near approach of winter. Whether the
market will really be established at
the higher levels now contemplated remains to be seen. The history of the
trade presents many instances of improved prospects producing higher asking prices than could be maintained for
any length of time.
Recent buying has given an operation to several producers who were
distinctly

furnace market, and most operators
who expect to submit bids concede
that the figure at which the oi'der is
placed will establish the furnace contract market, for the remainder of the
year at least.
For several weeks the spot furnace
market has been quotable at $3.35@
$3.50 but within the past few days the
minimum figure has disappeared from
sales.
The Lackawanna inquiry ha.s
further stiffened quotations and it is
possible that those operators who have
been holding firmly for $3.75@$4 may
be able to bring prospective buyers
around to their point of view.
The demand for raw coal has increased considerably. It is noted, however, that consumers needing tonnage
have gone direct to the operators. The
result has been that a number of
smaller coal plants have resumed operations without showing any reflection
in spot (luotations, those remaining at
$1.50 for steam and $2 for byproduct.

EASTERN OHIO
Production Increases with Better Industrial Conditions and Seasonal Domestic
Demand R.R. Buying Heavier Lake
Tonnage Unchanged.

—

—

A slight improvement in general conwas felt by the coal trade during the week ended Oct. 1. Production
was 366,760 tons or about 58.7 per cent
of rated capacity, which volume of outditions

October

13,
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put was greater than that of any week
The total tonnage
since mid-August.
mined shows an increase over the preceding week of some 40,000 tons.
Accumulated output for the calendar
year to Oct. 1 is estimated at 13,151,000 tons or 54 per cent of mine capacFigures
ity, based on railroad ratings.
given out by the operators' association
indicate that their mines worked 48
per cent of possible full time.
There is a better tone to industrial

demand and

the approach of colder
weather is bringing about a considerable improvement in orders from retail dealers.
With the increased business which is developing on the railroads, a stimulus is noticeable from
that quarter.
As yet, thei'e is no evidence of any
change in the movement of Lake cargo
coal, and the volume of tonnage being
handled is about the same. The railroads have on hand daily at lower Lake
docks a little less than 9,000 cars, and
receipts from the mines average less
than 2,000 cars per day.

INDIANA

—
— Trade Optimistic.Produc-

Steam Sales Coming Easier

In spite of the rather cool weather
there does not appear to be much increase in the domestic demand.
An
advance of 25c. on coke and two grades
of anthracite is the only indication that

winter

two

is

almost here.

increases,

Other than these

summer

prices

still

pre-

vail.

The outlook in the bituminous region
southwest of Indianapolis is somewhat
irnproved. There has been an increase
in production and sales of steam coal
are coming a little easier.
Some of
the utilities, fearing a car or coal shortage this winter, are storing some coal.
There is an increase in industrial activity and this is creating some additional

As soon as conditions become anywhere near normal, the Eastern operators are going to discover a hard time
in store for them if they wish to retain their market in the Northwest.

A

great many roads serving Wisconsin,
Iowa, Minnesota and the Dakotas, now
have direct connections into the Illinois
and Indiana coal fields. For instance,
the C. B. & Q. taps the enormously
rich southern Illinois fields. This road,
as
it
Minnesota
extends
through
and the Dakotas, publishes attractive

through rates from mines on its own
lines to points in the Northwest also
on its own lines.
The C. & N. taps
the coal fields in the central and south-

em

of Illinois, while
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul,
through its recent acquisition of the
Chicago, Terre Haute and Southeastern
taps the best Indiana fields. It is expected when conditions become anywhere near normal again these roads
will all take the necessary steps to
see to it that their rates are advantageous and their service in the Northcentral

demand.

on steam coals has
this week, although it
has grown no worse. A great deal of
tonnage has moved at the low prices
established
recently,
but no lower.
Steam buyers refuse to be influenced
by any newspaper talk relative to a
railroad strike, and it now appears
their attitude in this matter

is

justi-

through a statement made by one
of the high officials of the railway
brotherhoods who declares that if a
walk-out should be ordered half the
workers would become "scabs," and the
other half tramps. There may be some
talk about a railroad strike, but this
will not be taken very seriously.
Big buyers who usually contract, but
who this year planned to buy a part of
their requirements on the open market, now find they can, if they so desire, make contracts at low prices that
would have been considered out of line
It must be said that very
last spring.
few big steam buyers are taking advantage of these low prices at this date.
fied

MIDWEST REVIEW

—

Better Domestic Movement
Steam
Price Decline Halted R.R. Strike Unlikely
Low Contract Quotations.

—

—

Weather conditions continue to affect
the coal market to a marked extent;
on account of a few nights with frost,
the domestic demand has increased materially.
The market on steam coal
continues unsatisfactory. Cold weather
may have some effect on industrial coal,
but it is beginning to be doubted. The

The Duquoin situation is somewhat
similar, both as to operating conditions
and prices. In the Mt. Olive field considerable improvement is noted in the
both railroad and domestic.
sizes are hard to move and are
going mostly on contract.
The St.
Louis price on domestic is $3.25; countonnage,

Steam

try price, $3.75.

The Standard situation is improving
some, especially on domestic prices.
Standard 2-in. lump is quoted $2.75@
Six inch is $3.25@$3.50, with nut
$3.
and egg $2@$2.50. Screenings have
strengthened to 50c.@60c.
Railroad
tonnage is fairly good but car shortage

is

showing up at many mines.

districts

west excellent.
The market
not improved

Middle West

tion Heavier

625

WESTERN KENTUCKY

—

Screenings a Little Stiff er
Demand
Improves
Southern Movement In-

—

creases.

Cold weather has resulted in increased orders for prepared sizes, while
mine run and screenings are in slightly
better demand as a result of the increased consumption on the part of
Movement into the South is
utilities.
increasing, with the cotton and agricultural situation improved and credit
conditions better.
Western Kentucky during the past

few months has improved her marketing facilities materially through securing better freight rates, and increased
territory.
The selling field for western Kentucky is better at the present
time than ever before in the history
of the district.

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

—

New
New

River and the Gulf

River production was hardly up

set of October.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—
—

—

Carterville steam coal has shown a
improvement,
principally
on
not so much in tonnage
movement as in the price. Demand for
little

sci'eenings,

lump far exceeds the supply and egg

Middle West industries are still in poor
shape, and not much activity is anticipated during the winter months.
Eastern coals at low prices are continuing to make serious inroads. This
is because operators in southern Illinois are holding at $4.05 for the
domestic sizes while producers in West
Virginia and Kentucky are offering
their coal freely at 7.5c.@$1.25 below

The circular price prevails on
cars.
lump and egg with both association and
independent operators.
The price on
screenings range 75c.@$1.25, with mine

this figure.

run $2.35@$2.75.

is

about breaking even.

Railroad tonnage has been unusually
good, but at many mines the small
number of cars put in caused operations to remain idle while some are
working short-time on account of no

weeks at the outPrices, even for predeclined to such a

to the level of recent

pared

Car Shortage Arrives at Many Mines
Slightly Better Tone to Steam Prices
Domestic in Good Demand R.R. Tonnage Increases.

—

Early Improvement Anticipated
Car
Heavier Domestic
Shortage
Felt
Tide Tonnage Declines.
Movement

sizes,

had

point that some smokeless was competing with high-volatiles. Tide ship-

ments were small, but some coal was
going to Inland East points with prepared sizes moving west under pressure.
Slack was in even worse condiCars were
tion and ranged $1.25@$2.
none too plentiful, indicating that a
shortage might come before long.
Gulf producers generally anticipated
an early improvement, but the output
continued at ihe low rate of 40 per
It was, of course,
cent of capacity.
the small Tidewater movement that
made for the dullness, with the majority of the mines still shut down.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas production exceeded 300,000 tons for the first time in recent
weeks. The spot demand was picking

COAL AGE
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up somewhat, as had been anticipated.
Car shortage losses amounted to 15,000
tons.
Prepared caal movement was
better, but at weaker pries and there
was also an increased demand in Philailelphia and other Eastern markets.
Tup River tonnage was sustaine;! at
about 85.000 tons, the rate being better
than in any other smokeless field. The
improvement in the steel industry was
contributing to the better demand for
coal.
Difficulty in securing equipment
retarded production slightly.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—
—

Hearier Buyivg of R.R. Fuel
OverCar
of Slack Continues
Shortage Appears.
I'l-odxetwH

Kanawha
The daily output was about 14,000
tons in the week ended Oct. 1. A slight
car shortage was noted although this
did not affect the market.
Prepared
coal was in better demand, but slack
w-as in distress, having a tendency to
depress all prices.
Lake orders were
being filled rapidly.

production
Thacker
continued
at
about 50 per cent of normal. The output was sustained largely by contracts
and increased railroad fuel tonnage,
although the domestic market was
slightly stimulated.
The spot steam
trading was quiet and slack was decidedly off-color.

Northeastern Kenti'cky
The output was still depressed

After

period

brief

a

of

dullness.

Notwithstanding

The greater number of mines remained in idleness because of the poor
demand, not more than 20 per cent
of the producers being at work. Contract orders were just holding their
own affording a run of 50 per cent
of normal.

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

demand,
into

pro-

this,

duction continued at the rate of 40,An encouraging fea000 tons daily.
ture, however, was the heavier buying
of railroad fuel.

to

about 35 per cent of normal, but there
was a general improvement to the marThe domestic demand was
ket tone.
the strongest, at a wide price range
of $3.25@$3.75.
Virginia

Logan and Thacker
Logan conditions again relapsed
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Tonnage

—
—

Being Produced
Outlook Improved
Domestic Trade Good.
More coal is being shipped from this
section than ever before, and with industry getting slowly but steadily on

Record
Prices

Low

B\tt

15

the way to re-overy and winter almost here, the outlook is better than
any time during the year.
It is true that prices are low, in .some
cases below cost of production, but
with a better demand for domestic and
with a general improvement in conditions around industrial centers, steam,
as well as domestic should soon increase in price.
In most cases, best
grades of block have already been advanced 25c. and the increase seems to
be holding so far.

West
I

TAB

Domestic Detnand a Question of Tem-

—

Uncertain,

jierature
Pricis
i-ard Trend.

ivith

Up-

Although many people are placing
storage orders, the majority are buying from hand-to-mouth.
Prices are
becoming unsteady again although it
is but two weeks since they were revised.
The tendency is upward now,
but no definite information concerning
the proposed increase is obtainable at
this writing.

The car supply

is

excellent,

as

is

Mines are
averaging around 65 per cent, with one
or two of the medium-sized companies
running full time
the

also

labor

situation.

INDIANA
WhII.t
both

News Items
From Field and Trade
(

(H.ORADO

a

ih

forty

ill--

foot

surface

of

the

face

of

the

mine before it could be put under control.
encountered the shaft of an
abandoned oil well which had been driven
through the mine, and the supi'os tion is
that oil and gas from the well were ignited
by the miner's torch.

A miner

ILLINOIS
The

entire output of seven mines o' ihe

& Mining Co.. has
been taken over by the Peabod.v Coal Co.
Sprinirfleld District Coal

The mines are located at Auburn. Cora.
Riverton. Springfield and Taylorvillc.
The
Peabody Coal Co. opened up a branch
in Springfield in order to facilitate
the handling of the shipments from these
mines.
Following is the itinerpry of the Illinois
Mine Kxaminers Board for the month of
October as announced by Robert Medill.
Director of Mines and Minerals of Illinois:
Harrisburg. Oct. 4
West
Herrin. Oct 5
BelleFrankfort. Oct. 6
Sesser, Oct. 7
in; Staunton. Oct. 11: Springville. Oct
field. Oct.
12: Lincoln, Oct. 13: Danville.
Oct. 14: Pontiac. Oct. 15: Peoria. Oct 17:
LaSalle. Oct. 18.
6on
Over
men were thrown out of work
recently when the Illinois Coal 4- «,oKe Co..
at Girard and the Standard Oil Co.. at
Shoper clo.sed their mines down until the
market took a change for the better.
office

:

;

named
a
facture
Suit
Inc.,

no guarantee against ignition by
In its decision,
spontaneous combustion.
the court says that a general agent to sell
coal has no implied authority to warrant
that it will not ignite by spontaneous combustion, and whoever relies on such a warranty must either show express authority
to make the warranty, or a custom to give
such warranty in making such sales, before
carried

Nusnaii mine of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Co., near Florence, raged
for nearly forty-eight hours and spread over
l-ii-

;

:

The Appellate Division of the State Supreme Court has handed down an interesting decision in a case brought by the
.\merican Steel Spring Co.. Chicago, against
the Bell & Zoller Coal Co., of the same city.
upholding a verdict rendered in favor of the
coal company by a lower court, in the contention that coal furnished by the company

the principal, or coal company represented,
In the case at issue, there
will be bound.
is no evidence that it was usual for coal
salesmen in taking orders for coal to warrant that it would not ignite by spontaneous combustion, and the plaintiff failed to
make out a case.
C. M. Wasson of Harrisburg has returned
to his home after spending some time at
He is conhis summer home in Michigan,
nected with the Wasson Coal Co., operating in Saline County.
John S. Reiner, president of the Reiner
Coal Co.. Chicago, recently returned to his
office from an inspection trip through the
coal fields in southern Illinois.
The mine of the Pana Coal Co. at Pana
has been temporarily shut down on account of a fire which broke out in one
of the main entries of the mine recently.
The Illinois Coal & Coke Corporation is
now planning to sink a new mine in Jeffer.son County near Waltonville.
It will be
modern in every way and the company will
lay out a townsite near the mine.
The Prodacers Coal & Coke Co.. has been
organized with offices at 29 La Salle St..
Chicago, to handle Eastern and Western
steam and domestic coal. Chas. A. Klotz is
president, and Xorman D. Birkland and
Frank A. Warren are vice-presidents.

The BIb Foar

R.R., has

announced that

will place a limit on the supply of coal
cars available to each southern Illinois
it

mine.

coal

The round-robin system bv which

different companies are given available cars
strictly in rotation has been adopted.

:!,«

C.

.'Mi'l.niid

operators

and Edward
of

Terre

Slilrkie,

Haute,

are

directors of the Coats Steamers.
for the m.anu-

company organized

of steam automobiles.
charging
damages,
$40,000
for
breach of contract, and for $21,755 on account, has been filed in superior court. Indianapolis, bv the Black Comet Coal Minine Co. against the Indianapolis Street Ry.
The plaintiff says it entered into a
("o.
contract in September. 1920. to ship from
twenty to thirty cars of mine run each
week to the defendant company until .\prll
The plaintiff says the defendant
1921.
1.
in
received and pai<l for coal shipped
October and Xovember, 1920 but did not
pav for 6.043 tons received by it in DeThe
cember. 1920, and .lanuary. 1921.
$21.,7.i5 .suit on account is ba.sed on this
claim.
An official of the street railway
company said it secured priority orders for
freight cars to ship coal from the Hl.ick
Comet company, and that the mininu company used the cars for shipment to other
p'aces forcing the Street Railway Co. to
buy on the open market at prices in ixcess
of the contract figures

Dr. W. X. LoKan. geologist under the
Indiana conservation department, and field
party consisting of several scientlst.s on the
faculty of Indiana University, have completed a systematic survey of the coalbearing rocks of the northern portion of the
coal area of Indiana, according to announcement made by Richard Lieber, conservation
The area studied includes the
director.

whole or portions of Clay. Vigo. Vermillion,
Parke, Fountain, Warren and Benton counties, and adjoins on the iiorth the are-i surveyed last year.
Glenn Van Auken. George M. Barnard and
Edgar M. Blessing, members of the Indiana Public Service Commission, and A.
B. Cronk. attorney and freight rate expert in the employ of the commission, will
conduct a hearing on the petition of the
Chicago & Indiana coal railway division
of the Chicago & Ilastern Illinois to abandon the division. R. B. Coapstick. attorney
for the State Chamber of Commerce. Intends to put on between sixty and ."evenly
witnesses against the abondonment proposal, the commission has heard. The commission will hear the case for the Interstate commerce commission, to which the
petition was addressed.

:

October
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The Big Four Mine at Boonville has been
worked out and machinery is now being
moved to the new Liberty mine, northeast
of Princeton.

The Peoples
lias

increased

Ice
its

& Fuel
capital

Co.,

Vincennes,

from $10,000

to

$50,000.

W.

627

manager

R. Chutfleld, general

I'aragon-Elkhorn Coal Co.

of the

Pike County,

in

Ky., visited the Cincinnati market ricently.
Effective Oct. 1, the Elk Coal & Coke
Co. will handle its West Virginia and Kentucky business from the Columbus ofBce,
HOo Ferris Building.

at

KENTUCKY
The Millers' Creek Excelsior Coal Co.,
has been incorporated by H. W. Fraiglit,
president
T. B. Lane,
general manasrer.
;

vice-president

and

The Northeast Kentucky Coal Co. which
under the active management of Henry
LaViers of Paintsville has hit upon a most
novel plan for utilizing the rock and slate
taken out of its mines. Near the tipple a
rock crusher has been installed and the
is
slate and rock attef being crushed
loaded into cars through a bin and is used
is

in the construction of roads so that the
is realizing even on what would
ordinarily be considered a waste product.
The Ellaurn Coal * Coke Co.. recently
organized in Kingsport. is arranging for the
operation of coal properties in Lee County.
The- company will issue bonds for $30,000,
the proceeds to be used for the purchase
of equipment for installation at the site.
It Is proposed to construct a railroad, about
two miles long, to reach the mines. James
L. Nixon is president, and Charles J. Kesner, secretary-treasurer.
Colonel Wolf, of New York, president of
the Kentucky King Coal Co., a large operation on Wallins Creek, has been visiting
the mine.
D. 8. Riddle, of the Riddle Coal Co..
Chattanooga, was in Pineville recently.
James Gatliff, of the Southern Mining Co.,
Knoxville, was a recent visitor in Pineville.
Hal Mould, general manager of the Peabody Coal Co.. S>Tidicate No. 2. with headquarters at Pineville, w«s chosen as governor of the Tennessee-Kentucky Kiwanis
Club at convention held in Memphis. The
delegation attending the convention, included the following Kentucky coal men
W, K. Morrison, of the Utility Gas Coal Co
T, R. Ware, interested in Straight Creek
operations W. 1,. Moss, of the White Moss
Coal Co. and Richard Barker, of the Boone
Trail Coal Co.

company

;

:

MINNESOTA
Dean W. R. .^pplchy .if Ihe state univermines and Professor W. H.
Emmons, of the geological department, resity school of

cently returned from an inv stigiition of
the coal and iron deposits of Manchuria.
Ivan Bowen. member of the Minnesota

Railroad and Warehouse Commission, has
been named chairman of a committee appointed by the joint congre.ssionni commission of agricultural inquiry.
This committee is to analyze the marketing and
transportation of coal.
Mr. Bowen with
five other uti'ity commissioners
will conduct a nation-wide inquirv into the coal
trade.

NEW YORK
E. Gaskill, of tlie Southern Coal Corporation, with headquarters at Fairmont,
has been in New York on business.
The Wyoming Valley Coal Co. is the reported purchaser of a plot of ground containing 4.T.000 square feet at the southeast
corner of Sixth street and Second avenue,
.1.

Brooklyn.
This propertv adjoins the company's present plant on Gowanus Canal and
on it will be erected large coal pockets
equipped with modern machinery.
Joseph Mehr, formerly with Coal Aiir.
has been appointed fuel engineer and manager of the coal department of the Adrii
Steamship & Commerce Corporation. 17
Battery Place. New York City.
J. n. Roberts will represent the Nicholpon-Smith Coal Co. of Cleveland in Buffalo.
The comnany is opening an office in the
Marine Trust Bldg. He was formerly vicepresident of the P. O, Mclntire Coal Co., of
Cleveland.

OHIO
p. H.

Henry, president of the Kentenia
Coal Sales Co.. recently renewed old acquaintances in Cincinnati
He is now located in the New York office.
E. M. Poston, president of the New York
Coril
Co.,
and one of the beat known
operators in Ohio, was appointed a meml>er of the national unemployment conference by President Harding.

A recent visitor in the Cincinnati market
was Qnln Morton of Charleston, pre-ident
of the Wood-Morton Fuel Co.
Recent charters issued to coal producing
companies were: Pleasant Valle.v Coal Co..
Cleveland. $75,000, E. M. Kossin. M. B.
Pennell, A. W. Bell, George O. Willett and
L. E. Geil
$25,000, J.

Humphrey Coal

;

M. Humphrey.

Thomas Dew, Thomas
David Lorbaeh
Clairsville,

St.

;

Co.. Cincinnati,
E. C. Humphrey,

L.

and

Tallentire

East Richland Coal Co..
W. J. Walker, W.
Walter

$60,000,

Thompson. Jennie Thompson.
Gongola and Lewis Drycek.
R.

Notices of dissolution of the partnership

Packard Coal Mining Co.. and also
Franklin Mining Co., have been filed.
The partnerships have been succeeded by a
corporation styled the Packard Coal Co.,

of the

the

with offices at Columbus.
M. L. Yuster is
at the head of the corporation which takes
over the properties, located in the Hocking
Valley.

The B. C. Tucker Coal Co.. Cleveland.
was recently incorporated at $100,000. B.
Tucker, formerly president of the Lake
City Coal Co., is president of the new conC.

and John Keefe and

Harry

Abels,

formerly with the Lake City Coal Co.. are
associated with Mr. Tucker in his new enterprise.

Athens by the
against the Carbnndale
Coal Co,, claiming $330,000 damages for the
removal of 650.000 tons of coal from the
plaintiff's property and other acts which
are construed as damages.
Suit has been entered at

Hocking Coal

W,

J.

Co.,

O'Toole, president of the

The Mullins coal mine of the UnderhUl
Coal Co. of Cleveland has resumed operaafter being idle since April 1 for repairs, overhauling and equipment costing
One hundred men returned to
$15,000.
work.
tion,

OKLAHOMA
Two men have

been arrested and placed

at Henryetta, following

what

Is

be-

have been an incendiary fire that
destroyed several buildings and mine property of the Consolidated Fuel Co., at its
No. 3 mine, near Henryetta.
The loss is
lieved to

estimated at $10,000.

The Hotton Coal Mining Co., has been
organized at Henryetta, with a capital
'The incorporators are:
stock of $10,000.
R. F. Wise. Earl Wells and H. E. Wise, all
The company owns some
of Henryetta.
coal land leases near Henryetta which it is
planning to develop.
The Hailey Okla. Coal Mining Co.. has
opened a new mine near Haileyville. This
mine is really a continuation of an old
operation which was worked through a
Khaft in the heart of the town of HaileyThe new shaft is about one mile
ville.
«>st of the old one.

PENNSYLVANIA
The forestry department of the Philaand Reading Coal and Iron Co.
announces that great success is being met
with in th" planting of pine and Norway
spruce trees in the Pottsville- region. The
company intends to reforest its entire tract,
delphia

comprising

nearly

half

of

the

Schuylkill

coal region.

The manslaughter case against Thomas
Elliott, of Brownsville, on account of having
little girl with his automobile
killing her on a street of Brownsville

run over a

and

made by

the Girard company to go through
with the deal with the Raven Run company.
Coal shipments by the Monongahela
River in Augu-st were 893,700 tons, an increase of 102,400 tons over July.
Thomas F. Gilbride has sold his interest
in the Blakely Red Ash Coal Co.
Payment
for his share of the property is to be made
in royalties running from 50 to 75c. a ton.
State charters issued include those for
the following companies:
Clearhill Coal
Mining Co.. Bumside. capital stock $150,000
treasurer. William C. Browne. Burnside.
Incorporators: William C. Browne,
Burnside
M. H. Makey, Altoona, and
George A. Potter. Altoona. Brinkley Coal
:

;

Youngwood

months ago. has bpen dismissed.
Mr. Elliott is president of the Lilley Coal
operating a large mine near West
Co..
several

Brownsville.

W.

J.
S.

capital $25,000

;

treasurer.

Silliman,

$300,000.

The Public Service Commission has dismissed the complaint of the St. Clair CoaT
County, against the Eastern
Pennsylvania Light, Heat & Power Co.
The complainant filed objections to inCo., Schuylkill

creased rates of the respondent, effective in
1919 and 1920.
In an order the commission finds that the power company rates
are not unreasonable and not unjusllv discriminatory, as claimed.

TENNESSEE
The niuek Mountain Coal Produrts Co.
of Pittsburg has purch.ased 50,0ii0 acres of
coal land near Spring City, Tenn, about 60
from Chattanooga, and will spend
about $1,900,000 in the development of the
property to a capacity of 15,000 tons a day,
O. P. Pile, Chief Mine Inspector, for
Tennessee, announces that he will hold an
examination for mine foreman in Knoxville.
from Oct. 18 to 20 incl. This examination
will bo held in the assembly rooms of the
Atkins Hotel.
James M. Adams, secretary of the Sewanee Fuel and Iron Co.. of Chattanooga,
and James M. Wills. Southern sales represntative of the same concern, have applied
for charter for Sewanee Coal Co.. authorized capital $25,000, to be located in Atlanta Ga.. and are opening offices there
for wholesale handling of coal and coke.
miles

TEXAS
J.
B. Robinson, of Rockdale, has organized a company among coal operators
of Pittsburgh. Pa., and Baltimore. Md..
which will soon enter the field of lignite
mining at Rockdale. The company has secured a 50-year lease on 306 acres of land
in Milam County and work of building a
spur track to the property and erecting
handling facilities is now under way.
Formal petition for a permit for the
erection of a coal and fuel bunkering plant
on a 20-acre tract at Manchester on the
Ship Channel near Houston, has been filed
with the City Commission by W. C. Hogg
The plant wi'l be
and V. H. Borsodi.
equipped for supplying ships that call at
Port Houston, and also for handling coal
cargoes that are shipped in.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
on R'vers and
a hearing on Oct. 25, on
bills to prevent the discharge of oil and
other waste into navigable streams, which
affect discharges from coal mines.
It Is
said that in a former Con£rre<=s the measure
was defeated by a Pennsylvania representative on the committee who objected

The

Harbors

to

Chief Button, of the State Departme-nt
of Mines, is compiling a list of all anthracite collieries which have suspended, giving
the Kohler mine cave legislation as the
reason.

;

Youngwood. Incorporators:
Brinkley, E. M. Bennett and Frank
Brush, Youngwood.
Je.sse W. Powell, treasurer, has notified
the Secretary of the Commonwealth that
the capital stock of the Silver I/ake Coal
Co, has been increased from $5,500 to

S

Central

Pocahontas Coal Co., with headquarters at
Welch, W. Va.. was in Cincinnati recently
on a business trip.

in jail

colmpany. worth $1,000,000.
It is alleged
the Ravnn Run company agreed to sell out
to the Girard company, but the deal was
called off when the question of some of the
land titles became involved.
As a result,
the Raven Run company held the $20,000
deposited as a guarantee.
Efforts were

Co..

George H. Baker, vice-president of the
Maynard Coal Co., has been named a trustee of the Ohio Weslvan University of
Delaware, to succeed the late Z. W. White
of Columbus.

cern,

The Girard Mammoth Coal Co. lost its
$1,00(1. 000 .^uit against the Raven Bun Coal
Co. when the court recently dismissed the
bill of injunction granted the Girard company and refused to direct specific performance of a contract. The case involves
the ownership of lands of the Raven Run

its

House

Committee

will give

applieation

to

th"

coal

industry.

Representative Strong, of Pennsylvania, a
member of the prepent committee, represents
a coal mining district and will probably
I'^ok

out for coal

affected.

interests

which might be
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Kepre»enttttlve Uerrlok, Okluhoma. has
introduced a bill proposing a standard wage
commodity price which he claims will

:ind

the
unemployment probUm and
prevent strikes. He proposes that a special
committee of the House shall report a
proposed law for consideration by Congress.

solve

WEST VIRGINIA
name

of

the

secre-

Kjan

Coal Co. has been changed to the Clarksburc Oas and Coal Co. and hereafter the
general

ottlce

of

this

company

will

be at

Wheeling Instead of Fairmont
There is strong possibility of the construction of a new railroad through Gilmer
County, which will open the rich coal resources of that county.
The county court
has authorized a special election to vote on
the question of issuing $100,000 in bonds
tor the purpose of doing preliminary work
on the railroad. If the railroad Is built It
will follow the river route, often impassaIt Is proposed to build the
ble In winter.
road from Gilmer station, where connection
would be made with the Charleston Division
of the B. & O. for a distance of 16 miles
It
is also
to GlenvlUe. the county seat.
planned to extend the road throneh Gilmtr
and Wirt counties to Palestine In order to
effect a juncture with the Ohio and Little

Kanawha.
At a time when there has not been so

Traffic

much

activity in the production of coal the
I.uke Superior Coal Co. of Superior, In the
MoPi'well County field, has rellned Us shaft
iH

News

The Clay Count.v (Ky.) Coal Operators'
.\ssociation complains to the commission
against unreasonable rates on coal from
mines on the Cumberland and Manchester
R R. to various interstate destinations and
asks for rates the same as apply from Barbourville, Ky, and other contiguous stations.
The Little Fork Coal Co. of Willard, Ky.,
complains against unreasonable rates on
coal from Willard to Cincinnati and other
F. A. territory.
Reduction of Coal rates has been announced by the O. S. L. R.R. This means
that the coal of Kemmerer. Cumberland

points in C.

north, including the International, is concerned. Rates on coal were last advanced
25 per cent, when the I. C C. authoriznd
such an increase and this increa.se is to be
taken off. Utah oner.ators are not averse
to the competition which will result from
the heavier shipments of Wyoming coal into
the Utah field, but feel there should be an
equitable adiustment in the other direction.
As it is, Wyoming coal can be shipped
to Idaho. Oregon and other points cheaper
Unless the railroad comthan Utah coal
pany changes its plans it is stated that
any application it may make to alter its
rates on coal coming from Wyoming to
held that
It
is
Utah will be resisted.
the Utah mines should now be placed on p
parity with Wyoming operations.
Application of the Bamberger Electric
R.R. which was made to the Utah Public
Utilities Commission for an order to compel
the Utah Ry., the D. and R. G.. and the Salt
Lake Route to establish joint through rates
on coal from the Utah Railway terminals
and points to Ogden by the Bamberger line,
has been dismissed by the commissioners.
It was held that there was no necessity for
such action.
In telegrams addressed to members of
the Portsmouth and Cincinnati sales agents
for coals originating on their lines, the
Norfolk St Western has asked for possible
business anticipated by their companies for
the next month. These telegrams say that
the increase in business has been such as
to force them to make a call on connecting
lines for empties.
Co.,

accomplished

any way suspending or retardmining of

ing the use of the shaft for the
loal.
(^>rg.inizatlon of the

Brooke County Coal

<oke Co. with a capital stock of J430,000
(iresages the development of coal lands In
ellsburg Is to be the
lirnoke County.
luadquarters of the company In which
Uamsey, J. R. Elson. W. S. Wilkin.
1,
S. S. Hodges, all of Wellsburg are intertogether with C. M. Warden of
ested,

W

has complained

to the I. C. C. against unreasonable rates
on coke from St. Paul. Minn., to destinations in Minnesota.
In the complaint of the Michigan Paper
Mills TraflBc Association, involving rates
on coal from the Ohio and inner and outer
orescent fields to points in Michigan and
Indiana, the commission has authorized the
Grand Rapids Association of Commerce to
intervene.
During the second quarter of 1921 the
L C. C. reports that 435,046 cars of 21.254.080 tons of anthracite coal. 1.284.931 cars
of 65,908,865 tons of bituminous coal and
45.776 ears of 1.563,567 tons of coke were
transported by railroads.

R

Heech Bottom.
The Dixie Focaliontas Coal Co. of HuntThis company
ington has been organized.
Leading figures
is capitalized at $100,000.
in th<! organization were James F. Poinlitxter. Josejih Maloney. John S. Marcum.

R .Marcum and C. D. Polndexter, all of
Huntington.
Construction work on an extension of a
spur from Norton to one of the mines of
the West Virginia Coal & Coke Co. has
been completed.
Lee Hutchinson, in charge of the Cincinnati branch of the company was at the
general oflices In Fairmont recently.
Judge William S. Bennet, chief counsel
J

Co.

In the Detroit market recently.
D. Everett, manager of sales of the

was

II.

Smokeless Fuel Co. of Charleston, has returned from a business trip to Chicago.
O. W. Gardner of Lynchburg, Va., president of the Chesapeake & Virginia Coal
Co. was a recent visitor at the Huntington
iHlce.

WISCONSIN
Tile Consolidated Fuel Co. of Chicago
has entered the Milwaukee market and Is
.storing coal on one of the docks of the
Kanawha Fuel Co.
The Mnynard Coal Co.. of Columbus has

made

extensive repairs and

in

at Its docks at Superior.
The
will be In the neighborhood
tons.

Chicago of the Edward Hincs Lumber
owning much coal property in Marion
County, has been visiting in Fairmont.

In the complaint of the Aliclilgan Paper
Mills Traffic Association, involving rates on
coal from the Ohio and inner and outer
Crpscent fields to points In Michigan and
Ituiiana. the I. C. C. has authorized the
Kalamazoo, Mich, Chamber of Commerce
to intervene.
The complaint of the Illinois Coal Traffic
Bureau has been assigned for hearing at
Chicago Oct. 25 and the complaints of the

Coal Products Corporation
Iiit4-rnational
has been assigned for hearing at Washington Oct. IS.

The American Smelting and Reflning
has

rc;<!uested the

Co.,

commission to reopen for

argument and rehearing its case In which
the commision recently decided that the demurrage charge and average free time at
Baltimore on coke for export
not unreasonable.

in

1918

was

Association Activities

15

W. D. Boone, of Lookout, well known In
smokeless circles, spent a few days In
Charleston recently.
M. L. Botohlniion. of Fairmont, president
of the Hutchinson Coal Co., was In Philadelphia on a business mission recently
Harry Whyei. one of the well known
operators of the Tnionlown section, who
recently returned from a trip to Europe,
was a visitor In Fairmont recently.
Kor II. CunninKham, of Huntington,
manager of sales for the Twin States Fuel

Co.,

and Rock Springs. Wyo.. may be shipped
to Utah on the same basis as that which
comes from Castlcgate district In Utah, as
far as the smelter district from Sandy

The Crookston Gas

This was

mine.

2
In

.\o.

without

i-

Under authority granted by the
tary of the slate the

Vol. 20, No.

The improvements

by the

()p('nlng

will

of navigation

Improvements

new capacity
of

1.000,000

be completed
in

1922.

Serial
N. Y.
1,389,421. filed July 15. 1920.
396,391.
Lamp-Supporting Attachment for Bliner's
I

William Israel, Kingston, Pa., 1,383.721.
.Tuly 5, 1921.
Filed June 21, 1918;
serial No. 241,305.
Caps.

W. H. Davis, Ac1,383,909.
July 5, 1921.
1920; serial No. 383,197.
Mine-Car Wheel. Frank E. Johnson, S^ilt
Lake City, Utah. 1.383,309. July 5, 1921
Filed Nov. 10, 1919; serial No. 336,956.
Universal Coal-Cntting Machine.
A. L.
Chopin. Paris. France, 1,384.236.
July 12.
1921. Filed July 7, 1919; serial No. 309,127.
Method of Transporting CoaL Willi.am
E.
Hamilton, Columbus, Ohio, 1,385.447.
July 26, 1921.
Filed Feb. 8, 1919; serial
No. 215,995.
Miner's Drill Holder. Christopher Devenish. Bossburg, W.ash., 1,385,523.
July 26,
1921.
Filed April 24, 1920; serial No.
Miner's Breostplate.

West

coville.

May

Filed

Va..

21,

376,342.

National Retail Coal Merchants'
Association
The executive committee and directors
of the association met recently at Indianapolis.
The meeting of the committee was
called to devise an immediate plan to convince the public of the importance of buying coal early. Should Indianapolis feel inclined to extend an invitation for the next
national convention, the city would have

no trouble obtaining

it,

it

was

said.

Northeast Kentucky Coal Association.
and directors of the association
members of the Ashland Chamof Commerce on a trip, made by special

Officers
Iiilotcd
l>er

150

through the coal territory adjacent
Big Sandy River, a coal territory in
which $30,000,000 has been invested within
tlie last eight or nine years and where 180
mines are now in operation, although
limited railroad facilities have confined the
development of the Miller's Creek and Elkhf)rn Byproduct seams to the western side
of the Big Sandy.
.\shland being to the Big Sandy field
what Huntington, W. Va., is to Logan, a
trading center for the Big Sandy, It was
ilisired by the Chamber of Commerce not
only to learn something of the richness of
tlie region tributary to Ashland but also
to better acquaint the mining communities
with the possibilities of Ashland.
train,
to the

Apparatus for Coaling ethips.
Louis
Lombi, North Bergen, N. J.. 1,373,438.
April 5, 1921.
Filed July 17, 1919. Serial
No. 311,444.

Coming Meetings
The National Industrial Traffic League
will Iiold its annual meeting Nov. 9 and 10
Execuat the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, 111.
tive secretary, J. H. Beek, Conway Building,

Chicago,

111.

Kanawlia Coal Operators' Association
meet on Oct. 20 at Charleston, West
Va. Secretary, D. C. Kennedy, Kanawha
Valley Bank Building, Charleston, West
will

Va.

Harlan County Coal Operators' Association will hold its next meeting on or about
Secretary, E. R.
Oct. 19 at Harlan. Ky.

Clayton,

Harlan, Ky.

The American Mining Congress and NaExposition of Mines and Mining
Equipment. The twenty-fourth annual contional

vention on Oct. 17 to 22 at the Coliseum.
Assistant secretary, John T.
Chicago, 111.
Burns, Congress Hotel, Chicago, 111.
The Coal Mining Institute of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh.
Secretary H. D.
Pa., Dec. 7, 8 and 9.

Mason,

Jr.,

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg.,

Rock Drill. Thomas Turner. Ottumwa.
Iowa, assignor to Hardsocg Wonder Drill
Aug. 30.
Co., Uttumwa. Iowa, 1,389,539.
serial No.
1921.
Filed April 4, 1918

Pittsburgh, Pa.
An Industrial Relations Conference for
all industries in the State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for October 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg, Pa., by the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, C. D. Connelly.
American Gag Association. Annual convention Nov 7 to 12 at Congress and AudiSecretary, O.
torium Hotels, Chicago, 111.
H. Fogg, 130 E. 15th St., New York City.
The Illinois Mining Institute will hold its
fall meeting in the City Hall, Springfield.
19.
Secretary, Martin
111.. Saturday, Nov.

226,754.

Bolt.

Recent Patents
Power Shovel for Use
S.

Corrigan,

1921.
No. 396,391.
.\ug.

30,

In

Mines.

Clyde

Norwood,

1.389,421.
Ohio,
Filed July 15, 1920; serial

;

Springfield,

111.

a

L^t

hM^^
The Only National Paper Devoted
C. E.

Volume
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Self-Help

Still the

LESHER

and

R.

Best Help

SHOULD

is

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing

YORK, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

nothing else come from the unemployment
conference in Washington but the assurance that
the estimate of the Bureau of Labor Statistics that unemployed in this country numbered little less than six
million

to

DAWSON HALL.

preposterous, the effort were well worth while.

situation is difficult enough without the shock of
such an alarming report, a shock which it is considered
has been sufficient to set back the Christmas trade to
an extent realized by few. To get at the truth in this
matter, there have been assembled in Washington for

Editors.

20, 1921

The conference in Washin organized communities.
ington defined the scope of the problem and has outself-help.
The conference was
lined the only way out
a success. May those on whom the country looks to
carry on, bring to fruition the plans that have been so
ably drawn.

—

The

three weeks the best-informed men and women in the
country and we are now advised that the actual measure
of unemployment is around 4,000,000, of which no more
than 1,000,000, and probably less, will be necessitous,
the remainder having sufficient savings to tide them
over until next spring.
The conference, however, has accomplished much
more than compile a reasonably correct estimate of
idleness.
Instead of paralyzing the country with an
unwarranted alarmist repoi-t vhe conference has proceeded on sound lines to organize the people for comThe
bating idleness and taking care of the needy.
biggest idea that has been put over is that not to the
Federal nor the state nor the county governments should
we look for relief but to each community. The remedy
for unemployment is employment and the application
must be local. Look not to the government at Washington but organize at home is the injunction, and to
this end the Mayor of every city and hamlet is under

Bituminous Committee Report Disappoints

WE ARE

frankly disappointed in the report of the
in the Bituminous Coal Industry. All their report does is to "pass the
buck" to the railroads.
Assailing the assigned car
appears to be the one thing on which coal operators
and union labor can get together. The report, quite
brief, is plainly aimed only at questions of permanent
relief and refers to possible future conditions rather
than the present emergency.
Assigned cars are no
factor in the situation this year.
The railroads, after being assailed for their past
and prospective future indulgence in assigned cars,
are asked to buy and store five months' supply of fuel
coal, thus not only to relieve present unemployment but
to protect themselves against any future trouble
plain hint on the possibility of a suspension next

Sub-Committee on Unemployment

—

spring.

The mining committee concurs

in the recommendamost of those reporting, that Federal
funding of the railroad indebtedness be hastened. It
tion,

common

a striking thing that the opposition to this helping
to the railroads is meeting its strongest and only
serious opposition from labor, which stands to gain
is

required, to lead his people
in helping the jobless with what work there may be and

hand

with succor if need arise.
The conference has done its part and adjourned. It
now remains for the people to use their good American
sense and grapple in good American fashion with the
problem which still lies ahead. Unemployment at bituminous coal mines has been and will continue to be
one of the largest single problems for which there is
no obvious solution.
When there are no orders for
coal there can be no work for the mine labor. Development work cannot be pushed ahead indefinitely. Some
properties have already been opened up so far in advance of needs that there is danger of losing sections
of the mines because of trouble with the roof.
Because such a large portion of coal-mine labor lives
away from cities and towns in unorganized mine settlements caring for the necessitous may fall heavily on
Where
the coal operators during the coming winter.
work cannot be provided it goes without saying that
hunger and misery will not be permitted. It has been
truly said that in a counti-y with a surplus of food, fuel
and clothing, no one should be permitted to suffer. It
is plainly as much the responsibility of the coal companies to provide for whatever relief is necessary in
isolated camps as it is the responsibility of city officials

most from

pressure,

where pressure

is

to

it.

One has but
weeks

to scan a bit of history of the past

few

why

the report of the Sub-Committee on Unemployment in the coal industry is sterile.
One of the principal members, John Lewis, was detained
at Indianapolis until the end of the second week of the
conference, which accounts for much of the delay. One
of the first moves when he arrived in Washington was
to advance the suggestion that the best interests of the
country demanded that the coal operators and miners
should agree in advance to artiitrate their possible diffei-ences over wages when the present contract expires
next spring, thus assuring no suspension or strike. It
is understood that after some hesitancy the operators
agreed, but John Lewis said he would not, for he believed he should not forfeit the right to strike.
It did not remain even for the Coal Committee to
include in its report a statement of what unemployment
it found in coal and why there is any.
To have done
so would have disclosed the differences between union
and non-union fields the non-union now working more
days and producing more tons than this time last year,
earning less per day but much more per week, and the
union men idle, almost as if on strike.
to understand

—
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Three-Shift Breaker Operation?

SIDNEY

JENNINGS,

vice-president of a large
metal-mining, smelting anti refining company and
president of a coal-mining concern, at the American
Institute
of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers
advocated the lowering of overhead at anthracite
breakers by the introduction of three-shift operation.
Like most matters brought up thus unannounced, it did
J.

not get the full consideration

was not dogmatic.

He was

deserved. Mr. Jennings
willing to believe that he

it

might have been precipitate in his decision; still it is
always well to listen and to consider one's problems as
they are reflected in the mind of a stranger to the
industry, for Mr. Jennings, though a coal-operating
official,
is
in charge of bituminous, not anthracite,
mines.
Three-shift operation of the breaker with single-shift
operation of the mine would involve the use of extremely
large storage bins near the breaker. A plant that would
treat 4,000 tons in an eight-hour day would need, if the
preparation ran steadily at that rate for twenty-four
hours, a storage of 8,000 tons, which would require a
larger bin by far than that which is supplied at the
Lynch mine for a tonnage expected to run between
8,000 and 16,000 per eight-hour day.
This 5,000-ton
bin is believed to the biggest in the United States for
the storage of coal at the tipple, but it would be
inadequate for a 4,000-ton breaker running on a threeshift basis if the mine supplying it ran on a single shift.
It was pointed out that with triple shifting the size
of the breaker might be reduced, which is quite true.
The size of the bin might likewise be reduced so as to
But
hold possibly one-third of 8,000, or 2,700 tons.
even with such a reduction the bin would still be large
and of such size as to result in much degradation of
the coal and in the introduction of much machinery to
reduce that degradation to its lowest limits.
The expense of a big storage bin with the necessary
feeders and conveyors for its discharge and the muchneeded contrivances for filling it with coal without
breakage possibly would be comparable with the cost of
the breaker. The expense of operation would be much
increased by the intervention of this intermediate provision between mine and breaker, and it would seem
that, disregarding the damage done to the coal, it would
leave the operating company just where it is.
The big bin at the Lynch operation is placed at an
exceptional mine. The size of the fuel produced is no
object, except in cleaning the coal. The only reason for
its being sized is so that the dirt in the nut coal will not
The coal
be overlooked in the passage of the lumpys.
after cleaning is dumped into a large bin without
regard to size except that excessively large lumps, which
might block the gates, are placed in a certain section of
the bin. The fine coal is in a degree to be preferred to
large, as the material is to be used for coking.
At an anthracite mine the frequent presence of
crushers may induce a belief in some minds that no
This is
care is taken to maintain the coal unbroken.
not so. The public demands a medium size. The coal
must not be too large or too small. Therefore it must
be treated with consideration. The medium-sized coal
and the fine coal must not be degraded or broken; the
larger sized coal must be broken in the manner best calculated to produce the sizes desired, which in each case
is the largest size which the public can be induced to
take in quantity and without price concession.
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To dump the product of the mine into a large bin or
onto a stock pile, as coking-coal oi)erators and metalmill men do, would be a most wasteful proceeding. The
degradation would add considerably to the cost of operation.
For these reasons it is hardly likely that breakers
will ever be run night and day.
The Sunday rest has
been recognized as a great national need. As important
perhaps is the night's rest and it is to be hoi>ed that it
never will be invaded by the triple shifting of breaker
operation.
bad effect on the homes of the workers is not to
overlooked.
With men entering and leaving the
house at night and the children and others keeping the
people awake during the hours of the day there is no
rest or quiet day or night in most of the homes of the
workers wherever the triple shift is in operation.
Its

be

Where concentrators and smelters
way from the mines it is necessary

are placed a long
to provide several

days' storage in order to defend the operation against
the uncertainties of railroad delivery.
As has been
seen, there is no objection to doing this, for the ore is
not adversely affected by it, but the coal-mine conditions
are different, and although the question of Mr. Jennings
should be duly considered the answer does not seem
likely to be in accord with the point of view that he
presented.

Another proposal might be made. Both mine and
breaker might be triple-shifted. In that case the tonnage of the anthracite region might be increased, if
under the Gallagher law that end could be attained,
which is perhaps doubtful. The operators of the anthracite region would welcome such an innovation, doubtless,
no less than would the purchaser. Furthermore with
triple-shift operation the mine would provide coal as
fast as the breaker could handle it and pockets would
be used only as today, with the idea of steadying the
operation of the jigs.
In fact the small pockets now
used might be reduced, as there would not be then the
peak load of dumping that occurs in the morning under
present methods of mining.
Triple shifting was not the custom before unionization.
It would be almost impossible to induce the mine
workers to accept it today with the large amount of
union control. To the coal operator it would appear
almost childish to advocate it after years of operation
without it, for night work is not favorably regarded
by the mine worker. Only the cutters, scrapers and
gangway men have been induced to work at night. The
loader is not so accommodating; a change in methods
such as this would undoubtedly find him adamant. Such
a change would involve immense development if the output were raised proportionately unless indeed three
shifts were worked in a single room, which with piece
work would occasion much trouble, as H. G. Davis
It is difficult in some lopointed out at the session.
calities to get two men to work together in a room.
Triple shifting would group together no less than six.
If triple shifting were to be adopted without increased production, it might be possible to work a
different section of the mine each shift in the day and
The mine would be triplethus remove the difficulty.
shifted, but the individual chambers would vrork only

The mine therefore would not receive
the benefit of the triple shift except as to locomotive,
cars and hoisting equipment. Most of the outlay would
still have to be made below ground, though much would
be saved on the surface.
single shift.

—
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Suggestions as to the Design of a Tipple to Suit

Ordinary Market Conditions of the West*

—

Spaces Between Railroad Tracks Should Be Ample Feeder Increases
Capacity of Screens and Enables Them to Screen More Accurately
Loading Booms Should Be Lowered and Raised by Electric Motor
By Benedict Shubart
Denver, Colo.

TO

SOME

the subject of this paper may seem in
a degree threadbare. If, however, I repeat what
already is well known, just smile to yourself and
think how much wiser you are than your neighbor, for
it is amazing how many tipples are erected that violate
the elementary fundamentals not only of good design
but of practical operation.
Possibly a coal-screening plant is a simple installation.
If so, it receives treatment similar to that acMost people treat
corded many other simple things.
it entirely too lightly and fail to take into consideration,
not only the changes that may come with the lapse of
time and the conditions that necessarily have to be met
as competition changes, but even the elementary physical conditions that exist at the tipple site.
If statements here made appear excessively positive,
don't blame me, but consider some of the heart-breaking
experiences encountered in correcting certain omissions, trying to make a tipple do merely what it was
designed to do, when the builder tied everything up in
such a constricted space, that no room was left to get
the results that circumstances demanded. Some of the
equipment here advocated may look expensive.
Do not conclude that it cannot be afforded. Much of
it the owners cannot afford to do without, and when it
is considered that a tipple is put up for possibly twenty
years of operation, the operator cannot justify financially the omission of any i-easonable precaution not
only to meet the demands of the present, but to anticipate those of the future.

West Demands at Least Five

Sizes of Coal

First consider a tipple screening plant, suitable for
Western conditions, capable of handling approximately
2,500 tons per 8-hr. shift. The largest screened sizes
must be loaded into either open or box cars, and arrangements provided for preparing and loading not less than
five sizes of coal
lump, egg, nut, slack and dust or
any reasonable combination of these sizes. As only the
preparation of the coal is under discussion, references
to the method of haulage, pit cars and means of dumping will be omitted and consideration of coal will begin
after it has been deposited in the dump hopper.
The track arrangement will frequently be determined
by the ground layout. The sizes and tonnage assumed
can be loaded on three tracks, but four are preferable.
The two outer tracks should be reserved for loading
lump coal. No. 3 track for egg coal, and No. 4 track
for nut, slack and dust. Where a fifth track can be provided it should be held open for run-of-mine coal only
or should be kept as a place of storage where emergency
coal can be run should there be any delay in the operation of the screening equipment or in changing cars.

—

and Preparing Coal at the Tipple"
read before the June meeting of the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining
•Article entitled "Screening

Institute.

Track No. 1 should be used solely for loading lump
box cars. Track No. 2 should be used only
for loading that same size of coal into open cars. This
second track may or may not have above it a picking
Where picking is necestable, loading boom, or both.
sary, a table can frequently be put between the two lump
tracks, heading down track, provided with a pivoted
coal into

boom that may be raised or lowered to feed
With such an arrangement
either open or box cars.
coal can be loaded into box cars on both tracks Nos. 1
and 2, and in that way a large tonnage of coal can be
loading

put into box cars.

Main Loading Tracks Set at
There

22-Ft. Centers

a tendency to place the loading tracks too
close together.
Tracks Nos. 1 and 2 should be not less
than 20 ft. apart center to center 22 ft. would be
better still. Tracks Nos. 2 and 3 may then be placed on
16-ft. centers, except possibly where the railroad demands, as it does in some instances, that the distance
be 18 ft. Tracks Nos. 3 and 4 should be not less than
18 ft. apart on centers, and if a fifth track is provided,
tracks Nos. 4 and 5 may be 16 ft. apart. In other words,
between each pair of tracks sufficient space should be
is

—

provided to accommodate either a picking table, elevator,
or such other apparatus the addition of which may be
desired as conditions change inside or outside the mine.
At the point where the coal begins its journey through
the tipple a feeder must be installed to feed the coal
onto the screens. Not only will such a device increase
the capacity of the latter from 50 to 100 per cent, but
it will better the quality of the product by giving the
screens a better chance to perform their work.
Two general types of feeders are in use the fiat
reciprocating plate and the
steel-apron conveyor.
Either is good. For a mine of large output, the apronfeeder conveyor is preferable as it has unlimited capacity.
It also possesses the advantage of rolling the coal
over as it delivers it to the screens, pex-mitting the
smaller sizes to fall underneath and jarring loose such
small pieces as tend to hang to the larger lumps.
For an operation of the capacity we are considering,

—
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Hoppii\

HORIZONTAL, RECIPROCATING FEEDER PLATE
By use of a feeder the coal i.s delivered to the screens in accord
with their capacity and not at the uncertain rate which the dumping of the coal provides. The fingers at the end of the plate roll
the coal over and prevent fine coal from riding safely over the
holes in the screen perched on the back of some large lump.
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Retarding Conveyor

Box Car

for

Loader
Wlitiv

t)u-

scr».-ens to

loal goes from tintho box-car loatlor

a

ix'larding convo^'or
should bo used. This can be
made with a perforated bot-

dirt'ft

Umi

may

remove undersizc and
be driven through ratch-

to

and chain from the shaking screen as shown in the

et

illustration.

Riiordlny conveyor has (toubtt
//le ipctd of cool en shaHtr

my

preference would be for the reciprocating feeder.
has less mechanism, is thoroughly reliable, and any
mine mechanic can repair it if it goes wrong or improvise another in case it is entirely destroyed. This feeder
should be provided with extension fingers placed on
about 8-in. centers and possibly 24 in. long made of mine
rails, the function of which is to turn the lump coal
over and allow the material to pass down to the screen
at the earliest possible moment. If the feeder is to be
expected to perforin its proper function the plate should
When
not be set on an inclination but horizontally.
inclined such a feeder is more apt to act as an accelerator than as a retarder.
Where coal is passed direct from the screen into a
box-car loader, a retarding chute should be interposed.
It

Boom

Pivoted

and Electric
Hoist

boom

A

loading
that is not lowered

into the

car

of

is

railroad

a mere waste
Most

m o ne y

men have

.

the loadup so

booms

ing

high that they will
not have to be adjusted as the car
fills.

The

does

man
to
labor

tipple

want

not

expend the

necessary to raise
the boom, but witli

an electric motor to
do the work he is

willing

quite

make

to
the adjust-

ment, and the coal
ordingly is saved

:ici

It fully
the drop.
exemplifies the dic-

tum that if
want anything

done

you
to

don't do
yoinself but have

be
it

a
ma<hine by which
be done with-

it c.-ui

out labor.

This can be provided with a perforated bottom so that
the coal delivered to the box-car loader will be free

from undersize.
Pivoted loading booms are frequently installed with
a hand winch for raising and lowering. This is a misMen simply will not take the time nor exert the
take.
effort necessary to properly adjust such a boom.
Small
electric hoists are made especially for this purpose.
They are inexpensive, quick in action, and even more
dependable than the hand winch.
For the main screen, a width of 6 to 8 ft., and a length
of 12 to 16 ft. will complete the segregation of the larger
coals, leaving the nut, slack and dust to go to the
rescreening plant. An attempt should be made to keep
the screening section as wide and as short as possible.
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This lessens degradation. So far no screen has been
designed that in point of simplicity and efficiency will
From the
equal the common type of inclined shaker.
standpoint of economy, it has the advantage of getting
the coal over the perforations with little abrasion, and
inasmuch as the larger sizes constitute the high-priced
coal, a difference of one or two per cent in the amount
that may be lost to the smaller sizes is no inconsiderable
item.

Screens are frequently set at pitches as high as 16
My preference is for approximately 13 deg. with
deg.
a rather rapid motion of the driving shaft, such as 100
This requires better machinery and a
to 120 r.p.m.
stiffer structure than the steeper-pitched slower-moving
shakers, but it prepares the coal more scrupulously.

There appears to be no satisfactory method of eliminating the waste from Western coals, except by picking.
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Where a comparatively large quantity of coal is to be
shipped, loading can frequently be facilitated by the use
This is a new
of a gathering or transfer conveyor.
development, and consists merely of a conveyorTunning
parallel with the screens to mix several sizes of coal
after they have been prepared, delivering them on some
track that may not be working at that time. It is convenient too, at times when lump coal is being loaded
into open cars, and it is desired to load egg or nut coal
into box cars. In such cases, where two lump tracks are
provided, one with a box-car loader, the smaller coal can
be transferred to the track equipped with the loader.
With some ccals and when serving some markets, it is
a good plan to use a section of perforated plate or a lip
screen just before delivery is made to the car so as to
These lip
remove the la.st trace of small material.
screenings are permitted to fall to the ground to be

Flexible

Screens
Note

that

the

ec-

arms are of
wood and that the
centric

supports

for the
screens also are of
wood, giving maxflexibility
im u

m

and absence

Screens
break

of jar.

tend to

the coal.

Pieces nearly small

enough

to

go

through stick in the
perforations and are
held there till the
hammering of other
pieces which themselves are abraded
causes the coal
caught in the screen
to break

through.

up and go
For this

reason
screens
should be just long

enough to do their
work and no longer.

Under certain conditions washing the smaller

sizes

has

exceedingly efficient.
gives a beautiful
It
product, and is a simple process where sufficient water is
available.
These conditions are so infrequently found
in the West, however, that it is safe to assume that picking is the only method available for treating the great
bulk of the coal. A number of devices are in use for
automatically cleaning the mine product, but so far

proven

cleaned up later, but where their quantity is great and
a rescreening plant is installed, a simple conveyor can
usually be arranged to take this material to the rescreened coal elevator or to a conveyor that will deliver
it to the fine screen.

Nut and Smaller Should Be Rescreened

Now

frequently a serious problem.

let us take up the second unit of the plant, the
rescreening equipment. In my opinion, for the quantity
of coal under consideration, there is actual economy
in treating all sizes of nut and smaller in the rescreening
plant.
The installation of such an equipment may
appear like a heavy additional expense, but when consideration is given to the material it replaces, the extra
outlay is not great. - First, the rescreens themselves
merely replace similar pieces of equipment that are

Where any appreciable amount of this material must be
removed more than about two tons daily it may prove

The additional
omitted from the main structure.
expense involved is really that necessary for the elevator

economical to install conveyors to take the waste to a
bin.
Such a conveyor can frequently be placed jnder
the tracks so that the waste as picked may pass to it by
gravity without rehandling.

and the

none has been found practical under existing conditions.
One mine is now preparing to spiralize its coal. Spiral-

demands the separation of the material treated
number of even-sized fractions. Furthermore, the coal must be even texture and substantially
izing

into a large

dry.

I

question the commercial success of this installa-

tion.

Disposal of waste

—

is

—

bins.

•

Offsetting

this

is

omitting one or two loading tracks.

tht

For

possibility

of

in a properly

arranged tipple, three of the small sizes, nut, slack and
dust, can be loaded on the same track without delay in
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exfension—

Extensible

Box-Car Loader
Tills loiulei-

has an extension

convc.vor that can be used
the loading of tho car
begins.
The drawing .shows
near the roof of the car the
livel to which the loader can
b.- tilted so as to All the car
:ilnicist to the roofing boards.
Wlien the extension Is withdrawn the coal can be loaded
at llie center of the car.

when

operation, while this same track may be utilized for
loading coal direct from the screens.
Coal to be rescreened can be lifted either by an
elevator or a belt conveyor. If the bins are to be placed
close to the tipple (in which case they should be as
close as possible) a vertical elevator should be employed,
preferably of the continuous bucket type carried on
double strands of heavy-bar link chain.
This should
have not less than 50 per cent over-capacity, and should
run slowly say at a maximum speed of 70 ft. per min.
well-designed elevator can be relied on to give absolutely no trouble.

—

A

Rescreens Should Be Remote from Tipple
For several reasons, it is preferable to place the
rescreen bins at some distance from the main tipple
structure. Not only will this diminish the fire risk, but
it facilitates the placing and loading of cars.
In such
a case, a belt conveyor should be used for elevating the
The bins should be built preferably not less than
120 ft. from the center line of the tipple structure. A
distance shorter than this will not permit the proper
handling, spacing, and loading of the cars.
Each bin must have a capacity of not less than one
and one-half to two cars of its particular size of coal.
They may be arranged also .so as to load railroad cars
either from the bin side or from its bottom, or both.
It is preferable to draw the coal from the bottom, so
that open cars may be loaded rapidly.
Where, upon
occasion, nut coal must be put into box cars, it is well
to place the box-car loading arrangement at the side
of the bins.
Where this is done a box car can be
spotted at the bin, loaded quickly and run out of the
way of any other cars that may be loading other sizes
of coal on the same track.
coal.

Bin Best Filled by Spiral or Telegraph

Nut

discharged from the screens should be
deposited in the bin by means of a spiral or telegraph
chute so as to avoid breakage. Here again, where coal is
friable, the loading chute should be fitted with a perforated bottom.
Rescreening screens are limited to two types. The
first is the rotary or revolving screen which gives excellent results under many conditions but has a tendency
to break down the material handled and increase the
amount of small sizes, causing a decrease in selling
value. The second is the flexible-hanger type of screen.
This is simply a flat shaker screen peculiarly supported
and provided with a light flexible ash or hickory frame. It
is actuated by the usual eccentrics, but at a somewhat
coal

common

shaker.
The hangers,
to the flexible frame
that they give a peculiar creeping motion to the coal,
rolling it over and over, handling it gently, yet securing

higher speed than the

and eccentric rods are so connected

a complete screening

effect.

Shaker Screen Spreads Coal Over Wider Area
This type of screen is apt to yield better results with
coal than does the rotary screen although either
is satisfactory in this respect.
The shaker screen has
the advantage of distributing the coal over a wider
expanse of bin area and is apt to be somewhat lower in
installation cost than the revolving type.
I am inclined
to believe, however, that the upkeep will be slightly
greater, although this may be offset by the better
preparation secured.
A number of "freak" screens have been designed,
some of which do good work. So far, however, none of
them has equalled the simplicity or the genei'al efl!iciency of the devices here described.

damp

Gravity in Tipple Most Expensive of Meaj^s
Screened sizes cannot be moved satisfactorily by
gravity. This force is entirely too uncertain, dependent
upon the weather, the condition of the mine, the condition of the coal, and on a dozen and one other things,
making its effect decidedly undependable. A chute that
at times permits coal to go down like a mill race, at
others will clog up and require the attendance of several
men to keep the material moving. Coal should be moved
mechanically, not dropped or slid.
And in designing
a tipple it should be borne in mind that there is no
advantage in making a good preparation, and then permitting the coal to be broken just before or when it is
being loaded into cars for shipment.

An Elementary Treatise on Coal Mining Physics
AND Chemistry. J. W. Whitaker, certified colliery
manager and lecturer in the mining department. University College, Nottingham, England, has set down in
268 pages what he believes the coal-mining man should
know about physics and chemistry. What he has written, Longmans Green & Co., Fourth Ave. and Thirtieth
Street, New York City, has published and it makes quite
a readable and valuable book. Those who want an elaborate treatise may be warned that this book starts at

—

the beginning and gives the full range of necessary
subjects in less than 250 pages.
It gives them, however, succinctly and well, making the book quite valuable to the rank and file of mining men. It measures
5 X 7 A in.
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Gas Mask, Developed by Bureau of Mines, Absorbs
Carbon Monoxide from Inspired Air
Oxides of Manganese and Copper in Grains About Size of Rice Absorb
Carbon Monoxide Useless Where Oxygen Is Deficient— Subordinate

Use

in

Rescue

Work -

Possible

Protection

in

Mine

Disasters

By Guy H. Burrell*
the new absorbent of carbon monoxnamed from Johns Hopkins University and

HOPCALITE,
ide, is

the University of California, where the scientists
the material carried on their work. Although carbon monoxide is high in the list of poisonous
gases it was not used as a war gas because it dissipates

who developed

is difficult to produce in
under battle conditions. The weight
per unit volume of carbon monoxide is so close to that
of air that, when a quantity of carbon monoxide is
released in the open, diffusion is extremely rapid and
the percentage of carbon monoxide present quickly falls
In low percentages of the gas,
to a harmless point.
exposures must be over a period of some time to be
effective, and it is only in confined or semi-confined
places that higher percentages are apt to be encountered. For this reason the regular troops had no
need for carbon-monoxide protection.
However, eai-ly in the war much difficulty was experienced in the closed gun turrets of our men-of-war when
the guns were in heavy action. Carbon monoxide from
the burning powder accumulated rapidly at times in
these places, and the men operating the guns were apt
to be severely affected.
No relief was at hand, as the
only protection available was in the form of oxygen

rapidly in the open air and

lethal quantities

The few substances
wise destroy, carbon monoxide.
which would absorb that gas were entirely unsuitable
for use in a canister and at best were inefficient.
The research work on war gases and gas masks carried on by the U. S. Bureau of Mines under my direction
was divided into sections. A group of scientists in each
When an
section worked upon one or two problems.
important and apparently difficult problem came before
the bureau, a group of scientists who had specialized on
work of a cognate character were selected. They de-

voted their entire time to finding a solution.
The scientists to whom fell the task of finding an
absorbent for cai'bon monoxide were Dr. A. B. Lamb,
Harvard University; Professor J. C. W. Frazer, Johns
Hopkins University; Dr. C. C. Scalione, University of
California, and their assistants. After over two years'
research, gas masks were produced for use in the navy
which would give protection against carbon monoxide.
Hopcalite is a mixture of oxides of manganese and
copper.
It is brown in appearance and, in the form

breathing apparatus.

Sought for Use of Men in Gun Turrets
efficiency of the gunners was dependent on the rapidity of their movements it was entirely
impracticable to equip them with oxygen breathing apparatus and an appeal was sent to the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, then conducting all research into the questions
of poison gases and pi'otection therefrom, for a lightweight apparatus, preferably built along the lines of
the army gas mask, which would protect the gunners
effectively from carbon monoxide.
The big advantage of the regular army gas ma.sk,

Inasmuch as the

of course,
itself

was

its

light weight.

The problem

into finding a substance to use

i-esolved

inside the can-

ister which would destroy or absorb carbon monoxide.
With the o.xygen breathing apparatus the wearer is en-

He gets the
independent of the outside air.
necessary amount of oxygen to sustain life from the
oxygen bottle which is a part of the apparatus. On
the other hand, with the gas mask the oxygen is obtained from the atmosphere in which the wearer works.
tirely

Upon inhalation air is pulled through the canister,
the poisonous, obnoxious gases being absorbed, leaving
nothing but the pure air to pass through into the face
It was much
piece and into the lungs of the wearer.
easier to find suitable absorbing materials for the ordinary war gases than to find a material suitable for use
in a gas-mask canister which would absorb, or other•Mine Safety Appliance Co.

DETAILS OF CARBON-M9NOXIDE G4S

M.\SJi

For many purposes this mask will replace oXygCn-bi^atliing- apAs the
paratus, compared with whicli it is light and compact.
oxygen by which the wearer breathes must be supplied by the air
the mask is not fitted for work in atmosplieres having any marked

oxygen

deficiency.
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used, consists of hard pranules about the
Physically it is thoroughly suited to gasmask canisters as in use it retains its form and does
After the
not give off any noxious vapors or fumes.
war the U. S. Bureau of Mines continued its researches
into the industrial uses and limitations of carbonmonoxide gas masks. Though the Bureau of Mines has
not yet published any of the results of its work, certain
in

which

it is

size of rice.

data have been obtained from other sources which indithe possibilities of carbon-monoxide gas masks
around blast furnaces, as well as in mining.
For example, at a recent mine fire in the Pittsburgh
district, carbon-monoxide masks were used to supplement oxygen breathing apparatus. In this particular
case all exploring was done with oxygen breathing apIn several cases, however, it was necessary
paratus.
to put up stoppings in a smoky, gaseous atmosphere
where unprotected men would have been greatly handicapped. The problem was simplified by the use of gas
masks, which protected their wearers against carbon
monoxide and smoke. Inasmuch as the masks are light
in weight and give full pro-

cate

tection, the

work was carried

on with much greater speed
and comfort than if oxygen
breathing apparatus had been
used e.xclusively or if the
men had been required to
work in short shifts unprotected.
Under such conditions the gas mask can be
used wherever a safety lamji
will burn, indicating sufficient

oxygen

in

sustain

life.

be useful to shotfirers,
frequently subjected

who are

carbon monoxide from
MASK IX I'O.SITION
burning powder. A mask of
The mask is used as subsidiary to oxygen breathing
this character will give them
apparatus in m n e-rescue
full
protection both from
carbon monoxide and from
the fumes which the blasts create.
Looking farther
into the future it appears likely that a self-rescue
mask will be perfected. This will take the form of a
small pocket-size canister fitted directly to the mouth,
which would give twenty to thirty minutes' protection
to men caught by fires or explosions underground.
Unless the atmosphere were depleted of oxygen, which is
not usually the case, the men when equipped with pocket
self-rescue masks would have twenty to thirty minutes'
time to work their way out, and it is the experience
of the coal-mining industry that in this time a man
under stress of circumstance can travel a considerable
to

i

distance.

The problem of giving protection to all the many men
engaged in fire fighting underground has always been
acute. Men equipped with oxygen breathing apparatus
are called upon to do the initial exploring work and to
chart conditions of the atmosphere in the mine where
the work is to be done and to keep ahead of the working
Notwithstanding all the precautions that are
force.
taken to get definite knowledge of the character of the
mine atmosphere, some men are almost sure to be exposed to bad air, and if they are not protected they are
liable to

be adversely affected.

16

The carbon-monoxide mask will be of greatest value
supplementing the work of oxygen breathing appa-

ratus crews. It can be used, as it were, to protect the
operations, after the oxygen
breathing
men have determined the conditions that
must be met.
With the achievements of the Bureau of Mines and
the men above mentioned as a basis, the Mine Safety
Appliances Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., has been making a
parallel investigation into the fundamentals of the carbon-monoxide mask, but on a commercial plane. The
refinements realized have permitted placing it upon the
market as a practical safety apparatus, which will be a
great boon to the mining industry and also to other
industries and employments where dangerous gases are
encountered.

secondary
apparatus

How

a Manager Saved Gathering Expenses
PARTS
each man insists on a room
INto himself, of Kentucky
what he mines and loads is his
so that

to be divided with another man who
not be as diligent at his work as is his fellow.
This is a great annoyance to a mine manager, for he
has to provide twice as many places, and each place
involves more development, superintendence, ventilation, wiring for the heading, rail and so forth.
Confronted with this difficulty, R. A. Walter evolved
a scheme for the coal operations of the Wisconsin Steel
Co. in which the face of each room was stepped the
The
length of a car at the central line of the room.
cutters readily moved the machine back to the face
of the step and found cutting easy there, as there was
no need to sump owing to the loose end.
Two men were willing to work in the room together,
for each man had a place of his own ^one took the
The coal of one man
left face, the other the right.
went into one car, the coal of the other man into
The advantage was that as one face
another car.
was a car length ahead of the other, two cars could
be put in at one time and could be loaded promptly and

and does not have

may

—

the atmosphere to

The carbon-monoxide mask
will

in

Vol. 20, No.

without uncoupling.
As a result the gathering cost was halved and development was reduced, as well as the other charges
enumerated above. The men were well pleased with
the change, for they had the advantage of each other's
company without merging one another's earnings.
The cutters also found that it added but little to the
work to move back one step in the course of the cut.
Splitting

Room

Face
Gives individual places
for

two men and per-

mits

placing,

loading

and gathering of two
cars at one time and

I

without

uncoupling,
thus increasing output
for any given number
of rooms and lowering
gathering costs.

m

I

m

f
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Why

flows freely at 41 deg. F., should not be applied unheated
unless the atmospheric temperature is above 60 deg. F.
Underground, the germs to be counteracted are of a

ALLtures

from those on the surface, but the
much needed. In view of the fact
is promoted by the presence of much timber
and that the germs are readily carried by the air cur-

Not Save Timber Above and Below
Ground by Use of Creosote Oil?
OPERATORS have a number of surface struc-

which would be made vastly more durable
by use of a liquid creosote oil such as Carbosota, which
.

once applied arrests decay even more completely than
paint, for the latter is merely a surface application
which loses its value as soon as it cracks or peels off.
Plank and boards impregnated by creosote oil do not
need painting; in fact cannot be painted successfully.
Fence posts of dui-able woods such as cedar or chestnut,
which resist decay when dry, need treatment only from
the base to a point about 6 in. above the ground. The
best way to treat them is to immerse the butts in a
bath of oil at 175 to 200 deg. F. for four to six hours.
The oil is allowed to cool to a minimum temperature of
50 deg. F. for from six to eight hours. The temperature
during this second process should not exceed 100 deg. F.
The non-durable species, such as ash, basswood, butternut, beech, birch, cottonwood, elm, sap or secondgrowth cypress, gum, hickory, red oak, maple, sap yellow pine, Western pines, sycamores, willows and like
woods should be treated for their entire length but not
so thoroughly as at the butt end.
Of course, the bark
must first be peeled, as indeed it should be whether the
timber is treated or not. With the material removed
should be included the fine inner skin of bark that
sometimes adheres after peeling.
Such posts should
have their butt ends immersed in the creosote oil for
about an hour, after which the whole piece should be
immersed in the liquid for thirty minutes.

May Be Creosoted

different character

treatment
that decay

is

just as

rent, the need is greater.
In fact the cost of timber
renewal is not measured alone by the timber, the framing and the actual labor involved but also by the work
of removing loose rock, timbering unnecessary falls
and the hampering conditions under which the replacement must be performed during the operation of the
mine or ai-ound pumps and cages which must often be
kept going when the mine itself is idle.

How

Large Insulated Conductors

May

Best

Be Dead-Ended on Floor Timbers*
By Roy
St.

A

J.

Turner

I^ouis.

ilo.

CONVENIENT

and economical method of deadending large conductors, covered with heat-resisting or slow-burning insulation, to wooden beams is
shown in the accompanying illustration. In this instance the timbers are the floor beams of a frame
building and are directly above a motor switchboard.

by All Three Methods

Mule barns and wooden sheds or such portions

of

them

as are not to be coated with paint, should be covered
with creosote either by dipping, spraying or brushing,
the first being preferred as more thorough.
Spraying
is better than brushing, as the penetration is greater.
WTien sap pine, cottonwood, ash, beech and birch are
treated the cost of the wood per year of sen'ice and
that is the right method of calculating cost
is cheaper
by 50 per cent, and the woods will have an annual cost
All
20 per cent lower than that of untreated cedar.
timbers and planks should be treated. Wagon bottoms
and bridge plank should also have their natural life

—

—

extended in that manner.
Before it is treated, however, the wood should be
seasoned so as to give the liquid an opportunity to
enter the fibers. The natural moisture of unseasoned
In
wood resists the entry of the protective fluid.
brushing with oil it is difficult to get the liquid to enter
cracks and joints. With a spray this desired end can
be better achieved. WTiere wood is in contact with the
ground or with concrete, brick, masonry or other wood,
it is likely to decay and a presers'ative is more needed
at this point than at any other.
A place needing particular attention is in the mortise-and-tenon joint so
frequently used in framing.
With the top-coat brush treatment a gallon will protect 100 sq.ft. of surface; with two-coat spraying 50
per cent more fluid will be required, and with dipping,
for from five to fifteen minutes, one to one and a half
gallons will be needed for the same surface area. The
creosote oil when applied by brushing or spraying should
be heated to about 150 deg., and with dipping, as has
been stated in regard to fence posts, the temperature
should be between 175 and 200 deg. F. Carbosota, which

i^^^^!^^^^!^^^!^;^'^'':!^''^'''^'^-'^'^^

TO T.\KE VP
The
irons

STR.A.IX

OF BIG CONDUCTORS

conductor.s are attached by cable clamps to two Z-shape<3
which are themselves bolted to a rod which passes through

beam of the second story. A strain insulator in the line
prevents the wire grounding to the floor timbers.
floor

The same method

could,

however,

be

applied

with

equal efficacy in other locations.
Cable clamps of the type here shown in combination
with an eye-bolt provide a means whereby the conductors may be drawn taut and held fii-mly. Their application renders unnecessary any "making up" of the heavy
conductors.
in

It

making such
•Copyriglit.

\U

should be noted that no copper
a termination.

is

wasted

rights reserved.

Bradstreet's Index Number Advanced 0.9 Per Cent Between Sept. 1 and Oct. 1. An increase of 0.9 per cent
was noted in Bradstreet's index number as of Oct. 1, compared with the level of the previous month. On the first of

—

the current month the number was 11.1879. On Sept. 1 it
Seven groups of commodities advanced
stood at 11.0868.
during September, these including fruits, textiles, nietale,
coal and coke, naval stores, building materials and miscellaneous products, while six, breadstuffs, live stock, provisions, hides and leather, oil and chemicals and drugs, went
lower.

:
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Dantjer of Opening Black Blasting

Powder Kegs with Wooden Tools*
Remove

the Slide

Which Covers

Make

New

a

By

S. p.

- Do Not
Men

the Bunghole

Eighteen
Killed by Neglect of This Rule

Seek to

Hole

HowELLt

attention
Bureau of Mines has repeatedly
THEdangerous
the transportation and
practices
called

to

in

In 1914
opening of kegs of black blasting powder.
Edwin Higgins ("Prevention of Accidents from Explosives in Metal Mines." Miners' Circular 19, Bureau of
Mines, p. 15) stated "canisters should always be opened
by removing the bung. To use a pick or other sharp
tool for cutting a hole in the canister is dangerous.
After the necessary amount of powder has been taken
The powder
out, the canister should be kept closed.
should always be handled at a safe distance from an

open light."
In 1919 George S. Rice (Monthly Statement of Coal
Mine Fatalities for June, 1919, Bureau of Mines, pp.
16 to 18) called attention to the dangers that arise in
underground transportation and handling of explosives,
and called special attention to the danger of hauling
explosives in motor trips the unnecessary- risk involved
in hauling men on the trip at the same time, and the
necessity of keeping open lights away from black blasting powder.
In 1919 the writer ("Sensitiveness of Explosives to
Frictional Impact," Technical Paper 234, Bureau of
Mines, pp. 12, 15) called attention to the fact that
black blasting powder is not as sensitive to frictional
impact as the nitroglycerin dynamites and the gelatin
dynamites, but black powder may be ignited by direct
impact and without the presence of any preliminary
spark. It is well known, however, that black blasting
powder is very sensitive to ignition by spark flame or
heated materials, and these may be produced by an electric current, by an open light, by incandescent particles
from a pipe, cigar, or cigarette; by tearing of metal
sheets or scraping of metal against metal, and possibly
by other means.
;

Three Accidents Prove That Danger Exists
The above discussion

will serve to introduce a newlyrecognized hazard the ignition of black blasting powder by the forcible opening of kegs with wooden tools.
The details of three accidents in which kegs of black
blasting powder exploded instantly when a wooden tool
was driven forcibly through the top of the kegs are
as follows
(1) In 1915 a powder man employed by a coal-mining
company stated that he was opening a 25-lb. keg of
black blasting powder by driving a hole in the top with
a wooden sprag when the powder in the keg he was
opening ignited. This caused the ignition of fifty-two
additional 25-lb. kegs of the powder, and the fatal burning of this and another powder man. The man making
this statement lived five hours after the explosion.
(2) In 1917 an explosion of forty-one kegs of FFF
bl^ck blasting powder occurred on the track bench of a
cement quarry. This explosion occurred the instant
that the workman, who was opening the keg with a

—

published as part of "Repoits of Investigations of
"Thi; Menace of Opening
S. Bureau of Mines." and entitliid
of Black Blasting Powder wilti Wooden Tools."
tExplosives engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C.
•Article

U.

Kegs
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wooden moil (made from a pick handle), had driven it
through the keg with a machinist's hammer. The workman who was opening the kegs lived long enough to
state that when he hit the moil with the hammer, "I'uflf!
everything went up." This explosion caused the death
of eight men.
(3) In 1920 a powder magazine containing over
twenty 25-lb. kegs of black blasting powder exploded,
killing eight men, six of whom lived for several hours
after the explosion. This magazine was used as a station for distributing explosives to the miners, and this
fact accounts for most of the fatalities.
The verdict rendered by the coroner's jury was that
when striking a keg of powder with a mallet it caused
a .spark which ignited the powder. It was customary
to open the kegs with a wooden mallet and wooden pins,
and these were found after the explosion.

Difficult to Explain

How

Ignition Occurs

has not been definitely established just how opening a keg with a wooden spike, wooden sprag, or a
wooden mallet causes explosions, as it appears to be
very difficult to strike a spark with wood against metal,
but it may be that in breaking the keg, the -sharp
points of the sheet iron would be driven inside of the
keg; that two or more of these points may have been
made; and that in rubbing over one another, these
points or the edges of the strips may have caused a
spark, or it may be that the strips or points may have
been driven forcibly against the side of the keg and
produced sparks, or it may be that the wooden tool was
covered with a gritty substance, thus facilitating sparking, or it may be, and the possibility of this has been
demonstrated at the explosives experiment station of
the Bureau of Mines, that the fine particles of black
blasting powder remaining in the angular groove of the
chime, or rim, of the keg received the impact from the
wooden tool and this impact ignited the particles.
Regardless, however, of just how a spark may be produced, the evidence presented above clearly condemns
the opening of kegs of black blasting powder with
wooden tools by punching a hole through the top of the
The usual 25-lb. black blasting powder kegs are
keg.
provided with a bunghole and a cap for closing it, and
in all cases the powder should be poured from the keg
through this bunghole.
The excuses for not doing so are usually that the
bunghole is so small (diameter, 1 /a in.) that too much
time is consumed in getting the powder out of the keg
through this bunghole, or that the bunghole is so far
from the chime (H in.) that all the powder cannot be
poured out of the keg.
In view of the danger of using other methods of
opening the kegs, these excuses cannot be given serious
consideration. A keg of FFF black blasting powder can
be emptied through the bunghole in 40 to 50 seconds,
leaving less than 100 grams (about 3A oz.) of explosive
in the keg, and it is not difficult to get all but half an
ounce of the powder out of a keg by shaking.
Eighteen men were killed by the three accidents just
recounted, and the fatality rate was high either because
the magazine was used for a distributing station or
because too many men were in the danger zone or both.
It

The Bureau

of

Mines therefore recommends that

kegs of black blasting powder be not opened with any
tool, whether of metal or wood, and that the keg be
emptied only through the bunghole provided for that
purpose.
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Coal-Loading Shovel with Jaws That Close
Horizontally Will Build Packwalls

used

machine shown in the accompanying illustrafor which a patent has been granted, but
which has so far not been constructed, is an attempt
tion,

utilize

to

the general principles of steam-shovel conreliability to use underground.
It

power and

is a radical departure, however, from ordinary steamshovel construction in that the scoop or dipper is built
in halves that open and close with a horizontal instead
This enables the work of
of a vertical movement.
digging to be performed in places restricted as to

The shovels themselves may be made quite
so as to require no more space above the car than
is necessary for hand loading.
Essentially this machine will consist of a low truck
provided with a revolving platform upon which the
The arrangement will
shovel arm will be mounted.
be such that this arm can be moved both vertically

height.
flat

horizontally.
The shovel proper is designed to
be built in halves each of which is pivoted so as to
swing horizontally from a point near its rear inner
corner.
In action these halves open and close like
two jaws. They are provided with tusk or extension
teeth at their forward edges while their bottoms are
serrated or saw toothed.
The inventor, who has had
experience in steam-shovel work, feels assured that
they can be made to bite coal out of the solid or scrape
it clean from the floor.
For this consummation the machine, being comparatively light in construction, must be anchored firmly
in place; otherwise it would not be able to exert sufficient force on the coal.
In other words, the weight
of the machine alone would be insuflScient to hold it to
its work and other means to accomplish this end would
have to be provided.
Accordingly a heavy jack will
be mounted in the center of the revolving table. When
this is set up in place the whole upper mechanism of
the shovel will revolve about it as a pivot, the jack
furnishing ample support for all operations of the
machine.
Great force may thus be exerted by the

and

shovel

when

in operation.

Either electric current or compressed air will
Shovel /n fpnNard
high position.

Shpvc/s can scrape
both roof and floor

actuate

this

machine,

in

either

case

one

°" *^^ "^^'^ p^^"°™ ^'" p^"^'''^ P"^^"^
for swinging the machine, for self-propulsion from
place to place, for longitudinal movement of the shovelarm cage and also for a cable reel whereby cars may
be moved in case no locomotive is available for this
purpose.
A second motor will open and close the
shovel jaws and raise, lower and extend the shovel
arm. All operations of the machine will be controlled
by levers or push buttons within easy reach of the
operator when seated.
In operation the inventor expects to open the shovel
jaws, crowd them against the coal and then close them.
Where excessively hard material or large lumps are
encountered the jaws will be repeatedly opened and
closed quickly or snapped, thus forcing the teeth
through material otherwise impenetrable.
In discharging after being opened the jaws will be given
a quick jerk, thus jarring their contents loose.
With
jaws closed the shovel will be used as a ram for pushing cars or for moving back the topping thereon.
Packwalls also will be built up by this machine, it
being first used to shovel the pack material into place,
after which it may be firmly tamped against the roof
by using the shovel when closed as a ram. As this
machine is full-revolving, it will be able to load cars
upon either its own or a parallel track, thus tending
to obviate the greatest difficulty that hitherto has
beset mechanical loading, namely, keeping cars to the
machine. The machine was invented by S. C. Corrigan,
a civil engineer of New York City.
"^°*°'" '""""^'^'^
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One Hundred and Eighty-Two Feet of

Coal.
Oliphant-Munson mine in Alberta, Canada, is
one of the most remarkable mines in the world. The
main excavations have been along the outcrop, said
George Sheppard, in an address befor the Institution
of Mining Engineers, Stoke-on-Trent, Sept. 14, and

The

despite long continued operations in this area there
are still many millions of tons of good grade coal in
sight.

Two complementary seams

(originally

forming

the flanks of a small anticlinal fold) have been faulted
together at the apex, thus producing a workable deposit
182 ft. thick. The daily output is 1,000 tons.

Shovel in rearmost position
for turning in cnlrii

^

k-?-3"->i<-

Trolley,

4'-T'

-A

Plan Below Line X-X

DESIGN FOR A HORIZONT-\L, OPERATING STEAM SHOVEL, FOR LOADING COAL
The dipper stick of the shovel is not planed to dip but goes forward horizontally. The bucket is to open horizontally, and when closed to be used as a ram to drive rock packing into place, should longwall advancing be the
method of mining. The shovel is to be provided yrtth upward and downward play so that it can scrape
roof and floor. A heavy jack at the center of the shovel structure will hold the machine in place

—
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Thousand Five Hundred Members Attend Sessions
Of National Safety Councirs Congress in Boston

T\v o

Haulage Costs in Metal Mining Greatly Exceed Those in Coal Mining
Large Car vs. Small- Blasting in Hillside to Extinguish Mine
Fire What Deprivation of Oxygen Will Extinguish Fires in Mines?

—

By

UNPRECEDENTEDLY

successful

F. H.

was the Tenth An-

nual Safety Congress of the National Safety Council,
held in the Boston State House, Sept. 26 to 30. About
The whole of New England ex2,500 persons attended.
hibited the keenest interest. Boston opened the State House
long-established
to this convention, breaking thereby a
precedent, for never before has the building been so used,
in honor of the
Week
Safety
a
and New England declared
occasion.

Beyond a statement that Arthur Young was elected president of the Council for the coming year, no further reference will be made to the business of the general sessions,
the interest of the readers of Conl Age centering in the
mining section, which began its meeting on Tuesday morning with B. F. Tillson presiding. The session was devoted
and
to the general subject of "Underground Transport"
papers were presented on the following topics:^ "StorageDaveller,
V.
E.
by
Battery Locomotives (in metal mines),"
general superintendent, and R. E. Renz, chief electrician,
of the Butte & Superior Mining Co., Butte, Mont.; "Trolley
Locomotives," by Frederick W. Whiteside, chief engineer
of the Victor-American Fuel Co., Denver, Col.; "Compressed
Air Haulage," by Guy J. Johnson, safety engineer of the
Homestake Mining Co., Lead, S. D.; and "Storage-Battery
Locomotives (in coal mines)," by Charles E. Stuart, consulting engineer, of

What

Is

New York

Safe

Is

City.

Usually

.A.lso

Efficient

Questions relating to the use of the storage-battery locomotive evoked animated discussion. In presenting the subject for consideration Mr. Tillson remarked: "Safety and
efficiency are interrelated and in a measure interdependent.
The safe way of doing anything, usually, if not always, is
tne efficient way."
The question was raised by Mr. Stuart why haulage cost
is greater per ton-mile in metal mines than in coal mines?
Several reasons were advanced to account for this fact. It
was brought out that the mining methods pursued by the
two sections varied widely and that the workings of metal
mines not infrequently spread over comparatively large
areas. Existing metal mines seldom are laid out and operated in such a manner as to permit storage-battery locomotives to work to the best advantage. Like loading machines

they find the mines developed to suit another and earlier
fci-m of operation. One man stated that the average costs
of transporting ore ran from 35c. to 70c. per ton-mile.
Mr. Johnson said, however, that the Homestake Mining Co.,
operating on fifteen levels and producing 1,500,000 tons of
ore per year, was able to transport it by means of compressed-air haulage at a cost of 14c. per ton-mile.

Why

Metal Mines Adhere to Small Cars

Short hauls are, of course, more expensive per ton-mile
than long ones, while hand tramming when practiced, even
over short distances, adds greatly to the cost. Metal mines
as a rule use smaller cars than do coal mines, which practice tends to increase the cost of haulage.
Is the small mine car of the metal mine a necessary
One instance was cited of where a mine with a 24-in.
evil?
track gage is using a locomotive that is 42 in. wide. Coal
have developed from small to large operations,
often
mines
but in general the cars have been increased in size as the
mine has grown. Why has not the metal mine followed the
Associate Editor, Coal Age.

Kneeland*
of evolution ?
This may be partly attributable to the fact that in metal mines much hand tramming
practiced.
is still
man can push a 6-ton load around
a sharp curve on a narrow track gage but could not perform the same operation, or at least not with equal ease,
if the gage were wide.
Someone stated that an increase in the size of car and
the weight that it carried was almost invariably accompanied with an almost corresponding increase in the number
Thus safety is
and severity of the accidents sustained.
almost diametrically opposed to size, or varies inversely
with it. Succeeding speakers appeared seriously to doubt
this statement.
One said that large wide cars increased
some hazards but decreased others. While they facilitated
tonnage production they augmented the danger of roof
falls, and, furthermore, a small car may be readily stopped
by its brake, whereas a large one cannot be so speedily
brought to a standstill. Inability to stop a car or a trip
Furthermore
promptly is the cause of many accidents.
wrecks of large cars are more serious and costly than those
of small ones.
On headings clearance along the sides of the track may
be kept ample even though the cars be large, but in rooms
this is a more difficult matter. This is particularly true of
the room timbers, and there seems to be a fairly definite
relation between the size of the car and the number of
If the cars are moved
accidents occurring at this point.
mechanically, however, and no hand tramming is per-

same process

A

formed

this is not strictly true.

Denies That Small Cars .4re the Safer
Another speaker averred that, other things being equal,
the large car was safer and more efficient than the small
one but that track gage and track workmanship were important considerations. Small cars, being lighter than large
The track must be
ones, are more subject to wrecking.
made of a size and weight to suit the cars handled. In
some metal mines roof pressures are abnormally high and
this in some cases limits the size of the entries, which in
turn limits the track gage and size of car that can be used.
New coal mines use lai-ge cars and small locomotives and
have comparatively many accidents. As the operation grows
the size of the haulage units is increased and the frequency
of accidents diminishes. Immunity from mishaps, however,
depends largely on the human element and the safety
inspector must teach the men to handle the size of equip-

ment used.
At the afternoon

session D. E. A. Charlton presided, and
E. L. Soloman, mechanical engineer for the Kingston Coal

read a paper on "Animal Haulage in Anthracite Coal
Mines." He prefaced his paper by stating that the safety
committee of his company had adopted a "safety calendar"
that had given good results. This calendar contains photographs of various operations performed in the everyday
routine of mining. Under these pictures is printed the mine
law pertaining to that particular operation. The basic idea
of these calendars is that, being distributed freely among
the miners, they will be taken home and hung up in a prominent place. Although the miner possibly cannot read English himself some of his children doubtless can and they
immediately ask their father if he does the kind of work
shown in the picture in the manner prescribed. This "starts
something" that results beneficially to all concerned.
Discussion following this paper brought out the fact
Co.,
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that a mule or other animal, like a man, renders a measure
of work in approximate proportion to the care and common
sense bestowed upon him by his employer. The mine mule's
"general cussedness" is in large measure the result of abuse

or neglect.
R. W. Magraw not being present, his paper, which also
dealt with animal haulage, was read by the secretary, R. H.
The next paper, on "Block Signal and Dispatching
Seip.
Systems in Mines," by R. T. Murrill, in the absence of the
author was presented by Mr. Charlton. This paper, while
dealing exclusively with metal mines, described the various
signal systems that had been tried and found successful.
It was well illustrated with photographs that were passed
around through the audience while the description Was be-

ing read.
At the conclusion of this paper C. B. Hodges in discussing
it stated that the tipple of the mine where the automatic
block-signal system described was in use looked much like
a railroad terminal except that more trains -were handled,
while the tracks resembled those on the main line of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. Here twelve compressed-air locomotives delivered 22,200 tons of ore per day, each trip
These were discharged
consisting of twenty 5-ton cars.
Compressed-air haulage
five at a time in a rotary dump.
of its safety.
mine
account
on
had been selected at this

Air Locomotives Take

Up Heading Clearance

Further discussion brought out the fact that the width
of air locomotives reduced the clearance alongside them, the
tanks being from 30 to 36 in. in diameter. These sometimes filled the heading to the danger point. Furthermore
the exhaust of these machines not infrequently caused an
As the exhaust is made
objectionable fog in the entry.
at about 60 deg. below zero it lowers the temperature of
the heading air below the saturation point, resulting in the
formation of a mist or vapor.
No limit can be set on the availability of the storageIn this respect
battery or any other type of locomotive.
each installation is a problem in itself, and must be treated
accordingly.
In substituting mechanical for animal haulage the locomotive often is called upon not only to transport
a much larger tonnage than the mules have been hauling,
but to move it over much greater distances. It is no wonder
then that haulage and gathering motors sometimes fail to
do all that is expected of them, or, rather, all that some
oversanguine official hopes that they will do.
Wednesday morning's session, at which Mr. Tillson
presided, was devoted to the general subject of "Mine Fire
It was treated in its
Prevention and Fire Fighting."
relation to anthracite mines by W. L. Jacobus, of the
Mr.
Susquehanna Collieries Co., of Wilkes-BaiTe, Pa.
Jacobus dwelt chiefly on the advisability of sealing as a
means of fire fighting and gas analysis as a means of deter-

mining when the fire is extinguished.
The second paper was on the same subject and was
written by H. H. Otto, of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation
In the absence of the author this
Co., of Lansford, Pa.
paper was read by Mr. Tillson. The next two papers, by
Joseph W. Reed and G. M. Gillette, respectively, both of
the Consolidation Coal Co., dealt with fires and fire fighting in bituminous mines. The latter paper was illustrated
with lantern slides of a fii-e in a remote new mine in Letcher
County, Kentucky. In this case when flames were issuing
from the main slope, so that the erection of a stopping in
it was impossible, the opening was closed by blasting dowm
the mountain side, which rose precipitously above the slope
mouth. The fire was brought under control and finally extinguished after a hard fight, which, however, lasted only

a few days.
The concluding paper of the session, treating of fires in
metal mines, was written by H. M. Wolflin, of the California
This paper,
Industrial Commission, San Francisco, Cal.
It was
unfortunately, held little interest for coal men.
read by Mr. Tillson in the absence of the author.
Discussion on all papers was reserved until all had been
read.
This discussion while not lengthy brought out several interesting facts. Thus the question was asked, "How
low must the percentage of oxygen in the air be in order
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The answer was made that one fire
that had been burning for about two weeks was extinguished
by an atmosphere that contained 16 per cent of oxygen.
No gas was present in the section of the mine affected and
Farther inbye the
the open lights employed went out.
atmosphere contained only 7 per cent of oxygen. In quellmine
w'as sealed for
ing a fire at Sunnyside, Utah, the
thirty days and the oxygen content of the air reduced to 4
per cent. In this case dead air within the sealed workings
was circulated in order to cool down the hot area.
Another question then asked was: "Has air depleted of
oxygen, such as flue gases from a pow-er plant, ever been
used to smother a mine fire?" No one knew of such a case
but the suggestion may be a valuable one nevertheless. It
w-as stated by one speaker that a little fire in a large area
presented much greater difficulties than a big fire in a
Some fires have been purposely allowed to
small area.
burn themselves into sizable proportions before final sealIn the Georges Creek region an old
ing was attempted.
fire of vast extent has doubltes? been smothered repeatedly
with the admission of air. This is
again
break
out
only to
on account of the heat of the coal and the surrounding
to extinguish a fire?"

strata.

Shallow Mine Fires Are Fed From Surface
Bratticing to smother a fire is ineffective where the
ground is badly crushed, as air finds its way to the fire
through these openings, rendering the stopping of little
value.
In sampling gas from a fire the place where the
sample is taken is important. For this purpose air that
has passed the fire should invariably be taken and not
merely air at some point behind the fire.
Water sometimes is poured onto a mine fire by means
Silting also
of boreholes drilled through from the surface.
may be performed successfully sometimes through such
holes, care being taken to use incombustible material such
A passage,
as tailings or crushed rock for this pui'pose.
such as a heading, that is full of caved material cannot
be relied upon to exclude the air sufficiently to extinguish
a mine fire.
After the election of officers to serve during the ensuing
year the meeting adjourned. B. F. Tillson was re-elected
chairman and R. H. Seip, secretai-y. G. M. Gillette, John
L. Boardman and A. M. Connibear were elected as first,
second and third vice-chairmen, respectively.
Thursday morning's session was devoted to the general
subject of "Maintaining Interest in Safety."
The first
paper dealt with the question of maintaining this interest
among executives and was to have been presented by W. H.
Moulton and William Connibear-, superintendent and safety
engineer respectively of the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co., of
Ishpeming, Mich., but in the absence of both authors it was
read by Mr. Tillson.
The second and third papers, on "Maintaining Interest
Among Foremen and Shift Bosses" and "Among Miners,"
respectively, were written by Thomas Cowperthw-aite and
N. D. Hubbell, respectively.
In their absence the papers
were read by Mr. Seip and Mr. Johnson. A fourth paper
was then presented, on retaining the interest of the miner
himself.
This was by John T. Bradley, of W. J. Rainey,
Inc., of Uniontown, Pa.
Mr. Bradley not being present,
his paper was read by Mr. Tillson.

Safety Inspectors Accompany Shift Boss
Discussion was led by Mr. Johnson.
The question was
asked:
"Should safety inspectors make their inspections
in the company of the shift boss?"
Mr. Seip stated that
he invariably made his trips in this manner. It is much
more advantageous to follow this procedure, as in such
a case any dangerous condition found can be taken up immediately and in a personal way, so that no hard feelings
will result.
If the safety inspector, on the other hand,
goes on his inspection trips alone the operating official is
likely to conclude that he is "snooping" around for the
sole purpose of finding fault and with the idea of "putting
something over on him."
"How about prizes and bonuses?" w-as asked. Mr. Seip
replied that with the company for which he worked (Nev/
Jersey Zinc Co.) every shift boss that has a clear acci-
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In addition
dent record for a month gets a bonus of $.").
to this there is a semi-annual bonus of $20 if his record
or 1,600,snifta
2,000
per
accident
shows not more than one
000 man-hours worked. Another annual bonus of $20 also
In addition to all of these
13 provided on the same terms.
In order
ariother bonus of $20 is paid on a time-lcst basis.
to win this latter bonus the men under the foreman or
boss must not lose more than 0.4 per cent of their toUl
workintr time through accident or injury sustained from
If a man wins all the bonuses possible
accidental cause.
he receives $140 of extra money per year.
As these various bonuses are reckoned on the basis of
a percentage of the time lost and of the accidents per
unit of man-hours worked, there is no advantage to the

has charge of only a few men as compared to
big gang. The bonus as paid on this
basis is a powerful stimulus to safer working methods.
One day or more of lost time arising from accidental c; use
is considered as an accident.
The question was asked if accident records were ever
padded. Reply to this query was in the negative. When
a man is injured he is sent to the hospital and may not
return to work until he is given a release from that inThus neither the man
stitution by the house physician.
himself nor the foreman can pad the accident record in

man who

who has a

the one

any way.

Pays to Advertise Safety to Mine Wokkers
Bonuses, suppers, banquets and the like are in reality
only one form of advertising. It matters little what exact
shape this advertising takes so long as it keeps the subject of safety constantly before the men and the bosses.
One speaker related that his company once tried the experiment of giving a safety bonus to the men themselves.

This took a somewhat peculiar and what to some might
seem a ridiculous form. The men were working in gangs
and each month that a gang got through without an accident they were treated to cigars "on the company." These
were passed out by an official higher up than their forpman, who made it his business to talk pleasantly with the
men and "jolly" them about their record. After a few
months the men began to look forward to their "safety
smokes" with no small degree of pleasure. But one day
one careless youth smashed his finger. The joshing and
general tormenting that he was subjected to as a result
was 'sufficient to cure not only him but all other members
In many instances
of the gang of taking needless risks.
a man fears the taunts of his fellows far more than he
does either the displeasure of the boss or his own personal
inconvenience.
Bonuses may take other forms than cash payments. One
company pays the expenses of some of its men to the congresses "of the National Safety Council and to various meetings of a similar character. The men are anxious to win
these free trips and the rivalry between them is keen.
It was suggested also that a bonus when paid in cash might
well be distinguished in some way from money received
Thus wages might be paid either in
as regular wages.
check or in ordinary currency, and bonuses might be paid
in gold.

Chase Men from Hospital to Better Record
bonus may become a curse if records are in any way
padded and injured men are not promptly sent to the
Some foremen have been
physician for his attention.
accused of chasing a man out of the hospital in order to
record.
maintain a good
Miners often "buck" safety measures because they believe that they are prompted by base, selfish, or mercenary
motives. In this connection miners' safety committees are
highly advantageous. Contract miners usually like to avoid
work on such committees but day men welcome the change

A

from their daily routine.
Following the discussion of the above papers, C. L. Colburn of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, co-operating with the
mining section of the National Safety Council, presented an
interesting paper on his observations in various coal- and
metal-mining camps. This paper was well illustrated with
lantern slides and showed safe and unsafe methods of per-
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forming many everyday operations both above and below
ground.
Friday morning's session, over which Mr. Tillson presided, began with a paper by Mr. Seip on "Travelingways
and Signs." This took up the various means of exit from
a mine and the methods to be employed for marking them
so that a man could readily find his way out quickly in
case of accident. So far as possible wordless signs should
be adopted, as the men who may need the signs most are
often those who cannot read Engli-sh or read it only with
difficulty.
Not only shoulu the roads leading outward be
plainly designated but they should be safe in themselves
that is, they should, if possible, be routes used for no
other purpose than the passage of men.
In the discussion following this paper the question was
asked if it was customary to take new or "»?reen" men
through the mine in order to familiarize them with thfl
routes of egress. This was answered in the negative, isuch
a practice was unnecessary as the cxp-rimeiit frequently
Lo the mines
had been tried of taking utter strangers
This they unand asking them to find thfir way out.
was
considered
that if
failingly did without difficulty.
It
those unaccustomed to mines and mining could find prompt
egress, men who made mining their business would be able
to do at least as well.
Richard Maize, of Uniontown, Pa., a district mine inspector, called attention to the inadvisability of the
promiscuous use of the danger sign and cited several
instances where this sign had been used at points where
real danger either did not exist or was present only periodically.
The employment or posting of the danger sign at
such points tended only to cheapen its warning and render
the miner callous or incredulous when he saw the same
sign displayed at some point of actual and obvious peril.
He believed, therefore, that no sign at all should be used
except at places where real and continuous danger was
present. In substantiation of this belief Mr. Colburn stated
that in his travels through the mines of the country he
had observed that the word "danger" was often employed
where "caution" was really meant. He suggested, therefore, that this word be substituted at points where peril
was present only periodically or required the presence of the
man and the locomotive in order to exist at all.

—

"

Piping Drinking

Water Below Ground

Provisions for drinking water, particularly underground,
was the subject of the next paper, which was written by
C. B. Yates, superintendent of the Homestake Mining Co.,
This described a somewhat elaborate sysof Lead, S. D.
tem of water piping and drinking fountains in.stalled underground. At Lead it is the endeavor to bring water to wdthin
To this end
500 to 600 ft. of the men when at work.
bubbling fountains are placed at the shaft bottom and at
Some of
the more important points throughout the mine.
these are as far as 1,500 ft. from the bottom of the shaft.
Most of the men travel the necessary 500 or 600 ft. to
Some, however, prefer to
get a drink of fresh water.
carry the water to their working places and drink it there.
In the discussion following the presentation of this paper
it was brought out that one large bituminous coal company
apparently pays more attention to the provision of drinking
water for its mine mules than for its men. Drinking places
are provided for the mules but none for the men, they
being expected to carry their water into the mine with
them. This, of course, is no particular hardship on the
miners, as water taken into the mine warm soon becomes
As for town supply
cooled to a palatable temperature.
this company periodically inspects all springs in the
vicinity of its camp, any source found infected is promptly
contaminated by filling it up with rubbish or other refuse
to such an extent that no one would think of using the
water from it for potable purposes.
The third paper of the morning was by Dr. R. R. Sayers,
chief surgeon of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, and had for
The author
its
subject first-aid stations underground.
strongly advocated the combination of first-aid stations
and refuge chambers. Such a place should be of sufficient
size to hold fifteen to twenty men without overcrowding.
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should be provided with a concrete floor and, if possible,
with whitewashed or cement-coated walls and a whiteIt should be built, if practicable, imwashed ceiling.
mediately adjacent to the underground office of the mine
foreman or some other responsible official. In addition to
the requisite first-aid supplies, it should contain, if it is
to be used as a refuge chamber, a keg or barrel of water.
The contents of this cask should be changed at least once
a week and the cask be kept sealed in some manner. Doors
of ample width should be so made as to close practically
airtight and if -ompressed air is used in the mine a pipe
fitted with a valve at its extremity should lead into this
chamber.
If possible, also, a telephone with an Indepono^nt line leading upward through a borehole to the surface should be provided.
In tin;e of disa-^fer men could go to this room, shut themselves in and wait for rescue. They would be provided with
a supply of drinking water and if a borehole through the
roof were part of the equipment of the station they could
communicate with the surface, and in an emergency food
could be lowered down the hole. Air might also be supplied either through the air pipe as above suggested, or,
if this was not present, through a small pipe or hose
lowered through the borehole.
Discussion following this paper brought out several interesting facts, only a few of which can be repeated here.
Some physicians object strenuously to going undergi-ound
to ^reat a patient, even though they might make observatio.'i.-i on
the patient's condition that would be highly valuable in later treatment; others, and these are in goodly
number, almost insist upon going into the mine and reaching the patient at the earliest possible moment.
Many mines supposed to be well provided with firstaid equipment and material are found in emergency to be
utterly devoid of the necessary supplies.
This is the result in most cases of petty pilfering on the part of the
men employed. It is for this reason that it is recommended that first-aid stations be placed immediately adjacent to the underground office of some responsible official.

Where Should
Some

First-Aid Stations Be Placed?

diversity of opinion exists as to the advisability
ot administering first aid underground, some believing that
it is better to transport the injured man to the surface,
where good light conditions prevail, than to attempt any
treatment in the darkness of the mine. As a rule, firstaid training is given on the surface, but if more underground stations were maintained the men would receive
more of their training under usual working conditions.
Several methods have been tried to prevent the theft
and consequent lack of first-aid supplies. One company
places this material in a tin box on which is pasted an
inventory of the various items that that box should contain.
Each month an inspection is made by the man held
responsible for this box and its contents, whereupon a list
of the material actually found in it is sent to headquarters or to the central supply man, who immediately returns the articles necessary to bring the box up to standard condition.
No large quantities of first-aid supplies
are stolen at any one time. Such thefts are all petty and
the value of the material stolen in any one month throughout any mine seldom exceeds $10 or $15.
Another company makes a pracMce of paying $1 to each
man who treats an injured person using the contents of
his first-aid package, which is, of course, supplied free by
the company.
This keeps all those entitled to carry and
use such a package on the alert for an opportunity to use
it.
The result is that no such man is without his little
pocket first-aid kit for any appreciable lengtii of time.
Providing each shift boss with a locked tin box cont^-itiing the first-aid supplies, for which he is responsible, is
another mear,« of preventing the theft of first-aid material.
Placinj? a trained nurse at the first-aid station on
the surface a.liacent to the mine mouth relieves the company physician of much work. Such a nurse can treat ihe
majority of iniuries s;ustained within the mine as skillfully
and efficientiv as can the physician himself.
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The next subject taken up was that of underground
and refuse disposal. The several means for disposing of refuse were discussed and the advantages and
disadvantages of each pointed out. At the conclusion of
the paper Mr. Seip, of the New Jersey Zinc Co., exhibited
an experimental latrine of the pail or bucket type which
had been designed and will be tested out by his company.
Apparently this device has many advantages. It consists
essentially of a pail or bucket provided with a detachable
cover, seat, and bail. The whole device is of metal, is extremely simple and substantial in construction and apparently sufficiently heavy to withstand the hard usage and
abuse to which it will undoubtedly be subjected.
In use the bucket latrine is placed within the mine at
suitable points within easy reach of the miners. The pails
are partly filled with sawdust to absorb liquids and usually
some form of disinfectant is added to keep down odors.
latrines

At periodical intervals full pails are removed and new or
cleaned ones substituted. As a rule a bucket remains in
When brought to
use not longer than about one week.
the surface the contents of these latrines may bs disposed
dumping
into sewers
such
as
of in any suitable manner,
Some system of
or septic tanks, burying or incineration.
this kind is a vast improvement over the entire lack of
sewage disposal under which many, if not most, mines
are operated.
The attendance at the Safety Congress was probably the
Between 2,000 and
largest in the history of the council.
For the
3,000 people participated in the various sessions.
Commonwealth
of Massafirst time in the history of the
chusetts, the State House was thrown open for convention
purposes. This speaks well for the esteem in which the
National Safety Council is held by the lawmakers of New

England.

A

Numerous Coal Cases to Be Heard by
Supreme Court During Fall Term
NUMBER of coal cases are on the docket of the U.

S.

Supreme Court, which reconvened for the autumn term
3.
The call of the docket began Oct. 4 and on Oct. 10
arguments in cases began. Chief Justice Taft is presiding.
Decison may be handed down early in the term of the
court in the case of the United Mine Workers of America,
who seek to reverse decisions of Arkansas courts assessing
the union treble damages in the sum of more than $200,000
for damages to property of the Coronado Coal Co. during a
Oct.

strike.

Coal cases pending on the docket are:

Western Furl Co.

vs.

Antone Garcia, from the Ninth

Circuit.

Marine Ry. & Coal Co. vs. the United States, from the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
Morrisdale Coal Co. vs. the United States, from the Court
of Claims.
Pifle Hill Coal Co. vs. the United States,
of Claims.

from the Court

Northern Coal Co. vs. the Boston, Cape Cod & New York
Canal Co., from the First Circuit.
Lambert Run Coal Co. vs. the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.,
from the Fourth Circuit.
Alexander Ilowat vs. the State of Kansas, from the
Kansas Supreme Court, growing out of the Kansas coal
strike and attacking the Kansas Court of Industrial Relations.

American Coal Mining Co. v3. the Special Coal and Food
Commission of Indiana, from the Indiana District Court.
Corona Coa! Co is. th< Southern Ry. from the Northern
A'r.ii^aMia District

Court.
Hillsboro Coal Co. vs. E. C. Knotts, District Attorney,
from the Southern Illinois District Court.
Colonial Beach Co., owners and claimants of the steamer
St. John, vs. the Quemahoning Coal Co., from the Fourth
Circuit.

Peninsular Portland Cement Co.
Coal Co., from the Sixth Circuit.

vs.

the

Consolidation

—

Edited

by
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'James T. Beard

Tapping Bod^ of

\\

ater in Adjoining

Mine

Shortwall Machine Cuts Into a Mining Not Shot Down
- Advance Borehole Gives No Warning of Danger
Light Pressure Head Avoids Disaster— Water Accumulated in Slope Removed by Bailing or Pumping

READING

the inquiry of a Kentucky
superintendent, Coal Age, Aug. 18,
p. 262, asking for advice in respect to
tapping the water accumulated in a
slope, by driving an upraise from the
mine workings, reminds me of an experience I had in tapping a large volume of water accumulated in an adjoining mine that had been abandoned.
We had no accurate knowledge in
regard to the position of the old workings that we were approaching,' as no
reliable survey of the old mine was
Fortunately, however, the
available.
old works were practically level and,
being a drift mine, little danger was
anticipated by reason of any great pressure head.
The entry approaching the old workings had taken a slight rise, which suggested caution, and a 12-ft. borehole
was kept in advance of the face of the
heading as required by the state mining law.
In addition to that, all arrangements had been made to avoid
a possible flooding of the mine when
It was hoped
the water was tapped.
we would be able to conti'ol the flow and
drain the old mine gradually.

Precavtions Take.v To Insure Safety
Prove Unavaiu.ng
Seemingly, every precaution had been
adopted for safety. We had even called
consultation men of known experience and ability to get the benefit of
their advice. But, as Robert Burns has
said in his ode "To a Mouse,"
"The best laid schemes o' mice and men
in

Gang

And

aft a-gley,

naught but grief and pain
For promised joy."
happened that the old workings
we were approaching had been mined
with punching machines, and a place
had been cut some 8 ft. in depth, but
the coal had never been shot down. We
were using a shortwall Goodman machine with a 6-ft. cutterbar.
Under
lea'e us

it

is

easy to imagine

what happened.
The 12-ft. borehole, which we kept

in

advance of the face of the coal, did not
reach far enough to give any warning
of danger before our machine cut into
the old mining, since the total depth of
the 6- and 8-ft. cuts was 14 ft.
But
again fortune favored us inasmuch as
the machine opened only a small hole in
onp corner of the cut.

044

the

flow

of

water

sufficient to

wash aside the machine and threatened

We woi'ked hard, it
be imagined; but our first attempts
to plug the hole with brattice cloth
and a pine post met with as little success as might be expected had we attempted to dam the Atlantic.
to flood the mine.

may

The Trouble Overcome
Finally, we succeeded in setting posts
a few feet back from the face and nailing boards on each side of the posts.
That being done, the space between the

boards was

filled

with clay, which was

well packed.
By this means the flow
of water from the break was controlled
and we had no further trouble.
That experience, however, causes me

say that I would think twice and
then again some, before attempting to
drive a place up from the mine workings to tap the body of water accumulated in a slope where the pressure is
estimated as being about 1,500 tons
bearing on the coal at the foot of the
to

slope.

My advice is to bail the water from
the slope in the manner suggested in
Apparently
the reply to this inquiry.
there is nothing to prevent removing
the water in that way and it is the only
safe method to adopt.
Pikeville,

Ky.

George Edwards.

;

Safety First and Always
However, the present problem is to
find the most effective means of getting
the water out of the slope. Let me say
that the editor has handed this superintendent "safety first" in the reply he
has made to the inquiry. Probably the
best and cheapest method that can be
adopted is to use a sheet-iron skip, as
he has suggested.
If there is any reason why a skip
cannot be installed for bailing out the
water, it only remains to set up a pump
at the surface and start pumping the
water from the place. In adopting such
a plan, means should be used to ventilate the slope as the water is removed,
as there is every chance for blackdamp
to accumulate in the place and make it
unsafe for any one to enter for the purpose of adjusting the line of pipe and
lowering the pump as the work proOscar H. Jones.
ceeds.
Crawford, Tenn.

Driving Entry on a Curve
Simple and practical method of driving
a curved entry in a mine Entry first
laid off on paper and offsets to survey

—

line scaled to find distances to ribs at

each five-foot station on survey

ANOTHER LETTER
REFERRING

to
the question of
draining a slope filled with water,
by tapping it from below, as suggested
by a Kentucky superintendent in Coal
Age. Aug. 18, p. 262, allow me to add a
few words endorsing what has already
been said in the reply to this inquiry.
The slope is described as having an
inclination of 4.5 deg. and 700 ft. long.
The calculation given in the reply shows
that the pressure of the water at the
foot of the slope is 1,515 tons, or nearly
215 lb. per sq.in. That being the case,
the proposition of tapping the water
from the bottom is entirely too dangerous to be considered.
It would seem to me strange if any
practical miner could be prevailed on
to undertake the work of driving a
place up under this great lake of water.
My experience is that no man could be
found who would be willing to under.

It so

these conditions,

Nevertheless,

through that small hole was

take such work nor would any miners
stay in the mine below if it was to
be attempted.
In the first place, let me say, this
slope should not have been abandoned
and allowed to fill with water, when
only 100 ft. remained to be driven in
The
order to reach the mine below.
superintendent should have foreseen the
facing,
in
refernow
is
he
situation that
ence to unwatering the place.

REFERRING

to the

line.

method of lay-

ing out a track curve in a mine,
Coal Age, .\ug. 25, p. 302, kindly permit me to give what I consider the
simplest way of driving the entry, on
such a curve, and keeping the entrymen on line, so as to avoid any bad

jogs in the ribs.

After experimenting for a number of
years with various schemes and even
preparing a table of deflections for
curves of various radii, I have concluded that the simplest way of laying
out the work and keeping the entrymen
on the desired line of curvature is to
follow the method that I would call the
This method will
"Sidenote method."
be found described on page 33 of
McCrystie's book on Mine Tracks.
Regarding the offset method by tangent and chord deflections, described in
the reply to this inquiry, great care is
required in the alignment of the sev-
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To insure accurate measurements and alignment, in the use of
that method, it will be generally necessary for the engineer to set each chord
oral points.

point himself.
My practice has been to plot the desired curve on a large scale, in the
office, drawing the entry ribs and line
of survey, as shown in the accompanying figure. The map may be dravni to
The
a scale of 5 or 10 ft. to the inch.
center line is also laid off on the main
where
on
it
located
point
A
entry and a
the curve is to start.

Why

Shoot Coal

Ofif

the Solid?

Practice permitted by special provision
Pennill the Bituminous Mine Law of
being
from
sylvania Dangerous
cause blownout shots
to
liable
Sliootifig the so-cal'ed "loose end."

—

—

solid,

which the Bituminous Mine

Law

of Pennsylvania allows, "in districts in

which
tice."

has been the common pracThis clause of the law it seems

it

Platting the Curve in Office
After drawing the entry ribs, the
next step is to lay off, on the map, the
survey lines AB and BC, such as to
clear the inner rib of the entry by a
few inches. Five-foot stations are then
n-.arked on these lines and offsets meas-

to me must refer to some isolated conditions unfavorable to pick mining.
In West Virginia, the mining law
prohibits shooting coal off the solid,

ured at right angles to each

leads (Sec. 36) as follows:
In any mine in which solid shooting Is
done, tlie district mine inspector is autliorized to prescribe tlie condition under which
such solid shooting may be done any operator or mine foreman who causes or permits
any solid shooting to be done therein, without having first obtained a written permit
from the district inspector, or any miner
therein who shoots coal from the solid, without first having obtained permission so to
do from the operator or mine foreman, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than ten nor
more than fifty dollars, or be imprisoned
in the county jail not less than 30 nor more

rib,

as in-

dicated in the figure. The offset measurements as scaled from the map are
marked just outside of each rib.
If the radius of the curve is short,
or the central angle less than 90 deg..

Dangers

AM

quite in accord with the opinion
expressed in the letter signed F. W.
S., Coal Age, Aug. 25, p. 302, regarding
the practice of shooting coal off the

I

break the coal and the result is a
blownout or a windy shot, the force
of the powder being then expended
wholly or in part on the air, instead
of breaking down the coal.

some extraordinary cases
in
where permission is given by the Department of Mines so to do. The law
except

:

to
either

MEASUREMENTS FROM SURVEY
LINES

may

be possible to establish a single
survey line that will clear the inner
rib and extend through to where the
curve stops or i-eaches the other entry.
Otherwise, it will be necessary to employ two or more survey lines, AB and
BC, as shown in the figure.
Having drawn such a plan, a copy
is made to a reduced scale, letterhead
size, on thin paper so that a blueprint
copy can be made and given to the
foreman, while the original is attached to the copy of the letter of
transmission and placed on file in the
office for future reference.
This makes
a complete record of the matter where
it

Shooting Off the Solid versus
Blasting a Loose End

meaning

the
expression
•'shooting off the solid," or "solid shootTo my
ing," should not be obscure.
mind it has always referred to the
blasting of coal that has not been
properly undercut, centercut, topcut, or
sheared by pick or machine. One writer
on this subject (July 28, p. 142) has
referred to blasting the coal on a "loose
end" as not requiring the mining of the
In my opinion, that is nothing
shot.
more or less than shooting the coal off

The

of

the solid.
A practical

required, in this method also, to measure the offset lines perpendicular to
These offset lines
the survey lines.
often make considerable angles with
the ribs, and it is all the more necessary to use care in taking these

miner can always arrange to have an open or loose end in
the face of his breast, just as easy as
when drawing back a pillar. It matters little to him if the face is squared
or gouged; he calls it a loose end and
Whether it
fires a shot on the solid.
is actually a loose end or not will depend on the depth and location of the
hole being such that the powder can
break the coal before blowing out the
tamping.
The danger of this, or any other form

measurements.
H. M. Kanarr.
Punxsutavmey, Pa.

of solid shooting, arises from the liability of the charge not being able to

always available.
On the same drawing can be shown
the location of the frog and switch for
use of the trackmen when laying the
it

will be

switch for this cut-off.
It is well to
obser\e. in closing, that care will be

blow

Shooting
its

tamping

is

in a gaseous or a
dangerous,
non-gaseous mine, as a disastrous dust
I have
explosion may be the result.
observed the flame of such a shot fill
a room for a distance of many feet
when there was no gas present in the

place.

Again,

solid

firing of a

much

shooting requires the
larger number of shots

than where the coal is properly mined.
This keeps the mine atmosphere and
the air current laden with the smoke
of the gases produced. The miner who
unhealthy atis forced to breathe this
mosphere is unable to work with the

same

efficiency.

Perhaps, one of the greatest dangers
weakin solid shooting consists in the
ening of the roof by the force of the
shot. This not only requires additional
expense and labor in the setting of timbers to support the shattered roof, but

miner working under it is more
caught when least expectMany a miner has been
ing danger.
killed
by reason of these
or
injured
conditions, which he failed to realize.
the

liable to be

Loss AND Damage Resulting
From the Practice

than 90 days, in the discretion of the court.

In making this provision, the West
Virginia law assumes that, in some
cases, it is nearly impossible to mine
It
the coal economically with a pick.
is true that even then, in the majority
of cases, it could be mined by machines.
Such being the case it is only reasonable that the mine inspector, guided by
his judgment, should allow the coal to
be shot off the solid, pending the installation of machines.

in Solid

For a shot

Considered from an economical standthe practice of solid shooting
should be avoided for the reason that
the coal is broken into small fragments
and its market value reduced. If the
imcoal contains slate, bone and other
purities it is almost impossible to keep
point,

Much damage
these out of the coal.
being disis often 'done by timbers
charged, brattices torn down and the
ends of cars stove in, all of which mean
extra expense and labor.
There are conditions, it is true, that
make the practice of shooting coal off
the solid more excusable and even per-

with due regard to safety.
probable that the practice became
more widespread during the war when
the extraordinary demand for coal led
miners to adopt every means to increase their output. In the mining of
missible,
It is

anthracite coal, also, the practice of
solid shooting is rendered more permissible, because of the hardness of
the coal and the lesser inflammability
of the dust produced.

What

Is

Not True

not true, however, as I have
often heard miners say, that it is imIt

is

possible to mine certain seams of coal
in any other way and make a living at
Several years ago nobody ever
it.
thought of shooting coal off the solid

the attempt. It was
the miner had no
trouble to make a living then.
After all has been said in regard to
our mining laws, safety requires that

make

or dared to
all

pickwork and

mining
their

officials,

own

in

situation

close

touch

with

and requirements,
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judgment in makin); anil
enforcing such regulations and rules as
will make the mining and preparati'.n
of coal most economical and safe.
Thomas, W. Va.
Safety First.
shall use their

ANOTHER LETTER
has
ITwhen

always seemed strange to

me

reading the Bituminous Jline
of Pennsylvania that it should perI
mit coal to be shot off the solid.
was glad to see this subject mentioned
in the letter of F. W. S., C<'al Age,
Aug. 2.5, p. 302. The matter is surely
one worthy of careful consideration.
never been
my fortune
It
has
to be employed in a mine where this
practice was permitted and I cannot understand why it should be thought a
better method to employ than mining
the coal before firing the shot. There
is no doubt in my mind but that the
practice is dangerous.
Speaking of the Pennsylvania bituminous law, it appears that the lawmakers
saw clearly enough that to blast coal
off the solid was not a safe practice.
This is shown by the fact that the law
provides (Article 4, Sec. 14) that wherever coal is shot off the solid the work
must be done by shotfirers, after all
the men have left the mine.

Law

Does the Law Discriminate?
The object of this provision seems

to

be that, in case of accident resulting
from the practice, there would be a

fewer number of victims. The work
must be done after all the miners have
departed and the only persons in the
mine are the men whose duty it is to
fire
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topcut, or sheared by pick or machine,"
applies to cases in which a solid face of
coal is being mined and no opportunity
is given for ii shot to work free, except it is mined as stated in the law.
On the other hand, let us suppose a
case where the pillars are being drawn
back in a series of rooms.
Say the
pillars are 12 or 14 ft. thick and divided into section.? by breakthroughs 75
This is clearly pillarwork
apart.
ft.
in which it is common practice to fire
shots without any previous mining. If
the question is asked, "Why?"
I
answer: Because the work is surrounded
on all sides by open space and every
shot is free and not bound in the solid.

Many Will Take Chances
of course true that some men,
even under these conditions, will take
chances and attempt, by the use of
more powder than is safe, to make a
single shot do the work of two.
This,
however, is aside from the question. It
It

is

quite common for a miner to lay a
shot in very solid coal if he is reckless
or uses poor judgment; but that is no
reason why a good shot must be mined
in working a pillar.
Before deciding the question of safety
in solid shooting, let us inquire what
would be the effect in many mines if
this custom were to be prohibited altogether by law. If I am correctly informed, much coal is shot off the solid,
today, in mines in the West, and even
is

in

England.

if it is

formed

manner

in this

it

appears to

me

that the chances for accident or injury
to anyoMP will be reduced to as safe
a working point as can reasonably be
expected. My aim is always to provide
for the utmost safety, with due regard
for a maximum production of coal.
A few years ago, I remember, there
were numerous prosecutions for the
violation of the law prohibiting solid
.-mooting.
Later, it was seen that the
practice was indispensable in certain
districts, commercially speaking, which
may have led to the modification of the
bitum-nous law.
We must realize that conditions, today, are different from what they were
This is a day of machine
formerly.
mining and the loader has for his kit of
tools one shovel, one pick, and one
breast auger. Formerly, the practical
miner took with him into the mine five
or more picks and drills, besides having in his place a drilling machine and
other useful tools for breaking down
and loading his coal.
G:ins, Pa.
Lightburn.
R.

W

Inquiries

the shots.

Now,

off the solid

In my opinion, solid shooting may
often facilitate the production of coal,
without working an unnecessary hardship on the miner, or exposing him to
danger. However, it is my belief that
this work should be done by a thoroughly competent person and all shots
fired by an electric battery, after the
men have left the mine.
Where the conditions are favorable
to solid shooting and the work is per-

dangerous to shoot coal

when

the men are at work
clearly just as dan-

Of General

in the mine, it is
gerous after the men have gone home
and only the shotfirers remain. Should
not the law provide as much for their

safety as for that of the men?
What is strange to me is that the
law should thus discriminate in favor
of the many and against the few, by allowing a practice that is admittedly
dangerous. Certainly there is no reasonableness in making a provision of
this kind, unless it is necessary to take
such risk in order to obtain the coal.
Let us hope that this law will be
changed and the practice of solid shooting abandoned.
P. MoLANl.
Avella, Pa.

THIRD LETTER
REGARDING the question of

shootting coal off the solid, as I look at
the matter it is largely a thing to be
determined by the surroundings and the
condition of the place where the shots
are to be fired. There is all the difference in the world between the blasting
of coal in pillarwork and the firing
of shots in the solid coal at the face
of a heading or room.
In Art. 4, Sec. 9, of the Bituminous
Mine Law, I take it that the requirement that the coal must be "properly

mined," which is explained as meaning
that it "shall be undercut, centercut,

Interest

Drying Feeder Gas for Heating and Lighting
Natural Gas Seldom Enough To Reduce
Heating and Lighting Entrained
Water Separated by Baffle Gas Dried in Condenser

Moisture

in

—

Its Efficiency for

—

A DRILLHOLE
we

in this vicinity is giv-

ing off a large amount of gas that
desire to use for the purpose of heat-

ing and lighting. The gas contains, however, a considerable amount of water,
which it is feared will reduce its efficiency and give poor service.
I want
to ask if it would not be
advisable to dry this gas before using
it for
such purposes in a residence.
Please explain the cheapest and best
method of separating the water from
the gas, so as to obtain the best results.

Paxton, Ind.

tionable and should be separated before
using the gas for the purposes mentioned.

The simplest way of separating entrained water from gas is by means of
in
baffle-plates arranged
a suitable
receptacle through which the gas is
pa.ssed.
At the
bottom of this rer, r-v
a
trap is
ceptacle
provided to drain
off the water that

r

w

Inquirer.

would

It seldom happens that natural gas
issuing from a drillhole contains sufficient absorbed water to interfere seriously with its efficiency when used for
the purposes of heating and lighting.
It may be that, in this case, the gas
coming in large quantities from a wet
drillhole carries with it some entrained
water, which would of course be objec-

otherwise

collect.

A

THK SEPARATOR
of

s'mple form
such a sepa-

shown in the accompanying
The gas enters at a point near
the bottom and above the water level.

rator

is

figure.

passage through the separator,
is indicated by the arrows.
Much of the entrained water is separated from the gas coming in contact
with and striking against the plates.

In

its

its

course

COAL AGE
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fast as the water collects at the
the trap,
it escapes through
which serves the double purpose of an
overflow and a seal to prevent the

As

bottom,

escape of the gas.

Another form of separator is one
where the gas is passed over some loose
porous substance, such as coke, broken
brick or other material held in a conSuch method, however, is far
tainer.
less effective than the separation by
baffle-plates.

Where the use of the gas is on a
larger scale and it is desired to dry it
as much as possible, the common pracIt is
tice is to employ a condenser.
stated that a pressure of 10 lb. per
per
65
from
60
to
sq.in. will remove
cent of the moisture in the gas, and a
pressure of 20 lb. per sq.in. will yield
almost a perfectly dry gas.

be a formula expressing the
a given

machine

617
power of

directly.

Knoxville, Iowa.

Student.

Steam turbines are the result of emThat is to say, the machine has been designed and developed
by means of a series of experiments and
tests made to determine the form of
blade or impeller, kind and size of nozpirical design.

dimensions and general arrangement of all parts throughout that will
afford the highest efficiency in transforming the energy of the steam into
mechanical energy for driving other
machines.
There is no formula for calculating
the power of a steam turbine that will
apply to the different types of these
machines.
Before leaving the shop,
every steam turbine is given a rating
zle,

The kilowatt is 1.34 hp.
Practically, three kilowatts are equivalent to four horsepower.
in kilowatts.

Horsepower of Steam Turbine
Steam turbines

the result of empirical
design. Poiver of machine rated in
kilowatts, not estimated by formula.

PLEASE

state if there is a formula
that will express directly the horseof a steam turbine in terms of
In books to
its dimensions and speed.
which I have referred, tables are given
horsepower
can be calfrom which the
It
culated for different machines.
seems to me, however, that there should

power

is desired to study the design
construction of steam turbines
we would refer this correspondent to
the following books: "Design and Construction of Steam Turbines," Harold
Medway Martin, Longmans Green &
Co., New York; and ''Steam Turbines,"
Carl C. Thomas, John Wiley & Son,
New York. These books are reliable
and give a fund of information regarding steam turbines.

If

it

and

Examination Questions
Answered

handled, or by a spark struck -with a
pick or hammer.
Afterdamp may become explo(b)
It
sive by the addition of fresh air.
often happens that the afterdamp coj.tains much unburned methane, which

forms firedamp on mixing with air.
Question aaq Compute the horsepower of an engine 18 x 36 in., steam
pressure WJ lb. per sq.in a6q What
weight can he lifted by this engine
with an IS-in. crank on the shaft of
With the same
acq
a 6ft. drum?
length of crank a^td a 12-in. spur or
pinion geared to a 6-ft. drum, tohat
weight will the engine lift?
Answer (to) To compute the horsepower of an engine, it is first neces-

—

—

sary to know at what point of the
stroke the engine cuts off steam, and
this to calculate the mean efAsfective pressure in the cylinder.
suming a two-thirds cutoff, the mean
eflictive pressure is calculated by the

from

formula
M.E.P. -

(Ansivered by Request)

Question

— What

method would you

recomm.end for tivibering workingplaces, keeping in tnind the safety of
the workmen aitd the recovery of the

amount of coal?
Answ'ER The mine foreman and the
superintendent, in connection with the
district mine inspector, should decide
on a systematic method of timbering
that is best adapted to the conditions
in the seam.
This can only be determined by a close study of the nature
of the roof, floor and coal, depth of
cover, thickness and inclination of the
seam, and the kind of mining employed.
In general, the posts should be set in
rows parallel to the face of the coal
and
at
specified
distances
apart.
Strict regulations should then be enforced to compel each miner to timber
his place promptly and in accordanca
with the plan adopted.
Question (n) State hotv you would
proceed to move a large body of firedamp and what precautions you would
take; also say what dangers there
would be in doing this work. (6) Under what conditions may afterdamp
become explosive?
greatest

—

—

—

Answer (a) Before taking any
steps to disturb or remove a large body
of firedamp, notify and withdraw all
the men woi'king on the return of that
It may be advisable also to
current.
remove the men working in adjoining
places on the intake side and, perhaps,
This being
from the entire mine.
done, safeguard all entrances to the
return airway by placing reliable men
at such points with instructions to prevent any one from entering the return
airway. Having increased the quantity
of air in circulation in this section of
the mine, approach the place where
the gas has accumulated, on the intake
side, using only approved safety lamps
and taking every precaution not to
advance more rapidly than the gas is
It will generally be necesremoved.
sary to erect brattice to deflect the air
curi'ent against the body of gas.
In performing this work there is
danger of a possible fall of roof driving the gas back on the men and causing its ignition on the lamps by blowing
Or, the
the flame through the gauze.
gas may be ignited by a defective
lamp or one that is not properly

0.9 [0.917 (p
0.9 [0.917 (110

-

=

87.6

+
+

14.7)
14.7)

per

/6.

-

171
171

sq.in.

The diameter of the cylinder being
18

in.,

18'

its

—

sectional area

254.47

sq.in.

is

0.7854

x

The length of

Unless other
wise specified, it is customary to esti
mate on a piston speed of 600 ft. per
min. in which case this engine is making 600 -^ 3 = 200 strokes per minute.
Then, assuming an efficiency of 85 per
cent, the horsepower of the engine is
stroke

3

is

ft.

(36 in.).

plan
k 33,000
87.6

X

3

0.85

An

X 254.47 X
X 33,000

200

476.8 hp.

engine will always lift a
In
greater weight than it can hoist.
estimating the lifting power, the full
steam pressure is used, instead of the
mean effective pressure. In that case,
the total force exerted on the piston is
110 X 254.47 = 27,991.7 lb., say 14
tons. The diameter of the drum being
twice the length of stroke of the engine, the lifting power is one-half the
total pressure of the piston, or 7 tons.
(c) The question states the diameter
of the spur or pinion gear is 12 in.
(1 ft.) but does not give the diameter
of the drum gear. Assuming the latter
is equal to the diameter of the di'um,
the ratio of gearing is 1:6. The length
of stroke or diameter of the crank
circle being 3 ft. and the total pressure on the piston 14 tons, the turning moment at the center of the
crankshaft is 3 X 14 = 42 ft.-tons.
Then the ratio of gearing being 1:6, the
turning moment at the center of the
drumshaft is 42 X 6 = 252 ft.-tons.
Finally, the lifting force exerted at
the circumference of the 6-ft. drum is
252 -^ 6 = 42 tons, which is the load
the engine can lift at the moment
when the force exerted on the piston
is applied at right angles to the crankshaft. For numerous reasons, however,
the engine will not hoist this load, as
the effective power varies from a
maximum to zero throughout the cycle
of a revolution.
(b)

Miscellaneous Questions

.

.

—
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Distribution of Supplies Next in Importance to Labor
In Efficient Keeping of Coal-Production Costs*
Without Detailed Apportionment of Those Items, Cost System Will
Improved Accounting as Important as Modern Machinery
Division of Royalty Depletion, Depreciation and Obsolescence Charges

Fail

—

By

R.

W. GAKDINERt

the proper keeping of coal-production costs, the questhat arises after analysis of the three main diviSupplies
sions of labor is the distribution of supplies.
should be distributed in the same way as labor. Although
it may not be practical in a small operation, it is unquestionably desirable that the superintendent have this information.
He cannot very well cut down his consumption of
supplies unless he knows what supplies are used and where
they are used. The old method of handling supplies was

INtion

to charge everj^hing to a supply account when it was
purchased and to keep no record of its consumption. Consequently, the superintendent was forced to work absolutely
in the dark so far as this important element of his costs was

concerned.

Labor and supplies are the two items that necessitate
amount of clerical labor and that present the
But too much stress cannot be
difficult problems.

the greatest

most

on the fact that without the detailed distribution of
these two items any accounting system will fail to accomplish the principal purpose for which it should be used,
namely, the reduction of the costs of operation. That is
where the operator should get his real profit from a cost
system.
There are few operators who would hesitate to
spend money for improved machinery. It is, however, a
very difficult task to convince these operators that an investment in improved methods of accounting will yield
actual returns in many cases even greater than they can
obtain from improved machinery.

each month. The other items of cost are those over which
he has no control, and it is not necessary that he should
have information in regard to them.
Royalty, Depletion, Depreciation and Obsolesceiic-}.
Royalty is a definite charge per ton. In some instances there
is a specified minimum amount which must be paid whether
an amount of tonnage sufficient to earn the minimum
amount is mined or not. If this royalty is defined under
the contract as advance royalty or as a payment on coal to
be mined later, it can be carried as an asset in a deferred
charge account, provided there is sufficient reason to believe
If,
that it can be worked out within the time specified.
however, it is a definite payment by the month or by the
year, with no possible chance of recovery, the minimum
amount should be charged into cost, with the result that

—

the royalty will be increased over the
quired to be paid by the contract.

laid

Items Included Under Overhead Expense

—

The first item of overhead is what may be
mine overhead. It includes superintendence,
engineering and mine-office expense. These items require
no explanation. The next item of mine overhead is power.'
Under this item should be charged the full expense of the
power department, including all supplies used by that department.
Boiler fuel is a subject that has given rise
to a great deal of discussion, because opinions differ as to
the rate at which it should be charged into the power account.
It is obvious that if no charge is made to power
for boiler fuel, and the amount of coal sold is considered
as the total production, the cost of the boiler fuel will be
absorbed.
But it will be absorbed in a way that does
not show the true cost of developing power.
The best
way, in the writer's opinion, to handle this item is to
charge it into the cost of production in the cuiTent month
at the average cost for the preceding month. This method
will not be exactly accurate, as the cost varies somewhat
from month to month, but in my judgment it is the closest
approximation which can be used.
The items discussed above are those over which the
mine superintendent has some control, and the cost figures
for th ese items should be given to the mine superintendent
Overhead.

called strictly

•This is tile second installment of a paper entitled "Coal Production Costs." delivered before the Pittsburgh Chapter of the
National Association of Cost Accountants. The first installment
appeared in Coal Age last week. Copyrighted bv National Association of Cost Accountants.
tCommissioner, Pittsburgh Coal Producers' Association Pitts-

burgh. Pa.
'fn the system of the National Coal Association power is
treated
at .*ome length on page 13
It is stated that "the generation and
transmission of power is about the only expense about a coal mine
that is not in total directly chargeable to .some one subdivision
of operating work."
"The cost of coal to the operator for his
own consumption is what he could get for it in the
If
an unmerchantable product is used under the boilersmarket
it should
he charged at its cost of production.
If cost of fuel' is not included in cost of power, the accounts do not exhibit true cost "

amount per ton

re-

Depletion Charge Retained in Reserve
a charge similar to royalty, except that the
the depletion reserve is
retained by the business instead of being paid to some outside party.
In this case the total cost of the coal lands
less the value of the surface should be divided by the estimated recoverable amount of coal, the resulting figure
giving the depletion charge per ton. This estimate should
be a very conservative one, so as to insure that when the
coal is worked out there will be no assets shown on the
books.
Depreciation is another item which has been the subject
of much discussion, and accountants differ widely in their
opinions as to the way in which it should be treated.
Most of them agree that the value of the plant and equipment when the coal is worked out is practically nothing.
The problem, therefore, is how to charge the depreciation
in such a way as to amortize the whole investment during
the life of the mine. Some advocate determining the rate
of depreciation in the same manner as depletion is determined that is, at a rate per ton. The objection to this
plan is, that where a considerable quantity of coal land
is held, large parts of the plant may wear out or become
obsolete long before the coal is exhausted.

Depletion

amount

of

is

money represented by

—

Uncertainty as to
The answer

When

a Mine

is

a

Mine

objection depends largely on the
question as to when a mine is a mine. Some people contend that a mine is a mine and that charges to capital
should cease when you begin to hoist coal from the rooms.
Others take the position that the mine is on a development
basis until coal can be produced at a cost not more than
the market price.
The latter idea, I believe, is erroneous,
because in periods of depression the mine may be fully
developed, and yet may not be producing coal at the market price.
Another method which, in my judgment, produces more accurate results, is to assume that the development period is over when a mine reaches a certain percentage of the output which the engineers have planned
for that mine.
If this method is followed, the tonnage
method of charging depreciation can be adopted, but it is
necessary that all charges for new equipment or replaceto

this

ments should be made against operating

cost.^

=The system of the National Coal Association contains a discussion of depletion, depreciation and obsolescence, with excerpts
from the Federal tax regulations bearing on these problems of
accounting.

The Weather Vane of Indvistry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

THE war boom

inevitable readjustments from the artificial stimulation of
and from the expansion of the period immediately
the
following the war have been drastic and painful to this country, and their consequences continue to be felt, according to the October bulletin of business conditions issued by the Mechanics and
"But, speaking
Metals National Bank of the City of New York.
broadly," the bulletin continues, "these readjustments have been toward
health and not away from it, and the tangible good effects are making

themselves apparent.
"This, of course, does not signify that we have definitely reached
the bed-rock of reaction and that the upward swing is under way,
needing only the free flow of credit to carry it into the fullness of
After a season of deflation, doubt and cross currents,
prosperity.
the economic soundness of the country is asserting itself in a way
that

is

command the attention and envy of the
as a rule improves in the fall of the year;
are months when men naturally take hold of

sufficiently notable to

entire world.

But trade

October and November

things with vigor and seek to overcome the summer slack.
"The seasonal autumn expansion that always bears a favorable contrast to summer dullness should not, therefore, be mistaken this year
for the beginning of a pronounced and substantial business revival.
Improvement is under way, but a broad, general sweep forward is
not immediately to be expected, for w^hile domestic influences would
seem to be contributing to a betterment in business, there are other

than domestic influences that supply a governing element in our affairs, and it is these that must be adjusted favorably before the full
tide of business health can make itself felt."

Tire Makers Increase Output
Following the action of the KellySpringfield, Ajax and Lee tire manu-

facturing plants it is reported that
the Goodrich company is increasing
its production approximately 1,000
tires a day, which means that the
company is now turning out on an

average between 6,000 and 7,000
daily for this month. Akron is said
to look upon the Goodrich change
as a sign that the larger companies
have swomg into line for better
Practically all the small
business.
rubber companies are operating at
capacity or close to it.
Unfilled Steel Orders Gain
The United States Steel Corpora-

reported Oct. 10 that unfilled
orders on its books amounted to
4,560,670 tons, an increase of 28,744 tons over the preceding month
and the first gain in bookings since
July, 1920, when the depression in
the industry first began to get under
The improvement that took
way.
place in September confirms the belief of trade authorities that the
worst of the depression was felt in
Recent reports
July and August.
from mill centers have told of increased buying and resultant price
advances in most classes of steel
products except rails.
Production of steel ingots in September by thirty leading companies,
representing 84.2 per cent of the
country's total, was 1,174,740 tons,
according to figures compiled by the
.American Iron and Steel Institute.
This was an increase of 36,669 tons
over the August production and was
a marked advance over the low point
tion

reached

in

July,

when output was

only 803,376 tons.

Railroads Taking on Many Men
According to an announcement by
R. E. McCarty, general manager of
the Central region of the Pennsylvania R.R., 450 men have just been
put to work in the shops at Pitcairn, Pa., and 16.5 at the Conway
shops.
They are employed in car
repair
work.
Approximately 760

tem in recent vears was reported as

others will be distributed among the
local repair shops at Olean, N. Y.;
Canton, Ohio; Dennison, Ohio, and
Verona, Pa., on the following basis:
Olean, 300 men; Canton, 150 men;
Dennison, 150 men, and Verona, 160

Freight Loadings Still Gaining
Loading of revenue freight on
American railroads totaled 901,078
cars during the week ended on Oct.
1, compared with 873,305 during the
preceding week, or a gain of 27,773
While this was the largest
cars.
number loaded during any one week
since Nov. 13, 1920, it was 91,205
cars less than were loaded during
the corresponding week in 1919.-

men.

The number of employees on the
Pennsylvania
System
increased
3,926 to 194,437 in the last month,
it is reported by officials of the company. This was due to increases in
repair gangs, but the total is still
considerably below the peak of
279,599 reported on Sept. 15, 1920.
The company's low point was reached
on May 15, 1921, with 185,625. The
force was not changed much in June,
but it has been steadily increasing
since that month. The average number of active employees on the sys-

1919', 263,352; 1918, 241,follows:
114; 1917, 224,614; 1916, 215,266.
More than 1,200 men have been
placed on the pajToll of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R.R. in the
last few weeks to take care of antici-

pated

new

business.

Except for livestock, which showed
a slight decrease, and ore, gains were
reported in the loading of all classes
of commodities compared with the
previous week, while for the first
time this year loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which
manufactured
products,
includes
eclipsed the total for the corresponding week last year.

Moline Plow Co. to Resume
The Moline Plow Co., recently reorganized by a creditors' committee, plans to resume operations at
its Rock Island plant, known as the
Universal Tractor Co., where, after
a year of idleness, motors for the
Stevens six cars will be manufactured.
It is planned that early in
December 200 former employees of
the Universal Tractor Co. will be
placed at work.

Not Many Unemployed in Paterson
That Paterson, N. J., is not as
hard hit by unemplojTiient as many
other large cities, was the opinion
expressed by business men and
manufacturers who were called in
conference Oct. 10 on the employment situation by Acting Mayor J.
Willard Deyo. While emplojTiient
conditions are not as bright as they
have been, it was pointed out that,
aside from apparently temporary
dullness in the silk and metal trades
workers in Paterson are being kept
fairly busy.
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Canada's Imports of U.

S.

Hitiiminous Gain;

reports from the Dominion Bureau of

Statistics show, by months, imports of United States
coal into Canada during!; the first half of 1921 and for the
corresponding periods in the two years immediately preceding. Comparison shows that monthly imports of anthracite in the three ye irs have been quite similar.
Receipts
of bituminous c.^l hnwever, have in each month of 1921

exceeded those in the corresponding month of 1919, and
only in March and April were receipts in 1920 larger than
in the present year.

MONTHLY

IM.C. IS OF COAL INTO
(Ir

CANADA

Vol Tonsi

A.NTIIKAdTE
Month

1919

January
April

Totals

1921

461,701
430,813

328.853
307,571
384,373
274,502
458,841
505,592

i020,777

2,168,107

2,250,832

1920
529,782
570,265

1921
1,369,688

'(i'..958

May
June

1920
359,427
294,903
440,222
253,077
338,321
472,157

?99,686
347,866
170.754

Fcbruaij-

March

BITUMINOUS
1919
9/7.777
720,915
513.417

Januar}-

Fe.ruary

March

887,605
818,258
578,856
980,456

192,593
7|i,22l

AdtU

May

393 141
736,426

June

1,261,301

595 040
1,101700

1.423.551

4,702,980

4.600,602

6,058,414

TotaU

From

the following table

it is

seen that imports of United

States coal into Canada during the first six months of 1921
compare favorably with receipts during the corresponding
periods in the past six years. Anthracite receipts, which
totalled 2,261, 000 net tons, were larger than those of any
recent year, exceeding even 1917, a year of heavy Canadian
demand for hard coal. The bituminous tonnage imported —

—

has been exceeded only twice in the past six
years, being 3.34,000 tons less than in 1917 and 1,682,000
tons less than in 1918.
6,0.58,000 tons

IMPORTS OF .\XTHU.\CITE AND BITUMINOUS COAL INTO CAN.^DA,
FIRST SIX MO.XTHS JF 1921, COMPARED WITH 1915-1921 (a)
(In

Net Tons)

Year

Anthracite

Bituminous

''•5
!'•*

1.914.000
2 097.000

IJill

2 232.000

!' 5

2.180000

3,309.000
5 848,000
6.392.000
7.740.000
4,703.000
4,601.000
6.058.000

''I'
['20

2.021.000

2.168.000
_
..^.
2.2 61.00
(a)
For several reasons the^tatTsTicTof import.t from tl~ UiMtcd Sttitit, ktpt
by the Canadian Government and the American statistics of exports to Canada
do nt t agree exactly, the quantities recorded by the Canadian G. vernmcnt usually being 3( mewhat smaller.
The Canadian figures are here used as they represent the rate at which coal was received for consumption in Canada.

,1921.

Mortimer Elwyn Cooley Succeeds Hoover as
President of Engineers' Council

MORTIMER ELWYN

COOLEY, dean of the College of
Engineering and Architecture of the University of
Michigan, has been elected president of the American Engineering Council of the Federated American Engineering
Societies.
The Executive Board of the Council announced
Dean Cooley's election at a meeting at the Cosmos Club
Dean ^ ley's elect.t n at
meeting at the Cosmos Club
in Washington Sept. 30, statme that he would assume officp
at once and carry out an exT<;nsive program in the interest
of the public and the profession of engineering.
Bom in 18.5.5, Mr. Cooley was graduated from the U. S.
Naval Academy in 1878. In 1885 he resigned from the navy
to accept the chair of mechanical engineering at the University of Michigan. In the same year Michigan conferred
upon him the honorary degree of M. E. He became dean
of the College of Engineering in February, 1904, and of
the College of Architecture in 1913. He received the degree
of LL.D. from the Michigan Agricultural College in 1907
and Eng.D. from the University of Nebraska in 1911. During the Spanish war he served as chief engineer of the
Yosemite, a converted Morgan liner manned by Michigan
State Naval Militia.
•..

.

Mr. Cooley was vice-president of the American AssociaAdvancement of Science in 1898. director of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, 1913-191(); president of
the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education,
1920-1921, and president of the Michigan Engineering Society in 1903. He became a member of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers in 1881 and served as vice-president during the year 1902-1903, and in 191f>-l!tl7 as chairtion for the

Anthracite Nearly Stationary

PRELIMINARY
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man

of the Executive Committee, Detroit se.'ion.
1918-1919 he was president of the society.

Supreme Court

Decide

to

if

Coal

P'l.-ini;

May Be

Pro-rated in Pinch Despite Contracts
whether
question as
THEevent
of car shortage

a coal company is required
to
to complete orders under conin
tract or to pro-rate its deliveries to customers has been
presented for decision to the U. S. Supreme Court. The case
in question is that of the Peninsular Portland Cement Co.
vs. the Consolidation Coal Co., petition for review of which
was filed in Court on Oct. 4. The cement company purchased 5,5,000 tons of coal from the coal company for delivery between April, 1910. and April, 1917, from West Virginia

mines.

The

coal

company

failed

to ship 19,000 tons,

and when

sued for the shortage averred that it was entitled to prorate deliveries to all its customers because of a car shortage. The contract was silent upon this count but it excepted
from the amount of coal to be shipped "such amount as
said coal company is unable to ship on account of strikes,
accidents, contingencies of transportation or navigation, or
causes beyond the control of either party."
It was alleged by the cement company that the coal
company contracted to deliver 25 per cent in excess of its
usual output and made new contracts after the car shortage developed, and made large spot sales of a quantity
sufficient to satisfy the cement company's requirements.
The jury found for the greater part of the cement company's claim but the Circuit Court of Appeals held that the
amount of unpro-rated coal was so large as to make it
impossible to determine the extent to which the erroneous
basis of recovery had affected the verdict. In other words,
the court held that the right to pro-rate and actual prorating were the same thing and that the coal company was
limited in its recovery to a n^ere recovery of the diverted
and unpro-rated coal.

Coal consumed by the railroads, as shown by statistics
released by the Interst;ite Commerce Commission,
increased from 7,473,050 net tons in June to 7,634,637
This was to be expected because the amount
in July.
of business done, as indicated by freight loadings, was
greater. August and September are expected to show simCompared with last year, however, the decrease
i ar gains.
just

from month

to

month

in coal

consumption by steam loco-

motives has been marked. In July, 1920, the same roads
used 9,823,269 tons, the record for July of this year showing
In no one of
a decrease of 22 per cent from that figure.
the eight regions, either in passenger or freight service,
great
as in the
was til -'oal consumed in July, 1921, as

same month

of 1920.

Open-price associations exchange information on coal
and coke, according to a survey made by the Federal Trade
Commission by request of the congressional commission
investigating agricultural conditions and prices. The commission received replies from 1,773 associations of a list
of 2,750, largely manufacturer? and wholesalers, and states
that of these, 141 association* are collecting and exchanging
price information among their members, covering a wide
range of products, including coal and coke.
J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the National Coal
Association, will address the American Mining Congress
at its Chicago convention instead of J. G. Bradley, president
Mr. Bradley has not
of the National Coal Association.
recovered sufficiently from his recent operation to und •is
take a public address. He is much better, however, and
He is recuperating at his summer ho:iie
left the hospital.
at Mattapoisett, Mass.
,
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United Mine Workers of America Charged with
Fomenting; the Mingo RebeUion*
By Cakl ScHOLzt
recently when the newspapers were
OUITE
descriptions of the march of the Kanawha

filled

with

miners
the question was frequently asked by newspapers
mining
district
and otherwise
and people living within the

informed, "What is the difficulty wiih the coal industry and how can this maich of 8,000 or 9,000 armed
men in violation of county and state laws be explained?"
In answer it may be said this march is one of the
incidents of the coal business which presents it to public
attention passingly, to be, like many others preceding it,
soon forgotten. The coal industry is beset with many vicissitudes, and the Marmet march is one of the spectacular
well

commotions which momentarily attract public attention.
Likewise, large mine disasters call for big headlines and
condemnation of the careless coal operator who sacrifices
employees for self-gain.

Or, again, if a
strike develops at a time when coal is greatly in demand
ihe mine operators are condemned becauss they are held
responsible for the fuel shortage.
It does seem that the coal industry is entitled to public
attention and consideration. This dees n n call for governmental investigation and regulation, bur it is the duty of all
coal consumers to take a continued and unbiased interest
in the coal industry, because coal enters into our national
welfare by affecting every household in the cost of food,
clothing, transportation and all general activities.
It would be impossible to recite the hijicory of the coal
industry in a brie* article, and no fingle individual is comUnfortunately, in most cases the press
petent to do so.
depends upon its information contributed by reporters who
•enter a field where any particular trouble nxists and in two
•days' time assume to grasp the entire problem.

rthe lives of his

Would Force Logan amu Mingo Men

to Join

The West Virginia disturbance, which became

Union
sufficiently

important to deniaiid the attention of the President of the
United States, is the direct result of the activities of the
United Mine Workers, who fomented this trouble for the
purpose of forcing the miners of the Logan and Mingo
•County

fields to

join their ranks.

This organization has

membership of more than 400,000, or about one-half of
the coal miners in the United States, and is further
allied with the American Federation of Labor, and there-

a

all

fore has a very powerful influence.
Very little is known about the mine workers' organization by the citizens not living in the mining districts, and
it is generally assumed that they concern themselves with
welfare work and improvement of living conditions in the
mining camps, but quite the contrary is true, the object
of the organization being to extend its activities into every
mining camp in the United States, primarily for the financial gain of its leaders.
It should be understood that in the organized mines
membership is compelled, and once a mine signs a contract
no one can be employed at the mine, excepting the officials,
who is not a member, and everyone is compelled to pay
These dues must be collected by
initiation fees and dues.
^he employers from the payroll and paid over to the
These dues deductions take
officials of the organization.
prefeience over the requirements of the worker for food

and ordinary living expenses.
-timated that the annual income of the miners'
It if
organizations ranges between $18,000,000 -nnd 820,000,000.
If this money would be used for legitimate purposes no
one would raise any possible objection, but relatively small
amounts have been paid out even in strike benefits. The
principal expenses incurred have been in forcing into submission such districts as are working on the open shop.
•Reprinted from the Xew York Cammernml, Sept. 27. 1921.
fVice-president and general manager, Raleigh-Wyoming Coal
Co.. Charleston, W. Va.

Space does not permit of enumeration of employment conditions which are forced upon mines operating uiider the
so-called voluntary agreement of collective bargaii.ing.
The union dues collected represent about 6c. a ton of the
coal produced, but this item is very small compare.! with
the increase in cost of production forced upon the coal
companies, which does not benefit the workers, but, neverHowever,
theless, represents a very large economic loss.
attention should be called to the fact that Logan Ci unty,
with a production of 10,000,000 tons of coal per yeai has
been made the vigorous point of attack, because it had the
promise of yielding an income of $600,000 a year

tc

the

organization treasury.

Idleness Attributed to Long

Wage Agreement

Another most damaging policy of the miners' organization has been the rule that wage contracts must be for longtime periods, during which no downward readjustments
can be made, and this is one of the causes which led to
the attempted Logan invasion. The high cost of production
in the organized mines of the Kanawha district has resulted in much idleness, whereas the Logan field was able
to operate continuously, due to a reduction in wages.
At that, the coal miners of West Virginia are a peaceful,
quiet, well-behaved lot of men, and if individual expressions
can be accepted, at least 80 per cent of the men belong
to the union only because they have to.
Under the leadership of radicals they become an infuriated mob, ready to
commit any sort of depredations and even murder, as has
been the case during the Marmet assembly.
The miners
receive public sympathy as "toilers who work in the bowels
of the earth," but after all, work in mines is much to be
preferred to work in the fields or on the railroad tracks
on account of the difference in earning power, the elimination of unfavorable weather conditions and relatively low
living expenses.
If this were not so it would be impossible to get men
work in the mines. Of this the public knows little, because, unfortunately, mines have to be located where the
coal exists and usually the mining fields are remote from
larger centers of population.
The older camps may not
contain attractive houses and frequently miners live in
shacks, but the newer towns contain comfortable houses,
equipped with water and electric lights, with the rental
ranging from $1.50 to $3 per room per month; fuel is
furnished for $1..50 per month; doctor's services for the
entire family at $1.7.5 per month, and the company's stores
sell their supplies at prices which compare favorably with

to

other localities.

Coal Miners Seldom

By

Own

Their Homes

reason of the topography and limited amount of
surface for town sites, it is impractical for miners to own
their own houses, but even where houses have been offered
for sale very few of the miners buy them, because they feel
that owning a house enslaves them to the particular company operating in that territory. This feeling exists in
other states where ample town-site space is available.
The earnings of the miners in the organized field is a
minimum of $7 per day for inside labor. Coal loaders earn
on an average of $12 a day, ranging as hitrh as $18 to $20
with the better workers.
Another and vital point which deserves attention is the
complete political control which the union is striving to
accomplish, and great strides have been made in this direcThe completeness of the organization can be seen
tion.
when the arrangements in connection w-ith the Marmet
assembly are reviewed. The assembling, arming, transporting and feeding the 6,000 to 8,000 men which the miners
mustered into service in three days has evoked comment
from the military men which were sent into the field to
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disperse the miners, and it is well known that these arrangements were carried on for several months and so carefully
concealed that it came as an utter surprise to the State
and the Federal Government was called upon to send troops
at an expense estimated at $1,000,000 to quell this insurrection, at a time when every etfort is beinjr made to reduce
>;overnmental expenses in order to relieve the taxpayers
from burdens which now shackle every industry.
The political strength of the miners is easily understood,
because to every coal operator with perhaps five or six
votes, including his official family, there are from 200 to
1.000 miners. The politicians usually listen to the greater
number, and it is on this account that the attention of the
citizens in non-coal producing states is invited to the study
of this problem, because finally the coal operator is merely
the intermediary between the worker and the coal consumer.
The public therefore is vitally interested that the wages
earned by the worker be fair to both sides.

Unless some check

Vol. 20, No. 16

is

made

the recent situation will prove
which will be

to be but a forerunner of other disturbances
far more serious.

On March 31, 1922, the contracts between the miners and
operators with both the bituminous and anthracite mines
will expire.
Heretofore the contracts expired at different
times, insuring the operation of one group of mines if the
other should be idle. The announced object of the miners'
leaders to obtain at the next wage conference are:
First.
Higher wages.
Second. A six-hour day and five days per week.
But what the organization has pledged to its members
to do is to demand:
Nationalization of the mines, and
Third.
Fourth. Last, but most important, though not announced,
control of the American Republic.
The question is, how long will the American people
stand for it?

Conference Report on Bituminous Industry Disappoints;
Strike Threat May Speed Up Production
By Paul Wooton
Washing^ton Correspondenl
for his opinion of the bituminous coal report
ASKED
made by the Committee on Mining of the Unemploy-

ment Conference, a leading economist said: "One of
the most disappointing things of the whole conference was
the report prepared by persons amply equipped to bring
out something more constructive.
The salient questions
facing the industry come in for only negative reference, if
mentioned at all. It is very disapointing that this array
of intelligence could think of nothing to say."
It was explained that the only reason the conference did
not adopt the report was that some members of the Transportation Committee objected to the reference made therein
to assigned cars.
The question is being asked as to why
assigned cars were considered at all by a committee studying the employment situation.
Certainly, assigned cai-s
have had no influence on unemployment during the summer
and autumn, as there have been large surpluses of cars.
Even in times of car shortages the effect on employment
is indirect and comparatively insignificant.
The mines that
have the cars absorb the labor.
"^

Frenzied Efforts Likely to Foixow Strike Talk

The report was referred

to as supporting Senator Frelinghuysen's contention that the coal industry seems unable
to unite on anything constructive but overnight it can perfect the closest co-operation to oppose legislation or to take
any other step looking to its selfish interests. In that connection it is pointed out that nothing was done at the
unemployment conference that promised any general relief
from unemployment among coal miners. The various municipal activities do not reach to the coal fields.
It just happens, however, that developments since the close of the
unemployment conference make it seem probable that there
soon will be work for any coal miner who cares to accept it.
In the face of a general railroad strike, frenzied efforts
to get out the maximum amount of coal possible during
October are expected. In the event of a strike, it is believed
that coal will be moved if troops have to be used to bring
the trains through. With the revival of manufacturing and
the prospects for a much larger volume of business next
spring, it is predicted that fuel supplies will be built up as
a protection against a coal strike.
Information laid before the unemployment conference indicate that social unrest in the United States
is
much more widespread than has been realized generally.
The men who thus interpret the data, gathered
systematically from all parts of the country, are not those
who trot out the bogey of Bolshevism. The prevalence of
discontent is so widespread that the leaders in the conference agree that fundamental improvement of our social

The fact that
there are 4,000,000 men out of employment at this time
order
of
the
first
and an outto
disgrace
is referred
as a
ward indication of the need for inaugurating more intelligent economic policies. The recrudescence of coal-control
bills in Congress is pointed to as an indication of the times.
In that connection it is known that so«ne of the leading
figures in the conference cannot disguise their disgust with
the frequent demagogic charge that capitalism is the domThey point out that
inant factor in the United States.
the United States is the outstanding example of all history
Individualism and equality of
of an individualistic country.
opportunity are so emphasized that capital really comes in
for little public concern. There seems to be no doubt that
business as a whole suffers materially because the public
is not sufficiently considerate of capital.
The unemployment conference has brought out with
particular clearness the great lack of fundamental knowledge necessary to the intelligent conduct of business. Even
in dealing with the immediate object of the conference, the
whole opportunity of its being helpful has been jeopardized
by lack of real statistics as to unemployment. By a process
of elimination, more than anything else, the conference
finally established that the unemployed certainly are not
in excess of 4,000,000, revealing that business for months
has had to withstand the shock and lack of confidence
engendered by seemingly authoritative reports of 5,700,000
or more being out of employment.
The unemployment conference has not been carried away
by the tendency toward centralization. The burden of the
solution of the problem of unemployment has been thrown
upon the communities. The Federal Government can help
but the conference will do all in its power to see to it
that Governors of states and Mayors of cities do not pass
on unpleasant responsibilities to the Federal Government.
State and community officials are being pushed into action
and aroused to the necessity of carrying the country through
the winter without suffering.
The conference necessarily brought up some discussion
of employer and employee relationships.
Among the
thoughts brought forcibly to the attention of the employers
was the one that control of labor by its less intelligent
element must be avoided. Particularly favorable mention
was made of shop councils. It is stated that there has not
been a strike in an industry where shop councils have been
established. If they have no benefit other than freeing labor
of brutal and unjust foremen, the plan is worth while, it
is contended.
From the information available at the Department of
Commerce and at the unemployment conference, it may be
and economic system must begin at once.

:
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judged that the coal industry is in desperate straits. The
importance of coal to all industries makes the attitude of
the United Mine Workers of the greatest public interest.
Since a threatened strike slows down business and has a
general upsetting influence months in advance of the possible time of the strike, an effort was made to get the
bituminous coal operators and the United Mine Workers to
agree in advance to arbitrate any differences that might
arise next spring.
For several hours on Saturday, Oct. 8, President Harding,
Secretary of Commerce Hoover and Secretary of Labor
Davis conferred at the White House, following luncheon,
with members of the central committee of the United Mine
Workers, including President John L. Lewis of the miner's'
union; Vice-President Philip Murray, President Lee Hall
of the Ohio union; President John Hessler of the Indiana
union; President Robert Fitzgibbon of District No. 5 of
Pennsylvania and legislative agents John Moore and Walter
J. James.
The object of the conference was the desire of the government to prevent a strike of bituminous minei-s next spring
in event of disagreement between miners and operators over
It is understood, however, that the
a new wage scale.
conference lacked definite results in view of the determination of the union at its Indianapolis convention last
week to make its stand as to wages until February. The
operators agreed but the representatives of the mine workers
declined to agree to any such proposal.
Many have discounted the probabilities of a coal strike,
but the unemployment conference was told that the situaIt is made the more serious by the
tion is a serious one.
low level of consumers' stocks. The railroads owe more
Due to the
than $100,000,000 for coal already burned.
failure of Congress to pass the funding bill, the railroads
are in no position to buy coal to store. Instead of having
fifteen days' supply on hand, they should have three months'
supply. The members of the conference were urged to use
their influence with the people to lay in three months'
supply now.
At any rate notice has been served on all
consumers and the full responsibility of any coal shortage
this winter has been placed squarely on their shoulders.

Wage Proposal Held

to

Be Vicious

In the discussion of the coal situation it was a generallyheld opinion that it is vicious to attempt to build up a
daily wage large enough to cover the idle time. If reserves
were sequestered in the season of demand, to be used to
provide for the period of unemployment, there is a feeling
that efforts to increase the number of working days would
have more encouragement. The plan of laying aside 10
per cent or some other pi-oportion of earnings for hard
times was described as being simply composite pi'ovidence.
The mining committee prepared a series of five recommendations on the bituminous coal industry but they wei-e
not officially presented to the conference. This was due to
the fact that the committee report was about to be presented late in the conference and the further fact that time
did not permit of discussion of its recommendations on car
supply with transportation heads, which was suggested by
Mr. Hoover as a courtesy to the I'ailroad men.
The recommendations of the mining committee on bituminous coal follow
1. As our bituminous coal deposits are ample and the
developed mine capacity is far in excess of the country's
bituminous coal requirements, therefore safeguarding the
public's coal supply is mainly a question of car supply and
transportation.
2. As the preferential car supply was permitted to exercise its evil influence in 1920 with most disastrous results to
our people, your committee respectfully recommends that
the Esch-Cummins Act be hereafter rigidly enforced to the
end that there shall be no preferential use or assignment
of railroad cars in the coal industry. This practice has
been condemned as an evil by the Fuel Administration in
1918, by the Presidential Coal Commission in 1920, and is
prohibited by the Esch-Cummins law, all recognizing that
it results in reducing coal costs to users of the preferential
fuel cars only, and thereby unduly increases the cost of
coal to the remainder of the coal-consuming public who do
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not enjoy the use of the preferential car. It has the further
baleful effect of increasing both unemployment and irregularity of employment at the mines not enjoying the use of
the preferential fuel cars; all resulting in the unnecessary
pyramiding of coal costs upon all coal consumers.
3. As an aid to present unemployment, as a substitute for
the assigned car and to avei't the peak load at bituminous
coal mines, your committee therefore further recommends
that this conference memorialize the Committee of Railroad
Executives and ask that they gradually accumulate and
maintain along their lines of railway throughout this counti-y a quantity of bituminous coal sufficient to take care of
their requirements for a period of at least five months, as
that quantity should provide for their requirements over any
reasonable emergency that may arise, and permit the remaining fuel consumers to fully employ our transportation
facilities.
4. Your committee further recommends that this conference memorialize Congress to the effect that the railroads
be paid all moneys now owing them by the Federal Government.
5. Your committee further recommends that the per-diem
charge made by railroads for cars used off their lines be
materially increased and enough so as to insure their
prompt return to the owning railroad, thereby materially
increasing transportation facilities.

Kohler Law Declared Unconstitutional:
Test Case Will Go to Higher Court
JUDGE HENRY A. FULLER, of the Court of Common
Pleas of Luzerne County, has rendered a decision in
which he holds that the Kohler mine-cave law is unconstituThe test ease was brought by H. J. Mahon and
wffe, of Pittston, who sought to restrain the Pennsylvania
Coal Co. from mining under the home they own jointly.
"It is clear that the decision of this case on the facts
and legal contentions," said the court in the opinion, "hinges
strictly upon the narrow question whether the Legislature,
in the exercise of so-called police power and in a case where
the public interest is directly concerned, can constitutionally
give to a private owner of surface the right of support
against an owner of the underlying coal, thereby depriving
the latter of right to mine it without leaving support, and
thus abrogating the very contract by which the owner of the
surface acquired from the owner of the coal.
"Owing to the intellectual limitations of our old-fashioned
mind and sitting in a court of equity, which is presume<l
to follow the fundamental law even when it conflicts with
the comfort and security of individuals, we must confess
our inability to perceive in the facts in this case any legitimate claim of the plaintiffs to the relief prayed. Sure it is
that they would have no standing without the aid of the
tional.

statute; equally sure is it that the statute applied to the
case stated in the bill impairs the obligation of a contract
and for the benefit of one takes the private property of
another without compensation, and by a corollary almost
too obvious for discussion it follows that the plaintiffs' claim
for relief involves palpable breach of fundamental law.
decide the matter at this stage and dissolve the injunction
on the sole ground that the statute in application to this
case involves a constitutional impairment of the contract
accompanied by the taking of private property for private
benefit without compensation."
The case, of course, will be appealed at once to the State
Supreme Court. The decision has been no surprise to state
officials who were interested in the companion mine-cave
bills during the legislative session.
At the time of the passage of the bills it was generally
understood at the Capitol that neither was constitutional.
As a matter of political expediency both were passed finally,
and as Governor Sproul had given his word that he would

We

approve them if they ever reached him he signed both.
Both the Fowler and the Kohler measures were scheduled
The House passed them finally with the general
understanding that they would end in Senate committees,
but the factional fight at the closing of the session upset
many plans and as votes were needed for other measures
the mine-cave bills finally were put through.
to die.
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Kenvon Bills Likely to Die Soon Strikes
Ma\ Provoke Half-Baked Legislation
;

Frelingtl e Senaie unmeivifully squelched Senator
huysen's effort to obtain even a mild form of federal
chance
little
be
to
seems
there
'.he
coa
industry,
influence in
Senator
for serious considi ration of the Kenyon bills.
Frelinp:Kenyon has expressed himself as favoring the

SIN'CE

hnysen coal-stibilization bill us a step in the right direction,
but the stride does not attain the length which he desires.
With the increasing probabilities of railroad and mine
recognized that senliment may ihange quickly
type of legislation. At the present time
practically all members of the Senate recognize that there
1:=
no undue spread between the price of coal at the mine
and the price charged by the retailer. All branche.-r of the
coal trade have had to face such deiiressing influences during recent months that most of the profit has been squeezed
from each handling of coal. It also is generally recognized
on Capitol Hill that conscienceless profit taking in times
It is olearly foreof emergency is confined to a minority.
seen that the threatened transportation and mine strikes
have in them the making of conditions which lend themselves to profiteering operations, and there is a general
desire to find a way to curb these predatory elem-nts in the
coal trade.
One of the dangers of the situation which is
now in the making is that there will be half-baked legislation which will do more harm than good.
The anti-profiteering philosophy revealed by Senator Kenyon's bill puts a premium on small-scale business and
penalizes those having the eflicienc/ of quaitity oi)t»ration.
The bill would discourage the opening of large li>w-cost
properties and would make it more profitablo to oper.nte in
small units, with the accompanying increase in cosis.
strikes
>vith

it

is

regard

to this

Wholesalers' Association Recommends Cut
In Freight Rates on Coal and Coke

EMPHASIZING

the necessity of lower freight rates if
the prices of coal and coke art to be lowere'i, the American Wholesale Coal Association, through its president,
W. R. Coyle, sent a telegram Oct. 15 to the Association of
Railway Executives, in session at Chicago.
"Our customers, the consumers of coal, are asking why
their coal remains so high," the telegram said.
"You and
we know that coal has come down and that lower prices
to them can come only with lower rates.
"A considerable rate reduction is the only move at this
time which will gain the entire support of the public for
a further wage reducton. When the American public knows
the facts, there will be no danger from a national strike.
"The people are impatient over the delay in adjusting
rates.
We recommend that you announce at once a sweeping downward revision of the rates on all coal and coke.
If necessary, we recommend that you announce a further
reduction in wages to take effect simultaneously vith the new
rate schedule. It is our opinion that such an announcement
immediately made by you will be a gieat aid to business
revival, as coal is an important factor in the operaton o£
every factory and a necessity in the heating of every home."

Howat, Suspended from Union, Would Form
Rival Labor Organization

EVENTS

follow fast the declaration on Oct. 13, by John
Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers of
.\merica, that Alexander M. Howat, district president in
Kansas, be suspended from office and replaced by George
L. Peck, a member of the executive board, whom he himself
Thomas Harvey, the ousted secretaryhad suspended.
L.

treasurer, is re-established in office.
The biennial convention recently held in Indianapolis
Howat to tell the striking miners of certain Kansas
mines to go back to work. Howat refused to comply with
the order. Concurrently he and August Dorchy, the vicepresident of the district, were given a six months' jail

ordered
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in the Cherokee County jail at Columbus, Kan.,
for violating the criminal section of the Industrial Court
Law by calling strikes. Practically all the mine workers
of Kansas quit work in protest against this imprisonment.
Howat left John Fleming, a lieutenant in sympathy with
him, in entire charge of the situation, and on Oct. 15 Fleming announced the formation of a rival organization. Peck

sentence

meanwhile is trying to get the men back to work.
Fleming asserts that the "rump" union will extend its
operations in Illinois, where there are many disgruntled
union men. The hard fight between the administration and

Frank Farrington, Illinois district president, will long be
remembered.
Frank Farrington has been an insurgent
within the union for years, and forces favorable to a disruption of the union are to be found all over that state.
W. E. Freeman, president of the Kansas Federation of''
Labor, appealed on Oct. 14 to the local unions of every
kind to come to the support of the southern Kansas miners
and described Lewis' order suspending the district officers
as "traitorous desertion."
Operators report that 1,500 Kansas miners who had been
idle since Howat and Dorchy went to jail returned to work
Oct. 17.

Injunction Granted U. M. W. A. in Illinois
Conflicts with Federal Case in Indiana

TAKING

the coal operators of Illinois by surprise the
judge of the Circuit Court of Franklin County, Illinois,
ha* issued a writ of temporary injunction asked by the
Tinted Mine Workers of America, enjoining all operators
and all associations in the state from "declaring the existence of the Twelfth District union unlawful, from in any
way interfering with collecting the check-off, from in any
way interfering with the union, from abandoning the
check-off, from interfering with peaceful persuasion of
miners to join the union and from in any manner treating
the funds of the union as illegal accumulation." The effect
of this injunction is exactly contrary to the contentions of
the Government in the case before Judge Anderson, of
This
Indianapolis, which declares the check-off illegal.
leaves Illinois operators in a quandary as to whether to
court.
or
Federal
contention
of
the
state
the
conform to the
The operators have arranged to meet in Chicago, Thursday,
Oct. 20, to formulate a policy. It is not expected that they
will oppose the ruling but let it alone. Some favor fighting it.

Wadleigh to Direct Coal Division of
Bureau of Commerce
REORGANIZING the Bureau of Foreign and Domes-

F. R.

IN

tic Commerce on a commodity basis, the selection by
Secretary Hoover of F. R. Wadleigh to head the coal
Mr. Wadleigh,
division of the bureau is especially timely.
an expert in matters pertaining to export coal markets,
will direct the foreign staff of the bureau, interpreting the
needs of the coal industry, and will develop the material
received. In joining the bureau Mr. Wadleigh resigned his
position as assistant to the president of the Tuttle CorporaPrior to that connection he was with
tion, New York City.
the Weston Dodson Co. and during the war served with the
Central Bureau of Planning and Statistics in Washington
as consulting engineer on coal.

Convention Will Try to Induce
Glen Alden to Operate Idle Mines

District

executive
THE
anthracite

board of District No. 1 of the northern
on Oct. 11 issued a call for a district
convention to meet in Scranton Oct. 24, to see if some
to persuade the Glen Alden Coal
devised
be
means could
Co. to open six collieries now idle as the result of the Kohler
Law. A strike vote is predicted. Probably, however, the
mine workers will hesitate before officially committing
themselves to such a violation of their contracts.
field

:
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Committee of National Coal Association Indorses Plan
To Lease Shipping Board Vessels for Coal Export
of Commerce Hoover has suggested to tlie
Shipping Board that it lease idle vessels to coal exporters at $1 per month per vessel in order to provide
employment at the mines and to increase the export trade.
The Shipping Board announces that it will put the plan
into effect if the idea is approved by private shipowners,
t(^ whom the matter will be presented by Secretary Hoover.
No agreement is yet in sight in regard to this propo.sal.
Discussions between Secretary Hoover, Shipping Board officials and representatives of the operators are continuing.
The following is from a memorandum referred to Mr. Hoover
and the Shipping Board by a sub-committee of the Foreign
Trade Committee of the National Coal Association
"This committee has had under consideration for a long
time the general bituminous coal export trade of the United
States, and while most of those appearing befoi-e you this
morning represent shippers from the Eastern coal fields
we feel that our remarks pertaining to the subject are
representative of the views of those interested in all coal
fields from which coal can be exported.
"We are of the opinion that outside of a very small number who have recently engaged in the general coal and shipping business very few of our people realize the vital need
It is of unusual
of this particular trade to the nation.
importance today because of the position occupied by the
United States as a result of the re-establishment of her
merchant marine.
"There are no two line& of trade, activity in England thaj_
are so closely allied as the shipping and coal interests.
The greatest merchants and^-imndsrof England are actively
identified with these branches of trade, and in many cases
shipping controls coal, and vice versa.

SECRETARY

Export Market Natural Outlet for Surplus Coal
"If our mines are to be fully operated, giving employto the maximum number of men that can be worked
maximnnr freight to the railroads,
taking the maximum amount of supplies of all kinds directly or indirectly affected by coal mining, increasing business activity to the utmost, some market must be developed
for the surplus, and the only market available is the export
trade.
Without it the mines cannot be operated to anything like their capacity, nor can the merchant marine
successfully compete with England.
cannot use the
foreign buyers as a convenience. If we are to develop our
export trade it must be done in a businesslike way and
therefore it must be constant, and active efforts must be

ment

therein, furnishing the

We

made

to enlarge

it.

"We are today in active competition with England, and
our merchant marine is seriously involved. We think that
we can make the statement without fear of contradiction
that without a foreign coal trade the merchant marine
cannot be operated successfully.
"Our interests have been seriously militated against by
the manner in which a large part of the business was
handled during the last year due to the abnormal demand
both at home and abroad, so that it is going to be very
difficult for us to overcome the prejudice against American
exporters, and unless we are in a position to assure our
foreign friends that we are in the business to stay, and
that we will and can meet English competition, and that
they can rely on us at all times, they will come to America
only in the event they are unable to secure their supplies
elsewhere.

"The coal operators who were seriously engaged in the
exportation of coal recognized the seriousness of their position in foreign markets, and many of them have expressed
a willingness to continue their efforts, even though they are
obliged to take less than the cost of production for their
coal, but the difference is so great that even this will not
enable us to stay in the market.
We must have some
assistance or the American coal export trade will be ir-

We

retrievably lost except in times of worldwide shortage.
have the coal, we have the facilities, we have the banking
connections, in fact we have everything but the things that
are absolutely vital for the promulgation of this trade, and
that is cheap transportation. It seems to us that the importance of this business is so paramount that some arrangements should be made whereby the Shipping Board
or the Emergency Fleet Corporation can make rates on coal
that will enable coal operators to compete in foreign markets.
"We are not unmindful of the fact that the rates that
would be necessary to enable us to do this will result in
a loss in the operation of American vessels, but we believe
that a smaller loss will be sustained by keeping the vessels
in operation than by allowing them to stand idle.
"We have a long way to go before we can have any
definite permanent export coal trade on which to rely, and
we do not believe that the importance of this trade to our
merchant marine can be exaggerated, and, therefore, we
must consider from every- possible angle if there is not
some way in which we can all assist to the end that the
trade will be encouraged and helped, as without it, regardless of the general resumption in other lines of business,
our merchant marine cannot be possibly made effective to
the general welfare of the nation. We have the merchant
marine, and we must now devote ourselves to securing the
trade so vital to its operation."

Government Credit to
Workers as Unemployment Aid
EXTENSION of government credit to working men and

Jolnr Lewis^dvocates

women
ment

crises

as an emergency relief measure in unemployadvocated in a statement given to the press

is

by John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers.

Government credits are being used for the benefit of the
farmers, the railroads and exporters, says Mr. Lewis, and
he argues that it would be sound public policy to extend
similar assistance to workers temporarily out of jobs. That
it is not an extreme or revolutionary proposal, he says, is
shown by the fact that the British Government has recently
decided upon a similar measure of emergency relief.
"These credits by the most extreme estimates could not
reach a total in excess of two and a half billion dollars," Mr.
available
Lewis asserts. "Less than 10 per ce'
<)f the
credits of the banking system of the couiicry would, therefore, be absorbed.
By interest adjustments or commission
charges all expense to the government would be eliminated.
Through the availability of these credits the self-respect and
dignity of the worker would be maintained.
By the use
of the credits, the purchasing power of our people would be
greatly expanded, and this in turn would revivify trade and
industry and reduce unemployment. With a return to normal conditions the loans could be repaid without great inconvenience.
"Credit has thus been extended to the farmer, the producer of raw materials, and to the exporter. Labor is our
most important factor in production, and the success of our
self-governing republic and our democratic institutions and
ideals is fundamentally dependent on the living standards
and economic welfare of our workers. The success of industry and trade, as well as public policy itself, therefore,
point to the wisdom of these credits."
As further measures of relief for the unemployment evil
Mr. Lewis recommends in his statement that every corporation, firm or individual engaged in interstate commerce
be required to build up a reserve labor fund equal to onehalf its annual payroll, this fund to be used to pay the
wages of employees who would otherwise be dropped for
lack of work in slack times, and he also urges a governmental investigation to determine the relation between
labor costs and profits.

Production
and
the

Mairkct

^'^--i,;-»<i\pi

Weekly Review
GRATIFYING

signs of returning interest in the

market have been shown this week by bituminous coal consumers. Buying everywhere is confined to small lots but that more coal is moving as the
season progresses is shown by the report of the Association of Railway Executives, which says that on Oct. 1
there were only 98.048 surplus coal cars in the country,
or a reduction of 12,328 compared with the week previous.

Railroads are issuing warnings of an impending
shortage of equipment should the movement increase
much further. The Pennsylvania is trying to rent 2,000
coal cars for use on its lines and the B. & O. mines are
facing an early return of "car rationing" in view of the
increase in coal

traffic.

Consumers Discount Chanxes of Real Rail Tie-Up
Labor occupies the limelight today. The announcement of the rail union leaders ordering a strike effective
Oct. 30 has caused no little anxiety on the part of all
buyers.
Prior to this notice the consumer had discounted the probability of a real rail tie-up but the
of the labor chiefs doubtless will send many
buyers into the immediate market for protection. At
the same time the consumer will not buy heavily. Handto-mouth purchases are the order of the day. The prospect of lower freights to come is so alluring that coal
receipts will be kept to the lowest tonnage commensurate with actual current requirements.
Reports from all sections
Prices are more stable.
indicate a greater degree of firmness in quotations, and
while screenings are still heavy where domestic production is strong, there has been a decided strengthenNoning from the "distress" position of last week.
union mines are benefiting more from the increased orThis is shown in the
dering than union operations.
Pittsburgh district, where, except for gas coal, the market is unimproved. Eastern Ohio reflects the improvement in the steel and tube industry. The domestic mar-

action

ket

is

allied

Coal

the Midwest while cotton mills and
the South are taking more coal.
Index of spot prices was 90 on Oct. 17 as

strong

in

industries

Aye

in

compared with 89 on

Oct. 10.

.
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now faced with the necessity of a return to a more
economic basis of operation, which will either result in a
curtailment of production or an increase in prices. A line
of inquiry for American coals is already developing which
should lead to a resumption of the European and South
American trading that has been markedly lacking of late.
Hampton Roads shippers are actively canvassing the
New England outlet but stocks are heavy in that section and
the only buyers are those who have delayed putting in a
Dumpings at the piers for all accounts
seasonal reserve.
during the week ended Oct. 13 were 209,698 gross tons as
September
compared with 146,3.50 the preceding week.
dumpings at all piers were 2,413,000 net tons. Exports were
88 per cent less than in June, the high point of the year.
ever, is

TIDEWATER BITUMINOUS CO.\L SHIPMENTS FOR SEPTEMHKR,
(In

New
Destination
Coastwise to

85,000

Exports

43.000
12,000

.

Bunker

263,000

Inside capes

Balti-

Hampton

more

Roads

24.000
157.000

91,000
37.000
31,000
96,000

569,000

Other tonnage

917,000

Total

Charleston

236,000

590,000
153,000
171,000
26,000
51,000

255,000 991,000

Current Quotations
Market
Low-Volatile. Eastern
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
Pocahontas screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
•Smokeless mine run
Cleartield mine run
Cambria mine run
Somerset mine run
I

(Ka\-y Standard)...
i'Savy Standard)...

I

(Navy Standard)...

Low Vol.)..
Low Vol.).,
Low Vol.)...
Low Vol.)
I9(H.Gr. Low Vol.)
10 (H. Or. Low Vol.)

9 (Super.

9 (Super.
9 (Super.
10 (H. Gr.

II
II

II

(Low
(Low
(Low

Vol.)
Vol.)
Vol.)

High -Volatile, Eastern
Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pittsburgh

(Gas and
(Gas and
(Gas and

St.)
St.)..
St.).
.

sc'd ga3

Httsburgh mine run

(St.).

Pittsburgh slack (Gas) ....

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run
Kanawha screenings
Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
Pitts.

—

—

1921

Total

3,000

809,000
210,000
492.000
279,000
623,000

14,000

2,413,000

8,000
3,000
..

Buying is gaining momentum in the Northwest and the
cargo movement is due for a last minute rush, that shippers may avail themselves of the seasonal rate from the
mines which expires Oct. 31. However, the Wheeling &

)

A

that they will not cancel their low tariffs on that date.
reduction of 28 per cent in the freight rates on iron ore,
and continuing until Dec. 31, will stimulate
the movement of cargoes down the Lake. Dumpings of coal
were 673,023 net tons in the week ended Oct. 10 648,876
tons cargo and 24,147 tons vessel fuel as compared with
752,652 tons the week before. Cumulative tonnage for the
season now stands at 20,268,823; in 1920 it was 18,471,593.
effective at once

New

Eneland

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

Lake Erie and the Bessemer & Lake Erie roads announce

Net Tons)

Philadelphia

York

657

No. 8 lump

— Spot

Prices,

Oct

may

Nov.

not materialize nationwide but instead
be a series of outlaw tie-ups affecting terminals. Industries
will be hampered, not so much by lack of fuel, as by inability
to market their products.

The

rail strike

Bituminous Coal

—Net Tons,

F. 0. B.

Mines
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movement to New England is hard hit by the conhammering of the Southern coals via the coastwise
The movement over the Hudson during the week
ended Oct. 8 was 2,595 cars, 300 less than in the preceding
All-rail

tinued

route.
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ANTHRACITE
Production remained steady during the first week in
October.
According to the Geological Survey the output
was 1,793,000 net tons. September shipments, a:-- reported to
the Anthracite Bureau of Information, were 5,519,412 gross
lerate certons, against 5,575,115 in August. Inability to
tain mines in the Scranton district under the provisions of
the Kohler Act caused a loss of more than 200,000 tons,
most of which was offset by increased shipments from other
.->

July

districts.

Stove coal leads the demand and dealers accept orders for
this size when accompanied by permission to ship egg and
nut also. Steam sizes are in moderate demand. The Lake
movement is holding remarkably well; it was 103,240 net
tons in the week ended Oct. 12 as compareu with the preceding week's tonnage of 70,400.

Oct.

Dec.

COKE
Production of behive coke increased but 2,000 tons to
The possibility of
80,000 tons in the week ended Oct. 8.
lower freights has ben -an influence to postpone the relighting of blast furnaces and the Connellsville region has not
made further headway in regaining production.

bustibles and has decided to re-estblish the former duty of 3.75 pesetas on
coal.
The present prices for Austrian
Screened, 100 pesetas; large,
coal are:

Foreign Market

and small, 75@80.
from Gijon to Barcelona

The freight

95,

And Export News

is

still

round

about 17 pesetas per ton.
Coal Paragraphs

From Foreign Lands

—

Ger.many Ruhr production during
the week ended Oct. 1 was 1,778,000
metric tons, according to a cable to
Coal Age, or an increase of 20,000 tons
over the preceding week.
Prices of coal on the Upiier Silesian

market have been raised as follows:
all coarser sorts by 42.80 marks; smalls
by 31.40 marks; Ratterklein by 24.50
marks and washed dust by 3 marks per
ton.
The price for ordinary dust remains unchanged.
Provisional figurc.s of the Ruhr production in August show 8,130,000 tons,
as compared with 7,780,000 tons in
July.
Apparently the average daily
output increased from 299,300 tons in
the latter month to 301,300 tons in

August.
Italy
Cardiff steam firsts are
quoted at 43s. 6d. on the Genoa market,
according to a cable to Coal Age.

—

American

coal

is

India — Stocks

not quoted.

the
hands of
dealers are considerable.
Bengal coal
in

35 rupees per ton. Welsh is quoted
at 45s. and African at 55s. c.i.f. Bombay. The market is dull. The import
of
foreign
fuels
into
India
has

is

precipitated a slump in the price of
the Bengal coal.
To renit-dy the situation they suggest thi t the e.xisting
embargo on the export of Indian coal
to foreign ports should be withdrawn.

—

South Africa A crisis has arisen
regarding exporting of coal from South
Africa because of the deliveiy of Welsh
and
coal
at East African, Indian
South American ports 'it prices which
render competition impossible owing to
the South African railway rates. Only
Transvaal collieries are at present
returning reasonable dividends, and
today the majority of the operations
are in

much

the same position as the

low grade mines.
The Railways Board announces reductions in the rates for bunker coal,
effeitive .Jan. 1, 1922, of 4s. 6d. per net
ton to Durban and Lourenco Marques
and 5s. 6d. for Cape ports. On Oct. 1
a reduction

was

also mad.^ of Is

3d. to

Spanish coal owners are still uneasy
to competition on the part of
Great Britain, especially in view of the
that
the Spanish industries are
fact
The
giving fewer orders than usual.
great problem is the increased cost of
production, due to the smaller output
of the individual miner; in the Asturias
the output per miner has increased
somewhat lately, but not enough to
make up for the rise in wages.

owing

—

Annual production
Indo-China averages about 050,000

Indo-China
in

of which some 350.000 tons are
exported.
The greater portion of this
output is furnished by mines of Hongay, in Tongking, in close proximity to
This coal finds
the port of Haiphong.
In a recnt
a market even in Japan.
article in the Saigon press the wi itiT
aflnrmed that Indo-China coal would in
time completely oust English coal from
Far Eastern markets and would successfully compete with that produced
tons,

China and Japan.

Lourenco Marques and Union ports for
export cargo coal and coal used in
bunkering of ships carrying full cargoes

in

of export coal.

1921, contains an article on the market
for coal in Finland and statistics of

—

Spain The Tariff Commission has
held a sitting for the discussion of
the proposed duties on mineral com-

Commerce Reports, No.

Czechoslovakian
tion.

6,

Oct.

10,

and German produc-

—
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Pier and Bunker Prices, Gross Tons
Qu tali n 3 by Cable to Ccal Aqc)

French Railway Orders Cheap poal in England

{Foreign Bun^ir

PIERS

Tons and Ex-

British Protection Declines Nearly 160,000

port Business Is Below Expectations

Oct. 8

— September

Dximpings at Hampton Roads Lowest Since December, 1919

Quotations on the Marseilles mai-ket,
according to a cable to Coal Age, are:
Best Welsh, 52s., American, $14.
The output of coal in France, includingthe San-e region, during August
was 3,385,523 metric tons. Mine stocks
of coal, including the Sarre, at the end
of that month amounted to 1,775,000
tons.

The French Midi Ry. has ordered
60,000 tons of admiralty steam (second)
from British producers, delivery over
twelve months, commencing Nov. 1, on
a price basis of 25s. The French navy
has purchased a like amount of admir,,
IX
u
J IJ 1.
T->
ralty large to be delivered by Dec. 31,
1

.

,

Another purchase has been made bv

i.1.
u n«-j- n
i?
-.nr^nnn
V
the French Midi Ry. of 100,000 tons of
Durham unscreened at 18s.@19g. f.o.b.

TH

,

.

i.

,

.

shipping point.
1Q99
fivoi- ly^^.
ovei

T^

V;,

,.

,

Delivery will be

,

made

1

<

4,273,900 in the week preceding, acJ.
ui
i
^
cording
to a cable to Coat Afce.
Cardiff exporters have fixed a rate to
T^
i.-r^
Buenos
Aires Ot 20s. 5d. and to Rosario
of 21s., being an increase of 6s. per
i-r
„
ton.
Homeward freights from
the
Plate have fallen so heavily— the present basis of between 22s. 6d. and 25s.
per ton is just half that ruling three
months ago for immediate shipment
that owners are disinclined to dispatch
vessels
to
South America without
.

7

,.

»-^f,rt^T
,

.»

.

.

,

,

greater inducement than has been offered lately
The export trade is not proceeding
as satisfactorily as was anticipated.
Foreign markets feel the adverse
.Li_
T-.
i
J
exchange andJ the
Eastern
demand,
which has been a recent feature, is
now less active. Some Russian business is being done but shippers arc
cautious in taking orders because of
the extremely poor port facilities.
,

1

bb

Quantity (Tons)
,,

.

Tn,'^"^"** 7^,
1921
1913

,^

i-irortedto
^^^^^^
s^weden'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.

....:.'

>;'>rway

769 794

so 281

'.

iJ9A7i

'

154,887
248.746
798,177

uo^os?
\0ij\2

.

Denmark
Germany
Netherlands

15*?"

Belgium
France

148,132
94ft,378

?'"'*"^=''-%-vr4-Azores and Madeira

illil
17.699

Spain

Austria-Hungary
Greece

180,505
79,342
66i,6l8
64,286
36.080

FJlnchWeVtVfiica

'ioi36

.

[jjj,y

Production in the United Kingdom
during the week ended Oct. 1 was
j
X 1
nnn gross itons, ac compared
-ii.
4,114,000
with

.

BUNKERS
Pool

9,

I'ool 10.

c^^^J^^!J^!^J^::::::

if.'ow

Brazil

I1K504

Uruguay

72,006
290,741
16,004
29,161
39,292

,\rgentine Republic
Channel Islands

Gibraltar

Malta

i9b.7V(,

••;••
--i-j
.^nglo-Jbgyptian
Sudan

f^T'y

Aden and Dependencies

17.664

10057

British India

Ceylon
other countries

.""

J.^^^^
f

7.U37
131,355

Anthracite.".

5,si9,l52

"

Steam

'23l!590
''•i'^'f'"

,

287,110
124,524
^lf'S^5
45,964
715,021

*"'"*
116,992
18.427
380,241
18,524

^Wh
'•"l86

o,320
0,947

I.IM
i5,/97

49,610
65.659
ii4,825
12.455
53,439
100
194,241

3,103,207
'190^623
2.i?l,765

""'"
Houseiiold.'.'. !',!!;
(

other soru

coke—Gas

1

other sorts
Manufactured fuel

1371375
289,814

113,423

/

140.278
F'f't Eight

19,401

111,582

20 636
18!635
153,176

Months

of

l,93'4',68]

57M5I

i

35,288,367
7.587,554

7,220.711
1,725,508

I,l60.8ll
2,349.20 1

57,586
370,719

Total

48,320,608

9,944,975

fAnthracite

Steam
Gas
Total
Household
(other sorts

'^"'"^tlber'sorii.:..;;::

Manufactured

fuel

}

.'.'^*'.'.*.

1,363,324

HVm
394,819

New\(ik.

New

.

.>rk....
Philad iphia.
^

Pool 9,
Pool 10, Philadelphia.
Pool 71, Baltimore
Pool 1. Hamp Rds....
Pool 2, Hamp. Rds.
Welsh, Gibraltar

.

.

6.20
5.85(3)5.95
5,80(3j 5.90
5.75(5,. 6.00
6.10(3:6.25
6.10(c6

4.95(g5.l0

6.10(3) 6 20

S.SOm^R.M
5.80® 5.90
5.75(</i6.aO

6.10(36.25

4.65f3»4.85

5.15
4.75(|i4.90

47s. 6d. f.o.b.
Welsh liio de Janeiro.,.
65s, f,o.b.
Welsh, Lisbon
57s, 6d, f,o,b.
Welsh, La Plata
60s, f,o.b.
Welsh, .Madeira
52s. 6d. f.a.s.
Welsh, Teneriffe
52s. 6d. fas.
Welsh, Genoa
55s. t.i.b.
Duiham, Newo.stle.
35s.(a.37s.

47s. 6d. f.o.b.
65s, f,o,b.
57s, 6d, f,o.b.
60s. f.o.b.
52s. 6d. f.a.s.
52s. 6d. f.a.s
55s. t,i b.
35s.@ 373.

.

.

.

Belgian,

Canary Islands

British Export Trade Unsatisfactory

9,

.

In August 3,103,207 tons of coal were
exported, as compared with 1,847,403
tons in August, 1920. The total export
for the eight months amounted to
9,944,975 tons, as against 18,375,932
tons in the corresponding period of last
year.
The average value per ton of
the coal exported in August was 36s.
6.4d.
The Colliery Guardian publishes
the following comparative statement of
exports for the month and calendar
year to date, 1913 and 1921:

i.

1921, at 120 fr. c.i.f. Toulon or 90 fr.
c.i.f.
Brest.
Home.,. coals have not
,,
improved their position.

Oct. 15t

New
New

iork.... $5.75@$5.85 $5 75(3 $6 00
10.
York
5.45® 5 60 5 SO('i 5 65
P.iol
9, Phladoh hia.
5.80(5)6.00 5.80««6.00
P.inllO. Phi.id<h hin.
5.40@ 5.70 5.50(i% 5,70
Pool 71, Philudelpliia.
6.00(316.25 6.00(S»6.25
Pnnl I, Han.).. Rds...
4.85(o>5.00 4.90@5,00
Pools 5-6-7 Hump. Rds. 4.15® 4. iO i.g5@i.iO

Pool
Pool

Antwerp

llOfr.

5.00(3

llOfr.
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maintaining a fairly regular dumpintr
however, and a number of ves-

scheiiule,

are reported bound for this port
for bunkers within the next week. The

sels

bunker busines

is

expected to do

PIER SITr.\T10N
.—

N. i \V. Piers. Lamberts Point:
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

strike."

Week Endwl

—

Sequel of

Flooded

I'its

in

16

workers' Union regarding the destitution existing among Fifeshire miners.
The situation is very serious and dangerous. The Miners' Association has
exhausted its financial resources and
Unhas incurred considerable debt.

1913 and exceeded that of years preceding 1913 (the output for May was
somewhat lower on account of a

much

duringr the winter to sustain the market, a slight increase in general shipping through the port being noted.
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Scotland

fortunately, owing to flooding and collapse of large portions of the work-

result of allowing the pits to
flood during the mine dispute is shown
by the appeal to the Scottish Board of
Health on behalf of the Fife Mine-

The

ings, many miners
to find employment.

have been

unable

Oot. 6
1,316

7t.80J
53.653
7,000
Virninian Ry. Piers, SewaUs Point:

Tons dumped for week
Tonnage «-aitin«
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

1.675

83.750
32.659
6.700

Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting
C. & O. Piers, Newport News:
Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting

1.432

67.000
60.038
2,255

slight curve upward in production, but
possibly here and there this is due to
local conditions that oblige the operators to provide a certain amount of

New England

Belgian Production Is Declining
In a review of the foreign coal mar-

BOSTON

Xew

kets, the Guaranty Trust Co of
r<ic/.- states that Belgium's coal exports

were

inflated as a result of the British

strike and averaged four and one-half
times greater this year than during the
corresponding period of 1920 and about
Im2Ji per cent greater than in 1913.
ports of coal also have increased con-

siderably over 1920, but are

still

by about 60 per cen7th"an

Ihose'^'oi

less

1913

The situation in the Belgian mines
has recently become less favorable, due
principally to the resumption of work
in the British pits and the industrial
<iepression in Belgium, which is still
France and
Nevertheless,
<erious.
Switzerland continue to send in large
The prices charged are on an
orders.
average about 20 fr. more than those
lor domestic consumption. The quality
of industrial coal

is still

inferior.

The

mines are not always able

to dispose of
the stocks of industrial coal and, in the
middle of August, it was estimated that
the stocks of this category amounted
The application
to about 70,000 tons.
of the 8-hr. law on Oct. 1 is expected

tp reduce
tion.

somewhat the present produc-

The coke market

is

slack and

ovens are closing every week.
than 50 per cent of the furnaces
country are closed at present.
Poland's Coal Output
at

Is

Now

more
More
in the

Almost

Pre-War Level

Coal production in Poland is now approximating the pre-war rate of output.
A summary of economic conditions in
Poland was made available at the Department of Commerce, Washington,
An extract from the stateSept. 12.

ment

as follows:
"The present Polish territories before the war produced about one-half
of the coal which they consumed. Considerable injury was done to the mines
during the war and their production
fell to about 70 per cent of the pre-war
average. The Polish Government has
done much to stimulate production and
during the months of April and June,
1921, the output became approximately
90 per cent of the monthly average of
is

Current

i,ight

Dull

—

Demand

—AU-Rail

— Large

Bituminous

—Even at minimum prices

on Pocahontas and New River the market drags along without any sign of
improvement. The agencies are continu'^g their forcing methods and consumers are being supplied right up to
The few who
the limit of storage.
were awaiting Oct. 1 before laymg in
a pi-udent reserve are now furnishing
what buymg power there is^ The whole
territory is being scoured for business,
and the response is much less than some
of the shippers anticipated,
Of the present volume of steam coal
Koing forward the lion's share is from
the West Virginia smokeless districts,
via Hampton Roads. Not only is more
than half the tonnage being supplied
from that source but it is clear that if
freight differentials continue to work
against all-rail routes the proportion of
southern coals will continue to increase
to the two-thirds that prevailed before
1914.

There is small inducement today for
purchases beyond 60 to 90 days consumption. Industries show practically
no increase in fuel consumption, and
instead of looking forward to better
business during the winter there seems
a tendency to curtail expenses and postpone extensions. In several commodities besides coal there is observed a
somewhat more slack demand, although
there are opinions that these dull spots
are only temporary.
The reduction in bituminous rates in
- owned
barges from Philadelphia has not proved sufficient to
increase the volume dumped at that
port.
The diflSculty is more deeply
seated than can be reached by a mere
.50c.
reduction in an extremely high
rate, as compared with privately-ovmed
transportation.
What amounts to a minimum move-

railway

ment

of Pennsylvania

steam grades

is

the Hudson River transfer
points this season. From the districts
around Pittsburgh there is reported a

passing

Certain

work.

Buyers

Coals Continue
Anthracite Demand Less Brisk.

Mark Time

it is

that the proportion

of all-rail bituminous used this year in

New England
seriously.

has

dropped

off

most

—

Undeniably, there has
Anthracite
been a slightly receding demand for
Pressure brought to
domestic sizes.
bear upon retailers to take sizes other
than stove and chestnut has somewhat
relaxed, although a week of really cool
weather will reverse the situation with
very little ceremony.
To those ports where navigation may
be expected to close around Dec. 1,
there is a fair volume of coal moving,
although if it cannot soon be made to
move faster there will be a certain
amount of apprehension, especially on
the Penobscot.

Tidewater

—East

NEW YORK
R.R. Controversy Delays Stocking PurBitwmhious
chases of Anthracite
Competition
Market More Active
Keen. Roads Warn of Car Shortage

—
—

—

—

Anthracite The recent cool days
have not served to spur the slow moving sizes to any great extent. The only
result at wholesale has been to cause a
further tightening of the sizes least in
need of acceleration.
Stove has been in good demand right
along and chestnut has had call from

around Sept. 1.
As a result of the
buying of egg, the first cold
snaps have passed almost unnoticed so
far as that size is concerned and the
same can be said of pea. The smaller
classes of domestic consumers are buying more than those located in the betearly

residential districts.
The public
has that feeling that freight rates
reduced and that prices will be
lower, therefore they are delaying a
little longer.

ter

still

will be

Late buyers are taking tonnage in
even smaller lots than usual. This is
interpreted both as an indication of
lack of ready money and the hope of
lower prices.

COAL AGE
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RETAIL PRICES FOR OCTOBER
Manhattan

Biooklyn

$13 05
13 05

$13 G8
13 00

•

Broken

f'Z

.

s^e.::;;:::::::;;;....

'330

.325

?e\^^""'

;

,'?o'5"

UOO

Bu^Whea^::::::;..;...

7,0

7,0

;:::::::::::

5.90
8 50

590

Bari^y
Bituminous

—While

Bituminous

the

8 50

market is
by no means

far from being active it is
as dull as it was during the summer
and inquiries are now more numerous.
Consumers have held off until necessity
compels them to buy.
In spite of the increase in volume of
sales the market will not be in a
healthy state until it is possible to get
a better profit on tonnage that is beOperators located in the
ing sold.

union fields are at such a disadvantage
in competitive markets that many of
them have virtually given up trying to
do business except in territory from
which non-union coal is excluded. Even
those sections, coal of good quality
so cheap that no one will
buy the low grades.
Perhaps the best indication that tonnage movement is gaining faster than
many realize is found in the recent
notice sent to shippers by a Pennsylvania R.R. official, beginning, "We are
now confronted with a shortage of coal
cars," and going on to say that there
is a possibility of placing the distribution on a percentage basis in the near
Operators along the Baltifuture.
in
is

oflfering

&

Ohio have also been told by
officials that surplus cars on that system have dwindled until at present
serviceable
there is practically no
equipment that is not in use.
Tonnage handled over the local piers
is restricted by the fact that consumers
in southern and eastern New England
are turning to smokeless coal because
of the low prices at which it is offered.
Southern coal was quoted here at $6.40

more

alongside.

show some signs of getting stronger,
each week there is an increasing
number of dealers who are quoting

as

$14.50 per gross ton for stove and nut,
although it is believed the majority

are yet 25c. lower than that.
Steam coals are not moving very
freely, although there is a slightly betRice conter demand for buckwheat.
tinues the heavy size and the companies
bins.
storage
their
are still dumping in

Barley

is

Hurt Retail DeModerate Steam
Suburbs
Slight Bitumrnous Improve-

Iiregiikir Shiptnents

mand

in

—

—

Market
ment Prices Strengtheyi.

—

—

Seasonable weather has
Anthracite
helped the retail trade. Retailers are
all doing a fair amount of business and
getting a good percentage of cash, as
much of the ordering is now for ton
lots, for which cash is demanded.
Conditions outside the city are not so
good, particularly where the retail men
are in competition with teamsters makIn some cases
ing track deliveries.
retailers ai'e beginning to fight back
prices
of
the newcomers,
meeting
the
by
but in the main this has done nothing
more than further demoi-alize the situa-

There is still a feeling among
consumers that prices must come down
and they point to these cuts as evidence.
tion.

Relative demand for the sizes continues unchanged, but there are some
signs that dealers are getting a better
proportion of stove.
If anything, nut
has improved its position. Retail prices

in

moderate demand.

—

Bituminou.s The weather has probably had some effect on sales, as one
more frequently hears of slightly improved shipments. Freight rates continue to be much of a factor in the consumer buying, as the belief grows
stronger that something will happen to
reduce rates by the first of the year.
Buyers exercise the utmost conserv-

atism as to stocks.
The only exception, and that to a
moderate degree, is the railroads, as
they are still adding to their i-eserves.
The one drawback in dealing with the
railroads is the somewhat long wait
Although there is still
for money.

some talk of a railroad strike, it fails
to move the buyer.
Spot prices, which have been holdingfirm for more than a month, show a
tendency to move slightly foi-ward, at
There is, of
least on the best coals.
course, plenty of low grade coal to be
had almost at the buyer's own price.

— Re—An-

Moving Fairly Welt.
Bituminous Only a few shippers

thracite

—

it

is

now.

The fall has been warm, so that the
demand for office-building fuel is just
now coming in. If the winter is cold
the demand will soon show from that.
Shippers send their men out more or
less, but it is mainly to keep them in
touch with the consumers as far as
possible.

Mining districts that used to be out
of this market on account of high
freight rates, are trying to get in, and
if their coal were not so different from
that now in use here it would sell readily on account of lower prices.
Quotations continue somewhat unsteady at $3 for Youghiogheny gas
lump, $2.75 for Pittsburgh and No. 8
steam lump, $2.50 for Allegheny Valley and all mine run, $1.60@$2 for
$2.-36 to Allegheny Valley
$2.51 to other coals for freight.

slack,

adding

and
Anthracite Some jobbers handling
independent coal report that they are
doing quite a good trade. All prices
are now much the same, though the
independents always try to get a little
more than schedule.

—

—

Shipments are somewhat
Lake
larger than they were, but are not
For the
quite equal to midsummer.
week ended Oct. 12 the loadings were
103,240 net tons, of which 48,100 cleared
for Duluth and Superior, 24,600 for
Chicago, 20,900 for Milwaukee, 7,600
for Green Bay, 1,700 for Cheboygan,
Mich., and 340 for Pelee Island, in
Freight rates continue
Lake Erie.
easy at 65c.@70c. to Chicago, 60c. to
Milwaukee, 55c.

to

Green Bay and

50c.

Duluth, the other cargoes being at
consignee's rate.
Coke The small amount of iron ore
brought in during the season shows
that the furnaces do not intend to
stock up coke for the winter. Most of
to

—

them have byproduct plants and when
business is steady enough to wai-rant
operation they will use them.
rule as formerly.

Prices

BALTIMORE
Demand Improves Slowly

—

—R R-

Strike

—

Threat a Netv Factor Prices Soft
Hard Coal Men Have Difficult Demand.
Bituminous In former years when a
railroad sti'ike threatened, business men
immediately ordered coal for reserve.

With such a complication now impendis expected that requests for
it
October deliveries will be greatly inThe general business here
creased.
shows a better tone that is not reflected
as yet in coal prices, which continue
abnormally low. Some of the dealers
increased
report that demand has
slightly but all admit that the supply
at sharp competition prices is more
abundant than is the call.
Exports remain unsatisfactory. For

ing

re-

port any increase of tonnage and it
is quite likely that any spurts may be
temporary. Still the tone of the market is good, in view of the slow sales.
Belief is general that the demand will
increase slowly during the winter, so
that by spring the volume will be de-

greater than

It is probable that more hard coal
has been distributed in Buffalo than
formerly, as the old retailers generally
claim to have done their usual business
and there are new ones that are quite
A few of the smaller retailers
active.
are cutting prices.

—

BUFFALO

Bituminous Market Unchanged
ports of Good Business in Sight

cidedly

PHILADELPHIA
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the first half of October, as was the
case in September, only three vessels cleared with export coal cargoes.
Bunker trading is very depressed, and
price offerings at times have been below
even the ridiculously low r.gures in line
trading.
Anthracite Dealers are facing quite

—

few complications, among other things
that of being forced to pay cash for
their supply and getting a constantly
increasing flood of requests for credit
from customers who in former years

a

were in the habit of paying cash. The
dealer also has been forced to take a
ton of either pea or nut from some of
his mine connections before he can get
delivery of a ton of stove coal, and for
about two weeks past has had egg
added to the list. This has caused a
great deal of the sizes which the public
will not take to pile up in railroad
yards, arousing a protest that such an
accumulation was resulting in serious
railroad congestion.
In the meantime the public
manding the stove coal but is

is

de-

with-
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holding on purchasing practically all
other kinds. The slow purchasing here
by the general public, the ordering even
in the face of winter being on the one
and two-ton basis, has left the city
about 120,000 tons short of normal
reserve in cellars and yards for this
season.

Northwest
.MILWAUKEE

—

Frosty Weather Arouses Market
Sharp
Small-Lot Retail Distribution
Competition in Screenings.
Frosty nights and raw days have
served as a stimulant to the coal market and deliveries are more satisfactory
than they have been at any time during
Dealers are
the summer and autumn.
actively soliciting business, but competition is confined to the element of
quality, and prices are not affected.
There was never so much storage coke
as at present, but there is no indication
that there will be a price reduction.
Deliveries of both coal and coke are
in smaller quantities than has been
customary in the past.
The steam coal market is somewhat
Fires on soft coal docks are
better.
forcing the removal of stocks and
screenings are being thrown on the
market as low as $3.50@$3.75. This
operates to the disadvantage of Western screenings, and makes them almost

—

unsalable,

until

the

forced

MINNEAPOLIS

—
—

All Buying Confined to Small Lots
Buyers Criticize Hard Coal Prices
Cold Weather Needed to Boost Movement.

From attacks on the coal trade by
people in general, it would seem that
the public thought the coal busines.-;
was in the fix of the awkward soldier
whose fond parent discerned the entire
company "out of step but Jim." The
attacks are somewhat keener on the
anthracite
business
because
prices
have shown no reduction from a year
ago.
The loose talk of profiteering
without much to base it upon has practically put every dealer in any ware
under suspicion. While the reconstruction period is on, this sort of thing is
possible to be expected, but it is hard
to endure.
have struck, some
snow has fallen, and yet people are
holding back from buying coal as
though there were ample time. They
are following the system of not stocking beyond a limited period. One and
Killing

frosts

two-ton orders predominate where in
it was
two to five or

former years

Inland West

more.

same rule applies to steam
One cause is the high cost
buyers.
which makes it desirable to buy less
and distribute the amount to be paid Increased
over a wider period.
Another and Sizes Arc
The

strong factor is the continued hope
that there will somehow develop a reduction in price.
On steam coal, all
the probabilities point the other way.
But the buyers remember hopefully the
situation of a year ago, when after .h
scarcity through the summer and fall,
the beginning of winter saw a slump in
quotations.
If hope deferred maketh
the heart sick, the steam buyers are
generally possessed of very strong
hearts, for despite the disappointments
to date, they are still firm in their
expectation of reduced costs.

seem to have conmarket for the present to a
range to the cost laid down.

Contract prices
fined the

close

Many in the trade are looking for a
reaction after the weather prompts a
little more buying pressure, but there
will be a weight on the market from
all appearances,
due to the buyers'
strike, which seems to hold tight to
limited action at all times.
Should
there be much severe weather early in
the winter it would doubtless serve to
force the buying of a sufficient tonnage to brace the market.

DULUTH

condition

changes.
Receipts during October up to the
present writing aggregate 37,920 tons
of anthracite, and 90,632 tons of soft
coal, making the total receipts for the
season to date 785,642 tons of the former, and 2,130,704 tons of the latter,
against 631,533 tons of anthracite, and
1,702,205 tons of bituminous during
the same period last year, a gain of
582,608 tons.
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Seasonal

Hardening

Demand

Demand

— Lake

— Steam
—

Trade Active

With lower temperatures prevailing
there is a stronger domestic demand.
Retailers in the cities are the best
customers, although some orders from
rural dealers are being booked. There
is
still
a decided preference being
shown for the fancy grades such as
smokeless and West Virginia splints.
Retail prices are steady at former
levels.

Steam business

is still quiet, with
exception of public utilities demand. Distress screenings can be purchased at a low figure. Iron and steel
mills are buying more actively, however, and this appears to be an outlet
for the resultant sizes.
The Lake trade is still rather active.
The H. V. docks at Toledo during the
week ended Oct. 8 loaded 140,638 tons
as compared with 150,847 tons the
previous week, making a total of
3,656,962 tons for the season. The T.
& O. C. docks loaded 42,752 tons during
the same week, making a total of 948,196 tons for the season.

the

DETROIT

—
—

—

—

ply.

Flurries of snow on two days have
given impetus to shipments, and dealers
report that customers are hastening to
put a winter's supply of anthracite in

More coal by far moved from
docks this week than any week since
bins.

the opening of navigation.
Prices are hardening all along the
line, with bituminous firm at $7 for
Youghiogheny and Hocking, $10 for
Pocahontas lump and egg and $7 for
mine run. Screenings are steady in the
main, but some damaged lots are being
released at $3. A peculiar situation has
arisen in the screenings market.
shortage is threatened and it is said
that one dock is 15,000 tons oversold
and is in the market to cover its sales
at any price.
Incoming shipments picked up, with
twenty-eight cargoes received, of which
eight were hard coal. The number of
cargoes an-iving is considered good for
this time of the year, and the docks
are working to provide space for the
incoming coal.
It is estimated that
5,600,000 tons of coal are on the docks

A

now. Dispatch in unloading boats is
extremely good.
Shipments from Duluth - Superior
docks showed a falling off during September, the total being 18,739 cars as
compared to 20,009 cars during August,
and 21,126 cars during September last
year.
From Duluth docks, 6,391 cars
were loaded and from Superior 12,344
cars.

Sloiv

Better Industrial Outlook.

Sliyht Buying Improvement Noted
Retail Stocks Moving Prices Firm

Groiving
Prices
in Short Sup-

—Screenings

COLUMBUS
Domestic

''iictress

Tomtage Reduced.

Bituminou.s

— Increasing

market

in-

terest is reflected in a heavier volume
of buying.
However, less business is

being transacted than there should be
at this season.
Retailers, although not

overcrowded
with busine.ss, are being kept fairly
busy with the distribution of stock that
should have been in consumers' bins
several months ago. The present movement has not yet worked the retailers'
stocks down to a point where they find
necessary to make further additions
to their supply.
it

Consumers of steam
purchases
quantities.
lot

coal are

making

irregularly and in small
Notwithstanding the small-

buying,

a

number

of

the

large

users are reported to have some accumulation of reserve. With factories
now showing curtailed proauction and
reduced consumption of fuel, some
buyers have been able to satisfy their
requirements by picking up bargain
offerings.

Smokeless lump and egg is quoted
mine run $2.65, nut and slack
Ohio domestic lump is $3.15@
$3.25, egg $2.40, mine run $2, nut and
$4.75,
$1.60.

slack $1.15.
is $3.25, 2-in.

West Virginia 4-in. lump
lump $3, egg $2.50, mine

run $1.90, nut and slack $1.25. Pittsburgh No. 8 steam lump is $2.40, mine
run $2.15, nut and slack $1.65.
Anthracite
well

— Retail

yards

are

still

supplied.
Despite slow demand,
some independents are reported getting premiums, sometimes as high as

$1 a ton.
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CINCINNATI
Prepared Coals in Good Demand Mar-

—

ket Steadies Although Slack Is

—Retail Prices Firm.

Weaker

An increase of orders for prepared
coal has played havoc with the market
on steam sizes and screenings. There
is a shortage of cars for the movement to the southeast. River business
has picked up a little, even in the face
of the huge storage piles between
Huntington and Louisville.
Smokeless prices have recovered a
little from their unsteadiness.
Spot
lump and egg, in distress can still be
bought around $4, with $4.50 as top for
company sales. Nut is $3@$3.50 with
some concessions on the low for quick
sales.
Mine run is quoted $2.25@?2.75
and slack is down to $1.10@$1.50.
Bituminous slack was hardest hit of
all, some southeastern
Kentucky offerings going as low as 75c.@85c. West
Virginia sales range 95c.@$1.50. Sales
of mine run are made from both states
at $1.65@$1.85. Kentucky lump recovered a little from its slump, with $3(5)
$3.50 as the range. West Virginia
and block is $2.75@$3.25.

There has been no change in

lump
retail

quotations, although one company is
offering slack as low as $4, as against
$5@$5.25 by the other concerns.

ST.

Coal

— Public

weather

Chilly

has improved the
Dealers find most
for Standard and Mt.

domestic situation.

of the demand is
Olive coals.
Movement of Carterville
is just fair.
On Oct. 12 prices advanced 25c. on all sizes, making Carterville $7.75, Mt. Olive $6.75, and Standard $5.75. A further increase can be
expected at almost any time if mine
prices advance.

Domestic

business

good, but buying

promises to be
mostly in small

is

Steam

quantities.

is

slow.

A

little

storage coal is moving in, but nothing
in any volume.
Country business is
good on domestic but slow on steam.

There

movement

a good

of coal
to Western and Northwestern points
through this gateway. Favorable deliveries are reported on coke, both gas
and byproduct.
is

CLEVELAND
Domestic

and

Industrial

—

Demand

Better
Lake Moverruent
Small-Lot Buying Still
Continues.

Slightly

Speeding up
Cooler

—

weather

and

sustained

im-

provement in the industrial situation
have combined to give a better tone to
the domestic and industrial coal mar-

Demand for domestic fuel is
brisker than for steam coal, but even
householders are showing an unusual
reluctance to laying in their entire
winter's supply at this time. The feeling prevails that since there is no
apparent danger of a shortage it might
kets.

improvement

in

threat

of the railroad men
will
of
course, provide an
increased demand.
Domestic coals are moving
in a satisfactory way. This is true
both of coals
from mines
Indiana and Illinois as
well as those in the
East. The cooler
weather has resulted in a
little flurry
on Pocahontas as well
as anthracite,
but It IS believed that
this is entirelj^
a weather propositior

m

Southwest

The better demand and the stimulation of the Lake movement has resulted
in a heavier output from mines in Ohio.

The

movement

coal

speeding up
largely because of the fact that the rail
rate reduction of Lake coal from mines
to lower docks expires on Oct. 31, and
most operators are striving to complete
their shipments before that time.
It
is understood that the Wheeling
& Lake
Erie and the Bessemer & Lake Erie will
not advance their rates after Nov. 1, but
other roads are expected to do so, unless
there is some change in plans in the
meantime.
Bituminous receipts at Cleveland for
the week ended Oct. 8 were 994 cars,
divided: Industrial 699, retail 295. This
is an increase in volume consigned to
retailers of some 43 cars over the preceding week.

Up —-Prices

Buying Cheaper
Steam Situation Uidmproved.

—

city discloses a distinct

many of them, though all are still running far below normal. These heavier
operations are being reflected in more
coal requirements, but hand-to-mouth
buying still prevails.

is

LOUIS

Domestic Business Picking

Advancing

663

not be disadvantageous to await freight
rate developments.
It is estimated that 68 per cent of
the unemployment in Cleveland has
been caused by slackened operations in
some phase of iron and steel manufacture.
A survey just made of the iron
and steel and machine shops of this

CHICAGO
Steam Market Quiet While Doynestic
Picks up Eastern Coals in Good Call

—Strike

—

Threat

May Move

Screenings.

As is true throughout the whole
Northwest, the domestic market has
picked up very considerably in Chicago.
Smokeless, which was offered at a bargain a few days ago, has been snapped
up and now the price of mine run is
holding firm at $2.50@$2.75. Smokeless
coal has proved to be a great surprise
to Illinois and Indiana operators. During the war but little of this was
allowed to come into Chicago on account
of the zoning system. During that time
the better grades of Illinois and Indiana
had an opportunity to become very well
established.
It was thought that the
demand for Eastern coals would never
again reach the point attained in prewar days. However, more Eastern coal
has been handled in Chicago this year
than perhaps ever before. The reason
for this popularity is not entirely on
account of quality.
Eastern coal has
been coming into the Chicago market
at prices very nearly equal to those
quoted by our own operators with local
mines.

The

steam

market remains

quiet.

Every now and then some large manufacturing concern comes in and buys
fifty or a hundred cars, but at a rock
bottom price. Operators with storage
piles of screenings are beginning to
worry as to how they will ever be able
to dispose of this surplus.
So long as
industrial conditions remain as unsatisfactory as they have been, any betterment in the steam market is considered
a very remote possibility.
The strike

K.ANSAS CITY

—

Labor Situation Clears
Men Returning—Seasonal Domestic Demand.
The situation, which has been

considered very critical since
the walkout
the men, improved
considerably on
Oct. 17, when 1,500
miners

ot
to

returned

work

in District 14.
They had been
since the jailing of Howat
and
Dorchy as a protest against this
action.

Idle

The operators

feel that

ing

with the exist-

dissatisfaction between the miners
and their chiefs little trouble
\vill be
experienced in maintaining operations
m the immediate future.
The cool weather has stiffened the
demand and already jobbers are limiting shipments so as to take
care of

the trade to best advantage.
Slack is
still very slow but the
use of modified
lump and mine run by industrials
has
enabled operators to keep fairly
well
cleared of screenings.
Arkansas semi-anthracite is holding
steady, with lump selling

and screenings

$7.50@$8

$2.

Lexington Missouri

lump has increased and is quoted
$4.75
@$5.
Oklahoma lump is $7.25, nut
$5.75, mine run $4.50 and screenings
$1.75@$2.

South
BIRMINGHAM
Market Sluggish—DomesImproved by Cooler Weather—BetFurnace Operations.

Co7nm.ercial
tic

ter

Inquiry here generally indicates a
very unsatisfactory condition in the
steam market, while the demand for
domestic is little better.
The retail
trade has reaped some benefit from the
more seasonable weather conditions,
but the movement of domestic coal
from the mines is still s!ow and difficulty is experienced in disposing of
the
tonnage available.
While industrial conditions generally
seem to be greatly improved and it
would seem that the demand would
naturally be hea\ier, sucn is not the
case and the market is extremely
dull
and listless.
Several of the railroads have slightly
increased the tonnage which they have

been taking on contracts.
There has
also been a temporary betterment
in

demand for bunker

coal at the ports of

Pensacola and New Orleans.
Production has been considerably increased by the improvement in furnace

COAL AGE
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operations, there beinj; a 100 per iiiu
increase in the number of stacks now
operating as compared with Aug. 1. A
Kood tonnage of coal is being consumed
in coke ovens which have recently resumed production.

Better and Prices

Fimur—

—

Retail
Market Improves
Trade Confined to Small Lets.
Colder weather has resulted in a better demand in the South and consumers
are beginning to stock a little fuel.
The cottonseed and cotton ginning lines
are taking some coal, and the textile
SoHtlie>-n

Woodworking inplants are busier.
dustries and the automobile trades are
looking up a little, while the implement
and wagon makers are taking the road
with reduced prices, anticipating ability to start producing on a larger scale.
In Louisville there is fair demand from
the clay working and cement mills and
other scattered industries, there being
no especially large call from any one
source.
Retailers report that with people out
of work or employed only part time
there is quite a volume of small order
business which is not especially profitCollections are a little slow.
able.

16

Oct. 8 rose to higher levels,
touched since the early part of
August. Output amounted to 393,000
tons or approximately 63 per cent of
the rated capacity. This represents an
increase of some 30,000 tons over the
preceding week. Against the potential

week ended
not

West
DENVER
Constitutionality of Industrial Act Upheld Operating Conditions Improve.
An important ruling by the state
Supreme Court, regarding the consti
tutionality of the Colorado industrial
act, holds that the law is constitutional
and that coal mining is impressed with
the public interest.

—

LOUISVILLE
Demand

Vol. 20, No.

•

The decision comes at a time when
the miners' officials have gone on record as challenging the powers of the
commission

in

connection with an

in-

vestigation arising out of an attempt
on the part of the Colorado Fuel and
This will
Iron Co. to reduce wages.
come to a test when the commission
announces its findings in the southern
Colorado investigation.

Conditions generally are improving.
24, Colorado's
production was 21.5,000 tons of a possible full-time output of 292,429 tons,
within 25,000 tons of the tonnage of
Lack
the corresponding week in 1920.
of orders was equal to a lost production of 22 per cent.

For the week ended Sept.

capacity of 25,000,000 tons, this field
has produced for the calendar year to
Oct. 8, 13,545,000 tons or slightly better than 54 per cent of capacity.
Lake shippers are speeding up before
Several shipthe close of the season.
pers are planning to send a considerable
output
to
Upper Lake
part of their
ports; thus they will have advantage
of the 28 per cent refund which expires
Nov. 1.
As yet stock on the lower
docks is running around 10,000 cars,

and receipts 2,000

The larger

cars.

and tube plants are
their stock and
are in the market for large quantities
of coal. In fact, more buying of steam
coal the last few days has brought
additional cheer to the coal trade.
Railroad fuel requirements, if anything, are increasing, and are taking
35 to 40 per cent of the output.
Resumed operation on the part of certain
mines which cater to domestic trade
has been brought about by the arrival
of cold weather and the improved retail
steel

said to have depleted

situation.

Figures given out by the operators'
association indicate that their mines
worked 52 per cent of possible worktime during the week, and produced a
little better than 60 per cent of capacity.
Time lost account "no market"
around 45 per cent.
is $1.65; mine run, $2.20@$2.25;
$2.75; li-in. domestic, $3.25. Gas
slack is $1.85@$2; mine run, $2.25@
$2.35; s-in., $2.55@$2.75.

slack

Northern Appalachian
PITTSBURGH
Production

— Costs

Down

too

to

High

About

—

Per Cent
Some Shading in

With the almost complete cessation
of Lake shipments the district is deprived of a large part of what little
Production is down
business it had.
Some coal is
to about .30 per cent.
going to the railroads and there are
some shipments

A

ANTHRACITE

of

steam on contract.

large part of what production there
is involves gas coal, which has little
competition from adjoining fields.
The Connellsville region is getting
not a little business that would ordinarily go to the Pittsburgh district, but
the Connellsville region itself is having
The miners
a hard time selling coal.
show no disposition to consider wage
matters execept in connection with the
new scale, and such discussion is now
set for next Februarj-.
Conditions in the steel industry have
not been improving particularly in the
past week or two and in some quarters
mill operations are expected to taper
off in the next two or three months.
In the past week or two some of the
Panhandle operators have been naming
lower prices than formerly.
Asking
prices in general are unchanged, except
that gas slack is off 15c.@25c. Steam

—

Steady Production Rail Strike to Increase Demand Second Mini7ig Still

—

Panhandle.

CONNELLSVILLE

ii-in.,

.30

Delayed.

Mines are working steadily with a
few exceptions, resulting not from lack
of market but from reasons more or
The Glen
less individual to the plant.
Alden Coal Co. still has mines idle by
reason of the Kohler Law.
Though
that legislation has been declared unconstitutional, the company will hardly
venture to start second mining until
the constitutionality of the act has
been decided by higher authority than
has as yet passed on it.
Strikes are less frequent this year,
but the Kohler Law makes up for labor
unrest as a preventive of production.
The output for the week ended Oct. 8
was 1,793,000 net tons as compared
with 1,832,000 in the preceding week.

EASTERN OHIO
Situation

Improved

— Steel
—

and

Tube

Industry in Market Lake Movement
Speeds up Domestic More Active.

—

Reports

a slight improvegeneral business situation,
and the steel industry continues to show
increased activity.
Production for the

ment

indicate

in the

is

Demand

Less

Than Expected

—

— Ovens

Blon-n in too Freely Furnace
Easier, Foundry Stiffer.

Coke

Recent stiffening in Connellsville coke
has entirely played out. A week or two
ago it was expected that a little buying
would eliminate the lower priced furnace offerings, leaving the market at a
definite advance.
There has been some
buying, but not as much as expected.
Prices done were a shade lower than
was counted on, fourth-quarter contracts being made at $3.40@$3.50, and
there is coke still offered at these figui'es without finding takers.
Several
furnaces that were expected to go in
vei-y shortly have deferred action, either
because they find prospects unsatisfactory for selling pig iron or because they
wish to wait for freight rates to be
reduced.

While the increase in coke consumpby idle furnaces blowing in, is

tion,

than was expected, the increase in
production is, if anything, more than is
necessai-y, and there is surplus coke
hanging over the market.
A sale of a dozen carloads of spot
furnace at $3.35 represents substantially the top of the market for round
lots, while odd carloads for outside consumption bring up to $3.50 when the
less

buyer is at all particular.
Foundry
coke is stronger, it being harder than
formerly to pick up any at $4.25, while

COAL AGE
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October

20,

favorite

brands bring $4.75 with less
than formerly.

difficulty

The CoDTier reports pi-oduction in the
week ended Oct. 8 at 14,300 tons
by the furnace ovens, and 38,900 tons
by the merchant ovens, making a total
of 53,200 tons, an increase of 900 tons.

UPPER POTOMAC

Market Sluggish — Operations Curtailed
—Pricen at Mi}iimum.
Conditions were unchanged during the

week ended

Oct.

8.

Demand was

so

poor and prices so low that most comIn the
panies remained in idleness.
Georges Creek region about all that
was produced was Big Vein coal. Prices
were still at a minimum, owing to the
lack of

demand.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
Increased Production Absorbed by Non-

Union Mines

— Opemtors

Prepare Data

for Senate Committee.
An upward trend in production is
noticeable from the fact that during
the week ending Oct. 9 there were
loaded 14,008 cars, an increase of 762
over the week previous. The daily average was 2,213 as compared with 1,835
cars during the month of September.
This increase has been largely abIn
sorbed by the non-union mines.
September, the union mines loaded 54
per cent of the amount which they
loaded in December, 1920, whereas the
non-union mines in September loaded 91

per cent.
Operators are now preparing data to
present to the committee of the United
States Senate which will have in charge
the bills introduced by Senator Kenyon,
of Iowa, regulating the coal industry.

UNIONTOWN
Possibility

of

Coke Market

Lower Freights Ha/fs
Are Firm Coal

—Prices

—

Production Increases.

There is reflected a halt this week in
what promised to be a steady upward
trend toward normal conditions in the
coke region. There are several factors
to be considered and the conclusion has
been reached by some operators that
the situation is far from discouraging.
The opening of the month saw a
number of inquiries out for contract
coke and while some wei-e placed, resulting in resumption at several operations, quite a few of the inquiries developed into the "bubble" variety. The
possibility of lower freight rates has
at least influenced blast furnace interests in postponing I'elightlng.
That disposition being reflected in
the demand for coke, the region has
not made any headway In regaining
Prices
remain
normal production.
firm for the reason that no surplus
stocks are being created and plants
are not resuming operations until orders for tonnage are placed.
Production in coal is making rapid
gains but the increase is coming princiIt is
pally from the smaller mines.
also noted that operators are mining

very little coal for spot sales.
tions remain the same.

Quota-
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FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

Logan and Thacker

Domestic Improi-es at Expoise of Steam
Sizes
Steel Mills Increase Requirements Spot .Market Still Lags.

There was also a slightly increased
domestic demand in the Logan field but
slack was still decidedly draggy. Mine
run also came in for much dullness in
view of the general industrial depres-

—
—

Fairmont
Price shading featured conditions during the week ended Oct. 8. There was
little spot business in hand, however,
and the poor slack demand off'set a
better domestic call.
Toward the end
of the week slack stiffened somewhat,
bringing the price up to about $1.50.

Lake and Tidewater shipments were
almost negligible.

sion.

Thacker conditions were practically
unchanged, aside from an increased
Production
call
for prepared sizes.
remained at about 40 per cent of normal with railroad shipments constituting the bulk of the output.
ficulty was
experienced in
cars readily.

Some

dif-

securing

Northern Panhandle

Northeastern Kentucky

that kept production going
was the large volume mined for railroads.
The output ranged around 60,Steel mills were mining a
000 tons.
little more coal from their own operations but there was no spot demand
except for prepared sizes.

Production was speeded up somewhat
because of the seasonal domestic call.
The output reached about 40 per cent
of capacity, larger than at any time
There was little dein recent months.

.A.bout all

mand

for

steam

coal

and slack was

almost impossible to move.

Virginia

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Western
Domestic Prices Being Cut
More
Markets Becoming Sluggish

Steam Tonnage

New

—

in Distress.

Because of their contract orders only
the larger mines found it possible to
Fully 80 per cent of the
operate.
mines were still out of commission, although there was a slight increase in
domestic demand, with higher prices,
which were offset by the poor market
for steam sizes.

River and thk Gulf

New

River coal was sold with difficulty during the first week of October, even prepared sizes being off in
Tidewater shipments
price,
$4@$5.
were small, of course, and the bulk of
production went to Western markets,
which were becoming overburdened.
Some Gulf operations were forced to
curtail their output to the very minimum and production did not reach 40
Prepared coal
per cent of capacity.
ranged $4@$5 and was sold with increasing difficulty.

Pocahontas and Tug River

A

better Western absorption of presizes enabled Pocahontas producers to keep well above the 300,000-

pared

ton mark.

This was accompanied by

Mine
price shading down to $4 a ton.
run and slack remained on their former
low levels. Lack of equipment figured
to some extent in the production loss.
Contract shipments and movement to

Tug
associated companies kept up
River production. There was little or
no industrial demand, as a result of
which mine run and slack were extremely

soft.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Seasonal Domestic Production HamOutput Still
pered by Steam Sizes
Loir Cars Not So Plentiful.

—

—

Middle West
MIDWEST REVIEW

—

Domestic Market Advances Steam Demand Improves as Rail Strike Looms

—

Miners' Union.
The improvement during the last
week in the coal market has been very
have strengthened
Prices
marked.
Discussion

in.

materially, in some cases advancing as
much as 25c.@50c. The improvement,

however,

has

been

all

on

domestic

sizes.

With the colder weather sales agents
immediately felt the change in the
whole situation. Although the weather
has become a little warmer, the demand has increased rather than decreased, and at this writing, is still
going strong.
Some companies producing the better grades are sold up
for the time being on their lump and
egg. Depressing stories. However, still
continue to come in from the Northwest as we hear of whole communities
deciding to burn up their corn for fuel
rather than purchase coal. In one instance it was found that coal costs
about $11.50 per ton at the station
whereas com could be bought at $5.40,
and the farmers claim that corn is a

good

fuel.

change in mining conditions
because of the almost insignificant demand for industrial coal. Mine run
a\eraged $1.75 and slack was in such
poor demand that prices were not

improved to some
flurry has been
caused by the announcement of the
railroad strike.
This has tended to
help out the price on screenings anywhere from 10c.@15c., but outside of
this betterment, the market remains
dull and uneventful as there Is no industrial revival in sight in the imme-

higher than $1.00@$1.25.

diate future.

Kanawha
A fairly good domestic call developed
during the week ended Oct. 8, yet there
was

little

Steam coal
slight extent.

has

A

little

,

'
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The frame of mind of the United
Mine Workers is causing some thouRht.
There has been a tendency during the
past few week to dispute President
Lewis' authority.
Howat, out in a
Kansas jail, has openly defied the cenUnited Mine
tral authorities of the
Workers, and, what is more significant,
king of his men.
In Illinois, Farrington, local head of
the mine workers, has issued a statement to the press backing up Howat
and reviling Lewis. It would not surprise a number of old timers if a very
serious split occurred in the I'anks of
the United Mine Workers this spring.
is

receiving the

ba-

Looms

—

—

Demand

Somewhat

Bettei
Prices
Repairs Idle Cars.

Firmer— R.R.

unable to

take the
screenings, as prein demand as a result of

Industrials are
large amount of
is

weather and

is

moving much

Tonnage More

Satis-

Carterville lump and egg advanced
week to $4.30 with nearly every
operator.
Nut went up from $3 and
Screen
under to about $3.2.5ra .J3.50.
still
heavy .it 8.5c. (S)$l,,; -in.:.
ings are
several mines ar«i piling up thi<= size.
?/Iost mines are considerobly o "rso:d
on lump and some on egg. Boin-'stu
business has taken a sudden sp.irt w;lb
the recent cool wave.
last

Several mines have been affected by
Railan insufficient supply of cars.
road tonnage is fairly good. Working
time averages three to four days on
account of inability to move steam
sizes.
In Duquoin and Jackson County
somewhat similar conditions exist and
practically the

Olive

same prices
shows better

prevail.

tonnage.

Good movement is reported to Kansas
City and Omaha, as well as to Chicago
and the North. Screenings sell at 85c.
@%1. Railroad tonnage is good. The

Nc.

H

$3.75@$4; Harlan $3.50@$3.75; Harlan
or Straight Creek mine run, $2@$2.25;
Harlan slack $l(a'$1.30, and Straight
Creek $1.30(a $1..50.

West
UTAH

WESTERN KENTUCKY

bet-

Prices are somewhat stiffer all
ter.
along the line.
Car supply is good and, according
to railroad officials, it will take a considerable increase in tonnage to cause
any material shortage, in spite of the
argument of some operators that a 15
per cent increase in shipments would
result in a shortage.
The Louisville & Nashville has put
back to work all car repair men, and
is running the shops full, although the
machinists are not all back.
,

R. R.

factory.

Mt.

The Standard field shows some imscreenings.
Railroad
in
provement
tonnage is better. The bulk of move
to
Louis,
2-in.
lump
St.
on
nient is
while the country is drawing remarkably well west of the river. Car shortage is showing up at some mines.

cold

Domestic Situation Getting out of Hand
Steam Still He^vy
Car Shortage

—

St. Louis domestic price has advanced
to $3. -50; country figures are still $3.75.

pared coal

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

Vol. 20.

Production Increase Seen
Coalmen Attacked.

—

— Prices Firm-

Production continues around 65 per
cent of capacity but is xpected to increase as the weathr gts colder as
there has not been much storage coal
purchased so far. Prices remain firm.
The Citizcv, a wekly magazine published in Salt Lake City, has made a
bitter attack on "Utah's Coal Barons."
The paper declared the coal operators
have "laid seige to all the great coal
deposits of the state" and are clinging
to the old wartime maxim of "all
the traffic will bear" with a view to

•

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—

Slack
Active
Market
Domestic
Touches Lower Level.
A good deal more activity is apparent in the domestic market due to the
cold snap and block is moving readily.
Slack is the lowest for the year, sales
being reported at Harlan at 90c.
Prices for Straight Creek block are

summer.

WASHINGTON

—

Non-Union Labor Satisfactory
Production Increases Healthy Demand.
The first full month of operaton

—

with non-union labor in the commercial
coal mines witnessed the production of
15,071 tons in September.
Men are daily being sent to the
mines, while additional operations are
preparing to reopen. Producers have
practically complted the contsruction
of new bunk houses and hotels at several of the mines, a necessary item m
view of the fact that many of th-.'
houses in the camps ar still occupied
by strikers.

having been idle during which time manv
needed repairs were made.

The

News Items

From

Field and Tradei

COLORADO
Operators in this district are please] wi'h
the appointment of Harry F. Nukh, vii-e
president of the Oakdale Coal Co., as a
member of the Colorado state transportaHe
tion committee, by Governor Shoup.
succeeds T. 8. Nance.
The Yankee Fuel Co.'g coal mining property near Trinidad, which was ordered sold
reccntlx by Judge Lewis of the Denver
Federal District Court, to satisfy approximately J2. 000, 000 worth of bonds, was disposed of for J150.000 according to a preliminary report of DeSteil De Lappe, special
No Information was given as to
master
the identity of the purchasers of the prop-

On accoun' of the depressed market, especially on s leenings and the smaller sizes.
County Mining Co., of
the .Sangamon
St ringfleld. is making preparations to store
A large
a large quantity of screenings.
R' nd located near the mine east of Springthe coal will
li-id has been drained and
are
mines
i (
dumr ;d into the basin. Other
fi llowii.K
this example of storing coal, as
the Mr i»stic Coal & Coke Co., operating at
'~iincn. is also making ready for the storing
of a large amount of coal.

new

colliery in Saline

County

tons daily.
The
132,000 tons and

Wilmington

and

record before that was
held by the Chicago,
Franklin Coal Co., at

was

Orient.

INDIANA

ILLINOIS

Tlie Binkley Coal Co., 11 South La Salle
has been organized under the state laws
with capital of $100,000. to operate coal

The Harco Mine at Harrisburg. in which
eleven miners lost their lives Aug. 13. due
to an explosion, has resumed operations
after being idle on account of a strii^e.
Wm. Larson, superintendent of the mine,
resigned iris position over the trouble.

headed by L.
Binkley, W. H. Leland and
Hubert E. Howard.
.'Vmong the mines In the southern part
of the state which have been shut down
during the past two months and are now

Deeds to more than 1.700 acres of coal
near Somerville, were filed in Gibson County
recently.
Clement J. Richards, of Terre
Haute, is the grantor and the General Fuel
Corporation the grantee.
It is understood
that bonds for more than $500,000 will be
issued by the corporation.
Mr. Richards
was instrumental in acquiring the deeds
and also leases, of which a large number
have been recorded. A small lake is being
built at Somerville to provide water for the
proposed mine.
A suit on account against the Retlaw
Mines Co. asking tor judgment in tiie sum
of $112,885.19 was filed in the Superior
Court at Terre Haute recently, by Walter
S. Bogle.
The judgment is asked in payment tor various sums of money loaned to
the defendant by Mr. Bogle since Feb. 27,

Valrer Coal Co., mine at
having reinforced the root of their
main entry; No. 11 mine of the O'Gara
Coal Co., located at Eldorado the mine of
the Franklin County Mining Co. at Benton,

The Mntnal Ice &' Coal Co, recently organwith a capital of $160,000, has purchased the plants of the Sanitary Ice Co.
and the Citizens' Ice & Coal Co., of Columbus.

erty.

The Kuhn ColUery Co., of Du Bols recently resumed operation after being idle
since last April.
The mine being the only
one in the town, many of the mmers were
threatening to leave unless work was resurred.
St.,

properties

'

large,

has finally been put into operation by the
Big Creek Coal Co.
A miner's train is
operated daily to the mme by the Chicago,
Burlington & Qumcy.
WTiat is considered the world's record
for hoisting coal in one months' time was
made in August by Mine No. 1 of the
Bell & Zoller Coal Co., at Zeigler.
During
the month the mine worked 27 days and
hoisted 133,666 tons and averaged 4,950

B.

W. KUcalen

Illinois

well

known

in

northern

and Chicago, has joined the forces

of Lorin W. Jones. He was formerly with
the Rutledge & Taylor Coal Co.. Chicago.

in

Illinois.

C

company

The

reopening are:

Valier.

;

la

1911.
ized

.

;;
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Four hundred miners are idle as result
of the burning recently of the tipple al
Bogie Mhie No. 1. at Blanford. It will be
several weeks before the structure can be
replace! and the mine started again. Plans
are bo.ng made by the owners for the erection oi a modern steel tipple to replace the
liurned equipment.

lift
the r«H-eivership which was brought
about because of lack of capital.
The Elk Coal Co., ot Columbus, has established branches for sales purposes at
Lima, in cljarge of L. S. Stansberry
Marion, in charge of A. J. Sautter, and at
Bucyrus, in charge of G. A. Bull.

The Hance Coal Co. Pineville, capital
$200, UUO. has been chartered by T. J. Asher,
G. M. Asher and Robeit Asher.
Charles w. Connor, one ot the prominent
mining men of the northeast Kentucky
field, and a director in the Northeast Kentucky Coal Association, was in Elkhorn
City and other points on Big Sandy recently w'orking up sentiment for a miners
hospital in that section.
John F. Buckingham of Ashland, president of the Chamber of Commerce of that
extensively interested in coal
city and
properties on Beaver Creek was at PaintsPikesville and other points on Big
ville.
recently.

The Banner Fork Coal

Co.. of Kentenia,
considering the construction of a new
electric power plant at its properties, with
is

of e.\tensions and improvements
existing mining plants.
A housing development to provide for about 100 miners
will be constructed.
The work is estimated
to cost in excess of $150,000.
C. N. Morrison, ot Huntington. W. Va..
who recently organized the Huntington
Coal Mining Co., has secured about 1,000
acres of coal land near Prestonburg, and
.expects to begin development work in the

a number
in

near future.
The Roberts and Schaefer Co. has been
given the contract of the St. Bernard Mining Co. of Earlington, for the construction of a new steel tipple.

MARYLAND
of Somerset. Pa., and
B. Davis and Joseph
E. Davis .nephews of the late Henry G.
Davis, have organized the Mar.vland Big
Vein Coal Co. They have bought and leased
all the property of the Potomac Coal Co.
at Barton, about 1,000 acres in all.

John

C.

Baltimore,

Brydon

Thomas

NEW YORK
Abel Mishler is now connected with Willard, Sutherland & Co., Inc., New York City,
in the capacity of manager of the domestic
department.
M. K. Gano, of Gano. Moore Co., sailed
on the Aquitania recently for Europe.
W. P. Scholf, who for some time has
Ijeen attached to the Johnstown, Pa., office
of W. A. Marshall & Co., has been transferred

to

Beaver

St.

the

New York

office

at

25

OHIO
John Steinkorb, manager of sales of the
Reliance Coal Co. ot Cincinnati has been
away on an Eastern trip. He visited the
Buffalo and New York markets.

En

route to Western

cities, J.

B. Cliffton.

Beckley W. Va., head of the Raleigh
Smokeless Fuel Co., spent a few days in
the Cincinnati market recently.
George H. Cushing, of the American
Wholesale Coal .Association was the guest of
lionor at a luncheon in C
^mnatl recently,
given jointly by the Cincinnati Coal Exchange and the CincinnaLi Coal Wholesalers'
AssociiUion. R. A. Colter presided and Fred
Legg, airector of Lite wholesaleib' associaof

presented Mr. Oushing.
He said that
purchasing agents had found the spot marIvet on coai more attractive tlian the contract marke., had felt that there was a
good chance of freight reductions and saw
the possibility of still lower selling rates
through labor reductions. Most of the corportations represented were disposed to prefer non-union mines in buying and more
than 75 per cent of them gave orders to
non-union companies not only because of
lower prices, but because they favored the
open shop. The wisdom of carrying large
ieser\-es and of getting them early was unquestionable. Mr. Cushing told of the fight
against unfriendly legislation at Washington and declared the emergency presented
by the treat of the new Kenyon bill a
very serious one which must have the
tion,

closest attention.
fhe mine of the Ohio Coi.solidated Coal
Co., which was placed in thi hands of H.
M. I'aliner and Roy Brenholtz as receivers,
located on the C. & M. V. division of the
Penn.sylvania. is being operated by the receivers.
No steps have yet been taken to

The
Barre,

Co.. Inc.. of Wilkesorganized to mine, buy,

and deal in coal.
Capital. $50.000
treasurer, C. Ernest Banker, Wilkes-Barre,
sell

Bruce Payne, Edgar M.
Houpt and Gilbert S. McClintock, WilkesIncorporators

:

Barre.
F. A. Wyant, has resigned as engineer
in charge of construction at the new Warwick mine of the Diamond Coal & Coke
Co., of Pittsburgh,
at Warwick, Green
County, on the Monongahela River near the
West Virginia line.
President A. C. Dinkey of the Midvale
Steel and Ordnance Co., of which the Cambria Steel Co. is a subsidiary, recently inspected the Cambria operation and reviewed
the progress of the work on the coke ovens

and byproduct

plant. The work has kept
thousands ot men employed, during an almost general shutdown.
A state charter has recently been issued
to the Hite Coal and Clay Co., Lilly, capital

Martha Hite, Lilly, treasurer: A.
Hite, Lilly
Thomas Kemp, Dover, Ohio
C.
Kipitsky,
R.
Cleveland,
Incorporators.
The I.ecoe & Shiffcr Coal Co., ot Luzerne
County, has filed notice of a capital decrease from $40,000 to $20,000.
The Iron Trade Products Co.. offices at
Pittsburgh, New York and Philadelphia,
has been appointed exclusive sales agent
for the production of the Snyder Mine at
$50,000;

P.

;

and

Markleton, Somerset County, on the Western Maryland.
The Hillman Coal & Coke Co. has fired
100 ovens at the Isabella plant at Hillcoke,
Fayette County, about ten miles up the
Monongnhela River from Brownsville.
The Lilley Coal Co., a large union operation, located on the Pennsylvania and on
the Monongahela River, just below West
Brownsville, has resumed operation after
being idle since July.
C. H. Dlffenderfer. president of the BlairParke Coal Co has returned to his headquarters at Philadelphia after a recent
visit to the Fairmont region.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Altoona Coal and Coke Co.
held in Altoona, the following officers were
chosen for the year:
Directors, Thomas
Xewhall. J. M. Skyles. John Lloyd.
D.
Canan. Thomas K. Maher. Julian P. Huff
and Wplter Maguire.
Thomas K. M.in-^r
of Cleveland was elected president. John
Lloyd, treasurer and Miss Anna Frank,
secretary

W

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
States Civil Service Comhold an e.xamination tor the
U-tsition of Associate Flectrical Engineer.
.applications on Form 211S which can be
secured from the commission, must reach
the Civil Service Commission, Washington
D. C. by Nov. 15, 1921.
Arguments have been heard in the Supreme Court in the case of the Western
Fuel Co., which seeks to set aside a verdict
of California courts of $9,560 in favor of
the heirs of Manuel Garcia who was killed
in unloading coal from a vessel in 1916.
The coal company puts up the statute ot
and also invokes admiralty
limitations

The United

n^ussion

will

questions.

The Supreme Court has granted a motion to review judgment of Virginia courts
in favor of the Qnemahoning Coal Co., in
a libel case for recovery of value of coal
furnished a vessel on order of the charter
party.

WEST VIRGINIA
The Can.von Coal & Coke Co., operating
West Virginia fields, has filed notice
of increase in capital from $500,000 to
in the

$750,000.
The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. has estaba service station in the Fairmont

lished
Hotel.

Fairmont.

Clay City reports that a new railroad is
from Argyle to Pilot Knob, the
plan having the backing of Ashland and
Huntington, West Virginia, interests.
Organization of the Brooke County Coal
to be built

and Coke Co.
000,

L.
S.

Ramsey,

J.

R. Elson.

Hodges,
with

all of

together

C.

M.

Warden

witli a capital stock of $430.presages the development of coal lands

of

Beech

Bottom.

W.

D, Boone, of Lookout, well-known in

a

few

days

in

the state ex rel, A. I..
Black Coal Co. against the United States
Fidelity and Guarantee Co., the Supreme
Court of Appeals of West Virginia has
handed down a mandate reversing the •'
cision of the circuit court ot Mc~..'»'^ -i:i»
County and remanding the case for atrial
This case grew out of
in the lower court.
an injunction suit brought by Georye W.
Warren of Boston against the BlacK company, a corporation in which MorgiiUtown
men were interested, the suit growing out
The action
of an injunction bond of $500.
was really for the purpose of having the
bond dismissed, inasmuch as the injunction
The case was dishad been dissolved.
missed in the lower court on a demurrer
filed by the defendant to the declaration
The case was
and aiiiended declaration.
then appealed to the higher court.
With the completion ot work on the Aracoma Mine of the Lake Si Kxport Coal Corporation in the Logan field, it has been
possible to put that tipple in commission.
Plans have been matured tor extensive repairs and improvements at the Sunbeam
Mine of the corporation and it is understood work will be started on such improvements in the near future.
Huntington is to be the headquarters of
the Block Coal Sales Co. in which H. D.
Hatfield and associates are interested, this
company having been formed for the purpose of handling the output of some ot the
mines in the Logan region. The new comClosely
panv is capitalized at $50,000.
identified with the company are H. C. Duncan, Jr.. Homer H. Holt. W. K. Cowden,
all of Huntington, and Walter Prockter, of
In

Payne Coal
has been

is to be the
in which R.
W. S. Wilkins, S.
Wellsburg, are interested,

Wellsburg
in Brooke County.
headquarters of the Companv

smokeless circles spent
Charleston recently.

PENNSYLVANIA

KENTUCKY

Sandy

667

the

suit

of

Yamacraw, Ky.

A contract has been awarded by the
West Bethlehem Coal Co. tor the erection
not only ot a tipple but also a power house,
as well as for sixty miners dwellings at
Corunna, near Oakland on the Western
Maryland Ry.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Pacific Coast Coal
consisting ot the Morden Mine
Co.
and considerable undeveloped coal areas
on Vancouver Island, would have been put
up at tax sale by the Provincial Govern-

The property ot the
Ltd.,

ment on Oct. 12, if the ordinary procedure
But. had this been
had been followed
done, the claims or coal miners for back
wages aggregating $71,326.71, might have
sale,
The tax
affected.
been adversely
has been postponed to Dec. 1.
Meanwhile it is likely, should there be no
settlement in the interim, that an order of
the court will be asked for authorizing
the sale for the satisfaction of the wages
therefore,

in

arrears.

The .\veling Coal Co., Telkwa. is making
preparations to take advantuge of the growing demand for coal in northern British
Columbia.
The probelm has been that of
This has been tackled
transportation.
seriously during the past summer and. with
the construction ot a bridge, now underway, in which the provincial government
"lending financial assistance, it is likely
that local coal will be available to the
people of northern cities and settlements.

is

ONTARIO
Coal as a strike benefit

is

something new

Hundreds of striking comToronto.
positors in the printing trades in that city
have recently been presented with a ton of
coal each from a special strike fund provided by the International Typographical
Union.
Affairs ot the Blue Diamond Coal Co.
were gone into rather fully at the revent
annual meeting of the owners in Toronto
The financial statement indicated that
earnings were now showing up well and in
addition to the market in Western Canada
there is a promising field for business in
supplying bunker coal to ships at the port
of Vancouver, while the West Indies also
in

afford a profitable outlet.
F. A. Fish, of the Fish Coal Co., Toronto,
and his sales manager. W. A. Walkover,
have returned to Toronto after a visit of
inspection to a number ot the Pittsburgh
coal r)roperties.
Business visitors and callers on the coal
trade in Toronto recently were C. E.
Graves, ot E L. Hedstrom & Co.. Buffalo,
and J. C. Good, ot the National Coal Co.,
Cleveland.

COAL AGE
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News

TraflSc
Thr

.•iouthrrn

Hum

liavr l)t-for<i'hanKt'S in

follouinv; liropostd
rules ami regulntioiis

the

rates,

affecting coal:

Xo. 3904

Submittal
—coal
from

rnmnilllrc

K>tr

Frpliclit

— Initiated bv Shippers
Uy..

mines on X.C. &

to

St.I^.

Tallahassee, Fla.
Present anil proposed
rates are:
From Bon Air Rroiip. present
472: proiiosed. 419; from Tracy City Kroup.
present. 465: proposed. 413 from Whltwell

present 459 proposed. 4'17
from
proposed
^oup. present 453
per net ton.
Proposed rate from Bon
.Mr group is the same as the rate at present applioabU- from Coal Cr.ek. Tenn..
whi e the iiropnsed rates from Tracy City.
Whltwell and Whiteside groups are based
10 and 15c. respectively, less than the
5.
rates from Coal Creek, Tenn.. as of Aug. 25,
1920, the totals .so arrived at increa.^eil 25
I)er cent in accordance with K\ F*arte 74.
Submittal No 3414— Initiated bv Shippers
coal from N'C.&st.I... Rv. mines, viz: Bon
.\ir
Croup, Tracy City group. Whltwell
group and Whiteside group to suitions on
the Northwestern
of South Carolina.
At the i>resent time, there are no through
r:ites in effect, lowest combination of rates
being applicable. U is proposed to establish
rates same as at present in effect from
L.&N. east Tennessee group, 1 mines as per

group,

:

Whiteside

:

4i'lic.

—

RR

L&.N. Tariff ICC .A-14167.

Submittal No. 3502 —
by Carrier
—
from mines on the
and
short
connections
southeastern KenInitiated
I^.&N.

coal

line

tucy.
Fla.,

its

in

and eastern Tennes.see
Mobile,

-Ma.,

Xew

Pensacola.

to

t:>rleans,

La.,

and

Port Chalmette, La., for export, bunkerage
purposes and coastwise movement. Present
rates are published in L.&X. Tariff ICC No.
.\-14167.
Proposed rates are 25c less than
the present rates, but do not include wharfage and handling charges at the ports. The
purpo.se of this revision

terminal

is

charges from the

rates.

to seperate the

transportation

—

Submittal Xo. 3530 Initiated bv Shippers
coal from mines on the Central of Ga.
Ry. in A'abama to Ragland, Ala.
Xo
through rales at present in effect, lowest
combination of rates being applicable.
It
is proposed to establish rates of 150c. per
net ton same as the rate at present applicable from Fri.sco Ry. group 1 Alabama

—

mines

to

Ragland

.\la.

.Submittal
3583 — Initiated bv Shippers
—
coal from Southern Ry. mines to Brunswick, Ga., for
.No.

transshipment

The present

water.

bevond

bv

rates to Brunswick
for transshipment be.vond by water are
limited to those having destination bevond
Brunswick via the .Atlantic Ocean. it is
proposed to change the present application
in Southern R.v. ICC A-8988 so that the
rates now applying to Brunswick for export
will app y also on shipments moving bevond
Brunswick by the inside route to points between Brun.swick and Savannah and points

R. for

iinsvlvHiiia K.

Vol. 20, No.

re-argument of the

compluint of the IMIIniiurKh Term. mil Kullroad & Coal Co., in which the conmilssion
had found that rates on bituminous coal
from points in Pennsylvania on tlu- Wt-at
.Siile
Belt R.R. ti) interstati! destinations
>ast of Harrisburg were not unreasonable,
but that the refusal of the Pennsylvania
to maintain joint rates on the Westmoreland prroup basis from and to the named
points, while maintaining this basis from
points on the Peters Creek and Ellsworth
branches of the Jlonongahela division on
the Pennsylvania and on the Monongahela Ry. was prejudicial.
In order to better shipping facilities, producers in the New River field have asked
the management of th>- Chesapeake & Ohio
to mosc the western end of the Eastern Division of the road from Hinton to Tliur-

intermediate points. Present rates, various
It is proposed to establish
rate of 275c
per net ton to Birmingham. .\la., SAL Rv
stations
between Wellington, .\la.. and
Birmingham. .\la.. Southern Ry. stations between Chattanooga, Tenn.. and Birming-

ham
Ala.

Citv. and
— SouthernAlabama
Ry. stations.
.\ttalla.

Avondale

Railroads
fields

serving the Boulder lignite
refuse to recognize an order of the

Colorado

utilities

commission,

reducing

freight rates on coal hauled from the mines
a few miles away, into Boulder. The railroads challenge the right of the state commission to interfere with freight rates.
The I. C. C. has vacated its investigation
concerning the lawfulness of the rates
charges, regulations and practices of the
Central Railroad of New Jemey in the mat
ter of bunker coal charges at Port Libertv
coal piers. Jersey City, X^. J., the carriers
having canceled the schedules effective .Sept
29.
The commission had previouslv suspended the schedules until Jan. 7.

In the complaint of W, ly. Carney an
I.
C. C. examiner recommends that the
rate on bituminous coal from points in Indiana and Illinois to Chicago during Federal
control were not unreasonable.
In the complaint of the National Siipplv
Co. an examiner recommends that rates oh
lump coal from West Clinton, Ind., to Ottumwa. la., reconsigned to destinations in

inwa and X'ebraska. were not unreasonable.
The I. C. C has denied application of the

;

The meeting was atconling secretary.
tended by approximately one hundred operators.

One

ver.v significant fact

came out

in tlio

annual report read at the meeting. During
the last twelve months there were rocortled
the largest number of
This
annual period.
part of the miners

mine disputes of any
on

restlessness

was considered

the
ex-

tremely significant.

During the meeting there was no discussion relative to the new wage scale.
This
matter will not he taken up until aflor the
first of the year as the present agreement
with the United Mine Workers does not
expire until .March 31, 1922,

The s-nii-annual meeting of the dealers
was htld at Lexington recently.

Federal control. It also alleges unreasonable rates on coal from mines on the P. C.
C. and St. L. in Indiana, and from mines
on the Chicago, Terre Haute and South-

stcretar.v,

eastern.
In a complaint

to the commission the
Greene Cananea Copper Co.. of Xew York,
unreasonable rates on coke from
Gardiner, and Koehler, X. M., and Segundo,
Col., to Cananea, Mexico.
The PennHylvania Power and Light Co.,
of Stoughton, Wis., alleges that charges
for transportation of anthracite coal from
producing points to Haute, Pa., were illegally assessed.

alleges

Unreasonable charges on smithing coal
from Douglas, W. Va.. to Benton, III., reconsigned to Tulia, Tex., and thence to
Clifton, .\riz.. because of demurrage accrued through failure of reconsignment.
are alleged in a complaint by the Romann
and Bush Pig Iron and Coke Co.. of St.

Kentucky Retail Coal Dealers'
.\.ssociation

There were three sessions, presided over
by president R. A. Watson. The first session was given over to reports from the
who told of correspondence that
had been had with members touching the
subject of indiscriminale s-.iles by operators
and wholesalers direct to groups of consumers. .Also of having made some efforts
to develop district meetings in the western
The second session was
part of the state.
given over to reports from county eliuirmen
and a discu.ssion of them. These indicated
from gr(mp buying h?is
tliat competition
demoralized prices and reduced retail margins to the point wliere profits are small.
The one comforting thing about this is that
it will help discourage group bu.ving.

Recent Patents

Ix)uis.

The Nelton Fuel Co., and others of Leslie,
W. Va., allegi- uiir. ;isoTialile rates on coal
irier and Eastern

from points

^'i

various i;
United Stati s
requests joiiii
River District
The Central

imations in the
i« in Canada, and
iies on the Xew

to

Xew

:

.lersey Coal Kxcliange.

has withdrawn its complaint from the
C. which related to rates on anthracite
from Pennsylvania to X'ew Jersey

Inc..
I.

.-

'

I>a.';is

C.

coal

Guv

Jig.

H.

Elmore, Swarthmore. Pa.,

1.387,370.
Aug.
serial No.

!i,
1921.
Filed Dec. 23.
346 812.
Allen Alford, Waco, Texas.
Aug. 16, 1921.
Filed July 28,
1,387,447.
1920; serial Xo. 399 483.
Side-Dump Car.
-A.
M. Gow. Duluth,
Filed
Minn., 1,387.485.
Aug. 16, 1921.
.serial Xo. 458,929.
April 6. 1921

1919

;

Rock

IJrill.

;

points.

The complaint of the Northern West Virginia Coal Operators' Association will be
argued before the commission at Washington on Xov. 21.
The Coal & Coke Committee, trunk line
territory, held a public hearing in New
York City, Oct. 20, on the proposed revision by the D. L. & W. Ry. of switching
charges on coal and coke in the BulTalo
district.

Association Activities

—

—

F. C. Honnold of Chicago, s.cretarytreiisurer; and C E. McLaughlin of Springheld, secretary of llu' commission and re-

dent

mond.
The Terre Haute Paper Co., of Indiana,
has complained to the I. C. C. against unreasonable charges on coal from Wabash
and Speedwell mines to Terre Haute during

between

Brunswick and Fernandina including Savannah and Fernandina
Submittal .No. 3644 Initiated bv Shippers
coal from L &N. southeastern Kentucky
eastern Tennessee and Virginia mines to
Birmingham. Ala.. SAL. Ry. and Sou. Ry

IG

West Virginia

District Coal Associations

There wa.s a large attendance of secretaries representing the various West Virginia district coal associations at a recent
meeting held in W^ashington. This conference was called by B. J. McVann, chief
counsel for the West Virginia operators,
in the Ohio rate case, Mr. McVann having
called the secretaries together for the purpose of stressing the importance of being
prepared to go ahead with the case, hearings on which were held in Ohio a few
weeks ago.
Members of the executive
committee of the We.st Virginia Coal -Association

were also present.

The meeting was held not only

for the

purpose of impressing secretaries with the
importanct- of the matter but also to prepare for further hearings and in order to
make certain that data in support of the
opposition of the West Virginia operators
to the application of the southern Ohio
operators for an increase in the freight
differential would be prepared promptly and
accurately. It is claimed by "^Vest Virginia
operators that any increase or widening in
the differential would be ruinous to West
Virginia operators so far as Western markets are concerned.

Coal Operators' Association
The association held its twenty-sixth an-

Illinois

meeting

nual

in

Chicago

Miller of Hillsboro.

dent

;

L.

J.

111.,

recently.
Rice
elected presi-

was

Smith of Chicago, vice presi-

Obituary
fieorge Dees, for many years connected
with the Peabody Coal Co., and of late
years located at Taylorsville. III., died recently of heart failure.
The death occurred in Atlantic City recently of W, Hamilton Smith, of Washington, D. C, who was nationally known in the
coal trade. He was second vice president of
the J Maury Dove Coal Co., of the District
Columbia, which company he had
of
served 45 years. He was also president of
the Washington Coal Merchants" Board of
Trade, vice president of the Standard Coal
Co., and one of the organizers and vice
presidents of the Xational Retail Coal
Merchants' Association.
He was born in
Xew London, Conn., in 1862 and had lived
in Washington since 1874.

Coming Meetings
The National Industrial Traffic Leaguv
annual meeting Xov. 9 and 10
at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, III. Executive secretary, J. H. Beek, Conway Buildwill hold its

Chicago,

ing,

111.

The Coal Minlns

Institute

of

.'Vmerira

will hold its
Pa., Dec. 7,

annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
Secretary H. D.
8
and 9.

Mason,

Chamber

Jr..

of

Commerce

BIdg..

Pittsburgh, Pa.
•An Industrial Relations Conference for
all industries in the .State of Pennsylvania
has been arranged for October 24 to 27 at
Harrisburg ,Pa., b.v the Commissioner of*
Labor and Industr.v, C. D. Connelly.
Ameriran Gas .Association. Annual conveiition X'ov. 7 to 12 at Congress and Auditorium Hotels, Chicago. III. Secretary, O.
H. Fogg. 130 E. 15th St., Xew York City.

The

Illinois

Mining Institute

will hold its
the Citv Hall, Springfield.
19.
Secretary. Martin

fall

meeting

III.,

Saturday, Xov.

Bolt.

in

Springfield,

111,

The Only National Paper Devoted
C.

NEW

Volume 20

Make

E.

LESHER

and

R.

to

Both Sides

No

subject elicited more comment from speakers at
the American Mining Congress, meeting at Chicago
last week, than that of the check-off, by which the
United Mine Workers force membership in their union
wherever they have agreements with the operators in
the bituminous coal mines, and by which they retain
The
their strength both* in membership and in funds.
check-off is the particular subject of attack in the famous
Anderson,
both
indictproceedings befoi-e Judge
the
ment of more than 200 operators and miners last year
Co.
application
for
Borderland
Coal
an injuncand the
tion,

now
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Collective Bargaining

Fair

to

DAWSON HALL.

pending.

The check-off is legal or is not legal. It is presumed
that Judge Anderson soon will settle that, at least as
That it is economically
far as his jurisdiction goes.
unsound is the opinion of those who spoke on the subject
of coal-mine labor.
H. N. Taylor, whose experience
with the United Mine Woi'kers dates from the first
joint meeting in the early nineties, holds that the
check-off is responsible for the growth of radicalism
in the miners' organizations.
In the early days of the
contracts between the opei'ators and miners in the Central Competitive Field the collection of dues by forceful
extraction from pay envelopes was, he says, a comparatively harmless thing, used only for collection of
nominal dues and sick benefits. The practice has grown
to such an extent that now "vast sums" are collected
in this manner "for purposes far remote" from that
intended in the original contracts.
T. H. Watkins blames the coal operators for having
allowed the practice to grow to its present magnitude.
He points out that "for twenty-five years the operator's

policy seems to have been one of following the path of
resistance," and with competition so great that

least

wages were forced to low levels in years gone by the
miners' organization was encouraged in its program of
bringing into the fold the remaining non-union fields.
Some idea of the revenue this system produces, with
which the miners' union can finance strikes and assist in
the unionization of other fields, is disclosed in the figures
he cites.
From each miner in central Pennsylvania
last year the national union received more than $36,
and as there are more than 500,000 members paying
tribute to the national treasury, the annual budget is
well over ten millions of dollars.

Not a voice was raised in opposition to collective
bargaining. It is abuse of power on the part of the
leaders of the unions and therefore by the unions themselves that is being condemned.
The check-off is under
attack because of its unfairness to the man who does
not want to belong to the union but must under its
rules and because of the abuses that have grown out
of the practice.
The check-off is the most precious
"right" that coal-mine labor cherishes today, for the

Editors.

Number
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reasons that make it objectionable to the operators.
It means power.
Philip Penna, of Indiana, a veteran of many labor
controversies, roundly scored the United Mine Workers
for their light-handed treatment of their contracts.
There can be no solution of the labor problem in the
coal industry, he thinks, that does not contemplate the
incorporation of the labor union, making it as responsible before the law of the land as the producer.
Collective bargaining, with a union if need be, but with
a union that can be held responsible for the performance
of its obligations, he upholds. In this we agree with him.
Collective bargaining between managers and workers
on questions of wages and working conditions is here
to stay.

The problem

is

to

make

a definitely

it

work-

able plan, equally fair to both.
Open shop councils are proving as efficacious as unions.
Charles M. Schwab, in his talk before the annual dinner of the American Mining Congress last week said
that never had he employed union labor in a closed shop.

—

—

He has shop councils the congress he calls it in which
labor and management are equally represented.
His
success with labor is so well knowTi as to require no
further indorsement of his plan.
Where unions have entered the coal industry, however,
they are largely in to stay. Where they have but
knocked at the door they are not likely to enter save
by violence. Nor would we have them cast out of their
old-established fields.
The standardization of wage and
working conditions they have introduced has helped
stabilize the coal industry.
When they are made responsible under the law for the fulfillment of their contracts, as are the operators, and when they have banished
from their ranks the radicals who seek not fair wages
and decent living and working conditions but the entire
product of their labor, leaving nothing as a wage to
capital, and when they abandon all efforts to set limits
on individual effort again will there be a semblance of
peace in the coal industrv.

Reason as a Laboratory Tool

FOUR

of the national societies met at the Engineering Societies Building to discuss the fitness of
engineers as business men, and after two bankers had

made some wise

—

—

and some unwise remarks on the
subject, an engineer arose and gave it as his opinion
that the professional did not regard reason, as he should,
as a laboratory tool to be discarded in his public relations.

Reason out your conclusions as carefully as you

will

but stage them so that they will have the right effect
on the emotions of the public, for the people do not
reason; they react to impressions. In fact, detailed
thought is not popular, and the engineer would do well
to remember this fact. Let him have his sheaf of plans,
his inventories, his figures, his details, but if they are
669
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them be separate and even under
His argument mu.^t deal in broad statements which the volume of simple, orderly details, kept
duly and discreetly in the backi-Tound, by their elaboration rather than by their force must drive home.
It appears only too true that the engineer has faith
that an argument that has given him delight will prove
as pleasing to another who has no time to give to it,
and to whom it comes not as a personal discovery but
The man who
as the work of another man's brain.
understands human nature will hide away the unessen-

to be presented let

another cover.

the further places of decimals, the unit dollars in
the total expenditure, the ten-thousandths in the tonnage cost and will deal broadly and interestingly with
his subject, playing it up lightly and clearly.
But, most unfortunately, too many engineers would
have every detail read, and they cover their conclusions
with overwhelming findings of fact, of which the reader
wearies. Be human and be brief are two good pieces of
advice to the engineer.
Let him make it a point to
ascertain the character of the man he is addressing;
let him visualize the man he is dealing with; let him
know his audience and write his report or deliver his
tials,

message accordingly.

How

Not

to

RECENTLY

Estimate

citj- of Wilkes-Barre a.sked for bids
for the purchase or lease of the coal under the
"River Common." The resulting bids were a great disappointment to the city officials and to the public, who

the

.

had been fed up with wildly extravagant estimates of
the value of this coal published in the local papers.
The "estimates" apparently were made on the total
area of thirty-three acres, with a yield of 1,200 tons

per foot acre, and the values calculated by applying to
this yield the present average royalty rates for prepared
coal.

An

analysis of the results of such methods of calculainteresting and instructive.
The thirty-three
acres must be reduced by the barrier pillar required by
law. Allowing 50 ft. for this, the area is reduced by
tion

is

The yield of
1,200 tons per foot acre would be equivalent to about
83 per cent removal, which is high for thin beds that

six acres or to 82 per cent of the total.

are close to the surface and have to be mined with due
consideration to the necessity of furnishing surface
support. The coal in question lies along the edge of the
Susquehanna River, under water-bearing wash and
quicksands; the beds range up to 20 ft. in thickness
and the deepest is about 1,000 ft. below the surface,
which by the terms of the contract must be absolutely
supported.
Under these conditions the total ultimate removal
figured by the engineers for the County of Luzerne in
assessing the coal values would vary from 45 per cent
in the Baltimore bed to 62 per cent in the Abbott and
Five-Foot beds, with a weighted average of 53.7 per
Allowing only 18 per cent for fuel and loss in
cent.
mining and preparation the yield would be 44 per cent of
1,820 tons, or 800 tons per foot acre, 663 per cent of that
estimated. On the present rates of royalty the average
for coal of all sizes is about 80 per cent of that placed on

prepared

The

coal.

coal

under the property can be expected to last at
and its present value in place

least seventy-five years,
is

not the royalty rate but the present value of that rate
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as an annuity discounted to the i)resent time.
Considering the present money market an 8 per cent diicount rate can properly be used. At this rate an annuity of $1 per year for seventy-five ye;ir.s would have
a present value of $12.46 and each dollar to be ultimately paid a present value of 16.6c.
For this reason the estimates made as above should
be reduced to the product of the above percentages,
namely:
Area, 82 per cent; removal, 66 S per cent;
royalty rate, 80 per cent; present value, 16.6 per cent.
Hence the corrected figures would be reduced to Ik per
cent of those given.
This shows how easily a nontechnical editor may be misled.
In this instance the
honest opinion of the editor is actually about fourteen
times the proper and reasonable value.

Decay of Mine Timber
SEVERAL causes conspire to make

the preservation of

timber more important now than in the past. In
early days mines soon suspended operation because of
the inadequacy of their haulage equipment and the ease
with which a new mine could be started. When the
transportation problem became difficult by reason of distance or the mine dipped unpropitiously and made much
water it was abandoned.
Today these difficulties are
met without much effort, and mining goes on. Consequently mines are having longer and longer lives, espeThe
cially where shafts are used instead of drifts.
shaft being the more expensive form of opening it is
not as soon abandoned and the workings adjacent and
tributary to it remain longer in use than in the past
and, moreover, the air circuits are longer, as the air has
to be returned to the shaft, where with drift mines
there were

many

opportunities to reach the surface.

Furthermore when workings are extensive the air

is

apt to be excessively spore-laden, with unfortunate results to timber, which, because the mines are larger, is
pi-esent in greater quantity than in smaller workings.
However, some quite small mines have been noted with
heavy fungus growth and rapid timber deterioration.
More important, however, as a consideration in favor of
timber treatment is the fact that our posts and caps
have to be moved longer and longer distances with
freight rates much higher than at any time in past
history, and the cost of cutting, peeling and transporting to the railroad is heavier than in past years.
Time was when fanners could be induced to cut

and haul props during the winter for a remarkably low
figure. They would cut the smaller timber on their own
wood lots and practically donate it to the coal company
if thereby they might get wages for themselves and
families and feed for their horses during the winter
months. Or they would take the timber off the company's own land, charging rates which would afford
them wages so low, if competently reckoned, as would
make the farmers themselves wonder how they could
live on so little.
Those days are past. The lumber and posts come
more and more from distant states and are cut and
hauled by companies that must pay the full wage scale
and who, keeping careful accounts, see that the price
The business of lumis high enough to cover all costs.
bering is on a different basis, and in con.sequence it will
soon be necessary for operators of the United States to
be as careful in preserving timber as are those of France

and Belgium.
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natant wash water at the top of the fluid mass. When
extremely small sizes of coal are treated it is not practicable to screen out all of the fine sand that is removed
from the apparatus with the washed coal, consequentl.v
h.vdraulic classification will be used for separating- the
very fine coal from the sand that is withdrawn with it.
Highly satisfactory results have been obtained in
treating No. 1 buckwheat, rice and barley coals.
It
has been possible to reduce the impurity so that practically only the inherent ash remains.
As a commercial proposition, however, this would result in too great
a rejection of boney coal and hence in too low^ a recovery.
As a result, the percentages in Table 1 have
usually been found to represent the best practice.

TABLE

PKEKEURED PRACTICE WITH CUANCE SEPAR.\TOR

I.

¥ev*l.

For Cent
38.00
...
100.00

Ash

.

Total weight

..

Washed Coal,
Per Cent
11.22
63.00

Reject,

Per Cent
83.58
37.00

is lost in the operation.
When rice coal
has traveled less than 1 ft. over a J-in. mesh screen, the
washed coal contains less than 0.6 per cent of residual
sand.
A further travel of 1 ft., with the addition of
fresh water, reduces this final sand content to approximately 0.1 per cent, or 2 lb. per ton of coal. The sand
is washed from the coal by the agitation water after it
is discharged over the weir at the top of the cone.
It is
possible to use this water several times by employing
a screen built in a number of steps, the sand washed
out in one portion being given an opportunity to settle
before the water is used in the next.

Little

sand

\'<)1.

the pulp a working medium that does not require agitation in order to preserve its property of high density.
In fact, agitation of any kind is distinctly harmful to
its operation and is as far as possible eliminnted from
the process. At this density it is quite fluid and retains
this quality to a large extent after eighteen to twentyfour hours of settlement.

The experimental installation consists of several elements, the first of which is the separator tank, filled
with the pulp, into which the stream of impure coal is
introduced.
The actual separation takes place in this
tank, the coal passing off on the surface of the pulp
and the slate and other impurities sinking to the bottom
and being removed by a screw conveyor and elevator.
The removal of the coal is assisted also by a flight conveyor, which elevates it slightly above the overflow
point of the tank.
At the coal and slate discharge a
small shaking screen, having a very fine me«h, and a
water spray are installed to remove any pulp that adheres to the coal and slate. Fig. 1 shows a side elevation of the apparatus.
Dorr Thickener to Ke-Condition

The Hudson Coal Co. has recently developed an
experimental plant for testing the operation of the
Conklin method of separating coal from its heavier
impurities.
This method, or process, is based on the
principle of introducing a mixture of coal with its impurities into a fluid medium possessing a specific gravity
somewhat greater than that of the coal and somewhat
less than that of the heavier impurities.
The medium
used is a pulp composed of magnetite dust passing a
200-mesh screen diluted in the proportion of approximately 44 to 1, and having a specific gravity of about
1.9.
This fluid quality is sufliciently permanent to make
Conklin
Separator

To

this

end extremely fine
magnetite dust is
used. Pulp is to be
recovered
in
the
plant on the right,
the fineness which
keeps it suspended
in the washer making it slow to settle
in
the
thickener.

The

washer

is

to

handle run-of-mine
coal
after
buckwheat and smaller
have been removed.

W
ashing
screening

before

saves

breakage,
for.
to
satisfy the market,
screenings need not
be made into so
many sizes as i.s
necessary for good
Jig washing.
Lack
of
agitation
prevents the breakage
of coal that is usual
when it is jigged.

is

restored to

its

proper degree of

and is removed from the tank by a diaphragm
pump which discharges it into the top of the slate
dilution

elevator, thus completing the circuit.

The apparatus described has not
in

as yet been placed
actual operation, but similar equipment, smaller in

by Mr. Conklin at Joplin, Mo., indicates that
be expected approximately as follows: The
machine will handle run-of-mine coal with the fines
removed approximately as well as it will handle graded
and sized material. By fines is here meant buckwheat
and smaller, which at present it is not thought that the
machine will be particularly proficient in handling. The
capacity of the separator is expected to be approximately seven tons per foot of width per hour.
By
"width" is meant the dimension of the stream at right
size, built

results

may

angles to its direction of flow. With this capacity, separation is obtained absolutely in accord with the specific
gravity at which the pulp is maintained, so that by

Planned to operate
without any agitation except that of
elevators.

Fui.p

The second element of the plant is a thickener tank,
pump and Dorr classifier, the function of which is the
production of the pulp. The pulp washed off from the
coal and slate as these materials emerge from the
separator tank is lifted by means of a bucket elevator
to a Dorr classifier, which removes the impurities and
allows the diluted pulp to flow to a Dorr thickener.
In this tank the pulp

C'ONKLiN Will Use Pulp of Magnetite Dust

20. No. 17

_ri
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Coal-Washing
Table
The

table

was found

capable of cleaning
three to four tons
of slush per hour
and as much as ten
to twelve tons of
buckwheat. It uses
about twice as much
water as coal. By
use of this table the
Hudson Coal Co.

has been able to
reduce the ash content of slush from
28 per cent to 13
per cent and at a
sacrifice of capacity could bring the
ash to 7 or 8 per
cent.

1
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on Deister-Oveistrom concentrating tables for ten days,
the float-and-sink being used to determine the slate
in the washed coal.
Three thousand, six hundred tons
of rice passed over the concentrators, samples being
taken everj' 20 min., with results as in Table III.

rvBU:

AGE

Vol. 20.

The material fed to the concentrator contained 30 to
35 per cent ash. Table IV gives an analysis of the
product from the concentrator.
TABLE

IV.

ANAI-YS1.S OF PUODITT FROM DEISTER-OVERSTROM
TABLES AT MADI'.IRA-IIILL 4 CO. PLANT
Hicf Over

QIANTITATIVE REilLTS OF DEiSTCiR-OVERSTKOM

III.

T.\BLES AT M.\DE1R.\-HILL A- CO. PL.\NT
CiKil. Per Cent
.Slate, Per Cent
Coal dUrhuned from concentrator:
Rice over A-in. meah
Barley over A-in. mesh
Barley over A-'D' mesh

12.5
13.0
12.5

87.

87.0
87.5

SUte dlicharRed from concentrator
Proportion ot slate
Proportion of coal

Per Cent
90.75
9.25

No. 17

All.

Barley Over

Barley Over
A-In.

A-I"

Coal di9chargetl_fron» coocentratur

Hxed carbon, per cent
Aah. percent
Heat value (.dry basis). B.t.u

75.93
19.48

79.85
15.20

80.11

12.172

12,573

12.663

M.62

Slate discliarxed from concentrator:

22 69
70 20

Fixed carbon, per cent
per cent
Heat value (dry basis) B.t.u

.

-Vsli.

i.bili

,

Lightning in Unwired Cochran Mine Sets Fire to Gas
Three Explosions in Idle Mine, One Due to a
Short Circuit and the Other Two to Lightning
or Current Induced by It in Mine Track
By

FOR

number

a. F.

Mine of the
Cochran Coal Co. has been operated in the Upper
Freeport bed at Salina, Pa. Mining and development work have pushed the advance headings a distance
of appro.ximately two miles from the mouths of the drift,
and in order to increase the mine output and lessen
the haulage distance the company contemplates the
a

of years the No.

1

sinking of a hoisting shaft at the eastern boundary of
the present property holdings.
Four years ago an 18-deg. slope
360 ft. in length was driven as
a manway for the shaft whenever
it would be sunk, and incidentally,
to aid in the development work
and in the sinking of the shaft.
Work then was discontinued for
a period of three years.
Last
summer, however, the company
decided to resume development.
The dimensions of the slope are
6i X 16 ft. in the clear, the excavation being supported by 12-in.
square timbers. The alluvium at
the slope mouth was held up by
fourteen double sets of timbers,
each composed of posts, caps and

mud

sills.
Temporary ventilation
was obtained by bratticing down
the center of the slope and install-

ing an electrically-driven force or
blowing fan at the bottom. The
brattice was constructed of a
double thickness of 1-in. boarding.

Brosky
e.\isting

and contemplated development

is

known

as

the No. 2 Mine. Eventually it will connect with No. 1.
During the present year it was idle from April until
July, after which a series of three explosions occurred.
The first e.\plosion took place on July 11. Although
only traces of gas had ever been noticed in No. 2 Mine
and open lamps were used in No. 1, the company during the suspension operated the fan for short periods
several times each week.

On

this

particular day, in accordance with
his schedule, the mine foreman
started for the slope bottom carry-

He encouning a safety lamp.
tered gas, and returned to the surHe
face to procure a flashlight.
then proceeded to the bottom,
where he found gas in quantity.
After making a thorough inspection of the entries, assuring himself that the doors were in their

proper position and pulling the
switches at all pumps, he returned
to the fan at the slope bottom and,
fearing to admit electrical current to a gassy mine, slipped the
belt from the motor shaft, and
spun the fan by hand for a period
of one hour.
By this means he hoped to

set up enough of a ventilating
current to clear the limited workings of most of the gas.
The
switch conveying current to the
DA1LA.GE FROM THIRD EXPLOSION
Tracks were laid and development
motor which drove the fan was
LiKhtning apparently struck the rails on the
timber trestle and entered the mine or, without
prosecuted until the face of the
open. The foreman then left the
actually striking, induced a current therein.
heading was 1,500 ft. from the
mine.
About an hour later he
\Vhatever happened the gas was ignited and an
explosion
seen,
occurred,
dislodging,
as
may
be
slope mouth. Only eight men were
closed the switch at the surface,
all the timbers and heaping rock on the surface.
employed.
In consequence the
and an explosion followed.
work did not come under the jurisdiction of the state
After closing the surface switch the foreman inmine inspector.
tended to go to the bottom and make a test for gas.
A timber trestle was built from the slope mouth, Had he found none he contemplated replacing the belt
extending out over a gully. This was provided with a
on the motor and fan, then starting the fan by closing
track and was used for dumping.
This slope with its
the switch at the underground station.
In case he
found a showing of gas he meant to clear the place
•Bituminous Editor, Coal Age.
by more hand spinning of the fan. However, he had
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About twenty
structing the slope near its mouth.
carloads of rock fell at a point 70 ft. due west of the
slope bottom. This was the total extent of the damage
done underground. The fan installation on the surface,
however, was completely shattered, and the timber
trestle

was damaged

to

some

extent.

In order to prevent a recurrence of explosions resulting from lightning the company intends to insert a
length of wooden rail in the track. These i-ails, one
on each side, probably will be staggered in order to
obtain greater track rigidity and allow quick replacement should anything happen that would cause them
to be disturbed.

FAN HOUSE AFTER THE EXTLOSIOX
In two hours the fan house then under erection would have
The lightning struck near the mine and an
been completed
.xplosion occurred, wrecking it and demolishing other construcIs it possible that there was enough gas on the surtion work.
face around the mine that it was fired by the lightning flash?

no opportunity to go through with the program he
in mind, because of the unexpected explosion which
took place upon closure of the surface switch. It is
thought that the explosive gas in this case was ignited
by an arc resulting from a short-circuit somewhere
between the two switches. In driving one of the
It is
entries a "split fault" had been encountered.
thought that a gas pocket lay above or below this parting and somewhere ahead of the face, and that the
advance along this entry had weakened the walls enclosStresses were set up in the rock and
ing this pocket.
coal, because of the gas pressure, with eventual disruption of the weak wall, allowing the gas to escape.
The force of the explosion tore out the electric wiring
completely.
It shot the 6-ft. Sirocco fan up the slope,
out of the mine, and into the gully. A remarkable coincidence is that not a single timber was dislodged.
Several mine cars were throvra up the slope, yet the
explosion caused no caves or falls of rock.

had

Lightning May Have Induced CimRENT in Rail
Immediately after this explosion, work was started
on the installation of a surface fan. On July 26 an
electrical storm arose, and the men who were engaged
in erecting the fan sought shelter in the slope mouth.
They were suddenly startled by a pop and a blowing-off

whereupon they went "helter skelter" for the
This second explosion, if such it might be called,
apparently was caused by a bolt of lightning or an

noise,
hills.

induced current therefrom that travelled down the wellbonded track. This is regarded as the probable cause,
as the explosion and a lightning flash occurred simultaneously.
All electric wiring had been cleared out of
the mine by the first e.xplosion, and it is the general
opinion that the second could not have occurred in any
other way than that suggested.
By July 28 the fan had been almost completed, lacking only the double boarding and hinging of one door.
A short test run had been made and the fan was pronounced ready for service upon the completion of the
door.
About 8:30 that evening another electrical storm
arose.
An explosion similar to the first but more
violent than either of the two so far experienced took
place.
The evidence again pointed to lightning as the
agency that ignited the accumulated gas charge, with
the bonded track again the conducting medium.
The third explosion dislodged all mine timbers and
brattice work.
A 5-ft. bed of fireclay, part of the surface soil capping a stratum of sandstone, caved, ob-

and Creosote Extend Life of Timber
HARRINGTON, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines,

Giinite

D

writing about the decay of timber in a certain
•
return airway in the North Butte Mining Co.'s mines
in the Engineering ay\d Mining Journal, says that where
timbers lasted only eight months when untreated, sound
timbers with a gunite treatment a half inch thick or over
had not become affected after two and a half years.
In the same airway, timber treated by creosote or not
treated at all but covered with fungus to a considerable
extent as the result of two or three months' exposure,
would, if it were still solid at the time of the application
of gunite, last more than a year and in some instances
more than two and a half years if the guniting was
efliciently performed.
Timber treated with creosote by the pressure process
or sprayed with creosote after being placed in the tunnel, though apparently attacked by fungus, seemed to
resist complete decay for more than two years even
when not gunited and appeared to be almost as good as
new after two and a half years' standing when it was
gunited, provided the guniting was properly performed
and that undue weight did not destroy the work of
the gun.
In guniting timber it is necessary to cover it first
with some kind of metal lath or chicken wire.
The
mixture of one part cement and two and a half to four
or five parts fine sand should cover the timber to a
thickness of at least one-half inch and should be so
"shot" as to exclude air wholly from the timber. Spots
where the coating of the gunite is thin almost invariably
show fungus growth even when the timber beneath has

been creosoted.
In guniting, three men operating a cement gun would
gunite about 30 lineal feet of airway in each shift. In
replacing timber creosoted wood is being used, as it is
not convenient to gunite unless considerably more than
one set can be covered at the same operation. From a
fire-prevention point of view the use of guniting is
much safer than creosoting; moreover it has not the
objectionable odor of creosote, nor does it cause the
unsightly stains on skin and clothing when water drops

from

it.

The fungus growth against which protection is sought
usually is almost snow white and resembles cotton. It
is generally from I in. to 1 or 2 in. thick and covers
much of the surface of the timber attacked. In places
it forms a species of inverted cone and hangs down 12
It may be found at the top or foot of a post,
on a cap or on a piece of timber lying on the floor. It
grows as frequently where the current is 400 to 800 ft.
per minute and strikes the timber directly as in a sheltered place where the air has no velocity.

to 18 in.
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Bathhouse, Hospital and Heating Arrangements Provided

For Employees of Lynch Mine in Kentucky*
Three Men Out of Four Expected to Use Washhouse One Seat for Each 8':,
Men Employed, a Shower for 28.2 Men, a Lavatory for 31', Men Hospital
Has Wards with One Bed for Every 36 Employees and Additional Private Rooms
By Howard N. Eavenson+
ittsliurKli.

THE

one objection to washhouses around

many

of the drift mines in the bituminous regions has
been that usually there are several openings, so
that it is rather difficult to concentrate the travel to any
one point where a washhouse would be convenient to all.

several openings into each of the
mines of the United States Coal & Coke Co., at Lynch,
Harlan County, Ky., the main travel is through the main
this will be the case more and
pit mouth in each mine
more as the mines are developed. The two pit mouths
are only about 400 ft. apart, so a location midway between them is an ideal spot for the main office and the
washhouse with its accompanying first-aid rooms.

Though there are

:

Office and Bath House Placed Together

The ground

floor (Figs. 1

and

2)

of the office build-

used by the superintendent, chief clerk, payroll
clerks, etc., and the second floor has an office for the
division engineer, a drafting room, rooms for the teleing

is

phone exchange and blueprinting, a lecture room in
which instruction in first aid is given, and a smoke
room, which can be filled with smoke or gas in which
the

men

ment
It

ham

are required to

work with

their rescue equip-

in place.

was estimated, from the e.xperience at the Benmine, that probably 75 per cent of the men could

•Fourth and last instalment of article entitled "Lynch Plant

of the I'nited States Coal & Coke Co.." presented at the .September meeeting of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.
Other instalments appeared in the issues of
Sept. 22 and 29 and Oct. 6.
tConsulting engineer.

FIG.
Clothes of

men

1.

Pii.

be expected to use the washroom; accordingly facilities for 1,500 men were provided.
Experience having
shown the superiority of the overhead suspension of
clothes to lockers, 1,500 clothes hooks were provided,
each of which is separated from its neighbors by galvanized hoods, so that there can be no contact between
the clothes hanging on adjacent hooks.
The hangers are of the usual galvanized-iron type
and are hung on galvanized-steel sash cord instead of
the usual chain. The hooks can Ije locked in place by
inserting a padlock through a loop on the cord.
The
number of clothes hooks determined the size of the
building; the seating capacity is about 240 men.
As the ordinai-y man will not consume more than
fifteen to twenty minutes in taking his bath and changing his clothes, the entire number probably can pass
through the building in about two hours; and as a
man can leave for home as soon as he cleans up his
place, this arrangement has worked out satisfactorily.
The building contains seventy-one showers and sixtyfour lavatories. Three fans, each having a capacity of
7,500 cu.ft. of air per minute, installed on the main
roof, have furnished satisfactory ventilation.
The walls of the building are masonry and the floors
of concrete; these are arranged so that all the water
will drain to one point, therefore the building can be
flushed out by a hose and kept thoroughly clean.
A
room is provided in which the work clothes can be
washed and repaired. The building has proved satisStrip -that

wh support booH a pan

GENERAL. OP'FICES AXD WASHHOUSE FOR THE ACCOMilOD.VTIOX OF

1,500

MEN

are suspended from ceiling but are kept apart by galvanized hoods so that clothes are not in contact.
will seat 240 men at one time, or about 12 per cent of the number of employed and 16
per cent of the men expected to make use of the building.

The buildmg
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FIRST FLOOR PL
Ceitmg Ht'^hf lO'O"

FIG. 2. PL.\.V OF BUILDING SHOWN IN ELEVATION IN FIG. 1
are sliown, the lower floor having the executive offices and the upper tliose of the engineering department,
a lecture room, smoke room and storeroom. Note the laundry at the end of the washhouse.
where clothes can be washed and repaired.

factory and apparently i.s thoroughly appreciated by
all who use it.
The hospital is a stone building with reinforcedconcrete columns and floors and a wooden roof.
It is
equipped with the usual operating room and a powerful
x-ray apparatus, sterilizing apparatus of all kinds,
offices and a drug room for the doctors, public wards
for both white and colored patients, with a capacity of
fifty-four beds, and a number of private rooms.
The
4'lnlefOff

-j^5> toshmers

e mirr Inlet Off Hof Water
Circulating System

Mi'PC

MOTE: This heater con be
placed on wall bracket^
irttiotwatrr inlet tobuilding
,

^

-',1^-

IL/4'J,>'' .;w ..«^ La'/

4JHoleiineacHliiU. eLjp-^fMnnst;

.p

'-{"iSter Outlet

)^ Pipe tap forclrain,plugged

FIG.

3.

DETAIL OF HOT-WATEK HEATER FOR

WASHHOUSE
Seventy-one showers and sixty-four lavatories are provided
and they are in use a large part of the afternoon, each being
used on an average by twenty persons.

kitchen is intended only for the preparation of food
for the patients, as the nurses and doctors can be well
cared for in the neighboring hotel. The third floor is
fitted up with bedrooms for the servants.
On account of their proximity to the power plant, the
main buildings and many of the better-grade houses
are heated by a central hot-water heating plant. Though
the first cost of the central plant is about 15 per cent
more than that of the separate plants, the operating
expense is much less, and it was decided to install a
hot-water system.
The highest building to be heated is about 164 ft.
above the power plant; so, to avoid pumping all of the
water against this head, the system was made an
entirely closed one. The cool water returning, balances
the outgoing hot water and the head against the pumps

only that due to the friction loss in the pipes. The
is heated in a closed heater by exhaust steam;
the usual temperature is 160 deg. but it can be heated
The
to 205 deg. in periods of extremely cold weather.
make-up water is taken from the condenser circulation
and is passed through a deactivator, to remove its oxygen content. This machine consists of a tank filled with
loose thin steel sheets, upon which the oxygen acts, and
a sand filter to remove any foreign material from the
water. The deactivating plant was designed by F. N.
Speller, and experience with similar plants in the hotwater heating systems of large apartment houses has
shown that the corrosion in the pipes has been largely
eliminated.
All the pipe lines are of steel, flange joints being used
frequent interat
is

water

and expansion

vals,

all branches
and elsewhere when
necessary. Both
main
and
return

joints at

lines are laid in the

same trench and

in-

sulated by surround-

ing them with asbestos

felt,

which

is

held in place by vitrified

the

sewer

sizes

depending
sizes

of

of

on
the

lines (Fig. 4).

sewer

pipes

placed

in

pipes,

these
the

water

The
were

trenches

with crushed
stone to about the
middle of the pipe.
In the bottom of the

filled

4.
CONDUIT FOR CENTRAL
STATION HOT- WATER HEATING SYSTEM

FIG.

Main and return lines are laid together in vltrifled sewer pipe as a conwith asbestos felt as a filling.
The ditch in which the sewer pipe lies
is filled with broken rock up to the
mid-diameter of the pipe. A drain tile
collects all the gi'ound water and does
it satisfactorily now that it has been
tapped at several points along the line
duit
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FOR CENTRAL STATION HOT-WATER HEATING SYSTEM

The drawlnpr shows the number of square
-Ml the important buildings and many dwellings are heated by hot water.
feet of radiating surface to be heated and the size of the pipes used for that purpo.se.
is a small trench in which a 4-in. sewer
The expansion joints,
pipe is placed for drainage.
bends, etc., are placed on small concrete pedestals.
Each building is provided with valves on each line,
so that the velocity of the water can be regulated; provision also is made for taking the supply of hot water

large trench

from the main, so that a constant supply
is

available at

all

times.

of hot

water

summer time this is
pump by connecting the

In the

provided without operating the
main to the tank, which furnishes the necessarj' pressure.

WTien the lines were

first

laid,

much

trouble

was

caused by the ground water, the 4-in. pipe being too
small to pass all the water encountered. Arrangements
were made for additional taps from this line at various

which relieved the trouble. A larger line would
be better in ground of this character.
While this plant was under construction, labor conditions probably were worse than they had ever been
before in this countrj^, and to make matters worse in
this immediate locality, the large plants at Muscle
Shoals, Ala.; Nashville, Tenn., and the camps at Louisville, Ky., all within a few hundred miles of Lynch,
points,

Is

A

Castor Oil a Good Dressing for Belts?*
By W. F. Schaphorst

PROMINENT

writer recently wrote in a wellbelt should be run about half
speed and, to limber it up, an occasional application
of castor oil should be made to its face."
While it is true that castor oil is better than nothing
at all, I am unable to understand why it is so frequently recommended for application to belts when it
has been proven time and again to be harmful to the
What is more, it does not prevent slip
belt's fibers.
as well as a treatment made especially for belts.
I have in mind a 12-in. belt which connected a 4-ft.
driving pulley running at 213 r.p.m. to a 14-in. driven
This belt drove a 682-light dynamo and even
pulley.
when treated with castor oil had to be run very tight
with a man constantly at hand to prevent it from slipping off the pulleys. When a belt slips, the lights of
course are bound to flicker. Later on, a belt treatment
made especially for belts was applied and the drive was
so improved that an 850-light dynamo was substituted
In spite of the increase of 25 per
for the 682-light.
cent in the load the same belt now runs quite slack.

known paper:

•Copyrighted.

"The

were under construction. It was impossible to make
contracts at any fixed prices, and as there was absolutely nothing at the site and everything had to be
brought in, it was decided to do all work by company
forces, except a portion of the early railroad grading,
the installation of the asbestos roofing on the permanent buildings and the placing of the insulation on the
heating system piping, which were done by contract.
In addition to a large number of shanties required, a
number of large mess rooms were built, which were all
operated by the company, and to the excellence of the
meals served in these rooms is largely due the success
achieved in obtaining the amount of labor required. The
entire construction camp was carefully policed, the
water supply was carefully watched and the health of
the camp was excellent, not a single case of typhoid
fever developing until the construction period was over.
As only about a half mile of track had to be built to
enable shipments to begin, the first coal was .shipped in
sixty-three days after work was started, on Nov. 2,
1917. Since then the output has been as follows: 1917,
12,400 tons; 1918, 541,000 tons; 1919, 1,243,000 tons;

1920, 1,338,000 tons.

does not slip and requires no attention whatsoever.
The gum in solution is carCastor oil is gummy.
ried in and among the belt fibers as far as the oil
The liquid parts of these oils slowly dry
penetrates.
out and leave the gummy elements, which continue to
stiffen and sooner or later become hard enough to crack.
When these elements do crack, the belt fibers crack with
them. This explains the fine transverse cracks, particularly across the back of belts, which have had initial
It
or subsequent treatment with castor or linseed oil.
is these same gummy elements that make a belt so
treated look slick and smooth, and, in a measure, lessen
Both of these oils also decompose
its tendency to slip.
Proof of the decomposition
into harmful fatty acids.
of castor oil is obtainable by placing some in an uncorked bottle, setting this in strong sunlight or in a
warm place and in time observing the changed appearance.

Cases are on record also where castor oil has caused
By saturating a piece of leather belt
with castor oil and placing near a radiator or other
warm place, it will be found that the castor oil will
decompose and will then attack the leather, causing it
to become so weak that it can be easily torn with the
hand.
leather belts to rot.

—

:
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Mechanical and Engineering Considerations Determining
The Selection of an Electric Locomotive
Locomotive Must Be Dimensioned to Accord with Rail, Gage, Curves,
Switches and Heading Weight Detennined by Service to Be Performed
Five to Ten Lbs. Per Ton Tractive Effort Needed for Acceleration of Trip

—

By H. H. Johnston*
East Pittsburgh. Pa.

MANY
tion

considerations should enter into the selecof

mine-haulage

equipment

9.

to

10.

fulfill satisfactorily the conditions imposed at
particular operation.
The information that a
certain number of tons of coal is to be hauled out of
a mine or to the shaft daily in cars having a certain

11.

if

it

is

What
What
What

any

weight loaded or empty is not in itself sufficient to
determine the proper equipment.
Neither will the
addition of information concerning the maximum grade
permit a proper application to be made. Obtaining the
proper service data is one, and by no means the least,
of the problems encountered in making a judicious selection of the equipment which is to perform the work in

12.

many

of these difficulties

is

the weight of a coal car when empty?
the weight of a coal car when loaded?
the maximum number of cars to be han-

How many

cars are to be handled per trip (average

and maximum)

What

?

the maximum grade against the load and
the length of that grade?
14. What is the maximum grade in favor of load and
the length of that grade?

13.

is

What

is average grade and is it in favor of or
against the load?
16. If curves occur on the grade, what are their radii

15.

17.
18.

and inclinations?
is average length of haul, one way?
Will the locomotive have to be dismantled to take
it down the mine shaft or to move it to its point

What

of service?

State conditions, giving allowable

dimensions.
19.

are the mine-car dimensions:
Maximum
height of car from top of rail?
Length? Type
of bumper and drawbar height?

What

may be
Many

foreseen in the
of the possible
original layout or projection.
conditions visible in the original plan, but not generally mentioned when outlining the haulage problem,
would be of great value in working out these transportation problems. When all the available information
is not supplied, the equipment installed is likely to be
too small for the service rather than too large.
ever,

is

dled per day?

prospect.

Locomotives for well-developed mines can no doubt
be selected with greater accuracy so far as present
and future service is concerned than can those intended
Development of a
for undeveloped or new operations.
mine continually brings to light new problems incident
In a general way, howto that particular operation.

is

Factors Needed for Making Specification
Service conditions of which the manufacturer's engineers should be cognizant, if they are to make a stud>
of haulage and proper application of locomotives,
usually will be about as tabulated below
What is the maximum permissible width of the
1.

5.

6.

What

is

What

is

What

\\Tiat

4.

is necessary,
not provided may be the cause of accident.
The advantage, of course, is in greater accessibility and more available
between
space
the frames, making a more powerful locomotive

which

maximum permissible height?
the weight of the rail (in pounds per
yard), the gage of track on straight haul, the
sharpest curve measured to center of track, the
length of this curve, and the clearance between
the outside rail and the rib on curves?
Is trolley wire on the right- or left-hand side of
track when entering the mine?
Will the locomotive operate continuously with the

2.

3.

LOro.MOTIVK WrJH OUTSIi:>K FR.\iIE

FIG

With outside frames a somewhat wider clearance

locomotive?
is its
is

if

feasible.

wire on one side?
the horizontal distance from the center of
the track to the trolley wire?
What is the maximum height of the trolley wire
above the rail?
trolley

7.

8.

the

minimum

height of the trolley wire

above the rail?
•General Engineering
Manufacturing Co.

Department.

Westinghouse

Electric

&

FIG.

2.

LOCOMOTIVE WITH INSIDE FRAME

The wheels are on the outside of the frame and hence the bearings are not so readily accessible, and the motors, which must
necessarily lie within the frame, are restricted by reason of thet
space occupied by the bearings.
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Maps should also be furnished showing the general
layout of the haulage system with location of partings,
the distance between partings, the number of cars
hauled between partings per hour, the distance between
partings and rooms, the profile of the track showing
maximum, minimum and average grades.
With reference to the above conditions and information, the maximum height and width permissible are
direct functions of the dimensions of the haulageways.
The gage of track largely determines the over-all width

of a locomotive and decides the question whether it
With
can be fitted with inside or outside frames.
outside frames the locomotive weight rests on the
journals, as indicated in Fig. 1, whereas with the inside
frames it acts as showm in Fig. 2. For a given locomotive the gage of the track and the size and type of
driving motors, a greater clearance will be obtained between the motors and wheels when the latter are within
the frames, whereas for the same gage this clearance
is diminished by the width of the side frames if the
journals come between the wheels and the motors.

Larger Locomotives Involve He/Wier Rail
The weight of rail employed has an important bearing upon the selection of the locomotive, and conversely
a given weight of locomotive will determine the size of
The weight of the locomotive
rail that should be used.
alone will not determine this, for it will depend upon
how this weight is distributed and the number of the
drivers as well as upon the condition of the roadbed.
The following wmII illustrate this point regarding rail
size.

A

main

haulageway,

mine may be using, say, a .50-lb. rail in
where 15-ton locomotives are

its

in

a 30- or 35-ton locomotive is to be installed a change in the rail size would be recommended,
which might be as much as 90 lb. per yard for poor
road beds and 80 lb. for exceptionally good roadbeds.
This change is based on the assumption that the locomotive has six drive wheels. A tandem locomotive made
up of two 15-ton units instead of a single three-axle
30-ton machine would require no changes in the rail
from the original 50-lb. size used with the single 15-ton
operation.

If

units.

Consideration

haulageway

is

must
straight

be
or

given

as

cui-ved.

to

whether the

The radius and

length of the curves and their location in the haulageways relative to the hauls made may or may not require
additional weight in the locomotive to counterbalance

Curves also
the resistance which such curves offer.
have to be considered in fixing the wheelbase as well

Vol. 20, No.
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as the front and rear overhangs, this last being checked
for clearance in rounding the curves. The construction
of the roadbed, the speed of locomotive with its trip
and various other conditions of service make it impossible to give any exact rule for computing the resistance
offered by a curve of a given radius.
It is customary to express curvature in degrees, a
one-degree curve being taken arbitrarily as one in which
a 100-ft. chord will subtend a central angle of one
degree.
Curves, however, may be given either in
degrees or feet of radius. The radius of a curve in feet
is equal to 5,730 divided by the number of degrees of
curvature.
Train resistance varies, depending largely on the
kind of bearings used on the cars, whether these be of
the sleeve or roller type. Where cars of both types are
in use, the worst possible condition, namely, a trip made
up entirely of the sleeve-bearing type of cars, should
be considered in calculating the proper size of the
locomotive.
The train resistance here spoken of is
that to be overcome in hauling the trip over straight,
level track.
To it must be added grade and curve
resistance.
The grade resistance may be positive or
negative, depending upon whether the trip is being
hauled up or down hill. In some cases the maximumgrade resistance need not be figured for the entire maximum trip, such instances being where the haulageway
is rolling or whex'e the momentum gained by the train
previous to reaching the grade assists in getting it over
the top. It is not a good plan, however, to disregard
the fact that through failure of power or from some
other cause it may be necessary at some time to start
the maximum load on the grade in question.

Weight Required

When

Increasing Speed

Starting or accelerating rates interpose forces in
addition to those required for overcoming train, grade
and curve resistances. The force necessary to accelerate a given body is proportional to the product of its
weight and the rate of acceleration.
This considers
translation only, and a certain amount of additional
force (amounting to from 5 to 15 per cent) is necessary
to bring the rotating parts up to speed.
For an
accelerating rate of one mile per hour per second 100
lb. per ton of tractive effort is often used.
Acceleration rates employed in main haulage usually lower this
figure to between 5 and 10 lb. per ton.
Having considered the necessary forces to be overcome in accelerating and operating under various conditions of track, grades, curves, etc., the necessary

Outside-Frame
Locomotive
With these locomotives side thrust
can be taken up at
the

Journals

wearing plates

by
at-

tached to the jour-

covers.

nal-box
Tliese

plates
are
accessible

readily
for

inspection,
or

brication
newal.

lu-

re-
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Pulling

Long Line
of Mine Cars
A peculiarly
favorable condition
for haulage.
With

grade adverse and
a long trip

with

start a heav>load
is
imposed
the locomotive,
making additional
weight
necessary.

to

on

An acceleration
rate of one mile
per hour per second
will take up 100 lb.
per ton of tractive

though sucli
rapidit.v of acceleration is unusual In

effort,

mining work.

weight of the locomotives can be determined.
One
detail not yet mentioned is that of adhesion between
the locomotive driving wheels and the rails.
This
factor is quite variable and is a function of such things
as the size of rail, condition of rails (whether clean
and dry or wet), condition and dimensions of treads
and material composing the locomotive driving wheels,

tiul

are

not

be uveiiooked, particularly

to

haulage locomotives, where
frequent application of sand.

wet

on main-

the rates of acceleration, height of drawbar or couplings,
locomotive wheelbase and condition of track and road-

require the
A new locomotive under
some service conditions will require the frequent use
of sand until the driving wheels have been so worn
at the tread as to give a fair contact area on the rail.
The gears generally found most satisfactory are of
the solid rather than of the split type.
Solid gears
are pressed onto their axles. Experience has shown the

bed

advantage of this construction as compared with

in genei-al.

The proper weight of the locomotive having been
determined, the electrical equipment, particularly the
driving motors, that will enable the locomotive to perform the haulage or gathering schedule must be selected.
At this point must be considered mainly the schedule
of operations, including the coal to be hauled, the trips
necessary, the number of cars (empty and loaded), all
per day, the number of loads up or down grade, cars
empty and loaded per trip and any other factors that
may mean a greater load on the motors such as the
number of stops or slow downs for cross-overs and
switches during the haul, which will be followed by
acceleration periods adding to the load on the motors.
Mention has been made of outside and inside frames.
Outside frames are considered preferable by most operators, chiefly because they permit a locomotive design
affording more ready access to the various parts for
lubrication and inspection, whether locomotive pits are
provided or not. With outside-frame locomotives the
wheels are only partly exposed, if at all, and as a result
are not such a source of danger as they once were.
Side thrust must be taken up at the journals. With
the outside-frame locomotives wearing plates may be
incorporated in the journal-box covers, thus rendering
these plates easy of access for inspection, lubrication or
renewal.
Drivers may be of cast iron, cast or rolled steel, or
cast centers, steel tired.
Steel-tired wheels are the
type generally accepted. They give greater satisfaction
in service and permit of practically renewing the wheel
through the renewal of the steel tires. As compared
with cast-iron wheels the steel-tired and the rolled-steel
wheels afford better adhesion between wheels and rails,
thereby enabling a locomotive of a given weight to pull
Main-haulage
heavier loads without the use of sand.
locomotives as well as other trolley types have their
drivers pressed onto forged steel axles.
Sand boxes having ample capacity and means of con-

rails

split

gears.

Lubrication of axle and motor bearings was at first
obtained by the use of grease.
Satisfactory results
were obtained, however, when waste and oil lubrication
was tried. This practice has been followed also in
mine-locomotive motors with good results.

Motor frames were originally split through the axle
This design was later changed to separate
split axle caps.
The motor frames also were split, of
course, but not through the axle bearings.
It thus
became possible either to remove the axle caps or raise
the upper half of the motor frame without disturbing
both.
Experience has shown that where high speeds
are not prevalent, ball bearings are dependable and
require less maintenance and attention to lubrication
than do the older sleeve tj'pe of armature bearings.
Single-reduction gearing between each two or three
motors employed on a trolley type of mine locomotive
and the axles they drive has outlasted other types of
mechanical transmission, doing away with side i-ods and
bearings.

chains formerly used for this pui"pose.

TANDEM LOCOMOTIVES FOR LIGHT

R.\IL

A

3(1-ton locomotive needs 90-lb. rail if the track is in bad condition.
With two 15-ton locomotives coupled in tandem 50-lb. rail
is

heavy enough.

six drive wheels.

It

is

assumed that the heavy locomotive has
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Starter That

Guards

Against Destructive
automatic
ANEW
tended
use
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Motor

Overload

has been developed, inconnection with squirrel-cage
induction motors of small capacity 7i hp. and less.
This device allows a large starting input to the machine yet affords positive protection against burnouts.
To accomplish this result two mercury overload relays are mounted below the contact fingers of the confor

starter

in

—

trol, as shown in the accompanying illustration.
These
eliminate all fuse troubles and attendant expense and
yet allow heavy momentary overloads or sustained
loads 25 per cent above normal for a limited period.
They thus prevent harmful overloading of the motor.
The new relay consists of a glass tube within which
is a mercury column forming a part of the pilot circuit of the magnetic switch coil.
A portion of this
column is surrounded by a heating coil or thermal
element which is in series with the motor circuit and
is heated to the same degree as the motor windings.
Excessive current flowing through this coil heats it and
excessive or even moderate but sufficiently sustained heat
causes the mercury to vaporize and pass upward into
a chamber at the top of the tube.
This breaks the
liquid column and opens the circuit to the magnet coil.
De-energizing this coil allows the contact fingers to
separate, disconnecting the motor from the line.

OVIOKLOAD RELAY FOR AUTOMATIC STARTER

A mi-rcury column is ."iurrounded by a hi'atinc coil in aeries
with the motor current. If the current used by the motor becomes
high enough to vaporize the mercury, it boils and passes into a
chamber at the top of the tube, breaking the continuity of the
mercury column and opening the circuit.
After such an interruption the mercury cools, that
it that was vaporized condenses and flows
back into the tube, so that the pilot circuit to the
magnet coil may be again completed when the control
button is depressed.
In other words, these relays
The motor will not start,
quickly reset themselves.
however, until the control button has been pushed.
As the functioning of this relay depends upon the
vaporization of mercury, it is evident that the current
necessary to operate it will fluctuate or vary with the
temperature of the surrounding air.
Thu.s, if the
weather is cold or the motor and starter are installed
in a cool place, the relay will permit a greater starting
current or a higher overload than if the surrounding
air is warm.
Similarly if the motor and starter are
installed in a locality unduly warm these relays will
act in place of a thermo-couple.
The push button supplied with these starters can
be installed in any position most convenient for the
operator.
The time saved by utilizing an automatic
starter in place of one manually-operated depends much
upon the frequency with which the machine driven must
be started and stopped. Even with comparatively few
interruptions, however, the aggregate time saved is surprising.
These new starters, built by the CutlerHammer Manufacturing Co., are now being used on all
kinds of machinery driven by squirrel-cage motors not
exceeding 7* hp. in nominal rating.
portion of

STARTER WHICH PROTECTS MOTOR FROM AS OVERLOAD
TOO LARGE OR TOO LONG SUSTAINED

When the temperature of the place is low. as on a cold day or
In the mine, the starter allows a much more generous or
much
longer overload.
The degree of temperature that the overload
causes the control to reach is the determining factor
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Human

Mining Industry

Differentials in the

Meaning of

Differential

on

j||^'

—Applying the Term

in

— Superintendent and Mine Foreman as
Differentials — Result, a Successful Organization
Coal Mining

RECENTLY,

a correspondent writing in Coal Age suggested that the
inter-relationship of a mine foreman to
his superintendent largely affected the,
The
production of coal in the mine.

statement struck a responsive chord in
the minds of many readers and an interesting discussion followed regarding
the

relation

of

these two officials

to

each other and to the operation of the
mine.

Some time ago

I

remember reading

article entitled "The Human Differential in Mining OperaOne statetions" (Vol. 10, p. 528).

"certification" spells nothing, in the
present order of things. The qualified
never has any trouble in gaining
a certificate, but a certified man is not

ment that strongly attracted my attention read as follows: "The mechanical
always found in service
at the point of contact. Just so, with
human differential.
Managers,
the

differential is

superintendents

and

foremen

of

all

classes are differential timber."

The writer of the article explained
the meaning of the term "differential,"
mechanical sense, as "the obtaining of a certain movement by the difference in two motions in the same
direction, as a gear operating between
one of 15 and one of 16 teeth."
in a

Speaking humanly, the mine fore-

man

is

such a differential, acting be-

tween the superintendent and the men
charge.
Again, the superintendent
is
a similar diffei'ential, standing as
he does between the mine foreman and
the management. All are or should be
moving in one direction.
But, the
human differential when properly functioning is the means of softening the
differences that so frequently arise in
the operation of the mine and harmonizing all efforts to one great end.
in

The Mine Foreman As a

Human

Differential

Truly, the mine foreman is the man
"at the point of contact" and. as such,
is a human differential.
He is the man
in close touch with the workers.
The
extent to which he gains the confidence
of his men is the real key to a harmonious organization, without which
the best equipment will not insure successful operation.
In the discussion, some correspondents have taken the view that certification is necessary for all mine superintendents.
May I ask, Why not ;_;ay
qvalification, instead jof certification,
is the one essential?
We all know that

qualified.

In my opinion, a mine superintendent
should have at least five years' actual
experience in underground work.
He
must have learned the game by practice and have a full knowledge of the
difficulties the foreman meets in the
daily operation of a mine.

an excellent

Old- and

The

New-Type Supers

mine superintendent
I may say, short on theory
but long on practical experience and
who ruled his men by force and profanity, is well nigh obsolete.
The new
type of superintendent is a man of
reason, strong personality and possessing tact, which accomplishes results
not dreamed of by men of the old type.
Today,
the
mine
superintendent
realizes that his foremen are in actual
charge of operations underground. If
he is wise he holds them responsible
for the production of the coal and
leaves all matters of discipline to them,
never interfering with the authority
of a foreman in his dealing with the
men. By taking this course, the superintendent is another human differential
and a successful organization is assured.
.John W. Jones.
Altoona, Ala.
old type of

who was, as

Making of Competent
Mine Officials

—

—

Value of study in mining Its effect
Examining boards grant certificates,
hut cannot make qualified men Practical knowledge renders its possessor
a more vahied worker.
reading the article of W. A.
G., Coal Age, Aug. 4, p. 181, I feel
constrained to say a few words in defense of certified officials in mining. In
common with many others I have followed with deep interest the many letters published in Coal Age relating to

—

AFTER

certification.

Being a

certified

foreman myself and

a student of mining for many years,
the reading of this letter ought to make

me

feel

that

all

my

previous

—

number of cases,
does more harm than good. It is true
that the study for a certificate does
not make a man a walking encyclopaedia of mining; but our friend seems
to go on the theorj' that "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing."
The truth of this old adage depends
on the ability and common sense of the
pei-son gaining this limited knowledge.
It must be admitted that, at times, a
certificates, in a large

man

always

After, as he says, an experience of
twenty years and coming in contact
with aU classes of mine officials, this
writer concludes that the granting of

efforts

have been for naught a tremendous
The writer would
waste of energy.
have me think that I would be better
off todav had I not studied at all.

man

will

make

the

wrong application

of

such knowledge with poor results; but
why condemn all because of the faults
of a few. If the seeker for a certificate
ceases to study when he has attained
his object, the knowledge he has gained
will do him little good.
Again, there is no doubt but that
many men who have passed the examination and been granted a certificate
do not deserve it, as they have a very
smattering knowledge of the subject
and are unable to apply successfully
the principles they were taught. Such
men, however, soon fall by the wayside; their incompetency quickly betrays them.

The
When,

First CiniTiFicATE

1901, after trying three
years in succession, my first certificate
was handed to me, it made me feel
that I knew considerable about mining.
Looking back on the twenty years that
have now passed, I realize that it was
little I knew at that time.
That this is the common experience
of most all students of mining cannot
be denied. Nevertheless, we all know
that the young man who has studied
and passed his examination for fireboss is not fitted for that position,
until he has been given a chance to
perform the work in the mine. What
is required before one can assume the
responsibilities of firebossing is practice and experience.
Again, the successful applicant for
a certificate to act as mine foreman is
but partially equipped for the duties
Indeed, it may take
of that position.
years of practice to make him competent to assume those duties and operate a mine successfully. In every position there is much knowledge to be
gained through practice and experience.
Examining boai'ds can only grant
certificates according to the evidence
produced by the applicant and the creAn
dentials furnished by his friends.
examining board can only judge indifferently in regard to an applicant's
in
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executive ability, which must be proved

by practice. An examining board can
certify as to a man's theoretical knowledge, but this is only a step in determining his qualifications and fitness for
the position he desires.
However, my
belief is that where the membors of the
board

perform

tiously, they are

their work conscienmore capable of deter-

mining these qualities in an applicant
than any single person.
The company by whom I am employed holds monthly meetings or institutes, for the purpose of interesting
their young men in the study of mining.
The policy of the company is to
select all their mine officials from the

ranks.
While the law' leaves them
free to appoint an uncertified man to
the position of fireboss or mine foreman, they would not think of taking
a man who did not hold a first-grade
certificate.

Speaking of superintendents, I agree
with the suggestion that most of the
men in this position are worthy and
capable men, who could pass an examination, without great difficulty, if that

was required.

Why

it

is

not

requirement of the mining law

made a
is

hard

Vol. 20, X.I.

and not the superintendent. The same
true in coal mining as in other inoperations in our country.
dustrial
is

Every superintendent

has

supposedly

qualified subordinates in charge of different branches of the work.
In mining, the mine foreman is one of these
qualified subordinates.

To illustrate, allow me to cite an
Mining Department of
Tennessee, where the chief mine inspector has under him three district inspectors, each of whom are in charge
of a separate division of the state;
namely, the Eastern, Middle and Western divisions, respectively.
In Tennessee, the chief inspector is
not required to hold a certificate of
competency, while each of the district
mine inspectors must hold a Class-A
certificate.
The chief inspector is
charged with the supervision of the
whole mining department and is responsible for the work performed by each
of his subordinates.
In turn, however,
the chief inspector holds each district
inspector responsible for the condition
of the mines in his division, in respect
to the safety and health of the employees and the fulfillment of the laws.
instance, in the

Certainly the man holding the
Orders From an Uncertified
higher position should know more than
Superintendent
the men working under him.
Xow regarding an uncertified superRegarding the change made in the
Pennsylvania mining law, my opinion intendent giving orders to a certified
foreman that would endanger life or
is that it was a backward stop.
I believe it has caused many young men health if carried out in the mines, I
to give up the study of mining.
Let see nothing to hinder the foreman from
me say, in closing, that if our exam- failing in such a case, to execute the
inations are not a true test of the quali- orders given him.
Suppose, however, a certified superfications of candidates the matter should
intendent gave the same orders, would
call for an investigation to ascertain
certified
a
foreman execute them against
the reason why and suggest a remedy.
his better judgment?
My observation
Donora, Pa.
G. C.
is that most mine superintendents are
experienced men, having a fairly good
Certification in Tennessee
No need to certify the mine superin- education, and the holding of a certificate, which they could easily obtain
tendent Present practice harmful
if necessary,
would not make them
Certificate no proof of competency
Life of certificate should be limited. more competent.
In
the
letter
to
which I have referred
me to offer a few thoughts
suggested by reading the interest- previously, the writer asserts his coning letter of Oscar H. Jones, Coal Age, viction that "the granting of certiiiAug. 4, p. 180, and the equally interest- cates to a large number of men
ing leter signed W. A. G. on the fol- has the eflfect of doing more harm than
good."
My own observation in this
lowing page.
I am in hearty accord
with the sentiments expressed by the respect leads to the same conclusion;
but
I
wish
to make my position clear
latter, in almost every particular.
Incidentally, allow me to say that in that regard.
I can see no need
of certifying the
Views of an Ex-Inspector
mine superintendent, as has been sugStudying the question in its relation
gested by a number of \vriters on this to both
the safety of life and the ecosubject.
The work of a superintendent nomic management of mines
convinces
is very different from that of a mine
me that the present system of grantforeman.
While the superintendent ing certificates in this state is far
looks after the constructive work of from
beneficial.
I am speaking from
the entire operation, both outside and the
standpoint of an ex-mine inspector
inside of the mine, the foreman haa
and believe that few will deny that a
charge underground and the direct over- large
number of miners who now hold
sight of the miners in their working
certificates of competency to act as fireplaces.
bosses and mine foremen are unfitted
If the superintendent is wise, his
for the work, while many miners who
orders to a competent foreman are only hold
no certificates would prove safe
given in a general way, instructing and
capable men in these positions.
him in regard to the policies and plans
The first examination for certificates
as these are outlined by the company. of
competency, in this state, was held
It is understood that the miners
re- November, 1901.
About 150 men pre
ceive their orders from the foreman
sented themselves for examination and.
to say.

—

—
—

,

PERMIT

.

.

.

17

I believe, each applicant received some
kind of a certificate. It being the first
examination of the kind held in the
state, the board was a little lenient.
Had it not been so, there would have
been a shortage of mine foremen in
the state.
Twenty years have passed since this
system was inaugurated and it is a
fact that there are many certified mine

foremen and firebosses, now in charge
of the work in our mines, who have
never looked inside of a mining text
book or read any kind of mining journal

Some

since receiving their certificate.
of these men have not been con-

nected with mining continuously and
actually know less, regarding the prinand health in the mines,
than when granted their certificates.
ciples of safety

One is compelled to admit, therefore,
that the mere possession of a certificate does not prove that the holder
is competent to take charge of a mine
and operate the same safely and efficiently. The certificate only shows that
the man has been before an examining
board and answered certain questions
to their satisfaction.
Most of these
questions he has been diligently studying for a short time before taking thtt
examination.

A

men are ambitious to
foremen, believing the posione easy to fill and that it gives
them a standing in the community.
Having a fairly good education, they
brush up a little on mining questions
and succeed in passing an examination
before the board that, I regret to say,
is seldom calculated to determine the
large class of

become

tion

is

practical fitness of the candidate.

Question an Examining Board

Must Determine
In the granting of certificates of competency, the safeguarding of mines
should form the first consideration. The
board should ask themselves this one
important question: Is this applicant's
practical experience and ability in coal
mining such that men's lives will bri
safe in a mine in his charge?
Especially is this true in the granting of
certificates
of the first-class, which
authorize the holder to take charge of
a gassy mine.
It often happens that a foreman wh.>
holds a second-grade certificate is offered a position in a mine generating
gas.
He has never had a day's experience in gas and is wholly unfamiliar
with a safety lamp, having never seen
one in use. He at once studies up on
mine gases and, a few days before the
board is to meet, he arranges with the
fireboss in a gassy mine to
him in his morning rounds.
With this slight experience

accompany

and knowledge of testing for gas, the man then
appears before an examining board
and, after answering a few technical
questions on gases, is given a passing

mark and receives a first-class certificate, which enables him to take charge
of the most dangerous and gassy mine
in the state.
How many of us, may
I ask, would submit to having a sur-
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geon of small experience perform a deli- humidity and lowering the temperature
cate operation on our bodies, knowing of the atmosphere, thereby enabling
that his experience in the handling of the men to work with greater avidity
instruments was like the experience than when they ai'e compelled to breathe
of this fireboss with a safety lamp in warm, moist air and tiie ventilation is
sluggish.
a gassy mine.
The subject of mine ventilation is so
My service as mine inspector convinces me that the larger number of old that it seems almost vain to comcoal operators, in this state, are inter- ment on the importance of properly
ested in safeguarding the lives of their conducting the air current, by buildemployees and protecting their prop- ing substantial stoppings and air-tight
doors, air bridges and brattices for
erty.
It is my belief that few of these
operators can be found willing to em- that purpose in the mine.
It seems unnecessary to add, what
ploy any but the best available mine
foremen and, in the choice of these men, every mine operator should know withthe certificate is not their only guide. out further instruction, that the volIn conclusion, let me say that I am ume of air in circulation must be sufnot opposed to the certification of mine ficient to dilute, render harmless and
sweep away the smoke and noxious
officials; but I believe our law should
be amended to restrict the life of a cer- gases that accumulate in a mine, so
tificate to, say five or six years. More- that all working faces and traveling
safe.
over, the examination for a first-class roads shall be healthful and
certificate should be made more rigid Nevertheless, there are many mining
states
whose
laws
these
do
not
include
than is the present custom. The candidate should be required to show a requirements or, if they do, they are
longer and more practical experience not enforced.
So great has been the improvement
before being certified as competent to
in mine management and equipment, in
serve in a gassy mine.
As has already been stated, the the last ten or twentv vears, that the
majority of certified men cease to study
and acquire further knowledge, immediately after receiving their papers.
This would not be the case if each man
knew that he would have to take another examination a few years later.
Therefore, as I view the present system, the practice of granting unlimited
certificates is not beneficial but harmful.
Practically, it is a license to drop
all further study.
John Rose,

large majority of coal operators

now

pays to maintain good
all
up-to-date mines,
much money is now spent in building

realize that
ventilation.

it

In

substantial air-tight stoppings.
These
are constructed of concrete or brick laid
in cement.
In other places, however, it is not
uncommon to find operators spending
time and money in an effort to repair
old leaky stoppings that were never
properly built, because of a false idea
of economy, in the earlier development
The efficient ventilation
of the mine.
of workings in which these conditions
prevail will aways prove expensive. The
sooner men realize this truth the
quicker they will secure larger returns
upon their investment.
Let me say, in closing, a mine foreman should be a perfect fiend on venNothing he can do will so
tilation.
quickly increase his production as a
well-ventilated working face.
I know
of mines having high-class haulage systems, but their failure to put ventilation first will aways be a handicap to
economical production.

George Edwards.

Pikeville, Ky.

Inquiries

Of General

Former

District

Mine Inspector.

Dayton, Tenn.

Arranging a Practical Horsepower Hoist
Power Exerted by Horse Working a Gin, in Hoisting from Shaft
Arrangement for Reversing Direction of Hoist
Prevention
Other Details to Render Horse More Efficient
of Overwinding

—

Ventilation a Basic Condition
Good air essential to physical exertion
Temperature, humidity and velocity

—

of air cm-rent at ^vorkiiig face important factors in production of coal.

VISITING
where

over a

coal

is

thousand places

mined under varying

conditions enables one to draw fairly
just comparisons between the means
employed by different operators, and
their views in respect to the ventilation of their mines.
In far too many instances there is a
notable disregard as to the importance
of pure air in the mine workings.
While many operators will make an
extra effort to get a satisfactory measurement of the air, in the last breakthrough in a section, for the benefit
of the inspector on his coming visit,
a large number of mine officials regard
this only as a matter of form, in compliance with the mining law.
On the other hand, officials in charge
of the larger coal operations generally understand that good ventilation
in mines is the foundation of economic
production. They realize that a man's
capacity for manual labor depends to
a great extent on the temperature and
humidity of the air in the mine.
Experience has shown that where the
air current sweeps the working faces
in a mine, at a moderate velocity, it
has a marked effect in reducing the

Interest

—

—

WILL

Coal Age kindly suggest a
plan or arrangement that will
afford the greatest efficiency in hoisting
coal from a shaft, by means of a whim
or gin? Ours is a single-compartment
At present, we are
shaft, 55 ft. deep.
hoisting a load varying from 3,000 to
3,500 lb. and making a single hoist in 5
min. The horse is attached to a crosssweep 12 ft. long, which requires him
to travel in a circle having a diameter
of 24 ft.
understand that by a certain
arrangement of gears, or other means,
it would be possible to gain speed and
not increase the pull on the horse. Any
information you can give us that will

We

improve our present arrangement, will
be greatly appreciated.
Bondis
Clinton, Ind.

Coal

Co.

In order to obtain the best possible
results when hoisting coal with a whim,
the horse should be made to travel in a
diameter of 40 ft.
circle having a
Naturally, the power of a draft horse
varies greatly according to his strength
and the conditions under which he is
working. While the theoretical horsepower, established by James Watt, is
33,000 ft.-lb. per min., the power exerted
by an average horse, traveling at a speed
of 2J mi. per hr. (220 ft. per min.) can

safely be taken as 22,000 ft.-lb. per
min., for purposes of estimate.
Therefore, in'making this estimation,

we

assume that an average draft

will

horse, weighing 1,000 lb. and walking
at a speed of 2i mi. per hr., on level
ground, will be able to exert a contin100 lb.
uous pull of 22,000 -h 220
This force will vary, however, inversely,
both as the speed of travel and the
length of time the horse must work.
Thus, going at a speed of 4 mi. per hr.,
the estimated continuous pull is

=

.

4

:

Again,

2i
if

:

:

100

the

=

62i
u;
continuous
:

lb.

tractive

effort of a horse, on level gi-ound,

work-

ing 10 hr. a day is 100 lb., when working 5 hr. a day the pull may be taken as
200 lb., for the same speed. It is clear,
then, that a horse, working on a whim
and resting at brief intervals between
each hoist, may be assumed to exert
a much greater tractive force, during
the short period of a single hoist, than
the estimated continuous pull, which
may be increased several fold.
From the statement in this inquiry,
the horse is exerting (3,500 X 55) -h
Assuming
5 = 38,500 ft.-lb. per min.
a speed of 4 mi. per hr. and making
some allowance for friction, it is probable the horse is exerting, in this case,
a pull of from 150 to 200 lb.
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In reference to gaining speed in
hoisting with a whim, it is clear that
no arranjrement of gears can increase
the specil of hoisting a giver, load without providing a corresponding increase
of power.
The power of the draft horse being
practically
limited,
any increase of
speed in hoisting must be effected
through speeding up the hor.se and making him travel faster.
For a given
power, the speed of hoisting must vary
inversely as the gross load including
Briefly stated, the ratio of the
friction.
load hoisted to the force exerted by the
horse is equal to the ratio of the diameter of the path in which the horse
travels, to the diameter of the winding
drum, disregarding friction.
Regarding the most efficient arrangement of a whim hoist, we would suggest
placing the winding drum below the
surface of the ground, as shown in the

accompanying

E

figure.

In this position
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American Mining Congress Meets in Twenty-Fourth
Annual Session at Chicago
Program Featured by Papers on Coal Problems by Leaders in
the Industry— Mining Machinery and Equipment Interestingly
Displayed Standardization Conference Runs Parallel Program

—

By

C.

E.

was featured to a gratifying extent at the Twenty-fourth Annual Convention of the American Mining
Congress at Chicago during the entire week of Oct.

COAL

nearly every session were
or by others on the subject
in the Coliseum were
Exposition
At the Mining
of coal.
exhibits of every kind and make of equipment and machinery
used in mining. Among the exhibitors, those supplying the
coal industry were predominant with full-sized equipment
from mine cars and locomotives, compressors, loaders, cutters and shaking screens to lubricating oil and commissary
script. The exposition was the largest and the best attended
of any held under the auspices of the Mining Congress in
many years. So interesting were the exhibits, which included numerous displays from the mining states, Alaska
and Mexico of local products and educational exhibits from
such bureaus of the Federal Government as the Geological
Survey and the Bureau of Mines, in addition to the machinery and equipment, that the program committee was hard
put to it sometimes to gather the crowd to listen to papers
and discuss the program. An Alaskan miner, attired in
or should one say pants ?
flannel shirt, corduroy trousers
and mountain boots sitting astride a tub of water panning
gold, was more of an attraction for some than sitting
through a program on taxation or standardization.
17-22.

On the pi-ograms of
men in the industry

papers by

Lesher*
gram of voluntary price restriction proposed by Secretary
Lane. He criticised the obstructive tactics and policies of
former Secretary of War Baker and also of Mr. Colver,
former chairman of the Federal Trad? Commission. On
did to prevent the operation of the program laid
the committee on coal production he blamed much
of the coal shortage, the suffering, and the necessity for
heatless days in the following winter that of 1917-18.
The Calder, Frelinghuysen and Kenyon bills to regulate
With
the coal industry were described as objectionable.
respect to the Kenyon bills, now before the Senate, he said:
"Prices are to be based on cost, but the bill does not
It states that cost shall not include interest
define cost.
on bond indebtedness, unreasonable charges or salaries. I

what they

down by

—

presume it means unreasonable salaries, but who is to say
what is an unreasonable salary? I believe the directors
of any mining company are in a much better position to

—

Programs Many and Diversified
The Mining Congress and the Standardization Conference ran parallel programs. The Standardization Conference was divided between the coal and metal branches. The
Mining Congress program provided for general sessions
and at the same time meetings and conferences on taxation.
education, oil shale, gold, underground loading and petroleum
reserves. Although there were no less than 600 in attendance all or part of the week, the work of the congress was
so diversified and so many programs were scheduled at the
same hour that none of the meetings was able to attract
large crowds. Exceptions should be noted of the smoker on
Wednesday evening and the banquet on Friday night.
Everyone turned out for these events, the one characterized
by frivolity and the other by dignified good fellowship, but
both were voted huge successes.
The congress was formally opened on Monday evening
by Secretary Callbreath with the reading of a letter from
President Harding, a reproduction of which appears on the
page.
Tuesday morning W. J. Loring, president of
the American Mining Congress, took the chair as permanent
chairman and after a brief review of the work of the congress during the past year introduced F. S. Peabody as the
principal speaker of the morning.
Mr. Peabody said that of the forty years he had been in
the coal industry thirty-five had been spent in trying to
keep out of the hands of the sheriif by selling coal for
more than it cost and that for the past five years he had
been trying to keep out of the hands of the Federal Trade
Commission. This occasion was the first, he said, since
he went to Washington in 1917 as chairman of the committee on coal production of the Council of National Defense that he had felt free to say what he thought of the
happenings of those times and of the problems that have
been interjected into the coal business since the beginning
of the war. He reviewed his work in co-operation with the
then Secretary of the Interior, Franklin K. Lane, and told
of the patriotic response of the coal operators to the pronex-t

•Editor Coal Age.

PRESIDENT HARDING
In a letter to the Mining Congress Mr. Harding
expressed the hope that suggestions would be

made

for improvement of conditions
mining industry.

in

the coal-

decide on the salaries which they pay their officials than any
official or commission to be appointed by the government.
"This bill fixes margins to be allowed on the sale of
various tonnages. Mines producing in excess of 5,000 tons
month
are permitted a margin of 35c. on the production up
a
to 5,000 tons and 30c. per ton on the remainder. It provides
for a margin of 25c. per ton on sales in excess of 60,000
If we operate one month under this law,
tens per year.
we are allowed 3.5c. on 5,000 tons and 30c. per ton on the

remainder, but if we operate one year under this law we
are allowed but 25c. per ton on the entire sale.
"I have not been able to figure from reading the bill just
what it proposes to do with the difference of 5c. and 10c.
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per ton which the operator may legally keep in any month,
but which he must not have in his possession at the end
I am wondering if the man who wrote this
of the year.
bill has ever seen any actual figures on the cost of producing
coal.
I
am operating fourteen mines in central Illinois,
all within a radius of twenty-five miles, and I have seen,
time and again, the costs in that group of mines vary as
much as $1 per ton. I presume that under this bill 1 would
be expected to confine the margin on the low-cost mines
to the 25c. per ton permitted for mines of that size and to
find someone who would be willing to pay $1 per ton more
for the same grade of coal produced in the same district
from some other mine.
"One of the most diflScult features in conducting the coal
business is to ascertain costs in advance. We in the mining
industry know the important part that idle time, accidents,
It has been our custom for years
etc., play in our costs.
to sell our coal around April 1, for delivery one year hence,
at fixed prices, subject to change only in the event of
change in the wage agreement with our employees, which
agreements have heretofore been made for two years. As
I read this bill, if I should make a contract on April 1, at
a price 25c. per ton higher than the estimated cost, and
then through additional investment, improvements in machinery, or increased efficiency could reduce that cost, I
would be obliged to refund the difference to the buyer.
The bill does not provide for the payment to me of prices
I am wondering how we would
based on increased cost.
operate under this bill with market conditions such as we

have had

this year.

"Screenings, which represent approximately 40 per cent
ITE
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of our product, have fallen in price in the last six months
from $2.75 to 75c. per ton. Needless to say the present-day
market on that 40 per cent of our product represents a subWorking under this bill, what would be the
stantial loss.
incentive to reduce the cost of producing coal? What would
he the incentive to inve.st a million dollars in a coal mine, such
as has been done in hundreds of cases, to produce coal at low
cost rather than have ten small mines costing $100,000
each, none of which separately or all of which combined
could produce coal at relatively low cost?
"In this state we separate our coal into twelve different
sizes.
Some of those sizes naturally have greater heat
value than others. Who will force the consumer to pay the
same price for all of the sizes and who is to say which
consumer shall take the sizes of least value? Are we to
sell our twelve sizes at the same price, or are we to discard
all of our cleaning and separating machinery and go back
fifty years and ship only mine-run coal, which would necessitate 90 per cent of the large consumers of coal changing
their entire power-plant?
"Under this bill high-grade gas or byproduct coal, if

shipped from a mine with low production cost, would be
money than coal fit only for rough steam purposes produced at a mine with high production cost. This
bill makes no distinction between coal of high-grade preparation and that containing excessive impurities.
"Coal is a seasonal commodity.
The demand for it is
always light between April and September with a sharp
increase in demand about Sept. 1 and continuing for the
next six months. Under this bill the low-cost mines would
sell their yearly output without much effort.
The highcost mines could not operate during the summer.
Who is
to pay the cost of keeping those high-cost mines in condition while not operating five months of the year?
If this
bill is enacted into law, I predict that in less than six
months over half of the mines in this country will be
closed and the Federal Trade Commission will determine
that an emergency exists every winter."

sold for less

Anti-Trust Laws Have Little Effect on Coal
Mr. Peabody's remarks on the Sherman and Clayton laws
caused as much comment as any other statements made
during the convention. "These laws," he said, "forbid combinations in restraint of trade, meaning thereby that men
in a similar line of industry cannot get together and agree
upon prices, cannot get together and agree upon the quantity of their production. How does this affect our industry?
I do not believe it affects it in the slightest.
There are
7,000 coal operators scattered throughout the United States,
from Virginia and Maryland to the State of Washington,
mining coal under dissimilar conditions, not only as to the
physical problems of mining but as to the quality and use
of the coal produced coal veins running from 24 in. to 50
ft. in thickness, and with ash running from 2 per cent
up to 25 per cent.
"It seems incredible that a condition could exist whereby
these men could even think of getting together on prices or
production.
But let us assume that it would be possible.
What would be the result? During periods of great demand, prices would go up; not because of any combination
but because the demand is greater than the supply. During
periods of depression, prices would go down, because the
demand was less than the supply.
"To prove this, let me call attention to the provisions
in the Clayton bill exempting farmers' organizations from
the penalties of the bill, exempting labor organizations from
the penalties of the bill especially providing that labor is
not a commodity, therefore no combination can be formed
in restraint of trade. What is the result?
Notwithstanding
the farmer is allowed to combine, is allowed to hold back
shipments of com, etc., is allowed to combine on the price
at which he shall sell his beef, or his corn, or his vegetables,
or his grapes, today corn is selling at 16c. a bushel in
Nebraska. Public utilities, villages and fanners are burning
com instead of coal. Do you think for one minute that
if they could have made a combination that would hold,
we would not be paying $1 or $1.50 a bushel for that
same corn ? But no matter how hard they try to combine
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away from the inexorable law of supply
and demand, and if there is more corn than can be used,
the price must go down.
"Labor is the same. The unions are holding- for $8, $9
and $10 a day for their men. With what result? Half of
Everything from the
their men are out of work today.
beginning of the world has been based upon the inevitable
the
human
mind can devise no
laws of supply and demand;
method by which these laws can be supplanted."
Edwin Ludlow, president of the American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, who followed with a
paper on "Coal and Labor," concluded that "the period of
hard times that we have gone through has seemed long
and we all look ahead for better conditions, but it would
be a mistake if those conditions should improve too rapidly
until the labor situation has been liquidated and its efficiency brought back.
"The most dangerous doctrine that we are called on to
face is the minimum wage based on an assumed standard
of living, that must be paid whether the laborer produces
the value of his wage or not. The acceptance of that theory
can lead only to sovietism. If the laborer is paid more than
the value of his product, the operation soon becomes bankrupt unless the difference is made up, and the only unlimited
pocketbook is the U. S. Treasury. In that lies the kernel
of the demands for nationalization by the coal miners and
railroad employees."
J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the National Coal
Association, opened the Tuesday afternoon program with an
address on "Co-operative Effort in the Coal Industry."
"Co-operation of two kinds were required," he said; "that
within the industry among the operators and others, and
that of the industiy with the public, the consumers of coal.
There are at the present time," he said, "influential political
leaders in many states, there are men high in official cii'cles
at Washington, who deliberately desire to bring the coal
industry of the United States under the same kind of
political control which has crippled our i-ailways and which
would soon ruin any industry. If we can develop the right
kind of understanding and co-operation between the producers of coal and those who transport and consume it, we
need have no fear. After all, that business will succeed
best which serves best."
they cannot get

Morrow Pleads for Better Co-operation
Mr. Morrow concluded with a plea for greater co-oper"We have enjoyed the cheapest coal and the best
supplies of fuel of any nation on the globe," he said. "Our
great manufacturing industries have been built on the cornerstone of cheap fuel, but our great coal industry, which
has made all our other industries possible, has been developed by private initiative. It can be maintained in a condition to serve the public efficiently only by the operation
of private initiative. If the consumers of coal are to enjoy
the advantages of private operation of the coal mines of
this country they must co-operate with the owners of those
mines to insure the maintenance of that fortunate condition, in spite of the efforts of socialistic agitators and selfseeking politicians to fasten government regulation upon
ation.

^

this industry."

In a few words George H. Bailey, counsel for the .American
Mining Association, outlined the "Late Legislative Developments in Relation to the Coal Industry in Washington" by
describing some of the many acts that have recently been
introduced in Congress. C. E. Lesher, editor of Coal Age,
followed with an address on "Selling the Coal Industry to
the Public," in which he pointed out the difference between

the contact of the coal industry with industrial coal consumers and the vast public that buys coal for household
use, and urged that greater attention be paid by the coal
men to educating the voter on the subject of coal.
Wednesday morning C. H. Markham, president of the
Illinois Central R. R., talked on the railroad situation, concluding with a summary of the conditions that have led up
to the present labor ci-isis in the railroad industry.
He
pointed out that the labor unions are threatening to strike
in defiance of the established law of the country and are
therefore deserving of no sympathy from the public.
"Some Items on a Prosperity Program" was the subject
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of an address by George Otis Smith, director of the Geological Survey. An abstract of his paper will be printed in
a subsequent issue.
Members of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers met at luncheon on Wednesday noon.
The relationship between the coal industry and the public

and between the coal operators and labor were subjects of
discussion on Thursday morning. T. H. Watkins, president
of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co., delivered an address
that in the opinion of many covered the subject most comprehensively.
The importance of coal to the industrial
nations of the world, the pioneer work of the coal operators in the development of this country, the danger of
unfair meddling of politics with this business, the distinction between the industrial steam coal business and that of
household coal, and the interrelation of the coal business
and all other enterprise were all fully discussed. He said:
"Directly concerned in the handling of the coal industry
are three principals: the public, the operator and labor; it
is immaterial which you mention first.
They are all dependent one upon the other, each one of these groups more or
less selfish, more or less ignorant in regard to what affects
the other."

-American Coal Cheapest During

War

Mr. Watkins then reviewed the history of coal through
the war period and the subsequent time of readjustment.
He noted that during the war "Wages had been increased;
freight rates had been increased, and yet coal was sold
generally throughout the country and delivered at a lower
price than in any country on the face of the globe."
On the present situation he remarked that "if it were not
for the fact that a great many of our industries are prostrate
today, the railroads of our country would be unable to handle
the fuel needed for normal consumption.
There are over
150,000 out-of-order coal cars, in addition to 110,376 idle
and at this time last year there was a
shortage of equipment. It is absolutely essential that our
railroads should be made efficient, and yet we see their
inability to procure funds at reasonable rates in order that
they may be put in condition to meet the normal growth of
our country's needs."
The uncertainties of the immediate future brought about
by the policy, and program of the United Mine Workers
was blamed on the leaders of the movement, "who have
apparently thrown to the winds all conservatism and all
sense of responsibility to the public and to the employer.
We see men of real ability in this organization discarding all sense of equity and ignoring all economic conditions,
all principles of collective bargaining, all moral obligations
to the employers with whom they have dealt in the past
and, I might say in a true sense, all obligations to those
whom they are supposed to have intelligence enough to
represent.
coal cars in order,

.

.

Abuse of Power a Precursor of Disaster

—

"It is the old story over again
power, more power,
then abuse of power until finally the people rise in their
strength to destroy any organization, whether of capital,
labor, king or kaiser, which attempts to e.xercise autocratic
control, ignoring property rights, freedom of contracts
within the law and personal liberty."
He accepted for the coal operators a share of the
responsibility for this condition, asserting the cause to
be the agreement, entered into many yeai's ago when times
were different, to collect the check-off for the benefit of the
union organization.
"I cannot believe that the operators in those days
realized what they were doing, and to what it would lead.
No other organization of employers in the world ever
adopted this system. Other labor unions were built up
and depended upon the voluntary payment of the dues
to their o^vn officers, but this organization depends upon
the employers collecting the dues from all members of the
organization from the pay envelope semi-monthly.
"A union that cannot exist on its own merits on the
voluntary payment of its dues by its members should not
be allowed to function in this land of free and equal opportunity to all. So I say the operators are to blame, and are

—
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helping to carry forward the menace to our institutions
that I believe surrounds the present policy of the United

Mine Workers of America.
"The time is not far distant," he said, "when there will
have to be a new deal, a new arrangement, one based on
a wholesome recognition of the risrhts of labor, one based
on the rights of the public, and one based on the rights
of capital employed in this great industry."
The evil effects in the coal business of cut-throat comHe
petition and profiteering were stated to be serious.
out for instance, that "there is just as much
to the interests of the nation as a whole in cutthroat competition and in selling coal below cost as there
The inevitable effect of cut-throat
is in e.xorbitant prices.
competition, selling coal below cost, and bidding for each
other's customers, is to produce a condition of unrest
back at the mines, where the labor lives, through attempts
to unduly reduce wages, which should be a fair remuneration on fairly uniform working time.
"The offering of coal by producers who do not have their
own selling agencies, who depend upon jobbers and wholesalers for their market and depend on the spot market
for the disposal of their output, is causing a confusion
today that is extremely unfortunate and helps cast discredit
upon the class of producers who are dependable in their
contractual relationship with their customers and who
never seek a spot market for their output, depending on
annual contracts as a business policy, and who live up to
their contracts no matter how high the spot market may
be in times of coal scarcity caused by strikes or lack of
transportation."
pointed

danger

.

.

.

Check-Off Abuse Worse Than Lawless Leaders
H. N. Taylor charged that the "abuse of the checkoff system that is in vogue and a part of the organized
labor contract is even more serious to public welfare
than the radical, lawless leader, because it is by this
means that he is able to accomplish his end. In my
opinion, it is the check-off system which is responsible
for the growth of radicalism in the miners' organizations.
In the early days of the contract, the check-off was a
comparatively harmless thing. It was used only to check
Today its purpose is
off nominal dues and sick benefits.
abused until it is a menace to public welfare. It is used
to check off a large percentage of the miners' wage, and
the vast sums obtained are used for purposes far remote
from the purpose intended in the original contract. The
huge sums realized from the check-off have been expended
to carry on a lawless war condition in more than one of
the non-union coal producing states.
The check-off
enslaves the rank and file of the miners' organization. The
individual miner's earnings are taken from his pay envelope
in the proportion levied upon him, and the funds are often
used for radical propaganda in which he may not personally
be interested and to which he is frequently opposed.
"Gentlemen," he said, "it is up to union labor to do its
share of the readjusting, not only in the public interest,
but to help themselves. If the miners continue their refusal to make a readjustment of an abnormal wage scale
and on April 1 call a nationwide strike, the operators must
assume a public duty of standing for the public rights, and
the well-thinking men of this country must stand behind
them in this battle for the good of American industry and
American freedom against a labor autocracy."
The general session of the convention on Thursday evening was devoted to standardization. H. C. Morris, chief
of the Fuel Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, read a message from Herbert Hoover promising the support of the Department of Commerce to promote
business and asking for suggestions from the American
Mining Congress as to how best the government could cooperate in promoting foreign trade in coal.
At this session C. E. Lesher, editor of Coal Age, read a
paper on "Standardization as a Factor in Stabilization of
the Coal Industry," in which particular stress was laid on
the benefits that would accrue from more uniform and
standard methods of marketing. Lieutenant Colonel George
S. Gibbs, of the General Staff, U. S. Army, gave a talk
on "Standardization as a Factor in National Defense."
.

.

.

.

.

.
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At the sessions on Friday the papers were more generally
devoted to the subject of foreign trade. A clear businessman's address on the coal-oxport .situation was made by
C. A. Owen, president of the Imperial Coal Corporation of
New York, which will be published in Coal Age in a subsequent issue.
Dr. H. M. Payne followed Mr. Owen with a brief resume
of the possibilities of the foreign trade in coal that brought
the situation before the industry from one coast to the
other.
Comment on the side lines after the session showed
a growing realization on the part of operators at a distance
from the coast of the value to them of large export business in coal. As one man expressed it: "I am in favor of
large exports of coal from the fields of West Virginia, the
districts best able to meet foreign competition, because I
want West Virginia off my back."
Director Bain of the Bureau of Mines talked at the afternoon sessions on the mineral resources and mining development in the Far East. Excerpts from his paper will be
published later.
Charles M. Schwab was the principal speaker at the
annual banquet Friday evening, at which more than 800
delegates and guests gathered in the gold room of the
Congress Hotel. In his inimitable style he told of his
experiences in early youth and his later years, stories about
men high and low, stories that illuminated the human side
of Schwab and made apparent his wonderful success with
men. He promised the diners he would be serious for a few
minutes and then read a short prepared statement that dealt
so largely with coal that it is published here in full.
"As a large consumer of iron ore and coal, and as a
producer of both, I am naturally deeply interested in the
problems of the mining industry and in the efforts which the
Mining Congress is making to arrive at their solution.
To my mind, there is nothing in the present business situation which time and the laws of trade and economics will
not straighten out. The danger lies in the effort to force
an adjustment through legislation.
Short Time and Unemployment Heavy Burdens

"We

are in difficulties, there is no doubt about that. Prices
have dropped irregularly. Wages have gone down in some
lines, and are maintained in others.
Short time has reduced
the earnings of many workmen, and unemployment has
put a heavy burden on many more. The products of the
farm have dropped to about pre-war levels, and the high
cost of transportation invades deeply the farmer's narrow
margin. Yet the railroad workers resent any reduction in
wages which will make a lowering of freight rates possible.
The building trades in your good city are resisting the reductions in rates and the changes in rules provided in the
very wise award handed down by Judge Landis.
"Everywhere the process of readjustment is creating
Everywhere our people want to
discord and discontent.
hold on to what the war brought in the matter of increases
in income, and want to lay the sacrifice involved in deflaIt is perfectly natural for a
tion on some other back.
baby to cry when you remove the bottle before it has had
It is perfectly human to resist a reduction in one's
income, and to submit only after considerable argument and

its fill.

effort.

"What a splendid world this would be if we could get
back to normal by the mere process of passing a few laws!
We have tried legislation on some things, and it hasn't
worked well. We have tried putting directive control of our
railroad systems into a single hand, and the memory of
that experiment is vividly with us. Russia embarked on
the plan of centralizing the control of all industry in government hands, and no one is anxious to take another
chance at that experiment. Yet many of our people clamor
for relief through legislation whenever, after an orgy
of prosperity, economic laws insist on reasserting themselves.
And our legislators are altogether too prone to
yield to these clamors, with the result that inelastic, repressive legislation checks initiative and thwarts enterprise.
"I know of no better stimulus for creative ambition than
Intelligent self-interest not
the hope of personal reward.
selfishness
cannot be equalled in securing results in busiany form of communal co-operative
ness.
It surpases
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And when competition has free rein, there is ample
ample protection to the public interest.
"The American business structure is the result of over
a hundred years of initiative, enterprise, courage and effort.
It has grown to its present size because it has learned
through many hard knocks to conform to sound economic
principles.
Those twin brothers supply and demand have
in the long run fixed prices fairer to the consumer than could
the wisest commission sitting in Washington, and they
have imposed heavier penalties for errors in judgment
than would a bolshevist court.
effort.

restraint and

"I need only point to the terrible losses in silks, in
leather, in sugar within the past year to indicate the severity of the penalties to those who guess wi'ong or who
fail to observe economic laws.
What I am trying to

get over is that economic laws are constantly at work
checking excessive consumption and stimulating reduction
by raising prices in times of great demand, and reducing
production and encouraging consumption by lowering prices
There is no commission or governin times of depression.
mental agency that would adjust the balances as well or as
wisely.

Government May Drop Shipping for Coal Business
"At the very time when the government

is trying most
desperately to get out of the shipping business, it seems
to be headed straight for the coal business.
The high
prices prevailing for coal during the last year [1920] are
generally supposed to be due to a combination of the great
coal producers, who by the power of monopoly have raised
prices to extortionate heights.
It is also supposed that the
coal deposits are approaching exhaustion, and that for
both reasons government control or at least regulation
Yet the testimony given
of the industry is imperative.
some months ago before the Senate Committee on Manufactures showed that there exist in the United States
proper some eleven thousand coal mines controlled by seven
thousand operators.
"The greatly increased demand for coal incident to the
European war, as I'evealed before the same committee,
almost doubled the number of mines, so that the 5,776
operations existing in 1913 increased to 11,000 in 1920.
Can there be monopoly in an industry so widely distributed,
so widely owned ?
The very fact that so many new operations started as the result of increased demands shows
that there is no monopoly in the ownership of coal deposits,
for, believe me, a monopoly has altogether too much sense
to spread itself in this fashion.
The coal deposits, not
counting Alaska, were stated by government experts and
coal operators to be between three and four trillion tons.
They are for all our purposes inexhaustible, and on neither
premise, therefore, is government interference or regula-

tion justified.

"I have been in competitive industry so long that I am
constantly on guard against an increase in overhead, and
I am opposed to the creation of new methods that transfer
men from the producing column to the overhead column.
I have to be shown that the transfer will bring returns,
that it is in reality helpful to production, before I give
consent. Yet we have witnessed for some years a constant
increase in our national and state overhead expenses.
The creation of new department for supervising this, regulating that, or controlling the other, has been going on
merrily, and with each additional function assumed by the
state or nation some person or group of persons has been
transferred from the producing group to the overhead
group.
"No manufacturing plant would thrive very long if it
continued to increase the personnel of its office by reducing the number of workers in its shops. We suffer today
from an excess of national, state and municipal overhead.
There are too many of our people employed by our various
governments, and too few in productive industry in nonnal
times.
Every time you create a new commission or new

government department, every producer groans under an
additional burden.
"I feel most strongly that our legislators ought to bear
that fact in mind, and that they ought to give American
industry an opportunity to adjust itself without loading it
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up with any further overhead. I don't want to take your
time to go into the details of high coal costs, but want to
submit just a few thoughts that have occurred to me as
aids to an improvement in the bituminous coal industry.
Undoubtedly you have had the same ones many times, but
they will lose nothing by repetition.
"The productive capacity of your mines in normal times
is 50 per cent greater than your demand, and it follows
therefore that your mines, even in fairly prosperous times,
must shut down a third of the time. It means that 700,000
men must be idle one-third of the time and that their
wages must be increased so that they can live for twelve
months on the earnings of eight. It means that two billions
of capital invested in the industry is profitably employed
during only two-thirds of the time, that deterioration of
timbers and machinery during the idle time must be paid
for, that pumping and ventilating machinery must be kept
going whether there is coal output or not. All those
adverse factors which add so materially to the cost of
coal must inevitably be passed on to the consumer.

"Your problem is to distribute your demand more uniformly over the twelve months, and this can only be done
by such a concession in price as will induce large consumers
to undertake the expense and suffer the deterioration of
heat values incident to storage, and to pay the interest
on the investment. The waste due to the intermittent
operation of the coal industry is a heavy public burden
which ought to be reduced, and only a distribution of the
demand over the twelve-months period will do it. Make
it worth the consumer's while to store the coal and he
will do so.
There, I believe, lies the solution of one of your
major difficulties."
Officers for the ensuing year, all of whom are rj-elected,
are W. J. Loring, president; D. B. Wentz, first vicepresident; E. L. Doheny, second vice-president; T. T. Brewster, third vice-president and J. F. Callbreath, secretary.

Workmen's Compensation

in Pennsylvania
Takes a Further Drop

THE

Pennsylvania State Insurance Department has announced a further reduction in the rates for insurance
under the Workmen's Compensation Act.
This reduction
is the result of studies of experts of the department and
of the Pennsylvania Compensation Rating and Inspection
Bureau.
The average reduction over the existing rates is 7i per
cent. It is estimated that this will mean a saving of $1,500,000 to the employers of Pennsylvania during 1922.
A
general reduction of 20 per cent was made last year. The
new rates, according to E. H. Downey, compensation actuary
and expert of the State Insurance Department, are lower
than ever quoted in that state and lower than those of any
other state at the present time.
Among the rates are: Anthracite mining, $3.25; bituminous mining, $2.25; stone quarrying, $2.60; blast-furnace work, $2; work at open-hearth steel mills, $1.75; steelfoundry work, $1.30; work in iron foundries, $1.10; work
in malleable-iron foundries, 65c.; machine-shop work, 80c.;
carpentry, $1.10; masonry, $1.25; road construction, $1.05

and railroad construction,

Illinois

$1.60.

Leaders Will Not Leave Funds
Officials of Kansas TTnion

With New

WALTER
district,

NESBIT, secretary-treasurer of the Illinois
a home of insurgency in the United Mine

Workers, has demanded that the $43,000 left of the $100,000 fund lent to the Kansas mine workers to fight the industrial court law of that state be returned.
The Illinois
leaders are still as much against the industrial court as
ever, but as Thomas Harvey, provisional secretary-treasurer, is opposed to Alexander Howat they do not want their
"money in the hands of a man of another camp," to quote
Mr. Nesbit. Much of the fund was spent in last year's political campaign in which Howat and his followers tried to
defeat Governor Allen's re-election.

Freight Loadings Drop 5,338 Cars

The \^

1

atlu r Vane of Industry

News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of Inon Which Depends the

dustrial Activities

Immediate and Future Market for Coal

show a moderate improvement
Archer Wall Dougand Standards of
las, chairman of the Committee of Statistics
in his monthly rethe Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
view of the business situation in The Nation's Business.
move and the
"Fall and winter seasonal goods are beginning to

BUSINESS

conditions continue to

Railroad loadings of revenue
freight for the week ended Oct. 8
totaled 895,740 cars, as compared
with 1)01,078 cars for the preceding
week, or a decrease of 5,338 cars, the
American Railway Association announces. This record represents a
decrease of 115,926 cars as compared
with the corresponding week last
year and 80,431 cars compared with
the corresponding week in 1919.
The total freight loading since Jan. 1
this vear has been 30,033,162 cars,
as compared with 34,860,503 in 1920
and 31,966,129 In 1919.

in nearly all sections of the country, declares

year," he
for fairly good business the remainder of the
outlook
"As the season advances there appears to be a better prospect
says
One of the most striking
of" a good holiday and Christmas trade.
developments is the great improvement that has come about in the
this boom
to the rise in cotton prices. The good effects of
is

South, due
reflected in
be confined to the Southern states, but will be

Work on Roads

300,000 to

Employment
for six months
by the Federal

for 300,000 or 350,000
will be made possible

Highway

Bill

which

expected to pass Congress within
the next few days. The bill, which
now in conference, carries a
is
$75,000,000 appropriation, of which
$25,000,000 is to be available for
distribution among the states as
soon as the bill becomes law, and
the remainder six months later.
is

will not

other districts.
"The stor>' of the sudden rise in the price of cotton is a dramatic
for another twelve months
one. In August there seemed nothing ahead
carried the
but the practice of grim fortitude and endurance which
hard times
South through previous eras of depression and trial, for
than
and the people of the South are old acquaintances, and more
This time
once they have been close to the ragged edge of disaster.
manner of real
they were dead broke, although they possessed all
ever raised,
wealth in an abundance of food, the greatest crop of corn
from
livestock than ever before and much cotton carried over

more

the previous season.
"But there was scant

demand for these commodities and then only
So their obligations could not be met for lack of
report and the
ready funds. Then came the government September
The burden
South came back after a sudden and dramatic fashion.
winter is past.
of obligations will be mostly disposed of before the
of most of
Cotton is being sold freely, and the farmer will dispose
his holdings by the new year.
and
"Business already has felt the impulse of the incoming currency

N. Y. Factory Workers Increase
The most pronounced gain in
manufacturing activities in New

York State since the close of 1919
was shown in September, Industrial
Commissioner Sayer made known
Notwithstanding the fact
recently.
that substantial reductions in em-

ployment were

number

still

reported by a

of factories, the total

num-

workers employed
last month was approximately 3J
per cent greater than that employed
in August.

ber

of

factory

at ruinous prices.

will

grow gradually

better.

Such change as

is

apparent in industrial

rather for the better. Textiles are in fair shape and
There
prices.
leather maintains both its demand and appreciation in
and iron products but the reis some increase in the output in steel
its being percent rise in prices is not altogether convincing as to
life

generally

is

manently higher.
higher figures.

There

The

is

belief

better demand for lumber at somewhat
usher
is general that next spring will

renewed construction activity. The
struck bottom and started upward."

in

Men

Available in Case of Strike

In the event of a railroad strike,
there are at least 300,000 trained
railroad r^en available to assist in
the opera; ion of trains, according to
Dr. .Julius Parmalee, director of the
Bureau of Railway Economics. He
has estimated that there were during the war period more than 2,000,000 workers on the payrolls of the
carriers, whereas the most recent
statistics show there are now approximately 1,700,000 in the employ
of the lines. It is figured that the
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oil

business seems to have

difference between the two totals,
except for some union workers, represents in round numbers the men
who might be called upon to keep

trains moving.

Get Big Argentine Car Contract
Representatives of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works and the Middle-

town Car Co., a subsidiary of the
Standard Steel Car Co., have signed
a joint contract with Argentine State
Railways for railroad equipment
costing $13,000,000.

Woolen Looms 96 Per Cent Active
Plants of the American Woolen Co.,
according to a statement of William
M. Wood, president of the company,
never were in a better position than
right now, especially with reference
to the loomage of the company,
which is 96 per cent active, with 100
per cent activity reported in some
of the mills. The activity, the statement proceeds, reaches its focus in
the mills at Lawrence, which city,
in proportion to its size, Mr. Wood
states, is one of the most active communities industrially in the country.

U. S. Steel to Spend $10,000,000

companies

of the
Subsidiary
United States Steel Corporation will
at once proceed to spend $10,000,000
for extension of plants with the idea
of affording employment to employees
made idle because of decreased operations, according to a resolution
adopted by the finance committee of
the corporation at a regular meeting
This announcein New York City.
ment is taken as an indication of
improved operating conditions by the
leading manufacturer of steel products as well as a desire on the part
of the corporation's management to
aid in reducing the number of idle
workers in the steel industry.
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Cut in Freight Rates Expected to Avert Rail Strike;
Coal Stocks Sufficient for Only Brief Tie-up
of the government toward averting the
threatened railroad strike are said to include a freightrate reduction to afford the public some benefit from
The
the reduction of wages of rail employees last July.
railroad executives are reported to be contemplating a
general reduction of 17 per cent on coal, although they
insist that the former wage reduction has been followed
by similar rate reductions. They mention a reduction of
rates on cargo coal from points in Ohio, western Pennsylvania and West Virginia to Lake Erie ports with an
estimated loss in revenue of $4,116,000. President Harding,
Secretary of Commerce Hoover and Secretary of Agriculture Wallace are reported to be in favor of a rate
reduction. It is said that a rate reduction and submission to
the Railroad Labor Board of a proposed wage reduction
would prevent the strike.
It is said that the plans of the administration for dealing
with the situation in case a strike occui's are based on precedents prepared by the Department of Justice from the proceedings of the government against the bituminous coal
miners in 1919, and that while the Lever law, under which
an injunction was obtained by the government against the
miners, has been repealed by Congress, the government will
proceed against the rail strikers in equity suits to prevent
a conspiracy against the government, as the strike would
cripple the transportation system. In 1919 the government
proclaimed the doctrine of government rights and their
preservation against the striking coal miners and was upheld by the court. The government contended that no body
of men had a right to conspire against the rights of the
people involving the necessities of life.

EFFORTS

Planning to Move Food by Motor and Boat
The Department of Commerce is making plans to transport fuel and other essentials by motor and water in the
event the transportation system is tied up by a strike. It
said that large industries have been laying in supplies of
coal in response to recent appeals of Secretary Hoover and
the Interstate Commerce Commission and that efforts of
the department to continue ti'ansportation of fuel will be
directed to preventing stoppage of industrial activity. Government officials conversant with the situation do not fear
a coal stringency this winter unless the strike occurs. Inis

dustry has not picked up to a sufficient degree to consume
enough coal to cause a depletion of stocks.
At the Cabinet meeting Friday, Oct. 21, it is understood
the President was urged, in the event of a strike, to exercise the war-time authority to prevent interference with the
transportation of necessities, which would include coal. Such
action would be under the National Defense Act, which is
in force until a formal declaration of peace, which declaration has not yet been made.
If the act is invoked the War
Department would operate trains to supply fuel where
needed.
It is understood the railroad unions at Chicago
agreed to the Railroad Labor Board's proposal that the railroads reduce freight rates corresponding to the wage reduction of last July, less rate reductions made since then,
and that the roads should not ask for further wage cuts
until the July wage reduction had been equalized by the
rate cuts.
The unions, however, refused to withdraw the
strike order, asserting that settlement of the issue must be
made before Oct. 30.
Hasty surveys of the state of coal stocks reveal that supplies are sufficient to weather a brief strike only. With the
mobile reserve of coal suddenly frozen up only a week would
be necessary to bring about acute industrial suffering and
physical suffering as well if it should happen to be cold. This
is the opinion of one of the government's foremost coal specialists.
It is pointed out that while the total coal in storage
is reasonably large, its distribution is not such as to afford
anything like the general relief that might be assumed from
the total tonnage. Communities would be affected unevenly if
there were as much as a week's paralysis of transportation.

Tidewater ports. Lake ports and many railroad junction
points would be congested with coal but the average inland
city would suffer severely.
railroad officials there is a distinct current of
They think the chances are much against any
strike. Even if "the unions should do all they threaten, there
the best possible
is a feeling that if it has to come this is

Among

optimism.

The railroad managements seem to be in an unusually
The labor leaders must attribute the
favorable position.
strike either to the 12-per cent wage reduction, ordered by
a tribunal established by law, or against a proposed reduction which the railroads already had promised to pass on to
time.

the shippers. The feeling among railroad officials who come
is a
in direct contact with the men seems to be that there
general feeling among the employees that they cannot win,
support
less
have
much
and as a result the labor leaders
than is generally supposed. There is a feeling that these
leaders are on a high limb hoping against hope that someone

mattress to which they can jump.
The rather unexpected announcement of the intention to
orders
strike had the immediate effect of causing a flood of
half
for coal. One large operator tells how he was aroused
to
announcement
strike
the
after
a dozen times the night
answer long-distance telephone calls from customers anxious
however, many
to place orders. Within the next few days,
be
large consumers of coal were convinced that there would
will provide a soft

no strike and a considerable proportion of cancellations

is

reported.

A hasty telegraphic survey of the situation with regard
in the
to domestic coal leads to the conclusion that stocks
hands of retailers are equivalent to five weeks' normal retime
in
quirements. In that connection it is pointed out that
and that
of emergency there is a tendency toward hoarding
what should be a five weeks' supply is likely to be absorbed
in a

much

shorter period.

Utiuties Have Large Reserve Supplies of Coal
Public utilities in the District of Columbia are said to be
rail strike.
fairly well fixed for fuel supplies in the event of a
They have stored up substantial coal reserves.

Coal
B. F. Nigh, secretary of the Michigan-Ohio-Indiana
Julius
Association, last week received a telegram from
Gutheim, chief of the car service division of the American
Railway Association, asking for information relative to the
the terstate of stocks of coal in the hands of retailers in
ritory covered by the association.
have
a supretailers
Mr. Nigh ascertained that Columbus
longer
ply for at least two or three weeks and perhaps a
Because of its nearness to the coal fields Columperiod.
sections
bus dealers do not keep as large stock as in many
where transportation difficulties have to be overcome.
A resume of reports received from the three states named

above is:
stock
A. B. Mayer, Indianapolis, Ind.: "Coal supply in
I doubt
years.
in dealers' yards a fair average of former
case
whether there will be any large or increased demand in
,

•

».

i

of strike."
in retailers
G. Blackama, Grand Rapids, Mich.: "Stocks
Strike
yards normal. About five weeks' supply on hand.
extent."
agitation is stimulating demand to marked

,

hands
Charles A. Albright, Cleveland: "Stocks in retailers'
Coal moving rapidly."
and
hard
West Crescent Coal Co., Toledo: "Stocks of both
larger
soft coal in retailers' yards in Toledo is considerably
on acthan in past years. Little, if any, increased demand
count of strike agitation."
small.

Oakley

&

in retailers'

stocks
Oldfield, Kalamazoo, Mich.: "We thmk
hands are about normal. Consumers are very

poorly supplied.

Believe

demand

will greatly increase in

view of strike."

Ewald Scheiwe, Detroit: "Stocks in retail yards biggest
No cause for any alarm. No increased demand
in years.
on account of strike agitation."

..
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Glen Alden Co. Will Reopen

Its

Mines

Vol. 20, No.

17

of those sections of the paper which related to coal mining.
When it was decided that a new paper. Coal Age, should

district convention which was called to declare a
general strike of the whole northern anthracite district
was to be held Oct. 24, but the Glen Alden Coal Co. on
Oct. 23 forestalled the convention by promising to open its
idle mines as soon as they could be made ready for operation.
The company is cleaning up the mines in preparation

THE

be started and the coal-mining features in The Enghwering
und Milling Journal should be discarded Mr. Parsons took
charge of the new paper. This was in 1911. His success
in this direction and the interest he took in promoting the
work of the Fuel Administration during the war are well
known to all our readers, who will wish him success in

for reopening.

his

persons expected that the Glen Alden Coal Co.,
in Scranton, Pa., would open up its idle mines Oct. 19,
being assured of safety from prosecution for mine caving
by the verdict of Judge H. M. Fuller, of the Luzerne County
Court.
They hoped that the Lackawanna judges would
declare themselves willing to accept his decision and that
company
would be willing to work with this assurance
the
until, and unless, a higher court decided that the Kohler
Law was unconstitutional. The union issued a statement
expressing the hope that the Glen Alden would order the
mines.
Hugh A. Dawson, after
of
its
reopening
conjferring informally with the union leaders in Scranton,
announced that he would endeavor to have a special session
of the Legislature called to repeal the penal section of the
Kohler mine-cave law, saying that the expense of the session should be balanced against the wage loss by the idle
mine workers of more than $800,000 monthly.

new

enterprise.

Many

Down

Marchers Shut

WORKERS

in

the

Co-Operative Mine

Oak Knob and Fox

Hill

mines at

Lincoln City, Ind., forty miles east of Evansville,
were forced to quit work Oct. 20 by a force of 150 men said
to have come from the union mines at Ayrshire and Winslow
and other points in Pike County, Indiana. The miners at
Lincoln City, who had been working both mines on shares,
were warned not to return to work until they had been
unionized.
The big force of union miners, traveling in automobiles,
reached the Oak Knob mine first. There they threatened
the engineer with cremation, saying they would throw him
into the furnace unless he shut off the ventilating fan.
When he did so the other men were forced to come out of
the shaft. The Oak Knob miners were forced to accompany
the visitors to the Fox Hill mine.

Floyd W. Parsons Now Editorial Director
Of Gas Age-Record Still with Post
;

FLOYD

W. PARSONS, who

as editor founded Coal Age
and for the past two years has been in charge of the

department entitled "Everybody's Business" in The Saturday Evening Post, has become editorial director of the
Gas Age-Record. Mr. Parsons will continue as a contributor to The Saturday Evening Post and other national
magazines.

For many years Mr. Parsons was associate editor of
The Engineering and Mining Jniirnal, having entire control

Coke Companies Under New
Ownership; Three Plants to Resume

Connellsville

SIMULTANEOUSLY

with the announcement that Frank
Peabody of Pittsburgh in conjunction with the
Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co., the Wheeling Steel & Iron
Co. and the Reading Iron Co. had acquired control of the
American Coke Corporation and the Reilly-Peabody Fuel
Co. it was announced that operations at the three plants
would be resumed immediately and that their capacity of
50,000 tons of coke monthly would be reached within sixty
days.
Mr. Peabody and his associates acquired control of
the companies from Eugene S. Reilly and H. P. Monahan.
The new officers of the American Coke Corporation are
E.

F. E. Peabody, president; R. E. Peabody, vice-president;
W. Russell Carr, vice-president; C. M. Rhoads, secretary
and treasurer; T. J. Atkinson, general sales manager.
The Reilly-Peabody Fuel Co. will hereafter bo known as
the Peabody Fuel Co., the officers being the same as in the
American Coke Corporation.

Anthracite Shipments Drop 55,703 Tons in
September, Due to Scranton Shutdowns

SHIPMENTS

of anthracite during September, as reported
to the Anthracite Bureau of Information, amounted to
5,519,112 gross tons, as compared with 5,575,115 tons in
August, a decrease of 55,703 tons. The loss in production
due to the shutting down of some mines in the Scranton
district that cannot be operated under the provisions of
the Kohler Act was something over 200,000 tons, about
three-fourths of which were made up by increased shipments from other districts. The total shipments for the
coal year, beginning April 1, have amounted to 34,350,584
tons, as compared with 33,479.753 tons for the corresponding period in 1920, a gain of 870,831 tons.
Shipments by the initial carriers, in gross tons, were as
follows:
September. 1921
Philadelphia & Reading
Lehigh Valley
Jersey Central

..

.

Lackawanna
Delaware

&

Hudson

Pennsylvania
Erie

New York. Ontario & Western
Lehigh & Now England
Totals

Sandusky

Railroads

iHockinfc Valley
Toledo & Ohio Central
Baltimore 4 Ohio
Pennsylvania

Huron

Wheeling

Cleveland

Erie

Baltimore
f

\

Conneaut
Erie

Lake

Baltimore & Ohio
Pennsylvania

Fairport

Ashtabula

&

/

\

Tjorain

I

\

New York

Erie,

& Ohio
Central

Pennsylvania
Bessemer & Lakcf Krie.
Pennsylvania West.
Pennsylvania East..

—
—

1921

1,116,844

966,600
576,875
736,571

426,344
631.882
123.742
265,114

924,649
544,007
953,014
756,982
360,817
628,280
98,355
192,167

5,519.412

5,575,115

71 1,199

Bituminous Coal Loaded Into Vessels at Lake Erie Ports
During Season to End of September*
Porte

.\ugust.

1,081,085
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Corporation, the Pennsylvania R.R. and allied interests,
which he said control a large part of coal lands in the independent field. He denied that the union favored the expro-

Borderland Injunction Against Operators
And Miners Is Delayed

POSTPONEMENT

to Oct. 28 of the Federal court hearing on an application for a preliminary injunction in the
suit attacking all essential details of present co-operative
agreements between union miners and operators was agreed
on recently by counsel in the case, and approved by Judge
A. B. Anderson, who will conduct the hearing. Counsel for
the United Mine Workers of America, defendant in the suit
along with several operators employing only union miners,
asked a delay of the hearing, to have more time for preparation of the defense.
The suit was brought by the Borderland Coal Corporation, of West Virginia, on behalf of more than sixty nonunion operators in the Williamson field of West Virginia,
where the union is seeking to organize the miners. Besides seeking an order forbidding further efforts on the
part of the union to organize the Williamson field, the operators ask the court to enjoin the collection of union dues
through the operators and the cancellation of wage agreements between the union and the operators, the contention
of the complainants being that the union is an unlawful
organization.
Further action in the removal proceedings growing
out of the government's case against local miners and
operators charged vrith conspiracy to violate the Sherman
anti-trust laws has been stopped pending a conference between L. Ert Slack, of Indianapolis, who has charge of
the prosecution of the case, and Attorney General Daugherty.
Mr. Slack says that arguments which were to have been
heard in Chicago several weeks ago on a petition for removal were postponed by instructions from the Attorney
General, who said that all pending removal proceedings
should be suspended pending a conference which he wishes
to have with Mr. Slack at Washington.
No time has been
set for the conference, Mr. Slack said.

Mingo Hearing On; Murray
Settlement, Taft to

Name

695

Offers Plan for
Administrator

FINAL

hearings in the investigation by the Senate Committee on Labor of the West Virginia coal-strike situa-

tion were begun Monday, Oct. 24.
Monday and Tuesday
were devoted to hearing representatives of the miners;
Wednesday and Thursday representatives of the operators
were to be heard and on Friday and Saturday witnesses
were to be called by the committee. Thereafter the committee vriU draft its report and recommendations for submission to the Senate. Members of the committee feel that
remedies which may be applied in this case will have equal

priation of private property or that unionization decreases
He also denied charges that West Virginia miners
output.
and outside operators were in collusion. Mr. Murray said
government ownership would require careful deliberation
and exhaustive study before it could be applied.

Twelve Hundred Indicted for Armed March
the Logan County (W. Va.)
ABOUT the middle of October
new indictments against mem-

Grand Jury reported 232
bers of the army of miners who attempted to invade Logan
In all the special and regular grand juries in
County.
Logan County returned 1,217 indictments for complicity
This is said to be the largest number
in the insurrection.
any grand jury in the state investigating a single violaAmong others against
tion of the law has ever returned.
.

indictments were granted were Frank Keeney and
Fred Mooney, president and secretary, respectively, of District 17, United Mine Workers of America, and William
Blizzard, another district official who was said to be the
general in charge of the march. The charge against the
officials is murder in connection with the killing of John
Gore, a deputy sheriff, at Blair Mountain.
Not only have indictments been returned in the state
courts but it seems to be generally understood that an ef-

whom

fort will be made to bring many of those indicted before
the federal court on charges of treason and for inciting,
Evidence showing
abetting and sympathy with rebellion.
the probable manner of financing the armed rebellion of
miners and the march into Logan County was presented to
the grand jury in the investigation, miners testifying that

$1.50 a

month

in addition to the regular

dues was checked

off the

assessments and

wages of each for some time prior

Two hundred and fifty of the indictments returned charged conspiracy to commit murder.
Keeney and Mooney, in addition to being indicted in
Logan County, have been indicted by the Kanawha County
Grand Jury for "inciting insurrection in connection with
the recent miners' march on Logan County." The officials
to the insurrection.

of District 17, just mentioned, now face charges in four
Mingo, Logan, Boone and Kanawha all incident
counties
to the recent armed march. More than 1.200 witnesses have
been examined so far by the Kanawha Grand Jury.

—

—

Interfere With Contracts
Which Preclude Union Membership
(W. Va.)
JUDGE C. HERDDON, of the McDowell County
the injunction

Union May Not
I.

force in settling other industrial disputes.
Philip Murray, vice president of the United Mine Workers
of America, opened the miners' case, submitting what he
said was a definite plan for the settlement of the coal
controversy.
It involves the exercise by the committee
of mediation to obtain an agreement between operators
and workers which •v^^ll safeguard what he said are the
fundamental rights of miners and operators and provide
a reasonable basis for working regulations and conditions,
the agreement to be interpreted and applied by an administrator appointed by Chief Justice Taft of the U. S. Supreme
Court. Mr. Murray said the following safeguards were
essential to regularity of production and peace of coal

Circuit Court, has made permanent
restraining the United Mine Workers from inducing the
employees of the Algoma Coal & Coke Co. and of other
operators in the Pocahontas region to join the union, a contract of service having been made betw'een the operators
and the individual miners by which they severally agree
not to accept membership in that organization.
In making the injunction permanent the Court perpetually enjoins the defendants, including John L. Lewis, William Green and all other officials or members of the United
Mine Workers, from in any way molesting or interfering
with or attempting to molest or interfere with the employees
of the plaintiffs in the performance and fulfillment of their

mines:

contracts of service. It also restrains the defendants from
compelling or inducing by violence, threats, intimidations,
abusive or violent language or by persuasion the employees
of the companies in McDowell Coanty, West Virginia to
break their contracts of service with the plaintiffs. It also
restrains the defendants from inducing or attempting to
induce the McDowell miners to join the United Mine
Workers of America so long as they are under contract with
the Pocahontas operators and it also enjoins the defendants
from entering upon the grounds or premises of the Pocahontas companies for the purpose of interfering with employees, interfering with the miners in the performance of
their contracts of service or for the purpose of persuading
miners to join the United Mine Workers of America.

Freedom

of speech, assembly and

movement; rights

of

workers to organize and bargain through their representatives; protection of workers against discrimination because
of membership in labor organizations; protection of unorganized workers against intimidation or coercion by members of labor organizations; assurances that democratic
institutions ivill not be subordinated to industrial control

by operators paying and controlling deputy

sheriffs

and

constables or private guards; restoration to former occupation of miners barred from employment because of membership in labor organizations.
Mr. Murray attributed the labor troubles in West Virginia primarily to the influence of the United States Steel
.
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JVeekly Review
4 NOTHER increase in the weekly production of bituZA minous coal, this time of 573,000 tons, indicates
^ A. to what extent the seasonal demand is mounting.
Statistics of the American Railway Association bear this
out during the second week in October the number of
surplus coal cars decreased to 82,535, a reduction of
more than 15,000 for that period. Car shortages have
already appeared in certain producing sections, which,
coupled with the approach of winter, presage much loss
of output during the coming season with all the evils
that accompany a car shortage.
;

Department of Commerce at $1 per
month on a bare boat form of charter, provided the
vessels through the

department could induce a lower freight rate to seaboard for coal through the i-ailroad commission.
Prices, which have been firming up for some time,
have been further strengthened by the week's developments. Coal Age index of spot prices stands at 93 as of
Oct. 24, compared with 90 on Oct. 17.
r__
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Rajl Strike Threat Has Little Effect on Market
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'

'
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Production has been moving steadily upward since
early in September, therefore the announcement of the

impending railroad strike has failed to materially affect
output.
At this writing the refusal of buyers to be
stampeded into the market because of a threatened
tie-up of transportation seems to be justified.
The
various rail union heads more or less apologetically announced their strike program and several have followed
this with a withdrawal of their unqualified support of
the "Big Five" transportation unions.
Only in the Middle West has there been a distinct
market flurry because of the railroad situation.
In
other sections buyers are still on a current basis, especially as freight-rate reductions appear to be immiNew York, Philadelphia and Baltimore are taknent.
ing slightly more coal, prompted by a better industrial
situation and a cautious policy regarding transportation
difficulties.
New England remains strictly a buyers'
market with Hampton Roads shippers urging all the
tonnage the consumer will take, to the detriment of the
all-rail coals.

The recent offer of the Shipping Board to charter
American exporters at a nominal price is

vessels to

based on the hope that foreign trade might be revived
and unemployment lessened. The plan is to charter the

Weekly production

of anthrxtcrto

coat yoars
(From rvporH of /he
'
Survey

Apr.

May June

Julu

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Mov.
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Jan.

-

Geological)
'

Feb.

Mor.

Anthracite production is holding steadily and the
demand is assuming healthy proportions. Independent
producers easily obtain premiums on their family sizes
while the steam coals have so improved their position
that but little of this tonnage is going under company
schedules.

Production of beehive coke is increasing to a degree
perhaps out of proportion to the demand. The result is
that this market, while more active than for the past
few months, received a price set-back last week.

BITUMINOUS
Production increased sharply during the week ended Oct.
According to the Geological Survey, the output was
15.
9,696,000 net tons, 573,000 in excess of that for the precedIn spite of this increase, however, production
ing ,\veek.
is still much below the level of any corresponding week in
years. Preliminary reports of the following
four
the past

week

—Oct.

17 to 22

— show

increased loadings of 2,141 cars

October

27,

COAL AGE

1921

in the fii-st two days, as compared with the corresponding
days of the week preceding.

:pt.

Oct.

Nov.

movement was somewhat heavier during the week
ended Oct. 15, when 2,923 cars were forwai-ded over the
This compares with 2,59.5 cars in the
gateways.
Hudson
All-rail

preceding week and 5,163 in the corresponding week of last
year.

Although late in the season, Lake coal dumpings are holding up rather well, as shippers are pushing the movement
to take advantage of the preferential rates from the mines
to lower docks which expire Oct. 31; there is an additional
incentive in the probability that any holdovers in dock
stocks next spring will be a welcome asset because of the

697

possibility of a miners' strike at that time. Lake dumpings
during the week ended Oct. 22 were 583,752 net tons— 563,319 cargo and 20,433 vessel fuel as compared with 1,138,217 tons in the corresponding week of last year. The total
movement for the season to date is 20,866,700 ton.«, about
1,200,000 in excess of 1920.

—

.

.
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coal.

Exporters are concentrating their attention on South

America and the West Indies, the only markets that are
now taking coal where British competition has not, at least,
temporarily eliminated the American trader.
The domestic market is progressing more satisfactorily,
although as in the steam section, expectation of freight
Housereductions is playing havoc with future orders.
holders are coming into the market because of the cooler
weather but they are not buying their full requirements
Resultant sizes have been strengthened, espeMiddle West, by the strike talk and prices
from last week's distress quotations. Should
moved
up
have
the strike fail to demoralize coal deliveries there is no
doubt that the spot steam market will mark time in those
sections where recent buying has been predicated on the

at this time.
in the

cially

Coal

Week
1921

Vol. 20, No.

17

.\Kr Indpx 93,
at Ortober 24.

Thi6 diagram

showe

weekly

changefl In the spot
prices of bituminous
the United
i?oal
'n
Stales IS a whole.
are
All
prices
reloced to one figure
and compared with
the average government price of 1918.

taken as 100. Actual
spot prices for each
are given In the
table In this review.

(Via)

possibility of a transportation tie-up.

ANTHRACITE
Production of hard coal during the week ended Oct. 15 was
1,843.000 net tons, according to the Geological Survey, as
compared with 1,793,000 in the preceding week. The seasonal domestic demand has been augmented by purchases
made as a precaution against the possible rail strike. Independent prices on steam sizes have firmed up to very near
the company schedule, while their domestic quotations

range 50c.@"$l over the old-line figures.
Cumulative production to the end of September was
66,800,000 net tons, about 1,700,000 tons ahead of 1920 and
exceeded only three times in the past eight years, the most
recent being 1918, a year of very large washery producThe decision of the Glen Alden Coal Co. to reopen
tion.
immediately six idle collieries has averted a general strike.
The decision means the return to work of .5,000 miners who
have been out of employment since the Kohler bill became effective in July. Shipments via all-rail to New England over the Hudson were 2,961 cars in the week ended
Oct. 15, a slight decrease from the preceding week. Lake
dumpings are still good, being 96.350 net tons in the week
ended Oct. 19, as compared with 103.240 the week before.

Production of beehive coke amounted to 94,000 net tons
during the week ended Oct. 15. This was an increase of
8,000 tons over the week before and reflects the gradual
improvement in production noted recently.
The Frick Coke Co. has resumed operation of 600 ovens,
after an idleness of more than six months. Within the next
ten days more ovens will be reopened.
coal coke, 176,632 quintals of eoal
briquets, 5,589 quintals of lignite coke
and 444,816 quintals of lignite briquet*.

Foreign Market

(A quintal = 100

And Export News
Coal Paragraphs from Foreign Lands

Germany — Production

in the Ruhr
the week ended Oct. 8 was
according
to a
1,767,000 metric tons,
cable to Coal Age. This compares with
1,778,000 tons in the preceding week.

during

German

production, exclusive of the

Sarre district and the Palatinate, from
January to August, 1920, was as folCoal, 84,000,000 metric tons, as
lows:
compared with 67,000,000 tons for the
corresponding period in 1919; lignite,
71.000,000 tons, as compared with 60,000,000; and coke, 16,000,000 tons, as
compared with 13,000.000 tons. During
the month of August alone the output
was 10,700,000 tons, as compared with
8,800,000 tons last year; lignite, 9,600,000, as compared with 8,100,000; and
compared with
as
2,200,000,
coke,
1,900,000.

Italy

— Quotations

Age show

Cardiff

changed at

43s. 6d.

ket

—

BELGroM
market

coal

The

is

cabled to Coal
steam firsts unon the Genoa mar-

situation
on
quite unchanged.

the
In

the industrial coal section stocks continue to accumulate and have now
reached a total of over 627,000 tons.

—

Exports of
New South Wales
from Newcastle, N. S. W., during
September, 1921, were 322,000 tons.
Spain Austrian coal is quoted f.o.b.
Barcelona as follows: Screened 100

coal

—

The
pesetas, large 95, small 75@80.
freight rate from Gijon is now 16
pesetas.

— The

cargo of coal
shipped from the Island of Spitzberg
August.
in
Rotterdam
arrived
in
SPlTZBiniCi

Dutch observers

lb.)

United States Coal and Coke Exports
and Imports During September

first

are- of the opinion that

Scandinavian countries are best adapted
for the importation of this coal although the price, laid doven at Dutch
ports, permits successful competition
with English and German coals.
Czecho-Slovakia. The output during the second quarter of 1921 shows a
tendency toward stabilization, and the

—

working capacity of the
miner has increased. The total output
for the three months was 29,253,356
quintals of bituminous and 50,423,510

individual

quintals of lignite; 3.370,236 quintals of

Exports of coal continued to decrease
during September, the returns to the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Comcorresponding
merce show.
In
the
month of last year, exports of bituminous coal exceeded 4,000,000 tons. This
year they were less than a millon and
a quarter tons. The detailed figures
are as follows, in gross tons:

Anthracite

Bituminous
Exported
France

.Septf-nibf-r,

325.234
4,011.424

287.268
1.211,610

449.704
150.580
290,786
144,502
51,667

Netnerlands

Sweden
Switzerland

Canada
Panama

1,763,246

Mexico

West

Indies..

Cuba
Other West Indies
Argentina

15,847
19,519
125,156
18,805

276,680

Brazil

135,561
38,007

Chile

Uruguay
Other countries

482,815
80,377
2,510
126,197

Coke
Anthracite

Bituminous
Imported from:
United Kingdom

.

.

Canada
.

Australia
Other countries

Coke

1.034.816
9,606
13,688
6,305
31,748
3,653
33,659
24,411
1,455

48,549

EEjTJt

Japan.

1921

to:

Italy

British

September.
1920

21,506

350
2,150

5,916
11,410
17,634

435
96,632
8,464
7,230

.
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Must Find Outlet

British Overproduction

Export Quotations Again Reduced— Foreign Demand
Unsatisfactory Grave Operating Problems Confront
Producers
Heavy French Stocks Accumulate

—

—

Production in the United Kingdom
during the week ended Oct. 8 was
4,287,000 gross tons as compared with
4,114,000 in the week preceding. Cabled
quotations to Coal Age show further
slight reductions for export
Foreign
buyers are not active, apparently withholding orders in the belief that still
lower prices must come.
A provisional estimate places the
September exports from Great Britain
at 3,400,000 gross tons, or about 300,000
tons in excess of the August figure. Because of high freight and mine costs
in the United States it has been possible for British exporters to secure
an order from San Francisco and
numerous inquiries have been received,
aggregating a large tonnage.
The fact that the English are underselling American coals in Italy by $2
per ton has not eliminated the latter
from that market
It is believed that
the British quotations are only temporary, induced by an anxiety to clear
surplus stocks and provide production.
In further favor of the retui'ning
American competition is the labor dispute in Great Britain, the necessity of
reducing wages being caused by the
ending of the Government subsidy.
The Miners' Federation has summoned an emergency meeting m London to deal with the complications
which have arisen in connection with
the fixing of

wages for October.

The

miners contend they are entitled to 112
per cent on the 1915 standard rate, the
owners arguing for 51.68 per cent.
In the North Wales area 3,000 miners
have been unemployed since the stoppage and the closing of the collieries
involves a further 15,000 men.
In other
•(..„.
1.
rnn
districts, o
2,500 miners have received
j„„„> notice
n days
ii
i
14
to
stop work.

-J

•

,

British Seek French Buyers

Many

are not making a
owners are debating the
advisability of closing down. The iron
and steel trades are making no demands and only 50 out of 500 blast furnaces are operating. The only normal
call is from the public gas works and
profit

collieries

and

because of a large number of men said
be already in sight for handling
trains if the unions walk out. The N.
& W. and C. & 0. were not included in
the first three groups ordered out, and
no announcement has been made as yet
by them as to the prospects for continued service in the event of the
to

railroads, the household demand
having fallen partly because the public
learned how to economize during the

the

strike.

PIER SITCATION

— Week Ended —

stoppage.

Consumers (are still being importuned to buy English coals at prices
which are extremely attractive. These
quotations are so low that competition
of home coals is extremely difficult,
even with the reductions in costs that
have been made. The French Midi Ry.
has made another purchase^ having
contracted for 50,000 tons
niouthshire large at 25s.

of

Mon-

Oct.

N. &W. Piers. Lamberts Point:
Cars on hand

n

Oct. 20

a

1,655
87,751
for week
99,569
Tonnage waiting
1 2,500
Virginian Ry. Piers, Sewalls Point:
Cars on hand
1,336

l,2SlS

Tonsonhand
Tons dumped

Tons nn hand
Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting
C. & O. Piers, Newport News:
Cars on hand
Tons on h.and
Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting

68,517
123,301
8,

1

00

1461

66.800
74.856

73,050
75,203

14,000

700

782
39,100
36,273
4.715

38.650
45,444

776

1.575

production of coal IN FRANCE,
jan.-JUNE, I92I, in METRIC TONS
jan
Feb

Pier and

2,427,588
2!204]2ll

A^ii..';.;.;:'.::::::::::

2',3I6',250

May

2,152,307

Total

Prices,

Gross Tons
Ale)

PIERS
Oct. 15

2A0S.iS\

''""'

Bunker

(Foreign Jiun'i-' Quotatinm by Cable to Coal

Oct. 22t

Pool 9, New iorli... $5.75@$6.00 $5,90iu$6 10
Pool 10, New York.... 5.50® 5.65 5.6S(5i 5 80
Pool 9, PhUiidelnhia.
5.80® 6.00 5 80ffl, 6 00
Pool 10. Phiiidelphia.
5,50® 5.70 S SOW S 75
Pool 71, Philadelphia.
6.00® 6.25 6 OOC/i 6 25
Pool I, Hamp. Rds... 4.90® 5.00 5 ISfSi 5 25
Pools 5-5-7, Hamp.Rds. 4 25® 4.40 4.2S(3i 4.50
.

13,839,055

.

.

this total may be added 4,436,000
^^^^ f^.^^ ^he Sarre district, making in
^^^ 18,275,000 tons.

^o

Exports at

Minimum; Hampton Roads

BUNICERS
Pool 9, New\ork
Pool 10, New Vork
Pool 9, Philad Iphia.
Pool 10, Philadelphia.
Pool 71, Baltimore
Pool 1. Hamp Rds....
Pool 2. Hamp. Rds...
Welsh, Gibraltar
Welsh Rio de .laneiro...
Welsh. Lisbon
Welsh, La Plata
Welsh, Madeiria
Welsh, Teneri£fp
Welsh, Genoa
Duiham, Newcastle
.

.

Busy With Coastwise Tonnage

jhe coastwise trade was given a
strong stimulus by the prospect of a
The price of Pools 1
i-aih-oad strike.
^^^ 2 advanced very noticeably during
1 being quoted $5.15@
5525, and Pool 2 $4.80@$4.90, an in^.^.^^^^ ^f about 30c.
Rates on coal to
^ew England also advanced during the
^.^^j. barges and schooners being char^ered for $1@$1.15, as against 90c.@

^^e week. Pool

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^'^^^^^
g^ ^^^ business remained dull, with
^^^ ^ -^ ^^^U
„„ ^„^, ^^^^j
^i.
j ti,
^
c
tu a™
-nr
ties to South America and the West

.

Belgian,

.

t

,

.„

a

4.

j

j.-

j

Accumulations
decreased
Indies.
,•
-1
x,
^.i.
slightly during the week, while vessel
,

1

1

,

,

tonnage awaiting cargo dropped down
approximately 10,000 tons.
to
The
bunker business has not been as brisk
as usual, but prices advanced along
with cargo coal.
The Virginia Ry., serving the Sewall's Point Piers, has announced that it
does not anticipate any severe tie-up
if the railroad strike does occur,

even

35s.@37s.
1

C.I.F. Prices,
(In

I

f r.

1

West

Italy

Wesi Indies

6 00ft
5.75(.i
.

47s. 6d.f.o

65s

b

o b

f

57s. 6d. f.o.b.
60s. f.o b
52s. 6d. f.a.s.
52s. 6d. f.a.s.
55s. t.i.b.
35s.® 37s.
1

fr

1

Tons)

15^

Low

High

Vol.

Vol.

80
8 95
8.85
9 80
6 80

$8.35
8.75
8.60
9.40
6.30

:^8

Scandinavia

6 35
6 15
6 25
6 00
,i
50ft 6 00
5 25ft 5 40
5 OOfti S 10
8 25(S
6 00(3

American Coal

Iross

— Oct.
French Atlantic.
United Kingdom

6.20
5.90
5.90
6.00
6.25
5.15
4.90

47s. 6d. f.o.b.
65s. f.o.b.
57s. 6d. f.o.b.
6O3. f.o.b.
523. 6d. t.a.s.
52s. 6d. f.a.s.
553. t.i.b.

Antwerp

gg^

•

6.10®
5.80®
5.80®
5.75®
6.10®
5.00®
4.75®

—Oct 22tHigh
Vol.

$9 10 $8 95
9 OS 8.90
9 40 9.25
9 7.5
9 60
.

7 00
9.90
Rio Janeiro
9.40
These quotations are purelj' nominal and
^-~""
.>
can be learned, no busmes"
being do

6.80

The Plate

9.75
9.25

—

far as

these

markets.

Current Quotations British Coals
Port, Gross Tons
Cardifl

Oct. 15

Admiralitv La;-ge

Steam, Smalls
Newcastle;
Best Steams
B.-st

Gas

Best Bunkers

..

30s. 6d.
19s. 6d.
27s. 3d.
273. 3d.
263. 6d.

f.o.b.

Oct. 22t

eOsMSOa.
19s.@20b.

25s.@g7s.6d.
S5s.@S6s.
SBs.@e6s.

tAdvance over pievious week shown in heavy
type, declines in it-tlics.

AUSTRALIAN COAL MINERS have

.

2

9 ieZ330 1

Apr

14

21

Moi_y

?5 2

9

16

2350 e

Jul^

13

a

Aug.

27

3

10 11

24

Sept,

1

8

15

Oct

2229 5

12

19

Nov.

26 3

10

Dec

24

ac-

cepted the operators' stipulation for
separate local working agreements. It
is also agreed that if the negotiations
are unsuccessful the dispute will be
referred to arbitration.
The original
demands were for a national agreement
with a refusal to resort to arbitration.
The Victorian Electricity Commissioners of Australia are contracting for
the purchase from the Zeitz Co. of
Germany of the briqueting plant for

.

.
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use at the lignite mines at Morwell.
is stated to be £110,000.

The cost

Reports

Week Ended

Export Clearances,

From

Oct. 20.

KUKM Il.\MPTON

"";

Fur
Sw. SS. Golhis. (or Barbadoe
For .\rKrntim-;

2,<i42

Br. ?S. Kj-dr. for

•'.BJ'

'

.\r«teiitinc-

For Canndn;

Br Bark Maid

Enxland, for Balhunil.

of

the Market Centers

RO.Ml.-;

.\tlaiilic Islnlids:

N H

These are concentral Pennsylvania.
ditions that make some of our factors
reflect seriously on the need of radical

Mew England

1.005

For Chile:
.\in.

'.017

JsS.Orcus, for Chiloaii ports

For Cuba:
Br. S.S. FincMey, forHoviina.
For Mexico:
Am.S.^. Panuco, for \emCruz

FROM
For

BOSTON

3.283

'."n

—

I'HU..\HEI.PHI.\:

.\llanlic IslaniU:

SS. Pantureo. forOuanien. Porlo Rico
Br. !:ISI Blacklienlh. for .Mexamlria

Bituminous—The
Liquidates Coal

Switzerland

Losses

the period of high demand
year Switzerland, like other Euwhich are dependent
states,
ropean

Durinp:

last

upon foreign coal importations, had the
required fuel imported by the State and
for the account of the State, and the
losses which were unavoidable had to
The
be carried by the government.
Basle
at
.Association
Coal
Swiss
Kohlengenossenschaf t,
( Schweizerische
Basel) an organization, called forth by
the Federal Department for economical
policy, had been intrusted with the purchase of the coal required for the winter
This association got into a
1920-2 L
Considerable quantidifficult position.
ties of coal were bought at high prices,
chiefly from the United States, and this
was very difficult to dispose of. requiring a great sacrifice which the organization alone was not able to endure.
The exclusive right of importing coal,
which had been granted the association
by the government, would have made it
possible to make up for the losses, but
with this end in view it would have been
necessary to keep prices far in excess
Therefore, in
of the general market.
order to allow the Swiss industries to
acquire coal at normal prices the Federal authorities decided that the State

would have to bear the losses and that
as soon as possible the general coal
trade would again be given free rein.
The association consented to liquidating after the federal government had
agreed to reimburse the paid in capital,
including the current interest, following which the association was dissolved
and coal is now being freely imported.

Average Daily
in

Italian

Coal Receipts

Italian Controlled Vessels
(In Metric Tons)

!

Port

Leghorn
Trieste

Palermo

Meadna
Genoa

.

Speria
Civitavecchia
Bari

1920

Venice

Ancona

Sdemo
Taranto
Savona
Resgio.

Bf^tta
rletta
.^.

.

.

Torre Annunziata.

Jm>c. 1921

1.1*9
1.002

2,127
1.418

992
732
^^^
978

1.301

1,300

.000

1,163

Naples
Catania

Brindisi

f,

revision of the

—

Discounted Market
Unchanged— Prices Continue on Low
Anthracite Producers Well
l^evel
Supplied with Orders.
Prospect

Strike

1.144
,087

923
824
820
817
814

possibility of labor

on the railroads has apparentbuyers.
ly had no effect whatever upon

difficulty

Not only are the latter well stocked for
the present, but they are inclined to discount any serious interruption to servAmong
ice on the Eastern railroads.
railroad men here there is a strong
walk-out
sentiment that an actual
could have only a beneficial effect on
the general situation. The prevailing
inclination is to await developments,
for there is practically no anxiety over
the outcome.
A certain volume of coal is being absorbed in weekly quotas, but the pressure is still from the buyer to the seller, and there is observed no increase in

buying power in any direction.

enough experimenting with oil
power that coal has
been allowed to accumulate to such ex-

there

commodity

per cent

7.")

much

of the

war

is

electricity for

tent that several large units will hardly be in the market again until well
into next season.
Early in the week certain owners of
coastwise vessels and barges tried to
on
the
marine
freights
advance
strength of high winds and fog, but
aside from a few small barges from

Hampton Roads no bottoms have been
chartered at any advance and delivered
prices here have remained unchanged.
Over the Philadelphia and New York
piers only a minimum tonnage is being
dumped; prices there are also on the
lowest basis of the season and shippers see no prospect of better conditions in the near future.
From rehandling points at Providence, Boston, and Portland coal is
being sent inland to points actually
west of the Connecticut River, and not
only is this a regular feature but
Hampton Roads coals are being sent to
New York Harbor to bunker steamers
in
competition
with
Pennsylvania
coals and ships are being sent with
cargoes around Nova Scotia to the St.
Lawrence River to serve points that
ordinarily are reached all-rail from

tariffs that

higher than

during

period.

Central Pennsylvania operators continue hopeful of better prices and hesitate to commit themselves for more
than a few weeks at a time, but meanwhile they are dragging the bottom, so
far as orders are concerned. There is
little hope now of any spurt in all-rail
business for the balance of the year.
.Vnthracite
While in many respects
it is a weather market, the current demand for domestic sizes is reasonably
Certain of the old-line comsteady.
panies have made an extraordinary
showing in the volume moved this
season, as compared with previous
years. A surprisingly small proportion
has gone into storage. Retail demand
here is constant novi', and the dealers
look for good business well into Decem-

—

ber.

A few

small foundries have started up on a
50 per cent basis, not so much because
of new business as to operate the
plants in cold weather and furnish
work for old hands. The textile mills
are only maintaining the rate of production that was characteristic of the
summer months, and in many cases

and

are

Tidewater

— East

NEW YORK
Demand

—

for Anthracite Stronger
Bituminous Market Quiet after ShortLived Flun-y Strike Threat Discounted Quotations Firmer.
-Anthracite There is more strength
in the market, due to the activity developed by the threatened rail strike.

—

—

—

Newspaper stories that New York City,
with its coal yards filled, would have
only about two weeks' supply of coal
on hand, added to the influx of orders.
Because of the scarcity of stove and
chestnut, egg coal began to move faster
than for the past few months.
Pea
continues to move slowly.
Reports from the coal fields show
that some of the smaller mines which
were closed because of the lack of demand are now preparing to resume
operations.
Independent coals show a
strengthening in most instances.
The steam coals are more active.
Local retail dealers, however, are not
adding to their already large supplies
unless they have orders calling for
these sizes.

—

Bituminous The market is quiet, but
not so quiet as it was before the strike
Consumers
threats appeared in print.
whose reserve stocks were not large
entered the market and quickly absorbed
the free coals, after which the rush subQuotations tlid not show any
sided.
appreciable increase over those of the
previous week.
There still exists some anxiety over
the strike situation and operators are

COAL AGE
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receiving

many

inquiries.

Some

large

consumers have requested that deliveries

be speeded up.
railroads appeared

The

and are said

anticipation
some increased effort to place contracts running up to April 1 but the
operators were not anxious to tie up
more of their output. Most of them
look for better prices for spot coals
with the advance of cooler weather, although discounting any likelihood of
much increased business from the
threatened rail trouble.
Not so much is heard here regarding

shipments of Pocahontas and New River
It is necescoals to local consumers.
sary to make shipments of at least
1,000 tons at a time and with the exception of public utilities and some individual industries there are few who
have facilities for handling such quantities.

PHILADELPHIA

—

Anthracite Demaiid Improves BitumiSpot
nous Braced by Strike Talk
Producers Conservative.
Pnces Firm

—

anything like a
rush for coal there is at least an increase in the retail demand. There is
no doubt that the rail strike talk has
impelled some buying.
Consumers cling sharply to their obDealers rejections to present prices.
ceive many requests for prices which
never result in orders, indicating the
manner in which the user is shopping
around.
Due to this tendency of the

consumer there are many variations of
so-called standard retail figures.

The steam

sizes,

with the possible ex-

ception of rice, are in

mand.

much

better de-

Buckwheat has become

fairly
prices and

to obtain at spot
independents are reaching the point
where they are able to get the full

difficult

The companies report a strong demand for barley and
the independents have little if any for
$3.50 price for

it.

the spot market.

—

This conprices are extremely low.
servative attitude has already served
jumping
keep
prices
from
to
market

market upward.
The very best grades, such as Pools

in the

have bought heavily in
There was
of trouble.

to

—
Anthracite— Without

701

Bituminous Early in the week the
shippers received numerous inquiries
for prices.
Many of these requests
were probably put out for the purpose
of getting infomiation, although a
larger proportion than for some time
resulted in actual business.
For the
most part, however, the larger buyers
continued to treat the probability of a
strike as remote.
Big buyers feel cei-tain of a freight
reduction and are basing their purchases on this belief.
Railroads still
constitute the one considerable taker of
Even now the rail lines have
fuel.
much coal stored in cars on the tracks,
and one line which some years ago took
a large number of low-side wooden cars
out of service is utilizing this equipment in that manner.
The general feeling is that only a fictitious prosperity can come out of a
strike. However, producers do not hesitate to inform consumers that they are
ready to serve them and that present

1, 71 and 9, constitute the bulk of the
trading, and there is at times a tendency
to shortness of Pool 1, at least prompt

shipment cannot always be guaranteed.

BUFFALO
Getting Ready for Rail Strike

— Good

Supply Precludes Much Increased Buying — A7ithracite

—

More

Active.

Bituminous
l£ the railroad strike
takes place there may be a rush for
coal, but it is not at all certain, for
jobbers are urging consumers to lay
in all they can.
The increased demand
is not large enough to affect prices and
it will not be unless the strike cuts off
the sources of supply for some time.
So much preparation is being made
to resist that the strike force will be
discounted before it takes place. There
are plenty of business men, who may
who
be badly affected by a tie-up,
say that they are ready to stand a
"good one," as one of them puts it,

and have

it

over.

Sales on the road are few as conPrices resumers are well covered.
main at $3 for Youghiogheny gas lump,
$2.75 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam
lump, $2.50 for Allegheny Valley and
all mine run, and $1.85@$2 for slack,
adding $2.36 to Allegheny Valley and
$2.51 to other coals for freight.

— The

trade is showing
Distributors have no
more activity.
surplus and refuse to sell to retailers
Indeunless they are old customers.
pendents are putting their prices up.
Lake Shipments are fairly good.
Loadings for the week ended Oct. 19
were 96,350 tons, of which 41,100 tons
cleared for Duluth and Superior, 26,700 for Milwaukee, 17,800 for Chicago,
7,200 for Manitowoc, 1,300 for Racine,
1,100 for Kenosha and 850 for Mari-

Anthracite

in any considerable quantities.
cases of
there
are
some
course
Of
ordering of reserves, and in addition
there is the usual stimulation incident
to the approach of colder weather. The
better grades are now being quoted in
many cases from 15c.@25c. above the
figures of a week ago. This applies to

ordering supplies of coal

both gas and steam coal.
The bunker ti'ade remains poor, and
sales of Pools 71 and 9, or equivalent,
are being made in many cases on a
basis that is below the line price net
ton basis. This is due in some cases,
of course, to endeavor to avoid demurrage charges impending.
The export
situation
continues
light,
although
there are reports of chartering and
contract inquiries of a substantial
nature that seem to promise improvement in the next few weeks.
Anthracite There is more response
in the way of ordering, as a result of
the railroad strike threat.
The near
approach of winter is naturally inducing those consumers who have no coal
to lay in supplies at once, but on the
other hand there is a decided nervousness indicated in the urgent messages

—

received in many coal offices from customers who have delayed buying, or
who have bought only small quantities.

Yard supplies, which had been overabundant, have been materially lessened. After a wretchedly poor delivery of coal during August and September, which curtailment of receipts left
the city supply about two months short
of normal, there has been an increase
recently of movement from mines.

Canada

—

nette.

—

Demand does not increase,
Coke
though the furnaces are a little more
If there is to be much busiactive.
ness in iron before next spring there
is nothing to indicate that the trade
here is preparing for it. A moderate
revival seems to be the idea.

BALTIMORE
Railroad Strike Threat Renuiins Keynote of Bituminous Situation No Decided Rush of Orders Prices Stable
Anthracite Market Improves.

—

—

—

TORONTO

—

Dealers have been kept busy filling
domestic orders, which are coming in
rapidly. Yard supplies are sufficient to
last for some time and shipments of
nut and egg ai'e coming forward steadily, but there is still a decided shortage of stove, which is much in de-

mand.
Bituminous markets continue

—

phase is by no means
Apparently feeling that
dominating.
some way will be found out of the difficulty in view of the fact that labor
cannot afford to force the issue at a

Northwest

this

when the railroads are in the best
strategic position in years as to public
opinion and the upbuilding of a new

time

operating system, business

men

are not

quiet.

Slack is in somewhat better call, and
is getting rather scarce.
The trade
has not yet been noticeably affected
by the threatened railroad strike. Quotations are unchanged.

cially

to
railroads'

—

Prices Unchanged.

While the keynote, espefor future trading, has largely
do with the strike threat on the

Bituminous

—

Heavy Domestic Demand Stove Coal
Scarce
Bituminous Market Quiet

MINNEAPOLIS
Market Piek-Up Due to Strike
Threat Seasotml Movement Hampered

Slight

—

by Freight Rate Discussions.
Despite the threatening of a rail
strike, the coal movement is not showing the pick-up that it should. There
is some increase, of course, for people

COAL AGE
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have been running so close in their
supplies that they realize any interruption to the traffic movement would mean
an early exhaustion of their stocks.
The Northwest has a good supply of
coal on the docks, and would be in
good shape if the roads in this section
were able to move at all. The stocks
are the largest in four or five years.
Even if the strike should stop further
Lake movement the tonnage on hand
would go well through the winter. Of
course the Northwest would be in a
bad way in the spring when the expected coal strike is due.
It is commonly believed that the dock companies propose to store as much as possible so that they will be supplied if
the April 1 strike occurs.
For some weeks past, the docks have
been shipping a fairly good tonnage
into the interior.
This movement will
be better distributed than usual because of the retail orders all runnin.;;
to smaller lots.
If severe weather sets
in quickly, there will be less difficulty
in
supplying all needs, temporarily,
than if people were taking larger quantities.

The application before the I. C. C.
for a revision of coal freight rates is
one more case where such action tends
to delay people buying coal. All summer
and fall this phantasy of reduced freight
rates has hung before the eyes of the
coal buyer.
It has encouraged waiting
and delay, though they threatened a
serious congestion of orders, if severe
weather should set in. Perhaps it will
do no serious harm at this time for all
know that they must have coal to
meet cold weather, and a reduction of
freight costs, effective in thirty days,

would do nothing toward keeping warm
during those thirty days. Previous disappointments have also shown that
predictions are far from realities in
the matter of accomplishing freight reductions.

—De-

Market

mand Fluctuates with Weather Condi-

—

tions
Fires
Screenings.

There

is

a

Force

Marketing

of

demand

for

fluctuating

fair

price

Lake

during October
promise to be heavier than those of the
month pievious. Thus far they amount
to 82,023 tons of anthracite, and 175,Receipts

by

392 tons of soft coal, making the season's receipts to date 829,745 tons of
the former and 2,215,464 tons of the
latter, a gain of 177,812 tons of anthracite and 460,709 tons of soft coal.
A
number of cargoes of soft coal will be
delivered late in the season, and will
be held afloat until needed.

DULUTH

—
—

The threatened strike of railroad men
is
causing but little speeding up of
Country dealers are either
buying.
well supplied or else it is felt that the
strike will fail to cause serious difficulty in the coal market.
Dealers are taking a normal amount

anthracite and domestic soft coals, but
as a rule orders are light. The prospect of a halt in receipts, should there
be a railway tie-up, does not seem to
disturb industrial circles, as it is generally felt that Milwaukee has sufficient stocks to tide over any emergency.

Dock fires continue to force the sale
of screenings at a low figure. This puts
Western screenings at a disadvantage.
The general schedule for anthracite
and bituminous is firmly maintained.
Dock men are burdened with hard coal
screenings, which are absolutely stagnant.
They have been offered as low
as 75c., delivered, and in some cases
have been used for filling purposes,
Before prohibition, when malting plants
were running to capacity, these screen-

17

Hocking lump retails $6@
West Virginia splints are $7.26

business.
$6.50.

Threatened Strike Causes no Buying
Impetus Dock Supply Adequate for
Winter All Prices Are Firm.

No.

tions, where stocks are low anil where
there may be transportation difficulties,
are stocking up.
A survey of the situation shows that
there are fairly ROod stocks in central
Ohio territory.
Consumers are about
as well supplied as usual for the time
of the year. This is especially true in
the city sections, while in rural communities less coal has b.'en accumulated
by householders.
There has been no increase in prices
as a result of the better volume of

@$7.75

and

Anthracite

Pocahontas

$9@$9.50.

rather firm around $15.
Mine prices have increased with the
better call and are shown in the Weekly
Review.
is

Steam demand shows a

fair increase.

This applies especially to public utiland municipalities. There is a better market for screenings and prices
have advanced as a result.
Nut, pea
and slack is now selling $1@$1.30.
Railroads are also buying better and
of coal now and shipments from Lower this is having an appreciable effect on
Lake ports are holding up. Last week the market. Some buying on the part
thirty-three cargoes arrived, of which of manufacturers and general steam
six were anthracite, and sixteen cargoes users is repbi-ted
are on the way, two being hard coal.
The Lake trade is still rather active,
Sufficient coal is on the docks now as far as loadings at the lower docks are
to more than supply the Northwest for concerned.
A large part of this comthe winter, but a possible shortage prises coal mined in West Virginia and
i^^^^ ^ext spring, and coal men are Kentucky. Ohio mined coal is not showThe T. & O. C. docks
holding prices in anticipation of in- ing up heavy.
at Toledo during the week ended Oct.
creased demand at that time.
Buckwheat still sells at $6 on some 15 loaded 35,424 tons as compared with
docks. A disposition to firm up is no- 42,752 the previous week, making a
ticeable, however.
Nearly all damaged total of 983,620 tons for the season.
screenings have been cleaned out at Up to Oct. 16 of last year these docks
had loaded 1,355,141 tons. During the
$3, and good screenings are $4.
A surplus of steam coal will be left same week the H. V. docks at Toledo
'"^ded
181,461 tons, making 3,838,423
on the docks by spring, caused by the
tons for the season, compared vinth
business depression.
Dock men, how
2,989,670 tons last year.
ever, say that sales will not be reduced as much as was formerly thought
DETROIT
when it became known that the Mesaba
Market
iron mines would be shut down most Strike Threat Fails to Affect
Domestic in
Stocks
Are Ample
of the winter. It has been brought out
Prices Unchanged.
Seasonal
Demand
that the iron range uses but 500,000
Bituminous No important increase
tons annually, which is but one-tenth
in buying demand from steam conof ^^^ sum total of coal shipped from
sumers is apparent in the Detroit marthe Head-of-the-Lakes docks in one
ket that can be ascribed to the threatseason.
Buystrike of railway workers.
ened
detail delivery in Duluth is good,
Strong demand has developed in the ers are manifesting little interest in
the prospective tie-up.
^^^^ '^^•^^k and dealers are having difPublic utility companies are reported
ficulty in supplying customers, because
to be in fairly comfortable position.
of limited hauling facilities.
The Detroit City Gas Co. has about 30
days' supply of coal, while the Detroit
Edison stock is said to be ample for six
Inland
weeks' requirements. Fifty of 200 public schools have a full winter supply,
while there is sufficient reserve to
COLUMBUS
carry the others 30 to 60 days.
Strike Agitation Causing Some InThe attitude of the industrial concreased Demand
Domestic Moving sumers is probably due to a realization
Better Lake Trade Still Active.
that with transportation shut off, it
The market is increasingly active, would be
-- ....,,
impracticable to
,„
continue
„^
due partly to the strike agitation and
operation of factories.
Some of the
also to colder weather.
manufacturing plants that have been
This is shown
in domestic sizes particularly, although
running on short production, perhaps
some increased demand for steam would not be reluctant to close for a
grades is reported. While there is no time, giving opportunity for orders to
special alarm, dealers in certain secaccumulate.
ities

—

MILWAUKEE
Rail Trouble Fails to Stir

ings were easily sold at a
for use in malting kilns.

Vol. 20,

—

West

—

—

—

—
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Buying of domestic coal is proceedmore actively than in recent weeks,
but the improvement is due rather to

ing

weather conditions than the prospecOhio domestic lump is
tive strike.
quoted $3.15@$3.25, egg $2,40, mine
run $2 and nut and slack $1.15. West
Virginia lump is $3@$3.25, egg $2.50,
mine run $1.90 and nut and slack,
$1.25. Smokeless lump and egg is $4.75,
mine run $2.65 and nut and slack $1.65.
Anthracite Retail yards seem to
have a moderate supply, but stocks
would be quickly cleared out by a sufficient drop in temperature to cause a
strong buying movement.

—

ST.

Impending

LOUIS

Rail

Strike
—Steam Coals
—Railroad Buying

certainty

Creates
Fail to

spond

Heavy.

UnRe-

The threatened railroad strike furnishes a good excuse for some of the
sky pilots in the coal business to get
fancy prices, but the more conservative
element feels that there will not be
any serious strike. The domestic situation has not responded to the extent that is common in such instances.
Certain
little

coal

steam users are storing a
ahead and the railroads are

doing likewise. Demand is chiefly for
Standard and Mt. Olive grades. Carterville

is

just in fair call.

Some

little

hard coal is moving.
Coke is fairly
active, both gas house and byproduct.
Scarcity of ready money and a
tightening of credits has caused a
slow movement of domestic.
Dealers
throughout the West have a pretty fair
supply on hand and in the larger cities
there is a heavier tonnage than at any
period in several years.
Effective Oct. 15, the price of domestic coal was advanced 25c. per ton.
The prices are:
Carterville $8, Mt.
Olive $6.75, and Standard $6.

CINCINNATI

—

Following the

strike talk the
general attitude shown by coal buyers
was: "Come on, and let's see them do
rail

were inclined
to place orders only where their yards
were short.
Steam users maintained
it."

Domestic

buyers

the philosophical attitude based on the
theory that if coal could not be moved
neither could goods so why worry.
In most instances the general range
of prices on Kentucky nut and slack
was 90c.(a)$1.15, and on West Virginia
$1.25@$1.50. Mine run, both Kentucky
and West Virginia, was advanced to
Lump and block was
$1.85@$2.25.
steady with West Virginia quotations
$3@$3.25 and some sales as high as

—

$3.75; Kentucky, $3.25@$3.75.
slight recovery in the price

A

mine run 3;7.50 and slack $6.25. Bituminous lump was $7.25, with special
brands selling up to $8.25. Mine run
was $6.25@$6.75 and slack $4@$5.25.

CHICAGO
Market Flun-^y Follows Strike Threat

—Storage

Piles

Low

—Domestic

Prices

Steady.

During the

last

few days there has

developed quite a flurry in steam coals.
Screenings have advanced nearly $1.
This situation has been brought about
entirely by the current talk of a railroad strike. The big industries in Chicago are in no position, on account of
low storage piles, to operate their
plants any length of time, once communications have been cut off with the
mines.
Sales agents have been scrambling
for Eastern domestic coal. Pocahontas,
for instance, which was offered very
freely at as low as $1.75 last week is
now holding firm at $2.50@$2.75 with
but few operators willing to book an
order on any other basis than that of
price current at time of shipment. The
demand for high grade Illinois domestic has also increased, but this coal
is being sold at $4.05, the price at
which they have been available all
season.
very notable thing has developed, operators are not taking advantage of the present situation to the
full extent.
If they cared to do so,
they could advance their prices very
much more than they have been, and
find ready buyers. The general feeling
among the more representative operators is that this is an excellent opportunity to show that the coal men can
be relied upon to treat the public fairly.
This is in spite of what has happened all spring and during the summer months, making the temptation to
even up the score all the more strong.

A

The trade has had a great many

Buyers Discount Needs if Strike Occurs
No Rush of Orders Prices Steady.

—
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of

smokeless was noted, spot
sales of lump and egg being $4.25@
nut
$3@$3.50, mine run $2.25@
$4.50,
$2.75, and slack $1.10@$1.50, with an

prepared

occasional sale at $1.75.
Retail prices were stationary. SmokeLump $9.50@$10.25,
less was quoted:

CLEVELAND
Strike Fear and Improved Industrial

—

Outlook Quickens Demand Mine Output Better
Inquiries for Forward
Buying.

The possibility of a railroad strike
and gradual improvement in the business situation have combined to moderately stimulate the industrial demand.
There has been a division of opinion
as to whether the strike actually would
occur, but most plants desire to be on
the safe side and are preparing to lay
in sufficient coal to tide them over for
a few weeks. In addition to this consideration a growing number of buyers
are coming to the conclusion that further reductions of mine prices are unlikely

this

year.

As

a

result

some

in

and around

continues
Cleveland
to
display
a
stronger tone.
The strike threat is
overhanging the horizon and creating
some uncertainty, but fundamental improvement continues. Steel mills are
operating better and in the Youngstown
district plants are running at the best
rate seen this year. Automobile plants
are showing some signs of curtailment
during the winter, although a number
of Cleveland manufacturei-s report large
operations. Truck plants are speeding
up, with sales at the highest point of
the year.

All these indications of an
upswing are being reflected in better
inquiries and orders for coal, although
the trade is still subnormal for the

season.

The Cleveland

Electric

Illuminating

Co., recently closed for 100,000 tons of

No. 8 mine run at $2.25.

Production

is

steadily increasing, and prices are firm
for all grades.
The Lake season is nearly over, vsdth
the final shipments being rushed before
the end of the month when preferential
rates on coal consigned for Lake shipments expire.
The domestic demand
continues to climb as the winter chill
gets nearer.
Quite a jump was noted in receipts
of bituminous coal during the week
ended Oct. 15. Total receipts amounted
to 1,219 cars, divided: 790 industrial;
429 for retail dealers, thus registering
an increase over the previous week of
91 cars to industries and 134 cars to
retail dealers.
The normal requirements of Cleveland, both steam and
domestic, are between 1,500 and 2,000
cars per week, but for several months
past the weekly receipts have been between 600 and 1.000 cars.

South

visi-

tors this week on account of the convention of the American Mining ConMany new and interesting
gress.
angles in regard to the coal industry
have been developed at this meeting.
The big percentage of coal men present
at the convention proved very gratifying to all the local coal operators.

—

plants are inquiring for their needs for

some months ahead.
The industrial situation

BIRMINGHAM
Steam Market Slow but Outlook
ter

Is Bet-

—Domestic Less Active — Quotatiotis
— Production Showing

Unchanged

Much Improvement.
While there has been little progres.s
inade in the way of actual improvement,
the outlook for better ti-ade conditions
is more promising than it has been for
some time. Industrial conditions generally are much healthier and indications point to the early need of a much
larger tonnage than the market is now
consuming.

The movement of commercial coal is
better than it has been, but practically
all new business is of a spot character.
Railroads are taking more coal and
there has been some additional bunkerage business booked recently for delivery at New Orleans and Pensacola.
The threatened railroad strike has not
had much effect on consumers and there
seems to be little concern felt over the
probability of a tie-up.
Domestic coal has been slowed up by

:

COAL
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warmer weather which has followed a short cool spell, the effects
of which enableil retiulers to reduce
their stocks some but not sufficiently to
speed up shipments from the mines.
There has been a heavy increase in

thf

production following the revival of ironniakine, the output as a whole havin>r
improved around r>0,000 tons per week.
A good tonnage of coke is being shipped
into Mexico for smelter use and the
requirements for furnace coke are 100
per cent greater than two months ago.
Production is now around 230,000 tons

per week.

LOUISVILLE
Coal Buyers Are Not Taking Strike
Cloud Seriously General Demand Not
Keen Enough to Force Prices.
A few orders from industrials have
been received. These are preparing to
have a little extra tonnage to carry
them through in the event of a rail

—

busier.
The consumer is beginning to realize that prices are not likely to go
lower until next spring and that coal
tie-up.

Retailers

are

also

be scarce if the railroad trouble
Shortage of cash has
prolonged.
been the principal drawback to stockamong the working
especially
ing,

may
is

people.

Some of the local retailers have only
two or three weeks' supply on hand, and
as a result are ordering a little more
A last minute rush movement
freely.
during the period before the strike

A

C.

E

Vol. 20,

force prices up on prepared, if screenings do not move better.
In event of a strike the Louisville
will be in a good position, due to river
facilities

for bringing in coal.

West
DENVER
Production

Impulse
Mounting.

Feels

Buying —Prices
Operators

of

Better

for steam sizes.
Steam coal was selling

mand

ton wholesale a

there is a regular trading market.
Price comparisons are unfavorable as
on the whole there appears to be a
decline, but the comparison is between
asking prices formerly and trading
prices now, so that the market is really
in better condition.
The improvement is attributed in
part to fear of a general railroad
strike, but it is held that a very considerable part of the improvement rests
upon general and more permanent conditions.

have been making good

This is due, in
strides in production.
part, to stimulation caused through
anxiety over the threatened railroad
strike and to cool weather and de75c.

a

month ago; today

it

for

bringing $1.80@$2.15 and a delivery
price of $4.50@$4.90, while coking coal
is

delivered for $7.40.
In the week ended Oct. 1 the output
was 205,463 tons of a possible fulltime production of 303,639 tons, and
for the week ended Oct. 8 it was 204,742 tons of a possible 287,016 tons. Car
shortage and mine disability average
about 10 per cent of production.
is

are mounting, Weld County
lignite bringing $4 at the mine and
$G.95@$8 retail, while Louisville lump
is $5.75 at the mine and $9.75 retail.
Bituminous lump is $6 at the mine;
southern Colorado grades retail $10.75
Prices

Nn. 17

marked

The demand has been
in

most

the case of Buffalo territory

and Canada.
Quoted figures on gas slack have had
quite a decline, but simply to the steam
slack level, there being insufficient demand for gas quality to make a sepaSteam slack has not derate market.

Steam mine run and

clined.

only

a

shade

below

are
asking

:f-in.

former

In ll-in. domestic a wide
range of prices has developed, some
sellers shading by 50c. or more.
The
range is somewhat of a puzzle and in
some quarters is attributed to differences in "salesmanship" for want of a
better explanation.
We quote the actual market, disclosed by sales, as follows
Steam
Slack, $1.60@$1.70; mine run, $2.10@
$2.20; i-m., $2.6a@$2.70; ll-in., $3@
Gas: Slack, $1.60@$1.70; mine
$3.25.
run, $2.ie@$2.25; i-in., $2.60@$2.70.
prices.

:

EASTERN OHIO

—

Market Strengthened by Strike Talk
Industrial Sittiation Improves Prices
Advance Lake Tonnage Good.
Advances reported in Ohio industries
during the last few weeks are being

may and Routt County $11.50@$12.

—

—

Notwithstanding the observation of Columbus Day, production
during the week ended Oct. 15 was
398,000 tons, a trifle above the preceding week.
Accumulated production for the year
now approximates 14,000,000 tons,
against rated capacity of 25,650,000
tons.
The association mines worked a
little better than 50 per cent of possible
worktime during- the week. There is
a steady but constant increase in the
loaded car movement, and this factor is
being felt by operators in that the
carriers are taking larger quantities
for present fuel needs and for storage
purposes.
At the present rate of production,
between 35 and 40 per cent of the output is going to carriers for fuel.
Public utilities have also become
more active and are placing further
The
orders, both present and future.
city water works of Cleveland has just
closed a contract for 30,000 tons of
slack to be delivered between now and
April 1 at a price said to be $1.50 a

maintained.

Northern Appalachian
CONNELLSVILLE

—

Market
Offerings Exceed Demands
Further In^
Prodicction
Weaker

—

creased.

The general tone

of the coke

market

Actual prices are not materially lower, but they have slipped off
a trifle. A fortnight ago the ordinary
asking price on spot furnace was $3.50,
while a buyer could always find an odd
lot at about $3.35 if he was willing to
take a few carloads, and the theory ol
the market then was that the odd lots
would be gathered up and the market
Instead of
be left on a $3.50 basis.
that, the offerings have become more
numerous as there has been little absorption, and there are offerings now
is

easier.

and

disturbed, and this
may be attributed either to ovens being blown in too rapidly or furnaces
not buying as much as they were exRecently there was
pected to take.
quite a fair aggregate of inquiry, but
not all the furnaces that were consider-

supply has been

The Courier reports production in
week ended Oct. 15 at 16,000 tons

the

by the furnace ovens, an increase of
1,700 tons and 40,640 tons by the merchant ovens, an increase of 1,740 tons,

making a total of 56,640 tons, an increase of 3,440 tons.

PITTSBURGH
Increased Detruind
ing

at $3.25.

The balance between demand

ing the matter of blowing in have done
No additional furnace coke conso.
tracting is reported.
In foundry coke the recent stiffening
has disappeared, there being a great
decrease in the volume of inquiry. The
price range is the same as for weeks
The market is quotable as folpast.
lows: Spot furnace, $3.25@$3.50; contract furnace, $3.40@$3.50; spot foundry, $4.25@$4.75, per net ton at ovens.

Market

Buffalo

—Real

District

Demand has
past

week,

Makes Actual

Tradr-

Prices Developed

—

and Canada Buying.

increased sharply in the
almost nothing to
very moderate
be
a

from

what would
For weeks
volume in normal times.
past the market has been quotable on
little more than an asking price basis,
while with the demand now developed

ton.

A

small increase has been registered

the stocks on hand at the Lower
Lake docks, but the number of cars
dumped, receipts and cars on hand are
all running at about the same rate as
in

during recent weeks.

Announcement
crisis

has

been

of the impending rail

immediately followed
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by a quickening in

many

lines

of in-

to
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commit themselves has caused quota-

dustry and a new demand for both
Industries
steam and domestic coal.
generally have not been carrying much

tions to drop from $3.35@$3.75, a base
prevailing for sevei'al weeks, to $3.25

in excess of a few days' fuel supply
on hand, and to safeguard against any
exigencies of the next few weeks, many
plants are now putting in coal. There
has been a stiffening in spot prices,

$4.50.

especially in slack.

ANTHRACITE

— Glen

Strike Increases Demand
Mine Still Closed.

Alden

The threatened railroad strike is
causing a greater demand and mines
are operating at capacity to meet it.
The decision of Judge Fuller, of
l.uzern County, will have no effect on
the reopening of the mines in Lackawanna County unless the judges in that
county agree to accept his decision as
final, pending an appeal.
The Glen Alden Coal Co. states that
if it can be assured of no prosecutions
in case of caves it will reopen six
mines. At present there seems to be
no chance that this may occur.

@$3.50.

@$2.

Logan and T hacker

UPPER POTOMAC

—R.R. Fuel Picks Up
Market Strengthens —Lake

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Sizes — Rail

Demand

Production improved slightly during

Lake shipments have virtually
ceased and Curtis Bay tonnage was
tion.

also light.

Northern Panhandle
Railroad fuel constituted the bulk of
production as in preceding weeks. Mining for steel interests added somewhat
figure

and a better

UNIONTOWN
.Market Retarded by Rail Strike Possibility
Consumers Uncertain
Prices
Weake7i.

—

Consumers are not making any unpreparations to protect them-

usual

selves against the threatened railroad
The possibility of a tie-up has

strike.

reacted adversely on the market, there
being an appreciable lessening in de-

mand.
The attitude of consumers seems

to

be to await a settlement of the situation.
In event of a strike it would be
impossible to move their finished product and therefore there would be no
advantage in creating a surplus fuel
supply.
Negotiations looking toward
the settlement of the railroad question
have given strong indications of reduced freight rates and that possibility
is a strong factor in consumers paring
their coal orders to immediate requirements.
The reticence of furnace coke buyers

Northeastern Kentucky
to a larger output of prepared
was on a slightly in-

coal, production
creased basis.

The Lake movement

continued good, but the steam market
was inactive and prohibited acceptance
of much of the domestic business
offered.

New

Virginia

River and the Gulf

River operations were enabled

demand for
The market was so weak

coal.

that a great many of the larger companies announced an indefinite suspenDespite the low production, howsion.
ever, cars were none too plentiful, there
being just about enough to supply the
needs of the region.
Winding Gulf production still hovered around 40 per cent, the demand
being limited to prepared sizes. Operators were optimistic as to the outlook for the remainder of the month
because of the imminence of railroad
labor trouble.

Pocahontas and Tug River

line

domestic inquiry was appearing.
Lake shipments were at a minimum as
was export tonnage.
of

—

—

New
lump

the week ended Oct. 15.
The market
was somewhat brisker on domestic coal
but the poor demand for slack was the
greatest hindrance to a larger produc-

total

to Prepared
Trouble Strengthens the
Steam Coals Difficult to

good produc-

igan markets.
Thacker production was not over 40
There was a fair demand
per cent.
only for prepared sizes at prices under
normal. Railroad fuel constituted the
bulk of production. An inadequate car
supply was a small factor in the week's
production loss.

Due
Market Activity Confined

to be a

tion in the Logan region with the output confined to a few of the larger companies. With a railroad strike in prospect hurry-up orders were being received, and there was still a good deal
of coal moving to the Lake and Mich-

Middle Appalachian

to run only because of a

Off.

Fairmont

to the

—

High
.Market Shows Sigiis of Life
Wage Scale Still Retards Production.
By the middle of October there was a
slight improvement in operating conditions but it was confined largely to
mines producing on the same basis as
in the Somerset field.
The high mining
rate in the region as a whole, made
it
impossible for most producers to
accept orders at prevailing prices. Improvement was most marked in Garrett
County.

Better Production

Tonnage

There continued

Move.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

—Domestic

Foundry is quotable $4.25@
Coal carries quotations of $1.50

Much of the output went to Western
markets.
Idleness was still general
throughout the region although some
increase in production was anticipated
as a result of the threatened rail strike.

Pocahontas production dropped to
About the only
about 270,000 tons.
spot demand in evidence was for egg
and lump. With the decline in demand,
the car situation had improved somewhat and such production losses were

Contract orders were all that mainmost mines.
at
production
tained
Prices were soft, but inquiries increased after receipt of the news of the
threatened railroad strike.

Middle West
MIDWEST REVIEW
Market Greatly Strengthened— Strike
Talk Catises Riush Orders— Stimulation
a Setback.
Improved conditions have existed in
the coal market during the past week.
Demand for domestic coal has been so
great that operators have had no difficulty in holding fast to circular prices.
The steam market, also, has improved,
and prices have advanced 25c. @$1 a
ton, according to the grades.
Dealers are worried over the labor

May Prove

situation

insignificant.

concerned,

More coal was being produced proportionately in the Tug River section
in any other region in southern
West Virginia, the output reaching
about 90,000 tons during the week.
Most of the tonnage was going to
Western points, and there was little
activity in Eastern markets, especially
It was next to imposat Tidewater.
sible to market any slack, the prices
for which remained at a low level.

market

than

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Steam
Prepared Market Stiffens
Trade Lags Strike Talk Increases hi-

—

quiries.

Kanawha
Demand was confined almost exclusively to domestic sizes and steam
grades were almost impossible to move
during the second week of October.

so far

as

the railroads are

and are coming into the

in order to get a little surplus
Practishould a strike eventualize.
cally all orders that have come in for
domestic coal during the last week have
been placed on the basis that the coal

be shipped promptly.

A number of industries find they are
not as well fixed with coal as they
thought, and consequently have been
ordering heavily. It is a curious thing
to note that on the days when the
strike threats appear ominous, the orders increase, while on the days when
a settlement is generally predicted, the
orders fall off.
Whether or not

this stimulation will

prove a blessing to the industry is a
In the event
diflficult thing to predict.
that all questions between the railroads
and labor should be successfully settled,
it will mean that the factories which

COAL AGE

TOti

have been buying so heavily the last
will be out of the market a
corresponding length of time. Therefore, it is very safe to forecast an extremely weak steam market in the
event that the threatened strike is

few days

settled amicably.

The matter of reduced freight rates
has been receiving very wide publicity
over the country, and once the
all
strike is settled, it is thought that the
buy only

in a hand-tosuch time as the
rate reduction becomes effective. Everybody is feeling poor, and it is felt that
the dealers can be relied upon to buy
just as little coal as possible until the
final reduction in freight rates is made.
The flurry we are now experiencing
has developed the fact that a car
shortage is entirely possible, and at an
early date. A number of mines in Indiana and Illinois have been short of
The demand, of
cars this week.
course, has been fairly good and the
mines have been enjoying satisfactory
But should there derunning time.
velop a real demand, the country will

retailers will

mouth fashion

until

find itself suffering

from what we

be-

an acute car shortage. If
production, at its present low level, has
developed a car shortage, it can be
easily understood what will happen in

lieve will be

case the demand makes it necessary to
run the mines full time-

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Threatened Rail Strike Causes Slightly
Better Demand Prices Firm Outlook
Improves.
Operators are getting a few industrial inquiries, as well as some from
retailers because of the threatened
Retailers as a whole are fairly
strike.
well stocked, having three to six weeks'

—

—

supplies in hand.

Many

industrial con-

cerns have carried scarcely any stock,
and as a result are rushing a few
orders through for protection.
The volume of strike business is not
large, and, with general demand quiet,
this business has not been sufficient to
materially influence the market. Prices,
while firm, are showing no evidence of
advancing.
If there is a strike it will probably
be followed by a rush demand, which
while probably not forcing steam markets, will have a tendency to strengthen

prepared

SOUTHERN

ILLINOIS

Threateiied Railroad Strike Puts Market on Its Feet Some Car Shortage in
Sight Prices Advance.

—

In the Carterville field the threatened
railroad strike caused a change to take
Everything began
place over night.
moving, and screenings, which were
lagging at $1 and under, went up to

Independent operators
$1.25@$1.50.
are trailing association prices, with a
couple of them quoting $4.30 on domesRailroad tonnage is unusually
tic.
good, everything considered.
At many mines short time is encountered on account of a lack of sufficient
number of cars for a day's run. Everything indicates an advance in all prices
with colder weather, even though a
Similar
strike does not materialize.
conditions prevail in the Duquoin and
Jackson County field.
The Mt. Olive district shows up
heavy in tonnage with the price jumping from $3.25 to $3.50 for St. Louis
shipments on domestic sizes. Country
prices are $3.75.
The open market
price on screenings ranges $1@$1.25.
Railroad tonnage is heavy.

The Standard
of

field also felt the effect
Screenings
the threatened strike.
to $1 and mine run to $2.50,

jumped

News Items

From

Field and Trade
tendent.

ILLINOIS
The Victory Coal & Mining Co., operating at Duquoin. has suspended operations.
The mine, which is an old one. was only
recently re-equipped.
Dail Pittman. general manager of the
Coal Belt Coal Co., Herrin. announces that
the company is about ready to resume
operations at its mine located near that
city.

Fred B. SnlliTan. representative of the
Nason Coal Co.. of Chicago, in western
Illinois and eastern Missouri territory, has
been

made

associate sales

manager

of the

company.

The Xason

Coal

of Chicago, announces the appointment of K. H. Anderson as sales manager to succeed F. .\.
Bartlielme. resigned.

equipped
Trucks.

This
with

The Saneamon County Mining Co. has
purchased the Latham mine at Xiatham.
W, A. Brewerton is the head of the company.
New machinery and equipment is
being ordered.
The Spring Creelt Coal Co.. Springfield,
established a new hoisting record for this
mine recently when they hoisted 1,652 tons
in eight hours, the previous highest record
being 1.097 tons. John Strebel is superin-

mine is almost entirely
Hollow Axle Mine Car

INDIANA
Xegotiations have been conipieted where& Co., Johnstown coal operators and part owners of the Grazier Coal
and Coke Co. have purchased the remainder of the stoclj in the Grazier company.
J. C. and
H. F. Grazier, organizers and
principal owners, both die-d within recent
years. The property includes several mines
at Foustwell. together with tipples, miner's
homes and other property.

by Cosgrove

Co..

KENTUCKY
K. U. Megnire, of the Harlan Coal Co.,
was in Pineville recently.
Announcement has been made of the sale
of the Big Fonr Coal Co., owned by G. C.

and E. F. White, of Williamsburg,
Forester and others of Asheville,
will at once tal<e charge of the
plant, which is said to be one of ths largest in the Whitesburg neighborhood.
Henry Ford has been visiting his mine
on Wallins Creek, known as the Banner
Fork Coal Corporation.

Criscillis
to G. H.

N. C,

who

17

Railroad tonnage is
high point.
heavy and considerable coal is moving
For the first
for storage purposes.

the

time in
freely.

screenings moved
Working time averages three

many months

to four days.

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Rail
Trouble
Weather and
Cold
Domestic in
Demands
Strengthen
Rest Call.
Cold weather, threatened tie-up of
railroad transportation, and a general
speeding up of industries has had a
stimulating effect in demand for all
grades of coal during the past week.
Block is moving readily at 25c.(5)50c.
above low price for September and egg

—

sizes.

—

Vol. 20, No.

is

more

in

demand.

There

is

also

more

activity in mine run but orders are
Screenings are moving better
small.
with but little price recovery.

West
UTAH
Production Increases
Still

— Retail

Buying

Slow.

Production has increased to 75 per
with some of the smaller mines
Dealers, however,
running full time.
report business as slow. There appears
to be little disposition on the part of
the consumer to buy more coal than he
needs for immediate use.
Coal mined in Utah during the nine
months ending Sept. 30 amounted t»
2,988,095 tons, according to figures
compiled by Carl A. Allen, chief mining
cent,

inspector

for

the

Industrial

Commis-

sion of Utah.

Suit has been entered in the District
Court of the United States for the Eastern
District of Kentucky, at Catlettsburg, by
M M. Tvree as plaintiff, against the Kentenia Coal Co,, to recover $72,838.08. with
interest from Jan. 1, 1921, alleged to b»
due Tyree as net proceeds of approximately
27.000 tons of coal originally purchased by
Tyree from the Opperman Coal Co.. of
Logan County, W. Va.. and shippe-d to
or upon tlie order of Kentenia company,
and sold by the latter for the account of

The demand is for payment of
Tyree.
prices realized by the Kentenia company
upon sale of the coal as agent for Tyre«,
after deducting amounts paid by defendant
directly to the Opperman company at prices
based uiion contract between Tyree and the

Opperman

company and commissions of

8 per cent upon gross sales,
alleged to have amounted to a
cess of $20,000.

which

sum

in

ar*
ex-

One

of the largest realty deals that ha«
been made in eastern Kntucky for som«
time has been closed by the Enrich Realty
who purchased from
Co., of Cleveland,
the Powell-Paxton Co. a tract of 2,,30»
acres of valuable timber and coal lands
in Harlan County, for the reported prict
of $100,000.

John P, Gorman has sold his hnldin^s
Marion and the Dudley Coal Comwith operations in tlie Hazard
district to W. S. Dudley and his as.sociates
in Ihe Kentucky Land Co.
This is said
in the
panies,

represent holdings of over $100 000 la
stock values. Mr. Gorman will retire from
active business.
to

The

Consolidated

Fuel

Co.

at

Dalraa,

have ordered a shaker screen picking table
and loading boom equipment.

-

COAL AGE

October 27, 1921
Co.. Prestons-

The BaUey-Ferguson Coal

burg, and the Stevens Branch Coal Co. of
the same place are installing a three-track
shaker screen tipple equipment, including
picking table and loading boom for the

lump coal.
The Hillson-Jones Coal

Co.,

has changed

The
to the H. B. Jones Coal Co.
retail yard in Louisbut is controlled by the Jones interest?,
which operate mines in eastern Kentucky.

name

its

company operates a
ville,

MICHIGAN
Durant has been appointed sales
and M. W. Floto, assistant sales
agent of the Detroit office of the American
Steel & Wire Co., to succeed M. Whaling
and T. J. Usher, Jr., resigned.
The McBard Coal Co. of Cincinnati has
opened a Detroit office in the Free Press
Building in charge of H. C. Howland.
H.

S.

agent,

formerly with

the

National

Coal

Supply

Co.
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Bverett Drennen, president of the West
Virginia Coal & Coke Co.. was a recent
visitor in New York.

The H. M. Schaff Coal Co. of Cleveland
has been chartered with a capital of $50,000
The charter permits
to mine and sell coal.
the company, to build, acquire by purchase
Incoror lease and to operate docks.
porators are H. M. Schaff, J. F. Mellott,
Tlioraas L. Johnson, H, A, Forsythe and
II. V. Forsythe.
The Honston Coal Co. of Cincinnati, has
.iitered suit in the United States District
Court against the Navy, seeking to recover
$314,730.74, which is claimed as due on coal
requisitioned at the time of the shortage
and paid for at a price fixed by the govern-

ment

The Houston company

authorities.

claims that tonnage seized between April
1920 and Feb. 1921 was paid for on a
basis of $4 while the actual marKet price

was

$8 a ton.

Neecamp, secretary of the NorthKentucky Coal Association with headquarters at Ashland, who also looks after
traffic matters for the association was m
Columbus recently attending the Ohio rate
C. J.

John A. Howe, vice-president and general
of the Carnegie Dock & Fuel Co..
spent a day at the Duluth-Superior harbor
recently, inspecting the company's prop-

manager
erty.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pursglove, of Cleve-

land, and Mr. and Mrs. David Pursglove.
of St. Clairsville. Ohio, recently motored
from Celveland to Minneapolis, St. Paul

and Duluth on a combined business and
While at Minneapolis they
pleasure trip.
were the guests of R. O. Eastman, who is
vice-president of the Pursglove Coal and
that
city.
Dock Co., of

NEW MEXICO
The United Verde Exteniion Mining Co.
has secured coal-mining riglits on 200 acres
The purchase was
of land at Gallup.
from the Matnal Coal, Light and Power Co.,
which lias retained surface rights to forty
acres within the Gallup townsite, this tract
With the
to be devided into town lots.
coal land is included a right of way for a
railroad to the main line of the Santa Fe
from the property's coal tipple. Until copper production is resumed at Clemenceau,
the Gallup coal property will be operated.
under lease, by H. R. Wypnr and associatfs.

NEW YORK
The Producers Fuel

Co.,

New York

City,

has taken over the output of the Monon
of the Monongalia Coal
Co.,
at
Monon. W. 'Va., the Ormont mine, of the
Abranis Creek Coal Co., at Oakmont, and
the mine of the Osage Coal Co., at Osage,

mine,

W. Va.
The receivers for the Tidewater Coal Exchange, Inc., now in a state of dissolution,
have applied to the Delaware courts and
received permission to sell the 500 cars of
coal in the pools at Baltimore.
Completfplans for the dissolution have been completed.

The Egan Knote Co.. Inc., exporters and
bunker suppliers of coal, New York, announces the change of name to the R. M.

Egan

Co., Inc.

Harrison D. Ecker, recently manager of
export and bunker sales of the Tuttle Corporation, and formerly with the Consolidation Coal Co. and other prominent interests, will make his headquarters with the
Quemahoning Creek Coal Co., New York,
specializing in the general bunker busines."
at Atlantic ports and the export trade.
Bids for furnishing 15,000 tons of slack
coal to the Buffalo waterworks, delivery
to extend to April 1, were tendered bv
seven companies, that of the Valley Camp
Coal Co., of Cleveland, at $1.80 per "net ton.
mine price, on a $2.51 freight rate, being
lowest.

Frank B. Tlnslcy, who is well known in
the New York trade, has been elected a
vice president and director of the Fidelity
Coal Co., of Philadelphia, with New York
City offices at 90 West St., and of which
R. S. Feeney is president.
Mr. Tinsley.
like Mr. Feeney. was formerly connected
with the Seller Coal Co. of New York City.
The Eastern Fuel Co. has added to the
sales force of the New York office, J. F.
Whelan, formerly
Coal

&

in charge of the Matlack
Iron Corporation, offices at Newport
Philadelphia.

News and

I'uel

;

OHIO

cast

MINNESOTA

Co. has been charThe I edar
tered tor mining coal and dealing in mineral lands. Phi.adelphia; capital, $25,000;
Philadeltreasurer, F. D. Casanave, Jr.
phia incorporators, C W. Nickford and E.
C. Blandy. Osceola Mills and S. H. EastHill

liearings.

Announcement has been made by the

Kanawha A'alley Coal Co. of the opening
of a branch office at Dayton, in the Schwmd
This branch will be in charge
Building.
of C. A. Ogle. O. J .Cox heads the company.
T. V. Bush has resigned as traffic manager in charge of Western sales of the
Raleigh Coal & Coke Co., to become coal
service agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
with headquarters at Cincinnati, where he
will direct the movement of westbound
freight.

representing the W. C.
Deegan Consolidated Coal Co., of Huntington, W. Va., has opened a Columbus office
in the Butler Bldg., to offer for sale the securities of the company.
B. A. Colter, general manager of the C.
G. Blake Co.. of Cincinnati, has returned
from a trip to the Pacific coast made as
a vacation and for business. While in the
west Mr. Colter looked into coal shipping
possibilities from Seattle, San Francisco
and other ports.
The Pittsburgh - Ohio Coal Co. was recentlv organized in Pittsburgh, capitalized
at $400,000. It is organized under the common law and has headquarters in the
has
It
Bessemer Building. 'Pittsburgh.
purchased in fee 270 acres in Jefferson
County, underlaid with the No. 8 Pittsburch
seam and has options on 439 adjoining
The property lies between the
,-icres.
operating properties of the Superior Coal
Company and the Wayne Coal Company.
of the company, all Pittsburgh
officers
The
Smith, president and
F.
A.
are:
ers
F,
H. Groves, vicegeneral manager
and Charles W.
president and treasurer
Champion, secretary. They expect to start
development shortly, partly by stripping
and partly by drift mine operation. The
property is located on the Bessemer & Lake

W.

F.

Grifflng,

ment, PhiUipsburg.
The Glasgow Coal Mining Co. will mine
buy and deal in coal and coke South Fork,
treasurer. J. E. Reese.
$50,000
capital,
Incorporators: J. E. Reese.
Scalp Level.
George E. Flenner and
Scalp Level
Fork.
South
Miller,
Howard
The County Realty Co.. a subsidiary of
the H. D. Walbridge Co. of New York
City, which controls the Penn Public ServCorporation of Johnstown, has purice
chased 1.400 acres of coal and 500 acres
of surface land in East and West WheatThe coal
field townships, Indiana County.
was bought from the Operator's Coal Mining Co. through George T. Robinson. This
gives the corporation approximately 3.000
acres of coal land and it is estimated will
supply fuel for the next 75 years.
The Penn Public Service Corporation has
completed plans for the erection of a huge
hvdro-electric plant at Foxburg. which will
increase the capacity of the electric service corporation by more than 500,000 horse
The waters of the Clarion River
power.
will be utilized in securing power and the
plans call for two huge reservoirs, one at
Foxburg and the other at Clarion. The
plant will cost $5,000,000.
R. C. Kann. New York City, treasurer of
the Hudson Coal Co,, has notified the Secretary of the Commonwealth, Harrisburg,
of an increase of capital stock from $5,000,000 to $5,160,000. This notice was followed
a few days later by another stating that
the capital had been increased in the
amount of $3,984,950, making the total cap;

;

;

italization

$9,500,950.

Coke Co. lias
capital stock from $100,000 to
R. Crow, treasurer, Fayette

The Oliphant Coal and
increased
$250,000
;

its

Frank

County.
The Domestic Coke Co., Fayette County,
has notified the State Department that it
has dissolved.

VIRGINIA
The Clinchfleld Coal Corporation, Moss,

has installed complete steel tipples, apron
conveyors, shaker screens, picking tables
and loading booms, for Mines Nos. 8 and 9.
These handle 300 tons of coal per hour.
In order to make Hampton Roads a
more attractive port not only for bunkers
but for cargo coal, a movement is now on
foot to induce coal-bearing railroads to reThe miniduce their trimming charges.

trimming rate is lie, and tlie Hampton Roads Maritime Exchange is askine
the roads to bring this rate down to the

mum

Baltimore rate, which

is

6Jc.

;

;

Erie.

PENNSYLVANIA
M. L. Coulter is now chief engineer for
the Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corporation,
Indiana,

having

removed

from

Punxsu-

tawney.
J. Karl Golden, formerly mine inspector
for "the Travelers Insurance Co., Appolo, is
now engaged as mining engineer with the
Hillman Coal & Coke Co., Hillcoke.
Judge J. N. Langham, of the Common
in an
Pleas Court of Indiana County
opinion rendered recently, sustained the exceptions filed by the Penn-Mary Coal Co.,
defendant in a Workmen's Compensation
case in which H. C. Kelly is the claimant
and who was awarded compensation by the
The court
Pennsylvania State board.
finds that Kelly, who claimed he had been
injured while working for the defendant
company, had not reported the alleged injury to his employer for four months after
The medica'
the" time he said it happened.
testimonv. the opinion states, shows that
the effect of Kelly's condition could have
been or might have been due to the injury,
but the court holds that this is not sufficient.

W. J. Rainey, Inc., has closed its Philadelphia branch. The business will be handled in the future from its general offices.
New York. Francis Y. Casey, formerly
Philadelphia representative, has been appointed assistant manager of sales, and
Gilbert S. Sank will be associated with the
sales department.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

will soon be heard by the
United States Supreme Court in a long
pending coal litigation involving alleged
In 1904 and
discrimination in car supply.
1905 it is alleged the W. F. Jacoby and Co.
mine at Bigler. Clearfield
bituminous
County. Pa., was put out of business by
the Pennsylvania in giving greater car
supply to the Berwind-White Coal Co. the
Lehigh Valley Coal Co. and others. Jacoby
prosecuted a claim of $21,094 damages
through the I. C. C. and the Pennsylvania
District Court and the case is now on appeal from the Circuit Court of Appeals
which decided in favor of the railroad
company. The case was once before up in
favor
the Supreme Court, when it decided
of the coal company, but on re-argument
The railroad claims that
reversed itself.
the Jacoby mine was not on an equal footing with the other mines and that the
damages are excessive.
.\n important case under the Lever law
has been argued before the Court of Claims_
It is the complaint of the J. M. Macdonald
Coal Mining Co., of Cincinnati, operating
a mine in Harrison County. W. Va., which
seeks to recover from the government
$58,036 because prices allowed coal operators bv the Fuel Administrator forced
the min'e to operate at a loss, estimated
at $22,300 between July. 1918. and January,
1919
While the government contends the
case is without merit the same issues
having been decided last term by the
Court in the Pine Hill Coal case under
paragraph 4 of section 25, there is a feeling that the Macdonald company has a
good case and its decision is awaited with
keen interest because of its possible application to other complainants.

Argument

m

—

;
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Snell

ll.pn^scntative

of

N".

has

Y.

in-

no.Uuiil a bill to reimburse the BerwlndWhlie foul >Uninc Co.. J118.40 for UaniiUfes on account of a collision between
;in army tue with one of the coal company's
barges in New York harbor Aug. 23. 1918.

WEST VIRGIM.\
Co.. near Williamson,
has purchased complete coal handling
equipment for handling coal from the Wlnl-

and Thacker st-.\ms.
At a recent stockholder's meeting of the
Fairmont Minlnc Mnchinrry Co., the following directors were elected to serve for
frtHle

the ensuing year or until their successors
are named: B. A. Linderman. pre.-iident.
Austin Machinerj- Corporation. Chicago
O. .\ Seyferth. director. Austin Machinery
Corporation, Chicago: Walton Miller, president. National liank of Fairmont. Fairmont F. R. Lyon, vice-president. Consolidation Coal Co.. Fairmont M. L,. Hutchinson,
;

;

;

president. Hutchinson Coal Co.. Fairmont
C. U. Robinson, pr€«ident. Robinson Coal
Co.. Fairmont, and Virgil Hyland. ClarksAt a meeting of the directors, the
burg.
following officers were elected: B. A. Linderman, president
O. A. Seyferth, vice;

president and general
J. C.
Miller, treasurer

Walton
Evans, secretary
chairman of the

manager

:

L.

Hutchinson,

;

board.

TraflSc

News

finding

that

the

recon-

signment rules and charges on coal and
effective Aug. 20. 1920, West of the
Mississippi River, on the C. B. & Q. were
The complainant also
not unreasonable.
objects to the commission taking judicial

^'oke

notice of the results of its car shortage
investigation in 1920 and other errors are
also assigned.
The commission has dismissed the complaints of the Michigan Alkali Co. and the
Ford CoUierleg Co., on advice that they
These cases related
have been satisfied.
to rates on coal to Conneaut Harbor, Ohio,
from Pennsylvania for trans-shipment by
Lake to Wyandotte and Alpena, Mich.,
and to Lake cargo coal to east-bank Lake

Michigan destinations.
The Peerless Coal Co. of 111., has asked
the commission to rehear its complaint,
in which the commission recently decided
that rates on coal from points on the
Terminal Ry. to interstate
Springfield
The
destinations were not unreasonable.
company asks opportunity to show that the
Springfield group rates are not lower than
other group rates in Ohio. Pennsylvania
and Indiana and arc not lower than other
group rates in Illinois, but are higiier.
The Providence Gas Co. has asked for
rehearing of the complaint of the Seaboard
By-Prodnct Coke Co., to consider extraordinary conditions surrounding the movement of coke from Seaboard. N. J., over
the Poughkeepsie bridge to New England.
The commission had established rates on
coke from Seaboard. N. J., to New England, practically the same as the gas company enjovs from Harbor Junction Wharf,
R.

the

long

company should be

tramway was installed recently
now working most successfully,

aerial

.\n

and

is

xvhlch will increase the output.

ONTARIO
The Windsor Citv Council has obtained
contracts for an unlimited supply of anthracite direct from the Pennsylvania mines for
the fuel vard which will be sold to householders at $15 per ton.
The .\ii8tin Machinery Corporation, of
Chicago, has incorporated a new subsidiary
company in Canada, the Canadian AuHtIn
Headquarters will be at
-Machinery, Ltd.
Woodstock.
Richard B. Chose, secretary of Jewltt.
Blgelow & Brooks. Detroit, visited Toronto
recently on his way back from Montreal.
Charles H. Bowman, representing C. C.

Bowman,

coal dealer of Pittston. Pa., was
visitor in Toronto recently.

busiiirs.-;

-I

Steam
General Electric
—Bulletin
42019.
Pp.
—Advertiser.
Turbines

Curtis

Drive
N.

for

Co.,
8

Y..

Mechanical
Schenectady,
8

;

x lOi

in.;

illustrated.

Northwestern Traffic and Service
Itureuu of Minneapolis alleges unreasonable rates on soft coal from Zeigler. 111.,
to Hitchcock. S. D., due to misrouting.
The Tuffli Bros. Pig Iron and Coke Co.,
of St. Louis, alleges unreasonable rates
on coke form Benham, Ky., to Abilene,
Kan.
In the complaint of W. L,. Carney, an
I.
C. C. examiner recommends that bituminous coal shipped from Densmore, Pa.,
to Chicago and from mines in Indiana to
Chicago were misrouted but denies Carney
reparation because he was not the real

The

Bureau has asked the commission to reopen its case on the ground that the comin

before

that

one of the main producers of the Province.

The Terra Haute. Ind., Paper Co. alleges
unreasonable rates on coal from Pimento,
Coal Bluff and Clinton, Ind., to
Terre Haute.

In the complaint of the tittle Calinba
Co.. the I. C. C. decides that the
rate on coal from Piper to Fairfield. Ala.,
during Federal control, was not unreasonable.
The Omaha Chamber of Commerce Traffic

erred

There is one outstanding feature of the
coul mining in the Nicola-Princeton section
of the lower British Columbia Interior,
namely, the vigorous opening up of the
Coalniont field by the Coalmont Coal Co.
Development is proceeding along such lines

Scifert.

Coal

mission

BRITISH COLl MBIA

County has

for .Mineral

been organized with the title of the Mlnrrul
Counlv Coul Co. This concern is capitalized at $25,00(1, and headquarters are to be
Active figures in the new conat Keyser.
cern are Henry K. Uurgess. of .S'ew Creek
May Paris. Margaret Gilmore. Roy E. Wiseman, Emory Tykr, Ricli-.ird W. Thrush, G
K Burgess, Beulah Wells. H. L. Arnold, H.
C. Hedges and Oscar Cosner of Keyser.
The Dixie Poculiontos Con! Co. of Huntington, has been organized for the purpose of operating in the Pocahontas terLeadritory, being capitalized at JliKi.iiuo,
ing figures in the organiz:UiiMi are Jame.s
V. Polndextcr. Joseph Maloney. John S.
.Nlarcum, J. R. Marcum -.uid C. D. Poindexter. all of Huntington.
I'nder authority granted by the secretary of state the name of the Ryan Coal
Co. has been changed to the Clarksburg
(ina & Coal Co. and hereafter the general otiice of this company will be at Wheeling instead of Fairmont.
Much interest is being taken by the miners of Marion and Harrison counties, in
northern West Virginia, in the mining extension school of the West Virginia College
of .Minen, a number of miners having enThe attendance has
rolled for instruction.
e.xceedeil expectations in view of the fact
that there is so little activity in the minClasses are being conducted
ing industry.
bv Adam Craw^ford of the University.
;

The Purllon Cool

and M.

new company

.\
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The Northwestern Traffic and Service
Bureau of Minneapolis in complaints to
the I. C. C. alleges unreasonable rates on
coke from Wood River, 111., to Akron, Ohio,
and from Terre Haute, Ind., to Onslow, la.,
and also unreasonable rates on anthr-icite
coal from Milwaukee to Vesta. Minn.
The commission will hear the case involving rates on coal from the Detroit,
Toledo and Ironton R.B. mines, at Atlantic
City. N. J., on Oct. 31.
The I. C. C. has denied the petition of
the Dnqnesne Coal & Coke Co. for reargument of its case in which the commission found that rates on bituminous
coal from mines west of Pittsburgh in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia on the
Pittsburgh and West Virginia Ry. to points
North and East were prejudicial.
The commission has authorized the B. St
O. K.R. to establish rates on bituminous
and cannel coal from stations on its road
to Canton. Ohio, the same as rates on the
Pennsylvanla.

party in interest.

Trade Catalogs
The
Metals

Schoop Metal Spraying Process
Coating Company of America,
Pp.

Pa.

Philadelphia.

15

4

;

X

in.;

9

lustrated.

—

Coaling Plant
Roberts & Schaeffer Co., Chicago, 111. BulPp. 24; 8J X 11 in.; illustrated.
letin. 43.
Describing locomotive coaling plants and
equipment for the handling of railroad coal.
Advertiser.
Novo Reliable Power The Novo Engine
Catalog 921, pp. 105
Co.. Lansing. Mich.
illustrated.
Showing designs and
in.
uses of the various Novo gas, gasoline and

"Rands" Shallow-Pit

—

—

:

6x9

:

kerosene outfits.
Lubrication of the Steam Turbine The
Texas Co., New York, N. Y. Pp. 36 6 X 8

—

—Advertiser.
Hole Drills — The Sanderson
Catalog
Co.. Orrville, Ohio.
;

in.

;

Association Activities
Northea.st Kentucky Coal Association
At a meeting of the association hi-ld in
Huntington, T. L. Lewis, secretary of the
New River Operators' Association was one
of the principal speakers, Mr. Lewis addressing himself to conditions prevailing
in the coal mining industry.
President Cadwalader Jones and J. E.
Buckingham, a member of the board of
directors, outlined the situation in the different sections of the Northeast territory,
the latter making a motion that a policy
committee be named to report at a subJ. G.
sequent meeting of the association.
Smyth, chairman of the railroad relations
committee reported that the committee h;id
taken up the question of Tidewater rates
and embargoes and had secured some cooperation from the railroads in both cases.
Mr. Smyth reported that there had been
an improvement in the transportation facilities up Big Sandy, the Chesapeake & Ohio
having expended $429,000 toward ImprovA motion was adopted to
ing facilities.
push the revision of the Tidewater rate
for the Big Sandy until some satisfactory
solution was reached.
Secretary Neecamp
submitted a report on the Ohio rate case
hearings at Columbus.
Chairman C, W.
Connor of the legislative committee stated
that while the production tax had not
been pressed by the Kentucky legislature
it was liltely to bob up at a future session.

illustrated.

Big

Blast

Cyclone Drill
B-45.
charts

Pp.

96:

8
tables.

and

X

lOi

in.;

Describing

illustrated,
their ap-

quarry and open-pit mining.

plication to

Repair-Part Machinery
—
Roberts and Schaefer
Bulletin
Pp. 24
11
44.

Diagram Sheets
Chicago.

Co.,

;

x 8i

in.

;

111.

illus-

Baltimore Coal Exchange

The Baltimore Coal Exchange has elected
the following ofiicers to serve for the coming
year: Hugh C. Hill, president; William
Magee, first vice-president Henry G. Von
Julius HeliHeine, second vice-president
weg, secretary and J. E. Waesche, treasurer.
:

;

Reference book for ordering repair
parts for coal tipples and Marcus patent

trated.

screen installations.

—Advertiser.

Davis-BoamonTille
Oxy-Acetylene ApDavid-Bournonville Co., Jersey
City, N. J.
Pp. 16
6 X 9 in.
illustrated.
A revised circular on acetylene generators,
weldings and cutting torches, portable outfits and welding supplies.
Synchronous Condensers
General Elecparatus

;

;

—

Schenectady,
N. Y.
Bulletin
Pp. 12
8 X lOJ in.
illustrations
and charts. Advei^iser.
Jeffrey Straitflo Fans The Jeffrey Mfg.
Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Bulletin 348. Pp. 8;
illustrated, charts and tables.
7J X lOJ in.
Advertiser.
Type "E" Direct Current Motors and
Generators Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Bulletin 1106-A.
Pp. 8: 8 X 10 in.; illustrated.
Advertiser.
Stratton Steam Separator The GriscomRussell Co.. New York, N. Y.
Bulletin
1140.
Pp. 15;
in.; illustrated.
tric

Co.,

41311-A.

—

Coming Meetings

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

6x9

The National Industrial Truffle League
annual meeting Nov. 9 and 10
Execuat the Sherman Hotel. Chicago. III.
tive secretary L. H. Beek, Conway Build-

will hold its

ing,

Chicago,

111.

will hold its
Pa., Dec. 7,

Institute of America.
annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
Secretary H. D.
8 and 9.

Mason.

Chamber

The Coal Mining
Jr.,

of

Commerce

BIdg.,

Pa.
An»eriran Gas Association. Annual convention Nov. 7 to 12 at Congress and AudiSecretary. O.
torium Hotels. Chicago. III.
H. Fogg. 130 E. 15th St., New Y'ork City.
The Illinois Mining Institute will hold its
fall meeting in the City Hall. Springfield,
Saturday. Nov. 19. Secretary, Martin
III..
Pittstiurgh,

Bolt. Springfield.

III.

T6?.

The Only National Paper Devoted
C.

E.

NEW
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Survey Needs More Money for Coal Reports

—

a period
WITH
—
hope
less

of car shortage of more or less we
severity impending, the word that the

Geological Survey will soon find it necessary by reason
of lack of money to discontinue that part of its weekly
report covering working conditions at the mines and
time lost because of car shortage, strikes, no market,
etc., has caused dismay among coal producers.
So much
a part of the tools of the trade has this feature of the
weekly report become, and so thoroughly e-stablished as
the best, even though not a perfect measure of conditions, that we cannot get along without it.
The Survey is asking for more money a larger
appropriation to sustain this feature of its work on
There should be no delay in
coal and coke statistics.
the gaining of assurance that there will be no suspension of this valuable service. Once before these reports
were saved by private support, when for one year the
National Coal Association paid the salaries of four
clerks to cany on the work. This time the reports will
stop unless Congress can be induced to put up more

—

—

money.

A

Thorny Path Confronts

to

the Coal Industry

CONTEMPLATE

for a moment the hurdles before
the coal industry.
are prone to think that the
past five years have carried enough of trouble and dismay for any man, but the end is not yet. The old
world is not yet shaken down for a period of peace and
prosperity and to the coal industry remain the hardest
jumps of all.
Three obstacles intervene to keep the coal men on

We

edge between now and ne.xt summer, and at each one
is waiting an eager element in Congress and in the
country to catch the struggling industiy should it
stumble. The possibility of railroad strikes, the Borderland suit before Judge Anderson in Indianapolis and a
suspension of coal mining next April are the hurdles
and the Kenyon and Frelinghuysen bills are the traps
to catch the unwary.
Senator Kenyon is understood to have introduced his
tw-o coal regulatory bills a few weeks ago with no idea
of forcing their immediate consideration.
He desires
only to have them ready for an "emergency," subject
to call when the occasion demands.
A Congress that
buried the Calder and Frelinghuysen bills would give
scant consideration to Senator Kenyon's proposals under
normal conditions. But can anyone foretell what might
be the attitude of a majority of Congress if there were
a serious shortage, inordinately high prices for coal and
the country in an uproar?
Perhaps something of this was in the mind of Major
Coyle, president of the American Wholesale Coal Association, when he sent a message to his members a few
days ago as follows: "Bearing in mind the deplorable
results of Oct. 31, 1919— results from which the nation

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing

DAWSON HALL,

Editors.

NOVEMBER

3,

Number

1921

IS

—

we recommend, through the dimembership of this association that in
or any other emergency which may arise we put

has not yet recovered
rectors, to the

this

aside immediate profit in favor of completing business
now in hand. Let no charge of boosting prices be

brought against our membership. Let each man keep
his own house in order and thus defeat any radical
demand for government muddling."
Equally sound and. we suppose, warranted was his
request to the National Association of Purchasing
Agents "that you co-operate in keeping a cool head and
a steady hand in whatever crisis may develop in transportation.
It is to the interest of all concerned that
trade be kept in its normal channel, that your purchases
be made only from persons of known responsibility and
that no condition shall arise through you or us which
might give to the more radical element any color of
excuse to repeat the errors of two years ago."
The burden of these utterances, of course, is: "Don't
run the price up." To which we would add
Be careful
of the prices on domestic coal
hard or soft. Lump
and prepared sizes of bituminous coal are high enough
now; it is the steam grades that are obviously in line
for advances. But two weeks ago screenings in Illinois
were sold as low as 75c., and 8.5c. was a common figure.
No one who bought this coal at such figures but knew it
was well below cost of production. Like the hard-coal
operators, a majority of the operations in Illinois and
other Western fields have seasons when fine coal has
no market and must be treated as a byproduct of the
preparation of domestic sizes, from which it is screened.
The recent flurry caused by the prospects of a railroad

—

:

strike sent prices of screenings

up a dollar a ton, but
domestic lump and prepared sizes were held steady.
safely expect and consider warranted gains in
prices of steam coals in all markets as the winter advances and as the demand becomes stronger.

We may

Should Judge Anderson, of Indianapolis, decide that
the contention of the Borderland Coal Co. and other
coal companies in the non-union field on the Norfolk &
Western in southern West Virginia, that there exists
a conspiracy between the union operators in Indiana
and the union miners a conspiracy, of which the checkoflF is an evidence
to forcibly organize these fields, and
should he order discontinuance of the check-off, then
we may expect almost any kind of a protest from the

—

—

United Mine Workers.
possible,

and serious

Such a decision, of course,
might flow from it.

difficulty

is

A

court order restraining the operators in the Central
Competitive field from collecting the check-off. in the
opinion of many, might cause organized resistance from
the miners affected, and result in the suspension of
mining.
Should this occur and be sustained for any
period, a shortage of coal would certainly develop in
many sections and at many plants and home.s. An
"emergency" might thus be precipitated.
One of the features of the Kenyon bills is a provision
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for taking over the coal industry by the government in
the event of a national emergency such as would be
caused by a strike of the magnitude of that of 1919.
Such a strike is in prospect next April. The union
leaders have signified in no uncertain terms their opposition to a reduction in wages.
It is patent to all that
the cost of coal must come down in company with other
basic commodities, and that the cost cannot be substan-

reduced until wages are lowered. A conflict is
with an anticipatory period during which
demand for storage coal may become sufficiently strong
to upset the market and precipitate inordinately high
prices
that is, cause profiteering.
Another opportunity for the declaration of an emergency.
The logical way to forestall such possibilities is to
sell enough coal now and in the ensuing months, and
thus to so stock the country that suspension of mining
operations would lose their force in causing trouble.
It is idle to expect that every seller of coal will so
restrain himself in times of stress as to not ask or
accept more than reasonable prices for his coal.
We do not believe that steam-coal buyers and consumers are one whit less concerned with keeping the
coal business free from government control and regulation, and thus on a freely competitive basis, than are
the coal producers and distributors.
Their part in
retaining the business on an even keel through impending difficulties is to keep sufficient stocks on hand each
to insure against shortage during possible interruptions of several months.
tially

inevitable,

—

Wages and

Salaries

NOTHIXG

Vol. 20, No. 18

stockholders in coal companies have long since felt the
pinch of hard times.
Few coal companies have paid
dividends this year; the average company has lost
money and none but the fortunate has prospered and
profited.

When the time comes early next year to discuss with
the union miners a wage reduction those who so far
have suffered no diminution in these never-to-be-forgotten salaries salaries warranted under such conditions as obtained in 1920. but subject to deflation as
well
must graciously step down with the rest. Deflation is unpleasant. It will be easier to understand and
sympathize with the aspirations of the miner for a continuance of his wage and his resistance to a cut when
you are contemplating or have experienced a reduction
in yours.

—

—

A

Timely Canvass

A

SURVEY

of

Coal Stocks

in the hands of consumers as of Nov. 1 is to be conducted by the
Department of Commerce and the Geological Survey.

of stocks of coal

This is indeed fortunate, for lack of this information
since the canvass of last April has led to all sorts of
speculation in regard to our position with respect to

Three years
ago at this time stocks of bituminous coal in the hands
of consumers were some 63,000,000 tons. The quantity

supplies, needs and rate of consumption.

now may

possibly not exceed one-third that figure.

The

important thing is to find out just what it is and the
corresponding rate of consumption. If there is a comfortable supply of coal above ground, well and good;
if not, then knowing how we stand will assist the coun-

what course to follow in December and
the months before the possible su.spension of mining

is so conducive to amicable adjustments
of disputes as full appreciation of the other fellow's viewpoint. Argument on the railroad labor wage

try in deciding

question points to some of the tactics that will be
indulged in next spring when coal miners and operators
begin to negotiate a new wage scale.
To all those in the coal industry who are going to be
on the side asking the day laborer and miner to accept
a reduction we pass on a thought found outcropping
here and there among managers.
It is simply this:
Be you operator, owner or stockholder, president, manager, or other coal company executive, mine superintendent or just plain boss, have you faced the issue
squarely the issue of a reduction in wages, for union
labor and for you?
Salaries kept pace with wages in the prosperous
times; they must follow downward in the period of
deflation.
The idea is not new; for months past companies large and small, here and there, have been reducing costs by reducing the salaries of office force,
though denied the opportunity of reducing union miners' wages.
Along with non-organized mines, the nonunion salaried personnel of the coal companies are
accepting the inevitable. In some areas this deflation
of salaries is yet to come. The East has led here, large
companies in eastern and western Pennsylvania having
been among the first to show their union miners that
they are willing to take what they ask the miner to
accept in lowered income. Some parts of the West have
yet to face this trying ordeal.
In the.se fields things
are so well organized that many of the oflScer class have
not thought in terms of what a wage reduction next
spring is certain to mean to them.
Nor has this upleasant matter confronted only the
operator and miner. The owners of the mines and the

The Survey bases its estimates of stocks on reports
from some 5,000 consumers of coal, who have gener-

—

in April.

ously responded to each call for data during the past
three years. We can but point out that as consumers
they have as much at stake in the collection and dissemination of reliable reports of stocks of coal as anyEvery consumer receiving a questionnaire should
one.
fill it out promptly, for the final report is valuable only
as

it

is

timely.

E. M. PosTON, PRESIDENT of the New York Coal Co., of
Columbus, Ohio, and E. E. Clark, who was a member of
the 1902 Anthracite Coal Commission, have been appointed
by Secretary Hoover as members of a permanent committee
of fourteen for the Unemployment Conference.

The Bureau of Mines has completed arrangements for
investigation of kiln processes, to be conducted at the
Columbus, Ohio, station. The object will be to produce fuel
economies in the burning processes.
Secretary of Interior Fall will shortly make a Western
trip of inspection, giving special attention to mining, more
particularly observing the field administration of the mineral- and coal-leasing law.

The Geological Survey reports a disinclination on the
part of some coal operators to furnish data in connection
with unemployment to be compiled by the Department of
Labor on the ground that it will be the first of a series of
requests for information which may follow.

The thing labor
be unable to see
Bulletin.

is

ijnions throughout the world seem to
Manila
hire ever can be lower.

how

—
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Pump Ignites Coal in Slope at
Nova Scotia; How Fire Is Extinguished*

Heat from Steam Pipe of
Springhill,

Prop Ignited Spontaneously, Setting Coal

Afire,

— In

and Mine Was

Reopening, Slopes Were Cleared by Sections,
Which Were Opened as Analyses Showed This Was Expedient
Sealed

By

J. C. Nicholson
Wftterford. N. S.

New

ON

NOV. 26, 1916, a seiious fire occurred in the
pipe slope of No. 3 mine, at Springhill, N. S..
This pipe slope was
1,050 ft. from the surface.
used mainly for pumping purposes, an 8-in. steam line
e.Ktending down it from the surface to a large pump at
The temperature in this slope was
the 3,200-ft. level.
high because pumping had to be carried on continuously to cope with the large amount of water encounAll the timber and fine coal in this slope was
tered.
extremely dry, and the difficulty to be expected in extinguishing a fire that had gained appreciable headway
can be better imagined than described.

An attempt was made to seal off this slope and confine
the fire to a small area, but on account of the intense
heat and the nature of the roof it was found impossible
A pipe
to build stoppings tight enough to be effective.
line was then put in from the surface and an effort
made to extinguish the fire with water. This method
was found to be ineffective, as the fire had gained considerable headway before the water was turned onto it.

This pipe line was afterward
pipe in the pipe slope.
found to be broken at the 800-ft. level. The results
shown in Table II were obtained.
TABLE IL ANALYSIS OF AIR FROM PIPE IN PU.Ml' SLOPE
Percentage
7.9

Gases

Carbon dioxide

7 8
6

Ox.vgen

Carbon monoxide

On Dec. 8, or ten days after the slope was sealed,
carbon monoxide ceased to appear in the samples and
Before
the oxygen content decreased to 1.7 per cent.
opening the main slope on Jan. 17, 1917, a small exhaust fan was installed near the mouth of the slope and
a number of 20-in. galvanized iron pipe sections each
5 ft. long were assembled for use, as it was the intention to open the main slope only and take the gases up
Before opening, however, samples
through the pipe.
of air were taken fi-om the fan and pipe slopes with the
results

shown
TABLE

in
IIL

Table

III.

.\NALYSES OF AIR WHEN ARE.^ W.AS
FIRST OPENED
Percenliige

Fought Fire Three Days Without Sealing

in

out the stoppings in the main slope, as well as in the
pipe slope.
Without delay heavy stoppings of plank
covered with clay to a total thickness of 6 ft. were built
across the slopes. A l}-in. pipe was put through each
stopping for the purpose of getting samples of the air
from behind it. The first analysis of air was made on
Dec. 2, four days after sealing up. The results obtained

are given in Table

TABLE

I.

I.

ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERE, PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE IN SEALED FAN SLOPE

Gases

Percentage

Carbon dioxide
Oxygen
Carbon monoxide

5.1

Barometer

7.9
0.5

Thermometer

30 in.
30 deg. F,

Because of a slight defect in the apparatus the methane content of the air could not be obtained at this
time. On Dec. 3 a sample was taken through the steam
•Paper read before the Mining Society of Xova Scotia and
"Mine Fire in the No. 3 Slope, Springhill, N. S.

entitled

6.4

.

.

After fighting the fire for three days it was decided
Soon after
to seal up all mine openings at the surface.
this was done a slight explosion occurred which blew

Pipe Slope

Carbon dio.xide
Oxygen
Carbon monoxide.
Methane

At 2 p.m. the stopping in the main slope was opened
and two men equipped with smoke helmets erected the
ventilating pipe

down

to the 100-ft. crosscut.

A

stop-

ping was built on the main slope at this point, and the
one in the crosscut leading to the pipe slope was opened.
An 11-in. pipe was led into the pipe slope to supply
ventilation,
A stopping also was built in this slope
below the 100-ft, crosscut. When this latter stopping
was completed that at the mouth of the pipe slope was
removed and this passage cleaned from the surface

down

to the stopping.

On

Jan. 18 the analysis shown

Table IV was made from a sample of air taken from
behind the stopping in the pipe slope at the 100-ft,
crosscut, the barometer standing at 29 in,
TABLE IV. ANALYSIS OF AIR BEYOND 100-FT. STOPPING
IN PIPE SLOPE
in

Percentage
6.5

Ga,K3

Carbon dioxide
Oxygen
Carbon monoxide
Methane

1-5
nil

'3.8

.

_J1
ExhrjlfflPn iethert.

R"Bndt st^p n^ Iror Daar

^

;2"Srick s^pp'ry
fire discoytred af fhispoint
wfien reopening

W7 ^

_

g'

jrBnci
stopping

g^^^^Tj^f^^^^^-r^^il
-Ui
:";

I

I

n
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I

SPRINGHILL MINES SHOW'ING

WAY

IN

3

^

H- !i "Snck 5hppir}gJrsnDoQr2'-6"*2}Q''-^"\i^

IS"3rkki!op^'.T\

'l?"Snck stapp!nf !ran!)aorri">:
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WHICH PIPEWAY AND HOISTING SLOPE WERE OPENED BY SECTIONS

Entrance to mine is on the right hand side of map. The slopes dip toward the left. The Are started apparently by
the heating of a prop 6 ft. from the steam pipe. The long slope became exceedingly hot, and the roof had
fallen in places, as always happens when steam lines are introduced in the mines.

\
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On Jan. 24 everything was ready to open the stopping below the 100-ft. crosscut. At 2:30 p.m. the opening was made and the same methods as described above
were followed until the 400-ft. level was reached, where
a stopping was built on the main slope and an air line
extended into the pipe slope. It was not necessary to
build a stopping in this latter passageway, as the water
which had been used on the fire had washed a large
quantity of clay and fine coal down to this point and
closed the place entirely, thus blocking it effectively.
During the operation of moving down the main slope
the fan, which was 5 ft. x 24 in. in size, was run at an
average speed of 450 r.p.m. While cleaning operations
were in progress the speed of the fan depended on the
conditions prevailing. Although no signs of fire could
be found there was ample proof that it had extended
up nearly to the 100-ft. crosscut.
On Jan. 29 an opening was made in the stopping
below the 100-ft. crosscut in the pipe slope, and fresh

from the 400-ft. level was allowed to pass through.
This quickly cooled off this section. Cleaning and timbering operations were then begun. At 2 p.m. on Feb. 5
an analysis was made on air taken from behind the
stopping in the main slope. This gave the results shown
in Table V, the barometer still reading 29 in.
air

TABLE

v.

Guea

ANALYSIS OF AIR BELOW
ALUN SLOPE

Carbon monoxide
Methane

VI.

TWO

.

Oiypa
Carbon monoxiup
Methane

At

March

8

was as shown

VII.

in Table VII.

ANALYSIS OF AIR IN PIPE SLOPE AT

14.94

AIR ANALYSES AT

772-I-T.

3

560-FT.

CROSSCUT
Percentage
at 10 a.m.

Gases

CROS.SCUT
Percentage
at
p.m.
1

1

8

6 6

2^7

2^4

4
13^ 34

5
12! 08

was found necessary to drive a crosscut from the main slope to the fan slope.
After this
was completed and a stopping put in below it, the stopping at the top of the fan slope was removed. The air
was then short-circuited through the new crosscut to
the fan slope, regulation being effected by means of a
door in the stopping. On Feb. 26 the stopping at the
772-ft. crosscut leading to the pipe slope was again
opened, and a stopping 12 ft. x 14 ft. x 12 in. thick
was built in the pipe slope. On account of the intense
heat and foul air this stopping had to be constructed by
men wearing smoke helmets (not oxygen breathing apparatus). These men were relieved every hour. When
this point is

which ran down the main slope. No difficulty
in cleaning up this section.
The an-

20-in. line

was encountered

nil

Percentage
at 7 a.m.

Carbon dioxide.

analysis of air from behind it showed hydrogen disulfirst and only time.
This was quickly
cleared away by extending an 18-in. pipe line off the

phide for the

TABLE

At 2:30 p.m. an opening was made in the stopping
on the main slope, and the air line extended to the
772-ft. crosscut.
Here a stopping was put in and
plastered with "hardwall," which was found to give excellent results.
During this entire operation no sign
of fire could be discovered.
A careful examination of
all stoppings on both sides of the main slope was made
and everything found to be in good condition. Telephone wires and water lines accordingly were extended
to the 772-ft. crosscut.
This work completed, the stopping at this point was opened and cleaning toward the
pipe slope begun.
Shortly afterward fire sprang up
suddenly, but it was partly extinguished with two
streams of water. A brick stopping was then built in
the crosscut. On the following day the analysis showed
carbon monoxide for the first time since the mine was
opened.
The results of the analysis then made are
shown in Table VI.
TABLE

clean the section from this point to the 772-ft. crosscut
by opening each crosscut on the way down, thus sweeping out the passages in short sections. This was found
to be quite satisfactory under the conditions prevailing.
Before opening the stopping at the 560-ft. crosscut the

on

Oxj-gen

_
Ga«s

this stopping was completed the one in the crosscut was
again closed.
On the following day cleaning was started down hill
from the 400-ft. level, but had to be abandoned during
the night on account of gases given off by the fire. The
pipe slope was again closed off at the 100-ft. crosscut,
where the stopping was left intact, and a door was kept
in readiness for effecting quick closure.
Another stopping also was provided on the main slope for the same
purpose. These always were closed over week-ends, asit was not found necessary to prosecute the work on
Sundays, and it was considered that the men were in
better condition after having their Sunday rest.
On March 3 it was decided to rebuild the stopping
below the 400-ft. level, and preparations were made to

Percentage
7.0
0.7

Carbon dioxide

18

alysis taken in the pipe slope below the 560-ft. stopping

LEVEL,

40(>-FT.
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Carbon dio^de
Oxygen.,..:
Carbon monoxide
Methane

8.5
0.2
0.5
11.07

Percentage
at 3 p m.
8.8
3

0.6
12.46

The above analysis shows the composition of air in
the pipe slope only.
That of the air in the main slope
below the 772-ft. crosscut was as shown in Table VIII.
TABLE

VIII.

ANALYSIS OF AIR IN MAIN SLOPE BELOW
772-FT.

LEVEL
Percentage
at 7:30a.m.

Gases

Carbon dioxide
Oxygen
Carbon monoxide
Methane

Percentagaat 2 p.m.

7.4

7.4
2.2

1.4

nil

nil

15.08

13.31

No further difficulty was encountered until the stopping below the 700-ft. crosscut in the pipe slope was
reached. WTien this stopping was opened, signs of fire
were discovered, but as there was another stopping in
the pipe slope below the 772-ft. crosscut it was decided
to attempt the cleaning of this section without sealing
Two streams
it up and waiting for the fire to die out.
of water from a 2-in. hose were played on the fire at
this point until this section

was cleaned

out.

This was found to be the most difficult section to
clean, as at one time the carbon monoxide amounted to
2.2 per cent The section had to be closed for the night,
but it was reopened on the following morning. A quantity of coal that had fallen from the roof was burned ta
ashes, some of it coked and some of it honeycombed,
while a large amount of the accompanying stone was
burned to clinker. This rock and coal was from 4 to
7

ft.

deep.

This was the last place where any fire was seen
although it started about 300 ft. below this point.
Though the air analysis showed that no fire existed
below the 772-ft. crosscut, the same precautions were
taken in opening the lower sections as were observed in
those extending from the surface down to this point.

On

April 13 the place where the fire originated

was

November
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it had been generally supposed
began from wood lying on the steam pipe,
it was found that spontaneous combustion was the actual cause, as ignition started on a prop near the west
The steam pipe was at least 6 ft.
rib of the pipe slope.
from this timber. No doubt the intense heat existing in
this passage and the dryness of the wood used for props
and packing made ideal conditions for a disastrous fire.
It is unnecessary to point out the danger incurred in
carrying steam underground, as the results in some of
the mines in Nova Scotia are well known. On account
of the intense heat given off it is impossible to keep the
place containing a steam pipe in good condition, esConstant heat tends to
pecially where the roof is bad.
As a
disintegrate the rock and cause numerous falls.
track is seldom installed in these pipeways the falls of
rock are not removed, with the result that the area of
This tends to cause
the passage is greatly reduced.
greater heat, as the amount of air necessary to keep the
place cool cannot be circulated.

reached and, although
that the

fire

Coat Pipe; Inspect Daily; Suspend by Chains
Where it is necessary to carry a steam pipe underground I would make the following suggestions: The
pipe should be insulated with good material and a daily
inspection made. It should be suspended with chains or
rods fastened to permanent supports. All inflammable
A
material should be kept away from the pipe line.
track should be maintained in such a pipeway so that
And,
all falling material can be removed promptly.
Jastly, stoppings should be so arranged that the pipeway can be quickly sealed off from the rest of the mine
in case of fire.
I would like to call attention also to the importance
of analyses of the gases contained within a section on
fire.
Systematic analysis of samples of the atmosphere
from a burning mine or a section thereof has not re.ceived the attention in the past that its usefulness warrants.

When an entire mine or a section of it has been
sealed to exclude air the samples of the atmosphere
within the sealed area become desirable in order to determine the effectiveness of the stoppings. If they are
tight this fact is shown by the depletion of oxygen in
the atmosphere behind them. A period of anxiety always follows sealing, and any measures that may tend
to allay fear that the fire is spreading or that will
enable the mine officials to act promptly in case conditions grow worse, is worthy of consideration.
Another reason for the systematic collection and an.alysis of samples of air from the sealed area is to obtain
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regarding the advisability of removing
Disastrous consequences have sometimes followed the premature reopening of sealed areas. Moreover in some cases fires have burned vigorously after
external air was believed to have been excluded. Hence
stoppings are sometimes left in place for many months,
yet when they are eventually removed some uncertainty
is felt as to the results.
I wish to thank C. M. Martin, underground manager
at No. 2 mine, Springhill, for the analyses of gases here
information

stoppings.

presented.

In Minneapolis Trucks

For Apartments,

A

CENTRAL

Vend Powdered Coal
and Factories

Offices

pulverizing plant

operated by the
at Minneapolis,
Minn., using for its delivei-y to hotels, offices, apartment houses, factories and public buildings five-ton
Acme tank trucks. The raw fuel is unloaded by gravity
into a concrete hopper, from which it passes through
a crusher which reduces it to a maximum size of one-

Hennepin

Atomized

Fuel

is

Co.,

inch cube.

Bucket elevators carry the crushed coal to a storage
where a variable feed conveyor takes the fuel
through an automatic scale into a mechanical rotary
dryer. Here the moisture content is reduced to approximately 1 per cent, or 20 lb. per ton. It is then pulverized
until 85 per cent will pass through a 200-mesh screen
and 98 per cent through a 100-mesh screen. Immense
storage bins then receive the atomized fuel for distribubin,

tion.

The trucks are loaded by gravity from these

bins.

When

unloading into the intake at the building, the
is mounted on a dump chassis equipped
with a power hoist, is tilted to an angle of 36 deg.
Gravity then carries the fuel through an airtight flexible connection into the storage bin.
A blower delivers
it to the furnace, the fuel being fed to the side of the
blower by a spiral screw conveyor operated by a
variable-speed motor. It passes to the furnace through
one or more burners, the feed to which is controlled
by a valve operated from the boiler-room floor.
As the equipment is airtight the boiler room is clean.
tank, which

The feed

is flexible, so
fluctuating boiler loads.

that

it

possible

is

to

meet

A

large percentage of the fuel
is saved now that wasteful hand-firing is abolished.
Labor is saved both in firing and ash handling. The
pulverized coal is hauled to destination without spillage.
It is indeed strange that coal companies have not
seized this plan for promoting sales of their product.

Pulverized Fuel

Tanks
Atomized

coal
is
delivered
In
tills
airtight tanlc to the

industries and
apartment
of

houses
Minneapolis for

use

under

Tlie

company using

these
built

which
nied

boilers.

has

trucks

up
is

to

petitors.

a

trade

now
its

de-
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This Hoist Has Improved Don hit -Toggle
Clutch: May Be Operated by Hand
improvements and refinements of design are
MANY
placed on
of new
embodied
a

hoists recently
these machines is shown in the
accompanying illustration. Among the details of construction differentiating this hoist from others designed
for the same purpose is a double-toggle clutch mechanin

the market.

line

One of

ism which is asserted to be a marked improvement. The
clutch in most cases is actuated by a double-acting
cylinder, but it may be arranged for hand operation. It
drives directly from the rim of the main gear, which
carries the friction element, to the flange of the drum.

Vol. 20, No.

obviating the danger of failure

in

18

these parts arising

from flaws or blowholes.
Hoists comprising this line of machines vary from
100 to 300 hp. in size and can l)e arranged for either
electric-motor or steam-engine drive. They are built by
the Treadwell Engineering Co., of Easton Pa., and were
designed by Thomas O. Werner, an e.xpert in hoist
engineering with many years of e.xperience. The sound
principles of design embodied in their construction and
the large manufacturing facilities of the maker as well
as the service that can be rendered the purchaser should
make these machines popular among users of this class
of equipment.

Peel and Season Timber to Save Freight
And Prepare Wood for Preservation

PERHAPS

.\1AI1K

WITH A ri.rTCH Ol'ERATEU
DOUBLE-ACTING CYLINDER

HAND OR

All the joints between sections of the main frame are tongued
Differential
and grooved, so as to afford a rigid connection.
brake has no cast-iron parts, thus no flows and blowholes exist
to

cause failure.

This construction eliminates all torsional stresses in the
drum shaft as well as end stress or thrust upon the
bearings and operating mechanism. When thrown the
device

is

self-locking.

Tongued-and-grooved joints between all sections of
the main frame, affording rigid connection between the
parts, are another constructional refinement. Motor and
intermediate bearings are mounted on a one-piece castSatisfacing, which assures permanency and rigidity.
tory provision has been made for the lubrication of all
bearings and cast iron has been entirely eliminated
from the mechanism of the differential brake, thus

no phase of mining is given less attention
than preparation and storage of mine timbers, yet
timber in many mines constitutes one of the principal
items of cost, particularly in metal mines, says the U. S.
Bureau of Mines. By better preparation and storage of
mine timbers the durability and strength may be considerably increased and the consumption decreased, thus
reducing mining costs.
Preparation may be considered under two heads, peeling and seasoning. The principal advantages from peeling timbers are: (1) It lessens weight, (2) increases
durability, (3) offers greater resistance to insect and
fungus attack, and (4) promotes seasoning.
Peeled timber weighs 6 to 10 per cent less than
unpeeled green timber. Therefore peeling at point of
shipment effects a considerable saving in cost of freight.
In comparatively dry workings peeling will increase the
life of timber appreciably, but in wet places this is not
so apparent. In dead timber the space beneath the bark
is an ideal breeding place for wood destroying insects,
which cause both weakness and more rapid decay. Bark
also causes the retention of moisture and thus promotes
fungus growth.
Seasoning mine timber has the following advantages:
(1) It increases the strength and in some cases the durability, (2) decreases the weight and thereby reduces

and handling, (3) protects from insects
and decay before the timber is placed in service, and
(4) makes the timber more easily susceptible to pre-

cost of freight

servative treatment.
Records of actual tests

Crew Which Took Combination Honors

at

show that thoroughly seasoned

St Louis
To K

e n

i

1

w

o

i-

t

li.

Utah, and the Independent Coal &

Coke Co. went the
award for the best
combination

mine-

rescue and flrst-aid
team in the international meet at St.

The banLouis.
ners on either side
the
them
show
champions of Utah,
which goes almost
without saying seeing that they carried off the combination prize.
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timber may be from 25 to 50 per cent stronger than
green timber of similar varieties. Under some conditions seasoning increases the durability, but in general
seasoning without preservative treatment does not add
Like peeling, seasoning decreases
greatly to the life.
the weight of timber and thus saves freight and cost of
Experiments by the Forest Products Labohandling.
ratory, Madison, Wis., have shown that round mine
timbers up to 11 in. in diameter air seasoned three
months lost 15 to 25 per cent of their original green
weight, depending upon the size and variety of the
timber. In general mine timbers may be sufficiently air
seasoned for most purposes in three to six months,

715

depending upon the weather,

locality and variety of
timber. Timber that is to be treated must be seasoned,
as the preservative fluid cannot be injected until at least
a part of the water which green timber contains is

expelled.

Usually timber storage does not receive the attention
that it deserves. Proper storage is essential for proper
seasoning, also for preventing checking and initial
decay before placing the timbers in service.
Timber

yards should be well drained and free from vegetation
and decaying wood. Timber should be placed on supports at least 12 in. from the ground, and should be so
piled that air can circulate freely.

and Automatically Unloading
Rock Eliminates Ten Men from Payroll

Machine

for Hoisting

Dump

Builds Its

Own

Track

Up

an Eighteen Per Cent

—Will Discharge Over 240 Cars of Rock Per
Falls
Day — Cone Spreader Distributes the Refuse as

Grade

It

By

E. D.

Rinehimer

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

disposal
one of the problems
the mine
ROCK
that sometimes bothers the superintendent.
at

is

It

seldom, however, that either this or the other
constantly arise cannot be solved when
sufficient time and thought are expended upon them.
It often happens also that a method of performing
certain operations has been in use for so long that the
^

is

difficulties that

operator does not realize that an opportunity to cut
down expenses is presented through the introduction
of some other system until someone calls attention to
this fact either through the press or by some other

means.
Such an instance

.

is

illustrated in the

VXU^ Dl Ml

accompanying

\\"X .M.VKl.X'.

up the loaded mme car and near
the top the car leaves thefegular grade for a steeper slope on the
machine, where the rock is dumped and falls on a cone spreader.
Note the two tracks on the rock dump.

The

This method depends on "brute strength and awkwardness." as
the saying goes.
The track weighed down with a loaded car
running on bad track is pushed only with difficulty and, if given
gradient, is hard to push back, for even when empty it is heavy.
The crowd has been amplified here by two visiting women but five
men is not unusual where speed is desired.

hoist on the

dump

pulls

This shows a system of handling rock
photograph.
that has been in operation since time immemorial and
which is being used today by many operators. Where
the mine is an old one the bank grows to such a lengrth
that a locomotive displaces the mule, and several cars

COAL AGE
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loader at the pocket. In severe weather two more men
were needed. After the dump was in.stalled only an
engineer and two helpers were necessary, thus showing
a saving of from three to four men and a locomotive.
On the strength of this success the same interests installed a similar machine at the plant of the Maryd Coal
Co., where it originally required eleven men and two
mules to handle the rock. The same quantity of waste
is now handled by four men, showing a saving of seven

men and two
The

HIGH DU.MP OX RELATIVELY LEVEL GROUND
To eet a high dump like this on level ground without a hoisting
plane is quite difficult. A long locomotive haulage road is necessary and It must be built on a steep grade. This is an expensive
way of dumping when the dump has reached normal height and is
still more e.\pensive while the dump is shallow.
are taken to the dump at one time. The serious objections to both these plans are, first, the limited number
of cars that can be handled and, second, the large
acreage required on account of the limited grade that
Perhaps the most serious
can be given the track.
objection to this method of slate disposal, however, is
the large number of men necessary to do this work,

which brings no return

A

number

to the operator.

of years ago the Vesta Coal Co., realiz-

ing the importance of the problem, installed a machine
known as the Saxon slate dump. Other operators in
the soft-coal regions, seeing the possibilities of this
device, put in similar outfits. The Wentz interests were
the first anthracite producers to take advantage of this
machine, and one was installed at a plant of the Upper
Lehigh Coal Co. about six years ago. At this colliery
it required originally a locomotive, an engineer, two
laborers for dumping, one slate-plane engineer, and one

mules.

Hud.-^on Coal Co. in 1918 installed at the Pine
colliery the largest machine of this type that,

Ridge
up to that time, had been built. It was a double-track
affair, had a capacity of 240 cars per day of eight hours
and operated upon an 18-per cent grade. This installation rendered unnecessary the services of about ten men
who otherwise would have been employed.
This same company is now installing a new machine
This is being designed and built by
at this colliery.
the Vulcan Iron Works, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. The new
machine is much larger than the original, being about
57 ft. long and 18 ft. wide. It will weigh when comIt will build its
pleted approximately thirty-five tons.
own track up an 18-per cent grade, and the principal
improvement over the original machine will be an inThis will enable the dump to tip
crease in height.
the cars to an angle of about 45 deg. to the horizontal.
Underneath the dump a steel plate chute, or spreader,
shaped like a cone, has been placed. This throws the
rock clear of the machine to the side or forward, thus
As the tracks are laid before
building the roadbed.
dumping begins, it will be seen that when the bank is
built up to them, the machine is ready to advance to a

new position. This it does under its own power.
The operator's platform is elevated so that he can

DUMP DESIGNED FOR USE AT HUDSON COAL
Because coal

is

valuable

is

no reason

why

more money should be expended on provisions for dumping it cheaply than is ex.pended to this same end for the dumping of

CO.'S

Rocic dumping is a tasli to be performed as is coal dumping and it should
be done just as cheaply as conditions permit,
That there is no revenue to be obtained
rocl<.

see

the car as it comes up the bank. It is so constructed as
to be level when the machine is working on the dump.
A corrugated sheet-steel housing protects the operator
and the device is actuated by a 75-hp. G. E. motor.

PLANT

rocli is certain, but equally
.sure is It that the work is a big creator
of deficits if not handled economically, and

from dumping
at

how few

plants

is it

so handled

!
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Which Govern in a Choice
Any Given Class of Service

Electrical Considerations

Locomotives for

of

Locomotives with Dynamic-Braking Controllers Deliver Current on
Descending Grades and Must Have Additional Motor Capacity
Effect of Low-Voltage
Solid Side Frames Increase Motor
Temperature Series-and-Parallel Control vs. Series-Parallel Control

—

—

—

By H. H. Johnston*
East Pittsburgh. Pa.

WHEN
ratio

calculating the motor capacity the gear
and the drive-wheel diameter necessary

for a given motor speed may well be considered.
For a given machine raising the gear ratio will mean
a reduction in speed and an increase in tractive efifort
for the same current per motor. The effect of increas-

ing the diameter of the drive wheels will be exactly
the opposite, i.e., an increase in speed and decrease in
tractive effort for the same current consumption.
A motor having the desired capacity may require
other attributes before it can be applied to the locomotive.
The gage of the track and the clear distance
between wheels for outside-frame locomotives, or the
distance between the side frames of inside-frame
machines, may not permit the use of the number and
type of the motors desired, having the necessary capac-

With narrow gages this difficulty is overcome in
some instances by the use of machines having a larger
number of smaller driving motors. For example, a
three-motor three-axle locomotive might be used instead of a two-motor unit. In other cases it might be
advisable where larger machines are required to operate two two-motor units, or two three-motor units in

ity.

tandem.

Motor Must Be Larger for Dynamic Braking
Motor capacity must be taken into consideration on
such locomotives as are to be equipped with dynamicbraking controllers, for during the operation of the
control in the braking positions the motors deliver current as generators. Instead of having a cooling period
the motors are working under load while descending
grades with their trips. Thus additional motor capacitj' will be required
or what margin of reserve the
machine would otherwise possess will be deci-eased by
the use of the dynamic-braking system.
One consideration often overlooked by operators, is the

With 250 to 275 volts at the substation, a potential of
80 to 100 volts at the working face is not unusual. Such
conditions are nothing short of a crime, and all equipment designed for 250 volts and operating at, say, 100
volts is working at an efficiency 50 per cent below what
it should be.
To illustrate what may be the effect on
locomotive output we will consider an extreme case.
Suppose a 20-ton haulage locomotive is starting with
its load on a 4-per cent grade 6,350 ft. (1.2 miles) from
the substation, the load being such that sand is required on the rails in order to obtain greater adhesion.
The draw-bar pull amounts to 12,000 lb. or 6,000 lb.
with a current draw of 390 amperes per motor. With
50 lb. rails, 4-0 trolley wire, good bonding, track paralleled by a 4-0 wire, and with a 1,000,000-c.m. feeder
cable, the total voltage drop in the trolley and return
would amount to 142 volts, leaving only 108 volts at
the locomotive.

Controller in "Motors-Parallel" Position
In all probability the locomotive operator would notch
the controller into the "motors-parallel" position, the
result being that the line drop would be equivalent to
the generated voltage, and enough torque could not be
exerted by the motors to continue the movement of the
load.
This condition would indicate the need of additional substations, for but little would be gained by installing more feeder copper.
Low-voltage conditions
are responsible for many electrical-equipment failures,

higher maintenance and operating costs.
The capacity of motors necessary for any service is
dependent upon two considerations: (1) They must not
overheat in continuous service.
(2) They must be able
to handle satisfactorily maximum loads occurring during any given interval. The normal rating of a mine

voltage available at the locomotive. Down in the mine
the potential may fluctuate over a wide range of values,
and at just the time when good voltage is needed at
the locomotive it may not be available.
Such conditions are expensive in mine operation and indicate excessive loss of power in transmission as well as in time
by slower or retarded operation of the locomotives. Interruptions in the operation of other equipment such as
gathering locomotives, coal-cutting machinery, pumps,
fan motors, lighting and other devices receiving power
from the line are affected either continuously or intermittently by slower speed due to low line voltage. Un-

necessary abuse is thus imposed upon the electrical
equipment. This is an indication of inefficient operation which can be overcome by remedying the inadequate power supply.
ngr

department,

W'estinghouse

Electric

&

FIG

1.

OM^

oi

Lsii^

OLD TIMERS

An early type of electric mine locomotive. The connecting and
side rods evidently were heirlooms from the steam and compressed-air locomotives of an earlier day.
They no longer form
component parts of electrical locomotives.
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The series-parallel control can be incorporated in the larger haulage locomotives (ten tons and
above) by some manufacturers without any necessity
of increasing the height. This is accomplished by the
use of a master controller with magnetically or electropneumatically operated contactors.
This system has proved advantageous because of low
maintenance, fewer inspections and less frequent renewal of contacts, this latter being brought about by
obtaining a better magnetic blowout and relative movement of the contacts making and breaking the circuits.
Keeping the contactor compartment away from the operator gives him more space and obviates dangerou.s arcing near him. Overload protection is provided by relay
opening of the auxiliary circuit to the contactors when
a dangerously large current is flowing. This overload
relay also is set well away from the operator, where it
is not likely to be tampered with or its setting changed.
The master controller is operated more easily than a
main-circuit drum controller, and greater attention can
therefore be given by the operator to the track, train
locomotive.

.

iirPORTUXITY

I

III:

\i;.\TlLATION

Ouu^idi- i;\i:iit;i with plenty of air openings facilitate radiation
The frames themselves may be
of heat from the motor cases.
eltlier steel castings or heavy plates with the openings cut or

burned through them.

motor is the load that may be carried during a run on
the stand at the rated voltage and current consumption
without giving a greater rise in temperature than 75
deg. C. (135 deg. F.), measured by a thermometer, on
the windings of the machine in accordance with the
standards of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
In this connection it is important to note that external ventilation which exists under a mine locomotive,
particularly in haulage service, renders the temperature rise resultant upon given losses in the motor less
than that noted in a shop test on the stand. The amount
of this ventilation will be greater or less depending
upon whether the side frames are open or solid.

Attains Balancing or Free-Running Speed

The

tractive effort of a locomotive

is

consumed

in

movement and

signals.

into detail, such items as side-frame
springs, journal bo-xes, bumper blocks, brake rigging,
sand boxes, trolleys, headlights, wiring, etc., all need
In all these, detail
to be given careful considei-ation.

Going further

developments are continually being made in order to
meet particular operating conditions that vary from
mine to mine.
The first electric mine locomotive constructed and put
in service bore small resemblance to present-day units.
At that time all equipment, including the industrial type
of motors, controllers, resistor units, switches, etc., was
much exposed. It soon became apparent that in order
to meet the rough and tumble of mine operation and

overcoming train, grade and curve resistance and in

afford protection against falling slate and material from
It also deabove, vast improvements were necessary.

accelerating the trip. As the speed increases the tractive effort decreases, until a point is reached where the
developed draw-bar pull equals the train, grade and
curve resistance only. This is known as the balancing,

veloped that the side-frame type of locomotive with its
cover plates formed essentially an inverted box over the
equipment.

or free-running, speed.
Control equipment, including mainly the controller
and grid resistor, is designed to afford easy and accurate manipulation during acceleration and to permit
governing the speed of the trip at all times. The number of notches is an important detail to consider, as
this, within the limits attainable by the locomotive
manufacturer, determines the smoothness of acceleration and the extent to which peak currents may be kept

down.
Height limitations early brought about the use of the
series-and-parallel type of

drum

controller.

With

this

device the locomotive can either be started with motors
in series or in parallel.
Locomotive operators seldom
use the series combination although when starting with
parallel connections the peak currents from the line are
greater than when starting with the motors in series.
Series-parallel control (which differs from series-andparallel control) provides that the motors shall be
started in series, making the transition from the combination to motors in parallel without entire loss of
torque.
This gives a more satisfactory type of control as
careful design in the resistor and proper determination
of the number of control points will give smoother and
more economical operation both from the power-consumption standpoint and that of ease in operation of the

Many

Materials Used for Side Frames

Seven types of side-frame construction have been
These include (1)
developed up to the present time.
solid cast-iron slab frames, (2) combined cast-iron and
structural plates, (3) frames composed entirely of
structural steel, (4) solid cast-steel, (5) cast-bar steel,
(6) solid rolled-steel and (7) rolled steel plates with
openings cut or burned out, giving the appearance of
All of these types apopen-bar steel side frames.
peared to possess certain points of excellence at the
time of their development and most of them had advantages when applied to some particular size and weight
of locomotive. For example, structural side frames appeared advantageous to operators repairing or rebuildOn the
ing frames damaged in wrecks or otherwise.
more powerful locomotives, in order that the desired
work might be performed, ballast blocks were necessary, as the side frames of structural material alone
did not give sufficient weight.
In the design of side frames accessibility and ven-

Ready access to the equipment when making repairs insures not only that such
repairs will be made but frequent inspections also.
tilation are often overlooked.

Money may here be saved through greater

A

production.

piece of apparatus that is difficult to inspect
to be totally neglected until it fails.
Locomotive bumper blocks vary widely in

is likely

design.
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This is brought about primarily because of an equal
variation in coal-car bumpers and couplers. Solid caststeel bumpers with safety lugs cast integral are the type
generally employed on haulage locomotives, wood and
wood-filled bumpers with plate-steel surfacing and separate safety lugs being common on the smaller gathering
machines. Care must be taken in the design of locomotives to provide for transmitting the load to the side
frames, simultaneously maintaining a permanent and
fit between these members and the bumpers.
The average locomotive operator believes that the
springs under a locomotive are for the sole purpose of
bettering the riding qualities of the machine itself and
lessening the destructive action upon its equipment.
This, to be sure, is their purpose in large measure.
They exert a powerful influence, however, in the effect
the locomotive has on the rails and roadbed. Its ease on
the rails and its riding qualities to a large extent determine a locomotive's immunity from derailment under
normal operating conditions. Maintaining the rails and
roadbed in good shape will reduce in turn the wear and
tear on the locomotive and its equipment, thereby decreasing operating expense.
Much trouble formerly was experienced with accelerator resistors
with those of the ribbon and ventilated-cell type as well as with those of the grid variety.
Burnouts and breakages were overcome in large measure
by careful investigation of the capacities required.
Breakage also decreased as experience was gained in
designing and manufacturing resistor units of alloy
metal instead of cast iron. Larger cross-sections and
different methods of supporting the grids also were em'

rigid

—

ployed.

Any
use
can
ing
for

type of accelerating resistor element practical for
with mine locomotives of present-day dimensions
be burned out. Although high temperatui-es, rangup to red heat, of the grids are common piactice and
short periods are not injurious,

much

of this could

^--Tro//ey wire

'wr/wM/'W/.v//.;;:

^From

^<^

fra/j'e/ /ecfc^

on locomo-f-ive

To/
confro/kr

FIG. 3. A TEST CAR AND ITS COiSTNECTIONS
Either an ordinary coal car or one normally used for hauling
sand or men may be used in testing current consumption. The
ammeter is connected between trolley and controller and the voltmeter is between trolley and ground.

be avoided by more careful manipulation of the controller.

Reserve capacity both electrically and mechanically is
a potent factor in the success of almost any class of
machinery.
Probably no other service depends upon
this oftener than does that of mine haulage and gathering.
This reserve capacity may be called into action
for many reasons and its use be required for short or
long periods regardless of the cause from which it may
arise.
One important need for reserve capacity under

719

average present operating conditions comea about
through frequent inadequate power supply as well as
inefficient distribution and transmission.
In many
cases low voltage causes more abuse of equipment than
all other factors, and reserve capacity is more often

needed immediately for this than for other causes. This
should not be the case with efficient mine operation.
Better and cheaper power is now being obtained by
the use of automatic substations.
These not only do
away with attendants but by saving time increase the
output. Safe and more constant power conditions prevail as a result of automatic control, as it does away
with the variable human factor and effects automatic
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Electric

Affords

Welder Which One Man Can Carry
Wide Current and Voltage Range

AUTOGENOUS

and favorably known
having been used extensively there.
Three means of producing welds of this
kind thermit, oxyacetylene and the electric arc are
employed. Each of these has some field to which it is

l\ throughout

welding

the coal

is

well

tield,

—

—

best adapted.

For use within the mine itself in rail bonding
and similar work the electric machine possesses many
advantages.
The requisite power always is available
wherever access can be had to a trolley wire or other
electrical conductor, and energy is consumed only while
the arc is flowing.
Of course, work underground, particularly rail bonding, is of a highly nomadic nature and the apparatus
used for this purpose is successful about in proportion

Heretofore machines designed primarily for railroad work have been largely employed in
the mines. Here they were to a degree handicapped by
their weight, as they usually required two men for their
to its portabilitj-.

transportation.

NON-CORRODIBLE BARS OF HiGH RESISTANCE

To meet the demand

for a comparatively light
especially applicable to

readily portable machine

and
use

underground, one that is efficient in opei-ation yet can be
easily carried about by one man, the Railway Trackwork
Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., has developed and placed on
the market its Ajax electric arc welder, type I. N. D.
This is a rheostat consisting of high-resistance non-corroding wire, supported on insulator bars, fastened
within a light, rigid angle-iron frame. At either end
of this frame at the top is placed a D-handle for convenience in carrj-ing, while at one end is located a series
of control switches giving a satisfactoiy range of cur-,
rent flow for welding pui-poses.
Of course the outfit
embraces an electrode holder, a helmet and a trolley or
cable hook.
As trolley wires usually are brighter and
consequently offer better electrical surface contact on
the bottom than on the top this hook is fitted with an
under clamp making contact with the wire upon its lower
side.

This machine weighs 55 lb. and consequently can be
readily carried about by one man.
Its dimensions are
15 X 20 X 20 in. As is well known, the voltage in mines
is subject to frequent and comparatively wide variations, in some instances falling to as low as 50 per cent
of its normal value. This welder is of such capacity as

Vol. 20, No.
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be capable of satisfactory operation under any and
conditions likely to be encountered.
The regulating switches already referred to provide
a range of current from 18 to 277 amp. with normal line
voltage, while should the potential drop to 150 volts,
174 amp. can be obtained. X'entilation is excellent and
as no portion of the coils is inclosed, air has free access
to all parts of the apparatu.s.
Furthermore the internal wiring is so arranged that should a break develop in
any coil it can be repaired quickly in the field and no serious delay be caused.
At the end of the machine where the current enters,
a line switch is provided. The switchboard regulating
the current delivered to the electrode is placed at the opposite end and the switches there located are not only
of heavy and substantial construction but are so arranged as to give a perfectly flexible control. A shunt
switching device also is provided which facilitates the
use of large currents when the voltage is far below normal.
In all, thirty different values of current, within
the range above mentioned, can be obtained.
Portability, high amperage, a wide range of current
control, complete ventilation and ready accessibility of
parts are the outstanding characteristics of this machine. Its small size, easy transportableness, simplicity
and reliability are the considerations that adapt it particularly to work underground.
to

all

Suggestions as to the Maintenance of
Alternating-Current Hoist Motors

By

HousLEY

J.

E.

St.

Louis, Mo.

ALTERNATING-CURRENT

require
hoist motors
maintenance methods which differ somewhat from
those employed upon steam hoisting engines. With
the electric hoist it is especially important that the
men responsible for repairs acquaint themselves with
the principles upon which alternating-current machines
are built. These are set forth in a number of excellent
handbooks on electricity. From the same source the
repairman may obtain a valuable knowledge of the
,,

function of the various kinds of installation used, linen
and treated
or empire cloth.
A common ailment of the slip-ring hoist motor is
the breaking of resistance grids. As the function of
these parts is to limit the initial power inrush taken
by the machine, when a grid is broken it cuts out a
portion of the starting resistance, thereby giving a
jerky and sometimes diminished starting effort. As
this condition affects only the starting circuits the
running characteristics of the machine are not changed.
In motors having partly closed slot rotors with a
round-wire winding, trouble may develop from the
coils grounding where they leave the slot.
This usually
is caused by a gap on the coil, where its taping does
not reach quite into the slot of the rotor. This gap
becomes covered with carbon and with the bronze particles from the wearing of the brushes and the slip
tape, varnished cloth tape, fish paper, fiber

rings.

WELDER WITH PORTABILITY

AKT>

VOLTAGE RANGE

A uniform gob like welding a rail would seem to want little
adaptability on the part of the welder. Unfortunately the current
and its voltage vary, and the welder must be able to meet all
the many variations.

It is well not to use slip-ring brushes which contain
a high percentage of copper, for as the brushes wear,
this metal is deposited on the windings of the rotor.
After a time these particles will work between the bars
or coils and cause breakdowns between the phases and
shorted windings.
If a failure of this nature occurs

—
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Emergency Power Derrick Aids in Quickly
Removing Heavy Debris After Mine Fire

NECESSITY

'A=UnsoIoier 2
connections.

Join ? leac/s

marked X,
the two leads
not marked
remaining open

and only one or two
repair, such coils

coils

it

is

cut in two so as
the motor is in

when

are damaged beyond temporary

may

be cut out of the circuit and the
motor kept in service indefinitely or until such time as
permanent repairs can be made.

"Cutting out" a coil appeals to many electricians as
something of a mystery, whereas it really is extremely
simple, especially as compared to the analogous operation on a direct-current armature. In cutting out the coil

on an alternating-current stator or rotor

it

is

necessary

two leads of the damaged coil this leaves
an open lead on each coil adjacent to the damaged one.
Now join these two open leads by either a clip or a wire
of the same size as the one in the coils. The coil which

to unsolder the

;

cut out of the circuit may be left in place if it is cut
two at some point so as to prevent a local circulating
current being generated in it.
Such a current would
cause the coil to become overheated and might damage
the adjacent windings. This operation is shown in the

is

in

accompanying

Tuggers)

illustration.

had been originally

installed underground.
comparatively light, yet powerful
machines driven by either compressed air or steam.
The derrick was built and operated as follows, both
mast and boom being made from telegraph poles: The
mast was provided with a suitable foot and swiveled at
the top on a pin passing through a plate to which guy
ropes were attached. The boom was hinged to the mast
at its lower end in the ordinary manner by means of
side plates.
One rope extended from the upper hoist,
bolted to the mast near its foot, to a sheave near its
top, thence to a block at the peak of the boom.
From
here it was reeved back and forth between this block
and the one at the masthead forming the topping lift.
The other rope passed from the drum of the lower hoist
under a sheave attached to the mast near its foot, thence
over a sheave near the boom peak, whence it was reeved
through the hook block and a second block at the peak
of the boom.
This formed the fall or hoisting line
the real "business" portion of the derrick.
Swinging of this derrick was done by hand, although
a third hoist might readily have been used for this purpose. In such a case a bull wheel or its equivalent would
have been necessary. For work of the nature that this

They are

SHOWING HOW TO CUT OUT A COIL
The cut-out coil may be left in place if
not to generate a local circulating current
operation.

recently caused the invention of an
inexpensive derrick, simultaneously showing a new
use for small portable mine hoists. Fire had gutted a
mining plant in the West and it was necessary to provide means for quickly clearing away the debris so that
construction of the new building might begin promptly.
The derrick in question was used to lift the heavy
The hoists employed (in this case Little
material.
small,

In the Small Clearance Lies a Danger

The air gap between the rotor and stator on alternating-current motors is small. For this reason the clearance should be checked frequently. When danger of
the rotor striking the stator becomes evident the bearing linings should be renewed. It is important to examine periodically the bearing housing. The vibration
set up by gearing often loosens the bearing shell within
this housing, sometimes sufficiently to allow the rotor to
strike the stator. This condition can in many cases be
remedied by planing the joint between the bearing cap
and the housing.
The motor should be watched for signs of overheating.
Where it is operating on a feeder circuit together with
other induction motors it is possible for it to run with
one of the fuses of the feeder circuit blown. This, however, is accompanied by excessive heating of the motor
if it is working at or near its rated capacity.
Dragging brake bands on the hoist mechanism are
another source of over heating. In one instance the
running load on a 110-hp. hoist motor was increased
from 85 to 110 hp. with proportionately higher starting
values, because a brake of the band type did not clear
the drum sufficiently when the brake was released. This
increased load, amounting to 25 hp., was not sufficient
to cause the brake to smoke, and the engineer did not
check the brake clearance with sufficient accuracy until
the motor began to show serious overheating accompanied by the throwing of solder from the rotor connections.
This would indicate that electrical maintenance should involve also an appreciation of the mechanical defects.

MINE HOIST MEETS HOISTING NEEDS OUTSIDE

WORKINGS
of

The superintendent who regards the room hoist as a solution
underground difficulties only misses many advantages which

such a convenience will afford.

COAL AGE
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was intended to perform power swinging is
hardly essential.
This derrick is shown in action in the accompanying
illustration.
With the pulley arrangement shown it
was capable of lifting a load of approximately three
tons.
The lifting capacity may, however, be varied to
suit local conditions through changes in the number
and arrangement of the hoisting sheaves.
tlevict"

Convertil>le

Crane Profitably Used

Stages from Construction

MANY
might

coal

at All

Onward

companies have more or less work that
by a locomotive crane

well be performed

with an increase in the effectiveness of labor. They
more or less use for a steam shovel, a dragline excavator and various other power-driven maIn many cases, however, they do insufficient of
chines.
any one kind of such work to warrant the purchase of a
machine intended solely for that particular operation.
To meet this condition as well as to fill the needs of
contractors and others requiring various kinds of material-handling equipment the machine shown in the
accompaning illustrations has been placed on the market.
This device known as Excavator Crane No. 206, is
primarily a locomotive crane and as such may be used
with either a clamshell or an orange-peel bucket.
Numerous attachments, however, render it available for
many other operations.
Thus, equipped with a crane hook, it may be used
for lifting hea\'y machinery, laying pipe, handling large
sewer tile and the like, and with suitable slings it may
be employed to advantage for moving ties, props or
lumber in the timber or storage yard.
With a clamshell bucket the machine can, of course,
also have

Thus

the crane will slor.
or move it when it
to Are spontaneously.
Tt also will move ties and props or
such other lumber as can be treated by
dipping into treating tanks.
coal,

rigged
reclaim

it

shows a tendency

WORKING AS A
Almost
available

DHAGl-li\E

EXCAVATOR

the marvelous cap.acity of the
when the crane is mount, il on a
all

army tank becomes
caterpillar

tractor.

Neither good roads nor expensive road-making excavations are
necessary.

be used for moving coal from car to storage or vice
versa, as well as for handling sand, gravel, crushed rock
Such a bucket may also be used in
and the like.

excavation work, making roads, railroads, sidings, diversions and flood channels for streams, terraces for builddings sites and cellars for stores, offices and dwellings.
With the orange-peel bucket this machine may be used
for dredging or deep excavation such as the early stages
of shaft sinking. Fitted with a Page bucket it may be
used for digging or cleaning ditches, digging sewers,
making foundation or cellar excavations or for stripping.

Equipped with a backfilling bucket this machine may
be used to do shallow scraping or backfilling and similar
work. With a skimmer scoop it becomes available for
Still another
grading, leveling and like operations.

I
1
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attachment converts the machine into a power shovel,
making it available for stripping, digging large foundation excavations and, in fact, performing all the work
ordinarily done by any other small, full-revolving shovel.
This machine is driven by a heavy four-cylinder
This is of 50 hp. and is
vertical gasoline engine.
It readily assumes heavy
fitted with a heavy flywheel.
The crane proper is mounted on a cateroverloads.
pillar or corduroy truck of heavy construction.
This excavator crane, manufactured by the Pawling &
Harnischfeger Co., of Milwaukee, Wi.s., seems to be a
veritable jack-of-all-trades.

Fuse to Prevent Motor from Running
Single-Phase and Thus Burning Up

LARGE
^

industrial plants have been seeking, and elec-

manufacturers for years have been striving
some means to prevent accidents to polyphase
motors arising from their running single phase. Motor
builders have devoted most of their experiments to the
utilization of a relay in connection with the controlling
apparatus. Inasmuch, however, as the blowing of one
fuse does not operate a multiphase circuit breaker or
overload release, the motor invariably continues to run
single phase.
More machines burn out from this cause
than from any other.
trical

to produce,

To achieve the desired

results the Federal Electric
has developed and patented a lowvoltage auxiliary coil embodied within the cartridge
case of a National renewable fuse. As this device can
be placed in the container in only one position, it easily
makes the necessary auxiliary connection with the fuse
case itself. Leads are then brought out for connecting
the inter-phase circuit in either delta or "Y." This is
done either with wires attached to the case for front
connection, or with auxiliary knife-blade connections
placed on the back for connection on panels, switchCo.,

of

Chicago,

boards, etc.
The National multiphase renewable fuse, as the new
device is termed, serves two purposes. First, as a fuse
it is so constructed as to withstand the high starting
current of motors, yet hold the running load within the
limits prescribed by the Underwriters' Laboratories,
Inc.
It is powder packed and provided with a metallic
"tell-tale" indicator which shows upon the outside of
the case the rated amperage of the fuse element contained.
As the fuse is made for operation on multiphase circuits, it acts as a circuit breaker that is,
when one fuse blows, the auxiliary device causes one of

—

the elements in one of the other cases to blow also,
thereby breaking the circuit entirely and eliminating

—

^

EJ—

—
^1—

Si

^
Dock

Connected

FUSE CONNECTIONS TO PROTECT THREE-PHASE MOTORS
"When one fuse blows by reason of excessive load the current
Thus the
ceases to flow in all the phase circuits of the motor.
fuse acts as a circuit breaker.

the current

is

maintained for an excessive

the possibility of the motor running single phase. It is
thus really a fool-proof time-limit fuse.
The two most frequent causes of motor failure are:
(a) the overloading of fuses by placing two or more
elements or one element of too great capacity in the
case and (b) the operation of the motor on single phase.
It is impossible to place more than one fuse element
in the National fuse case and as this device assures the
breaking of the circuit when one fuse blows, it means

highest protection possible to multiphase motors
and circuits at only a slight additional cost over fuse
of the ordinary renewable type.
It is believed that no
other device on the market will perform the same service.
The chief advantage possessed by these fuses over

the

many of these latter
function prematurely and in some instances
to operate at all when they are most needed.

circuit breakers is the fact that

devices
fail

Life of George Westinghouse has been written by
Henry G. Prout and will be published by subscripby the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Mr. Prout succeeded Mr. Westinghouse as president of the
Union Switch & Signal Co., having been his vice-president
and general manager for eleven years, and therefore closely
in touch with him.
The first opportunity to buy the book
will be offered to the members of the four principal engineering societies, of which the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers is one. The book will be
bound in half morocco and cloth, the price being respectively
$6 and $3.50 postpaid. Subscriptions should be sent in not
later than Oct. 31, 1921, to be ready early in December. A
popular edition for about $2.50, on cheaper paper and in a
less expensive binding, will be published about February,
1922, by Charles Scribner's Sons.
The book contains 330
pages and measures 6 x 9 in.
Colonel
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MULTIPHASE RENEWABLE FUSE AND CONNECTING
CLAMPS
A powder-packed fuse which will withstand high starting cur-
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Dangerous Practices

Gn

J^'

n
miners are not awake tn
safety; and the fault does not nsl with
the miners alone as a great number
of mine officials fail to look into these
matters and caution their miners
against them. Perhaps, 10 per cent of

in Blasting

Mixing of Different Grades of Blasting Powder Liable to
Cause Windy Shots Charging a Hole with a Small Stick of
Dynamite When Shooting with Black Powder Also Dangerous

—

ALLOW

me

say a few words regarding some dangerous practices
common among miners when blasting
am reminded of these, after
coal.
I
reading the letter on "Shooting Coal
Off the Solid," Coal Age, Aug. 25, p.
to

.

302.

blasting powder and dynamite, as they
choose.
These different grades of explosives are given to the miner on his
own order.
The majority of the miners, perhaps, are not skilled in the use of explosives.
They do not realize the
danger arising from their habit of mixing the different grades of powder
when making up their cartridges. It is
quite common for a miner to run short
of single-F powder and finish charging
the hole with a FF grade.
Of course, the FF powder being finer
burns quicker and, in exploding, may
blow the F powder from the hole in a
partially burned condition. This causes
a windy shot, since much of the force
of the explosion is expended on the air.

Serious Results Follow .Mi.xing of
Different Grades of Powder

There

may

even result a blownout
shot as the result of mixing two grades
of powder.
The finer powder exploding first may crack the coal, blow off
the heel of the shot or, perhaps, blow
the tamping.
In any case, there results a tremendous burst of flame,

which

is

projected into the

air-

often

with disastrous results.
Where coal dust is present at the
working face, this is liable to be blown
into the air by the force of the blast
and ignited by the flame of the burning

powder projected from the

hole.

The

result is a local explosion of dust or
gas or both, which may or may not ex-

tend throughout the mine, according to
the condition in the airways with respect to dust and gas.
Many mine disasters are caused by
miners exercising poor judgment in
placing shots and charging their holes.
Failure to mine the shot or to locate
the charge so that it will be free to
perform its work; or the excessive use
of black powder; or the mixing of different grades of powder in the same
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others.

Attention has often been drawn, in
Coal Age, to the danger of firing deadA deadhole is one
holes, in blasting.
drilled

number

of mines in this district
permit solid shooting. What makes the
matter worse is the fact that they are
permitted to use single- or double-F
.\

straight

into

the

face

foremen
mine
perform
their
by instructing the miners in resafe
methods
gard to
of doing their
work, while the remaining 90 per cent
are too busy to give it a thought.
Crawford, Tenn. Oscar II. Jones.
our

charge has caused the death of many a
miner and the injury of scores of

of

duties,

the

one in which the charge is so
located that the line of least resistance
corresponds more or less closely with
the axis of the hole. The firing of such
a hole will cause a blownout shot.

Accident Bulletins

coal, or

"Cracker Shots" Dangerous

When driving an entry, miners often
make the mistake of using what they
call a "cracker" shot, which is a hole
drilled at or near the center of the
heading and seldom mined or sidecut.
Too often this so-called "cracker" is
tamped with fine coal dust or slack,
which adds greatly to the danger of
firing the shot.
As a means of avoiding many of
these dangers in blasting, allow me to
suggest that coal operators should refuse to deliver more than one grade
That should
of powder to any miner.
be a grade of permissible powder best
adapted to the conditions in the coal.
Owing to its flaming qualities, the use
of black powder in blasting should be
prohibited.
Dynamite should only be
given to a miner on the written order
of the mine foreman, when it is required for the blasting of rock or similar purpose.

Keep Record of All Powder Delivered
In my opinion, there should be kept
every powder magazine a strict
record of the powder delivered to each
miner.
The record should state the
date, kind and amount of powder given.
On the sheet there should be space for
the signature of the man receiving the
powder.
This
record
should
be
examined by the district mine inspector
on each visit he makes to the mine.
Before closing, I will mention but
one other dangerous practice, which is
common at some mines. It is the habit
of many miners to open a keg of
powder by punching a hole in the end
of the keg with a pick.
The stroke of
the pick often causes a spark that ignites the powder and the man is either
killed or severely burned.
These and other unsafe practices
show clearly that a large class of
at

special committee to investigate and report on all serious acci-

ApiJoiiit
debits

— Make bulletins
— Give copy

Persoiwl

to

specific

and

each man.

MY

experience in impressing the
average mine worker with a
thought of his own safety has been very

much the same as that described by a
Johnstown superintendent, in a letter
on this subject, Coal Age, Aug. 18, p.
262. The plan he suggests would have
a decided advantage over the ordinary
custom of posting a general bulletin
a conspicuous place.
a general bulletin fails of its
object is in not being specific. In order
to impress the mind of the reader a
bulletin should picture an actual accident, naming the victim and giving the
details as to how it occurred and in
what way it might have been avoided.
In other words, the bulletin must talk.
in

Where

AcciDE.NT Bulletins

Must Make

Personal Appeal

A mere notice drawing attention, in
a general may, to a particular kind of
accident is vague and imaginary and
commonly fails to arrest the attention
of the careless reader.
On the other
hand, when a bulletin names the particular person who was hurt or killed,
it becomes real and enlists the interest
of every one of us.
To accomplish results, the first essential is to arrest the attention and
gain the sympathy and interest of a
reader or listener.
That is half the
The appeal must be personal.
battle.
A copy of a bulletin reporting an accident in this manner and given to each
man will be read and the story will go
home in a way that the man will not
soon forget.
One company
special

I have in mind has a
committee render a report on

every serious accident, after making a
thorough investigation. Copies of the
report, including a print showing how
the accident happened, are sent to both
the mine officials and the safety comOther copies are posted at
mittee.
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prominent points

and around the

in

mine.

accident and

Work

making

it

impressive.

Committee
Must Be Thorough
of Special

The appointment of a special committee and the care with which they
make their investigation will have such
The committee should
a tendency.
take all the time that is needed to call
examine

witnesses,

and

become

thoroughly familiar with every detail
The more thorof the surroundings.

ough the investigation- the more impressive will be the lesson taught by
the accident.
There comes to my mind, just now,
a certain coal field that is famous for
many cold-blooded murders, every

one of which has been given prominent
space in the daily newspapers throughout the country.
Is it not a strange
fact that, for every murder committed
in that field, there has been a fatal accident in the mine; and yet these have
received but scant notice in the news of
the day.

The subject

is

well

worthy of serious

thought and should call for action on
all mine ofiicials who are
anxious to safeguard human life. Only
in this way can the number of fatal
accidents be reduced and our mines
made more safe for work.
Pikeville. Ky.
George Edwards.

the part of

Make Mining Laws Complete
Safety in mining coal dependent on
complete and clear mining laws No
need then to ask officials to go beyond vhat the law requires.

—

KINDLY

permit me to correct the
understanding of Ex-ETine Inspector, John Rose, as conveyed in his letter, Coal Age, Aug. 11, p. 218, where
he quotes me as saying, "No mine officials should be asked to go beyond

what is required in the law in making
the mine safe." Mr. Rose should have
completed my statement by adding the
words "which is thought to be complete and clear."
heartily agree with all that my
friend has said and indorse his references to the sentiments expressed by
Oscar H. Jones and R. W. Lightburn,
regarding the importance of making
.

For 28 years previous to the passage,
iyi3, of the new mining code, in
Colorado, we had experience with a law
that left much for the mine inspector
and mine officials to do in making the
mines safe.
in

The suggestion of giving a copy to
every mine worker impresses me as a
good one. I have felt for some time
serious
not enough
there
is
that
thought given to carrying home to the
mind of every worker the story of the

and
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our mines safe. We appear to differ,
however, in respect to the means employed to that end.
The statement made in my previous
letter, July 21, p. 101, was to the effect that no mine official should be
asked to go beyond what is required in
a law that is thought to be complete
and clear. I want to emphasize the
fact, which is uppermost in my mind,
that it is of chief importance to make
our mining laws clear and complete
and then see that they are enforced
strictly and all violations punished.

Complete Laws Reduce Death Rate
Previous to the enactmet of the new
law, the record for fatal accidents in
our mines was 7.14 deaths per thousand men employed.
Under the new
law, this rate was reduced to o..35 fatal
accidents per thousand men employed,
except for that one year (1917) when
occurred the terrible mine explosion at
Hastings, due to the opening of a
locked safety lamp by a miner.
Let me say, here- that every mine
official has his own standard of what
is required to make the mine safe.
On
the other hand, he is employed by his
company, pi-imarily, to get, out the coal.
In general, under these conditions, the
question of safety is restricted to what
the law requires.
Let me ask. What
degree of safety does this portend if
our laws regarding safety are not clear
and complete.

No Violation Where Law

Is

Not

Complete and Clear
commenting

on the uncertain
reading of the Bituminous Mine Law
(Pa.), Mr. Jones agrees with other
writers in saying (May 26, p. 956) that
the meaning being indefinite "warrants the conclusion that no law was
violated," when the fireboss permitted
open lights on a return current from
a place generating gas.
It is certain
that where there is no violation of the
law, there is no way to punish a miner
who performs an unsafe act.
In

A mine inspector, finding conditions
unsafe in a mine, can make a I'ecommendation and report the matter to the
chief inspector; but, unless there is a
violation of the law, compliance with
the recommendation is optional with
the company. In nine cases out of ten,
the inspector will find the condition unimproved on his second visit.
The
silence of the law on the matter makes
the inspector helpless, since the law
is

his only

weapon.

Advantage Taken op No Penalty
As

is

well

known, mining companies

expect their officials to get out the coal
with due regard to safety; but get it
they must and every advantage is
taken of a defective or incomplete or
unclear mining law. Mine officials are
too prone to take chances where there
if. no expressed prohibition or where no
penalty is attached for a violation of the

The president of the Mine Inspectors
Institute of .-\merica, in his annual address, at St. Louis, July, 1915, stated
that, in his opinion, one-half of the
mine accidents could be prevented
living up to the requirements of
state mining laws and obeying
rules and regulations in force in

by
the
the
the

mines.
If this is true, how much more could
be eff'ected by making these laws clear
and complete. Any one who claims it
is impossible to frame a law that will
suit the manifold unsafe conditions
that continually arise in the mining of
coal, is assisting to block the progress
of legislation tending to insure a maxidegree of safety.

mum

Attention to Legislation Needed
The

James E. Roderick, then

late

chief of the

department of mines

in

Pennsylvania, once remarked:
"We
should give our full attention to this
matter of suitable efficient legislation
and, putting our shoulders to the wheel,
see that such laws are enacted and enforced as will reduce the number of

mine accidents to a minimum."
It has frequently been stated by the
editor of this department of Coal Age,
that there is a great lack of clearness
He
in the mining laws of some states.
has drawn attention more than once to
the need of specifying what is meant
by a gaseous mine. I have in mind one
operation, in Colorado- where gas has
been generated, at intervals, in dangerous quantities. Again, the same mine
would produce so little gas that open
lights were allowed and used until the
trouble returned.

Many Strong Points in the Mining
Law of Colorado
There are many strong points in the
Colorado Mining Law, but I want to
refer to one that specifies in a broad
clear manner the distances apart that

The law
crosscuts may be driven.
reads: "Crosscuts shall be driven as
often as the inspector may order, but,
cii'cumstances,
shall
the
under nr
working face be more than 60 ft. in
advance of the air cun-ent."
In this respect the Colorado law differs from that in many states where
the inspector is authorized to permit
the driving of crosscuts at greater distances than that mentioned in the law
if, in his judgment, it is safe to do so.
This reminds me of an old story that
runs somewhat as follows:
A little boy was swearing at his sister

when

a

man approached and

told

law.

The boy
devil would get him.
replied, as he had often been told, that
"the devil was tied with a chain."

How many foremen would make a
ruling requiring that all coal must be
mined to a certain depth, or sidecut,
where the practice of the miners had
long been to shoot the coal off the solid,
although it was well known that so
doing had caused many local explosions
and men had been burned. It is here
that the law must step in and prohibit
this and other unsafe practices and
provide a penalty for violation.

"But," said the man, "that chain is
long enough to reach ai'ound the earth."
The boy quickly retorted, "Then he
might as well be loose."
The answer of the boy points the application of my story to many of our
mining laws, which are made so broad
that there is no restriction and the law
might as well not have been written
on the statute books.
Farr, Colo.
Robert A. Marshall.
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Certilication

Upheld

examination for
eertificates
not simple
Uncertified
men fail in many respects Judgment of operators itot without preju-

Questions asked

in the

dice — Certified

—

—

vien preferred.

SELDOM

have my feelings been
aroused as when reading the letter
sinned W. A. G., Coal Age, Aug. 4, p.
181.
The writer speaks of having an
"experience of over 20 years, covering
every coal field on the continent."
Though he claims to have come into
close contact with both certified and
uncertified mine officials, I am led to
believe that he would do well to go over
the ground again and revise many of
his conclusions regarding the certification of mine officials.

Analyzing the Question of Harm
Granting Certific\tes

in

Judging this writer by his statements, I am forced to conclude that his
acquaintance with the work of examining boards is limited to a few instances
where the simple nature of the questions asked have made those examinations inadequate for determining the
qualifications of the candidates.
In the first place, he gives it as his
conviction that the granting of certificates to many men is doing "more

harm than good."

His remarks would

iiunf worker who has had years of experience underground. This opinion is
supported by the fact that many uncertified men occupying the highest official
positions in mining would be unable to
pass a mine foreman's examination.

Operators Base Their Judgment on

Acquaintance with Men
The judgment of an operator, in selecting a mine foreman, is necessarily

men who have been in
employ and whom he has known
limited to

you a certificate?"
All the men I have ever heard condemning the examination for mineforeman's certificate are men who
have never attended such an examination.
They are mostly men who have
not the ability or the ambition to study
and fit themselves for higher work.
Another class is composed of men who
depend on their influence or pull to
gain a position.

Good and Bad

belief

is

class,

ill

as

the

condemning the examination for
certificates- by styling the questions
asked as simple and requiring but little
study, the writer seems to contradict
In

himself when he states, in the next
breath, that he has known many men
who would make splendid mine officials
but who lack the necessary education
thit would enable them to pass the examination for a certificate.
Speaking of the selection of men for
responsible positions, by operators, it
seems to be the opinion of this writer
that they are better able to judge of
men's qualifications than a duly appointed examining board.
He argues that
the success of an operation depends on
the ability of the men chosen to make
good in the positions to which they are
appointed.

my

belief that 90 per cent of
coal operators know less of the actual
details of mining Vtnn an crdinary
It

is

in

that uncertified

many important
following:

being unacquainted with
work; having no technical
knowledge of the principles of mining,
the properties of mine gases, the coal

laws;

state

formations,

Each Class

men

fail, as a
respects such

Not knowing the

etc.

Many

uncertified men are unable to
their own timebooks and estimates of supplies; a few even being
unable to sign their own names to
reports that must be made out for them

make out

by subordinates.
Certified

Men

Preferred

My

observation during the past several years has proved to me that the
truly certified man is the one who is
sought and preferred by the large majority of ((lal operators.
In 99 cases
out of 100, the successful coal operation is fdund to be in charge of a man
who holds a certificate.
In my opinion, the diff'erence between
two types of men is best
these
described by saying the certified inan
is one who makes a study of his profession, while the uncertified man is
one who makes a study of how to hold
his job without any undue effort on his
part being necessary.
It is my hope
that the next examination will see

many

uncertified

men

answer some of the
questions
asked by

prepared

to

simple

so-called

the
examining
boards in all the states.
Maypnrt, Pa.
jAMES Thomp.son,

Inquiries

Of General
Working

Having myself attended many exam-

Examining Boards vs. Judgment of
Coal Operators

Men

While agreeing with the writer when
he admits that there are good and bad
men, both certified and uncertified, my

18.

first-aid

his

for
If a stranger applies
several years.
to him for a job, the first question the
operator will ask the man is: "Have

seem to imply that certifying a man
gives him a swelled head.
Were it not that the remarks of this
brother cast reflections on the ability
and integrity of many examining
boards, who meet each year to formulate the questions to be asked candidates in the examination, the letter
might be passed by as expressing the
opinion of an individual having but a
limited knowledge of the situation.
inations of mine foremen, in the bituminous district of Pennsylvania, I can
state without hesitancy that the questions asked in these examinations are
not simple or such that any one could
answer, as stated by this writer.
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Coal

Seam

a Vertical

Seam

of Coal

Opened by
Level— Shaft Sunk 200
Seam How Best Worked

10 to 15 Ft. Thick, Lignite, Nearly Vertical,

Rock Slope and'Cross-Tunnel,
Ft.,

Interest

at 100-Ft.

—

Cross-Tunnel and Levels Driven in

WE HAVE

in contemplation the
operation of a mine under the
following conditions and would be
pleased to have the benefit of the experience of Coal Age and its practical
readers, in reference to the best method of working out the coal

the

100-ft.

two

levels.

vein

is

pillar

of coal between the
of the

The hanging wall

very good and there

is

but

lit-

The seam

is a very friable lignite
varying from 10 to 15 ft. in thickand stands practically vertical.
It was originally opened by a slope
sunk in the rock, on a pitch of 45 deg.
When the slope had reached a vertical
depth of about 100 ft., a cross-tunnel
was driven to the seam. Headings or
levels were then driven, in the seam, to
the right and left of the cross-tunnel
and an attempt was made to work out
the coal by stoping, but with indifferent

coal,

ness,

success.

A shaft has now been sunk to a
depth of 200 ft., on one side of the vein,
and a cross-tunnel driven to the seam.
At this depth headings are driven, in
the seam, to the right and left of the
tunnel.
The problem now is to determine the best method of working out

CROSS-SECTION OF VERTICAL SEAM

AND DETAIL OF CHUTES
holding it; but the footwall is poor and spalls off badly, making the coal dirty- as it is practically
impossible to clean the coal in the mine.
The friable nature of the coal makes it

tie difficulty in
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difficult to produce a maximum percentage of lump, which is most desirable. The mine generates no gas. Compressed air is used for driving the
puncher and radilax machines and
operating the drills.
Many readers of Coal Age have had
experience in the working of vertical
seams and I feel sure can give good
advice in reference to the present case.
The chief difficulty that we have found
is in mining the coal so as to keep it
as free as possible from the rock coming from the footwall.
Denver, Colo. Mining Engineer.

In response to this request we are
glad to present this proposition to
readers of Coal Age, for their suggestions and advice. In order to make the

727

situation more clear we have prepared
the accompanying sketch, which shows
an almost vertical seam reached by a
45-deg. rock slope on the left and a
vertical shaft on the right, cross-tunnels being driven, from the foot of
each, to the seam. On the left is shown
a detail section through one of the
rooms or chambers, which are driven to
the rise of the headings.
A loading
chute is first driven up from the heading, on an angle of about 30 deg. The
chamber is then widened out in the

manner shown

in the figure, a

manway

maintained along the hanging
wall. This manway divides at the head
of the loading chute, to permit the men
The coal
to reach the heading below.
is stoped out at the face of chamber,
the miner standing on the broken coal
being

filling

the chute.

=

6
27 sq.ft., the volume of air in circulation is 27 X 150
4,050 cu.ft. per
min., which is less than one-third of the
quantity required by law.
Question Explain the symbols CH^
and CO2 and state ivhat are their com-

=

—

parative weights.

—

Answer
The atomic weights of
elements are carbon (C), 12;
hydrogen (H), 1; oxygen (O), 16.
Then, the molecular weight of methane
(CH.) is 12 -h 4 X 1 = 16. Again,
the molecular weight of carbon dioxide
these

(C0=)

is

12 -f 2

X

16

=

44.

law of gases assumes that

all

But, the

gaseous

molecules, at the same temperature
and pressure, have the same volume.
Therefore, the relative weights of
equal volumes of these gases are in the
In other words, carbon
ratio 16:44.
dioxide is 23 times the weight of
methane, volume for volume.

—

Question What noxious gases are
produced by fires and explosions of
firedamp in mines?

Examination Questions
Answered

—

Answer
The principal noxious
gases produced by fires and gas explosions, in mines, are cart)on monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO.).
The former is a product of the incomplete combustion of carbon, which ocThe
curs in a limited supply of air.
latter gas is produced when the combustion is complete in a plentiful sup-

Mine Examiners' Examination
Springfield, May 2, 3, 1921

Illinois

ply of air.

Question

(Selected Questions)

—

Question (a) What is the rubbing
surface of a road 8 ft. 6 in. wide, 6 /(.
9 in. high and 3,000 ft. long? (b) What
quantity of air would pass per minute
in this roadivay if the velocity of the
air ivas 600 ft. per minuteT

Answer

— (a)

airway is 2(8i
rubbing surface
91,500

The perimeter

+
is

6i)

=

30i

then 3,000

of this

ft.

X

the temperature has risen to 60 deg. F.?

=

Answer The original volume of air
at a temperature of 32 deg. F. is 500
30,000 cu.ft. per min.
The
X 60
increase in volume, due to a rise of
temperature from 32 deg. to 60 deg.
F., is in the ratio of the corresponding
absolute temperatures, which gives for
the volume at 60 deg.

sq.ft.

The

area of the airway is 8J X 6i = 571 sq.ft. The
quantity of air in circulation is then
600 X 571 = 34,425 cu.ft. per min.
(b)

sectional

Question

—//

55,000 cu.ft. of air
passing throtigh a circular shaft 10 ft. in diameter, what is
the velocity per second?
Also per

per 7ninute

—

Question // the anem.ometer records a velocity of 500 ft. per min., in

an intake airway having a sectional
area of 60 sq.ft., and the therm.ometer
shows a temperature of 32 deg. F.,
what will be the volume of air passing
in the same airway, per minute, ivhen

The

30J

is

—

=

/

30,000

Answer

—

The sectional area of this
0.7854 x 10'
78.54 sq.ft.
The velocity of the air current is,
then, 55,000 -=- 78.54
700 -f- ft. per
min.; or 700 -^ 60
Hi ft. per sec.
shaft

=

is

=

=

—

Question
If the tveight of a cubic
foot of air is 0.0766 lb. and the water
gage is 1.5 m., what is the height of
the motor column?

Answer — A water gage

of

1.5

in.

corresponds to a pressure of 1.5 x 5.2
- 7.8 lb. per sq.ft. Taking the weight
of a cubic foot of air as 0.0766 lb., this
pressure corresponds to an air column
of 7.8 H- 0.0766

"motive column"

=

is

101.8

ft.

The term

improperly used in

question, as it always refers to
the difference between two air columns,
a downcast and an upcast column, expressed in terms of either the downcast
or the upcast air.
this

460 -f 60 \

^

30,000

X

520

V460 4-32/
492
= 31,707
cu.ft. per min.

minute?

—

Question The velocity of the current in a return airway is 150- ft. per
min.; the airway is
ft. in height and
The number of men emft. in ividth.
ployed in the section ventilated by this
current is 80, together with 8 mules
and their drivers. Is the veyitilation

H

sufficient?

—

Ansvfer The Illinois State Mining
requires a circulation of 100 cu.ft.
per min., for each man, and 500 cu.ft.
per min., for each mule employed, in
a mine where no gas is generated. Assuming this is a non-gaseous mine and
that the eight drivers may be all in
this section at one time, making 88
men and 8 mules, the volume of air
required, to comply with the law must
not be less than (88 X 100) -|- (8 X
500) = 12,800 cu.ft. per min. The sectional area of this airway being 4i x

Law

—

Name

six

essential

features of a good safety lamp for general 7vork.

—

Answer 1. The lamp should give
a good light equally diffused on the
The lamp should
2.
roof and floor.
be simple in construction, of few parts
and strong and durable. 3. It must be
capable of withstanding strong air
4.
A working Tamp should
currents.
be provided with a good lock fastening
that will show any attempt to tamper
with the same. 5. The lamp must not
be too sensitive to gas and should contain an igniter for relighting the wick,
The
6.
in case it is extinguished.
lamp should be light and portable, so
as to be readily handled by the miner
in his

work.

Question

marsh gas

—How

many cubic feet of
will be required to be gen-

erated in a mine, per mrnute, to render
dangerous a cwrent of 30,000 cu.ft.
of air per minute?
AviswER The percentage of gas
that will render mine air dangerous,
in any given case, will depend much
on the nature of the coal and the manner of mining with respect to the proIn the mining of a
duction of dust.
highly inflammable coal, particularly
in machine mining, the mine air may
become dangerous when the proportion
of gas in the air exceeds 1 per cent.
On that basis, the generation of 30,000 X 0.01 = 300 cu.ft. of gas per
minute would reach the limit of safety.
Again, if the coal is less flammable
and the mine free from dust, 2 or even
21 per cent of gas may not prove
dangerous.
This condition would correspond to the generation of 600 or,
perhaps, 750 cu.ft. of gas per minute.

—
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British Coal Iiidustrv Faces

Mav Consider
By

\\

New

18

North Wales to the effect that the pits will be closed immediately and will not be reopened until further notice.
The reasons for this action are stated by the owners to be
high wage and production costs.

Crisis:

age Keadjustmeut

C. H. S.

Vol. 20, N(i.

Tupholme

HOPES

expressed by some owners ami miners a short
while ago of a speedy recovery in the British coal
trade have not materialized; in fact a new crisis seems
likely to arise soon.
That section of the settlement of the
coal dispute made in June, covering a temporary period,
L-ame to an end Oct. 1.
.^.s a result of the failure of the
industry to re-establish itself, especially in the matter of
e.xports, the new National Wage Board must soon consider
a readjustment of wages on the basis of the figures for
the past three months.
The State subsidy was withdrawn on Sept. 30 and it
must now be ascertained whether there is any surplus from
this i'10,000,000.
Many districts have not drawn on this
fund at all.
It is significant that the chief e.xporting
areas, Northumberland and South Wales, have drawn on
the fund to the largest extent. This subsidy was intended
to obviate any reductions greater than 2s. per day in July,
2s. 6d. per day in August, and 3s. per day in September.
In some districts it was not found necessary to apply
the maximum wage cuts.
In the Derbyshire, Yorkshire,
Leicestershire, Warwickshire and Notts areas a reduction
of only Is. 5d. per day was enforced, and during September
(the figures for which are based on the July audit) this
wage cut was reduced to Is. l.od. Scotland, too, is in a
fairly favorable position.
These districts, which employ
i-oughly half the total engaged in the industry, were independent of the subsidy.
The other half of the British coal industry was not so
well off from either the State's, the owner's or the workers'
viewpoint. The full reductions were put into operation in

South Wales and Monmouth, employing 271,000 men; Durham, employing 171,000 men; Lancashire, Cheshire and
North Staffordshire, employing 140,000 men, and Northumberland, employing 62,000 men.
As far as the South Wales district is concerned, the export trade has not been so badly hit as in Northumberland
and Durham, where the entire Baltic trade has been lost.
In Northumberland alone 3,000 men are idle, this in spite
of exports reaching 3,100,000 tons in August, compared
with 1,850,000 tons in August, 1920.
As the majority of observers had foreseen, the sevenis a mistake, the consequent drop in output reaching as high as 20 per cent. Except in the "hot-head" districts the miners are beginning to realize what is happening, and Frank Hodges recently urged the miners to "put
their backs into it," at the same time expressing the hope
"that the doctrine once preached in South Wales of getting maximum wages for a minimum of work would cease."
It is not expected that any labor trouble in the form of
a direct rupture will occur, in view of the prevailing agreement, which can be repudiated only on three months' notice,
not to be given before Sept. 30, 1922. The worst that can
happen is a gradual closing of the British pits, with a
corresponding increase in miners' unemployment.
A further step in the break-up of the Miners' Federation
of Great Britain is indicated in the secession from this
body of the National Federation of Colliery Enginemen and
Boilermen, usually knovm as the "safety men."
The recent ballot taken by this union resulted in an overwhelming vote in favor of severance from the large federation,
and accordingly the safety men will now manage their own
affairs instead of being a "district" of the Miners' Federa-

Appoints Tru.stees to Board of Directors

To

A

Facilitate

CHANGE

Reading Dissolution

handling of the transfer of the stock
of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. under
the terms of the dissolution prescribed by the U. S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania has been
ordered by the Attorney General. In a formal statement
the Attorney General says:
"The decree of dissolution entered in the anti-trust suit
against the Reading Company and others provided that the
stock of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. now
owned by the Reading Com))any should be placed in the
hands of trustees, pending the final disposition thereof to
persons not connected with the Reading Company. At the
time the decree was entered Newton H. Fairbanks, of
Springfield, Ohio, and Joseph B. McCall, of Philadelphia,
were appointed trustees under the decree.
"Since that time a committee representing certain of the
common stockholders of the Reading Company has taken
an appeal from the final decree to the Supreme Court, and
while such a decree does not constitute a stay of all proceedings under the decree, the uncertainty attending such
an appeal renders it inadvisable that any step be taken in
carrying out the plan of dissolution which might later cause
embarrassment or delay in case the plan should be modified
materially by the Supreme Court.
"In lieu of the transfer of stock of the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal & Iron Co. to the trustees, Messrs. Fairbanks
and McCall have been elected members of the Board of Directors of that company. The.se gentlemen have consented
to serve and their election results from the desire of the
government and the Reading Company to carry out in
spirit, if not in form, the terms of the plan of dissolution
approved by the U. S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania."
Attorney General Daugherty has given his assent to
postponement of the Reading dissolution plan, pending
Supreme Court action on an appeal made by stockholders
in the

from the findings of the District Court

in Philadelphia.

hour day

tion.

The Durham County

severed

their

connection

colliery

with

enginemen also have

National

Federation

of

Enginemen.
In order to reduce

unemployment and short time many

Lanarkshire miners have offered to accept 10s. per shift
instead of 14s. 6d., so as to keep the pits going. It is hoped
by this means to reduce prices and recapture part of the

European trade.
The owTiers have posted

lost

bulletins at all the collieries in

Out Eighteen Years, Ash-Bank Fire Revives;
Explosion Occurs That May Ignite Mine

AFIRE

that may have fallen into a mine and set the
coal burning is causing some apprehension in the
Heidelberg No. 2 Colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.,
near Pittston.
About eighteen years ago a fire occurred
in an old ash bank south and east of the Heidelbei-g shaft.
This bank was from 20 to 30 ft. thick. It was thought to
have been entii'ely extinguished at that time, no sign revealing any activity whatever.
Quite recently fire was discovered at a point within 80 ft. of the shaft.
To extinguish the fire a ditch was dug to the ashpit and
water was run through the ditch onto the fire. Unfortunately when the water fell on the heated mass below an
explosion took place, breaking down the surface measures
abo'.'e the Pittston bed.
The cover here is about 20 to 30 ft.
thick,
(t is believed that the burning ashes fell into old
workings of that measure, where the thickness of the seam
is about 10 ft.
Streams of water were poured into the
crater formed by the explosion. The fire, however, gained
headway and spread toward the top of the shaft, where
about 20 ft. of rock had been dumped. If this rock should
prove to be sandstone taken from the shaft, there will be no
danger of the fire spreading in that direction. If the fill
is of slate or bone there
is real
danger.
The Lehigh
Valley Co., in order to be safe, will dig a ditch of sufficient
depth between the fire and the shaft to cut off the fire

and confine

it.
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Different Classes of Items
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to

Be Grouped Under

in Keeping Coal-Operation Costs*

Charges to Capital, Maintenance and Depreciation Sometimes So Closely InterCharging Insurance and Taxes When Paid Unsound
Practice Maintenance Reserve Should Be Formed with Opening of Mine

woven That Confusion Results

—

By

R.

W. GARDINERt

coal-production cost keeping it is well to consider carefully the question of charges to capital, because these
are generally so interwoven with the charge to maintenance and the question of depreciation as frequently to
All development work after the
lead to some confusion."
mine is a mine is a proper charge against the cost of operThis statement is based on the theory that no
ations.
charges should be made to capital account unless the expenditure either results in an increased production or deThis same statement holds true in regard
creased cost.
to the laying of additional track, to the extension of the
ventilating system, to the purchase of new mine cars, or
even additional mine locomotives.
The niei-e fact that the operation of the mine has resulted in the face being further removed from the mouth
of the mine or the bottom of the shaft does not increase
the value of the mine one cent. It is plain that if a mine
with one mile of main entries can transport all the coal
produced with a certain number of mine cars and mine locomotives, when the mine entries have reached two miles it
will take more mine cars and more mine locomotives to
get out the same quantity of coal, and yet the value of
the mine is not increased. The cost of production has gone
up instead of coming down, due to the increased haul,
while the production is practically the same.

IN

When

to Charge Insurance and Taxes

Insurance and taxes need no explanation, but the practice of charging these items when paid is not sound practice, as it will cause the cost figures to show large fluctuations which really do not exist.
The coal-mining business unquestionably is a hazardous
one.
The risk of some unforeseen happening which will
cause a loss, and against which it is impossible to insure,
always is present. In the past operators have attempted
to take care of this risk by having the sales department
consider it in making prices, with the result that it often
was ignored. The present recommendation is that a certain
fixed amount per ton be charged into cost to cover this risk
and be credited to a contingent reserve account. The credit
balance in this account would represent the amount of
premium paid for insurance if it were possible to get
insurance.
As conditions force the operator to carry his own insurance, he is perfectly justified in setting up such a reserve.
No sane business man would attempt to carry his own fire
insurance or his own compensation insurance without setting up some reserve, and the mining risk would seem to
come within the same class. The cost of contingencies
which should be charged against this account would cover
any extraordinary happening which causes a loss, such as
an extra heavy fall, a squeeze, an unexpected fault, or any
loss which the insurance is not sufficient to cover.'
•Third and final installment of an article on coal-production
costs based on a paper read before the Pittsburgh Chanter. National Association of Cost Accountants.
Preceding installments
appeared in Coal Age. Oct. 13 and 20. Copyrighted by National
Association of Cost Accountants.
tCommissioner Pittsburgh Coal Producers' Association, Pittsburgh. Pa.
'The system of the National Coal Association (page 8) contains
the following statement on this point
"The drawing of distinctions between capital and operating expenditures, in the accounting involved in permanent enterprises, is a favorite field for discussion among accountants, but in the case of coal-mining or
other wasting enterprises, experience teaches that the field for
discussion, if indeed there be any, is extremely limited."
Some
additional comments in regard to capital and operating charges
appear in the system.
=The necessity of carrying a contingent reserve account on the
books is emphasized on page 14 of the system of the National
Coal Association.
:

The other general expenses of the business, such as
and clerks, rent, etc., should be
divided between general expense and selling expense. The
salaries of any person, whether officer, salesman or clerk,
who devotes his time to that branch of the work is charged
to selling expense, and the balance to general expense.
salaries of officers, salesmen

This, of course, does not apply to the general operating
department, the salaries and expenses of which should be
charged to operating, although this figure should not be
given to the mine superintendent.

Establish Maintenance Reserve From First

The establishment of a maintenance reserve is something
which has not as yet been considered by a majority of the
operators. Maintenance starts as soon as the mine begins
operation, although there may be no expenditures for this
purpose until some time later. If a maintenance reserve
is built up at a predetermined rate in cents per ton, and
charges made to this reserve as expenditures occur, it wiU
have a tendency to avoid artificial fluctuations in cost. For
example, a tipple must be painted from time to time. One
painting will last for two or three years. U the cost of
painting the tipple is charged in one month, the cost for
that month will be out of proportion, while if the maintenance reserve method is followed there wOl be a reserve
against whicTi this cost can be charged.
The same holds
tru^ in regard to replacements.
The best method in general use at the present time is to
handle such items through a deferred charge account and
spread it over the ensuing period of two, three, four, six
or any number of months which may seem advisable. Unless
the charge is very large in amount this method will not
result in heavy fluctuations, and as a certain number of
expenses of this kind are sure to be necessary sooner or
later, conservative accounting would seem to demand that
provision be made for them in advance rather than to wait
until the expenditure has been made.
Another point in
this connection is that when equipment is new, expenditures
for maintenance are bound to be light and the cost figures
will necessarily be low.
This condition would enable a new
mine to undersell an older mine, whereas this would not be
the case if proper provision had been made from the time
the mine began operations to take care of the inevitable
charges to maintenance. The coal coming from the new
mine would pay the same share of maintenance as the coal

coming from the same mine when the mine was several
years

old.

The Treasury Department

will not allow any reserves
except depletion and depreciation to be deducted from income. This ruling, however, need not prevent the operator from carrying these items on his books for his own
protection.
On the other hand, the Treasury Department
allows interest on borrowed money as a charge against income, while in determining costs this item cannot be taken

into consideration.

Divide Expenses Into Three Classes
In the analysis of all the items of expense which comprise the cost of production, those items which are fixed on
a per-ton basis and which are not aff'ected by production,
including labor as well as other expenses, should be kept
in one class.
A second class would consist of those items
which are only slightly affected by production, and the
third class of those items which are practically fixed on
a monthly or annual basis and are affected in direct ratio
to increases or decreases in production.
This subdivision
of expenses will be found to be of incalculable value to
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the sales department in the determination of a fair selling
price.

In conclusion, one word of advice might be offered to any
accountant who is called upon to operate or install a system for a mining company or to make any changes in a
In the tirst place, he must
system already established.

thoroughly familiarize himself with the practical side of
the business, particularly from an operating standpoint.
He must make up his mind which of the departments is
going to make the greatest practical use of the cost system
and plan his work so as to give that department the information it needs as promptly as possible and in the most
serviceable form.
He should not provide for obtaining any information un-

own mind as to
less he has a very well defined idea in his
and
the purpose for which that information is to be used
Finally, in making up stateits value to the company.
its
conand
business
ments showing the operation of the
dition, he should be careful to avoid the mistake that so
many have made, and are still making, of grouping different classes of items under the same general heading. Statements have been used which have included under one head
items properly chargeable against cost, items chargeable
against income before net income is determined for taxation purposes, and items such as income and excess profits
taxes which must necessarily be deducted from net income.

Kentucky

Hold Exposition and
Issue First- Aid Certificates]U||f!'^jl
Institute to

By

E. C. Rogers*

constructive program for future work marked the
annual meeting of the Kentucky Mining Institute, which
was held at the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington, Ky., Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 7 and 8, the president, Prof. Charles J.

A

BIG

Norwood, presiding. There were about one hundred members and visitors present. The address of welcome was delivered by Barney J. Treacy, president of the Lexington
Board of Commerce, who spoke of the proximity of -the
vast coal fields of eastern Kentucky to Lexington and the
growing interest of the citizens of Lexington in their development. He emphasized the cordial feeling existing between the mining towns and the capital of the Blue Grass
State and of the number of operators who have estabheadquarters and their homes in Lexington
few years.
President Norwood, in his report, reviewed the work
and aims of the institute, and while he did not minimize
or disparage the value and importance of the first-aid
contests, which has been the principal feature of the institute meetings in the past, expressed the opinion that
these contests should not be allowed to overshadow other
matters of equal or more importance, and that more time
lished

their

in the past

should be given to the discussion of practical matters perHe recommended that the constitaining to mining.
tution of the institute be amended at the next meeting,
redivided
so as to increase the numthat the state be
ber of districts, thus adding to the number of vicepresidents, expressing the belief that with more districts
and a strong committee, headed by a vice-president, in
each district, more interest could be aroused and a larger
membership assured.
W. P. Bovard, of the Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio,
started the discussion on rail bonding in coal mines by a
paper on "Electric-Arc Welding." Howard N. Eavenson,
formerly chief engineer of the United States Coal & Coke
Co., at Lynch, read a paper on "Some Peculiar Values of
Eastern Kentucky Coals and the Proper Methods to RealL. Haigh, of the Hadfield-Penfield Steel Co.,
ize on Them."
of Bucyrus, Ohio, presented a paper on "Handling of Coal
Shales from Mines," exhibiting in connection with it
samples of brick, building and paving and hollow tile, made
from the waste of the mines of the Kentucky Block Cannel Coal Co., at Cannel City, Ky.
A. H. Wood, of the
Harlan Co-operative Coal Co., started the discussion on
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modern coal mining in Kentucky by a paper, entitled "Opening an Up-to-Date Coal Mine."
The entire night session or smoker was taken up by
the discussion as to the policy of the institute toward firstaid training and contests and as to the means which should
be taken to revive interest in such training, especially in
the western Kentucky field.
It was decided to appoint a
committee of safety, having on it the chief inspector of

mines as chairman, a representative of the Associated Companies, the president and vice-presidents being ex-officio
members, thus procuring a member in each district, to proIt also was
mote, encourage and assist district contests.
provided that teams making 75 per cent in these events
should receive certificates, under the seal of the institute
and signed by the president, that the winning teams be
sent to the annual state meet in Lexington, and that the
winner at that contest be sent to International First-Aid
and Mine-Rescue Meet, wherever it might be held.
It was decided that the institute, in conjunction with the
Lexington Board of Commerce, hold at the time of its
next annual meeting an industrial and mining exposition
such as was held recently in Huntington. Conrad J. Neekamp, secretary of the Northeast Kentucky Coal Association, was made chairman of a committee on arrangements
for such an exposition, and immediately appointed the following to assist him: R. A. Hord, Lexington, secretary of
the Hazard Coal Operators' Association; T. J. Barr, professor of mining and metallurgy, University of Kentucky;
E. R. Clayton, secretary of the Harlan Coal Operators' Association; J. E. MacCoy, secretary of the Southern Appalachian Association, Knoxville; W. G. Duncan, Jr., president
of the W. G. Duncan Coal Co., Greenville, Ky., and F. Paul
Anderson, dean of the College of Engineering, University
of Kentucky.

The following officers were elected:
President, A. G.
Spillman, St. Bernard Mining Co., Earlington; secretarytreasurer, Mrs. Elizabeth C. Rogers, Lexington. The vicepresidents will be T. E. Jenkins, Sturgis; W. G. Duncan,
Jr., Greenville; C. S. Nunn, Marion; Lawson Blenkinsopp,
Lexington; C. W. Connor, Esco; D. A. MacWhirter, Pineville; Joseph Cain, Steams; William S. Leckie, Aflex; H. S.
Carpenter, Jenkins; R. A. Hamilton, Mansfield, Ohio; H. A.
Bullock, Lexington; J. E. Jones, Beattyville.
The safety committee will include Lawson Blenkinsopp, chief inspector of mines, and D. A. MacWhirter, of
the Associated Companies.
C. Frank Dunn will be chairman of the committee on exhibits, publicity and displays.
The committee on the mechanical loading of coal will consist of A. H. Wood, Lexington; J. E. Butler, Stearns;
N. G. Alford, Pittsburgh, and the committee to investigate
the rescreening of Kentucky coals will comprise:
Howard
N. Eavenson and A. H. Wood.

September Coal Receipts at Duluth-Superior
Less Than Year Ago; Season Total Higher

COMPARATIVE

figures of receipts of coal at DuluthSuperior for September and for the year to Sept.
30 and for the corresponding period last year were:
Anthracite

Northwestern
Berwind

46,000

Pittsburgh
Carnegie

14,600

Hanna

10,500
13,500

Reeves
Boston
Inland
Clarkson

Northern
Zenith Furnace

PhUadelphia i Reading.
U. S. Steel C'jrporation

.

.

17,700

8,000

Pursglove
Lehigh

Bitu

Qthracitc

193.500
79,600
122,100
63,300
31,000
12,200
19,100
62,000
85,200
21,200
87,000
7.000
173,200
48,800
12,700

54,700
'

59,300
71.900
30,000
10,340
32,790
12,180

78,150

7.290

21,216

104,500
42.200
20,240

182,260
1,198,205
1,380,465

657,170
529,256
7,186,426

24,000
41.000

Great Lakes

134,300
1,058,900
.September receipts
857.470
3,050,900
Total to Sept.
991,770
4,109,800
Total to Oct.
Anthracite receipts in excess of last year, 388,695 tons
1

I

•Secretary-treasurer. Kentucky Minlne Inatttute.

28,86o
7.650
22,070

Bituminous

Bituminous receipts

in excess of last year, 3,076,626

t

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

days have been characterized by slowly improving
sentiment and by some expansion of production, according to
a bulletin on business conditions issued by the National Bank
"The most marked gains," the bulletin
of Commerce in New York.
continues, ''have naturally been in those lines where recovery has
been the longest delayed. Bituminous coal production is increasing,
capacity, and activity in the build running at about 40 per cent of
the iron and steel industiy is nowing trades is well maintained.
"Autumn buying is reflected in an improved retail dry-goods trade.
It is noteworthy that this betterment is moi-e marked in rural disThis is clearly the result of the
tricts than in industrial centers.
marketing of cotton and grain crops at fairly satisfactory,' prices.
"Wholesale prices of a number of raw materials have advanced
There is no doubt that the improvement which has
since Sept. 15.
thus far taken place is more or less seasonal in character, but it is
nevertheless true that the progress made toward normal business is
sound. "The United States is not sufficiently dependent on foreign
markets to justify the belief that business recovery in this country
must await recovery abroad. At prices determined in the international markets American raw materials for export will find an outlet.
By far the greater part of the entire manufactured product of
the country has always been sold at home and as price adjustments
are completed, the domestic market will again absorb the major portion
of our production.
"It is true that the buying power of the domestic consumer has been

much

last thirty

High

the prices of agricultural
products and widespread unemployment have reduced the buying
ability of a large part of the population, and high rents, high fuel
costs and high transportation charges have operated in the same
curtailed.

taxes, declines

in

direction.

"The American consumer, however, has suffered no material permanent curtailment of purchasing power. Goods of all kinds in large
in every part of the United States today, if they
are staple in character and if prices are such as to represent real
values to conservative purchasers. As the volume of goods thus sold
expands, employment will automatically increase and, in turn, new
purchasing power will develop.
The domestic market assures the

volume can be sold

American producer of an

show that
were

Chronicling the Trend of In-

dustrial Activities

THE

Eleven Industries Increase Workers
Comparative data issued by the
U. S. Department of Labor Statistics
for September and August, 1921,
in eleven industries there
increases in the number of

persons on the payroll in September
compared with August, and in three
a decrease.
The largest increases
are 4.8 per cent in hosiery and underwear and in cigar manufacturing,
and 4 per cent in car building and
repairing. Men's ready-made clothing shows a decrease of 0.9 per cent
in the number of employees; automobiles, a decrease of 0.7 per cent,
and boots and shoes a decrease of
0.3

per cent.

Laconia Car Shops on Full Time
The Maine Central Railroad Co.
recently placed a $500,000 equipment order with the Laconia Cai:
Co., Laconia, N. H.
The plants at
Laconia have reopened and will be
run on full time for several months.

Nebraska Has Few Idle
Unemployment in Nebraska at

Predicts 75 P.C. Auto Activity

John N. Willys, president of the
Willys-Overland Co., addressing the
Eastern sales organization of the
company, stated that he did not look
for more than 75 per cent of normal business in the automobile line
for 1922, but that the Willys-Overland Co. was in shape to get 100 per
cent of its share.
This, he stated,
would be helped by the fact that the
Willys-Overland product was in the
price class that would total 60 per
cent of the entire sales in the industry.
The export business, he
said,

outlet."

was improving.

Textile Mill Goes on Full

Freight-Car Loadings on Upturn
Reports received by the American
Railway Association from railroads
of the country show that 906,034
cars
were loaded with revenue
freight during the week ended Oct.
15, an increase of 10,294 cars over
the week before. This was the largest number loaded during any one
week since Nov. 13, 1920, but was
112,505 less than for the same week
last year and 66,044 cars below same
week in 1919. The biggest gain was
in loading of coal, which totaled
19,506 cars during the week, or an
increase of 11.167 cars over the week

This was 35,165 cars less
than loaded for the same week in
1920 and 25,910 less than during

before.

the

same week

in 1919.

Idle freight cars on American railroads totaled 316,377 on Oct. 15, or
29,543 less than on Oct. 8. Of this
number 121,944 were serviceable
cars which could be put into immediate use if transportation demands
waiTanted, compared with 142,970
the week before, or a reduction of
21,026 cars. The remaining 194,433
were cars in need of repairs. The
latter figure, however, was a reduction of 8,517 from Oct. 8.

this

time is not a serious subject. There
appears to be work for everyone
who cares to work at a living wage,
Governor S. R. McKelvie has reported to Secretary of Commerce
Hoover in reply to the latter's questionnaire on unemployment.
Governor McKelvie pledged the agencies
of the state to bring about readjustment of unfavorable conditions.

Time

The Henderson (Ky.) mill of the
Consolidated Textile Corporation expected to resume operations on full
time Monday, Oct. 31, the wage differences with striking employees
having been adjusted. Of the 50,000 spindles
approximately onequarter have been in operation for
several weeks and sufficient employees to enable 50 per cent operation have applied for work at the

The Pilot Cotton Mills at
Raleigh, N. C, which have been
operating two days a week, owing
mill.

power shortage, have
operations on full time.
to

resumed
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Central Pa. Non-Union Mines Gain Heavily
In Output from Union Operations

officials of the company, the non-union miners
mine have been visited by delegations of United
Mine Workers, and after being threatened have departed
for points unknown. That has occurred not once but sev-

of coal in cars by union and non-union mines
Pennsylvania bituminous coal field from
to September, 1921, both inclusive, are
shown in the subjoined table. Using December (1920) production as a basis for calculation, the table discloses the
loss of business from the mines operating under the present
union wage scale to those which have adjusted their wages
The loss for the month of September
to the 1917 basis.
shows that if the mines operating under the union scale
had maintained their ratio in the district they would have
produced 45,571 carloads instead of 38,216 and the nonunion mines would have produced 18,320 carloads instead
In other words, the mines that have made the
of 25,725.
wage adjustments have taken about 7,335 carloads of business from the mines that have not made the adjustment.
During the last five years this district has been the
source of 10.5 per cent of the total production of the United
States.
If this had been maintained during September the
The union
district would have produced 10,377 carloads.
mines have suffered another loss from the district of 10,377
carloads a total of 17,732 carloads, or 886,600 tons as
compared with a loss of 657,400 tons in the month of
August. Therefore the Central Pennsylvania field during
the first nine months of 1921 should have produced 33,297,562
tons, while the actual production was 28,997,361 tons.

Nevertheless the company states that it will
eral times.
continue to operate on an open-shop basis and other operators have announced that they soon will resume operation
on this system and will pay the 1914 scale of wages.

LOADINGS

in the central

I

December,

1920,

—

—

LOADED BY|8701tNinx AND 231 NON-UNION MINE.S.
'»•
CENTKAI. I'nVN'SVI.VW'I \ RITU.MI.'^OUS FIELD

C.\RS

_

6

J
'|)-««l4
i

Month

t

Number
Union

of

I.

Per Cent of
Total Loaded

Cars LoadtJ

by

Non-

NonUnion

Total

Union

Union Union

41,875

71.27

b.v

^
"^

Per Cent of

December
Cars
NonUnion Union

1920

December..
1921
Januarj'..

70,152

28,277

98,429

47,831

September..

40.353
40,241
33,264
38,163
38,355
34,153
38,772
38,216

23,395
19,608
20.255
17.166
21,368
25,445
22.363
24.020
25,725

71.226
59,961
60.496
50,430
59,531
63,800
56,516
62,792
63,941

Totals...

419,500

227.622

647.122

.

February...

March
April

May
June
July

August

28.73

12,491

61.75
59.77

32.85
32.70
33.48
34.04
35.89
39.88
39.57
38.25
40.23

191.878

64.83

35.17

19,986
16,008
16,795
12.910
11,790
14,752

66.52
65.96
64.11
60.12
60.43

68.18
57.52
57.36
47.43
54.40
54.67
48.68
55.27
54.48

82.74
69.34
71.63
60.71

75.57
89.98
79.09
84.95
90.97

Open-Shop Movement Gains Some Headway
In Northern West Virginia
COUNTY the movement to operate the
MONONGALIA
IN

mines open shop has gained more headway than in the
other fields of northern West Virginia, although even in
that county only a small proportion of the companies have
made any attempt to operate their mines on that basis. It
will be recalled that the Bethlehem Mines Corporation,
which purchased the holdings of the Elkins estate, was the
first to declare that its mines would be operated open shop.
Other companies, taking their cue from the Bethlehem
Mines Corporation, also announced that they would eliminate the check-off, and proceeded to do so. A strike followed in the Decker's Creek valley, but it did not materially
affect production and was a failure.
Technically, however, it has been in effect since July,
1920.
Until recently there were still miners, formerly employed by the Rock Forge and Connellsville Basin mines,
who were drawing benefits but it is now generally understood that the United Mine Workers have ceased making
these payments.
The men on strike belonged to what is
known as the Dellslow local, but the number of men out of
employment has steadily dwindled until it reached 11, who
have been receiving strike benefits ever since the strike
began more than a year ago.
The Dellslow local was organized by Pat Blevins, who
became its president and, becoming implicated in much
trouble, was shot and killed last winter.
Although the Rock Forge and Connellsville Basin mines
have been allowed to work unmolested for some time, there
has been trouble recently at the Alniina mine of the Sturm
Coal Co., which has been operating on an open-shop basis.

According to
at this

Two

United Mine Workers Convicted of
Shooting

Up Mohawk, W.

Va.

State of
THE
tions
the

West Virginia obtained its first convicin
trial of twelve men of a mob of United
Mine Workers who were charged with shooting up the mining town of Mohawk, McDowell County, W. Va., on the
morning of Aug. 21, 1920. The men were indicted first
before the Grand Jury of McDowell County, where the alleged offenses were committed, but the cases were transferred to the Greenbrier County Court to avoid the effect
of local sentiment and possible intimidation.
Eighteen men were originally apprehended, but six turned
state's evidence.
The remainder elected to be tried separately, and John Collins faced the ordeal first. The state's
case was based on the testimony of the six men mentioned.
The defense tried to prove an alibi with nine witnesses,
three brothers of the defendant and one a brother-in-law.
All but three had lived in the tent colony maintained by the
United Mine Workers of America at Matewan. John Collins flatly contradicted the testimony of some of his own
witnesses.
John Collins being convicted, a lawyer named Cline was
next for trial, but he had skipped his $2,000 bail. A capias
was issued for him and he was arrested and is now in
jail.
John Caudill also was convicted. He acknowledged
his participation but said he was forced to do what he did
by members of the organization. Both Collins and Caudill
were sentenced to the penitentiary for two years. The
cases against the rest of the defendants were set for trial

Monday, Nov.

21, 1921.

Alien Miner,

Home

Member

of Union, Driven from

in Indiana. Asks Big

Damages

CH.^RGES

and other unfair and illegal
mob action in June against
foreign-born miners employed by the .Ayrshire District Colof intimidation
acts growing out of the

Gibson County, Indiana, are contained in a suit for $50,000 damages filed recently in the
Federal court by Pete Krechak, of Francisco, against H. R.
Barnes and eighteen others.
The plaintiff says he was
driven from his home and family by a mob June 10, and
that he has been without employment and separated from
his family and possessions since that time.
The bill of
complaint was filed by Curtis G. Shake and Joseph W. Kimniell, lawyers, of Vincennes, Ind.
The complaint says Mr. Barnes is a Baptist minister who
recently moved to Corydon, Ky.
Other defendants are W.
F. Chappell and W. Samuel McConnell, merchants of Francisco; George A. Nollon, Postmaster of Francisco; A. J.
Schuh, proprietor of a brickyard; Ora T. Downey, a merchant; Corlis R. Maxim, a school teacher; Joshua Stapelton, town marshal
Jerry Schaffcr chairman of the Town
Board; Floyd Caniff, Delle Steele, Drysdale P. Stapleton,
Earl Hinkle, Frank Bolin, Hubert S. Kelley, James Harbinson, Charles L. Kelley, Joseph Messersmith and Raymond
McConnell. The last ten in this list are charged with having been members of a mob that drove Krechak from his
lieries Co., of Francisco,

;

home.

Krechak asserts that he is a member of the United Mine
Workers of America and that he is a subject of the King-

dom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and that he lived
in Chicago until June 1, when he obtained employment as a
miner with the Ayrshire District Collieries Co. at $7.50 a
day.
He asserts that the defendants and other persons
held a mass meeting at the public school building in Francisco June 9 for the purpose of deciding on ways and means
of forcing him and his family to leave the community.

November

3,
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Labor's Interpretation of Rail-Strike Settlement

May Be

Decisive Factor in Possible Coal Strike
By Paul Wooton
Washington Correspondent

OFFICIAL
relief last

Washington literally heaved a sigh of
Friday morning when the railroad strike

It was a case of the
order was countermanded.
night being blackest just before the dawn, as it is known
to have been the opinion within the administration on
Thursday that the odds in favor of the strike had increased.
While the administration had gone further in its preparations to meet this threatened strike than ever before had
been the case, it was admitted generally that Federal
officials are so surrounded by limitations as to be in a poor
position to handle any such emergency.
In spite of everything that could have been done it is
admitted on all sides that the strike would have entailed
losses and would have interfered with all activities to such
an extent as to bring it within the category of a national
disaster. The fact that the strike has been avoided without
the surrender of any principle means that the country
and its business have been saved a serious blow.
There is a feeling in railroad executive circles that there
never will be a better time for a "showdown." Some railroad officials are not entirely satisfied that the settlement
is the blessing most people regard it.
This is predicated on
the assumption that the strike simply has been delayed and
that no lasting impression has been made upon the labor
unions. There are many, however, who believe that organized labor as a whole has been taught a lesson.
Public
opinion never before weighed as heavily in a labor dispute.
The action of the administration in taking such prompt
and effective steps to counteract the consequences of a
strike came as a surprise to many labor leaders.
In fact
it establishes a new policy of Federal procedure
one that
has proven popular and which is likely to be followed in
the future.
TThe steps that were taken to accumulate
stocks of necessities at strategic points probably will not
be abandoned.
No one will be surprised if through cooperation with state and municipal authorities a plan is
worked out looking to the emergency assembly of necessities at central points, so as to insure the maximum of protection to the public when a situation of this kind arises in

—

the future.

Uncertainty Rexjarding Effect of Settlement
Opinions differ as to the effect which the calling off of the
railroad strike will have on the mine workers.
Some
believe that they will be impressed by the sentiment manifested against a railroad strike and by the attitude of
national and state officials.
Others are firm in the belief
that a coal strike cannot be avoided. It is admitted by all,
however, that much will depend on the conclusions that will
be formed as to who is the winner of the railroad controversy.
If the developments of the next few weeks are
such as to make it appear as anything less than a defeat
for labor the effect on the coal strike will be correspondingly

less.

Advices to the Department of Commerce indicate that
during the week ended Oct. 29 as much coal was moved as
the railroads could handle.

Some are

of the opinion that

there will be a decided slump in the movement of coal
because the strike is not to be called. Others think that
the strike had the effect of reminding consumers that they
had better lay in their supplies and wait no longer on possible reductions in freight rates and in prices.
Such
analysis as it has been possible to make of this coal movement indicates that large consumers were not heavy buyers.
To start with, the public utilities and certain other large
consumers already had laid in considerable reserves of
fuel.
Even those consumers who had small reserves made
little effort to get coal, on the assumption that a strike
that
'ould prevent their getting coal also would prevent
receiT.. of raw material and the shipment of output. As
1

they faced conditions which would necessitate a shutdown
for other reasons, they did not worry much about the coal
supply.

While the returns are not complete from the survey of
coal stocks made by the Department of Commerce, enough
figures were collected to indicate that stocks taken as a
whole are not far from normal. Domestic stocks at this
time of year always are at the low point, but even in their
case there are indications that the experience of the war
has had the effect of influencing some to buy coal early.
Retail stocks seem to be normal, with reserves sufficient for

domestic consumers' normal needs for periods varying from
three to six weeks. Some crumb of comfort was occasioned
by the fact that considerable stocks of anthracite were
available at points near Tidewater and by the fact that
considerable stocks of byproduct coke had been built up
in cities where it could be utilized to the best effect.
A thorough survey of coal stocks is to be made by the
U. S. Geological Survey as of Nov. 1. It also is the intention to make another survey
was decided upon before the

sixty days later. This survey
strike situation developed. In
view of the possibilities of a coal strike in the spring, it
unusually
important to obtain exact
being
regarded
as
is
data as to stocks as of Nov. 1 and Jan. 1.

Jersey Central Receives Bids for Stock of
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.
Lehigh

&

conformity with the ruling of the court in the Reading
dissolution case bids were received Oct. 27 for the purchase of Jersey Central's holdings of $8,849,400 par value
of Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. stock at the offices
of the railroad, it was learned from the committee appointed
to handle the matter. This committee, composed of Robert
W. de Forest, Edward T. Stoesbury and Daniel Willard,
was appointed Sept. 29 by the Jersey Central directors.
The bids received, the committee reported, would be taken
up at a special meeting of the Jersey Central directors,
Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 1.
Under the court order in connection with the Reading
dissolution case, the Jersey Central was ordered to dispose
In case the
of its Wilkes-Barre stock before Dec. 11.
stock is not sold by this date, it is to be transferred to
the Central Union Trust Co. as custodian, subject to further
court orders.

IN

Trial of Baltimore Coal

Set for Early

Exchange Members

November

TRIAL

of the members of the Baltimore Coal Exchange
charged with maintaining a monopoly has been set
by State's Attorney Leach for the early part of November,
probably Nov. 10, according to a communication sent by
the prosecuting officer to Edwin T. Dickerson and Harry W.
Nice, counsel for the exchange. It is expected that within
a short time the lawyers for the defense will file a demurrer
to the indictment in anticipation of any possible fight
before the Court of Appeals.
The trial is likely to be prolonged, and the attitude of
the State's Attorney is that he will be compelled to ask
for a third criminal court for the proceedings, as the
criminal dockets are already crowded. For this reason the
prosecutor hopes to have the Supreme Bench allow a third
court.

A long list of dealers is included in the indictment and
they are said to be represented by an array of counsel
outside the lawyers for the Coal Exchange.
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Coal Mining Institute of America Will

Propound

(^)uestions

and Hear Papers

AFTER

a business session and an article by Dr. George
H. .\shley on "Mineral Resources of Pennsylvania" the
Coal iMininp Institute of America, which will assemble Dec.
7 in the Chamber of Commerce Auditorium, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
The question
will settle itself down to answer questions.
box is one of the distinguishing features of this organization.
Papers may please the American Institute of Mining
and Metallurgical Engineers and committee reports the
Standardization Committee of the American Mining Congress and the West V'irginia-Kentucky Association of Mine,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, but the Coal Mining
Question
Institute of America persists in its question box.
No. 1, propounded from Denver, Col., is "What has been
the effect on the upper of two beds of coal due to the lower
being mined first?" The second question is "How can bad
roof conditions due to the use of undercutting machines
and shooting near to the roof be eliminated ? Roof conditions under pick-mining systems are excellent."
This
strange question comes from Republic, Pa.
Jesse K. Johnston, president of the Ridgeview Coal Co.,
Bolivar, Pa., will then present a paper, entitled "Some Data
on the Thick Freeport Coal."
In the afternoon session,
with R. Z. Virgin presiding, a question from Columbus,
Ohio, will be introduced:
"What are the important elements to consider when selecting a combination battery
and trolley locomotive for gathering cars?" St. Louis, Mo.,
furnishes the following question, or rather item for discussion:
".Give some data on the proper installation of
electrical equipment underground, direct current, alternating-current
transformer stations, motor-generator and
rotary-converter sets." Johnstown, Pa., with a strong roof,
heavy bottom and low coal naturally questions, "Why not
some way to work low coal on the longwall face system?"
Why not, indeed. Johnstown should show the way.
Notables to Make Addresses at Annual Dinner

"Safety Gates and Safety Appliances for Cages and Hoisting Shafts" is the name of a paper to be delivered by W. G.
Duncan, director of mining extension. State College, Pa.
This paper was in process of preparation a year ago, but

Mr. Duncan was incapacitated by sickness at that time and
could not deliver it.
In the evening of Dec. 7 the annual dinner will be held
at McCreery's store, with President A. R. Pollock as toastmaster and E. E. Bach, director of the Americanization
Bureau of Harrisburg, Pa.; Carl Scholz, of the RaleighWyoming Coal Co., Charleston, Pa.; A. R. Hamilton, coal
operator, of Pittsburgh, and H. Foster Bain, director of
the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C, as speakers.
At the morning session of Dec. 8 Captain G. H. Burrell
will read an article on "Carbon Monoxide Masks for
Coal
Mines," and the question box session being resumed, with
Alexander McCanch in the chair, the following questions
will be asked:
From Pittsburgh, Pa., "What is the relation of moisture content of the air to dust and
gas explosions?" from Clarksville, Pa., "When a section of
a mine
is entirely worked out and abandoned, wouldn't
it be proper
to seal off the section or should it be ventilated?"
from New
Zealand, "In a mine in which firedamp has never been
deand which is worked entirely by open lights, but in
which only permissible explosives are used on account
of
the drynes.s of the dust, should the ventilating
fan be run
continuously or should it be stopped on Sundays,
holidays
or idle days?"
tected,

The morning session

will also consider two papers, one
Greensfield, explosives engineer for the Hercules
Powder Co., on "The Scientific Selection of Explosives for
Coal Mining," and one by Robert Z. Virgin,
instructor,
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa., entitled
"Recovery of All Values from Refuse Coal."
In the afternoon Daniel R. Blower, of the Vesta
Coal Co.,
will preside and two questions will be discussed.
St. Louis!
Mo., presents "What are the main factors which
constitute
a successful mine official other than knowledge of the min-

by N.

S.
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ing law?" and Johnstown, Pa., "Why should not all coal
mines, regardless of whether they employ one man or ten
men, come under the Pennsylvania Stiite Mining Law?"
Following will be two papers, "Explosion-Proof Mine
Locomotives," by L. C. Illsley, electrical engineer, U. S.
Bureau of Mines, and "Comparative Haulage Costs Animal
and Mechanical," by A. F. Strouse, consulting engineer, of
Pittsburgh, Pa.
On Friday there are to be two inspection trips one to
the New Liberty Tunnels and another to Carnegie Tech.,
where the coal-mine and coal-mining models will be examined under the direction of A. C. Fieldner, of the U. S.
Bureau of Mines.

—

—

New Wage
FIVE

Scale Proposed in

to fifteen per cent reductions in

Nova

Scotia

wages have been

suggested as likely to result from the deliberations at
S., Nov. 10, between the delegates of the mine
workers and operators of district No. 26 of the United Mine
Workers of America, that district covering the coal mines
of Nova Scotia. The present agreement expires on Nov. 1.
Roy M. Wolvin, president of the British Empire Steel
Corporation, of which the Dominion Coal Co. is a subsidiary,
stated in an interview that there was a chance of the Nova
Scotia coal mines being closed down during the coming
winter, owing to trade conditions and the determination of
the miners to oppose any reduction in wages. The employment of the steel workers also was dependent upon the
situation in the coal trade, and the keeping open of the
mills would be rendered possible only by the reduction of
Halifax, N.

wages

in the mines.
Mr. Wolvin pointed out that the coal miners were receiving the same wages as were paid during the war, plus two
heavy increases given since the armistice. Although the
price of coal along with other commodities had declined
and the wages of coal miners in Britain and of non-union
mine workers in the United States had been considerably
reduced, the Nova Scotia miners were getting from 130 to
200 per cent higher wages than in 1914, whereas the cost
of living was only from .50 to 60 per cent higher than in
that year, and present wages were for an 8-hour day while
in 1914 they were for a 9-hour day.
The Dominion Coal
Co. had no fund from which it could pay wages unless the
cost of production was at least equalled by the selling price
of the product. The cost of coal mined under present rates
of miners' wages would not allow steel to be manufactured
at today's market prices.

Penna Says Next Mine Wage Will Be Lower
H. PENNA, secretary of the Indiana Bituminous
Coal Operators' Association, made the first authoritative statement recently to the effect that mine operators
will ask for a reduction in pay for mining coal with the
negotiating of a new scale in 1922. In making his statement Mr. Penna said the present scale is the highest ever
paid, but that it would be maintained by the operators
until expiration of the contract because they felt in honor

PHIL

bound

to respect it.
"In making a new scale," said Mr. Penna, "we shall
expect to adjust it to correspond to other industries and
think that the mine
I
with the reduced cost of living.
workers and the coal operators should be permitted to adjust
without
interference
from any
their own trade affairs
source, provided, of course, that they are able to do so.
"I submit that it is not unreasonable at this time to
anticipate such interruption of production as is anticipated,
and especially in view of the statements of the union
leaders that there will be an attempt to resist any reduction in wages.
If those gentlemen are voicing the sentiment of the United Mine Workers, it is more than ever
apparent that we shall fail to settle our differences and
shall require the assistance of outsiders to settle for us.
I do not advocate the appointment of government arbitrators, but would prefer that we appoint our own arbitrators, if it becomes necessary, and that the public
appoint them for us if we are unable to agree."

November
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Charged in Mingo Hearing;
Senate Committee Prepares Recommendations

Plots and Counter Plots

investigation of the West Virginia coal strike
FINAL
was held by the Senate Committee on Education and

Labor

last

week and the committee

is

preparing

its

report, to be submitted to the Senate before the present
session closes, in which it will recommend measures to
Ugly
end this and prevent other industrial disputes.
charges were developed against the labor unions, among
them that 700 rifles were in the hands of striking miners
and that a former union organizer was unlawfully jailed
for 113 days on an unsigned commitment for alleged forgery
of funds which he used in buying arms for the miners.
A. E. Hester was the man who was unlawfully jailed by the
labor union, and his release was brought about through
intervention with the judge of the jurisdiction by attorneys
Attorney Houston for the mine
for the coal operatoi's.
union, who as notary certified to the commitment, admitted
that in the press of business he forgot Hester was in jail.
Hester was perhaps the star witness for the coal operators and his statement of his unlawful incarceration,
unchallenged by the union, was astonishing to the committee
and dropped into the union camp like a bombshell. Hester
said he was paid $300 a month as union organizer and by
direction of union leaders purchased, or made available
through scrip issue, high-power rifles for the miners. He
broke with the union leaders because he could not countenance the ruthless use of rifles by the miners in shooting
scrapes, and the union leaders ti'umped up the charge of
embezzling the funds he had disbursed for the rifles.

Public Sympathy Leans Toward Mine Unions
Mr. Wiley, a union coal-mine operator, explained to the
committee that the mine unions were able to obtain more
public sympathy than the coal operators. He declared that
while the union leaders were inclined to conservatism, the
radicals in their ranks carried them off their feet in the
attempt to establish union control of mines.
H. C. Ogden, an editor, of Wheeling, said the mine guard
system was an abuse of power. He complained that Governor Morgan had done nothing to remedy the situation,
charging that he remained inactive on a party platform
He feared
pledging abolition of the mine-guard system.
a renewal of warfare next spring, when the wage scales
would again come up, and recommended a labor court or
board of arbitration to settle the troubles.
William McKell, a Fayette County mine operator, said
that seven union leaders were in jail for shooting up his
mine.
He described lawlessness on the part of union
workers.
Counsel for the miners asked the attorneys for the
operators to negotiate a settlement of the differences on
the basis of the Murray plan submitted last week but the
operators' attorneys declined to treat with the union.
Sheriff Don Chafin of Logan County defended the practice of the unions in paying the salaries of deputy sheriffs,
as it was the only way to maintain order, the citizens being
agreeable to the arrangement rather than to have added
taxes to maintain order.
Ernest M. Merrill, of Charleston, mining engineer and
operator, said the cost of equipment and expense of a
union mine was 20 to 25 per cent more than a non-union
mine, it being the difference "between running your own
property and having somebody run it for you." He also
said that efficiency of operation and maximum production
could not be obtained under union contracts.
Thomas L. Felts, of Virginia, head of the detective
agency of that name, said union charges against his organization were false and intended to injure his reputation, he
being a candidate for Congress.
His organization had
tracked and aided in convicting some union miners in
West Virginia, which caused the union's charges against
him.
Attorneys for the operators sought to develop that
the union had circulated fake telegrams from President
Harding promising aid in abolishing mine guards and

private detectives

if

the unions would stop their

march on

non-union camps.

Samuel Untermyer said the Steel Corporation was responsible for conditions in the coal fields through its
control of coal fields and its opposition to organized labor.
This was again denied by attorneys for the operators,
and Mr. Untermyer qualified his statement by saying that
the Steel control probably was indirect. He thought industrial peace could be brought about by requiring corporain interstate commerce to be licensed under the
Federal Trade Commission with the stipulation that they
should practice collective bargaining with their employees.
While he thought the open shop would be ideal, he admitted it could not be realized with the closed shop
advocated by labor.
William H. Coolidge, attorney for the operators and also

tions

chairman of the Board of Directors and counsel for the
Creek Coal Co., the largest producer in Logan
County, condemned the union for insistence on its alleged
rights without giving recognition to the rights of the
operators. He declared it to be the purpose of the unions
to obtain possession of the mines, and asserted that the
non-union operators would not deal with the organization.
Island

He chai-ged
summer to

that the union staged the insurrection last
operators to submit to union demands,
which resulted in calling out of Federal troops. He declared that unionism was "industrial autocracy" and an
attempt to get control of this necessity of life and to
establish a soviet government.
Mr. Coolidge made a striking contrast of union demands
and its failure to recognize the rights of operators by
saying that while the union claimed free speech and
assembly it denied such rights to the non-union woi'ker.
The union asserted collective bargaining but denied the
right of individual contract; it claimed the right to oi-ganize workers but refused to concede the right of men not
to organize into a union.
foi'ce

Strikes,

Murder and Arson Follow Organizers

against mine guards, knowing that the
laws of the state deny Mingo and Logan counties the right
by taxation to pi'otect life and property," continued Mr.
"It

cries

out

"To remedy

of protection the mine
of the taxes, contribute
enough to county officers to employ policemen to protect
life and property.
They complain that union organizers
are denied entrance into property and mines. So are those
whose pictures are in the rogues' gallery denied entrance
to the banking districts and are arrested on sight."
Mr. Coolidge charged that strikes, murder and arson followed union organizers and agitators. He said there had
been no strikes or differences between operators and nonunion men, the men receiving higher wages, living in better
homes and having steadier employment than in union mines.
He said no new laws or government bureaus were required to stop the outbreaks.
He suggested that the
committee notify the mine workers that under the Constitution the owners of mines in West Virginia had as
much right to run their mines on a non-union as on a
union basis; that their employees have as much right to
individual contracts as to collective bargaining; that in the
absence of protection by the state the operators had a
right to protect property the sanit as hotels, bankers
and others protect their property by private guards and
that they had a right to keep out undesirable persons
just as office buildings keep out peddlers and book agents.
He asked the committee to recommend to Congress that
discrimination between classes should not be recognized
and that criminal laws be not applied to one class and
applied to another, and to permit the Department of Justice
to use anti-trust enforcement funds in stopping and punishing conspiracies by labor leaders, and also that the committee report against nationalization of mines.

Coolidge.

owners,

who pay

8.5

this

lack

per cent
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Judge Anderson Enjoins Unionization of (loal Miners in
Williamson Field and Forbids Cheek-Off
DISTRIBUTION

of money in West Virginia by the
United .Mine Workers of American for any purpose
e.xcept to relieve actual sufFerins among bituminous
coal miners now on strike and the continuance of the "checkoff" system, whereby union dues are collected from miners
by the coal operators, are prohibited in a temporary injunction issued Oct. 31 by Judge A. B. Anderson, in Federal
District Court of Indiana.
The order was issued on the
petition of the Borderla'nd Coal Corporation, of West
Virginia, in a suit charging that the miners' union and the
operators of the Central Competitive Field are conspiring
to throttle through unlawful methods the competition of
the West Virginia non-union coal mines.
Counsel for the miners pleaded with the court not to
make the temporary order so broad, holding that it went
to the merits of the case and left practically nothing for
the defense to do but accept the order as a final decree.
Judge Anderson spoke of the fact that last Saturday he
gave John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers
of America, an opportunity to say he would preserve the
status quo of the West Virginia situation until the case
could come up for final hearing and that Mr. Lewis had
said he declined to surrender. "I asked the simple privilege
of time and was denied time," he explained.
"Mr. Lewis
forced me to decide. I am compelled to go further than I

wanted to go."
Miners' Counsel Pleads for Less Stringent Ruling

W.

A. Glasgow, Jr., of Philadelphia, chief counsel for
the miners, argued at length in an efl'ort to prevail on the
court to make the order less stringent.
He said that he
would not undertake to change the views of the court as
expressed in the court's statement, but he hoped on final
hearing to submit proof that the "check-oflf" system within
itself is lawful and used for a lawful purpose.
Speaking
for Mr. Lewis, in reference to the latter's refusal voluntarily
to preserve the status quo of the efforts to unionize the
West Virginia field, Mr. Glasgow said that, considering
Mr. Lewis's official capacity he did not see how he could
have answered differently. He suggested that Mr. Lewis's
reply might have been different if Judge Anderson had
requested that the union prevent unlawful methods in the
strike activities.

The court did not deny the right of workers to organize,
but held that the miners' efforts in West Virginia were in
furtherance of a conspiracy with operators in organized
union fields to shut off the competition of non-union mined
coal.
In discussing with counsel the text of the order
Judge Anderson said he would not enjoin "peaceful efforts"
of the union to organize West Virginia. Mr. Glasgow urged
that inasmuch as the court had decided that the money
obtained through the "check-off" system was used for an
unlawful purpose, the order should enjoin the use of the
money for such purpose and not enjoin the use of the
system

in collecting the

money.

am

forced to do as I am doing," Judge Anderson
replied. "I am holding that the effort to unionize the mines
in West Virginia is unlawful and I must restrain every"I

thing directed to that

effort.

want

directed to that
I am not holding the miners' organization is unlawful, but I am holding
that the effort being made to unionize the non-union mines
in West Virginia is unlawful in itself because it is an effort
to suppress competition."
Judge Anderson said that in his opinion it was no defense
to say that money obtained by means of the "check-off" was
used only for the relief of suffering in West Virginia. He
could not differentiate, he said, between the use of the money
to buy supplies in support of the insurrection and the use
of it in purchasing arms and ammunition. He insisted that
in view of the refusal of Mr. Lewis to preserve the status
quo in the strike territory it was necessary for the court
effort.

I

want

it

I

it

distinctly understood that

to enjoin the use of any method being used in furtherance
of the unlawful strike.
Operators generally are "restrained from collecting over
and through their payrolls or in any other manner, any and
all moneys as dues and assessments levied or charged by the
United Mine Workers of America, its officials or members,
upon or against its members, employees of said individuals
and of defendant corporations, or who may hereafter be
employed by them under the check-off provisions of the contracts in evidence herein and heretofore executed by or in
behalf of said named defendants and the officials or members of the United Mine Workers of America, or under
any and all contracts that may hereafter be executed
between the said defendants and the officials or members
of the said United Mine Workers of America, and from
paying the same to the officials, members or representatives
of the United Mine Workers of America."

Statement Gives Reasons for Stopping Check-Off
Before considering the form of the order, which was not
signed until afternoon. Judge Anderson made the following statement setting forth hi.s reasons for ordering a discontinuance of the payment of money into West Virginia
by the union and the collection of money through the
"check-off" system:
"The bill avers and the proof shows a combination and
working arrangement a conspiracy between the United
Mine Workers of America and the coal operators in the
so-called Central Competitive Field, to destroy what some of

—

the conspirators ca'l the 'vicious competition' of the

West

Virginia mines.

"Almost all of the coal produced in West Virginia is
shipped out of the state in interstate commerce and the
business of the plain*:iff is shown to be interstate. It lifts
its coal out of its mines in one state and places it upon
cars for shipment in another. The evidence shows that the
competition complained of and sought to be destroyed is
competition in the sale of bituminous coal throughout the
several states.
A conspiracy to destroy such competition
is in direct contravention of the Sherman Anti-Trust act.
Section 1 of that act provides:
" 'Every contract, combination in the form of trust or
otherwise, or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce
among the several states, or with foreign nations, is hereby
declared to be illegal.'
"The bituminous coal fields of the United States are
already unionized except a portion of West Virginia and a
small section of the Southwestern part of the country, and
an effort to unionize the West Virginia mines is part of an
effort to monopolize all the coal industry in the United
States until, as one of the conspirators says, the United
Mine Workers' organization 'shall cover every coal-producing state in the Republic'
"The method agreed upon and adopted by the conspirators to thus destroy competition was to organize or
These West Virginia
unionize the West Virginia field.
operators desire to run their mines on a non-union basis.
The effort on the part of the defendants to unionize these
mines and thus compel the operators to unwillingly run upon
the union basis would result either in the suppression of
this non-union mining altogether or would put such restrictions on it as to accomplish the objects of the conspiracy
namely, raise the price of the West Virginia product so that
it could not compete with the so-called Central Competitive
Field.

"The attempt to do this was continued for some time by
the usual incidents of violence and exhibitions of force,
and matters progressed until a state of war existed in
West Virginia which the state government was unable to
put down, and upon the call of the state authorities, the
President of the United States declared martial law, sent
Federal troops into West Virginia and restored order.
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"The evidence shows that members of the mine workers'
union purchased firearms and ammunition and otherwise
financed the violent activities in behalf of the unionizing
forces in West Virginia, and this state of war continued
until the President sent troops into the state, and it is only
held in abeyance because of that fact.
"The evidence shows that the revenues of the mine
workers' union are produced from dues and assessments laid
upon the members; that these dues and assessments are by
an arrangement between the miners' organization and the
operators taken from the wages of the workers in the
mines by the operators and paid by them to the organizaThis is the 'check-off' system.
tion of the mine workers.
The membership is large and the dues and assessments yieH
an enormous sum.
"Statements made by officers of the United Mine Worker.^
show that the miners' organization has sent into West
Virginia to carry on this struggle more than $2,500,000, and
the secretary-treasurer of that organization in his report
to the convention recently held in this city stated that during the year ended Aug. 1, 1921, the organization had sent
This money was
into West Virginia more than $1,000,000.
derived from the 'check-off' system and was sent to West
Virginia to assist in the effort to organize the West
Virginia field.
"The evidence without contradiction shows that ammunition and arms were purchased by members of the mine
workers' union and used for the purpose of carrying on this
struggle. It is claimed on the part of the defendants that
the money used to purchase these arms and this ammunition and to mobilize and direct these armies came from the
locals, and that no part of the money sent from here was
used for that pui-pose, but that such money was and is
used only in such peaceable ways as caring for and feeding
and furnishing supplies to those union miners who have
been evicted from their homes or deprived of a living or
otherwise put to a disadvantage in carrying on this struggle.
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that effect. Blr. Lewis promptly declined to agree to desist,
thus creating the emergency for the issuing of a temporary
injunction and compelling the court to act without further
opportunity to investigate the important questions involved.
"This court cannot police West Virginia, nor does it hold
that the United Mine Workers' Union is itself an unlawful
organization, nor will it in any way attempt to curtail its
lawful activities, but it can enjoin the unlawful activities
of the parties here in Indiana who are here now under the
jurisdiction of this court, and a temporary injunction to

that effect will be issued."

Strikes Threatened in Colorado

A30-PER CENT

wage

Mines

been suggested by the
Keystone Mining Co. and the Pike's Peak Consolidated
Fuel Co., and the Colorado Industrial Commission has been
The operators assert
asked to pass on its justification.
that the cost of living has been lowered enough to meet
the reduction.

cut

has

The new wage scale would restore that in

Nov. 1, 1919.
The commission even now is considering the 30-per cent'
wage reduction proposed for the mine workers of the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. in southern Colorado. This suggested wage reduction nearly precipitated a strike on Sept.
1, and the strike may occur if the commission concurs with
effect

the

company that

the reduction

is

logical.

The unrest of the Colorado mine workers is exhibited by
the controversy at the mines of the Oakdale Coal Co., at
Oakview, where the miners recently went on strike because
of a quarrel between the foreman and a discharged miner.
The Industrial Commission has issued a peremptory
order calling upon the miners to return to work until after
a hearing can be held. Union officials have been ordered to
rescind and cancel their strike order and to refrain from
encouraging miners to remain away from work.

Holds "Chextk-Off" Money Illexjally Used
"If this be true it is quite apparent that there is no
difference in the activities of those who furnish the food and
supplies for the army and those who furnish it its arms and

ammunition. The money sent by the miners' organization
derived from the the 'check-off' system as above stated is
sent there to aid, abet and assist those on the ground,
actively engaged in the unlawful attempt to unionize the
non-union mines in West Virginia and destroy competition, as above stated.
"The evidence clearly shows that the mine operators
know (at least they know now) that this money, thus contributed by them through the 'check-off' system, is used in
this unlawful manner.
therefore, follows that the
It,
use of such money should be enjoined, and the carrying on
of the 'check-off' system as a means for raising it should
likewise be enjoined.
"At the conclusion of the evidence counsel for the miners
requested time to introduce some evidence explanatory of
the large sums of money shown to have been sent by the
organization into the West Virginia fields, and also asked
for an extension of time for thirty days in which to file
their answer to the bill.
The court at once conceded that
these requests were reasonable and indicated its willingness
to grant such extensions, and stated that owing to the great
importance of the questions involved, and considering that
if the relief prayed for in the bill were granted, it would
have such far-reaching consequences, suggested that it
would like all the light upon the subject that could be furnished by evidence and time for investigation and argument
as to the principles of law involved, and stated that the
time requested by the mine workers' counsel would be
granted upon condition that the status quo be preserved in

I.

Resumes Hearing in Freight-Rate
Tangle in Inner and Outer Crescent

C. C.

WHETHER

the Ohio State Utilities Board has the
power to forbid railroads to increase rates and the
general adjustment of freight rates on coal in the southem Ohio, eastern Kentucky and West Virginia districts
are questions on which testimony is to be taken for the
Interstate Commerce Commission at the hearing which
opened in the Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel at Atlantic
City, Monday, Oct. 31.
The hearing, which is expected
to last all week, is being presided over by Chief Examiner
Quirk for the Interstate Commerce Commission and prominent coal and railroad men are in attendance. The present
hearing is a continuation of a hearing in Columbus, Ohio,
that was adjourned in September.
The Southern Ohio Coal Operators' Association is one of
the chief complainants in the case before the commission.
The association named in its complaint specifically the
Chesapeake & Ohio. R.R., but other railroads that carry
coal in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Tennessee and West
Virginia are involved.
The coal operators desire lower
charges.
When there was a general increase in freight and passenger rates some months ago the Ohio State Utilites
Commission forbade the increases to be put in force in
that state.
The issue is now before the commission and
testimony will be offered by both sides this week.

the meantime.

Anthracite Mine Workers to Meet in Shamokin.
The tri-district convention of the United Mine Workers of
America to frame the wage demands to be submitted to

"Mr. John L. Lewis, the president of the United Mine
Workers of America, being in the courtroom at the time,
was asked by the court if he would agree to preserve the

the international convention in Indianapolis, Feb. 14, 1922,
will be held in Shamokin, beginning Jan. 17, 1922.
This
was decided at a meeting of the tri-district executive

cease efforts to unionize these mines in
the court would have time to more
thoroughly investigate the matter, the court stating that
it would be entirely satisfied with Mr. Lewis's assurance to

boards in Hazleton last week. The boards also took the
rather unusual step of getting into politics by indorsing the
candidacy of Judge Eugene Bonniwell, of Philadelphia, for
Justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

status quo, that

West Virginia

is,

until

Production
and
the

Mairkct
JVeekly Review

SETTLEMENT of
moved the main

the railroad strike threat has resales talk of industrial coal ship-

pers and the steam markets have again relapsed
into a lethargic condition.

While buyei-s had discounted

the probability of a serious transportation tie-up, there
was enough cautious buying for safeguarding reserves
This
to cause a temporary bolster to the market.
demand has subsided and the coal factors will now
mark time until the slowly increasing industrial consumption uses up the fuel reserves provided for the

emergency.

Check-Off Injunxtion May Cause Trouble
Judge Anderson's order on the union
to cease collection of the check-off

is

coal operators

certain to raise
the miners (the

a large measure of opposition among
anthracite region is not affected) and in some quarters

strikes are freely predicted. It is too early to forecast
the effect on soft coal production of this legal move to

the mine workers from forcibly organizing
West Virginia.
Domestic bituminous coal is moving well, as would

prevent

be expected during this time of the year. Prices on
these grades, of course, are not affected by the recent
It is necessary, however, to push the
strike flurry.
resultant coals, and last week's steam prices are a thing
This is especially true in the Midwest,
of the past.
where domestic production is heavy-. That section of
the country is being actively canvassed by Eastern coal
shippers, who are cutting prices to the detriment of
the Indiana and Illinois fuels. New England continues
to be the mainstay of the Hampton Roads factors and
There is a distinct
spot prices are as low as ever.
tendency, however, to hold and even increase prices on
business over the period to the new coal year and concessions on this business are rare.
Buyers are making no move which would indicate
any anxiety over prospects for the future. In fact,

stocks everywhere are satisfactory from the consumer's
viewpoint.
Recent active buying of railroad fuel has
placed the roads in an extremely good position. Almost
uniformly, public utilities have on hand, as a minimum,
The small steam user was the
a thirty days' supply.
best customer during the sti-ike talk and his reserves

With so much
are ample for the immediate future.
agitation for lowered freight rates going the rounds
the seller of coal is placed strictly on the defensive in
the matter of obtaining current business.
With such a condition, price concessions are inevitable
and while quotations have not yet receded to the levels
ruling before the strike talk they have closely paralleled
Coal Age Index of spot bitumithe drop in demand.
nous prices stands at 91 on Oct. 31, as compared with
92 on Oct. 24.
Baltimore, New York and Philadelphia markets have
reacted with the strike settlement and the trade has
adopted a policy of watchful waiting, moving coal whenever possible, but refusing to quote "distress" prices.
The old bugaboo of car shortage again is apparent,
During the week ended
especially in the Middle West.
Oct. 1-5 the number of surplus coal cars decreased over
14,000 in comparison with the preceding week.
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than normal, but the demand from retailers continues
to provide operators with orders well in advance of the
immediate capacity.
Beehive coke production has been in advance of the
demand and will outdistance it with the resumption
of a total of 1,250 ovens in the Connellsville region by
the Frick company.

739

ceding years, being 12,455,000 net tons; in 1920 the September figures were 16,598,000; in 1919, 13,849,000.
Little comment is necessary on the export situation.
Only in the West Indies and Southern markets is there

BITUMINOUS
by
the jump in production during the week ended Oct. 22.
According to the Geological Survey, 10,993,000 net tons
were mined, a new record since last January and 1,302,000
tons in excess of the preceding week. The rate of production under the strike stimulus was not far below normal
for this season of the year in the corresponding week of
1917 it was 10,844,000 tons, in 1918 about 11,170,000 and in

The

effect of the rail strike threat is clearly indicated

—

1920 over 12,230,000. A further sharp increase is indicated
by car loading for Oct. 24-25 and the momentum of ten
days business may have carried last week to a new high for

As ! 82296 oari in lis iaiisriakzi iiiioi liaai iiiiii
>|<Mor->^ April -.H«<'!) i<J>'"«H<Ju'S-~>t<*"9 >KS«P*- ^O'* *''°''>f*-

lai 11854
.^

Feb.

'

I

all-rail

in the face of strong British
competition. With the exception of a few clearings to these
ports, the Hampton Roads agencies are continuing to center
their attention on the New England market and the

week ended Oct. 22 were 2,857 cars, compared with
2,923 in the week preceding. In the corresponding week
of 1920 thei'e were 5,512 cars forwarded over the Hudson.
September receipts declined slightly, as compared with pre-

A.n error occurred in the table of current bituminous quotations
(Coal Age, p. 697, Oct. 27. 1921.) Prices
for the weeVi of Oct. 24.
quoted for Franklin. Illinois, covered the Northern Illinois field
and should have read: Lump, $3.50(5 $4.30 mine run. $2.40(5
$3.50: screening's, $1.75(g'$2.

this year.

New England

markets remain

quiet.

Shipments

in the

Current Quotations
Market
Low-Volatile, Eastern
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
Pocahontas screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
Smokeless mine run
Clearfield mine run
Cambria mine run
Somerset mine run
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

1
1
I

(Navy Standard)...
(Navy Standard)...
(Navy Standard)...

9 (Super. Low Vol.)..
9 (Super. Low Vol.)..
9 (Super. Low Vol.)...
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
10 (H. Or. Low Vol.)
11 (Low Vol.)
II (Low Vol.)
II (Low Vol.)

Illfth-Volatlle,

Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

Eastern

(Gas and
(Gas and
(Gas and
sc'd gas

mine run

Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
No.

(St.).

slack (Gas)

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine run
Kanawha screenings

Pitts.

St.)..
St.).
St.).

Slump

— Spot

Prices,

an outlet for American coal

Bituminous Coal

;

—Net Tons,

F. 0. B.

Mines

COAL AGE
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During the week ended Oct. 27, 252,694
bunker trade.
gross tons were dumped at Hampton Roads, the majority
was
for
coastwise business. This is an increase
of which
of about 10,000 tons over the preceding week's dumpings.
C'oul

W<«k
I9il.

.\kc Indrx 91,
of Ortobrr 31.

.U were 508.111 net tons— 490,530 cargo and 17.581 vessel
fuel as compared with 1,081,275 tons in the corresponding
week of 1920. Total movement for the season to date now

stands at 21,384,418 net tons;

400

1.6

Biluminous toalDumptdot
-LakeEritPorfs.by Wtiki.

This diagram

shows

weekly

changes

In the spot
prices of bituminous
coal In the United

l2

States as a whole.
.All
prices
are
re-

z 08

c

duced to one figure
and compared with
the average govern-

ment

price

of

1.0

c

1918.
.\ctual

|04

spot prices for each
coal are given in the
table in this review.

i 02

taken as 100.
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Lake tonnage
navigable season.
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July

holding

well

into

Dumpings during
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week ended

the
Oct.
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in

1920

it

was

20,693,569.

—
November
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Settlement of British Miners'

Wage Under

July Agreement Proving Difficult
Export Business Sole Mainstay'* of Trade
Prices Continue to Drop Welsh Anthracite
in

Good Demand

—
— Freight Market Weakens

The output of coal in the United
Kingdom during the week ended Oct.
15 was 4,238,000 gross tons as compared
with 4,287,000 in the week preceding.
The export market is still being
actively worked as the best outlet
during the period when home demand is
so low. The Cumberland field for the
first time in its history has shipped
Italy has just
coal to the Continent.
purchased 10,000 tons of best Durham

gas at 27s.

f.o.b.

The Tyne Commis-

sioners report that 1,242,516 tons were
shipped from the Tyne in September,
compared with 874,264 in September,
1920.
Prices went down somewhat last
week, cable reports to Coal Age showing Best Admiralty large coal at 28s.
to 29s., a drop of a shilling in one week,
with some nimors of business this week

as low as 25s.
coal dropped

Best Newcastle steam

from

Is. to 2s. 6d. to 24s.

@25s. and bunkers declined one shilling
to 24s.@25s.

Coal freights from Tyne to Gothenburg were quoted last week at 8s. 6d.
and Tyne to Malmo at 10s. The freight
market generally is weak.
In some of the districts the terms of
the agreement drawn up at the end of
the stoppage are proving impracticable,
notably in Gloucestershire where the
owners say they cannot sell at present
prices as other districts are underselling them by 10s. and 12s. per ton, and
it is, consequently, impossible to carry
out the terms of the agreement.
The dispute in the South Wales area
on the question of October wages has
spread to include all those districts
which drew support from the subsidy.
The accounts have recommended a wage
of 51.68 per cent of the 1915 standard,
while the men claim 112.81 per cent,
the difference amounts to about 3s. per
day.
Other points in dispute between the
South Wales ov\Tiers, miners and the
government have been decided by the
arbitrator. Sir William Plender, as follows:
(1) That the South Wales coal owners
are responsible for 72.6 per cent of the

bb.

miners' wages and not 97.57 per cent
as argued by the goverrmient.
(2) That October wages will be those
of September, less a maximum reduction of 3s. per shift for adults and Is.
6d. for juniors.
The Welsh coal owners have, for the
last few weeks, lowered their prices
beyond what is really the economic
limit so as to secure as large a portion
as possible of the foreign market and
also to maintain

employment.

Recently the Welsh export trade has
declined because foreign buyers cannot cope with the heavy expense caused
by the exchanges which so appreciably

Welsh

and freights.
.A.S
a general rule the Welsh owners
have preferred to close their pits rather
than to continue to face heavy losses.
The only demand which is sustained
is for anthracite, and to meet this one
concern is developing an extensive new
raise the

741
increased slightly.

West

Italy.

PIER SITU.iTIOX
Week
.

N.

& W.

Oct. 20
Piers,

Cars on hand
Tons on hand

1,286

68,517

Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting

fields.

Carsonhand
Tonsonhand
Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting

increase in Now England
business, caused by the pi'ospects of a
railroad strike, was the chief development in the Hampton Roads market
Freight rates by barge and
last week.
schooner to the New England States

for

week

Tonnage waiting
C.

wise and Southern Markets

Oct. 27

123,301

8,100

1,663
87.268
125,119
13,000

Virginian Ry. Piers, Sewall's
Point:

anthracite area in the Neath Valley.
Anthracite represents about one-twelfth
of the total output of the Welsh coal

Marked

Ended

Lninberts

Point:

Carsonhand
Tonsonhand
Tons dumped

Hampton Roads Concentrating Coast-

of coal,

Bunker business is growing, with
prospects of still more activity along
this line, due to an increase in general
shipping, which promises to continue
through the winter.

f.o.b. price

The Government has received a proposal to the effect that it would be
more economical for the State to provide work in coal-raising for the unemployed miners than to relieve them
by means of the Poor Law for doing no
work at all. The figures for outdoor
relief show that the cost is at the rate
of 8s. per ton of coal which would be
raised if they were at work, and that
their employment on the lines suggested
would involve a loss of 6s. per ton; so
that by utilizing this scheme 2s. per
ton would be saved and coal stocks
would be replenished against foreign
demands. The proposal will come before the Prime Minister.

The price

however, dropped somewhat.
Accumulations at Tide are on the decrease,
shippers being unwilling to
speculate on the conditions surrounding
the strike, fearing a rail tie-up might
leave large volumes of coal on demurrage. A slight increase in export business was seen, cargoes moving to the
West Indies, South America, and other
Southern ports.
Less than 150,000 tons of coal were
in cars at the three piers this week,
while vessel tonnage awaiting cargo
is approximately 40,000.
Freight rates
to foreign ports remain unchanged, with
the exception of a slight decrease to

&

1,461

925

73,050
75,203

46,250
93,888
24,436

700

O. Piers, Xewijort News:

776
38,650
45,444
1,575

838
41,900
33,687
3,600
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situated.
While the general range of
mine quotations show comparatively no
changes from last week occasional sales
have been reported at prices 10@15c.

Reports

lower.

From

the Market Centers
ing 1920. and the question whether retailors will be able to keep up with

New England
BOSTON
Significant

demand

— Hamp—
Increased —

Dei-elopmeuts

ton Roads Coals Continue Active

Bituminous

—A

careful canvass

this

week fails to disclose any significant
change in the general situation. The
same shippers are offering the same
coals to the same buyers as a week ago,
and there is practically no difference in
While coal factors
the prices quoted.
possibilities

the rail strike
as talking points there was practically

utilized

Reserves
no reaction among buyers.
are ample, and even though it would
probably take more or less comprehensive buying to advance present prices,
yet the larger buyers in particular are
coy about making any move that would
in the least show anxiety over prospects.
Pocahontas and New River are main-

taining their supremacy over

all

but

the relatively small area that may now
be considered "safe" for all-rail coal.
There is much talk of an impending reduction in rail freights, but most of this
Railroad
is based on mere guessing.

themselves do not look for any
scaling down during the remainder of
1921, but the revised schedules on hay,
grain, and certain other commodities
Meanwhile,
have set people talking.
Xavy standai-d coals are being offered
at $4.75 f.o.b. vessel at Norfolk and
Newport News, with a liberal concesFor
sion from that basis for slack.
Inland delivery, $6.25 is still being
freely quoted on cars Boston, although
there are spasmodic efforts to advance

men

this figure.

On

coastwise freights there

is

also

no apparent change. Large sailing vessels and barges are still to be had at
85c., Hampton Roads to Boston, with
From
smaller tonnage in proportion.

New York

rates to Boston' are still easy
on a basis of $1 flat, while in railwaytransportation
the rate on bituowned

minous from Philadelphia is $1.10.
Movement all-rail through the Hudson River gateways has been showing
a fairly consistent increase in the daily
average, taking it week by week, but
the bulk of this is due to the railroads
themselves who wish to protect their
storage at all possible points.
Anthracite The brisk retail demand
is reflected in a more active wholesale
market.
Most of the companies are
well supplied with orders for November; even egg and pea are in mild

—

request.

A
made

few days of colder weather have

a material difference in the outIn several cities in New England
receipts are considerably less than durlook.

will

Tidewater

.4//-

—East

according to the size of the bottom.

PHILADELPHIA

Rail Movement Slightly
Healthy Demand for Domestic Anthracite.

slack $2.15@$2.40.

There are many idle boats in this
depend upon temperatures during November and December. harbor. Notwithstanding this the boat
rate remains firm, averaging 30@40c.,
tile

No

A few lots of Pool 15 were quoted
around $5.50 f.o.b. piers, with some
QuotaPool 11 at the same figure.
Pittsburgh
screened
gas
tions
for
ranged $2.G5(a)$2.80 and for Pittsburgh

NEW YORK
Demand for Anthracite Active
roads Buy Steam Coals Heavily
minous Market Quiet Demand

—

— Rail—BituReacts

as Strike Threat Passes.

—

Anthracite Domestic
demand has
Operators and shippers
been steady.
have no difficulty in moving stove and
chestnut but notwithstanding the cooler
weather and the temporary rush caused
by the threat of the railroad workers
there is an over-supply of egg and pea.
New York again showed its adaptability as a weather market.
Demand
changed as often as the weather, cool
winds causing a rush on the retail dealers while warmer temperatures resulted
Coal peddlers are
in ordinary business.
complained of by those consumers who,
on account of living in flat houses arc
compelled to buy their fuel in bushel
or 100-lb. lots for which they pay at
the rate of $20 per ton.
Rice is the hardest of the steam
coals to move.
active and there

Buckwheat
is

is

fairly

comparatively

lit-

surplus around.
Barley is a good
second.
Bituminous Conditions
are
quiet.
There is little activity and unless demand gains local shippers expect the
piers here will be overstocked. Buying
rose and fell in accord with reports and
rumors of the threatened railroad
strike.
It was a case of watchful waiting in many instances.
Large industrial plants and public
utilities have stocks sufficient to have
carried them over any ordinary emergency.
Demand fluctuated during the
week, due in great part to weather
conditions.
There was a big variation
in quotations but hardly any change in
tle

—

the

final

result.

a good demand among the
and considerable coal is being
Industries are gradually increasing their working hours, with a
consequent increase in fuel consump-

There

is

line trade

laid aside.

tion.

With the dangers of the
over dealers

rail tie-up

who had a

surplus of coal
at Tidewater or on the way began
making preparations to get rid of it.
There is considerable coal here, some

of it without any definite orders.
Some mines producing the higher
grades are said to be well sold up and
are refusing orders on which delivery
is stretched out, while others producing
fair or inferior grades are not so well

Eases —
— Freight Dealers'
ReducUncertainty — Bitu-

Anthracite

Demand

f^ces Not

so

Firm

Talk Creates
minous Loses All Show of Activity.
Anthracite A moderate reaction has
set in from the standpoint of the retion

—

tailer, with the calling off of the rail
Some dealers actually report
strike.
that a few customers canceled orders.
Retailers are convinced that a freight
reduction will come shortly and it is
curious to note how quickly they have
assumeil a conservative position as to
buying.
.Many of them say they are
anxious to see their stocks reduced.
Even if a freight cut does come within
a few months the bulk of the coal now
in the yards will have been moved out
and then some.
The greatest demand is for nut, and
the request for stove has toned down
until many dealers have about as much
as they can carry of this size.
There does not seem to be the
strength in retail prices that was evident recently.
Some of the larger
dealers have been asking $14.50 for
stove and nut, $14.25 for egg, and
However, competition
$11.25 for pea.
has grown stronger of late and there
are many who are quoting $14 for egg,
stove and nut, and $10.75 for pea.
The steam coals are not so strong.
Buckwheat shows some signs of weakness and spot sales have been made
Rice is weak and
close to $3 recently.
$2 has been the price of the light spot
Barley is in a good position,
sales.
although some ordinary coals have been

$1.10@$1.25.
Naturally the calling off
of the strike has hurt the market and
has
been
a calming down of the^
there
activity which was shown in the past
In many instances dullness
ten days.
was even more pronounced than just
before the spurt.
Inquiries have dropped off with a
suddenness that is marked and despite
redoubled efforts of sales departments
The
little new tonnage is being closed.
general feeling is that the temporary
will
buyers
lull will pass quickly and
once more see the necessity of getting
more stock ahead to offset rail delays
The possibility of a
in the winter.
freight reduction continues to be a facoffered' at

Bituminous

—

tor and until this situation is definitely
cleared will be an impediment to any
heavy buying.
For a while during the strike discus-

November

COAL AGE
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This caused a bit more stiffening to such coals as were assigned
Pools 1 and 71 than was the case
Poorer
with the lower grade fuels.
grades still run down all the way to

Lsion

there was a tendency for spot
prices to move upward but this has all

best coals.

been lost by this time and quotations
are once more back to the level for-

to

merly prevailing.
there

even

In

few instances

a

just the slightest
lower figures.
is

movement

to

The export situation

BUFFALO
Bituminous Market Reacts ifitlt End of
Strike Talk Prices Slacker AnthraLake Business
cite Becoming Active

—

Holding.

—

—

—

Bituminous As a rule shippers report the demand less active than
formerly, which means that a generally
heavy stock was provided during the
A local paper publishes a
strike talk.
picture of a huge pile of coal held here
by a trunk-line road and the inference
is that all are similarly supplied.
There was no advance in prices during the time of the threat of a rail tieup. Certain jobbers now report very
low offers, both slack and sizes, which
they cannot sell readily at any price.
Prices are weak at $2.75@$3 for

Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.3o@$2.50
for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump,
$2.25 for Allegheny Valley and all mine
run. and $1.60@$1.75 for slack.
Demand is increasing
Anthracite

—

fast.

Consumers who hung

off

with

the idea of breaking the prices down
have given that up and feel that they
must buy or run short. The supply is
not good. Complaint is heard from all
branches of the trade. As the mining
does not di'op off it is supposed that the
Eastern demand is taking all the surplus.
Independent mines are starting
up everywhere, but their prices are
far from uniform.
Lake Shipments are no lighter than
they were last fall, when a much

—

smaller amount had been shipped to
date than now. Loadings for the week
ended Oct. 26 were 92,100 net tons, of
which 62,100 tons cleared for Duluth
and Superior, 21,800 for Chicago and
8,200 for Milwaukee.
Coke
Local byproduct plants are
still mostly idle, in spite of the big demand there is for the gas. There is a
little more pig iron moving eastwai'd,
especially since the barge canal has
made such a low seaboard rate on it.

—

BALTIMORE
End
But

of Strike Threat
Little Stimulated

Soft — Hard

Coal

Finds Trading

— Prices

Situation

$1.50.

Still

Improi^es

Slightly.

—

Bituminous A
public
expectation
that there would be no railroad strike,
reflected in the failure of a rush to

buy for storage against future needs,
and in the lack of response as to increased price, was apparently entirely
warranted. The reaction now that the
strike is ended should be rather healthy,
as few of the industries have laid in any
material supplies and must therefore
continue to buy in the open market.
There was of course some increased
demand.
Added to contracts already
on the books and the fact that many
mines are still closed down, this emergency buying, even of limited e.xtent,
had the effect of nearly selling up the

is

not brisk, al-

though the movement for October now
promises to exceed that of September,
which was a low water mark for some
months previous.

743
of the concessions which have been
available have been discontinued.
The
market is none too strong yet, and now
that the strike is seen to be off, the lack
of support will doubtless be resumed.
Retail movement is proceeding alongnarrow lines, a little stimulated by the
advance of the season and the prospects
for early cold weather. At no time has
there been any real congestion of orders.

—

Anthracite The ordinary conditions
of winter approach have undoubtedly
been the principal causes of the stiffening of the market, although there
is no doubt that the talk of railroad
strike did to some extent stimulate
retail orders.
The run of coal to this
city for October is exceeding by about
one-third the delivery during September
and August when a decided deficiency

was

piled up.

remains about 120,000
normal supply of
hard coal at this season, and while the
tendency to buy in one- and two-ton
lots has been largely increased by general financial stress and has thus prevented an absolute depreciation of yard
Baltimore

tons

short

still

of

its

supplies within the last thirty days, a
serious situation will undoubtedly arise
should the months of November and

December prove very

cold.

Northwest
MINNEAPOLIS
Active Buying Wanes as Strike Danger
Passes Prices Steadier Approach of
Cold Weather Will Bolster Market.
Last week saw considerable increased
buying, as a step of prudence. But as
developments in the rail situation revealed that various crafts would not
support the strike, the interest in stocking up for any length of time subsided.
Buying has continued to be a little
more active, but the nearer approach to
cold weather would account for that.
The coal trade has faced an uncerIt has haixlly
tain state of affairs.
been a wise step to urge buying on acsince so
strike,
possible
the
of
count
many received statements of the kind
Many in the
as wholly self-serving.
trade have contented themselves with
answering questions upon the threatened strike, and letting the buyers

—

—

MILWAUKEE

—

Market

Is Dull
Uncertain Freight
Retard Movement Fires Continue to Force Sales of Screenijigs.
The coal market continues unsatisfactory to dealers. Demand from both
city and country is slow and spasmodic,
in response to weather conditions, and
because of an expectation, more especially on the part of country consumers,

Rates

—

that reduced freight rates will bring
lower prices.
This holding back for
something beneficial to materialize has
been the bane of the coal trade here
throughout the entire season.
There is bound to be a rush of orders
when the present mildness gives way
to real winter weather, as consumers
as a rule have thus far only provided
for immediate needs. Prices are steadily
maintained on anthracite and Eastern
soft coal, with the exception of screenings, which are being forced on the
market on private terms, to save them
from being converted into ashes.
Receipts by Lake to the latter part
of October are in excess of September's
complete record.
Hard coal cargoes
aggregate 107,323 tons and soft coal

231,158 tons.
The season's receipts to
date foot up 855,045 tons of anthracite,
and 2,271,230 tons of bituminous coal
against 679.163 tons of the former, and
1,866,819 tons of the latter in 1920.

DULUTH
Interior

Buying

—
—

Heai'ier
Docks
Nearly
Firm Surphis
Causing Uneasiness.
Shipments from the docks at Duluth-

Filled — Prices

Superior

'

harbor continue to increase.

The country dealers are not boosting
their orders materially.
Public service corporations, however, throughout
the state and the Dakotas are filling
their bins.
Incoming cargoes continue to hold up
and it is freely predicted that October
receipts will exceed those of September

draw their own conclusions.
and August. Coal is not needed to any
With the passing of the emergency great extent at the Head-of-the-Lak«s
situation the coal business relapses to
There
a weather proposition entirely.
has been a reasonable amount of coal
distributed through the interior to
serve generally without much trouble
until some really cold weather ensues.
When that occurs, there will doubtless
be the usual rush for more supplies,
and complaint from some sections that
they must have more coal immediately
or there will be suffering.
The stocks of coal on the docks at

Duluth and Superior are sufficient to run
the Northwest. Because of the greater
support to the market, through the
threat of a strike, prices on steam coal
have been somewhat steadier, and some

now

as it is estimated that a surplus
of 2,000,000 tons is on the docks of
bituminous. In fact, several docks have
reached the stage where it is necessary
to hold boats to unload.
Twenty-nine cargoes came into port
last week of which five were anthracite
and thirteen cargoes are reported on
the way of which the same nuinber are
hard coal. Shipments will soon begin
to drop off as the ore boats will virtually stop running at an early date and
the only bottoms remaining to handle
coal will be those which carry grain on
the downward journey.
Prices are remarkably firm. No cut-
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ting was done last week and one buyer
is reported to have made the round of
the market without obtaining a reducScreenings arc
tion on a large order.
held at $4. with only a few damaged
lower
figure.
lots remaining at a
Dock men fear that they may be
caught with high priced coal on hand
ai the beginning of next season as the
increased shipments this year and the
lack of demand will leave at least 2,000,000 tons on the docks in the spring.
It is felt that a reduction in miners'
wages or in freight may cut prices
to such an extent that dock men will
have to take a considerable loss.

Weather conditions were unfavorable
to

a

better

mercury

domestic

demand

as the
Retail
than usual

ranged rather high.

stocks are slightly larger
for the time of the year, due to accumulations made to guard against a susFinancial
pension of coal movement.
conditions are a deterrent to a more
householders
are
Many
demand.
active
unable to pay cash, but dealers are demanding this because of heavy credits
Retail prices are
they are carrying.

generally firm at former levels. Hocking lump retails $6@$6.o0 and West
PocaVirginia splints $7.25@$7.7.5.
Anthracite
hontas lump is $9@?9.50.
is

firm around $15.

The steam trade showed

Inland West
DETROIT

—

—

Their attitude is seemby the later develop-

ments.

Up

withdrawal of
the strike order by the union leaders,
the Detroit buyers had declined to become worried over the prospect of a
nation-wide tie-up. It was argued that
to the time of the

should the strike become a reality, it
would almost certainly develop conditions that would practically assure a
lower freight rate on coal shipments.

Everyone was quite willing

little effects

of the rail troubles which had been imSome buying on the part of
pending.
public utilities and municipalities was

Market on Even Keel as Strike Talk
Dies Buyers Await Lower Freights
Anthracite Stocks Heavy.
Consumers of steam or domestic bituminous appear to have received the
railway workers' strike ultimatum with
reservations and a considerable degree
of incredulity.
ingly justified
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to

become

a beneficiary of the lower rate, so there
was no increase in volume of buying.
Some jobbers and wholesalers even
go so far as to assert that the week
preceding cancellation of the strike
order developed even less business than
The
the dullest week of midsummer.
apathy of buyers was reflected in the
continuance of prices practically unchanged from the level on wWch they
stood preceding announcement of the

program.
While there is rather a more active
for domestic sizes from house-

strike

reported. Many manufacturers have reserves which will be adequate for some
Some railroad buying was retime.
ported but this was not sufficient to
strengthen the market to any extent.
Production in Ohio fields shows a
good gain. The Hocking Valley is producing from 30 to 35 per cent of normal and Pomeroy Bend is doing fully
as well. Cambridge and Crooksville are
credited with 30 per cent.
Lake trade is still showing some activity and a fair tonnage is moving
from lower ports. West Virginia is
supplying a large part of this tonnage.
Congestion on the upper Lake docks
has curtailed a more active movement.

ST.

Warm Weather

LOUIS
Offset

Domestic Bus-iness Easy

Strike

—Prices

Talk^Firm.

The warm weather has put a quietus
on the growing domestic market.
Business locally is light. Very little
steam buying was done in anticipation
A fairly good
of a railroad tie-up.
tonnage is moving through to Western
and Northern points, but the country
demand is easy on everything.
Mt. Olive and Standard seem to have
the lead on such business as is moving.
Carterville is slow and there is very
little

demand for anthracite

less.

Coke has slowed .up

or smokethe last

in

demand

few days.

hold consumers, their increasing interest is to be ascribed to the fact that
temperature conditions encourage buy-

Cold weather, it is expected, will
stimulate the market, but with the
calling off of the strike no serious conditions will develop within the next
Prices are unthree or four weeks.
changed.

ing by those who made no previous
provision of winter fuel.
Because of the slowness with which
distribution has proceeded, most retail
yards are comfortably supplied with

COLUMBUS
Market Relapses after Strike Flurry
Domestic Stocking
Coals Weak
Holding.

as

—

Was Heavy —-Steam

—Lake

Ever

Trade

of the threatened railLittle
road strike was noted in the Ohio coal
tiade during the last week in October.
The buying movement of the previous
week had subsided to a certain extent
and dealers appeared to be in good
shape.
effect

CINCINNATI

—
—

Market Quiet After Strike Flurry
Slack Sells Off, Other Prices Firm

anthraci1;e.

Wage Cuts Make

for

Lower Quotations.

Beyond a heavier movement through
the Cincinnati gateway there has been
little to indicate the strike which was
threatened by railway men. The 25c.
advance that was made last week on
some grades still remains, though slack
has dropped back to the old low price
under the pressure of domestic production.
Some sellers have announced the
intention of withdrawing their men
from the road until the freight rate
reductions can be anticipated.

18

interest is manifested
action of certain Appalachia
that have arbitrarily reduced
wages in spite of agreements held
with the unions. This is seen as one
of the first movements toward lower
levels in prices from that and the

Considerable

in

the

mines

southeastern Kentucky fields.
Though there has been a sagging of
inquiries for domestic smokeless this
failed to bring concessions and last
week's prices are holding.
Mine run
is $2.25@$2.75 and slack is $1.10 and
up. West Virginia slack is fairly firm
in spite of the reduction on the part
of Kentucky operators, $1.25@$1.50
being the range. Mine run is quoted
at $1.75@$1.85;
lump at $3@$3.50.
Southeastern Kentucky slack is quoted
$1.10@$1.25. Mine run ranged $1.65@
$1.85 and lump $3.25@$3.50 with choice
block still bringing $3.75.

CHICAGO
Market Flurry Brings Car Shortage
Steam Demand Causes Price Increase
Eastern Domestic Coals Active.

—
—

On account of the conditions brought
about by the threatened railroad strike,
the demand has increased very materially.
This has brought about the fact
that the tar supply question is going
to come to the fore in a serious way,
perhaps as soon as the cold weather
This light flurry experienced
comes.
during the past ten days, has resulted
in a car shortage of no mean proportion,

more especially

in Indiana.

If

a

ten-day market, based on a probable
strike, can bring about a car shortage,
what is going to happen when the country really begins to demand coal?
The retail trade has been dissatisfied
all summer over the ruling prices on
the higher grade domestic coals from
southern Illinois.
The circular price
has been strictly $4.05 on lump, furnace
and small egg. Quotations from other
fields have been reduced, but these have
been kept steady. This has led to a
great many orders being placed for
Eastern coal, especially Pocahontas and
New River. In short, the retail trade
dissatisfied with the operators in
is
southern Illinois, but this is not based
on good grounds.
It was the southern Illinois operators
who kept retailers supplied all during
the hard times not only kept them
supplied but gave them the coal at a
In fact, the
very reasonable price.
same operators could have sold their
product without any difficulty at a price
in excess of $2 to what they asked
Now that the export game is over
Eastern operators have come back in
the Chicago market and have succeeded
in reinstating themselves by price-cutting methods.
The steam market has been active
during the last few days. The packers
bought enough to make the market
firmer than it has been in a long time.
Very little mine run has been sold
lately, but th.> price is strengthened
25c.@50c. a ton on account of the
strong demand for domestic coals as

—

well as finer steam sizes.
Industries which have been

burning
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screenings have been able to pick up
prepared coals, such as stove, chestnut,
pea, et*.. at such low prices that they
have been burning these sizes, as they,
of course, can get much higher efficiency

out of the preparet" product. Irrespecof this, the prices of the small

tive

prepared sizes have been fairly weak.
Eastern coals continue to come in in
Anthracite is moving
large volume.
along very nicely and much smokeless
Eastern Kendaily.
arriving
coal is
tucky block is beginning to find a market in Chicago and is being sold in
greater volume today than ever before.

South
LOUISVILLE

CLEVELAND
Slump

Demand—Lake Movement Good
age of Cars Appears

—Market

in

— Short-

Outlook

Im.proves.

The recall of the railroad strike order
has resulted in an appreciable letting

down

in the

demand

for industrial coal

During the last few
days before the withdrawal of the
and when
transportation
threat to tie up
it began to look as though the unions
were determined to go through with
in this

district.

many plants took steps to
insure themselves of a few weeks' supply of coal. This increased their stocks
above pressing current needs and consequently there will be a lull of buying
Fundamentally the indusfor a time.
trial situation continues to improve and
the very fact that companies were
anxious to have enough coal to keep
them going in the event of a strike
indicates the existence of orders.
Because of the importance of the steel
industry in this district the coal trade
anxiously watching developments
is
there for an indication of the probable
coal demand this winter. At the present
time the steel industry is averaging
more than 50 per cent of capacity operMills producing lighter prodations.
ucts are running at a rate which ranges
up to 80 per cent. The rail price cue
and the prospects of more rail orders
will bring up the operations for heavier
products. On the whole the outlook in
the steel industry is encouraging and
this means a substantial consumption of
steam coal. Automobile plants are b.'ginning to curtail for the winter, but
truck plants are operating well.
Shipments of Lake coal for the season
to Oct. 24 aggregated 20,197,103 not
tons, compared with 18,549,344 for the
same period in 1920; 20,528,813 in 1919;
and 25,108,114 in 1918. The retail de
mand continues fair, although the mild
weather has not pei-mitted it to reach
its stride as yet.
Prices remain unThe return of a symptom
changed.
familiar to the trade a year ago is seen
in a car shortage at the mines.
Bituminous coal receipts at Cleveland for the week ended Oct. 22 were
largest since the latter part of .January,
amounting to 1,655 cars divided: industrial 1,154, retail 501, and representing
an increase over the preceding week of
364,
cars,
divided:
industrial
436
their plans,

retail 72.

—

been tied up by the strike of the Alexander Howat followers in District 14,
has been resumed in most of the strip
mines and a number of the deep shafts,
although intimidation and pressure on
the part of the radical element among
the old organization has handicapped

Eastern Kentucky Gi-ades firm Up
Industrial Demand Improving South operations.
Illinois, Oklahoma and Missouri coals
in Better Shape.
are supplying the present demand.
The late season, coupled with some
miners are at work as a reMissouri
fear of a rail strike, resulted in much
sult of the order of John Fleming, debetter demand last week, and many
posed acting president of District 14,
mines are sold up for the time being
the fight against the
on block, which is moving freely to who stated that

—

the

South.

With the cotton ginning

busy there is also a
somewhat better steam movement to
Public utilities have been
the South.
consuming a little more heavily, and
industrial demand is showing slow but
steady improvement.
The fire brick industry which has
been working" two days a week for
months, has gotten up to four and even
six days in some of the Kentucky plants,
and the brick and clay industry is more
active generally than is normal for this
and

Recall of Strike Order Causes

745

textile plants

Cement

season.

mills

also

was to be centered in
Most of the conservative elethe Kansas field are with

industrial court

Kansas.

ment

in

George L. Peck, provisional president
and the international union of United
Mine Workers.
Weather conditions have not been
such as to stimulate buying and at the
same time operators and jobbers have
not been in a position to accept any
great influx of orders. There are no
changes in prices quoted.

report

activity.

West

Some of the Harlan operators report
that they have about sold up on block
for immediate delivery at ;n-ound $4 a
ton, most of the movement going to the
South.

DENVER
Operators Ask Authorization for Making Wage Reductions Production Stimulated by Colder Weather.

—

Southwest

Colder

KANSAS CITY
Work Being Resumed Despite Intimidation

from Radicals

—Conditions

—Prices

Unchanged

Improving.

The threatened railroad strike did
not materially affect the demand on the
part of the dealer trade. Railroads are
and have been taking more liberal supplies, carrying same in cars as well as
storing along sidetracks.
Work in the Kansas fields, which has

Southern Appalachian
CONNELLSVILLE
Frick Coke Production Resumed After
Five Months' Interim Supplies Arnple
Furnace Resumptions Probable After
Freight Reductions.

—

C. Frick Coke Co. is blowing
about 1,250 ovens, representing its
coke production in the region
first
There is no increase
since last May.
Corporation blast furnace
Steel
in
operations sufficient to balance this
added production, and the resumption
is probably due in large part to dis-

The H.

in

tribute

some employment

to the

men.

weather

is

bringing

more

orders and a steadier production, but
complications involving a wage cut between operators and miners are to be
thrashed out in a hearing in Colorado
Springs, early in November, that may
or may not precipitate a general walkout.

Colorado's production for September,
862,244 tons, showed an increase of
84,915 tons over the August output of
Colorado mines have
777,329 tons.
produced 6,602,510 tons since Jan. 1,
and during a like period in 1920 the
output was 9,038.518 tons.

The blowing in of additional merchant ovens continues, at a slow pace,
but perhaps at a slightly greater pace
than is warranted by market requireAt any rate, furnace coke
ments.
remains somewhat of a drug on the
evidenced by the fact that
prices are practically at cost of production. A little change in the balance
in favor of producers sends the mai-ket
up, as was evidenced a few days ago
when a very small buying spurt sent
spot furnace coke up about 15c., the

market,

market promptly receding afterwards
to the old level.
in freight rate reductions
apparently holding back demand, as
several merchant furnaces show signs

The delay

is
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wishing

of

to

cumulated.

The November settlement price on
foundry
monthly

coke

contracts

providing

adjustment is set at $4.75,
for October and $4.25
The market remains
quotable as follows:
Spot furnace,
$.3.25@$3.50; contract furnace, $3.40@
$3.50 and spot foundry. $4.25@$4.75.
The Courier reports production in
the week ended Oct. 22 at 17,900 tons
by the furnace ovens and 44.610 tons by
the merchant ovens, a total of 62,510
tons, an increase of 5,870 tons.
against
last

$4.50

summer.

E.\STERN OHIO

—

Production Best in Year Trade Optimistic
Lake Business Declines Prices
Finn Up.

—

—

Few basic changes were noted in the
industrial situation during the week
22. However, the threatened
railroad strike caused a spurt in all
lines and this was reflected in the
production of coal to such an e.xtent
that a new high record in the weekly

ended Oct.

tonnage mined was registered.
produced 455,000 tons, which

The
is

field

73 per

cent of rated capacity.
An even
greater volume would have been mined
had not an appreciable car shortage
developed at the close of the week.
Notwithstanding this, the aggregated
tonnage represents the peak for
ife
year
weekly output.
The field has produced for the
calendar year to date 14,427,000
tons
as against a potential
capacity of
26,2 (.7,000 tons, or 55 per cent
of rated
capacity.
Figures given out by the
operators'
association
indicate
that
their mines averaged a little
less than
60 per cent, and that time lost
account

m

no

market"

UMONTOWN

resume, making some

stocks of pig iron and liquidating ore,
but a decrease in freight rates would
write a loss on stocks previously ac-

is

now under

35

cent.

per
^

The carriers have been amplifying
their own fuel reserves.
In the Lake
trade,
the
anticipated

increase
rn
failed to materialize; stocks
of coal on hand with the
railroads at
lower ports are being reduced
and
nothing out of the ordinary
is
expected other than the usual
cleaning
up before the close of navigation
The

volume has

Wheeling & Lake Erie and Bessemer
Lake Erie railroads have extended &

the
preferential tariff thirty days
beyond
Uct. 31, when this cut-back
expires
on all the other Lake coal-carrying
roads, but it is not felt that
this" extension will in any way stimulate
the

movement from eastern Ohio mines

to

the Northwest.
It is conservatively estimated
that between 35 and 40 per cent of the coal
production in the field is going to
carriers
for fuel, which volume is not only
taking care of their present needs
but is
also for storage in anticipation

emergency and winter requirements.
There is considerable optimism

of
in

coal circles to the effect that industry
generally has taken on more momentum,
and that industrial sales will be in
much larger quantities henceforth.
The sudden spurt has caused only a
slight stiffening in prices.
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Traffic Is Bringing Car
Shortage Frick Resumption Encouraging Coal Market Firm.

Increasing

—

—

Increased

industrial

activity

of the

months has brought signs of
of car shortage, the major

past two
a return

bugaboo of capacity production

in

the

Connellsville coke region when business
warrants.
The situation has not yet
reached serious proportions but both
operators and consumers are now giving that matter more attention.
Cars that stood for six or seven
months on side tracks and then placed
back into active service are breaking
down under the strain and it is not
unusual for an operator to be notified
of a change of equipment after a
load of coal or coke has started on its
destination.

Railroads
are
yet
accepting all
orders for equipment and have succeeded in placing them with difficulty.
Operators fear that a return to the
car plant rating and percentage placement is not far distant.
The H. C. Frick Co. has fired up
many beehive ovens. These are the
first ovens the company has operated
since
the
suspension
last
spring.
There were reports at the time that
the company intended abandoning beehive coke making and would supply

raw

byproduct plants of the
There was never
statement on the question
but the blowing in of the ovens would
make it appear an idle report.
The furnace coke market is fairly
steady with quotations of $3.25@$3.50.
Foundry carries a range of $4.25@$4.75.
coal

Steel

any

to

Corporation.

official

UPPER POTOMAC

— Spot

Contract Shipments Stronger
Orders Negligible
Operations

—

Still

Low.
The only signs of operating activity
during the week ended Oct. 22 were in
Garrett County, Md., and in the Big
Vein mines of the Georges Creek region.
Spot prices were not sufficiently
high to prompt many operators to
accept and contracts alone kept mines
producing.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
Unsettled Rail Conditions Strengthen
Market
Production Increasing
Car
Shortage Appears.

—

Business

—

fell

off

slightly

after

the

week, but the unsettled
have buyers guessing and few are taking a chance on
being without fuel in the event of a
first flurry last

rail

conditions

still

strike.

Orders are coming from Eastern
markets and the bulk of the coal is going to the New England states.
The
price has stiffened on the better grades
25c. a ton.
Pool 10 is selling $2.40@
$2.60; Pool 9 has kept pace and as listed
S2.45@$2.70. Pool 11 is $1.85@$2, and
Pool 1, $3@$3.20.
Operators on the B. and O. have
experienced considerable diflficulty in
getting cars and the situation became
acute the latter part of the week. The
increase in the market, however, has
not brought many of the closed mines

18.

into play, but the larger operationi are
making practically full time.
Up to and including Oct. 21, total
production for the month was 44,071

cars as compared with 37,214 in the
corresponding period of September.
The total production for October will
reach 77,000 cars, an increase of 18^
per cent.

ANTHRACITE
ScttUnicnt May Ease the De~
— Steam
Moving Better — Glen

Strike

mand

Alden Reopening Delayed.
Production has been stimulated by
demand in anticipation of the
threatened railroad strike.
It is possible that a slight decrease in output
will be the re-^^ult of the settlement of
that trouble.
Steam coals are moving more freely,
and prices are well up to the company
circular.
The re-opening of the Glen
Alden operations was postponed until
the middle of the week ended Nov. 5.
the

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

—

Better Market Tone Production Stimulated R.R. Fuel Orders Increase.

—

Production
ended
especially as
rush because

Fairmont
was increased

dui'ing the
Oct. 22,
not however,
result of any buyingof the impending railroad
Such increase was due to a
industrial
feeling
although

week

strike.

better

a

prices were not strengthened.
There
were occasional heavy Tidewater shipments, railroad fuel loadings were good
but Lake business was on the wane.

Northern Panhandle
Better orders for railroad fuel enabled a production of about 70,000 tons.
There was also a heavier domestic demand, but this was offset by the poor
for slack.
There were inquiries
circulation for tonnage to April 1
no actual contracts were
closed.
call

in

although

PITTSBURGH
^0)7 Strike Scare Ended, hut Remaining

Demand

Is

Improved— Gas Coal

.Market Disappointing.

The sharply increased call, noted last
week, has not continued in full force,
but demand has not reverted entirely
back to its former almost insignificant
proportions.
Part of the recent increase was due to the railroad strike
scare
in
the
Buffalo
district
and
Canada, but there remains a slightly
heavier line demand.

The steel industry is operating still
better, but most of its demand is supplied by the Connellsville and other
non-union
dustry's

districts.

demand

The

steel

in-

for high grade gas
coal, which would necessarily have to
be met by the Pittsburgh district,
proves smaller than might be expected.
Gas coal in the district commands
scarcely arjy margin over steam, all
prices being dictated by cost of production, or the amount operators are
willing to lose for the sake of maintaining some sort of work time.
The prospect remains that there will
be a complete cessation of mining in
the union fields April 1. This prospect.
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in some quarters has been expected to stimulate demand in the next

which

few months, appears

to
influence at all thus far.

have had no

Production is in the neig-hborhood of
30 per cent, but no precise estimate
can be made. The output is largely in
gas and domestic grades. The market
Steam:
remains quotable as follows:
Slack, $1.60@$1.70; mine run, $2.10@
Domestic,
$2.20; 3-in., $2.60@$2.70.
Gas: Slack, $1.60@
U-in., $3@$3.25.
$1.70; 5-in., $2.60@$2.70; mine run,
$2.10@$2.25.

Mine run movement as a whole ment, however,

slack.
is

747

in

many

instances.

Some

largely a matter of
little actual benefit

of the larger

companies have run full-time.
Some spot screenings had to be sold
as low as 35c., the average for the week
being $1.07. Mine run prices remained
fairly firm, and prepared rose as high
as $3.75.

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Unusual Scramble for Domestic Coal
duction

Market Erratic During Strike Uncertainty

—

End of Strike Talk ProHampered by Car Shortage.

Ceases with

MIDWEST REVIEW

—Dull Period Ahead—Industrials
Reduction
Slowly — Freight

Improve

Middle West

is

but
has taken place.

prediction as

slow.

Mines are now running two and onehalf to three days a week, and better

Prospects a Deterrent Factor.

After a rush for available coal, especially domestic, for shipment before
the date set for the strike, the market
is at a standstill, so far as new business
Most of the mines are
is concerned.
loaded with orders and neither producers nor buyers are willing to set a

Midwest coal markets have been
very erratic during the past few days.
One day the demand for both domestic
Threatened Strike Stimulated Market
Prices and steam coals has been fairly good price for November.
Steam Business Slows Down
Car shortage slowed up shipments
Sag Car Shortage Troublesome Rail- and the next day there would be pracThe market considerably in the last half of the
tically no call at all.
road Tonnage Good.
On three or four days mines
strengthened or weakened, according to month.
In the Carterville field the threatened the latest news bulletins on the rail- have had no cars at all and they have
steam
business
railroad strike helped
also been held down to old car ratings.
road situation.
wonderfully in the last ten days, but
It
might be said without fear of
domestic has eased up on account of
has
Lump is oversold, contradiction, that the Middle West
the warm weather.
rather
coal
been buying domestic
but egg and nut is heavy. Prices are
Middle Appalachian
heavily
during
the
last ten days. Operholding fairly well.
favored
Railroad tonnage has been unusually ators who produce certain
good. Steam business, however, is not grades are from ten days to three
HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
heavy, but it has moved fairly well. weeks behind on some sizes. They are, Rail Trouble Brings Few Coal Orders
Car shortage is affecting many mines, however, expecting a slump in demand,
Domestic in Good Demand Car Shortand at some places operations have as a result of the negotiations between
age Appears Lake Tonnage Dwindles.
the railroads and the brotherhood.
been impossible.
Kanawha
The retailers have shown a tendency
Somewhat similar conditions prevail
in both the Duquoin and Jackson county to buy only on a narrow margin. With
The production rate was unchanged
fields excepting price, the top of the
reduced fi-eight rates predicted in the during the week ended Oct. 22, or about
market there being $4.05, otherwise near future, it is expected that once 16,000 tons daily. In general, however,
prices are somewhat similar to those the railroad trouble is out of the way there was no extra demand as a result
in Carterville. Railroad tonnage is good
Slack was a
there will be practically no demand of the railroad situation.
out of this district but the car supply for domestic coal until freight rates great drawback to the preparation of
is getting short.
lump coal, it being necessary in many
are reduced.
Mt. Olive is running heavy on railScreenings are holding fairly firm, instances, to sacrifice it whenever orders
road coal, but the warm weather has
the better grades bringing anywhere for prepared sizes were accepted.
eased up shipments of domestic, espefrom $1.50@$1.85. This increase over
Logan and Thacker
Movement to the
cially to St. Louis.
the current price of two or three weeks
Logan mines, were producing at the
north and west is better. Car shortage
the
caused
entirely
by
been
has
ago
rate of about 50,000 tons daily, some
is becoming troublesome, but nothing
There is no denying of the additional tonnage being for the
strike agitation.
serious so far.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—
—

—

—

In the Standard field there has been
a change all around for the better, but
it is largely a day-to-day proposition.

At times screenings went up

to $1.25,

within 48 hours went back to
75c., while at this writing they ai'e
This is caused by one
as low as 50c.
jobber who buys for large interests
breaking the price by enforcing the
market.
Railroad buying has been
heavy; steam, however, is a little bit
slow and moves in spurts.
Warm weather has eased up the demand for domestic, both city and country.
Several producers have been idle
on account of no cars and there are
still a few mines that have never resumed working on account of the
realization price being too low.

and

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Screenings Burden the Market

Movement

— Better

of Prejxired Industrial De-

Improves.
Screenings have been a burden the
past few days as a result of the heavier
production of prepared coal. The industrial improvement has been far
short of being sufficient to take up the
7na7id

it

that the strike trouble between the

railroads.

—

—

—

Substantial

movement

to

brotherhood and the railroads proved
to be a great benefit to the coal industry, as it whipped up the demand for

the Lake and to Detroit and other
Michigan markets aided production and

market resulted

mand.
Williamson mines were not producing
more than 40 per cent of normal, "no
market" losses amounting to 140,000
Lack of an adequate car supply
tons.

coal

so that

a better

than any experienced this year.
The industrial situation, has shown
but little impi'ovement. There are, of
course, some lines which are in better shape today than they have been
for a long time. For instance, the steel

enjoying

people

are

times.

The malleable

seems

greater

running

iron industry also
to have improved to some slight

On the other hand, the cement
industry is curtailing its activities, as
the end of the road building season is
As there has been
almost in sight.
practically no building done on a large
scale in the Middle West, the only
outlet the cement mills had for their
product was with the road builders.
Thanks to the efforts of the press,
who have been heralding better conditions, the feeling in the Middle West
is very much better than it has been
for some time and the outlook is conThis improvesidered fairly hopeful.
extent.

there

was

a fairly active domestic de-

was causing some loss, but it was not
material. The greater part of the output went to Western markets.
Virginia
prospective tie-up of transportation
the
failed to alter conditions much and
production rate remained unchanged.
Contract coal continued to fumish the

A

bulk of the output and idleness was still
The only favorable
very general.
development was the slightly increased

domestic demand.

Northeastern Kentucky
There was a continued strengthening
in the domestic demand, but as there
was no accompanying improvement in
the steam market, slack was almost unMuch of the lump product
salable.
continued

to

move

to

Lake

points.

;
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LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Production Increases, Eajjfcially in
Pocahontas Field
Western Markets
Active Slack Sacrificed.

—

—

New River and the Gulf
New River production was

only
slightly heavier in anticipation of a
possible rail tie-up, the increase not
amounting to more than 5,000 tons
daily.
There was still a dearth of
orders, about the only business being
for egg and lump.
In order to dispose
of the accumulation of slack, some of
that coal was sold down to $1.15.
Tidewater business was negligible.
Gulf production was only slightly
bolstered by the threatened railroad
strike.
The poor demand for slack
stood in the way of a larger output.
With the end of the Lake season in
sight, it was generally anticipated that
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there would be a slump in mine operations early in November.

Pocahontas and

tion.

Tug River

West

Tvr. River

In sharp contrast to conditions prevailing in a great many other fields, a
regular deluge of orders poured into the
Pocahontas region during the week
ended Oct. 22. The large production
was made possible, notwithstanding a
poor Tidewater demand, by the better
Prices, howspot market in the West.
ever, still failed to show much stimula-

In the

U

region, there

was

a larger production due in part to better
takings by steel companies and to the
threat of a railroad strike.
In general,

however, it was contract shipments and
tonnage to associate companies which
sustained production. Prices were not
fluctuating to any extent.

UTAH

—

Better Baying Only Temporary ProsTrouble Failt to Bolster

pect of Rail

Market.

The warm weather has been c unterto some extent by the threatened railroad strike. The news of the
railroad trouble caused many pt'ople to
make for the coal dealer, but the
activity lasted only one or two days
and things arc getting rather quiet.
The price situation seems to be
Coal is not expected to go up
steady.
unless there is an abnormal demand
acted

With indu.strial
for the larger sizes.
activity far below normal, producers are
experiencing considerable
the marketing of slack.

difliculty

on his wa>- back from England.
seeking capital for the operation
mines near St. George's Bay.

He
of

in

is

the

News Items

From
COLORADO

amended

The Santa
port,

Fc, according to unofTicial repurchase the properties of the

will

Yankee Fuel Co., the New Mexico Coal
Co.. and the Superior Coal Co., sold by Federal Judge Robert E. Lewis, in Denver.
Mines owned and controlled by these three
coal companies were sold at public auction
for $150,000. to satisfy certain claims.
The
purcha.^er was the chairman of the bond-

According
which was
filed in behalf of Trowbridge. Callaway and
Robert Lawrence, the Yankee company and
its associated interests issued bonds in the
holders' protective committee.
to the foreclosure application,

amount of $2,500,000 several years ago.
The mortgage was secured on the property
and the company's mines. The coal mining
company subsequently defaulted.
The
properties are located in southern Colorado

and northern

Xew

Mexico.

articles,

ILLINOIS

Suit has been filed in the United States
Court at Covington by T. H. Morris, trustee, against the Liberty Coal Corporation of
Floyd, seeking to have a receiver appointed.

The petition alleges that the corporation
failed to make first payment of $.tI).000 on
a note tor $1,000,000.
At a recent meeting of the Kentucky
Mining Institute at Lexington, the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, A. G. Spillman, Earlincton, superintendent of the St. Bernard Coal
Co.

;

vice-presidents, T. E. JenkinM, Sturgis

Hotel, Chicago.

convention
business.

was
At the

Inc..

was held

and 26, at the Congress
The central theme of the
speed the revival of
election of officers, Jfames

to

H. McGraw, president of the McGraw-Hill
Co..

Inc..

New York

City,

was made the

president of the association.

INDIANA
Coal mining activities in the Petersburg
have taken a spurt and three mines
have recently opened, including one new

field

E. I. & T. H. Ry. has completed
to the Summerville Mine, south
of Oakland City, which in the near future
will be one of the largest producers in

plant.

;

C. W. Connor, Esoow
D. .4. .MacWhirter,
Pineville Joseph Cain, Stearns
William S.
;

;

;

Leokie, Aflex
H. S. Carpenter, Jenkins
R. .*. Hamilton, Mansfield, Ohio
H. A.
Rullock, Hazard, and J, E. Jonea, Beattyville, and secretary-treasurer, Mrs. KUxa;

Bogera, Lexington.

MARYLAND
Mines in Garrett County or a number of
them have found it possible to resume
operations after a long
idleness.
The
West Bethlehem Co., with a plant at
Bayard on the Western Maryland is getting in shape to operate again.
It has
^Iso been possible to resume operations at
the
plant of John
W. .McCullough at
Friendsville, also in the Garrett County
field.
There was also a resumption of
operation of the Turner Douelas Co. The
Manor Coal Co. at Vindex is on a full-time
basis.

Coal Land will be developed by the
Towanda Coal Mining Co., chartered by

Paul B. Jennings, Eugene S. Williams and
Walter J. L. Smith, the capitalization being
$1,000,000.

The

a switch

A new stripping mine ha.s been
opened near Oakland City, known as the
Enos Mine, giving employment to 100 men.
Ingle Mine Xo. 7. disabled recently when
a generator blew up. has resumed work.
the

;

W. U. Duncan, Jr., Greenville C. 8. Nunn.
Marion: Lanson Blankinsopp, Lexington:

l)eth C.

Associated Business Papers,
25

caplt&l

its

;

Announcement has been made by the
Eaele Coal Co. of Kewanee, of the opening
new mine at that place.
.1
The strip mine operated at Duquoln by
the Scott-.Smlth Coal Co., of St. Louis, has
again been put into operation after beln,j
idle nearly all summer.
The Sixteenth Annual Convention of the
24,

increasing

stock to $175,000.

of

on Oct.

OHIO

Field and Trade

field.

KENTUCKY
A petition in bankruptcy has been entered in the United States Court at Covington against tee Conitleton & Soni) as
a firm and Lee, Claude and E. W. Congleton
as individuals.
The firm formerly was In
the railway contracting business but within
the past few years has developed several
mines in the Jellico and Hazard districts.
The petition shows a schedule of assets of
J.i.'il.OOn and liabilities of $1,127,000.

NEW YORK
S.
D. Brady, president of the Brady
Coal Corporation of Fairmont was a business visitor in New York recently.
The Pulverized Fuel Department of the
Quigley Furnace Specialties Co. has been
acquired by the HardJnge Co., 120 Broadway, Xew York City.
The
Powdered
Coal
Engineering
Si

Equipment Co. moved the offices and manufacturing plant from Chicago to Buffalo on
Nov. 1. H. B. Pruden has been elected as
chairman of the board and J, W. Lansing
of Buffalo has been elected president. The

new board of

directors is as follows: J. W.
Lansing, Penton M. Parke, J. E. Pinley,
R. Wait, J. C. Trefts. H. B. Pruden.
B. W. Wistar, W. M. Faber and Stephen T.

Harry

Lockwood.

Thomas J. Freeman, managing director
of the St. George's Coal Field. Ltd.. of St.
Johns. N. P., has been visiting New York

The Southern Ohio Coal Exchange points
out that the people of Ohio have saved $1.500.000 because of the agitation against
freight rate advances which has been carried on by that organization before both
the Ohio Utilities Commission and the Interstate Commerce Commission. At the recent hearing before a special examiner of
the I. C. C. the railroads sought to get the
40 per cent advance to maintain the differential between Ohio and West Virginia coal.
By holding up this increase the .saving
h.as been made.
H. D. Everett, trading as the Western
Coal Co., in reply to the cross petition of
the Emmons Coal Mining Co., seeks to have
the counterclaim of the Emmons company
for $20,500 for alleged breach of contract,
dismissed in an application before Judge
John Weld Peck in the United States DisHe denies that
trict Court in Cincinnati,
he breached the contract in any way.
The final event of the second annual golf
tournament of Cleveland coal men wa."

above mentioned

held at the Shaker Heights Country Club.
Oct. 11, and the championship was carried
away by the team of which Joseph Mitcheltree of the M. A. Hannu Co. was captain,
and con.sisting of Messrs. Mitclieltree, S. B.
Coolidge, of the Clark.«on Coal Co.. H. L.
Findlay of the Y. & O. Coal Co.. and Frank
Armstrong of the Pickands-Mather Co. The
champion.ship honor for the season was

won bv George Enos
Coal Co.
The event

of the George

Enos

was followed by a dinner

at
the Shaker Heights Country Club, at which
A. A. Augustus, president of the Cambridge
D.
Collieries Co.. acted as loastmaster,
Frederick Hurd, secretary of the Pittsburgh
Vein Operators' Association, as official
events
manager of
handicappcr
and
throughout the season, was accorded a
vote of appreciation for the success of the

tournament.
Failure to account and pay for coal under
a contract to receive the output of three
mines, is alleged by the Tildeslc.v Coal Co.
in
in a suit for $75,000 damages, filed
Common Pleas Court at Cincinnati, against
the Export Coal and Mining Co. and the
plaintiff
The
National Surety Company.
says the surety company signed the Export

company's bond for $75,000 for faithful
performance of the contract.
The Massillon-Tuscarawas Coal Co. of
Cleveland, has contracted with Roberts and
Schaefer Co. for equipment for the newNew Cumberland. This matipple at
horizontal screens
together with refuse

chinery will consist

of

and loading booms,
disposal machinery.

On Henry

Ford's

from an inspection

arrival

trip

in

in

Cincinnati

Harlan County.

press reports announce that he contemplates the purchase of the Cincinnati.
Dayton and Toledii Traction Line, between
Cincinnati and Davton. as a link to the
Detroit, Toledo and Ironton K. R. he recently bought.
The D.. T. & I. has a connection into ry.iyton, and touches SpringFord and his son Edsel, with thre?
field.
officials from the Detroit factory, inspected
terminal sites to the traction line in CincinKy.,

nati.

'

;

November

3,
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William B. CoddinBton, who had charge
of the Central Fuel Co.'s New York office
until a couple of months ago is now connected with the Hutchinson Coal Co.'s Cincinnati office. Samuel McLanBlilin Jr.. who
has been connected with the latter company
tor some time past, has gone with the
Cincinnati office of the Central Fuel Co.
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TENNESSEE
Commercial Coal & Coke Co., at
has purchased the property near
which was formeri.v owned and
operated by the SeQuulcliie Coal & Coke
Co.. and is reconstructing the railroad three
miles out of Pikeville, from the present

The

Pikeville,
Pikeville

terminus of the Pikeville branch of the
C. & St. L. R.R. to its new operation.
reopening the old mine
is
formerly operated bv the Sequatchie comX..

PENNSYLVANIA
D F Williams, general sales agent for
the Hudson Coal Co.. with headquarters In
Scranton. has been appointed a member of
the Commission on Fisheries of the State
of Pennsylvania.
Edward F. Berwind.

Coal

Co..

has gone

to

of Berwind-White
Europe for e brief

vacation.

Wenti Coal Co. Is speeding up
production at the new slope of the Upper
Lehigh colliery. Three shifts of men are
The

J. S.

at work.

The Superior Coal Co., which recently
resumed operations after a short idleness,
This plant is
has again closed down.
owned by the Whyel interests of Uniontown.
The Iron Trade Products Co. has been
appointed sales agenl of the Snyder coal
mine at JIarkleton. Somerset County.
The AUeBhenv Pittsburgh Coal Co. is
selling an issue of $1,500,000 guaranteed
mortgage twentv-year 8 per cent sinking
fund gold bonds, with the interest and
principal guaranleed by the West Penn
Power Co. The issue is a first mortgage
lien on all the land, equipment and all other
The
propertv now owned or acquired.
West Penn Power Co. has a large coal

contract with the Allegheny Pittsburgh Coal
Co.
Ed Miller, of Wendel. has
position as superintendent of

resigned his
Nos. 1

Edna

Westmoreland County, of
the Hillman Coal & Coke Co.. and has accepted a similar position with the Ocean
subsidiary
of the Berwind Coal
Coal Co.. a
Mining Co. His headquarters are at Herand

2

mines,

in

manie. Pa.

Edward F. McOlynn. superintendent of
the Marvine mine of the Hudson Coal Co.
has been promoted to the Scranton offices
Samuel
as general colliery superintendent.
Oakley, superintendent of the Greenwood
mine, succeeds him.
The BiB Four Coal Mining Co.. has been
organized at Altoona. capital $200,000.
Michael .T. Kelly. Curwensville. with James
Redding. Altoona and Lawrence Redding,
Snow Shoe, incorporated the company.
The Philadelphia and Reading Coal and
Iron Co. has begun a policy of suspending
its 1.000 employees at its Pottsville repair
shops two days each week. The order Is
attributed to a general economizing policy,
but in view of a possible strike next April,

all the collieries of that company are working full time, even if it is necessary to store
the coal.

A charter has been issued to the Dolbois
Coal Co., of Smock. It has a capitalization
of $50,000 and Alva L. Gilleland Brownsville,
is
treasurer.
The purpose of the
company is to mine. buy. sell coal and manufacture and sell coke. The incorporators
are Dr. Edward H. Rebok. Waltersburg
Alva L. Gilleland and Joseph Woodward.
Uniontown.
The Fairlamb Co., of Philadelphia, has
has been chartered to buy. sell and deal in
coal, coke a.nd other products, capitol stock,
$125,000. The treasurer is John F. T. Lewis,
Broomall. who is also one of the incorporatiors with George D. and J. B. Van
Sciver,

Philadelphia.

The Rirhland Fuel Co.. is being organized
by August P. Franks and Louis N. Peterson,
operate coal properties in the vieinitv
Pittsburgh.
W. H. Pratt. Pittsburgh,
represents the company.
The Penova Coal Co.. has arranged for
an increase in capital from $100,000 to
$1,000,000, for proposed expansion,
A total of 551.100 tons of river coal, having a value of $S44.T0o, was reclaimed
from the river and streams of Pennsvlvania
passing through the hard coal fields in

The company
lian.v.

UTAH
Organization of the Great Western Coal
Co. has been completed, and preparations made for the beginning of work
as soon as possible in the construction of

Mines

railroad lines from the company's new
Incorporators
townsito to its coal veins.
are George Storrs. president, Joseph S.
Welch, vice president, C. M. Croft. secretar>',
R. L. Bird, treasurer and three other directors.
It Is said that the company does
not plan to sell any stock, but a bond Issue of approximately $600,000 is probable
a little later. The property is at Gordon
Creek, near Helper and comprises about
4,500 acres of ranch and coal lands.
Tlie
new town will be called Great Western and
lots aggregating $50,000 have already been
sold, principally to miners.
The t'colo mine belonging to Rasmussen
Bros., in the San Juan region has just been
opened.
The coal is of on excellent burning quality and of fine grade.
H. F. Fernstrom. manager of the Bamberger Coal Co. in Salt Lake City, has
succeeded C. H. Fischer, manager of tho
Western Fuel Co., the retail department of
the United States Fuel Co.
The latter has
retired owing to ill health.
Mr. Fernstrom
will I)e succeeded at the Bamberger by
C. C. Davis, cashier.
-\rticles of incorporation of the MatnaJ
Fuel to. of Logan have been filed.
The
company is a subsidiary of the Mutual CoaJ
Co. of Salt Lake City, a new co-operative
concern.
The V. S, Fuel Co. has completed a road
from west of Hiawatha to the top of Gentry
Mountain for timber purposes. This company has bought about 40,000 props from
the Manti forest reserve for use at its
Carbon County mines.

WASHINGTON,

for coal classification.
.\s friends of the court. 'Wm.

and Hugh

J.

J.

declare that market
commerce, and point
start out blindly with
loaded with coal for a port but
study trade conditions before everv busiThey quote Judge Sanborn
ness venture.
in the Union Pacific Coal Co. case as saying that the Government must prove guilt
in cases under the anti-trust law.
The point whether a shipper la liable In
damages for failure to furnish a full cargo
of coal has been pre.-^ented to the Supreme
Court for decision in the case of the Guayaquil and Quito R. R vs. the New York
colliers

and Cuba

^lail

Steamship Co.

The carrier

contracted to carry 2.500 tons of coal for
the shipper from Hampton Roads to Gua>aquil but was not ready to load, because
of which breach of contract was alleged.
Some of the coal was delivered to another
carrier and when loading was accomplished
there were 306 tons short.

WEST VIRGINIA
Several coal concerns increased their capstock during the latter part of SeptemThey were the Canyon Coal and Coke
ber.
Co.. of Uniontown. which operates in this
the capital being increased from
state,
$500,000 to $750,000. The Kelly Creek Collier.v Co.. having general offices in Cleveland, increased its capital stock from $1,400,000 to $1,300,000. This company has a
large plant on Kelly's creek in the Kanawha
ital

field.

Robert Grant, of Boston, head of the New
England Fuel & Transportation Co.. spent
a few days in the Fairmont region recently.

-\mong recent visitors at Wheeling was
.*rne(te. president of the Antler
Coal Co. of Fairmont.
Floyd S. Patton, of the Patton Coal Co.
of Fairmont has returned from a visit to
the Baltimore market.

Thomas W.

Virginia, has been George Wolfe, the secretary of the Winding Gulf Operators'
Association.
Hereafter the Stottlcmeyer Ooal Co. will
supply engine fuel to the B. & O.. this company operating on the Charleston Division
of that road, its plant being at Graves.
In order to supply fuel to the railroad, it
has been nece.ssary for the company to
build a coaling station.
The Greenbrier Smokeless Coal Co. has
begun production in the Greenbrier field, the
newest smokeless field in West Virginia.
Quinwood is becoming the center of activities of the nt-w field where in the last
year or so more than $5,000,000 has been
expended in railroad construction work and
in the development of mining property.
After undergoing a severe operation not
long ago. John W. Smith, superintendent of
the Ingram Branch Coal Co., is well on
the road to recovery.
A lease on 200 acres of coal land on
Campbell's Creek from w. D. Lewis to A.
W. Allen was recorded recently. The land
lies on Sawmill and Pointlick branches of
Campbell's Creek.
The contract gives the
right to manufacture coke and other bvproducts as well as to mine coal.

An improvement is being made at the
Itmann plant of the Pocahontas Fuel Co.
Excavations are being made for a washery.
The Itmann property was opened up about
the time the war broke out but was discontinued for a time. During the period of
a strong market, operations were resumed
at this place, which has become one of the
important properties of the company in the

Wyoming

field.

In preparation for the time when it may
not be possible to secure an adequate car
supply, the Gulf Smokeless Coal Co. has
undc-r construction a storage bin adjoining the tipple of the plant at Tams.
Construction work is about completed and the
company will be able to use it within the
near future.
C. C. Cooke has been succeeded by E. A.
Starling as superintendent of the Guvan
Mining Co.. operating on the Guyan River
in the Logan County field.
The Elk Coal Co. has decided to discontinue its office at Charleston and to take
care of all business originating in West
Virginia through its Columbus office. The
Charleston office was under the direction of
Harold P. Tompkins, who left recently for
France.
"

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Matthews

Martin have filed a brief in
upholding open price

the Supreme Court
associations.
They
news is the basis of
out that men do not

to
of

1920, according to summar.v of the river
coal industry made public by the secretary
of internal affairs, James F. Woodward.
D. S. Watkms. after serving twenty-nine
years in an official capacity with the Buffalo, Rochester and
Pittsburgh, has resigned. Mr. ^Vatkins for the past fifteen
years has been engineer of construction
with headquarters at Du Bois. and was in
charge of the extensive developments of
his company in the Indiana County coal
fields.
He has not announced his future
plans.

D. C.

C. E. Dobbin of the Geological Survey
has returned to Washington from Montana
where he examined land in Garfield County

Among those named by Governor E. F.
Morgan as delegates to the Twenty-Fourth
Annual Conference of the American Mining
Congress in Chicago to represent West

The Spokane &

.\Iber(a Coal and Coke
has been financed by Middle Western
brnkers and will e-xpend approximately
$500,000 in completing the purchase of its
property in the Crows' Xest district and
in the next year's development of the company's holdings.
Surveys are being made
for a railroad from the mine to the company's townsite. five miles distant on the
railroad, near Crows' Nest.

Co.

NOVA SCOTIA
The little River Coal Mining Co., ttd..
has been organized with a capital of $2.500.000 by H. Ollerhead and H. Bruce, of
Sydney and several prominent Newfoundland capitalists, to mine coal areas located
at Codroy in the St. Georges district on
Diamond
the west coast of Newfoundland.
drilling will be

commenced

at once.

Seams

have been located near the seashore, the
outcroppings of which resemble those of
the Sydney coal fields.
Good progress has been made in the development of No. 7 colliery, the newest of
the

Xova

Scotia Steel

& Coal

Co.'s mines.

The work was started in September. 1920.
and the mine is now yielding an average
daily output of 400 tons.

ONTARIO
An

analysis of the coal situation In the

Western Provinces of Canada by F. E. Harrison, an official of the Federal Department
of Labor, indicates the danger of a serious
shortage during the winter. The requirements of domestic coal in Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta are estimated as
The
approximately 3,000.000 tons yearly.
amount of coal actually sold up to Oct. 1.
however, was only 1,700,000 tons, owing to
the withholdings of orders by consumers
and dealers in the hope of a reduction in
prices.
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outer
fields and from the iiiiur and
cre.sceiit fields to Battle t-reek.
SIrhley the
In the complaint of J. J.
ligon
d.cides that the rale

Ohio

Traffic

News

commission
from
i.lte i-oal

The commission
case

the
to

will

conduct hearings in
rates on coal

involving rtiluced
Mo., at
City.

Kansas

Nov.

Kansas

-N.

!>..

to

The efforts of the V. P. RR. to reduc;
and
rates on coal between Wyoming mines
prior
riah cities to the level maintained
last year,
to the general rale increase of
have been nullified by the Interstate C onimerw Commission. The change Is suspended till Feb. 12, 1922. The suspension
be due to the protests ma<le
U believed to operators,
who declared that
bv I'tah coal
the reduction proposed would be discrimina.,.,

26.

until Feb.
railroad schedules proposing a reof 28ic per ton on hitumiiions

commission has suspended
The
jg.T)

Machine ( o.
The Pratt Knrtlneerinic and iinreasonaM.
of .\tlanta complains against
to
rates on bulk coke from Tupelo. Miss.,

duction

Atlanta.
Coal
In the complaint of the M. E. Case
from
Co involving rates on bituminous coal
1^ Mar.>ih. Ilk, to Galesburg. III., the

Texas and St. Louis San Francisco railways In Kansas. Missouri. .Arkansas, and
Oklahoma and on slack from Springfield.
to Kansas City. Kans.. Kansas City,
111.,
Mo., and contiguous points.
In the complaint of the Merchants Coal
* Coke Co., the commission decides that
rates on lump coal from ICldnar Mine and
Cantine 111., to Rose Hill. III., and from
Cantine to Jefferson Park. 111., during Federal control were not unreasonable.

500 steel coal cars.
Examiner G P. Quevedo of Washington,
in
took tesiimoiiy in Milv^aukee recentlyFuel
the case of the Milwanker Western RailCo against the Director General of

alleges that it was
roads.
or
charged excessive rates on shipinents and
coal from points on the Ashtabula Coal railOther
Iron Ry. to docks at Toledo.
roads involved are the Hocking. Baltimore
& Ohio, and Chesapeake & Ohio
The hearing to be held by the 1. C. C. &t
•hicapo Get 24 in the complaint of the
coal
Morton Salt' Co.. involving rates on ports
from West Virginia mines to l.ake
has
for trans-shipm.nt by vessel beyond
ton
per
2Sc
of
been canceled. The refund
recently authorized by the commission on
Lake c.irBo roal expired Oct. SI. •and some
carriers have flbd tariffs continuing this
allowance for thirty days.
The Mllwankee Asftoclatlon of Commerce
has complained to the commission againsi
unreasonable rates on hard and soft coal
from Duluth and Superior, and rei|uest nondiscriminatory rales from Milwaukee.

The company

in

nois

Danville.

Pa.,

reconslgned

to

Eastern

Warren,

Commission has
Kailroad
State
ordered rates on coal from Mllwaukie to

The

Madison

and

other

sfcuihern

cities reduced 9Jc. per ton.
The Silver Grove yards of the Chesapeake & Ohio, just outside of Cincinnati on
the Kentucky side of the river.are to be
Tills Is
changed In name to "Stevens.
in honor of the late George W. Stevens,
who conceived the Idea of the.se terminals
and where thousands of cars of coal have

Coal-Mining Machine. Thomas nonohoe.
Aug. 16, 1921.
Edgewood. I'a. I.a87.886.
Filed Oct. 18, 1915; serial No. 56,372.
Feed Regulator for Powdered Coal.

Han-

Thomas and John Dahlstrom, I'iltsburgh. Pa.. 1.388.129. Aug. 16, 1921. Filed
Sept. 12, 1919; serial No. 323,381,
Feed Reguhilor for Powdered Fuel, Wm.
P Keyser and John A. Moore. Richland
district AA'esl \a.. 1.388,185. Aug. 23, 1921.
Filed June 10, 1919; serial No. 303,074.
Omar K. Clark. Denver,
Rock Drill.
Colo., assignor lo The Denver Kock Dri'.l
Mfg Co., Denver. Colo., 1.388,406. Aug.
Filed July 19, 1918; serial No.
23, 1921.

linen

245,696.

Automatic Trapdoor ioT Mines, W. W.
.Aug.
Wlngo. AVilburlon Okla., 1.388.681.

Centralia,
in

Duquoin

Illinois to

Filed May 14, 1920; serial No.
1921.
381,351.
Patrick J. Murphy.
Steel .Mine-Rail Tie,
Aug. 30, 1921.
Pa, 1.389,066.
Duboi.s,
Filed Dec. 27, 1920; serial No. 433,193,
23,

Wm. W. Sloane,
Mining Locomotive.
Chicago. 111., assignor to Goodman Mfg.
Co, Chicago. 111.. 1.389.076. Aug. 30, 1921.
serial No. 263,997.
Filed Nov. 25, 1918
;

Coal Operators' .V^siiciation, and the Southwestern Interstate Cmil
Operators' .Association to intervene.

Ohio.

Janesville,

1.386,5i>5.
Chicago, 111.,
Filed Sept. 11, 1916; aerial

Inc..

1921.

2

.

16.

Walford,

111.,

No. 119.554.

and
CounOmaha. Nebr.. and South
cil Bluffs. la
the
authorized
has
commission
Omaha, the

In the complaint of the Commerce Club
of St. Joseph, Mo., the commission has authorized the SoulhweBtern Interstate Coal
This
Operators' Assocfatlon to intervene.
case relates to rates on coal from points
in Illinois to St. Joseph.
In the complaint of the Riverside Coal
Co., an I. C. C. examiner recommends that
rates on bituminous coal from mines on
the Ohio and Kentucky Ry. near Ohio
and Kentucky Junction. Ky., to Cincinnati, and points in central and western
trunk line territories be held unreasonable.
Hearing on coal rates from Wyoming
mines to stations in Utah will be held by
the commission at Salt Lake. Nov. 21.
The Salkeld Coal Co., of Pittsburgh,
complains against unreasonable rates on
bituminous coal from mines at Bulger. Pa.,
to

from mines on

southern Illinois groups

destinations will be heard In oral arguments before the commission at Washing-

Nov.

Aug.

complaint of the niinois Coal
Bureau, involving rates on coal from
the Fulton-Peoria, northern Illi-

mines

Wyoming to stations In Uiali to tlie rates
existing before the rate advance of Aug.
26, 1920.
The case concerning routing of coal from

ton,

Oiieratliie KrciiirocatinR ConRichard S. Jacobsen,
.Screens.
&
assignor to Jacobsen

li>r

or

Schraeder,

the

In
Traffic

There has been a general reduction In
freight charges on coke from Ihe Lake
Superior docks to South Dakota points, of
from 10 to 15 per cent.
The I. C. C. has suspended until Feb 12
the proposal of the I nion Pacinc System
to reduce rates on coal from mines In

to

slack,

the Chicago & Alton, Kansas City Southern Missouri Pacific, Missouri Kansas &

i.f

Eighth Pistrlcl Coal Oi>erators' .Association has been authorized to intervene.
Application for a loan of JSftn.noo has
been made to the I. C. C. by the K»nHa».
said
Oklahoma « Gulf K. K. The oompaliy
the purchase of
it wi.uld apply the loan on

Western Marvland Ry. mines

lump and

eoal,

M.'iiii-

veyers

Chicago

.son

tory.

City.

Patents

H«'ctMit

Hecla.

uniKasonable.

Is

D.,

S.

involviim
In Ihe case before the 1. C. L.
Marythe routing of coal from A\ostorn
destinations,
land Rv. mines to Eastern
movcoal
that
asking
filed
been
brief has
Ac O.
B.
for
Maryland
ing from the Western
delivery east of Cherry Run. be Interchanged with the B. & p. at Cherry R"".
Md.
AY. Va.. instead of Cumberland,

Siantoii,

Wisconsin

been held for delivery in times of stress
during the war.
The Kellngg Toasted Corn Flake Co., of
B.T.ttle Creek. Mich., complains against unreasonable rates on soft coal from the

Kighth

District

Obituary
.After

Association Activities
Coal Merchants'
Association
Directors of the association, meeting at
Indianapolis r.eently. approved a report of
two
their statist ir:il ei.mmittee adopting
uniform a.'.'.mitiiiB systems, to l)e know'n
as the siuiplilii'l svstem and the complete
for
suggested
are
systems
These
system.

National

Retail

the use of retail coal dealers, that data
inav be uniformly compiled for government
The
information and public education.
next meeting of the board of directors will
be in February, either at Boston or Philadelphia, the city to be determined by the
board.
,
^
.
«=
The directors also considered traffic
problems, and formulated plans for an
endeavor to remove the inequalities of
.Another section planned a
freight rates
publicity eanipaign. to take the form of
education;!! matter in the reading columns
of new.si>ap. rs and trade publications. The
object ot Uiis campaign is to avoid coal
shortage this winter.

Smokeless Coal Operators' Association
of

h 'vin; been missing several days,

James Uott, \\iu)lesaie cosil broker, aged 80,
was found dead in his apartment in AllenHe was treasurer of the Livtown Pa.
ingston Club, and 50 years a prominent
figure in the social life of AUentown.
George E. Burbldge, president and general manager of the Burbidge Coal Co..
Salt Lake City, Utah, died recently after
Mr. Burbidge was 52
a year's illness.
years of age.
C. P. vrilloughby. representative in eastand cenlral Kentucky for the Atlas
Coal and Coke Co.. Chicago, died suddenly from acute indigestion in Lexington,
Mr. AA'illoughby owned a coal yard
Ky.
also at Richmond, Ky.
Samuel T. Peters, of Williams & Peters,
wholesale coal dealers at 1 Broadway,

ern

New York
in

Isllp,

City, died recently at his home
aged sixty-seven
Island,

Long

had been in the coal business
Mr.
years.
thirty-five
than
Peters was a director in many coal companies and banks and was a member of

He
years.
more
for

several clubs.

The death of Sir William Garforlh,
is a loss to the British coal indu.sHe was well known to engineers and
try
coal owners througlioul thi- Continent for
his great knowledge ot all branches of
mining, his systematic appliciition of science
to the industry and his succes.sful experiments to insure underground safety.

I, L.I).,

West Virginia

the October meeting of the association,
held in New York, witli Second A'ice-President O. M. Deyerlle of Bluefiekl in the chair,
the association declined the offer of Chairthe
man Lasker of the Shipping Board for
use of Shipping Board boats at $1 a year
because after investigating the question of
costs, it was oiivious to the association that
the boats could not be operated in competiIntion with vessels of foreign registry.
vestigation disclosed Ihe fact that the operating cost would be 25 per cent greater than
foreign manned sliips. It was decided, however, at the meeting, to lay all the facts
in connection with the foreign shipping of
coal before Secretary Hoover of the Department of Commerce.
It was found necessary to create a special committee of twelve for the purpose
.At

last stand in securing a rerates on coal for excommittee being named to interpresidents
of the three Tidewater
view the
roads from AV'est Virginia. Vice-presidents
of these roads have declined to act favorably upon a request made by an association
eonimittee for a reduction ir the rate. On
the committee are five from the Norfolk &
AA'i stern territory, five from the Chesapeake
& Ohio and two from the Virginian, all be.
ing coal producers actively engaged on
those line.s.

of

making a

duction

of railroad

port, this

Coming Meetings
The National Industrial

Traffic

annual meeting Nov.

will hold its

9

League
and 10

Hotel, Chicago, 111. ExecuBuildtive secretary L. H. Beek, Conway
ing, Chicago, III.
America
of
Institute
Mining
Coal
The
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh.
Pa Dec. 7, 8 and 9. Secretary H. D.
at the

Mason,

Sherman

Chamber

Jr.,

Pittsburgh,

of

Commerce

Bldg..

Pa.

Annua! coiiC.as Association.
ventlon Nov. 7 to 12 at Congress and AudiSecretar;^ O.
torium Hotels. Chicago. 111.
Fogg, 130 K. 15th St., New York City.
American

H.

Instifnte will hold its
the City Hall, Springfield,

The Dlinois Alining
fall
111.,

meeting

in

Saturday, Nov.

Bolt, Springfield.

19.

Secretary Martin

111.

American Society of Mechanical Engi5-9
neers will hold its annual meeting Dec.
29
at the Engineering Societies' Building.
SecreWest 39th Street, New York City
tary Calvin W. Kice. 29 West 39th Street,

New York

City.

The Only National Paper Devoted
C. E.
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Associations Further Business Co-operation

DESPITE

the criticism that has been heaped upon
trade associations and the disinclination of the
Department o-f Justice to attempt to clarify the situation prior to the decision of the Supreme Court in the
hardwood lumber case, the Department of Commerce is
actively championing the trade-association idea. Secretary Hoover and members of his staff are taking pains
to show that the questionable conduct of a few trade
associations, or aggregations calling themselves trade
associations, has resulted in uncharitable criticism of
all trade organizations.
Mr. Hoover has expressed himself so definitely on the subject that there can be no
doubt that he believes trade associatitms are necessary
to the maximum progress of industry. The rapid multiplication of trade associations until they number nearly
3,000 is interpreted by Mr. Hoover to indicate "a great

and vital movement and something permanent in our
economic system."
Mr. Hoover also said that "The coming together of
manufacturers and producers in the different trades
for the purpose of the advancement of their industries
as a whole is a profound step toward co-operation in
the whole business world.
Out of it will be gained
tremendous benefits for the business public. The various trade associations present a point of contact with
the government such as did not exist ten years ago.
I know of no way in which we can undertake the solution of collective questions except by the co-operative
We cannot
organization of the men in the industry.
go on maintaining our standard of living in the face
of foreign competition unless we can make some progress in the collective sense.
The only way that we can
hope for it is through the organization of associations
that will take up the problems common to all, that gain
inch by inch the efficiency and stability that
national efficiency."

make

for

Banishment

of the Check-Off at Issue
wage questions by legal processes has
disadvantages.
No sooner had Federal Judge

SETTLING
its

Anderson at Indianapolis decreed that the check-off is
illegal and enjoined its use, the union operators more or
less generally accepted the mandate of the court and
announced their decision to discontinue collecting the
sinews of war for the United Mine Workers, and the
mine workers begun to strike, than the Federal Court
of Appeals at Chicago suspended the temporary injunction, leaving the question still to

to

be settled.
The events of last week point to one thing above all
others. The majority of the operators having contracts
with the United Mine Workers are willing, even anxious,
Whatever
to throw overboard the check-off system.
the courts finally decide, whatever be the disposition of
the legal issue raised by the IMingo operators and
Judge Anderson, there can be no doubt that the checkoff is under the fire of more than the court.
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Technically the question before the courts relates to
the alleged conspiracy between operators and miners in
certain fields to organize other fields.
The check-off
simply is held to be a means to that end and an evidence
of alleged unlawful intent. But before a court of wider
jurisdiction
the bar of public opinion the whole question of the check-off is brought to the forefront.
The check-off as a practice is on trial. Begun some
twenty years ago as a means of paying out of miners'
coal the wages of their checkweighman, it has extended
to cover all employees and for evei-y conceivable classification of expenditure.
Operators, ten years ago sectional in their viewpoint, today view with alarm the
outgrowth of the check-off system that compels them
to pay tribute in one field that the mine workers'
organization may have funds to force the unionization
of their mines in another field.
In what respects has the check-off failed?
Why are
the operators ready to abandon it?
Although by this
means millions of dollars have poured into the treasury
of the international organization there still remain large
and important areas of non-union territory. The major
portion of West Virginia, eastern Kentucky, Alabama
and important parts of Pennsylvania are not unionized.
The union has not lived up to its earlier pi-omises to
bring these districts within the fold. So long as v/ages
and prices were on an ascending scale, as from 1898
to 1920, the situation was not unbearable for the union
fields.
Time after time in that period the operators
yielded to circumstances, anticipated the termination
of contracts with the men, and raised wages to meet
the increase in non-union fields.
On a rising market
where the competition was for labor, the operators in
the organized districts were no sticklers for contract
terms when the men asked for increases in advance of
the date previously agreed upon.
With the tide receding, however, the miners refuse to
reciprocate. Wages have gone down in every other industry. Wages at non-union coal mines have dropped to
the 1917 level or lower, while those bound by the award
of the President's Bituminous Coal Commission now
face competition they cannot meet because the union
will not consider a decrease in wages.
With the grief
of this year behind them and the prospect of more to
come, including the possibility before wages can be
adjusted, of a strike or strikes, during which the nonunion fields will reap a harvest, it is small wonder many
hold that the check-off has failed of its main purpose.

—

—

The check-off has had a baneful effect on the union
When demand exceeds supply in any market,
salesmen become nothing but "order takers" and all
incentive is lost for resourcefulness and initiative.
Under a system that automatically keeps the memberitself.

ship of the miners' union at 100 per cent wherever it
is recognized, the great incentive of holding the men is
replaced by that of holding office. An organization the
funds for which are supplied in abundance by the automatic, even forceful, extraction from pay envelopes
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Self-perpetuating jobs do not produce
lo.st'S its punch.
the kind of leaders who built up the United Mine WorkThe present officers, particularly in the districts
ers.
and locals, are not the type of citizen that a generation
ago put the miners' union on the map nor are they the
type to bring the organization back to its maximum
usefulness.

More Reasons

for Frankness

About Coal Facts

WI?CONSIN

has

investigated

the

coal

situation

and has found no fault with the local dealers.
The report by P. H. Pressentin, a special investigator
of the Wisconsin Department of Markets, concludes
that "in so far as Wisconsin coal men are concerned,
both wholesalers and retailers are not profiteering, but
that they are themselves at the mercy of a situation
over which they have no conti'ol."
As no coal is produced in Wisconsin the investigation
covered only the relation between the distributor or
wholesaler handling Eastern or Illinois coal in that
territory and the retail dealers. Here some very interesting data are revealed. The average margin between
cost to dealers and price delivered to consumer in five
Sheboygan, Ashland. Superior, Milwaukee and
cities
Racine was found to be $2.49 per net ton of anthracite.
The highest margin reported was $3.30 on pea size, in
Milwaukee; the lowest was $1.95 on stove and nut sizes,
in Racine.
The highest average for all sizes was $2.60,
in Milwaukee, doubtless because orf so many small yards;
the lowest average was $2.31, in Racine. Net profit in
handling anthracite was found to be from 20c. to 45c.
per ton, virying from the smaller figure with large
companies to the larger figure for the smaller yards.
The average is reported as 35c. per ton.
Retail margins on bituminous coal are reported to
have ranged from $1.67 to $2.36 per ton on Illinois coal
and from $2 to $2.50 on Eastern coal that is, West
Virginia splint, Pocahontas and Hocking. The conclu-

—
—

—

sion of the investigator that the net profit per ton of
from 25c. to 50c. on the srruiU tonnage handled by
many of the dealers is "insufficient to meet living costs
today" is significant. The coal trade of Wisconsin is
relieved of the charge of profiteering. The moral of the
tale is found in the conclusion i-especting the industry
It was
supplying* the coal to the Wisconsin dealers.
admitted that freight rates were too high and that the
wages paid mine labor were high but fi.xed until April,

1922, by a Federal commission.
Having cleared the dealers in the state from any
odium of evercharging for coal the repoi't adds: "That
the hard-coal industry is practically a monopoly controlled by coal-sales companies who are subsidiary
organizations of large Eastern railroai'.s. They fix the
price at which the coal is to be sold all over the nation.
Independent dealers are Ijound to accept the prices fixed
The supply and price of coal in
or go without coal.
Wisconsin indicate a national condition which only control by the Federal government can reach.
What
profits coal-mine operators have made in th:; past and
are making today cannot be learned by any investigation made in Wisconsin. If the mines were in Wiscoiisin
it would be a different situation.
"There is substantial concentration in the anthraciteproducing industry. Whether there has been any collusion by Eastern operators to keep down production,
causing a shortage, in past years, is open for inquiry.
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It does not appear that such a condition exists the
present year in so far as production goes.
A sinister
condition in the coal situation is the apparently monopolistic control the Eastern operators have of the whole
business reaching from mine to retailer, as the larger
dock companies (wholesalers) also conduct a retail

business,

making

their interests so interlocked that

it

does not give an independent an opportunity, except
upon such terms and conditions as the dock companies
name. In other words, they must either pay the price
that the dock companies fix, which price is primarily
set by the price made by the Eastern operator, or go
without coal."

The investigator deplores the fact that it is almost
impossible to get "basic facts and figures relating to
the fuel industry prior to the coal coming to the state."
Thus one large, influential, iion-coal-producing state
has put the burden of proof on the producer and distributor.
The voters of this state Und themselves
powerless to get the facts about costs of production and
distribution of coal: hence they are suspicious of combination and profits.
Where they have been able to
get the facts
that is, af local conditions^
they art
satisfied.
The coal that floavs through retailer.s' yards
to households is more and more coming \o be viewed
as a public question; the Business of supplying 'poal
to voters is being looked upon- as a public .utility.
do not believe the industry has anything to "hide, that
the element that has in the past and that might now,
if conditions permitted, take advantage of the consumer,
is decidedly
in {he minority.
For three years tlie
activities of the producer and, distributor have been investigated by the Senate with .negative results as far
as the public is concerned.
No violations of law by the"coal industry were indicated, the defense against the onslaughts of opponents
was successfully met, but the public is far from convinced that all is right even yet. It would .seem ?hat
what IS lacking is some means whereby an investigator,
as in Wisconsin» can secure the "basic facts and figures
relating to the fuel industry prior tto the coal coming
to the state."
It must be apparent to all that the
result of this particular investigation and report is to
increase the pressure on the congressional delegation
from Wisconsin to provide, through Federal legislaSurely the point has been
tion, that type 'of data.
pa^-ed where the producer and distributor may sit back
and say that what he charges for coal is none of the
business of the consumer, or that he may expect the
buyer to be content with his assertion that he is making but a reasonable profit, or even losing money.
It is no simple matter to set forth the facts in a form
to appeal to the man who shovels his coal into his furnace.
But before even that can be attempted, the coal
producers and distributors must get past the point of
agreeing that fact finding is a good thing and desirable,
and must find some way to make it an accomplished
fact.
A producer of coal may appeal to the business
judgment of his large customers, the industrials, railroads or public utilities, and satisfy them as to fhe
reasonableness of his position, but another method of
approach to the household consumer must be adopted.
None so far considered excels the possibilities of
approach through the newspaper with a story based on

—

—

We

The
facts ascertained by or through the government.
public that controls Congress wants the facts vand will
eventually get them. It would seem better to offer the
data than to have them extracted by

foi-ce.

—
November
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Mixed-Pressure Turbine Installation with Regenerator

Appreciably Decreases Power Costs at Nokomis
Exhaust from Mine Hoist Passed Through Rateau Regenerator
and Mixed-Pressure Turbine Greatly Lowers Power Cost Service
More Continuous Than That Obtained from Purchased Power

—

By

C.

W. Smith,'-

Chicago,

THE

Nokomis Coal Co. recently put into operation
Nokomis mine, in Illinois, one of the most
modern coal-mine power plants in the state. This
at its

plant is of 1,300-kw. capacity, being equipped with a
1,000-kw. mixed-pressure and a 300-kw. high-pressure
turbine. Prior to the installation of this plant all electric power used was purchased from a local public-servThe hoist, which was driven by two
ice company.

28 X 48-in. steam engines, together with an 18 x 18-in.
fan engine and several pumps, was supplied by steam
from six 84 in. x 20 ft. horizontal return-tubular boilers.
Power was purchased for general lighting and for
driving, the tipple machinery and also for all underground operations. The day load in addition to the tipple

111.

supply any additional steam that might be required.
These three schemes were studied with care and it
was decided that the third was the most desirable. A
mixed-pressure plant appeared to be the least expensive
in first cost and if successfully installed it would be the
most economical to operate. After consultations with
numerous manufacturers and engineers, C. M. Garland,
consulting engineer, of Chicago, was engaged to make
a report on the power situation as it then existed and to
make recommendations as to ti^e installation best

adapted to the situation.
Mr. Garland, after careful investigation, reported that
a mixed-pressure installation was entirely feasible and

machinery consisted of thirty alternating-current

cutting machines each equipped with a 30-hp. squirrelcage motor, also two synchronous motor-generator sets
one of 150- and the other of 200-kw. capacity operating
the main-line haulage motors. The night load consisted
of two 110-kw. motor-generator sets used for charging
the seventeen storage-battery gathering locomotives and
The
the night illumination above and below ground.
maximum demand during a five-minute interval was between 450 and 500 kw., and the momentary demand
often ran up to 700 kw.

—

Particularly Expensive in Slack Periods
Although the electrical installation at this mine wa.«
planned to be as economical as possible, the method of
both purchasing and generating power made the plant
as a whole extremely expensive to operatef. This was
especially true during periods of slack work when it
was necessary to keep firemen on dutj- and to pay high
primary or service charges to the power company. The
lack of economy became more pronounced during the
last two years, when the power company's rates were
almost doubled. Another objection to this type of power

:f^

.^ _B^
)

B I ]|i
fig

fP'

Ct

l[

room with regexerator house at extreme left

i:xterior of ti'rr.ixe

1.

The power house is constriicl'-tl of common brick laid with red
)nortar and trimmed with reinforced-concrete coping, lintels and
sills.
It is large and roomy and has a pleasing appearance. Large
windows, fitted with steel sash, provide plenty of light and ventilation.

installation in addition to the expense of operation was
the numerous and expensive shutdowns caused by frequent failure of the utility company to deliver current.
These shutdowTis often occurred at a time when continuous operation of the mine was highly desirable.
Accordingly the power situation at this mine was
studied carefully to ascertain what changes could be
to effect the desired economies. There were found
be three schemes woi-thy of trial: (11 To discard the
steam hoist and replace it with an electric machine, purchasing all power. (2) To install additional boilers and
(3)
a high-pressure power plant generating all power.
To install a mixed-pressure turbine, thus utilizing the
waste, steam from the hoist engines, adding boilers to

made

to

•riiiff pngineer. Nokomis Coal Co., 1380 OKI Colony Building,
Chicago, 111.
tA general description of this electrical installation appeared
in Coal Age of Oct. 16, 1919.

FIG.

2.

TIPPLE SIDE OF TUlll:l
regexidrator room

The turbine-room floor was built level with the floor of the
hoist-engine room and is connected thereto by a covered passage
above the regenerator room. As the building is located near the
mine tipple it was feared that coal dust might cause trouble in
operating the turbine. To overcome this no windows were put in
the side nearest the tipple.
Tlie switchboard was mounted along
this blank wall.
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it could be operated without addiAccordingly he \va.< commissioned to
make the plans for and to supervise the erection of the
new turbine plant. Construction was begun in July,
1920, but because of the difficulty e.xperienced in obtaining material and machinerj- at that time the plant

that in his opinion
tional

boilers.

actually put into operation until June, 1921.
In order to conserve all steam possible it was decided
exto electrify all machinery on the surface, with the
In this way not
ception of three car-puller engines.
only was all the steam actually conserved but also the
condensation in the various steam lines. In accordance

was not

with this plan the repair shop, ventilating fan and
water-supply pumps were electrified. As the maximum
demand was between 450 and 500 kw. before these
changes were made, it was decided to make the main
unit in the

new

installation of 1.000-kw. capacity.

This would be a satisfactory size for economical operation and would provide enough surplus power to take

Vol. 20, No. 19

The new building
for the condensers and auxiliaries.
proper was set about 13 ft. away from the hoist-engine
room and this space was used to house the Rateau regenerator.
The exterior of this regenerator room may
be seen in Figs. 1 and 2.
This arrangement places the regenerator in a direct
line between the hoist engine and the mixed pressure
turbine and provides a housing at small expense for
In addiprotecting the regenerator from the weather.
tion to this, doors are provided in the dividing wall
between the basement of the turbine room and the
regenerator room so that the heat given off by the
regenerator is utilized in winter for heating the turbine room.
The 1.000-kw. mixed-iircssme turbine was built by
the Ridgway Dynamo & Enpine Co. and was designed to
carry the rated load on either high-pressure steam at
150-lb. gage with 28-in. vacuum or on low pressure steam
at 18-lb. absolute and 28 in. of vacuum. The generator

Turbine-Room
Interior with

Switchboard

The 100

O-kw.
mixed-pressure turbine is shown in
the foreground, and
bihind it is the 300liw.
high-pressure
turbine.

The

tur-

bine room is roomy
and well lighted.
Behind the 300-kw.
machine is the pas.sago to the hoistengine room.

care of any future increase in the mine consumption.
This unit was to be a mixed-pressure turbine in order to
To
utilize the waste steam from the hoist engine.
handle the night load it was decided to install a 300-kw.
high-pressure turbine. It was planned to run the 1,000kw. unit sixteen hours each day and the 300-kw. maIn case of necessity, however, the
chine eight hours.
300-kw. machine can carry the load for the sixteen hours
the mine is not hoisting. Even in event of an accident
to the 1,000-kw. unit, the storage-battery locomotives
can be used on the main-line haulage and maintain mine
production at about 50 per cent of normal capacity.
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the power plant is housed
in a new brick structure about 41 x 51 ft. in size,
The
constructed adjacent to the hoist-engine room.
building is 37 ft. 6 in. high above the floor of the basement. The distance from the basement floor to the top
of the turbine-room floor is 12 ft., giving ample space

was designed for 2,300-volt 3-phase, 60-cycle current and
provided with direct-connected exciter.
This unit is mounted over a Worthington surface condenser with turbine-driven circulating pump, motordriven condensate pump and steam-driven rotative dryvacuum pump. The condenser was designed to provide
a 28-in. vacuum with 70 deg. cooling water.
Live steam for the 1,000-kw. unit and its auxiliaries
taken from an 8-in. high-pressure header located in
This header also
the ba.sement of the turbine room.
supplies steam for the 300-kw. unit. Fig. 3 shows the
turbine room and Fig. 4 the condenser and auxiliaries.
The exhaust steam as it comes from the hoist engine
passes through an 18-in. header to the Rateau regenerator.
This is 9 ft. in diameter and 25 ft. long and is
equipped with back-pressure valves set at 3 lb., which is
the maximum back pressure on the hoist engine. From
the regenerator the exhaust steam passes to the lowis
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FIG.

4.

Condenser and
Auxiliaries for

1,000-kw.

Turbine
This unit is mounted over a Worthiiigton surface condenser
with
turliine-driven
circulating pump, motor-

driven

pump,

condensate
and steam-

driven

rotative

dry vacuum pump.
Tlie condenser was
designed to provide
;l

2S-in.

with 70

degr.

vacuum
cooling

^^"ater.

pressure

.side

and an

of the

Ridgway turbine through an

Ib-.u.

When

the pressure in the regenerator falls to about li lb. per square inch below the
atmospheric pressure, the governor on the mixedpressure turbine automatically admits enough live steam
to carry the load until the pressure in the regenerator
is again sufficient to cany the load alone.
This governor
has been found to operate in a highly satisfactory

line

separator.

oil

manner.

Steam from the auxiliaries used

in connection with
exhausted into the 18-in. low-pressure line
leading from the regenerator.
Two 4-in. pop valves
this unit is

Turbine
Building and

Spray Pond
Circulating
water
from the condenser
is pumped through
a spray cooling sys-

tem which

is instal-

led over a 50

X 300
pond holding the
reserve water sup-

ft.

ply located

150 ft.
plant. The
circulating v,' a t e r
from the Schutte-

from the

Koerting condenser
is

not passed

through

the

nozzles, as

it

spray

would

require an additional circulating pump.

This water is allowed to circulate
from one end of the
pond to the other.

wii the 8-in. high-pres.sure header also are con1..,.
J.
nected so as to blow off into the 18-in. low-pressure
header. These are set to pop off at a pressure slightly below that which lifts the safety valves on the boilers, thus
saving the steam that usually is lost when the pressure
in the boilers exceeds that desired.
Circulating water from the condenser is pumped
through a spray cooling system by a 12-in. steam turbine-driven centrifugal pump. This spray system was
installed over an existing pond holding the reserve water
supply. This reservoir is 300 ft. long by 50 ft. wide and
is located at a distance of about 150 ft. from the plant.
1
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shows a general view of the Nokomis power plant.
The 300 kw. high-pressure turbine, furnished by the

Fig. 5

General Electric Co., is equipped with a Schutte-Koerting jet condenser to which circulating water is supplied
by a 6-in. motor-driven centrifugal pump. This is returned to the cooling pond by gravity.
The circulating water from the Schutte-Koerting condenser is not passed through the spray nozzles, as this
would require an additional circulating pump. It is allowed to circulate from the discharge near one end of
the pond to the suction line at the opposite end. During
the normal operation for which this unit was intended
Even in the
this arrangement is entirely satisfactory.
summer months the temperature of the pond rises only
a few degrees. When this unit has to be operated for

more than sixteen hours a day, as sometimes happens,
when the mine is not working, the circulating pump on
the large condenser is operated once or twice a day for
a period of approximately an hour in order to cool down
the temperature of the pond. This has proven a highly
satisfactory manner of eliminating an additional circulating pump and of saving the power required for its
operation.

The switchboard, which was constructed by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., is of remotecontrol type with all the 2,300-volt equipment located in
the basement. It is provided with a voltage regulator
and synchronizers for the paralleling of the two generators.

The 1,000-kw. machine

is

protected by circuit

breakers on the feeder panels and the 300-kw. generator
is protected by an overload attachment on the generator
switch.
This arrangement is made necessary by the
fact that at night the small generator must supply cur-

FIG.

Ai()Toi:-i>r;tvi:x

Ain wasiii^r

.\s Uie turbine building is 1i.imI.i1 near the mine tipple it was
ared that the coal dust miglit eause trouble in operating the
lurbines.
An air washer was pmvided for washing all air used
I.

in

ventilating

and cooling the

lurliines.

rent over the feeders which are ordinarily supplied during the working period by the 1,000-kw. machine. Two
generator panels, a feeder panel for the bottom, one for
the mine fan, one for the tipple, and one for station
auxiliaries are provided.
A lighting panel is installed
for the distribution of the current to the lighting circuits on the surface as w-ell as a swinging bracket for
the voltage regulator and station instruments.
Both generator and feeder panels are equipped with
integrating wattmeters for measuring the current
supplied to the different departments. A flow meter is
provided for measuring the amount of high-pressure
steam supplied to the turbine plant. Fig. 6 shows the
high-tension equipment located in the basement.
The power house is constructed of common brick laid
in red mortar and trimmed with reinforced-concrete
coping, lintels and sills. It is large, roomy and of pleasing appearance. Large windows, fitted with steel sash
provide plenty of light and veiiliiation.
The floor of the
turbine room was built level with that of the hoist
engine room and is connected thereto by a covered passage above the regenerator room .shown in Fig. 2. As
the building is located near the mine tipple it was feared
chat coal dust might cause trouble in operating the
turbine.
To reduce this possibility no windows were
put on that side. The switchboard was mounted along
i!his blank wall. An air washer was provided for washing
all air used in ventilating and cooling the generators.
Fig. 7 shows the air washer and pump.
Power for the mine is taken direct from the 3-phase
60-cycle 2,300-volt bus. Transformers reduce the voltto 270 for operating the tipple machinery, shop
motor, pumps and mining machines, but the ventilatingfan motor and motor-generator sets are operated directly from the 2,300-volt line.
The new plant was placed in operation about July 1
and was run for about two weeks before the supply of
power from the public service company was disconnected. Notwithstanding the special nature of the design, the plant was placed in operation with practically
none of the troubles ordinarily encountered at this parSince that
ticular period in the life of every plant.
time it has been carrying the load without difficulty and
without interruption to service. The most gratifying
circumstance has been the performance of the mixedpressure turbine in shifting from high-pressure to lowpressure steam under variaVjle loads. It can be truth-

age

FIG.

fi.

HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHBOAKD EQUIPJIKNT IN
TURBINE Room easement

The switchboard, which was constructed by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co., is one of thi' remote-control type
with

all

2.300 volt eciuii>ment located in the basement.
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fully said that the operation of the mixed-pressure turbine on variable loads and on passing from high-to lowpi-essure steam and the reverse is just as steady as that
of a high-pressure machine operating on similar loads.
This matter of regulation in shifting from high
pressure to low-pressure and the reverse under variable
loads has been the weakest feature in the design of
The elimination of this
mixed-pressure installations.
weakness in this machine greatly broadened the field for
the mixed-pressure turbine for mining and similar operations involving the utilization of an intermittent
supply of low-pressure steam.
It has been found also that the regenerator, instead
of increasing the back pressure on the hoisting engines,
has caused it to be reduced, for the original exhaust lines
were too small. This, together with the electrification of
the fan drive and the pumps, has had the effect of lowering the steam consumption, and the six original boilers
now operate the entire plant with greater ease than they
It is estidid before the installation of the turbines.
mated that the reduced steam consumption will save
3,000 tons of coal per annum.

Power Generation Adds Only Two On Roll
Only two men have had

to be

added

into operation.

large tonnage handled

757

ing cycle, a steam hoist with a mixed-pressure turbine
same efficiency in the
use of steam as will a high-pressure turbine installation
installation will give virtually the

with motor-generator sets and an electric hoist.

Analyses of Southern Somerset County Coal

SOMERSET

County, Pennsylvania, was explored by

the second geological survey of that state, when
only six commercial mines were working outside of the
Salisbury basin, and so there were few data available

on which the study could be based.
For this reason
D. Sisler, of the Bureau of Topographic and Geological Survey, with G. H. Ashley, State Geologist, is mak
ing an inquiry and has published in typewritten form
an account of his preliminary findings.
In the southern part of Somerset County are found
the Brookville bed, with an average thickness of 36 in.,
many binders and much sulphur; the Clarion bed, about
18 in. thick, with many fine shale binders and rather
high in sulphur; the Lower Kittanning bed, 28 in. in
average thickness, clean but with high sulphur; the
Middle Kittanning, which is merely of geological interest but which is not mineable the Upper Kittanning,
the average thickness of which is 4 to 5 ft. where
mined, which is never entirely clean or easy to rid of
its impurities and is in places rather high in ash and
sulphur; the Lower Freeport, which has a maximum
thickness of 5 ft. 4 in. including impurities and which
has a large shale and bone binder in the center; the
Upper Freeport, which is of equal thickness but always
has shale and bony binders; the Bakerstown, if that
is really what it is, which is 2 ft. thick and clean; the
J.

;

to the force since

On account of the
has been customary for many
These men
years to employ two hoisting engineers.
Formerly the engineer
relieve each other every hour.
off duty looked after the oiling of engines, pumps and
other machinery, but since the turbines were installed
he has acted as power-plant attendant. This has necesIt also has been
sitated the employment of an oiler.
necessary to place a fireman on the third shift to relieve
the hoisting engineer employed on this shift, who formerly did his own firing. In addition it has been necessary on operating days to have an engineer put in an
extra hour in the morning, as his help is needed in starting up the mixed-pressure tui-bine.
This plant has effected a large reduction in the cost
of power for the Nokomis Coal Co. and undoubtedly
will cause radical changes in the design of plants serving relatively deep mines where large production is desired.
Although the steam hoist has been recognized as
much more flexible and less expensive than an electric
installation, yet it has been considered wasteful to operate.
This waste, however, can be entirely overcome
by the installation of a mixed-pressure power plant.
Furthermore at a deep-shaft mine with a short hoistwas put

this plant

..

.

.

it

Pittsburgh, which is confined to the Berlin-Salisbury
basin arid is 7 ft. 9 in. thick including binders that are
here larger than in ordinary Pittsburgh coal; the Redstone, which is confined to the same basin and which
averages 4 ft. 8 in. and is fairly clean with two small
characteristic binders.
This region has three basins: The Wellersburg, which
is the tailing out of the Georges Creek basin of Maryland; the Salisbury-Berlin basin with large areas in
the troughs of lightly covered Pittsburgh and Redstone
coals and the Somerset-Confluence basin, which contains
only the Allegheny series of coals from the Clarion to
the Upper Freeport. Although the Wellersburg area is
a fringe of the Georges Creek basin of Maryland, yet,
because of the overshadowing value of the latter region,
the Wellersburg field has a small production and has
never been fully prospected.

AN.VLYSKS OF COAL IN THK MINKS OF THE SOUTHERN H.\LF OF .SOMERSET COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
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\(lvantage of Using, an Isometric

Mine Map

Bearing Selected Operating Date
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delineating upon these reduced maps of the ."surface
and underground workings the various factors relating
to transportation, power, drainage, ventilation and the
like.

By Thomas
the
ALLrelate
L

Kennedy

F.

.Siianton.

I'a.

problems around the mines, whether they
to

transportation,

power distribution or power

ventilation,

utilization,

drainage,

have reached

such a high degree of complexity that their solution
is now more ditRcult than ever, especially where conditions make it hard even for superintendents and
engineers to visualize accurately the relative locations
under and above ground. In the early stages of development of any coal property, it is an easy matter for
the average superintendent, foreman or engineer to

remember the number of miners and laborers employed
at any particular point, the number of cars of coal
and 'rock produced, the location of the various working
chambers, the kind of haulage and the like. As development progresse.=', however, it is almost impossible for
the superintendent or engineer in charge to keep in
mind the varied and many additional factors all of
which contribute to an increased output.
As an aid to the solution of the foregoing problems
pictures of the working maps can be made by reducing
the scale to one of, say, 1 in. equals 400 ft., and

To illustrate the procedure to be followed I have
selected a typical e.xample involving transportation. In
Fig. 1 an outline of a colliery is shown presenting its
general and important surface features so far as transFigs. 2 and 3 show the "A"
portation is concerned.
and "B" beds with the various working gangways and
chambers, the number of miners and laborers employed,

the various weights of rail used in the track system,
Where only a few beds arc considered, it is easy
etc.
to visualize the whole transportation system in general by studying the plans, but when the number of
measures worked is large and the transportation is
complicated, it is almost impossible to develop a picture of the system without fre(iuent reference to many
maps. This means the expenditure of much time and
Consequently, in order to save trouble, I have
energj'.
resorted to the development of a distorted i.';omctric
This is shown below.
view- of the several coal beds.
The transportation systems in each bed are drawn or
projected upon the plane of projection of the colliery
The view of No. 1 Tunnel connecting the
property.
"A" and "B" beds is shown distorted.
By this means transportation from the face to the
Property tine-^

,
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STEREOGRAM OF A COAL-MINING PROPERTY WITH HEADINGS AND ROOMS
By this type of map the various operations are placed in due relation to each other,
though

somewhat distorted by
Somewhat the same

projection.

isometric
effect

is

bv the sub.«equcnt arrangement,
however, tlioueh the relation is not so clear
to one who is not a mining man. The use of
the skeleton saves labor in reproduction

attained

and.

what

IN
is

SKELETON

more important, makes

it

pos-

sible to compress the workmg detail into
This is important, as halt tne
less space.

value of information

lies in its concisene.<!S.
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MAPS OF SAME PROPERTY AT DIFFERENT LEVELS, SHO"WING CERTAIN OPERATING DATA
It is becoming apparent that the payroll
record which deals with the whole mining
force and frequently fails to group the employees of like occupation affords but poor
indication of operating conditions.
Too
many mines have no other record. Others,

like the Hudson Coal Co., are using varicolored pins disposed on a wall chart. Some
of these maps were exhibited at the Mar^
on the- occasion of
I'ine Colliery
....^
^
-- inspection
by the members of the American Institute
of Mining Engineers during their recent
,.

—

This method
while objectionable because
at much labor, gives the
at the time for
effectively
--.

trip to the anthracite region.

of annotation,

corrected

only

nformation

which the

map

is

even to the novice.

made and

.

is

.

mtelligiDle
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coal pocket can be traced with small effort.

A
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study of

both plans and isometric views furnishes all important
information necessary for a quick and accurate visualization of the whole transportation system.
The same principle, namely, that of drawing distorted
isometric views, can be applied also and with advantage
Such
to the ventilation, power and drainage systems.
drawings may become a valuable aid in reports compiled for coal operators and laymen.

Million-Volt Current Tests Point to Mines

As Possible

Electrification Centers

ONLY

by using high voltages can coal mines hope to
be the sites of power-generating stations for the
One peculiarity of
industries of the United States.
our one-sided development is that regions where coal
is produced are not the great manufacturing centers
that they might be reasonably expected to be, unless
Pittsburgh and St. Louis may be regarded as exceptions.
The first, however, in the main manufactures
the larger products, and St. Louis is over the edge of
the coal fields and derives its importance from having
been for many years a railroad center, and still earlier
a lively Mississippi port.

Generally speaking, factories

have not moved toward coal but coal toward factories.
Population is segregated along the Atlantic seaboard
in the coal-mining states.
Virginia, one of the greatest of coal producers
and one where much of the best coal is produced, is
extremely backward in manufacture, and other areas,

and not

West

such as parts of Virginia and Kentucky, have excellent
coal and great activity as coal centers, yet they make
few of the goods which the United States needs. The
population also is sparse, partly by reason of inaccessibility and also because of the history of our industrial
development.
It seems, therefore, that the railroads must continue
to transport our coal with great economic loss or else
means must be provided such as will make it possible
Owing
to transmit electricity over greater distances.
to the facts stated and to the necessity for the transshipment of other raw products than coal into the mine
regions and the freighting of the finished products to

A

lOi-l.N,

Sl'.\Kl<i iVi;H

.\'l'

l.liiii.UiKl

VOLTS

The air is a poor dielectric foi- liigh voltages. Note the long
travel through air made l)y lightning discharges, which are sparkovers of titanic dimensions. This .-^parl^ is nearly 9 ft long.
the districts which the large populations now occupy
we cannot expect in this generation to fill the mining
regions with a manufacturing population, for which
indeed the rugged character of the country and the

water-supply difficulties of all mining areas render them
in a large degree unsuited.
It has been said that the voltage should be 1,000 per
mile of transmission.
A thousand-mile transmission
should therefore be at a million volts. Can electricity
be conducted with safety and certainty at such a voltage? All experiments in this direction are of vital interest to those who would use the coal mines as powergenerating centers. The great super-power project does
not contemplate any such distances as one thousand
miles.
It looks to the nearer coal fields and regards
them as feeders in the main for those parts of the
manufacturing East as are nearest to the coal fields.
Though the power would Ije interconnected it is not
supposed that Clearfield, much less West Virginia,
would supply power for Boston and the other manufacturing centers of New England.
Though there are many economic difficulties in the
effective use of large voltages and though many engineers question whether current created at the mines
can compete with current made from coal at the point
of sale and doubt whether it is economically possible
to condense with the water at the mines the large
quantities of steam used in a super-power station, yet
it is of interest to coal-mining men that successful
manipulation of electric power at more than one million
volts and at commercial frequencies has been accomplished in the high-voltage engineering laboratory at
the Pittsfield works of the General Electric Co. During
the course of the experiments just completed much valuable data was gathered indicating the feasibility of
appreciably higher transmission voltages than are now
in use.

APPARATUS FOR GENERATING AXD TESTING MILLIONVOLT CURRENT
The highest commercial voltage is 220,000. this now being inDifflculties arise with excessively
on the Paciflc coast.
high voltage owing to the higher costs of insulation, pole conThe conductors for a million
struction and heavy conductors.
volts would have to be 4 in. in diameter or larger.

.<italled

Physical laws usually accepted as applying to highvoltage phenomena were found to hold true at these
enormous potentials. In the course of the e.xperiments
the spacings for sphere- and needle-spark gaps were
carefully checked up and prolongation of existing curves
(750,000 volts and under) were found correct up to
1,000,000 volts.

Arc-over tests also were made on strings of standard 10-in. suspension insulators at potentials up to
The accepted laws of corona were
1,100,000 volts.
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checked at similar potentials and found to hold true.
A short transmission line was tested for corona conditions and the results indicated that a line using conductors 4 in. in diameter or larger would be nece.s3ary
at

1,000,000 volts.

The successful conclusion of these tests is the result
of more than thirty years of constant e.xperimentation,
during which time transmission
steadily

from the

first

voltages have risen
15,000-volt line built in Pitts-

1891 to the present high commercial potential
of 220,000 volts, equipment for which was recently
shipped from Pittsfield and is now being installed on
the Pacific coast.
These tests confirm the belief of the Pittsfield engineers that it will be commercially feasible to use appreciably higher voltages than are now employed in
the transmission of power and betoken the extension of
long-distance transmission beyond limits heretofore beElectrical engineers are now in a posilieved possible.
field in

tion to forecast results.

The

is well stated by F. W.
director of the laboratory, as follows:
For some time engineers have been able to predict with certainty
the coi'ona and spark-over characteristics of high-voltage transmission.
These predictions were based on laws of corona established by careful tests made up to about 250 kv. and on sparkover curves established on needle and sphere gaps as well as on line

Peek,

significance of these tests

Jr.,

Approved Methods of
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insulators at

somewhat more than double

this potential.

Com-

mercial apparatus has already been built for 220-kv. operation.
It was of great present theoretical and probably future practical interest to determine experimentally It there was a discontinuity in the established laws and curves at a million volts or
over.
Although no deviation was expected, no one could be cerIt might, for instance, be contain until actual tests were made.
sidered that because of the great length of lightning sparks the
air must be relatively weaker at extreme voltages.
Tests on potentials up to about 1,100 kv. were made on the
The results sevarious elements entering a transmission line.
cured were as follows: (a) The spark-over curve showed no disThe spark-over at 1,100 kv. was found to be about
continuity.
105 in.
(b) The spark-over curve between 75-cm. spheres showed
(c) Tests were made
no great deviation from calculated values,
on strings of line insulators and the spark-over voltages proved
for
instance,
a
string
expected
of
to be as
eighteen standard
suspension insulators arced over at about 900 kv., while a string
of twenty-two insulators did not arc over at more than 1,000 kv.
(d) Visual corona tests were made on brass-tube lines 3i in. in
diameter operating single-phase.
The corona starting voltage
(about 900 kv. ) checked closely with the calculated value.
;

While thus far laboratory experiments have been conducted only on these extreme potentials they have demonstrated clearly the possible future trend of development. For many years the super-power plant erected
at the mine mouth with its high-tension lines extending
into far-distant territory has been a dream, in some
cases now approaching a reality. Demonstrations such
as those made at Pittsfield and here described brings
its fullest realization appreciably nearer.

Fitting Pinions to Their Shafts

A

Clean Even Fit Upon the Shaft Is a Prime Requisite
—Drive Should Not Be Made Through the Key, Which Is
Merely a Safety Device in Case Pinion Should Tend to Slip
By H. H. Johnston*
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

MANY

details

must be observed

in placing

motor

pinions upon their shafts if successful results
are to be uniformly achieved. Though the process of installation is by no means either difficult or complicated, highly important essentials are sometimes overlooked, either through ignorance or otherwise.
This
omission often results in failure.
Pinions that are
mei-ely slipped onto their shafts with the nuts tightened
will not operate satisfactorily and probably will loosen
and cause the failure of parts other than the pinion
itself.
A key between pinion and shaft is not, as is
sometimes believed, for the pui'pose of driving the gears,
the load being taken by the key. The drive should be
accomplished rather through a "press fit" or a "shrink
fit" of the pinion upon the motor shaft.
In reality the
key is a safety device in the event that the pinion should
loosen from its grip upon the shaft.
Pinions may be applied by means of either pressure
or heat. In either case when placing them upon motor
shafts with taper fits it is necessary to have the tapered
surfaces of both shaft and pinion clean and free from
burrs. The bore of the pinion should be in actual contact with not less than three-quarters of the surface of
the shaft taper. This can be checked up by rubbing on
Prussian blue, thin red lead and oil, or thin lamp black
and oil, and then fitting the pinion onto the shaft.
It is important also to note that the pinion keyway is
of proper size for the key on the shaft.
The pinion
•General

should not bind on either the top or the sides of the
it ride the key when pressed finally home.
Other points to note are that the pinion keyway can
be 0.002 in. wider than the key but must not be narrower, for in such a case the pinion could be forced to
place only against the pressure of the key. Between the
top of the key and the bottom of the keyway in the
pinion a clearance of A in. is permissible. The key corners should be rounded to prevent them from cutting.
key, nor should

HE.A.TING PINION IN BOILING W.-iTER

ON SHAFT

employed, the lowt-r part being used
and the upper for the water to
the pinion which is to be expanded by toe
In°f boiling. 30 minutes
Method suited
,n ,?i^^„
125-hp. motors.
Where
pinions are over 3 in. in
;i?„5,r,
diameter an°l
hour's boiling is necessary.
f„;'^,S'^fi'J,^S''"l'"°".-'^"'^,'^
for
the electric heatmg elements

^fJr.V^^^Al'^

engineering

Manufacturing Co.

department,

Westinghouse

Electric

BEFORE FITTING

"¥

1°''

,^9*'.'''^

^™^
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Where pinions are put in place by the aid of heat, satisfactory results can be obtained without the use of a
high-pressure press. The process is simple but varies
slightly for different sizes of motors.

to 125 hp., pinions with bores 3

For machines up
and less

in. in ciianieter

are heated in boiling water for thirty minutes. Pinions
exceeding 3 in. in bore diameter should be so heated for
one hour.
When the pinions have assumed the temperature of
the boiling water UOO deg. C. or 212 deg. F.) they are
removed from the liquid and the bore is quickly wiped
clean. Before the pinion has had opportunity to cool it
is slipped onto the shaft and tapped to place by means
of a copper bar or with a 6- or 8-lb. hammer, using a
hea\T piece of wood or copper between it and the pinion.
This tapping is done evenly around the end of the
pinion, three or four blows being struck. It should be
noted that the purpose of tapping is not to secure a
drive fit but to make sure that the pinion is well seated.
When fully home the nut and lockwasher can be put in
place and drawn up tightly by using a wrench with a
3- or 4-ft. lever arm.
On motors of more than 125 hp. the pinions should be
heated with a gas flame applied within the bore in such
a manner as not to touch the teeth, as the heat might
It should take 45 to 75
affect the temper of the metal.
minutes to bring such a pinion up to a temperature of
In
125 deg. to 150 deg. C. (251 deg. to 302 deg. F.)
measuring the temperature the bulb of the thermometer should be placed against the pinion between the
teeth, the surface where the bulb touches being made
perfectly clean by rubbing with emery cloth.
It is important to protect the exposed end of the thermometer from the gas flame. This may be accomplished
by covering it with asbestos cloth. When the pinion has
attained the temperature above mentioned it may be removed, and the bore wiped clean and then put on the
shaft by the same process of tapping as has been described for the r25-hp. motors.

DRIVIXG PINION ON SHAFT WITH COPPICR BAR
to be taken to prevent tlie pinion being injured in
Either a copper l>ar should be used for this purpose or
hammer with a piece ot copper placed between it and
Not more than thrtMt or four blows should be struck
and these should be disposed evenl.v around the end of the pinion.

Care has

driving.

a

6

tile

or

8 lb.
]>inion.

Suitable heating equipment for pinions used on
motors of 125 hp. or less con.sists of a galvanized-iron
tank provided with a shelf upon which the pinions may
be placed at about the center of the tank. A gas flame,
steam coil or an electric element can be used to heat
the water. To prevent rusting and to insure a clean surface at the pinion fit, washing soda should be used in
the proportion of about i lb. to each five gallons of

water.

REMOVING PINION WITH HOT-WATER BATH
The pinion being removed from
wiped

It
clean.
cliance to cool.

is

the tank its bore is quickly
slipped onto the shaft before it has had a

Any furnace may be used in which the pinions can
be heated, provided it is so arranged as to prevent the
teeth from coming in contact with the flame.
Pinions
used on motors up to 125 hp. are heated by a flame so
regulated as to keep them at a temperature of 100 deg.
Those used on machines larger than
C. (212 deg. F.).
125 hp. are kept at 125 deg. C. (257 deg. F.) until the
mechanic is ready to apply them to the motor shafts.
When pinions are put in place after boiling in water,
they will hold against a pressure of twelve to twenty-five
tons.
Those heated to a temperature above 125 deg. C.
but not more than 150 deg. C. will hold against a pressure
of forty to eighty tons, depending upon the diameter
of the pinion bore and the length of its fit. If the above
processes for applying pinions are followed, it is possible to make them remain in place and function satisfactorily under the hardest loads imposed on the motors.
Pinions can be cold-pressed onto motor shafts by
wheel presses. Twelve to tw-enty-five tons pressure will
be required for pinions used on motors up to 125 hp.,
and forty to eighty tons for those on motors exceeding
this size. Measured from the point where the pinion is
in place and firmly seated on the shaft before pressing,
pinions with bores up to 3 in. should advance on the
shaft approximately A in., those with 3- to 4-in. bores
should move approximately ii in. and those with 4- to
5i-in. bores should advance A in. under the pressure
necessary to hold them in place.
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Why Leave Anthracite Preparation to the Mercy of Mine
Superintendents with Pressing Underground Duties?
To Reduce Degradation, to Keep Good Coal from Slate Dump, to Clean
Coal Thoroughly and Size It Advantageously and to Effect These at
Minimum Cost Are Among the Many Duties of the Breaker Foreman
By

D. C.

Ashmead

Kingston, Pa.

MANY

of the processes in the preparation of
anthracite are susceptible of improvement, sufficient care not being given as a rule to avoid
the degradation of the product to lessen the quantity of
coal going to the slate pile and to prevent the mixing
of the more expensive oversize with coal of any particular grade and to provide
that the undersize shall
be about that, and yet not

more

than

that,

which

the recognized tolerances
permit.
Improper or inadequate

The breaker foreman

lower

The omission of this coal
material in any shipment.
means a loss to the operator where the coal is smaller
than egg. This allowable percentage of undersize for
which the breaker fore-

man and

a boss neither with
time for accurate observation nor with equipment for experiments. His immediate superior is a mine superintendent who knows
mines but not breakers and has no time for a
close study of preparation. Why not put the
preparation of coal under a separate head,
leaving the personnel to the breaker foreman?

may readily
the percentage of
desirable sizes.
In this
connection breakage or
'^^^^"'""^""""'"^'^"^
degradation should first
be considered. A general manager of one of the large
anthracite-producing companies states that 10 to 15 per
cent of the mine output is broken within the breaker. By
this he meant that the larger sizes are broken down to
smaller sizes, but not that this proportion of prepared,
or domestic, sizes was broken to steam sizes or slush.
Loss due to breakage is unquestionable, however, and
doubtless could be much reduced if existing methods of
sui>ervision

times, as I hope to be able to show conclusively later.
In preparing the various sizes of anthracite it is
customaiy to allow a certain percentage of smaller

moving

coal through the bi'eaker were thoroughly
studied and so altered as to obtain the best possible
results.
How much actual cold cash could thus be
The resaved cannot, unfortunately, be determined.
sults obtained would vary widely with the field but
would be appreciable in any section.
Coal going to the dump forms the second increment
of loss in breaker operation.
Under present methods
of supervision it is practically impossible for the

breaker foreman to watch this detail as closely as its
importance warrants. Though it is quite true that this
loss affects chiefly only the smaller sizes, the quantity
of good coal thus sent to waste not unfrequently
amounts to as much as 4 per cent of the output. In
most instances it is admittedly much smaller than the
figure here named, but if only 1 per cent could be
saved, in a year's time its cash va'ue would be material.
When a carload of coal leaves the breaker it should
hold only coal of the grade it is supposed to contain
together with the allowable percentage of undersize.
Where the coal is of pea size or lower it should not
contain any oversize. All oversize in such cases is a loss
to the producer and if he is not at pains to exclude it
he cannot realize his legitimate return. Proper supervision would do much to correct this and render posOf
sible the receipt of full value by the company.
course watching this detail is a part of the breaker
foreman's duties but it is difficult for him to do so at all

is

coal

inspectoi-s

are
jointly
responsible
often is overlooked.
Of
if
course
competition

grows keen it sometimes
becomes necessary to decrease
the
amount of

may be
included
in
shipments
of any particular grade.
At present supervision
of preparation is about as follows:
The breaker
foi-eman has immediate charge of all operations
in the breaker.
It is his duty to see that the
machinery
functions
as
intended,
that
it
is
properly lubricated, that repairs ai-e made promptly,
that the men employed perform their respective duties,
that no coal goes to the slate bank and no slate to the
coal car, that breakage is kept down as far as possible,
that in sizes below pea no oversize is shipped and that
the included undersize closely approaches the allowable
off-size coal that

limit.

This appears to be a job that no one man alone can
handle efliciently. The breaker foreman reports to the
superintendent, who in turn is answerable to the general manager.
The superintendent has not only the
breaker but the whole mine under his care.
Consequently the time that he can devote to the preparation
plant and processes is small.
In many instances also the superintendent has had
little or no actual breaker experience, having come up
through either the engineering or operating department. As a result his knowledge of the minutiae of
preparation processes is limited and his ideas and
opinions concerning them are next to worthless. As a
result best-demonstrated practice may not be followed,
the methods and means of preparation adhered to may
be conspicuously antiquated and the company may thus
be losing the money that adherence to best practice, if
adopted at that particular operation, would effect.
It is a physical impossibility for the breaker foreman
himself to see to it that all machinery and processes

throughout the entire building are at all times functioning properly. A breaker is a large structure of great
height. Numerous operations take place within it, and
no one man can continuously supervise all of them.
The foreman can neither make the tests necessary to

;
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ascertain if best possible results are being obtained nor
conduct the experiments that would determine what
might be improved.
It is, of course, necessary that the superintendent be
held responsible for breaker operation, as otherwise he
would not be concerned with the quality of the coal
reaching the breaker. At the delivery end of the building, however, the character or quality of the product
is carefully inspected to make sure that it complies with
cei-tain definite standards.
If the prescribed limits of
excellence are not attained it is condemned and sent
back through the breaker for re-treatment. All this is
done in order that sales of the product may be maintained.

Why

should not the slate going to the bank be exWhy are not the amount of degradation, the
percentage of small sizes entering any prepared grade,
the proportion of oversize watched with equal diligence?
Why are not new and improved methods of preparation
studied and tried in order to fix their applicability to
the particular breaker in question and the coal it
handles? The breaker foreman constantly watches the
costs of production in the endeavor to keep them down
consequently he lacks the time to seek out those processes or practices that would augment production and
enhance the value of the product.
It would appear that some means might be devised
whereby the results of preparation might be greatly
improved. Probably many expedients might be adopted
to this end, among which the following might well be
suggested: A separate unit of the organization known
as the preparation department should be formed.
It
would have a superintendent of preparation at its head
whose sole duty it would be to supervise the treatment

amined?

Scheme

for Meeting

By

J.

Glcn

L.

Peak Hoisting Loads*
KNIGHT+

\\Tiite.

W. Va.

PEAK loads on a mine hoist may be quite troublesome,

and many nieans have been adopted with more or less
success to eliminate or counteract them.
One of the
oldest and best known means so used is the flywheel set.

The accompanying illustration shows a proposed
method of caring for a peak load of this kind. A slipring induction motor or motors will be used for hoisting.
A rotary converter is connected to the line as showm and
to its direct-current end is connected a compound-wound
direct-current motor upon the shaft of which is placed

Vol. 20, No. 19

given the coal.
He would pay particular attention to
increasing the value of the product and decreasing the
losses arising from waste.
Under this superintendent
would be several assistants who would have charge of
some particular phase or process. Under these assistants would be a corps of inspectors.
Men in this
department would have no authority over the breaker
foreman, but they would keep constant watch and make
frequent tests of the breaker product.
Their efforts
continually would have as their object the improvement
of product, the lessening of waste and a lowering of
cost.

Daily reports would be made by this department to
the colliery superintendent in which recommendations
for changes of a minor character might be made.
Copies of such reports would go to the general manager
and to the district superintendent while of course a copy
would be retained by the head of the preparation department.
If important or radical alterations were
suggested these would, of course, be referred to the
proper officials and if approved would be executed by the
proper department of the colliery.

Composed of a number of men of the proper kind
whose sole duty it would be to determine by trial and
experiment the means and methods productive of best
results in preparation it hardly appears possible that
such a department could be anything but a success, nor
that it would fail to pay for itself in less than a year's

In addition to the dutie.s outlined above, provision
should be made whereby these men might be enabled to
visit other plants both of their own and other companies, so that they might observe the preparation
methods followed by others, adopting the most efficient
to use in their own plant.
time.

being in series with that of the flywheel motor, will
give an improved power factor under heavy load over that
obtaining if the induction hoist motor or motors simply
drew energy from the transmission line.
If the method as above outlined is practical it will
effect a large saving in cost of equipment over that
necessary with the usual flywheel motor-generator set
because in the ordinary process of mining the rotary
converter would be simultaneously available for equalizFurthermore,
ing both the mining and hoisting load.
is independent of all other equipment, so
that in case of trouble developing in either the converter
or the fljT\-heel unit the, hoists may be operated directly
from the power line.

the equalizer

a heavy flywheel. When there is no
load on the hoist motor or motors or
when the load is light the regulator
cuts resistance into the field circuit of
this machine, decreasing the counter

voltage and causing it to run as a
motor. WTien the load on the hoist or
hoists rises above a predetermined
amount the regulator cuts out resistance, .strengthening the field of the
flywheel motor and causing it to run
as a generator under the action of the
flj-wheel,

thus

pumping power back

into the line through the rotary converter.
The field of this machine.

•The author requests constructive criticism of the .scheme here described.
tChlef Electrician. E. E. White Coal Co.

'Star ting rzsisfance

WILL FLYWHEEL ON DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR HELP HOISTS OVER PEAK?
The hoist motors are shown at the right. A rotary converter connected to the line

drives a 150 hp. direct-current motor carrying a heavy flywheel. When a peal< comes
on the hoists the flywheel drives the direct-current motor as a generator feeding current bacl< to the line by way of the rotary converter, thus assisting the hoists over
the peak.
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Hoist and Compressor on Common Hedplate
Driven by Internal-Combustion Engine

MANY
INhaist
of small

places about the mines a need exists for a
size as well as for a small air com-

Generally speaking such a machine or
pressor.
machines would be used in various kinds of construc-

765

Crankcase and cylinder of the compressor are separate castings. Lubrication is effected by the familiar
splash system, obviating all necessity for lubricators,
The air valves are
grease cups and similar devices.
They thus seat quickly with little
of light sheet steel.
wear and are extremely quiet in operation. No valve
springs are necessary and the port openings being

and leaves freely with slight

friction.

work such as slope sinking, the driving of drainage tunnels, sewer digging, the erection of steel and

large, air enters

wood trestles or buildings and the like.
To meet this need as well as for use in general contracting, the Novo Engine Co., of Lansing, Mich., has

Of course this combination of machines is not intended for heavy lifting or the driving of a fleet of
If such work is to be performed
tripod rock drills.
For comparheavier machines will be necessary.
atively light work, however, such as slope sinking in

tion

placed upon the market the combination hoist and air
compressor shown in the accompanying illustration.
The outfit consists of a 15-hp. internal-combustion
engine geared to a non-reversible hoist, while a belt
from the engine shaft leads to a pulley on the shaft
of a 6 X 6-in. air compressor mounted on an extension
of the channel-iron bedframe joining the other two
machines. Both hoist and compres.sor are fitted with
clutches so that either may be operated independently

of the other.

equipped with a drum capable of holding
700 ft. of *-in. cable. Either end of the drum shaft is
fitted with a niggerhead and the drum is provided with
a lock so that it may be disengaged from the shaft
A band-friction
while these niggerheads are in use.
clutch is mounted on the intermediate shaft controlling
the operation of the drum and niggerheads and a powerful asbestos-lined foot brake equipped with a ratchet

The

hoist

is

lock holds the load.
With a capacity of 60 cu.ft. per minute the compressor is of sufficient size to drive a hand rock-drill or

riveting hammer, do calking, light drilling, reaming
or similar operations. It is provided with a circulating
pump and tank for cooling water, and a visible overAn unloader
flow showing the pump's performance.
cuts out the compressor when the supp'y of air exceeds
This device is adjustable and entirely
the demand.
automatic in its operation.

This construction

patented.

is

isolated localities, the erection of steel or wooden structures, the laying of sewer or water pipe and many other
operations it can be employed to advantage.

At Gassy Mines Care Should Be Taken
Avoid Firing Gas on Surface

to

plants
INis MANY
plentiful much

where safety lamps are used and gas
of the air in the return comes from
places where the gas percentage is relatively low. The
air from these places dilutes the gas from other
quarters to such an extent that the aggregate is harmBut that is not always the case.
less.
Certain it is that if the air at the foot of the shaft
dangerously contaminated with methane the same air
at the surface before it has mixed with the free air
Where the fan is stopped
will be equally dangerous.
the amount of air passing through the workings is less,
the methane content is still higher and the need for
care at the surface is greater and extends over a larger
area. At a recent meeting of the Midland Institute of
Mining, Civil and Mechanical Engineers, of Great
Britain, held at Sheffield, Mr. Hays said that at the
Metropolitan Colliery in Australia, outbursts of gas
is

frequently occurred of such severity that it was necessary to use safety lamps on the surface at night whenever the fan was .shut down on account of the presence
of gas at the shaft top. H. Rhodes added that at No. 2
pit of the Durban Navigation Collieries, Natal, there
were two 18-ft. diameter circular shafts 560 ft. deep.
In January, 1920, they had seventeen working faces 14

The fan was stopped at 12 m. on Saturday in
ft. wide.
order to take off the fan belt. At 2:30 p.m., when the
work was in progress, a man standing in the fan house,
outside the fan drift, close to the belt, lit a cigarette
and the whole place blew up. The tops of both shafts
were blown off, and the plant was absolutely wrecked.
The quantity of air circulating at 12 m., when the fan
was stopped, was said to be 120,000 cu.ft. per minute
yet though natural ventilation diluted the gas the quantity emitted in 2i hr.

was enough

to produce the serious

results described.

The Budget

UTILITY COMBINATION ENGINK FOR SLOPE SINKING
OR TUXNETL DRIVING
Internal-combustion engines even at coal mines have their uses.

For a small temporary installation it is mil advisable to bring in
a boiler and at a permanent location it is not desirable to use

the sizable boilers of the completed plant for the smaller purposes
of slope or tunnel driving.
With the internal combustion engine
less attention and labor are necessary than with a steam plant. In
any event for opening work some small class of machinery, steam
or internal combustion, must be used for the purpose, so why not
use the latter, which is more compact, lighter and less expensive?

for

the

various

municipal

departments

of the City of New York for 1922 provides for appropriations totalling $6,436,973.37 for the purchase of fuel. This
is a decrease of $1,007,887.95 from the amount granted
for this year. The Board of Education was hit the hardest in the pruning, its request being chopped $377,647.45.
Other branches of the city government that suffered included the Department of Water Supply, Gas & Electricity,
$127,420; Department of Public Welfare, $121,400; New
York Public Library, $21,164; Department of Correction,
$46,567, and the President of the Borough of Manhattan,
$38,500.
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In the saiiio manner, the fixed point
of the lead rail is beveled a similar
amount on the gage-line side, this bevel
extending back a somewhat greater
distance to conform to the track gage

Switch, Fixed Points

Switches in Mining Practice -Fixed Points

Require Shorter Lead and Follower Rails Than Latches— Knowing
Parts
Frog Number, Plat Switch to Scale and Measure Desired

HAVE

watched with much interest

I

the discussion started by the inquiry of a West Virginia mine fore

man, Coal Age, Apr. 7, p. 629, asking
for a good rule to determine the proper
kind of frog to use and other data re-

i^

'

mine switch
laying a
in
quired
Alt'hlnigh'theTnquTry does not state the
kind of switch intended, several correspondents have assumed that the reference is to a room switch.
An Indiana trackman, replying to
this inquiry in the issue, Aug. 18, p.
261 calculates the length of lead rail,
for a track gage of 3i ft., as 7 ft., for
further than to
a No.-l frog, and 14 ft. for a No.-2 the drawing is needed
From 'his reference to a previ- say that the point A is made a little
frog
rail close to
straight
who suggested higher than the
correspondent,
ous
using a guardrail at the fixed point
of a room switch, I take it his own
calculations are intended to apply to
a similar switch with fixed points; but
in that case they are wrong.
Both the guard and the follower rails
of a switch that has fixed points are
always shorter than the same rails in
For example, for a
a latch switch.
gage of 3i ft. and using fixed points,
rail for a No.-l frog
lead
the length of
is 5S ft. and for a No.-2 frog 10* ft,
instead of 7 and 14 ft., respectively,
as he figures.
.

measured from the follower rail.
In each case, the off sides of the fixed
points are beveled to correspond to the
gage line of the rails lying next to

as

„«. „«
r
i
ii.
c
J
same point of frog to the fixed Ppint on
the straight rail, or what is called the
in.
8
"lead of the switch, was 8 ft.
Going into the mine, I measured one
of our manufactured switches of this
kind and found they tallied with the
measurements scaled from the drawing,
except that the lead rail was 3 in.
shorter than the measurement taken
from my plat, the lead rail in the mine
being 9 ft. in length. , ^ ,
.,
I am enclosing a sketch giving the
dimensions and relative position ot the
fixed points, as taken from a room
switch in the mine. No explanation of

^

^^^^

^y

advice to the West Virginia mine
is that he inspect some of the
successful mine-haulage systems to be
found in his own locality, or elsewhere,
and pattern his switches after those
known to be giving satisfaction. The
^^"^"J^' "'hown*'\'n''*mr sketch""is con-

foreman

g^j.yj.tgd

.

Switch with Fixed Points Not
Treated by Authorities

As

far as I have been able to learn,
authorities on mine tracks do not refer
to the difference in the lengths of the
lead and follower rails, in the use of
The formufixed points and latches.
las commonly given apply only to
I have
this
account,
On
latch switches.
found it necessary to plat such a switch
inch,
and
the
1
ft.
to
to a scale of, say
make the necessary measurements on
different
this plat, to determine the
dimensions required.
For the sake of practice, a short
time ago, I platted a room switch on
a 3-ft. track gage and using a No.-2
frog and a radius of curvature, for
the lead rail, of 24 ft., which corresponded to a room switch laid in our
mine. The plat was drawn to a scale
of 1 in. to the foot
In order to draw the curved rail on
this scale, I used a yardstick with a
graphophone needle stuck through it,
A sharpened lead taken
for a center.
from a pencil was inserted at a distance
of 24 in. from the needle. The length of
the lead rail, scaled on this drawing,
from the point of frog to where the
outside" of"' the' lead" rail touched the
gage line of the straight rail, was 9 ft.
3 in.- and the measurement from the
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so as to lift the tread of the wheel
clear of the main track when the car
takes a switch.
It will be observed that in a distance of 10 in. before the carwheel
reaches the fixed point B, on the side
of the follower rail, the track gage has
widened from 36 to 38 in., a difference
As there is a clearance of
of 2 in.
only Ih in. between the fixed point at
A and the straight rail of the main
track, there would be danger of the

wheel flange striking the point

A

if

that point was exactly opposite to the
point B.
In order to avoid this taking place,
the point A is set back 3 in. behind the
point B and the fixed point B of the
straight-rail is beveled off a half inch
or more on the gage line. This enables
the wheels to righf themselves, by shifting the truck to the left before the
other wheel reaches the points.

iron

and adapted to

...

a 4-ft. manway, or clearance, on the
side of the track where the rooms are
turned, if the room sights are set 6 ft.
from the outby rib of a room and the
fixed switch points set 18 ft. back from
the line of the room sight, the track
will center on the room sights and give
a good clearance at the corner of the
outby rib of the room.
Before closing, let me say with reference to guardrails at switch points,
I have often seen them used in mule
their

ROOM SWITCH WITH FIXED POINTS

lO-lb.

mean disaster.
It may be of interest to state here
that, using- a 24-ft. radius of lead rail,
a 3-ft. track gage, in an entry having

haulage

it,

of

^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^_^^^ gathering locomotives
The practice here is for the miners
to push their cars in the rooms, and
the locomotive backs into each roomneck to get the cars standing there.
No cars are allowed to stand on the
The fixed-point switch is used
entry.
to enable the motorman to make better time, without fear of a switch
latch being set for a room, which would

and where the men pushed
have always regarded
I

cars.

them as a temporary arrangement. In
a fixed-point switch, the rails on the
follower side, should not be lower than
those on the side of the lead rail; but
the straight track should be level at
the switch points.
John Walls, Sr.
Bayview, Ala.

Standardizing Mine Switches
Need of standard 7nine switches Poor

—

track coyiditions discourage the men,
prevent good work and increase expense of upkeep and operation.

mines,
track conditions
GOOD
with reference to
particularly
in

room switches, is a phase of mine
practice that has not been given the
The reading of
attention it deserves.
several recent letters, in Coal Age, disregarding
details
cussing a number of

room switches has suggested to my
mind the growing need of standardizing these switches.

Most mining men will agree that the
question of having good room switches
is^ an important factor '^^^the^economy
of mine operation. To get the cars in

:
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and out of rooms quickly and without
the risk of derailment is a matter that
has always proved a source of trouble
in mines where good switches are not
provided.
There are many mines that still continue the use of old and worn-out
been
should
have
that
switches
There are mine
scrapped long ago.
foremen who, with an eye to keeping
down the cost-sheet adopt any kind of

767

Since making these changes, however,
the output has been nearly doubled,
while there has been no material increase in the costs for repairs.
The haulage crews are actually
accomplishing twice as much work with
apparently less effort and are in far
better humor, while hauling accidents
have been decreased 60 per cent.
Pikeville,

Ky.

George Edwards.

makeshift means and methods in laying room switches. They fail to realize
that this work requires good material
and should be in the hands of expert
trackmen who understand the laying of
a switch.
Time and again we hear the argument advanced, or the reason given for
having poor switches and bad tracks,
that "the company cannot afford anything better." In truth, the fact is just
the opposite, if it was only known. No
company can afford to incur the expense and loss due to poor track and
switches, which cause delay and are a
constant expense to keep in repair.

Opinions Differ as to What Is a
Proper Standard

Owing to the difference of opinion
among mining men as to what constitutes standard track and switches, under the varying conditions in mines,
this question will always be open for
discussion.
Practice differs in respect
to the weight of rails to be used, the
kind of frogs, dimensions of switch
rails and the manner of laying the
switch.

One mine,

my

acquaintance, developed a daily capacity of 1,000 tons
before the management began to realize
that the use of 25-lb. rails and 6-ton
locomotives on the main haulage road
were far from being adequate.
The
light iron in use on the roads required
constant repair to keep the tracks in
order and it was finally decided to
replace these light rails with 4.5-lb.
in

iron.

Another lesson the company learned
the inability of workmen to accom-

was

plish

rfesults

when out

of

cause of being compelled to

humor bework under

bad conditions.

To the hard-working
miner, or the industrious driver, the
most annoying thing that can happen
is the derailment of a car.
About the
hardest work a brakeman or driver
has to perform is to lift the car again
on the track.

Men Accomplish Double Under
Satisfactory Conditions
This company found that men will
accomplish twice the amount of work,
with less fatigue, and find less fault
when they work under satisfactory conditions.
In the present instance, this
was brought about by the company
scrapping all out-of-date equipment
and all makeshift material and putting
in its place what was good.
Particular attention was given to
track arrangements, the road was well
ballasted and as many good ties placed
under each switch as were required to
afford a solid bed. It was a hard fight
to bring certain of the officials to
believe that this mine could be developed to produce 2,000 tons of coal a
day.
It required getting them out of
the rut into which they had fallen.
The new management, however, continued to insist on a larger daily
output, although it led to the resignation of a few of the mine officials.

Certified

Men

in

Demand

Analyziiic/ the so-called practical foreman Province of the mine foreman
The truly qualified man possesses
technical knowledge Large operations employ only certified men.

—

—

—

PREVIOUS
legislation
tion of mine

to the enactment of
requiring the certifica-

foremen and firebosses,
the bituminous mines of this state were
charge of so-called practical foremen. The large majority of these men
were practical as bosses, but could
hardly be so considered as foremen.
If such men, as a class, were efficient
foremen we ask: Why was it necessary to establish a standard of qualiin

fications for that office?

The

fact

Pennsylvania, which became effective
1, 1916, the certification law was
modified, authorizing coal operators to
employ men in these positions who
were, in their judgment, equally competent with certified men.

.Jan.

Selection of

was enacted requiring the examination
and certification of men for the positions named.
This enactment is concerned solely with regulations for
safety to lives and the security of
property, which are basic requirements
of law for the protection of the people.
A foreman who is wholly practical,
today, is a man who not only knows
by experience what to do, but has
learned how the work can be done in
the safest and best manner. The man
who does not possess this knowledge
and use it in the discharge of his duties
does not measure up to the capabilities
required of the present mine foreman

or fireboss.
Today, a truly qualified man must
possess technical knowledge, which involves the knowing how and being able
to do practical things in an intelligent

He must not only know what and
to do, however, but must understand the reason ivhy.

way.

how

Are Examinations of Mine Officials

is

evident that standardization was required to increase the economy of coal
production and secure greater safety
in the mine.
Unfortunately, on the enactment of
the Workmen's Compensation Law, in

Need of Impartial Comparison

not made a study of the principles of
mining, possess the qualities that fit

him for fulfilling these conditions? It
was answered in the negative.
To meet this demand, legislation

in

Men

cannot be denied that many operators have assumed to exercise this
right, by choosing men to serve as mine
foremen and firebosses, from a purely
personal and interested standpoint.
However, to question these motives
would be irrelevant, being based on
pure assumption.
In order to make an impartial comparison between certified and uncertified men, we must seek to ascertain
why the certification law was found
to be necessary, and understand more
clearly the relation of the operator to
his employees acting in an official
It

capacity.
It would appear to have been the
generally accepted opinion of a large
number of coal operators and mine
foremen as well, that the chief if not
the sole duty of a foreman is to produce coal. The measure of a foreman's
ability was the ratio that the costsheet bore to the daily tonnage of the
mine.
In most cases, it can be said, that
been
little thought or attention has
given to the question of safety or
the conservation of natural resources,

which were matters of less importance
than getting out the coal at a minimum
cost.

Mine Officials Must Possess More
Than Practical Knowledge
Then, it came to be realized that the
true province of a mine foreman did
not cease with getting out the coal, but
in providing greater safety of operation and more economical extraction
The question was asked
of the coal.
Can the purely practical man, who has

Too Technical?
Objection is often heard to the effect
that mining examinations are too technical, which may be true in some few
instances. The discouraging feature to
many men is the mathematics involved
in solving mining problems.
A successful foreman, however, must know
the rudiments of arithmetic, which
will enable him to work out most of

the questions asked
inations.
It is true,

in

mining exam-

mine ventilation involves

some simple formulas. Also, questions
on pumping, haulage and timbering
frequently require the use of formulas.
Few foremen will deny that it is important to know how to solve these
questions in the daily work of the
mine.

Undoubtedly, there are many able
men among our uncertified foremen;
but it will be generally agreed that
they would be more efficient if they
possessed a knowledge of the science
of mining in addition to their practical experience.

Finally, that the worth of the cerman is well established is demonstrated by the fact that, today, our
largest coal operations will not employ
uncertified men in official positions.
Such operations have more at stake
than would permit them to consider the
slight reduction possible in the employment of uncertified men. Efficient management is of far more importance to
them than the saving of a few dollars
in the salarv of a foreman or a fireboss.
I. C. Parfitt.
Maple Ri'dge, Pa.
tified

Renewal of

Certificate

Requirement of renewal of certificate
would keep men up to date and studying Illinois law requires mine examined by certificated men.
LIKE my friend, W. M. Chambers,
-^writing in Coal Age, Sept. 8, p. 382,
I believe the only way to keep men up
to date on mining matters is to require
the renewal of the certificate every few

—

years.

For a long time past, I have had
subject on my mind and have
wondered that the law does not require

this

—
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that a man should pass another examination and get a new certificate, from

time to time. What seems strange to
me, is that, in many mines, an uncerman is allowed to have authority
over men holding certificates.
From what has already been said by
other writers, such is the case in
Pennsylvania. In many of the mines
in our state, the assistant mine manager (assistant foreman) holds no
certificate and is neither qualified as a
miner nor familiar with first-aid and
rescue work.
Our law requires that the mine examiner (fireboss) shall be a certificated
man, as well as the mine manager
(foreman). It has been my desire, for
some time, to study and secure a certificate and, for that purpose, I have
been attending a mining school away
from home.
Where the state mining law authorizes coal operators to employ men who
have no certificate, it is not strange
tified

The quality of self preservation is
the first law of nature, but is not developed alike in all people. Regard for
one's safety is more observable in proportion as the man is the more intelYears of experience do not
ligent.
make safe miner workers. Men who
have mined coal all their lives are frequently less capable of safeguarding
themselves than the man new on the
job.

Narrow Escapes of Old Miners
Talking with experienced miners, we
often find that they have had a number
of narrow escapes of which they seem
They admit that they have
to boast.
been lucky in avoiding danger many
times, and we are forced to conclude

—

HAVE

been reading the article en"Experience vs. Safety," Coal
Age, Sept. 15, p. 422, and it revives

I

titled

my own past experiences in the
training of men regarding their personal safety.
Going over these experiences of the
past years in my mining career, I find
that the green men have much in their
favor.
These men are rarely, if ever,
put to work where there is danger, but
are started in a comparatively safe
place in the mine and given in charge
of an experienced man as a "buddy."
On the other hand, more is expected
of older and experienced men, who are
supposed to look out for themselves.
Where dangerous work is to be performed it is the experienced man that
is chosen for the place.
No foreman
would think of putting a green man to
work drawing pillars, braking on a
motor trip, or assisting the operator of
a chain machine.

some of

Green Hands More Teachable
Than the Older Workers
By way of comparison, I have found
the green hand more teachable and willing to listen to the instructions given
him concerning his personal safety. I
have found that he will keep his side
of the room better posted, than the old
man who has him in charge. The new
man seems to be more alert to danger
and more careful to protect himself
than one longer in the mine.
However, this attitude of a green
hand soon wears off when he observes
the actions and habits of his more experienced buddy.
Each day finds the
former more willing to take risks and
less careful to set his posts promptly
and keep himself protected. It is not
long before he has fallen into the same
indifferent manner of performing his
work as men of longer experience.

that it is not the result of their own
care that they are still in the game.
Long years on the job do not, therefore, mean a safe worker.
My conclusion is that, everything
considered, it is difficult to decide which
class of workers are actually the safer

employ.
should make

Experience

to

in

mining

men more

careful of their
but here the old saying
proves true, "Familiarity breeds contempt."
Of course, if it were possible to make
a test between two mines one employing green men exclusively, and the
other operated by experienced miners
there would be no question but that the
green men would lose by comparison.
Pikcville. Kv.
George Edwards.

own

safety;

—

Of General
Rope Haulage

Interest

in Slopes of Variable Grades

Haulage Rope Rubs Roof in Slope Where Grades Are
Variable— Sag of Rope How Calculated Will Shoot'ing Down the Roof at Such Point Avoid the Trouble?

Do Years Make Safe Workers?

—
—

19

Inquiries

that men from the farm seek work in
the mines and get positions for which
they are not qualified, after working
but a short time underground.
It is
no encouragement to men to study for
a certificate when that is the case.
Springfield, 111.
A. F.

Past experiences
Conditions favor
green hands who are given less
dangerous work More expected of
old experienced men Difficult to say
which class make the safer workers.

Vol. 20. No.

PLEASE

explain
the method of
calculating the sag in a haulage
under the following conditions:
We are hauling coal, with a ll-in. rope,
in a slope where the grades are variable.
Starting from the surface, the
slope dips for 800 ft. on a 11 per cent
grade; then flattens out to a 4 per cent
grade, for 500 ft., after which it falls
on a 9 per cent grade to the inby part-

much appreciate

the method being explained in Colli Age.
H. M. K.

rope,

ing.

The accompanying sketch shows the
situation.

When

hauling a train of

six-

.

,

Tenn.

step in estimating the sag is
to calculate the tension on the haulage
rope when the engine is hauling a
loaded trip up the 9 per cent grade.

The

The

first

necessary

have

data

not

been

given; but we will assume a track
resistance of, say .30 lb. per ton.
20
being
grade
resistance,
The
per ton for each per cent of
lb.

Tram of I& loadeci cars,
weighing 3^ tons
each, tdfal wtiqh-t-

1

^^^^.

'^'^

PROFILE OF SLOPE SHOWING GRADES AND ELEVATIONS
weighing 31 tons each,
of 56 tons, up the 9
starting from the inby
foot of the slope, the
rope rubs badly on the roof where the
4 per cent grade changes to 11 per cent.
At this point, we have been using roof
rollers, which need constant replaceteen loaded cars
making a total
per cent grade,
parting at the

ment.

this,

it

would seem possible

calculate the amount necessary to
shoot the top so as to clear the rope
rollers in the

to

and avoid the use of
roof.

We know

that the rope sags in what
called a "catenary curve," but are
unable to calculate the sag and will
is

in

=

The tension or load on the rope
therefore,

x

56

=

210

11,760

is,

lb.

Knowing the total weight of the rope
(W) the length of span (S) and the
tension of the rope (T)
the sag or
deflection (D)
at the center between
the two points of support, is calculated
by the formula
;

It is thought that to shoot down a
portion of the roof, here, sufficient to
allow the rope to clear the roof would
avoid the trouble. What we desire to
know is how much the rope sags, at
this point, when hauling a loaded trip
of cars up the 9 per cent grade.

Knowing

=

180 lb. per ton,
is 9 x 20
this case, which makes the total
resistance of track and grade 30 -|210 lb. per ton of moving load.
180

grade,

,

D

WS
ST

The section of rope in question
reaches from the winding drum at A
to the roller at B, making the span,
The
1,300 ft.
S = 800 + 500

=

weight of 1,300 ft. of IJ-in. rope, at
= 2 x 1,300
2 lb. per lineal foot, is
= 2,600 lb., and the tension or load
on the rope is T = 11,760 lb. Substituting these values in the formula

W

;
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gives for the deflection or sag, at the
center of the rope,
(2,600 X 1,300) H- 8 X
say 36 ft.
11,760
The rope being supported at the two
points A and B, the sag or deflection
just found is measured, vertically, from
the center of the straight line joining
Calling the elevation
the two points.
of the point B, zero, the rise of the 4
per cent grade is 0.04 x 500 = 20 ft.
and the rise of the 11 per cent grade
88 ft., making the
is 0.11
X 800
total rise from B to A 20 + 88 = 108
ft., which is the elevation of the rope
at A. The elevation of the roof of the
haulage road, at C, for a 6-ft. seam,
26 ft. The elevation of
is 20 + 6
the sagging rope, at its center point,
18 ft.
36
would be J (108)
But, the point C, where the rope rubs
the roof, is 150 ft. downgrade from
the center point; and the fall of the
straight line joining A and B, in this

D -

Examination Questions
Answered

=

Alabama First-Class Examination,
Birmingham, July 25-28, 1921

=

(Selected Questions)

=

—

=

= 12.5 ft.
is 150/1,300(108)
From the center point, however, the
rope approaches this line, approximately, as the square of the ratio
150:650; or 0.23' = 0.053 of the total
sag, which gives 0.053 X 36 = 1.9, say
2 ft., which makes the fall of the rope,
2 =
from the center point to C, 12.5
10.5 ft.
This makes the elevation of
10.5 = 11 ft.
the rope at C, 18
distance,

—

—

Assuming a Static Condition Rope
Would Lie on Floor
It shows that, for a static condition
and a pull on the rope of 11,760 lb.,
the rope would hang 26
7J = 18^
ft. below the roof at C, if there was
that headroom in the slope. Or, under
a static condition and the estimated
pull due to the loaded trip, the weight
of the rope would cause it to lie on the

—

at the floor of the slope, the
entire length of the roadway.
However, in rope haulage on a slope
having variable grades the static condition never exists; but, where the grade
changes as at C, the rope would bound
violently up and down when hauling
rollers

the loaded trip, owing to a dynamic
condition resulting from the elasticity
of the rope and variations in the tension or pull.

Again, we have assumed a track relb. per ton of moving
It frequently happens that, under bad conditions of track and rolling
equipment, this resistance may reach
50 lb. per ton, which would increase
the pull on the rope more than 1,000
lb. and give a less deflection than the
estimated amount.
Moreover, if the rope has been in use
for some time, its weight may be less
than the estimated 2 lb. per lineal foot,
which would again reduce the deflection of the rope at C and increase the
trouble.
In any case, however, it is
not possible to estimate with any accuracy the amount necessary to shoot
the roof, by calculating the catenary
curve of the rope for a static condisistance of 30

load.

tion.

Practically,

the

remedy

for this
trouble in hauling on a slope with
varying grades is to straighten the
grade as far as this is practicable
throughout the length of the road, by
lifting bottom for a distance on either
side of B and ripping the roof for a
distance on either side of C.
This

would mean, approximately, lowering
the grade 5 or 6 ft. at B and raising
it about 10 ft. at C.
Conditions alone
can determine whether or not this
amount of work would pay.
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— What

conditions are
order to insure good
a mine producing 800
tons of coal per day?
Answer First, assuming the average output of coal is 3i tons, per man,
per day, a daily output of 800 tons will
require 800 ~ Si — 240 men underground. To handle this output, under
average conditions in the mine will
The Alabama
require, say 10 mules.
Mining Law (Sec. 40) requires a circulation of at least 100 cu.ft. of air per
minute, per man, 500 cu.ft., per mule,
and as much more (Sec. 47) as the inspector shall decide is necessary for
the -proper ventilation of the mine. We
will assume, therefore, in this mine, a
circulation of at least 30,000 cu.ft. of
To insure good ventiair per minute.
lation at the working face, this air
must be distributed according to the
requirements in each section, so as to
render harmless and sweep
dilute,
away the noxious and explosive gases
Adequate means must be
generated.
provided to maintain the required circulation in the mine, continuously.
Question

necessary

in
ventilation in

—

—

Question (a) Should a non-gaseous
mine need as much air per man and
(b) What
mule as a gaseous mine?
amoioit does the Alabama law require,
(c) Does it
per man and per mule?
discriminate between gaseous and nongaseous mines?
Answer (a) A mine generating
gas in any considerable quantity will
lequire more air, per man and per
mule, than a mine free from gas. The
Alabama law also authorizes the mine
inspector to determine what volume of
air, in his judgment, is required to
properly ventilate the mine (Sec. 47).
(b) The law requires at least 100
cu.ft. of air per minute for each man
and 500 cu.ft. per min. for each mule
employed underground.
(c) In reference to mines generating
gas in quantities sufficient to render the
(Sec.
air explosive, the law requires:
27) the mine foreman in charge shall

—

hold a first-class certificate; (Sec. 30)
the mine shall be sprayed or sprinkled;
and (Sec. 32) a competent fireboss shall
be employed, whose duty shall be to
examine every working place in the
mine before the men are permitted to
enter for work, and to inform every
man as to the state and condition of
his working place, in respect to a
dangerous quantity of gas therein.
The examination for gas shall be made
by the fireboss, every morning, using
The
a" safety lamp for that purpose.
fireboss is also required to leave a
conspicuous sign or mark at the neck
of each room and at a point 25 ft.
distant from the face of each slope,
drift or entry where gas has been found
in dangerous quantity.

Question

—Name

a few

important

factors that must be observed, in order to insure efficient ventilation.
Answer A ventilator or other
means of producing the required circulation of air must be provided that
The air must be diswill be reliable.
tributed according to the requirements
in each section of the mine, and conducted to the working faces by means
of doors, air bridges, stoppings and
brattices, in such a manner as to sweep
away the gases that would otherwise
accumulate. Sufficient air must be provided and kept in circulation to render
each working place healthful and safe.
In addition to this, each working place
must be carefully inspected, at frequent intervals during the day while
the men are at work, especially if gas
is being generated or the mine is proWhere safety
ducing much dust.
lamps are in use, the velocity of the
air at the working face should not exceed 360 ft. per min.
Question // the water gage suddenly shows a rise of half an inch,
without having increased the speed of
the fan, what ivould you understand
from this and what would be your

—

—

movements?

Answer

Answer

— Assuming

fully.

the fan is running at
gage is observed to take a sudden rise
of half an inch, it is natural to suppose
that the increased gage is due to a
greater mine resistance, which is probably caused by some undue obstrucThis will call
tion of the air current.
for
an immediate investigation to
the same speed and the water

ascertain the cause. It may be that a
fall of roof has blocked the airway at some point in the mine; or the
obstruction may be caused by the movement of a particularly heavily loaded
trip against the air, or the blocking of
a crosscut with tool boxes.

heavy

—

Question Name the different means
of producing ventilation in mines;
state what method you think the best
and why?

—

Answer Natural ventilation is produced by a mine furnace heating the
air in the upcast shaft, the furnace being located a short distance from the
Also, in a few isofoot of the shaft.
lated cases, a waterfall in the shaft, or
a windcowl at the surface, is used to
produce circulation of air in the mine.
These two types of ventilators are
now obsolete. Mechanical ventilation
is produced by some type of ventilating
fan, either a centrifugal fan or a disc
fan of the propeller type. The former
is the more reliable in operation and
In a few incommonly employed.
stances, ventilation is produced by a
steam jet arranged at the foot of the
The centrifugal fan is
upcast shaft.
the best type of mine ventilator in use.
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Destination of Lake Cargo Coal Shipped
During Season to End of September

WHKRE

the 18.117,000 tons of bituminous carpo coal
shipped up the Lakes from the opening of the present
season to Sept. 30 have gone is shown in the subjoined
table, which also gives similar figures for 1919 and 1920.
The year 1919 offers the better standai-d for comparison.
Of the total tonnage, 14,162,000 tons, or 78.2 per cent, were
shipped to American points, and 3,955,000 tons, or 21.8 per
cent, to Canadian destinations.
In comparison with 1919
there was an increase in total shipments of 436,C00 tons, of
which the larger part went to Canadian ports. The most
important changes in distribution were the increase, both
actual and relative, in shipments to points on Lake Superior
and the decrease in shipments to Lake Michigan ports.
The movement to American destinations on Lake Superior
increased from 7,762,000 tons in 1919 to 8,650,000 tons in
1921, and was 47.8 per cent of the total shipments.

nESTIXATION OF C.\RGO CO.\I, DV-MPED .\T I,.\KE ERIE PORTS
FROM OPE.MNG OF .SE.\SON TO SEPT. 30*
19r9

.

.

1920-

Per

Net Tons

Destination

.

1921

.

^

Per

Cent

Net Tons

Cent

Per
Cent

Net Tons

Ammcan
Lake Superior ports

7,762.000

43.9

5.684.000

276.000

1.6

424.000

2

238,000

1.4

5,419,000

38.9

8.650,000

47 8

9

265,000

14

155,000

I.I

133,000

7

30.7

3,602.000

24 6

4,624,000

25.5

240.000
59.000

1.3
0.3

628.000
28.000

4.3
0.2

443,000
47.000

0.3

Total .\merican.
Cantidian

11,994,000

79.2

10,521,000

14,162,000

78.2

Lake Superior ports.
.?le. .Mamand river points

1,283,000

7 2

1,196,000

8 2

1,724,000

Sault Ste.

Mane

and river points
Lake Huron-GeorgianBnyporLs
Lake Michigan
ports
Port Huron and
Detroit River
Lake Erie ports

„

72

2 5

9

5

Sault
J..ake

649,000

3

7

869,000

5.9

601,000

3.3

Iliiron-Georg-

ianBayports.

577,000

3.2

613,000

4.2

681.000

3 8

287.000
38,000

16

305,000
10,000

2.1
0.1

289.000
71,000

1.6

3

853,000

4 8

1,090,000

7.5

589,000

3.2

3,687,000

20 3

4.083,000

28.0

3,955,000

21

17,681.000
100
14.604.000 100.0
•Statistics furnished by courtesy of Ore & f'o:il Exchange.

18.117,000

100

.

Port Huron and
Detroit River.
Lake Erie ports

..

.

Lake Ontario and
St. LawTence
River
Total Canadian...

Grand

U. S.

total

Chamber

of

Commerce

to

4

8

Educate the

Public in Natural-Resource Problems

HALF

of the difficulties of the natural resource induswould disappear if the public were well educated
in their problems.
This is the opinion of W. DuB. Brookings, the head of the natural resources production department of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
This department is preparing an active program in an
effort to render constructive service to the raw-material
industries.
In that connection it was pointed out that this
work is supplementary to that of the various trade associations.
It is believed, however, that this nationwide organization of business men can render great assistance to the
industries and to the public by conducting a campaign of
education intended to enlighten the public on the vital problems of natural-resource activities.
The organization of the natural resources department is
just being perfected.
An advisory committee has been
named, of which C. S. Keith, president of the Central Coal
& Coke Co. of Kansas City, is chairman. The other members of the advisory committee are J. H. Ross, president,
tries

E.xchange Supply Co., Winter Haven, Fla.; J. E. Spurr]
and Milling Journal, New York; Christy
Payne, president. Peoples and Hope Natural Gas Co., New
York; E. T. Meredith, former Secretary of Agriculture, Des
Moines, Iowa; Sidney J. Jennings, vice-president.
United
editor, Ent/ineerhig

States Smelting, Mining & Refining Co., Boston,
R. V. Norris, mining engineer, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;'

Mass.;
h!

Van

Manning, American Petroleum Institute, New York, and
William N. Davis, president, Midcontinent Oil and'
Gas
-A-sociation, Bartlesville, Okla.
It is

the opinion of Mr. Brookings that nothing is of
more
in this day with its tendencies toward
Federal

importance
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regulation of business than to obtain for the naturalresource industries a high degree of public confidence. This,
he believes, can be achieved if the public knows the real
facts in regard to these industries. Unless some means can
be devised to acquaint them with the real facts these industries are in constant danger of being wrecked by unreasonable demands on the part of the public. The last few years
have shown how quickly unreasonable public demands have
resulted in regulatory legislation.
Mr. Brookings, who is to direct the natural-resource work
of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, is a
Throughout his business
retired California lumberman.
career, however, he has been interested in coal, oil, natural
gas, waterpower and other natural resources. He has made
a personal survey of the timber and power resources in
both the United States and Canada.

High-Priced Goods Completely Liquidated
Expect Rivival of Business and Prices

AFTER

personal visits to a number of coal-consuming
centers and a telegraphic, survey of the situation
wholesalers, George H. Cushing, managing director
of the American Wholesale Coal Association, has reached
the following conclusions:
(1) The stocks of high-priced goods of all kinds have
about been worked off. Manufacturers everywhere are buying raw material only after they have orders for the
finished product, manufacturing the raw material into a
finished product as quickly as possible, and are making
shipments almost instantly. Everywhere there is a definite
feeling that price liquidation has reached bottom on the
present wage scale. Every^vhere there is a feeling that
business activity is starting to resume and there is an
expectation of a price recovery.
(2) The stocks of coal in the hands of retail dealers are
equal to November demands for at least two weeks and
range in some places as high as three weeks.
Almost
uniformly public utilities have on hand a thirty-day supply
of coal. The householders have taken coal into their own
bins to the extent of between thirty and forty per cent of
Stocks on hand by industrial
their winter's requirements.
plants range from practically nothing at all up to a supply
equal to 100 days.
(3) There was no general belief that the railroad strike
would occur. There was a little precautionary buying but
In one or two places there were slight price
not much.
advances. Generally the market was dull.
In
Ohio,
western West Virginia and eastern Kentucky
(4)
there is already a shortage of cars. It is rather surprising
to see that railroad loadings of all commodities have been
for three weeks on the basis of 915,000 cars per week, which
is close to what have been considered prosperous times.

among

Cure High Prices and Irregular Output by
Storing Coal, Says Harry Taylor
INDORSING the statement made at Chicago
INrector
Smith of the U, S. Geological Survey in
to leaks in the coal industry,

Harry Taylor, former

by Diregard
presi-

dent of the National Coal Association, in a letter to Dr.
Smith says among other things:
"You have covered that situation in a clear and concise
manner and it is generally understood by operating men
that the buyer of coal is often unwilling to recognize the
invisible increase in cost caused by lack of running done
and irregular distribution of work at mines. Again this
is a matter the public can cure if we can ever arouse the
public itself to interest in a more regular placing of orders
throughout the twelve months of the year.
I read the
letter from President Harding to the Mining Congress in
which he suggests storage. I believe that if the consuming
public thoroughly understood the economic waste involved
in the irregular distribution of coal and the saving that
could be made in the country if the industry could function
every month in the year it would give serious consideration to the storage of coal and its direct effect upon the
cost of production."

Army

of Idle Is Dwindling

That the army of

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

revival of business has occurred in the last few weeks,
FURTHERgains
have not in any

but the
sense assumed the proportions of
a boom, according to the Guaranty Survey for November. "In
part the present volume of business reflects merely seasonal production and trade,'' the Survey continues, "but when allowance is made for
this condition it appears that substantial progress is being made toward
normal business activity, which should be realized if the foreign
and domestic clouds on the horizon are cleared.
"The tendency of group prices to resume more nearly their pre-war
relative positions represents an approach to conditions contributing to
the revival of general business activity.
"It is too early to predict with assurance a forthcoming stabilization of prices at approximately present levels, but the fact that in recent
months in many other countries as well as in the United States there
has been a noticeable tendency of general prices either to rise slightly
or to remain comparatively unchanged supports the belief that any further changes in the immediate future should be comparatively slow.
"The country's daily pig iron output, which in August for the first
time since October, 1920, showed an increase compared with the production of the previous month, made a further gain in September. The
increase in the tonnage of unfllled orders of the Steel Corporation, as
reported for Sept. 30, representing the first monthly increase since
July, 1920, is further evidence of definitely better business for the
iron and steel industry. Contracts awarded in September reflect substantial gains in activity in the building industry.
"The early reduction of railway rates is presaged by the steps in
this direction already taken by the E.xecutive Committee of the Association of Railway Executives and the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Apparently no horizontal percentage reduction is contemplated,
but rather such readjustments downward of particular rates as will substantially reduce the average.
The immediate effect of reductions on
the earnings of the roads would doubtless be adverse.
What may
reasonably be expected is that the stimulus to business in general resulting from reduced transportation costs, especially for basic commodities and foodstuffs, would in the long run so increase the volume
of tonnage carried as to counterbalance the immediate loss of revenue."

women
shown

is

gradually

by

idle

men and

dwindling

government

which also indicate

is

reports,

less labor unrest

than a month ago.
Secretary of
Commerce Hoover, directing the un-

employment canvass, expresses confidence that an actual survey now
shown
by
government
reports,
created by the recent conference, will
show the situation less acute than at
first suspected.
Mr. Hoover believes
the number of men in need of jobs
is greatly below
mates.

all

previous esti-

Employs

2,000 More Needleworkers
M. E. Smith & Co., of Omaha,
manufacturers of men's and women's
garments, with factories in a dozen
Western cities, are so confident of
returning business that on Nov. 2

they ordered

all

their factories

to

resume work with full forces and
employ 2,000 additional sewing

to

women.
The Indianapolis factory
was ordered to place 500 women at
work immediately and the Omaha
factory will add another 500.
Steel Mill Resumes Operations
The Parkersburg Iron & Steel Co.,
Parkersburg, W. Va., has resumed

operations

after

a

curtailment

of

several months according to the Iron
Age. Employment will be given to
about 500 men.

44 Tin Plate Plants Reopen
Officials of the McKeesport Tin
Plate Co. announced that the fortyfour mills of the plant would be
operated full time beginning Sunday,
Oct. 31, and that there was assurance
of continuous operation until Jan. 1,
1922. For the past few months the
plant has been operated only in

but with resumption in full
about 3,000 men will be employed.
part,

So. Pac. Places Big Rail Order

One

of the largest orders for steel

placed in many months was
announced Oct. 29 by the Southern
Pacific R. R.
The order was for
rails

Freight Loadings Gain 56,258 Cars
Loading of revenue freight on
American railroads during the week
ended Oct. 22 totaled 962,292 cars or
56,258 cars more than during the
previous week, according to reports
by the Car Service Division of the
American Railway Association. This
was within 46,526 cars or 96 per
cent of the number loaded during the
corresponding week in 1920 and only
14,759 cars less than were loaded
during the corresponding week in
1919.
Comparisons show that the
loading for the week was the largest
since Oct. 30, 1920.
The gain over
the week before was due principally
to the increased movement of coal

and also merchandise and miscella-

neous freight, which includes manufactured products, although increases were reported in the loading
of all commodities.

number of freight cars
railroads on Oct. 23 was
294,404, or a reduction of 21,973 as
compared with the total on Oct. 15.
The reduction was due almost entirely to increased demand for coal
Tabulations showed 49,908
cars.
surplus coal cars in good repair on
Oct. 23, compared with 68,383 on
Oct. 15, or a reduction within that
time of 18,475, while there wei-e 26,624 surplus box cars immediately
available, a reduction of 858 compared with the total at the middle of
the month.
The

idle

total

on

44,600 tons of rails for 1922 delivery,
placed with the Tennessee Coal &
Iron Co., a subsidiary of the United
States Steel Corporation. The contract was said to bring the total of
orders for the Steel Corporation,
since it reduced the price of rails $7
a ton to $40 on Oct. 22, to approximately 125,000 tons. The normal requirements of steel rails for the carriers of the United States is approximately
2,000,000
tons
annually.
During recent years the roads have
been economizing in the purchase of
rails, and as a result are far behind
in their normal requirements.
Consequently steel men look for an unusual demand for rails next year.
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Geological Survey Issues Report on

Proposed Superpower System
Geological Survey has
U.
THE proposed
superpower system for

just issued a report on
the region between
Boston and Washington, under the title Professional Paper
123.
.-^n appropriation of $125,000 was made by Congress
for the purpose of the surs-ey, and $26,000 additional was
contributed by utilities and industries in the superpower
zone.
The investigation was begun July 1, 1920, and was
completed within a year.
The superpower project makes its appeal to the general
public as a means of saving coal and of increasing the productivity of labor.
The nation's business demands greater
and cheaper production and better and cheaper transportation, the report states, and the electrification of industries
and railroads is the answer to that demand. To connect
all the large generating plants
both steam and water power
in one great system means more and cheaper electric current, because each ton of coal will be used to the best advantage and our idle rivers will be made to turn wheels,
especially in the regions farthest removed from the coal
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coal could have been saved, and with the rapid growth
expected in the present decade the saving possible in 1930
by the interconnected electrification of industries and railroads would be fifty million tons."

S.

the

—

—

fields.

Looking ahead to 1930, with the increased demand for
power that can then be reasonably expected, the total coal
saved annually under the unified system, it is stated, will be
million tons.
Under motor operation the industries
could save $190,000,000 annually in their power bill and
could make a greater output of product.
The North Atlantic coast region, to which it is proposed to
supply more and cheaper electric current, was selected for
this study because its industries and railroads have the
maximum requirements for power. The superpower zone
has relatively small hydro-electric resources and maximum
industrial-power requirements.
Fortunately some of the
best coal deposits in the country lie near this great industrial territory, and a prime economic purpose should be so
to conjoin the hydro-electric supply of power to the steamelectric supply as to produce a maximum of energy for a
minimum investment of capital and a minimum operating
expense, and at the same time to conserve the rapidly disappearing cheap fuels of the Appalachian coal fields.
fifty

Economy of Investment and Operation Sought
The superpower system comprehends also a plan of power
production that includes the generation of electricity by
steam at tidewater and on inland waters where a sufficient
quantity of condensing water can be obtained, and also the
utilization of all hydro-electric power that may be economically obtainable from rivers within the zone or within
tran.smission distance of it. The electric power so generated
he co-ordinated through a system of interconnected
transmission lines, the potentials of which will be on the
order of 220,000 and 110,000 volts.
Economy of investment and economy of operation are
the two ends sought by this plan, the outstanding feature
of which is a great network of inter-connecting transmission lines which makes a system out of many units. This
transmission network and its substations would require
$104,000,000 by 1930, and the total investment cost of the
system the same year is given by the engineers as $1,109,564,000, of which $693,218,000 would be new money, for
more than $400,000,000 worth of existing steam-electric and
hydro-electric plants are retained in ser\'ice.
The question of railroad electrification must be decided
according to density of traffic, the report states, and so it is
that of the 36,000 miles of main line, yards and sidings in
this superpower zone, only about 19,000 miles could be
profitably electrified. This electrification would cost nearly
half a billion dollars, but it would save from 11 to 19 per
cent on the investment, or an average of 14 per cent. Electrification is the next step in railroad expansion absolutely
necessary to increase both the capacity and the efficiency
of our transportation system. Incidentally, the annual saving of 9,000,000 tons of coal by the railroads would greatly
increase the available car supply.
In his letter to the President, Secretary Fall says: "Had
the superpower project outlined in this report been in operation in 1919 it is believed that twenty-five million tons of
will

Will Sell Coal Lands of Heading for Taxes

BECAUSE

Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, increased the
assessments on the coal lands of the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal & Iron Co. 357 per cent that company refused
to pay the land taxes levied in 1918 in Rush, East Hanover
and Middle Paxton townships. The county commissioners
plan to offer the coal land for sale at the next County Treasurer's sale to be held in August, 1922.
The commissioners
have taken the same stand regarding a small tract of coal
land assessed at $32,288 in the names of J. J. Dull and

W.

Hoff.

The coal company has paid taxes on the valuations existing prior to the establishment of the increased valuations
at the last triennial assessment and these payments have
been credited from year to year as on account.
Prior to 1918 the valuation assessments on the Dauphin
County anthracite lands of the Reading ran about $300,000,
but the new valuation placed the holdings of the company
at $1,372,755.
The tax on the increase having been returned as unpaid, the commissioners hold that this action
acts as a lien against the property.
The commissioners
have not acted during the past few years because of a
similar situation in Lebanon County, where the assessment disputes have been carried to the courts. The decisions in those cases, however, have not been rendered.
The assessments against the several coal tracts owned
by the Reading Company, as made by W. K. Sekol, miningengineer employed by the commissioners, are as follows:
Rush Township, 5,957 acres of land, of which 871 acres
contain coal, valuation, $276,028; Middle Paxton Township,
2,710 acres of land, 1,389 acres of coal, valuation, $391,386;
East Hanover Township, 4,570 acres of land, 1,067 acres
of coal, valuation, $705,340.

Urging Patrons to Obtain their supplies of winter
coal at once, S. Ennes, general manager of the Wheeling &
Lake Erie Railroad Co., has issued an appeal to residents
of towTis along the road to order their fuel at once.
He
said the railroads have plenty of cars with which to handle
the coal and therefore are in a position to give immediate
service which may not be possible if a sudden cold snap brings
an excessive demand. The notice says: "A careful study
of the domestic coal situation develops the fact that a verysmall percentage of the coal necessary to meet with the
requirements of the coal consumers has been purchased;
hence it is a self-evident fact that the first appearance
of cold weather will result in there being a rush to secure
fuel, which undoubtedly, will cause a shortage of such fuel
for immediate use, thereby causing no little suffering on
account of lack of fuel for heating purposes."

—

Subcontracting Adopted in Mexican Mines. Work has
been resumed in the San Juan mine of the American Smelt& Refining Co., near Durango, Mexico, following a settlement between officials of the plant and representatives of
the union miners over wage matters. The minors went on
strike last May, when an attempt was made to reduce
wages, and till recently did not return. The settlement is
in the form of a contract, with the contractors hiring and
paying their own help and delivering coal to the headings,
from which place the smelter employees will move it
through a tunnel and over a tramway to the tipple. About
thirty men are affected.
ing

According to statistics just made public by the

Interthe consumption of coal in
road service on 165 steam roads, exclusive of switching and
terminal companies, in August, 1921, was 2,479,005 net tons,
compared with 2,768,783 in August, 1920. The same roads
in the eight months ended with August this year consumed
20,538,315 net tons, compared with 22,299,001 tons in the
same period of 1920.

state

Commerce Commission,

November

10,

1921
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Injunction Upset Operators and Union;
Strike Not Likely To Be Successful

THERE

is ample evidence in Washington that operators
in the unionized coal fields are not going to find fault
with the non-union operators for applying for the injunction which Judge Anderson granted. Most operators in the
unionized fields always have been opposed to the collection
of the union dues, and the belief that the practice is illegal
has been growing. There has been general realization of
the fact that recognition of the check-off by the President
of the United States, by the Fuel Administrator and other
Judge Anderson's
officials has in no way made it legal.
pronouncement temporarily placed all operators, including

those outside the immediate jurisdiction of
embarrassing position.

his court, in

an

The position of the unions threatened to b." even more
They could not surrender the check-off
embarrassing.
without a blow. At the same time they were in the worst
possible position to be called upon to use the strike weapon.
It would not be a strike against the operators; it would
be a strike against Judge Anderson and the judicial authorA strike at this time would not affect
ity of the nation.
the anthracite region and it is known that the aid of the
anthracite workers was being relied upon strongly in the
plans for the strike next spring.
It is believed by coal specialists in Washington that while
a strike could be made almost completely effective in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, there would be much difficulty in
making it effective in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, KenIn the unionized sections
tucky, Tennessee and Alabama.
of those states it is believed that the men would go out
during the initial stage of the strike, but would not be
This belief is based largely on the fact
likely to stay out.
that miners generally are not in a good position to strike
after a long period of slack work, and as a result it is believed that there would be a gradual resumption of woi-k
in the union fields in those states where the union is
weakest. It is generally admitted that were a general strike
to be precipitated at this time the chances would be very
much in favor of the operators coming out on top.
The statement is heard frequently that the operators
would welcome a strike under conditions such as existed
after the pronouncement of Judge Anderson's opinion. This
is not the case, judging fi-om the opinions which have come
into Washington from numerous operators.
There is evidence that many miners would prefer to have
more work at a smaller wage with the resulting increase
in the aggregate of income.
That advantage to the operator, however, would not compensate for the losses he
would be forced to sustain by the strike and the danger
he would incur of bringing down regulatory legislation
upon the industry. It is thoroughly understood that a strike
at this time, on the threshold of winter, would bi-mg with
it powerful demands for relief via the route of Federal
legislation.
The situation so far as the public is concerned
has been measurably improved by the large additions made
to stocks since the announcement of the threat to call a
railroad strike.
Incidentally the Indianapolis injunction
came just at the time to prevent a material slump in coal
production.
The loadings the first of last week indicate
that a rapid decline was about to set in but production
seems to have recovered sharply during the latter part of
the week ended Nov. 5.
There is a feeling in many quarters outside of labor circles that a court injunction is no way to settle labor disputes.
This process is cumbersome and slow and many
hold it to be an entirely impracticable remedy for an acute
situation requiring prompt action.
Secretary Hoover
points to this as only another indication that something
fundamental must be done in the matter of industrial
relations.
He has pointed out the utter fallibility of attempting to penalize strikers in a statutory manner. It
is his opinion that a type of tribunal can be evolved to pass
on matters of industrial relations and that public opinion
can be relied upon to insist upon compliance with the mandates of its tribunal.
Operators recognize that the union cannot be killed in
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the Central Competitive Field.
The check-off is not a
requisite for its maintenance.
An example is had in the
anthracite region, which is entirely unionized and has no
check-off.
It is obvious, however, that the loss of the
check-off in the outlying fields would be a serious handicap
to the progress of unionization.

Hampton Roads Shippers Ask Readjustment
Of N.&W. Demurrage Charges
TWENTY-ONE coal shippers doing business at Hampton
Roads have institut2d proceedings before the InterCommerce Commission seeking readjustment of demurrage charges on the Norfolk & Western Ry. and a recovery of excess payments they assert have been already
made to the amount of approximately $.500,000. Construction of tariffs covering demurrage charges on coal shipped
to the Lamberts Point Coal Exchange by members of that
institution is involved in the proceedings.
The bill was
filed with the commission by K. K. Gai-tner, of Washington, attorney for the shippers, and the proceedings are the
state

result of a conference of coal shippers held in Norfolk early
in October at which a committee headed by W. W. Houston,
of Norfolk, was appointed to institute the action.
The proceedings ask an investigation to determine the
basis of the present demurrage charges and to construe
the tariff's to ascertain if they are being applied properly.
If the construction placed on the tariffs by the railroads
correct, shippers ask to have it amended "so as to allow
credit for cars dumped in advance of the expiration of five
days' free time allowed before demurrage is assessed. The
bill also seeks reparation for excess payments and relief
is

from payment of outstanding

bills

in excess of

what the

complainants feel the charges should be.
The contention of the shippers is set forth in a memorandum prepared at the Norfolk conference in October.
It points out that the Lamberts Point Coal Exchange is the
real consignee of all coal shipped to its tidewater pools and
that demurrage against members of the exchange must be
computed collectively and assessed proportionately.
The
memorandum says that the Norfolk & Western tariff provides for a computation of demurrage on the basis of car
detention and assessment against individual members but
that it has in error computed the charges on a basis of
credits in different pools from the date of car arrivals and
not upon the actual detention of cars.
Even should car
detention be the proper basis of demurrage, the memorandum says, members of the exchange should be allowed
credit for cars dumped before the expiration of free time.
The coal companies joining in the proceedings before the
commission are the Smokeless Fuel Co., Charleston, W. Va.;
Castner, Cun-an & Bullitt, New York; Cosgrove & Wynkoop Co., New York; Dexter & Carpenter Co., New York;
Emmons Coal Mining Co., Philadelphia; Fort Dearborn Coal
& Export Co., Norfolk; Hasler & Co., Norfolk; Jewett, Bigelow & Brooks, Detroit; Kentenia Coal Co., Cincinnati; Lake
& Export Coal Corporation, Huntington, W. Va.; W. A.
Marshall & Co., New York; Matlack Coal & Iron Corporation, New York; Raleigh Smokeless Fuel Co.,
Beckley, W.
Va.; C. H. Sprague & Son Co., Boston; Virginia Smokeless
Coal Co., Tazewell; George E. Warren Corporation, Boston; Weston Dodson & Co., Bethlehem, Pa., and West
Virginia Coal Co., Richmond.

Senate Defeats Smoot Sales Tax Amendments
r> Y votes of 43 to 25 and 46 to 25 the Senate defeated
-L' the Smoot sales tax amendments to the tax

bill,

the

former proposing a "mannfacturers' and producers' tax of
1 per cent upon every commodity manufactured or produced,
when sold, leased or licensed for consumption or use without
further process of manufacture," and the latter a business
sales tax of one-half per cent on sales of goods, wares
or
merchandise manufactured or purchased by such person
for sale, the production of coal to constitute manufacture.
Senator Lenroot, of Wisconsin, was the principal opponent
of the sales tax, directing his remarks mainly
to the tax
on coal. He said purchasers would be compelled to pay
it.

—
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September Bituminous Production by States,
As Estimated by Geological Survey

ORIGIN,

by states, of the 35,127.000 tons of soft coal
produced in the month of September is given in the
subjoined table. The figures are estimates by the Geological Survey based upon records of cars loaded by the
principal coal-carrying roads, and checked against what limited statistics of current mine production are available from
While the estimates of total prostate and local sources.
duction are showTi by experience to be within 2 per cent of
correct, the state estimates are subject to a much larger
margin of error. The principal obstacle to accuracy in the
preparation of these estimates is the necessity for arbitra
rily apportioning between states the tonnage of roads originating coal in more than one state.
ESTIM.\TED PRODUCTION OF SOFT
JII.Y

TO SEPTEMBER,
(In

Arkansas
Colorado

663,000

niinois

4.841.000
1.360,000
354.000
396.000
2.311,000
158,000
77,000
319.000
226.000
192.000
35,000
2,615,000
198,000

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maryland
Michigan
Missouri

Montana

New Mexico
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

'B.nS.OOO

Pennsylvania
Tenneasee
Teiaa

330,000
96.000
267.000
385.000
172,000
5,659.000
529,000
10,000

Dtah
Virginia

Washington
Virginia

Wyoming
OtherStatest

CO.\L,

BY STATES,

1921

Net Tonsi

July
870,000
147.000

Alabama

West

.\ugust

September

Sept. 30

1,005.000
157,000
777.000
6.196.000
1.720.000
456,000

1,045,000
152,000

9,081,000
1,236,000
6,586,000
49,395,000
14.722.000
4.073,000
3.69.000
21.371,000
1,700,000
805,000
2,988.000
2.327,000
1,783,000
411,000
23,390,000
1,772.000
81,802.000
3,364,000
780,000
2.850.000
3.727,000
1,894,000
51,104,000
5.423,000
89,000

426.000
2.562.000
162.000
102,000
332,000
307,000
189.000
50,000
2,868.000
235,000
9,158,000
387,000
84.000
412,000
389.000
191,000
5,654.000
709.000
10,000

862,000
6,325.000
1.750.000
483.000
433.000
2,601.000
157,000
94,000
350,000
351,000
188,000
63,000
2.715.000
221.000
9,161.000
395.000
74.000
442,000
445,000
231,000
5,796,000
784.000
9.000

Total bituminous
30.385,000 34.538,000 35.127,000 296,342.000
* Revised from last report.
+ Includes Alaska, California, Georgia, 'Idaho
North Carolina, Oregon and South Dakota.

PRODUCTION OF SOFT

CO.\L.

BY GROUPS OF STATES.

1919-1921

(In net tons)
First

Region
1921
Northeast (a)
176.835,000
Southern Appalachian (6)
12.482,000
Eastern Interior (c)
71,187,000
Western Interior (d)
14,519,000
Mountain States and Northwest («)
21,286.000
.

Total

296,309,000

(/)

Months

1920

1919

235.780.000
16,643.000
94,916,000
19,359,000

331.510.000
23.500.000
130,800,000
29.930.000

300,420,275
20,803.263
90,407,132
21.741,003

28.381.000

40,680,000

32,381.012

395.079,000

556,420,000

465,752,685

Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio, West \'irgima, Maryland, Eastern Ken-

tucky, and Virginia. (6) Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee, (c) Illinois, Indiana,
and Western Kentucky, (d) Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Texas, (e) Colorado. New Mexico. Utah, Wyoming, Montana, North Dakotj.,
If) Alaska. California, Idaho, North Carolina. Oregon, and

and Washington.
South Dakota not

included.

Two Thousand

ON

Gather
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ceived the plans of mining but also the men who cut and
loaded the coal.
At the meeting of the institute on Dec.
12, 1908, only twenty-nine men were present.
At the banquet in 1911 425 men attended, whereas on this occasion
2,000 men were present of the 2,400 who were enrolled.
Mr. Evans added that the larger and cleaner beds of coal
were becoming rapidly exhausted and that they had to turn
to the thinner and dirtier beds.
Pumping lifts were higher
and the amount of water raised was greater, transportation
was over greater distances, and coal had to be prepared
more carefully, as the market was more exacting.
No
longer, therefore, can the officials in selecting foremen choose
men promiscuously from the body of the employees. The
mine boss must know mining and have a degree of education.
To supply this was the purpose of the institute. He
spoke of the classes provided and of the lectures that were
given at the regular meetings of the institute.
At the conclusion of his talk he introduced John Dennis
Mahoney, of Philadelphia, who spoke of democracy and then
introduced Major Victor Bruce Grant, formerly of the English army and now a correspondent of the Associated Press.
The banquet was ended with the singing of "The Star

Spangled Banner."

A

Hollenback Shaft Catches Fire
DISASTROUS fire occurred at the Hollenback colliery
of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. on Oct. 29, the

cause of which is so far unknown.
The fire apparently
started in the shaft and is under control.
For a while
the flames shot out of the shaft to a height of 75 ft. The
fire still continues at all the level landings.
The breaker
is built adjoining the shaft and if it had not been for the
firemen of the city of Wilkes-Barre, where the shaft is
located, and the protection afforded by a sheathing of iron,
the breaker could not have been .saved. The shaft timbers
are burned down to the collar and it would appear as if
they will all have to be replaced.
The shaft has four
compartments for hoisting and one for pumping.

September Coal-Mine Fatalities Reduced
45, or 0.06 Per Million Tons

ACCORDING

Year 1921 at
Nine Same Rate as
of
First Nine

Months

(a)

—

at Ir\stitute

Banquet

THURSDAY

evening, Oct. 27, the Hazleton Mining
Institute held its annual banquet in the girls' dining
room of the Duplan Silk Mills of the city of Hazleton, Pa.
It was probably one of the largest gatherings of its kind
ever held in the anthracite fields. Places were set for 1,700
men and fully three hundred had to wait until the others
were served. Men were present who in industrial life filled
all positions from president to door boy.
All nationalities
in the anthracite field were represented.
Many could hardly
understand English.
Owing to the sickness of John W. Crooks, president of the
institute, Robert A. Evans, the new superintendent of the
Hazleton division of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., presided at
the banquet.
The invocation was made by the Rev. John

Harvey.
Following the dinner Mr. Evans acted as toastmaster and
introduced the speaker of the evening. Mr. Evans in his
introductory remarks made some interesting statements in
relation to the institute.
He said that there were more
than 2,400 members, comprising not only the men who con-

to reports received by the U. S. Bureau of
Mines from the various state mine inspectors, 152 men
were killed during September in and about the coal mines
of the country, as compared with 197 killed in the corresponding month of 1920. The 1921 figures show a decrease
of 45 fatalities, or about 23 per cent, from the record of
Based upon an estimated
the same month of last year.

output of 42,229,000 net tons in September, 1921, the fatality
The mortality rate
rate is 3.60 per million tons produced.
during September last year was 3.66 and the production of
coal was 53,810,000 net tons. The average number of lives
lost during September of each year from 1913 to 1920 has
been 189. The production of coal has averaged 51,886,000
tons, showing a fatality rate of 3.64 per million tons as representative of the month of September for the past eight
years.

nine months of the present year 1,455
by accidents at coal mines, against 1,686
killed during the corresponding months of 1920, a decrease
of 231 fatalities, or 14 per cent. These figures represent a
fatality rate of 4.01 per million tons mined in 1921 and 3.56
per million tons mined in 1920.

During the

men were

first

killed

Of the total of 152 fatalities during September, 30 occurred at the bituminous coal mines in Pennsylvania, a decrease
of 115 from September a year ago; 25 in West Virginia, a
decrease of 6; 14 in Illinois, a reduction of 3; 6 in Kentucky,
a reduction of 8; 5 in Ohio, a reduction of 4; 4 in Indiana,
a reduction of 8; 5 in Ohio, a reduction of 13; 5 in Alabama,
a reduction of 4; 3 in Indiana, a reduction of 12. At the
anthracite mines in Pennsylvania, 41 men were killed, as
against 20 during September of last year.

The

hire is not always determined by the
Columbia Record.

laborer's

laborer's ire.

The INDUSTRIAL UNREST
nearly so

much

doesn't impede our progress
as the industrial rest. Columbia Record.
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Anderson Injunction
Strike Threat Delayed

Court of Appeals Temporarily
Against Clieck-Off;
CONSEQUENT

on a decision of the Federal Court of
Appeals at Chicago which suspended the injunction
issued at Indianapolis by Judge A. B. Anderson, for-

bidding

the

check-off,

the

general

strike

of

775

coal-mine

workers which seemed imminent earlier in. the week is
averted. It seems likely that no trouble will be experienced
anywhere, although the operators, feeling, from testimony
recently given, that the check-off is a thing of infamy which
no good citizen should pay, are anxious to cease to deduct
If the check-off is used
it from the wages of their men.
to buy rifles to convert non-union men into union men by
murder and maiming it is not the part of an operator even
to act under compulsion as a go-between in such a transacThis sentiment makes it difficult for the operators to
understand the action of the court Nov. 14 in Chicago and
to wonder whether on Nov. 16, when that action comes under
tion.

review. Judge Anderson will not be sustained.
However, Indiana operatoi-s will re-establish the check-off,
the United Mine Workers of America having been so notified
by P. H. Penna, secretary-treasurer of the Indiana Bituminous Coal Operators Association. William Mitch, who occupies the same position with District No. 11 (the State of
Indiana), says that all the men will return to work.

Miners Work Pending Decision of Court or Appeals
In the other districts the tendency is to work while awaiting the final decision of the Court of Appeals. Both operators and men seem firmly convinced that it is best to find
out how the ground stands before precipitating a struggle.
What that decision will be it is hard to forecast. William
A. Glasgow, of Philadelphia, and Henrj' Warum, of Indianapolis, who appeared for the union before the Court of
Appeals, which included Judges Baker, Alshuler and Evans,
laid stress on the fact that the injunction violated a "legal
contract" and declared that neither he, Mr. Glasgow nor Mr.
Lewis could undertake for the union that there would be
no more unionizing in West Virginia. Neither of these
arguments seems likely to have much influence with the
court, for the contract has yet to be proved legal, and if
Messrs. Glasgow and Lewis cannot prevent a violation of the
law, then the court must. The Court of Appeals in making
its decision did not have the benefit of copies of the evidence
given before Judge Anderson or of the affidavits in relation
to the matter at issue. It has ordered that the clerk of the
District Court at Indianapolis forward these documents to
Chicago.
Passing in review the events of the week: The injunction
of Judge Anderson was followed by a telegram sent out from
the headquarters of the United Mine Workers at Indianapolis, Nov. 1.
In this dispatch, which was addressed to
union officials in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Illinois,
Indiana, Missouri, Kentucky, Michigan, Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, Wyoming, Montana and Washington, sixteen states in all, the international union leaders
referred to the fact, if it be indeed a fact, that the contract made was in accord with the award of the U. S. Bituminous Coal Commission. This appeal to Caesar, however,
is quite specious, for it is not true that the mine workers
are employed under the contract written by that commission.
No sooner was it made than the mine workers broke
it.
Another contract was made with large wage concessions.
This contract was arranged to temiinate at the same time
as the commission agreement, namely, March 31, 1922. It
is still in full force and effect, not by virtue of the commission's ruling, which it abundantly violates, but by reason
of the signatures of the operators.
The commision said: "The terms, conditions and provisions, mining rates and wage schedules in effect on Oct.
31, 1919, in what is known as the Washington Agreement,
dated Oct. 6, 1917, and in the agreement" which preceded it
should continue in effect subject to certain wage and other
modifications. The chek-off was not among the terms modified. It undoubtedly was permitted to remain among the

Lifts

conditions of the agreement, and it was not surrendered in
But the majority report of the comthe later contract.
mission did not speak favorably of it and actually recommended that a scale committee be appointed to consider
among other matters its discontinuance. The union was not
pleased with the section of the award and quietly ignored
it.
As a result no committee vcas appointed and the checkNothing could be more hollow
off continued to flourish.
than the sanctimonious professions made by union officials
in the preamble of the telegram calling on the districts to

take appropriate action against Judge Anderson's decision.
They are untruthful when they say that the commission's
award iniles today as also when they add that the same body
approved the check-off.
The United Mine Workers' telegram concludes with these
mysterious words: "Any abrogation or setting aside of any
part or section of this agreement, including the section providing for the checking-off for the United Mine Workers
of America of union dues and assessments, cannot be regarded as other than a violation of the agreement and
should be treated accordingly by the district officers and
local unions within your jurisdictions."
This telegraphed notice from union headquarters was
somewhat generally regarded by union men, the operators
and the public as an adroit and dishonest "passing of the
buck," for Lewis, Murray and Green, from whom it
emanated, did not explain the telegram even when asked
What, it was asked,
point-blank by the con-espondents.
was the meaning of the expression "cannot be regarded as
ether than a violation of the agreement, and should be
treated accordingly." ?

Farrington Asks Lewis to Interpret Message
Frank Farrington, president of the

Illinois

district

and

one of Lewis's foremost antagonists, called on Mr. Lewis
Did the intera telegram to interpret the document.
national officials want the district presidents to call a strike
if the operators in their districts refused to collect the
check-off? Would they be repudiated if they did? Lewis
replied as evasively a sever, saying that the operators who
abrogated the existing contract impaired the validity of
the instrument, which statement, indeed, cleared up none of
Farrington's problems.

m

.

They had anticipated
Meanwhile men were striking.
Judge Anderson's injunction and were ready. The day after
it was written and the day before it came into effect five
mines in Indiana employing more than 1,.500 men were
reported closed. At Floodwood, Ohio, at mine No. 26 of
the New York Coal Co., 300 went out without waiting for
the statement from union headquai-ters at Indianapolis.
While Lewis, Murray and Green were busy \\ith counsel
Not until evening of that day was the
these men struck.
shilly-shally word from headquarters with its enigmatic
language put over the wires.
Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation
of Labor, on hearing of Judge Anderson's decision is
reported to have declared him a "slave driver," saying that
such actions "are making it impossible for us to have a
law-abiding patriotic and rational labor organization of
American citizens" as much as to sav that if the union
could not compel the operators to collect union dues, revolution and violence were excusable.
Questions naturally arose whether Judge Anderson's
decision was effective outside Indiana, and the Illinois
operators inquired of their counsel whether they should obey
the injunction of the Federal judge or should regard themselves bound by that of Judge Charles H. Miller, of Franklin County, Illinois, which prohibited them from interfering
To Colorado, Iowa and Oklahoma
with the check-off.
operators it seemed quite clear that the injunction did not
refer to them and consequently there was no talk of abandoning the check-off and it wnll he collected as usual.
The Indiana operators, not being troubled by a conflict of

—
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injunctions and being clearly subject to Judge Anderson's
decision, early undertook to be govered by the injunction.
As a result only si.xteen mines were running in that state

Decision was not easy for the Illinois operators.
matter till Nov. 10, planning a meeting on
that date in Chicago.
The Pittsburgh operators seemed more desirous than all
others to rid themselves of the check-off, which was at once
a conspiracy in restraint of trade and a contribution to
violence in West Virginia. As early as Nov. 2 they decided
to obey the injunction, and late on Nov. 4 they, through
R. W. Gardner, Commissioner of the Pittsburgh Coal Producers Association, notified Robert R. Gibbons, president of
District No. 5, that they would not longer collect the checkAs a result the district executive board decided at a
off.
special meeting to call a strike at midnight, Monday, Nov.
7, and even when Gibbons heard that the Federal Court of
Appeals failed to sustain Judge Anderson he was not ready
Would the Pittsburgh operators
to withdraw his order.
reverse themselves as readily as had the courts ?
In central Pennsylvania the operators of District No. 2

on Nov.

2.

They put

off the

Vol. 20, No. 19

met on Nov. 4 in Altoona and passed a resolution abolishing
the check-off. This was as follows:
"In view of the decision of Judge Anderson in the case
of the Borderland Coal Corporation against the United Mine
Workers of America, and in view of the evidence adduced in
that case of the vicious misuse of the funds collected
through the check-off system, which evidence established
that such system is against the public interest, it is the
sense of this meeting that the operators in this association
immediately discontinue the collection of the check-off."
Another resolution declared that this would not affect the
wage scale or any working agrei'ment other than the checkThe miners might still have checkweighmen and deducoff.
tions would be made on the payroll for them; not from all
the employees but only from those who had coal to be
weighed, namely the miners, scrapers and loaders.
Ohio is not a unit. The south and north of the state have
The Ohio operators in the southern part
little in common.
of the state met and decided they could not agree on common action at once, so they adjurned to meet Nov. 7. On
Nov. 4 the coal operators of eastern Ohio or should we not

—

Un.on-Check-off
Union -No check-off

Non-union
(Ui/mbers refer to

|

|

names

in

texi.)

COAL, FIELDS OF UNITED STATES SHOWING CHECK-OFF, NO CHECK-OFF AND NON-UNION FIELDS
Those fields which are marked In solid black are likely to suspend work if the check-oft is declared illegal by the
There will be strikes in any event it the districts which
Federal Court of Appeals on further review.
have suspended the check-off persist in their decision, but that is not thought likely.

UNION FIELDS COLLECTING CHECK-OFF
No.
on

Tons

Map
2
3
4
7
8
9
1

12
13
1
1

Field

Central Pennsylvania
Northern Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh
.

Cumberland-Piwlniont
Fairmont
New River

Kanawha
Eastern Oliir,
Southern dhi-,
Michigan
Indiana
,

20

Illinois

21

Western Kentucky..
Iowa
Missouri and Kansas.
Arlcansas and Oldahoma

22
23
24
27
28

:

.

Wyoming
Montana

,

UNION FIELDS NOT COLLECTING CHECK-OFF

—
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rather say northern Ohio, for they operate toward the
northern end of the field (the men who constitute the Pittsdecided to abolish the

burgh Vein Operators' Association)

—

check-off.

In the anthracite region there is no check-off and the
excitement in which the other fields were thrown was not
exhibited in that region. However, should there be a strike,
these men, glutted with steady work and keen themselves
for the check-off, would be apt to come out in sympathy with
their bituminous confreres.
Perhaps it should be stated here that Judge Anderson
after making his decision suspended its operation till the
Borderland Coal Corporation, which applied for the process,
could give bond in $1,000 for the indemnification of the
defendants should the injunction be reversed. This bond
was entered Nov. 2, when the process became of full force

and

men on strike in Indiana,
Ohio and Illinois on Nov. 3. In the Hocking region six
mines employing 2,000 men were idle. On that date at
Centralia, 111., several hundred men returned to work to
await definite orders from the mine leaders, who here, as in
all other sections and states, favored concerted action and
were opposed to any attempt to strike till the operators of
the state or section voted to discontinue the check-off.
On
Nov. 4 the Hocking men were going to work. Thus at the
moment when the Federal Court in Chicago reversed the
action of Judge Anderson, men were returning to work and

men were going out.
The maps and tables in this

other

obtaining in the

number

of

ments thus

field

men likely
known are

check-off

is

article exhibit the conditions

with relation to the check-off and the
to be affected if the dues and assessdeclared to be in violation of the law.

collected in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri,

Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, Wyoming and Montana, in Pennsylvania except in the anthracite, Westmoreland, Connellsville and Comerset fields; in West
Virginia except in the Mingo, Logan, Pocahontas and part
of the New River fields; in northwestern Kentucky and in
the railroad mines in the State of Washington. There are
exceptions in most of these fields but they are few.

Mine Workers

to Test Constitutionality of

Kansas Industrial Relations Court

A FORMER

Iowa State Senator, John T. Clarkson, has
been retained by the United Mine Workers of America
to enter pi-oceedings to test the constitutionality of the
Kansas Industrial Relations Court law. He is well known
as the counsel of the mine workers in Iowa. The manner
of conducting the attack is left to him but a union mine
worker probably will appear as plaintiff, alleging injury
by reason of the application of the law. The litigation
initiated by Alexander Howat and still pending is said not
to raise the question of constitutonality.

On Nov. 5 the provisional officers of the union in Kansas,
who have taken the places of Howat and Dorchy since their
incarceration, warned the mine workers who were on strike
against the imprisonment of these men that they must
return to work before Nov. 15 or the charters of all the
local unions where the strike continued would be suspended.

Commission Lets Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.
Reduce Its Mine Workers' Wages

AFTER

obtaining

the

consent

of

the

representatives

under the Employees' Representation Plan to a reducin wages the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. on Sept. 1
lowered its wages approximately 30 per cent in Huerfano
and Las Animas counties so as to meet the competition of
other steel manufacturers who were obtaining their fuel
at a lower wage rate.
The State Industrial Commission
ordered the wage restored till it had made an investigation.
On Nov. 5 the commission suspended its temporary order,
saying that an agreement had been made and that the
reduction squared with that understanding. In making its
award the commission did not enter into the fairness of
the wage reduction.
The members of the commission detion

777

clared that the mine workers would not be violating the
state industrial law if they went on strike against the
decrease in pay, for the order is not mandatory but merely
The decision specified
records the findings of the court.
that the reduced wage could be put in effect legally only
been reached between
"agreement
had
this
where
at mines
the company and its employees," and listed eleven mines in
the two counties mentioned as coming under the provisions.
The United Mine Workers of America through John P.
McLennon, president of district 15, stated that union employees would strike if an attempt was made to reduce their
When the reduction was first attempted in Sepwages.
tember several mines struck for ten days, returning to woi'k
only when the commisson interposed its restraining order.
Any reductions in other mines can be made only after a
30-day investigation by the court.

effect.

In all there were about 28,000

The

— —

N. C. A. Denied Permanent Injunction in

Removal Case; Temporary Stay Extended
JUSTICE HITZ

of the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia has refused to grant the permanent injunction sought by the National Coal Association to restrain
United States officials from requiring the presence of certain officials

of the

association

in

court at Indianapolis.

The permanent injunction was refused on -the ground that it
would interfere with a criminal action. At the same time
Justice Hitz dismissed the temporary injunction but took up
immediately the request of the National Coal Asso.ciation
for an extension of that injunction and it was granted. As
a result oflScials of the National Coal Association may not
be served with a summons until the matter has been passed
upon by the Court of Appeals. A ruling by that tribunal
will not be forthcoming for several months.

Directors of the National Coal Association

will

meet

Nov. 18 at the Gibson Hotel in Cincinnati. More than the
usual amount of business has accumulated, due to the fact
that this meeting has been deferred because of President
Bradley's illness.
Prior to the meeting of the directors
Mr. Bradley expects to confer with Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce.
Meetings of the railroad relations,
government relations, and other committees are scheduled
to be held in Cincinnati the day before the directors' meeting. A wide range of subjects of interest to the coal industry will be discussed and an important report submitted on
the export situation.

In response to a recent suggestion of the Secretary of
the American Mining Congress has appointed a
coal committee, one of three mining committees, to cooperate with the department in improvement of the mining
industry.
The coal committee consists of President J. G.
Bradley of the National Coal Association; S. D. Warriner,
of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., Philadelphia; Thomas
H. Watkins, of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation,
New York; Charles S. Keith, Central Coal & Coke Co.,
Kansas City, Mo., and Albert J. Nason, Nason Coal Co.,
Chicago.
The mining committees will meet Secretary
Hoover Nov. 14.

Commerce

The Department of Labor is gathering statistics concerning coal wages for use in adjusting wage agreements
next spring. For a month it has had field agents at work,
co-operation being extended by the operators in giving
information covering average hourly earnings from a representative number of mines, union and non-union.
'
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As business
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highways of prosperity can be
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Production
and
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THE

market has settled down

to the price basis

prevailing before the flurry caused by the erstwhile rail-strike threat.
Quotations are being
made over a delivery period of thirty days and longer,
indicating unexpected confidence in the stability of the
market in the face of the check-off controversy. Coal
A(te inde.x of spot bituminous prices stands at 91 as
of Nov. 7
unchanged from Oct. 31.

—

The recent railroad strike threat failed to affect the
market materially, but it was the dii-ect cause of con-

Steam coals are not so active, but any
trouble rn the bituminous producing fields would have
an immediate bolstering effect and enable operators to
move stocks held at the mines.
in the best call.

The coke market has turned soft as production has
further outdistanced requirements.
Furnacemen have
withdrawn many of their intjuiries, preferring to await
the expected freight reductions, and this has left coke
operators "holding the bag."

siderable additional production of bituminous coal, much
of which is now being delivered.
The stocks accumulated as a matter of precaution

when the

rail

^?

threat

-

sluggish market.
The big
buyer knows this and discounts the importance of placing heavy orders on the current market.
result

of

the

s ^^-1920-1921

;.Lj

<|v.,c/a?w-/«/

loomed are acting as a buffer against the possibility
of a shortage if the miners strike.
A large volume
of the more recent production is going into storage and
were the miners' tie-up to materialize, industries generally would have three or four weeks' resei-ve which
should be ample to tide them over any anticipated emergency.
In the Midwest especially, large stocks of
steam coals have been accumulating at the mines as a

t
WoeMy production of anthracito
coal yoan,

'From reports of ihQ
Survey

'

^
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prolonged
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Aug.
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Spor.^dic Strikes of

Short Duration

—

—

the seasonal demand for family sizes.
Independent
premiums are heavy, especially on stove coal, which is

Production declined 107,000 tons during the week ended
when 10,951,000 net tons were mined. The decline
in output following the removal of the rail-strike threat
shows how readily production responds to variations in
demand. With transportation assured, the demand almost
immediately slipped back and output declined accordingly.
The decline continued into last week Oct. 31-Nov. 5. Preliminary reports on Monday, Oct. .31, show a decline of
4,679 cars loaded, compared with the preceding Monday.
Loadings were sharply reduced on Nov. 1 by the observance
of a religious holiday, and the week's output was further
affected by the strikes in Ohio and Indiana as a protest
against the check-off injunction.
October production is estimated at 43,741,000 tons, according to the Geological Survey. This is an increase of 8,614,000 tons over the preceding month. Doubtless the demand
was mainly stimulated by the possibility of a stoppage of
transportation, rather than by an increase in consumption.

—

Estimates of Production
(Netl-nn-l

Aug.

S<pt.

Mar,

BITUMINOUS
Oct. 29,

Judge Anderson's decision against the collection of
the check-off was quickly followed last week by the
decree of the Federal Court of Appeals in Chicago suspending this injunction, pending a hearing set for Nov.
16.
Sporadic strikes in Indiana and Ohio, which followed Judge Anderson's injunction, were short-lived in
the light of the second court action.
The situation
began to look serious when District No. 5 the Pittsburgh region voted to strike on Nov. 7.
Anthracite production is holding well, stimulated by

-

Goologicol).

Oct.

November

10,
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However, the month's output was lower than that in any
recent year but 1914, when 37,600,000 tons were produced.
Retail bituminous stocks have been greatly increased during the past few weeks. The steam markets of Baltimore,
Philadelphia and New York fail to reflect the possibility of
any operating troubles. New England consumers are again
apathetic and sales are dragging. Industries in that section
are not manufacturing goods ahead of immediate orders
booked and ai-e basing their fuel requirements accoi-dingly.
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Board consent

month, the
favor of British competitors range

to the use of its boats for $1 a

diflferences of price in

T'jc. to $2 per ton.
The Lake trade is in a seasonal windup and this is being
hastened by the fact that storage space is now exceedingly
Interior markets
limited on the Head-of-the-Liikcs docks.
are not so active, which also is hampering the unloading of

late cargoes.

September coal shipments through the Soo were 993,848
tons of bituminous and 281,130 tons of anthracite. Dumpings at the lower ports were 498,614 net tons in the week
ended Nov. 7 481,650 cargo and 16,964 vessel fuel as compared with 849,726 tons in the corresponding week in
1920. Cumulative movement for the season is now 21,960,074 tons; in 1920 it was 21,012,741.

—

—

COKE
Production of beehive coke remained at 102,000 net tons
during the week ended Oct. 29. Cumulative production for
1921 is 4.496,000 net tons as against 17,688,000 in 1920. The
Connellsville market is quiet following the disappearance
An early
of inquiries, and prices have softened slightly.
resumption of demand is anticipated as a reaction of the
rail strike threat, which made for a sluggish coke market.

ANTHRACITE
Production of hard coal declined 162,000 net tons in the
week ended Oct. 29. The output was 1,780,000 tons, according to the Geological Survey. The decrease is attributed to
the observance of Mitchell Day, Oct. 29, and not to any
lessened demand on producers.
Stove coal is short in some sections, particularly in the
East, where it is the popular size. The steam grades are
moving just slowly enough to keep independent quotations
within the bounds of company schedules, but any interruption to bituminous mining would immediately react to the
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Aite Index 91.
of Xov.-mber 7.
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This (llaKram

(•mil

shows

4OO

weekly

changes In the spot
prices of bituminous
coal In the United
States as a whole.
All
prices
are re-

350

duced to one fleure
and compared with
the average government price of 1918.300
taken as 100. Actual
spot prices for each
coal are given In the
table in this review.
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French Market Featureless

;

Stocks Are Heavy

—

Saar Prices Cut for November More British Pits
Close Export Markets Quiet, Despite Lowered
Quotations Further Government Aid Suggested

—

—

Saar coal prices for November have
been reduced between 7 and 10 francs
per ton by the French administration.
On Oct. 1 a similar reduction was made.
The French market presents nothing
of any interest to the American coal

Demands

exporter.

are

limited

to

hand-to-mouth dealings on account of
the mild weather and the still unsettled
industrial position.
Official figures of coal imports and
production for August show an increase of 617,000 tons over the corresponding figures for July, which already marked an increase of 321,000
tons over June.
This is chiefly due to
the larger imports of British coals,
(432,000 tons more than in July).

FRENCH PRODUCTION .\ND IMPORTS IN
AUGUST
^

August
Tons

Tons
French production
Saar imports
British imports

1,912.005
252.531

Belgian imports

<3erman imports
.•\.merican

imports

Total

French coals

'

241,486
227.640
596.089
106,618

2.036,906
267,692
673,782
287,045
614,267
63,641

3,326,369

3.943,333

above table inelude production of the Lorraine mines,
Saar coals represent only tonnage supplied to France, the total production
having been 637,455 tons.
in the

Stocks of coals in various ports increased by about 90 000 tons, but stocks
in the hands of the railways decreased
by about 40,000 tons.
^„„„ COAL
FRENCH
STOCKS. AUG. 31. 1921

„

„

^""^

.,

NoHM^aJs
Est Railways

ilVill

PL:M-Ra>l«-ays

I5l!246
390,920

Midi' Railwa%''

"5'900

.

.

!

Total railways

1,306,726

In various ports...
Paris Gas

_.

689 584

Works
J.

159;296
^

,

,

.

Figures of stocks at the mines are
not yet available. Railway stocks on
Aug. 31 were sufficient to last 45 days;
port supplies were adequate for 34
"^y^-

Closing of British Pits Alternative of
Lower Production Costs;
Exports Lag

An inquiry has been received on the
Newcastle market from Utrecht Gas^\-orks for the supply of 100,000 tons of
5.0

4S

best gas coals for shipment over next
year.
There is a general feeling that the
British coal industry is again being
allowed to drift toward a crisis. For
instance, in the exporting districts 200,000 miners are unemployed and the deniand shows no sign of increasing. As
the owners are not likely to surrender
their profits in wages, the scale in November must be formulated on the economic state of the industry. This has
stimulated the miners to appeal to the
government to devote to the industry
the balance of the subsidy granted in
the June settlement,
amounting to
about three millions, sterling.
More collieries in Wales are closing
down.
The largest colliery in the
Swansea district, the Graigola Merthyr,
'"^^ closed for an indefinite period, and
the shutting down of the Clydach pits
involves 2,000 miners.
Lanarkshire is
also badlv hit.
By the beginning of
Vnvpmhpr
nitc; were
wprp ciosea
plnspH Hnwn
em Dei, Ifi
ID pirs
*^".^
ciown
owing partly to lack of demand and the

owners' losses.

O ^Tiers of Scottish mines which recently closed have disclaimed all responsibility for the non-fulfillment of
contracts on the ground of a protecting
clause in the contract form. The shippers, however, state that the closing
of the pits was due to factors over
which the owniers had no control, and
threaten not only to hold the pits liable
for any loss incurred in repurchasing
coal to fill their contracts with Europe,
but also for any demurrage charges in,.^^^,^^ through detention of their ships.
Wages of the Scottish miners have
been decreased 4s. per day.
On this
basis the November wage is 9s. 8d., as
compared with 21s. 6d. last February.
Scotch miners are averaging four days
weekly.
Various means are being suggested
to revive the industry.
Besides returning the £3,000,000 subsidy balance to
the industry, it has been suggested that
the mining industry be loaned £1,000,OOO from public funds to be administered bv the National Coal Board in an
endeavor to carry on the work of the
pits which are closing down.
It has
been estimated that by the wise applination of this money the price of coal
^"1^' be reduced by lOs. per ton.
The Miners Federation is asking for
government help to relieve distress and
to put the industry on its feet again.
new scheme has been submitted to
the government, in which it is proposed

A
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versy will result in a heavy demand for
the steam coals and cause a cleaning up
of those sizes, which have been a burden
for the past several months. Salesmen
have been hard pushed to move these
coals lately and while some buckwheat

sure to bear on retailers to take egg and
pea, and to a degree this is successful.

^ew England

Reserves here are in good shape,
although continued seasonable weather
would bring them down and create a
demand on the pro<tucer.
sharper
Household trade is brisk in practically
and most shippers are well
cities
all the
supplied with orders for the present.

BOSTON

-

Inquiry Slackened on
Market Drags
ffAnnouncement That Strike V» «»
AnthraCoa^tuise Freights Weaker
Request.
Good
in
cite Domestic
is
Bituminous—The current market
It would need a elairin heavy shape.
in December
demand
forecast
to

-

i"oyant

Tidewater

inquiry
and January, but November
all the
bound to be lipht. Practically
the
convassinp
shippers are diligently
no prosand
territory
consuming
whole
still at
is

and rice brought company circular,
most sales were reported as below those
Barlev was in better shape.
figures.
Domestic continues strong with egg
Demand is growing, howthe easiest.
ever, and operators do not look for any
temperatures remain
the
if
let-up
Consumers who have to
seasonable.
buy in small quantities are now coming
is
into the market and the retail trade

more brisk.
The railroad strike talk resulted in
enough orders being placed with the
producers to keep them busy for some

a trifle

.

Some producers who
time to come.
have large tonnages of egg on hand
have, it is reported, undertaken to
break it up.
^
Independents are having no trouble
and m
in moving their domestic coals
some instances are reported as quoting
small
A
chestnut.
and
stovf
'5
for
$9
being
lot of distressed egg coal was
$7.40
of
basis
the
on
week
this
offered

— East

,

PHILADELPHIA

.

,

,

Anthracite Retail Trade Quiet -- Sotne
Prices are
pect is neglected
Steam Demand Urdiago Price Cutting
weeks
some
reached
point
Unaffected by New
the low
prevent nani— Bituminous
Every effort is being made to figures, Strike Threat— Best Demand for Good
spot
in
at the mine.
reduction
any further
soon there Coals
Bituminous Market conditions conbut unless buying improves
retail trade fails to
The
recession.
Anthracite
slight
a
be
tinue quiet. Even the check-off injuncwill probably
reas
down
to
slowing
seemed
apprehension
revive from the
tion did not cause any
While railroad strike talk
demand ported last week, despite the much among local consumers.
make no appreciable increase in
The
arrived.
now
has
which
cooler weather
Consumers are showing no apparent
England, yet it is apparent
sustaining in- good buying during October was due
Their stock
interest in the future.
that it was a factor in
the
and
are
threat,
imstrike
solely to the
piles are sufficient to take care of
In any case, consumers
quiry.
evidently
marked
consumer
quotations
the
a
is
of
intent
although
there
real
and
and
wants
mediate
again apathetic
steam
quantities.
week
for
is to buy in small
show about the same level as last
filling off in the request
Dealers generally are anxious for they have no desire to add to their
Industries here see no real
grades.
plugging along further shipments of nut. There has stocks.
Many consumers requested
light ahead and are
most pait also been some demand for pea, but advance shipments on their contracts
from hand to mouth, for the
accusbeen
goods
has
nothing like the trade
during the railroad strike agitation and
taking care ""t/o accumulate
Ihat tomed at this time of the year. For
accomso far as possible they were
bevond orders already 'n ^and.
first
the
of
conmost
some reason the coming
modated. There was also heavy buying
being the situation with
forward to
any
looked
spot
the
where
always
watch
is
see
who
to
snowstorm
consumers
hard
by those
sumfrs, it is
coal
from.
as being the beginning of the pea
market with the result that most users
spurt in demand can come
shippers
the
enter
not
smokeless
will
and
movement.
are over-stocked
^Obviously, the
the last
There is still a good deal of variation market again until forced to.
have felt the reaction, because selling
dealers
most
fairly
while
and
succeeded
been
prices
have
retail
have
in
shippers
Local
few months they
whole tonnage consider $14.50 a regular price for well in preventing large movement to
nearly two-thirds of the
f^w factors stove and nut, the consumer who shows the docks unless there appeared a
placed in this territory. A
buy
can
yet undis- an inclination to shop around
reasonable chance of disposing of the
who have cargo balances asl^ai-d
to get these sizes in many places as low as
By doing so they have prevented
coal.
posed of are strivmg very
but $6.15® $13.75. There is also a tendency to cut an accumulation here and the docks are
the best return possible,
being
on
$13.25
basis
low
as
as
price
normal
a
on
egg,
in good condition.
$6.25 continues the
for inland recorded on this.
Some good grades of coal already
cars. Providence or Boston,
at Hamnton
The steam situation is fair, with loaded in boats were being offered at
delivery. Sales f.o.b. vessel
al|4.S0 buckwheat in
lower
ordinary demand,
slightly
at
prices
alongside
Roads have been reported down to
while $4.7d@$4_90 though no good coals are being sold oft. figures than were being quoted gen(S)$4.60 for Pool 2,
price for Rice is the one size that is slow.
however.
erally. These offers were few
continues the base market
Bituminous—The trade is calm and it
Navy acceptable coal.
Producers in the central Pennsylvania looks as though nothing short of an
BALTIMORE
market
the
Despite
scouring
earthquake could disturb it.
districts are also
Many of them have been all the rumors of strike movements on Market More Stable—Strike Talk Fails
for orders.
three
on
Anthracite Realong
the
decision
to Strengthen Prices
account of the check-off
able thus far to scrape
but e^en on con- trade simply refuses to show any kind tail Trade More Active.
to four davs a week,
dwindled
steadily
particularly
tracts shipments have
of a reaction. Consumers,
Bituminous—With the railroad strike
are at a loss
averted there now looms in
the largest ones, show the utmost inof late and sales agents
One rosult difference and are still confining pur- possibilities
checkto know which way to turn.
coal world the shadow of the
the
receipts all-rail chases to immediate needs.
in
dron
further
the consequent threat of
a
and
is
off ruling
gateways
through the Hudson River
The price situation is somewhat a mine strike of national proportions.
Even the railroads are taking less fuel puzzling to the shippers, as the fluctua- As with the rail strike threat, however,
ago.
tradthan was the case a month
tions for the past two months, outside
there has been no acceleration to
and upSailing vessels, 3.000 tons
of a few days when the rail strike ing so far from this new trouble. Witn
85c
at
available
wards, continue
seemed almost possible, have varied biit the rail strike threat came a small
Hamnton Roads to Boston or Portland little. The feeling grows now that $3 spurt to the market, but there has since
certain ^ ^""f-le^T;'"
with
toG-ether
=eems to be near the average that can been a recession to the old standards.
but
barees of from 2.000 to 3.000 tons,
be expected all winter for good coal.
The apparent lack of confidence in
'jp^even
that
exnect
it is reasonable to
an early boost to the market, despite
mntorlalize w.th tbe
quotawill
rate
lower
the strike clouds, is shown by
bars-es of less
lack of ordpr,. SmMler
May Be tions of high grade steam and gas coals
Sizes
Steavi
«1f;^$1^15. Anthrarite
around
the
ouoted
and
still
November
are
over
draft
Strennthfved Domestic in Strong De- for delivery
same rang-e of ports. b"t within a few -niand Bituminous Situation Quiet- first half of December. While mines
to nlace
well
fairly
are
jlnvs it >i-»s W'-ome =o difflcnH
coals
now producing best
No Interest
Stocks Are Heavy
tbem tbat offers are being solicited.^
covered by contract on the more excluOperators' Difficulties.
at this
Atithracite—Dome<:tic si-'es continue
sive grades and the demand
opof
suspension
Any
Anthracite
the
esneciallv stove and
season is pretty sure to increase,
in strong ronnost.
to the check-off controdue
erations
presbringing
Shippers are
ohp=tnut.
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fact that a number of operations now
closed stand ready to plunge into the
open field as soon as demand warrants
even a partial resumption of operation,
argues against much tighter conditions
as to selling in the near future.
The export movement of soft coal
from Baltimore for October reached
a total of 37,385 tons cargo and 2,573
The trade is analyzing
tons bunker.
the collapse of the export business and
the reasons thereof. Foreign exchange
rates are blamed for the most part.
Anthracite The ordinary conditions
of winter's approach have undoubtedly
been the principal cause of the stiffening of the market, although there is no
doubt that the talk of railroad strike
did to some extent stimulate I'etail
orders.
Yard resei'ves have been considerably depleted, although the run of
coal to this city for October exceeded
by about one third the delivery during
September and August, when a decided
deficiency was piled up.
Prices remain unchanged except that
some dealers are now charging 25c.
per ton more than the summer schedule
for stove, apparently to take care of
the fact that they are required to buy
pea or egg in conjunction with the more
Dopular size. Some of the delay in public buying is ascribed to the idea that
the prosecution of retail dealers, on a
charge of price fixing, is to bring lower

—

—

Coke Jobbers report an almost enabsence of demand. The furnaces
have contracts for a certain amount
and it appears that they are not using
much more than that at present.

tire

MILWAUKEE

Consumers

Canada

Investigates

TORONTO

of the coal

Behind
Orders for
—Increased
Shipments
from.
— Bituminous
Weaker.
ivith

Still

Wi7iter

Mines

Dealers are not nearly so busy as is
usually the case at this season as many
consumers are still backward in laying
in their winter supplies.
Receipts of
coal from the mines show an increase
as a number of dealers, fearing an interruption of traffic by the threatened
railroad strike, sent in heavy orders
which are now coming forward. As a
consequence, the market may be temporarily overstocked in some lines. Bi-

tuminous is little in demand and prices
have a decided downward tendency.
Quotations are as follows:
Retail:

Anthracite, egg, stove, nut

and grate

Pea
Bituminous steam
Bituminous lump
Cannel

BUFFALO

—

$15.30
l-t.OO
10. 25<a> 10.75
2 00
16.00

I

.

f.o.b. cars at destination:

7.15® 8.25
6.00® 6.75

Slack

—

for Bitiiminous Light CheckCertain
Hard Coal
off Struggle
Easier hut Supply Is Light.

Northwest

—

Bituminous Demand has fallen off
some, but it was so light all the time
that shippers will go on much as before.
Consumers had a big supply and were
bound to buy sparingly for a while anyhow.
Some of them will hardly be
heard from in months, for they have
laid in all they can carry.
There will be some improvement in
buying when the April wage fixing time
approaches. As to the threatened strike
over the check-off injunction, the unions
are not likely to give up without something of a struggle.
However, there
are a good many things they can do
without making the fight a general
strike.

Quotations are being shaded a little;
$2.75
for Youghiogheny gas
lump,
$2.50 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam
lump, $2.25 for Allegheny Valley and
all

mine run and $1.50@$1.75 for "slack.

—

Anthracite The demand is not quite
so good since the settlement of the rail
trouble, though that was not expected
to affect it much.
As the supply has
fallen off too, it is not easy to say what
the real change is.
Some of the big
retail trestles have been out of certain sizes, especially stove, some days
at a time lately and have refused to
sell to any but regular customers.
The fact that independent anthracite
does not command much of a premium

shows that the actual shortage is not
heavy and it may happen that the waiting at the trestles for loads will not
last long.

Lake
lately,

— Shipments

have fallen off
on account of sending the coal

some other market. Loadings for
the week ended Nov. 2 were 106,400
net tons, of which 36,000 tons cleared
for Milwaukee. 35,500 for Duluth and
into

Superior, 21.300 for Chicago, 6,000 for
Green Bay, 5.900 for Sault, Ont., and
1.700 tons for Racine.

MINNEAPOLIS

— State
— Receipts

Rail

Trouble

Passes

—

Small

condition
market thus far in November would only mean a repetition of a
stoiy which has been retold for weeks
past. The first cold snap will lift the
"jinx" of procrastination on the part
of consumers; then, it is expected, serious congestion of delivery service will
ensue.
Meanwhile dock companies are kept
busy in developing storage room on
already heavily laden docks, and in
shifting about coal which persists in
heating.
Deliveries of both anthracite
and soft coal continue very light for
the season.
An investigation of coal and coke
freight rates in Wisconsin, with a view
of making a material reduction, has
been ordered by the State Railroad
Commission at the instance of Governor
Blaine.
The time for the first hearing
has not been set as yet. The governor
holds that high freight rates on fuel
are placing a burden on the public
generally in the form of excessive
charges by public utilities.
Up to and including Oct. 31, 104
cargoes of anthracite and 282 cargoes
of soft coal had been received over
Milwaukee docks, the aggregate being
848,045 and 2,341,884 tons respectively.
During the same period last year receipts of anthracite were 701,363 tons,

and soft coal 1,921,417

Market Dormant with Warm Weather
Buying Reduced to Minivium After

—

Coals

Weaker.
calling off of the railroad strike
took the last argument which has been
at all effective in the matter of selling
When the announcement came
coal.
out in the daily press, it was followed
instantly by a letting up of orders.

Large steam users who had been taking
in considerably more than their customary allotment, immediately cut

down to the old amount or less.
As long as mild weather prevails,
there will be but little interest in coal
buying by either steam or domestic
Both of them are determined
users.
to buy no sooner and certainly no more
coal than they can possibly get along
with.

Buckwheat coal has been dropped $1
a ton because of the accumulation at
the docks, due to moving regular sizes.
Soft coal screenings have also been ac-

cumulating and have had no regular
price.

Coal men are becoming cautious
about any further predictions of what
may happen on their commodity. This
is the first season in five years that
the approach of fall did not give serious ground for fearing a coal shortage.
And yet thanks to exceptional effort
put forth in one way or another, no
real shortage ever hit the Northwest
So the trade is
in those five years.
really penalized for its good work in
averting what threatened to be a serious shortage.
The situation is still a deadlock so
far as urging buying upon either steam
user or consumer. In some instances
The
it is a case of financial matters.

tons.

The

total

gain over 1920, with a little over a
month of navigation ahead, is 559,109
tons.
A fair run of late cargoes is
expected.

DULUTH

The

market

Freight Rate^

Heavy and Docks Congested.
To attempt to describe the

Mn. lump

Demand

delay in buying means that much more
time before the bill will have to be
paid, a matter worth considering in
these days of dull collections.

Market Quiet and Uneventful

Wholesale,

rates.

783

Market

Subsides After
—Docks
Nearly

Rail Strike
Full Sinall
Coals at Bargains to Avoid Fires.

Flurry

—

A spell of warm weather, coupled
with the announcement that the railroad strike is over has slowed shipments from Duluth docks considerably.
It is thought that orders wall not pick
up until cold weather sets in again and
that then the railroads will be unable
to supply the demand for ears.
As a result of the decrease in outward
shipments the docks are filling up rapidly and several have, of necessity, held
up the unloading of boats for several
days to wait for outward shipments to
clear needed spaces.
It is estimated

that at present 5,700,000 tons are stored
on the docks, which is within 300,000
tons of the total maximum capacity.
Shipments from lower ports will soon
be discontinued as but few ore cargoes
remained on the docks here for downward shipment. When these are exhausted grain alone will remain to take
the bottoms back to Lake Erie, and
this trade will require but a small proportion of the available vessels.
Prices are generally firm, the only
disposition to cut being in screenings
which are in danger of conflagration.
Screenings and buckwheat are quoted
down as low as $3@$6 from regular
prices of $4@$8.50.

Hocking and Youghiogheny lump are
at $7, run of pile at $6.75, Pocahontas
lump at $10 and run of mine at $7. Anthracite egg is $12.75, stove and nut,
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with very slow sales.
Kires are now bumint; on the Inland
and Clarkson docks at Duluth-SupeHeavy stocks of coal are
rior harbor.
making fire fighting difficult, but a general conflagration is not threatened.

the news of the impending strike with
Some retailers
absolute indifference.
are advancing their prices a little. This
indifference is hard to understand, because the retail coal dealers in Chicago
liave nowhere near as much coal on
hand as they ought to have. This is
also true of the steam plants.

Inland West

ST. LOUIS
Dealers Carry Unusally Heavy Stocks

$Vi. pea, $11,

and buckwheat, $6@$8.50,

cause of the injunction mix-up has not
It is believed
yet developed strongly.
that some large users will be concerned
about their fuel supply to a point where
accumulate some stocks.
tlicy
will
Screenings have again become weaker
all along the line.

CINCINNATI

—

DETROIT

—

—

Anthracite Stocks Large.
Offerings of high grade bituminous
fail to arouse the interest of steam or
Wholesalers and jobdomestic users.
bers are very much pleased that the
danger of any railway trouble has been
With uninterrupted transavoided.
portation facilities there will be a better opportunity for supplementing the
present apparently inadequate fuel sup-

when consumers

finally decide the

time has arrived for making purchases.
The buyers' policy of delay is made
easier of continuance by the present
diminished consumption rate of many
of the factories and industrial plants.
Because of this condition small purchases from time to time, when bargains are available, provide sufficient
coal to satisfy current requirements.
Household consumers are lapsing into
a less active interest in the market,
their attitude reflecting a week of
The retailers,
higher temperatures.
however, have made progress in distribution, although their stocks are not
do\\'n to a level where renewal orders
are frequent.
Pittsburgh No. 8 IJ-in. lump is
quoted at the mines at $2.40, 3-in. lump
is $2.35, mine-run, ?2.15, slack, $1.65.
West Virginia 4-in. splint lump is
$3.25;

2-in.

lump

is

$3;

egg,

$2.50;

mine-run, $2; nut and slack, $1.25. Ohio
lump is $3@$3.25; egg, $2.40; mine-run,
nut and slack, $1.15@$1.25.
$1.90;
Smokeless lump and egg is $4.75; minerun, $2.65; slack. $1.60.

Citts

Demand

—

Retailers are today carrying approximately 300,000 tons of coal in storage,
which is twice as much as has ever been
carried, as far as can be learned. This
pretty well scattered over all the
is
coals used.

Anticipating the railroad strike, dealbought heavily, with the result
that, some of tViem will have coal
arriving for the next two weeks. They
are unloading it in the alleys and in
lots adjacent to the railroad, wherever
space can be secured.
Mild weather is causing the dealers
The
to take an unusually heavy loss.
storage of 300,000 tons will carry a
ers

cost of $1 a ton, which means
that $300,000 has been spent to protect
the public against a strike that failed
This expense must be
to take place.
absorbed in the selling price, which
instead of getting stronger has a

minimum

tendency to weaken under this enormous
surplus stock.
Steam is unusually quiet, plants having stocked up in anticipation of the
This surplus is now being
strike.
drawn on, to the exclusion of new
orders.

The country demand for domestic has
almost ceased, and the same condition
prevails on country steam business. A
however, moving to
little
coal
is,
Omaha, Kansas City and Chicago from
the Standard districts, but prices are
below cost.

Indianapolis

Injunction

—

—

Tommge

—

Quiet.

Taking

into consideration the seriousness of the situation with the United
Mine Workers, coal buyers are unbeThe operators, as
lievably indifferent.

soon as they saw that trouble was brewing, raised the price of their steam coals
to a level which would enable them to
make a little profit for the first time
The buyers, however, are
this year.

not purchasing at the new quotations,
while operators, on the other hand, are
occupying themselves for the time being by filling old orders.
The indifference on the part of the
big buyers is, perhaps, brought about by
the fact that they are fully aware that
some of the big mines in southern Illinois have very large storage piles of
screenings on hand. In the event of a
strike, this coal could be loaded and
sent up to Chicago. There are so many
storage piles in the state that the buyers believe they can purchase what they
need at low prices, as these screenings
have been held on hand all summer and
the operators are an.xious to get rid of
them.
No price changes have taken place
on domestic coals, either Eastern or
Western. Retail dealers tell us the public are not buying at all and have taken

Proceedings

Judge Anderson's injunction was followed by the walkout of more than 1,000
miners in the Hocking Valley. Just how
widespread the trouble will be is a matter of conjecture but operators view
the developments with considerable concern.

Domestic demand has been the best
feature, as colder weather has stimuRetail stocks are not
large and some dealers have been buying rather liberally.
Consumers are
looking after their winter's supply of
fuel with more interest and retailers
have been fairly busy making deliveries.
Unemployment on the part of
wage earners is a serious handicap as
dealers are disposed to ask for cash.
Retail prices are steady at former
lated the buying.

levels.

Hocking lump

retails

West Virginia
$7.25@$7.75, depending on
ration.
Anthracite is fairly
around $15, while Pocahontas is
$6(S)$6.50 while

sell

—

Retail Trade Quiet.
Trade conditions have rarely been so
muddled and snarled as they are in Cincinnati at the present

time.

A

large

tonnage purchased on the C. & O. and
held for orders in various yards by speculators acts as a drug on the market,
while orders are scarce and inquiries
few because of the heavy sales that
were made in anticipation of a strike of
the railway workers. Judge Anderson's
decision on the check-off and the threats
of labor trouble at the mines have so
far failed to put any strength in the
situation and prices have reverted to a
basis that existed a month ago.
The end of the Lake season is bringing a readjustment of selling plans
among the smokeless dealers, but prices
remain fairlv stationary, lump selling
$4.25@$4.50; egg $4@$4.25; nut $3@
$3.50; mine-run $2.25@$2.75, and slack
$1.10 and up.
In addition to an overstock of allcoal the river interests, in anticipation of the railway trouble, loaded
barges heavily and this coal must take
rail

an outlet from Huntington to Louisville.
Kentucky lump was quoted at $3.25@
$3.50, the latter being the top for block.
West Virginia was $3 with some sales
at $2.75. Run of mine was still quoted
$1.65@$1.85 with some spot sales at
Kentucky slack was
$1.50 and under.
selling 80c. and up, with the low on
West Virginia around $1.10.

The

first of the month saw little or
in the retail market with the
that have been in effect

no change

same

prices

Bituminous lump is $7.25@
$6.25.
$7.75; mine-run $G.25(S).?6.50 and slack
$4.50@$5.50.

creasing.

Buyers Indifferent in Face of Impending
Strike Steam Prices Up Retail Trade

—Prices Recede —Much

on Rails

since mid-August.
Smokeless lump is
.$9.50@$10.25; mine-run $7.50 and slack

COLUMBUS
Watched With Interest Buying Movement Anticipated Retail Demand In-

CHICAGO

—

Weather

Steam Business Dead.

Stiam and Domtxtic Users Continue to
Delay Purchases Receipts Are Small

ply

Warm

Market Inactive

around
splints

prepasteady,

quoted

•59(5)$9..50.

There is a considerable tonnage moving to the Northwest as shown by the
records of loadings at the lower docks.
The tonnage, however, is gradually being reduced and the Lake trade is expected to close rather suddenly.

There was little steam demand following the flurry caused by the threatened railroad strike.
The buying b^"-

CLEVELAND
Strike Prospects Loom as Market Factor Stocks Sufficient to Act as Temporary Buffer October Lake Movement

—

—

Larger.
strike which has already
to spread into the Ohio
from Indiana looms as the overshadowing market factor in this disThe moment operators of the
trict.
mines in the Ohio regions decided at a
conference in Cleveland last week to
abide by the letter of Judge Anderson's
decision and withhold the check-off, a
Nothing can avert
strike was certain.
it but a reversal of the Anderson rul-

The coal
commenced
fields

ing.
Confronted with the possibility of
drastic curtailment of output, this district, curiously enough, finds itself in
better shape with respect to stocks of
coal than it was before the middle of
October. With the calling of the railroad strike the demand for coal became
brisker, industries accumulating substantial stock piles. This supply is far

below normal but

it

is

above what has

been seen in recent months. Designed
for the railroad strike, it may serve as
a buffer for an unexpected coal strike.
Leading factors in the trade estimate
that there are sufficient supplies of coal
on hand in various places in this district
to last for from three to four weeks.

November

COAL AGE
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The

effect of the prospective coal strike
just beginning to be felt but its influence will grow rapidly if the walk-out
is

not stopped. Within tw-o weeks, it
estimated, supplies will be doled out
and prices naturally will

is

is

to purchasers

move upward.
With the calling
strike the demand
industrial

The

off

of the railroad

for both retail and
considerably.

slumped

coal

warm weather

has helped
General
to retard the retail demand.
appreciation of the situation on the part
of the public is causing a quickening
of demand again and retail prices are
certain to rise within a few days if the
Dealers
situation remains unchanged.
have well filled yards, but a cold snap
coupled with the shutting off of new
supplies would soon result in barren
spell of

yards.

The movement of coal up the Lake
during October amounted to 2,750,000
tons, compared with 4,693,000 tons in
October, 1920, and 2,295,000 tons in
September. As was e.\pected, the move
ment bulged somewhat last month due
to the ending of the lower freight rate
for Lake coal on Oct. 31. There is expected to be 1,000,000 tons taken up the
Lake in November, compared with about
3,500,000 in November, 1920. The grand
total for the current season will reach
22,000,000 against 23,667,000 last year.
Bituminous coal receipts at Cleveland
for the week ended Oct. 29 for industries and retail dealers again registered
a high mark, being the largest quantity
during any week since the latter part
of January.
Total receipts amounted
to 1,741 cars, divided: Industrial, 1,159
cars; retail, 572 cars.

South

785

the output has not been seriously hampered by this shortage of equipment.

LOUISVILLE

—

Business Follows Rail Flurry
Miners' Threat May Be a Market Factor
Prices Weaker.
Sloiv

for a slow and draggy period until
after the first of the year at least.
Many mines are down entirely, finding
it unprofitable to operate with steam
demand so poor.

—

If

it

isn't

the

railroads

it

is

Indiana, it is believed that the market
may again react, but as a whole the
trade feels that it would be much better
if there were not so many spasmodic

buying periods.

Some of the jobbers claim that business
is about as dull as at any period during
the year, due to the "fact that they
stocked up small steam consumers, retailers, etc., prior to the threatened rail
strike, and are unable to develop new
business at this time.
Colder weather is resulting in a
slightly better demand on the retailers.
Most of them, however, have fair
stocks on hand and are not buying much
to

fill

West

the

miners or Federal agencies trying to
control prices, but there is always some
fly in the ointment which prevents the
coal trade from moving along smoothly
and steadily. For some time there was
a forced demand in view of the threatened rail strike. When this was settled
the market became lifeless on steam
grades, and not especially active on prepared. Now with the miners threatening to strike, and many out already in

in.

Retailers are maintaining prices very
well on prepared, asking $8@$8.25 for

lump from eastern Kentucky and West
and $6.75@$7 for western
Kentucky lump. Steam is being sold
at most any price, as there is keen competition for small steam plant business.

Virginia

Producers claim that indications are

DENVER
Production Nearing
Improves.

Normal

—Market

Tonnage for the week ended Oct. 15
was 240,000 tons of a possible full-time
output of 324,000 tons and, for the first
time since the middle of last January,
equalled the weekly output of the corresponding period in 1920. The output
in the middle of January was 265,000
tons for the week, showing that Colorado is rapidly getting back to normal
production as winter begins.
Louisville lignite lump is bringing
$5.75 at the mine and $9.75@$10 retail.
Sales are improving. Slack is finding a
better market, selling for $1.80@$2.15
delivered, based on a wholesale price
of $1.00@$1.25. Weld County lignite
lump is steady at $4 at the mine and

?7.50@$8

retail.

Bituminous lump is bringing $6 at
the mine in both the southern Colorado
and the Routt County fields, southern
Colorado coal retailing for $10.75 and
Routt County $11..50@$11.75. Nut coal
is 50c. cheaper.
Colorado was prepared to meet the
exigencies that might have arisen if
the railroad strike had become a reality.
Governor Shoup had appointed a personal advisory committee, among whom
was David W. Brown, president of the
Rocky Mountain Fuel Co.

BIRMINGHAM
Little Activity in Either Stea^n or

DoMarkets —Industrinl Demand
—Prices
Firm—Production Slight-

mestic

Weak

ly Increased.

General conditions continue very unThere is little demand for
steam grades, and no orders are being
booked except for small tonnages for
satisfactory.

Southern Appalachian

early delivery.
Steam users are confining their orders to a supply for im-

CONNELLSVILLE

mediate requirements only.
Rehabilitation in industrial lines has
been slow and has not yet reached the

stage where it will be reflected in any
greatly increased need for coal. Users
are no doubt holding off and stinting
themselves as much as possible in the
hope of getting more equitable freight
rates later on, saving in their fuel costs
in this way. However, there appears to
be sniall prospect of relief from this direction any time soon.
Quotations have changed very little
in the past few weeks and the range is
shown in the Weekly Review.
Domestic coal is now proving a drag
on the market as the weather continues
warm and unseasonable. Wagon mines
in the Birmingham district are doing
the bulk of business in the city, and
regular dealers are experiencing very
dull times.
Shipments from the mines,
in a large measure are going to outside
territory, to the larger cities and towns
in Alabama and adjoining states served

by

this field.

Practically

all

the coal-carrying lines

in this district are short

on equipment
and the mines are already experiencing
delays due to car shortage.
As yet

—Production
—Coal
Prices

Market Has Turned Soft
Outdistances Requireinents
Decline.

The Connellsville coke market has become altogether inactive, and prices
have weakened somewhat. Throughout
the trade it is plain that merchant ovens
have been blown in somewhat more
rapidly in the past few weeks than required by such increase in the number of
active blast furnaces as has occurred.

One thing that misled operators was the
inquiring of a number of furnace men
for coke prices, when as a matter of
fact they have not since blown in.
The postponement was due either to
it being found more difficult than was
expected to sell pig iron, or to a desire
to await freight rate reductions on coke
and limestone. Incidentally, there has
been a distinct decrease in the demand

for foundry coke.
Production of pig iron in the country
as a whole increased 22 per cent from
September to October, but the Connellsville region did not get the full
benefit of the increase, for a number of

furnaces have blown in on byproduct

coke obtained from steel works with
surplus coking capacity at present.
Should the steel industry have occasion
to operate at 75 or 80 per cent, the
coke would no longer be available and
the furnaces would have to revert to
Connellsville.

Another factor is a decrease in the
demand for Connellsville coal, which
hitherto has brought better prices than
wnen converted into coke.
The market is quotable as follows,
with a weak undertone: Spot furnace,
$3.25@$3.35; contract furnace, $3.35@
$3.40; spot foundry, $4.25@.$4.75.
The Courier reports production in the
week ended Oct. 29 at 21,520 tons by
the furnace ovens, and 43,680 tons by
the merchant ovens, a total of 65,200
tons, an increase of 2,690 tons.

PITTSBURGH

—

Operators Discontinue Check-Off Market
Turned hmctive Slack Prices

—

Louver.

After careful but prompt deliberation
following Judge Anderson's injunction
against continuance of the cheek-off,
the Pittsburgh District coal operators
formally notified District No. 5, United
Mine Workers, that they would no
longer observe the check-off. The next

pay day

is

Nov.

12.

COAL AGE
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At this writing the question has been
On that date
shelved until Nov. 16.
there will be a further hearing by the
Chicai^o court and in the meantime it
expected that operations will coni.-i

tinue.

While the matter was considered
from all possible angles, the operators
regard the question as a very simple
one, that an injunction has to be obeyed,
whether or not there is prospect of its
being reversed by a higher court, and
that a feature in a contract cannot properly be carried out if it is illegal, other
parts of the contract not being atfected.
The operators simply notified the miners
that they would hereafter refuse to observe Rule 26 in the local scale, pertaining to District No. 5.
It is no secret that, irrespective of
the recent injunction, the majority of
Pittsburgh operators have for some time
past been strongly opposed to continuing the check-otT in the new scale, to
prevail after March 31 next.
The market has turned altogether inactive and there has been practically no
new business done in the past week.
Such production as occurs is almost
wholly against contracts or other term
arrangements. Prices for mine run and
screened are not quotably changed but
have again become practically nominal.
Slack, produced in filling contracts for
screened coal, has become a drug on the
market and has been offered down to
SI. 25 in some cases.
We quote steam and gas coal: Slack,
J1.30@$1.50; mine run, J2.10@$2.20;
3-in.,
$2.60@$2.70; domestic, 1.1-in.,
$2.90@$3.25, all per net ton at mine,
Pittsburgh district.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

——

Demand
October Prodtiction Gains
Sluvips After Rail Scare Prices Temporarily Firm.
October production showed a very
September.
over
gain
substantial
There were 67,400 cars loaded in
October against 55,764 in September.
This represents a production of 3,740,000 tons as against 3,196,200 for September.
The field is now producing 75 per
cent of capacity under normal condiOctober proved to be the second
tions.
best month in the year, being exceeded
only by February when the output
was

3,800,000 tons.
the railroad strike failed to
materialize, the market in the Johnstown District suffered a slump from
the increased activity which developed
daring the ten days previous to the
calling off of the strike.

When

The car shortage which developed on
the Baltimore & Ohio disappeared because the shipments from that field fell
Prices which took a slight jump
off.
have not receded with the declining
demand, but it is only a question of
time as to when these prices will drop
again.

UNIONTOWN

—

Increase
Offerings
Prices Weaken Inquiries Withdrawn
Car Shortage Disappears.
The coke market, which for the past
two months has been steady, has taken
on a decidedly different outlook and is
inclined to be spotty. This was brought
about for the most part by the strike
talk by the railroaders, which discour-

Spot

—

Furnace

—

aged buying by consumers.
The sudden withdrawal of inquiries
affected the market, considering that
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the operators had been receiving increased demands for their products
daily.
As a rule, operators have kept
production within the lines of demand,
but the action of the buying interests
in withdrawing their inquiries was not
foreseen and this week has found more
offerings in the open market than usual.
Sales have been recorded at $3@$3.25
but there has not yet been sufficient
tonnage passed to definitely establish a
market at the lower level. A number of
operators, however, feel that since the
strike has been decided the market will
Instead of seeking a
recover rapidly.
lower level it is predicted that upon recovery from the present situation, the
coke market will again commence its
upward trend. The reaction in the furnace market is not reflected in the
foundry trade, quotations being $4.24
@$4.50.
The car shortage of last week seems
to have disappeared, full requirements
being placed this week. Last week the
car placement left much to be desired,
mixed equipment being given a number

controversy, operators say that inquiries
from manufacturing plants and other
consumers of coal have diminished and
coincident with this situation, there has
been a slight softening in spot prices.
It is now conservatively estimated that

of plants.

Too Keen
Mainstay.

ANTHRACITE

—

Production Heavy Glen Alden Mines
Resume Bituminous
Strike
Would

—

Move Steam

Stocks.

A

Production continues to be heavy.
religious holiday last week interfered
with the work. The week before production was reduced due to the observance of Mitchell Day.
The Glen Alden Coal Co. resumed operations at the six collieries that have
been closed down since Aug. 27th. This
will bring the production of coal in the
anthracite region to a higher figure
than it has been for some time.
The fire in the Hollenback Mine of the
Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. has
so damaged this operation that it will
be months before it can fully resume operations.
If there is a bituminous strike the
market for steam sizes will be greatly
increased and the present large stock
reduced.
Family sized coals continue
in active

demand.

Demand

Lore,

industries and public utilities have a
four to six weeks' stock of fuel on
hand and also that retail yards are
pretty well supplied for immediate
needs.
In the Lake trade the usual cleanup
is being made; there is a letting up
in receipts and the stock on hand at
lower docks is being reduced. Receipts
are averaging around 1,500 cars daily.
Last week the fled loaded 571,902 tons
which was a big decrease compared
with the same week last season when
the dock dumped 1,076,497 tons.
Shipments for the season up to Oct. 24 were
20,197,000 tons as compared with 1920,
18,549,344 tons; 1919, 20,528,813 tons,
and 1918, 25,108,114 tons.

UPPER POTOMAC

Idletiess

The last week of October brought no
change in the situation in this territory, and general dullness still reigned.
The competition of lower prices kept
many mines inactive, hence spot business was extremely scarce even for
those in operation.
Contract orders
plus a small volume of railroad fuel
were the mainstay of production.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

—Car

—

Active.

Fairmont
Production slumped a
the last week of October.

—

further gains in industrial ac-

Still

have been noted during the week.

In the coal trade stimulation continued

and a maximum weekly tonnage output
would again have been registered had
not an appreciable car shortage developed.
The output for the week ended
Oct. 29

during
Only a por-

trifle

tion of the mines in the northern part
of the state were in operation.
However, the mines actually running were
producing more heavily than earlier in

the month. Lake shipments were light,
but the movement to Curtis Bay picked
up slightly. Prices were unchanged.

Northern Panhandle

Following Rail SettleShortage Affects Output

Lake Trade Closing.
tivity

—

Production Drops R.R. Fuel Loading
Heavier
Western Markets More

Is

EASTERN OHIO
7rient

General — Competition
—Contracts
and R.R. Fuel the

Still

Railroad fuel constituted the bulk
of production, but such an output was
confined to comparatively few mines.

Commercial loadings were light, with
the exception of domestic coals. Railroad coal buying was on the open
market. Much of the product was moving West and very little coal was being
consigned to the Lake.

was 412,000 tons or approxi-

mately 66 per cent of the total rated
capacity of the field. The tonnage mined
was 43,000 tons less than the previous
week. The car shortage was most serious on the B. & O., namely about 25
per cent.
Car shortage on the other
lines was less than 10 per cent.
Production figures for the year indicate that the aggregate output amounts
to 14,839.000 tons as against the potential capacity of 26,900,000 tons, or

56 per cent of capacity. The quantity
of coal going to the carriers for fuel
was reduced somewhat during the week,
but notwithstanding this the railroads
are taking between 30 and 35 per cent
of the output at the present rate of
production.
Association mines worked
50 per cent of possible work-time and
tonnage mined was well above 60 per
cent of rated canacity.
Since the settlement of the railroad

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Car Shortage Loss Heaviest of Year
Production Slumps with Failure of Rail
Strike Threat
Western Markets the

—

Best.

New

River and the Gulf

During the early part of the week
ended Oct. 29, there was a larger production than usual in the New River
The output dropped fully 50 ner
field.
cent after it became apparent that
there would be no railroad tie-up.
Aside from such a condition the spot
demand for domestic, coupled with contract orders, was all that tended to
keep up the output. Export business
was still largely lacking.

November

was

shortage

Car

COAL AGE
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Pocahontas and Tug River
Car shortage losses jumped to about
80,000 tons in the Pocahontas region,
the biggest loss of the year in that
It

apparent
improve

by the

is

becoming increasingly

that as conditions continue to
operators will be handicapped
inability to secure sufficient

Domestic coal found a
equipment.
ready market but slack failed to improve its position.
Tug River production hovered around
100,000 tons, with a very large moveThere
ment to Western markets.
would have been a larger output, howavailable.
ever, had more cars been
Better takings by the steel mills stimulated production, although prices were
unchanged.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Market Dullness Returns Car Supply
Becoming Uneven. Domestic the Only

—

Mainstay.

Kanawha
There was a sudden drop in production as soon as it became apparent
that there would be no railroad strike,
although at no time had such a prospect
caused any unprecedented increase in
demand. The spot market was as dull
as ever during the week ended Oct. 29,
the only call being for domestic lump.
Very little coal was being moved to
Tidewater, and as the month drew to
close
Lake shipments dwindled.
a
Western markets took the bulk of production.

Logan and Tracker
Logan production was also

affected
there
that
part of the

announcement
by the
w'ould be no rail strike. A
heavy tonnage recently produced was

although
heavy.
also
strong demand,
The
ranging around $3.50.
prices
Tidewater movement was not improved.
for

railroad

Lake

fuel

shipments

Lump was

in

purposes,

were

fairly

were working
Williamson mines
about two days out of the week with
a car shortage affecting production to
some extent. The greater part of the
output was moving West, much of it on
contract, and there was very little improvement in the spot market.
Virginia
Production reached more than 60 per
cent of capacity during the week, that
being the best figure for the year.

Even
tation

prior to the railroad strike agiinquiries were becoming more

common.

buying more at
any material advance in price. In all
due fairness it must be said that the
operators and wholesalers are planning
on keeping their prices at reasonable
to take a chance before

important

an

factor of lost time in the Winding Gulf
region, making: it plain that trouble
might be anticipated from this source
Production, which was about
later on.
55 per cent of capacity, had been increased because of the impending railroad trouble, hence a drop in tonnage
mined was in order after the settlement of the strike threat.

respect.

787

However, consumers seemed
what was regarded

unwilling: to pay
as a fair price.

Northeastern Kentucky
The output reached 50 per cent of
capacity during the week, domestic
demand leading the market, although
steam coal was also in a better posiFailure of the railroad trouble to
tion.
materialize made little difference in
operating conditions, as there had not
been much increase in production in
anticipation of such trouble.

Middle West

levels, as

MIDWEST REVIEW

—

—

tures.

Operators and wholesalers

it

is

considered that a runa-

way market would

Check-Off Injunction Causes Market to
React Steam Prices Advance NonUnion Producers Refuse to Quote Fu-

who

are

closely in touch with the labor situation

are decidedly worried, as it is thought
that trouble of some sort will eventualIn
ize in the check-off controversy.
coal circles it is believed that a strike is
inevitable.
Outside of the coal trade,
the general public appears to consider
the strike talk purely propaganda, cleverly arranged in order to stimulate
sales.

be the worst possible thing that could happen to the coal
The advance
industry at this time.
which has taken place in steam coals is

merely normal, as the operators who
have advanced their prices are taking
advantage of the situation only to bring
their steam prices to where it can be
sold at a small profit.

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Deviaivi Fair for Prepared, but ScreenPrices Weak
ings Very Druggy
Operating Conditions U ndisturbed.

—

—

With the removal of immediate
demand during the period of buying in

Operators are wondering, in the face
of these conditions, what to do in regard to the prices on their coal. Some
producers have not increased the prepared or domestic prices at all, but have
raised their quotations on steam coals.
Domestic coal has been selling at a
fair price all summer and fall, whereas
steam has been going at figures considerably below cost.
Some operators
are refusing to make any quotations
whatever, preferring to sit tight and
work on their old orders until the situation gets more definite.
There surely has been plenty of excitement in the coal trade during the
past few weeks. It was no more than a
few days ago, shortly after the railroads dispelled any chance of a strike
from that quarter, that the market on
steam coals slumped very sharply. It
is only two or three weeks ago when

preparation for a rail strike the steam
market has been much weaker, but now
that many mines are down in Indiana
over the miners' trouble, and the country
is stirred up over the matter, it is beginning to look as though there may be

screenings from Indiana and Illinois
were being sold 70c@$1.25.
At the
height of the agitation over the railroad situation, the price went up to
$1.75 and in some isolated cases to $2.
When the threatened strike was
smoothed over and settled, steam coals
took a sharp and quick slump, some
falling as low as $1.25. Now comes the
talk of the strike of the United Mine

at .'S3@$3.50.

Workers, and prices on steam coal have
promptly reacted. We heard of several
large operating companies with big
tonnages of southern Illinois coal, who
have put the price of their screenings
up to $2.85. Whether they will have
an opportunity to sell at this price remains to be seen.
In the meantime, coal wholesalers are
fully awake to the situation and have
been attempting to buy coal in large
quantities from the non-union fields.
Non-union operators, however, realize
what is in the air and in a great many
cases have refused to book ordei's except on a basis of price current at time
of shipment.
One or two of the larger railroads
serving the Middle West are going to
be caught short. One railroad has just
stepped into the market and bought
twenty-five cars per day for the next
month or so. For this coal they have to
pay a premium of fifteen cents a ton
Other
over the last price they paid.
roads have but little coal on hand, in
largest
them
has
only
of
the
of
one
fact,
a supply of twelve days to two weeks.
Out in the country the threatened
Restrike has had no effect whatever.
tail dealers look at their bins, find them
full and appear not to care whether a
strike comes or not. The attitude of the
dealer is the same as that of the steam
buyer. They all think they have considerable coal on hand and are willing

another period of forced buying.
Recent reports indicate thousands out
of work in Indiana as a result of
So
strikes over the check-off matter.
far Kentucky has not been affected, and
it is hardly believed that there will be
any disturbances in the field.
Demand is still good for prepared
coal, the weather being colder, but
screenings are weak, and mine run is
Some
not showing much activity.
western Kentucky screenings are sell
ing as low as 40c. a ton, while the top
on nut and slack is about $1.25. Mine
run is holding fairly well at $2 and
upward to $2.40, while prepared is firm

Car supply is good, labor is plentiful,
and it is merely a matter of securing
business enough to give the mines a
semblance of real activity.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—
—

Steam
in Domestic
RailDragging
Car Shortage Felt
road Tonnage Light Prices Tend to
Weaken.
The situation in the Carterville field
is entirely changed from what it was
The steam market has
a week ago.
Decided Slump

—

—

retained greater strength than the
domestic, but it does not, of course,
measure up to where it should be

under normal conditions. There seems
to be no great surplus of steam sizes
on account of the dropping in the
domestic demand.
Railroad tonnage has eased up and
is a car shortage in this field
accounted for by the reason that
several thousand cars are tied up with
storage coal, which accumulated in an-

there

ticipation of the railroad strike.

Mines

are working about three days a week.
In the Duquoin and Jackson fields
somewhat similar conditions prevail.
Workinar time in the Duquoin field does
not show up as good as in Carterville
and railroad tonnage seems lighter.
In the Mt. Olive field the demand has
eased up some and domestic tonnage

has been curtailed. A good tonnage is
moving to Chicago, Omaha and Kansas
City, both steam and domestic. Steam,
however, is mostly on contract. Steam
ranges $1@$1.25 for screenings. Mines
average from three to four days a week.
In the Standard district things have
toned down some, but here and there
a few operators are trying to mainOperators
tain war-time schedules.

:
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are asking $4 for
Coulterville
of
domestic sizes because they apparently
The average, however,
are oversold.
ranges $3.25@$3.50.
Railroad tonnage dropped off conNo-bills show everything
siderably.
from lump down to screenings as haying no market. A few mines are still
idle on account of their inability to
produce coal at the prevailing price.

will probably exceed 35,000 tons
A gain in production has
been noted each week following the
reopening of the commercial mines of

men,

for October.

last

domestic

active, with coal

continues
market
moving in increasing

quantities at the reduced
nounced several weeks ago.

an-

price

But

little

has been experienced with the
strikers beyond the annoyance of union
pickets and the constant haggling of
the non-union men, the operators re-

difficulty

WASHINGTON
Production Increasing on No7i-Union
Baxis Domestic Market Active.
Production by the Pacific Coast Coal
Co., the largest operator in this dis1,000
trict, employing approximately

—

The

port.

coal

companies are now en-

deavoring to secure court orders evicting the strikers from the houses owned

19

by the operators, which have been accupied by them since last March when

went

the strike

when

August,

the
operators severed all relations with the
The best indiI nited Mine Workers.
cation of the success of the undertaking
is seen in the rapid increase in production, tht total hoist at the mines
in October more than doubling the total
for September.
state

this

The
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into effect.

UTAH

—

Production
Domestic Markets Rally
Outlook Improves.
For the first time in many months,

Increases

—

dealers in the larger "cities report that
orders are being received faster than
Producthey can take care of them.
tion continues to increase and both
dealer and operator are in a better
frame of mind than they have been for
a long time.
Dealers estimate that 32 per cent of
the householders of Salt Lake City
have put in their winter's coal supply
and that there are now 165,000 tons
in the yards.
The rate of consumption

November

during

December

and

is

1,500 tons a day.

.Milwaukee .-iiiil St. Paul leased tor ninetynine years tlie "Walsh Road" as it was
properly designated as the Chicago.
St. Paul
Terre Haute and Southeastern.
nincial.s expicl to make a large coal carrier out of llie Terre Haute division.

called,

News Items

From

Field and Trade

COLORADO
A coal land contest is on between the
United States general land ofTice In Denver
and the Slate of Colorado over the proper
classification of a section of school land near
Durango. The State maintains the original
government survey of this tract failed to
show the presence of coal or other mineral
in this land and that, therefore, the government forfeited its right of res<rvation
of mineral deposits when title was transferred to the state.

ILLINOIS
The Western Electric Coal It Gas Co., in
which Congressman Copley of Aurora is
largely Interested, has acquired option on
some three thousand acres of land in Summerset and Lezan township in Jackson
County, which is supposed to be underlaid
with Big Muddy coaL
The .Mt. Olire and Staunton Coal Co.. of
St. Louis, has excavated a large pit 30 feet
deep, 400 feet wide and 400 feet long, south
of Edwardsville which is being used as a
storage pit for screenings.
.\s fast as
screenings are unloaded water is pumped in
to cover them. It is estimated that between
40,000 and 50.000 tons of coal can be stored
in this pit.
The project is in anticipation
of a strike next spring when this coal can
be trucked on the hard roads to St. Louis,
or loaded in nearby railroad cars.
The executive offices of the Union Fuel
Co. are now located in the Relsch Building,
Springfield.
The consolidation of the executive and operating offices at Springfield
will give greater efficiency of operation and
enable the company to better serve its
customers.
The Wisconsin Steel Works, South Chicago, has commenced the construction of a
coal storage dock of from 75.000 to 100,000 tons capacity to serve its byproduct
coke ovens.
The Freeman Coal Co., operating in
Williamson County, purchased the Sunnyside mine at Herrin. which was owned by
the ChicOKO, Wilmington & Franklin Coal
Co. of Chicago.
The mine has been shut
down since last May and it is said that
the new owners expect to put the property into operation at once.
Included in
the deal was 1.100 acres of undeveloped
coal lands immediately joining the mine
property.
Mine B at Herrin. operated t>y
the Chicago. Wilmington & Franklin Coal
Co., was shut down immediately preceding
the sale of the Sunnyside mine, throwing
400 miners out of work indefinitely.
No
date was set for the mine to resume.
It is reported that the Wabash railroad
like many others are preparing to store
200,000 tons or more.
Harold D. Wright, formerly president of
the Lincoln-Latham Mining Co., of Springfield, is now with the Republic Coal & Coke

KENTUCKY

of Chicago as vice-president of that
corporation.
Kobert M. Medill, director of the Department of Mines and Miiierals of the State
of Illinois, has been appointed chairman of
Sub-Committee No. 4 of the Mine Rescue
Standardization Committee. The Bureau of
Mines, through the various committees is
expected shortly to start pr.-vetical work
toward obtaining international standards
governing the methods of using mine-resCo.,

cue apparatus.
.lolin S. Keiner, president of the Reiner
Coal Co., Chicago, has returned to Chicago after an inspection trip through southern
Illinois, looking at several properties which
his company is contemplating taking over.
M. F. Smith, of Lincoln, has accepted a
position as superintendent of a new mine
now being sunk at Edwardsville. He was
formerly witii the Lincoln-Latham Mining
at Lincoln.
The Illinois Central R. K. has petitioned
the Illinois Commerce Commission for permission to construct two industrial tracks
in Franklin and Williamson counties.
One
of the tracks will run from the Christopher
Branch to the Royalton Mines, a distance
of four miles.
The other will run from the
same branch to the Lake Creek Mine, a distance of seven miles.
Following is the itinerary of the Illinois
Mining Examining Board for the month of
November: Harrisburg, Nov. 1; Johnston
Co.,

—
Nov.

City,

Nov.

2

4

;

;

Benton,

Nov.

Centralia, Nov. 5

Gillespie, Nov. 8
Springfield. Nov. 14

;

3

;

Duquoin,

Collinsville, Nov,

Nokomis.

Nov.
Danville. Nov.
Canton, Nov. 16; and Peoria, Nov. 17,
7

;

:

;

.\mong the many mines in the state
which are now reopening largely on account
of the improved marketing conditions are:
I'eabody

Coal Co., at Stonington.

Spring-

John IlolTman. president of the Kentucky Fuel Co. of Cincinnati, recently made
a visit to the company's mines in Bell
County, Ky., to get first hand information
on the labor situation.
K. V. Jleguire of the Harlan Coal Co.
was in Pineville recently in connection with
his suit against the Conant Coal Co.
13.
K. Wilson, M. F. H. Wilson and C.
K. Crawford have affirmed ownership of the
Diamond Jet Coul Co.
The Boreing I^and & Mining Co., Rowland, has changed its place of business to
Stanford.

The Long Branch Coal Co.. of South Dakota, has bci-n autliorized to do business in
Kentucky, with headquarters at Ashland,
having applied to the Secetrary of State
for permission to operate as an outside
corporation.

Henry LaViers, general manager of the
Northeast Kentucky Coal Co., with headquarters at Paintsville. accompanied the
.Ashland Chamber of Commerce part of the
way on its recent trip through the Big
.Sandy field.
Alex. R. Watson, of the C. L. & W. Coal
Co. spent a few days in Kentucky recently
on business.
The Rockcastle River Coal Co. has filed a
petition of voluntary bankruptcy in the
United States District Court, setting its liabilities at $22,976.41

The

and assets at

constitutionality

of

the

$30,000.

act

passed

by the 1920 general assembly requiring corporations to furnish washrooms for emquestion in the case of the
commonwealth .against the Beaver Dam
Coal Co.. appealed to the Court of ApThe
peals from the Ohio Circuit Court.

ployees

is

in

company was

Indicted for failing to

comply

with the law and the lower court sustained
a demurrer to the indictment.
Schedules of the Sun Coal Co. filed in the
court of Judge George DuRelle, referee
in bankruptcv, show the company has as-

field District Coal Mining Co., at Woodside
and Peabody Coal Co.. No. 19, at We»t

sets of

Frankfort.

claims

The

$ini.nnn and liabilities of $30,460.
consist entirely of secured

liabilities

of

a

number

of

creditors.

The

lists among its asset $50,000 as
the value of coal lands in Clay County
$48,000 worth of hills, promissory notes and
securities; $12,500 worth of machinery and
tools, and $9,000 in debts due on open accounts.

company

INDIANA
PliU Penna, secretary of the Indiana
Bituminous Coal Operators' Association, attended the annual American Mining Congress convention in Chicago.
The Willis Coal Co. has been organized
at Petersburg, with a capital stock of $20,000 for the purpose of mining coal.
The
organizers are A. O. Byers, John A. Byers,
Cleveland Willis and Frank J. Berger.
A special train carrying twenty-five or
more Chicago retail coal dealers and several officials of the Chicago. Milwaukee
and St. Paul recently made a tour over the
Terre Haute division, inspecting the coal
fields surrounding Terre Haute tributary
to the Terre Haute division of the road.
The purpose of the trip was to promote
the sale of Indiana coal in the Northern
States. A year or two ago the Chicago,

MINNESOTA
W. W. Broughton.

president of the Pittsvisited Duluth recently t«
inspect the company's coal docks.
A fire in screenings on the dock of the
Clarkson Coal and Dork Co. has caused
considerable trouble. It is thought that the
fire will be under control shortly.
The Superior Coal & Dock Co. and the
Mavnard Coal Co. have filed a mortgage In
Duluth for $600,000 to the Central Union
Trust Co. to obtain an issue of first mortgage gold bonds to cover the incidental expenditures necessary to the rebuilding of
the company's dock.

burgh Coal

Co..

November

10,
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MISSOURI
A contract was recently closed at a
session of the penal institutions board
at Jefferson City, whereby the penitentiary
will shift from coal to oil as fuel for all
Members of the board estimate
purposes.
that the change will save $75 a day in the
fuel bill. The change will be made as soon
as the necessary oil burning equipment can
be installed.
E. J. Knickerbocker, who for the past six
years has been sales manager for Central
Coal & Coke Co.. of Kansas City, has engaged in the wholesale coal business on his
own account with offices in the Waldheim
Mr. Knickerbocker
Building. Kansas City.
formerly was associated with the Monon
Coal Co. at Chicago and prior to that put
in many years of service as coal traffic
R.R. In his new business he will handle
coals from Franklin and Williamson counties and the Springfield district of Illinois
as well as some coals from other Western
fields.

District office of the Fort Dearborn
located in the Dwight Building
City,
has been discontinued.
The territory will be under the jurisdiction
of the main office at Chicago.

The

Coal

Co.,

Kansas

at

NEW YORK
Clarence White, who for some time was
attached to the bituminous department of
W. A, Marshall & Co., of 25 Beaver St..
New^ York City, assumed the duties of
manager of bituminous sales for Wliitney
& Kemmerer. at 143 Liberty St. on Nov. 1.
Mr. 'SMiite succeeds C. A. Bill, who recently
became manager of sales for George D.
Harris & Co.
Geo. M. Carpenter. Jr.. president of the
Coal E.xport Co., Inc.. has returned after a month's trip in Europe spent
in surveying the foreign conditions of the
export coal trade.

New York

The Penn-Kmpire

Coal,

Inc.,

of

Pitts-

burgh, has opened a Buffalo office with A.
E.
Yalyowitch. manager of the Buffalo
Traffic Bureau, as local representative.
J. A. Hill, president of the Knickerbocker
Fuel Co.. has sailed for Europe.
Mr. Hill
was fuel administrator for the American
forces abroad during the war.

The receivers of the Tidewater Coal Exchange, Inc., upon dissolution, wish to advise that the exchange has left on hand a
limited quantity of Classification of Mines
No. 1, issued March 15. 1921. and Supplement No. 3 thereto, issued June 18. 1921.
copies of which will be mailed to those interested, so long as the supply lasts, for
the regular charge of 25c. per copy.
The
supply of Supplement No. 3 is very limited
and can only be supplied with the classifications furnished on the orders first re-
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eral sales manager of the Valley Camp
Coal Co.. the l^lm Grove Mining Co.. and
the J, A. Paisley Coal Co.. headquarters
Cleveland, the general offices of these comIianies being located in the Kirby Bldg..
Cl,-vfland.
Mr. Mathiott is well known in
railmad and coal circles throughout the
.Middle West and before his affiliation with
the Paisley coal interests several years ago,
he was connected with the coal department
of the Xew York Central at Cleveland and
the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at Pittsburgh.
The Valley Camp Coal Co. and subsidiaries
are large operators in Eastern Ohio and
West Va., embracing an annual capacity of
some six million tons.

PENNSYLVANIA
•J.
C. Townle.v, formerly district manager
of the Pittsburgh office of the Cement Gun
Co.. Inc., has sailed for Holland, where he
will take up his duties as general manager
of the International Cement-Gun Co., recently organized to handle the foreign busiThe
ness for the Cement-Gun Co.. Inc.
address of the company is 50 Maria Plaats,

Utrecht, Holland.

Campbell, Peacock &' Kinzer, operating
mines at Wehrum, Heshbon, Clayboro and
other points in Indiana County, will abandon one of the operations at Heshbon. and
will move the equipment to Osceola, Clearfield County, where a tract of 500 to 600
acres recently acquired by the company
will be developed on an extensive scale.

The company expects

to develop this tract
The
to a capacity of 750 tons per day.
general offices of the corporation are in
Philadelphia with a branch in New York.

The Southern Coal & Iron Corporation
has taken over, under lease, with the
option to purchase, the 600-ton electrically
equipped Simpson Breaker, the Ainsley
anthracite mines and the Tipperary anthrain the Scranton
cite mines, all located
district.
The corporation intends to put
these properties into immediate operation,
under the direction of Murray B. Courtright, of Courtright. Dimick & Co., coal
operators, of Philadelphia and New York.

W. C. Dobbie. in charge of operations of
the Jamison Coal & Coke Co. in West Virginia was a recent visitor in Pittsburgh.
The Bareau of Mines

is

prepared at

its

Pittsburgh experiment Station to conduct
tests of motors and their electrical accessories, such as are used in gaseous mines
to operate conveyors, coal-cutting machines,
electric drills, pumps, coal-loading apparatus ,and similar equipment, for the purpose
of determining the permissibility of such
motors and their accessories and approving
them as permissible for use in gaseous
mines or dust-laden atmospheres.

OHIO

Copies of Schedule 2-B. "Procedure for
establishing a list of permissible electric
motors." may be obtained by addressing the
Director of the Bureau of Mines. Washington, D. C.

Roy Cox, an executive of the Kanawha
Valley Coal Co., was in Cincinnati recently.
Mr. Cox has his office at Charleston, W. Va.

The properties of the McTurk Coal Co.,
near Girardville. are now being operated by
the Madelra-Hlll Coal Co,

Harry W. Eastivood, who has had charge
of the steel mill and crane division of the
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.. Cleveland branch,
has been made branch manager, taking
the place of Lynn B. Timmerman, who

M. Humphrey, president of the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co., announces that A, C, Stahl,
heretofore acting mining engineer for the
Lehigh Valley and for Coxe Brothers &
Co., Inc., has been appointed mining en-

leaves to enter the automobile business in

gineer.

ceived.

Lima.

Recovery of $314,730.74 for Pocahontas
coal requisitioned by the Government from
April, 1920. to February. 1921, is sought in
a suit filed bv the Houston Coal Co. in the
federal court at Cincinnati. It is alleged in
connection with the bringing of the suit that
the Government fixed a price of $4 a ton
when the same grade of coal was being sold
to other customers for more.
bids recently opened bv the
of Parcliase for il,000
tons of nut. pea and slack for various city
.VIl

of

the

Colnmbns Board

J.

A charter has been issued for the Fersoi
Smokeless Coal Co.. of Connellsville. The
company has a

capital stock of $50,000 and
Ferren, Connellsville. is treasurer.
S.
He. with H. B. Brown and W. R. Long, of
Connellsville, incorporated the company.
O.

The Meyeradale Smokeless Coal Co. haa
the State Department at Harnsburg of an increase in its capitalization
from $10,000 to $188,000. Robert Williams,
Somerset County, is president.
notified

departments have been rejected. The announcement is made that coal will be purchased on the open market for the time
being.

Chapman K. Hinsch has taken charge of
the Cincinnati office of the Interstate Coal
and Dock Co. with D. J. Henderschott as
assistant.
Mr. Hinsch was formerly
the wholesale coal business and Mr.
Henderschott was with the Manhasset Coal
Co.. a West Virginia organization.
This
is in line with the reorganization of the
his
in

company which has been going on under
the receivership that was entered by the
New York courts some two months ago.
Announcement has just been made of the
appointment of Edward G. Mathiott as gen-

UTAH
The Great Western Coal Mines, the Gorthe Equitable Coal and
the Salina Coal companies have received
permission from the Utah State Securities
Commission to sell their stock. The Great
Western company has a capital of $3,000,noo.
The Gordon Creek company has a
capital of $100,000.
The Equitable asked
for authority to dispose of 5.000 shares of
its stock at a par value of $10. the total
shares of the company being 50.000.
The
Salina company received permission to sell
$50,000 worth of the company's $500,000
bond issue in Utah on conditions set fortli

don

Creek

Coal,

the bond which makes it subject to redemption at 105 per cent of the principal
in

amount with accrued

interest after Jan.
1922 or any interest date prior to its
1,
maturity on the first day of July, 19S1.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

The suit of W. C. Atwatcr & Co., of Xew
York, to recover $73,064 under a Navy coal
contract has been argued in the Court of
The company alleges that the
Claims.
Navy required it to furnish 19,990 tons
in 1916 at $2.80 a ton, in excess of 200,000 tons which were contracted for, and
that this extra 19,990 tons should be paid
The Govfor at the rate of $6.50 a ton.
ernment argued that the contract required
the company to deliver any quantity of
coal needed for the navy from July 1. 1916.
Tlie coal in question
to June 30, 1917.
was steaming coal, and was delivered at

Hampton Roads.

Secretary of War Weeks has directed
that the wet storage of coal for the Navy
at the Panama Canal Zone shall be discontinued. He directs the canal authorities
to seriously consider the practicability of
the operation of the Cristobal and Balboa
plants on an S-hour day basis making the
price of coal the same at Balboa as at
Cristobal, nortlibound ships being permitted
to transit the canal and coal at the northern terminus. Cristobal, and southbound
ships proceeding through the canal and
coaling at the Pacific terminus. Balboa.

The House Committee on Public Lands
has reported a bill for agricultural entries
on coal lands In Alaska. It provides that
the right to mine and remove coal shall
be subject to laws applicable to Alaska. It
limits surface disposition of coal lands in
Alaska to homestead claims Initiated by
It provides that any peractual settlers.
son qualified to acquire coal deposits or
the right to mine and remove the coal shall
have the right at all times to enter upon
the lands entered or patented for the purpose of prospecting for coal on approval of
a bond to the Interior Department as security for payment of damages to crops and
Persons acimprovements on the land.
quiring from the United States coal deposits on such land or the right to mine
or remove the same may reenter and occupy so much of the surface as may be
required for purposes reasonably Incident
to mining and removing the coal, and ni;
and remove the coal upon payment of damT'
ages caused thereby to the owner.
bill does not authorize the exploration upon
or entry of any coal deposits withdrawn
from exploration and purchase.

WEST VIRGINIA
K. Dering. president of the J. K. Dering Coal Co. of Chicago, was recently in
,J.

Charleston.
C.

L,.

Menager, cashier of the Smoke-

less Fuel Co. of
in Eastern cities

Charleston,

was a

visitor

recently.

In a party of coal men who enjoyed a
hunting trip in the mountains of West
Virginia recently were Quin Morton of the
G. H, Caperton,
Wood-Morton Fuel Co.
president of the Smokeless Coal Association and also of the New River Coal Co.
Dearborn Coal
the
Ft.
Harry M, Hall of
Co., and others.
;

:

Capitalized at $200,000 the Xagola Coal
Co. has been organized, with headquarters
Among those actively idenin Huntington.
tified are:
A. D. Cronin. Detroit: G. R.
Williams. Thomas E. Jeffries. L. T. Pope.
B. L. Douglas, all of Huntington.

By

the

end of September the casualty

rate in West Virginia had been reduced
As is usually the
to twentv-five a month.
case, nearly half of the deaths in West

Virginia mines during September were due
to falling roof coal. etc.. the deaths from

such a cause amounting to eleven. There
were five mine car accidents, two motor
car accidents, two deaths from explosives,
one death from electrical shock and one
death in a shaft, so that only three deaths
occurred outside the mines.
A joint meeting of the stocWioIders and
directors of the Mineral County Coal Co.
was held recently. The new organization
consists of the following officers and directors
H. L. .Arnold, president Emory
Miss Margaret GilTyler, vice-president
;

:

:

H.
C.
treasurer
more,
secretary and
On the board
Hodges, attorney In fact.
of directors are R. W. Thrush. R. E. Wiseman. Henrv F. Burgess. Oscar Cosner. Mrs.
Beulah Wells. H. L. Arnold and Emory
:

Tyler.
It is understood that B. B. Isner, general
manager of sales of the Boone County Coal
Corporation, with headquarters at Sharpies,
has resigned to accept a similar post with

;
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Charter of Incorporation has be«n Issued to the riKron Crrek .Minlns Co., ot
The cupitui .stock
Burch. MinKO County.
llOO.uOii
and the incorporators are
is
K. S. .Mct."lanahan. William McClanahan.
of Burch C. R. McNutt. J. R. Hatcher and
W. J. Klllotl. of Princeton. Mercer County.
Th« Beurd timokpiriin Coal Co. has been
taken over by its creditors.
The headThis company ha.s
iiuarters are at McVey.
been operating: <>n a least- of 500 acns and
had an investment of appro-ximately $150.000.
It is generally believed in WIndiiiK
Gulf coal circles that the stockholders will
have no dlltlculty in so reorganizInK and
setting the company back on its feet.
:

In preparation for the lime when it may
not l>e possible to secure an adequate car
supply, the Galf SmokeleiiB Coal Co. has
under construction a storage bin, adjoining
Conthe tipple of the plants at Tams.
struction work is about completed and the
company will be able to u.se it in thu near

Further development of the Pond Creek
territory is presaged by the organization ot
the Bailey Pond Creek Coal Co.. the headquarters of which will be at Williamson,
this company having a capitalization of
J125.O00.
Active in organizing the new
company were L. B. Saunders. W. J. Bailey.
M. P. St. Clair. Fred Bailev and R. G.
Bailey, all of Williamson.
John Brydon and associates who recently
purchased the old plant and property of
the Potomac Coal Co.. near Frostburg,
have begun the work of preparing the mine
to be reopened, having a large force of
at

NIcola-Prlnceton Collieries
Middlesboro Collieries
Fleming Coal Co

Recent issues of coal mining charters arc
as follows: Cobun Hill Coal Co., Tunneltim. capital. J25O.U00, by H. C. Miller and
others; Fielder Coul & Coke Co.. Morganby Stanley H.
$250,000,
town, capital,

Coalmont

and associates

Traffic

Ider

:

:

Perclvnl JolinHon, president of the Pulaski
Iron Co.. with headciuarters at Philailelphla,

was inspecting the properties of his company in the Pocahontas field and the iron
properties of the company In Pulaski. Va.
recently.

Vancouver Island
Mine

News

The

District.

Interstate

Commerce

Commission

until March 27 proposed re285c. per ton on bituminous
slack, from mines on the
Kansa.s and Texas Ry., in Mis-

has suspended
of

lump and

Missouri,

Kansas. Arkansas and Oklahoma to
Kansas City, Mo., and contiguous points.
The Louisville & Nashville B.R.. on Nov.
25. will put into effect through rates now
being published from Louisville & Nashville
western Kentucky mines to points on the
Grand Rapids & Indiana. Pan Handle.
Monon and Pennsylvania roads in Central
Freight .\ssocation territory.
The I. C. C. has suspended until Dec. 19
the proposal of the B. & O. to eliminate the
application of the present rates on coal
from We.stern Maryland Ry. mines to points
on the P. & O. and its connections over the
route through Cherry Run, W. Va.. and
Westport. Md.. making applicable instead
combination of locals via these routes, .and
establish instead in connection with the
present through rates, specific routing via
souri.

Cumberland and Bellington. W. Va.
The Ashland Coal and Iron Ry. Co.
Kentucky has asked the commission

of
for

authority to i.ssue a four-months' note or
notes for $180,000 to discharge an open account with the Ashland Iron and Mining Co.
In the complaint of the Washington Steel
and Ordnance Co., the commission decides
that the rates on bituminous coal from the
New River. W. Va. fields to the plant
of the Company at Uniontown, D. C, are
not unreasonable.
In the complaint of the Hydraulic Press
Brick Co., an I. C. C. examiner recommends
that rates on bituminous coal from certain
mines in the Clinton and Brazil district*
in Indiana to Bristol. Ind.. during Federal
control were not unreasonable.
Hearing in the case involving coal rates

from Wyoming mines to stations in Utah
scheduled by the commission at Salt Lake
City Nov. 21 has been postponed to a date
to be announced later.

Total

18,02B

Crow's Nest Pass District
Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co.
Coal Creek
Michel
Corbin Coal
Total

Grand

68,470

Comox

..,..'

.

37,952
7.802
19,016
5,733
22,374
604
Ifil.SSI

Production in the province shows little
variation when figures for September arc
compared with those of the previous month.
In tile Crow's Xest Pass there were smaller
tonnages proiluced at Coal Creek Collieries
and at Corbin. while at Michel there was
On Vancouver Island the
an increase.
output was kept at practically the same

August
tember

the

in

Field

Nicol.a-Princeton

Production for
was some decline.
was 252,677 tons, while in Sepit was 248,920 tons.

plant and eciuipment of the AnthraBriquette Co., .^shbridge's Bay. Toronto, has been purchased by the Financial
Inderwrlters, Ltd., of that city. The company

The

cite

liy ,\.
K. Gooderham and asI'nder the new management a
briquette made by the Dutch oil procesn
to
.\ukol.
will
be produced.
In all
similar
probability the newly acquired plant shortIv will be added to the assets of the Nnkul
Fuel (11.

was owned
sociates.

Warner, of the Kanawha & Hocking
Valley Coal & Coke Co., Cleveland
Lute
Hornickel, of the Anchor Coal Co., Highcoal
A. B. Kawn. vice president of the
Solvay Collieries Co. of Huntington.
The business meeting at which directors
were elected w^as followed by a luncheon
at the Kanawha Hotel, addresses being
made by a number of the well known operaL.

;

:

tors of the

Association Activities

Kanawha

"Southeastern Coal Merchants' Association."

Prominent coal mer-

chants from the states of Alabama. Florida.
(Jeorgia. North Carolina. South Carolina
and 'Tennessee met at Atlanta, and organized the new association, with the following officers:
J. A. Yarbrough, Charlotte,
.V.
C, president C. M. Farrar. Augusta.
Ga.
W. T. C. Berlin. Memphis. Tenn.
W. Mallory, Anniston, Ala. 13. Elias,
J.
.\shville, N. C., and H. R. Tuger. Green;

:

;

ville, S. C, vice-presidents
and J. W. Hancock, Marietta. Ga., treasurer.
By a unanimous vote President Yarbrough
was directed to make application immediately for membership in the national
association.
A committee consisting of Fred E. Gore.
Southern manager of the Blue Diamond
Coal Sales Co.
Grover Meinert of the
Meinert Coal Co., Atlanta, and James S.
McCarthy, field secretary of the national
association, was appointed to assist the
president and board of directors in the
selection of a secretary.
;

Valley.

Obituary

Southern Coal Merchants' Association
A new association known as the
recently.

68,944
248,920

total

ONTARIO
Tons

.

37,459
25,259
6,226

& Coke Co

District

Xanoose W'ellington Collieries
Granbv Consolidated M. S. & P. Co.
Old Wellington (King & Foster)

was formed

& Land Co

Princeton Coal

there

tranadian Western Fuel Co
Canadian Collieries (D) Ltd.:

South Wellington
Kxtension

6.311
3.444
7,604
1,666

'

Collieries

mark, while

BRITISH COLUMBIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA COAL PRODUCTION IN SEPTISMBER, 1921

The Western Faeiflc II.R. will reduce
the rate on bunker coal from Utah mines
to .San Francisco and Oakland to $6 per
ton.
The present rate Is $7.25 per ton.
This reduction will not affect coal for domestic use.

after fixed.
In a brief submitted to the I. C. C. by
the Dayton Malleable Iron Co.. in its pending case, it is contended that the combinations of local rates between mines on the
Kelly's Creek and Northwestern R.R. and
Ironton. Ohio, are unreasonable because
they exceed by more than Sc. a ton the
rates from points on the C. & O. in the

ductions

:

Mineral County
I.vons
and associates
i oul Co., Keyser, capital, $250,000, by H. C.
Hedges and others; Bear Mountain Oa«
Coul Co., Flemington. capital. $200,000, by
West Virginia and Pennsylvania operators.

Hearing in the case of the Consolidation
Coal Co.. HrhrdDled for W'ashington Nov.
14 has been postponed to a date to be here-

coal,

Maine

CoUlerieii Co.,
.Morgantown, capital. $1,000,000, by M. L.
Kqultable Coal Co.,
Tavlor and others
Morgantown, capital. $150,000, by C. M.
l-'ii

T.ital

\vf»rk

Kanawha
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K. C. Colcord. in oliarge of the operalion of the Colcord Coal Co. at Montcoal,
wai* a recent visitor in Charleston.

future.

men

:

James Redding, aged 56, owner and operator of the Dysart Coal Co., mine at Dysart,
Pa., died recently at his home in Altoona.
He was interested in mining for twenty
years.

Henry A. Bustlen, secretary of the Egyptian Iron Works, of Murphysboro, 111., died
recently.
P. .1. Rlliutt. formerly a newspaper man
of Columbus and later associated with Dan
Cannon in the Cannon-Elliott Coal Co., a
retail concern, died recently.

Coming Meetings

;

Pocahontas Operators' Association
The association during the latter part of
October was engagt;d in making preparation
for another hearing in the freight rate case
of the Southern Ohio Coal Exchange to be
held at Atlantic City.
Members of the
association are deeply interested in this
case, owing to the effect it will have on
rates from the Pocahontas field into certain

Western

states.

Kanawha Coal

Operators' Association

There was a 100 per cent attendance at
the annual meeting of the association held
in Charleston on Oct. 20.
Directors were
elected, officers to be selected later by the
newly elected directors. On the roster of
directors elected are the following:
C. A.
Cabell, general manager of the Carbon Fuel
Co. of Charleston
C. C. Dickinson, of the
Dry Branch Fuel Co. and other Dickinson
interests at Maiden
W. M. Wylie. general
manager of the Boone County Coal Corporation. Sharpies; John Snure. of the Kelle.v's Creek Colliery Co.. \Vard
F. O. Harris. Cannelton Coal Co. of Cannelton
H.

West Vireinia Coal Minine Institute will
hold its next meeting Dec. 6 and 7 at either
SecCharleston or Huntington. W. Va.
retary, R. E. Sherwood, Charleston, W. Va.
New England Wholesale Coal Assoclatloa
will hold its annual meeting Jan. 10, 1922.
Secretary. R. S. Townat Boston. .Mass.
send, 27 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Southern .Appalachian Coal Operators*
Association will hold its next meeting Jan.
Secretary, J.
27, 1922 at Knoxville. Ten.
E. McCoy. Knoxville. Tenn.
Pike County Coal Operators will hold
their annual meeting Jan. 6. 1922. at Pikeville, Ky.
Secretary, F. E. Miller, Pikeville. Ky.
The Coal Mining Institute of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
Dec. 7. X and 9.
Secretary H. D.
Pa.
Mason,

.Tr.,

Pittsburgh.

The
fall
111..

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg.,

Pa.

Illinois

Mining Institute

will hold its
Hall, Springfield.

meeting in the City
Saturday. Nov. 19.
Secretary Martin

Bolt. Springfield,

111.

;

;

;

:

American Society of Mechanical Engineers will hold its annual meeting. Dec. 5-9
at the Engineering Societies' Building. 21
West 39th Street. New York City. Secretary Calvin W. Rice. 29 West 39th Street.

New York

City.

The Only National Paper Devoted
C. E.

NEW

Volume 20

One Explanation

of

LESHER

and

R.

YORK, THURSDAY,

Increased Coal Prices

EVERY

attempt to answer the public's demand for
knowledge as to who is getting the difference between the present and pre-war prices of household coal
should be encouraged. It is the delivered price of coal
that impresses the everyday consumer, and he will respond to a reasonable appeal to his sense of fair play.
The New York Trust Co. recently published the results of a study of present and pre-war costs of household anthracite in New Yoi-k City. From mines to consumer's curb in Manhattan the price of the stove size
of hard coal is shown to have increased from 1913 to
Of this
1921 by $6.64 per net ton, or 100 per cent.
gain, mine labor is reported as taking $2.70 per net
ton, and railroad freight and lighterage in New York
harbor $1.47. The retailer's gross margin that is, the
difference between cost ok cars at hif yard and the price
he charges delivered a^ the householder's curb has increased $1.08, which amount, it may be argued, is
largely represented by increased costs of doing business.
The operatcri"'.? gross margin, which includes Federal
taxes interest oi: investment and profit, is reported to
have increased 28c.
-that
It is brought out in this study that wholesale
is, mine
prices have increased 134 per cent, compared
with a gain of 100 per cent in retail prices. Thei-e is no
The
special significance to be attached to this point.
final price has increased in proportion to the weighted
average of its components, and mining costs have gained
the most.
Furthermore this study by the New Yoi'k
Trust Co. is but one sample of the retail end of the
business. It is, we believe, an honest attempt to answer
a pressing question, the answer to which is easy for any
particular ton of coal, but difficult for all coal, because

—

—

—

—

of the

little

to

appreciated diversity of factors involved.

Will the Public React to a Coal Strike
As to the Threatened Rail Tie-up?
a
is now assembled at Washington

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing

DAWSON

HALL,, Editors.

NOVEMBER

17,

1921

weeks ago this country faced the prospects of a nationwide railroad strike a form of warfare. The country

—

squared

for a fight, deploring the necessity, if
necessity it had become, but determined to see it through,
if need there should be.
The temper of the public was
itself

but when the issue was settled, at
for the time being, a great sigh of relief arose
coast to coast.
belligerent,

Who won? The labor unions? No, because they have
only postponed a further reduction in wages
the immediate cause of the strike threat. The railway man-

—

agers?

No, because they welcomed a trial of force at
The public won won because the outcome
is the upholding of the law of the land, which puts
public welfare above class desire.
The issue on which
the public made itself heard was not the adequacy of
wages, but strict compliance with the procedure set
up by law for the determination of wages. The world
is sick of strife and warfare and its costs in life and
this time.

;

treasure.

There

is another industrial dispute of national prolooming up on the horizon.
The organized
miners of the country are meeting the pressure of

portions
coal

a vast public demand that their wages come down in
order that people may have cheaper fuel. There is no
denying the pressure of economic forces everywhere
pushing prices of everything lower and the value of the
dollar higher. The miners cannot hope to maintain the
level of wages they e.xacted when prices and profits in

were higher than are now economically justified.
Perhaps they recognize this and only hope to save themselves from too drastic a cut ne.xt April, when their contracts e.xpire.
There is no reason to expect that they

coal

will gracefully accede to a reduction,

conference to settle or attempt to settle the largest
question before the peoples of the whole world the
reduction of taxation through limitation of armaments.
Reduced to simplest terms the conferees are meeting
to find a way to substitute reason for force in settling
international disputes. It is as if players of chess hav-

—

ing kings, queens, rooks and pawns, each in number
corresponding to wealth, were meeting to reduce the
game from a question of resources to one of science
and reason, by limiting the number of pieces with which
It is
the game is played to that which is fair to all.
the hope and prayer of the peoples of the world that
this conference will succeed where that in Paris failed.
The destructiveness of force has been made evident;
hope lies in the constructiveness of reason.
We hate warfare but we are not afraid of it. Three

much

less offer to

accept one.
Will a resort to force be necessary next spring?
la
a strike inevitable? We do not believe it is, but there
must be a reversal of form in every camp miner,
operator and public if it is to be averted.
But will
public opinion play as large a part in a controversy
between coal-mine operators and miners in the spring
of 1922 as it did in the winter of 1919 or as it did
last month in the railroad dispute?
It is one thing for

—

THERE

least

from

—

consumers, practically unprepared, to face a suspension
of coal production at the approach of winter or the
stoppage of transportation at any time, and another
thing to contemplate a cessation of coal production at
the beginning of warm weather and with bins and
storage piles heaped up with coal.
In the pre-war days of biennial negotiations and suspension of mining in April and May, there seldom was
cause for national concern, because the lack of production was always discounted in advance by ample storage
of coal. It was seldom the case that the total coal produced in those years was less than it would have been
had there been no strike. The year 1916 was an example
of this.
In anticipation of a stoppage in April con791

—
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sumers had taken large quantities of coal in advance.
There was no suspension that year but mining operations were almost as slack as if there had been one
because of "no market.
On the other hand, conditions may be quite diflferent
For reasons now unforeseen or
in the spring of 1922.
because of holding back in anticipation of lower freight
rates, consumers may not protect themselves with ample
storage before March 31, 1922. Business and industry
may be improving so rapidly at that time as to upset
Next spring
all calculations as to coal requirements.
may be the one spring when a strike or suspension
would prove to be a matter for national concern. Where
such is true, the public becomes judge, jury and executioner.
It may be worth while to consider in advance
some way to forestall such a contingency.

Vol. 20, No. 20

The biggest issue that now confronts the coal industry is labor, and there is no organization among
the operators qualified to have or express a national
opinion on the subject.
Apparently incapable of
having a national policy on labor, is it any wonder
there is no sign of a national effort to prepare the
miners and the public, and themseh'es as well, for what
readjustment and defiation can and must be had before
the co^d industry and the business of the country dependent on coal for fuel and power can settle down for
the long pull?

Superpower Project

Is

as

fantastic

look upon the superpower plan
theorists
something that

sounds well but, of course,
believe the idea is sound.

The Slogan Wins

PUTTING

the issue in simple words is good campaign
psychology, whether it be a mayoralty campaign in
Greater New York or an advertising campaign for the
coal industry. The pull of the slogan "Hylan for FiveCent Fare" was demonstrated by the astounding vote
Five cents for a
that gentleman received last week.
ride on a street car or subway as distinguished from
8c. or 10c. for the same service was a subject for decision not above the comprehension of the majority of
voters. It had an appeal as convincing as Mark Hanna's
slogan on the "Full Dinner Pail," even though it does
not appear really to have been the issue at all.
Voi:ers in vast multitudes will rally around a popular
issue.
Such an issue a year ago was the high price of
coal, not the coal the Steel Corporation or the American
Wooden Mills burn but the coal the voter buys and puts
It is as simple to cry
in his cellar or in his back yard.
aloud for lower coal prices and berate the operators as
profiteers as for the Tammany candidate for Mayor of

New York to emblazon "Five Cent Fare" on his banner
and assert that he alone stands between the "interests"
and the public.

A

real task in publicity is to take to the public a real,

constructive, simple story on coal. Such a stoiy cannot
be so simple as a pronunciamento that prices can't come
down because things are as they are. The railroads,
for instance, have been saying that they could and would

meet the demand for lower freight rates when their
labor was lowered. They have
principal item of cost
staunchly met the threat of strike of the railway workers' unions by continuing to say that they will press for
wage reductions so that freights may come down. They
are meeting the issues with the slogan "Wages down,
And the public, informed and on
freights down."
guard, is with them so loTig as they proceed in an or-

—

—

derly fashion.
The railroads are in a fortunate position respecting
the publicity on their profits. They merely turn to the

record of the Federal Government to substantiate their
statements that they are not profiteering. If the price
of coal to the consumer can be reduced only by reducing
wages, then the consumer asks and is entitled to know
how far and how soon wages can be reduced. Everyone
but a few individual coal operators and the miners have
been saying for months that not later than next April
But so far there
coal mine wages must come downi.
has been no slogan, no united effort, except that of the
United Mine Workers, to offset the insistent pressui-e
of public opinion against coal.

Sound

who
MANYa there aredream
of

—

will

As

not be realized.

We

a complete enterprise, as

pictured in the report just issued by the Geological
Survey, it may not be attained, but the fundamental
conclusions are worthy of study by the coal industry.
The whole conception is founded on more efficient production and distribution of power in an area where in
prosperous times power is at a premium.
There is
nothing save the atrophy of industry on our Atlantic
seaboard that can prevent the fulfillment of the essentials of the superpower dream, and nothing will so limit
industrial expansion here as lack of the cheap power
this

system

will supply.

engineers who made the
survey that producing power is a business in itself and
that users large and small will turn to central station
power at an accelerated rate. Some 19,000 miles of
railroad in the zone examined are held to be susceptible
of economical operation by electricity to be supplied
lai-gely by power companies.
The question that should
concern the coal industry is whether the power companies will in turn own the mines from which the
needed coal is to come or will leave the supplying of
coal to the coal men, as, in turn, a business in itself.
Beyond question the tendency now is for large consumers of power to own and operate their own mines.
The newer large central stations are developing nev/
mines as they go along.
Of importance too for the seller of coal is the
anticipated increase within the next decade in the
dimensions of the power plants. Whereas in 1919 the
average size of the electric utility plants within the
Boston-Washington zone was 7,900 kw. by 1930 this
It is noted
size will have been increased to 29,900 kw.
in the report that the average size of new steam electric
plants to be installed will be 218,000 kw. as against the
In other words, with the buying
present 10,000 kw.
power concentrated in fewer hands, the competition in
selling coal for central power plants will be many times
keener than now. A situation similar to that in the
Chicago territory will develop in the East, in which
a few large consumers can make or break the market in
ordinary times because their huge requirements represent such a large portion of the offerings of steam coal
in that market.
It is the opinion of the engineers making the report
that the superpower system should confine its activities
to the production of power and the storage of coal.
Ownership of coal mines, coal cars, and coal delivery
routes were each considered and are opposed. The possibilities of stabilizing the Eastern steam coal market
offered in prospect by this system are great.
It is the conclusion of the

November
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Sawmill

Lengths
Needed Vary, so
Logs Must Be Cut at Plant

for Mine Posts
at an Anthracite Mine

Wood

Preservative

Which Makes

Stable, Strengthens

Putrescible Matter

Timber, Making

It

—

Ammonia and Carbolic Acid Solution
Dissolves Albumin, Cellulose andPectines, Making

Consists of Oxides of Copper and of Zinc,
of Copper Oxide in

New

Ammonia

Bodies Which Cement

Wood and Render
By

OF

THE MANY

The impregnation of dried wood with a cold solution
of bichloride of mercury produces excellent results. The
bichloride is extremely antiseptic and has the advantage
of small bulk.
It is sold in solid form, and the difficulties of transportation are therefore entirely eliminated.
In spite of all this and the fact that a complete and permanent preservation can be obtained with 2 or 3 per
cent of this salt, the cost is prohibitive, and the poisonous character of the mercury salts makes their use
extremely dangerous.
Sulphate of copper
It is

is used in 1 or 2 per cent water
inexpensive, and for this reason as well

its good qualities it has been used in many European countries. As it is not caustic it does not injure
the wood and leaves it clean and odorless.
Being an
astringent, the wood into which it is injected becomes
more tenacious. Because the oxide of copper, which
protects the vegetable fiber, is volatilized only at a high
temperature, this treatment makes the timber less combustible.
Nitrogenous matter impregnated with sulphate of copper becomes rotproof, because a metallic
substance hostile to parasites has combined with the

as for

•President, Zinsser

&

Co.,

Hastlngs-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Inconstant Substances Stable

F. G. Zinsser*

preservatives that have been used
for prolonging the life of timbers the most important are chloride of mercury, sulphate of copper, chloride of zinc, creosote and a combination of the
last two.

solution.

Fire Resistant

albumens, which are then no longer likely to rot. Copper sulphate has kept ties and posts, when placed under
conditions which retain this antiseptic in the wood, in
a perfect state of preservation forty-four years after
they were placed.
Unfortunately, sulphate of copper seriously affects
iron.
Nails and spikes coming in contact with it are
corroded through the formation of sulphate of iron.
For that reason vacuum and pressure injections can be
made only in copper impregnating apparatus, and this
is too expensive to be used economically.
However, sulphate of copper in the presence of rain
water and earthy alkalies in the soil is dissolved. Posts
impregnated with it and placed in the ground lose their
copper entirely under the action of these solvents, and
in five or six years become quite rotten, according to
Leduc, Director of Belgian Telegraphs, in the Revue
Universelle des Mines, 1897. When the copper has disappeared the pores of the wood are open to the attacks
of a legion of microbes.

When wood

is treated with zinc chloride in a water
either immersed in open vessels or impregnated by a vacuum-pressure treatment. This preservative has great antiseptic qualities, and the com-

solution

it

is

pound formed with the albuminous substances of the
wood strongly resists rotting. Unfortunately, like coi>per sulphate,

and

is

it

does not resist the action of solvents,

decomposed in the presence of lime in the

soil.
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As it is hygroscorpic absorbing water from the air it
can be used only in place.s that are permanently dry.
Like wood treated with copper .^sulphate, when freed of
the preservative the pores of the wood are left open and
favor putrefaction, with resultant disintegration.
Pine ties impregnated with zinc chloride lost 80 to
85 per cent of the original salt three years after impregnation, and beech ties from 90 to 95 per cent. Zinc
chloride is an acid salt, and when it combines with the
albuminous substances in the wood it sets free hydrochloric acid, which, according to Ilutin and Boutigny,
damages the vegetable fiber. The acid also attacks iron,
and this in railroad ties and in much other equipment
is highly undesirable.
Creosote Long

Known

as Stable Preservative

the fatty and oily substances, such as paraffin, inert
most desirable as a preservative. It shows great stability, and for that reason has had extensive use for
this purpose.
It is a thick fluid, which must be raised
to a temperature of 178 deg. F. for diffusion through
wood, and a large quantity of it must be used if the
In 1876 the Western
best results are to be obtained.
Railroad Co. of France reduced the quantity u.?ed on its
ties about one-third, but found that after three years
ro^ began to appear, and that after five years the ties
had to be removed. The loss of creosote from creosoted
ties on the roads of the company just mentioned is

shown

in the table given below:

Date

Pounds

1904
October. 1904
October. 1905
October, 1906

45 29
37.69

Auciiat.

After

28.76
22.44

Poundi

Date
October, 1907
October, 1908
October. 1909

18 84
17 85
1

7 08

an emollient which softens the vegeand while
oily substances, such as paraffin, inert
in themselves, will remain, the antiseptic elements
carbolic acid, aniline and the like being soluble in
water, are apt to be removed.
all, oil

and
the fatty and

table fiber

is

louvers its physical resistance,

—

Carbolic Acid Soon Washes Out of

Wood

Blocks of wood impregnated with carbolic acid, which
would seem to promise long life because that acid is the
most effective matter contained in the coal-tar oils, do
not shoAv the resistance expected of them. The coal-tar
oils themselves, containing some carbolic acid, are found
to be better preservatives, as the insoluble fatty matters
tend to act as a waterproofing, and the rain is less able
to remove them.
When creosote is applied to paving,
however, it has been found that it does not prevent the
moistening of the wood sufliciently to prevent expansion
and conseciuent heaving. Wood treated with creosote
is sticky, heavy and difficult to handle, has an irritating
odor, and it is asserted that the creosote increases inflammability.
From 15.6 to 18.7 lb. of creosote per cubic foot of

timber

The

is

recommended abroad for satisfactory

results.

therefore high considering the additional
expense of manipulation, and to this must also be added
the freight where the creosote has to be carried long
distances.
This is important, as the creosote is used
without dilution, and every pound used must be transported.
cost

is

Vol. 20,

antiseptics, but

makes use of the well-known

of carbolic acid, which

No

20

qualities

the active principle of creosote
both zinc and copper. He
compounded these in such a manner that though readily
soluble during the treating process, they become permanently fixed in the wood after impregnation ia complete and the wood dried.
He makes use of the fact
that an ammoniacal copper solution softens wood fiber,
and that after the ammonia, which acts simply as a carrier, has evaporated, the combination of copper and
oil,

and the

wood
silk is

is

efficient action of

becomes hard again.
made.

That

fiber

is

This preservative, as the name implies,

ammonia, copper, zinc and phenol, the

how
is

artificial

made up

latter

ot

being

the chemical name for carbolic acid.
Softened in the
manner described above, the wood absorbs the solutions
readily, and after the ammonia is evaporated, the salts
of zinc and copper with carbolic acid, being neither
corrosive nor conductors of electricity, are firmly and

permanently

imbedded

in

wood.

the

qualities of these salts are well

vegetable parasites,
their presence.

worms

or

known.

The antiseptic
None of the

wood borers can

Preservative Adds Strength to

Wood

live in

Fibers

should be added that the carbolic acid, being present
in combination with these metals, does not impart any
odor to the wood. The preservative actually increases
the strength of the wood as the copper and zinc salts
combine with the vegetable matter, such as albumin,
tannin and pectines, and form a sort of binder, which
hardens to a cement, closely uniting the wood fiber.
Ac-zolated wood placed in mines in 1910 and 1912
is still in position in 1921.
After nine years of service
it is in perfect preservation, and in all probability will
last for a long time to come, whereas untreated timbers
in the same position were totally unfit after six or seven
months. This is the statement of G. Deltenre, managing director of the collieries of I'Arbre St. Michel at
Mons lez Liege, one of the largest collieries in Belgium.
Wood consists of two parts, the sapwood and duramen. The sap, or imperfect new wood, contains chanIt

surrounded by living cells composed of cellulose,
pectine and albuminous substances. The decomposition
of these is rapid as soon as the life of the plant ceases.
The duramen is the center of the tree and is formed of
completely lignified tissue in which living substances
are replaced by incrustations of mineral bodies drawn
from the soil, such as lime, magnesia, iron, silica, etc.,
and also contains tannins. This part of the tree is exThe Ac-zolating process
tremely resistant to decay.
does the work that nature has not had time to accomplish
in the sapwood by changing its chemical composition.
The first engineers to use Ac-zol were Lambiotte and
Grad, director general and chief engineer respectively
of the Elizabeth and Courcelles-Nord collieries in Belgium.
At the Elizabeth colliery, Auvelais, Belgium,
several timbers were placed in the return airway on
Sept. 20, 1910, some treated with Ac-zol and some untreated. On Jan. 10, 1911, two of these, one treated and
nels

the

The latter was
the other untreated, were taken out.
rotted to such an extent that it could no longer offer
Four rings of each of these two
effectual resistance.
timbers were sent to the State Testing Station at MaThe averlines and were submitted to a crushing test.

important properties of the older preservatives and
eliminates their objectionable features. As he frankly
says, he is not offering anything new in the way of

age crushing strength of the untreated was less than
half of the treated timber. Only the center of the untreated material, about 1.6 in., remained fibrous.

According

to

Henri Monseur, the inventor of the

wood preservative

Ac-zol. this substance retains

all
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Regarding the timber placed Sept. 20, 1910, I have no
further information, but J. 0. Grad. now works director of the Courcelles-Nord colliery, in March. 1918, declared that Ac-zolated timber placed Oct. 15, 1910, in
a return ajrshaft in the Allaye mine at a depth of 458 ft.
was still in good condition and likely to serve for many

more

years.

On

Feb. 6, 1918, according to Carlo Fremin, chief
engineer of the D'Aiseau-Presle collieries, the timber
placed in a return airway in the Roselies shaft workings
in July, 1913,

was

still in

place

and

likely to give several

years of service, despite the fact that unimpregnated
timbers placed in May, 1914, had been renewed each
year since that date.
Dr. A. Berge, professor at the University of Brussels,
reduced three kinds of treated wood to sawdust and
treated the dust with water saturated with carbon dioxThe wood treated with 2 per cent of
ide and alkalies.
copper sulphate lost 77 per cent of its copper.
The
m\e treated with 2 per cent of copper sulphate and 3 per
cent of ammonia lost 41 per cent of that metal and that
treated by Ac-zol lost only 3J per cent.

Experiments on Wood in an Activated Soil

He then

took pieces of wood and placed them in wet
ground charged with a solution of invert sugar and
brewers' yeast. After forty-eight hours at 86 deg. F.
the Ac-zolated wood lost 4i per cent of
copper and
wood impregnated with 2 per cent of sulphate of copper,
it.*:

As

Ac-zol does not contain either sulphates,
it does not attack iron.
Wood was immersed in Ac-zol for twenty-four hours
by Durieu.x, general overseer in the research service and
experimental station for rivers and forests of the Belgian government. It was then desiccated and buried
for nine months with manure, when it was again dried
81 per cent.

chlorides or nitrates,

and weighed. The Ac-zolated wood lost 9.11 per cent,
whereas natural wood lost 38.26 per cent and that
treated with a 2 per cent solution of copper sulphate

)'ILKS
;

OF WOOD TO BE USED

IN'

lost 22.61

of

795
per cent

orf

its

weight.

These are averages

many experiments made on samples

birch, oak

of alder,

fir,

and pine.

At the Malines State Experimental Station in Belgium
were made for the resistance to compression. The average results were for creosoted wood,
4,125 lb.; wood treated with sulphate of copper, 7.538
8,164 lb. per square inch.
lb., and Ac-zolated wood,
Under tension the results were: Creosoted wood, 5,021
lb.; wood impregnated with copper sulphate, 5,547 lb.;
Ac-zolated wood, 8,150 lb. per square inch. Four compression tests were made on behalf of the management
of the Elizabeth colliery by the same authorities on
treated and untreated timber. Natural wood showed a
strength of 6.614 lb. and Ac-zolated wood, 12,829 lb.
five sets of tests

per square inch.

The salts of the heavy metals contained in Ac-zol
render the wood fire resistant, and so long as these salts
have not been volatilized by high temperatures, their
Ac-zol is transpresence diminishes the fire danger.
Six or eight
ported in a highly concentrated form.
parts of this solution with 94 or 92 parts of water is
the proper concentration for treatment, which can be
made either by immersion, a vacuum-pressure treatment or by application with a brush. Where small
quantities of wood are to be impregnated and where
means for vacuum and pressure treatment are lacking,
a simple cold immersion is sufficient and insures a very
satisfactory penetration where heavy oils would not
penetrate, even when applied hot, except in a superficial manner.
However, even with Ac-zol the vacuum
and pressure method is always preferable. This system
is much easier for the injection of Ac-zol and much more
rapid than with creosote, the first being applied cold
whereas coal-tar oils without the aid of heat are not
sufficiently liquid to penetrate.
It may be added that the wood impregnated with
Ac-zol can not only be tinted with any color but after
being dried can be painted.
Its increased strength

THE MARVI.NE MINE OF THE HUDSON COAL

CO,

FOR POSTING

picture is not only expressive of the large part timber plays in the development of an anthracite mine but
.shows the long conveyors which are used at the Marvine breaker for transporting the coal from the headhouses for treatment. These lines carry the coal over the railroad and are 1,100 ft. long.
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makes it especially valuable wherever the timber is
subject to great weight. Where stocks of timber have
to be carried, the wood is often found to have lost 40
per cent of its resistant power before it is put in the
mine. When Ac-zolated. it can be kept in stock without
deterioration and as the replacement of timber is less
frequent, stocks can be diminished, saving appreciably
in invested capital and the area devoted to its stocking.
Furthermore, timber can be purchased when it is cheapest, be brought to the mine when it is best transported,
and still be in condition for replacement when needed.

Who's

Who

In Coal Mining

Vol. 20, No. 20

time until the present Mr. Williams has been identified with the same company, rising to the position of
general sui>erintendent in 1900. to general manager of
both the Pleasant Valley Coal Co. and the Utah Fuel
After holding the position for fourteen
Co. in 1901.
years, he resigned in 1915 and became consulting manager, which position he still holds.
He was succeeded
as general manager by A. H. Cowie.
Utah has produced a number of coal operators whose
successful accomplishments have made them known
to the coal industry all over the United States, and due
to the fact that the Utah Fuel Co. (including the Pleasant Valley Co.) was for many years the outstanding coal
producer of the state most of these men have worked
for Mr. Williams or been associated with him. Mr. Williams is a man of forceful chaiMcter, hut possesses a

H. G. Williams

THOUGH

he is consulting manager for the Utah
Fuel Co., H. G. Williams no longer spends all his
time in Utah, yet any stranger interested in coal mining,
coming into the state, would soon learn that he was the
dean of the coal operators of Utah and one of the outstanding figures in the Rocky Mountain region.
Mr. Williams was born in 1856 at Merton, Wis., where
he received a general education. Later he entered the
University of Chicago. In his junior year at this institution he was forced to stop his studies on account of
poor health.
Starting as a transit man for the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe R.R., he constantly rose to higher positions
with a progress that was both rapid and sure. In 1880,
one year after he was employed as a transit man by the
Santa Fe, he was given charge of a division out of
Atchison, Kan. After holding this position he resigned
and became superintendent of the Capitol Iron Works
at Topeka, Kan., for two years, when he was called
back (in 1883) to the Santa Fe railway and made engineer and sales agent for the coal companies in Kansas
belonging to that railroad.
In 1884 he was mining engineer for the Raton Coal &
Coke Co. In 1886 he was raised to chief engineer, and
his authority was extended to the San Pedro Coal &
Coke Co. in New Mexico and the Trinidad Coal & Coke
Co. in Colorado. In 1887 he added the engineering work
of the Canyon City Coal Co. in Colorado to his other
tasks, these companies all being controlled by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry.
In 1888 he was made chief engineer for all the coal
properties of the railroad company, including, in addition to the above, the Cherokee & Pittsburgh Coal &
Mining Co., and the Osage Carbon Co. of Kansas. In
1890, after the change in control of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Ry., Mr. Williams resigned and
took the position of chief engineer with the Pueblo
Smelting & Refining Co., Pueblo, Col. This position he
resigned in 1891 to become assistant superintendent
and engineer for the Pleasant Valley Coal Co. in Utah,
which is now part of the Utah Fuel Co.
In 1892 he returned to the position of chief engineer
with the Pueblo Smelting & Refining Co. and two years
later rose to the position of assistant general manager.
In 1896 he was again called to Utah by the Pleasant
Valley Coal Co. to become its superintendent and chief
engineer, with headquarters at Castle Gate. From that

H. G. WILLI.\MS
Consulting Manager. Utah Fuel Co.

kindly and sympathetic disposition and a keen sense
of humor, which give him the great gift of holding his
friends.

Mr. Williams has always zealously guarded the safety
of his men and either initiated or assisted in the adoption of the methods which are used in the coal mines
This includes the
of the state to protect the miners.
sprinkling system, which is used in all the mines of
the state and which provides a sprinkling line to every
working place, also the electric shot-firing system from
the outside of the mine, which is in use at the majority
of the state's mines. Utah now has probably the most
modern set of safety regulations of any coal-mining
state in the Union, and when these were being discussed
in 1920 Mr. Williams, although resting in California,
made a careful study of them and submitted valuable
suggestions which were embodied in the final draft.
of strike now popular
Chicago Daily News.
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How and How Often

Should Mine Electrical Equipment
Be Inspected and What Repair Is Necessary?
Economical Maintenance Should Be Assured by Light and Heavy Inspecting,
Overhauling and Repairing, the Intervals Between Inspections Depending
on Local Conditions Rub Down and Blow Out Locomotives Every Evening

—

By

H. H.

Johnston*

East Pittsburgh. Pa.

MINE

equipment will never operate satisfactorily
nor will its failure in service be prevented if its
various parts are not carefully and systematically inspected periodically. The work of maintaining electrical equipment usually is divided into several
number of which depends, particularly in
the mining field, upon the nature of the equipment and
the thoroughness of the inspections made.
Some operators divide the work of maintaining equip-

classes, the

ment

into

four classes:

(1)

Light

inspection,

(2)
repairing.

heavy inspection, (3) overhauling, and (4)
The first three usually are done regularly on a periodic
basis, or in accordance with the number of trips made
or the tonnage hauled.
How often the inspections
should be made and what work should be done depends
largely on local conditions, and must be determined by
trial under the circumstances actually existing.
Almost every mine operator has his own individual
way of inspecting, maintaining and handling his equipment, but, because of local conditions, better facilities
or greater familiarity with the equipment, some are
more successful than others in keeping down the cost of

ence.

calculated on the basis of mileage traversed, one such
inspection should be made for every 500 to 1,000 miles
of travel. Oiling bearings does not usually come under
inspection, and goad practice has dictated that
these parts be lubricated before starting each day's

light

work.

Many operators require their locomotives to be
rubbed down with waste and "blown out" with an air
hose every evening after the day's run has been completed.
This is good practice and will do much toward
keeping the equipment in proper condition.
One heavy inspection should be made for every five
to six light inspections, as conditions prevailing in the
particular mine may seem to require. In general, such
an inspection should be made about every three months

the locomotives are regularly in service.
All apparatus should be thoroughly cleaned and lubricated and
all necessary repairs made in addition to the work
ordinarily performed at the light inspection.
if

Overhaul Equipment Every Three Years

operation.

has been found, particularly by operators of large
mines, that records of inspection covering the number
of pieces, cost of each piece, and the time required in
repairing or replacing it are of much value.
So far as light inspections of mine locomotives are
concerned, before attempting to inspect any part of the
electrical or mechanical equipment the trolley wheel
should be withdrawn from the wire.
Care should be
taken to so place the locomotive as to render impossible
any interference with the operation of other equipment.
Safety should always be made the primary consideraIt

tion.

Under light inspections will come the observations in
general of all mechanical equipment, including the condition of the bumpers, safety lugs, side frames, springs
and spring details, condition of trolley wheel, trolleyspring tension, condition of motor commutator, brushes,
brush tension, commutator cover, gear cases, motorbearing lubrication, axle-bearing lubrication, the journal box and its lubrication, and the observation of the
controller parts, including the condition of the main
drum, main-drum contacts, and the tension on and condition of the main- and reversing-drum contact fingers.

must determine their frequency by experiWithout reference to exact local conditions but

ator usually

Some operators make

a practice of giving their locomotive equipment a complete overhauling at least once
every three years, or at about every sixth or eighth
regular heavy inspection. In addition to the work done
during each heavy-inspection period, the overhaul
should consist of the removal of various assembled
parts composing the individual pieces of apparatus on
the locomotive.
The drum of the controller should be
taken off to permit a thorough cleaning and inspection
and the condition of the cable and insulation should be
noted.
All cable and insulating material that underwent treatment during manufacture should be retreated according to the practice recommended by the
manufacturer or previously found satisfactory by the
operator.

The motors and all parts of the armature, field coils.
brushes and bearings should be carefully overhauled.
The resistors, fuse boxes, overload relays, trolleys and
cable should be thoroughly inspected and put in good
working condition.
All mechanical details of the
machine, including bumpers, side frames, springs.

During these observations note should be made of any
apparent defects which might cause the locomotive to be
put out of commission even temporarily ^rior to the next
inspection.

The time allowed between light inspections will depend much upon local conditions, and each mine oper-

FIG.

1.

PARTS OP WHICH COMMUTATOR

COMPOSED

IS

A, Metal bushing B. insulating bushing or sleeve C, rear mica
V-ring D. assembled copper and mica segments E, mica strip
or segment; F. copper segment or bar; G, front mica V-rine;
H. metal V-ring I, ring nut.
;

;

•General engineering department. Vt'estlnghouse Electric * Man-

ufacturing Co.

;

:

:
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The use of a thin coat of white lead on the threads of
the V-ring nut or those of the bolts will m;ike it easier
to remove the ring nut or bolts the next time this becomes necessary. The commutator is then heated to
110 deg. C. (230 deg. F.) in an oven where the air is
The ring nut or fastening bolts are then drawn
dry.
up tight while the commutator is at this temperature.
The ne.xt operation is to turn the commutator in a
lathe to give it once again a smooth surface. It is customary after these repairs to make a voltage test between commutator segments, also between the commutator bars and ground. With 2r)0- and 500-volt motors,
110 volts 4ilternating current shduld he used for the test
between bars and 1.000 volts alternating current for the

m

all dlrf
jrnijtvrt Cut

y
Clean ant/
faint frn^xr*!^^

FIG.

2.

r

^

SECTION OF COMMUTATOR WITH PARTS

ASSEMBLED

letters on these various parts are the same as those In Fig; 1,
relative position of the parLi when in place is shown. The
drawing- designates the points where all dirt and moisture must be
excluded if good results are to be obtain.d.

The

and the

spring details, brakes, brake rigging, motor supports
and main journals should be inspected and repaired or

renewed

if

necessary.

to bringing the details of upkeep before
following has been written, giving
the
methods and practices that have been found efficacious.
Commutators usually consi.st of a metal bushing with
a fixed V-ring dovetailing with the rear "V" in the
commutator section, an insulating bushing or sleeve, a
rear mica V-ring, the assembled copper and mica segments, a front mica V-ring, a metal V-ring, and a ring
In building up these parts to
nut or holding bolts.
form the assembled commutator, care is necessary if
Even
the machinery is to be operated satisfactory.
with the best of care, specific individual attention must

With a view

operators

be given to practically all of these parts.
The main operations necessary in the care of commuSmoothing of the commutator face, undertators are:
cutting, disconnecting leads from commutator necks,
and the replacement of parts both w-hen commutator and
windings are left on the shafts and when they are re-

moved therefrom.

All Armature Leads Need Not Be Removed
only a small number of commutator bars are

When

to

not always necessary to remove all the
armature leads from the commutator necks or to take
the commutator off the shaft. To disconnect the necessary leads it is current practice to stand the armature
on end with the commutator up and mark each part that
Upon removal of the
is to be disconnected or removed.
ring nut or holding bolts, the V-ring and mica V-ring
can be taken out. If the commutator bars are tight,
tapping with a wooden or rawhide mallet usually will
cause them to loosen. A steel hammer should never be
used for this operation. Each new bar that replaces an
old one must be filed to shape and brought down to the
thickness of the old bar, if it or the old ones next to it
are not to become loose. The space where the new bars
are to fit should be planed out and the bars tapped into
place with the aid of a rawhide mallet.
All detached parts of the commutator must be kept
clean and dry. When the parts are ready for returning
The
to place, the mica V-ring should be sandpapered.
metal V-ring and the "V" in the commutator bar should
be cleaned, the "V" in the bar being shellacked. Care
should be taken to have both the shellac and the brush
used in applying it free from dirt and moisture. Then
either the V-ring nut is put on or the bolts are drawn
up fairly tight after the mica and the metal V-rings
be' replaced

it

is

have been slipped back into their original positions.

Vol. 20, No. 20

test

between bars and ground.

When many commutator

bars or a rear mica V-ring
have to be replaced it is usually best to remove the commutator from the shaft. The method of taking down
and rebuilding will be the same as that described above,
care being taken to heat the commutator thoroughly and
thereby soften the new mica so that the V-ring or bolts
can be drawn up tightly. In doing this, and when the
commutator is assembled, it should be put in an oven
and heated to a temperature of 125 to 140 deg. C. (257
to 284 deg. F.).
While at this temperature the commutator is placed in a press and a suitable pressure
(20 to 25 tons for a 50-hp. motor) exerted upon it.
The ring nut is then drawn up tightly while the commutator is still under pressure.

Temporarily Band Segments Before Shipment

Where complete

sets

of

commutator segments are

shipped out by the manufacturer, they usually are temporarily banded together, the mica and copper segments
being in their proper positions. The complete set should
be assembled in the commutator as a unit, the temporary
band being removed just prior to the final tightening.
After this, the test between commutator bars usually is
made with 300-volt alternating current, while that to
ground is made with 2,000-volt alternating current.
Any flat spots, high or low bars, ridges, burned places,
When these
etc., that may develop should be smoothed.
are not too bad the motor need not always be removed
from the locomotive. A block of wood one face of which
has been cut to the radius of the commutator and lined
with sandpaper or emery comes in handy for smoothing
If the commutator face is extremely
a rough spot.
rough, the armature should be removed from the motor
frame, placed in a lathe and turned. Holes that may be
left by defective mica or pits in the side of the bars
can be filled with a commutator cement supplied by
dealers.

The commutator should be re-undercut before the
copper segments have worn down flush with the mica
insulation. The groove left will serve as a guide to the
saw and make the work of undercutting much easier.
If commutation trouble is frequent, it is good practice
to use a V-shaped hand tool to round the edgfs of the
This can
grooves between bars to about .-I'i-in. radius.
be done while the motors are in place on the locomotive.
Care should be taken to remove all particles of mica,
copper or dirt from the grooves after undercutting.
The band over the front V-ring of a commutator
should be wiped off each month. If after cleaning this
band is painted with an air-drying varnish the next
cleaning will be accomplished with greater ease. It has
been found that painting once every six months is sufficient.
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Precautions Wliicli, Taken, Will Render the Magneto a
Reliable Igniter for Miners' Safety Lamps
Simple in Construction and Reliable in Operation, the Magneto Has Found a
Place in Many Mines In Order to Obtain Satisfactory Results the Device
Should Never Be Needlessly Operated When Disconnected from Its Load

—

By

R.

Fokes

\V;ilton-on-Thanu-s,

ADAPTABILITY of the magneto to various purL\ poses in and about the mine has resulted during
\.

recent years in a marked increase in the use of
As a rule it has been
electrical generator.
applied to shotfiring and safety-lamp relighting, both
of which operations previously had been effected by
means of either diy cells or accumulators. Diy cells,
which have been used only in connection with shotfiring, are expensive, cannot be recharged and give comparatively limited service. Accumulators, on the other
hand, may be recharged, but have many disadvantages
that render their employment not a question of choice
but of necessity.
The magneto, with its comparatively small bulk, light
weight and ever-ready supply of energy, is at present
the most convenient form of portable current-generator
available for relighting safety lamps.
The principles
underlying the operation of magnetos are not understood by manj^ who use them in mining, however, and
while they are highly reliable pieces of apparatus, it
will be obvious that some knowledge of their construction and operation as well as of the causes of indifferent
or interrupted service greatly assists in obtaining the
J.

this

form of

best results.

Description of Construction of M.4.gneto

A

magneto consists essentially of a strong permanent
magnet, between the poles of which rotates a shuttletype of armature wound with a primary winding (P)
and a secondary winding (S, Fig. 1). One end of the
primary winding is connected to the slip ring, from
which current is conveyed by means of a carbon brush
to the terminal
T) of the external circuit. The other
end of the primary winding is connected to the frame
(

of the armature, as is also one end of the secondary
winding, the other end being led to the contact maker
and to the frame of the magneto. Thus when the contact maker is closed the secondary winding is shortcircuited.

This winding also has permanently connected

a small condenser (C), as indicated. The general arrangement of the armature between the poles
is shown in Fig. 2.
Of course, the design may be varied
at will, but the essentials remain the same.
In operation the magneto is, of course, only a modified form of transformer with a contact maker across
the secondary winding. The voltage generated depends
on the rate at which the lines of magnetic force are cut
by the primary and secondary windings. The ordinary
across

it

dynamo must be rotated at a constant, and in most cases
a comparatively high, speed in order to obtain a sufficiently great electromotive force.
The magneto, on the
other hand, is called upon to operate efficiently over a
wide range of speeds. As a result the general design
is such as to make the actual speed of the armature of
comparatively small importance. This is accomplished
by means of the contact maker or make-and-break

England

This will be more fully described later;
mechanism.
for the moment, consideration will be given to the
effects of m.aking and breaking the circuit of a magneto
as the armature rotates.
Referring to Fig. 2, the lines of force from the
permanent magnet are shown threading themselves
thi-ough the iron core of the armature, which is
assumed to be stationary. Assuming that the secondary winding is short-circuited through closure of the
contact maker, any movement such as that in the direction indicated in Fig. 3 causes both the primary and
secondary windings to cut the magnetic field.
The
primary circuit is normally interrupted by an air gap
such as that existing between the lighting pin and wick
of a miners' safety lamp.
The secondary, with the
armature in the position shown, is short-circuited by
the contact maker and its movement through the magnetic field induces in it a heavy current in such a
direction that it magnetizes the armature core so that
a south pole appears in the portion nearest the north
pole of the permanent magnet and a north pole is
produced in the armature core near the south pole of
the magnet.
Now, like poles repel and unlike poles
attract.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3, the magnetic
field
produced by the armature current not only
strengthens but distorts and twists the field of the
permanent magnet in the direction of rotation. It is
at this instant that the contact maker is adjusted to
open, with the result that not only does the magnetic
field produced by the armature current vanish but the
field of the permanent magnet immediately resumes

more normal

a

position, as indicated in Fig. 4.

This disappearance of the armature field and sudden
readjustment of the permanent field together induce in
the primary winding a high voltage capable of leaping
a considerable gap and producing an intensely hot
spark.
The condenser in the secondary circuit serves
to amplify the effect of interruption and simultaneously minimize burning at the contact maker. As the
armature makes another half turn the circuit is again
closed and the operation repeated, so that a make-andbreak occurs twice during each revolution.

niX
1.
ARMATURE rOXXECTIOXS AXD ARRAXGEMENT
OF C0NT.\CT JI.\KER FOR HIGH TEXSION MAGNETO
is the primary winding and S the secondary. T is the terminal
A carthe external circuit. A small condenser C is provided.

FIG.

P
of

bon brush runs on the slip ring R. One end of the primary is
connected to the frame of the armature and the other to the slip,
When the contact maker is closed the secondary winding is'
short-circuited.
ring.
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FIGS.

Tie

2,

3

AND

4.

SHOW HOW THE FLUX OF MAGNETIC FORCE CHANGES WITH REVOLUTION OF ARMATURE

straight through the
the position .-shown in 1^'ig. 2.
the primary circuit being interrupted by an air gap and the secondary
flux of force

armature
In Fig

i."!

in

3

bcintr ."short-circuited through the cor.tact
maker, the magnetic field produced by the
armature current strengthens and distorts
Just
the field of the permanent magnet.

The contact maker may take any one of a number
of forms, but the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 and
enlarged in Fig. 5 is the one most generally employed
and is, on the whole, the most reliable. It is mounted
on the end of the magneto-armature spindle and rotates
with it. One of the contacts (C) is fixed while the
movable, taking the form of an arm bent
through an angle of 90 deg. and pivoted at P, carrying at one end a platinum point and at the other a
fiber block (F) which as the armature rotates bears
against the two raised portions or cams (B) fitted to
the stationary cover surrounding the contact maker.
This cover is arranged so that it may be rotated
slightly on its seat, in order to adjust the position at
which the making and breaking of the circuit occurs
relative to that of the armature and the magnet poles.
other

is

The position of the contact maker indicated in Fig. 5
shows the fiber block (F) rubbing on the fixed portion
{B) and temporarily separating the contacts (C).
As already stated, a magneto is a highly reliable piece
of apparatus, but there are certain qualifications which
must not be overlooked if satisfactory results are to be
obtained under ordinary mining conditions.

Mechanism for Obtaining Maximum Spark
As has been pointed out already, the cover of the
contact maker carrying the cams (B) for interrupting
The
the circuit may be moved around on its seat.
makers as a rule restrict this movement to a small arc
within which the best position may be found by experiThis most effective position

ment.
slightly

time

it

is likely to vary
under working conditions, and from time to
is advisable to make a readjustment in order to

The fiber block
obtain the maximum sparking effect.
(F, in Fig. 5) tends to wear away somewhat on its
forward or rubbing side, which delays the opening of
Thus, apart from other influences,
the contact (C).
this wear will from time to time necessitate a slight
readjustment of the relative position of the cover carrying the cams (B).

al thi.'s instant the contact maker opens and
the magnetic field produced by the armature
current vanishes and the field weakens as
shown by tlie line spacings in Fig. 4.

The arm carrying the fiber block {F) has a slight
movement around the pivot (P) equal to the small
amount the fiber block is raised by the cams (B).
Normally, although not shown in the illustration, the
arm is fitted with a spring which tends to keep contacts
(C) closed and is depended on to rapidly close the
contacts during the periods when F is clear of B. Any
tightness at P will render the spring incapable of
functioning properly, and this will interfere with the
normal operation of the magneto. It should be noted
that the contact arm is insulated from its spindle (P)
by means of a fiber bushing. Under mining conditions,
especially in damp atmospheres, this fiber has a tendency to swell and to prevent free movement of the arm.
This sometimes makes the contact arm so stiff that
its spring cannot reclose the contacts once they are
pushed open. The remedy, of course, is to ease the

bushing

As

until the

the

contact

arm moves freely.
maker is continually making and

breaking a comparatively heavy current, the contacts
must be kept amply tipped with platinum. These tips
should be at least -h in. in diameter and their faces
should be dressed to make as perfect a contact as possible.
The condenser minimizes the effect of sparking
and should this become intense while the platinum
contacts remain in good condition, it must be concluded
This element
that the condenser has broken down.
seldom gives trouble, however, and sparking usually will
be found to be the result of either badly-faced contacts
or of the platinum having been burned away.
Many places where magnetos are called upon to work
underground are more or less damp. However, as far
as the armature of a magneto is concerned it is well
impregnated during manufacture and is practically unIf leakage occurs it is almost
affected by moisture.
invariably at the terminal (T. Fig. 1), which is fitted at
slip
its lower end with a carbon brush running on the
ring (R). This brush usually is carried in an ebonite
block that fits into the frame of the magneto case, the
brush projecting through to the ring. It is at this
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point that any trouble arising from dampness always
occurs, resulting in the ebonite insulation breaking
down to the frame of the magneto. The only remedy
is to keep spare ebonite blocks on hand, because once
charring commences on the surface of a block it is
useless to attempt to use it any longer. Oil is as detrimental to the insulation as dampness, as it collects dust
and soon forms a conducting path along which leakage
can take place. In this connection oiling of the magneto
journal should be restricted to two or three drops every
few months. This with ball bearings is quite sufficient.
The quickest way to break down the insulation of a
magneto is to run it disconnected from its work, consequently this practice should be studiously avoided.
Normally the magneto is connected with the lamp it is
intended to light, and the lighting pin is adjusted to
about i in. or less from the lamp wick. As a result
the voltage necessary to bridge this gap is restricted
and the magneto windings as well as the wiring are
subjected to a lower potential than would be the case
If the magneto
if the gap were, say, twice as wide.
is run disconnected from its work it is, as it were,
connected to a spark gap of infinite dimensions and will
in consequence be subjected to an extreme voltage that
will arc across from the high-tension elements to the
frame, charring the insulation and doing permanent
injury.

Although a magneto admirably fulfills the purpose
for which it was intended, namely, the lighting of
miners' lamps, its current-generating capacity is somewhat inferior to that of the older system involving the
use of a spark coil and accumulator. With the latter
the position of the lighting pin relative to the lamp
wick was not of much Importance provided it was withOn the other hand the energy
in sparking distance.
available from a m.agneto is limited, and to obtain quick
ignition a little more care is necessary in adjusting the
lighting pin. Setting this over the center of the lamp
wick calls for the expenditure of a considerable amount
This is
of energy to obtain ignition in a given time.
because of the heat dissipation within the body of the
obtained
by
wick.
For this reason better results are
adjusting the lighting pin relative to the wick, as shown
strikes
the
spark
the
in Fig. 6. Under these conditions
corner of the wick and ignition occurs almost immediately.
The point of the lighting pin should not be
more than J in. from the wick.
One highly desirable feature of a magneto is that
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can be operated without damage while the armaAdvantage is taken of this
is short-circuited.
fact in some types of relighters in order to guard
against the danger of gas ignition in fiery mines by
workers operating the magneto with the lamplighter
This precaution is easily met by
insecurely fastened.
arranging the connections in such a manner that until
a lamp is inserted for lighting and the apparatus is
securely closed the magneto remains short-circuited.
This feature should characterize any dependable form
of underground magneto-operated lamp lighter.
it

ture

Peculiar Excellence of Kentucky Coals*
By Howard N. EAVENSONt
Pittsburgh, Pa.

some years past it has been increasingly evident
that the consuming public has learned to appreciate

FOR

the superior qualities of the coals produced in the
eastern part of Kentucky and southern West Virginia,
and to look more and more to this section for its supply of the best fuel. This is particularly true of highvolatile coals used in

ing.

Many

byproduct coking and in gas mak-

large corporations using such fuels have

acquired their

own sources

of supply in this territory.

These coals come into direct competition with those
from southwestern Pennsylvania, and a comparison of

may

be of interest alike to producers
In making such a
comparison, however, only the high-volatile coals can
be considered, as the low-volatile fuels of Pennsylvania,
Maryland and West Virginia have no counterpart in
their

qualities

and their prospective customers.

Kentucky.

The best Kentucky coals for the purposes mentioned
are located in Harlan, Letcher, Pike, Floyd, Knott,
Leslie and Peny counties, and comprise the Elkhorn,
Freeburn, Thacker, Alma, Harlan, High Splint, Benham or Roda, Hazard and Fire-Clay beds. The best
high-volatile West Virginia coals are those of Logan,
Boone, Mingo, Wyoming, Kanawha, Raleigh and Fayette
counties, and comprise the Coalburg, Chilton, Cedar
Grove or Thacker, Alma, No. 2 Gas and Eagle beds.
TABLE

I.

RANGE OF EA.«TERN

HIGH-

HIGH-GR.4DE COALS
Kentucky Coals, 24 Samples

erage

Ash. per cent
Sulphur, per cent
Phosphorus, per cent
Byproduct yield per net ton:
Tar, gal

9.32

0.75
00b

1.78

28.

I

5.058
69 5
2,634

West Virginia Coals, 31 Samples:
Ash, per cent
Sulphur, per cent
Phosphorus, per cent
B^'product yield, per net ton:
Tar, gal
Benzol, free, gal

34.1
5,520

1

2,940

67.0
2,430

9 09

29
99
0.006

2.76
0.019

8

2,6
24.5
5,340

5,069
.

2.970

2,743

Pennsylvania Coals, 20 Samples:
Ash, per cent

7.27

Sulphur, per cent
Phosphorus, per cent

D.0I2

I

4.770

68.2

76.8

72.8

F

22.4
4,740

75.0

5

Ammonium sulphate, lb

j-ield

56
0.44
0.001

7.6
2.6

Benzol, free, gal
sulphate, lb
Surplus gas, cu.ft
Yield of coke, per cent. ....
Fusing point of ash, deg. F

Byproduct

Minimum

0.027

.

Ammoniuna

Surplus gas, cu.ft
Yield of coke, per cent.
Fusing point of ash, deg.

Maximum

4 78

2,610
5

32

77
O.OOJ

18

pernet ton:

Tar, gal
Benzol, gal

Ammonium sulphate, lb
FIG. 5

FIGS.

5

AND

6.

FiG.e

MAGNETO COXTACT :MAKER AND LAMP
WITH LIGHTING PIN
maker and F the fiber block. B and B are the
too light or it will

G is the contact
P a pivot. The pivot should not be
prevent the spring which acts on the contact maker from closing
the contact when the fiber block is free of the cams.
cams and

Surplus gas, cu.ft
Yield coke, per cent
Fusing point of ash

25.1
5,497
67 5
2,366

22.8

29.8
5,654

70.0
2,390

5,304
64 2
2,350

•Abstract from a paper entitled "Some Peculiar Values of
Eastern Kentucky Coals and the Proper Methods to Realize on
Them," read before the October meeting of the Kentucky Mining
Institute.

tConsulting Engineer.

Howard N Eavenson &

Associates.

.
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hiph-volatile Pennsylvania coal.<5 are those
Allegheny, Greene. Fayette. Westmoreland, Washington and Indiana counties, and comprise the Pittsburgh,

The leading
in

Upper and Lower

Upper and

and

Freeport

Lower

Kittanning- seams.
The analyses shown in Table I are taken from a numSome of these
ber at hand as being representative.
Others are
are from samples from producing mines.
from outcrop openings. The average results are given,
as well as the maximum and minimum figures obtained,

may be expected will be known.
each case is given as one-half of
the total yield. In modern byproduct plants the amount
of suiTilus gas usually e.xceeds this proportion.
Before making any decision about the relative merits
of the coals under consideration, careful studies should
Treated broadly,
be made of the individual mines.
however, these figures will be as shown in Table IL

so that the limits that

The surplus gas

in

R.WKS OF

REL.\TIVE

T.\BLE n.

CO.\U^ IX \BOVE QIALITIES
Anini*'*-

nium

Asb
Fusing

Ash

.1

Krntuckv
West Virsinia.
Pennsylvania.

.

Point

Phnsphorus

Tar

Vifkl

Sulpliate

Bcnziil

2

I

2

I

1

2

I

2

I

3

1

3

3

3

2

2

2

Gas

Coke

2
2

2

13
I

Freight rates usually are the determining factor in
the choice between coals of nearly equal quality. In this
respect the Pennsylvania coals have a gi-eat advantage
because of their proximity to the larger markets. There
are many points west and north of the Ohio River,
however, to which the rates from the various territories
are approximately equal, and a study of the relative
The
values of these different products is interesting.
values of the b^jroducts obtainable given in Table III
represent a fair average for the territorj' north and
west of the Ohio River.

TABLE

VALUES OF BYPROOUCTS OF COAL NORTH
AND WEST OF OHIO RI\-ER

III.

to. 20 per 1.000 cu

04 per gal.
.20 Dcrgsl.
025 per lb.
05 per net ton
01 per unit
.

Benzol

.Ammonium sulphate.
Coke

.

8.

—

.\sh

.

The value of coke is based on a net cost of coal at
the mine of $2.50 per net ton, an average freight rate
of S3.05 per ton, and 1.45 tons of coal per ton of coke.
The value of ash per unit is based on the above figure

plus a reasonable charge for its handling and disposition.
F'rom these figures Table IV was computed:
T.\BLE

\v.

VALUES OF COAL-S FOR BYPRODUCT PURPOSES
Kentucky

Item

Tar
Benzol

.

.\mmonium sulphate
Coke yield
Ash content

.
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PLAN AND ELEVATION OP APPARATUS FOR CLEANING COAL-I^\DEN WATERS ELECTROLTTICALLT
By removing the coal from washery waters
three results are attained clean water for
breaker use. avoidance of suits for injury
to property and coal for steam raising
:

This method of clarification has been applied with success to other mineral substances than coal. The cost of the current
for the recovery of the coal is 20c. per ton.

Even

the coal were worthless when
the installation would Justify
the obtaining of clear water that
can be re-used or wasted to natural streams.
if

recovered

itself

in

the clarification being 100 per cent complete if this
machine is covered so as to prevent absorption of foreign matter from the air.

The tests above referred to were conducted at the
Old Forge plant of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. The
results obtained were significant and show a clear por-

This process if applied generally would accomplish
several things, the more important of which may be
summarized as follows: An entirely new product

tent for the future.

(powdered coal) would be recovered, the national fuel
supply would be conserved because of the saving effected
in a product now going to waste, the cost of the material
thus reclaimed would be comparatively slight, so that
manufacturers using this fuel could turn out a cheaper
finished product; the present black streams common to
the coal regions would be superseded by streams of clear
water and coal operators could thus escape all liability
for pollution of natural watercourses, which in the past
and even yet is the cause of much difficulty.

Sel£-Propelling Coal Loader Designed with

Only

28-in. Clearance

The tests were made Aug. 16, 1921, in the presence
of Messrs. Daniels and Long, assistant engineer and
chemist, respectively, of the Department of Health.
These officials took their own samples and C. A. Emerson, Jr., chief engineer, makes the following report
based on their observations and examinations:
Time of run
7 minutes
Average voltage
5.7 volts
Average current
15 amperes
Volume treated
47 liters, or 12.42 gallons
20.18 grams per liter, or 168 pounds
Suspended matter
Current consumption.

Supernatant water

The mechanism

per thousand gallons
kw. per thousand gallons, or 9.6
kw. per ton of solids
Clear, that is, practically all th«

.. 0.8

suspended matter was removed.

with that used on steam
gun mounts and steam
winches, and should therefore be in accord with correct
principles.
The operation of the machine is simplified
by having three motors all of the same size, each motor
being thus interchangeable. None of them is reversible.
All reversing is done by positive mechanical
means.
Four levers control the whole machine. The loading
boom can be swung in a radius of 180 deg. the shovel
can be raised and lowered and the boom sent forward
is identical

shovels, cranes, dredge boats,

Above Rail

THE
mine

loader illustrated is built to work in a 9-ft.
entry and vdll operate on a curve of 9-ft.
radius.
Its simplicity and standardization of construction are strongly urged in its favor.
The shovel
mechanism is positive in getting coal on the conveyors,
which are of the roller type, specially patented. They
bring the coal from the face and dump it into mine cars
with minimum breakage.

;

COAL LOADER WITH LOADING BOOM ADJUSTABLE AT ANT POINT IN A SEMICIRCLE
The machine

Is

designed with three motors
coal

all

of the

from the face to the

size and interchangeable.
Roller-type conveyors carry the
Being low It can be used In thin coal.

same

car.
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42 in., concerted action of ail motions
being effected at one time. These levers can be operated
from either side of the machine, making it suitable for
operation in low coal.
Ever>- gear, worm and screw is of a standard size;
every bearing is standard; all castings and machine
or backward

Vol. 20, No. 20

provided. Sufficient insulating strength cannot be built
into the apparatus to guard it from this danger.

To meet such conditions the General Electric Co. has
developed a new type of oxide lightning arrester, suitable for outdoor use and intended to furnish protection
to lines whereon the potential ranges from 1,000 to

parts are made of the best manganese and nickel steel
throughout, making it difficult to break or injure the

7,500

machine at any point.
The machine is at no point more than 28 in. above
the rail and it will carry 10 in. of coal without exceedWhere the roof of the mine is
ing that clearance.
3 ft. above the top of the rail, this machine will handle
lumps of coal 16 in. in diameter and at the same time
have a roof clearance of 2 in. Each conveyor is adjustable to suit the height of the mine car being filled. The
machine is self-propelled, traveling under its owni power
at a speed of 200 to 300 ft. per minute along the track
from one working place to another.
The first machine will be tested by the New River Co.
This device, known as the
at Mount Hope, W. Va.
Auto Moto Coal Loader, was designed by L. C. Pritchard
and his associates for the Auto Moto Manufacturing
Co., of Charleston, W. Va., under the supervision of

ing stations or substations where lack of attendance
or insufficiency of space make other types of arresters

Harry F. Randolph, a consulting engineer

of

Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

it

It

is

especially

adapted

for

protecting

impractical.

The new arrester

consists of a stack of cxide cells
which also contains the

totally inclosed in a steel case

gaps. This allows the same settings of the gap
be used outdoors as would be employed indoors,
insuring high sensitiveness. These arresters are made
for platform mountings, the sizes and weights being
such that installation is ea.sy. They require no charging, all the attention needed being inspection after elec.'^park

to

trical storms and a semi-annual test to
they are in good shape.

make sure

that

Hammer-Weld Pipe Stronger, More Efficient
And Less Costly to Put in Place

HAMMER welding has been adapted to the manufac-

By Putting Oxide-Film Lightning x\rrester
In Case, Short Spark Gaps Can Be Used
ELECTRICAL apparatus is designed and built so
that

volts.

isolated low-voltage transformer installations, generat-

furnishes in itself protection from

damage

under ordinary operating conditions. But against one
serious hazard, namely, lightning, some external means
of protection is necessary, though too often none is

ture of large pipe.

Its simplicity, its strength, its

freedom from corrosion and its smoothness make the lap
weld superior to the riveted joint. Hammer-welded pipe
is made by bending a steel plate into tubular form with
the edges overlapping and then welding the overlapped
edges by hammer-forging them on an anvil block supported on a horn inside the pipe.
This process is particularly well adapted to the manufacture of sizes from 24 to 96 in. in diameter, which
indeed e.xceed in general those which ai-e used for water
and steam lines around coal mines. The National Tube
Co., of Pittsburgh. Pa., which makes this pipe, uses
open-hearth steel and obtains the tubular or cylindrical
form by bending the plate, either hot or cold depending on its thickness in much the same manner as plates
are bent for boiler shells. The plates in this case, how-

—

—

ever, are curled over

till

the edges overlap.

The rough tube thus obtained is taken to the welding
machine, where a short section of the overlapped edges
heated to a welding temperature by water-gas burnand outside the pipe. After
reaching the right temperature the heated portion of
the seam is hammer-forged on an anvil supported by a
long counterbalanced beam, after which the contiguous
portion is heated and welded. These alternate heatings
and weldings are continued along the entire length of
the pipe. After this the pipe is annealed so as to remove strains and refine the grain of the metal. The
pipe is then straightened, inspected, and the ends
trimmed. After being tested hydrostatically by pressure varying from 150 to 2,000 lb. per square inch,
according to size and wall-thickness and the service for
which it is intended, a protective coating is applied, if
The wall-thicknesses vary
this is desired by the user.
is

ers, placed opposite, inside

from

LIGHTNING ARRESTER PROTECTED FROM WEATHER
An arrester should be placed outside the station or otherwls*
the llehtnlng when it strikes will enter the building. On the other
hand, there Is reason in placing it Inside the building, for it has
to be protected from the elements.
Otherwise It must have exceswide spark gaps which rain, snow and sleet cannot bridge.
using a steel box, as above, both requirements are fully met.

sively

By

i in. to IJ in.
Cast-iron pipe gives a velocity of flow about 10 per
cent less than hammer-weld steel pipe and pipe vsrith
projecting rivet heads about 18 per cent less than hammer-welded pipe. The saving in using the pipe just
described is that with decreased resistance smaller
diameters can be employed, as the greater speed of flow

—

—
November
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permits of thinner steel walls. The use of a weld having
greater strength than any riveted seam permits higher
working stresses, which again reduces wall-thickness.
There is no excess weight due to overlapping of material and to rivets except in certain types of girth joints.
After erection there is no trouble from leaking seams
with resulting corrosion and damage to foundations.
Where tunnels are to be made for the pipe they can
be made smaller. Expansion joints are simpler than
with riveted pipe and the protective coating is more
easily applied and less of it is required as there are
no rough riveted joints to be covered.
A lap-welded smooth interior-coated pipe need only
be 85 per cent as large in cross section as a riveted
pipe to furnish the same quantity of water under the
same conditions. The head lost by friction will be only
70 per cent as great as is the friction head for a riveted
pipe which will deliver the same quantity of water.
Other classes of pipe have friction losses greater than
lap-welded pipe but, in general, less than riveted pipe.
The joints may be made without flanging the pipe
ends, but where the pipe cannot be laid straight belland-spigot joints may be made, either with or without
reinforcement.
Bolted rings may be put around the
bell-and-spigot joint, the whole so disposed as to bring
pressure to bear on the lead jointing material. Regular
or tapered bump joints may be used either with single
or double riveting. Furthermore, for light pipe walls,
the ends may be flanged and joined together, being held
by bolted rings. Angle rings may be riveted to the pipe
ends, the rings being held together by bolts, or flanges
may be welded on the pipe ends, the flanges of adjacent
pipe being held together by bolts, with or without loose

Expansion joints and spherical bump
joints are other alternatives where expansion or an
flange

rings.

angle in the pipe

Scientific

is

desired.

Method Yields High Degree

ot

Precision with Large Capacity Scales
accuracy
THE
weighing

be obtained from large
scales is not generally known among engineers and others concerned in the subject.
Technologic Paper No. 199 of the Bureau of Standards, by
C. A. Briggs and E. D. Gordon, outlines a scientific and
systematic procedure for the accurate test of large
capacity compound lever scales by a method which has
been developed and used by the Bureau of Standards
largely in connection with its woi-k in testing railroad
master track scales and grain hopper scales, but the
plan can be adapted to the test of almost any compound
that

can

lever scale.

A pointer and graduated scale are arranged for reading the position of the beam; and the errors of the
scale are determined from observations made upon the
beam while it swings freely. The method of recording
data and of determining the results is very similar to
that which has been in use in laboratories for precision
weighings on fine equal-arm balances. The method of
taking and recording the data also tends to eliminate
the personal equation, to point out where mistakes are
made, when such occur, and gives a complete record of
the test which will present understandable and detailed
information to anyone who has occasion to make a
critical study of the test.
The method is not suggested for use in the regular
routine testing of ordinary compound lever scales,

where precision

results are not required.

The method
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given here requires the observance of certain details
consistent with realizing precision and requires training and ability to a greater extent in those making the
test than is required in the ordinary case.
The procedure of the test is explained with the aid of
a recoi-d form and computation sheet which was developed in connection with the successful application of
the method in the field. In the interest of a uniform
and efficient method the scheme outlined is recommended
to those who have occasion to carry out tests on large
scales where accuracy of a high order is required.

Automatic Doors and Switches Will Reduce
Power Consumption Greatly

THE
up

power exerted in starting a trip until it gets
normal speed is at its peak 500 amperes or
over. A fair average from start to normal speed would
be somewhat over 240 amperes for a period of two
minutes or more, depending on the length and weight
of the trip. Using 250-volt direct current, the energy
consumed would be 60 kw. for a period of two minutes.
Stopping for doors and switches consequently is an
important source of power loss.
If thirty trips a
day stopped at a door or switch, that arrest of motion
would involve a waste of 60 kw.-hr.
Where many such doors are to be passed the waste
to

will be proportionately greater.

Placing boys at such
places is a dangerous way of rectifying the difficulty,
for no reliance can be placed on them. So also is the
practice of having brakemen run ahead of the motor
to throw the switches or open the door.
An automatic

door can be built and maintained at a charge equivalent
to 15c. a day and an automatic switch is relatively
inexpensive. During the war the street car companies
tried to reduce the frequency of stops with the idea
of saving power. A like economy should appeal with
equal force to the mine manager.

How Strong Is a Rope?— At the Bureau of Standards laboratories in the Department of Commerce,
tests have been made that have resulted in answering
that question with a formula.
For three-strand regular lay manila rope from i to
4i in. in diameter, the following computation will give
the breaking load of the rope: The average breaking
load in pounds equals 5.000 multiplied by the diameter
of the rope in inches, multiplied by the diameter of
the rope increased by one. This will give, of course,
the average maximum weight that the rope will hold,
but the working load or the load that a contractor or
safe-hauler may apply with proper safety and precaution would be considerably less than the load given by
the formula.
Other data on rope are contained in Technological
Paper of the Bureau of Standards No. 198, by A. H.
Stang and L. R. Strickenberg, which has just been
issued.
It is estimated that there is enough coal in discovered
to keep miners striking for 3,276 years.
Fresno

fields

Jiepublicaii.

The thing that troubles the country is not only the
unemployment
idle
idleness of the employed.

of the
but the
—Chicago American
Lumberman.

West Virginia will now have
sell

a

little

ammunition.

coal

in

to get busy and mine and
order to lay in a supply of winter

Brookyn Eagle.

Edited

hy

/^\

James T. DGardj[

Why
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It is this phase of the question
that has appealed to me in connection
with the discussion of eliminating the
practice of shooting coal off the solid.
Let us hope that no undue influence
or interference will be used to change
our present laws in this respect.

outlay.

Shoot Coal Off the Solid

Locally— Safety the First Consideration—Machine Mining vs. Solid ShootingQuestion of Relative Economy and Cost of Equipment
Solid Shooting' Applied

AFTER

reading the several opinions
regarding the shooting of coal off
that
the solid, expressed in the letters
appeared in Coal Age, Oct. 20, p. 645,
not
are
there
if
I feel prompted to ask
adequate reasons for the continuance
.

of this practice

make

it

when

local

conditions

safe.

.

Most all men, in expressing their
views on different subjects, are largely
guided by their observance of local conThat being the
ditions and results.
case, it goes without saying that such
opinions are worthy of consideration
It is not assumed that they
locally.
would necessarily apply to conditions
in other localities that would render
the same practice unsafe.
In Alabama a great deal of

coal

In respect to economy of mining, I
want to say that the cost-sheet of many
machine mines will show a higher expenditure per ton of coal mined than
is the case in mines where solid shootMachine mining ening is practiced.
tails many items of
in solid shooting.

is

being shot off the solid and the
same is true in other states. In considering this practice there is no question but that safety is of the first imIt is our experience that
portance.
where a proper regard is had for all
shooting is safe. The recsolid
rules,
ords here and in other states confirm
this belief.

Mines Shooting Coal Off Solid
Exempt from Explosion
Unfortunately, the State of Alabama
its share of mine disasters.
fact is significant, however, that
of the eight mine explosions in the
state, costing five or more lives during
the past ten years, not one of them
occurred in a mine where solid shooting
was practiced. Most all of these disasters occurred in machine mines.
The common or accepted view, no
doubt, is that either machine or handmining methods are more safe than
the practice of shooting coal off the
In this locality, "solid shooting
solid.
means nothing more or less than shooting coal that has not been undercut or

has had

The

,

.

^,

.

m
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in Every Miner's
Working Place

Reducing accidents from roof

expense not known

the

face

— Cutting

timbers

falls at
to

exact

practical solution of the
problem All miners to have sharp
Discipline needed
tools and use them
Good workmen are known by their
size not

a

—

—

—

tools.

from falls of roof and
coal at the face are ascribed as
largely due to the dull axes and saws
of miners, in the letter of J. H. Taylor,
one Coal Age, Sept. 22, p. 460. RecommenI have in mind two operations
prevails
production
in which machine
dations offered with a view to prevent
and the other where solid shooting is accidents at the working face, in mines,
between
differential
the practice. The
are alwavs timely and, if practicable,
The should be" put into effect at once.
these two mines is 14c. per ton.
paid
are
helpers
machinemen and their
That dull tools are responsible for a
13c. per ton, for undercutting the coal,
large number of accidents, by reason
per
Ic.
only
of
which leaves a margin
of working places not being promptly
ton to cover maintenance of machines and suitably timbered, there can be no
worn
parts
have particularly observed
and cables, replacement of
I
doubt.
In that the miner who keeps his timbering
or broken and power to operate.
6
his
average
many cases, these charges
tools well sharpened always has
and 8c. per ton.
working place properly timbered, and
machine
accidents
that
There is one advantage
as a result, escapes the many
mining has over solid shooting; but to that befall his fellow workers.
my mind it is certainly a doubtful one.
The suggestion Mr. Taylor offers,
quantity however that cutting mine timbers to
I refer now to the quality and
sevboth
However, since
of the output.
the exact lengths required in the
of the companies to which I have re- eral working places will prove a means
same
accidents
ferred sell their product in the
of reducing the number of
market and at the same price, it does from falls of rock and coal in those
not appear that there is any real bene- places does not appeal to me as a pracThe rerealized by the machine mine, at tical solution of the problem.
fit
view. sult would be that, eventually, few minleast from an economic point of
condiLet me now refer to an aspect of the ers would have an ax or saw,
situation that is not apparent to many. tion to be used, in their places.

ACCIDENTS

Machine Mining vs. Shooting Coal
Off the Solid

.

—

m

We
ing

know that every progressive minman filling the office of mine inspec-

superintendent, foreman or engineer, from time to time, has cherished
that some day he will be
ambition
the
coal
able to enter the business as a
himself.
operator

tor,

...

Now, it is not my claim that solid
shooting, without due regard to the
recognized rules to make this practice
My opinion
safe should be followed.
of solid shooting
is that the results
are due
safety,
to
respect
in
Alabama,
supervision given
largely to the close
officials.
state
and
mine
bv
work,
to the
of solid
On first thought the question analyze;
shooting would seem easy to
is imone
but after due consideration,
matters to
pressed that there are other
For
connection.
be considered in that
West Virginia
instance, a writer from
that
fact
the
(V 645) deduces from
prohibited by the law
solid shooting is
permission of
of that state except by
there are conthe mine inspector, that

William Crooks.

Sharp Tools

by machine."

still

mined.

Clinton, Ala.

ditions under which "it is nearly impossible to mine the coal economically with
a pick," and suggests "it could be mined

Shooting Requires Smaller
Investment of Capital
When one considers the amount it is

Solid

necessary to invest in the equipment of
a machine mine, in order to provide the
necessary boilers, generators, condensers and machines, he is led to ask, what
chance have these men to ever establish
a business of this kind with their limbe
ited amount of capital, which would
practically exhausted in the purchase
or leasing of a coal property.
Certainlv, for the small man, starting out in the mining game, the proposition of machine mining is not attracInstead, he is led to choose the
tive.
plan that promises the smallest initial

Difficulties Encountered by Cuttino
Timber to Measitre
Most miners are incapable of taking
exact measurements for the timbers
they need. Again, there would be endless confusion when drivers attempted
where
to deliver these various sizes
they are wanted. The stockkeeper, in
burdened
be
would
yard,
the timber
with duties as complicated as making
out an income tax return.
v
*
ol
It does not require a great stretch
imagination to see that John Jones
would receive the G-ft. 3-in. timbers
ordered by Jack Smith; and the 5-ft.
llj-in. timbers needed by Jack would
require some hunt to locate their whereabouts. If Smith received timbers one
require
or two inches too long, he would
as sharp an ax or saw as if 6-ft. or
after
him,
sent
been
had
6i-ft. timbers
the usual custom.
to
remedy
proper
the
In my opinion,
apply, in an effort to reduce accidents
j.
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arising from the failure of miners to
properly timber their places, is to see
that all miners have sharp axes and
saws in their places and use them. The
mine foreman should insist on each
miner providing his own tools and keepHe
ing them in condition for use.
should hold the miner responsible for
the timbering of his place and his own
protection.

DiSCIPUNE NEEDEaj TO AVOID
Accidents at Face
At times I have worked beside men
who borrowed an ax or saw whenever
they needed these to cut a timber; and
you can be sure that they never timbered their places until compelled to
do so by the foreman. Had the foreman kept after these men continually
they would, in most cases, have gotten
their own tools rather than continuing
to borrow from their neighbors.
Just here, let me say, one important
thing needed in every mine, if accidents
at the face are to be avoided, is discipline. Bear in mind the fact that where
there is good discipline it will seldom
happen that the working places are not
properly timbered. It is up to all mine
officials to

Careful
should be

maintain this discipline.
inspection of every place

made by competent men at
freqiient intervals, while the men are
The condition of the roof
at work.
and coal and the amount and kind of
timber on hand should be carefully
noted.
The prompt delivery of timber
at each working place must be the rule.
In closing, let me say that, in coal
mining as in other callings, a good
workman is known by his tools. A
miner cannot cut coal with a dull pick;
neither can a timberman perform his
work with dull axes and saws. Then,
if face accidents are to be prevented
there must be sharp tools in every
working place.
Safety-First.
Thomas, W. Va.

Observations in a Model Mine
Surface and underground arrangements
cause admiration Increased safety,

—

efficiency and economy afforded
Standard switches expedite ivork

tracklaying
employed.

READING

— Company

the

—
of

inspectors

excellent letter of R.

W. Lightburn, under the caption,
Room Switches," Coal Age,
Sept. 22, p. 460, leads me to describe

"Model

Passing into the mine, one
to observe

ample shelter

807

is

pleased

holes,

which

At this
are also well whitewashed.
mine, a standing order provides a suitable reward to all miners who will
promptly remove any obstruction or refuse they may chance to find in a shelter
hole and report the fact promptly to
the mine foreman.
The main haulage road is built of
ample size and all tracks and rolling
equipment are designed to carry a maximum load, with the least possible chance
of a breakdown or derailment of cars.
The roads on the cross-entries are laid
out with the same care. The effect of
these arrangements is to reduce the
cost of haulage to a minimum and provide a

maximum

efficiency.

One point worthy of mention is the
standard form of room switch provided.
The lead rail and frog attached form
one solid piece, which greatly facilitates
Where
the laying of these switches.
only cars and cutting machines are rea No.
switch
over
the
pass
quired to
laid
1 J frog is used ; but a No. 2 frog is
rooms.
the
enter
must
where locomotives
Tracklaying Expedited by Use of
Thirty-Foot Rails
All rooms are turned on 60-ft. centers, and 30-ft. rails are used exclusively, in laying track on these headings.
This arrangement gi-eatly expe-

work of tracklaying, as there
no need to cut any rails. One tracklayer and helper can easily lay from
three to five room switches a day. All
the switches have point rails, with
switch-throws located 3 ft. from the
rail, thus combining safety and effi-

dites the
is

ciency.

the custom in this mine for
each miner to order the length of timber and number of posts and caps reThese are sent into the mine
quired.
and delivered to his working place.
The posts are already cut and squared
to the required length,- which saves
the miner much valuable time, increasing his earning capacity and, incidentally, enlarging the output of the mine.
On the haulage roads, no material is
allowed to obstruct the clearance side
of the track, at any time. All trolley
and feedwires are carried on the opWhen necesposite side of the road.
sary to store material in the entries,
this must be kept in a crosscut and the
wires crossing the opening must be proIt

Arrangements on the Surface
AND Underground
Next, one is greeted with the pleasing appearance of all surface buildings,
including the company offices, power
plant, repair shops, all of which are
built of brick or other fireproof material.
The drift mouth of the mine is
walled and arched over with quarried
rock and, for a distance of 200 ft., the
roadway leading into the mine is arched
with brick and whitewashed.

Value of Certification
Appreciated

Law

Decade of mine disasters in Pennsyl-

—

vania Thirty years of certification,
and mine
Operators
1885-1915
workers need the protection afforded
by old law Its value shown by employment of certified men by large

—
—

corporations.

mining men, both employer
THAT
and employee, require industrial protection in respect to life and property
is plainly evidenced by the many mine
disasters that have occurred in the
history of coal mining. Few doubt that
such protection is best afforded through
the operation of the certification law
properly enforced.
Uncertified mine foremen, assistant
foremen and firebosses have had their

day

in

No doubt

Pennsylvania.

they

did their best, but their lack of technical knowledge of mining principles and

problems has proved an insurmountable
obstacle to their continued employment,
by operators who consider the safety of
their

men and

property of the

the
first

of

security

their

importance.

is

tected.

If material is stored in a roomneck,
briefly what I saw on a recent visit to
what may well be called a "model mine." there must be kept a clear space of
This mine is located in Cambria 8 ft. between such material and the

County, Pennsylvania. On approaching
the place, the first thing that attracts
the eye of the visitor is the neat and
orderly arrangement of the timbers and
other material stored in the supply
yard. The yard is located convenient
to the railroad tracks, so that there
is no delay in unloading the smallest
shipment of material or the largest
locomotive used in the mine.

per ton, is considerably less than at
most mines. Although roof conditions
are very bad, the coal low and steep
grades endanger the haulage roads, the
accident rate in the mine is very low.
There is the best of co-operation between the mine superintendent and
foreman, and a good spirit prevails
throughout the organization. Improved
machinery and methods of mining are
given a thorough trial, the officials being open to suggestions at all times.
Reader.
Johnstown, Pa.

roadway. All cross-entries are driven
6 ft. high in the clear, and clearances
of 4 ft. on the manway side and 3 ft.
on the wire side of the track must be
provided.

Safety Inspectors Employed
The company employs a private inspector, who devotes his entire time
to matters pertaining to the safety and
In this connecefficiency of operation.
tion, it may be said that more is required by this company inspector than
the state law specifies, notwithstanding

completeness of the Bituminous
Mine Law, in matters relating to safety.
All machinery and rolling stock are
kept in the best condition possible, and
the more important machines are mainthe

tained in duplicate to avoid a loss of
time in case of breakdown.
At this mine, employing an average
of 1,000 miners, the cost of production.

Certification in Pennsylvanla
one has any misgiving in regard
a law requir-

If

to the practical value of

ing the examination and certification
of reof candidates for positions
sponsibility in the operation of mines,
he needs but to refer to the history of
that law and its revision, in Pennsylvania.
From a list of coal-mine disasters
of the last decade (1911-1920), in which
five or more lives were lost, which was
recently prepared by the Bureau of
Mines (Technical Paper 288, p. 29),
it appears there have occurred a total
of 99 such disasters in the United
States during that period.
It is interesting to note that of this
number 29 of these occurrences, or
29.3 per cent of the total, have occurred
The list
in the State of Pennsylvania.
shows the total number of deaths, in
these disasters, to be 2,441, of which
531 deaths, or approximately 21.7 per
cent are ascribed to Pennsylvania.
If the same proportion of disasters
and deaths, in the coal mines of Pennsylvania, was in evidence during the
fifteen years, from the enactment of
the first mining law in that state, in
1870, to the passage of the certification
law, in 1885, it is no wonder that public
sentiment compelled the state legislature to set the standard, by requiring
the examination and certification of
all

mine foremen and
examining boards.

firebosses

by

state

years

of
certification (1885-1915) have established beyond a doubt the value of such
That the need of this law
legislation.

Since

that

time,

thirty

was recognized by expert mining men
has since been proven by
inclusion in

its

mining legislation

general
in

most
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say
to
the coal-mining states,
nothing of its forming an important
Great
laws
of
feature in the mining
and their recently adopted
Britain
of

Inquiries

code.

Most of our coal-mining laws state

Of General

specifically that the purpose of the law
requiring certified mine officials is to
provide for the health and safety of

persons employed in the mines and insure both the protection of property

and the more efficient management of
operations underground.
No one doubts that both operators
and mine employees need the protection

The operator needs the
of this law.
law to protect him from his plumseeking friends who are unwilling or
unable to obtain the necessary certifiThe worker underground need.';
from the employment of incompetent bosses, on whose knowledge
and judgment they must rely for safety.

cate.

protection

Large Operators Appreciate the

Value of Certification
That the value of the law is appreciated by the majority of coal operators is clearly shown by the fact that
large corporations will employ no un-

man in a responsible position.
choose certified men, by way of

certified

Many

preference, when filling positions where
the law does not require certificates.

hard

It is

were

ences

understand what influbrought to bear on the
to

Pennsylvania legislators, in 1915, to induce them to revise the old law, by
inserting

a

clause

that

Standard Weights and Measures of

—

—

KINDLY

permit me to ask for information regarding standards for

the measurement of coal in the Pittsburgh seam, assuming the coal to have
an average specific gravity, or weight
per cubic foot. A difference of opinion

has developed in regard to what are
answers to the following

the correct
questions:
1.

Assuming

an

average

specific

gravity of the coal in the Pittsburgh
seam, what should be the weight per
cubic foot of run-of-mine coal, in that
seam? 2. How many cubic inches are
3. How
there in a standard bushel ?
many cubic feet of run-of-mine coal are
there in a short ton (2,000 lb.) and
what is its equivalent in bu.shels?
Inquirer.
Avella, Pa.

practically

the requirement of examinaand certification of mine foremen

The average specific gravity of bituminous coal may be taken as 1.3, which

and

firebosses in the state.

makes

In authorizing the mine operator to
use his judgment in the selection of
men for these positions, as does the
revised law, the legislators have set
aside the judgment of the state exam-

ining boards, which is
a feature of the law.
that the requirement

still

retained as

It

would seem

of

certification

should

have been removed from the

statute

when the other

clause

was

in-

serted, as it practically renders the
work of examining boards unnecessary
when the judgment of the operator is
made a substitute provision.

Revised Pennsylvania

Law

AN Anomaly
Candidly speaking, one

is forced to
the conclusion that the revised law is
an anomaly. I do not claim that all
uncertified men lack the ability to
make successful mine foremen. That
is quite possible, under certain conditions, where one's lack of technical

knowledge is supplemented by an engineering department charged with the
supervision of all underground operations,

including the ventilation, drain-

age and haulage systems.
Neither is there any doubt but that
there are some timid, unassuming certified men who can never make successful foremen, owing to their lack of
executive ability and the power to orThey may
ganize and handle men.
have the technical knowledge required
for safe mining, but would be unable to
get results, in the operation of the
mine, because of their lack of practical
experience.
Such considerations, however, do not
represent average conditions. They are
the exception and not the rule and form
no argument against the certification

law in coal mining.
Bayview, Ala.
John Wall, Sr.

(^oal

Average Weight of Bituminous Coal (Run of Mine), per Cubic
Foot Standard Bushel, for Measurement of Bituminous Coal, in
Pennsylvania Cubic Feet per Ton and Equivalent in Bushels

tion

nullified

Interest

weight, per cubic foot of solid
62.5 = 81.25 lb. Much will
depend on the size to which the coal is
broken but it is common to estimate
(bituminous)
as
coal
run-of-mine
On that
weighing 50 lb. per cu.ft.
this
coal
would
basis a short ton of
occupy 2,000 -=- 50 = 40 cu.ft. (Mine
Ga.ses & Ventilation, p. 399).
For general purposes, the standard
bushel, in the United States is the old
Winchester bushel, which is a circular
measure 18J in. in diameter and 8 in.
deep, and contains 8 (0.7854x18.5') =
2,150.4 cu.in. (Mine Gases & VentilaEstimating on this basis
tion, p. 400).
and allowing 40 cu.ft., per ton of runof-mine coal, the number of bushels,
per ton of this coal, is (1,728 X 40) -=2,150.4 = say 32 bu.
its

coal, 1.3

tains 26J bushels of run-of-mine, bituminous coal, weighing 76 lb. per bushel.
Law Concerning the Weights and
Measures of the United »States, Bureau
of Standards, 1904, pp. ZZ7>, 336, 340).
(

Force of Hammer Blow
Force of blow struck by a power hammer determined by the estimated
energy stored in the hammer and the
distance through which the blow is
effective.

SOME
taken

X

;

Standard Bushel of Coal in
Pennsylvania
However, this standard has been
slightly modified by the laws in different states. For example, in Pennsylvania, the standard bushel of bituminous coal, by act of legislature effective
Jan. 1850, contains 2,688 cu.in.
The
same act makes the weight of this
bushel 76 lb.
Two years later an act
was passed legalizing the weight of a
bushel of bituminous coal, in the
borough of Greensburg, County of
Westmoreland, at 75 lb.
Taking the legal weight of a bushel
of bituminous coal in Pennsylvania as
76 lb., the number of bushels in a short
ton would be 2,000 -f- 76
26.3 bu.
Again, estimating on a bushel containing 2,688 cu.in. the number of cubic
feet per short ton of bituminous coal
in Pennsylvania would be
(2,688 X
26.3) -^ 1,728
say 41 cu.ft. per ton,
run-of-mine.
Summing up briefly, it may be stated
that, in Pennsylvania, a short ton con-

=

=

ago I filed a clipping
from Coal Age (Vol. 13, p.

time

984), relating to the method of estimating the force of a blow struck by
In that case a 2-lb. hama hammer.
mer was assumed to strike the head of
a nail, with a velocity of 10 ft. per sec.
It was calculated that the energy stored
in the hammer at the moment the blow
was struck is

Wv^ _ 2X10'

_

"2X32.16-

2.9

^-^^^

'*"

We

are anxious to determine the
striking force of each one of our Little

Giant Power Hammers. For example,
one of these hammers is a 25-lb. ram,
which travels at a velocity of 8 ft. per
sec.
and hammers metal with prac-

no elasticity or compressibility.
desire to ascertain is the
force of the blow struck by this and
other hammers.
O. M. Hatcher,
Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Mankato, Minn. Little Giant Co.

tically

What we

A

moving body,

sense,

is

said

to

in

a

possess

mechanical
a

certain

energy or capacity for performing work,
which is expressed in foot-pounds.
Thus, the energy of a 25-Ib. ram, moving with a velocity of 8 ft. per sec,
has an energy of H25 X 8') -^ 32.16 =
24.875

ft.-lb.

Now, if it is desired to find the force
represented by this energy in the performance of work, in any given case,
it is necessary to first ascertain the
effect produced when the energy is conIn the case of the hammer,
sumed.
the energy is consumed when the blow
The work performed, being
is struck.
expressed in foot-pounds, is the product of the force of the blow, expressed
pounds, and the distance passed
in
through in bringing the hammer to
rest, expressed in feet.
If we were to assume that there was
no elasticity or compressibility in the
metal struck, the force of the blow
would be infinite. It would be the case
of an irresistible force striking an immovable object, and the energy would
be completely transformed into heat.
Considering the case from a mechanical point of view, however, there is
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always a certain

elasticity or

compres-

when metal is struck by a
power hammer. In order to estimate

sibility

the force of the blow delivered by the
hammer, it is necessary to measure or
slight
distance
very
the
estimate
through which the blow is effective, as
determined by the elasticity or the
compressibility of the metal struck.
This mav be a ten-thousandth of a

809

more or less, in which case the
force of the blow would be 24.875 H0.0001
248,750 lb., or say 124 tons.
It will be readily seen that the estimated force of the blow depends primarily on the compressibility or elasThis soluticity of the metal struck.
tion, however, takes no account of the
into
transformed
portion of energy
heat and absorbed by the metal.
foot,

=

the working face is advanced, however, the rear timbers are drawn and
It is then
the slate allowed to fall.
cleaned up and stored at the side of the
road or other convenient place in the
Under these conditions, it is
mine.
necessary to see that the miners in the
rooms and entries set the necessary
timbers promptly as the face is advanced, keeping the timbers well up to
the face, as conditions may require.

—

Examination Questions
Answered

Question
When undercutting a
room with a continuous or lonywall
m.achine where the roof is so bad tluxt
it is necessary to set the timbers within
3 ft. of the face and it requires 7 ft.
for the machine to pass along the face,
hotv rvould you arrange the timbers to
cut the place?
Answer
In this case probably
three rows of timbers should be kept
standing, the first row being 3 ft. from
the face of the coal and all posts being
set 3 ft. center to center, the posts in
As the
each row being staggered.
machine advances, each post should be
temporarily withdrawn to permit the
machine to pass and then reset in place.
It may even be necessary to use crossbars hitched into the face of the coal,
above the machine, but this will only be
required in exceptional cases.
Question In robbing pillars, where
the roof is fairly good, how near the
working end of the pillars would you
require tiinbers to be set?
Answer In any case, when robbing,
posts should be set as close as practicable to the end of the pillars, for the
Conbetter protection of the miners.
ditions alone can determine the distance
posts must be set from the face of the

—

Alabama

First-Class Examination.

Birmingham, July 25-28, 1921
(Selected Questions)

—

Question Should the main opening
to a mine and the air-course be of the
same size? If not, which should be

lation, fresher air will be supplied to
each working face, than where the air
is conducted in one continuous current

the intake of the return?

throughout the mine. Just here, however, we are at a loss to understand
how a bad roof condition would alter
the instructions given the men, in respect to working their rooms, under a
continuous air current as compared to
If the
a split system of ventilation.
roof is bad, the miners must be cautioned to timber the same for their

the larger,

Answer

fully.

—

Answer The main opening should
be at least as large, or have as great
a sectional area, as the air-course
through which the current is entering
In general, as far as the
the mine.
circulation of air is concerned, the
return air-course should have a somewhat greater sectional area than the
But where the intake
intake airway.
airway is made the haulage road, the
conditions relating to safe haulage, the
obstruction of the air current by loaded
and empty trips passing out and into
the mine, and the providing of a safe
clearance at the side of the track may
necessitate a larger sectional area on
the intake than is required in the return airway. The volume of the return air current is generally larger
than that entering the mine because of
its higher temperature, the addition of
mine gases and the expansion of the air
owing to the release of the pressure
All of
due to the mine resistance.
these conditions must be carefully conrelative
size
sidered in determining the
of the intake and return airways in a
mine.
Question In a mine employing a
continuous air current for ventilation
and the air-courses where the use of
timber is necessary for support of the

—

roof, how would you instruct your men
in reference to working their rooms?
Would you use the same method on the
split

system?

Answeir
tion

is

Explain.

— The meaning

very obscure.

It

of this ques-

would seem

that the aim is to ascertain what difference there is, if any, in the instructions given to the men with reference
to the working of their rooms, in a
mine ventilated by a single continuous
current, and in another mine where the
current is divided into one or more
Attention is drawn to the fact
splits.
that the nature of the roof is such as
to require timber for its support in the
air-courses.
If this is the meaning of
the question, it may be assumed that
the use of timber being required in the
air-courses would point to a bad condition of the roof generally throughout
the mine. In the split system of venti-

own

protection, whether the air
or fresh.

is

foul

Question— Ca^ Should the old workings of a mine be ventilated and why?
(b) What relation will the air have to
old ivorkings by the fall of the baronveter?

Answer
a

—

(a) The old workings of
mine should either be thoroughly
or hermetically sealed by

ventilated,

substantial stoppings at all
openings leading to the old works. In
the latter case, it is necessary to make
continual tests of the air in the old
workings, at regular short intervals,
for which purpose pipes are built into
the stoppings and equipped with cocks
for tapping the air when desired. The
reason for ventilating the old workings
of a mine is to prevent the accumulation of dangerous quantities of explosive or poisonous gases within them.
(b) The question probably intends
What effect will a fall of
to ask:
barometer have on the air contained
A fall
in the old workings in a mine?
of barometer indicates a decrease of
pressure on the air, and this is followed by an expansion of the air and
gases in the old workings. As a result
the gas-charged air is forced out onto
the entries and into the live workings,

building

making them unsafe and dangerous
for work.

—

Where there is 2 ft. of
overlaid with sandstone,
precautions would you use in
timbering?
Answer The method of proceeding,
in this case, must be determined by conditions in the mine; but, in general, it
may be said that the only safe method
to pursue is to take down the 2 ft. of
roofslate on all roads and entries. In
rooms and headings, the slate must be
well supported, for a distance of four
As
or five vards back from the face.
Question

slate'

roof,

what

—

—

—

pillar.

—

Question What effect has the outside varying iveather conditions on the
operation of a mine, so far as humidity
is concerned; and, in this connection,
explain the effect of summer and winter
weather?

—

When the outside temperaconsiderably below that in the
mine workings, the air entering the
mine holds less moisture, per unit of
volume, than it would hold if its temperature was higher, for the same degree of saturation. As a consequence,
when the air has become warm, in passing through the mine, its degree of
In other
saturation is much lower.
words, in passing through the mine the
Answer

ture

is

air has become drier and is ready to
absorb more moisture from the mine.
the other hand, if the outside atmosphere has a temperature above that of
the mine, the passage of the air through
the mine increases its degree of saturation and renders the air wet, and moisture may then be deposited from the
air, in the workings.

On

The effect of summer and winter, in
respect to increasing or decreasing the
humidity of the mine air, is quite manifest.
In summer, the generally higher
and more moist outside air, on entering
the mine, is cooled and its moisture
may be deposited in the workings, provided the degree of saturation outside
On the other hand, in
is sufficient.
winter, the cold outside air carries a
comparati\*ely small amount of moisture into the mine and, being warmed,
in its passage through the mine, is rendered much drier. As a result, moisture is absorbed from the workings,
which are thereby rendered dry and
dusty. It is this condition that makes
the operation of a mine generally more
dangerous in winter.

Production of Steel Ingots Gains

Improvement in the steel industry
is indicated by the
substantial increase in the production of steel ingots during that
month. According to returns to the
American Iron and Steel Institute
furnished by thirty companies which
made 84.20 per cent of the total output in 1920 their outturn last month
was 1,616,810 tons, as compared with
1,174,740 tons during September, an
increase of 442,070 tons.

during October

The Weather Vane of Industry
Chronicling the Trend of Inon Which Depends the

News Notes

dustrial Activities

Immediate and Future Market for Coal

THATwages

prosperity will not return until a general readjustment
and prices has been accomplished is the opinion
expressed in the November bulletin of business conditions
issued by the National City Bank of New York.
"Taking account of the diminished purchasing power of Europe,"
the bulletin continues, "its demands upon the United States have
This loss of purchasing power has affected
fallen ver>' greatly.
trade and indu.stry all over the world, and men are intellectually
blind who think they can ignore such conditions.
"That certain farm products, such as corn and cotton, will regain
some part of the declines they have suffered, may be expected, but
there is no prospect of a return of farm products generally to war
Any theory that present levels can be maintained for
prices.
transportation charges and manufactured goods when farm products
of

.

.

.

.

.

.

and raw materials have fallen to pre-war
"Broadly speaking, the people in the town industries must sell
their goods and services either to the country people or to themselves. It is plain that the former cannot take their usual share at
present prices, and the town populations have nothing to gain by
holding up the cost of living on themselves. A general reduction
of industrial costs would accomplish two very desirable objects, to
wit: provide work for the unemployed and lower the cost of living
for everybody.
"It is taken for granted as in the interest of the wage-earning
class that the well-to-do who are able to continue to pay the preslevels is fallacious.

ent high living costs should be required to do so, but if their living
costs were lower they would be able to buy more or invest more
(which is the same thing) in either case creating a larger demand
for labor.
"The amount of construction work of all kinds is limited today
If the wage-earning class
by the amount of capital available.
absorbs this available amount in half-time work, it will go idle the
other half and lose the benefits that would come with an increase
of the productive equipment and facilities that minister to the
,

all the people.
"Until these simple economic truths are comprehended, the present
slow, grinding, heart-breaking process of readjustment must continue, with millions out of work and many of them gradually eating

comfort of

up the

little

savings they had made."

Freight-Car Loadings Fall 9,671
Reduction in the volume of railroad loadings of revenue freight for
the week ending Oct. 29 is announced
by the Association of Railway Executives. Loadings for the period were
estimated at 952,621 cars, or 9,671
cars less than were loaded during
The weekly
the preceding week.
total

the

was 28,621 cars under that for
week last year,

corresponding

but 17,142 cars in excess of the total
for the corresponding week in 1919.
Coal loadings were 207,693 cars, or
4,526 cars less than the week before
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and 15,293 cars under that for the
corresponding week in 1920.

Allis-Chalmers Orders Increase

The Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Co. has felt the recent improvement
business, according to the estimates of new orders booked during
the past three months. Figures appearing in the New York financial
district show that such orders booked
during August aggregated $900,000,
while in September they rose to $1.300,000 and last month to $1,800,000.
in

Automobile Shipments Gaining

Shipments of automobiles during
October were virtually on the same
basis as for the preceding month, according to Automotive Industries. It
is added that for the first time since
liquidation began shipments will exceed those of the same month of the
previous year, and it is believed that
from now on the shipments will show
gradual improvement over last year.

Railroads

Place Equipment Orders

upward tentraffic" caused the directors
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
R. R. to decide to buy 7,500 freight
cars, 55 heavy freight and passenger locomotives and 127 all-steel
Belief in a "decided

dency in

passenger cars, Hale Holden, presiThe decision,
dent, has announced.
he said, was made after a survey of
More than
the business situation.
eleven thousand men have been
payroll to
the
company's
added to
take care of increased traffic since
March, Mr. Holden said.
The placing of an order for 2,500
steel gondola coal cars, costing about
$4,500,000, is announced by H. E.

Byram, president of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul R.R. Fifty
thousand tons of

steel will be

used

in filling the order.

Central R.R. has
The
placed an order for 1,000 refrigerator cars, at approximately $2,680
each, according to advices received
in Wall Street. Of the total, 350 will
be made by the General American
Tank Car Corporation and 650 by
the Haskell & Barker Car Co.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
has placed an order for $8,000,000
worth of new equipment. The conIllinois

tract includes the delivery of 2,500
refrigerator cars, divided equally
between the Haskell & Barker Car
Co. and the American Car & Foundry Co.

Work for Road Makers
The good roads bill, carrying an
appropriation of $75,000,000 for road
improvements apportioned on maintenance provisions by the states, was
signed Nov. 9 by President Harding.
The improvements planned are expected to have material effect in
relieving unemployment.

November

17,
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Supreme Court Rules Against

P. R.R. for
Discrimination in Alloting Coal Cars

AN opinion by Justice Day the U. S. Supreme Court on
INMonday,
Nov.
affirmed the decision of the Circuit Court
7,

award of $21,094
Weber, surviving partner of the firm
F. Jacoby & Co., assessed against the Pennsylvania
R.R. for discrimination in coal-car distribution to mines.
Weber, and Jacoby before him, contended that the railroad
favored other coal mines, such as the Berwind-White Coal
Mining Co., and instituted this action fourteen years ago
before the Interstate Commerce Commission. The case had
been pending in the courts since then and this was the third
time it was before the highest court in the land. The substance of the case and decision follows:
This cause has been the subject of much and long-continued
controversy. This is its third appearance in this court. The action is based upon a reparation order made by the Interstate
Commerce Commission in favor of the Jacoby company.
The second trial in the district court resulted in a verdict and
judgment for the plaintiffs for the sura awarded by the commission, with Interest The Judgment was affirmed by the Circuit
Court of Appeals and the case is again here.
At the last trial the testimony before the commission was put
in evidence, with some additional testimony tending to show that
plaintiffs had been discriminated against because of the special
allotment to the Berwind-White Co. of 500 cars daily, and. the
sale to it, and to other companies, of a large number of cars in
times of car shortage. There was evidence tending to show that
but for these discriminations the plaintiffs would have received a
sufficient number of cars to furnish them with all they needed
during the periods complained of.
The commission in the report condemned the practice of giving
to the Berwind-White Coal Co. 500 cars daily by special allotment
and the selling of the company's own cars during the same period
to favored shippers, thereby diminishing its capacity to supply
the coal car requirements of other coal companies along its
of Appeals, Third Circuit, confirming an
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expire March 31, 1922," says the Department of Labor in
explaining the estimate. With these funds the department
will assign additional commissioners expert in coal and
other basic industries in which agreements expire during
the present fiscal year, so as to prevent stoppage of work or
at least minimize the effect of any disagreements that may
arise in these industries.

in favor of Isaac C.

of

W.

line.

.

Wadleigh Heads Coal Section of Fuel
Division of Department of Commerce

F. R.

SECRETARY

of

Commerce Hoover formally announced

the appointment Oct. 31 of F. R. Wadleigh, of New York
City, to take charge of the coal section of the recently created fuel division of the Department of Commerce.
Mr. Wadleigh has been made chairman of the coal com-

mittee of the Federal Purchasing Board, now in course of
formation by the director of the budget. It is to be the
duty of the board, among other things, to determine the

.

.

As there was substantial testimony in the record to support the
finding of the commission in awarding damages in a sum at least
equal to the amount assessed by it, the principal question to be
decided

is

:

suit based

May a plaintiff recover in such circumstances In a
upon a reparation order of the Interstate Commerce

Commission when there is testimony fairly tending to show that
recovery was justified because of unfair practices in the distribution of coal cars in times of shortage, which practices, as its report
shows, were condemned by the commission, although it may
appear that the sum awarded by the commission was actually
based upon an erroneous calculation?"
In determining the rule to govern this situation we must bear
in mind that the commission Is empowered to act upon questions
While this is true, when
of unfair practices and discrimination.
an action is brought upon a reparation order of the commission,
act
to regulate commerce,
section
of
the
16
as it may be under
its findings and order are prima facie evidence of the facts therequestion of the right
of
the
cited
have
disposed
Cases
in stated.
of the defendant to attack the prima facie value of the award
of the commission
the
award
nature
of
with
the
and have dealt
in view of the statutory provisions as to its character.

U. S. Labor Department Asks $40,000 for
Experts to Help Adjust Miners' Wages

AMONG

deficiency appropriations requested of Congress
are several of interest to the coal trade. For operating
supplies for public buildings, including fuel, $164,000 is
requested. In explanation the Treasury says that when estimates for prior appropriations were made there was not
taken into account the subsequent increase in the cost of
fuel and increased freight rates.
An additional appropriation of $12,500,000 for fuel for the navy for the year ending June 30 next is requested, it being explained that the
year's requirements for the navy in fuel cover $30,000,000,
Congress at the last session having appropriated $17,500,000
after a long fight. Unless the additional funds are granted
the activity of the fleet will be reduced materially.
Anticipating a struggle over bituminous coal mine wages
next spring, when the present agreement expires, the Department of Labor requests $40,000 with which to employ
coal experts to aid in adjusting wages. "It is stated that
an opportunity for most helpful work will exist in connection with the contracts of the bituminous coal miners which
.

F. R.

WADLEIGH

Chairman Coal Committee, Federal Purchasing Board

best times to purchase, the best place to purchase, the
extent of the available market, the method of obtaining
the best competition, the comparative advantages of local
or centralized purchases, the best kind of contract, longor short-time purchases, place of delivery, conditions of
delivery, storage and transportation.
In the matter of coal purchases, chief responsibility is
placed upon the Bureau of Mines. Director Bain selected
Mr. Wadleigh to direct the work of this committee. Onehalf of Mr. Wadleigh's salary, as chief of the coal section
of the fuel division of the Department of Commerce, is paid
by the Bureau of Mines.
The Federal Purchasing Board is divided into commodity
subdivisions known as Committees of Co-ordination of

Purchase.
Mr. Wadleigh

is generally recognized as one of the best
possible selections that could have been made for this
important post. It is admitted in the industry generally
that something definite must be done if the United States
is to continue a factor in the export coal trade.
The Department of Commerce is in a position to render material
assistance in this critical situation and it is believed that
the selection of Mr. Wadleigh insures the fact that this
assistance will be forthcoming.
Mr. Wadleigh is a native of Muncy, Pa. He was graduated from Princeton University in 1883. He immediately
took employment with the Pennsylvania R.R., which he
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served in the capacity of locomotive fireman and as an asin its shops.
He then went with the Norfolk &
Western Ry. and served that company for nine years as a
fuel inspector and road foreman of engines.
After leaving the Norfolk & Western he was for eleven
years associated with the coal firm of Castner, Curran &
Bullitt.
Later he was employed by the Chesapeake & Ohio
Coal & Coke Co., where he remained five years. He also
sistant

has been associated with the New River Collieries Co., the
International Coal Products Corporation, Weston Dodson
In addition he has done
Co. and the Tuttle Corporation.
consulting work as a coal-mining engineer.

Pennsylvania Soft-Coal

Men Mine

Nearly

One Thousand Tons Per Man

THE

bituminous mines of Pennsylvania in 1920 produced
a total of 157,700,400 tons of coal, valued at the mines
at $556,644,400, according to figures tabulated by the Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs. This production
was approximately 20,000,000 tons greater than that of
1919, when 137,058,500 tons were produced at a value at
the mines of $327,475,400.
One thousand three hundred and fifty-eight mines reported to the department for 1920 and their reports show
that 159,423 persons were employed in the industry.
In
1919 the mines in the bituminous region of the state gave
employment to 153,207 persons. Thus there was an increase
in the number of men employed in 1920 of 6,216 persons.
Foreigrners led all classes of the soft-coal miners in 1920,
with a total of 88,828. Americans, white, employed in the
mines numbered 66,105 and Americans, colored, totaled
4,490.
There were 50 women credited to the mine fields in
Washington, Indiana, Greene, Fayette, Clearfield and Allegheny counties. Two hundred and thirty-si.x boys under the
age of 16 years also were engaged in the mining industry.
In 1919 there were 31 women and 176 boys at work in the
bituminous region.
Bituminous-mine workers were paid a total wage in
1920 amounting to $289,657,500, all but $62,000 of which
went to the male workers; in 1919 the total payroll was
$196,024,700.
Fayette County was the greatest producer of bituminous
coal both in quantity and in value in 1920.
That county
produced a total of 32,998,300 tons, having a value of
$88,980,700. Westmoreland County was second in tonnage
with 22,933,000, and third in value with $80,032,700. Washington County was third in quantity production with
22,575,700 tons and second in value with $82,300,800.
Of the twenty-six counties out of the sixty-seven in Pennsylvania in which bituminous coal was mined last year, the
County of Venango had the smallest production, namely, 300
tons of the value of $1,400 at the mines. The output per
man employed was for the whole state 989.2 tons and the
average price was $3.53, of which $1.84 was wages.

MEN EMPLOYED. WAGES E.-VRNED PER EMPLOYEE
EMPLOYEE
PRODUCED AND AVERAGE VALUE PER TON FOR
Number
Counties
.Mlegheny

AimBtrong
Beaver
Bedford

5,916
187
1,154

Blair

3b9

Butler

Cambria

1.953

20.488

Centre

1.804
2,291

Clarion
Clearfield

Clinton

Elk
Fayette

1

0,764

264
1,260

24,336

Fultoii

61

GRene

2,065
1,386
9,846
5,148

Hnntiogdon
Indiana
JefTeison

I«in«nce
Lycoming
Mercer
Somerset
Tioini

Venango
Washington
W>>atmoreland

of

Employees
H.188

214
25
798
12,328
1,048
9
20,731
20,790

159,423
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Kansas Agriculture Official Opposes Use of
Corn in Place of Coal for Fuel

EAR

corn at 20c. a bushel is equal in fuel value to a fair
grade of Western soft coal at approximately $10 a ton,
according to the U. S. Department of .\griculture. In districts where com is very cheap now the coal is usually of a
rather poor grade and is selling at high prices. Under such
conditions, the department states, it will pay both farmers
and people in country towns to use corn instead of coal. Because of the variation in quality of both corn and coal it is
difficult to make scientific experiments the results of which
are applicable everywhere, but, speaking generally, the relative heating values of corn and coal indicate that corn at
10c. a bushel equals coal at $5 per ton, and at 32c. equals
coal at $16 per ton.
J. C. Mohler, secretary of the Kansas State Board of
Agriculture, characterized the statement as "unfortunate."
"Corn is a chief element in the maintenance and fattening
of live stock," said Mr. Mohler, "and, considering its efficiency in the rations for live stock, it cannot be used to
greater advantage than as a foodstuff at present low prices.
"Even at equal values for heating purposes, burning corn
in place of coal involves economic waste.
To destroy the
value of coal by substituting corn as fuel and at the same
time depriving the world of the services that com may
render as feed and food is ridiculous. The whole tendency,
in a broad way, is to increase the cost of living and to add
to

unemployment."

Finds International Control of Fuel and

Raw

Materials Impracticable

Economic Section of the League of Nations has
THE
found impracticable the resolution adopted
March,

in
1920, by the Miners' International Congress in favor of an
international office "for the distribution of fuel, ores and
other raw materials essential to the renewal of the economic
life of all nations." The reasons for this decision are:

(1) That it would be impracticable to obtain the general
consent of the producing and consuming states to delegate
the important functions contemplated by the scheme to an
international body, and the League of Nations has no power
of compelling its members to enter into any such arrangement against their will.
(2) No scheme for international control of the distribution of raw materials could be operated without fixing
prices and allocating supplies on some principle of rationing.
This necessarily involves the international control of
the whole economic life of the countries concerned.
(3) No scheme of rationing is possible without the power
of compelling the consuming countries to take up their
rations and pay for them, which is clearly impracticable
under present conditions.

:

—

.
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Anthracite Costs and Prices During 1921

Compared with Those

THE

.

of 1913

anthracite industry

is one of the few in which detaken place. Moreover, the hardcoal situation affects the consumer almost as intimately as
does the supply of food. For this reason the subject has
been considered of sufficient importance to warrant an independent investigation by the New York Trust Co. of the
factors entering into the cost and price of anthracite, the
results of which are given here.
The company is indebted to representative producers and
distributors of anthracite for their assistance in obtaining
the information necessary to a proper understanding of the
facts. To focus the results of the investigation, the figures
given, unless otherwise indicated, relate to the cost of stove

flation ha.; not yet

and its price in New York City.
While data are not available for a thoroughly reliable
comparison of present-day mine costs with 1913 figures,
since the records formerly compiled by the Federal Trade
Commission from returns made by all the principal operators were discontinued in 1918, it is believed that the
tables of costs published by the anthracite operators represent a fair average of present costs.
Costs for 1913 are
taken from Federal Trade Commission reports.
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cost (so far as dealers in New York City are concerned)
consists of freight to one of the New Jersey ports and
lighterage to New York. The figures for 1913 and 1921,
with percentag-es of increase, are given in the table fol-

lowing.

evident that the increases of $1.29 in freight rates
have been unavoidable and important
factors in causing higher retail prices.
It is

and

35c. in lighterage

TABLE

III.

TRANSPORTATION COSTS^ONiANTHRACITE FOR NEW

YORK CITY

AND

IN 1913
(Per Gross Ton)

Freight to Perth

Amboy

Government tax on

1921

Percentage
oflncre

1913

1921

$1.40

$2.61
08

0.15

0.50

2!3

$1.55

$3.19

106

freight

Lighterage

'

„,

/

coal

It must be considered that for every seven tons of domestic sizes (egg, stove and chestnut) there are three tons
of steam sizes (buckwheat, rice and birds-eye) produced as
a necessary byproduct. Steam sizes are sold at much lower
prices than domestic sizes in order to meet the competition
of bituminous coal. In published figures on mine costs, all
sizes have been lumped together and no allocation of cost
has been made to grades which bring varying prices. Selling prices also have been averaged to give a "sales realization" price in calculating the margin for each ton mined.
While the realization price is necessarily lower than the
price of stove coal, the percentage of the elements entering
On this basis the
into mine costs are the same in all cases.
following table compares the average mine costs of the
principal producers in 1913 with the 1921 costs as published
by the operators:

TABLE

AVERAGE MINE COSTS OF PRINCIPAL ANTHRACITE
PRODUCERS IN 1913 AND 1921

I.

(Per Gross Ton)

Dollars

Wages

$1.60
0.35
0.34
0.37

Supplies

General expense

Margin
Sales realization

Percentage
uf Total
60.2

$3.92

Percentage
of Total
63.7

13.1

1.05

12.8
13.9

0.58
0.60

9.4
9.8

$6.15

100.0

100.0

$2.66

Dollars

*From the margin must be deducted Federal tases and
ment (and in the case of 1913, selling expense as well)

interest

17.1

on the invest-

It will be noted that wages and supplies, factors over
which the operators have had no control, have increased
more than the other two items. The amount and percentages of increase in the four elements of mine cost are as

follows

TABLE

II.

is still out of line with other commodities.
The three principal elements which make
price are as follows:

TABLE

COMPARED WITH

1913

-1913Gross

Ton
Mineprice
Transp rtation
Freight and lighterage..
Retailer's gross margin
Price paid

by consumer

$3.42

Dollars

Wages

$2.32
0.70
0.24

Supplies
General expense

Margin
Total increase in mine price (average of

all

grades)

.

.

.

.

Percen age
145

200
71

23

62

$3.49

131

For the purpose of comparison, the above cost figures,
which are based on all sizes, may be translated into stove
costs by multiplying them by the percentage that the mine
price of stove bears to the "sales realization," or the average mine price of all grades. Such a calculation shows
that with relation to stove coal wages have increased $2.70,
supplies 83c., general expense 28c., and the margin 28c., or
a total of $4.09 per net ton. These figures expresrs the
difference between 1913 and 1921 costs as applied to stove
coal.

leaving the mine the next cost burden encountered
This
its way to the consumer is transportation.

by coal on

retail

1.55

*Net

Ton
$3.05
1.38

2.23

1921

Per Cent
of Total
45.8

Gross

Ton

Ton

$8.00

$7.14

20.7
33.5

3.19

2.85

....

3.31

Per Cent
of Totol
53.7

*Net

21.4
24.9

in

NewYorkCity
$6.66
100.0
*Mine prices and freight are quoted on a gross ton
been translated into cost per net ton of 2,000 lbs.

$13.30
of 2,240 lbs.

100.0

These have

It will be noted that mine prices now constitute 53.7 per
cent of the total paid by the consumer against 45.8 per
cent in 1913.
The percentage paid for transportation is
approximately the same in both periods, while the retailer's
gross margin has dropped from 33.5 per cent in 1913 to
24.9 per cent at present.
Too great an importance should
not be attached to this fact, however, as the increase in the
retailer's costs, which come out of gross margin, may have
been much less than the increase in other factors.
Of the increase of $6.64 paid by the consumer, $4.09 represents the increase in mine price (134 per cent), $1.47 is
increase in transportation cost (106 per cent), and $1.08
The
increase in retailer's gross margin, or 48 per cent.
following table makes possible a complete analysis of the
increase paid by the New York consumer:

TABLE

V.

SUMMARY OF COST INCREASES AFFECTING
PRICE OF ANTHRACITE IN NEW YORK

1921

RETAIL

(Per Net Ton)
Increase over 1913
Dollars Percentage

Increases paid to

(Per Gross Ton)

up the

COMPONENTS IN THE NEWJYORKIRETAIL PRICE OF
ANTHRACITE, 1913 AND 1921

IV.

INCREASES IN PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS OF MINE COST IN
1921

Upon

Coming to the price paid by consumers in New York it is
found that ths present price of $13.30 per ton for stove
coal compares with a price of $6.66 in the corresponding
period of 1913.
This is an increase of approximately 100
per cent as against an increase of 62.8 per cent in the costof-living index compiled by the National Industrial Conference Board. There has been a reduction from the peak of
$14.54 in January, which is greater than the usual 50c.
per ton reduction which occurs in the spring, but the price

Mine wages
Mine supplies
Mine general expense
Mine margin*
Total increase in mine price

-

Total increase in transportatit
Retailer's gross

marginf
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and without a readjustment of these two factors
can be done substantially to reduce coal prices.
apparent from the figures presented that coal prices
ot retail, which show an increase of 100 per cent above
1913, are out of line with other necessities of life. Coal at
wholesale, which shows an increase of 134 per cent, is
further out of line than the retail prices. The general price
level of commodities at wholesale is only 25 to 50 per cent
above 1913.
The general reduction, from a peak much
higher than that attained by coal, was brought about in
most cases by a forced liquidation of stocks on hand. Owing
to the special nature of the product this has not been the
case with anthracite. Large stocks have not been present,
or where they exist they are in comparatively strong
hands. The coal operator cannot see why he should operate at a loss, and it appears that the situation has not as
yet been such as to force him to do so, as has been the case
increases,

little

It is

in other lines.
it

In order to effect a considerable reduction in retail prices
will be necessary to effect a reduction all along the line.

Immediate action in this connection seems improbable.
Mine wages are fixed by a written contract based on the

award of a Federal arbitration commission. This contract
runs until March 31, 1922, and the miners have refused
to consider a readjustment. In fact, they have announced
that they will demand further increases. Freight rates at
present are barely adequate for railway maintenance, and
are not likely to be reduced immediately (unless railway
wages also can be reduced), and from the evidence available the retailer's cost of handling has shown no reduction.
The bulk of the increase from 1913 can be laid directly
to higher mine wages and freight rates. Increases in supplies, mine expenses, retailer's costs and profits have all
helped swell the total. These were to be expected during
the period of inflation and it must be admitted that coal
prices did not advance nearly as much as the general price
level.

The lack in the anthracite industry of compelling business reasons for deflation may make it necessary for the
big men of the industry to take strenuous methods to relieve the situation for the consumer. A situation of this
character often leads to agitation for government control
or ownership or price fixing or interference of other sorts,
the disastrous consequences of which have been only too
apparent whenever an industry has been subjected to them.
No intelligent business man wants to see this come about,
since nothing could be more unfortunate for producer, retailer and consumer alike.
But it may be expected unless
the best brains of the coal industry and its legal and financial advisers make strenuous efforts to correct the situation before the irresponsible and incompetent undertake
to do it for them.
Railroad executives have just produced constructive
measures for reduction of rates in response to a countrywide demand and this in the face of financial and operating difficulties which make the coal problem look simple.
Leaders of the coal situation should do the same and even
if their efforts should not be entirely successful at first, a
clear exposition of the situation will enable public opinion
to place the blame for high prices exactly where it belongs.

Injunction Sought Against Anthracite Tax
equity
ANsylvania

suit to test the constitutionality of the Pennanthracite tax of IJ per cent ad valorem on

each ton prepared for the market was filed Nov. 9 in the
Dauphin County Court, Harrisburg, Pa. The proceedings
bad been expected and George E. Alter, Attorney General,
at once filed an answer, and the court fixed Nov. 25 as the
date for the hearing. Roland C. Heisler, of Philadelphia,
a shareholder of the Thomas Colliery Co., of Schuylkill
County, is the plaintiff, and the colliery company is made
one of the defendants, as are its directors and the state's
officers,
Samuel S. Lewis, Auditor General, and
fiscal
Charles A. Snyder, State Treasurer. Counsel for the plaintiff are Reese Harris and Henry S. Drinker, Jr., of Philadelphia; Willijim D. Jenney, of New York, and Frank W.
Wheaton, of Wilkes-Barre.
The Attorney General and

20
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three of his deputies, Robert S. Gawthrop, Emerson Collins and George R. Hull, appear as counsel for the de-

fendants.

The state coal tax, which became a law May 11, became
effective July 1, and the first payments to the state are to
be made in January, 1922.
The law provides that the
superintendents of the mines assess the tax, and Herbert
Suender, superintendent of the Thomas Colliery Co., is
therefore made one of the defendants. Mr. Heisler seeks
to enjoin him from making the assessment and to restrain
the directors from having the tax assessed and paying it.
The plaintiff asks that the Auditor General be enjoined
from collecting the tax and the State Treasurer from
joining in any tax settlements or receiving the tax.
The plaintiff's bill states that Superintendent Suender
has been assessing the coal of the company daily and that
this act is "an essential step in the proceedings to enforce
the collection and commits the company to the payment of
said unlawful tax to the injury of the plaintiff and the
other stockholders."
The bill avers that the difference
between anthracite and bituminous coal is one of degree
and not of kind, that the two kinds of coal are sold in
competition and that large quantities of Pennsylvania anthracite are sold outside the state.
It is held, therefore,
that the law is not only in conflict with the state but also
with the Federal Constitution.
The answer states that the commonwealth does not admit that anthracite and bituminous coal are merely different grades of coal but that they are different commodities.
The differentiation of the two kinds of coal is explained and it is shown that anthracite is found only in
a few counties and that bituminous coal is never found in
The state declares that anthracite is
the same counties.
used for fuel only, whereas bituminous coal is converted
The commodity rates of the
into coke and other products.
railroads of Pennsylvania, the answer sets forth, recognize a difference between anthracite and bituminous coal.
Congress recognized this difference, it is said, in fixing
different import taxes for anthracite and bituminous coal.
The legal ton for anthracite in Pennsylvania is 2,240 lb.,
whereas the legal ton for the bituminous coal of the state
is 2,000 lb., and the state has also regulatory laws for the
anthracite fields different from those for enforcement in
the bituminous fields.

Power in World's
Shipping Makes 6 Per Cent Gain in Year

Oil Fuel for Motive

OFupward

the world's total tonnage of vessels of 100 tons and
on Lloyd's Register, an approximate division
as to the fuel motive power is as follows, according to Westgarth Brown, president of the South Wales Institute of

Engineers:
Percent
For the year ending June, 1919:
Using coal as fuel
Fitted to use

oil

as fuel for boilers.

-

82
10.5

_.

Using oil in internal combustion engines
Using sail power only
For the year ending June, 920;
Using coal as fuel

1 .

>

6

1

Fitted to use oil as fuel for boilere. -^
oil in internal combustion engines

Using
Using

sail

76
16.3
-

-

-

power only

1-7
6

thus be seen that during the period of one year
has gained at the expense of coal 6 per cent of the ton-

It will
oil

nage

available.

—

West Virginia Has Revised Its State Map. A new
made of the Coal, Oil, Gas, Limestone and
Iron-Ore Map of the West Virginia Geological Survey.
This edition shows, like the last, the gas and oil pools, now
better known than before, many anticlinal lines not heretofore charted and is accompanied by a book containing the
addresses of all the principal coal-mine operators in West
Virginia up to July 1, 1921.
It is printed on a scale of
eight miles to the inch and is sold by the Survey, Box 848,
Morgantovsm, W. Va., for one dollar; six copies for five
dollars. Five series of measures are differentiated by colors
on the map.
edition has been
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Public Reaction, Despite Striking Misconceptions,
Favorable to Anthracite Publicity Campaign
newspaper advertising being
Policies Committee of the anthraon the whole, has been favorable. Several hundred letters from nineteen states and Canada have
been received of which but nine expressed any measure of

PUBLIC
done

reaction on the

by the General

cite operators,

disapproval.
Here is the substance of a letter from a retail dealer
in Philadelphia that clearly expressed a point of view becoming every day more common in the trade:
"I agree with you that there has been a great deal of
hard feeling against the retailer. There always has been
and always will be until the operators co-operate with us.
Take any other line of business. Who does the selling for
the retailer ? Why, the advertisement of the manufacturer.
"Follow me a minute: You go to bed at night, wind
up your Elgin watch, set your Big Ben so as not to oversleep, get into a Bernstein bed covered with a Komfo
mattress and go to sleep. In the morning you get up, put
on your B.V.D.'s, your Hart-Schaffner suit, get your Gillette
safety razor and shave with Colgate cream. You go down
stairs to your dining room and eat Swift's premium ham and
eggs, and your Kellogg's cornflakes or your Shredded Wheat,
you start toward your Buick or Dodge and go to the office.
"Only the past few weeks have the operators ever done
The public needs
anything in the way of advertising.
educating before they will have any confidence in us."
There is no question but that the minds of those who
have taken the trouble to write letters to the operators
were open and that the advertisements made an impression.
Some of the criticisms are vigorous, but so are some of the

One man

know why it costs $13 or so to have coal delivered to
house when he reads in the papers that the railroads
have been buying roal for $3.75 a ton. Apparently the
run-of-mine intellect does not grasp the difference between
anthracite and soft coal, nor the difference between railroad fuel bought at the mine and domestic fuel dumped

to

his

into the cellar.
There also are highly-placed inquirers after knowledge.

The Secretary of Labor and the statistics branch of the
General Staff, U. S. Army, at their own solicitation, are
receiving information regularly.
Four firms offer to make snappy movies to carry the story
of anthracite home to millions, and another guarantees to
make up graphic charts which will convert all the unbelieving coal consumers. Two firms would like to get facts on
the call for timber in the hard-coal region, and two gentlemen one in West Virginia and one in Wyoming offer to
make it interesting for any hard-coal producer who might
like to try out bituminous mining, as they have land to

—

—

sell.

A grocer writes in to tell how he approves the idea of
giving publicity to costs and detailing the elements entering into them. A man interested in corporation financing
also wxites in, with his eagerness to help worthy distressed
concerns perhaps just a little visible between the lines. A
Massachusetts Mayor requests the latest information as to
royalties paid in the anthracite fields.
It might interest retailers to know that a good many
queries ask for quotations on carload lots and the chances
of being able to buy coal direct.
letter from a firm of manufacturers and dealers in
lighting fixtures and art metal deals vidth a question often
touched upon in the correspondence and it states the case,
from the consumer's point of view, succinctly as follows:
"Your article 'Coal Producers' can only tell about the
mine price. Can you tell me and the rest of the public
how, when paying for nut coal, that half of it is pea coal?
Can you also tell the public why, when they order pea
coal, half of it is buckwheat?
When the writer complained
to the dealer, his answer was that is how they received it
from the mines. Now instead of you being abused it is
the public that is being abused.
This matter should be
given your serious thoughts and attention.
If I were to
sell you anything in our line you would expect what you
bought, but when you buy coal today you get what you
don't expect."

A

commendations.

Advertising

Is

Man Wants Statements Under Oath

—

—

an advertising man, of all things in Massawrites to know why, if the statements in the
advertisements are true, "don't you swear to them?" He
thinks the coal man is not to be believed except upon oath,
or rather that the public will accept none but attested
It would go hard with many advertisements outfacts.
side of the coal industry if this rule were to be universally
adopted.
Another man, from Connecticut, frankly says that he had
been "of the opinion that the coal men were largely
grafters," but that the advertisements had been "a revelachusetts,

tion to me."
From a Broadway address

comes a clipping of the

first

advertisement in the series, with a brief note attached:
do we pay $13.75 a ton?"
Still another letter, from a manufacturer of paper goods
in Massachusetts, says: "This [grumbling at prices] is
nothing new, as nearly everybody is kicking about the price
of everything."
One of the interesting phases of the correspondence is
the interest shown by students. There were twenty-three
requests from pupils of all sorts, from high school to college and state debating leagues. In New Jersey especially
the high-school
in Newark, Jersey City, and Somerville
pupils are taking up the study of coal, and they requested
information from the committee.
Out in Minnesota the question of government ovmership
of the coal industry is the subject of debate in the state
league this winter, and members of the league are now in
possession of information sent from the Anthracite Bureau
of Information.
There are a good many passing references to prices, and
a good many suggestions that some explanation be given
of the dollar the consumer pays, rather than of the dollar
the operator gets.
The point is made in several cases
that what interests the consumer is the price he pays for
coal delivered at his house, and not the price paid at the
mine.
There are instances of the confusion in the public mind
as to the differences in coal. One New Jersey worthy wants

"Why

—

—

Appoint Committees to Devise Commerce
Department Aid to Mining Industry
SECRETARY HOOVER held a conference at Washington
Nov. 14 with a committee appointed by the American
Mining Congress, when co-operation of the Department of
Commerce in efforts to develop the mining industry of the
United States was discussed. More than two hours were
devoted to a discussion of possible development of exports,
with the result that sub-committees were appointed to prepare definite plans in which the department could co-operate.
The following mining men were present at the conference with Mr. Hoover:
Representing the coal branch:
Albert G. Nason, president Nason Coal Co., Chicago; J. G.
Bradley, president Elk River Coal & Lumber Co. and also
president of the National Coal Association; T. H. Watkins,
president Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation; J. G.
Puterbaugh, president McAlester Fuel Co., and E. W.
Parker, director of the Anthracite Bureau of Information.
Representing the oil branch: E. L. Doheny, New York,
president of the Mexican Petroleum Co. George S. Davidson, Pittsburgh, president of the Gulf Refining Co.; Judge
A. L. Beatty, president of the Texas Company.
Representing the metal branch: Bulkeley Wells, Denver,
gold; F. B. Richards, Lake Superior Iron Ore Association;
Edgar Z. Wallawer, zinc; B. B. Thayer, New York, copper.
;

—

..

.

.

...

.
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total amount of capital owned and borrowed representing
the operators' investment in the mining enterprises on the
Securities or loans
last day of the business year reported.
representing investments in other enterprises were not to
be included.
In many instances, however, and especially
in those cases where the company was carrying on some
other industry in connection with mining, it was found
difficult or impossible to obtain an accurate return for capital
according to the census definition.
The figures compiled
by the Census Bureau may, however, be accepted as a rough
approximation of the amount of capital invested in mining.

Disclaims Federal Liability for Profit Cut
Due to Fuel Administration Prices

SOLICITOR GENERAL BECK

has filed in behalf of the
frovernment a brief before the U. S. Supreme Court asking that that court sustain the decision of the Court of
Claims against the suit of the Morrisdale Coal Co., which
sought to recover the difference between fuel prices fixed by
the Fuel Administration and those which it could obtain
under private contract. The coal company claimed that the
government requisitioned 12,000 tons of coal from June to
November, 1918, at a price less than the sale price agreed
to by its former customer, and that the coal was diverted
by the Fuel Administration.
The government points out that the fuel was not actually
expropriated or used for any government purpose or requi-

C.\PIT.\L

INVESTED IN .MINES .\ND QUARRIES IN THE UNITED
STATES IN 1919. BY INDUSTRIES

Industry

Industry

All iadustrics
Fuels:
Coal, anthracite'.

sitioned for public uses. The government declines to admit
liability to make good the differences between prices fixed
during federal control and prices which might otherwise
have been obtained either in open market or under sales
contracts made prior to the order of the Fuel Administration.
The government insists that the power to regulate
must be unaffected and undiminished by the existence of
contracts entered into prior to the advent of public control,
and that contracts are subject to the possibility that the
sovereign may render them unenforceable or impair their

.

.

Coal, bituminous.. ..
Petroleum and natural

.

.

Manganese
Quicksilver

Rare metals

.

.

.

Stone«:
Basalt

Granite
Limestone*

The government denies that the diversion of coal here
question was the taking of private property for public
use or binding the government to indemnify against loss.
It asserts that public regulation restrictive of freedom of
contract and of self-controlled business management is uni-

Marble
Sandstone
Slate
1

versally imposed without provision for compensation. Unless property is actually taken and directly put to use for
a public purpose no duty to compensate arises since the
injury complained of results incidentally from valid exercise of government power. The government points out that
there is no allegation in this case that the price fixed by
the Fuel Administration and received by the coal company
for the diverted coal did not afford a fair return and reasonable profit on invested capital over and above cost of
production and plant depreciation.

Coal Represents 33.6 Per Cent of Capital
Invested in U. S. ]Mining Industries
$7,000,000,000 is invested in mines and mining in the United States, according to the 1919 census.
Of this total, bituminous coal represents $1,904,450,000, or
27.4 per cent, and Pennsylvania anthracite $433,868,000, or
6.2 per cent, a total for the coal-mining industry of 33.6
per cent.
Petroleum and natural gas combined overtop
coal by a slight margin, representing 34.8 per cent of the
country's total investment in mining. Copper follows coal
with $853,639,000, or 12.3 per cent, after which comes iron,
with $501,396,000, or 7.2 per cent.
The instructions on the census schedules called for the

Miscellaneous*:
.abrasive materials.
.\sbestos

$1,442,909
772,299
3,171,405
2.290,455
1.950,173
1,572,908
17,644.524
729,404
8,046,627
1,877,233
3,755,055
13.541,548
2,612,605
699,373
53,105
815,572
72,733.956
4,455,785
661,711
28,046.634
6,225,747

.

Asphalt
Barytes
Bauxite

Chromite

<

Copper^
Gola and silver:
Lode mines^
Placer mines
Lead and zinc^

in

433.868,039
1,904,450,123
2,421.485,942

(

Metalliferous

value.

NEARLY
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Clay'
Feldspar
Fluorspar
280,388,711
24,574,441
197,223,814
7,268.426
4,423,601
4,889,912
12,899,171
18,823,980

82,124,367
9,033,522
18,955,321
6,923,172

Fuller's earth

Graphite

Gypsum
Magneeite

Mica
Millstones

Mineral pigments
Phosphate rock

.

.

P>Tite
Silica

Sulphur
Talc and soapstone.

Pennsvlvania only.

2 Including natural-gas-gasoline extraction plants, but not including distributing systems, etc., of oil ana gas companies.
^ Including mineral milling plants, operated by mining enterprises, but not
including metallurgical works.
* Including mills and dressing plants operated at the mines or quarries.
8 Exclusive of enterprises producing limestone for their own use at the quarries
in the manufacture of lime.
« Including only enterprises producing clay for sale as such.

Conference Agrees That Nova Scotia Wage
Scale Shall Not Be Reduced This Year

REPRESENTATIVES

of District No. 26, United Mine
Workers of America, meeting with company officials,
succeeded on Nov. 11 in getting the British Empire Steel
Corporation to extend the wage scale now in effect from
Nov. 30 to Dec. 31.
The corporation recently had announced that all plants
and mines under its control in Nova Scotia would be shut
down unless the 20,000 workmen accepted a 10-per cent
wage cut, effective Dec. 1. The month's extension was
granted as a compromise after the miners had asked an
extension of four months.
Another conference is called for Dec. 15, when the officials
of the British Empire Steel Corporation will endeavor to
put the wage scale at the figure desired.

Evidently Railroad Labor Realizes that a
hit.
Norfolk Virginian-Pilot.

strike

not be a

Bituminous Coal Loaded Into Vessels at Lake Erie Ports
During Season to End of October"
(In
-

Hocking Valley
Toledo & Ohio Central.
Baltimore <t Ohio

f

Toledo

^
[

Sandusky

Pennsylvania

Huron

WheeUnK & Lake

Lorain

Baltimore

Cleveland

{

Conneaut
t-

•

1,552,971
Eric.

Ohio

EnT.'^'^.^.'^.V.'.' ..V.

/

^

^-•rie

&

4,079,150
1,027,438
2,354,369

'.

Fairport
A U4.«k..i»
Ashtabula

Cargo

Railroads

Porta

'
1
.

'.

Baltimore & Ohio
yJew York Cential
Pennsylvania

Bessemer & Lake Erie.
Pennsylvania West.
PfiTino«K.OT,;a
VoBt
Pennaylv
-East..

—

.

.

1,491,595
2,393,742
1,990,664
359,981

'1,064,824
2,213,665
1,362,601
770,091
209,778

Net Tons)

1921

Fuel
107,350
29.667
72.016
45,076
42,905
97,034
86,325
12,782

59,124

Total
4,186,500
1.057,105
2,426,385
1,598.047
1,534,500
2.490,776
2,076,989
372,763

would
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October Anthracite Shipments 353,371 Tons
Greater Than Those of September

SHIPMENTS
the

of anthracite for October, as reportred to

Anthracite

Bureau of Information, Philadelphia,

to 5,872,753 gross tons against 5,519,412 for the
preceding month of September, an increase of 353,371 gross
tons; but show a decrease over October of last year of

amounted

when 6,240,301 gross tons were recorded.
October of this year can be regarded as a fair average
shipment when consideration is given to the fact that a
number of mines in the Scranton district were idle during
the month owing to the fact that they could not operate
under the provisions of the Kohler Act. Operations at
these mines were resumed, however, on Nov. 2. The total
shipments of anthracite for the coal year, beginning April 1,
have amounted to 40,223,367 gross tons as compared with
39,720,654 gross tons for the corresponding period last year,
a gain of 502,713 tons.
Shipments by initial carriers, in gross tons, follow:

368,118 gross tons,

October. 1921

Philadelphia & Reading
Lehigh Valley
Jersey Central

Lackawanna

Delaware & Hudson
Pennsylvania
Erie

New

& Western
New England

York, Ontario

Lehigh &

West Virginia Court

3U

1,081,085
966.600
576,875
736,571
711,199
426,344
631,882
123,742
265,114

5,872,783

5,519,412

253,

Totals

•

September, 1921

1,104,828
1,048,996
570.189
759,492
898,376
492.632
618,034
126.925

Is

Asked

to

Abolish

Check-Off; Decision Expected Soon

1EGAL

activities in connection with the move to abolish
the check-off were transferred from Indianapolis and
Chicago last week to Charleston, W. Va., where identically
the same suit brought before Judge Anderson at Indianapolis was pending before Judge George W. McClintic in
the U. S. District Court for the Southern District of West
Virginia.
It was not originally intended to try this case
bafore the regular November term but early in the week
counsel for the plaintiffs asked Judge McClintic to set
Thursday, Nov. 10, as the date for the hearing. That was
The
agreed to and counsel for the defendants notified.
plaintiffs in this case, as in the Indianapolis court, are the
Borderland Coal Corporation and sixty-three other coal
companies and the plaintiffs seek an injunction to restrain
and enjoin the activities of the United Mine Workers in the
Mingo district and to prevent operators from continuing
the check-off.
A. M. Belcher, of Charleston, of counsel for operators, began his argument for the issuance of an injunction as
requested, making the assertion that "If a drastic injunction
is granted, as we have a right to expect, it is not because
of anything done by the Mingo operators but because the
United Mine Workers have placed themselves in such a
position that they are outside the law."
Counsel for the operators laid stress on the fact that tho
few remaining coal operators who have refused to permit
the unionization of their mines want to do a legitimate
business. "We don't want to turn over our business to the
United Mine Workers, which is an organization controlled
at Indianapolis by the Central Competitive Field," Mr.
Belcher declared.
In support of his assertion that such control existed, Mr.
Belcher said that only a few weeks ago northern West
Virginia coal operators had sought to effect an adjustment
of wages in conference with the United Mine Workers because mines in the section referred to could not operate in
competition with the Somerset and other Pennsylvania
fields and that the reply of the United Mine Workers officials
of District 17 had been that it was out of the question to
reduce wages because the rate of wages was set in the
Central Competitive Field.
Answering Mr. Belcher's argument, Harold W. Houston,
of Charleston, of counsel for the United Mine Workers,
declared that the check-off system was originally devised
by the operators, having been used long before the days of
-t

817
it was utilized by coal companies as a
of collecting for fuel, physicians' fees, grocery bills

the union and that

means

and rent.
"For the convenience of both parties the check-off system
was adopted in connection with union dues," continued Mr.
Houston.
There is nothing essentially illegal in the
check-off system and there has been no evidence introduced
to prove that any of the check-off money was used for
illegal purposes."

The case heard by Judge McClintic was originally set
for hearing at Huntington but was later transferred to
Charleston for the convenience of both parties.
It was
generally expected at the conclusion of the hearing that
Judge McClintic would render a decision in this case before
Nov. 15, when the regular November term of federal court
begins.

Jobbers Will Furnish Coal

Monthly

to the

Statistics

Government

American Wholesale Coal
THE
from
Wadleigh of the

Association has received
F. R.
coal division of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce a request that certain
information be furnished on the first of each month during
the forthcoming winter.
It appears that the Department
of Commerce when preparing to meet a possible railroad
strike wanted estimates of the supply of cual on hand at
some sixty different points in the United States. It was
desired to know the number of days' supply on hand among
retailers, householders, public utilities and industries.
The
association, through its Washington office, was able to compile this information within twenty-four hours. The service
was so prompt and satisfactory that the Department of
Commerce desires to be kept advised similarly this winter.
The executive committee of the association concluded that
it would gladly supply this information.
The statement
was made by C. L. Deering and others that as the coal
trade had volunteered to supply such information as the
government might want, this proposed action by the committee was but "making good" on the promise.
Accordingly, requests will be sent out by mail to the directors and
others on the 25th of each month calling for the desired

information.

Illinois

Union Lends

Money

to

to Kansas Insurgents
Continue Outlaw Strike

A RESOLUTION

providing that an assessment of $1 per
on the United Mine Worker members in
monthly on behalf of the striking
Kansas mine workers was passed Nov. 11 by the annual
convention of the union members in the State of Illinois.

month be

laid

Illinois to raise $90,000

The resolution also condemned the action of John L,
Lewis, international president, in removing- from office
President Howat and the other executive officers of District
14 without even giving them an opportunity to comply with
the action of the official convention, and for "appointing
men to govern District 14 in whom the membership of
Kansas has no confidence."
The Kansas industrial law, against which the fight of
Kansas miners is directed, was termed "Governor Allen's
nefarious industrial court law, which chains the workers to
the job and takes from them the right of free men, namely
the right to strike as a last resort to right a wrong that may
be perpetrated by our industrial masters."
Prior to the vote on the resolution President Farrington
warned the delegates to go slow in their decisions, as they
were likely to face a war with the international organization, and in the clash they must go the limit until one side
or the other was forced to surrender. Farrington said that
if the resolution was approved, he would lead the fight.

Deny Helper Promotion, 8,000 Miners Quit
EIGHT THOUSAND anthracite mine workers at six
collieries of the Pennsylvania Coal Co., near WilkesBarre, Pa., went on strike Monday, Nov. 14, because, it was
announced, the company refused to promote a blacksmith's
helper to the position of blacksmith after the latter had
quit his job. Other grievances are said to be involved.

!

Production
and
the

Market
Weekly Review

FOR

three weeks the consumers took sufficient interest in coal to buy fairly heavily for storage.
They kept this up during the period of uncertainty
of a railroad strike and during the flurry of outlaw
strikes at the coal mines over Judge Anderson's inBut things have settled down again to a
junction.
waiting game for more and better business conditions.
It is still decidedly a buyers' market and a good time
Some hold it also is a good time to wait,
to buy.
arguing that prices are good for at least thirty days.
Predictions now are that the government's report of

expected to be available in
two weeks, will show that millions of tons of steam
coal have been put in storage this autumn, much if not
most of which will be held against a suspension of minstocks as of Nov.

1,

which

is

ing next April.
Production of soft coal in the week of Nov. 5 fell
to 9,344.000 tons, a drop of 1,624,000 tons, or 15 per
cent, accounted for by observance of All Saints' Day and
outlaw strikes in the Central Competitive Field, possibly
accentuated by a reaction in demand after the settle-

ment

of the railroad controversy.

Holidays Curtail Production and Consumption
There is nothing in reports so far available to
cate any gain in production during the week of
12.
Election and armistice day observance cut
consumption and production. Barring a decision

indi-

Nov.
both
this

week by the Chicago court unfavorable to the United
Mine Workers, nothing save severe cold will raise the
demand for bituminous coal above 10,500,000 tons until
after the New Year holiday.
Prices are stable, Coal Age index standing firm at
Coal that became "distressed" because shipped on
consignment during the strike threat periods has been
absorbed by this time. In the Chicago market the huge
oversupply of unsold screenings has dropped from 500,000 tons to less than 50,000 tons in four months. The
91.

on the other foot now, for domestic sizes are
no serious oversupply.
The Upper Lake region has stopped buying at the
mines except small lots of special grade coals. The
New England waterfront is crowded with boats
waiting to discharge cheap West Virginia coal, to the
disadvantage of all-rail business. Canada is harboring
a fat surplus, much unsold, of steam coal. Coal is accumulating at Hampton Roads.
shoe

is

in substantial but

S

1

1

i-'»^:'?^

!
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110;000,000 tons less than the average of the last four years.
Markets everywhere are quiet, as an aftermath of a sales
spurt when the two strikes threatened. Both union and nonProduction appears to
union coals feel the sluggishness.
have been artificially stimulated and the coal trade is marking time until industrial improvement catches up with aug-

mented

stockpiles.

Bituminous tool Dumped at

c

|Q4
^

0.2

819

sylvania producers are still at a disadvantage in those parts
of this territory that are being reached by the water-borne
coals, which are in more favorable position, due to the low
range of coastwise freights as well as to the all-rail rates,
which are sadly in need of adjustment.

—
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dull and buyers are holding down their orders in the hope
that lowered freights may yet come in time to affect their
This may prove a dangerous
fuel budgets for this year.
policy, for an early winter would throw an abnormal demand
into a period when transportation difficulties are at their
height.
Hampton Roads shippers feel the universal dullness. Tonnage is again piling up at the piers, despite strenuous efforts
Last week the accumulations had
to move it coastwise.
reached 300,000 tons and waiting vessels aggregated but
10,000 tons. Dumpings at the Hampton Roads piers for all
accounts during the week ended Nov. 10 were 251,961 gross
tons, as compared with 294,334 in the week preceding.

TIDEWATER

BITl'.MINOrS

COAL SHIPMENTS FOR OCTOBER,

(In Thousands of

Destination
Coastwise to

England

York
142

Bunker

255

Insidecapcs

Oct. Total
Sept. Total

Balto.

Rds.

658
1,055

917

58
35
37
196
2

85
28

7

28
65

328
236

235
255

1,175
991

19

702
190
190

96

long and some shippers are selling stove and nut in conjunction with these grades. Steam coals feel the reaction in
the bituminous market and independent prices have softened
a trifle.

COKE
Production of beehive coke was 115,000 net tons in the
week ended Nov. 5, according to the Geological Survey. The
increase of 13,000 tons over the preceding week reflects the
slowly improving iron business; in fact, there is no doubt
but that production has outstripped demand, temporarily at
least.
The Frick company continues to increase production
despite the softer coke market, laiKi'ly to provide work for
its employees.
Byproduct coke is still being purchased

wherever possible and

will be

until the

dustry gains considerable momentum.
Charleston

Total

Total

Oct.

Sept.

987

809
210
492
279
623

New

Exports

Other tonnage

Hamp.
Phila.

1921

Net Tons)

New
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18
I

.

.

19
14

271

502
320
732
2,812

2,413

With the exception of a single cargo to Italy last week,
the European market remains inactive. C.i.f quotations are
being hammered down but there is yet too much price difference in favor of British coals. The South American market occupied the limelight last week and exporters were figuring on bids for the Brazilian State Railways, which were
reported to be in the market for 150,000 tons with a spread
over 1922.

ANTHRACITE
Production of hard coal was affected by holidays near the
close of October and the early part of November. This and
not any lack of demand cut the output for the week ended
Nov. 5 to 1,716,000 net tons. The latest full-time week
Oct. 22— showed a tonnage of 1,942,000.

New England is absorbing an increasing volume of anthracite.
During the first week of November 3,309 cars
were forwarded over the Hudson, 101 cars more than in the
preceding week. Lake dumpings reflect the approach of the
end of the navigation season during the week ended Nov.
9 there were 68,600 net tons loaded as compared with 106,-

—

400 in the preceding week.
Stove size continues to lead the demand, and independent
prices have strengthened accordingly.
Egg and pea are

CoBl

.Xge
of
1921.

Index 91

Week

November

14.

TIlis

gram

shows

400

dia-

weekly

changes in the spot
prices of bituminous
coal in the United
States as a whole.
Ail
prices
are re-

350

duced to one figure

and
the

compared with
average govern-

ment price

of

1918,

taken as 100. Actual
spot prices for each
coal are given In the
table in this review.

300

iron

and

steel

in-

—
November

17,
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British Fuel Undersells Coals at French Mines;

French Producers Ask Government Aid
Declining Quotations in U. K. Show Necessity of Foreign Outlet
British Miners in More Conciliatory Mood, Accepting November

Wage

Scale

— Some Pits Reopening with Lowered Production Costs

been
has
sensation
Considerable
caused in the French Northern coalfields

by the appearance of British

coal

week

Export quotations,
preceding.
cabled to Coal Age, show further reductions.

sending in more in-

on the very fields themselves in competition with the local output, which is

quiries, totaling

actually being undersold not only in
Lille and other large towns but almost
The price of the
at the pit mouth.
British coal on rail at Calais is 95.50
with
106 fr. for home
fr. as compared
coal of corresponding quality on rail at

tralia is understood to be competing
for this business.
Heavy tonnages of
coal are on track which also tend to

Comines.
Hitherto British competition in the
Northern Departments has been confined to the Coastal region and this invasion of the Inland markets has
caused great perturbation among the
French mine owners. The only way of
countering this new competition is to
lower their own prices, but this can
only be done at once by reducing wages.
There are difficulties in the way
which prevent the immediate adoption
of this step. There is already a shortage of miners, and there would be a
further falling off if the wages paid
were not in proportion to those paid in
other industries.
Operators are to
hold a conference at Douai. It is probable that this conference will send a
deputation to the Minister of Public
Works to ask him not to check the importation of British coal by prohibitive
but to give the industry aid in
other ways, especially such as will enable it to recruit more hands.
There
are some, however, who think that an
early reduction of wages, which are
now five times what they were in 1914,
cannot be avoided especially as there
is a possibility of the Belgian mine
owners also invading the Northern
markets.
The delivery of German reparation
coal up to the end of September included the following: 5,344,956 tons of
coal, 2,227,955 tons of coke, and 271,334 tons of lignite briquets; or a grand
total for the three quarters of 7,844,246
tons. In September deliveries included
619,556 tons of coal, 253,118 tons of
coke, and 42,327 tons of lignite britariffs,

The Far East

is

more than 200,000 tons,
for shipment over the next four months.
Newcastle reports an Indian inquiry
for 50,000 tons of steam coals.
Aus-

depress quotations.
British press advices show an interesting statement of present day production costs and prices compared with
the year 1913. September prices averaged 30s. 6d. per ton, 220.5 per cent
over the 1913 figure of 13s. lOd. Wages
rose from 6s. lOJd. in 1913 to 21s. 8d.
in September, 1921, an increase of 315.2
per cent of the 1913 average.
Wages in the South Wales area have
been adjusted for November on the
These
basis of the auditors' report.
wages are now 28.95 per cent on the
1915 standard. This means that piece
work miners are to receive lis. 3d. per
day, underground day wage men average 9s. 3d. per day, and the lower paid
surface men 7s. per day.
The drop
amounts to about 4s. or 5s. per day
Miners'
compared with September.
wages in Yorkshire, Derby, Nottinghamshire, Leicester, Warwick and Cannockchase will be reduced by 29.64 per
cent on the 1915 standard, so that their
November rate will be 110.55 per cent

The arbitrator's award in
the South Wales coal dispute means
that the whole of the August receipts
above the wage scale are to go in wages.
The payment, as decided by the arbitrator, of 79.03 per cent on the 1915 wage
also means that all July profits will go
of the base.

proceeding

wages.
The Yorkshire Miners' Association
have charged the owners with breaking
their agreements by endeavoring to obtain a reduction in tonnage rates, and
that some men had been given notice
because they would not agree to work
In reply to this
for 5s. per day.
charge the owners say that the only
alternatives to the securing of cooperation of their men in keeping the pits
open by an economic adjustment of

evenly.
During the week ended Oct.
22 the output was 4,235,800 gross tons,
as compared with 4,238,000 tons in the

ment the owners say they are striving

quets.

British Solving

British

2

Wage Problems

production

is

in

wages

is

close the

either to run at a loss or to
pits altogether.
In a state-

to avert the catastrophe of another
stoppage, as threatened by the miners,
but they cannot accept the implied suggestion that they should run their business at a loss to maintain wages at an
artificial level.
This virtually means
that the owners cannot pay the agreed
wages and that the only alternative to
a lower wage is closed pits.
More coUeries are closing down. A
Glasgow concern has closed because it
cannot pay the arbitrator's wage, while
another colliery has closed because of
excessively low output. Out of 200,000
miners in South Wales 80.000 are now
idle, while in Lanark 10 additional pits

The tot.nl unemployment among the miners amounts to
175,000 while 73 per cent of those employed are now working three shifts
have closed down.

per week. In these circumstances the
outlook for November, when the owners
are due to take their share of profits, is
distinctly discouraging.
Another step in the dissolution of the
miners' federation is shown by a decision, by a large majority, of the

Durham County

Colliery

Enginemen

A

to withdraw from that body.
group
of collieries in the Forest of Dean have

broken away from the Mining Association and the District Board, and have
informed their employees that they will
be paid the district wage, while any
profits over 10 per cent of the company's capital will be divided equally
between shareholders and workmen.
The Northumberland Miners' Assois ready to make sacrifices to
keep the industry going and the executive of that body has supported the
action of those men who have offered
to accept a lower wage to keep the pits

ciation

in operation.
colliery in Glamorgan, one of the
largest in the .-^von Valley, which has
been closed for some months, has decided to reopen now that miners have
approached the owners and promised to
increase their output.

A

More

collieries in

Durham

in

Derby-

shire have closed, throwing out of work
about 5,000 more men.
November

wages are being reduced in the Durham
by 55 per cent and in Northumberland

On account of the consequent lower costs of production some
pits are expected to reopen.
More
forks vs. shovels controversies are being carried on, notably in Leicester91 per cent.

shire.

The Cardiff Chamber of Commerce
has convened a conference at which it
was stated that from Nov. 1 the charges
by the railways were reduced from 150
to 125 per cent on the 1913 rates for
tonnage dues, crane hire, mixing coal
for shipment, discharging, ballast and
wharfage at docks and harbors at
Cardiff and other South Wales ports.
Reports indicate a total of nearly
£7,000,000 for army expenditures occasioned by the recent coal miners' strike.
Export Clearances, Week Ended Nov. 10

FROM HAMPTON

R0.\DS
Tons

For

Am.

.\tlantic Islands:
SS. GIjTidon, for Cayo

Mambi

For Canada:
Russ. SS. Tobokk. for Bathhurst, N.

469

B

2,

1

1

For Brazil:
Ital. SS. Piave, for Buenos Airas
Br. SS. Caithness, for Buenos Aires

For

Jan.

I!l3a5l?
Feb.

I9;6

Mar.

Z

9 IfcZJ.V)

Apr

1

2128 4 II I8?5 2 9 IfcZJMf.
Moi\/
June
Ju!^
14

Ijan
Auj.

3 I0n?4
Sept.

I

6

15

miS

Oct

Schr. Horace A. Stone, for Covernas
Nor. SS. Bur, for Fort de France

Am.
'2

19

Nov.

a

3

10

nii

Dec.

Am.

5,

154

Italy:

Br. SS. M. S. Dollar, for Genoa
For Peru:
Br. SS. South American, for Lima

8 iSeZES 5

7.01

SS. Callabasas, for

Tanamo

10,000

551
1,931

6,358

974

.

:

:
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Su»^^
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Gross Tons

Price*,

Caal

to

Ant)

PIERS
Nov.
Pool

9,

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

10.
9.

10.
I.

York.... 5.60S 5 75
Ph^liuielnhU. . S.75@ S 9S
Phiiidolphia.

From

5.50® 5 75
6.00® 6 20
4.75® 5.00

.

Ilamp. Rda...

Hsmo.Rdi.

5-6-7

2,

Reports

)S.80@$5.90

New

71. Philsdelphi*.

PooU

PoJ

hfewiork

5

the Market Centers

4.25

H&mp. Rds

4.50® 4,75

.New England

BUNKERS
Pool 9. New\ork.
t6. I5@$6 25
Pool 10, New York...
5.95® 6 15
Pool 9. Philad Iphia.
6.00® 6 25
Pool 10. PhiladeiphU.
5.75® 6 00
Pool I, Hamp Rd«....
5.15
Pool 2. Hamp. Kda...
4.90
Welah, Gibraltar
47s. 6d. f o b
Welsh. Rio de Janeiro..
658. f.o.b.
Welsh, l.isboD
57s. 6d. f o b
Welsh, l>a PlaU
606 fob
Welsh, Marseilles.
125 fr.
.

.

BOSTON

Dull Market
Pressed
to

Belgian.

Antwerp

—

40s.
488. f.o.b.

.

Bombay

Sizes.

35 rupees
42s. 9d

Capetown

American Coal

C.I.F. Prices,
(In

Groaa Tons)

— Nov. 5—
fteneh Atlantic
Wertltaly

ThePlate

—Nov. I2t—
Low High

Low

High

Vol.

Vol.

Vol.

Vol.

$9.00
8.90
9.75
9.35

J8.85
8,70
9.60
9.20

%S.90
8. HO
9.60
9.10
9.50

18.65
8.60
9.S5
9.00
9.20

RioJaneiro
Scandinavia
These quotations are purely nominal and as far as
can be learned ii,) business is being done in these
markets.

Current Quotations British Coals
Port, Gross Tons
Nov

Cardifl

Admiraltv

La.-i!e

Smalls
Newcastle:
Beat Steams
g<*t g";
Best Bankers

f.o.b.

Nov. 12t

5

27b. 6d.

bt«m.

«68.6d.®«78.
I8s.6d.@l93.6d,

198.

gea 6d ®eSs
248.®248. 6d.
233.@23s. 6d.

23s. 3d.
243. 3d.
238. 3d.

tAdvance over nreviouE week shown in heavy
type, declines in it diet.

Hampton

Roads Piers Again
Tonnage Accumulations

V,

N.

W.
A„

—

.

Piers,

Lamberts

Week Ended
N°^ 5 Nov.

—
10

79,064

2,223
124.544

139,061

Ml 633

21,325

10.250

1,363

1533

1,588

Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting
Virginian Ry.
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

Show

Pt,

Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Piers, Sewalls Pt.

Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting
C. & O. Piers, Newport News:
Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped for week
Tonnage waiting

—Operators
—

Find Outlet Hampton
Roads Shipments Still in Fair Volume
Coastwise Freights Unchanged Active Demand for Popular Anthracite

.

Aleiandria

—Pennsylvania

68,150

76.650

111,781

109,991
10,670

28,302

947
47,350
43,492
2,710

1,191

59,850
30,337
2.000

—

Bituminou.s
The current market is
without apparent change from a week
Inquiry has fallen off, and reago.
ceipts are beginning to recede noticeably.
Buyers are again offish with
respect to purchases for the next 30
days.
A few industries, such as shoe
manufactures, are on a somewhat better
earning basis and in time this will
spread to other manufactures and be
reflected in a demand for steam coals,
but the cherished day seems still far
ahead. Purchasing agents are inclined
to consult their own convenience, for
there is now little confidence on their
part in any material advance in prices
the next few weeks.
No recent price movement has been
observed. On Hampton Roads coals the
range of quotations remains about the
same. Some of the factors who rehandle
coal over their ovm wharves and are
therefore in position to retain coal in
storage are asking slight advances from
small buyers here and there, but the
supply of market cargoes is fairly constant, and under the pressure to free
vessels at railroad berths there are occasional sacrifice sales that are under
$6 on cars, Boston or Providence. This
low level is only spasmodic, however,
and is made usually only to large buyers in position to take cargo lots.
At
the Norfolk and Nevrport News piers
there are similar sales where prices
have reached well below $4.75 f.o.b. on

Navy Acceptable

coal.

Pennsylvania producers have shown
no disposition to shade the minimum
prices they individually set for themselves some months ago.
Perhaps at
no time in the season has it been quite
so difficult as just now to place coai
any volume. Many operators whose
connections are ordinarily of the best
are dragging on the bottom so far as
new business is concerned. Large blocks
of territory have been wiped out by the
much lower prices that the smokeless
interests have made, even though the
net result to the latter will not afford
in

Swedish Imports Increase

Sweden

— During

the

week

last

in

October imports of coal at Stockholm
totaled about 14,200 tons. Figures published by the Board of Trade show that
an increase in imports occurred durinp
September, 306,500 tons of coal coming
into the country compared with 154,000
tons in August, the September figure
being the highest this year.

Spain
have at

—The

prices for Asturian coal

last been brought down to the
level of British figures.
At Barcelona

the following rates are quoted Screened
95@100 pesetas; large 90@95 and small
75.
British coals, however, are still
given the preference by Spanish industries because of superior quality.
China -The market is very quiet but
with the time approaching for making
next year's contracts, the Shanghai
trade is instituting tentative inquiries
as to consumers probable requirements.
:

—

demand and it is quite likely a low
offer will be accepted in the near future
and thereby establish a lower range of
freights.
On Long Island Sound for
New York loading there was an effort
to mark up rates for a few days, but
it came to nothing and rates are on

same actual

the

age; namely,
5c. more for
Anthracite
demand for
has prevailed
pea are still

basis

as a fortnight
to Providence, with
Bedford.
There is the same active
stove and chestnut that
70c.

New

—

since Sept. 15. Egg and
draggy.
Retail demand
quite brisk, and other cities
share this improved state of trade.

Boston

in

^;

p^4

is

—East

Tidewater

NEW YORK
Mild Weather Affects Anthracite DeBiticminous Market Quiet Quotations
Easier Industrial
Improve-

mand

—

ment Slow.

—

—

—

Anthracite
Production during the
past two weeks has been kept down, due
Such a loss in
to the various holidays.
tonnage would usually be serious but
it has not had an adverse affect in the
present in.stance because dealers have
fairly good stocks and the demand for
certain sizes has been so light that the
operators were just as well satisfied to
have production curtailed.
The market could easily absorb increased shipments of stove and chestnut.
Some retail dealers in Brooklyn
have cut their delivery price on egg
50c. to $12..50.

Egg and
much

pea are not expected to show
sign of life until the retail sup-

plies

have been considerably reduced

by a continuation of colder weather.
Mild weather conditions are no doubt
responsible for keeping independent
quotations at the present level. While
prices as high as $9.35 for stove coal

have been heard,

it is only in spots and
then usually on straight lots. Chestnut
is being quoted as high as $9.25 but
most sales are reported around $9 unless
the order calls for a substantial percentage of egg or pea. In New York
the peddler trade is calling for a larger
tonnage of chestnut and retail dealers
are getting rid of some of their surplus.
Demand for the steam coals is erThere is a considerable surplus
ratic.

them much satisfaction.
The Southern coals are being shipped
here in fair volume on old sales, but
there is bound to be less tonnage for
November than came forward during

of buckwheat and rice in the local market and prices are unsettled.
Loaded
boats and tonnage on demurrage at the
piers are being sacrificed occasionally
for prices lower than those quoted for
spot shipments at the mines.

October. There should also enter into
calculation the quantity of Pocahontas
New River that has been shipped
to the St. Lawrence River by the allwater route, here again driving out
Pennsylvania coals that would normally
be shipped all-rail.
Inquiry for coastwise bottoms has
also dropped off. We hear of no actual
charters at less rates, but something
of a fleet of sailing vessels is accumulating at Hampton Roads due to slack

Bituminous The market is still suffering from the reaction that set in two
weeks ago. Operations had been stimulated out of all proportion to the increase in actual requirements and it
soon became apparent that production
was going ahead too fast.
No stimulating influences are anticipated until colder weather puts in an
appearance, but so far wholesale dealers see no forward business of any great
volume for several weeks to come.

and

—

^

November

17,
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Awaiting only formal decision regarding the check-off system, it would appear that a goodly portion of the users
only a minimum supply would
be taking due precautions in the matter
of their fuel requirements. Instead of
that they are not even taking their
usual amounts, but selecting choice
offerings at low prices. With business
Elecentirely suspended for two days
and buyers not intion and Armistice
clined to do much, the week was one
of the quietest since back in the summer.
Much of the tonnage taken in during

who have

—

—

month by indusconsumers and public utilities
would not have been called for until
the present month had it not been for
the danger of deliveries being interrupted by labor troubles. Consumers,
as a result, are now asking to have
contract shipments curtailed, and those
who buy spot coals are out of the mar-

the latter part of last
trial

823

slow moving sizes, particularly pea.
This week there were numerous quotations heard of $5@$5.50 on ordinary
While the price
qualities of pea coal.
was somewhat tempting compared to

amount, as the cellars of
Baltimore as a whole are now probably
around 135,000 tons short of normal.
This is due to the fact that while in
former years consumers had been in the

in the usual

habit of storing a full winter's supply,
a great portion this year have bought,
but one, two or three tons to date and
they must
to take
portion from regular shippers in order will expect mid-winter deliveries
care of them in the period after the
sizes.
needed
the
to insure a supply of
first of the year.
of
little
a
lose
seem
to
Steam sizes
Again the question of whether the
the toning up that was apparent a few
winter is to be open or not will play a
weeks ago, although barley still is in big part in the situation to develop
good demand and the better grades not later. Meanwhile the present run of
Rice has been
at all easily obtained.
orders is about what usually comes in
weak right along but buckwheat, which late November.
Receipts here have
has been improving until recently, improved recently as compared with
seems to have fallen back a bit.
August, September and October, and
Bituminous— The trade is now suffer- this has given the yards some little
ing from the effects of the moderate reserve.
stocking of coal that took place in anBUFFALO
Concerns with a
ticipation of strikes.
Not Much Bituminous Demand No
fair stock ahead are not at all inclined
Improvement
Early
Likely Anthracite
the past
take

company

circular

of

$6.20,

yet

sales

were few, as the dealers realized that
take this size in a fair pro-

—

—

ket for the time being because of the to
During
in any more.
Market Strengthens Lake Loadings
extra amounts bought.
week buying has been almost at a Slump.
There is considerable unsold coal at minimum.
Bituminous Demand is very light.
Tidewater that was brought down when
So far as weather is concerned it has Business seems to improve, but at such
it looked as if there would surely be a
been close to normal, if not entirely so,
slow rate that in many lines it is
a
strike and this tends to make matters
yet the stagnation of buying continues.
worse. This accumulation, however, it After the quiet summer, which was not of much account. There is really
seems likely will be absorbed much akin to the olden days, the selling little to warrant normal trade for a
more quietly than would have been the agencies also expected that when they while yet. The shippers are doing as
case a short time back, for consump- had gotten thus far into fall the sea- best they can. Consumers are so loaded
up with coal that they cannot carry any
tion has increased materially since the
sonal buying would also approach somemore, so that buying for awhile will not
summer months. Industry is speeding thing like normal.
exceed consumption and in many cases
up gradually and salesmen and others
In the way of prices the scale as
who travel around report that factories reached a few days following the calling will go below it.
For all that the winter outlook is not
in many different lines are operating on
off of the rail strike is still effective in
a much better scale than during the a general way. The producer continues as bad as it was three months ago. The
summer and that consumption of coal certain that this is low for the year, yet fear that so many men would be out of
work that it might cause a sort of panic
has increased accordingly.
the consumer under present conditions
Export business is still at low ebb, of light buying is prone to insist that has given way to more employment
although there has been a sharp upturn even lower prices are probable, and until the list of idle men is comparaIf conditions go on imtively small.
at Hampton
offshore shipments
in
there are occasional instances where
Any substantial improvement some cuts have been made to move coal proving, even if activities are slow in
Roads.
normal,
returning to
there will be no
is unlikely until a freight rate reduction
in blocks.
bad labor problem to face, here at least.
puts exporters in better position to comis
Buffalo Harbor
full of work and the
pete with British coal.
BALTIMORE
many cargoes of grain lajring up to be
Stronger Tone to Bituminous Trade—
Trade Opti- handled through the winter will be a
Prices Responding Slowly
PHILADELPHIA
great help.
Anthracite Remains Quiet Nut in Best mism Felt Almost Normal Seasonal
Buffalo has little coal on track, but a
Anthracite.
Demand
for
Demand Steam Coals Lose Strength
large amount is reported at Toronto.
Bituminous The slowly but surely Quotations remain at $2.75 for YoughiRetail Prices Fluctuate Dorvnward
optimism
renewed
Bituminous Is Overstocked Market growing spirit of a
ogheny gas lump, $2.50 for Pittsburgh
in the general business world is being
Stagnant.
and No. 8 steam lump, $2.25 for AlleAnthracite Even with normal weather reflected in a better tone to soft coal gheny Vallev and all mine run, $1.50@
present
is by
demand
at
The
trading.
small
lots.
the consumer is buying in
$1.75 for slack.
Anthracite The supply is light, but
The dealers are fearful that the winter no means of a noteworthy character,
and supplies are ready at once for any the amount in consumers' hands is up to
will not be as productive of business
the
fact
remains
inquiry
but
ordinary and will not be less, as it looks
as anticipated. The belief grows that and every
that there is a more hopeful feeling in now. As yet the usual amount coming
it may not be advisable to carry hea\'j^
much brighter future. westward has not been received, and it
stocks, but with the season so young coal offices of a
Price reflection of this tone has not is still said that more is shipped East
they hesitate to hold shipments.
although
the better grades than formerly.
The buying is centered on nut and been marked,
The more exare slightly stronger.
all dealers are urging further shipThe independent anthracite supply is
selling
coals
are
$2.60 and up pretty good and the demand enables its
ments of it. Most of them now have clusive
plenty of stove. Egg and pea are still while other fuels of excellent quality sale at a premium of $1. So long as
in the undesirable
Shipping are selling over a range of $2.35(S)$2.50. the consumers will pay that, with some
class.
houses are receiving some holders on Low grade fuels show little or no prospect of its still going considerably
pea and the outlook for this size is change as it is too easy to get good higher the complaint of excessive prices
coals at low prices for the less desirable in the regular trade goes for little.
not at all promising.
There is an increasing restlessness to figure much in the market.
Lake The small amount moving inA hopeful feature in this section is dicates the approach of the end of the
among the retailers as to prices, and
the number selling coal at $14@?14.25 that the reserve industrial supply is season.
The amount reported for the
seems to be growing.
This cutting very light. Any decided industrial bet- week ended Nov. 9 is only 68,600 net
from the standard price of $14.50 is not terment, therefore, will naturally mean tons, of which 29,800 cleared for Mildone openly, but the consumer shopping a fairly lively demand. A traffic con- waukee, 24,800 for Duluth, 9,000 for
gested by snow and sleet would bring a Sheboygan and 5,000 for Chicago. Shiparound soon learns of it.
So anxious are some for business that quick demand and turn-over coal would ments to Canadian ports have been next
in one section of the city a dealer hung naturally soar in price.
to nothing lately.
Freight rates are
If the winter remains an open one
out a sign of $10 for pea, the consumer
easy at 65c.@70c. to Chicago, 60c. to
to arrange for his own delivery.
This there will be little difficulty in supplying Milwaukee, 55c. to Sheboygan and 50c.
looked like a heavy cut from $12.25. fuel, as it will merely mean the resump- to Duluth.
but some consumers quickly learned tion of idle mining groups and the reCoke As a rule the contracts held
what overhead means in the retail lease from sidings of idle rolling stock. by furnaces are enough to supply them,
Anthracite Dealers report an almost so that the local jobbing trade gets an
business, when drayman charged them
This does order only now and then. The condi$2(ai$3 to make delivery.
normal seasonal demand.
There is still some inclination among not mean that the consumers of Balti- tion of the local furnace trade is shown
smaller shippers to cut prices on the more and the nearby territory have laid by the report that the Buffalo docks

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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have so far received only 1,051,580 tons
by Lake this season, less than half of
last year's receipts.

Coke prices remain at $4.50@|4.75
for 72-hour Connellsville foundry, $3.75
(3) $4 for 48-hour furnace and $3.25 for
stock, adding $3.64 to cover freight to
Buffalo.

Northwest
DULUTH
October Receipts Decline While Sliipments Gain Prices Stable Market Is
Qtdet Dock Supplies Ample.
Receipts showed a falling off during
October, as compared with the corresponding month last year, the total be-

—

—

—

ing 808,260 tons of soft coal against
1,508,400 tons last October and 257,240
tons of hard coal against 271,600 tons.
For the season to Nov. 1 receipts of
soft coal aggregated 7,969,084 tons, an
increase of 2,285,306 tons as compared

with the same period last year.

Hard-

coal receipts were 1,671,840 tons against
347,641 tons last year.
In 1920 entire receipts were 7,393,219 tons of bituminous and 1,637,477
It is assumed in
tons of hard coal.
trade circles that stocks of coal on the
docks will be able to take care of Duluth
and the Northwest for some time in the
event that a miners' strike developes.

Movement from
October

to

since

February

i.s

a slight falling off so far this month,
warm weather and the settlement
of the railroad strike.
Comparative figures of coal receipts
as compiled by the Tomlinson Co.,
Duluth vessel agents, bear a close comparison with the government figures,
soft coal receipts being placed at 7,994,946 tons and hard coal receipts at
1,657,825 tons.
Prices remain practically unchanged.
Rumor has it that one company has
been cutting screenings to $3.50 from $4
but this could not be confirmed and
seems unlikely in view of the fact that
but 200,000 tons of screenings are on
the local docks and one dock has been
in the market to purchase 15,000 to
cover its needs.

due to

MINNEAPOLIS

Buying
Low—Steam, Prices Shaved
—
Further Stocking Delay Depends on
Still

Weather.
It is evident from the lack of demand
heretofore, that people will not buy coal

they simply must have

it.

$2.40 at the mine was recently placed
for a test lot with a local plant. After
a trial of a car or so the buyer advised
that the coal was all right, but it would
not be used at a better price than $2.20
at the mine. The chances are that acceptance of this figure will be followed
shortly by a request for a lower figure

The rail strike promised to urge
a little pickup of business, but it was
limited and tapered off as the season
advanced.
Now comes the suggestion
of a general strike in resentment to
the court ruling on the check-off, but
already there are indications that this
will not be effective in any large territory.
And still the coal buyers of the
Northwest are not worried.

the past two weeks when the demand
was heavy.
Another element tending to depress
the steam market came about by non-

union operators shipping heavily on
consignment.
In a great many cases
this coal has arrived at destination, and
is considerable difficulty in disCoal consigned in this
posing of it.
manner to Indianapolis has also hurt
the market in that town for Indiana
coal very seriously.
The adventurous
gentlemen who took this long shot have
received such a severe burning that it
will take more than a strike rumor next
time to get them to repeat it.
Eastern coals are coming in in fairly
large quantities. We are experiencing
the first cold snap of the year, in fact,
the thermometer is perhaps a little
lower than it ought to be at this season.
In spite of this, however, the demand
for domestic coals is extremely dull.
The dealers stocked up, first in anticipation of the railroad strike, and then
in
anticipation of the coal strike.
Consequently, it will take more than a
cold snap to bring them all back into
the market again.
Current quotations
are shown in the Weekly Review.
Prices on prepared Pocahontas are
holding firm. Mine run is selling 250.(3)

there

50e. off.
Very little splint coal moved
in during the past week, but receipts of

Kentucky block were

MILWAUKEE
Market

—

Remains Dull
Dock Yards
Well Stocked No Change in Prices.

—

Coal dealers continue to report a dull
and listless market.
The domestic
trade has been livened a little by a
spurt of winti-j' weather, but the country business as a whole seems to be
beyond arousing.
There will be no
betterment, to all appearances, until
sub-zero weather has an inning.
Hard coal is moving from the docks
at a reasonably fair rate, but the sheds
are filled to capacity practically all the
time.
As soon as enough coal is
shipped to make sufficient room, another
cargo is dumped into the hole. The
soft coal yards are kept filled in the
same way. There is a possibility that
Milwaukee will have a number of storage cargoes afloat when navigation
closes.

There is no change in prices of either
hard or soft coal or of coke. Receipts

by Lake are falling off as the season
draws to a close. Usually the tendency
is the other way.
Thus far in November, 45,769 tons of anthracite, and
85,211 tons of soft coal, or 130,980 tons
in all have been received.
Last year
November receipts of coal aggregated
439,778 tons.

Inland West
CHICAGO
Steam Market Weakened by Distress
Non-Union Coal Domestic Dealers Not
Buying Anthracite Trading Is Slow.
An erratic market has existed dur-

—

—

ing the last week. After Judge Anderson's injunction against the check-off
set aside, the market
reacted quickly, with prices on all steam
coals slumping.
Domestic coal is not
necessarily weak. Rather, the trade is
showing no interest and those operators
who are still running are doing it on the
surplus orders they had booked within

was temporarily

fairly heavy.

COLUMBUS

still.

But

the time is at hand when coal should be
stocked if it is going to be this winter.
However, the plan of holding off worked
well a year ago, and many hope that
it will have a similar effect this year.
Despite all previous incentives, buying has been confined to a narrow channel.

Steam buyers are working hard for
lower prices.
Indiana coal priced at

the docks during
points was the

month

reported at 28,The total
722 cars as compared with 20,286 cars
during October, 1920. September shipments were 18,735 cars, and August,
20,000 cars. Country demand has shown

until

from.

Interior

heaviest for any
last year.

Buyers look at the reports of stocks
of coal, both soft and hard, on the Lake
Superior docks, and note that they are
the largest since 1918. Whereupon they
assure themselves that there is no need
to woiTy, and relapse to the point of
letting the coal men do all the worrying on the subject.
But if the late touch of winter proves
the
beginning of some seasonable
weather coal buyers will arouse themselves to the possibility that they may
have some interest in the question of
securing fuel a little ahead of the time
that it is to be consumed. Because they
have had the sei-vice of mine and railroad awaiting their pleasure for months
is no assurance that there may not soon
come a time when the mine may have
other orders accumulated ahead, or that
the railroads may not be able to spot
and move cars immediately upon demand. There may be such a thing as
riding a buyers' market unduly, and
receiving some unpleasant results there-
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With Appeal from Check-off Injunction,
Conditions

Have Quieted Down — All
Lake Trade Still

Markets Are Slow

—

Holding.

Consumers are apparently not much
concerned
there

mand

in the check-off matter as
practically no increase in deas a result of the lay-off of many

was

Ohio miners last week. Little change is
expected until some definite decision is
given by the courts.
The domestic trade is now a weather
proposition.
While colder weather has
not stimulated the demand to any extent, still there is a better feeling and
with continued low temperatures a fair
is anticipated.
There is still considerable distress coal on track and
bought up by dealers in
need of supplies. The retail trade is
slightly better.
Orders are generally
for small lots.
Prices are firm at
former levels. Hocking lump sells at
$6@$6.50; West Virginia splints $7.25
@$7.75 and Pocahontas .$9.25@$9.50.
Anthracite is rather firm around $15.

call

this is being

The steam trade shows little if any
improvement in any section. Users who
ordered rather freely when the railroad
strike threatened are not in the market
as their coal is now coming in. Public
utilities and institutions are the best
purchasers at this time, although some
lines of manufacturing are increasing
their fuel requisitions.

Lake trade

is

still

showing

some

activity and will continue for the present month. The H. V. Docks at Toledo
during the week ended Nov. 5 loaded

147,646 tons as compared with 176,752
tons the previous week, making 4,296,130 tons for the season. During the
same week the T. & O. C. docks loaded
but 9,934 tons as compared with 22,900
tons the previous week, making 1,035,039 tons for the season.

Production in Ohio fields, where not
interfered with by the walkout, has
been increasing. Owing to suspension
of mining in many sections the latter
part of last week, the records do not
show up very well.
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CLEVELAND

—

Markets Again Quiet Strike Threats
Caused Undue Spurt in Sales Trade
Slump Here Worse.

—

Sluggishness has reappeared in the
market in this district. This is
due largely to the lull following the
flurry of buying incident to the threat
of the railroad strike and, following
that, the prospects of a coal strike.
The improvement which was present
for a few weeks was reflected in mine
operations, which for the No. 8 district
attained the high level of 75 per cent
of capacity in the week ended Nov. 5,
an increase of over 15 per cent.
The recession is not serious and most
observers believe it is only temporary.
There is a slight industrial relaxation
reflected in the lessened buying of steel
products, the result largely of the uncertainty over freight rates. Due to the
fair accumulation of orders the steel
mills are continuing operations at a
coal

good rate for the present. Indications
are that buying will be resumed before
The feeling is
the first of the year.
growing that freight rates will be reduced not later than in January.

Some explanation of the exceeding
dullness in the coal trade is found in
the fact that a record of bank transactions in the country disclose that the
slump in the Cleveland district was
Compared
greater than in any other.
with the third quarter of 1920, transactions dropped 31 per cent. Declines in
other districts ranged down to 4 per
cent.

As the winter creeps on the retail
is meeting with a more active
demand. The Lake season is virtually
an
end.
at
Bituminous coal receipts for industries and retail dealers for the week
ended Nov. 5 again registered a high
mark and amounted to 1,898 cars; divided, 1,221 cars to industries and 677
trade

sale
tion

market

failed to

825

show any

reflec-

on the retail situation, prices holding to the same spread as they have
Smokeless
for the past three months:
$9.50@$10; mine run $7.50 and slack

Bituminous lump was $7.75,
$6@$6.50 and slack $4.50@

$6.25.

mine

bore

Demand Extremely

$5.50.

DETROIT

—

—

—

nature.

Because of the shortened market for
products, many factories and
steam plants are now running on low
their

with greatly lessened fuel
requirements. Buyers seem to be getting coal enough by picking up such
bargains as come their way.
The impression that all railroad
freight rates will be reduced and that
freight charges on coal will be set at
a lower level in the near future seems
to be an added influence deterring some
buyers from placing orders now. The
idea seems to have spread that a reduction in transportation charges may be
expected about Jan. 1.
Several brokers, in anticipation of a
railroad strike, took a chance on increasing their shipments. They are now
undergoing a troublesome ordeal in an
Almost
effort to dispose of the coal.
any price is said to be acceptable in
schedules,

their dilemma.

West Virginia lump

is

home

quoted at $3.15

—

small

lots.

—

&

N.

To make matters even worse

cars kept turning up all week at northern points where they had been shipped

on consignment and precluded placing
shipments in that part of Ohio and
Michigan.
In the general tumble of prices that
followed the effort to move the congestion, smokeless coal was hit least
of all. A scant reduction of 25c. generally was all that the mines or jobbers saw fit to make to keep the coal
Spot lump could be bought
moving.
around the $4-mark, although most of
Other
it kept moving at $4.25@$4.50.
prices were, egg $4@$4.25, nut $3@
$3.50,

from

mine run $2@$2.75 and slack
$1.10 up.

There was a wide variation of prices
Both Kentucky and
bituminous.

for

West

Virginia

offerings

sold:

Lump

$2.40@$3.50, mine run $1.40@$1.85;
Kentucky slack 80c.@$1.10 and West
Virginia $1@$1.25.

The

flighty condition

of the whole-

ST.

LOUIS

Weather Fails to Stimulate
Steam Unusually Quiet
Market
Country Demand Is Slow.
Colder

A

—

—

cold weather has helped the
There is some
domestic call for Standard coal,
trade is
dealer
that
the
than
but other
quiet and all the yards are piled high
there
is very
result
a
with coal. As
St. Louis.
little domestic moving to
much
the
pretty
are
in
Country dealers
little

local condition a trifle.
little

same position.
Steam is quiet.

The acquired storage

in for ordinary
needs, with the result that the market

seems

to

be

filling

The situto slip some.
is also quiet in the country.
pretty fair movement of coal has
been going through St. Louis to Kansas
City and Omaha until the last few
days. Congestion at this point has held
Chicago movement is
up" shipments.
fairly good.
Very little anthracite is moving, but
coke seems to be doing quite well.
There is no change in price schedules.
has a tendency
ation

A

Light

— Movement

Confined to Contracts and Shipments to
Trade Awaits
Domestic
Furnaces
Colder Weather.
The trade is now up against the dull-

—

Dullness Re7nains Dominant Distress
Tonnage Heavier Anthracite Orders
Confined to Small Lots.
Bituminous There is almost no buying demand and efforts to arouse interest among consumers meet with discouraging lack of success. Some coal is
being purchased but the quantity is
small and the demand of an irregular

—

trade. Orders were practically nil and
this in
cancellations were numerous
the face of the fact that hundreds of
"no-bills" were awaiting disposition in
the yards of the C. & O. and the L.

BIRMINGHAM

i-un

@$3.25, egg at $2.50, mine run $2, nut
and slack $1.25. Ohio lump is $3@$3.25,
egg $2.40, mine run $1.90, nut and slack
Pittsburgh No. 8 li-in.
$1.15@$1.25.
for dealers.
is $2.40, y-in. lump $2.35, mine run $2.15,
nut and slack $1.65. Smokeless lump
CENCINNATI
and egg is $4.75, mine run $2.65, nut
$1.60.
Strike Flurries Leave Consumers Over- and slack
Antracite Lower temperatures with
Heavy
Distress Tonnage
Stocked
heavy snowfall has not yet increased
Retail Prices Stable.
expected by
The full force of the miscalculations the demand to the degree earlier limto the
made of the possibilities of a railway dealers, who, owingwere
looking for a
distribution,
ited
strike and the effect of the check-off
rush of buyers. Orders are usually in
this week on the Cincinnati

—

South

est period that it has experienced in
several months. There is slight demand
for coal in the spot market, which has
been the only channel where buying has
been done in the past six months. Prior
to the threatened rail strike there was
some stocking on the part of consumers,
both spot and contract customers, and
this has been reflected in a slackened
movement. Railroads and utilities are
reported to have a sufficient supply on
hand to rest easy and they are taking
the minimum allowed and sometimes
less.

The domestic situation is little if any
better and no further activity is expected until a normal stage of winter
weather sets in. Yards have full stocks
on hand and are disposing of it at an
e.xtremely slow pace.
There have been no fluctuations of
importance in either steam or domestic
figures the past week and prices quoted
in our last report are representative of
the market at this time.
Increased production in this field is
due alone to the large amount now required for coking purposes for furnace
use. There are now twelve furnaces in
operation as against five in blast Aug.
Commercial and domestic mines are
1.
still averaging about 50 per cent running time.

LOUISVILLE
Prices Slightly Weaker and Movement
Light- Dom.estic Trade Awaits Colder

—

—Screenings Hard

Weather

to

Move.

Screenings are being absorbed a little
better, due in part to the fact that production of prepared is slightly smaller.
With some western Kentucky screenings at 40c.; some eastern Kentucky at
80c.@90c.; and West Virginia as low as
75c., it cannot be said that the market
is doing much in the way of showing
Mine run continues inactive
strength.
as a result of the cheap fine coal marPrepared needs cold weather to
ket.
move it freely enough to make for
better price. General quotations are off
around 25c. over top figures of a week
ago on prepared sizes. Current quotations are shown in the Weekly Review.

During

last week there was some desections generally supplied

mand from

by Indiana, as a result of the temporary miners' strike forcing a lot of inquiries into Kentucky.
While there is a good deal of pessi-

mism

expressed, business conditions in
Louisville are about normal as a whole,

and the outlook

is

improving.

Bank

clearings for the year to date are $1,009,624,312 as against $1,344,741,017
last year. Clearings for the week ended
Nov. 5, were $23,.397,110 as against
October clear$26,319,749 last year.
ings were $101,474,725 as against $126,890,013 last year. The loss in dollars
and cents has not been as great as the
depreciation in the value of general
commodities, and it is claimed that tonnage movement as a whole is larger
here than last year, which would indicate normal coal consumption.
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DENVER
as

—Strike Threatens

Wage Cut Looms

conimi.ssion

has

held

that

the

agreement between the company and
the men looking to lower wages "Is not

West
Production Improves

hi'

Vol. 20, No. 20

— Cheaper

Coal

Promised.
Just as

production is reaching its
stride of a year ago, union miners are
threatening to strike if the Colorado
Fuel & Iron Co. decides to cut wages
30 per cent, as it sought to do Sept. 1,
when the company was prevented from
so doing by the Colorado Industrial

Commission,
pending
investigation,
which only recently gave its decision,
upholding the company's contention.
The wage reduction will be announced
soon.

unreasonable or injurious to public interest."
The union leaders insist that
the minority could not be bound by the
majority in accepting a new wage scale
without proper notice being given the
industrial commission.
Weekly production for the last half
of October was 275,000 tons, averaging
70 per cent of full-time output, and 25,000 tons more than during the corresponding weeks of a year ago.

Cheaper coal was promised consumers at the time the Colorado Fuel &
Iron Co. first sought to make a reduction in wages.
Just what the outcome
of the present development will show,
company officials are reluctant to dis-

News
the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian

days merchant ovens have been going
tonnages of coke

out, after considerable

accumulated on track.

PITTSBURGH
No Labor Developments—Market

—

The overproduction of coke cannot be
Stag-

nant Demaiid Lower Than Ever.
There have been no new developments
in the matter of the check-off since Nov.

when operators

7,

notified

the district

mine workers that their notice of discontinuance of the check-off was withdrawn by reason of the appeal granted
at Chicago on Judge Anderson's checkinjunction.
If the injunction prevails over the appeal the operators will
off

of course discontinue the check-off at
once. If the injunction does not become
effective, the situation remains as stated
in last report, that the operators will
not consent to the check-off being included in any scale to be agreed upon

for the period beginning April

1,

1922.

The market has been extremely

dull

since the possibility of a railroad strike

disappeared.
The threatened mine
strike on the check-off produced no appreciable increase in demand. The present stagnation is due chiefly to stocks
accumulated in the period when a rail
However, the
strike was threatened.
market is even quieter than a week ago,
instead of the quietness wearing off.
The district is not feeling increased
competition from non-union fields, for
reports from the Connellsville region
are of decreased activity there.
Slack continues to be a drug on the
market, being produced in excess of
demand by reason of the screening of
gas coal. Prices are unchanged from
a week ago, being nominal asking prices
in the case of steam coal but actual
trading prices in gas and domestic.

CONNELLSVILLE
Prices Declining Account of Overproduction Consumers Prefer Byproduct
Coke.
Market prices have suffered as a result of coke production being increased
at too strong a pace for the increase in
consumptive requirements. The condition of operators being somewhat precipitate in blowing in ovens has been
referred to in each of these reports for
the past three weeks. In the past ten

—

ject to the check-weighman maintained
at the union mines and so expressed
themselves in a resolution at the meet-

ing in Altoona.

INIONTOWN
Softened Demand Fails to Halt Coke
Production Prices Weaker Possibility of Lower Freights Delays Buying.
Although the coke market continues
soft the H. C. Frick Coke Co. is steadily
increasing its number of ovens in blast.
On Nov. 12, a total of 600 were fired,
distributed:
Leisenring No. 2, 200;
Lemont, 150; Youngstown, 150 and
Colonial 175 ovens. The Leisenring and
Colonial plants have been closed since
last spring but the other plants have
been workinjr on transient orders for

attributed to conditions in the iron trade
having turned for the worse, nor did it
represent a plain error of judgment on
the part of coke operators. Rather it
was psychological, the contemplation of
idle ovens having become irksome to
operators, who thereupon decided to
take a chance on blowing in.
The September report of the Geological Survey shows production one-sixth
beehive coke and five-sixths byproduct,
showing a very slight gain in the beehive proportion, which in July was dovm
to one-eighth.
There is speculation as
to when beehive coke will "come back"
and indications are this will not occur
until the byproduct ovens are running
full, which would require a very fair
degree of iron and steel activity, something that is not discernible for the
nearby future.
A price of $3.25 on
spot furnace coke has changed from the
minimum to the maximum, and can be
shaded, possibly to $3.
Contract furnace remains nominal at $3.35@$3.40.
Spot foundry is still quotable $4.25@
$4.75, but the $4.75 price is rarely obtained even for the best brands.
The Courier reports production in the
week ended Nov. 5 at 29,000 tons by the
furnace ovens and 38,400 tons by the
merchant ovens, a total of 67,400 tons,
an increase of 2,200 tons.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

—

Confusion in Check-Off Controversy
Operators Await Further Court De-

the Steel Corjjoration.

The coke market has been softened
through a lack of demand, consumers
who discontinued buying while the
threat of a railroad strike was present
not having returned as yet. The possibility of lower freight rates also is a
contribiJting factor, orders for coke being limited to immediate needs instead
of blast furnaces laying up stock piles
against interrupted transportation due
to weather conditions.
While all concerned believe that reduced rates will
eventually come there has been no indication when and the uncertainty has
worked acrainst buying for future needs.
The quotable market is fairly indefinite but a $:; figure for furnace coke
has been connected with sales.
Most
operators, however, are inclined to be
firm and quotations range up to $3.25.
Foundry carries a quotation of $4.25
@$4.50.

ANTHRACITE
Demand

discontinued in the district.
Shortly after the meeting adjourned,
word came from Chicago of the setting
aside of that ruling relating to the
check-off.
The members of the asso-

were immediately

recalled,

and

in view of the sudden change it was
decided to continue the collection of
the check-off in the field until such

—

Heavier Holidays Cut
—Steam
Coals More Stable.

Is

Production

During the past week the demand for
anthracite has been increasing.
However, the output was reduced by the observance of Armistice Day, which was
generally celebrated throughout the
field.
Election Day also caused many
of the mines to be closed dovvrn.
Steam sizes are moving more freely
and it is becoming difficult to secure
them at prices below the standard company price. Stove continues to feed the
domestic market.

EASTERN OHIO

cision.

Following the issuance of Judge
Anderson's
check-off
injunction,
a
meeting of the Central Pennsylvania
Coal Producers' Association was held
in Altoona and a resolution adopted
setting forth that the system would be

ciation

—

—

cuss.

From

time as the courts may decide otherwise.
Coal operators in the central Pennsylvania field largely welcomed the injunction and were keenly disappointed
al the later turn of events.
President John Brophy of District No. 2,
U.M.W., issued a statement in which
he terms the injunction a blow at the
very heart of thi' union and called upon
all union miners in the district to stick
to their agrecirients and await the decision of the Federal courts.
The association members do not ob-

Heavy Production Caused by Labor
Threat Market Reacts and Sluggish-

—

—

ness Prevails Prices Easier.
With the stimulated demand by reason of Judge Anderson's injunction concerning the check-off this field produced
the maximum tonnage of the year during the week ended Nov. 5, namely, 464,000 tons, which is approximately 76 per
cent of the total rated capacity. Cumulative
production for the calendar
year shows an aggregate of 15,303,000
tons as against a potential capacity of
27,525,000 tons.
The operators' association reports

November
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that their mines worlced 58 per cent of
possible worktime as compared with 49
per cent the preceding week, and produced approximately 70 per cent of
rated capacity. Time lost account "no
markets" continue less than 35 per cent,
and while the railroads are pretty well
stocked, they are taking something over
35 per cent of the total output.
The operators' association took action
to continue the check-off of dues from
payrolls in line with the decree handed
down by the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, Chicago, on Nov. 5.
Barometer reports from various industrial centers indicate that there was
a definite pickup in business during the
week, especially in the Youngstown district with the iron and steel industry,
where a substantial lessening of unemployment reflected a general better-

ment.

However, so far as the coal trade is
concerned, it is pretty generally felt
that the high volume of tonnage mined
during the past few weeks has been due
to artificial conditions, and that consumption has been much less than the
quantity produced; consequently, both
industries and retail yards are now well
stocked.
The situation is expected to
result in a lessening demand, temporarily at least.

827

also possible to produce some coal
the Big Vein mines, otherwise in-

in

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

for domestic grades was nearly as
sluggish as for steam coals and production slumped accordingly.

—

Car Shortage Causes Heavier Losses
Markets Less Active Slack Coal De-

—

clines.

New

River and the Gulf

Production underwent a decrease in
the New River field during the week
ended Nov. 5.
The reaction of the
strike curtailed the output to about
40 per cent.
Even with this low tonnage there were hardly enough opentops to go around. Demand was lacking for every grade except lump.
Little coal was being exported, but

some

was moving

to

New

There was not so strong a market
for Gulf coal and production was still
held down to about 50 per cent. Many
mines were not working at all. Although some coal was being sold for
bunkerage the movement to Tide was
not large.

for large gaps in the Pocahontas output, car shortage losses being nearly
three times as large as "no markets."
Most of the coal going to Tide found its
way to the New England market.

seems

coal trade

to be the opinion that the
will continue quiet for the

next few weeks, barring severe weather
or the looming up of labor troubles at
the mines by some unexpected developments in the present litigation in the
Federal courts concerning the check-off.

FAIRMONT AND PANttANDLE

—

R.R. Orders Heavier Prices
Production StUl Cut
by

—

Weaker

Sluggish

Markets.

Fairmont
Mine idleness was very marked,
with most operations shut down during the week ended Nov. 5. Production was heavier on the Morgantown
and Wheeling R.R. than in any other
field, some of the coal going to the
Lakes.
Tidewater shipments were
small, and railroad fuel still constituted the bulk of production.
Prices
were slightly lower than at the close
of October.

Northern Panhandle
Railroads were increasing their fuel
orders which caused the output to rise
to about 85,000 tons. Little steam coal
was being moved, the bulk of production going to the West with some
tonnage to Buffalo and Canada.
few
inquiries were coming in, but only a
small proportion of these were mate-

A

rializing into

new

orders.

—

Prepared sizes were in good call in
the West, but slack coal had increased
its

distress position.

Tug River production was also
hampered by the lack of empties, the
output being reduced to below 90,000
tons.
There was a fairly good market
especially in the West. The Tidewater
movement was

small. Price conditions
closely paralleled those in the Pocahontas region.

—

Prices

Conditions were unimproved during
week of November as comProduction
was largely at a standstill at most
of the mines in the Upper Potomac
the first

pared with recent weeks.

and Georges Creek regions.
Tucker
County mines continued to operate at
about 50 per cent of capacity and it

Middle West
WESTERN KENTUCKY
uemand Slower Following Check-Ot
Trouble
Dull.
Better.

— Steam

Screenings

—

—

of

More

Activity.

Market Especially
Moving Slightly

With reports

of snow in Michigan
states, and colder weather
believed that demand will
pick up somewhat. Last week a very
fair steam demand developed from Chicago and the North as a result of the
walkout of miners in Indiana, but the
demand was only temporary, although
it aided materially in moving screen-

and Northern
here,

it

is

ings.

Domestic demand is fair, but mine
run and screenings are not moving as
they should. Operators have been maintaining prices very well as a whole,
but there has been considerable competition from cheap coal and distress

from other fields.
The mildest fall weather of years has
not improved the situation materially in
the South.
Industrial conditions are
improving slowly, but steadily.

fuel

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Production Declines
Car Shortage
Causes Trouble Markets Give Promise

MIDWEST REVIEW

Oversold — Other Coals
Is
—Steam
Stocks Heavy —Check-

Domestic

Slump

Hearing Awaited with Interest.
expected, the market took a
decided slump last week. This reaction
from the strength of the week previous
was caused almost entirely by the temoff

Kanawha
Mines began the week ended Nov. 5
with an output of about 22,000 tons
daily and ended with about 12,000, production being under 40 per cent. There
were hardly more than enough opentop cars to meet requirements despite

number of operations. The
only call was for domestic coal and
the price on mine run accordingly
tended downward.
the limited

Logan and Thacker
Logan production was greatly hampered by an inadequate car supply.
Prices were on about the same level
as during the preceding week, lump
ranging $2.75@$3.75 and mine run $1.35
(S)$1.90.

UPPER POTOMAC
Conditions Fail to Improve
Still Weak
Production Low.

business.

England

particularly in

softening in prices,
It

Virginia

Notwithstanding an increasing number of inquiries prices remain firm.
Production was maintained at about 60
per cent of capacity.
In general,
operators were somewhat more optimistic about the future and were confident that the better line of inquiries
would soon increase the volume of

markets.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Railroad disability was responsible

slack.

As was

expected, there was a reaction during the first week of November
in the demand for coal, those who came
into the market in anticipation of the
strike being well stocked.
The market

activity reigned.

Orders and inquiries have subsided
during the past few days. Along with
this lessening in demand there has been
a

Northeiastern Kentucky

was

Thacker mines were running at about
per cent of normal.
No market
were being reduced, but those
from car shortage were increasing.
The majority of the output was assigned to Western markets and railroad production was good. The checkoff decision of Judge Anderson had a
tendency to strengthen the morale of
producers and workers in the region,
where order has now been almost com40

losses

pletely restored.

As was

porary settlement of the check-off fight.
It is anticipated that market conditions will be extremely dull until after
Nov. 16, when the check-off case again
comes up for a hearing in the Circuit
Court at Chicago, under Judges Carpenter, Evans and Alschuler.
The domestic market has been fairly
firm, but this strength has not been derived on account of the demand, but entirely because many operators oversold
their domestic output during the last
two weeks, when the market was good.
Few cancellations have been received,
but to make up for this, practically no
new orders have been placed.
It is expected that domestic prices
will remain at the present level or go
higher later on in the season. Taking
all in all, the market is just about as

good now as it was during the
of July and August.

Steam

dull

days

coal suffered a severe collapse

Prices on good
the week.
grade Illinois screenings, which have
been holding firm at $2@S2.85, slumped
back to $1.25, and the end is not yet in
earlier in
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Some

of the stronger operators
in the southern part of Illinois and in
the Fourth Vein District of Indiana are
holding out for $2 or more, but they are
selling practically no coal.
Mine run
is not much better off and took a corsigrht.

responding slump

in price.

The industrial situation looks a little
more cheerful, but those industries who
are working apparently have enough
coal on hand to keep them from worry
and, consequently, are not in a mood to
purchase. On account of the threatened
railroad strike, followed by the trouble
with the mine workers, a great many
plants anticipated their coal needs and
bought heavily.
As a natural consequence, they are out of the market for
the next two or three weeks. The only
chance of an improvement in the steam
market will be intense cold weather for
a period of weeks, or renewed talk of a
strike of the United Mine Workers.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Miners at Work Again

—

Oversupply of
All Sizes Light Demand for Steam
Domestic Prices Easier.

—

Vol. 20, No. 20

high and low price on steam. Screenings are as low as $1, or were. Other
reports show up to $1.75.
Mines are
getting about three days a week run.
In the Duquoin and Jackson fields
somewhat similar conditions prevail.
The Mt. Olive situation has eased up
to such an e.xtent that all grades of
coal are unbilled and working time is
down 50 per cent. Kansas City is
drawing heavily, however, on account
of unsettled conditions in the Kansas
fields

where some mines are on

for

and

Louis and Chicago shipment
for country.
Screenings
the market brought

St.

.?1@1.25.
In the Standard field prices hold up
unusually well under the jolt. Working
time dropped off to two and three days.
Railroad tonnage continues good. General conditions, however, are not satisfactory and such coal as is moving is
under pressure.

Southern Appalachian

A

UTAH

$3.75

when forced on

ville

warm weather

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Demand

Slotvs

Well Booked

Down

— Domestic Grades

—Prices Stable.

There has been a general slowing up
in demand for all grades since strike
scare, although most operators are well
booked up for the present, especially on

Hurt By
Warm,
—Business
Jmposfiible to Market Slack
—Weather
R.R. Fuel Buying Increases.
Retail

Retailers report another slump in
demand. The reason for the change is
due to the fact that the cold weather
experienced toward the latter part of
October was of short duration and the
temperature has mounted again. However, large quantities of railroad fuel
are being stored.
With slack at only $L70 at the
mine, producers are finding it diflicult to
secure a market for this grade.
The
price has been nearly cut in two dur-

ing the past eighteen months, while
other grades have gone up. The poor
slack market i.s, of course, due to the
industrial depression, which shows very
few signs of improvement at present.
Some of the companies are dumping
their slack where they can get it
should a market present itself.
of the Graaselli Chemical Co.. north of
Terre Haute.
The Prevo Contracting Co.,
Pittsbureh. has been awarded the contract.
Coal mined will be used exclusively to supply the three Indiana plants of the Grasselh company located at Terre Haute. East
Chicago and Fortvllle.

News Items

From

West

strike.

An oversupply did not affect the
price on domestic sizes, which is $3.50

—

quietness prevails in the Carterfield that is disappointing.
The
has accumulated considerable stocks. Domestic is hit hard.
Lump is unbilled at some mines and
egg and nut are strung alone the sidetracks in full train-lots.
Steam is heavy. Domestic prices are
pretty well maintained at $4.05 for
lump and egg and $3.25 up on No. 1
nut. There is a wide gap between the

domestic.
The major portion of the
orders, however, were no doubt placed
because of the .strike flurry, as new
business is scane and hard to get.
The change in the weather is expected
to bring back the domestic market.
Current prices on best 4-in. block range
$;S.75@$4; egg, $J@$3.25; nut and slack,
$1.30@$L60; mine run, $2@$2.25.

Field and Trade

KENTUCKY
The O'Gara Coal

ILLINOIS
The Latham-Lincoln coal mine at Lincoln,
one of the biggest mining properties In
Logan County, has been purchased by the
Sangamon County Mining Co.
Edward
Brennan of Springfield will be the business

manager of the property while James Casey
of Springfield, will be general superintendent.
The Valley Mine at Birkner Station, near
Belleville, owned by the West Virginia Coal
Co. of St. Louis, was the scene of a large
fire recently. The flames destroyed the entire top works,
including tipple, shakerscreens, picking tables, and all buildings.
The origin has not yet been determined.
Mine No. 2 of the \yasBon Coal Co.. located near Harrisburg has resumed operations after being idle for several months.
R. B. Rians, for the past twenty years
with the H. W. Lynch Coal Co., of Peoria,
has become sales manager for the Central
West Coal Co., also of Peoria. The Central West company has mines in the FultonPeoria district, located on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
Thomas L. Harris of St. Louis has acquired the controlling interest of the mine
of the Madison County MinioK Co. at Edwardsville,
the four other stockholders
transferring their Interests at $160 a share.
It is not known whether a new organization will be perfected or whether the property will be operated by Mr. Harris individually.

Three men from Harrisburg recently organized and incorporated the Eagle Valley
Coal Co., of Harrisburg with a capital stock
of one million dollars. The men are Andrew

Glsh, A. W. Helmholtz and Ownly Purman
who own a large acreage east of Harrisburg in the region known as Eagle Valley,

hence the name.

company

It

is

expected that the

will sink a large

mine

In the fu-

ture.

M. J. Woodhul! has been appointed censales manager of the Bncyras Co. to
succeed E. G. Lewis In charge of the Chicago office.

tral

Co..

Is

making exten-

improvements at its No. 9 mine near
Harrisburg.
The mine has been Idle for

sive

-some time.

The annual meeting of the directors of
Wasson Coal Co. was held recently in
Harrisburg and was attended bv the various directors. The meeting is oiie in which
much interest is usually manifested and
this year a trip to the various mines owned
by the company, was made by the entire
the

party.

James A. Boop£ of the MacWhyte Co.

has

been

transferred from the Birmingham office to Chicago. He has been traveling the Southern States for the past twelve
years.
In addition to the Southern States
he will take care of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky and Missouri, out of the Chicago

branch warehouse.

INDIANA
The Miller Coal Co., Terre Haute, has
a final certificate of dissolution with
the secretary of state.
filed

The Fort Dearborn Coal Co., has closed
its district office in Indianapolis.
The company's representatives in the state will report directly to the Chicago office.

The offices and store at the Glendora
Mine of the Templeton Coal and Mining
Co. were recently destroyed by fire, sparks
from a passing locomotive causing the blaze.
The Clovelly Mine. located north of Terre
Haute on the Terre Haute division of the
C, M. & St. P., has resumed operation after
a period of inactivity. The mine is owned
and operated by the Fort Harrison Coal Co.
.\ few other large mines in this field which
have been idle during the summer are preparing to resume normal production at an
early date.

Contracts have been awarded and work
be soon started on the sinking of two
new coal mine on the property

will

shafts for a

The Saulsborg Coal Co., bankrupt, has
showing liabilities of $83,597 67 and assets of $60,890.
J. W. Lam

?i?,''„i*'=^*^'^"'®-"'

and the Hillside Coal Co.. Greenville, hold
secured claims of $47,000. Unsecured claims
are $.36,593.67. of which Leon Prankel.
Louisville, holds $19,650 and Nathan Naririn,
$0,150.
Assets are composed principally of
tour coal tracts at Hillside, in Muhlenburg,
valued^ at $50,000, and machinery valued at
Articles of incorporation have been filed
by the Live Oak Land and DeTelopment
Co., with a capital stock of $25,000
The

new

corporation will develop mineral lands
in Kentucky.
The incorporators are- J
Ferring.of Evansville, Ind. T. W. Woliiert'
of New Albany, and W. M. Viser and R e'
Wixon, of Louisville. The debt limit is not
to exceed $150,000.

H

;

It Is reported from ShelbyvlIIe that Frank
Wright has left that city to eo with the
Central Pocaiiontaa Coal Co.

James Watson, of the Consolidated Coal
Co.,
Fairmont, has been in Pineville In
connection with the Con.solidated's interest on Pucketfs Creek, Harlan County.
Frank D. Bash, of the St. Bernard Coal
Mining Co., Madisonville, was in Louis-

ville

for

several days,
of the

nual meeting
Masons.
**

attending

Grand

the an-

Lodge

of

Miller,

president of the Long
T,
J*'^
Branch
Coal Co., Minneapolis, made a recent tour of inspection of the company's
mines on Beaver Creek.

MINNESOTA
The yard

of the Western Coal « Coke
northeast Minneapolis, was held up
recently, and three armed men knocked
down the yard master, robbed the cash
register of $300 and made their escape.
They cut the telephone wires to prevent
help being summoned.
Co., in

November

17,
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W. Neukom, of the firm
Neukom and McDevitt, Duluth
,1

Cotton.
attorneys,

of

has returned from Montana where he ob-

tained options and leases upwards of 2.700
acres of coal lands. These were secured for
Duluth parties but Mr. Neukom would not
disclose the names.

as secretary and treasurer, has resigned in order to accept the presidency ot
the Paragon Coal & Coke Co., with headContinued expanquarters in Cleveland.
sion of the Paragon Company's business
led to the appointment being offered to Mr.

land,

I ago.

M.

Geo.

eastern Ohio

Suit has been filed by the Madison Coal
Corporation of St. Louis, for $40,000 damages against the Donk Bros. Coal & Coke
Both concerns have
Co., also of St. Louis.
large mining operations in St. Clair County
and the Madison company alleges that the
Donk Bros, operations have driven entries
in their territory and is taking coal which
belongs to the Madison company.
Vernon Wells, formerly with the Union
Colliery Co., and the West Virginia Coal
Co., both of St. Louis, is now general sales
agent for the Ellis & Richmer Coal Co.,
also of St. Louis.

NEW YORK
The Bueyras Co. announces the removal
its New York office to 30 Church St.
with E. G. Lewis in charge, effective Dec. 1.
Magnus Jensen and James Cox, coal exporters at 25 Broad St., New York City,
were recently awarded a verdict of $134.SOO by a jury in Justice Brown's part of
the Supreme Court in a suit against Dougof

and Joseph J.
Weinhandler, as treasurer of the Douglas
Barnes Corporation to recover $159,800 for
the shipment of inferior coal to CopenThe jury exonerated Weinhandler
hagen.
las A. Barnes, as president,

of all responsibility In connection with the

shipment.

The plan by which Bnrns Brothers

will

acquire the property, rights, privileges and
franchises of WUliam Farrell & Son. Inc.,
provides that 80.940 shares of new Class
B common stock of Burns Brothers of New
Jersey, to be delivered to Farrell & Son,
is to be distributed by it to the holders of
its common stock now outstanding. In the
ratio of five shares of the new stock for
eight shares of the common stock of FarIn order that
rell & Son now outstanding.
the distribution may be affected on this
basis, Farrell & Son will acquire for cash
and will retire 496 shares of its common
stock, so as to reduce the out-standing
amount to 129.504 shares. A special meeting of the stockholders of Burns Brothers
will be held on Dec. 1 to vote upon the
proposition. A special meeting of the stockholders of Farrell & Son has been called
for Nov. 30 when action on the proposal
The stockholders of that
is to be taken.
concern will also consider the sale of the
company's wholesale department known as
"Pattison & Bowns. Inc.." which has a
capital stock of 2.500 shares of 8 per cent
cumulative preferred stock, and 20.000
shares of common stock, divided into 9.000
shares of Class A common stock and 11.000
Farrell
shares of Class B common stock.
& Son have arranged to sell to the United
States Distributing Corporation, the 2,500
shares of preferred stock and 11.000 shares
ot Class B common stock.

John T. Hatfield, vice president and general manager of the Reliance Coal and
Coke Co.. was a recent visitor in New York,
where he held a conference with the presiof

that

corporation,

Jones,

president of Cambria
which operates in the
recent visitor to

Collieries Co., Toledo,

MISSOURI

dent
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Julius

Fleisch-

mann.

OHIO
The Elkhorn Coal Co. has been chartered
with a capital of $50,000 to do a general
jobbing business. Incorporators are W. K.
Elliott, George N. Rapp. Clifford McDermott.
George A. Dormette and Alfred
Opunger.

field,

was a

Bellaire.

P. C. Spragae. general freight agent of
the Pennsylvania lines, St. Louis. Mo., has
been appointed traffic manager of M. A.
Hanna & Co., Cleveland, to succeed Omar
E. Anthony, who was killed in an automobile accident several weeks ago.

The

the

of

ofllces

Gibson-Spence

Coal

moved to the Ferris Bldg.,
This concern formerly had Its

Co. have been

Columbus.

in the Ferris Bldg.. but removed to
the Schultz Bldg., several years ago.

offices

made that
been
has
.Vnnouncement
H. Walker, prominent banker and coal
operator of Tiltonville, Ohio, has purchased
from the Sauters Coal Co., Cleveland, Gaylord No. 2 Mine, embracing seventy-five
acres of coal lands at Patton Run, Pease
Township, Belmont County, located on the
Mr.
Pennsylvania near Martin's Ferry.
Walker also operates the H. Walker Coal
Mine at Deep Run. and the H. Walker
Coal Co. mine at Adena.
The John Stack Coal
has

Lorain,

from $15,000

increased

its

of both the Starr-Jackson Mining Co., and the Starr Collieries
Co.. of Columbus, chartered recently with
authorized capital of $50,000 each has been
effected.

Tlie Starr-Jackson

company

will

have Louis H. Helling as president Gforge
Coyle, vice president and Ralph J. Kramer,
The Starr Collieries will have
secretary.
Louis H. Helling as president Don Creveling. vice president and Ralph J. Kramer,
secretary.
The Starr-Jackson company
has taken over the Starr Mine on the H.
V. Ry. in Hocking County from the CenIn addition, the Comtral West Coal Co.
monwealth Coal Co.. of Martins Ferry,
controlled by Louis
Helling, is included
Sales will be handled
in the or.ganization.
through the Columbus office in charge ot
;

:

H

Ralph J. Kramer and a Cleveland office In
the Kirby Bldg.. in charge ot Don Creveling.
Ralph lago. for a number of years connected with the C. L. .\yers Coal Co.. Cleve-

Offices are in Pittsburgh.

Chief Button, ot the State Department of
Mines, has called a meeting for December
in Pittsburgh, when all the state's bituminous inspectors will meet with representatives ot the National Safety Council to discuss the adoption of a uniform danger sign
adaptable to all the coal mines ot the counIt is desired to agree upon a system
try.
which will be universal in its application
to American coal mines.

The Moffit-Sterling Gas Coal Co. will
commence the immediate construction of a
new tipple at its coal properties at DilUnger,
Greene County, to have a hoisting capacity
Other imot about 2.0U0 tons per day.
provements will be made at the works.

TEXAS

capitalization

ket recently

The Texas and Paciflc Coal Co., at
Thurber, closed since last spring, when
miners refused to accept a reduction in
wages, opened recently on the open shop

had been

basis.

The W. E. Deegana Coal Co.. of Huntington was represented In the Cincinnati mar-

by W. B. Hollandsworth, who
In Chicago arranging for the establishment of a Chicago branch.
Recent visitors In the Cincinnati market
were; W. J. Dillon of Mitchell and Dillon.
Chicago A. R. Klottes of the R G. Brown
Sol AUen of Prestonburg,
Co., Pittsburgh
Ky.. and R. E. Howe of Shamrock. Ky.
I.. H. Bobbitt, secretary-treasurer of the
Wood-Morton Coal Co. has taken charge of
the Wood-Morton Coal Co.'s Western office
E. H. Sprcen, who has been
in Cincinnati.
in charge, goes with the Thomas Mordue
Coal Co.. and Panl GUUiam, Cincinnati
manager for Mordue. will take a month's
vacation before embarking in another line.
T. W. .'Vrnette, president of the Antler
Coal Co. ot Fairmont has been in Columbus on business.
recent visitor in the Cincinnati mar.A.
ket was G. H. Ewald, president ot the
Standard Tide and Inland Coal Sales Co..
with headquarters in Charleston.
;

;

PENNSYLVANIA
The Iron Trade Products Co., Pittsburgh,
with branch offices in New York and Philadelphia, has become exclusive sales agents
for the Trucks Coal Mining Co., which is
operating on the Conemaugh Division of
the P.RR Trucks No. 1 Mine and Trucks
Xo 3 Miiie are located at Apollo Trucks
No. 2 Mine is at Leechburg.
;

Edward F. McGlynn, tor the past five
vears superintendent of the Marvine mme
and for nearly a halt century an employee
of the Hudson Coal Co., has been appointed

superintendent tor that
company, with headquarters in Scranton.
Jnles Waterloo, superintendent ot the
Maryland Coal Co.. at St. Michaels, has
been named as superintendent ot the ChesJ. E. I^odter. W. Va., Coal Mining Co.
man, has been promoted to succeed him.
colliery

general

The l/orberry Coal Mining Corporation,
Scranton. has been incorporated, capital
treasurer, John M. Hoen.
stock $50.000
Incorpo1630 Broadway, New York City.
rators are Carl Bomeiseler and F. M. RltCity, and William GrifNew
York
tenhouse.
fith. Scranton.
:

The organization

Coke Co.

Co., retail dealers,

$25,000.

to

The Glen .Vlden Coal Co. will shortly
construction of a six-story modern
office building in Scranton which it hopes to
have completed and ready for occupation
within a year.
The State Department ot Health has Issued permits approving the plans of the
H. C. Erick Coke Co. for the installation
ot chlorinators in connection with the company's water works at its mining towns In
Fayette County.
The Equitable Coal & Coke Co. has
changed its name to the Hardwick Coal &
start

Co., ot Gibsonia. has
treasurer,
incorporated tor $50,000
.\ugust P. Franks, Gibsonia. Incorporators
are August P. Franks. Gibsonia and William P. Woodapple and Louis N. Peterson.

The Richard Fnel

been

;

Russellton.

has been apRejTiolds
E.
Charles
pointed superintendent of the Springdale
mine of the West Penn Power Co.. at
Springdale, Alleghany County.

A

charter has been issued to the HarteCo.. ot Pottsville. $100,000 capital
to mine and prepare coal for the
Incorporators are Charles H.
marketBlanchard. Binghamton. N. Y.. who is also
Waldemar Hartman. Mountain
treasurer

Bee Coal
stock,

;

The Empire Fuel Co. has acquired the
properties ot the American Fuel Corporation comprising about 2,000 acres ot land
in the vicinity ot Donnie. Freestone County.
The holdings have been valued at about
The new owner plans tor ex$2,000,000.
tensive development and production. Steam
shovels, and other equipment will be installed to handle lignite under a stripping
process.
Adam H. Davidson is treasurer.
New York offices of the company are at
347 Madison Ave.

UTAH
Register G. B. Blakely ot Salt Lake City
hearing the case of the State of Utah
and the Pleasant VaUey Coal Co., against
L. A. Lawyer, which involves a 40-acre tract
Lawyer filed
In the Castle Dale coal field.
The question is
on the land in 1919.
whether or not the tract contained known
coal deposits when Utah was admitted to
statehood.
The State Board of Equalization has announced the preparation of a new record
to be used in the work of assessing mines
The record
in the Carbon County fields.
will be In the form of a complete and comprehensive report from Harold Peterson,
is

field

geologist,

and consists of maps and

explanations of the entire Schofield mining
district showing data available to the State
board in the assessment ot coal mines.

VIRGINIA
The Black Creek Coal Co., Big Stone
Gap, recently organized, has leased a tract
of coal land and plans for extensive development work. Considerable machinery will
be installed. R. Tate Irvine is president.
The Heaton Coal

Co., recently organized,

planning for the immediate installation
new equipment at Tacoma. including
electrical apparatus, mining maThe company has a tract of
chinery, etc.
150 acres and will develop a capacity of
close to 500 tons per day. L. L. Heaton is
president and general manager.
is

of

pumps,

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

So as to be available during the Limitation of Armaments Conference, the Geological Survey is making a special eftort
on a folder which contains a map o( the
Great care and conDistrict ot Columbia.
siderable ingenuity have been shown in the
effort to make the names ot streets clearly
legible.
The principal buildings and points
of interests are emphasized on the maT^
which is cleverly folded between staggered
covers. Every effort has been made to produce an attractive cover and it is believed
the publication will be prized as a remembrance ot the arms conference.

The Federal Trade Commission announces
the appointment ot William H. Fuller, of
McAlester. Okla.. as its chief counsel.
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A

decision has bct-ii issued upIhe collector ol cusioiiis at Philiiin reiusing to admit mine post-

'ir«-.i>ur\

bolilin^
delpliiu

pullers

and prop withdrawers as

'niiners'

rescue appliances," free of duty. It is lield
that they are dutiable at 2u per cent ad
valorem us manufactures of metal.
During tlie last flscal year, coal land reserves were reduced by 215,494 acres. The
Geological Survey made reports on 249 applications for coal prospecting permits and
on 78 applications for coal leases.
The Bureau of the Budget has organized
a Federal Purchasing; Board which will
shortly select a committee to handle gov-

ernment purchases of coaL The chairman
of the committee will be a representative
of the Interior Department, and the other

members will be representatives of the
Navy and War Departments.
Arguments have been heard in the Court
of Claims in the suit of the Corona Coal
Co., a Delaware coriraration operating in
Alabama, which seeks to recover from the
Government $107,431 on coal sold to rail-

under

roads

pany says

it

tons of coal

Federal

Government

control.

The com-

received J38B.593 for 171,476
while the figure under i\ie\

Administration

was

prices

argued

that

merit to the suit as the coal
contract between the coal

$436,997.

The

there was no
was sold under
company and

the railroads.

WEST VIRGINIA
The Canyon Coal & Coke Co. of Uniontown, doing business in West Virginia, has
increased its capital stock from $500,000 to
$750,000.
T. L. Lewis, secretary of the

Traffic

New

River

Operators
Cliarleston,
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hospital.

W. J. Kearns has resigned as sales manager of the Kenova Mine Car Co. He will
He was forgo into business for himself.
merly with the Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.,
and prior to that was general superinteniknt of the Isabella ConnellsvlUe Coke Co.
The Fayette-Kanawha Coal Co. is suing
tile l.ak« and Kxport Coal Corporation for
$166,000, involving the question of the fulfillment of a contract for delivery of coal
by tne plaintiff at the price prevailing when
coal was at the height of the market last
year.

At the thiiU annual western convention
of the Canadian Inatitutr of Mining A Metallnrgy, held at Kdinonlun, an address was
delivered by the new premier, Mr. Oreenlield
his subject was the research work of
the guvernmeiit in the matter of the mineral
industry.
"The government is endeavoring," he said, " to develop more market for
Alberta coal, but have met with dilliculty
in the grading of the coal"
He deplored
the lack of uniformity in grading, which
had I 'roved u liindrance in the market of
the product. He suggested the adoption of
a uniform sy.stem of grading coal.
;

ONTARIO
Among the recent coal men to visit Toronto were:
W. T. Carden and Wllllum
Bollaiid, of BoUand Brothers, Scranton
C.
E. Greaves, of the E. L. Hedstrom Co.,
Buffalo and Frank lliiward. of the Bellebridge Coal and Coke Co., Pittsburgh.
A discovery of coal at Larchwood about
17
miles wett of Sudbury, is reported
though there is considerable doubt as towhether it ocours in commercial quantities.
It Is now being worked by a Toronto syndicate, which has leased 20.000 acres around
Test pits have been sunk
the discovery.
for 14 ft. ami some stripping done.
Dr.
A. P. Coleman of Toronto University described the material found in the same locality some time ago as anthracite, and
considers that owing to its mode of occurence in veins, and not in seams or bed.«
after the manner of ordinary coal, it is not
likely to be found in quantity.
It has a
high percentage of carbon.
;

E. B. White, one of the leading operators
of the Winding Gulf region and president
of the E. E. White Coal Co. with plants
at Stotesbury and Glen WTiite, was a visitor
in the Pocahontas field the latter part of
October.
B. H. Kann, formerly superitendent of
the Consolidation Coal Co. at Mine No. S7,
Berryburg, has been transferred and made
superintendent at mines 88. 89 and 90 at
Wyatt, succeeding W. D. Thomas, resigned.
James Hovey has been appointed acting
superintendent of mine 37, Berryburg.
Isaac T. Mann, of Washington. D. C,
president of the Pocahontas Fuel Co.. the
largest company in southern West Virginia,
was a visitor in the Pocahontas field toward
the latter part of October.

The Alaska Anthracite B.B. Co., hag
asked authority to issue 2.500 shares of
common stock to extend its main line from
its present terminus on Canyon Creek to the
loading point of the .\laska Pacific Coal

News

ALBERTA

A.-sociatioii Willi lieadquarters at
was a recent vi.-uor in Fair-

Mr. Lewis was formerly president
of the United Mine Workers of America.
WUllam K. UutSeld of Morgantown has
been chosen by the stockholders of the
Rosedale Coal Co. of Morgantown as president of that company to succeed C. L.
Laotz, who recently died in a Pittsburgh

mont.
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Co., IJ miles.

The

The I. C. C. has authorized railroads to
establish rates on bituminous coal from
points in Ohio to MarysviUe, St. Clair and
Marine City, Mich., via the Michigan CenCaro. Mich., and the Detroit, Bay
tral
also via the Pere
City and Western R.R.
Marquette Ry., Saginaw and Port Huron.
Mich., and the Detroit. Bay City and Western, the same as rates via the direct lines
between these points.
Hearing in the matter of reduced rates
on coal to Kansas City, Mo., scheduled for
Nov. 26 at Kansas City, has been postponed
;

;

to

Dec

7.

The I. C. C. has cancelled Its investigaand suspension of rates on coal from
to stations in Utah, the
carriers having withdrawn the schedules.
In the complaint of the Far West Clay
examiner recommends that the
Co., an
rates on coal from Floran to Clay City,
Wash., during Federal control be declared
tion

Wyoming mines

unreasonable.

Speaker Gillette of the House has Introduced by request a bill designed to secure
continuous operation of railroads by a sys-

tem

of joint control of capital

and

labor,
with a provision authorizing the I. C. C.
to lower rates on coal and other necessities
so that producers may reach markets at
reasonable rates and make living profits

and the consumer may purchase at lower
prices.

The

has decided that the rate
on bituminous coal from Harveyton, Ky..
to P.ed Bank, Ohio, Is unreasonable.
The Premier Coal Co. and the Siberia
Rock Springs Coat Co., of Ogden, have
complained to the I. C. C. against unreasonable rates on water from water staI.

C.

C.

Citizens Gas Co., Indianapolis, requests a rate of $3.50 per ton on coke from
Indianapolis, to Omaha, the present rate

The Wabash Portland Cement

& Madison R.R. is making
a physical connection with the Burlington
which will give the
an outlet north for

lines at Litchfield. 111.,
Litchfield and Madison
their coal.

The Cincinnati Association of Purchasing
unreasonable
complain
against
.\gents
rates on bituminous coal from mines on the
lines of the L. & N. in Kentucky. Tennessee
and Virginia to points in the Metropolitan
Cincinnati District and to points In Kentuck>' from points In Virginia and Tennessee.

De-

alleges unreasonable rates on bituminous coal from points in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Kentucky, to
Stroh, Ind., as compared with rates to

Coldwater, Cement City and Chelsea. Mich.
The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission has ordered the Lehigh & New England R.R. Co. to reduce its rates for hauling coal from Coaldale, Lansford. Nesquehoning and other places in that neighborhood to the plant of the Pennsylvania
Power & Light Co., at Hauto. to 3nc. a
This order sustains complaint of the
ton.

Feeder for Powdered Fnel.
Donald,

aside.
J. I..
Schnltze * Co., and others of
Skaneateles, N. Y.. allege unreasonable
rates on anthracite from points in Pennsylvania to Skaneateles and vicinity as compared with rates from the same region to

SjTacuse on shipments moving prior to
Federal control.
In the complaint of the Clinchfleld Coal
Corporation the commission holds that former and present rates on bituminous coal
from Moss. Va.. to Toledo. Ohio, are not
unreasonable.

Trade Catalogs

—

Jeffrey Material Handling Machinery
Coumbus. Ohio.
Jeffrey Mfg.
Co.,
Catalog 350. Pp. 215 6 x 9 in Illustrated,
charts and tables. Contains price lists and
dimensions of Jeffrey chains, sprockets, conveyor and elevator details, transmission

The

;

;

and gears.

— Advertiser.

—

Small Generating Sets
Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

Allls-Chalmers

Bulletin 1117.
Pp. 4
8 X lOJ In.
Illustrated —Advertiser.
Atlas Combination Storage Battery Si
Trolley Locomotives
The Atlas Car &
Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. Bulletin No. 1212.
Pp. 8
lllustratt-d
.\dvertlser.
Si X 11 in.
Coal Mining Plants Roberts & Schaefer
No. 45 pp. 63
Co., Chicago. III.
8 x 11
:

;

;

;

——
—

—

;

;

Decatur.

1921.
Filed
330.090.

III.,

Oct.

11,

John U. McAug. 2,

1,386,009.

1919

;

serial

No.

Coal-Car Check Holder. John B. Sparks,
Raven. Va 1 386,378. Aug. 2. 1921. Filed
serial No. 436,737.
Jan. 12, 1921
Miner's Drill.
Samuel T. Skeen, Sandoval, 111., assignor of one-half to Charles
E. Stead, Centralia, 111., 1,386,434.
Aug. 2,
1921.
Filed Oct. 10, 1919
serial
No.
.

;

;

329,852.

Pennsylvania company, and in announcing
its decision the commission says the contention that the commission has no authority to change its rates within the Federal
guarantee period is without merit.
The
rates of 40c. and 70c. in effect during the
period covered by the complaint, are set

mines located in Illinois, and request a refund of $12,800 on former shipments.

structions.
The Litchfield

Co.,

troit,

tions to

The Webb Fnel Co., of Femdale, W. Va..
and Cincinnati, allege unreasonable charges
on coal from Femdale to Madry Siding, N.
C, due to failure to observe shipping in-

Recent Patents

being $3.70.

Coming Meetings
The American Institute of Consulting En-^
gineers. Inc.. will hold its annual meeting
16, 1922, at the Engineers' Club, 32
West 40th St New York City. Secretary.
F. A. Molitor, 35 Nassau St., New York
City.
West VirEinia Coal Mining Institote will
hold its next meeting Dec. 6 and 7 at either
Jan.

,

W. Va. SecW. Va.
Coal Association
will hold its annual meeting Jan. 10. 1922,
Secretary. R. S. Townat Boston. Mass.
send, 27 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Southern .Appalachian Coal Operators'
Association will hold its next meeting Jan.
27, 1922 at Ivnoxville, Tenn.
Secretary, J
E. McCoy, Knoxville, Tenn.
Pike County Coal Operators will hold
their annual meeting Jan, 6. 1922. at PikeSecretary. F. E. Miller, Plkeville, Ky.
ville, Ky.
The Coal Mining Institnte of America
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh.
Pa.
Dec. 7, 8 and 9.
Secretary H. D
Charleston

or

Huntington.

retary, R. E. Sherwood, Charleston,

New England Wholesale

Mason, Jr.. Phamber of Commerce BIdg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The lUlnois Mining Institnte will hold Its
fall meetinir in the City Hall, Springfield.
III.,

Saturdny. Nov.

Bolt. Sprinirflehl,

American

19.

Secretary Martin

111.

Society of Mechanical Engineers will hold its annual meeting, Dec. 5-9
at the Engineering Societies' Building, 29
West 39th Street. New York Citv. Secretary Calvin W. Rice, 29 West 39th Street,

New York

City.

^-^.\
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Coal Freight Reductions This Year

PRESSURE

on the government and on the railroads
for lower rates is insistent. One group of shippers
after another has urged its need for reductions and
some have obtained such reductions. The farmers have
been successful in having grain rates lowered, the iron
and steel men have put through a reduction in the rates
on their products destined for export. Others, such as
the oil interests, are now presenting a strong case.
The docket of the Interstate Commerce Commission is
crowded with petitions of this character. In answer to
the cry for lower rates the railroads exhibit the list of
what they have conceded.
Rates were increased a year ago last summer, by and
with the consent of the whole country, for no purpose
other than to give the railroads a livelihood. The government was told that the country needed adequate
transportation and the railroads needed money to supply it.
No one raised an outcry against giving the
roads their just due. That was at a time when business
was humming, prices high and labor well paid, though
the railroads were in severe straits. It was easy then
to say "Raise the rates we will pay."
It was a belated
but necessary move to give the roads a share of the
national prosperity, denied them through the war save
at the expense of the public Treasury.
Horizontal increases in rates were resorted to as
expedients in the light of present knowledge there is
no other explanation for this system. The old theory
of putting rates at what the traffic would bear was,
temporarily at least, discarded. The result of the several horizontal raises in rates beginning in 1918 is that
rates on commodities and raw products are sadly out of
line with those on manufactured goods.
The relations
between values and freights established through years
of our national life are out of tune. One business after
another has been thrown out of joint by this factor.
The obvious thing to do is to restore the old balance,
which means give commodities a general reduction.
And because this is the obvious thing to do we hear
many say that it is about to be done. But the obvious
is not always the proper course.
;

—

Freight rates cannot recede to their pre-war level,
at least within our necessarily shoi-tened view of the
future. The Interstate Commerce Commission has been

charged by Congress with maintaining rates at such
figures as will assure the roads a certain specified average net return on their valuation. Just how far can
the commission go in reducing rates in view of this
mandate in the Transportation Act of 1920? There is
a limit beyond which the managers of the railroads
dare not go in sacrificing maintenance to the credit of
net operating returns.
That limit, it is alleged, has
been reached on some systems. The promised average
return on investment has so far been denied the roads
by circumstances unforeseen a year ago.
Still the
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"sniping" at the roads for reductions of particular
rates goes merrily on.
Coal constitutes one-third of the tonnage carried by
the railroads and supplies possibly one-quarter of the
revenue.
Some time ago efforts were made to obtain
reductions of the rates on coal to tidewater when
destined for export to Europe and South America. The
roads are understood to have opposed such a course
because it would have opened the way for claims for
reductions on all coal to tidewater, and they are unable
to forego the revenue a decrease of such limited dimensions would produce. What then would be the position
of the carriers at this time on a general coal-rate
reduction?
With freight averaging one-half the delivered cost of
coal and with the consumer concerned with the price
he must pay, it is small wonder that those who sell
coal are asking about the prospects for a reduction.
The jobbers have filed a formal petition before the
Interstate Commerce Commission asking for a general
reduction in rates on coal.
They argue, "First come,
first served," and point to the grain and lumber-rate
reductions, and that, though the commission may not
order a decrease on coal, it may have to consent to it.
If this is but a gesture it is ill-timed; if it is a
serious effort it is ill-advised. There will be no general
reductions in coal freight rates until railroad labor is
again reduced, and every indication points to next April
for that event. A reduction of 10 per cent in coal rates
would mean a decrease of from 2 to 2.5 per cent in operating revenue; a reduction of 20 per cent would cut
railroad revenue by 5 per cent. We do not understand
why anyone who has given serious thought to the subject and who desires to maintain the solvency of the
railroads of this country can advocate or urge such
action.
And if it cannot now be, continued agitation
upsets the coal market and does no good. And who will
contend that even an immediate reduction would galvanize the trade or move more coal ?

Recognizing the Obvious

THERE

always

the possibility of overlooking the
coal operators of this
country have an organization in which without exception the best men in the business have a personal,
active interest.
Like many other business men's organizations born of war necessity, the National Coal
Association has fought its way through the post-war
period and is now in the period of deflation. In answer
to the questionings of those who shake their heads and
express wonder as to whether the association can longer
justify an existence its supporters continue their interest and support, and the association continues to meet
the expectations of those who lead it and of those who
look to it for leadership.
Another organization in which the coal men have a

obvious.

is

The bituminous
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large interest and to which many belong and of which
two are vice-presidents is the American Mining ConThe Mining Congress, older in years and
gress.
embracing the whole of the mining industry of the
country, has different purposes and ideals than the coal

There is no question of divided allegiance,
no problem of duplication of effort between these two
groups.
The Mining Congress is fundamentally a
Washingrton contait far the mining industry, but the
history of its activities has identified it primarily with
the metal-mining industries rather than with coal.
In our zeal for the success of the older organization,
however, we must not lose sight of the obvious fact that
the younger is by, for and of the coal industry. Operators in twenty-three states, representing an industry
that has 27 per cent of the total investment in all
mining in the United States, have banded together in
association.

common

interest.
They have a community of interest
separate and apart from that animating those
engaged in other branches of mining. The ties that
bind the coal producers together are more real than
those holding all those in extractive mineral industry.
There are other national organizations in which the coal
operators are a part.
The United States Chamber of
Commerce numbers the National Coal Association in its
membership and the National Industrial Conference
Board has individual coal operators as members. But
none of these takes the place of an association of coal
operators and never can.
An example of the way in which the Mining Congress
functions with respect to coal, and in conjunction with
the National Coal Association, is found in the recent
conference of a committee representing coal, metals and
oil with the Secretary of Commerce on the subject of
exports and the policy of the national government on
foreign commerce. This committee was conceived and
organized by the Mining Congress but the separate
industries were represented by men from the ranks
of the more specialized organizations.
The president
of the National Coal Association and the chairman of
the standing committee on foreign trade of that association were in the group that talked with Mr. Hoover.
It is natural to suppose that the officers of the Mining
Congress recognized the position of the operators' association and did the obvious thing of inviting the coal
men to their party through the National Coal Association.
It is patent that there cannot be two groups
representing the coal operators, each leading.
The
National Coal Association is amply competent to take
care of the interests of its constituents and is fortunate
in having the aid and support of the whole mining industry through the Mining Congress.
The Mining
Congress, on the other hand, has so far wisely recognized
the natural leadership of the coal association in matters of coal and in consequence has the support of many
of the individuals in the coal industrv.

that

is

Anthracite and Metal Flow Sheets

METAL mines there is much multiplication of
L equipment.
In the Inspiration mill, for instance,
have been installed twenty separate sections which contain twenty 600-ton bins, twenty pan conveyors, twenty
weightometers, forty Marcy mills, twenty Dorr classi".;rs,
twenty
16-compartment
roughing
flotation
n L^iiines, twenty 6-compartment machines for floating
the mineral, twenty drag-belt classifiers, forty spigot
Deister classifiers, 240 double-deck Deister tables for

AT
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use on sand that requires further concentration, etc.
Contrast this with the Marvine preparator described

There is not a single instance in which as
as twenty similar units are installed.
The nearest approaches are in the twelve stove and twelve chestin this issue.

many

The number of pea, buckwheat and broken
only four apiece. So much for jigs; the number
of rolls and shakers is even less.
In the Marvine
breaker there are only two main rolls though, by the
way, the Inspiration has no more only two picking
tables, two lump shakers, two No. 2 rolls, four shakers
for coarser material and the same number for smaller
sizes.
There are two slush shakers, two slate shakers,
one No. 3 roll, a thickener, eight concentrating tables
and four Dorr separators. Variety rather Ihan multiplication is the dominant feature of the anthracite
preparator.
One reason for the fewness of units in the coal-mining plant is that they do their work more rapidly than
similar units in a metal mill. The material is easier to
reduce in size and is not intentionally crushed to anynut

jigs.

jigs

is

—

—

thing like a coarse powder, as is customary in a metal
The coal preparator does not carry the separation
of impurities so far and so passes the material along
more rapidly. Consequently many units are not needed
for the preparation of any one size. But the product is
more varied. The mill has but one aim, the anthracite
preparator several. It makes broken, e^S. stove, chestnut, pea, buckwheat, birds-eye and silt
eight sizes.
It must have bins to store each. size.
Consequently the
dimensions and equipment of a big anthracite preparator cannot be much reduced even though a decreased
output and reduced duty might be cleemetl advisable. We
soon get down to an aggregation of single units, and
beyond that we cannot go. As we approach it efficiency
declines, because it is not possible for one man to attend
to operations at different levels.
If anthracite could be reduced to one size
say chestnut and be prepared as chestnut, we could have a onejig mill with only one railroad pocket, and though the
output would be low it would be a remarkably simple
and compact little plant. But by reason of the necessity
of making and therefore preparing and storing many
sizes a breaker must be large whether it produces much
or little. If small it would not be as efficient as if large
but it would be at least feasible to build it and operate
it.
But that really is neither profitable nor possible.
For this reason most preparators are made large, and at
great cost coal is brought to each of them from a disEvery large breaker has narrow-gage or broadtance.
gage tracks or conveyors bringing coal from distant
points, from mines, strip pits or culm piles.
Here then is a natural deduction. If all hreakers
were to be worked triple shift it would be necessary
to bring coal from greater distance to keep the mammoth buildings operating at full capacity or to work
them inefficiently, for they could not be greatly reduced
in size even where new ones were constructed.
One
man can take care of several units on the same level
and if the numbers of units on one level were reduced
the attendance per unit would be increased in costliness
and hence it would not pay to reduce the number of any
The attendance costs would
class of units excessively.
mount more quickly than the interest, deterioration and
obsolescence charges would decline.
Thus the complication of the flow sheets makes triple shifts disadvantageous. It would be good news to the anthracite
region were it not so.
mill.

—

—

—
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Wet Preparation Replaces Dry at Marvine Colliery,
The Breaker Being of Fireproof Construction*
Dumped Into Railroad Cars and
Brought to Conveyor Marvine Coal Is Crushed at Ground Level, Reducing
Height of Structure No Bucket Elevators Used Forty-Four Jigs Installed

After Crushing to Steamboat, Manville Coal Is

—
—

—

By DEVER

C.

1920 construction was started on a 5,000-ton steel
at the Marvine colliery of the Hudson Coal
Co., in order to concentrate in one breaker preparation of material that was being handled in two old
structures where dry methods of preparation were used.
Besides, the old Marvine breaker was unable to handle
all the tonnage that the mines were able to produce.
The Manville breaker, one of the two eliminated by
this concentration, is situated about one mile from the
Marvine. The coal is now dumped in this old plant and

IXbreaker

•Extract from article entitled "Advances in the Preparation of
Anthracite," presented at the September meeting of the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.
tAnthracite editor. Coal Ag<

- Cocf/

j'^s
-

ASHMEADt
run through a pair of rolls, which crushes it to steamboat size, then by chutes it is delivered into railroad
cars that convey the coal to the new Marvine breaker,
where it is dumped into a conveyor line.
The Marvine has two hoisting shafts 2,000 ft. apart,
but one of these was used only to hoist the coal from
the lower to an intermediate level, where it was sent to
the main shaft, up which it was hoisted into the breaker.
As the new breaker can handle the output from both
shafts, the output is practically doubled.
One interesting feature of this new breaker is that
the coal from one of the shafts is carried to the breaker
over the main line of the Delaware & Hudson R.R. and

Legend.
and slafv mixed and crffer lec»v
and concen^raf'ng tables coal
t

5/a^ only

MARVINE Nil
HEAD HOUSE

i 3elf con^'ei/Or I

"

MARVmE

N°i

MARVINE N°2
AND CONOEMMED

FIG.

1.

COM

SIDE, WORK DONE IN ROCK, OR HEAD, HOUSES
where it is not further crushed unless the centrating tables, one thickener, four sepamarket for broken coal is unusually low. rators, two main rolls, two lolls to break
In the upper corner of the chart may be
steamboat and broken and one to break
Note that the
seen a diagi'am of the plant that cleans, for egg to stove and smaller.
steam use, the coal under A-in. diameter. slush can be delivered to a borehole for

FLOW SHEET OF MAEVIXE BREAKER SHOWING, ON EITHER

In this wet preparation plant there are no
elevator buckets.
The crushing is all done
at or near the ground level, and the larger
rock is removed before the coal is taken to
the breaker. A belt and a scraper conveyor
take this coal to the top of the breaker,

In all there are forty-four jigs, eight con-

backfilling, if that disposal of

it

be desired.

—

.
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latter portion of the journey.

The new Marvine breaker is constructed of steel and
prepares the coal by the wet method. The building is
as nearly fireproof as it can be made. The only wooden
construction is the jigs, the inside lining of the loading
pockets, the treads of the stairs, the shaker sides, hangers and arms, the slate-conveyor trough, and the troughs
on the three main conveyor lines. The breaker is electrically operated throughout and controlled from a central switchboard.
It is equipped with forty-four Delaware, 01- Tench, piston-type jigs and a complete plant
for the treatment of the silt is installed near by. The
latter consists of Dorr thickeners and classifiers and
Deister-Overstrom concentrating tables.
The coal is crushed on the ground level before it is
taken into the breaker, so that the only crushing done
is that of the grate, or broken, coal when no market can
be found for this size. Crushing the coal on the ground
level has the advantage of eliminating the heavy crushers and bull shakers from the top of the building, which
cause severe stress on the structure. It permits also a
considerable reduction to be made in the height of the
building.
Another intere.sting detail is the complete
elimination of coal-carrying elevators.
Water is supplied to the breaker from the Lackawanna River by
electrically-driven

pumps.

This breaker is constructed in two distinct units
that is, it is so built that either half of the breaker is a
complete operating unit and can be shut down without
interference with the running of the coal through the
other half.
The following is a description of the flow of coal
through the breaker and the method of preparation
followed, Fig. 1.
The two headhouses (A) situated at the top of the two
hoisting shafts are identical in construction.
Coal is

hoisted from each shaft, each of which contains two
hoisting compartments in which self-dumping cages
operate. The coal is dumped into a chute, which delivers
it to the lump shaker (B).
The lump-size coal passes
from this shaker onto a gravity picking table (C),
where two men remove the rock, which is sent to the
slate bank.
The coal passes through the main rolls
(D), which crush it to steamboat size and smaller. The
material passing through the lump shaker (B) is conveyed by chutes to a point under the rolls (D), where
it mixes with the material from the rolls.
From headhouse No. 1 the coal is transported by
means of the two belt-conveyor lines for a distance of
approximately 1,100 ft. to the inclined scraper-conveyor
lines (F).
The coal from headhouse No. 2 is moved by
a scraper conveyor (E), which travels directly underneath the center of the breaker. Into this is delivered,
as it passes under the building, all material such as
products of the rolls breaking egg coal, material from
the slate shaker, that from the slush shaker, and from
the lip screens. This conveyor also receives the material dumped from railroad cars, either run-of-mine, previously crushed to steamboat size, or condemned coal,
both of which are fed to this conveyor by an automatic
feed.
This conveyor line delivers its material to the
inclined scraper conveyors (F), each of which is designed to handle the entire tonnage of this breaker.
These conveyors deliver the material to a hopper (G)
at the top of the building; thence the material passes
The steamto four double-deck shakers (H, Fig. 5).
boat material passes from the deck of these shakers into
the No. 2 rolls (/), where it is crushed to egg and
The material passing from the second deck of
the shakers (H), which is the broken, or grate, si: e, is

smaller.

sent either to the No. 2 rolls (/), where it is crushed
egg and smaller, or, when a market exists for this
size, it goes to two jigs on either side of the breaker
from which the coal product, after passing a picker boy,

to
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down to stove and smaller sizes; the material from
these rolls passes into the main intake conveyor underneath the breaker.
Stove coal, coming from the second deck of these
shakers, goes to six jigs on either side of the breaker.
The washed coal from each jig passes to the loading
pocket and the slate to the slate bank, both without
Chestnut coal, from the third deck, goes to
picking.
six jigs on either side of the breaker; as in the case of
the o^her sizes, the washed coal goes to the loading
Pea coal, from
pocket and the slate to the slate bank.
the fourth deck, goes to two jigs on either side of the
breaker and, as before, the coal product of these
machines goes directly to the loading pocket and the
slate is sent to the slate bank.
it

FIG. 3. INTERIOR OF A COXVETOR HOUSING
This shows one of the long beltways of the Marvine breaker.
Note how carefully the gears are guarded and the abundam c of
light afforded at every point along the travel, even though no
picking is done in tlie conveyor shed.

goes to the loading pocket, and the slate product, after
passing a picker boy, goes to the slate bank. Experience has shown that it is necessary to employ one boy
on the slate and one on the coal discharged from each
of the jigs in order properly to prepare this coal for the
market and maintain the slate free from coal.
Material passing through the shakers iH), being egg
coal and smaller sizes, is mixed by chutes with the
This material then
product of the No. 2 rolls (/).
passes on to four sets of four-deck shakers (J), w-hich
size the coal into egg, stove, nut and pea. The egg coal,
which comes from the top deck, goes to four jigs on
either side of the breaker. Washed coal from these jigs
goes directly to the loading pocket and the slate to the
slate bank, both without any hand-picking.
In case egg
coal is not in demand, this size after leaving the jigs
may be passed to the egg-coal rolls (.V), which break

Jig Floor

Marvine
Breaker
Tliis

line-

shows the
of

jigs

wash broken,
stove, chestnut,

and

loiig
tliat

egg,

pea

buckwheat

coals free of their
impurities.
This
floor gives evidence
on its face of sys-

tematic

layout,

making

it easy for
employees to move

jig to jig. and
11 g li t
to make
their inspection effective.
Perhaps it

from

being

of

enough

is

permissible again

to call attention to

adequacy with
which every place
the

of

danger

guarded.

is

Material passing through these shakers (/), consisting of No. 1 buckwheat and smaller sizes, goes to the
4 four-deck shakers (K), which make No. 1, No. 2, No.
3 and No. 4 buckwheat, the last three sizes being mixed
and shipped as bird's-eye. No. 1 buckwheat comes from
the upper deck and passes to two jigs on either side of
the breaker, the washed coal from these machines goes
to the loading pocket and the slate to the slate bank.
No. 2 buckwheat, from the second deck; No. 3 buckwheat, from the third deck, and No. 4 buckwheat, from'
the fourth deck, mix at the end of the shakers, and the
resulting bird's-eye is conducted by chutes to the loading pocket. The slush, or material which passes through
all decks, is conducted to a separate building for further
treatment.
All slate from the jigs passes over slate shakers (L) to
reclaim the fine breakage. The material going over these
shakers passes to the slate bank; that passing through
them joins with the slushings from the jigs. This mixThe
ture then passes over the slush shakers (M).
material passing over a B?-in. mesh goes into the main
conveyor line (E) underneath the breaker. The material going through these slush shakers passes to the
plant for the treatment of the slush.
Lip screenings from all the loading pockets (Fig. 6)
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The
go to the main conveyor line under the breaker.
slush-treatment plant, which receives all the slush from
the breaker, consists of a Dorr thickener, in which the
slush is settled out of the water; that which overflows
contains only the smallest particles of the suspended
The thickened material from these machines is
solids.
fed to eight concentrating tables ami the coal from these
passes to four Dorr separators, where a large percentage of the water is removed. The coal is then conveyed
to a stock pile or a loading pocket for shipment. Pyrite
from the concentrating tables may be recovered or discarded as desired. The water from the Dorr thickener

and separator passes out of the plant.
The Hudson Coal Co. has given the following details
of its fireproofing practice at the Marvine breaker. In
building new breakers and adjacent structures for the
past several years this company has taken steps to render
such buildings fireproof. The precautions taken to this
end may be summarized briefly as f oIIonvs
In new breaker structures the framework has been
:

built entirely of steel. As far as possible, the design has
provided for complete accessibility to all main members
for the purpose of frequent inspections and painting.
For protection of the steel against corrosion by acid
water, deterioration from rust and the like, adequate
painting with a suitable vehicle (asphalt and carbon
chiefly)

is

upon exclusively.

relied

The roofs and

side walls, or sheathing, of these build-

ings have been made of asbestos-protected metal, attached to steel girts and purlins by means of the usual
All window openings have been prostraps and clips.
vided with steel sash, glazed with factory-ribbed wire
glass, and fitted with top hinged or pivoted ventilator
sections.
Practically all door openings have been provided with steel door frames and doors made up of a
structural steel framework covered with asbestos-protected metal.
All floors have been constructed of reinforced-concrete

continuous over the entire floor area;
these vary in thickness from 4 to 6 in., in accordance
with expected loads and character of service. In building these floors a self-furring lath, such as Hy-Rib or
self-centering, has been laid directly on the floor beams
slabs, practically

T)]e lip .screeninK.s .u

ili.>

|„,.

ki>

t-

iioiit^.l

onto

:i

ccinvi-vur.

A scraper conveyor takes this co.il. th.' coiuirmned coal, the steamboat-and-under from the railroad cmts ati<l the material from the
rock houses to tile hopper at thi' top of lie breaker.
I

and fastened

in place with suitable clips.
The concrete
has then been poured on top of this lath, without the
use of wooden forms. The under side of the floor is
hack-plastered with a cement gun and hand-floated to
a suitable finish. In addition to the metal lath, smalldiameter bars provide further reinforcement, so that
the possible, although unexpected, deterioration of the
lath will not necessarily impair the structural strength
of the completed floor.
All stairs have been built of structural-steel stringers
without risers, and with 2-in. plank treads. The use of
wooden stair treads is not thought to add any serious
fire risk, and except several special and expensive forms
of treads it is considered the safest and most satisfactory construction. Pipe hand railing has been used on
stairs and throughout the entire structure, except where
angle-iron handrails and supports have been thought

more

suitable.

All loading pockets in the breaker have been built on

framing

the

steelwork of the
walls and partitions
have been constructed of reinforced concrete in practically the same manner as that followed in the erection
of the floors, except that hollow 1 ile has been used to
steel

stringers,

breaker.

The pocket

into

floor,

side

some extent for partitions between pockets. This conThese pockets have
struction is illustrated in Fig. 7.
been waterproofed by liberally coating the inside surface with an asphalt mastic, and laying in it the wood
lining necessary to protect the pocket floors and side
walls from abrasion by the coal and the eff'ects of acid
water.
The lip screens, chutes, hoppers and troughs
have been built entirely of cast iron and steel, the only
wood entering into their construction being the gate
levers.

Pockets under shaking screens, in the rear of jigs,
and the slush troughs under jigs have been built of
almost identically the same construction as the loading

FIG.

5.

GRATE AND EGG SHAKERS

This illustratioti w.is made from a photograph taken When
construction work wa> being done, as will bt- noted by the forge
on the Ifft and two paiKs hanging from their bails. The gears, as
ever, are well housed.

pockets of the breaker except that it has not been necessary to build them of equal strength. By the use of concrete floors, pockets and slush troughs a continuous
monolithic covering is provided over the entire breaker
area, level with the tops of the packets, the only openings being those provided for access by stairs and elevaThis in itself affords (jbvious advantages from the
tors.
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rods 38'lona,£4'C.ioC.
entfs lapped £*anol wired
securely. Rods cut fo suii-

around columns and

End Portitions

openings

Section B-B

FIG.

7.

SECTION*

THROUGH POCKETS OF MARVINE BREAKER SHOWING FIREPROOl ING METHODS

All the loading pockets are built on steel stiingeis framed into tin- steelwork of the breaker. Their floors, side walLs
and -pai'titions are of reinforced concrete, but hollow tile ha.s been used between the pockets, which are
waterproofed by a thick coating of asphalt mastic on the inner side. The wood lining which is
necessary to protect the pocket flooi's and side walls from abrasion by the coal
and the effects of acid water is set in the mastic.
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.standpoint of fire-protection

as well as

from that of

adequately heating the .structure.
The use of wood in the newer structures has been confined to the jig tanks, pocket linings and other points
already noted. Heavy planking for the bottom and sides
of flight conveyors has not been entirely eliminated,
because of the impracticability of fastening the conveyor trough and side plates to any other structural
material. In some instances heavy plank flooring is still
used, as it has great strength in proportion to its weight
and affords a better footing. Furthermore, it will withstand vibration and fle.xure without impairment. It is
intended, however, to eliminate entirely the use of wood
in this connection.

Fireproofing in connection with electric-motor drives
breakers need cover only the control equipment and
the wiring to the motor, the motor proper needing no
fireproofed inclosure. The policy followed has been to
inclose each oil circuit breaker in a fireproof cell with
all such breakers and control equipment concentrated
in

The
in one room, which is made entirely fireproof.
wiring to the motors is incased in a steel conduit for
protection against abrasion, and to eliminate the possibility of short-circuits between conductors.
The most pronounced step in the direction of obtaining a fireproof breaker structure is the elimination of
all boards and light woodwoi-k, it being a well-recognized fact that heavy timber and planking is ignited
with extreme difliculty, whereas boards and wood of

Powdering Coal Without

First

Drying

It

has
of the pulverization of
the
ONE
—and one of the dangers
been the drying of the
of

coal

costs

fuel

it may be heated too much and
Recently some concerns have been pulverizing the coal without preliminary drying.
There are some large advantages in using coal in
powdered form, among them flexibility and easy control
of the fire.
In this the fuel strongly resembles gas.
It is a smokeless and, if properly conducted, a complete
The use of this
combustion that this fuel affords.
product is well beyond the experimental stage and the
opportunity to sell it is large, it being used already
in the heating of houses, apartments, business and public buildings, for generation of power and steam at
central stations and industrial plants, for open-hearth
metallurgy and for the manufacture of cement.
In order to obviate drying difficulties the apparatus
shown in the accompanying illustration has been devised
and placed on the market. This is known as the Pulverburner and is intended to pulverize the fuel and feed
it direct to the burner of the furnace regardless of the
purpose to which the heat is applied.
The apparatus as shown consists of a feeder, an
impact pulverizer and an air separator feeding the pulNo drying of
verized product to the burner nozzle.
the coal either before or after pulverization is necessary.
Air drawn through the pulverizing chamber at
low velocity by means of the fan carries away the fine
coal but allows the larger pieces to remain for further
The velocity of the air determines
reduction in size.
the size of particle that it will carry.
The fineness of
coal fed to the burner may thus be easily regulated.
manufacturer
It is asserted by the
that because of its
simplicity and compactness this machine represents a
much smaller investment than that required for the type

also.

In this process

so catch

fire.

K
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weight or small cross-section catch fire with ease.
While discussing fireproofing it may be added that
the older structures have been renovated with the idea
of eliminating the greater and more obvious risks. The
motors, together with their control apparatus, have been
housed in small fireproof compartments that provide
ample space for the attendant to work in and for ventilation of the equipment, but preclude the possibility
of the spread of any fire that might possibly originate
light

in
the controlling apparatus,
particularly
the oil
switches. Roofs of breaker buildings, particularly those

exposed to sparks and embers from passing locomotives,
have been re-covered with asbestos shingles or sheetasbestos roofing. Practically all permanent additions and
repairs to the adjacent structures have been roofed with
asbestos material.
Chutes, hoppers and other e-xposed woodwork have
been fireproofed by applying metal lath, or in .some cases
chicken wire, and covering this with cement plaster
applied either with the cement gun or by hand.
Metal
lath and gunite are to be preferred to chicken wire and
hand plastering. In other instances similar woodwork
has been protected by sheets of light-gage steel (No. 24
or 26) this method yields effective and durable results.
Small frame buildings or portions of buildings housing important machinery have been effectively fireproofed by the application of metal lath and cement
plaster inside and out, together with the use of asbestos
shingles for roofing.
;

Its small size perof equipment heretofore available.
mits its installation within, say, the boiler room without requiring the construction of a separate building.
It will handle any one of a wide variety of fuels and
renders those of low grade available for efficient consumption. It aflfords positive regulation of the rate of
feed, the fineness of pulverization as well as of the
volume, velocity and pressure of the air at the nozzle.
Its simplicity affords strength while the design is
such as to render all parts readily accessible for inspection and repair.
The pulverization elements can
be easily adjusted to compensate for wear.
No accumulation of powdered coal occurs where this
machine is employed, obviating the fire hazard usually
present.
If desired, however, the pulverized material
may be separated from the fan discharge by means of
a suitable dust collector and stored for transshipment
This machine is made
or for future use at the plant.
by the K-B Pulverizer Co., Inc., of 92 Lafayette St.,
New York, N. Y.

EQUIPMENT FOR PULVERIZING COAL WITHOUT DRYING
The small size of the Wparatus makes it possible to place it
in an existing building, thus saving the expense involved in the
construction of a separate pulverizer house.
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Systematic Methods and Daily Accounting

Keep Down

Cost of Producing Coal at Indianola Mines

—
—

Standards of Mining Exist at Every Mine Should Be Those
EstabUshed by Management Four Section Foremen at Mine Each
Makes Daily Report of Labor and Material Cost Car Record Kept

—

By Alphonse

F.

—

Brosky*

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ORDER

and thus reduce cost
one must not only know
what system means but must have both a knowledge of the methods by which system may be attained
and the ability to achieve it. Knowing how a thing
should be done does not guarantee an individual's being
able to do it.
Other factors besides possession of the
necessary working knowledge are vital to the fulfillment
of such a task. For instance, the prospective operator
must possess the ability to handle men.
Results may be achieved both by those who are stern
and those who are lenient. Others may possibly reach

INper ton

to obtain efficiency

in coal-mine operation

the same ultimate goal by systematization. Without it
something is too often lacking and the work does not
progress with the same smoothness as is obtained with
a properly guided organization. In manufacturing fields
the intrinsic value of proper organization was realized
long ago.
Most large manufacturing concerns have
spent much energy and money in installing, or attempting to install, a system. Many such firms have engaged
efficiency engineers whose business it is to search out
the rough spots in the working of their industrial plants.
Unfortunately, the managements of a large majority
of the coal companies have not even approximated a
system.

is satisfactory, an additional step would be to inculcate
the proper spirit of efficiency and organization in the
mine bosses. Probably the easiest way to bring this
about is to place a certain amount of executive responsibility upon each of these supervisors.
By dividing a
mine into sections, each of which is intrusted to one
man, a move is made toward a closer approach to system.
Because the foreman is held directly responsible for
the efficiency of the men in his charge, he in like manner will hold these men directly responsible for their

work.

At the Indianola mine of the Inland Collieries Co.,
located at Indianola, Pa., twelve miles northeast of Pittsburgh, an excellent opportunity is afforded for a study
of mine management. At this plant not only is everything done in a methodical manner but a complete record is kept of the costs, materials used, and the number
of men on a job. A full record of the division of labor is
maintained.
Thus in giving the number of men required for a certain job a tabulation also is made of the
occupational grouping or number of each man. Wherever possible, records are kept of individuals.
This

Difficulties in Organizing Underground
It is generally

conceded that underground conditions

make the working out

of organization extremely diffiIn the factory the operative always is under the
surveillance of an overseer who is able to direct his
effort to the best possible advantage.
Here, also, the
cult.

men work in small quarters, so that many individuals
may be directed by one man. Being in close contact
with his men, such a boss has a good chance to gain
their confidence. The direct result is co-operation and
better organization.

Underground, however, the miners are scattered over
a large territory. At best, a foreman or section boss
can make only periodic inspections of the work being
done by the miners at their several working places.
As these visits are of short duration and occur at widely
separated intervals, the miner is placed to a great extent upon his own resources. The natural result is that
a wide diversity of method exists for any particular
operation.
When men work together the tendency of
each is to watch the other and acquire his way of doing
things. After a while each individual of a group unconsciously performs a given operation in the same
manner as the others. A means must be afforded to
overcome at least partly this great obstacle of scattered

working places.
Granting that the surface management about a mine
•Bituminous

editor,

Coal Age.

VIEW OF THE HEADFRAME AND TIPPLE AT THE
HOISTING SHAFT
On the left is an experimental waslitr and a small chemical
laboratory where daily analyses are made. About once a month
samples are taken for analysis at three points In the mine, the
results being plotted on the mine map.
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Order as an Aid
to

Economy

with order
kind

an

of

this

inventory

easily made,

Is

safety is assured,
there is no waste of
time hunting for
material and morale
is
sustained.
The
derrick In the fore-

ground

means

is

a

of

handy
lifting

h e a V y

material.
Something of this
kind should be at

evory

procedure is followed in keeping the records of motoicrews, machine men and foremen. Such records afford
comparison of the qualities of men holding similar job.s.
The underground workings at this mine are divided
into four sections, each of which is placed under the
care of a section foreman. This official is required to
make out a daily report of the costs, the number of men
on the job, the kind of work done and the material consumed. At first thought it might appear that such a
In order to maintain uniform
plan is hardly feasible.
records that may be filed, printed report sheets are provided. These tabulate all the items to be covered in the
The foreman need only fill in the blank left
report.
after each item, and, where necessary, make a few
arithmetical computations.
A price list is
Individual costs also are itemized.
given to each of the men concerned, and should a change
in price occur for any of the material used, he is noti-

Men

Checking
Out

The checkhouse lies
between the manand-material shaft
and the bathhouse.

On

the left is the
This ilpipe rack.
conlustration
is
vincing that even a
mining plant with a
big tonnage may be
kept free of rubbish.

The

head-

is the same
as the nearer of the
two shown in the
foregoing
illustra-

frame

tion.

pl.int.

iiiii
inmiediately.
Before going home in the evening
each foreman knows the cost of mining a ton of coal in
his particular section.
Even though the cost per ton
must inevitably vary in the different sections of the
mine, because of differing conditions, as well as the

amount of company work necessary, these
provide a sound basis for judging

When

this

system was

who

first installed

is

the

daily reports
the best man.

men were

re-

luctant about adopting it. saying that they were not
office clerks.
Now they take it as a matter of course,
and after a little practice only an extremely short time
is

required to compile the necessary data.

Records are kept of the daily output of the two trolley-locomotive crews employed in the main haulage. As
a loaded trip comes into the "Big Bottom" the cars
composing it are counted. A record also is made of the
number of empties removed in the outgoing trip.
On the surface also daily reports are handed in by

November
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costs are not included in these reports,

however. The expense of doing surface work is figured and compiled in the office. Here also highly complete records are kept of the plant operations.
Records and statistics are kept on equipment also.
One notable detail of this system is the procedure followed in keeping tab on the mine cars. Railroad companies number all their cars. Any work done upon any
one of them is charged up to the account kept of that
particular car.
In the same way the Inland company
has numbered all its mine cars. No greasing of jourunderground.
If a car needs repairing, it
nals is done
is sent to the surface shop, where the necessary work is
performed upon it and charged against the car by numPeriodically, on an average of once every six
ber.
months, each car is greased and inspected. The lubricant
is applied on the surface by a skilled mechanic.
At
the same time a- general inspection is made of the car
and any defects it may possess are remedied or proper
adjustments made.
A semi-annual inspection of the records discloses
which cars have not been greased and inspected. These
are sent for. and the necessary work done upon them.
The results achieved prove this scheme to be ideal for

841

Out of the
the maintenance of mine rolling stock.
original 300 mine cars which were installed four years
ago, only one has been lost, this occurring through a
wreck. All the remaining cars are in excellent condiThe type
tion and giving highly satisfactory service.
used has a composite frame of wood and steel, with
All cars
sheet-steel body, and a capacity of three tons.
are equipped with Hyatt roller bearings.
been
well
located,
has
and
its conThe office building
venience to all operations facilitates the keeping of comIt stands on the outer
plete statistics and accounts.
edge of the surface-building group within a few hundred feet of the shaft. The interior of this building is
as modern and complete as can be found anywhere. It
contains four rooms, namely, the general superintendent's
office, the reception room, the general office and the engineering office. The engineering corps when not em-

may work on mine maps and layShould certain information required for the work
in hand be unavailable, it is an easy matter for the corps
Liketo obtain it without going any great distance.
wise, clerks compiling i-ecords may readily obtain information needed to complete them should any item be

ployed underground
outs.

missing.

Ball Mills Pulverize Coal Almost Without Repair and

Attendance Costs and with
Mill So

Made That Large

Particles, Saving

May Be

MINING
burn such
suit the

Crush Coarser Material and Small Balls Finer

— Oversize Screened and Returned to Mill — Fines
Away by Air — Tramp Iron Not Harmful but Useful

Power

Floated

PLANTS

Balls

Minimum Power

are beginning to pulverize and

coal as is too fine or too

impure to

demands of the distant consumer.

Coal
rapidly
awakening to the value of atomized fuel as a material
that burns almost without attention and with maximum
also is being pulverized for the market,

which

is

economy.

For many years the metal industry, ferrous and nonferrous alike, the cement and lime manufacturer and
even the railroad industry has seen the advantages of
pulverized coal.
Apartment houses, office and public
buildings are using it. It is being used under boilers.
Perhaps no one is slower to see what it means to industry than is the coal man. He is letting the business
slip from his fingers; he is not even utilizing powdered
fuel at his plant, where by its use he could make available the bone coal which the market rightly refuses as
too low a grade of product upon which to pay transportation charges and too expensive to handle because of the
high costs of ash removal.
The difficulties and cost of pulverizing have been
potent causes for the slow advances in the use of pulverized coal, though they have not measurably retarded
the advance in the metal, cement and lime industries
or hindered noticeably the development of the practice
of pulverizing coal for sale.
It had been thought until recently that the finer
the fuel was pulverized, the more efficient would be
the burning.
While this may be theoretically true,
other conditons occur in the process of burning which
make extremely fine pulverizing a waste of energy. It
has been found that bituminous coal need not be pul-

verized finer than

about 90 to 95 per cent through
100-mesh and 70 to 75 per cent through a 200-mesh
screen, and that anthracite coal and coke need not be
finer than about 85 per cent passing 200-mesh.
The more important factor is that the pulverized
coal shall contain no "coarse oversize."
By that is
meant particles in the case of bituminous coal coarser
than 65-mesh, and anthracite coal or coke coarser than
80-mesh, for if these particles do occur, "sparking" is
noted during the burning process with resultant loss
of burning efficiency.
By "sparking" is meant the
burning of the coarse particles which appear as small
sparks as they drop out of the combustion zone to
the ash pit before all the combustible has been consumed. The maintenance of a uniform product, free
from coarse oversize, is a point of vital importance and
one which controls the combustion efficiency to a great
extent.

There are some who

still advocate the use of very
say up to 95 per cent passing
a 200-mesh screen for bituminous coal and 97 to 98 per
cent passing 200-mesh for anthracite coal and coke.
It is evident that their experience has been with methods
of pulverizing that require this fineness in order to
prevent the occurrence of particles of over 65-mesh to
80-mesh in the finished product.
With the use of pulverized fuel a high combustion
efficiency is maintained.
This is particularly evident
when burning under boilers, for here it is easy to make
direct comparisons with other methods of firing. Even
with comparatively low grades of fuel it is possible to
burn the fuel so that less than 2 per cent of combus-

finely pulverized fuel,
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BALL MILL FOR PL'LVERIZING ALL KINDS
OF MATERIALS

Desigmed for the class of materials that a stamp mill might be
upon to handle, the mill will grind up anything without
breaking down. Coal, slate, s-andstone, firebrick, boiler ash, tramp
iron and pjTite are all alike crushable or assimilable by this mill.
If the material is large, heavy and unbreakable it is only another
called

ball In the mill

and

the machine where

will direct itself unerringly to that part of
best fitted to crush other material to dust.

it is

matter is lost in the ash with bituminous coal and
This is
than 5 per cent with anthracite coal.
done with only 10 to 15 per cent of excess air.
Compare this with the ordinary practice, where the
amount of combustible in the ash ranges from 15 to
50 per cent and the amount of excess air required is
from 75 to 150 per cent in hand firing and 50 to 75
per cent with stoker firing. The fact that the amount
of excessive air is materially reduced and that there
is no bed of fuel through which the air must pass, with
resultant drop in pressure, makes possible the use of
much smaller draft equipment.
Heating of the excess air where lump coal is used
If a onei« one of the causes for its lower efficiency.
inch cube of coal is pulverized so that 95 per cent will
pass a 100-mesh screen, more than two hundred million
particles are produced and the exposed surface area
This gives some idea of why
is increased 700 times.

tible

less

excess air is required and why it is possible
Boiler efficiencies
such complete combustion.
of more than 85 per cent are being maintained by using
pulverized fuel.
Lower grades of fuel can be economically burned
and in many cases at a considerably lower cost than
a higher grade of coal used in lump or slack form.
This is true even with all drying and pulverizing costs
charged to the burning of the lower-grade fuel. This
low-grade fuel has in many cases been substituted for

so
to

little

get

and gas. The ability to pulverize and
burn low-grade fuel opens up an enormous

oil

will

field

and

possible for large concerns to cut their
costs to a marked degree.
principal low-grade fuels which are usually con-

make

power
The

efficiently

it

sidered waste or are inefficiently turned, but which
are rendered available for efficient use after being pulverized, are lignites, very low grades of bituminous
The quantities
coal, anthracite culm and coke breeze.
of these low-grade fuels that are available is astounding.
The operation of any pulverized-fuel equipped boiler,
This is particularly
kiln or furnace is very flexible.
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advantageous in boiler firing where it may be desirThe "stand-by"
able to vary the load on short notice.
losses are much less than with the equivalent stoker installation.
In fact there will be no appreciable loss in
pressure during "stand-by" periods for several hours
after the burner has been shut off'.
By closing up all
dampers and inlets the radiant heat from the furnace
brickwork is sufficient to maintain the pressure.
On the other hand, the main trouble with pulverizedSeveral
fuel systems has been in the pulverizer itself.
methods employed necessitate complicated mechanisms
which require skilled mechanics to keep them in running condition. A loss in total operating time of 25
per cent is not unusual.
Repair costs when grinding several grades of fuel, particularly anthracite coal
and coke, have been so great as to cause operators
to douot the commercial practicability of burning
fuel in pulverized form.
It was with this knowledge
that the engineers of the Hardinge Co. developed the
Hardinge mill, operating at comparatively slow speed,
of rugged construction, with low unkeep, specially designed for grinding fuel.
Grinding is a process which must be carried out in
a logical manner to produce results commensurate with
the energy expended. Authorities on methods of pulverizing materials recognize:
That reduction
(a)
should be eff'ected in steps or stages,
(b) That material which is sufficiently fine should be removed as
soon as reduced to this fineness,
(c) That the force
exerted should be proportioned to the work required.
In grinding, the particles undergoing reduction
should be kept from becoming imbedded with other
particles already pulverized.
If the particles insufficiently ground are not kept separated, more energy
will be required to eff'ect their reduction, as it will be
necessary to beat through the mass until the few large
remaining particles have been reduced and the fine
material is apt to cushion the coarser on its lower
side.
On the other hand, if the fine material has been
removed and the larger particles exposed, their reduction will then be a simple matter.
As an example of proportionate power,

compare the

A
crushing of a large rock and a particle of sand.
heavy weight dropped from a considerable height is
necessary to break the rock, but a tack hammer will
easily reduce the particle of sand to an impalpable
powder.
Reversing this action, the tack hammer will
never be able to break the large rock, whereas the
heavy weight, although pulverizing the particle of
sand, will consume far more energy than necessary.
In other words, the law of economical grinding is simply
a case of proportioning the energy to the work to be
performed.
The Hardinge mill operates on the principle of a
multiplicity of grinding bodies rolling in a rotating
conical drum supported on hollow trunnions, through
which the material passes into and out of the grinding
zone.
The grinding bodies in rolling and dropping
grind and crush the material.
Owing to the conical shape, a condition exists in
the mill which causes a natural segregation of both
the grinding media and the material being ground.
The coarse material on entering the mill through the
hollow feed trunnion is crushed by the large balls (or
pebbles) which always remain near the feed end, where
the diameter is largest, owing to the classifying action
of the cone.
As the particles are broken

down they automatically
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LYTLE PLANT OF THE SUSQUEHANNA CuLLIEUIKd
mills

of

Co. NUA.. ..„..,...._. .^...,. i.
the type described are used in the power plant of this colliery for the crushing o£
anthracite. The powdered coal thus manufactured is consumed under the
boilers of the power plant.

their way forward, being subjected to a gradudiminishing breaking and crushing effect as they
decrease in size.
The particles undergoing reduction
reach the required degree of fineness and the discharge
opening at the same time. This automatic classification of both the materials being reduced and the grinding media, proportions the energy expended to the
work required; in other words, the fundamental principle of grinding is being obeyed.
This classification of material undergoing reduction,
as well as of the grinding bodies, is illustrated in
Fig. 1. This shows that in the largest diameter of the
mill the incoming feed is crushed by the largest balls
or pebbles, as the c^ase may be, with the greatest superincumbent weight, with the greatest height of fall and
highest peripheral speed.
As the discharge opening
is approached, the crushing force is gradually diminished, as the grinding media are smaller and are
dropped from a lesser height.
The material undergoing reduction travels toward the discharge end as
fast as it is reduced, thus allowing the full force of
the hea\y blows to fall upon the coarser particles behind without being partly absorbed by fine material,
as is the case when automatic segregation does not

work

sizes.

The

ally

cones

joined

occur.

Where

uniform product or high capacity is
has been found more economical to use a
classifier rather than to rely solely upon the classifying
action of the cone.
This classifier, when used, is so
arranged as to operate with the mill as one unit and
a very

required

it

requires

little

attention.

—

There are two distinct types of Hardinge mills the
ball mill and the pebble mill.
The ball mill is designed to use forged-steel or cast-iron balls as grinding
mill to use flint pebbles or other
similar grinding bodies. Both types are used for either
wet or di-y grinding. The general shape of the two
types is the same, and they are built in nearly the
same sizes. The construction differs to some extent

shell

or

drum

base to

two plate-steel
a short cylindrical

consists of

base with

wrapper piece, rolled, flanged, butt-strapped, riveted
and caulked. The feed and discharge trunnions are
made of cast steel and are machined on the inside
faces of their joints with the plates before being riveted
a perfect fit. This construction
produces a cylindrical truss of great strength.
All rivet holes are drilled in the trunnion castings
and countersunk on the inside of the shell, the rivets
to the cones, insuring

being flattened, leaving a smooth surface for the lining.
When completely assembled and riveted, the drum is
swung in a lathe, centered, the trunnions turned and
This method
polished and the gear ring turned true.
of construction with the extreme care exercised in the
plate work insures absolutely true alignment of gear
and trunnions and produces a balanced, smooth-running
All seams and
machine requiring minimum power.
joints of the shell are thoroughly caulked to insure
an absolutely water- and dust-tight mill.
The main bearings ai-e of ball-and-socket self-aligning construction and are amply large for any load
which may be encountered in practice, thus insuring
a low bearing pressure.
They are bored to gage in
order that all parts may be interchangeable. The countershaft bearings are adjustable by means of set screws
so as to take up any wear of the gear and facilitate
the aligning.
The feeder for handling dry coal is of the screw type,
of special dustproof design.
It is easily adjusted to

amount of feed to the mill. Where the
wet grinding, a scoop feeder is -supplied, which is simple in operation and requires no
attention.
The lining consists of a combination of
control the

mill is used for

and

wearing bars.

media and the pebble

chilled charcoal-iron plates

because of the difference in character of the work which
each is designed to perform.
The ball mills are built in a number of standard

This combination is considerably less expensive than
an all-steel lining and has a life well in excess of five
years when the mill is used for grinding coal or coke
Either forged-steel or cast-iron balls are used
dry.
as grinding media. In all cases the ball charge is designed to fit the actual work to be performed.
The ball mill is a slow-speed machine, namely, with

alloy-steel
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20 to 28 r.p.m. as a ma.ximum for the large
no complicated mechanisms and, aside from

has
has
few wearing parts. There is practically nothing to get
out of order.
When properly set up and adjusted it
requires little attention and should run for several
years without requiring repairs, aside from the addition of a few balls from time to time.
For fuel pulverization the ball mill is u.sed primarily
where it is desired to grind from sizes up to 2 in. to
the desired degree of fineness.
It usually is operated
in conjunction with an electrically vibrated screen or
.sizes;

ferent

balls,

conical

an air separator. It is a compact self-contained unit,
and has a large capacitj- for the floor space required.

As

the

name

as grinding

implies, the Hardinge pebble mill uses
media pebbles of flint or similar material

harder or much larger than the material being ground.
lining is also non-metallic, being composed of silica

The

blocks.

The construction of the pebble mill is similar to that
of the ball mill, but is considerably lighter, owing to
the greatly decreased weight of grinding media and
lining.

The power required and the capacities obtained

also are considerably less, as would be expected.
The
pebble mill is being e.xtensively used for grinding many
classes of materials, but its field, in the case of pul-

verized fuels,

is

confined to special problems.
of the conical mill are:
(1)

The advantages

Power

saved, the energy being proportioned to the work
performed.
(2) The range of eflScient grinding for a
given size is large, owing to the segregation of the
different sizes of grinding media and material.
(3)
The capacity for a given unit is large, owing to the
rapid circulation of the ground material by the classifying action of the discharge cone.
(4) The wear of
is

both grinding media and lining

is light, owing to the
classifying action and circulation in the mill and the
trunnion discharge.
(5) The conical shape results in

extreme rigidity and simplicity of construction. Mechanical troubles during operation are almost unknown.
(6) The physical characteristics and fineness of the
product can be readily varied owing to the many dif-
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methods of controlling

the operation of the
mill.
(7) The floor space and headroom required for a conical mill installation are unusually small,
owing to the compact method of driving and the fact

that the mill

Owing

is

self-contained.

of the conical
great weight of metal is not required to insure
suflRcient strength.
This lighter construction saves in
the cost of transportation; also lighter foundations
may be used. (9) The conical mill operates at slow
speed, has few moving and wearing parts, and requires
relatively little lubrication.
The number of parts subject to possible replacement are few and inexpensive.
(10) The mill is watertight when used for wet grinding
and dusttight when used for dry grinding. (11) Where
large capacities are required, few conical mills need be
used, as large capacity units are built, thus eliminating
the necessity of a large battery of small units.
(12)
The use of magnetic separators to remove tramp iron
from the feed is unnecessary. The admittance of such
material to the mill will do no damage; in fact will
actually aid in the grinding.
The arrangement of a typical pulverized fuel plant
designed by Hardinge Co. engineers for firing cement
kilns, furnaces, boilers, etc., is substantially as indicated in Fig. 3. From the cars the coal is dumped into
a track hopper, thence fed directly to a crusher to
reduce it to 1 in. or smaller, and thence elevated by
bucket elevator to the Ruggles-Coles drier storage bin.
The crusher is equipped with a bypass making it possible for fine coal to be fed to the elevator without
operating the crusher.
From the drier storage bin
the coal is fed to the drier and dried to a moisture
content of approximately 1 per cent.
It is then elevated to the separator, where the fine material passes
directly to the distributing system and the oversize
goes to a small storage bin ready for feeding to the
No magnetic separator need
Hardinge conical mill.
(8)

to the truss construction

mill, a

Complete
Pulverizing

Plant

}

Feeder' .£^~:fV\

'•.

Mill-product conveyor

arranged for pulverizing: coal brought in on railroad cars. The coal falls In a
bin, is carried by a feeder to a crusher, elevated by buckets to a coal bin and fed to a drier,
the heat for which is supplied by a furnace.
The heating is greate.st where the coal enters,
the coal at that point having its largest percentage of moisture.
The drier product falls Into
a boot and is lifted by a bucket elevator to an electric vibrating screen, where the coal that
is already fine enough for burning in a pulverized-coal furnace is removed.
The other coal la
'Uljv(-red to a feed bin and thence to the ball mill. The product of the mill goes to a conveyor
wliif-h returns the coal to the boot of the bucket conveyor by which the rough dried product Is
lifted.
The ball-milled coal joins the coal which comes direct from the drier and is carried
to the electric vibrating screen
Most of the product of the ball mill falls through the screen.
This plant

is
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be installed ahead of the mill to remove small pieces of
tramp iron. This saves from 1 to 2 kw. in power, and is
a considerable saving in installation cost. It also eliminates the necessity of supplying direct-current.
From the feed bin the coal passes through the mill,
is pulverized and discharged to conveying equipment
for returning to the separator. This separator is either
an electrically-vibrated screen, of novel construction
to insure large capacity per unit and long life, or an
From the separator the oversize is reair separator.
turned to the feed bin of the mill for regrinding, while
the finished product, free from coarse particles, is conveyed to storage. If the distance between this storage
and the burners is short, ordinaiy screw conveyors are
used to transport the pulverized fuel; otherwise, pneumatic conveying is employed. Ahead of the burners
the coal is diverted to small bins under which are
feeders which accurately control the exact amount of
fuel that will be admitted to the burners.
Attention is called in particular to the arrangement

This arrangement
the coal is in a
Separastate as delivered from the drier.

of the Hardinge mill and separator.
advantageous when
is particularly
fairly fine

tion ahead of the mill increases the capacity of the
unit and also increases the grinding capacity of the pulverizer.
When the electric separator is used wifh this
arrangement, a two-surface screen is desirable, the
first surface being a fairly coarse screen which removes
coarse material and acts as a protector for the fine
screen underneath.
The two-surface screen increases
the efficiency of operation as well as the life of screen
cloth.
While the air separator saves in some cases the
installation of another elevator, more power is required
to operate the system than with equivalent electric

separators.
To exhibit how easy it is to operate these mills it
is only necessary to say that in a mill grinding material much harder than coal, sixty-four of these conical
mills 8 ft. in diameter are being attended by only two
men, which is equivalent to thirty-two mills per employee.

Automatic Starter Guards Small Motors
From Burning Out Should They Stall
AUTOMATIC STARTERS controlling direct-current
Oa. motors of 10 hp. or less often are installed in
where the operating conditions are by no means of the best. In many
instances such places are damp or filled with fumes that
corrode metal surfaces. Furthermore through lack of
attention it frequently happens that the equipment to be
driven becomes clogged, jammed or blocked in some
manner that prevents the motor from operating when
the automatic starter functions. Adverse atmospheric
conditions cause the equipment and especially the starting resistance to deteriorate.
If the machine to be
driven is blocked, the resistance or the motor or both
are burned out. Demand has, therefore, been created
for a starter able to withstand these adverse conditions.
To meet them the Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breaker
Co., of Columbus, Ohio, has developed and placed on the
market what it designates as its type SS automatic
direct-current motor starter.
This device is designed
for 250 or 500-volt service and is built in capacities of
It is of the counter e.m.f. type with
3, 5, li and 10 hp.
<Mie step of resistance, which is automatically cut out
when the motor comes up to speed. This resistance is
relatively remote or inaccessible places

STARTKR

FOi; SMAI>L

MOTORS THAT

C.\.\'

BE SAFKLY

OPER.ATED FROM A DISTANCE
Anyone who

starts a small fan in an

pullman car or his
own apartment knows how apt it is to stick. All small motors
tend to act that way, and if the current is left on, the motor may
burn out, the electricity which should do the work merely making
heat.

office,

This starter obviates that possibility.

made

of nickel and chromium-alloy wire, which is
strongly resistant to corrosion and is of such value that
it limits the starting current to that taken by the motor
at full load yet is of such capacity that it will carry this
full-load current indefinitely.
These details of design give this starter the ability
to protect both itself and the machine to which it is
attached against burning out should the motor fail to
start its load.
It also assures the longest possible life
under adverse atmospheric conditions.
This starter can be applied satisfactorily in all cases
where the starting torque does not exceed the full-load
torque of the motor.
In most of the installations of
motors of this capacity it is found that the starting
torque always is the smaller. Especially is this true of
motors driving pumps, blowers and rotating apparatus
not possessing excessive static or starting friction upon
which the load builds up with the acceleration or appears only after the motor has come up to speed.
The starting resistance in the device being described
is completely housed within a perforated sheet-iron box
provided with feet for separate mounting on wall, posts,
cross arms, or in some other convenient place.
Connections between the starting panel and resistance are
made at the time of installation. The cover and the box
which together house the panel are provided with lugs
so that they can be padlocked and the contents made
secure against molestation by unauthorized persons.
Fig. 1 shows the panel box with the cover closed and
Fig. 2 shows it with the cover open.
All constructional details of this starter are rigid
and substantial and all current-carrying parts are of
ample capacity. The primary object in designing this
device was to produce a trustworthy and durable starter

without sacrifice of either reliability or durability.
This has been attained by employing an ample amount
of material assembled with the best quality of workmanship.
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Judgment

in Interpreting

Importance of Adequate and

en

\j

Mining Laws

Efficient Ventilation in

Mines Gener-

— Need of Clear Interpretation of Mining Laws — Menace
of Individual Judgment — Common Practices in Violation of Law
our mines who
ventilation
mines has been many men employed
GOOD
regard themselves privileged
aptly referred
as the "Founda- seem
ating

Gas

in

in

to

of Economic Production," in the
excellent letter of George Edwards,
Coal Age, Oct. 27, p. 685. In previous
issues of Coal Age, other writers have
offered the suggestion that mines generating gas in dangerous quantities require the employment of a ventilating
engineer to insure safety and efficiency
in operation.
tion

Our mining laws make no mention
of the emplojTiient of a ventilating
engineer.
But, to my mind, the suggestion is not far out of the way. Experience in the gaseous mines of the
anthracite region has proved that the
most important problem, in the ventilation of those mines, is maintaining a
proper supply of pure air at the working faces.
It will be generally claimed that any
mme foreman of experience should be
capable of arranging an adequate plan
of ventilation that will be both practical and efficient.
At the same time, it
cannot be denied that the duties of a
foreman in charge of a large mine are
so numerous and varied that he should
receive all the assistance that can be
given him, in respect to making the
mine safe and a healthful place in

which to work.
Qualified Assistant Foremen

Every anthracite mine, today, employs a number of assistant foremen
are qualified men and expected to
look after the circulation in their several districts.
However, the ventilation of the working faces is only one
item of the many they must look after
and arrange. It is quite probable that
these other duties may frequently cause
them to overlook some important matter relating to ventilation that should

who

to

interpret the law in any way that
best pleases them.
In support of this statement, allow
me to refer to the anthracite law relating to the building of stoppings.
The
law requires (Art. 10, Sec. 8) that all
crosscuts between main intake and return airways, in every district, shall be
permanently closed with substantial
stoppings of brick or other suitable
building material laid in mortar or
cement whenever practicable. The law
forbids the use of planks for that purpose, except temporarily.
to

Law a Frequent
Cause of Accident

Disregard of

In too many instances, the disregard
of this law, by building such stoppings
in a haphazard manner, has caused accidents that should have been avoided,
Many seem to consider the law relating
to stoppings as having a wide scope,
and have taken advantage of the provision made for the temporary use of
planks to close an opening, for a time,
where proper ventilation will later require a substantial stopping.
At times I have observed as many as
ten or fifteen of the so-called "temporary stoppings" of planks, on a heading
where the air at the working face was
deficient.
This condition would not be
possible if the law specified the length
of time a temporary stopping should
be permitted to stand.
Again, where the law requires (Sec.
11,) two main doors to be so adjusted
that when one is open the other will

be closed, would any one be justilied in
understanding that one wooden door
and one canvas door could be employed
without violating the statute ?
In working a panel of chambers

turned off a heading, the question of
maintaining an adequate supply of air
at the faces of those chambers should
not bo left to the judgment of men who
are willing to interpret the law according to their own inclinations.
Many
instances could be mentioned in which
the personal judgment of the man in

charge has proved extremely dangerous.

Efficient Mine Ventilation
In strong contrast with this careless
interpretation of the law, I enclose a
sketch of an efficiently ventilated mine
where gas was generated in large quanOnly the last twenty chambers
tities.
are here shown, on a heading where
fifty-three chambers have been turned.
It will be noticed, however, that a line
of substantial stoppings is maintained
at every tenth chamber, and a double
door is hung on the gangway at the
mouth of that chamber.
The purpose of this plan was to
gather up the air that would leak
tni'outfh the temporary stoppings and
force it to travel the faces of the chambers. At this particular mine the foreman would not tolerate any chance individual judgment, but carried out the
meaning of the mining law in a way to
insure the highest degree of safety.

Judgment

in Respect to Need of
Safety Lamps

The question of the exercise of judgment as to whether it is necessary to
supply niiners, in some districts of the
anthracite mines, with safety lamps
offers another menace to safety, since
man's judgment varies with the indiIt should be distinctly understood that the law specifies (Art. 12,
Rule 9) "Where there is likely to be an

vidual.

have immediate attention.
It is not my idea that a ventilating
engineer or inspector should be clothed
with authority to over-ride the foreman
whom the law makes responsible for
all matters pertaining to the ventilation of the mine.
My thought is that
the importance of ventilation is so great
it should receive special attention,
and
a ventilating engineer would be in a
position to criticise and suggest plans

foreman which that official would
appreciate.
In this connection, let me say the
mining law relating to ventilation
should always be clear and explicit.
It frequently happens, however, that
it is capable of a varied interpretation,
according to the judgment of the person.
I regret to say that there are
to the
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accumulation of explosive gases, or in
any working in which danger is imminent from explosive gases, no light or
fire other than a locked safety lamp
shall be allowed or used."
When superintendents and foremen
come to realize the importance of rigidly
observing these important clauses of
the law, we can look forward to making
some progress in reducing accidents in
mines. The fact that men are not expecting to encounter gas has been the
cause of more accidents than would be
believed.

Places Reported "Free of Gas"
May Generate Gas Quickly
Because working places are reported
by the fireboss as being clear of gas,
in the morning, does not justify the assumption that the place will remain
It
free from gas throughout the day.
is my opinion that wherever a fireboss
is employed to examine the mine workings for gas, in the morning, the miner
should have a safety lamp with which
to make a similar examination of his
place before starting to work and before and after firing a blast, in order
to fully comply with the law.
The fact that gas has accumulated in
a working place and been cleared out
by brattice makes it safe to say that
more gas will accumulate in that place,
in a short time, again.
Anything may
occur to short circuit the air current,
temporarily, with the result that the
place would become unsafe for work before ventilation is restored.
Some years ago, I recall, that a certain superintendent considered it an
unnecessary expense to provide each
miner with a safety lamp, as long as
the fireboss reported the workings clear
of gas.
Things went along all right
for about three months, when a fall of
rock broke down an air bridge. This
short-circuited the air and an explosion followed at the working face where
the miners were unwarned of the condition.
Several of the men were burned
and others badly shaken up.
These are questions of special interest to the anthracite mines and, in my
opinion, there is growing need of a conference of state mine inspectors, superintendents and foremen to consider and
interpret the meaning of the mining
law in many of these respects, where
the language of the law is vague. Only
in this way can we hope to eliminate
individual judgment, which is now so
largely practiced.
Joseph R. Thomas.

Plymouth, Pa

Passing of the Flame
Safety Lamp
Resolutions adopted by the Mine
spectors' histitute of

In—Elec-

America

cap lamps to replace safety
lamps, except in testing for gas.
tric

WITH

deep interest I read the
resolutions adopted by the Mine
Inspectors' Institute of America, at its
meeting in Charleston, W. Va., last
July.
A report of this meeting, together with the resolutions adopted,
appeared in Coal Age, Aug. 25, p. 306.
While these resolutions cover a number of important points relating to the
safe mining of coal, I will refer only
to that relating to the use of flame
safety lamps.
After referring to the
general introduction of electric cap
lamps in mines, the resolution expresses the conclusion and belief of

mine inspectors that the flame safelamp "should be discarded and no
longer used, except for the purpose of
testing for gas."
The average coal miner will not be
sorry to learn that the days of the
safety lamp, as used to give him light
in his working place, are fast being
numberetl.
When in use the safety
lamp must be carried in the hand, hung
to a post if that
is convenient, or
the
ty

on the floor.
Not only is the light given by a
safety lamp much inferior to that of
an open light, but the lamp itself is
heavy and cumbersome. If set on the
floor it is liable to be knocked over
and injured by a stroke of the pick or
othei-wise and when hung on a post it
gives a poor light by which to work.
At the best, the use of the lamp is
a menace to the safety of the miner,
without special care on his part. The
resolution continues to urge, instead,
the use of electric lamps approved by
the Federal Bureau of Mines, as working lamps, "provided the regular and
frequent inspection of the working
places is made by competent safety
inspectors, by means of gauze safety
lamps."
Assuming that the miners working
in a mine are equipped with a standard type of electric cap lamp and are
further assured of protection from
danger of gas in their places, by the
presence of a reliable and competent
safety inspector, who makes frequent
tests for gas and sees that the necessary amount of air is in circulation,
they would feel safe and work to betset

ter advantage.

Men Work Better When
Feeling Safe
conditions, there is no
doubt but that every miner would
soon find he could accomplish more, in
less time, than with either the open
flame lamp or the safety lamp, either
of which require more attention than
the electric lamp. It is my honest belief that there would be fewer accidents occurring at the face, because
the miner would be provided with a
better light and able to detect danger
quicker than when working in a dim

Under such

light.

Let me suggest, here, that it would
be wise to have all trusted company
men, including timbermen, entrymen
and pumpmen, carry a flame safety
lamp in addition to the electric cap
lamp. Even when the mine examiner
reports "no gas" above a big fall, timbermen would feel safer if they made
the examination for themselves when
working in that region.
Experience has taught me that a
flame safety lamp, in use every day in
a miner's working place, impairs his
He is blinded by the glare
eyesight.
of the light, which is continually in his
Also, safety lamps require careeyes.
ful cleaning and inspection by competent lampmen, at the close of each
shift, which costs more than the care
and recharging of electric lamps and
batteries.

In a mine where I worked some
years ago, I was required' to test my

lamp after it was handed me by the
lampman. Then an overseer tested it
again before I was allowed to leave
Again, another inthe lamphouse.
spector would test the lamp before I
All this required
entered the cage.
time. Finally, another inspection was
made at the bottom of the shaft and,
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frequently, through the day the lamp
was examined by the overseer.
Our lamps were assembled in such
a way that the bonnet was screwed

over the standards and had to be removed in order to inspect the gauze of
the lamp, which was held secure by the
I am greatly in favor of
standards.
the use of electric cap lamps and beevery miner should be
that
lieve
equipped with such a lamp, which will
make his work safer while he is in the
Gaston F. Libiez.
mine.
Peru, 111.

Smelling the Gas
Faculty of smelling odors an important
requirement of mine foremen and
How the miner is able to
firebosses
defect the presence of marsh gas by

—

nmeliing explained.

REFERRING

to the question asked
by an inquirer, in Coal Age, Sept.
concerning
whether a man
497,
29, p.
who is unable to detect odors is commine foreman,
serve
as
a
petent to
assistant foreman or fireboss, let me
with the
agree
I
heartily
say that
editor in the view expressed that such
for
any
of
the posiis
unfit
a person
tions named.
knowlmy
instances,
to
several
In
edge, the mine foreman or his assistant
fire
a
mine
detect
able
to
been
has
from the odor borne on the air cur-

rent.
fully

In each case, the odor was caretraced to the point where fire

was found and extinguished before
had assumed dangerous proportions.
Without

this acute sense of smell

it

on

the part of a mine official in charge,
it would frequently happen that a gob
fire would remain undiscovered, until
it had gained such headway as to require much labor and expense to preOn the other
vent damage and loss.
hand, the peculiar odor of a fire
smoldering in the mine makes it readily detected by one whose faculty of
smell is unimpaired.

Smells the Gas
Burning in His Lamp

How the Miner

This reminds me of the question
that has been so often argued in
reference to whether it is possible for
a miner to detect marsh gas by the
Authorities on mine
sense of smell.
gases and ventilation say that methane
or marsh gas (CH,) has no smell and
cannot be detected in this manner,
which is undoubtedly true of the gas
itself.
But the conditions under which
a miner becomes aware of the presence
of this gas involves the burning of
the gas in his lamp.
Strange as it may seem at first
sight, a miner of long experience in
mine gases, can detect the odor arising
from the burning of a small percentage
of marsh gas contained in the air

entering his lamp. This percentage is
so small that the presence of the gas
cannot be detected by obsei-ving the
flame of the lamp. No visible cap is
formed to indicate the presence of gas
in the air.
While it may be argued that so
small a percentage of gas in mine air
is not dangerous under ordinary conditions, it must be admitted that it is
not good practice to ignore the fact
that gas is being generated in the
place.
A wise foreman will immediately take steps to increase the circulation of air in a place where he
knows gas is being generated, however
small the quantity.
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my

In

opinion,

the

best

argument

that can be advanced in support of the
claim that a {food miner can detect
the presence of a small percentage of
gas by the smell due to its burning in
his lamp, is to say that a piece of
cloth has no smell until it is burned,
when the presence of the burning cloth
is quickly detected.

Foreman Finds Small Amount of
Gas by the Smell
Some time ago, one of my firebosses
reported a place as generating some
gas.
An hour elapsed before I was
able to visit the place and I could not
then detect any gas by observing the
flame of the lamp.
However, its
presence was easily detected by the

odor coming from my lamp and I arranged at once to increase the air in
that place.

Let me say in closing, many mine
under such circumstances would
have ignored the claim of the fireboss
that he had found gas in the place.
officials

my way

of thinking, only this
co-operation between mine
produce results and prevent the disasters that we have experienced during the last thirty years.
Let every mine foreman trust his firebosses and act on their word promptly
with confidence.
In my opinion, no man should be
given a place of responsibility underground whose sense of smell is defective in any degree.
Such a one is
wholly unfit to be made responsible for
the lives of men working in the mine.
Johnstown, Pa.
Foreman.

But,
kind

to

of

officials

will

Ventilating
Mention vwde

to the question asked
by "Master Mechanic," Coal Age,
regarding
the ventilating
Oct. 6, p. 542,
of two seams of coal by a single fan,
should
be no diffime
there
it appears to

culty experienced in this undertaking.
The fan is said to be capable of producing 150,000 cu. ft. of air per minute,
which should be ample for the ventilation of the two mines under ordinary
conditions.
Some time ago I worked in a mine, in
the old country, where a single fan ventilated ten different seams all of which
pitched from 20 to 80 deg. As far as my
knowledge goes, there was no trouble
in securing a good circulation of air
The air was
in each of the seams.
conducted down the shaft to the lowermost level, a portion of the current being taken off, at certain levels, and each
«plit circulated through two or more of
the seams.

Air Shaft Believed Too Small
In the present instance, it seems to
to me that the trouble described by this
inquirer arises from the fact that the
second shaft sunk to connect the two
mines has too small a sectional area.

He

Collinsville,

111.

ANOTHER LETTER

WITH
capable

a large shaft and a fan
of producing 150,000 cu.
of air per minute, there should be
no difficulty in ventilating two seams
of coal, the one overlying the other.
Indeed, the air column that would form
in a shaft connecting two seams and
260 ft. deep would furnish almost sufficient natural ventilation for both of
these mines.
In regard to the suggestion of installing a booster fan in the upper seam,
let me say that it would only add to the
ft.

expense for equipment and, as stated
in the reply tn this inquiry (p. 542),
couUI not be e.\pected to be of much assistance in securing better ventilation.
Although the inquirer does not state
that this is a drift mine, I am inclined
to thmk that these two seams are
opened, separately, as drift mines and
that the shaft sunk later to connect the
two seams was intended to improve the
ventilation in each.
.\ssuniing that to be the case, my
plan would be to make the connecting
shaft the upcast for both mines. I assume that the fan is located at the top
of this shaft and if operated on the exhaust principle it should give good results.
The air would enter each mine
by the drift opening and, after circulating through the workings would pass
up the fan shaft, which would be the
return for both mines.
In order to i)roportion the air according to the requirements in the two mines
it will be necessary to install a regulator in one of them. I would drive the
airways in the upper seam so as to give
them a larger sectional area than those
in the mine below.
All airways should
be kept free from obstructions.
,

Tenn.

Foreman.

Inquiries

Of General
Reporting

—

REFERRING

states that this shaft is only 5 x 10
section and 260 ft. deep.
My opinion is that this shaft, for the
purposes of ventilation, should have
i)een at least 8 x 12 ft. in section and
have had a tight division wall in the
center.
That would provide two air
compartments, each 6 x 8 ft. in section
for the return currents.
I would operate the fan as a blower.
ft. in

forcing the main current down to the
lower seam, but splitting the air in the
downcast, so as to provide two currents,
one to ventilate the upper seam and the
other circulating through the lower
seam.
Use the two compartments of
the connecting shaft for the return air
current from each respective seam.
If this plan is followed, I am convinced there will be no trouble in getting good ventilation in each mine, if
the air is properly handled by an experienced man.
Mine Foreman.

Interest

Two Seams

ten seams of coal
ventilated by a single fan Cause of
trouble in the ventilation of two
seams ascribed to size of shaft being
too small.
of
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Work

of Cutting Machines

—

Report to Show Time of Starting and Finishing Each Cut Height
of Coal, Width and Depth of Cut Also Given
To Make Report
Complete, Number of Cars Loaded and Make of Machine Important

—

BEING desirous

of securing a form of
report best adapted for sliowing the
in cutting coal with
machines, I am writing to ask if Coal
Age and its practical readers can suggest something along this line. We believe this would be helpful not only to
ourselves but to many others in the tabulation of results.

work performed

Superintendent.

Ramage, W. Va.
After some correspondence with large
coal companies using machines, in dif-

ferent states,

we have secured

the fol-

the height of coal, width and depth of
cut and the number of cars loaded, using
The form of report fol2J-ton cars.

lows

:

The time spent in taking the measurements and recording them will be
amply repaid by the information gained
from the later study of the report.
We shall be glad to have the suggestions of others in reference to reporting
the work of cutting machines.
It is
readily understood that the speed of
cutting will depend much on the hardness and purity of the coal or other
material in which the cut is made.

RECORD OF JEFFREY COAL-CUTTING MACHINE
Coal Co.

June
Start

I,

1921

Place

Main

entry, traveled 20 ft
Brealithrough, traveled 100 ft
Breakthrough, traveled 75 ft
Main air course, traveled 50 ft
Breakthrough, traveled 40 ft
Breakthrough, traveled 250 ft
No. 1 room, fuse burned out
Started again, traveled 70 ft

Changing

W.

Va.

Height
Coal

of

7'
?'
7'
7'
7'
7'
7'

bits

No. 2 room, traveled 90 ft
Breakthrough, traveled 180ft
No. 3 room, traveled 240 ft
Changing bits

No.4room..

lowing form of tabulating the work of
coal cutters, which appears to give very
complete results in machine mining.
The report shows not only the time
of starting and finishing each cut, but

7'
7'

7'
7'

Cut
Depth Width Cars
.

3"

I"

8'
8'

1"

8.3'

2"

8 0'

2"
3"
2"

9"
3"
0"
3"

8,2'

15'
17'
14'
15'
14'
15'

12
14
11

12
II

8 0'
7 0'

21'

12
14

7.9'

Time
11

8
15
15
15
12
17

22'

70'

20

15'

8 2'

21'

10
16

22

8.0'

21'

16

15

15
17

In this connection, it is interesting to
state that a recent test, with a Jeffrey
machine, showed a total of 1,560 tons
of 7-ft. coal cut in 12i hr., or an average of 125 tons of this coal per hour.

November

24,
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must be determined by conditions in
the roof and floor.
Question
Explain fully what is
meant by the term "humidity," as ap-

—

Examination Questions
Answered
Alabama First-Class Examination
Birmingham, July 25-28, 1921
(Selected Questions)

Question
sills

— Where

are required

in

and mudtimbering a slope,
collars

what precaution should be used in bracing them to prevent their slipping when
taking the weight?

Answer—-Where mudsills are used as

in timbering a slope, they
should be hitched into the rib on each
The posts standing
side of the track.
on the sills should be given a slight
inclination up the pitch and the mudsill should be tilted in its bed to correspond and give a good footing to the
posts.
In order to prevent the posts
from splitting when taking the weight,
cap-pieces of soft wood and of sufficient
size to completely cover the head of the
post are used; or the latter should be
notched into the collar in a manner that
will give the head of the post a good

cross-sills,

practice, however, this condition is seldom realized throughout the mine. In
order to reduce the danger from dust
to a minimum, more reliance must be
placed on cleaning up the roads and
working places and allow no accumulations of dust in them.
In addition to
that, all roads and other
openings
should be well sprinkled at regular
short intervals.
Question
Explaiyi the use of hose
for watering mine workings and state
how, when and where this should be

—

used.

coal-mining operations.
Answer The word "humidity," in
mining, refers to the degree of saturation of the mine air vrith moisture.
When the air is but half saturated, its
humidity is .50 per cent. The weight of
moisture a given volume of air will
absorb depends on the temperature of
the air. For example, air that is fully
saturated at 40 deg. F., will contain
about the same weight of moisture as
air that is only half saturated at 60
deg. F., volume for volume.
The term
does not, therefore, refer to the amount
of moisture in the air, but to the degree of saturation.
plied to

—

Answer
Hose are used with good
watering the roads and working faces in rooms and chambers, provided there is a good pipe system on
the entry or gangway. The hose being
attached to a nozzle at the mouth of
each room, permits the face of the coal
to be thoroughly watered.
This should
always be done pre%ious to firing a shot
in the place.
Question
What methods or plans
other than ivatering or wetting are used
to overcome or remove the danger of

—

—

Question How would you set timbers on a double track slope pitching SO
degrees?
Answer
In timbering a double
track slope, it is of the greatest importance to avoid standing posts between
the two tracks to support the center of
the crossbars. It is of advantage also
to avoid setting posts at the side of the
track, if possible.
Where the coal is
hard a good plan is to hitch the cross-

—

effect for

FIG.

1.

—

dust?
bearing.

Two forms

of

such notches

are shown in the accompanying figure.

The foot of the post should also be
notched or bo.xed into the mudsill.
Question
Name and explain the
different methods employed for artificially keeping a mine in proper damp
condition and humidifying the ventilat-

—

ing current.

Answer

— At

times,

water cars are

used for sprinkling the roads.
More
however, is to install
a pipe system for sprinkling or spraying the roads and working places. For
the purpose of humidifying the mine
air, the exhaust steam of an engine or
pump is often discharged into the intake air-course.
Of these different
methods, the pipe system for spraying
the roads and air-courses is the most
efficient practice,

effective.

—

Question
What percentage of
moisture in the ventilating current
would you recommend as necessary for
safe operation?
Answer
While an air current of
100 per cent humidity would exert no
drying effect in the mine and would
therefore reduce the danger of a dust
explosion, such a degree of humidity
would be much too great for the health
of the workmen.
Better results are
obtained when the humidity of the mine
air ranges from 60 to 70 per cent.

—

—

Question What practical and everyday test icoiild you employ to determine
if the dust in a mine is in a safe condition or not?

Answer— The tests of the Bureau of
Mines have shown that to render dust
incapable of being blown into the air,
it must be sufficiently wet as to be
plastic when squeezed in the hand.
In

—

Answer
Strict rules and regulations should be made and enforced in
regard to blasting.
The kind and
amount of powder to be used and the
depth and location of the hole should
he clearly specified.
The best practice
is to employ competent shotfirers to
examine, charge and fire all shots that
in their judgment are safe.
No undue
accumulation of dust or fine coal should
be permitted in any working place or on
the roads.

Question

—

hi a mine where the roof
fairly good, what distance apart and
the face would you have
room timbers set?
is

CROSSBAR HITCHED
INTO RIBS

bars into the ribs on either side of the
road, as indicated in Fig. 1.
Heavycrossbars are used and wedged tightly
by both wedges driven underneath each
end of the bar.
Where this method cannot be employed, owing to the coal being soft and
pliable, the legs supporting the two
ends
of
the
Q
,^^,ffTc>f Amu ^.
crossbar
can
generally
be
set back in the
ribs
so
that
they will not
be
knocked
dowm by a de-

^

setting

—

Answer Here again, conditions
must determine the distance apart of
the timbers, and how near to the
face the first row should be stood.
Under fairly good roof and floor in a
practically level seam, the distance
apart of room timbers may vary from
In machine mining, the gen4 to 6 ft.
eral practice is to set the first row of
timbers at a distance from the coal face
sufficient to allow the machine to pass
without withdrawing the timbers. This
distance will vary with the type of
machine in
Question

—use.
How

timbers

a

in

down

Zl-ft.

set entry

seam when

the top for

Answer — Much

on a pitch of

P/TOt ANaie.

30 deg., a foothole
should
first be cut in
the floor and
posts
the
should lean up
the pitch at a
slight
angle,
as shown
in
Fig. 2. In this
position,

FIG.

2.

IX

TIMBER SET
A SLOPE

it

is

held secure by
driving a good

wedge between
would you

shoot-

mule height?
will depend on the
nature of the roof strata to be taken
down and the kind of roof above it.
Only sufficient of the old timbers should
be drawn, before the shot is fired, to
permit the roof to fall. The new timber should follow up the work as
closely as practicable, in order to furnish the needed protection for the
workmen. Whether post timbering or
double timbering should be employed,
ing

In
posts

railed car.

how near

the roof and the top of the post. The
post is then said to be "underset." When
a post is underset in this way, any
movement of the roof down the pitch
tends to tighten the post, which would
otherwise be loosened and fall out. If the
bottom is hard, making it difficult to cut
footholes in the rock, a good plan is to
cut hitches in the rib and lay crossbars
on the floor of the seam in front of the
posts.
These crossbars will furnish a
good support for the posts and the
track, which has a tendency to slip
down the slope.
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S 10.000,000 Power and Atomizing Plant
Is

Projected in Ohio

Vol. 20, No. 21

The coal in that
the Copper River R.R. into that f'cld.
The beds are
region is of a semi-bituminous character.
very contorted and their development depends upon the
extension of the railroad.

Power
$10,000,000
THE
organized by
W. Winchester and Robert

trust estate,
S. Fletcher,
with offices in Columbus, Ohio, has started the erection of
an immense power and atomizinp plant at Gnadenhutten,
in Tuscarawas County, Ohio.
The trust is a consolidation
of the Gnaden-Goshen Coal Co., the Atomized Fuel Industries and the Ohio Gas & Power Co.
L. W. Winchester and
Robert S. Fletcher are the trustee.- of the estate, which is
authorized by the Court of Chancery of Franklin County,
Ohio.
The estate owns a tract of approximately 3,.300 acres of
coal land on the Pennsylvania R.R. n^ar the town of
Allied

Industries, a

L.

Gnadenhutten.

The mines have been

in

operation but

little

coal has been produced for commercial purposes in the past
few years.
siding of a mile ar.d a half is being built
from the main line of the Pennsylvania and the coal plant
will be the first unit to be erected. This will consist of an

A

atomizing plant which will prepare (he coal for the furnaces
of the projected power plant.
Three distinct steps are taken in the preparation of the
coal.
First it is ground to the fineness of large shot
and then dried to a point where but one-half of one per
cent of moisture is present in the ground coal. This eliminates the danger of spontaneous combustion.
Then the
ground fuel is placed in the atomizer, where it is ground
to the point where 98 per cent passes through a 200-mesh
screen.
The electrical plant as planned provides for a number of
units and the cost will be from $10,000,000 to $12,000,000.
The first unit will be completed in a year and will generate
approximately 15,000 kw. of current. The ultimate plans
provide for a production of 70,000 kw., which will be the
largest electrical plant in the country.
The tnistees assert that electrical power can be transported distances up to 300 miles from the plant with a loss
of only 10 per cent. All of the development will be at the
mouth of the mines, which will have a capacity of approximately 1,000 tons daily.

Coal

Men

in Central Pennsylvania Combine
Establish Safety-Service Stations

To
TH.^T

central Pennsylvania will have a safety-servicestation located in Johnstown which will reach all points
in Cambria and surrounding counties is practically assured
by reason of the interest manifested by the various coal and
industrial concerns, according to John C. Mattem, originator
of the plan.
During the past month Mr. Mattern has circulated a petition among coal operators, merchants and other industrial
heads with the result that sufficient capital has been pledged
to warrant definite action in instituting the scheme.
He has
received bids on automobile ambulances and on first-aid
equipment, such as bandages, splints, stretchers, pulmotors

and lungmotors.
It has been decided to establish stations at Altoona,
Cresson, Clearfield, Somerset and Hooversville. Mine operators in these places have pledged themselves to lend financial aid in organizing and equipping these stations which
would act as auxiliaries to the central offices, which would
be located in Johnstown. The organization will be known
as the Safety-First Association.
Each mine operator,
manufacturer or merchant or other person becoming affiliated will contribute a pro-rata share of the initial cost
of the equipment for the station.
For the money thus
expended the members will be protected with adequate firstaid and ambulance service during the fiscal year.
After the initial cost of the station is defrayed the materially reduced maintenance cost will be borne by the
members of the association. In addition to being assured
of adequate service when such service is needed, those who
contract for the service will be furnished first-aid instructions for all employees for whom they may desire it.
Mr.
Mattern expects the stations to be established by Dec. 1.

Admixture of Wall Rock in Alaska Coal
Makes Availability for Navy Uncertain

OWING

to the activities of the Navy Department, coal
mining in Alaska is attracting much attention at this
time. While considerable development has been undertaken
by the Navy Department it has net been established that
Alaska can be made the source of large supplies of coal of
navy grade, in the opinion of George S. Rice, chief mining
engineer of the Bureau of Mines, who has recently returned
from first-hand contact with the mining industry in that
territory.
The coal being developed at the Chicaloon mine
is similar to that of the Pocahontas vein and unquestionably
is of very high grade.
The difficulty is that it is very badly
admixed with wall rock and there is the danger that the
continuity of the beds, of which there are several, will be
interrupted by eruptive intrusions. Because of these conditions, extensive prospecting and development will be necessary to prove the value of these f oal deposits. This prospecting is amply justified, Mr. Rice believes. The strategic
importance of developing a naval coal supply on the Pacific
Coast is great. Even from the standpoint of cost, there is
a large leeway due to the fact that Pocahontas coal must be
transported many thousand miles to Pacific bases.

The Eska mine has been developed to a point where it
can furnish the requirements of the railroad and the other
demands along the railroad's line. In fact, the output
of the Eska mine can be trebled if the demand for the coal
should develop. The quality of the coal will be improved
with the completion of the government's washery. Private
development of coal in the vicinity of the Eska mine also is
in progress.

Several of the developments in the Behring River coal field
were closed down recently. Apparently conditions are not
considered propitious at this time to construct a branch of

Traffic

The new
ities

lUA C. COCHR.A.N
manager American Wholesale Coal Association

traffic

on Sept.

1.

department of the association began

it.s

activ-

•

JJovember

24,
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Selling the Coal Industry to the Public*
Clarifying Conceptions and Eliminating Misconceptions of the Voter

—

About

Coal Paramount in Averting Restrictive Legislation Policy of Delay Has Put
Industry on Defensive and Added to Ultimate Cost of Educational Campaign
By

E.

C.

BECAUSE

the people have no confidence in the coal industry should be no cause for us to despair. Coal is not
alone in this respect.
Throughout this country
throughout the world there is a growing discontent with
the whole fabric of our social order. Three-quarters of the
populace is reaching for new isms expressions of dissatisfaction with our social institutions.
The Plumb plan, the
Calder, Frelinghuysen and Kenyon bills, the packer legislation are but the manifestations of this discontent.
We are prone to think and speak of ours as a capitalistic
.system.
It is anything but that; it is an individualistic
system.
The lowliest coal digger can, has, and we hope
always will, have the opportunity to rise to mine owner
and operator. Some of you may have started that way.
"We all know those who did. And we know that some have
risen to be thrust back again because they were not of the
timber that can carry the load that is the burden of the
man at the top.
Because ours is the best and gi-eatest social system in
the world, we should assay the spirit of unrest and, where
we can reach the cause, correct it, each within his province
and industry. There falls on those who can keep clear
heads these days the fundamental necessity of protecting
the foundations of our institutions, of seeing the country
through this winter, and the next few years, if need be, until
sanity returns.

—

—

—

No One Will Take

Initiative in Deflation

What has all this to do with coal and with selling the
coal industry to the people? Just this: The people who
burn coal are dissatisfied with the price. The country is
thoroughly sold on the idea that we must get down to a
steady, normal basis, and proceed as usual, but no one is
willing voluntarily to take his medicine.
The man whose
income is from his money and the man whose income is
from his labor alike are seeking some way to justify keeping their levels up while the other fellow takes the decrease.
Collectively we are anxious to hurry the process of defla•tion; we know it must be consummated before we can
resume a satisfactory rate of business. The delivered price
of household anthracite is about double that of pre-war
times, that of bituminous for domestic use is but little lower
relatively if the coal comes from union fields, but it is much
"lower if it comes from non-union mines.
It is price and price only that is at the root of the public's
questioning of this industry. The demand is for lower price.
The consumer cares little how that price be lowered; he is
demanding that it come down. In this we must appreciate
that it is the ultimate consumer, the man who cannot pass
on the cost of fuel the householder, in other words that
"we are considering.
For him coal is an inescapable necessity and to him the cost in dollars of his winter's coal is
an item of greater magnitude than for any other thing save
food he buys outright.
When we say that we should sell the coal industry to the
public we mean that we want to show the people that certain conceptions are misconceptions.
For instance, the
individual consumer with whom we are concerned, and who
burns one in six of the tons of all kinds of coal produced
in the country, thinks that the price of coal is controlled
in the interests of the coal man. He knows the coal industry
only through his contact with the retail dealer. He knows
what is a fact in most cities, that there is one price no
matter from whom he orders. He harks back to the old
days when there was an anthracite trust, just as there were
combines in many other industries, and when the railroads

—

•An address
'the

—

delivered at the twenty-fourth annual session of
111., Oct. 18, 1921.

American Mining Congress, Chicago.

tEditor, Cool Age.

LESHERt
were unregulated and indulged in unwarranted practices.
Not only the average person but 99 per cent of the people
in the country know nothing about the coal industry.
The
men in it know altogether too little. We all have just be-

gun

to find out the activating causes of the big movements
of price and distribution
marketing, in other words. The
man why buys coal for his home is just as suspicious of
the coal industry as you and I are likely to be when we
buy a pair of shoes at a price as high now as the highest
during the war.

—

PuBuc Lacks Clear Knowledge of Coal Industry
The public has no conception of the difference between the
hard- and soft-coal industries. We know that what we can
say about one is the opposite of what can be said about the
other.
In the domestic sizes, hard coal is non-competitive
as compared with all bituminous coal trade. Both are laborridden, but one more than the other, for the anthracite
miners do not have the check-oflf. Yet the coal-consuming
public in the East that uses hard coal is forming one opinion
of the industry and the coal-consuming public in the West,
which largely uses soft coal in its homes, is forming its
opinions about coal on another set of facts.
So as a first requisite to selling the public the coal industry I should put the necessity of a realignment of our
thought as to how the industi^y should be divided. Instead
of the anthracite and the bituminous operators, whose
problems of production, distribution and price are widely
different, we should look at the problem as divided between
the marketing of domestic coal and of industrial coal.
We know that big business the railroads, the packers, the
industrials, even the public utility plants
are able in the
long run to take care of themselves.
They use coal as a
raw material, just as they use iron, steel, copper, lumber.
They are able to pass on the ultimate consumer in the price
of their finished product whatever price they have to pay for
coal.
Unless they can, they are not successful in their

—

—

enterprises.

But the householder takes coal as a finished product.
Furthermore, to him it is an essential so essential that
there is a powerful sentiment favoring the idea that coal
is charged with public use.
Perhaps coal for the householder is charged with public use, perhaps in so far as coal
is the fuel that keeps the houses of our people warm, it is
a public utility. Certainly not beyond that point, any more
than other basic commodities, as iron, steel, metals, lumber
and oil. But the great difficulty is to separate the two kinds
of coal, the raw material and the finished product, in our
own minds and in the minds of the public and to get treatment and consideration for each befitting its merits.

—

How the Pubuc Manifests Dissatisfaction
The disturbing legislative proposals that continually bob
up in Congress and in our state Legislatures do not originate with the legislators, except possibly as to form. They
are manifestations of the public discontent with the price
the voters have to pay for the coal that goes into their
cellars.
In the past year I have talked with many large
industrial executives, and I have yet to find one who did
not discuss coal from the standpoint of his own personal
coal bill rather than from the standpoint of his business.
Therefore our problem is to get to the voter with the
story of coal, the coal he puts in his cellar.
Until quite
recently there has been no effort to stem the tide of hostile
legislation except at the final stage.
You remember the
harrowing details of the great Dayton flood in 1913; how a
vast torrent of water inundated that fair city and caused
untold loss of life and property. When the rains that caused
that historic flood started to fall there was no way under
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heaven to prevent a catastrophe. What have the people
prevent a recurin the Miama Valley done since then to
valley
rence of such a flood? They have jjone back up the
across dry
dam.^
dams;
built
and
limits
farthest
to the
the next flood
valleys, if you will, but dams that will catch
I
before it starts.
stop a catastrophe
worth while trying
basis of permanent
a policy of waiting

am

not sure but that

in the coal

it

is

industry, but

too late to
is surely
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office of the buyer of coal for big business
set him straight but you cannot reach the festering
It will cost a million
sore of public discontent that way.
dollars a year to do what I propose, and it will reach but
a small portion of the total trade in point of tonnage, but
failure to do it is jeopardizing the entire industry.

can go into the

and

it

while the weather is fair. There is no
peace for the coal industry in pursuing
for the bogey of restrictive legislation
to strangle it.
to bob up in our legislative halls and there
home
The place to set the coal industry straight is back
where sentiment originates.
Why Anthracite Pboduceks Are Advertising

There is and can be no basis of fact for the regulation
and
and control of the coal industry in so far as the steam
Selling coal, both hard and
industrial trade is concerned.
is
on this market is so highly competitive that there
nothing to be gained by such a course and much to be lost.

soft,

The anthracite prolies in the other direction.
men,
ducers have more at stake here than the bituminous
to them
for their business is in domestic coal. Steam coal
therefore,
surprising,
not
It
is
byproduct.
is a troublesome
individual
that they have been the first to go before the
consumer through the medium of the newspaper with their
have
They
ago.
weeks
few
And they started only a
story.
reached a point where although a natural monopoly, they are
asking the public for the right to live as individuals.
This campaign of the anthracite operators is a tremendous step forward. So far it has been disappointing to me
falls short of
in that the story they are giving to the public
satisfying because it tells but one-third of the story to
the voter.
interests
what
is
curb
Coal at the
the reader.
The anthracite operators' advertisements cany the story
no further than the mine and breaker. The reaction I have
noted is, briefly: "Well, I cannot see how it can cost nearly
along
$8 to mine a ton of coal, but even if it does, someone
the line after it leaves the mine is gouging us."
the
on
proceeding
The anthracite operators evidently are
assumption that they will tell the story of why it costs so
much to mine and prepare their coal and then let the railroads tell why it costs so much to transport it and in turn
the retail dealers will advise their customers that they in
turn have troubles and high costs. But if the railroads and
the retailers fall down on their end, there is no assurance
that the voter will be satisfied and let the producers alone.
So far the public is getting explanations. The industry is
The danger

on the defensive.

Take Care of Quality and Service; Ignore Price
The second stfep in selling the coal industry to the public,
therefore, is to get on the offensive. Recognizing that the
discontent is on price, the producers of all coal should go
before the individual consumers in an extensive campaign
not to explain the price but to make them satisfied with the
You know that it is not price that sells coal. It is
price.
thought I had seen the greatest
I
quality and service.
expression of confidence when recently I read a letter to a
shipment of coal and sajang that
the
coal company directing
the matter of price would be left to the shipper. But yesterday a producer told me that he had customers who merely
ordered coal and never even mentioned price. Confidence
first, then quality and service, and price will cause no tirade
in Congress.

Confidence must start and largely end with the dealer
with whom the buyer comes in contact. He is your ambassador. I can see no hope of your educating the retailer in
the way that he should go. There is another surer way,
and that is to educate the people and they will force the
Tell the public the whole story from
retailer into line.
mine to curb, set up standards of merchandising, raise the

—

—

level of the coal industry, as the public sees it, from dirty
Tell
back-alley quarters to the dignity of State street.
the people what to expect in the way of service and quality

and they will demand and get it.
Forget your troubles and concern yourselves with the
troubles of the public with coal. Gain confidence and then
when you have difficulty the public will listen to you. You

Canada's January-June. 1921, Coal Output

14 Per Cent Less Than Last Year

PRODUCTION

of coal

in

months of 1921 declined

Canada during the

six

first

amount
1920 but was

to 36 per cent of the

Iiroduced during the corresponding period of

per cent in e.xcess of the output for the same period of 1919.
With the exception of New Brunswick, none of the provinces
showed an output equal to the 1920 record. New Brunswick
produced 104 per cent of its 1920 output and the other
provinces follow in the order named: Saskatchewan, 94 per
cent; British Columbia, 91 per cent; Nova Scotia, 87 per
r>

cent; Alberta, 79 per cent.
The following table compiled by the Mining Branch of the
Dominion Bureau of Satistics, shows the output, shipments
and value of shipments of Canadian coal produced during
the first half of this year. A part of the data included in
the table has been estimated and the figures are therefore
subject to revision. The total value of coal shipped during
the period amounted to $32,882,953 and the average selling
price reported from the difi"ercnt coal-producing areas
ranged from $2.43 a ton for lignite coal in Saskatchewan to
$8.53 a ton for anthracite in Alberta. The average for the

dominion was

$5.75.

PRODUCTION OF COAL IN CANADA, JANUARY TO JUNE,
(In

Provinces

1921.

Net Tons)
Total
Value

Average
Value

Ton

Output

Shipments

2,750,319

2,257,261

$14,536,760

$6.44

per

Nova Scotia
Bituminous....

Bituminous
Saskatchewan
Lignite

Alberta
Anthracite

Bituminous
Lignite

Total for Alberta

69,230

65,768

377,508

5.74

145,394

136.670

332,108

2.43

46.402
1,261,080
1,125,312

10,357
1,172,804
979,021

$88,419
5,711,555
4,405,594

$8.53
4.87
4.50

2,432,794

2,162,182

$10,205,568

$4 72

Columbia
Bituminous

1,385,323

1,094,405

$7,431,009

$6.79

Total for Canada

6,783,060

5,716,285

$32,882,953

$5.75

British

Canada as a whole imported 104 per cent of the amount of
anthracite coal brought in during the same period in 1920,
and 132 per cent of the bituminous. Quebec was the only
province which imported less anthracite during the six
months than during the corresponding period of 1920, but
even then imported 96 per cent of the anthracite coal received in the half-year of 1920, an increase of 12 per cent
over the figures for 1919. Manitoba and the Head-of-Lakes
imported 169 per cent of the 1920 quota of anthracite; Nova
Scotia, 140 per cent; New Brunswick, 128 per cent; Prince
Edward Island, 108 per cent and Central Ontario, 107 per
cent. In every case these figures show that more anthracite
was imported during the past six months than in the corre-

sponding six months in 1919.
Bituminous coal entered at Fort William and Port Arthur
and the customs port of Maniteba amounted to 235 per cent
of the 1920 figures. Nova Scotia imported 224 per cent as
much bituminous as during the same period of the previous
year but the entire quantity was only some 1,500 tons.
Quebec was more fortunate in the matter of bituminous than
in the previous year and during the first six months received
179 per cent of the amount which was brought in during
the first six months of 1920. Central Ontario obtained 115
per cent as compared with importations in the first half of
1920.

The output from Canadian mines plus the amount imported and less the quantities exported leaves an amount
which may be called the "coal supply." This figure for the
six months of 1921 was 14,233,302 tons, as compared with
13,419,021 tons in 1920 and 12,130,794 tons in 1919.

Textiles

Show Marked Improvement

Statistics of the wool industry re-

The Weather Vane of Indvistry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal
dustrial Activities

there is a real basis for the general statement of improved
business already issued by the Department of Commerce is
revealed by the detailed departmental survey for October,
This publication, the third number of "The Survey
just released.
of Current Business," shows the trend of all important industrial
movements at the first of October.
A careful study of the figures presented shows that, considered as
a whole, business and industiy have moved forward.
In the majority
of industries production and consumption increased and stocks
declined.

Iron and steel showed a steady gain. The building industry indicated improvement. Textile consumption figures continued to advance
and exports of raw cotton were substantially larger than a year ago.
The unemployment problem, while still far from disposed of, showed
a decided change for the better.
Loading of revenue freight on the railroads of the United States
totaled 829,722 cars during the week ended Nov. 5, compared with
952,621 cars during the previous week, or a reduction of 122,899,
according to reports by the American Railway Association.
This
was 85,893 cars less than were loaded during the corresponding week
in 1920 but 2,998 cars more than were loaded during the corresponding
week in 1919. While there was a reduction in the loading of all commodities compared with the week before, the principal decrease was in
coal and merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which includes manufactured products. The decrease in traffic was in the main due to the
observance of two church holidays during the week.
The subjoined paragraphs summarize the actual movements in each
of the important industrial lines.

Reports on contracts awarded in
the 27 northeastern states showed a
gain in value of Hi per cent over

August

usual
in
place
of the
seasonal decline.
The total floor
space showed a gain of 18.4 per
cent.
The September total in value
is
the largest monthly total this
year and is the largest September
total

on record.

The most marked

of the month was the
amount of residential construction,
which was 39 per cent of the total
contracts
awarded,
which
and
showed an increase of 165 per cent
over last year in value, and 164 per
cent over last year in square feet.

feature

Production of Newsprint Declines

Newsprint production declined 3.4
per cent and shipments dropped 5.7
per cent in September.
Stocks of
newsprint gained 11.5 per cent.
Paper other than newsprint gained
10.6 per cent in September and

shipments increased 12.8 per cent.
Stocks declined 6.1 per cent for the
month.
Production,
consumption
and stocks of mechanical wood pulp
declined in September.
Chemical
pulp gained 4 per cent in production and 6.5 per cent in consumption and shipments, while stocks declined 8.1 per cent.

Rubber Consumption Shrinks
Imports of crude rubber increased
4.4 per cent in September and were
23.9 per cent greater than for the

same month

Consumption
of crude rubber by tire manufacturers

made

of 1920.

the

seasonal

decline

amounting to 36.5 per cent in September and tire and tube production dropped correspondingly.
Domestic shipments of tires and tubes
also showed a seasonal decline of
from 25 to 30 per cent. Production
is from 60 to 200 per cent above the
average of the six months November,
1920, to April, 1921.

movement both

port

THAT

Building and Construction Soars

improvement; consumption increased in September by 6.9 per
cent over August, while the last
report of stocks showed a decline.
Cotton consumption increased 4.1
per cent during September. The exflect

of

raw cotton

and cotton cloth also improved during September, with an increase of
5.9 and 10.5 per cent, respectively,
over August, 1921, and of 132.3 and
14.3 per cent over September, 1920.
More cotton spindles were active
than in August by 2.8 per cent.
In finished cotton goods the activity again increased.
Orders, billings and operations increased fromS
to 6 per cent over August, goods in
storage were 7.5 per cent larger,
while shipments were 13.9 per cent
greater. Finishing mills operated 75
per cent of capacity in September,
the highest percentage attained in
any month this year.
The silk industry reflected a declining demand during September:
imports declined by 10.1 per cent,

consumption was 4.6 per cent less,
while stocks increased by 20.7 per

The condition of this industry is greatly improved over last
year, with increases in imports of
cent.

133.3 per cent, in consumption of
89.1 per cent and a decline in stocks
of 55.7 per cent from September,

1920.

Fewer Business Failures Reported
Business

number by

failures

declined

in

and in extent
by 13.8 per cent, from
August.
New incorporations were
15.7 per cent less than in August.
September, however, provided an in6 per cent,

of liabilities

crease

of 48.5 per cent in new
capital issues, the largest month
since April.
DiWdend and interest

payments

in September were 50 per
cent greater than both August,
1921, and September, 1920.

Metal Industries on Upturn

The iron and

steel industry evidenced a slight improvement in production during September, with pig
iron 2.7 per cent greater than in
August and steel ingots 1.9 per cent
greater.
Exports and imports of

iron and steel increased, by 24.2 and
per cent, respectively. An in-

35.1

crease

in

unfilled

steel

orders

marked the turn from a long decline.
Copper production turned upward,
with

a

slight

increase

in

August.

An increased foreign demand is
noted for this metal, with September exports 44.1 per cent larger
than August and. with one exception, the largest monthly shipment
since May, 1920.
Zinc production continued to decline, but at a descending ratio; the
September decline was only 2 per
cent.
Stocks declined 6.1 per cent.
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To Avert Economic Loss. Coal Proilucer Must
Get SI Per Ton Above Labor-Material Cost
By Thomas

T.

Brewster*

THE

proposition that essential industry is chartred with
public interest is acceptable if accompanied with the
co-relative proposition that capital is entitled to preservation and a fair return for its use, because it is obvious
that, if the natural-resources industries are not maintained
in a healthy and self-perpetuatinp condition, the common-

wealth

is

impaii-ed.

recent bulletin of the Census Department states the
capital invested in the bituminous coal industry to be
$1,904,450,123, and, assuming this to be a correct basic
premise, pro rated on an annual production of 500,000,000
tons, we have a capitalization of $3.81 per annual ton.
Adhering to the proposition that capital is entitled to
preservation and a fair return for its use, and with regard
to the fact that dividends are subject to surtaxes, a current
annual dividend rate of 8 per cent on capital invested in
coal is as low as can be effective in keeping capital in the
industry. And, as the corporate income will be subject to
an income tax of 15 per cent, in order to derive a current
distributable profit of 8 per cent the coal industry must
have net earnings equivalent to 9.412 per cent per annum
upon the capital invested, or $179,246,845 of annual profit,
which, pro rated on 500,000,000 tons, demonstrates an interest charge equivalent to 35.849c. per ton.
Assuming that one-third of the stated invested capital, or
$634,816,717, represents investment in reserve and undeveloped coal lands, and the balance, $1,269,633,416, represents investment in coal, development and equipment of
operating mines of an average life of, say, twenty years, and
therefore must be replaced during that time, and without
regard to the fact that the expense of development and
equipment of such new mines will be much greater than that
of those now exhausting, we are faced with the necessity of
providing an annual replacement fund of, say, 5 per cent
on the capital invested therein, or say $63,481,670, which,
pro rated on 500,000,000 tons, demonstrates 12.69c. as the
necessary reserve to replace current depreciation and deThis, added to the above demonstrated interest
pletion.
charge, gives 48.539c. as necessary to preserve capital and
pay a fair return thereon.
To the above should be added a provision for administration and selling expenses, which may be moderately stated
as an average requirement of 25c. per ton, making a total
This is exclusive of state and local
of 73.67c. per ton.
taxation, of losses from bad debts, of any reserve for
abnormal catastrophe, and contains nothing to cover indemHence, if the basic
nity for killed and injured workmen.
premise be correct, it is obvious that to conduct the coal
industry without great ultimate economic loss, the managers
of coal properties, as trustees for the capital intrusted to
them and as trustees for the public good, must collect at
least $1 per ton over and above the current expenses for
labor and material.

A

International

Chamber

to

Meet Next Year

In Rome; Will Study Fuel

ANNOUNCEMENT

was made

Oct. 21

Economy
by the American

of the International Chamber of Commerce
second annual meeting of the International
Chamber will be held in Rome, Italy, during the week of
Sept. 18, 1922.
At the first annual meeting, held last
June in London, more than 200 American business men,
representing virtually every industry in the United States,
attended. The date for the next meeting was decided upon
at a meeting of the Council of the International Chamber
just held in Paris.
The United States was represented
at the council meeting by Owen D. Young, vice-president
of the General Electric Co.; E. A. Filene, president, William
Filene's Sons Co., Boston, and Elliot H. Goodwin, vicepresident of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
section

that

the
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interest is being shown by American business
the formation of committees which are to represent
the United States in important matters which will come
Among the numerous subbefore the international body.
jects which are to be studied by the international committees are export credits, foreign exchange, reciprocal
treatment of foreign banks, bills of exchange, economy of
fuel, international bureau of statistics, international commercial arbitration, international protection of industrial
prosperity, unification of tariff nomenclature, reciprocal
treatment of commercial travelers, reform of the calendar,
through freight trains on great international tratTic routes,
uniformity of ships' tonnage measurement, combined rail
and ship bill of lading, uniform ocean bills of lading, uniform interpretation of meaning of trade terms, and uniform
passport regulations.

Great

men

in

British

Power Station Makes Comparative

Test of Oil and Coal for Fuel

TESTS

of oil for fuel in comparison with coal were conducted in Yorkshire, England, during the recent coal
strike, according to reports to the Department of Commerce.
Oil was used to generate power at the Leeds
Tramways power station at Crown Point, apparatus being
specially fitted to the boilers.
Much interest was aroused
by the test in view of the poor quality and high prices of
coal at present available for manufacturing purposes. The
financial result was presented to the Tramways committee,
showing that oil fuel only was used on eight boilers, seven
of which are fitted with the Gretna type burner, two on
each boiler, and one fitted with the Johnson type with four
burners. Ten tons of oil were used and 11,300 units of electricity generated, giving a consumption of 1.98 lb. at a
cost of l.llSd. per unit, against coal consumption of 2.859
lb. at 0.56d. per unit of last year's prices.
The report stated that to make a fair comparison, several
deductions should be made from the works cost if oil fuel
only is used. It stated that if oil fuel only were used there
would be a saving of £3,876 ($18,862 with the dollar at
par) now expended for repairs and renewals, stoker gear

and firebars, etc.; coal elevator repairs, wages of five firemen, three elevator men and four laborers. The saving in
oil for 71,265 units would be £331 ($1,611 at normal exchange), saving in cost of removal of ashes would be £179
($871) and saving in cost of boat hire £72 ($3.50). These
amounts and in addition seventy-one units of electricity
would be saved which are now expended in operation of
stoker gear and coal elevator.
The comparison of power
expenses calculated on the year ended Mar. 31 last showing
the difference in cost of oil fuel against coal fuel are given,
the cost in coal being given at £48,771 ($237,344 with the
dollar at par) and oil £80,957 ($393,977).
Coal is figured at last year's prices and oil at $25.55 at
par per long ton. The report says the price of oil would
have to be $13.87 per ton to compete wath good coal at $8.75
or $14.35 to compete with coal at $9.12 per ton.

A COMPREHENSIVE REPORT on employment in the bituminous coal mining industry will be one of the outgrowths
of the recent conference on unemployment, Commerce Secretary Hoover promises. He states, however, that it probably will be six months before this report can be completed.
It is understood that the material for this report will be
drawn from various sources. The sub-committee which
drafted the bituminous coal report covering emergency unemployment has been dissolved but certain members of that
committee are expected to contribute to the report on permanent methods of reducing the fluctuations in employment
at coal mines.

The Government Purchases Committee of the National
Coal Association was to have met Nov. 23 with the coal section of the government's committee on co-ordination of purchases.
The committee which is to co-ordinate coal purchases for the government is now making a survey of all
the departments and compiling the data which it will be
necessary to have at hand to buy coal in the most intelligent manner.

November

24,
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N.C.A. Executive Committee Meets in Cincinnati; Coal
Statistics, Traffic and Freight Rates Discussed
operators and mine owners
a hundred
NEARLY
Cincinnati for the meeting of the
were attracted

must come down for the benefit of the public, and both must
come down for the ultimate adjustment of business and to

executive committee of the National Coal Association,
which was held at the Hotel Gibson on Nov. 18. The meeting, which was the first held since the summer meeting in
Chicago, had been postponed because of the illness of J. G.
Bradley, of Dundon, W. Va., pi-esident of the association.
The trade situation, taking in labor conditions and their
relation to general stabilization, was summed up by Mr.
Bradley in his opening address. In part he said:
"The first thing on the program is for me to report to
the board the activities of the association since we last met
in Chicago, July 15. During that time the country has made
more or less progress toward stabilization. The coal business today, I think, probably reflects very accurately the
progress which the country has made, and while I do not
think any one of our particular coal districts is doing any
better than any other district, each one is in a very good
position to know how far the country has progressed on
It is one of the functions of an
the road to recovery.
organization of this sort, representing an industry as widely
distributed through the country as this and doing business

lay the foundation for the prosperity which is ahead of us.
Now, the quicker those readjustments are made, the better.
Other industries must stand with us in our time of trial.
The people of the United States must be back of us, but we
cannot expect them to be back of us if we do not tell them

coal

to

originating its product in as many states as we do, to help
to restore the country to normal.
"We can do much more collectively when we attempt that
than we realize. Only last week Mr. Hoover pointed out
what our coal industry can do toward assisting the steamship interests to get back to the position where they could
really carry American commerce to the far parts of the
world.
I want to say that, representing this association,
I found Secretary Hoover not only in accurate touch with the
conditions in our industry but the conditions in other industries, and that to my mind he has a grasp of the
situation as a whole which he is willing to put at our
disposal of other industries and which is refreshing and
encouraging and gives me optimism as I look to the future.

Convincing Progress Made in Helpfulness

"We

the truth."
The executive committee took cognizance of a matter
that was recently dealt with editorially by Coal Age when
Alfred M. Ogle, of Indianapolis, brought to its attention the
question of the continuation of the publication of statistics
gathered by the Geological Survey. Mr. Ogle declared that
this was a matter in which the general and business public
was vitally interested and one of the means by which it
could keep informed as to the volume of coal that was being
produced and its eff'ect upon market conditions.
The resolution pointed out that funds were not available
through the appropriations made by the Department of the
Interior for the continuation of the publication of these reports, and as the money could be provided by the Department of Commerce the directors urged President Harding
to transfer the work of the Geological Survey to the Department of Commerce so that there would be no stoppage
of this valuable source of infoimation.

Improvements in Cost Accounting Approved
T. T. Brewster, as chairman of the committee in charge
of the question of cost accounting, reported on the results
that were obtained through the meeting of the secretaries
and members of his committee held in Cincinnati in September. He said that other than a few minor changes that had

been suggested in the forms that had been submitted and
which a sub-committee that had been appointed had passed
upon, the movement in that direction had general approval.
Chairman Bochus, of the publicity department, reported
upon the progress that has been made with the Coal Review
and the policies that were being followed there.
T. H. Watkins, of the Pennsylvania Coal Corporation, of
New York City, submitted a report of a committee of which
he is the head, representing the raw materials interests
of the country, which met with Secretary Hoover of the
Department of Commerce. Mr. Watkins related the difficulties attending the present-day export situation and outlined the suggestions made by the Secretary as a means to
help the export business and restore the equilibrium of
trade. Secretary Hoovei", he said, pointed out the assistance
these producers could give in co-operation with ship owners,
who were bending every effort toward removing the obstacles

have made great progress, I think, in the last six
in convincing official Washington that what we are
trying to do is to be really helpful. We have made great
progress in the last six months in securing co-operation
from other industries, and I do not suppose there is any
country in the world where the individual industries are so
isolated as they are here in America.
"Now, the facts of the coal industry have been pretty
well disseminated among ourselves. We have made a little
progress in getting the true facts of the bituminous coal
industry to the people generally. There is a better understanding of it in Washington than there was, but we must to American trade abroad.
J. D. A. Morrow went into the problems of production
put these facts to the country as a whole. We must see
which have to be faced, while counsel for the association
that our next-door neighbor understands our business, betook
up the matter of publication of values of coal and,
cause there is a public influence upon the politician in office
citing authorities, again declared that he could see no reason
which is going to afi'ect us in the end.
why this should be illegal.
"All the other producing industries of this country except
On Thursday evening a number of traffic men and others
ours have made material progress in adjusting their labor
met with John Callahan, the traffic expert of the associasituation. Ours has not. That adjustment must come. We
know that it is coming and we are doing everything to force tion, and went over the transportation problems that have to
it.
We must let the public know that that is what we are be faced. Much interest was evinced in what Mr. Callahan
had to say in regard to the possibility of reductions in
doing; that there is no collusion between us and the miners
freight rates.
to maintain a wage which puts a burden upon every householder.
We must make it known that we are back of the
railroads in their eff'ort to reduce their labor costs so that
Hudson Coal Co. Considers Purchase of Coal Under
they can reduce rates. Some will say that that is no busi- Wilkes-Barre River Common. C. Dorrance, vice-president
ness of this association, but in a time like this we would be and general manager of the Hudson Coal Co., has expressed
cowardly indeed if we did not stand for a reduction of an a desire to look over the proposition of the City of Wilkesabsurd labor cost in our industry.
Barre as to the coal under its River Common, the price
"The facts are there. They stare us in the face. They are off'ered for which by the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. and the
knovm to people in the industry and out of the industry, Glen Alden Coal Co. being regarded by the city councilman
and I say that we should go out from this meeting with the as ridiculous, was commented on editorially by Coal Age
determination that the cost of producing coal must come recently. A tender similar to that offered the Lehigh and
down for the benefit of the public; the cost of transportation Glen Alden companies will be made to the Hudson company.
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Howat, Kansas' Mine-\\ orker Ex-President,
Expelleil from LJnion
EXTENSION of
IN
unions in Kansas

the open fight between the insurgent
and Illinois and the United Mine
Workers of America, Alexander Howat, for twenty years a
figrure in the labor controversies of Kansas and president
till reduced from that post by the International Executive
Committee, was expelled Nov. 17 from the organization.
Included in the order of expulsion were all those who have
recently been suspended from office.
Howat and August Dorchy, the latter the deposed vice
president, are in jail in Columbus, Kan., under sentence
for having refused to end strikes in an industry essential to
the public on demand of the Industrial Relations CommisVan A. Bittner, formerly president of
sion of the state.
District No. 5, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed special
representative in Kansas of the International Union. He
had declared it his intention to suspend 4,000 mine workers
who refused to return to work. The insurgent organization
in Kansas now has as its head John Fleming, who has declared that no threats of expulsion will move any of his men
to go back to work.
Meanwhile the Illinois mine workers, careless of threatening expulsion, have sent $60,000 worth of provisions into
the district, according to William Orr, traveling auditor of
the Central States Wholesale Co-operative Association,
which has been furnishing supplies and extending credit
to the strikers.
John H. Walker, president of the Illinois
State Federation of Labor, will address the strikers soon
to hearten them in their determination to continue to defy
the law and the union.

Law in Huerfano County, Colorado
PURSUANT on a reduction of wage at the mines of the

Martial

company, where the majority of the votes taken had been
favorable to a wage decrease, the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.
with the approval of the State Industrial Commission on
Nov. 16 declared a reduction of wage of 30 per cent to take
effect Nov. 17 at thirteen of its twenty-six mines in Colorado.
Henry Capps, sheriff of Huerfano County, wrote Governor
Shoup saying that the situation appeared too dangerous to
be left in the hands of the county authorities and recommended the state to assume control. "Threats have been
made freely," he wrote, "that company property would be
destroyed and that any miner who would attempt to work
under the new wage scale would be killed, his home burned
and his family subjected to all manner of indignities. It is
my conviction that many of these threats will be carried out
unless a force far larger than I can command is placed in
this county."
In consequence of this communication Governor Shoup
decided to do what has almost never been done before in the
United States when industrial trouble threatened. He declared martial law in Huerfano County and backed his
action by sending in the State Rangers and such units of
the National Guard as he deemed necessary. Much of the
trouble hitherto arising has come from letting the mischief
be done and then sending in th? militia to guard the burned
buildings, superintend the burial of the killed and maintain
the status quo which the violence has created. This is the
explanation of the violence which is so common and so deplorable in the sparsely-settled and poorly-policed areas of
the country.
Adjutant General Hamrock will take charge of the enforcement of law and order and he has already ruled that
he will have no tent colonies such as made so much trouble
at Ludlow. This particular colony President McLennon of
district No. 15 proposed to re-establish.
The company declares that in Las Animas County 50 per
cent of the men are working, and in Huerfano only about
25 per cent. The union says the strike is general. When
efforts were made to prevent the sale of arms and ammunition it was found that at Walsenburg the entire stocks of

arms had been

sold out.

Letters threatening the death of Superintendent E. H.
McClary, of the Oakdale Coal Co.'s mine at Oakview, were
turned over to the State Rangers, and a detachment under
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Sergeant Christensen was accordingly sent to guard th«
mine and the superintendent's house. Adjutant General
Hamrock asserts that he can prove that at a miners' meeting Nov. 15 eight men volunteered to kill the Amiti brothers,
whose cabin had been bombarded the night before. A letter to McClary read "Get out of the camp tonight or you'll
get killed."

C.

M. Roehrig Resumes Engineering Work

CLIFFORD

M.

ROEHRIG

has decided to return to his

former occupation of consulting and mining engineer,
He will
offices located in Huntington, W. Va.
engage in general engineering work pertinent to the coalmining industry, personally specializing on report and
with main

appraisal work.

Mr. Roehrig first entered into engineering work with the
Consolidation Coal Co., being later associated with the
Davis Coal & Coke Co., Madeira Hill anthracite interests
and in 1912 joined the consulting forces of Cunningham &
Conner in Huntington. In December, 1917, he was offered
and accepted the newly created position of secretary of the
Northeast Kentucky Coal Association, remaining in this
special work until June, 1920.
In the summer of 1920 he
became connected with the Tuttle Corporation, an export
company of New York City, in the capacity of manager
of production.

& Wilkes-Barre
Coal Stock; Con.-^ideration, $32,500,000

C. R.R. of N.J. Sells Lehigh

AFTER a

meeting of the directors of the Central Railroad
of New Jersey, Thursday, Nov. 17, it was announced
that the company had sold its 109,788 shares of Lehigh &
Wilkes-Barre coal stock to a syndicate composed of the
Burns Brothers interests, minority stockholders of the coal
company and some independent coal interests.
The total consideration to be received by the seller is, in
round figures, $32,500,000, according to the statement of
the company. The dates of payment of the instalments are
Dec. 6, 1921; July 1, Aug. 1, Sept. 1 and Oct. 1, 1922. The
first payment to be received by the selling company will
be about $10,000,000.
On April 26, 1920, the U. S. Supreme Court sustained the
government's contention that the Reading Company controlled railroads and coal companies in violation of antitrust laws, and ordered the dissolution of the combine, which
included the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. A committee
composed of Robert W. de Forest, Edward T. Stotesbury
and Daniel Willard was appointed on Sept. 29, 1921, to dispose of the Jersey Central's coal stock before Dec. 11.

Will Pay Million Dollars to

Enemy

Aliens

MORE than

$1,000,000 in claims for workmen's compensation, held up by the Alien Property Custodian during the world war, is awaiting claimants and will be paid
as soon as President Harding proclaims peace.
Clifford B. Connelley, Commissioner of Labor and Industry of Pennsylvania, has announced that there are 628
cases for which petitions have been filed with the Federal
Government and affecting $1,200,000 of Pennsylvania comThe cases are those of enemy aliens who left
pensation.
this country at the outbreak of the war or who, having
here prior to that time, were in enemy
lived
worked or
Much of the money will go to
countries during the war.
families of men injured or killed in Pennsylvania, and
numerous cases are those of former miners.

Coal-Tax Decision Not Expected This Year
case attacking
THE
Pennsylvania anthracite

the constitutionality of the
coal tax probably will reach
before the State Supreme Court in Philadelphia

test

argument

January.
The case will be argued in the Dauphin County Court,
Harrisburg, on Nov. 25, and it is expected that a decision
will be rendered during December, when an appeal will be
carried at once to the appellate court with the request that
the case be placed near the head of the argument list.
in
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Make 10 Per Cent Cut

in Freight Rates

on

Agricultural Products; Reductions Sought on Coal

AN IMMEDIATE

10-per cent cut in the freight rates on
agricultural products was announced Nov. 16 fol^ lowing a meeting of the Association of Railway Executive in New York City. The reduction will mean a saving of
$55,000,000 annually to shippers. The executives will not
wait for any relief in the form of wage reductions, and
through a special arrangement with the Interstate Commerce Commission the usual thirty-day requirement for new
rate schedules will be waived, making the lower rates effective inside of ten days.
This is the first nation-wide freight rate reduction since
the period of Federal control. The reduction is to hold for
six months, by which time it is expected the U. S. Railway
Labor Board will have adjudicated the wage cut cases so
that additional rate reductions may be made.
The lower rates will be effective throughout the country
except in the New England district, where an exception was
made because of the weakness of many of the carriers.
This, in substance, is the proposal made by the railway
executives to the Interstate Commerce Commission Nov. 12
after an all-day conference called by the commission to determine on methods by which freight rates could be reduced.
It is an earnest of good faith of the roads' intention to pass
to the public any saving they might obtain through wage
reductions, according to several executives, and in no way
affected their demand for such reductions.
Formal notices have already been posted by the railroads
in the Eastern and Western districts calling for conferences
to consider a cut in wages, .and the lines in the Southeastall

ern and Southwestern territories are expected to make their
announcements within a week. The fifty-two Eastern roads
made their declaration on Nov. 15. More than 1,650,000
railroad workers in the country will be affected by the

wage

cuts.

The Interstate Commerce Commission apparently received
with favor the program for a 10 per cent reduction in freight

Wilkes-Bar re Coal Strikers Resume

EMPLOYEES

Work

the Pennsylvania Coal Co. and the
Hillside Coal & Iron Co. in the Pittston District, who
went on strike Monday, Nov. 14, voted to return to work
Nov. 21. The action was taken after the piiw-p runners,
engineers and firemen had refused to join the walkout. Approximately 12,000 men and boys were affected.
The strike was caused by the refusal of a mine superintendent to promote a blacksmith's helper and by alleged
violations of the contract miners' agreement.
The operators refused to consider the grievances until the men reof

turned to work.

The reductions probably
products.
effective not later than the middle of December.
Freight
Bureau at Chicago on
Transcontinental
The
Saturday, Nov. 19, announced rate reductions on lumber,
shingles and lumber products from Pacific Coast points to
the East and New England. The Interstate Commerce Commission has been asked to authorize publication of the new
rates on agricultural

will be

made

tariffs.

Renewed efforts are being made by representatives of the
coal-mining industry and of the iron ore producers to obtain a reduction in freight rates on those commodities. Since
the railroad executives have announced their intention to
apply for permission to reduce by 10 per cent all rates on
agricultural products there has been a noticeable falling off
in orders placed for coal. A telegraphic survey of the situation made by George H. Cushing, managing director of the
American Wholesale Coal Association, leads him to believe
that consumers generally will withhold orders as long as
possible in the hope that further shipments may come under
the reduced rates which they expect to see put into effect in
the near future.
In that connection, however, it is pointed out at the Department of Commerce that it is likely to be some time
before the railroad officials complete the collection of information they are now gathering of the coal-rate situation.
For that reason it may be some weeks before the railroads
are in a position to act, and even then considerable time
must be lost in the formalities of obtaining the permission
The statutory
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
requirement is thirty days before the new rates may be
put into effect, although the commission has the power to
act specially and put them into effect on less than the
statutory notice. For these reasons it is pointed out that
it is unlikely that reduced rates on coal can be made effective
before the middle of January, with the probabilities pointing to even a later date.

name, thereby leading purchasers falsely to believe that
the respondents sell genuine "Bemice coal," which latter
name has been descriptive of a certain coal produced in
Pope County, Ark., for so long a time that it has become
associated in the minds of consumei^s and producers with
the high-grade coal produced in that county and with no
other coal.
Simon Levy, who carried on the business of the Bemice
Coal Co., has admitted that confusion has arisen over his
adoption of the name Bernice Coal Co., and asserts that
he has ceased to sell his coal under the name of Bernice
coal.
Thirty days are given respondent in which to answer
charges in the complaint, after which the case will be tried

on

its

merits.

Idle Freight Cars Gain; First Since April

FREIGHT

cars idle because of business conditions totaled
277,669 on Nov. 8, compared with 264,700 on Nov. 1,
or an increase of 12,969 cars, according to reports by the
American Railway Association. The increase in the number
of such cars was the first to be reported since the week
of April 7 last, when the peak was reached and at which
time there were 618,007. Of the total number of cars idle
because of business conditions, 93,172 were surplus or serviceable freight cars immediately available for use if business conditions warranted, while the remaining 184,497
were freight cars in need of repairs.

Federal Trade Commission Files Complaint
Against Bernice Coal Co.

TIE Bemice

Coal Co., of Chicago,

111.,

is

named respond-

ent in a formal complaint issued by the Federal "Trade
Commission. The respondent is charged with passing off
goods by adopting the name "Bernice Coal Co." as a trade

During the Debate

in the

House

of Representatives in

which that body agreed to the Senate amendment to the
tax revision bill fixing the maximum surtax rate at 50 per
cent. Representative Parker, of New Jersey, favored a lower
rate, saying men of wealth could earn more by putting their
money in undeveloped coal mines. Representative Browne,
of Wisconsin, favored the higher rate, charging that coal

companies and others "have always made excessive profits."
He quoted Senator Kenyon, of Iowa, as saying that one
coal company last year paid excess profits taxes of $1,000,000.
He referred to the Treasury Department report of
1917, which he said showed that some coal companies were
making excess profits and that profits as high as 100 per
cent were not uncommon on capital stock.
He said the
Treasury report showed that of 404 coal companies reported upon, 185 earned profits for their capital stock of
100 to 7,856 per cent for 1917.
"In other words," said
Mr. Browne, "nearly half of the coal companies paid profits
equal to their entire capital stock and one of the mines paid
profits equal to 78 times its capitalization."

Production
and
the

Mgirket
JVeekly Review

BUYERS
as an aftermath

and shippers are catching their breath
of too

much

artificial

stimula-

tion of demand. During the last thirty days buyincreased out of all proportion to requirements
when the rail and miners' strikes loomed. As a consequence, reserves are topheavy and much unsold coal
"on track" has gone at distress prices to avoid demurrage November's coal was sold in October.
In some regions, especially smokeless, operators have
curtailed their running time, preferring to remain idle
rather than to dig coal that must be placed on the
bargain counter to be moved. More contracts are being
revised downward in an attempt to put prices more
nearly in line with current quotations, and at the same
time keep as much coal as possible out of the spot
market. Coal Age index of spot bituminous coal prices
stands at 88 on Nov. 21, a decline from 91 on Nov. 14,
and the most notable break since the end of June.

ing

—

Buyers Interested Only in Attractive Prices
Buyers everywhere, aware of the flattened markets,
refuse to listen to sales talk unless the price is extremely attractive. Stocks of domestic bituminous coal
in the Midwest are so heavy and solicitors have so
actively combed the territory for orders that many
dealers refuse them entrance and have posted signs on
their doors to that effect.
The action of the railroads in reducing rates on agricultural products has been hailed as a good omen by
coal buyers and sellers alike and one which many are
led to believe presages a reduction of coal rates.
The
commission has been petitioned to reduce freights on
coal, and uncertainty as to what action will be taken
is disconcerting to the trade.
Sober counsel prevails
among the operators, who realize the plight of the
roads and anticipate no general rate decrease until
wages again come down.
Warm weather also is slowing up the anthracite retail

trade, to the detriment of the premiums that independent operators have been receiving. Considerable distribution is now certain to be spread over the winter, as
buying by the householder has lagged all season, due
to the financial stringency which made small-lot purchasing popular. Steam sizes are again hard to move

and much of
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Following a 30 per cent cut in wages, nine of eighteen
mines of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. were shut down last
week. The reduction restored the 1919 scale and 2,000 men
are out in the district affected, with 600 others involved
in a sympathetic strike.
B'hminous Coal Dumped at
Lake Erie Porfs, bu Weeks.

If!

1

III

I

1
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of winter cargoes tied up. Lake dumpings were 264,530
net tons during the week ended Nov. 21
253,685 cargo and
as compared with 711,844 tons in the
10,845 vessel fuel
corresponding week in 1920. Movement for the season to
date is 22,616,536 tons, as compared with 22,452,818 in 1920.
Hampton Roads dumpings in the week ended Nov. 17
were 290,433 gross tons, an increase of nearly 40,000 tons
over the previous week. This variation is not unusual and
is not due to market causes.
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movement of coal to New England declined
of Nov. 12; being 3,032 cars of anthracite, a
decrease of about 300 from the previous week, and 3,459
cars of bituminous, a decrease of 100 cars. Anthracite was
50 per cent more than a year ago and bituminous about
75 per cent of last year.
The Lake movement is nearly completed. With the docks
well stocked there will be more than the usual number
The
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all-rail

week
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1,373,000 net tons, as against 1,942,000 tons in the laU-st
The decrease did not exceed what might
full-time week.

have been expected from experience and does not suggest
a slackening demand.
Coal AcF Index
of
1931.

sn^am

88.

November

Wrvk

21.

400

This diaweekly

shows

changes

In

the spot

prices of bituminous
coal In the United
States as a whole.
All
prices
are reduced to one figure

and
the

COKE
Beehive coke production decreased slightly during the
week ended Nov. 12, when 103,000 net tons were produced,
according to the Geological Survey. During the preceding
week the output was 116.000 tons. While the Frick company is increasing its production in the Connellsville region
more independents are putting out their ovens as the demand grows weaker. Prices have softened and now stand
at $3@$3.15 for furnace and $4@$4.50 for foundry.
Both
byproduct and beehive coke production increased during
October.

compared with
average govern-

ment price

of
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MONTHLY OUTPUT OF BYPRODUCT AND BEEHIVE COKE
IN THE UNITED .STATES

1918,

(Net Tons)

Actual
spot prices for each
coal are given In the
taken as 100.

table

in

Beehive

Byproduct

Coke

this review.

1917
1918
1919
1920

250

Monthly
Monthly
Monthlv
Monthly

average
average
average
average

July, 1921

August. 1921
September. 1921
October, 1921
(a) Excludes screeuinsrs and breeze.

Coke

Total

2.764.000
2,540,000
1,587,000
1,748,000
181,000
248,000
289,000
416.000

4.634,000
4.706,000
3,682,000
4,313,000
1,466,000
1,650,000
1.712,000
2.150,000

•

1,870,000
2,166.000
2.095,000
2,565,000
1,285.000
1,402,000
1.423.000
1,734,000

consumption by the coke industry has slumped
The October total was only 49 per cent of the
average monthly consumption of coal for coke manufacCoal

sharply.

ture in 1920, representing a reduction of 3,000,000 tons per

month.

ESTIMATED MONTHLY CONSUMPTION OF COAL FOR
MANUFACTURE OF COKE
(Net Tonsl

Consumed in

July

Cumulative production to Nov. 1 is 74,400,000 net tons.
This is 1,200,000 tons ahead of 1920 and well in excess of
1919, but is about one and one-half million tons behind
1913 and 1914. October production was 7,580,000 tons, an
increase over September of 4.56,000 tons.

1917
1918
1919
1920

Consumed
Beehive

2,625.000
3,072.000
2,988.000
3,685,000

4 354.000

monthly average
monthly average
monthly average
Monthly average

July, 1921
August, 1921
September, 1921
October, 1921

I,846,000((i^
2,015. 000(0^

2.044.000(a)
2,491, OOO(n)

Total Coal

in

Byproduct
Ovens

Consumed

Ovens
4,014,000
2,478,000
2,758,000(fO
286.000(ol
391 000(a1
456,000(a)
656,000(a)

(a) .\ssuming a yield in merchantable coke of 69.6 per cent of the coal charged in
bjTDroduct ovens, and 63.4 per cent in beehive ovens.

Oct., 1920

Anthracite

Foreign Market

444,391
69

Bituminous
Exported to:
France

4,580.

Netherlands

And Export News

Sweden

123,694
189.635
1,994,832
10.741
20,557

Switzerland

Canada

Panama
Mexico
British

American

Hampton Roads

Tonnage
Feels

Increases;
Coastvrise

Slump; Prices Unchanged.
Export business was somewhat improved last week with thirteen foreign
cargoes cleared and a number of other
Much of this
vessels awaiting cargo.
is being sold on the spot market, with
some little business still under contract.
Only one cargo cleared for Europe, South American ports being the
active markets for shippers.

The coastwise business was somewhat
duller than usual, with a number of
barges and schooners waiting here on

the spot to take loads at somewhat
lower rates than have obtained during
The generally
the last few weeks.
quoted rate to New England is $1, with
some charters being made a little under
that figure.
Pools 1 and 2 are monopolizing the
business, very little demand being found
Prices
for the lower grades of coal.
remain approximately the same, with
some reductions being made on specific
cargoes in the case of coal that is on
demurrage, or threatened with the expiration of its free time at port.
The Newport News piers of the
Chesapeake & Ohio have shown a re-

markable decrease in dumpings, doing
about one-third the business of the
Virginian piers, and less than one-third
of the Norfolk & Western dumpings.
The tone of the market is still very
The outlook for foreign business
dull.
is somewhat brighter than at any other
time within the last two months, and
hope is held out for a certain stimulus
in this trade as winter progresses. Exporters are watching closely developments in the British mining industry.
The feeling is beginning to prevail that
the labor unrest there may again cause
trouble and give American shippers a
chance to regain markets which have

countries is considerably less
for
figure
one-third
of
the
than
which are
1920.
Details,
October,
those of the Department of Commerce,
covering exports and imports of coal
and coke, in October, 1921, and the revised figrures for October, 1920, are as
follows:

other

Indies

Cuba
Other West Indies
Argentina
Brazil

Chile

Uruguay
Egypt
Other countries

7, 09
115,380
12,954
1

1

268,053
98,240
44.998
33,187

457,979
103,353

Coke

Oct., 1921

307.873
1,328.513

1,122,927
19,229
10,377
10,201

43,328
7,827
23.936
15,892
1,017
12,385
27,902

22,256

IMPORTS
Anthracite

534
90,867

Bituminous
Imported from:
United Kingdom

120,390

81,742

375
99,348
5,589

7.223

14,771

1,637

Canada
Japan
Australia

Other countries

Coke

been lost to the British.

United States Coal and Coke Exports
and Imports During October
While exports of bituminous coal, in
October, increased slightly over those
of September, the volume moving to

West

1

852,190
119.106
221.514

Italy

South

6,979.000
7,086,000
5,466,000
6,443,000
2 132,000
2,406,000
2,500.000
3.147,000

265

307

2,463

3,110

Hampton Roads Pier

Situation

Week Ended
Nov.
N. & W. Piers, Lamberts Pt.:
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting
Virginian Ry.
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

&

O. Piers,

Tonsdumped
Tonnage waiting

.

17

2,033
114,431
125,818
14.500

1,533

1,556

76,650

77,800
129,239
5,198

109,991
10.670

Tonnage waiting
C.

Nov.

Piers, Sewalls Pt.:

Tonsdumped
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

10

2,223
124,544
111,633
10,258

Newport News1.191

59,850
30,337
2,000

1,418

70 900
35,376
3,500

:
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Reparation Coal Shipments Diminish as Heavy

French Stocks Break Previous Records

—

French Market Shows No Improvement British Coals
Vainly Offered at Attractive Prices Slight Drop in BritLarge Tonnage of Unsold Coal on Track
ish Production

—

—

The general situation

is

unchanged.

Demand

for industrial coals continues
very poor, but the setting in of cold
weather has slightly improved the
movement of house fuels.
The poor market makes the position at the mines worse from month
Stocks at the French and
to month.
for
operated
mines
district
Saar
French account have, during the month

of September, increased by approximately 750,000 tons.
Stocks at the French mines in

August were 1,505,101 tons; in September, 1,700,990 tons; stocks at the Saar
mines in August were 45,640 tons, and
Total
September.
tons
in
608,164
August stocks were 1,550,741 tons, compared with 2,309,154 tons in September.
These record stocks are due to the
lack of orders as total production for
September was only about 2,000 tons
in excess of August. The very important stocks of coals, mainly British and
German, existing at the various French
ports, should be added to the above
figures.

September

The

output

was

prac-

the August proFrench mines, including Lortons
in
produced
2,402,719
raine,
August and 2,432,148 in September.
Saar mines produced 930,762 tons in
August and 903,698 in September.
Total August output was 3,333,481
tons as compared with 3,335,846 in
September.

tically equivalent to

duction.

British coals are being vainly offered
at heavy discounts. Buyers still cling
to the idea that prices can go down
still
further and only purchase to
cover their most urgent requirements.
Because of the slow demand, deliveries
of German indemnity coals diminish

from month to month.
The modification of railway

rates,

-

which amounts to about 12

fr. per ton,
materially extending the radius of
Saar coals in France. Reductions in
the price of metallurgical coke are expected at an early date.
is

Quotations Still Dropping
Production in the United Kingdom
shows a slight drop. The output during the week ended Nov. 5 was 4,182,000 gross tons, as compared with
recent weeklv figures of around 4,250,British

OOO tons.

Home and export markets are somewhat improved for the South Wales
operators.
Heavy tonnage on track
still
remains, however and colliery
owners are still engaged in stiff price
competition.
A statement that as a result of the
reduced wages many collieries would
be enabled to export large steam coals
in December at 20s. f.o.b. and still
make a profit has drawn a denial from
the South Wales Coal Owners' Association.
This organization gives details,
showing that with wages at a minimum
of 13s. other costs would bring the
total to 26s. 3d., making no allowances
for profit or capital charge.

Alexander V. Dye has been appointed
an American commissioner with headquarters at London.
He will devote
particular attention to the coal situation.
He has been instructed to pay a
personal visit to the British coal fields
and report on his observations.
Mr.
Dye formerly was with the American
International Corporation.
The National Federation of Colliery
Enginemen and Boilermen
a body
with 22,000 members has decided by
an overwhelming majority to secede
from the Miners' Federation of Great
Britain, according to advices to the
Department of Commerce from the

—

—

Italy—^Best Cardiff steam

The

enginemen

in

South

and Bunker Prices, Gross Tons

Pier

{Foreign Bunker Quotaiions

Coal Paragraphs from Foreign Lands
Germany ^Ruhr production during

—

the week ended Nov. 5 was 1,545,000
metric tons, according to a cable to
Coal Age, as compared with 1,776,000
tons in the preceding week. The output
of Ruhr coal for the first nine months
of 1921 is estimated at 70,000,000 tons,
as against 64,000,000 in 1920 and 87,000,000 in 1913.

b'j

Cable io Coal Age^

PIERS
Nov.
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

Nov. I9t

12

New York. ...$5.65(5
New York... 5.45ft

$5.S5@$6.7o

$5,75
5.50
5 70(<j
9. Philadelphia.
5 90
10. Philadelphia.. 5.50(S. 5.65
71, Philadelphia.. 6.00te 6.10
1. Hamp. Ris ..
4.75(31 4.90
PooU 5-6-7 Hamp Rds. 4.25
Pool 2. Hamp. Rds.
4.50® 4.75
9

10.

S.iO@5.60
.5.50® S.Sn

.

.

5.50®
4.25

4.60® 4,7S

.

.

5.65-

6.00

4.75® 4.90

BUNKERS
Pool 9. New York....$6.05@$6.I5
Poo! 10, New York.... 5.85® 5.90
Pool 9, Philadelphia.. 6.00® 6.20
Pool 10. Philadelphia.. 5.75® 6.00
Pool
Hamp. Rds.
5.05
Pool 2. Hamp. Rds...
4.75
Welsh, Gibraltar
453. f.o.b.
Welsh, Rio de Janeiro.
65s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Lisbon
52s. f.o.b.
Welsh, La Plata
60s. f.o.b.
Welsh. Marseilles
125 fr.
1

.

.

Welsh,
Welsh.
Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,
Welsh,

Antwerp
Genoa
Madeiia
Teneriffe

Malta
Michaels.

St.

Las Palmas.

.

.

..

J5.9.5@J6.i5
o.80@ 5.90
6.00
5.75® 5.90
5.00® 5.10
4.75® «. 85

.

Belgian.

.

.

45$.
65s.
52s.
60s.

f.o.b.
f.o.b.
f.o.b.
f.o.b.
125 fr. f.o.b.
4O3. f.o.b.

403.
45s. t.i.b.
45s. f.a.s.
45s. f.a.s.
479. 6d. f.o.b.
60s. t.i.b.
45s. f.a.s.

45st.i.b.
45s. f.a.B.
45s. f.a.3.
47s. 6d. f.o.b.
60s. t.i.b.
45s. f.a.s.

>

e

Bombay

35 rupees

Capetown

42s. 9d.fl|fl

f

Alexandria

483. f.o.b.

48s. f.o.b.

35 rupees
;

42s.k9d.

American Coal

C.I.F. Prices,

Wales

into a working agreement with the
miners' federation, but will not subject
themselves to dictation from that bodv.

quoted

June.

.American Consulate General in London.
similarly broke away in August.
The
action of the enginemen is an outgrowth of the strike.
The miners'
leaders ordered all "safety men" to
cease work.
This would have flooded
the mines and resulted in great damage
and would have prevented the return
of thousands of miners when they were
ready to resume work.
The safety
men state that they are ready to enter

is

39s. 6d., Genoa, according to a cable
The general electrificato Coal Age.
tion of the railroads of Italy already
is resulting in a saving of coal.
From
Sept. 1, 1920 to June 30, 1921, electrification took place on five roads totaling 234 kilometers.
During the present year a total of 434 kilometers of
road will be electrified. The savings in
resulting
coal
from
projects
the
amounted to 160,000 tons at the end of

(In Gross Tons"'

12—^

*— Nov.

^- Nov. I9t-

Low High
Vol.

French Atlantic

Vol.

$8.90 $8.65
8.60
8 80
9.60 9.35
9.20 9.00

West Italy
ThePlate
Rio Janeiro

Low

High

Vol.

Vol.

$8.90 $8.70
8.90 8 70
9.00 s.so
9.00

Havana

7 00

These quotations are purely nominal andfas
can be learned, no busines.slis being done in
markets.

Current Quotations British Coal f.o.b.
Port, Gross Tons
Nov 12
Cardiff
Nov. I9t
Admiralty, Large

Steam.Smalls

26s. 9d.
19s

Newcastle:
Best Steams
Best Gas
Best Bunkers

22s. 9d.
24s. 3d.
23s. 3d.

»6s.@2«s. 6d.
I83

6d.@

I9s.6d.

23s.
«Js.

Sgs.®BSs.
t Advance over previous week shown in heavy
type, declines in italics.

Export Clearances, Week Ended,
Nov. 17, 1921

FROM HAMPTON ROADS
Tons

For Argentina

4,710
4,246

Br. SS. aifftower
Nor. SS. Torlak Skogland

For

.\tlantic Islands:
Nor. SS. Bowden, for Kingston
For Brazil:
Jap SS Kasha Maru. for Porto Ferreira
Am. SS. Robin Hood, for Rio de Janeiro
.

1,038

6,729
8,497

For Canada'
Russ. SS. Tobolsk, for

Bathmst

2,1 10

For Cuba:

Am.
Am.
Am.

SS. Levisii. for Banes
SS. Mariana, for Havana
Schr. Laurie .\nnie Barnes, for

1.231
4,1 15

San Juan.

1

,088

For Italy:
Ital. SS.

Caprera. for Genoa
For Peru:
Er. SS. South America, for Lima

9,902

SS. West Catanace. for Bremerton
Nor. SS. Cissy, for St Thomas

7,819
3,324

Am.

I

8

l5Ha5RI3a5RI9»2

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

9162331)7

Apr

14

a

W\a\/

S2 9l6S30
Jul^

6B2i)n311)r7i:4
Aog.
Sept

1

85a»5
Oct.

551

FROM PHILADELPHIA
BI5»3.¥rlZ4
Dec

Nov.

For Cuba:

NorSS. Gran,

for

Havana

1,152
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cunsumcrs as they display no tendency
to

Reports

From

the Market Centers
till'

Wew

Enorland

—

BOSTON

—

Buyers Indifferent Price Cuts More
Continued Accutrndation at
Hampton Roads Operators Curtail
Anthracite Shows Signs of Slowing up.

Common

—

—

—

—

Bituminous Steam demand is more
ragged than ever. Factors are bringing to bear such pressure on buyers
that the latter show little interest, and
in cases where there is inclination to
buy the consumer knows that by shopping around he can get a low price.
Not only are several middle houses
striving to sell on commission what
the agencies themselves are trying to
dispose of to the same trade, but market cargoes are still going forward.
These conditions do not promote
stability and naturally advantage is
taken of the generally mixed situation.
While there continue to be scattered
indications of better business, the improvement is so gradual that no reaction is looked for now until 1922.
Operations on the B. & O. have again
sold down to $1.50 per net ton and
grades that were listed as Pool 9 have
sold as low as $2.25 per gross ton f.o.b.
mines.
Distress coal from Hampton
Roads has sold at materially less than
the $6.25 figure on cars Boston which
continues the general asking price on
Navy acceptable grades. For the most
part, however, quotations are on the
same level as a week ago.
A prediction like this rests on the
fact that several smokeless operators
have already bowed themselves out
from active competition. One group
of New River mines, for instance, has
put into effect a rigid curtailment to
one day per week, realizing that present net returns do not justify digging
coal on costs as they now prevail. We
expect to see this policy followed by
others, and it will be interesting to
watch the record of accumulations at
Hampton Roads the next two or three

weeks.

While Pocahontas agencies seem to
be moving their output in better volume it is pretty certain the aggregate

dumpings

for

November

something of a falling
tonnage.

off

Pennsylvania operators are facing

a very slow winter season.
-Vnthracite While there is still pressure to secure stove and chestnut, there
are signs that demand is easing off.
Doubtless much of this is due to mild
weather, but back of it also is a real
shortage of ready money on the part
of householders.
Reports show not
only a general dullness among consuming trade, but also a disposition not to
buy until actually needed.
considerable tonnage that in other
years was distributed during the summer and early fall is now to be spread
over the winter months.
Prolonged
cold weather or any newspaper discussion of possible interruption would of
course stiffen present inquiry, but in
the absence of such considerations, retailers look for only a minimum winter
business.

will
show
from October

Some

of the interests on the
N. & W. have reduced prices on contract in order to insure a better flow
of coal on old obligations and thereby
leave the producer with less dependence
on the spot market. In one instance,
the net ton price f.o.b. mines has been
reduced to $2.25 ($2.52 gross) for
Western and line trade.
The outlet for the Pennsylvania dis-

remains much restricted.
The
market for trans-shipment at all the

tricts

ports as well as the very largest share
of New England is practically wiped
out for the present, due to the commanding position occupied by the
smokeless shippers.
Even the most
favorably known quality grades are being absorbed with difficulty and since
there is no prospect of early improvement in this respect it seems certain

A

Tidewater

—East

fill

their bins.

Salesmen generally fail to see any
bright spots on the horizon, some predicting .scarcely any improvement this
winter while others, more optimistic,
do not expect any big rush of business.
The repeated assertions of both government and railroad officials that there is
little
likelihood of any reduction in
coal freight rates at present does not
deter some large consumers from clinging to their belief that rates are to be
cut and for this reason many buyers
are purchasing nothing but their immediate requirements.
There was plenty of coal at the local
docks to meet requirements, estimates
running as high as 2,000 cars, of which
it was believed about one-half was for
public utility needs. Demand was slow
however, and the free coals were hard
to move.
Regular customers with contracts were hard pressed to find space
for taking their ordinary shipments and
in some instances requested operators
to
withhold
shipments,
although
scarcely more than the normal tonnage
was being sent here.
Operators were more inclined to consider contracts than a few weeks back.
Inquiries were received by some shippers regarding weekly deliveries up to
April 1 and quotations under $3 were
reported as having been made on highgrade coals.

NEW YORK

—

Weather Conditions Affect Market
Anthracite Buying Slow Bituminous
Market Quiet Considerable Coal at
Piers Operators
Consider Contract

—

—

Making.

—

—There

PHILADELPHIA
Anthracite Market Feels Unseasonable
Weather— More Cutting of Retail

—

—

Prices Steam Sizes Slow Bituminous
Fails to Gain Spot Prices Fairly Firm.

—
Anthracite — The
gish,

retail trade is slugwith no immediate prospect of
betterment. With a spell of abnormally
usually expected at this time and the warm weather, buying is almost refalling off in buying has been increased duced to the midsummer minimum.
by the extra purchasing indulged in There is not the least question that it
when there were threats of railroad will take severely cold weather to put
any real life into the trade. The numand other labor troubles.
Stove and chestnut are moving with- ber of canceled orders received by the
out any difficulty but even in these shippers increased this week, although
coals there does not seem to be the not in sufficient volume to cause curdesire that prevailed recently. Dealers tailment of operation.
Retailers are shading their figures
seem able to procure the major part
of their supply from the companies but and unless a sudden change in the
weather
arrives a price war is not at
the independents are not having any
trouble to dispose of their product. all unlikely. The old-line retailers continue
to
ask $14.50 for stove and nut,
What they lack in demand for chestnut
here is easily overshadowed from the but from this point prices shade dowm
25c.
a
time
until in a few cases $13.50
northern section of the state where this
has been reached.
size is largely used.
is
the
Nut
only size that is really in
Egg coal is not easily moved and
i.>
accumulating rapidly. The average demand now, and with some shippers
quotation for independent egg mixed stove is actually reported to be somewith either stove or chestnut was what heavy, although not to the same
around $8.25 although some sales were extent as pea and egg. It is becoming
reported at $8, or 25c. above company a more frequent occurrence to sell pea
under the $6 mark, and some of the
circular.
Steam sizes were plentiful. Many larger independents have recently made
loaded boats were waiting for buyers sales at $5..50@$5.75, with some other
and quotations for these have about shippers even 25c. lower.
Yard stocks are almost at capacity,
reached the low-water mark. Local reand pea is reaching the point where
tail yards contain all they can hold of
these coals and dealers are not anxious some dealers are showing a tendency
to add to their stocks.
Buckwheat No. to move this size quietly at drastic

Anthracite

is

no briskness

in

Weather conditions have
been completely the reverse of what is
the

trade.

sold slowly, rice and barley moved
1
easier.
Quotations for these coals at
local piers the middle of the week

ranged at around $5.50 for buckwheat,
$4.50 for rice and $1 less for barley.
Bituminous Conditions fail to show
any improvement. There is no desire
to purchase and industrial plant buyers
are apparently keeping out of the market.
The nearness of the time when
transportation troubles are to be expected seems to have no terrors for

—

Retail prices of $10.50@$10.75
are quite common to the consumer who
more than one dealer before placing his order.
cuts.

tries

—

Bituminous The present week has
been as dull as any since the first of
September.
Inquiries have dropped
off almost completely.
The weather
naturally holds back the demand and
while all interests are anxious for better trading, they fear the outcome if
buying is postponed much longer.

November

COAL AGE
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24,

Practically nothing is heard of contract prices these days. The consumer
has lost interest in protection of this
kind, feeling that having gotten thus
far with fuel much under the contract

he cannot lose now, with the
chances of getting coal right to April
1 at less than $3.25 at the utmost.
In a general way we think it can be
said that the iroii industry within a
radius of 75 miles of the city has improved within the past two weeks.

figure,

Some of the largest plants which were
doubtful of being active until the first
of the year, recently expressed more
confidence in this regard.
Spot prices have remained stable for
the past week for all grades, but with
an occasional tendency to a shading
off on some ordinary coals, particularly
in the case of sales of fair-sized blocks.

BALTI.MORE
Demand Poor in All Lines of Soft Coal
Only Best Grades Salable Hard
Coal Business Sloived by Abyiormally

—

—

Warm

Weather.
Bituminous While the talk continues
both in coal offices and in general business that the tura of the tide toward
better industrial life seems at hand, the

—

coal trade so far fails to reflect this
in either a line of ordering or prices.
This poor business touches all lines
of coal trading.

business the best grade
steam and gas coals are offering at
$5@S5.20 a gi-oss ton f.o.b. piers before trimming.
On line business the
prices on excellent coals running to
Pools 9 and 71 are S2.35@$2.60, net
f.o.b. mines, and on gas lump around
There is little demand
$2.40@$2.50.
for the poorer grades of coal of any

On bunker

kind.

The general flat nature of the busiis shown by the fact that the
Western Maryland for the first week in
ness

November dropped

52 per cent below
the figures for the same week of 1920,
or a loss of revenue of $165,917.11.
The figures have not been announced
for the B. & O. but it is understood
that the decrease for the same period
was around 45 per cent.
On export business the November
tonnage to the 16th inclusive was 22,028
tons cargo in five vessels, and 1,795
tons bunkers in four of these ships.

863

lawsuits are much more common now
than they would be if the trade was in
The claim that
a normal condition.
anything sold is of poor quality when
prices are down or going down, that
would not be made otherwise marks a
dishonest purchaser and demoralizes
trade.

Consumption is probably increasing,
but the improvement in that direction
is so slow that it does not begin to
offset the overstocks that were the result of strike

scares.

The consumers

do not need to complain, for they got
the best of the trade, but the sellers
are left fairly high and dry.
Quotations are as before, S2.75 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.50 for Pittsburgh
and No. 8 steam lump, $2.25 for Allegheny Vallev and all mine run, and
S1.50@S1.75 for slack.
Anthracite The trade is rather quiet
and if there were a little better supply of stove and chestnut, there would
be no complaint.
Demand for independent anthracite,
which indicates the real state of the
market, shows that some consumers are

—

willing to pay a dollar or so premium
for it, rather than to wait, when once
they get ready to put in their coal.

Lakes

— The

movement

is

much

lighter than it usually is at this time
of the year, not much more than half
the summer activity taking place now.
Shipments for the week ended Nov.
16 were only 38,300 tons, of which
15,000 cleared for Milwaukee, 10,000
for Duluth, 7,300 for Menominee and
6,000 for Port Arthur.
Freight rates
are exceedingly dull at 75c. to Menominee, 60c. to Milwaukee, 50c. to

Duluth and Port Arthur. Vessels need
these up-cargoes, as grain does not pay
enough to enable them to go up light
for it.

—

Coke Jobbers report another slight
reduction in the price.
The local demand is as light as ever, only now and
then an order being obtainable, mostly
to provide for some variety of coke that
happens to run short. Quotations are
S4.15 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundrv,
$3.15 for 48-hr. furnace and $2.75 for
stock.

Northwest

—

Anthracite A high temperature has
materially lessened the demand in Balti-

more for hard

coal.

Almost summer

heat has prevailed on some days.
A much impi-oved run of coal during
the month of October caught up some
20,000 tons of the gap in the normal
supply deficiency at this point caused
by the unusually poor deliveries over

August and September. The result was
that the month of November started in
with the trade about 100,000 tons short
of the usual amount on reserve.

Nearly

to

Interior

Slump

Concessions

Over

—

—

— Sinall

Navigation

Dock Fires Proving

BUFFALO

—

—

—

come.
This means not only little for the
shipper to do, but all sorts of trouble
with the coal when it actually arrives.
Rejections that lead to disputes and

is

in sight.

This season 1,029 cargoes arrived at
the Head-of-the-Lakes, according to
figures just released.
Of these 842
were bituminous and 187 anthracite.
above
is
far
the
number
received
This
during 1920, and a plentiful supply is
assured until long after the opening
of navigation next year.
Some coal is being loaded back from
the docks to steamers for winter storage. One boat has already been chartered for this purpose and others will
be obtained and loaded in the near
future. This has been necessitated by
burning coal on the docks, and the
need of obtaining more room in which
to fight the fi-res.

MILWAUKEE
Unexpected Anthracite Reduction
Causes Flurry in Coal Circles Soft

—

—

Dock Fires
Coal Market Lifeless
Occur.
Coal men at Milwaukee experienced
a surprise on Nov. 15, when an order
came from the East reducing anthracite
prices 20c.@60c. per ton. Retail prices
of hard coal are now as follows:
Egg,
$15.70; stove, $16.00; chestnut, $15.95;
An
pea, $14 and buckwheat, $11.50.
extra charge of 75c. is added when coal
is caiTied in.
cut in price at this season of the
year is unprecedented, and is attributed
to the action of large dealers in the
East who are equalizing prices in
order to meet competition. It is doubtful whether this will stimulate business, this year at least.
Consumers

A

simply won't buy until they get "good
and ready," as the saying is.
Bituminous coal markets are lifeless,
especially for screenings, which are
practically unsalable and yards are
well stocked with this grade.
Fires
continue to bother yard men, who are
handicapped in getting at the combustion centers because of the overloaded
condition of the docks.

Receipts in the first half of November aggregate 53,331 tons of anthracite, and
165,850 tons of soft coal.
During the same period in 1920 the
receipts were 47,255, and 216,509 tons,
respectively.
The season's receipts of
anthracite to date total 901,376 tons,
soft coal. 2,507,694 tons, against 748,618
tons of the former, and 2,145,926 tons
of the latter during the same period
in 1920.

Troublesome.
Sales fell off heavily last week with
a resumption of mild weather, and
dock men feel that the true weakness
of the market has been revealed, and
that only necessity will compel the

consumer to

fill

his bins.

Retailers are

unable to relieve the situation by placing orders, because of financial condi-

Bituminous Trade Quiet As Ever ConAnthracite
sumers Are Indifferent
Some2chaf Scarce Coke Weaker.
Bituminous Demand does not improve.
Shippers find consumers so
completely stocked up that they are
quite indifferent to the market and
some of them will be for months to

—

DULUTH
Shipriients
at
Sizes

cargoes will arrive before the close of
navigation, according to an estimate
made by local vessel owners. Ore shipments stopped Nov. 16, and little grain

tions.

Despite the sag in trade prices are
holding firm. Screenings, however, are
being offered down to $4, and buckwheat, which has been consistently
weak this year, has dropped $2.50
from the list price of $8.50. On the
docks 5,900,000 tons are stored and
only the fact that shipments are on the
wane prevents a serious harbor tieup.
Last week twenty-one cargoes arrived, of which three were anthracite,
but only four boats are reported on
the way. Not more than twelve more

MINNEAPOLIS

—

Buying Confined to Urgent Needs
Wintry Weather Only Slight Bolster

—

Less Indulgence in Price Cutting.
Those who had fond anticipations
that this fall would be a replica of
last year, have had some reason to
amend their views. While it has not
been unduly severe, there has been
a little cold "weather with several fairly
good snowfalls. This makes it appear
wintry, even though the temperature is
fairly high.

With the shows and near-zero temperatures, there has been a picking
ut)
in the demand from all sources.
The ti-end continues to be for buying
in smaller quantities.
It seems to be
assured that for this season buying
will be confined to smaller units right
along.
It is true that because of the dock

COAL AGE
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source of supply, there is a stock on
hand to serve for the winter. But this
must run until well into April on any
conditions likely to arise, or it will
be compulsoi-j' to ship Eastern coal
at a considerable additional
all-rail

And

confidently
expected that April 1 will see a complete cessation of production when the
miners' wage scale comes up for adfreight

cost.

it

is

justment.

The bitter discontent which prevails
against the high cost of coal is distributed three ways in the minds of
buyers. They feel that producers get
too long a margin; that miners get
too high a wage scale; and that can-iers
They
get too much freight charge.
have contended against these by a buyfor
prevailed
has
ing strike which
months. There is no ground for any
to
indifferent
public
is
belief that the
the wage scale nor reconciled to the
The publicpresent range of costs.
is

on

distinctly and emphatically "sore"
the entire state of things, as shown

by the support which any suggestion
for legislation regulating and controlling coal mining and distributing
instantly receives.
The local market remains about as
Buying is confined to
has been.
it
urgent needs, which are expanding
draws on. Keen
winter
somewhat as
efforts are being made right along to
prices
on steam coal.
cutting
of
induce
There is no point at which buyers seem
might
stop and
admit
values
willing to
be reasonable. Any concession made is
which
to work
from
the
ground
merely
for further cuts.
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Kansas City and Omaha, but it does
move in any volume.
Steam locally is fairly active on account of the mines not working full
time and steam sizes have a tendency
Outside steam
to show better prices.
to

not

quiet except in spots, and considerable tonnage is moving to Chicago,
especially screenings.
The anthracite market is quiet and
nothing is moving in the way of
Arkansas or Eastern smokeless. Deliveries of coke are good and there has
been an increase locally in the price of
Byproduct is now $10.50
.'SOc. per ton.
is

—
—

practically no change in
markert conditions. Dealers are doing
a fair amount of business but trade is
by no means as brisk as is usual at this

There

is

Domestic consumers apparseason.
ently have no fear of a possible shortage and are not anxious to lay in supplies.

Shipments from the mines are coming forward steadily and stocks on
hand are plentiful. Bituminous is little
in demand and dealers who ordered
extra supplies in view of threatened
Quostrikes find the market glutted.
tations are unchanged since last report.
However, there is some coal on track
going at distress prices.

Inland West

—

—

Bituminous

— Offerings

of

steam or

domestic sizes are not arousing among
buyers the degree of interest that
wholesalers and jobbers believe should
be developing at this season of the
Buying demand continues inyear.
active and irregular.

The narrow market for steam coal
is believed by some of the jobbers to
be due in part, at least, to a more or
less general belief that there will be
a lowering of railroad freight rates
within a few weeks and that by holding back orders, they will be in a
position to show a saving on the transThe unportation cost of their coal.
satisfactory condition in general business also causes a reduction in coal
buying.

Vii-ginia

4-in.

splint

is

$3.25,

lump, $3.15, egg $2.50, mine run
Pittsburgh
nut and slack $1.25.
No. 8, U-in. is quoted $2.40, 3-in. $2.35,
mine run $2.15 and nut and slack $1.65.

Business
Stocks Topheavy

— Coke

Smokeless lump and egg is $2.75, mine
run $2.65 and nut and slack $1.60.
Anthracite Domestic consumers are
not purchasing as freely as the retailers had expected.
Distribution has
been retarded, despite the temporary
stimulus of lower temperature. Stocks
in retail yards continue large while con-

—

sumers are restricting their orders

to

small lots instead of taking the entire
season's supply as was the custom of
many in previous years.

—

Retail
Prices In-

creased.

domestic moving
There is so
that it does not amount to anything.
and many
jammed
are
yards
Dealers'
Sumof them are paying demurrage.
a
few days
after
prevails
mer weather
of cold. It will take a couple of weeks
of cold weather to get things going
little

right.

Country domestic business

is

easy

for practically the same reason as in
St. Louis.
A little tonnage is going

Bituminous

is

coal

still

fair.

receipts

for

the

week ended Nov. 12, were the largest
of any week during the present year,
2,087 cars were received, divided; 1,551
cars for industries and 536 cars for

—

an increase of 189 cars
over the preceding week.
Cleveland
normally requires about 1,500 cars of
soft coal per week, but during much of
the year 1921, receipts have averaged
under 1,000 cars. The week's receipts
will probably be the highest of the
retail dealers

year.

COLUMBUS
Market Dullness More Pronounced
Mild Weather Cuts Domestic Trade

Steam Bu-siiiess Practically Nil
Weaken.

—
—

—Prices

Because of rathef good stocks, accumulated (luring the time of threatened
railroad sliike and also because of continued mild weather, the Ohio coal
trade is in the worst shape in weeks.
The volume of business is very much
reduced and has resulted in some extremely low offerings, especially of
mine run and screenings.
Retail stocks in many sections are
heavy.
This precludes heavy buying
until dealers are able to move some
coal.
Householders are slow in ordering but retail prices are still fairly
well maintained.

Hocking lump retails $6@$6.50 and
West Virginia splints around .$7@$7.50.
Pocahontas is $9@$9.50.
Anthracite
around $15. The fact that many

sells

dealers refused credit

is

curtailing busi-

ness.

CLEVELAND
Coal.

Market

Strikes

S7iag

— Prices
—

Weakening as Distress Coal Appears
Pocahontas Grades Lotver at Retail.
In the last few days the coal trade
has run into what are perhaps the most
unfavorable conditions of the year. It
all a result of the threatened railroad and mine strikes which never
came. The prospects of suspension of
coal supplies caused consumers to cover
their requirements for a few weeks.
The present reaction is entirely natural
in view of the fact that there has been
no perceptible movement away from the
hand-to-mouth procedure of buying. Industrial plants are content to stand still
on the stocks they have, and in some
is

ST. LOUIS
Unusually Quiet

it

inviting

gas supply which

DETROIT

$2,

Prices.

Moving

thracite.

$9.75.

2-in.

Dealers Doing Fair Business Market
Overstocked with Bituminous Distress

moving or dumping the coal.
means bringing it to an unmarket and unless it can be
disposed of the operator must pay demurrage. In these circumstances it is
native of

Demand Irregular and
BitHiiiiiioHs
Shipments Light Price Variations Are
Feu Slow Retail Distribution of An-

and gashouse

West

TORONTO

track.

ruilroud.s are becoming strict
furnishing empties to mines
have unmoved loaded cars on
Operators are facing the alter-

only natural that no reasonable offers
are being turned do\vn.
Retail dealers are being offered large
supplies of Pocahontas and steam coal,
with the result that the former has
broken 25c.@50c. a ton. The delivered
price for shoveled lump is now $10.75
and mine run is selling for $8.50 at
some leading yards. Hard coal prices
remain unchanged. The fact that there
has been a minimum of cool weather so
far this season has served to keep the
demand light. Another factor is the

Lump from Ohio mines is offered at
$3@$3.25, egg is around $2.40, mine
run, $1.90, nut and slack, $1.15@$1.25.

Canada

The
about
which

cases these stocks are sufficient to last
until the first of the year.
In the meantime the bottom has been
dislodged, partially at least, from the
market, which is flooded with fuel. As
a result, so-called "distress" coal is
being sold.
This is due largely to
transportation considerations.

Steam business is slow. Many consumers have sufficient reserves for some
time, especially in view of reduced con-

Railroads are not buying to
extent.
Public utilities, while
pretty well stocked up are the best customers. Public institutions are also buying and bids for 125,000 tons for various state institutions will be opened

sumption.

any

soon.

Lake trading is still active but the
end is in sight. The H. V. docks at
Toledo loaded 97,696 tons during the
week ended Nov. 12, as compared with
147,646 tons the previous week.
The
total loaded since the season opened is
4,393.826 tons. During the same week
the T. & O. C. docks loaded 27,947 tons,
making a total of 1,062,986 tons for
the season.

CHICAGO

—

Market Extremely
Depressed Full
Retail Yards Affect Domestic Production
Steam Sizes Impossible to Move.

—

The coal trade has fallen upon evil
times, as the demand is no better today

November
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than it was early in July. This is true
both of the steam and domestic coals.
Sales agents and operators have flooded
the country with letters as well as sales
campaigns of one sort or another. In
spite of this, however, orders are not
forthcoming and the market lags.
Retail dealers refuse to listen to coal
salesmen, in fact, some of them have
pasted signs on their ofSce doors that
calls from coal salesmen are not wanted
at this particular time. These dealers
report their yards loaded to overflowing
and that sales are practically at a
standstill. The domestic buyer has just
about as much coal in his bins as he
wants at the present time, and nothing
can be done to stimulate the situation.
Retail dealers report as many as fifteen
to thirty calls a day from coal salesmen,
who are combing the territory for business.

The steam market is slumping even
worse than it did lately, and it is our
prediction that the end is not yet in
sight, unless some unforeseen development takes place in regard to the checkUnited Mine
off" controversy with the
Workers.
Some steam coal is being
purchased by the packers, but not
enough to make any material difference
As the cement plants,
in the market.
served from the Chicago market, are
all down, this has thrown an extra surplus of screenings on the trade, tending to weaken the situation

still

further.

is coming in smaller vollast week and, incidentally,
at cheaper prices. The letdown in the
coal market, brought about by the settlement of the railroad strike and temporary settlement of the check-off^
trouble, has affected everybody in the

Eastern coal

umes than

Good Kentucky coals went

industry.

down

$3.25@$3.50 in the block sizes.
River and Pocahontas prepared
sizes were selling as low as $4.25, while
mine run of this grade went down to
to

865

limit

BIRMINGHAM

—

Steam Market Extremely Sluggish
Domestic Coals Also Drag Trade More
Quiet Than Ever.
There is no coal buying worth mentioning in this market. Consumers have
practically quit making inquiries and

—

agents on the road are having little
Reports
success in disposing of fuel.
indicate that the dullness now prevailing is about as acute as any which has
been experienced this year. Industries
evidently stored enough coal prior to
the threatened strike to carry them for
a while and will not again enter the
market until compelled to do so.
Sales are extremely light in the spot
market as a result. Steam quotations
range as follows: Big Seam mine run,
$l.o0@$2.50, washed $2.15@$2.40; Carbon Hill mine run, $1.75@$2.65, washed
$2.50@$2.85; Cahaba mine run, $2.50@
$2.75, washed $2.50@$3.25; Black Creek
mine mn, $2.40@$2.75, washed $2.50@
$3.25; Pratt mine run, $2.35@$2.50;
Corona mine run $2@$2.50.
Domestic mines are running irregularly as there is very little demand for
the output from such operations.
Retailers are doing practically nothing
toward reducing their stocks and therefore cannot take on additional tonnage
from the mines. Weather conditions
continue unfavorable to a more active
market. Lump and nut quotations are
as follows:
Big Seam, $3.25@$4.25;
Carbon Hill, $3.50@$4.25; Cahaba,
$5@$7.25; Black Creek, $5@$6; Corona, $4@$4.50; Montevallo, $7.25.

New

$2.25

CINCINNATI
Market

—

Topheavy Distress Coals
Depress Prices—Spot Sales at Minimum.
Is

Coal piled up at Portsmouth, Russel

and Latonia
age through

in anticipation of a shortstrikes, with "no bill" coal
to be faced in quantity in the usual dis-

tributing markets dependent on the Cincinnati sales offices has played havoc
with the trade.
Coupled with this is
an overstocked retail market that has
been little dravsm on for supplies
through weather conditions. As a result orders have been at a minimum
and with dropping prices the rejections
and cancellations have been greater
than for some time.
Bituminous coals have borne the
brunt in the price scaling. Some Kentucky slack sold down to 60c. although
the usual range is 70c.@90c.
There
was also a drop in lump, low grades of

gas coming down to $2.25. Well-known
brands from Kentucky are still $3.25@
$3.50. Mine run took a drop to $1.40.
Smokeless has not been hit with such
severe price cuts.
Brokers have been
able to get both New River and Pocahontas lump at $4 while the general
trade have been paying $4.25@$4.50.
Nut has dropped to $3, Mine run $2@
$2.50 and slack, due to the lower prepared output is being held a little
stronger or at $1.25@$1.50 for the better grades, while the low grades bring
$1@$1.10.
There has been no change in retail
prices.

LOUISVILLE

——

Market Dies Down Steam Consum.ers
Using Heavy Stocks
Domestic Slug-

and lower.

Retail dealers have, in anticipation of
coal to the
of their capacity and in some
instances
rented
additional
storage
room.
When the strike threatened
steam plants took in extra supplies and
are now using these up, which has reduced the demand to almost the vanishing point for steam grades.
There has been some recession in
prices,
especially
Arkansas
semianthracite lump and Kansas lump and
nut.
Quotations are as follows: Kansas lump, $5; mine run, $4.25; nut,

a heavy demand, stored

South

gish with

Warm

The trade

Weather.

certainly feeling the
light demand for coal.
Retailers claim
that they are selling a little steam coal,
filling contracts, etc., but that deliveries of prepared are very slow.
Jobbers pronounce the market as "sick."
Much of the dullness is due to stocking
in October against the proposed rail
strike, which has resulted in consumers
being protected for the time being.
That a good deal of coal was stocked
is

October is shown by a report from
the coal traffic department of the L. &
in

N.. which
recoi-ds in

broke all previous shipping
October; when it handled

52,717 loaded coal cars.
Industrial buying is light and there
are practically no consumers in the
market, while at reduced prices some
operators are not especially anxious to
Following the strike agitations,
lun.
the buyers and general coal trade is
endeavoring to catch its second breath.

Southwest
KANSAS CITY
Warm

—

Weather Delays Domestic BuySteam Stocks Topheavy Prices

ing
Decline.

Summer weather and

—

comparatively
light operation of steam plants has resulted in practically wiping out the demand for nearly all grades of coal.

$4.50; mill, $2.75; slack, $2.50. This is
a reduction of 50c. on lump and $1 on
Northern Missouri lump is $4.75;
mine run, $3.50; washed slack, $3.25;
raw slack, $2.50; Arkansas lump is
$7@$7..50, mine run, $4.25; slack, $2.25.
McAlester Oklahoma lump is $8.50;
nut, $7; slack, $2.50.

nut.

West
SALT LAKE CITY

—

—

Market Quiet Prices Shaved Retail
Business Hurt by Neiv Trade Names.
Business
continues
rather
quiet.
Many consumers are still buying from
hand-to-mouth.
A cold day sends up
the business barometer, but as soon as
the weather gets a little warmer orders
again drop.
Dealers in their efforts to get the
public to store coal for the winter have
completely demoralized the coal nomenclature of the state. Not being able to
reduce the prices as the consumer demanded they should, they have given
high sounding names to cheaper grades
of coal and one is no longer able to
judge the quality by the name alone, except where straight lump is mentioned,
and this is kept in the background a
great deal. The result is that the whole
coal business

is

distrusted.

Shipments over Soldier Summit have
fallen to 250 cars a day. Recently
350 to 400 cars daily were moved.

from

DENVER
Miners Strike
Protest at Wage Slash
—
Market Is Flat —Consumers Await
in

Lower

Prices.

On Nov. 17, a strike in the mines of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. over
the 30 per cent wage reduction resulted
in martial law being proclaimed.
Mild weather has provoked an air of
indifference among consumers, who,
otherwise, might have purchased in anticipation of the strike.
The prospect
that a cut in wages might bring price
reductions induces many to withhold
from buying until they are down to
the last few shovelfuls.
The C. F. & I. Company, in order to
stimulate domestic sales and to resume
operations in its steel mills, disclaims
any contract with the union. Miners'
officials resent the move as a violation
of the agreeme.it advanced by the Government, which does not expire until
April 1.
Cancellation of orders in nearby
states comes as the result of the fight
made by farmers over the price of
corn.
They have told the large operators that it is cheaper to burn corn
at 20c. a bushel than coal at $10 or $15
a ton. The use of corn as fuel in mild
weather has resulted in a 40 per cent
reduction in operations in some mines.
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Mines that have made wage adjustments are still leading in production
and, according to figures compiled by
the Central Pennsylvania Coal Producers' Association, show a total output
of 32,911,227 tons in ten months.

News

From

the Coal Fields

The non-union operator can produce

Northern Appalachian
PITTSBURGH
Holds
Market Im-

Question

Check-off Injunction
Strike l^ossibilities

— No
—Consumers
Apathetic.

provement

Private advices from Chicago being
to the effect that Judge Anderson's injunction against the check-off is likely
to be sustained, the probability is that
If
there will be another strike call.
buyers are in the same mood as
formerly this will not greatly affect
the demand, consumers being quite
apathetic and disposed to take their
chances rather than to stock up.
Operators are strongly inclined to
the opinion that a substantial and
satisfactory reduction in the wage
scale for the period beginning April 1
will be obtained without much difficulty, putting Pittsburgh coal again on
a competitive basis with the non-union
fields, which of late have been getting
nearly all of the trade. Elimination of
the check-off is regarded as a decided

advantage.

The

market

has

been

practically

stagnant, the past week showing no
noticeable
improvement.
Operations
are confined almost entirely to the filling of contracts, which are chiefly for
gas coal. Even demand for domestic
poor.
Prices are not quotably changed,
practically nominal on steam
coal since there is so little buying, but
being actual market figures on gas
coal, which sells in a limited way:
Slack, $1.30@$1.50; mine run, $2.10@
3-in..
domestic
$2.20;
$2.60@$2.70;
is

being

l}-in.,

$2.90@$3.25.

UNIONTOWN

Weaker Market Conditions — More Frick
Ovens Actii'e — Coal and Coke Quotations Drop.
Weather market conditions and a tonnage slump featured the week in Fayette County.
Production dropped as
prices weakened and the outlook for
the immediate future is less optimistic than for the past two months.
With

the addition of 630 ovens to the active
last week the K. C. Frick Coke
Co. has a total of 2,000 ovens in commission.
Independents have not yet followed
the Frick increase in operating units
and the estimated coke production for
the week will show no gain over last
week's loss of some 6,000 tons.
Coke is selling at a rantre of $3@
$3.25, with little demand.
Steam coal
Is being offered as low as $1.3.5 although
sales as high as $1.60 have been reported.
Bringing in of some furnaces
by the Steel Corporation has not tended
to stiffen the market trend as yet.
list

CONNELLSVILLE
More Ovens Goino Out

— Demand

Not

Supporting Recently Increased Production
Foundry Coke Also SInn\
There has been additional blowing
out of merchant ovens on account of
demand not having developed and it is

—

made plain that some uperator.s were
entirely too optimistic in their recent
putting in of ovens. Conditions in the
iron trade have not improved at all in
the past 30 days. There is no inquiry
for furnace coke on contract, while the
furnaces in blast seem to be well supplied by old arrangements and have no
occasion to buy any spot coke.
The market has grown weaker

still

since the last report, there being considerable accumulations of coke on
track. The $3.25 price, minimum three
weeks ago and maximum a week ago,
is no longer anything but a nominal
asking price of some operators who do
not expect to sell.
Foundry coke shows lighter demand
and operators are beginning to conclude that actual consumption is decreasing. Prices have suffered further
from the blowing in of ovens to make
furnace coke, as these ovens can offer
foundry coke readily through having
means of disposing of coke that is
culled out in selecting foundry.
Last
summer there was a time when foundry
coke had to be made at plants that
had no furnace coke outlet and the
price of foundry was naturally high.
We quote spot furnace $3@$3.15
against $3.10@$3.25 a week ago and
spot foundry $4@$4.50, against $4.25
@$4.75 a week ago. The Courier reports production in the week ended
Nov. 12, at 27,570 tons by the furnace
ovens and 34,960 tons by the merchant
ovens, a total of 62,530 tons, a decrease
of 4,870 tons.

ANTHRACITE

—

Strikes Affect Production
Controversies Soon Settled Domestic Coals
Strong.

—

coal for $1 per ton less than it can be
mined under the union scale. Prices on
the spot market are quoted at a figure
below the production cost of the union

mines.

Many

operations are able to pro^duce
because of contracts entered into
spring when coal was higher.
However, about 80 per cent of these contracts expire with April 1, and it is
obvious that these contracts cannot be
renewed then so that unless a wage
settlement is made, practically all new
business will go to the non-union field.
coal
last

EASTERN OHIO

—

Product iun Slumps
Market Is Stagnant Heavy Stocks Preclude Further
Buying Prices Drop.
A recession from the high point production occurred during the week of
Nov. 12. Armistice Day was generally
observed and the tonnage mined on
that day was small.
Total output

—

—

amounted to 360,000 tons or 70 per
cent of five-day capacity, or 58 per
cent of six-day capacity.
A decrease
of over 100,000 tons resulted, when
compared with the preceding week.
Cumulative production for the year
indicates an aggregate output of 15,663,000 tons as against a potential
capacity of 28,460,000 tons. The field
has operated at an average of 56 per
cent of capacity for the year to date.
Association mines worked 52 per cent
of possible worktime and produced 60
per cent of rated capacity for the fiveday week.
Operators have enjoyed a good run
of business during the past few weeks,
but as was anticipated as a result of
the artificial stimulus supplied by the
impending strikes, the trade throughout this section may now be said to

Production was cut down last week have about reached the saturation
due to the strike at nine of the Penn- point. The market is draggy, and the
stocking up during the past six weeks
sylvania Coal Co.'s collieries.
This
by large consumers has developed a
is an outlaw
strike and 11,000 men
deeper
stagnation in inquiries and
have been idle.
The primary cause
was the refusal of a colliery superin- orders than has been experienced in
some
time.
tendent to promote a blacksmith's
Notwithstanding rumors that the
helper to blacksmith when the former
blacksmith quit.
The colliery locals carriers are susnending further shipments temporarily from some of the
have voted to go back to work.
Another strike occurred at the Noot- mines on account of being overstocked,
ingham colliery of the Lehigh & Wilkes- it is estimated that about 40 per cent
Barre Co. This strike was caused by of the output went to the railroads for
Recent events
the check-out system, which makes the fuel during the week.
men check out at certain hours. The have caused a softening of prices,
men claimed that when they finished esnocially on steam coals.
However, the trade is incorrigibly
their work they should be permitted to
leave the mine. This trouble has also optimistic in the belief that colder
weather
and further recovery in inbeen settled.
dustry will create a new deniand and
that
the
apparent indifference on the
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
part of consumers will disappear when
Production Slumps Spot Prices Below the present
stocks of fuel now on hand
Union Production Costs Wage Reduc- are
slightly reduced.

—

—

tions Necessary.

Production has dropped back a peg
since the spurt which followed the
threatened strike, figures for the first

week of November showing a total of
14,131 cars as compared with 17,936
cars during the last week of October.
The maximum monthlv production
for 1921 was in October when 3,893,325
tons were produced.
This is approximately 70 per cent of the best production for October, which was in 1919.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE

—

Spot Markets Pluqped Canada Oversupplied— R.R. Coal the Mainstay of
Production.

Fairmont
Spot markets were as sluegish as
ever during the week ended Nov. 12.
The bulk of production was for the
railroads, although some of it has been

•

November
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going to Canada. Production was well
above the average on the Morgantown
The demand for
and Wheeling Ry.
prepared sizes had dwindled, if anything, and slack coal was almost impossible to move.

Northern Panhandle
But for the large tonnage of raih-oad
fuel loaded the output would have been
Mines found their best
small indeed.
markets in the West, Buffalo and
Canada, although heavy Dominion shipments have plugged that market. A
fairly large number of inquiries were
received but these had little or no
bearing on business.

UPPER POTOMAC

—

Prodtiction Still at Minimian Spot
Market Inactive Non-Union Competition Too Strong.
The second week of November
brought no change in operating condiProduction was at the very
tions.
minimum, with the majority of mines
not in operation at all. Some railroad
coal was being produced, but spot prices
were so low that there was nothing else
to stimulate production. It was almost
impossible to move Pools 11 and 18 because of the lower prices pi'evailing in
non-union regions.

—

Middle Appalacbian
HIGH VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Car Shortage Affects Production
Prices
Poorer Markets Prevail
Weaken.

—

Kanawha
Poor markets and low prices kept
down production during the week ended
What little demand there
Nov. 12.
was existed only for good splint lump,
and comparatively few mines were able
Slack was being sold as
per ton.
There was no
export demand, most of the coal going
to Western markets.
operate.
low as 90c.
to

A

Logan and Th acker
was still

car shortage
Logan production,

affecting

but for which it
would have been possible to load in
the neighborhood of 60,000 tons a day.
Prepared sizes lead the market. However, automobile concei'ns were taking
larger steam tonnages, and there was
a favorable movement of coal
down the Ohio River.
Thacker opei'ating conditions were
unchanged, the output reaching about
85,000 tons with 110,000 tons charged
to "no markets." A car shortage was
also noticeable.
Spot sales were confined, for the most part, to prepared
sizes, and the bulk of the movement
was to Western points. Steam coals
were still sluggish.
also

NORTHEIASTERN KENTUCKY
Buying slumped after the danger of
a mining shutdown ceased to be regarded as imminent, the output as a
result not reaching more than 45 per
cent of capacity.
The steam market

was unusually
domestic coal

dull,

little

being sold.

other

than

The main

movement was to Western markets.
Retail buying was only slightly stimulated

by colder weather.

Virginia
Although production was maintained
at about 60 per cent

of capacity, as

during preceding weeks, yet only a
small proportion of the mines were in
operation. Prices were far from satisfactory, $2.25 for mine run and $1.25@
$2 for slack, and this had a tendency
For the
to
discourage production.
better grades of lump a price of
.$3.50@$4 could be secured.

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Smokeless Hard Hit by Market Slump
—Slack in Distress Car Shortage Increases All Prices Weaker.

—

—

New

River and the Gulf

Low

prices prevailing on smokeless
coals together with high mining costs
resulted in a continuance of idleness
at most of the New River mines during
Even
the week ended November 12.
where mines did find it possible to
continue they were not operating rnore
than a day or so. There was no Tide-

water buying and Inland business was
Slack
quiet except on prepared coal.
was in an extremely poor position and
sold lower than $1.
Gulf production also declined, not
It was
averaging over 50 per cent.
possible to mark a little more coal than
in the New River field, owing to lower
mining costs. The general movement
was to the East, although little of the
coal handled was for export or bunkerage. Contract orders were largely the
mainstay of production.
Pocahontas and Tug River

Although Pocahontas production was
hovering around 300,000 tons a
week railroad disability losses were increasing, eclipsing "no markets" by
more than 50,000 tons. The slow return of empties from Western points
still

was largely responsible for the heavier
car shortage. The only active market
was in the West for prepared sizes
and the other grades were hard to sell,
even at the lower prices which preon slack.
Car shortage also affected Tug River
Standing orders constiproduction.
tuted the bulk of business although a
Western demand for domestic supplemented such business. Eastern movement was much slower than usual,
there being scarcely any Tidewater devailed, especially

mand.

867
these stocks, except for a little steam
now and then to fill contracts.

coal

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

—
—

Slugglish ^[ark^t Keeps Mines Idle
No Demand for Domestic or Steam
Railroad Tonnage Light.
The situation in the Carterville field
There has been no letup of
is bad.
domestic business except on shipments
Northwest.
Other sections take
the
to
only a light tonnage. Very little coal
moves through the Thebes gateway to
the South, that territory being sup-

by Alabama and west
Kentucky.
The steam market is in bad shape,
but has picked up in the last few days,
plied principally

screenings.

especially

Nut

is

still

heavy and egg and lump seem to be
Railroad tonnage
hardest to move.
shows up somewhat lighter. Mines are
getting from one to three days a week,
with a mine here and there doing a
trifle better.

The situation is not encouraging, a
light tonnage causing heavy production
cost and the miners claim they are not
Prices
getting enough working time.
still hold at $4.05 for lump and egg,
and nut is about $3.50. Screenings are
$1.25@1.75, with mine run $2.60@$2.90.
Somewhat similar operating conditions prevail in the Duquoin field and
Jackson County, and prices are
in
about the same. Conditions in the Mt.
Olive field are easier. Mines are working about two to three days a week.
All sizes are hard to move, but steam
on contract.
is pretty well taken up
The price on lump for St. Louis and
$3.50, country

Chicago

is

A

tonnage

little

is

price, $3.75.

moving Northwest
fairly good.

and railroad business is
In the Standard field an unusual conThere are no screendition prevails.
ings and the mines are blocked out
on account of lump. Nut coal which
has been heavy for a long time is now
Mine run
in demand and unobtainable.
business

moving.

outside

Domestic

of

is not
almost im-

railroads

sizes are

at any price.
On account of the reduced working
time steam as is available is moving
The market is set for
fairly well.
better prices and nearly all operators
are holding coal back anticipating a
change for the better.
possible

to

move

MIDWEST REVIEW

Middle West
WESTERN KENTUCKY

—

Screenings Firmer as
Residt of Lower Domestic Production.
Operators are reporting slow business as continued mild weather and use
of natural gas in residence heating is

Demand Slow

resulting in comparatively light domesThe period of buying in
tic demand.
advance of the threatened rail strike,
and some buying when a coal strike was
in sight, has" made the market inactive,
as there was a good deal of coal
shipped, which became distress coal,
where jobbers and operators had to unload to escape demurrage.
Mine run is very slow but prices are
being well maintained Prepared figures
However, light proare also steady.
duction of domestic is helping to hold
the market on screenings, and while
some coal is selling 60c.@65c. there
have been some fair orders at 95c. @$1.
Retailers in several instances report
good stocks on hand, and that they will
not be in the market until they reduce

Steam Market Shnnps— Domestic Fails
to Strengthen— .All Prices Weaker

—

Production Declines.
All through the Middle West interest
Those
in coal has suddenly ceased.
operators who have their product to sell
on the open market, either steam or
domestic, are encountering great diffi-

The
in getting any business.
weather has been cold, especially in the
condithis,
Northwest, but in spite of
Those
tions remain extremely dull.
operators who believed the public were
culty

holding off in purchasing domestic coal
until the beginning of winter, have come
to a i-ude awakening, because winter
is here and the seasonal domestic demand is conspicuous by its absence.
Practically everv dealer in the Middle
West has his bins full of coal, but the
bins of his customers are in an entirely
On account of the
different state.
business depression in the small towns
and the agricultural depression in rural
communities, farmers and business men
alike have been buying their coal sparingly.
They bought in September or
earlier perhaps, enough coal to run for
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two months, instead of for the full
winter season as normally. Until these
small tonnages are consumed throughout the country, the domestic market
In case of a prowill remain listless.
longed disturbance in the way of a coal
strike, the retail trade will find itself
in poor shape, so far as domestic coal
The average dealer has
is concerned.
his yard full, but a sharp demand, if it
lasted three weeks, would see his bins
While to all appearances
is plenty of coal in the bins of the
public, a prolonged strike would bring
to light the fact that there is not any
too much coal in this territory.
It is impossible to pick up the daily
swept bare.
there

paper any day without seeing big headlines to the effect that such and such a
district in the Middle West is enjoying

prosperity with full working time at the
This may be true in one or
factories.
two isolated cases, but the general industrial situation is not particularly
bright at the present time, nor are the
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prospects for the future promising, that
is, if judged by the amount of coal consumed.
By keeping an eye on the coal market, one is generally able to get a pretty
good idea of the industrial condition of
any territory, and the steam coal market in the Middle West is nearer to
demoralization today than it has been
Steam
since the middle of summer.
coals are selling $1@$1.50 a ton, the
majority
nearer
to
big
$1.
The only thing that keeps steam coals
from going lower is the fact that the
domestic demand is so slow that not
much steam coal is being produced.
Operators prefer to keep their mines
temporarily idle rather than run the
risk of producing coal that will have to
go to distributing centers on consig^nment. During the last six weeks, consignment has been found a most unfortunate and unsatisfactory procedure,
and several substantial losses have been

reported.

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—

Sluggish Market Closes Mines Stocks
Heavy Dull Period Ahead.
Cancelation of orders and little or
no new business is reported. Prospects
for any improvement in the near future
are not at all encouraging. Even the
cold snap has had little or no effect
on the demand for domestic and the
very dullest period of the year apparently is now being faced.

—

It seems that large stocks were accumulated by dealers and retailers in
anticipation of the strike, and now,
with some coal on hand and in the
hope of getting a freight reduction

soon, they refuse to buy.
It is rumored that some of the larger
operations are considering a partial or
complete shutdown until Jan. 1.

Suthirland & Co., Inc.. VV. A,
Goo. C. Heilner (Hellner & Son).
Industrial Coal & Coke Co., Imperial Coal
Corporation, E. H, Zimmerman, St. George
Coal Co., V. K. Flack & Son, Ledlard &

Willard.

Marsh.-ill.

News Items

Co.,

From
ILLINOIS

having extensive
has consolidated its

Co.,

operations in Illinois,
offices to the Reisch Building, Springfield,
instead of Chicago, where offices have heretofore been maintained.
The Kickapoo Creek Coal Co., of Peoria,
has been incorporated with capital of $65,000 by George H. Wamsley, John Rayner

and others.
Drilling for coal will be started in Section 21 of Elk Prairie Township.
Large
tracts of land have been purchased in this
region by the Mason Coal Co.

The Montgomery Brothers Coal Co., of
Murphysboro, has purchased the mine at
that place formerly operated by Robert
Harvey and FYank
tinue

its

Scholes,

and

will con-

operation.

The Southern

Illinois

Coal Co. recently

shipped its first car of coal from its new
mine in Williamson County near Marion.
The company had been working steadily on

&

operators asking that the support be restrained.
In that event litigation similar
in some respects to the Indianapolis injunction suit may arise.

KENTUCKY
The Harvey

Jelllco Coal Co., has filed
against the Standard Byproducts Co..
and Fred E. Hoerter. for $333.30 alleged
due on a promissory note.
Amended articles have been filed by the
Winchester Coal Co., increasing its capital

suit

stock.

The H a r I a n-Ke 1 1 1 o k a Coal Co., has
changed Its charter, increasing the debt
limit from $25,000 to $50,000.
Boss E. Gordon, of Louisville, president
of the Gordon Miller Coal & Coke Co., and
also of the States Oil Co., has merged the
latter corporation with the Ohio Refining
Co., Cincinnati, the States properties going
in at $286,000 in a new million dollar or-

ganization,

the plant in order to get it in condition to
operate before cold weather hit the indus-

officer.

try.

has

Reports from West Frankfort are to the
that Mine No. 19 of the Peabody
Coal Co., at that place is to be reopened
after being idle for nearly a year. The
mine will employ about the same number
of men it formerly did.
The Franklin Coal & Coke Co., with extensive operations in Franklin and Williamson counties, has announced its intentions
of sinking another new mine between Mulkejtown and Royalton. The mine will be
located on the new branch of the Illinois
Central which is to be put under construction at once, and will be located in the
center of an unusually large coal field which
has been heretofore untapped.
The shaft
of the mine will be sunk on what is known
as the old Taylor farm and sur%-eys have
been made for its location.
effect

KANSAS
of the Bargess Coal Co.,
one mile south of Mulberry, was recently
wrecked by two explosions.
The tipple
destroyed, the mouth of the slope caved
in and motors and other electrical machinery ruined.
Some coal men are showing considerable

was

interest in the Illinois-Kansas miners' situation, in which the Illinois organization is

defying the international union by supportthe Kansas strikers.
Prediction was
made that trouble is in the air. It Is
pointed out that Illinois miners may be prohibited from financing the Kansas strike
through a probable suit by the Kansas

ing

Gordon

which

will

be

an

Attorney,
in U.
Court, at
Covington, against the Catrong Creek Coal
Co., Harlan, stockholders, to recover $21,574 alleged to be due the Government in
income and excess profit taxes, it being
alleged that the defendants dissolved the
company, but filed erroneous reports with
the Government of profits.
suit

S. District
S. District

NEW YORK
The Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke Co. for
twelve months ended Sept. 30, 1921,
in a report to the New York Stock Exchange shows net income after charges,
depreciation and taxes of $1,048,953. Gross
income for the period amounted to $7,the

024,541.
II.

New
The small mine

of

Sawyer D. Smith, U.
filed

M. Bertolet. general manager of the
River & Pocahontas Consolidated Coal

Co. spent a few days in

New York

recently.

W. H. Evans of Ansted, W. Va., president of the Mill Creek Coal Co. and of the
Signal Knob Collieries Co., was a recent
visitor In New York.
Among other contributors to the Dow»town Hospital Association, Xew York City,
were the following members of the coal
trade:
Eerwind-White Coal Mining Co.,
Consolidation Coal Co., Knickerbocker Fuel
Co., Cory Mann George Corporation, Castner, Curran & Bullitt, Inc., Madeira, Hill
& Co., Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co.,
Clinchfield Coal Corporation,
Robert H.
Burrows, New York & Phila. Coal & Coke
Co,,

H.

Brothers,

Williams

—

W. Haff, Anonymous Burns
Emerson & Morgan Mining Corp.,
& Peters, The C. G. Blake Co.,

B.

W. Williams Fuel Co, Inc., JohnsJ. W, Lowe Co.,

D. de
L.

The Union Fuel

C.

town Coal & Coke Co..
Hendrickson &
I..

Field and Trade

Co.,

B.

Wyatt Coal Sales

Co., R. Henderson
Co. (S. D. Forbes),

Burger.

OHIO
Colonel J. Mulvlhlll, veteran of the wholesale department of the Reliance Coal & Coke
Co. of Cincinnati, who has been in poor
health for several weeks, is again able
to be at his desk.
An echo of the receivership for the Mohlo
Coal Co., granted last July was heard in
the United States District Court in Cincinnati when the Tildesley Coal Co., E. M.
Poston and .John B. Johnston, acting as receivers for the Interstate Coal and Dock Co..
appeared and asked that proceedings in
bankruptcy be instituted against the Mohio
It was alleged that the respondent company is insolvent and that it committed an act in bankruptcy with the appointment of the receiver.
Passing upon the suit of the General
Coal Co., of Huntington, W. Va., the United
States Court of Appeals, sitting in Cincinnati, atlirmed the decision of the lower
courts which handed down a decision that
the Sloat-Darragh Co., of Hamilton, Ohio, Is
indebted to it tor $11,000. the award of the
A question was
Jury in the lower court.
raised whether the coal was purchased by
the Hamilton coal company or a coke concern into whose possession it finally fell.
H. H. Combs
Other cases appealed were:
against the Haley Coal Co.. in which the
decision of the Eastern Kentucky court was
The Atlantic Ice and Coal Coraffirmed
poration vs. Sam Van in which an award
of $1,000 to Van, made in the Knoxville
dstrict court was affirmed.
Another wrangle over a State coal conThis time it is a contract has appeared.
troversy over the purchase of West Virginia nut, pea and slack at $4.20 a ton
when the state could have purchased Ohio
The
coal of the same grade at $3.09.

company.

;

Southern Ohio Coal Exehange through W.

D. McKinney, its secretary and also a committee from the United Mine Workers
called on the State officials to protest. Controversy over the relative value of the two
grades of coal is in progress. An organized
movement was launched by coal men to
have Ohio coal purchased when bids for
about 125,000 ton were opened Nov. 21.
Thomas C. Pratt, who has been in the coal
the
stripping and mining business for
Wayne Coal Co. has resigned as general
superintendent and
is
now located in

Greensburg, Pa.
A. F. Smith is president and general manager of the recently organized PittsborghOhio Coal Co.. which has acquired 270 acres
The coal will
of coal in Jefferson County.
he mined by stripping.
The Paragon Coal Sales Co., of Cleveland,
has been incorporated with a capital of $10,000. incorporators are John H. Price, W. C.
Graves. K. L. Fuller, Charles S. Horner
and J. Janda.

November
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The George 1.. Fairbanks Co. of Cleveland, has been incorporated with a capital
of $10,000 to do a retail coal busineas.
The incorporators are W.

Bolton, Norton McGriffen,
and E. R. Dplin.

F. Maurer. T.

John

T.

B

Wilson

The Columbus Board of Purchase
been authorized by the city counsel to
coal on the open market until Dec. 31.

has

buy
This

action followed the taking of bids recently,
all of

which were rejected.

President Boy Cox of the Kanawha Valley Coal Co. of Charleston, was a recent
visitor in the Cincinnati market.

The Turkeyfoot Coal Co., has been incorporators are L. A. Brill, J. P. Dougherty
The inin the Tuscarawas Field.
<:orporated with a capital of $150,000 to
W. H. Swihart, I. Wiesend and E. D. Smith
The Bernice Coal Co., has been Incorporated with a capital of $150,000 to mine
and sell coal. The concern has acquired a
Incorlarge acreage in Jefferson County.
porators are Fred W. Scott, Charles W.
Zeigler, Saddle Welday, William R. Alban

mine coal

and John J. Scott.
Fred W. Dfebel, formerly manager for
the Sun Coal Co., in Cincinnati and later
a partner in the Eagle-Elkhorn Coal Co.,
is now affiliated with the sales force of the
Producers' Coal Co.
E. A. Spreen and E. A. Lovejoy of the
Thomas A. Mordue Coal Co., made a recent trip to Coal River mines of the corporation to look over a new tipple and
other equipment w'hich has been put in.
The Starr-Jackson Mining Co. has been
incorporated with a capital of $30,000. Offices are located at Columbus.
The incorporators are Louis H. Helling, E. K.
Delaney. Martha IDvans, Lolo Goff and
James R. Holub. At the same time the
Starr Collieries Co. was chartered with a
capital of $50,000 to do a jobbing business
with the same incorporators and the same

office.

G. H. Ewald, of Charleston, president
of the Standard Tide and Inland Coal Sales
spejit a day or so in the Cincinnati
market recently.
Harry Young, one of the principal flgrures

Co.,

F. E. Gebhard, assistant chief engineer
of the Hillman Coal & Coke Co.. of Pittsburgh, has transferred his headquarters
from Brownsville to the headquarters of
the company.
The Ford Collieries Co., operating four
large mines near Curtissvllle, which have
been only working about half time, are
now working full. The Inland Collieries
Co., a subsidiary of the Inland Steel Co.,
who have been working steadily for several months, closed down recently for an
indeflnite time.
C. J. Maher, formerly superintendent of
the Lambert plant of the H. C. Frick Coke
Co., has been made superintendent of the
Palmer plant of the same company, up the
Monongahela River, where extensive im-

The Supreme Court has before it for review the case of the Santa Fe Pacific B.B.
Co. vs. the Interior Department, involving
coal lands. The District of Columbia Court
of Appeals refused the railroad company
an injunction against the department to restrain it from canceling land selections
made by the railroad with the government.
The department conceled the land on the
ground that it was valuable coal land, and
the railroad has appealed the case.

provements are under way.
The Exeter Machine Works, Inc.. of West
Pittston, announces the appointment of W.
P. Mackenzie Co. as exclusive sales agents
for the Exeter rotary pump line in the
Philadelphia and Baltimore districts. Offices
are in the Pennsylvania Building in Philadelphia and in the Equitable Building,

ceiver

Baltimore.

The MnUholand Coal Co., Is being organized to operate coal mines.
The company is headed by Frederick J. Mullholand
and Clyde E. Speer. It is represented by

W.

J. Askin, Jr., 912 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh.
The Republic Mine of the Bepnbllc Iron
& Steel Co., at Republic, which has been
running about half-time is now running
full.
The Martin plant is still idle. The
Marion Mine of the West Penn Coal Co.,
which has been idle since last December.
Is starting up.
The Crescent Mine of the
Pittsburgh Coal Co., near Browmsville, at
the edge of the coke region, which has been
working about half time Is now running
full.

The Pennsylvania CoUieries, Consolidated.
has been organized under Delaware

Inc.,

laws, with capital of $5,000,000, to operate
The comcoal properties in Pennsylvania.
pany is represented by the Delaware Registration Trust Co., Wilmington.

Pittsburg interests have purchased the
holdings of the Williams Coal Co. of
Steubenville for $66,000, according to announcement made by George W, Borden, receiver for the company.
The mine and
mining property is located just beyond the
city limits and supplies some of the local

demand.

OKLAHOMA
The Hartford Valley Coal Corporation
has announced that a new coal field will be
opened in Craig County in the near future.
The field is located in township 26 and range
The
19, northwest of Vinita about 12 miles.
corporation has more than 10,000 acres
under

lease.

PENNSYLVANIA

The .\nthracite Coal Company has

an amendment to its
capital from $750,000
A Utah Judge has
government mineral

filed

articles reducing the
to $150,000.
ruled that owners of
leases may use any

of the surface necessary for the
mining and removal of coal in spite of surface rights granted by the state. The judge
leases his decision on the fact that the
state accepted land grants from the national
government, subject to the rights of the

portion

coal owner to use the .surface for all purposes "reasonably incident to the mining
The case arose out
coal."
of the application of the Morton Coal Co.
of Salt Lake City which sought the right
to liuild a railroad across a portion of the
Standard Coal Co.'s tract under a right-ofway given by the Mutual company, which
had acquired surface rights from the state.

and removal of

Robert Baka, formerly with the Valley
Coal Co., Cleveland, has become affiliated with the Steel City Gas Coal Co., Pitts-

treasurer.
.\fter having been closed for a month
by a strike operations were resumed in
Nov. 1 at the Freeport mines of the
American Manganese Co. at Dunbar, 300
men returning to work after they were
full

granted the Frick wage scale now generally in effect.
The Dunbar mines attracted
considerable attention July 1 when their
employees accepted a substantial wage reduction rather than not work at all, merchants of the town making a proportionate
cut in prices of staples.
The employees
joined the general strike movement among
the independent plant employees and were
the last to return to work.
The mine of the Brothers Valley Coal
Co. was closed recently when miners refused to accept a wage reduction and a
walk-out occurred.
The operators contended they would have to revert to the
scale of 1917 in order to maintain a profit
on sales at present prices.

having been necessary to appoint a

re-

administer the affairs of the
American Gas Coal Co. of Morgantown, J.
to

M. G. Brown, E. D. Tumlin and James R.
Moreland, of Morgantown, were designated
to act in that capacity.

When

the receivers

were appointed they were authorized either
the property to the
best advantage for the benefit of the crediAt the first meeting of the three retors.
ceivers a decision was reached to make an
effort to operate the mines, it being hoped
to put the company on a paying basis with
a view to ultimately meeting the claims
It is hoped that
of the various creditors.
the Knob Mine of the company will soon
be ready to operate. J. M. G. Brown, one
of the receivers appointed, was interested
in the mine before it was taken over by the
American company. This particular mine,
however, has been in idleness almost since

operate or to

to

sell

it was purchased by them.
President Everett Drennen of the West
Virginia Coal and Coke Co. with headquarters at Elkins, was a visitor in the Fairmont region recently.
E. H. Arnold, of Elkins. president of the
Randolph Colliery Co., was at Kansas City
during the early part of November attending the American Legion convention.
Capitalized at $200,000, the Nagola Coal
Co.. has been organized with headquarters
Among those actively idenin Huntington.
A. D.
tified with the new concern are
Cronin, Detroit
G. R. Williams, Thomas
E. Jeffries, L. T. Pope. B. L. Douglas, all
of Huntington.
In a party of coal men who enjoyed a
hunting trip in the mountains of West
Virginia recently were Quin Morton, of the
Wood-Morton Fuel Co.. G. H. Caperton.
president of the Smokeless Coal Association,
and also of the New River Coal Co. Harry
M. Hall, of the Ft. Dearborn Coal Co., and
:

UTAH

Camp

burgh.
A State charter has been issued to the
Cncnmber Bun Coal Co., of Confluence. The
capital stock is $60,000 and F. M. Pamell,
Confluence, is treasurer. The purpose of the
corporation is the mining, shipping and
preparing of coal for the market. The incorporators are F. M. Parnell. H. F. Parnell and John Van Sickel, all of Confluence.
The Shannopin Coal Co., Pittsburgh, has
notified the State department of an increase
in its indebtedness from nothing to $4,800,000.
James C. Watson, Pittsburgh, is

WEST VIRGINIA
It

;

in the Utilities Coal Co., of Huntington, was
visitor in the Cincinnati market

a business
recently.
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WASHINGTON,

the coal fields of Wasatch Plateau. Utah.
The case of the Morrisdale Coal Co., vs.
the United States under the Lever Law, in
which the coal company seeks difference

market and Fuel Administration

prices during the war. is on the calendar
for argument before the Supreme Court.
It
is expected several weeks will intervene beThe case is on
fore a decision is rendered.
appeal from the Court of Claims.
E. A, Holbrook, assistant director of the
Bureau of Mines, is making an inspection
visit to the experiment stations of the Bureau at which research work on coal is
being done.
V. S. Civil Service Examinations will be
held for positions of structural engineer,
and associate engineers, economist and associate economists, junior structural engineer, junior economist and administrative
Receipt of applications to close
assistant.
Dec. 20. 1921.

Among

claims which have been allowed
Government accounting officers and

by
which have been sent to Congress for pay-

ment are the following: Under the War
Department James Coal Co., $27 Meadow
Lick Coal Co.. $51.50
Birmingham Coke
and Byproduct Co., $992. Under the Navy
Department J. H. Weaver & Co., $11,458,
fuel and transportation
Henrlette Coa!

—
—

;

;

;

Mining Co., $3SS. Claims of $353 of the
old Fuel -Administration are also included.

manager

of sales of

Boone County Coal Corporation, with
headquarters at Sharpies, has resigned to
accept a similar post with the Old Dominion
Coal Corporation in Charleston.
C. L. Menager, cashier of the Smokeless
Fuel Co., of Charleston, was a visitor in
the

Eastern cities recently.
F. C. Colcord. general manager in charge
of the operations of the Colcord Coal Co..
with offices at Montcoal, was a recent
Charleston visitor.
J. K. Dering. president of the J. K. Dering
Coal Co. of Chicago was a recent visitor
in

D. C.

M. Spieker of the Geological Survey
has returned to Washington from work in
E.

between

:

others.
B. B. Isncr, general

Charleston.

The Pine Bluff Coal Co., operating on a
branch of the Western Maryland in the
Fairmont region, has resumed operations.
The company has found it possible, however,
to work on a part time basis only.
With 300 acres of coal land near Mannington, in Fairmont County available for development, the D. T. & S. Coal Co, is
putting the finishing touches on a new
plant at Salt Lick. About all that is holding back the completion of the plant and
the loading of coal is the construction of
a spur from the B. & O.
T. I,. Lewis, secretary of the New River
Coal .Association, has returned from a trip
into northern West Virginia.
George E. Wolfe, secretary of the Winding Gulf Coal Operators' Association, was
a Charleston visitor recently.
President L. B. Ramsey of the Logan
Fuel Company, which has its main office
in Charleston was in the Logan County
field

recently.

A

concern

recently

organized

in

the

Monongalia field was the Fielder Coal and
Coke Co.. which, with its main office in
Morgantown. has a capital stock of $25,000.
Actively identified with the new company
are:
H. Fielder and Harold G. Hodges,

Clarence H. Fielder, of
of Morgantown
Parkersburg James H. Hen.'ihaw of Fairmont Robert W. Henshaw of tlniontown.
The capital stock has been increased from
$500,000 to ?1. 1)00, 000 by th.^ Cumberland
Mountain Coal Co, of Charleston.
:

;

;
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H. 11. MorriN, of l^iuntini^ioii. president of
the West VlrKinia Standard Coal Co. and
other West Virmnhi concerns has also been
elected president of the Mary Elizabeth

Coal Co.
D. i. Ilcnderschott is now associated with
the Interstate Coal and Dock Co. Mr. Henderschott was formerly manager of the
Manhusset Fuel Co., Charleston.
The ConDoIidutlon Coal Co. has acquired
coal properlie.s of the MononKnIiela Power
and Kuilroud Co., the consideration beinc
$3,000,000.

Traffic

News

The complaint of the Morton Salt Co., relating to rates on coal from W^cst Virginia
to Lake ports for trans-shipment by
vessel beyond has been dismissed.
At complainant's request, the commission
has dismissed the case brought by the
Hercules Motor Mfic. Co.. relating to rates
on coke from Detroit, to Canton, Ohio.
On advice that the proceedings have been
satisfied, the commission has dismissed the
complaints of the D. t,. & W. B.K.. relating
to rates on anthracite from Avondale Mine
to W'oodward Breaker during Federal control, and the complaint of the Consolidated
Coal Co., of St. Louis.
The Coal, Coke & Iron Ore Committee.
Central Freight Association, Pittsburgh,
Pa., has docketed the subject of switching
charge at Cleveland on bituminous or
cannal coal or briquets, carloads, from the
Erie R.R. when for delivery on private
sidings of the B. & O. and W. & L. E.
Present rate 35c. per ton, proposed rate
20c. per ton.
Absorption of Erie R.R.
switching charge at Cleveland on the above
coals from B. & O. and W. & L. E. for
delivery on private sidings of the Erie.
mines

Present absorption 35c.. proposed absorption 20c., out of switching rate of 35c.
published by the Erie. Disposition will be
made not later than Nov. 28.
The Perry County Coal Corporation in a
brief filed with the I. C. C. in its ease contends that the rates on coal from its mines
to points in the St. Louis switching district
are unreasonable, and asks that the rates
in effect prior to the last general increase
be restored.
The Illinois Coal Traffic
Bureau has asked the commission to make
.similar reductions from all Illinois mines
if the request of the Perry County Coal
Corporation is granted. The defendant railroads ask that the complaint be dismissed,
on the ground that the proposed action
would disturb relationships that have long
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The .\lberl .Mine of the Ureutrr
Investment Co. has been sold to
land,
Md., people represented
Lucas, of Shinnston. This plant
on the branch line of the Western
in the

Fairmont

Fairmont

Cumberby
is

Basil
located

Maryland

fleld.

069. SI.

ONTARIO
A

meeting of the shareholders of the Nukol Fuel Co. was held in Toronto recently,
and after hearing a report showing a substantial loss on operations, a committee

The commission has set aside its former
decision in the complaint of the He»t Kentucky Coal Bureau in so far .as it relates
to rates on coal from western Kentucky to
Festus and Crystal City, Mo., and will give
a rehearing on these rates.
Rep. Sanders of Indiana has had published as a House document a statement
of Interstate Commerce Commissioner l,ewiB
on rate reductions since -\ugust, 1920, in
which coal rates are reviewed. Tlie commissioner says that the reduction of 28c.
a ton on coal from Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and other Eastern
producing points to ports on Lake Erie
when destined for movement by Lake to
Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas, and the
Nortiiwest will affect about ten million tons
of coal.
The purpose of the reduction Is
said to be to avoid a coal shortage in the
Northwest this winter and to readjust the
rates on Eastern coal as compared with
Illinois and Indiana coal in the Northwest.

The reduction was extended to Lake cargo
coal to ports on Lake ?>ie when destined to
ports on Lakes Michigan or Huron regardless of whether the coal was for local
consumption at those ports or destined to
points beyond, and will affect an additional
three million tons.
Other coal rate reductions mentioned are: Prom Illinois mines
to Michigan points.
From Canon City District, Col., to Colorado, Kansas and Nebraska de.stinations.
From Montana to 150
destinations in Montana.
Nut coal from
points in Ne%v Mexico to points in Colorado.
Members of the Indiana Public Ser\nce
Commission were in Wa.^hington recently,
to assist in the movement to have tlie Interstate Commerce Commission help the Pere
Marquette R,K. Co. finance its plan to buy
the Indiana coal railway division, of the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois R.R.
The C.
& E. I. has petitioned the I. C. C. for permission to abandon the line. The I. C. C.
had the Indiana commission conduct the
hearing on the petition and to make recommendations. It has been proposed that the
federal contingent fund at the disposal of
the I. C. C. for the help of struggling railroads be used to help the P. M. acquire the
division, which then would be kept in opera-

existed.

tion.

Coal and coke rates to steel plants in the
Buffalo. N. Y.. territory were considered
at a recent conference between steel producers of the Buffalo and Pittsburgh districts with the I. C. C.
Request for lower
rates on coal and coke to steel plants in
Buffalo were based on the ground that unequal production costs have arisen from
the commission's action in lowering rail
rates on ore from the Lakes, as Northern
plants do not receive the benefit of this reduction as they receive ore by water.
In the complaint of the l/oogootee Fire
Clay Products Co., an I. C. C. examiner
recommends that the rate on bituminous
coal from Wheatland, Ind., to Vincennes
Ind., and from Montgomery, Ind.. to Loogootee, Ind., during Federal control was
not unreasonable but that the rate from
Cannellburg, Ind., to Loogootee was un-

The I. C. C. has denied the application of
the Seaboard Byproduct Coke Co., to reopen
its case regarding movement of coke from
Seaboard, N. J., to New England territory.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has
granted the application of the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul R.R. to acquire control by purchase of the capital stock of the
Cliieago, Terre Haute and Sonthwestern.
The latter is a coal-carrying road and will
be valuable for the St. Paul in tapping
the coal fields in the Terre Haute district.

reasonable.
In the complaint of the Graselli Chemical Co., an examiner recommends that rates
on bituminous coal from mines in the Clinton, Ind. district to complainant's plant near
Terre Haute, Ind., during Federal control
were not unreasonable.
The I. C. C. has denied an application
of the Peerless Coal Co, of Illinois for rehearing of its case in which the commission recently decided that rates on coal
from various points on the Springfield
Terminal Ry. to inter.nate destinations were
not unreasonable.
The rehearing was requested on the ground that the Springfield
group rates are not lower than other group
rates in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Indiana
and not lower than other group rates in
Illinois, but are higher.

The

Northwestern Traffic and Service
liurean of Minneapniis complains against
unreasonable rates on soft coal from Alger
>>yc.. to

Grand Junction, la,
Butcher, of Kansas

M. L.
leges unreasonable rat.
ous points in Missouri
gentme (Kansas Cityj,

City, Kan., al-

on coal from variand Kansas to Ar-

s

Kan.

of Ave members was appointed to look Into
the situation and to report later.
The
tlnancial statement showed thut up to January, iV'il, the I'onipany had sustained a loss
of upward of $125,000 and for the nine
months ended Sept, 30, losses were $72,C, W. Moss, of Buffalo, president of the
Weaver Coal Co. of that city, and also presiI'enn-C-.inadian
Fuel Co,,
dent of the
Toronto, spent .some days in Toronto re-

Another visitor from the Weaver
Coal Co. was W. V. fSmlth.
cently.

The

represented

w-as

assoiiatloii

by A.

Wliiti
of Clarksburg, its president;
S. i;r:irk<it, of Fairmont, secretary

Lisle

Georgr

of the asKoriiuioii

;

W.

L.

Andrews

of Balti-

more, vice pre.sident of the Consolidation
Coal Co.; C. 11. Jenkins, of the Hutchinson
Coal Co. W. O. Caldwell, chief clerk of the
association.
The representatives of the association, in conjunction with the representativis of other associations in West
Virniiiii. aided in the presentation of evi<li'nce in rebuttal against that presented by
the Ohio operators who were cross-examined.
K. J. McVann, secretary of the
Smokele.ss Coal Association of West Virginia, has the case in charge for the West
Virginia operators.
;

Virginia Coal Operators' Association

As a result of a recent meeting held by
the association at Norton, Va.. a decision
was reached to employ a full-time trallic
This field is growing in immanager.
portance and traffic problems are coming
more and more to the front.
One of the association activities at the
present time has been a two weeks* vocational training school for mine foremen.
This scliool was conducted under the supervision of Raymond V. Long, supervisor of
industrial education of the Virginia State
Board of Education and J. C. Wright, chief
for industrial education of the Federal
Association members are giving
Board.
attention to first aid work and there are
first aid teams at nearly every plant of
any consequence in the field.
Smokeless Association of West Virginia
In addition to a special meeting of the
association, held at New York, a call was
issued for a general meeting to be held in

November. A report was submitted by the
committee having in charge the question of
freight reductions on coal for export, this
committee rei)orting that it had been unable to

make any headway

in its consulta-

tions with railway officials.
After hearing
the reports mentioned, members abandoned
of obtaining any relief in the
near future. The association left the question upon which reports had been submitted
in the hands of the committee before attempting to lake any definite action.

any hope

Coming Meetings
The American Institute of Consnltinir Engineers, Inc., will hold its annual meeting
16, 1922, at the Engineers' Club, 32
Secretary,
St., New York City,
F. A. Molitor, 35 Nassau St., New York
City,
Jan.

AsAociation Activities
Southern Ohio Coal Exchange
At a postponed meeting of the Southern
Ohio Coal Exchange held early in November, the question of the Anderson injunction

was discussed

at length, but as in the

meeting, no action was taken.
Because of the stay in execution given by
tlie Federal Court of Appeals at Chicago,
previous

the question is not directly before the association.
Ohio operators are watching the
proceedings at Chicago with a great deal of
interest as much hinges on the decision of
the higher court.

West 40th

West Virginia Coal Mining Institute will
hold its next meeting Dec. 6 and 7 at either
SecCharleston or Huntington, W. Va.
retary, R. E. Sherwood, Charleston, W. Va.

New England Wholesale Coal .\ssoclatton
annual meeting Jan. 10, 1922,
Secretary, R. S. Townat Boston. Mass.
send, 27 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
will hold its

Snntliern .\ppalachian
Coal Operators*
AsKoriatlon will hold its next meeting Jan.
Secretary, J.
at Knoxville, Tenn.
McCoy, Knoxville, Tenn.

27, 1922,

E.

Pike

County Coal Operators will hold
meeting Jan. 6. 1922, at Pike-

their annual

Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'
Association
Officials of the association took an active
in the presentation of

and prominent part
evidence

before

the

Interstate

Commission at a hearing held

Commerce
in

.\tlantic

N. J., in connection with the Ohio
Rate Case, West Virginia operators being
opposed to any widening of the freight differential which they claim would be discriminatory and which would operate to
bar West Virginia coal from Ohio and other
Middle Western states.
City,

ville,
ville,

Ky.

Secretary,

F.

E.

Miller,

Pike-

Ky.

The Coal Mining

Institute of .\nierlca
will hold its annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
Secretary H. D.
Pa., Dec. 7, 8 and 9.
Mason, Jr., Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

American Society of Mechanical Knglneers wMU hold its annual meeting_ Dec. 5-9
at the Engineering Societies' Building, 29
Secre39th Street., New York City.
tary Calvin W. Rice. 29 West 39th Street,

West

New York

City.

—
(il\
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selling prices has been declared to be an
Determining
art, whereas accounting is a science.
a sales policy in 1921 for the conduct of a bituminousLoal property has been more a matter of pre-war train-

ing and general "hunch" than either science or art.
For instance, there is the class of concerns that made
reasonably profitable contract prices early in the year,
tied up what tonnage they could at those prices
old,

reliable

customers

Editors.
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coal have been whipsawed the entire season,
because of no market for the resultant prepared
sizes and ir. later months because of no market for
Nevertheless the best-managed lower-cost
screenings.
operations have come through the year so far with no
red ink on their books, and some have had the most
Those who cut prices and
profitable year on record.
moved large tonnages have the largest measure of profit
if not the highest average net return per ton of output,
but whether in the long run they have done well is
an open question. The answer depends on individual
circumstances, not the least of which is the extent to
which they have sacrificed reserves of high-grade coal.

and steam

JVays of Making a Profit

with

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing

YORK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER

MAKING

usually

to

DAWSON HALL.

—and

have been

content thereafter to produce only the coal their customers required.
Such a policy has been the most
These shippers have
conservative of any followed.
made no attempt to meet the spot market, their prices
being generally above that obtaining for current sales,
even at the time they closed their contracts. They have
been able to move coal at from 50c. to more than a
dollar above the market because they have, an established
trade that for this one year at least has been willing
to pay a premium to a reliable shipper who in 1920 did
not demand the high market prices and delivered 100
per cent and more on his contracts.
Whether the producer who followed such a policy in
1921 can repeat with success in 1922 is an open question.
In some if not many instances the consumer will
conclude that he has discharged his obligations for
It
protection in 1920 by paying a premium in 1921.
appears, however, that those who took and maintained
a firm stand on prices in 1921 and who had a satisfied
clientele have suffered no serious losses and some have
made a little profit this year, although operating on a
considerably reduced scale.
At the other exti-eme is the class of operator who
refused to contract last spring in the belief that the
market was only temporarily in the dumps. Such operators have been in hot water all year, operating intermittently, thi-owing coal on the market on consignment
and too often selling at distress prices. For the most
part shippers who chose this policy have depended
largely on jobbers to place their tonnage and, because

first

Finding Uses for Fine Coal
when they have their product
MANY manufacturers,
themselves compelled
around
to look

perfected, find

some place where they can place it and to discover
how by appropriate changes it can be fitted so as to be
use
of
in some of the many industries to the needs of
which it is in certain ways suited. To this end they
send out experts and establish bureaus of research
and finally by advertisements and personal solicitation
they introduce their product to people who, at first, had
for

The largest tonnages have been moved by those who
contracted all they could at the best figure in each
instance they could obtain, and then went after business in the open market, direct and through jobbers.
By a combination of intensive selling and setting prices
just under the market such producers have in a number
of instances more than doubled their output for 1920,
itself a high record year.
Labor and cars have flowed
to him who could give them work and high tonnages
have operated to lower average costs and have thus
sustained production at a profit at comparatively low

no idea that they needed it.
A little less than a century ago anthracite was a
product for which no one felt any particular need. It
was not even road-making material. A stove had to be
developed that would burn it. Iron masters had to be
induced to try it out in their furnaces. But soon thereafter anthracite became recognized as a fuel, and for
the most part the main effort of the seller from then
on was to sell his particular brand of anthracite rather
than to sell coal in general. In mo.st cases those that
wanted anthi-acite knew they wanted it, and the question
was only vjhich anthracite did they prefer, and that
was decided mostly on the presence or absence of ash.
In consequence coal men have been slow to undertake
reseai-ch work. They have 1-eft it to consumers to study
out the problems of combustion, gas making and the
manufacture of byproducts, and, seeing that the consumer and the equipment manufacturer have done this
work more or less satisfactorily, perhaps it is as well
to leave it in general to them.
It may be pointed out,
however, that the fact that coal has sold without technical assistance has made the coal man somewhat
unprogressive in places where solicitation by advertisement and agents and research by experts might greatly
assist in enabling him to rid himself profitably of that
part of his product that he must make and cannot sell
except at a loss. We refer to his fine coal.
It would pay the owner of mines to ascertain by
experiment what is the best method by which to pul-

prices.

verize coal and to burn

the spot market has been regularly so low, have profited
little, if they have not generally taken losses on the
year's business.

On

the whole the bituminous-coal industry has made
no profit this year. Those fields that produce domestic

it

when

pulverized, to discover

can most profitably be used and to promote the
sale of atomized coal bv spreading a knowledge of its
871

where

it
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advantages. It would furnish a ready opening for his
"bug dust" and his smaller sizes. The Susquehanna
Collieries Co., sets a good example in this direction.
An interest in discovering the best form of domestic
furnace for the burning of buckwheat and smaller
When the discovanthracite would be well rewarded.
ery is made it will revolutionize anthracite mining ami
save the expense of carrying tons of fuel in storage
It will hasten the
for many months and even years.
time when sludge will be turned into burnable material and it will make it possible to use up the fuel in
the old waste dumps, and do it not at a small margin
but at a big profit.
The action of the Hudson Coal Co. in making experiments in anthracoal and oi" the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. in entering into the briquetting business are
instances of enterprise by no means too common.
A
study in producer- or water-gas making using fine coal
is another form of activity that some anthracite operator should be investigating.
Every large company
should have its research department and eveiy possibility opened up by that department or discovered in some
other way should be sold to the buying public by a
department for that purpose.
It has been found by the copper producers that the
metal will not sell itself in sufficient quantities to balance productive capacity. It has been discovered that
rnferior substitutes were edging it out of some markets.
Many of these it had held undisputed before the
day when electrolytic deposition made it possible to
manufacture an inferior article having a temporary
semblance to the real. There is only one answer to
research and mercantile activity and
the problem
there is only one reply to the question "What shall I
do with fine anthracite?" Ascertain how it best may
be burned for any one of a dozen uses and then by
advertisements and roadmen make the facts generally

—

—

known.

Public Interest in Strikes

PUBLIC

opinion is the most powerful force in this
country and its influence is felt and its support
sought in every industrial dispute. Doubtless the time
will
come when economic maladjustments will be
studied, treated and healed just as are epidemics that
attack the human race. But until that time arrives we
must needs deal with the sterner realities of strikes.
The rescinding of the railroad strike order was an
impressive exemplification of the great power of enlightened public opinion, according to the Guaranty
Trust Survey, which notes that it was "in this instance
so unmistakably demonstrated that the majority of the
people throughout the country believed the threatened
strike was a grave menace to business and absolutely
There are many evidences, in fact, of a
unjustified.
widespread conviction that the strike vote of the railway brotherhoods was intended to prevent the proper
readjustment of railway wages in line with the wages
of other workers and with reduced living costs
in
brief, to make secure the preferred economic position of
certain favored elements of organized labor at the expense of the public and of all other workers."
The opinion now prevails that a strike of coal miners
next April is inevitable in the course of wage readjustments.
The part that arbitration may play in the
1922 settlement is now a matter of current comment
and speculation. There is an undercurrent of feeling

—

Vol. 20,

No
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that so far as the market is or may be concerned, a
strike of some duration would be welcomed.
This is
particularly manifest with those whose business it is

Such a feeling is traditional in the bituminous coal industry, a business in which profits are
for the few save when coal is in short supply and strong
demand, as when there is a c;tr shortage or a labor
to sell coal.

strike.

The public

is somewhat inclined to be skeptical.
It
being said that although the law prevents combinations among operators to raise or maintain prices, and
appears to be about to decree that operators and labor
shall not make certain agreements, there is nothing
to prevent both from agreeing to disagree, thereby
shutting off production and elevating prices of coal.
is

At a recent meeting of the Academy of Political Science,
Herbert Hoover, in discussing "Good Will and Co-operafion in Industry," spoke of the primary interest of the
public in certain classes of strikes and industrial controversies.
According to the Iron Afie, he divided
industries into two categories, one of which included
the transportation and the coal industry, where continuous operation is vital to the life and safety of the
community and where there is no alternative to some
substitute service, and the other category includin>r
those industries from the continuous operation of which
there is alternative supply without imperiling the life
of the community. Of the latter he said that the public
takes but a secondary interest in the dispute arising
therein, but of the first group the public is impatient
to find a solution.
"As a result of these things," said Mr. Hoover, "v.'e
have seen the gradual extension of the arm of the public
to these disputes through both administrative and legislative action.
We also witness this extension of public
interest bitterly resented both by the employers and
employees. The primary instinct of the public is selfpreservation first and last, and where 1 or 2 per cent
of the whole population may jeopardize the comfort and
security of the other 98 per cent I do not believe that
they can be restrained f ri m exerting a commanding?
voice, however much it may be resented by either side.
"The thing that must concern us all is that the entrance of the third party into these disputes will be in
such form that it does not inci-ease the ill-will, that it
shall be in such form as will secure justice, and that
will preserve the very foundations of initiative and that
type of American individualism upon which our whole
social system is based, and that it will recognize the
fundamental necessity to build up good will itself."
The dispute that is to come up for settlement next
spring may be adjusted by arbitration without a strike
or following a strike, or there may possibly be no
arbitration, but instead the union may do as the railroad workers did— recognize and admit the futility of

show of force. .Just what
happen no one knows, but of one thing we can be
the public and the government are not infairly certain
clined to accept any measure of hardship while operators and miners follow a policy of agreeing to disagree.
It
was reported from Washington that during the
Unemployment Conference certain representative operators from the Central Competitive Field indicated
their willingness to arbitrate for a new contract next
year, but that the Mine Workers' representatives deThe country should have this
clined the invitation.
circumstance more clearly in mind as winter passes and
a resort to the time-honored

will

—

spring complaints arise.
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Devices for Speeding Low-Temperature Carbonization
And Procuring a Dense and Non-Friable Product

—

Carbonizing Retorts Set in Shaft of Gas Producer Cast Iron Versus ReRevolving Barrel with Solidifying Roller Thyssen's Rotating
Cylinder with Interior Spiral Thomas' Lined Cylinder with Spiral Conveyor
iractories

—

By

a.

—

Thau*

Oxelosund, Sweden

MUCH

has been written in recent years concerning
low-temperature carbonization and many descriptions have appeared in the technical press, so
that the advantages and disadvantages of this type of
coking are well known and need no comment here.
Although this process is received in some quarters with
open hostility and in others with an optimism that can
hardly ever be justified, the fact remains that low-temperature carbonization has thus far gained a small,
yet nevertheless sound, footing in all coal-mining countries.
It is doubtless destined to fill the gap between
high-temperature cai-bonization on the one hand and
gas producers and the consumption of raw coal on the
other.

Why German

Semi-Coke Experiments Lagged

In the United States the Carbocoal process of lowtemperrture carbonization probably leads all others but
several other nlans and processes appear promising. In
England, where low-temperature carbonization originated, the Coalite' pi ocess predominates. The DelmonteEverett and the Tarless Fuel plants have hardly as yet
developed beyond the experimental stage.
Low-temperature carbonization was taken up in
Germany at a coi iiparatively late date. This was chiefly
because that country did not possess a fuel that could be
utilized to the b^st advantage in such a process.
In
judging the relative conditions prevailing in Germany
one must keei.- ''n mind the fact that the bulk of the
coal there irJned is rather lean.

What

fat coals

are

produced the cas industry readily absorbs, and slack
that is high in volatile matter is carbonized in byproduct
coke ovens.
As this fuel is not mined in sufficient
quantity to maintain the large coking industry, it is
invariably mixed with lean slack.
Open-grate domestic fires are practically unknown in
Germany, closed stoves alone being employed. These
assure a combustion so thorough that the towns are
only slightly troubled by smoke and soot.
It is evident,
therefore, that little incentive existed to attempt lowtemperature carbonization. Consequently prior to the

tities of high-volatile coals exist in

from the very

Germany, excludes

start the possibility of the development

of low-tempei'ature processes with such fuels as are
available in other coal-mining countries like the United
States and England.
By the terms of the peace treaty
Germany is compelled to supply large amounts of its
best coal to her former enemies.
The remainder is so

rationed

among

its

consumers as

to discourage exper-

iments involving uncertain economic results. The conditions imjxised by the peace treaty, therefore, render
necessary a greater and more economical use of the

huge

lignite deposits.
It is in this field, accordingly,
that low-temperature carbonization finds a broad scope.

Suggestions have been made, and in isolated cases
put into practice, that coal that is to be gasified in
producers be passed first through a separate low-temperature carbonizing retort, thus extracting the oils

from the gases issuing therefrom, and then be further
gasified in the producer, enriching the gas evolved in
this device by that given off during low-temperature
distillation.

Such

plants, however, are a decided excep-

may be secured by much
simpler means, obviating large mechanically operated
plants in conjunction with gas producers.
In the cases above cited, however, the carbonizing
retorts are placed vertically within the shaft of the
producer, their open bottoms terminating over the fuel
bed of the latter device.
Each retort is heated externally by the hot producer gas surrounding it and
occupying the upper zone of the producer. The fuel
within the retort also is gently heated by the ascending gas.
tion, as quite similar results

The retorts are provided with a separate take-off from
which the gas is conducted to a plant where the oil
is recovered.
After this, gas is mixed with that emanating from the producer proper.
Many such producers
were built during and shortly after the war, and still
more plants have been rebuilt so as to embody such
arrangement:.-;.

The

large quantity of

oil

obtained by

war the only

efforts made in this direction lay in the
of scientific research.
The war, isolating Germany from the rest of the
world, altered this condition considerably, and an acute

field

shortage of motor fuel and lubricating oils brought the
low^temperature carbonization process into prominence
as a possible solution of this difficulty.

As Germany

throughout the progress of hostilities occupied the position of a beleaguered fortress, little information leaked
out as to the progress made in this direction.
The fact, already mentioned, that no appreciable quan•Coke Works superintendent, Oxelosund Iron Works.
America an explosive is known by this name

"In

FIG.

1.

REVOLVING RETORT

l^OR

MAKING .SEMI-COKE

In the interior of the retort is a .spiral rib whioli moves the coal
slowly from inlet to outlet. As fast as the coal r> aches the orifice
it falls onto a belt conveyor.
The gas is taken off by a suction
line.
One hundred tons can be caibonized ev y 21 hrs. The
product can be used for fuel in gas produc-rs t fm briquetting-.
i
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rlmitti

this

means has

a.ssisted appreciably in

deficiency above noted
lubricating oiLs.

and

making up the

in alleviating the scarcity of

Apart from these producer.s, supplemented by primary
low-temperature retorts, the low-temperature carbonization process found its greatest application in the utilization of fuels low in calorific value, such, for instance,
as lignite and even turf.
German inventors could learn
little from England, for in that country such processes
were chiefly applied to the treatment of rich coals and
had been adapted to their use. Comparatively little
also could be ascertained of efforts made in this direction in the United States prior to the war.
Germany was thus compelled to begin anew. Experimentation was conducted mainly in the excellently
equipped coal-research institute at Miilheim on the
Ruhr, with the well-known coal-research chemist. Prof.

Franz Fischer, as chief. The results of the work there
undertaken, particularly with reference to the low-temperature distillation of coal and other fuels, has been
published in several volumes. The empirical rules which
the process had thus far more or less followed have
been supplanted by properly defined and scientific
formulae.
Methods generally applied to low-temperature carbonisation prior to the war strongly resemble those of gas
works, the chief difference being that a specially selected
ca-st iron was used in the manufacture of the retorts.
This metal, of course, possesses the advantage of high
heat conductivity.
Its great disadvantage, however, lies
in the fact that the continuous heat causes the iron to
"grow." this swelling continuing until the shell begins
to scale off

and waste away.

thus significant that the low-temperature carbonization processes that have actually been introduced in
workinc-^ practice have discarded the cast-iron retort

air.

and adopted one made

This
of refractory material.
applies alike to the Carbocoal process in America and
the Coalite process in England.
In a number of other

low-temperature carbonization installations cast iron is
used, as, for instance, the Greene-Laucks" plant and
in the English Tarless Fuel plant.'
In the DelmonteEverett plant,' the I'etort is made of steel. These last
mentioned processes, however, have not as yet attained
large commercial dimensions.
Germany could not gain materially from the experience of other countries, so it made a fresh start altoand found that the solution of the problem that
would best meet the prevailing conditions was the introduction of a revolving retort.
Prof. Fischer built
this on an experimental scale at the coal-research institute at Miilheim on the Ruhr.
Carbon, as is well known, is a poor conductor of heat.
Though heat will penetrate satisfactorily a thick layer
of densely packed coal in the high-temperature coking
process, it will not do so when low temperatures are applied.
As a rule, therefore, such an increase of temperature on the heated surface is necessary that the
structure of the semi-coke is uneven, being hard on
the outer end and becoming gradually softer toward
the center of the charge.
In consequence pieces of
coke are formed that are both friable and brittle.
In coke ovens and gas works coal can be carbonized
in large masses, but in a low-temperature retort it must
be fed in puch a comparatively thin layer that it will
be quickly penetrated by the heat, for a high temperature cannot be applied to its outer surface.
This
precaution is taken in the English Coalite process. Here
the charge is fed over large retort surfaces so that
gether,

It is

^.See

'See
*Sef:

Coal Age, Vol. 15. p. 810, 1919.
Gas World, 1913. p. 680.
Olucl-auf, 1914, p. 839.
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the thickness of the layer will seldom exceed 4 inches.
To insure an even temperature throughout the entire
charge and to prevent it from being overheated on its
outer surface, the coal is sometimes agitated within
the retort by a paddle conveyor which mixes the material
thoroughly and simultaneously propels it to the coke
This arrangement is frequently
outlet at the end.
adopted and is typical of the Carbocoal process with
horizontal retorts, the Delmonte-Everett process with
inclined i-etorts and the Greene-Laucks process with
vertical retorts.

of mechanically operated agitators

To avoid the use

and conveyors inside the heated chamber and to obtain
the same effect by more desirable means the entii-e
retort

is

rotated.

It

is in

this direction that low-tem-

perature carbonization has developed in Germany. Such
arrangements were already in use for other purposes,
but Prof. Fischer applied them successfully to low-temIts application, with certain variations
perature coking.
in design, adopted by other inventors, is almost universal
throughout Germany. Prof. Fischer found, however,
that in the ordinary revolving retorts the coal is so
much disturbed during coking that although the yield
of oil is exceptionally high, the formation of coke is

much impaired.
To overcome this

difficulty efforts

were made

to

com-

press the coal while the heat still keeps it plastic.
Prof. Fischer experimented with a revolving retort
59 in. long and 20 in. in diameter, resting horizontally
upon rollers. This device was charged with 20 kg.
(44 lb.) of ground coal, and a solid roller about 4 in. in
diameter and of the proper length was placed within

the cylinder. This retort was surrounded by a chamber
serving as an oven, and was heated from below by a
number of vertical gas burners as it revolved slowly.
The coal distributed itself evenly about the periphery
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ribs,

G, which

as

revolves.

it

move the coal slowly through the retort
At the discharge end the retort is con-

nected to a stationary receptacle, H. with an outlet, /,
which discharges the coke continuously onto the conTo the end of the receptacle H a pipe, L,
veyor, K.
is connected, serving as a suction line for the withdrawal
The retort is surof the gases given off by the fuel.
rounded by an oven, M, built of brick, heated from
below by a row of burners, iV. With the dimensions
shown in Fig. 1 this retort has a capacity of about 100
The semi-coke distons of coal per day of 24 hours.
charged can either be used as fuel in gas producers or
can be briquetted if pitch be added as a binder.

American Scheme With Firebrick Flues
Although the revolving retort is the type most commonly used for low-temperature carbonization in Germany, its application is by no means confined to that
A similar device of American design, incountry.
vented by Thomas, is shown in longitudinal section in
In this
Fig. 2, and in vertical cross-section in Fig. 3."
design, heavy rollers, A, support the retort, B, which,
depending upon the variety of fuel to be treated, may
be as much as 100 ft. fong.
This retoi-t is made of steel plate, the inner surfaces
of which are covered by a strong fire-brick lining, C.
The lining is provided with a number of heating flues, D,
extending parallel to the retort cylinder. These are
equally spaced around the circumference of the retort.
By means of a gland, E, the interior of the retort is
connected on one end with the stationary cylinder, G,
At the opin which the spiral conveyor, F, revolves.
posite end the retort terminates in another gland connecting it with the chamber, H.

of the retort, and as soon as it reached a plastic state,
adhered to the shell, covering its interior surface
uniformly. As the heavy iron roller inside the retort
tends to move toward the lowest point, it rotates continuously and automatically and compresses the coal in

The retort is revolved by means of the pinion, /, or
a worm in gear with the worm wheel or toothed ring, A',
The pinion,
encircling the retort at its middle point.
/, and the screw conveyor, F. are driven from the elecand A'', the gear
tric motor, L, by means of the belts,
Gas for heating
wheels, O and P. and the chain, Q.
the retort is conducted through the pipe, R, connected
to the gland. E.
It enters the channels, S. which revolve

proportion to

with the retort.

When

its

plasticity.

Coked, Shell Breaks

As soon

Down and Falls

as the charge is carbonized completely and
all volatile gases and vapors are driven off, the cylinThis makes
drical coke shell breaks down and falls.
itself known by a distinctive noise within the retort.
At this point in the process the heat is cut off and the
revolution of the retort stopped, after which the coke
can be withdrawn. By this means a good hard semicoke of even texture was obtained.
Promising as this
design appears and operates experimentally, its obvious
disadvantages are too great for the development of the
process upon a large commercial scale.
A revolving retort that has been built for several
large commercial plants is that invented by Thyssen
and shown in Fig. 1.' The fuel, after having passed
a screen or mill, is brought by a conveyor, A, and discharged into the pit, B. Thence the elevator, C, transfers it to the charging hopper, D, under which a short
screw conveyor, E. is mounted. This transfers a certain
amount of coal continuously into the cylindrical revolving retort. F, which is 70 ft. 6 in. long, including its
foundation, and is made of steel plate.
On its inner surface it is provided with screwlike
"Stahl

&

Eisen, 1920,

p.

743.

M

By means of pipes, T, the bunsen burners, U, are fed
from these channels, the burners distributing the heat
throughout the flues, D. The whole retort is thus
evenly heated, so that its interior temperature does not
exceed 500 deg. C. (930 deg. F.). Near the charging
end the heating flues, D, are open and are surmounted
by the stationary channel ring, V. which on its top
carries a steel chimney for escape of waste gases. This
also furnishes the necessary dratt for the flues, D.
Fuel to be treated is conveyed by suitable means to
the hopper, W, this being connected by means of a gastight slide valve with the heating receptacle on top of
the conveyor cylinder, G.
The fuel in his receptacle is
replenished as required by opening the slide valve under

the hopper, W.
The fuel dropping into the cylinder. G,
is transferred by means of the conveyor, E. into the
retort, B.
By the revolution ot the retort, each individual particle of coal come.': in contact with the
heated inner sui'face.
The continuous feed gradually drives the fuel toward
the discharge end of the retort, where it drops into the
chamber, H, closed at the bottom by means of the gastight valve, X, under which a receptacle is placed,
also closed at its bottom by a valve, Y.
By opening
'.'Jee

r,hicl:iiuf,

1919.

p.

552.

—
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the upper valve, .V. the coke fall.'^ into the lower recepand opening the valve, Y, it drops
and by closing
out without the escape of gas from the retort and withAfter leaving
out influencing the suction applied to it.
the retort the coke falls into the quenching car or may
be cooled on a conveyor. Pipe connection, Z, conducts
to the byproduct plant the gases emitted in coking.

X

tacle

This

retort

is

well

and differs

designed

from

all
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others in that it is not heateil from a single point but.
as may be seen in the cross section Fig. 3, from six
equally spaced rows of burners which revolve with it.
This secures the obvious advantages that the retort
itself, is a self-contained unit and does not need to be
placed in an oven but is readily accessible from all
sides.

It revolves .so slowly that the burners can be
adjusted without stopping the revolution of the retort.

Grid Resistors for Mine Locomotives and Their Care
Current-Carrying Capacity of Resistor Steps Inadequate to Operate Continuously on

Heaviest

Any One

Loads

Controller

— Resistor

Notch When Locomotive

Usually

Designed

for

Is Pulling Its

Starting

in

Parallel

By H. H. Johnston*
East Pittsburgh. Pa.

THAT

resistors are invariably used upon and furnished with any and all mine locomo1:ives should

be sufficient evidence that they are necessary parts
of such machines and should not be slighted during
periods of inspection and overhaul. The main resistor

primarily provided for the protection of the motors
to afford smooth acceleration with the aid of the
controller and its notching scheme. Thus the use of the
combined resistance and control makes it impossible to
impress instantly the full line voltage across the terminals of a standing locomotive, thereby forestalling
excessive starting currents with attendant injury to
motors, gears and other mechanical equipment. It also
prevents the locomotive from drawing an undue proportion of the current, robbing other equipment about the
mine which must obtain current from the same line.
Poor or rapid notching-up on the controller, as it
approximates the ill effects of using no resistor, is injurious to the motors. Locomotive drivers and others
who handle similar equipment that requires starting or
accelerating Apparatus should be given more instruction than is usually afforded them as to the saving of
time and power and the reduction of maintenance costs
by the proper manipulation of such equipment.
With mine locomotives of either main-haulage or
gathering type the current-carrying capacity of the
various steps in the resistors seldom is large enough to
make it safe to operate continuously on any one controller notch or point while the machine is pulling its
heaviest load. The reason for this is readily discernis

and

-Plain

uimuz

washer

Hanger, J^

Lock washer/

l^E

\-Mounfrng support
3^

on apparatus

'^s^

FIG.2

FIGS.

1

AND

2.

METHODS EJIPLOYKD
RESISTOR ELEMENTS

^Bracket of
supporting apparatus
^

IN INSULATING

Fip. 1 shows porcelain insulators and Fig. 2 moulded washers.
he frames of resistor.s should be insulated from the frames of the
i':<'motives.
This affords double insulation between grids and
icoiiiutive frames, thus eliminating grounds even in wet

•General engineering department. 'Westinghnuse Electr
utacturing Co.

& Man-

A 20-ton 250-volt locomotive should be provided
with a resistor having a total starting resistance of approximately 0.5 ohm. If this is required to carry currents corresponding to the slipping point of the wheel.s
it would mean that
approximately 70.000 to 100,000
watts would have to be consumed in the grids beyond
the second and third steps of the resistor. To say nothing of the power loss and heat that would necessarily
have to be dissipated, an excessively bulky resistor
would be required. In most cases such a large piece of
apparatus could not T)e put on a locomotive if it is to be
limited to the dimensions necessary for operation in a
ible.

mine.

Many

combinations of resistor assemblies are posfor any one size of locomotive. The one to be
chosen will depend upon (1) type of controller, (2)
service, (3) gear ratio. (4) type of motor. (5) drivesible

(6) line voltage and (7) the characteristics of the resistor elements themselves, including

wheel diameter.

and the ventilawhich they are assembled.
determine the number and

their capacity resistance, their weight
tion afforded by the

method

in

The type of controller will
arrangement of the resistor steps so far as resistance
and capacity are concerned. The service will determine
the ohmic value required in the total resistor as well as
The type of motor and its charin its various steps.

way all essential attributes
of the "resistor. The gear ratio will determine in part
The
the speed and tractive effort of the locomotive.
higher the gear ratio the lower the speed and the greater
current
consumption.
the tractive effort for a given
Consequently the total ohmic value required for starting a locomotive of a given weight will be decreased as
the gear ratio is increased.
acteristics fix in a general

The wheel diameter also will partly fix the speed and
torque characteristics of the locomotive. The greater
this diameter, the higher the speed and the lower the
tractive effort. A greater driver diameter will require
a smaller starting resistance. A.; chs wheel treads wear,
the tractive effort will gradually increase for the first
Ordinarily this will not be
point of the controller.
noticeable unless the trolley voltage is constant or
higher than normal.
Line-voltage fluctuations mean corresponding changes
As the starting
in starting current and tractive effort.
resistor usually is fixed in size and capacity, consideration must be given to both maximum and minimum
voltages.

Having given consideration

to the service to be per-
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grids' or other resistor elements used must
themselves be of rugged mechanical design, have
heavy overload capacity and an insulation capable of
withstanding excessive heat. Ventilation is an imporSpacing grids close together will give
tant factor.
more metal, but this advantage is largely offset by decreased ventilation, the tendency of this close grouping
of grids being to cause hot spots.

formed the
in

frames of resistors
and 500-volt
machines. This affords double insulation between the
grids and the locomotive frames and overcomes many
It is

good practice

from those

to insulate the

of locomotives for both 250-

troubles arising from grounding, particularly those encountered in wet mines. Porcelain insulation (Fig. 1)
surrounding the mounting bolts also is advantageous.
For this service moulded insulating compound has been
used around the bolts as shown in Fig. 2 and satisfactory results have been obtained.
Resistor frames usually are mounted on locomotives

nperes per Motor
4.
REL.A,TION OF TRACTIVE EFFORT TO MOTOR
AMPERAGE, SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR. WHEEL
BASE AND GEAR RATIO

FIG.

This shows graphically how much decreasing the wheel diameter increases the tractive el^ort with the same starting resistor
and how decreasing the gear ratio decreases the tractive effort
when the starting resistor is unchanged. Keeping the tractive
effort constant and changing the starting resistor, a decrease of
the wheel diameter decreases the current and increases the resistance, and a decrease in the gear ratio has, as in the previous case,
the reverse effect.

It is not well to operate a locomotive with grids cut
out or short-circuited. A grid that has been broken or
burned out should be renewed, care having been taken
to replace it with a grid of the proper capacity and

Forked Terminal
for Resistor
Terminals that clamp Ihe
cable, such as are here shown,
are to be preferred to such as
depend on direct contact with
binding screws.

more or less out-of-the-way places, being those not
occupied by other equipment. The grids tend therefore
in some locomotives to collect so much sand, coal dust
and other foreign material that their ventilation is impaired.
If the grid frames are built up and mounted
directly above a solid plate they are likely to became
cluttered up in this manner. This defect usually can be
easily overcome, however, by drilling a number of li-in.
holes through the plate, thus allowing sand or other
extraneous material to fall through.
In mine-locomotive service the controllers usually are
of the series-and-parallel type, which permit the locomotive to start with the motors either in series or in
parallel.
This involves designing the starting resistor
primarily for one or the other. If calculated for series
starting, the tractive effort obtained on the first notch^
when starting with motors in parallel, will be low because the resistance in the grids will be about twice
that required to give good starting in the other posiin

It is customary to design the resistor for starting
with the motors in parallel, whereas starting in series
is possible, for the starting current consumed will be
half that for parallel operation.
It is good practice to
use a system of control that necessitates starting in
series, and in these cases the resistor is designed for
such conditions.

tion.

ohmic resistance.
Terminals that clamp the cable are preferable to those
that depend on direct contact with binding screws, for
in that case if the heat of the grids causes any tin to
flow from the cable it will not interfere with removing
the cable connections from terminals of this type.
The insulation should be removed from the cable for
several inches back from the terminal connections to
prevent its burning. Some operators make a practice
of using flame-proof sleeving over the 6 to 8 in. immediately adjacent to the grid terminals.
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VIEW OF THE BLANCHARD COAL

By William

G.

CO.'S NO. 1

STRIPPING WITH SURROUNDIXO COUXTRT.

BLANCHARDf

Stripping and Selling Coal

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WAS REPORTED

recently that a certain producer
was withdrawing in utter di.sgust from the coalstripping business. I tried to learn the reasons for
this disgust, and when questioned on the subject this

IT

man gave answers that explained his failure. Among
"Well, I can't get a proother things, he remarked:
duction. If she ain't too hot she's too cold if she ain't
too cold she's raining, and if she ain't raining she's
;

snowing."
Thus, without searching for the real truth, the elements were being blamed for difficulties that probably
arose through some inherent defect in equipment or
management. The result was that what had been conceived a.s, and what might have been made, an interesting and profitable enterprise had degenerated into a
nightmare of trouble, loss and aversion.
Anyone who wanders around a bit may see coal-stripping plants so equipped and so operated that they never
have a chance to win. These instances, however, are
exceptions and not the rule, as many operators of such
plants are not only achieving success in the industry
but are also deriving much pleasure from so doing.

Stripping

Only Method of Mining Some Coal

Readers of Coal Age are more or less interested in
these successes and failures, as stripped coal now represents not only a respectable yearly production but also
a capital investment of many millions of dollars. Therefore I have seen fit to set forth some of my ideas and
experiences in the hope that they will prove of value to
some, and at least of interest to others.
Coal-stripping operation is practiced by reason of
First, by this
the truth of four incontestable facts.
method of mining many acres of otherwise unrecoverable coal may be reclaimed, as the mining of coal by
underground methods can be conducted only where the

roof structure is suflSciently strong to be in a measure self-supporting. With coal lying near the surface
the roof in many instances is so soft that the attempt
to hold it by timbering makes the cost of mining prohibitive.
In the great majority of cases also this condition prevails when it is attempted to mine close to the
Should the coal at this point be still merchantcrop.
able, stripping offers the only feasible method of recovering it "clear to the grass roots."
•Note the two unmined areas
to the left of the concrete road,

in

the stripping and the tipple Just
is bridged by the approach

which

trestle.

tGeneral Manager, Blanchard Coal Co.

MANT SMALL AREAS

Cover Up to 6 Ft. Can Be Handled
Three Advantages Stripper Spirals
Half Circles and Then Backs Outward

—

Second, a greater percentage of coal

may

be recovered
economically
possible than can be obtained by underground mining.
This, of course, is not so evident; nevertheless it holds
true where roof conditions are good and the bed reasonably thick.
Under favorable conditions improved
methods of underground operation may effect a recovery
of as much as 95 per cent of the coal. Even under the
most favorable circumstances, however, slips and caves
occur, and coal is lost in ribs and pillars. This always
materially lowers the total final recovery.

from any given body whei'e

Shallow Mines Like

.'^tripping

is

Strip Pits Ruin

Farms

Whei'e roof conditions are not good and the overburden is light, the economic loss through mining by underground methods is much larger than is ordinarily admitted.
For instance, one may walk over the rolling
hills of Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, and see
thousands of acres of farm land totally ruined beneath

which still lies many millions of tons of the highestgrade gas coal, lost to man for all time through improper mining unless the value of fuel rises to such a
point as to permit the working over of these vast acreages by the stripping method.
The third basic fact to consider is that coal can be
mined by the stripping method both with less labor and
at less cost than is possible by underground mining.
This means, of course, that the more expensive labor
becomes, the more pronounced is the advantage of stripping.
Forty men at a well-located and well-operated
strip pit should produce 1,200 net tons of coal per day.
More than half of this force is classed as common labor,

and generally can be obtained no matter what may be
the condition of the labor market.
Fourth, it is asserted that with this

method of operaand within

tion an organization can go into a property

three days after the stripping shovel has reached the
top of the coal can be producing tonnage at the maximum rate intended for the plant. This means that
heavy carrying charges extending over long development periods are entirely obviated.
One might be led to believe from the advantages enumerated above that coal-stripping projects invariably

I
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OF COAL, PARTLY MINED EXIST ALL AROUND BUT IT

on a Dead Market
Profitably

Inward

— Rock

IS

DOUBTFUL

—

tion

is

WOULD PAT TO MINE
not

favorable,

through an entire

Overburden Has

— Loader Follows Stripper for

— Strip Wide and Beware of Inner Bays
into advantageous and profitable operations.
far from the case, however, as is shown by the
many failures that have occurred that entailed heavj'
financial losses and blasted bright dreams of large
profits.
A general yet simple investigation usually will
show wherein lay the cause of failure. Among the more
common reasons may be listed, in the order of their
importance, bad management, improper machinery, impossible physical conditions, inexperience and, lastly,
lack of capital.
Bad management is listed first because in the majoritj' of cases where stripping operations are started the
physical conditions are favorable but poor management
or the lack of all management allows many of these
projects to "drift to the rocks." It usually is taken for
granted that mining coal by the stripping method allows
such a margin of profit that a mediocre organization can
be maintained and a property operated without careful
planning, yet with sufficient profit to represent an attractive return on the investment.
Nothing could be
further from the truth. One might well not even consider entering the industiy unless he realizes from the
start that, all things considered, the margin of profit
is small and the risk involved is great.

develop

This

IF IT

87y

THi;

;*

weathering

may extend back

hill.

Next to the quality of coal the thickness of the bed
should be considered, as should also the thickness and
character of the overburden. Even a 3-ft. bed may be
profitably stripped if overburden conditions are favorable.
Open cutting loses its advantage of cheapness
where the stripping expense per ton of coal exposed
equals the cost of underground mining.

is

Site Rarely Fills

All Specifications

As there is only a limited amount of coal available
for operation by stripping, one cannot go out and select
a property according to a previously drawTi set of speci-

He may, however, study a property, judging
as to whether or not its inherent characteristics are
such as to allow profitable operation. One potent consideration is the grade of the coal itself that is,

fications.

—

whether

can be considered a gas, a high-grade steam
or only a low-grade steam fuel.
Simultaneously the fi-eight rate to the several logical
markets must be considered, as must also be the amount
of crop or soft, stained and unmerchantable coal that is
likely to be found in the acreage and which must be left
in the ground. The width of this inferior band of coal
at times is so small as to be negligible, and under such
circumstances the coal can be mined almost to the grass
rorots.
In many places, however, where the roof condiit

Sixty Feet of Cover Removed

With Profit

In considering overburden, it might be stated that
covers up to 60 ft. in thickness may be economically removed, provided other conditions ai-e right. In such a
case, however, the ever-present rock must not be too
hard.
For a bank of this height, moreover, the coal
bed should certainly not be less than 5 ft. in thickness.
A rock contact and ovei'burden, pi-ovided its structure is
laminated, is in itself an advantageous circumstance,
for three reasons:
(1) It keeps the dipper and teeth
of the stripping shovel free and clean at all times; (2)
less swelling occurs in the spoil piles; and (3) as a
general rule the coal under a rock overburden is firmer
and less stained than where the cover carries little or

no rock.

At the Blanchard No. 1 mine of the Blanchard Coal
Wyano, Westmoreland County, Pa., an
8-ft. bed of Youghiogheny gas coal is being stripped
at one of its mines and worked under cover at
another.
The company has underground mines elsewhere. At the No. 1 mine the Pittsburgh bed pitches
8 per cent into the Port Royal syncline. The coal being
Co., located at

developed lies just under the surface of a succession of
knobs or hills with a maximum overburden of about
40 ft., consisting in the main of a soft laminated sandstone. If coal lying under such knobs does not develop
too great a proportion of unmerchantable crop, any
acreage that can be worked by circling completely
around the crop line presents operating advantages unobtainable where it is necessary to travel back and
forth along one side of the hill. Some of these advantages will be pointed out later.
Even with this small amount of overburden, compared
with the thickness of coal as stated above (that is 40 ft.
and 8 ft.), the largest shovel so far developed, even
though it could handle a cover twice as high, is the
proper one from an economic standpoint. A 340-ton
225-B Bucyrus machine with a 6-cu.yd. dipper, therefore, is being used at the Blanchard mine.
A smaller
43-ton 35-B Bucyrus with a IJ-cu.yd. flat-bottomed
special dipper is used to load the coal. This is mounted
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The coal i.< hauled in 5-cu.yd.
on caterpillar trucks.
Western side-dump cars fitted with 10-in. side boards,
hauled by 19-ton Vulcan locomotives on a track having
a gage of 36 in. At the tipple the trains proceed onto
a trestle, where they are dumped into a 500-ton storage
bunker. The coal is elevated by a 4-ft. rubber conveyor
belt, 100-ft. long center to center, to screens, crusher
and loading pans. Railroad trackage is available for
thirty empties above the tipple as well as for thirty
loads below it.
In developing a property the entire area likely to be
underlaid with coal should be staked out in squares,
10 yd. on a side. The stakes are then numbered from
some arbitrarily chosen central position, as shown in
the accompanying illustration (Fig. 1).
After this,
elevations are run from a base point on the coal to each
This, then, completes the field engineering for
stake.
each hill, and makes it unnecessary to maintain an engineering corps, as a simple chart in the main office

Vol. 20. No. 22

and a similar one

in

the

field office

give any and

1.

office just how many ties, or how
or pipe will be necessarj' to cover a certain
part of one of the cuts.
For comparison, the stripping areas for different
months are blocked out in distinguishing colors, and at
any time, by a simple calculation, the amount of coal
still remaining in the tract can be ascertained.
Fig. 1
shows such a chart, the keeping of which is simple, but
which gives at all times a valuable, accurate and visible
picture of the various steps of development and the
condition of the property. Each day the superintendent

much

rail

280.

East

PLAN OF THE STRIP PIT SHOWING HOW THE AREA IS DIVIDED INTO SQUARES. WH.\T STRIPPING WAS DONE
EACH MONTH AND HOW THE STRIPPER SPIRALS IN ON THE COAL

The plan shows simply the progress
made in stripping and not in the removal of
This explains why the diagram of

coal.

coal

the

mine from the main

200

West
FIG.

all

information required.
By reading the position of the big shovel in the morning and again at night, one can tell from its reported
position at any time the width of the cut the stripper
is making, the height of the overburden which is being
handled, and the amount of coal uncovered and ready
to be loaded out.
Also in an emergency one can deter-

produced exhibits coal production

in

February and March of I92I, and the plan
does not show any coal stripped at that
time.
The Blanchard property is run so
that a shutdown of the stripper will not
necessarily prevent the production of coal,
because the loading shovel does not follow
the stripper closely, as is the too-general
practice.
The loading shovel works half

the stripped semicircle in one direction and
then works backward on the other half.
The coal thus being entirely removed on the
first

semicircle the loading shovel

is

enabled

to go to the next and take that coal out
in the same way.
Stripping goes fast when

being lifted. Witness the run
of the first few months.
It becomes slower
thereafter, when the cover becomes heavy.
low cover

is

Then it is well to have coal to draw on.
Note the two bays, one in the upper left,
or northwest, and one in the lower right, or

southeast.
In these the material is handled radially from the outside of the curve
toward the center of curvature. The mass
of material deposited near the center of the
curve where the cover is large is. therefore,
excessive and these re-entrant angles are to
be avoided as far as possible even if it Is
necessary to cut on a chord across them and
to remove "sterile" material that covers
,'alucless coal or none at all.
This was
done at the point marked "eroded coal"
near the left-hand bay.
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mine sends

in a tabulated report of operations.
general information concerning daily
operation. A study of these reports gives the time lost
in delays, with the reasons therefor, and an analysis
over any given period will bring out the weak points to

at the

This carries

all

be remedied.
After the preliminary work of surveying, the next
consideration that must be taken up is the proper supply of water for the various boilers. One must guard
carefully against a failure in water supply during dry
periods and also against using water containing too
much scale-producing carbonates and sulphates. As a
precautionary measure a sample of the water available
should be taken to a reputable laboratory and there
analyzed as an insurance against serious boiler trouble
later.
At the stripping operation under consideration
the water is elevated approximately 250 ft. through a
3-in. main to a large storage tank placed upon the highest elevation on the property.

Water Tank Makes Work More Steady

Big

be found that a large tank capacity is of great
in preventing temporaiy shutdovnis arising
from pump disability, freeze-ups, pipe breakages and
the like. From the storage tank water is distributed to
the shovels through a 2-in. main, buried, where possible, to prevent freezing in the winter.
Where it is
necessary to run the pipe in the open on the surface it
has been found that a few smoldering fires fed with
dirty or refuse coal, along the line and built directly
under and around the pipe, will warm the water sufficiently to prevent freezing.
When the structure of the overburden becomes appreciably hard, it is drilled at regular intervals with a
5-in. bit by a No. 3* Keystone churn drill.
The holes,
of course, are put down only to the roof coal, which
generally runs about 3 ft. in thickness. Thus the average depth of the shothole is slightly less than the average thickness of the overburden.
On the tract
represented by the chart shown by Fig. 1 the depth of
these holes averages about 25 ft. It will thus be seen
that only a short time is required to drill each hole after
spudding-in has been completed. To facilitate this work
of spudding-in, the drill is equipped with special guides.
It will

advantage

Blasting a Subject for Close Supervision
After

drilling, the holes are sprung with a few
dynamite at the bottom, thus forming a pocket
to receive the black powder which is then poured into
the hole. The most economical amount of dynamite for
the springing, and of black powder for the actual blasting, together with the most efficient spacing of holes

sticks of

varies not only in different properties but in different
parts of the same property, depending on the height of
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the plant has been properly balanced as to the capacity
of each unit from the big sho^'el to the tipple it will be
found that as the overburden in the first cut usually is
soft, easy to handle and relatively small in
amount, the stripping shovel will circle the hill twice
In
as fast as the loading shovel can remove the coal.
taking out the first cut of coal, by watching the progress
of both shovels one usually can so lay out the work that
this condition will be exactly fulfilled.
At the start the coal shovel follows immediately after
the stripping machine, taking out only a half cut of
As the width that the big shovel can successfully
coal.
clean up is less than 45 ft., which is about twice that
which the smaller shovel can readily load out, the aborve
mentioned schedule is continued until both shovels are
At this point the coal
half way around the property.
track is in the middle of the first half cut, which ex-

rather

tends from the shovel to the point of entrance to the pit.
This track is now thrown over to the inside of the cut
against the bank, after which the coal shovel deserts the
stripping machine and turns around, proceeding backward in the direction whence it came, removing the
remaining half cut of coal in this first half circle. The
coal track can then be picked up as rapidly as the coal
shovel proceeds.

Stripper Spirals, Coal Shovel Reciprocates

With the stripper going straight ahead and the coal
shovel returning, the two machines then proceed until
they meet at the starting point. Here the coal shovel
passes the stripper and starts over again, following the
same routine on the other side of the hill with no delays
in operation.
It will thus be seen that there is always
a cut extending half the entire length of the hill of coal

uncovered as a reserve, ready for loading. An attempt
is made to maintain this reserve at all times until the
property has been fully and finally developed. The coal
track can now be replaced as rapidly as men are available. When a track once more has been laid around the
second half of the cut, no further track work is necessary until all coal has been removed from this cut, except, of course, the shifting previously mentioned.
In starting the second cut the big shovel usually encounters heavier and harder overburden and will need
more time for tightening up and repairing weak places
that have developed. Hence the reserve already established can be maintained but not increased and each
shovel will complete a half cut in the same length of
The routine above outlined is then continued as
long as possible. It can be carried out with considerable
precision if the hours of work of the big shovel are

time.

lengthened or shortened as necessary.

Three Advantages of the Method Described

overburden, the amount of rock and its character. A
conscientious and experienced powder man under a
capable superintendent who watches the results of the
various shots and the facility with which the stripping
shovel handles the blasted material can make a large
saving for the organization in the quantity of explosives used. This saving alone may closely approximate
the total remuneration paid to both blasters and super-

of the advantages of this system of development
are:
(1) The stripping shovel never has to cast over
the coal track, which, if found necessary, is expensive
and dangerous and retards the operation; (2) a large
reserve of unco'vered coal is always maintained, which
will tide over all ordinary breakdowns of the stripping

intendent.

shovel must
usual practice.
In making the first cut with the big shovel it has been
found that it is always best to strip clear out to the
outer edge of the actual crop, no matter whether the
The purpose of this
coal is all merchantable or not.

property the practice followed by
this company is to travel around the coal body with the
big shovel, keeping it moving always in the same direction and winding further in on each successive cut just
as do the straw bands on the top of a summer hat. If
In developing a

Some

shovel;

(3)

the coal track can be laid, picked up and
less cost than is possible where one
follow directly behind the other, as is the

maintained at much
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procedure is to place the spoil from the first cut of
overburden as far away as possible. The importance
and advantage of so doing are not always evident until
one has made two or three cuts into the hill and, getting into a 60-ft. bank, finds the cut narrowed down
with not enough room to accommodate the material
being dug.
If care is exercised to place the first and each succeeding cut as far away as possible, and the property
is so laid out that it can be circled as mentioned before,
a stripping shovel of the size and type used at this
operation usually will handle an overburden up to a
maximum of 70 ft. in thickne.ss. On the other hand, if
the superintendent is not careful with the first cut and
becomes careless, feeling that evL>rything is going along
nicely, he is likely to find by the time a 40-ft. or 50-ft.
bank is reached that he has dug himself in, and that he
will have to cease stripping and go underground for the
remaining coal.
In removing the first cut the leaving of inside bays
must be avoided as far as possible. The reason for this
is evident in that a great amount of spoil has to be
crowded into a restricted area. This sooner or later will
seriously

A

hamper the operation of the stripping shovel.
is shown in Fig. 1 at 150 East, 20
Had more cuts and higher overburden been en-

sharp inside bay

South.
countered inside this bay it probably, later on, would
have locked the stripper in with the spoil. However,
had this condition been confronted in this case the stripper would not have remained at the crop of the coal
but would have avoided making this bay by cutting
straight across the sterile area for a short distance on
the first cut. This would he done without uncovering
any coal but exactly as was the procedure at the shai-p
bay shown on the west end of the property, at 100 North,
180 West.
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retaining band against each successive spoil pile.
If
necessary, such a rock buttress or berm can be thrown
up ahead to a height of 15 to 18 ft., thus serving as a
strong and high retaining wall for the spoil which will
remain in place long enough for all the coal to be removed and behind which a great amount of spoil can be
stored.

Although the coal under the particular property being
discussed is on an 8-per cent slope, no difliiculty has
been experienced in the operation of the stripping
shovel. The only extra work that has been necessary in
this case is to see that the shovel is kept approximately
level from left to right as it faces the bank ahead.
This
is accomplished by carrying the low side on a set of
short, heavy timbers.
A slope of the shovel from front to rear or from
rear to front, considering the l)ank as being in front of
the machine, offers no serious difficulties except that
when handling a loaded bucket a little more care must
be exercised in starting and slopping the swing. Damage from this source is amply forestalled in the shovel
used in this operation by the installation of a friction
clutch on the swinging engine.
Stripping over old workings, if care is exercised,
presents no particular difficulty. One will usually find
that it will be cheaper to operate over and through the
old workings than to disrupt the entire system of operation in an attempt to avoid or work around a small
minded-out area.

Breakers Use Large Ouantities of Water*
By

D. C.

ASHMEADt

Kingston, Pa.

AN ABUNDANCE

of water must be supplied for the
preparation of anthracite. Where anthracite
is prepared, in general, by dry methods, water must
nevertheless be used, for it is needed in the preparation
of the finer sizes. The average quantity of water used
in preparation by wet methods in the Wyoming Valley
per ton of daily output is 1.035 gallons per minute. Thus,
if a breaker has an output of 1,000 tons per day it will
require 1,035 gallons of water per minute. A combination wet-and-dry method of preparation requires 0.634
gallon per minute per ton of daily output.
The dry
method requires only 0.626 gallon per minute.
In the Lehigh region the wet method of preparation
requires 1.428 gallons per minute of water per ton of
daily output, and the combination wet-and-dry method
of preparation requires 0.692 gallon per minute per ton
of output per day. In the Lower field the wet method
requires 1.542 gallons per ton of daily output and the
wet-and-dry combination method requires 1.23 gallons
per ton of output per day. The quantity of water required depends on mining conditions.
Steep-pitching
measures produce a coal that demands more water in
its cleaning than does the flat-measure coal produced in
the Wyoming Valley field.
Not only is much water necessary but its quality is
important. Ordinary mine water is much too high in
sulphur to be employed, as it will corrode the chute
linings excessively. Consequently anthracite companies
endeavor to obtain either pure water or such as is contaminated with as little sulphuric acid as possible.

2~\wet

Kinks for the Economical Shovelman
It usually is advantageous also t© make all cuts as
wide as possible, for the fewer the cuts required to develop a given acreage the lower will be the cost of complete recovery and the less will be the amount of coal

lost

The

against the faces of each successive spoil bank.
idea seems to prevail that the stripping shovel in

cutting should never swing farther than the inside corner. This does not always hold true, as in many cases
Jt is of advantage to take all the spoil that can be
reached, even if at times the shovel must swing over
more than a complete half circle. The idea must not be
given credence that the amount of yardage handled by
the stripping shovel is the only factor to consider, for
this is merely one of the elements that go to make up
the cost of producing a ton of coal.
The runner of a stripping shovel should be watched
carefully, and those details of operation that can be improved upon should be corrected at once, as their
continuance day in and day out may cost many dollars
in the end.
An experienced stripping operator often
drops his dipper into the pit and pulls it up loaded
through the entire bank at each lift rather than take
the material off in successive shelves. Or he may cast
his spoil without regard to the face of coal against
which he is filling. At this particular operation the
rock coming from each successive cut is cast at the
foot of the spoil bank and against the face of the coal.
Rock thus deposited forms a kind of riprap that makes
the loading of clean coal from this face easier. It also
makes possible the removal of all coal without leaving a

•From "Advances in tlie Preparation of Anthracite," a paper
presented at the Willtes-Barre meeting of the American Institute
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.
tAnthracite editor, Coal Age.
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Rolling Coal-Cutter Bits in a Die

Or Sharpened

to

They Are Forged

Uniform Length and Outline

A

—

Machine Cuts as Well as Its Bits Will Let It An Incompetent
Blacksmith Makes an Inefficient Coal Cutter Proper Angle, Clearance and Length of Cutting Point Should Be Carefully Adjusted

—

COAL-MINING

machines have been continuously
improTed during the past twenty years until in
point of both efficiency and convenience they have
reached a high standard. The bits, however which do
the actual cutting have remained, until lately, practically unaltered and but little attention has been given
to bettering or improving them.
While manufacturers of mining machines have made
some efforts to furnish their customers with bits of
proper angle, clearance and uniformity, the resharpen-

—

—

ing of these parts as well as the making orf new ones,
has been left to the mine blacksmith shop. A power
hammer and a pair of hand tongs are the best equipment in general use for this purpose. The result is
that bits are too often neither of proper shape, angle,
clearance or length of cutting point, and no two are
alike.

A Few

Bits

Made to Do All the Cutting

When

such bits are put in the machine, even if a
conscientious attempt is made to gage them, the result
is obvious.
Some lose their gage or clearance quicker
than others, thus throwing undue work onto those remaining. On the other hand, a few bits, projecting
beyond the rest, do more work than they should, and dull
more quickly, so that the cutter chain seldom operates
at its greatest efficiency and the bits must be reset much
more frequently than otherwise would be necessary.
Higher power consumption, severe fluctuations in load,
undue stress on the chain and machine, a reduced output and an increased labor cost are the results of improperly made cutter bits.
For several years the engineers of the Sullivan
Machinery Co. have been studying this problem in an
effort to provide a machine that would not only forge
bits rapidly but would make them of proper shape and
with exact uniformity. After numerous experiments
such a machine has been produced and placed on the
market.

Bits Are Rolled,

As shown

of the steel, first bending and then forming
proper shape against the anvil block or stop.

it

into

The machine runs at from seventy to eighty strokes
per minute and five to six passes of the roller are sufficient to complete a new bit.
The operator places the
blanks or the old bits, as the case may be, one at a time
furnace
in the slot, and when
as they come from the
the sharpening or forming operation is completed
manipulation of the hand lever at the right side of the
machine moves the shift plate and the completed bit
with it to the right, where the bit falls into the discharge chute and slides out of the machine.
Readjusting the Lengths of Old Bits
In resharpening, some old bits will be found to be
longer than others. Adjustment for length, in order
to maintain cutting points of the proper dimension and
taper, is made by the vertical hand lever and ratchet or
quadrant at the left side of the machine. This elevates
or lowers the wedge or base plate underneath the slot.
The position of the bit in the sharpening slot is the
same as it would be in the cutter chain of the mining

machine.
The shape of the bits made by this machine is that
which experience has shown to be most efficient. The

Not Hammered, to Shape

the accompanying illustration, this
machine consists of a rectangular frame of convenient
width and height, set on four legs. At one side is attached a heavy driving pulley to the shaft of which is
fastened an oscillating ram.
Rolling action has been
substituted for the ordinaiy hammer blow in this
machine. The forming die consists of a heavy roller
having a slot in its center of proper shape to make
either pick-pointed or chisel-pointed bits.
Separate
roller dies are provided for each of these two forms.
At the forward end of the machine is placed a thick
stop or anvil block having an angle corresponding to
The bar or
that which it is desired to give the bit.
blank of heated steel is dropped into the slot just behind
this stop; the actuating lever, which is controlled by a
foot treadle, is then pressed, whereupon the ram and
roller reciprocate, the latter passing over the upper end
in

MACHINE FOR MAKING UNIFORM BITS

—

making of bits accuracy in
speed in operation, and proper temper. For this,
of the blacksmith, bu? even with this skill
in many ways defective and he does it
This machine
at the expense of an excessive amount of time.
meets the first three demands. It makes bits of standard shape,
accurate outline and five to sixteen bits to the minute. After all.
the bit is the real coal cutter and should be as carefully made as
Four

qualities are needed in the

shape and

size,

much skiU is demanded
he makes a bit that is

the machine "which

is to

use

it.
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angle of the cutting point with the stock is
uniform, as is also the length of the point.
at the back of the bit is ample, while at the
the shape is such as to support the point,
unduly rapid wear.

absolutely

Clearance
same time
obviating

As stated above, from five to six passes of the roller
are required to form a new bit: from one to three passes
are all that are needed to resharpen one that is worn,
the actual number depending on the condition of the
From five to eight bits can be made on this
point.
machine in one minute and from seven to ten old ones
can be resharpened in the same period without either
abusing the machine or slighting the work. With a conveniently arranged heating furnace as high as eighty
old bits have been resharpened on this machine in five
minutes.
It is asserted by the makers of this sharpener (1)
that with it more bits can be made or resharpened in
a given time than with the ordinary belted hammer.
(2) that the bits so made are uniform, identical and
perfect in shape, obtaining the following advantages:
(a) A reduction in the power necessary for operating
the mining machine, this economy being as high as 25
per cent in some cases. This includes not only the power
saved when the bits do not drag in the coal, but the
saving that is effected through a reduction in the pull

Two
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required to move the machine across the face,
ib) As
the machine requires less power to cut the coal with
suitably sharpened bits, less repairs naturally will be
necessary. The saving on repairs may be estimated at
from 10 to 15 per cent,
(c) A set of bits made on
this sharpener will cut more square feet of coal than
will bits sharpened in the ordinary manner, because of
the proper shaping and clearance which they embody. This means an appreciable saving in the amount
of time required to cut a given number of places; in

other words,
machine.

As

it

signifies

more tonnage per day from the

from
mine in Illinois states that as high as five
places have been cut with one set of bits of the new
pattern, as compared with two places when the old style
of bits was employed.
The primary object sought in the design and development of this machine was not so much to enal)Ie a purchaser to make or resharpen hits rapidly and cheaply
illustrating this last consideration a report

a certain

as to provide a

much needed element

of insurance for
the intention also to reduce maintenance cost by decreasing the wear and tear on the
cutter chain and thus on the machine itself, and to
effect a reduction in the power consumed in cutting coal
through the employment of suitable cutter bits.
coal cutters.

It is

Independent Shafts, Which Serve

But Connected Mines,

Dump

Two

Coal Over

Distinct

One Tipple

May Be

Brought from Either Mine to Either One of Two Shafts
Mine Has Separate Organization
Shafts Walled Ten Feet
Above .Surface Against Floods
Hoist Twenty Feet From Ground
Coal

— Each
AT THE

-

—

Ben Franklin Coal Co.,
mine is laid out in two
X -*- sections. These are worked by separate organizations and as distinct mines which are reached by two

l\

plant

Moundsville,

of

W.

the

Va., the

shafts, each having

two compartments. Yet there is but
one tipple for these two mines, which is certainly an
unusual arrangement.

The layout at the bottom of the two shafts is such
that either or both sections of the mine can be served
by either shaft. There are two beds of coal and the

same arrangement can be used
hoisting distance

is

now 270

in either bed.

ft.,

of which 200

The
ft.

total

is

the

depth below the surface, and the balance, or 70 ft., is
the height from the ground to the dumping point. Each
hoist is designed for a capacity of 2,400 tons in eight
hours, and the tipple is built to handle this output. Selfdumping cages operating in balance are employed. Each
car holds approximately 4,000 lb. of coal.
Each hoist has a rope speed of 1,250 ft. per minute.
These machines, which are of Lidgerwood manufacture,

Double
Headframe
To meet the difficulty of hoisting a

large

tonnage

where small 2-ton
capacity cars are
used one may have
cages for two cars
or a multiple deck
cage or more than
one hoisting shaft.
At the Ben Franklin Coal Go's mine
at Moundsville, W.
Va.,
shafts

twin

and duplicate hoists
meet the problem
in
the last,
and
least usual, way.
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of the

Hoists
Lift

is

only

2

70

ft.

from mine landing
dumping point.
to

Drums are o ft. in
diameter, driven
t h ro u g h
flexible
couplings and single - reduction cut-

steel herringbone
by 350 - hp.
40-deg. motors.
A
safety device pre-

gears
vents

and

overwinding
overspending,

and the control device is of full magnetic
type.

contactor

Protection is
provided in case the
power fails or too
great a demand is
made on the power.

are driven through Francke flexible couplings and
single-reduction cut-steel herringbone gears by 350-hp.
Westinghouse 40-deg. -rise motors. The hoisting drums
are 60 in. in diameter and each machine is equipped
with a Welch safety device for the prevention of overwinding and o^'erspeeding. A ground stop for use when
hoisting men also is provided.
Control equipment, with which each motor is fitted, is
of full magnetic-contactor type, providing either manual
or automatic acceleration. Protective devices also are
installed, providing for failure in power supply and
overloading.
The operative's platform is raised above
the floor of the hoist house and is placed directly behind
the hoist drum. Upon it are mounted all control equipment and other devices necessary to comply with the

mining laws and compensation

rules.

The plant

is

situated

near the bank of the

Ohio

River, which usually overflows in the spring, inundating
the lew ground by which the tipple is surrounded. To

prevent flooding of the shafts their four concrete walls,
each 3 ft. thick, are carried up to a point 10 ft. above
the level of the railroad tracks. The hoist houses also
This
are elevated on concrete columns 19 ft. high.
raises the hoists and other machinery well above the
highest known water mark.
Designed by Jacobsen & Schraeder, Inc., the tipple
machinerj' is so arranged that the follo^^ing sizes of
Slack, mine-run, l^-in. lump,
coal can be produced:
3-in. lump, li-in. nut and 3-in. nut.
Alternating current for the operation of the hoists
and tipple machinery is received at 2,200 volts, threephase, 60 cycles. For use underground it is converted
to direct current at 250 volts, the 150-kw. rotary converter shown in one of the accompanying illustrations
being used for this purpose. This machine is located in
a room in the rear of that containing one of the hoists.

Test of Turbine Blades of Stainle.^s Steel
steel is not a material merely for making
pocket knives and table cutlery. It is an industrial
alley which will compare in importance, it is believed,
with manganese, nickel, chrome and other steels.
Thomas Firth & Sons, at their Tinsley factory, in
Yorkshire, England, recently fitted several experimental
blades in a Westinghouse turbo-generator set of 2,000
kw. running at 3,000 r.p.m. The temperature of the

STAINLESS

ROTARY CONVERTS ALTERXATIXG CENTRAL-STATION
CURRENT TO DIRECT
Current is received at 2.200 volts, three phase, 60 cycles and Is
converted to direct current at 250 volts by the 150-kw. rotary converter shown in the illustration.

steam with superheat averages about 600 deg. F.
Nine experimental stainless steel blades, some polished and some unpolished, were fitted in the lowpressure end of the turbine or. June 11, 1920, and
alongside them were placed for comparison three new
The latter
nickel-steel blades supplied by the makers.
were of 5-per cent nickel steel. At the high pressure
end eighteen stainless steel blades were placed, some
polished and some unpolished, and three standard blades.
After a run of 3,471 hours the turbine was opened and
it was found that whereas the standard blades had corroded in the usual way the stainless ones, both polished
and unpolished, were practically untouched and retained
their original brightness.

—

Edited

by
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James T. Deord^

Working

a A ertical

Seam

en

jj^l

to the first level above, a distance of
something over 100 ft. measured on the

of Coal

Maximvun Recovery at Minimum Cost Determines Choice of Method
—Steep Pitch to Vertical Minimizes Roof Pressure Chutes Driven
on Pitch of 45 Deg. Above Airway Pillars Drawn Back in Benches

—

—

me
ALLOW
sideration

to suggest, for the conof readers, another soluof the problem presented in the
inquiry of a mining engineer, Coal Age,
Nov. 3, p. 726, relative to the working
of a vertical coal seam.
The proposition presented is somewhat an unusual one and it may be that
the plan I have in mind for working
such a seam will prove of interest, in
connection with the method already described in the reply to this inquiry.
The seam is said to be a friable lignite,
from 10 to 15 ft. in thickness and having a good hanging wall, but the footwall is poor and spalls off badly.
In mining coal, the choice of method
to be employed must be determined by
considering the plan that will pi'oduce
a maximum recovery, at a minimum
cost per ton, and yield a product in
good marketable condition, always having in view a maximum degree of safety
for the workmen.
In this selection, the factors influencing the choice of a method are the
.

tion

IL
a

t^

Owing

being desirable to produce a maximum percentage of lump coal, the excessive use of powder should be avoided, and the loading and haulage of the
coal should be performed in a manner
to avoid bieakage, as much as possible.
The sketch presented in this inquiry
(p. 726) showed the first level, 100 ft.
below the surface, reached by a rock
slope and tunnel; while the second level,
100 ft. below the first, was reached by
Assuming this to
a shaft and tunnel.
be the case, and starting from the lower
tunnel where it cuts the seam, a main
gangway 7 x 7 ft. should be driven to
the right and left of the tunnel, close
to the footwall and continued to the
property lines.
As indicated in the figure, crosscut
chutes are driven up, on a steep pitch,
to the hanging wall, a distance of 20
ft., where an airway 5 x 6 ft. is then
it

When

five

or

more of these chutes
first
pil-

or block is commining parlance, this is
menced.
done by "slabbing" back the rib of the
The same process is continued
chute.
the
in steps or benches, as indicatei.1
figure, till the footwall is reached.
The work of robbing is started on
the upper end of the oulby pillar and
progresses inby. When properly conducted, this method will permit of an
arrangement whereby the coal will run
from the breast and be delivered to the
main chute; or the coal in each breast
can be sent down a trough, erected in
its own chute, and passed through a
cross-chute between the airway and
main gangway, where it is loaded into
the mine cars.
lars

in

this
In

panel

m

By

careful arrangement, it is possible
keep the main chute full of coal and,
at the same time, give each breast an
opportunity to send out coal continuously. The plan requires but little timber as all haulage roads, airwr.ys and
chutes are driven in the coal, except
where the footwall or hanging wall
forms a rib of the opening.
It is needless to say that the extraction should proceed as rapidly as
to

possible, in order to avoid trouble from
caves and settlement, due to the disintegrating effect of the air on the
strata.
In respect to ventilation. Iha
best plan is to pursue the usual one
of conducting the air first to the inside workings, by means of an aircourse, forming the back entry of each
haulage road. From that point it is
carried along the faces of the breasts,
passing through the crosscuts in the
chute pillars, which were made 50 ft.
apart when the chutes were driven.
Where no gas is present, the haulage
road is generally
made the return air"
way.
H. B. Miller,

Mining Engineer

Main gcnqwoi^

'W^/Mmmm^.No.Z
VERTICAL, SECTION

to the friable character of the

coal, the steep pitch and the thickness
of the seam, the pillar method of mining is the most logical to employ. Also,

pitch.

have been driven through to the
level, the work of robbing the

right

^ <

„_,_.._^

ltvdW///////////y'W/y.Tunnel

ir>

AND PLAN OF MINE PROJECTED ON VERTICAL, PLANE

roof pressure, strength and character
of roof, floor and coal, inclination and
thickness of seam, equipment available
and output desired. Without a knowledge of the local conditions, it is practically impossible to make an absolute
choice of a method that will, with cerIt is
tainty, yield the best results.
quite evident that numerous details
may considerably modify the choice.
It is practicable, however, to view the
proposition of working a vertical seam
in a general way and, without being
familiar with the local conditions in
this case, it is in the spirit of helpfulness that I am presenting the following
suggestions, accompanied by a sketch
that I hope will be clear.

driven to the right and left along the
hanging wall and parallel to the gang-

way 20

ft.

&

Geologist.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

shiVf^,

below.

The development is now ready for
working out the coal above the airway
and, for that purpose, my plan is to
ft., in
drive narrow chutes, say
section, up from the airway, at an angle
hanging
of 45 deg. and close to the
wall. These chutes are driven on 35 ft.
centers, which will leave pillars about
19 ft. thick between them.
As shown in the figure, I would locate one main chute starting from the
tunnel, where much of the coal will
be loaded into the cars in the later
progress of the work. As the development proceeds, each chute is driven up
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Mining Coal at Sydney, N.
UnjuRt criticism of

S.

coal-^niyiing equip-

—

vient at Sudney Many Operations
of Cape Breton the m.ofst up-to-date
Difficulties enon the Continent
countered peculiar to the district
Must be studied on the ground.

—

—

recent editorial appearing in
A(jc, Sept. 1, p. 325, entitled
International Issue," much injustice was done to the mining of coal in
Cape Breton. As the writer states, he
is taking a "long-distance view" of a

INCoala

"An

Canadian problem.
In common justice to the coal mining of this district, it is only fair to
assume that the editorial writer is

wholly unfamiliar with affairs in Cape
Either that, or he took this
Breton.
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course for the purpose of getting under
some person's skin and spurring him
to defend our "Jubilee Bankhead," to

remarks particularly refer,
but of which we are justly proud.
The readers of Coal Age will be inwhich

his

terested to know that we are operating,
here in Cape Breton, mines of almost
all description, ranging from the most
up-to-date equipment with tumbling
cages that hoist 5,000 tons in eight
hours, to a little slope mine, opened last
year, and equipped with a pole bankhead cut from the clearing on which
the mine was sunk.
The larger mine, first mentioned,
cost for shaft and bankhead over $1,000,000, when started about 15 years
ago. The little slope mine mentioned
per
is now producing 500 tons of coal,
day, and its total cost for bankhead
and equipment was under $75,000. It
is interesting to note, in passing, that
the cost of production, per ton, is less
at this mine than at the larger operation.

The problem of mining coal

in

Cape

a big one, and we desireall
the assistance possible in its solution.
Every mine, here, presents its own
peculiar difficulties, which must be
As is well
studied on the ground.
known, these operations are submarine

Breton

is

and

danger from water and gas.

in
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May I ask, in conclusion. Is it any
wonder that we are proud of our Jubilee
Bankhead, which every one down East
seems to feel has reached the topnotch
in mine equipment
For a period of years, in the past,

found a poor joint to have caused a
resistance equivalent to a hundred feet

our engineers have visited the principal
coal mines, in the United States and
Europe, and what we have are the re-

Four Forms of Joint Recommended
As Most Efficient

sults of their investigations.

pany

is

The com-

now contemplating another
new mine.

Jubilee Bankhead, for a

Sydney Mines, N.

S.

M. Dwyek.

Causes of Loss in Power
Transmission
Small condtictors cause large drop in
voltage— Heating effect not important factor in mining practice Poor
joints in conductor the chief source
Different forms of joints
of trouble
nsed in wiring.
article that appeared in
brief
a
Coal Age, July 7, p. 12, W. L. Murto the heating efattention
draws
ray

—

—

IN

fect that results when a conductor is
overloaded or its current-carrying capacity exceeded.
In urging the selection of a wire
of suitable size, the ^vriter deals with
the subject almost wholly from a
standpoint of heating effect, stating

or more of wire. This may seem overstated, but it is a fact that emphasizes
the need of making good joints wherever these are required.

In the accompanying figure, I am
showing four forms of joining the ends
of two wires, any one of which will
reduce the resistance offered by the
joints to an approximate minimum.
While each of these have, more or less,
a particular adaptation that makes the
choice of one or the other preferable,
they all require that the two wires be
well soldered together.
The first form shown at (a) is that
known as the twisted or Western Union
joint.
In making this joint, the ends
of the wires are first thoroughly cleaned
with a file and sandpaper. The central portion must be twisted, as shown
in the figure, which gives a better opportunity to solder the wires and make
a complete joint.
This joint is excellent for permanent
work. Its strength and electrical con-

that the wire may become red or white
Mining Coal Under the Sea
melt.
The ventilation of workings four hot or even practice, however, the chief

miles out under the sea is of itself a
The roof ranges
man-sized problem.
from bad to worse. While the longwall
can
be successfully
mining
method of
employed in some places, other underonly on the
worked
can
be
takings
The coal is
"board-and-pillar" plan.
most careful
requires
and
fragile
very
handling, as the market demand is for
large coal.
Under these conditions, it can be
readily understood that the mining of
this coal is no simple trick. Every fall
the coal gets, in passing from the face
to the consumer, means another gray
hair in the sales agent's head, and a
few cents less in the pockets of the
The handling of the
shareholders.
product is made more difficult by the
fact that the government coal-mine inspectors of Nova Scotia do not approve of a screening plant within 200
ft.

of a downcast shaft.

The editorial, previously mentioned,
commented on the size of our Jubilee
1-ton tubs, expressing the thought that
they should be larger. In reply, let me
say that we are using 2- and 4-ton tubs
But,
in some of our 7- and 9-ft. seams.
I would ask the writer if he thinks he
could remain close friends with a 4-ft.
2-in. Jubilee pit pony, by expecting him
to haul a 2-ton box up an 8 per cent
headway. I do not have to tell the editorial writer that, to use a larger horse
in this thin seam, would mean extensive
brushing of the roof, which would be
prohibitive.

At Jubilee Colliery, we have the last
word in electric hoists, built by the
Vulcan Iron Works, this year, and
equipped with every modern safety appliance.
At the Princess, a pair of
36 X 60-in. engines, direct connected
to an 18-ft. drum, hoists the coal up a
700-ft. shaft.
This engine was built
in England, in 1867, and has been in

continuous operation ever since. Several of our collieries are equipped with
self-dumping cages. At one of these,
8-ton, self-dumping skips are hoisting
5,000 tons of coal in eight hours.

In mining
trouble arises from choosing too small
a wire for the transmission of power,
which increases the resistance and
causes the loss of voltage. The heating
effect is not an important factor.

Small Conductors Increase Linedrop

My

experience proves to

me

that the

electrical conductors installed in coal
mines are, as a rule, large enough to

carry the required current without
heating the wire to any serious degree.
But, considered from the standpoint of
efficient operation, these conductors, are
very frequently far too small and cause
a loss of voltage that is a great hindrance in the operation of the machines
and motors in the mine.

have found

this
as 50 per cent.

loss

Occasionally, I
Such
run up as high
a condition is readily explained by the
fact that when the mine was first
opened the distance, from the power
house to the point in the mine where
the power was used, was comparatively
Later, as the mine was develsmall.
oped, that distance greatly increased.
As is well known, the loss in voltage
or line drop increases with the resistance, which is proportional to the length
of the conductor, for the same size of
It is easy to see that a wire
wii-e.
that will carry a given current a few
hundred feet with a low linedrop, would
be incapable of carrying the same current several thousand feet into the
mine, without a great loss in voltage.
Again, as electric power-is the product of the voltage, in volts, and the
current, in amperes, it is clear that
any loss of voltage, in transmission,
represents a loss in the power available for operating the machines. That
means an increased ratio between the
power generated and that utilized in
the mine, or a loss in efficiency.
Another source of trouble that often
causes an extensive voltage loss, in

to

in mines, is poor or
made joints in the wire
In some instances, I have

power transmission
improperly
conductor.

G=3^^5S::a

joining electric conductors
It
ductivity can hardly be improved.
is, however, a hard joint to make, in
the larger sizes of wire, because of the
difficulty of twisting the two loose ends
tightly around the conductor.
The second form of joint shown at
(b) is more quickly made, but has not
the strength of the preceding one, as
the two wires are liable to pull apart
under a severe strain. As before, the
two wires are thoroughly cleaned and
a sharp bend made at the end of each.
They are made to lap about 4 in. and
firmV soldered together, after which
the joint is wrapped closely with a
smaller wire that has first been cleaned;
and again the whole is well soldered.
In the third form of joint shown
at (c), the wires having been thoroughly cleaned are lapped about 8 in.
and clamped together with two wirerope clamps, after which the space
between the clamps is well soldered.
This is a good joint for temporary
work, as it can be taken apart easily
without loss of copper.
The last or fourth form of joint,
shown at (d), is another twisted joint
where the two loose ends are secured
by a simple clamp, as shown in the
figure.
Here, also, the space between
the clamps is well soldered to insure
the wires having a good contact. This
is a good joint for any class of work.
F. C. Sinback.
Hillside, Ky.
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Physical Examination of Miners
Physical defects should debar men from
Color-blindimployment in mines.
ness, deafness, and other defects render men unsafe as mrne employees
Physical examination an important

—

reijiiirement.

question asked bv
THE Coal
Age, Sept.
in

whether a man who
of smell, would make a
cial, brings up a point
been in my thoughts
to

an inquirer
29, p. 497. as
lacks the sense
safe mine offithat has long

and

which

I

believe deserves the earnest considera-

mining men who are desirous
of increasing the safety of mining.
The reply to this inquiry stated concisely and clearly that a man whose
faculty of smelling is impaired is not
fit to act in an official capacity in a
mine and, further, such a lack would
be sufficient reason for witholding from
him a certificate of competency.
Although the sense of smell is the
only faculty referred to, here, that
would debar men from holding an official position in a mine, there are many
other possible imperfections in men
that not only unfit them for serving in
an official capacity, but make their employment in any capacity underground
a menace to the lives of all in the mine.
It is not too much to say that to
employ such men as are known to be
physically deficient, in any manner
whatsoever, is to defeat the very purpose of our mining laws, which are
enacted to provide for the health and
safety of persons employed in and
about the mines for the protection of
property.
Many years ago. In Great Britain,
1 heard a man who was lectioneering in
the interest of a labor candidate for
Parliament make the statement, in a
mining community, that he knew personally several firebosses who were
color-blind and serving in that district.
He stated they could not discern a
gas cap on a safety lamp, intending
this to serve as a plank in the platform of the candidate for whom he
was speaking. The statement was not
without effect.
The British mine law
has since been amended and the certification of firebosses now includes a
rigid color test of the eyes of all candition of

pathy for him and his family, he was
permitted to continue his work as a

Mine foremen should remem-

miner.

ber, however, that
kindness to permit a

it
is
no act of
man to endanger
and the lives of others,
in work for which he is unfit.
In my experience, I have known of
the employment of men in mines who
were mentally irresponsible. I recall

own

his

life

one case of a man subject to epileptic
fits being taken suddenly when hoisted
on a cage with seven other men, in a
Fortunately, the men
shaft.
alert and caught and held
the fellow till the cage reached the
surface, thereby avoiding an accident.
.\t another time, I worked with a
buddy who was subject to these fits.
This man was taken with a fit while
traveling an airway and fell where his
path crossed the main haulage road
It was only
at the foot of an incline.
the prompt action of a fellow worker
who rushed to a refuge hole and
wrecked an oncoming car, with a prop
taken from the hole, that saved the
lives of the man and those trying to
rescue him.
Many instances could be mentioned
of deaf mutes, peg-legs and other
900-ft.

were on the

service.

Good hearing is also an important
faculty and should be possessed by all
underground

workers, whether mine
or miners.
Not inhas happened that a man
partially or wholly deaf has been
caught and injured or killed, on a
haulage road, because he did not hear
the shout of the driver or the alarm
of an approaching trip.
Strange as it may seem, there is a
case on record, in a state where I
formerly worked, showing the employment of a totally blind man who worked
in that condition, for several years
at
the coal face.
The unfortunate man
had lost his sight by going back on
a shot that failed. Later, out of sym-

daymen

frequently

it

I

at

the

have known

in

my own

experience

in

mines. Surely, a coal mine is no i)lace
for such.
As far as my knowledge goes, none
of our state mining laws require a
physical examination of candidates for
of competency.
certificates
To my
mind, this is an important omission.
It would seem absurd for a board of
examiners to put their official sanction
on a man who may be able to perform
the duties, required of him by law,

only

pantomime.

in

my

opinion, the law should restate examining boards to
examine candidates as to their physical
fitness to perform their duties.
The
In

quire

all

means of making such physical examination should be placed at the disposal of the board. No candidate who
would fail to pass the physical test
should be granted a certificate.
Such
physical tests are being instituted by
some companies already, I am glad
to say, and their eflForts in this direction are

commendable.

John

W.xlls, Sr.

Bayview, Ala.

Of General
Facts

Interest

About the Carbide Lamp

Large Percentage of Carbide Lamps in Use, in Mines, Calls for Heavy
Consumption of Carbide Estimate of Number of Lamps in Use
Based on Reported Consumption of Carbide, Per Ton of Coal Mined

—

WISH to obtain what information
I is available regarding the use of
the carbide lamp in coal mining. Is it
possible to give any accurate figures
on the number of these lamps now in
use in mines, in this country, and the
amount of carbide consumed by them ?
Facts bearing on this matter, if available, will be greatly appreciated.
Super.

That color-blindness is more common
than is generally supposed is shown by
the compulsory test of the eyes of
seamen and railroad men. A medical
examiner, acting for a large company,
recently stated that out of 900 seamen
whose eyes he had examined, about
2 per cent were unable to discern different colors and had to be rejected for

man,

22

employed underground.
One
remember, had both arms cut
elbows.
All of which I

cripples
otf

Nil.

Inquiries

dates.

officials,

2(1.

,

111.

It is obvious that it would be practiimpossible to give accurate figures regarding the number of carbide
lamps in use, in the coal mines of this
country, as no reliable data of that
kind are available. However, owing to
the evident large number of these lamps
in use, as indicated by the prodigious
consumption of carbide, the matter is
of much importance statistically and
we have made earnest efforts to secure
information on which to base an approximate estimate.
The latest reliable statistics (1918)
published by the Federal Bureau of
Mines, shows a total of 762,426 men
employed in coal mining. Of this number, 597,923 or 78 per cent, work underground.
Careful inquiry of manufacturers
shows that, approximately, there are
150,000 Edison electric cap lamps and
about 10,000 of all other types of electric lamps in use, in the mines, together
with 25,000 flame safety lamps and

cally

5,000

oil

torches.

This makes a total of 190,000 of ?'.!
kinds of lamps other than carbide
lamps in use by, say 598,000 miners.
Taking this as a fair estimate, it is
logical to assume that of the 598,000
miners, in our coal mines, over 400,000
are using the carbide light.

These figures show the immense
popularity of the carbide lamp, gained
in the few years since its introduction
It also explains the
into the mines.
rapidly growing consumption of carIt is stated in
bide in recent years.
"Mine Gases and Ventilation," page
309, "A charge of 2J ounces of carbide
will

supply gas sufficient to maintain

a flame 11 inches in length during a
half-shift or more; but then it will
be necessary to recharge the lamp."

This would mean a daily consumption
of five ounces of carbide, by each miner
using that lamp.
Statistics show the

average production of coal, per man,
as between three and four tons per
day. The consumption of carbide based
on this estimate is, therefore, 1 lb. of
carbide for every 10 tons of coal
mined.
Correspondence

with a number of
large coal companies in different states,
using the carbide lamp, exclusively,
shows a total of 202.6 tons of carbide
consumed in the production of 4,198,279
tons of coal; or 4,198,279 h- (202.6 X
2,000)
10.3 tons of coal mined, per
pound of carbide consumed.
believe these figures are a close approximation to the actual facts.

=
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plosion of dust will produce more carbon monoxide (CO), which will render
the resulting afterdamp more poisonous than an explosion of methane or
marsh gas (CH,), under like conditions
with respect to the air.
Question An airway 7 x 10 /*., in

Examination Questions

—

Answered

passing 35,000 cu.ft. of air
per minute, under a ivater gage of I
It is desired to reduce this quantity
in.
of air by means of a regulator, so that
the airway tvill pass hut 21,000 cu.ft.,
What
under the same water gage.
should be the area of opening in the
regulator?
Answer In order to calculate the
area of opening in a regulator, such
that it will pass a given quantity of air
under a given water gage, it is necessary to know the natural pressure or
section,

Miscellaneous Questions
(Answered by Request)

QlESTIOK— Ti'feaf

ore the advantages

separating the rooms are kept at a unaform width and the danger of squeeze

or creep is avoided. The work of drawing back the pillars is then performed
with greater safety and there is less
loss of coal than where the pillars are
of variable thickness. Under these con-

ft.

8 in.; clay

2,i»i;;

cooJ 2

/t.

3

m.^ fcord

^?"

W„7Toyr reaso«
should
"'^^XtkTe/s
shottirer^ snoma
.^^^^svvEK-The

v'',t/w r
/^'l' ""^f^"

be

,

f'^,^"

^"f^J^^^^/.h pla^fbefore

firin^^

t^ti5.''^,fHL
« //no Thots that in their
^hot «, d
Only one shot
f
are unsafe
J^^^" ent, f^e
!:
"?7tl,'^^\=^^.
"^"^f

\!:^%^'^^i:'^^^^
^T^:^^^^%r^'^^n^^
sweep away the gas and
current
occur.
Fewer accidents are liable to
The best method of keeping the rooms
straight without sights is to sight along
tV,P
rail
while keeninff the tratk
straight and at a uniform distance
'

from the straight rib of the room
QVESTION What effect does pitch

to

smoke, befoije firing anothei shot,
the figure, one shot
As indicated
is first placed a little to one side of the
center of the heading and just above the

m

remove. On the other hand, if the mine
is generating blackdamp, this gas being
heavier than air, tends to accumulate
in the dip workings and is likewise dlflRcult to remove.
Question Which is the most evenly

an inclined seam?

generally flat seam is
capable of more uniform or even ventilation than an inclined seam, because
there is no opportunity
for air columns
,-i
r
to t
form m different parts
of
the working, which would change the ventilation
by assisting or retarding the air current, at different points
the mine.
QuESTiON What effect does the
amount of moisture carried in the air
4..

,.

.

,

m

hat^e

upon the mine?

Answer

—

The amount of moisture in
not material, in respect to its
the mine, but rather the
degree of humidity of the air.
For
example, an air current of 60 per cent
humidity, at a temperature of 70 deg.
F., will carry twice the amount of
moisture, volume for volume, as air of
the same humidity, at 50 deg. F., and
yet have no greater effect on the mine,
in respect to making the air dry or wet.
The effect produced in a mine by the
moisture carried in the air increases
and decreases with its degree of humidity and the relative temperatures of
the outside and inside air.
th_e

air

effect

is

on

—

unchanged, in front of the regulator,
and calculate the natural gage due to
^^^^^^^ circulation, remembering
that the pressure or water gage varies
as the square of the quantity of air
passing. In other words, the gage ratio
fs equal to the square of the quantity
Therefore, calling the natural
-tio^.
water gage, due to friction when the
airway is passing 21,000 cu.ft. instead
of 35,000 cu.ft. per min., we have

Question hi a mine ivorked
_
by
___
safety lamps, the seam is a hard coal
having the follouAng section: Coal 1

=

0.75

X

0.36

=

0.27 in.

Subtracting this natural water gage
from the original gage gives the water
gage due to the regulator; thus, 0.75

—

—
Answer— A

—

.T

of

seatn hare on ventilation?
Answer The pitch of a seam affords an opportunity for air columns
to form, which may either assist or retard the circulation of the air, according to the relative temperatures of the
In
air on the intake and return sides.
a mine generating marsh gas or methane, the gas being lighter than air,
tends to accumulate at the face of the
pitch workings and is often difficult to

ventilated, a fiat or

is

—

=

0.27
0.48 in.
Finally, the area of opening in the
regulator required to pass 21,000 cu.ft.
of air per minute, under a water gage
of 0.48 in., is

A = 0.0004X21,000 ^^2
V

^2

«<,../?.

0.48

—

The hole for this shot
should be drilled level and extend to
within three or four inches of the depth
hole
of the cutting. The position of the
should be such that the charge will be
ioeated about in the center of the heading, the hole being started a little to
cine side and inclined toward the center,
as shown in the plan. This shot should
^^ expected to break down the hard
hone' and the 12 in. of coal beneath it.
j^ ^^jn ^^^^ break the coal above and
gi,,^ opportunity for the two rib shots,
As
fired later, to perform their work.
shown in the figure, the rib shots are
each started about 8 or 10 in. from
either rib and the holes inclined upward
and toward the rib, so that each charge
will be located quite close to the rib side,
Question How may an even amount
of moisture be maintained in the air?
Answer The amount of moisture
carried in an air current will remain
constant in its passage through the
mine when the conditions are such that
the air is saturated at the temperature
It will then neither deof the mine.
posit or absorb moisture.

hard
..^.^ bone.

—
—

—

Which would produce the
poisonous afterdamp, an explosion

Question
niost

of dust in a non-gaseous mine, or an explosion of gas in a gassy mine?
Answer Much will depend on the
amount of air in the workings; but, in
general, it can be stated that an ex-

—

What effect does temQuestion
perature have in removing gases from
high falls?
Answer A higher temperature of
the gas accumulated above a fall makes
it more difficult to remove, because of
In such cases it is
its tendency to rise.
necessary to employ a stronger air current to sweep the gas from the fall,
Question How do seasonal condi^^^^^^ affect the wetness and dryness of
underground roads ivorkivgs, in coal

—

—

,,,,v,es?

Answer— The cold air of winter, entering the mine and becoming warmed
^v the higher temperature of the work..
carrying
for
ings, has its capacity
In other
moisture rapidly increased.
words, the air becomes drier by reason
^^
It is then in
of its
_^ higher
...^..^. temperature.
_...^
^ condition to absorb moisture from the
mine workings, which renders the mine
jry and dusty, unless means are taken
to humidify the intake current by the
introduction of steam or otherwise,
On the other hand, the generally
warmer air of the summer season,
entering a mine and becoming cooled in
passing through the underground workings, has its capacity for absorbing
moisture much reduced. In other words,
the lowering of the temperature of the
after it enters the mine,
current,
renders the air more moist. If the outside air approaches the point of saturation before it enters the mine, the
lowering of its temperature may cause
moisture to be deposited in the mine.
-

92,000 Fords

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

liuilt in

October

Final October production figures
of the Ford Motor Co. indicate that
there were 92,000 automobiles and
trucks produced during that month.
Of that number approximately 85,000 were turned out_ at Highland
Park and the assembling branches
at Kearny, Kansas City, Philadelphia
and St. Louis. The remainder were
produced in Canada and other foreign plants The November production

is

being maintained according to

schedule.

BUSINESS

better and sentiment throughout the country
reflects courage, according to a bulletin on business conditions
just issued by the National Bank of Commerce in New York.
"Such progress as has been made by the business community toward
normal conditions," the bulletin continues, "results from a realization that artificial levels of activity will not again be reached in
any period near enough to affect the problems of to-day, and from
a determination to practice economies of operation more rigid than
heretofore thought possible.
"Some part of the recent gain in business is unquestionably a
result of seasonal demand.
Permanent improvement depends to a
large extent on foreign buying power, and even more on the adjustment of conditions under which the farmer operates. The last three
years have clearly showni that the European situation can be stabilized only by the political and economic efforts of the countries concerned.
Domestic conditions can be bettered by steady determination on the part of corporations and individuals to secure greater
efficiency and to practice greater economy. This will result in gradual
readjustment of the burden of price inequalities now resting on the
is

farmer.
"In the period immediately ahead, manufacturers will face the
most severe competition in a generation. It is now clear that many
important industries are seriously overbuilt, when measured in terms
of effective demand here and abroad.
There is no method by which
competition can be avoided, but there are methods by which it can
be successfully met. Overhead charges should be rigidly examined
and cut to the lowest point consistent with productive efficiency. Costs
should be critically studied and such examination should include not
only factory operations but the entire producing organizations.
In
periods of high profits, useless frills are certain to be introduced
into the best systems.
"In many lines, labor costs must be further reduced. Such reduction can in part be attained by lower wages and in part by increased
efficiency in organization for production.
A considerable part of
labor inefficiency is at times due to actual defects in plant and
organization.
Business has two duties: first, to provide the best
means for efficient production by its labor, and second, to insist on
a day's work for a day's pay."

Tin Plate Mills Resume

Work

Fires have been started in the
six
furnaces
at
the
Yorkville
(Ohio) tin plate plant of the Wheeling Steel Corporation, which had
been idle since the latter part of
June due to refusal of the company
to renew union agreements for its
subsidiary companies.
The Newcastle (Pa.) tin plant
of the American Sheet Tin Plate
Co. resumed in full at midnight
The plant had
Sunday, Nov. 20.
been operating on a five-day a week
schedule and with ten of its twenty

890

mills

in

operation.

The

entire

twenty mills are now at work on a
five-day a week schedule.
The American Sheet & Tin Plate
Co. started four additional hot mills
last week at the tin plate mill in
Farrell, Pa.
This placed twentyfour out of the thirty mills in operation.
The prospects for steady
operation throughout the balance of

year are considered good.
also put nine addihot mills in operation at
Vandergrift last week. There are
now twenty-one mills running.
this

The company

tional

Valve Plant on Full Time
The Chapman Valve Manufacturing Co.'s plant at Springfield, Mass.,

resumed

full time Monday, Nov. 28,
with practically a full working force
of between 700 and 800 hands. The
step is said to be due to improved
business conditions. Lately the factory has operated five days a week.

Industrial Employment Gains
Improvement in business conditions are indicated by the employment reports of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics
of the Department of

Labor.

In 10 out of 14 groups of
industries there were increases in
the number of persons employed in

October as compared with September and in 4 decreases. Six of the
14 groups showed increases in the
amount of money paid to employees
and eight showed decreases.
The
largest increases in the number of
persons on the payroll are shown
in car building and repairing, which
had a gain of 6.1 per cent, and
bituminous coal mining, with a gain
of .5.3 per cent.
In the automobile
industry there was a decrease of
3.9 per cent and in men's readymade clothing a decrease of 1.9 per
cent.

The bituminous coal mining

industry showed an increase in the
amount of money paid employees
of 17.3 per cent while the amount
paid to workers in the iron and
steel industry increased by 15.1 per
cent, and that paid in the car building and repairing industry by 12
per cent. There was a decrease of
16.1 per cent in men's ready-made
clothing, and a decrease of 10.8 per
cent in automobiles.
comparison
of the figures of October, 1921, with
those for identical establishments
for October, 1920, shows that in
eight of the 14 industries there were
increases in the number of persons
employed, while in six industries
there were decreases.
Six of the
14 industries show an increase in
the total amount of the payroll for
October, 1921, as compared with
October, 1920. The remaining eight
industries show decreases in the
amount of the payroll. The woolen
industry shows the most important
increase, 38.3 per cent.
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Consumer Storage Throughout the Country as
Means of Regularizing the Coal Industry

a

Plan Has Been Shown to Be Feasible in Recent Emergencies
Initial Cost Would Be Counterbalanced by Stabilization
of Price
Benefit to Mine Worker in Regular Work

—

—

By Thomas Robson Hay

THE

season of hot weather and vacations does not
recommend itself as the time in which to consider
the purchase and storage of coal for the cold winter
months that are sure to follow.
And yet it is this very
improvidence and, in a sense, indifference that is the cause
of no little suffering and hardship in the cold season and
which has as its expression the berating of the coal operator
for high prices and of the railroads for delayed shipments,
due to traffic congestion.
In the cold winter months, when demand is at the
maximum and railroads are congested with traffic and
hampered by unfavorable and harassing weather conditions,
prices are seemingly unreasonable, but only are they so,
as a rule, by compai-ison with the prices that would be just
and reasonable if the industry were regularized. In the
summer months the prices obtained usually are too low
and in the winter months, by comparison, they are too high.
On the other hand it should be noted that the prices received
by the coal producer in the mid-season are too low in
most cases to allow for a fair return on the investment,
and it is in the winter time that the economic law of
supply and demand helps to equalize the average annual
price received per ton to the point where coal production
can be considered a profitable undertaking.
But the profits
for all mines are not the same.
The high-cost mine is
just breaking even, with perhaps a small profit.
Only the
excessive demand enables it to come into the market. But
the medium- and low-cost mines may, at the same time,
be making comparatively large profits, to average Up with
their small summer profits or, perhaps, losses.

The following discussion of the means
value

or collectively as a

the

common

Storage of Coal

coal

industry

available and the

takes

the long

practice.

Would Tend

to Stabilize Price

Coal storage to any extent would undoubtedly be an
apparent financial burden, but in the long run the provision
of the means of bulk storage would be a profitable investment.
Such an arrangement would tend to stabilize the
price of coal the year round by acting as a reserve reservoir
to draw from as required.
The bulk of the domestic coal
is consumed in the period from December to April, at a
charge that is too often exorbitant.
During this period
industrial consumption is also at a maximum, railroad
tracks, yards, sidings and terminals are congested and in
vei-y cold weather the transportation system is too liable
to temporarily break down entirely.
Though industry
consumes 35 per cent of the total annual production, the
railroads 25 per cent, and less than 16 per cent is applied
to domestic uses, it should be noted that these are percentages of the annual production and that the peak of
production comes in the winter months, during which time
coal for domestic uses forms a larger percentage of the

Mine Worker, Public and Operator Affected
The three primarily interested parties are the miner, the
public and the operator.
The miner is interested because
his income depends on the continuity of operation of the
mines; the operator is interested because his in«ome and
profits are dependent not only on the continued operation
of the mines, but also on the efficiency and economy with
which they are operated; the public, whether industrial or
domestic user, is interested from the standpoints of cost
and regular delivery.
The industrial user, whether
employer or employee, is interested because the economic
fulfillment of fair price and assured delivery determines

directly or indirectly the continuity of industrial
The
operations and, therefore, of income and profits.
domestic user is interested because a fair price and assured
delivery affect his living costs and his personal convenience
and comfort.
The conduct and methods of the coal operator and, to a
lesser extent, of the miner, in the time of abnormal
demand during the war and the subsequent period of
Infiation, have caused the buying public to be disposed to
view with reservations any explanation of the present state
of the coal industry.
This public considers that the coal
industry has been deservedly "let down" from its perch
of high profits and high wages and of arrogance and
indifference to the present level of supplication and humble
petition.
It is not disposed to view with tolerance and
consideration any pleas of poverty, of reduced earnings,
or of physical handicaps of production and distribution as
justification for any but the lowest price for a commodity
produced and sold in one of the most disorganized and
cut-throat markets in the country, a market in which
the sur\'ival of the fittest, no matter how ethical the method,
is the only index of success.

of regularizing

view of the question, considering the recent period of
continued high prices and public inconvenience as abnormal.
Such regularization will have two fundamental values, one
social, the other industrial.
The only available and feasible
method of regularizing the industry is by the location of
storage points, all over the country, large enough to
enable the mines to operate at a fairly average rate of
production throughout the year, while at the same time
allowing for an adequate flow of supply to meet the
irregular demands.
Such a scheme of storage would be
primarily a problem for the domestic user as represented,
individually and collectively, by the municipality and the
state.
Industry would be required to provide its own
individual and collective facilities.
This it already does,
or rather can and has done, when a coal strike has been
expected and anticipated. Such storage has, however, been
unusual rather than a common practice, but the mere fact
that it has been done in such an unorganized and individual
manner is only proof that it can be done either individually

coal

either

moved.

Regular Work Would Simpufy Wage Problem
Storage facilities would benefit the miner in that it
would be possible to anticipate requirements with some
degree of exactitude.
A certain number of working days
per month or per year could be relied on as an irreducible
minimum and wage scales set accoi-dingly. Under present
conditions the miners' wage scale, like the dock workers'
wage scale, is high because it is necessary in 200 days
or less to obtain sufficient income to make possible the
maintenance of a decent standard of living.
The income
from the busy periods must be applied to help tide over

-

the slack periods.
The operator would benefit, because his investment,
instead of being speculative would become stabilized, the
returns being dependent on efficiency of management rather
than on the vagaries of the season and the resourcefulness
The
and, too often, unscrupulousness, of the operator.
honest and public-spirited operator, giving his life to
serving the public, with ethical standards of fair and just
dealing would not have his investment jeopardized and the
public good-will impaired and often destroyed by the
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operator or broker whose only goal is financial profit and
who has no ethical standards or ideals of service.
Such an arrangement of storage, which would be spread
over the country just as is the banking system or the
grain elevator, would be costly and would necessitate the
proper solution of the various engineering features and
observance of the requirements of safe storage to prevent
deterioration in heat content and spontaneous combustion.
By careful and suitable location of the central district,
or community, reservoirs, the turnover would be high and
the coal kept moving.
.A.S now operated and manned the conditions in the coal
industry are somewhat analogous to the conditions obtaining in such industries as garment making and farming,
in which the labor, plant and facilities must be adequate
to take care of a seasonal peak demand, during which
time work is carried on under difficulties and at high
pressure, but in which the plant is not susceptible of
ready adaptation to any other industry during slack
seasons.
Labor must thus periodically seek temporary or
permanent employment elsewhere, or else stand idle. This
condition,
under the present system of corporation
accounting, requires that the continuing overhead charges
be liquidated in the season of maximum demand and results
in congestion of rail and terminal facilities and in dissatisfaction due to comparatively high prices and delayed
deliveries on the part of the buying and consuming public.
It should not be understood that coal production ceases
after the winter period
of maximum demand.
The
railroads and industrial plants continue their demands
through the balance of the year, though in reduced degree.
Less coal is required by the railroads during the warm
season because steam generation can be more economically
accomplished and traffic and haulage conditions are less
severe, due to the fact that yard work is performed more
efficiently and main tracks and sidings are not covered
with snow and ice. Industrial operations are at a lower
pressure and no fuel is required for domestic or plantheating purposes.

Fruition Dependent on Leadership and Necessity

The practicability and the

possibility of working out
the suggestions set forth may at first sight seem Utopian
and, at least, remote.
But the Utopia of yesterday can
become the truth of to-morrow, as the world's history
has often proved.
It is only dependent on leadership
and on whether the idea of unconditional necessity is
uppermost.
Grim need creates the desire and this desire
in turn must be converted into tangible works if the need
is to be met and satisfied.
Progress is the index of any civilization.
In this
country the coal industry, like the labor market, is unorganized, chaotic and individualistic in an age that is
becoming essentially coUectivist by reason of the development and pressure of industry from the old-fashioned
home manufactures to such highly specialized production
as that of automobiles.
The growth of the organizedlabor movement and the tendency toward nationalization of
public utilities, the progression being from regulation,
control and operation to public ownership, are only two
of the everyday manifestations of this fact.
It is not to
be presumed that the coal industry, any more than the
railroads, the street railways, the central stations, etc.
The only way to prevent its
can escape this tendency.
realization is for capital and labor to understand that
they have a real community of interest in the matter and
to get together and agree on some constructive program
of control and operation that will leave capital in possession and control of its property, that will insure to labor
the power and the right to bargain, individually or collectively, with whom it will, and that at the same time
will insure to the public, whether industrial or domestic
consumer, an adequate supply of coal at all times at a
price that is fair.
If capital and labor do not get together with the public
and work out some mutually acceptable and workable
scheme of production and distribution at a price that, while
not taking from capital a fair profit and from labor a
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decent living wage, will at the same time insure to the
public an adequate coal supply, the public in the form
of government will step in and either by purchase or
condemnation, or in some other way, will arrogate to
itself the ownership, control and operation of the industry.
That its course will be wise or its management and operation efficient is not the question, but for present purposes
it
is
sufficient to observe that this is the direction in
which the public is rapidly moving.
This movement can be arrested only by constructive
and co-operative action on the part of those most vitally
atfected.
The initiative, under existing conditions, must
come from capital.
The public is unorganized and, to a
certain extent, collectively indifferent; labor generally is
hostile to any policy but that of nationalization, with its
theoretical advantages and practical shortcomings. Capital,
however, in the shape of the mine owners and operators,
though not cohesively and kinetically organized, has the
potential means of correcting the present unsatisfactory
situation of coal-mining operation and of coal production
and distribution, in the form of the National Coal Operators Association, the Coal Mining Institute, and its local
organizations, together with the coal-trade journals, all
acting in conjunction and co-operation with the Department of the Interior, and the departments of Commerce
and Labor.
Acting together with these organizations the
coal industry, as a whole, can constructively and practically
meet the changed conditions and requirements that have
grown up, and solve them.
Genuine permanent progress always is the result of
Evolution, over an extended
evolution, not revolution.
period of time, constitutes the revolution of a day, with
the difference that the results of evolution are builded on
the rock foundations of experience, while revolution builds
on the shifting sands of theory and expediency.
The whole argument for regularization of the coal industry may be summed up in the statement that such
action is daily becoming more necessary in order that the
production, distribution and sale of coal may be preserved
from the hands of economic and social theorists acting
in the capacity of government advisers and agents, with
The public wants coal,
unlimited power to rule or ruin.
Labor wants employment
as required, at a fair price.
and
remunerative
to the extent of prothat is continuous
viding an income that will enable a decent standard oi
Capital wants to be secured in the ownership and
living.
operation of its property under conditions that will permit
If something is not done in the
a fair revenue return.
near future to end the present chaotic conditions in the
coal industry and to organize it along constructive and
modern lines the government will be forced to intervene
It is for capital, in the shape
in one manner or another.
What will be
of mine owners and operators, to choose.
The answer must not be long delayed if
their choice?
to
and
is
not
be
upset
a new and
structure
the present
-.
strange one erected in its stead.
,

Whether Boys Under the Age of 18 Years should bs
granted permits for working in the mines came under consideration at the recent monthly meeting of the board of
George Richards, the
miners' examiners at Terre Haute.
representative of the operators, took exception to the ruling
of the Industrial Board at Indianapolis the previous day,
holding that the age of the miner was governed by section
23 of chapter 132 of the acts of 1921 in the new attendance
He explained that mining was in 1904 designated
law.
by law as a dangerous occupation and always has been conThe section referred to by Mr. Richards
sidered such.
follows immediately the one set forth by the Industrial
Board and states that "no minor under the age of 18 years
old shall be employed, permitted or suffered to work in any
capacity in the following occupations: Oiling and cleaning
machinery; in the operation of any elevator, lift or hoisting machine; in any saloon, distillery, brewery, or any
other establishment where malt or alcoholic liquors are
manufactured, packed, wrapped or bottled or in any other
occupation dangerous to life or limb, or injurious to the
health or morals of such minor."
;
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Massachusetts Fuel Administrator Prepares

Statement Against Anthracite Tax Laws

upon anthracite for their domestic requirements we will
have to pay the price and the taxes imposed upon us by
the State of Pennsylvania should such laws be constitutional.

HULTMAN,

EUGENE
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If

such laws are not constitutional, some legal regu-

Fuel Administrator for MassaC.
chusetts, has prepared a memorandum for the AttorneyGenerals of New England and New York relative to the
recently enacted Pennsylvania tax laws on anthracite. He
summarized the enactments as follows:
No. 225 An act imposing a state ta.x of IJ per cent on
anthracite, providing for the assessment and collection
thereof and providing penalties for the violation of this act;

lation or governmental supervision should be provided in
connection with the collection of the tax, pending the
decision of the court in regard to its constitutionality, to
In this
prevent the exploitation of the coal consumers.
way it will be possible at least to insure the refund of the
tax to the people from whom it has been collected and
afford protection against a repetition of the plundering
which took place in 1913 and 1915.

effective July

"In the case of Act No. 225 the anthracite operators are
required to make their first report to the Pennsylvania
State authorities on Jan. 1, 1922.
"The Fowler act (No. 444) is claimed to offer liability
insurance to operators in case of cave-ins and sui'face damIt establishes a commission of three members, each
age.
to receive $8,000 per annum, which will have complete
control of disbursements, employment of specialists, engineers, etc. Reliable authorities in the trade estimate that
collections or premiums at the rate of 2 per cent on sales
in the case of one-half of the total production would amount
In order to continue such a
to over $5,000,000 annually.
commission indefinitely it is evident that disbursements will
nearly equal the receipts to avoid the possibility of its discontinuance by the accumulation of a surplus. Therefore,
I am of the opinion that in addition to supporting many
of the charities of Philadelphia the anthracite consumer has
a direct financial interest in this governmental agency of
the State of Pennsylvania.
"The Kohler act (No. 445) is considered as complementary to the mine-cave law. No. 444.
"Judge Henry A. Fuller, of the Court of Common Pleas
of Luzerne County, Wilkes-Barre, Pa,, has recently rendered a decision in which he holds that Act No. 445 is unconstitutional. The test case was brought by H. J. Mahon
and wife, of Pittston, who sought to restrain the Pennsylvania Coal Co. from mining under their home. The case
will be appealed to the State Supreme Court."
Mr. Hultman submitted his statement for the information and consideration of the Attorney-Generals of New
York and the New England States as to whether or not
it is possible to take suitable action to safeguard the interests and welfare of their respective people.

—

1921.
act affecting anthracite mines and operations, establishing the Pennsylvania State Anthracite Mine
Cave Commission, defining its jurisdiction and powers, imposing an assessment of 2 per cent and duties upon owners
and operators of anthracite mines and imposing penalties;
effective Aug. 27, 1921.
No. 445 An act regulating the mining of anthracite,
prescribing- duties for certain municipal officer'; and imposing penalties; effective Aug. 27, 1921.
"At least twice before, in 1913 and 191.5, the State of
The law of
Pennsylvania imposed a tax on anthracite.
1913, almost identical with the present law, was later dePennsylvania
The
State
of
did not
unconstitutional.
clared
attempt to collect the tax imposed by the law of 1915, which
was palpably •unconstitutional. However, under both the
1913 and 1915 statutes the producers collected an amount
After the decision of the court in the
equal to the tax.
case of the 1913 statute some producers refunded to the
retail dealers while others did not; but in any case, so far
as I have been able to find out, the refund did not go back
to the ultimate consumer, upon whom it had been levied.
The same situation existed in connection with the 1915
statute.
If it is intended again to exploit the people by
adding this tax to their already crushing burden due to
the existing high price of domestic coal, it is most urgent
that the real purpose of Act No. 225 be determined in
order to prevent the recurrence of this unfair practice. It
appears that the price of coal has been increased by some
producers without specifically billing the tax on the invoices.
Therefore, the retail dealers and the consumers cannot recover any excessive amount paid for coal even if the law
is declared unconstitutional.
"If this method of taxation is constitutional, a precedent
has been established that will endanger our industrial prosperity and the welfare of lai-ge numbers of our people.
There is nothing to prevent this tax from being increased
indefinitely at the pleasure of the State of Pennsylvania,
so that property and other taxes can be made practically
negligible.
Furthermore, this probably will result in a
tax being levied on bituminous coal produced in Pennsylvania.
In view of the above, it is of the first importance
for New England and New York to consider the possibilities
confronting their industries.
"New England and New York receive most of their coal
fi'om Pennsylvania and West Virginia on account of proximity of these fields, drawing from them annually approximately 32,000,000 net tons of anthracite and 50,000,000 net
tons of bituminous coal. All of the bituminous coal is used
for railroad, industrial and commercial purposes. About 60
per cent of the anthracite consumption is by householders,
the balance being used principally by lai-ge buildings, gas

Xo. 444
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companies,

etc.

"The tremendous importance financially of the present
tax levy cannot be fully appreciated without considering the
fact that New England and New York receive a total of
about 23,000,000 gross tons of domestic anthracite annually
out of a total production of about 52,000,000 gross tons.
Steam izes of anthracite are in competition with bituminous coal and cannot absorb this additional expense, which
must be added entirely to the prices charged for domestic
sizes.
Reliable authorities estimate the probable cost of
the Ih per cent tax levy at 15c. per ton on the domestic
sizes.
At this rate New England and New York are being
assessed .$3,450,000 per year for the governmental expenses
of the State of Pennsylvania.
"As long as New England and New York are dependent
.=

Lehigh

&

Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. Declares

Special Dividend of

$35

Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal
THE
dividend of $35
a
share.
special

to stock of record

a

Nov.

21.

Co.
It

a Share
announced Nov. 21
is payable Nov. 29

The following statement was

given out:
"The president reported that on Nov. 17 the Central
Railroad Company of New Jersey had agreed to sell the
169,788 shares of this company's stock owned by the Central
Raih-oad of New Jersey and recommended to the board that
the dividend action be taken in light of this change."
It was learned that Burns Bros.' share in the syndicate
that purchased the 169,788 shares of Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
Coal Co. stock was approximately 25 per cent and that the
investment in the coal property will approximate $8,000,000.
Oflicials of Burns Bros, said the interest of that corporation
in the coal property assured an adequate supply of the
best quality coal at the lowest mining cost.

The Coal Committee of the Federal Purchase Board met
Monday, Nov. 21, to decide on procedure to place the purchase of coal supplies by the government on a practical
The committee will confer with operators and
basis.
dealers and expects to submit a i-eport by the first of the
year in which definite plans in the matter of coal purchases
The
by the government departments will be set forth.
government annually purchases about 9,000,000 tons of coal,
The bituminous purof which 600,000 tons is anthracite.
chases are made up of 2,500,000 tons by the navy, 2,000,000
tons each by the Shipping Board and army and 250,000 tons
by government departments in the District of Columbia.

—
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Ask Extension of Halo Cut on Hav and Grain
To All Farm and Animal Products

Further Reductions Impossible Until Wages Are Again Pared Coal
Jobbers Demand Drastic Cut in Freights to 1917 Level— Drop in
Revenue Would Jeopardize Safety of Roads, Says J. H. Par melee

ORDER

IXby the

that more widespread relief can be realized
agricultural industry from a reduction in freight

rates, the Interstate

Commerce Commission was asked

on Nov. 23 by the carriers to reopen its decision rendered
on Oct. 20 last ordering a cut in hay and grain rates, according to a statement issued by the Association of Railway E.xecutives. As a substitute the carriers propose a
reduction, for an experimental period of six months, of 10
per cent in carload rates on practically all products of the

farm and of animals.
"The effect of this proposal,"

said the application, "will
be an immediate reduction in carload rates on the products
of agriculture and the products of animals which ai'e mentioned, but as soon as and to the exent that a reduction in
wages is obtained from the Labor Board on the proposed
application a further reduction in rates (except as meanwhile put into effect), to be distributed among the users
of transportation in such manner as this honorable commission may determine.
"The proposal thus deals immediately and without waiting for a reduction in operating costs, in the manner stated,
with the needs of agriculture and undertakes to make further reductions not confined to agriculture as soon as further reductions are made possible by the proposed reduction
in wages.

"Your petitioners, in view of the condition and of the
special needs of the transportation industry, do not believe
that any further reductions in rates than those herein mentioned should be made until there is a reduction in operating costs. They further submit that there is no justification for treating grain, grain products and hay prefer-

Extracts from a signed statement by George Gushing
American Coal Wholesaler:
"Primarily we must have a readjustment of coal rates.
We are not safe nationally or as an industry until these
rates come down.
"Now the coal trade finds itself where it must move
with vigor to protect its own best interests without too
much regard for the consequences to others. It must
act or face that ruin which is inevitable if a Bourbon
policy continues to control the American roads.
"The situation summed up is: The thing which is
damming up the activities of the coal business and threatening us with regulation is the present high freight rate
on coal. These are being maintained at 40 per cent above
the rates which prevailed during the war and for ten
months after the signing of the armistice. And they
are maintained on that level despite the fact that coal
prices at the mines are far below the Fuel Administrain the

tion's

war

prices.

"Our association has declared that not only must the
last 40 per cent be taken off the freight rates but those
freight rates must go back to below what they were in
1918, the same as coal and other things have done. Our

association has taken a flat position that freight rates
and service charges must come down to 1917 level.
"In other words the question of a freight rate readjustment is going to be decided by the commission before the
winter is over. This action has been taken by this association because nobody else showed any inclination to

take

it.

"When your association has taken this definite action,
you are losing an opportunity if you do not inform your

entially or for giving special and preferred advantage to
the territory covered by the order in this cause, and that
the measure of reduction recently ordered by this honorable
commission cannot be extended to the other products of
agriculture or throughout the country without serious injury, injustice and hardship to the transportation industry."
This proposal is made by the carriers, the application
points out, for the purpo.se of aiding in the economic readjustment and relieving the "serious economic distress" of
the agricultural industry, despite the fact that the financial
condition of the railroads does not warrant such a move.
"The net operating income of the railroads in 1920

amounted to $62,000,000, as against a normal in other
years of more than $900,000,000," the application says,
adding "and even this amount of $62,000,000 included back
mail pay received from the government for prior years of
approximately $64,000,000, thus| showing, when the operations of that year alone are considered, an actual deficit
before making any allowance for either interest or dividends." Interest requirements alone for 1920 amounted to
approximately $475,000,000, the application says. For the
first nine months this year the net operating income of the
carriers was $391,384,719, which was only 2.9 per cent of
the value of their properties as tentatively, fixed by the commission for rate-making purposes.
The application added:
"The foregoing were the operating results notwithstanding the fact that the carriers as a whole were compelled to
reduce their expenditures for maintenance of way and
equipment for the said nine months' period $426,793,121
below what was expended for these purposes during the

customers at once of the fact that you are a member of
the association which is moving to bring down freight
rates in their interest."

"The issue is clear.
"If present wages are to be continued, rates cannot be
reduced. If rates are to be reduced, the present wages
cannot be paid.
"The railroads are powerless to take any other posiT. DeWitt Cuy1£R, Chairman, Association of
tion."
Railway Executives.

—

"The railroads of the United States are desirous of
responding to the almost universal demand that railroad
rates be reduced.
"The railroads have, in fact, determined to seek to
reduce rates, and, as a means to that end. to further
reduce wages, complying in all respects in so doing with
the Transportation Act.
"How can a reduction of rates be brought about?
"The first obligation of the railroads is to render adequate service to the public at reasonable rates.
"The present rates are in many cases high, but reduction can be effected only by reducing the cost of
operation, by far the largest element of which is the
payroll.

"A general reduction of rates, without at least a corresponding reduction in wages, would weaken the railroads to a point where adequate service would be in
jeopardy." Dr. Julius H. Parmelee, Director, Bureau
of Railway Economics, Washington, D. C.
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corresponding period of nine months of the previous year.
The policy of rigid economy made necessary by these results, and the consequent cutting to the bone of the upkeep
and maintenance of the properties was at the price of
neglecting, and for the time deferring, woi'k which must
hereafter and in the near future be done and paid for.
"The recent reduction by the Labor Board of wages,
estimated at from 10 to 12 per cent, in no sense meets or
solves the problem of labor costs and in no v.'ay makes it
possible for the carriers to afford a reduction in their
revenues. Notwithstanding this, however, the carriers have
since the rate increase in Ex Parte 74 made many hundreds
of thousands of reductions in freight rates, these reductions having resulted, it is estimated, in a reduction in the
carriers' revenues of from $175,000,000 to .$200,000,000 a
year on the basis of normal business.
"The only practicable method of obtaining relief from
these excessive labor costs is thi-ough an order of the Labor
Board, which can be rendered only after a hearing of the
parties.

"From the foregoing general outline of the circumstances
of the carriers it is clearly apparent that without a substantial reduction in costs the transportation industry is
in no condition to afford any reduction whatever in its
It is urged that some interest must take the
revenues.
risk of the first step to relieve the industrial congestion
which is holding business back and down, and the railroads
are urged to take this first step, and to reply upon public
opinion to bring about promptly the necessary reduction in
operating costs, including a just reduction in the abnormally high cost of labor.
"The demand for reduction in rates is thus based on

895

economic considerations, and
carriers voluntarily or

by

if yielded to either by the
this honorable commission, the

effort should be made to work out a
the maximum relief to the industry

method that will bring
which is suffering most

from economic hardship and depression."
The carriers point out that "the problem is to find a
means of aiding in a vast economic readjustment and to
relieve serious economic distress
not as a right but as a
matter of high and wise expediency and in a way that will
best promote the public welfare."
"Your petitioners," the application continues, "however,

—

submit that if there is to be a reduction in rates for the
of agriculture, there seems little justification for
confining such reductions to rates on grain, grain products
and hay, or to any particular section of the country. The
economic reasons in favor of reductions apply wnth equal
force to other products of the farm and to other territorial
sections.
The demand on the part of the agricultural public for a reduction in freight rates is not confined to the
commodities covered by this proceeding and is not confined
to the Western district.
The commission and the carriers
have been, or will be, confronted by the necessity of meeting the demand for a wider application among agricultural
products of proposed reductions and for a more extensive
territorial application of them. It is not apparent how this
demand can be successfully distinguished from the action
taken by the commission in this cause, and yet a general
application of the scale of reductions ordered in this case
to other agricultural products and to other territories of
production would involve a loss of revenue to the carriers
which would seriously impair their capacity to perform their
public obligations."
benefit

Wliole Subject of Coal Facts Taken Up in Considering
Request That Commerce Dept. Issue Coal Reports

—

Congress Adjourns Without Passing Coal Legislation Many Coal
Producers More Interested in Return of Industrial Activity Than
Reduced Freights Standardized Government Contract Favored

—

By Paul Wooton
Washington Correspondent

THE

action of the board of directors of the National
Coal Association in formally requesting the transfer
of the issuance of the weekly coal report from the
Geological Survey to the Department of Commerce has precipitated a full review by the federal government of the
whole subject of fact-finding as applied to coal. On his return
to Washington from Cincinnati, J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the National Coal Association, personally took the
resolution of the board of directors to the White House. It
is understood that the President will go deeply into the whole
question before issuing any order in regard to the transfer
of duties.
It has been recognized for some time that a definite understanding with regard to coal fact-finding would have to be
reached.
During the consideration of the Frelinghuysen
bill the Senate clearly indicated that it is not inclined to
determine just how fact-finding shall be conducted. [ The
appropriations committees of Congress on several occasions
have shown little interest in this type of work and in one
instance, at least, declined to act even after receiving a
well emphasized request for a small sum to continue the
statistical work begun by the Fuel Administration.
Recently the U. S. Geological Survey ad\nsed the National
Coal Association and others interested that its appropriations are not sufficient to permit of the continuance of the
full weekly coal report. This report requires a large amount
of work and has been carried on at a considerable sacrifice
to the Survey.
The need for the report, however, was so
apparent that it has been continued despite the recognition

that some three times the amount of money available should
be spent to make the report what it should be.
In a conversation between Herbert Hoover, Secretary of
Commerce, and J. G. Bradley, president of the National Coal
Association, it developed that the Department of Commerce
could arrange for the money needed to carry forward the
weekly report. When a similar situation arose previously
the National Coal Association supplied the funds needed to
tide the report over until another appropriation became
available.
As the coal producers form only one of the
groups that benefit by the availability of these figures there
is a feeling that the expense should be borne by the government.
For that reason, Mr. Moitow points out, the
National Coal Association favored the collection of this
information by the agency which had money of its own to
do it. He emphasizes the statement that the action of the
board is not to be taken as a reflection upon the Geological
Survey.
It is known that the President already has taken steps to
obtain full information in regard to the matter before acting
on the National Coal Association's resolution. It is not a
foregone conclusion that he will consent to the transfer of
this work. To separate the weekly report from the agency
charged with the collection of the annual data would carry
with it duplications and increased expense. Whether there
will be compensating advantages the President doubtless
will attempt to determine.
It was not the intention of the
Geological Sun-ey to discontinue the weekly report entirely.
Unless additional appropriations could be obtained, however.
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would be necessary for the Sur\ey to give up the collection of data as to the percentage of full time output. This
portion of the report requires the collection of data on
losses of output due to transportation disability, labor
shortage, strikes, mine disability, no market and all other
it

The gathering of that information, along with the
necessary checking to insure its accuracy, calls for a particularly large amount of work.
After completing half of the scheduled program for
which it was called in extra session by the President April
11 last. Congress adjourned Nov. 28 but will reconvene for
the regular session Dec. 5. While the tariff and tax revision
bills were the goal at the last session, only the tax revision
bill was completed and the tariff bill goes over until the
next session. The last session was marked by coal discussion but no action on this question, the tenor of Congress not being inclined to government regulation as
proposed.
The Frelinghuysen seasonal rate bill, designed to stimulate coal purchase and storage during the
summer, was recommitted to the Senate Committee on
Interstate Commerce. The debate on this bill included discussion of Senator Frelinghuysen's bill to aid in coal
stabilization through various reports to government departments, but that measure was not separately considered by
the Senate, although Senator Frelinghuysen announced he
would call it up after the tax bill was disposed of. As the
tax measure occupied all of the Senate's time up to adjournment no opportunity afforded.
Senator Kenyon, of Iowa, introduced a coal-regulation
bill and a bill designed to prevent profiteering in coal but
did not press the measures, as he realized the Senate was in
no mood to consider them.
The Senate Committee on Labor made an exhaustive investigation in the West Virginia coal strike and is expected to report thereon next session.
A bill for mining
leases on the Fort Peck (Mont.) Indian lands, passed by the
Senate, was sidetracked in the House on objection of Representative Stafford, of Wisconsin, and was placed in an unfavorable position, at the foot of the calendar.
While a
number of coal bills were introduced in the House, they
were not considered either by committee or the House itself.
causes.

Thi.nk Rate Reductions Would Have Little Effect
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As a result
tain features which are needlessly annoying.
there has been a decreasing amount of competition for government business. Many coal men refrain from bidding
for government business because of these annoyances. It
is believed that a standardized contract can be perfected that
will give the government ample protection and have the
effect of reducing its coal bill, in that there will be a more
general desire to secure the business. George Reed, of the
Peabody Coal Co., of Chicago, is directing the National Coal
Association's participation in the matter. F. R. Wadleigh,
of the Department of Commerce, is chairman of the coal
sub-committee of the Committee on Co-ordination of Purchases. The existing contracts are now being gone over by
government solicitors to determine if any of the provisions
of these contracts are made mandatory by law.

Repo rt

of Coal Stocks to

^ ill Be

Be Out Dec.

3;

Most Complete Ever Issued

report
THE
Geological Survey

of coal stocks being gathered by the U. S.
It will be the
will be issued Dec. 3.

most complete report of this character ever issued by the
government. The returns will be 100 per cent complete
from the large consumers, such as steel plants, byproduct
works and class 1 railroads. The returns from other types
of consumers promise to be in excess of 9.5 per cent. The
report covers more classes of consumers than does any
previous stock report and contains much more information
with regard to coal in transit.
The large percentage of returns on the questionnaire is
accounted for by the fact that consumers have found these
reports useful and are anxious to promote their success.

To Probe All Rates for Possible Cut?
BEGINNING Dec. 14 at Washington the Interstate Commerce Commission will begin a general investigation
into all railroad rates for the purpose of determining what
further reductions can lawfully be made.
The investigation will cover coal rates, investigation and reduction of
which was recently asked in a petition by the American
Wholesale Coal Association.

As

the consideration of reductions in coal rates progresses
becoming increasingly evident that many coal producers feel that their business would benefit but little were
the rates to be reduced. Even if there should be a reduction of 10 per cent in the rate on coal, it would not be reflected generally in the price quoted the ultimate consumer. Even if the full reduction were passed on to the
consumer, it would not make enough difference in price to
stimulate coal purchases to any great extent, it is believed.
The average coal producer is not losing sight of the fact
that a reduction of 10 per cent, when applied to coal, means
a reduction of that amount on one-third of the freight tonnage handled by the railroads. Reductions applied to commodities moving in less volume do not dig so deeply into
earnings. There is general recognition that even now the
transportation machine is badly crippled through lack of
earning power.
It requires only casual observation to
recognize that the railroads are not being rejuvenated and
that even maintenance is being neglected through lack of
it

is

money.
The feeling among coal producers

is that the one thing
make their business prosperous is the return of
industrial activity.
For that reason many of them would
prefer to see any reductions the railroads are able to make
apply to manufactured products, although the general impression seems to be that the railroads are in no position to
reduce rates at this time. They at least would like to see
the railroads attain a financial position which would allow
them to meet their coal bills promptly.

that will

A

standardized contract to be used by the government in
the purchases of coal is expected to be evolved as a result
of conferences between the coal sub-committee of the
Federal Committee on Co-ordination of Purchases and representatives of the National Coal Association. At present
nearly every coal-purchasing bureau of the government has
a different form of contract. Many of these contracts con-

Monongahela Power Co. May Connect
Lines with West Penn Power Co.
agreement
ANRailways

has been

made by which

the

Its

West Penn

Co., which controls the West Penn Power
Co., a large supplier of electric power to the coal mines in
the Pittsburgh district, will purchase the West Virginia
.

&

Maryland Power Co., of Kingwood,
company supplies electric service
Va., eastward through Taylor and
West Virginia and in Gari-ett County,
ing the coal fields along the upper

W. Va.

This latter
Grafton, W.
Preston Counties in
Maryland, thus feedPotomac. The plant
at Grafton was recently purchased by the incorporators of
the West Virginia & Maryland Power Co., and the sale to
the West Penn interests cai-ries with it the Grafton plant.
Work has already been started on a power transmission
line connecting with the present system of the West Penn
Power Co., and extending south through the Cheat River
basin to Tunnelton, Rowlesburg and Newburg on the main
Arrangements also
line of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
have been made by which a direct power transmission line
will be built from Grafton to Rivesville on the Monongahela
River just below Fairmont, at which point is located the
large power plant of the Monongahela Power & Railway
Co., one of the largest utility companies in West Virginia.
Service for Grafton will be purchased from this latter company and it is expected that at an early date the transmission lines from the West Penn system will connect to
the line from Fairmont, thus making a substantial tie-in
connection between the Fairmont and West Penn plants.
This purchase adds greatly to the territory sei-ved by the
West Penn interests and it is believed that the construction of the power lines will do much to open up and develop
the rich coal fields throughout the territory they traverse.

from

.
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Wilkes-Barre Coal Shares
Cause Clash of Interests

Sale of Lehigh

recently reported
THE
Railroad of New Jersey

sale of the holdings of the Central
Wilkes-Barre
in the Lehigh
Coal Co. is likely to precipitate a battle among big interests.
Central,
with five
the
Jersey
of
Directors
The Board of
proposals for purchase of its 169,788 shares of Lehigh
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. stock in hand, accepted a bid of $185

&

question of legality of such action, in view of the injunction
issued by Federal Judge A. B. Anderson at Indianapolis, restraining the International United Mine Workers' Union
from sending strike funds into West Virginia.
It is understood that the Kansas operators held a meeting Nov. 22 to consider the injunction appeal.

Wage Agreement in British Columbia
Renewed for Two \ears

&

per share, or $31,410,980. This offer, which was not the
highest, was made by an inside syndicate headed by Jackson
E. Reynolds, a vice-president of the First National Bank of
New York, nor was it made on the same basis as to facts
and information furnished by the New Jersey Central Railroad nor as to date with that which the four other proposals

were made.

The highest bid was that of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation
The Franklin Securi-

Co., of $190 per share, or $32,259,720.

affiliated with the Franklin National Bank, of Philadelphia, put in a similar proposal carrying a bid of $31,920,144. Brown Brothers & Co., also of Philadelphia, headed a
syndicate which bid $28,694,172, with interest on deferred
payments. Kuhn, Loeb & Co., of New York, bid $29,125,000,
with interest on deferred payments, for the Massachusetts

ties

Gas Co.
The five proposals were opened Nov.

17.

The bid of the

Reynolds syndicate, made as of that date, was $31,410,980,
or at $185 per share, which was $35 above the price offered
two weeks previously. It carried interest on deferred payments, $10,000,000 to be paid Dec. 6 and the balance strung
along until Oct. 1 next. The interest to be paid figured
about $1,000,000, so that the whole payment would be about
$32,495,000. On that proposal the New Jersey Central board
sold the company's holding of Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre coal
stock to the Reynolds syndicate.

Coal-Mining Y's to Hold Annual Session
in Charleston,

REPRESENTATIVES

W.

Va.. Dec. 7

and 8

the Young Men's Christian
Associations in coal-mining commun'ties of West Virginia and Kentucky hold their fourth annual conference at
the Hotel Kanawha, Charlestoon, W. Va Dec. 7 and 8. In
addition to discussions on policies and methods of Y. M. C.
A. work, the program arranged offers much opportunity for
discussion of general aspects of human relations in the
coal-mining industry.
Among the speakers will be Ex-Governor John J. Cornwell; J. W. Bischoff, general manager of the West Virginia
Coal & Coke Co., Elkins, and president of the West Virginia Mining- Insititute; Carl Scholz, of the Raleigh- Wyoming Coal Co., Charleston; Charles R. Towson, head of the
industrial department of the International Committee of
Y. M. C. A.'s, New York City; J. Blaine Withec. state boys'
work secretary of the Y. M. C. A., Parkersburg, W. Va., and
Dr. Henry P. Kallenberg, secretary of the International
Committee for Health and Recreation. New York City.
J. G. Bradley, of Dundon; J. R. Thomas, of Charleston;
A. R. Beisel, of Huntington, and E. E. Drennen, of Elkins,
constitute the advisory committee of the Y. M. C. A. for the
coal mining industry of West Virginia.
A special dinner
session of the conference, under the auspices of this committee, will be held at the Hotel Kanawha, Thursday evening, Dec. 8.
of

.

,

Kansas Operators May Ask Injunction
Against Sending of Strike Aid

COAL

operators of Kansas are reported to be consider-

ing an early appeal in some one of the United States
district courts in Illinois seeking an injunction against the
Illinois United Mine Workers' Union sending "check-off"
funds into Kansas for the aid of the Kansas striking miners.
The likelihood of such action was pointed out in The Chicxgo

Jniirvcil

Cmnmerce a few weeks ago.
miners recently voted to assess each member $1 a

of

Illinois

month toward a $90,000 monthly fund for the Kansas
strikers.
At the time persons in the coal trade raised the
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meeting of the Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir),
AT a mass
recently held at Cumberland, the wage agreement
.

Ltd.,

which has existed between the miners and the company for
the past two years was renewed for a similar period. There
were a few minor changes, for the most part in the men's
favor. The scale of wages has been regulated by a commission on the cost of living which includes a representative
of the men, a representative of the company and the fairwage officer. The commission investigates the cost of living
in the district for three months and regulates wages accordingly. This provision applies to the new agreement. There
are more than one thousand men affected, and the fact
that an understanding was reached without any friction is
a striking commentary upon the good relations existing between the management and the men. Recently the company
erected a large hall for the men at a cost of $30,000. It also
has laid out a new athletic ground which is said to be one
of the best in the province.

Destination of Lake Cargo Coal Shipped
During Season to End of October

DISTRIBUTION

of soft coal shippta up the Lakes this
season has closely resembled that of 1919. The records
of the Ore & Coal Exchange show that at the end of October
a total of 20,865,000 net tons had been shipped, as against
20,757,000 tons in 1919. Of the total shipments, 16,415,000
tons, or 78.7 per cent, went to American ports, practically
the same percentage as in 1919.
Shipments to Canadian
destinations were 4,450,000 tons.
The charges in distribution between the different groups of ports have not been
great. The movement to American points on Lake Superior
totaled 9,577,000 tons and accounted for 45.9 per cent of the
total shipments.
In comparison with 1919 this was both
an actual and relative increase. A corresponding decrease
occurred in shipments to Lake Michigan, which totaled
5,547,000 tons, against 6,105,000 tons in 1919.

DESTINATION OF C.\RGO COAL DUMPED AT LAKE ERIE
PORTS FROM OPENING OF SEASON TO OCT. 31

fi

—

1919

Destination

Net Tons
Americart
Lake Superior ports.
Sault Ste. Marie and
river points.

Lake

..

.

Per
Cent

1920

Net Tons

1921

.

Per
Cent

.

Per

Net Tons

Cent

9,193,000

44.3

7,605,000

39.8

9,577,000

329,000

1.6

490,000

2.6

311,000

1.5

291,000
6,105,000

1,4

188,000
4,737,000

1.0

29.4

24.8

209,000
5,547,000

26.6

0.3

768,000
45.000

4.0
0.2

614,000
157,000

2.9
0.8

78.5

13,833,000

72.5

16,415.000

78.7

1,581,000

7.6

1,704,000

8.9

1,873,000

9.0

805,000

3.9

1,031,000

5.4

710,000

3,4

838,000

4.4

750,000

3.6

1.6

385,000

2.0

0.2

10,000

0.1

347,000
79,000

0.4

45.9

Huron-Geor-

gian

Bay

ports

Lake Micliigan ports
Port Huron and DeRiver

troit

310,000
59,000

Lake Erie ports

Total American 16,287,000
Canadian

Lake Superior
Sault Ste.

ports.

1

Mane and

river points....

Lake Huron
gian

1.5

-

Geor-

Bay ports

728,000

.

Port Huron and Detroit River

LakeErieports
Lake Ontario and

330,000
48,000

3.5

1.6

St.

LavvTfnce River

978,000

4.7

1,290.000

6.8

691,000

3.3

TotalCanadian

4,470,000

21.5

5,258,000

27.5

4,450,000

21.3

Grandtotals

20,757,000

100.0

19,091,000

100.0

Anthracite Miners to Prepare

UNITED

20,865,000

Wage

100.0

Scale

Mine Workers executive boards

of the three
anthracite districts have issued official notice summon-

ing a tri-district convention to meet in Shamokin, Jan. 17,
1922, to formulate wage schedules and other proposed conditions of employment to take the place of the wage agree-

ment which

expii'es

March

31, 1922.

Production
and
the

Mairkct
Weekly Review

CONSUMER

conservation is the prevailing note in
the coal industry today.
In both the steam and
domestic branches business is extremely sluggish.
The present extreme slump in steam demand, due to
buying against the recent threatened strikes, will
become less acute as accumulated stocks wear down.
The low rate of industrial consumption, however, will
serve as a barrier against any early spot activity and
even the most optimistic see few encouraging signs for
the next sixty days.
Very little spot coal is moving, and when it does move
The buyer is "writing his
it goes at bargain prices.
own ticket," and operators are forced to accept unprofitable business or else close down. The only exception to
the universally sluggish market is in the Northwest,
where sub-zero temperature has increased the movement. This is entirely local and has no effect on current production, as the main source of supply the
Head-of-the-Lakes docks is well prepared to meet even
the strongest demand ever made upon it.

—

—

Warm Weather and

Idleness

Hamper Trade

Colder weather is needed to revive domestic trading.
Retail yards are full to overflowing, but the distribution
The extensive unemployment
to consumers still lags.
coupled with unseasonable weather has proven a disastrous combination for retail dealers and domestic producers alike.
The Hampton Roads market is weaker. Dumpings
for all accounts are on the decline and only in the
bunker trade is there any semblance of activity.
Marine freights, coastwise and export, are softer, the
former being productive of but little additional tonnage,
while oversea business is nil.
* No decision has been announced on the appeal against
Judge Anderson's check-off injunction. If the injunction be upheld a strike is sure to follow, which would
give the country a chance to consume some of the top-

heavy coal stocks that are on hand.
The Colorado
mines, where a strike was ordered in protest against a
wage cut, are working about 90 per cent.
Anthracite markets feel the sluggishness caused by
the warm weather.
While producers are running full
time, they have been able to do so mainly because of
the interruptions caused by the many holidays that have
occurred recently.
Domestic demand has dropped
sharply, as best reflected by the fact that independent
quotations are off 25c. to iJOc. on the family sizes. The
less favored large coals are backing up at some operations, while steam sizes are suffering because of the
heavy oversupply and are in the weakest position of
the season.

n|^^-_4i|^^,^^^m.^--\-;-^^,----
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further decline is indicated by preliminary reports of loadings for the first two days of the week of Nov. 26.
There is a growing interest in the coming miners' conference, scheduled for next February, on the formation of
new wage demands. The feeling is growing that April 1
will see a moderate liquidation in the wage scale effected
without much trouble with the U. M. W. of A.
October production is estimated at 43,733,000 net tons,
compared with 35,127,000 tons in September and 34,538,000
in August. The year's production to Nov. 1, is 340,037,000
tons.

PRODUCTION OF SOFT COAL. BY GROUPS OF STATES,
(In

Region

202,174

Northeast a
Southern Appalachian 6
Eastern Interior c

14,202

82.546

Western Interior d

16.561

Mountain States and Northwest c.

24.554

1920

1919

1918

331.510
23.500
130,800
29.930
40.680

300.420
20,803
90,407

351,365
26,083
130.768
30.724

21,741
32.381

—

Current Quotations
Market

1

1

mgh-Volatne, Eastern
Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pool 54-64
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

(Ga.s and
(Gas and
(Gas and

.

sc'd gas

mine run

(St.).
slack (CSas)

Kanawha lump
Kanawha mine r\in
Kanawha screenings
Hocking lump
Hocking mine run
Hocking screenings
Pitta.

St.)..
St.)
St.)..

No. 8 lump

.

.

.

Lake tonnage reflects the end of the season. During the
week ended Nov. 28 there were 307,225 net tons dumped
297,488 cargo and 9,737 vessel fuel as compared with 273,569 tons the week before. The season's movement stands
at 22,932,800 tons; in 1920 it was 23,132,072. Upper Lake
docks are finding a belated rush of orders which followed

—

a sudden drop in temperature.
Coal Age Index of spot bituminous prices dropped from
88 on Nov. 21 to 86 on Nov. 28.

40,341

New England shipments via all-rail continued to decline
during the week ended Nov. 19, when 3,022 cars were forwarded 437 less than in the week previous. Stocks are
heavy in that section and will suffice until well into January,

1

purchase further at this

to

time.

1918-1921

Totals/
340,037
556,420
465,752
579,281
(a) Michi^n, Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland. Eastern Kentucky
and Virginia. (6t Alabama. Georgia and Tennessee.
(c) Illinois. Indiana and
W'estern Kentucky.
(fO Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, .\rkansas and
Texas, (e) Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming. Montana, North Dakota
and Washington. (;) Alaska, California, Idaho, North CaroHna, Oregon and
South Dakota not included.

Pool I (Navy Standard)...
Pool
(Navy Standard)...
Pool 1 (Navy Standard)...
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.)..
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.)..
Pool 9 (Super. Low Vol.)..
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
Pool 10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
Poo! 10 (H. Gr. Low Vol.)
(Low Vol.)
Pool
Pool 11 (Low Vol.)
.»
'
Pool 11 (Low Vol.)

and consumers are not disposed

thousands of net tons)
First ten
Months of
1921

Low-Volatile. Eastern
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
Pocahontas screenings
Pocahontas lump
Pocahontas mine run
•Smokeless mine run
Cleartield mine run
Cambria mine run
Somerset mine run

899

— Spot

Prices,

— oof*)
Apr.

— CVJOJ
Moij

CVJ

June

—

0.4

Ki

July

— C^C\4
Aug.

c^

Sept.

— WW — —
Och

Nov.

Tidewater business slumped sharply during the week
ended Nov. 24.
Dumpings at Hampton Roads for all
accounts were 160,878 gross tons, as compared with 290,433
the week previous.
Export markets continue out of the

Bituminous Coal

—Net Tons,

F. O. B. Mines

COAL AGE

900

running and shippers are finding New England an increasGeneral cargoes are scarce and
ingly difficult outlet.
bunkering requirements are thereby reduced. Many New
River mines have closed lately because of high production
costs, and this may tend to check the distress tonnage at
the piers.

-"^y
.L

.
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with variations in most cases of only
per ton for specific spot
5c.
10c.
cargoes, which are seldom offered.

@

Wage

Reductions, Strikes and Idle Pits

—Nov.
Week Ended —

.

Nov, 24

17

N.

& W.

1

Tons dumped

1

Tonnage waiting
Virginian Ry.
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

&

2,033

1,905

1 4,43
25,8 1
14,500

97,820
75.829
2,200

O. Piers,

1,556

1,511

77,800
129,239
5,198

75,550
45,512
11,500

Newport News:

Cars on hand
Tons on hand

Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting

1,418

1,466

70,900
35,376
3,500

73,300
39,537
1,450

and Bunker Prices, Gross Tons

Pier

{Foreign Bunker Quotations

bii

Cab(e

Coal Agr^

to

PIERS
Nov.

Nov. 26t
$5 60(u $5 75
S 40® 5.60
5,50(a! 5 80
5,50® 5.65
6 00
4.75® 4,95

19

.»5.55(ai«5.75
Pool 9 New York.
5,40® 5.50
Pool 10, New York.
5.50® 5.80
Pool 9, Philadelphia.
Pool 10. Philadelphia.. 5.50® 5.65
6 00
Pool 71, Philadelphia..
4.75® 4.90
Pool 1, Hamp. Rds.
4.25
Pools 5-6-7 Hamp Rds
4,60® 4,75
Pool 2, Hamp, Rds.
.

.

.

.

.

4 25

4.65

.

BUNKERS
Pool 9, Ne York. ..S5.95W46.15
Pool 10, Nc
., 5.80® 5.90
6.00
Pool 9, Philadelphii
Pool 0, Philadelphii ,.. 5.75® 5.90
Fool 1, Hamp. Rds. .. 5.00® 5.10
Pool 2, Hamp. Rds.
4.75® 4.85
453, f,o.b
Welsh, Gibraltar
Welsh, Rio de Janeiro
65s. f.o.b.
523. f.o.b.
Welsh, Lisbon
Welsh, La Plata
60s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Marseilles
125 fr. f.o.b
Welsh, Genoa
458 t,i,b.
45s. f.a s,
Welsh, Madena
Welsh. TenerifEe
45s. I as
Welsh, Malta
47s. 6d. f.n.b
608. t.i.b,
Welsh, St. Michaels
Welsh, Las Palmas ....
458 f.a.8,

$o.9o(d\$6.1ii

•

5.80® 5.90
6.00

5.75® 5.90
5.00® 5, 10

1

Belgian,

Antwerp

.i.?5
45s. f.o.b.
65s. f.o.b
52s. f.o.b.
60s. f.o.b.
1

C.I.F. Prices,
I

In

60s.
45s.
40s.
49s.

42s. 9d.

19^

—Nov.
Low

High

2
1

V-,1.

$8,90 $8,70
8,90 8,70
9,00 8.80
9.00 8.90
7.00 6.75

RioJaneiro

f.a.s,

f.o.b.
f.o.b.

35 rupees

American Coal

Vol,

West Italy
The Plate

t.i.b.

Cr ssTonsl
-.\i.v.

-Atlantic.

fr. f.o.b.

47s.6d. f.o b

35 rupees
42a 9d,

Capetown

25

45s. t.i.b.
45s. fas.
45s. f.a.s.

40s, fo.b,
53s. f.o.b,

Alexandria

Bombay

French

9.00

8

Havana
6.95 6.70
These quotations are purely nominal and
as far as can be learned, no business is
being done in these markets.

Current Quotations British Coal
Port, Gross Tons
Cardiff

Admiralty. Large..
Steam, Smalls
Newcastle:
Best Steams
Best Gas
Best Bunkers

t^t Advance

,

,

26-. 3d.
1

f.o.b.

Nov. 26t

19

type, declines

?.5s.ed.®,?6s-

188.6d.@19s.6d.

9s.

23s.

248
22s. 6

JIs.Gd.tq C's.

I

shown

prevK

heavy

in

in itaii

55

I

15

n?9

Jan.

Fields

— Operators

Doubt

Piers, Sewall's Point:

Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting
C.

Mines Working Less Than Four Days a Week
Wages Nearly Halved in Scotland and Some Other

Lamberts Point:

Piers,

Cars on hand
Tons on hand

5

I! 13

Feb.

ft 5 IZ 19 Z6 ?

Mar

9

Ifc

330

Apr

7

14

?l

Moi\/

Z

Mark

Progress of British Coal Readjustments

situation

pief;
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The British coal industry is i-apidly
going from bad to worse. So serious
is

the outlook for the miners that they

called on the Prime Minister on Nov.
14 in an endeavor to obtain some sort
of financial aid from the Government
to keep the pits open.
It was urged
that the balance of £3,000,000 of the
Government subsidy should be utilized
to supplement the low wages prevailing.
The Premier said he recognized the
very serious situation in which many
of the miners found themselves, but it
was not possible to come to the aid
In
of the coal industry as suggested.
the meantime, owners are asking for
Mining
cancellation of that part of the
Act which provides for the contribution
of a system of commitees and boards
for the regulation of wages and conwork in the industry.
ditions
of
The Scottish miners have just undergone a cut of 4s. 2d. which brings their
wages down to 9s. 8d. per day. South
Wales colliers lose 3s. 5d. per day, the
daily wage of laborers in that district
being now 6s. 5d.
A big cut in the wages of Forest of

Dean miners has been decided on by
the Joint District Board. The pay will
now be 7s. 5d. a day, as compared with
18s. 9d. at the beginning of the year.
The management committee of the
General Federation of Trades Unions
says: "The miners' representatives now
admit that their mishandling of the
roal industry has been the cause of
disaster and the preventive of quick
Coal costs
industry.
in
recoveries
increase our present day
seriously
The scheme recently put
troubles.
forward on behalf of the miners (i.e.
a loan from the Treasury to the mining
To
industry) is no remedy at all.
transfer the cost from the user of
coal to the taxpayer is not to reduce
the cost, but to relieve the miners at
the expense of other workers."
Coal owners are pressing and have
received a reduction of 2.5 per cent in
railway rates in consequence of the

heavy

fall

in

export

and

shipment

trades.

Durham

sixty-one coal mines have
closed since the beginning of the year
and nine new nits have opened in the
same period. An illuminating instance
of wa.ge cuts is given in the following

In

Possibility of 20s. Coal

(•

902

A
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with other sizes, and some operare olToring it at IfS.SO if the
will take a fair proportion of egg
or pea. Chestnut is also quotable $8.50
@$8.75. Egg is harder to move than
ever.
Pea has also weakened.
X serious oversupply exists in buckwheat, which is more responsive to
weather changes than the other steam
Loaded boats and tonnage on
sizes.
demurrage at the piers are being sacrificed.
The market on rice is $1.90@
$2.25, and on barley $1@$1.35.
Bituminous No tendency toward revival has been noted, the market remaining in the same sluggish condition as for some time past.
A certain
amount of business is being done right
along, but the buying power is too
feeble to give any buoyancy to prices
or even sustain them at former levels.
At Tidewater this is particularly true,
where the pressure to sell demurrage
coal has brought about a state of demoralization even worse than that existing during the summer.
Sending
coal to Tide in advance of sale was
then rarely indulged in, with the result that the market was comparatively
tion

ators

buyer

Reports

From

the Market Centers
New

River district, there have been
fewer otferings of distress coal at railroad berths to be absorbed Inland, and

New England

it

BOSTON

— Only

Prospects Dull

—Market

Spotty

Demand

Largely Restricted to Pocahontas and New River Domestic An-

—

Somewhat Easier.
Bituminous The market continues

thracite

—

to

along without sign of change.
Many Pennsylvania operating interests
that" have usually been well supplied
with orders now find themselves at
their wits' ends to place even a small
share of weekly output. In no part of
this territory is there any apparent interest in quotations; buyers find themselves well stocked with fuel for December and January at the very least,
and there is no disposition whatever to
make purchases for more than 60 to
The trade has been
90 days ahead.
hammered so hard since Aug. 19, it is
by no means surprising that current
prices, many of them on the very lowest level that has obtained at any time
during the fall, fail utterly to attract
more than the few scattered consumers
who for one reason or another did not
buy when the first low figures were
named. There is certainly no very encouraging outlook for steam coals in
Xew England during what normally
are the heavier winter months.

While among industries there is observed a better trend toward 1922, the
is so gradual that it will
be a long time before any reaction on
coal can be noted.
In shoes and textiles there is a fair amount of business, but the machine trades, paper
manufacturers, and several special lines
are going through an extremely dull
period.
Several reorganizations have
taken place among large producers and
there are more than a few plants that
are suflFering from acute financial disability, but now that interest rates
have come do\vn there is a disposition
among the banks to help along as well
as may be the lame and the halt who
are asking for relief. This will not extend, however, to the point of accumu-

improvement

lating coal.

remain on
their present basis and there is no war
to boost the value of water transportation, it is easy to see that the water
route will
that the

all-rail tariffs

be preferred.

Hampton

It

Roads

made

ing

seem

to

is

quite

but rates
no particular.

limited,

have changed

in

Commitments are made only from

drajr

So long as

a fair deduction that the current

is

market is in that much better position.
The number of coastwise charters be-

clear
agencies,
is

drawing their supply in large measure
from districts where the wage scale
is usually on a lower basis, will maintain
their
present advantage here
through the use of bottoms of relatively low operating cost.
Certain of
those shippers have their own rehandling plants at strategic points like Boston, Providence, New Bedford, and Portland, and in that way are the better
able to move Inland.
Prices on Pocahontas and New River
for Inland delivery are being held on
a level of $6.25@$6..50 per gross ton
on cars for Navy acceptable grades,
but occasionally a lower price is still
heard. Since a general move was made
to curtail production, especially in the

trip

no shipper is able to plan
disposition more than a fortnight or
Large sailing vessels,
so in advance.
3,500 tons and upwards, together with
some of the larger barges that are restricted to deep-water berths, almost
go begging at 85c., Hampton Roads to
Boston or Portland, the low rate that
has been obtainable now for more than
60 days. Smaller craft naturally command somewhat higher rates, $1@$1.10
having been paid, but most of these latter are for wharves where delivery is
made direct to consumer or to the
smaller retail dealers, and in places
east of Boston where less water is
available.
to trip, for

—

Anthracite Shipments are coming
forward in such heavy volume that the
pressure to get stove and chestnut is
Mild
beginning to relax noticeably.
weather prevails, and unless we are to
have three or four weeks of steady cold
it may be expected there will be signs
of easing up, temporarily. The demand
in the fore part of the winter is to
be largely dependent upon the weather;
after that it will be interesting to observe the early stages of the expected
discussion of wages at the mines.

—

free of distress coal.
But with the appearance and disappearance of the strike scare, this conMore or less coal
dition changed.

was shipped on consignment, while the
accumulation was added to by the arat the piers of tonnage shipped
on orders that were canceled after the
rival

The quantity was
not large enough so that it would have
proved troublesome in a fairly active
market, but it has been a burden in
view of the prevailing stagnation.
Things were exceptionally slow in
November because of the manner in
which deliveries were speeded up during
the second half of October.
But consumers who have been out of the market cannot stay out indefinitely, and as
stocks become reduced some recovery
coal left the mines.

in

Tidewater

—East

NEW YORK

the demand is inevitable.
With the end of the year approach-

however, they are expected to limit
their purchases to correspond pretty
closely with current needs, in order to
conserve funds and make a strong cash
showing in inventories.
ing,

Warm

Affects Anthracite DePHILADELPHIA
—Weather
Indepeivdent Prices Suffer—No
Tendency Toward Revival in Bitumi- Anthracite Displays Further Weakness
nous — Market Sluggish — Heavy Dis- — Dealers' Stocks Heavy — Retail Prices
tress Tonnage Being Worked
Soft — Steam Sizes
— Light Demand—
Anthracite— Warm weather has had Bituminous Slow Quality Coals Only
Demand.

mand

in

Off.

So
its effect on the anthracite trade.
marked has been the depression that
only a long period of low temperatures
can restore some sizes to a healthy
basis.

The present slowing dovm is looked
at quite calmly by retailers as they
have gone through many similar occasions.
With the coal burning season
young, conditions may change for the
better on short notice. The trade could
be worse and has actually been so

many

times

—the

dealers have

difficulty

being that

grown accustomed

demand during

to brisk

the years of the war.
the weather is mild the retail dealers usually have a breathing
spell before the winter rush begins.
That seems to be just what is happening now, and the slow-down is actuated
by unemployment and business conditions generally, which
make people
moe reluctant than ever to buy necessities before they really are needed.
Independent stove is down to about
$8.75 maximum, when sold in conjunc-

When

in

—

Anthacite -Retail business is flat and
dealers are at a loss to recall a paralsituation within the last ten years.
There is no longer a question as to the
cause of the lack of buying and that is,
that the consumer is short of money
and is husbanding such resources as he
has to the utmost degree. Most of the
business that now comes in is for small
lel

lots.

However, despite the inability of certain dealers to induce trade by reduced
prices, the number who are more or
less openly offering them increases, and
the average for stove and nut is nearer
$14 now rather than $14.50, and seems
likely to go lower.
The week has seen much cancellation
of orders and most of the independents
are now offering all sizes, but among
the larger shippers in this class there
is yet no price concession offered.
At this time it would seem that nothing but some unusual wintry weather
will revive the industry, and the fact

December

COAL AGE
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1,

must be faced that Philadelphia rarely
sees any rigorous weather much before the end of the year. At this time
every dealer has enough coal in his
yard to go right through until the first
of the year.
So far the

have not lost
any working time account of the easing off of trade, but nevertheless this
is imminent, particularly among the independents, who are already getting an
accumulation of coal behind the scales,
collieries

903

$2.65 per net ton, f.o.b. mines. Poorer
steam grades continue in little demand
and are offering freely at $1.75@$2.15.
Best grades of gas lump are on the
market around $2.35@$2.50, also, and
mine run is offering with but few takers
at $2 and less.

Bunker trading at

not at
all brisk, best grades of both gas and
steam coals are $5@$5.15 per gross
The
ton, f.o.b. piers, before ti'imming.
export situation is a little brighter and
November will show a fair increase
especially egg and pea.
Steam sizes are in worse shape than over October. There is no healthy line
any time this season, only barley being of inquiry for the future, however, and
active in any degree, and with more export interests are by no means overthan enough to fill all demands on this sanguine.
Anthracite Continued warm weather
There is no difficulty to get a
size.
cut of 25c.@50c. on any of the inde- over the month of November is having
companies
its
effect on the hard coal situation aj;
The
sizes.
pendent steam
hold firm on prices, preferring to store Baltimore. The November run of coal
here
schedule.
was short of the deliveries of
the
reduce
than
rather
Bituminous Consumer conservatism October, but the lessened consumption
the
railand
Even
light
calls from the purchasing
note.
prevailing
is the
roads which heretofore have been fair public have enabled the majority of
bit,
yards
up
a
to
maintain
eased
a fair reserve.
have
seem
to
buyers
The shortage from normal supply
feeling that they stocked heavier than
here
done.
As
is
at
this
still around
have
time
is
probably
might
ordinarily
they
always the case in a buyer's market, 100,000 tons, but unless severe weather
there is the strongest kind of a demand is encountered in the near future this
shortage will be made up to a considerfor quality.
There are still plenty of instances of able extent before the first of the year.
the producer of even good coals anxious
to increase tonnage who will take an
BUFFALO
occasional flyer of a low price to close
Small Demand for Bituminous
No
desirable business, but on the whole
Change in Situation Anthracite Only
quotations have varied but little, alFairly Active.
though there is still a downward tenBituminous It is still reported that
Nothing like a
dency to be noted.
firm tone in this respect is expected the trade in general has not yet recovered
from the reaction of overstocking
before a spell of severe weather converts the buyer into a belief of a pos- when it was feared that the miners
were
going to strike. There is coal on
sibility of slow rail deliveries.
The Tide trade remains unchanged. track at terminal points that was turned
out
some
weeks ago and some of it is
There is some bunkering, but no activselling very low.
ity, as there seems always plenty of
It
only
the shipper who has a wellis
coal on hand to meet the calls that come
established trade that can say he is doing much now and he has to work hard
for what he gets.
Of course it is the
BALTIMORE
shipper who has held his old customers
Continued Unsatisfactory Conditions pretty firmly who is going to go ahead
this port

is

—

—

—

—

—

—Demand

for BitMminmis
Loic Anthracite

—

Warm

Ahnonnally fastest when the demand becomes nor-

Supply

with

Gains

Weather.

—

Bituminous Reports from the local
trade and producing sections which ship
to this point

soft

coal

of

show that the demand
all

kinds

continues

for
ab-

normally low and that many operators
are not only selling below actual production cost but are running their mines
on a basis as low as any operation at
all will permit.
It is hard to figure
how general business, even in such a
dull time as the present, is able to
make out without more coal than is

moving at present.
The only bright spot
business

is

that

when

must be a
almost from the
start, as industries have been proceeding in the majority of cases without
stocking up fuel for future needs.
A
break in the unusually warm weather
for the season will will also play a
heavy part in the price conditions, as
there is no reserve at this point to call
upon if vrinter snows and freezes tie
up traffic. It would not be at all surprising to a majority in the trade here
if one or both of these causes sent the
market up with a run the first of the
heavy

improves
purchasing

there

year.

The price on line business continues
poor, the best grades of steam coal
offering at $2.3.5@$2.50 in the majority
of cases, with some of the more restricted lines of Pool' 1 ranging $2.60@

He has kept

men on

the road
when they did not earn their railroad
fare and he is in about as close touch
with the consumer as he ever was.
Bituminous coal prices are unchanged.
Anthacite Demand is fair but does
not appear to be as heavy as it was.

mal.

his

—

The weather has not favored buying
and as there is no special urgency the
consumers seem to have come to the
conclusion that they can buy when they
need coal and not hurry.
The independent mine price is usually a dollar
or so over circular and it is likely to
go up rather than go down.
Lake shipments are still light, being 85,600 tons for the week ended
Nov. 23, of which 26,000 cleared for
Duluth and Superior, 23,700 for Milwaukee, 15,200 for Fort William, 7,200
for Sheboygan, 7,000 for Manitowoc and
6,500 for Chicago.
Coke Most of the furnaces are idle
or making their ovm supply through
auxiliary local byproduct plants. Jobbers get some business in case a spe-

—

make is wanted, being given the
following oven prices as base: $4.15 for
72-hr. Connellsville foundry, $3.15 for
48-hr. furnace and $2.75 for stock.
Bituminous coal prices are: $2.75 for
Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.50 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump, $2.25 for
Allegheny Valley and all mine run,
$1.50O$1.75 for slack, adding $2.36 to
Allegheny Valley and $2.51 to other
coals for freight.
cial

Northwest

DULUTH

—

Zero Weather Arouses the Market
Many Rush Orders Retail Prices Cut
Lake Receipts Dwindle.
Eleven degrees below zero, and a
blanket of snow have done their bit
at the Head of the Lakes in helping
the coal trade. Docks and local retail
dealers have been literally flooded with

—

—

orders overnight.
Following the depression which was
noted last week, retail dealers announced a cut in rates ranging from
65c. to $1.05 in bituminous. The break
is attributed not only to slow sales
but also to large accumulations and the
certainty that the carry-over will be
large.

Youghiogheny and Hocking lump
have been cut from $8.80 to $8.25; runof-pile from $8.30 to $7.25, and screenings from $6 to $5. Smokeless screenings have been marked down from
$8.30 to $7.30. Hard coal retail prices
are unchanged with the exception that
buckwheat has been dropped from $10
to $8.50.
The dock men are holding
prices firm in spite of the retail drop.
Damaged screenings are moving at
$2.50 and some few docks are selling
regular screenings at $3 in order to
move stocks. Other docks which are
short are taking this opportunity to
cover and the slack is being taken up.
Buckwheat is a drug on the market
and is being offered at prices of $6 and
below, from list of $8.50.
A sheet of ice on the harbor has
sounded the warning that shipping will
soon end. Only ten cargoes were received here last week of which four
were anthracite, and fourteen are reported on the way of which four are
liard coal.

MINNEAPOLIS

—
Bad Weather
Test Traffic Facilities
—
Small Orders the Feature.
Cold Weather Stimulates Movement
to

Cold weather has served to stimulate
the movement to the interior. October
had seen a good tonnage, which fell off
as soon as it was seen that there would
be no rail strike. November had considerable snow and several sharp mornings when the temperature went well
below freezing. Despite the backward
tendency as to buying these were hints
which caused orders to be placed.
The frequent snows will speedily put
to test the efficiency of the railroads
So
as to maintaining traffic operation.
long as there were no weather handicaps it was evident that with the limited
tonnage moving the roads were equal
to holding up to all offerings of freight
and more. But it has been constantly
predicted that the better situation was
due to good weather and limited loads.
If snows continue as freely as they
have for some days, it will soon show

whether railroad men have "gone soft"
completely in the matter of keeping the
lines open.
Many have thought that
the coddling of Government control,
with high wages and overtime and advanced titles for the work formerly
done at less wages, all tended to make
them incapable of measuring up to the
capacity of private
old days.

management

of the

The market on screenings has been
fairly steady although not firm, due to

.

:
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Inland West

ended Nov. 19, took a severe slump, being almost 1,000 cars less than in
the preceding week.
Total arrivals
amounted to 1,134 cars; divided, 759
cars for industry and 375 cars for retail

904
volume available.

the limiteii

The

niiKI

weather has given a steady outlet for
them in this territory. Now that colder
weather has prevailed, the larger sizes
will be more in demand and the produition of screenings will be increased.
The cold weather will test out the
opinions of some in the wholesale trade
that it will not take long to brace the
Some have had a range of
market.
prices higher than others were quoting.
Naturally this meant very little business but the holders insisted that they
would get their price when cold weather
struck, while the competitors would
have sold considerable tonnage at a
price which they regarded as cost or
less.

Others fear that the general commercial depression is such that there
will be at all times such competition
for business that prices will have hard
work to show any advance, despite the
natural pressure when the demand picks
turn upon how much the
demand actually does pick up. Buying
is apt to be confined to small orders,
single tons or less at retail; small cars
at wholesale, and less than the usual
amount to the steam trade.
Cold weather will mean that they
will come along twice as often as when
larger orders were placed, but the
financing will be that much easier to
the buyer, while the seller will turn
over his money quicker, and will be
that much better off, all but the dock
or mining concern, which will be up
against the usual situation of being
asked to deliver coal instanter to offset constant delay by the purchaser in
placing his order.
up.

It

will

ST. LOUIS
Mild Weather Holds Up Everything
General Situation Is Extremely Diacoiiraying

—Steam

local situation is a hard one on
The warm weather has
the retailer.
practicallv
stopped even the small
orders, ft is going to take a couple of
good weeks of stiff weather to put
the retail business where it ought to
be at this season.
Scarcity of money
and non-employment is the chief excuse for buying in small lots.
Every
retail
coal.

yard

—

—

Still

Dealers

Arriving.

without exception report a

dull and depressed market.
The recent
slight shading in anthracite had little
effect in the way of stimuhiting buying,

and the market continues to be governed solely by weather conditions.

Hard

coal prices are not uniform.
a variation of 10c. in the retail
stove size, and 20c. on pea.
This slight difference is maintained by
only a few firms, however.
The soft
coal
market is extremely inactive.
Yards are well stocked, and very little
coal is moving to the interior. Cargoes

There

is

price

of

are still coming, however, and what the
docks cannot take will be held afloat.
November Lake receipts thus far
aggregate 94,579 tons of anthracite,
and 212,108 tons of soft coal, against
88,35.5 tons of the former, and 277,029
tons of the latter last year.
Quite a
number of steamers are booked to deliver cargoes before the season clos?s.
The following are the rates current
on both hard and soft coal

BITUMIXOf.'J
or Yough. lump
or Yough. lump, pile run. ..
Splint or Yough. lump screeninga.
Hookine or Pittsburgh lump
Hoi-ldng or Pittshurch pile run
Hof king or Pittsburgh screenings...

.'iplint
.''plint

.

.

Pocnhontas
Pocahontas
Pocahontas
lUinoi.s and
Illinois

lump, egg and nut
mine run
screenings

Indiana lump

and Indiana

.screenings

Smt':ing

$8.00
7.25
6.25
7.75
7.00
6.00

$9.25
8.50
7 50
9 25

8.25
7 25

13.50
8 50
7, 25
7 50
5 50
10 00

9 75
8 50
9 25
6 75
12 25

.\NTHK.'VCITE
Egg

$15 70

.

St ovf

Chest

16
,^

Pea
Buckwi

Louis

in St.

is

loaded with

Screenings are fairly active but the
is so light that the scarcity
has not brought about the advance that
would usually be expected. In a genera!
way industrial plants are not running
full.
The situation is one that is discouraging to both retailer and shipper
r.nd especially so in view of the fact
that the retailer has all his capita]
tied up in storage coal and the operator
has all the storage coal that the railroads will allow him to hold in their
equipment at the mine.

demand

CLEVELAND
Coal Trade

Still

— Dumps

in

— No

Early

Improvement Seen Industrial Demand
Depends on Trend in Steel Industry.
The coal trade sees only one coming

10

15.95
14.20
11.50

the

wage struggle

at the mines.

This

influence, of course, will not become
effective until early next year.
Any
clear indications of the liklihood of a
strike undoubtedly will stai-t a buying

movement against the eventuality

of a

mine shutdown.
In the meantime, little is expected in
the way of renewed buying on any considerable scale from
industries, although the present extreme slump, due
to buying against the recent strike
threats, probably will become less acute
as accumulated stocks wear down.
In
other words, the industrial situation in
this district probably will hold its own
for the rest of the winter.

The iron, steel and allied industries,
the overwhelming enterprises in and
around Cleveland, are still running at
about 50 per cent of capacity, but are
not making much headway in pushingabove that mark. Better buying by the
railroads is one of the most encouraging features in the steel outlook, and
leaders in the industry are convinced
that 1922 will bring a good year in most
products and possibly all.
If the upturn in iron and steel comes on schedule
n(xt spring it will stimulate the coal
trade and in the event of a looming coal
strike something near to a sci'amble for
coal

For the moment,

might develop.

however,
situation.

there

is

little

Spot coal

DETROIT
Bili'minoius
lar Market

is

cheer

in

the

moving slowly

and when it does it is at distress prices,
which operators contend do not establish a market,
't is highly significant
that contract coal is going at somewhat
better quotations.
The Lake season
virtually is at an end.
The retail trade
remains quiet, with dealers stocks large
and price concessions being offered here
and there.
Bituminous coal receipts for the week

—

Finding an Irregu— Incoming
Shipments Arc
Still

Bargain Lots Sought.
liituniinous
Sales continue discouragingly small. Jobbers and wholesalers had expected a broader demand
woukl develop with the coming of winSmall

The

development which may be depended
upon to stimulate the demand. That
is the renewed buying in anticipation of

MILWAUKEE
Cargoes

Shows Improvement

Screenings Only.

in

—

Market Continues Dull avl Depressed
Demand Fluctuates with Weather

yards.

—

—

ter.
Consumers of steam coal, however, are adhering to a hand-to-mouth
plan of purchasing.
With factories and industrial plants

running on production schedules much
below their normal capacity, coal requirements have been largely reduced.
This makes possible an irregular system of buying in small lots.
Buying in the domestic market is
falling short of expectations.
Stocks
in retail yards have not been reduced
to the extent the dealers had anticipated, and they are showing no disposition to add to their supplies.
West Virginia lump is quoted $3.15@
$3.25; egg, $2.50; mine run, $2; nut
and slack, $1.25.
Ohio lump is $3@
$3.25; egg. $2.40; mine n:>i, $1.90; nut
and slack, $1.15@$1.25; Pittsburgh No.
8 inch and a quarter is .<2.40; threequarter lump, $2.35; mine run, $2.15;
nut and slack, $1.65. Smokeless lump
and egg is $4.75; mine run, $2.65;
slack, $1.60.

.Vnthracite

—

Household consumers

are buying more sparingly than in
previous years.
The extensive unemployment and the high retail prices,
$14.50@$14.75, are influence.^, curtailing
business.

COLUMBUS
No

Increase

Demand

in

—Steam
—

and

Domestic Stocks Are Heavy Prices
Are Still Weaker.
Little change has taken place during
the
past week.
With warm
weather prevailing retail business is
slow.
Dealers are only selling a small
percentage of the usual tonnage for
the time of the year and are not coming into the market to replenish stocks.
Retail prices show a tendency to
soften but this is not material.
Hocking lump retails $6@$6..50 while West
Virginia
splints
are
$7.25@$7.75.

Pocahontas lump
thracite

is

is

fairly

and domestic coke

$8.75@$9.25. Anstrong around $15

is

$11.50.

Steam business

is probably the weakpoint in the market.
While the
reduction in the amount of lump produced
as
reduced
screenings,
still
prices have not advanced. This is due
to
lack of demand.
Manufacturing
concerns are well stocked with adequate reserves.
Ohio screenings are
selling as low as 90c. and in some instances distress coal is going even
lower.
Mine run also shows a de-

est

cline.

No

date for the

official

closing

of

Lake navigation has been fixed. The
T. & O. C. Docks at Toledo during the
week ended Nov. 19 loaded 15,279 tons,
making a total of 1 078.264 tons for
the season.
The H. V. Docks during
the same week loaded 60,346 tons as
compared with 97,696 tons the previous week, making a total of 4,454,172
tons for the season.

Production

in

Ohio

fields

is

at

a

December

1,
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Many mines have
rather !ow point.
been closed down entirely while others
are working a day or two each week.
The Hocking Valley output has been
less than 25 per cent while the same
prevail for Crooksville,
bridge and Pomeroy.

figures

Cam-

CINCINNATI

—

Mine Closings Fail to Rally Prices
Retail
Distress Tonnage Increases

—

Prices Also Soften.
In the face of reports that many
mines have closed and will stay closed
for some time, there was no rallying
Even the
of the market this week.
retail market showed the effect of the
Cancellations
accumulation of coal.
and rejections, now called in trade
parlance "'hold-ups," continue with increasing frequency.
Smokeless lump was quoted at $4.25
but sales agents were willing to take
$4 and cars in distress sold as low as
$3.75.

Mine

although

the

run
low

dropped
for

to

distress

Sales agents are receiving practically
no inquiry and salesmen report that
it is impossible to interest their customers in buying coal in any quantity.
Consuming interests seem to be averse
to laying in any stocks during the
balance of this year, there being some
intimation along the line that after
the first of the new year buying will
be on a little more liberal basis.
Little acceleration of movement is
expected prior to the holidays, as it
is thought that there will be slight interference with the half-time operations now being carried on in the commercial field and little voluntary idleness to hinder ample production for
the needs of the trade. Quotations are
shown in the Weekly Review.
Domestic buying is at a standstill
and will remain so until continued cold
weather sets in. Retailers are stocked
up and there is little outlet for current production.

$2.50.
stuff

Slack was fairly
be $2.
strong, because of the small make of
prepared, and was held at $1.25.
Some bituminous mines were quoting
$3@?3.25 for lump. Others sold down
Mine
to $2.25 for soft gas offerings.
run had a wide range with $1.15 as
low for accumulated coal and the top
around $1.50.
Slack sold 75c.@$1.15,
the West Virginia offerings for the
first time in months seeking the level
of the Kentucky tonnage.

seemed

slack $4@$5.25.

Curtails Domestic De—Weather
Indtistrial
Situatioii
Unsatis—
High-Scale
Mines Closing.
factory

Mild

mand

Business is certainly "shot" at the
present time due to general lack of
demand.
Operators who have unionized mines are having trouble in competing with those in eastern Kentucky
and West Virginia that are not organized and have reduced wages.
The best eastern Kentucky lump in
October was selling up to $3.75@$4,
with some sales at $4.25.
Today
practically the top price is $3.25, with
the bulk at closer to $3.
Many mines
are down and others ai'e closing daily.
The higher wage scale paid in southeastern Kentucky makes it impossible
for the Harlan," Straight Creek and
Jellico fields to

—

Heavy and Trade Light
Screenings Short National Organization, U. M. W., Gains G^'ound.
Conditions are the reverse of what
might be expected at this season of the
year bearing in mind the light production during the summer and fall.
Retail dealers are loaded to the guards
and a greater part of their working

—

capital is tied up, and collections for
the coal is slow.
The situation is further aggravated
by a scarcity of steam grades resulting
from little or no demand for prepared

plentiful at Kansas mines and
the price remains steady. This district
produces less prepared sizes than most
fields and is not affected so much by
is

the decrease in

demand

for

lump and

nut.

The Kansas mines are gradually resuming work and the outlaw strike
seems to be exhausting itself. President Lewis has had his workei-s in the
field and as Howat is in jail they have
made progress. The national organization of the U. M. W'. has been steadily
gaining ground over the Howat organization.
Prices are as follows: Northern Missouri lump, $4.75; mine run,
$3.50; washed slack, $3.25; raw slack,
$2.50.
Arkansas lump is $7@$7.50;
mine run. ::3.75@$4.25; slack, $2.50.
McAlester lump is $8.50; nut, $7; slack,
$2.50,

Springfield district Illinois

lump

— V/eather

— Quotations

Un-

of Household

Firm.

experiencing the most
acute period of dullness that has obtained in the past six or eight months.
is

Fails

— Wage

I.

Reduction Application

Withdrawn.
Miners in

southern Colorado have
reduced production, following the walkout Nov. 17, but the end of the first
week found them unable to close down
the eighteen mines of the Coloi-ado
Fuel and Iron Co.
The sjTnpathetic
strike involving about 600 men in the
Fremont District was so complete, and
came at a time when production was
so small, that the company decided to
close these mines down indefinitely.
No violence has occurred.
1,700

men were

first involved,

the close of the week about
cent of them were working.
There are still many loaded cars on
track at the Fremont County mines,
where the bulk of domestic coal comes
from.
Miners are showing considerable interest in the announcement that the
at

per

Keystone and Pike's Peak companies,
operating in El Paso County, withdrew
their applications for a 20 per cent
wage cut filed with the industrial
commission Sept. 26, which should
have been acted upon by Oct. 26, but

was

not.

SALT LAKE CITY
Wintry Weather Coincident with Price
Drop Retailers in Stiff CompHition

—

—

Vr'age Ciit Predicted.

The first touch of wintry weather
was coincident with the announcement
that prices were to be lowered. Lump
may now bp had for $8.25, instead of
$9.50, and other grades are reduced in
proportion,
Ogden dealers are conducting a price war.
One of the biggest concerns in the
state announces the following as its
new schedule at the mine: lump, $4;
egg or stove, $3.50; nut, S3: screened
slack,
$1.25.
straight
slack,
$1.75;
Competitive feeling has been rather
strong of late among the nroducers
and the belief is expressed that prices
According to an
will go still lower.
official of one of the leading operations,
an effort will probably be made to
get the miners to consent to a reduction in wages.

News

From

the Coal Fields

Northern Appalachian

BIRMINGHAM
Market Extremely Dull
favorable to Movement
The trade

Closed

to Hamper C. F. &
—-Fremont
County Operations

compete profitably.

It is a case where the buyer is "writing his own ticket, and where operators
either have to accept the price offered,
or close down and await a more favorable time.
Retailers are selling very
little coal.
Industrial demand is dull
Production on a capacity basis grew
by such leaps and bounds during the
war that competition is very keen.

Fuel

is

DENVER
Strike

Mines

About

KANSAS CITY
Retail Stocks

County lump

West

and

Slack

LOUISVILLE

$3..50@$3.75; egg, $3@$3.25; slack,

90

Illinois screenings took a jump
sizes.
to .'lil.OO and are scarce at that figure.

South

is

$1.90, and Franklin
$4.25; egg, $4.05.

Southwest

to

Retail prices were off 2.5c. Smokeless
lump ranged $9.25@$10; mine run $7
@$7.25 and slack $6. Bituminous lump
was $7@$7.25; mine run $5.50 and
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PITTSBURGH
Market Continues Stagnant

—

—Check-Off

Decision Awaited Prospects of Wage
Scale Liquidation.
Sustaining of Judge Anderson's decree would probably

mean

a strike,

and

the expectation in coal circles is that
Conthe injunction will be sustained.
sumers show no interest in the matter
by way of buying, for the market is
altogether stagnant. Even sales of gas
coal are quite limited.
A very moderate rate of operation is
maintained, probably between 30 and
40 per cent, chiefly on contracts. Even
the adjacent non-union districts, which

COAL AGE
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have been getting the major part of
the business this year, are experiencing
a smaller demand than a month ago.

As

to the steel industry, the best that

can be said of it is that its rate of
operation has not decreased in the past
thirty days.

There is more or less gossip about
the impending wage scale negotiations,
to begin next February for the period
from April 1. The view that the men
would make a strong contest against
any reduction, by demanding an actual
advance, is much less prevalent than a
couple of months ago, many observers
now thinking that a moderate liquidation in the wage scale will be effected
without much difficulty.
Slack continues quotable at $1.30@
$1.50, being sacrificed as it has to be
produced in filling screened coal conOther grades are quotable at
tracts.
little more than asking prices, there
being few actual sales: Mine-run, $210
a-in.,
li-in.
@$2.20;
$2.60@$2.70;
domestic, $2.90@$3.25, per net ton at
mine, Pittsburgh district.
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be hauled on raili-oad lines and demurrage would then begin.
The spot furnace coke market is a
shade softer, with reports that $2.90
can be done, but there is question
whether the price applies to standard
Foundry coke is in extremely
grade.
light demand, and consumption has evidently decreased in the past few weeks.
The market is quotable $3(5)$3.10 for
spot furnace and $4@$4.50 for spot
foundry. No contract market has been
developed. The remainder of the year
would not constitute a contract period,
while there has been little negotiating
The Trumbull-Cliffs
for next year.
Furnace Co. is inquiring for 18,000 tons
month,
beginning
Jan. 1.
a
The Courier reports production in the
week ended Nov. 19 at 35,340 tons by
the furnace ovens and 33,340 tons by
the merchant ovens, making a total of
68,680 tons, an increase of 6,150 tons,
the increase in the furnace oven production being confined almost entirely to
the Steel Corporation.

Frick

Operations

Market
mand.

Is

—

—

Coke
—Increaxed
Sluggish Coal De-

Weaker

Operations of the Frick company
continue to advance steadily although
the furnace coke market and independent plant activity remains at the
point struck several weeks ago, when
buying was suddenly suspended in
some cases or sharply curtailed in
others.

The Frick campany now has a

total

of 3,014 ovens in blast, all being at
plants where the ovens are mechanically operated. The ovens burning are
Calumet, 1.50; Collier, 200; Continental
No. 1, 300; Hostetter, 260; Leisenring
No. 1, 300; Leisenring No. 2, 200;
Leisenring No. 3, 200; Lemont No. 2,
1.50;
Standard, 100; York Run, 300;
Youngstown, 150 and Colonial No. 1,
124.

Three dollars seems to be a firm
for what furnace tonnage is
moving but some operators are holding coke for price.
The foundry
market is quoted $4@$4.50 with indications of weakness.
The coal market likewise is sluggish.
Thick seam coal is $1.75@$1.80, with
?1.45@$1.50 for the thinner seams.
figure

CONNELLSVILLE
Demand

—

Fails to Increase Prices Are
Softer Steel Corporation's Production
Increases.

—

There has been a continued absence of
coke demand. Idle merchant furnaces are
indisposed to go into blast at this time,
for furnaces that recently blew in are
unable to ship all their current make,
the consumption of merchant pig iron
having evidently decreased in the past

month or six weeks. The furnaces in
operation seem to be fully supplied by
their contracts, and thus there is no
opportunity to sell furnace coke in any
tonnage.
The decreasing production of merchant coke in the past three weeks has
done no more than restore the balance
between production and consumption, if
it has done as much as that, while there
remains a considerable accumulation of
coke on track. There is no demurrage
piling upon thjs coke as the cars are
left on ovan sidings, but if the railroads
should get short of cars the coke would

be expected from this quarter until
Industry
generally throughout this section is
barely holding its own, and traffic on
the "railroads has receded since the
passing of the recent anticipated labor
after the first of the year.

difficulties.

In the Lake trade there are no developments of any particular interest
as the end of the season is rapidly being approached. There are some 3,000
cars on hand at the lower docks with

the number of cars in transit decreasing daily and the cleanup of the
season will be made shortly after Dec.
1.
Indications are that the total movement for the season will be close to
the 1920 total.
Retail yards are well stocked in anticipation of winter, but the continued
mild weather has retarded increased

demand from consumers.
the

supply

ample

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

UNIONTOWN

a result of the reient strike scare, and
their fuel
riMiuirements being
subnormal, little or no improvement can

Reduction in Tonnage Mined
Operators Refuse to Collect Strike Assessment.
Production remains about stationary.
month's output, up to and inNov. 20, amounted to 38,097
cars.
This is a reduction over the
month of October, the daily average
being 2,367 as against 2,381.
Acting under the advice of counsel,
the operators, who are members of the
Central Pennsylvania Coal Producer's
Association, will refuse to collect a

in

The

assessment of $1 a month
on the miners by the United
Mine Workers for the months of
November, December and January.
The assessment was levied to replenish the treasury which was greatly
depleted
by the strike in Mingo
County, W. Va., and in Alabama. A
special

special assessment is not a part of the
check-off agreement.
No statement has been received from
U.M.W. officials as to what stand will
be taken on the refusal of the operators
to collect the assessment.

EASTERN OHIO

—

Production Again Declines Industrial
Stocks Topheavy
Domestic Demand

Weak

A

—Prices

—

Off.

further slowing

down

is

reflected

week ended Nov.
The tonnage mined amounted to

in production for the
19.

383,000, or 61
per cent of rated
capacity.
This is 10 per cent lower
than the rate during the preceding
week.
The association mines worked
about 50 per cent of worktime and

produced

approximately

of

capacity.
figures

rated

Cumulative

55
for

per
the

cent

year

show that this field has produced 16,546,000 tons as against a potential
capacity for this period of 28,671,000
tons.
About 56 per cent of the potential capacity has been produced, based
on railroad ratings.
The volume of tonnage mined for
railroad fuel account has not abated
but, on the contrary, is somewhere between 40 and 50 per cent of output
at the present rate of production.
During the past ten days industrial
demand has retrogressed almost to the
vanishing point. It is predicated that,
under the present condition of manufacturing plants being well stocked as

natural

Furthermore,
gas continues
it

is

not expected that there will be a change
in the retail
situation until severe
weather.
With the lethargy that exists in industrial demand, prices on spot coal
have succumbed to weaker tendencies.

ANTHRACITE

cluding

placed

of

many communities, and

Holiday Again Affects Production

mand
As

—De-

Slightly Decreased.

usual something seems to interfere with the production of anthracite
each week. Thanksgiving Day caused
the mines to be closed throughout the
region and in some cases caused a
slack Friday.
It is probable that the number of holidays that have been taking place in the
anthracite field during November has
offset the slightly lessened demand for
coal.
All of the mines have been working full time with the exception of the
holidays.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Weaker Markets Depress Prices

—R.R.

cellations General
tion Maintained.

—

CanFuel Produc-

Fairmont
Aside from railroad fuel there was
coal produced during the week
ended Nov. 19.
Western shipments
were at a minimum, a weak market
in that section resulting in many cancellations.
Even prepared coal was
softer, ranging $2.50@$2.75; mine run
was $1.45@$1.75 and slack $l(a)$1.55.
little

Northern Panhandle
The market was very inactive espeinsofar as the West was concerned and production suffered slightly.
The output of railroad fuel was sufficient to maintain the output at only
50 per cent of capacity.
Demand for
prepared sizes slumped so that about
the only outlet was to Northern points.
cially

UPPER POTOMAC
Sluggish Market

—

Continues
ProducRate Unimproved.
Dormant markets continued during
the week ended Nov. 19.
With the
extremely low prices it was impossible
for mines to resume operation and
only those few who
had contract
orders were running.
Some Big Vein
coal was being produced, however, and
a few mines in Tucker County were
tion

operating, but elsewhere there

much mine

activity.

was not

@
December

1,
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not over 80,000 tons, with "no markets"
A car
still in excess of 100,000 tons.
shortage also interfered with producRailroad fuel
tion to some e.xtent.
shipments were a trifle stronger and
mines worked about three days.

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Domestic

Hard Hit

907

Northeastern Kentucky

— Operators

Weaker
—Demand
More Mines Closing—Short-

age of Cars.
New River and the Gulf
New River production was reduced
to the very minimum during the weeli
mines
Additional
ended Nov. 19.
closed during the week, among them
14 operations of the New River Coal
Co., which threw 3,000 miners out of
work. Tidewater inquii-ies carried such
low pi-ices that few orders were acWith the smaller production
cepted.
which went to Western
of lump,
markets, nut and slack were a little
stronger.
Cancellations materially reduced the

output which was much below
cancellations
weeks.
These
recent
affected Western shipments principally,
although Tidewater shipments also
Prices under
were being curtailed.
such conditions were soft, only lump
being salable on a spot basis.

There was a most decided slump in
production, not more than 75,000 tons
or 30 per cent of capacity being mined.
"N'o markets" were responsible for
more than 50 per cent loss and there
was a marked slump in prepared

demand.
Virginia
Production continued at the rate of
about 60 per cent with only the larger
plants

in

Inquiries

operation.

were

being received but the best prices which
could be obtained from these were
lower than producers generally could
afford to accept.

Gulf

Pocahontas and

Tui; River

By requisitioning empties from the
Pennsylvania and other roads the N.
succeeded in reducing a car shortage in the Pocahontas field during the
week.
These losses, however, were
still hea\'y and about equal to those
from "no markets." Tidewater business was small, the bulk of production
moving West, where the lump demand
had slumped a trifle. It was difficult
to market other grades so that contracts after all, constituted the major-

& W.

ity of the business.

Tug River production was limited to
about 83,000 tons, both "no markets"
and railroad disability being responsible for the curtailment of production.
Western movement was the best, there
being no demand at Tidewater.
Prepared demand was also decreasing.

Some

larger mines
heavily to steel companies.
of

the

shipped

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

.SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—

Dull Period Closes Many Mines Market Stagnant and Prices Sag.
The dullest period of the year is now
being faced and many more mines are
down for want of business. This leaves
only two or three of the larger operations running in the Straight Creek
field.

Many mines

in

Harlan County

are also being closed and it is reported
that the majority of those now running
will soon cease operation unless conditions improve very materially.
With practically no demand, prices
have fluctuated a great deal, good Harlan and Straight Creek block being
sold $3@$3.75 and slack, 90c.@$1.25.

Middle West
MID-WEST REVIEW

—

Market Extremely Stagnant DomesSteam Coah in
tic Stocks Topheavy

—
— Check-Off

Rtdnotis Competition
tlement Necessary.

—

— Poorer Markets
Car Shortage More Apparent Heavier

Production Drops-

Southern Appalachian

Distress Tonnage.

Kanawha
With

cancellations
more or less
general it was inevitable that production should undergo a decrease during the week ended Nov. 19.
There
was a good deal of distress coal on
the market, resulting from operators
shipping on consignment.
This depressed prices further as the spot

demand was unimproved.
Logan axd Thacker
Logan producers were handicapped
by poor transportation facilities. Not
more than 40 per cent of capacity was
being produced, although mines had
orders for more coal than that.
Demand was by no means general and
was not strong enough to harden
prices.
There was a fairly large tonnage of mine run moving on contract
and prepared sizes sold well on the
spot market.
Williamson production suffered a decline, largely because of a suspension
of Western orders.
The output was

Set-

The coal market in the Middle West
went to depressing levels last week,
as practically no interest was shown
by the public in purchasing either steam

majority of dealers long since filled
their bins to overflowing and are utilizing storage space in the open in the
vicinity of their yards or along railroad sidings.
The public is not buying, largely beThe
cause they haven't the money.
writer happened to be in a little town
in Ohio during the eai-ly part of the
week. The dealer there had his bins
full to overflowing and advised us he
saw no prospects in the immediate
future for emptying them, as the farmers in a great many cases are so badly
hit they have been unable to purchase
more than one ton or so at a time,
when they have been able to purchase
at all, while in a great many cases they
have discontinued the use of coal entirely, relying rather on the wood pile.
Dealers report it is an easy matter to
sell coal if one wishes to sell it topeople of doubtful credit.
Steam markets are very dull. Illinois
and Indiana operators have suffered to
some extent from inroads of Eastern:
coal, as Eastern steam fuel has been
shipped into Indiana as low as 60c.
The Indiana operators are trying75c.
to hold their coal firm at 51.25 and in
some cases $l.oO@S1.75. Industries in.
the Middle West are not operating
enough to consume even the meager
tonnage which our mines are producing
from week to week. Competition has
reached the point where it is extremely
harmful and prices on distress coal are
consequently slashed to levels as muchas $1 a ton below cost.
Unemployment in the industrial centers is general and the number of unemployed in some of our manufacturing
centers is increasing rather than decreasing, as the daily press would have
us believe. In a great many communities local organizations of business men
have had to get together to raise money
in order to keep the unemployed from
actual want and suffering.
The coal trade is in a state of uncertainty and this unsatisfactory state of
affairs will continue until the Circuit
Court judges in Chicago come to a definite decision in regard to Judge Anderson's injunction against the check-off.

Operators and wholesalers are having a
difficult time to define their policy until a
It is hoped that
decision is reached.
To
this will come at an early date.
sav the least, the atmosphere of suspense is harmful to all concerned.

INDIANA

or domestic coals.

The domestic market proved

to be
Usually at this time

particularly poor.
of the year operators who produce a
good domestic coal are swamped with
orders, as late November is the peak
The week's business
of the season.
booked by operators with mines in Indiana and Illinois does not equal the
tonnage booked, for instance, in any
week in July. In short, the domestic
market can best be described as being
in a state of paralysis, and whether
or not this is merely a temporary phase
or is going to prove peiinanent for the
rest of the winter, is a matter under
discussion.
The general outlook is pessimistic.
The weather during the last week or so,
has been unseasonably warm. This, of
course, had some slight influence on the
market, but not enough to have affected
Retail dealers have bought
it entirely.
far more coal than they need.
This
has arrived and is in their bins, if they
have the bin room, but more generally
the coal is on the ground, as the great

Weather Hurts Retail Trade
Steam Market Extremely Sluggish.

Warm

—

Although prices, especially for domestic, appear to be a trifle stronger,
the demand for any of the various
grades is subnormal. Retailers declare
that only approximately half the domestic coal for the winter has been
placed. Thev have been doing all that
possibly could be done to stimulate this
sort of" buying, but the public generally
has turned deaf ears toward all warnings.

Most of the retailers have fair stocks.
The big contributing factor in the slow
movement of domestic coal has been the
weather. There has been virtually n»
low temperature up to the present time.
Steam prices show no change. Because of a variety of quotations, it is
get at an average price. Coal

difficult to

is selling at the mines for what it will
bring, depending on how badly the company needs the money. For a time it
seemed that the demand was increasing,
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but during the past week there has been
a severe slump. Many industries have
production as

failed to increase their
was e.xpected.
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higher prices if warm
keeps on, which will curtail
Prices are shown in the
Weekly Review.

Railroad tonare bolow the circular.
nage has been light the past week.

anticipating

Car supply

production.

is

plentiful.

Somewhat similar conditions prevail
the Duquoin field and in Jackson
ounty. although working time at some
mines is not as good as the Carterville
average. Mt. Olive field conditions are
beginning to cause distress among the
miners. There seems to bo no demand
for either steam or domestic.
Such
screenings as are produced apply on
Railroad tonnage keeps up
contracts.

weather

in

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Brings Congestion at
Mines—Screenings Are Short DomcDRailroad Tonnage
tic at Standstill

Weather

Mild

—

—

WESTERN KENTUCKY

i

Light.

Conditions in the Carterville field
are as bad now as at any time durinp
the summer.. A month ago there was
a plentiful supply of everything exToday lump is the cause
cept lump.
of most of the trouble and screenings
now
short.
are
Domestic business is
almost at a standstill every^vhere.
.\
little
tonnage moves to the North.
Elsewhere even inquiries are few.
Some mines have been idle for a
week at a time. This has caused the
independents to cut prices on all sizes
and some quotations from the regulars

fairly well.

The

Standard

field

is

feeling

the

warm weather to a worse
perhaps than the other disIt is almost impossible to move
tricts.
lump, while mines having railroad
orders of mine run are about the only
ones showing any steady work.
Domestic business in St. Louis has
almost stopped
on
Standard coal.
Steam business is fairly good on screenings. Operators are holding these back
of the

i-tfo'ts

extent

Demand

Stoiv and Produrtion Being
Screenings Weaker hut No
Overproduction Rirer Marhets Sought.

Curtailed

—

—

Operators are reducing production as
the n.arkct is unable to absorb a
Mines are operating
heavy output.
around two days a week. Screenings
are hard to sell, but with production
considerably
off,
sizes
of prepared
screenings arc not seriously affected.
Western Kentucky is endeavoring to
develop a better market on the lower
Ohio and Mississippi, and there is a
slow but steady increase in the amount
of river equipment owned by operators.
One large company is reported to have
very well laid plans for barging coal
to New Orleans, for export to Cuba.

become resident manager in .\..«
Y"ork City of the Stonega Coke and Coal I'o.
and Wcntz Co.
The Combustion EnirineerinK Corporation,
New York Cit.v, recently opened two branch
oftlce.s,
one at Charlotte, N, C, and the
other at Seattle, Wash., where it is represented by Fryer-Barker Co.
."igncd to

News Items
From Field and Trade

OHIO
ILLINOIS
.4.

Mitcliell.

the Mitchell

ot"

&

Dillon Coal

has been appointed commercial arbifor the Chicago
Wholesale Coal
Shippers Association.
He will act with
arbitrators to be selected by the operators
and retailers.
His selection was recommended as a means of co-operating with
the Chicago Association of Commerce in
Co..

trator

matters.
The arbitrators will cona .standing committee to represent
the trade in disputes within or without the
coal trade itself.
The Binkley Coal Co.. Chicago, has filed
notice of increase in capital from $100,000
to $500. 'lOO for proposed expansion.
.\ force of coal drillers are prospecting
in the Elk Prairie coal field tor the Nason
Coal Co. of Chicago. This company expects
to establish a mining site In the .south part
of Elk Prairie.
Some surface land has
already been bought by the company in
that section.
coal

stitute

INDIANA
The

District

-iyrsliire

Francisco,

Collieries

has increased

from

$6.i0,000
Fire, which

to

its

Co..

capital

at

the immediate development of a large tract
of coal property in that section.
The company has a site aggregating about 20,000
acres, a portion of which only will be
used at the present time. N. A. Cramer is

manager.
.ludge A. M. J. Cochran, of the Federal
District Court. Lexington, has issued an
order preventing F, M. Maxey, Henr.v M.
-MUler. Charles W. White, or the Maxey
Development Co., from interfering with the

Fidelity & Columbia Trust Co
Louisville,
receivers for the Colombia-Panama Coal
Co.
The order enjoins them from interfering in any way with the reoeiver in
taking possession of all properties of the
,

company.
.\ndrew P, Hillenbrand, Sr., Andrew P.
Hillenbrand, Jr., and Oscar Hillenbrand,
operators of the Progress Pressed Brick
Co., have taken over the J. H. Beckett Coal
Co., Louisville, and will operate as the
•
Progress Coal Co.
Harry H. Kallaway has assumed general
supervision of the Kentucky interests of the
Bertha Coal Co., Pittsburgh, which includes
the Sarah, Elsie and Jessie mines at Dalna,
as well as the Isabella Mine at Blackey.

in

KENTUCKY
recent

Watson, of Fairmont, W. Va. was a
A-isitor

in

Pineville

in

connection

with his interest on Pucketts Creek, Harlan
County,
I.. .4. Powell of the Alex. T. Malcomson
Coal Co.. Louisville was in Pineville recently.

^he
Mineral

Central Krntarky Block Coal &
Co.. Lewisport. is arranging for

The Peerless Lime & Coal Co,, Canton,
has been chartered with a capital of $50.000 to mine coal, lime and other materials.
Incorporators are E, F. James, August Heiman, Felix Shipley, Albert Ess and Joseph
A, Seitert.

Secretary R. R. YeaBle.v of the Indiana
t'o.-il
Merchants' Association was a
visitor to the Cincinnati wholesale

Retail
recent
trade.

George Stalimer, president of the Fort
Dearborn Coal Co., visited the Cincinnati
offices of his corporation
to Chicago after a visit to
tricts .fouth and East.

while returning
the mining dis-

& Minine

offices

of

that

cor-

Homer L, North is now the Akron representative of the Wholesale Coal Co., Pittsburgh, ,succeeding T, J. McNamara.

paratus and general mining machinery. A
railroad line will be installed at the mines.

The Marion Mine of the AVest Fenn Coal
Co.. near Udell was put into operation re-

Till

<

ciitral .Missouri

Coal

Co..

City, recently organized, is preparing a list of machinery and equipment
for installation at coal properties at Hibernia,
where extensive development is
planned.
The equipment will comprise
boilers, engines, conveyors, pumping ap-

John

KANSAS

J. O.

Ohio took a part. Governor Harry L. Davis
of Ohio has given orders to the reorganized purchasing department that nothing
but Ohio-mined coal shall be purchased tor
state institutions.
This rule is to be adhered to without question during his administration.
The question came up because of a purchase of West Viriginia coal
at an advance of $1,11 over the price tor
which Ohio coal of the same grade could
be purchased.

Jefferson

McManus, secretary-treasurer,

is

in

charge.

The Atchison roal mines, heretofore held
by the Carlisle and Waggener coal companies, have been acquired by W. L. Cook
and Frederick Evans, Kansas City, Mo,
The new owners plan to operate the property, which has been idle for a number of
years past. New pumping machinery and
operating equipment will be installed at an
early date.

agitation in which pracoperators and shippers of

visited the Cincinnati
poration recently.

.MISSOURI

the Whlt-

entry off the north main entrance of the
mine, making it necessary to close operations until repairs are made.
The Fort Dearborn Coal Co. has announced that it will discontinue the district office
In
Indianapolis
Representatives in the
Indiana districts will hereafter report to
the main office of the company in Chicago.

an

coal

C.

$750,000.

has smouldered

all

H. .lenkins, general manager for the
Hutchinson Coal Co., of Fairmont, W. Va.,

stock

comb Mine, west of Clinton, for more than
a year, recently broke out near the lateral

Following
tically

NEW YORK

land.
T. B. Cross of the

Davis Colliery Co. was

New York on business recently.
H. B. Martin of the W. H. Greene Coal
and the Greenmar Coal Co., with headquarters at Elkins, was a recent visitor In
Weston.
E. T. Christmas, formerly manaeer of
the coal and coke export department. W.
R. Grace and Co., New York Citv, has rein

cently after having been idle since last DeFor the present the company will
confine its activities to shipping coal, with
the hope that before long manufacture of

cember.

Geiiree M. Carpenter, Sr., European manager of the Xew York Coal Export Co.,
Inc., Xew York City, with headquarters in
Paris, Prance, arrived on the French line
steamer La Savoie. Mr. Carpenter has been
in Europe, in the interest of the above company, for the past eight months.
Edward H. Zimmerman, New Y'ork manager of the Imperial Coal Corporation, returned recently after a tour of New Eng-

Co.

PENNSYLVANIA

coke will be resumed.
The Laurel Mining

Co.. of which H. M.
Kephart of Connellsville is president, resumed operations recently at its plant a
mile west of Confluence, along the West-rn
Maryland. The resumption marks the completion of improvements which have been

progress for several months.

in

The

tip-

ples have been rebuilt, conveyors covered
and a bin of 300 tons capacity erected.

In a spectacular fire that could be seen
for miles, the tipple at the Tremont mine
of the Pittsburgh Coal Co. between Fayette
City and Belle Vernon, was completely de.stroyed recently.
The loss will r»ach about
$20,000.

George M. Crawford has withdrawn from
management of the Pittsburgh Mining
to form the Crawford Ma-

the

Machinery Co.

chinery Co.. House
The new company
Flor.v

Building. Pittsburgh.
represent the S.
In that district.

will

Manufacturing Co.

December

1.
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The Pittsburgh & Erie Coal

Co.

is

taking

advuntage of beiiisr sliut down by experimenting" with an Oldroyd mining machine
and an improved Halby loading machine in
the mine at BraznelL
Holders of warrants for mineral rights
under navigable rivers in Pennsylvania are
not entitled to a patent from the State, if
a long period of years is allowed to elapse
The
after the issuance of the warrant.
West Penn Power Co. called in the Department of Internal Affairs, which issues
matter
ruling
on
this
a
patents to make
and this department referred it to the
Attorney General. The latter held that the
company is not entitled to the rights. The
warrant, now in the possession of the power
company, was granted to A. M. Fulton ir^
1864. the survey having been returned to
the Land Othce and accepted in 1865. Thd
Attorney General's Department in an opinion points out that the river was declared
An act of
navigable by an act of 1798.
1S4S authorized the Surveyor General to
issue warrants for areas not exceeding on€
hnndred acres in the bed of any public
The act o%
navigable river in the State.
1S4S. required payment of the purchase
money to be made to the State within ten
years.
In this case the warrantee waited
fifty-seven years before asking for tha
patent, and the state held him guilty of
laches and of failure to comply with the
statutory requirements and hence not entitled to a patent.

The Denver Ire and Fuel Co. of San
Antonio, which does a retail coal business
in that city, has been incorporated with a
Incorporators
capital stock of $51,000.
are: Charles H. Gurinsky, B. Uhlig, Claude
A. Nichols and J. E. Goggenshall.

The Anderson County Coal Co. has been
organized at Palestine, and charter filed
with the secretary of state. The company
is capitalized
at $100,000 and the incorporators are: J. J. Barry. Thomas F. Mc-

T. W. .\rnett. president of the Antler
Coal Co., Fairmont, has returned from a
business trip to Cleveland.
During his
absence he was also present at a meeting

Gim, W.

J.

Mar-shall

A

state charter has been issued to the
The capital
St. Benedict.
is $30,000 and the purpose of the
company is mining and prejiaring and shipping coal and the manufacture of coke. J.
W. Peale. New York City, is treasurer and
one of the incorporators, the others being
G. E. Metzger. St. Benedict, Pa., and F. D.
Peale, Summit, N. J.

stock

Rnbprt MaoFarland, of Springdale, Alleghanv Countv, has resigned as superintendent of the Oakmont Mine of the Diamond Coal & Coke Co.. and has been succeeded by David Kyan, of Brownsville.

The com-

and others.

pany will develop extensive lignite
in .Ar.derson County near Palestine.

beds

UTAH
The Utah Steel Corporation's plant may
be considerably enlarged in the near future
as a result of a merger wMth a California
concern. Prominent coal men of Salt
City are interested in the project.

Lake

A

group of 23 representative Salt Lake
City business men were shown around
several of Carbon County's large mines in
connection with a plan of the Price Commercial Club to interest business men of
the state in the city and county.

Improvements costing $1W00 are being
to the Audenried colliery of the I,e& Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. in the

Gordon Co. of

WEST VIRGINIA
President L. 15. Ramse.y of the Logan
Fuel Co., which has iis main office at Charleston, was in Logan County field during

made

two months.

Hr lias made no such suggestion
lion.
and tlie coal specialists at the Department
of Commerce were at a loss to know on
what such an article was based.

New loading racks have been built and
other new equipment installed at the Bowie
Coal Mines, near Bowie, which reopened
recently after a long shutdown.

VIRGINIA

.liiKh

IHazleton district. Among the additions are
office quarters and a wash house for employees.
The work has been under w-ay
for some time and will be completed within

909

The Richmond office of the Interstate
Coal & Dock Co.. has been closed and its
business moved to Norfolk. Several transfers have been made in the Baltimore and
Washington offices of
The Heaton Coal

this

company.

Co.

of

Tacoma

is

B. S. Wright. Norfolk manager for the
Callaghan-.-Vtkinson Co., has returned from
New York where he had been on business.

Cosgrove & Wynkoop Co. has announced
its Norfolk office, the business
to be handled by another coal agency to be
announced later.
W. A. Shea, manager
the closing of

New York

the Scottish Rite Masons and Osiris
Temple Mystic Shriners at Wheeling.
A recent visitor in the Fairmont field
was C. K. Brown of Morguntown, assistant
director of mining extension school work at
the West Virginia University.
R. B. Isner. who only recently became
connected with the Old Dominion Coal Corporation is convalescing from a recent illness during which he was confined in a
of

hospital at Charle.ston.

&

W. W. Woodruff of the Woodruff Coal
Iron Co.. Pittsburg, was a recent business
visitor in the Monongalia County field.

H. Johnson, of Bellaire. Ohio, president of the Chesapeake Coal Co. spent a
few days in the Fairmont region recently,
inspecting the plant of the company in
which he is interested.
Carl Scholz. of Charleston, vice president
and general manager of the Raleigh-Wyoming Coal Co.. made a trip to Chicago recently on business connected with the comT.

pany

in

which he

offices.

interested.

is

A

visitor recently in the Charleston marwas Fred Legg of Cincinnati, presiKanawha Coal Co.
dent of the Logan
recent visitor at He\^vood .Junction was
A. D. Carr. of the Seminole Gas Coal Co..

ket

planning development work, involving the
purchase of electrical coal mining equipment. L. L. Heaton is president.

goes to the

the latter part of October.

&

A

Cincinnati, whicli operates the mining plant
at that point.
W. J. Kelley of the Main Island Creek

Coal Co., with headquarters at Huntington,
paid the Cincinnati office of this company
a recent visit.
The following coal companies in West
Virginia have recently increased their capital stock
Dartniont Coal Co.. from $75.000 to $100,000; Harlan Coal Co., from
$400,000 to $800,000 Union Fuel Co.. from
$50,000 to $ino.O'iO Can.von Coal and Coke
Co., from $500,000 to $750,000;
Kellev's
Creek Colliery Co.. from $1,400,000 to
$1,000. 000
Rex Colliery Co.. from $150,000
:

;

The H.

Frick Coke Co. has decided
to replace the old tipple at the Whitney
plant of the Hostetter-Connellsville Coke
i'o. with a new tipple of modern design and

much

C.

larger capacity.

has an office in Philadelphia. It has valumining properties in Maryland, and
has contracts with New York penal institutions and various railroads.
It is claimed
the company is solvent, having assets of
approximately $200,000, against liabilities
able

of $134,000.

Johnstown and New Florence capitalists
have organized a companv to be known as
the .S. E. Dickey Coal Co.. with headquarters in Johnstown, for the purpose of operating coal mines at New Florence on a
tract of 1.3Sn acres of valuable coal land
in that section.
The coal is said to run
S.OOO tons to the acre and is adjacent to
the main line of the Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania Department

of Mines

soon call a conference of the inspectors

of both the anthracite

:

D. C.

The Gans Steamship Line, in a brief filed
Supreme Court, opposes the applicaof Barber and Co.. and the No'^'a
Scotia Steel and Coal Co.. for review of the
judgment in the lower court
$200,000
in the

tion

P. F. Dickerman has been appointed receiver for the Georges Creek & PhoenLx
-MininiT Corporation, of Phoenix Crossing.
Md., on a bill in equity filed by a creditor
and with the consent of the company to a
receivership being created.
The company

will

WASHINGTON,

and the bituminous

regions to take further action regarding
the prevention and subduing of mine fires.
Many of these which in some instances
have produced serious results have originated in abandoned mine workings.

against the latter companies for failure to
deliver a vessel at a fixed time under a
charter party.

The Navy Department was sharply

Because it advanced for argument a rate
case from Texas and the New York gas
rate case the Supreme Court did not reach
the Morrisdale Coal Co. case under the
Lever Law for argument as had been
scheduled. The coal case will not be argued
until Dec. 5.
Representatives of the Stoker Alanufactnrers*

TEXAS
The Daroo Corporation, a subsidiarv of
the ,\etna Powder Co.. has begun the erection of a plant in Marshall, to cost $1,500,000, for the reduction of Texas lignite in
the production of carbon to be used in

the manufacture of numerous products.
A tract of land underlaid with thick veins
of lignite has been purchased by this company about ten miles from Marshall, and a
.standard gage railroad will be built from
Jlarshall to the mines.

The City Ice and Fuel Company of San
Antonio, which conducts a retail coal business, has filed an amendment to its charter increasing the capital stock from $85,000 to $112,500.

re-

buked when the House Committee on Appropriations recently declined to recommend
any of the more than $27,000,000 additional
funds requested for the current year.
Included in the amount was $12,500,000 for
fuel for the balance of the year ending
The committee took the
June 30, 1922.
position that Congress had refused these
appropriations at the last session and that
the Navy should have shaped its policy accordingly.
At the last session the Navy
requested thirty million dollars for fuel,
which was cut to ten millions by the House.
A revised estimate of 17* million dollars
was adopted by the Senate and reluctantly
agreed to by the House.

.Association

of

America have ten-

dered the services of that association to the

of Commerce and have expressed willingness to co-operate in anyway
with the department so as to make available reliable information in connection with
the manufacture of mechanical stokers.
The representatives also are interested in
coal classification, which they discussed
with officials of the Bureau of Mines. They
urged that coal be sold and statistics collected on a B.t-u. basis.

:

to $175,000.

The Greenmont Coal Co.. the Preston
Coal Co. and the Islipeming Coal Co. have
filed certificates of dissolution in the office
of Secretary of State of West Virginia and
the Homestead Coal Co. has surrendered
its charter.
The Deaker Hill Coal Co. has
withdrawn from the state.

C. E. Cowan, chief engineer of the Jamison Coal & Coke Co., with headquarters at
Greensburg. Pa., spent a few days in the

Fairmont region recently.
Early in September a preliminary organization of the .Mary Elizabeth Coal Co. of
Huntington was affected and general offices
established by the company. H. H. Morris,
controls much of the stock in the new
company, w^s chosen as its first president
and much of the stock has been subscribed
for.
Development of the property of the
new concern comprising about 2,000 acres
in the Sewell seam located on the Milam
Fork branch of the Virginia Ry, in Wyo-

who

ming County

is

now under way and

will

be

rapidly completed.

Wheeling people are behind the newly
organized Aetna Development Co., which
with a capital

stock of $150,000 will be
active in the N'orthern Panhandle region.
Principally interested in the new concern
are Charles L. Sonneborn. John E. Stevenson, Charles C. ^^'oods, Henry G. Stifle
and 2dwin F. Kline, all of 'Wlieeling.

Department

Publication in England of the statement
to the effect that Secretary Hoover has suggested the formation of an association
which would include producers, consumers,
dealers, transportation companies and all
others importantly interested in coal has
been called to Secretary Hoover's atten-

ALASKA
landoffice field agent reports
that there has been some recent development on a vein of lignite on Chicken Creek,
but that lack of transportation prevents
a general use of the coal. The Government

The general

mine at Eska Creek was closed in
September for the winter. Evan Jones has
prospected a large vein of coal on his
leasing unit and will supply coal for the
local market and the Government railroad.
The Navy has been doing considerable
prospecting work near Chickaloon and Coal
Creek and hopes to develop a high grade
coal

coal.

—
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He Was on inspector for forty
Vine the oldest "in point of con-

reeentlv
;.«'"

tinuous service and

Traffic

yeax.. In th.- state's

in

tlon at a meeting of the as.soclalion held
at Fairmont on
^*^V.r^" of^ole^r^soci'iUon
--^^full^;^.:"

"-tl^finu^

News

C. C. the
In the comptaint lo mo I
Smofcrle-H Fuel to. and otlier». of Charlesall.se unreasonable demurraKe
ton
veschnVcc* on coal tor transshipment by
a.
sels at Norfolk and Lambert's roinl. \
Ditroit al.>liirk .McFiulden and others of
Irom
l4.ce unreasonable raies on anthracite
mines in F'ennsylvania to Detroit durme

He was at one time
Tuckahoe. N. Y.
a director of the Wholesale Coal Trade As
sociation of .\'ew York and had a wide

at

WVa

i-ir.l..

of

fri.'iids

in

cn;il

lb.-

{"

t^^:!^'^

^vl.'s

was ,.given lo the beli.t
Kxpres.sion
\pre.^
the numbers that the West Virginia
the ca.se had been well presented
of the evidence thus
basis
aiwl tlisit on Ihe
presented the .oinmission would not sanction a.ny widening of the differential.
'

,d,.;,

.

.

among

trade.

side of

Alabama .Mining Institute
Alabiinia Coal Operators' .-Vssociahas been ilis.sohvd and llie membership organized into the Alabama Wining InFrank H. Crockard. presidint of
stitute.
the Woodward Iron Co.. has h.-i-ii .licted
president of the institute, and Krank Nelvice president, with .lames L.
.son.
.Ir..
All of these offiDavidson as secretary.
cials held the same positions with the old

Kederal control.
The llllnoU foul Truffle Burrnu has b.en
illowed to intervene in the complaint of the
MilHiiiikee A!.>ioelntioii of Conimeree

2li

The

tion

rolnt-

Duinc to rate.s on hard and soft coal from
be
luth and Superior, which are alleged lo

prejudicial to Milwaukee,
\ petition ha.s been filed with the Stale
the
Public Itililies Commission of Utah by the
BambrrEer Klectric R.K. asking that joml
Utah Ry. he directed to institute
to Ogilen
through rates on coal from points Utah
and
which Iho
A similar request in were
defendants, was
Los .Angeles roads
prounil
the
on
ago
time
short
reiecteil a
lo
equivalent
be
that to grant it would
making the If. P. system -short haul it-

ctivities of
The aims and
organization.
ilong practhe institute will be directed
tically the .same lines as foll(nvi..u by tne
opera'tor.s' association, but the membership
will include men from every branch of the
milling industry.
;

between Provo and Ogden.

self

the
In response to the Jones Resolution
transInterstate Commerce Commission h.is
contracts
mitted to the Senate copies of
cornand agreements of .\merican railroad
lines ana
forpi^n steamship line
foreign
......
pan'"", «iih
an
oei...lor Kansdell, La., has inlrorluced
amendment lo the pending railroad funding
with
thereunder
settlements
forbid
bill to
•agreements.
such
to
party
roads acting as
Among the agreements, which appears to
be the oldest, and which was to opeiate

was one executed in l^^>( neNorth
tween the Baltimore & Ohio and the service
German Llovd Steamship Co.. for under
between Bremen and Baltimore,
Baltiin
build
agreed
to
railroad
which the
more Harbor an adjoining coal yard. U

Publications Received
Rome

ton.

The I C. C. has authorized the Great
Northern K.v. to establish rales on coke
between Du'luth and AVadena. Minn., the
same as rates bv the direct line between
these points and lo maintain higher rates

This authority
intermediate points.
at
shall not include intermediate points as
to which the haul is not longer than that
competitive
of the direct line between
The rates from Dululh to other
points.
intermediate points such as Albany to
to Avon
rale
the
Hewitt shall not exceed
by greater amounts than the present rates
to these intermediate points txct-ed the
The rales shall not
present rate lo Avon.
e.tceed the lowest combination of rales.

The Alabama. Tennessee and

Korthern

Railroad Corporation has requested authority to execute an agreement with the Coal
and Iron National Bank of New York as
lessor covering 230 gondola cars -and r>0
flat cars and lo issue $372,010 of 6 per cent
equipment trust notes thereunder.
The l,on-Na»h Coal and Mining Co.. operating a mine at Rentchltr Station, is
seeking assistance of the Illinois Public
Utilities Commission to compel the Louisville and Nashville lo install a switch at
the mine.

Obituary
Albert E. Smith. 78 years old. president

of the Liverpool Salt and Coal Co.. Hartford. W. Va.. and for many years a resident of Cincinnati died recently at HartMr.
ford, following a paralytic stroke.

Smith had been in Hartford on business
for a week and was preparing to return
to Cincinnati when he was stricken and died
several hours later. He was also president
of the Jackson Coal Co.. Cincinnati.

Eugene Frank Hartland. manager

of the

Pittsburg office of the F. A. Fish Coal Co.,
Mr.
Toronto, died recently in PitLsburg.
Hartland was widely known in the coal
trade in Ontario and throughout the Pittsbur;-: coal fields and will be remembered
as Iviving had charge for some time of the
gas roal distribution of the Fuel -Administration.

Numerous applicants are already in the
as the successor to Thomas K. Adams.
Mercer, Pa., bituminous inspector who died

field

Oxide

riflratiiin

Cii

fn

Pp.
Bulletin n!».
University of Illinois.
(>
X 9 in. Charts and tables. Prepared
62
under n cooperative agreiTneni between
thiStation
of
Bxperiment
Rnginfering
the
University, the Illinois Slate Geological
Survey, and the Bureau of Mines.
;

indefinitely,

was also stipulated that the r-ailroad should
deliver always for the use of vessels at
the pier a sufficient quantity of the best
fresh Cumberland coal at a price that was
price
to be always .tUc. under the market
at Baltimore and never exceeding $.5 a

Conditions .\fferling the I'Hefu

of

JOHN

A.

With deep regret

VERNER

the death after a brief illness, Oct. 10,
1921. of John A. Verner. one of the early
Mr. Verner
stale mine inspectors of Iowa.

was born and educated in Germany. He
came to this country in the early seventies
and as state mine inspector

Iowa

in

for

was held in the highest
esteem by all who knew him. Mr. Verner
was a charier member of the Mine InspecHe was a strong
tors' Institute of .America.
thirteen

Investigiitinn of Warm-.Vir Furnacen and
I'niversity of Illinois
IlentiaK S.vsleni
4ri
Pj).
6 x 9 in.; illu.«
Bulletin 12o.
The third bultrated
charts and tables.
letin of a series on warm-air. furnace re-
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Coal Age chronicles

years

advocate of the dangers of coal dust in creating and propagating mine explosions.
Few men were better read in mining literature than Mr. Verner and his loss will be
keenly felt by his many friends and associates.
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Association Activities
New

River Operators' Association

the New River
received the principal attention of
field
operators at a meeting of the association
held in Charleston on Nov. 9, the meeting
It was
bringing forth a large attendance.
stated, as a matter of fact, that the attendance was larger than at any meeting
in recent years.
Lack of market has caused a suspension
of operations at fully three-fourths of the
plants in the field, high wage costs eliminatAs mating producers from the market.
ters now stand, coal cannot be sold at prevailing prices except at a loss. C. C. Beury,
head of the Beechwood Coal & Coke Co.,
presided in the absence of G. H. Caperton,
who was out of the city. Although no mention was made of the "check-off," it is presumed that the meeting was originally
called lo consider that question.

Conditions of inactivity

in

emy

of

.Sciences,

Siiiilhsoiiiaii

Institute,

Washington, D. C, pp. 35. No. 15, 7 x 10 in.
Coke Oven Accidents In the United States
D. partment of the Interior. Bureau of
Technical Paper 293.
Pp. 31
6
Mines.
X 9 in. charts and tables. Covers accidents at coke ovens during the calendar
year 1920.

—

;
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Coming Meetings
The American Institute of Consulting Kngineers. Inc., will hold its annual meeting
1922, at the Engineers' Club, 32
West 4dth St., New York City, Secretary
Nassau St.. New York
F. A. Molilor,
City.
West Virginia Coal Mining Institnte will
hold its next meeting Dec. 6 and 7 at either
SecCharleston or Huntington. W. Va.
retary, R. E. Sherwood. Charleston, W'. Va.
3.''i

New England Wliolesale Coal Association
annual meeting Jan. 10, 1922,
Sec-relary. R. S. Townat Boston, Mass.
send, 27 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.

will hold its

Morgantown Wholesale Coal
Association
The association is co- linuing

its

regular

meetings at Morgantow n. where it is holding weekly dinners. Ai the last meeting a
in the
of importance
number
of questions
'
"
'~~

'
taking
the discussion
"
trade were discussed,
Although business condia wide range.
tions are not what might be regarded as
very favorable, the opinion was expressed
that belter things might soon be looked for
in the foal trade.
'

West

Virginia
Association
Although the meeting seems

Northern

.

Operators'

.

to

have been

orisinallv called for the purpose of considering the check-off decision, yet that
question was not under official considera-

Southern Appalachian Coal Operators'
Association will hold its next meeting Jan.
Secretary. J.
27, 1922, at Knoxville. Tenn.
E. McCoy. Knoxville, Tenn.
Pike Counts- Coal Operators will hold
their annual meeting Jan. 6. 1922. at PikeSecretary. F. E. Miller. Pikeville, Ky.
ville,

Ky.

The Coal Mining Institute of America
annual meeting at Pittsburgh,
Secretary H. D.
8
and 9.

will hold its
Pa., Dec. 7,

Mason, Jr.. Chamber of Commerce BIdg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa,, ^
Engi__, Mechi
American Society of
neers will hold its annual meeting Dec. 5-9
at the p:ngineering Societies' Building, 29
SecreWest 39th Street. Ne\v York City.
tary Calvin W. Rice. 29 West 39th Street.

New York

City.

hMs^
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prone to say that if the people of the
counti-y knew more about the coal industry they
would have less complaint to make that the problem
is to educate the public to the problems and needs of
coal and thus to promote better feeling.
There is,
however, another side to the question
The education
of the coal man to the problems and needs of other
industries.
We who would have the consumer of coal
know that the coal man does not repose on a bed of roses
and who appreciate the fundamental character of the
coal industry may profitabl.v study the troubles of other
lines of industry.
In such a direction would the Secretary of Commerce turn the attention of the coal producers, together with others engaged in mining both
metals and oil.
Those who are directly in the business of exporting
coal and coke other than to Canada, which is part and
parcel of our domestic trade, are quite few in number,
and the tonnage, even of the fields from which it comes,
is but a small fraction of the whole.
The fondest hopes
of the most optimistic do not envisage an offshore
movement of coal in excess of some 5 per cent of our
total production, yet 25,000,000 tons a year sold abroad
would lighten the competition and make more profitable
the coal trade within our borders.
Every coal producer and distributor therefore has an interest in our
export coal trade, whether he be in position to supply
the tonnage or be in the interior.
But there is another angle to the export market for
American goods that brings the matter closer home to
every one in the coal business. If, in round numbers,
some 10 per cent of the goods and materials we can
produce can be sold outside our borders, business and
industry are prosperous, and when the markets of the
world are paralyzed and we cannot sell our surplus,
business and industry are flat.
In 1920 there was
exported from the United States around 10,200.000
gross tons of iron and steel products, representing
approximately 23,000,000 net tons of coal, aside from
that consumed in transportation.
Of cement, sugar,
copper products, vegetable products, condensed milk,
paper, gunpowder and other manufactured goods requiring coal for their production there were exported some
2,500,000 gross tons, representing not less than as many
net tons of coal. In other words, the quantity of coal
shipped from this country by sea probably was equalled
by the coal exported in the form of manufactured and
semi-manufactured products. Every coal operator in
the United States is intei-ested in this form of coal
exports, which is to say that he is interested, whether
he realizes it or not, in our foreign export commerce
in every phase.
The Foreign Trade Committee of the National Coal
Association has a large task on its hands, for it has
not only to promote export commerce by seeking to

make

to

DAWSON HALL.

those

who

are

8,

Number

1921

23

engaged in it by such means as are available to an
organization of strength and prestige but it must as
well convince the rank and file in the trade that it is
on a worthy and worthwhile mission. Not only must
the influence of the national organization be used to
make the way less difficult for the exporter but the
non-exporting coal producer must be helped to a fuller
realization of the problems that beset our foreign trade
in all its aspects.

Responsibility for Uncertainty
generally hoped
ITon ISgeneral
freight

and expected that the hearing

reductions that will be
before the Interstate Commerce Commission
on Dec. 14 will be made the occasion for a statement
by the railroad executives of their position on coal rates.
The country over, the air is surcharged with expectations of early decreases in the freight rates on coal,
in answer to which the roads have made no official
statement, although they are known to hold the opinion
that they can and will volunteer no such reductions until
railway wages fall.
It has been unofficially reported
that in answer to the petition of the iron furnace interests on the Lake front for reductions in coal, coke and
limestone rates sufficient to equalize the reductions in
iron ore for the Pittsburgh district, the executive committee of the American Railway Association passed a
resolution two weeks ago to the effect that the rates on
coal coke and fluxing materials would not be reduced,
the prompt announcement of which decision would have
rate

initiated

done much to satisfy the situation.
Something more than silence on this question
manded from the railroads. Too much has been
inference.

The imminence of reductions

is

de-

left to

in freight rates

on coal has hung over the market for months. It has
not prevented buying for current requirements and has
not deterred some stocking and so far cannot, therefore, be held to have seriously injured the business.
But between now and the end of March. 1922. the
country must take on large supplies as insurance against
a mine strike in April and succeeding months, a strike
of which there is as yet no certainty and some possibility of avoiding, but a strike for which old-time
observers are looking as they do the eventuality of New
Year's and the Fourth of July.
So long as there is the chance of saving 50c. or more
per ton on freight by waiting just a little while, many
buyers are going to delay taking on the storage they
know they will require. For even a minority to enter
a period of prolonged cessation of coal mining without

ample supplies of coal would be serious. Responsibility
for taking the uncertainty out of the minds of the buyers of coal rests with the railroad officials, even before
the Interstate Commerce Commission. At the first opportunity in the hearing which starts next week the
country should be informed how long it must wait for
a reduction in the rates on coal.
911
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Not Another Cocked Hat Incident
A RESULT of the efforts of the National
L

to

have

the

weekly

is doubtless because the data on which this
based come entirely from the operators and
their local associations that this message was conveyed
to them in order that they, the parties most largely at
interest, might make such provision as possible for its

date.

table

It

is

continuance.
It should be clearly understood that no other part of
the weekly report is or has been at stake. The statistics of total production of bituminous coal, anthracite
and coke the most valuable feature of the report is
based entirely on figures furnished by the railroads.
The published data on distribution, shipments through
New England gateways, tidewater and Lake dumpings
and distribution also come from the railroads and
sources other than the operators.
The weekly report
of the Geological Survey as now issued is a development
through several years of sources of information, a study
of the needs of the industries and the country for that
type of report and of a friendly liaison between the
members of the Survey and those operators, railroads,
consumers and others who supply the facts. That part
of the finished reports contributed by the operators is
small compared with the cost of putting their figures

—

bill

and repudiated and repulsed by the same

coal operators.

Coal
report cf the
to
the
Geological Survey on coal and coke transferred
Department of Commerce there has been much .^peculation as to the ultimate fate of this valuable instrument
and of the purpose of the coal operators in making the
request on the President for the transfer of the work
It will be
in the form in which they presented it.
recalled that some months ago the director of the Survey
advised the association that the appropriation under
which this report is being compiled and published was
so nearly exhausted that he would be forced soon to
The operators were informed that
curtail the work.
the compilation of the percentages of time worked and
lost by causes, as represented in Table V of the weekly
report, is the largest single item in the cost and that
an early
it would be necessary to discontinue it at

AS Association
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—

shape for publication. It is this part that Director
Smith has indicated he finds it necessary to forgo because of lack of funds. The remainder, we have every
reason to believe, he has every intention of continuing.
In view of these facts there has been some surprise
that the board of directors of the National Coal Association should ask the President of the United States
for an executive order transferring not only the part
of the weekly report to which they contribute and which
is in jeopardy but the remainder as well to another department of the government. To rescue this important
portion from the prospective scrap heap required and
requires no order from the President.
The weekly
report was not inaugurated by executive order nor has
it been specifically mentioned in the appropriation bills
by the Congress.
in

If the Department of the Interior should find it
necessary to curtail the report and the Department
of Commerce is willing to assume the work, there
is nothing in official red tape in Washington to interfere.
This situation is quite generally appreciated, which
makes it the more diflficult to understand why the government relations committee of the National Coal Association should have gone out of its way to raise the
issue of the transfer of this activity from the one
denartment to the other, an issue raised in the Freling-

We are unwilling to give credence to the opinion held
by some that the resolution to the President was
prompted by a dissatisfaction with the work on the
report in Mr. Fall's department and a desire to have it
done by Mr. Hoover's. Such is not the temper of the
men in the coal industry. It should be understood that
the

money

merce
Morris

is

that is available in the Department of Comnot in that bureau in which are found Mr.

and Mr. Wadleigh, devoted to foreign and
domestic commerce in coal, but rather in the Census
Bureau.
If the work be transferred it will fall to clerks
trained in getting out reports at ten- and five-year intervals, and with no technical, .sympathetic or understanding supervision such as furnished by the Geological
Survey or possible in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
A.s for the transfer of surplus money
now available from the Census Bureau to the Commerce
Bureau, we can but suggest that the opportunity for
and possibility of such is comparable to a transfer to
the Survey of money that might be available in some
other bureau of the Interior Department, as the General
Land Ofl!ice or the Reclamation Service.
Nevertheless, if Mr. Hoover will have the Census
Bureau, which is temporarily in funds, undertake the
clerical work of getting out the weekly reports on percentages of time worked and time lost because of car
shortage, no market, etc., the continuity of a valuable
record will be preserved until such time as the Geological Survey be furnished sufficient appropriation to
do the work. To arrange this calls for nothing more
than an informal conversation over the telephone between two men in Washington. The larger question of
whether the statistical work on coal and coke developed
by the Survey belongs there or somewhere else is a
matter being considered by the Commission on Reorganization of Executive Departments of the Federal
Government, a report from which is expected early next

year.

With a tonnage practically equal to 1920, the
Lake season of 1921 has closed with no such furor or
In round numbers, 23,000,000
hetic finish as la.st year.
net tons of bituminous coal cargo and bunker were
loaded at lower Lake Erie ports this year, which is much
less than the more than 29,000.000 tons in the record
year of 1918 but, compared with 22,750,000 tons in 1919
and 2.3,667,000 tons in 1920, is a noteworthy showing
in view of the general depression in business.

—

The

really

significant

—

thing about the figures this

year, however, is not the total dumped but the quantity
From
taken in at the Lake Superior American docks.
such data as are available now it is evident that the

commercial docks on Lake Superior have taken as much
coal this year as in 1918, when the total movement was
some 3,000,000 tons greater than this year. In 1918
American docks on the upper lake received 12,727,000
tons, of which about 6,000,000 tons went to Ashland,
Marquette and the copper range. The copper and iron
mining industries have taken little coal this year, the
railroads less than in 1918 and the iron and steel interests much less. The movement to American docks, commercial and industrial, this year has fallen little short
of 10,000,000 tons. Plainly the Northwest is not only
fortified for winter but well prepared again.st a shortage in the event of a strike next spring.
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Plunger of Low-Temperature Carbonizing Retort Expels
Product as a Bar, a Knife Slicing Off Briquets*

—

Raffloer ExperiProcess in Which No After-Treatment Is Provided
menting with Thirty-Five Foot Retort with Interior Convergent Flutings
and Compressing Roller, Coal Being Carbonized in Two-Inch Layer

By

a.

Oxelflsund,

CONSIDERING

that experiments in low-temperature carbonization have now consumed a period
of twenty years, it may be thought surprising
that this process has had so little development. Upon
the other hand, the time that has elapsed indicates
that extraordinary difficulties had to be surmounted.
Those intimately acquainted with the circumstances
know that the progress of the art has been delayed
by the difficulties encountered in converting the residue into a marketable fuel. Upon this the economic
value of the process hinges. Many, if not most, of the
plants suggested and designed lack this essential property.
A good example of this difficulty is that presented by the Coalite process in England, which, after
twenty years of experimentation, part of which was
on an extremely large scale, has only in recent years
achieved satisfactory results and this only with newlydesigned stationary retorts. A plant of this type and
of commercial size has been erected at Barnsley, in
Yorkshire.

Carbocoal, a Two-Stage Process
is the American Carbocoal process, which, after a comparatively few years
of intense and well-directed experimentation at IrvingWhat probably
ton, N. J., reached the desired goal.
is the largest low-temperature carbonization plant in
the world employing this process has been erected at
South Clinchfield, in Virginia. Though for the Coal-

Another conspicuous example

process a good quality of coal is essential, the
Carbocoal process is practicall.v independent of the
quality of fuel usied as long as it contains sufficient
gas to insure a closed circuit for operating the plant.
In this latter process the semi-coke is pulverized,
mixed with pitch and pressed into briquets, which are
again carbonized, leaving a marketable fuel of homogeneous texture and high quality.
An ideal low-temperature carbonizing process
would, of course, be one in which a marketable fuel of
definite shape was obtained in a single operation.
This also should insure the highest yield of byproducts, though the word byproducts is hardly justifiable
in this connection.
The use of a revolving retort
would be highly desirable in a plant of this kind.
Though the suggestion of Fischer, mentioned in the
preceding article, that a loose roller be placed inside
the revolving retort to assure compression of the
fuel while coking, could not, for obvious reasons, be
adopted in a plant working on a large commercial
scale, Raffloer has followed up this idea and brought
This comout a plant of rather remarkable design.
bines the advantages of a revolving retort with conite

•A sequel to A. Thau's article entitled "Devices for Speeding Low
Temperature Carbonization and Procuring a Dense and NonFriable Product." which appeared Dec. 1.
t*^oI{c-worl<« superintendent, OxeWsund Iron Works.

THAUt
Sweden

tinuous operation and compression of the fuel, obtaining thereby a residue of definite shape and of dense,
marketable quality.
The retort is shown diagrammatically in the accompanying illustration, both in longitudinal and vertical
cross section. It consists of a steel cylinder. A, pi'ovided
with two annular rings, B, which rest upon rollers, C.
At the charging end the retort closes, gas-tight, against
the stationary end plate, D, which is of heavy cast iron.
On the opposite end it fits in a similar manner against
the face of the stationary chamber, E, which is open on
the side toward the retort. The whole device is placed
in an oven, F, built of firebrick, forming an annular
heating space equidistant from the retort all the waj'
round.

Underneath

this

This

suspended.

is

oven, the heating-gas main, G, is
provided at equal intervals with a

number of vertical bunsen burners the ends of which
pass through holes provided in the bottom of the brickwork, F, so that the burning gas plays upon the shell
of the retort.
In the top of the annular oven, F, passages, /, are arranged for the escape of the waste gases.
In practice these are covered with sliding dampers for
regulating the combustion. Above the oven, F, the connecting flue, J is installed. This is connected by means
of a damper to a chimney flue or direct to the steel
chimney, K.

-

On

the inside the retort is provided with ribs which
divide the inner surface into a number of longitudinal
cells, L; these are slightly tapered, being narrower at
the discharge end of the retort.
Near the bottom of
the retort rests a heavy cast-iron roller, M, guided by a
protruding shaft running in a bearing in the end plate
of the discharge chamber, E. The roller, M, is grooved
lengthwise, its grooves corresponding to the projecting
ribs of the retort shell, so that the space between the
grooves momentarily underneath the roll covers the
lowest

cell,

L.

Because the grooves of the

FIG.

roller,

M, grip or mesh

4

PLANT WHICH DISTILLS COAL AND MAKES BRIQUETS
The

ceHular recepand is compressed by tlie grooved roller, M, as the cylrevolved. Forced by tlie action of a ram, a mass of semicoke
thrust out at W, where it is cut off by a knife so as to
fonn a small brick of semi-colie.
fine coal entering the cylinder falls into the

tacles, L,

inder

is
is
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with the ribs of the cells. L, the roller revolves automatically with the retort and does not require a
Furthermore, the lowest cell, L, is
separate drive.
always tightly covered.
The roller does not reach
entirely to the charging end of the retort, the distance
by
it
being
taken up by the broad annular
not covered
sleeve, A', covering the cells all around throughout its
length, so that the fuel occupying the cells cannot fall
Near the end wall, D, on the charging end, the
out.
retort carries a toothed driving ring, 0, which meshes
with the small pinion wheel of the driving shaft, P.

Feeds Coal Into Each Cell Separately

The casting forming the retort wall on this end is
provided with a hopper, Q. taking the form of a steeplytapered funnel.
In the bottom of the end wall, D, a
charging hole is provided, the cross-sectional area of
which is proportionate to that of a cell. L. Outward, in
line with the lower cell and the charging opening, the
funnel, Q, forms a horizontal branch, R, in which a
plunger, S, is moved by means of a connecting rod
actuated by the common drive, T, which revolves the
retort and operates the plunger.
The stationary
chamber, E, on the discharge end of the retort bears
upon its top the pipe connection, U, that removes the
gases evolved by the distillation of the fuel.
At the
bottom the chamber, E, forms a branch, V, through
which the coke briquets are discharged. In operation
this is designed like that shown in Fig. 2 of the preceding article, so that no gas can escape with the discharged fuel nor can air be drawn in at this point. The
branch can also e.xtend horizontally and be provided
with a water-spraying device for cooling the briquets
as they are being discharged.
The method of operating this retort is easily understood.
The drive is so arranged that the retort is
stationary while the plunger travels forward or inward
and revolves only when the plunger has been withdrawn.
A certain quantity of fuel which must be in a finely
divided state falls to the bottom of the funnel, Q, filling
the space behind the plunger, S. As soon as the retort
comes to a stop, a cell, L, is in line with the plunger, S,
and is covered by the roller. M. As force is necessary
to move the fuel forward throughout the entire length
of the tapered cell under the stroke of the plunger, the
coal is compressed into a dense briquet of bar shape, of
length proportional to the length of the retort.

Cut off Like Clay Brick but with a Knife
With each stroke of the plunger the fuel in the lower
briquet bar is moved forward toward the discharge end
of the retort, from which it protrudes a certain distance,
corre.sponding to the stroke of the plunger. At the lowest point of the retort a knife is fixed in the chamber,
E, and with the further movement of the retort, corresponding to the width of the cell, L, the protruding bar
of fuel is brought against this knife and a definite
length sheared off. The briquet thus formed then falls
into the discharge pit, V, and is moved forward into
the quenching channel. The retort thus does not move
continuously but makes a short stop from cell to cell,
permitting the plunger partly to charge and discharge,
by a single stroke, each successive cell.
As the fuel must travel a certain distance before it
becomes sufficiently heated to insure its amalgamation,
the annular sleeve cover, N, is inserted to prevent it
from falling out of the cells. During the charging and
discharging ooeration. the lower cell in each case is

Vol. 20, No. 23

completely closed on three sides, and is only open at
discharge end, allowing the coke to l>e pressed out.

its

Raffloer's retort, which as yet is in only the experimental state, will have a length of about :55 ft. and a
diameter of from 80 to '.00 in. Such a retort, 35 ft.
long and 80 in. in diameter, has a heating surface of
approximately 1,076 sq.ft. and with a layer of fuel 2 in.
thick holds approximately 106 cu.ft. of coal, which in
the compressed state has a specific gravity of from 0.8

to unity.

Allowing one hour for the coal to pass through a cell,
the capacity of the retort would be equal to about fifty
tons per day. The heating of such a retort is so regulated that the heat is lowest on the charging end and
gradually increases toward the discharge, so that the
coal is gently penetrated by the heat on its way through
the machine.
An average temperature of 842 deg. F.
is maintained.

The advantages inherent to this ingenious process
are too obvious to demand special comment. It should
be mentioned, however, that this is the first design of a
revolving retort yielding, without after-treatment, a
marketable fuel of dense structure and definite size and

The tar

oil obtained from fuel treated in this
lower in free carlwn than that from any other
low-temperature carbonizing device, as the gas is withdrawn from an atmosphere that is entirely free from
coal dust or other fine particles, the fuel being firmly

shape.
retort

is

held between the ribs forming the

cells.

Lengthening Life of Carbonizing Retort
As was mentioned

earlier, cast iron and steel as used
low-temperature carbonizing retorts will not withstand heat continuously applied for any length of time,
even though the actual temperature be comparatively
in

retort is invariably made of steel
the weight of cast iron prohibits its application
in the shell of such devices.
The effect of the heat upon
the shell, however, is much less noticeable in a revolving
This probably is
retort than in a stationary one.
because the gas flames do not impinge continuously
upon the same spot as they do in the case of fixed
Furthermore, in revolving retorts, where the
retorts.
same area is exposed to the direct influence of the gas
flames for only a comparatively short time, the heat can
distribute itself better and more evenly throughout the
whole material.
Although the revolving retort is thus to a much less
degree subject to the detrimental effects of the heat, a
slow corrosion must, nevertheless, in time be reckoned
with, and efforts to counteract it, as far as possible,
are already being made.
In the American retort invented by Thomas, and
shown on page 874 of last week's issue, the shell is
provided with a double lining of firebrick, and the combustion flues are arranged between the linings so that
the iron shell simply serves as a mantle and protecting
cover and does not come in contact with the direct
heat at all.
Another suggestion having the same end in view is
under trial by American engineers. The attempt is
being made to prolong the life of directly-heated steel
shells of coking retorts by covering or coating their
outside surfaces with a layer of aluminum.
The results
obtained are said to be highly promising, and the
aluminum has proved to be a satisfactory protection
against the .scaling and porosity which the heating
gases would othei-wise cause.

low.

The revolving

plate, as
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COAL-LOADING SHOVEL AT ELANCHARD NO.

915

1

MINE, WYANO, PA.*

Stripping and Selling Coal on a

—
—

Dead Market

—

II

Wire Brooms Deprecated Contractors' Side-Dump Car with Side Boards
Advocated Sixty-Pound Rail and Three-Foot Gage Preferred Strip-Pit
Coal Not a Mixed Fuel Action of Coal in Use Should Be Observed

—

—

By William

G.

BLANCHARot

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE

stripping shovel employed at Blanchard No. 1
a cut of coal that may be as
much as 110 ft. wide but which usually averages
about 75 ft. in width. A 6-in. band of draw slate lies
immediately on top of the main bed. The roof coal
dii-ectly above this, which varies in thickness from zero
up to 3 ft., being broken up by many partings, generally
is so dirty as to be unmerchantable.
As a result
attempts are i-arely made to recover any part of it, and
the stripping shovel removes it with the roof slate.
In digging, this roof slate appears as an easily distinguishable white indicator, in contrast with the coal
above and below it. A skilled operator, by exercising
care, can uncover the main bed uniformly and with
remarkable accuracy, neither digging into the coal nor
leaving any appreciable amount of draw slate to be
cleaned up l»y hand.
With a wide band of uncovered coal ahead of the
loading shovel lying out in broad daylight and plainly
visible to the watchful eye at all times, the coal can
always be picked up and loaded into cars as a clean,
merchantable product.
Careful and intelligent supervision at this point will insure a coal as free from
foreign matter as would be possible were it loaded from

Study of the bed of coal under discussion will give
the reader a better insight into the conditions which
must be met in operation. The thickness of the coal
ordinarily varies from 90 to 100 in.
It is quite free

an underground working.

cent.

mine uncovers

*The shovel

digging in pveparatoiv to loading coal already
stripped. It will proceed toward the foreground, which, it may be
noted, is scraped ready for loading.
The track is' in the middle
of the cut. which is its first position.
After the coal has been
taken out on tliis, the inner side, the track will be shifted toward
the bank and the coal on the other side removed.
The man on
the right with the square-edged shovel is cleaning off the top
of the coal. The course of the stripping shovel is so curved around
the contour of the coal area that the end of the stripping appears
to be visible, but. of course, that is not so.
tGeneral manager, Blanchard Coal Co.
is

from bands and slate partings with the exception of the
two well-known Pittsburgh bearing-in bands which
occur just below the middle of the bed and are separated
from each other by only a few inches. In this locality
one of the bands generally averages about h in. in thickness and the other less than } in., the whole representing on an average less than 0.75 per cent, of the entire
height of the coal.
After the big shovel has stripped a section of coal the
top needs no further cleaning except immediately in
front of the coal shovel.
Here the surface is scraped
with ordinary square-pointed coal shovels. With reasonable care the top of the coal can be thus cleaned so
thoroughly that practically no dirt is visible. Suppose,
for the sake of argument, that i in. of extraneous solid
matter still remains over the entire surface of the
scraped coal, although not visible to the naked eye.
Even with such negligent preparation this impurity will
compose less than 0.16 per cent of the total bed height.
The figure normally attained probably is about 0.05 per

The operator of the loading shovel should exercise
great care so as not to dig into the bottom, under the
coal.
A good practice is to have the loading shovel leave
about 1 in. of bottom coal in the pit.
This is afterward lifted by hand, and as it breaks cleanly from the
fire clay beneath, less than 0.25 per cent of ash-producing material is loaded from the bottom. This prac-

1

..

.
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tice is simple and eflFective, and as the work is under
supervision at all times its thoroughness is perfectly

controllable.

From experience and careful calculation it is believed
that the coal shovel loads less than one per cent of the
foreign matter, including the bearing-in bands, and of
this, much is removed on the picking table.
Consideration of these figures as well as practical
experience have demonstrated that the use of such
preparation equipment as mechanically-operated wire
brooms or hydraulic machinery for cleaning the top of
the coal is of no particular value, being only needless
expense. Excellent results may be obtained by adhering
Scrape the top clean and keep up
to two simple rules:
ofT the bottom.
For removing coal from a stripping operation no other
conveyance on the market is so suitable as is the ordiTo use speciallynary contractors' side-dump car.
constructed cars, those with either drop or gabled
bottoms, or those of all-steel construction usually is

BLANCHARD COAL
CO.ST
B'aneh:rdNo.

I

Mint

Year. 1921

Oporatini; Exnonse

PayroU

3

Other labor
5

OiU

C

Gnaoline

7

Saud

8

Explosives
Miscellaneous Bappli'*5
Repair parts and spares
l-Veight and express iiib'ji

9
10
1

12
13

1

ftnd grea.'ios
.

.

-

.

Telephone
Light

Po»
Office supplies

and

expt'nse

r^Jng house supplies less payroll deductions..
•Stable feed

and

Extra tcamiog.

supplic-s
.

CO.

SHEET

unfortunate. At the end of a year or .so, even if .some
of the.se specially-built cars remain in running order
(which is doubtful), they usually will bo di.scarded.
The chief advantages of the contrajctors' side-dump
car are ruggedness and simplicity in operation. It will
.stand .severe

usage with little or no cost for upkeep and
the dot)rs will open and close with eciual facility regardless of the season.
As an illustration of the ruggedness
of this car an instance may be cited where seven of
these cars dropped off the end of the tipple shown in
Fig. 1 through a distance of 54 ft., each loaded with
six tons 01 coal.
The fall was a sheer drop to the
railroad tracks below, and yet the cars had only to be
put back on the track and a few splintered planks replaced to restore them to service.
Even this type of car, however, is not all that could
be desired for the movement of coal because it is comparatively heavy for such a relatively light material.
Furthermore, the center of gravity of the car is so
high, especially when side boards are used, that good
hauling speed can be maintained only over the best
of tracks.
A careful check usually will disclose the
fact that the haulage of the coal from the shovel to
the tipple, including the laying and maintenance of the
coal track in the pit, represents an appreciable expense,
and seeing that it is advisable to haul the maximum
load possible on each car, side boards should always be
used.
At this plant trips consist of seven 5-cu.yd. Western
cars with 12-in. side boards. Thus the trip has a capacity of about fifty tons.
Without the boards the largest
capacity attainable ranges between thirty and thirtyfive tons.
This smaller capacity would necessitate at
least a 50 per cent increase in the number of daily trips
to the tipple, if the same output was to be attained.

.

Track Amply Strong but Readily Movable

.

Farm
Miscellaneous exnens*-

Telephone and teleeraph
Sfitionery and supplies
Miscellaneous office cspons'

34
General Overhead
35
36
37

Officers' s.ilaries

Fc(«

Taxes (no excess

profit

and discount

Auto operation

.

fraveliDg
Misoellane^'is expense

Mortgage

weight makes an excellent ti-ack and insures rapid
haulage.
The chief factor in the maintenance of this
The importance of this
main-line track is drainage.
item should never be overlooked and the line always
should be deeply ditched on both sides with culverts
provided to discharge the water to the outside of the
Neglect of this precaution
hill at regular intervals.
means constant care, a poor track, slow haulage and
this

interest

General overhead
General overhead, per h>
Depletion at ...
Depreciation at

.e.
.

per ton
.c. per tt

Total cost
Total cost per ton
Sales

numerous wrecks.

Gross sales realization
Gross sales re.ilizatJon, per ton.

f ommis.-»ion3
leht

Net
Net

and

Sixty-pound rails have been found to be most advantageous for the coal track in the pit.
The strength
and rigidity of this size of rail allow the use of the
ties,
minimum number of
yet it is not too heavy for
the track gang to handle. It usually will be found that
with a lighter rail so many additional ties will be required to prevent it from bending on the ungraded coal
surface that the seeming advantage gained by its light
weight will be lo^t. Furthermore, the lighter rail does
not afford as much sanding area as does the heavier one.
Rails weighing more than 60 lb. per yard are too heavy
and cumbersome to handle effectively in the pit.

On the main lines leading from the pit to the tipple
certainly not less than 60-lb. rail should be employed,
and it usually will be found that for light rolling stock

<

Insurance
Interest
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A

rentals

and price allowances.

sales realization
sales realization, per ton

.

36-in.

gage

is

used, as wider track widths do not

With greater distance between
longer ties must be used, making the track much
more unwieldy and more difiicult to put down, take up
or throw over.
At this operation an arrangement was made whereby
the stripped coal could be screened and loaded from a

work out
rails

to

advantage.
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Tipple,

Approach and
Storage Bin
Tlic lessor of tlie
tipple believed tliut
"n'oukl
trips
the

rack,
ing

and the fillwould

coal

strain, that building, so the approaih
and tipple wer'* kept
inTli-separate,

clined shed on tlie
the
houses
right

conveyor

which

the coal to
screens in the
tipple
and serves
also as a picking
raises
tlie

table.

already erected and adjacent to the property.
has three loading tracks beneath it, so that
U-in. lump, ;-in. lump, mine-run, nut, nut-and-slack,
slack, or straight :;-in. slack can be made.
The approach to this tipple presented quite a problem.
A rule was made prohibiting all tying of the approach
to the existing structure, as it was feared that such a
procedure would cause vibrations to be transferred from
Fig. 3 shows the layout
the approach to the tipple.
It has been operating satisfactorily.
finally effected.
All bents were set up on sound, substantial mud sills
without the use of any concrete whatever. During the
two years in which the structure has been standing not
a single bent has had to be elevated or realigned.
Coal trains dump into the center of a 500-ton storage
bin which is lined with sheet steel and has a discharge
opening measuring 36 x 42 in. From the bin the coal
proceeds over a reciprocating plate feeder onto a 4-ft.
rubber belt that serves both as a picking table and as
an elevating conveyor. By this it is delivered to chutes,
discharging either to the screen or to a single-roll
crusher below. One 1.5-hp. motor operates the belt and
feeder, giving a capacity of more than 200 tons per
hour.
The coal is picked as it passes along the belt
and highly satisfactorj' results are attained by this
practice.
Small screens in the plate feeder discharge
tipple

Thi.s tipple

the coal to the belt with the slack underneath, and, as
wide and flat and has a uniform slow travel,
the moving coal can be watched without unduly tiring
the eye. What little slate is present travels with the
lump and can be easily seen and removed.
The single-roll crusher with all the conveying machinery was built of standard Jeffi'ey parts adapted to this
particular layout and plans.
During the process of
loading, the railroad cars are spotted under the tipple
by means of Fairmont car retarders.
The control
handles have been so arranged that from one point on
the lower deck of the tipple the conveyor can be stopped
and started, or any of the cars on the loading tracks
can be dropped when necessaiy. With this layout it
has been found that four men and two boys can thoroughly pick and load up to 2,000 tons in a 10-hour day.
the- belt is

Inspection of the cars while loading will show whether
the picking is being done effectively. A written i-eport
on each car loaded is made, including the appearance
of the coal, the thoroughness of the preparation and
the fulness of the car
This last item is included because only railroad weights are used, and by this report
the company is able to detect any loss from bad-order
cars which may occur between the tipple and the weighing point.
Costs are analyzed by checking each item at the end

FIG.

-^^

Under the
Tipple
Three tracks undtr
a single tipple span
is a somewhat unusual arrangement.
Xote the retarder
on the left which
r<gulates the pascar
of
the
tipple.
the
From right to left
the men are W. G.

sage
undei

:

Blanchard,

manager
Blanchard.

general
C. M.
mining

;

engineer,
formerly
Birmingham,
o f
Ala.
P. W. Rainier,
superintendent, formerly in the gold
dredgings of South
Africa, and C. A.
:

Snyder, shipper and
chief clerk.
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of everj" month, and as an aid in so doing the cost
This sheet gives the
sheet shown herewith is used.
various items, each of which is highly important. The
totals at the end of the year supply some real and accu-

The superintendent each month is
rate information.
furnished with a sheet showing the operating expense
for the preceding month.
in keeping down the costs.

This materially

assis*-s

him

In addition to this, expenses
are further analyzed under the heads of water-system
operation, drilling and shooting, stripping-shovel operation, coal-shovel operation, coal hauling and tipping.

In order to market a stripped coal successfully one
to Z.
Many
this particular fuel from
analyses should be made from samples taken in the
ilifferent parts of the property both from points on and
along the crop and on and along the cuts back into the
A careful study of the results will show just what
hill.
classification the particular coal in question will come
under, and, more important still, the amount of extreme
variation in these analyses from point to point on the

A

must know

property.

W^filher CJnrtii

Clear

Vol. 20, No. 23

One condition not always considered is that usually
an underground mine during the day's run the various
small cars of coal will come from such widely separated
in

paints that the analyses from day to day will be fairly
uniform.
But if the individual analyses were taken
from different faces in various parts of the mine, wide
variations would be found.
In the stripping plant, on the other hand, the entire
loading for any given day comes from a comparatively
restricted area, so that the average analysis will be that
of the coal for that particular location.
And so from
day to day, the loading being from different parts of
the property, analyses will vary accordingly. This. then,
is the reason why one must know the extent of fhese
variations, and thus be able to judge beforehand

whether their
likely to

make

maximum value in either direction is
the coal unsuited for a given customer's

requirements.
The appearance of the coal should be studied carefully and a daily record kept to show whether it is
coming out black and shiny or whether it carries a red
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THOSE OF TIPPLE NOT SHOWTSI
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FIG.

DETAILS OF APPROACH, STORAGE BIN AXD CONVEYOR.

The tipple is old, having been built for
Tiie location of the horns and
cai's.
level of the loaded track is noted on
The tower
the right in the side elevation.
mine

tlie

at the head of the elevator stands on its
own foundation, and the approach is entirely
sc parate from the tipple, being 3
ft. clear
of the tipple end. The bin will hold .500 ton.«.

or a clay stain.
AH the clay-stained and red-stained
coal should be checked carefully to see whether the
analysis has been affected by the action which caused
the discoloration. It usually will be found that it has
not, and that the stain injures only the appearance and
not the fuel value of the coal.
The structure of the
coal itself also should be studied, in order to determine
its friability as compared with that of other fuels.
This will be a valuable aid in placing it in the hands
of the proper customer.
In addition to these investigations, which can be
made at the strip pit, many trips should be taken to
watch the coal while being fired and to study the results
obtained in as large a variety of equipment and unde'
conditions varying as widely as possible.
A careful
study here usually will show that the value of the coal
for industrial purposes does not depend altogether on
its appearance or its laboratory analysis, for in man>
instances an inferior-looking, badly stained coal will
develop a more effective heat than will a black shiny
fuel from another mine, even though that coal has an
equal or better laboratory analysis.
Of course, some
coal will give widely different results when burned in
different types of stokers, and some will give widely
divergent results in the same stoker.
It probably is
safe to say that even the poorest coals, if they have

FIG.

4

Three Hundred
and Forty Ton
Shovel
This shovel will
handle in one day
as much as 300 men
and 100 teams. In
this view the shovel
is
"dead -heading"
over ban-en land to
the next area to be
stripped.
As passage had to be made
over soft
ground
the shovel had to
be carefully handled.

'-

->l

Tlie size of this bin makes it necessary to
place the trestle stringers more than 45 ft.
above the top of the railroad rail, causins
the approach trestle to be unusually high.

any body or firmness of structure,

will

bum

with satis-

factory i-esults in many modern types of stokers.
Selection of any fuel is, of course, a problem in balancing prices and freight rates against effective heat units,
ash disposal and the like.
Armed with the knowledge above suggested one can
select a list of consumers who can use a particular coal
Then with a little persuasion one usuto advantage.
ally can obtain from them, even in a dead market,
sufficient business to operate the plant profitably.
It
has been my experience that the average coal buyer is
neither as "hard shelled" nor as "hard boiled" as he
generally has the reputation of being, and that a quiet
talk, based on a full knowledge of and confidence in
your product, will convince the most skeptical. Then,
if an order is obtained, all that remains for the producer
to do is to live up to his sales representation.
This
should not be difliicult, provided the right coal has been
sold in the right place and no results have been promised
that cannot be obtained in evei-yday practice.
Take, for an example, the coal coming from the
Blanchard No. 1 mine, under discussion. It is a highgrade Youghiogheny, or Westmoreland, gas coal in
which the sulphur content will consistently average
less than 1 per cent.
The ash will vary somewhat but
will run about 8 per cent.
The heat«content of a pound

—
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range pretty consiiitently between
no matter whether the fuel i.s
red-stained or black and shiny. The coal burns freely
It gives off its
to a powder>' a.sh without clinkering.
high gas yield freely and easily and furnishes its results
It makes
in producers that are mechanically agitated.
an e.xcellent bj-product coke of high porosity and firm
structure, such as is required for blast-furnace operaThe amount and character of the sulphur content
tion.
are such as to make the coal particularly suited for
of the dry coal will

14.000

and 14.500

B.t.u.

serves excellently where
In
boilers must be pushed to high overload capacity.
such a case, because of the low moisture content, the
character of the ash, and the structure of the fuel itself,
a ton of this coal under a boiler in many instances will
evaporate mm-e pounds of water than will a ton and a
metallurgical heating, yet

half of

some

it

so-called high grade

Armed then with

steam

coals.

knowledge, which has been
gained through wide experience under the most rigid
comparisons and tests, it is not particularly difficult for
one to go out and market this coal intelligently and
honestly, knowing that the product when fired will fully
justify all that has been said of it.
this

Producer Gas, Deriving Little Sulphur from
Coal,

Makes Good

Iron- Works Fuel

the
WITH
attempts

failing supply of natural gas many
have been made to find some suitable
substitute fuel. Among those tried have been pulverized
coal, water gas, crude oil, and gas from coke-ovens,
blast-furnaces and producers.
Though each of these
seems to possess its own peculiar advantages, pulverized
fuel, petroleum and producer gas appear to be particularly adapted to use in plants remote from coke ovens

or blast furnaces.
"Clean cold producer gas from bituminous coal" was
made the subject of a highly interesting and instructive paper presented by C. F. Kaufman before the
Metropolitan Section of the American Society oi
Mechanical Engineers at Newark, N. J., Friday evening, Oct. 28. 1921.
In this paper and the discussion
that followed some details were brought out that may
be significant to coal producers, particularly those of the

West and Middle West.

Extract Tar From Gas With Spun Glass

Mat

—

Producer gas may be utilized either raw that is,
hot and containing all the tar given off from the coal
or cold with the tar extracted. Of these two the latter
seems to be the more advantageous method. Extraction
of the tar is fairly easy, the gas being first passed
through a mat of spun-glass wool and then through an
extractor not differing greatly in principle from the
Tar thus withdrawn
eliminator used in steam lines.
from the coal is returned to the producer and sprayed
over the top of the fuel bed. Here it is largely broken
up or "cracked" into gas. Tar coming from the coal
whei-e reutilization of this kind is practiced is of a
much more liquid character than when it is not returned
to the producer.
Another, and for metallurgical work a highly important, consideration is the fact that only a small portion of the sulphur contained in the original coal is
finally delivered with the gas.
At one large plant using
this fuel in the manufacture of high-grade alloy and
tool steel 93 per cent of the sulphur in the coal is left

Vol. 20. No. 23

Itehind by the gas.

The quantity of this element, therebe absorbed by the metal from the fuel
used in the process of manufacture is comparatively
small. This would render the gas from a fuel relatively
high in sulphur quite suitable for ordinary purposes of
metallurgy, such as steel making, steel forging and
heat treatment.
fore, that

may

Don't Roast Ash at Hk.h Temperature

The

actual quantity of sulphur carried over with the
gas depends upon many factors. The first of these is
the form in which this substance occurs in the coal.
If present as pyrite it is readily carried off in the ash,
but the manipulation of the producer will strongly
influence the percentage that will find its way into the
gas. Thus continuous roasting of the ash at high temperature tends to drive sulphur over with the gas.
Organic sulphur also is highly susceptible to "expulsion
in a gaseous state.
The treatment of the cooling water
also affects the quality of the gas. If part of this water
runs to waste and makeup is introduced to take its
place much sulphur is carried away with the rejected
water.
If the cooling water is continuously recirculated it soon becomes saturated and can, of course,
remove no more sulphur from the gas.

Many Types

of Plants Use Producer Gas

Several well-kno^vn users have employed this fuel for
years past. The Ford Motor Co., both at its Highland
Park (Mich.) and Walkersville (Ont.) plants, does
miscellaneous heat treating with producer gas made
from Ohio and Kentucky coals. The A. 0. Smith Co.,
of Milwaukee, Wis., for years did similar work, using
Ohio coal. The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., of Columbus, Ohio, does much heat treating and forging, using
producer gas from many different coals, for this firm
usually buys its fuel from its customers, and these,
as everyone knows, are scattered over an extremely

wide range of coal territory.

The Dayton Engineering

Laboratories Co. does heat treating and forging with
producer gas made from either West Virginia or Kentucky coal.
The Standard Horse Nail Co., of New
Brighton, Pa., and the Reliance Manufacturing Co..
of Massillon, Ohio, use Massillon coal in gas producers.
The former uses producer gas on light forging work
and in the making of horseshoe nails. The Reliance
company uses the gas for heat treating steel in rotary
furnaces. V

Have Not Drawn Fires for Over Three Years
which producer gas can be and is even
are legion. Not only is it suited to metallurgy but also to power generation both in the internalcombustion engine and under the steam boiler. It also
finds application in soldering, brazing, annealing, tempering, smithing and similar furnaces, in glass manufacture, in the making or cooking of cereal food products
and the like. Producers as now made are quite reliable
and one plant is now in operation the fires of which
have not been drawn for more than three years. Because of its cleanliness, flexibility and ease of control
it would appear that this fuel will find even wider
application in the future than it has in the past.

The uses

to

now being put

—

On page 611 of our Lssue of Oct. 13, 1921,
Corrbx;tion.
the statement was made that the Spencer heater was the
"product of the Spencer Heater Co., of Scranton, Pa." For
some months past this furnace has been manufactured by
the Standard Heater Co., of WlUiamsport, Pa.
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with Half-Inch Hose

To Be Used in Place
MEET the demand for

TO

of
a

Hand Pick

easily-handled
air pick or drill a machine of that type weighing
only 16 lb., having a length of 17 in. and requiring
only a i-in. air hose has recently been made.
This
machine was primarily developed to meet the demand of
the coal mines of France and Belgium for a tool of this
character which would take the place of the hand pick
in mining the thin beds and working the narrow places
of the many fields in those countries having limitations
It has proved successful and popular for
of that kind.
the work for which it was designed, and its use has
been extended accordingly from the coal fields of the
European Continent to those of Great Britain and elsewhere. It is now oflfered in this country for any of the
many purposes for which its light weight, the character
of its blow and the type of cutting tools employed may
light,

seem

to adapt it.
In coal mines the "pick hammer," as it is called, may
be used to advantage as a substitute for the hand pick
in doing any kind of work that a hand drill can perform, such as trimming walls, taking up bottom coal
left by mining machines, brushing roof and cutting
hitches in walls and rock.
This hammer may be used
also for cutting emplacements for timbers and the like.
On construction work it may be employed for scaling
down loose rock from the walls of excavations, demolishing brick walls and subsequently cleaning off the bricks,
for chipping or smoothing off concrete surfaces, and for
the light work of concrete removal, for loosening up the
broken or disintegrated rock in foundations, and for
many other similar tasks frequently encountered by the
miner, contractor, builder or quarryman.

CUTTING A HITCH IX THE COAL
The job could be more
from the rear and using

easily done by bringing up the empty
it as a platform, but it can readily be
accomplished as shown, for the hammer is liglit, and the pipe
line is not heavy, so it is easy to cut the hitch with the tool held
well above the head.

The pick hammer consists of a cylinder provided at
the rear end with a D-handle and at the forward end
with a spring tool retainer for holding the pick or other
A hollow cylindrical or shell valve, actuated
tool used.
by differential pressure, regulates the admission of air.
The hammer or piston reciprocates within the valve
proper, thus providing a long stroke without excessive
length of tool or undue weight. The drill is controlled
by pressure on a trigger, which is placed in the grip
of the handle, where its action will not be hindered by
accumulations of chips or dirt.
This hammer strikes a hard, snappy blow, giving
abundant power for the work for which it is intended.
The machine will operate satisfactorily on any air pressure from 45 to 100 lb. per square inch. The tools are
held in place, as stated above, by a steel spiral spring
of special temper.
This also dampens the blow when
the hammer is running light. The result is that pick
breakage, as well as damage to the tool itself, is small.
The lightness of the tool retainer prevents the machine
from being nose heavy that is, from having at the
front end an undue weight that would tire the operator.
The smoothness with which this tool operates and its
freedom from vibration make it unusually easy to
handle.
Two long cap screws by which the D-handle is secured
keep the various parts in place. No screw joints are
employed. All parts are either drop forgings or tool-

—

steel bars,

clearances.

PICK

HAMMER DRFVaNG

With much poetry

SPIKE IX TIE

motion the hand sledge dri%'er delivers his
blows.
He may plant them well but certainly not as rapidly as
does an air hammer and the work is more wearisome to the hammerman. The slogan of today is "Let the tool do the work and it
will be done."
The adage proves even truer than that of Benjamin Franklin "If you want anything done do it yourself."
:

of

machined

to proper

They are made of

dimensions and working

special alloy of steel, care-

by special processes so as to obtain
and resistance to wear. Ail parts are
interchangeable, and are subjected to rigid inspections
and tests.
It is claimed for the pick hammer that it consumes
fully heat-treated

maximum

life
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only a small quantity of air per unit of work accomplished and that its efficiency is maintained throughout
a period of long service, that its smooth operation
eliminates undue fatigue upon the operator and that
Ordinarily the
repairs will be infrequently needed.

hammer

the sharp pointed pick or
Other forms of working tools may be supplied
gad.
or made up by the customer to suit his individual requirements and the work to be done. The diameter of
the cylinder is li in. and the shank of the pick steel
has a cross-section of S x 2? in. The tool is made by the
tool used in this

i.'<

Sullivan Machinery Co., of Chicago,

Belt Conveyor by Sagging

111.

More Closely

in

Accord with Grade Lowers Building Costs

TWELVE

miles south of Pittsburgh, Pa., on the
Peters Creek branch of the Pennsylvania R.R., the
Gould mine of the Bertha Coal Co. is operating a small
The mine output is
acreage of the Pittsburgh bed.
shipped mainly to gas-producer plants and pottery manuThe coal underlies two adjoining hills situfacturers.
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line, the greatest height of bent would have Ift-en approximately 35 ft. This would have required heavier
timbers than those used in the modified construction.
A.S finally installed the bent (.-oiistruction essentially
consists of G x G in. or
in. built-up legs resting
upon two-way mudsills. These are tied together transversely by
and lengthwise by 2 x 8 in. pieces.
Five-pulley troughing belt idlers are used for carrying the load with a fiat-pulley return on the under side.
The 30-in. composition belt with its accessories was
furnished by the Robins Conveying Belt Co. A 20-hp.
Imperial direct-current motor drives the conveyor.
The daily output at present is about 800 tons, most
of the coal coming from the old workings. Rooms have
not yet been driven in the new mine, .so that only heading coal is being produced there. For this reason the
conveyor is being operated intermittently, quickly disposing of a trip when it is dumped. The capacity of the
conveyor is estimated at 2,000 tons per eight-hour day.

8x8

2x6

The west side
ated due east and west of each other.
has been in operation for about five years, whereas the
A wooden tipple
east side is still under development.
with shaker screens stands at the foot of the hill at
the western side of the valley. Coal from the old workings is lowered to the tipple by means of a self-acting
The output from this side has not
or gravity plane.
been sufficient to keep the tipple running at anywhere
near full capacity.
In order to increase the mine production the company
decided to open the east side. Two advantages would
be gained by this means. In the first place, the closer
the daily output can be made to approach the tipple
capacity the less will be the preparation and loading
cost; second, as the acreages on both sides ai'e small,
mining should proceed as rapidly as possible. The coal
area on the east side covers approximately 35 acres.

Belt Conveyor Easy To Install and Operate

Upon

investigating the

new property

the

company

found that the landing point from which the coal must
be conveyed across the valley was approximately 224 ft.
from the tipple. Furthermore it was at an elevation of
35 ft. or more above the mean valley level, or about
20 ft. above the discharge point on the tipple. The
problem presented, then, was to provide an efficient
means of conveying coal from the east side to the tipple
at a cost that would be in keeping with the limited acreage available.
It was decided that the most feasible method of coal
transportation would be by means of a belt conveyor.
However, a straight line joining the dumping point on
the east side with the tipple showed that a belt conveyor
following such a line would require a trestle containing
a number of high bents, involving an expense for building not warranted by the limited acreage.
In February, 1920, a conveyor was completed that

marked savings in bent timbering. The trestle,
or conveyor frame, was built with a curve or belly that
materially decreased the bent heights required.
The
conveyor line follows a compound curve with .slopes of
from 12 to 18 deg., the smaller value being on the tipple
approach. The bents were placed on 14 ft. centers, and
their heights vary from a minimum of 10 ft. to a maximum of 19 ft. Had the conveyor been built on a straight
effected

BELT CONA'^ETOR AT GOULD MINE SEEN FROM TIPPLE
-At first glance one would tliink the coal would roll down thegrade, especially the last lumps in a ti-ain load. The grade is th&
maximum generally conceded for belt conveyors, being 18 per cent.
Coal is discharged upon the belt conveyor by means of a .shaker
feeder.
The foot walks on the sides are 3-in. plank placed uponthe top of 2."" in. tied-in members.
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Methods of Supporting Roof of Roadways
Adopted at the Indiaiiola Mine
By Alphonse

F.

Brosky"

Pittsburgh, Pa.

the
mined at Indianola
THE
weak
Freeport
which has
coal

is

a

bed,

7

roof.

ft.

6 in.

Upper

Steel timber-

ing is employed almost universally throughout the mine,
except in the rooms. When depreciation and ultimate
e.\penditure are considered, the operator as a general
rule can well afford to install correctly designed steel
sets, even though they may cost thi-ee or four times as
much as wood sets of equal strength. Consequently this
mine uses steel timbers, not because wood cannot be
employed but rather on account of economy and safety.
Mouths of- entryways are supported by steel I-beams
of various weights, steel H-beams, and steel-timber sets
supplemented by various forms of concrete construcAll haulageways and manways are carefully
tion.
whitewashed. The e.xtensive electric lighting which has
been installed in this mine is no small item in increasing the efficiency of underground operations and certainly makes conditions not only safer but more pleasant.
In the main bottom on the north, or load, side of
the shaft, 12-in. steel I-beams are used as collars. These
The latter are
are supported by 8-in. I-beam legs.
connected to the collars by angle brackets and rest on
They are placed on o-ft. censmall concrete footings.
Fifty feet of timbering on each side of the shaft
ters.
is capped with heavy wooden lagging, and the roof is
well supported with heavy wood blocks and timbers.
To prevent lateral thrust, the timber sets are made
rigid by the use of heavy wooden separatoi's between
The legs,
collars, and tied together by 1-in. steel rods.
The
of course, are anchored to the concrete footings.
entry is double-tracked for 600 ft. from the shaft to
the knuckle, and the span over the roadway consequently
is rather long, the collars being approximately 18 ft.

"'•^"

FIG.
STEEL TIMBERING AT LANDING
Twelve-inch steel I-beams are used as collars and 8-ln. I-beams
and latter being connected to the collars by angle brackets.
The legs rest on concrete footings and are spaced on 5-ft. centers.
Many wood blocks are used above the collars and for 50 ft.
from the shaft on either side the roof is heavily lagged.
as legs,

in length.
The same type of timbering is used on the
south, or empty, side of the main bottom as is em-

ployed on the north.
All the turnouts from the main entry near the shaft
are spanned by 24-in. I-beams, which act as supports
for 12-in. longitudinal I-beam collars. These latter are
connected to the larger beams by angle brackets and
bolts.
The larger transverse beams may rest either
upon the coal, on pillars of brick or coTicrete, or on
heavy wooden posts. To protect the salient angles of
corners formed by main turnouts brick pilasters have
been erected. This provision keeps turnout junctions
clear.
Otherwise the unprotected corners might be
crushed.
From the knuckle northward, as the entry is singletracked only, a different style of timbering is used.
Steel I-beams or H-sections are utilized as collars, one
end resting in a hitch in the coal while the other is carried on a short wooden sprag or leg. which also is supported on the rib, as sha\\ni in Fig. 1. All these beams
are cut to a standard length. In many places the width
of the entry is too great to permit both ends of the
beam to rest on the ribs. In such cases one end is carried on the coal and the other on a wooden prop, as
shown in Fig. 2. This type of support is used only to
a limited extent and will be replaced later by that shown
in Fig. 1, wherein longer beams are utilized.
Where
wooden props are employed, they not only obstruct an
otherwise clear passage but are dangerous because they
may be knocked out by a derailed car or trip or by a

projecting load of rail or props.
At one place, a butt entry in the northeast section,
the roof is very high and has begun to arch.
Here
another type of timbering is used. As shown in Figs. 3
and 4. it is a combination of steel and wood and might
well be called a composite or Gothic set. A 12-in. I-beam
rests on the coal of both ribs at the usual height of the
roof.
An ordinary three-piece wooden set is placed
above and rests on this beam. The wooden timbering is

Notrhed
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FIGS.
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TO
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METHODS OF TIMBERING AT
INDIANOLA MINE

—

Fig. 1
Steel I-beam or H-section used as a collar with one
end on the lower surface of a hitch in the coal and the other
on a short post inserted in another hitch. Fig. 2 Similar beam
supported on lower side of hitch at one end and on a prop at the
other. This method of support will be replaced by that In Fig. 1
with longer beams than are now used.
Timbering and
Fig. 3
steel beams for caved roof.
Fig. 4
Steel beam, timber set and
flUing-in material where the roof has caved inordinately.

—

—

•Bituminous Editor, Coal Age.

—

X

8-in. oak.

Where the roof extends onlj- a few feet above the
transverse steel beam the type of timbering shown in
Fig. 3 is employed, and if the roof is six or more feet
above the steel collar that shown in Fig. 4 is used.
The legs of the wooden set are notched where they rest
upon the I-beams so as to prevent their being readily
dislodged. It has been found that black graphite paint
is a better preservative for use upon steel timbering
than

is

red-lead paint.
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By Fusing Iron with Its Silicide a Metal
Made Resisting Corrosion and Erosion

Vol. 20. No. 23

Is

many years mine managers have been seeking a
FOR
metal that will resist corrosion and erosion.
A
metal has been found which has those qualities in a
marked degree. It contains approximately 69 per cent
silicide of iron (Fe,Si) and 29 per cent of iron with
small percentages of manganese, sulphur, carbon and
phosphorus present as impurities.
It is known as
Duriron.
It was not developed for mine use but for handling
chemicals and has so far had little use at coal mines.
The Brazil Collieries Co. has been using a pump liner
of this metal and has found that where a bronze lining
would last two months and, indeed, even less, a Duriron
liner gave excellent service for two years before it
needed replacement. The old mine of this company had
extrer.iely corrosive water, the drippings from the slate
of the roof being full of free acid. It was so bad that
common black pipe lasted only two or three weeks in
this class of service.
Duriron pipe would have saved
this loss, but, unfortunately for the industry, it was
not tried.
It has been known for many years that an iron of
high silicon content possesses remarkable properties of
acid resistance, but extreme difficulties in commercial
production limited its manufacture until a few years
ago.
About ten years ago an English firm attained
excellent results with such a metal, known as Tantiron.
This became widely used in Great Britain before the
war and to some extent in the United States.
Naturally some Americans saw the possibilities in
the manufacture of a similar alloy and their experiments resulted in the organization, in 1912, of the
present Duriron Co., at Dayton, Ohio, for the manufacture of the metal Duriron. However, it was only after
hundreds of experimental heats and mixtures that the
preferable constitution for the product to be termed
Duriron was attained. Tantiron at that time, it may
be said, had a silicon content of about 11 per cent and
nearly 2 per cent of manganese.

I'IG.

2.

MOTOR-DRIVEN DURIRON CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

The base
of motor.

is

It

As most

specially designed for direct connection to any type
runs at a speed of 1,760 r.p.m.

acids rapidly destroy iron and affect iron
may readily be seen that their
equipment made of this silicide would be

silicide only slightly, it

action on
negligible and entirely uniform.
This compound, however, is not commercially practicable because it is ex-

tremely hard and brittle. Any other metal added to
soften or toughen it opens it again to attack by acids.
To date the best combination seems to be the formula
mentioned above.
Tests by the U. S. Bureau of Standards on Duriron
are given in Table I.
They show that the amount of
corrosion caused by sulphuric, nitric, hydrochloric,
acetic, phosphoric, oxalic, picric, oleic and pyrogallic
acids and by aluminum potassium sulphate, copper sulphate, ammonium chloride, ferric chloride and bromine
is alike relatively small, bromine and hydrochloric acid
being least resisted. The test was made cold and lasted
120 days, but concentrations were used for the pickling
of Duriron far stronger than are found in mine waters.
The reader will note that in the case of sulphuric acid
95, 25 and 10 per cent of acid were used.
Yet the loss
was small. The temperature ranged from 59 deg. to 68
deg. F.

TABLE I—CORROSION OF nVRIKON IN SULPHURIC ACID
Concentration of
d by Weight,

Per Cent

Depth

of Corrosion,
Inches per Year

0.0000206
0.0000463
0.0000685

FIG.

By

1.

GRAFH SHOWING ACTION OF 10 PER CENT
PHUKIC ACID ON IRON-SILICON ALLOYS

STJL-

rightly proportioning the silicon a metal highly resistant
to the action of sulphuric acid is obtained.
The graph showa
clearly the value of high silicon.

As the corrosion increased as the quantity of acid
decreased it would seem desirable to extend the experiments further so as to see at what point a reverse condition would take place, such as is found with hydrochloric
acid and less certainly with nitric and phosphoric acids.
As is well known, some extremely concentrated solutions
are less active in the corrosion of certain metals than
those which are not so strong, whereas further dilution
reduces the activity considerably.
In addition to extreme resistance to the action of sulphuric acid shovm by the above table, Duriron possesses
such hardness that it is almost proof against erosion or
abrasion. All machining operations must be performed
by grinding with specially made abrasive wheels. The
most difficult part of the production of such an alloy is
not in obtaining the proper chemical combination to give
resistance to corrosion, but lies in the development of
foundry technique which will overcome the difficulties of
producing the metal in standard commercial forms. The
earlier years of American manufacture were devoted
to gaining such knowledge, with the result that an
ample supply of efficient apparatus for the manufacture
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of explosives and lethal gases
of the government

call

when

was available to meet the
the United States entered

the war.
Besides the difficulty of manufacturing Duriron in
commercial forms it has been a problem to evolve such
standard designs as would meet the usual needs of
manufacturers or users of corrosives. This, of course,
allows production at lower price than if each problem
were met by a special design and casting. Many difficulties which seemed at first to be insurmountable have
been overcome and additional progress is constantly

925

exact alignment by an internal circular sheet or cylinder
welded inside of one cup and projecting beyond its
mouth. This telescopes into the mating cup, holding the

two firmly

in line.

bearings are provided, turning on
a hollow and, in the case of the roller bearings, a hardened and ground steel shaft. Encircling this shaft and
lying within a sleeve extending between the two bearAt one end this rests
ings is a helical steel spring.
against a bearing while the other bears upon a cupped
Ball, roller or plain

being made.
The ready adaptability of Duriron maltes easy the
procuring of special forms of apparatus, though great
ingenuity in design often is required to overcome the
handicaps imposed by the peculiarities of the metal, such
as high coefficient of expansion, extreme hardness and

machining quality.
1, talcen from a paper read by 0. L. Kowalka,
appearing in the Transactions of the American ElectroChemical Society, Vol. 31, 1917, pages 205 to 212, shows

lack of

Fig.

how

the percentage of loss in 10 per cent sulphuric acid
depends on the percentage of silicon in the iron. The
minimum loss is sustained where the percentage lies
between 14 and 15 per cent. Duriron used roughly the
former percentage. Note how adding about 3.5 per cent
of silicon gives poor results, 5 per cent much better,
7.5 per cent results not so good, the best results being
where 14 per cent and over are used.
Duriron castings are made up to nine tons in weight.
Single-stage centrifugal pumps with 2-in. and 3-in.
suction are already being manufactured by the Duriron
They are so
Co., Inc., of Findlay St., Dayton, Ohio.
constructed that the packing cannot be touched by the
corrosive water, as the suction is always under vacuum

while the

pumps

operate.

Anti-Friction Belt Bearings Save Power,
Making Longer Belts Permissible

EVERYONE

knows that

rolling friction is vastly less

ball and roller bearings consume only a fraction of the power that plain
bearings require. Many modern machines would be well
nigh impossible were it not for this fact. Perhaps the

than sliding friction and that

best known example of a machine of this kind is the
automobile. Here both ball and roller bearings are used
to carry the weight of the machine, and to reduce friction in various parts of the driving mechanism.
Substitution of anti-friction bearings for those of
older and less efficient type may sometimes be profitably
made in machines of a design whose usefulness has been
long established.
At least most mining men are familiar with the way in which the roller bearing has
increased the efficiency and flexibility of even such a
crude device as the ordinary mine car. As time goes
on this type of bearing is being adapted to other kinds
of equipment.
One of the latest of these adaptations is to the troughing idlers of belt conveyors. The Steams Conveyor Co.,
of Cleveland, Ohio, uses either plain babbitt, Hyatt
roller or ball bearings upon the idlers of its conveyors.
The accompanying illustration shows one of these idler
pulleys fitted with roller bearings.
This pulley is of somewhat unusual construction. It
consists of two cold-drawn sheet-steel cups held together
by three through bolts. The two cups are maintained in

ROLLER BEARING NOW APPLIEHD TO
BELT CONVEYOR EQUIPMENT
The grease gun

is applied at 1 and the grease
passes through the shaft and out at 2. Here it
fills up the chamber around the shaft and, pushing back a sliding piston, enlarges the space to
be occupied. A helical spring which resists this
motion keeps the grease in continual compres-

washer fitting fairly close upon both sleeve and shaft
yet free to move endwise within the one and upon the
other. A hole is drilled from the outside to the interior
of the shaft just beyond the position of the washer when
the spring is relaxed.
It will be seen from the above description that grease
under the action of a suitable gun may be forced into
the space between the shaft, the sleeve, the bearing and
the spring-actuated washer, thus forming a reserve
supply capable of lasting under ordinary sei-vice for a
year or more. These rollers should be greased, however,
once every six months, thus making it absolutely certain
that they will not run dry.
Tests conducted upon troughing idlers provided with
ball or roller bearings of this type show some interesting results. It has been found in comparing roller with
plain bearings
as stated above, this firm makes both
that the roller bearing requires only about one-half as

—

—

much power

to operate as does the one fitted with plain
babbitt journals. This is an important consideration to
bear in mind when selecting a conveyor belt.
Suppose, for instance, that an installation is to be
made for moving coal horizontally over a distance such
that if the conveyor is built in one section and the idlers
are fitted with plain bearings the pull upon the belt
would be destructive. In such a case a second section
with its separate and independent drive would be necessary. With roller bearings, however, the entire distance
could be covered with one section of conveyor, thus not
only decreasing the cost of installation but entirely
obviating the degradation resulting from the transference of the coal from one belt conveyor to another.

Furthermore, with a short conveyor a lighter belt
be used or the same belt will give longer service.

may
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Scheme to Reduce Amount of Equipment and Cost of Installation
Use 20-Ton Locomotive on 5 Per Cent Grade and Two 8-Ton Locomotives on Level Haul, in Place of Six 8-Ton Machines Over Entire Haul

MY

attention

was attracted

to the

very complete and well workeii
out answer to a question asked at tlu'
last Mine Inspectore' examination at
Pittsbursh, Pa., Coal Age, Sept. 8, p.
384, relative to wiring a certain shaft
mine for haulage and machines. Wc
have since been analyzing this question
and desire to submit the following
scheme, which requires less equipment
and is more economical.
While it is true that mine locomotives
have a rated speed of 8 mi. per hr..
at full load, it hardly seems wise to
take this as an average running speed
for an 8-hr. day.
Numerous delays
due to lack of cars, derailments and
accidents of various kinds are bound to
occur in the operation of a mine. For
that reason, we would suggest estimating on an average speed of 6 mi. per
hr., on the main haulage road.
.^gain, it is stated that sanding the
rails will give an adhesion of .30 per
cent of the weight of the locomotiviresting on the drivers.
As in the
F(!e</(!rB-

I

FK<hrK Z/W, dMIO

,j

)^\

7£?0',ZiOO

volts

On this basis we have made the
following calculation, assuming a speed
of hauling of G mi. per hr.
Referring
to the accompanying sketch, the 20-ton
locomotive,
hauling
on
the
grade
between A and B, a distance of 1,760
ft., or i mile (round trip
mi.), will
make 6-^-3 = 9 round trips per hour,
or 9 X 8
72 round ti-ips in an
8-hr. day.
f,

=

To be more

con.servative,

we

will

estimate on this locomotive making 70
trips a day.
But the daily output is
2,.500 tons of coal and adding 40 per
cent for the weight of the cars, the
total weight hauled in a day is 3,500
tons; or 3,500 -^ 70 = 50 tons per trip.
Taking the track resistance as before,
30 lb. per ton, or 1-^ per cent, and
adding 5 per cent for the grade, makes
a total of 62 per cent of the weight
of the cars, or 0.065 X 50 = 3', tons,

Ha

7

win

=

Arrange.ment of the Schedule

the
is

same

hauling

Assuming that the two 8-ton locomoare installed at a cost of $5,000
each and the 20-ton locomotive at a cost
of $8,000, the total
cost for these
tives

is
$18,000, as compared to
10-ton machines, at a cost of $36,saving of $18,000 on this item
Using two men on a machine,
the operating force is reduced from
twelve to six men, at a saving of about
$40 per day, or $10,000, per i:50-day
year. Also, in place of seven partings,
there will be but four.
To determine the wiring, we must
estimate the current required for hauling a loaded trip up the 5 per cent
grade and a loaded and an empty trip,
respectively, on the level haul.
The haul up the grade we estimated
previously as requiring a drawbar pull
of 6,500 lb., while the total resistance
of the locomotive was 2,400 lb., making
We estimated the
a total of 8,900 lb.
loaded trip on the level to require a
drawbar pull of 3,750 lb. and the locomotive resistance was 160 lb., making
For the empty
a total of 3,910 lb.
trip on the level, these items were:

machines

Transformer

Cpnverhr A

si.x

000, a
alone.

.Converters
rrotlcy SCO mits

Section A-2

Section BH-

/

l40amp.No.0000 j

_

I

Section B-2

/40ampDa

Circuit breaker

<~r~>-

-

"^8 tons-*-

botfom]

l40ampNaOOOO

^

SHOWING PROPOSED POWKR TRAN.SMI.SSION OX A 2-jnLE
HAfL UNDERGROUXD

reply given, we will assume that the
5 per cent grade is against the loads
and occurs between the shaft bottom
and the first parting. This grade is
but a short distance (1,760 ft.), a
fraction of the total haul.
While it is true that, for a short
distance, a locomotive can safely exert
a 30 per cent pull, it has occurred to

us that it would be more economical
to use a heavier locomotive on this
section of the road and employ much
lighter locomotives on the level haul,
instead of making each locomotive haul
the entire di.stance, when it would only
work to its full capacity on the grade.

926
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tive effort of this 20-ton locomotive as

Transformor

.l.\GR.\M

=

i;assing the first at ('.
At
time, the 20-ton locomotive
smaller trips from B to A.

lb., which is the drawbar pull
when hauling up this grade.
Again, we may take the gross ti'ac-

r^tternator

U--

=

or 6,500

i phase 60 cqch

Shatf

the level haul, each pulling a trip of
.\gain, talking
125 tons (250,000 lb.),
the track resistance as .30 lb. per ton,
or IJ per cent, gives a drawbar pull
of 0.015 V 250,000 - 3,750 lb.
As before, we will assume a gross
tractive effort of 25 per cent of the
weight of the locomotive, or 0.25 > 8
4,000 lb.
Then deducting
X 2,000
1
per cent for internal resistance, or
0.01 x 16,000
160 lb. gives a drawbar pull of 4,000
160
3,840 lb.,
which is also amply large. These results show that one 20-ton locomotive
operating on the grade and two 8-ton
locomotives on the level haul will suffice.

Referring to the figure, the schedule
will be so arranged that, while one
8-ton locomotive hauls a loaded trip
from D to C, the other small locomotive
will haul an empty trip from B to D,

5 phase 60 cycie

volhf/o.Swire

Estimating the total weight of coal
and ears hauled, per (hiy, as 3,500 tons
gives 3,500 -. 14 = 250 tons per trip,
which is too great a load for a single
trip, such a trip being awkwaid to
handle and requiring long partings. We
will therefore use two locomotives on

25 per cent of its weight, or 0.25 x 20
X 2,000
10,000 lb. But from this must
be subtracted 5 per cent for grade and
1 per cent for internal resistance, making 6 per cent, or 0.06 X 40,000 =
2,400 lb. resistance, leaving a net trac-

=

tive effort of 10,000

which

The

is

amply

— 2,400

=

7,600

lb.,

large.

length of haul being 2
miles and that of the grade but J mile,
makes the length of level haul IS miles
h-ound trip 3i mi.)
At a speed of
6 mi. per hr., a single locomotive will
travel 6 x 8 :;3 48 mi. in an 8-hr. day
and be able to make 48 -=- 3* = 14.4,
say 14 round trips a day.
total

drawbar

pull

ance 160

lb.,

1,500;

making

locomotive resist1,660

lb.

Hauling on the level, the two locomotives are working at less than full
load and the speed will be greater.
say 10 mi. per hr., which will give a
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large allowance for delays from any
cause.
Multiplying these several tractive efforts in pounds, by the speed of
hauling, in feet per minute, and that
product by 0.74(3 and dividing the result
lay 33,000 and again by the efficiency of
the motor gives for the wattage required, ii> each respective case, the
following: Upgrade haul 157,000 watts;
liauling loaded trip on level, 70,00(1
watts: hauling empty trip on level,
37,000 watts.
As shown in the figure, one converter
is located at A
and a second at a
distance of 5,500 ft. away, or 1,100 ft.
inby from C.
Allowing 360 ft. for
extending the conductor, from the
generator in the power house, down th
300-ft. shaft to the bottom, makes the
length of the feeder A. 2,120 ft. long.

Maximum Condition in Section A
The maximum condition in Section
A-1 occurs when the 20-ton locomotive
reaches the top of the incline, in hauling
.-Vssuming a 500-volt
a loaded trip.
circuit the current required, at this
point, is l."i7,000 ^ .iOO = 314 amp.
The voltage drop in the rails is about
4 volts.
The drop in a 0000-wire is
0.0497 volts, per ampere, per 1,000 ft..
making a total of 1.76 x 314 x 0.0497
= 27 volts. This makes a total of
27 + 4 = 31 volts drop, which is not
excessive.

At

the

same time, an 8-ton locomotive

hauTingl)Toaderti4p"mav' enter Section
distance of 2,200 ft. from the
converter. The current required by this
locomotive is 70,000 h- 500 = 140 amp.
An 00-wire would give a drop of 27
volts; but, since the remaining circuit
requires 0000-wire, we will use that
wire throughout the level haul, for the
sake of uniformity.
.4-2, at a

Maximum Condition

in Section

B

Bent Links
Delau caused

in

in

Car Hitchings

gathering trips when

—

car links are bent Hof the links
come to he bent Trouble and pos
fiihle injiiry in coupling cars.

—

some time past
have been
FOR
reading many suggestions by conI

tributors, regarding the more complete
e.xtraction of coal, more efficient meth-

ods

of haulage and other matters in
which the operation of mines ^can be
improved. Different writers have told
how much time is lost in handling the
coal from the face to the tipple. Others
have spoken of ways in which time
could be gained. I have seen no mention, however, of one thing that has
always appealed to me as a chief s()urce
ot trouble or loss of time, in haulage,
in the mine.
All who are familiar with the coupling of cars, in making up trips where
the common link-and-pin hitching is in
use, cannot fail to appreciate what I
have to say in regard to crooked or
bent links being a great hindrance in
the work. This form of hitching is the
one commonly used in coal mines and
is far superior to the three links and

two devices sometimes employed.

Bent Links the Cause of Much
III Temper and Injury
As we

know-, car links are bent
of their hanging low and

all

by reason

"»' functioning properly when the cars
^re bumped together by a motorman,

The result is
'" making up a trip.
that the oncoming car rides the link
that is hanging down, bending it and
jamming the bumpers together.
It frequently happens that when the
cars are pulled apart the forward car
is derailed by falling to one side.
This
causes serious delay in putting the car
again on the track and is almost certain to cause a rise in temperature
among the train crew. Each time it
happens the links are bent more and

At Section B, the maximum condition
will occur when the loaded locomotive
r.pproaches the circuit breaker; or when
it leaves the inby parting D.
The cur- more and it becomes extremely difficult
rent is 140 amp. an the drop at that to make the coupling.
Many a "snapper" has had his hand
point 27 volt.
The same calculation
serves for both branches of Section B. crushed when attempting to make a
The maximum power required in Sec- coupling with a bent link. Of course,
tion A is 157,000 + 70,000 = 227.000, it will be understood that I am now
say 230,000 watts, including the inefficiency of the converter.
At 100 per
cent power-factor, the area of feeder
wire for this section is, assuming a
three-phase system of wiring
.
'

_
~

2,120

10

X
X

230,000
2,000

X

X

1,080

_
~

2,000

13,164 circ. ynils.
N0.-8 wire, having an area of 16,510
mils will be used.
By the same
formula a No.-7 wire is found to be
sufficient for Feeder if.
A comparison of this arrangement
with the one previously outlined shows
both the initial cost of the haulage unit
and the power required, materially less,
while the trolley wire installation is
somewhat higher. However, the difference will be gi-eatly in favor of the

A

circ.

new arrangement.
Charles M. Schloss.
Denver, Colo.
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mine, would keep one blacksmith busy
and we must look elsewhere for a
.

I'^niedy

seems to. me, that some means
should be employed to avoid links being bent, in the coupling of cars, when
making up trips in the mine. It may be
possible to design a bumper in a way
that will hold the link up. instead of
permitting it to hang down.
this
can be done in a manner that is simple
and inexpensive it will be the means
of avoiding much loss of time in the
making up of trips, to say nothing of
avoiding accidents to tripriders or snappers, who must make the coupling.
I
hope that some of our practical men
can offer suggestions along this line
that w-ill eliminate the trouble.
May port. Pa.
.J.\MES THOMPSON.
It

K

Better Mining and Marketing
Efforts

to stabilize coal

until a

prices hopeless,

more constructive agreement

reached between operators and
miners Excessive overlicad charges
when mines lie idle High cost of
production the result Hoiv long ivill
is

—

—
—

the public paij these higli prices?

LONG AGO, there appeared
NOT
Coal Age
325), an
(Sept.

in

ediIndustry Lags in
1, p.

"Coal
Merchandising Knowledge," which drew

torial entitled

attention to one important factor oper^ting to produce the present high
Pi'ces oi coai
I recall reading the editorial with
deep interest at the time, and am now
reminded of it by a second appearing
in the issue, Oct. 13, p. 565, entitled

"Better Mining and Marketing" and
giving a more hopeful outlook for the
future of the industry.
The numerous conventions and conferences, held within the past few
months for the purpose of discussing
coal problems with a view to stabilizing the price of fuel, have succeeded in
establishing one fact in the public
mind; namely, the industrial wheels
have been spragged heavily, by the
lack of co-ordination between the operating and the merchandising ends of
the industry.

speaking only of cars having center
Constructive Plan Needed
and using the link-and-pin
To the suffering public it would seem
hitching.
It is a mystery to me that
that, unless a more constructive plan
more tripriders and snappers have not
next few
is forthcoming within the
been crippled in this way.
months, the people will call upon their
At times, a coupling link is bent
legislators to take a hand in this
when dumping a car of rock, at the
meri-y warfare and put both parties to
surface, and attaching a chain to the
In
the controversy out of business.
link to hold the car from going over
the minds of many intelligent men inthe dump.
The chain should be atterested in the coal business, governtached in some other way, as the link
ment ownership of mines is becomis almost sure to be bent by the jerk
ing each day, more clearly the only
of the heavy car on the chain.
solution.
Proposed Remedy Expensive
The city of Windom, Minn., today,
a bu., under
Some will say, "Take all links off is burning coal, at 25c.
In Iowa and
when they are bent and send them to her power-plant boilers.
Nebraska, farmers are burning com in
the
shop to have the blacksmith
In one
their houses instead of coal.
straighten them. This would be an exinstance, I am informed a farmer conpense that would cause a howl when
tracted his surplus of corn, at $5.40 a
the cost-sheet is turned into the office.
ton, to another party for use as fuel.
To straighten the links of three or When corn, at this price, can compete
four hundred cars, in daily use in the with coal, at $11.50 per ton, it would

bumpers
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seem that the situation is serious
enough to require investigation.
Briefly stated, coal operators, with
few exceptions, are not running their

business to serve the public. The people
are anxiously watching as the supply
gets
of coal goes down and the price
While the public
higher and higher.
are paying from $8 to $15 a ton for
their coal, the miner is receiving prac-

The benefit
the same wages.
of the overcharge appears to be swallowed up in the overhead expenses.
tically

STtTDY

THE SITUATION

a fact that there are too many
mines and too many miners? The army
of underground workers has increased
until it numbers, today, 600,000 men
who are digging coal or performing
other work in the mines. Studying the
Is it

facts, in the light of the contention of

the miners that what they want is
steady work and the further fact that
our mines are running but one or two
days a week, makes it appear that
there is great need of constructive coordination in the industry.
Naturally, the miner will resist any
attempt to reduce his wages, as long
as there is so little hope of his obtainIn this locality alone,
ing steady work.
within a radius of 5 miles, there are
five mines, with an average capacity
of 4,000 tons per day, or a total output
of 20,000 tons of coal mined here in a
single day. Each mine employs, on an

average, 600 men, making a total of
3,000 mine workers.
At still another mine, 250 men are
putting out 1,500 tons of coal a day.
This mine, however, shut down, last
Spring, for an indefinite time. All of
the mines I have mentioned are fully
equipped wth modem Appliances, having
been in operation from eighteen to

Vol. 20, No. 23

To Mine Large Coal
Points to consider in miniiifi large eoal
Drive rooms 07i face of the coal
In solid shooting, use permissible
IMuder, tamped with clay In machine 7nining, drill no hole beyond
cutting and avoid excessive charge of

—

—

—

jtoicdcr.

HAVING

read with interest the excellent letter of George Edwards,
in regard to securing a larger percent-

age of lump

coal.

Coal Age, Oct.

13,

kindly permit me to offer a few
suggestions from my own experience,
in this regard, both in solid shooting
p. 586,

and machine work.
In the first place,

I

have found

it

of

great advantage to advance the rooms
on the face cleats of the coal, driving
the productive entries on the butts and
turning the rooms at right angles to
them. When this plan is followed the
coal invariably breaks in larger lumps
than when the rooms are advanced on
the ends of the coal. I regard this as
an important point.

Again, the location of the shots and
charging and tamping of holes
At least two old exis
important.
perienced miners should be authorized
to inspect all holes and give needed
instructions to the younger miners, insisting on all holes being tamped with
the

clay to obtain the best results.
In machine mining, no holes should be
drilled deeper than the cutting and all
shots should be carefully inspected be-

Both
is given to fire.
in solid shooting and in machine work,
care must be taken to avoid excessive
charges and only permissible powder
must be used.
In my experience, much of the trouble,
in mining small coal, comes from the

fore permission

fact that so many miners now working in the mines have had little experience and know partically nothing
as to what is required to gain a larger
percentage of lump. Also, many of the
older miners have grown careless in
this regard since the adoption of the
run-of-mine basis of payment.

Crawford, Tenn.

OscAR H. JONBS.

Inquiries

Of General

Interest

Load on Knuckle Sheave, Hoisting on Incline
Load on Haulage Rope Calculated from Track and
Grade Resistances of Loaded Trip —Load on Knuckle
Sheave the Resultant of Parallelogram

TO

of

Forces

has arisen The normal pressure on this plane is,
between two men, regarding the therefore, 9 x cos 12° 40' = 9 X
twenty years.
load on a knuckle sheave when hoisting 0.97566 = 8.78 tons.
For a grade of 22h per cent, allowa trip of five cars up an incline, on a
Many Idle Days at the Mines
grade of 22h per cent, I am submitting ing 20 lb., per ton, for each per cent
Last January, work in the mines the question to Coal Age for solution. of grade, the grade resistance is 20 X
began to slacken and reached the low
The sheave at the knuckle is 42 in. 22.5 = 450 lb. per ton. Adding to this
ebb in April, since which time the mines in diameter and a 1-in. steel haulage
have been operating one or, at the most, rope passing over it hoists and lowers <Z/4/ii
two days a week. Iri that time, one the trips. Five cars are hoisted at a
mine ran 59 days and another 40 days, time, each car weighing 1,100 lb. empty
the latter having been closed for the
The
and carrying 2,500 lb. of coal.
past two months, on the plea of making entire weight of a loaded trip is, thererepairs. The other three mines in this
fore, 5(1,100 + 2,500) -i- 2,000 = 9 the 30 lb. per ton, for track resistance,
district work but little better than the
tons.
Assuming that the trip has gives a total resistance of 480 lb., per
two just mentioned.
reached a point 100 ft. below the
moving load estimated on the
Many of the miners here own their knuckle, it is desired to know the load ton of
normal pressure on the incline.
own homes and are largely dependent bearing on the sheave wheel at the
Finally, then the load on the rope
on their labor in the mine. It requires
knuckle.
S. D. Hainley.
due to both the track and grade resistno high mathematics to convince any
Osceola Mills, Pa.
ance is 8.78 X 480 = 4,214 lb.
one that when a mine lies idle for a day
From the parallelogram of forces
or more, the overhead charges still conIn solving this problem, we will as- formed by the two branches of the rope
tinue and the cost of production is inover the sheave, each carrying
Certainly something should sume a track resistance of, say 30 lb., passing
creased.
load of 4,214 lb., the load on the
be done to equalize the work and per ton of moving load. As usual, the a
represented
by the diagonal of
sheave,
per
grade
resistance
taken
as
20
lb.,
is
eliminate these idle days.
It would seem that one great need of
the coal industry, today, is to combine
the various sales departments of different companies into one so-called
syndicate, who would be charged with
makins; an equable distribution of the
coal mined, with a view to keeping the

mines running on
Staunton,

111.

full time.

Playfair.

settle a dispute that

ton of load, for each per cent of grade.
This being a fairly steep incline, however, both the track and grade resistances must be estimated on the normal
pressure due to the weight resting on
the incline.
A 22 J per cent grade corresponds to
an angle of inclination whose tangent is
0.225, or an angle of 12 deg. 40 min.

the parallelogram, or the resultant of
the two forces, is 2 x 4,214 X sin
8,428 X sin. 6° 20'
i(12° 40')
930 lb., nearly,
8,428 X 0.11031
which is the load on the sheave at the
we have igthis
solution,
In
knuckle.
nored the weight of the rope 100 ft. in
length, which is comparatively so small
as to be inappreciable.

-

=

=

December
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Examination Questions

Answered
Tennes8ee Mine Foremen's Examination,
Held at Knoxville. Oct. 18, 1921
(Selected Questioyis)

—

Question

Why

does firedamp explode in a safety lamp, ivithout causing
an explosion of the gas by which the

surrounded?
A firedamp mixture, surrounding a good safety lamp, may belavip

is

Answer

—

come

highly explosive before slight
explosions will he observed to occur
within the lamp. Previous to that, the
only observed effect is the enlargement
and agitation of the wick flame in the
lamp, followed by a sharp crackling
The gas entering the lamp
sound.
must be quite "sharp" and reach the
maximum explosive point, before any
explosion can take place in the lamp.
Then, only slight balloons of flame
will form and explode in the lamp.
The reason is that the condition
within the lamp is modified and rendered less explosive by the admixture
of burnt air consisting of variable portions of nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
Owing to the presence of these extinctive gases, an explosion within the lamp
must be very violent before it will have
sufl^icient
force to drive the flame
through the gauze of a good lamp
and ignite the gas outside.
Question Are there any conditions
under which it would be unsafe to uie
a safety lamp?
If so, name them.
Answer Yes. A safety lamp is
never safe except when handled by an
experienced man who understands all
the conditions that must be observed to
insure safety.
A lamp is never safe
when exposed to a strong air current
or rush of air, or when exposed for
too long a time to a firedamp mixture

—

—

surrounding

it,

or

when

defective

in

any way, due to the gauze being injured
or the lamp improperly assembled. The
lamp is not safe if it is tilted so as to
permit the flame to impinge against
the glass or the wire gauze, or if
permitted to fall.
It must be kept
clean and carefully examined previous
to use.

Question

— What

effect

would carbon

ous; and tuhat gases enter into the
composition of firedamp and in what
proportion?
.A.NSWER A mixture of pure methane
and air (firedamp) containing more
than 9i per cent of gas; or, in other
words, above its maximum explosive
point, is more dangerous in a mine
than a mixture below the maximum
explosive point. The reason is that any
addition of air to the former, which is
liable to happen in the mine at any

—

make

more explosive,
it
of air to the latter
The most
makes it less explosive.
violent explosion occurs when the mixture contains 94 per cent of gas.
The term firedamp, in this country,
refers to any inflammable or explosive
Commonly
mixture of air and gas.
speaking, it is a mixture of pure
methane and air, in any proportion
between the lower and higher inflammable limits. At the lower limit, the
mixture consists of one volume of gas
to forty volumes of air, while the proportion of gas to air, at the higher
time,

will

while

addition

inflammable limit

is

1:2.4.

The former

contains 2.5 and the latter 29.5 per
Any mixture lying
cent of the gas.
between these two limits is either inflammable or explosive and is properly
termed "firedamp."
Question What noxious gases are
produced by fires and explosicms of

—

firedamp, in mines?

—

Answer The chief gaseous products
of fires or explosions of gas, in mines,
are cai'bon dioxide and carbon monoxide, the proportion of the two gases
the
on
dependent
being
produced
quantity of air present at the time,
combusthe
which determines whether
A
tion is complete or only partial.
plentiful supply of air insures complete
combustion and carbon dioxide only is
On the other hand, if the
produced.
supply of air is limited, the combustion
is not complete and some carbon monoxide results.
State your views as to
Question
the cause of explosions and ivhat precautions you would adopt to prevent

—

dioxide have on marsh gas when these
are inixed together?
Answer Carbon dioxide being an
extinctive gas produces a depressing
effect on the inflammable or explosive
condition of marsh gas.
If carbon
dioxide is added to a mixture of marsh
gas and air at its most explosve point,
in the nronortion of one volume of
carbon dioxide to seven volumes of the
firedamp mixture, it has the effect of
rendering the mixture non-explosive.

Answer The primary cause of a
mine exnlosion is the ignition of gas or
du=t, mixed with air in such volume
and proportion as to produce a sudden
and violent combustion. Whenever undue accumulations of gas or dust are
permitted in the mine and there is
danger of these being ignited, by the

Question What percentage of firedo you consider the most danger-

flame of a shot or a lamp or the sparking of wires, an explosion is imminent.

—

—

damp

them?

—

In order to avoid the danger of an
explosion of gas or dust, strict rules
and regulations must be made and enforced, in respect to the examination of
all working places at regular intervals.
No accumulations of dust must be
permitted at the working face or on
the roadways; and, if necessary, these
must be cleaned and sprinkled at
regular intervals. If the mine is generating gas, all holes should be ex-

amined, charged and fired by competent
Special attention must be
shotfirers.
given to the ventilation of the mine
and safety inspectors should be employed to examine all working places,
at brief intervals throughout the day,
while the men are at work.

—

Question Would you coTisider a
mine dangerous though not gen-

diisty

erating gas?

—

Answer Yes; if not properly inspected and managed, a dusty mine is
dangerous, even though free from gas.
The fine dust of an inflammable coal,
thrown into the air by a blowout shot
and ignited by the flame projected into
the dust cloud, will start an explosion
that may
the mine.

be

propagated

throughout

—

Question Explain the principle of
explosion doors, in connection with the
ventilati7ig apparatus of Class-A mines.
Answer— The purpose of explosion
doors

in

generating

mines

gas

and

as "Class-A Mines," in the
Tennessee law, is to relieve the pressure
due to a possible explosion and thus
prevent the damage that would otherIn the
wise be done by the blast.
majority of cases, where explosion doors
are not provided in the fan drift, for
the protection of the fan in case of an
explosion, not only the drift leading to
the fan but the fan itself will generally
The blowing open of
he destroyed.
this
prevents
doors
explosion
the
specified

destruction.

Question

— Upon

entering a mine in

gas;
the morning, you find it generating
/(ow woidd you make your inspection,
with the air or against it?
The only safe way to in-

Answer—

spect a

mine that

is

generating gas

is

By so doing,
to proceed with the air.
to
the fireboss has a safe retreat open
him, at all times, and is not in danger
by the gas provided
to
he takes the necessary precautions
avoid such an occurrence. On the other
air
the
against
hand, when advancing
the fireboss is liable to be trapped,
to
there being no way of escape open
him when he reaches the gas.
report
fireboss
a
S/!f«iW
Question—
dangerous conditions owing to gas and
what
dust in a portion of the mine,
of being surrounded

precautions should the mine foreman
take to safeguard the employees?
Answer— Much will depend on the
The
conditions that exi.st in the mine.

duty of the foreman, when informed
existing in a
of a dangerous condition
certain

section

of

the

mine,

is

to

promptly withdraw the men from that
section and, if necessary, from the
to
entire mine, before taking any steps

remove the danger. In performing that
work, employ only experienced men.

980
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The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes Chronicling the Trend of Industrial Activities on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

domestic business has
are multiplying evidences
THERE
gradually but surely emerging from
"turned the corner" and
that

is

the deflation period that began about the middle of last year,
according to the current issue of The Guaranty Survey, the monthly
review of business and financial conditions issued by the Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York. Two outstanding indications of the improvement are cheaper money, with its concomitant easier credit, and the
more or less widespread industrial revival.
"A building boom is sweeping the country," the Survey continues.
"There is decided betterment in the textile trades and the shoe and
Our surplus copper is gradually
leather industries report progress.
being marketed at prices that tend upward. There is increa.sed output
of iron and steel, and the railroads are coming back into the market.
Business failures are less numerous. Unemployment generally is de-

creasing, and savings are increasing.
"The banks of the country have been able, since the establishment of
the Federal Reserve System, to aid in effecting a more orderly general
readjustment of industry following a period of inflation than was
possible so long as our banking system remained extremely decentral-

Such service, particularly in the last year and a quarter, has
But the avoidbeen of incalculable benefit to the nation's business.
ance of a general collapse of credit, such as was repeatedly experienced
before the organization of the Federal Reserve Sy.stem, has necessarily
tended to prolong the period of readjustment.
"Meanwhile, through the gradual liquidation and utilization of accumulated stocks of commodities, the way has been prepared in a number of industries for an increased volume of production for current
consumption. The check to the downward course of general prices
in this country and abroad has lessened the incentive to defer contemplated purchases, and this condition supplements the depletion of
hold-over stocks in creating an enlarged demand for current produc-

ized.

tion.

"How

prolonged will be the period required for the complete resumpnormal scale must depend

tion of the country's business activity on a

degree upon the progress of industrial and financial
recuperation in other countries which consume American products."
in considerable

l.oaclinns

33.t)2j

(iiiin

Loading of revenue freight during
tile week ended Nov. 19 totaled 786,t)71 cars.
This was an increase of
tais over the week before,
when loadings were reduced by the

.•{:?,ti2.'>

observance of .-Vrmistice and ElecTabulations show, howtion days.
ever, that while the total for the
week of Nov. 19 was greater than
for the week before the average per
day was less. Compared with the
corresponding week last year the
total for the week of Nov. 19 was a
reduction of 102,467 cars, while it
was 67,930 cars less than for the
corresponding week in 1919.

Harvester Works

Back

Normal

to

That the Springtield (OluoJ works
International Harvester Co.
resume practically normal
within a week was announced Dec. 1 by Plant Superintendent Charles Smart. About 700
men will be employed. Increased orders from dealers warrant the action, according to Mr. Smart.

of

the

would

operation

Cotton Mills

For the

first

Work

time

Full

Time

in several

months

the cotton mills at Fall River, Mass.,
which are controlled by the Knights
Corporation have resumed full-time
operation and the management announces that it is looking forward
to marked improvement in the cotton
industry in the near future.

Less Idleness in Pittsburgh

That unemployment continues to
decrease in the Pittsburgh district
is indicated by the semi-monthly report of the Pennsylvania Bureau of
Labor and Industry, which shows
that as of Nov. 15 there were 51,400
men out of work in that district, as
compared with 52,400 Nov. 1 and
The report also
55,050 on Oct. 15.
shows that in the Johnstown district
unemployment increased from 7,810
The
Nov. 1 to 8,985 on Nov. 15.
in the
total number unemployed
state as of Nov. 15 was 271,4.30, as

compared with

276,.350

Nov.

1

and

288,625 Oct. 15.

Roads Place Big Equipment Orders

Equipment and

rail orders

awarded

by the leading railroads of the country
during the last month or so are estimated at $50,000,000, with inquiries
now in the market on orders valued
Additional
at half that amount.
orders for 400,000 tons of rails are
pending, and steel and equipment
manufacturers are expecting a record year in purchases for 1922.
Orders are expected to come in
speedily as soon as Congress passes
the railroad refunding bill, which
will greatly assist the roads in financing their requirements.
The Texas & Pacific Railroad Co.
is reported to have placed an order
for 1.5,000 tons of steel rails with

the United States Steel Corporation
for delivery next year.

The American Locomotive Co. has
closed a contract for fifteen 145-ton

Mikado and ten 158-ton mountain
type locomotives for the Seaboard
Air Line. It is estimated that the
contract calls for the expenditure of
about $1,250,000 by the railroad.
Orders for 127 modern steel passenger cars have been placed by the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R.,
it

was announced Nov.

29.

Jersey Mills Reopen

The Argo Mills Co. announced last
week that ^ork would be resumed
at its Gloucester (N. J.) plant within a few days.

Blast Furnaces

Resume Operations

& Tube

Co. of America,
Chicago, according to the Iron Age,
having completed overhauling and
improving its blast furnaces and
coke plant at Mayville, Wis., formerly known as the Northwestern
Iron Co., expected to resume operations Dec. 1 with a normal force.

The

Steel

Willys-Overland Sales

Still

Good

The Willys-Overland Co. at Toledo
reports but slight cessation of selling activities with the advent of
winter.
The good business of the
autumn is still continuing and the
prospects for the new year are exceptionally bright.

Deteniber
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Competitive Costs and Marketing Methods in the
Sale of

American Coals Ahroad*

Overseas Trade of 1,500,000 Tons Monthly Would Give EmployReduced Overhead in Mining
to Idle Mines and Ships
Industry and Lower Freight Rates to Tidewater Also Likely

—

ment

By Charles

THE

average person in the United States must be
vonfused by the complicated and generally unintelligible statistics and statements made and published
from lime to time of our exports, and more particularly
our coal exports. We have been led to believe that the
largf and profitable export business of the past five years
could be expected to continue indefinitely without the careful study of economic conditions both here and abroad and
the working out of a broad policy necessary to its permanency.

The coal industry, like all others, has had attracted to it
a great number of speculators, whose sole purpose was to
make money while the high prices prevailed, without the
organization and expense necessary to the building up of a
permanent business.
The situation here has not been
unique, however, as in England, France, Holland, Italy and
other European countries the same conditions existed.
The statistics stated will be for bituminous coal only, and
as this discussion is limited to overseas trade I shall
exclude tonnage exported to Canada, which amounts to
approximately fourteen million tons per year, and also
tonnage exported to South America. Central America,
Mexico and the West Indies, amounting to 8..500,000 tons to
This
.5,.50O,OO0 tons annually during the past five years.
business, amounting to a total of approximately eighteen
million tons annually, should be retained by us at all costs.
(Bunker business amounting to six million to nine million
tons annually, which we can expect to retain, is not

SimUar methods of marketing
included in this article).
and co-operation by all concerned must obtain for these
markets as for the overseas trade.
Coal for export overseas originates generally from the
States of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Maryland, Virginin
and Kentucky, as the mines in these states carry the lowThe railroads serving
transportation rates to tidewater.
these fields have excellent port facilities for efficient loading of vessels.
The present capacity of the railroads and
piers is much greater than we will need if the loading
demand is fairly evenly distributed throughout the twelve
months of the year.
These districts produce normally
about 280,000,000 tons annually and contain both lowvolatile and gas coals of superior quality which can compete favorably with the best coals produced abroad. During the year 1920, when we exported overseas about 20,000,000 tons, we drew from these districts approximately 7*
per cent of the tonnage produced.
AMiatlCAN AND BRITISH EXPORT TRADE Co.MPAREH
comparison of figures of production and consumption
of bituminous coal of the countries comprising our overseas market, exclusive of Great Britain, shows a shortage
of production normally of from 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 tons
annually.
Great Britain is our competitor for this trade.
Great Britain's production varied from 287,000,000 tons
in 1913 to 240,000,000 tons in 1920, from which was
exported from 72,000,000 tons in 1913 to 25,000,000 tons in
1920.
Our overseas exports of coal for the same years

A

were from 2.000,000 tons in 1913 to 20,000,000 tons in 1920.
and for the seven months ending Aug. 1, 1921, about 8,000,000 tons, of which approximately 2,000,000 tons were
shipped to Great Britain during the strike. During the
month of September our overseas shipment.'; dropped to 300.OOO tons. I have given you these figures to separate our
overseas business from the total tonnage exported.
•An address delivered at the twenty-fourth annual convention
of the American Mining Congress, Ciiicago, Oct. 17-22, 1921.

A.

Owen

France has been the largest purchaser of coal, consuming an average of over 15,000,000 tons above production.
The remainder of the normal demand is mainly in Holland,
Norway, Sweden, Russia, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and
Europe will not increase its
Mediterranean countries.
coal production above pre-war figures for a great many
years, and I believe that, if handled carefully and intelligently, we can do an overseas export business of from
10,000,000 to 15,000,000 tons annually of American coal.
Our ability to retain this trade from year to yeai- will, of
course, first depend upon our being able to furnish quality,
service and competitive c.i.f. prices.
By furnishing quality we mean good grades of coal, well
prepared, screened if so desired, and this quality maintained
through shortage of production, giving the same attention
to the foreign customer that we are giving to our customers at home, being willing within i-easonable limits and
There has been a
tolerances to guarantee our product.
great deal said about the dissatisfaction in Europe with
the quality of American coals, but I find that generally the
overseas trade which we have supplied like our coals and
with comparatively few exceptions are satisfied with the
We cannot
quality of the product we have furnished.
expect our foreign customers when paying railroad and
value of
the
times
or
four
amount
three
in
water freights
the coal at the mines to accept an inferior quality of coal.
England has always recognized this fact and has given her
The
export business the best grades of coal produced.
overseas market requires a great deal of large or lump
coal and our important domestic consumers should be
educated to the use of slack coal instead of run-of-mine.
stokers being now generally used in our large plants.

Success in Export Trade Dependent on Service
is most essential to the success of our overseas
trade. Prompt, careful and intelligent handling of cables,
orders and letters, accuracy and care in fixing of charters
The foreign
and dispatch in loading are all-important.
buyer is much more particular than the domestic buyer and
not inclined to overlook errors or negligence on the part of
the supplier. Here the English excel us because most of
Service

the exporting houses are old establishments with welltrained employees, familiar with all the details of the shipping and export business and with a definite knowledge of
how to please each customer. It must be remembered
that few of the producers of coal in this country have had
much experience with the laborious but necessary details
of the shipping and banking business which are a part of
every export shipment. Competitive prices are the most
difficult, not so much on account of our production costs
but because of the many factors entering into the final
c.i.f.

A

cost.

comparison of mine or transportation costs from availstatistics means very little, as all prices are too
unbalanced. The mine costs from the Eastern producing
districts have varied from an average of about $1 per ton
in 1913 to as high as $3.50 per ton in 1920 and are today
Railroad freights are about
approximately $2 per ton.
double the 1913 rates. Ocean freights have dropped from
a peak of $30 or more a ton to $5 a ton, and all other
charges including profit have varied accordingly. The
value of our bituminous coal f.o.b. ports from which
shipped, 1913 to 1916, was about $2.50 a ton; in 1919.
$4.70 a ton; in 1920, $8 a ton and today it is about $5 a
English coal for the year 1913 was valued at 14s.,
ton.
or $3.50, a ton, while during the year 1921 to Aug. 1 the
able
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range of value was from £3 5s., or $12.35, a ton, to an
average for the month of August of i'l 16s., or $6.85, a
These figures show our value at tidewater approxton.
imately 52 a ton below the English value, oven with the
British Government subsidy on labor costs and the practice
of the English exporter to make the export price a competitive one at the expense of the domestic consumer.
Costs during the past five years of English coal are
exceedingly difficult to obtain and mean little to us. This
if England, by subsidy, whether it
fact, however, is clear
be by labor, on shipping, or otherwise, delivers its coal at
a lower price than cost to the foreign market, then we
must either do the same thing or have an arrangement with
England by which certain markets will be open to us
with clean and fair competition based on actual costs
delivered.
If this is done we can easily compete successfully for a fair share of the overseas trade, which we need
and should enjoy, provided our costs are brought down to a
proper level.

—

Labor, as Usual, the Biggest Item of Cost
Coal costs c.i.f. depend largely on four items of which
labor makes up approximately 70 per cent of the total.
These are f.o.b. mine cost, railroad freight to tidewater,
Labor
ocean freight and overhead charges and profit.
must be reduced throughout the Eastern districts as soon
as possible to the 1917 level or lower, so that total costs
f.o.b. mine will be not more than $1.50 to $1.75 per ton.
Railroad freight rates should be reduced on coal for export
to a maximum of $2 a ton, and while water freights are as
low as possible under our present government regulations,
our laws should be changed so that our merchant marine,
which should be privately owned and managed, can compete under our flag with the ships of other flags. I believe
it possible to reduce our rates from 50c. to $1 a ton if
restrictions are removed now in effect under the LaFollette
law. It is now profitable for us to deliver good grades of
steam or gas coal to Mediterranean ports at from $10 to
$11 a ton as against English quotations of $9 to $10 a ton.
Let us consider further our English competition. The
settlement of the English coal srike in July was accomplished by the granting by the government to the miners of
a £10,000,000 subsidy which was to be used for the purpose
of paying labor a certain portion of the difference between
the wage scale offered by the mine owners and that asked
by the mine workers. At the end of three months' operation every mine owner was dissatisfied, the government
fund was practically exhausted and the cost of coal to the
English consumer was too high.
They have, however,
regained their export trade and are now shipping to foreign
markets three and a half million tons monthly.

Exchange Situation Hampers .\merican Competition
The

grreatest factor against us in competition for foreign

the high value and constant fluctuation of the
dollar in exchange. This adds actually almost 20 per cent
to our delivered prices. You can, therefore, see that under
present conditions it is very difficult for the American
exporter of coal to compete with England.
I have great admiration for the English people but it is
not clear to me why we should continue to finance England
and allow her to use our money for subsidies which have
the effect of excluding our coal from the European trade,
thus driving our coal-carrying ships from the seas. If subsidies are necessary in order to allow us to compete, let us
have subsidies in the form of reduced freight rates, both
Thus our mines will be given the
railroad and ocean.

trade

is

extra work and our merchant marine, which we should keep
at all costs, will operate.
The principles of marketing coal for export are similar
to those necessary to successful salesmanship in the
domestic market.
I am convinced it requires American
management and, as far as possible, American salesmen.
This necessitates the settling of our young men permanently in the centers of activity, learning to speak the native
language fluently, becoming on friendly terms with the
business men of the community, and becoming a part of
the country. I think it better to have offices rather than
agents and do as much business as possible direct with the
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consumer.
This is a slow and tedious undertaking but
certainly pays in the long run.
Some of our most prominent exporters have followed this plan successfully and
.American coal offices can be seen in all the principal cities
of Europe.
English exporters have a decided advantage on account
of the short distance to their European markets and also
because of i)rompt delivery. They can deliver coal to practically all European ports within ten days to two weeks of
receipt of order. Our delivery requires about double this
time.
The chance of fluctuation of exchange or market
prices is not so great.
Another feature is the matter of
small cargoes. Our deliveries are mostly in large vessels
in order to get the advantage of low freights.
Comparatively few consumers can handle this amount of coal at a
time, requiring the splitting of the cargo to two or more
customers. The English cargoes are smaller, necessitating
less of this undesirable work and added expense.
The
greatest advantage at present, however, is the friendly
status personally of the English manager, who has established himself just as our managers must do.
The problem of overseas coal exports is primarily ours, but as its
success is of such prime importance to all, our government
at Washington should co-operate with us so that the problems that appear from day to day may be worked out with
its co-operation.
The coal exporter must be encouraged
and helped, as the profit he receives will be small compared to the benefit to the country at large.
The banking business of the country must get a better
understanding of export business and cease to be merely a
collection agency. The information given relative to credits
should be more thorough, so that losses will be at a
minimum and if credits be extended it must be with their
help and co-operation.

Investment in Foreign Enterprises Helpful
The foreign branch of the American banking

institution

I

an excellent thing and it is to be hoped that
through this influence our people will invest more and more
in
foreign enterprises.
Both Germany and England's
strength, both countries having shown what real value
exports are to the people of their country, have in the past
encouraged investment in the railroads, public utilities and
industries of the country with which trade was desired.
Their people become a part of the banking, industrial and
social life wherever they are and one might say they are
trading with their own interests. Financial interest in a
project gives the investor a voice in its management and
it naturally follows that through an advantage of this sort
a great deal of foreign business is done.
believe

It in a way gives to the business men of the investing
country the refusal of the business at the competitor's
price.
This has always been true of the export coal
business of the principal industries of South America and
governs a great deal of the European business today. As
we encourage our industries to bid for foreign trade,
investment of our money will naturally follow as our men
become established and business will increase rapidly on
When we think of establishing an addithis foundation.
tional office in this country for the purpose of increasing
our sales, the territory is first worked out carefully so as
to be sure of sufficient business of the kind suited to the
coals we handle to warrant the expense necessary to a
permanent establishment. We next pick the man whom
we think is best suited to this territory, and certainly great
care is used in this selection, as he is to be the foundation
of the business.
We then unpretentiously set out doing
missionary work, getting acquainted, and during the first
year do very little business.
As our manager becomes acquainted we form a banking
connection in the city in which the office is located.
In
time our man becomes a member of the principal club or

learns to know his competitors, the banking and
business men of the district in which he has been placed,
and at the end of two or three years is firmly established
and doing a profitable business. The sale of coal and
American products in export trade can be permanently
established only by this same method, unless the difficulties
to be overcome are greater and the adaptation of our men
clubs,

December
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to the situation

more difficult. The whole problem becomes
more complex and several years may elapse before the

percentage of our production involved and the difficulties
connected with the business. However, an overseas export

foreign branch is on a permanently paying basis.
During the year 1918 Congress passed the Webb law,
allowing combinations in industry for the purpose of
foreign trade.
Several combinations have been formed
under this law and meetings have been held by those
interested in the export of coal upon the call of the export
committee of the American Mining Congress. The coal
trade failed to work out a satisfactory plan of organization
and the matter was dropped. I believe this was a mistake.
We should have co-operation either through a combination
or pooling of interests or by the establishment of a coal
export association composed of all those interested in coal
exports. Such an association, with the help of the export
committee of this body and the National Coal Association
could accomplish great things in the working out of our
problems and would be beneficial to all those in the
For the average producer of
industry, large and small.
coal the export business has little interest. If he were to
explain this lack of interest he would point to the small

of coal of 1,500,000 tons monthly would give employment
to approximately 20,000 idle mines and more than onefourth of our idle ships and would bring to this country in
exchange for the labor and service $15,000,000 monthly.
Not only would the coal trade benefit directly, but the business of the entire country would be accelerated.
Summing up, we should have:
Reduced wages of mine workers and overhead costs.
Reduced freight rates for coal to tidewater for export.
definite plan for payment of the Allies' debts to the
United States, which would stabilize exchange rates.
revamping of laws governing shipping, so that ships
under our flag could compete unrestrictedly with those of

A
A

foreign flags.
Co-operation in the coal industry so that problems of the
export trade could be presented at all times as a unit.
Immediate action looking to a solution of these problems
is necessary if we are to compete successfully in the overseas coal export trade.

N. Y. Interborough Roads Use 770,000 Tons of Coal, at

$7.35 Per Ton; B. R. T. Fuel Costs $6.93
INTERESTING information concerning the coal
SOME
consumed by the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., and

much more for its coal. I feel that
company getting coal cheaper."

the prices paid was elicited from Frank W. Hedley,
president of that corporation, during his examination on
Nov. 28, by the Transit Commission in its inquiry into the
New York transit situation.
Contracts for supplying the 770,000 tons or more of coal
required have been made for a number of years with the
Consolidation Coal Co., Berwind-White Coal Co. and the
Logan Coal Co., but for the past two years, Mr. Hedley
said, the full needs of the company have not been contracted
for, about 10 per cent of the tonnage required having been
bought in the open market. As a result of buying distress
coal at various times, Mr. Hedley said, he has been able
to purchase at $5.50 a ton coal which sold in New York
harbor during the war for $20 a ton.
Mr. Hedley, replying to former Supreme Court Justice
Clarence L. Shearn, counsel for the commission, said that
the contracts now in force provide for a sliding scale of
prices. Regarding this feature Mr. Hedley said:
"The contract that we are running on now from the two
large companies that is, the Consolidation Co. and the
Berwind-White Co. contains a minimum and maximum
quantity of coal that we are to take.
That is, we must
take the minimum and we have the privilege of taking the
maximum. That gives the company an opportunity of
still continuing to buy spot coal in the harbor here, if it
can get coal cheaper than its contract price; and if the
coal should go up, then the company has the advantage of
calling upon our contractors to furnish the maximum at
the contract price."
"But I do not understand the sliding scale yet," said

Mr. Hedley said that the contract had been approved by
the commission and that the coal companies had agreed that
if a concern buying a similar quantity and character of
coal should get a better price, his company should have
the same advantage. He said that the price for the coming year's contract was $6.95, as compared with $7.70 last
year, and that he thought "personally we are going to get
a dollar off it within the next year."
The average price of coal for subway and elevated roads
during 1921 was $7.35, while during the same period the
average cost to the Hudson & Manhattan Co. is $3.82 per
ton.
Asked to explain the difference in cost Mr. Hedley

—

—

counsel.

"Well, the sliding scale part of it is that the price is
ton— that is, the long ton, 2,240 lbs.— delivered
at the pier at each of our power houses."
"That is for a year?"
"Per ton per year, yes; and if the price of labor at the
mines goes down in other words, if the cost of producing
the coal out of the mines into the cars is reduced by means
of reduction of labor costs the company gets the entire
benefit in the reduction of its price of those labor costs.
Should there be any reduction in the freight rates, which
I personally feel that we are certainly going to
get, the
company will get all the advantage in the reduction in the
freight rates. If there is any reduction in war tax, the company will also get that. But, on the other hand, if there is
any increase of labor, any increase in freight rates, any
increase in war tax, the company will have to pay that
fixed per

—

—

is

all

in

favor of the

said the coal for the Hudson & Manhattan Co. is delivered
in New Jersey; there are no unloading charges, no pier
charges, no lightering charges and no harbor charges. He
added, in reply to questions, that "the only way they could
possibly have got that $3.82 price was by a long-term contract made prior to the war.
There is no contract, I believe, that could have been made by any person, even with
Jersey City delivery, for the character of coal that we use
at anything like the prices you have mentioned."
"Apparently," said Mr. Shearn, "that was not the result
of the long-term contract made before the war, because in
1914 their price was $1.69 a ton; 1915, $1.62; 1916, $1.61;
1917, $2.19; 1918, $3.72; 1919, $3.83 and 1920, $3.58."
Mr. Hedley said the Interborough Co. bought "navy
coal" and that if the Hudson & Manhattan Co. bought "the
same kind of coal as we buy, I would say that I don't believe the figures you have quoted are correct."
Mr. Hedley was told that the reports showed that the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. was paying this year $6.93 per
ton for its coal, as compared with $7.35 paid by the Interborough Co., that the average price for the Interborough
coal in 1920 was $5.74 and the B.R.T.'s $5.35, and in 1919
the average prices were $5.41 and $4.81, respectively.
"There is no reason that you can think of, is there, why
there should be that difference in price?" asked Mr. Shearn.
"No," replied Mr. Hedley; "they get their coal from the
Consolidation Co. and from the Berwind-White Co. I don't
know whether they get it from anyone else or not."

Continuing Mr. Shearn said:
"Well, it appears that there is this difference year by
year as you go back. In 1917 you were paying $3.07 and
the B.R.T. was paying $2.55. Well, there is not very much
difference there. In 1916, as I say, you were paying $2.93
and the B.R.T. was paying $2.35; in 1915 vou were paying
$2.90 and the B.R.T. was paying $2.28."
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Record Peace-Time Reserves of Coal Disclosed bv
Sur\('\

Slocks \o\einl)(M'

<>1

1

Surplus of Bituminous About 47,000.000 Tons Decreased Rate of
Consumption Makes Number of Days" Supply Unequalled Utilities

Well Fortified
KS

—Northwest

and

on Nov.
STC»L 1921. are estimated by the Geological Survey and
1,
the Census Bureau, after a joint investigation, at 47,400,000 net tons, sufficient for 4:5 days' requirements at
the average rate of consumption in the three months .\ugust
Although the total quantity on hand,
to October inclusive.
exclusive of coal in transit, on Nov. 1 was less by 10,000,tons of stocks two years previthan
the
63,000,000
000 tons
ously on Armistice Day, the estimates of the government
are that, because of the decreased rate of consumption obtaining this year, the present storage is equivalent to the
requirements of 43 days compared with 4.5 days two years
pre\ious; 42 days on Jan. 1, 1919; 31 days on Api-il 1, 1919;
18 days on March 1, 1920; and lo days on June 1,
1920. The estimates for 1921 indicate the supply
on Jan. 1 sufficient for 39 days; on April 1, 36
days; Aug. 1, 39 days; Nov. 1, 43 days.
Because the abnormally low rate of consumption in 1921 is such a large factor in calculating
the stocks in terms of days' supply it is significant
to note that supply in tons, now around 47,100.000, was e.xceeded in the autumn and winter
cif 1918, but at no subsequent or previous time,
according to available records. What is tnie of
the country as a whole with respect to stocks of
bituminous coal is also true with respect to individual industries. Byproduct coke plants and steel
mills report a smaller quantity of coal on hand
than at the peak in November two years ago, but
quantities which at the reduced rate of operation
insure a greater number of days' supply than any
previous period recorded. The same is true of
public utilities, both gas plants and central power
uf bituminous coal in the United Stiites

New England Have Abundance
anthracite distributed slightly mure than they received,
their stocks decreasing from an average of .")0 to 47 days.
These figures are, of course, for the United States as a
whole and there are many variations when local conditions
are taken into consideration. Some of these variations are
shown by the accompanying diagrams. Even the figures for
the states are averages, and it follows that many individuals, both among industrials and retail dealers, as well
as their customers the householders, are far below the
average. The accompanying tables, showing the days' supply of bituminous coal in the hands of consumers in each
state, give an indication where was placed a considerable
portion of the more than 6,000,000 tons storage by which

1

stations.

Stocks of coal in the hands of retail dealers are

shown by the report of the Geological Survey and
Census to be sufficient for an average of 47 days
at the rate coal was distributed in the three
months ended Nov. 1.
The dealers handling
bituminous received more than they distributed in
that three month period, whereas dealers handling

TOTAL COMMERCIAL STOCKS OF BITUMINOUS COAL,
OCT. L 1916. TO NOV. 1, 1921
Figures represent million net tons and include coal in hands o£ railroads.
industrial consumers, public utilities and retailers.
Coal for steamship fuel.
on Lake docks, and in transit is not included. Figures for 1921 are subject
to revision.

DAYH' .SUPPLY OF COAL ON HAND. RECEIPTS AND CONSUMPTION OF CERTAIN REPRESENTATIVE CONSUMERS, AUG.!
rBased on

all report.s

received from selected

lists of

Industries

Number of plants reporting
Stocks on hand ,\ug. I, 1921
Received .\ug.
to Oct. 31
I

Consumed Aug.

I

to Oct 3 1 iocluding yard
.

Stocks on hand Nov. I
Daily consumption Aug.
Days' supply .\ug. I
Days' supply Nov. I

I

to Oct. 31

lo»si-s

consumers up to Nor.

25.

1921.

Figures in days and net tons)

AND

NOV.

I.

1921

.

December

8.
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Jan.l

Aprl

Auql

Nov!

9Z\

FLUCTUATIONS IX TOXXAGE OF COAL IX STORAGE,
JAN. 1. 1919. TO NOV. 1, 1921
Lines in diagram show tons on hand at selected lists of establishments on dates mentioned. The lists are incomplete but as the
same establishments are included for the several dates the fierurep
are comparable.

HANDS OF EEPRESENTATIVE
INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS AND PUBLIC UTILITIES.

DAYS' SUPPLY OF SOFT COAL IN

AUG.
^Figures represent

number

AND

I

NOV.

1,

1921

days stocks would

of

last at current rate ui

consumption, a)
Industries Other Than Electric Utihties
Steel and Coke
Plants
Plants
port-

mg

ing

lire.

Massachusetts
Connecticut
.

Rhode

Plants

Days' Supply Re- Days' Supply Re- Days' Supply
.\ug. Nov. port- .\u£.
No
Nc
port- Aug.

mg
Maine
New Hai
Vermont

— Coal-gas Plants ^

.

Island.

280
72
59

116
167

125
173

121

132

513

124

133

70

83

154
97
124

69

87
79
48
33
76

23
25
48
12
2

36
110
47
32
33

2
17

40

40

Total

New England.
New York
NewJereey
Pennsyh'ani.T

Maryland

31

Delaware

24

District
of Columbia

.

West

.

Virgini.n

.

9

45
135

Ohio

73
41
29
64

40

10
12

12
41

22

Indiana

111

30
42

46

31

Illinois..,-

137

21

33

44

36
32
26

17

72

Michigan;
Northern
Peninsula

413

414

37

82

103

71

"O
60
28

66
105

88
78
164
28

37
28
34
55

82
42
43
23

6
2
10

35

40

9

6
31

7

17

29

24

30
50
44

39
66
87

46
68

16
13

71

Kentucky..
Tennessee

27
80

106
84
57
24

9
8

Florida

34
6

Alabama
Mississippi

34
23

Missouri

80

Kansas
Oklahoma

38
19

Southern
Peninsula

Wisconsin
Minnesota

Iowa
North Dakota...
South Dakota.
Nebraska

.

Virginia

North Carolina
South CaroUna.
Georgia

Arkansas

18
2

Louisiana

Texas
Colorad.,

29
32

.

NewM.xir...

18
9

58
18

33
49
54
26
42
74
73

40

16
12

19
14

50

52
207
763
55
39

4

271

.\rizon:i

7

815

Utah
Nevada

27

51

.

Wyoming
Montana
Idaho
Washington
Oregon

CaEfomia

5
3
15
13
13
3
4

12

55

53
56

2

23
12
8

19

62
97
78

54
24
23
46

41
51

44

19
19

17

25

85
86

5
3

3

7

112

125
43

51
31

12

50

53
113

263

243

36

67

II

3

11

30
33

8
15
9

30

(6^

(fci

(M

li>l

(6>

16
12

(b'<

6
5

13
15

(6)

(b)

3

77

ih)
l6)

'K)

790

44

t6l

Total

United States...
(a)

The rate of

2.336

constunption used

September and October.

m

No

data.:

1921.

is

the average

loi

(6>

935
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Aug. 1 to Nov. 1
the country's reserve was increased from
Electrical utilities increased their supply from
this year.
of
44 to 54 days and at the same time increased their rate
consumption over the summer months. This buying by the
one secutilities for their reserves was not confined to any
tion of the country but was general, few states reporting
piles.
a falling off in the size of their stock
Industries other than steel and coke increased their reNew England industries now
serve from oij to 67 days.
average four and a half months' supply and 17 concerns in
the northern peninsula of Michigan have 414 days; Minnesota shows 164 days, and Wisconsin, 78 days. Figures for
It is
the Northwest are exclusive of coal on the docks.
evident, therefore, that both New England and the Northcoal.
bituminous
abundance
of
have
an
west
Production of bituminous coal in August was 34,538,000
net tons; September, 35,127,000, and October, 43,733,000, a
total of 113,398,000, of which approximately 6,300,000 went
into storage. These figures indicate that tlie impetus given
to production in October by the threatened railroad and
coal miners' strikes account for the gain in reserves.
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Federal Survey Shows Better Business
CO.NTl.N'rKD Improvement In Industrial and commercial
lomlltk.ns Is shown by flguros just puljUshcd by the
Department of Commerce In its monthly "Survey of Current
Business."
Greater output of Iron and steel and of textile
products is shown, while a widespread increase In building,
stimulated to a large extent by the President's recent conference on unemployment, has made itself felt In lumber; cement,
brick and related industries.
The department notes further declines In prices during
much smaller scale than earlier In the year.
This relative stability of prices and the Improved banking situation, as evidenced by increased reserves, smaller loans and
lower interest rates, are considered favorable to further business Improvement. The most serious drawback is stated to be
[he low price of agricultural products and the consequent
decreased buying power of the farmers.

October, but on a

Ketail prices on Nov.
prices declined slightly.

1

showed no change, and wholesale
Wholesale prices in Canada, the

United KlnRdom and France also declined during October,
but continued inflation increa.«ed the price level in Germany

and

Italy.

Supreme Court Upholds Barring of Pickets
sweeping decision dissented from by only one member
INtheA U.
S. Supreme Court ruled Dec. 5 that so-called peace-

by labor unions is unlawful and subject to court
injunction notwithstanding the supposed immunity given
labor unions by the Clayton Act.
The court holds that strikers should be limited to one
representative for each point of egress and ingress in the
plant or place of business and that all others be enjoined
from congregating or loitering at the plant or in the neighboring streets and that such representatives shall not be
abusive, libelous or threatening and shall not approach individuals together, but singly, and shall not in their efforts at
communication or persuasion "obstruct an unwilling listener
by importunate following or dogging his steps."

ful picketing

Southeastern Kentucky Mines Cut Wages
27-30 Per Cent; Miners Accede

ADVICES

just received from eastern Kentucky state that
operators in southeastern Kentucky district's, including
the Harlan, Straight Creek and Jellico fields, have cut wages
27 to 30 per cent, and that miners are so willing to work
that they readily accepted the cuts.
Large numbers of
mines were closed down as a result of reductions in the
Hazard and Elkhom as well as West Virginia fields, which
left the situation such that southeastern Kentucky was unable to meet' competition.
While the union scale was being paid in many of the
southeastern Kentucky mines the union was never officially
recognized, and the operators were not paying the least
attention to the check-off matter.
.

Governor Sproul Appoints Commissioners
To Administer Fowler Law

UNDER

the act of May 27, 1921, Governor Sproul of
Pennsylvania on Nov. 23 appointed James B. Smith, of
Scranton; Philip Bevan, of Wilkes-Barre, and Thomas H.
B. Lyon, of Mahanoy City, commissioners, under the Fowler
Law for the administration of the fund to be formed by
contributions of 2 per cent on the value of all coal mined by
the anthracite companies operating subject to the provisions
of that law.
James B. Smith will be chairman. The men named come,
as will be noted, each from one of the three counties that
have the largest output of anthracite. They will be paid
$8,000 a year and are empowered to name engineers, assistants and a clerical force.

Some Kansas Mine Workers Return to Mines
ACCORDING

to the the report of George L. Peck, Alexander Howat's successor as president of the United
Mine Workers in the Kansas fields, more than half the mine
workers have returned to work. This report was made Nov.
28 to the executive board of the union at Indianapolis. Mr.
Peck stated that between 4,500 and 5,000 mine workers have
returned to the mines, that 1,500 have left the state disgusted with the continued striking and factional strife and
that 2.500 have been expelled for failing to go to work
Nov. 25, as ordered.

Nearly All Anthracite Companies Officially

Repudiate Fowler Act Within Time Set
,000,000 Merger in Panhandle

DEPORTS

were current in Pittsburgh Dec. 2 of the
•^^consolidation of thirty independent coal companies
Panhandle field and the sale of 4,000 acres of
operating coal and coke properties in the Greensburg
district of the Connellsville region, both deals reported
handled by the financial powers behind the newly
merged independent steel concerns. It was said that
between $50,000,000 and $60,000,000 worth of coal
properties would enter into the merger, which would
make the new corporation the second largest coal
operating and distributing agency in the world.
Bankers were also informed that negotiations for
the sale of vast coal acreage and coking plants by the
Jamison Coal & Coke Co. to the Keystone Coal & Coke
The property involved
Co. were nearing completion.
in the deal is five operations in the Greensburg basin
with an annual production of 2,000,000 tons of coal
and 700,000 tons of coke.
in the

NON-ACCEPTANCES

of the Fowler Act, where not
filed
with the commission under that act before
Sunday, Nov. 27, six months after the passage of the legislation, cannot thereafter be legally accepted. All those who
did not file within the specified period are to be regarded
as coming under the provisions of the act. Most, if not all,
of the companies have filed these non-acceptances, but the
commission operating under the Fowler Act is not yet in a
position to declare what companies by negligence or intention have put themselves under its provisions, provided, of
course, the law is found constitutional.

Five Colorado Coal Cos. Ask

Wage Cut

FIVE LARGE

coal companies in Huerfano County, Colorado, filed with the Colorado Industrial Commission Friday, Dec. 2, notices of a proposed 32^ per cent reduction
in the wages of their employees.
The reductions are proposed to become effective Jan. 1. Recent reduction by the

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. in the price of coal following wage
reductions approximating 30 per cent "forced" the companies to take similar action, it was announced.

'
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Commerce Commission Expected to Make Early Decision

On

Freight Rates; Hearing Begins Dec. 14
By Paul Wooton
Washington Correspondent

DUE

to the far-reaching economic effi'ct of the uncertainty as to freight rates, it is expected that the
Interstate Commerce Commission will reach its conclusions in much less than the average time given the consideration of an important case. Some traffic specialists are
sanguine enough to predict that the opinion will be forthcoming by March 1. The length of time consumed in hearings will
depend on the latitude allowed to representatives of indusFor instance, if the National Coal Association should
try.
present the entire case of the bituminous industry, only a
few hours would be required, but if the representatives of
the producers in each group are to be heai'd several days
would be required for the story of coal alone. It is believed, however, that the hearings are likely to extend until

February 15.
The commission established a record for quick action in
handing down its opinion in the grain case six weeks after
This was the fii'st time that an opinion
it was opened.
in a case of moment had been reached in anything like so
short a time.
It indicates, however, that the commission
is willing to be governed by the exigencies of the situatiu
and to remove uncertainty at the earliest possible moment.
Since the need for expedition is obviously greater than if
was in the grain case,j a decision by March 1 is a possibility.
This case is much more intricate but it is believed that
many of the points involved already have been deteiTiiined.
That tlie announcement of the opening of a general hearing on rates has led to widespread belief that freight rates
are to be reduced within the next few days is amply
attested by the telegrams reaching Washington.
Many
consumers have telegraphed within tlie last few days to
ascertain the approximate date of the reduction. The telegrams indicate that there has been some publication in the
Middle West of information leading to the conclusion that
a 12 per cent reduction is imminent.
It is believed that
this erroneous opinion is contributing to the steep sag in
the demand for coal, although all agree that the principal
cause was the artificial stimulation that came with the
threatened strikes, resulting in an oversold market. If it
had
not been for this artificial stimulation of buying, it
is believed
that the bituminous production curve would
have continued its gradual upward trend, but now to the
business depression must be added the temporary depression caused by recent stocking up.
As this is written no decision has been reached by the
operators as to the procedure in presenting their case at
the rate hearing. The railroad relations committee of the
National Coal Association is expected to assemble in Washington on Dec. 12, so as to have t"wo full days for an exchange of views. It is certain that there will be a full
presentation of the coal producers' view.
In announcing the hearing for Dec. 14, the Interstate
Commerce Commission says that the purpose is t'o elicit
facts and that at the close of the hearing opportunity will
be afforded for argument, at which time questions of law
as applied to the facts of record may be discussed. During
the period Dec. 14 to 21, inclusive, it is expected that the
railroads will put in their case, cross examination to be
deferred until Jan. 9. Before the close of the hearing on
Dec. 21 a schedule arranged according to commodities for
the hearing on and after Jan. 9, 1922, will be announced.
It is emphasized that
"relationships between particular
points under existing rates are not in issue," which means
that differentials will not be discussed.
It is purposed to ascertain whether the present rates are
reasonable in the aggregate either in the country as a whole
or in the several territorial rate groups defined in Ex Parte
74, and whether the rates on specified commodities or descriptions of traffic are reasonable.

In the investigation of operating expenses the railroads
asked to specify how fuel contracts and costs now
cun-ent compare with tliose in effect on Aug. 31, 1920; when
such contracts expire, and to what extent contract prices
will be

are conditioned on

wage

scales.

The commission suggests that "what readjustments,

if

any, following Increased Rates, 1920, have not been but
should be effected?" is a matter that should be gone into
thoroughly, and adds: "If rates are found to be unreasonable in the aggregate in the country as a whole, or in one
or more territorial rate groups (a) should a general reduction in all rates be required, or (b) should readjustment
be required in the rates on specified commodities or descriptions of traffic

?

"If rates are found to be reasonable in the aggregate, but
unreasonable on specified commodities or descriptions of
The way
traffic, what readjustment should be required?"
is open for a consideration of lower coal rates, but there is
nothing in the statement by the commission to indicate that
to
it will order one unless the roads are financially able

sustain the loss of revenue.

Coal Consumed by Railroads in September
consumed by Class
COAL
September, as reported by
1

railroads in road service in
the Bureau of Statistics of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, was 8,110,448 net
These
tons, compared with 10,088,752 in September, 1920.
figures include an equivalent coal tonnage for fuel oil consumed.
In the nine months ended with Septembei these 164
roads consumed 83,814,005 tons of coal in 1921, compared
with 90,728,143 tons in 1920, a decrease of nearly 7,000,000
In the same periods the net revenue
tons, or 7.6 per cent.

and non-revenue freight ton miles decreased from 334,457
million to 252,882 million, a drop of 24 per cent, and pasbusiness, expressed
declined 6 per cent.

senger

in

passenger-train

car

miles,

May Informally Adjust Issue of Coal Report
DEVELOPMENTS of the week indicate that a conclusion is likely t'o be reached that the matter of the
weekly coal report hardly requires the attention of the
President or of Cabinet officers. It is not improbable that
the whole matter will be adjusted informally by Director

Smith, of the Geological Survey; Director Steuart, of the
Census, and Messrs. F. G. Tryon and F. R. Wadleigh, coal
specialists of the Geological Survey and the Department of

Commerce

respectively.

of the National Coal Association
co-operate with the Department of Commerce
as
in efltorts to stimulate foreign trade in coal is made up
follows: J. G. Bradley, president Elk River Coal & Lumber
Co., Dundon, W. Va., chairman; A. M. Ogle, president Vandalia Coal Co., Terre Haute, Ind.; C. B. Bockus, president
Clinchfield Coal Corporation, New York; E. C. Mahan, president Southern Coal & Coke Co., Knoxville, Tenn.; A. J.

The committee

which

will

Maloney, vice-president Chicago, Wilmington & Franklin
Coal Co., Chicago; H. N. Taylor, vice-president Central Coal
& Coke Co., Kansas City, Mo.; T. H. Watkins, president
Pennsvlvania Coal & Coke Corporation, New York; T. W.
Guthrie, president Hillman Coal & Coke Co., Pittsburgh; J.
D. A. MoiTOW, vice-president National Coal Association,
Washington.
W. H. Cunningham, vice-president Courtright, Dimmick & Cunningham, Inc., New York, was named
of
the committee.
as s^retary

Production
and
the

Mairkct
Weekly Review

WRITING
the

a review of the week's developments in

coal industi-j' is like preparing an obituary

demand

notice of an erstwhile prominent citizen. Spot
is practically non-existent, and what the future

is uncertain and unknown.
The proximity of the holiday period is held partly
responsible for the sluggish market and this natural
seasonal recession in the trade is accentuated by the
The
unsatisfactoiy condition of business in general.
weather continues to flirt with the domestic branch of
the coal business and general underselling is necessarj'

holds

move

This combination has proved
too strong for the current market and production conto

Coastwise markets are stagnant. Exporters received
an unwelcome sui-prise last week when steamers laden
with British coal for California and Honolulu put in
at Hampton Roads for bunkers.
Return freights to
the British Isles made possible the transportation of
English coal on practically a balla.st basis, but nevertheless the continuance of this procedure is an un-

welcome possibility in the minds of the American trade.
Another discomforting report is that Cuban houses are
preparing to replace their stocks of American coal with
British product, because of cheaper delivered prices.

industrial fuels.

tinues to drop.

Union Mines Shut Down or Cut Prices
Field after field reports a preponderance of closed
mines as prices recede. Coal Age Index of spot prices
at the mines took another drop last week, from 86 to
84. a decline in four weeks of seven points, or about
8 per cent.
The really significant feature in spot
prices this week is that of eight declines; all but one

were of union

coal.
This simply means that to meet
non-union competition union operators are forced to
lower prices or close their mines. Reduction in spot
prices and in production result, as chronicled by the
stati-stics for the week.
So much storage coal it is estimated at 6,300,000
was taken during October that there is no
tons
demand left. Contract coal is moved with difficulty

—

—

and spot sales are scarce. Retail stocks are topheavy,
which has naturally reduced domestic production. As
a result, screenings and steam grades have risen fi-om
their distress position because of the relative scarcity,
and quotations are at least stable. In the Midwest
especially the position is now reversed, and the "nobills" are of domestic coal, while the limited steam ton-

nage moves readily.

^

!

'
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output was continued during the next week Nov. 26-Dec.
3
is indicated by reports of loadings in the first two days,
the total of which was smaller than on the corresponding
days of any week since last July.

—
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ventory period and the elemination of the war tax on shipments, effective at that time, also are factors in delaying

Court, and the question would thus be carried over until
the time when the new wage scale is taken under advise-

trading.

ment.

tool

Week

.Vie Index 84.
of December 6.

This

IBSl.

d in

is
again accumulating at Hampton Roads.
for the week ended Dec. 1 were 223,888 gross
High-volatiles show the greatest depression.
tons.
New England business shows a falling off in water-borne
coals.
Coastwise agencies are about ready to throw up
the sponge until demand again appears. The all-rail movement continued to decline during the week ended Nov. 26,
when 2,928 cars were forwarded, as compared with 3,022
during the week previous.

Tonnage
Dumpings

400

-

gram shows weekly
In the spot
prices of bituminous
coal In the United

changes
States
.\\l

a

as

prices

whole.
reare

duced to one flsure
and compared with
the average govem-

ment price

of

1918.

ANTHRACITE

Actual

taken as 100.

spot prices for each
coal are given In the
table in this review.

Production of hard coal dropped to 1,677,000 net tons
during the week ended Nov. 26, as compared with 1,910,000
tons the week before.
Observance of Thanksgiving Day
was mainly responsible for the drop, although demand has
slipped to such an extent that some mines are closing.
The domestic market is weaker following the warm
weather, ami independent quotations have softened 50c.
to 75c. and in some cases even lower.
Steam sizes are
heavier than ever and there is an increasing volume of
distress tonnage on track.
Lake movement is in a seasonal windup.
Dumpings
for the week ended Nov. 30 were 53,500 net tons, as compared with 85,600 the week previous. There was a slight
improvement in New England all-rail shipments during
the week ended Nov. 26, when 3,184 cars were forwarded.

COKE

It

is

Beehive coke production during Thanksgiving week declined 3,000 tons to 108,000.
The continued absence of
demand has caused an even softer market and prices are
only nominal; spot furnace, $3@!53.15, and foundry, $4@
$4.50.
There is every reason to believe that the December
consumption of coke will be less than that of November and
coke markets are anticipating this recession.

now

probable that the check-off controversy will

drag on until spring. Any decision adversely affecting the
union would be productive of an appeal to the Supreme

Italy

— Prices

for coal supplied by

State Railways to private
range from 2,100 lire per
ton for VVestphalian gas and bunker to
2,400 lire for Silesian gas and bunker
coal and 2,600 lire for furnace coal
the

Italian
industrie.s

Foreign Market

And Export News
Coal Paragraphs from Foreign Lands

Germany

— An

increase
coal
in
prices, of 132 marks a ton, was recently
announced.
ton of coal, the pre-war
price of which was 15(5)18 marks now
costs, inclusive of the coal duties, 500
@600 marks. The Coal Tax Committee of the provisional Imperial Economic Council, after discussing the
draft of a bill relating to changes in
the coal tax law, decided to recommend
that the tax be raised from 20 to 30
per cent; not to 40 per cent as had
been proposed. The committee agreed
with the policy of differentiation in
the application of the tax according to
the mines and the quality of the coal
produced.
The production of coal in the Ruhr
region during the week ended Nov. 21
was 1,574,000 metric tons, as compared
with 1,835,000 during the week previous,
according to a cable to Coal Age.
Belgium The most notable feature
of the market is the predilection which
is being shown by consumers for classified coals, unscreened varieties being
completely neglected, according to the
Colliery Guardian. This may prove to
be the prelude of a revival in demand,
and it may also lead to increased prices
for graded coals.

A

—

There

great activity in the
household section and uneasiness in the
industrial
department.
An average
is

still

concession of 20
trial grades.

from both
The coal
fr.

made

is

Sweden — Imports

indus-

in

of coal at Stock-

holm during October were 39,600 tons
while coke totaled 8,400 tons. Arrivals
during the week ended Nov. 12 were
12,800 tons, of which 10,950 tons of
coal and 1,450 tons of coke came from
the United Kingdom.
The total imports were about 3,000 tons less than in
the preceding week.

— Exports

fields.

prices, which since June last
had again been slowly reduced, ar§ now
firm and show even a slight increase.
Cardiff steam firsts are quoted 39s.
3d. on the Genoa market, according to a
cable to Coal Age.
China Annual coal production and
consumption for all purposes is approximately 23,000,000 net tons, according to Commerce Reports. Exports of
1,.500,000 tons are practically equaled
by imports. North China exporting and
South China importing coal.
Industrial coal is practically all produced

—

Newcastle, during October, 1921, were

a limited number of modern
mines, domestic needs being supplied

285,000 tons.

from mines worked by native methods.

Australia

'

of

Amount and Value
First

coal

from

of British Coal Exports, October and

Ten Months
.

of 1913,

281.443
4.952,643

Steam
Gas

1025,497
159,373
319,517

Houseii'old

Othcrsorts

6,739,473

Total

151.948
1,058.047
164,119
3,878
39,506
1,417,498
.

^
.

Anthracite

Steam
Oas
Houseiiold.'.V.V. .!!!'.!;;

Other sorts.
Total

1920 and 1921

October

:

Quantity (Tons)
1913
1920
Anthracite

from

1913
2.470,934
44,708,116

9610209
i;495,206
2.972.796

61.257.261

Quantity
1920

^

Value

•

233.405

£233.702

2.540.761

3,468,633
653,504
106,185
203,120

472,082
44,790
114,934

£4,655,245

3,405,972

Ten Months Ended October

786.139

577,028

21,269,053

16.757.526

£42,297.401

1921
1,008,633
12,425,178
2,611,065
134.622

3,381.101

645,631
11,099
163,325

708,125
64,873
127,954

£5,108,497

£4,851,452

1921

£569.399

—
Value

•

1913
£1,977,034
31.574,293
5,913,125
980,119
1.852,830

1.402.172
17,273,583
1,751,241
55.918

1920
£582.897
4,705,545

1913

1921

•

1920
£4,442,561
70,256,611
6,951,489
152,415
2,787,897

£2,555,148
23,537,189
5,309,648
248,307
957,3I»

£84.600,973

£32,707,511

1921
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West Coast Coal Markets;

Havana Business Also Slipping
Hampton Roads factors were subjected to two distinct shocks last week,
the first being when the British steamer
Ethelstan put into port for bunkers, en
route to San Diego, Cal., from Cardiflf,
with a part cargo of 4,000 tons of coal,
and the other following a few days later
when the British steamer Baron
Jedburgh stopped for bunkers en route
She brought 6,000 tons of
to Honolulu.
Welsh coal for the Hawaiian Islands.
The Ethelstan's coal is being carried
to the West Coast as an experiment.
The freight on that cargo was $1 per
ton, which is, of course, far b^low cost,
but the steamer has a return cargo of
lumber awaiting her on the Pacific
Coast.
The Baron Jedburgh gets $4 per ton
freight on her coal, but she has a cargo
for return in Hawaii, which offsets any
loss incurred in the coal freight.
If these cargoes prove successful,
they will be the forerunners of a continuous shipment of British coal to the
Pacific, the captains of the pioneer
British coal carriers said. Coal is being
sold in Great Britain at figures considerably under the American prices, and
with the additional $1 per ton freight
the coal to California can still be sold at
a profit considerably under the American market as it exists today.
Hampton Roads coal shippers have
been somewhat disturbed by these developments. They do not believe they
can compete in such a market as long as
freight rates, and other costs incident
to the movement of coal from the mines,
are at their present high level.
American exporters received another
jolt last week.
It was learned that
orders have been sent to Havana to
clean up all American coal on the docks
and to fill up with Cardiff coal, which,
the reports assert, can be delivered at
Havana about $2 a ton cheaper than
American coal.
The office of Mr. Rios, export manager
for Berwind- White, advised Coal Age
on Tuesday of this week that this company has not and will not replace American coal with the British product at its
Havana depot.

French Mine Costs Are Prohibitive

High costs of production at French
mines has permitted British coal to be
sold in the Pas de Calais, the heart of
French coal mining. French coal owners
are not in a position to lower their prices
and have decided to postpone the question of reducing wages until January.
This being so, a cut in prices can only
bb

come from lower Inland
the average price of

tariffs

& Western dumpings
showed a decline of some 225,000 tons
from the corresponding month of last

while the Norfolk

year.

or from

combined being lower, as a result of
recent negotiations with Germany.

Dec.

unlikely that salvation will corne
from transport. Therefore if the British mines can continue to offer such
good conditions their progress in the
heart of France is for a time assured.
The French owners, however, hope that
before long the Government's subsidy
will cease. Then the home product will
once more become the cheaper.
it

is

1.

1921

FROM HAMPTON ROADS

fuel

Although promises have been made,

Week Ended

Export Clearances,

German and French

For Africa

Tonnage

;

Br. SS. Hartfleld. for

For Argentine
Br. SS. Avonmede
For Canada

Dakar

6,504

:

5,821

;

Amer. Schr. Lincoln,
N.

B

For Cuba

for St. Johns.

545
:

Amer. Schr. Kingsway,
Frances
Br. SS. Finchley. for

For Mexico

for

Cayo
1.892
4,547

Havana

:

Amer. Schr. James E. Coburn, for
Vera Cruz

1,077

FROM PHILADELPHIA

For Atlantic Island.s
SS. Ozama, for San Juan
For Brazil

:

British

Output Increases Slowly

:

SS. Orinoco, for Rio de Janeiro.

British production is slowly increasing, according to figures cabled to Coal
Aye. During the week ended Nov. 19
the output was 4,646,000 gross tons as
compared with 4,373,000 Nov. 12 and
4,182,000 Nov. 5.
The export trade is gaining ground.
Newcastle business reported covers
December delivery of steam coal at 25s.;
first quarter, 26s. 6d.; for the year, 17s.
6d.

South America has placed an order

for 20,000 tons best Monmouthshire at
fair amount of business is
23s. 6d.
passing with Italy and the Mediter-

A

ranean.

Mine congestion still continues, howand export facilities have appar-

ever,

ently reached the limit under the present two-shift system.

.

.

.
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near future, but unless the weather
shows a reversal soon the balance of

may show

only light trad-

here and owners are beginning to com-

cargoes are going forward
to the Penobscot and Kennebec rivers,
the aggregate shipments being somewhat larger than in 1920, although that
year a considerable tonnage went to
Tidewater points all-rail. The state of
supply has been relatively much easier

Odd lots of Pool were quoted around
$2 at the mines and Pool 10 at around
$1.60, although the general trend was
somewhat higher. Pool 14 was quoted
$5 and Pool 1.'), which is shipped to Amboy, was (luoted at a similar figure.

the winter

plain of the scarcity of offers.

ing-

The

BOSTON
Receipt

f:

tions at

—

Accumula—Retail
Price

Steadily Diminish

Hampton Roads

— Anthracite

Again Rcdnced

—Current

Bituminous

Slows Up.

impressions of

market here are amply confirmed
by figures showing the steadily dimin.\ll-rail
ishing receipts of steam coal,
tonnages have varied little from week
to week since Sept. 1, but by water,
especially from Hampton Roads, there
has lately been a marked fulling off that
the

last

this "season and the all-rail tariff is
too high to admit rail deliveries except
in some real emergency.

—East

is

extreme.
Certain

been
have
prices
low
rumored, but they are hard to verify.
More than likely the quotations made
were on Pocahontas slack which has
been offering in cargo lots on the basis
of about $1 flat at the mines per net
So dull is the market, however,
ton.
that consumers seem quite indifferent
whether it is slack or mine run that is
quoted; they say they would not be interested in either.
Some of the coastwise agencies normally doing a considerable business in
this market have about thrown up the
sponge for the present and have suggested to their operators that the mines
suspend until the surplus coal can be
worked off. If this be the situation
with operations that have been producing for several months with a fair
degree of regularity at prices around
S2 per gross ton at the tipple, what can
be the straits of Pennsylvania operators whose costs under existing wage
scales, mount well toward $3 when they

NEW YORK

—

Anthracite Domestic Market Slipping
Independent Quotations Decline^-Steavi
Demand
Bituminous
Weak
Coals
Quiet Quotations Easier.
appears
to
Anthracite The market
Demand for stove and
be slipping.
shows
chestnut, which has been strong,
signs of easing and the premiums for
the independent product are not as high
as they were a few weeks back. Egg
is becoming longer and is being stocked

—

—
—

by some producers.
Operators are having a hard time to
move their product and unless weather
conditions become more stable it is possible there will be a cm-tail ment in minMore coal is being produced than
ing.
Dethe market can readily absorb.
mand from the North and West has,
however, been such as to take considerable tonnage of the various domestic coals but those markets are becoming fairly well supplied and it is ex"

pected that other means of disposal will
have to be found shortly.
Retail yards are filled to overflowing
and dealers must find an outlet before
being able to take in heavy tonnages.
Many are restricting their buying to
actual needs until after the New Year
begins, as they will then be able to
save the three per cent war tax.
Steam coals are weak. There is considerable distress coals in the harbor
are not higher?
which is being moved at extremely low
Effective Dec. 1 Boston retail deal- figures.
Quotations on fresh mined
ers reduced the local delivered price per coals are low.
net ton on sidewalks to f8.7.5, the last
Bituminous Conditions are such that
previous figure having been ?9.25. This comparatively little spot coal is being
was to be expected when certain smoke- moved. Few houses are doing their
less interests at various dates since normal business and operators are not
Oct. 1 have modified materially the con- forcing tonnage on consumers. In some
tract bases established early in the sea- offices quotations are not being given
son.
unless a prospective customer appears
The railroads who purchased much to be in need of fuel, and in many inof their requirements early are being stances it is said that the consumer
required by operators to take their did the quoting.
quotas, and were it not for this tonnage
There was a report last week of a
the all-rail movement would be about sale of upward of 1,000 tons of Lancathe lightest ever for this time of year. shire high-volatile coal brought here as
The continued mild ballast. This together with the receipt
Anthracite
weather is having its effect upon the of considerable Southern coal has had a
domestic sizes. Egg is a drug on the strong tendency to restrict the movemarket. Independents having been of- ment of the ordinary fuels in this marfering this size at a figure close to $7, ket. Much of the Southern tonnage reor nearly a dollar less than the com- ceived is being placed here at a figure
pany basis. Most of the regular ship- close to $6, which means a price of $5
pers have orders in hand for what stove at the loading ports. A large portion of
and chestnut can be produced in the these coals shipped to this harbor is

—

—

'

'.)

PHILADELPHIA

—

Anthracite Dinplays More Weakness
Yards Hate Capacity Stocks Retail

—
Shaded — Bituminous Without
Prices
Chan ye — Railroads Curtail Btiying.

—

Tidewater

can easily be attributed to a lack of buypower throughout the territory.

ing

practically comThe business of 1921
pleted, and were there even a semblance
all hands
January
of possible demand in
would gladly forget the year just closstart.
new
a
ing and square awav for
One has but to Visit the different
get
to
industry
plants in most lines of
a vivid impression of general dullness,
wonder
for
and there is small reason
that the steam trade is ragged in the

said to be consigned to a New Jersey
corporation while local public utility
corporations are using large quantities.
Industrial consumers seem to have
stocks sutlicient to carry them over the
beginning of the New Year and are not
willing to add to them any more than
necessary because of the showing it will
make in their inventory. The elimination of the war tax is also being taken
into consideration by buyers.
•There are plenty of light bottoms

Anthracite With retail demand almost at a standstill, the trade is experiencing one of the most unusual letdowns ever known for this time of the
year.
The average dealer is not putting out as much coal as he did in some
of the summer months, and with mild
weather continuing there is no telling
what the outcome will be. Some of the
independent operators have already
been compelled to curtail working
time, and with the amount of coal now
backed up at the mines the immediate
outlook is not at all promising.
Independent shippers are having difficulty, as the demand has centered on
nut and even many dealers have all
they want of this, and have shut off
orders with all shippers on every size.
It is quite common to hear of shippers

having egg and pea standing on de-

murrage

at the mines. Naturally some
cutting of prices has been heard of.
However, there has been no general
price shading as it was quickly seen
that the dealers would not take coal in
at any price as they were well filled.
Retail prices are still very weak, and
only the larger retailers make any
semblance of insisting upon $14.50 for
.stove and nut and $11.25 for pea.
The
average price is $14 for the former,
while pea has been sold as low as
$10.25, with most sales around $10.7.5.
Steam sizes are heavier than ever
and extraordinary methods have been
made to move buckwheat. Practically
all
independent companies would be
glad to take $3 for buckwheat, and
$2.50 is reported as common.
Bituminous Coal does not move in
increased volume, and the immediate
future points toward no particular improvement. There are reports of better industrial conditions, particularly in
building trade lines, yet this improvement is by no means reflected in the

—

bituminous trade.
Recently there seems to be an inclination on the part of the railroads
to call for less fuel and this comes
particularly hard to some operations,
for with a fair railroad order, together
with a light commercial tonnage, they
have been able to make some kind of
showing. Producers feel that if a bad
spell of weather should ensue, industry
would suffer by the confiscation of shipments en route, as is always the case
in times of sudden stress.
We report prices about on the same
level as for the preceding week, but
there is no denying there is a general

December
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softness noticeable. It is only the more
reliable houses that are able to bolster
up the situation by absolutely holding
out for nothing lower than current
market quotations, feeling that should
the market break to a lower point it
would spell disaster to many weaker
interests.

BUFFALO
Market Grows Duller

—

—Conditions

Are

Anthracite Trade AfDemoralizing
fected by Unseasonable Weather.
local trade has not
The
Bituminous
been so dull since the flurry of August
It is not
year.
last
September
and

—

believed that the consumer will begin
to buy at all actively again until about
the niiddle of January, when he begins
to fortify himself against the April
suspension and not even then unless his
present supplies run down considerably
before that time.
all

The weather
coal move

is

conspiring to

slowly.

There

is

make
still

coal on track at various terminal points
that was mined to meet a strike of
some weeks ago that never occurred.
The state of the bituminous industry
is bad in more than the mere matter
Miners' wages
of lack of demand.
vary a matter of nearly a dollar a
ton and conditions are doing what they
can to demoralize the whole trade.
Not much can be done about this until
the new scale is adopted in April.
Everybody dreads this time, even w-hen
it is so much neded to straighten the

situation out.

—

December
Beginning
Anthracite
with the mercury at 55 deg. is not
The
promising much in this trade.
consumer is not obliged to worry much
about his supplies. Not in many years
has the demand been so light.
The natural gas supply is light or
a good many families would depend on
entirely and the stoves and grates
made to answer for furnace heating
many houses that would ordinarily
have to use a furnace regularly.
Lake Shipments have about stopped,
before there is any sign of 'freezing-up
weather and while steamers are eager
They are still getting a
for cargoes.
good lot of wheat to bring down and
do not like to go up light at this time
of the year. For tlie week ended Nov.
30, the clearances were 53,500 tons, of
which 37,500 cleared for Milwaukee,
10,000 for Fort William and 6.000 for
it

are
in

—

Duluth.

Coke

—The

trade does not improve,
although some of the furnace companies are preparing to increase their
activity considerably.
As a rule the
local byproduct ovens are prepared to
take care of any added demand. Quotlations continue at $4.15 for 72-hr.
Connellsville foundry, $3.15 for 48-hr.
furnace and $2.75 for stock.

BALTIMORE
Soft

Coal

Market

Undoubtedly

Hits

—Industrial Denmnd Low—
Continues Below
—Consumption
State's Case Against Dealers
in Partial Collapse.
Bituminous— So far as both demand
Bottom

.4?!-

thracite

Nortnal

and prices are concerned trading has
reached rock-bottom.
With the best
grades of both steam and gas now on
the market with a high range of around
$2.25, and excellent coals securable at
$2@$2.15, it cannot be figured that any
further cut can come in view of actual
production costs.

For the most

part, coal

men

are con-
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vinced that the business of the country
is being held in check by the uncertainty of the freight rate situation and
the high rat?s in most cases. There are
quite a few letters in this territory,
for instance, from cement manufacturers of eastern Pennsylvania who state
that they are waiting for a re-adjustment of freight rates. In that section
the freight rate is far in excess of the
original cost at mines. In this section
also the demand from all classes of manufacturing is far below normal and the
habit of sacrificing coal by both mine
and jobbing interests continues to grow.
The etfect of extremely keen competition is shown in the prices at which
bunker coals have been sold during the
past week.
With several very active
bidders, the Shipping Board was able
to land coal for its vessels as low as
$4.55 a gross ton, at piers before trimming. A local steamship company contracted for December delivery at $4.70.
While some of the sales are still up
around $5 the majority are lower.
Anthracite The situation continues
There is little
most unsatisfactory.
buying despite the fact that many persons have insufficient coal in their
cellars to carry them over even a mild
winter.
The general tightness of
money and lack of credit is playing a
decided part in this situation.
A partial collapse of the state's

—

charges against coal men
took place in the Criminal Court of
Baltimore last week when Judge Duffy
ruled on demurrers to the indictment.
Several of the main contentions of the
state, relating to alleged price fixing,
were upset by the ruling and while the
trial is likely to continue on the ground
that the dealers engaged in a combination to create a monopoly, it is
admitted l)y the state's attorney that
"the action of the court puts the state's
attorney in a position where It will
be more difficult to meet the requirements as to proof." The whole situation, as a matter of fact, seems to
point to a final collapse of the case of
the state on the charge of illegal price

sweeping

fixing.

MINNEAPOLIS

—

to lesser totals.
The logic is equally good in the coal
business.
It is true that it would be
much easier for the producers and for
the transportation companies if the
coal tonnage could be handled in large
orders with easy distribution loads at
regular intervals.
But some of them
do not seem to have mastered the rudimentary fact that much of the time the
markets do not exist solely for the
ease and comfort of those two important factors. It is the buyer's will
and pleasure which usually dominates.
There are times when the seller has
the commanding say, and the buyer is
still railing at the results therefrom.
So far as all indications point, there
will be little likelihood of anything
more than moderate buying during the
coming few weeks, unless below-zero
weather stimulates the market. Any-

thing like moderate weather will simply
mean moderate buying, with probably

more

coal moving than seems to be
case.
local market has steadied under
the influence of cold weather and snow,
but is only moderately stable at best.
There is keen rivalry for business, and
price cutting continues to be indulged
in as a means of landing business,
despite a little more support to the

the

The

market.

MILWAUKEE
Mild Weather Prolongs
Docks Heavily Loaded

—

Depression

— Prices

Held

Steadily.

In the absence of fuel consuming
weather, the market continues dull and
Deliveries in the city are
at a low ebb, and the outward movement by rail is about as slow.
The recent flurry of cold and snow
was followed by mild, spring-like days,
which make coal men fear a repeti-

depi-essed.

winter.
of last year's
iceless
Prices are fully maintained, however.
Receiving yards are loaded up wit'h
coal, and surplus stock will be held

tion

steamers which are

still

ar-

for the season thus far
aggregate 950,972 tons of anthracite,
and 2,579,502 tons of soft coal, against
805,186 tons of the former, and 2,765,372 tons of tlie latter during the same
period last year.

Receipts

Demand Buying Only for
Market Steadier
Immediate Use
Winter Temperatures Needed.
The weather continues to flirt with
the coal business. There will be a few
days which suggest the need of stocking with fuel, orriy to be followed by
melting days and a lapse of orders.
Those enthusiastic prophets who foresaw naught but an old-fashioned cold
winter and proclaimed the need of
ample supplies to guard against freezing, have so far little to support their

—

merchandise

afloat in
riving.

Northwest

Indifferent

lines of merchandise.
Merchants are
buying small lots and often, hoping
ever for better prices, and are at least
confining
their
money invested in

—

DULUTH
Demand

—

Quiets with Waiin Spell
Are Cut Cargo Receipts End
Docks Heavily Stocked.
Again last week the weather man
was the controlling factor in the coal
market, and a few days of unusually

—

Prices

—

unchanged. Buying is done when the
need for fuel is imperative, but not
sooner. Consumers, either domestic or steam, will not take hold until
supplies are close to the vanishing

mild weather, following a cold snap,
influenced not only the general public
but the dealers as well, to buy sparingly.
The coal trade seems to be as
much in the doldrums as it was last
summer, with outgoing shipments few
and far between.
Together with the slump has come a
drop in price. Youghiogheny and Hocking lump are down to $6.2-5 from a list

point.
Retail dealers are similarly inclined, as far as they dare be, and are

dropped

not stocking beyond current needs.
Despite all the argument which has
been used during the past six months
to urge early buying, their position is
well supported.
It is the same in all

Screenings are holding firm at $4, with
only damaged lots being quoted at offprices.
The excess of screenings has
now been absorbed.
Small-lot buying, which seems to

predictions.
The attitude of all buyers continues

much

price

of

$7,
50c.

and run
from a

of
list

pile has
$6.25.

of
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prevail among country dealers, is not
only brought on by the warm weather
and consequent lessening of retail demand, but also by the possibility of
lower freight rates.
Dealers hope to
take advantage of any possible slump
in rail prices.
All docks are carrying heavy loads,
and it is freely predicted that further
cuts will materialize if the warm
weather keeps up. To just what extent
these will be made is uncertain, but it
is felt that it is imperative to start
coal moving now, to prevent a jam
later on when the freeze comes.

Shipments from lower ports have
dropped off, twelve cargoes being received last week.
Only three cargoes
are reported on the way.
Two boats
scheduled to come here have been diverted to other ports where the dock
situation is not so acute.
I'nsurance
rates iloubled on Dec. 1 and it is sale
to say that shipments are practically
over for the year.
The anthracite condition is unchanged, with prices holding firm, in
spite of the lack of demand. This firmness is accounted for by the fact that
supplies on docks are not so burden-

some.

Complaints have been received of
the quality of anthracite being delivered to dealers.
Stove and egg are
reported as satisfactory, but it is
claimed that nut and pea sizes are not
being prepared carefully.
Dock men
have been forced to make price readjustments to cover the discrepancies.

Inland West
CHICAGO

—

Domestic Market Dead Steam Grades
Scarce Increasing Tonnage of Eastem Coals Anthracite Quiet.
The screenings market is holding
firm around .$1.6.t@$2 a ton, according
to the district the coal comes from.
Prices are expected to strengthen not
because of an increased demand, but on
account of curtailed production of domestic sizes. Retailers are not buyintc
coal, and a great many mines wnich
up to now have been running three or
four days a week, are closing and a
great many more are only operating
from one to two days a week. The
tonnage figures for Illinois and Indiana mines serving the Chicago market will drop very materially this week.
Many attractive bargains are being
offered on Eastern coal and what little
domestic purchases are being made are
going to Eastern operators.
Highgrade smokeless 2-in. lump was sold

—

last

—

week at

$2. .50 a ton, while it is
a very easy thing to do to buy all the
egg and 4-in. lump one wishes at a
price around $3.
Splints from West
Virginia in the 4-in. block size are offered freely around $2.40, while egg
from the same districts can be had at

$2 and sometimes

less.

Eastern Kentucky
firmer, with

while

egg

is

4-in.

is holding a little
block at $3@$3.2.5,

selling

at

$2.25@S2.7.'').

Some eastern Kentucky and West Virginia steam coal moved into Chicago
last week, as the low price on this
tends to absorb the differential in the
freieht over Illinoi.s or Indiana coals.
Even anthracite will soon be face to
face with a soft market unless cold
weather comes at an early date.
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COLUMBUS

—

DuIImss Prevails in All Markets
Warm Weather Stops Domestic Distribution Steam Stocks Heavy
Distress Tonnage Increases.
The coal trade is probably at its low-

—

—

est ebb of the year.
Production is being reduced to a minimum. This stace
of affairs is caused by the high temperatures which prevail and the continued industrial depression.
Retailers have large stocks as a rule

and

are out of the market.
stocked up in anticipation of

They
a rail

and have been unable to move
any great quantity since that time.
Prices have weakened to a certain aegree and some dealers are offering coal
strike

at

The ruling

low figures.

price

on

Hocking lump is S6@$6.,50; West Virlump, $7@$7.50;
Pocahontas

ginia

lump, $8.,50@$9, delivered. Anthracite
is
strong around $1.t while coke is
quoted around $11.
There is a good
deal of distress coal on the market
and dealers are able to buy at low
prices as a result.
Lake trade is practically closed. The
H. V. Docks during the week ended
Nov. 2B, loaded 50,219 tons, making a
total of 4,504,391 tons for the season.
During the same week the T. & 0. C.
Docks loaded 8,632 tons as compared
with 15,278 tons the previous week,
making 1,086,896 tons for the season.
Steam demand is practically aead.
.Manufacturers and large steam users
have accumulated good stocks and are
content to consume these before enter-

ing the market.
Railroads are not
buying to any extent and there is little
hope in the immediate future for improvement.
Because of the reduction
in the output of lump, screenings are
showing a little more strength.
The Hocking Valley field is producing less than 25 per cent of normal and
the

same

figures

are

from
Pomeroy.

reported

Cambridge, Crooksville and

DETROIT
Bituminous Co/nsumers Display Little
Inclination to Stock up Rece'vts are
Not Large Anthracite Also Sluggish.
Bituminous While a small amount

—

—

—

of bituminous coal

is

being sold, con-

sumers are continuing the waiting
policy which has been a prominent characteristic of the market for several
weeks.
Jobbers fin'd that even high
grade stock from West Virginia mines
attracts

little

interest

among

their

customers.
Though the proximity of the holiday
period and the time when many of the
industrial plants take their annual inventory is in part held responsible for
the limited buying, the natural seasonal
recession in trade is exaggerated by
the unsatisfactory condition in industrial and business lines.
Another influence deterring action
is the expectation that the railroads
will put in effect a lower scale of
freight rates in the near future and
that buyers who are able to hold off on
nurchases will derive substantial benefit from a reduction in transportation
costs.

Lump from Ohio mines is quoted $3
@$3.25, egg $2.40, mine run $1.90, nut
slack $1©$1.25.
West Virginia
lump is $3.10@$3.25, egg $2.50. mine
run $2, nut and slack, $1.15@$1.25.
Pittsburgh No. 8 inch and a quarter
and

size is $2.40. three-quarter
mine run $2(a)$2.15, nut

$1.50@$1.65.

lump

$2.35,

and slack
Smokeless lump and egg

is $4.50,
$1.60.

mine run

$2.50, nut

and slack

—

Anthracite Distribution is proceeding very slowly, orders usually are
limited to one or two tons, this buying
system being attr-butable to high retail prices and the extensive unemployment.

ST.

LOUIS

Holds Up Retail
Business
Steam and Domestic Demand Light General Conditions Unsatisfactory
Real Winter Weather
Needed.
Warm weather continues. A few
cold days some time ago helped the
situation
temporarily, but it is a
hand-to-mouth proposition with the
consumer this year and when he does
order it is usually the cheapest coal
and the smallest quantity.
Dealers have their yards piled up
with coal and are beginning to fear
that this tonnage will not move until

Unusiud

Weather

——
—

after the first of the year. Carterville
is almost at a standstill and Mt. Olive
a close second, while the Standard
movement is hardly noticeable.
There is no demand at all for hard
coal or smokeless and coke deliveries
are practically nil. Even the domestic
movement of coal through this gateway
has almost stopped. The steam condition is not much better.
Prices are
is

unchanged.

CLEVELAND

Market
Dull — Lake Season Ended
—
Cleveland Seeks Local Freight Rate
—
Cut Receipts Dwindle.
Still

The coal market continues extremely
with distress stocks gradually being worked off. Added to the considerations of stock accumulations before
the recent rail and coal strike threats
and slackness of industry, is the nearness of the inventory period.
Consurners are unusually anxious to keep
their stocks at a minimum at this time
cf the year.
With the close of November, the
largest Lake season since 1918 was
ended.
The total movement for the
season is placed at 22 400,000 net tons
of cargo coal compared with 28,153,000
t^ns in 1918.
The movement in November 'v;<= 1.500.000 tons compared
with 2,200,000 in October.
The retail market is rivaling the insoft,

dustrial coal

market

in

dullness.

There

has been little cold weather as yet.
This has had the effect of oampening
a feebly reviving household demand.
The advent of cold weather is expected
to cause a spurt in buying, because
consumers have been holding off purchasing in the hope of lower prices and
rate reductions.
One factor
b'ds fair to help coal sales is
increase in the gas rates.
The first month's bills for furnace gas
under increased rates in Cleveland and
freight

which

the

d'-a-.-tic

suburbs have caused many u.sers to disconnect gas from their furnaces, and
to revert to coal consumption.
An appeal for the reduction of
freight rates from the Ohio, Pennsylvania and We.st Virginia fields to
Cleveland is to be made to the Interstate

Commerce Commission by Frank

Baer, traflSc commissioner of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce. The move
comes as the result of the recent reduction of ore rates by 28 per cent. An
effort will be made to have the roads
bear the whole of a 35c. terminal handling charge assessed by the Erie for
coal from other roads handled upon

December

8,
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their lines in Cleveland. The Cleveland
chamber believes that coal should be
reduced along with ore rates.
It is
pointed out that in 1918 ore was
shipped from Cleveland to Pittsburgh
for 91c. against 92c. at present, while
coal from Pittsburgh to Cleveland cost
$1.55 in 1918 and $2.66 a ton now.
Receipts of bituminous coal during
the week ended Nov. 26th, were the
lowest in several months.
total of
741 cars were received, divided: 451
cars for industries and 290 cars for
retail dealers, a decrease under the
preceding week of 393 cars.
This is
quite a contrast with the week ended
Nov. 19, when 2,087 cars arrived in

A

Cleveland.

mand

—

—

Sag.

The process of "getting out from
under" was working full force last
week and an attempt to quote actual
stable
prices
on the
market was
merely an attempt to approximate.
"Write your own card" is the way that'
some put it, for in cases of distressed
coal

was

it

much more "what

you give" than "what

will I get."

will

Field

after field is reporting a preponderance of closed mines some of which
announce that there will be no resump-

—

tion

after Jan.

until

1.

Still

the ac-

cumulation at the scales continues.
Under pressure of about 1,500 loads
backed up at Portsmouth, smokeless
prices started to slide, and with reports of sales at $2.75@$3 at Chicago
and Detroit! the market on lump declined to

$3@$3.50 here.
Bituminous prices were varied, with

general underselling necessary to move
coal.
Sales and quotations on Logan
slack were 85c. @$1; mine run $1.50@
$1.75; egg, $2.25; splint lump, $2.75;
gas, $2.25.
Kanawha had a range of
about the same figures.
Big Sandv
slack was 95c.; mine run, $1.50@$1.7.5;
egg, $2@$2.35; lump, $2.75@$3. Southeastern Kentucky slack was 85c.; mine
run, $1..50; 4-in., $1.35; egg, $2.25, and

lump, $3.
There was practically no change in
retail
prices,
although values were
sagging in tMs way, tTiat concessions
were being made against the usual
charge of 25c. for hilltop delivery,
where this is usually exacted as "a

premium.
High water in the river
was interfering with shipments from
that source.

South
BIRMINGHAM

—Industries are
Carrying Heavy Stocks — R.R. Fuel De—

Buying at a Standstill
clines
ness.

The

Weather Slows Domestic Busi-

coal

built

up

to

some extent

in

anticipation of the rail strike and they
are not now taking near their average
tonnage.
The railroads particularly
are holding off on deliveries against
their fuel contracts.
The domestic situation is also critical
so far as the producer and retailer are
concerned.
The continued warm and
unseasonable weather is proving their
undoing and the output of the mines is
disposed of with difficulty and delay.
There is so little inquiry that prices
really cannot be called "quotations," but
figures at which steam and domestic
coals are moving are practically without change from those given a week
ago.

LOUISVILLE

CINCINNATI

Coals Depress Prices
DeVery Sluggish
Retail Markets

Dist7-ess

were

piles
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market is about as dead as
The sources of consumption

it could be.
for commercial coal are apparently carrving sufficient stocks to take them into
the new year, and cannot be induced to
nlace further orders at this time. There
is no demand for bunker coal, as there
are fewer ships than usual putting into
and leaving Southern ports, and the
consumption from this source is reduced below normal tonnage.
Contract consumers are taking as
'••tie coal as possible, as their stock

Business Poor, General Outlook Gloomy

—Many

Mines

Down

— Wage

Southeastern Kentucky.
Jobbers and producers are

Cut in
all

hav-

ing their troubles just now as a result
of continued mild weather and lack of

demand. The trade has not recovered
from overproduction and stocking in
October, and contract customers are
not

even

taking

their

requirements,

much

less accepting their December or
January supplies ahead of time and
enabling the mines to keep going.
Jlore mines are closing down in eastern Kentucky. The southeastern field

has just made a wage cut of 27 to 30
per cent in trying to compete with the
non-union West Virginia fields.
It is believed that a heavy buying
movement will set in in advance of the
ending of the present wage agreement
with the miners in March, as it is
thought there will be a wide-flung
miners' strike at that time.
Little business is anticipated during
December. Retailers are buying just
a little steam coal to fill their local
plant contracts, but have fair to heavy
stocks of prepared sizes on hand, and
are not showing any interest in such.

III.

lump

West
DENVER

—

Price Reduction Folloivs Wage Cut
Strike Losses Are Insignificant—Situation Well in Hand.
With the 30 per cent cut in wages
to miners in thirteen Colorado Fuel
and Iron Co. mines recognized by
practically a normal force of workers,
other operators are thinking of making
a similar reduction at their mines. A
reduction of $1 a ton on lump and
nut' at the mines was announced by the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., effective
Dec. 1 and is in line with the recent
reduction of wages.
The strike has not been called off,
and the Las Animas and Walsenburg
bituminous districts are still under
material law.
No serious outbreaks
have occurred. The union leaders have
not indicated what', if any, move they
will make.
The state-wide sympathetic
strike did not work out as planned,
although six mines in Fremont County
district are still shut down.
Production for the week ended Nov.
19 was 66 per cent of capacity, an
output of 189.991 tons. Lack of orders
was equivalent to 28 per cent. Strike
losses reported by the Colorado Coal
Operators' Association equalled only
1,000 tons.

SALT LAKE CITY

—

Retail Business Fluctuates Industrial
Conditions Poor, bitt Outlook Is Im-

proving

—Production

Low.

Retailers report a fair business, but
the volume is much less than it should
be considering t'hat only a few people
have ordered their winter coal so far.
The idea of storing coal seems to have
lost favor with the majority of con-

sumers: they prefer to buy from hand-

Southwest
KANSAS CITY
Su7nmer
Trading

$2@$2.10; Franklin County,
is $4.25 and egg $4.05.

Weather Curtails Domestic
—Steam
Sizes
Short— Busi-

ness Conditions Poor.

Summer weather prevails throughout the Southwest. Retail dealers are
doing practically nothing.
a great
many residences are using no fuel
and lack of domestic demand has
created a shortage of steam grades. In
some instances screened nut has been
used for steam purposes.
About 25 per cent of the miners in
Kansas have resumed work. Business
generally in the Southwest shows very
little improvement.
There is a great
lack of emplovment and market for
goods produced. The Southwest being
the agriculture and stock territory, is
greatly affected by the low prices for
grain and live stock and the high
freight rates necesary to get it to mar-

to-mouth.
There is very little, almost nothing,
doing in an industrial way. Business
men in all lines, however, are optimistic. The copper mines will, without
a doubt, be reopened by early summer,
while there is a reasonable prospect
of a $25,000,000 steel plant being set
up. It is expected that production this
year will scarcely exceed 4,000,000 tons,
or 30 per cent less than last year's
output.

Canada
TORONTO
Mild

—

Weather Keeps Trade Quiet
Market
Stocked Bituminous
Well

—

Selling Sloivly at Softer Prices.

.S2.75,

The trade continues quiet, owing to
the mildness of the weather. Most domestic consumers are merely buying
from hand to mouth and a continuous
cold snap w-ould find many householdDealers have
ers unprepared for it.
ample stocks of all grades of anthracite on hand, \\-ith the exception of

lumn, $4.75, mine run $3.50, washed

stove,

ket.

Prices are as follows: Kansas lumn,
mine run, $4@4.25, nut, $4.50, mill
slack,
$2.50;
north Missouri

$5,

slack, $3.25. raw slack. $2.50; Arkansas lump, $7@$7.50, mine run, $3.75@
S4.25,

slack,
$8.50,

lump,
$2.75.

lump

is

$2.50(ffi$2.75;

Oklahoma

nut. $7. slack, $2.50®
Springfield
district.
Illinois
$3@$3.75, egg, $3@$3.25, slack.

which is hard to obtain.
The situation as regards bituminous
shows no change, except that wholesale
prices are slightly easier on 3-in. lump,
being quoted $7@$7.75. Other quotations are unchanged.
Demand is very
light

and the market

is

overstocked.
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to the smaller volume of prenow being moved, spot
on slack have stiffened somewhat because of the consequent scarcity
of this jrrade. As contrasted with this
situation in slack coal, other prices
have .softened.

Owing

pared

News

From

size.s

prices

the Coal Fields

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
.?1.50^( $1.'J0

Northern Appalachian
CONXELLSVILLE
Market Still Softer— Deimnid Al>in>st
Absent Little Interest in C^mtrarts.
The coke market has growni still

—

on account of the continued abProduction by the
sence of demand.
merchant ovens has decreased about 30
per cent in the past five or six weeks
and still seems to be somewhat in excess of requirements while there is an
accumulation on track waiting to be
moved. There has been practically no
buying by furnaces for several weeks,
and the miscellaneous demand, never
large, has been particularly light, demand from smelters having almost dissofter,

appeared.

A

price of $3, a fortnight ago the
minimum of the market, is now merely

a nominal asking price, with prospects
that it could be shaded on inquiry for
a round lot. It is reported that a sale,
December to March inclusive, has been
made at $3.40. but this is not absolutely
confirmed. A sale for December alone
has been made at about $3.15. Furnaces now in operation are showing no
interest in renewing contracts for any
part of the new year.
Foundry coke continues in light demand. Some special brands are held at
up to $4.50, but meet with extremely
limited sale.
There is occasional inquirj- for prices for first quarter, but
operators do not regard such inquiry
seriously.
The market is quotable generally at
$3 for spot furnace, $3.15@$3.40 for
contract furnace and $4@$4.50 for spot

foundry.
The Courier reports production in the
week ended Nov. 26 at 42,860 tons by
the furnace ovens, an increase of 7,520
tons and 31,760 tons by the merchant
ovens, a decrease of 1,580 tons, making
a total of 74.620 tons, an increase of
5,940 tons.

PITTSBURGH

Production
Very Light — Unable
Meet Competition of Non-Union Fields
—
Proposed Combination of Panhandle
to

Mines.
Coal continues at a verj- low rate,
and scarcely any of it is against current sales. There are some contracts in
force, largely for gas coal, and the Panhandle district is selling some domestic.
As for many months past, the position
is that the average buyer fills his wants
in non-union fields, particularly West-

moreland

and

Connellsville,

where

prices are much lower on account of
labor costs having been liquidated. The
Panhandle operators show a lower cost
than other portions of the Pittsburgh
district for various reasons, the chief of
which is that their exhaustion charges
are less.

Even Panhandle coal, however, seems
to be selling at a loss since there are
cases of IJ-in. domestic going at $2.75

when

the slack

may go

at as low as

making an average of $2.25 for
the nin of the mine.
Westmoreland
S1.25,

and

Connellsville

coals

are

bringing

for mine run, prices with

which union mines cannot compete.
A movement is on foot for the merger of about twenty mines in the Panhandle district, the object being to reduce expenses and secure a better i-epresentation for the district in wage adjustments.
Slack is being sacrificed, as it is produced in excess of demand in making
shipments of screened gas and domestic
lump. We continue to quote mine run
3-in.
$2.10@$2.20 and
$2.60@$2.70,
covering steam and ordinary grades of
gas. High grade gas is held at $3 or
higher, but meets no sale.
Panhandle
IJ-in.

domestic

is

easier, selling

$2.75@

EASTERN OHIO

—

Industrial and
Production Declines
Domestic Stocks Preclude Buying
Lakes
Outlook Fails to Improve

—

—

Closed.

Production during the week ended
Nov. 26 was 285,000 tons, or 56.6 per
cent of potential capacity for the fiveday week.
Notwithstanding the observation of the Thanksgiving holiday
and the natural expectation that the
daily average would probably be increased thereby, mines averaged but
57,000 tons per day, and the output
was 98,000 tons less than in the preceding week.
Association mines worked 43 per
cent of possible worktime during the
period as compared with a little better
than 50 per cent the preceding week.
No market conditions at the present
time may conservatively be placed at
between 50 and 55 per cent.
Mines
on the Pennsylvania showed the greatest decrease in the time worked, those
on the B. & O. and Wheeling & Lake
Erie not being so precipitous in their
declining operations.
With continued mild weather and no
apreciable increase of traffic, and the
further fact that most roads stocked
up heavily several weeks back, the
quantity of railroad fuel going to the
carriers has diminished considerably.
Cumulative figures for the calendar
year show an aggregate output of
16,331,000 tons as against a potential
capacity of 29,192,000 tons.
The present lack of demand is not
an unexpected outcome of the stocking up which took place during the
close of October and early November.
With industrial consumption as well
as the railroads continuing sub-normal
and retail yards I'emaining well filled,
it is generally felt that market stagnation may not break for several
weeks. The outlet afforded by the Lake
shipping is just about closed; in fact,
the next ten days will probably see
the final cleanup of the season.
The various rumors and predictions
that there is an impending reduction
in freight rates is another factor contributing to the uncertainty in the
trade.
Some buyers are holding off
and not ordering more than current
requirements on this account.
It is
not improbable that additional mines
will be closed down unless there is an
improvement in the situation.

Ortrpruduction Responsibte
ent Slarkct

—
—

lor

Pres-

Slump Non-Union Mines
Run Current Bnying

Continue Better
Only.

The industry is again at a low ebb.
is
one of the chief
The
causes of the present slump.
threatened disturbances in the latter
part of October caused buyers to stock
up for the first time in many months
and it will be some time yet before
these stocks are used up.
Buyers, as a rule, are holding off
on account of a possible reduction in
freight rates and are ordering only
what coal is needed for immediate use.
Whether the reduction comes or not,
coal will be in demand by the first of
the year and operators predict a conOverproduction

siderable pick-up.
Union mines in
many places remain idle while the nonunion operations are maintaining a 60
per cent production.
Spot prices on all grades are below
the cost of production.
It has been
found that the mines in Maryland and
West Virginia are selling coal to the
Inland towns at a lower rate than that
for which coal from this field can be
mined.
In those fields, the cost of
production is 80c. to 90c. as against
$1.20@$1.30, and $4 for labor as
against $7.50 in the union field of central

Pennsylvania.

UNIONTOWN

—

Production Low Coal and Coke Markets Continue Wealc Frick Ovens In-

—

crease.

Coal and coke production in the Conbituminous region fails to

nellsville

show much reaction from the slump
which appeared a short time ago. Frick
coke ovens have been increased in operis the only feature along

ation but this
that line.

The market continues soft, with no
demand and prices at low level. Furis quotable around $3 and
upwards; foundry at $3.75 and coal at

nace coke

$1.15 up.
The principal reason given
for the extreme dullness seems to be
necessity of reduced freight rates and
a persistent rumor in the region that
decreased tariffs may be expected soon.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Holiday Idleness and Poor Markets
Cut Production Cancellations Heavy
Spot Buying at Minimum.

—

—

Fairmont
Only a small portion of northern
Western Virginia mines were at work
during the week ended Nov. 26. The
Thanksgiving holiday cut dowm production but there was so little business
available that there was no need for
heavier operations.
Lower prices on
the spot market were responsible for
many cancellations and rejections, and

prepared

grades

along

with

others,

suffered as a result.

Northern Panhandle
With industrial demand only about
50 per cent of normal and with railroads taking little fuel, production was
reduced.
Thanksgiving
materially

December

8,
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Day caused most of the mines to close
for the balance of the week. Spot buying was virtually at a standstill and
the Lake season was at an end, the
railroads taking the bulk of the output.

UPPER POTOMAC
Mine

Idleness

Competition
Nominal.

— Non-Union
—Prices
Only

Continues

too

Stiff

Not more than a dozen

of the fifty

mines in the Upper Potomac region
were able to operate at all duringMine owner;,
Thanksgiving week.
cannot compete with the non-union
scale was
the
wage
where
and
fields,
adhered to there was no operation beand high
market
depressed
the
cause of
Similar conditions
production cost.
prevailed in the George's Creek region,

where none but a few Big Vein mines
Nominal quotations
were running.
ranged $1.50(i)$l.T.5.

ANTHRACITE

—

—

Operations Close Demand Slipping
Weather Curtails Market.
Last week was almost strikeless in
the field, the only trouble being at the
Marvine Colliery of the Hudson Coal
Co., caused by the introduction of the
However, this was
check-out system.
The case has been
of short duration.
put up to the Anthracite Board of Con-

Warm

ciliation.

Warm

weather has adversely affected
the market, and it is very difficult to
move pea and chestnut. The demand
for boiler sizes is a little better. Some
of the large retail dealers state they
have stocks sufficient to last them until
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sociation prices still prevail at $4.05
for lump and egg and about $3.50 on
Indenut. with screenings $1.50@S2.
pendent prices are somewhat under
these, with nut as low as $o and lump
Independent screenand egg $3.25.
ings, however, are up with the association prices.
Somewhat similar conditions prevail
in the Duquoin district except that
opei-^tions are on an even lower scale.
In the Mt. Olive field the situation is
giving great concern to the operators.
Domestic tonnage has practically fallen
off to one day a week and the tracus
are loaded with lump, while just
enough of the steam size is being produced to take care of contracts.
The Standard situation is a deplorable one.
Many mines have been idle
for two weeks, with no early chance of

resuming. Some mines have had lump
on track for twelve days and demand
is so poor that there is no chance of
moving it until extremely cold weather
comes.
Steam sizes, such as screenings, are
moving fairly well and small nut is in
good demand.
Railroad tonnage is
fairly
good,
everything
considered.
There is some unrest at many mining
towns on account of the poor working
time.

MIDWEST REVIEW
Domestic Markets Inactive and "NoBills" Increase
Steam Coals Short
Eastern Fuels in Keen Competition.
Warm weather, combined with con-

—

—

tinued agitation for a reduction in
freight rates on coal, has resulted in a
complete stagnation of the market.
Practically no domestic is being purOne of the large companies in the
Retailers have as much coal
Schuylkill region has closed down for chased.
on
hand as their bins can hold and are
three days.
Another company has
not forcing their own trade to take any
closed down one colliery for the same
tonnage, claiming that rural credits
period.
are such that practically all business
has to be done on a cash" basis. While
retail dealers have no very general
idea of the freight rate situation, they
all believe that rates will have to be
reduced quickly.
They are, therefore,
ILLINOIS
not in a buying mood. However, they
Warm Weather Halts Domestic Move- are holding back principally
because
ment No Steam Activity Railroad they cannot move what they already
Tonnage Light Many Mines Suspend. have on hand, and the prospects will
In the Carterville field conditions be poor until the Middle West gets
have reached a critical stage in the some seasonable weather.
way of movement of the larger sizes.
Prices on steam coals are strengthenMany mines have not worked for a ing to some slight extent, not on acweek or ten days and others have been count of an increased demand, but begetting one or two days a week. Two cause of a decrease in production of
large mines in Franklin County are domestic sizes. Operators in the more
making desperate efforts to work every favored fields of southern Illinois are
day, but other mines of the same com- now holding their screenings $1.50@
panies are suffering as a result.
$2, with an average in the vicinity of
The domestic movement has practi- $1.85. There are plenty of reports of
cally stopped.
Tonnage to the South- "no-bills" at the mines, but investigawest through the Thebes gateway has tions show that most of this coal is
ceased altogether.
Warm weather is domestic rather than steam, as when
principally the cause of the tieup, but the market is extra poor on screenings,
information from retail sources indi- the larger southern Illinois operators
cates that thousands of customers who send it into storage rather than to athave heretofore used the best Illinois tempt to sell on the open market. Procoals are financially able this year to duction
is
decreasing rapidly and
buy only the cheaper grades and in mines are now working less than three
small quantities.
days a week.
The steam market has strengthened
Judge Anderson's injunction against
some on screenings and also on nut, the check-off has ceased to be a factor
but egg and lump are heavy and there in the market. It is impossible at this
are trainloads on every sidetrack writing to give any reliable informathrough the southern Illinois field. A tion as to when a judgment will be
report a few days ago showed some- handed down on the appeal.
In the
thing like 2,000 cars on hand without event, however, that a judgment updisposition and the situation has not
holding Judge Anderson's injunction
improved since then.
is handed down within the next few
Railroad tonnage has eased up. As- days, it will have little effect on the
April.

Middle Western

SOUTHERN

—

—

—

coal industry, because

it

is

anticipated

the United Mine Workers will
again appeal their case to the Supreme
Court, where the case will probably remain until after the present expiration
of the contract with the U. M. W.
These circumstances being taken into
consideration,
operators doubt very
much if a strike will materialize before
the expiration of the working agreement with the miners in March.
Competition from Eastern coals, is
seriously affecting the Middle W^est
market. West Virginia slack at 65c.
@75c. has moved and in some cases
displaced good Indiana and Illinois
coal.
Considering the higher quality
of the Eastern coal, the differential in
the freight rates between Eastern and

that

Western coal is practically eliminated.
Franklin County screenings can be
bought at $1.85 a ton, f.o.b. mines. The
freight rate to Chicago is $2.16, making a total of $4.01. Eastern screenings with a freight rate of $3.43, can
be bought f.o.b. Chicago at $4.08. Considering

two

the

natui-al

of

qualities

the

can be easily understood
who are buying at all,
are taking Eastern coal.
Most of this cheap coal comes from
non-union fields, who can compete on
account of the reductions that they are
able to make from time to time on
labor.
We heard of one case last
week, although it is not authenticated,
coals, it

why

industries

where operators

in

a certain field in

West Virginia meet every week and
what scale they can afford to
pay their miners in order to meet

decide on

existing competitive conditions. Illinois
and Indiana operators, who are unable
to change their wage scale, are thus at
a great disadvantage.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

—

Shipments Steadily Slumping More
Mines Close
All Demands Are
Weaker.
Movement of coal has been slowmg
down materially, while more mines are

—

closing dovyn for lack of business.
Prices are not so much of a factor, in
view of the fact that the Illinois, Indiana and western Kentucky mines are
working along under the union wage
scale, while western Kentucky has the
advantage of eastern Kentucky in the
matter of freight rates to Louisville.

Demand simply

does not exist, re-

having fair yard stocks on hand.
Industrial consumers do not want to
carry over reserves on their inventories, as it is going to be hard enough
for a lot of them to make a good showing this year without the added burden
of heavy coal stocks.
If industrial conditions improve, or
cold weather cleans up retail stocks,
prospects point to a better movement
shortly after the first of the year.
tailers

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Is Lifeless — Majority
— Prices
Drop Further.

Market
Close

With

a

lifeless

market

of Mines

and

most

prices under production cost, a large
number of mines in Harlan and Bell
On Dec.
counties have closed down.
1 there were probably no more than 15
or 20 per cent in operation in the entire
section.

This has materially reduced the output, but so far, no increase in demand
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In fact,
price has been noticed.
for some
prices are now lower than
as $:>
low
as
selling
weeks, best block
and slack 85e.@$l.

or

Pocahontas production was materially
The tonnage dropped to
about 270,000 with no market losses
Very little coal
about 140,000 tons.
was moving to coastwise markets and
to be the
continued
shipments
Western
heaviest.

More coal was produced proportionately in the Tug River section than in
others, although the ending of the

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

Lake season had its effect. The holiday cessation of work was also a factor
in cutting production, and car shortage
continued to be felt. The best market
was in the West and the bulk of the
The
output moved in that direction.

—

River Operations Hard Hit
Market Overstipplied—Lcke Outlet Re.Veil'

— Prices

Weaker.

River and the Gulf

New

No market

ALABAMA

Northeastern

improvement

The Henry Ellen Coal Co. has been incorporated in Jefferson County and will operate
Incora mine in the Cahaba River field.
porators are A. C. Payne, president J. M.
Donaldson, vice president and general man;

ager, and Tom Stobert. secretary-treasurer.
The capital stock named Is $25,000. Offices
are located in Birmingham.

ILLINOIS
The V'.aBle Valley Coal Co. has been organized at Harrisburg, with a capital stock
of $1,000,000.

W

H. Parker, who has been associated
with the Consumers Co. for seven years has
entered independent business for himself
and with William Mitchell will engage
the coal and ice business in Elgin.
Thomas L. Harris, coal operator of St.
Louis has purchased the controlling interest in the mine of the Madison County Mining Co.. at Edwardsville and has taken
charge of the property.
The property of the Griffln Coal Co.,
near Aledo, consisting of a shaft, tipple,
machinery, etc., has been sold at sherff's
sale to satisfv a ludgment held by a bank
amounting to $2,282. The property was bid
in Iw Henrv "White, representing the bank,

m

for $1,022.

miles southeast

field.

The grand jury of Spencer County has
thirty-one

rioting.

nnirch

County

of

indictments

to Lincoln City,

Works

Is

readv to receive bids for furnishing 35.000
tons of roal. That will constitute a year's
supply for the municipal light and water

Oct.

1

8,

when
Fox

the

Hill
men employed in the
Oak Knobb mines were forced out.
The Vandalia Coal Mine No. 23. in the
Linton field, resumed operations recently
following a four months' shutdown due to

.and

the burning of a tipple.
A large steel
has been erected and the mine remodeled.
The City of Logansport has filed suit In
one nf the Marion County Superior Courts,
at Indianapolis, against the Oele Coai Co.,
for damatres amounting to $30.nnn for aliegerl breaking of contract.
This is the
amount of extra money the city alleges it
was forced to pav for coal on the open
market through failure of the coal company
to keep its contract with the city last year
to furnish coal at the rate of $1.95 per ton.
tipple

.4yshire District Collieries Co..

which

sinking a shaft east of Princeton, now
in the rock about forty or fifty feet,
another 300 feet south of the
The second is down thirty feet.
This Is a departure in southern Indiana
Is

of

against

and Gibson
to riot and

The indictments grew out of the
2f'0 or more miners from Pike

non-union

The

INDLANA
The .Anderhon City Board

Co. has purchased the

"^ubois
coal miners in Pikt
counties, charging conspiracy

down

is sinking
first one.

so

Virginia

which was owned by Robert
Smith, Andrew Spears, Charles Kidd and
some minor stockholders of Terre Haute
and Brazil, H. V. Sherburne, general manager, James Connery and John Connery are
the chief owners of the Miami Co.. which
operates Mines Nos. 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 in the
returned

movement,

Production still averaged about GO
per cent, although the output was not
as large as usual, owing to the Thanksgiving Day idleness, which extended
in part to the beginning of the following week.
Spot buying was largely absent, although sales were not being encouraged by producers because of the low
Much of the
price levels prevailing.
production was moved on a contract
basis and the best call was, of course,
for prepared sizes.

of Terre Haute,

Clinton

steam

tained.

coal mining, the usual practice being to sink
a second and smaller air shaft. Sometimes
however, the bottom is better at the air
In
sliaft than at the main hoisting shaft.
the present case the company is making
both shafts the same size so that whichever
is found to have the better bottom will l)e
made the hoisting shaft. The double-shaft
plan is the idea of William Johnson, Vincennes, president of the company.
The W. H. Howe Coal Co. has Increased
its capital stock from $10,000 to $25,000.

KENTUCKY

this year.

tivelve

in

Southern and Western markets and
sales were limited largely to distress
coal, much of which could be easily ob-

Last year the city paid $2.95 a ton,
but the board expects to shade that figure

The Miami Coal
Black-Hawk Mine,

Kentucky

that the output was very low. Thanksgiving Day also cut down the tonnage,
which was" not over .'iO per cent for the
There was less buying in the
week.

plant.

for the State Survey.

to near-

Mild weather made it impossible to
produce much prepared coal, and industrial conditions were against any

News Items
From Field and Trade
Birmingrham to do work in the
.Montevallo Basin of the Cahaba coal field

amounted

kets.

—

to

losses

50 per cent, or more than 100,000
There
tons in the Williamson field.
was also a :? per cent loss from car
inactive
was
market
The
shortage.
but between general contract shipments and railroad fuel, operations in
many instances ranged up to three
The greater part of the comdays.
mercial output went to Western marly

—

has gone

No. 23

lower basis than before.

Heavy coal supplies on New River only spot demand was for prepared
lower all arouna.
markets precluded much production sizes and prices were
during the week ended Nov. 26, and
HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
the output continued at a low level, not
Warrn
Only a Idlencus Most Pronounced
being over 11,000 tons daily.
few mines in the entire field were oper- Weather and Poor Indiistrial Coiidicompletely
Distress
TonGrades
tio7is Affect All
Demand was almost
ated.
dormant for all grades and prices were nage Heavier.
Tidewater,
largely nominal. Neither at
Kanawha
where so large a tonnage of New River
Thanksgiving week was marked by
West,
is usually shipped, nor in the
year,
where the majority of domestic sizes the most extreme dullness of the
the very
move, was there any demand worth and production was cut to
quick. Holiday idleness made no matementioning.
Winding Gulf production continued rial difference as production during the
early part of the week was more than
to drop as there was a large accumusufficient to fill all orders in hand.
lation of unsold coal in Western marCancellations and rejections also rnade
small
a
Only
Tidewater.
at
and
kets
proportion of the mines were in opera- heavy inroads on current production.
on
suspended
was
activity
all
and
tion
Logan and Thacker
Thanksgiving Day, much idleness also
Logan production slumped materialextending through the remainder of
With the sluggish
ly during the week.
the week.
commercial market and the cessation
Pocahontas and Tug River
of Lake shipments, only contract orWith the removal of Lake business. ders were in evidence. Prices, which

Charles Butts of the Geological Survey

20,

were only nominal, were on an even

curtailed.

Middle Appalachian

moved

VoL

The Peerless Coal Mining Co.. after a
down of more than a year, has resumed operations, and expects to be moving
shut

fairly large tonnage by Jan. 1.
As a result of a cut of 17Jc, on
car of coal, 100 miners employed

a mine
by the
Storm King Coal Co., at Storm King, and
Columbus Mining Co,, at Christopher, in
the Hazard field, have walked out on strike.
It

became necessary to cut prices in order
busine.ss and meet strong com-

to secure
petition.

The John P. Gorman Coal
$100,000,

Co..

capital

has been chartered by John

P.

and Mary

E.

Gorman, Tom L. Gorm.an
Gorman, all of Lexington,

Charles F, Richardson, of the Rturgis
Coal Co., is building what Is said to be the
largest towboat on the Ohio River, to handle
coal tows from Caseyvllle, to lower points
on the Ohio and Mississippi. The boat will
be 208 feet long, have eighteen water-tight
compartments of the non-slnkable type.
The Hamhiett Mining Co.. of Morton's
Gap has filed .amended articles increasing
its capital from $45,000 to $60,000.
The T>nvin Toal Co.. of Providence, has

been incorporated by Douglas J. Ruckman,
Francis V. Ruckman and Helen Ruckman.
Amended articles have recently been fl'ed
bv the B. & B. Ice Si Coal Co.. Loui.sville.
increasing capital from $60,000 to $90,000.
The Golden Ash Coal Co., Williamsburg,
capital $50,000. has been chartered by N.
A. Archer, William Archer and A. V.

Brown.

The
000,

R. Q.

Elkfleld Conl Co.. Garth, capital $25,has been chartered by J. C. Bowman,
Young and James Moore.

December
C.

F.

8,
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LoHther, of the Allied Coal Co.,
Co., Louisville, has filed suit

the Piedmont Coal Co. and
said to involve several millions of dollars,

was made from

and Sun Coal

is

in

'the

Bowling
the Warren Circuit Court,
Green, to force K. jr. Fricke, oil operator,
to turn over oil properties under agreement by which Lowther was to pay $40,000
The Illinois Producers
for the property.
Lowther
Oil Co. is a party to the suit.
demands either the property or $50,000
damages.

MINNESOTA
A letter from F. R. WBdleigh, chief of
the coal section, fuel division, department
commerce, Washington,

of

to

Congressman

Clague, of Minnesota, has been published
touching the fuel situation in Minnesota,
as a sort of response to the report to Governor Preus, of Minnesota, from X. J. Holmstate commissioner of agriculture.
Wadleigh's letter criticizes Holmbergs report as being lacking in constructive suggestion ,and containing irrelevant matter.
Wadleigh's letter is exquisitely governmental. It would apportion coal buying to
the nearest source of supply, the Illinois
mines, would gradually eliminate anthra-

berg,

from the Northwest would establish
central storage spaces, and would investigate the development of coking plants.
Users would have no option but to do as
And yet the Northwest
they were told.
has more storage than all other sections
of the country, has done more toward preparing in the summer to store for the
winter, and has by compulsion sought to
answer all questions affecting coal supply.
Just why the Illinois mines should be given
a monopoly when the rail haul for lake and
rail delivery to the Twin Cities for instance
is less than the rail haul from Illinois mines
alone? In fact, the whole question Is open
to debate as to why coal buyers should not
seek such coal as they prefer and why coal
producers should not seek such markets as
they may, instead of attaching consumption
to certain fields of production as the Russian serfs used to be attached to the land.

cite

;

OHIO
Quin Morton, well-known operator in the
field,
was a recent visitor in

Kanawha

Cincinnati.

D. H. Pritchard, general manager of the
Virginia Fuel Co. and J. M. Stirnkorb. sales
manager of the Reliance Coal and Coke Co.,
both of Cincinnati, recently returned from
a visit to Chicago.
The Hopewell Coal Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $125,000.
Incorporators are H. Gross, R. Grant. Sr..
Cumberland, Md.
E. G. Kimball, S. N.
Moore. J. F. Gross, Keyser.
:

The nominating committee
nati Coal
Exchange have

of the Cincinthe
selected
following candidates for election to the
directorate
N. 1. Mahan, W. E. Denham,
R. B. Hager. R. S. Magee. William Heitz:

man and

property lies along Dunkard Creek,
near the town of Point Marion.
James W. Darville, has resigned as general sales manager, Cory Mann George
Corporation, New York City, to accept position as sales manager, Wentz Co., Philadelphia.
M. L. Taylor of the
with headquarters at

Co. of Morgantown.
The formation of the Benjamin Coal Co.
was announced when papers were fiUfl
showing a company made up of W. L*.
Houck, Frank P. Benjamin and George W.
Maxey of Scranton. and Joseph E. Fleltx
This company has taken
of Wilkes-Barre.
over a large operation in Jenkins Township. Luzerne County, and will immedtiitely

begin the production of coal.
Although the Baltimore Shaft of the Hollenback Colliery. Lehigh Si Wilkes-Barre
Coal Co.. will remain out of commission
for a considerable period as the result of
a recent fire, employees will have the chance
to work. Coal is to be hoisted by way of
the slopes, permitting actual mining on
nearly the regular scale, while employees
who are unable to work at their accustomed
jobs will be used in making repairs to the

damaged
The J.

OKLAHOMA
Coal mines in Oklahoma produced a total
3.547.432 tons during the fiscal year
ended June 30. 1921. according to the annual renort of State Mine Inspector Ed.
Boyle, just completed. This is 440.420 tons
less than was produced during the preceding
fiscal
year.
Pittsburgh County led all
others in the production.
of

The Harwick Coal and Coke
new name of the Equitable Coke

Co.. is the
Co.. Pitts-

burg.

The purchase of 14.000 acres of coal land
Greene County has been made by the
Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. The purchase
in

VTentz Coal Co. has taken over
and equipment of the McTnrk

Hazleton.

&

Co. has informed the
trade that Lester C. Hosier, mechanical
engineer and for many years in charge of
the power plants at the Nicetown works
of the Midvale Steel Co., has become connected with the distributing department,
and will give advice in regard to the proper
kind of coal to be burned under given
conditions.

Madeira.

Hill

The Walter

J.

Crowder

Co..

which

for

many

years has conducted a retail coal
business in Germantown and Oak Lane, has
notified the trade it has decided to change
William
its name to the Suburban Coal Co.
T. Brandreth, who has been with the house
for more than twenty years, continues as
president and manager.

UTAH
Frank H. Rolapp and others received
judgment for $4,165 and costs in the suit
The
against Margaret Kay and others.
action was brought to recover $30,000 alleged to be due as the result of the taking
over of the Lincoln-Kemmer Mine by the
defendants after a lease had been secured
plaintiffs.

The Equitable Coal Co.. recently organCarbon County, is opening
up a mine on Willow Creek. Operations
ized to operate in

start

weather

if

Lake

the early spring, or sooner
OflBces are in Salt
permits.

in

City.

The members of the subcommittee on coal
of the Federal Purchasins Board which will
supervise detaiiS of purchases of coal by
In
the Government have been appointed.
addition to F. R. Wadleieli. the chairman.

Commander E.
coal purcha.«es

Cobey. in charge of Navy
T. B. Hacker.
coal purchases will compose the committee.
The committee will
study the coal market, seeking to advise
as to the most practicable times and places
in

charge of

to

make

D. C.
W. B. Upton of the Geological Survey has
completed field work in the coal fields of

Wasatch Plateau, Utah.
Argument will be heard, beginning Dec.
Supreme
in the District of Columbia

the
S.

Court in the case of the Claire Furnace Co.,
involving the right of the Federal Trade

Commission to require cost reports in the
steel and coal industry.
The Court of Claims denied the suit for
$58,036 of the J. M. McDonald Coal Mining
Co., for alleged losses due to fuel prices
fixed by the Government during the war.
The court holds that the Lever Act authorizing fuel control did not make the Government liable for losses on contracts.
Coal operators were absolved from responsibility for high coal prices by Senator
Stanley, of Kentucky, in a Senate debate.
He declared: "During the time that coal
high, the great mining concerns attempted to keep down the kiting of coal.
I know of concerns that sold coal at $1@
$5 a ton less than they could have obtained
for it in an open market because they believed it was in an unhealthy condition." He
said however that while fuel prices had declined the prices of other commodities made
from cheaper material and cheaper labor
remained high because of combinations in
restraint of trade.

.\.

and Colonel

Army

purchases.

The General Land Office of the Interior
Department has ruled that an application
to purchase coal land under Section 2347
R. S. to be entitled to consideration as a
valid claim existent at the passage of the
leasing act must tliereafter be maintained
in compliance with the pre-existing law
it was initiated.
Where the
application was filed on the day the leasing
act was approved, the applicant will not
be permitted to prove that it was filed prior
to the time of actual approval if the applicant has failed to comply with the conditions of the act under which the claim
was initiated and of the regulations thereunder relating to its maintenance.

under which

In the suit of Texas vs. the I. C. C.
before the Supreme Court the constitutionality of Paragraphs 18 to 22 of Section 402
of the Transportation Act is involved. The
case grows out of the section of the I. C.
C. in ordering the abandonment of the line
of the Eastern Texas R.R. from Lutkin to
Crockett. Tex., which line was promoted
by the Texas. Louisiana Lumber Co.. a subsidiary of the Central Coal and Coke Co..
of Kansas City. The State of Texas resists
the power of the commission to abandon
the line, contending that the State only has
authority.

The President has signed a bill passed
by Congress, thereby making it a law.
authorizing the Rolph Navigation and Coal
Co., to sue the Government for damages
caused one of its boats by a naval vessel in San Francisco harbor.

WEST VIRGINIA
Organization of the Dixon Coal Co.. with
headquarters in Keyser is the forerunner of
further development of coal lands in Clay
Back of the
District of Harrison County.
new concern are men well known in the
coal circles of Mineral County and CumberThis company is capitalized at
land. Md.
$175,000. which indicates in a measure th«
scale upon which operations will be conLeading figures are Jam»s E.
ducted.

Cross. S. N. Moore and Edward G. Ktmmell of Kevser Howard Cross and Robert
Grant. Sr.. of Cumberland, Md.
:

Beckley business men have launched what
is to be" known as the Coal Service Corheadquarters of
general
the
poration,
which are to be at Richmond. "W. Va. Actively identified with the new company are;
Jr.. H. A.
McGinniss.
F l" Conwav, W. H.
Conway, T. L. Conway and P. J. Conway,
of

all

"

Beckley.

In the future the Arthur D. Cronin Coal
Co. of Detroit, will be known as the Hinchman Creek Coal Co.. authority having been
granted by the Secretary of State to the

company

WASHINGTON,

was sky

PENNSYLVANIA

S.

Coal Co., with operations at Girardville.
This mine will be operated in conjunction
with the Raven Run. Hazlebrook, Upper
Lehigh. Maryd and Mid-Valley mines, now
under the supervision of T. E. Snyder, of

will

written.

shaft.

the leases

before Judge John Weld Peck
of the United States District Court in
Cincinnati.
It is the trial of the J.'iS.noo
breach of contract case of H. P. Brydon &
Bro., Piedmont, W. Va.. against the Reliance Coal and Coke Co., of Cincinnati.
The charge is made that the defendants
failed to take coal contracted for delivery
to the Baltimore Manufacturing Co.. while
the defense is that the contract was in force
only as long as the Baltimore concern
agreed to accept the coal. Because of the
wording of the contract it is contended that
the decision will have bearing on many
others in which identical terms have been
trial

Co..

Va.,

Collieries

by

been on

Morgantown Coal
Morgantown, W.

spent a few days in the Philadelphia market recently.
A business trip to Pittsburgh was recently
made by Benjamin Chaplin of the Chaplin

Ed. Harper.
Three are to be
elected at the elections which will be held
at the Chamber of Commerce on Dec. 15.
case of more than usual interest has

A

949

A

to

change

visitor

in

the

its

name.

Kanawha

region

about

November was S. G. Smith.
general manager of the Kanawha & Ohio
the middle of

Coal

Co..

with headquarters at Columbus.

The Raleigh Wyoming Coal

Co. of which

Scholz is vice-president and general
is experimenting with a wireless
telephone svstem at its offices in Charleston with a view to installing this for use
between the mines in Raleigh and Wyoming
counties and the general office.

Carl

manager,

Geo P. Daniels, general manager of the
Co., with general offices m
a recent visitor at the malm
company in West Anrginia.
WUliam McKell. president of the McK»Il
Coal & Coke Co., with headquarters at Glen
Jean has resigned as a director m the
American Constitutional Association and
has been succeeded by former Governor
John J. Cornell.
M Wilev. general manager of th«
Boorie County Coal Corporation, locatefl
Smokeless Fuel

New York was
oflice of this

W

'

at Sharpies, was the principal speaker at
a meeting of the American Constitutional
Association recently held at Huntington.

John L. Cochran, who is located at DenCol but who owns a good deal of coal

ver

in southern West Virginia paid
Charleston a recent visit.

pro'pertv

—
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Coal Cu.. has been active
coal laud in northern

.It

of

J

me purchase was from

.

\\

the

yi»iriiu.m>-" i<kley I oiil Co.. of Fairmont.
this tract being on ilie West Forte Kiver
at Whiti lioik. Ill' loal being in the SeTil.
company also secured
,vi.
Nt-piune and Jacob F.

The SuKtir Cri'ei> Luul I
a new company whicli

of

J-,-,

<•

fi

.

Waynesburg

coal land.

an option given by the
.Monongalia County to
qJ
Ins. -love of the Clev»lond & .MorSaJiiii.
nntown Coal Co. for the purchase of $3J0..It

I

1

000 worth of bonds of the Jlorgantown &
Whepling Ry. may be exercised, tlie option
It is understood that
expiring on Dec. 6.
the option for tlie purchase was at the
rate of fifty cents on the dollar for the
control of the bonds
has
bonds. The court
owing to the fact that several magisterial

W

.4. J. Sulier of the Southern foal Co. of
Fairmont was a business visitor in Weston

recently.

Traffic

ONTARIO

Total

168.7G6

Coalmont

Collieries.

Princeton Coal

19.137

Total
67,284
Total for month
245,177
.\11 properties of the Paciflc Coast Coul
Minen. Llinlled. consisting of two big mlne^.
one at Jlorden and one .it Sutpiash. were
purchased in -a sheriffs sale by K. B. Bob»
of Montreal. The price paid was $316,100.

in Birmingham, where he was general coke
oven foreman of the byproduct division of
he Tennessee Coal. Iron & Railroad Co

Ventilntin); Fans
Pittsburgh Mining Machinery Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Publication V101.
Pp. 4; Si X 11 in.; illustrated.
De-

BRITISH COLIMBIA

—

Studies on Cooling of Fresh Concrete in
Engineering ExperiFreezinB Weather
ment Station, University of Illinois, Urbana.
Bulletin 123. Pp. 63, 6 x 9 in. charts
111.
and tables.
The Thermal Condnctivity and DilTusivity
lit
Concrete Engineering Experiment StaUniversity of Illinois. Urbana. 111.
tion,
illustrations and
Bulletin 122, Pp. 6 x 9 in.

—

Publication 4S2.
in

National Coal Co., the Groom
the General Coal Co.. the Oak
Hill Coal Co., the O'FaUon Coal Co.. and
The
the Peoples Coal Co.. to intervene.
case rel-ates to rates on coal from mines in
Illinois to points in St. Louis and East St.
Louis districts.
In the complaint of the St. liOuis Cham-

New

Co., the
Coal Co..

ber of Commerce, an I. C. C. examiner
recommends that the commodity rates on
coke for certain west-side movements within

Louis-East

St.

Louis switching dis-

trict are unreasonable.

French Battery and Carbon Co..
unreasonable
allege
Madison, "^Vis.,
on ground petroleum coke from
Pa., to Madison.
Freight rates on coal shipped to points
within the state of Wisconsin will be investigated by the railroad commission at a
series of hearings to open at Madison. Dec.
Fourteen railroads are involved in the
19.

The

of

rating

Kaulmont,

of the rate body
whether excessive charges on coal
from Wisconsin docks occur in the intrato

action

establish

defi-

nitely

state rail hauls.

Production of Explosives in the United
Department of the Interior, Bureau
Pp. 44,
Mines.
Technical Paper 2U1.
Giving decharts and tables.
in.

—

William B. Hawkins, forty nine years of
president of the Western Coal and
Co., died recently after a long illness.
Besides his interest in the Western
Coal and Mining Co.. he was an executive
in other coal mining properties in Illinois
and Kansas.
News has been receiveci of the death of
Ed. Funk, -which occurred in Toungstown.
Ohio, recently.
Mr. Funk was well-known

.\ir-Tigiit

Doors

tree

of

electric tools

—

Conveyors

prices.

:

the manufacture of explosives during 1920, and notes on mine accidents due
to explosions.
Permeation of Oxygen Breathing .Apparatus by Gases and Vapors Department of
Technical
the Interior, Bureau of Mines.
Paper 272. Pp. 24 6 x 9 in. Illustrated;

tails of

—

charts and tables.
The Anal.vsis of Sulphur Forms In Coal
Department of the Interior, Bureau of
6
Mines.
Technical Paper 254.
Pp. 21

—

;

X

9

in.

Charts and tables.

Trade Catalogs

—

Representative Plants Roberts & Schaefer
Bulletin 45.
Pp. 63
Chicago. 111.
Description of
X 11 in.; illustrated.

Co.,

;

SJ

Association Activities
Morgantown Wholesale Coal
Association
interesting meeting of the Morgantown WTiolesale Coal Association was held
at Morgantown in November.
Dr. A. C.
Callen, of Morgantown, head of the mining
engineering department of the West Vir.\n

ginia University, related the results of several tests in coal washing which had been
conducted last spring. Dr. Callen explained
the result of his tests in detail.
Before the close of the meeting a resolution was adopted by the association advocating an early reduction In freight rates
in general.

coal mining plants, tipples
and washeries erected by the company.

representative

-Vdvertiser.

Clarion

£.vcavating

Marion Steam Shovel

Machinery

—

Marion,

Co.,

The

Coming Meetings

Ohio.

Pp. 24; 9 x 11 in.; illustraand tables. Describing the manufacand use of steam shovels.
Sullivan Displacement Pneumatic Pumps
Sullivan
Machinery Co., Chicago. 111.
Bulletin 71-F. Pp. 5; 6 x 9 in.; illustrated.
Description of the Sullivan Displacement
Pump for elevating acid by compressed

Catalog 190.
tions
ture

—

.'tir.

—Advertiser.
—

Tube Welding Machinery and Fabricating
equipment Davis-Bournonville Co., Jersey
Pp. 24; 8 x 11 in.; illustrated.
Listing machinery for producing welded
tubing from commercial steel sheets or
Starters

Mining

— -\dvertiseT.

;

and

rolled strip stock.

age,

&

—

tables.

City, N. J.

Obituary

centrif-

Pawling

Corporation
of
America,
Chicago,
111.
Folder, describing cast iron door, suitable
for ash pits, boiler settings, coke ovens, etc.
Sterling TraiiNits and I.evels
WarrenKnight Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Pp. 32 ; 4
X 7 in. illustrated.
Contains description

;

6x9

mines.

American

—

.states

and

Description of the

power operated pneumatic and

:

of

—
Milwaukee.

Equipment

Harnischteger Co..
Wis.
Bulletin 56X.
Pp. 27; SJ X 11 in.; illustrated.
Describing combination of machines in P.
& H. Excavators, Nos. 205 and 206.
Stop Drilling Shot Holes by Hand— Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., New York, JJ. Y.

Publications Received

;

In the Perry County Coal Corporation
the commission has authorized the
Eldnar Coal Co.. the Fullerton Coal Co.. the
Koby Coal Co., the Madison County Mining

16,556
24,940
5.789

of the mines of one of the largest
producers, ilie Canadian Western Fuel Corporation. Ltd.. Nanaimo, have been closed
These are the Wakesiah and
temporarilv.
llerewood mines.

Two

The eommissiou has denied

St.

6,04.t
2.61IJ

Total

—

case,

6,977
3,499

Coalmont

& Land Co

scription of the company's disc
ugal fans. Advertiser.

petitions for
rehearing of the cases of the Sprine Valley
Coal Co.. and the Central lUlnois Coal
In these cases the comTrafHc Bureau.
mission decided that rates from various
mines in Illinois to the Northwest were
prejudicial.
The commission has denied application
of the B. & O. tor rehearing in the complaint of the Meyersdale Smokeless Coal
In this case the commission found
Co.
that the refusal of the B. & O. to furnish
cars to the Meyersdale company at Casselman. Pa., for transportation of coal, while
tumishing cars to other shippers, was prejudicial to the Meyersdale company and
preferential to its competitors.
The VVatertown Chamber ol Commerce
has been allowed to intervene in the case
of the Milw-aukee Association of Commerce
before the I. C. C. which relates to rates
on hard and soft coal from Duluth and
Superior, which are alleged to be prejudicial
to Milwaukee.

513

Crow'K NeHt PaHn Dlhtrict.
Crow's Nest Pass Co.
Coal Creek
Michel
Corbln Coal & Coke Co

£.\eavating

the

MS&P

Nk'ola-rrlnretnn District.
Middlesboro Collieries
Fleming Coal Co.. Merritt

The Sruiet Solvay Co. plans to build a
$3,000,000 gas and coke-oven plant next
spring at Hamilton,
In an allUlavil filed in reply to the claim
of the VnUey Camp Cpnl Co.. tor $21,754.
alleged to be due on two checks. H. .\. Harrington, former fuel controller. Toronto,
claims $2(i.iim0 from the plaintllT as damages
for the poor nuality of coal supplied the
parties for whom he ordered.

I

News

Granby

6,886
Collieries
Co., Ltd. 24,2..4
Consolidated

Old Wellington (King & Foster)

districts

gantown & WTieeling road connects with
the Monongahela Ry. nt Randall.

36.440
8.600
18,»19

Como.x
South Welllniilon
Kxtension

Nanoose Wellington

FayottevlUe.

Monongalia County bonded
of
themselves to aid in the construction of the
railroad which has been in the liands of a
The Morreceiver for the last few years.

lit-1

Vancouver Inland District.
'"anadian Western Fuel Co.. N'analmo 64.445
'•anadlan Collieries iV) Ltd.
.^ , „

Kiver Held, havine its haidauarCoal property on Sugar
at Sit. Hope.
Creek will be developed. The capital stock
Among thone
fixed at $125,000.
been
has
new
company are T. A.
interested in the
Dietz, L. \V. Sydnor. N. R. Dietz. M. C.
Uilloii of
Uhodes, all of ChnrUsioii C.
tc-rs

:

UCTOBKU.

ulTl'l T FOi;

the Huui*
operate in

l^

will

New

the

.

.,

u.

Vol. 20, No. 23

I

for

SmaU

A.

C.

Motors— The

'utlrr-irammer Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Publication 2038.
Pp. 4; 8J x 11 in.; illustrations and charts.
Describing Bulletin 9604 starter with mercury t>T)e overload
relays.
Advertiser.
A C-P Production for Every Class of

—
—
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.. New
York. N. T.
Publication 674, illustrated.
Specifications of pneumatic
—AdverWork

tools.

tiser.

The American Institute of Consulting Engineers, Inc.. will hold its annual meeting
Jan. 16, 1922, at the Engineers' Club. 32
West mth St., New York City, Secretary
P. A. Molitor, 35 Nassau St., New York
City.

New England

Wholesale Coal Association

annual meeting Jan. 10, 1922.
f^ccretary. R. S. Townat Boston, Mass.
send, 27 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
will hold its

Appalachian

Southern

Coal

Operators'

.Association W'ill hold its next meeting Jan.
Secretary. J.
27, 1922, at Knoxville, Tenn.
E. McCoy, Knoxville, Tenn.

Pike

County

Coal

Operators

will

hold

their annual meeting Jan. 6. 1922. at Pikeville, Ky.
Secretary, F. E. Miller. Pike-

Ky.
American

ville,

Society of Mechanical EnKineers will hold its annual meeting Dec. 5-9
at the Engineering Societies' Building. 29
West 39th Street. New York City. Secretary Calvin W. Rice. 29 West 39th Street,

New York

CItv.

—

bMJ^
The Only National Paper Devoted
E.

NEW

Volume 20

The Tide

in

LESHER

AND
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Bituminous Affairs

does the prevailing- slump in bituminous-coal
production and prices portend? How far down
the scale will both descend and when, and what condition
will make for an upturn?
These and related questions
are the chief concern of the soft-coal industry today. In
view of the facts disclosed by the government's survey
of stocks, the answer is not far removed.
Relative to
consumption, stocks of bituminous coal on Nov. 1 were
nearly as great as when, on Nov. 11, 1918, they totaled
the greatest in history— 63,000,000 tons. The spurt in
buying and production that preceded the threat of a
railroad strike in October, last, surfeited the country
with steam, domestic and all other kinds of coal.
The holiday season is approaching, when all productive enterprises normally slow down and industrials seek
to reduce inventories for the annual stock taking. Were
production of coal alone to be held as an index of industrial activity, it might well be inferred that business was
fast going to pot, but it is only the coal business that is
unduly depressed now.
The stoiy told by the stock
figures is of an oversold, oversupplied market. Consumption of coal
that is, industry
is progressing slowly
but surely upward; satisfactory evidence outside the
statistics of coal attests to this, but the coal that is being
burned is not all mined currently; for several weeks
stockpiles have been attacked as if the winter were over.
For the coal man the prospects for the ensuing weeks
of this year and perhaps the early weeks in January are
not promising. Even anthracite is moving slowly, current output backing up in producers' storage pending the
arrival of wintry blasts. The output of bituminous coal
is descending at such a rate as to threaten an approach
to the level of two years ago, when union mines were on
strike and none but non-union were operating. There is
I suggestion in this circumstance that perhaps again it is
the non-union districts that are doing the business, with
union mines idle because the miners prefer a minimum
of work at present wages to a greater share of the total
work at lower wages a strike in fact, it seems, though
not in name.

—

—

Of

from the standpoint of national safety and
convenience and according to past experiences, the
market is really not oversold. The country as a whole
has none too much coal on hand for this time of year,
even were there no untoward difficulties in the offing.
The coal operators and distributors as a whole have not
course,

ovei-done this thing of putting coal on the market, even
if

some have been and

still

are overzealous in cutting

prices to keep operating. Circumstances over which the
coal seller has no control have operated to produce present conditions, and among these the question of freights

has figured prominently.

Unwarranted expectations, soon to be if not already
dissipated, of early reductions in transportation costs
have influenced some to defer buying, and since the approval of the tax

bill last

month

all

who

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing
Editors.

YORK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER

WHAT

—

to

DAWSON HALL,

are able to do so

15,

1921

Number

24

are waiting until after Jan. 1 to make further purchases
in order to avoid the transportation tax.

Meanwhile, with consumption gaining, a demand is
being accumulated that will most certainly come forth
in January.
No flood of business can be e.xpected, but
there is certain to be a return to the comparatively better
times of August, September and October.
The more
careful buyers are watching the market and will replenish the stocks they are now using, with coal at
cheaper delivered prices in January. Prices will recover
as spring approaches. In the meantime there is but one
course for the producers to pursue; it is the course that
any and all business follows under like circumstances
reduction in output. Price is certainly not moving coal
today. Some distributors who have positive instructions
to move the output of certain mines report that coal can
hardly be given away this month. Fortunately for the
good of all, this practice is limited.

A re We Ready

THERE

for the

Temple

of

Peace?

no subject of current discussion at once
apparently so fruitless and for the moment profitless
is

and yet so general as that relating to the probable outcome of the impending wage negotiations between the
United Mine Workers and the coal operators. With few,
but nevertheless comparatively influential exceptions,
there is no disposition or wish to overthrow the union
of the coal miners and to discard the ideal of collective
bargaining. In fact the only instances of this are the
result of stern necessity and flow from a stubborn
adherence to already flaunted contracts by the international officers of the miners' union.
In Washington the union has been overthrown by the

concerted action of operators and consuming public
because no alternative was found permitting the coal
industry there to live. Idle and hungry miners in the
New River field and in parts of northern West Virginia
and JIaryland are reported to be of a disposition to
repudiate the union that will not recognize their right

work at lower wages. These are small
but at the same time significant incidents.
The full weight of consumer opinion is with the
producers in favor of reduction in the price of coal
through lower wage rates. The householder has bonie
the brunt of the high costs, and in no substantial
amount, if at all, has he benefited from the sagging of
the market; distress coal has gone to the industrials,
which is an explanation of why the average man has no
idea that the prices of steam coal have dropped so considerably and is not influenced by the fact when he knows
it.
Therefore the average American householder is going
to support any move to cheapen his fuel, and as he learns
that wages influence the cost he is going to encourage
wage reductions. This of course is an asset to the producer and will be a factor in the settlement.
The practical man the coal operator who must on the
collectively to

—
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lower
one hand meet the urgent cr>' of the consumer for
prices and on the other face the prospect of negotiating
with the union miner for lower wage rates wants to
effect a settlement by the well-tried method of the
strike. There is well-grounded belief for the idea that
the miners will never willingly agree to accept the
reduction the situation demands, and there is ample
experience to warrant the conclusion that arbitration

—

would only result in a compromise. To the men who for
twenty-five years have fought their way through scale
meetings and wage negotiations this is an occasion that
calls for close ranks and a determined stand on the part
To the rank and file as well as the
of the operators.
leaders among the coal producers the proper thing is
to have a showdown, with "hands off" on the part of the
public and the government. The coal industry will ask
only that it be left alone to take care of its own troubles
next spring, and we believe that if there is no interference from outside the operators can and will put wages
down to an economic level.
But will the government stand by without attempting
to referee the contest? What had President Harding in
mind, last week, in his message to the Congress, when
he said, "so we might well have plans of conference, of
common counsel, of mediation, and arbitration, and

determination in controversies between labor
It should be possible to set up
judicial or quasi-judicial tribunals for the consideration
of and determination of all disputes which menace the
In an industrial society such as ours
public welfare.
the strike, the lockout and the boycott are as much out
of place and as disastrous in their results as in war, or
armed revolution in the domain of politics"?
These and the accompanying text are fine words; is
there a plan behind them? Will the country stock up
for a siege and fight it out in the old way, or is there
developing such a sentiment against the strike per se
that the participants must perforce move into President
Harding's "temple of peace in industry, which a rejoicing nation would acclaim"?

judicial

and

capital.

...
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dent to loan transactions and the safeguarding of our
interests which cannot even be attempted without this
authorization."
There is no likelihood that the question is to be settled in all finality at once or soon. It is
for the people of this country to decide, and we will be
a long time in deciding for other than requiring
ultimate settlement.
It is perhaps pertinent to note that the practical
effect of the credit we extended abroad has been for
the most part to carry at 4 per cent the foreign debt of
belligerents.
The more than four billion dollars the
United States loaned Great Britain, for instance,
relieved that country from calling in and perhaps selling at a sacrifice that amount of the "£4.000,000.000 of
foreign securities which were the result of two
centuries of foreign investments," as noted by the
Review.
With respect to some of the smaller and
financially weaker debtors there is argument for generous treatment.
The President should have the legislation he seeks as
an aid in bringing understanding into the situation.
The country, we believe, has confidence that the Chief
Executive is sufficiently well advised in this matter to
work out the best possible solution of this large international problem.

British observers

now

quite generally recognize

that their coal can become no cheaper, the only way to
lower the cost to industry being by reducing transportation charges.
The average reduction in the price of
coal since January has been around 13s. 6d. per ton and
the owners contend that it is now belov^^ the cost of
production. The British railroads argue that they have
made sacrifices and have brought their charges to the
lowest economic limit, while the mining industry urges
that the loss incurred by the railways through lower
rates would only be temporary, since the accompanying
stimulus to industry would insure an increased volume
of freight.

The

coal operators say that wages,

which now con-

stitute 75 per cent of the cost of coal production, can

Would Forgiving Our Debtors Be Good
Business?

AN HONORED

contemporary, the Iron and Coal
of London, discusses editorially in
a recent issue Europe's debt to America. Reciting the
stupendous totals that Great Britain. France, Belgium,
Italy, Poland and others were advanced by our government and our difficulty in collecting even interest so
long as we continue to export to Europe more than

l\. Trades Review,

Europe sells us, the Review concludes that "signs may
be discovered that American opinion is changing from
the relentless 'pay all that thou owest' of a few months
ago."

There are not lacking

in this

country advocates of a

policy of forgiving these debts, on the theory that if

from no other standpoint it would be good business,
because until our debtors are on their feet financially
they cannot trade with us on a large scale, and without
magnified trade our industries will languish and labor
and capital be unemployed.
President Harding in his address to Congress last
week urged the grant of Congressional authority for
negotiating with our debtors the refunding of principal
and interest on their debts and pointed out that no large
action would be taken without the approval of the legislative branch, but that "there are minor problems inci-

go no lower, that overhead and other charges are at a
minimum and that it only remains for the railroads to
make sacrifices if it is to realize its hope of ultimate
trade revival. The distress among coal miners in many
parts of Wales is acute and the miner's average earnings amount to Is. 25d. per hour for a 7-hour day and a
Al or 5 day week. Rates on coal to London in January,
1920,

were

7s. 5d.

including

wagon

hire; these figures

now

increased to 12s. 5d.
slight increase in export demand has followed
reduction in coal prices and the Welsh ports are congested with the best steam coal waiting for shipment.
In Newcastle the collieries are booked for all they can
produce during the first half of December.
All of which has a familiar ring.

have

A

As A MEANS OF INCREASING CAR EFFICIENCY

in times

of stress and as a factor in reducing the cost of handling
coal, recommendations from a railroad source have
reached the Department of Commerce which suggest an
If this comincrease in the number of coal trestles.
paratively inexpensive facility were more generally
installed it would make an appreciable difference in
handling costs and would enable the railroads to confine
their coal
cars.

movement almost

entirely to hopper-bottom
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Problems of the Coal Industry Nearly Sixty Years Ago
Differed Little from Those of To-Day
Coal in Carload Lots Billed at $4.25 Per Ton in 1865— "Best
Coal" Quoted at $3 Two Years Later Broker's Commission,
Delivery Hampered by Strike and Car Shortage
50c.

—

—

By Louis
interesting facts about
SOME industry
during the

conditions

in

C.

the

yeai-s 1865-7 as revealed

coal

by prices, car supply and labor activities are dissome letters written at that time. The missives were unearthed by J. W. Searles, vice-president
of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, among
correspondence belonging to his late uncle, J. G. Searles.
Some of the letters are reproduced herewith.
In a statement of carload shipments under date of
Nov. 6, 1865, the price given is $4.25 per net ton, the
kind of coal shipped not being specified.
For those
far-off days, when Lincolnian simplicity still held sway,
that seems a surprisingly high price, such things as
"trusts," "interests" and coal barons being as yet unclosed in

'Associate editor. Coal Age.

Coal Prices Getting

Back

to

McCarthy*
known.
When it is remembered, however, the reconstruction years constituted a period of hitherto unexampled high prices, the charge does not occasion much
astonishment. If $4.25 per ton was the peak price, coal
buyers cannot be said to have had a very great burden
to bear, comparatively speaking.
The conclusion that
this was the peak price seems to be borne out by a
letter dated May 6, 1867, which quotes "best coal" at
$3 per ton, the product of two other mines being listed
at $2.75.

From

Slack sold at $2.25 per ton Jan. 10, 1866.
other correspondence in Mr. Searles' possession

it is learned that the broker's commission was 50c.
per ton at that time. The apparent magnitude of this
charge is explained by the small tonnage handled
the exaction of a smaller commission probably would

J'^JU^HAN^ ^AftliM- fe^ONS,

Normalcy

On the statement of Nov. 6. 1865.
is biUed at $4.25 per ton.
A
year and a half latei- the price had
fallen to $3 per ton for "best coal."
A quotation uf $2.70 per ton also is

grier fill, gjintral |liligf,|catock i^* oMas^ingtonbijIe Coal,
And WASHINOTONVILLE COKE.
ALSO, MANUFACTUBERS AND DEALERS IN PIC
moN,
c IRON,

coal

given.
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STRIKES AND CAR SHORTAGE 'WERE IX EVIDENCE EVEX
have rendered it difficult for a broker to make a living.
Latter-day commentators on mining and other industrial affairs are wront to emphasize the complexities
attendant upon twentieth century progress as conr
trasted with the so-called simplicity of the "good old
days." To the World War also is attributed the bringing about of conditions hitherto undreamed of.
This
was strikingly exemplified by the habit of blaming
anything otheinvise unexplainable on the war c'est la
guerre, as the French said. Coal shortages at that time,
for instance, were most frequently attributed to "car
shortage" wholly due to the World War. To imagine,
however, that the condition was wholly new in 1918 or
that it took a world war to bring it about is wholly
erroneous, for John Morris & Co., under date of Nov.
27, 1865, express regret for delay in delivering coal
"owing to a scarcity of cars."
That strikes of mine workers were far from being
pn unknown institution during the seething sixties is

—

—

l.V

THE SIXTIES

communication from the same company, under date of Feb. 20, 1866, wherein it is stated:
"We are idle the miners on the Ridge and in the

shown

in another

—

We think
all on a strike.
.
about played out and hope to be at work

Mahoning Valley
this strike
in

is

.

.

a few days."

the typewriter had not at that time come into use,
business correspondence had that intimate touch so conspicuously lacking in that of today, much of which bears
that hallmark of the busy man "dictated but not read,"
frequently with the accompaniment of hieroglyphics in
the corner suggesting a blackboard test in college footThe much-abused introductory sentence
ball signals.
at hand" is utilized more than once,
"Your favor of
showing that standardization had set in even at that
early day. Can it be possible that versions of the American eleventh commandment to smile were then conspicuously plastered on the walls of stores, offices and

As

—

workshops ?

—
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Buck Ruii Coal Co. Methods of Preparing and Storing Coal
Rock,
Breaker Finished in Four Months — Fifty Per Cent of Output
Keeping Eight Pickers Busy — Nineteen Breakermen Prepare 900 Tons
of Coal Per Day — Steam Sizes Stored — Reclaimed by Belt Conveyors
Is

C. Ashmead*
Kingston. Pa.

By Dever

SHORTLY

country entered the Great
on June, 18, 1917, the
Buck Run Coal Co.. near MinersThis occurred
ville. Pa., was totally destroyed bj' fire.
It thus
at a time when the coal market was active.
became necessary to rebuild the breaker with all possible speed.
To accomplish this result, however, when
it was almost impossible to procure steel and when the
railroads were, jammed with traffic, was a difficult

War,

after

be
breaker of the
or,

to

this

specific,

proposition.

Immediately after the fire a new steel breaker was
designed and the order for its construction placed with
This firm furnished
the Bethlehem Fabricators, Inc.
and erected the materials, the breaker being ready to
handle coal by Oct. 29, 1917, or exactly 133 days after
the fire. The first full day's run through this breaker
was made on Nov. 4 of the same year, and operation has
continued steadily ever since.

At this plant two distinct buildings are employed for
the preparation of coal.
One, the rock house, is used
for the removal of foreign material, and the other, the

loaded from chutes, it is practically impossible
underground to separate the rock from the coal. As a
result some exceedingly large lumps of i-ock reach the
surface and a large force of men must be employed to
remove this material. The rock constitutes as much as
50 per cent of the total output hoisted from this mine.
Eight men are employed on the picking table in the
rock house, but even with this force the table is sometimes almost blocked by the large number of sizable
rocks that must be handled. One of the accompanying
illustrations shows the shaker and picking table in the
rock house, and from it some idea may be gained of the
size and amount of extraneous material accompanying
the coal.
The illustration shows a condition by no
means unusual.
Rock from this picking table is sent to a large rock
pocket located in the bottom of the rock house.
Coal
that has passed over the picking table joins the fine
material previously separated from it and passes to a
dragline conveyor (10) which transports it a distance
of 300 ft., discharging it in the breaker at a point
approximately half way between the ground level and
are

the top of the building.

This conveyor (10) discharges to a shaker (11) upon
which lump steamboat and finer coals are made. The
lump coal (12) goes to a set of No. 1 rolls (15), after

BUCK RUN
Showing iln- pfimaiit-nt dragline convrvm
from the stock pile into railroad cars when

n.-xd tu load coal
tlie distance is too
great for the belt conveyors to reach them.
In the rear of the
breaker may be seen the top of the rock house. From this point
of view the two buildings appear as one.

breaker, serves for the sizing and preparation of the
resulting product
The rock house, a building constructed of steel and concrete, is erected over the mouth
of the slope and into its upper story come the monitors

bearing coal from the mine.
These dump their contents into a large feeding chute or pocket, (2) in the
accompanying flow sheet. From this point a boy feeds
the coal and rock onto a shaking screen (3), by which
the lumps of coal and rock (4) are separated from the
fine

material (5).

The mixture

of lump coal and rock then goes to a
picking table (6), where the rock is removed by hand.
As the coal beds in this mine pitch steeply and the cars
•Anthracite Editor, Coal Age.

LOOKING DOWN MAIN SLOPE OF COLLIERY
The monitors rimning on this slope have a capacity of 13.000 lb.
and themselves weigh 13,340 ib. The rope was swinging when the
photograph was taken from which the illustration is made. This
with the foreshortening explains the "Halley's comet" effect between the monitor and the upper foreground.
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passing throuph which it is joined by the steamboat
from the shaker, the two goinp to a set of No. 2
The product of thi.-; crusher is then taken
rolls (16).
by an elevator 17) and transferred to the top of the
Here it is discharged to a shaker (18), by
breaker.
which broken, egg, stove, chestnut, pea and finer are
coal

(

separated.

Broken

coal

(19) from the shaker

CIS) above men-

JIL

LUMP
(It)

Vol. 20, No. 24

tioned then passes to two Christ jigs, the rock

which

from

hand-picked and the coal recovered thrown
back into the clean product.
This cl^an coal is then
sent to a set of No. 3 rolls (54) and is crushed to
smaller size. From these rolls it is taken by elevator to
the top of the breaker for re-treatment on shaker (18).
The elevator (17) above mentioned is in two parts; the
first

is

section takes the

condemned

coal as well as that
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treatment as egg except that in this case four Wilmot
Only three Wilmot jigs are needed
to treat the chestnut coal, and the rock from these is
not hand-picked as is that from the larger sizes.
Tests conducted on the tailings from these jigs
revealed the fact that no coal whatever was passing
over with the rock. These tests were made on 200-lb.
samples and were conducted at times when the breaker
foreman and jig runners had no idea that the product
of the machines was being sampled. This speaks well
indeed for the machines themselves and also for the
men who are operating them.
The treatment administered to the pea coal (23) is
exactly the same as that accorded the chestnut except
that only two Wilmot jigs are employed. All the sizes
treated in the manner above described are sent to their
respective pockets except when, as will be noted later,
storage of certain sizes may be advisable.
Fine coal (24) from shaker (18) or that smaller than
chestnut is sent to another shaker (49), where the
buckwheat, rice, barley and culm are separated. None
of these coals receives further treatment but each is
sent to its respective pocket for shipment with the
exception of the culm, which, of course, does not go to
a pocket but passes to the culm bank.
jigs are required.

interesting to note that the large culm bank at
mine contains approximately 400,000 tons of fine
material.
At present this coal has no value in the
market but it is believed that the time may come when
it will be as valuable as the small steam sizes which
only a few years ago were considered worthless.
As
soon as satisfactory methods are developed for burning
this material it will be prepared for market on some
form of slime table which will remove the high perIt is

this

BULL SHAKER

IN

ROCK HOUSE

Anthracite and rock in about equal proportions come from the
monitors to tliis screen, and the lumps are separated from the
fine material, so that eight men may remove the rock from the
picking table in the foreground without its being disguised by the
presence of finer material. It keeps the men quite busy to handle
this large mass of waste material.

from the No. 3 rolls (54) to the floor on which the No.
2 rolls (16) are located. From this point to the top of
is taken by a second elevator. The
form one continuous conveyor.
Egg coal (20) from the shaker (18) is treated in
three Wilmot jigs.
This rock, like that of broken size
from the Christ jigs, is picked by hand. In this instance,

the building the coal

two combined

really

however, the clean

coal,

being ready for the market, is
Stove coal receives the same

sent direct to the pocket.

Jig Floor
All

the

are
a row

jigs

placed

in

across the breaker.
The two Christ jigs
which prepare the
broken coal are in
the center and the

Wilmot

jigs

on

This

either side.
illustration

shows

only a tew of the

Wilmot

jigs.

The

are so arthat it is
possible for the jig
cliutes

ranged
rxmner

to

watch

carefully the product produced and
therefore the results
obtained are excellent.

centage of ash that it now contains.
All rock from the jigs is taken to the rock house
above the breaker by a scraper line (63). Here it is
discharged into the main rock pocket, where it is loaded
into a rock car which a hoisting engine hauls to the
dump. The capacity of this rock car is 15 tons per load.
Condemned coal as well as that separated by the lip
screens below the pockets is taken by the condemned
coal conveyor (64) to the elevator (17) previously men-
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Storage Plant
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Four men handle the empty
of the building.
railroad cars and load them with coal from the pockets.
Thus only thirty-five employees are engaged in the
preparation of the coal.
Another interesting detail is the arrangement of the
They are placed all upon one floor and in a
jigs.
straight line extending across the building. The two
Christ jigs cleaning the broken coal are placed in the
middle and are flanked on either side by the Wilmot
The discharge of these machines is so arranged
jigs.
that the product is visible at all times, permitting the
jig runner to see the results produced and therefore that
the jigs are operating properly.
foreman

At times

it

is

somewhat

difficult

to dispose of the

at this

95^
mine: No.

1

buckwheat,

rice,

barley and pea.

The aggregate storage capacity for all of these sizes
amounts to 18,000 tons.
In the main the storage facilities here installed consist of a long steel trestle spanning the entire yard.
This trestle is 70 ft. high and 320 ft. long. At the end
nearest the breaker is placed a steel tower containing
an electrically-driven elevator, which is employed to
At
raise the coal for storage to the top of the trestle.
this point it is discharged into a horizontal dragline conveyor which operates over the full length of the trestle.
At various points doors have been provided in the conveyor trough. These may be opened, allowing the coal
to pass through and fall to the storage pile below.

Portable Bucket

Conveyor
When
are

railroad cars

to

be

loaded

from stockpiles by
belt conveyors, this

bucket conveyor

is

used

of

in

place

hand labor

to

put

the coal on the belts.

As
it

will be noticed,
is

easily

moved

from place to place
wherever its services

may

be needed.

small sizes of domestic coal as well as the steam sizes.
Consequently it becomes necessary to provide some
method of stocking these grades until the market is
ready to absorb them. It probably is cheaper to store
such coal at the mines than it would be to stock it in a
storage yard, as is the usual practice, because in this
latter case it would be necessary to load the coal onto
railroad cars, haul it an appreciable distance to the yard
and there unload and stock it. It would then be necessary to reload this material and haul it by rail to the
point of consumption. By storing the coal at the mines
or at the point of delivery it is loaded into railroad cars
only once, and as a result the freight charge is reduced
to a minimum.
Chief among the difficulties encountered in storing
coal at the mines as compared with those at a storage
yard is the fact that the mine usually does not possess
such facilities for reloading as are provided at the yard.
However, various devices have recently been placed on
the market capable of handling and loading stored coal
economically.
Consequently a mine is now in better
position to reclaim its own storage coal than it was
formerly.
The Buck Run Coal Co. accordingly has built its own
storage yard and installed suitable coal-loading and
coal-handling equipment. Four sizes of coal are stored

As

only one horizontal conveyor is installed on the
one size of coal may be handled at a time.
Consequently as this grade of coal leaves the shaker
screen in the breaker, it passes to a pocket, from which
it is fed to the foot of the elevator serving the storage
trestle.
Thus, for example, when it is desired to store
rice and No. 1 buckwheat coal, the two sizes are run to
their respective pockets. First the buckwheat, we will
say, will be run from its pocket to the foot of the
elevator until the pocket is empty. When this size has
been disposed of, the door in the bottom of the buckwheat pocket is closed and that in the rice pocket is
opened.
corresponding change, of course, is made in
the opening at the bottom of the horizontal conveyor
trough.
This permits of the ready storage of both
sizes by the one conveyor.

trestle, only

A

Pea coal is not stocked from this trestle, but is passed
from the pea jig to a chute which delivers it outside of
the breaker. This size is then fed to a portable belt
conveyor built by the Barber-Greene Co., of Aurora,
111.
This machine carries a rubber belt 24 in. wide
and 51 ft. long over all and is electrically driven.
This portable conveyor discharges onto another of the
same type, the end of which may be raised. Thus a
pile of coal may be built up from the discharge of the
second conveyor. When the pile becomes too high and
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cumbers the discharge, the second machine is moved
The storage thus
and another pile formed.
available is limited only by the fact that the two belt
conveyors cannot reach a distance exceeding about 100
ft. from the point where the coal is first received.
slightly

Barley size is stocked in a somewhat different manner
from either of the other three. In this case the coal is
brought from the breaker by a horizontal dragline over
a bridge extending across the railroad tracks, and is
discharged at points along tlie line of the conveyor.
Reclaiming stored coal and loading it into railroad
cars is comparatively simple. The same outfit employed
to stock the coal is utilized in reloading the various
sizes.
The only difference is that a loader that digs
This machine delivers
into the stockpile is employed.
the coal to one of the portable belt conveyors and this
in turn raises it to a sufficient height so that it can be
discharged into railroad cars.
In case the distance
from the stockpile to the car is too great for one belt
conveyor, the second is wheeled into place. The loader
then discharges to the first conveyor, and this in turn
delivers the material to the second conveyor, which
dumps it into the railroad car.
Again if the distance is too great to load the car with
the two belt conveyors, then these machines are so
arranjjred as to discharge into a stationary dragline conveyor which delivers to the car. This dragline is permanently in place and is centrally located, but it can
be reached from any point of the storage yard by means
of the two portable belts.
The loading machine above referred to moves by its
own power and practically digs its way into the coal
bank. As the conveyors are easily moved from place to
place, they may be readily so adjusted as to keep up
with the loader, its discharge falling into the hopper
placed on the portable conveyor. This system is exceedingly simple and easy to handle.
It permits a small
mine to stock coal economically and consequently keep
in operation during times when orders for certain sizes
are not sufficient to take the entire output.

Grass Forty Feet from Entry

Is

Ignited by

Ml. Mulligan Explosion, Queensland
By James Ashworth*
Livingston, Alta.

OPTIMISTS
the
collieries

have often expressed the opinion that
day of great disasters from explosions in
has passed, yet

we

are at times startled to

and only too frequently, that this day has not yet
dawned. The last mail from Australia brought details
of a most disastrous explosion at the Mount Mulligan
colliery, in Queensland, and a few comments thereon
read,

may

be of value.

The Mount Mulligan

coal mine is the property of the
Chillagoe Co., and the coal was used at the company's
smelters. The Queensland Government is understood to
have been giving assistance in the development of the
concern and was therefore financially interested. The
coal is found under Mount Mulligan, which forms part
of the divide between the Hodgkinson and Little Watson
rivers, two affluents of the Mitchell, which drains a large
portion of the Cape York Peninsula, that northwardly
pointing promontory that is so prominent in the northeast corner of Australia.
The entrance to the mines is through a tunnel driven
•Consulting mining engineer.
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from the face of a cliff about 1.200 ft. high. Two
seams were being operated, the top one a 5-ft.
seam mined by the room-and-pillar method, and the
in

coal

other 3 ft. thick, operated by longwall.
Neither of these seams produced any methane or
other explosive gas, and the miners used open acetylene
lamps. The accounts to hand do not say what sort of
safety lamps, if any, were used t)y the officials.
The mine has been at work for about five and a half
years, and last year the output was 23,632 tons.
It
was ventilated by a fan placed on the top of a shaft
and a current of about 80,000 cu.ft. of air was in circulation for the use of the seventy-seven men who were
working in the mine at the time of the explosion. The
natural temperature was very high, the average in the
mine being about 90 deg. The mine was, therefore,
both dry and dusty. It is not stated that any means
were used to make this dust safe, but as the coal was
bituminous and coke ovens were about to be established,
it is probable that it was an extremely explosive dust.
The strata dipped about one in five. Electricity was
the motive power for the fan and other machinery.
The explosion occurred on Sept. 19 about 9:30 a.m.,
and at the time the manager of the mine was standing
near its entrance and was badly injured. The flame of
the explosion came out of the tunnel and set fire to
grass 40 ft. away. The fan and fan house were destroyed, and the concrete walls of the storehouse were
torn to pieces and scattered. All the bodies of the killed
were recovered by 11 p.m., Sept. 22. Some of them were
so much burned and injured as to be unrecognizable.

Daily Examination Required; Not Carried Out
is universally the custom, many more volunteers
than could work were present to assist in rescuing, if
possible, some live miner from the mine.
In regard to
this it may be added that two or three men who were
in the hospital at the time came out to assist in finding
their friends or relatives, and, as one of the Cabinet
Ministers telegraphed, "All were heroes."
Someone
improvised a rescue mask with an absorbent saturated
with eucalyptus oil.
There were rules and regulations of an Act of
Parliament requiring a daily examination of the mine
for firedamp, but none had been discovered. The mine
inspector for the province has declared that it was a
non-gaseous mine. A fall of roof, causing a sudden
emission of explosive gas, has been suggested, but,
though possible, it does not seem to fit the conditions
as found, for the explorations appear to have been conducted mainly by open acetylene lamps. The information so far to hand makes it clear that the dust was
explosive, that detonators and explosives were used in
the mine, and also open lamps. Nothing more than an
over-powdered or blown-out shot was required to cause
such a disaster, and the simple fact that the flame of
the explosion extended to the mouth of the adit tunnel and to a point 40 ft. beyond is convincing evidence
that coal dust was the explosive agent.
To my mind
an open acetylene lamp is a distinct danger in a dusty
mine with a temperature of 90 deg. The explosive
in use in the mine is not stated.
One ameliorative feature is that the relatives of the
men killed will receive from £300 to £600 (about $1,500
to $3,000) compensation for the loss of those who
perished.
A special commission has already been appointed by the Queensland Government thoroughly to
investigate and find out the cause of this disaster.
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Wolf Run, Ohio, Has Two Double-Decked Cages

at

And Two Separate Steam-Driven Fans

for Alternate

Use

—

Loaded Cars Carried on Upper Deck and Empties on Lower Separate
Circuits for Cutting Machines and Locomotives
Garages for Men
Coming from Distance Miners Establish Summer Chautauqua

—

—

THE

mine

at Wolf Run, Jefferson
one of twenty-three developments owned and operated by the Warner Collieries Co. of Cleveland. Both mining property and
the adjacent town are reached by a spur from the
Alliance Division of the New Yorli Central lines.
The mine is a shaft opening 280 ft. deep, tapping
the Lower Freeport bed. This operation is developed
on the triple- and double-entry system.
The middle
face entries on the north and south sides are used
for main-haulage roads and intake air courses. Doors
have been dispensed with as far as practicable and
overcasts are used wherever possible.
Ventilation is furnished by either of two fans. Fan
No. 1 is a 4 X 10-ft. Capell machine direct-connected
to a 14 X 14-in. Chuse steam engine making 140 r.p.m.
and developing about 100,000 cu.ft. of air per minute.
Fan No. 2 is a 4 x 6-ft. Jeffi'ey ventilator, also producing 100,000 cu.ft. of air at a speed of 235 r.p.m.
It is belt-driven by a 15 x 15-in. Erie engine making
132 r.p.m. The two units are under one roof, and if
the one should happen not to be in perfect mechanical
condition, the other will insure uninterrupted venti-

Elizabeth
County, Ohio,

is

lation.

The stoppings in the mine are built of brick and
A journeyman mason and his helper are

concrete.

regularly employed to build such stoppings and to
make repairs. Careful attention to ventilation in this
mine has reduced the gas hazard to a minimum, and
the results obtained have proved more than commensurate with the cost involved.
About 175 of the loaders and 85 daymen are employed.
A temporary shortage of territory has reduced the average daily output from 1,500 to 1,100
tons.
Painted in large letters in the general office
of the mine is the legend: "Record Tonnage, Jan. 26,
1920—1611 Tons."
Two main electric haulage locomotives and eight

Elizabeth
In

the

Mine
fore-

left

ground is the bathhouse and to the
right

in

the backthe

ground are
power house
tipple.

plant

is

by high

and

The mine
surrounded
hills.

The

railroad is a spur
from the Alliance
Division of the New'

York Central

lines.

gathering motors are employed to move the pit cars
No animals are used either
the shaft bottom.
The cars are caged by two
in gathering or haulage.
mechanical car hauls delivering to two double-decked
cages. The loaded car is caged on the upper deck, is
hoisted, runs off the cage, dumps and then returns
empty to the bottom deck. These operations both
within the mine and on the tipple are entirely automatic and take place by gravity.
Coal is hoisted by a 300-hp. 250-volt direct-current motor, the operator being stationed in the tipple.
Geared to the motor are two conical steel drums tapering from 6 to 5 ft. in diameter.
A powerful brake
to

gives the operator absolute control of the hoisting opPower for this unit is superation at all times.
plied by a 150-kw. 250-volt direct-current generator
driven by a 17 x 22-in. Ridgway engine.

A cage equipped in the ordinary way occupies one
compartment of the airshaft and is used for lowering
and raising men, handling supplies and the like. It
is operated by a pair of 12 x 16-in. second-motion
Vulcan hoisting engines.
A regular hoist driver is
constantly in attendance during working hours and
the main hoisting operations are thus not interrupted
movement of men or material.
Steam is generated at a pressure of 125-lb. gage by
five 150-hp. hand-fired boilers, nut and slack being used
for fuel. The feed water is heated to about 210 deg. F.
for the

by an 800-hp. Cochrane open heater. It is fed to the
boilers either by a 12 x 6 x 18-in. Yough simplex pump
or by a 10 X 6 x 12-in. Fairbanks, Morse & Co. duplex
pump. A 5 x 3i X 8-in. simplex pump supplies the
main water tanks. These pumps are so connected that
any one of them can be used either for boiler feeding,
tank supply or fire service, as expediency or emergency

may

require.

The
header

boilers
line.

ai;-e

connected by return bends to a 12-in.
is provided with an outside screw

Each
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well insulated and are
Steam sepintended.

system

all

steam

heating

24

automatic non-return

and yoke tj-pe of valve and an
stop valve. All steam lines are
of proper size for the purpose
arators and traps are installed
exhaust

Vol. 20, No.

wherever needed.
employed in
is

An

buildings.
Electrical energj- for the mine is supplied by three
18 X 18-in. Ridg\vay engines direct connected to three
150-kw. direct-current generators operating in parallel.
Voltage is boosted in the distant parts of the mine
generators
by two 27-kw. 300-volt direct-current
driven by an 80 hp. motor. Separate circuits are provided for the electric locomotives and the cutting machines. The entire distribution of current in and about
the mine is controlled from a seven-panel slate switch-

board.

WASHHOUSE FOR TIllUi; lir,M'Ki:ii MEN
It is
Building measures 30 x mi u. ana ,t. ttliolli liieproof.
Hangors with
with sliowers. basins, liot and cold w.tter.
galvanized chains capable of being locked are used for the suspension of clothes from the roof. SluAvirs are to right of the door.
fitted

The blacksmith, carpenter,

car-repair,

machine and

shops as well as the stock rooms, are all housed
under one roof. Labor-saving machinery has been in-

electrical

of almost

and emergency repair work
handled with ease and dispatch.

An

is

stalled as far as possible,
all kinds is
oxyacetylene outfit

many

kinds of welding and cutting, and in the electrical shop an oven for
the baking of armatures and similar operations has
been installed.
In the stock room supplies of every description are
stored and an attendant gives his entire time to their
keeping and issuance. An accurate record is kept of
all tools taken out by workmen as well as another
covering the supplies requisitioned and the purpose for

used for

which they are used.
The Ohio "washhouse law" took

effect

April

30,

1920, but this statute was not directly responsible
for the building of a modern 30 x 80-ft. fireproof washroom adjacent to the man shaft at this mine. Erection of this building
policy of the

was

in direct

keeping with the

The washroom contains the
hot and cold water and the like.

company.

usual showers, basins,
The dressing room is equipped with the customary galvanized-iron tM)e of hangers, so spaced that the clothes
of one man do not come in contact with those of
another.
The hangers are hung on galvanized chains
that can be locked individually to retaining hooks. Accommodations are provided for 300 men.

Air
of

has

is

made

veniilators

by means
This method

to circulate past the clothes

placed

in

the

tile

proven entirely satisfactory.

roof.

The

walls

of

the

building are of brick and the floors of concrete with a
gentle slope from all directions toward a drain in the

A

water hose is used daily, and
a thoroughly sanitary condition.
Nine out of ten men employed at this mine
make use of this accommodation.
Five triple garages have been built for the use of
those men who drive their automobiles to and from
work. They have proved themselves an attractive addition to the property.
Plans are under way to provide them with steam heat in the near future. A small
rental is charged for the use of these buildings.
Too often a mining town is troubled by dirt roada
and mud, which make it well-nigh inaccessible, especially in rainy weather or during the winter months.
To avoid this condition well-kept cinder roads have
The streets
been built in and around the property.
of the mining town itself also are constructed of this
center of the room.

the

building

is

kept in

material.

Formerly automobiles and heavy teams could not
bad weather use the public road leading from the
town to the main piked highway two miles distant
in

Man Hoist
A somewhat

simple

and unusual form
of headframe is s<i
up over one compartment of the airshaft. The cage Is
handled by a pair
of 12 X 16-ln. second-motion Vulcan
hoisting

and

engines

is
used for
hoisting and lowering both men and
materials.
By the
use of this hoist
the raising of coal
and
lowering
of
empties is not delayed by the passage of men and machinery.

;
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Playground and
Picnic Grounds
Every modern mining town has its
well-equipped playground.
This one
was built by the
company, but it
extensively used by
the children of the
public school that
has been built adjacent to the playground.
i

without much trouble. The company agreed to I'uriiiiih
the teams, rock and cinders necessary to improve this
road if the miners and farmers would man the sledges
and shovels. The road can now be used the year round
by both trucks and pedestrians, and the company employs a teamster whose chief work consists in hauling
cinders from the boiler house to keep the roads and
streets in repair.

At the end

of the

town a

plot of

ground containing

several acres has been set aside on which is located
a baseball diamond, football field and the like. All of
these fields are kept in excellent condition.
A large

frame building of excellent design is equipped for basketball and other indoor athletics.
The floor can be
used for dancing, and portable seats permit of this
building being utilized as an auditorium.
A wellequipped stage is placed at one end so that this hall
can be used as a theatre. Another building where refreshments may be served is conveniently located.
The company was instrumental in organizing the

Wolf Run Amusement Association, which

is

strictly

an organization of the miners. When the tickets were
alloted for the summer Chautauqua, Andrew Bobby,
mine foreman, sold 211 of them in two days. Through
the voluntary co-operation of the company with the men,
varied amusements have proved highly satisfactory
from a financial standpoint, and the recreation thus

THREE-ST.\LL GARAGES FOR MIXER.?

AND OTHERS

A nearer view of the garages that are to be seen also in the
rear of the illustration of the man hoist.
Many men drive in to
work in automobiles and need this accommodation.
garages will ultimately be furnished with steam heat.
their

provided for both

men and

their families has afforded

much pleasure.
The company

furnishes, free of cost, all uniforms
and equipment for baseball, basketball and football. A
playground for the children has been equipped with
the latest type of amusement apparatus such as teeters,
swings, slides and the like. This same playground is
also used by the children of a township school which has
been built adjoining the property.

Block Signals Control Trips
Flickering

at

Indianola

Lamp Shows When Fan Runs

By Alphonse

F.

Brosky*

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALTHOUGH

at the Indianola mine only two large
locomotives are used on the main haulageways, it

has been found advantageous to install an electric light
block-signal system similar to that used on street
railroads.
This simple scheme does away with many
delays that might otherwise occur. Where many haulage motors are used this device would be a still greater
help.

Two

colored lights are used in this system, a red, or

and a green, or right-of-way, lamp. Suppose locomotive A is in the northeast workings and is
about to start for the main bottom, where locomotive B,
already attached to a trip of empties, is advancing
toward A's position. In such a case whichever of the
two machines reaches the block first will have the right
of way.
As neither of the two is in the block, the
signal lamps show green at both of its ends, namely at
the knuckle and the north extremity of the main haulageway. Should locomotive A reach the block first, the
motorman throws an overhead switch, changing the
lights from green to red, indicating that his machine
is in the block.
Thus locomotive B, on reaching the
knuckle, is stopped by the red lamp. Locomotive A, on
passing the knuckle, throws the overhead switch, and
the block is open to locomotive B on the appearance of
the green light. The same signals apply also to important turnouts.
Ordinarily only the east track of the two on the load
Should
side in the main bottom is used for storage.
it so happen that one locomotive enters the block immediately after the other has left it, both advancing toward
the main bottom with loads, the second machine, on
coming to the knuckle, stops as soon as the motorman
stop, signal,

The
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flickering is sure to be noticed and warning thus be
given that the fan has stopped.
If the vacuum reading is lowered a predetermined
amount, a special float attachment a Bacharach recording water gage closes an electric circuit in which is
a siren whistle. Such a rise of the water column would
actuate the float attachment, thus closing the electric
circuit and causing the siren to sound an alarm. Within
the fan house is an auxiliary steam-driven fan, which
is started upon failure of the one electrically actuated.
The electric machine is driven by a 125-hp. Westinghouse induction motor, the speed of which may be regulated within limits. The flickering indicator lamps may
be used as revolution counters in the regulation of the
speed of the fan, which normally is kept running at
128 r.p.m.

—

—

Tanks,

if

Low
RO.\D

FROM LITTLE TO BIG BOTTOM. INDL\NOLA MINE

a good example of the heavy-rail
construction underground which makes it possible to operate with
minimum derailments. Note the lighting in the roadway.

The

60-lb.

rail

crossover

is

observes that the first locomotive has just pulled onto
the east storage track.
WTien a trip arrives on this
track, the eager throws on a yellow light, which is the
signal for the second locomotive to pull in on the west
track of the main bottom.
The trip schedule is so
arranged that this expedient is not frequently necessary.
Another safety device is provided for the purpose of
insuring a continuous ventilating current. In the fan
house a make-and-break circuit operated by means of
an attachment to the shaft of the electrically-driven fan
causes electric lamps to go on and off as long as the fan
is running.
The fan house, check room and power house
are each provided with one of these indicator lamps, all
being on the same circuit.
Should the fan stop, the
contact will be in either a make or break position, and
the light will remain on or off. For this reason the fan
house may be left locked and the attendant may proceed
to any point where his services may be needed.
As
there always is someone in the check room, and usually
in the power house, the fact that the light has ceased

WOOD

UNIii^RGROT'XD LOCOMOTIVE-REPAIR .SHOP

ood. Last

How

Long with

Erected

tanks when made from good material will

outlast tanks of steel.

Some

of the tanks,

made

iron years ago, lasted many years,
but the steel tanks of the present day are not to be confused with these. There are many authentic records
which show that tanks made from woods suited to the
purpose will last thirty, forty and even fifty years or
more.
Red gulf cypress, declares the Hauser-Stander Tank
Co., of Cincinnati, is less subject to decay than other
woods, which quality probably is due to the presence of
an essential oil termed "cypressene," found only in
genuine red gulf cypress. Tanks made of this wood
are giving satisfactory service after over thirty years
of use. Some "all heart" cypress tanks erected in 1790
at Newburyport, Mass., were still being used in 1917,
after being in continuous service for the intervening
period.
The closing of the plant prevented a longer
test, though in November, 1920, they were apparently as
good as ever.

Wood Tanks Need Never Be Out of

Service

This was because wood tanks are not corrodable,
whereas, where the water abounds in chemicals that
induce corrosion, steel tanks readily corrode. To defer
this action steel tanks must be painted both inside and
out at least once a year, which means that they must
be out of service long enough to be dried out and
painted and until the paint spread over them has had
time to dry. Wood tanks are painted only occasionally,
and then on the outside only and principally for appearance.
As the inside never is painted the tank need
never be out of service.
A wood tank, if attention is necessary, can be repaired
by any carpenter or mechanic, whereas if a leak occurs
in a steel tank, an expert boiler maker is needed to
make the repair. A wood tank, furnished with a flat
and a conical cover, unlike a steel tank, is not a ready
conductor of heat and makes its own effective frostproofing.
The steel tank acts as a huge radiator and
requires three or four times as much heat as a wood
tank in order to keep the water from freezing. Wood
well as from the cold and, where
drinking-water tanks, the water is much
cooler in summer than that stored in steel.
The painting, repairs and heat required for steel tanks are large
items in maintenance cost as compared with wood.
If, after years of service a wood tank should begin to

from heat as

used for

Large, well lighted and ventilated and equipped with a heavy
traveling crane, any repairs needed by the locomotives can be

\^

from heavy wrought

protects

promptly made.

of Durable

Cost for Upkeep;
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fail, it can easily be replaced by a new tank without
disturbing the steel structure on which it rests.
A
steel tank, on the other hand, is an integral part of the
steel tower, and when the tank fails, the entire structure as a rule must be replaced. Wood tanks and the
structures by which they are supported, being separate,
can readily be taken down and re-erected at a new location without harm and with little trouble. In outward
appearance as in durability wood tanks, when properly
erected and maintained, are equal, if not superior, to
steel tanks.
When made from the best materials and
with good workmanship they are less expensive than
steel tanks and offer more advantages.
They should be erected on a level foundation sufficiently strong to carry the load without deflection
between supports, which should not be more than 18 in.
apart. The staves must not carry any of the load and
to assure that this is so there should be a clear space
of at least one inch under the staves and preferably
more. When on the ground, the foundation must extend
below the frost line.
The head, or chime, joists should be 3 or 4 in. above
the floor and 2 or 3 in. shorter in length than the inside
diameter of the tank. The bottom pieces are laid crosswise on the joists.
Dowel pins are put in and the
bottom pieces driven closely together, a block being used
to prevent bruising or splintering the timber.

Allow for Tightening When Hoop Is Adjusted
By tacking a board across the upper side of the
bottom the position of the planks can be maintained
till all the staves are set up and the bottom hoop placed.
Drive the first stave so as to cover the joint between
two bottom planks. Then drive the staves in place,
keeping them perpendicular and square at the bottom.
Drive them so that, while tight on the inside, an outside
opening is in. to i in. wide will be left at the very
bottom to allow for tightening when the hoop is
adjusted.

965

The tank should be filled as soon as erected. Should a
leak manifest itself when filling do not fill the tank above
the leak; any water admitted above that point will
increase the pressure and prevent the natural expansion
required to close the opening.
When the completed
tank has been exposed for some time before erection,
fill gradually and the tank will expand in such a way
that it will avoid flooding the foundation.
The tank
should not be left over night without a goodly number
of hoops in place.
With that end in view start stava
driving early in the morning.
Avoid an extremely
windy day for tank erection and commence setting the
staves on the windward side, so that a convex, and not
a concave, surface will face the wind, thus lessening
resistance.
Never wedge or calk the staves; otherwise
you will spring the joints at some other place or open
wider the one that has been calked.
Multiplying the mean diameter in inches by itself
and this by 34 and this again by the depth, in inches, a
number will be given which by striking off four figures
to the right will give the contents in gallons.
Tanks
are made to hold from 5,000 to 100,000 gallons. They
weigh from 5,570 to 40,409 lb.

Simple

Way

of Straightening Small Wire*

By

H. a.
St.

Trumbull

Louis. Mo.

SMALL wire may

be easily straightened by employing
methods here described.
This
arrangement is not effective, however, for wire of large
diameter. The apparatus consists merely of a wooden
block (B) in which are driven six or eight nails (N)
staggered as shown. A double-pointed tack or staple
(S) at one end of the block near its median line completes the arrangement.
After the wire (M) has been threaded between the
the

nails

means

and

and

sides

of the staple

it

is

drawn

out.

The

When

the staves are numbered they should be set as
numbered. When their order is not so specified, stagger
the stave joints with the bottom joints at least one inch.
An extra stave always is supplied to take care of any
diff'erences in driving.
No vertical stave joint should
be allowed to come where two bottom planks are joined.
When ready for the last stave take the exact measurement and plane the stave to size before setting. A light
rope round the outside of the staves near the top
fastened to the staves by common fence staples will

W'rebe'ng

straghtened

/

\
XX

..

\\\\

facilitate erection.

When

the staves are

all

placed,

commence from the

bottom, using the largest hoop and placing it so that
its center will be directly opposite the top edge of the
bottom when in position, Strike on the hoop with a
heavy hammer every few inches, working toward the
lugs.
In this way the tension around the tank will be
equalized.

On tanks

10 ft. high and 10 ft. in diameter and
place the next hoop about 6 in. higher and
gradually increase the space between the hoops towai-d
the top, placing the top hoop about 2 or 3 in. from the

upward

top of the stave. Never place the lugs one above the
other in a vertical line but distribute them around the
tank to prevent divergence from the circular shape.
Never slip the hoops over the top of the tank till the
bottom hoops are tightened.
The material out of which the tanks are made should
never be exposed to the weather before being used.

STRAIGHTENING BLOCK FOR SMALL WIRE
Merely pulling the crooked wire back and forth between the
If
pegs, or in this case nails, is sufficient to remove all kinks.
the wire is in.sulated the diameter of the pegs should be relatively

much

larger than shown.

function of the staple is to prevent the wire from
The number of nails
slipping up along the nails.
or pegs to be employed will depend upon the size and
condition of the wire. If it contains a large number of
small kinks more nails and a longer block than is here
shown will be necessary.

Well, we guess every possible means of lightening the
tax burden has received the careful consideration of our
statesmen now except not spending so much money. 0/iio
State Journal.

—
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Concentration in American

vs.

British

J^i

Mining

Maintaining a Continuous Working Face Essential to ConWork American System, Room-and-Pillar
vs. British Longwall Working —Relative Cost of Production
centration of

—

WRITING

on the subject, "Concen, ration
Essential to Better
Mining.'' Coal Age, Oct. 13, p. 585, I.
C. Parfitt rightly claims that the development of the highest productive efficiency, in coal mining, simply means
"the operation of a continuous working face, as far as that is practicable."
In continuing, however, the writer
compares the room-and-pillar system,

commonly used

the mining of coal
in the United States, with the longwall
method so universally employed in
England and on the Continent. He appears to claim that the English system
lends itself so naturally to the most
efifective concentration of work as to
reduce the cost of operation to a miniin

mum.
In

refutation
of
the
conclusion
in the last statement, I would
like to quote from the World's Woi-k.

reached

today, .\merlcan coal can be mined in West
Virginia, transported two hundred miles to
the seaboard and landed in England, for
less than it cost to mine a ton of coal In a
British colliery, under present conditions.
The statement becomes more startling when
I add that this can be done under an American wage considerably in excess of England's present wage scale.

.Another point to which I wish to
attention is the statement Mr.
makes regarding the relativeadvantages of the advancing and retreating
systems of working coal.
Speaking of the retreating method, he
ascribes the reason for its affording
greater concentration to the fact that
"any desired number of rooms can be
turned at once."
While it is true that there is an adcall

Parfitt

vantage

in

working rooms and

pillars

on the retreating system, the gain does
not come from being able to turn a

shown

in

the

accompanying

figure,

which may be recognized as a more advanced stage of the workings described
in my previous letter that appeared in
The plan
the issue, Aug. 18, p. 260.
is one where the coal is tiken out on
the advance system of working and in
which a marked degree of concentration is made possible by extending the
rob line clear across the rooms and
headings, as mentioned in my letter at
that time.
By this arrangement, the old trouble
of leaving a line of entry stumps, with
a long haul and a small output, is eliminated. The point I want to make clear
is that, by a proper arrangement of the
advancing system of mining, there is
the same advantage of concentration of
work as in the retreating system.

English System Probably Best
Suited to Conditions There
is not my intention, however, to
convey the idea that the statements to
which I have referred are wrong.
I
freely admit that the system employed
in England, where the mines are deep
and the seams thin, is the best that
could be installed under those condi-

It

tions.

On

the other hand, in this country

where quick returns and large outputs
are in demand and where we have comparatively
thick
seams with thin
it is not wise to hold too closely
to one method of mining.
In many
cases, the quick advance of the coal

covers,

face may spell success in a mine that
could not otherwise be operated.
H-.irlan, Ky.
Fred Ross,

Mining Engineer.

Inspector Forbids Solid Shooting
Coal shoots hard Miner uses di/naviite and shoots coal off the solid—

—

Inspector of 7nines forbids this prac-

—Mine

tice

manager (foreman)

sides

with inspector against miner.

MY

interest in the question of solid
is not as great as that

shooting

EVEX WITH THE ADVANCING SYSTEM, CONCENTRATION MAY BE EFFECTED
BY EXTENDING THE ROB LINE ACROSS ROOMS AND HEADINGS
September

issue,

page 513, which reads

as follows:
Recently, in one month. In Wales, where
mining is done mostly by hand, the average
output, per miner, for the entire month,
wa.s but fifteen tons or slightly more than
one-half ton for each working day.
In an

average American mine equipped with modern machinery. It is not unusual for a single
miner to turn out fifteen tons. In a single
working day.
As the situation stands,
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large number of rooms at once. In my
opinion, it will generally be found a
better plan to start one room at a time
and regulate the work so that the rob
line will reach that room about the
time the place is driven up. This will
make it possible to use the same track
when drawing back the room pillars as
when driving the rooms.
Allow me here to present the plan

many.

Still I have read what has
been said on this subject and believe
that there are conditions that favor
the practice and make it safe if reasonable care is used to prevent accident
due to a blownnut shot or the excessive
use of powder.
In my time I have driven narrow
places and watched others doing the
same where the coal was very hard to
mine. Under these conditions, we have
always decided that the best results
could be obtained, in entry driving, by
locating three shots in favorable positions in the face of the heading and

of

December
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15,

charging the holes with powder or
dynamite, as the case might require.
Where there was no danger of causing an explosion of gas or dust we
considered that this practice was safe
and it required far less labor to break
down the coal. The work of undercutting coal that is very hard is, as
I well know, the most difficult work a
miner must do. I have dug ditches and
performed other kinds of work, but
think that hammering all day at a
hard mining is hardest of all and
progress is slow.
In this connection, I thought the
following conversation overneard between a mine inspector and a fellow
working an adjoining place to mine
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Manager. All right, sir; I will.
Inspector.
Jack, another thing; do
you not think this coal could be dug
without shooting it off the solid?
Manager.

Why,

yes.

I

have a long

would be of interest. In that case, the
coal was hard and we were following
the practice I have just described,
shooting the coal off the solid and not
infrequently charging a
hole
with

places where the coal is
being mined before shooting.
Miner. This section cannot be mined
without the coal is shot off the solid.
Inspector.
I
worked in coal that,
for a time, we shot off the solid. Then,
we stopped the solid shooting and
mined it with a pick.
Miner.
Times are different now
from what they were then. Unless a
man takes every advantage in the use
of dynamite for hard coal; or the place
is mined with machines; or the coal is
soft so that he can mine it with a pick,
a fellow cannot make a living wage.
Inspector.
I will see that you use
no more dynamite in this place and
mine the coal properly before shoot-

dynamite.

ing.

Mine Inspector Investigates
One morning our work was interrupted by a rather sudden and unexpected visit of the mine inspector, who
coming along the gangway, halloced
to my friend. The conversation that ensued ran about as follows:
Inspector.
Hello there.
Miner.
Hello yourself down there.

How

Inspector.

the air in your

is

place?
Miner.

You have it down there, exfor yourself.
Inspector. It is not so bad here.
Miner.
I
would not call it good.
Who are you any way; are you a boss
or a miner?
Inspector. I am neither.

amine

it

Come up

Miner.

who you

here

until

I

see

are.

Inspector
(slowlv
climbing the pitch).

and

laboriously
am the mine

I

inspector.

Miner.
I

Oh

!

I

did not

know

to

whom

was speaking.

Inspector.
Do you shoot your coal
off the solid, here?
Miner. Yes, we do.
Inspector.
What explosives are you

using?
Miner.
Sometimes dynamite, but
mostly stumping powder.
Today, I
have stumping powder.
Inspector.
tion?

Miner.

Who

looks after this sec-

The manager

(mine

fore-

stretch

of

Miner. You cannot stop us shooting
the coal off the solid, or using an occasional stick of dynamite.
There are
thousands of tons of coal shot off the
solid, today, both in this country and
in the States.

Inspector.
States, here.

Oh

!

You

What

nothing to us.
Miner.
That's

all

are not in the
they do there is
right,

Mr.

In-

spector; but the Coal Mines Regulation
Act of Canada that I have makes no
mention of the word dynamite; nor is
there anything about shooting the coal
off the solid, except where a place contains sufficient gas to be found in a
safety lamp.
Manager.
I am going to stop
the
solid shooting, here, anyway.
It has
been on my mind to do it, for some
time back.
Inspector (to the miner). I will see

that you use no more dynamite in
shooting coal.
Miner.
All right, sir; act on your
own judgment in that matter.
Inspector.
Good-bye.
Miner. Good day, sir.
I
have given this conversation to
the best of my recollection; because it
reveals a phase of mining, common in
certain localities, where the task of
the miner is a difficult one. The conditions set forth should receive the most
careful consideration, but always with
due regard to safety and efficiency.
I

Who

is

the

manager;

name?

Jack Smith.
Inspector.
Get him up here.
Miner.

The manager arrived.
Manager. Good morning,
Did you want to see me?

Inspector.

Inspector.
Come here. Jack. Why
is there not better air in this place?
No air could get through that hole yonder; it is not large enough.
Manager. The place where the air
did get through was blocked a day or
two since, and we have not been able
to open it again.
Inspector. Have that hole made larger
and get about it as quick as you can.

the posts to the proper length after
they have been received at the mine.
If the purchasing agent, superintendent or mine foreman, as the case
may be, is a practical man, he will
give the timber cutters orders to cut
the posts at such lengths as he desires.
As these posts are delivered, they
should be stacked according to size, so
that the miners' orders for posts of a
given length can be quickly and

promptly

filled.

This plan has been thoroughly tried
in this coal field, and found to
work successfully.
For example, a
quantity of 4-ft. timbers are cut and
stacked, in place, in the timber yard,
out,

Next to these comes a stack of 4J-ft.
timbers and, next to them are 5-ft. timbers.
Each stack is marked to indicate the length of the posts.
Now, if Jack Jones comes out hunting for a 4i-ft. post, or sends his order
to have posts of that length delivered
at his place, there is no difficulty in
finding what is wanted, without delay.
This is quite different from a case
where the miner must cut off 6, 7 or 8
in. from the end of a stick, before it
can be set in place.

Waste of Timber Due to Inaccuracy
The loss of time when a miner is
compelled to cut his own timber is considerable and means much to him. That
is

not

to

mean much

all;

it

will

generally be found

to the

company

also,

by

reason of the waste of timber that is
sure to follow.
Few miners are able
to
make exact measurements, and
many posts are either too long or too
short when the cutting is left to them.

To

illustrate, I will cite

an instance

observed happen a short time
The roof, in a miner's place,
was bad and he looked around for a
post.
The only stick he could find was

which

I

since.

—

in. too long, as he thought.
cut off some four or five inches,
fearing to get the post too short. Finding it still much too long, he again cut
off about the same amount.
Naturally, the post was now too
short and the miner, in disgust, threw
it aside into the gob and went in search
of another stick, with what result I do
not know.
The chances are that the
post thrown into the gob was lost, as
the miner would be anxious to hide his
own mistake in cutting the timber too

THERE

short
Occurrences of this kind are not un-

Canada.

,

Mac.

man).
Inspector.
what is his

letter signed "Safety First," in the
issue of Nov. 17, p. 806.
In the first place, let me say that
posts should be cut to the required
length, 4, 4J, .5, 5* or 6 ft., as required,
when the timber is felled in the forest.
If this plan is adopted there will be a
great saving in material, to say nothing
of the saving of time required to cut

Should Miners Cut Their
Own Posts?
Loss of time to the miner and tvaste
timber
urged as
of
arguments
against miners cutting their oton
timber -Posts cut to length when
timber is felled the better plan.
are a number of good
reasons why miners should not be
compelled to cut their own posts the
desired length, after these have been
delivered in their places. I claim this
in spite of all that has been said by
writers, in Coal Age, in reference to
miners keeping sharp axes and saws in
their places ready for such use. Sharp
tools were also strongly urged, in the

about 6 or 8

He

first

At the best, a
the mine.
is not an easy one, as
I know from an experience of many
years at the face. The difficulties he
has to encounter are manifold and his
work should be lightened as far as it
is practicable to do this.
In reference to cap-pieces, before
closing, let me suggest one thing that

common

in

coal miner's task

COAL AGE
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be of interest to all miners.
setting a post the cap should be
It will
driven toward the coal face.
then hold the post more firmly and
prevent its being discharged when a
blast is fired in the coal.

should

When

,

MINE Foreman.

Tenn.

Safe Rule in Timbering
Tntst no roof though apparently sound
Taking a gambler's chance is
never safe practice in tivihering
Systematic posting the only safe
nde Lo^v accident rate insured.

—

—

—

WRITING

on

subject, "Cut
Measure," Coal
H. Taylor has
incidentally introduced a most interesting and important feature in respect
to the safe mining of coal.
What he has said in reference to
timbers being cut to right length before being sent into the mine, as a
means of reducing the accident list is
true and I propose, now, to deal with
another phase of the subject that, to
my mind, is of equal importance in the
prevention of accidents at the working

Mine Timbers

Age, Sept.

the
to

22, p. 460, J.

Vol. 20, No. 24

coal operator, in respect to timbering
the working places in a mine, is
worthy of our thoughtful considera-

Without mentioning the name
tion.
of the mine or its location, I may say
the roof condition in that mine varied

from good

to

medium.

The manage-

ment, however, had learned a lesson
several years ago and established the
rule that no man, however experienced
he might be, could say "This roof is
safe and needs no timber."
In that company, there was one fixed
rule that, like the laws of the Medes
and Persians, was never changed. The
rule was to set a certain number of
posts for each cut loaded at the face,
and as many more as the miner might
wish or think necessary. In order to
carry out this rule with fairness to the
miner, it was necessary to keep his
place well supplied with timber cut to
the right length and squared at both
ends.

The height of the coal varied in different parts of the mine; and the timber yards were systematically arranged to keep the several sizes or

lengths of timber separate, each length
being piled in a section by itself where
it could be readily found when needed.
All cap-pieces were cut 18 in. long and
made in wedge shape, which greatly
assisted the setting of the posts in the

mine.
It

that,
five

cause no surprise to state
although this company operated
mines, they have not had a single
will

or specially serious accident
fall of roof in many years. This
the result of adopting a safe rule in
timbering the working places and going tlic limit to carry it out. The plan
adopted made it practically impossible
for a miner to say, "I had no posts in
my place to set and was obliged to
take some chances until the posts
fatality

from a

is

came."

The orders were: "Never wait for
a miner to order timber for his place."
Instead, the assistant boss was held
responsible, first, last and always, for
keeping an ample supply of timber in
every man's place, together with the
necessary cap-pieces.
Pikeviile,

Ky.

GEORGE Edwards.

face.
It is generally agreed that accidents
at the coal face are due to the failure
of the miner to set any posts in his
place; or the number he sets is insufficient for the support of the roof; or

Inquiries

Of General

he has used poor judgment in standing
the timber, with the result that the fall
rides over the posts, which have not
heen set plumb, or were not cut square

Purpose of Revised

at the end.

When

appear, he
sis

Them

is

playing safe.

of the large

number

Liable

for

Free Choice of

Injuries

Men

to

to

in

Law

Pennsylvania,

Made

Workmen, Without Giving

Put

in

Charge

in

the Mines

may

An analyof accidents

occurring in mines daily would serve
to show that the "apparently sound"
roof is the roof that generally falls
with fatal results. The reason is that
had the miner thought it would fall,
he would not have trusted himself to
•work under it, except for the purpose

making it secure.
Although the fact is generally recognized that the only safe rule, in mining, is to keep a certain number of
posts standing in a place that is being
worked, there are many mining men
who believe themselves capable of saying whether the setting of these posts
is necessary, or whether the work can
be postponed for a time, while they
are loading out this coal and cleaning
up.
It is this class of men that are continually taking the gambler's chance,
instead of following the safe and sound
way and making themselves secure
against accidents.
They are prone to
think that any uniform or systematic
kind of timbering is an unnecessary
expense.
However, I am glad to say
that this manner of thinking is slowly
but surely passing and men are becoming converted 1 1 the right way, which
is always the safe way.
The actual experience of a leading
of

Operators

a miner makes up his mind to
it

Certificate

Enactment of Miner's Compensation Law

Miner Should Trust No Roof,
Even If It Appear Sound
trust no roof, however sound

Interest

REGARDING
sion, in

the extended discusCoal Age, relating to the

employment of uncertified men in the
positions of mine foreman, assistant
foreman and fireboss, as provided in
the revised Pennsylvania law, it would
be interesting to know the purpose of
such provision.
In other words, what arguments were
used to induce legislators to change the
old law and make it possible for coal
operators to employ men to act in these
official capacities when they had not
been certified as competent to fill such
positions.

Reading the excellent letter of John
Wall, Sr., Coal Age, Nov. 17, p. 807,
it appears that the old law requiring

As has been explained

in

Coal Age,

at different times, previously, it was the
enactment of the Miners' Compensation
Law in Pennsylvania, which went into
effect .Ian. 1, 1910, that led to the revision of the former certificate law enacted in 1885. Though the old law providing for certification is still in force,
it is greatly modified by the later en-

actment.

As is well known, the compensation
law made all coal operators who elected
to come under its provisions liable for
injuries received by their workmen
while in the performance of their duties
in and around the mines.
That being
the case, it was argued as being only

(1885-1915). The results accomplished
during that time leave little room for
doubt in regard to the value of the old

reasonable to accord the operator the
right to choose the kind of men he
might place in charge of his mine.
It was claimed that the employment
of a certified man in a responsible position in no way relieved the operator

law.

of his liability, which

certification of underground officials
had been in force for thirty years

is

true.

"Why

With these facts before us, it seems then" it was asked, "compel the operathere must have been some outstanding tor to employ such certified men, who
reason that caused the State Assembly may not be such as he would choose
to make this change, which it would for these positions?"
seern, from the present discussion, is
While the argrument appeared logical,
universally condemned by the rank and the enactment as it stands today makes
of underground workers. It is to be
hoped that Coal Age can throw some
light on this matter.
Gans, Pa.
R. W. Lightburn.
file

the question of certification an anomaly,
for the reason that there is no legal
force in that section of the law which
would compel the employment of certi-

December

men

fied

bility

15,

in
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positions of

all

responsi-

At the same
deal of truth

made that

in

time, there is a great
the statement so often

certified

who have earned

their right to act in
capacity by long years of
service, are to be found filling the posi-

an

underground.

men are

in

demand.

Few coal operators, today, are willing
to employ an untried and uncertified
man in any responsible position underground. Only a few of the older men.

official

of Coal Age, such
should be granted certificates of service, making them eligible for the office
they hold, as long as they remain in the
employ of the same company.

Tennessee Mine Foremen's Examination
at Knoxville, Oct. 18-20,

1921

{Selected Questions)

—

Question Wkat observations should
a mine foreman make during his visits
through the mines of which he has
charge?
Answer A foreman should visit
each working face with his eyes open
to detect any dangerous condition or
practice, which it is his duty to correct.
He must note particularly the
amount and kind of timber on hand,
the manner in which the place is timbered, condition of the roof and coal
and method of mining and blasting to
see that everything is done safely and

—

in

compliance with the law. The foreobserve the amount of coal
is down, the number of cars on

man must
that

hand or loaded, how much powder the

man has in his place and where he
keeps it, the way in which he handles
and keeps his tools and other things
pertaining to the man's safety.
He
must see that the place is properly
ventilated, the breakthroughs of sufficient size and the air conducted forward so as to reach the face. If the
place is generating gas and safety
lamps are used, he must examine to
see that the lamps are in good condition and each place safe for work.

—

Question
An anemometer registers a velocity of 30,000 ft. per )ir.,
in an airway 5 x S ft. in section; ivha.t
is the volume of air passing through
such airway per m.inute?
Answer— velocity of 30,000 ft. per
Tir. is 500 ft. per min.
The sectional
area of this airway is 5 x 8
40
sq.ft.
Assuming an average velocity
of 500 ft. per min., the volume of air
passing in this airway is 500 x 40
20,000 cu.ft. per min.

A

=

=

—

Question How would you ascertain
whether an anemometer is in good
working condition or not?

—

Answer Where great accuracy is
required, an anemometer in constant
use should be returned to the factory
for checking its calibration at least
every year or two, depending on the
care taken of the instrument. A mine
foreman

sometimes apply what is
called a "smoke test."
For that purpose, he selects a straight piece of
entry about 100 yd. in length and of
will

— Which

ivould you prefer,

Give

your reasons.

— The choice between a force

or an exhaust fan will depend primarily on conditions in the mine. If
the mine is generating gas, to such an
extent that the main haulage road has
been made the intake airway, it becomes necessary to employ an exhaust
fan, in order to avoid the use of doors
On the
on the main haulage road.
other hand, a force fan will often
prove advantageous in the ventilation
of a mine containing a considerable
area of abandoned workings. The mine
pressure
is then ventilated under a
greater than that of the atmosphere,
and the tendency is to drive the gases
back and keep them from entering the
live workings.
Under these conditions,
the gases confined in the old works will
often drain outward and escape to the
surface through old openings or crevices in the strata.

throughout. Having stationed a reliable helper at the inby end
of this stretch, the foreman, holding
the instrument exposed to the air current traveling the center of the airway,
sets off a flash of powder and at the
same time throws the instrument into

uniform

Question

a force fan or an exhaust fan?

Answer

tions named.
In the opinion

Examination Questions
Answered

Held
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size

According to instructions pregear.
viously given him, the helper signals
with his lamp the moment the first
smell of powder reaches him and, at
that moment, the foreman throws the
If the aneinstrument out of gear.
mometer is registering correctly, its observed reading starting from zero
correspond to the distance
should
measured on the entry, between the
foreman and his helper.
Question Under ivhat conditions
u-ould you consider coal dust dangerous in mines?

—

—

Answer Coal dust accumulated in
any considerable quantity, at the working face or on the roads air-courses
and traveling ways, is always an element of danger in a mine. The danger
increases with the fineness and inflammability of the coal, and is much
greater if the mine is generating a
small amount of gas. Other things being equal, coal dust is more dangerous
in mines where blasting is performed,
particularly if black powder is "used for
that purpose.
Question If you have an explosion
and find it necessary to call the minercscne corps, what preparation would
ynu make while it is arriving?
Answer While waiting for the arrival of a mine-rescue team, following
an explosion in the mine, every possible effort must be made to restore
the circulation underground, by examining the ventilating apparatus
and making any repairs that may be
necessary.
At the same time, word
should be sent summoning physicians,
and men should be employed to gather
the neccessary supplies of timber, canvas, brattice boards, nails and tools
that will be required on entering the
mine.
First-aid supplies of every description should be procured and made
ready for use, including blankets,
stretchers and ambulances.

—

—

—

Question In treating
which would you prefer, a
smothered fire and why?

Answer

—

mine

fires,

live fire

or a

not possible to state
an absolute preference, in this case,
without knowing the existing conditions.
Both fires may be equally
dangerous. A live fire, having gained
considerable headway may be impossible of approach and require the sealing off of the mine or an entire section
of the workings, before it can be controlled.
While a smothered fire may
generate a much larger proportion of
deadly gas, as carbon monoxide, and
often prove difficult to handle and excan generally be aptinguish, it
proached on the intake side, which
A
gives the workmen an advantage.
smothered fire, however, will often
work its way under the gob and, for a
time, defy all efforts to extinguish it.
Question Give the advantages and
disadvantages of a gasoline pump, an
It

is

—

pump and an electrical pump.
Answer A gasoline-driven pump

air

—

will generally cost less to operate, but
is objectionable in a mine, owing to the

noxious gases discharged.
A pump
driven by compi'essed air has the advantage of supplying fresh air to the
confined workings where it is located.
Its operation, however, requires the installation of a pipe system, which is
always expensive and liable at any
time to be broken down by a fall of
roof.
An electric pump has a wider
scope for use in the mine, because of
the greater flexibility of a wire system
for transmitting power to the pump.
This installation will cost less than a
pipe system. The disadvantage of an
electric pump lies in the danger of gas
being ignited by the sparking of wires
or commutators and the blowing of
fuses, which limits the use of such
pumps to mines free from gas.
Question State the advantages of
good roads in coal mines.

—

Answer — Good mine haulage

roads

are the chief factor in producing a
The cost
large daily output of coal.
of repairs for rolling stock is much
less; fewer accidents occur and the cost
of production is decreased.
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The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Clironicling the

Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

the National Industrial Conference
Board of industrial economic conditions in the United States finds that
opportunities for employment are
becominp more numerous, especially
Wage deflain the Eastern States.
tion continues to make progress, although against considerable organ-

and with lower
resistance,
scales business activity tends
While at the beginning
President's unemployment
of the
conference the number of unemployed was placed at about 3,500,000, the latest Government figures

ized

wage

to increase.

BUSINESS sentiment as defined by the incidents of the
there is a predosing weeks of the year, it may be said that
according to the
vailing atmosphere of hopeful expactation.
the Mechanics
December bulletin of business conditions issued by
"Actual volume of
& Metals National Bank of the City of New York.
the
distinctly seasonal
current business, apart from that which is
is there any indication that a
nor
large,
not
"'is
continues,
bulletin
development. As a matter
robust trade revival is in the course of
is less than at the corturnover
commercial
country's
the
fact
of
yet a spirit of optimism
responding time in any of the past six years,
for 1922.
made
being
are
which
predictions
the
marks
consciousness that
"Underlving the prevailing confidence is a
progress of domestic readthe most difficult steps in the

OF

some of

fact that commodity prices
justment have been accomplished. The
and painful downward
have for the most part checked their long
instances, improved from their
course and have even, in special
that the period of severest
lowest recent level, is accepted as a sign
A re-employment of a part of the
deflation has run its course.
an adjustment downarmy of men made idle through lack of work,
scale of prices, and
ward of wages to a level more in line with the

are factors which

from the menace of perennial strikes
attitude; in addition there
have helped to bring about a hopeful
cheaper transportahave been the evidences of progress toward
toward more equable distrition and lessened distribution costs,
of expenditures, both private
bution of taxation, and toward a scale
extravagance that was
and governmental, far removed from the
a relief

rampant.

„
j
difficulties were stored
see now in a new perspective, what
chose,
we
that
inflation
rash
of
period
up for the country during the
Deflation from a condition
from 1915 to 1920, to call a war boom.
ago has shown itself to
such as the countrv stood in two years
principal difficulties have arisen
be at best a hard performance. The
about and by the manner
from the disproportions that were brought
at a time when
which these have thrown affairs out of balance

lately

,

.

i.

"We

in

was needed more than anything else.
unquestionably nearer
"Our business structure at the moment is
we could, two years ago, have hoped
to a wholesome condition than
we have proceeded
Yet it is still to be determined how far
for
stabilitv

toward that degree of
on healthv, orderly

stability

lines,

from which a forward movement,

can confidently be counted on.

Americans Get Electric Contracts

A
cal

$2,000,000 contract for electri-

apparatus has been awarded

the electrification of forty miles of
the Spanish Northern Railway.

to

the Westinghouse Electrical International Co. by the Daide Electric
Power Co. of Japan. The machinery is to be used in two hydro-elec-

which are to form part
a great power system for the
Tokio distict. The current is to be
transmitted at 154,000 volts, the an-

tric plants

of

nouncement said.
The International General Electric Co. has been awarded an order
involving more than $1,000,000 for

Construction

Work

Increases

made public by the
United States Chamber of Commerce show that new construction
work throughout the country in the
Statistics

months of this year nearly
equalled construction for the whole
The Chamber's surof last year.
first ten

vey

is

compiled from figures from

forty-four important cities reporting $603,000,000 in new construction projects in the ten months.

place the
2,000,000.

number

at not

more than

N. Y. Central Orders Rails

The New York Central R.R. has
l)laced contracts for the delivery of
12.">,000 tons of rails during 1922

said to be in the market for
Inquiries
additional.
tons
for these orders have been in the
Allotment
time.
some
market for
of the tonnage to steel companies
has not yet been completed, but the
Lackawanna Steel Co., the Illinois
Steel Co. and the Inland Steel Co.
are expected to receive the major
portion of the order. The Cambria
Steel Co. also is mentioned.

and

is

2.5,000

Railway Conditions Improving
to the U. S. Railroad
Labor Board show steadily improvReports

ing conditions among the railroads
country, according to a
of the
statement made Dec. 4 by Ben W.
Hooper, vice chairman of the board.
Mr. Hooper also took occasion to
point out that the board's decision
not to consider wage reductions for

any class of employees until working rules for the class had been disposed of had not delayed consideration of wage disputes on any railroad or for any class of employees.
The railroad situation is more conducive to optimism than it has been
for

many months, he

said.

Steel Production Gaining
Steel production in November, according to the Iron Age, reached
1,415,481 tons, or at the rate of 47,183 tons daily, as contrasted with
1,246,676 tons, or at the daily rate
of 40,215 tons, in October. Twentyfour furnaces were started in November and none blown out. The ca-

pacity of 120 furnaces active Dec. 1
was 51,665 daily, compared with
40,850 tons for 96 furnaces on Nov.
1.
In reviewing events in the steel
trade during the past week the
"The Steel Corporajournal says:
tion blew in twelve furnaces, or
started in Nothose
that
half of
vember, and the independent steel
companies five, the remaining seven
being merchant stacks."
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In Upholding Right to Bar Pickets

Supreme Court

Deals Severe Blow to Organized Labor
declaring anti-picketing injunctions against labor unions valid, if
they restrain acts of force and intimidation, the U. S. Supreme Court
upheld the American Steel Foundries
Co. in its suit against the Tri City Central Trades Council.
The decision, read by Chief Justice
Taft Dec. 5, is one of the most serious
in years from the standpoint of labor,
•dealing as it does a severe blow to what
has hitherto been one of the most effective weapons of organized labor.
The decision of the court was by a
vote of eight to one.
Justice Clarke
dissented and Justice Brandeis con-

IN

curred in part.
Following is a

summary

of the deci-

sion:

The
of the
case.

first

question

Clayton Act

is

whether section 20

to be applied in this
passed while this case

is

The act was
was pending in the

Circuit Court of ApIn Duplex Co. vs. Deering, a suit to
restrain a secondary boycott had been
brought before the passage of the act but
-did not come to hearing until after its passage.
It was held that because relief bv
injunction operates in future and the right
to it must be determined as of the time of
the hearing section 20 of the act relating to
injunctions was controlling in so far as
a decree entered after its passage should
.conform to its provision. The decree here
appealed from the District Court had been
entered before the Clayton Act passed but
the whole cause was taken up by the appeal.
The complainant had no vested right in the
decree of the District Court while it was
subject to review. The Circuit Court of Appeals was called upon to approve or change
the decree and was obliged therefore to
regard the statute in its conclusion and so
are we.
(The court then quotes section 20
of the Clayton Act.)
It has been determined by this court that
the irreparable injury to property or to a
property right in the first paragraph of
section 20 includes injury to the business
of an employer and that the second paragraph applies only in cases growing out
of a dispute concerning terms or conditions
of employment between an employer and an
•employee, between employers and employees,
or between employees, or between persons
employed and persons seeking emplo\'Tnent
and not to such dispute between an employer and persons who are neither exemployees nor seeking empIo\'Tnent (Duplex Printing Co. vs. Deering)"
Onlv two
of the defendants who left at the time of
the strike can invoke in their behalf section 20.
must therefore first consider
the propriety of the decree as against thpm
and then as against the other defendants
It IS clear that Congress wished to
forbid
the use by the federal courts of their
equity arm to prevent peaceful persuasion
by employees, discharged or expectant in
promotion of their side of the dispute and
to secure them against judicial
restraint
in obtaining or communicating
information
In any place where they might
lawfully be.
Ihis introduces no new principle
into the
equity jurisprudence of those courts
is
merely declaratory of what was the It
best
practice
peals.

We

always.

to
It

Congress thought

stabilize this rule of action

uniform.

it

wise

and render

problem of Congress

.^"•'^
in
^^Z^L "^t""^
section
20 and in courts of equity before
Its enactment was to reconcile
the rights
of the employer
his business and in the
access of his employees to his place of
business and egress therefrom without in°" the one hand,
..,
ETi the
"•°v.''^?''""i'=''°"'
and
right of the employees recent or

m

expectant to use peaceable and lawful means
to Induce present employees and
would-be
employees to jom their ranks, on the other
If
their attempts at persuasion or

m

'""h those who would enlist
SfiTJ,'"?^
'^^"?J?
with
them,
those of the labor side adopt
methods which, however lawful in their
an-

nounced purpose, inevitably lead to intimi
dation or obstruction, then It is the court's
duty with the terms of section 20 to modif'v
so as to limit what the propagandists do

time, manner and place in such a
as to prevent infractions of the law
and violations of the right of the employees
and of tile employers lor whom they wish

as to

way
to

work.

How far may men go in persu^asion and
and still not violate the
right of those whom they would influence?
In going to and from work men have a
right to as free a passage without obstruction as the streets afford, consistent with
the right of others to enjoy the same privilege.
are a social people and the accosting by one of another in an inoffensive
communication

We

way and an

offer by one to communicate
and discuss information with a view to

the other's action are not regarded as aggression or a violation of that
however, the offer is
other's rights.
If,
declined, as it may rightfully be, then persistence, importunity, following and dogging
become unjustifiable annoyance and obstrucinfluencing

which is likely soon to savor of inFrom all of this the person
sought to be influenced has a right to be
free and his employer has the right to have
him free. The nearer this importuned intercepting of employees or would-be emtion

timidation.

ployees is to the place of business, the
greater the obstruction and interference
with the business and especially with the
property right of access of the employer.
.-Attempted discussion and argument of this
kind in such proximity is certain to attract attention and congregation of the
curious or, it may be, interested bystanders,
and thus to increase the obstruction as well
as the aspect of intimidation which the
situation quickly assumes.
In the present case the three or four
gi'oups of picketers were made up of from
four to twelve in a group.
They constituted the picket line.
Each union interested had several representatives on the
picket line and assaults and violence ensued.
They began early and continued
from time to time during the three weeks
of the strike after the picketing began.
All information tendered, all arguments
advanced and all persuasion used under
such circumstances were intimidation. They
could not be otherwise.
It is idle to talk
of peaceful communication in such a place
and under such conditions. The numbers of
the pickets in the groups constituted intimidation. The name "picket" indicated a militant purpose inconsistent with peaceful persuasion. The crowds they drew made the passage of employees to and from the place
of work one of running the gauntlet.
Persuasion or communication attempted in such
a presence and under such conditions was
anything but peaceable and lawful. When
one or more assaults and disturbances ensued they characterized the whole campaign
^^hich

became

effective

because of

its

in-

timidating character, in spite of the admonition given by the leaders to their
followers as to lawful methods to be pursued, however sincere.
Our conclusion is that picketing thus
instituted is unlawful and cannot be peaceable and may be properly enjoined by the
specific term because its meaning Is clearly
understood in the sphere of the controversy
by those who are parties to it.
are
supported in that view by many well seasoned authorities, although there has been
contrariety' of view.
A restraining order against picketing
will advise earnest advocates of labor's
cause that the law does not look with favor
on an enforced discussion of the merits of
the issue between individuals who wish to
work and groups of those who do not under conditions which subject the individuals
who wish to work to a severe test of their
nerve and physical strength and courage.
But while this is so we must have every
regard to the Congressional intention manifested in the act and to the principle of
existing law which declares that ex-employees and others properly acting with
them shall have an opportunity so far as
is consistent with peace and law to observe
who are still working for the employer

We

communicate with them and to persuade
them to Join the ranks of his opponents
a lawful economic struggle. Regarding
as primary the rights of the employees to
work for whom they will and undisturbed
by annoying importunity and intimidation
of numbers, to go freely to and from their
place of labor, and keeping in mind the
to

in

right of the employer incident to his property and business to free access of such
employees, what can be done to reconcile
the conflicting interests?

Kach case must turn on its own circumstances.
It
is
a case for the flexible
remedial power of a court of equity which
may try one mode of restraint, and if it
fails or proves
to be too drastic may

change it. We think that the strikers and
their sympathizers engaged in the economic struggle should be limited to one
representative for each point of ingress and
egress in the plant or place of business and
that all others be enjoined from congregating or loitering at the plant or in the
neighboring streets by which access is had
to the plant
that such representatives
should have the right of observation, communication and persuasion but -with special
admonition that their communication arguments and appeals shall not be abusive,
libelous or threatening, and that they shall
not approach individuals together but singly
and shall not in their single efforts at
communication or persuasion obstruct an
unwilling listener by importunate following
or dogging his steps. This is not laid down
as a rigid rule but only as one which
should apply to this case as disclosed by
the evidence and which mav be varied in
other cases.
The purpose should be to
prevent the inevitable intimidation of groups
of pickets but to allow missionaries.
With
these views it is apparent that we cannot
sustain the qualification of the order of
the District Court which the Circuit Court
of Appeals made.
There remains to consider the part of
the decree of the District Court which forbade them by persuasion to induce employees or would-be employees to leave or
stay out of complainant's employ.
The
effect of It is to enjoin persuasion by
them
at any time or place.
This certainly conflicts with section 20 of the Clayton
Act.
The decree must be modified as to these
two defendants by striking out the word
persuasion."
..The second important question is as to
the form of the decree against the Trl
City Trades Council and the other defendants.
What has been said as to picketing
applies to them, of course, as fully as tS
the ex-employees, but how as to the Injunction against persuasion? The argument
made on behalf of the American Foundries
1? ^iiPP°Jt of enjoining persuasion is that
the Tri City Trades Council and other
defendants,
being
neither
emplovees nor
strikers, were intruders into the controversy
;

and were engaged without excuse in an
unlawful conspiracy to injure the Foundries
by enticing its employees and therefore
should be enjoined.

Is interference of a labor organization
by persuasion and appeal to induce a strike
against low wages under such circumstanees without lawful excuse and malicious?
We think not. Labor unions are
recognized by the Clayton Act as legal
When instituted for mutual help
and lawfully carrying out their legitimate
object
ihey have long been thus recognized
by
the courts.
A single employee was helpless in dealing with an employer.
He
dependent ordinarily for his daily wage was
for
the maintenance of self and family
If
the employer refused to pay him the wages
thought fair he was nevertheless
>„^
^V,
unable to leave the employ and resist
arbitrary and unfair treatment. Union was
essential to give labor opportunity to
deal
on equity with employers.
The right to combine for such a
purpose has for many years not latyful
been
denied by any court.
The strike became
a lawful instrument in a lawful economic
struggle or competition between employer
'ij'd employees as to the
share or division
Of them of the joint products of labor
and
capital.
To render this combination at all
effective

employees must make their combination extend beyond one shop.
Thereall lawful propaganda
membership
especially
among those whose labor at and
lower wages
will injure their whole guild.
It is impossible to hold such persuasion and
prona•'" •''? without excuse and malicious.
^h1^principle
The
of the unlawfulness of
ciously enticing laborers still remainsmali^
and
action may be maintained therefor In nroner
cases, but to make It applicable
to
abor unions in such a case as this local
seems
>=ci,,a
"1^5^ tiie
t^'"!r,f^''^
to enlarge their

to

be unreasonable.
Counsel for the steel foundries relv on
in this court to support their
oon

two cases
tention.

Coal

The

& Coke

first Is

Co. vs.

that of the
Mitchell

HItchman
The

pri"
ciple followed in the Hitchman
case cannot
invoked here.
There the action

be

was
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by a coal mining company of West VirKlnIa
against the olHcers of an International
labor union and others to enjoin them from
carrying out a plan to bring the employees
of the complainant company and all the
West Virginia mining companies into the
International union, so that the union could
control, through the union employees, the
production and sale of coal in West Virginia in competition with the mmes of
Ohio and other states. The plan thus projected was carried out in the case of the
complainant company by the use of deception and misrepresentation with its nonunion employees, by seeking to induie such
employees to become members of the union,
contrary to the express term of their con-

tract of employment, tlial they would not
remain In complainant's employ if union
men, and after enough such employees had
been secretly secured, suddenly to declare
a strilte against complainant and to leave
it in a helpless situation, in which it would
This
have to consent to be unionized.
court held that the purpose was not lawful
and that the means were not lawful and
tliat the defendants were thus ensa^.d in
an unlawful conspiracy which should be
The circumstances of tlie case
enjoined.
make it no authority for the contention here.
The Hitcliman i-!ise was cited in the
Duplex case but there is nothing in the
rntio decidendi of either which limits our
conclusion here or which requires us to

Deci.-^itm Reducing
Tax Valuation of Coal Lands

Judge Maxwell Affirm^

IN THE

tax valuation case of the

Woodward & William-

son and Reynolds estates in Luzerne County, Pennsylvania,
Judge Maxwell, of Bradford County, has affirmed his previous decision and has sealed the bill. These coal properties
had been valued at approximately $1,300,000. Representatives of the estates made appeals from the decision of the
County Commissioners and Judge Maxwell was brought
in to hear the case. He reduced the valuations to approximately $400,000, but granted a rule to show cause why
His affirmation
his adjudication should not be reopened.
of the original decision marks the end of this second
hearing, though counsel for Edwardsville borough and
Edwardsville school district, which will lose about $20,000
in taxes, probably will appeal to the Supreme Court.

Harding Approves Doubling Appropriation
For \\ ork in Interest of Foreign Trade
view of the propitious start made by the commodity
INdivisions
of the Department of Commerce, the President

and the Director of the Budget have approved a request for
an appropriation of $540,000 for the continuance of the
work in the interest of the export industries during the next
fiscal year.
This is an increase of $290,000 over the amount
appropriated for this work during the current fiscal year.
It is proposed to set up seventeen additional commodity divisions, of which petroleum will be one.
The existing commodity divisions include one on fuels, which will become a
The present fuels division is receiving an
coal division.
allotment of $15,000. In each case the chief of the division
is to receive a salary of $6,000, and the assistant chief,
$2,000.

For the general work of promoting commerce Congress
asked to appropriate $524,050, an increase of $199,050
over the appropriation for the current year. Under this
is

Kentucky
Inspectorate

From

left to right:

M. Webb, foreman, U. S. Bureau

J.

of Mines. Knoxville,
Tenn. M. L. Wells.
Lacy I^axton, Will
;

Beatrice

Roberts,

L^angley, chief clerk,

Lexington

AJ.
Lewis, R. D. Collett,
W. H. Hunt, H. C.
Faulkner, Grant
Phillips and L. Blenkinsopp,

;

chief

in-

Lexington,
Kentucky.

spector,
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'.i4-

hold that the members of a local labor
union and the union Itself do not haveInterest In the wages paid to
the employees of any employer in the community to justify their use of lawful and
peaceable i)ersuasion lo induce these employees to refuse to accept such reduced
wages and to quit their employment. For
this reason we think that the restraint from
persuasion by the District Court was Improper and in tliat regard tho decree must
be modilled. In this we agree with the Circuit
Court of -Vppeals. The decree of the Circuit Court of Appeals is reversed in i)art
and allirmed In part and the case remanded
to the District Court for modification of Its
decree in conformity with this opinion.
sulllclent

appropriation it is proposed to establish new trade comIt also
missioner offices in Russia, Greece and Canada.
is the plan to undertake special technical investigations in
connection with fuels in England, Belgium and Germany.
In addition, $213,650 is asked to promote further the
commerce between the United States and Latin America.
This is an increase of $113,650 over the current year's
appropriations. A portion of the increase is to be applied
to the establishment of new trade commissioner offices in
Cuba, Colombia, Uruguay and Venezuela.

State to
First

Open Rescue Stations and Demand
Aid of Foremen and Inspectors

a meeting
ATDepartment

held by L. Blenkinsopp, chief inspector^
of Mines, at Lexington, Ky., for the
purpose of creating first-aid stations throughout the
State of Kentucky, the following inspectors were present:
William Roberts, Madisonville; W. H. Hunt, Central City;
J. A. Lewis, Lexington; R. D. CoUett, Pineville; Lacy Laxton, Harlan; H. C. Faulkner, Hazard; M. L. Wells, Paints-

and Grant Phillips, Pikeville.
committee appointed by Mr. Blenkinsopp adopted the
following resolutions and presented them to him for his
approval: That the Department of Mines give each inspector at a proper place in his district a first-aid and rescue
station, equipped with three Paul breathing apparatus and
a complete first-aid outfit, with proper supplies for its
maintenance and operation. That the inspectors of each
district co-operate with the operators in training teams at
each mine and give all the instructions and information
possible to prepare first-aid and rescue teams throughout
the state. That applicants for first-class mine foreman's
certificates be required to pass a first-aid examination beville

A

fore being considered qualified for a first-class certificate.
After discussion the resolutions were accepted.
J. M. Webb, foreman, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Knoxville,
Tenn., gave inspectors several days of extensive training in
first-aid and rescue work.
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Congress Scrutinizes Prices in Considering
Government Appropriations for Coal

WITH
before

the annual appearance of government officials
Congressional appropriations committees the
discussion of coal prices is resumed.
Acting Supervising
Architect Wetmore of the Treasury said the Treasury Department had purchased coal for public buildings cheaper
than other departments.
At the mines in carload lots
delivered to communities it had bought bituminous for $5.50
a ton and anthracite for $9.50. Chairman Madden of the
House Appropriations Committee said the National Home
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers had bought coal delivered
in cellars at $6 a ton, and that Mr. Wetmoi'e was in error
in asserting he had bought coal cheaper than other depart-

973

is becoming a serious nuisance on the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts. There is insistence that this legislation be coupled
with laws governing pollution of inland waterways by industrial plants and mines.
Representatives of chemical plants already have testified
before the committee as to the character of t'heir wastes.
Mine operators now are to be heard. The National Coal
Association has been gathering data regarding the volume
and possible effect of acid water discharges from mines.
It is regarded as probable that its witnesses will be able to
convince the committee that mine water constitutes an

insignificant portion of the volume of most streams and
it tends to disinfect sewage pollution.
Sanitary spebrought forward to testify as to the general
effect of mine water on streams.

that

cialists will be

ments.

Committee members thought the navy should get back
pre-war days, when navy fuel appropriations averaged about $5,000,000 annually. Chairman Madden threatened to refuse any appropriation whatever in the future if
the navy did not keep within the original yearly appropriations made by Congress.
He said the navy had been
extravagant in waste of fuel. He intimated that in future
years the navy would be allowed only $7,500,000 annually

Government Will Define Scope of

to the

for fuel.
Representative Kelley, of Michigan, in charge specially of
naval appropriations for the committee, closely questioned
Admiral Coontz and other naval officers as to fuel expenditures. It developed that on Oct. 1 of this year the navy had
on hand 923,498 tons of coal, 69,000 tons being at Cavite,
4,000 tons at Guam, 300,000 tons at Hampton Roads, Va.,
109,000 tons at Pearl Harbor and 111,000 tons at Tiburon,
Cal. The average price for issues to the naval vessels during July, August and September had been $8.26, including
transportation.

Pow er Plants Consumed 139,336 More Tons
Of Coal in October Than in September

CENTRAL

power stations consumed 2,720,826 net tons
of coal in October, in the production of 2,402,069,000
kw.-hr. of electric power.
The same plants used 2,581,490
tons in September, 2,572,569 tons in August, 2,453,945 tons
in July and 2,434,349 tons in June.
October, therefore, represents a substantial gain over the
summer months in the consumption of coal by public utilities.
The total production of power by these companies in
October was identical with that in January of this year,
but in October 67.9 per cent of the total was generated by
steam compared with 62.1 per cent in January, the remainder in each month having come from water power. The
output by fuel power in October was the same as in October,
1920.

House Committee
Mine Water on Streams

Sanitary Experts to Tell
Effect of

HEARINGS

were to have been reopened on Dec. 7 by
the Rivers and Harbors Committee of the House of
Representatives to consider further the matter of pollution
of waters. The fact that the committee is beginning hearings so promptly after the reconvening of Congress is an
indication that it expects t'o take prompt action on this
legislation.
Those who favor regulations which will prevent the pollution of streams and coastal waters have made
such a good case before the committee that it is feared
the committee may be influenced to adopt regulations so
drastic as to have an untoward effect on such industries
as coal mining and manufacturing.
Little has been said in defense of the practice of dumping oil waste at sea and in harbors. The difficulty in legislating to meet that situation is that such a law could not
be fully effective beyond the three-mile limit and because
of the difficulties of apprehending those responsible for the
discharge of these wastes at sea. It is believed, however,
that some means will be devised which will make it easier
for ships to rid themselves of oil wastes in harbors and which
will make it hazardous for any boat to contribute to what

Trade Association Activities
ACTIVITIES

and functions that trade associations may
engage in will soon be announced by the
government, E. W. McCullough, manager of the fabricated
production department of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States, told the American Face Brick Association in annual convention, Dec. 2, at White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va. He said that such a statement would have been
legally

issued before now but for the fact that several governmental cases are now pending against certain trade associations, involving such questions as the proper
use of
statistics, open price plans and averages in cost accounting.
According to Mr. McCullough, Secretary Hoover, of the
Department of Commerce, desires closer contact with the
industries
through their associations, but Secretary
Hoover has intimated that such organizations should put
themselves in position to speak for their industries by

including in their membership the largest possible representation; and also through the perfection of their machinery for gathering, analyzing and compiling all desirable information not only of service to themselves but"
to the government and the public.
It is to make possible
such co-operation that the government is expected to define
the proper functions of a trade association, Mr. McCullough
said.

October Mine Fatalities Fewer Than Last
Year; Ratio to Output Slightly Higher

npHERE

were 167 deaths during
as the result
A of accidents in and about the coal October
mines of the country,
according to a report by the U. S. Bureau of Mines. This
represents a decrease of 27 fatalities, or about 14 per cent,
from the coal-mine fatality record for October, 1920, in
which month 194 men were killed. Based upon an estimated output of 51,321,000 net tons in October, 1921, the
fatality rate is 3.25 per million tons produced.
The rate
for October, 1920, was 3.22, when the production of coal

was 60,200,000 tons.
Of the total number of fatalities in October of the present year, 131 occurred at bituminous mines throughout the
country and 36 at the anthracite mines in Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania bituminous mines had 30 fatal accidents, an
increase of 1 over October a year ago; West Virginia 30,
a reduction of 3; Illinois 17, a reduction of 12; Ohio 12, no
change; Kentucky 11, a decrease of 3; Indiana 5, a reduction of 7; and Alabama 3, a reduction of 2.
During the first ten months of the present year 1,629
men died from accidents at all coal mines, against 1,880
during the corresponding months of 1920, a decrease of 251
fatalities, or 13 per cent. These figures represent a fatality
rate of 3.93 per million tons mined in 1921 and 3.57 per
million tons in 1920.
For the Pennsylvania anthracite mines alone, fatalities
during the present year have averaged 44.3 per month, as
compared with a monthly average of 41.2 during the first
ten months of 1920. The fatality rates have been 5.95 per
million tons mined in 1921 and 5.63 per million tons mined
in 1920.
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Calls Coal

Mining

(Consumer Can

a Spendthrift Industry;

Do Mo?t

to

Stop Leake

CH.A.RACTERIZING

coal mining as a spendthrift industry
address before the Coal Mining Institute of
Pittsburgh,
Pa., Dec. 7, George Otis Smith,
America at
Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, based his indictment
on "its wasteful use of natural wealth, its wasteful use of
invested capital and its wasteful use of labor three national
resources that we cannot afford to waste."
Thereupon he took this "close-up" of coal reserves:
"Pennsylvania, with an original holding of only 5 per cent
of the coal of the United States, has furnished nearly halt
Or,
of the coal mined in the whole country since 1807.
taking an even closer view, we see that the Pittsburgh coal
original
bed, which included about 10 per cent of the
tonnage of Pennsylvania coal, has contributed nearly 30
per cent of the coal mined in this state. In round figures,
two billion tons out of the fourteen billion tons mined in
the United States has come from the Pennsylvania portion
of this single bed, which originally contained less than onehalf of 1 per cent of the country's supply of coal above
the grade of lignite.
In other words, then, while there is
more than 99 per cent of the coal left in the country as a
whole, there is only about 80 per cent left of the Pittsburgh
bed in this state. Making further reference to the facts
furnished to me by M. R. Campbell, of the U. S. Geological
Survey, I note that fully half of this reserve of Pittsburgh
coal underlies Greene and Washington counties at considerable depth.
In short, of the easily mined and better
quality Pittsburgh coal only about twice as much remains
as has been mined, and this coal is being mined faster than
ever before. Indeed, in 1918 the Pittsburgh bed contributed
53 per cent on Pennsylvania's output and 16 per cent of
the soft coal mined in the whole country, as well as another
This
6 per cent from the same bed in adjacent states.
record of the Pittsburgh coal adds to the renown of the
city for which the coal was named and for whose prosperity
it has been the foundation.
But that pace cannot be maintained forever."
in

an

—

More Than Two Biluons Invested in Coal Mining
"Unfortunately we lack exact knowledge as to how much
tied up in the business of mining coal," he con"The census figures available indicate that there
about $1,900,000,000 in the bituminous mining
industry and over $400,000,000 in the anthracite industry.
Dividing these totals for capital by a normal year's produc-

capital
tinued.

was

is

in 1919

tion gives a little over $3.50 of capital per net ton of soft
coal produced and nearly $5 per net ton of anthracite
produced.
This investment of two and one-third billion
dollars makes the business one in which any appreciable
saving on capital account is well worth while.
"In an off year, like 1919, however, the capital which had
to be assessed against each ton of soft coal mined was $4
instead of $3.50. As figured by Mr. Tryon, to whom, as
usual, I am largely indebted for my statistics, the soft
coal mines of the country have an annual capacity of
This is overdevelopment, for it means
800,000,000 tons.
that the capital in terms of capacity is less than $2.50 a
ton, while in terms of actual output in the census year it
was more than $4 a ton. The coal mines therefore don't
need more capital; they need more product. Is it not a
spendthrift industry that uses $4 of capital where $2.50
will do the work?
"It is conservative to

say that our total mine capacity
a third larger than the largest annual output, and
even a fifth larger than the largest output for a single
week and that week a most exceptional one. This is a
larger factor of safety than we can well afford, and to
that extent, then, is there inflation in soft-coal mining. This
indicates that there is half a billion dollars tied up in the
soft-coal business that is misplaced capital
capital needed
elsewhere.
In so far as this capital is paid the wages
that are its due the consumer of a ton of coal is paying in
normal years for the use of $3.50 where $2.50 or less would
serve his purpose.
"This is a simple statement of the wastefulness of having
is fully

—

—
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many mines, and never was the condition worse than
Evidently the competitive system has poorly served
the consumer of coal.
"Naturally, the wasteful inflation in mine capacity is
paralleled by an equally wasteful equipment of the mines
with labor. This year, for instance, it appears that the
average mine worker in the bituminous districts of the
country will work only 172 days, but he and his family
must live during the 136 days of enforced idleness due
to lack of demand on the average mine for its product.
Even in a more normal year the percentage of lost days
is so high that we coal consumers are evidently supporting
not only idleness of capital but idleness of labor.
"The responsibility of the general public in its attitude
toward coal has never been sufficiently emphasized. Indeed,
the first step is to prove to the average citizen mat he
has any duty in the matter other than to pay for the
coal he buys.
"Were I addressing coal consumers rather than coal
producers my advice to those who ask for cheaper coal
would be to stop the leaks nearest home and then help
the coal operator to stop his leaks.
The high cost of
distribution may be relatively much higher than the high
cost production, and its control is nearer the coal buyer,
who can personally leam how much more it costs the local
dealer to deliver his largest tonnage when the blizzard
strikes town and to equip his yard to handle a peak demand
far in excess of the average requirements of his trade.
Then as the coal user in his investigation goes farther from
home he will discover what added expense is put on the
railroads by being forced to haul the most coal in winter,
a requirement resulting in overworked locomotives in midwinter and idle freight cars in spring and summer. And
then a visit to the mines will show the coal user a similar
distribution of idleness, the mines and miners working only
half time during the spring and summer because there is
then this limiting factor, 'no market for the coal.'
too

now.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Coal Business Too Crowded for Public Good
"The investor likewise has a duty to perform; he should
add to the oversupply of capital in the coal
industry.
Whether legislation can stop this overdevelopment or not, public opinion ought to brand as almost
criminal any further inflation of the coal business, whether
in opening new mines promiscuously or in starting new
jobbing firms or new retail yards; the whole coal business
is too crowded for the public good.
"In short, what we need in these United States of ours
are fewer and larger and better coal mines even mines
that might work three shifts a day; fewer enlistments in the
army of mine workers, who then could count on the opportunity to work 290 or 300 days a year, a privilege which coal
miners in the European countries had in the pre-war years.
Of course, the desired deflation of mine labor would not
mean the actual discharge of experienced mine workers
but rather the adjustment of recruiting to the real needs
Also we need fewer middlemen, for too
of the industry.
often they perform a worth-while service only in times
of excessive demand, when the market belongs lo the
sellers, and fewer retailers, who then could charge lower
prices for their service because they, too, would not have
refuse to

—

to maintain idle equipment and idle employees during many
months of the year.
"Yes, the coal industry is a spendthrift, but the consumer
pays for all this waste, and he is the one who can help
new view must be taken of
most in stopping the leaks.
the present price of coal; the worst of it is that coal costs
too much because we pay for too much idleness our spend-

A

—

thrift industry loafs too

many months

in the year."

Nelson B. Gaskill, of New Jersey, a Republican member of the Federal Trade Commission, succeeded to the
chairmanship of the commission Dec. 1 for a term of one
year. Mr. Gaskill, who was vice-chairman during the past
year, succeeds to the chairmanship under the rule of the
commission which provides for rotation in the office of chairman among the several commissioners. Mr. Gaskill was
appointed to the commission in December, 1919.
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Coal Consumption Exceeding Output; Danger of Stocks
Dwindling to Unsafe Level in Event of Strike
By Paul Wootoon
Washington Correspondent

INFORMATION reachin;? both official and private agencies

Washington during the past week indicates clearly
that the country is now burning considerably more coal
than it is producing. In view of the fact that two strike
in

feared that the country
it will be too late
to build them up again even should there be advance indications that the threatened coal strike may be called.
While the Nov. 1 stocks were relatively large and worry
could be dismissed were there nothing to consider more than
the ordinary complications of winter weather, high government officials are not at all optimistic in the view they are
taking of the labor situation in the coal industry. No publicity has been given to a number of conferences which have
been held in Washington with the leaders of the mine
workers, but it is known that no progress has been made in
the effort to devise a peaceable solution of the labor situation.
The President's reference to labor codes in his message to
Congress is an indication of the attention which the chief
executive has been giving this matter.
It is generally
recognized in official circles that should the administration
be able to devise a satisfactory means of avoiding the
threatened coal strike, thereby setting a precedent which
could be followed in other disputes, this one accomplishment
would be sufficient to insure the classification of the administration as a successful one. In that connection much significance is attached to the recommendations which probably
will be made by Senator Kenyon in connection with the
investigation of the Mingo situation. It is believed that this
recommendation will contain suggestions of a most significant sort. It is recognized that the non-union fields hold
the key to the situation.
scares have not materialized,

it

is

will continue to coast on its stocks until

Discusses Relations of Capital and Labor
President Harding's remarks on the relations of capital
and labor were as follows:
"The right of labor to organize is just as fundamental
and necessary as is the right of capital to organize. The
right of labor to negotiate, to deal with and solve its particular problems in an organized way, through its chosen

agents, is just as essential as is the right of capital to
organize, to maintain corporations, to limit the liabilities of
stockholders.
Indeed, we have come to recognize that the
limited liability of the citizen as a member of a labor
organization closely parallels the limitation of liability of
the citizen as a stockholder in a corporation for profit. Along
this line of reasoning we shall make the greatest progress
toward solution of our problem of capital and labor.
"In the case of the corporation which enjoys the privilege
of limited liability of stockholders, particularly when engaged in the public service, it is recognized that the outside
public has a large concern which must be protected, and so
-we provide regulations, restrictions, and in some cases detailed supervision. Likewise, in the case of labor organizations, we might well apply similar and equally well-defined
principles of regulation and supervision in order to conserve
the public's interests as affected by their operations.
"Just as it is not desirable that a corporation shall be
allowed to impose undue exactions upon the public, so it is
not desirable that a labor organization be permitted to exact
unfair terms of employment or subject the public to actual
distress in order to enforce its terms. Finally, just as we
are earnestly seeking for procedures whereby to adjust and
settle political differences between nations without resort
to war, so we may well look about for means to settle the
differences between organized capital and organized labor
without resort to those forms of warfare which we recognize
under the name of strikes, lockouts, boycotts and the like.
"As we have great bodies of law carefully regulating the
organization and operations of industrial and financial cor-

porations, as we have treaties and compacts among nations
which look to the settlement of differences without the necessity of conflict in arms, so we might well have plans of conference, of common counsel, of mediation, arbitration, and
judicial detemiination in controversies between labor and
capital.
To accomplish this would involve the necessity to
develop a thoroughgoing code of practice in dealing with
such affairs. It might be well to frankly set forth the
superior interest of the community as a whole to either the
labor group or the capital group. With rights, privileges,
immunities and modes of organization thus carefully defined,
it should be possible to set up judicial or quasi judicial
tribunals for the consideration of and determination of all
disputes which menace the public welfare.
"In an industrial society such as ours the strike, the
lockout and the boycott are as much out of place and as
disastrous in their results as is war or armed revolution in
the domain of politics. The same disposition to reasonableness, to conciliation, to recognition of the other side's point
of view, the same provision of fair and recognized tribunals
and process ought to make it possible to solve the one set of
questions as easily as the other.
I believe the solution is
possible.

"The consideration of such a policy would necessitate the
exercise of care and deliberation in the construction of a
code and a charter of elemental rights dealing with the
relations of employer and employee.
This foundation in
the law, dealing with the modern conditions of social and
economic life, would hasten the building of the temple of
peace in industry, which a rejoicing nation would acclaim."

Wage Cut Causes Spurt

in

New

River Field;

Upper Potomac Miners Restive

MINING

activities in the New River smokeless coal
are increasing, the change being due to miners
mines reverting to the 1919 wage scale. Pick
and machine men now receive 24c. less a ton and day men
$.5 instead of .$7.50.
Union miners of the fifteen mines
have surrendered their charters to the district headquarters
of the United Mine Workers at Beckley, it is said, so that
they will be free of obligation to the national headquarters.
Developments in the upper Potomac region of West
Virginia indicate that miners there are becoming restive
almost to the point of withdrawing from the union in order
to obtain work.
The upper Potomac field is in District 16,
United Mine Workers, which also embraces the Georges
Creek field.
Some of the mines in the upper Potomac
field are in West Virginia and some are in Garrett County,
Maryland, the mines being served by the Western Maryland Ry.
The mining rate in the upper Potomac region
is $1.31 a ton, which operators say is so much higher than
that prevailing in other fields that they cannot compete,
and hence tlieir mines are idle. Mine owners have indicated that they are willing to resume operations on a
lower rate and many miners have sho\vn a disposition to
accept a reduction but have been dissuaded from doing so
by union officials. That has been particularly the case at
Blaine. W. Va., where miners were or. the point of accepting reduction when they were influenced to hold out for
the higher rate by officials of the union. So far the Blaine
mines are still idle.
field

of fifteen

After having spent several months in investigating the
immediate problems of agriculture, tlie joint congressional
committee on agriculture now has taken up an investigation of coal.
The committee expects to include in its conclusions some recommendations as to coal.
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atkins Attributes Depression to

And Wages; Must Cut

W ar

Profits

Coal Costs

a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
of Altoona, I'a., Dec. 8, Thomas H. Watkins, president
of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, said that
nothing would prevent further depression in business conditions but a determination on the part of all to pull together
He charged that depression was
for the common good.

ADDRESSING
.

being prolonged by selfish groups tiying to preserve war
and wages.
After reviewing general business conditions Mr. Watkins
said that coal is a basic industry and that the operator and
miner must briiiK down the cost, incidentally giving the
following outline of the trend of coal miners' wages during the last twenty years:
"It must be admitted that twenty years ago conditions
surrounding the bituminous industry of this country were
As we
deplorable, both for the miner and the operator.
look back, this country was considered prosperous as compared with other countries at that period; wages in all lines
of industry were more or less balanced, and the cost of
Up to
living was somewhat in line with the wages earned.
April 1, 1900, the wages of the highest-paid men working
by the day was $1.90. Motormen were paid $1.75. From
In 1904 it was
1901 to 1903 the standard rate was $2.25.
In 1907 it was
In 1905 it was reduced to $2.27.
$2.40.
restored to $2.40. In 1910 and 1911 it was $2.53, remaining
at that figure until April 1, 1916, when it was raised to

profits

$2.77.

"With the foreign war, higher wages ensued. The same
was advanced in April, 1917, to $3.60. On
1, 1917, as a result of another demand on the part
of the miners, wages were advanced to $5 a day. The national strike began Nov. 1, 1919, and lasted about six
weeks, the men returning to work on a rate of $5.70 per
day. On April 1, 1920, under the award of the Bituminous
The
Coal Commission, the wage was advanced to $6.
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Dayton at $3.25; 3,000 tons of nut, pea and slack
for the State Hospital al Lima at $3.32; 5,500 tons of nut,
pea and .slack for the State Hospital at Cleveland at $3.32
and 1,200 tons of mine-run for the Woman's Reformatory
at Massillon at $3.74.
The Consolidated Coal Co., Columbus, was awarded contracts for 3,300 tons of mine-run for the Girls' Industrial
School at Delaware at $3.61 500 tons of mine-run and 100
tons of lump for the Orient Institution for the Feeble
Minded at $3.61 and $4.11 respectively; 2,000 tons of minerun for the Sanitarium at Mount Vernon at $3.01; 250
tons of mine-run and 1,150 tons of mine-run for the prison
construction department and the London prison farm at
The Union Coal Co., of Cleveland, will furnish 1,500
$4.03.
tons of mine-run for the Cleveland State Hospital at $3.56;
6.500 tons of mine-run for the Ohio .Soldiers' and Sailors'
Home, Sandusky, at $3.91, and 7,000 tons mine-run for the
Toledo State Hospital at $3.91.
The Fletcher-Williams Coal Co., of Columbus, will furnish 1,200 tons of mine-run for the State Institution for
the Blind, Columbus, at $4.3."), and 450 tons of mine-run
Wayne
for the Wyandotte Building, Columbus, at $4.36.
Coal Co., of New Lexington, will furnish 7,000 tons of
nut, pea and slack for Iho State Hospital at Massillon at
$2.82, and 700 tons of mine-run for the same institution
The Woodland Coal Co., of Nelsonville, will
at $3.22.
furnish 6,500 tons of mine-run for the State Hospital at
Athens for $2.84; the Highland Coal Co., of Nelsonville, will
furnish 4,500 tons of mine-run for the Boys' Industrial
School at Lancaster at $3.12, and the Burns Coal Co., of
Columbus, will furnish 1,300 tons of nut, pea and slack,
delivered at $3.34.
pital at

;

class of rates

Nov.

miners, protesting against that decision, forced another increase on Aug. 15, 1920, to $7.50, so that we see in twenty
years wages advanced from $1.90 per day to $7.50 per day.
The rate for pick mining in the central Pennsylvania district went from 50c. per ton in 1900 to $1.2803 a ton, the
present rate. The miners can, and do, earn at these rates
from $150 to $350 per month.
"The miners' union takes credit for these advances, while,
as a matter of fact, they were caused by conditions which
affected wages generally up to last year. Breaking of contracts and strikes caused some of them. The last administration's policy of coddling labor through the war and threats
with time watches held over our Congress by the railroad
unions forced the Adamson law, and organized labor leaders
found all they had to do was threaten and the administration would "fall" for all their demands
the public and employer rendered helpless. These increased wages caused increased freight rates, caused the increase in the cost of

—

living,

and the vicious

circle

Awards Contracts
For Ohio

CONTRACTS

went on."

for 96,650

Tons of Coal

State Institutions

for 96,650 tons of coal have been awarded
by the Ohio Purchasing Department for fuel for various
Bids for this coal were opened Nov. 21
state institutions.
after contracts awarded by the former incumbent in the
New bids will be
office were declared illegal in the courts.
asked for for about 20,000 tons of coal for the Ohio Penitentiary and the State Hospital at Columbus, as it was
decided to ask for bids on nut, pea and slack instead of
mine-run, thereby making a saving of about $17,000.
The Hemlock Coal Co., of Nelsonville, was awarded the
contract for 10,000 tons of nut, pea and slack for the
Epileptic Hospital, Gallipolis, at $2.34 per ton; 11,000 tons
of nut, pea and slack for the Orient Institution for the
Feeble Minded at $2.90; 11,000 tons for the Columbus
Institution for the Feeble Minded at $2.62; 3,000 tons of
nut, pea and slack for the Reformatory at Mansfield at
12.90; 5,000 tons of nut, pea and slack for the State Hos-

Blames Freight on Coal, Not Mine Co.st,
For Competition of Corn as Fuel

FARMERS

of the Middle West are able to sell their corn
to householders for fuel at a higher price than they can
get for it at the elevator, and householders can pay the
price of com and still save money by not having to pay the
current price for coal in that territory, according to a statement made public Saturday, Dec. 10, by George H. Gushing,
managing director of the American Wholesale Coal Association, in a letter to Senator Frelinghuysen, whose bill to
stabilize the coal industry is before the Senate.
Mr. Gushing told Senator Frelinghuysen that when coat
prices rise above a certain level, competing fuels supplant it.
Corn is the newest competing fuel. Others which he mentioned are fuel oil, natural gas, wood and sometimes refuse
tar. Mr. Gushing asked Senator Frelinghuysen to explain in
his forthcoming speech how stabilization of coal by law will
allow it to compete with these other fuels.
At the conclusion of his letter Mr. Gushing said that coal
is ruled out of these Western markets not by the selling price
of coal at the mine but by the railroad freight rate Uy
market. This, he said is now 40 per cent, above war levels-

and has not come down

in

company with commodity

prices.

Senator Frelinghuysen has given notice that he

expects to address the Senate in the near future on his coal
It is not improbable that he will enfact-finding bill.
deavor to bring the bill before the Senate for discussion, but
that he will attempt to press it to a
unlikely
thought
it is
final vote at this time.

The general subject of government coal purchases
was discussed at a conference Dec. 8 between W. R. Coyle,
president of the American Wholesale Coal Association;
George H. Gushing, managing director of the same organization, and W. R. Wadleigh, representing the government Committee on Co-ordination of Purchases. The discussion was
along the lines of that with the representatives of the NaThe Wholesale Goal Association
tional Coal Association.
formulate recommendations as to various phases of
government coal purchases and will submit them to Mr.
Wadleigh. Mr. Wadleigh is studying co-ordination of government purchases and is compiling suggestions from producers, consumers and foreign governments as to the most
effective methods of conducting government purchases..

will
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European Countries Show Great Progress in
Industry and Trade, Hoover Reports

ECONOMIC

recovery of Europe is necessarily slow and
according to a review of international trade
conditions issued Dec. 11 by Herbert Hoover, Secretary
of Commerce. "It contains great dangers," he said, "but
it is not at all as gloomy as some statements would make
it appear."
"Year by year since the Armistice," he continued, "the
combatant states (except Russia) show steady gains in
social and political stability; they show great progress in
recovery of agriculture, industry, foreign trade and communications. The one field of continuous degeneration is
that of governmental finance that is the unbalanced budgets, the consequent currency inflation, etc., of certain
countries with its train of credit destruction.
The commerce of the whole world obviously suffers grievously from
this failure in fiscal finance and the apprehension that
flows from it, and unless remedies are found the great
recuperation in the five great fields of social, political,
industrial, agricultural and commercial life of the past
three years are endangered. Its effects spread constantly
outside the borders of those states predominantly concerned,
and substantially check our recovery also.
"Outside of the government finance of a limited number
of states the outlook is very encouraging.
"In the field of economic life the progress of agricultural
and industrial production year by year since the war is
very marked. Famine has disappeared from Europe except
difficult,

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Except in countries where credit machinery is
checked by danger of fiscal bankruptcy such as is the case
of Austria their food, fuel and clothing supplies are sufficient albeit at a low standard of living in some places, but
in Russia.

even these countries the standards are much higher
than the low point after the Armistice, and are thus not
such a factor of discontent as would otherwise be the case.
Populations have fairly settled to work and industrial efficiency and productivity is being steadily restored.
The
private credit institutions of the world are demonstrating
their ability to handle the international trade and credits
except for those regions excessively disabled by the currency
demoralization.
Transportation and communications have
been reconstructed.
"Generally, there is progress and the problem yet to be
solved are being steadily narrowed and their solutions
better understood."
in

Larger Appropriations Asked by Geological
Survey and Bureau of Mines

APPROPRIATIONS

totalling $3.381,.525 have been requested by the President and the Director of the
Budget for the work of the Geological Survey and the
Bureau of Mines during the next fiscal year. Of that
amount, $1,721,060 is requested for the Geological Survey
and $1,660,465 for the Bureau of Mines. The Survey's
estimate represents an increase of $106,720 over the amount
.

appropriated for its work during the current fiscal year.
The Bureau of Mines' estimate requests $186,165 more than
was appropriated for the current year's work.
The major diWsions of the Survey's appropriation are
as follows: Topographic surveys, $430,000; geologic surveys, $352,000; chemical and physical researches, $40,000;
mineral resources of Alaska, $75,000; gaging of streams,
$180,000; geological maps, $140,000; classification of lands,
$300,000, and mineral resources, $125,000.
The major
increase over last year's expenses is in connection with the
topographic surveys, in which instance an additional
$100,000 is requested.
The appropriation for the mineral resources covers coal
and coke statistics, which takes from $22,000 +c $25,000 of
the total, and covers the regular annual collection of production data as well as providing for the weekly reports.
The major divisions of the Bureau of Mines' appropriation are as follows: Investigating mine accidents, $414,065;
testing fuel, $136,000; mineral-mining investigations, $130,000; non-metallic investigations, $35,000; petroleum and
natural-gas investigations, $135,000; mining experiment
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stations, $175,000; experiment stations

and mine inspection

in Alaska, $35,000; operating mine rescue cars, $178,000;
The increases
enforcement of oil-leasing act, $162,000.
asked, as compared with the amounts appropriated for the
current year's work, are as follows: Investigating mine
accidents, $5,000; mineral-mining investigations, $5,000;
enforcement of oil-leasing act, 830,000. There was a reduction of $25,000 in the amount asked for the expenses of
mining experiment stations and a reduction of S6,500 in the
amount asked for testing fuel.
The navy renews its request that $1,000,000 of its fuel
appropriation be made available for its coal-mining opera-

tions in Alaska.

Shipments of Anthracite in November Were
558,769 Tons Less Than in October
SHIPMENTS of anthracite for November, as reported to
the Anthracite Bureau of Information at Philadelphia,
to 5,314,014 gross tons, compared with 5,872,783
tons in the preceding month and 5,765,347 tons in November,
1920. The decrease last month as compared with the other
two periods is accounted for by the fewer number of working days in November as compared with October this year
and by a marked falling off in the washery tonnage from
November, 1920, with an additional holiday on Armistice

amounted

Day

last month.
Shipments by initiating carriers were as follows:

November. 1921 October, 1921
Philadelphia

& Reading

Jersey Central

Lackawanna

Delaware & Hudson
Pennsylvania
Erie

New

& Western
New England

York, Ontario

Lehigh &

913,737
512,613
814,131
756,598
429,638
503,488
136,945
229,455

1.104,828
1,048.996
570,189
759.492
898,376
492.632
618.034
126.925
253.311

5,314,014

5.872,783

1,017,409

Lehigh Valley

Totals

Freight-Car Loadings Decrease 112,844 in
Week; Idle (]ars Increase 69,403

FREIGHT-CAR loadings totaled 673,827 during the week
ended Nov. 26, a decrease of 112,844 cars from the
previous week, due principally to the observance of Thanksgiving Day. The Nov. 26 report, however, according to the
report of the American Railway Association, was 129,874
cars less than during the corresponding week of 1920, which
also included the same holiday, and 65,370 cars below the
total for the

same week

in 1919.

Coal loadings amounted to 137,432 cars, the lowest for
since July 9.
Lessening demand for freight cars is resulting in an
increase in the number of cars idle because of business conditions.
On Nov. 30, reports by the American Railway
Association showed 455,376 such cars, an increase of 69,403
within a week, of which 132,693 were surplus coal cars, an
increase of 43,648 cars in one week.

any week

Solicitor General Beck, on behalf of the government,
opposes the suit of the Pine Hill Coal Co. before the Supreme
Court, to obtain $239,261 from the government based upon a
profit of 7oc. a ton on coal of which the company is alleged
to have been deprived by reason of price-fixing by the Fuel
Administration. The coal company lost its case in the Court
The
of Claims and has appealed to the Supreme Court.
government's position was stated in the suit of the Morrisdale Coal Co., covered in a news item in Coal Age, Nov. 17,
p. 816.

Bradley, president of the National Coal Association,
interesting himself personally in the gathering of complete data from membere on mine realization and prices.
It is believed that this material will be found highly essential during the consideration of freight-rate reductions.
J. G.

is

In connection with the preparation of a bulletin on
flame safety lamps there have been collected at the Pittsburgh experiment station about 110 flame safety lamps representing about fifty different patterns.

Production
and
the

Mgirkct

^-'^^m^uM^

Weekly Review

OUIETUDE

characterizes the bituminous market.
The usual pre-holiday slump is accentuated by
general dullness in the industrial field, which
has curtailed the buying power of domestic and steam
users alike.
Purchasers of industrial fuels are not disposed to
place orders at this time. Their stocks are adequate to

meet prevailing low requirements for some time to
come. This usually is the time when business people
are eyeing their inventory sheets and no one is anxious

show money tied up in coal stocks, especially in view
of the- fact that the removal of the freight tax on Jan.
1
will depreciate the value of supplies carried over,
to

may

In
be only a few cents per ton.
addition, all hands cling fondly to the hope of a reduction
in freight rates, although late developments indicate this
is unlikely before April 1 at the earliest.

even though

it

Steam Prices Up as Domestic Sags in Midwest
Unseasonable weather favors the householder, who is
This
inclined to delay ordering to- the last moment.
tendency is .not aiding the retailer, whose stocks are
heavy.
The mine position is the reverse of a week
or so ago. Then domestic coal was in good call and steam
sizes were sacrificed to increase prepared production;
today mine sidings, especially in the Indiana and Illinois
fields, are full of "no-bills" of domestic coal for which
there is no market, while steam sizes are commanding
comparatively good prices, not because consumption has
increased but due to lessened output.
Prices apparently have touched their lowest point
for the year. Coal Age Index of spot bituminous prices
stands at 83 on Dec. 12, as compared with 84 on Dec. 5.
Recently coal houses have not been quite so free in
broadcasting their quotations, feeling that they are only
being used as a buyers' basis from which to hammer
down the market on actual trading.
The Lake season is closed. Coastwise and export

'^

markets are

minimum

it

inactive,
is difficult

and with Inland trading at a
to find a ray of encouragement

for the coal trade until after the holiday season.
Labor evidently is feeling the continuation of poor
working time. A wage cut of 27 to 30 per cent in

Kentucky, an even greater reduction in Colorado, and
the resumption of 15 New River operations on the openshop basis with a return to the 1919 scale might be
taken as an indication of a softening of the policy of
"all or none" that has characterized the relentless refusal of the miners to liquidate high wages.

Warm Weather Hurts

Retail Anthracite Trade

Anthracite demand is on the decline and production
is lower.
Retail business has been slowed up by the
warm weather. The public is feeling poor and is not
buying until forced to do so, and then only in small lots.
Independent premiums are slipping on domestic coals
and operations ai'e being curtailed. Steam sizes are
available on buyers' terms in the Eastern centers and
the companies are storing heavily.
The coke market is dull. Inquiries are lacking, al-

NOT ONLY has Great Britain
contracts in the

concluded large coal

West Indies but she

is

selling coal in

Boston and New York. So far as relative costs are
concerned there is no rea.son why Great Britain cannot
compete successfully for a considerable portion of the
Statements to
coal business on the Atlantic seaboard.
this effect were made by Commerce Secretary Hoover

He

pointed out that both labor and transporthe United States are charging war rates
is being produced in Great Britain at
Mr. Hoover seems to attach considerable significance to the progress being made by British
coal exporters and pointed out that they had made
more headway in the last few months than has been
possible for twenty years.

Dec. 12.
tation in

whereas coal
pre-war costs.

December
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though the majority of agreements expire Jan. 1. Contract activity is being held in abeyance until conditions
clear, and in the meantime spot prices are weak.

BITUMINOUS
During the
continues to decline sharply.
December the output, according to the Geofirst week
logical Survey, was 7,077,000 net tons, the smallest of any
Loadings on the first two
full-time week since April 30.
days of the next week Dec. 5-10 indicate a further
Production
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has checked the pi ice concessions which were being
move tonnage. New England markets are surfeited
coals and shippers are advising their mine
smokeless
with
connections to further curtail their output. All-rail movement to New England during the week ended Dec. 3 was
2,786 cars, compared with 2,928 the week preceding.

and

this
to

made

in

—

—

tonnage mined.
Tidewater movement in November declined to 2,554,000
Hampton
net tons, or 9.2 per cent less than in October.
Roads dumpings for the week ended Dec. 8 were 221,472
net tons, as compared with 250,754 the week previous.
slight decrease in

TIDEWATER BITUMINOUS COAL SHIPMENTS, NOVEMBER,

1921

(In thousands of net tons)

Destination
Coastwise to
New England.
Exports

Bunker

New

Phila-

Balti-

Hampton

Yorlc

delphia

more

97

62
25

222

32
183

Insidecapes

Other tonnage...

582

Nov.total....

901
1,055

Oct. total...

I

303
328

Charles- Total

Tola
Oct.

Roads

ton

Nov.

97
39
25

685

..

941

987

165
145

9

271

87
...

16
81

238
425
286
664

248
235

1,092
1,175

I

10
19

2,554

Accumulations are lighter at the Hampton Roads

502
320
732
2,812

piers,

""

:niF"

.

..
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our Atlantic seaboard cause little concern, as it is felt that
this tonnage is being taken "in ballast" where vessels have
return cargoes waiting. This practice is by no means unBunker business is holdings
usual in normal times.
although the volume is affected by the limited amount ol
shipping being done.
Following the reduction of wages at the Colorado Fuel
& Iron Co.'s operations, seven more mines in Cororado have
announced their intention to cut wages. The reduction is
to become effective Jan. 1, and will range up to 33J per cent
of the present scale.

ANTHRACITE

Ctinl

.Xkp
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1»2I.
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24

Indrx 83.
Drrf iiiber
This ilia-

Kiam shows Wffkly
changes in tlie spot
prices of bituminous
loal in the i:nitod
Slates as a wiiole.
prices
All
are retiut-etl
to one fl^ure

and
the

compared with
averace Kovorn-

nient

price of 1918.
taltrn as 100. Actual

spot prices for each
coal are (liven in the
table in this review.

250

Production of hard coal during the week ended Dec. 3
showed a recovery from the Thanksgiving period, but the
output of 1,845,000 net tons was below the average of recent
full-time weeks.
The quiet retail market is reflected in
some mine closings by the independent operators, whose
domestic premiums have dropped on even the favored family
Egg and pea are a drug on the market and the
sizes.
former is quoted in some instances as low as $1 under company schedules. Steam sizes are in distress and are being
priced according to the anxiety of the individual shipper
to move tonnage, while the companies are maintaining
prices and storing such sizes as do not move readily.

200

\/-

K^920

July

*SLO

product ion of anthracite
coal yean,
/from reports or" the Goologicatj.
'
Survey

^

0?
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^^

ffl

J^"''^

Apr.

—

-^
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m^fst »£^o

May June

.a^
I5"

^^

Aug.

July

The Lake movement

is

-S5.

_

^^

Sept

closed.

_

^^

Oct

Nov.

A

to

ended Dec.

3,

New England was

3,050 cars in the week
compared with 3,184 cars the week before.

-

^cxf^ly

CI

movement

_

„.

Dec.

_

Jan.

^ _

_

^

Feb.

Mar.

few scattered cargoes

are being cleaned up, some of which will remain in storage.
Dumpings during the week ended Dec. 7 were 48,800 net
All-rail
tons, compared with 53,500 the week previous.

COKE
Beehive coke production amounted to 111,000 net tons
during the week ended Dec. 3, or 1,000 tons in excess of the
preceding week's output. The increase was centered in the
Connellsville region, where furnace ovens have been active.
The freight-rate situation is a damper to coke consumers.
The majority of contracts now in effect expire on Jan. 1,
but there is no interest being shown in renewals for the
first quarter.
Connellsviile quotations are: Spot furnace,
$3; first-quarter contracts, $3.50; spot foundry, $4@$4.50.

Foreign Market

And Export News
Unconcerned Over British Sales on the Pacific Coast,
Government Seeks to Retain Atlantic Bunker Trade

Only in bunker business is there a
sign of activity.
The New England
trade is extremely dull and very little
change has been seen in freight rates,
although in some
instances
slight
modifications have occurred.
Only thirty vessels cleared from Norfolk with coal cargoes in November,
which is less than 50 per cent of normal.
Destination of British Coal Exports,
October, 1913, 1920 and 1921.
intity

Coal specialists at the Department of

Commerce do not attach significance to
the small movements of English coal to
the West Coast of the United States
and to Hawaii. Such coal formed the
ballast in ships intended for other speIt is not believed
cial return cargoes.
that there will be any further movement
in appreciable quantities.
The Secretary of Commerce was told
on Dec. 8 by Export Manager Rios of
the Berwind-White Coal Co., that our
entire coal trade with the West Indies
is threatened by English competition.
The situation is receiving special study
both at the Department of Commerce
and at the Interstate Commerce Commission.
A survey of the situation in regard
to coal sold for bunkering purposes is
teing made by the Fuel Division of the

Department of Commerce. The amount
of American coal being used for bunkering has declined very greatly. The object of this special study

is

to ascertain

how much

of the loss is chargeable to
decreased sailings and to secure exact
knowledge as to the proportion of ships
that are bunkering abroad for the round
trip.

Reports from Hampton Roads show
that business continues to decline. Only
four export clearances were made last
week. General stagnation features the
situation. The low pace set by November bids fairs to fail of acceleration in
December.
One agency has offered Pool 1 bunker
coal through December for $4.75, and
dealers have met the figure.
Even this price has not had the effect
of stimulating the market to any appreciable extent.
Business at the Newport News Piers
fell off to a greater extent than at the
other Hampton Roads coal centers, the
record of only nine vessels cleared from
there in November being one of the
outstanding features of the generally
dull business.

other

(Tons)

October

Country

1913

Russia

Sweden

.

.

.

Norway
Denmaric

Germany
Netherlands

Belgium
France
Portugal
Azores and Madeira..
Spain

Canary Islands
Italy

.\u8tria-Hungary
Greece
Algeria

French West Africa.
Portuguese West Africa
.

Chile
Brazil

Uruguay
Argentine Republic.
Channel Islands

.

Oiliraltar

Malta

1

1920

1921

756.112
503,863
200,079
281.369
835,839
167,299

8,008
50,802
46,364
68.235

34,648
204.398

181,591
,077,519

30,899
745,608
25,379

260,919
114,333
255,545
119,325
879,149
53,686

30,794
I2,4f2
171,837

474,412

88,192
6,556
261,776
67,195
910,513
103,433
84,033
108.422
7.690
10,908

35,310
147,943
33,612
297,148
14,726
25,311
42,068

229,100
Anglo-Egj-ptian Sudan
,\den and Dependencies
British India

Ceylon
Other countries

20,88
14,216
23,764
203,005
i

11,181

91,341

3.116
120,900
19,598

1,401

4,987
17,259
8
5,471

112

29,393
61,108
4,024
6,707
1.951

19,573

2,835
11,043
8,410

49,069
19,528
51,619

111,792
13,939
35,886
6,057
115,159
3,505

5,529

134,704
10,904

219.900

—
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British Exports Gain; Output Improves.;

Wage

Reductions Continue
British production continues to gain,
according to a cable to Coal Age. The
output during the week ended Nov. 26
was 4,674,000 gross tons, as compared
with 4,646,000 the week previous and
4,373,000 Nov. 12.
Most of the South

:

Wales

collieries

are booked up with export orders until
Jan. 1.
Anticipated reductions, however, are causing buyers to hold off
placing much 1922 business. Quotations
show no material change. Swiss rail-

ways are negotiating for 150,000 tons
of patent fuel and nut coals. The Bombay and Baroda Ry. Co. has purchased
25,D00 tons of Durham coals at 21s.
6d. for shipment during 1922.
The trade at Newcastle has shown
a decided improvement recently, especially in steam coals where there is a
good demand. In fact the demand has
been such that there is a shortage in
steam coals which has not been pre\'iously the case since the stoppage.
Signs of appreciable revival are also
manifest in gas and coking coals. The
Christiania gasworks has ordered 8,000
tons of Wear special gas coal and the
Nord Railways of France 4,000 tons
Durham unscreened.
The east coast of Scotland has partially revived its export trade through
demands from Scandinavia, although
the export to this locality is still far
below normal on account of the stocks
of United States coal accumulated by
the Scandina\'ians during the British
strike.
A certain amount of stagnation in Scotland is due to the accumulated small coals which prevent owners
from producing main coal in the meantime many pits are idle solely on economic grounds.
Throughout Britain generally accumulated stocks was appreciably dwindling, chiefly on account of the much
lower prices prevailing. Not only are
wages falling but individual output has
improved.
Durham miners' wages for December
have been brought down to 119.73 per
cent above the standard prevailing in
1879.
This cut involved a reduction of
23.16 per cent in November, and 77.72
per cent on October rates. Northumberland miners were also reduced 5d.
@8Jd. per shift.
At a meeting of the Joint Wages
Board at Manchester miners' wages
were reduced by 2i per cent per week
during December in Lancashire, Cheshire and North Staffordshire.
This
decision affected the wages of about
100,000 miners.
In Wales during the
month there has been a reduction of
\A. per shift for colliers and id. for
;

laborers.

981

The; coal stoppage entirely drained
the funds of the Nottinghamshire miners with the result that a levy of £4
10s. is to be made on each adult member. The strike cost the miners in this
district alone about £400,000.

Swiss Coal Imports
According to official figures just published, the imports of American coal
into Switzerland rose from 550,930 net
tons in 1919, valued at 91,960,000 fr.,
to 1,393,528 tons in 1920, valued at
275,000,000 fr. The increase in the value
of the imports was about 18 per cent
higher than that of the quantity imported.

SWISS CO.\L IMPORTS.

United States

England
Germans'
Belgium
France
Other countries...
Total

Francs*

Dollars

91.96
11,30
68,93
63,24
48 07
II

$18,748,280
2,180,900
13,303,490
12,205,320
9,277,510
214,230

284,610

$54,929,730

550,930
78,484
441,586
492,287
329.367
7.826

1,900,480

I.

England

Germany
Belgium
France
Other countries

.

.

—

which 10,150 tons of coal and 2,450
tons of coke came from the United

Kingdom.
N.

677,915
641.214
127,078
69,004
9,590

&

Newport News:

O. Piei^s,

1.174
58,700
45,607
1,623

1.571
78.000
36,316
925

Dec.
$53,075,000
24,588,200
20,963,660
4,130,200
2,084,000
419,582

108,62
21,40
10,80
2,174

'

Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting

Dollars

275.00
127.40

1,520
76,80-1

104,583
9 000
17,050
"'
Sewalls Point:
1.503
1,680
75.150
84.000
84.614
•'^T-.eSS
9,046
5,000

Virginian Rv. Piers.
Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting
C.

Dec. 8

Dec. 1
1.399
72,363
102.958

:

Export Clearances. Week Ended

Francs*

1,393,528

Hampton Roads Pier Situation
& W. Piers.
Week Ended
Lamberts Point

Cars on hand
Tons on hand
Tons dumped

1920
Million

Net
Tons
United States....

great increase in export tonnage.
Sweden Imports during the week
ended Nov. 19 were 12,800 tons, out of

Tonnage waiting

1919
Million

Net
Tons

Countries

1919-1920

increased 150,L'50 tons to 904,680 tons.

During the lirst nine months of 1921
Belgium received 3,800,000 tons of
German coal. Imports of French coal
also increased from 700 to 236,000 tons.
On the oth^r hand, there has been a

Total
2,918,329 545,394 $105,261,042
* .\merican dollars figured at normal rate of
exchange, fr. = I9.3c-

8,

1921

FROM HAMPTON' ROADS:
Tons:

For Atlantic Islands:
Nor. S.S. Hallgferd, for Guavabal
1.890
Fo"- Brazil:
Br. S.S. Erlesburgh. for Buenos Aires. 5,300
For Cuba
Swed. S.S. Holmia. for Cienf uegos .... 2,527
For Colombia
Nor. S.S. Tosto, for Puerto Colombia.. 308

I

Coal Paragraphs from Foreign Lands

Germany— Coal

according to a cable to Coal Age.
Italy
Cardiff
steam firsts are
weaker, according to a cable to Coal
Age. Prices on the Genoa market are
39s., as compared with 39s. 3d. during

—

week in December.
The depression in the coal
market is especially marked in indus-

—

France

trial

fuel.

A

decree

is

being issued

fixing the price of fuel delivered to
iron and steel plants, etc., providing
'or a price of 65fr. for blast furnace
coke,
used in the manufacture of
products for internal consumption and
5Sfr. in the case of export products.

—

Belgium There is little to report
regarding the situation of the coal
market.
There has been a stronger
domestic demand owing to the cold
Industrial coal is still slow.
weather.
October production was 1,906,410
compared
September and a
tons

as

1,903,460 tons.

witJi

1,876,390

in

Gross Tons

Prices,

Bunker Quotaliona by Cable

the

in

Ruhr region during the week ended
Nov. 28 was 1,907,000 metric tons,

the first

Pier and Bunker
(FoTeifjn

production

Coal Age)

to

PIERS
Dec

Dec. 3
Pool 9 New York....«5.40(at5.60
Pool 10. New Y'ork... 5.25(3 5.35
Pool 9, Philadelphia.
5.50® 5.75
Pool 10, Philadelphia.. 5.25®. 5,60
Pool 71, Philadelphia.. 5.90(S. 6.00
Pool I. Hamp. Rds..
4 80
PooU 5-6-7 Hamp Rds 4.25(3. 4.50
Pool 2, Hamp. Rds
4.65

lot

g5.i0(at5.50

5.25@ 5.35
5.50® 5.60

.

So®

5.

5.50

5.75@ 6.00
i.rO
J.J5
4. 60

.

BUNKERS
Pool 9, New York....»5.70(a 5.90
Pool 10, New York.... 5.5516 5.65
Pool 9. Philadelphia.
6.00
Pool 10, Philadelphia.. 5.75® 5.85
Pool I, Hamp. Rds.
4.95
Pool 2, Hamp. Rds.
4.80
Welsh, Gibraltar
45s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Rio de Janeiro. 65s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Lisbon
523. f.o.b.
Welsh, La Plata
60s. f.o.b.
Welsh, Marseilles
125fr. f.o.b.
Welsh, Genoa
45s. t.i.b.
Welsh, Madeiia
45s. f.a.s.
Welsh, Teneriffe
45s. f.a.s.
Welsh, Malta
473. 6d. f.o.b.
Welsh, St. Michaels
60s. t.i.b.
Welsh. Las Palmas
45s. f.a.s.
P< rt Said

5.70® 5.90
5.55@ 5.65
6.00

.

5.65® 5.85
i.SO
i.70

.

.

Belgian.

Antwerp

.

f.o.b.
40s.
49s. f.o.b.

Alexandria

JOs. f.o.b.
65s. f.o.b.

Ha.

f.o.b.

62s. 6d. f.o.b.

J^Ofr. f.o.b.
jOs. t.i.b.

iSa.Si. f.a.s
JJs. 6d. f.a.s.
j.Ss. f.o.b.

60s. t.i.b.
6d. f.a.s.
5 Is. 6d. f.o.b.
4O3. f.o.b.
.iSs.

i*''S.

f.o.b.

Bombay

35 rupees

38 rupees

Capeto»-n

42s. 6d.

42s. 6d.

1913 average of
Stocks on Nov. 1 were

C.I.F. Prices,

American Coal

(In GrtBS Tons)

-Deo. 3^
Low High

Vol.

lOt—
High
Vol

French Atlantic

West Italy
ThePlate

$8.60
8.60
8.75

$8.85 $8.70
8.85 8.70
9.00 8. SO

tS.SO
8.50
8.70

--Dec.

Low

Vol.

Vol.

6.50
Havana
6.70
6.90 S.75
These quotations are purely nominal and
as far as can be learned, no business is
being done in these markets.

Current Quotations British Coal
Port, Gross Tons

I

15KZ9 5 izisft
Jon.
Feb.

8

singrw
Mor

9

«b30
Apr

1 14

?ia4

Moi^

issz 9 iszssos uain jion?4
Sept,
June
Aug.
Jul^
ii

1

sis 22295

Oct

iz

13

Nov.

a

j

10

1124

Dec

25s.9d.
183.3d.

Best Steams!
Best Gas
Best Bunkers

22a.3d.
2ls.9d.

t

—

.

253.

.

in italics.

1

Sis.6A.@S5a.
22s.@22s.6d.
glB.@2ia.

Advance over preWous week shown

type, declines

—

Dec. Of
2Ss.6d.@26s.6d.
17s.6A.@18a.6A.

Dec. 3

Cardiff

Admiraltv. Large
Steam, Smalls

f.o.b.

in

heavy
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Reports

From

the Market Centers

New England
BOSTON
Market Continues Ragged

—

at this season has apparently been offset by the lack of orders. While large

— Smokeless
—
—

I'loducers Curtail humors of English.
Qoal Receipts at Minimum Donu-stic
Anthracite in Moderate Demand Inde-

—

pendents Slash Prices.

Bituminous—The market continues
Now
without any favorable reaction.
that heavy accumulations at Hampton
down,
cut
Roads have been somewhat

bosis heard of distress coal at
certon and Providence, but there are
tain ragged price features that surNavy
for
The average quotation
vive.
grade Pocahontas and New River, on
ranges
cars Boston for Inland delivery,
$6 40(a)!p6.75, although occasional prices
Figures
are heard on the $6.25-level.
to
less than that can now be attributed
The few
shippers of second grades.
consumers interested in the current
market are well aware, however, that
coal can be bought on offers and that
materially
actual sales would show a
lower level than the quotations named.
Many of the West Virginia producers
are operating only every other week.
In the New River district the curtailment is especially severe, some operations being closed down with no intenimtion of resuming until the market
Export demand is of course
proves.
reported
been
has
Slack
nil.
practically
sold at less than $1 per gross ton, f.o.b.
mines, although there is next to no demand whatever for it in this market.
There has been some interest here
this week in "cargoes" of English coal
said to be enroute here for sale in the
open market. It has been represented
that certain Cardiff could be laid dowTi
here at figures that would be closely
competitive with our smokeless grades.
certain amount of Lancashire coal
has come "in baUast" but we have not
yet been able to confirm any actual
If coal is coming overseas more
sales.
as an incident to other merchandise
footing
it is on an altogether different
than if it were seriously a commercial
not
was
it
Before the war
venture.
unusual for certain steamers to bunker
Newor
at Cardiff, West Hartlepool
castle for the return trip and at the
same time put aboard enough extra
coal to trim the ship down to certain
less

A

marks.

More than

current rumors have

Coastwise freights maintain about the

same range that has obtained now for
60 days. The usual marking up of rates

likely
little

some of the
more founda-

tion than this.

Central Pennsylvania operators are
The tonnage moved
still faring hard.
is extremely light and for the most
part is confined to railroads. Spot sales
are at discouragingly low prices. It is
nothing unusual for sales agents to
quote a net ton price and then accept
the same figure for a gross ton.
Receipts continue on the same meager
basis as for several weeks past. Tonnage figures rose somewhat a week

schooners may still be had on easy
terms at 85c.@90c., the smaller bottoms, such as 1,800@2,500 ton barges,
can now and then get charters at $1@
$1.10.

—

Anthracite Stove and chestnut are
demand, but the movement of
anthracite continues dependent upon
weather conditions. Egg and pea are
Retail
still the hard sizes to move.
trade is extraordinarily dull and dealers
find it difficult to plan ahead. There is
a disposition to go light on stocks for
the present.
The "independents" are following
their usual practice of slashing prices to
force output on indifferent buyers. Egg
has been quoted freely here at $7 and
pea at $.5.25; or a full dollar less than
certain of the company prices.
in fair

Tidewater

The prospects for better business are
not bright. Many mines have suspended
operations, some of them until after
New Years.
While present quotations are down to
rock-bottom there have been inquiries
received in some quarters regarding
prices after April 1, but operators, in
view of the uncertainty of labor conditions at that time, are not even
making a guess at quotations.
Large consumers are practically out of
Their stocks are suffithe market.
ciently large enough to carry them for
several weeks unless business condiIn addition to having
tions improve.
well-filled bins, consumers are also delaying buying to avail themselves of the
discontinuance of the war tax on
freights after Jan. 1.
Average quotations are about the
same as last week. It was reported
that some Pool 17 was was offered at
one of lower piers on a basis of $2.80
at the mines, or less than the freight
rate. Odd lots of Pools 34 and 44 were

—East

NEW YORK

——

hideAnthracite Buying Falls Off
pendent Quotations Lower CancellaBituminous Situation
tions Increase
Quiet Early Prospects Not Bright.

—

—

—

Anthracite Lower temperatures will
be the only solution to the situaton here.
Demand is on the decline and operators
find it more difficult daily to dispose of
egg and pea. With regard to the steam
sizes it is a buyers' market as they
practically dictate the price they are
willing to pay.
The wholesale market is on the decline and while the larger companies
have been able to keep their output on
the move, conditions have already resulted in

many

cancellations.

report that there are

many

Salesmen
loads on

between Tidewater and the
mines. Unless conditions show almost
immediate improvement there will be a
sidings

Several of
severe cut in production.
the smaller operations have already susorders.
lacking
pended mining,
Local houses in addition to reporting
slack business in this market, say that
demand from the West and North has
The line trade, adjacent to
fallen off.
New York is quiet. Dealers are well
suppled and unless consumption improves considerably are not likely to
re-enter the buyers' field for many

weeks to come.
The better grades of the steam sizes
are easier to move than the others.
Some operators and shippers are dumping their coals into boats because they
find it

cheaper

car charges.

to hire

—

boats than to pay

Bituminous Buying is from "hand to
mouth." As a result there is slow movement to tidewater. Even under present
conditions there were about 1,800 cars
ago, but this was due to numerous ar- reported at the various local piers on
unfavorable
of
Dec. 8, while on the previous day 425
week
rivals after a
weather, rather than to any better in- cars were reported as having been
quiry.

dumped.

24

said to have been offered at $1.40
$1.20 respectively.

PHILADELPHIA

and

—

Retail Trade Moderately Stimulated
Wholesale Business Dull Retail Prices
Weak Steam Sizes Indifferent Bittir
minous Demand at Low Ebb Prices
Low, but Firm.

—

—

—

—

—

Anthracite Viewed from the retail
standpoint there has been some improvement in trade, but even this betterment is far below what had been
hoped for, following the snowstorm of
There could not
the Sunday previous.
help but be some ordering, but in no
rushed, and as
was
a
dealer
instance
the week wore on the retailers reported
demand.
slackening
of
the
a
The wholesale trade received little or
no impetus from the slightly better retail demand, and many producers are
even worse off as regards the two slow
sizes
egg and pea. Retailers seem determined to cut their stocks, and most
of them now claim they have enough
egg and pea to carry them through the

—

winter.

There have been many rumors of independent egg coal being offered at
than company price, with few sales.
The large companies are also beginning

less

to feel the effects of numerous cancellations, and as a result are putting
quite a little pea in the storage yards.
In the steam sizes there is fio firmness and the consumer, after a car or
two of buckwheat, can easily get it for
$2.50, while rice seems to have no demand at any price. So far the bulk of

moving around $1.50, but a
tonnage can be had at $1.25.
Bituminous
An extremely small
spot tonnage has been moved recently.
Considering that December has never
been a particularly good coal month,
little hope is held out for better busi-

barley

is

plentiful

—

ness for the balance of the year, as it
is usually a time when business people
are accustomed to take inventory and
are not anxious to show money tied up
in coal, especially in view of the fact
that a depreciation is certain because
In
of the removal of the freight tax.
addition they have not lost hope of a
freight reduction, although from latest
developments this does not seem at all
likely before April 1.
It is remarkable how close the consumer is letting his stocks run down,
as even some of the very largest of
them when they do order a few cars are

December
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15,

when delivery is not made inside of a week and often call upon the
shipper to urge movement. Railroads
are continuing their policy of curtailed
buying, which has contributed much to
the light production.
surprised

would seem that current quotations

It

will stand as the lowest to be reached
Recently some houses have
this year.
not been so free to quote prices, feeling

that they were merely being used as a
basis to bear the market down.
Bunkering continues to be the best
business at Tide, but light at that.
There is probably a greater tonnage
standing at the piers than for some
weeks, as with the advent of the recent
snowstorm e.xtra tonnage was ordered
in, but there was little or no increased
The export trade is far from satcall.
isfactoi-y,

with unimportant tonnage

of-

fering and negotiations for this often

hampered by
ments.

difficult financial

This

factor

latter

arrangerecently

threw a moderate tonnage of highgrade fuel back on the market at a
distress price.

BUFFALO

— No Early
— Stocks
too
—Independent Anthracite
Prices
Decline.
Bituminous— "My trade has doubled

Market Extremely Quiet
Improvevient Looked for

Heavy

lately," reports a facetious shipper.
"I
sold one car last week and two this

The pleasantry comes too near

week."

to actual conditions for any member of
the trade to enjoy it, but it does not
strike quite all of them. Some shippers
are operating on the 5c. margin basis,

but
of

is

it

20c.

declared that nothing short
cover expenses in tlie

will

Canadian trade.
slow
tions,

collections
added to

Freight prepayment,
and numerous rejec-

make that market
pensive one.
The

trade at best,
an especially ex-

light

difference in production cost

having

its

effect.

is

Mines paying the

1920 scale are badly handicapped and
production is still falling off. Visitors
from No. 8 field, which is now depending on this market more than ever,
say that shutdowns are numerous and
there will need to be more of them to

meet conditions.

The Eastern trade is now about as
slow as Canada. Consumers are heavily
supplied and have been ever since the
Shippers
last strike was predicted.
think it was a mistake to cry "Wolf"
so often and some of them say they
will
do less of it in the future.
Rumors of some big combinations of
bituminous
operators
that
indicate
moves are soon to be made to help reduce production.
Prices remain at $2.75 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.50 for Pittsburgh
and No. 8 steam lump, $2.25 for Allegheny Valley and all mine run and
$1.50@$1.75 for slack.
Anthracite Demand has improved
slowly since the weather became more
wintry. Consumers seem satisfied that
thei-e is not to be any shortage and
are still looking for lower prices. The
supply is good, so that it is difficult
to sell independent anthracite, even
with no premium included.

and for the same time last year,
3,498,286 tons. The light movement of
late, the surplus over last season of
about 600,000 tons coming down to
267,000 tons, is accounted for by the
fact that the upper docks are heavily
loaded and the supply appears sufficient.

—

Coke It is seldom that the furnaces
are in the market for anything that is
not already planned for. Some increase
of activity is under way, but the local
byproduct ovens are also starting up to
correspond. Prices are $4.15 for 72-hr.
Connellsville foundry, $3.15 for 48-hr.
furnace and $2.75 for stock.

BALTIMORE

— Shipments

are practically at
For the week ended Dee. 7,
a single shipper, the loadings
were 48.800 tons, of which 34,300
cleared for Milwaukee and 14,500 for
Duluth. Rates are not chaneed. Shipments for the season are 3,765,985 tons.

—

Export Situation Absolutely Flat Line
Anthracite OrSales Unsatisfactory
dering Below Normal.

—

Bituminous

— December

has

brought

the worst export and bunker situation
Only
in the recent history of this port.
one ship has cleared so far during the
month, taking 5,500 tons of cargo and
2,000 tons in bunkers, on foreign account. November had shown a decline
over the month previous, only six ships

under four different flags, carrying 29^438 tons cargo and 2,295 tons bunker,
having cleared during that period.
From Nov. 26 to Dec. 9 not a single
export coal cargo cleared this port.
While the sales of best steam coals
probably average $2.10@$2.15, there
have been sales of excellent Pool 9 at
It is no longer to be doubted that
$2.
some of the producers are selling in
the present market below actual production costs, or at least without profit.
The same may be said of the middleman, who in quite a few instances here
has probably found when he takes into
consideration demurrage and rejection
overhead, that he has no margin of
profit to record for recent operations.
Poor grades of steam coals are way
down the list, some sales around $1.40@

$1.50 being noted. Best grades of gas
lump of Pennsylvania production is for
the most part around $2.10, while Fairmont screened is obtainable at $1.80@
$2.

—

Anthracite Dealers still report the
subnormal.
There can no
longer be doubt in the face of both
household economy in consumption, due
to financial reasons, and the continued
mild winter that a considerable part of
the normal shortage in receipts here
has been absorbed. While more or less
guess work, some dealers estimate that
the present shortage in cellars and
yards against the amount usually there
in mid-December is about 70,000 to 80,000 tons at present.

demand

Northwest

—

Lake
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DULUTH

—

Harbor

Closed Interior
Small, but Prices Firm up.

Shipments

Coal shipments to the Head-of-the-

Lakes have practically ceased for the
season, with but six cargoes received
last week and three reported on the

way from lower

ports.

This will vsand

an end.

up the year's shipments, as the harbor

made by

here

with ice except for the
shit) channel, and navigation is difficult.
Thirteen of the seventeen dock companies here received coal during the
month of November, according to figis

filled

ures compiled by shippers, which bear
a close comparison with the govern-

ment figures. Bituminous receipts last
month were 322,540 tons as compared
to 1,337,700 last year, and anthracite
receipts wei-e 157,470, compared with
255,500 last November. For the season
to Dec. 1, bituminous receipts were 8,307,718 tons, an increase of 1,351,816
over last year, and anthracite receipts
showed a gain of 306,195 tons with the
total standing at 1,825,085 tons.

Shipments from the docks during Nofell off to a considerable degree,
only 18,276 ears going out, as compared
with 28,722 during October and 20,453

vember

in November,
1920.
The shipments
were light for reasons which have been
explained before, and the unfavorable

condition still continues.
Dealers are
following the trend of the public and
waiting on the weather before buying.
Cuts in prices which were recorded
last week have been called off and
docks are again selling at list, and holding prices firm with a determination
which indicates that they will stick to
regular schedules, and take a chance of
moving stocks before next spi'ing. Indications are that several sections will
be in a bad way for coal should a heavj'
storm materialize and take up the
Northwest's railroad facilities.

MINNEAPOLIS
Demand
tion

Entirely a Weather Proposi— Price
Cutting More Common —

Seasonable Temperatures Needed.

When there was a touch of wintry
weather a fortnight ago, it started a
increased buying.
But about as
soon as the snow was trodden down
and the walks shoveled, the buying im-

little

petus subsided.
Of greater interest to the trade than
these port-mortems, is what may be
expected. So far as present indications
go, there is little hope for anything
more than reluctant buying. People
never did and never will buy coal until
they have to. But there are gradations
of sullen resistance.
And the present
is about the A^th degree.
deep resentment against the retail
cost of coal makes the buyers strike
function at its best. This situation is
augmented by the difficulties of financing which makes it highly desirable to put over until another month
any and all purchases that can possibly
be deferred.
In the steam trade there is also less
buying for the future than ever before.
Much of this may be due to less industrial requirements.
This does not
apply to office buildings and apartments, of course, whose requirements
are regulated only bv the weather and
the efficiency of their plants.
So the coal market is a weak and
wobbling affair, with hardly a steady
price outside of anthracite.
For there
is considerable need of turning coal
into money and the usual method is
not through salesmanship but through
This is an
the reverse price-cutting.
effective way to put over an order
which otherwise might remain torpid,
and as such is being resorted to freely.
There are a number who are still
standing pat on the matter of the list
price or no sale, but they are seeing
trade go elsewhere as a result of their
And the next
adherence to principle.
few weeks five or six vidll probahly
tell the tale as to whether they have

A

—

—

been commercially wise and prudent in
their positions or not.
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MILWAUKEE

MM

— Dock
TroubUstftne—Some Car-

Wiatlur Halts Buying

Coiiyestion Js
goes Diverted.
The status of the coal market is unchanged. The weather continues mild.
Temperature is the ruling factor during the inclement months, but it is
especially so this season, when buyers
are balking at prices and limiting their
orders to the minimum.
The yards are loaded to the limit
and some dock areas which have not
been fully utilized for years now conAntain all the coal they can hold.
thracite sheds were so full that it was
hard to accommodate some late cargoes,
and vessels had to be shifted from one
One cargo was didock to another.
verted to Duluth after the steamer
had arrived in the harbor. There is
absolutely no market for soft coal, and
the trade is at a standstill, while

smouldering fires threaten huge piles
which cannot be moved or shifted.
November's Lake arrivals aggregated
109,927 tons of anthracite, and 247,657
tons of soft coal, making the season's
total 957,972 tons of the former, and
3,589,502 tons of the latter. December,
thus far, has to its credit three cargoes
of hard coal, amounting to 23,190 tons,
and a 7,000-ton cargo of soft coal

Two more

cargoes are

still

booked fc

arrival.
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great deal more. Mine closings in all of
the nine fields that send their product
through the Cincinnati gateway has
had its effect. The number of "no bills"
for
:it Portsmouth were cut in half and
the first time in several weeks there
from.
draw
to
such
600
of
only
were
Several

operating

companies

with

LOUIS

Mild Weather Curtails the Market on
Lower Mine
Steann and Domestic
Prices Threaten to Cut Retail Figures
Buyers Indifferent.
The consuming public seem to be
buying from week to week and is indifferent as to what the future may

—

—

hold

regards the supply of

as

coal.

Consumers have been holding off now
several months and are able to
buy from a few of the cut-price dealers at figures prevailing last summer,
for

while the larger dealers who have put
thousands of tons in the bins, bought
at a higher price this fall, are unable
to sell at the circular price.
While Mt. Olive has some little
movement, the only thing worth while
seems to be the small lots of Stnndard.
Even smokeless and anthracite have
dropped off entirely and coke has deA somewhat
clined to a great extent.
similar condition prevails in the country.

Locally

There

is

steam is at a standstill.
no storage coal coming in and

industrial situation is far from
what was expected. The countrv
steam business has also dropped off
and outside of the larger towns there
is nracticallv no steam coal moving.
The movement of Standard and Mt.
Olive coal to Kansas City, St. Joseph
and Omaha dropped off the last week
on account of the low price made by
operators.
the
Springfield

the

CINCINNATI

Smokeless

stiffened a trifle. Very little difference
in prices separated the offerings from

fairly well stocked up
and a minimum of demand from steam

the various bituminous fields.
Retail prices reflect little of the drop
About the only
in wholesale figures.
price-cutting there has been is on
bituminous mine run which wavers between $5.50@$6.25, and slack at $4@$5.
The City Council has approved the
crdinance setting the gas rate at a
sliding scale, from 50c.@70c. as against
a 35c. rate with 5c. a thousand off for

users the coal trade is in a state of
quietude. Buying is limited strictly to
present needs, which are very small
when the season of the year is taken
into consideration. Little hope for improvement is held out until some real
winter weather appears.
The high temperatures have not
made it necessary for householders to
come into the market and practically
all residents who were able to stock up
Retail
for the winter have done so.
prices are somewhat weak, although the
more substantial dealers are holding up
"Snow birds" are now
fairly well.
appearing and are cutting the prices

Prices are

still

unstable.

prompt payment. As this makes gas
considerably more costly than coal it is
expected that there will be a consequent
increase in retail demand.

CHICAGO
Domestic
Fuels

in

Coal

Keen

in

Distress

— Eastern
— Steam

Competition

Prices Strengthened by Low Production.
The market is as dull today as it has
been any time this year, and when one
goes back over the year, which is nearly
ended, it is realized what a remark like
this means in the way of business stagIllinois operators are beginning to
to the competition
they are receiving from the non-union
fields in the East and it is rumored,
although without any definite authority, that prices on high-grade southern
Illinois coals will be reduced shortly.
Pocahontas mine run at $2 and even
less is an everyday occurrence, with
prepared sizes bringing from $2.50 up.
One railroad did the coal trade a
It seemed this
real service last week.
had around seventy cars of block coal
on hand, which it had to sell for freight
charges. This railroad, therefore, sent
out a circular to all the Chicago trade,
offering the coal to highest bidder, and
advising them of the quality and the
under which it was
circumstances
shipped, etc., thus giving the whole

pay some attention

Whether or
situation wide publicity.
not the cars were sold, we do not know
but the fact that some operator had to
take a terrific loss on this tonnage has
been brought to mind very forcibly to
those in the Chicago trade who have
been in the habit of shipping consignSteam prices are strengthening

al-

though th» industrial situation in Chicago does not warrant any improvement.
Steam production has been
greatly curtailed on account of lack of
demand for domestic and good southern
Illinois screenings have advanced as
much as 25c. a ton during the past
week, with further advances freely predicted.
It is expected that considerable steam coal will be thrown on the
market a little later on, principally on
account of the strike in the stock yards.
If the strike continues much longer it
will mean some of the plants will have
to curtail activities and this, in turn,
will mean screenings on the market.

vive the falling spirits of the trade last
week, though a reduction in the accumulation of loaded cars originating
on the N. & W. and the C. & O. did a

Soni" authorities claim that the present dull market situation is due t'o some
extent to the holiday season, and after
the holidays an increased demand can

—

—

—

With dealers

to extremely low points. Hocking lump
retails $5.7'5@$6.r)0 depending on the
preparation, while West Virginia splints

Pocahontas lump is
sell
$7@$7.50.
quoted $8.50@$9 and anthracite is still
around $14.i50&$15.
Steam demand is decreasing rather
This is due to the
than increasing.
closing down of plants during the
holiday season and also to accumulations of fuel stocks about a month or
Outside of public
six weeks
ago.
utilities there is very little demand reported as railroads are not taking any
great tonnage.
Several Lake cargoes were loaded in
Toledo during the week ended Dec. 10,
but official announcement is made that
no more will be loaded.
Production in all Ohio fields is very
low. With the endine of the Lake trade
the east'>rn Ohio field dronped off mate-

Hocking Valley, Pomeroy Bend

rially.

and Cambridge
than 25 per cent.

produced

fields

DETROIT

less

—

Bituminous Are Small ReBuyers Delay
ceipts Being Held Down

Sales of

—

Purchases.

—

Bituminous In both the steam and
the domestic divisions, buyers are still
following the dilatory policy that has
featured the market for several months.
Offerings of stock of high quality, from
districts

ment, coal.

Production Cuts Distress
Tonnage Prices Still Unstable Retail
Trade Outlook Better.
Colder weather helped a little to re-

Curtailed

COLUMBUS
Qnietxde Characterizes Ohio Coal Trade
—Little Demand for Either Domestic
or Steam Prices Are Weaker.

nation.

ST.

Backing up this claim
be expected.
they also call attention to the fact that
many industries will take occasion to
stock a little extra coal after the first
of the year in order to protect themstrike
selves
against any possible
around the first of April.

m

this city have turned out
to be wholesalers, claiming that it is
coal to supply their conbuy
to
cheaper
tracts than to go on minmg at a loss.

sales agents

1^4

whose product was formerly

eagerly sought after seems to awaken
little

interest.

Although

some

steam plants are taking
buying is of an irreg-

coal, their

ular nature and usuallv limited to
small lots or bargains. There is a seasonal influence in the proximity of the
holiday period and the fact that at this
time many of the large establishments
are taking inventory.
Buyers, anticipating a reduction in
railroad freight rates, are not willing
to purchase coal liberally at this time,
but are holding off in the hope of effecting a saving by stocking up after
the exnected new rates are announced.
T?ocf.ints of smokeless are a little more
liberal than the condition of the market iustifies, proving rather difficult of
assimilaHon.
Quotations are nominal, with smoke_

December
less

15,
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lump and egg $4.25@$4.50, mine

run, $2.25@$2.50, nut and slack, $1.25
@$1.50. West Virginia lump is $3.15@

mine run $2, nut and
Ohio lump is $3(5)
?3.25, egg $2.25@$2.40, mine run $1.75
and
slack
nut
$1@$1.25.
@$1.90,

$3.25,

egg

$2.50,

slack $1.15@$1.25.

—

Anthacite
Demand for prepared
sizes is not urgent.
Most of the retail
yards have rather plentiful supplies at
present,
although stocks would be
speedily depleted with a period of active
buying. Extensive unemployment is a
factor in reducing sales.

CLEVELAND
Slack Prices Improve as Output Falls
Market a Dead Affair Iiidustry
Less Active and Buyers Cautious.

—

—

The single splash of color in a market of unusual somberness has been the
appeai-ance of strength in slack coals.
Mine screenings which not long ago
were offered freely at around $1.25 in
distress

lots,

have

now advanced

to

Unfortunately it is im$1.50@$1.60.
possible to report that' this betterment
in

The

price
real

due to growing demand.
reason of course is to be

is

985

greatly benefitted by the snow as the
wheat was beginning' to show the need
of moisture.
However, the change in
weather had little or no effect on the

There was a spurt of about one day at
the retail yards but no appreciable increase in demand on the mines. Steam
coal continues in strong demand and
domestic grades are going begging.
Mines in Kansas, Arkansas, Missouri
and Oklahoma are carrying large numbers of cars of unbilled lump. This is
also true in Illinois and prices broke to
a certain extent on the Springfield district lump and egg but held firm in
Kansas. In fact, operators in Kansas
are down to bed rock in their prices and
have been for some time.
Prices are as follows: North Missouri
lump, $4.75, mine run, $3.50, washed
slack, $3.25,

raw

slack, $2.50;

Arkansas

lump,

$7@$7.50, although some was
as low as $5.50, mine run,
$3.75@$4.25, slack, $2.50@$2.75; McAlester lump, $8.50, nut, $7, slack,
$2.50@$2.75. Springfield Illinois lump
is $2.85@$3.75, egg, $2.60@$3.25, slack,
$2@$2.25; Franklin County Illinois
lump, $4.25, egg, $4.05.
sacrificed

found

in the shrinking supplies as production of prepared sizes slumps.
It
reflects also the fact that stocks of
slack laid in during the rail and mine
strike scares have largely disappeared.
As far as the general situation and
outlook is concerned the trade seems to
be in for a winter of extreme dullness.
Industrial activity apparently reached
its peak in October and has been diminishing slightly ever since. There is no
thought that the rate of operations
generally will drop back to the midsummer pit of depression, but there is
nothing in present conditions to justify
hone that further gains can be made
before spring.
Ingot production which forged ahead
ranidlv from August to October gained
only 2.6 per cent in November. However, operations are still only about 50
per cent of capacity and business is
showing a tendency to slide off rather
than increase. The great hope in the
steel industry now is for lower freight

rates.

The depression
is

exceptional.

market for

coal

Distress stocks are

still

in the

aPDearing from Virginia and West Virginia fields and many cases of sales to
pay freight charges are reported. Production in the eastern Ohio mines is at
the lowest ebb since April.
A fevi'
contracts are being placed for next
year, but the maioi-ity of industrial consumers apparently have no intention of
getting into the market before early in
the year. Then thev hope to be able to
measure their probable requirements
better than now.
Receipts of bituminous coal during
the week ended Dee. 3, were 661 cars.
455 for industry, and retail 206. a decrease of 80 cars, as compared with the
preceding week.
Receipts were the
smallest since the latter part of August.

Southwest

Cold Weather Fails

—Steam

Situatio-n
"No Bills"

to

Aid Domestic

Coals Scarce

—Lump

Heavy.

The Southwest had
real winter Dec.

3.

touch of
crops will be

its first

Wheat

LOUISVILLE

—
—

Market Shot to Pieces Better Demand
Possible in January
Wage Cuts May
Reduce Prices.
Eastern Kentucky prices are weaker
and are getting down to the West Virginia average.
The Eastern Kentucky
operators, in announcing reductions of
27 to 30 per cent in mine wage scales,
have found that the miners are anxious
to work, are taking it quietly, and showing willingness to cooperate in what
they realize to be a tight situation.
Many mines have been down for
months, labor is getting anxious for
employment, especially steady employment. Even at the reduced wages not
many mines are starting up, as there is
not enough demand to go around.

The market may go lower when mines
really

get started

on

the

new wage

Hazard is breaking the $3 level
by 15c., which is in line with Elkhorn
and West Virginia quotations. Producscale.

tion of lump, while small, is not small
enough to balance the steam market,
and screenings are draggy at 65c.@
$1.15, while mine run is selling down to

West

$1.50@$1.75.

DENVER

—

Demand
More Mines Announce Early Wage Cut
Dissension Among U. M. W.
Colder Weather Increases

—

Colder weather is increasing the deSix or seven companies have
taken the lead of the Colorado Fuel

mand.

and Iron

Co.,

and announced wage cuts

of 33i per cent about Jan. 1.
thirteen mines of the Colorado
and Iron Co. are turning out

The
Fuel

more

tonnage daily, and this is strengthened,
in part, by reports of a revolt against
the United Mine Workers, in which a
union leader in the Walsenburg field,
is said to be taking an active part.

The

men

are insisting upon the
recall by the national organization of
Robert Foster and Frank Hefferly,
organizers, who are charged with being
unfair during the strike, which has not
yet been oflicially called off.
Among those who have announced a
wage cut are the Sunnyside, Turner,
Dick, Brennan and Gordon Coal Mining
companies. The lower scale involves a
reduction from $7.75 to $5.25 a day for
basic operations, and a reduction of
24c. a ton in diggers' rates, which range

from $1.02 to $1.07 a

ton.

SALT LAKE CITY
Demand Revives

—Prices

Increase

ivith Colder Weather
—
Ogden Retailers at

Odds.

Following an extremely warm spell,
during which production was at a
minimum, the weather has turned
colder.
This has resulted in a revival
of demand and prices have strengthened accordingly. Lump is quoted $5
f.o.b. mines, nut $4,
pea $2 25 and
slack $1.75.
strength.

KANSAS CITY

South

coal trade.

City

prices

reflect

this

Slump in demand for prepared coal
a result of mild weather, falling
market, and large stocks on retailers
hands, has caused a small production of
all sizes in Western Kentucky, and pea
and slack is scarce.
Straight Creek and Jellico mines are
reported as being almost all down, with
as

many Harlan

operations still closed.
so disgusted with
they are not at all
anxious to resume operations.

Some producers are

conditions

that

BIRMINGHAM
Production Sloived Doivn to Meet Extreme Didhiess
Demand Lightest of
Year Prices Uncluinged.

—

—

On account

of the unsatisfactory con-

market for both steam and
domestic grades, production for December will be much less than the November output.
Many operations in the
Warrior and Cahaba fields have closed
down entirely, while others are only
making one to three days per week on
account of "no market." Conditions affecting the production and marketing
of coal are not only the tightest of the
year, but the most unsatisfactory that
the industry has faced for many years.
Rehabilitation in industrial lines has
been so slow that its effect has not
been felt in the coal industry. Buying
of fuel is held in the most contracted
limitations consistent with actual and
immediate needs and no amount of inducement can effect a more liberal
policy.
Disinclination to accumulate
further stocks this year and a belief
that freight reductions will be effected
at a later date are no doubt depressing
factors in the present situation.
Railroads and other contract consumers are taking as little tonnage as
possible under existing
agreements.
dition of the

Bunker

coal

is

in

slight

demand

at

Dealers in Ogden are in a price war
as the result of extremely keen compe-

Southern ports. Some bunker business
has been taken on the past week for
Galveston, which gives promise of further development when the coal terminals at Mobile have been completed to
handle shipments moving by rail to

tition.

that point.

The

retail trade

has also imnroved,

and with the better lump production,
screenings are again in good supply.

.
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month was 3,219,00li tons, which was
ti80,000 tons less than for October.
The toUil production for the eleven
months of 1921 reached 36,130,000 tons.

News

From

Northern Appalachian

will

factors contribute to a subnormal conThe prevailing
sumption of coal.
that neither industry nor
is
retail yards have consumed the stocks
laid by early in the month and that
a point of saturation still exists, and
until this situation changes the demand will continue sluggish. Another
element is that, with the close of the
year at hand, industries desire to keep
inventories as low as possible and are
therefore putting off coal purchases
until after the first of the year.
Owing to the diminishing production
of prepared sizes, there has developed
during the past ten days a scarcity
of slack, and by reason of this scarcity,
the price has held firm, with some
tendencies to further stiffening. As to
other grades, there have been some
small quantities of distress coal sold.

opinion

CONN ELLS VILLE

—

Inquiry Practically Absent Iron and
Steel Prospects Poor for Next Two
Months Prices Soft.

—

Inquiry for Connellsville coke is pracFurnaces in operation
absent.
seem' to be fully supplied by contract
and do not buy any prompt coke at all,
while foundries are running at low rates
and are buying only occasionally.
Probably all furnace coke contracts
now running expire at the end of the
month, but consumers show no interest
An Eastern
in the matter of renewals.
furnace interest inquires for prices on
7,500 tons for January shipment only.
Here and there foundries are inquiring
for prices on first quarter but do not
seem to be seriously interested.
tically

A

Youngstown steel interest, which
has lately been supplying byproduct
coke to some merchant furnaces in the
valleys, has notified the furnaces involved that it will not be able to furnish
coke after Jan. 1, but no inquiries for
Connellsville coke have resulted.
The iron and steel industry is somewhat less active and prospects for the
next two months are more or less un-

merchant
the
of
furnaces are piling part of their current make of pig iron and it is more
likely that some merchant) furnaces
will blow out than that others will blow
The common view is that condiin.
tions will be much better by February
or March, but prospects for the interim
are poor.
The Courier reports production in
the week ended Dec. 3 at 48,000 tons by
the furnace ovens and 35,070 tons by
the merchant ovens, making a total of
83,070 tons, an increase of 8,450 tons.
certain.

Some

EASTERN OHIO
Industrial

—Demand

Weaker

— Produc-

Drops Slack Is Firm but Other
Grades Decline Dull Period Ahead.
tion

—

Operations continued on the retrograde during the week ended Dec. 3,
and the lowest output for any week
since the middle of April was registons or at the rate of
Association
48 per cent of capacity.
mines worked 41 per cent of possible
work time during the week as compared with 43 per cent the preceding
week, and approximately 45 per cent
of capacity was produced.
While the railroads are curtailing
their fuel orders, yet with the decreasing operations it is estimated that between 40 and 45 per cent of the tonnage mined is going to that quarter.
As yet there has been no revival in
demand, and many do not expect any
appreciable improvement during the
present month. Sheet mills which were
operating 75 per cent of capacity, are
said now to he doing no better than
50 per cent, and Bar mills 25 to 30
per cent.
Railroad traffic is showing
little
or no improvement and the
weather continues mild. All of these
tered, 300,000

indicated that the year's output
not exceed 40,000,000 tons, less
than two-thirds of the 1918 production,
when 60,002,000 tons were mined. In
the corresponding period in 1920, production was 32,738,000 tons.
One reason for the declining output is
Opthe general industrial condition.
erators assert, however, that the refusal
of the United Mine Workers to consent
to a rea<ljustment of the wage scale, so
that the district may be able to compete
with other fields, is the principal cause.
During the period the union mines
have lost 30,020 cars of business while
the non-union mines have lost but 600.

This

the Coal Fields

UPPER POTOMAC

—

Miners Grow
Idleness Still General
Resiles s Discussions on Lowered

—

Wages.
Idleness

was

general

during

the

week ended Dec. 3, nearly all the UpPotomac district mines heing
per
There is a growing feeling
closed.

among the miners favoring the resumption of the 1917 wage scale, on
which basis operators say they would
Howbe justified in resuming work.
ever, union officials have so far dissuaded the men from following the
lead taken by certain New River union
mine workers who have returned to
work at lowered wages.

PITTSBURGH

—

Market Remains Stagnant Gas Slack
Does a Trifle Better Non-Union Com-

—

petition too Strong.

The market continues stagnant. Business, such as it is, goes almost entirely
to non-union districts, where costs are
much lower. Such production as occurs
is chiefly against a few contracts for
steam coal, with a fair sprinkling on
contracts for high grade gas, for consumers who would not be satisfied with
gas coal from other districts.
Slack has been practically a drug on
the market for many weeks past, being
produced in excess of demand on ac-

count of production of screened coal,
for gas coal contracts and cun-ent sales
of domestic lump. Gas slack has been
in slightly better demand in the past
week and prices have strengthened.
The wide difference between operators' views as to prices, comparing Panhandle steam and domestic with high
grade gas coal, is due to producers of
the latter figuring a high exhaustion
charge while the Panhandle operators
bought their coal acreages at low prices.

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

—

November
Usual Pre-Holiday Slump
Production Figures Available
Non-Union Mines Get Bulk of Business.

—

Operators experienced a big slump in
business during November, as compared
with October.
Production for the

ANTHRACITE
Demand Very

— Only Popular
— Part-Time
Opera-

Sluggish

Move Easily

Sizes
tions.

The market is very sluggish. It is
almost impossible to move pea coal and
some of the companies are having difficulty in disposing of their egg. A number of the independent collieries have
been forced to operate on part time the
past week. One of the larger companies
is also working only part time.
Some threatened trouble among the
employees of the Lehigh Valley in the
Hazelton region seems to have been
The Susquesettled without a strike.
hanna Collieries, independent producers
in the Shamokin region, has resumed
operation, employing 7,000 men.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Are Heavy — Distress

Cancellations

Tonnage
tion

Satisfies

Even

Demand

— Produc-

Loiver.

Fairmont
Conditions went from bad to worse
during the week ended Dec. 3, and
even some of the larger companies
were forced to suspend operations because of the lack of orders. Shipments
of railroad fuel took a decided drop
and domestic orders were being canceled in many instances as buyers
found it possible to meet their requirements by taking distress coal.

Northern Panhandle
The output was greatly restricted.
Western movement was declining and
the slight domestic demand was insufDoficient to stimulate production.
mestic fluctuated around $2.40@$2.70,
and
mine run $1.50@.?2,
nut and slack
$1.40.

UNIONTOWN

—
—

Contract
Negotiations Freight
Rate
Situation
a
Dam.per Prices

A^o

Weaker.
While in ordinary times the present
period would see negotiations for contracts both for coal and coke at their
height there is little if any activity
noted in that respect in the Connellsville region.

Although coal is sold f.o.b. to the
consumer the freight rate situation has
undoubtedly acted as a damper on renewed business and it is now apparent
that business intends to await reductions before an effort will be made to
get the industrial situation back to a

normal

basis.

Sales of coal are few and prices are
weak, the quotations being $1.30@$1.45

December
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for steam and $1.60@$1.75 for byproduct. Furnace coke is also weak at
$2.75@$3 but foundrv is showing a
little life at $3.85@$4."

sizes
tailed

and

v.-ages

to

987

nearly all operations curproduction.
Having adjusted
meet declining prices, many
concerns still found it impossible to
secure any business.

Virginia

Middle Appalachian

The output dropped

to less than 50
per cent of capacity. Only such companies as could prepai'e coal were able
to operate, as domestic sizes alone

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Resumption

Partial

—

Open- Shop

to

—

Basis Demand Extremely Poor Domestic Markets Surfeited Prices Soft.

—

New

wage scale. Demand was so poor that
the output was limited to about 8,500
tons daily, representing contract shipments for the most part.
There was a marked decrease in
Winding Gulf production. Out of 56
operating companies, 22 have been
forced to shut down because of the
inability to secure orders.
Tidewater
business was at a standstill and Western markets were sluggish.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas production steadily deoutput paralleling a sharp

clined, the

in

demand

for

all

in

also

a factor

demand.

grades.

There was no call for prepared coals
in the Western markets, and contract
business was about all that was left to
producers, who managed to mine 230,000 tons during the week.
Although a reduction of output in
the Tug River field was caused by a
sluggish market, yet production was
higher than in other smokeless territories.
Fairly large shipments to steel

companies having their own mines

in

the region accounted for this, although
the Western movement still held. There
was little or no spot demand for domestic sizes, and most of the production moved on contract.

—

Declines

— Demand

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—Some Oper— Lowered

Demand
ationts

Fails to Improve
Closed Indefinitely

Wages Favored.
Not the least flicker of demand was
apparent last week, regardless of the
fact that production had been cut down
to 15 or 20 per cent.
Several of the
large companies have disbanded office
forces and are closed until after holidays. Others are down until the market
is "born again," as they state that their
coal has been marketed for several
months undsr actual cost.
Reliable information is out that the
men at several of the closed operations
are anxious to go back to work on
a reduced wage scale if the mines can
However, while a lower
be operated.
scale would better enable operators to
compete with other fields, it would do
no good at the present time, because
stocked with coal
take on more at this
yards are full to overflowing and cannot move their stocks
because of continued warm weather.
There seems to be nothing to do but
to close and stay closed until there is
industries

Production during the week ended
Dec. 3 was not more than 7,500 tons
per day, or less than 25 per cent of
capacity.
Demand for all grades had

come to an almost complete standstill.
Even the domestic call had quieted,
and prices kept pace with the declining demand.

Logan and Thacker
Even with adjusted wages Logan
producers were not securing many
spot orders. Contract business enabled
some mines to continue but the output
was not over 40 per cent of normal,

with "no market" losses aggregating
over 50 per cent.

some demand.

There was an output of less than 35
per cent in the Williamson field. "No
to nearly 58 per
cent of capacity. Contract orders and
railroad fuel alone sustained production, as spot demand was non-existent.

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Demand Slow

Northeastern Kentucky
With only a weak demand it was no
market

prepared

—

Reduction of Prepared
Production Causes Shortage of Screenings — Lull

Two

Mine Operations.
or three weeks ago screenings
in

were very plentiful and weak in price,
selling low at 40c. The market has now
tightened up as it is almost impossible
to move lump coal.
Steam coals would
probably go higher except for coming
into competition with eastern Kentucky
screenings

when

the price gets too high

to offset the difference in freight rates,
western Kentucky screenings moving to
Louisville about 50c. less than eastern

Kentucky.
Pea and slack today is hard to find
under $1.25 for any fair grade, and
$1.05 for the poorest kinds.
Nut and
slack ranges as high as $1.75.
Retail
stocks are heavy and domestic coals are
in a

imaginable to make
ence in the market.

MIDWEST REVIEW
Domestic Market at Standstill
Bills"

Prices

Heavy

— Steam

— Outlook

grade southern

real

differ-

Illinois

screenings were

offered at $1.65. Today it is almost impossible to buy this gi'ade at $2.
From statistics at hand and from reliable sources it is outlined that the
industrial situation in the Middle West
is no better ofl^ than it was some time
back. In fact, there seems to be a very
The iron people
general depression.
and their allied industries are enjoying
a fair measure of running time, but
this is the only line on which there is a
As most
certain definite betterment.
of the big iron people have their own
coal mines, this improvement is not
helping the situation in the Middle
West to any great extent.
Labor conditions are fairly satisfactory.
The fight between President
FaiTington of the Illinois United Mine
workers and Mr. Lewis of the international union continues, with funds
from the treasury of the Illinois union
flowing out to Kansas to support the
At
striking miners in that district.
the mines both in Illinois and Indiana,
labor is settled and is paying strict attention to business and working sinPerhaps this is on account of
cerely.
the Christmas season, as expenses are
high and all the men want to accumulate a little surplus
opportunity affords.

by working when

Running

time,

however, has decreased materially and
probably will slump further for the
next few weeks, at all events, until
after the holiday season.
The check-off injunction proceedings

remain unchanged.

No

one has been

able to find out as yet when a decision
can be looked for in this matter. Even
the most sanguine operators are not
In the
expecting anything prompt.
meantime, producers are taking adopportunity
possible
every
vantage of
to run their mines, although the best
of them cannot average more than two
davs a week.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Mild Weather Keeps Production Down
Weaken Steam
Prices
Domestic

—
— "No- Shows

Scarcity Raises

Gloomy.
Even nature seems to have

any

Retail dealers, when they are buying
at all are doing so in very small quantities and their trade reflects this attiPerhaps the very genei-al pretude.
vailing idea of a reduction in freight
rates is having something to do with
this sluggish domestic market, but it is
doubtful if tlie agitation for reduced
rates is alone responsible.
The public
is feeling poor and this is the main
reason why coal is being purchased in
such small quantities.
It is reported
from fairly reliable sources that there
are over ten thousand cars of domestic coal now on track at the Indiana
and niinois mines.
Prices
on screenings are slowly
mounting upward, principally because
very few mines are operating on account of the fact that they are blocked
with domestic loads which cannot be
moved. A week or so ago certain high-

distressed position.

market" amounted

to

well

to

Retail

Middle West

Kanawha

possible

are

and refuse

time.

Hits

Botto^n "No-Market" Losses Heavier
Than Ever.

longer

spot prices were

Southern Appalachian

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Production

Low

in checking production
oi'ders furnished the bulk

of the business.

River and the Gulf

Comparatively few mines in the New
River field found it possible to operate
during the week ended Dec. 3, although
some mines had resumed operations on
an open - shop basis under the 1917

decrease

were

and contract

Middle West, we are still out playing
golf and living under weather conditions
far more suitable for Spring. The worst
of it is there is no cold weather in
sight and it would take at least four
weeks of blizzard, plus transportation
difficulties and every other hindrance

it in for
the coal industry, for instead of having
seasonable December weather in the

Improvement

—
— "No-Bills"

Are

Heavy.
Several Carterville mines have been
now close to two weeks on account

idle

of their inability to

move lump

coal.

;
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Screenings are in demand and some
few mines are crushing mine run to

up

keep

with

their

screenings

con-

tracts.

The mild weather is given as one
reason for the congested condition of
size and another is that a great
many domestic consumers are using a
Nearly all fields have
cheaper fuel.
cut the price of their domestic sizes,
excepting southern Illinois and the
lump

Harrisburg district.
Low working time has caused uneasiness among the miners.
This is
giving some concern to the operators,
for they fear that after the first of the
year if the demand revives and their
miners continue to leave that they will
suffer a serious handicap.
Market conditions are such that in-

dependent operators have tut the price

Lump is $3.50,
on nearly everything.
egg $3.25 and about $3 on No. 1 nut,
mine run, §2.65 and screenings $1.75
@$2, with a tendency for the screenings price to show constant improvement. Railroad tonnage showed a decrease last week.
Operating conditions in the Duquoin
are somewhat similar. Nearly all
the mines have been forced to cut their
prices in order to work, and at that
they are only getting about one day in

field

two weeks.
The Mt. Olive situation is unusually
There
is practically no domestic
bad.
ej'ery

coal

being

little

price

shipped

to

St.

Louis.

A

moving Northwest and into
The Chicago and St. Louis
The country price is
$3.50.

is

Chicago.
is

suppose.l to be $3.75, but this is too
high for the coals that meet Mt. Olive
in competit-on, with the result that Mt.
Springfield disOlive is n.t moving.
trict coal g.iing into Mt. Olive territory is seiung as low as $3 in Kansas
City ard Omaha and S3. 25 in the country for ')-in. lump, while some of the
other smaller sizes are down to $2.50.
In the Standard field the old system
of selling coal below cost is working
again. Screenings are in good demand
at around $1,25, but the .supply is short
and it is somewhat of a speculators'
market, with a tendency to show a deprice.
The railroad
better
cidedly

tonnage

is

light

and many mines have

not worked for the last two weeks,
while others are getting only one and
two days. No bills are heavy.

John r. Gorman, well known operator In
the Hazard «nd Jellico fields, has purchased
the mine at Diablork, formerly known as
Four Seams Collieries Co. This company
will bo known as the John P. Gorman Coal
Extensive improvements are planned.
Co.

News Items

From

24

Vol. 20, No.

Field and Trade

Abner Lunaford, general manager of the
Banner Fork Coal Corporation, belonginK
the Ford interests, has been in Detroit

to

on business.

The

ILLINOIS
Over 2,000 acres of coal land has rtccntly
been leased in the vicinity of pjlkville, Jackson County, by officials of the Valier Coal
Co., and other coal men from Pittsburgh, Pa.
Announcement has not been made of the
sinking of a new mine, but it is the general
opinion in mining circles in the district.
The Victors- Coal & Mlnlne Co., Mine No.
5 at Duciuoin, owned by the Boehmer Coal
Co., has resumed operations -after a shut
down of several weeks.
Walter K, Rutledee, president of the
Security Coal & Mining Co., Chicago, has
returned to his home from an annual quail
hunt in Southern Illinois. He was accompanied by a party of coal men from St.
Louis and Chicago.
C.

E.

Saxon and David Brown, of the

United States Bureau of Mines are at present on a tour of Southern Illinois mining
giving instructions in mine rescue
and first aid work. They are giving lessons
in such towns as Harrisburg.
Eldorado,
Benton, Marion. West Frankfort and others.

towns,

Muddy River recently overbanks and flooded Mine No. 9
Connolidated Coal Co., Murphysboro.
Two adjoining mines were also
closed because of the backwaters.
The nelvalley Coal Corporation has been
inrorporated with capital of $100,000 by
J. C. Carico. Robert Fletcher. C. M. Busby,
John Chambcrl-ciin and J. A. Kern. Address
J. A. Kern. Ridge Farm. i;i.
The

flowed
of the

Fire of incendiary- origin recently destroyed a large portion of the boiler room
and engine houfe of the National Coal &

Mining

Co.. near Bellevills.
The loss is
estimated at about $10,000.
M. A. Rowan, mining engineer and operator of Chicago, present owner of the New
Pro.sperity Mine at Carterville and Globe
Fourth Vein Mine in Sullivan County, Ind..
has recently completed a deal whereby he
becomes owner of the Eastside Mine at
Equality-,
The mine is fully developed and
equipped with electrical machinery through-

out,

the Illinois Central,

INDIANA

excavating machinery used

of $5,000 as the result of canof a coal contract for approximately 7,000 tons, are asked of Carl A.
Seibel. doing business under the name of
the Dunn Coal Co., Ft. Wayne, in a suit
by the
filed
in Federal Court recently
Riverside Coal Co. of Jackson. Ky.
The
complaint charges that in March. 1920,
Seibel contracted with the Tuttle Coal Co.,
sales agents for the plaintiff, for the delivery of 10,000 tons at $3.80. Nov. 27. after
3.098 tons had been delivered, the defendant
refused to accept further shipments. Meantime, the price of coal broke sharply.
The
damages represent the difference between
the contract price and market price at the
time of cancellation.

The following itinerary
Examining Board

of the UlinoU
for December
has been announced:
Dec, 8, Belleville;
Dec, 9. Harrisburg: Dec. 10. Herrin
Dec,
12.
West Frankfort: Dee. 13, Duquoin;
Dec. 14. Staunton; Dec. 15, Carlinville
Dec. 17. Decatur; Dec. 19, Danville; Dec.
20. La Salle; Dec 21. Peoria.

Miners*

;

C. M. WasHon, president of the Wasson
Coal Co., Harrisburg, recently gave a bannuet to the officials executive board members and department heads of the com,pan\-.
Talks were made by various members of the company along mining prin-

in

mining opera-

The Brown & Sharp Coal Co,, capital
$20,000, has been chartered by G, p. Sharp.
Middlesboro
John E Brown, Lejunior,
and R, O, Sharp, Middlesboro.
John C. Lepping has affirmed ownership
:

of the River-Rail Coal Co.
This concern
has no connection with the Rail & River
Co.,
jobbers,
in
the Republic Building,
Louisville,

The Kentucky Straight Creek Coal Co.
has filed amended articles, increasing its
from $10,000

Suit has been filed in Toledo against
the -Manufactnrers' Coal Co. to have the
comp.anv declared a l)ankrupt. The DavlsLewiH Coal Co., of Toledo, the Bunnybrook
Coal Co. and the Mancourt Winters Coal
Co. of Michigan are the plaintiffs.
It

to $20,000,

now announced that R. B. Inner
have charge of the general Western
of the Old Dominion Coal Cor-

Is

to

Is

business
poration

with headquarters at Cincinnati.

Ramsey, president

B.

L,.

of

the

Logan

Fuel Co, of Charleston, was a recent

visi-

tor in Cincinnati.

Russell V. Johnson of Cleveland has been

named Ohio purchasing agent to succeed
Edward J. Shattuck who resigned because
of

KENTUCKY

capital

OHIO
The Bureau of Mlnea has prepared a motion picture, which will be loaned for exhibition, covering coal stripping operations
in Ohio in connection with the use of heavy
tions.

Damages

cellation

He

a controversy over coal contracts.

was treasurer under Governor Harry L.
Davis when he was Mayor of Cleveland.

W.

r.

Henrj-, president of the Kentenia

make the Cincinnati
company his headquarters

Coal Co.. will
of

his

office

until

spring or later. He h.as been looking after
the company's tidewater business with his
office in New Tork for over a year,

Harry Walker, prominent coal operator
and hanker of Dillonvale. underwent an
Mr,
operation in Battle Creek recently.
Walker, in addilion to being president of
banks in Dillonvale and Tiltonville, is
at
president of the H. Walker Coal Co
Adena, and the H, Walker Coal Mining
.

The Himler Coal Co., Himlerville, is
planning to spend about $175,000 in newdevelopments and construction of its mining town.
H. H. Graves, general manager of the
Bolce Coal Co.. has purchased the Madi-sonville
Machine Works, and arranged
with Philip Crof, former owner and manager, to continue as general

manager

of the

shop,

A. F. Del Valley and Sons of West Terre
Haute, Ind.. coal operators, have purchased
from .Albert H. McFarland of Tilton. 105
acres of coal land, and will begin operations in the new field by early spring.

ciples.

Egyptian Coal Co.

and the O. K. Coal Co.. at Marissa. recently banqueted tlie district officials of

Big

its

of the

officials

Harr.v A. Thompson, formerly assistant
manager for the Wholesale Coal
Pittsburgh, has been transferred to
the Covington. Ky., office. Lawyers Buildtraffic

Co.,
ing.

Marion T. Knight, who has b^en mining
engineer for Jewett, Biglow and Brooks at
severed his connection with this
company on Dec, 1. He has taken up his
duties as chief mining engineer for the
Harlan Fuel Co,, at Yancey.
Pineville,

Announcement is made of the sale
of the Devon Coal Co., of Harlan County,
to
to

Richmond, Virginia,
develop

parties,

who

expect

the property on a big scale.
for tile company is to be the
Coal Co.. capitalized at

The new name

Virgin'a-Harlan
$1.50.000,

pany are

Headquarters of the new comto be in Pineville.

Co..

Tiltonville.

L. A, Gilson. recently appointed general;
sales manager of tlie Maher <;^ollieries Co,,
took up his new duties on Nov. 15th. For
several years past Mr. Gilson has been:
fu>»l agent for the Cleveland Electric Illu-

minating

ward

Co.,

a concern which

uses

up-

of a million tons of coal annually,

Patterson Co., of Dayton, has8.
J.
secured the sole agency for seven mines
of the Solvay Collieries Co,, located ini
the Pocahontas No. 3 vein and the Tug
River fields of the N, & W, in West
Virginia.

The Sterling Mine Snpply & Manufacturing Co, has been chartered with a capitalof $100,000 by L. B. Turn bull, Jr.. H, A.
Bayless, John R, Schindel, Morrison H.
Waite and E, M, Grooms.
The Community Coal Co. has been incorporated

witli a capital of $20,000 tomine coal in the eastern Ohio field. Incorporators are Thomas ,T, McNames, J,
H. Anderson. Geor^re L Sandrock. James.
McDonough and Albert W. Kennon.
A. J, Salter, of the Southern Coal Corporation, with headquarters at Fairmont,

was

at Altron recently.
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PENNSYLVANIA
The Hazel niine of the ChartlerK Creek
Coal Co., near Canonsburg is being put in
The plant has
readiness lor operation.
been closed since early in the spring.
The question "When Is a Strike Over."
ueen before the Pennsylvania
Industrial Board for a year, is to be settled
The
at a public hearing next February.
state Chamber of Commerce submitted the
last suggestion to the board to the effect
that when more than fifty per cent of the
employees of a plant where a strike has
occurred have returned to work the strike
This definition will be considered
is over.
with others at a public hearing of the
board to be held in February.
which has

Seward E. Button, chief of the Pennsylvania Department of Mines, with Thomas
has made
J. Williams, district inspector,
an investigation of the mine fire at the
Red Ash Mine of the Red Ash Coal Co..
fire,
which
has
This
In Luzerne County.
been raging for some time with disastrous
results, will be taken in hand by the department and Chief Button says every effort
will be made to extinguish it.
progress at the Audenreid colliery of the tehigh and WllkesKarre Coal Co. will make that plant one
of the most up-to-date in the Lehigh field.

Improvements

In

The GirardviUe JUniug Co., Philadelphia, has notified the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth that it has increased its capital from $5,000 to $500,000.
During the present year the Pennsylvania Workmen's Compensation Board's
referees have disposed of 3,391
tw-elve
cases.
Tliis is 776 cases more than the
record for the entire twelve months of
1020, when 2.615 cases were disposed of

They still have 1,642
by the referees.
cases pending and but few of these will be
finally disposed of before the close of the

year.

The Pennsylvania State Water Supply
Commission has approved the applications
WaUwork Coal Co. to construct a
and change the channel of Red
Bank Creek at Hawthorn, Clarion County,
and of the East Windver Coal Co. to construct a bridge across Stoney Creek River
near Kring Station, Somerset County.
The Wenona Coal Co., Westmoreland

of the
culvert

County, has notified tlie Secretary of the
at Harrisburg that it has

Commonwealth
dissolved.

Lloyd Kniffln, formerly general manager
Hanover Bessemer Iron and Copper
Pierro, New Mex., has been ap-

of the
Co. of

construction engineer
deira Hill Co. at Frackville.

pointed

J. E. Gasklll of the Southern Coal Corporation of Fairmont was In Pittsburgh recently calling on the coal trade.

The State Workmen's Compensation
Board has granted a hearing de novo in
the case of Alex Phillips, Ernest, against
the Jeffers & Clearfield Coal and Coke Co..
The claimant appealed
Punxsutawney.
from the order of Referee Gleason, District
No. 10, refusing a petition for a review of
In the case of
the compensation aw-ard.
Frank Cheely, Rillton, against the Westmoreland Coal Co., Irwin, the board dismissed an appeal by the company from
the order of Referee Snyder. District No.
5. granting a petition for reinstatement of
The board has
the compensation award.
affirmed the findings of fact, conclusions of
law and the award of the referee.
P. Monahan and I..
A. Qulnllvan announce their resignation as
president, vice president and secretary respectively, of the Reilly-Peabody Fuel Co.,

Eugene

S.

Riell.r, L.

whose name has now been changed to Peabodv Fuel Co., and also their resignation
as officers of the American Coke Corporation, affiliated c"mpany of the Peabody Fuel
F. E. Peaoody's resisrnation as treasurer of the Eastern Fuel Co. and its subsidiar.v, the Georges Creek Coal Minins Co..
been
accepted.
The present officers of
has
Eugene S.
the Eastern Fuel Co. are:

Co.

Riclly, president, P. F. Merrltt, vice presiQuinlivan, secretarydent. Laurence A.
treasurer,
E. I,eon Carpenter, assistant

secretary-treasurer.

989!

Ma-

of the

office of

the Central Poca-

Coal Co. has been closed, and
George H. Loeb, Norfolk manager, will be
hontas

transferred to the Cincinnati

office

of business conditions.

WASHINGTON,
a

D. C.

report to Congress the Shipping
states that the following claims

Board
have been

Berwind White Coal
settled
New England Fuel
$525 and $3,500
Transportation Co., $150. $144 and
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.,
$3,410
$1,746; Westmoreland Coal Co., $1,124;
Logan Coal & Supply Co., $6,000 HutchinMatlack
son Coal Co., $2,532 and $4,071
Bogla Coal &
Coal & Iron Co., $1,131
:

Co.,

;

&

:

;

;

;

Oil Co., $79,705

and

$4,391.

In the annual report of the Interior Desubmitted to the President by
Secretary Albert B. Fall, it is stated that
the general land office awarded under the
leasing law 55 applications for coal prospecting permits, four leases and four licenses covering 87,781 acres in the United
States and three leases for coal mining in
Alaska covering 4.520 acres, and approved
Receipts
acres.
3.394
entries
for
coal
from coal l-;ases amounted to $8,683 royalt.v on coal mined in Colorado was $8,775.
Coal entries received during the year
amounted to 59 66 were disposed of and
In the United States coal
14 are pending.
prospecting permits were issued to 55 applicants and four leases and four licenses
were issued. In Alaska three coal leases
were issued covering 4 520 acres, making a
total of seven leases outstanding coverin.g
6 540 acres in the Bering River field, 2,520
in the Matanuska field, 1.400 acres in the

partment

;

Stockholders in the Harco Coal Co.. most
whom are residents of Johnstown,
receive their regular dividend this
will
year of 13 per cent on preferred stock and
a dividend of 50c. on all common stock.
The Harco company is one of the Cosgrove
This is the second dividend of
interests.
the company on common stock and the
eighth on the preferred stock.
of

^

With the recent announcement of the
adoption of the 1917 mining scale by the
lErothers Valley Coal C9., of Somerset,
labor trouble developed and the men affiliated with the U. M. W. went on strike.
The mines are being operated with a reduced force until the ranks of the striking
miners can be filled. The scale announced
is $1.06 for pick mining and 65c, for machine mining
outside laborers $4, and inside laborers $4.77.
;

Cosgrove and a number of associates have acquired control of the Grazier
Coal Mining Co.. in Somerset County, near
the town of Foustwell.
The deal involves
the purchase of approximately 1.183 shares
of the mining company stock which were
taken over at $105 per share. The former
owners of the stock were the J. A. Grazier
estate, the H. F. Grazier estate. Hon. John
M. Rose. Mrs. Etta C. Sheridan. Mrs.
Charles S. Alter. Mrs. Jessie S. Grazier.
Emory C. Dodson and Dr. J. H. Grazier.

John

C.

Tlie Clearfield Coal Corporation, has announced from the New York office the promotion of H. B. Dougla.'ss to the position
of a.ssistant to the president with offices at
Indiana. A. J. Master, who has been head
of the purchasing department for some time.
has been appointed general manasrer with
headquarters in Indiana, succeeding Mr.

Douglass.

:

Cook Inlet and 566 in the Nenana field.
The Supreme Court, in an opinion by
McReynolds, dismissed the case
.lust ice
from the California courts in which recovery of damages was sought from the
Western Fuel Co. by administrators of
M. Souza, a workman, who was killed
while discharging a cargo of coal from a
vessel by falling coal.
Representative Parrish has introduced a
bill to pay $564 to the Sewell Grain and
Fuel Co.. of Vernon. Tex., which it is said
was wrongfully collected from the company
by the government.
The Department of Justice has filed a
brief in the court asking that the refusal
of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals to en.1oin the Interior Department
from cancelline land selections of the
Santa Fe Pacific railroad, be sustained.
The case originated on protest of Thomas
Leaden that the selection of the lands by
the railroad would create a monopoly of
coal lands in the vicinity of Gallup. N. M.

The government exchanged lands with the
railroad hut it is alleged that the lands
selected bv the coal companv were valued
at from $62 to $83 an acre, while the
government lands received in exchange
from the railroad were valued at only $20

an acre.

tor argument.

The Bureau of Mines is conducting a
number of coal investigations of interest.
Co-operating with the Southern Appalachian;
Coal Operators' Association of Knoxville,
the bureau has begun the w-ork of sampling
coal from mines in Tennessee and eastern
Kentucky. The bureau has examined new
coal stripping operations at Stigler, HasOkla., where a steam shovel
kell
Co.,
costing $100,000 has been installed, the
coal seam being 22 inches thick and the
The peat
overburden from 12 to 20 ft.
bogs of Wisconsin are being examined to
define their relation to the formation of"

The Internal Revenue Bureau plans toadd ten valuation engineers on coal, timber
and metals valuation of income tax returns.

of the

company.
H. M. Hall, president of the Fort Dearborn Coal Co., was in Norfolk recently
calling on the trade and making a survey

In

advanced

A coniinitlie representing common stockholders of the Reading Co., has asked the
Supreme Court to advance for hearing the
case in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
Court growing out of dissolution of the
Reading combine. The controversy is between holders of the preferred and common
It is understood
stock of the Reading Co.
that the government and opposing counsel
are agreeable to advancement of the case.

coal.

VIRGINIA
The Norfolk

The Supreme Court will not hear arguments in the .Morrisdale Coal Co. case untilearly in .lanuary.
This is due to the fact
that argunieni of cases assigned for hearing in advance of cases on the regular
docket will take up the intervening time,
the coal case being on the regular docket
and not especially assigned but taking its
place in the call of the docket after cases-

WEST VIRGINIA
CliSfs Iron Co. of Cleveland has completed arrangements for theconstruction of a steel tipple, equipped
with shaker screens, picking tables, loading boxes etc.. at its plant at Ethel, in the
heart of the Logan region.
New equipment is being added to the
the Robert Talbott Coal Co^
plant
of
of Fairmont, at Lowesville. Monongalia
County, this plant being on the MonongaNew equipment consists of a
hela Ry.
rope and button conveyor and loading
equipment.
Two large steel tipples have just been
built by the Clinchfleld Coal Corporation
at mines Nos. 8 and 9 at Moss, the.se mines
Included in the
being on the C, C. & Oequipment are conveyors, shaker screens,
The
picking tables and loading booms.
company operates three mines at Moss, Va.
In connection with the development or
field,
coal property at Burch. in the Mingo
the Puritan Coal Co. has installed screening, conveying and loading equipment and
will soon be in a position to operate.
C. H. Jenkins, secretary and treasurerof the Hutchinson Coal Co. with headquar-

The Cleveland

ters at Fairmont, having demonstrated his
prowess as a golfer, has been presented
with a silver lo\'ing cup as one of the win-

ners in the annual tournament held by the

Fairmont Country Club.
The office of the Security Coal Co., Just
This conorganized, will be in Fairmont.
cern will operate in Monongalia County,
capitalized at $50,000. Among those activeIn
the organization are R, Morgan. T.
Frank Reed, C. F. Crane. B, M. Simpson,
John R. Steel, of Barall of Fairmont
;

rackville.

The West Penn Power Co. of Pitt.sburgh
has applied to the County Court of Monongalia County for permission to construct
electric lines through Union district and"
also has applied to the Preston County
court for the same privilege. From all that
can be learned the West Penn company
proposes to absorb a number of smaller
power concerns, if possible, and to furnish
power to a number of the mines In northern West Virginia.
Dave Fleming has been placed in charge
of the Eccles propertv of the New River

operating in the New River
succeeding C. P. Munch, who has resigned on account of poor health.
Fred G. Wood, general mana.ger of the
.\migo Coal Co, of .-Vmigo. has returned
from a four months' tour of the West.
After spending the greater part of the
summer and autumn on the Pacific Coast.
Colonel James Stirrat, a well-known operator of Raleigh, Logan and Fayette counties, has returned to his headquarters in
the Winding Gulf district.
Major W. P. Tarns, head of the Tams
interests in the Windin,g Gulf region, and
J.
B. Clifton, president of the Raleigh
Smokeless Fuel Co.. have returned from a
hunting trip in the Maine woods.
Collieries Co.,
field,

—

COAL AGE

;»90
\l a recent meellnB of the directors of
\ew BlTep Coal To., the largest comIn the -Now liiver Held. It
was" Jecided to closr dnwn all the mines
of the company until there Is an Improveconditions.
With coal
market
In
ment
around |2 per ton. it is said that it Is no
longer possible to operate the mines at a
There Is also to be a substantial
prollt.
reduction In salaries, from the general
manager down, the reduction in some instances amounting to as much as 60 per

mi-

panv operatlne

cent.

Thirty-one men were killed as the reof accidents in coal mines of West
Virginia during October, according to the
recent report of the State Depmrtment of
Mines.
T. \V. Arnett. president of the Antler Coal
Co. of Fairmont was railed to EHkins on
business lale in N'ovember,
.\. Brooks Flemlngr, Jr., assistant to the
president of the Consolidation Coal Co.,
was in the East on a business trip recently.
The Londule Coal Co., Lundale, has purchased the Mctireeor Coal Co., mines and
all equipment at Sla>;le. and has started up
These mines had been closed
full operation.
sult

since July.
In Greenbrier County, some five miles
Rainelle. a new smokeless field is

from

being developed, with five operating companies
already
installing
their
plants.
Along with the mining? development there
This connects
has been built a railroad.
with the Sewell Valley R R. near Riinelie
and the Sewell Valley R.R. connects with
the Chesapeake & Ohio at Meadow Creek.
The B. & O. has offered to build 15 miles
on the main line and connect with the
Greenbrier & Eastern on the Gauley River

C.
for the
1 liablock,
with this

chasing agent

Forest Coal companies

BRITISH COLUMBIA
-V
cablegram from Konilon nceived at
tho oilier of the tiranby C.>ni<uliduled -Mln.
InK. Snieillnc ti I'otvrr Cii. announces that
the Privy Council bus handed down Judgment allowing the uPi>eal of Chariis Wilson v, the Ksquimalt & Nanalmo Hy.. a
subsidiary of the Canadian I'aciHc Ky.,
and dismissing a similar appeal in tho
case of the Ksi|ulnialt & N'anaimo Uy. v.

The appeal was with
lOlizabeth Dunlop.
relation to an action on the part of the
railway company to set aside the Crown
grants to coal lands, which Uie Granby
company had imrchased in good faith and
which It had developed. The decisions not
only firmly establi.sh the titles to thr coal
lands witii the Granby company, but, being
a test case, it automatically establishes the
right to Crown grants by -settlers.
There
are at the prisent time 172 applications
Much of these
for such grants on file.
cover valuable coal lands, and the aggregate amount of money involved is large.

Fairmont.

in

O. W. Rider, identified with the Morgantown Coal Co. was in the Buffalo market
tor a few days recently.
A visitor in the Fairmont region recently
T. H. Johnson, of Bellalre, Ohio, presi-

Mr.
dent o? the Chesapeake Coal Co.
Johnson also paid a visit to Morgantown.
.•M Lewisburg, Judge Sharp recently sentenced Steve Collins. Walter Asbury, I.,ice
Cline, John C. McCoy and Bill Kstep to
two and one-half years each in the penitentiary at hard labor, and William Scarberrv to two years, they having been convicted of participation in the shooting up
These men
of Mohawk on Sept. 21, 1920.
were all members of the United Mine
Workers who were on .strike in Mingo
County, and the evidence proved that they
were "endeavoring to close down the Mohawk Coal and Coke Co.'s property, a McDowell County and non-union mine.
Boone County Coal Corporation.
Tile
Steirples, announces the following changes

ONTARIO

\

organization

in its
.sales

The Fish Coal Co., Ltd,, Toronto, has
been aw'arded the contract for the supply
coal up to April 1, to the waterworks
branch of the Toronto Department of Pub-

of

Georite Uaudrr, of the Berwind Fuel Co.,
Cleveland, -.ind R. M. Ilnmillon. of the Jefferson Gas Coal Co.. Pittsburgh, were recent
business callers on the coal trade in
Toronto.

A. F. Martin, appointed

;

;

;

;

Regulations to Govern CoalMethods of Miners' Safety and WelMiners on Leased Lands on the
Department of the Interior,

News

reasonable.

The I. C. C. has postponed from Jan. 1
to Jan. 31. pending investigation, the taking effect of reduced rates on coal proposed
by Henry Ford on his road, the Detroit,
Ss

Ironton R.R.

The

commission has authorized the
Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association, the Hazard Coal Operators' Exchange and the Harlan County Coal Operators' -Association to intervene in the complaint of the Cincinnati Association of Purchasing -\gents, involving rates on bituminous coal from mines on the L. & N. in
Kentucky. Tennessee and Virginia,
to
points
in
the
metropolitan
Cincinnati.
Ohio, district and to points in Kentucky
from points in Virginia and Tenn.^ssee.
In the complaint of the Mississippi Valley Iron Co.. the I. C. C. decides that the
rate on coke from St. Paul to St. Louis in
1918 was not unreasonable.
The L,'AngnilIe River Ry. Co.. and others,
of Little Rock, complain that the rates on
coal from points in Kentucky to Marianna.
Ark,, are unreasonable.
In the complaint of the Cannelton Sewer

Pipe

an I. C. C. examiner recommends
that rates on bituminous coal from mint-s
in the Boonville. Ind.. district to Huntingburg. Tell City and Cannelton. Ind
during federal control were not unreasonable.
In the complaint of the Edwards and
Bradford T.amber Co., the commission
holds that the rate on coal from Kenilworth, Utah, to Hillyard, Wash., is not un-

—
Mines.

—

pany. Advertiser,
Atlas Valves and

Domain

Bureau

In the complaint of the Far West Clay
Co.. an I. C. C. examiner recommends that
shipments of coal from Burnett, Durham,
Kanka.skat and Alorristown, Wash., to Clay
City. W'ash., during federal control were
properly routed but that the rates were un-

Toledo

of

I'uhlir

of

Pp. 48

;

6

x

9

in.

.\rtiflcial Gas and Byproducts In 1917-18,
S. McBride, United States Geological
Survey, 61 pages, 41 tables, 4 diagrams

by U.

Shows average and extreme conditions of
operation for various types and sizes of gas
plants.

—

Accidents

In

Containing supplemental
Pp. 99
6 X 9 in.
labor and accident tables for the years 1911
to

1919 inclusive.

;

:

communities and suggestions for bettering
their conditions.

Merchants'
Association
of
New
New York City. Year Book 1921.
Pp. 33 S
7 X 10 in.; illustrated.
Defining
the purposes of the association and description of year's activities.
The Geolug.v and Coal Resources of
Dickenson County, Virginia Virg:inia Geoloj^icai Survey, University of Vireinia.
Bulletin XXI. Pp. 224
7x10 in. illustrations,
charts and tables. Prepared in co-operation
with the United States Geological Survey.

reasonable, but that it is prejudicial, and
prescribes a relationship for the future.

The Covert Gear

Co., Inc.. and others
Lockport. N. Y., allege unreasonable
rates on coal from points in Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Virginia to Lockport.

of

Deslim of .atmospheric Gas Burners
Technologic Paper of the Bureau of Standards, Department of r'ommerce. No. 19.3.
Pp. 62 7 X 10 in. illustrations ancl chirt=.
The first of an extensive investigation of
the design of gas burners.
:

;

— Enterprise

—
—

Transformers
Aliis-Chalmers
Milwaukee, Wis.
Bulletin 1108.
S X 10* in.
illustrated.
Descrip-

Co.,

32
of the
:

;

more common types

—

of

Allis-

Chalmers Power Transfomers. Advertiser.
Wooden Tanks for Everj- Purpose The
Hauser-Stander Tank Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
Pp. 62.
Illustrations, charts and tables,
6x9 in. Describing water storage tanks
for coal mines, etc.

The
York

—

— -Advertiser,

—

;

Obituary

—

;

;

Trade

Cataloffs

James Redding, owner of the Dysart
Coal Co.. Dysart. Pa., died suddenly at his
home in Altoona. recently, froni heart
disease.
Mr. Redding was .'p6 years old,
J. Stuart Frame of the firm of Frame,
Friend & Sitneman, Inc.. Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City, died on Dec. 5.
He
was formerly with the Davis Coal & Coke
Co. of Baltimore, and had been directly
connected with the coal business since
1896.

—

Sullivan
Rotators Sullivan Machinery
Chicago, III
Bulletin 70-W, replacing
Bulletin 70-J. Pp. 31 6 x 9 in. illustrated.
Description of rotator hammer drills, "DP33." "DP-32" and "DP-37".
Advertiser.

Co..

;

;

Coming Meetings

—

—

Pnlverized Fuels
Hardinge Co. New
York, N. Y. Catalog 9. Pp. 16 9 x 11 in.
illustrated.
Description of the Hardinge
Mill, adapted to the pulverization of coal.
Oil Ensines
Vacuum Oil Co New York.
N. Y.
Pp. 22; 9 x 11 in.; illustrated.
Containing educational data on oil engines,
surface ignition type. Advertiser.
•

;

—

:

,

—

—

.'stationary Steam Engines
Vacuum Oil
Co..
York, N. Y. Pp. 31
9 x 11 in.
illustrated. Educational work covering steam

New

Publications Received

Atlas

;

:

Power
tion

Co..

.

Modern Mine Transportation

Pp.

—

Department of the
Oil Camp Sanitation
Interior, Bureau of Mines. Technical P.iper
illustrated.
261, Pp. 32
6 X 9 in.
Describing sanitary
conditions
in
'"boom"

—

Foundry & Machine Works, Bristol, Va.Pp. 23
6 x 9 in.
illustrated.
Description of manufacture and use of Enterprise Chilled Car Wheels.
Advertiser.
Mfg.

;

Regulators

Valve Co., Newark N. J. Junior Catalog
21.
Pp. 21): 3} X 6 in.; illustrated.
Describing reducing valves, pump governors,
pressure regulators, etc.
Tenn.

United
the
Department of the Interior,
States, 1919
Technical Paper 288,
Bureau of Mines.
Metal-Mine

steam and
by the com-

illustrated.
Describing hand,
electric capstans manufactured

Operating
fare

Works

lic

manager vice R. B. Isner, resigned
Hayden. appointed auditor
vice

M.

^liniiig

Traffic

;

1*.

has severed his connection

Ky.,

citv recently, looking over the corporation's
plant.
A. D. Sliowalter. after several months
spent at his former home at Denver, has
joined the forces of the Diamond tind

was

Colicnn, appointed purvice K. B. Inner, resigned.

A. F. .Martin; J.

company and will be employed at
Crumpler as superintendent for the Greenbrier Coal & Coke Co.
Clmrlrs V, Critchfleid. of Mt. Vernon and
Cleveland, vice president of the Domestic
Coke Corporation of Fairmont, was in that

O.

side.
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who has been superintendent
Four Seams Block Collieries Co., at

Loffftn,

1>.

;

;

valve and cylinder lubrication, stationary
steam engines. Advertiser.
Welding Torch and Carrying Case Outfit
Davis-Houmonville Co., Jersey City,
N. J.
Pp. 11; 3 X 6 in.; illustrated
De.scription of compact welding outfit and

—

—

carrying case.
Flory Capstans
gor, Pa.
Catalog

—

S.

Florv Mfg.

33.

Pp. 14

:

Ban-

Co.,
6

x

9

in.;

The American Institute of ConsnItinK Engineers, Inc.. will hold its annual meeting
Jan. 16, 1922, at the Engineers' Club, 32
West 4 nth St.. New York Citv, Secretary
F. A. Molitor, 3,t Na.ssau St., New York
City,

New England Wholesale
will hold Its

Coal Association

annual meeting Jan.

10,

at Boston, Mass.
Secretary. R. S.
send, 27 Kilby St.. Bo.ston, Mass.

Soathern

Appalachian

1922,

Town-

Coal Operators'
Association will hold its next meeting Jan.
27, 1922, at Knoxville, Tenn.
Secretary, J.
E. McCoy, Knoxville, Tenn.
Pike County Coal Operators will hold
their annual meeting Jan. 6, 1922. at Pikevil'e.
Ky.
Secretary. F. E. Miller, Pikeville. Ky.

—
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Judge Anderson s Judicial Errors Not
Without Their Benefit

HIGHLY

technical is the characterization applied to
the opinion handed down last week by the Circuit
Court of Appeals in Chicago on Judge Anderson's
famous injunction against the checl^-ofF. The outcome,
however, plainly enough is an upsetting of Judge Anderson's theory and contention and a reversal for those who
expected thus to be relieved without more ado of the
burden of the check-off.
For the Borderland Coal
Corporation and the non-union operators the victory
may not prove to be empty time alone and the final
decree of the Indianapolis court, to which the plea is
again remanded for hearing, will tell.
So broad and sweeping was the original decree and
so far does it appear that Judge Anderson overstepped
"the limitations of the case and his own jurisdiction,"
that all hope of settling the question of the check-off
by court processes is now behind us. It is true there
remains the indictment under the Sherman law of 226
coal operators, miners and others, in which the checkoff practice is under fire, but so many other matters
are involved in this case and the time of its trial and
settlement are so remote as not to figure in present
counsels.
The check-off is illegal, it appears, only when the
;

money collected thereby is put to illegal use. That
Judge Anderson had decided otherwise caused wonderment among the laity in no way connected with the coal
industry and not smarting under the evils of the

We find among those who wholeheartedly
sympathize with the opposition of coal operators to the
check-off a dispasition to regard the decision of the
Chicago court as reasonable and to have been expected.
The sentiment of such observers is that the check-off
should go but that it must be removed by another route,
although perhaps on the same basis of reasoning.
Hence, unless the unexpected occurs, the check-off will
be an issue in the wage negotiations early next spring.
The few days that intervened between the original

practice.

decree of Judge Anderson and the stay of judgment
by the Chicago court afforded striking evidence of the
temper of the coal operators with respect to the timedishonored practice of the check-off. Indiana, of course,
being indisputably within the jurisdiction of the Indianapolis court, would have obeyed.
Illinois, wavering
between the Indianapolis decree and that of a state
court running counter to it, gave evidence of a desire
to be purgad of the check-off.
Ohio, Pittsburgh and
central Pennsylvania decided to accept the competency
and obey the injunction of the Indianapolis court. The
check-off was slated to go.
Whether it can be overthrown in the next scale meetings remains to be seen.
So tenaciously will the union ciing to this to them
life-giving privilege, that he who elects to oppose it
faces a sevei-e trial of force.

—

Editors.

Number

22, 1921

25

We stand with those who believe the check-off of
today must be abolished in the interest of truly representative unionism and the good name of the coal industry.
The judicial errors of Judge Anderson have not
been without advantage in centering thought and opinion on the check-off.

Wherein Lies the Greater Opportunity?

WHO

—

own the coal mines the conor the purchasers?
Wherein lies the
greater opportunity for profit in operating coal mines
or in selling coal?
Or is the real chance for wealth
from coal in the holding of the resource, the coal land?
The past five or six years have chronicled a definite
movement of the control of coal production to the consumer. To understand this development it is only necessary to recognize coal as a raw material for industry.
If the finished product be iron and steel, then the producer inherently turns to ownership of ore-bearing lands
and iron mines, coal lands and coal mines, limestone and
dolomite quarries, coke ovens and even railroads. The
Steel Corporation is a typical large example of vertical
combine, being essentially self-contained as regards
reserves and producing units for all raw materials
entering into its final products.
The second largest
steel company, the Bethlehem, now owns coal mines to
supply its normal requirements. Other steel companies
own mines suflJicient to supply all or large portions of
their requirements for byproduct, gas and steam coal.
Railroads likewise, particularly in the West and
Middle West, are owners and operators of coal mines
for engine fuel.
In some instances, as in Illinois, the
railroads have long-time cost-plus contracts for entire
mine outputs, which has the same effect on the commercial demand as if owned outright by the consumer.
Some industrials which are large coal consumers, as the
Semet-Solvay, own and operate many coal mines. Henry
Ford mines the coal he burns as well as other raw materials used in his manufacturing establishments.
Public utilities are fast entering the field as owners
and operators of coal mines. Fuel is the one important
raw material for the production of steam-generated
electric power and many central-station operators are
numbei-ed among the coal operators.
The plant and
equipment of one of the newest and largest of these is
described at length in this week's issue. A mine plant
has here been designed under the ideal condition of a
uniform and predetermined output definitely assured.
Operating conditions are likewise ideal, for "car shortage" has been eliminated as a factor limiting production
and "no-market" losses are reduced to the minimum.
It may be assumed that with these advantages and
the best and latest equipment, both above and below
ground, the cost of production will be correspondingly
low.
The company operating the coal mine in this instance is separate but subsidiary to fhe power company
991
will eventually

sumers

—

COAL
and it follows as a matter of good business that the
coal will be carried on the books of both to show a profit
But, lacking selling expense
for the producing unit.
and with inherently low cost, it may well be that the coal

company

will be enabled to sell the piiwer

figure that will

make

it

difficult

company at a
power com-

for other

A

(.;
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series of incidents abroad and cabled
excuses. The world spot market is as enticing to buyers one place as another and English coal at some $2
less per ton delivered has been substituted for the
American. Factors supplying bunker stations in the
West Indie.s business that belongs here as much as

stopped by a

—

—

not be far from the mark to say that the
commercial coal business of this country has not increased materially in recent years; that the greatest
increments to consumptive capacity have been and are
being supplied by the development of new mines or the

that of the Channel Islands does to England have told
the government that Engli.sh shippers are in a way to
supplant American coal at our front door. In fact, a
dramatic climax, as it were, in the tragedy of our ailing
export trade was the recent delivery in our seaports,
both Pacific and Atlantic, of coal from Great Britain.
To meet this competition, which threatens not trade
born of the war but business established ten or more
years ago, the coal operators ha\e cut mine prices to
the bare bone. Ocean freights in foreign-flag boats can
be had below cost; there remains but the railroad
freight to tidewater that is still on a high perch. From
.?1.40 pre-war to $2.80 now, the rail rate on a gross ton

purchase of old mines by the consumer.

of coal

panies without coal properties to compete, which circumstance will promote the acquisition of coal mines by
the other public utilities. Thus is the unregulated coal
industry in process of absorption by the highly regullated public utility. Even the retailer is becoming coal
producer, it having been announced recently that the
largest coal dealer in New York City is now part owner
of an anthracite producing

company.

may

It

The corollary, of course, is foi- the coal producer to
be owner of the business or industry that consumes his
coal.
One nationally known coal operator is a director
Not
in many of the enterprises to which he sells coal.
a few producers and wholesalers have retail coal yards
Another
to facilitate the distribution of their product.
is partner in a byproduct coke oven
enterprise tbat takes part of his coal output.
Because of the widespread use of coal there is no
possibility of the commercial coal industry ever being
wholly absorbed by the user, but there are several consequences of even partial control that are worthy of
The industrially owned mine need not fight for
note.
a market cost of production is something to be ab.sorbed
Therefore the
in the selling price of the final pnnluct.
Strikes
incentive is to maintain continuous operation.
are to be avoided. There is lacking the outside pressure
The next step
foi; lower costs through lower wages.
after an industrial acquires a coal mine is to buy coal
cars, and it has been the general experience that private
are given an
coal cars receive a preference in handling
advantage on the rails.
On the other hand, at the industrial mines we are apt
to find the mining practice giving the highest recorvery
of coal from the ground. A commercial operator, beset
by keen competition, gets his coal in the cheapest manner, but the industrial coal operator can and does afford
the practice in mining that comes nearest to taking 100
per cent of the deposit.

producer of coal

;

—

A

Promise in
BE invited

TO

Ftilfillment

to Washington and to have fjupport
high places, to be admitted into the commmi
counsel of business and government, is an experience
until last week denied the heckled coal operators since
the dajs of Secretary Lane and of Dr. Garfield.
The occasion was a meeting called to find a way to
effect a cut in freight rates on coal to tidewater for
export, in a last desperate effort to save the remains of
our foreign business. Week by week for three or more
months the volume of cargo coal for offshore has been
dwindling, in part because abroad, as here, consumption
of coal and demand are low, but largely because Great
Britain has been underbidding us.
Shipments on a contract for gas coal in Italy obtained
for this country were hardly under way when suddenly
in

from the Smokeless fields to Hampton Roads
stands doubled. It is to lower this rate by at least $1
that the government and coal operators are pressing the
railroads.

That the coal exporters turned to the Department of
Co-nimerce and that Mr. Hoover not only expressed
polite governmental interest in their problem but energetically took up the fight in their behalf is gratifying
evidence that at last business has an avenue of approach
to Washington that is the zenith of our hopes, as the
invitations to Washington of Mr. Calder a year ago were
the nadir.
The railroads

may

may

not extend the necessary
if they do, but a small
portion of the coal producers will be directly benefited.
The really important issue is that it has been demonstrated that there is a place in the government in Washington to which the coal industry can take its problems
of commerce and that there is a man who has the wisdom
to appraise a situation and the courage and ability to
pursue a solution. Even the slow-minded can now perceive what Mr. Hoover meant last spring when he said
he planned to make the Department of Commerce an
or

relief in export coal rates,

and

aid to industry.

In view of a report by a prominent firm of certified
public accountants controverting the claim of the Bureau
of Mines that the Government Fuel Yard has effected a
saving on the coal handled through it for government use,
Representative Rhodes, chairman of the Committee on
Mines and Mining of the House of Representatives, has
promised to reopen hearings before pressing the fuel yard
The accountants
bill, which now is on the House calendar.
who went over the fuel yard's accounts and who assert that
the government suffered a loss through this operation were
retained by the National Retail Coal Merchants' Association.
Frederick Stephens, president of that organization,
and Joseph O'Toole, its secretary, spent several days in

Washington last week. The accountant's report was laid
before the chairmen of the committees on mines and mining of the Senate and of the House and also before General
Dawes and Colonel Mosely, of the Bureau of the Budget.
Private funds in sufficient volume to make possible a
comprehensive study of seasonal coal movements are assured. The study is to be begun at once under the general
auspices of the Committee on Mining of the President's
conference on unemployment. This is the first of a series
of surveys which are to be carried out by Edward E. Hunt,
secretary of the conference, in co-ogeration with the
Department of Commereee.
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SPRING'DALE HEADFRAJIE, PREPARATION PLANT, HOIST HOUSE AND CENTRAL STATION

Mine Furnishes Fuel to West Penn Power Co.
Cleaning Every Car of Coal Before Weighing

Springclale
Plant,

—

Coal Screened to Lump, Nut and Slack Before Picking
For Weighing,
Last Two Sizes Are United and Reassembled, but Not Mixed with First
Lump Is Then Crushed and with Nut and Slack Goes to Boilers

—

By D. J.
Charleston,

ENGINEERS have often wondered that
MININGshould
frequently be hauled many miles
so

coal

power plants which might

from the

much more

tipple to
profitably be erected there or at least at a

away and have explained the uneconomiarrangement either by reflections on the conservatism of th'e coal operator or on his lack of knowledge of
short distance
cal

the public-utility

business.

The

right

place for

the

Baker
W. Va.

company to meet the power needs of a
region that is rapidly calling for more and more purchased power. The West Penn Power Co. has taken a
large and valuable part in the supply of power to this
a power-plant

region.

In designing the coal-handling equipment on the tipprovisions were made for receiving foreign or
storage coal into the building. Such coal will be crushed
ple,

power-generating equipment is at the mine, for thereby
the expense of transportation and the uncertainties of

and prepared

railroading are avoided.
At the Springdale mine of the Allegheny-Pittsburgh
Coal Company, a subsidiary of the West Penn Power
Co., no room could be found on the eastern bank of the
river for the construction of a tipple and power plant.
On the west side of the river the land is more level than
is the east side, where the power company is possessed
of a 4,000-acre tract of the "Thick Freeport" coal.
Consequently twin tunnels were dug uncfer the river
from the steep bank on one side to the more nearly level
slopes of the opposite bank.
The buildings have been erected in a swamp on
foundations of such height as will permit 20 to .30 ft.
of ashes to be dumped around the plant, thus giving a
large level area on which operations may be conducted
without interference from high water.
As the power plant doubtless is destined to be operating long after the last ton of coal is removed from the
large acreage available, recourse is to be had later to
river- or rail-borne coal.
This coal will be delivered to
a storage yard, whence it will be transported by a conveyor to the overhead bins of the plant.
In the instance here outlined the coal plant is merely
an accessory of the power plant, which was erected by

laid ^ut and
function together in such
manner as to eflfect the most economical production of
power at present possible. The preparator has a capacity of 500 tons per hour, and the coal-hauling equipment receiving foreign fuel into the building has a like
capacity.
For transporting the coal from the tipple to
the bunkers over the power house and distributing it
evenly, six belt conveyors are utilized.
These have an
aggregate length including return strands of more than
1,500 ft.
The foreign-coal conveyor, which is of the
steel-apron type, is 148 ft. long.
The coal in the mine cars is discharged underground
in a two-car rotary dump and lifted from the shaft
bottom in tandem skips. Each skip has two compartments, one above the other, each of which is discharged
through an automatic gate operated by a connecting rod

in the
the local product.

same fashion

as that

now accorded

Both tipple and power plant have been

equipped so that they

common

may

to both.

The tipple, or preparator, was designed by the company engineers. The general scheme was then detailed

& Patterson, Inc.,
fabricated and erected the
structural steel framework,
I-beam sections, and given

by Heyl

Pittsburgh, which firm also
building.
It is built of a
composed mainly of H- and
the customary covering of
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colcorrugated asbestos siding. The four headframe
are
umns, as well as the connecting struts and braces,
shaft
given a protection of reinforced concrete from the
collar to a point 48 ft. above it.
The shafts supporting the head sheaves are 12 in. in
diameter and made of forged steel. They are turned to
in
lO-in. in diameter within the journals that run
liberally proportioned ring oiling bo.xes rigidly bolted to

steel beam supports.
pair of the heaviest sheaver. in the district are used.
Each is 10 ft. in diameter and built up of a cast-iron
rim and hub with double wrought-iron spokes. The rim
in each instance is of heavy section with a deep groove
to accommodate a rope 1,4-in. i-^ diameter to which the
tandem skips are attached. Each skip when loaded will
weigh about twenty tons, hence the large cable. Incidentally this rope is one of the heaviest, if not the heav-

heavy

A

employed in the western end of the state.
After the mine product has been discharged from each
compartment of the skip it enters one of two pairs of
receiving pans, one pair being provided for each compartment of the shaft. These receiving pans lie one
above the other, so that each carload of coal may not
lose its identity. This is desirable for reasons that will
be mentioned later. Each pan is built up of -in. steel
plates and angles and is equipped with iV-in. flaring side
guards to prevent loss by .spillage. The bottoms of the
pans are constructed of jj-in. steel wearing plate, and
Each plate section is rethe sides are 24 in. high.
newable.
iest,

I

A flygate, forming a section of the bed, allows rock
and refuse carried by either compartment of the skip

Vol. 20, No. 25

he shunted directly to a rock bin. This fly is operated
from the shaft bottom. The operating mechanism consists of a compressed-air cylinder and controlling valve, the latter actuated by a solenoid receiving current from a push-button control located convenient to the car-dump operator at the shaft bottom.
Thus when a skip compartment is loaded with rock at
the bottom, the refuse material is properly directed
into a chute and away from the preparation equipment
by the mere pushing of a button, which throws the
to

electrically

gate in the desired direction.
Heretofore, and particularly where self -dumping
cages are used, the practice has been to station a man
When a car of
on the tipple to operate the flygat".
rock was hoisted to the surface, he had to be signalled
from below. This, of course, entails a certain appreciable loss of time, besides being prodigal of labor.
With an arrangement such as the one at Springdale
the men on the preparator are uiirr.indful of whether
rock or coal is being carried in the skip, ao complete
are the mechanical arrangements in this respect.

Rock Cars Cause Not an Instant's Delay
The methods

of handling rock at this plant are unis lost at the bottom in shunting cars
cut of a trip arriving at the landing. Each car passes
through the rotary dump in its proper order regardless

No time

usual.

of

what

it

contains.

As a

are in service and none

result

all

cars underground

about idle because the rockA
disposal equipment is temporarily overburdened.
continuous -anS uninterrupted flow of cars takes place
Such a condition must obto and from the workings.
tain if the mine is to be operated economically.
From the receiving pans the coal passes by gravity
to receiving hoppers having top dimensions of 7 x 18 ft.
and a capacity of 45 tons. Beneath each hopper an
apron feeder 7 ft. long has been installed to control the
Each is built
delivery of coal to the screening rig.
of two strands of steel-bushed roller chain to which
are attached ;}-in. double-beaded pressed-steel pans 42
Each
in. wide, the whole forming a continuous belt.
of these devices delivers run-of-mine product to one of
two lump screens at the '-ate of 620 tons per hour.
lies

Each Coal Car Can Be Picked Separately
It will

be recalled that the preparator has a capacity

The coal is delivered to the
of 500 tons per hour.
screens at a higher rate in order that there may be a
vacant space on the tables between all skiploads. Thus
each car sent out may be picked separately.
The feeding apparatus in each instance is driven from
the tail shaft of the lump or nut table that it serves,
transmission being made through a roller chain. The
driving sprocket is equipped with a jaw clutch, so that
the feeding mechanism may be stopped independently of
Each feeder is self-contained on a
the picking tables.
ritjid structural-steel frame having steel-angle tracks
side plates to prevent spillage.
the feeder the coal is delivered to the screening
This is of the gravity
rig, which also is in duplicate.
bar type. Here the product is separated into what may
be termed lump and undersize, the division being made
at about 3 in. in diameter. Each separator is 6 ft. long
and 4 ft. wide and is built up of ^-in. side and bottom
plates, the sides being raised to a height of 18 in.
At times it is desirable to deliver the mine product direct to the picking tables in order that it may be cleaned
and weighed before being loaded into railroad cars for

anc;

[-in.

From

HEADFRAME. PREPARATOR AXD FOREIGM-COAL.
CONVEYOR
car\ be lirouglit in by railroad or by boat.
into a large steel hopper
it is dumped
it comes by railroad
and carried by a reciprocating feeder to an apron conveyor, which
If it arrives by boat a
delivers it to the hoppers above the rolls.
gantry puts it either where a locomotive crane can deliver it to
the railroad hopper or into storage, where it can be placed on
It can also be put
hopper.
the
railroad cars which carry it to
into storage from railroad cars if that disposition of it is desired.

Coal from other mines

If
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Another View of Preparation
Plant and Headframe
This shows the two conveyor sheds. The
conveyor in one takes the foreign coal
to the hoppers and rolls, and the other
takes the prepared coal from the prepThis
aration plant to the power plant.
view is taken from the river bank. The
shafts on which the head sheaves run
turnv
and
are
are 12 in. in diameter
down to 10 in. within the journals. Each
sheave is 10 ft. in diameter, and the
rope which passes over it has a diameter
of 15 in.
The skips, which are double
decked, when loaded w-eigh 20 tons. The
building is covered with asbestos-oovorecl
1

sheet iron.

placing in storage. Accordingly, veil plates that readily may be lowered into place are hinged to the side of
the screens.
Each screen section is constructed of
standard tapered bars with the lower ends turned backward so as to form steps, thus making the surface selfcleaning. The upper ends and centers of the screen bars
are supported in notched bearers and their lower ends
are spaced on a rod by means of pipe separators, so as to
pi-ovide an interval of about 3 in. between adjacent bars.
Undersize, or material going through the screen, drops
The smaller coal is thus
onto the nut screen below.
separated into nut and slack before the product reaches
the picking table.
The lower screen is of the same dimensions as the one above it, but is of a different type
of construction, being built up of double-notch bearers
spaced on 30-in. centers carrying standard steel tapered
bars held in position by a dead plate. These bars are
given a ll-in. spacing.
Coal passing them is termed
slack. From both lump and nut screens the coal is fed to
the picking tables by gravity, the contents of alternate
skip compartments being delivered to each table.
A special picking table has been installed for the lump
coal with provision for a duplicate unit to be installed
later.
The table is 29 ft. long and 5 ft. wide. It was
assumed in designing the plant that roughly 50
per cent of the run-of-mine product would bear separation into lump and a similar amount into nut and slack.
Thus when the lump product is distributed on the tables,
having a speed of 50 ft. per minute, this size is carried
to a depth of 5 in.
The lump from each mine car is
picked separately, as has been already mentioned.
A
vacant space is formed on each table due to alternate
skiploads being distributed to both conveyors.
In this
way each table can handle 155 tons of lump per hour.
Each picking table is constructed of two strands of

12-in. pitch steel-link roller chain running on 5-in.
diameter rollers. Quarter-inch steel pans 5 ft. in length
are attached to this chain, so as to form a continuous
conveyor. The chain is made up of 3 x 2-in. bars set
two and two and connected by 1-in. diameter steel pins
which extend across the conveyor beneath the pans,
coupling the two strands of chain together. Steel-tube
bushings are attached to the pins so as to form an easy
bearing surface for the rollers and links.
Each table is driven by a 15-hp. motor through a
silent-chain transmission, one cut-steel gear reduction
and a thimble-roller chain. Both tables are self-contained on a rigid structural-steel frame and operate
over 20-lb. steel rail tracks. Each also is equipped with
i-in. stationary side-guard plates, preventing spillage.
From the nut screens and slack pans the smaller sizes
are delivered by chute to a combined nut-coal picking
table and slack conveyor located on a lower floor directly
under the lump picking table. This table is of the same
design as the lump tables, except that partitions divide
The
the conveying surface into three compartments.
two outer compartments are 24 in. wide and carry the
nut, while the inner one of the same width contains the
slack.
The table is driven by a countershaft from the
nearby lump table through chain transmission.
Discharge chutes at the lower end of each lump and
nut-and-slack table deliver these sizes into a two-compartment weigh pan, the lump going into one hopper and
A flygate is
the cleaned nut and slack into another.
installed where the tables approach each other at the
delivered
to the
weigh pan so that all the coa! may be
lump compartment when, in emergency, the screens are
not utilized and the picking tables are transporting
nothing but run-of-mine.
Each weigh pan has an individual capacity of 5 tons.
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AXD ELRV.VTION OF HE.AX)FRAME AND PREPARATION PLANT

The plan shows the iinusuallv hirpi- rnilroad hopper over which two tracks, will
separated, pass.
From the elevation can
he seen the height of the headfran.e, which

has
is

be excessively high tn take rare of
decks of the skip hoist
Tin- sliaft
shallow but tln' lieadfranic
in part for the shortness of the

to

botli

relatively

makes up

Each is built with two compartments, one container
holding the lump and having a capacity of 2^ tons, and
the other, of 2^.-ton capacity, receiving the nut and
slack.
Here the two sizes are weighed together on
scales equipped with a quick-weighing dial.
As will be noted, only one unit of picking table and
weigh pans is installed. Space is provided in the tipple
structure for a duplicate installation to be erected when
needed for full capacity.
From the lump compartment of the weigh pans, after
weighing, the coal enters a double-forked chute. One
branch may be utilized as is usually the case to deliver this size to a hopper located over the crushers,
or the other chute may be employed when it is desired
to load the coal into railroad cars beneath the building foi- placing in storage.
The chute from the nut
and slack compartment of each weigh pan is similar in
shape and purpo.se to the lump chutes, in that one
branch may be used to deliver the finer sizes to a
roll feeder over a belt conveyor, while the other fork
permits the product to be loaded into railroad cars and
thence placed in storage. A flygate is employed to direct
the coal into the proper branch of the chute.
Both pairs of chutes are built up of 1-in. steel plate
and angles with sides 18 in. high. A gate of chop type
is installed in the railway delivery lump chute, so that
cars may be changed on the tracks without hindering
steady operation on the tipple. These gates are operated
through suitable mechanism from the track level. The
discharge ends of both slack and lump chutes are hinged
and counterweighted, thereby permitting them to be
raised out of the way when not in use.
A clearance of
22 ft. is made possible by this arrargement.

—
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lift.
Tlie plant Is built .=!Olely
The concrete
prcpaririK stoker fuel.
foundations are set high so that in places
fill can be provided.

imd.rsrround
for

30 ft of

lump compartment of the weigh
not intended to be loaded out for storage, it is
directed by the flygate, already referred to, to one
of two crusher hoppei's, each of which has a capacity
of five tons.
The bottom of each hopper is equipped
with a reciprocating feeder.
If the coal in the

pan

is

The feeding pans are 42 in. wide and 5 ft. 8 in.
Each is supported as an individual unit on four

long.
8-in.

diameter single-flange bronze-bushed cast-iron rollers.
Each is driven through a countershaft from its crusher
by means of a belt, a spur-gear reduction, ad.justable
cranks and connecting rods. The design of the cranks
is such that any length of feeder stroke up to 6 in. may
be obtained.

about 175

The maximum capacity

of the feeders

is

per hour.
From the feeders the coal may be directed into either
Provision has been made for the inof the crushers.
stallation of a third crusher, which will be held as
a spare, e.xcept when coal is being reclaimed from
storage while the preparator apparatus is operating to
capacity.
The crushers are of Heyl & Patterson
manufacture and each has a capacity of 175 tons per
hour. Each is composed of four 30 x 42-in. rolls, selfcontained within a heavy cast-iron frame. The upper
pair of rolls is fitted with Cornish teeth, while the
Both are made of
lower pair has corrugated faces.
v.hite charcoal iron.
One set of rolls is fixed while the others are given an
adjustable mounting. This is accomplished by securely
fastening the pedestals of the fixed rolls to the frame.
The pedestal.'^ of the adjustable rolls are mounted in
finished grooves and are held to their duty by heavy
The tension springs
steel springs placed behind them.
ton.a
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Part of
Storage Yard
Both coal from the
Springdale mine and
that which comes
in by railroad and
boat can be stored.
It is to be reclaimed

by

and

stationarj'

locomotive
cranes
discharging into the

hopper of the 2Sdeg. conveyor to be
seen on the

left.

are so mounted as to provide for the
as desired.

loiis

being adjusted

Any adjustment throughout a range

of 6

may thus be made.
Bearings for the adjustable rolls are of the ball-andsocket tj-pe and either one can move backward independently of the others so as to pass unbreakable foreign
materials.
Both adjustable rolls are driven by a belt
equipment with a counterweighted tension pulley. In
this manner the roll adjustment can be varied at will
and yet permit the rolls to move backward to the full
depth of their spring compressions in the event that
material that cannot be crushed find its way into the
\Mien the rolls are set to deliver a ll-in.
machine.
crushed product the springs will allow an emergency
separation of 41 in. Each crusher is geared to and
driven by a 75-hp. motor.
Another feeder handles material from the slackand-nut compartment of the weigh pan to a belt conveyor leading to the power house, where the finer sizes
not requiring crushing unite with the crushed coal and
make up the stoker fuel. The feeder in question is of
the roll t\-pe, 16 in. in diameter and 24 in. in length.
It is built up of 2T'i5-in. shafting on which is fitted three
sectional cast-iron rolls, each 8 in. wide and having a
corrugated face. The rolls are mounted in a steel-plate
in.

Over them a gate is installed to control the
casing.
depth of coal being fed to the conveyor. This is fitted
with a
so that

hand wheel and feed-bar operating mechanism,

its position may be varied and fi.xed as occasion
demands. The feeder is driven from the tail shaft of
the belt conveyor leading to the power house through a

steel-thimble roller-chain transmission.

Refuse

Is

Distributed by

R.a.ilko.\d C.4es

It might be well at this point to note what arrangements have been provided for handling rock and refuse
coming from the mine. After passing the flygates at
the head of the receiving pans on the tipple, these being
thrown from the foot of the shaft, as has already been
described, this material gravitates by way of a chute to
a rock-and-refuse bin having a capacity of seventy tons.
Of the total capacity of this container a space accommo-

dating ten tons is always available for picking-table
This section of the bin cannot be filled with
rock from underground.
This bin is constructed of a steel frame and lined
with 4-in. plate, the bottom having a covering of f-in.
renewable wearing plate. For the purpose of delivering
the rock and refuse to a railroad car for disposal as
fill around the surface plant, the bottom of the bin is
equipped with two gates and chutes. The former are of
refuse.

the undercut type and are operated through chain, chain
The chutes are hinged
wheels, pinions and segments^
and connected by rope to a hand wheel and gear-drive
winding rig, so that they may be raised in the clear

when not in use.
As is necessary

at a coal-mining plant built expressly
for supplying fuel to power-house bunkers, a suitable
apparatus must be provided for receiving foreign coal
into the station when the mine is down and the bunker
supply is low. The West Penn Power Co. has amply-

provided for this contingency at Springdale.
Cars of foreign coal may be discharged over a concrete hopper built in the yard adjacent to the tipple and
away from the power house. This container is lined
with steel plate, and the top dimensions are 32 x 40 ft.
A feeder is placed in the bottom to control the delivery
of coal to an apron conveyor leading to the tipple.

CoN'CRETE Hopper Provided

A

With

F.u.se

Bottom

bottom is constructed in thJs bin in order that
drainage water may be led to a pit and thus kept from
corroding the feeder mechanism and lower conveyor
parts. If more cars are to be unloaded than the hopper
can accommodate, any or all of them may be run out to
the storage piles and discharged there. Later this coal
is reclaimed and placed in the receiving hopper by a
locomotive crane which is employed also in transferring
fuel that may be received by river barge and unloaded
by a gantry crane.
The feeder in the bottom of the receiving hopper has
the same capacity as the other preparation units,
namely. 500 tons per hour. It is of the same type of
false

construction as the one utilized in delivering the run-ofmine product to the lump screen on the tipple and is
driven from the tail shaft of the conveyor through a
chain transmission, adjustable cranks and connecting
rods.

From

the feeder the foreign coal or the fuel reclaimed

from storage enters an apron conveyor, to be elevated
into the preparator and discharged into one of the three
As domestic coal is
hoppers feeding the crushers.
cleaned before being placed in storage and the foreign
product receives similar treatment before being shipped,
there is no necessity for running this material over
picking tables a second time.
The foreign-coal conveyor is 148 ft. in length and
consists of two strands of roller chain of 18-in. pitch
to which are attached 48 in. double-beaded pressedsteel pans.
Steel retarding angles are riveted to the
face of the pans on 3-ft. centers, thus preventing the
This concoal from slipping backward down the slope.
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A Lump
Picking Table
coal

Tlio

sized

Is

lump, nut and

liilo

.<Knk over gravity
liar screens. It then
pa.'jsc.s to duplicate
picking tables for

each

size.

This

tabic

is
of the
aiiron type and has
raised side -guard

l^lates.

What

purities

are

dropped

arc
tlie

Imfound
into

vertical chutes
at the side

shown

of the table.

veyor is driven by a 40-hp. motor through a silent-chain
transmission and two spur-gear reductions. It has a
speed of about 625 ft. per minute. A half-torque
magnet brake is installed on the armature shaft of the
motor as well as a self-setting brake of the band type
on the first countershaft to prevent a backward movement of the conveyor if stopped when loaded.
This conveyor is carried on a rigid structural-steel
frame. It is provided with 30-lb. .steel-rail chain tracks
and side guards 12 in. high. It is housed in a gallery,
as shown in the accompanying illustrations.
This is
provided with a concrete stairway along each side of
the moving pans, each fitted with a handrail.
At the head of the conveyor the coal is delivered to
a chute, thence passing over bar screens, where the
slack is removed, to be bypassed to the slack coming

from the weigh pans. The lump sizes are directed to
one of the three hoppers serving the crushers. After
crushing the product mingles with that prepared in the
tipple and is fed by an oscillating feeder to the belt
conveyor leading to the bunkers in the power plant.

PowER-HousE Bunkers Hold Five Days' Fuel
Sufficient

coal

may be

stored

in

the power-house

bunkers to keep the boilers under full steam for five
days.
The delivery conveyor consists of an 8-ply belt
having a J-in. coating of rubber on the carrying side.
This conveyor is 316 ft. long, 42 in. wide, and travels at
a speed of 400 ft. per minute.
This movement allows
the handling of 500 tons per hour. The concentrators
of this belt are spaced on 4-ft. centers and are of the
five-pulley type.
Concentrator shafts are made of colddrawn steel tubing and form a continuous grease reservoir, the lubricant being supplied by two compression
cups, one at either end.
The tubular shafts are supported from steel-channel bases by cast-iron brackets.
To carry the return strand from the power house 6-in.
idlers spaced on 10-ft. centers are employed.
A rotary
cleaning brush has been installed at the head of the
conveyor, power for its operation being supplied
through an idler pulley. The conveyor is driven by a
75-hp. motor through a silent-chain transmission and
spur-gear reduction.
The driving pulleys are lagged.
Like the reclaiming conveyor at the other end of the
structure, a half-torque magnet brake is installed on the
armature shaft nf the motor. This arrangement pre-

vents the belt from running backward when loaded if
the power is shut off. All gears, the driving shaft and
the motor are mounted on a common heavy structuralsteel bedplate, thus reducing vibration to a minimum.
The conveyor leading from the tipple to the power
house is housed in a gallery, as shown in the illustrations. The floor of this gallery is built of steel supporting members and reinforced concrete 3 in. thick. Steel
channel cleats are set in the walkways upon either side
of the belt so as to provide a firm footing up the slope.
A hand railing also is built along each walkway. Thus
this conveyor may be easily inspected or repaired. The
conveyor itself is supported by two channel stringers
raised about 24 in. above the floor, thus providing
room for the return strand. Near the foot of the conveyor a 42-in. weightometer is installed to record automatically the amount of coal going into the bunkers.

Coal Samples Taken at Regular Intervals
At the head
installed

various

power house a
wherein flygates have been

of the conveyor within the

three-way chute

is

built,

to control the delivery of the coal to the
sections of the concrete bunkers.
At pre-

determined

a "handful" of coal is
belt by a mechanical
taken
is
chuted
device.
Coal thus
to a small crusher
where it is crushed for sampling purposes. The product
being received into the bunkers is tested at regular
periods to insure the boilers receiving good coal.
For distributing the coal at the head end of the belt
conveyor reaching to the power house, five other belt
conveyors are employed. Three of these are equipped
with tripping mechanisms to discharge the belts at
suitable points and at predetermined intervals, thereby
eff'ecting an even distribution of coal in the bunkers.
Two cross conveyors receive the coal from hoppers
where it has been deposited by the belt from the tipple.
The cross belts direct the crushed product to the two
outside longitudinal conveyors, which distribute it to
the bins above the boilers; the belt for the central
bunker receives its coal direct from the main conveyor.
The conveyors have a capacity equal to that of the preparation equipment on the tipple, which, as stated, will
handle 500 tons hourly.
Both cross conveyors are of the same type of con-r
struction, each being 44 ft. long, 30 in. wide, and

time

intervals

removed from the head end of the
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employing a

five-ply belt having a l-in. riibbei- coating
on the carrying side. Each is driven through a silentchain transmission and a spur-gear reduction, the speed
of travel being about 400 ft. per minute. At the head
of each a chute is provided for delivering the coal to the
three belts running at right angles to them.
All the longitudinal belts are identical in construction.
They are 120 ft. long, 30 in. wide, and have a speed of
400 ft. per min. Each is driven by a 15-hp. motor and
is equipped with a self-propelling continuous-running
automatic tripper that evenly distributes the coal to the
bins.
These latter machines run on 20-!b. steel rail
They operate without
laid on the conveyor decking.
attention. From the bunkers the coal is conveyed to the
stokers through downcomer pipes.
The boilers are of
large size and are stoker-fired from both ends.
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Construction of the tunnels 65 ft. under the river as
well as that of the tipple and the power house proceeded
at a higher speed than the construction of the remain-

This was done in order that
ing surface buildings.
might be available as soon as possible for cenversion into electrical energy. As a result the other mine
buildings, all of which are interesting in design and
equipment, have not yet been completed.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank R. C. Beerbower, general superintendent of mines of the West
Penn Power Co., for the many courtesies extended to me
in obtaining data covering this plant and mine.
His
kindly co-operation has made the writing of this article
a pleasurable task and illustrates as possibly nothing else
could the progressive spirit actuating the officials of this
great public utility company.
fuel

Shaft-Sinking Methods, Mine Layout, Trip

HandUng and

Two-Compartment Skip Hoist at Springdale
Shaft Sunk to Bedrock by Use of Caisson — Seven-Entry System
— Pillars May Be Mined on the Advance—All Trips Pass
Under River — Two Cars Will Be Dumped at One Time
By Alphonse

SOON

after the decision had been reached to co*inect the Logans Ferry mine with the central
power station of the West Penn Power Co., across
the Allegheny River, active construction began.
In
the summer of 1920 work was started on the sinking of
the hoisting shaft at a point a little north of the central
station.
The usual method of excavating shafts was

adopted.
As the sandstone strata above the coal are
overlaid with a thick cover of glacial drift and alluvium,
however, it was found necessary to change these methods in consequence of the large quantities of water to
be handled.
The elevation of the surface at the shaft site is 744
•Bituminous

nlitor. Cnnl Apr.

F.

Brosky"

level, and the existing water line and pool
height are 7-36 ft. and 733 ft. respectively.
It was
believed that the best course to pursue in sinking
through the loose material would be to drive sheet piles
around the excavation. It was hoped that the rapidity
with which pile driving and excavation would proceed
might far outweigh the expense of driving the piling.
The distance from the surface to bedrock is about 63
ft.
Experience shows that the maximum depth to which
pile driving may be carried varies from 75 to 100 ft.,
depending on the nature of the material penetrated.
When, therefore, the decision was made to sink the
shaft by piling, this procedure was thought to be well
within the bounds of engineering possibility.
Vertical sheet-steel piles were used, the intention
ft.

above sea

1.
SPRIXGliiUi PLA^."T AND TRANSillSSIOX TOWERS SEKX FROM LOGAXS FEi-lP.Y SIDE OF RIVER
This gives a good i3ea ot tTie level area on whicli the plant is located. In a few years this land will be Glled up some
30 ft. higher with ashes from the boiler furnaces, rock from the mine and refuse from

FIG.

the picking tables.

The power plant

cost $6,000,000
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being to drive .several courses in order to attain the
The rectangular area enclosed by the
desired depth.
Sump and pumppile line was approximately 25 x 29 ft.
ing provisions appeared to be ample for the removal
of all water that might enter the shaft as execavation
Indeed little trouble was experienced in
progressed.
sinking the shaft by this method until an elevation of
709 ft., or a depth of 35 ft. below the surface, had been
reached, but below this level the pumps were entirely
unable to cope with the rapid influx of water.
By the time the excavation had reached an elevation
of 704 ft., conditions were such that the largest possible
pump installation was just able to hold its own. Furthermore the driving of piles had become difllicult, for their
cutting edges began at this level to strike boulders.

Any further attempt at pile driving would have
resulted in the spreading and distortion of the sheets
To overcome the difficulties
because of the boulders.
at hand, the pneumatic or closed-caisson method was
resorted to. the work being carried on by the Foundation Co.
As the shaft had been sunk to a depth of 33 ft. by
the piling method, the caisson plan had to be modified
The first step was
to meet the conditions encountered.
to refill 5 ft. of the excavation so as to raise the bottom
from the point where pumping was found inadequate to
an elevation at which all the water entering could bo
The pump installation was kept intact, temvoided.
porarily.
By referring to Fig. 2 and to the vertical
section C-C of the shaft during sinking, an idea may be
The cutting
gained of the conditions that prevailed.
edge of the caisson was placed at the level attained by

Vol. 20, No. 25

and the oval walls f section D-D) were built
up ill 5-ft. lengths.
The reinforced-concrete deck shown was built in such

backfilling,

a way that, after the completion of the shaft, it could
This is indicated by
readily be removed by blasting.
section A-A. For this purpose 2-in. blasting pipes were
set in the concrete at fixed intervals.
As the lining
walls were built up, the pile braces were removed and
the intervening space filled.
Upon passing the ground
level with the lining-wall construction, the caisson

method proper was followed, this procedure being maintained until bedrock was reached.
In this work the Moran type of air lock was em-

The
ployed under an average air pressure of 23 lb.
lining was sunk through 10 ft. of seamy rock to a solid
footing. Here it was sealed to the solid with concrete,
which was kept under air pressure for a period of three
days, after which the air lock, shafting and deck were
removed. The water was completely sealed from the
shaft as far as bedrock.
The rest of the shaft below this point was then completed by the owners, its total depth being lfi2 ft.
Sections of the hoisting .shaft are shown in Fig. 3.
This shows the man compartment with its zigzag steel
stairway.
No pipes or other obstructions of any kind
are to be found in this compartment and a safe traveling way for men is thus provided against the time of
need.
Simultaneous with shaft sinking on the Springdale
side, a double-deck slope was being driven on the Logans

Shaft Sections
lock bv which shaft was constructed.
wa.s .sunk 39. 7 ft. with the help of
sheet piling, but at that depth such large quantities of water entered as to make it Impossible
Thereafter it
to go further with that method.
was sunk by the jineumatic or closed-caisson

Showing
The shaft

Section C-C

Section

B-B

method down

to bedrock.
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above Rock
Typical Detail Showing Guide Fasfenincjs

FIG.

3.

The shafts are

of

CROSS-SECTIOXS OF

JJtL^IX

HOISTING SHAFT IX SAXD AND IN SOLID ROCK

an unusual shape with a stairway adjacent
concrete slab. Pipeways are provided on

4-in.

Ferry side. The R. G. Johnson Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was the contractor for this work. The considerations
which prompted this type of slope are:
(1) The construction cost of the double-deck slope

is only slightly
greater than the cost of a double-width slope; (2) by
placing the manway on the upper deck and the haulageway in the lower compartment, safety is assured,
whereas in a double-width slope the curtain wall separating the manway from the haulage compartment
might be damaged or broken by a wreck, thus im-

to the two skip compartments but separated
either side of the stairway compartment

perilling the lives

of the

men;

(3)

by a

the arrangement

adopted keeps the men away from the haulage road at
the slope bottom; (4) all pipe and electric-transmission
lines are located in the upper passage, where they are
safe from injury that might result from car wrecks.
The upper and lower decks are not of the same length.
The former is 542 ft. and the latter 464 ft. long, the
grade being 331 per cent. At the lower end of the upper
deck a roadway turns to the left and, crossing over the
top of the haulage road, connects the slope with the
a.mji-^

FIG.

4

Cross-Sections
of Airshaft
This shaft
circular

is

truly

and 15 ft.
At the

in diameter.

bottom it turns
from a circular to
a rectangular
cross - section.
Being round, smooth,

unobstructed and
of generous proportions, it will pass a
large quantity of
air with minimum
resistance,
wliich
will
be

indeed
needed,

main

as
entries

seven
will

be driven out into
the field, and of
tliese four will be
airways.

Section A-A
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it becomes necessary for the men to cross the haulage
roads, crossover bridges will be erected. All main haulage track will be laid with GO-lb. rail and the butts will
be equipped with 40-lb. rail.

The

coal bed dips to the northward and advantage
be taken of this fact in solving the problem of
underground drainage. As the main body of coal lies
southeast of the slope bottom, part of the limited area
to the north of it will be arranged as a sump for water
storage.
It is believed that most of the mine water
will run down the dip to the sump prepared for its
will

The sump will comprise two face entries
butt rooms as may be required to accommodate the water. Only one central pumping station
will be required in this mine, but auxiliary pumps will
Inception.

with as

l>e

many

necessary.

The system

SLOPE

FIG.

FOl!

HOISTING AMi LUWHKIXG

M.\Tt:i:i.AL

on a 33A-per cent grade. Tlie men also use this
traveling on the ui)per deck. They are thus protected from

This slope
slope,

is

accident.

manway

Sections of the slope,
of the main entries.
Figs. 10 and 11, afford a verj' much better idea of the
Howconstruction than could a detailed description.
ever, the sequence followed in the roof, floor and wall

The lower concrete
keeping in advance of the side walls.
The walls of the lower compartment in turn were kept
ahead of the upper deck floor, which latter was itself
followed by the upper arch.
As yet the mine is still in the development stage, entry
coal only being produced. The contract awarded the
Foundation Co. in connection with the driving of the
river tunnel included development work on both sides of
the stream necessary to complete a limited haulage system preparatory to the opening up of the mine. To this
end the company drove headings aggregating 1,100 ft.
in length on the Springdale side and .5,200 ft. in length
on the Logans Ferry side. These distances include main
entries and branches. When the tunnel was completed
the mine was producing approximately 3.50 tons of entry
coal daily.
Today, seven months after the tunnel was
finished, the output has increased to 800 tons.
The production curve is rising rapidly, even though rooms are
not being driven.
The proposed layout of the mine involves many interesting details. Seven main entries will extend into
the field. Their dimensions will be 11 x 7 ft., the latter
being the average height of the coal.
One of these
entries is the manway, while two others are the loaded
and empty haulageways. The remaining four are air
courses.
The loaded and empty haulageways are con-

construction should be of interest.
floor

was

laid first,

tinuations of the river tunnel headings.
The main
entries are on the butt, extend east and west, and continue until they reach a point approximately 900 ft.
from the slope bottom, where four of them turn south
into the main coal body, thus becoming face entries.
All main entries will be protected by 200-ft. pillars
on either side. Other face entries will be tui-ned off
at intervals of approximately 800 ft.
Pairs of butt
entries at intervals of 300 ft. will be driven oflf the face
entries.
The development near the slope bottom will
be protected by a 250-ft. pillar on the north and a 300-ft.
pillar on the south. The manway adjoins and lies north
of the loaded track. Provisions will be made to keep the
men off the haulage roads as much as possible. Where

to be followed in room driving has not
been definitely decided.
However, the company contemplates using the advance system of pillar robbing,
relying on the unusually good roof to aid it in maintaining its pillar line. The overlying .sandstone is only a
few feet above the roof and possesses a good vertical
cleavage running northeast and southwest. By amply
protecting the haulageways and driving rooms in the
respective panels in one direction only, it is hoped that
a well-defined gob line can he obtained when the pillars
are being drawn, which will, of course, parallel the
line of cleavage of the overlying .sandstone.
This system has met with success in a nearby mine.
Ultimate haulage arrangements will permit of an
uninterrupted flow of one-way mine-car traflic. Loaded
trips will cross under the river in the north heading
and, on passing to the west ot the shaft-bottom, will be
switched into the south entry and backed into either one
of two loaded-car storage tracks.
These tracks are on
a slight downgrade toward the shaft.
The loaded cars
after passing through a rotary dump will be returned
empty through the south river tunnel to the Logans
Ferry side of the river. A third entry is contemplated
on the Springdale side it will be placed to the south of
the empty track, to which it will be connected by roadways, permitting, a motor to switch from one passage
;

7-IG.

6.

.\XOTHER VIKW OF THE SLOPE WITH

.\.VI.\I.\I,

CAR IN FOREGROU?Jb
To lower

mule.s down into the mine while the tunnels were und^r
eiiMstruction it was found best to use a .special car which would
not tilt them too much out of the perpendicular.
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Head

During
Construction
Xuti-

the

rary

tipple

tempoin

the

rearground
and the slope head
on the right in the
right

foreground. A
- in
transfoi-mer .station may

fenced

be seen on the

left.

without interfering with traffic in the main
Locomotives will thus travel from the rear
end of a trip of loads on the west of the rotary dump
to the head of a trip of outgoing empties on the east

to the other

entries.

of the rotai-y dump.
At the present time, however, with a limited daily
output, only the south heading of the river tunnel is
used for haulage. The incoming loads when at a point
about 400 ft. east of the shaft bottom switch through
a shoofly to the north entry. At a place several hundred
feet west of the bottom the trip swing.s back into the
loaded storage tracks occupying the south entry. The
motor then returns and picks up a trip of empties that
have accumulated on the empty side of the shaft bottom.
The mine cars now in use are of the 100-cu.ft. or Siton solid body tjTDe.
They have a steel top and wood
bottom and are fitted with swivel couplings. This coup-

governs the movement of the cars in the dump and also
that of the approaching trip. This is accomplished by
means of automatically-operated shoes that arrest the
movement of the two nearest cars on each side of the
After each operation of the dump the
rotary dump.
shoes drop Lelow the rail under the weight of the cars
which pass over them, and are elevated and held secure
after the car haul has reached the end of its travel.
The car haul and control are mechanically connected, so
that the former in conjunction with the rotary dump
regulates the latter.
The dump rotates in a counter-clockwise direction.
It is 8 ft. in diameter and will discharge 150 cars per
hour. The revolution of the cage is at all times under

ling, together with the car haul and control, permits
A
these cars to be dumped while coupled together.
double pneumatic car haul is designed to move a trip
through a distance equal to two car lengths after each
operation of the rotary dump.
This machine is now
adjusted to move a trip one car length at a time, as only
one loaded car is being discharged at each operation

of the dump.
The cars are engaged by two "duck-hook" carriages
attached to the piston rods of air cylinders, one being
placed at each end of the rotary dump and below the
track level.
The hooks, which travel in steel guides,
engage lugs placed on the bottoms of the cars. The
double pneumatic piston arrangement permits each trip
to be fed completely through the dump to the empty
track.
The cylinders are so connected mechanically as
to make the pulling stroke of each the return stroke of
the other, so that compressed air will be used only for
This car
the direct pull necessary to move the cars.
haul was designed to handle a trip of eighty loaded cars
on a grade of 0.75 per cent in favor of the loads. With
this grade the entire trip may be started from rest at
each operation and in 10 seconds automatically moved
ahead two car lengths, thus spotting two loaded cars in
the dump.
As was mentioned before, the cars are discharged
without uncoupling. An automatic car-control device

FIG. 8.
Almost 12

DOWN Tin: KVI'l.AGE SLOPli;
wide and 9 ft. 6 in. hig-h to the springing line.
ample room and headway for hoisting pur-

L<_)1JK1.\(_;
ft.

this slope furnishes

"
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the direct control of the operator and he may increase
The actual time
or decrease the speed of dumping.
necessary to discharge the loads and return the empties
seconds.
to an upright position is never more than 15
WTiile being discharged the cars are held in place by
angles engaging the projecting car a.xles. The supporting wheels have adjustable bo.xes which are provided
with roller bearings. These wheels can be so adjusted
that the alignment of the revolving cage can be accurately and easily maintained. This arrangement also
assures an tven distribution of the weight. The operating mechanism consists of a gear train giving the desired speed reduction between the motor and the cage.
A flywheel attachment on the secondary drive shaft
reduces the variation of the applied power to approximately 10 per cent. Rotation is transmitted from the
gear train to the wheel path on the cage through fricAfter each operation an automatically
tion wheels.
cushioned stop at the proper point arrests, with a minimum impact, the rotation of the cage, simultaneously
releasing the friction-wheel clutches. The rotar>' dump
is actuated by a 10-hp. General Electric induction motor.
Coal is hoisted from the shaft bottom to the surface
in Lepley tandem skips, furnished by the Connellsville
Manufacturing & Mine Supply Co. Each skip compartment has a capacity of four and one-half tons. The
purpose of using a tandem skip is to keep separate the
contents of the two cars dumped at one operation.
To enable two cars to be dumped simultaneously,
keeping their contents separate, and to be discharged
into the upper and lower compartments of the tandem
skip at one operation, requires a rather complicated

j

W.A.y PROVIDKD FOK lIIN'i:: KMPLOVKIOS
PIG. 9.
A weU-lighted easily travcised slope with easy stairway. Steel
nosing strips on each stair reflict the light and prevent stumbling.

They

also protect

tin-

concrete.

In actual operapocket, chute and gate construction.
No attempt
tion, however, this is really quite simple.
will be made to give a detailed description of the construction here, but only a general one covering the

path taken by the coal after leaving the dump.
Section B-B, p. 1007, shows the center line of the
rotary dump to be askew to the center line of the .shaft
compartment. This was done for mechanical reasons,
involving chute and pocket locations for the upper and

bars.ipKit/

lA'chc—

Consirvcfion Joint '-\^

Y'tan, spaced

I'^^ ^ V

conform .^'
wifh cunt ofanhr

btnf

fo

).

Sec+ion'ln Earth
Clcj, or

Wet

Strortw

CONSTRUCTION' DETAILS OF DOUBLE-DECK SLOPE WHICH SERVK.S AS
IIOISTWAT AND JIANWAT

The upper deck

the lower 461 ft. The lower concrete floor was laid first
upper deck. The arch was then turned over
the top of the rest of the work

is 542 ft. long and
in advance of the

and
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lower compartments of the tandem skips. The center
line of the shaft compartments extends east and west.
Thus the compartment on the right in this section may
be designated as the east and the one on the left aa
the west compartment.
The cars on the rotary dump
may be designated in a similar manner. In section F-F,
which is taken across the shaft looking from east to
west, the car section shown is that of the east car.
As far as this section is concerned it might be clearer
to designate the cars as "near" ard "far," respectively.
The east, or neai-, car may be dumped into either one
of the upper skip compartments only. The west, or far,
car may be discharged only into one or the other of the
lower skip compartments, depending upon which is being loaded. This limitation is invariable and must be
kept carefully in mind.
Movement of the coal into the upper compartment of
the skip will be followed first. Referring to section F-F,
the coal upon leaving the east car passes down an inclined chute and is discharged directly to the east or
west upper skip compartment by the manipulation of
a wing gate. In this section this gate is designated as
the upper one and is pivoted at the bottom. If the wing
gate is swung away from the reader, a bypass leading

••^•C.L

PI
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wesi upper compartment is closed This allows
the coal to proceed into the east bypass pocket, which
remains open.
If the wing gate is swung toward the reader, the
east bypass is closed, and the coal moves through the
west bypass pocket to the west upper compartment.
On leaving the car the coal falls upon a dumping shield
that extends down to the top of the concrete chute
leading to the pockets. This protects the coal from any
great fall when being dumped. The upper chute proper,
starting from the top, narrows down from one car
length to a double pocket width at its junction with the
wing gate. The chutes and pockets leading to the
upper skip compartments are naturally on a higher level
than those leading to the lower compartments.
Proceeding to the west car and the lower skip compartments and referring to section B-B, it will be
seen that the coal on leaving the car moves down a
chute toward the east. It descends beneath the upper
chute and pockets to a wing gate, where it swerves north
toward the lower skip compartments. Here it enters
either the east or west pocket, depending upon which
way the wing gate is set. Referring to section F-F, if
the lower wing gate lies in the plane of the section, it
to the

frock.

or

FIG. 11.
DOUBLE-DECK SLOPE EMERGES FROM THE GROUND
the care with which the top of the slope i!! our%'ed off .so a.s to prevent a locking of bunipeis and the detracliing of cars. The tracks on the slope are completel.v removed from the manway, so that the dangers too
often experienced are entirely avoided. The men do not cross the slope at gi-ade at any
point along its course
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comes inadequate, another

will

be installed on the tipple.

Sinice has been provided for the additional unit in the

present tipple structure.

As shown
proper
high-carbon
tion

in Fig.
is

11.

the chute and pocket construc-

of reinforced concrete lined with

2-in.

Countersunk flat
screwhead bolts are used for the attachment of chute
hung plates. In general through bolts are used. When
this arrangement is not feasible cast-iron inserts are
embedded in the concrete for the reception of bolts.
All gates are operated by air cylinders and are countervveighted.
The wing gates are built double of 'i-\n.
steel plate, reinforced by angle irons and mounted on
heavy shafts and bearings. They are controlled by the
dump operator by means of four-way valves. Automatic
skiploading gates are installed at the mouths of the
four pockets. These are provided in order to prevent
spillage into the sump.
FIG.

PROPOSED LAYOUT OF SPRl.N'GDALE MINE

12.

An area of 4.ili>0 acres of Thick Freeport coal will be worked
Spriiisiiale shaft.
The advance system of pillar drawing
will probably be used.
Care will be taken to keep a straight
pillar lin^- so that the weight on the ends of the pillars will be
evenly distributed.
from the

and leaves open the west one.
thi.s compartment.
If
the lower gate is swung on its hinge.s away from the
reader, it covers the west bypass pocket, and the coal
moves toward the observer, swerves to the right and
enters the lower east skip compartment.
At present only the lower skip compartments are
being loaded.
As stated previously, the car haul is
adjusted to feed the trip forward one car length for
each rotation of the dump, so that each dumping operation turns over a loaded car on the west (the contents
of which goes to a lower skip compartment) and an
closes the east pocket

The

coal therefore proceeds to

empty car on the

On

the tipple only one coalhandling unit has been installed. This receives the contents of the lower skip compartments. When the mine
output increases to a point where the single unit be-

Supply Yard
This yard

one of

is

the
the
designed to supply.
It is amply drained
and covered with
granulated
slag,
niak:ng a pleasant
footing at all times.

the

best

in
for

country

services

it

The

and third

first

is

track from the left
railroad
are
for
cars and the second, which lies be-

tween them, is a
mine - gage industrial
track.
That
on
extreme
the
right will be used
for the

storage of

damaged cars
paratory
removal
shop.

to
to

pretheir

the

east.

steel

wearing

plates.

When a skip lands, the gates leading to it open, allowing the coal to discharge into it. The gates are of the
hinged type, so that when open they form a chute from
the pocket to the skip. They operate in sliding frames
which control the movement of the gates when opening
and closing. When in the closed position the gates are
locked so that no pressure against them can cause them
to open.
The air cylinders are operated automatically
by the skip, which thus opens the gates when landing at
the bottom and closes them as soon as the skip departs
on its upward journey.
They are arranged at the
present time so that only the lower gates open and close.
The shaft bottom equipment was furnished by the Car
Dumper Equipment Co., of Chicago.
Four men are required at the shaft bottom. Th>i
rotary-dump operator has complete control of the discharge of coal from the cars as well as of the manipulawing gates to alternate the coal between the
two skips.
The rock goes through the same underground loading process as does the coal. One man removes the car checks, dropping them into a tul)e that
discharges them into a check taker on the allotted skip
tion of the
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PROVISIONS
SECTIONS OF SHAFT BOTTOM SHOWING ROTARY CAR DUMP AND SKIP-LOADING
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and from which they are automatically discharged into
a tube on the tipple which delivers the check direct to
the weigh house. One man brakes and in general takes
care of the trips, and the fourth greases the cars.
Section F-F, p. 1007, shows that the skip-compartment bottom is elevated 6 ft. above the sump bottom,
shown on the left. Water and coal spillage reach the
elevated bottom from which the water drains into the

By Means
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sump through an intervening wdoden grating. The
water is pumped from the shaft to the pumping station
on the Springdale side of the

rivi-r

trically-driven centrifugal pumjis.

age

is

by two vertical

Periodically the

elecspill-

shovelled from the elevated shaft bottom into an

which deabove the loading

electrically operated vertical bucket elevator,

posits

it

into one of the coal chutes

gates of the skip.

of Bulkheads and the Grouting of Crevices

Two Haulageways Are

Driven Under the Allegheny

—

Tunnel Fills with Water Twice During Driving
Air Used to Drive It Out— Tunnels Will Not Be
Lined Bulkheads Left in Case of Future Trouble

—

CHOOSING

the site for a large central station the
many conditions necessary for successful operation
must be kept carefully in mind. These include a
good water supply, a ready source of fuel and good
ash-dumping facilities. When the Springdale power
project first took form the West Penn Power Co., with
its central station and the Allegheny-Pittsburgh Coal
Co., with its mine, were jointly confronted with the

IX

problem of connecting the two operations.
The latter company had acquired 4,000 acres of the
7-ft. Thick Freeport bed on the east side of the Allegheny River at Logans Ferry. This acreage contained
approximately 40,000,000 tons of coal. On the side of
the river where the mine is located the topography is
unsuited to the location of a central station.
The
country is hilly, little space is available for the dumping of ashes and what level area is to be found would
be required for mine refuse. Furthermore the Conemaugh Division of the Pennsylvania R.R. is already
located on that bank of the river, occupying much of
the land suited to the erection of a plant.
The lack
of space seriously hampers the operation of a big power
plant because of the large water-cooling requirements
of such an installation. On the Springdale side of the
river, however, conditions are almost ideal.
Here the
river has built a large flood plain of alluvium. On this
side as on the other, a branch of the Gonemaugh Divi-

A. M.

LTNX, PRESIDENT OF THE TVEST PENN

POWER

sion of the Pennsylvania R.R. parallels the river, but at
a distance of several hundred feet from its banks.
Yet,

natural to a flood plain, the land is low and in
places swampy.
Above Springdale the river runs south, but at this
point it makes a pronounced turn to the west. The site
chosen for the central station lies on the lower side of
the point formed by the river bend. Here the water is
comparatively free from suspended silt, which in the
spring is accompanied by sand and debris. The current
as

is

many

above Springdale in moving southward is directed, upon
reaching the turn, away from the power plant, carrying
with it most of the suspended matter.
The mine and central-station locations having been
chosen, means of transporting coal from one to the other
was sought. Bridging the river between the two plants,
in addition to being prohibitively expensive, would complicate handling of the coal.
Another expedient would
have been to construct an aerial tramway.
Such an
installation might to a certain extent have met the
needs of the present, but would have been entirely inadequate for future needs when the central station
reached its ultimate capacity of 300.000 kw., at which
time the consumption of fuel would approach 4,000 tons
daily.
There remained only one other plan, that of
driving haulageways under the river.
Before driving these tunnels an investigation was

CO.,

FIRING -SHOT THAT OPENED SPRINGDALE TUNNEL
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LOXGITUDIXAL SECTION OP TUNNELS SHOWING RELATION BETWEEN RIVER BED AND UNDERLYING STRATA
It

65 ft. ot cover in midstream the tunnel could be driven like any ordinary heading, the
Not so, however crevices in the roof
coal recovered paying a large part, if not all, the costs of construction.
admitted quantities of water which the pumps could liardly handle. For this reason bulkheads were built
at either end of the tunnel, and grout under heavy pressure was used to block the inflow of water.

was hoped that as there was

;

made of those that had been driven under the Ohio
River at Steubenville, Ohio, as well as of a pair of
tunnels constructed by the H. C. Frick Coke Co. through
the Pittsburgh coal bed under the Youghiogheny River
near Connells\ille. No unusual construction difficulties
were encountered in driving either of these roadways.
It was found, however, that e.xperience derived from
tunnels driven in other seams under other rivers was of
Because of its experience and proven
little value.
ability to perform this class of work, the Foundation
Co. was engaged to drive these tunnels.
Preliminary to tunneling, the depth and character of

the strata to be penetrated on each side of the river

were ascertained by diamond drilling, and a barge outfit was employed to put down three holes through the
bed of the stream. The Pennsylvania Drilling Co., of
Pittsburgh, Pa., had charge of the diamond drilling.
Luckily the coal measure lies at sufficient depth to provide ample support for the roofs of the tunnels. Furthermore, the overlying strata are of such a nature as
to render it unnecessary to line the tunnel with concrete.
A stratigraphic section through one of the tunnels is shown above.
For the most part the two
passages split the coal bed, leaving the upper bench of

s/eeve driven inh^^*~^;''-'^t^X^^i^.
timber ifaihned!fJZ *f-l2i «/?'^
i

"?

Detail of Door Roller

Empty

"2.'»7^

Sect,onL-L
Detail of staple

track-^

These bulkheads''
located 450' East

ofharbor

Section C-C
Location Plan for Air Locks

and Bulkheads

DETAILS OF BULKHEADS USED TO PROTECT TUNNELS UNDER ALLEGHENY RIVER
was not necessary to construct the tunnels under pressure, air had to be used twice during their driving
water back in the crevices. The bulkheads will remain in place for use should a quantity of
water enter beyond the power of the pumps to handle, thus threatening the drowning out of the mine.

Though

it

to force the

line
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of the small si/c of the tunnels, prac-

no bench was carried, the whole section beings
advanced with a straight face. .I;u;khamers were used
for drilling, the component of the hole depth along the
axes of the tunnels averaging G ft.
Bec:iuse of the
diversity of the strata at the face, no fixed method of
placing the shots could be maintained. Where suHicient
coal was being penetrated it was undercut by a Sullivan
puncher. This machine worked alternately between the
two tunnels.
Undercutting eliminated much smoke,
saved explosives and reduced the concussion due to
shooting. It also speeded up the work. Whenever conditions permitted, drilling and undercutting were carried on simultaneously.
The muck was loaded into the standard 3i-ton mine
cars and hauled to the shaft or slope by mules or horses,
nine of which were stabled underground.
The north
tunnel at each end was used for empties and the south
tunnel for loads.
Thus one-way haulage was maintained, and ample storage room was afforded for both
empties and loads on their respective haulageways
beyond the crosscut nearest to the face. Consequently
the haul from the face to the clear never exceeded
150 ft.
tically

INDUCTION MOTOR USED AS SPARE TO DRIVE FAN
A

100-hp. General Electric motor will be used to drive the
300.000-cu.ft. Lepley fan should anything happen to the other.
At present, as not so much air is required, the fan is driven by a
direct-connected 50-hp. motor of the same make.
The fan now
delivers 154,000 cu.ft. of air per minute at 4 In. water g^age, tho
fan running: at lOn r.p.m.

the coal in the roof. In addition, an overlying stratum
of slate and certain underlying strata of shales and
fireclay were pierced in order to provide the required

Faults and rolls were encountered in the
much of the tunnel to be driven in
rock as it was necessary to maintain uniform grade
irrespective of the location of the coal.
The sections
penetrated were extremely heterogeneous.
On the Springdale side the tunnels do not follow the
coal bed but go under it, the coal acting as a roof,
A
sandstone stratum 28 ft, in thickness forms the chief
support for the roof and, together with the shales and
clays, excludes the river water, though, of course, some
water enters, by percolation or through small local fractures.
There were several places where the standstone
was extremely porous.
The coal-hoisting shaft had been sunk on the Springdale side, the slope and airshaft completed on the
Logans Ferry side, and the main haulage entries were
advanced in the coal measure to within 400 ft, of the
east bank of the river before a start was made on the
tunnels or the work preliminary to their driving.
A
temporary cage and a hoist were installed at the shaft
and tracks laid on the slope, the loads being raised by
temporary hoists at each place. In order to expedite
the work the company decided that the tunnels should
be driven from both sides of the river.

height of 7

ft.

coal measure, causing

Work was

started eastward from the foot of the hoisting shaft on the power station property on Oct. 1, 1920,
and westward from the mine side of the river on Nov. 8
of the same year. Actual tunneling under the west side
of the river started on Dec. 10, and under the east side
on Jan. 15, 1921. Both tunnels were connected near
the middle of the river on April 27, 1921.

Tunnel Ventilation Aided by Canvas

Pipes

Ventilation was provided by force fans placed on
the surface at the slope and shaft mouths.
As previously mentioned, the crosscuts were driven primarily
to facilitate ventilation.
One tunnel was used as an
intake and the other as a return, all crosscuts except the
As the tunnels advanced
last one driven being closed.
from the last crosscut brattice cloth was hung from
the roof to the floor, conducting the air from the crossAs a
cut to the face and back again to the surface.
further assistance to ventilation, Buffalo blowers and
10-in. canvas pipes were used to force air direct to the
face. These quickly cleared away smoke after shooting.
When work first started, water was voided by several
air-driven Gould and Cameron pumps Worthington, Ingersoll-Rand, Sullivan and Hall compressors delivered
compressed air at 80-lb. pressure to these machines as
well as to the rock drills and the coal punchers. After
the driving had progressed to a point where additional
;

pumping

facilities

were required, chambers were

built

on both sides of the river and equipped with Harris
1,400-gallon

Many

electrically-driven

pumps.

centrifugal

water-bearing crevices were encountered at tirhes
the influx of water was sufllicient to flood the tunnels,
seriously interfering with the progress of the work.
Although large quantities of water were frequently
met with, it was not deemed necessary to line the tun;

The tunnels are rectangular in cross-section, 10 ft.
The roof is generally flat
6 in. wide and 7 ft. high.
except at occasional points where a weak spot, causing
The tunnels run
a fall, has created a natural arch.
parallel and 50 ft. apart from center to center with
These
crosscuts at approximately 100-ft. intervals.
were driven to aid ventilation at the face and to facilitate the handling of cars during the tunnel driving.
Starting at the Springdale shaft, the first 600 ft, of the
tunnels extends downgrade at an average inclination
of 14 per cent, then level for 1,000 ft., after which the
remaining distance rises on a 1-per cent grade into
The greatest depth below
the mine at Logans Ferry,
full pool is about 90 ft.

MINE CAR USED BY ALLEGHENY PITTSBURGH COAL, CO.
A car of unusual type, made with protruding axles by which It
be held rigidly while In the rotary dump. One side of the
car drops down, thereby making it easier for the miner to loaA
will

coal at the face.
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Domestic
Coal Chute
This
is

which

trestle,

handy

double-deckj
on the

to

the

slope

Logans

Ferry

side, a half
mile distant, delivers coal to truck-

sters.

The combina-

tion of steel derrick
and steel bent is
interesting.

water being kept back by groutkept test holes well in advance
of the faces. Wherever deep holes had to be driven for
grouting, these machines were used for that purpose.
It was necessary to install grouting machines and conduct grouting operations almost continuously throughnels with LoiK-rete, the
ing.

Two diamond

drills

out the progress of the tunnels.
Upon reaching a crevice that produced any undue
quantity of water, holes 20 to 30 ft. long were drilled
in roof and ribs in advance of the work.
Cement was
then forced into the strata under a pressure of from
80 to 160 lb. per square inch, depending upon the conditions.
Some of the crevices encountered required as
many as 15 to 20 holes drilled in the roof into which
from 400 to 600 bags of cement were forced before the
water was finally shut off. Only large streams of water
were sealed off, as the grouting work necessarily interfered with progress.

However, grouting operations have been carried on
continuously since the tunnels were connected and highly
favorable results have been obtained.
One large
crevice encountered in the second crosscut from the
east side of the river, 250 ft. from the harbor line,
could not be sealed off by this method alone on account
of a pronounced fault in the coal measure and the
overlying strata. This crevice has since been entirely
closed by sealing the crosscut with mass concrete and by
subsequent grouting of the crevice in the usual manner.
The tunnels will have to be reasonably dry to permit
of the satisfactorj' operation of the electric haulage locomotives as on the fitness of this part of the roadway the
success of the mine must depend, for all the coal must
be hauled through the tunnels to the shaft bottom. In
places where bad roof was encountered it was found
necessarj' to use 10 x 10-in. oak caps and legs, placed
on 2- to 4-ft. centers. In this part of the work blasting
had to be light in order to avoid shattering the roof.
In driving the north tunnel an abandoned 8-in. salt
well was encountered about 150 ft. from the west bank

ut"

the river.

This caused a sudden inrush of water.

The upper and lower sections of the hole were finally
closed by jacking wooden plugs into both the openings.
This work was supplemented by drilling holes and
grouting.

Emergency concrete bulkheads were built at the harbor lines in each tunnel on both sides of the river. These
are provided with doors built of 12 x 12-in. oak supported on rollers at the bottom, enabling them to be
closed quickly in case of flood. It was necessary to close
them twice during the driving of the tunnels. In both
instances compressed air was used to blow out the
water.
These doors will remain as part of the permanent

installation.

Thirteen

Men

in

Each Working Place

Driving operations were carried on in two 10-hour
shifts.
At each of the four working faces a crew of
This was composed of
thirteen men was maintained.
one shift boss, two drillers, two drillers' helpers, six
Edison
muckers, one mule driver and one blaster.
storage batter>' safety lamps were used in the work.
Because of the possibility that gas would be emitted
by the coal seam, permissible dynamites furnished by
the Aetna Explosives Co., were employed in blasting.
Working places were examined daily by fire bosses and
examinations also were made both before and after
shooting the faces.
Due credit should be given to the engineers for the
accuracy maintained in driving the tunnels, which met
exactly on the lines predetermined. The results attained
are worthy of commendation inasmuch as the engineers
had to work from a 7-ft. baseline. As with the tunnel
lines, no change in the grades as originally planned was
necessary. During the entire operation no serious accident occurred. The work was brought to a successful
completion when on April 27, 1921, both headings were
simultaneously connected by a blast fired at the surface
by A. M. Lynn, president of the West Penn Power Co.
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Logans Ferry Has Front Lawns, Street Lights. Open
Lined Flues,

25

Fires,

Roomy Cellars and Other Conveniences

Location on Plateau Overlooking Allegheny Chimneys Set on Base
Below Cellar Floor Will Accommodate Laundry Stove Cellar Serves
for Storage,

THROUGHOUT

Laundry and Washroom

the construction of the Springdale

power station of the West Penn Power Co., development was simultaneously prosecuted on the
Springdale mine of the Allegheny Pittsburgh Coal Co.

When

preliminary operations had been brought to the
stage where actual development began, more miners
were required. It devolved upon the company, therefore, to provide suitable quarters for its employees.
The labor camp thus gave way to a community, and the
village of

Logans Ferry sprang

into

existence.

The

laying out and building of this village began in the
autumn of 1920.
This community is readily accessible. Located across
the Allegheny River from the central power station and
just north of the mine, it lies within a short distance
of the towns of Parnassus and New Kensington, both
of which are fairly populous.
On the river bank the Alleghany Valley division of
the Pennsylvania R.R. is within a stone's throw of the
village of Logans Ferry. This furnishes excellent transportation facilities, as fifteen passen^r trains en route

and from Pittsburgh make daily stops at this point.
The Pittsburgh-New Kensington macadamized county
road passes the village, paralleling the railroad. A few
miles to the north and east this highway connects with

to

a network of other good roads leading in

all

directions.

Main

The location of the village is no more remarkable
than the natural advantages of its site. A road branching from the county highway runs east a short distance
past the mine plant, and then rises by a sharp reverse
bend to the southern end of a 22-acre plateau upon
which the village has been built. A made-to-order site
could possess no better attributes than does this one.
If one imagines a conical hill with a large, somewhat
elongated base to be truncated approximately 100 ft.
from its bottom, a good conception of the topography
of the village may be obtained.
The ground on which
the town is built required practically no leveling.
The west slope, bordering on the river, as well as
that on the southern side, is steep. It is covered with
a growth of young timber that shelters the village from
the winds which sweep the valley in the winter time.
If this timber were cut down an unobstructed view of
the river could be had for miles. This would show not
only the central power station with its transmission
lines and towers, but also scattered industrial plants
and factories. These are, however, well hidden; and
the view in another direction discloses distant rolling
hills, dotted by a few small towns and variegated by

farm

lands.

Although the

village adjoins the mine plant it is
completely isolated from it by reason of its high elevation and the step-off slope. Tablelands of this medium
elevation and regular shape are rare in the hilly sections of Pennsylvania and especially in regions adjacent

to

Be Paved

The advantages of the townsite will have an
important bearing on problems involving the procurement and retention of efficient workers. Work will be,
to mines.

steady as the demand of the central power station for
coal will be constant. The mine workers will be able to
forget about the mine during their free hours and will
be confronted with beautiful scenery rather than a view
of the waste land, unsightly buildings and desolation
not infrequently found about mines.
The resulting
psychological effect ought to manifest itself in greater

contentment and efficiency.
Elongated north and south, parallel with the river,
a spur extends outward from the village on its eastern

The land falls away gently to the east of the
present site, so that plenty of room is available for
future expansion.
The village is laid out in regular
blocks.
Four main streets extend in the direction of
the town's greatest linear dimension, and two side
streets cross these at right angles.
The houses are
built upon lots with 60 x 100 ft. as approximate dimensions.
They are not placed on the sidewalk line, but
are set back 10 or 15 ft. from it, leaving room for a
front lawn and sidewalks.
Ninety-nine houses have thus far been built. These
include five general types for miners and two types for
foremen and other bosses. No double houses have been

end.

built.

Village Site Has Been Carefully Chosen

Streets

All the dwellings are electrically lighted.

Sundry

houses and porch
roofs have been varied, without, however, affecting the

details

affecting the shapes of the

interior arrangements of the respective types.

No two

houses of the same character have been placed in proximity to each other, so that, with the alterations indicated above, one has difficulty in discovering two dwellings having the same floor plan.
Various paint schemes also have been employed to

H

1

^
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serve the pui-poses of storage for vegetables and
other edibles, yet at the same time it may be used as a
The importance of a good cellar under minlaundry.
The miner's
ers' dwellings should never be overlooked.
family will find innumerable uses for it. Where a washhouse, for instance, is not available at the mine, the
miner may conveniently use his cellar as a change

may

quarters.

Chimney construction is practically the same in every
house, with only slight variation in the arrangements
Realizing that approximately
in the different types.
90 per cent of all fires in miners' dwellings are the
result of defective chimneys, the company decided to
minimize the fire risk by good chimney construction.
The inner faces of the usual brick construction are
Most of the
lined with a special flue of fireclay tile.
houses are provided with one or two open-grate fireplaces in addition to the usual flues for the accommodation of stoves.

INTERIOR FLOREXCE TYPE OF BUXGALOW
This is a view seen when looking from the dining room through
the large doorless archway into the living room, which might be
regarded as a sort of reception hall. The rooms are neatly wainscoted and the door is panelled and has lattice lights.

further diversify houses of the same type. Twenty difcombinations have been resorted to. The
tints employed include white and various shades of
brown, gi-ay, green and yellow. Green, red or gray
slate-surfaced asphalt shingles are used for roof cov-

fei'ent color

ering.

Coal companies are fast forsaking the old stereotyped variety of miners' dwellings with uniform design
and color scheme. This trend is undoubtedly beneficial.
Diversity in the construction of dwellings exerts a good
Where some degree of
influence on their occupants.
choice is possible each tenant believes that his selection
is the best.
He accordingly takes pride in his premises
and will try to maintain or even improve their appearance in one way or another.
Eveiy house in this village has a cellar under its
entire floor area. The 8-in. solid foundation walls are
of concrete with four window openings and one doorway, this furnishing the only means of access to the
cellar.
The basements are 6* ft. high in the clear, and
the tops of the foundations rise approximately 3 ft.
above the ground level. Most of the cellar.^ have only
The
a single compartment, but a few contain two.
brick chimneys rest on a concrete base below the level
of the cellar floors.
One chimney flue extends down
into the basement with an opening for a laundry stove.
Two concrete pillars have been built in each basement for the intermediate support of the joist load.
The cellar adds much to the roominess of the house. It

Row of
Bungalows
Xinety - two houses
have been built in

the

addition

to

seven

ready

Florence

-

cut

houses.

Every house has a
under its
cellar
entire

which

the

floor
is

6J

clear.

area
ft.

in

The

foundations
stand
about 3 ft. clear of
the ground.

Plaster Board Used on Interior of House
first purchased seven houses of the
ready-cut six-room Florence type from the government.
These were erected during the summer of 1920 to meet
the first housing requirements. In this bungalow type
2 X 8 in. joists were used in the floor, 2 x 6 in. joists
in. material for
for the ceiling and roof, and
studding. The floors are double 1 x 4-in. tongued and
grooved flooring boards, being placed upon 1 x 8-in.
sheeting, laid diagonally. The outside walls consist of
1-in. sheeting, over which weather boards are laid with

The company

2x4

paper between.

On the interior of the shelter walls plaster board is
nailed to the studding from floor to ceiling, but on the
partition walls only the upper portion of the surface is
wainscoting of light
covered by this material.
matched boards covers the lower portion of the walls of

A

rooms. The plaster board is covered with a rough
mortar and a finishing plaster coat. The exterior color
schemes are dignified and pleasing. Thus one of the

all

houses of this type has, say, a light buff body, a medium
brown shade for the doors, white trimmings, and a
green asphalt-shingle roof. Painting on the interior is
drab gray for the wainscoting, natural color for the
This t.\T)e of house, in
plaster, and bi-own trimmings.
addition to being well constructed, is spacious and presents a good appearance both inside and out.
Ninety-two houses were built on contract. The superstructure of these dwellings is of practically the
same construction as that of the government type. The
outside walls, however, are not covered with sheeting,
weather boards only being used, with a lining of heavy
building paper. The interior is finished with lath and
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wood-pulp plaster troweled to a smooth surface. The
floor consists of a single thickness of 1 x 4-in. matched
yellow pine.
The five-room type of dwelling is provided with a
small room that will constitute the bathroom at a later
date when the proposed sewage and water systems are
The bedrooms are provided with clothes
installed.
presses, the dining

room has a

built-in china

cupboard

equipp)€d with drawers in the lower half, and the kitchen
has a small utensil cupboard. The living room is pro-

vided with an open fireplace finished off with a wood
mantelpiece.
Three types of four-room houses have been built, one
with and the other two without the unequipped bathroom. The superintendent's and foremen's houses are
of two-storj' type containing six or eight rooms with
The floors and interior finish are
a finished attic.

Hot-air heaters, running
of oak on the lower floor.
water, a bath, and all inside conveniences are provided,
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equipped with motor-driven deep-well pumps, while
three are hand pumped. A small elevated tank is now
being used for water storage and a 10,000-gallon
elevated storage tank is in course of construction.
Street hydrants are located at convenient inter\'als
throughout the village. Later the company intends to
bring its water supply from the filtration plant of the
central power station across the river. The water will
be pumped through a main laid through the river
tunnel and thence to the storage tank.
For the time
being four small chemical fire-fighting tanks on trucks
are stationed at different points in the village.
Next
spring pipe lines for the purpose of protection in the
event of fire will be laid as part of the permanent water
system.

Thus far nothing has been said concerning community
The village is too young to have had an oppor-

life.

tunity to develop in this direction. A three-room temporary school has been started in a frame building. This

Avoidance

of

Similarity''

With

care

Judgment the
viduality

houses

of

has

and
indi-

the
been

.successfully maintained.
Adjoining

houses

are

never

duplicates either in
•ihape or color. The
asphalt 3hlnglns
may be green, red
or gray.
The body
color and trimmings
also
are
varied.
Thus the inherent
similarity of design
entirely escapes the
observer.

including laundry tubs in the basement. The sewage
flows to a battery of five septic tanks located some distance away from the houses.
The miners' dwellings
have outside coal houses and closets of two compartments, there being one closet for every two dwellings.
The fecal matter in each case is deposited in a doublebattery concrete septic tank. The R. L. Byrum's Sons
Co., of Wheeling, W. Va., erected the contract dwellings.
The septic tanks were furnished by the Cement
Products Co., of Wilmington, N. C.
is
It
the intention to install a sewage system later.
This will be greatly facilitated by the high elevation
of the townsite, which even now effects natural drainage that prevents the accumulation of stagnant pools.
Waste water throvra out from the houses is at present
removed by temporary surface drains, so that little
chance is offered for germ breeding.
Even without
a sewage system this village is a healthy place.
For the present the streets are being surfaced with
broken sandstone and other suitable material.
The
company proposes to pave the main streets, construct
sidewalks and improve the layout in general.
Poles
are found on all streets of the village, carrying electric
lines for the dwellings and also for street lighting. The
town is well illuminated at night, for in addition to
the street lighting system every porch is provided with
a suitable light.

Water

is

supplied by five wells, two of which are

meet the needs of the village until the permanent
The contract has been awarded for
is erected.
a modern brick school house in which provision has
will

school

been made for eight grades. This building also will
include a large assembly room and a gymnasium. There
are no churches in the village. Churchgoers need walk
only a short distance to reach either of the adjacent
towns, where they may attend the divine services of
their respective creeds. The big problem at present is
to make public improvements in the shape of streets
and the like. These must, of necessity, precede the
erection of recreation halls and similar edifices.
As a village Logans Ferry is among the best of mining towns as a community it eventually should rank
equally high. This will depend, however, upon the type
Because of the locaof people making it their home.
tion of the town and its attractiveness and because of
the almost certain steady operation of the mine it is
believed that only those people will be retained who
;

are good workers and good citizens, capable of putting
forth conscientious and effective efforts.

The City of Princeton, Ind., is one of a number of
municipalities in the United States directly situated over
workable coal beds. The problem of extracting the coal
with the avoidance of serious damage from surface subsidence has been made the subject of an investigation by
the Bureau of Mines.

—
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Zinc Chloride as a

Wood

en

^j

in other
quantities of

or,

Preservative

Little Resistance to Solvents Yet to Be Proven
Numerous References to Results of Zinc Treatment Corrosive
Effect on Iron Disputed— Manufacture of Zinc a Great Industry

Claim of

ATTENTION was

called

to

an interesting

recently
article

that appeared in Coal Age, Nov. 17, p.
793, regarding the use of different preservatives to increase the strength and
life of timber, besides rendering it more
resistant to fire.
Of special interest was that portion
of the last paragraph on page 793,
which reads as follows: "It (zinc
chloride) does not resist the action of
solvents and is decomposed in the presence of lime in the soil. It can be used
only in places that are permanently
dry."
Allow me to state that, in my opinion,
the question of zinc chloride offering
but slight resistance to the action of
moisture and water is, as yet, wholly
a matter of conjecture, as the fact has
not been definitely proven.
Indeed, a

paper prepared by C. H. Teesdale and
S. W. Allen, appearing on page 222
of the 1919 Transactions of the American Wood Preservers' Association, describes some tests that prove the contrary of such claim.
Again, we find, in the 1916 Transactions, page 181, that the Committee
on Specifications, while suggesting zinc
chloride treatment for "arid and semiarid
regions" and deprecating the
same "in situations where the treated
timber is in permanent or intimate contact with either stagnant or flowing
water," adds, "since there are conflicting data regarding the leaching of zinc
chloride from timber, and since reliable

statistics regarding its value in moist
climates are not available, we would
strongly recommend that definite service tests be made, by the association, in
the Southern and Eastern States to
determine the actual life of zinc-treated
materials in humid conditions."

Sentiment Veers to Zinc Treatment
More recently, wood-preserving engineers have been slowly swinging around
to the opinion that zinc-treated ties
should give as good service in wet
climates as creosoted ties.
Reliable
information in this regard, however,
will not be available for from three to
five years longer.
The paragraph next following the
one to which I have referred reads
"Pine ties impregnated
with
zinc
chloride lost from 80 to 85 per cent of
the original salt, three years after im-

pregnation; and beech ties, under the
same treatment, lost from 90 to 95 per
cent."

In

my

.^lubject, I

search of literature on this

have not been able to

find

minute

contains

chlorate.

Solution

contains any chlorate.

—

MY

words,
zinc

prepared from fused zinc chloride never

Regarding this point, the Forest
Products Laboratory remarks: "The
consensus of opinion, among those who
claim experience, seems to be that if the
zinc ties are properly seasoned before
being placed on the track, the corrosion
is of no appreciable consequence."

any

reference to such large losses. On the
othe- hand, on page 75 of the 1915
Transactions of the Wood Preservers'
Association, there appears a description
of tests made by F. J. Angier, under
It
is
there
most rigid conditions.
stated that he only succeeded in leachmg out a maximum of 30 per cent of
the original zinc chloride, from the
timbers tested.
On pages 77, 78 and 79 of the same
Transactions, will be found statements
confuting the notions so largely prevailing, in regard to the alleged corrosive effect of zinc chloride on iron.
In addition to what is said in those
references, we can state, as manufacturers of zinc chloride and accustomed
to shipping this solution in tank cars
and iron drums, that it is our experience that the only corrosive action occurs when the solution is slightly acid

Vegetable Fiber UNiNjURHai
In reference to the damage to vegetable fiber caused by zinc chloride. Dr.
H. B. Luther, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, has proven that specimens stored at ordinary temperatures
"show no appreciable difference in
and unstrength, between treated
treated timbers."
In view of this and other testimony,
I feel that the observations made in the
prticle to which I have referred, are
As a representative
of undue breadth.
of an industry that provides 35,000,000
lb. of zinc chloride, per annum, to the
wood-preserving industry, I regard it
as a matter of fairness that these statements should be corrected or at least
qualified.

Frank

G. BRE-i-ER,

Chief of Research Division,
The New Jersey Zinc Co.
Palmerton, Pa.

Slab Mining in Room-and-Pillar

Work

Greater Efficiency in Mining and Loading Coal from a
Continuous Face Better Facilities for Ventilating, Haulage
and Concentration of Work Cost of Timber Increased

—

ATTENTION again drawn to the
need of providing a greater length
of coal face where coal loaders are
employed, in the description of the
American system of mining given by
M. Martin in Coal Age, Oct. 13, p. 589.
The system described by Mr. Martin,
however, is essentially the same as that
formerly described by Carl Scholz in
Coal Age, Vol. 19, p. 261.
Both of
these systems come under the general
head of slab mining.
Briefly described, they consist In
is

.

driving pairs of entries across a block
of coal between two pairs of crossheadings and separated by a solid pillar of coal.
In the American system
described by Mr. Martin these pillars
have a thickness of 50 yds. The distance between the cross-headings is 500
This leaving a 50-ft. pillar for the
ft.
protection of the heading gives a coal
face 400 ft. in length.
In general, it can be remarked that

—

system of working out the coal by
slabbing presents features that promise
greater efficiency both in the mining
and the loading of the coal. A mining
machine is used to undercut the coal
and this is followed by a coal loader
capable of loading 150 tons of coal per
Certain types of
day, in a 6-ft. bed.
these loaders are designed to work in
seams less than 30 in. in thickness.
Without a doubt, as long as this
method could be maintained, good recults would be accomplished in ventilation,
haulage and concentration of
work.
In working out a width of 75
ft. on each side of a pair of entries, as
in this case, where the coal pillars are
150 ft. wide, it would seem that, the
cost of timber would be greatly increased. As each cut is made, the track
is moved forward to be in readiness for
the following cut.
In a previous letter appearing in Coal
this

Arje, .A.ug. 25, p. 301, I

have

offered,

a
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few comments on the method suggested
by Mr. Scholz, which apply equally well
to the method now described by Mr.
It will not be necessary to
Martin.
reoeat here what was said in that letter, further than to say, that, in the
method I advocated, 1 would use a
double-track system, one track being
between the coal face and the chocks,
and the other between the first two

Is a

Loose-End Shot

A

E

t;

Vol. 20, No. 25

rows of chocks, which should have been
in my drawing.
This will give ample opportunity for
handling the loaded and empty cars and
the conditions would, I believe, be more
favorable for maintaining a constant
car -supply and causing less delay in the
work of loading the cars, than in either
the method of Mr. Scholz or Mr. Martin.
W. H. LuxTON.
Linton, Ind.

ing their certificates."
I surely agree
with him when he says that "the mere
possession of a certificate does not
prove that the holder is competent to
take charge of a mine and operate the
same safely and efficiently," which is
the truth.
We must also admit that many men
on securing their certificates cease to

a Shot Off the Solid?

Regard It
Loose-End Shot Not a Shot Off the
So in the Literal Meaning of the Pennsylvania Law— Mining
a Shot or Shearing the Same Only Creates a Loose End
made

to

solid

shooting,

Coal Age, recall
to my mind the previous discussion of
the question, whether a loose-end shot
recently

in

a shot off the solid, in the meaning
of the Pennsylvania Bituminous Mine
Law. I am in entire accord with all
the reason and logic contained in the
argument presented by I. C. Parfitt, in

was

his e.xcellent letter. Coal Age, July 28,
p. 142.

A

strict literal interpretation of the

Pennsylvania bituminous law will not,
believe, support the view taken by
Mr. Parfitt and which I believe is corUnfortunately, moreover, at least
rect.
a few of the mine inspectors of the
state and most of the insurance in-

I

in that region hold to this
strict literal interpretation of the law.
and consider that a loose-end pillar

spectors

shot

a shot off the solid.

is

Law Defines "Properly
As

the law reads,

it

Mi.ned"

requires that

the coal shall be "properly mined be-

and defines the
words "properly mined" to mean that
fore

it

is

blasted,"

the coal shall be "undercut, centercut,
topcut or sheared by pick or machine."
As it is not customary to mine a
loose-end shot, it is argued by some
that such a shot does not conform to
the requirement of the law and is,
therefore, a shot off the solid, which
the law is aimed to prohibit, believing
the practice to be dangerous, in the

mining of bituminous coal.
Practical mining men well know that
a loose-end pillar shot has at least as
much show to perform its work as a
shot in a solid face of coal after being
undercut, centercut, topcut or sheared
in the manner prescribed by law.
In
other words, a loose-end shot is in the
same category with a shot that has
been "properly mined."
Mr. Parfitt has argued further that,
after a room or breast of coal has been
sheared or sidecut and one shot has
been fired and loaded out, there is
formed a loose end for the next shot,
which then really has a better chance
than the first shot to perform its reare
quired
work.
These
thoughts
worthy of consideration.
In a more recent letter, Oct. 20, p.
645, one who signs himself "Safety
First" takes exception to the argument

acting as mine foremen and

firebosses in that state "who have never
looked inside of a mining textbook or
read any mining journals since receiv-

Solid — Many

REFERENCES

men

fied

shown

presented by Mr. Parfitt and embraces
the idea that a loose-end shot must be
mined to conform with the requirement's of the Pennsylvania law.
Now, let us be reasonable. The
only thing that the mining or sidecutting of a shot accomplishes is to
create a loose end.
That being the
case, I ask, why is not a loose-end shot,
having all the requisites accomplished
by mining and sidecutting, equally as
safe? Let someone tell us.
In conclusion, let me say that I
agree with the statement, already
made by my friend, that the way out
of the difficulty is to amend the Pennsylvania law, in this respect, and make
"No blast
it read as he has suggested:
shall be fired without the coal is first
mined or sidecut, or there exists a
loose end that will give the charge an
opportunity to perform its work."
Solid shooting, as such, should be
condemned and not permitted in the
mining of soft coal. If the bituminous
law was revised in the manner suggested, there could be but one interpretation given to its meaning and the
present confusion would not exist.
Edward H. Coxe.
Brownsville, Pa.

study and to read mining literature to
keep themselves abreast of the times.
That is the case, to a greater or less
Therefore, let me
txtent, everywhere.
ask, who is to blame? Certainly not the
examining boards who granted them
their certificates after due examination.
In justice to our examining boards in
this bituminous region, I will say they
are almost without exception reliable,
practical men, and wholly unworthy of
most of the unjust criticisms made of
their work, by some writers. Speaking
of the examinations held in his own
state, our friend says they are "seldom
calculated to determine the practical
fitness of the candidate."

Demand

—

amining Boards Upheld

—

When
Who Is

a

is

for Certified

Men Grows

Although the present bituminous lawpermits a man to act, in an official
capacity underground, without a certificate, the fact remains that the first
week in April, each year, sees notices
all the mines, stating the time
where the examinations will
be held.
This is not because of a
scarcity of uncertified men, as some
would claim but because of the growing demand for mine officials who hold

posted at

iind places

;

certificates.

Notwithstanding the fact that the
Pennsylvania law makes uncertified
eligible for appointment to positions of trust underground, the diffi-

men

culties
to

of uncertified men who aspire
positions are daily growing
In all my travels over the best

such

greater.

Difficulties of Uncertified Men
Decries Calling Certification of Mine
Work of ExOfficials "Harmful"

The same

not the case in Pennsylvania.

coal-mining fields in this state, I can
truthfully say that I have never seen
a successful uncertified mine official,
from the company inspector down to

is manifesting poor judgment in
making some of the statements con-

the youngest fireboss in the mine.
In closing, let me say that there is
one feature of the certification law that
should not be overlooked. When a man
leaves his company where he has
worked a long period and where his
qualifications are known, and seeks
work elsewhere, perhaps in another
state, the certificates he holds are his
passports.
Without these, it would be
useless for him to tell strangers of his
success in managing and operating
mines.
In most cases, the certificate granted
by an examining board, in the same or
another state, will prove a stronger endorsement even than a letter of recomm.endation from a man's former employer.
The certificate is generally
regarded as devoid of the personal element that attaches to a letter of recom-

tained in his letter.
In describing conditions in Tennessee,
Mr. Rose states there are manv certi-

mendation from an employer.
Consider, for a moment, an uncertified man applying to a strange company

Man

Ceases

—

to

Study,

Blame?
Certificate
Man's Passport.

IT WAS

Is

to

Competent

with much surprise that

I

read the letter of former District
Mine Inspector John Rose, Coal Age,
Oct. 27, p. 684, in which he states he
sees "no need of certifying the mine
superintendent" and, further, regards
the present system of granting certificates, in his state,
(Tennessee) as
"far from beneficial."
Not knowing Mr. Rose personally,
I am forced to conclude that, either the
manner of conducting the examination
of mine officials in Tennessee is very
different from that pursued in the bitu-

minous

fields

of Pennsylvania; or our

friend

December
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for a position as mine foreman or fireThe first question put to him is,

boss.

"What certificates do you hold?" As
be expected, the general manager
or superintendent, after asking a fewordinary questions, turns again to his
desk with the remark, "No, we have
enough bosses just now."
No one claims that the certificate
makes a man better; but few will deny
that the study necessary to acquire a
certificate honestly, makes the holder a
more efficient worker. It is clear to
the observer that, while the lawmakers
in Pennsylvania may have made a mistake in revising the certification law,
our operators are not making the mistake of availing themselves of the
privilege granted them in the law.
Mayport, Pa.
James Thompson.

Inquiries

n-.ight

Clearing Gas from Headings
To avoid withdrau'ing men working on
return side of headings filled ivith
gas, overcast the air into the maiii
return air-course whenever practi-

Of General
Mensuration

PLEASE

show the

solution

of

the

A pentagon is
following problem
by an equilateral triangle
joined to a square on one of its sides,
as shown in the accompanying figure.
If the total area of the square and triangle combined is 14.78 sq.in., what is
the leng:th of one of the equal sides of
the pentagon?
Student.
Knoxville, la.
:

formed

The triangle being equilateral and
joining the square on one of its sides,
makes the pentagon equilateral. Then,

Interest

calling the length of any one side (x),
the area of the square is x'.
Again, the triangle being equilateral
is also equiangular; and, since the sum
of the three angles of a triangle is
always 180 deg., each angle of an equilatral triangle is 60 deg.
The altitude
of this triangle, therefore, is found by
multiplying one of its sides by the sine
of 60 deg., which is 0.866, making the
altitude 0.866 x.
Now, the area of the triangle is equal
to its base (r) multiplied by one-half
its altitude (0.433 x) which makes the
area, in this case, 0.433x x x
0.433 .r°. Finally, the sum of the areas
of the square and the triangle, which
is the area of the pentagon is
x' -f 0.433 x(1 -f 0.433 )x'
1.433 x'
Therefore, the area of the pentagon
being 14.78 sq.in., we have 1.433 x'
14.78; and x'
14.78
1.433
10.314; and x
V 10.314
3.2 in.
Each of the equal sides of the pentagon
is, therefore, 3.2 in. long.
,

=

=

cable.

REFERRING

inquiry
of
"Bi-atticeman," regarding the best
method of clearing a pair of headings
when filled with gas. Coal Age, Oct.
13, p. 587, allow me to suggest a case
where it would be practicable to remove this gas from the heading, without first notifying and withdrawing
the men working on the return side.
In reply to this inquiry, the editor
has given the only safe method that
could be employed in the case there
described.
In that instance, the two
headings are driven to the rise of the
gangway, which is the return aircourse, and it was necessary, as stated,
to notify and withdraw all the men
working on the return side of the headings, before taking any steps to remove the gas.
My purpose in writing, however, is
to draw attention to a plan that is
often adopted of overcasting the gascharged air and conducting it at once
into the
main return airway.
Of
course, such a plan can only be adopted
where the headings are driven off the
to

intake.

In that case, however, it is evident
there would be a great advantage in
constructing a temporary overcast at
the mouth of one of the headings and
carrying the air through a crosscut
into the main return, instead of permitting it to course through the mine
and being obliged to withdraw the men
before so doing.
Such an overcast is readily constructed with canvas, by any expert
bratticeman. At the same time, it will
be necessary to hang a canvas across
the air-course, just beyond the heading, so as to deflect all the air, or
the major portion of it, into the heading, until the gas has been removed.

A

good plan is to perform this work
gradually, removing the gas by degrees
from the headings, instead of bringing
the entire current to bear on the gas
at once.
Bratticeman.
,

Tenn.
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Examination Questions
Answered
Miscellaneous Questions
(Answered by Request)

—

Question At firing time, would you
slow your fan or keep it running at its
normal speed?
Answer The general belief is that
a fan ventilating a mine should not be

—

slowed down at the time of firing shots
in the mine.
It is almost universal
practice to keep the fan running at its
normal speed and, in some cases, the
speed has been increased just previous
to firing.
While there may be conditions, in a new mine that has not
reached its full development and the
ventilating fan is producing more air
than is desirable, where it may be
thought safer to reduce the velocity of
the air current, at the working face,
during the time of firing shots, it will
generally happen that the large amount
of smoke and gases set free at firing
time, in a large mine, requires a larger
volume of air to be circulated at that
time than at any other during the
shift.

—
Answer — Where

Question What are the advantages
of shotfirers in coal mines?
shotfirers are employed, the firing of all shots is done
after the men have left the mine. The
shotfirers are instructed to fire no shots

that, in their judgment, are not safe.
In order to obtain the best results,
shotfirers should examine, charge and
fire

all

themselves.

shots

It

is

not

always possible to judge accurately of
the safety of a shot that has been
charged by another person. Fewer accidents have occurred where shotfirers are employed.

Question
ventilated,

mine?

Answer

— Which
a

slope

—A

slope

would be easier
mine or a drift

mine

will

quite

generally be found easier to ventilate,
because of the air columns that are
formed in the inclined airways.
A
drift mine, being level, possesses no
such natural advantages that would
assist its ventilation.

—
—

Question

Tl

hy

is

the ventilation of

a mine necessary? Describe fully.
Answer Ventilation is neccessary
in order to render the workings of .i
mine healthful and safe, through the
circulation of an air current, which absorbs and carries away the gases genAlso, in deep
erated in the mine.
mines the air current is a means of
lowering the temperature of the workings and making them more healthful

—
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on that account. Without the circulation of fresh air in mine workint^s, the
confined air would quickly become dead

and be charged with g^ases issuing
from the strata and otherwise prouucea oy me ourning of lamps ana ttid
breathing of men and animals.
Question // you should find an open
door at the foot of an entry giving off
large quantitiee of gas, what would
you do?
Answer To close this door would
at once cause the air current to sweep
the entry and drive the gas out, sending it circulating, perhaps through
other portions of the mine.
The door

—

—

should

be

fore, until

left
it is

standing
possible to

open,

there-

withdraw

all

the men at work on the air currrent
returning from that place. This being
done and all entrances to the return

Vol. 20. No. 25.

current being guarded by reliable men,
steps should be taken to clear the gas
from the entry, by closing the door
The method of proceeding
gradually.
must then be governed by the conditions existing in the mine.

Question

—State

the different methods of timbering bad roof and soft bottom, and good roof and soft bottom.
Answer Where the roof is bad and
the bottom soft, not only will more timber be required in a working place,
but a systematic method of timbering
must be employed.
Good cap-pieces
must be used on the roof and all posts
should be stood on footboards, in order
to distribute the pressure better over
the soft bottom. It may be neccessary

—

to

employ crossbars above the posts.
the roof is good and the bot-

Where
tom

soft,

it

will generally be

Bureau of Mines Broadens Co-operative
Arrangements for Coal Study

necessary

use footboards under the posts.
This will usually be considered the
worse condition of the two, as the hard
roof will force the timbers into the
floor when the weight comes on.
to

—

Describe the nwans used
cond^icting air to the faeces of
rooms and entries and regulating tha
air current iw mities.

Question

for

—

Answer The most common means
employed for conducting the air forward in rooms and entries is a brattice constructed of boards or canvasnailed to a

row

of posts set for that

purpose.

The

is regulated or distributed by means of a regulator, which
is a partition built in an airway and!
having a small hole or opening, the
size of which may be increased or decreased by a sliding shutter.

air current

and disseminate accurate information concerning the
preparation of coal and to aid in its rational classification,
with a view to increasing efficiency and conserving retain

sources.

CO-OPER.ATIVE

agreements between the Bureau of
Mines and outside agencies to apply during the new
fiscal year are now being signed.
While the actual addition

Prescribes X-Ray ot Educational Publicity

to the bureau's appropriations from these sources probably
will not exceed $2.50,000 in actual money the scope of the

bureau's research is increased greatly by contributions of
the services of technical men and by the payment of general expenses incurred in laboratory and other types of experimental work. The scope of the co-operative agreements
of direct interest to the coal industry is as follows:
University of Alabama To study the problems peculiar
to the mineral industry in the Southern states, particularly
those relating to coal, coke, byproducts, iron and non-metallic minerals.
University of Illinois and the Illinois Geological Survey
To study the possibility of the utilization of Illinois coals
for the production of gas to replace Eastern coals.
The
study includes matters pertaining to mine ventilation and
the washing of coal.
University of Washington To study problems in washing

—

—

—

Alaskan and Washington coals.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers
To conduct scientific investigations relating to efficient and
economical heating and ventilating.
Carnegie Institute of Technology To interest mine operators, engineers, miners and others affiliated with the coalmining industry in the better training and education of
students in coal mining engineering; to promote better engineering skill in coal mining in order to conserve human life,
the coal resource.s and to prevent waste.
The Davison Chemical Co. To conduct an investigation
to determine whether or not it is possible to obtain a more
complete recovery of light oil from coke-oven gas for the
production of motor fuels.
Combustion Engineering Corporation To make a study
of the combustion of powdered fuels.
Pennsylvania Geological Survey To sample and analyze

—

—

—

—
—

coal in the State of Pennsylvania.

Sewalls Point Coal E.xchange, Inc. To conduct investigations concerning the preparation of coal with a view to increasing efficiency in use and assisting the economic development of the industry by improving the grading and
classification of coal shipped to Tidewater pools.
The Steam Corporation To determine the exact facts regarding the use of liquid fuel for domestic heating in a device sold under the name of "Nokol."
General Boilers Co. To make a study of the smokeless
combustion of bituminous coal.
National Safety Council To conduct a safety service for
the benefit of the coal- and metal-mining companies com-

—

—

—

prising the mining industry.

Southern Appalachian Coal Operators Association^To ob-

To

Set Public Right on Coal Trade

the most pressing need of the coal trade
THAT
publicity was the opinion expressed by Homer

is

J.

honest

Buck-

Buckley, Dement & Co., in an address at the annual
banquet of the Chicago Coal Merchants' Association, Dec.
Seven hundred coal dealers were12, at the Hotel La Salle.
ley, of

present.

"The coal industry of Chicago is suffering from ills of
the wartime period that have left it in a very unfortunate
position with the public," said Mr. Buckley. "Ask the average business man of intelligence what's wrong with the
coal men and he will promptly tell you that they have a
disease called 'dollar-itis'; that it is a malignant disease
in their industry, and that there's a red sign on their door
reading 'keep out.'
so far as the public is concerned
"Of course, this is all wrong, you will say; 'We are
being unjustly and unfairly maligned and our position is
grossly misunderstood and misrepresented in the press.'
"If that is true whose fault is it?
No one's but your
own. You have allowed a lot of negative publicity to get
you in bad with the public, and, as invariably happens, you
are discovering too late that poor advertising does not pay.
"You have it within your power to change the public
mind. What you need is the searchlight of educational publicity directed to the public.
Publicity and well-directed
advertising is your remedy to set yourself right w*ith the
public.
Resolve that all through 1922 this will be your
policy.
Don't procrastinate; only one thing is worse, and
that is the chap who is afraid to begin a quitter.
"What the coal merchant needs individually and collectively is the establishment of good will and confidence of
the buying public. Good will may be defined as a feeling
of satisfaction based upon satisfactory sei-\'ice, and service
is never satisfactory until after it has been tried and tested.
"It is not enough that you deliver good coal and full
measure because nowadays that is imperative. The deciding factor in the satisfaction of a customer must always
be the manner in which the account is handled after it is
once obtained. The good will of the customer then usually
depends upon the proper performance of what creative brains
in business are so apt to regard as 'little details.'
"The greatest asset in your business each and every one
of you is the good will and confidence of your customers.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

What

are you doing to get

it

and maintain it?"

A RENEWT» effort is TO BE MADE at this session of Congress to restrict further immigration into the United States.

Railroads Lay Off

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Depends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

INDUSTRY and

trade in general, according to a review of business

December issued by the National City Bank of
New York, continued during November to make and hold the
gains made in October, although there is evidence that part of this
gain was seasonal and is now falling off. The unusually warm weather
in all parts of the country during the latter part of November affected
conditions

for

were thrown out of employment
Dec. 15 when the Southern Railway
closed its machine shops at Knoxville, Tenn., and suspended all work
until Jan. 3 because of lack of traffic.
ers

Thousands of shopmen employed
by the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. were

a considerable extent.
difficulty that has existed all through this year,
that is, disparity between the price of farm products and all raw
materials and the price of manufactured goods," the bulletin states,
"continues to hamper the return of industrial activity.
"The settlement of the railroad strike was not obtained under conditions which give much promise of permanency. The railroads have
all given notice of an application to the Railway Labor Board for
further wage reductions, but the Board has stated that these requests
will not be considered until after many questions affecting working
conditions can be decided.
It is not expected that these decisions
will be ready before the middle of next summer and there is an
insistent demand from producers, manufacturers, shippers and consumers all over the country for a more prompt adjustment of these

furloughed

matters.

busier

retail trade to

"The fundamental

"This situation illustrates the inadequacy of the machinei\v provided for the determination of rates, wages and working conditions
on the nation's carriers.
It should be clear by this time that
the railroad wage situation cannot be viewed or discussed solely from
the standpoint of the roads and their woi'kers. It profoundly affects
the business and the prosperity of the country and cannot intelligently
be viewed or considered without the effect on all lines of industry and
the cost of living receiving due attention.
"It is nothing new to have the law of supply and demand pronounced a back number. Pronouncements of that kind have been
appearing with great frequency for a long time, but it has always
turned out that the law was working where the observers were not
looking and in ways they did not understand. It may be suppressed
for a time in one place, but it is like water on its way to the sea,
it gets
there eventually, no matter how much its course may be
hindered."

...

indefinitely

industries, except those relating to
agriculture, are of an "encouraging

character," it was stated in Washington, Dec. 9. With the exception
of the agricultural industry it is
stated that there is a steady recuperation.

Street car service has been
extended to the plant, a line being
run from the soldiers' home.

shifts.

Predicts Revival in Shoe Trade
The worst of the period of depression in the New England shoe

industry

Edwin
of the

Large Glass Plant Reopens
The Macbeth-Evans glass factory,
Marion, Ind., one of the largest of
its
kind, which had been closed
several months, has resumed operations, giving employment to five
hundred persons working in three

over, in the opinion of
P. Holmes, retiring president
is

New

England Shoe Whole-

salers' Association, expressed at the
annual meeting of that organization
in Boston, Dec. 14.
Mr. Holmes declared that the industry was beginning to revive in spite of the fact
that railroad, overhead and other
charges remained as high as ever.

Saturday,

Dee. 17,

when shops over

system

shut

the entire
Business dethe necessities of ef-

down.

pression and
fecting economies were given by
officials of the road as prompting the
action.

The

company

has

about

fifteen shops, the principal ones being located in Baltimore, Cumberland, Pittsburgh, Keyser, W. Va.;
Zanesville, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio,

and Washington, D. C.

New England Textile Mills Hum
New England textile mills are
this
pre-Christmas season
than at any time since the business
slump which followed the war.
While returns from other New England industries do not reflect holiday conditions equally bright, the
Federal
Employment Survey is
authority for the statem.ent, "the
general feeling is optimistic for a

marked improvement

in all lines of
industry after the New Year." The
Federal Employment Survey for
New England said its reports indicated that worsted spindles had
returned to a 92.2 per cent basis;
woolen spindles were 79.1 per cent
operating, and cotton textiles on an
80 per cent basis.

Report Decrease in

Nearly All Industries Gain
Reports as to all of the American

Many Men

Five hundred employees of the New
York Central R.R. repair shops at
Elkhart, Ind., will be laid off indefinitely Dec. 24, and the Collinwood
locomotive repair shops will be
closed for an indefinite period because of depressed business conditions.
Six hundred men will be
affected in the Collinwood plant. The
maintenance shops at Collinwood
will continue to operate.
More than a thousand shop work-

Army

of

Idle

A

steady decrease in the number
of unemployed in New York City
has been in progress for several
weeks and efficient workmen are experiencing less trouble in finding
jobs, according to a statement issued

Aid
last week by the Industrial
Bureau.
Signs point unmistakably
toward a permanent revival after
the

holiday

season,

it

is

employers agree that they

said,

as

will

re-

quire increased forces after the first
There has been little
of the year.
or no real improvement, according
to the bureau, in the demand for
stenographers and unskilled labor, of
which there is an oversupply for
the few positions open.
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Changes in Tax Law Seriously
Affect

Owners of Coal Land

Section Permitting Net Loss of

One Year

to

Be

Offset

Against Net Income in Two Succeeding Years
Contains Restriction on Mines

By Robert Murray Haig, Ph.D.*

AMONG

the changes made by the new tax bill signed
by President Harding on Nov. 23, five stand out as
of great importance from the point of view of the business
man and the investor. These are:
(1) The abolition of the excess profits tax as of the
beginning of next year, coupled with an increase in the
income tax on corporations at that time from 10 per cent
to 12i per cent.
(2) The reduction in the surtax rates on individual incomes which goes into effect at the same time.
(3) The establishment, with the beginning of next year,
of a new class of income to be known as capital gain, which
will be subject to a maximum rate of 12J per cent.
(4) The broadening of the definition of the "closed
transaction," effective for the current year, which makes
possible many exchanges of property for property without
subjecting the gain to taxation.
(5) The recognition, beginning this year, of a net loss
from one year's operation as an offset against any profits
which may accrue in the two following years.
The first two changes, the repeal of the profits tax and
the changes in rates, have been the subject of much comment, but the other changes, being somewhat more technical in character, have been less discussed and their significance less fully appreciated.

Personal Service Corporation Disappears

—

Excess Profits Tax Repeal. In spite of great pressure.
Congress declined to repeal the profits tax for 1921 but
did agree to abolish it thereafter.
With it disappears the
"personal service corporation," a special class established
to care for certain corporations which it was desired to
exempt from profits taxation. When the profits tax goes,
the income tax rate on all net income of corporations rises
from 10 to 12 i per cent. The change in the rate will
cause corporations which make only moderate profits to
pay slightly heavier faxes, but the total tax burden on
corporate income will be much lighter, the official estimates
of revenue under the new bill calling for $1,030,000,000 from
this source (ignoring back taxes) this fiscal year and only
$695,000,000 for the next fiscal year, when the changes will
be in force.
Reduction of Surtax Rates. The surtax rates on individual incomes are scheduled for reduction beginning with
A comparison of the new scale
the first of next year.
with the old is difficult to make. It should be made clear,
however, that the change affects small taxpayers as well
as large ones.
The maximum rates remain very high
50 per cent as compared with 65 under the old law. The 50
per cent rate applies to all income in excess of $200,000.

—

Surtaxes Begin on $6,000-$ 10,000 Incomes
rate on increment of income above $200,000
income was 60 per cent. Surtaxes in the future will not
begin until the income is between $6,000 anil $10,000. Under
the old law the surtaxes begin at $5,001) and mount by
more rapid steps. There also are slight changes in the
personal exemptions, effective at once.
According to the
revenue estimates these changes will not provide much
relief for individual taxpayers, for the government expects
to get $780,000,000 next year with the changes in effect:, as
compared with $850,000,000 this year.
Neic Class of "Capital Gains."
The most revolutionary
section in the new act is Section 206, which sets up a new
division of income.
After the first of next year money
made by individuals by selling or exchanging property

The

•

old

—

•School of Business, Columbia University.
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"held for profit or investment" is subject to a maximum
rate of 12 i per cent, instead of the regular rates, which
range as high as 58 per cent (normal plus surtaxes). This
The individual
is
hedged about by several restrictions.
may not take advantage of the permission to use the 12i
per cent rate unless he is willing to pay at least 12i per
The property "held
cent on his other income as well.
for profit or investment" must have been so held for more
than two years and may not include property "held for
the personal use or consumption of the taxpayer or his
family," or property which properly is subject to inventory.
It is not necessary, however, that the property be connected
with his trade or business.
The reason for the adoption of some such section as
this is plain, whatever one may think of the wisdom of
choosing this particular method of meeting the situation.
As everyone knows, many sales of property have been
postponed or entirely blocked by the unwillingness of prospective sellers to take their profits when they would immediately become subject to heavy surtaxes.
This, of course,
handicapped business. The solution adopted was practically to wipe out the offensive surtaxes on profits from
this class of transactions.
One anomalous result of the selection of this solution,
however, is that under this new arrangement a dollar of
profit made from property which has grown in value is
taxed at the maximum only 121c., whereas a dollar made
For example,
otherwise may be taxed as much as 50c.
in the case of a bond bought at a discount and sold at a
profit, every dollar of interest on the bond may pay a
tax nearly five times as great as every dollar of appreciation in the value of the bond, a fact which is likely to
affect profoundly future methods of corporate financing.

Liberal Provisions on "Cu)sed Transactions"

Much more could be said regarding the effects of
new section from the points of view of equity and of

this

administration, but what is of particular interest here is to
point out the very substantial relief granted by it to investors in property which appreciates in value.
The "Closed Transaction." The advantage to the investor in property which is gaining in value, conferred
by the section just described, is accentuated by the liberal
provisions governing the "closed transaction" (section 202).
This has long been a troublesome section of the field of
income tax procedure. When one exchanges property for
The transaction is "closed," and
cash, no question arises.
one accounts for his gain to the tax collector. But when
one barters instead of sells, receiving other property instead
of cash for his pi-operty, very serious questions arise. There
are sometimes differences of opinion as to the value of the
property received which lead to disputes and litigation.
The old law went so far as to say that in the case of such
trades the property received was to be treated as cash "to
the amount of its fair market value, if any" (with certain
exceptions in the case of a corporate reorganization
1918 law, section 202). The new law goes much further.
It now states positively that no gain or loss on trades
shall be recognized unless the property received on the
trade "has a readily realizable market value." The phrase
"readily realizable" adds a new and liberalizing element.
Even more important, however, are the exceptions made
to the general rule. Even though the property received has
such a "readily realizable market value," one need not account for the gain in certain cases. This is one: "When any
such property held for investment, or for productive use
in trade or business (not including stock-in-trade or other
property held primarily for sale), is exchanged for property
of a like kind or use."
How the Treasury will interpret this section is, of course,
as yet unknown, but it would be a very narrow interpretation which would exclude exchanges of bonds or real estate
In other words, so long as one "barters"
for real estate.
or "trades" his property for other similar property instead
of selling it for cash, he need not account for his gains
Even if he does sell
to the Treasury for tax purposes.
for cash, as has been noted above, he is subject to a tax
of only 12J per cent.
The provisions governing corporate reorganizations and

—

—
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sales of property to corporations also are greatly liberalized;
so it is unnecessary to report many gains for taxation.
Net Losses. With one minor exception included in the
1918 law, it has been the practice since the beginning of
income taxation in this country to treat each year as a unit
and to refuse to permit the fact that one has lost money
this year to affect the amount of profits he must report

—

Each accounting period has been carefrom other accounting periods. This pracmuch hardship, and the new law breaks
away from the old precedent's by inserting a provision,

the following year.
fully "insulated"
tice

has worked

effective for 1921 (section 204, with a restriction on mines),
which permits a net loss suffered in one year to be offset
against any net income in the two next succeeding years.
In other words, losses may be used to blot off subsequent

gains but losses are "outlawed" for this purpose after the
expiration of two years.

1021

The new law contains many other new provisions which
would be interesting to discuss, did not the limits of this
Such changes include the new rule reit.
which makes the recipient, if he sells the
gift, account for the gain in the value of the gift before he
received it; the section aimed to prevent "wash sales" to
establish losses; the provision covering cases where property
is involuntarily converted into cash and the modifications in
it

article prevent
garding gifts,

the various special taxes.
It has been possible to stress here only the most important departures in the new status. Careful examination
by the business man and the investor will reveal the fact
that it contains provisions, aside from the repeal of the
profits tax and the changes in the rates, which will yield
him very substantial relief from the burdens of war taxation under which he has been struggling for iTie past five
years.

Open-Price Associations Declared in Violation of
Anti-Trust Laws by Supreme Court
EXCHANGE

of price

information

sociation, in other words
trade in violation of the

—

is

—

the open-price asdeclared a restraint upon

Sherman Anti-Trust Law by
the Supreme Court in a decision in the Hardwood Lumber
The governcase, handed down on Monday, Dec. 19, 1921.
ment in carrying its case to the Supreme Court had charged
Manufacturers'
Association,
American
Hardwood
that the
consisting of 603 persons and corporations engaged in the
production and sale of hardwood lumber, combined and conspired to eliminate competition among themselves and to
enhance their selling prices in restraint of trade, and that
they did this by comparing and exchanging under an "opencompetition plan" the reports and bulletins concerning
prices, stocks and production.
In rendering its decision the court divided, six to three,
Justices McKenna, Holmes and Brandeis dissenting. It sustained the United States District Court of Western Tennessee, which in April, 1920, granted an injunction perpetually
restraining the association from entering into further agreements under the plan, forbidding the further distribution of
statistical information under the plan and directing the
abandonment of all "efforts whatsoever having the purpose
or tendency to enhance or maintain prices."

Called Combination to Control Price and Output
of the court was delivered by Justice Clarke,
the organization of the association and assert?d that it was a clear combination to restrict production
and to increase prices.
The decision of the court will be far-reaching in that it will
prevent operation of similar exchanges of information in
other industries, including that instituted by the National
Coal Association, which was suspended upon institution of
The
the government's suit against the lumber interests.
Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice
have also been investigating similar associations, although
the Department of Commerce believed that such organizations could be effectively utilized in trade promotion.
Justice Clarke declared that the lumber association plan
embraced the old trust "evil in a new dress," and that while
there was no specific agreement as to production or price
the members were in a united and concerted action to acquire
control of the industry. Answering the lumber argument
that the government issued information reports, the court
pomted out that the government reports were available to
both sellers and buyers while the association's repoi-ts were
sent only to the sellers.
Dissenting, Justice Holmes, while admitting that it was an
organization of sellers, said that its information was made
public and that the plan did not bind the members, they
being free to act as they chose. He also said there was
nothing illegal in discussing prices, and that the plan would
centralize purchases.

The opinion
who described

Justices Brandeis and McKenna also dissented, saying the
percentage of control was not large 300 concerns out of
9,000 lumber dealers
and defended the practice on the

—

—

The service was useful
in that the government maintained no reports as to market
conditions. The meetings of the association and its reports
were also available to the public. They admitted that the
plan was a combination, but not in restraint of trade. The
only evidence was that the combination sought to make
ground of

its

aid to isolated mills.

money out of a boom market, there being no uniformity of
action as to production or price, and they insisted that the
anti-trust act did not "limit the desire to make profit."
Justice Brandeis declared it to be "an extraordinary fact"
that the Supreme Court should alter its decision in the
United States Steel Corporation case, where 50 per cent of
the industry is controlled, and in the United Shoe Machinery
case, where nearly all the shoe industry of the country was
controlled, holding them not in violation of the Sherman law,
and should hold in the present case that 603 out of many
thousand hardwood operators "cannot exchange information
without running counter to the provisions of the Sherman
law."

With respect to the government policy toward the openprice associations, in some instances it was believed likely
that additional prosecutions would be brought, while in
others where the activities of associations do not come
within the terms of the decision a definite outline of the
application of the Sherman act could be made.

Constitutionality of Anthracite

Tax Law

Attacked in Dauphin County Court

EXPECTATIONS

are that the Dauphin County Court

of Pennsylvania will soon render a decision in the anthracite tax case, which was heard at Harrisburg, Nov. 25.
Most of the questions raised against the constitutionality
of the 1915 anthracite tax law were used in the argument

by Henry

S. Drinker, Jr., of Philadelphia, who represented
the interests opposing the tax. George E. Alter, Attorney
General, and George R. Hull, a deputy, spoke in favor of
the act.

Emphasis this time was placed by the commonwealth
on the importance of the byproducts of bituminous coal. Mr.
Alter endeavored to show that hard and soft coal were two
different kinds of coal and that either one could be taxed
singly.

The case

will be carried direct

from the Dauphin County

Court to the appellate court, so that an early decision from
the state's highest tribunal can be obtained.
Anthracite
has been assessed under the act of 1921 since July 1 and
the payment of the '^-x to the state commences on Jan. 1.
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Open Shop Spreading in West Virginia
ALTHOUGH in many cases the United Mine Workers
have been able to hold their members in line, opensentiment in northern West Virginia continues to
grow and many mines in the state are now being operated
on that basis. There are no less than fourteen of these
in the Morg-antown section, mines on the Monongahela Ry.
and on the Morgantown & Wheeling Ry. being included
Mine workers have agreed to work and are
in that list.
working on a lower wage scale than the union would
permit, and this has enabled operators to give them
several working days a week.
In the Upper Potomac
field of West Virginia and in the Georges Creek field of
Maryland there are approximately 800 miners who have
gone to work on the basis of the 1917 wage scale. Where
locals have accepted a lower rate of wages than is provided for in the union contract, the members have been
automatically dropped from the organization.
Effort is being made by Harry B. Dynes, commissioner
of conciliation, Department of Labor, who has been in the
Fairmont region for several days, to reconcile the differences between the Long Coal Mining Co. and the miners
at Reynoldsville.
There are many points of disagreement
but it is understood that the United Mine Workers' contract
i? not involved, as a new agreement made between
the
company and its employees displaced the contract with the
United Mine Workers of America.
When this occurred
the men were dropped from the union.
Union miners are attempting by picketing to prevent
the operation of the Raymond mine of the Ryan Coal Co..
of Clarksburg, and on Dec. 6 assaulted a workman who,
they thought, was going to work in the mine but who
was in reality a county employee. Police were on duty
at the mine both Monday and Tuesday to preserve order.
The company has refused to collect the check-off and miners
are on strike to enforce this provision.
shop

A
I

Editorial

ONE

True Yarn

from Enginrrriiig nnd Mining Journal. Dec. 17)

autumn day we hitched our horse

to the post
one-story "hotel" at Silver
Peak, in Nevada. Silver Peak was an ancient and deserted
mining town in those days. The mines had long been closed.
Down the one long straggly sand-swept street the irregular board shacks, with their rusty stovepipes, projecting,
straight or tilted, from the roofs, lined themselves without
order or hopefulness.
Nearly all of them were empty,
windows broken, sand drifted over the doorsills. The few
remaining inhabitants who knows what held them there
or what they lived on ?
had more or less concentrated
into the little shacks around the "hotel," where at least
there was a bottle of whisky behind the bar, a stove for
cold nights, and card tables.
When we walked in, there were five or six residents, old
"desert rats," each with his chair tilted back against the
wall, and his head sunk on his breast in an attitude of
hopeless despondency. The bartender and proprietor took
hardly a casual interest in our arrival, in a place where
arrivals were very rare; the wall-pillars none save a cynical
and crestfallen glance. The atmosphere was of some great
evil, some community disaster, which might have soured
so completely this silent crew.
We inquired the cause asked the reason for the funeral
At last we found out. One of the old-timers told us without humor, but w^th pathos and a justly wounded spirit
He informed us that there had been, for some months past,
almost exactly three hundred dollars in money in that town.
They had their supply of grub; and had not had occasion
to buy any supplies for a long time.
But they had their
social life
they talked, they drank, they played poker.
Especially poker. Sometimes one man had the three hundred dollars, sometimes another; but always, Desert Bill
observed, there was a chance of getting it back, and the
game went on. The proprietor got some of it for drinks,
but he lost it again to one of the boys. All went happily

outside

the

bare board,

—

—

—

—
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weeks in this little sequestered remnant of life, as
Bill gave me to understand, till one day a feller hove
sight and said he was out to work some mining claims.
And he played poker with the rest.
It wasn't, said Bill, that he didn't play a straight game,
but the fact is that he had left very early in the morning
after he had won the three hundred dollars.
God knows
he was welcome to the three hundred, which they didn't
need, and he had won fair; but they had their occupation
removed, and couldn't go on playing poker. Their whole
joyous life w^as past; wherefore, if they caught that mean
skunk they'd surely take a shot at him. And with hopeless
sighs the boys hunched into their chairs and relapsed
against the wall.
When we consider the unpopularity of America among
the European nations at this time, we think of Desert Bill
at Silver Peak in 1899, and we understand.
It isn't that
she did not get the world's gold in a fair game, but she
has taken the pot and gone home with it; and they sit
around with no gold to get in on the game with; and if
they should get a chance at the United States they "shore
would get even."
for

Desert
in

Anthracite Conciliation Board Has Settled
1.078 Grievances; 246 in 14 Months
than
thousand grievances had been
MOREAnthracite
from
Board
a

the

of Conciliation

filed
its

with

incep-

according to figures just compiled. The
actual number, 1,078, represents a small fraction of the
grievances adjusted through the instrumentality of the
board because only those cases are listed in which informal
efforts have failed to bring about an adjustment.
Under the present agreement, covering a period of fourteen months, the board has acted on a total of 246 cases,
of which number 229 were filed by the employees and 17
by coal companies.

up

tion

to Dec.

1,

Season's Coal Receipts at Duluth-Superior
1.134,183 Tons More Than Last Year

RECEIPTS

of coal, both anthracite and bituminous, at
Duluth-Superior during the 1921 season of navigation

10,164,849 net tons, an increase of 1,134,183 tons
Receipts by months were as follows, in
net tons:
Month
.Vnthracite Bituminou,s
Total
totaled

over last year.

April

\lay
June
July
.\ugust

September

.

October

November
December.
Total for

sp^isni,

83,058
173,190
192,830
339,383
418,238
207,901
257.240
141,496
31.306

120,212
1, 548,880
2,125.453
1,650,629
1.068,555
647.095
808,260
325,457
25,666

230,027
1.722,070
2,318,283
1,990,012
1,486,793
854,996
1,065,500
466,953
56,972

1,844.642

8,320.207

10.164,849

Freight-Car Loadings Increase 73,627

10ADING

of revenue freight during the week ended
Dec. 3 totaled 747,454 cars, according to reports from
the American Railway Association.
This was an increase
of 73,627 cars over the total for the previous week, which
included a holiday. Thanksgiving Day, but was 135,150
cars less than that for the corresponding w-eek last year
and 41,832 less than that for the corresponding week in
1919.
Coal loadings totaled 137,293 cars, compared with
137,432 cars during the short preceding week or a reduction of 139 cars. An increase of 38 cars was reported for
coke, the total being 6,345.
-J

A. G. GUTHEIM, WHO SPECIALIZES in coal transportation
for the car service division of the American Railroad Association, is being mentioned for membership on the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The terms of two members
of the commission expire in the near future.
While it is
possible that the President will renominate the incumbents,
some are of the opinion that at least one change will be
made. It is in connection with this possible vacancy that

Mr. Gutheim's name

is

being mentioned.
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Roads Make Perfunctory Protest Against Reduction of
Rates; Public Sentiment Likely to Force Cuts
By Paul Wooton
Washington Correspondent

THE

railroads failed absolutely to score in that part of
their presentation of arguments against rate reduction which had been presented at the time of this
writing.
It was the general opinion that few new arguments had been presented and that no strikingly telling
point had been made. It was apparent that the Interstate
Commerce Commission has not been impressed by any of
the arguments advanced. The case of the railroads is being
presented in such a perfunctory way as to lead to the conclusion that they are sparring for time. There is evidence
of legal strategy in an effort to keep the strong points of

argument in the background rather than present them
allow them to be targets for the shippers. None
doubts that the representatives of the railroads have in
reserve a much better type of ammunition than has been
fired thus far.
At the close of the session of Saturday, Dec. 17, the railroads had completed their preliminary statistical arguments
against rate reductions, whereupon the Interstate Commerce
Commission adjourned its investigation into the reasonableness of transportation rates at present levels until Jan. 9.
Alfred Thom, of the Association of Railway Executives, gave
notice that R. M. Aishton, president of the American Railway Association, would then be called to give testimony as
to the efficiency and economy of current carrier operation.
Shippers' representatives and state and municipal experts
will have an opportunity to cross-examine witnesses then.
During recess the commission will study the statistics so
far submitted.
Traffic specialists who are attending the Interstate Commerce Commission hearing recognize that the public sentiment in favor of rate reduction is so pronounced as to make
it a foregone conclusion.
Were the commission to announce
a refusal to reduce rates, it is believed that there would be
such a widespread resentment made manifest as to insure
the railroading through of special legislation making a
substantial rate reduction mandatory. The fear is expressed
in some quarters that the commission wall be influenced to
such an extent by the overwhelming volume of public demand for rate reduction as to be inclined to go further than
the b?st interests of all concerned require.
their

now and

Demand

for Reduction Ke^in on Basic Commodities

The commission

not likely to authorize a blanket reduction.
A material reduction could be made in the rate on
watermelons without affecting greatly the carriers' earnings.
If the same reduction were to be applied to coal,
which constitutes such a large proportion of railroad tonnage, it would have an important effect on earnings. For
that reason some are of the opinion that coal rates will
not be reduced to the same extent as will the rates on
some other commodities. At the same time it is recognized
that the demand is keenest for reductions on basic comis

modities.
Opposition to a "sweeping" reduction in railroad rates
at the present time was expressed by railroad representatives at the opening of the investigation.
It was argued
that the railroads were not at present in financial position
to afford a cut in revenue, but that if basic costs, including
wages and fuel, were lowered, reductions could be made
later.
They recommended, on the other hand, a process of
rate readjustment.
Howard Elliott, of the Northern Pacific R.R., said that
while some rates may be too high, the present general level,
with numerous adjustments since made, is not too high,
considering what the railroads must pay for wages, fuel and
supplies. He said a sweeping cut in rates would not increase
transportation or revive business.
He insisted that there
should be lower wages on the railroads, in the mines and

which would mean greater employment and a lower unit price on many articles.
"There was little complaint about the Transportation Act

in the building trades,

a year ago, or about the rates," said Mr. Elliott. "In fact,
then the complaint was for more cars, more tracks, more
engines, and a demand that the railroads move coal, etc.,
and the rate was a secondary matter."
George M. Schriver, vice-president of the Baltimore &
Ohio, contended that the railroads were not now in financial
condition to permit of a general rate reduction unless prewar levels of costs of materials, etc., were reached. The
basic costs of operation were declining and would continue,
which would later enable reductions.
Carriers in the Southern and Western districts, the latter
including the Mountain-Pacific group, presented their arguments Saturday. C. R. Capps, vice-president of the Seaboard Air Line, speaking for the carriers east of the Mississippi and south of the Ohio, argued that earnings from present rates were running at the rate of 2.2 per cent on invested capital.
Edward Chambers, vice-president of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, argued for Western carriers that the present
rate schedule could not be considered too high, as the figures developed by L. E. Wettling, manager of their traffic
bureau, showed current earnings to be 3.04 per cent on
valuation of their properties.

Text of I. C. C. Ruling Refusing Decreased
Rates on Lake Ore After Jan. 1
'TPHE announcement of the Interstate Commerce Commis*•
sion refusing continuance after Jan. 1 of decreased
rates on lake ore, in which coal rates are involved, follows:
The commission today declined to issue special permissions
under ttie sixth section of the Interstate Commerce Act to allow
carriers in Eastern territory to continue from Jan. 1 to March 31,
1922, inclusive, reduced rates on iron ore. The commission's action
is based upon protests of shippers located at Buffalo, Cleveland,
Erie. Chicago and other lake ports alleging that the proposed
rates result in undue discrimination against them and preference
for competing furnace interests at Pittsburgh and other interior
points.

Coal and iron ore are two of the important elements entering
Most of the iron ore used in the East
comes from Minnesota by lake. Lake-front furnaces, therefore,
pay no rail freight charges on ore but transport their coal by
rail from Pittsburgh and other interior points.
Interior furnaces,
on the other hand, while paying rail freight from Lake Erie
ports on ore, are in most cases located in close proximity to the
coal fields and pay only short-haul rates on coal.
In 1917 iron ore was transported from Lake Erie ports to
Pittsburgh for 82c, per ton of 2,000 lb., whereas coal was charged
$1.40 per ton from Pittsburgh to Buffalo, a difference of 58c. per
ton.
Iron-ore rates in the East were not increased during
federal control, but coal rates were increased approximately 25
per cent. Rates on both commodities were increased in August,
1920, resulting in rates on ore and coal of $1.14 and $2.51, reinto steel manufacture.

spectively.

Under the adjustment now proposed by Eastern railroads the
ore rate would be 28c., or the same as ip 1917, whereas the coal
rate would continue $2.51, including the increases of 1918 and
1920, and being higher by $1,69 per ton, or 206 per cent, than the
ore rate. The rates on iron ore which will apply after Jan, 1.
1922, will include materially less increase over the pre-war basis
than rates on commodities generally even less than the reduced rates on farm products soon to be made effective.
The action of the commission is in no sense to be interpreted
as a disinclination to approve justifiably lower rate levels, but Is
based upon the continuance of premature reductions confined to
certain rates, the outcome of which is to unduly prejudice iron
and steel manufacturers located on the lake front to the advantage of competing interior furnaces.
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American Atlantic Ports

Arouse Public Interest in Export Coal Rates
By Paul Wooton
Washington Corrfsponil<-nl

WHILE

no one familiar with the coal business anticany extensive importation of coal, the announcement by Commerce Secretary Hoover that
British coal is being sold in our Atlantic ports at a price
which could not be met by dealers in American coal has
aroused the entire country to a situation which has been
developing for months but in which the public heretofore
has taken little interest. The war-bom realization that the
United States had grossly neglected its foreign trade resulted in a general expectation that the United States under
changed world conditions would become a great exporting
nation. It is a matter of common knowledge that an export
coal trade has an important bearing on the exports of other
commodities and is almost an essential to a merchant
marine. As American coal was crowded out of one foreign
market after another, the process was so gradual and so
unaccompanied by publicity in popular mediums that comparatively few knew that our foreign trade in coal had
ipates

collapsed until

announcement was made that England was

walking away with business that had been

ours undisputedly for forty years.
With the sudden manifestation of country-wide interest
in the coal situation, government agencies other than the
Department of Commerce evinced immediate interest in the
situation, with the result that a meeting was called by
Chairman McChord of the Interstate Commerce Commission on Dec. 14.
It was attended by Secretary Hoover,
representatives of several government agencies which deal
with coal, representatives of the railroads, a committes of

Kansas Insurgent
Militia Called

\^

omen War on Union Men
\^ omen Go Home

Out and

SCRE.A.MING in foreign tongues, two thousand wives and
daughters of the insurgent mine workers on Dec. 12
rushed on the members of the United Mine Workers of
America who, remaining loyal to the organization, were at
work at No. 17 mine of the Jackson Walker Coal & Mining
Co., near Franklin, Kan.
The Sheriff's deputies were
powerless to stop them.
The women entered the engine
house and drove out the men. An interurban car which was
bringing more men to work was compelled to go on without
unloading its mine workers. Other men, arriving in automobiles, were taken prisoners.
The success at this mine emboldened the women to go
furth?r, their husbands, fathers and sons trailing along behind them ready to mix in if anyone was "unmanly" enough
to defend himself against these viragos.
In fact they called
out threats against any who might thus presume. Dinner
buckets were smashed and the men were showered with the
victuals and coffee. Red pepper furnished an effective addition to these impromptu weapons.
To some mines they went in a body but others they tried
to clean up by smaller groups, and occasionally, as at mines
Nos. 9 and 19 of the Sheridan Coal Co., the men refused to
leave their work, and the attackers retired crestfallen. The
Jackson Walker Mines Nos. 4.5, 48, .51 and 21, being attacked
in force, sun-endered to the women's onslaughts.
On Dec. 14 the Kansas National Guard was ordered out,
and four companies of cavalry and one machine gun company were sent into the field. On this day the women beat
up one man and traveled to new mines in a string of automobiles a mile long. At some of the mines they entered
the mine workers' homes and compelled the women and
girls to accompany them on their march.
When the guard arrived the women returned to their
homes, choosing the night of Dec. 15 as an occasion for
stealing away unobserved. Six hundred warrants have been
prepared for service and the authorities will endeavor to

the National Coal Association, and by representatives of
other interests concerned with coal.
The original intention was to have a quiet discussion of
the situation in a small group, but the affair developed
into quite an assembly, as more than fifty were in attendance.
A committee was appointed to make a specialized
inquiry into the situation. The personnel of the committee
is as follows; J. B. Smull. vice-president of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation; F. R. VVadleigh, fuel division. Department of Commerce; F. W. Whitaker, vice-president, Chesapeake & Ohio R.R.; T. F. Farrell, vice-president of the
Pocahontas Coal Co., and W. V. Hardie, director of traffic
for the Interstate Commerce Commission.
This fact as well as certain expressions at the meeting
tend to the belief that the railroads themselves may proEven if
pose immediate reductions in the export rates.
there should be no such initiative on the part of the railroads, it is believed that the Interstate Commerce Commission will act in the near future. It is regarded as certain that the matter of coal export rates will not be allowed to go over for decision in considering the question
of a general reduction. The railroads face a difficult situation in the pressure for reductions in all export rates once
a concession is made on one commodity.
While apparently American producers are facing a disadvantage of nearly $2 a ton as compared with English prices,
it is believed that a cut of $1 in their tidewater cost would
enable them to compete, particularly in instances when low
charters could be obtained.

have the wives of unnaturalized mine workers deported.
Work has been resumed at most of the mines. On Dec.
IG the men at Sheridan mines Nos. 15 and 9 and Clemens
mines Nos. 21 and 49 returned to work. If the troops are
kept

in

the

strike will

field

come

for a while it
to an end.

is

probable that the insurgent

One Anthracite Mine in Every Eight Idle
TWENTY-THREE thousand anthracits mine workers are
id!e as a result of the lack of orders for coal.
To
another twenty-five thousand are likely to be added if
business does not improve. However, the approach of winter means that the stagnation will not long continue.
W. W. Inglis, president of the Glen .41den Coal Co., was
reported to have said on Dec. 15 that unless the demand
strengthened unexpectedly, half the mines of his company,
employing 17,000 men, would have to close down, and on
the following day an announcement was made that the mines
would work half time. C. C. Dorrance, vice-president of the
Hudson Coal Co., foreshadowed similar irregular work for
the 1,603 men in his mines. Ths Scranton Coal Co., with
5,000 men, also faces a shutdown.
The Lehigh Valley Coal Co. has 8.000 miners on a strike
in violation of the contract.
The strike arises out of two
petty grievances affecting in the aggregate only seventeen
men. About 15,000 employees of the Pennsylvania Coal Co.,
the Hillside Coal & Iron Co., the Jcrmyn Coal Co. and the
Temple Coal Co. are idle by reason either of strikes or lack

this

of orders.

The shutdown
was due to the

of the Pennsylvania and Hillside collieries
It affects 10,000 men.
latter.
The mines
closed are No. 14, Ewen, No. 6, Butler, Barnum, Old Forge,
Central and Consolidated. The Jermyn Coal Co. had been
idle since February wh?n, on Nov. 15, after ten months'
idleness, it reopened at the old scale. It worked a few days
and then shut down, the management asking for a 5-per
cent wage reduction as against 17 per cent which was the
request on the first closing down.

December
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Circuit Court of Appeals Returns Injunction

Order to

Judge Anderson to Be Recast
Finds Four Errors in Ruling of District Court Jurist- Enjoining Performance of Existing Check-off Contracts Declared to
Have Been Beyond His Jurisdiction— Strike Danger Removed
a highly technical opinion handed down on Thursday,
15, the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals returned the
injunction threatening to disi-upt the coal-mining industry of the country to Federal Judge A. B. Anderson at Indianapolis for a series of corrections. Judge Anderson is
criticized for going beyond the limitations of the case and
his own jurisdiction in the original decree.
Judges Baker, Evans and Alschuler, constituting the Court
of Appeals, in their ruling find that Judge Anderson erred
in confirming his grant of relief to the Borderland Coal
Corporation, the litigant in the case against the United
Mine Workers organization.
The decision removes the danger of a nationwide coal
miners' strike and leaves a satisfaction in the minds of the
union officials that they have won a victory according to
interpretation of the opinion by attorneys for both sides.
It is seen as a permission to the union to organize the West
Virginia fields under peacable methods. Also it leaves the
check-off in its previous status.
"From the record as it now stands," the opinion reads,
"we are convinced that the District Court committed errors
in exercising its judicial discretion in the following particulars

INDec.

land Coal Corporation is assured, as it now is, that it will
have full protection in operating its closed non-union mine
and in marketing its coal in interstate commerce without
interference, the Borderland Coal Corporation should rather
pray that all the elements causing the high cost of production in the Central Competitive Field should be maintained."

New York Central to
Become Manager of Coal Company
BEGINNING Jan. 1922, G. N. Snider, coal traffic man-

G. N. Snider Leaves
1,

ager of the New York Central lines, will sever his
connection with that company and become associated with
the coal firm of Dickson & Eddy, New York City, as general
manager. Announcement of this change was made Dec. 17.
Born in Spring Valley, N. Y., Mr. Snider was graduated
from Nyack (N. Y.) high school in 1899 and New York
University School of Law in 1906, and was admitted to the
Bar of New York State in the latter year. His connection

:

"(1) In not confining the grant of relief to appellee.
"(2) In not limiting the prohibiting of the unionization
or attempted unionization of the appellee's mines to the
threatened direct and immediate interfering acts shown by
the bill and affidavits.
"(3) In not limiting the prohibition of the sending of
money into West Virginia to the use thereof in aiding or

promoting the interfering acts.
"(4) In enjoining the performance of the existent checkoff
contracts in the Central Competitive Field.
"The decree should be recast, and for that purpose the
cause is remanded with the direction to the District Court to
enter a preliminary injunctional decree which shall be in
consonance with this opinion."
The court does not find that the case is an indictment to
punish conspirators for their crimes. Neither does it find
that the bill seeks to enjoin or dissolve an unlawful conspiracy or combination in restraint of ti-ade, as was contended by counsel for the operators in the arguments on
filing of the appeal.

On

the check-off the opinion reads:

"The Borderland Coal Corporation sought and obtained
a decree enjoining the performance of the existing contracts
between the operators and their union employees in the
Central Competitive Field with respect to what is called the
checkoff provision. So far as the contracts themselves and
this record discloses, the checkoff is the voluntary assignment by the employee of so much of his wages as may be
necessary to meet his union dues and his direction to his
employer to pay the amount to the treasurer of his union.
In that aspect the contract is legal; and quite evidently
there are many lawful purposes for which dues may be paid.
"If nothing else should prevent the Borderland Coal Corporation being given that part of the decree now under
consideration [the check-off], the lack of injury to the Borderland Coal Corporation by the existence of the check-off
contracts would suffice. The injury to the Borderland Coal
Corporation property rights in interstate commerce of which
the Borderland Coal Corporation was apprehensive was that
it would be coerced into paying the high cost of production
prevalent in the Central Competitive Field and thus be unable to meet or at least to meet so profitably the existent
competition in interstate commerce. As long as the Border-

with railroad service began in December, 1899, when he became a messenger in the freight department of the West
Shore R.R. He was transferred to the coal traffic department of the New York Central (Lines East) in February,
1902, as statistical clerk, occupying in turn all the higher
In February, 1909, he
clerical and secretarial positions.

became chief clerk; was made assistant coal traffic manager
March 15, 1911, and coal traffic manager Sept. 1, 1917.
Mr. Snider assisted Rembrandt Peale in the organization
and operation of the Tidewater Coal Exchange in June, 1917,
and became chairman of the Executive Committee in March,
1919. He was transportation adviser to Fuel Administrator
Garfield from October, 1917, to June, 1919, and became chair-

man

of the Railroad Advisory Committee, Tidewater Coal
Inc., in May, 1920.

Exchange,

Production
and
the

Mairkct
JVeekh Review
C^OAL
ment

men have adopted a

policy of rigid curtail-

shrinking output
^to match a slim demand. The reduction in the
volume of distress tonnage is correspondingly great and
prices generally have been maintained. Coal Age Index
of spot prices remains at 83 for Dec. 19.
The sluggish buying of the past six weeks has eaten
into consumers' reserves even with existing low requirements. Fuel purchasers have been reducing their heavy
stocks in order to embody in their annual inventory
sheets figures showing as strong a position as possible
in cash resources and a minimum of investment in material

of production in

all fields,

and supplies.

Many

withdrawn their road forces
Year's, feeling that active solicitation
only furthered the hammering down of

coal houses have

until after

New

of business
prices necessary to close sales.
While some look for
but slight improvement after Jan. 1, others in the trade
point to several encouraging features, the removal of
the transportation tax and inventory period, colder
weather, the gradually increasing industrial activity

and prospective buying for storage in anticipation of
a strike in the spring. Optimism and confidence prevail
as some see a return of the interest of the consumer in
future tonnage.

Workers Hard Hit
Union

in

Union Fields

profess to see a victory in the decision
of the Chicago court on Judge Anderson's check-off
injunction, which is described elsewhere in this issue.
Deplorable conditions exist among the men in the unionized fields, where the higher wage scales have been
adhered to despite loss in tonnage. The ever-increasing
number of miners who are ready to accept lower wages
as a result of short time and slim earnings this year
doubtless will be a factor in the wage settlement next
officials

spring.

Steam
in the

sizes of bituminous coal are still rather scarce
West, due to low domestic production, but demand

strong enough to cause any appreciable price
The retailer is in an unenviable position.
Heavily stocked with bituminous coal, bought at prices
higher than current quotations, he has been faced with
an unseasonably warm period and reduced buying power,
is

not

boost.

which have greatly curtailed distribution.

The usual

complaint against high-priced retail coal has
been increased because of present low mine quotations,
and a virtual boycott against the retailer has resulted.
public

^ji^M^

—
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of the year will continue around 7,250,000 tons per week is
indicated by preliminary reports for last week Dec. 12-17
showing an apparently unchanged rate of loading.
The cumulative output of 386,439,000 tons is 41,000,000
tons behind 1919, a year of depression.
Demand has been
so sluggish that the total production for 1921 will not exceed 405,000,000 tons. The last year in which the country

—

used such a small amount was in 1909.
Bituminous tool
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Eastern producing districts to seaboard to meet increasing
British competition.
All-rail movement to New England was 2,437 cars during
the week ended Dec. 10, as compared with 2,786 cars the
week previous. The situation is gloomy and a rate reducis imperative, especially as the smokeless 1922 basis
is predicted as low as $1.50 net f.o.b. mines.
New England
roads would thus be placed at a great disadvantage as regards carriers' revenue.

tion

Ill

Week
19.

Age Ind
«3.
Uecemb

of
l»Sl.
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400
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while steam sizes reflect the condition in the bituminous
industry. Some independent operators are closing, as they
are unable to obtain satisfactory prices for their product,
and many companies are either working part time or running coal to storage. The season's Lake movement was
3,814,487 net tons, as compared with 3,584,286 in 1920 and
4,156,218 in 1919. The sluggish demand at the end of the
season cut down the big lead over 1920 shipments.
Rail
shipments to New England amounted to 3.245 cars in the
week ended Dec. 10, an increase of 195 ears over the week
previous.

COKK

diii-

eram shows weekly
changes

the spot

in

Beehive coke production continues to hover around the
110,000-ton mark. The total output during the week ended
Dec. 10 was 111,000 net tons, compared with 114,000 in the
week preceding. Byproduct is competing with beehive coke
on first-quarter contracts. A sUignant market prevails, due
to the dullness in the iron and steel industry and but little
interest is being shown by the buyers.

prices of bituminous
coal in the United

States
All

as

prices

a whole.
are re-

duced to one figure
and compared with
the

averaee govern-

ment price of
taken as 100.

25

1918.
ActU';)!

spot prices for each
coal are given In the
table in this review.

MONTHLY Ot'TPUT OF BYPRI ll)rfT .\N'D BKKHIVH COKK
IN THE UNITED ST.\TE.S
(.1)

250

(In
.

Net Toiw)
Byproduct

Beohive

CokC!

1917 monthly average
1918 monthly average
1919
hlv average
1920 monthlv average

1.870.000
2.166,000
2,095,000
2.565,000
1,402,000
1,423,000
1,734,000
1.766,000(6)

mom

August, 1921
September, 1921
October. 1921

November. 1921
(<0

Excludes screenings and brceee.

(b)

Cnkc

Total

2.764.000
2.540.000
1,587,000
1,748,000
248,000
289,000

4,634.000
4,706.000
3.682.000
4,313,000
1.650.000
1,712,000
2,150,000
2,243,000

416,000
477,000

Subject to revision.

To manufacture the coke produced it is estimated that
3,289,000 tons of coal were consumed, of which 2,537,000
tons were used in byproduct ovens and 752,000 tons in beehive ovens. It will be seen that the coke indu.stry now
requires about 3,000,000 tons a month less than in 1920, a
fact which explains in part the present subnormal demand
for coal.
July

Dec

Oct.

ESTIM.4TED

ANTHRACITE

MONTHLY CONSUMPTION OF
MANUFACTURE OF COKE
(In

Production of hard coal declined to 1,703,000 net tons
during the week ended Dec. 10, representing a decrease of
142,000 tons as compared with the week preceding.
The
decline was partly because of the religious holiday but
mainly due to the slackening demand. November production
was 6,859,000 tons, smaller than in any November of recent
years e.xcept in 1918, when the influenza epidemic was at its
height.
Retail markets are affected by the unseasonable weather,

Consumed

in

Consumed

B>-product

Ovens
1917 monthlv average

August, 1921
September, 1921
October, 1921

2.625.000
3.072.000
2,988,000
3,685,000
2.015,000(ol
2,044,000(o)
2.491,000(o)

November,

2,537,000(<i)

monthly average
1919 monthly average
1920 monthly average
1

9

CO.M,

FOR

Net Tons)

1

1921

in

Beehive

Total Coal

Ovens

Consumed

4.354,000
4,014,000
2,478,000
2,758,000(a)
39l.000(o)
456,000(a)
656,000(a)
752,000(a)

6,979.000
7.086,000
5,466,000
6,443,000
2,406,000
2,500,000
3,147,000
3,289,000

(a'i Assuming a yield in merchantable coke of 69.6 per cent of the coal charged
byproduct ovens, and 63.4 per cent in beehive ovens.

went on

strike.

in

The Communists and

Socialists in the workers' unions

appear

to be divided in opinion relative to the

Foreign Market

acceptance of a reduced wage and the
number of work days per week. The
Communists are reported to be demanding a six-day week.

And Export News

— During September, 1921,

Brazil
ports

—

Germany Production of coal in the
Ruhr region during the week ended
Dec. 5 was 1,787,000 metric tons, according to a cable to Coal Age. The
output for the week previous was 1,907,000 tons.
The reparations commission has sent
to the German government a note calling for complete prohibition of the export of German coal to neutral countries.

Sweden

— During

the

week

ended

Nov. 26 imports of fuel totaled 15,750
tons, of which 13,000 tons of coal and
2,540 tons of col^ came from the
United Kingdom.

—

in coke
firm.

is

noted.

Quotations are mainly

—

Spain Railroads are being required
by a royal decree to use a maximum
amount of coal produced within the
Kingdom. The decree was issued to
meet the increasing tendency to use
foreign coal, resulting in the domestic
industry being left in desperate straits.
Another royal order allows Spanish
warships to take on foreign coa! in certain harbors without import formalities.
There has been a slight rise in the
price for small Asturian coal. Freight's
from Gijon are very firm to all ports.

Belgium The situation in the coal At Barcelona the following quotations
market remains practically unchanged. are made: Large, 90 pesetas; small, 70.
A slight revival in industrial coal and
On Dec. 16, 13,000 Asturian miners

of

coal

at

Rio

de

imJaneiro

amounted to 94,875 metric tons, as
compared with 100,828 tons for September, 1920, according to Commerce
Reports.
India There is considerable Welsh
coal now on the Bombay market.
Not
much Bengal is in stock, as it is hard
to compete with
Welsh coal where
port facilities are available, owing to
the freight rates, but Bengal and other
Indian coals meet the industrial demand in the interior of the country.
Welsh coal is quoted at 44 rupees,
c.i.f., Bombay.
Bengal coal is steady;
first is quoted at 32(5)33 rupees and
good second at 28@32. Over 7,100 tons
arrived from Abadan, 5,300 from Durban, 5,200 from Australia and 7,600
from Cardiff during the last week in

—

October.

;

December

Wages

in

Prices

Lower Rail Freight Rates

Held

PRODUCTION

The
and furnace coke is 32s. 6d.
Gothenburg gas works has placed an
order for 4,000 tons best

though the price

Durham gas
is

not

given.

The Bombay and Baroda Railway is
Open
in the market for 60,000 tons.
market quotations are: Best steams,
second
Blvths,
25s.;
Tvnes,
24s.;
steams, Tynes and Blyths, 22s. 6d.;
small steams, Tynes, 13s.; Blyths, 22s.
19s.@22s.
unscreened
steams,
6d;
gas bests, 22s. 6d.; seconds, 20s., 21s.;
specials, 23s.; unscreened bunkers, bests
and specials, 21s. 22s.; Northumbrians,
19s., 21s.; Durhams, 20s.; coking coals,
export households, 25s. -27s.
20s., 22s.
6d. furnace coke, 30s.
gas coke, best,
;

;

whether they will ask for a
further reduction.
Shippers have not
had an opportunity, they say, to fully

(Forei'jn

January rates.
The London press has initiated a
campaign against the high prices of
London coal. The Daily Mail, which is
generally recognized as being the most
mfluential daily in London, is particuAt the
larly active in this direction.
present time the price of best household
coal in London varies from 49s. 6d. per
ton in some districts to 63s. in others.
The fact that coal which costs the
householder 65s. is produced at the
pithead for 40s. is arousing a storm of
protest.
Apparently there is a "ring"'
of coal dealers in London which is determined to maintain prices to the
householder (who has no organization
or trade union) iri'espective of wage
cuts and lower production costs.
It is
probable that a boycott of this ring

in

South Wales for December
cent over
this basis the

per

On

the

wage

1915
rates

vary from 6s. 4.8d. to 8s. lid. per
day, which is stated to be the lowest
figures to which wages in the South
will

Wales area

men

will

go.

The lowest-paid

granted a special subsistence allowance which will bring their
minimum up to 7s. 2d. per day.
Lancashire, Cheshire and North Staffordshire miners will undergo a December cut of 2.25 per cent on the November rates.
On the October ascertainwill be

Bunker

Gross Tons

Prices,

Bunker Quotaliona by Cable

to

Coal Agr)

PIERS
Dec. 17+
$5.40(3*5 50

Dec. 10
Pool 9 New York.... #5,40(3! »5. 50
Pool in. New York..
5.25(a 5.35
Pool 9, Philadelphia.. 5 50(a5.60
Pool 10, Philadelphia.. 5 25(31 5,50
Pool 71, Philadelphia.. 5.75(01 6.00
Pool I, Hamp. Rd-s...
4 70
Pools 5-6-7 Hamp Rda
4 25
Pool 2. Hamp. Rda
4 60

5.25^ 5 35
5.50@ 5.60

.

o ».5@

.5.J.5

.

5.7o(a 5.90

4.65(i4.75
4/5(3 J.A5
J-45@ 4.35

BUNKERS
Pool

New York...
New York. ..

5.70^^ 5.90
5.65
6.00

5 70(3 5 90
5.55(a. 5.65
Pool 9, Philadelphia.
6.00
Pool 10. Philadelphia.. 5.65(31 5.85
Pool 1. Hamp. Rds..
4.80
Pool 2, Hamp. Rds...
4.70
Welsh, Gibraltar
408. f.o.b.
Welsh, Rio de Janeiro. 653. f.o.b.
Welsh, Lisbon
45s. f.o.b.
Welsh. La Plata
62s. 6d. f.o.b.
Welsh, Marseilles
120fr.f.o.b.
Welsh, Genoa
403. t.i.b.
Welsh, Madeua
42s.6d. f.a.s
Welsh, Tenenffe
42s 6d. f.a.s.
Welsh. Malta
45s. f.o.b.
Welsh, St. Michaels... 60s. t.i.b.
Welsh. Las Palmas
423. 6d. f.a.s.
Port Said
5l3. 6d. f.o.b.
9,

Pool! 0,

5.55(3)

.

.

5.65® 5.75
4.75

,

Belgian,

Antwerp

4.6(7
40s. f.o.b.
65s. f.o.b.
45s. f.o.b.
62s.6d. f.o.b.

12Sfr. f.o.b.
40s. t.i.b.

42s.6d. f.a.s.
42s.6d. f.a.s.
45s. f.o.b.
60s. t.i.b.

42s.6d. f.a.s.
51s.6d. f.o.b.

40s. f.o.b.
46s. f.o.b.

40s. f.o.b.

Bombay

38 rupees

38 rupees

Capetown

42s, 6d.

42s.6d,

Alexandria

will result.

CLE.

4.5s.

American Coal

Prices,

(In Gross Tons)

The Mining Association, representing
the owners, is urging the railway com-

wages

rates.

in the

45s.; ordinary, 40s.

panies to reduce transport charges on
coal, and in support of their case give
the following figures:
The output of
coal in 1913 was 287,000,000 tons; in
1920, 229,000,000 tons, and in 1921,
based on September, 205,000,000 tons.
Industry has consumed 25 per cent, or
43,000,000 tons less, and shipments for
bunkering or export show a reduction
of 39,000.000 tons, or 40 per cent. Shipments of coke have declined 65 per
cent, or 800,000 tons, and patent fuel 30
per cent, representing 600,000 tons.
The current production of metallurgical
coke is at the rate of 2,480,000 tons,
against 12,700,000 tons in 1913.
On the October audit figures the

new

Pier and

Forest of Dean
area will receive an advance of Id. per
shift.
These men are now working six
shifts per week and their wages amount
to slightly more than 45s. per week,
which is a reduction of lis. on the

ment the miners

mine

test the

Now at Bottom — London
Up While Export Prices Sag

of coal in Great Britain during the week of Dec. 3 was
4,693,000 tons, practically the same as
Demand is
for the preceding week.
improving and prices in general are
firm or up.
Newcastle best steam coal is now 24s.
6d. and there is a fairly steady demand.
Good gas coke is being sold for 45s.
and other gas cokes at 40s.; foundry

are 28.03
standard.

:

1029

South Wales, 28 Per Cent Over

1915 Level,

;

:

:
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British Shippers Seek

coals,

,

Hampton Roads Business

Dull

Business was extremely dull last
week, except for some activity in the
bunker trade. New England shipments
have not materially changed from their
low ebb of the last few weeks.
Pool 1 prices have dropped, coal of
this grade being offered in some specific
instances at $4.65, although the general quotation is no lower than $4.75.
Some Pool 2 sold last week for $4.45,
vhile pools 5, 6 and 7, in which supplies are practically absent, with no demand, are selling as low as $4.15.
General shipping during the last ten
days has shown a slight increase, with
a consequent increase in the bunker
business, practically every ship which
puts into port taking bunkers, either in
oil or coal.
Freight rates to foreign
ports, having reached what is regarded
as their lowest possible point, have
shown little or no change this week, and
it is believed they will not go lower at
any time soon. Rates to New England
are unchanged, the rate to Boston being 95c. ^$1, with the lower figure more
frequently quoted.
Trimming charges, reduced this

month

Hampton Roads

per

are

at
cent,

experiment by

piers by 20
being tried out as an
the shippers, to deter-

-Dec. 10—
Low High
French Atlantic

$8,70

—

^Dec.

Vol.

Vol.

I7t
Hifih
Vol.

S8.50

$8.75

$8.50

Vol.

Low

West Italy
8.70
8.50
8.75
8.50
The Plate
8.90
8.70
8.90
S.HJ
Havana
6 75
6.75
6.50
6.50
These quotations are purely nominal and
as far as can be learned, no business is
being done in these markets.

Current Quotations British Coal
Port, Gross Tons

—

Dec. 10

Cardiff:

Admiraltv. Large
Steam, Smalls
Newcastle:

25s.6d.@.26s.6d.
18s.«d.@19s.6<i.

26s.
18s.

Best Steams
Best Gas

f.o.b.

17t—,

Dec.

24s.9d.
22s.3d.
2ls.6d.

^4s.(3.J.5s.

22s.(a 22s.6d.

BestBunkers
21s.Gd.(u 22s 6d.
t Advance over previous week shown in hear >
type, declines in

ilalica.

Export Clearances,

Week Ended

Dec. 15, 1921

FROM HAMTTO.V

RO.ADS
Tons:

For Africa

:

Dakar

6,902

for Cristobal

9,678

Br. S.S. Heathfield. for

For Canal Zone;

Am.

S.S. Cristobal,

For Chile:
Xor. S.S. John Blumer, for Curaco.
For Cuba:

Am.

S.S. Glvndon, for Cienfuegos.
Xor. S.S. Gro, for Havana
Br. S.S. Muneric, for Havana
Xor.
Harriet,
for
S.S.
Sagua

Grande
For Peru

.

.

.3,328

.

.

.

2,04.5
:

Br. S.S. Shellev. for Callao

FROM

2.501

PHIL.ADELPHI.A

For Cuba
Swed.

1.9T6
6,442
6,596

la

S.S. Gothia. for

Hampton Roads

Havana
Pier Situation

^

Week Ended

—

Dec. 8

Dec. 15

1,520
76,801
Tons dumped
104,583
17,050
Tonnage waiting
Virginian Ry. Piers, Sewalls Point:
1.680
Cars on hand

1,559
76,061

X. & W. Piers, Lamberts Point:
Cars on hand
Tons on hand

Tons on hand
Tons dumped
Tonnage waiting
C.

&

O. Piers,

Cars on hand
Tons on hand

.

Tons dumped.
Tonnage wailing;
.

.

84,000
47,553
5,000

121,650
8,300
1.095

54,750
70,852
1,800

Newport News:
1,174

1,184

58.700

59,200
36,362

4^,607
1.623
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outlook for next year. They claim that
there is a comparatively small tonnage
in consumer.-;' bins and with the termination of the present wage scale on
March 31 it is expected there will be
heavy buying shortly.
They all look
to an increase in the steel buisiness
which will result in a better coal

Reports

From

Vol. 20, No. 25

the Market Centers

market.

The market

New England

week

week.
Independent shippers
are hard put to it to move egg and pea
and quotations are still receding. "The
old-line companies are of course able
to put these sizes in stoi-age when there

BOSTON
"Market

Cargoes"

Leave

Depressing
Rate Ques-

— Muck Interest
—Curtailment
in All Dis— AiithraciteGeneral
Slackens — Retail
Prices Not Stable.
Bituminous— In the judgment of

Effect

in

tion

tricts

many of the trade the market here
more generally unsatisfactory than

is

at
several years.
While
certain factors are holding their quotations on a firmer basis, there are no
sales being made on those levels. The
few consumers who are actually buying
are able to get all they want at bargain
prices.
Receipts from Hampton Roads
have sagged notably the past fortnight,
due to growing conviction on the part of
the smokeless agencies that it is futile
to try forcing tonnage on so reluctant
a market. Steam users generally have
such ample reserves, considering business prospects, that they will have little
interest in offerings during the next 30
days.

any

time

in

There remain a few "market cargoes"
to be disposed of. Three small cargoes
recently had to be sold at an average

price

of $5.35 alongside, and certain
others are being hawked about the territory around $5.50 on cars. More than
anything else, this gives a significant
sidelight on the current market.
With so discouraging a background,
it is only natural there should be discussion of next season's business.
The
outcome of the smokeless operators
meeting on Dec. 8 left anything but a
favorable impression.
Recent price
developments in the bunkering business
at Hampton Roads have also had a depressing effect and certain interests are
freely predicting $1.50 as a probable
base price per net ton f.o.b. mines.
Should there be any such price, it will
leave very little territory here for
Pennsylvania mines to supply.
There is renewed interest here in the
possible reduction of railroad rates.
Mr. Hoover's recommendation that tolls
to Atlantic ports be reduced $1 per ton
has attracted notice and there is general
agreement among the trade that some

such move will have to be made if we
are not to relinquish export business.
time, all-rail tariffs need
rectifying quite as much. To leave the
New England situation as it is will not
only give waterbome coal an unfair advantage, but it will cripple the New
England railroads so far as operating
income is concerned.
In Central Pennsylvania numbers of
operations are existing almost solely on
contracts for railroad fuel. Were it not
for these, the all-rail movement into
New England would be very much
lighter
than current figures show.
Sales agents are struggling to place
coal, and all kinds of low prices are the
result.
This condition shows up more
particularly where coal is on demurrage
at Philadelphia and New York piers.
Anthracite Demand for domestic
sizes seems progressively less from

At the same

—

to

lack of orders. Water transportation
is more than plentiful and several tugs
and barges have been put out of commission because of slack business.
Retail trading shows no sign of
bracing up. Prices are on so high a
level that small dealers are tempted to
shade the current list and unless trade
improves the next few weeks it is quite
likely there will be a more or less
ragged situation at retail.
is

Tidewater

—East

is

getting into a healthier

due to the closing down of many
mines and the shipping of less coal to
this point.
Although this has not instate,

creased prices

it

will benefit conditions.

While there are no further reports of
English coal being brought into this
market as ballast and then sold here, it
has been reported that some foreign
coals have been carried into Boston and
sold there in competition with domestic
fuels. Quotations for spot coals do not
show much change.

PHILADELPHIA
Anthracite Helped by Colder Weather
Dcdlcra .-iliiiost Cease Ordering Independent Quotations Slump
Bitv^
viinous Dullness Persists Prices Still

—

Soft.

— —

—

—

Anthracite The arrival of the coldweather of the year, prevented a
complete shutdown in the anthracite industi-y.
Despite this there has been no
Sloiv Anthracite Demand Independent
rush on the part of the consumers to
Qiiotations Softer
BituTninoiis Shows
purchase, while the retailer has conLittle Change
1922 Inquiries Appear tinued to work from stock rather than
Less Distress Coal.
order from the shippers.
Barring the prevalence of extreme
Anthracite If anything, conditions
are quieter than they were last week. weather, there is no one in the trade
A reflection in the situation can be seen wlio expects a revival before the New
Year. Always on the approach of the
in the mining regions where several
thousand workers are idle because of the holiday season there is a decided falling
lack of orders. Retail yards are filled
off in sales. Owing to present conditions
and dealers are not taking on any addi- a number of mines have already curtailed working time, while the others are
tional tonnage.
There is considerable coal at the hoping conditions will so shape themlocal piers and between Tidewater and
selves as to permit operation up to
the mines. Most of the companies have
Christmas Day.
This week only chestnut is in any kind
stocked considerable coal and others are
now storing the bulk of production. of demand, and even this size is not
Independents have cut their prices to a urgently wanted. There are numerous
cases where this has been refused for
point where to sell at lower prices
would be to dispose of their output at a lack of room to store it. "There is not a
cost below that of production.
company that does not have a surplus
The low temperatures last week did of every size on hand, much of it being
not have any beneficial effect on the on demurrage.
The week also saw the first real break
market. Egg and pea are quiet with
in prices, as some of the independent
little movement in either.
Quotations
as low as $6.50 were reported on egg shippers were compelled to make drastic
coal. The average low figure was about
cuts on egg and pea in an effort to move
them. One independent shipper notified
50c. higher.
Pea was easy and although it was customers of a reduction of egg to $7.75
said some grades were being offered at
and pea $5.75 until further notice, alaround $4.50 it was added this was though still asking the premium figures
either washery or distress coal.
for stove and nut.
The dealers report an improved deThere have been many inquiries regarding buckwheat which indicates to mand for the week, but are firmly conthe trade that the market for it will
vinced that it will take most unusual
soon improve.
Rice and barley are weather to bring the demand up to the
est

NEW YORK

—

moving

— —
—

—

slowly.
Bituminous Although present conditions are dull local houses are beginning to receive inquiries as to what
might be expected in prices for deliveries

of 1922.

—

during the

first three months
Most consumers have several

weeks' supply on hand and with the
discontinuance of the war tax on Jan.
1 and the uncertainty of the freight
rate situation they are not inclined to
buy any more coal than they actually
need.
Several vessels arrived in this harbor last week with partially consigned
cargoes of Southern coals.
The tonnage available for spot buyers was beinpT offered at $6 for Pool 1 and $5.75
for Pool 2, both alongside delivery.
Some coal men look favorably on the

point of normal activity.
The consumer is very loathe to "order in any
quantity, the greater portion of the
orders being for single ton lots.
In the steam sizes there is no change
and buckwheat has sold recently at
$2.50@$3. with but a light tonnage
moved. Rice finds few takei-s. Barley
is still in fair demand, but can easily
be bought below $1.50 when the buyer
is mclined to shop around.
The companies are putting their surplus of the
steam sizes into the storage yards in
unusually heavy quantities.

—

Bituminous Production is at a very
low level.
Ordinarily December has
not been a good month for business and
has been even less so this year. As the
consumer has seen the price drop
steadily during the past nine months.

December
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not yet convinced that the lowest
level has been reached, even though he
knows that the prices are not profitable
There is some hope
to the producers.
expressed that on account of postponed
purchasing during December there will
be at least a small measure of revival

their regular supply.
The prospect is
for a quiet winter. Jobbers quote 72-hr.
Connellsville foundry at $4.15, 48-hr.
furnace at $3.15 and stock at $2.75.

after the

Little

he

is

of the year.
It is with the greatest difficulty that
prices are held from utter collapse and
is probably due more to the fact with
the mines on short time there is no
accumulation to upset the market. However, despite this for the past two weeks
there has been an inclination to shade
prices and some of the better houses
first

have followed

suit.

BUFFALO
Trade Still Quiet, but Cold Weather
Helps Anthracite Bituminous Stocks
Preclude Further Buying.
Bituminous
Demand promises to

—

—

continue light for a considerable time.
Somehow the trade has managed to
forget that there were large profits
but little more than a year ago, in
which all had a chance to share. At
the same time some who did plunge
heavily in those days are now proposing to settle with their creditors on a
percentage.
Still the trade does not
seem to realize that flush times are
more unsettling than lean times and
should be regarded with distrust. Today, as a rule, the shippers in this trade
who were careful are doing much better business than those who plunged.
Consumers have about all they can
carry and so must buy more slowly,
for actual consumption does not increase very visibly.
Still Buffalo is
using a goodly amount of coal. People
are divided as to how much publicity
should be given to the complaints that
come from the stagnant trades. Some
say that the best should be made of it
all, as it would tend to improve the conditions, but the people most concerned
do not offer much assistance.
Quotations continue at $2.75 for
Youghiogheny gas lump, |2.50 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 steam lump, $2.25 for
Allegheny Valley and all mine run,
$1.50@$1.75 for slack.
Anthracite Independents are cutting
the circular a dollar or more to keep
going until the turn in the demand sets
in.
Not in a long time has the move-

—

ment

into consumers' hands been so
light at this time of the year.
The buying in small amounts is more
general than usual. Some consumers are

waiting for lower freights or something else to reduce prices.
Others
are short of money. Again the notion
still holds with some that the prices
are so high that they must come down
of their own weight if the holding off
is kept up.

still

—

Lake Shipments ceased on Dec 9,
an early date, but the shippers had not
been anxious for tonnage for a month
and loadings ran down so that the big
lead over the former season fell off
rapidly.
The demand for tonnage was
so light that only a few cargoes paid
more than the ordinary summer freight.
The shipments
for
the
season
.

amounted to 3,814,487 net tons, as
agamst 3,584,286 tons in 1920. The
shipment for 1919 was 4.156,218 tons,
for 1918 it was 2,913,103 tons, and for
1917 it was 4,137,004 tons.
Coke The situation does not change

—

materially. Local furnaces are running
a little faster than they were, but they
do not ask for much coke outside of

indications that a strike may come will
be followed by a demand for supplies.
The drastic slump in output of prepared
sizes has resulted in a shortage of
slack.

A

BALTIMORE
nous

Enthu-siasDi

— Market
—The
Is

Shoivn in BitumiFlat
Hard Coal

—

Situation Is Also Unsatisfactory.

Bituminous

soft coal

market

is

the grip of an era of low prices,
due largely to extremely keen competition.
In selling under such a market
still in

there

As

room for any

real profit.
a matter of fact, not a few of the
is little

producers are running at actual loss,
while middlemen, after they have
charged off demurrage and other costs,
frequently find themselves operating
without profit. It is truly a most unsatisfactory period for soft coal men.
Conditions covering the export and
bunker business also are unsatisfactory.
Only one vessel has cleared so far
in December with less than 6,000 tons
of coal on cargo accoimt. There is much
talk in the air that following the arms
conference in Washington there will
be a move of a financial nature made
along international lines that will reestablish a better condition of exchange.
Should this occur it seems
undoubted that a great improvement
will take place in the matter of export
coal trading, as contract after contract
inquiry has fallen through because of
failure to adjust the exchange question.
Anthracite Dealers report that business continues below normal.
The
weather has been colder but not severe
enough to cause any spurt in ordering
and receipts are comparatively light.
There is enough reserve in the yards
here to take care of emergencies, and
no one is willing to stock up coal on
which there is not likely to be a lively

—

call.

be issued soon for a con-

in Cleveland in January between coal operators interested in Lake
shipping, railroad men and dock operators.
The pui-pose of the meeting is
to devise some policy on freight rates
from the mines to the lower docks for

next season.
Receipts of bituminous coal for the
week ended Dec 10, rebounded from
the low volume of the past few weeks,
showing an increase of 205 cars; the
total amounted to 866 cars, divided; industrial 657, retail 209.
The increase
was almost entirely in steam coal for
industrial concerns.

DETROIT

—
—

Sales Are of Small Volume Inventory
Period Defers Purchases
Retailers
Get Slight Stimulus
Prices Nomiiml.
General lack of buying interest continues.
Sales made are small and the
disposition appears to be toward delav-

—

ing commitments.
Offerings of highgrade coal, that in previous years has
been in keen competition among large
consumers, attract little attention.
Seasonal conditions are an influence
in curtailment of buying.
Operations
which have been on a low degree of activity for several months are further
reduced by the falling off in demand
that precedes the holidays.
With a desire to embody in annual
balance sheets figures showing as
strong a position as possible in cash
resources and a minimum of investment in materials and supplies, buyers
are taking only such stock as is absolutely necessary to meet current re-

quirements.

Domestic buying is curtailed by the
extensive unemployment.
Lower temperatures of the last few days has given
a slight stimulus to the demand, but
this business has not yet expanded to a
degree that brings new orders from

Inland West

CLEVELAND

—

Slack Continues Firm Industrial Buying Dull
Early Meeting on Lake Rates
Planned "Contract" Inquiries .Appear.
Save for some betterment in the demand for slack and a gradually improving retail movement, the coal
market remains lifeless.
Industrial
stocks are low, but apparently are sufficient to carry plants over into the New
Year. Low operations, partly seasonal
and partly due to general conditions, are
causing the drain upon stocks to be exceedingly light.
Consumers' attitude
toward coal stocks is much the same as
toward other materials; they want the
year-end inventories to show the health-

—

—

iest position possible.

Industrially

the

past

week

has

brought forth some queer twists. The
mainstay of the section, iron and steel
and all metal working industries, are
undergoing a considerable contraction
of activities.
On the other hand, the
rubber industry is meeting with unexpected

call is to

ference

successes

in

its

spring

sales

campaign.
In the

meantime the

coal trade is giving heed to next year's business. Inasmuch as reduced freight rates are not
believed probable before next spring
some consumers have indicated they
will soon come into the market for contract coal. Consumers also are closely

following developments in the mine
labor situation and the first tangible

dealers.

Quotations are of a rather nominal
Smokeless lump and egg is $4
@$4.50; mine run $2.25@$2.50; nut and

nature.
slack

$1.25@$1.50.

lump

West

Virginia

is $3@$3.25; mine run $2; nut
and slack $1.15@$1.25. Ohio lump is
$2.75@$3; mine run $1.75@$1.90; nut
and slack $l(a)$1.25.

INDIANAPOLIS
Trend
— Non-UnionDownward
Quotations to

Retail Prices Follow
ut

Mines

Depress Local Figures.
Byproduct coke, produced in Indianapolis has been reduced $1.50 a ton,
and this has been followed by a cut of
$1.75 in the retail price. Eastern Kentucky and West Virginia retail prices
also have been cut 25c.(a)75c.
Dealers say the lower i-etail prices
are natural adjustments.

Prices at the

mines have be»n reduced recently and
the

reductions represent in a retail
way several small cuts in wholesale
costs made recently.
Competition of
non-union mines probably will force
lower prices at Indiana and Illinois
mines.
The retail business has been unusually light.
Consumers are not stocking up as heavily as they did last year.
Sales indicate they generally are buying for immediate needs only.
Revised prices are:
Linton No. 4 lump.
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Sii75@$7; egg, $6.50@$6.75; mine run,
$625; southern Illinois egg, $7.75(a
$8- lump, $8@$8.25; West \ irginm
lump, $8.75@$9; Hocking Valley lump,
$8(a$8.50; Pocahontas mine run, $8.50;

CHICAGO
men Withdrawn from Road

—

—SalesEastern

West Virginia

is

sell-

splints

beyond

The market is inactive on both steam
As is true at
and domestic coals.
every industrial center in the

nearly
Middle West, the market on screenings
and steam coals of a like nature have
been strengthening, but so far as
domestic coal is concerned, the market
Sales agents have
is practically dead.
it

to
is

"oing to be a crop of failures after
1.
The trade last year and during
the war had a great many newcomer.^

These cut quite a
and
figure while the cutting was good,
manv of them made money very rapidly.
of
experience
Lacking, however, the
listed in its records.

years in the coal business these gentlemen did not conserve their resources
and this past year has just about lost
them their previous earnings. Numerous
mines were opened, which produced
only
off-grade coals. These mines can
be operated when there is a great shortthese
past
age, and as this time is
properties have slowly languished until
practically all of them are now closed.
Even with this tonnage off the market,
too much coal is being produced.
Eastern coals continue to be the big
bear of Midwest operators. One Eastern
with a
firm flooded the Chicago market
for
circular offering smokeless for $1.90
Quotations direct to
spot shipment.
concaused
the trade at $1.90 a ton

especially
dissatisfaction,
siderable
among the large retail firms who contracted early in the season for Pocahontas at prices ranging $3@$4 for
mine run. Very little consignment coal
has been found in Chicago during the
past few days. What little did come in
was from the Illinois and Indiana mines,
rather than from Eastern operators.
The Chicago market on eastern Kentucky as well as West Virginia coal

has been badlv demoralized, and during
good
the week it was possible to get
West Virginia block as low as $2.2o.
sold
districts
same
the
from
egg
while
Anthracite is
frequently at $1.75.
being
are
prices
but
sluggish,
extremely
held firm at circular.

at a standstill. Many
concerns are closing down for the end
Railroad
of the year's stock-taking.
demand is not large and public utilities
are about the only purchasers of conseOwing to a reduction in the
quence.

Steam trade

production more strength has
developed in the smaller sizes.
Lake trade is over and the figures
for the year show a fairly active season.
The H. V. Docks at Toledo loaded a
tons during the
of 4,538,.531
total
season as compared with 4,008,112 tons
The T. & O. C. Docks loaded
in 1920.
l,n9(),515 tons as compared with a total
of l,78.i,250 tons last year.
The Hocking Valley field, including

Coal markets are the dullest in many
It is now a hand-to-mouth
months.
proposition and will require some induscold
trial activity, coupled with extreme
weather, to inject any life into the

Domestic

is

slow in every way because
weather and bad indus-

of the warm
trial conditions.

Dealers'

stocks

heavy and they are devoting their

are
at-

Stocks are of
tention to cleaning up.
higher priced coal and since credits to
consumers have been extended to a
large degree, retailers are not in a
position to take on any more tonnage.
Retail prices are still weak and some-

little

TORONTO

Pomeioy Bend and

Crooksville,

is

Cold Weather Stimulates Trade
jAics

load-

ing but 15 per cent of normal while
Cambridge is doing no better.

CINCINNATI
•\'o-Ilills"

—Market Steadier

Disappear

—

Retail Market
but Demand Still Light
Quiet.
The decided curtailment of production in the past few weeks has shown
Some coals have nearly
an effect.
doubled in price, w-hile others that have
been wobbling around have steadied to
a degree that makes definite quotation.^

Plentiful — Bituminous

—Siip-

Still Quiet.

imRetail trade
proved during the last few days with
dealand
weather
cold
the setting in of
ers are receiving good orders from
domestic consumers though the volume
of business is by no means as large as

has

considerably

usual at this season.
There are plentiful stocks of all
grades in the yards. There is no change
as regards bituminous which is selling
very slowly, the market being still
overstocked.
Quotations are as follows:
Hetail:

Anthracite egg, stove, nut and grate.

'

n hcUtalc
3-in.Iump
Slack

'

^ JJi

14.00

Peg
Bituminous steam
Domestic lump
Canncl

'^'^ii^nn
!r XS
"''
'*

f.o.b. cars at tleslinalion:

,
7

„„^

00|

^OW'

, ,,
'"

*•'*

possible.

Perhaps the greatest contributing
factor to this change is the wiping out
of the "no bills" and surplus coal that
has stood at the front door of this gateway for several weeks. Portsmouth
scales reported that from a thousand
cars in excess of normal this had been
cut do\vn to a hundred. The DeCoursey
yards of the L. & N. have also been
pretty well cleared. In the face of this,
however, rejections still continue high
and inquiries have little of the old-time

The retail situation has veered around
a little more in line with the wholesale
Some of the smaller comreductions.
panies have broken away from the longand are offering
figures
established
smokeless lump at $9@$9.50; mine run
slack, $6. Quotations on
bituminous are: Lump, $7@$7.50; mine
run, $6@$6.50 and slack, $4@$5. Mine
prices are shown in the Weekly Review.

$7@$7.50 and

ST.

LOUIS

Northwest

MILWAUKEE
Market Contiuues DulU-Last Ca^-goes
Being Received Reduction in Gas Coke.

—

Dealers are waiting patiently for a

luck, whioh must necessarily
come in the form of cold weather.
With the holidays at hand and little
snow or ice, the situation is not promisOrders are few and far between,
ing.

change of

quantity.
is well supplied and there
Prices are
is
held steady, with the exception of coke.

and small

in

The market

no danger of a shortage.

Small size gas coke is now being advertised at $10 per ton, a reduction of $1.
A new addition to Milwaukee's dock

offering Elkhorn at $10 per
is
for nut, and $9.50 for pile run,
delivered into bins.
Eight cargoes reached port thus far
two
in December, and there are still

firms
ton,

Weather Conditions Bring Coal Busi- or more cargoes coming.

—

Price Cuts Fail to
ocs.s to Standstill
Stimulate—Country Demand Unusually

Louis continues to see a lagging
to demoralize
continues much longer.
it
if
Standard coal is moving on such orders
as are being placed and these call for
small quantities.
The Mt. Olive & Staunton Coal Co.,
feeling that Standard coal was getting
away with such business as existed, cut
their St. Louis price from $3.50 at the
mine to $3. The Standard operators
immediately brought the price of 6-in.
lump down to $2.75 and lower and 2-in.
lump to $2.25, so that the Mt. Olive
situation is no better off now than it
was before the cut was made. The retailers, however, have not as yet cut
St.

—

A

light.

Canada

market that threatens

Holiday Quietude Grips the MarketScreeiiings Stronger
Domestic Quiet
All Reserves Heavy.

is

is

Light.

COLUMBUS

trade.

Louis

to

cago.

$9.

Jan

—

St.

Kansas City and in straggling
Joseph and Omaha markets,
while some steam sizes move to Chi-

moves

lots to St.

lump

Ot^erinys L'ndercut Local Fuel.

been withdrawing their men, as
seems a waste of time and money
keep them on the road.
Those on the inside claim there

Hocking lump

are $6.75@$7.50, depending on grade
and size, Pocahontas is selling around

lump. S10.50.

Domestic Market Demoralized

%vhat irregular.
ing $5.75@$6.25.
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prices

their prices.

There

is

no anthracite or smokeless

deliveries of coke have
fallen off to a remarkable extent since
the first of the month. The movement

moving and the

Seven were

anthracite and aggregated 51,690 tons.
There was one 7,000 ton cargo ef soft
This brings the season's receipts
coal.
thus far up to 1.009,662 tons of anthraor
cite, and 2,.586,302 tons of soft coal,
3 595,964 tons in all, against 873.003
tons of anthracite, and 2,376,178 tons
of soft coal, or 3,249,181 tons during
These figthe entire season of 1920.
ures do not include carferry or rail
receipts.

MINNEAPOLIS
M-irkel

Is

—

Backward

Due

to

Mild

Concessions Necessary to
Prices Steady.
There have been occasional samples
but no real winter yet. This is a thin
basis upon which to attempt to market
coal against a reluctant and backward
buying brigade. But that is what the
coal trade has been working against,
and it is not surprising that they have
There is no
accomplished so little.

Weather

Mov

Coal— Retail Coal

December

COAL AGE
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chance of selling beyond a limited stora
to

any purchasers.
Cut prices hate been the rule on dock

coals,

hard
firms.

except
everything
practically
coal having been cut by some
All-rail coal has been moving

The only
on very narrow margins.
basis on which sales could be made
seems to be at cut prices.
There remains hardly more than four
or five weeks of time during which
be expected to get much
After the
support from the winter.
middle of January the edge is usually
There seems to be little
off the buying.
hope to establish a steady market at
the list prices on dock coals, while the
all-rail market is tolerated only on the
prices

may

basis of concessions.
As yet retailers locally have not sufIf
fered 'much from cutting prices.
there has been cutting it has been limThis, too, may be expected beited.
fore long, for there are a number of
newcomers in the retail field, and in a
are always
field of beginners there
some who stand ready to experiment
with cut prices as a means of building
up business.
About all that can be said for the
prospects for the market is that they
are probably not materially different
from those of many other commodities.
In numerous lines dealers are facing a
pressure for lower values while hold-

lower than the dock

list

1033

price.

Other

firms are not meeting this cut, although
all are generally known to be over-

stocked with this

size.

basis.

West

At that

SALT LAKE CITY
Colder Weather Enlivens Retail Market
EmployPrice Increase Criticized
tmnt Outlook Improves.
Retailers report a brisk business, due
to the cold weather which has set in.
There is much discontent at the rise
in price, announced a week ago, as it
came at a time when everyone thought
there would be a decrease.
The announcement by the Utah Copper Co., that the mines at Bingham
Canyon would reopen on April 1, was
received with much satisfaction by local
coal interests. About 2,000 men may be

—

—

employed

to

start.

DENVER

goods which cost them more money.

But they are generally better off than
the coal trade in that it is possible for
them to buy new goods at low prices,

had been reopened only a short time
before, following the strike.
Troops

average between high and low costs
and sell on the basis of the average.
The price of gas coke, prepared to
regular sizes, has been cut $1.50 at retail,

making the

price $14.

The

local

plant announces an expectation that
freights will be cut next year as a reason for anticipating it with a cut in
price. It has been sold in this market
as a substitute for hard coal.
Some
have half expected that this will result
in a cut in anthracite but this seems

DULUTH

—

Rei-eipts Adequate
Market Is Quiet
Bi)fh Steam and Domestic Slow.

mines, including several of those that

—

The last cargo of coal has arrived at
the Head-of-the-Lakes and the docks
are full.
It is estimated that considerably more than 5,500,000 tons are in
storage.
Receipts from Dec. 1 to the close of
navigation totaled 31.360 tons of bituminous and 25,710 of anthracite. Six
cargoes were received last week of
which three were hard coal.
During 1921 there were received at
this port 10,164849 tons, 1,134,183 tons
more than last year, an increase of
12.56 per cent.
To make un this increase hard coal went 207,195 tons
above last year's figures to 1,844,642
tons, and soft coal receipts were 8,320,207 tons, a gain of 926,998 tons. In
all 1,071 boats arrived here with coal
this year against 1,029 last year and
1,028 in 1919.
The average yearly
tonnage received for the last five years
is 10,104,828.
Shipments to the interior continue
light.
Dealers believe that people are
buming wood to a great extent throughout northern Minnesota and Wisconsin,
beine- enabled to do this by the mild

not be withdrawn from the coal
as petitioned by the union. The
is virtually ended, but enough

will

fields,

strike

men

affiliated with or as sympathizers
of the union are making it necessary
to police the district.
Notices of the

return to 1917 wages are being

filed by
Rockvale bituminous
lump retailed a year ago at $12; today,
under the reduction of $1 inaugurated
by the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., it is
$11, while nut is $10.50. Trinidad slack

many companies.

is

exceedingly unlikelv.

—

—

$6.90.

There are about 2,500 men out of
in the various fields because of
the cessation of operations where the

work

BIRMINGHAM

—

Gloomy

—Domestic

There has been no visible market improvement in the past week.
What
business that is offered is of spot
character and individual orders are for
only a few cars for prompt shipment.
As a whole the tonnage is small and
not of sufficient weight to have any
bearing in the trade.
Mild weather continues, hence no betterment can be reported in the domestic
market.
It is almost as difficult to
move as steam. The advent of steady
cold weather, which is absolutely essential for the i-elief of this situation, is
of uncertain realization.
Quotations on steam and domestic
coal f.o.b. mines are about as follows,
although some lower grade coals of
inferior quality can be had under these
figures.
Many such producers have
been forced to close down under
present stringent market conditions,
and the prices given are representalittle

Carbon Hill mine run, $1.90@
washed, $2.50@$2.85, lump and

tive:
$2.25,

nutr $4@$4.25;

Cahaba mine ran,

$2.25

@$2.75, washed, $2.50@$3.15, lump and
nut, $5@$6; Black Creek mine run,
$2.50@$2.75, washed, $2.50@$3, lump
and nut, $5@$6; Corona mine run, $2.25
@$2..50, washed, $2.75@$3, lump and
nut, $4@$5; Pratt mine run, $2.25@
$2.50, Montevallo lump and nut, $6®
$7.50.

Southwest

—Stocks Are
Fails
—Disturbance
Steam Coals Short.

Retail Business Dtvindles

— Mine

Market

Affect
Situation

—

Market Stagnant

Light Stea7n Offerings Raise Price.
The trade is about as slow as it has
been in years. More mines are closing
down, while western Kentucky is meeting stronger competition out of eastern
Kentucky, which is paying a lower wage
scale.

to

Unseasonable weather again prevails.
Dealers are stocked to the sky, and as
the market has dropped they are hard
Their large stocks cost them 75c.
per ton more than they would have
pay for the same grades today, and

hit.

@$1
to

it is to be admitted that their complaint
against this condition is well founded.

The salesman who now

calls

on his

trade

Jobbers report that there is a good
call for screenings and very small production.

—

Close.

Heavy

LOUISVILLE
More Mines Down— General

—

Acute Dullness Pervades Trade
Inquiry Weak
Production Shoivs Decided Falling Off
Additional Mines

KANSAS CITY

South

In

demand, but

fact, there is not much
less production.
Lump is

not moving, and producers cannot supply contracts. This may start mine run

moving.

is

practically at a standstill, which has
reduced the movement of industrial coal.
Prices have not changed with the
exception of buckwheat, which is offered
at retail by one firm at $7, or $1.50

large carry-over.
It is hinted that the recent reductions
to the 1917 wage scale in eastern Kentucky do not represent the end of the
cut, although further reductions may

Manufacturing and mining

There is distress coal on the market,
and some eastern Kentucky block has
been offered as low as $2.25.

reduction of $1 a ton cannot be met
unless the men, who ax-e under contract, agree to a revision of wages.

Industrial demand is showing no improvement, while the retailer has big
on hand.
Unless some severe
weather comes, the retailer may have a

weather.

prices are too low right now
on a profitable basis.

production

for

Unseasonable Weather Hits Production
Miners Strike Ineffective
Troops
Net Removed.
Unseasonable weather caused a drop
of 60,000 tons in the weekly tonnage
within three weeks, necessitating the
temporary shutdown of a number of

mg

be staved off until after a settlement of
the general wage scale in the spring.
looks like eastern Kentucky and West
Virginia have about decided to hold
their wage scale at under all unionized
fields, and go after business from that

It

stocks

is not received as pleasantly as
he would have been if his company had

made

a fair price in the first place and
it.
Soringfield district Illinois

stuck to

lump dropped to $2.50 in Kansas City;
egg to $2.25 and these are two grades
that the dealers had bought heavily.
Wives of the Kansas miners are taking up the fight and state troops are in
the field to protect property and the
miners who wish to work.
Only 10
per cent of the mines working could
supply all the domestic grades that are
in

demand.

Steam grades continue very scarce
but there are no material changes in
prices.

COAL AGE
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age pay under the new scale was about
for machine-mined coal.
80c. a ton
There was no assurance, however, that
even with reduced production costs,
mines would be able to operate steadily.

News

From

the Coal Fields
(a $1.60,

Northern Appalachian
CONNELLSVILLE
Sl<i9>uint

Market

Reflects

Iron

and

—

m

The coke market continues sUgnant,
furnace,
with no demand for prompt
foundry and only
little call for prompt
prices.
contract
in
interest
occasional
The dullness is due simply to stagnaand

market and

steel

not attributable to anything like a
deadlock between coke seller and buyer.
The blast furnaces that use purchased
coke are not moving all of their curfew
rent product and are making very
banksales, while some are talking of
ing over the holidays.
While there is a considerable volume
the
of furnace coke loaded on track
holders are making no price concesThey would be glad to receive
sions.
inquiries but as a rule do not quote
is

prices without inquiries.
For
asking price is $3.

The nominal

heating and
miscellaneous purposes coke is quoted
is quite
market
$2.50@$2.75. Even this
inactive.

In foundry the spot market is particularly quiet after a very moderate
run of carload orders last week. Some
foundries having contracts that expire
Dec. 31 are asking prices for the first
quarter but will probably be quoted for
January only. Spot furnace is $3; contract furnace, $3.25@$3.40; spot foun-

dry, $3.75@$4.50.
The Courier reports production in
week ended Dec. 10 at 56,780 tons
by the furnace ovens, an increase of
8,780 tons, and 32,130 tons by the merchant ovens, a decrease of 2,940 tons,
a total of 88,910 tons, an increase of
5,840 tons.

the

PITTSBURGH

—

ImproveMarket Remains Stagnant
Nonment Expected in February

—

IJnion Competition Ruinous.

There

is

situation.

no material change in the
The market continues stag-

nant, with a little buying of high-grade
gas, such as cannot well be secured

The nearby nonare taking nearly all the
is scarcely any
There
steam business.
byproduct market as the ovens that use
are usually
mining
own
coal not of their
supplied by long-term contracts.
for Condemand
With the decreased
nellsville coke, operators are making
to
sell coal
more effort than formerly
and thus the competition is increased
rather than lessened.
Operators do not look for any important increase in demand before February, when there may be an increase
either on account of increasing industrial operations or from buyers wishing
to stock against a possible mining suspension in connection with settlement
(if the new wage scale.
Gas slack, quoted last week at $1..^)0
from other
union

fields

districts.

in

slightly better

demand,

and there are more sales at $1.60 than
formerly. Steam slack is $1.30@$1.40
mine run and ordinary gas, $2.10(5)
$2.20; 3-in., $2.60@$2.70; Pan Handle
li-in. domestic, $2.75@$3; high-grade
gas mine run, $3.

Oven Pro-

Steel Conditious—Furnace
Little Interest
duction Increases
New Contracts.

tion in the iron

is

CENTKAL PENNSYLVANIA

EASTERN OHIO

—

Demand
More
Coyitinued Sluggish
.Vines to Close First of the Year May
Check Declining DcTnands.
The predominating factor during the
week ended Dec. 10 was the continuance
of a sluggish demand, and the tonnage
mined showed a further slight recession.
It is not improbable that some addi-

—

tional
rarily.

mines

vn\l

close

down tempo-

Total production amounted to 294,000
tons or 45.5 per cent of potential
capacity. Likewise, the output is on a
parity with operations during April,
when demand was very dull and before
opening of the Lake season. Association mines worked 37 per cent of possible worktime as compared with 41 per
cent the preceding week, and produced
approximately 44 per cent of capacity.
Cumulative tonnage figures for the
calendar year indicate a production of
16,925,000 tons as against potential
capacity of 30,442,000 tons, showing
that 55.5 per cent of capacity has been
mined during the year.
Due to continued mild weather and
apparently no increase in the amount of
traffic being transported by railroads,
if anything, they are curtailing the
quantity of fuel being mined for their
account.
If the coal trade is any criterion by
which industrial activity may be measured, it must be concluded that any
changes in the Ohio industrial situation during the week were in the nature
of a slackening of activities rather than
anything else.
Present tendencies in
the iron and steel industry are toward
a slight decrease in output, with the
railroads reporting business duller than
it
has been for weeks.
The slight
recuperation has now been overtaken by
seasonal dullness, resulting in more or
less "marking time" on the part of industry until after the first of the year.
Industrial concerns are putting their
houses in order, and are optimistic as
to the outlook for business with the new
year, and while it is not expected that
there will be any extraordinary improvement, it is felt that inquiries and
sales will at least take on new life.
Slack remains about the same as reported for last week. The volume available is rather restricted, and the price
remains firm at $1.50.

UPPER POTOMAC
Production Increased by Some Mine
Resumption on Reduced Scale Market
too Weak to Sustain It.
There was a slight increase in production during the week ended Dec.

—

10,

made

possible

by the fact that ap-

proximately 800 miners have accepted
a return to the 1917 wage scale. Where
these reductions were in effect the aver-

Deplorable Conditions in Union Fields
Sentiment Favors Resumption at

—

Lower Wages.
Mining conditions are anything but
encouraging and unemployment is becoming greater throughout the district.
Central Pennsylvania lost, during the
month of November, 15,768 car loads,
or 788,400 tons by reason of being unable to meet competition. In the eleven
months of 1921 ending Nov. 30, the field
lost a total of 128,872 carloads, or 6,443,600 tons.
In the unionized section there is
much suffering among the miners and
the demand for relief is so great that
the United Mine Workers are unable
to cope with the situation and local
In some of
officials threaten to resign.
the districts, notably at Robertsdale,
Broad Top and in some sections of
Cambria County, the locals threaten
to box up their charters and send them
unless relief comes
to headquarters
This would indicate that the
soon.
miners are ready to go back to work
at the reduced scale.
Things are happening with great
rapidity in all coal fields east of the
Mississippi River and operators venture
to predict the collanse of the United
Mine Workers in this section before
April 1, 1922.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Idleniss

—

Inquiries
More Pronounced
Distress Tonnage Heavy.

Disappear

—

F'AIRMONT
Idleness was more pronounced than
ever during the week ended Dec. 10.
On an average only about 48 mines out
of the 300 were in operation from day
to day.
Commercial demand was almost at a standstill and little other
than railroad fuel was moving. Buyers were not even making inquiries
and contract orders alone furnished a
production outlet.

Northern Panhandle
With loadings limited largely to railroad fuel, production was not over 65,000 tons. What little coal was mined
was moving to the West or to Buffalo.
Inquiries were scarce and no new contracts were being made.

UNIONTOWN
Eyproduct and Beehive Competing for
Mew Contracts Few Inquiries—Coal

—

MarkH

Shnjgish.

The few inquiries out for furnace coke
for 1922 requirements indicate that byproduct makers will be sharp competitors with beehive producers.
Prices
for next year's delivery are not clearly
defined.
A $3.75 figure for the first

three months is heard in some quarters
and $3.50 in others.
The spot market is unusually quiet,
both for coal and coke. Tonnage moving from market sales is a negligible
quantity and in most cases is the result
of forced sales. Furnace coke is quoted
nominally at $2.75@$3. Foundry is a
little better at $3.7.5@$4.25.
All grades
of coal are weak, steam being quoted
at $1.40@$1.50 and byproduct $1.65(§>
$1.85.

December
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ANTHRACITE

— Some Companies Curtail Production—Many IndeMarket Turns Stagiiant
pendents Closed.

The

situation

is

the most serious that

has been in a number of years. There
are practically no orders for coal coming in. The Pennsylvania Coal Co. announced the closing down of ten mines
indefinitely, due to lack of orders. The
Lehigh Valley Coal Co. has eight collieries closed, due to an outlaw strike.
it

The Susquehanna

Co.

Collieries

is

only operating part time at a number
of its mines. Many of the independent

have closed down entirely be-

collieries

cause of the lack of orders.

LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS
Neiv River Output Increases with ReGeneral Markets Unduced Wages
improved Contract Cancellations.

New

ducers were able to ship some tonnage
to Detroit and points on the Ohio River.
Even the fact that mines were in a
position to meet declining prices, failed

any new business.
Thacker production dwindled to about
market losses reaching
135,000.
The spot market was in a
comatose condition, sales being out of
the question. Mines operated about two
to attract

65,000 tons, no

days.

NORTHEIASTERN KENTUCKY

The downward trend of production
continued, the output not being 25 per
lent of capacity. General market conditions barred most of the mines from
operating, although they were in a
position to quote lower prices than organized mines could make.
Virginia

Middle Appalaeliiaii

—

—

1035

River and the Gulf

Production was not much under 60
per cent of capacity or about 120,000
tons.
Some of this, of course, was
utilized
in
coke making.
Virginia
mines had a good contract market, comparatively
speaking,
which enabled
operators to go ahead at a time when
most plants are shut down.

H New

River production increased
somewhat during the week ended Dec.
10, it was because some miners had
agreed to accept lower wages and not
because of any change in market condiThe bulk of production was on
tions.
contract and even these were in process
Comparatively little
curtailment.
of
domestic coal was being marketed.
Idleness increased greatly in the Gulf
region, more than half of the mines
being down, with conditions described
as the worst of the year. Producers believe

that

after

Jan.

might warrant them

1

outlook

the

mining more

in

but for the present they are without a market, one grade being as much

coal,

of a drug as another.

Southern Appalachian
SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

—

Production Is Loiv
Heavy Domestic
"No-Bills" Additional Mine Closings

—

Inevitable.

Very little change is noted in the
situation and there seems to be little
hope for improvement before the first of
Januai-y, if then. The few mines that
are trying to operate now will probably
close soon until after the holidays, as
in

most cases

their sidings are full of

prepared coal which can only be moved
at sacrifice prices.

Pocahontas and Tug River
Pocahontas mines were not producing
more than 130,000 tons a week with
"no markets" in excess of 220,000 tons.

Not only was there no spot business
offering, but contract orders had been
sealed down to almost nothing. Bunker

Screenings are moving a little better,
but even at that, buying is only from
hand to mouth. Prices on best 4-in.
block are around $3; 2 x 4-in. egg, $2.10
@$2.25; nut and slack, $1@$1.15: mine
run, $1.65@$1.80.

the coal loaded found
em markets.

its

to

affiliated

and most of
way to West-

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Pre-Holiday Idleness DomirMtes
No
Market for Spot Coal
Production
Drops Further.

—

Kanawha

tress

coal

in

sufficient

quantities

to

meet their needs.

Logan and Thacker
Logan
slightly,

capacity.
coal was

production,

MIDWEST REVIEW

—

Market Dullness Continues
Steam
Coals More Active with Low Production Domestic Situation Stagnant.
•

—

But little change has taken place in
the coal market during the last week.
The situation has not grown worse, because such a development would be absolutely impossible. On the other hand,
on account of the extremely warm
weather

improvement

no

has

been

noted.

As has been

Idleness dominated the situation during the week ended Dec. 10, most of the
mines being shut down. Spot demand
for either domestic or steam fuels was
at the zero mark and inquiries were
few.
Buyers were able to secure dis-

while

increased

was

less than 50 per cent of
Little other than contract

being moved, although pro-

The

the case for some time,
the country trade is marking time.
Sales made to the retail trade in the
country have been few and far between.
What sales were made were
done at reduced prices. It is a noticeable fact that the retail trade is looking
for a cheap coal and overlooking for
the time being, the question of quality
and preparation.
One angle of this development may

prove

advantageous to

operators.

In

onlv kind of

tucky coals

traffic of this

particular rail-

road has fallen to very low levels and
the officials are not in an optimistic
frame of mind, as they do not see where
an increase is coming from. Current
quotations are shown in the Weekly
Review.
The old heads in the game are not
looking for greater activity in the coal
market until after the first of January.
When that time comes there will, perAs it is
haps, be some improvement.
now, the warm weather combined with
the holiday season has Joined to bring
the whole situation practically to a
standstill.

Very few

difficulties

have been re-

Some
in the way of labor.
trouble occurred last week in Kansas
where the wives of some of the striking
miners attempted to interfere with the
operation of several of the mines.
State troops were called out and the
situation is now well in hand.
ported

WESTERN KENTUCKY

— Production

Geyterally Light

—

Middle West

minimum.

or curtailed.
Shipments
steel companies continued

sion.

—

Steadily Declining Hope to Readjust
Non-Union Competition
Wage Scale

Tug River production was reduced
because of the growing market dullness and did not reach more than 50,000
tons.
Spot sales had largely ceased
and contracts had been either canceled

in order to keep steady employment
and to keep themselves in line for pen-

Movement

and coastwise business was scarce and
Tidewater shipments were reduced to
the

the 4-in. block or 2-in. lump.
Those
retail dealers now do not want to pay
the price for block and are buying egg
at prices ranging $1.75@$2.5U, applying it on what few retail Kentucky
orders they have on their files.
It is
to be hoped that this forced introduction of Eastern bituminous egg will
bring beneficial results in the long run
to Eastern operators who, up to now,
have only been able to market their
coarse coal in the West.
The industrial situation is extremely
stagnant. Steam coals are mounting in
price, some sales being reported at
$2.25 for best grade southern Illinois
screenings, but as usual, this increase
in price was brought about by scarcity
of steam coal at the mines rather than
increased industrial activity. We heard
of one instance west of the Mississippi
River which will give a very good idea
of the industrial Middle West situation.
One railroad serving Illinois, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas reports on one division thirty conductors working as brakemen on freight trains at reduced wages

some Eastern

Iowa, for instance, the

West Virginia and Kenrecently moving out was

Grows.
Continued mild weather and lack of
prepared orders has resulted in retailers being out of the market, except a
few of the small ones which are not
carrying much stock. There is little
fine coal to be had, and operators are
supplying most of this on contracts,
with the result that the market on
screenings is strong.
Operators are coming into price competition with West Virginia and eastern
Kentucky coal at this time but have
been able to meet it due to lower
freight rates. However, they are anxious to secure an adjustment if possible of the present union wage scale.
Eastern Kentucky has cut wages to
the 1917 level, and western Kentucky is
beginning to feel competition where
cheap coal is being shipped on higherpriced western Kentucky orders, where
jobbers cannot get screenings.
Operators are running less than two
days a week, while many mines are
down. Screenings are scarce as a result of the small production of lump,
and whereas they were selling for 40c.
a few weeks ago they are now quoted
Prices of prepared coal
$1.25@$1.75.
are weakening a trifle.

—
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Continued

Warm Weather Has

—

L'pset

Domegtie Moving
Market Conditions
Tendency to Cut Prices Steam
sc/oic
Slio'cs

—

Some Strength.

Vol. 20, No.

going to happen in normal times
is
with the overproduction that Illinois is
capable of.
Somewhat similar conditions prevail
It is
in Duquoin and Jackson County.
the same slow, hard pull, with some
down for as long as two weeks at a

The Carterville situation continues
bad on account of the warm weather. time.
The Mt. Olive district is doing more
Railroad tonnage has eased off but is
about the only thing that keeps some in railroad coal than anything else.
movement means about one
Domestic
and
is
heavy
Lump
mines working.
Screenings show the day a week and there is no steam coal
hard to move.
as
a rule because it goes on
offer
to
not
the
demand
is
but
best movement,
strong enough to justify a higher price. contract.
on Mt. Olive was cut
price
Louis
St.
among
unrest
considerable
There is
the miners on account of the idleness from $3.50 to $3 and this will likely
while the country
Chicago,
prevail
in
of
in
spite
holiday,
but
preceding a
everything that the operator can do to price remains $3.7.5 for domestic sizes.
feeling on the
some
caused
has
This
it.
will
not
take
move coal the market
The present is a forerunner of what part of the dealers who have large quan-

25

stored and it is gomg to hurt
Mt. Olive in the future. The cut was
started in order to offset the inroads

tities

that Standard coal is making in St.
Louis.
In the Standard district things are
in a bad way and gradually getting
The lump market is shot to
worse.
pieces and it is going to take a lot
Railof cold weather to bring it back.
road demand is fairly good, but the
is
the
tield
through
condition
general
far from satisfactory to both miner and
down
have
been
mines
operator. Some
now for three weeks without working
and others have coal piled up that it
will take about three weeks to move^
present weather prevailing.
Screenings are about the only thing
that seem to move at all without work.

('.
D. Boyd, who is now
manager for the Southern -AppalnHazard and Harlan operators' as-

.vucicided

turn
truffle
I'hian.

he serving jointly for the threeorganizations, which licep up one traffic
sociations,

News Items

l'ur*-au.

From

Field and Trade

ALABAMA
new enterprise promising much for the
Birmingham District has begun operations
at Mobile.
The DeBardeleben Coal Co. is
.A.

shipping bunker coal to Galveston via
ocean-going barges. In return, cargoes of
sulphur from Freeport. Tex., for the acid
plants of Birmingham arc expected to be
obtained.
X tour of inspection of the Birmingham
district will be made by D. .*. Lyon, superHe will be
visor of the Bureau of Mines.
accompanied by \. C. Fieldner. who has
the byproducts colie division
and other parts of the fuel division, and
•also by B. G. nnviH. chief of the experimental station established in Minnesota in
the ore region.

charge

of

ALASKA
under Xavy
Department direction have not progressed
Coal operations

in

.\laska

far enough, in the opinion of .Admiral R.
E. Coontz. chief of naval operations, to
permit the drawing of any conclusions at
this time.
In a report to the Secretary
of the Xavy. he states, however, that mining operations will have advancd sufficiently by .\utumn to enable the Xavy to
make a definite decision as to the value
of this undertaking.
The .Alaskan R.R. has invested $342,362
in a coal mining department.

ILLINOIS
The

Sangainon Connty Mining Co. \a
planning for the installation of new machinery at the
quired.
creased.

Chris

Latham

The present

mines, recently acoutput will be in-

Tlie BellevUle Coal Si Mining Co. has increased its capital stock from $100,000 to

JlSO.noo.

DoKwell Brown, secretary and treasurer
of the Kentucky and Tennessee Coal Co. of
.Vashville called on the Chicago trade recently. He declared he saw no signs of encouragement in the industry, and said that
there is a large quantity of coal on track
in

Tennessee.

INDIANA
More than

,500

cars and general equipment.
John C. Lepping, Louisville, has changed
the name of the River & Kail Coal Co., to
the Lepping Coal Co., (retail) following
objections made to the use of this name by
the Rail & River Coal Co.. Inc.. jobbers.

The

miners employed

In

three

of the seven mines owned and operated by
the Clinton Coal * Mining t'o. went on
strike recently on order of President John
Hessler of District Xo. 11. U. M. \V., after
the operators had refused to reinstate a
pumper, alleged to have been unjustly dis-

charged.
The Klverside Coal Co., of Jackson. Ky.,
has filed suit in the Federal Court at
Indianapolis, asking $.t.000 damages from
Carl -A. Seibel, of the Dunn Coal Co.,
Fort Wayne, alleging that he refused shpment of 7.000 tons of coal. The suit charges
that Seibel contracted for 10.000 tons and
after delivery of 3,000 tons refused to accept further shipments when prices broke
Fharply. The damage asked represents the
difference between contract and the present
price on 7.000 tons of coal.

Dickey filed two suits on
Terre Haute recently, asking
The
each ease.
in
for $500
Woods Coal Co. of Coal Bluff, was named
as defendant in one action, while the other
Co.,
Xevins
Coal
against
the
was
action
Dickey alleges that
also of Coal Bluff.
the Woods company ordered 2.000 motor
ties from him and that the Xevins company ordered 41 poles and 250 railroad
ties
and that in each case the company
refuses to pay for the material.

Orpheus M.

contract

Thieves recently tunnelled a twentv-inch
hrick wall to enter the office of I.ouis Deseognets & Co., Lexington, coal dealers.
Mew a safe and took about $900 in cash.
The Cnmberlnnd & Manchester R.R.. operating a short line in the Knox and Clay
county coal fields, has announced contracts
placed for $250,000 worth of equipment, including two new 150-ton freight locomotives,
a passenger locomotive, thirty steel coal
car.s. ten wooden ear.s. and a number of box

in

judgment

.^Idins

Oberheide.

of

the

firm

of

Ober-

and Son. Cliicago retailers, who is
now on an eight months' trip around the
world, has written Chicago friends, telling
tham of his pleasant trip. He has \isited.

will visit. Cuba, the Panama Canal,
Hawaii. Japan. China, the Suez Canal, and
various countries of Europe.
The Franklin Coal and Coke Co., with
extensive operations In Franklin and Williamson counties, has announced its intention to sink another mine between Mulkeytown and Royalton. The mine will he located on the new branch of the IlUnola
Central which is to be constructed.

or

John Pynehon of the Crozier Pocahontas
Coal Co.. has returned to Chicago from a
trip through Indiana and to Cleveland. He
declares the coal situation there is as bad
as it is in Chicago.
B. K. Ycagley, secretary of the Indiana
Retail Coal Merchants' Association, with
headquarters in Indianapolis, is in Chicago
visiting railroad claim agents.
He is seeking to straighten out approximately $10,000
worth of coal claims that have arisen during the last few months.

To

aid the Methodist Episcopal Hospital

at Princeton in a

campaign

to

make up

its

annual deficit, Princeton and Francisco
miners have each agreed to give the labor

The
required to dig l.OOO pounds of coal.
Princeton Coal Mining Co. and the Ayshire
District Collieries wi'.l give the coal.

The Crawford <'oai Corporation, Williamsburg, capital $150,000. has been chartered
by Essex P. Blalock, J, B. Bowling and
H. Howling.
Clint C. McClartv has affirmed ownership
of the Tri City Coal Co., Louisville.
J.

MISSOURI
The Riverside Coal Co., Xovinger, .\dalr
County, has been chartered with a capital
stock of $20,000.
Geo. J. L. Wulff has been appnlnted
president of the Western Coal & Mining
Co, of St. Louis, succeeding W. P. Hawklni,
deceased.
Mr. Wulff was the sales manager for the company at Kansas City, Mo.
The Central .Missouri Coal & Mining Co.
will develop 600 acres of coal at Holt Summit, and will spend $75,000 to install its
plant.

The Bates Coal Mining and Mercnatile
coal mine on thtj
Rich Hill, and

Co. has opened a new
Belller place, north of

now

NEW YORK
Major W.

Tarns, head of the Tarns
attended
Virginia,
a
smokeless meeting in Xew York early in
December.
J. C. Sullivan, who is extensively interested in smokeless operations^ in
southern West Virginia, was al.so in New
interest

York

in

P.

West

at that time.

sympathizers of Howat, brought
of

the

field

several

recent

attacks

coal

continued

on workers. Attacking two mines of the
Central Coal * Coke Co., one mob prevented sixty men at Mine 51 and forty at
Mine 48 from going to work.

KENTUCKY
J.

M. Dewberry has been appointed gen-

agent of the L. & N.
for the entire system,
succeeding E. U. Dniancy, who has been appointed chairman of the southern freight
Dulaney in
rate committee, at Atlanta.
eral coal and coke
R.R., at Louisville,

forty former employees

«

KANSAS
Women

i.'»

loading shipments for tho marktrt.

One hundred and

military control
steps closer by

Robinson Creek,
been chartered by T.
Marcum and A. R.
Co..

Roberts.

;

lieide

Coal

capital $30,000. has
J.
Phillips. Frank

eslinBholl^e, Church. Kerr & Co. met
of
for supper recfntl>' and organized the "W.
C. K. .Mnmiii .Association.'' to meet weekly,
Wednesdays, for luncheon between
on
twelve and one o'clock at Zimm-^rman's
Restaurant. ISO Fulton Street. Xew Y'ork
Citv. where alumni are welcome. Secretary,
.\. H. Tumme!, 131 Warwick Street, Brooklyn. .X. Y.
The object of the .Association is the
maintenance of the friendships formed by
the members during many years of service

with Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Company. The periods of this service run anywhere from three years to twenty-five years.
Robert T. ilasler. of Hasler & Co., Xorfolk.

was

ence with

Xew

in
York recently, in
officials of his office there.

confer-

December
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Arrhdeacon - Saks Coal Co. lias
opened an office at 817 White Bldg.. Buffalo, and will act as sales agents of the
Bracldoek Coal Co.. of Cumberland. Md..

.Announcement has been made that the
Clalrlon Coke Co. will build six additional
batteries of byproduct coke ovens at Clair-

general jobbing business.
York City office of the BIaw-Kno.x

The Dauphin County Commissioners will
not make any increases during the present

The

be.«ides

New

doing a

Co. has been moved to the Carbide
bon Bldg.. 30 East 42nd St.

4c

Car-

ton.

triennial

OHIO
The PittsburKh-Ohlo Coni Co.. recently
organized, is arranging for the early operation of property acquired in Jefferson
County, consisting of over 200 acres of
Machinery for mining by
lands.
coal
A. F. Smith is
stripping will be installed.
president.
Cliff

Randall,
Detroit

who has been

in

charge

of the Main Lsland
Creek Co., Is now associated with the Island
Creek Coal Sales Co. and will continue to
This announcement
be located in Detroit.
was made from the Cincinnati offices.
R. A. Colter, of the C. G. Balke Co.
spent a week In the East, most of which
was with New York affiliations getting a
first hand view of the export situation.
Frank B. Stewart, president of the Winifrede Coal Co.. returned to the head offices
in Cincinnati after several days of conference with the directors at their headquarters in Philadelphia.
Changes effected bv the consolidation of
the Fort Dearborn Coal Co.. the Yukon
Coal Co. and the Wood-Morton Fuel Co.
in Cincinnati, will mean the closing of the
latter company's offices and the return of
A. L. Bobbit to Charleston and the sales
direction of the new corporation for this
territory being placed In the hands of R.
H. Boykin. who has had charge of the Ft.
the

Dearborn's

office

offices.

The .American Inland & Export Coal

Co..

has changed

Its location from the thirteenth
to the fourteenth floor of the Union Trust
Bldg., Cincinnati.

Pittsburgh interests have purchased the
holdings of the AVilliams Coal Co., Steubenville, for $66.000. 'according to an announcement by G'-orge W. Borden, receiver for
the company.
The Roth Coal Co., wliich has maintained
an office in the First National Bank Bldg..
Cincinnati, has closed it and its affairs
are now directed from the offices of Jewett
Bigelow & BrookK.
The Western Fuel Co.. has moved from
the tower of the Union Central Bldg.. Cincinnati, to the ninth floor of the same.

PENNSYLVANIA
Charles H. Dorrance, who has been acting
for several years as vice president and
general manager of the Hudson Co.. will,
in the future, devote all of his time to the
duties of vice president, according to an
announcement issued today by the company.
He IS succeeded as general manager by
R. H. Buchanan of Scran ton who, since last
July, has been assistant to the general
manager. Charles W. Warner has become

supermtendent of explosives.
H. D. Kynor. of Scranton, formerly of
Pottsville.
has been appointed assistant
general manager, succeedmg Buchanan. B.
y. Williams, of Scranton. who has been

actmg as general superintendent of the
Lackawanna district, has also secured a
position as assistant general manager.
The Madiera HiU Co. is planning a new
railroad siding, new breaker yards and
water lines at Its Natalie and Hickorv
collieries,

near Pottsville.

The S. Flory Manufacturing Co. has recently secured an order from the Hudson
Coal
Co.,
Scranton.
for
seven
hoists
equipped with the Flory Improved band
friction.

The Reitz Coal

Co.. Philadelphia, has filed
notice at the office of the Secretarv of the

Commonwealth. Harrisburg, of an increase
in capital stock from $500,000 to $1,000,000
John Lochrie, president.
The Goshen Coal Co., Clearfield County,

notice of an Increase in indebtedness from nothing to $100,000 H. B. Hartswick, treasurer.
The Fairfield Coal & Coke Co. has filed
notice of an increase of indebtedness from
$500,000 to $750,000 I. L. Hammond. Westmoreland County, treasurer.
filed

;

:

the

of

coal

lands in

Dauphin County. An-

>

The Clymer Coal
been

Commodore, has

Co.,

with

chartered

a

capital

stock

of
treas-

David J. Thomas, Clymer.
ure.*.
The Incorporators are: Llovd H.
William T. Thomas.
Guellek. Clearfield
Clymer. and David J. Thomas. Clymer.
The Roman Coal Co., Greensburg. capital,
$25."0t)
treasurer. Pletro .\ngellne. Brad$10,000.

;

;

has been organized.
The purpose
of the company Is the naming of coal and
enville,

manufacture of coke. The incorporaare: .\nthony De May. Greensburg;
Pletro .\ngellne and Ernesto Pagliaricci,

the
tors

Bradenvllle.

The Fuel Service Co. has notified the
of the Secretary of the Commonwealth of an increase in Its capital stock
from $50,000 to $100,000. A Markle. Jr..
is treasurer. Luzerne County.
The Nav .4uff Coal Co. has Increased its
Indebtedness from nothing to $750,000
office

;

David

Lackawanna

president.

Boies.

County.
Co. has
from nothing

The Lindsay Coal Mining
its

A.
$80,000
treasurer.
;

indebtedness

Jefferson

Light.

L.

into

Lake & Coal Export Corporation,

;

New Orleans Coal Co., $2,500
United Coal Co.. Rotterdam, $5,957 United
Coal Companies. $391,610; 'Virginia Iron &
Coal Co.. $26,680.
Plans for organization of coal mine
chapters of the Joseph A. Holmes Safety
.-Issoeiation were considered at a recent
meeting at the Bureau of Mines at which
;

;

;

were present In addition to representatives
of the Bureau of Mines and the .American
Mining Congress. J. W. Reed, director of
safety of the Consolidation Coal Co. and
a
representative
Mine
L'nited
of
the
Workers, W. J. James.
Anotlier meeting
will be held in January and It Is expected
the organization will be put in motion In

March.

Among coal estimates submitted to Conby the various departments of the
government are the following:
Panama
gress

Canal, anthracite, $4,005 bituminou.s. $190.995 caast guard, $993,200 eoal for public
buildings. $1,235,000: Bureau of Mines, for
testing fuel. $136,000 a decrease of $6,510
naval eoal depots, $306,000, a reduction of
;

;

;

;

$291,000.

.Appropriations totaling S1.633,.'>60 have
been submitted to Congress to cov:-r the
expense of work planned for the next fiscal
year at the Bureau of Standards. One of
the Items making up this total Is mine
scales investigation, $15,000.
The Internal Revenue Bureau announces
in connection with the appointment of a
committee representing the public and the
government to simplify tax forms and
regulations under the new revenue law
that initial consideration to changes In the
matter of regulations and forms covering
the coal industry will be had by the subdivision of the Bureau on Natural Resources.

County,

The award of compensation in the case
Mrs. Hannah M. Morgan against the
rhiladelphia and Reading Coal and Iron
Co., an appeal carried to the Schuylkill
County Court, is affirmed and judgment
has been entered in favor of the claimant
of

for $3,303.

WEST VIRGINIA
Kanawha County coal men have organized
the Eclipse Coal Co.. the new concern being
capitalized at $50,000.
General offices of
the compan.v. for the time being, will be
maintained at Charleston.
Active In organizing
this
company were;
J.
B.
Vaughan Logan O. J. Cox. E. M. Cox.
Fred Nicholson, of Charleston, and S. A.
Lewis, of Cabin Creek.
;

UTAH
The Department of the Interior has issued
date five coal mining leases and four
prospecting permits for this state, according to H. T. Smith, acting mining supervisor for the Bureau of Mines with headquarters in Denver.
Mr. Smith is on an
to

inspection trip in

Utah

coal fields.

Fear Is expressed lest the fire which
originated a short time ago along the outcropping of a valuable coal vein on the
government land in Garfield County should
have become uncontrollable. Only meager
reports have been received in Salt Lake
City so far. but it Is known that the burnTwo
ing area has spread Into a tunnel.
government engineers have reached the spot
and a plan for fighting the fire Is being
rapidly organized.

VIRGINIA
Under a readjustment of trimming rates
on coal loaded at Hampton Roads piers,
charges on vessels of the self-trimming
type are reduced by approximately 18 per
Rates on other classes of vessels
cent.
are lowered to a more limited exteijt. except in one instance, where the new tariffs
call for an advance of 1 cent a ton on
trimming. Lower rates were effected as a
result of conferences hetw-en the Hampton Roads Maritime Exchange and the
representatives of the Norfolk & Western.
Virginian and Chesapeake & Ohio railCoal shippers are non-committal
roads.
on the rates, the belief being that If they
are demonstrated to be unsatisfactory,
protests will be lodged with the Interstate
Commerce Commission asking for further
reductions.
The Norfolk office of the Central Pocahontas Coal Co.. scheduled to have been
closed Dec. 10. will remain open.

;

has

of

lii'Iiiitit;.^

tiif'.t.-

creased

The Island Creek Coal Sales Co.'s Cincinnati office, which has been located in
the Union (Central Bldg. for a number of
years will be moved to the Dixie Terminal
Bldg.

swamp

|mh

there were increased ma•urs ago. The increased assessments made In 1918 have not been
rectignized by the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Co.
The company has
appealed from the assessment and the tax
collectors
have returned the company's
property
to
be
sold
by the County
Treasurer for taxes.
For three years the
company has been paying the county taxes
on what it says is due.
thraciti'
terially

of

jiss.-.s.smint

the norili.iii

$7.000
$10,864

WASHINGTON,
Among
fore

tile

D. C.
a long list of claims pending beShipping Board, according to a

report to Congress, are the following coal
American Shipping & Fuel Co.,
claims:
Berwind 'WTiite Coal Mining Co.,
$107,842
$26,500 Clearfield County Coal Co., $2,922
Coal & Oil Corporation, $824 Commercial
B. J. Lynch Coal Co.,
Coal Co.. $762
;

:

;

;

;

Michigan men are behind a movement for
the further development of Logan County
territory,
having organized the Logan
Island Creek Coal Co.. which will operate
near Critas in Logan County, that place to
be the headquarters of the new corporation which has a capital stock of $200,000.
Identified with this company are
Charles
Coryell, Charles A. Coryell. George MacPhall. R. F. MacPhall. all of Bay City,
Michigan W. R. Lilly, Logan, W. Va,
:

;

Representative Goodykoontz, In a House
speech urging the creation of an additional
judgeship In the Southern District of West
Virginia, in which, however, he failed, said
it was to relieve the crowded docket due to
Increased litigation over coal land titles due
to new industries coming Into the state
from all over the country in order to locate near the base of a supply of coal and
other fuel.
High freight rates on coal are
forcing manufacturers to establish their
plants close to a supply of fuel and this
rapid development has increased the business of the courts.
The .American Coal & Coke Co. has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $100.000.
Incorporators are Edward A. Byrne,
F. E. Peabody. J. J. O'Connell. Charles M.
Rhoad. John C. Bierer. Pittsburgh.
A recent visitor in the Fairmont field
was M. L. Hudson, treasurer of the Ed-

ward HInes

Interests

spending a day or so
for

New

of
in

Chicago.

.After

that field he left

Orleans.

.1.
W. Bischoff, general superintendent of
the We.'t Virginia Coal & Coke Co.. with
headquarters at Elkins. and also president
of the West Vir&inia Mining Institute, -was

Charleston recently, attending a meeting
of the Institute.
.Alev Laing. general manager of the Mac.Alpin Coal Co. Is back at his office again
after a trip through California and Texas,
having visited the Mexia oil fields of Texas
during his western trip.
H P Brydon & Bros., of Piedmont. W.
Va we're awarded $12,500 damages in their
breach of contract suit against the Reliance Coal & Coke Co.. of Cincinnati in a
hearing at Cincinnati. The suit grew out
of the failure of the Baltimore Mfg. Co.,
of Baltimore. Md., to take coal which it
In

had contracted

for.

;:
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B B. l«ner. who recently beciune connected with the Old Dominion Coal Cori.oratlon of Charleston spent a few days
kins recently. Mr. Isner was formerly
Elkins where he was the sales
.It
of the West Virginia Coal ft
r
1

delay and several Ugal
of ih.;
ta^igles the sale of $325,000 w-orth
MoFgantown & Wheeling Ry. for J162.500
Cleveland was reto Samuel PnrseBloTe of
\fti.r

some

consummated. The bonds were
cently
of
owned by Clay and Morgan districts
Monongalia County and w;ere Issued for

road,
the Durpose of helping to build the
of a receiver
which has been in the hands improvements
for some time. .\ number of
are contemplated in the Scott s Run secof
tion in order to facilitate the handling
A scale Is to be built near Maidscoal
viUe and a "Y" at the mouth of Scott s

Run.
probable the reports of the Senate
Committee on Labor on its recent investigation of the West Virginia coal strike
Pressure of
will be delaved several weeks.
other legislation has prevented the committee from giving much attention to the
report, and the committee is now taking up
The
the proposed dei>nrtment of welfare.
delay is also occasioned by the desire of
the committee to endeavor to present to
the Senate a comprehensive report containIt

is

Traffic
The

Interstate

News

Commerce Commission has

suspended Supplement 11, to the
MjssDuri-Paciflc Tariff. I. C. C, No. A-4891,
following petition filed by J. Van Norman,
Louisville attorney, representing the westem Kentucky operators. This supplement
was to become effective Dec. 5, but the I.
C. C. sustained the application and ordered
that effective date of order be postponed
until April 4, 1922, pending hearing and
further order of the commission. The supplement published reductions ranging from
lOJc. to 91 ic. on coal from Missouri-Pacific,
southern Illinois mines to points in LouisiIn some Inana. .\rkansas and Texas.
stances,
this
would create for western
Kentucky a disadvantage of 54c. per ton
as against a present advantage of 8c.
The I. C. C. has suspended until April
4 proposed reductions In rates on bituminous
coal from mines on the M. P. R.R. In
southern Illinois to points in Arkansas,
Louisiana and Texas.
John Hawklne ft Sons, of Nntley, N. J., alordered

lege unreasonable demurrage charges on
coal shipments which could not be unloaded
because of their frozen condition.
In the complaint of the Consolidated Coal
Co. of St. Louis, the commission decides
that the rate on fine coal from Mount
Olive and Staunton, 111., to Kansas City,
Mo., is not unreasonable.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has
suspended until April 8 the proposed reduction of 5c. per ton on coal from Alabama
mine.s to Gulf ports when for bunkerage,
for export or when for points in Florida
and Texas accessible by water, but an increa.se of 20 cents a ton when handled
through tipple for other purposes.
The Utah Ry. Co. is to take over the line
of the Utah Terminal By., according to a
notice filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The former was recently refused permission to operate as an interstate
line.
It is situated in the coal fields in the
Spring Canyon district, owned by a group
of operators.
The I C. C. has suspended from Dec. S,
1921, until April 4, 1922, the operation of
certain schedules which proposed reductions in the rates on coal from mines In
the Rock Springs and Cumberland districts in Wyoming to points in Utah south
of Ogrten. Utah, on the lines of the Southern Pacific, Oregon Short Line, Denver &

Rio Grande Western, Los Angeles & Salt
Lake, and other lines.
The Xorthwestern Traffic and Service
Bureau is complaining against unreasonable rates on soft coal from Alger, Wyo.,
to

Grand Junction,

la.

Application of the Peerless 0*al Co. for
rehearing of its case in which the IlUnola
Public Utilities Commission recently decided rates on coal from various points on
the .Springfield Terminal Ry. to Interstate
destinations were not unreasonable, has
heen denied by the commission.
The rehearing was requested on th ground that
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ing recommendations which would seek to
alleviate disputes in all Industrial fields.

Following a visit paid to the Western
ofTices of the Central Pocahontas Coal Co.
W. J.
Cincinnati by Vlce-rrcnldent
in
u'Toole, of Welch. W. Va., the following
changes in the sales personnel were anGeorge L.o*b, who has been In
nounced.
iharge of the Norfolk oitice, to the Cincinnati office and Frank Wright, who has
been in the New York office, to the Michi-

gan
The opening of Mine No. 7 of the Babcock Coal & Coke Co. In connection with
the development of the lease of this company on the Nuttall land at Clift Top, In
territory.

Payette County, signalizes the beginning
of general development work on the part
The mines have been
of this company.
closed down for several months and In the
interim the company has been at work
getting the new mine in shape to open.

The new mine is to be equipped with elecapparatus both Inside and out. Because of the topography of the land. It was
necessary to build an elevator from the
mine mouth to the storage bin.
The RaIeiKh-W.voming Coal Co. Is engaged in 'constructing a large coal plant
An
at Glen Rogers, in Wyoming County.
up-to-date shale-making brick plant has
been added.
trical

the Springfield group rates are higher than
those in Ohio. Pennsylvania and Indiana.
Before the Interstate Commerce Commission the Illinoix Terminal R.R. Co. has replied to the brief of respondents, saying
that the objectors to the proposed extension desire to prevent competition between
the Dunk Bros. Coal ft Ceke Co., and the
coal companies in and around O'Fallon.
The Wm. L,. Dee Clay Mfg. Co., of Mecca,
Ind., has filed a protest against the abandonment of the Chicago and Indiana Coal
Ry. Division of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois R.R., saying operation of the line
is essential, particularly the twenty miles
from Mecca to West Melcher.

Obituary

W. D. Re«d, of the Fairmont & Masonlown Coal Co has returned from a business trip to Washington.
James H. llonshaw of Fairchance and
Robert W. llonshaw of Unlontown are
among
Coal
town.

Incorporators of the Fielder
Co., with olUces at Morgan-

the

A Coke

The Glad Creek Coal and Lumber Co.,
a Jl.OOCOou concern Just incorporated, has
arranged to develop coal and timber on a
large scale in the Shady Spring district of

The chief members of
Raleigh County.
the company are E. A. Simmons and D. S.
B. D. Lacy and
Twehig. of Charleston
Mre. B. D. I^icy, of Clothier, and S. W.
;

Rickey, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
At a meeting of the district branch of
the Canadian luntltute of Mining ft Metallurgy, held recently at Cumberland, B. C,
addresses were delivered by J. D. McKenzie, chief geologist of the Western division
of the Dominion Geological Survey, on coal
formation by Col. J. E. Leckie, chairman
of the Western division of the Institute, on
the alms and objects of the Institute and
by Nlchol Thompson, chairman of the mining bureau of the Vancouver Board of
Trade, on the mining Industry.
;

;

rational training at his plant.

has

expressed that a
ultimately be secured.

been

may

The hope

field

director

St. Louis Retail Coal Merchants'
Correct Weight and Inspection Bureau
The newly organized bureau, consisting
of thirty-flve retail dealers, has elected
President, F. L.
the following oITlcers:
vice-president, Charles Lehr
Keightley
secretary. W. J. Hooper; treasurer. John
Kessin commissioner, E. J. Wallace. The
bureau was organized principally to have
corrected certain ordinances in St. IjOuIs
which are the cause of unfair restrictions
against the coal trade, and it is their Intention to put on Inspectors to see that the
public is protected against short weights
and substitutions.
;

;

Northwestem West Virginia Coal
Charles B. Kinne, for 30 years a member
of the coal trade of Buffalo, died recently.
He was always a prominent figure in the
bituminous trade and conducted a business
As president of the
in
his own name.
Northeastern Coal Co., he was at one time
coal purchasing agent of a great part of
the tannery interests of the country.
Harrie E. Everett, aged 53, Chicago retail coal dealer, died recently, after a two
weeks' illness. He was connected with W.
Everett & Son, and was well known in the
retail coal trade of the city.
James H. Price, aged 67, secretarytreasurer of the Washington Coal and Coke
Co. of Fayette County, Pa., died at his
home in Dawson recently. Heart disease
was the cause of death. Mr. Price was
formerly an official of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Coal Co. and the American Steel and
Wire Co., Pittsburgh.

Operators' Association
At a meeting of the advisory board of
the association, held late in November at
Clarksburg, a policy was adopted to be
pursued at the joint board meeting of
operators and miners held to deal with the
Francois Coal Co case. Representing the
operators were A. Lisle W^hite, Everett
Drennen and C. H. Tarleton, members of
the advisory board, together with E. S.
McCuUough the miners were represented
by Nick Aiello, president, Patrick Buckley,
vice-president and Edward Matthews, secretary of Subdlstrict 4. together with Frank
;

McCartney,

district

board

member.

Op-

erators are becoming impatient because of
strikes In
the large number of trivial
West Virginia during recent
northern

months.

Coal Service Bureau
a recent meeting of the bureau, new
elected for the coming year were
vice-president, W.
President, L. P. Coan
secretary,
M. J. Reinagel.
H. Riester
Executive committee: W. T. Hegwein,
St. Louis

.\t

officers

;

W

;

Association Activities
Southwest Virginia Coal Operators'
At the

last

Association
meeting of the association.

F. Heinecke, W. A. Schroeter, C R. Watkins and W. H. Boehmer.
about
of
consists
organization
This
twenty of the largest dealers in St. Louis.

It

was decided to secure the services of a
traffic manager and plans are on foot to

have whoever may be retained begin his
services about the first of the year.
The
November meeting was largely attended
and a number of questions affecting the
industry in Virginia were given conside-

Coming Meetings

of instruction for

The .American Infititnte of Conaulttng Engineers, Inc.. will hold its annual meeting
16, 1922, at the Engineers' Club, 32
West 40th St., New York City, Secretary
F. A. Molitor, 35 Nassau St., New York
City.

rector for vocational training of the Virginia State Board of Education and J.
C. Wright of the federal vocational board.

will hold its annual meeting Jan. 10, 1922,
Secretary, R. S. Townat Boston, Mass.
send, 27 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.

ration.

The association has sponsored a school
mine foremen conducted
under the supervision of R. V. Long, Di-

So thoroughly have some operators become
impressed with the value of such instruction to foremen that they have committed
themselves to a continuance of the program.
One producer has secured the services of
u member of the federal board of vocational education to spend four weeks at his
plant and another member of the association proposes to employ a director of vo-

Jan.

New England Wholesale

Southern

.Appalachian

Coal Association

Coal

Operators'

.Association will hold its next meeting Jan.
Secretary, J.
27, 1922, at Knoxville, Tenn.
E. McCoy, Knoxville, Tenn.
Pike County Coal Operators will hold
at Pike6.
1922,
their annual meeting Jan.
Secretary, F. E. Miller. Pikeville, Kv
ville.

Ky.

New
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Section Insulator Switch
Unbroken, all-live underrun
When the O-B iM Switch is closed,
wheel

the

rolls

by on an

metal underrun. There

of current to the motors.

broken

O-B

M

piece

of

all-live,

all-

no interruption

is

It's

like an un-

wire

trolley

because

has plenty of current carrying

capacity.

Easy

to operate

—and safe.

operate O-B Al Switch.
Without stopping the trip, the motorman
can reach up and throw it open or slam
it closed.
An unbreakable soft rubber
handle and a fibre guard protect him.
easy

to

Open, O-B

M

It

is

line.

behind

It

is

positive break in the

a

completely

isolates

the section

it.

CiKler

Under View Type

View Type M-1 (Patented)

M-"!

(Patent.-d)

or high voltage, O-B M-1 is recommended
because of its long leakage surface. It is made in two sizes.
Trolley Wheels can run through O-B M-2 even when it's
open.

For wet mines

O-B

M

Switches can be furnished with two supports,
with a single central boss.

as

illustrated, or

The Ohio

Brass

Company

Mansfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

New York,

Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh,

San Francisco,

Chicago,

Los Angeles,
Paris,

France

®

Trolley Materials; Rail Bonds; High
Tension Porcelain Insulators; Third
Rail Insulators

Equipment.

;

Electric Railway

Car
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The ^ENT- (iJN,
not only prevents
fire
*
^^ ^
^L^'^

•'

J

Trade Mark

but fights fire as well

—

i

Dump fires are among the most
difficult to fight.

Coal Age, June 18th.,

way

of fighting

tells

a

new

them and then

preventing recurrences

— with

the"Cement-Gun"and Gunite.
This interesting article was
written by Mr. Alphonse F.
Brosky of Pittsburgh. Read it.
CEMENT- GUN

CO.,

Inc.

Allentown, Penna.
New York Office: 30 Church St. Chiciso Office: 61C Chamtier of Commerce Bid?.
Office: Oil Fulton Bldg-.
Los Ang-eles Office: Citizens National Bank Bldf. Spokane
Mohawk Block. Richmond Office; 712 Virginia Railway and Power Bid?. Sioui

Pittsburgh
Office: 613
Oity. Iowa

General Supply Co.. Ltd., Winnipeg and Ottawa, Canada. ."iS Toronto
Empire
Toronto, Ont. FergTison Block, North Bay.
McGill Buildins, Montrea:, Que.
Block. Moncton. N, B.

Office:
Street.

The "Cement-Gun"
restricted

article.

purchased outright
by any one.

is
It

not

a

may be

and

used

1811 Rose

Street.

We

sell

Traylor Mine

Type Compressors,

the most compact, efficient and satisfactory Mine Compressor on the Market
today.

—
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The
Tune

'^

Test

fr

THE

finest

throttled

machines,

down

sauntering

to a

speed,

can always be told by the
tune of the motor.

TEST

a

Waugh Turbro

this

way

first,

by turning a

into the independently-controlled rotation turbine.

little

It will

air

sing

—

you a song you've never heard in a rock drill before a song
of sturdy, long-lived speed and efficiency in heavy drifting that
is music to the ears of all good miners.

THEN

open up both throttles wide and watch her walk into
the rock. You'll be convinced, then, as mining men everywhere
have been convinced, that in every heavy-drifting job the

Turbro always turns

DROP

the trick.

us a line today for a

Turbro

bulletin.

m\vK\w\0.

temr

>gn
Denver, Colorado

San Francisco

Los Angete

Scranton

Seattle

El

Paso

Dututh

\ew York
Wtitlace
Salt Lake

Canadian Rock

Houghton
Birminghai

City

Drill

Company, Limited

Sole Agents in
Toronto, Ont.

Cobalt, Ont.

Melbourne
Johannesburg
Mexico City

Canada
Nelson, B. C.

Vancouver, B. C.
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PLAT-O
COAL WASHING TABLE
PATENTED

J

Comparative Test Will Satisfy
you were to compare the Plat-O Table with any other ;'ble en
market relative to capacity, construction, design or pr.vc ,ou
would find a marked advantage in favor of the Plat-O Table.
If

the

To any

responsible party

we

will furnish a Plat-O

Fort Wayne, Ind., on four months'
factory

it

may be

them

for

Table

If the table

is

free f.o.b.

not

satis-

returned at our expense.

Plat-O Tables are sold direct
to sell

trial.

$450

f.o.b.

Send us your order for

NOTE:

to the user.

For

this reason

we

are able

Fort Wayne.

a table

on

trial.

be impossible

to use concrete
furnish center steel channel
frame to set on timbers.

piers

we

If

it

will

Use Plat-O Tables for Ore Concentration and Coal Washing

Manufactured and sold exclusively by

DEISTER
EAST
E.

DEISTER,

^^

MACHINE COMPANY

AYNE STREET, FORT WAYNE,

Pres. and Gen.

Mgr.

W.

F.

DEISTER,

Vice-Pres.

IND., U.

E. G.

S.

HOFFMAN,

A.

Sec'y

and Treas.
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New

VULCAN cl'JiZts LOCOMOTIVES
in

FOR
manufacturing

contracting, road construction,
plants and mining operation the
Vulcan Internal Combustion Locomotives meet
a steady growing demand. They are particularly
suited to isolated work where the fuel supply is not
conveniently at hand and where maintenance must
be reduced to a minimum.
Our Engineering Department is glad to work out your haulage problems. Catalog No. 30 describing these locomotives
in detail will be sent upon receipt of your address.

general

VULCAN IRON WORKS
Eitablished 1849
I

730 Main Street

Wilkes-Barrc, Pa.

Operation

'.'"".-'

IN ^^HITE

The new
which

A

is

line

1.
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AL

C O
P.A.CKED

CO

of Atlas Coalite,

now made

in

a

suffi-

number of grades to meet
every blasting requirement, includes a grade that is stronger,
quicker, weaker or slower than any
other permissibles on the market.
cient

All requirements

were

fully rec-

F>>\F»EH.
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TE

IC.A.H.TH.IDG E S

ognized and this new series of
Coalites covers every condition
met in coal mining.

The Atlas Service Man

will

show

you how these new Coalites offer
opportunities for getting BETTER
work with a saving in blasting
costs. Write to our nearest office.

ATLAS POWDER COMPANY. WILMINGTON, DEL.
Branfh

Officrs:

Joptiri. JIo,;

—
Allentown.
Kansas

Pa.: Birmingham. Ala.: Boston: Chi.
City: Knoxville: MfAlester, Okla.; Mi-mi)h|.
Pittsbur?. Kans.; Pittsburgh, Pa.: Pottsville. Pa.;
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LUNKENHEIMER
lerrenewol^Ives

"Ferrenewo" Valves incorporate features of design and a material
combination which years of service have proved both practical and
durable.

LUNKENHEIMER "Valvethe regrindable seating surfaces; the "Seat-guard," peculiar
Valves;
the
long
stem
threads and full cut pipe
to LUNKENHEIMER
threads, are details which merit consideration and recommend their
adoption as the "standard" for installations where the pressure does not
exceed 150 pounds.
LUNKENHEIMER "Valve-Iron" from which "Ferrenewo" Valve
bodies are made is an especially alloyed and processed Ferrous CompoIts peculiar qualities insure successful results under the wide
sition.
range of operating conditions for which "Ferrenewo" Valves are adapted.
The LUNKENHEIMER Distributor in your locality carries a complete
stock for immediate delivery. Acquaint him with the conditions of
operation in your plant. This knowledge will enable him to anticipate
your requirements, preventing delay and possible shut-down when an
The renewable seatring and disc,—of

Nickel;'

emergency

arises.

STANDARDIZE ON LUNKENHEIMER "FERRENEWO" VALVES.

IH£
CURRENT EDITION
OF CATALOG BEARS

N2SO
COPIES PROCURABLE FBOM
tUNKEIMHEIMER
•Distributors

LUNKENHEIMER
—"QUALtTY"—

£2.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
HIGH GRADE ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES
IN THE WORLD
NEW YORK
BOSTON
^|K|/-|KIKI
AT-I
CHICAGO
dNC«INNATI
LONDON
EXPORT DEPT.

I29-13S

LAFAYETTE

ST..

NEW

YOR'<
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The strongest organization
in America devoted to the
manufacture of Coal Mine
Equipment Exclusively
Today, when all arc striving toward the
goal to meet economic conditions, the
only conclusions to arrive at are Save

—

Man

Power, Save Time and Save
Money. These three savings arc set
forth in Fairmont Flquipment, whether
it be a mine tie or a complete tipple.
This has been accomplished by Fair-

mont

fi!ngineers.

whose years of

practi-

experience have provided them
with a thorough knowledge of mine
conditions and requirements for quantity
production, plus economy and
cal

safety.

So

a

precedent, for Fairmont Equip-

ment, has been established throughout

mining district of the I'nited
by the development of dependable equipment providing special fea-

the entire
States,

tures giving long

life.

These engineers are
for consultation

of

at your disposal
on the improvement

mine methods.

FAIRMONT EQUIPMENT AND
SERVICE SERVES BEST

Fairmont Mining Machinery company
FAIRMONT. W. VA.
SALES OFFICES: BIRMINGHAM, ALA., Keiser-Geismer Engineering Co.
HUNTINGTON, W. VA., Huntington Equipment & Supply Co.
DENVER, COLO., O. H. Davidson Equipment Co., 1633 Tremont St.
HARLAN, KY., McCombs Supply Co.
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Power Supply Co.
PITTSBURGH, PA., iCrafton) S. M. Casterline, 213 Summit St.

CAR Wtf'A^OEn

JELLICO, TENN., McCombs Supply Co.

:
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remember when

buying Coal

fVline

Equipment

has warranted recognition of
Fairmont Equipment in years past and
will never be found wanting in the future.

Quality

So, when contemplating the purchase of
new equipment or making improvements,

be sure you

have learned all the finer
in Fairmont Complete
Tipple Fu]uipment and Mine Specialties.
points
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embodied

Select your mine requirements, if listed
below; write for descriptive matter on
same and we will gladly figure and quote
prices on
Steel Mine Ties
Car Retarders

Mine Pumps
Suction Strainers
Screening, Picking and Loading Equipment

11

—
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Repeat Orders
A typical

case of a

growing plant
Goxe Stokers
Goxe Stoker
2 Goxe Stokers
1 Goxe Stoker
1 Goxe Stoker
1 Goxe Stoker
1 Goxe Stoker
2 Goxe Stokers
3 Goxe Stokers

Order

First

2

Second Order
Third Order
Fourth Order

1

Order
Order
Seventh Order
Eighth Order
Ninth Order

Fifth

Sixth

Once

installed

COXE STOKERS

keep going into any plant that has
had the advantage of working them
hard.

International

Combustion Engineering Corporation

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Combustion Engineering Building, Broad
Type E Stokers

— for

Coxe Stokers

Street,

New York

—

Lopulco Pulverized Fuel Systems
The Grieve Grate
Anthracite Coal, Coke Breeze and Bituminous Coal

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
ATLANTA, GA.
ALBANY, N.Y.
CHICAGO, ILL.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
BOSTON, MASS.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
WASH.
MILWAUKEE.
DENVER.
WIS.
SEATTLE,
NEB.
COLO.
OMAHA,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HAZLETON,
DETROIT, MICH.

City

— Hand-Firing

Bituminous Coal

PA.

TAYLOR ENGINEERING

CO..

VANCOUVER,

B.

C.

-(•

OA

You can

1.

A

r,

K—S,rtin„

use the

Vol. 20,

N.

new low -freezing

DU PONT STRAIGHT DYNAMITE
in
Branch

any weather without thawing
as we found
"This powder gave us excellent results
it was the only powder we had during the past winter,
and especially during zero weather, which we did not
have to thaw, it being in perfect condition at all times
when we took it out of our large unheated magazine
this is the type of powder we have long looked for."

Offices:

Birmingham. Ala.
Boston, Mas3.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Denver, Colo.
Duluth, Minn.
Huntington. W.Va.

Kansas City, Mo.
Nev/ York, N. Y.
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Portland, Ore.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Calif.
Scranton, Pa.

Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Seattle,

Springfield,

111.

Du Pont Products Exhibit
Atlantic City. N.

[Excerpt from letter from a large user of explosives)

of Du Pont Straight
quick action, great shattering power and
THE
many kinds of
many years the standard
Dynamite has made
reliability

it

for

for

The new low-freezing Du Pont Straight, the result of years of work
by Du Pont Chemical Engineers, retains all the finer qualities of the old
work.

—

"Straight" without its great disadvantage high freezing point, requiring a
time-wasting and dangerous thawing operation. The new Du Pont Straight
It is indeed "the
can be used successfully without thawing in any weather.
type of powder we have long looked for."

J.

E.

I.

du Pont de Nemours

&

Co., Inc.

Explosives Dep£U-tment

Wilmington, Delaware

n
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Are You Using C-H
Heaters for
Purposes?

This Trade

Any
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Space

Electric

of These

Mark
Co

Inland Collieries

Your Guarantee

Newfield

Indianola,

Pa

Sand Dryer

No. Bessemer. Pa. -.Supply Office, Supt.

Products Co.

Office.

& Coke
Union Collieries Co
H. C. Frick Coal

Pa

.Brownsville,

Battery Charging

Pa

Renton,

Foot Warmer, Coal
Tipple
Supt. and Foreman's

Rooms
Coal

Sterling

Co

Salineville,

Ohio.

.

.Armature Bake Oven

Weigh Room

Tipple

McClain Coal Mine

Co..

.

Meadow

Lands, Pa. .Bake Oven, Battery

Charging
Vallev

Camp

Coal Co.

Lamp

Peranas~u>, Pa

.

House, Sand

Dryer
Raleigh Coal

& Coke

Raleigh.

Logan Coal Co
Century Coke Co

W. Va

Protect Mine Tele.
against Moisture

Windber, Pa
S.

Greensburg Coal Co..

.

.

.

.

Fan and

Brownsville, Pa..

Greensburg. Pa

.

Oil Houses
Aid Room and
Garages
Garage, fan house protects motor armature

First

against
i

:

makes
easy
and

Eyelet

mounting
safe.

Hillman Coal
Etc.,

&

Coke.

Jenner,

moisture

in

mine
Tipple Rooms, Supt.

Pa

Office

etc.

•

Thousands of
during the past
the

"C-H"

Nichrome

these heaters have gone into use
five

resistors used,

iron enclosing sheath,

Put Up in Carton
of 10 Each
A Standard Package of
C-H Space
box

Heaters.

affords

a

This

handy

years,

trade mark.

It

every one carrying
is

Armco

your guarantee.
(non-resisting)

and both mounting

C-H

Electric Space Heaters

may

be connected

to direct or alternating current lighting

on power

Supply houses will send you

a carton

circuits.

promptly.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
Industrial Heating

Dept.

Milwaukee and New York

CUTLER-

eyelets

are thoroughly insulated.

CO.
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Mto BoAven bought another
IRONTON locomotive
BOOTM-BOWEN COAL & COKE

Ksprasa
Ttlcnnipk

Vol. 20, No.

UlEEMAN,

w

SIMMONS. W.

••

CO.

va.
V.\.

Freeman.

W. Vt.

July 16,

l9Zli,

Ironton Engine Co.,
Ironton, Ohio.
(J. L. Dawson,

District Sales Kanager)

Dear Sirs:

We have in our service two of your Storage Battery
Locomotives, #£45 Type D-1 purchased December £8, 1917,
These have
and #750 Type D purchased October 31, 1919.
given satisfactory service, and the up-keep ha a been
lighter than we expected .
If you have a prospective purchaser in our vicinity,
we vd.ll be pleased to have them come to our mines and see
these motors perform.

We are contemplating the purchase of a duplicate of
our x750-D Locomotive, and wish your quotations and time
you could make delivery of same.

Yours very truly,
y^^^A-i^iu/

%^:^^A/. BOOTE-BOTEU GOAL & COKE

^

COt^PAITT

Vice President.

Mr. Bowen, and hundreds

of other users, are getting continuous, satisfactory service at low cost forgather,
and entry haulage. There's an Ironton suitable for every mining condition. Our nearest office will
furnish details on request. Start your investigation of "Irontons" by writing today.
ing

THE FRONTON ENGINE COMPANY
Main

Office

and Factory:

CANADIAN KEPBESENTATn'E

—

PITTSBtTBOH, PA. 584 Tnion Arcade Bliildine
CHICAGO, UX^^Cazton Bide., MtS So Dejirbora St.
HViNTIXGTON, W. VA. Hobson-Prichard lluUdiiis
PHlL.iOELPHIA, PA, 511 Wldener Bnjldins

——

—

^Powle.v

IRONTON, OHIO

& Moody,

Ltd.,

Goad

H??^ /^VPs. M*¥*^^^^H

HtWrC VlF1?*l
rvW^iJXl

IU

\\

ii

\m^
V^M^

r?

cmBiTFRATTFCTy lOCOMOTWE

Bldg.,

105 Bond

St.,

Toronto

—
——
—

I.OIISVILLE. KV. 1110 Starks Bids.
I)KNVKK. COLO. Gas & Elcftric Bnilding
808 Post Street
SF. ATTLE. WASH.
lilR-MINGHAM, AL.*. 1308 American Trust Bids.

.
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— Locomotive Gears —

Forged Steel Solid

Nuttall

Cast Steel Split

BP Forged Locomotive Gears
Are Better Than

Split

Gears

—for the following reasons:
1

No

nuts

drop

and washers

to

work

loose

and

bolts to

out.

2.

A constant, firm axle

3.

Forging produces a better and more uniform

fit.

struc-

Special Drop Forged Blanks

ture.

Write for our Bulletin No.
30, explaining in detail the
ncvr Nuttall process of manufacturing High grade pinions
for locomotives
an</

4.

Greater
longer

strength

life

—

—

and wearmg qualities hence
by the BP process of

this is assured

heat treatment.

motors.

5.

BP gears have four times the life of untreated gears
m identical service. The result your gear mainis

tenance will be reduced
All

Westinghouse

Electric

and

Mfg. Co. District Offices are Sales
Representatives
the
in
United
States for Nuttal Electric Railway
and Mine Haulage Products.

Even

the

first

cost

is

75%.

lower.

RDNUHALL COMPANY
PmSBURGHafePENNSYUftNIA

[TTnminriMiirmHiiiiirTuijnTMiHiiiiriniiiMirriiiiitMnmnrtMiitinirrtMitiiiiiitMitrMiiiriminrrriiiiiriiiiitiiiiiiniiiHiiiriiiiiiiMitniiiiuiiiiiniiiiMiiniiiriiritiiriiniiiiinMiiitmimnniiiiuiminnniiiiM
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There
Is

Usually

A
if

Nigger In The Woodpile

the production of a mine
all

is

of the time, that

not getting better

is,

if

new

develop-

ments are made and new cars are bought.

There
just

no need

is

taking

in

it

easy

hoping that you will find out

cause for time

flies

like the present to get

The way

^^^

and there

^i^^

no time
at the root of any evil.
is

an arrow
thing which is handicapping you
you to have some of your men take the wheels
to go straight as

off of the cars.

The chances are that we are absolutely correct
when we say that you will find that
your ^^<^?*
old fashioned

cars are equipped with the

ml^

mine

car

order to pave the

way

plain

bearing

wheels.

The^hing

for

you

to

do

in

for the production

should have

is

for

which you actually
you to drop a line to

December

29, 1921
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your regular mine car manufacturer and
±E ask him to send you enough Hyatt
equipped trucks for all of your cars. You can get
them all at one time or so many each month.

Then

it

will

be possible for you to say goodbye

your worry for your Hyatt equipped
trucks will save much money and
time and temper and your haulage si^^M
system will be in tiptop shape.
to

Hyatt equipped trucks are so low ^^^
in price
when you realize all of the ^^^^, advantages that you will wonder how you ever got along
without them and it will be easy to see ^L
why
so

many thousands

manding mine

of operators are

cars equipped with

^^^^^ d e

-

Hyatt bearings.

And remember that facts and figures
always prove the soundness of your

and that when you follow

are not trusting to 6/inJ /ucJ^

i^^

are following the trend of .fij^^

And

you
that you

this suggestion that
t)ut

modern times.

don't forget that our engineers are at your

service,

out obli-

^^ We will be glad to help you with^^Jl.

gation on your part.

We

won't have to have a special invitation

<^

g^

^^l^^

just a postal will do.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company,

New York, N. Y.

—
Biiyiini—C
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Treated with

AC-ZOL—

Compression strength: 1984

Interest

Of

lbs.

to

Mine

Sup/yly

Jobbers
An

Untreated
Compression strength: 1023
which

Tests

showed

the

compression strength of untreated wood to be 1023

and that of wood
treated with a coal tar preservative to be somewhat
lbs.

less,

indicated

ZOL

-

treated

ured 1984

lbs.

that

AC-

wood meascompression

cost

This question of strength in
your timber is an important
factor to consider. Add to
this factor the extraordinary decay-resistant, fireresistant, characteristics of

AC-ZOL,

the

with
can be

ease

AC-ZOL

applied, the reduced cost of
AC-ZOL per gallon; and
you have a proposition

worth every mine
operator's most serious conis

sideration.

These features explain, in
part, too, the wide popularity of

AC-ZOL among

Rethe mines in Europe.
ports from these mines state
tha<

AC-ZOL

have

<li(l

with

.^C-ZOL

IS

several splen-

territories to

live

who wish

to

lake advantage of this
product,
fast - selling

now on

the

.\nierican

Market.

AC-ZOL

is

about two-thirds that of a
coal tar preservative.
sold

in

It

is

concentrated solu-

tion— 6 gallons

of

which

poured into 94 gallons of
water is the proper strength

When

which

of

in

jcilibers

than props treated
other preservatives.

The

on

open

to use.

strength.

which

lbs.

attractive proposi-

tion

lasted

treated props

years

longer

is

mixing, no heating

required.

To

apply

use

a

by

immersion,

homemade wooden

tank or any tank previously
used for applying a coal tar
preservative. You can apply it, too, with a brush or
spray; or by means of the

Send

lor Bulletin 100

more thorough vacuum and
pressure methods.

Every mine company

ex-

ecutive should know the
facts about AC-ZOL. Bulletin 100 answers all your
questions,

briefly,

convincingly;

as

clearly,

well

as

showing testimonials from
men who have had long experience

in

the

use

of

AC-ZOL.
Send for your copy today.

ZINSSER &

COMPANY

Hastings-on-Hudson

SAVES EVEN TH E-HEART OF ^HFWOOD

—

—

The Only National Paper Devoted
E.

NEW
Btisiiiess

LESHER

AND R.

HOWEVER

much we may regret that Mr. Justice
Brandeis' opinion was not that of the court in the
hardwood lumber case, we are confronted with the fact
that a majority of the highest court of the land believe
that the purpose and effect of the activities of the "opencompetition plan" are to restrict competition and thereby restrain interstate commerce; that in short it is a
combination and conspiracy in restraint of trade within
the meaning of the anti-trust act.
is

over.

Coal Mining and Coal Marketing
Editors.

YORK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER

Plans and the Lei<al Hazard

The suspense

to

DAWSON HALL,

In no uncertain terms the court

of courts has decided that interchange of trade informa-

tion among competitors is unlawful. It is true that the
court was passing on the operations of one particular
group of business men who appear to have taken full
advantage of the information they mutually exchanged,
but it is not specified how far and in what respects these
hardwood manufacturers might have proceeded without
violating the law, nor has the court intimated other than
that each and every activity of the "open-competition
plan" is illegal.
It has not stated that if they had
done "this" or "that" and no more, all would have been
well, nor do'es it differentiate in any way in the culpability of the association between the simple collection,
compilation and dissemination of data and the use made
of these data.
It is not stated, for instance, that exchange of price information is proper but that bulletining members with market reviews and forecasts is

improper.
On the contrary, the court finds the "plan" simply
"an expansion of the gentlemen's agreement of former
The whole
days, skillfully devised to evade the law."
system comes under the law in the words "To call it
open competition because the meetings were nominally
open to the public, or because some voluminous reports
were transmitted to the Department of Justice, or because no specific agreement to restrict trade or fix prices
it proved, cannot conceal the fact that the fundamental
purpose of the 'plan' was to procure 'harmonious' individual action among a large number of naturally competing dealers with respect to the volume of production
and prices, without having any specific agreement with
respect to them, and to rely for maintenance of concerted action in both respects not upon fines and forefeitures, as in eai-lier days, but upon what experience
has shown to be the moi-e potent and dependable resti-aints,
of business honor and social penalties
cautiously reinforced by many and elaborate reports,
which would promptly expose to his associates any disposition in any member to deviate from the tacit understanding that all were to act together under the subtle
direction of a single interpreter of their common purposes, as evidenced in the minute reports of what they
had done and in their expressed purposes as to what
they intended to do.
"In the presence of this record it is futile to argue

29,

Number

1921

26

that the purpose of the 'plan' was simply to furnish
those engaged in this industry, with widely scattered
units, the equivalent of such information as is contained
in the newspaper and government publications with
respect to the market for commodities sold on boards
One distinguishing and
of trade or stock exchanges.
suflftcient difference is that the published reports go to

both seller and buyer, but these reports go to the seller
is that there is no skilled interpreter
of the published reports, such as we have in this case,
only; and another
to

insistently

recommend harmony

of action likely to

prove profitable in proportion as it is unitedly pursued."
The test of legality hereafter to be applied to any and
every proposed exchange of information by business men
through an association is whether it is useful. If the
knowledge thus to be gained can be of any help to the
individual in conducting his business better and more
So far back does this decision
profitably, it is illegal.
of the Supreme Court set us.
It dees not seem too much to say that unless the
Sherman law is amended and who hopes for that?
other ways of doing business must be devised. The Iron
Age notes editorially that "One effect will be to make
it necessary to depend to a greater extent than ever
upon trade-paper quotations, which will be virtually the
only source of general information among manufacAnother
turers and distributors as well as buyers."
possibility is the "exchange," on w-hich open trading in
coal, for instance, would take place with consequent
publication of prices. Judge Carpenter, in his linseed
oil decision, spoke of luncheon clubs, to which might
be added the golf links. Increased co-operation through

—

the government, in which direction the Department of
Commerce is leading American business today, offers
still another avenue of approach.

Brophy

—Leader or Misleader?

UNABLE

to recognize that they are up against a
condition and not a theory, the officials of the
miners' union in central Pennsylvania received a welldeserved jolt when, on Dec. 19, T. H. Watkins, president of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, one
of the largest employers of union coal-mine labor in
that field, told Mr. Brophy, president of the local union,

that he did not care to have further communication
with that official, but that he would treat with his
employees direct.
There is no argument on the point of which operator
has done the business and which miner has worked
this year. The non-union fields with wages scaled down
in harmony with economic conditions have worked and
profited.
The union fields and men, of which central
Pennsylvania and Mr. Watkins' employees are typical,
have not worked. Six million tons of coal not produced,
a share of the going trade in 1921, lost to one field
1039
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because the union will not even meet the employees for
a discussion of the problem that is common to both.
Central Pennsylvania is a high-cost field, with markets practically limited to territory reached by all-rail
routes east and north of the mines, principally Canada,
New England, New York and Pennsylvania. Someone
must have been censoring Mr. Brophy's information,
since he clings to the idea that the men he is supposed
to represent are and have been this year working as
steadily as those not under such stubborn control as his.

Since April Mr. Watkins has been seeking to win the
miners' union over to a consideration of whether
it would not be better for them to agree to a present
reduction in wages, and have a few days a week work,
rather than no work at high wages.
How can such blind leadership as that typified by
Mr. Brophy succeed? It is not unionism and collective
bargaining to which Mr. Watkins shuts his door. He
Heis and always has been a friend of union labor.
is doing its constructive thinking now, where Mr.
Brophy has failed. He would put central Pennsylvania
Where thirty
back on the map as a coal producer.
years ago the miners were driven to force recognition
of their cause, today conditions are making for a reversal, so that operators, deprived of their trade through
selfish leadership of the unions, are being forced to
storm the citadel of unionism.
local

The Answer Is "It Hasn't"
WELL-KNOWN English writer

A

recently

made

iH-

quiry of CoAL Age as to the reason why the tonnage per man per day in the anthracite region had increased, whereas British tonnage per man-day had declined.
He believed that it was more reasonable to
compare the British collieries with the American anthracite mines than to use the mines of the American
bituminous regions in making the comparison. For this
reason he wanted to know why the anthracite output
per man had increased, whereas the British daily output per employee had declined.
In 1890 the output of anthracite per man per day,
according to the U. S. Geological Survey, was 1.85 tons,
whereas in 1918 it was 2.29 tons, a high figure of 2.50
being reached in 1899. Outputs, of course, are more or
less fortuitous.
In 1899 the high figure per day was the
result of unsteady work. The mines ran only 173 days
in that year and the men accordingly were willing to
do their best when opportunity presented.
In 1918,
however, there was no irregularity of opportunity to
stimulate their work, but the year was one in which
patriotism replaced dire necessity as an energizer.
Looking over the figures, however, it is inescapable
that some influence has been at work which has lifted
these figures of production per man per day, despite the
disadvantages of greater depth, greater distance for
transportation, shorter hours, more timbering, more
and deeper pumping, more labor for ventilation and
more and larger waste heaps. Is this increased tonnage per man day to be ascribed to such matters as
a reduction in the number of preparation employees,
to improved methods of transportation, to second mining
(where a man can produce coal with less effort than
in first mining and where no development work has to
be done) and to the introduction of machine mining at
a few of the mines? These favorat)le conditions certainly have helped, though some will perhaps declare
with regard to second mining that cleaning un old falls,

Vol. 20, No. 26

workings

silting the

or,

its

alternative, the repair of

in cost of hauling and
cleaning the waste that always accompanies second mining have more than offset these improvements and made
pillar drawing in the end no more economical than work
in the solid.
An overpowering fact seems to dwarf all the others.
It is that the figures of the U. S. Geological Survey can
be readily misinterpreted and in consequence have almost always been misunderstood. The English writer
in question also seems to have misread them. The U. S.
Geological Survey does not record the coal actually produced. It gives tables showing the coal which is disposed of in three different ways, namely: (1) Loaded
at the mines for shipment, (2) sold to local trade and
used by employees and (.3) used at the mines for steam
and heat. But in times past much of the coal mined and
brought to the surface was disposed of in none of these
three ways. It was piled with rock and boiler ashes in
big dumps it was washed into the streams. Of no immediate value, and without recognized potential worth,
no care was taken of it and no record was made of the
quantity actually produced. For this reason the actual
production even as late as 1890 was higher than was
recorded. In contrast, in computing the production of
1918, coal entered into the figures that might, in a
sense, have been accredited to 1890 and even to earlier
years, for it was coal mined and hauled at an earlier
date and recovered from culm banks, flooded flats and
the river beds.
In 1890 only about 10 per cent of the shipments consisted of buckwheat, No. 1 and "smaller," and the
smaller made only 2.2 per cent of the total, whereas
in 1916 26.5 per cent of the total shipments consisted of
buckwheat No. 1 and smaller. In 1918, when unusual
drafts were being made on the culm banks, these steam
sizes made up 32.2 per cent of the total, and it must be
remembered that the culm banks contain some coal that
is larger than buckwheat.
Painstaking efforts are now being made to state just
how much of the coal below and above buckwheat comes
from culm banks and represents the minings of previous
years, despite the fact that freshly-mined and culm-bank
coal are being prepared in the same breaker and being
mixed for the market. It is impossible, however, to
tell how much of the coal output in 1918 or any year
was the freshly-mined, but rejected, coal of 1890.
For these reasons we would reply to the question of
our English friend: Why has the production of anthracite per man per day increased? by saying quite simply

damaged houses and the increase

;

"It probably hasn't."

In 1918 143,287 men, working 293 days, freshly mined
and prepared for use and market 80,502,383 gross tons.

•

This is 2.15 short tons of freshly-mined coal per man
per day.
In 1918 the breakers working on fresh-mined anthracite saved a quantity of coal of buckwheat No. 1 size
and smaller which represented 27.07 per cent of all the
If that saving had
coal which the breakers produced.
been made in 1890, instead of the 10 per cent which the
record shows the total coal produced would have been
As each man is alleged to
increased 23.4 per cent.
have produced 1.85 tons, he must actually have pro_

duced 1.234 times that quantity, or 2.28 tons. Thus in
1890 he produced 2.28 tons and in 1918 only 2.15 tons.
Hence by this analysis the figures are reversed. The
coal produced per man per day is declining rather than
increasing.
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Timbers and Grouted Lagging of Steel and Brick
Make Durable and Dry Shaft Bottom at Revloc, Pa.

Steel

Calculations

Concrete

Showed

— Heavy

Framed and Placed

Be More Economical Than Brick or
Beams and Girders Were Accordingly-

Steel to

Steel

—Water from an Old Borehole Finally Shut Off
By

R. B.

Woodworth

Pittsburgh. Pa.

EARLIER

years mine structures often were built
Wooden
temporary or perishable materials.
timbering was placed even on important headings,
although it was realized that before the mine was
worked out much of it would have to be renewed. Today,
however, most new work is carefully planned with the
idea that all timbering and roof supports shall remain
in place and in service until the workings have been

INof

exhausted. Much of this work is now executed in steel
or reinforced concrete instead of wood.
An interesting example of unusually heav>' construction in steel is presented by the shaft bottom in the
mine of the Monroe Coal Mining Co., at Revloc, Pa.
This is shown in the accompanying illustrations. The
operation is comparatively new, shaft sinking having
been started in 1916 and the coal reached the following
year. Two concrete-lined shafts, one a supply-and-man
shaft and the other the main hoisting shaft, have been
sunk. During the period of development and while the
main shaft-bottom roof supports were being placed, the
coal was hoisted and loaded on cars at the supply shaft.
In 1918 the tonnage had reached such proportions that
it was no longer economical to raise it in the supply

Placing Steel

Timbers
be noted

It will

broken

and

Is

the

how

how
roof

difficult

maintain even
with timbers formto

ing veritable cribs
wliich are built up
on the tops of the
supporting posts,
posts being
tliese
placed as close to
roadway
as
the
possible.
This exhibits one of the
failings

•f

timber

work.

wood
If

when such timbers
fail

from weight or

decay they could
be replaced without roof falls it
would not be so
regrettable. In this
case, of course, the

wood timbering was
essentially, and by
absolute necessity,
only temporary.

and work was begun on the main shaft bottom.
The main hoisting shaft comprises two principal com-

shaft,

partments (one 12
X 12 ft. 5 in.) and
for loaded and

ft.

is

empty

X 12 ft. 8 in. and the other 12 ft.
served on each side by four tracks
cars.

Each compartment

is fitted

with a self-dumping cage carrying two cars side by
side. Sixty-five feet from the center of the shaft on the
loaded side is a crosscut containing the mechanism of
the trip feeder. This required special framing.
Preliminary estimates were made on brick arches,
reinforced concrete and steel timbering. These indicated
that the steel supports would be more economical and in
every way more satisfactory. The roof was, therefore,
supported by steel I-beams resting on sidewalls of
standstone masonry.
The roof beams at the shaft
bottom were 20 in. deep and weighed 65 lb. per foot.
They were so placed that their outer ends rested on the
sandstone walls. At the center they were framed into
a 24-in. 80-lb. girder carried on 8-in. 34-lb. H-beam
columns located in the center of the heading. The span
between sidewalls 28 ft. 6 in. was too great for the
load to be carried on single or continuous beams.
At the crosscut, where the span was reduced to 16 ft..

—

—
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biiik was laid between the tees and grouted in position;
the space l)etween the brick lagging and the roof was
then filled with grout under pressure, drippings from

which upon the roof beams can be seen in one of the
accompanying photographs. The steel columns at the
cross-cut also were filled with grout.
While this construction was going on a diamond drillhole that had been put down in testing the coal measures
was cut into at a point in the center of both cross-cuts
and main heading 65 ft. from the center line of the
shaft.
This hole had been
grout and when cut into let
3 in. in diameter at a pressure
It was found impractical to

sealed with
stream of water
of 130 lb. per square inch.
ineffectually
loose a

reseal this hole prior to
placing the steel roof supports, because, when the opening was plugged, excessive pressure was thrown on the
creviced roof.
The water flowing from the drillhole
made it exceedingly difficult to excavate the roof and
bottom, to place the ma.sonry and to erect the steel.

Entire Installation

Is

Made Dry

After the steel roof supports had been placed, the
which, although lined
drillhole and the hoisting shaft
with concrete, made considerable water) were grouted
under pressure and made practically waterproof. This
in conjunction with the grouting above the steel lagging made the whole installation dry.
Preliminary design of the shaft bottom, including the
layout of tracks, machinery, etc., was made by C. E.
Sharpless, chief engineer of the Monroe Coal Mining
conjunction with Heyl & Patterson, Inc.,
in
Co.,
The finished plans and
engineers, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
preliminary design of the steel roof supports was made
by R. V. Whitman, assistant chief engineer of the
Monroe Coal Mining Co., under whose supervision the
i

FIG.

2.

WHKKE AVORK

l.S

XE.VKEK l-O.Mi'UETlOX

The walls on the right are of .sandstone. Note the heav.v 3-in.
stream of water from the borehole, whieh appears also in Fig. 1.
The.se it was necessary
18-in. 55-lb. beams were used.
to carry over the crosscut, the scale room and the tripfeeder machinery pit on box girders composed of two
The original intention was to sup15-in. 60-lb. beams.

port these latter by three sandstone piers, each 24 x 36
When the full load was placed
in., in cross-section.
upon these piers, however, they proved to be of insufficient strength to carry the weight safely and were
later replaced by six steel columns, two of which were
made up of three 18-in. beams and the other four of

three 15-in. beams. These were of sufficient strength to
carry the load, and the framing has proved entirely
adequate. The length of heading as framed is 150 ft.
After the steel beams had been set they were lagged
with tees spaced on 9!.-in. centers. A single row of

The steel framing was
executed.
and fabricated by the Carnegie Steel Co.
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal view through the heading and
shows the work in its early stages during the placement
of the new steel timbering. It also shows a part of the
roof and the old timbering in place, as well as the loca-

entire

work was

detailed

Timbering at
Scale and
Machinery Pits
-Vt

the crosscut the

main side track
16

i.nly

IS-in.
<

ciuld

beams
be used. The

<iifficulty

ing

is

wide so

ft.

5.5-lb.

them

lay in givsupport,

for the load

had

to

be concentrated at
a few points owing
to the presence of
the trip-feeder and

weigh

pits.

Sand-

stone columns were
found
inadequate.

even though 24x36
in.

so

in ci-oss section.

six

steel

col-

unms. two of thive
IN-in.
beams and
four of three 15-in.

beams,
for

were

that

used

purpose.
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Completed,

Ready

for

Painting
On

right

the

and

be seen the
strong box girders,
left will

made

of 15-in. 60-lb.
I-beanis, by which
the cross beams are
carried.
The steel
posts whicli in turn

support

tliese

box

girders can also be
In the rear
seen.

center may be discerned the S-in. 34-

H-beam columns
which support the
Ib.

80-lb.

24-in.

girder

which gives center
support to the long
the
girders
over
four-traclv

section.

their failuiL' aic .shown in

Fig. 2 is. in like manner, a
cross-cut.
longitudinal view through the heading but in the oppoFig. 3 was taken looking partly down
site direction.
the heading, and shows the scale and the machinery
pits.
In this figure the finished work and the steel
columns which finally replaced the sandstone piers after
tion of the

some

Fig. 4 corre-

detail.

sponds to Fig. 1, but shows the installation completed
except for cleaning and painting the steel work. It was
taken looking from the crosscut side toward the shaft.
Fig. 5

is a

drawing showing the general layout of the

entire shaft bottom.
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-Note-
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and

to
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2'-0"thick.
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beciring plates.
Steel beam collars to be spaced
on 3'-0"centers throughout
Height of rail and tie 10"
Footing for side walls and piers
to be carried to solid rock.
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CotKrete pit(Trip feeder

machinery)

Section B-B
Section D-D
PASSA6EWAY AROUND SHAFT

Section C-C

The sandstone

FIG. 5. PLAN AND ELEVATIO.NS OF THE REVLOC SHAFT BOTTOM
were built as planned but during construction the sandstone piers shown were replaced by

ills

steel p;ers in order to obtain greater strength.
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In Utah Outcrop Fires, Wants in Coal

Seam and Shiffing
Ribs Present Unusual and Difficult Mine Problems*
Indians Probably Started the Fires, Which Have Penetrated SomeCrop— In Places Rooms Eighteen Feet Wide

times Half Mile from
Fill

with Coal from Sluffing Pillars
By

J. B.

—Water

Pressure

Weakens Ribs

FORRESTERt

Hiawatha, Utah

THE OPERATION

of the coal mines of Utah
few adverse conditions are encountered. The physical conditions for the most part favor the economical
extraction of the coal.
Still, several obstacles are encountered which keep up the interest of the mining man
and prevent him from getting in a rut. Of these I
shall mention only burning, wants and the sluffing
of ribs.
Should one travel along the outcrop from Ivj' Creek,
in Emery County, to the line between Utah and Colo-

IN

one outstanding feature would be indelibly
impressed upon one's mind. This is the omnipresent
Viewing the eastern
indication of burning in places.
escarpment of the Wasatch Plateau from a distance,
many splotches of dark red are plainly visible, always
lying above the coal floor. The stratum at this elevation is a felspathic sandstone, appearing as a white line
running the full length of the above-mentioned escarpment and about midway between the floor of the valley
rado,

and the top of the plateau. •
The coal-bearing complex consists of shales, sandstones and coal, and varies from 200 to 1,100 ft. in
thickness. The number of coal beds present is exceedingly variable. As a rule the shale, which forms the
bulk of this complex, has been baked by the burning of
the coal, and the iron present has be^n oxidized to the
ferric state, coloring the shale a dark red.
This baked
material forms a "shingle" talus that in places covers
the entire complex.

Burned Crop Usually On the Arid Slopes
It is natural to expect that the most extensive burned
areas will be found in the canyons facing the south and
east and on the southern slopes of ridges running east
and west. That expectation agrees with the facts. Still
in this arid region the northern slopes also have been
the scene of many crop fires, especially in those canyons
that face to the east. In fact today instances are not
rare where northern slopes are now heavily timbered
with balsam and fir that have attained a diameter of
14 to 24 in. and are growing upon the disintegrated
baked shingle. Development of the bed proves that the
coal has been burned at least 500 ft. back from the outcrop. These conditions, however, are not normal.
In this arid climate the southern and eastern exposures are steep and barren, except for the scrub pine,
cedar, mahogany and kindred semi-xerophytes.' Bunch
grass also is a lover of such places. Little soil is found
in these localities, as it is either blown away as fast as
formed or washed away by the rare torrential rains or
by the rapidly melting snow.
Thus the physical conditions in this region are favor-

Paper

"A Few

of the Adverse Mining Conditions Encountered in Mining Coal in the Utah Field." read on June 27
before the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute.
tChief engineer, United States Fuel Co.
'Plants which can subsist with a minimum of rainfall.
entitled

and maintenance of outcrop fires.
There are four possible ways in which such fires could
have been started, namely:
(a) Lightning, (b) forest

able for the starting

(c)

fires,

The

Indian

Fulgurites

(d) spontaneous combustion.
be dismissed without comment.

fires,

may

last of these

Show What Lightning Has Done

understand how lightning could be a
phenomenon. Nevertheless fulgurites' have been reported by reliable observers from the
They
district between Quetchupah and Ivy Creeks.
were found in and near the coal floor. Under forest
It is
fires should be included brush and grass fires.
more than probable that lightning is the direct cause
of many of these. Because, as mentioned before, scrub
pine, cedar and bunch grass form the bulk of the vegetation found on the rocky and barren slopes, a coal fire
might easily be started from one kindled in this mateIt is difficult to

direct cause of this

rial.

In this area the humidity is low.
In the cool, dry
and winter months the atmosphere is highly charged
with static electricity. Lightning discharges are not
uncommon and many shattered tree trunks throughout
this region testify to its severity. No doubt, conditions
being favorable, some fires have thus been started.
I, personally, lean more to the Indian-fire hypothesis
than to any other. It must not be considered that the
Indian started all the fires, nor that he did it intentionally.
He probably did not associate this year's outcrop
Neither do I befire with last fall's venison dinner.
lieve that the only meals he had were on the coal floor,
nor that he chose a different sunny slope for each meal.
I believe, however, that he was a potent factor in the
starting of outcrop fires. It is probable that no one of
the above-mentioned three causes can account for the
phenomenon in its entirety, but all probably were confall

tributing factors.

Much

of Burned Area

Has Been Washed Away

intensity of the burnings were governed in large measure by the topography. And tha
In dealing with the
fires in turn modified the terrain.

The extent and

extent of the burning as it exists today it must be
borne in mind that at least some of it took place a great
many years ago. Thus at present there may be only
a few feet of burned coal on the outcrop, whereas in
reality there may have been several hundred feet originally.

The range of burning that has come under my personal observation varies from a few feet to more than
In one locality that I have in mind, the
half a mile.
coal floor in a canyon running south is a little more
than half a mile from the outcrop in the head of a

canyon running west.

The

coal is

burned

in the

head

=Holes in sand caused by lightning, which vitrifies the silica in
its passage.

•
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The bed will average 17 ft.
The burning has extended to the west
from the point first mentioned for more than 2,000 ft.
How far it has extended from the other canyon eastward is unknown, but the settlement of the superincumbent strata has opened a fissure on the top of the
ridge, 1,150 ft. above, ranging from 15 to 20 ft. wide.
At another locality a northwest ridge has been burned
for more than 1,200 ft. from the southwest slope, leaving
only a thin wall some 500 ft. wide along the northeast
At many places in this field, where the burning
slope.
of both these canyons.
in thickness.

has occurred on both sides of a ridge, fissures have been
caused by the settlement of the overburden extending
parallel with the crest.

Some Shales Have Been Melted to Slag
The intensity of heat developed by the burning can
be judged by the condition of the shingle talus. Where
the fire has been but a smoldering one, only a slight
discoloration can be noticed and the shale has been only
slightly hardened. Where the heat generated has been
intense the shale is glazed and in some instances even
This latter condition generally is encountered where
the cover has not been thick, so that the settlement has
opened a fissure before it has reduced the air supply to
any great extent. The fissure thus produces a strong
draft that may be intensified by air currents. Where
these conditions are encountered the fissures may simulate what are familiarly known as blowouts.
This condition seriously hampers the successful laying out of a development plan capable of being closely
followed, especially where the coal outcrops over much
of the property to be developed. In many instances this
unknown quantity has produced a one-sided mine which
otherwise would have been a well-balanced operation.
The second difficulty wants has even a stronger
influence upon the economical extraction of coal.
Before proceeding further I wish to define what is meant
by this term. A want is any local absence of coal,
whether caused by erosion, pre-existing streams or lack
of the deposition or growth of the original vegetation.
It does not include areas where the coal is gradually
replaced by the increasing thickness of a parting, which
finally "pinches out" the bed.

—

High Ground in Swamp

—

Is

Low Ground
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torted bedding planes would exist in the coal.
Thus
far I have been unable to find any evidence that this is
the case.
As a matter of fact cross bedding occurs. This would
indicate that the material which formed the coal had

been washed rather than squeezed into its present location.
True, where the wants occur the face of the
argillaceous material appears slickensided, but it must
be remembered that the original thickness of the vegetal matter was somewhere between five and twelve times
This fact alone would account for
its present depth.
all the slickenside that has been found.

Barren Ponds More Common Than High Lands
Should the swamp become submerged before lakes
and ponds in the swamp were filled with vegetal matter,
barren areas such as are found in this field would be
Differences between existing barren areas
formed.
should be characteristic of their formation. The islands
and peninsulas would give slopes conforming to those
of an inverted bowl, and the ponds would afford inclinaIn
tions conforming to those of a bowl set upright.
most instances these slopes partake of the nature of
filled-in ponds rather than of islands and peninsulas.
At one locality only have I observed a case of erosion

subsequent to the deposition of the coal-forming material.
In this instance a river channel is clearly defined
and is filled with gravel. This would indicate that the
swamp had been elevated before the final consolidation
of the coal-forming material occurred.
The presence of a want in an entry approaching it is
indicated by the roof coming down or by the coal being
replaced by "boney." The material composing the barren areas consists chiefly of arenaceous shale grading
There are no joints or
into a fine-grained sandstone.
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Most of the wants encountered in this region are
the result of a lack of the vegetation from which coal
forms. Whether we adopt the "drift" or the "in situ"
theory concerning coal formatioh, the same explanation
of the occurrence of wants will apply. A study of the
Dismal Swamp or the many other localities in which
peat is now in process of formation shows that islands
and peninsulas of higher ground in the swamp sometimes prevent the accumulation of vegetable matter.
Judging the past by the present we can with a fair
degree of justification call these wants ancient islands
and peninsulas.
In discussing this occurrence with a prominent geologist he advanced the opinion that these wants were the
result of displacements of the unconsolidated vegetal
matter by the unconsolidated overlying strata.
He
would thus account for the thick portions of this coal by
assuming a fairly uniform thickness and then a displacement or squeezing of the unconsolidated vegetal
matter into a much smaller area. If this were true con-
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COAL AREAS OF THE STATE OF UTAH
The more important mines in this state are found in the western part of Carbon County, which is detailed in another map.
The towns comprise the more important mining centers of the
state, overlooking those, of course, in the county mentioned.
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afford easier passage to the flow of water contained.
Upon driving into this area, water freely flowed from
the roof.
As the entry progressed the water followed

(the entry being driven to the dip) and the upper
reaches of the passage became drier. When a cover of
about 900 ft. had been reached, a decided slufling of
the ribs became manifest.
As no extensive develop-

ment work had been done and no pillars had been exit was difficult to account for this phenomenon.
It was discovered, however, that the fibrous layer
(the fibers running almost vertically and at right angles
to the bedding planes) was giving way to some unforeseen forces. But little development work had been done,
and the increase of pressure resulting from the extraction of two entries 14 ft. wide was too slight to explain
the sluffing of the ribs. The coal, because of its fibrous
structure, could stand but little side pressure and would
bend and break like an overloaded column.
tracted

MIXING AREA OF CARHOX OOfXTY, UTAH
Map

."hows Important mining towns, the only exceptions being
which .ire junction point.s only.

i\)lton ,ind Priie.

material, and consequently it is hard to
The fineness of the grain and the presence of
the argillaceous material indicates a rather deep-water
slips

in this

shoot.

In mining in an area of this nature the unexpected
always happens. About the time that an entry is approaching a fair development and the management is
congratulating itself upon being ready for a good run
in the autumn, the face shows a full height of rock
instead of coal. To meet this possibility the mine must
be developed more extensively than the requirements
for the coming season would warrant. Much dead rock
work must be done during the slack season, even though
that expenditure greatly increase the cost per ton. This
necessity is not viewed favorably by managers who are
striving to satisfy their directors and the dividendhungry stockholders. At times this condition becomes
-so serious that the operating department does not know

which way

to turn.
The coal seems to be lost and no
signs are visible to indicate the direction in which to
drive in order to find it. In this respect wants are far
more serious than faults. In some regions a game of
continual hide-and-seek goes on between the operating

department and the elusive coal.
In deciding upon the most advantageous method of
developing a property several facts must be taken into
consideration. Among these is the size of pillars necessary to support the superincumbent strata. To determine this intelligently one should know not only th«
thickness of cover under which the coal lies, the nature
of the roof rock, the direction of the cleats (both in the
coal and in the roof), the amount of water that may be
expected, and the dip of the measures but also the structure and compressive strength of the coal.

Unusual Sluffing of Coal from Ribs
Working

places are protected by pillars supposedly
ample to support the overburden. Should the pillars
be made too small, crushing will ensue. This phenomenon will be made manifest by the slobbing of the
ribs, the bouncing of the pillars and the squeezing and
loss of appreciable areas of coal.

wish to call attention to one condition that has
come under my observation. In a certain area the lower
4 ft. or so of the coal consists of a fibrous layer, the
upper portion being massive in structure and dense
and hard in texture. Overlying this is about 1,400 ft.
of waterlogged strata, consisting chiefly of a sandstoneshale complex. This area lies upon an almost flat anticlire, which circumstance tends to open up the rock and
I

Water Pressure Mines the Fibrous Coal

Now assume

deposit.

that 900 ft. of watersoaked strata lies
above the coal. A static pressure will result equal to
390 lb. per square inch. This will be exerted in a direction normal to the ribs of the entry. The full pressure
consequent on this head may, of course, not be realized
to its fullest extent.
But when we consider the area
over which the water emerges and the quantity 8,000
gallons per hour which is being discharged, it at once
appears that the water is under considerable pressure.
This pressure inevitably will force off thin laminae of
coal, producing the same result as a squeeze brought
about by the pressure of the overburden.

—

—

It also is well known that the original thickness of
the coal-forming material must have been many times
the present thickness of the bed.
It is reasonable to
suppose that such a degree of compression would set
up internal strains that would weaken the resulting
deposit which would appear first in the weakest portion
of the bed.
In a homogeneous stratum the internal
strains would not be noticeable, but where one portion
is much weaker than the rest, a slight stress causes

failure.
It appears that these two factors are sufficient to
Whether or not
account for the sluffing mentioned.
other factors are at work I cannot say as yet.
This
phenomenon has become so serious that rooms originally
driven 18 ft. wide have become completely filled with
The massive portion of the bed
coal from the ribs.
sometimes is undermined from 6 to 7 ft. before it will
This process is quite different from the slabbreak.
bing that I have noticed at other places. In these workings if 'the loosened slab is left resting against the rib
and it is not removed by some too-energetic miner, but
This is not
little additional slabbing will take place.
so with the phenomenon under discussion. It begins as
soon as the entries and rooms are driven and progresses
rapidly at first and then at a slower rate until the ribs
have taken a slope that approaches the angle of repose

for small coal.
It is readily seen that the most economical method
for extracting the coal from areas such as these would
be some kind of a retreating system. To take advantage of the room-and-pillar method and the retreat, a
It will be of
retreating panel plan has been adopted.
great interest and utility to watch the development ol
this system, and many valuable lessons will be learned
while it is in process of elaboration.
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Coal Mining Institute of America Tentatively Approves
New Constitution and Considers Papers and Questions
Safety Gates, Carbon-Monoxide Masks, Selection of Explosives, Mining of Superincumbent Coal Beds, Longwall Working of Low Coal, Sealing Off Abandoned
Areas and Leaving Idle Mines Unventilated Among Problems Presented

FOUR HUNDRED members were present at the
ABOUT
8 and 9 meeting of the Coal Mining Institute
Dec.
7,

^
of America. The sessions of the first two days were
held in the Chamber of Commerce Building, Pittsburgh, the
last day being spent in visits to the East Liberty tunnels,
the Carnegie Technological Institute and the Bureau of
Mines, about a hundred stopping for these features of the
meeting, making the innovation well worth while.
The president's report had reference to the progress of the
institute.
The secretary-treasurer had a most favorable
story to tell as to membership, but most discouraging as to
finances. There* were 1,243 members on Jan. 1 and 1,603
before the institute met and other names were being presented. New members were enrolled from New Zealand and
Peru. Some justification seems gradually to be developing
for the claim that the institute is about to enter a wider field
than is covered by the coal institutes in other states. But
some of the old members fail to respond when payment of
dues is requested, thus causing a gradual depletion of the
institute's resources.

HosLER Elex;ted President for Coming Year
elected president by a unanimous
other candidate was presented. W. E. Fohl received 198 votes; A. R. Pollock, 151 votes; Thomas Mather
115 votes; J. F. Bell, 88 votes, and Dr. Crabtree, 79 votes
for vice-president, the first three being declared elected.
For the executive committee J. B. Hanford received 152
votes; M. D. Cooper, 116 votes; Dr. Crabtree, 116 votes;
Nicholas Evans, 111 votes, J. T. McDonald, 79 votes; M.
S. Murray, 73 votes, and Dr. R. Blower, 50 votes.
The
first four, therefore, will be members of the e.xecutive committee during the ensuing year. J. D. Mason was unanimously re-elected secretary-treasurer without opposition.
The proposed changes in the constitution took up much
time in the morning session, were considered again in the
afternoon meeting and cropped up a third time during
the morning of the second day.
The attempt was to get
approval of the constitutional changes this year so that
in 1922 they may be reasonably sure of being accepted in
the form in which they are presented. Failing of approval
at that time they cannot be so modified as to become of
effect in 1923, as notice of amendment to be made must be
given at the meeting before its acceptance, which is two
years before it can be put into effect.
If the new constitution is adopted formally next year applicants for membership will be able to vote, as they have
done hitherto, at the election following their application,
those over a full year in arrears will be deprived of the
right to vote, there will be ten managing directors instead
of four, as was provided in the revision of the constitution
recently suggested; voting will be by letter ballot, the
names being provided by petitions of members which must
each be accompanied by twenty-five signatures and should
these petitions fail to fill out the ballot, the executive committee will be empowered and instructed to add the necessary names.
This latter provision, ai-ranging, as it does, for a letter
ballot, was bitterly opposed.
But as the result of a standing ballot it was declared accepted.
A secret ballot revealed that 106 favored a mailed ballot and 69 supported
the old constitution with nominations and votes on the
floor of the convention.
The standing ballot taken at an
earlier session was on a slightly different proposition and

Rush N. Hosier was

vote.

No

was much

closer.

Dr. George H. Ashley then delivered an extemporary address with lantern slides on the "Mineral Resources of

Pennsylvania,'' which, of course, ai-e mainly coal, though
copper, lead, zinc and nickel are not unknown, and iron
ore, clay, ganister and limestone are important resources.
Mr. Ashley said that the aggregate thickness of the bituminous coals was 145 ft. and that they occurred in 46
separate seams. In the anthracite region the coal thickness is between 200 and 250 ft.
The Columbus question, as to the important elements
to consider when selecting a combination battery-and-trolley locomotive for gathering cars, being introduced, W. E.
Brandt gave an instance where three mines having respectively animal, cable reel with trolley locomotives and
storage-battery with trolley locomotives hauled coal for
This testimony evoked
49.8c., 28c., and lie. respectively.
much unfavorable discussion, many who had storage-battery locomotives and favored their use regarding the figures
as overfavorable to that form of operation and not suffiWhen the details were
ciently detailed for acceptance.
presented at a later meeting W. L. Affelder showed that in
some ways, at least, the figures were not significant, for
the charges for car repair and road maintenance were unreasonably high against animal haulage.
Some of the members said that the growth in the use of
storage-battery locomotives in West Virginia and Kentucky
was due to their adoption in small mines where their introduction saved the necessity for wiring the headings. Once
introduced the employment of this form of locomotive had
been extended. Joseph J. Joy said that in the Pittsburgh
district the miner laid his own track and laid it so poorly
that it was often impassable for a storage-battery locomotive, and this had made it difficult to introduce that form
of haulage. In West Virginia and Kentucky the companies
laid the room tracks and consequently they were so laid as
always to be equal to the demands of the locomotives.
Furthermore, as Mr. Affelder stated, there are not a few
gaseous mines around Pittsburgh, and the storage-battery
locomotive is excluded from these except where it has been
made gasproof.

Coal

Men

Prefer Motor Generator Sets

In reply to Question No. 4, Mr. Worth, of the West Penn
Power Co., said that inquiries had been sent out to discover whether operators preferred the rotary converter,
which is the more economical, to the motor-generator set.
The outcome of the questionnaire was in favor of the latter
for reasons peculiar to the coal industry.
In discussing "Why has not some way been devised to
work low coal on the long-wall system?" Mr. Claghorn gave
his experience with longwall retreating in Vintondale. The
retreat was really inbye and not outbye, as it was back
toward advance workings, but the method was nevertheless
truly retreating longwall. He said that by this means and
the use of face conveyors coal was loaded at the face for 21
to 22c. per ton at a time when the miner's wage was 45c.
per ton mined.
Others in discussing the Vintondale experience declared
that it finally proved altogether too expensive, because the
faces, when work was irregular, closed up and had to be
reopened at considerable expense. Mr. Hall stated that a
strong roof, a heaving bottom, and thin coal gave favorable
conditions for longwall retreating when work was reasonably steady. The roof should not break but sag down and
meet the heaving floor, otherwise backfilling would be necOnly with thin
essary, and that would be too expensive.
coal could roof and floor meet within reasonable distance
from the face without breakage of the roof.
The question from Denver, Col., as to the eflfect on the
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upper of two beds of coal due to the lower being mined
that in
first was answered by Inspector Gerard, who said
the Connellsville region, where the Sewickley was being
apart,
ft.
being
90
mined above the Pittsburgh, the two
there was no trouble in the Sewickley bed if the Pittsburgh
had been entirely mined. When, however, the Pittsburgh
bed was being robbed at the same time as the Sewickley,
trouble was experienced.
Inspector Joseph Knapper said that the Morris Run Coal
Co. had been mining in the Lower Kittanning seam for many
That company was now opening another seam 30
years.
or 40 ft. higher with a sandrock top above the upper seam.
This seam arches over the coal, so that the air will travel
in places for a distance of 600 ft. along the top of the
coal, and, to control the leakage, concrete stoppings above
the coal have had to be built
Inspector Thomas Mather said that in the Moshannon
district, the old Moshannon, Lower Freeport or D seam was
worked out, and work was being conducted in the Upper
Freeport, a 35- to 40-ft. interval separating the two. Mr.
Mather declared that the upper seam was badly broken in
places, and the mining of the lower seam first was highly

much

detrimental.

Eakly Pillaring of Lower "Seam Does No Harm"
Richard Maize added that where the Pittsburgh seam is mined first there is no trouble in the Sewickfound
in splendid condition. Operated together
which
is
ley,
there is also no trouble. Where, however, the Sewickley is
in first mining and the Pittsburgh coal is in second mining,
the Sewickley is subject to creeps and squeezes. Conversely,
Inspector

if

the Sewickley

is

withdrawing, the Pittsburgh seam

is

in continual trouble.

William B. Plank stated that at the Bloomington mine the
lower of two seams was removed. It was 36 to 40 in.
thick.
The upper seam, which lay 50 ft. above, was not
affected.
It was found that there were no cracks which
extended over 15 ft. above the lower seam. Following this,
William G. Duncan read an article on "Safety Gates," describing their purpose and the law and compensation regulations relating to them, and later showed several gates installed in various parts of Pennsylvania.
A well-attended banquet ended the day. It was held at
McCreery's store and presided over gracefully by PresiA. R. Hamilton, who was to have
dent A. R. Pollock.
spoken, was away from the city and in his place the guests
heard from George Otis Smith, director of the U. S. GeologiHe spoke of the production of coal as "A
cal Survey.
Spendthrift Industry," wasteful of natural wealth, capital

and

labor.

E. E. Bach spoke on the importance of the Americanization program, laying particular stress not so much on
nationalization as on the real essentials of good citizenship
English, higher standards of living, contentment and a

—

knowledge

of

Bamet made

American

government

and

ideals.

On the second day Captain G. H. Burrell, described and
advocated the use of "Carbon-Monoxide Masks for Coal
Miners." He said that whenever a fire took place in a mine
the foremen and assistant foremen went forward to locate
and, if possible, to extinguish the fire, taking with them
nothing but flame safety lamps.
These lamps protected
them against traveling into an atmosphere which was so
depleted of oxygen as to be d.mgerous, for where a flame
could burn, a man could obtain all the oxygen he needed
and more than he would find necessary to sustain life.
They would not, however, protect him against carbon
monoxide, which could not be detected below the lethal limit
by any flame and was odorless and so could not be discerned
by its smell.
The carbon-numoxide mask would afford
protection against that gas, and the flame safety lamp
against lack of oxygen.
Thus the risk that the men in
authority who knew the mine well would be injured was
greatly reduced, and the risk that the work would have to
be conducted by people less instructed and less acquainted
with the mine was rendered less imminent.
In the setting of brattices after the breathing apparatus
men had re-established some degree of ventilation and in
the bringing out of dead or partly suffocated men, the
carbon-monoxide gas mask would be useful. Not infrequently will leaks around the temporary stoppings cause
unprotected men to be overcome by carbon monoxide and
fumes, making the period they can continue at the work
Sometimes the fall of a brattice or of rock may
short.
cause a gust of poisonous gas to assail the men engaged
Though such return air has enough oxygen
in this work.
in it to support life, it has enough poisonous gas to kill
men almost instantly.
The mask has a timer to show when the monoxide absorbent would be spent. It can be worked for two hours
In fact the part
either continuously or discontinuously.
which gives out first is that part which dries out the air.
In an atmosphere 85 per cent saturated the dehydrating
On this
material will continue in service for two hours.
the mask is gaged.
The carbon-monoxide absorbent the
Hopcalite will totally remove the carbon monoxide up to
any percentage for much over two hours; the percentage
of carbon monoxide in the mine atmosphere, however, rarely,
if ever, gets above 6 or 7, and is usually much lower.
The mask is useful also in fighting fire with ammonia
refrigerating systems, would be valuable for shotfirers
and fire runners who extinguish fires made in firing shots,
and would add much to the safety of those who clean up
combustion chambers where carbon monoxide is often held
by the dust and emitted when disturbed. Captain Burrell
said he had worn the mask in 4.9 per cent of carbon monThe presence of the gas
oxide without any bad result.
may be detected by the heating of the mask which occurs
as a result of the absorption of the monoxide.

—

—

Heavy Shooting Damages Connellsville Roof

Luke

a witty address in brogue, bantering Mr. Smith
for his declarations that ours was a spendthrift industry.
It was, indeed, he admitted spendthrift one year ago, when
every workman wore a silk shirt, but these are days of cotton
goods. He advocated the check-off as a means of obtaining
the dues of the institute and declared that the storagebattery locomotive would never improve the superintendent's
lawn whereas the mule had never failed to do so.
H. Foster Bain, director of the Bureau of Mines, in his
address urged that the coal industry endeavor to wean the
purchasing public of its preference for lump coal, which
cost much more to produce than the smaller sizes and could
not be used until broken down by hand. He said that in
Illinois there were thirty-six different sizes produced, not
all of which, of course, were the product of any one mine.
A simplification here was greatly to be desired. E. W.
Parker, unexpectedly called on, declared that no one regretted more than the anthracite operator the high cost
of anthracite and viewed with no little disquietude the
fact that with unchanged wage scales, the price would tend
to rise rather than lower as greater depths, dirtier coal
and thinner beds had to be attacked. He felt that the consuming public should try to avail itself of the lower prices
at which fine sizes of coal could be pjirchased.
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Following this paper A. C. Callen introduced the question
from Republic, Pa., which asked "How bad top which arises
from the use of undercutting machines and from shooting
The author of the
close to the roof can be avoided."
question declared that in the region where the conditions
noted were observed the roof conditions with pick mining

were

excellent.

A. N.

Young

said that in

the Connellsville field since

machines had been installed the number of timbermen had
increased, slate dumps had appeared for the first time
and timbers 10 ft. long, never before used, came in by the
He believed the change to be wholly due to the
carload.
heavy shooting introduced with mining machines. Short
holes were customary before; now long holes are the rule,
and the violence of the blast shatters the roof.
One man said he had tried to meet the difficulty by allowing only butt shots to be used and by shearing in the center
Another
of the place, but conditions were not improved.
advocated a buster and two side shots. J. B. Hanford said
found
that,
they had experienced similar trouble but had
using black powder, the roof was not disturbed. A certain
permissive powder did, however, shatter the roof.
The representatives of that powder company declared that
in Illinois black powder was found to shatter the roof and

December
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eflfect was reduced.
L. Affelder said that with pick mining it was necessary to make a V-shaped cut and to make it shallow.
Accordingly the shothole was shortened, and so the coal when
shot was dislodged with less violence and the coal falling
free did not allow the powder to do so much damage. Mr.
Young said the shots near either rib of the narrow place
were supposed to be fired separately, but, of course, he
could not assert that they always were.
In answer to the sixth question, J. W. Paul, of the Bureau
of Mines, spoke and made further discussion wholly unnecessary. He said that the moisture in the air at the time of
an explosion had no effect whatever in reducing its force
and that moist air could not prevent its occurrence. Before
every explosion in the experimental mine the temperature
and moisture content were taken and neither appeared to
exercise any influence on the violence of the resulting blast.
Moisture in the air of a mine may satui'ate the dust or may
prevent it from drying out. Thirty per cent of moisture
Dust
in the dust will prevent the dust from exploding.
with that much moisture will ball when molded in the hand.
The dust on timbers and in bulk, however, will not become
wet no matter how saturated the air may be. The upper
sixteenth of an inch of dust may become wet, and the whole
mass may appear moist and beaded with water globules,
but a blast of air from a roof fall will raise the dust
below the surface and this will be found to be perfectly dry.
The dust must be well wetted down with water to be safe
or again it may be wetted by keeping the air saturated
throughout the time that the dust is settling on the ribs
and floor. In this latter case each increment of new dust
is then soaked, and the whole mass is thus made wet and
safe, but a moisture saturation of the air on any given
day is of no value as a means of protection.
N. S. Greensfelder, engineer of the Hercules Powder
Co., then read a paper on "The Scientific Selection of Explosives for Coal Mining."
R. Z. Virgin's paper on "Recovery of All Values from Refuse Coal" was not presented.
In the afternoon Question 9 was introduced, in which a
man in St. Louis, Mo., vvanted to know the main factors
to be sought in the selection of a mine oflicial.
In the
discussion emphasis was laid on the ability of a mine foreman to get along with his men. The speaker declared that
the backyard talk of the mine foreman's wife might do
more harm than his own inoffensiveness could correct.
Stress was laid also on the foreman's freedom from home
troubles. A man with a happy home could concentrate more
completely on his work.

by using the permissive powder the

W.

Would Have Fly-By-Night Mines Inspected
In reply to Question 10, Jack Davies, former chief mine
commissioner of Ohio, said he believed that all mines should
be inspected regardless of size. Protection should be given
to everyone so engaged. This was strenuously objected to
by one speaker, who believed that it would be difficult to
get mine foremen of such a caliber as would be competent
to guard the safety of the workers in a country bank. The
bigger mines would get the better men, and the protection
thrown around the "country bank" workmen would be a
mere delusion and possibly a snare. He said the least able
and less competent men workers that the bigger mines
would not employ gravitated to the smaller mines. To put
such mines out of business by stringent requirements such
as were in force at large mines would deprive these men
of an opportunity to work. These small mines also furnish
working places for men who cannot travel to the larger
mines and desire to continue to live in the communities
where they have home ties, property and seasonal occupation.
These mines also serve small coal-consuming communities more satisfactorily than the larger mines at a

—

—

distance.
It was pointed out that if the men working in these
mines were less able and less competent, the more did they
need the protection of the law.
State Mine Inspector
Richard Maize and Francis Feehan, of the State Department of Labor, were against any distinction between large
and small mines, and the latter took issue with the advocate of the small mine who said accidents were few.
He
declared that there were many.
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Dr. E. S. Moore introduced the question as to the propriety of sealing off or ventilating sections when entirely
worked-out and abandoned. This question, which has long
troubled Great Britain and has had much recent consideration in Illinois, now arises in Pennsylvania. It was easily
answered a few years ago. Both the American mining public and the law said, "Ventilate, of course."
For reasons
probably connected with the greater depth of mines and
perhaps also with greater dryness, gob fires are now more
common, and it is becoming increasingly questionable
whether the law proscribing standing gas is, with better
stoppings and gob fires, a reasonable enactment. It seems
as if some of the mine inspectors are seriously questioning
its propriety.
B. J. Murphy related how, in accord with the law, air
was forced through the abandoned gobs of a certain mine,
a current of 38,000 cu.ft. per minute being employed. One
day a gob stink occurred. On the third day after the indication 0.1 per cent of carbon monoxide appeared in the
air.
Thereafter this gas was found in reduced percentages,
but after ten days it again rose to 0.1 per cent. The temperature increased to 64 and 72 deg. and later to 110 and
118 deg.
The percentage of carbon monoxide at length
reached 0.6 per cent, and it was decided that it was necessary to seal off the area and thirty-five brick seals were
erected.

Abandoned Areia Netver Really Ventilated
Richard Maize said that a heavy current of air would cool
the gobs, whereas a smaller current would merely hasten
combustion.
The trouble is that gobs are never really
ventilated.
True, the current is supplied, but it cannot be
distributed, as the abandoned area cannot be kept in ventilatable condition and rarely is safe or even possible to explore.
Consequently it is not ventilated.
James W. Paul asked what firedamp was. Was it methane
or methane and air?
Some declared that it was understood to be the latter. He said that if it was the latter, a
properly sealed area did not contain firedamp, for the air
would soon have no oxygen. When some suggested that the
law said not firedamp but explosive gas, he said this seemed
to make it more clear that a sealed area filled with methane
did not contain a prohibited atmosphere. If it escaped into
the ventilated roadways it was no longer standing gas, for
the air current would make it move. He did not venture to
interpret the law. He was in favor of sealing off abandoned
workings if it was legal to do so. Of course, no one pays
any attention to the law where there is a fire, or possibly
it should be said that in case of a fire everybody interprets
a mixture of explosive gas that is so situated as to be inexplodible as gas that is not explosive.
Fires are quite
generally sealed off. What is needed, however, is the right
to seal off an area that may fire before a fire is caused by
not sealing.
The question from New Zealand was next debated. It
runs: "In a mine in which firedamp has never been detected
and which is worked entirely with naked lights but in
which only permissible explosives are used on account of
the dryness of the dust, should the ventilating fan be run
continuously or should it be stopped on Sundays, holidays
or days when the mine is idle? Edward H. Coxe said that
the question seemed to evidence a belief that should the fan
be operated on these idle days the dryness of this already
dry mine would be increased, with consequent danger to the
employees. He thought that if the mine were really free
from gas, the fan should be shut down during idle periods.
Richard Maize declared that in summer the air being
cooled by entry into the mine would increase rather than
reduce the moisture. In the winter the reverse action would
take place. On someone questioning whether New Zealand
had any winter, E. S. Moore declared that the southern
island had heavy snowstorms and the northern island had
some snow. Another member declared that almost any unventilated mine was gaseous, and yet another instanced a
mine which was not known to be gaseous but developed
gas unexpectedly. A man who went in the workings with
a naked light set fire to the gas, which continued to bum.
The man put it out with his coat and went out and told
the foreman. The latter, being skeptical, went in to examine
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He also set
the place, also taking an open-flame lamp.
fire to the gas, and. being unable to extinguish it, set the
mine on

tire.

Someone proposed that the New Zealander be informed
that the meeting did not indorse the shutting down of
the fan whether the mine were idle or working. Dr. Moore
said that unless this action was questioned, the question
should be regarded as answered in favor of a steady operation of the fan and that the questioner should be notified
to that effect.
L. C. lUsley. electrical engineer, of the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, then read his article on "Explosion-Proof Mine Locomotives," emphasizing the fact that they were only safe
if maintained in good condition.
A. F. Strouse read a paper on "Comparative Haulage
Costs Animal and Mechanical," but his address failed to
show either haulage co?ts or when any one form of haulage

—
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should be preferred. Jerome K. White read a paper regarding the results obtained with a .storage-battery locomotive
under unfavorable circumstances. Full details were given
and the cost was shown to be about 10c. per Ion under the
conditions there obtaining.
The visits to the Carnegie Technological Institute and
the U. S. Bureau of Mines were unusually well planned and
full of interest.
At the latter Mr. McCaa's new breathing
apparatus was inspected. Mr. McCaa declared that the new
British Briggs apparatus hardly met the United States
standards.
In particular he objected to the use of the
hollow frame for the circulation of air, declaring that it
was so placed as to be subjected to injury with harmful
results. Not only are exhaustive wearing tests being made,
but the valves are being tried out by mechanical means
to see how many times they can be caused to operate without failure under conditions simulating actual work.

West Virginia Institute Discusses Preparation, Surveys,
Layout Power Cost, Depletion and Depreciation
Downing Advocates Washing Only Dirty Part of Slack and Using
No Longer Than Preparation Demands Scholz

Screens That Are

Favors Heading Machines, Sidewall Slabbing and Coal Storage

WHEN

the We.st Virginia Coal Mining Institute met
at Charleston, W. Va., Dec. 6 and 7, the Governor
of the state, E. F. Morgan, was in South Carolina,
so the addresses of welcome were made by Grant P. Hall,
Mayor of the city, and by A. A. Barnes, of the Chamber
of Commerce.
J. W. BischofT, president of the institute,
read his annual address and declared that the encouragement of the coal industry had been only too generous and
had resulted in overdevelopment with consequent evil results.

Thomas

F.

Downing,

Coal Co., Lundale,
coal preparation.
rection of driving

Jr.,

general manager of the Lundale

W. Va., read an interesting paper on
He suggested that a change in the di-

rooms might often prevent the fall of
whereby the coal was filled with roof impurities.
Sometimes, he said, a wide room would give cleaner
coal than one that was narrower, for the coal being more
easily induced to fall, the roof would not be so shattered
by the explosives, and as the coal would fall in large lumps
the partings would not be fractured and the impurities in
the coal could, for that reason, be more easily removed at

draw

slate,

the picking table.
He urged that every attempt be made to hold up the top
rock until the coal had been loaded and the floor cleaned of
slack. Where byproduct coal was desired, the bugdust, he
felt, should be loaded separately, because it was the cleanThat, however, probably is a local conest coal obtained.
dition and not of general application.
It was, he said, the custom when designing a tipple to
make the screen long enough to cover all eventualities. It
was impossible to design a screen of the exact length required, and if it were too short the error could not well
be corrected.
So to be safe, excessive screening surface
always is provided. Any excess, however, is undesirable,
as some of the coal tends to drop partly through the screen
and then, being unable to pass through it, remains until it
is broken down to such a size that it can pass.
Thus there is much unnecessary degradation, to avoid
which the manager should spend a day at the screens and
find out just how far the screening action continues.
This
distance will vary with the amount of fine coal to be
screened and other conditions, but a maximum can be found,
and then the vest of the screen can be profitably veiled.
He had formerly a 2-in. step screen 16 ft. long but the
coal was completely screened in a distance of 4 ft.
The
other 12 ft. of screen was wholly detrimental, so he replaced this screen with another 12-ft. screen having a flat
surface with round perforations. It used only 8 ft. of this

in

Place

He added that the
being heavy, slides near the bottom, and with a step
screen the slate will fall through. Flat screens with round
perforations give better preparation both as to ash and as
to size. The larger slate does not go through the screen
but goes onto the picking table and is removed, wherea*
with a step screen it may turn edgewise and go through
and, mingling with a size not picked, may go with it to the
railroad car.
Coal in first mining may be quite readily cleaned, btit in
second mining may prove relatively dirty because, owing
to the crushing of pillars, the partings which might readily
be removed will be broken so small that their removal will
not pay. Of course fine coal can be washed, but that results
in much loss, much of the fine coal passing away in the
wash water. It is better therefore to arrange the work
so that washing is not necessary, as water reduces the heat
value of the coal, lengthens the coking period and destroys
the oven. True, the coal is heavier, and if that is not considered the operator may consider himself compensated by
the pay he receives for the water, but as a matter of fact
he is really the loser, as he will clearly realize when he
views the black water leaving his washery and passing
down the valley. What he gains in water he loses in coal,
and his customer is thrice loser in the water masquerading as coal, in the freight he pays on that water and in the
heat he loses in driving it away as steam, to say nothing
of cold ovens and ruined linings.
12

ft.

and so he veiled the other

4 ft.

slate,

—

Would Not Wash Coal Under One-Eighth Inch
His experience showed that at his mine the finest coal is
the purest. He did not feel that at his mines the coal under
i in. in diameter should be washed. He stated also that more
preparation expense would have to be met when mechanical
loaders were installed, for these machines could make no

They would have to
distinction between coal and binder.
take all or none of the seams coal, binders, and all. Speed
of operation would be so desirable that no care will be
exercisable to keep out impurities in loading the coal. With
coal-loading machines no cleaning can be done in the mine;
all of it must be done at the tipple.
K. E. Jones, of Stotesbury, W. Va., asked how it would
do, as the screening surface was of invariable length, to
arrange for a change in the speed of the shaker to compensate for the variable character of the coal having to be
prepared. Would the slower speed result in the clogging of
the shaker with fine coal ?
This proposal did not receive much encouragement from

—
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Mr. Downing, who said that it would be necessary to station a man at the screens to regulate the speed according to
the need. The variation in the screening area needed was
small and to adjust the speed so as to obtain a more perfect
adjustment of means to ends would not seem to be so important as to justify the employment of another man. He
pointed out that the man who regulated the tipple equipment
usually was stationed over the loading booms and away from
the screens.
In Great Britain he had seen a bar picking table which
combined picking opportunity with screening ability. He
thought that if this were used any fine coal made in breaking lumps to remove partings or pyrite would pass through
the bars, keeping the coal to standard size without the introduction of additional rescreens. E. D, Knight objected,
saying that the impurities would go thrcmgh the bar screen.
Mr. Downing replied that any broken impurity not removed
from the picking table or screen goes with the coal to
the car.
If this impurity passed through the bar picking table it
would go into the car carrying a lesser size. Anywhere its
presence is objectionable. The present apron picker does

not eliminate the finer parting material. It may be added,
however, some large slate turned on edge would be likely
to fall through between the bars and escape picking, which
latter would not be the case with a solid picking table.

Does Step Scrbien Let Through Oversize?
Dawson, Mr. Downing said that the coal
not uniform in size with a step screen. Some lump falls
through to the egg screen and some egg to the nut screen.
Starting his mining in the anthracite region he liked to see
all his coal without under- or over-size, and he could not get
that uniformity with the step screen. He believed that the
gas-coal operators would ultimately have to introduce rolls
with teeth to crack the lump into egg coal.
Carl Scholz said that J. M. Clark, of Clark & Krebs, had
called his attention to the three distinct benches in the
Eagle seam, which coal layers vary greatly in their percentage of ash. The top bench is 9 in. thick and it will
contain 11 to 16 per cent of ash. The middle bench is about
2 ft. 3 in. thick and has only 1.7 per cent of ash and in some
places the percentage falls to 1.3. The bottom coal contains
By excluding the top coal it is readily pos2.5 per cent ash.
sible to produce a coal containing less than 5 per cent of ash.
At the afternoon session R. D. Hall read his paper on
"Setting the Stop Watch on the Mine Surveyor," in which
he called attention to some of the inaccuracies and delays
resulting from using the ground as a foundation instead of
erecting the instrument on three appropriately placed stakes.
J. W. Reed, of Fairmont, declared that the need for such
care in surveys had not been experienced in the Fairmont
region, where backsights and foresights were taken witlmi
a minute or so of each other before the instrument coulH
change its position. He explained that backflag and foreflag
men were always employed and the longest of tapes were
In reply to J. L.

is

used.

In reply it was stated that the need for staking was more
evident in wooded country, where progress was slower and
the ground less reliable owing to the presence of sticks, roots
and stones. The Fairmont field is in a farming country, so
the clearing difficulties are avoided and the coal entering the
hills to the dip does not leave swamps and in winter supplies
no warming ground water to disturb the stability of the
instrument. Carl Scholz remarked that the paper explained
some of the mysterious actions of a standing transit that
in his surveying days he found it hard to fathom.
Carl Scholz then presented his room-and-pillar plan which
has been already described in Coal Age. He has temporarily
abandoned, however, the idea of taking more than one skip
off any one pillar.
He first drives up his rooms 12 ft. wide
in pairs, the pillar between pairs being 18 ft. wide.
These
long rooms they are 500 ft. in length will be driven during
the summer, when the demand for coal is at a low ebb. In
the winter the longwall cutters will be used to cut a 6-ft.
slab along the room on either side, and the loading machines
will load it out. About the same number of men will be employed summer and winter, though in winter their production
will be heavier and in line with the greater demand for coal.

—

—
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Mr. Scholz declared that the heading machines, though not
at the Valier mine in Illinois, had given him
great satisfaction, having driven 552 ft. in a week when
operated three shifts with three men on each shift. The coal
had turned unduly hard, and he had temporarily laid the
machines off, but he intended to use them in the RaleighWyoming Coal Co.'s shaft. At Valier he had managed in
the second year of operation to produce 756,000 tons, which
he thought was a record production within such a short time,
being roughly 4,000 tons a day. He said that the loading
machines could easily load 300 to 400 tons per day. The
system he had adopted he termed "storage of coal in place."
Objectors and objections were, of course, many.
One
wanted to know how the loading face could be divided up
among the men employed, but no such division would be
necessary with machine loading. J. L. Dawson said that at
Logan Mr. Gay supplied a car for each man on every trip to
his long faces. There was usually an extra car or two which
went to the man who had his car filled first.
Some suggested that the heading machine must make a lot
of slack, almost pulverizing the coal. Mr. Powell said that
in a 12-ft. place cut
three machine settings the coal produced about 15 per cent more lump than the ordinary method
of working with an undercutting machine and powder.
It
must be remembered that on only the first cut is the coal
sheared on two sides. After this cut is made the other two
are merely single shears and undercuts.
The pillars between adjacent pairs are 68 ft. wide. There
were some present, W. E. Fohl and Josiah Keeley among
them, who believed that it would be difficult to split these
pillars and bring all of them back, even granting that
the
6-ft. core pillar and the two flanking 6 ft. or
7 ft. pillars
are left.
Mr. Powell said that the center pillar could be
split in ten days, and Mr. Scholz said that the
splitting and
removmg of one pillar would be completed hefore another
was attacked. But even this did not make the doubters sure
that the plan would be successful. Mr. Keeley declared
that
he had been impressed by the conservational cry
and had
been trying to save his pillars but that he despaired
of
accomphshmg that end if the present irregular working conditions continued.
The pillars could not be held over the
long idle periods.
The question of the legality of Mr. Scholz's method arose,
but nothing that was said would lead one to believe that
the
method contravened in any way the laws of West Virginia.
It was pointed out that canvases or
doors would have to be
hung in the entry between room pairs to drive the air to the
face, and Mr. Scholz was prepared both
to use this system
and to install blowers to assist in the work of ventilating
the

now being used

m

room roadways.

Bradley Holds That Coal Demand

Is

Steady

D. Bradley, president of the National Coal
Association,
being invited to speak, said that the coal industry
while
recently bitterly assailed had been able to summon
assistance
in combating federal control by showing
that not the coal
industry alone but all other industries were threatened.
Help
had even come from the growers of oranges. He advocated
better merchandising, the taking on of customers
and the
holding of them by taking care of their interests
at all
times, looking for a fair profit and that only.
He did not regard coal as so seasonal as generally represented, nor did the production vary so much from year
to
year.
It was a fairly stable industry and with good
management could be carried on like any other business. There
were, it is true, too many concerns not able in the present
scant times to meet competition, but that was their misfortune rather than that of the industry. He believed
more
help should come from export trade but that was not
possible so long as the railroads did not give a special
rate to
coal for that purpose. Every other industry had
special
export rates and they should not be denied to the exporter
of coal.
J.

Approximately fifty were present at the Ruffner Hotel
in the evening at a banquet given by the Kanawha
County
Coal Operators' Association in conjunction with the Charleston Chamber of Commerce.
E. D. Knight oflSciated as
toastmaster.
Among those who responded to the call of
Mr. Knight were S. P. Puffer, secretary of the Charleston
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Chamber
national

of Coiimierce;
YouHK -Men's

Henry

F. Kallenberg, of the Inter-

Christian

Association

and T. H.

Huddy, of Williamson, W. Va.
In the mornini; session the followinR day, R- M. Lambie,
chief of the State Department of Mines, read a paper
entitled "iMine Fires— Their Origin and Prevention."
Speaking on the subject of mine fires and explosions,
Mr. Lambie stated that the state records showed quite
clearly that the majority of mine fires of recent origin were
More electrical fires arose from the
electrical in cause.
careless handling of feeder lines near the working face
than from any other causes. Owing to the hasty manner
in which mining-machine cables are suspended they are
important hazards at many plants. Mr. Lambie said that
the state department had selected the Gibbs apparatus as
its standard, but would readily change if a better apparatus were provided.
In the discussion that followed, Mr. Knight remarked
that all companies should make a determined effort to
suspend room feeder lines from the roof and between the
rows of po.'sts in preference to carrying the cables along
the rib. where the surface is most uneven and where really
good insulation is impossible. Mining-machine cables are
used again and again and consequently often become worn,
When
so that short-circuits make their use hazardous.
the lines are supported from the roof, the insulators may
be driven in more solid material, and furthermore in the
event of a short-circuit there is nothing adjacent that is
combustible.

Should Be But One Type of Apparatus Used
Mr. Keeley urged standardization on a single type of
breathing apparatus, although he also believed that no
particular make of machine should be definitely selected,
as other manufacturers might become disheartened and
thus the industry as a whole lose by lack of competition.
If companies throughout the state have their men drilled
on one type of apparatus members of crews when actually
engaged in fighting fires will be less likely to become
Furthermore, a team from a nearby company
confused.
could more efficiently come to the aid of its neighbor if
When standits team members used the same apparatus.
ardizing on one make of machine, fewer spare parts need
be carried in stock, and the parts of one company will,
of course, fit the apparatus of another.
Perhaps the most interesting paper of the day and of
the two-day sessions was then read by Mr. Knight under
the subject of "The Cost Per Ton Fallacy as Regards the
There are two preI>etermination of Power Source."
dominating factors that govern the cost of current per
cost
namely,
the
per kilowatt-hour
coal
produced,
ton of
of power consumed and the number of kilowatt-hours used
per ton of coal mined.

Operators Jump at Conclusions as to Cost
usual for an operator to assume that because
his neighbor is producing coal at a lower cost per ton
for electrical power he can obtain similar results by going
There are three
to the same source for his current.
Purchased Power, the isolated plant or
sources available:
central
station.
the privately operated
The first fault in this line of reasoning is attempting
to apply the remedy before the ailment is discovered.
Normally, a high kilowatt-hour cost per ton may mean
any one of three things: A high cost per kilowatt-hour,
the needless consumption of a large number of kilowatthours for each ton of coal produced, or an operation more
completely electrified than that with which it is compared.
Yet only in the first instance is the power source to blame.
Consequently a change based entirely on comparative cost
per ton figures is quite apt to raise rather than lower
the cost. The better cost per ton that it is hoped to achieve
may have been derived despite a higher cost per kilowatthour and by reason of a more economical utilization of
Faulty operation of power equipthe current produced.
ment, careless handling of mining machines and locomotives and line losses from insufficient or improperly inBtalled copper feeders, all tend to multiply the number of
It is quite

A

C;

E
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Thus
produce a ton of coal.
paying a higher rate per kilowatt-hour

kilowatt-hours required to

mine which

a

is

may achieve a better cost than one where such faults are
common practice. Furthermore, other things being equal,
mine that employs gathering locomtives instead of mules,
cuts its coal by machine instead of hand-pick and which
possesses extensive pumping and ventilating equipment
will naturally show a higher cost than one that is not
so well electrified.
A change of power source based on
cost per ton alone takes no account of the above factors.
If the decision to change the power source is based on
cost per kilowatt-hour, then failure to procure results cannot be laid at the door of the power source. Most of the
old direct-current plants were not equipped with integrating
kilowatt-hour meters, and, consequently, all that was
known as to cost per ton was derived by dividing the total
expenses of a certain period by the tonnage produced over
that same period. By reason of failure to install a practically
inexpensive piece of equipment, valuable plant
operating data were lost. And if a change in power source
was made, it was done on the strength of an assumption
and not on the facts.
Mr. Knight by the graphic use of figures then showed
the important relations assumed by line losses in raising
the number of kilowatt-hours consumed.
For example in
a 1,200-ft. circuit of No. 2-0 trolley wire in a 2,50-volt
system, where the resistance of the wire is 0.2 ohms, it
is
possible for a motor to use 68 kw.hr. in moving its
load. Yet the meter outside will be registering 100 kw.-hr.,
and it is the latter figure that is employed by the power company in computing the number of kilowatt-hours consumed.
Most mine officials do not consider the increase in cost in
cases like this. Poor bonding also may cause other losses.
Most people think that with ineffective bonds the locomotive merely takes longer to move its load, and they
forget that not only is this true but there is a loss of
power that should not be overlooked.
Decline in tonnage also raises the cost per kilowatthour per ton of coal mined. Mr. Knight then presented
the following table to illustrate how declining tonnages had
affected costs at one of the plants of his company:

a,

Kw.-hr.

Month
April

September...

Consumed
26.130
29.560

CoBt
Per Ton
0.5396
0.0764

Kw.-hr.
Consunieil

Per Ton
24.83
3.07

it can be seen that most mining plants are equipped
operate most efficiently under a maximum production
of coal. This is so because refrigerating plants, pumps,
lights and other consumers of electricity need current
whether the mine runs or shuts down.
Time being short, the paper was not discussed, and the
next speaker, Bernard J. Reis, a certified public accountant
Mr. Reis had chosen
of New York City, was introduced.
for the subject of his paper "Depreciation and Depletion and
Other Factors Bearing on Coal Co.st." Mr. Reis' paper,
while lengthy, was thoroughly enjoyed by the members,
who were given an insight into the government methods of
valuating a coal property. At the conclusion of this paper

Thus

to

the morning session was adjourned for lunch.
At the conclusion of the prepared program, Lee Ott,
State Compensation Commissioner, and W. E. Fohl, mining
engineer, of Pittsburgh, were called on by the chair for
extemporaneous addresses, and both responded.
The reports of the auditing and resolutions committees
were then read, after which E. D. Knight was unanimously
R. E. Sherwood
elected president for the ensuing year.
was again elected secretary-treasurer. The following viceR. M. Lambie, E. E. Jones, J. L.
presidents were chosen:
Dawson, W. E. Fohl and J. W. Reed. To the executive
board the following men were elected: Frank Haas, Josiah
Keeley, Carl Scholz and J. W. Bischoff, the retiring president.
At the conclusion of the election of officers, the
meeting adjourned to meet again in six months at a place

Clarksburg and
be chosen by the Executive Board.
Huntington were mentioned as possible sites for the convention, and it is probable that the final decision will favor
one of these two cities.
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James T. Beard^
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for Doors, Casings, Stoppings,
Reference to mechanical devices
should have been added.
Mr. Thomas refers to the question of
ventilation engineers.
The Colorado
law provides that the foreman of each
terial

Fostering Health and Safety of Miners

etc."

Gaseous Mines Often Better Ventilated Than Non-Gaseous
Ones The Various Mining Laws Require Careful Interpretation
Many Suggestions Intended to Promote Safety Prove Costly
So Long as They Are Successful in Accident Prevention

—

WAS

—

much

interested in the excelJoseph R. Thomas, in
Coal Age, Nov. 24, p. 846, especially
where he refers to the importance of
adequate and efficient ventilation in
mines generating gas, need of a clear
interpretation of the mining laws, tha
menace of individual judgment, and the
common practices followed in violation
of law.
But why confine this question of
ventilation to mines generating gas?
The operations that do not give off gas
as a rule are the ones that are poorly
ventilated.
I
have worked in many
mines where no gas had ever been found
and because of this fact the air was so
foul that a person could hardly keep
an open light burning.
Speaking about mining laws, it is
my understanding that such statutes
are enacted to promote the health and
safety of the men employed, as well as
for the protection of mining property.
I believe, therefore, that a coal mine,
gaseous or otherwise, should be well
ventilated, first, to promote the miner's
health, and second, his safety.
Those
of us who have had a reasonable
amount of experience know full well
that a mine generating gas in dangerous quantities will eventually be
efficiently
ventilated.
nonIn
the
gaseous mine ventilation is in many
instances neglecte<l.

I

lent letter of

Judgment Needed in Interpretation
OF Mining Laws
I

fully agree with Mr.

judgment

Thomas

that

in interpreting mining laws is
often not exercised when reading them.
The Colorado law while in the main an
exceptionally good one, is confusing to
the ordinary individual unless he stops
to analyze the meaning of each section.
For example, section 146 of the Colorado statute reads: "In all mines and
parts of mines opened after the passage of this act, all doors, entry
stoppings, overcasts, undercasts and
regulators up to within 500 ft. of the
working face, shall be made of or covered with incombustible material, other
than corrugated iron. All door casings
shall be constructed of concrete, stone
or brick laid in mortar or cement."
From a superficial reading of this
section, it might appear that all mines
opened before the passage of the act
are not considered, and that its pro-

mine

visions apply only to parts opened after
passage, so that those mines opened
before the passage of the act might
legally go on without reconstruction of
interpretation
apstoppings.
This

its

parently is followed in many mines in
Colorado, but I believe the lawmakers
intended that the law should cover all
mines already developed as well as
those newly opened, and that after its
passage the use of concrete or mortar
or other materials approved by the
state inspector should be used throughout every mine in the state.

Provision for Fireproof Doors
This section continues: "Provided,
that in mines where it is not practical to
use concrete or masonry, other suitable
methods, approved by the chief inspector in writing, may be employed,
which will accomplish the purpose intended, and in every sixth permanent
stopping there shall be a fireproof
door hung from the top, large enough
to permit the passage of a person."
This applies to all mines in Colorado,
gaseous or otherwise. The statute also
provides for "not less than 100 cu.ft.
of air per minute per man circulating
at the face of every working place," by
This, of
the use of a split system.
course, is intended "to dilute, render
harmless, and expel the poisonous and
noxious gases from each and every

working place

in said

mines" (see

sec-

tion 120).

further provided that: "All other
means of removing gases from coal
mines are hereby prohibited." The removal of gases by the ancient method
of using the miner's coat for brushing
out the gas from a working place is
Furthermore no furthus forbidden.
naces or steam jets for ventilating purposes may be installed in gaseous
mines.
Section 146, just referred to, also
specifies: "In all mines in which safety
or electric lamps are exclusively used,
on account of the presence of explosive
gas, no mechanical device operated by
electricity or oil motors shall be allowed
Unless a
on the return air course."
person reads this section in full, he will
not know that mechanical devices using
electric or oil power are prohibited in
gaseous mines. For this portion of the
act is only entitled "Incombustible MaIt is

shall

be a

ventilation

engineer.

Mr. Thomas has stated, the
mine foreman needs all the assistance
that can be given him, especially in
mines generating gas in dangerous
quantities. For years I have urged the
use of electric cap lamps by all miners,
so that there shall be no possible danger of any workman entering a place
that may have accumulated gas, and
also for the purpose of keeping the
mine perfectly safe at all times, even if
the air current should be short-circuited
But, as

from any

section.

Favors Frequent Examinations
I have also suggested that brattice
cloth be extended to within 20 ft. of
the face of every working place that
I
shows signs of inflammable gas.
have further suggested that firebosses
or mine examiners go to work at 12

at night, that each make an
examination of every working place in
his section, and extend the brattice
cloth in every place where this is reo'clock

quired.

made
of the

Another inspection should be
o'clock, and the condition
mine be reported to the foreman

at 5

have suggested also
I
at 7 o'clock.
that when the miners go to work they
safety inspectors,
bv
accompanied
be
whose duty it shall be to first examine
every place that the fireboss has labeled
unsafe because of gas, dangerous roof,
timbers shot out, etc. During the day
these inspectors should make at least
four visits to every working place under
their supervision.

Distribution of Duties
These safety inspectors should have
charge of the men employed in building stoppings, and see that this work is
carried out in accordance with the mine
foreman's instructions. Haulage bosses
should be employed for getting out the
coal, and this work should not be considered as being part of the assistant
mine foreman's duties.
censure on
I have been subjected to
account of my suggestion that firebosses should make their preliminary
examinations at 11 or 12 o'clock at
night. I accept the disapproval of these
men, but the reason for this disapproval
and
is that my suggestion for health
safety would prove costly as long as
exby
killed
or
up
burned
was
nobody

The question arises, howplosions.
ever, is it cheaper to employ inspectors
1053
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whose constant endeavor

is

to

promote

when something

safety or continue killing and crippling
coal miners

puttiiiK

have so often made.

not far distant

Walsenburg, Colo.

hope the time

is

be done toward
the suggestions I

will

effect

and paying out compensa-

Robert A. Marshalu

tion.
I

into
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Ax and Saw ?

Should a Miner Have an

Need Neither
If Timber of Proper Length Be Supplied He Will
Timber May Be Stored Underground and
Ax nor Saw
Be Cut to Length Before Being Sent to the Working Face

—

NOTE
I
to

that

" Safety

First,"

of

Thomas, W. Va., takes exceptions

my

letter in

Coal Age, Sept. 22,

p.

He admits that dull tools are responsible for a large number of accidents by reason of the working places
not being promptly and suitably timhe states that my suggesLered.
'i et
tion that the mine timbers be cut the
exact length desired would be the cause
of the miners not possessing an ax or

460.

saw.
giving this matter careful
.'Vfter
lonsidcration, I wish to emphasize the
In the deep shafts
following detail.
^. --. the sta
Britain, if I interpret
v^.^.^v ^..~
of Great
tistTcs'eorrectly" there are less accidents
of all kinds, and fatal accidents in particular, than we have in the mines in
During the entire eight
this country
years that I worked in the Isabella and
"
"
and
Hannah pits, also the Crofton
North pits of Northumberland County,
owning
I never knew of a coal miner
an ax or saw, yet note the small number of accidents occurring in that country

from

falls of roof

and

How Miners Cut
It

may

well be asked

Timbers

his rounds

timber had to be cut on the surface and
then sent into the different men's places
did not mean this
I
in the mine.
system of cutting timber when I wrote
the letter referred to. I will admit that
a good miner will always keep his tools
you can
in excellent condition, and
always tell a good miner by the condi-

have been completed

he comes out to the switch and goes to
his timber yard or timber hole, as it
It should be made plain that
is called.
a large amount of timber is kept on
hand at the end of the switch, stored
Here the deputy
in a large refuge hole.
saws the necessary timbers to the exact
lengths needed for the different working
places.
It will be readily seen that it is an
easy matter for the deputy to stop the
driver at the end of the switch with his
empty car and send timber to Tom's,
Dick's or Harry's working place. When
a prop must be set at the working face
by a coal digger he selects one from
those on hand, and also a cap piece.
He then tightens this prop with his
pick.
It will thus be evident that the
miner has little use for an ax or saw.
I agree with "Safety First" that endless confusion might be caused if the

on the job.

Labor conditions in the coal industry
the past have been such that any
innovation in the working conditions of
the men, such as the drilling and loading of shotholes by the companies, has
been frowned upon as being likely to
in

is

disturb the highly delicate equilibrium
However, a shake-up is
prevailing.
tiking place, and possibly it is time for

Discipline will not reduce the large
of fatal accidents if it is forced
upon all throughout the mine. Safety
inspectors as a general rule have to
spend much of their time in looking
after the drivers and getting out coal,
Consequently I still insist that timber

the innovation mentioned.
The majority of miners are in realTheir mental
ity laborers— unskilled.
equipment adapts them to shoveling,
but not to the drilling and shooting of
coal to the best advantage so far as
producing the largest amount of lunip
Company men, on the
is concerned.

tion of his place.

A

good disciplinarian

a great factor in the safety of a mine,
but discipline is not all the remedy.

number

are the ones who should make a
daily investigation in the interests of
safety.
If the practice that I have
roughly outlined above was to be put
into general effect I feel certain there
would be a decrease in fatal accidents
throughout the coal mines of America,

men

James W. Taylor.

Poston, Ohio.

Some Further Suggestions on

the

Mining of Large Coal

the miners

cut their timbers. Each deputy or fireboss is given a separate switch or flat
in the mine and each attends to the
timber needs of the coal diggers workThe deputy, upon
ing in his switch.
visiting a working place, sees to it that
In fact,
that place is well timbered.
he sets timbers for his men, if they are
needed, while making his inspection.
Before he leaves a place he notices the
amount of timber on hand. He also
notes the measurement of the place.

When

rooin-j on the face cleats. This unquestionably produces larger lumps than
can be obtained by other methods and
also (a point that Mr. Jones does not
mention) it produces a larger perHe realizes the
centage of lumps.
importanie of the proper location of
.shotholes and suggests their inspection
would
1
by two experienced miners.
make an even more drastic suggestion:
of
I would take the drilling and firing
miners'
.<hots conii)letely out of the
experimen,
company
hands, putting
enced in the work and trained for it,

coal.

how

No. 26

Would put drilling and firing in hands
of company men trained for such
Better mental
equipment
work
would insure more painstaking work
More lump and less slack a natural

—

—

result.

'T'HE

the most vital operations brought directly under the supervision of the
mine management but a larger per-

At present
centage of lump results.
slack is unsalable, while lump brings
around $4 per ton. A saving of even
coal
2 per cent in the amount of large
in the

output of a 1,000-ton mine means

20 tons, or $80 per day.
discussion

of

X

"Mining Large

Coal" presented in the Dec. 8, 1921,
issue of Coal Age is one of absorbing
interest.

Here

ticularly

so.

in the

In

the

West

it

is

par-

East the chief

demand

is for steam coal; it is there
that the larger industries are located,
such as steel mills, large power plants
and the like, all burning small fuel on
automatic stokers or manufacturing
coke from it.
The domestic demand
also to a great extent is educated to
the use of nut, stove and pea sizes.
In the Rocky Mountain region the
states are large and the population
small; industrial plants are few and
far between.
One of the largest industries, the copper mines and smelters
of southern Arizona, is so far from the
coal mines and so close to the oil fields
that the latter fuel is used both under
boilers and in oil engines of the Diesel

The coal mines consequently
must rely on domestic consumption.
The domestic consumers here demand
and get the large lump; the larger it

type.

—

is,

other hand, can be instructed in the
best methods of drilling and can be
made to follow instructions. With any
one of the several types of portable
electric coal drills now on the market
two men can put in shotholes at the
rate of one every one to three minutes,
depending on the nature of the coal.
By putting this work in the hands of
such trained men, not only is one of

the better they like it.
Mr. Jones discusses the

driving of

While this letter is a discussion of
the production of large coal it is well
mention another advantage inherent

to

electric drilling by company men,
namely, that fewer workmen are needed
underground. Take the same 11,000ton mine as mentioned above, for example. Suppose it employs 100 loaders
averaging 10 tons each. A half hour
of each man's time is consumed going

in

and coming from his working face.
.\nother hour is consumed in drilling
the three holes which the average place
The net loading time is thus
requires.
If company
six and one-half hours.
men with electric drills are employed,
the per man output will be

to

7i

X

10

=

111 tons.

6J
load.A.t this rate only eighty-seven
ers will be needed to obtain the assumed
Three holes will be placed in
output.

each of the 100 working faces, making
300 holes in all. A pair of drillers can
put in and load 100 holes per shift.
Consequently three drills and six men
can do the job. This, then, increases

—
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the total number of men to ninety-three
altogether, effecting a saving of seven,
or 7 per cent.
To revert to the original discussion,
the various manufacturers of screening equipment urge the need of careful
handling of the coal both on and from
the tipple, and the avoidance of all
possible degradation.
They are correct

1055

in this matter.
Much breakage can be
eliminated by proper design of dumps,
chutes and shakers. The place to stop
lireakage, however, is at the point
where the greater part of it occurs
underground. Operators in increasing
numbers are realizing the possibilities
here involved. Charles M. Schloss.
Denver, Col.

Should Miners Be Physically Competent?
Inspectors and Firebosses Particularly Should Possess All
Their Faculties Advancing Age Not Necessarily a Bar,
Provided a Man's Physique Is Equal to His Requirements

—

HAVE

blindness

has

letter of

fireboss.

From my own

read with much interest the
John Walls, Sr., of Bayview,
Ala., in Coal Age of Dec. 1, 1921, p. 888,
and I desire to commend Mr. Walls for
his able e.xposition of this important
question. As miners we have been told
repeatedly that marsh gas had neither
color, taste nor odor.
In a pure state,
I believe, it has none of these attributes.
Nevertheless while acting as a fireboss
I have many times perceived that firedamp existed in a working place, before making an examination. This was
because of the taste and odor of the gas.
I have known gas to come from the
floor of a working place, and as it slowly
ascended to the roof to diffuse, especially when there was a good supply of
air reaching the faces. In such a place
the odor would indicate that gas was
diffusing.
Furthermore, when a door
is left open too long, firedamp accumulates.
Any fireboss who does not possess
a sufficiently keen sense of smell to
detect its presence under such conditions, is, in my opinion, in no position
to be on the alert for danger.

I

Physical Fitness Seldom Required
Mr. Walls states: "As far as my
knowledge goes, none of our state
mining laws requires a physical examination of candidates for certificates
of competency." This may be true but
believe that the Board of Examiners
Colorado does take into consideration
the physical condition of candidates for
I

in

official

mining positions.

It

essential that a fireboss or

is

highly

mine fore-

man

when my

on

the

of a
experience,

efficiency

became weak with age
I was unable to make
the same test as in former years, I gave
up firebossing and devoted my time to
other lines of mining work.
would recommend such a law as
I
that enacted in Great Britain and as
mentioned by Mr. Walls. I believe in
and

I

sight

found that

the physical examination of candidates
for certificates of competency. I would
also favor a law prohibiting the employment of cripples, who might be subject to danger arising from their own
physical deficiency.
I have seen, however, men who had lost one leg yet
were still first-class miners, also those
who had lost one hand or forearm who
with the aid of a hook could put out a
fair share of tonnage.
Some coal
operators in Colorado have already
adopted a physical examination for applicants for work because of the Compensation Act, and if they desire to use
discrimination in selecting employees,
it is exercised along these lines.
Thus
the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. has what
is called the forty-five year age limit.
Much objection has been raised to this
practice, the miners claiming that if
every coal operator adopted it a man
would be compelled to remain at the

mine where he was working when he
became forty-six years of age. However, at present only one coal operator
in the state uses this forty-five-year
limit of age.
This company feels that when an employee has reached the age of sixty-five

should possess an acute sense of
smell, for there are more things that
he should be able to detect thereby
than gas. There is, for instance, the
mine fire and the burning of insulation
on electric wires, as well as the dangerous spontaneous combustion in the

years he should be pensioned. It is also
believed that an employee should give
his employer twenty years of service
in order to be considered for a pension.
Quite a large number of coal miners
are splendid workmen and can give a

gob.

fair day's

Sometimes a deficiency in one sense
compensated by the acuteness of
is
Another. Thus miners who have faulty
hearing, as a rule, become acquainted
with roof conditions by putting their
I
hands to the roof when sounding.

remember when
old, driving a

I

pony

was fourteen years

shaft in Scotdumb miner was here
employed who always placed his hand
against the roof when sounding. I do
not know how he might have fared if
the roof had been higher than his reach.
I do not know what real effect color

land.

A

deaf and

in a

work in exchange for
wages after they have reached

their
fifty

years of age or even fifty-five. Such
men, however, cannot get employment
with the above-named company, because

Any coal
of their being over age.
miner who has given the company satisfactory service for ten or fifteen years
before reaching the age of forty-five
and has left this firm's employment for
a period of, say, five years, provided he
can pass the prescribed physical examination, may be employed even if he
is fifty years of age.
Here is how this company views the

whole matter. Suppose a miner commenced to work for some other company when he was twenty years of age,
and gave that employer twenty-five
years of his best in service. When he
is forty-six yeai-s old he hears of the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.'s pension, and
seeks work with this firm.
If put to
work he could give only nineteen years'
service before reaching the age limit
adopted by this company. Thus of a
total of forty-five years of usefulness
between the ages of twenty and sixtyfive only nineteen could be given the
company that would pay this man's pension. There is thus nothing unjust.
It
might, however, work some hardship
upon miners if all coal operators
adopted it. Under such circumstances
coal miners would be compelled to remain with the company for which they
were working when they reached their

They might conceivably be subjected to unfair treatment
because of holding radical views.
I have expended much thought on the
forty-five-year age limit, and I would
like to hear others take up and discuss
its basic idea.
Western MiNEai.
forty-fifth year.

Ability Unappreciated
III

seeking positions of responsibility
with mining companies inquirer finds
edi'cational

qiutlificatioyis

compete with

funny

ability to

unable to

mix and

tell

stories.

THERE

have been

many

discussions
in Coal Age relative to the necessary
qualifications of mine foremen and
other officials in the mining industry.
I am one of those everyday individuals
who got an education in the common
schools. I started woi-k in the mine at
12 years of age, have lived an absolutely
clean life, am not given to seeking
popularity in any way, but rather persistently strive at all times to live
within the spirit as well as the letter of
the law and to keep inviolate any and
I hold a
all contracts entered into.
certificate as deputy mine inspector,
state mine rescue and first aid, this
latter from the U. S. Bureau of Mines,
and a first-grade mine foreman's certifiam a citizen of the United
cate.
I
States and hold a teacher's certificate
I have the apmining
subjects.
for
proval of most county and state officials.
I also qualified from the state
Normal School in mining.
have made application to many
I
mining companies for various positions
of responsibility but am compelled to
sit back and see men fill these positions
who are recognized as being popular
largely because they can tell funny
stores and enter easily into the society
At the
of gamblers and drunkards.
same time, they are unable to figure
question,
on
out any simple technical
ventilation for instance. Some of these
men can hardly read or write.
Why is it that such individuals are
given preference over other men who
have made mining a lifelong study and
are fully recognized as being competent
to hold responsible positions?

Western Inquirer.

Railroads Lay Off

The Weather Vane of Industry
News Notes

Chronicling the Trend of In-

on Which Dep>ends the
Immediate and Future Market for Coal

dustrial Activities

CONDITIONS

in the United States today indicate that the year
1922 as a whole will be more satisfactory to business than the
year just ended, according to a review of business conditions
"Our
just issued by the National Bank of Commerce in New York.
forecast," the review continues, "is that profits will depend more on
economy of operation than on expansion of volume. With the many
favorable factors now operating, business men should not fear to
make plans for the new year, but they should plan with care and
conservatism, and with constant effort toward reduction of costs.
"Financial improvement continues.
Progress has been made in
reduction of e.xcess stocks of manufactured goods.
Accumulations of
raw materials have been reduced. The rate of production in the major
industries has shown little change during the closing weeks of the
year.
Losses in some lines have been offset by gains in others, the
net result being that the gains over the low level of the earlier months
of 1921 have been held.
"The last twelve months have witnessed great progress toward stable
financial conditions in business.
The Federal Reserve system
once more proves to be a system designed to care for increases and
decreases in the volume of credit, with the requisite elasticity to do
.

this easily.

.

.

.

.

.

"Notwithstanding the consistent improvement in financial conditions,
recovery in manufacture and trade has been slow. Unemployment in
the chief countries shows little decline from the high point reached
early in the year, and it may well reach new high figures during
January and February, when normally there is an increase in the
number of those out of work in North America and Europe. Manufactured goods continue to move slowly and uncertainly into the
channels of consumption."

Car Loadings Recover Slightly
Loading of revenue freight totaled
742,926 cars during the week ended
on Dec. 10, compared with 747,454
cars during the previous week, or a
reduction of 4,528, according to reports by the American Railway
.Association. This was a decrease of
95,027 cars compared with the cor-

responding week last year and was
19,014 cars less than were loaded
the corresponding week in
1919. An increase over the previous
week of 533 cars was reported for
coal, the total being 137,836 cars,
while coke, with a total of 6,638
cars, showed a gain of 293 over the

during

same

period.

Building Active in Large Cities

Building permits issued at 107
cities in the United States during
November, exclusive of those for
alterations and repairs, reached an
aggregate value of $131,421,250,
contrasted
with
$152,823,417
in
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More Men

Operating forces of the Chicago,
.Milwaukee & St. Paul R.R. were
reduced approximately 50 per cent
Saturday, Dec. 17. Mechanical and
clerical employes were laid off for an
indefinite period.
When the seven
shops of the road closed 12,000 men
were sent home. An order explains
the
reducOion
is
an
economy
measure.
Clerks were not as hard
hit as the shopmen.
The former
are merely dismissed for from one
to two weeks, when they will be
taken back on full time. Even officials are included.
They have been
asked to sacrifice a week's pay. A
10 per cent reduction in the forces
maintained in the 400 roundhouses
of the road is made.
Four hundred men have been
thrown out of work by the closing
of the Boston & Albany locomotive
repair shops in West Springfield,
Mass., for two weeks beginning
Dec. 22.
No reason for the shutdown is announced. The car repair
shops will continue in operation.
A reduction in working forces on
the New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R. went into effect Saturday,
Dec. 24.
The railroad repair shops
at Readville, Mass.; East Hartford
and Norwich, Conn., as well as the
shops in New Haven, Conn., were
virtually closed by the road.
The
order affects more than 1,000 men in
the Readville shops and about the

same number

in

New

Haven.

Paper Mill Closed a Year Reopens

The Oakland paper
chester,

Conn.,

a

mill, at

branch

Manthe

American Writing Paper Co., reopened Dec. 19, after having been
closed for a year.
The company
hired all its former employees.
It
was said that the mill now has

October.

Although

enough orders on hand

November

is

operation for some time.

the total for
smaller than that of

of

to

remain

in

any month since June, due

to the
seasonal falling off in operations, a
very favorable comparison is still
made with returns for the same
period of 1920. Due to sharp restrictions in construction activities last
year the total value of November
permits was only slightly in excess
of .$61,100,000, or about half of the
present figures.

Tin Plate Mill Runs at Capacity

The

tin plate mill of the

American

& Tin Plate Co., at Sharon,
United States Steel subsidiary,
began to operate at capacity MonSheet

Pa., a

day, Dec. 19, six more hot mills being started.
Employment was afforded to 300 additional men, making a total of 2,100 on the payroll.
Steady work is assured. It is said
the company has obtained another
tin plate order from Japan.
This is
the first time in over eight months
that the mill has run at capacity.

President Sees Good Times

Coming

Confidence in "the return to good
times" is expressed by President
Harding in a letter to the editor of
the St. Paul Pioneer Prens and Dispatch, on the occasion of the paper's
anniversary.
"I
am glad," said
President Harding's letter, "to be
able to express to the people of the
great Northwest my firm conviction
that conditions are improving and
that the country has set its foot
forward on the way to the return to

good

times.''

Tire Plant Resumes on Full Time

Announcement has been made that
mills of the American Tire
Fabric Co. of Newburyport, Mass.,
which had been closed more than
two months, reopened on full time
Tuesday, Dec. 27. The mills employ
nearly 500 hands.
the

December

29,

1921
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Aided by Private Funds, Unemployment Conference Will
Probe Irregularity of Work in Bituminous Mines
By Paul Wooton
Washington Correspondent

PRIVATE

funds in sufficient amount to make possible
a comprehensive study of intermittency of employment
in bituminous mines have been placed at the disposal
of the President's conference on unemployment, Secretary
Hoover of the Department of Commerce announced Monday,
Dec. 19, 1921. This will be the first of a series of surveys
which are to be carried out under the direction of Edward
E. Hunt, secretary of the conference, in co-operation with
the Department of Commerce.
The diversity in operating conditions in different fields
and in different mines, the wide difference in transportation
conditions, the possibilities for storage and the varying
character of markets make necessary a much more detailed
study of such local conditions than has been made heretofore.
Some of the subjects which will be given consideration during this survey are the following:
Overdevelopment of production facilities; necessity of
being in a position during normal times to meet increases
in the demand caused by seasonal changes and by changes
in the industrial situation; overdevelopment fostered by
usual methods of mining, under which the cheapest coal
is mined in the early years of the mine, thus enabling new
mines to undersell temporarily those longer established in
the same district; overdevelopment resulting from war and
post-war conditions; opening of inefficient mines; abnormal
increase in development in established mines; temporary
conditions caused by a combination of transportation difficulties and abnormal export demand; oversupply of labor
caused by an excessive number of operations and by the
operation of car-assignment rules in times of car shortage;
lack of correlation between tipple capacity and developed
capacity underground; lack of correlation between coalcutting capacity and mine transportation facilities; inefficient management, resulting in mine disability; lack of
adequate
equipment; inadequate force of company men
as compared with the miners paid on a per-ton basis;
stoppage of work through vacation strikes; abstention from
work during organized strikes; sporadic absenteeism.

Harmful Elements to Be Studied
Elements entering into the harmful effects of present
conditions in bituminous mining are to be studied along the
following lines:

Waste of capital through forced abandonment of unliquidated investment in production facilities; waste of
capital through virtual destruction of coal resources by
making future recovery unduly expensive; waste of capital
through excessive demands on railroads for transportation
facilities; waste of labor through intermittency of employment and through voluntary abstention from work; undue
strain on railway facilities by seasonal demand and by
abnormal traffic loads after strikes or "vacations"; preferential treatment given mines having private cars and to
mines furnishing railway fuel; storage facilities at docks,
for railroad fuel, and at points of consumption.
Competition with other fuels also will be studied. This
with competition coming from the sale of Canadian
coal in New England and the Northwest, with that from
fuel oil, natural gas and hydro-electric installations.
An effort will be made to study the remedies which have
been put forth to benefit this situation.
This study will
include such proposals as compulsory closing of hopelessly
inefficient mines; requiring the product to meet certain
standards of preparation; standards of mining methods to
be followed; establishment of legalized pooling of coal
resources of an entire field; establishment of a coal labor
board or some form of compulsory or voluntary arbitration
to prevent stoppage of production through labor disputes:
reform of car-distribution rules.
will deal

The improvement of transportation

facilities

both

ou

rail and water and the handling facilities at docks are
slated for consideration. An effort will be made to suggest
improvements in the method of distributing coal through
wholesalers, brokers and retailers. The utilization of the
low-grade product, unfit for shipping, by conversion near
Particular
the mine into electricity also will be taken up.
attention is to be given the development of new markets
both abroad and by special preparation to fit certain in-

dustrial uses.

D. T.

& I. Denied Reduction in Coal Rates;
West Virginia-Ohio Case Similar

UNUSUAL

significance attaches to the opinion of the
Interstate Commerce Commission in denying the proposed reduction by the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton R.R. of
rates on coal in that this case is closely related to the pending West Virginia-Ohio ease. Extracts from the opinion,
which was vnritten by Commissioner Esch, are as follows:
"For many years differences in the rates between the
Ohio and the inner crescent groups have depended upon
differentials which, as a result of a controversy between the
shippers from these competitive districts, were fixed by us

after an exhaustive investigation in Bituminous Coal to C.
This rate adjustment is
F. A. Territory, 46 I. C. C. 66.
again before us in No. 12698, Southern Ohio Coal Exchange vs. Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co. et al.; and as the
result of a petition filed by certain carriers, including the
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, we have instituted an investigation, No. 12851, In the Matter of Intrastate Rates on
Bituminous Coal within the State of Ohio, with respect to
intrastate rates on
the propriety of increasing the
bituminous coal within the state of Ohio to the basis of the
interstate rates.
"The reduction contemplated by the suspended schedules
is merely a part of a general reduction in the interstate and
intrastate rates of respondent on all commodities. All other
reductions in its interstate rates have been allowed to become effective. The total coal tonnage originating with
respondent is small compared with the total coal tonnage
produced in the Ohio and the crescent districts.
"The financial condition of respondent at this time might
warrant the proposed reduction, provided the issue could be
But, as we have
determined solely upon that basis.
frequently said and as shippers themselves have frequently

urged, a proper rate relationship between competitive
groups, particularly on such a commodity as coal, is in
many respects of greater importance to the shipping public
than the measure of the rate itself. The suspended schedules involve only respondent's local coal rates, which are
but a few of the many coal rates, joint and local, interwoven
in the rate structure from the mines already described.
Thus viewed we would not be warranted in permitting the
establishment of rates which would disrupt the rate relationship fixed by us and which has existed for many years.
"The proposed rates, if allowed to take effect, would substantially widen the differential heretofore fixed by us
between rates from the affected Ohio mines and the inner
The rates from competing mines within the
crescent.
Ironton and Jackson groups to 'Toledo, Detroit, and other
points of destination shown in the suspended schedules
have also for many years borne a fixed relation. As already
observed, with the exception of mines in the Ironton group
which take rates 10 cents higher, competing mines in
southern Ohio take the same rates to Toledo, Detroit, and
other points of destination shown in the suspended schedules.
"The interstate commerce act is not only designed to cure
violations thereof, but also to prevent them, and in Sus-
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C,

68,

pension of Rates uii Packing-house Pro<luets, 21 I. C.
suspend prodecided .lune 2, 1911, we asserte<i the power to
suspension
posed reductions in rates in any case where such
Undue
discrimination.
apparent
prevent
an
to
would operate
readily
prejudice and preference may be brought alx>ut as
the
increasing
by reducing one of two related rates as by
other rate.
"We are of the opinion and find that the proposed reducmines
tions without corresponding reductions in rates from
within the Jackson and Ironton groups servtni by respondent
and other carriers under joint rates and also corresponding
reductions from mines in other Ohio groups and mines in
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee
served by respondent and other carriers under joint rates,
would result in undue preference of mines on respondent's
line in the Jackson and Ironton groups and in undue prejudice to other mines in those groups, to mines in other
Ohio groups, and to mines in Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Kentucky, and Tennessee, served by respondent and other
carriers under joint rates."

In Sharp Exchange ot Telegrams Watkins

Ends Long Dispute with Brophy
.

much bickering with District No. 2 of the United
Mine Workers for the past nine months in an effort

union to an understanding that the mines cannot be operated under the existing wage scale, the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, one of the largest softcoal operating concerns in central Pennsylvania, has finally
broken with the president of the district organization, John
Brophy. On Dec. 17, T. H. Watkins, president of the coal
corporation, received a telegram from Mr. Brophy accusing
the coal company of bad faith. That Mr. Watkins has decided to break is evident from the answer contained in a
telegram which he sent to Mr. Brophy under date of Dec. 19.
Mr. Brophy's telegram to Mr. Watkins, under date of
Dec. 17, follows:
"In spite of the fact that your company are signatories to
a contract which has until March .31, 1922, to run, for the
last several months you have been making veiled and open
attempts to bring about the breaking of the contract. Your
agents are now openly working to induce miners to sign
papers requesting a return to the 1917 rates, a clear evidence of bad faith and an unwillingness to carry out your
contractual obligations.
"You must know that reducing wages is not the solution
for the present stagnation of business. Slack work is not
It is nationwide, and union and nona local condition.
union fields alike are affected.
A lower wage in union
fields is not going to create a demand for coal; it will only
force a still further reduction in the non-union fields and
wages and living conditions to a still lower level.
"Your bad faith is further evidenced by the action of your
company and others in arranging to shut down certain
mines at the holiday season in an effort to break the spirit
of the miners and induce them to accept work at lower
rates and on a non-union basis. And now at Amsbry, Pa.,
you have served five days' eviction notices on five families
whose only offense is that the breadwinners are local officers
in the miners' union and resist your efforts to force them to
accept lower wages.
"With winter upon us, with no other homes available,
during the Christmas season a five-day eviction notice is
nothing short of inhuman. The United Mine Workers insist
on your complying with the provisions of the joint agreement and upon fair treatment of employees. If argument
will not prevail, we shall use every means in our power to
compel your observance of your obligations under the conto bring the

tract.

We

await your answer."
of Dec. 19, Mr. Watkins sent the following

Under date
reply:

"Your telegram of Dec. 17 relative to our policies would
not warrant a reply if it was not so evidently another attempt on your part to fasten your union's absurd and pauperizing wage policy on the workers of this district. You
are now seeking an opportunity to appeal through prejudice

2G

to reason.
responsibility for the terrible situation into which District No. 2 has been drawn is being placed by all thinking
men where it belongs, and that is on the ignorant and stubborn policies of the district and the national officials of the

and fear, since you have no longer an appeal

The

W. of A.
"You had notice

U. M.

nine months ago from

me and my

asso-

ciates of the depths of misery into which you could drag
central Pennsylvania unless you met us and made a reasonInstead of
able mollification of our present wage scale.
meeting us you arrogantly refused even to discuss a situation which was as vital to the nun you pretend to represent

as

it

was

to

us.

We

and lluy together are reaping the

result of your folly.
Instead of heeding our warning you
have deliberately concealed from your members the fact
that more than 70 per cent of a normal we^-kly production
of soft coal has been mined duiing this entire year in the

United States. You have deliberately blinded them to the
fact that they couhl have had tluir full share of the nation's
business this year and next year by accepting a moderate
wage reduction.
"We have lost six million tons of our business this year
to the non-union fields in addition to the amount lost on

account of the general depression. Unless a reduction is
secured within thirty days I warn you that you have con-

demned

AFTER

Vol. 20, No.

the

men

in this field to fifteen

more months

of the

Our only
worst privation the district has ever known.
chance to secure orders and work for them lies between now
closes
for the
sales-contract
season
and March 31, when the
succeeding year. It is a pity you have no conception of the
present situation and know so little of how coal is marketed.
"You allude to five families in Amsbry who have been
asked to vacate our houses. No tenant of any of our dwellings has ever been or ever will be removed under the circumstances which you so unscrupulously picture. On the
other hand, no tenant who persistently connects himself with
an illegal traffic in liquor or interferes with the peaceful
or social pursuits of his neighbors will be tolerated for long
I am glad
in our dwellings or employed by the company.
to say that we are now able at least to shelter, rent free,
in our houses, several hundred families deprived of work
by the rule or ruin tactics of your organization. They cannot buy necessities with war-time wage rates. I have been
fighting for nine months to get

them pay envelopes.

"This company has observed every rate and condition of
the contract to which you refer despite the many times it
Last
has been broken by union leaders and committees.
week I notified our people at twenty of our idle mines
that I had exhausted every effort to secure orders for them
at the present scale and had abandoned all hope of starting
work again until a reduction in wages was agreed to. They
were entitled to know this, so they could decide how and
where they would live next year. I now notify them that
if any of the men at our idle mines come to me and ask
for work at reduced rates, which because of the reduced
cost of necessities permit them to maintain the accustomed
standard of living, then I will do everything in my power
to secure orders for them and help them all I can, which
is more than you are doing.
In view of the tone of your
telegram and the threats made against me and my company, I do not care to receive any further communication
from you."

Argument on Appeal from Reading Plan
Of Segregation Set for Jan. 16

ARGUMENT

on the appeal of certain common stockholders from the Reading segregation plan as approved in
the District Court in Philadelphia will be heard by the U. S.
Supreme Court Jan. 16, 1922. Announcement that the date
would be advanced was made in Washington, Monday, Dec.
12.
The petition filed in the Philadelphia District Court in
behalf of certain common stockholders of the Central Railroad of New Jersey to set aside the sale of that railroad's
holdings in the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. to the Reynolds syndicate does not constitute a separate action at
law but was entered as part of the general Reading segregation proceedings.

—
December
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Coal Industry Will Testify in Rate
Reduction Hearing
Jan. 11— National Coal AssoBituminous Operators' Case
Cashing and Cochrane for Wholesalers

Reopening Delayed

Till

ciation to Present

By Paul Wooton
Washington Correspondent

from the coal industry in the rate reduchas been assi^ed by the Interstate Commerce
Under this arrangement
19 and 20.
Jan.
for
Commission
the representatives of the coal industry would follow immediately after the railroads' witnesses, preceding those
of the other industries which will present arguments for

TESTIMONY
tion case

specific

commodities.

An

effort is being made to effect a
to allow the coal
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11; canned goods and wholesale groceries, Feb. 15; fruits
and vegetables, Feb. 16-17; milk, cream and dairy products,
Feb. 18; beverages and beverage containers, and waste

material, Feb. 20; other commodities, Feb. 21-22.
The rate hearing has been considered by the executive
committee of the American Wholesale Coal Association and
George H. Gushing and Ira C. Cochrane have been designated to represent the wholesalers. The commission has
consolidated with this case the individual petition already
Mr. Gushing will
filed by the Wholesale Coal Association.
contend that 1917 rates should be the basis used in the calHe will
culation of rate and service charge adjustments.
contend that the public will benefit most if the reduction is
there
heavy
As
the
basic
commodities.
confined largely to
is some difference of opinion as to what constitutes a basic
commodity, Mr. Gushing in his presentation will define it
as follows: "In a transportation sense, a basic commodity
is a product of the earth in the form in which first offered
commercially for rail transportation."

rearrangement of the schedule so as

testimony to be taken at a later date. It is a more difficult
task to gather the necessary information from the coal
industry than from any other industry which is to be heard,
and for that reason it is thought probable that the commission can be induced to change the assignment so as to
allow more time for the collection of the necessary data.
The case of the bituminous producei-s is to be presented
by the National Coal Association. This was decided at a

meeting of the association's railroad relations committee

Washington Dec. 21. Some are of the opinion that arguments should be made by representatives of the different
but in view of the emphasis which the commission places upon its disinclination to consider the matter
from a local standpoint it was decided to leave the presentaThe
tion entirely in the hands of the national association.
hope was expressed that the industry's entire case would be
presented by one witness. J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president
of the National Coal Association, was selected for this task.
He will be assisted, however, by an advisory committee
composed of J. G. Bradley, president of the association;
E. C. Mahan, chairman of the railroad relations committee;
John Callahan, traffic manager for the association, and
in

districts,

Rush

Butler, the association's chief counsel.

Coal Bids Asked for Ohio Institutions
will be opened at Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 4 by RusV. Johnson, State Superintendent of Purchases, for
24,800 tons of coal for state institutions, as follows: 9,000
tons of mine-run or nut, pea and slack for the Ohio Penitentiary, f.o.b. at institution; 11,000 tons of mine-run or nut,
pea and slack for the Columbus State Hospital, Columbus,
f.o.b. at institution; 1.300 tons of mine-run or lump for the

BIDS
sell

State House, Columbus, delivered to the basement; 3,500
tons of mine-run or nut, pea and slack for the Longview
Hospital, Carthage, near Cincinnati, f.o.b. institution.

Food Costs

FOOD

Fell 1 Per Cent in

November

costs for the average family in the United States

were 1 per cent, lower in November than in October,
according to Labor Department estimates. The compilation
of the estimates was made from reports of prices of fortythree food articles to the department's Statistical Bureau by
retail dealers in fifty-one cities.

Bituminous Operators to Take Broad Economic Line

The manner

in

which the case of the bituminous producers

It is
to be presented has not been worked out in detail.
cei-tain that it will follow the broadest economic lines, as
there is great difference in opinion among coal producers
is

what should be done in the matter of rate reducThe efficiency of the transportation machine
tion on coal.
is a matter of such moment to the coal industry that some

as to just

operators greatly fear that even a 10-per cent reduction
applied to a commodity moving in such volume as
does coal would deplete the carriers' revenue to the point
where all concerned would suffer. Operators who furnish
relatively small amounts of railroad fuel and who are more
concerned with rates of freight take a different view. They
point out that it is a fallacy to conclude that reduction of
rates means a reduction of revenue. They contend that it
has been demonstrated clearly by the experience of the last
year that rates can be made so high as to diminish revenue
and that by lowering the cost of transportation, streams
of traffic will be unfrozen and while the rate of profit to
the railroads will be less, the aggregate revenue will be

No Selection of a Secretary has been made as yet by the
Smokeless Coal Operators Association. It is understood
that the selection of a successor for E. J. McVann will not
be huiTied and for the present the association will not mainMr. McVann declined re-election
tain a Washington office.
so as to be able to devote his entire time to the practice of

law

in

Washington.

when

greater.

The reopening of the hearing has been postponed from
Jan. 9 to Jan. 11. The commission has announced the following allotment of time: direct testimony of caniers, Jan.
11-14; cross examination of carriers' witnesses, Jan. 16-18;
coal and coke, Jan. 19 and 20; ore, furnace materials, and
iron and steel articles, Jan. 21-23; sand and gravel, brick,
lime, cement, gypsum and asphalt, Jan. 24-25; lumber and
forest products, Jan. 26-27; fertilizer and materials, sulphuric acid, phosphate rock, Jan. 28; testimony of public
and shippers as to general aspects of the ease, Jan. 30 to
Feb. 4; vegetable oil and soap, Feb. 8; grain, flour and
agricultural products, Feb. 9; live stock and packing-house
products, Feb. 10; petroleum and petroleum products, Feb.

Cut in Export Coal Rates Delayed by
Opposition from New England
from New England has blocked, at
temporarily, the plan to put into effect
an immediate reduction of export rates on coal. The
committee which is considering the whole export
situation met Dec. 22 at the offices of the Interstate
Commerce Commission in Washington, at which time
it was revealed that the opposition to the proposed
rate reduction has caused the railroads to hesitate
in putting through a plan that was generally favored.
The effort has not been abandoned and will receive
additional consideration at the hands of the railroad
executives concerned. W. V. Hardie, director of traffic
Commerce Commission, was
the
Interstate
for
He explained
selected as the committee's chairman.
that the Interstate Commerce Commission has no
authority to act in a case of this kind without hearings
and without complying with the other formalities of
such procedures, which would take weeks, if not

OPPOSITION
least

months.
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as \ ictor by the Chicago Decision
In the Borderland Coal Case?

LIKE

the Battle of Jutland,

there

are

many views

of

what happened to the Borderland suit and to Judge
Anderson in the Circuit Court of Appeals in Chicago,
chronicled in these columns last week. Whose victory is it?
The following is from a news story sent out from Charleston to papers in a union field the day following that on
which the Chicago judges handed down their decision; among
other things it is based on a formal statement given out
by Mr. Olmstead, chairman of the labor committee of the
Operators Association of the Williamson Field:
Though supei-ficially regarded as a modification of Judge
/

And2rson's ruling, actually the appellate court has broadened the scope of the case, explicitly stating as facts beyond
A
legal disproof points hitherto bones of contention.
significant feature of the court's decision, operators'
counsel declared, is that it virtually warns operators of the
Central Competitive Field, who today stand indicted in
Judge Anderson's court, that they are liable to heavy fines
and imprisonment for their part in the "gigantic conspiracy" between them and mine workers' officials, when
they appear for trial in January.
Comment here was to the effect that the decision really
is of vast political significance because of this feature, in
that the Circuit Court of Appeals virtually offers the
central field operators a loophole by which to escape federal
prosecution through immediate abolition of the cheek-off.
"The court e.xplicitly states," said operators' counsel,
"that it finds evidence of a 'gigantic conspiracy' between
the United Mine Workers of America and operators of the
It virtually commands Judge
Central Competitive Field.
Anderson to restrain the mine workers' officials from collecting money outside the state for organization purposes
in West Virginia, from buying arms or in any way interfering with the peaceable operation of the mines in this
state.
Furthermore it declares that while the check-off
cannot be prevented if it is voluntary on the part of the
workers, if it is involuntary it is part of the 'conspiracy.'
And we have all the evidence necessary," counsel added,
"to prove that the check-off is involuntary and therefore
is

illegal."

The authority given Judge Anderson to prohibit further
efforts to organize Mingo County and other dependent coal
the state means, moreover, that the tent colonies
at Lick Creek and other points near Williamson must go
and that all other warlike efforts of the miners to organize
the field must cease.
fields of
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In comparing November, 1921, with October, 1921, 5 industries show increases in the amount of money paid to
employees and 9 show decreases. The largest increases are
7 per cent in paper making and 6.2 per cent in iron and
steel.
Silk shows a decrease of 13.5 per cent and automobiles a decrease of 8.5 per cent. There was a decrease
of 0.2 per cent in bituminous coal raining.

Armed

Pickets

Keep Men Away From Mines

SERIOUS

disorders followed the attempt of the management of the Panama mine, near Moundsville, W. Va.,
to operate that mine when the men went on strike to determine who should be employed by the management. The
mine had been closed down for a time and had resumed
operations.
On Dec. 14 the strikers planted pickets to
prevent anyone from going to work in the mines. Many of
them, having firearms, attempted to assault miners when
they arrived at the plant in taxicabs. Women armed with
bricks were conspicuous among the pickets.
Deputy
sheriffs were posted near the mine to protect the workmen,
but the state police on their arrival restored order. Several
foreigners were arrested on Dec. 14 for assaulting workmen
and three others on the following day for interfering with
workmen, one of the three being a woman. Later a policeman was assaulted because he had arrested the woman.

Seeks Early Decision on Constitutionality
Of Kansas Industrial Court Law

ATTORNEY GENERAL HOPKINS of Kansas has re-^^ quested the U. S. Supreme Court to advance for earlyargument the case brought by the United Mine Workers
Union of Kansas attacking the constitutionality of the
Kansas Court of Industrial Relations law. The case is
No. 451 on the docket and unless advanced will not be heard
for months and probably not until the next term.
The Attorney General contends that the administration
of the law has been hampered by the mine-union leaders,
who are declared to be agitating and urging disregard and
disobsdience of the law, and openly defying the law.
He
says laws similar to the Kansas law have been under consideration by various states, that such an act is being
urged upon the national Congress, and that it is important that the court pass an early opinion as to its
constitutionality.

Would Reduce Prices to "Proper
ATTORNEY GENERAL DAUGHERTY has

Levels"

directed the
Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice
to investigate retail prices, including those on fuels, in an
-

More Bituminous Miners Worked, for Le.«s
Pay, in November Than in October

EMPLOYMENT conditions in November, 1921, as tabulated by the U. S. Department of Labor through the
Bureau of Labor Statistics from reports by representative
estaVjlishments in 13 manufacturing industries and in bituminous coal mining indicate, in comparing the figures of
November, 1921, with those of identical establishments for
November, 1920, that in 8 industries there were increases
in the number of persons employed, while in 6 there were
decreases. The largest increase, 74 per cent, is shown in the
woolen industry. Men's ready-made clothing shows an increase of 54.1 per cent and hosiery and underwear an increase of 38.3 per cent. The most important decreases are
33.1 per cent in iron and steel and 25.2 per cent in car building and repairing. There was a decrease of 10.6 per cent
in

bituminous coal mining.
Five of the 14 industries show increases in the total

amount

of the payroll for

November,

1921,

as compared

with November, 1920, and 9 show decreases. The most important percentage increase, 58.2, appears in the woolen
industry. Iron and steel show a decrease of 64.2 per cent
and both car building and repairing and paper-making a
decrease of 38 per cent. The decrease in bituminous coal
mining was 34.4 per cent.

effort

to reduce

them

to

proper

levels.

While no details

as to the investigation were announced the Attorney General
said retail prices are too high in many places.
Co-operation of the Department of Commerce and the states in
reducing prices will be sought.

Hall and Aitchison Renominated to

I.

C. C.

PRESIDENT HARDING

has renominated Commissioners
Hall and Aitchison for new terms as members of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. It had been rumored that
one of these commissioners would retire.

Analyses of South Somerset County Coals.

—

In the
"Analyses of South Somerset County Coals,"
Nov. 10, 1921, vol. 20, p. 757, errors in interpretation and
subsequent bracketing make the following corrections necessary:
Merchants No. 3 mine should be credited to the
Merchants Coal Co.; Consolidation No. 112 to the Consolidation Coal Co.; John Wills Nos. 2 and 3 to the John
Wills Coal Co.; Penn Mar Mines Nos. 2 and 3 to the
Brothers Valley Coal Co.; Linnier and Coronet No. 3 belong
respectively not to the Ursina Fuel Co. or the Black
Coal Co. but some other parties not known to the State
Geological Survey.

article entitled
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Frelinghuysen Again Urges Action
On Coal Stabilization Bill

—

Disclaims Intent to Regulate the Industry Would
Throw Light of Publicity on Stocks, Requirements and Reasonableness of Prices

SENATOR FRELINGHUYSEN,

of New Jersey, delivered
a speech in the Senate Dec. 22 urging Senate action on his
bill aimed to stabilize the coal industry through the gathering
and publication of information by the government as to
coal production and prices. The Senator was bitter in his
attacks on the National Coal Association, charging it with
lobbying against the bill and saying that the cost of
administration of the proposed legislation would not exceed
that paid by the association to its lawyers to fight legislation in Congress.
"Turn on the light" was the theme running through the
Senator's address, he insisting that the government and the
country were in the dark as to stocks, requirements and
reasonableness of coal prices.
He criticized anthracite prices, saying that for the country
as a whole they had advanced in price 52c. a ton from
July 15, 1920, to July 15, 1921, although other prices had
been falling. While willing to concede reasons advanced
for high prices by the coal interests, he insisted that the
public had no means of testing their truth, which would be
possible with systematic quarterly collection of statistics

by a government department.
Extracts from the Senator's speech follow:
"When I last addressed the Senate on the day the
seasonal coal-rate bill was sent back to committee, I said
the coal question would not down.
It has not downed.
I

was

situation was critical.
my conviction. The
right here today, staring us in the face.

convinced

Nothing has
coal question

then

that

since occurred to
is

the

weaken

Denies Purpose of Bill

Is

Regulatory

"I said of Senate bill 1807 (stabilization bill) that it was
meant simply to turn on the light. To call it regulation
is

to pervert

the English language.

Its

only purpose

is

throw the light of publicity and understandng on an
industry which I and my associates on the Interstate Commerce Committee had come to realize did not know itself.
The bill was opposed by an organized lobby of the coal
interests, who were afraid of the light and who wanted the
people to continue to walk in darkness.
"To say that the Government of the United States is
in the dark about these day-to-day facts of the coal supply
is to charge that government with criminal negligence,
but I can prove the charge on four counts.
"There is only one thing that we know regularly about
the coal supply, and that is the production. But production
alone will not tell the story.
We must know also what
to

the relation of production is to requirements.
"I say we are in the dark about stocks.
About
once a year, when the situation looks desperate, some
department does make a hurried, inadequate investigation
of the amount of coal in storage. In fact, such a hasty
stock taking has just been made by the Department of
Commerce. But the issuance of these sporadic reports
may do as much harm as good.
"I say we are in the dark about requirements.
Forecasting requirements is simply a matter of patient keeping
of records, but the records are not being kept. We do not
know what the current rate of consumption is.
"I say we are in the dark about prices.
Except for the
retail prices quoted by the Department of Labor, we have
no official records of what prices are being asked.
"And lastly, we are in the dark concerning the reasonableness of the price.
One reason why production has
fallen off so tremendously is that buyers are puzzled and
uninformed. They are waiting for the price to come down.
They will not trust the siren song of the coal man. When
the coal operator advises them to 'Buy now, the price is
down to rock bottom,' they put his statement down to

1061

propaganda.
The whole matter turns on a question of
on what is the present cost of producing coal. But
the buyer can't find out. I can't find out. You can't find out.
"Now it would be a simple matter to find out about
these things as provided in the publicity bill. All that is
needed is to turn on the light. All that is needed is to
designate some government agency to do the work. Why
the total cost of administering the bill would be less than
what the National Coal Association pays its lawyers to fight
fact;

legislation in this Congress.
"So much for what the

public does not know about
Turn, now, to anthracite.
bituminous coal.
So far as
hard coal is concerned, the figures show plenty of coal
produced and transported. They show that up to the end

of October,

74,400,000

short tons of anthracite coal

had

been produced. This compared favorably with the record
for preceding years. That much we know about the hardcoal supply.
But we are in the dark about other things
of the simplest and most elementary sort.
Will anyone
explain why, with a supply ahead of last year, the retail
price of anthracite is higher today than it was a year ago ?
"I do not wish to be unjust to the coal men.
I know
what the explanations are that they offer for advances in
the price of anthracite. The high cost of materials, a dull
market for steam sizes, an increase in wages last summer,
the increase in freight rates; these oft-repeated explanations are familiar to every member of this body. The point
I am making is that the public has no means of testing
the truth of the explanations.
"We do not know because we are not permitted to know.
We cannot find out what the costs are because the National
Coal Association has put out the eyes of the government by
the injunction in the Maynard coal case.
"We may recall that if increased freight rates are an
element in the increased price, that increase has gone
largely into the pockets of the anthracite coal-carrying
roads, which own the mines, and that these roads were
already among the most prosperous in the country.
"We do know, according to the Baltimore Sun of June 7,
that the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. made
profits of $6,672,000 in 1920, as against $2,464,000 in 1916,
an increase of 170 per cent. We know that the Lehigh &
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., having for the last ten years or
more paid 13 per cent regularly, on March 5, 1921, paid
a cash dividend of 150 per cent.
"The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co. paid
10 per cent annually from its inauguration in 1909 until
1912. In 1913 it paid 30 per cent and in 1914, 20 per cent.
In 1915 it paid 60 per cent.
In 1916 it paid 20 per cent.
In 1917 it paid 100 per cent 60 per cent in cash, and 40
per cent in Liberty Bonds and notes of Great Britain. In
1918 it paid 40 per cent, the 30 per cent extra being in
Liberty Bonds. In 1919 it paid 10 per cent, and in 1920,
10 per cent cash and a stock dividend of 75 per cent.
"I say to you that the question of whether a gigantic
combine is demanding extortionate prices for a necessity of
life is one that no democratic government can ignore and

—

live."

Wholesale Prices in November Recede
Slightly from October Level

A

SLIGHT

drop in the general level of wholesale prices

shown for November, as compared with October,
according to information gathered by the U. S. Department
The
of Labor through the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
is

bureau's weighted index number, based on 327 commodities
or price series, stands at 149, compared with 150 for the
preceding month.
The largest decreases took place among farm products,
particularly cotton, wheat, rye, cattle, hogs, sheep and
poultry.
Clothing and metals also were cheaper than in
the month before. No change in the general price level
was reported for the groups of foods, chemicals and drugs,
house-furnishing goods, and miscellaneous commodities. In
the groups of fuel and building materials prices averaged
higher than in October.
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Weekly Review
production of bituminous coal the
DECEMBER
lowest at this season for many years and prices

on the spot market just about what the buyer
year's coal trade that can best
be epitomized in the words of the old song "Soft and
Low."
The week's output (Dec. 12-17). barely 7,000,000
tons, is the third in a row of what is expected to be a
longer series at that level. No report or opinion on the
condition of the coal trade, either hard or soft, carries
much hope or expectation of better demand without a
period of hard winter weather.
Coal is not the only business that languishes by
offers

mark the end of a

reason of the continued mildness of the weather. Several
branches of the clothing industry and rubber footwear,
like the retail coal business, are waiting for hard and
continued frost. In the Middle West they are saying
that six weeks of real winter will be required to deplete
the retailer's stock of coal and bring him into the
market.
The largest producer of domestic coal in
Illinois has closed down, or will soon do so.

in part sentimental, but Ihey are real nevertheless and
by no means local; Clearfield, Pocahontas, Cambria,
Somerset, Fairmont, Kanawha, southern Illinois and
Hocking all contributed some strength to the market.

S^o
WGc/(ly

there is nothing unusual in the non-operation of
mines in the summer, but it is very unusual in the
winter. This one incident practically paints the picture
for the whole coal industry today anthracite as well
as bituminous coal; more coal above ground than consumers need. Consumption of coal is low, lower in fact
than many suspect, but the sag is temporary. As
evidence of this is the fact that for several weeks there
has been more business in January deliveries than in

—

December.

Coal Age Index of spwt prices of bituminous coal
gained one point this week, going fi'om 83 to 84.
Definite suspension of production in even the non-union
fields and the falling off in supply of fine coal consequent
on diminished call for domestic sizes have pulled the
steam market part way out of the hole. The gains are

''
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Anthracite production is falling off for the same
reason as that of bituminous coal the warm weather
and overstocked bins in retail yards. Company prices
are firm but independent prices are weakening, especially on the less-favored family sizes.

—

BITUMINOUS

Consumption Unreasonably Low; Sag Temporary

Now

prxKffCtion

/from

again declined during the week ended Dec. 17,
the Geological Survey. The total output was
tons, as compared with 7,298,000 in the preLoadings on the first two days of Christmas
week indicate a further decrease in production for that
Production
according to
7,046,000 net
vious week.
period.

Production for the first 296 days of the year was 39.3,548,000 net tons, the lowest for that period in any of the last
On Nov. 1 commercial consumers had a reserve
of 47,000,000 tons, but since that time production has been
Buyers have had several factors in
less than consumption.
mind in curtailing their orders, but the first of the year
will see the removal of the war tax on freight and the
passing of the inventory period, which is always a reason
Coal men see in this
for cutting down on current orders.
the re-entry of the buyer in the market, at least to the
extent to which he has depleted his reserve in the last

five years.

sixty days.
The trade

also

expects that caution

will

prompt con-
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sumers to anticipate any labor disturbance over the newscale by providing additional stocks in the interim.
Inquiries for future tonnage are increasing but operators
are not generally inclined to tie up their coal over the first

wage

quarter of 1922, feeling that during that period they may
have an opportunity to recoup their losses by holding their
coal against spot offers.
Retailers obtained only a slight increase of business from
the recent colder weather. As has been said so many
times, the householder is not buying in the usual quantity,
being inclined to go through the winter on a hand-to-mouth
basis.
Retail yards are jammed with high-priced coal,
which is hard to woi'k oflf especially when it is considered
that stocks can now be replaced from the mines at figures
much lower than existed when the dealer bought heavily.
Some of these low spot prices are being reflected at i-etail
by the smaller firms who were financially unable to stock
up two months ago, which works to the further disad-

vantage of the average retailer.
New York and Philadelphia houses have postponed their
selling efforts until the new year, when they feel that
buyers may "lay off" the stock pile. Cleveland reports
"nothing doing," but the heavy draught on stock piles
presages an early return of demand. The Cincinnati market is featureless but for the strength in steam coals. Accumulations at that gateway have been pared down and

1063

the lack of distress coal permits more stable quotations.
is experiencing sub-zero temperatures, bringing a rush of small domestic orders, but industrial fuels
are still sluggish.
New England trading is very ragged. Receipts by water
and rail are now about equal, the latter being largely railroad contract fuel, which is the mainstay of all-rail shippers.
Coastwise business is taking whatever spot tonnage
can be found, as present rail rates are too far out of line

The Northwest

permit competition with water-borne coals. Marine
houses are scratching for business and 75c. freights from
Hampton Roads are not unlikely.

to

y
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Output Gains

Prices Are Holding

Better

Export Call Improves

Resume Operations with
— More
—American Coal Fast Vanishing from

Firm

Demand

as

Collieries

Markets Obtained During British Depression

BRITISH production took an upturn
during the week ended Dec. 10. According to a cable to Coal Age, the
output was 4,855,000 gross tons, as
compared with 4,693,000 tons during
the preceding week. Prices for export
are generally being maintained and in
Exports
some cases even advanced.
from South Wales are increasing and
inquiries are being received from the
Far East, including India and Japan.
Deliveries are prompt and running over
into 1922. The Argentine railways are
inquiring for 100,000 tons.
On behalf of the Indian Government
an inquiry is being made for 250,000
tons of Welsh and Monmouthshire coals
for shipment to Indian ports within the
next twelve months. So far, the avermonthly shipments from South
Wales to India from September to
November have been 100,000 tons, and
it is stated that the extra shipment of

age

20,000 tons per month to complete the
contract can easily be undertaken by
the trade.
Shipments from the Tyne are steadily
improving.
At the Tyne Commissioners Meeting at Newcastle recently
reported, that 1,117,484 tons
it was
were shipped in November, an increase
of 361,584 tons over November last
year.
The Swansea port's trade figures for
November were the highest for the
past three years. The total imports and
exports amounted to 434,000 tons, compared with 332,000 tons in the same
period last year. Coal exports totaled
260,000 tons, being an increase of
94,000 tons.
During November South Wales exported around two million tons of coal,
which is an increase of 100,000 tons
over the September figure. It is expected
that this level will be surpassed during
the next few months, since the entire
export business is recovering. Of the
total of 2,000,000 tons, France took
650,000 and Italy 325,000; the South
American market absorbed 170,000,
while
British
coaling
depots
took
250,000.
Increased
production
at
lowered

mine wages has been accomplished but
certain other factors are in need of
revision.
Lower transport rates and
dock dues are imminent.
The most
serious deterrent to the export coal
trade is rail and dock charges.
Only
insignificant relief has been afforded
by a reduction of the latter; railway

O.J

rates are also to be reduced by 25
per cent, but this is likewise short of
what is required and it is evident that
a differential in freight rates, favoring

export tonnage will have to be made
before coal houses can expect to permanently regain their lost trade.
The improvement in the north of
Employment is
England continues.
now more regular so that the wage
cuts are somewhat compensated by
Several collieries which
more work.
have been idle for months are resuming
and others which have been on short
time are now at full pressure.

French Industrial Demand Poor;
Production Slowly Increases
first large shipment of German
coal imported into Marseilles is reported. Imports of coal from Germany,
have been rather small, but 14,182 tons
arrived from the Ruhr district in one

The

in November.
Demand for manufacturing coals remains poor, and stocks at the mines on
Nov. 1 amounted to over 800,000 tons.

shipment

On the other hand, several of the collieries have booked considerable orders
for domestic.
In October, the devasted collieries
produced 564,151 tons, as compared
with 510,045 tons in September, while
the other collieries in the Pas-de-Calais
raised in the aggregate 712,572 tons, as
compared with 705,410 tons in the preceding month.
Hampton Roads Tonnage Reduced
Business was unusually dull, with
stocks reduced to a minimum due to the
usual Christmas shutdown in the mines.
No demand for any coals as seen in the
quotations for highC.i.f.
market.
were stronger while lowvolatiles
volatile coal declined.

Dealers were "marking time," expecting little revival of business until
after Jan. 1.
New England coal was
moving, to some extent, with bunker
business fairly active. Some improvement in general shipping recently has
had a tendency to increase this feature
of the trade.
Freight rates were unchanged coastwise, and slightly reduced, on the spot,
for foreign cargoes, which showed a
very slight improvement during the

week.

Shipments of coal from Hampton
Roads will amount to 15,000,000 tons

1065
in 1921, as

1920.

over

against 21,000,000 tons for

The 1919 record was slightly
12,000,000

tons

dumped

at

all

The Newport News piers have
shown a decided falling off this winter,
while the Norfolk & Western and Virpiers.

ginia have practically held their own.
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soon be in the market for at least
necessary requirements.
The proposed cut in export coal rates
is looked upon as one means of attempting to solve the foreign trade question.
It is believed that if the reduction is
made .American coal exporters will
have an opportunity to compete with

Reports

From

26

the Market Centers

the English.

freights quoted from Hampton Roads
This would put the water
to Boston.
rate, from port to port, on the basis
that obUiined ten years ago.

>lew Lnvland

—

BOSTON
Further

Slump

in

Hampton

Roads
Shippers Find

— Pennsylvania
Business — Coastwise Freights
Reflect Trade Dullness — No ImproveAnthracite Demand.
ment
day
Bituminous— Almost from day
fresh evidence of

pi-ices
Little

in

to

its
the market gives
Following
unsatisfactory character.
closely the reduction in bunker prices
at Hampton Roads, certain of the agenNavy acceptable
are offering
cies
grades as low as $4.40 per gross ton
f.o.b. vessel. Quotations on cars Providence and Boston for Inland delivery
have not yet been made on the low basis
mentioned, except where factors have
been forced to dispose of coal on demurrage. For the most part, a range
of $6.25@$6.50 on cars is still quoted,
although this is not to be taken as a
sign of any firmness in the current

market.
the contrary, trade continues on
the same ragged basis that has preThe
vailed now for several months.
absence of low quotations on cars is

On

only to extremely light inquiry.
What orders are heard from are placed
by small buyers. Were there any comprehensive business in sight, the purchasing officer would certainly be in
position to make a trade that from his
standpoint would compare favorably
with any "bargain" price hitherto reReserves are large, especially
ported.
with the railroads, and it would be a
hardy individual who could now see
any sign of reaction during January or

due

February.
Both rail and water deliveries have
sagged further the past fortnight, although figures indicate that tonnage is
about equally divided between the two
routes.
ply coal

The proportion of railroad supincreases as commercial coal

drops off, thereby bearing out the trade
impression that more than any other
one factor the contracts placed by the
railroads in the spring have maintainetl
rail movement at the level that has
obtained thus far. The percentage of
railroad fuel has increased from 18..5
per cent early in the coal year to about
35 per cent during November.
Pennsylvania shippers continue their
active scratching for business, but results are meager.
Only in scattered
instances are mines in central Pennsylvania working more than two days
per week; the great majority are completely shut down. At the Philadelphia
and New York piers the tonnage
dumped is almost nil. Bunker business
at both ports is smaller than ever and
to an extent Hampton Roads shippers
are sending cargoes to New York
with bunker requirements in view.
In evei-y port there is a surplus of
tonnage and owTiers are driving hard
to place boats. While no material concessions in rate have yet come to light,
the trade knows that any reasonable
offer would be promptly accepted.
It
is

quite

possible

we

shall

have

7.5c

All sizes are now easy
.\nthracite
Practically all the shippers
get.
are looking for orders, and there is
little in sight for January.
Retail demand shows no improveto

ment. Not only are householders buying small lots, when they buy, but
there is real ground for anxiety in the
Boston.
situation,
notably in
price
Dealers throughout this territory have
Egg
more than comfortable stocks.
and pea are still difficult to move and
independent shippers continue shading
prices to place current output.

This market is still in the grip of
Demands centers almost
low prices.
entirely around the better grades while
the fair and inferior coals are hard to
move.
There is considerable fuel on
the local docks while many loaded bottoms dot the harbor. At times these
cargoes are offered at prices below genera! quotations.
The holiday spirit hit the coal trade

early in tlie week and most houses
withdrew their salesmen until after the
With the mines profirst of the year.
ducing less coal than is consumed it
is felt that after Jan. 1 buyers must
get busy an<i replenish their stocks.
High-volatile ij-in. lump was quoted
!;-in.
lump gas
$1.95@$2.10, while
ranged $2.4.5@$2.60. Other quotations
low-volatile
slack,
included
$1.35@
$1.50;

Tidewater

high-volatile

slack $1.55@$1.75,

and gas slack $1.85@$2.10.

—East
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Shaded Again Bituminous Demand
Negligible — Tide Trade almost Van— ished.

Anthracite Continues Dull Independent Premiutns Disappear SteamCoals
Better and Surplus Grows Smaller
Bituminous
Demand Quiet Bayers
floldiny Off until after Jan. 1.

—

—

—

market has reAnthracite This
sponded to the change in weather conditions, so far as the better grades of
anthracite are concerned. Independents
report that the demand shows improvement. The cut in production has
aided in keeping prices where they are.
The piers are well filled with all sizes
and there has been considerable of the
steam coals loaded in boats. Much coal
is being placed in storage, while railroad sidings are filled with loaded cars.
Sales
agents
and
shippers
are
anxiously awaiting the new year to see
if the removing of the
war tax will
have have any effect on buyers. It is
not expected that there will be any
change in the local situation because of
it but to points where the freight rate
is around $4 and higher it is expected to
an improvement.
Some of the companies continue to
break down their egg. Stove and chestnut are moving steadily but most of
the retail trade now insist upon getting
it straight
and not with other sizes.
With the companies hardly able to move
their output the independents cannot
be expected to receive any more than
result in

company circular for their coals. In
fact some of them are not receiving
full

circular for either stove or chest-

nut.

coals are in better demand.
Independent quotations are, however,
It was rebelow company circular.

Steam

ported that some distress coal in loaded
boats was offered last week on a basis
of $1.75 f.o.b. mine.
Bituminous With little prospect of
increased buying ahead the situation
Curtailed
shows no improvement.
mining has aided in maintaining prices
with a slight improvement in one or
two instances where the coal was short.
Most of the large consumers, such as
public utilities, have large stocks in
their bins but the industrial user will

—

Cold Weather Helps Anthracite BuyIndependent Prices
ing Still Light

—

lower
temperaAnthracite With
tures there has been a slight response
on the part of the consumer. The time
was when such weather would have

brought an avalanche of orders. However, there is another way of looking
at this, for without the spell of severe
cold the business would have gone
utterly

flat.

After this experience, almost all in
now convinced that the
winter will be one of moderate business,
with the dealer always able to get coal
the trade are

some size from his shipper. Buying has not been sufficient to prevent
the shutdown of many collieries, and
while the companies have thus far lost
little time, there is no doubt that the
last week of the year will see many of
At this time the
their mines closed.
big producers are storing heavily of
will
only be a short
and
egg,
and
it
pea
time when stove will become troubleof

some.
Independent shippers made extreme
efforts to market their surplus coal
before curtailing production, and as a
result even lower prices than last week
were quoted on occasional lots. Egg
was to be had at $7.2.'j, a full 50c under
company price. Quotations on pea were
more variable.
Several independents
who have been asking company price
size
this
all
along, have adjusted
for
prices
to
their
regular customers,

ranging $5..50@$5.75.
Retail prices remain weak, so much
so, that the dealers charging $14.50 for
stove and nut are quite few, and most
quotations seem to be drifting toward
Some are cutting the price by
$13.75.
waiving the carrying charge, which
usually amounts to 40c, and the con-

sumer in seeking coal often makes a
bargain on this basis.
Steam coals have not improved, and
some very good buckwheat was offered
at $2.90, although most spot sales are
For ordinary coals there is a
at $3.
plentiful

offering

ot

$2.50.

There

is

December
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some expectation

of

steam coals by the

stiffening in
first of the year

a

should there be a continued suspension
of mining.

—

Bituminous Buyers seem to have
gone to the extreme in their determination not to buy any more fuel before
Usually most
the first of the year.
consumers have been much concerned to
keep up their stocks as the winter advances, but the reverse now is the rule,
and this practice is probably traceable
as much to an expected freight reduction as to any other factor.
Prices remain about as last week,
and while there is not the least sign
of strength, there is just a probability
there would be further lowering were
it
not for the increased number of
mines which have closed down.
The Tide situation offers no encour-

agement. Even bunkering has slumped,
as so many vessels are taking advantage of cheaper fuel on the other side.

BUFFALO

—

Bituminovs Trade Grows Less Active
Stocks Adequate Miners Offer to Take
Wage Cut Anthracite Slow Indepen-

—

—

—

dent Prices Soft.

—

Bituminous Demand is still light
and prices are far from strong. Reports of coal offered at badly-slashed
prices continue and it appears that from
this time on all the coal the consumers
can buy is about what they use, for
their storage space is full.
The expected buying against the April suspension is apparently about all done,
so that the shippers do not look for
much improvement for quite a long
time. They do not expect prices to sag
any further, for they are at bottom

now.

No particular improvement in consumption is taking place.
Operators
and miners are looking into the prospects of the

new wage

scale.

A

Buffalo

operator advises that he is considering
an offer from the miners to go back to
the scale of 1917, which he thinks will
run close to 50c. a ton less than the
present scale. The point in question is
whether the mine, being now closed

down indefinitely, will start up and give
the men regular work.
Prices are still weak, from light demand, running about $2.75 for Youghiogheny gas lump, $2.50 for Pittsburgh
and No. 8 steam lump, $2.25 for Allegheny Valley and all mine run, $1.50@
$1.75 for slack, adding $2.36 to Allegheny Valley and $2.51 to other coals
for freight.

—

Anthracite
The situation remains
quieter than usual at this time of the
year.
Nobody will buy more than is
needed.
Even large consumers are
now taking coal by the single load.
The idea is that they are not well supplied with money.
If this weather is
not enough to stimulate buying nothing
can do it.
At present independent anthracite is
selling at about a dollar under the circular and mines are running at a slow
race.
Much attention of an uncomfortable character is directed to the standard mines. Some of them are suffering from sti-ikes and others are running on part time. Report has it that
little or no work will be done in most
of them during the holidays.
Ccke The trade does not improve
materially.
Half of the furnaces are
in operation, with one shutting down
for want of business.
Coke ovens in

—

106T

connection are kept running enough to
supply them, so that the jobbers do not
get many orders.
They quote 72-hr.
foundry at $4.15, 48-hr. furnace at
$3.15 and stock at $2.75 to which add
$3.64 for freight.

BALTIMORE
Holiday Season Finds Trade Very Dull
Three Clearances for Export
More
Seasonable Winter Aids Anthracite.

—

—

—

Bituminous
The holiday period
comes with the coal trade very much
down in the mouth as to the immediate
business and near-future prospects.
Unlike other years, no one is especially
concerned with the fact that mine holidays will cut down the production until
after the first of the year.
There is
more than enough coal to go round and
prices are still weak.
Best steam can be had on line business at $2.25(S)$2.40 f.o.b. mines. Occasionally on sharp bunker trading the
same coals are passing hands on a
mine basis of $2@$2.20 per net ton.
Lower-grade coals are a drug on the
market.
After the worst export lull for many
months, the first half of December
having seen but one vessel cleared from
this port, a three-ship spurt added a
little tone during the past week. These
vessels carried away a total of slightly
moi'e than 13,000 tons of coal on export account. The trade is hoping for
some readjustment of the foreign exchange, as this is blamed largely for
present conditions.

— Business has been stimu-

Anthracite

lated to some extent by more seasonable weather.
The demand is not in
any sense a rush, however, and the
reserve in yards and the fairly good
flow fi-om the mines is able to take

care of any emergency. Coal men are
not now anticipating any serious complications,
unless
unusually
cold
weather sets in, as the low consumption
to date has taken care, in considerable
measure, of the fall-off from normal of
early deliveries.

Inland West
DETROIT
Coal Users Manifest Little Interest in
Offerings
Receipts Continue Light
Anthracite Market Quiet.
Bituminous Not very much coal
business is being done here.
Buyers
seem to have become so accustomed to

—

—

—

an attitude of aloofness that offerings
of high quality stock fail to awaken
any of the old-time buying interest.
Very little coal is coming into Detroit,
aside from the small amount that is
being delivered to apply on contracts.
In some instances users of steam coal
are requesting that shipments be held
back until after Jan. 1, that they may
have the advantage of whatever saving may be possible in consequence of
the discontinuance of the war tax on
freight.
The market condition harmonizes
^vith the sluggishness in nearly all
lines.
This dullness is in some measure intensified by the usual pause in
activities that precedes the holiday
period and by the fact that in various
establishments operations are reduced
to facilitate taking the annual inventory.
•iS ton ag.
.

,

.

Most

of the coal now coming to
Detroit is said to be from the unorganized districts of West Virginia.
Ship-

ments from union producers are practically discontinued, with most of these
mines out of operation.
West Virginia 4-in. lump is quoted
$3; 2-m. lump, $2.50; egg, $2.25; mine
run, $1.75; slack, $1.25.
Three-inch
lump from Ohio is offered at $3; egg
at $2.25; mine run at $2; slack at $1.50.
Pittsburgh No. 8 inch and a quarter
is quoted $2.35; l-m. lump, $2.25; mine
run, $2; slack, $1.75.
Smokeless lump
and egg is $3.50; mine run, $2.25; slack,
$1.25.

—

Anthracite Sales to householders are
not attaining the volume shown in previous years.
Stocks in yards of dealers are still cumbersome.

CHICAGO

—

Market at Standstill
Less Distress
Coal
Retailers Overstocked
Steam
Firm, in Anticipation of Early Demand.

—

The Chicago market
no worse than

it

—

no better or
has been during the
is

past three weeks.
In short, the coal
industry remains at a standstill. The
cold weather which came a few days
Ego has not as yet stimulated sales.
The public continues to be absolutely
uninterested.

Smokeless

is

coming

in fair quanti-

ties but shippers are having gi-eat difficulty in attempting to get their prices

back to where they were a month or
so ago. It is quite possible to buy good
Pocahontas prepared at prices ranging
from $2.50 up, and these prices are not
made on distress coal but on tonnage
which is to move forward regularly
Irom the mines.

Very little consignment coal from the
East has come in since the severe lesson
learned by some Eastern operators
three or four weeks ago, when whole
trainloads of coals had to be sacrificed
at figures below cost.
Present prices
on smokeless are about right when
compared w-ith prices obtained for
other coals from other fields.
Retail dealers are in an unhappy
frame of mind as they are finding, during this cold weather, no better luck
in disposing of their coal than in last
July. The only coal purchased recently
by the retailers has been coal on de-

murrage, and this always demoralizes
the market, so it can be imagined that
Chicago is not a very good place at this
time in which to dispose of domestic
coal.

Steam prices continue

to hold firm.

Some quotations have strengthened
during the past few days.
Contrary
to general opinion, the stockyards have
been operating steadily in spite of the
strike.
It is generally thought that all
of the large industries will come into
the market after the first of the year
in anticipation of a coal strike in the
snring.
Consequently, those having
steam coals to dispose of are holding
the market firm.
Prices on arthracite have also been
holding firm at circular, although we
heard of one or two instances where
some of the independents have cut their
prices very sharply in order to move
Price-cutting
embarrassing tonnages.

however, have been found to be
West Virginia and eastern Kentucky coals have practically
stopped coming in and no chansre in
this state of affairs can logically be
expected until a prolonged spell of very
cold weather.

tactics,

unsuccessful.
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— Domestic
—Contailmetit Strengthens Screenings
Mtmers Reserves Heavy— Retail Prices
Citr-

Weaker.

As the year comes to an end the coal
trade is in a state of quietude. There
for domestic nor
is neither demand
steam grades and everyone is playing
a waiting game. Coal men as a rule,
however, are optimistic and it is believed that better things are in store.
Retailers are selling only a small
percentage of the normal tonnage. Domestic buying is from hand to mouth.
Retail stocks are large and until they
are moved there will not be any appreciable demand for replenishment.
Some retail price weakness has de-

Hocking lump is $5.7o@
veloped.
46.25, while West Virginia splints are
Pocahontas is steady
around $9@$9.50; anthracite is $14.50
$6.25@$6.75.

@$15.
,.,
Steam purchasers are waiting until
after the first of the year. Buying for
usual
about
the
railroad fuel is up to
.

.

are slow.
concerns have
suspended during the holiday period
and this naturally reduces the fuel consumption. Because of the reduction in
are
screenings
production
lump
stronger and a considerable amount of
mechanifor
mine run is being crushed
A survey of the situation
cal stokers.
shows that there are some heavy reserve stocks among the larger steam
but

other

in the face of the fact
that production has dropped to its lowebb and the accumulation at this
gateway has become practically nil.
What activity there is to the market is
built on a false foundation for those
who see a little rise in price know full
well that when the mines resume and
market again obtains,
buyer's
the

and featureless

COLUMBUS

Trade Continues Quiet

standards

Vol. 20, No. 26

lines

Many manufacturing

Production is at a low point. In the
Hocking Valley the output is below I.t
per cent and the same is true of Pomeroy Bend, Cambridge and Crooksville.

est

little advantage has been gained
be wiped out entirely.
Jlost of the wholesale houses have
called in their salesmen for the holidays as no one shows any disposition
to talk of prices for the coming season.

what
will

There have been fewer rejections this
week than for some time past. This is
traceable to the fact that there is not
the variety of coal on wheels to pick

out are now playing the other side of
the game and raising their prices with
each upturn of the market. Bituminous
nut and slack, while it could be bought
spot at $1@$1.10, was quoted at $1.35
and smokeless $1.50@$1.75. Mine run
lagged and sold $1.15 up for bituminous
and $2 for smokeless. Lump was in
poor demand, smokeless at $3@$3.50,
gas $2.25@$2.50 and splint $2.75@$3.
Retail prices took another sag, due
to the increased handling of spot coal.
Smokeless lump is quoted $8.50@$9;
mine run $7@$7.25, screenings $6;
bituminous lump is $7@$7.25, mine run
$6 and slack $4@$5.

CLEVELAND
Markets Dead Until After First of
Slack
Stocks Being Depleted
Year
Prices Advance as Output Falls Pocahontas Off and Anthracite Up at Re-

——

—

—

Mt. Olive shippers in cutting the mine
price after the dealers had laid in a
heavy supply, causing a loss.
Retail prices are per net ton, in full
Mt.
$7..50@$7.75;
Carterville,
loads:
$4.75@$5;
Standard,
Olive,
$6.50;
Smokeless, $12.25; anthracite stove,
$15.75; chestnut, $16; grate and ess.
$15..50.

CINCINNATI
Low Production Increases Slack

—

Price

—

Less Distress Coal Retail Prices Sar/.
Outside of a slight upturn in the
ttrice of nut and slack, iJoth low and
high-volatile, the market hak been dull

to take advantage of distress coal on the market. Big
dealers generally are respecting their
contracts, as against the time when
they will need the regularly delivered
Anthracite stocks are ample.
supplies.
Stove and chestnut is quoted at $14.50
and egg and grate at $14.25. The retail trade is expecting benefit from the
colder weather which is now appearing.

who have been enabled

and choose from.
Southeastern Kentucky offerings are
not playing the part they did and firms
that have had underbidding circulars

ST. LOUIS
tail.
Cold Weather Stirs Domestic Business
The scarcity of slack has become
Usval
Steam
in
Improvement
Some
more pronounced as the process of curHoliday Dullness.
tailing production of prepared sizes
A cold wave has stimulated domestic gathers momentum. As a result the
business to some extent on the cheaper price is moving upward and now ranges
Buying is largely from hand $1.80@$2. Production is declining and
grades.
to mouth on account of the industrial the December output will be the lowest
depression and scarcity of ready cash. for the year. The trade is looking for
The most peculiar situation is one improvement in demand early in Janthat shows practically no movement at uary to be followed by a period of
all of smokeless or anthracite and the marked activity in the event of developdeliveries of coke have suddenly dropped ments pointing to a strike in April.
improvement next
Predictions
of
off from what they were a month or
two ago. Dealers are loaded to the month are based upon the belief that
is
go'ms
in the fall have
and
it
stocks
accumulated
coal
limit with storage
Some snappy
to take considerable cold weather to been greatly reduced.
with
weather
combined
a pick-up in
clean up these stocks.
The general sentiment everywhere is industrial activities expected in Janyear,
consumers
into the marthe
uary
will
force
first
of
to wait until after the
and this attitude is likely to cause an ket, for moderate supplies at least.
contracts
Operators
are
not
seeking
the
deprice
if
advance in the mine
now for next year. Many of them are
mand exceeds the supply.
confident
that
the
possibility
of
a strike
been
cut
The Mt. Olive price has
from $7 to $6.50 retail. Several dealers will give them an opportunity to re$T>
coup
have
been
some
of
the
losses
they
from
have cut their Standard price
to $4.75. resenting the attitude of the

by increases in hard coal prices and
declines for Pocahontas. Large dealers
are quoting $10.50 for shoveled Pocahontas lump and $8.50 a ton for mine
run.
These are declines of about 50c.
Large companies are receiving conitract coal and their prices naturally
are higher than many small concerns

experiencing

the

for

Northwest

MILWAUKEE

—

Coal Prices.
Mild weather favors the grouch of
consumers, who give orders reluctantly
The Milwaukee road
and sparingly.
has laid off over 4,000 shopmen temporarily Ijecause of the business depression. The falling off in shipments
of coal is given as a reason for the
present dullness.
Milwaukee is well stocked with coal,
and this knowledge adds to the backwardness of buyers. Low temperature
is the only thing that will bring about
a change. Then there will be a scramble and congestion of delivery service.
The balk at the price of anthracite
!ias helped the trade in domestic soft
coal and coke and competition is beOne firm is adginning to develop.
vertising Elkhorn at $10 per ton,
delivered, and another firm is offering
Old Hickory at $9.75. Pocahontas is
held at $14.25.
The last cargo of the season arrived
Dec. 15. Receipts for December aggregate 56,968 tons of anthracite, and
7,000 tons of soft coal, making the
season's cargo receipts 1,022,645 tons
of the former, and 2,574,074 tons of the
latter, or 3,596,719 tons in all, an increase over the 1920 record of 347,737
These figures are subject to
tons.
slight revision.
The close of the season finds the
yards full to overflowing with soft coal,

likewise
sheds
anthracite
the
In addition there are six
cargoes of anthracite afloat, amounting
to 39,778 tons, and five cargoes of soft

and

crammed.

These
coal, aggregating 42,850 tons.
will be drawn upon during the winter,
or in the spring will serve to tide over

any delay
pected

greater portion

MINNEAPOLIS

in this district is

that

coal miners will be compelled to accept

a much deeper wage cut than they are
looking for at present. This, together
with the probability of lower freight
rates, will mean considerably lower
coal prices.
It is recognized the price
of coal at present is higher than it
should be to fit into the general scheme
of readjustment but it is far too low,
based upon wage and production costs.

Some distress coal is still appearing
much less than was true a few

but

weeks a^o, becaj^Se mines have stopped
;;!-i'
producing;"''

The

'-

V''^

retail y^la''

supply should the exscale tsrouble materialize.

in the

wage

of the current year.

The sentiment

—

Market Extremely Quiet Mild Weather
Favors Buyers Competition in Soft

'

•

'^

has been featured

—

Sluggish Market Continues Price Cuts
Necessary to Induce Purchasing
Steam and Domestic Consumption Light
Dock Shipm.ents Decline.

—

—

There has been no continued cold
weather calculated to maintain consumption at a liberal volume. As a
result, the coal business has been dragging for weeks, with only a temporary
variation.

would be possible, if there were
be prolonged cold weather for the

It

to

Iie^t
,cbal„

liionth,

to

create a

demand for

snd a market price that woiifd
But unless something

'allow a profit.

December

COAL AGE
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29,

of the kind occurs, the competition and
heavy stocks in the Northwest mean
that there will be little chance for business at a profit to the wholesalers.
Efforts to get steam business have
resulted in concessions in every direction and a general demoralized market.
Prices have not been maintained and
the extent of the cut seems to have
been in range with the urgency of
desire for the sale, giving a considerable spread on similar grades.
The industrial demand has shown no
real sign of picking up. There is now
and then a little suggestion of improvement, but it is usually offset by a
change for the worse in some other
direction. The big handicap to activity
in this section is the general depression
in agriculture. And when the farmer's
buying power is restricted to the limit
it

cuts

down

in all directions.

The

rail-

roads are operating light and have a
much reduced consumption of coal.

The volume of

coal moving off the
less during the past

no further danger.
Most of the coal
destroyed was railroad fuel.

West
SALT LAKE CITY

Retail

Heavy

Fair — Stocks Are
—Business
Operations Hard Hit—Prices

Firm.
Dealers report a very fair business
although sales are not what they ought
to be at this season.
Operators are
doing the smallest winter business in
years.
Foreign competition and high
freight rates are upsetting their connections on the Coast, while locally the
dealers are not buying much.
Prices seem to be firm.
Production
in Utah for the first eleven months of
the year was 3,637,999 tons, compared
with 5,346,950 for the same period in
1920.

docks has been
month than normal, and the tonnage
moved by i-etailers both in the cities

and in the interior is also lighter.
There is no question that people are
holding down on their consumption as
much as possible, and are deferring
their purchases until the last minute.
It is confidently expected that the
strike in the spring will give a little
demand at full prices for a small tonnage, how much will rest somewhat
with the extent of the suspension. But
under the best of circumstances, there
will not

be any heavy tonnage because

the coal movement in the spring is never
heavy. The strike will hardly frighten
people into buying beyond their immediate needs. They have faced crises,
real and alleged, for several years past
and have found that some way is provided to fill urgent needs, so will not

be stampeded into much buying when
spring is coming on.

DULUTH
Domestic Greatly Strengthened by Cold

— Indiistrial
Sluggish — Central
Weather

Coals

Co7itinue

Heating
Plant
Planned.
Shipments from the docks have improved materially within the last week.
Dealers say that shipments right now
are above normal for this time of the
year, although the first two weeks in

December were
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DENVER

Retail

Drops

Heavy — Production
— Miners Face
Wage Reduction

or Less

Stocks

Work.

Operations are at the lowest period
in the history of the state for this time
of the year. December production is as
low as that for June. Many mines are
on half-time.
Weather conditions have much to do
with the general trend of things. There
is a surplus of 65,000 tons in yards in
Denver that dealers bought at the top
price, and it looks as if they would lose
money before it is put in the consumer's
bin.

More than 5,000 miners are out of
Union officials contend that the
closing of the mines is only another
way of crippling their ranks, in the
wake of the recent strike.
Lignite mines, almost as hard hit
as bituminous fields, are working intermittently.
Louisville lump is bringing
$9.25 while a year ago it retailed for

work.

reduced

in

these

Bituminous

mines.

lump from the Trinidad district and
Walsenburg field is $10.50, a dollar less
than last year.

Rockvale

is

$11.

lifeless.

Touches of sub-zero weather have
done much to bring the shipments of
Bituminous is
anthracite to normal.
still below usual levels, as large manufacturing concerns are not operating.
Prices are firm with the exception of
buckwheat, which has dropped from
$8.50 to $6 at the docks, being offered
at $8.50 retail.
Several dealers have
combined to urge the use of a mixture
of buckwheat and nut for heating pur-

South

—
—

company has been formed with

proving most troublesome have been
put out now, and there is thought to be

in the retail market, local domestic
dealers last week made reductions of
from $1 to $1.50 per ton on nearly all
grades, but this concession had little
effect in moving the large stocks on
hand.
The weather continues warm
and there will be little demand as long
as this condition exists, and the wholesale market will also remain stagnant.
Production now is around 200,000
tons per week, which is about twothirds of normal. However, a large
proportion of this tonnage is from the

Nut is selling retail at $15.50.
Endeavoring to heat the whole central part of the city from one source a
the idea
of building a central heating plant here,
which will cost $1,500,000. Difliculty is
a
obtaining
experienced
in
being
franchise, but it is thought that if this
is not granted the city will go into the
matter as a municipal project. Fully
two-thirds of those business houses
which would be served by the heating
plant are knovm to be strongly in favor
of some such project.
Fires on local docks, which were

employment situation in
would be much more

the

fields

LOUISVILLE

—

Demand Slow for All Grades Many
Mines Down Destitution Among Min-

—

ers.

Like

the

"There

little

ain't

boy who was told

no Santy Claus," the coal

trade

is

many

retailers,

aware of the fact that
"There ain't no business." A few orders
are coming in for a car or two here and
there, and are being fought for, but
there is no big industrial demand, and
well

with big piles in their

much worried. Some

yards, are

of

them

have lump on hand that cost $3.50@
$3.75, whereas good coal can be had at
?2.50@$2.75 today.
Reports indicate that many miners
are out of work, with some suffering
as a z-esult, where workers are unable
to secure enough money to keep their
families from want.
In the Birmingham district a number of blast furnaces
plan to open early in the year.
This
probably means that furnaces at Pittsburgh, Youngstown, Chicago, and elsewhere will get busy shortly.
The retailers are poor prospects for
any business unless a long period of
severe weather sets in. Quotations of
local retailers vary 75c. @$1 a ton, some
of the small dealers, who are buying
from hand to mouth, quoting best eastern Kentucky lump around $7@$7.25 a
ton, while the companies which are
stocked with high-priced fuel are asking $7.75@$8 and cannot see their way
clear to cutting the price.

Southwest
KANSAS CITY
Trade Stirnulated by Colder
Weather Price Cuts Continue Holiday Sluggishness in Wholesale Trade.
This territory has had more seasonable weather lately and there has been
a little improvement in the retail movement.
However, it will take several
weeks of cold weather to cause any
material increase in demand at the
Retail

—

—

mines.

BIRMINGHAM

Trade Extremely Sluggish Price Cuts
Fail to Help Retailers Production at
Low Mark.
The coal trade is just about as dull as
it is possible for it to be. Consumers of
commercial coal appear to have irrevocably decided not to buy any more
At any rate they are
fuel this year.
consistently pursuing this policy.
In an effort to create some interest

poses.

interests
coal

the

critical.

Weld County

lignite lump is
$8.50 and tapers to $6.15, while a year
ago it was $8.90. Wages have not been

$10.15.

mines of furnace companies and is used
coking purposes, as commercial
mines are operating only one to three
days per week when running at all, and
many have suspended entirely. If it
were not for the activity of the furnace
for

As a result of a few producers cutting prices, all Illinois figures continue
on a low level for domestic grades and
the dealers who stocked up on the
higher prices that prevailed a month
ago are disgusted, to say the least. The
operators have advocated the early
buying of coal and have turned right
around and by their own actions disapproved

this

policy.

There has been

no noticeable change in the mine prices
for Kansas.
North Missouri lump is $4.75, mine
run $3.50, washed slack $3.75, raw
Arkansas lump is $7.50,
slack $2.50.
mine run $3.75@$4.25, slack $2.50@
$2.75.
$8.50,

McAl ester Oklahoma lump
nut

is

$2.50.
Springfield
$2.50, egg $2.25, slack
quotations at $2.25.

$7, slack

lump
with some
There is a strong demand for slack and
Franklin
light call for lump and egg.
County lump is $4.25, egg $4.0.5. DeIllinois

$2,

mand

is

is light as only low-priced coals
are being called for.

COAL
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the latter figure being the selling price
in

PITTSBURGH
Has Slack Demand Improves
L'nion Fields

— —

NonHave Surplus Capacity

Little Interest in Check-Off Decisioic

Demand for gas slack has been improving slowly, while otherwise there
is practically no change in the market.
Only a great increase in consumptive
demand would produce any important
reaction in the Pittsburgh district, for
the reason that the non-union fields,
which have been getting the bulk of
the business on account of lower costs,
are themselves in need of additional
orders. In the past 30 days Connellsville prices have been showing a softening tendency, yet that region is likely to
try to market more coal in future than
in the past.

The refusal of the Appellate Court at
Chicago to uphold Judge Anderson's injunction
against the check-off has
proved of little interest in Pittsburgh
coal circles, except that it removes the
Operators conpossibility of a strike.
tinue of the opinion that they should
abolish the check-off in the next wage
settlement, but there is a small contingent suggesting that continuance of
the check-off might be used for trading
purposes, to secure concessions otherwise impossible.
Prices remain largely nominal except
for the advance in gas slack:
Steam
slack, $1.30@$1.40; gas slack, $1.60(5)
mine
and
ordinary
steam
run
$1.70;
gas, $2.10@$2.20; 3-in., $2.60@$2.70;
Panhandle, l}-in. domestic, $2.75@$3;
high-grade gas mine run, $3.

EASTERN OHIO

—

Year-End Sluggishness Prevails Slow
Depletion of Heavy Stocks Itidusti-ial
Improvement Seen with. New Year
Produetion Parallels Demand.
Operations were curtailed further
during the week ended Dec. 17. The
output amounted to 275,000 tons or 44

—

—

This
per cent of potential capacity.
registers a decrease of 18,000 tons unHowever,
der the preceding week.
figures given out by the Pittsburgh
Vein Operators' Association indicate
that their mines worked approximately
the same percentage this week as last.
Due to the continuetl mild weather
and, at least, no increase in the volume
of traffic on the railroads, the proportion of the tonnage mined for railroad
fuel is just about holding its own at
somewhere between 3.5 and 40 per cent
of the total field output on the present
scale of operations.

The "no-market"

situation

is

November have not yet been deto the point necessitating reAnother excuse for not
plenishment.
placing orders at this particular time
is the elimination of the war tax on
freight charges, effective Jan. 1.
There are few changes in the indussituation, reports indicating a
trial
slight lessening in activity.
The steel
industry is feeling the effect of the
year-end lull, but .Akron rubber factories are snowing gains and many
plants are increasing production and
re-employing men.
A survey of the situation reveals that
many large industrial plants which have
been closed down completely or operating on a low schedule expect to re.sume
or increase their operations shortly afConsiderable
ter the first of the year.
optimism prevails as to the outlook
within the next few months.
Spot prices, with the exception of
slack, have softened slightly during the
week. Because of the deci'eased quan-

early
pleted

iNortbcrn Appalachian

assum-

ing larger proportions and is now conservatively estimated to be causing a
loss of at least .5.5 per cent of capacity
tonnage. There are many factors which
are apparently militating against any

immediate revival in the coal trade.
Most prominent among these are the
usual seasonal dullness and the inventory period. With the sub-normal consumption of both steam and domestic
coal, stocks laid in during October and

tities of prepared sizes being produced
at this time spot slack is selling $1.65

@$1.75.

CONNELLSVILLE

—

for Fimmce Coke Byproduct Coke Preferred Spot Market
Stagnant.
The first contracting for furnace
coke for the first quarter of the newyear has occurred, two small contracts,
each for a single blast furnace, having
been closed at $3.25 and $3.40 respectively, these prices representing substantially the expectation the trade has
entertained recently, and agreeing precisely with the market range quoted in
this report a week ago.
The Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.,
which has lately been supplying three

Two Contracts

—

furnaces, at Sharpsville, Lowellville
and Girard, with coke from its byproduct operation, recently expressed doubt
whether it would care to continue the
arrangement after Dec. 31, having in
mind the possible requirements of its
own furnaces, but has now been soliciting a renewal, and at least one of the
contracts has been continued.
The spot market continues practically
dead and is quotable as follows: Spot
furnace, $2.90@$3 contract furnace,
$3.25@$3.40; spot foundry, $3.75@$4..5p.
The Cnxrier reports production in
the week ended Dec. 17 at 62,780 tons
by the furnace ovens, and 35,050 tons
by the merchant ovens, a total of 97,830 tons, an increase of 8,920 tons.

UNIONTOWN

—

Slight Spurt in Coke Market Bargain
Lots Cleared up Coal Is Sluggish.
While the coal market shows no improvement there was a noticeable spurt
this week in furnace coke which, however, is not considered significant. The
Christmas season has always seen an
active demand in expectation of delayed
shipments after the holiday but the
spurt this year was not so pronounced
as formerly.
It did, however, remove
bargain coke from tracks and standard
quality is now firm at $2.75@$3, with

—

most

sales.

In well-informed circles it is stated
that $3.25 has been made the price of
coke contracts placwi for delivery after
the new year.
It is noted also that all
contracts are being made for a threemonths' period. They will expire at the
time the wage scale ends in the union
districts and it naturally follows that
any suspension of production will bring
consumers into the unorganized fields
for coal with a resultant reaction in
the coke market.
The end of the old year approaches
with the coal market extremely sluggish and i)rices indifferent.
Steam is

quoted at
1.40@$1.50 and byproduct
at $1.65@$1.85.
.i;

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
No Hope for Union Mines on Present
Wage Basis — Destitution Increases
Among Miners—Market at Standstill.
As the old year draws nearer the
end, operators see but little hope for a
revival of business, especially in the
unionized section of the field.
Many
producers with contracts expiring and
facing an inevitable reduction without
the ability to meet it are closing downi.
The situation in northern Cambria
County is especially acute. Mines in
the vicinity of Barnesboro, Hastings,
Spangler and other points, are closed
and the miners are facing starvation.
While operators are not serving eviction notices, they are unable to get
rental for the houses and in many
instances are helping the destitute
families.

Operators figure that the individual
miners are not responsible and hope
for a break in the union lines which
will permit the men to return to their
work. At Juneau, Indiana County, an
attempt was made to put the Ritter &
Winslow Mine into operation and the
men were met by a small army of
women before they reached the mine.
A clash occurred but no one was injured
and the men returned to their homes
and the mine remains closed.

UPPER POTOMAC
Poor Market Cuts Tonnage Despite
Lowered Production Cost Coritracts

—

the Mainstay.

Although more mines were operating
during the week ended Dec. 17, as a
result of the lower mining rate to which
about 1,000 miners had agreed, yet
operations were by no means general.
On the contrary, most of the mines
were still out of commission because of
lack of orders.

ANTHRACITE

—

Breaks Production Is Curtailedr— Heavy Storage at Mines.
The coal market seems to have gone
It is difficult to move any
to pieces.
size and as the storage yards are prac-

Market

tically loaded to capacity a large

num-

ber of the companies have been forced
to close.

With the exception of two or three
of the large companies all of the mines
have been working only on half-time.
The eight collieries of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., which have been out on
a strike for a week are still idle. Taking it all in all there was approximately
a 60 per cent reduction in output during
last week.

December

COAL AGE

1921

29,

The,Scianton Coal Co. issued orders
/or suspension of work at nine collieries
for one week, effective Dec. 21.
The
flv'dson Coal Co. is understood unofficially to have given assurance that there
will be no suspension during the remainder of this month. The Hudson is
thus the only important producer in the
Scranton field operating regularly.

FAIRMONT AND PANHANDLE
Pre-Holiday
Is
Sluggishness
Pronounced R.R. Fuel Tonnage Slipping
Screenings Are Strengtheyied
hy

—

—

Scarcity.

Fairmont
The closing of the year is bringing
even lower operating time than during
The spot market is
recent months.
virtually non-existent, although slack
coal has been strengthened by the slim
Railroad fuel
domestic production.
business, which has constituted the bulk
ol production, has slumped materially.

Northern Panhandle
Although there was a production of
approximately 65,000 tons, yet the demand was extremely sluggish during
Such mines
the week ended Dec. 17.
as were able to hold their railroad fuel
business worked on a 75-per cent basis.
The low commercial production was
destined for the West, Buffalo and Canadian territory.
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Some mines are getting as low as
one and two days a week. The general
average, however, is three days and
under.
Screenings are in fairly good
movement. The independents are getting as low as $3.25 for lump and egg,
$2.75 for No. 1 and No. 2 nut, while
their mine run and screening prices are
in line with association figures.
Conditions in Duquoin and Jackson
County are somewhat similar except
that some mines are selling at prices
below the independents in the Carterfield,
while others are getting
to the Association prices.
Mt.
Olive domestic has responded to some
extent to the cold weather but this is
up one day and down the next if the
temperature rises.
Nearly all the
steam is going on contract and the
railroad tonnage is unusually good.
In the Standard field everything is
dragging.
The best demand is for
screenings. Domestic responds quickly
to weather conditions.
Railroad tonnage is good, everything considered,
while working time averages two or
three days.
A fairly good movement of standard
is noted to Chicago for steam purposes

ville

close

and some
West.

little

domestic

is

moving

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Some

—

Quiet Wage Cutting Reported
Screenings Much Higher and Hard to
Get.

Southern Appalachian

Demand

for prepared sizes has been
due in part to reductions in wages
eastern Kentucky without like reductions in this field, which is under
wage agreement. It has been hai'd to
supply demand for pea and slack and
prices have climbed steadily to $1.75
and even $1.90.
It is reported that a few mines have
arrangements
with
miners,
made
off,

in

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY
Remain

Mines

——Wage

Closed

Cuts

Aid Production Screenings
Demand.
A small number of mines are working two or three days per week in

Fail

to

Only

in

Harlan and it is understood that most
of them are using the 1917 scale. Even
so, they are not able to find a market
for their coal and as a usual thing they
run one day and it takes two or three
to clean up the track, although the
coal is being offered much lower than

was

the case a short time ago.
All the mines on Straight CreeK remain closed. The market remains in an
inactive state, and what few inquiries
•come in are for screenings. Prices on

grade have risen, some being
quoted as high as $1.40. Good block is
$2.7.5@$2.85 and egg is ?2.25, while
mine run is around $1.60.
this

Middle West

promising them work at lower wages,
which would enable them to secure
business in competition with fields
which have cut wages.
However, it
would be hard to trace down these
rumors.
Fine screenings are so scarce that
on the Louisville market it is reported
that the Standard Oil Co. refused to
pay the price and started burning fuel
oil under a number of its stills, demand
for fuel oil being poor and price weak.
Screenings costing $1.75 at mine, with
$1.40 freight and war tax, would figure
about $3.15 a ton on board cars at the
oil company's plant.
Western Kentucky is in a quandary
as a result of the price cutting in eastern Kentucky, made possible by wage
reductions there and which is beginning
to

SOUTHERN
Cold

Weather

Market— All

ILLINOIS
Domestic
Heavy— TendGood Winter

Stimulates

Sizes Still

ency to Cut Prices

—

Market Anticipated.
Cold weather has helped conditions
the Carterville field, but it is going
take at least three weeks of this
kind of weather to get things movThere was a noticeable
ing right.
in

to

movement

lump

scattered shipments, while the other sizes did not
respond so quickly.
Steam is easy, with no unusual demand as yet, but operators anticipate
a shortage about the first of the year.
Many users are inquiring for January
shipment and some few orders have
Railroads
been placed for Febnaary.
are not carrying as much coal ahead as
would be ordinarily expected.
of

in

be

felt,

although this

field

has been

able to compete fairly well as a result
of an advantage in freight rates to
Louisville.

MIDWEST REVIEW
Retailers

Inactive

—

— Steam

the whole industry.
Some of the largest mines in Illinois
and Indiana, producing, perhaps, the
best grades of coal in the whole territory, are planning on closing immediately and remaining closed indefinitely.
A few of the smaller mines in the territory producing off-grade coal, are still
operating in a haphazard manner, but
if these mines do not stop running soon
their creditors will step in and make
them discontinue. Incidentally, the air
is full of rumors of companies who are

going

to

Closings —

interesting fact that the temperature
in the Middle West for the last sixteen
months has been in excess of the average temperature ever since the records
were kept.

wind up their affairs and end

business after the first of the
This applies both to wholesalers
and operating companies. A number of
firms attracted to the coal industry during the past two years, on accourt of
the opportunities to profiteer, ars also
going to discontinue business as they
have lost all they had previously
gained.
On account of curtailed running time,
the miners are faced with poverty and
want in some of the producing districts.
Great numbers of them are planning
to leave their occupation and seek work
in other industries, while there are still
others, who are unable to get work in
other lines but declare that as soon as
the situation changes and industry
booms they will get a job in a factory
as they have had all the hard luck due
them in one life while engaged in
their
year.

mining

coal.

Middle Appalachian
LOW-VOLATILE FIELDS

—

Constimers Use Excess Stocks Market
Very Weak Contract Orders Hold
Tide Movement Nil.

—

—

Pocahontas and Tug River
There was some improvement in market conditions in the Pocahontas region
because of increased contract requirements. Western shipments were much
in excess of the Tide and Eastern
movement. As a rule, mines worked
about thi'ee days.
Lower production in the Tug River
field
reflected the continued market
The output was not in exdullness.
cess of 55,000 tons for the week, much
to allied steel companies
Spot sales were extremely
in
the prepared
grades, contracts alone sustaining pro-

of which

Market

More Mine
Labor Is Dissatisfied.
At last the Middle West has been
treated to a few days of seasonably
It will take more than
cold weather.
a few days of cold to bring about any
improvement in the coal market. Six
weeks of zero weather might help, but
A recent bulletin from
nothing less.
the weather department contains the
Strengthens

Retail
dealers are very
inactive.
claim
they are encountering
vigorous competition from "snowbirds"
who are shipping in a few cars of coal
and unloading the cars on to wagons,
offering it direct to the householder at
reduced rates. Owing to the fact that
they have no bins, teams or equipment
to speak of, they are able to sell considerably cheaper than the retailer. In
a time like this operators ought to be
careful
to
ship only to legitimate
dealers, as in doing otherwise they are
not only hurting their own game, but

They

in the

went

West.

scarce,

especially

duction.

New River and the Gulf
Although lowered mining rates in
some New River sections resulted in a
slight production increase, there was
not enough business available to insure
It
regular operations at such mines.
was apparent that demand could not
absorb much increased production regardless of lowered prices, as coal had
accumulated in the markets to such an
extent that at no point was it easy to

make

sales.

COAL AGE
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There was no improvement in the
Gulf region, consumers using up excess
shipments forwarded in recent weeks.
The old hope was also prevalent that
there would be an early reduction in
freiKht rates, although operators expect no such reduction before next
Contract orders were about all
.\pril.
that enabled mines to operate.

HIGH-VOLATILE FIELDS
Market Can't Absorb Extra Tonnage
DoPossibl-e by Lowered Wages
mestic Call Lotv, Causing Screenings to

—

Made
Rise.

Kanawha

Production was not over 20 per cent
of capacity during the week ended Dec.
This represented the output at
17.

Vol. 20, No.

mines still having contract orders, almost invariable idleness prevailing at
operations not provided with contract
There was a slight demand
bi:sincss.
for nut and slack, which caused the
price to harden to $1@$1.35.

Logan and Thacker
Production was scaled down to less
Idlethan half the November rate.
ness was growing, notwithstanding the
fact that mines were in a position to
meet declining prices through a lower-

mining

ing of

rates.

Prices had

so

do with the lack of business,
however, that they failed to count, as
buyers were simply not in the market.
Williamson mines were not operating
more than one-third of normal. There
to

little

was

so little spot

orders

were

demand that contract

about

all

that

enabled

mines

to

Shipments were being
to Western

run.

made almost

exclusively

markets.

Northeastern Kentucky
The market depression had cut down
production to not more than 20 per
cent of capacity. There was a growing
scarcity of .screenings with a curtail-

ment of prepared

sizes.

Virginia
Production was being maintained
5.T per cent of capacity, mainly
because of the fact that so many conclose to

tracts remained intact. There was little
or no spot market outlet, however, the
low prices offered retarding production
among the smaller mines with free coal
to sell.

Denver Cornett recently
of the Cornett-Lewis
Splint, ll-.irlan County.

visited the plant
Co., at High

Coal

The Southern MlDlngr Co., Williamsburg,
capital ?30.niiii, has been chartered by T.
B. Mahaii. X. B. Perkins and F. E. Gat-

News Items

From

26

Field and Trade

liff.

D. 8. Riddle, of the Riddle Coal Co.. Chatwas in PinevlUe for a day or so

tanooga,

recently.

ALABAMA
turned over to the government's representative.
With the exception of a few minor
details the construction work on the terminal has been completed. The machinery
Is designed to remove the coal from the
barges, transfer it to the storage bins and
then reload it onto the ships and do the
same with iron ore bound up the river.

ALASKA
A large movement of coal from the
Alaskan R.R., including shipments for the
Navy from the Matanuska coal field, is predicted by the Alaskan Enslneering Commission in Its annual report. It estimates
that 150,000 tons of coal a year will be
shipped at a freight rate of $1.20 a ton.

COLORADO
Pour-fifths of the land necessary to close

a deal that

will bring a
railroad outlet to the San

southwestern

Colorado,

Chicago, has resigned his position to
accept one of a similar nature with the
Ilarrisburg Colliery Co., Old Colony Bldg
He has been connected with
Chicago.
some of the most prominent operating companies in Illinois and at one time owned
and controlled a mine himself.

MISSOURI

Co.,

The first lap in the construction of the
government coal terminal was compW'led
the substructure olticially
recently and

standard

gage

Juan Valley.
has

been

In

sub-

scribed, according to reports from Durango.
If the deal
Is
finally consummated t)etween land owners in that valley and Ix)3

Angeles capitalists, it will not only provide
an outlet for crops but develop the coal

The railroad will be constructed at
near Ballup, N. M.. a Santa Fe P. R.
with Durango. a Denver
& Rio Grande R.R. point. The agrrermpnt
involves the transfer of about 52.500.000
worth of land for stock.

INDIANA
The existence of two separate concerns,
the Dougherty Coal Co., a corporation at
Terre Haute, engaged in the wholesale coal
business, and the Daugherty Coal & Snppl.v
Co., a partnership engaged in the retail coal
business, was recognized recently in Superior
Court. The recognition took the form of a
decree in which the affairs of the Daugherty
Coal & Supply Co. were released from receivership and returned to the partners, James J.
Daughertv and Lambert J. Loyd. On May
1921. 'Ludwig Wild filed a suit against
10
the Daugherty Coal company, alleging nonpayment of a note for $1,000. Shortly after
this the United States Trust Co. was appointed receiver for the Daugherty Coal
company, and through some oversight they
took over the property of the Daugherty
Coal & Supply Co. along with that of the
Daugherty Coal company. By the ruling
the Daugherty Coal & Supply Co. will resume its business entirely free of any receivership, and its property, which has been
in the hands of the receiver, will be turned
back to it.

fields

ILLINOIS
George Barker of the Maynard Coal Co.
of Columbus was in Chicago recently, reporting a very dull market in Ohio.
The Schilers Coal Co. has taken a lease
on the Oxford coal fields, and representatives of the company have been looking
after the drilling of the test holes.
i. L,. Forepangh of the Lake Forwarding
Department of the Xorthwestern Fuel Co.
at Cleveland, was a recent visitor In
Chicago.
Fred E. Kock, of Chicago, has been appointed to thfi sales force of the Harrisburg Collieries Co.
He was formerly
trafflc manager of the Chicago Coal Merchants' As.sociation.
The Springfield Utilities Co. at Sprlngfleld. is storing 10.000 tons of coal near
Its plant.
This action is being followed by
many such concerns throughout the state
in anticipation of a coal famine in case of
a .sudden and severe change of weather
conditions or of the blocking of the checkoff system in the mines.
E. H. Erwin, for the past two years
Ecneral salss manager for the O'Gara Coal

and Mining

Co.,

near Holt Summit.

KENTUCKY
Bernard Coal Mining Co., is ina new mining plant in Hopkins
County, near Shamrock, to be known as the
North Diamond Mine, which it is claimed
will be the largest producing pit mine in
western Kentucky. An all-steel tipple will

The

St.

stalling

In

that

lease on coal bearing lands
vicinity sufllcient to keep them

imbusy for several years and it
probable that they will be shipping their
product out In trainloads within the next
few months In the event it is possible to
get a switch built to the coal pits, which
are about a mile from the track.
The work of sinking the shaft for the
coal mine at Mosby has been started. The
MoBby Coal Co. filed articles some time
ago; capital stock $1.50 000; term of existence 50 years.
The company has 2,2»4
acres leased for the mineral rights.

NEW YORK

mission apparatus, generators, condensers,
transformers and converters during his association with the late William Stanley
of the Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co.,
of Pittsfield. Mass., which concern was
amalgamated some years ago with the
General Electric Co.
Mr. Chesney is one
He
of the pioneers in electrical discovery.
made plans for the first successfully designed, advanced types of alternating curtieiieiators
for
voltaees.
hieh
rent

ment and

tools, etc.
The company proposes
develop a tract of over 100 acres.
J.

Bowman is president, and R. Q. Young,
manager.
The Elkhorn Coal Co., of eastern Kentucky, having struck some good gas wells
while drilling for oil, has a deal on to sell

G.

the Louisville Gas & Electric Co., some
000,000 cu.ft. of natural gas daily.

6,-

not

The Edison Medal, "for meritorious service in electrical science or electrical engineering or electrical art" has been awarded
for the year r.l21, to Cummings C. Chesney,
chief engineer and general manager of the
Pittsfield Works of the General Electric
This award was made to Mr. Chesney
Co.
for his work in the development of trans-

be installed.
In connection with the retail department
at Louisville of the St. Bernard Coal Mining Co., a new two-ton Nash truck has
been added, and the company expects to
motorize delivery within a year or so.
It
is also planned to install car dumping pits,
conveyors, loaders, etc., and get away from
the large volume of hand labor now necessary in connection with the Louisville
operations.
Max Barker and A. G. Stith were in
Pineville recently, visiting properties on
Straight Creek in which they are interested.
The Elkfleld Coal Co., Garth, recently
organized, is planning for the installation
of considerable machinery on its tract of
coal property, to include locomotive, coal
cars, electrical machinery, mining equipto

The

company has a

is

or

point, to connect

a steam shovel is being Installed at the
coal deposits of the Central Mliisourl Coal

CUM.MIXGS

C.

CHES.XIOY

December

COAL AGE
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The Gano-Moore Coal Mining Co.. is a
new corporation which will absorb the
business of the Gano-Moore Co., and CourtCunningham, Inc., and
right, Dimmick
will purchase seven coal mines located in

&

Virginia. The new company
will have a capital stock of $6,50li,flOO,
7J per cent preferred participating stock
and $3,000,000 of common stock. The
Gano-Moore Co. is now located at 44

southern West

Beaver

St.,

New

York,

with

offices

in

Philadelphia. Norfolk and Newport News,
and has foreign offices in Rio Janeiro.
Buenos Aires and London. The main office
of the new corporation will be at 44 Beaver
with branch offices in Philadelphia,
St.,
Norfolk, Newport News, Huntington, Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago, as well as foreign
offices in London, Rio Janeiro and Buenos
The officers of the new company
Aires.
are M. R. Gano, president and chairman of
the board of directors vice-presidents. W.
H. Cunningham. H. C. Matlack and F. D.
Dimmick secretary and treasurer C. C.
Gano. and fiscal agent, R. T. Garfein. Besides these the board of directors will consist of Alfred Ogle, who is chairman of
the Indiana Coke & Gas Co.. the Ogle Coal
Co.. president of the Vandalia Coal Co.,
vice-president
and the Monon Coal Co.
and
of the National Coal Association
Frank Enslow. vice-president of the Huntington National Bank.
;

:

;

;

OHIO
The Monarch Coal Co. of Cincinnati has
H. L. Monarch
closed out its business.
called a meeting of the company's creditors
and declared that it was useless to con-

An arrangement was made to close
up its affairs.
Judge Peck, Cincinnati, has refused a
motion for a new trial in the jury award
of $12,500 to Bryden Bros, of Piedmont,
W. Va., who sued the Reliance Coal &
Coke Co., on a breach of contract in failure
to accept coal for the Baltimore Manufactinue.

turing Co., of Baltimore.
The offices of the Pittsburgh & Bessemer
Coal Co.. of Columbus, will be moved from
the Ferris Bldg.. into new quarters in the
Rowland Bldg., now nearing completion.
Co.. of Columbus, made
paving back a sum of money
paid for coal delivered to the Ohio State
under a contract which
BUnd
for
the
ScTiboI

The Reliable Coal

no opposition

was declared
tor

to

illegal.

Tracy for

the

The demand

return

of

of Audi-

the

money

was complied with immediately.
The Emmons Coal & Mining Co. of Philadelphia was awarded a verdict of $14,290
its counter-suit for $20,000 against H.
D. Everett, doing business as the Western
Coal Co. of Cincinnati, in the trial before
W. Peck of the United States
J.
}.
Everett sued for $4.
District Court.
alleged to be due in payment tor coal
delivered to Tidewater. The Emmons comalleging
pany sued on a breach of contract
that deliveries that should have been made
early last summer had not been effected.
Everett's attorneys have given notice of an
appeal.
Alex Bonnyman, president of the Blue
Diamond Coal Co.. Abner I,nnsford, general manager of the Banner Fork Coal
Co., Kentenia, Kv.. W. C. Howes, president
of the St. Paul Coal Co.. Betsylayne. Ky.,
and Ed H. Mahan. president of the Southern Coal & Coke Co.. were recent visitors
from the South in the Cincinnati market.

in

The mine
is

is

1073-

equipped with a breaker and

said to contain 100,000 tons of minable

Since the

went

Workmen's Compensation Act

there have been
bituminous coal
148.546 accidents
mines of PennsylvaniaData at the Department of Labor a'nd Industry show that
during the past two years 41,600 persons
were injured in the bituminous mines. Of
this total 737 accidents proved fatal. 'These
figures do not include the accidents of the
past two months during which time 70
fatalities occurred in the bituminous mines.
From Jan. 1, 1920. when the Bureau of
Rehabilitation of the Department of Labor
and Industry began operations, to Dec.
1, 1921. the bureau has offered its services
to 2,185 industrial cripples, and of these
1.639 registered with the bureau.
Five
hundred and sixty-three were rejected because they could not be located or because
they later notified the bureau its services
were not required.
into

effect

in

1916,
in the

'

The Conenvangh Coal & Mining Co. has
acquired a tract of coal property in KiskiTownship, near Apollo, totaling
about 1,5S4 acres.
The property will be
opened up immediately, and extensivje production is planned. J. W. Fletcher is presiminitis

dent.

Hudson Coal

Co. officials announce sevchanges among the colliery superintendents.
Edward Manning, for years
superintendent of Lafiin Colliery, has been
promoted to a similar position at Greenwood workings, succeeding Samuel Oakley,
who has been made superintendent at Mareral

vine colliery.
Thomas Coates, inside foreman at Baltimore No. 5, has been promoted
to superintendent of the Lafiin Mine.

The Fuel Service

Co..

Alvan Markle,

Jr.,

treasurer, has notified the Secretarv of the
Commonwealth that its capital stock has
been increased from $50,000 to $100,000.

The Elizabeth Mine was flooded when
the Loyalhanna Creek overflowed its banki
in South Latrobe.
It is doubtful if operation of the mine will be possible for the
rest of the winter.
Scientific Selection of

Explosives for
Coal Mining was the subject of a paper
delivered at the annual meeting of the
Coal Mining Institute of America, at Pittsburgh, recently.
Readers desiring to possess a free copy may do so by addressing
the
Advertising
Department.
Hercules
Powder Co.. Wilmington, Del.

Judge

The Cambridge Stripping & Mining Co.,
has been incorporated to mine coal in the
Cambridge field. Incorporators are Chad
Chalfont. D. M. Wilson. F. W. Tobin, O.
and G. W. Hall.
W. A. Tubman, formerly treasurer and
purchasing agent of the 'Theodore Kundtz
C. Hall

Co.. is now associated with the R. A. Woods
Coal Co., Cleveland, as vice-president. Mr.

Tubman was formerly secretary of the
Cleveland Purchasing Agents' Association
and. is well known in northern Ohio business circles.

VIRGINIA
The Heaton Coal
its

$20,000 was involved with a trial date set
United States district court, but both
parties agreed to an amicable settlement.

PENNSYLVANIA
The StUlwater Mine, at Forest Citv, has
been purchased by Martin O'Toole, of the
Avoca Coal Co., Robert Nolan, State's Tire
Co. and P. R. Jordan, rock contractor. The
mine was owned by the Delaware & Hudson Co. and was operated for some years
by John W^. Kirby & Sons, of Scranton.

is

planning

electrical equip-

property.

George W. St. Clair, of Tazewell, president and general manager of the Virginia
Smokeless Fuel Co., was in Norfolk recently.
He was one of the signers of the
petition to the court asking that the Norfolk
& Western be restrained from collecting
S.oOO.OOO demurrage charges until the I.
C. C. can ascertain if the demurrage tariffs
have been properly applied.

WEST VIRGINIA
A

new West Virginia coal corporation is
to be known as the Wilson-Smith Coal Corporation, with headquarters for the time
Pennsylvania and
being at Charleston.
New Jersey people are largely interested
William Burlin this concern as follows:
son. Howard H. Roberts and F. B. Smith,
of Blossburg. Pa.
S. S. Schofleld, of PottsW. V. Wilkinson, of Haddon
town. Pa.
:

:

Sale

J.

Co..

College

of

Mines.

University

of

laboratory deposits to cover materials actually used and the cost of the necessary
text books.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

The Census Bureau reports that the number of coal mine emplovees in Iowa decreased from 13,990 in 1910 to 12.809 in
1920. In Alabama the number of coal mine
employees increased from 1,739 to 2,294.
In his annual report, Secretary of tabor
Davis recommends the assignment of special representatives of the conciliation ser-

vice to the twelve

major basic

industries,

including coal, who would study conditions
with a view of preventing industrial dis-

now

urged

is

Co., of Pittsburgh, in an answer filed
in the suit against the -\merican company.
The Reilly-Peabodv company has a claim

Fuel

$140,000 secured by a deed of trust
covering a tract of 300 acres in Grant
District in addition to 85 acres purchased
from the New England Fuel & Transporof

tation Co., and to 13 acres. Under its deed
of trust the company claims that it has
first lien on the American Gas Coal propIt contends in its answer that inasmuch as the property is running down
even though in the hands of a receiver,
it ought to be sold so as to protect the in-

erty.

terest of all parties

and

all

creditors.

Announcement is made of the consolidation of the Wood-Morton interests in the
Charleston section with the Fort Dearborn
Coal Co.. W. F. Harman and associates of
Tazowell, Va., operating extensively in Norfolk

& Western

territory

becoming

identified

Comwith the consolidated properties.
panies controlled by W. S. Wood and
Quin Morton which are merged under the
Wood
the
are
consolidation
terms of the
Coal Co.. Leevale Coal Co., American Eagle
Collieries Co.. Hopkins Fork Coal Co. and
W. F. HarImperial Smokeless Coal Co.

man and

his associates control the

Yukon

Pocahontas Coal Co., Sayers Pocahontas
Coal Co.. Harman Pocahontas Coal Co.,
Johns Branch Coal Co.. Kennedy Coal Corporation and War Creek Pocahontas Coal
Co.
There are now seven directors as
George F- Stahmer. Harry M.
follows:
Hall and William F. Fitzgerald, of Chicago W. F. Harman and W. T. Gillespie
W. S. Wood and Quin
of Tazewell. Va.
Morton of Charleston.
The fourth annual convention of Y. M.
C. A.'s in coal-mining communities was
held in Charleston on Dec. 7 and 8. under
the auspices of the advisory committee of
this bodv, of which J. G. Bradley, of DunThe general secretary
don, is chairman.
reported that a new building is in course
of construction at Mt. Hope, which was
:

;

built

at

a

cost

of

$110,000.

Dr.

Henry

spoke on "Health
Coal-Mining Communities."
of Parkersburg ;' Carl
Raleigh-Wyothe
Scholz, vice-president of
ming Coal Co., and G. W. Bischoff, general
manager of the West Virginia Coal & Coke
G.
J.
Co. also addressed the meeting.
Bradlev presided at the dinner session.
Charles R. Towson, senior secretary of the
industrial department, J. O. Hunnicott. secretary of the Burnwell Association, J. APage. secretary of the Decota Association
and L. E. Black made addresses at the

Education

WASHINGTON
The

property of the American
in the hands of a reby the Beilly-Peabody

the

of

Gas Coal
ceiver,

J.

Washington, holds its twenty-sixth annual
winter mining session during the twelve
weeks from Jan. 5 to March 22. This session is open to any interested man who can
read and write English.
The expenses
will be limited to a tuition fee of $15,

states

Secretary of Interior Fall has settled all
outstanding claims against the old Fuel
Administration and announces that his
authority thereunder has been terminated
under the act of Congress authorizing the
Interior Secretary to close out the claims.
Under this authority the Secretarv settled.
541 claims, awarding $98,123. One claim of
$10,000 was disallowed.
The Interior Department still retains the records of the
Fuel -Administration and the Bituminous
Coal Commission, to which he says frequent reference is made upon request.

Kallenberg, of

threatened

in the

Tacoma,

new

ment, including motors and other apparatus,

A

compromise has been effected in the
suit
and countersuit of the
Manro Warrior Coal Co. and the Ohio &
Kentucky Fuel Co., of Cincinnati. About

Co.,

for the installation of

at

in Western
39,6110,119 acres of coal land.

Heights, N.

The Crescent Mine of the Pittsburgh
Coal Co. near Brownsville, at the edge of
the coke region, which has been working
about half time, is now in full operation.

The

According to the annual report of the
Secretary of Interior the Government has

withdrawn from entry

coal.

Blaine

New York

in

W'ithee,

dinner.

A decision has been handed down by
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting in Philadelphia, affirming a
jury award of $2/5.000 rendered last April
as the outcome of suits brought by the
New River Collieries Co.. to recover a balance alleged to he due for coal commandeered bv former Secretary of the Navy
Daniels. The action was tried before United
States District Court Bodine in Trenton.
Robert Talbott, Fairmont, of Robert Tal& Co., coal operators, has donated an

bott

partment conducted a survey of conditions
affecting children in the bituminous coal

acre and a quarter of land at Lowesville,
Monongalia County for the erection of a
public school house in Grant district and
a similar sized tract for the erection of a
Roman Catholic Church at the mining

districts in

settlement.

putes.

The Childrens' Bureau

West

Virginia.

of the

de-

;;
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ONTARIO
of shanliolders of the Xakol
financial
is
in
dimcultios.
gathered in Toronto recently in the belief
that they were to meet the directors. They
were irate when they found that the hall
had not been enpagoil and that the directors

which

Traffic

other Ijusiness to attend to. The shareholders contentled that it was understood
the meeting was to have been held
the directors claimed that all the busine.^s had already been transacted.
J. L. tiuod, sales manager of the National
Colli Co.. Cleveland. Ohio, was a business
ih-.ii

liut

visitor

Toronto recently.

in

000 tons.

commodity advance several months ago.
Coal was given a special treatment of
from ten to fifteen per cent at that time
and so will not be further affected now.

coal carriers in that district.
The I. C. C. has denied a motion of
the Director General of Railroads to dismiss
the complaint of the Pennsylvania Power
& Light Co., which alleges that charges on
anthracite from producing points to Haute,
Pa., were illegally assessed.
The commission has reopened for further
argument the complaint of the Meyersdale
Smokeless Coal Co., in which it recently
found that the refusal of the B. & O. and
the Director General of Railroads to furnish cars to the company at Casselman.
Pa., for coal was prejudicial to the coal
company and preferential to competitors.
In the complaint of the Ideal Fuel Co..
the commission decides that the rate on
coal from Herrin. III., to Chicago during
Federal control was not unreasonable.
In the complaint of the Charleston, S. C,
Alininfc & Manufacturing Co.. the commission decides that the rates on coal from

Kentucky

to

Florida

were

Chicago Coal Merchants' Association
Seven hundred coal men in Chicago were
recently iialed into court.
.V jutigment and
fine amounting to $5 was imposed on each
defendant. The suits were brought by the

Chicago

Coal

Merchants'

Association

in

behalf of its annual banquet, Dec 12.
The charge was "Being a Good Fellow and
a Coal Man." A summons was sent to all
the defendants, reading:

"You are hereby summoned to personally
be and appear before this August Body
with your office employees on the 12th day
of December in the year of Our Lord One
Tliousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-one at
the hour of six thirty p.m.. in the ballroom of the Hotel La Salle to plead guilty
to the charge of being a darn good fellow
and a coal man, and have you then and
tiiere your most jovial mood and a feeling
of good fellowship."

Western Kentucky Coal Operators'
Association

.State

Railway Commission

reserved

its decision after a public hearing
in Newport on the protest made by the
Hazard. Appalachia and Harlan Coal Op-

erators' Associations as well as consumers

from Cj-nthiana north to Covington against
the advance in the freight rates on southeastern Kentucky coal from $1..56J a ton

$1.90.
Mr. Boyd, of Louisville, speaking for the plaintiffs, declared that it was
all bosh to say that there was no competitive rate to be reckoned with on account
of river transportation and pointed out that
coal from Jackson. Ohio, was laid down in
Kentucky at a lower rate than from
Hazard, though the distance was much
greater.
Mr. Xekamp. .speaking for the
northeastern Kentucky operators, said tliat
he was not opposed to a reduction in fr<i!;ht
rates but questioned the effect of a differential as an incentive to competition.
In a report to the Senate on settlement
of railroad claims, the Railroad Administration says capital stock of the Hudson Coal
to

Co..

amounting to

$.5,387,500

is

collateral

for obligations of the Delaware & Hudson
R.R., and that $260,100 of the capital stock
of the Walhonding Coal Co., is collateral
for obligations of the Pennsylvania.
The I. C. C. has assigned for hearing
at Birmingh.am Jan. 10. the case involving
rates on coal from Illinois mines to destinations in .\rkansas, Louisiana and Te.\as.
Hearing in the case involving rates and
terminal charges on coal to Gulf ports has
been assigned tor New Orleans Jan. 11.

The commission has suspended until April
15 proposed reduction of 5c. per ton on
coal from
.\labama, Illinois. Kentucky.
Tennessee and Virginia mines to Gulf ports
when for bunkerage. for export, or when
for points in Florida and Texas accessible
by water, but an increase of 20c. per ton
when handled through tipple for other purposes.
The I. C. C. has assigned for hearing at
Birmingham Jan. 10 the case involving
rates on coal from Illinois mines to destinations in Arkansas. Louisiana and Texas.

lie

Co.,
is

is

dead

succeeded

after

by

J.

meeting of the association was held in
Louisville Dec. 14, general marketing and
production angles being discussed, especially the effect of the wage scale reductions in eastern Kentucky.
L'nless a new
wage agreement can ije reached with the

mine

unions

western

in

Kentucky

it

is

anticipated that the field is going to have
trouble in meeting competition, although it

has an advantage right now of
per ton

in

50c. to 60c.

the freight rate to Louisville.

Northern West Virginia Coal Operators*
Association
.\ joint Ijoard meeting of operators' and
miners' representatives of the Northern
West Virginia Coal Operators' Association
was held at Fairmont on Dec. 10 for the
purpose of settling difficulties which have
arisen between operators and miners in different instances in the field. The operators
were represented by A. Lisle White, of
Clarksl)urg. Everett Drennen, of Elkins
llrooks Fleming. Jr., of Fairmont and E.
S.
McCulIough. labor commissioner.
The
millers were represented by M. L. Haptonstall, of Charleston, acting president of the

Frank McCartney,

district.

memlier

;

Ralph

district ijoard
Aiellio. district board

ber and Charles
organizer.

mem-

H.

Co..

a

long

L.

Mcthe

of

and prominent

in

the coal industry of eastern Ohio, died reMr. Johnson is survived by three
cently.
brothers, one of whom is Thomas H. Johnson, presidi nt of the Valley Grove Coal
Co., of Ohio.
W. K. Itliiisdell, who was first vice-president of the Curtis & Blaisdell, at one time
one of the largest retail coal concerns in
Manhattan, died Dec. 16. aged 73 years.
For the past ten years Mr. Blaisdell made
Port Washington, but for
his home in
thlrty-nve years previously hatl lived in

Brooklyn,
Robert

II.
MrKenn, manager of the
Department of the McGraw-Hill
diid at his home on Dec. 17.
Mr. .McKean's services began with
the Engini ii}ig if Minbig Journal in April.
1902, as .issist^uit in the accounting department. .Miiiut a year after the purchase of
the Emiim yinn A MiniiK/ Journal by the
Hill Publisliiiig Co.. Mr. McKean was appointed matiager of the Journal which position he luld until he was elected a director
and secretarv of the Hill Publishing Co.
After the consolidation of the Hill Publishing Co with the McGraw Publishing Co.
he became manager of the combined credit
departments and held this position until

Credit
Co.,

Inc..

1921.

I

I

his death.

A

legally applicable.

The Kentucky

Iron

West Wbiiling Coal

Association Activities

Chuffee

line a division of joint rates.
The Western
Maryland contended much of the territory
served by the Chaffee could be served by it.
The operating headquarters of the W. C.
& W. R.R. has been moved to Mt. Vernon.
III.,
the northern terminal of the road.
Th**. road touches many mines in Perry and
Jefferson counties and is one of the largest

&

Fuel

Brayer, acting superintendent.
Wllllum a. Johnson, president

fusal of through rates on coal.

Railroad Co.. owning a
branch line from Vindex, Md., to Chaffee.
W. Va., which reaches l-arge coal and timber
areas, has been authorized by the 1. C. C.
to operate the property.
The line connects
with the Western Maryland, whioli protested against the granting of the application.
According to the report, the Western
Maryland will oppose giving the bi^anch

(Lester
Deck, superintendent of the
mines of the Colorado

William
Rouse and
illness.

Lackawanna, Krie, Lehigh Valley,
Reading and other rairoads against re-

and

Obituary

adian

son.

Virginia

Xox^ Srotia mines oinrateil by tile
Hrltldh Kmiilrp Sterl Corpuriitloii produced
3,297,946 tons of coal during the first nine
months of iln- present year. It Is estimated
that the lutai output will be about 4.4ii».-

While I,he liard and soft coal trades will
aot be affected by the newly reduced frelglit
rales which come into effect on the Canroads the first of the year, coke
dealers will benefit by a slight drop in the
rates by reason that coke took a special

News

Complaint has been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission by the
PIttsborirh Terminal Railroad ft Coal Co,
against the Pennsylvania, Delaware & Hud-

The

NOVA SCOTIA

liad

A eroup

Co..

Vol. 20. No. 26

Batley,

international

Smokeless Coal Operators* Association
Holding their annual meeting in NewYork on Dec. S. the smokeless operators
of West Virginia, acting as members of
the Smokeless Coal Operators' Association,
elected their officers for the coming year.
The roster of new officers includes: E.
E. WTiite, of Glen White, president
O. M.
;

Deyerlie. of Bluefield, first vice-president
R. E. Grose, of MacDonald, second vicepresident George R. Collins, of Charleston,
treasurer.
The newly elected board of governors
includes the following
T. E. Houston and
O. M. Deyerlie, Pocahontas District W. P.
Tams and P. M. Snvder, ^Vinding Gulf
District
S. A. Scott and G. H. Caperton.
New River District John Steinbugler and
;

:

;

;

;

George Wolfe, Tug River District.
The membership committee consists of

following:
Sam Patterson for the
Norfolk & Western territory W. B. Beale
for Virginian territory and George Wolfe
for Chesapeake & Ohio territory.
Production, transportatioii and consumption problems were considered at length by
the association at its annual meeting.
the

;

James Seott MeCracken, a former wellknown coal dealer in Toronto, died a few
days ago in Vancouver, where he had been
living.
Deceased was born at Brockville in
1840 and had been living in the West for
some years.
As a result of a fall at his home. Colonel
J. S. CunninKham, well-known coal man of
Charleston, W. Va., died a few days ago,
following an operation.
He had been a

of Charleston since 1902, when
he came there as a representative of some
coal interests.
He was rated as one of the
foremost experts of the country in coal
formation and procluction.
Thomas .1. Srnlly, mayor of South Amboy, N. J., and father of John Scully, head
of the Scully Towing and Transportation
Co., of New York, died on Dec. 13.
He was

resident

well

known among

the coal trade.

Coming Meetings
American Institute of Electriral Engiits midwinter convention in

neers will hold

New York Citv. Feb 15. 16 and 17.
retarv. F, L. Hutchinson. 29 West
St., New York City.

Sec39th

Amerlran Institute of Mining and Metallurgiral Engineers will meet on Feb. 20 to
Secretary, F. P.
23 in New York City.
Sharpless, 29 West 39th St., New York
City.
The Amerlran Institute of Consnltins: Engineers. Inc., will hold its annual meeting
Jan. 16, 1922, at the Engineers' Club', 32
West 40th St., New York City. Secretary
F. A. Monitor. 35 Nassau St.. New Y'ork
City.
New England Wholesale Coal .Association
will hold its annual meeting Jan. 10, 1922,
Secretary. R. S. Townat Boston, Mass.
send, 27 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Southern Appalachian Coal Operators*
Association will hold its next meeting Jan.
Secretary, J.
27, 1922, at Knoxville, Tenn.
E. McCoy. Knoxville, Tenn.
Pike County Coal Operators will hold
their annual meeting Jan. 6. 1922, at PikeSecretary, F. E. Miller, Pikeville, Ky.

Ky.
Pittsburgh Vein Operators' Association of
Ohio will hold its annual meeting on Feb.
13, 1922, at Cleveland, Ohio; D. F. Hurd,

ville,

secretary.
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Losing Coal
losing a lot of development work which
has sooner or later to be replaced. Perhaps
the manager will contrive "to get by" with
wasted coal and find some excuse to give
is

but what will he say when his
up and he has to spend more
money for development, for more rail, wire
and pipe and he is faced with a longer
distance over which to haul his coal? Lost

for its loss,

cost goes

coal usually

is lost

opportunity.

Consequently you will want to read
what one of Ccal A^e's field editors says
of the Indianola methods of obtaining a
good recovery per acre. Headings driven

around the area to be pillared are allowed
to cut and get in bad condition so that

when

the long breakline

—

well,

apjjear in the issue of Jan.

5.

it

will all

How Was
Coal Formed?

The plan

works well at Indianola and might work
well elsewhere. The article has many more
interesting points for those who have
troublesome roof.

You

The difference
marked and the conconflicting and yet convincing

make

can't

in point of

view

troversies so

us referee.
is

so

that a disposition exists to side with both

This coming week we will give an
opportunity to Mr. Hixon to give his view
of coal formation. He is an exponent of the
drift theory.
He makes a good case but
it doesn't follow that the peat -bog theory
parties.

is

incorrect.

Advice

Mine
An

to the
Electrician
on soldering armatures gives
methods of performing

article

several

practical

important operation satisfactorily,
cheaply end efficiently. Another describes
the manner in which a substation at
that

Drifton, Pa., has been
safely

In
next weel^'s

Coal Age

and

made

to run itself,

certainly.

Safety
in Caging
A device for use in
will

be described.

much
str

in

the caging of cars also
has saved the users

It

shaft accidents which are deand property especially

'ive to lives

the latter.

Cars

—

—
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Directory of Consultin^j: Enmneers
Allen & Garcia Co
O •K/nl'lO, .S'lir ill nrfCTC, C

Dunmur

ialiiing in

and

M.

Cnsullni.
1/

C.
nd Eltc-

yieelui

otion^.

Va.

Evans, C. G.
nd

1.:

Co.ll

Prop

Plants.

.Sur

lioonw
shed !^

.

&

Chance. H. M.
"iisulting

Colo.

Co.

I

Geological

Seattle.

Coal estates manproperties.
Cost system* 'nstalled.
aged.
( otistruction of Minipg plants.

Coke.

Examination and reports on coal
pioperties

-

supervi->-inn

Crichton, Walter G.

and

of coal plant>-

-

plans

concne-

for

tion Coal

Inspecting

I

and

I

Testing
Engineers

I

I

Ivreeted.

F

Strouse, A.

Industri'd Engineer
Power Specialist. Reports on
Costs, fJeneiation. Dlstribiition
Purchased Powei
Utilization.

tJnion .Arcade Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.

Problems. Pnrchasing-Financng
Conimonwealth Building
Pittsburgh, I'a.
Court V'4

Pittsburgh Testing

Laboratory
Insiieclin u Enyineera

and Chemists

Analyses and Tests

of:

1

Cunningham, W. H.
t'tmsnlUng

731 Cooper Bldg. Denver. Colo

Designed.

- improvements of op.-rating propel ties
- valuations - power surveys.

\V. \a.

Geoloijist,

and Con-

J. J.

Fisher Uuilding, Chicago.

electrificatinn

trated mining systems

ilin.ug En.ii„crr.

Examination and report* on coal
properties. Coal leasehold propInstallation of
erties managed.
iroper mining syst ems.
nroi
fl
Maps.

.'^tcel

Struetuies.

Furnished and

constrnction

design,

Inehirlini;

crete

I'a.

Examinations and Reports

Read Company. R. G.
Engineers and Cmttraclors
and Complete
Coal Tipples
Plants for Handling Coal and

G.

and

Consulting Mining Engineer

.

Associates M'nui: En:.nena

Surveys and Maps.
J.ihn>town. Pa

Pittsimigh.

Wash.

Howard N. Eavenson &

on Coal

W.

Archilecla

Wolfersperger,

Electrical

of

'

Deports nii
Coal Properties, Design
anil
Supervision of Construction o(
Coal Mining and Coke Plants
W estinghouse PuiUling,

Consulling Electrical Engineer.
Construction.
Supervision. I'.xaminutions
2.327-2S-LMI Oliver Hldg
Pittsburgh, IVnna.

t'perating

Coal Mines.
Western Coal Tields a Specialty
2207 1.. C. Smith Mdg..

Drexei Rldg.. rhiladelphia. Pa

M„Uf,, Eni.n.--.
Examine an.l report

Kti'jitf.r

fcur\*ey8.

rs and
Examinations

St., Philatleiphia

Randolph. H. F.

and Valuation Exaniinoiions

foal and Iron.

B.

_

Chestnut

IS.IS

I'y.

Cuns iltfm iS't'inn

Mining Engineers and

Andrew

N'nps.
Nat'l. I'ank

irst

I

Broad St .New Vork City.

Ena

Yields Investigations at ^line
or Plant.

\eysand

.Vi>

PiU.ville.

Evans, Geo. Watkin

Gmiogistt.

Crichton,

Ik.

.','.

Chemiail ICuiineer. Fuel Tettino
Coal Valuation and .Tests, -Ash
Fusibility, (.ias and By-Product

l;ep.

Design and
Construction ( oal

eriies.

Supervision of

C.71J ..'/,«./ <t Deswninii Ewi.,,..
Coal Washing. Priquctting. Cool
Washeries Tos ted for Efficieney
Coal Analyse,!. Coal Testeil. lieports Made. Complete Designs
Plant and I. ahorntory I'acililii-s

WilkinsCo., The

Horace C.

Fnyettp

Wendell. Carl A.

Oliver nidg
Pittsburgh

Porter,

HourmnK'and Cut tint*

on

Haulage

of

inciit

Co.

.Shnuig liur,,,,

ConsiUmi nwl Mrrh. Enmierra.
Desifiners and Guilders of Complete Mine Coal Handling Kquip-

'

Means. The Charles M.

of Mil

nlral ur Isolatoil

Advice

Systems. WHi-liij West
Stect, Ha'timorc. Md,

Send for catalog C.
Maroueite Puililing. Chicago.

Ui

Co

Kxpert

tion.

Examinations and Peports on
Coal Lan'U. Coal Mines, Hailways and ^tr uctures.
Hobson-Priehard
Doom 70.i,
nidi:, Huntington, \V Va.

Int^tallatio

cii)

Iltt

tems,

Tipples, horizontal screens.
Power generation and distribu-

Mill, I'.iii'ilmgs.
I'hila. I'a.

Cint

.C.JHStiUiiig

Co.

>l.i

4121.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiimS

Ef-onoriii

04 tors.

,'»,,i(f

*

I'ilectriheation of coal minea.

W ..rk

I'lale

—

Complete coal nunc top works.

nvi.vmg

.Maehinery

Bnginttr.

Card Iron Works The C.S.

I

(

Dunn, C.C.

Enijin--^.

.".town.

atinc.

.i.x

ll;,n.lHnt;

Kguipment Meel

Design and Supervision of Eleotricafa nd Steam Installation for
Lxamiiiatiuns, Reports,
mines.

Valu
John

I

Coal

Tank and
IV (1. box

Kiainiriuti ns - Uep-irls.\ppr.usal3. Isabe-la Illdg-Chicago.
ti

Ir c

Enijtnuera

(

Weh & Walden

Company

Krehbiel

Engrg. Service

onsultinp Di'wiKning. Oetailing
for the Kncini'.-nnu Tr;i.li- .-^pee-

M-

gtruet^on.
Everythinc for coal
^t(>chal'icaI
mincii: St-uctures,
and E'cctrio il Insta'liiti ns, Shn(t
OpcraSinkiDK. Divi-; pmcnt,

Benedict,
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MH'tttu Enotneer •ind

Keeping

resign and Construcrlant£, Examinations,

Valuation, lieports and J^urveys
of Coal, Oil and MetalProperties.

\ our

in this directory

Card

for those in need of

Coal and
Clay, etc.

This Directory

makes

it

easy

is

your services

known throughout the coa

mining industry a.*; the logical
medium throuKh which to locate

to find you quickly.

engineers

responsible

Hooms S00-.S02 First Nationa
Hank HIdg.. Huntington. W. \a

Coke,

Gas.

Water.

612 Grant Street,
Pittsburgh. Pa.)(

to handle

important prob'.ems

The Great Advantage-

Directory is that the announcements are so grouped
of having your name and service appear in this
find the service they need quickly and the organithat those in need of piotessional assistance can
.
^
.
zation best able to render it.

The

imiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiMiiKiimiiiiiniiiKiii
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cost

,111,1

IS

,

small— Write
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I

for rates
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COUPON BOOKS coKs^Y
I

Samples for Asking

AIIISON fnUPOM COMPANY. INDIANAPOLIS, IND
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiriiiiirriiiiiiniiiiiiiiii
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ROBINS CONVEYING MACHINERY

solution
Oui ilaiid-bools of Conveyor Practice describes the successful
ol many materials-handling problems. Write lor a copy.

:ntiiniitiiitiiMii)ii)iiiiiii^
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I

ACID RESISTING BRONZE CASTINGS

i

Blowers

Exhausters

Injectors

Ejectors

j
|

COMPANY
ROBINS CONVEYING BELT
Chieaco. Old Colony Bi'ldmS

I

H.gh Grade Valves

|

8alt

I

EYNON-EVANS CORPORATION

|

New

York. 1.-, Park Row
Pittsburgh. Pa., I nion Arcade Bldg.
Lake tity. Newhouse Bldg.
Toronto, Cutta Perdia
San Francisco The Griffin Co.
& Rubb. r Ltd Birmingham, Ala., C. B. Davi' Eng. Co.

I

13th and Ciearficld Street
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Philadelphia. Pa.
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—
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The Koppers Company Laboratories

|

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Examination of Coal for By-Product Recovery,
Investigations in By-Product Coke and

|
i

Gas Manufacture,,

Ammonia, Tar

Benzols, Gasoline, Refractory
Materials
iiirjiiriiiii

West Virginia

1
=

Just

|
I

Out
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Drilling

Company

DIAMOND CORE DRILLING
Ten

years* experience testing coal properties
in the New River, Pocahontas and

Kentucky

fields

H. R. Ameling Prospecting Co., Inc.
DIAMOND DRILL CONTRACTORS

I

I

20 Years' Continuous Service

I
I

Home:

I
iiiiiiiij

— Nol

j Dissatisfied Customer

Rolla, Missouri
State Geologic Survey, Missouri School of Mines.

iiiiiiiiMmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiii
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imi

iiii

The

|

I
tics

|

ume
id\'

DIAMOND CORE DRILLING

Vol.

C. C. Hoover, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
(Formerly Diamond Drilling Dept.. Birdsboro Steel
Fdry. & Machine Co.)

field

Volcovering 1920 is

now.

XXIX,

This great book discusses in individual chapters, alphaarranged, the status of the industrial developin
connection with each of the commercially
important mineral products.
It gives sources of supply and statistics of production for
the various countries of the world and discusses fully
betically

Bois, Pa.

ment

markets and cammercial possibilities.
Because of the unsettled conditions throughout the world
new statistics are of special importance this year in relation to current and future business in the mineral field.
.Mineral Industry is the one priceless reference book on
mineral statistics for metallurgists, mining engineers aixl

DIAMOND

CORE DRILLING
Accuracy

Reliability
I'gg^
Booklet 122-C

MACHINERY

the mineral

covering 1920.

=:ii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iMiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii

Sin.LIVAN

XXIX

MINERAL INDUSTRY

Write or Wire Your Inquiries.

DIAMOND DRILLING & EXPLORATION CO,
Du

in

for the previous year.
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Deposit National Bank Bids.,

interna-

tional authority,
at is always the
first to give reliable
orld data and statis-

|
j

CO.

chemists.

122 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Examine

this great

annual for 10 Jays

FREE

HiinrillllllliiiiuiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiitiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiDiiitiiiti
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I

HANS OLSON.

JNO. A. FISHER.

Pre?.

Punxsutawney
Contracting

I

Se<

and

j

Company

Weber

PUNXSUTAWNEY,

BIdg.

McGraw-Hill Book Company. Ine.
370 Seventh Avenue. New York
^ on m;iy sriul me on 10 days' approval:
-Mineral Indiistrj, Vol. XXIX. 19*^0. $10.00 net, postpaid.
I agree to return the book prer»a!(l
or i-emit for it within

|

Testing Bituminous Coal Lands a Specialty

I

|

PA.

EXAMINATION COUPON

FREE

|

DIAMOND DRILL CONTRACTORS

I

I

Drilling

|

days of receipt.
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Subscriber Coal Age?
ijiiiiliiiiiiiMni

Member

Leon H. Hoffmnn

A,

I.

M. M.

E.'r

DIAMOND CONTRACTORS
CORE DRILLING

HOFFMAN

I
I

§

BR.OS.

PrXXSUTA^'XEY, PA*
(Our Specialty
Op-to-Date Equipment.

—Expert
Testing

liituininous Coal Lands)
Runners.
Inquiries Solicited

Drill

Name
Official

I

Compai

Position

approTal to

=

|
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Pittsburgh Mining Machinery

Company

Pittsburgh, Pa.

3

Works

.ind

Warehoiist

— Magnolia and Building
Cantril

and Penna. R.R.

Sis.

addition

In

t

the

o

PriTSBURGH BRAND
of mine equipment which
manufacture, we carry

stock

a

full

parts for

in

repair

of

line

we

leading makes of

all

mining machine>,

also,

CUTTER BITS
CUTTER CHAINS
ELECTRIC C.\BLE
WIRE ROPE

MINE SUPPLIES

and

TOOLS
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-m

Improved Breaker Machinery for the
Preparation of Coal
Lloyd Compound Gear Driven

Simplex Jigs

—

—

—

KeyRolls
Parrish Flexible Arm Shakers
stone Rivetless Chain in High Carbon Steel,
in Manganese Steel and in Malleable Iron.

WILMOT ENGINEERING

CO., Hazleton, Penn.

Works: White Havc#» Finn,
iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitliiiiilniiiiillltiiiilitiiniihiiiiltiltiiii

Coal Screens
Made

Particularly for those conditions

of "Perforated Metals"
size or style perforation.

any kind,

which are unusual or exacting

TlHE

iiiiMniiiiiiMiriiiiniiniiiifiiiiMlriiiiiiii%

UliilJUlliiiiiliiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

TIPPLE EQUIPMENT
CO. Bartlett e Snow Co

Pittsburgh Perforating Co.
A. V. R. R. at Thirty third St
Pittsburgh Pa

Main Office and Works: Cleveland. Ohio,
'.iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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American Ring Coal Crusher
n. r Ik. in

—

1

110

11

P,

|
motor, i

HOI> R.P..M.

One

set

of

I
parts ?ood for =
MILLION TONS
|

;rriiiilin2:

ONE

American Pulverizer Co.

|

18th and Austin Streets

|

St. Louis,

Mo.

I

I

I

I

Electric Coal Mining Machines
Loaders for Coal, Ore, Salt, etc.
Locomotives for Gathering and
All Types— Suiting All Conditions

iirti

I

Chicago,

I
s
I

New Jork

COAL OPERATORS

SCREENS

are using Simplex Rivetless Chain operative on double
Hanged sprockets specify no other, as this drivinp; principle
has proven a saving of fully 20% over inside dri\e and
THERE'S .^ REASON. Write for details.
riveted types.

Made

6

and

MiS
Tet Canal

&

New York
Complete

St.

(
•oiiirne
t'ooled .^pplii

Louis

Weidi'd' Flale

briquetting plants using
Rutledge, Komarek or improved roll-type

I

presses.

I

I
I
I

I
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Forms
—
— Fabilcaled
— Pressed. Blveted ind

hy Blmr h>i-,i Coinpanv:

Bufket,s

steel

iim^

|

Steel
JDeeiallles

High Temperature Kurt:ares

— Standardized

.sertional

Steel

Buildings.

626 Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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I'hiladelpbia

11.1-

New York— Boston— Chicago— Detroit— Birmingham— San

FainiinMnmmii

I

Stephen Girard Hi
Nac Bullet, n i'""

CHICAGO.

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
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Worl!

coal
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.md

Chicago

Co.

BLAW-KNOX PRODUCTS

I

Consulting and Contracting

|

Place

««S9

muiiiMjni

Miiiinniiniiiiiiiiniiii

Machine Corp.

Formerly Malcolmson Briquet Engineering Co.

|
S

KINDS

ALL
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SeaUlo
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CO., Carhondale. Pa.
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Malcolmson Engineering

jnniiiiiini
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Perforating

W«t Mtb

Denver.

Biin.inBlura,

Va.

OF

Chicago

9-in. pitch.

CROSS ENGINEERING

I

Illinois

W.

iiMirHminitniimmlltniiliniliniiDiiili

who

|

CO.
St.

Charleston.

Cincinnati.

I'itisburgh.
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i

Haulage

GOODMAN MANUFACTURING
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CLAife^EELCoMi^MYl
Copper
PJrS^WESTERN SAU5
AND WORKS
OFFICE

RAIJKIN. PA.

BRAODOCKRC^I^r

NEW YORK

REPRESENTATIVES'

i

STEELSALESC0RPORATION.CHICAG0.ILt

f

SALES OFFICE! 30 CHURCH STREET. NEW YORK CITY

COPPERWELDWiro— made by t/,e Molten fVeUing Process
Bare— Weatherproof— Strand— Twisted Pair— Nails

[

j
[

December

1921

29,

O
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COAL AGE

Think SEARCHLICHIT
ADVERTISING RATES
POSITIONS VACANT

—

—

W.4NTED

POSITIONS
wanted,
ads of
ment. 4
payable

extra

First

iiiilllll

charge for

DISCOUNT OF

10<^r if one payment is
in advance for 4 consecutive insertions of undisplayed ad.

made

advance.

7 in, !1. 30 an in.
8 to 14 in. S4 10 an in.

4 lo

EMPLOYMENT

POSITIONS

VACANT

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
GENER.\L. Engineering Agency, Pittsburgh,

have openings tor mining and power engineers, mine foremen, draftsmen, mine
surveyors, electricians, master mechanics.
Southern-Western connections. Negotiate
immediately for next year's engagement.

POSITIONS
SUPERINTENDENT,

WANTED

Twenty years' expert modem
Prospectin.g. opening, mining,
preparation, construction, power operations. Will go anywhere anytime. References.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
PWexperience.
practice.

21,

Coal Age, Old Colony Bldg, Chicago,

WANTED

WANTED

CERTIFIED man

wishes position as chief
electrician or mechanic, have had 23
years* i>ractical experience in a.c. ^Lnd
woriv, also armature winding, age

Wanted At Once
6—8
Also,

:

age 28

married
12 years' practical e.xperience with Goodman and Jeffrey mining machinery
desires connection
with large mining
company as chief electrician. Xt present
connected with electrical engineering company.
PW-23, Coal Age, Old Colony
;

;

;

:

Bldg., Chicago,

;

;

'

;

.

MINIXC
would

engineer.

9

years'

experience,

connect with bituminous
company
References.
Salary second
consideration.
Available after Jan. 1.
PW-3". Coal Age. Real Estate Trust
Bldg.. Phila Pa.
like

to

mine

now employed,

Locomotive

gauge, 250

in.

D.C,

volts,

10 tons

or heavier.

FOR SALE

MADISON COAL CORPORATION

Coal Mines for Sale
Hoisting at two shafts
daily capacity 50
to 75 tons
located in Jackson County.
111., Big Muddy Vein.
New .shaft can be
made to increase to large tonnage with
small capital.
All available coal lands
adjoining property that vou desire. Must
.sell.
F.S-17, Coal Age. Old Colony Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
Forced to Sell Coal Mine
Fifty ton capacity shaft mine, with all neeessary eciuipment close to railroad. near
Tulsa. Oklahoma.
Albert Coal
ining

;I<1S

S.

.ivenue.

Mi.hiL'an

;

:

300

Gauge
—36-inchBearing

1

Y2

Ton

Pit

Cars.

Good Con-

Roller
Wheels;
dition; $25.00 each.

GOODMAN & WOLFE
1024-1036 Crawford

St..

Terre Haute.

Intl.

;

Company. Tulsa. Oklahoma

COAL LANDS

CORLISS
NEW
— X 36 Heavy

37

18

ENGINES
Alljs-Chalmers

Duty,

Corliss

Engines,

both

ri{rht

hand and

hand. 3.")0 HP. at 125 r.p.m..
Band wheel.
11 It. by 32 inrhis.
Operated on 140 lb. ^team pressure.
1 H inch ifauge back pressure, double
left

married,
connection with

large company, where good schools and
livmg conditions can be had I have had
sufficient experience and training,
and
can furnish good reference. PW-**? Coal
Age, Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

JOHN W. MOORE

:

8

E.

fiyndiruihin r,i:,l, .
Long St
Columbus, Ohio

eccentric.

The

.

?77???7?77????
??????? —:ij;":;^';^j:j;jj:^JY::j:j:j^'^
7
7
?

Pa

WANTED
Electric
24

electrician,

desires

|

Pittibuitl

Prefer dealing with owner. Give descripand full particulars in first letter.
Coal Age, Leader-News Bldg.,

.

QL'AI,IFIED

I

CASEY-MOORHEAD

BO-31,

perience,

engineer, draftsman or transittechnical education
11 years' experience
open for position.
P'\V-24
Coal Age, Real Estate Trust Bldg.. Phila

I

condition.

tion

Cleveland, O.

Anything —

Nashville Industrial Corporation
Old Hiekory. Tenn.

COMPRESSOR
Heavy Type
IngersoU-Sergeant,

Straight

Line,

Class

7
In the Electrical Repair Line is meat for
Nelson. Work done quickly and well.

7

7

L R.
l>

Bond

St.

The

NELSON CO.
NEWARK

is

New

Jersey

?????????????????????? ?????????????? 7?

Searchlight Section

the meeting place for the

jobless

|

be

good

ENGINEERING CO.

ENGINEER

MINING

in

Will

III.

or executive, 18 years' exexpert on design, construction
and systemization of colliery engineering
work along modern and economical lines.
ilarried. 38 years old, capable executive
and man of excellent character. PW-15
Coal Age.

Shortwall

modern equipment and

Buy or Lea>e Mine
in Kanawha or Logan field, producing a
good steam coal. Terms must be right.

[
|

D.C.,

250-v.,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
engineer

D.C.

250-v.,

10-ton,

Mining Machines; must

.\ position as superintendent of
mines, or would appreciate getting in
touch with a company wanting a man of
wide experience, to take an interest and
manage the operating end. P\V-12. Coal
Age, Real Estate Trust Bldg.. Phila., Pa.

40. Married PW-16 Coal Age. Real Estate
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia. Pa.

man

and

Locomotives

d.c.

ELECTRICAL,

J3.80"an in.
S3.70 anin.

in.,

in.,

WANTED

mining engineer or
Anthracite,
bituminous coal

manager.

30 to 49
50 to 99

POSITIONS

III.

POSITIONS

—

Space is sold by
the inch (.'lo in. to a page), the price
dependin? upon total spa<-e used within
year, some space to be used each issue
RATE PER INCH for ads in display space.
110 3 in. ! f.O an in.
in to 29 in., J3.90 an in.

a

work

tutoring and other undispla.ved
individuals looking for employcents a word, minimum 75 cents,
in

l

ADS IN DISPL.W TYPE

Business Opportuniand other undi^playeU ads. S cents
a word, minimuto S'i.OO an insertion.
ties

Evening

j

man and

the manless job

28
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Coal Age

SEflRCHUGHT SECTION

1!^

FOR SALE OR RENT
COMPRESSORS

COMPRESSORS
liU It,

IngersoIlRaiid 7 x 6 x

F.B.12..

150

8leam dnveo. high

9x8

3^

x

lino

typ-

prt-wsurt-.

Inpersoll-Rand
ft.
E.K.I.
driven compressor, complete with

Nil

comp.

— with
motor,
3—
typp
-

t:iiik.

Motor to fuit.
Chica^oPueumatlc oil dnvco. on

unluader anc Attinps.

ZIO

tl.

310

(I.

—

ft.

:t.'>3

850

In person -Rand. 12 x 10 x 1- x
steam driven. Complt-te with

I

—

tine^^.
ri4!» ft.

Motor

to

E R
all

Chicapo-Pneumatio. das?'

UoCor

440

typp

00

v..

X.B.U..

cy..

valve,

3 ph.
lateut

driven

belt

Cora-

to suit.

Laullaw-Dunn-Gordon. 17 x 10 x
14. compli'tc with unloader and all fltft.

tinirs.

ft—4674

ft. InKersoll'Kaiid. class P.R.B.-3.
connected to General Electric,
•j:iO0 volt. 00 cy.. 3 ph. S>-nt-'hronous ftTotoi^.
Complete with ox*
panels, switches, air receivers
citers.

direct

1.,

440 and

lit-

suit.

belt driven Compressor.

•,'•-()
.

ill
mting».
L.iiilIawDunn-Gordon.

>totort-

I>re8«ors.

10. F.R.I..

Inpersoll-Rand. 17 x 1*1.
complete with unloader. idler,

hp

iiiul
(t

f<:illiir

mtinps.
It.

Int-trsollRand.

(1

•-".)0

driven.

700

l4^s•.;

1.'>00

Chicagro-Pneumatic. ffasoUne driven,
on wheeL*.
ZoO ft. Chicago -Pneumatic. 12 x 10. ^team

:

Inc. rsoll-R-ind. Imprrial typo X-3,
duty, stuam driven, duplex air

ft.

hik'h

Nsn

and uU

to >uii-

fltting^.

Also Boilers, Buckets, Cranes, Cableways, Derricks, Hoists, Generators, etc.

VANDERBILT

ARCHER ARMSTRONG & COMPANY
GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL, NEW YORK CITY

10408

"HONESTLY

REBUILT"

I

I

Renewed

oncf

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
FOR SALE

1

— 27-A

MINING MACHINE
Jcffuy

Minnis

Briast

Motor Driven Centrifugal

36

Mai-hilie:

—

in.

8

kw..
Electric

—

4

General

— 76Motormotor:
125/250
Generator
tion

1

1

to

2

.

I

— 200
kw.
KiUgway
60

Be

direct

Itiierator,
cy.

connected

when

this

sign

It

your Insv

is

§

connected to 300 hp.. 2.000 K.P.M..

=

—

17.",

pill

The Pittsburg

and 20 x 7 x IS WortliiMtton Compound Duplex outride piicked jiluiiaer pot

valve, 400-g.[>.m. at ;«)0-Ib pressure.
8—25 and 38 x 4: x 24 » orthlnguin Tandeui
Compound Duplex, outside packed S.tiOO lb.
pressure, 150-g-P.m. at 20-r.p.m.
1
20 X 12 X IG Worthlnsto" Duplex UnderwrltiTS Fire Pump. 1,500-g.p.m.,
lOO-lb.
pressure.

—
200— New and used Simplex and Duplex, steam
driven WorthiiiL'toii Pumps, 4
x 34^x4,

&

<

x4»ixS,6 x4 x6,7)jx4Hxl0.6x2H

Jacksonville, Tenn.

For Sale Complete Power Plant

— 125 K.w. used Westing-house. 250 16 x 250
R.P.M.. comnound wound,
on sub-base
15 Skiimer Automatic
with Skinner automatic
system and switchboard
2— 100 H.
used 6b x 16 high
returned
with
and constructed
Complete including
125
—
H.
Biene open type
water
—200
X 6 Fairbanks-Morse brass
pump. AH good condition and
6
1

inlerpole.

volts.

D.C, prenerator direcl toniifited to a

tiiffine

for generator,
tubul;u- boilerfl
pressure, horizontal,
stacks.
lb. pressure.
for
fned
heater.
fitted boiler feed
A tJocided bargain for any one needing a complete

lubricating'

P.

4

1

each,

in. tube:? built

P, Stiwell

X 4
available for prompt shipment.
Power Plant for mi nine operation

Our shops and experience are

your service.

at

THE RANDLE MACHINERY COMPANY
Power Plant Machinery.

44

erect any pla

Boiler
Machine
PiltsburfT. Kansas

Hydraulic

8— 14-ln.

buying

STERLING
—823
300 pound

POWERS

BOILERS

H.P, Sterling Boiler^, Type M-U).
pn-s^'Un-.
Equipped with
Westinghouse 8 retort stokers. VuK-an
600t cleaners, flow meter?. 100.000

cu. ft. capacity, forced draft fan, direct connected to turbine Practically
new. at a bargain.

The Nashville

Industrial Corporation
Old Hickory. Tenn

Established 36 Years.

ST.,

CINCINNATI
ELECTRIC AND STEAM HOISTS
STKA.\1,

5(1

ELECTRIC.
Single

aiul

3'1-in.

frirtioii

100 HP. and
double drums.

smaller,

HI*..

tlnims.
in stock.

la

GRAVITY INCLINE DRUMS
<^;i;e
Self contairu'.l.
of coal and wagons.

JOHN

H.

grude

inid

kiigth.

wciRht

CARLIN MACHINE CO.

SaoUu:;k)-lja^otk

Stre-ets.

=
i

|

Steam Actuatea

Motor Bonding Co.

1831

Coal Stripping

leet

Nashville Industrial Corp.

Co.

STEAM SHOVEL

Stra.ii

li

aJ^^^^^MMm
Licensees: Surety

information, v\Tite

Bucyru,-

c:

l<

Jenkins, Kentucky

1

§

G. E. Curtis Steam Turl,ine.

and

common base with 1 2.200 v.. 3
Rhfgway synchronous mutor; com-

by

gtxided

offered in %vhole or by the piece at a
marked reduction from factory price.

I

at

I

.

14-ln .\llls-Chiilnier3.
feet

dlrc-ct

equipment.

wrorth of

The Consolidation Coal

TyneS, 3.750 G.P.M.

'

.

i

WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE

Owen Electric Co., Inc
PITTSBURGH, PENNA.

These are

.

\1

CO.
and Factory: Pittsburgh, Pa.
(Opp. East Liberty Sialion)
Cable Address: "Dem Co."

1

full

i

eurtls
2.000 HI'..
Turbine.
Typi-S, 6,500 G P.M. at
—hp.
head. M.lOO O I'M. at 00
head,
150

6

Office

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

For

t

1
6— 16-ln. Alll.s-Cli;ilin.i:, MicS. S.500G,P.M. at i
90 leet head. .Iini ioiuhc tid to Type L. 300 =

5!

All parts new, never used.

at

Centrifugal

DUQUESNE ELECTRIC & MFG.

Special

Repair Parts for Jeffrey
28A Mining Machine.

G.PM.

direct connected

Electric, 3 iHiase. tK) cycle,

]

Steam Turbine Driven

SOLICIT

FOR SALE—$10,000

S. 7.500

Kl'.M.

7(10

I

,

(

In?.,

motor; complete with switchboard.
125/250 v., 1200 r.p.ro., cp. wd.
Westinghouse Kotary Converter, with transformer!, for 2.200 V. high tension. 3 ph.. 60
low tension, with starting taps;
complete
Ith starting etiuipinent and switch-

FOR IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE

Attention to Large and Difficult
Repairs and Em urgency Service. Shops
and Warehouse on Private Siding ^nd
Equipped with Cranes and Complete
Facilities to Rebu ild Electrical Machinery.

,1

i

2—10-111
':r,^,
..
130 t.
,i;
to l.'iO hp \>
2,200 volt moto

Electric

38

generators.

-ISO kw..

ELECTRICAL
REPAIR WORK

.1,

:

induction

SACRIFICE PRICES

Miller

!.
'

.•
'

Swire Western

v..

Set. consisting of
Electric
D.C.

Western

Type

MlLs-Chulmcrs.

M

t.

:i'Hi

2.2IIH

(<im;ik'te.

kw..

Cl.i.'ss )» doulile suction,
at 152 feet head, at 1,170 U ! ,M.
G. E., 3 ptase, 60

G.PM.

l-in

131J

mounted on common bedplate with 1 220/440
3 ph., 60 cy. new Allls-Chalmers Induc-

Locomotives and Miscellaneous Motor Driven Machinery.

Worthlncton.

14-ln.
8,501)

direct connected to 300 hp.
cycle 2.200 volt motors.

v..

Hoists,

WE

From Old Hickory Powder Plant

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS

— 65

I

Motors, Generators, Power Plants,
Rotary Converters, Motor Generator Sets, Frequency
Changers,

PUMPS

^^^ bonded equipment

f'ittsljurgh.

Ta.

i
5
=

=
=

i
=
=
i
=

=
=

=

—
—

—
Ueceniber 29, 1921

230-250-VOLT, D.C.

I
i

300
200

=

100

i

85
75
75
60

=
=
=
=
5
=

Enfrine

VVatts-CauipbeU-Cor.

C.-W.
Wghse.
Wghae.
C.-W.
G. E.

Skinner. Unlflow

—

Harrisburg
Troy. vert.

60-CYCLE UNITS
Engine
Hamilton iiuu

Wghse.

Ridgway

-100 kw.. 220
generator

E.

C-W.
G. E.

Complete Stock of A.C. and D.C. Gener-

Power Machinery Exchange,
St.,

I

nvcted to
kw.,

1

Mine Locomotives
Haulage.
G.E. 36
—
Gathering.
42
—
GatherStorage Bat. 44
— IrontonGoodman.
— nf'ton. & Westinghouse. 30
5-ton.

in.

ga.

in.

r>-ton

ga.

in. ga.

ga.

in.

B.

MINE MACHINES,

250 V.

255

volt,

r.p.m.

connected

to

—

X 10

6

Streets,

Westinghouse
steam
Ideal

—motive.
10 X 14
gauge Davenport LocoDavenport LocoX 12 3*Mn.
—7motives.
X 16 36
gauge Davenport Loco— 10
motive.
— 10 X 16
gauge Vulcan Locomo13 X 15 Skinner Automatic Engine.
—
1
D.D. Hoisting En^oe
SV2 X 10
«nd
Excavating
—Key

1

42-in.

2

gau?re

1

in.

ti\ e.

1

OPERATORS SUPPLY

Shovel.

y tone

THE PITTSBURG
BOILER & MACHINE

CO.

ittsburg

1

Huntington. W. Va.

„i

I

"i

1

1

I

Just a few of the offerings:

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

CO.

Kajisas

I

I

f

I

I

„,1

I

"s

STEAM ENGINE GENERATOR SET
^

— MiEwen,

12 x

12,

automatic steam enginei

GENERAL ELECTRIC
CURTIS TURBINE
VOLTS
OUTFIT—
D.C.

'^40

—

1
150 kw. Grneral Electric. >rP. type C-4
(claas 4-150-201)0). compound, direct connected on iron sub-base to Curtis, iorm E.

New

— 12
40

non-condensing steam turbine for 140-Ib.
steam pressure, complete with throttle

RAILS
16

lb,

lb.

Kelayers— 60

lb.

lb.

— 70

— 20liaUs— 25
lb.

lb.

cut

to

— 30

liaUi

cut

to

La

—

lb.

Salle St.. Chicago,

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

1

oi!

any length.

MERCHANTS STEEL & SUPPLY
•:0K S.

lb

anu length

lb.— 80 lb.— 90

\\L-sUin Delivery

pressure gauge. Westinghouse
speed regulator governcr and emerfrency
stop; fine condition; immediate shipment.
Can be inspected at our works.
valve,

(^"IfSPRIC
ELECTRicca

CO.

III.

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I
I

j

"

15.000 tons,

30

lb.

100

to

RELAYING RAILS

Sections

lb.

with necessary bars.

LURIA BROS. &

OFFICES

CO., Inc.

Residing, Pa.; Lebanon. Pa.;

New

Write us for prices.
of all weights.
Tracic material and equipment.

GET OUR STOCK LIST OF

RAIL BARGAINS
CO.

PhiladelplHa

Buffalo

New York

Pittsburgh

BHYERS

— Send

me

your

inciuirics.

STEEL
TEE RAILS
LOtOiMOTIVES
STEAM SHOVELS

Sell

E. C.

me your

SHERWOOD. 50

CARS

surplus.

Church

St.,

823 hp. Stirling Boilers.
hp. Keeler Boilers.

3—500

— 350
—3000
2 — 630
2 — 2570

hp. Corliss Engines.

kw. Generators.
Air Compressors.
ft. Air Compressors.
10—14 in. 8,600 g.p.m. Pumps.
2—10 in. 3,750 g.p.m. Pumps.
4
1+ in. 7,500 g.p.m. Pumps.
6
16 in. 8,500 g.p.m. Pumps.
6
14 in. 8,100 g.p.m. Pumps,
2
Underwriters Fire Pumps.
16
Hydraulic Pumps.
1

ft.

—

—
—
—
—

200— Boiler Feed
200— Blowers.
2000

—

Pumps.

Tanks, all sizes.
l_50 ft. 20 ton, R.R. Crane.
1—110 ft. Fixed Radius Crane.
Steel

—2-6-0 Locomotive.
—Wood Tanb,
35 —
Locomotives.
5000— Narrow Gauge Cars.
Motors.
500—
— Sulphuric Acid
5 — Nitric Acid
1

2000

all sizes.

Electric

Electric

Plants.

1 1

Plants.

I

I

I

I

I

Transmission Equipment.
Process Equipment.
Chemical Equipment.
Miscellaneous Equipment.

I

I

Etc.

Etc.

Etc.

York.

Write for Special Bull'etins
as follows:

,.,f,','.if,;M,',',r,?,',v„„K,n

THE MORRISON & RISMAN

—

44

27

I

I

RELAYING RAILS

Powder

now
Plant,
offered to American In'
dustry at prices far beloW
present cost.

t

36-in.

I

Machinery, of all kinds,
from the World's greatest

gange Vulcan Locomo-

43-in.

Boiler.

Meet Requirements

to

I

tives.

Motors and Generators

Plants,

f

I

Kausa.s City. Mo.

D.C.

Track Gauge

I

f

I

Power

Old Hickory

com-

engine,

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC
MACHINERY COMPANY
20th and Central

J.

steam

ItUal

direct con-

pound automatic engine.
400 kw., 220 volt. 150 r.p.m. Western Elect,
generator direct connected to Fitchburg compound Corliss engine.

1

Inc.

Jersey City, N.

valve

4

Elect,

Fitchburg

to

225 r.p.m. Jenny

direct

2

1
1
S

Milwaukee,

r.p.m.

connected
engine.

v..

ators, Motors, also Corliss Engines, Boilers

Aontgtjmery

50

255 r.p.m. Western

volt,

direct

automatic
—pound
too kw. 220
— generator
100
220

1

Rlce-Sarseant-CorIl33
Ideal Tandom
Harrlsburg
Hamilton. 12 x 24
Harrlsburg
Harrlsburg

G. E.

Thorn pson-Bj'an.

r.p.m.

iiplete,

Allls-Clial.

GeveratOT

At

plete.

kw.. 220 v., 61
cnmplt te.
kw.. 220 volt,

— 80

1

G

wound

shunt

kw.. 220 v.. 280 r.p.m. Jenny direct connected to Ideal sti'ani I'ligini-.
1
750 r.p.m. Fairbanksvolt.
75 kw.. 220
Morse, comiilete.
1—75 kw.. J 10/220 v.. 285 r.p.m. Westinghouse
direct connected to itk-al steam engine.
1
75 kvi., 220 v.. 600 r.p.m. Norrthern. com-

1—80

A.C.,

EQUIPMENT
BARGAINS

Kaiibariks-Morse.

r.p.ra.

—

3-wire.

3-wire
3-wlre

,

r.|).m.

700

voU,

!— GO

,

E

sr.O

volt.

220

kw.,

Commt-iTijil.

Wehse^
K..

250

Uw.,

tompli-tf.

I

Wehse.

G.
G.

—50
— GO

1

Erie Ball

AUis-Chal.
G. K 3-wire

50
50
40
35

=

DIRECT CURRENT GENERATORS
STOCK SHIPMENT

UNITS

Generator

i\:v.

=

:

29

SECTfON

SEfllRGHLlGHT

Apr

Coal

New York

RAILS
new and
Bhipmert

relaying; also accessories. Prompt
from stock.
We buy and sell

Iron anil Steel Scrap.

Yards:

St.

Louis end Madison,

STANDARD RAIL & STEEL
1110 Boatmen's Bank

Complete Stock

111.

CO.

Bldg. St. Lotus.

Mo.

of First Quality

RELAYING RAILS

No. 7— Tanks, all kinds.
No. 8 General Equipment.
No. 10 Pumps.
No. 11 Blowers.
No. 12 Industrial Cars.
No. 1^1 Chemical Equipment.
No. 15 Transmission.
No. 16— Building Material.

—
—
—
—
—
—

LOUIS COHEN & SON

Nashville Industrial Corp.

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

Jacksonville, Tenn.

and Steel Scrap. Railroad and pla
dismantling our specialty

30

Bmjini}

— C O A L AG E—Section

Vol. 20, No. 26

Coming ! !
Facts!

Forecasts!

Statistics!

Annually, the entire coal mining
industry awaits with well placed
interest,

an

sell to coal

by

its

COAL Age

of

issue

whose importance
mines,

to
is

those

who

eclipsed only

indispensable value to the

men

at the

The

11th

mines

who buy

Review

Annual

Forecast

Number

January

19,

—

of

1922,

and

CoAl, Ace,
will

be

indispensable value, carrying as

of
it

complete statistical data and
a review of 1921 upon which important plans and operations for
the coming year must be based.
\vill

A

word

of advice to advertisers:

Reserve your space

Now!

—
December

29,

Buying

1921

^niiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriJiMJJiiiiiiJJiiiiuuiuiiiJUUiiiiiliiliiiJiiii

—C O A L

AG E— Section
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iiiJiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiuiiuiE

Fi^ifiLfiinifi»wx!f;£X>f;!df;ifiifiKifiyiEf;Lf;

!fi

!Ji

Your
and

}R

coal dust

fine coal

can be profitably
Scottdale
briquetted

Coal Crushers

}R

Unusual

quality of materials, heavy duty construction, absolute simplicity make continuous and
dependable performance a certainty with Scottdale

ifi

}R

Crushers.

Whether your crushing requirements be

for stoker,
a Scottdale Crusher

plant or yard purposes, there is
especially made to meet your requirements.
A
crusher of wide ability and capacity, sturdy construction, simplicity and economy of operation
dependable. Capacities range from 20 to 240 tons
per hour.

Marion Machine, Foundry & Supply CoBox 950, Scottdale, Penn.

[^I?^J^J^]]@P

And
yi

qualified to

}R
)R
\R

you

tell

how.
Traylor Engineers will

tell

you things about up-to-date
briquetting processes and

M,N««

'iiXllVlACmNERY

advantages

the

TimninmtrtnnnmdiimimiriiminiriiiiTiiriMniitimiiMiiiiiinMiir

Smmifmniiiiiiiiiiniiirrmimnnmniri

Traylor Engineers are

fully

briquetted

^niitiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii

which

}R
}R
ifi
ifi
!fi

of

will surprise

using
things

coal,

you from

the standpoint of efficiency

and economy.

Some

of the

things that Traylor Engi-

neers have to

tell

you may

be found in the Traylor
Worth
Bulletin No. 102.
your while to send for it.

y^
!fi

£fi

\R

Accurate Weights
Are a Necessity
Economical operation Uemandf accuracy all ttie time in
securing and recordinj; car weights at the tipple. The hand
weighing method frequently lets errors slip through, beside
requiring more labor and more time than the mechanical
recorder.

StreeterAmet Records are absolutely accurate, are secured
automatically and in the shortest possible time.
standard
With a StreeterAmet Recorder attached to any over
the
cars
beam scale, it is only necessary to run therecord.
scale to secure an accurate, printed weight

full

descript

}R
}R

Allentown, Pa.

BRANCHES:
New York

Chicago Pittsburgh
Spokane

Los Angeles

Truck and Tractor Division, Cornwells, Bucks Co., Pa.

)R

ifi

and data on

t/ie

economies of

ight records

Streeter-Amet Weighing

&

Recording Co.

4101-4105 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago,

111.
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MFG. COMPANY

thly consideration.

Sold outright or rented for small

Send for a

TRAYLOR ENGINEERING
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MA^SUS
BALANCED

PICKING TABLE SCREENS
Power Piants
Tipples
/^^C\

Coal
Coal Washeriei
Rescreening Plants

Picking Tables
Loading Booms

(Iv"5)
NSMW!!/

Complete Coal Mining Plants
WHITE FOR

rrl.T-liTlN

'^1

C.A.

R06ERTS AND SCHAETCR CO
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACIBRS
C HICAGO. US. A.
Pitlsbureh.

Hunllng lon. W. V«.. 1 *. O.
1':..
rilO
liTo
Klr«t Nalio'ial
Klrst
Nal lO'Ta

Ilol

!

570. Tolcphone 2194
Tcltnhono Court
Blilu..

i:.itik

1111

S
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Round Tanks—Every Size

Myers-Whaley
Mine Shoveling Machine
Shovels as much material as 15 or 20 men — Loads 200 to
kinds of mines
300 tons per shift— In use now
in

We

build tanks and silos of every description.
Suitable for sand, coal, and other similar prodEvery tank a special tank to special order
ucts.
we carry no stock sizes,

—

"We Win
Write for our
illustrating

free

With Quality"
new complete Catalogue

Wooden Tanks

for every

purpose.

The Hauser-Stander Tank Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Applicable

in coal

seams over

Myers-Whaley

5

ft.

all

thick.

Co., Knoxville, Tenn.

—
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Fabricated
Steel Products
McGraw-Hill Books

Tipple Equipment
IHEET

m

steel

bunkers, chutes, hoppers,

and corrugated

sheet

steel

roofing

for the

etc.,

EXECUTIVE

and

siding for tipples and other mine structures
have been proven superior in economy and

'T'HESE

books are to the office and
end of the business
technical handbooks are to
the engineering end.
They should be
in eveiy executive's library.
•- administrative

what our

serviceability.

Our

fabricated steel products, extensively used in

mining properties, include any equipment fabricated
from steel plates.

Our

The Business Man and
His Bank

shops are equipped vpith up-to-date machinery,

By Wm. H.

and with the experience of out organization, enable
us to produce steel plate work of an unusual stand-

Thorough

ard.

and contractors
workmanship.

5, $3.00 net, postpaid,
discussion of banking from the business
and professional man's viewpoint, showin;;
how the bank touches his interests, and
how he '-ail make full and profitable use
of the bank's varied functions.

satisfaction to owners,

is

engineers,
assured by the Sykes standards of

Office Administration
By

Estimates will be gladly furnished upon receipt of
Blueprints,
a description of your requirements.
specifications, or a fairly complete description of
your needs will enable us to fulfill your needs accurately

Kniffin

280 pages, 5^2 *

A

Wm.

J.

Schuize

295 pages, SV^ x 8, $3.50 net, postpaidThis bodk covers every deta'l of modern
administration.

office

managed

best

offices

expense

office

—

It
big"

into

shows how the
and small turn
through con-

—

profits

and quickly.

The Sykes Company

Statistics in Business

Chicago,

Charting and

Their Analysis,

930 W. Nineteenth Place

Use
By Horace

III

Secrist

130 pages, SVz x 8, illustrated, $1.75,
postpaid.
The exi'LUtivi? who wishes to keep hisi fltiger on i)u:
pulse of his business will And this book a helpful
standai-dizing

alyxing.
factors

Cliat

and controlling
departments

the

affect

under hi^ supervision.

Advertising the Technical
Product
By

Clifford A. Sloan

D.

and James

Mooney

365 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $5, postpaid
modern
iiM
u-

A

lufi.

piactice

helpful

big,

manufacturer

ufltable

make

to

in

book

evei-y

that
advcr-

investment.

Examine them for 10 days FREE
If

you

will

check

off

the books you wish

to see on the coupon below we shall send
them to you for 10 days' Free Examination.
No money, no obligation. Just send the

coupon

J^eeSxcwmiatlcn Omficn
Morrow Equipment
Prepares for Tomorrow

JIcGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc., 370 Seventh Avenne, New York.
You may send me on 10 days' approval (check books wanted);

—
—Business Man and His Bank. 53.00
Schuize—
Administration. $3.50
$1.75
—
Sloan and Mooney— Advertising and Technical

Morrow

so

Tipples are built with an eye to

many Tipple

Installations.

Statistics in Business,

pay for the books or

am a regular
am a member

subscriber
of the

.K.

Signed

Address
Official

The Morrow Mfg.
WelUton, Ohio

Co.

n

Ipt.
.1

Conveyors
Screens

postpaid.

Product.

S.5.00 postpaid,
to

.1

Tipples — Cages
Tables
——Picking

postpaid.

Office

Secrist

They anticipate growth and
the future.
That's
increased demands of productions.
the
reasons
Morrow is chosen for
of
one

postpaid.

Kniffln

Name

Position
of

Company

(Books sent on approval to
only.)

l<>

I.

Coal .\gc

M. M. E.

them postpaid within 10

Hinjiii;}—C

A

I,
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& WILCOX COMPANY
THE BABCOCK
LiHKRTY Street. New York
85

Builders since 1868 of

^^^

Water Tube Boilers

/^^^^^^^

of continuing reliabiuty
I1R.\NCH OFFICK-;

fa^'

H

"^

'^* ^-'^')^

v^\
^81

IlosTON. 49 F«ltr;il Street

riiiLADKLPiiiA. North Anienciin liiiiUliiik;
inrrsBfRCii. Fanners Deposit ILuik Uuildii

Clkvklanii. Guardian Iltiildine
ClflCAC.o. Marquette Buildiuir
CiN'ClNNATl. Tmclion Huildinc

Atlanta, Candler
TrcsoN.

~

BuiltlinK

Ariz... 31 So. .stone

FOKT Worth.
HON-oni-F.

II.

Avenue

Tr.x.. Flatiron Iluildinc
Coote Buildini;
T Castle
.

aWmmmnminiiuiiiiiniiimmnTnnnninriiiHiiiHiniiiitnni

&

Itiyonnc. N.J.
Barberton. Ohic

Makers of Steam Superheaters
since 1898 and of Chain Grate

Stokers

since

1893

BRANCH OKKICES
Detroit. Ford Buildiiu:
Nl:w Orlkans, 521-S Itarutine .street
HofSToN. Tkxas. .scutlitni I'acilic Iiuildiac
DKNVfcR. 435 Sevcnutiuh Slrctt
Salt i.akk City. 7('vi,, Kcimi> liuildini;
San Francisco. SIkI.Ioh Iiuilclinn
Los ANGELES. 4W-(. Ccntnil Uuildinu
Seattle, I,. C. Smith Iluilriini:
Havana. Citba. Callc de Affuiar 104
San Jtas. Porto Kico. Rov.il Hank Buildinff

TirmmnHHMiiitinHtiiMiiiitiiMiiiiirntiiiiiinnininiiiiiiiiititMiiMiriiiMninMMUiiiiirMtiinMninMiMiiiiniiiiiHtmiiimiiiiMtMiiiiiMirininiiHiniitiHMininiiiinriiiiirMuuuiniriniuMiiiiMnriir
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THE CANOPY SWITCH
No

longer

gathering

He can

need your driver of the
locomotive fear his job.
perfectly safe when he

feel

switches the motor
to reel

line

from

trolley

or reel to trolley.

All contact parts are enclosed.
The
"ever is easy to get at.
Trouble is
eradicated.

Send for Mining

Specialties Bulletin

Post-Glover Electric Co.
Cincinnati, O.

anniiiriiriiiiiirimiiuiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiitiiii

i^:

i

1

i

iiiuiimiiumuniiiiimmmiiiiimiiriuiimiu

Mimirtiirimiimiitiiiiimi;

LITTLE GIANT

POWER HAMMERS
Are used

m

mi'iP than 1000 American Mlius
lia^ing reordered until all tlitii

sora& eomparii--,

shops are ectiaiiped.

Will pay for themselves erery month, of steady
uork and coniuiue to do 50 for fifteen to twenty
years.

—

Hare very small upkeep
s.iles
average ISc eaeh on
in use, or less than 2-5 of
cost to bujtfis.

our
all

1

%

annual

repair

sizes and ages
of the original

Are guaranteed FOREVER against defective
material and workmanship, and sold on 30 da>v,
trial, by a manufacturer that commenced busiin January, 1876
45 years ago

ness

—

Prompt shipments of all sizes
make dies for every special forging

We

pur-

pose.

In every country where coal is mined there you will
fiml Stiiie Disc Fans.
Our records show 20.000 sold
to the coal mining- industry and China is the only
country not on our list. One American coal company
h..s 78 Stine Fans in use in spite of the fact that this

company manuiacturea

a fan of its own.

Write for eatalognes describing' our Fans, Incline Machines. Hoists. Pumps, Cars, and other mining equipnent.

S. B.
S Patented
= reshaping

=
a

bits,

and

rights,

and
also

l<fls,

STINE, Box H, Osceola

Mills, Pa.

manufacturing.
sharpening chisel

for

Di'.'S

pick

point

and

^HiniiiiinirmmiininiiitiiirMniiuMii

bits,
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>gV\\TCO%

^OgMOTU^

IT WILL PAY YOU TO GET OUR
PROPOSITION BEFORE YOU BUY

Geo. D. Whitcomb Co.
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

ROCHELLE
V n --t

GEAR .AND FRICTION DRIVEN

1%

GASOUNE LOCOMOTIVES-2y2
TO 25 TONS ON DRIVE WHEEL

fc

\#

BATTERY L0C&:,7a.
ILLINOIS STORAGE
.bii^vri«9
TIVES-1 TO 8 TONS ON

,

U> 9. A.

DRIVE WHEELS

luiuMiiirimiminiimMiruiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiii^
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You Can Make
Your Own Coils
Quicker and Better

|

at Less Cost

|

Pccrlrs-i

Tools

:irTii

|

Sfcur Armature Shop
machines for pracai«-al

f

Cut down your

=
§
=

ELECTRIC SERVICE SUPPLIES CO.

|

Philadelphia
17th and Cambria
Ms. New Ynrlt 50 Church St.
Chicago Monadnock Bids,

i
=
=

ioiifiif^t

of
of

maiiufaciure
cf>il-i
every urmature repair.

—

Uranchef

aiicl

for

makini.-

——

— Boston.
— LymanScranton.

Canvda

Tube

Co..

Plllsbursh

E

&

B
E

Supply

Montreal

immniitifiiMiiiiiuiiiiiiiint'-

FALK

HERRINGBONE

GEARS

For quiet efficiency
you can depend on
^Vuest accurately

machined

MILL iy&\AAllISI^ SPUR ^^\
DRIVES ^<<iaJ^\\\\\\\\WVi WORM

herring-

ln!M£y5JACHINEia,PITT5ByRGH,,,f^^

bone gears.
Descriptive literature
on request

s.<)iiiiiiiiuiniiiiiimiuuiiuuIuuuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimiuuiiinitiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiitiiimiiiiiiNiifiiiiiiiniiii£

The Falk
Corporation

RJ*tATUR£ HbuKS.

THE FALK COMPANY
Milwaukee, Wis.

Buiu>iNG

iiimMmiimiMiiMinTimniiiiimramrmm

^illlllllliitMiiiiiiiuiilililiiiiiitlniliiritjii'Mutiifjjiiiiiijili

MACHINE sy

|

Cmattan006A.Tenn

I
=imniniininmiinintii!r?niirMtrmfnii!niimi!(immimirtitifmnnm?nimmiii

BEVEL GEARS

'jy/w/A

SPEED REDUCERS

571111

I
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iimi
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Federal Electric Mine Siren

I

weird, penetrating signal every
one hears and no one mist.Tl-e^
.\

Write for biiUtt'm.
Federal Electric Company

w

-^ m

/Representing

(£

f^y^

GEARS

Strongest at the base
others are weakest

Where

NILES-BEMENT-POND CO.
111 Broadway,

iiiinirmnillintiiiiiiiniinilliinnniniiriiiinirniiiiiTiii

New York

City

FLORY HOISTS

^,,

yM'Wg/
|

=

8mi lornrw

|

1

kT 33

MniiiiiiniMitiuiiitTiiiiiiminiin

FLORY MFG. CO., Bangor, PA.
95 Liberty St., New York
House Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Monadnocl< Block, Chicago, 111.
Cha«. T. Lehman, Birmingham, Ala.

|

I

S.

Cnv-

^'"^""""

Farquhar Machinery Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
A. L. Young Machinery Co., San Francisco, C«L

^itllilinimriurnnmmillllnmnmiMmirHiniiMiiiimlrilfniMiiiiriiinimtmtimiliiMiiiiMniitipiiriiittiii
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Speed KeducHmL

Cleveland Worm Gear Reduction Unit
applied to overhead Hneshaft.

How are you handling your
speed reduction problems?
Coal men have convinced us that there is a wide
market in the coal industry for our particular type
of speed reduction unit.

It is said that this opporbecause of a present tendency to
purchase the most efficient machinery that is available.
If this is true
and we have every reason to
believe it
you men who are investing for permanent
economy will be deeply interested in Cleveland
Gear Speed Reduction Units.

tunity exists
niiiitiniiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiiiiHtiiii

now

—

—

iiiiiiuiitiMiHiiiiiiitiiitiiiiniitiiiiiriiiiiiiiniiiti

Worm

Basically the ability of Cleveland Worm Gear Reduction
Units to handle abnormal gear ratios is a challenge to
investigate.
Their perfect enclosement, which is a positive protection against weather and dust, is a sound
argument in favor of low upkeep. The fact that no attention is required beyond oiling and that there are only
two moving parts outside the bearings is another strong
point.
There are many other advantages including
smoothness in operation and wonderfully long life that
are all fundamental features of this correct form of worm
gearing.,

And they are so
all provable in use.
important to the coal industry ar large and your own
company in particular that we invite you to write for
latest information.
We promise permanent economy and
low upkeep cost. Will you give us a chance to prove it?
Write.
Our claims are

The Cleveland Worm & Gear Co.
America's

Worm

C-ear Specialists

Cleveland, Ohio
New England

Representatives

Franklin Machine Co.j Providence, R.

Super Sheaves
OUR
from
Made
in sizes

I
j

I

I

Pacific Coast

are real sheaves,

four to fourteen

with either plain turned
groove or removable steel grooved liners.
feet in diameter,

ROBT. HOLMES

&

BROS., INC.

Danville, Illinois

niriiiiiiiiiiiiiiirritiiiiiiiiriiirriiiiiiiirjiiiiiriiiriiiriiiirKiiiiiiiii

j

Repre

Alfred H. Coates Co., Sa

I.

ntatives

Francisco,

CaL

|
|
|

|
|
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Cleveland
REDUCTION VNIXS

ViHiing-~C

88
taBUHuQuiiinii]

What Does
To

nni

1 1
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Mean to You?

—

—

men

of

tliink.

Minee

Atlas Storage Battery

ocomotive

Locomotives
know

because they

the

ATLAS

can be

Their extraordinary length
good service is the outstanding feature of LOBDELL

depended on. The ATLAS with its two
powerful motors and efficient spur gear
drive has the ''pep" to do the extra work.

of

wheels.

Let us give you a lift of uaert of Atlas Locomotive*.
Their testimony should be convincing.

The Atlas Car

26
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iiiillUII

go a little further, to pull a little
harder or last a little longer to get that
extra trip? \\'hcn mining
these things they think of

20, No.

It

& Mfg. Co.

is

—Manufacturers

the result of over eighty-

wheel making

years of

five

is
demonby the experiences of
hundreds of satisfied users.

experience

Engineers

Cleveland, Ohio

and

strated

Send us your

specifications for prleaa.

LOBDELL CAR WHEEL CQMEANY
SsiabUsheol 1836
ainmnimiiMimiiiiiiiiutuiiriirMiiinriiiMtintntinMtriiriitMirMiiiniiiiiinirniriiiiiiiiuniirimtiiiiiniimiiiinMiiMnMiiiim^^

s.

Especially
ailapted
for the rapid handling of materials.

Reduce

your

han-

dling costs to a minimum and cut out all

demurrage
on

charges
railroad cars by

the

installation

of a

Dependable
Locomotive Crane
:.hi„iil,i,liircd

Orton

I
=

Main

Offices: Chicago.

&

bu

Steinbrenner Co.

111.

Eiliiuiiiiiiiiuiiiuiuiiuijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiitiiiiriiiiiiiiii.i.

PUMPS

I

Dependable
Locomotive
Cranes

|

I

1
|

|
|
|
I

I

iii

AMERICAN

I

"RUN RIGHT"

I

The

BOYTS, PORTER & CO.

I

Connellsville, Pa.

|

|
=
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MILWAUKEE LOCOMOTIVE MFG.

|
|

CO.

GASOLENE LOCOMOTIVES

|
1

For Mine and Industrial Haulage

I

MILWAUKEE,

WIS., U.

S. A.

I

r^
iiMiirriiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiiiirHiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiitiitMiR<
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Gasoline

Locomotives
kbove and below ground

Write for titerature

Hadfield-Penfield Steel Co., Bucyrus, O.

I
I
I
I

Electrical Machinery, Mining Machinery, Pumping Engines, Centrifugal Pumps, Crushing Machinery, Steam
and Electric Hoists, Power Transmission Machinery, Timber
Treating and Preserving Machinery, Air Compressors.

Power and

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I
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D.C.

1
S
=
=
i
=
=
=

rOR EVERY PO

i

PITTSBURGH, PA.
•;iimillllliiiniinnilHlliiiiilliiminiiiiiiiiniinirimmnnni

Feed

I

fsiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitinii
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I

Electric, Steam, Boiler

I

|

Factory: Huntington, Ind.

|
iiiiiiiuriiiituumiiiiiff

cuilliriiiri
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o.

I

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.

i

|

1
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Direct

current

is

mil

iiiiiiiiiiiii

i

preferable

haulni;;

produelng

fuy

tiie

operation

m

DE LAVAL STEAM TURBINE
II

miiiinimiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiium

|

|

niiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiniiiiiiirnn^

;in.l

of

coal

The most siiui.U, dircit, and inexpensive vay ot
and older tools.
e.-iK-raWr driven by a DE I^AYMi
it is by means of a direct-cuii.
Steam Turbine using a liouble-iieilcal si-inl ..luclne gear to permit the turbine
I.o
cs in transformers and rotary conefBciency.
for
spud
to run at the best
equipment
tlius avoided.
am
eampUc«li<iiui
of
rerters an*
constitute the most
DE LAViL steam Turbines, with or without Gears, alsoHVAl,
unit Is fully
Each DB
economical drive for centrifugal pumps an.] fans.
shipment.
guaranteed as lo capacity and efficiency ,:inl is thoroughly tested before
N. J.
CO.,

cutters

|
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TURBO GENERATORS
for

|

TRENTON,
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Your
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Own

Many

coal properties must operate
their own lines from the mine to the
railroad siding.

Rough,

light track, heavy grades and
sharp curves, are conditions often to
be met by such roads.

Section

Railroad
Shay geared locomotives more than
meet them with a flexible wheel base
and the steady, powerful pull of their
three cylinder geared drive.
Ask where the Shay is solving coal
transportation problems — you may
have a similar one.

LIMA LOCOMOTIVE WORKS,
Lima, Ohio

39

Incorporated

17 East 42nd Street,
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WEINMAN
One

Clear Fact

If you have a Pump need, you
can look to Deming for the

answer, confident of satisfacbecause of the wonderful
background of 41 years' successful
pump building behind the Deming
tion

Pump you

Who
Jim thinks

Oils

Jerry.

Jeiry

Your Pumps?
tliiiiks

Jim.

But only the pump knows and the repair bills testify.
There oan be no gru'esswork and no excessive repair bills
when Weinman Self Oiling- Type Gathering- Pumps ai-e usecT,
As the name implies, they're SELF OILING and self oiling

—

means "mechanical thinking-."
We have additional information just for you.

Write

us.

The Weinman Pump Mfg. Company
272-282 Spruce

St.,

install.

The Deming Co.
Salem, Ohio
Established 1880
DISTRIBUTORS:
PITTSBURGH, Harris Pump & Supply Co.
CHICAGO. Henion & Hubbcll
:

CHARLESTON. W. VA.. Charleston Electric Supply Co.
DENVER. Hendrie & Bohhoff Mfg & Supply Co.
NEW YORK. Ralph B Carter Co
Age

All Othe

cipal

Cm,

Horizontal. Single

Columbus, O.

Weinman Pump & Supply Co., 210 Second Ave.. Pittsburgh.
Pa.: Superior Supply Co.. Bluefield, W. V.i.: Banks Supply
Huntingtoi]. W. V:i.; Anson-Bj-me Co.. 10 S. La Salle St..

Chicag

:

'%i

111.

SELF-OILING TYPE

GATHERING PUMP
u:itiriiiiriiitiirritHiiutiiMiirmiitirtiin]fuuiiiiuiiiJiiirii

%
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RAILWAY AND MINE
SUPPLY COMPANY

II

CARS
Buy

A'oii'

pared

The
the

— So,

to take

when production
care of

conaes you will be pre-

it.

WA

ri' CO. offers you a real service. "Our factory
largest in the world devoted alone to car building."

KEY

Engineering Service
Free

(II Grease Chamber Plug
(2) rotter Key
(3) Bteel WearinB Washer
(4) Hub Cap H"ll
(5» Hub Cai. Ikilt Nut

(6) Lock Washer
(7) Steel Plate
(Si Fabric Cask.-t
(91 nolirr Iloltlir (front)
(10) IliUI Tr.ii.l

(ID
(131
( 1 :i I

IHl

SoliJ Slcl Rollca
Sleel Bushing
Roller Holder (rear)
Steel Wearing

Washers

The "RAMSCO" Roller Bearing Wheel gives the
Service Demanded ol Modern Mining Conditions

Catalogs.
"Car B'lilders for
Over 50 Years"

TRADE MARK
Rugged in Construction

The Watt Mining Car Wheel Co.

Simple in Design.

Bulletin 191, containing complete information,
will be
n request
al Office and Worba
General Sales Office
Kincaid, Illinois
McCormick Bldg., Chicaso, 111.
Tel. P B.
69
Tel. Harrison 7382

Barnesville, Ohio

X

iiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii;
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The Car That Stands the Roughest Service
Irwin Mine Cars fill the requiremf-nt^ of pv. ry loal
mine
Tbey arc properly proportioned to eet the
largest cap.icily possible with miinmum weiffht.
For durability, they are equi(>i>ed with cold rolled
steel floatiiii; axles, dustproof bcarmss. steel plate
center bumi^ers, ample bra«:ing. and many other

|

i
=

=
i

§
=

features.

Write for details.

&

Irwin Foundry

Mine Car

Co., Irwin, Pa.

_
=
=

I
H
I
i

prepared

to

furnish

HUchings, any size, style or
Punrher P r k s,
Machine Bits and Bit Steel

fliianllty.

1

L^t us Quote uou.

Pittsburgh Knife and Force Co. EsfaftHiftfrf 1876 Pittsburgh, Pa.
Successors Pittsburgh Steel Mfg. Co. -ind Wm. Harris & Son Co.

_
1
|
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DIRECT CURRENT

ALTERNATING CURRENT
Constant Speed

iahli'

rXIFR.\.ME
..Pl.ar.jlus.

AC

MOTORS

No

and D.C.

change;
motor.-i

B. A.

MOTORS
—
-.0

CENTRIFUGAL

ppcially adaptt-.} to dirtnt motor-driven
_
e required, ay dimensions of both
identical
.

ol

WESCHE ELECTRIC CO

IG'i'i-'iS Vine Street. Cinrinnati, Ohio
Nrw York,
K.f-lrrn Snles OfTiOf. 110 Wt-t 40il, St

Pennsylvania
1111111:11111111

iiiMiiiiiMiitiiiiiitiitiLiiiiiimiiiiiiiitiiiiimiMiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimnMmiiiit

THEJj^KyjUmNE
fans
effi-

thaa

THE TERRY STEAM TURBINE CO.
HARTFORD. CONN.

T-434

I

|
=

imirininmiiiiniinr;

iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiri

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiiiiiiinrnB

19 ideal for driving generators, pumps and
for all service, because of its simplicity,
ciency and reliability.
There are more
4000 in operation.

iiiitiiiiilillMiiiltfiiiunniniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniM

Pump and Compressor Company
Easton. Pennsylvania

,

MimiitiimiiiniiiriiriiniiiiiiiiiimriiiMitiiiiiiiiiiiriimiitir

!

=

Literature on request

<ame hp. ratinp are

iitiiiiiiioiiiiiriiniiiiiiiiitriiiriiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiii

^

COMPRESSOR
PUMP^5

IR

If

FAIRBANKS MORSE
-

MANUFACTURERS — CHICAGO

—

Engines
H.P. to 300 H.P.
1 I2
Steam-Power-Centrifugal
Electric Motors and Dynamos
Fairbanks Scales
Light Plants
Oil

Pumps

—

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
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PHILLIPS

Superlet
Greecses

IP

t
(^H

m

shopped on account of truck
trouble. Holds lubricant for long periodsIs easily applied with a few large bolts. Is
guaranteed for a year against hub wear.
|S seldon

full-floating axles

This Truck

with visible linch pins.

the ideal running-gear for large or
small mines, light or heavy cars, animal or mechanIt will solve that problem of hardical haulage.
running cars on level track it runs 25 per cent
easier than other improved trucks selling at the
is

—

same

your

MINE CARS

Wheel Truck

Patent Open Cap

Has

^^Jxibricaie

price.

Public approval comes, naturally,
the products of an organization pervaded with a determination to stop at nothing short of

per-

fection.

why Superla Mine Car
Greases have attracted such widespread
attention among mine owners and oper-

That's

ators.

Mine Car Greases

Superla

have been

especially designed to stand up under the

enormous

Write us today

^It*

to

occurring between
They have the correct
thoroughly bathe the bearings with a friction reducing film of oil,
and reach every point which requires
pressure

shaft and wheel.

Phillips

Mine and

So. 23rd

& Jane

Mill Supply Co.
Pittsburgh Pa

Sts.,

Itllllllltlllllltlllllllllllllnii

fluidity'

to

Mine

Superla

lubrication.

Greases

Car

will not run out of the wheels

and waste, as will black

and cheap

oils

fluid lubricants.

Any user of
Greases will

Superla

Mine

Car

these

state-

substantiate

ments, but only by actual usage will you
realize fully these and other advantages.

Send for our book, "Mine
cation," prepared by our

40% Lighter—
400fo Stronger—
Than Cast Iron

Car Lubriengineering

department.

It

Is Free

—

Steel is the ideal
the logical metal for mine car wheels.
It is ductile, it cannot break, it is approximately 8 times
stronger than cast iron. Hercules Mine Car Wheels are
made of steel. They are 407c; lighter than the old fash-

ioned

cast

iron

wheel

and

400% stronger. Thus, in
Hercules Steel Car Wheels,
vou get the unusual combination of light weight plus
yet

Cast Iron
16500 lbs.

Copper

strength.
You get a
will outlast 5 cast
not get all
iron ones.
the facts? Write today without obligation.

great

19000 lbs.

wheel that

Why

Bronze
36000

lbs.

Hercules

Malleable Iron
40000 lbs.

Mfg. Co.

Wrought Iron

Centerville,

Iowa

47000

lbs.

COMPANY
STANDARD OIL
ANA)
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS
(

I

ND

I

—
Buying
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Mine Car
Grease
I'hc

economy

GREASE
know

is

that

are so

of

this

its

C.'\R

when you

evident

constituent part>

compounded

it

will not

he affected by temperature variations

mineralized

in

iiliiiiiiiiiKiluiirilriDiiir

and will not decompose

^iiiiiriiiiiiiiiiliimiuiitlllllllllii
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Mine Water.

There's a special Key
stone Density, scientifically suited for every
of mine car

OHIO

type

wheel.

Mine Car Grease

|
I
|

|

Keystone

|

Grease No. 119 Mefor Hyatt Roller
Bearing Wheels. Keystone Grease No. 119
for wheels of all other

|

dium
should appear on )our next requisition

—

It

will appear

on

all

|

|
|
|

types.

following.

Wnte

OHIO GREASE CO.

I

26

for Bulletin No.

The Keystone Lubricating Company

Loudonville, Ohio

Executive Offices and Works. Philadelphia, Pa.
Established 1884
Branche': throuQl out tl

Wn

Id

HELMICK
Mine Cars, Wheels and Trucks
Illustration shows sturdy truck design and detail in cross
section of Helmick-Hyatt Roller HcannK Wheel.

We

furnish wheels and trucks for your present
or will build cars complete to your specification.
If

mine

you need coal-handling equipment of any kind

cars,

— get our

quotations.

Helmick Foundry Machine Co.
Fairmont, W. Va,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuuii>mmiimiii»
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I

Light Running

3 Friction

almost entirely

is

H overc^jme

in

§ Hockensmith
g Roller Bearing

1 Wheels

ciLimi

i Completely
i protected

aiiHimiiiiiiiiiiriiniiMuiiimjimminiijnijnjNiiiinmjjimmiiiiiiiiimjiiiiii

ri

iiiiii

i

riiinii

i

jinn

3 against dust

i and\\;!i-r.
i Big oil .=riv. r

^Miii

iiminuuiiiiiiuiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiiiiiiiiJiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimujiiiimiiJiuuiiiib

.

3 Unsurpri^-'-d
g Durability
3 Asklordetai

Hockensmith Wheel & Mine
Car Co., Penn Station, Penna.

I

Hnntington. W. Va.. Iliintinglon
Snpply & Equipment t"- , „
Knoxville, Tenn.. Webster & Co.

i7iiiii i iiiiiillliiiii i inTniniinmiiimn[rmmiiiiiiiiiiriii[iiiiiTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiii
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New YoiK

•

Pittsburgh

Chicago Detroit °
Philaaclphia San Ft
•

•

KipppdWustnal
Car (jEqviipmeKt(^
Koppcl,Pa-

|
|
i
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The Twin-Boy Automatic Dump
on the

Operates

Shock-Proof Principle Like a Door

Check.
The

car

tilted first to the

is

then

right,

the

to

left

gently as a mother rocks a

No

cradle.

shock

or

jar.

Less wear and tear to cars.
Minimum coal breakage.

Tremendous dumping

Dumping

ity'.

regulated.

Cars self-spotting,

self-discharging.

Twin Boy

with out

operates

capac-

speed can be

power.

Fully automatic.

The
is

oil

compression cylinder

responsible for

its

Twin

operation.

shockless

Boy

is

different.

Let us explain how in detail.

ANNISTON ELECTRIC STEEL CORPORATION
Works and General

Offices:

ANNISTON, ALA.,

U.

S.

A.

Electric Steel Castings, Grey Iron Castings, Struetural and Sheet A>ork.

Coal Mioe Equipment, Steel Wheel Mii

Machii

aiinniiiiriiiiimmiiiiiirniiiuiiiiiimiiminniimiinirmimiuimimimmimmmmniiiiniinittinniunitiiitiiDiii:

THE EG YPTIAN
Roller Bearing Mine Car Trucks

Guaranteed
Against Breakage

The Weir ''Titan" Frog
breakage — no matter
guaranteed
against

is

how heavy your

locomotives are or

how

fast

Furthermore it is guaranteed to
they run.
outlast any cast iron frog a dozen times over.
Cast

in

one

—made

steel

from Titanium treated
for any track radius and any rail

solid piece

section.

Remember: One wreck
dozen

roller bearings in mine car whee\
service are so well known that it is hardly
necessary to elaborate upon their economy.
Eg>ptian mine car truck construction, strong
and safe, gives roller bearing advantages
in a design as simple and accessible as the

Hyatt

,'

iitiitiiiiiiii

more than a
prices.

Weir Frog Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
in the United States
rk for mines. Complete
Prompt
roads and tipples.
and reasonable prices. Our
; work
is at your service.

Egyptian Iron Works
Murphysboro,

costs

*'Titans.'*

-*i"

Write today for details and

ordinary plain hub wheel.

•Dept. C. A."

»-

IlL

tiiiiiiiiniriirtiiiiiiniKiiniuiR

Established 1882
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MARK

Machine Cables for Coal Mines
TIREX

NEVER
KINKS
TIREX conductors are insulated with a thirty per cent Para rubber compound.
The insulated conductors
are enveloped with a forty per cent Para rubber sheath applied under pressure so that the interstices between
conductors are completely filled.

A

double

of hard seine twine
Para rubber, is appli(<l.

sers'ini;

sixty per cent of

is

placed around the cable before the outer rubber jacket, containing
stand up under hard usage.

TIREX CABLES

TIREX CABLES are built like high grade cord tires.
L'nder the severe conditions incident to coal mine
more than four times as long as fibrous-covered cables.
They are clean and flexible and cannot absorb moisture.
TIREX CABLES NEVER KINK. The outer rubber jaciiet is securely locked to the cable
and will not peel ofi^ and oils and acids, under ordinary industrial conditions have no appreciable effect upon it.
service they last

MANUFACTURERS
aOl

DEVONSHIRE
CHICAGO

ST.

BOSTON 9

SAN FRANCISCO

2E

iiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiummuiiniinuuiJiiiuiuuimiiimimiL

iiriiiilllliMiriiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiDiiii

TIMCK EQUIPMENT
MINE FROGS
I

8, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 35,

I

Splices,

Spikes, Frogs

40 lb. per yard
and Switches

LIGHT R/1ILW/1Y EQUIPMENT

CUMBERLAND, MARYLAND

I

1

nimiMiiiiiiiirtiiitiitiiiiMiiniiiiiini[|iuiuiulilliiiniiiii(timnniiniiliniiiiiiiiiniiirriniiniiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiitrniiniiiiiiiriiitiiiiiMiitc
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iijii

TR

O
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West Virginia

Rail Co.

Manuf.icturers

Light Steel Rails

C\10SS\U(^S

I

United States Rail Co.

I

SWITCHES

I

iiiirtiiiiiiiiniilllltc

SPECMLWORKfooMINES
STEEL TIES

COMMEOa/IL TRUST DLOG.

PHIl/1.

M

S

CO.

iiintiniiiriiiniinTnuiniimimnniiiiitiiinmnnnniiiiiinniininiiiriinnnnTnmniininiiniin
luiiiiuiumimiiiiiiiiiiuuiumuiiiiiiJUlummiiiuuiiiJUiJiiiiiiimiiiiimii

Who

iiiiiiiniiiimiic.-

Looks into the Earth

1

Pennsylvania Drilling Co.

and Accessories

Diamond

Drill

Contractors

6-12-16-20'25'30-3S.40'45-rbs. per Id

Huntington, W. Va.
iMIIllltnillllllllilliillllllllitlllllliriiiiiii
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Important Notice to Advertisers
To

secure first-class typographical set up and enable us to submit

proof in sufRcient time
to press,

it is

to

make any necessary corrections before going
we get copy in our hands together with all

essential, that

necessary cuts at least three weeks prior to date of publication.

Coal Age
Briiiiininiiiijiiiiiimiiillllllllillllimiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii

luiiiiiiuiiiiumiiuiiiiiiiimiiuiiriir
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CO

I

Aerial

ARC WELD BONDS
The

Electric Railway

Tramways

Improvement Co.

C'eveland C-'-)

Cambria

Mine Ties

Slick Steel

|

Cambria Steel Company

|

General Sales

Office:

A Common

Sense
Haulage System

|

WIDENER BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA,

1
=

|

MiDVALE Steel and Ordnance Company

PA.

|

DISTRICT SALES OFFICES:

|

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago. Cincinnati. Cleveland, Detroit. New York.
Philadelphia, Piltsbursh. San Francisco. Salt Lake City.
Seattle. St. Louis, Wa.shin^ton. D. C.

|
|

Consolidated Steel Corporation, 25 Broadway, New York.
is the sole exporter of our commercial products

I
=

|

& B

B

Tramways

Aerial

from mine

to tipple

and

take

bee-line

the

dump your

coal auto-

Keep your output moving, regardsnow or mud.
Can't spill.

matically.

less of rain, sleet,

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiLiiiiuuiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiriiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Seldom require more than one

Save wages.

r 1^

ECONOMICAL transpor-

Operate by gravit\^

and mine
accomplished with a

tation of coal

waste

is

When

lations

of

numerous

prove their practical

&

New York

and

Book No.

CABLES

for

9.

MINES

Manufacturers of
Yellow
famous
Power-

steel
The system

that gives results

Cost per ton for haulage.

INTERSTATE EQUIPMENT CORP.
25 Church Street,

New York

Write

ST.

Strand

Low

Built

to

last.

for

it.

BRODERICK & BASCOM ROPE CO.
New York

ROME WIRE CO.

at

Two-Bucket Types designed

Full details in our interesting Aerial Tramv^ay
San Francisco

"Super Service"
CORDS

steam, gasoline or

be used.

your exact requirements.
Capacity guaranteed.

Mo.

Denver

Chicago

may

for

Sons Rope Co.

St. Louis,

in typical hilly coal country.

insufficient,

is

Friction Grip or

instal-

efficiency.

Established 1857

A. Leschen

fall

electricity

Leschen Aerial Tramway
The performance

or two unskilled attendants.

City

ssnmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiinriiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiinDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirdiii

and

all

standard grades
of wire rope.

LOUIS

Seattle

;
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TRACK EQUIPMENT
depend Z/pon ^t

"

Other track equipment may cost less, but the price of
"Cincinnati" Equipment is as low as consistent with
the brjt of materials

means satisfaction
ment is foru;otten.
'^

to

and first-class workmanship. This
our cust(jmers long after the pay-

Cincinnati " Frog

& Switch Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Established 1906

Erogs - Crossings - Switch Stamps -Switches - Room. Turnouts -Etc
iiitiimiiiitiiiiiiiiiiii

I

TlX.'MKMICilKC

Mi^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiHiiiimiuuuiiiiimriiiuiuii!

I

I

Loads All Kinds
of Coal and Coke

M

ANIERRE
C

CD

CHCIMEERINCi CO
MACMINEBY CO. CO

'tPHEIENTTD BY
T>. Im^k

CS049 PMk^lp>u.
PonUnJ Oiffon Sun)*

B.1. Cfl

l»<.T*^h ft

Dr-«r

C«Jt»/>

MKhm«»

fr

Mil Co

ILWAUKEE.WIl
irriiiiiittiii?

iiimnrnnimrMiMiitiiMiiriiiiiiitii

iiii[iiiiiiiiirMirtiiiiiiiiiiMi(iiiMt(iiniiniiit!iriiiriiitiiitirni[)iniiti[(iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

PERFORATED METAL
All sizes
thick-

shapes
of Holes

Metal

FOR SCREENING, SIZING and WASHING COAL

The Harrington
628 No. Union Avenue, Chicago,

&

III.,

U.

King Perforating Company
S.

A.

New York

Office:

114 Liberty Street

—
December

Buying

1921

29,
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A

Classified

Index of Advertisers in This Issue
For Alphabetical Index See Last Page

Machinery

Coal and Ash Handling

Aerial Triiinwajs

Broderick

& Haseom Rope

Interstate

Equipment Corp.

Holmes & Bros..
LinkBell Co.

Co.

Inc..

Robt,

Cagers, Automatic

Car-Dumper & Equipment Co.
Holmes & Bros. Inc.. Robt.

Armature Repair Jlarhinery

Cages
Fairmont Mining Mac-hinery Co.

Armatures and *"'<••'' ."^""'nrU,
Chattauoosa Armaliin- vvorBS
Nelson Co

I.

.

Morrow Mfs

K

Coal I\lining Equipment
Pittsburgh Mining Machinery Co.
Roberts & Schaeler Co.

Mr.ohinery
Ash
Link-Belt Co.
Haiulliiii!

Coal iMining Plants
JeBrey Mfg. Co.

(See DriUs)

Augers. Coal

Lmk-Belt Co
Webster Mfg. Co.

Coal

fila-

chiner.v

Car Loaders (See Box Car Loaders)

Jeffl-ey

Car Hitchings

Link-Belt Co
Webster Mlg. Co.

Piltsbiirirh

Railway
Bearings, Ball and Roller
Hvatt Roller Bearins Co.

Luna

Bros.

Merchants Steel

.\utoniiitic

Keystone Lubricating Co.

Oven Drawing and
Machines
-\tias Car S, Mfg. Co.

Leveling

Diamond Core

Cars and Car Wheels
Anniston Electric Steel Corp.
Atlas Car & Mfg. Co.

Bit Sharpeners
Little Giant Co.

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Drill.

Ameling Prospecting

Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
Helmick Foundry-Machine Co.
Hercules Mfg. Co.
Hockensmith Wheel & Mine Car Co.
Ij-win Foundry & Mine Car Co
Koppel Industrial Car & Equip Co
Lnhdfll Car Wheel Co
Phillips Mine & Mill Supply Co
Railway & Mine Supply Co.
Sanford-Day Iron Works

Compressors, Air
Allis-Chalmers Mlg. Co.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Denver Rook Drill Mlg. Co.

Penn

Pump &

Sulhvaii

Co.

Inc.

Randle Machinery Co.
Sherwood, E. C.
Standard Rail & Steel Co.

Diamond

Drilling

Contracting
Co.. H. R.
Exploration

&

Co
Hoffman Bros.
Punxsutawney Drill & Cont. Co
Machinery Co.
West Virginia Drilhng Co.
Siilli-,-aii

Gompreasor Co.

.Machinery Co.

Compressors, Gas
Inscrsoll-Rand Co

Penn

Pump &

Compressor Co.

Stine. S. B.

&

Co.. Inc

Watt Mining Car 'Wheel Co.
Air
Sullivan Machinery Co.
Whitcomb Co.. Geo. D.

Drills,

Blowers
Buckeye Blower Co.

Cars, Steel Mining
Hcndrick Mlg. Co.

Eynon-Evans Corp.
S.

Macby

& Risman Co.
Nashville Industrial Corp,
Operators Supply Co.
Pittsburgh Boiler Maeh. Co.

Coke

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
Mining Safety Device Co.
Phillips Mine & Mill Supply Co.

Belt Dressing

Stine.

&

Supply Co.

Moiri.-mi

Supply Co.

Car-Dumper & Equipment Co.
Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.

Roller Bearing- Co.

Blasting Supplies
Atlas Powder Co.
Du Pont de Nemours
E.I.

&

Power Machinery Exchange.
Car Stops,

Railway & M:ne Supply Co.

Timken

&

Miller-Owen Electric Co.
Moore. J. W.

Mfg. Co.

Knifo & Forge Co.

& Mine

Miscellaneous

I

Co.
Carlin Mach. Co., John H.
t'ohen & Son. Louis
Duquesne Elec. Mfg. Co.
Kosler, H,

Independent £lect.

Behandling

and

.Storage

Pipe and
Etiuipmcnt

Archer Armstrong

Gregory Elect. Co.

LinkBelt Co
Roberts & Schaeler Co.

Car Hauls
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Battery Charsins: Equipment
Cutler-Hammer Mlg. Co.

Machinery

Dealers'
(Rail,

Helmick Foundry-Machine Co.
Co
Railway & Mine Supply Co.

Material Co.

Electrical

O

Mining Safety Device Co.

Co.

Supplies

C.

& Supply Co

Orion & Steinbrenner Co.
Pennsylvania Crusher Co.
Traylor Engineering & Mfg. Co.
Vulcan Iron Works
Webster Mfg. Co.

Mining Safety Device Co.

Receivers

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Service

The

Co..

Link-Belt Co.

Chieaeo Pneumatic Tool Co.

Electric

& Snow

Bartlett

Marion Mch. Fdry.

Air Aftercoolers
.\ir

Crushers, Coal
American Pulverizer Co

B.

Railway

Water Tube
Babcock & Wilcox Co.

& Mine

Drills.

Castings

Boilers,

Nutlall Co.. R. D.

Core
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Drills,

Goodman Mfg.

Drills.

Conveyors, Chain Flight
Cross Engineering Co.
Link-Belt Co.
Bartlett

& Snow

Co..

The

Power

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Denver Rock Drill Mfg. Co,
C. O.

Co.

Drills,

Conveyors, Coal

Webster Mfg. Co.

Electric

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Pittsburgh Mining Machinery Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Co.

Castings, Iron, Brass or Bronze
Electrical Steel Corp.
Anniston
"
Tt Milling Machinery Co.

Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.

& Mchry

Index)

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Box Car Loaders

Link-Belt Co.
Manierre Engineering

betical

ontrollers

Railway & Mine Supply Co.
Sanford-Day Iron Works

Bonding Machines
Electric Railway Improvement Co.

(Portable)

Brills.

Eynon-Evans Corp.
Falk Corp.

Hockensmith Wheel & Mine Car Co
Lobdell Car Wheel Co.
Books. Technical
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc.
National Coal Mining News

Air

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Denver Rock Drill Mlg. Co.

Supply Co.

Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
Hcndrick Mfg. Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Rock

Chicago Pneumalic Tool Co.
Denver Rock Drill Mlg. Co.

Link-Belt Co.

Breaker Machinery
Vulcan Iron Works
Wilmot Engineering Co.

Chemicals
Du Pont de Nemours & Co..

Circuit. Electric (See
Ctrcuit Breakers. Electric)

Inc.,

Marion Mch. Fdry. & Supply Co
Robins Conveying Belt Co.
Webster M'fg. Co.

E.I.

Breakers,

Machinery
Malcolmson Engineering
Machine Corp.

Briquettiiig

&

Circuit Breakers, Electric
Bartlett & Snow Co.. The C.

Buckets, Clamshell

Blaw-Knox Co.
Link-Belt Co.
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Backets, Coal Handling
Faiimont Mining Machinery Co.
Link Belt Co

Buckets, Elevator

„
The

„ „
Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.

Bartlett

& Snow Co

Chutes
^
Helmick Foundry-Machine Co.
Sanford-Day Iron Works
Sykes Co.. The
Webster Mfg. Co.

.

C. O.

Inc..

W.

Hockensmith Wheel & Mine Car Co.
Railway & Mine Supply Co.

O

Ball Engine Co.

Bucyrus Co
Link-Belt Co.

Clamps, Trolley Wire
Electrical Material Co.
Ohio Brass Co
Post-Glover Electric Co.
Clutches. Friction
Caldwell & Co.,
Link-Belt Co.

Couplings Mine Car

Cranes, Locomotive
Ball Engine Co.
Orton & Steinbretmer Co.
E.

Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
Helmick Foundry-Machine Co.
Phillips Mine & Mill Supply Co.
Sanford-Day Iron Works

Dumps. Rotary

Anniston Electric Steel Corp.
Car-Dumper & Equipment Co.

Dynamite A High Explosives
(See Explosives)

Dynamos
(See Switches, Froes sod
rossings)

Crossings
(See Special Index page 50)

Dumps, Cross-Over

{

Electric

(See Generators)

Haulage Supplies

ETIectric

Service SuDDlies Co.

Buying— C O A L
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Pumps. Cenlrlfugul

A

SuppUcs
Klrrtrlnll Apiuiratni
PoblClovtr Electric Co.

.Mil- (.ll.ilmers Mfg, Co.
ll.,.nl]c,,s i Co,
l;,,[[ell

'

IVnii

and ConTeyor*
Pairmoni Miiiine Machinery Co.

Unk'Bclt Co.
Webster M(E. Co.

Compressor Co.

Pumps, Mine
and

Instnlin«fit»

F.ncinecrinf

ft

Weinman Pump Mfg.

Mis Co

Jcflrry

Pump

s l;
sun,
Tirry Steam Turbine Co.

r.l<<\ator»

Weinman Pump Mfg

Sup-

Co.

Machinery Co

I'ittsburgh Mining

Co.

plies
lliifl

& Bud MIc.

EnciDrrrinc

unips.

Flory Mfc

C. Bros.. Inc.. Root.
Link. Belt Co
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Terhnlcal Book«

It

M.GrawHlIl Book Co

Holmes 4

Iii'

National Coal Minine N'">

.
„
Chicaco Pneumatic Tool Co,
Denver Rock Drill Mfg. Co.
SalUvan Machinery Co.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Fairbanks. Morse A Co.

Steam
_
Tool Co.
Pneumatic „

Hoists. .<<kip
Bartlett ft

,

Cliii.aro

TreadweU

Snow

„

&.

,

Co.. Inc..

Hoists. Special

^

.

,

Co.. Inc..

Ic

„

C.

Buckeye Blower Co.
JcBrey Mfg Co.
Pittshurgh Mining Machinery Co.

Deming

Co..

ft

Co

The

Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.

Weinman Pump Mfg

„
O

Co.

Pumps. Vueuuni
Chicaco Pneumati.- Tool Co.
Sullivan Machuiery Co

Weinman Pump Mfg

Motor Starters

Room

Cutler

Hammer Mfg.

Co.

Co.
Rail Bonds

American Steel ft Wire Co.
Electric R'way Improvement

Motors

Steam

AUisChalmers Mfg. Co.
Fairbanks. Morse ft Co.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Flory .Mfc. Co.. S.
SulUv.ui Sfachincry Co.
Trea.Iwell Enirineenng Co.

Electric

Goodman Mfg.
Wescbe

Vulcan Iron Works

Fans. Veninattng

S B
Vulcan Iron

„
The

Bovts, Porter

D.

(3eo.

Mining Marttines, Chain and

TreadweU Engineering Co.
Hoists.

explosives. Permissible
Atlas Powder Co.
Du Pont de Nemours
E.I.

Co.

Co..

Encineerini.- Co.

Explrt8ive«

Atlas Powder Co.
Du Pont de Nemours
E.I.

Whitcomb

Hoists. Portable

Encinrs. Oil

Pnmps, Power

Mining Machines
Goodman Mfg. Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Ennneering Co.
II
Vulcan Iron Works

Tnadw.

Enclnn. Hoirt ond naolni:*
Holm. - A Brn- Inc.. Kobl
Vulcan Iron Wariig

Enicinrs.

Pneumatic Air Lift
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Co.

Co.
Electric Co..

The

Ralls and Rail Joints
Koppel Indust. Car ft Equip. Co.
U. S. Rail Co.
West Virginia Rail Co.

ft Grease Cups
Keystone Lubricating Co.
Ohio Grease Co.

Stine.

Refrigeration, Automatic for Coal
Mine Stores
Automatic Refrigerating Co.. The

Works
Oils

Feeders, .\pran and Oseillatlng

.

B. A.

Oil

Bole Punching ^lachines
Denver Rock Drill Mfg. Co.

C!o.

Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co

Keystone Lubricating CoStandard Oil Co.

Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
Incline Plane Atachlnery

Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
Sanlord Day Iron Works
Stiiie.

8.

B.

Perforated Metals
Chicago Perforating Co.
Cross Engineeruig Co
Harrington & King Perforating

Inieetors and Ejector*
Crane Co.

Eynon Evans Corp.

Roofing and Siding, Corrngated

Jenkins Bros.

Lunkenheimer

GaEM.

Water.

and

Boiler

Co..

Bartlett
Jeffrey

tive
Co.. The
Co., The

Fawcns Machine
.Medarl

Pateiil

ft

Snow Co

.

The

C. O.

Sykes Co.. The

Mfg

Co.

Link Belt Co.
Morrow Mfg. Co.
Webster Hlg. Co.

Lunkenheimer

Gears
Cleveland Worm
Falk Corp.

ft

Fairmont Mining Jfachinery Co.

Locomo-

Crane Co
Jenkins Bros.

Ohio Brass

.Steel

Picking Tables

The

Rope, Wire
Broderick ft Bascom Rope Co.
Leschen ft Sons Rope Co., A.
Roebling'6 Sons Co.. J. A.
Webster Mfg. Co.

Gear Co.

Co.

i'ulley

Co.

NllesBement Pond Co.
Nutlall Co..

R

D

Vulcan Iron Works
GeatN, Herringbone

Nilcs-Bement-Pond Co.
Nultall

Co..

B.

D.

Generators and GeneratlnK I'nits
Allis-Chalmers MIe. Co.
Ridirwav Dj-namo ft Engine Co.
Terry Steam Turbine Co.

Keystone Lubricating Co.
Ohio Grease Co.
Sanford-Day Iron Works
Standard Oil Co.

Loading Rooms
Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link-liell

Co.

Morrow Mfg.

Co.

dangers

(See Pulleys)

Locomotives, Electric
Atla* Car ft Mfc Co.
Goodman MJg. Co.
Jeffny Mfc. Co.
Lima Locomotive Wks.. Inc.

Denver Rock

Drill

MJg. Co.

Piltsbureh Minine Machinery Co.
TreadweU Engineering Co.

Ma.

Scales
Fail-banks, Morse ft Co.
Weighing
Streeter Amet
cording Co.

B»-

ft

Powder Blasting
Atlas Powder Co.
Du Pont de Nemours

Screens and Perforated Sheeting
Chicago Pcrforatiiig Co.
Harrington ft King Perforating
Hendrick Mfg. Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co..
ft

Co.. In

E.I.

Vulcan

Co.

Webster Mfc. Co.
Searehlight Section)

Shafting and Bangers
Caldwell & Co.. Inc.. W. E.
Cambria Steel Co.

Pulleys,

Railway Equipment Co.
Medart Patent Pulley Co.

ETlectric

Geo. D.

Ohio Grease Co.
Standard Oil Co.

E.

Inc..

I.

Duquesne Electric Mfg. Co.

Nashville Industrial Corp.
Nel-on Co.. I R.
Operators Supply Co.
Pittsburgh Boiler Mach- Co.

Lubricators
Keystone Lubricating Co.
Co..

Arr'her Armstrong & Co
Carlin Mach. Co.. John B.
Cohen & Son. Louis
Du Pont de Nemours & Co..

Grecoiy Electric Co.
Independent Elect, ft Maeby Co
I- R. Nelson Co.
Merchants Steel & Supply Co.
Miller-Owen Electric Co.
Moore. J. W.

Lubricants
Ohio Grease Co.
Standard Oil Co.

Lunkenheimer

Marion Mch Fdry. & Supply Co
Morrow Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand Equipment (Seo

Works

Co..

Co

The

Pittsburgh Perforating Co.
Stimpson Eciulpmeut Co.

Co.

Locomotives, Steam

Wbitcomb

Hoists

Threading

Locomotives. CompresBed Air
Porter Co H. K.
Vulcan Iron Works

Locomotives, Storage Battery
Alla^s Crir & Mfc. Co.
Goodman MJg. Co.
Ironton Engine Co.
Jeffrey Mlg. Co.

High Explosives (See Dynamite)

and

Toledo Pipe Threading Mch. Co.
TreadweU Engineering Co.

Webster Mfg. Co.

Milwaukee Locomotive Mfg.
Vulcan Iron Works
Whiicorab Co.. Geo. D.

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Cutting
cilinery

Locomotives. Gasoline
Hadliel,: PcuLeld Steel

Hnminers. Power
Little Giant Co.

Pipe

The
Fairbanks. Morse
Boiler Feed
Barrett, Haentjens

Pomps,

Demlng

Co..

The

ft

A

Co.

Co.

Terry Steam Turbine Co.
Weinman Pump Mfg. Co.

Power Machinery E.\chanpe,
Randlc Machinery Co.
Standard Rail & Steel Co.
Reading Engrg. Co.

Inc.

December

29,
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HENDRICK
Oevator Buckets

AUTOMATIC
REFriceraTIDN
Send

to your specifications in a department of our
plant devoted entirely to the manufacture of elevating and

I

conveying equipment.

I

We

I

for latest booklet.

I
I

I

The Automatic Refrigerating Co.

|

1

Main OKce and Works: Hartford, Conn.

|

=
=

1
I

I

Offices: New York. Hiintine-ton, LouisviUe. Washing^ton, Chicago. Columbus. Rochester. Boston. Baltimoi-e. Atlanta. Seattle. San Francisco. Los Angeles. New Orleans.
Nev Haven. Jacksonville. Philadelphia. Denver.

Branch Sales and Service

— are

I

I

|
|

|
1

Buckets, Conveyor Trough, Conveyor Flights, Pans for |
Scraper and Apron Conveyors, Perforated Metal =
General Sheet and Light Structural Work. |

Screens,

i
I
i

=

|

will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of specifications |
with blueprint or sketch.
|

I

=

built

i

HENDRICK MFG.

CO.

|

53 Dundaff Street, Carbondale,, Pa.

I

015 916 Union Bank Bldf.
Huzleton. Pa. Office: 70o Markle Bank BUlg.
Xew York Office: 30 Church St.

1

rittshurijh Office:

=

=

^iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuuu^^
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MINE TRACK EQUIPMENT
"Does Your Track
Stand Overload"?
A
to

good boiler will stand double tbe rated capacity in order
cope with sudden demands of peak load conditions.

"Central" Track Equipment, designed by e.xperts
same way. Built tor long service and noted for

is

its

made

the

ability to

stand the strain of overloads.

"Central" Track Engineers are ready for any unusual condiyour property.

tions in

Call "Central" for better track equipment.

The Central Frog & Switch Co.
Cincinnati,

Frogs Switches Crossings

Room

Ohio

Turnouts Switch Stands

Buying— C O A L
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and Rollrm

bruvftt

Kirmiii Minins MaclllnciT

Co.

I'iUenl P\lM.-y Co.
Sanlnr.l D.iy Iron Worki

M.

'

[

n liter

w.tjsur Mte. Co.

huirlt.
H.ill

Soricniili:
piiniliiM

WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY

niiil

I'urirylnE

4 Smis Co. Wm.

Sehaife

Aii-

B.

Klrrtrlc Coal

WelKht Rerurders, Autoniullc
islr.clcr Amet
WclKhlng i

KilBirie Co.

Mjcra-Whaley Co.

cording Co.

Testlnc
Inc

Ijibomtories (See ConsaltEniES. Directory)
Laboratories
C:o.

Hoppers

Trolley .>lnterial. Overhead
Electric Railway Equipment
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co
red.

r.nl

Cambria Steel Co
Fairmonl Minintr Machinery Co.
Koppel Industrial Car & Eqtiip Co.

Electric Co.

Sprocktt Wheels

Fairbanks.
FairniDjil

Morse & Co.
.Minnii; Miuhuiery Co.

Jeffrey Mfe Co..
Link'llelt Co.

6tokcr«, Mechanical

The

Marion Meh.. Fdry.

Babcock & Wilcon Co.. The
Combustion Eneineering Corp.

Steel, Shapes.

Mine &

it

Tools .Mining

Plates,

(See

(See

lilininfr

Tools)

EnEi-

Instraments and Sap-

pi:,s)

Switches, FroRs and Crossings

I

Tracks, Portable

ail,

etc.

American Kroff & Sv.itch Co
Cambria Steel Co.
Fr<r- & Switch Co.. The
Ciminnali Kroc & Switch Co.

Works

Iron Works
Koppel Industrial Car
Weir Frof Co.
Etrypli.in

& Equip

Co.

Boppel Industrial Car tc Equip Co.
Light Railway Equipment Co.
Weir Frog Co
Tanks,

Wood and

Caldwell

i

Co..

Hauser-Stander

WeldliiK Apparatus
Electric Railway Equipment Co.

Trolley Wheels and Harps

Wheels, Car
Wheels)

Electric

Railway Equipment Co

Nuttall

Co..
R. D.
Co.. The

Tramways,

Steel

W.

Inc.,

Tank

E.

Co..

Broderiek

Tb«

Telephone Equipment
Paragon Electric Co.
Rome Wire Co.

Leschcn

Ohm

Brass Co
(Sea

Lunkenheimer

Cars and

Co..

Cor

The

Whistles
Federal Electric Co

Machine Products

Interstate

Turbines. Steam
Allis<;halmers Mfg. Co.
Barrett. Haentjens & Co.

Valves
Jenkins Bros.

Lunkenheimer

Co..

The

Washerics, Coal
Deistcr Concentrator Co.
Fairmont MiniiiB M"achinery Co.
Link-Belt Co
Roberts & Sehaefer Co.
Webster MIg. Co.

Trolley

(See Trolley Wire)

,\eria1

& Bascom Rope Co.
& Sons Rope Co., A

SPECIAL INDEX TO COAL ADVERTISERS

Traps, Steam

<>ane Co.

Wentz Co.

Jenkins Bros.

For years the choice of
practical coal

"Mangan' Alloy

Steel

Frog

men

In small mines and in large mines throughout the country
you will find American products contributing largely to
security, increased production and better transportation
systems,

American products
practice.

It

is

fill

to the

know our equipment

the

demands peculiar

advantage of
in

detail.

all

to coal mine
coal producers to

May we

send you our

bulletins?

The "American"
Lever,

Parallel

Throw Switch Stand

^

your eyes to real merit in
Write for them today.

bulletins will open

track equipment.
Upright

Co.

Wire and Cable
American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co
Broderiik & liascom Rope Co
Copper Clad .Steel Co.
Interstate Equipment Corp.
Leschcn & Sons Hope Co.. A
Paragon Electric Co.
Roebiings' Sons Co.. J. A.
Home Wire Co.
Simple.x Wire & Cable Co.

Central

American Fros & Switch Co.. The
Central Frog & Switch Co.
Cucinnati Frog & Switch Co..
Eiryptian Iron

Trolley Wheel Bashlncs
Electric Railway Equipment Co.
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sale or business transaction
can take place without a "meeting of
minds/' Whether a block or a thousand
miles separate buyer and seller, their
minds must meet before goods can be
sold or bought.

tion,

No more than three or four of the
readers of this paper may be in a single
town, and the others similarly scattered
over the country, but all read the same
news, get the same ideas, learn of the
same goods, and thus the group is
integrated and bound together by a
common source of information.

tion can advance only in proportion to
our ability to disseminate thought and

By establishing these great information routes between the members of the
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Business Paper makes one market of

transport things.

This principle is the foundation of our
national unity. The United States is
not merely a physical union, but a
union of hearts and minds created by
common ideals, uniformity of educa-
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